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DEATH OF H. QUINTUS BROOKS
Montreal (Special).—H. Qulntus Brooks,

manager of His Majesty's Theater, and for
many years one of the leading theatrical
5?®,? America, was found dead in bed
SSp- '"'He had arranged to celebrate hisiitty-mnth birthday on Feb. 20.

H. Quintus Brooks was the son of Hol-
man Brooks, an English artist. He was on
the staff of The Dramatic Mirror, under
Harrison Grey Fiske's editorship. Upon
leaving The Mirror he became associated
witn cnarles Frohman as an advance agent
r °Lt5»r^e. years he represented " The Girl iLeft Behind Me." He handled " Charley's
Aunt and other well-known plays in his
day. He also established two theatrical
papers, one of which was the Broadicau.

For the past thirteen years Mr. Brooks
has been associated with His Majesty's The¬
ater in various capacities, his last being
manager. v s

SEASON'S RECORD OF PRODUCTIONS

BALTIMORE
44 The Heart of Wetona " Formerly '* The Girl "

and then " Oklahoma "
Baltimore (Special). — Baltimore can con¬

gratulate itself upon being given the oppor¬
tunity to pass judgment on the new ioint pro¬
duction of Belasco and Frohman, which began
its engagement at the Academy on Monday night
prior to its appearance at the Lyceum in New
York. The new play. 44 The Heart of Wetona "
has had a varied career to date. The new play
which is the work of George Scarborough, was
first tried out under the title of " The Girl " in
Atlantic City last Fall, and as late as two weeks
ago was known as 44 Oklahoma." It is evident
that the number of vicissitudes through which
it has passed have proved a blessinsr. for as the
play now stands it will likely achieve quite a
success. The new play has the added advan¬
tage of being interpreted by one of the best-
balanced casts which have graced the Academy's
stage in a couple of years. Lenore Ulrich as the
Indian girl. Wetona. gives by far the best work
of her career. It places her several rungs high¬
er on the ladder to lasting fame. Lowell Sher¬
man. who was seen here earlier in the season
in 44 The Eternal Magdelene " has the role of
the lieutenant. Sherman's work has improved
by leaps and bounds. John Miltern also scored,
and William Courtleigh is again seen in a mas¬
terly delineation of an Indian chief. The play
is splendidly staged under the personal direction
of Mr. Belasco. The audience on the opening
night was very distinguished and filled the
house, the occasion being the benefit for St.
Agnes's Hospital. " Treasure Island " Feb. 28.

GERALDINE FARRAR WEDS
Geraldine Farrar, the opera singer, an-

Lou-Tellegen, the actor, were married Fen
8 at the home of the bride, 18 West Se^
enty-fourth Street. The ceremony was peJ
formed by the Rev. Leon A. Harvey, of th
Fourth Unitarian Church of Brooklyn.

Miss Farrar and Mr. Tellegen first mej
in New York last Winter, when she wa
singing at the Metropolitan and he was ar-
pearing in " Taking Chances." It was nor
until they met again in California, wherl
both had gone separately to act in motio
pictures, that they became intimate friend;
Since Miss Farrar's return from the Pacifii
Coast last August reports have been cuij
rent that she and Mr. Tellegen were er!
gaged. These have been emphatically d(
nied, and it was not until the prima donn
gave a concert recently in Boston that sh
admitted the truth of the rumors.

Miss Farrar was born in Melrose, Mass
thirty-two years ago, and studied for gran
opera in Boston, then in New York an;
Washington, and eventually in Europe. Mi,
Tellegen is twenty-nine and came here si
years ago in the support of Sarah Beri1
hardt. He was born in Holland. His fathe
was a Greek, his mother a Frenchwoman.

PRINCESS TRA-LA-LA
Three-Act Comic Opera Has a Try-out at

Newark, N. J.
Newark, N. J. (Special)Here is the cast

of 44 Princess Tra-La-La," the three-act comic
opera, first time on any stage, at the Newark
Theater Feb. 7-12 :

Princess Marie Phyllis Partington
Countess Kalesch Alice Gaillard
Niki Strahlenberg George B. Baldwin
Dominik Wendel M. P. MacSweeney
Molly, his daughter Dorothy Yaughan
Xavier Plunder Henry Vogel
Hans Strammel Scott Welsh
Leopold Sauerbraten Allan Ramsay
Sally Yolanda Preszburg
Didl ' Max Laube
Maxl Leah De Picon
Conrad Klinger Billy Rhodes
Franz Werner Paul Sharron
Albert Dobner Jack Arnold
Thea Ferae Hollis
Martha Lydia Stafford
Count Badini Ralph Allan
Prince Victor Marion Clifford
Prince Eugene Pepita Leon
Princess Louise Rita Greene
Princess Isabella Madeline Carmin
Stefli Aiinee Torriani
Baptiste Leicester Parker

The opera is an English adaptation by Mat¬
thew Woodward, of " Hoheit Tantz Walzer."
music by Leo Ascher; book and lyrics by Julius
Brammer and Alfred Gruenwald. presented by
Manager Andreas Dippel. It abounds in delight¬
ful tunes, and met with rapturous acclaim.

At the other Newark houses. Edmund Hayes,
headliner at Keene's Feb. 7-9. and an excep¬
tional bill. 44 The Lane of the North." by
Bert French and Alice Eis. was the headliner
at Proctor's Palace. Joseph E. Barnard and
company in a delightful sketch " Who is She? "
Billy Watson and his 44 Beef Trust " at Miner's
Empire. George S. Appleoate.

WASHINGTO
*' Delicious and Dreamy " are

for Princess Tra-Lr,
Washington , D. C., March 1'

lively colorful musical offering th. \ ■"
the interested musical attention
house at ti^ New National Mondi
" Princess Tfc-La-La "—the new—1<

[try—the V Bese waltz opera prese. i'6
Idreas Dipr 1 M " Princess Tra-La-La '
lliantly. by! m mw musical work—fu \f,
Vspirit of ■id.Vienna, with the stoil
ithe early ® with all the picturesque
and nan4 ■ .ostume of that period.
W'oadw.

^ j# ade a most clever English •«
tioii fronTJ^o Ascher's 44 Hoheit Tanzt Wa
The scoro abounds in melodious and catchy rStt
especial y in delicious and dreamy waltzes. mP
book and lyrics are by Julius Brammer i uu
Alfred Green wall.

T. Daniel Frawley is responsible for the stage
direction and Fred Walg is the masterful di¬
rector (,1 an augmented orchestra. The title—
™e, i® in the capitally artistic possession of

.Partington, who has not been a local
visitor iin four vears. Among others of vocal
and ac'.ing prominence in leading roles were,.
Alice Gaillard George Baldwin. Henry " ja*
Emmy Nicklass, Dorothy Yaughn,
berger. and Harry Macdonou^^
follows. -a A'' Li*
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Virginia Myers—Dancer
From a Recent Outdoor Photograph by Clarence WhitemmtWHiUtm ***

^MONG the myriad dancers—both professional and amateur-in New York to-day, perhaps the most picturesque and spo
scription performances, all of which were largely, and enthusiasti¬
cally, attended. Hers is a rare gift in that she possesses a beautiful
sense of rhythm, a great charm of face and youthfulness of body,
and a childish and exuberant imagination. Furthermore her tech¬
nique has not been at all hampered by conventional training.;
America possesses in her the germ of a great dancer, and her future
career is sure to be watched with hopefulness and interest.
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PRESIDENT WILSON

SEATED AT HIS DESK IN THE
WHITE HOUSE

COPYRIGHT BY BROWN BROTHERS
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Mr. Taft When Judge of the V. S. Circuit Court in the Sixth District of Ohio
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FREDERICK JAMES SMITH—Editor

ut ner must iaea lor (B«TOomi2ing^j»r3g
a certain element of interest to the role of the woman
convict. She is—although she has many mannerisms
-—an actress of intelligence, artistry and artistic
ideals. The rest of the cast, if we except Pierre
Le May as the executive's secretary, is but mediocre.

" Bread Upon the Waters" isn't a successor to
Miss Dupree's last vehicle, Sutro's admirably built
sketch, " The Man in Front."

Here the cyclonic one burst upon the audience in
an abbreviated ballet costume, topped by a bewilder¬
ing headress of peacock plumes. And she danced,
as herself expressed it,

" Nothing that's rough,
Just the classical stuff,"

with the refrain—
'* Just wait 'till Pavlowa,
Sees me put it ovah."

Tanguay Songs and Tanguay Costumes
" I Don't Care " was, of course, the encore. The

songs are, after all, inconsequential. They are merely
lines upon which the electricity travels. And the
costumes—a different and more picturesquely startling
one for each song—actually possess a sense of humor
themselves.

Miss Tanguay, we have said, is the spirit of the
subway rush. But she's more than that. She is
Personality tearing through the line of Art for a
touchdown. She is Excitement knocking a homerun
in the ninth, with Hysteria on third. She is a Krupp
howitzer of Restlessness hurling a 42-centimeter shell
into Poise. She is—Eva Tanguay.

RjMK 'f - i-xLANCHEl-C WALSH re-
' vived "The f

Woman in the
Case" of ten years

Jessm. N. Y. a g o—or rather a
MISS BIRD MILLMAN, tabloid of the Clyde

Dainty Aerial Artiste, .Again Fitch drama—at the i,;
in the Varieties. Colonial.

Blanche Walsh in Tabloid Fitch Drama
The play has been well condensed. Julian Rolph

is about to face trial for the murder of his friend.
His wife believes him innocent and that Claire Forster,
a woman of the Tenderloin who loved the dead man,
knows the secret of the tragedy. She has spent weeks P
with Claire Forster and her friends, posing as one
of their kind and worming herself into their con¬
fidences. That is the proposition of the one-act
version.

Finally the wife determines upon one last effort
to get the secret from the woman. With detectives
hidden in an adjoining room, she plies the Forster
woman with wine. Bit by bit, the sordid story is
told. The dead man, she confesses, was a suicide.
Rolph, to prevent his friend from wasting himself
in an ill-matched marriage, has told him of the
woman's past. In revenge, " the woman in the case "
has hoped to cast the blame upon Rolph.

The tabloid sounds just a bit old. It is curious
how dramatic fashions change. The Fitch bit is
skillfully constructed melodrama with pointed dia- ■

logue—but always theatric. Miss Walsh, too, plays j
rather in the big gestured dramatic style of a few *~
years ago. Marie Horton portrays the strident, .

vulgar Claire Forster, created by Dorothy Dorr, with
broad but, upon the whole, rather effective strokes.
Personally we think the whole performance of the
cast—vocally anyway—is keyed too high. Repression
would help immensely everywhere.

We want to make it clear that " The Woman in
the Case" isn't uninteresting. As a vehicle for Miss /'
Walsh it is a thousand times more effective than her
recent Russian sketch.

Mm ;iu- *'>>
. imp

White, N. Y.

MISS CLEO MAYFIELD,
ijiova. A.

MISS NELLIE V. NICHOLS,
Character Comedienne, as She Appears in her Italian

Emigrant Number.

In " The Lollard," Edgar Allan Woolf has con¬
tributed the best comedy skit of his career to vaude¬
ville. There is a fresh little idea behind the laughs.

The bed-room of a spinster dressmaker is the locale.
Indeed, the paper curls of the occupant can be seen
just above the coverlets of the bed in the alcove.
Continued knocking finally awakens the dressmaker
and, upon the door being opened, a tearful young
woman—in fetching blue pajamas and incongruous
opera cloak—bursts in. " You don't know me," she
announces, " but I've just left my husband! " Then
the dressmaker, with prim skepticism, is forced to
listen in spite of herself to the story of the bride from
downstairs.

"The Lollard" is Amusing
Matrimony has disillusioned the young woman.

Her husband, she declares, has turned out to be an
easy going, lazy " lollard," who no longer takes pains
with his personal appearance. The spinster—although
she utterly lacks faith in the masculine sex—finally
sets things right when she corners the angry young
husband, who forces his way into the apartment, and
persuades him that wives prefer to keep their illu¬
sions. So hubby hastens back to his flat, shortly re¬
appearing in his militia regimentals. Then the young
bride, who has fallen asleep after renouncing married
life forever, is awakened and gladly falls into his
gold-braided arms.

" The Lollard" is very brightly done by Regina
Connelli as the runaway wife and Harriet Marlotte
as the skeptical spinster.

MISS MINNIE DUPREE,

| Minnie Dupree made an unfortunate selection of
| vehicle in Edward Childs Carpenter's " Bread Upon'

the Waters," produced at the Colonial. The playlet
is both lurid and unreal.

In a well expressed prologue curtain speech, Miss
Dupree explains the message of the sketch—judge
the wicked gently. Then Miss Dupree steps from
view and the plush curtains reveal the executive cham-

! bers of the Governor of Montana.

The Governor and the Pardon

) A life prisoner—a woman convicted of murder—
i waits in the outer office while the governor com-

pletes the purchase of some cattle from a cowboy.
Incidentally, it is brought out that there is a $10,000

I reward for a certain cattle thief, " Yellow Jack."
The cowboy is finally asked to wait in an anteroom
while the governor grants an interview to the
prisoner.

Her story is quickly told. The man, she says,
committed suicide in her presence. She was really
convicted upon her past deeds, forced upon her by
a scoundrelly father, she pleads. " To free you,"
the governor responds in substance, " would be to
send you back to the depths again."

Then the cowboy steps into the room. He has
overheard all and, upon claiming to know the woman,
says he will marry her. The wedding is performed
by the governor, and the pardon handed to the woman.
At that moment a deputy sheriff dashes into the
room and commands the cowboy to throw up his
hands. " You're Yellow Jack!" he says, pointing
to a tell-tale tattoo mark on the cowbov's hand. The
tat:oo mark, 6y the way, is a member of the Identifi¬
cation Trio, along with the old medallion and the
scar.

The Tell-Tale Tattoo Mark
But the woman, with Yellow Jack's revolver,

neatly foils the deputy, who is overpowered. The
two escape together—to " live straight " ever after-

ll.ward, we take it.
|;0\ Of course, the playlet is pretty poor stuff. Indeed,
\ t is not even well constructed. Miss Dupree gives

- • r T r-j' Jfcaa

Eddie Barto and Florence Clark appeared at the
Colonial in " Marooned." Accidentally left on a little
river island, the two make merry with patter and
modern dances—up-to-the-minute horrors that the
originator of that sort of thing, Robinson Crusoe,
never contemplated.

The Long Tack Sam company of Chinese enter¬
tainers contribute the usual thing in plate spinning,
contortioning, juggling and " hair acrobatics "—hang¬
ing and whirling in mid-air by the queue. The bowl
of gold fish seems to be to the Chinese magician what
the many colored barrel is to the Japanese athlete.

Ralph Dunbar's Solon Singers—a quartette well
above the average—were easily the best features of
the Victoria bill. With Herbert Bailey, an unusual
young baritone, they handle a repertoire of selections
very effectively.

MISS EVA TANGUAY.

The Cyclonic Star Returns to Vaudeville Next Week at
the Orpheum.
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Those Lovely Aerial Ladies
Mile. Lupita Perea is a dainty little aerialiste,

who performs upon a horizontal bar trapeze above a
huge net. She does all sorts of perilous mid-air whirls
—such as catching herself on the bar with her toes—
which, of course, make the net necessary.

Mile. Perea wears her hair with fetching curls at
the ears and affects white kid gloves—besides, we
hasten to add, the usual costume of an aerialiste—
and looks quite like a bored debutante.

MC»:

GRA<

I

White. N. Y.
MISS JUNE KEITH,

Now Appearing in Tom Barry's Playlet, " A Breath of
Old Virginia."

mmmrz...' .. _ — ,T_ J
Orville Harrold's Enthusiastic Reception

Orville Harrold stepped from the English grand opera
stage to vaudeville and received a really remarkable
welcome. Harrold, of course, has a big voice but
we prefer hija when he does not strive to force it.
Harrold doesn't follow a quiet recital style of song
delivery but radiates acting when he does the prologue
from " Pagliacci " in the clown garb of Leoncavallo's
Canio. In forcing his voice, Harrold loses the delight¬
ful tonal. qualities that make his singing—at other
times—most agreeable. Besides the prologue he gives
" Vesti la Giubba " of " Pagliacci," and follows with
•"A Nocturne," " Yesterday and To-day," " I'm Falling
In Love With Someone," from " Naughty Marietta,"
" Mother Macree " and " La Donna 6 Mobile," from
" Rigoletto."

We particularly like the delicacy and simplicity of
his "Mother Macree" and the love ballad from
" Naughty Marietta." Emil Polak was the accom¬
panist, giving an incidental left-hand piano selection.

mmmm

Valeska Suratt as Damosel
Yaleska Suratt, that eminently ornate lady, came

back again to the Palace in " Black Crepe and Dia¬
monds." This is an allegory set to syncopated time.
Miss Suratt is first discovered as Damosel " all clad
in woe "—besides a set of mink furs, a startling pur¬
ple costume, a sensational plumed millinery affair
and golden-yellow boots—chained to \V oe himself.
Love appears, however, casts the chains aside and the
two engage in song and dance. One of the lyrics of
the morality playlet is termed " You Pretty Little,

| Dainty Lady Bug," and runs thusly:" Can't you see I'm all afire,
Burning up with love's desire,

It's a hug!—it's a hug!"
At incidental moments a tango team makes merry.

Later Woe has the temerity to return but he is hastily
disposed of and Love carries Damosel up a flight of
stairs. This, we take it, shows the power of Love,
since Damosel is no slight lady.

We prefer to consider Miss Suratt's histrionic or
terpsichorean power from a sartorial standpoint.
costumes require the use of blue glasses. I hey

i might well have been conceived by Paul Poiret after
eating a piece of mince pie at Maxim's.

was plat - u-. c:l -.
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The novelty offering of Han Ping Chien and
'

his Chinese troupe interested us more than^ any
other turn on the Palace bill. ,Stuart ttp.„
despite his lack of new material—amused. I

: S
comedians—the ablest in vaudeville—fail to get
%££££. who do not „.k, » .Jort <o
advance are playing fast and loose with theater

'

goers—and themselves. .
*

mi!, ii^irv. 1
Orville Harrold and His Singing

Orville Harrold was in his second week. He
shortened his excerpts from "Pagliacci and
made some changes in his ballads. He sang
Hear You Calling Me " delightfully and did The
Little Gray Home in the West and an Ins
song while Emil Polak, the accompanist, gave
Sinding's " Rustling Spring " for his piano solo. ,

Personally, we believe Harrold entirely ?y,erdoesJ"s
acting of the unhappy Canio of Pag iacci and that
he forces his upper notes unpleasantly The middle
register is still agreeable and simple little ballads like
I Hear You Calling Me " are thoroughly pleasing.

The Lonesome Lassies " Do Not Interest
B. A. Rolfe presented "The Lonesome Lassies,"

words and music by Will M. Hough, at the^ Colonial.
J As far as we were able to gather, a certain society

S belle—for some reason or other—has engaged an actor
to make love to her before a motion picture camera.

'• A sportive young man appears, accompanied by a com¬
edy taxi chauffeur, and is mistaken for the hired actor.

^ Later the taxi driver poses as a burglar who becomes
first aid to the expiring plot.

The puzzling action takes place on the steps of a
] red brick Colonial mansion, which was the setting of

, a former Rolfe act. There is a chorus of eight, with
Si songs, of course, and patter. The choristers help

things along when the amateur burglar awakens the
i household. As society buds, they rush out upon the
4 front lawn—close to the footlights—in frank negligee.

"Did you have to study long to be a burglar?"
I they ask the chauffeur.

" I worked three years in a steel mill," is the re¬
sponse.

The whole cast is quite indistinguishable. Mar¬
guerite Haney is the society belle. She should tone

rai down her voice.
" The Lonesome Lassies " deserve it.

IJosie Heather in a Two-ActJosie Heather is appearing with the song writer
Henry I. Marshall. Mr. Marshall presides at a baby

even sings while Miss Heather flits from
■bn

. grand and
one pretty frock to another

lupaiiy, Artnur

- • ■ . " wnv l anu l
mt.h. June 8. in a new sVI

" Thou Shalt Not Kill," Maurice Campbell's playlet
for his wife. Henrietta Crosman, is didactic rather
than dramatic.

With a simple interior as a setting—red geraniums
on the window ledge give a touch of color to the land¬
scape beyond—the sketch presents a brief, straight¬
forward argument against war.

Miss Crosman's Peace Playlet
" Thou Shalt Not Kill " has not the uplift, the

spiritual force, of Beulah Marie Dix's pro-peace play¬
let, " Across the Border," but it is direct in its idealis¬

tic logic. Anyway, the sketch touchecTthe PaTacsTaudi-
ence with its timely pathos. It tells the slender story
of a mother and her sixteen-year-old son. The father,
it seems, went away, distinguished himself in battle—
and never returned. The lad is boyishly stirred by
the coming of a regiment to the village but his mother
tries to tell him of the cruelties of war just as the
soldiers approach the little cottage. The boy is de¬
manded—his country requires everyone over fifteen
years of age. The lad is fired with the idea of fight¬
ing—but his mother is broken-hearted. " It's the
animal within you," she says to him, " We should not
fight each other but the brute in us all." But they
march away with him—drums beating aild flags flying.

Miss Crosman is essentially a comedienne and she
seemed a bit theatric as the woman fighting against
the unrelenting brutality of war. Still, the sketch
evoked tears. Gerald Bidgood is the boy and Charles
Gotthold plays an officer.

sagree.
traugemen Is
ostpone Mr.
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Juliette Dika and Her Songs
Juliette Dika came to the Victoria in her new single

terial mT^'' ■het,Wt the right sortBnnonrJ • ka .1S a Pansian chanteuse who hasappeared in musical comedy and vaudeville. She is
doing spicily tinged songs written with the Tin Pan
Alley idea of French naughtiness. "Beautiful Eggs "
is one of the lyrics.

wllVrt6 T ,We cau,t comment favorably uponMiss Dika. She had impressed us when we last saw
her in the varieties but just now she is vulgar without
revealing delicacy or cleverness.

no. 7 i.i

-or
v ~ s

Moffett Studio.
MISS JULIETTE DIKA,

Recently Appeared in London Music Halls with Success.
■ tu WrUiu's SvcoeM SSmiHH

Maude Muller and Ed Stanley, strolling from either
side of the proscenium, meet " in one " and exchange
patter on seasickness and kindred delicate and stand¬
ard subjects.

" This is my Sunday hat," he ventures to remark.
" For your weak end," she repartees right back.
Miss Muller has a voice which reminds us of Me-

Graw when an umpire calls out a Giant on a close de¬
cision in the ninth.

MISS HELEN WARE,
SyTcea. Chicago.

Miss Heather, by the way, i
is an English comedienne—}
not broad or hard, but buoy¬
ant and agreeable. She isn't,
however, fitted to the singing
of the Tin Pan Alley type
of rag which largely makes
up the present turn. Miss
Heather is at her best in the
Scotch song, " Maggie Me-
Kenzie," and the English lyric, " He Was Nice."
Mr. Marshall is a writer of popular piffle, so
he has arranged his song, " The 5.15," for an en¬
core. Wellington Cross made considerable out of this
number, but Miss Heather and Mr. Marshall, although
he is the author, do not get it across.

We would rather see Miss Heather in a single of¬
fering with the. right sort of numbers.

MISS EDITH LYLE,
Giving an Effective Characterization in " Wives of the

Rich," with Claude Gillingwater.

"My Husband writes my songs. BetweenusT^^i
understand my .limitations and try to write lyrics
that have a story and are just a little bit different.
Let me tell you something. Just before I opened at
the Prospect I went to see Irene Franklin.

" I had a kiddie number in my repertoire then, but ,

it came out after I watched Miss Franklin. She is j
a really wonderful artiste and I could never hope to
equal her impersonation. Besides, I didn't want to
be compared to anyone. Quite naturally—and justly
—the verdict would not be in my favor.

" I must feel a song to do it successfully. When I [
come out to do a number that doesn't really seem a
part of me, I always feel that my very attitude shrieks,
' This is going to be a bad number, folks.' Then my
personality is forced and artificial—and no one can
really succeed with a manufactured personality. It
must reflect your real self."

Miss Halperin has some three hundred songs—all
original ones—in her repertoire. Entertainers who
search from song publisher to song publisher in vain
quest of a suitable song, will understand just what
that means. " They're all intimate, personal songs—
distinctly a part of me," she explained. " They would
never do until audiences really begin to know me.
Once I'm accepted, I can begin drawing upon them."

The measure of success already accorded Miss Hal¬
perin has been won on sheer merit. " I have no
song pluggers," she says, " because my songs aren't
published numbers. I've not bought a single newspa¬
per notice. I've no real friends in the audience—be¬
cause nobody knows me yet.

" I want to succeed just as myself. But I want to
succeed."

NAN FROM ODESSA
A New Personality Crosses the Broadway Horizon—How Nan Halperin

Came to New York with Art, Experience—and Youth
„ NEW personality -— appeal-

ing and direct -— reached
\ across the Colonial foot-

lights a few weeks
\ when Nan Halperin

JSr stepped upon the stage—
' iIMT seemingly from nowhere.
f Yet •—behind the demure1 smile—were years of try-

' 'SJEhRBf w ing and hoping and wait-
Here was a little sing-

er with humor, art—and
*S2i' youth. Perhaps Miss

* Halperin summed it all
up better in one phrase,
when she talked to me

sometime after her New
York debut. " I've youth," she said, " and that's al¬
most everything." Miss Halperin luckily has more
than youth, for she possesses years of experience
which date back to the days when she was sort of
child prodigy.

Youth means a fresh viewpoint, an utter, even im¬
pudent, disregard of odds—and ideals. But experi¬
ence adds resource and depth to the method of attack.
Unfortunately one usually exchanges youth for expe¬
rience. So Miss Halperin's future seems quite un¬
limited.

She isn't American. She confessed it with just a
touch of regret in her voice. She was born at Odessa,
on the Black Sea, in Russia, but was brought to Amer¬
ica when a year old.

Miss Halperin—in ideas and ideals—is thoroughly
American. But, when she speaks of herself, you catch
something of the Slavonic fire in her brown eyes, some¬
thing of the tragedy of her race in her smile. She—
even though she may yet doubt it herself—could sound
the depths of a dramatic song.

But first we must tell Miss Halperin's story. Her
parents settled in Minneapolis and there she was
raised and educated. Although a Jewess, she was sent
to a Catholic convent, where she studied vocal music
and the piano. Next she took up elocution and voice
training with Mrs. St. John-Brenan, then teaching in
the Lyceum Theater Building in Minneapolis. Her
first hit was in a juvenile production of " Pinafore,"
in which she played Sir Joseph Porter. A production
of " The Chimes of Normandy " was rehearsed—with

Floyd, y. 7.
MISS NAN HALPERIN

and, in many ways, delightful. I'd like to go back—
if I weren't ambitious.

" In each place we made new friends, who came to
see us in each offering. The informal way of the
Califomian theatergoer is hard to resist. Between the
acts, little girls used to come down the aisles with
wild flowers they had picked just before going to the
theater. ' Here's something I brought you, Nan,'
they'd say across the footlights.

" Gradually I came East—to Chicago. I played the
Western Association variety theaters." By this time
Miss Halperin had married a young song writer, W.
B. Friedlander. With his aid in supplying songs that
fitted her personality, she began to advance rapidly.

" First I did a single and later I headed a girl act,
' Nan Halperin and her Suffragettes.' In that skit
I played sixty-eight consecutive weeks—before nervous
prostration got me. After that I resolved—if I ever
did anything more in vaudeville-—to be a single.

" I had gradually reached a position of headliner
on the small time bills. As the feature—with five
acts on the programme—I appeared next to closing.
" Then I resolved to try vaudeville again—and risk

New York's verdict. I came East, but nervous pros¬
tration again upset my plans. I rested for weeks—
and planned it all over again. Finally I received a
week's booking at the Brooklyn Prospect and things
began to turn my way. I opened a week or two later
at the Colonial—and I went quite well. New York

didn't seem so heartless and cold after all.
It was like a dream come true—doing my
single just before Ethel Barrymore, for
she had been my idol as a little girl 'way
back in Minneapolis. ' You're on the same

bill with Ethel Barrymore in New
York—isn't it wonderful?' I kept
repeating to myself."

Miss Halperin cannot be com¬
pared to anyone else in vaudeville.
She is thoroughly distinctive and
original. She explained it to me:

AUDIENCES BELIEVE I'M A SORT OF HARUM-
SCARUM, DON'T-CARE CREATURE."

Floyd. N. 7.

I'VE YOUTH," SAYS MISS HALPERIN, " AND THAT'S ALMOST EVERYTHING.

Miss Halperin as the miser Gaspard—and she still re¬
grets that the opera wasn't produced. Characteriza¬
tion always interested her. Despite her youthful suc¬
cess, she went back to high school. The following
Summer—at the age of fifteen—she appeared in vaude¬
ville in child impersonations. The next Winter she
returned to school. Then came an engagement with
a repertoire company.

"

I didn't go back after that," related Miss Hal-
perm. " We toured on to the Coast. There one en¬
gagement in musical and dramatic stock followed an¬
other. We visited and played long seasons in the
Coast towns—Long Beach, San Diego, and other
Places.

'

Two bills a week were the rule. The experience
I was hard and rigorous. Yet it was vastly instructive
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Carolina White's Two-a-Day Debut
Carolina White sang her way to a pleasant—but in

no way sensational—reception at the Palace. She
has a pretty soprano of attractive purity and smooth¬
ness of tone.

Miss White made a striking entrance in an Oriental-
ish gown of black and silver stripes. Of her reper¬
toire, the waltz song from " Romeo and Juliet," the

, or mannerism, is, for the moment, the peasant girl !
. struggling against the pittiless relentlessness of
; war. v, ■. o.

:r
bear and rear and agonize. Well, if we

\X/ are fit for that, we are fit to have a voice
* * in the fate of the men we bear. If we

can bring forth the men for the- nation, we can sit
with you in your councils and shape the destiny of
the nation, and say whether it is to war or peace we
give the sons we bear . . . the day will come;
and then there will be no more war. No,
you will not always keep us here, dumb,
silent drudges. We will find a way."

Mme. Nazimova and Her Company

Her supporting company is less sucfigssfu|[_ifl catch-

"War Brides" and Its Message
That is the message of Marion Craig

Wentworth's playlet, "War Brides."
which introduced Madame Alia Nazimova
to vaudeville at the Palace.

A peasant's cottage in " a war ridden
country" is the simple setting. Three
sons of the household are at the front.
One of them is the husband of Joan—
they were married just before he marched
away. Joan is distraught—there is to be
a baby—and no word has come from her
Franz far away with the army.

The village resounds with the ring of
martial music. New detachments are pre¬
paring to start for the border and dozens
of weddings are being solemnized daily.
They are " war brides "—" the priests
and the generals—they say we must
marry—for our country will need chil¬
dren." Joan—brooding over the horror
of war—protests. The villagers don't
quite understand her—a factory town girl
of broader viewpoint—but the number of
weddings begins to dwindle. Finally,
they come to arrest Joan for treason, just
as news reaches the village that death
has overtaken all three brothers on the
battlefield. The young wife—suddenly
made a widow—is maddened by the trag¬
edy of it all.

She pens a little message, as the bluff,
half kindly but uncomprehending officer
waits. " To the king," she tells him, and
he consents to take it " to humor her."
"If ten thousand women send one like
it," she sobs, " there will be peace and no
more war." Then she steps into a side
bedroom.

" A message to the king," the captain
reads, " I refuse to bear any children
until you promise there shall be no more
war."

A revolver crashes. They rush into the
bedroom, but Joan is dead. Then the
officer tears up the- little note, shaking
his head.

" She was mad—I'll hush it up ! " And
he goes, while the stoical peasant mother,
overcome by the tragedy, sits stunned, her
lips moving inaudibly.

Tragic Playlet of Gripping Force
" War Brides " is vibrant and power¬

ful. Miss Wentworth is, we understand,
a Californian lecturer and writer, but she
has built a playlet that sends her mes¬
sage crashing home with grim vigor.

" You think we are left at home be¬
cause we are weak. Ah, no; we are

strong," are the words she gives Joan.
" That is why. Strong to keep the world
going, to keep sacred the greatest things
in life—love and home and work. To remind men

of—peace."
That the voice of women in the Government will

end war, is Miss Wentworth's argument. There are
many poignant moments—as when the last son of the
family, a mere boy, marches away with his regiment,
and again when the news comes of his brothers' death
in battle.

Madame Nazimova played the fear-racked, dis¬
traught, brooding Joan with compelling art. We con¬
fess to thinking it the most moving acting—in inten¬
sity of emotional force—we have ever observed in the
varieties. Madame Na-zimova^^absolutely without pose

Moffett. Chicago.
MISS CAROLINA WHITE,

aria, " One Fine Day," from " Madame Butterfly,"
and the old ballad, " Annie Laurie," were best en¬
joyed. We believe Miss White errs in using the
theater orchestra in her accompaniments, as does her
accompanist, Eugene Bernstein, in his piano number,
Concerto in G Minor (Mendelssohn). No theater
orchestra can give the symphonic touch of delicacy
—the gradation of tone—necessary to, let us say,
Gounod's waltz song.

There is nothing of the Orville Harrold dramatic
gymnastics to Miss White. She sings simply and
quite sincerely.

White. N. Y.

WHEN ARNO MARCHES AWAY TO WAR.
A Dramatic Moment in " War Brides," with Mary Alden as Amy, Gertrude Berkley

as the Mother, and Mme. Nazimova as Joan.

MISS JOSIE HEATHER.

The English Comedienne Is in Vaudeville with
Henry I. Marshall.

PERSONALITY, as we have remarked before, isthe one positive essential of vaudeville sup-
cess. Watching for personality gives zest to

variety reviewing.

Personality in the Varieties
It usually comes so unexpectedly and wins recog¬

nition so quickly. Witness the recent way Nan
Halperin came to town unknown. Only the other day
we caught a distinct example in a musical entertain¬
ment, " The Only Girl." Adele Rowland has per¬
sonality—and a future in vaudeville if she will try
it with consistent preparation. She is a soubrette
with a sense of humor.

It is really a joy to watch the delicious touch of
comedy with which she does the gentle burlesque of
a rag song, " The More I See of Others, Dear, the
Better I Love You." Her other numbers'have true
humor, too. We suspect she's been studying Grace
La Rue. Miss Rowland's dancing is a sort of delicate
duplicate of that artiste's rounded shoulder-and-arms
terpsichorean style. But it is all so neatly done—
without in the least making you think the less of
Miss La Rue—that you forgive her.

We are, of course, going out of our province in
commenting upon Miss Rowland. It's simply because
we would like to see her in the varieties when the
run of " The Only Girl" is finally a thing of the past.
Vaudeville needs her.

in in1 mm—mi . ■ w

Fannie Brice doesn't seem to advance as she should.
She is still doing her ingenue travesty and her four
or five other songs lack variety of method. Miss
Brice needs initiative—and spontaneity. Otherwise,
her eccentric clowning—with the curved smile, the
irrepressible shoulders, the loose-jointed poses will
seem limited.

Miss Brice does two numbers—the rube and the
final rag—carelessly. The words failed to reach a
box close to the stage. We say all this in the best
spirit—because we used to think Miss Brice the
funniest of our variety comediennes.

MADAME ALLA NAZIMOVA,

MarieJNordstrom's Novel Single
Marie Nordstrom has a neat and entertaining little

specialty, evolved by her sister, Frances Nordstrom.
It's a mingling of shredded drama and burlesque, done
with artistic touch that is unusual in its surety.

First Miss Nordstrom tells of her step from the
legitimate to vaudeville and she does " Kentucky
Days " as she conceived it before she understood the
two-a-day. Next she shows how she shortly did the
same song, plus the approved snap-your-fingers style.

A cockney recitation, based on a speech of Glad in
" The Dawn of a Tomorrow." made an effective in¬
terlude under the name of " Things Ain't as Bad as
You Think They Is."

After that Miss Nordstrom contrasted the way
things happen in real life and behind the footlights.
There was a scene between an embezzling bank clerk
and his wife. We like this least of all, with its cheap
note of humor when the " real " wife demands a share
in hubby's spoils.

Another Underworld Sketch
The good old underworld—where crooks have hearts

and the police are pretty scoundrelly—is the back¬
ground of Wilson Mizner's playlet, " Ships That Pass
in the Night," a brief melodrama produced at the

^Colonial.
The ships are, of course, the derelicts and the vic-

'tims of circumstances. The action centers in a city
street outside the window of a delicatessen shop. A
passing policeman catches sight of a shadowy figure
within the store. Drawing his revolver, he makes the
man throw up his hands. Then the officer calls for
help. A slangy, gaudily dressed lady who " has dope
time," a young man-about-town with just the sug¬
gestion of an alcoholic " edge," another policeman
and a plain clothes man appear. The thief is cap¬
tured and dragged out of the little shop. "The wife
and the little ones starving at home " were, of course,
the cause of it all. That develops during the ques¬
tioning by the brutal plain clothes man, who scoffs
at the story.

The lady with the police past is a sort of comedy
relief who deftly frisks a revolver out of the prisoner's
pocket almost under the eyes of the detective, thereby
saving the thief from a long jail sentence under the
Sullivan law. Then the wealthy young man-about-
town hands his card to the officers—his name dazzles
them—and it is established that he will aid the bur¬
glar when he is brought into court. So May, the
philanthropic lady who " has done her bit, " returns
the young man's watch, annexed early in the pro¬
ceedings, and starts on along the street again.

The sketch largely revolves about the questioning
of the prisoner in the street—with the comedy lines
in the hands of May. " You couldn't find the third
rail in the subway! " she taunts the plain clothes
man. To insult a police worker on the stage is always
sure fire.

" Ships That Pass in the Night" amounts to little
dramatically. Mr. Mizner has created nothing new,
although he has omitted the usual dope fiend. The
acting is passable, with Lillian Dilhvorth as the
slangy derelict.

MISS INA CLAIRE,
Now Making a Brief Vaudeville Tour

INA CLAIRE has a charming way with her. Atthe Palace she made her return to vaudeville in
a mild and pleasant little specialty.

Miss Claire presented a fetching stage picture in
lilac crinolines and poke bonnet for her first song,
" Do Unto Others As Thyself." This number quickly
revealed that the London stage had given a certain
style—a delicate touch of finesse—to Miss Claire's
demure methods.

Ina Claire and Her Dainty Specialty
But the second number, " Little Red Riding Hood,"

was best of all. It is a sprightly little English song
with an up-to-date twist to the fable of childhood.
The wolf is a gay nobleman in motoring furs and
little Red Riding Hood isn't as simple and unsophis¬
ticated as one might suppose. In fact, the wolf
really didn't have a chance against her wiles. Miss
Claire gave point to the lyrics.

Next came an inconsequential number about the
moon, the clouds and spooning. Miss Claire changed
to a pretty grey gown for this song and the following
imitations of Gaby Deslys, Ethel Levey and Harry
Lauder. She caught the vibrant voice of Miss Levey
singing " My Tango Girl " rather well and, of course,
her imitation of the Scotch comedian still stands quite
alone. With the aid of a cap, a cigarette and a swag¬
ger cane, she paints a vivid picture of Lauder as a
jaunty Scot soldier.

Miss Claire has an air of gentleness which now-
a-days can only be found in daguerreotypes.

MISS MARIE NORDSTROM.

Miss Nordstrom touched a really poignant note of
pathos when she showed how a woman might receive
•—over the 'phone—the news of her husband's death.
Finally she depicted an actress interpreting the same
thing into a " big moment" with incidental high
pressure emotionalism.

Gus Van and Joe Schenck have the smoothest run¬
ning of the rathskeller turns. Van does character
rags—xr;sh, Italian and negro—while Schenck pre¬
sides at the piano, besides harmonizing and doing a
solo on his own account. The Celtic lyric runs:

" Everyone sings Tipperary,
Now it sounds so ordi—nary."

The darkey song of the graveyard needs elimination.

FAVORITES IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA

Mishkin, N. Y.
MISS LOIS EWELL,

GUS VAN AND JOE SCHENCK
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"Eagle's Nest"
Harry Chandler and Mr. Fielding adapted

Eagle's Nest" from a play by Edwin
Arden and as in the original, Mr. Arden
■acts the part of Jack Trail, so named, when,
-as a child, the lone survivor of a massacre,
he is picked up and adopted by the Silsbees,
pioneers on their way West. Not because
■of shortcomings in the earlier part of the
fiJm. picturesque to the fullest possibilities

, of Colorado scenery, but because of the
•startling nature of the concluding reel, the

.) last shall be first in memories of this pro¬
duction. As the story runs, the last is first,
meaning that the massacre, reserved for a
sensational termination, is supposed to have
taken place when Phil Dane, his wife and

,, little son are on their way West. We learn
m the first reel that the party comes to
grief and that the child is befriended by the
Silsbees; but for the full depiction of the
massacre we must wait until the plot has
run its course. At all events, whether the

' scenes come early or late, is of minor conse-
■Quence, for they are well worth waiting for.

j The slaughter of the emigrants must be
ranked among the biggest and most impres-

'sive ot Western photoplay spectacles. The
action is worked up with a quantity of de-

; tail. We have flashes of the Indians, hun¬
dreds of them, it seems, closing in upon
their prey, while in the valley the pioneers
•draw their wagons into a circle for defense

it: a fragile fort of wood and canvas soon
.ignited by the burning arrows of the war-

' riors. Alternating with panoramas show¬
ing the approach of the Indians along the

•-mountain defiles, and the pitiable inadequacy
•of the pioneers' defenses in the center of a
great plain, are close-ups to emphasize sig¬
nificant personal incidents in the tragedy.
f Mr. Fielding has drilled dash and spirit into
his players, and has overlooked nothing that

J micrht - 0
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FEATURE FILMS

might give the happenings the appearance

CISSY FITZGERALD,
As Seen in " IIow Cissy Made Good."

01 tne want ot proper" milk, "the infant dies.
Such is the tragedy, in " The Italian." But
how, the tyro may ask, has this theme been
developed into a five-reel drama? Mr. Ince
and C. G. Sullivan put their heads together
and accomplished the task where lesser men
would have failed.

" Our plot," one can imagine them say¬
ing, " runs like this: A poor Italian goes
to America to make a fortune, leaving his
sweetheart behind until he has succeeded.
In due time fche follows him to the States ;
thev a^e married. anc| .again. In due time

floiiJ

many people. With lamentations and real 1 /(
tears they make it perfectly plain that they a
feel the loss keenly. There is no fault to
be found with the sincere emotional acting <1
of George Beban and Clara Williams, nor u
with the excellent settings, nor with the
clear photography; nor for that matter
with any of the outward and visible signs j
of an inward and sometimes nearly invisible L,g
plot. D- !'(

"THE IDLER"
Five-Reel Adaptation of C. Haddon Cham- T

bers's Play of the Same Name. Pro-
. duced by the Box Office Attraction Com- ,
(

pany.
Mark Cross Charles Richman j ,
John Harding Walter Hitchcock 1

u Helen Cathrine Countiss '
J Kate Claire Whitney 1 «

Simeon Strong Stuart Holmes 1
ji Inez Maud Turner Gordon t

Whatever the nature of " The Idler " in ;
, play form (few remember it), the picture1'

version is essentially melodramatic in sub-
1 stance and treatment. All things consid-
, ered, it is well done and may safely be
I counted on to hold the attention of an
audience, especially if the audience has a | I

• liking for obvious theatrical situations ■
pounded home with some force. The locale I -j
alternates between the haunts of English 1
aristocracy and a frontier town in one of -
America's Western States—high society ♦

1 and low society; we get. a taste of both. I
I There is nothing the matter with the set- ,

tings ; but the photography, despite a state¬
ment attributed to The Mirror in the , (
company's herald, is not particularly " ar-
tistic." Some of it is good, whereas other .
scenes, notably interiors in the first reel, j
lack sharpness and are altogether too dark. J

Charles Richman, in the character of
Mark Cross, occasionally seems to think

SC eoISP?haeSlSsciSeeSeed&donte°theakieessa » not.to, mention a few
the virtues of his performance far out¬
weigh the defects, and he is a big asset to
the production, the biggest individual asset
that it possesses. If one is ready to imag¬
ine Helen as a mature woman rather than
a girl, the appearance of Cathrine Countiss

ROMAINE FIELDING.

of reality. In the hard ridfng STtbe reseue
party that arrives too late, one horse feu
and broke its leg—we see the fall on the
screen—and later the animal that had to_ be
shot is shown lying beside the burning
wagons, pierced by the arrows of the In-
dians. It is not a pleasant sight, but Jus¬
tifiable in an effort to depict things as they
are. or rather as they were.

While these scenes are the most momen¬
tous in the production, they are by no means
required to carry the seven reels without
the support of a good story. The plot, as

1 reconstructed for motion picture purposes,
Is thoroughly interesting and ample for the
extended treatment it has received without ,
necessitating any padding. There is no
meed to recount the course of the action,

, ' nart of which is supposed to transpire xu 1
Colorado ; the remainder in California. All
of the exteriors

MARGUERITE COURTOT,
A Pretty Kalem Star.

The women made quite an occasion of the
first evening that this picture wsa seen at
the old Casino Theater. Silken banners of
National Suffrage parties adorned the bal¬
conies. interwoven with American flags, and
from every box scintillated the brains of
the local organization, not to mention a few
daring, dazzling arms, while the body of the
orchestra, commendably crowded, held the
army, whose leaders sat in review. The pic¬
ture' unreeled, of which more anon. Toward
the end Dr. Anna Howard Shaw interrupted

( the proceedings long enough to deliver a few
incidental gestures, and this, followed by a
map of the United States showing the solid
West won by the women, evoked applause.

Naturally, the women did not go to the
trouble of 'co-operating in this film because
of any desire to meddle in moving picture
manufacture. Every one was fortified
against a screen sermon, and realizing that
the women really have a good many strong
sermons they can preach on their subject,
it was but natural to await the message
with a good deal of anticipation. Of simi¬
lar texture we have the Edison Anti-Tuber¬
culosis film each year, the Vitagraph fea¬
ture," The Locked Door," and any number
of others whose value lies in the fact of
their being a truthful presentation of the

B subject well cloaked in the dress of drama.
Here, however, the naked subject of " Votes

, for Women" stalked majestically and in-* sistently, rough shod over men, who one
- and all are villains of the deepest dye.

The plot concerned the laws, in a certain
State, whereby a dissolute man, marrying

. a rich young girl, became- the possessor of*

her fortune, and was also able to will away
their two children to his father. We are in¬
troduced to the poorest paid of the various
sweatshop industries, besides a number of
other deplorable conditions, all of which a
regularly introduced figure, called " Votes
for Women," told us would be eliminated if
that panacea—the ballot—be granted the
fair sex. F.

nart 01 wnicn is suyyuscu w — ...

Colorado ; the remainder in California. All
of the exteriors were photograph
verv well photographed—in the neighbor- ,
hood of Colorado Springs- In ™nety and
natural beauty of scenery,fl

MLLE. VERNA MERSEREAU IN " THE DANCE OF DEATH.'
Two-Reel Kalem Feature, Released April 27.

ueauij v* x.—~ , 4f - v will be satisfactory," lor her acting is sym-
excels; in point of dramatic materia^, it they are blessed with an offspring, which pathetic and emotionally intense when a
fulfills requirements, and the acting,, w1 dies for want of Pasteurized milk. The display of feeling is demanded. At the
less notable, suffices. If Mr. Arden aoe father blames the ward politician, who re- climax of the story there is a powerfully
not always quite look the part 01 Jac fUSes to help him in his dire need and finds S acted scene between Mr. Richman and Miss
Trail in young manhood, he at all time an opportunity to be avenged by killing the > Countiss. Stuart Holmes was a fortunate
remains an accomplished actor able to g politician's daughter; but he does not kill selection for the part of Simeon, as was
forceful expression to the character. 11 the little girl, because the position of her Walter Hitchcock in the important role of
addition to directing the picture, Mr. Field- hand while sleeping duplicates the position Sir John Harding.
ing gave a well judged interPre3,„ assumed by his own child when first seen Mark has made the serious mistake of
PhUpclon and lesser roles were adequately jn ^he arms of its mother. Here we have, • -

_ ' i". o AT n T rtrt/\ An/1 TVf I. GlltllTTftfl '' Q 111/
handled. say Mr. Ince and Mr. Sullivan, " a nic

little plot giving free play to emotion and

» i marrying a dancer and then falling in love
with another woman of his own social sta-

< tion. Inez, the dancer, makes his life in

"THE ITALIAN"
nrntna in Five Parts. Produced by T. H.

Ince and C. G. Sullivan. Released on the
Paramount Programme

Beppo Donuetti
Annette
Gallia

ences will respond. peace in the States, and runs, across his
But how, the tyro may question again, old friend, John Harding. Presently the I j

has this plot been made to suffice for five | dancer appears in the same Western com- j
reels ? Such innocent skepticism is un- I\ munity to assist her partner in running a '

„ founded. It ignores the elastic quality of |!| combination saloon and gambling house,
j plots. Had it been necessary, we firmly be- ;;■) Felix Strong, a young friend of Mark and
a Iipvp that Mr. Tnce and Mr. Sullivan could t! Harding', is canerht in her net. and instpnrl

. .. George Beban ] lieve that Mr. Ince and Mr. Sullivan could Li Harding, is caught in her net, and instead

.. Clara Williams j have stretched the plot through ten reels, of extricating him, as he intends, Harding
iallia «T. Frank Burke A plot? you see> js just about as long as a fires a shot that ends the youth's life. A '

Tn " The Bargain," T. H. Ince, one of our H piece of string, the lengttf depending upon lamp is overturned in the ensuing rumpus
nroiific nroducers, showed how a West- R where you start and where you break it off. £ and Mark's wife, the dancer, is burned to1

. , , ,.v.>-iiid»'<l in'" iiv«* ! For a trn-rccl picture the authors no death,
ern melodrama mignt. oe, y eives another | doubt would have introduced the Italian Harding returns to England, having in- \
reels; in " lhe Italian e. sbould [j ancestors of Beppo and Annette, but for five herited his father's title and fortune, and 1
sample ot plot expanb whft II rppls this is nnnecessarv. It is Quite suffi- Ha.len marries him. althonerh shp rpnllv IE„—.

. , scenario writers who ; reels this is unnecessary. It is quite suffi- llalen marries him. although she „
studied carefully oy see feature im- f cient to give two prettily staged reels of cares more for Mark. Vowing vengeance

anxious to acnieye notable. More the love affair as it progressed in Italy, on the man who killed his brother, Simeon
portance. The production is notable.

pmsiisi
The argument of the story, a s

otherwise, the? wUl dte TW^f^otblaek,

theii^ savings St t^y may have the where

tJLLC 1UVC dJLuil <L11, pi LUC 111(1 U VV UU 1US UlUlllCi, Olllieuil
where Annette's father wished her to marry Strong also goes to England, and with him
a wealthy merchant and finally was per- Jis Mark, still in love with the woman who
suaded to forego his decision and allow is now Harding's wife. Out of this situa-
Beppo one year in which to win success in [ (tion plenty of conflict—physical as well as
America. In Italy he was only a gondolier; emotional—is developed, prior to a settle-
,in New York he advances to the positon of ,, ment of differences. The story is ably con- |

| a bootblack with a corner stand. Embold- structed and the plot is full enough to jus-

their savings tnat tney moj - BeDDO no trouble at all for the directors to sup-
withal to buy the Pasteurized mUk. »ePP° ,plement the personal affairs of the young
is robbed and thrown into 3ail, {an^ couple with realistic glimpses of slum life

" " Damon v p "when Summer has clasped the city in a

ened by prosperity he sends for Annette,
and this leaves but three reels to be cov¬
ered by the plot.

The marriage is delayed several hundred
feet of film while Beppo chases through the
streets in quest of the wedding ring he
has forgotten, and after the ceremony it is
no trouble at all for the directors to sup-

air
aps
ipe

warm embrace." And they are realistic,

! there is no mistaking that, with all thesordid squalor of overheated, compressed
poverty. No doubt the sad bereavement of
Beppo and Annette will touch the hearts of

tify the use of five reels. D.

•YOUR GIRL AND MINE'
Seven-Part Drama as Produced by Giles

Warren from the Inspiration of Mrs.
Medill McCormick. Released by the
World Film Corporation in Conjunction
with the National American Woman's Suf¬
frage Association.

Rosalind Fairlie
Aunt Jane .

Kate Price
Eleanor Holbrook
Pen Austin
Richard Burbank
Herself . .

, , . Olive Wyndham
Clara Smith

. Katherlne Henry
, Katherine Kaelred

John Charles
,.... Svdney Booth
Anna Howard Shaw

BESSIE BARRISCALE,
In Lasky's All-Belasco Cast of " The Rose

of the Rancho."
MM' II m* «"1 v ^ ^ ^

Dr
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•A FOOL THERE WAS"
Adaptation of Porter Emerson Browne's

Play of the Same Name. Produced in
Six Parts by William Fox for the Box
Office Attraction Company. Directed by
Frank Powell.

John Schuyler Edward Jose
His Wife Mabel Frenyear
Their Child Runa Hodges
The Vampire Theda Bara
The Doctor Frank Powell
The Doctor's Fiancee Minna Gale

When shown before an invited audience
at the Strand Theater this picture was pre¬
ceded by a recitation of Kipling's poem,

The Vampire," the inspiration for Porter

tive love sto'.' ,* > .io i tlir Mu; picture

Pih General Film Co
■ i j—x—3 x • „ , 1 in its " development, - vindependent of any outside influence. Yet] wlth enough plot and_a fair degree of
it is the breath of vital issue and quick con- SUSpense. Locations suffice for a Colorado
cern that Mr. Tourneur has blown into the tow"n born o( a mining boom and interior
^ ny-4- SiaSes worth remembering, settings are an that the action requires.Call it punch, heart hold, or what not, icj nnrinar one scene, _that of a party given 1
seizes upon the imagination and holds it in
a taut grip.

With an eye on the alert for fitting
touches of humor, the story proceeds to tell
of the late arrival of the hosts at their opera
box. That they are late is indisputable,
since Marguerite at their entrance is sing¬
ing her " jewel " song. The guests are tne
mother and two sisters, an artist friend and
a certain business acquaintance whom the
broker is trying to induce into speculation
in the grain market. It must be said that
Chicago gets its full share of praise not
only in exterior views but in a generous
measure of trade appreciation in one of the
sub-titles. Quite a whole reel is devoted to
the " showy" aspect of the operatic per¬
formances, the genuine ennui of the men,
and the rapidly increasing interest between
the business man and the elder of the two
daughters. One scene suffices to see t' em
married, and several more to denote their
later happiness.

To outdo anything that has been done in
the way of " exchange " scenes—and pro¬
ducers have vied with much earnestness

j^and^great success in the past—is the,task

Emerson Browne's drama, and, in turn, for broker, his young assistant and the hitter's
Frank Powell's photoplay. Exhibitors using "" —*
this film might well adopt the idea, for the
tragic verses place an audience in the mood
for what is to follow :
A fool there was and he made his prayer

(Even as you and I!)
To a rag and a bone and a hank of hair
(We called her the woman ,who did not

care)
But the fool he called her his lady fair

(Even as you and I!)
After hearing the poem recited to the bit¬

ter end, one is rather anxious to know more
about this Fool and his " rag and a bone
and a hank of hair." They suggest an in¬
teresting couple. We would like to see just
what sort of a mess they made out of life
and the picture is here to show us—to show
us, in fact, quite graphically.

It is bold and relentless ; it is filled with
passion and tragedy; it is right in harmony
with the poem. For a few moments dur¬
ing the last reel we had fearful premoni¬
tions of the approach of a happy ending—
the Fool turned into a repentant wise man
—but fortunately there is no such in¬
artistic claptrap. He is a wreck, he dies
and the Vampire continues on her path, red
with the blood of men. The film, then, re¬
mains true to its theme, for which the pro¬
ducers are to be thanked.

The people are of to-day, with the inter¬
ests of modern business and social life;
but the veneer amounts to nothing when
shot through by the lightning bolt of sex.
The Vampire is a neurotic woman gone
mad. She- has enough sex attraction to
supply a town full of normally pleasing
women, and she uses it with prodigal free¬
dom. To come in contact with her is like
touching the third rail, and all along the
track we see, or hear about her victims.
Some are dead, others are beggars tramping
the streets, still others complete her work
with a bullet through the brain. Such is
end of the youth who is deserted in favor
of John Schuyler.

The affair with Schuyler starts on an
ocean liner, and is continued abroad under
the warm sun of Italy. Alternating with
languorous tableaux and intense kisses,
with which the Vampire holds her latest
Fool, are scenes showing Schuyler's wife
and child at home in America, the simple
pathos and comedy relief in the picture
being supplied by the little girl. In pass¬
ing, it may be remarked, that the scenes
introducing the child are human and ap¬
pealing ; but the appeal is overworked and
one incident, at least, that of the child, her
doll and the butler might better be omitted.

Completely dominated by the woman,
Schuyler returns with her to New York,
where his physical and moral degeneration
continue, despite efforts of his wife and
friends to drag him out of the quicksand
of the Vampire's lips. " So some of him
lived, but the most of him died (Even as
you and I!)."

Director Powell has used enough second¬
ary characters to fill out an adequate plot,
and they are well played; but the real act¬
ing in the picture, the kind of acting that

During . _

by a Mr. and Mrs. Bix, it may appear that
some of the evening gowns suggest New
York more than a primitive community;
but it is no doubt true that city styles |
are occasionally maintained by the wealthy ;
social leaders of an otherwise simple town. .

Miners are such a mixed lot that almost (
anything is possible.

The drama in " The Three of Us" is |
based on the efforts of Louis Beresford. a
plausible scamp, to take Steve's place in t (
the affections of Rhy and to steal Steve's ,
mine when he learns that after years of
fruitless search, ore has been found. A
claim must be registered by noon of the
day following the discovery, otherwise the
option will have expired. Clem, Rhy's
brother, who is anxious to get money with
which to go to New York, overhears the
conversation between his sister and Steve,
and, bribed by Beresford. tells where the
papers are hidden. When they disappear,
Steve blames the girl, but soon she has

chance to prove her loyalty by riding

"THE ETERNAL CITY'
Adaptation of Hall Caine's Novel and Play

of the Same Name. Produced by the
-ramous Players' Film Company in Eight

ayts. Directed by Edwin S. Porierand llugh Ford.
Donna Roma
David Itossi (David Leone)
Little Jionia
Little David
Leone, a Papal guardsman .

His Wife
Baron Bonelli
Pope Pius XI
Charles Minghelli
Dr. Roselli
Bruno Rocco
Elena Rocco, his wife
Joseph Rocco, their son . . .

Princess Bellini
English Ambassador

Pauline Frederick
. . Thomas Holding I

. Kittens Reickert
Arthur Oppeuheiiu

. .. George Stilwell
Delia Bella ]

Prank Losee
.... Fuller Mellish
.... Ciquel Lanoe

. . George Majeroni
John Clulow
Amelia Rose

,. .. Freddie Verdi
Lottie Alter '

.. Lawrence Grant '
Macy Harlan

and
alter Craven

... F. Gaillard i
. Mary Lander |
Robert Vivian f
Herbert Huber i
William Lloyd f

" The Eternal City" is the best argu- I
ment that an American producer has ever '
offered in favor of the long photoplay; !
more than that, we are inclined to name it '
as the finest dramatic work thus far made
here or elsewhere. And having penned this

Members of Embassy

The Baker
The Baker's Wife . . .

Father Pifferi
Padrone
Felice

.{ Ml Wa

across the mountains to register the claim0 ,]
ti a_ ~ minnfno -P/-17* RoroofArd ! itin oi piotcsts tnat may, oi may not, beIt is a question of minutes, for Beresford
recovers from an encounter with Steve
that he may follow and assert prior owner
ship to the property. After the habit of
villains, he is just too late.

Director Noble has made a first rate
picture out of a play that lends itself very
well to the needs of Western melodrama.
. m bt j*ni'F»--t

is interesting every moment, is supplied by
Edward Jose as the Fool and Theda Bara
as the Vampire. During his decline from
a strong, self-reliant man of affairs to a
spineless weakling, fit only for the alcoholic
ward of a hospital, Mr. Jose undergoes a
remarkable change that affects every ex¬
pression of his personality. Miss Bara

MABEL TALIAFERRO.
Presented by B. A. Rolfe Photo Play Com¬

pany in " The Three of Us," Released
by Alco.

wnich Director Tourneur has set himself, y
An almost full-size replica of the Chicago ;i
" Board " and about five hundred extras— i
brokers, officials and messenger boys—fur- "
nished a memorable setting for the big J
moment of the play, one that sets a new
artistic and realistic mark. Some one will
probably reproduce some other exchange, .
such as the one in New York, with wonder- ,

ful exactitude and intensity, but it will be a
difficult task to excel this picture of the
wheat pit of the Windy City. It is a fit¬
ting scene for a fine play. Here the busi- 1
ness man and his allies fight the " bull'
tactics of the opposition and lose, com-yy
pletely ruined.

Quite another story, deftly woven into'
the scenes about the market, is that of the
wife at home whose husband, absorbed iripub-
his speculations, after his first venture in .
wheat, leaves her very much alone. Spoiledtney
she seeks the company of the artist, and is
even on the point of elopement when therks,
ruined man comes home, and recalled to her •
duty, they find happiness together. Doubt-
les some of the dialogue in which the pros we
and cons of busy busines men and their ,

The physical side of the production has , pleasure seeking wives is lost, but the hiatus tne
been well looked after, with many attract- . is scarcely noticeable as handled by that able

* pair of stage stars.

misses no chance for sensuous appeal in by his constant attentions up to this time,.:ec|
her portrayal of the Vampire, a horribly * - —
fascinating woman, vicious to the core and
cruel. When she says, " Kiss me, my fool,"
the Fool is generally ready to obey and en¬
joy a prolonged moment, irrespective of
the less enjoyable ones to follow.

ive settings and clear photography that in¬
cludes several pleasing light effects. D. The offering is almost every that igu-

"THE PIT"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Frank Norris's

Book. Pictured by the William A. Brady
Picture Plays, Inc., and Released Through
the World Film Corporation on Dec. 2«.
Directed by Maurice Tourneur.

Jadwin Wilton Lackaye
Corthell Milton Sills
Oressler Alec B. Francis
Landry Chester Barnett
Orookes E. F. Roseman
scannell Bert Starkey
ilargus Sim Wiltse
i.'ressler's Clerk w. A. Orlemond
orookes's Clerk Gunnis Davis
Jadwin's Butler George Ingleton
J'aura Gail Kane
£ a#e Jessie Lewis
Aunt Wess Julia Stuart
Mrs. Cressler Hattie Delaro
^ai(l Betty Riggs

As usually sjiown there iS but little point
to appiauding the work of an actor, or for
that matter of a director; what the com¬
pany is willing to accept instead is tne
tribute which a large balance at the end
of the year pays to the worth of the pic-

! ture. When this film was first shown, how-
[ ever, it was at the invitation of the man-

; agement, and was made an occasion by the
\ Presence of not only most of the cast, but
P also by a host of friends, people who "knew
f. and who came of a Sunday night to pay [

their respects to a good picture. So that'
when the audience burst repeatedly into ap¬
plause there was every assurance that it t

; would reach the right ears. People are sure I
l to differ, however, as to whether most of ]

this was or should have been for the di- *
rlictor, which includes his author, or for the
car" ' " ~ -- - - -

rything
could be asked. Its very costly production s

. J is the last essential in the complete bar- ''
monizing of the whole. F. s a

like
»<e, the Pe.lnl P«U«fcelwntlie Pedal I1

•THE THREE OF US""
Drama in Five Parts. Adapted from the ■<'>

Play of the same name. Produced by
the Rolfe Photoplays, Inc. Directed by
John W. Noble. >r jl-

Rhy MacChesuey Mabel Taliaferro
Clem Creighton Hale
Sonny Master Stuart
Steve Towney Edwin Carewe
Louis Beresford Irving Cummings
Maseie Madame Claire .. ,

Mr. Bix Harry Smith Mse
Mrs. Bix Mayme Kelso

Early scenes in this picture, that after ier
a time develops real dramatic force, are 'un¬
made interesting largely by reason of the j
able performances given by Mabel Talia- | Ben

Per,
Mi-

-<ist which did his bidding.

frro as Rhy, Edwin Carewe as Steve and
Creighton Hale as Clem. To complete the :
quartet responsible for the strong human (
note struck right at the start of the story, ,
mention should be made of Master Stuart,
a winning youngster in the role of Sonny, ;
whose future, like the futures of Rhy and .

Clem, depends on the problematical value
of " The Three of Us " mine.

Those who carry pleasant memories of
Miss Taliaferro in stage plays will not be
surprised at the sympathetic quality of her
acting, but previous to this they have had ,.
no means of knowing how well she could
adapt her art to the screen. Her features
photograph clearly and she never gives the
appearance of straining after effects.
Director Noble was indeed fortunate in hav¬
ing so suitable a player to interpret the
plucky heroine of this mining town drama.
The virile personality of Mr. Carewe makes
him an equally wise selection for the char-
acter of Steve, whereas Mr. Hale has the

he

• tie
at

be
)n

«1tl.Whf« actor; who 0f~acting' in his fight scene" with Carewe—
Iiteil Chester Harnett, Con I rlli- a startling natural encounter even in this
indUnn^hio +lh<; flS?st aetlng; lt: Is ?,ulte day of ffghts with actual, rather than
trZ S J at the presence of these flctitious punches,strong players gave the story its hold j1 (i "

through their characterizations, and that j.
. the work of thp cast will stand by itself, . -

T"r f<-' $ £( ;::
dearly, inserted and rult:«vj ,v . , \

f..nm an encounter with Steve Orestailed by a little explanation. Storiesrecovers trom ..an encounter wirn , haye ))een ,)resented in eight reelg o£ pic
tures frequently enough ; but there have
been few eight-reel stories. Perhaps the
difference is sufficiently obvious ; but if it
is not, if one wants to see exactly what is
meant by an eight-reel story in contrast to
a story made to fill eight reels, we can do
no better than suggest a careful considera¬
tion of this production.

•• The Eternal City " has the first essen¬
tial of any drama, whether of the stage or
the screen, a big, human narrative devel¬
oped with surpassing skill; it has the sec¬
ond, players who are able to express the
last throb of emotion born of dramatic sit¬
uations, and it has the third, magnificent
settings, new to photoplays—the Coliseum,
the Roman Forum, the Vatican Gardens—
all photographed in Rome last Summer.
Estimate the qualities comprising the ap¬
peal of " Cabiria," of " Quo Vadis," of any¬
one of the startling spectacles, American
or foreign, and the order will be reversed.
First of all, one appreciates a tremendous
scenic accomplishment, and after that one
follows the classic narrative and the ex¬
pression given it by the actors with an in¬
terest largely dependent upon a knowledge
of history. And again, what makes the
most lasting impression in our best West¬
ern pictures? Is it the story, the acting,
or is it some battle or massacre laid in a
valley flanked by towering mountains?
Theatrical producers have learned to their
sorrow that settings, however gorgeous,
will not carry a play, and now that
the novelty has worn off the same is
likely to be true in pictures. People want
more than an appeal to the eye ; they want
a story that grips the interest without of¬
fending the intelligence, and they want act¬
ing that touches the sympathies. Because

The Eternal City " scores high on these
two counts, and is beautifully staged in
the bargain, we call it the finest of dra¬
matic works. Now for the chorus of pro¬
tests.

To be truly consistent we should imme¬
diately point' out the virtues of the plot
derived from Hall Caine's novel and play ;
but Pauline Frederick upsets the natural
order of things. The whole production is
a surprise, and she is the biggest surprise
of all. She sweeps everything before her

•r ;-J in quite the most persuasive and natural
-'

i portrayal of an emotional role., that we re-
a. j call. Her beauty, dark, intense, striking—
a J the happy combination of strongly molded
• : i features, fascinating eyes, a wealth of hair
b ! and a superb figure—makes her an ideal

type for pictures. And behind the physical
charm, which Miss Frederick possesses to
such a marked degree, is a mature art that
makes a real character of Donna Roma—a
woman of deep passion and high spirit.
One feels the passion and -the spirit, har¬
bingers of tragedy, when Donna Roma
stands on the balcony of the prime minis
ter's house and hears herself denounced by
David Leone, the young Socialist orator,
whom she does not recognize as the play¬
mate of her childhood. But the audience
knows the relationship of these two people
and recognizes the strong dramatic con¬
trast in position and ideals that the years
of separation have wrought. From this
point Miss Frederick builds up a character
of compelling force, revealing with remark¬
able fidelity each emotional fluctuation as
her hatred of David turns into a love so
sincere that to save him she shoulders the
blame for a murder she did not commit.

Dominant as Miss Frederick is in the
climactic scenes of the picture, the value
of Thomas Holding's genuine playing of
the part of David should not be overlooked.
He is an excellent type for an idealistic
reformer, as is Frank Losee for the char¬
acter of Baron Bonelli, who becomes prime
minister. The only questionable bit of act¬
ing is given by Fuller Mellish as Pope Pius
XI, when, toward the close of the film, he
reverts to his familiar stage practise of
over-emphasis and exaggerated gesticula-

m

F. Brunei. N. 7.
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VALESKA SURATT,
Now a Lasky Star.

Returning to the story, opening witn a ■
prologue, one conspicuous virtue is imme-
diately apparent. There are no loose plot ■
tureads taken up and then dropped because
they are unrelated to subsequent happen-
ings. Xo doubt this picture could be cut;
but it would suffer in consequence; for as
the story progresses and becomes more in J
volved there are frequent references to 1
earlier relationships that give poignancy to
the situations in which the characters find
themselves. It is important that we know "
something of the childhood of David and
Roma, how they came to find shelter under
the same roof and were separated; how
Roma, in maturity, became the mistress ol ;
Baron Bonelli and how David became a ,
Socialist orator, never guessing that his
father was the Pope. The irony of fate
looms large in the parts these characters
play, and by odd coincidences, made plaus¬
ible in the development, the steps of three .

people—a pope, a concubine and a Social- •
ist leader—so widely separated by all so- y
cial laws, are guided into the same path.
Starting with a clear exposition, Directors
Porter and Ford progressed to sound drama
in which the characters are made to worn .A
out their destinies. x , <4

Considered merely as a spectacle, lbe n

Eternal City " presents unparalleled back- r,
grounds in'scenes such as the meeting in ,
the Coliseum and the Popes jubilee, to m
mention but two of the more memorable
gatherings in which large crowds are used ,
to good purpose. As shown at the Lyceum .
Theater, uncertain projection lessened tne
value of some choice scenic effects : but
hat cannot be charged against the pro-j*-

, of t.hii



"The Sins of the Mother"
Prize Drama, Written by Elaine Sterne and

Produced by tbe Vitagraph Company in
Five Keels. Directed by Ralph W. lnce.

Trixy Graham Anita Stewart
Norris Graham Earle Williams

> Mrs. Raymond Julia Swayne Gordon
Alice Lucille Lee

; Dovey Mary Maurice
Auatole De Yoie Paul scardon

Some 3,500 men, women and children
submitted scenarios in the Vitagrapn-Ji'fen-
iny Sun photoplay contest, won by Eiaine
Sterne with •' The Sins of the Mother, for
which she received $1,000. Having pock¬
eted the first prize, Miss Sterne can axford
to regard with tolerant good nature the

, 3,499 losers, who will become the severest
of critics for the time being. They will
weigh the picture very carefully, in a hu-

1 man, if not altogether charitable, effort to
discover where it is wanting. They may
even take heart from the fact that " The
Sins of the Mother " is not a perfect photo-
piay after all, €and that the next time tney
may write one nearly as good,

i At the outset it should be said that the
story is interesting, extremely well pro¬
duced, and suggestive enough to excite
analysis that a lesser work would not war¬
rant. Being a sincere drama of present-
day life, it invites comparison with tne

. facts of life, a test to which it would be
folly to place the customary run of photo¬
plays. Briefly, the theme is this : A daugh¬
ter inherits from her mother a taste for

■ gambling, and the mother arouses the in¬
clination that is dormant in young girl¬
hood. Eventually it is the ruination of the
daughter.

This might be either a study of environ¬
ment or heredity, or both. As a matter of
fact, there is something of each, and where
one may accept the influence of environ-

, ment as plausible, the same cannot be said
for the implied power of inherited habits.
And gambling is a habit not to be classed

1 with the use of alcohol or drugs, which
after a time become pnysically necessary,

j Vices are not inherited, and Miss Sterne
, makes a mistake in working on the as-

1 sumption that they are.
That this is the author's idea crops out

early in the story, when Mrs. Raymond
sends Trixy to a convent in the hope of
counteracting a passion for gambling,
which she fears may have been imparted
to the girl at birth ; for Mrs. Raymond is
a ' ' ' ,J! ~mi

I extreme with a numbSTTlIghling eliecls .
that- must H p1 i fh t thp PVft hv reason of '.'ifi^k V/nff-fifP

" CAMEO KIRBY"

that must delight the eye by reason of
their odditv and attractiveness, and it is
strong in the climactic moments shared in
common with the play. Early scenes serve
the useful purpose of revealing the natures
of The Girl, Ranee and Ramerrez and give

Produced by the Jesse L. Lasky Feature ?nd„e«"at.e „?5eP?!atiS?h^
Photoplay Company by Arrangement with - t ,y
the Liebler Comnanv From the Plav bv ^ould not be itself, but something elseBooth^l^kinTton and I ^ry Leon Vlf- f»r ^
son & J De Mille s treatment of the plot comeswhen events are narrowing down to a

Gene Kirby Dustin Farnum definite issue, for then the picture must in-
rf»£in\r?,unc,e aV1 +Ren^ evitably invite comparison with the stageJack Moreau Fred Montague ^omo ^
John Randall James Neill ar<lm.a- . . „. .
Tom Randall Jode Mullallv l>r*°r to the happenings in The Girl s
Adele Randall Winifred Kingston home on the evening that Romerrez was
Aaron Randall Ernest Joy obliged to remain there on account of a

We believe that the average photoplay snowstorm, it was important to convince;
audience has a failing for gentleman-adven- an audience of the genuine innocence of The
turers of the Cameo Kirby type. Cameo Girl and the latent manliness of her visitor,
loses his all, through no fault of his own, despite his unsavory record. This had been
and turns to living by his wits, with the done in a manner that aroused sympathy
cards as his tools and the Mississippi River for and understanding of both characters,
steamboats as his place of business. Even The audience never for a moment wants
the most prosaic of us must immediately Ramerrez to pay the penalty for his mis-
form a liking, mixed with admiration for deeds, and it has no difficulty in compre-
Ivirby. And when we find him falling in hending the young Roman's conflicting
love with so pretty a girl as Winifred emotions when the sheriff appears and she
Kingston makes Adele Randall, we are learns the true identity of her guest. The
shoulder to shoulder with him in our insight that we have been given into the
wishes for his success. Of course, we can characters is of great value in creating
foresee when the boiler blows up and the interest in this tense situation, although
steamboat catches fire that Cameo is to be one mav not realize it at the time. A
the hero who will save Adele. We knew he " punch " that we can feel as well as see
would, even when it looked for a few min- is the natural crisis of cumulative scenes,
utes as though she would have been safer, And to the same comprehensive develop-
and saved considerable effort by pulling her- ment may be attributed the suspense with
self into one of the life-boats that hovered which one watches the sheriff and The Girl
about the scene. Instead, Cameo turns his drawing cards to settle the fate of Ramer-

back to the life-boat and swims with Ade. roz. A human life is at stake ; but that is
an everyday occurrence in photoplays.
The difference in this instance is that we
become keenly concerned in the affairs of
the people involved, and quite agree with
The Girl that she is justified in pulling the

^wo misfortunes threaten Old Sunshine.
The loss of his place as postmaster, owing
to a change of administration, is one ; the
affair between his daughter Bess and the
new ticket agent is the other. The last
reel becomes a chapter of calamities in which
Jim Skinner gets the postmastership, the
local bank fails, Hi has no money to pay
the mortgage on his house, and Bess seems
to have deserted her worthy sweetheart for
the good-for-nothing chap from the city.
The girl is saved, however, when the wife
and baby of the young man come to town,
and then she solves her father's problems
by selling his verses to a publication, which
wants to buy more of the same kind.

Each of the four reels has a fair share
of cleverly acted scenes, such as that in
which Mrs. Judd attempts to improve her
husband's table manners for the benefit of
their new boarder. D.

"THE DEEP PURPLE"
A Five-Part Drama Adapted from the Play

of the Same Name by Paul Armstrong
and Wilson Mizner. in Which the World
Film Corporation Presents Clara Kimball
Young.

for Ramerrez to ride for liberty with a
posse at his heels; for him to be sentenced
to death and saved by The Girl, who ap¬
peals to the sheriff's sense of fair play, on
the grounds that she won the game and
with it the man.

The sheriff of Theodore Roberts is a
sterling piece of photoplav acting, notably
in the final scenes which find the dominant
man transformed into a feeble drunkard.

to the distant shore.
The steamboat explosion was the result

of one of those races between rival Missis¬
sippi boats that have been the delight of
romantic writers since Uncle Tom was born.
The least said concerning the realism of the J right card from her "stocking if she cannot
race scenes the better, since " Cameo Kirby" draw lt from the pack Nor is the film
is a thoroughly interesting story at all a Ho wed to drag for want of exciting action
times, satisfactorily told, and hneiy played, after the fateful card game. It still remains
Dustin Farnum meets in every detail our - -6 - ---
ideal of Cameo Kirby. After saving Adele
he neglects to learn her identity. On a
later trip her father, an old friend of
Kirby's family, is caught in the net of Jack
Moreau, another gambler, and loses fast.
When things reach the point that Randall
is betting his plantation in the game.
Cameo decides to intervene with tne result
that he wins the plantation. He intends
to return the deeds to Randall the follow- j a"q RnmorrnVV> r v
ing morning, but before that time Randall • '^fretv Tnd tho rllif acts with sin-
commits suicide, and Cameo is shot by j™?vfrnnk ™ k T
Moreau, who then asserts that Cameo I ^abel ,7a" Huron
cheated Randall out of his plantation. 1' V 'th -™_'i ex^e('lnffJ.v well, bringing
Later Cameo kills Moreau in a fair duel, j 21* i of a young woman
but things are so maneuvered that it ap- [ places morals above manners. D.
pears that Cameo is guilty of murder. Pur-
sued by a posse, Cameo is saved through "IT'S NO I ATir.HIMr 1UATTFD "
the aid of Adele, and when, after several „ 11 3 1NU LAUUHIINU MA I 1 LK
tense scenes, the air is finally cleared, Comedy in Four Parts. Written and Pi-
Cameo weighs his cards and Adele in the reeted by Lois Weber for Bosworth. Inc.
balance and decides to give up the former. Hi Judd Maclyn Arbuckle
A sad farewell is bid to Bunce, his good Mrs. Judd Cora Drew
natured gambling partner and teacher. 5,esscJ?ai' Myrtle Stedman

In this last mentioned role, that of Lar- Charles Marriott
kin Bunce, Dick La Iteno contributes one 5™ow wnkins Adele Farrineton
of the best characterizations of the pictures. ' T '' • ■;; ■ ■ • ■ • *rflnk Elliott
The cast is entirely satisfactory, and the T ?? . J' ? .^ughing Matter,
settings complete a picture of Southern life V?.!,,,..Zii !>,-T i r^ V on '^, that Maclyn
before the war that has many elements of have a part giving free
popularity. The photography is standard. Sl?y ,? j KeneJ<™s c«medy attainments.W She succeeded admirably. She wrote aphotoplay around the personality of a star

that serves its first purpose, and at the

Doris Moore
Rev. Moore, her father .

William lake
Harry Leland
Gordon Laylock
Pat Connolly
Pop Clark
Mrs. Lake
Ruth Lake
Kate Fallon

Clara Kimball Young
. . Edward M. Kimball

Milton Sills
Crauford Kent

. . . De Witt Jennings
Walter Craven

W. J. Ferguson
. Mrs. E. M. Kimball

May Hopkins
. . . . Grace Aylesworth

There will be no excuse for future gen¬
erations of our country cousins being taken
in by that old. old form of chicanery known
in underworld parlance as the " Badger

EDWIN AUGUST.

MTSS ELAINE STERNE,
Winner of the Vitagraph-Evening Sun

$1,000 Prize,
reptitiously conducts a gambling house. At
all events, she shows a laudable desire to
have Trixy grow into a good woman, and
then, when the girl is perfectly content

1 with a spiritual life among the Sisters.
Mrs. Raymond, without any explanation
being given, suddenly changes her attitude
and drags the unwilling Trixy into a world-

L
ly life. She practically forces her to play
cards.

From this point, granting an inexperi¬
enced young woman's susceptibility to en-

' vironment, it is not difficult to credit the
] metamorphosis of the bashful convent girl
( into a social favorite ; but one experiences
i doubt when she declares that " she loves
'

bridge whist better than anything in the
world." The playing of bridge whist may
be a fascinating, wasteful amusement for
idle women ; but it is not worth dignifying
with a place among the major vices that
sweep love, honor, duty, everything in fact,
before them. Trixy is not presented as a
shallow or foolish young woman in anj
other respect. She falls honestly in love
with the sweetheart of her childhood,
marries him, and is happy, save that she
must indulge her passion for games of
chance. And by so doing she has every¬
thing to lose and nothing to gain. Ordi¬
narily, gambling is one expression of a
reckless character; here it is made the
ruination of an otherwise sound character.

Dropping the possibilities for disagree-
I ment with Miss Sterne's theme, one finds a
( nicely calculated dramatic plot? the chief
1 defect in which is a tendency to show in

much the same form the various steps In
' Trixy's downfall—how she succumbs to
I temptation time and again. Her betting

, on the races affords opportunity for some
■ good horse-racing scenes, and the climax.

H the accidental shooting of the young wom¬
an while in a gambling house raided by her
husband, the district attorney, is a tragic
and a befittingly unhappy ending. The

3 plot was given a number of ingenious
; twists not touched upon here.

Director lnce was fortunate in his three
chief players, Anita Stewart, very attract-

J ive as Trixy ; Earle Williams, unaffectedly
sincere as the husband, and Julia Swayne
Gordon, a convincing type for the mother.
Paul Scardon gives a telling character

j sketch as Anatole, the suave gambler.
Probably through an oversight, some

I scenes were not tinted to indicate night as
called for by the action*; but this is a
small matter in a picture staged and pho¬
tographed with evident care. D.

DAVID BELASCO'S " GIRL OF THE

"THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST"
Drama in Five Parts. Based on the Piay

of the Same Name. Produced by the
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play" Company.
Directed by Cecil B. De Mille.

The Girl Mabel Van BurenThAorlnrp Roherts
Ranee
Ramerrez
Wowkle
Sidney Duck
Ashby
Nina
Castro
Senora Slim
Nick, the Bartender .
Antonio
Stage Coach Driver . .
Guard
Old Minstrel

Theodore Roberts
House Peters

Anita King
. . . . Sydney Deane

Billy Elmer
Jeanne McPherson

,. Raymond Hattou
. . . Dick LeStrange

Tex Driscol
Art Ortego

John Ortego
. . James Griswold

Ed. Harley

The Girl of the Golden West " in pic
ture form is much more than a photo¬
graphed transcript of the famous play. It
really brings the Golden West into the
theater, thereby fulfilling the promise of
the -second part of the title without, as
audiences will soon learn, losing the force
of the story of The Girl, the sheriff and the
road agent. Cecil B. De Mille never made
a truer adaptation of a play, following the
story in its essentials and amplifying, as
only pictures can amplify, the action that
in a stage production must be omitted. He
has been liberal in his use of glorious
California locations and free in the de¬
velopment of the story, looking at it from
the viewpoint of a maker of photoplays
determined to utilize the best possibilities
of his medium. He treated the subject
from a new angle and audiences, no matter
how many times they have seen the drama
on the stage, will find in the film version
novelty and dramatic force. " The Girl
of the Golden West " is as fresh as though
it were written yesterday.

The picture imparts the atmosphere of
the unstable West; it is colorful in the

GOLDEN WEST" ON THE SCREEN,
same time is far superior to most made-to-
order vehicles. It possesses a rare ingredi¬
ent in films of any description, whatever
their inspiration—true character drawing.
The story is slight, but the humor is abun¬
dant, because of the playing of Mr. Ar-
buckle and because of the thoroughly realis¬
tic treatment given incidents of rural life.
" It's No Laughing Matter " is a comedy of
character enacted in surroundings that will
look like home to anyone who has lived in
a village where the post office and the gen¬
eral store are under the same roof. It will
seem yet more like home when one meets
old-time neighbors seated on sugar barrels
while they swap stories between whiffs on
corncob pipes.

A rural atmosphere is by no means a nov¬
elty in photoplays; but seldom has it been
created with an equal accuracy of detail,
and still more exceptional are such lifelike
types as Hi Judd, the postmaster; Mrs.
Judd, his wife, and Sam, the hardened
young man from the city, who almost runs
away with lli's pretty daughter. Even the
people of lesser importance seem as natural
a part of the picture as the furnishings of
the Judds' quaint farmhouse parlor.

Old Sunshine, as Judd is called by his
friends, is a unique, lovable character. He
has a highly developed sense of humor and
expansive sympathies that go out to every
one in town who needs help. Both quali¬
ties aggravate the punctilious Mrs. Judd;
for his sense of humor leads him to write
funny little verses when he might be work¬
ing, and his interest in his neighbors makes
him late for meals far too often. At the
most inopportune moment some incident
gives Judd an idea for a four-line verse,
and he stops to write it down in the book
he always carries in his vest pocket. The
rhymes amuse his friends and they amuse
the audience when thrown on the screen;
but to Mrs. Judd they are worse than use¬
less nonsense.

Game," that is provided they see this alto- n
gether too long depiction of the methods ,
of smooth crooks in obtaining easy money. n.
Though almost as old as the world, and, al- e
though there is no scientific record of the |
fact, the Badger Game is so simple and j
so based on human frailty that there can ';V
be little doubt that it was practised by
the first wily tricksters 'neatli the shades
of the Pyramids in the beginning of the
world's history. It is known in police
circles that it is still extensively practised m
in all of our large cities to-day, and it is j
to be hoped that its detailed presentation >
in this picture will so educate the public
that it will automatically exterminate it¬
self.

Besides the crook feature there is also a
charming little love story, in which Miss
Young is so delightful that the onlooker is
completely enthralled with her " chic"
grace and " piquant" personality.

The story deals with a small country
church out in New Jersey very much in
need of a new organ. The rector and his
daughter, Miss Young, are taken in by a
fake organ concern selling on the install¬
ment plan. The crook solicitor of this con¬
cern visits the parish, sells an organ, gets
the first installment of $200, wins the love
of the rector's daughter, and persuades her
to elope with him to New York, where he
places her in a boarding-house frequented
by the gang of crooks. William Lake, who
has made his stake at Goldfields, decides to
come home. A confederate of the gang of
crooks telegraphs his departure, and on
his arrival in New York he is shadowed
by one of the crooks.

Leland, the crook Lothario, tells the rec¬
tor's daughter that Lake was his partner,
and had stolen his share of their gold
mine, and persuades her to induce Lake
to visit the crook's apartment with a false
story. Lake accedes to the wiles of the
pretty girl, and accompanies her to the
apartment, when Leland suddenly enters,
alleging that he is the girl's husband, and
demanding blackmail to avoid scandal.
The girl in her innocence gives the game
away, Lake is blackjacked and robbed and
the girl locked in a closet. Frisco Kate,
the boarding-house keeper, is incensed at
the gang using such a clean, innocent
young girl, and discloses the nefarious
scheme to the police, after first rescuing
Lake and the girl from the house.

The girl's father comes to the city in
search of his daughter, and first visits the
office of the fake organ concern, only to find
that it has been raided by the poiice. He
is taken to headquarters by a detective,
and while lodging a complaint sees his
daughter and Lake standing in front of the
desk lodging a complaint against the
crooks who have been captured by the
police.

I Lake and the girl fall in love, and to
'

celebrate his good fortune he donates a L
■HHHBB ■

handsome pipe organ to the cEurch, arid
the picture fades from the screen in a
beautiful allegorical picture of Miss Young
as St. Cecelia.

The acting throughout is good, and
much attention has been given to realistic
details. W. J. Ferguson deserves especial
mention for his excellent characterization
of the sanctimonious crook, " Pop Clark."
The settings and photography are good.
The director was James Young. E.

"CINDERELLA"

Adaptation of the Story of the Same Name.
Produced by the Famous Players Film
Company in Four Reels.

Cinderella Mary Pickford
Prince Charming Owen Moore
s!fPnsiotprs \ Georgia Wilsonstepsisteis } Lucille Carney
Stepmother Isabel Vernon
King W. N. Cone

Among the childhood classics done into
pictures, " Cinderella" deserves a perma¬
nent place, for the story is faithfully visual¬
ized in this Famous Players production, and
Mary Pickford is, of course, a winsome
figure in the title-role. Owen Moore lacks
the grace and debonair bearing that belong
to the Prince Charming of fanciful mem¬
ory ; otherwise, one is likely to find the
characters quite true to tradition. The
stepsisters are very unpleasant people to
look at, or have around, and the step¬
mother, the king, the court attendants, and
the fairies are disagreeable, royal, pompous,
or beatific, as occasion demands.

Charm and the spirit of fairyland, two
essentials in a production of this character,
are achieved in the settings and an expert
handling of scenes such as those in which
Cinderella suddenly finds a beautiful equip¬
age in place of the pumpkin, the mice and
the rats, and sees herself clothed in the
robes of a princess because the good fairy
willed it so. The court scenes, too, are well
presented; those in which Cinderella meets
Prince Charming and then loses her slipper
in hasty flight that she may not suffer the
punishment promised by the fairy if she
overstays the hour of midnight, and others
contingent upon the lost slipper and the
prince^ effort to find its owner.

In every respect this is an ideal picture
for children, and even for adults it has a
reminiscent value reinforced by the visual
attractions of pretty settings and clear
photography. If Miss Pickford needed any
new friends her Cinderella would win them.

D.

-
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"DU BARRY"
Six-Part Adaptation of thp Play of the

Same Name. Presented by George
Kleine.

Jeannette M>s. Leslie Carter
Cosse Ha m 11 ton Revel 1 e
•Tpan Du Barry Camobell Gallion
The King Richard Thornton

Something more than a decade ago the
stage " Du Barry" did an unusual t^n^.
It took a figure out of history and made
her real to a modern audience. She was
so well humanized and her griefs were so
understandable that ready sympathies re¬
sponded freely. If we remember correctly,
tears were not out of place at a perform¬
ance of " Du Barrv " : one felt *nd felt
very strongly, the tragedy in the life of a

"THE DANCING GIRL"
Drama in Five Parts. Based on Henry

Arthur Jones's Play of the Same Name.
Produced by the Famous Players' Film

Florence Reed >

Fuller Mellish
Lorraine Huling

Malcolm Williams
William Russell

Company.
Drusilla Ives
David Ives
Faith Ives
A Quaker
John Christison
Duke of Guiseberry Euegen Ormonde
Mr. Crake, his overseer William Lloyd
Lady Bawtry, tbe Duke's aunt .... Minna Gale

An odd picture has been made out of the ?
play that Henry Arthur Jones wrote many
years ago. It is different, and that in it¬
self is no mean virtue. Also it shows

NTLY and Norton: Orph..
\m Hand.
WYER. Joan, Co.: Colonial.
•. C. : Shea's. Buffalo. Feb.
ft- Orph,. B'klyn, 8-13.

from Grand Opera:
" " * ~ "

,8T13.

Dorothy:
Orph., M:
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"Mother's Roses"
1 Drama in Four Parts, Produced by the

Vitagraph Company from a Scenario by
William Addison Lathrop. Directed by
Theodore Marston.

Mother Mary Maurice
John Morrison, banker and broker.

Frank Currier
! Helen Morrison, their daughter,

Dorothy Kelly
Payne Morrison, their son James Morrison
Spencer Delevan, a Wall Street power.

Anders Randolf
Marie Stanley, Delevan's stenographer,

Ethel Lloyd
Paul Hutchinson, Delevan's lawyer.

George Cooper
Dr. Edwards George S. Stevens

The scenario awarded the third prize in
the Vitagraph-JSvenmfl' Sun contest may
be classified as sentimental melodrama, in
which the most persuasive appeal to the
sympathies lies in the mutual love of a
mother and her children. The idea behind
the story is wholesome, and, in the main,
appropriately expressed, granting, of course,
the appropriateness of much obvious pathos
in a story based on elemental emotions.
Two characters are played with such a
wealth of feeling that it would be difficult
to overestimate their importance in giving
the picture the interest which it unques¬
tionably possesses—those of the mother

; in the hands of Mary Maurice, and the
| husband portrayed by Frank Currier.

These two are in reality the central fig¬
ures in William Addison Lathrop's photo-
play. The reverence with which they are

: regarded becomes the guiding influence at
j critical moments in the lives of their chil-
!{ dren. Roses, always associated with
J mother, are made the physical means of'

arousing a slumbering conscience.
By way of illustrating this influence,

I rather than to advance the plot, the son,
Payne Morrison, is taken to a gay party
and nearly swept out of the path of good

! behavior when the rosebud pinned on his
coat lapel by his mother completely sobers
him. This is not life, but perhaps it is

' morally beneficial to pretend otherwise.
And in the case of the daughter, Helen,
the sight and fragrance of a rose is yet
more potent. Delevan, the partner to a
proposed elopement, wears a rose in his

; buttonhole, and the suggestion of the flow-
1 er is enough to cause Helen to change her

mind, although the car waits at the door.
This might be harder to credit were an

i audience made to feel that the girl really
loves Delevan. As it is, the love affair is

\ a bit too ambiguous.
At the basis of the plot is one uncon-

l scious bit of humor that recalls the old
C joke about the merits of a Bible as a safe
[ hiding-place. One of the first incidents in

the picture shows mother receiving a stock
i certificate from her husband. She places it
[ between the leaves of a Bible, and there
[ it remains undisturbed while many things

happen. Delevan is opposed as a suitor
I for Helen s hand, because Payne, her broth¬

er, knows him to be a coward. Mother
dies, grief causes the loss of her aged hus¬
band's mind, and Payne takes charge of the
brokerage ousiness. A second attempted
elopement having failed, Delevan. a power
in Wall Street, plans to ruin the Morri¬
sons, and is on the verge of success when

| the stock, that all this while has been se¬
creted in the Bible, is found. It saves the

I day, but not for Delevan.
Despite the dominant sentiment in this

story, there are occasional scenes of dra¬
matic effectiveness capably handled by An¬
ders Randolf, James Morrison, and Dorothy
Kelly, among others. Ethel Lloyd, as
Delevan's stenographer, in love with her
employer, has an unfortunate role in which
a too tragic grief appeals to an audience's
sense of humor at the wrong time.

D.

OWEN MOORE AND MARY PICKFORD IN " CINDERELLA."

An Unusual Fireplace Effect in the Famous Players' Christmas Release.
woman surrounded with every physical lux¬
ury ; but denied the most treasured luxury

1 of all—the man she loved. The appeal of
i the play was to the heart; the first appeal

ii of the picture is to the eye.

Florence Tfeed on the screen for the first !
time, and that, of course, is interesting to j
theatergoers who have enjoyed Miss Reed !
on the stage. Then there is a third count .
very much in the production's favor—the

Court life in France during the period charm of settings .at once ,be^n reflect 'immediately preceding the French Revolu- . conventional, settings that, n , ostate Ii tion has been reproduced on a magnificent the cultivated richness of an I] g^_ forest *: scale, with all the wealth of scenic splendor i". and the uncultivated luxuriance
! characteristic of films made in Italy. Street bordering on the sea. left '

scenes, scenes in the palace of the king,:! Perhaps the impresi ^niitplv"melo-
scenes in Madame Du Barry's sumptuous by the film is due to the' PJ -f _

; apartments, scenes of revelry and scenes of , dramatic handling of cnaracte
courtly dignity, are practically flawless ac- moved from present social P™ » ^ t •complishments in the arts of staging, cos- not far enough removed to beco P.

i turning, and the grouping of many people, of historic tradition. Even whei ?
The reception at which Madame Du Barry up to date for pictures, 1 »
is formally presented at court is a marked (!_Girl "_ does not seem like the K
example of the producer's skill in arrang¬
ing impressive spectacles, doing justice to
the glitter and extravagance of the time.

; In its physical aspects, in fact, the picture
is entirely satisfactory up to the presenta¬
tion of incidents in the Revolution, and
even here there is no serious fault to be
found, although the settings and the han¬
dling of the mob seem to belong to the
stage rather than the screen. The furnish¬
ings in the first reels look solid, some of
those near the conclusion are artificial and
appear so.

In the last act of the stage " Du Barry,"
it will be recalled that the deposed favor¬
ite was shown passing through a street on
the way to the* guillotine. The set used

dramatist of to-day would use to}]
audience emotionally. His Drusilla

probably would be a stenographer, John li
Christison would be a clerk in the same

office, and the Duke would be introduced
as a dabbler in stocks. Quaker girl hero- <
ines are pretty much confined to musical. I
comedy ; but here we are asked to consider j
one seriously as the victim of a narrow
creed, and really there is no reason why
we shouldn't.

Drusilla's character in the early scenes ,

is not difficult to penetrate, even when re¬
pressed under the demure garb of a Quaker ,

lass. She has an overabundance of physi¬
cal vitality and little interest in rewardsLiie way to tne guillotine. The set used | . vlia."LJ U1,U "Liie interest in rewaras

for this scene in the picture is a faithful 1 the life hereafter. She wants to dance, ,

model of that made for the original produc¬
tion, and the snow that falls on the bowed
head of the miserable woman is too ob¬
viously of the stage and not of the clouds.
It might be a good idea to omit artificial
snow entirely until some one discovers an
imitation that will photograph passably
well. These are inconsequential matters,
however, in view of the superior quality of
most of the production.

The story told in the adaptation of " Du (
Barry " is reasonably interesting, with some
good dramatic contrasts—Jeannette, the
milliner, going to court in the king's equip¬
age ; Cosse, her sweetheart, lying in a dun¬
geon—and opportunities for Mrs. Leslie
Carter's emotional acting. One of the first
laws of pictures is that a player shall sug¬
gest a character in appearance, and Mrs.
Carter does not do that; but it is only fair
to state that her acting does much to over-

she wants to wear pretty frocks, she de¬
mands an outlet for the energy that finds
scant encouragement in intercourse with
her Quaker neighbors. Drusilla goes to
London as a servant in the household of
the Duke of Guiseberry, and on the sly
she takes dancing lessons. One day the
duke discovers the marked talent of his .
pretty servant and launches her on a ca- j
reer. The next we see of Drusilla she is
London's favorite dancer and already a bit
bored by the attentions showered upon her.
From here on the questions to be decided
are whether the girl shall continue as Di¬
ana Valrose, the dancer, or return to the
ways of a quiet maid, and whether she
shall become the wife of the duke, or of
John, her very severe Quaker lover.

Probably the chief weaknesses of the
picture are the length of time taken to an¬
swer these questions, a want of definiteness ;

come the initial handicap. As "jeannette" E in Presenting the real feelings of Drusilla,
" • ..... . . . » n and a series of crises, rather than a chain

mk..

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
" The Silent Plea "

Vitagraph Drama in Three Parts. Written
hy E. Mae Koch. Directed by Lionel Bel-
more in Co-operation with Sophie Irene
Loeb.

Marie Carson, the Mother Edith StoreyJohn Aldrich, a State Senator ... Harry MoreyPhil Carson, Marie's Husband Donald Hall
Mary Carson (as a child) Helen Connelly ''Mary Carson (as a young woman)

Mary AndersonTom .Carson (as a child) .. Malcolm Beggs. Jr.Tom Carson (as a young man) .. Denton VaneWm. Hand, a Factory Boss Edward Elkas
" The Silent Plea" should win many new

advocates of the Mothers'. Pension Bill, * ,r
seemingly a worthy measure in whose favor
this realistic drama offers a forceful object, ilesson. The Vitagraph Company collabo-'
rated with the New York State Commission :

for Relief of Widowed Mothers in drama-
tizing a typical family tragedy that, ac- '
cording to the argument, might have been
averted had the State made suitable provi- ,
sion for the young widow and her two , ,,
children. Most sociologists seem to agree'".'
that our criminals are manufactured in the ,

gutters of crowded tenement districts and u ,that children's courts and children's homes, ,
as established at present, do not solve the
problem.

The reasonable contention in "The Silent ,

Plea" is that there exists no substitute ;
for a mother's influence in forming the V(>
character of a child. And it goes on to -•

urge that an economic system is at fault j
when a woman is forced to neglect her ,

children because practically all of every |ie'day is occupied in earning enough money to m
buy food. This condition, it is claimed, is ,'
contrary to natural laws and on that ac- ^
count must produce harmful results.

Phil Carson is run down and killed by '
an automobile and his young wife, Marie,
is left with two young children to care for rJ
and no money. Her trials, during the
years that she gets along as best she can
on the scant wages earned in a factory,
are visualized with much detail, proper em- {

phasis being placed on the character devel¬
opment of little Tom and Mary—how, left'
to amuse themselves on the streets, they i
adopt the manners and morals of street
urchins. Presently the authorities assert
that she is unable to care for her children "* ,

and they are committed to a Home, a bar- 41;
| ren plaee3 void of svm^athy and affection.
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Copyright by Moffett, Chicago.
BERTHA KALICII.

Makes Her Screen Debut Oct. 5 in " Marta
of the Lowlands," Famous Players.

the beautiful girl who attracts the atten¬
tion of Jean Du Barry, she is a vivacious
coquette, high spirited and indifferent to
the ©pinion of any save Cosse, the guards¬
man. Later on, elevated to the position of
king's favorite, Mrs. Carter, gorgeously
gowned, though not exactly in the eigh¬
teenth century fashions, becomes a quite
impressive figure, and there is no denying
the intense feeling with which she fights for
the life of her lover. She is at her best in
passages requiring the expression of deep
emotion.

Conspicuous in the support of Mrs. Car¬
ter are Hamilton Revelle as Cosse and

, Campbell Gallion as Jean Du Barry. Both
give just the caliber of romantic acting de¬
sirable in the roles, and King Louis, too,
is presented with no little authority. " Du
Barry" must always retain a sentimental
attraction, and apart from this, the film
version has decided merits of its own, some
of which have been noted. As intimated
before, its first appeal is to the eye that
appreciates the beauty of a thoroughly ar
tistic costume drama. D.

of events advancing logically to an inev¬
itable conclusion. The construction of the
last feel seems somewhat loose, although
f.everal of the scenes in themselves are
dramatically effective. Up to the time that
the high-snirited girl succeeds as a dancer,
her impulses are readily enough under¬
stood : but after that she exercises her
feminine prerogative and becomes an
enigma.

Without being a remarkable photoplay
actress. Miss Reed offers a nleasing. and at
times quite charming, portrayal of Drusilla.
William Russell is sufficiently intense" as"
John Christison, and Euegen Ormonde is
well cast as the Duke. Fuller Mellish never
allows one to forget for a moment that he
is acting with great feeling. D.
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livery woman will understand the feel¬
ings of -the mother when she goes to the ?
institution on visiting days and finds her¬
self less and less in touch with her chil- —

dren. A lapse in years brings Tom out
into the world as a hardened young man.
whereas Mary is a frivolous, shallow girl. 1 <
who thinks of nothing but pretty clothe?

. Tom robs a bank and his sister'starts on

5| a dangerous path, the end of which is not !
shown in the picture.

Most of this story is thrown on the <
screen as the mother tells it to an old
friend, who has become a State senator. '
She is appealing for intervention on be- <
half of her son, and Aldrich is so moved ■

by the pitiable narrative that he enters
the Senate chamber and delivers a power¬
ful speech in favor of the Mothers' Pen- 1 '
sion Bill, as a means of preventing such
tragedies.

The film is likely to appeal most strong- • '
ly to the women in an audience, for it is a •
natural, human presentation of a woman's
problem. Edith Storey makes the mother a .

very real and persuasive figure, Harry Mo¬
rey is plausible as Aldrich, and other char¬
acters are presented with commendable sin¬
cerity. Lack of exaggeration adds to the ,

impressiveness of the story. D.
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and to gain forgiveness for her lover, feke
wins a sentence of exile for both, and King
James furthermore declares that she shall
pay for her disloyalty by becoming the
wife of Sir Harry.

But the wily monarch is in reality hid¬
ing other intentions, for he has taken a
fancy to the spirited girl himself and com¬
mands that she be seized and held prisoner
in a castle pending his arrival. It remains
for Sir Harry to save his lady love from
the unwelcome embrace of King James and
to clear a way to the waterfront where a
ship is waiting to carry the exiles to
safety. Odds of six to one are not exces¬
sive when a hero of romance draws his
sword and enters the fray.

In point of artistic characterization and
make-up the picture offers nothing more
striking than Lord Jeffries, as portrayed
by L. Rogers Lytton. Charles Kent, as
the Earl of Clanranald, and Donald Hall,
as King James, are other players who be¬
come a distinctive part of the picture.
Good .judgment was displayed in the choice
of locations for exterior scenes and in the
selection of furnishings for the interiors.
The story is interesting and stirring if one
enters into the spirit of historical ro¬
mance. D.

strength of the picture lies in the preseffit-
tion given Carlotta, whose career is made
interesting from the moment she is intro¬
duced in the home of Hamdi, her Turkish
foster-father. Carlotta is eighteen at the
time. Her English parents were killed
when she was an infant, and she has been
reared by the Turk, who soon after the
opening of the story, prepares to sell her
to a wealthy old man. The girl takes one
look at the white beard and stooping figure
and rebels. Thrown into prison, she re¬
mains rebellious and seizes an opportunity
to escape with Pelligrew, a young English¬
man. Presently, in England, she is desti¬
tute, and Marcus, because it is the only
humane thing to do, gives her shelter,
thereby paving the way for many social
embarrassments.

Carlotta knows nothing of English eti¬
quette and sees no reason why she should
not express appreciation by placing her
arms around her protector's neck and kiss¬
ing him. A match-making mother and the
daughter chosen to become Marcus's wife,
now that he has inherited a fortune, add to
the troubles of Carlotta. as does Hamdi,
who visits England to claim her. Together,
they succeed in ruffling the course of true
love, the natural outcome of the intimacy
of the girl and her guardian.

Eugene Ormonde shows Marcus to be a
man of generous, slightly quixotic instincts
that won't remain dormant under social
conventions; Julian L'Estrange makes the
most of the comparatively small part of
Pasquale and Russell Bassett is forceful
as Hamdi. Settings representing the rooms
of a house in Turkey are notably convinc¬
ing for a picture produced in an American
studio. D.
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HOUSE PETERS WITH LASKY
House Peters has been selected as the

leading man to play opposite Blanche
Sweet in that star's first Lasky photoplay
production, " The Warrens of Virginia.
Mr. Peters makes his debut as a Lasky
player as Ramirez in " The Girl of the
Golden West," which is announced for re¬
lease Jan. 4. On Jan. 3, " The Girl of the
Golden West " will open at the Strand. In
" The Warrens of Virginia," Miss Sweet
will be seen as Agatha Warren and Mr.
Peters as Ned Burton, the Union officer.

MARIE DORO'S SCREEN DEBUT,
I t o editors ol
»nts learn be-
a isn't an edit
s not at least
who devote a

»r less skilfullj

"THE MORALS OF MARCUS"
Drama in Five Parts, Based on the Novel

and Play by William J. Locke. Produced
by the Famous Players Film Company.

Carlotta Marie Doro
Marcus Ordeyne Eugene Ormonde
Pasquale Julian L'Estrange
Mrs. Ordeyne Ida Darling
Hamdi Russell Bassett
Mustapha Frank Andrews
English Vice-Consul Wellington A. Playter
His Wife Phyllis Carrington
Dora Helen Freeman
Harry Pelligrew J. W. Austin

Locke's vogue as a novelist, before he be¬
came a " best-seller," was due to the charm
of his eccentric characters—generally men
—and, of course, to an exceptional gift for
whimsical writing. " The Morals of Mar¬
cus " was no exception to the rule, and in
addition to literary qualities, the book pos¬
sessed stage possibilities reasonably well ful¬
filled in a dramatization of some years ago.
This, in turn, has been done into a photo¬
play and, as in the stage version, Marie
Doro plays the part of Carlotta. In pass¬
ing, it may be remarked, she plays it very
well.

But to continue with the history of " The
Morals of Marcus," it is interesting to note
the shifting of the positions of Marcus and
Carlotta, how the morals of Marcus no
longer seem of much importance, save as a
contrast to Carlotta's ignorance of man¬
ners, which pass for morals. How, in
other words, most of the charm has evap¬
orated from the novelist's man and his
woman has become the dominant figure in
the story. Perhaps it is better so, for there
are subtleties in the characterization of
Marcus Ordeyne, as met in the novel, that
might go awry on the screen, whereas Car¬
lotta is not so handicapped. Really, she is
a perfectly normal girl, barring an igno¬
rance of English customs ; but her strange
frankness is made to pique curiosity and
Miss Doro is present to make her attractive.

Without underestimating the worth of
an excellent production in all of its phys¬
ical aspects, and the general efficiency of
the players in Miss Doro's support, the

Virginia Kirtley
A Recent Addition to the American

Company's Ranks

"THE FIGHT"
Six-Part Adaptation of the Play of the

Same Name by Bayard Veiller. Pro¬
duced by George W. Lederer from a See- 14
nario by Herbert Hall Winslow.

Jane Thomas Margaret Wycherly r
Vance lohn E. Kellerd F
May Katherin LaSalle ft
Doctor Root Albert Grau
Callahan Tim Cronin
Senator Woodford W. W. Crimans
Daisy Woodford Edna Hibbard
Joe Keeler Charles Trowbridge
Gertie. Jane's friend Sonia Massell f'
Amos Judson Wilbur C. Hudson
Pearl Haskell Jeanette Bageard '
Dan Ernest Carr
Eddie Judson Charles Merriwell
Dick Haskell Stapleton Kent >
Gaines Thomas Riley i\
Throckmorton Harry Braliam

The melodrama selected by George W.
Lederer lor film presentation reached the
screen while it is still timely. White slav¬
ery has not been completely erased from
the list of dramatic fashions, and the rise
of the woman reformer is right in keeping \
with the talk of the day. As for political
corruption, the third element in Producer j
Lederer's picture, it is like the poor, al-
ways with us. The idea of an American
Amazon breaking into the political ring [
and tearing its crooked parts asunder, is
rather engaging. The role is so morally >
correct and heroic that perforce it wins
sympathy for the female of the species, who a
proves mightier than a sizable organization
of able-bodied males. Naturally, there is a
fight, a fight to the finish, and the purpose
of the melodrama is to make the incidents
of the conflict interesting. The play suc¬
ceeded in doing this, and now the picture
follows suit, thanks to the happy combi¬
nation of an intelligent adaptation and a
thoroughly good cast.

It may be recalled that the fight is
waged in a Western town where women
may be elected to office. Along with
the bank inherited from her father, Jane
Thomas inherits an aversion for vice and
the initiative of a born reformer. She
hopes to be made mayor on a platform that -1
means death to the unspeakable Vance and
his henchmen. That starts the fight, the
ramifications of which involve many peo¬
ple who counted on the whitewash of clear
reputations to cover up evil alliances, j
Senator Woodford, for example, pockets
the money derived from a disreputable re¬
sort on his property, without bothering
about the details of the business. They f
come pretty close to home, however, when
his daughter is caught in the trap. Vance
and his gang know that with Jane mayor
they will be swept out of town, along with
the rest of the refuse, and all other efforts
to break their enemy having failed, they
plan to ruin her bank. A run is started
arid the frightened depositors crowd into
the building like sheep. Here the reformer
comes nearest to defeat; but the bank is
saved, its owner is elected mayor, Vance is
•killed, and there will be no room for vice

I in the spotless town promised by the new
administration.

Obviously, the character of Jane, if it is
l to become plausible, must be presented by
an actress suggesting strength of character
and poise. It is necessary to convince an

, audience that the woman possesses the
executive qualifications of a bank presi¬
dent and the mayor of a town. Margaret
Wycherly's success in meeting these de¬
mands ; her assured bearing and a re- |
straint that denotes plenty of reserve force,
are of great value to the part and to the j
picture. John E. Kellerd gives a most im- j
pressive characterization of Vance, depicted
as a shrewd, cruel, physically deformed old
man, whose one true friend is a remark-

: ably well trained collie dog. There are
other able performances; but those of Miss i
Wycherly and Mr. Kellerd take precedence, j
The picture is artistically mounted to get |
the best results from the scenes of a divert¬
ing melodrama. D.

If DARWIN KARR AND LILLIAN WALKER IN "HEARTS AND THE HIGHWAY.
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LASKY'S FIRST YEAR
In One Year of Existence Feature Company Has Reached Front

Rank of Film Producers—The Year's Record
One year old—the Lasky Company finds Perhaps the most noteworthy achievement

itself in the front rank of the world's ar- of the Lasky Feature Play Company during
tistic film producers. Within that year this first year of its existence has been its
there is crowded all the work of organiza- affiliation with Mr. David Belasco and the
tion, the building of studios and the produc- consequent productions in picturized form
tion and marketing of seventeen big fea- of all Mr. Belasco's most famous dramatic
tures. offerings.

The history of the Lasky Company is the " The Rose of the Rancho " and the " Girl
history of a task concentrated in the hands of the Golden West' have already been
of three young men—Mr. Jesse L. Lasky, completed. Blanche Sweet has begun work
who is the president of the company and for her Lasky production as the star of the
may be said to direct its artistic policies : Lasky-Belasco picturization of the " Warrens
Mr. Samuel Goldfish, who is the treasurer of Virginia," which is the next film to be
and general manager of the concern, and presented by Mr. Lasky in association with
directs the activities of the company in all Mr. Belasco, and which is definitely an-
its phases ; and Mr. Cecil B. De Mille, the nounced for Feb. 15.
noted dramatist and stage director, who " The Warrens of Virginia " will be fol-
has given up all his interest in the legiti- lowed by " The Woman," which will be
mate stage to become director-general for enacted by a star cast, and by " The Gov-
the Lasky productions and has contributed ernor's Lady." One of the most recent
largely to the success of the organiza- notable additions to the list of dramatic
tion. stars who have consented to appear on the

The history of the Lasky Feature Play screen under the Lasky management is
mpany, up to the present time, may be Edith Wynne Matthison, who is to play the

uivided into two periods—the period before title-role in this last-named Laskv-Belasco
the organization of the Paramount Pictures production. Wallace Eddinger has also
Corporation and the subsequent develop- signed a Lasky contract. In addition to the

Th„
Company, up to the present time, may ,
divided into two periods—the period before title-role in this last-named Laskv-Belasco
-i-- Porommmt Pictures production. Wallace Eddinger has also

_ relop- signed a Lasky contract. In addition to the
merits. Before the Paramount came into alliance with Mr. Belasco, the Jesse L.
existence the Lasky Company had already Lasky Feature Play Company has made sev-
inanufactured and put upon the market eral productions in association with the

^ Liebler Company. It is possible to state
number of releases, now

» xTjL.il i- ... 0 in frequency, will con-
ions," Edmund Breese in the " Master tinually become greater as fche manufactur-
Mind." Thomas W. Ross in the " Only Son," ing facilities become more thoroughly per-
Max Figman in " The Man on the Box," and fected and as the organization reaches the
Robert Edeson in " The Call of the North." full force of mature development.

Productions from the first Paramount re- One year ago the Lasky Feature Play
lease up to the present time include Dustin Company consisted of an idea in the minds
Farnum in " The Virginian," Max Figman of Mr. Lasky and Mr. Goldfish. To-day the

What's His Name," Robert Edeson in physical assets embody two great studios in

with notable success the following presenta- "^ler Company. 11
tions • Dustin Farnum in The Squaw definitely that trie nu
Man," Edward Abeles in " Brewster's Mill- steadily increasing ir

Theodore Roberts in --xue luxus »±au,
Bessie Barriscale in "The Rose of the twenty thousand acres of land with every
Rancho," H. B. Warner in 41 The Ghost- imaginable variety of scenery; offices in
Breaker," Dustin Farnum in " Cameo Kir- New York, and an immensely valuable asso-

4 Girl of the Golden West," ciation with a most important system of ex-by " and the
with an all-star Lasky-Belasco cast. changes.

Whoever costumed the children in the
cast displayed much ingenuity in fitting
them out to represent the attendants at
the animals' convention. Mice, owls, lions,
lobsters, caterpillars, and, of course, the
rabbit—Alice finds them all in the course
of her wanderings. She is a witness at the
trial to discover who stole the Queen of | j
Heart's Tarts; she visits Looking Glass
land, where everything moves backward;
she views the fight between Tweedledee
and Tweedledum, and is not far off when
Humpty Dumpty falls from the wall. The
picture is finely staged and photographed,

at court and contrasting simplicity in tne
haunts of the simple peasant folk. The 1
picture is exceedingly well costumed and I
skilfully developed to get the maximum of I
romance out of the role of the King and I
the goose girl, who is in reality a princess. I

It will be recalled that Mr. MacGrath 1
created a king with a quite democratic ■
viewpoint regarding marriage. Rather than l
wed a princess for whom he cares nothing, I
Frederick dons the clothes of a peasant and
takes to the road. He saves the pretty
little Gretchen from the embraces of Von i
Wallenstein and then lends a helping hand
in driving home the flock of geese, an amus¬
ing occupation, as illustrated by Miss Clark
and Monroe Salisbury. Having nothing
better to do. and welcoming an opportunity
to be near the refreshingly sweet goose girl, I
Frederick becomes a worker in the vineyard
and in due time is Gretchen's accepted |
sweetheart, none of the simple folk ever
suspecting his identity.

While the pretty love affair is progressing j
other events are shaping themselves to end
the idyll of summer days. The police are |
searching for the runaway king and Von
Wallenstein is still determined to win the |
goose girl. One evening when Gretchen
steps outside of the cottage to tend her
geese, she is kidnapped and carried off to a
castle, where she is met by the leering prof¬
ligate. It is in these scenes, showing
Gretchen fighting to save herself, that Miss
Clark has an opportunity for emotional act¬
ing, which she meets with plenty of inten¬
sity. Mr. Payton, too, acts with much
power in taunting the helpless girl, and
later in his encounter with Frederick, who
has followed to rescue her. Some of the
light effects in the great room of the pal¬
ace, and others showing the figures silhou¬
etted against a window, are as unusual as
they are pleasing. To conclude the story,
Frederick overcomes Von Wallenstein, but
must surrender to the police who have come
to take him back to the throne and the
princess. Not until the last scene does the
king learn that Gretchen has been restored
to the rank to which she was born and may 9
become his bride.

While Miss Clark is the picture's first ™
attraction, there are several other very fine •
performances, notably that of Mr. Salisbury g|
as King Frederick. These two play exceed- /
ingly well together and lend much appeal
to the love passages. D.

"MISTRESS NELL"
Five-Part Famous Players' Adaptation of

the Play by George C. Hazelton. Directed
by James Kirkwood. Released Feb. 1.

Mistress Nellimsucaa Mary Pickford
Charles II Owen Moore r
Duke of Buckingham. Arthur Hoops
I.oitise. Duchess of Portsmouth.

Ruby Hoffman 8lt-
In producing " Mistress Nell" the Fa- g\

mous Players faced a difficult task, because J"...
the play is in many ways a "dialogue P
classic." But with Mary Pickford much '«i
become possible that would otherwise be l\j
impossible, so that the picture, while .1.

1 achieving no new artistic heights, may ™
1 easily be classed as standard and satisfy- in

1 inS- is
The play deals with the weak-willed

Charles II., "of whom 'tis said he never ¥a
\ spoke a foolish word or did a wise deed," 110 •'

Mistress Nell, the scheming Duke of Buck-
, ingham, his consort, the Duchess of Ports-
• mouth, both of whom are seeking the down¬

fall of the King, a number of nobles, ladies, tjud
court attendants, " Mine Host" at the
inn, with his tavern force, all of which are ,

*
as true of this old English period as it ne
would be fair to ask of a domestic produc- ;
tion.

The action may be told in brief: The
' hunting party and the woodland glade,

where Mistress Nell and the King amuse $
themselves; then the theater and the royal ;

presence in the box, perhaps one of the
best scenes of the play ; thereafter the mid- (
night supper at the Blue Boar Inn, where
Nell outwits the scheming Duchess; and »,
then the ball given by the Duchess, where
Nell goes disguised as an Irish lad, where £
she steals the papers that the Duchess has i-

LILLIAN RUSSELL,

To Be Featured in World Film's " Wildfire.

"THE GOOSE GIRL"
l[ Five-Part Adaptation of the Novel by Har-
! old MacGrath. Produced by the Jesse L.

Drama in Five Parts. Based on a Play of ,Gr^ ^Company.
the Same Name. Produced by the World - m*,,0 Fralerfck TC. .'.' .V Monroe'sallrtSJy

' WILDFIRE'

Film Corporation.
Henrietta Barrington
John Garrison
Myrtle Barrington ...

John Keefe
Matt Donovan
Ralph Wood hurst ...

Bob Barrington
Bud
Marty Green
Gorman
Walker
Betty
Chappy Raster

Floyd. N. Y.
VIOLA SAVOY.

Little Viola Savoy flashed out in feature
prominence again last week with the re¬
lease of the Nonpareil Company's screen
version of " Alice in Wonderland." Miss
Savoy, who charms spectators in the title-
role of that feature, has the distinction of
having played 129 pafts on the legitimate
stage. She has been under the manage¬
ment of Al. Woods, the Lieblers, Henry B.
Harris, and Winthrop Ames. Her first
screen work was with D. W. Griffith's in¬
itial picture, " The Pawnbroker," a Bio-
graph production.

k. >■ jTY Wo^Zf Ttle picturization of "Wildfire," made at0 /J; ? r !) the Peerless studio under the direction of
Ai/r A In* / Edward Middleton, has little in common

)Ur l\j) with the original play. The producers of
J' / >j the film have worked along their own struc-i tural lines, and no objection need be urged g

on that score if the lines are clear, which, }'
unfortunately, is not always the*case. Plot
building is not among the virtues of this
production. There is a lack of definiteness
in presenting the numerous characters and u
making plain the position they occupy in F
the story. One gathers the drift of the'
action; but is likely to miss the point of 1
many scenes that, with more skilful treat- p
ment, might add to the picture instead of
becoming negligible. Also there is danger1
of misconstruing the motives of some of
the men concerned in trickery following the-
killing of Barrington. Whether they are
working in the interest of Henrietta, or are
allies of John Keefe, is not always as ob¬
vious as it should be. Possibly, a careful1
reassembling of the scenes would do away1
with the confusion that dissipates much of1
the possible strength in the story.

Lillian Russell is, of course, some dis¬
tance removed from the popular ideal of a1
youthful heroine (if such an ideal exists),
and her histrionic accomplishments in the
photoplay are nothing to brag about; but 11
at least she carries expensive gowns with a1
distinguished air. The role of Henrietta
does not demand very much more. For the
rest, it is a first rate cast in which the per¬
formances of Lionel Barrymore as John
Keefe, the gambler-villain, and William;
Riley Hatch as Donovon, the trainer at the
racing stable, are conspicuously good. In
securing appropriate players for the depic-[
tion of characters common to a race track, j
notably the jockeys, the director was for-;
tunate. and the settings are all that the
picture requires, with good scenes for the !
climax, showing the race won by " Wild- 1

; fire," despite the treachery of Keefe.
The melodrama in the first reel tells how 1

Barrington, who, unknown to his daugh-
racing stable, is shot and |,

, . Prince Regent of Jugendheit Sidney Dean
Lillian Russell 1' Grand Duke of Ehrenstein E. N. Dunbar

Glen White Count Von Herbeck James Neill
Leone Morgan Von Wallenstein I,. Payton

. . . Lionel Barrymore 1 Carmichael P. E. Peters
William Riley Hatch 1 Torpete. the Gypsy H. B. C. Carpenter
.... William Powers ■» Hans Ernest Joy
... Stuart R. Morris Gottfried J. M. Cassid.v

Georgie Mack < Princess Hildegarde Miss Johnson
Walter JKendig ® Irma Jane Darwell

" The Goose Girl" is a delightful ro¬
mance, charming, occasionally dramatic and
always entertaining. Marguerite Clark is
" The Goose Girl," in some respects a bet¬
ter part than that offered in " Wildflower."
It is similar in allowing free outlet for the
girlish graces of the winsome actress and
superior in dramatic variety. One sees

James J. German
William C. Chamberlin

Ruby Rose
James Jeffrey

"ALICE IN WONDERLAND"
Produced by the Nonpareil Feature Film

Company in Five Parts, with Viola Savoy
in the Role of Alice.

Oddly enough, Director W. W. Young's
production of " Alice in Wonderland" en¬
tertained the children's escorts at an in¬
vitation showing in the Strand Theater,
almost as thoroughly as it did the children.
People don't often grow quite old, or hard,
or worldly enough to forget that once upon
a time they knew and loved little Alice.
They may not recall in consecutive order
the incidents of the journey through Won¬
derland ; but that doesn't at all spoil the
fun of seeing the adventures visualized.
The cobwebs are brushed away from the
dimmed images of childhood and once
again we meet Tweedledee and Tweedle¬
dum, the Walrus and the Carpenter, the
Mad Hatter, and the other grotesque in¬
habitants of the Kingdom of Make-Believe.
This time they are as large as life and

i
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JESSE L. LASKY PRESENTS MARGUERITE CLARK OX TI1E SCREEN.

iiai .vnctr 1 nis escape iu we nuuirui V...... —. She can register dismay.
lead the being suspected by any save his friend, Gor- terror, anguish with all the needed emphasis
Wonder- man. Two clues are left behind, an oddly and pound frantically on the panels of a ;

* -■% a. » i _ j iiiot ohnnt fivp minutes

i obtained from the'King*' arid"where, finding
herself cornered, she makes a mad rush for

-—
—„ — ——. ters, owns a racing stable, is R,

twice as natural as the pictures in story fc- robbed by Keefe. The gambler takes the more sides of the art of Miss Clark and
books. To the credulous mind of a 1 bill of sale to the stable and makes good realizes that she is not limited to pretty
fanciful child it will appear that Alice his escape to the East without the crime mannerisms. ™<Hetor Hismnv
has actually come to earth to. oqtto hia fT*ionri Onr- terror, antrnis
way through the labyrinth of
land. ^

And a more charming guide than Viola I paper giving an inventory of the stable,
—ivoy would be difficult to find. She is 1 These articles have an important use in uwyiaj ^ _
simple, sweet and sensitive in her expres- h the circumstances that cast suspicion on for a story in which the main ingredient is t others who have heard her boast that now
sion of the surprise and interest a little Keefe, as does the dead man's watch, con- pleasant romance. J she is going to call on her sweetheart, Mis-
girl would feel when confronted by the j taining a picture of Henrietta. Little by Few novels ha " " "tt7

little the net is drawn around Keefe—living hands of adaptoi— —
in the East under the name of Duffy—and doesn't find that the characterizations in j » the gay young woman chooses to relieve a
his complete discomfiture is supplied in the the film agree with his original conceptions [ j monarch's doubts.

liberty and utters the parting words from
) the top of the stairs which those who have

„ iy anu puuuu ^ -,-i seen the original play will probably recall:
shaped cigarette holder and a sheet of locked door. For just about five minutes ^ •• You gentlemen may all go to hell." The

0 _ paper giving an inventory of the stable, in "The Goose Girl" one gets a spirited J final scene, quite in conformity with the
Savoy would be difficult to find. She is j These articles have an important use in display of emotion and it is good seasoning 0 last act, finds her followed by the King and

1- J. J • -4-1- ~ vtswvc that cast suspicion on for a St +v,rt mo'n inororliont Ij "there whn hfivo bpn rrl her hnnst that nnw
, man's watch, con- pleasant . _ - —

taining a picture of Henrietta. Little by Few novels have fared so well at the 4 tress Nell. The " lad " is seen to enter the
little the net is drawn around Keefe—living hands of adaptors. If Harold MacGrath [ | house, but search fails to reveal him untilstrange companions one meets in Wonder¬

land. Of course, she takes them very
seriously and asks a great many ques¬
tions, for Alice wants to know all about
her new friends. The whimsical conver¬
sations and occasional verses are incor¬
porated in excellent sub-titles, often good

had been bullied and
race won by "Wildfire," after the jockey he 110 doubt will admit that they are just 1.1 If the play went-any further there would
had been bullied and bought into riding as good for the purpose, and he will be I be a moral, and it would probably be called
according to orders. Concluding scenes, forced to concede that the settings are an I | a tragedy instead of a comedy And there-

* 4-u~- i 4. ~ with the struggle between Keefe and Gar- improvement on the mental visions con-hi in perhaps lies the gravest fault in onp'<?
for a laugh, because of the quaint con- rison while Henrietta climbs to the roof of jured up by his descriptions. The Lasky j * inability to sympathize with the delightful

Ihe imagination _that the club house to pull down the flag, thus Company never released a more picturesque j-J if erring woman. As the King Owen Moorewww qntinn is laid in I 1 <riVes a properly colorless sketch of the weak
nonarch and Ruby Hoffman is quite_ac-

CeitS expressed. xne lXiia-giiJttLiuii mat tne ClUO XlOUSe 10 pun uuw 11 lug uag, cuuo j
went into the writing of 4 Alice in Won- , signaling the jockey to win the race, have .production. Whether the action is laid in
derlanri " is not lost in the photoplay | enoueh exciting physical action. For that the home of Gretchen, or the palace of King

Frederick, the scenes are colorful and ap-

propria^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^st^he life
derland " is

ad adaptation.

l

enough exciting physical action,
matter, there is plenty of action through¬
out the five reels. The picture's weakness
is in the assembling of the scenes. D.

?eptable in a heavy part. F.

" BUCKSHOT JOHN "
Drama in Five Parts. Produced by Bos-worth, Inc., from a Scenario by Charles

E. Van Loan. Directed by Hobart Bos-
worth.

Buckshot John " Moran
The Great Gilmore
Jimmy Dace3' . .

.. Hobart Bosworth
. . Courtenay Foote
Carl von Schiller

.. . . Helen Woleott
. Herbert Standing

. Marshall Stedman

'

Ruth Mason
i.Tohn Mason
Warden of State's Prison .... luarsnaii stedmanBad Jake Kennedy Frank Lannins:Jordan, one of Kennedy's gang Art Accord,iThe Sheriff Oscar LinkenheltMrs. Hayden Rhea Haines

Charles E. Van Loan, of the SaturdayEvening Post and elsewhere, knows how to
; tell a story in picture quite as well as in
print. His " Buckshot John " is a capital'piece of photoplay construction along un¬hackneyed lines, even if the chief character
is a desperado who " gets religion " while
serving a term in a penitentiary, and the, " U rtliU Lilt;
atmosphere is essentiallv that of Western

This doesnrt sound at all out
1 melodrama.

liftT

Ojd Dutch
Violet, his daughter
Harry Bennett
Mildred Bennett
John Cox
John Rockmorgan . . .

Harold Rockmorgan .

"AFTER FIVE"
Lasky Comedy in Mve Parts from the Play

by Wiinam C. Jl»c Atilie ana Cecil B. jL»e t
Mille. Directed by Oscar Apfel and I
Cecil De Mille and Released Tnrough tiie jParamount Pictures Corporation, Jan. 28. |

I Ted Ewing Edward Abeles i
oki. liis valet Sassue Hayakawa
Nora, Ted's ward Betty Shade •Mrs. Russel, her cbaperon Jane Darwell :
Schwartz, chief of the S. S. S.,

Theodore Roberts !
.<Sam Parker, broker Monroe Salisbury ®

Cecil De Mille, dramatist, scenario auapt-
er and director-general, this time has tanen

ione of his own piays, started in at the old
Act III, utilizeu outdoor settings ana ac-
jtion for dialogue, ana by judicious pruning n(and tne aid 01 Oscar Apiei, created a spien- „iUia conieay, sucn a one, based on legitimate
situations ana a peculiar set of circuni- >

, stances, as should insure it popularity in h
■ .pictures. It is an example of stage farce-

comedy successfully transmuted. Given a 1
K: highly imaginative situation and a rather [\

big hypothesis to develop before the actual 1
liumor may be enjoyed, quite a bit of space ,

7:is devoted to its lucid presentation, and in
: (trying to cover so many points at one and ;.
'the same time it skips about to a possible '
confusion during the first few hundred feet,
a momentary confusion at most.

In the proper order of winning factors, |fj Edward Abeles should have been mentionedfi before this. As in " Brewster's Millions," n
, he is genuinely funny, and though the . pre¬
dicaments which arise are the author's, the

11 laughs are the actor's. Sassue Hayakawa,
; seen in " The Wrath of the Gods," is pleas¬
ing in one of the principal roles, while Jane

"Darwell and Betty Shade play chaperon ana
! ward, respectively, the older woman with _

>' a role of fine comedy achievement in brief ^
1 moments. Nor would any mention of this
»all-around able cast be complete without

3 Theodore Roberts, the tall, dignified, pro¬
fessorial-looking gentleman who is the lead- 5
er of the murder club.

...

^ „UU1UThe author contrasts with the Japanese " ! their chocolate." When one of his child11 valet the guardian of the young ward, who ; j friends announces gravely that she swal-Mnvests her and his fortune at a friends r, lowed a pin, fumbling at his lapel, he an-■i. advice, loses it. and subsenuent.lv wishes to 1 «wpro " *■— 1—1

Produced and Released in Four Parts bythe World Film Corporation. Under theDirection of Frank Crane.
Lew Fields

. . Vivian Martin
George Ilassell
Marie Empress

. . . Charles Judel
. W. J. Ferguson

— Chester Barnet't
The World Film Company gives us in" Old Dutch" a picture novelty, a typicalmusical comedy on the screen. The music Iis absent, but the comedy is there, comedyof the brand made famous by Weber andFields, the Roger Brothers, and others ofthe musical comedy stage.True to type, the plot of " Old Dutch "is not too heavy, there is just enough plotto serve as a peg on which Lew Fields canhang his bits of laugh winning business.The comedian is seen as an inventor whoconveniently loses his pocketbook—and thushis identity—in an early scene, with thelit that Vi r> "1 - -—----- —'

j au uu canj scene, witn tneresult that he must take employment atthe fashionable Florida hotel in order to
pay his bill. He works as a hostler, a por¬ter, bootblack, clerk at the soda fountain,head barber, and finally head waiter, with Ja corps of four select incompetents, wherelie demonstrates his greatest incompetency *and inadroitness. With each new job hefinds fresh material and a ready responsefrom his audience. There was the scenein the barber shop, a specimen of the highartificiality of a vaudeville act, yet one thatsome few at the Casino pronounced " thefunniest scene yet." Undoubtedly, it is

.funny, and Lew Fields uses his apparent in- ,firmity of age to its maximum advantage.In addition to the humor of the action,Mr, Fields has an undoubted asset in the
laugh provoking excerpts from the play. Asthe soda clerk he inquires if his customersI want " an Orange Sunday or an Ash Wed¬
nesday," and " what color they would like>> vrri " ' • - - -

V.KJ "VJ. UUU AUltULlC CI I. (X 111CJJU O

> advice, loses it, and subsequently wishes to
, die that the girl may benefit by his life
insurance. For, having once decided on
death, the Jap cannot understand his mas- '

: ter's fear of it. On the other hand there
v is the ward, and her elderly chaperon, the

latter imagining she is in love with Ted, —
i. and conveying her feeling by means of a -

. diary daily. To distinguish his villain, the
author makes him a most gentlemanly per¬
son, the leader of a cold-blooded associa¬
tion specializing in murder. Ted's attempts

1 tn rl 1 n Knf/U'Q a n <r ti-oin r\-ns\wr. . •>>

swers " that's too bad; here, have another.'-
His remarkably bony horse, the confusion
of the wrong shoes at the doors of the
guests, the spilling and confusion at thebanquet, and their accompaniment of this
rapid-fire repartee make for much mirth in
an atmosphere which makes the triumphof the actor the more remarkable. His soli¬
tary lead, as when he and his victim in the
barber shop are allowed the screen to them¬
selves as in many other scenes, while it
may not decrease the laughter, adds noth¬
ing to the reality. So with the plot that• --

— "

a

COURTENAY FOOTE.

In Bosworth's " Buckshot John."

. Bessie JSyton are the principals. Mr. Sant-
schi has no equal on the screen for por¬traying the blood and iron man ; the manto whom things run red and physical forceis supreme. Miss Eyton is the softening} power among her mountain world of crude

1 males, and she plays the part with feelingand convincing power. Mr. Furey has* never been seen to better advantage than
5 in his present role. F.

Livju ojjt;ciuiiz,iiig 111 muiuer. icu s attempt:
1 to die before a moving train, to drown him- rti tu lue reaiuy. 00 witn tne Jr__. __

1 self, and to plunge from the window, three rtj sees him in these predicaments. Given
I startling incidents, are all diverted in a rt[ mere $5,000 as advance on a wonderful ?
, laughable and plausible manner that would 1,; invention, he travels to this elite hotel, [fill a producer of the stage success literally ( . where his daughter meets the son of the
; emerald with envy. Realizing his inability »• i captitalist who has bought the invention.' to do away with himself, he strikes a bar- rtJ To save the attention his now well-known
gain with the leader of the gang for his rr;! name would attract, he registers under an
death, which he is promised will happen assumed name, while a couple of schemers,

After Five." For this he is to pay fifteen ; 'finding his pocketbook containing the check
hundred dollars, placed in the valet's hands, rt- and letters, assumed the names of the in-

; who swears by his ancestors to let the rH ventor and his daughter. They have no
money out of his keeping ouly on the above > money, they start to work out the sum »
conditions. A reel replete with laughter [ they owe, and it takes a long time before

; follows, in which the gang pursues while - the son of the capitalist, who has become
Ted manages to evade many close calls and I engaged to the daughter of the inventor,

1 a few false alarms. Then comes the news rri thinks to telephone to his father. The lat-
1 that the fortune invested has been doublea u-.ter arrives in one of those "altogether
instead of lost, and with it the real desire scenes limited by the width of the screen
to live. There also arises the predicament the director s desire to have expression
that the valet will not return the money tell. The imposters are kicked out, while

, at first, although finallv he consents, but k°th fathers give the necessary bless you
«i—^ 1# 4-- —+ — my children" in approved finale style.T5^,^Vl 4-V, ~ V i- —3 -C 1-

of the ordinary ; a reformed Western con¬
vict is an old favorite with scenario writ-
ters ; but the author and the director-actor,
between them, have succeeded in making" Buckshot John " an individual, rather
than a familiar type, and to draw him out,
so to speak, they created Dr. J. Buchanan
Gilmore.

Perhaps the use made of the Great Gil¬
more is most of all responsible for the
freshness one welcomes in this story. He
is a fake clairvoyant, who rises to pros¬
perity and a frock coat, and as the head of
the Purified Thought cult finds gullible vic¬
tims among the wealthy instead of the
poor. The manner in which Mr. Van Loan
has crossed the paths of the convict and
the sleek crook is highly creditable to his
ingenuity. And, better yet, is the motiva¬
tion that gives plausibility to the dramatic
scenes in which the two men figure. For
the sake of a climax, it was not necessaryto sacrifice true characterization.

The first scenes, laid in the Far West of
1895, show how " Buckshot John " becomes
the lone survivor of a gang which has
hoarded a great quantity of loot. He knows
the location of the cache; but neither
threats nor bribes will get the secret from
him until, some fifteen years later, he be¬
comes a devout Christian. Now his prob¬
lem is how to restore the money to its
righ|ful owners. Through a newspaper
story he learns of the great clairvoyantGilmore. Being as ignorant as he is sin¬
cere, he sends for Gilmore and asks to be
placed in communication with the dead
leader of the gang that he may receive ad¬
vice. The apostle of Purified Thought haslooked up the case in the files of a news¬
paper and has no trouble at all in con¬
vincing the simple man that messages jot¬ted down on slips of paper come direct
from the land of the departed. The final
direction is for " Buckshot John " to save
his soul by divulging the whereabouts of
the cache.

Gilmore immediately sets out to unearth
the gold; but he does not allow for the
perspicacity of a young reporter, who knowshim to be a fraud, and is aware of his
search through the files and the subsequenttrip to the penitentiary. The reportermakes it his business to tell " Buckshot
John " how he has been fooled, and " Buck¬shot John " loses no time in escaping fromprison that he may follow the trail of Gil¬
more. lie gets the money and, havingtaken steps to have it returned, surrenders
himself to the prison guards; but soon a
pardon is granted.

While there is a good story to work onin this film, much of its strength on the
screen must be attributed to the acting ofHobart Bosworth, as virile as he is sym¬pathetic in the title-role, and to CourtenayFoote's equally fine portrayal of Gilmore.In the hands of a player less sincere thanMr. Bosworth, the religious ecstasy of theconvict probably would appear maudlin.The secondary characters are well pre¬sented, and throughout the production is
marked by attractive Western locations and
pleasing light effects. D.

is then caught, about to kill himself to sat- —■ m apyiuveu uuaie siyie.
isfy the honor of his ancestors. Finally, by Perhaps the best piece of work, except
a promise to pay the gang so much of his £ .t, °/ Fields, was contributed by the'- ^villain,' the schemer who assumes the

■ I lOi-jr L11C 11V11U1 yjL HIS dlltCSlUlO. X'lllUll.V, U.\

a promise to pay the gang so much of his
.

new-won fortune, all difficulties are
smoothed away. The other side of the
story is the love affair between Ted and the

t girl, carried on amid many pretty scenes,
:iikI the mistaken flirtation which the older

1 woman carries on, mostly in her own mind.
Here we have constant contrast, the char¬
acters clash, and the sparks of humor fly.

j other's name. He succeeded in producing
laughter to an unusual degree in such an
ill-favored part. Vivian Martin was as

, youthful as ever, although not called upon"

for great exertion in her part, and Chester
Barnett was a similar foil. F.

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
"The Island of Regeneration"

Six-Part Adaptation of Cyrus TownsendBrady's Novel of the Same Name. Pro¬duced by the Vitagraph Company. Di¬rected by Harry Davenport.
Katherine Brenton
John Charnock, Jr., as a BoyJohn Charnock. Jr., as a ManValentine Langford
John Charnock, Sr
Virginia Charnock, His Wife .Dr. Clayton
Phyllis Carney

1 Captain Harding ....

• . . E lith Storey
. Bobby Connelly

. Antonio Moreno
S. Rankin Drew

. . . . Leo Delanev
. Naomi Childer's

. . .. Jack Brawn
. Lillian Herbert

Logan Paul
In its entirety, " The Island of Regenera¬tion is an exceptionally satisfying produc¬tion, as a human interest drama and as an'artistic photoplay in the matter of physicalenvironment. Edith Storey is lust theactress to portray the varied life of Kather¬ine Brenton, first the apostle of advancedideas that leave no room for humdrum mar¬riage, next the scantily clad companion ofa savage on a desert island, and last of all

an orthodox woman ready to become a law-
abiding wife. Miss Storey does a numberof things exceedingly well during the years
on the island when her character is under¬going the rejuvenating influence of primi¬tive life. She swims much as nature in¬
tended, without the hampering skirts of a
modern bathing suit, likewise she posesgracefully on a rock—merely incidents, tobe sure; but an audience will remember
them.

It should not be inferred, however, thatthere is anything unduly startling in thepicture, for, on the contrary, its tone isperfectly healthful. Katherine is a far bet¬
ter woman for her experience on the island,and she is the means of regenerating a
man, born in civilization, developed as a
savage and drawn back among his own
people—because of Katherine. There is afirst rate story here and the slips made inits presentation are not serious. One error,though, could easily have been avoided, and
even now might be rectified in part byalterations in a few sub-titles.

In the prologue it is announced that
Charnock, with his invalid wife and son, is
going to cruise around the world on his
yacht. They board a merchant schooner
that in no way resembles a private yacht,and every now and again the Nanuemona
becomes a square-rigged ship. Flashes of
two dissimilar vessels intended to be the
same mar the early scenes of the picture;
and later on, the craft labeled as a United
States revenue cutter, seems miscast.

For the rest, it is a picture marked by
carefully staged scenes introducing plenty
of exciting action. The Nansemond is
burned at sea and Charnock's wife and son
reach a desert island in a lifeboat. The
woman dies and John grows to manhood,
speechless and totally ignorant. Twenty
years after the destruction of the Nanse¬
mond, the second thread of the plot isintroduced, with an exposition of the char¬
acter of Katherine, who airs her advanced
notions before the society folk of San Fran¬
cisco and finally, Langford, seemingly akindred spirit, persuades her to test her
unconventional theories by accompanyinghim on a cruise.

When they are well out in the Pacific
Ocean, Langford reveals the brutality ofhis nature, and after a vicious fight in
which much of the cabin furniture is
smashed, Katherine lowers a launch and
sets out for nowhere. Washed onto the
shore of the lone island, she becomes the
companion of its one inhabitant, and theyhave three undisturbed years in which to
become- thoroughly acquainted.

Then Langford, repentant, returns to find
her and informs John, whom Katherine has
taught to talk and think, that the woman
belongs to him because of the two weeks
spent together on his yacht. Katherine,
completely in love with her island man,
hides in a secret cave and he thinks her
dead. Langford finds her, but she refuses
to leave the island (an unlikely act) until
John credits her innocence and comes back
to get her. The last reel strays into im¬
probable romance, much of which could be «
eliminated without injuring the story
proper; for it is clear enough that the pair
will be reunited and an audience grows a
trifle impatient.

An earthquake is the most memorable t
of the many excellent scenes arranged by
Director Davenport. The acting of Miss
Storey is ably supported by Antonio t
Moreno, as the islander, and S. Rankin f*Drew as Langford. In the prologue, sin¬
cere performances are given by Leo Delaney
and Naomi Childers as Charnock and_hiswife.

A TYPICAL MUSICAL COMEDY SET ON THE SCREEN.
A Scene from " Old Dutch," World Film Feature, Starring Lew Fields.

FR1TZI SCHEFF SIGNED
Will Appear Under Bosworth Banner in "The

Pretty Mrs. Smith "
Fritzie Scheff is the latest star of the

legitimate stage to succumb to the financial
inducements offered by film men for a screen
appearance. The pretty opera star will be
seen in a film adaptation of " The Pretty
Mrs. Smith," which was seen early this sea¬
son at the Casino Theater. It is expected
that this feature will be released on the
Paramount programme about the middle of
March.

Among the early Bosworth releases are
" Captain Courtesy," featuring Dustin Far¬
num, and a feature with Elsie Janis in the
leading role. The latter picture, " Nearly a
Lady," has been completed, and reports
from the coast say that, under the direction
of Lois Weber, Miss Janis has duplicated
her stage triumphs. Dustin Farnum's fea
ture is now under course of production. In
addition to the star, Winifred Kingston has
also been loaned for this production by the
Lasky Company.
■1 _r,v>^ * ^

" ETERNAL CITY " SHOWN
Famous Players' Production Featuring Pauline

Frederick Given Premiere
Before a brilliant specially invited audi¬

ence the Famous Players production of Ilall
Caine's " The Eternal City " was given its
premiere presentation last Sunday evening.
The picture was staged abroad last Sum¬
mer, under the direction of Edwin S. Por¬
ter and Hugh Ford.

The Famous Players secured permission
from the author to stage the story for the
screen only after considerable persuasion,
and when Hall Caine had viewed several of
the company's productions to assure him¬
self that the story would lose none of its
artistry in film production. A complete re¬
view of the picture will appear in next
week's Mirror.

NORMA PHILLIPS,
11 n '• Runaw- ve," isiow Matun^
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Mary Pickford, seen with Owen Moore, in a Charming View from the Famous Players Production, " Mistress Nell "
^or tirst: 1 —«'i«inns lover unless lie succeeds in doing, and he gradually frut surt^y^aTl^^i^^ove

—> - hires two! with her, aided and abetted quite strenu¬
ously by the young lady, once again prov¬
ing the Shavian theory. The girl has. a
hard task making the bashful critic real-

pecunious lover unless he succeeds in doing
away with her rival. The count hires two
Apaches to abduct the youthful heroine and

• • ' nKA,if tr»"He ~ is about to

the "Famous flayers to make her flrst ap-
,, cTrio Tuirr ■. pearanpe in motion pictures in a featureMUr IHlhr to be produced in France, no one foresaw

A Five-Part Adaption from the Play of the that,Jthe war now raging through Europe
Same Name, Featuring M»rv it,.,,,, „,T,i would prevent the transmission of the film
Harry Mestayer. Produced by George fr°m Paris to New York. The subject was 0TuirryPilcer ana uie ...

i Ivleine, Under the Personal Direction of completed simultaneously, With the opeplng ??a?£e rescue The acting throughout is
George Fitz Maurice 1 of the war, when the French military au- ^o tne rebcue j. s - -

I: Kpll * muunce. thorities, for obvious reasons of defense, I g°od: the
innk- i^won ...Mary Ryau laid down the ukase that no one could
Mr. Olun^v Harry Mestayer take or send photographs out of Paris. It

5 Mr. Carr aifSES m Howa.rd thus became necessary to adopt drastic andwinumVe{S,vd almost heroic methods to effect the transit

goou, cue bciuii6» and the photo¬
graphy excellent, but it all only serves as a
background for the real attraction, Mile.
Gaby Deslys. E.

.t Mr. Curl" aiuci i i.aiv«.v

i Dr. Willoughby William Boyd
■ Mrs. Carr Auguste Burmester
i Joan Carr Delia Connor
; Madge Carr Marguerite Boyd

The Detective Dan Moyles
Tlie Clergyman Soldine Powel

In just so much as the play " Stop
I Thief" was funny, in just so much more
I is the picture funnier, for whereas the pic-

; J ture follows the play as closely as is pos¬
sible, still there are several added touches
that tickle the risibles to even a greater
extent than was possible in the dramatic
production. And principal of these added
attractions is a dog, of the dachshund
variety, who was born a real comedian and
who furnishes one of the biggest laughs in
the picture.

It can be said without exaggeration that
" Stop Thief " is one of the funniest com¬
edies ever thrown upon the screen. It is
one continuous laugh from start to finish,
and when I say laugh I mean a whole¬
hearted, side-splitting laugh and not a
snicker of amusement. And furthermore
every one of the multidinous laughs is
caused by a really amusing situation and
not by the burlesque foolish absurdities
that many manufacturers consider the com¬
ponent parts of a moving picture comedy.

Far be it from me to decry anything
that is really funny, irrespective of the
form it may take, but nevertheless it is
certainly more enjoyable to look at a pic-

fture that is made up of really humorouslegitimate comedy than one that is amusing
from merely an absurd standpoint.

The production is extremely well cast,
every member of the, company getting a
laugh at some one time or another. George
Fitzmaurice, under whose personal direc¬
tion the picture was produced, deserves the

£ utmost credit for his most able directioni and also for his ability to make the mem-1
I bers of his company get the most out of I
J.; every situation in a manner that is most
Sri admirable.

Mary Ryan makes a most delightful thief,
■8 pretty, winsome and appealing, with a per¬

sonality that is most magnetic. Harry Mes- I
tayer handles a difficult role in a masterly j
manner and handles his many situations I
with delicacy and skill. The other mem- |

] bers of the cast are consistently good.
,,,• The plot of "Stop Thief" is so com- [j plicated that it would be impossible to do |
v i it justice in the limited space devoted to I

. this review. It deals with kleptomania,
( near kleptomania and downright plain, com-

'-1 i mon garden variety of thievery. Jack Doo-
gan, a thief, persuades Nell Jones, his fian-

, I cee, to aid him in one more " job " before
he marries and reforms. Nell is also light

m fingered, and, obtaining a position as maid
, ; in the household of a millionaire, immedi-

. f ately starts her nefarious work, stealing a
valuable ruby ring. She is suspected and
the police telephoned for. and in order to
save herself secrets the ring in the pocket

, of Mr. Cluney, who is about to marry
Madge Carr, the millionaire's daughter.
Cluney confesses to Dr. Willoughby that he
is an unconscious kleptomaniac. When- the
detective from headquarters arrives Nell

pi circumvents him and introduces Jack Doo-
gan to the millionaire as the detective. *

vj Jack and Nell then proceed to systemati- Ia! cally loot the place. They reform for some I
i { unknown -reason at the moment when their I
oi depredations have been successful and the I

picture closes with a triple wedding and
T1 everybody happy.
t u The one regrettable feature of the story

< e is that it has such a weak ending and one
:'u so inconsistent with the events that have I
Ta gone before. But that fault must be blamed
i.i ion the original authors of the play and not
aa the producers of the picture. The photog-

;i raphy, settings and technical details were
Mi consistently good and in harmony with the
bai high order of merit of the other details of
TljthFs really funny comedy. E.

of the film from Paris to the New York
studios of the Famous Players. Two spe¬
cial French messengers were engaged to
conduct this difficult mission, and in the
guise of volunteers on their way to join
their regiment at Calais, they made the
long journey on foot with the reels of film
wrapped closely around their bodies. Ar¬
rived at Calais, they made their way across
the Channel to Dover, thence to London
and Liverpool, where they embarked, still
enveloped in the film under their clothes,
on board the Celtic.

" HERiTRIUMPH "
Famous Players Feature, Presenting Gaby- --i narrv Pilcer, in a?npliallv^WHtten ^Screen1 14ay ^Exploiting is counteracted to a great extent u.v me

Their DamIiib Ability^ Released Feb. 8! very delightful characterization whichxutui j John Emerson gives to the retiring, eccen-
„„<-vior I;trie, critic, abnormally afraid of women.

"THE BACHELOR'S ROMANCE"
A Four-Part Adaptation of the Play of

the Same Name by Martha Morton, Fea¬
turing John Emerson and Produced by
The Famous Players Film Company.

David Holmes John Emerson
Sylvia Lorraine Hilling
Harry George Le Guerre
Gerald Robert Cain
Helen Sybilla Pope
Aunt Clem Mag-gie Fisher
Savage Philip Hahn
Willum Thomas McGrath

I Martin J. Findlay
" The Bachelor^ Romance" is styled a

L sentimental comedy and it is fittingly char-
|acterized, for it is replete throughout with

sentimentality of one form or another.
This continual dose of sentiment, however,
is counteracted to a great extent by the

Their Dancing
«« Her Triumph " a vehicle, and , rather"Her Triumph" is a vemuc I

good vehicle at that for displaying the per¬
sonality, terpsichorean ability and Parisien

i costumes of Gaby Deslys. Of course there
is a plot and a story which under ordinary

„ circumstances would be considered a good
. moving picture story, but with Mademoiselle
. Deslys in the cast the dramatic value of

the story is completely dwarfed by her mag¬
netic personality and wonderful dancing.

The story is not dramatic, neither is it I
full of action but it is pleasing on the |
whole in a mildly saccharine manner.

And though one is fully aware just how
it is going to end up before half of the
first part is seen, still there is interest
enough to excite the curiosity to the very
end just to see if the ending is the same

| as you thought it would be. And you
are not disappointed.

GABY DESLYS AND HARRY PILCER,
As They Will Be Seen in the Famous Players* Screen Production.

And her' dancing is indeed' "well worth !
going to see. Seductive, sensuous, passion- I
ate, it depicts in its entirety the freedom
of a care free untrammeled spirit. From
beginning to end whether she is de¬
veloping the various incidents in the
plot or whether she is dancing, she is

t>r?i i-a or- a xi not acting, she is just expressing her-KllL,ilAoL, CjAdY r IjLM self.' Mile. Deslys can be expressed in one
1

FpK 8 rhnQAn oc R»l—»» ru«.~ r D" -Ti word, she is elemental, and that is quite a
vu c Kelease Date for Picture That rarity in these modern over-civilized times.Was smuggled Out of Paris Her's is a compelling personality and irre-

x oni. spective of your own thoughts, viewpoint,
beliefs, or condition of servitude you are
forced and compelled to admire her free¬
dom of action and spontaneous happiness.

The story is typically French, the motif
made familiar by Balzac, Daudet, and a
score of other equally well known French
writers. It deals with the opportunity sud¬
denly presented to the understudy in the
chorus to step into the star's shoes, and
her succeeding triumph. Then the former

The acting of Mr. Emerson Is delightful
throughout. He handles a difficult char-

"

acter with delicacy and feeling and sym-
pathy, and at no time does he take ad¬
vantage of the numerous opportunities to
overact. This, if I may be permitted to '

j say so, is one of the principle character- jI istics of good acting, the knowledge of
K knowing when to repress the obvious. I
J Lorraine Iluling as the ward and heroine

hard task making tne imuiui
ize his blissful state and only succeeds in ■
the end by supposedly falling down a small |
cliff and appearing to be seriously injured. |
The photography and settings are good |
throughout. E.

"A DAUGHTER OF THE PEOPLE"
Five-Part Dyreda Art Film Production Re- R

leased Through the World Film Corpora- K
tion Feb. 15. Written and Directed by ^
J. Searle Dawley.

Arthur Stillman. senior partner,
Robert Broderick

i James Thornton, junior partner.
Frederick de Belleville

Dell Hamilton, the factory worker.
Laura Sawyer

To date, J. Searle Dawley has devoted
himself to subjects that would appeal to a
large class of people, to which the present .
—rprincipally a labor problem—is no excep- ;
tion. In this way he lays himself open to
a much wider and more minute criticism,
as a larger audience and more properly crit- J j
ical one may judge of the results. It is I :
highly probable, however, that general com¬
mendation will result.

"A Daughter of the People" was one of
Mr. Dawley's stage successes which, accord¬
ing to the usual picturizing process, has
changed its aspect in some essentials, stuck
to the story closely', for the sake of clarity,
and cut all bounds in artistic effects, as one
would expect of this director. From him "
something new in the technique of settings :
or scenic beauty is usually to be learned.
His artistry does not consist solely in se- I
leering pretty exteriors or building equally
admirable interiors, but he makes common
views reveal their beautiful side as well.
The whole is a kaleidoscopic effect of scenes
that shift from close up to normal in a con- >
tinuous effect of unusual background and
handling of the cast. It is only another '
instance of a Dawley production making a
good story genuinely attractive.

A fair presumption is that, given the
uncommon chance of staging his own play,
the producer knew what types he wanted
for characters. Robert Broderick and Fred¬
erick de Belleville represent accurately such
partners as one would expect to find as the
wealthy owners of a monopolistic cotton
mill. There is nothing very pretty figura-
tively about either of them. Laura Sawyer
plays the mill worker who sacrifices herself
for the good of her people in a fairly tragic
and satisfactory manner. The workers out
of a job are led by a well acted character
of virile and huge proportions; the lover is
represented by a factory engineer, and with
the half-witted brother of the girl, the three
together are perhaps as clever as any part
of the cast.

In reality the play divides itself into two
parts, the climaxes of which occur in the
third reel, ending the industrial dispute
and settling thereafter into a domestic
problem. It begins with the owners de¬
claring the mill closed because of lack of
cotton, when they are in reality using this
means to corner the market. Finding where
they have hidden a huge amount of the raw
cotton, the workers set fire to its storage fe
place, the spectacular burning of which is |
accompanied by the death of the leader's
own boy. They storm the mansion of the
senior partner. The latter, in love with
the girl, promises work at full pay provid- 1
ed the girl will marry him that night. In
love with the engineer, she reluctantly con¬
sents, but through an expired justice of the
peace's license the ceremony becomes known
as illegal. There follows a period of read¬
justment wherein the girl accustoms herself
to new surroundings, while at one point
Mr. Dawley uses double exposure to decep¬
tive effect as the owner visions an around-
the-world honeymoon they will take. The
remainder of the offering relates simply,
but sometimes with a false dramatic note,
how a pamphlet from the factory awakens
her old love, and her reception at the mill,
where her fellow workers of other days
have learned of the illegality of the match.
Allowing this knowledge to become public,
and the later interview in which her hus¬
band offers to give her to the other man,
and his finally taking her in his arms, de¬
termined to right the wrong, seem slightly

i overemotional and forced. Yet these slight

At last a release date has been set for
} the Famous Players' production presenting
'Gaby Deslys on the motion picture screen

'■< for the first time. An original story of
the theater called "Her Triumph"' will be
the vehicle for the international star's
screen debut, which will occur on Feb. 8.

It will be recalled that this; is the film
production which had to be stnuggled out
of Paris at the outbreak.of the present Eu-

'

ropean war. at which time the novel man-
, ; ner ofi its transmission to the United

States was featured by foreign and Ameri-
ce can newspapers. When it was announced,
w on the eve of Gaby's departure for Paris
d€ last Spring, that she had been engaged by

| adap^\s±3x xxj a-. *■*.—-

n^v'VrPi'f oxffTit ' deflections from the natural order of events
cannot be; com e , , 0f t^e New Fne " is insufficient to more than momentarily di-
Maggie_Fisher ^portrayalUwN^Bng yert from & thoroughly artistlc produttion.

_ ji— +-v.q

i ~

land farmer's wife was a bit too terma- ,
gant in parts, otherwise she handles the s
character part in an able manner. The!'
rest of the cast was capable.

The story bears a resemblance to the;; '
novel of William J. Locke "The Morals' '
of Marcus Ordeyne," and has another '

| scene in it that appears to have been taken I
! bodily from Charles Lever's " Harry Lor-
| requer." It deals with a literary, bashful,
1 timid critic very much afraid of women. |

— +Via omardian of a ten-year-old I . ;

F.

the^ca^^at^ra^cl^^^'^^hf™8 f who'Vmade Wgwdian of a ten-year-old 1the cash allowance of her noble and im- orphan girl. He sends her away to the
farm of his aunt, but on reaching maturity |
she invades h^^ajoartrnent in ^New York |

by {Vie

—

"TV "

MiM

"HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS" PLAYED
j Worcester. Mass.. Dec. 28 (Special).—The
first performance of "His Royal Highness." the

; comedy of Miss Cotes, was given here to-night.
, Annie Russell taking stellar honors. The com¬

pany includes Ffolliott Paget. Mrs. Charles De
Kay, Oswald Yorke. Frederick Warde. John
Daly Murphy. J. W. Austin. William Eille, and

| George Littledale Power.
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NOVELISTS are fond of describing the sensationsof one who finds himself a stranger in a crowd,
and it always makes mighty interesting read¬

ing. The readers try to imagine themselves in the
position of the lonely one. But take my word for

| it, this poetic loneliness is nothing to real life.
I know, for on the opening night of a certain at¬

traction recently I experienced such a feeling of single
I atom existence that I came near leaving the place.
| And why?

There wasn't a familiar face to be seen throughout
| the whole theater.

Fancy such chaos on the opening night! The editor
of The Mirror had merely given me tickets to go,
and I went. It hadn't crossed my mind that all the
critics and first nighters would be somewhere else,
but this proved to be the case. Such a thing couldn't
possibly happen often, but that mysterious, some- ]1
thing which floats in the Broadway air, like a

(counseling germ, tells all the faithful where the
gathering place will be. Generally a few will elect

| to attend another theater from the one advised
| by the friendly entertainment germ, which promises

' the bestbut no doubt holiday time makes us

| all reckless, and so it happened that everybody
1 made a mental resolve to see George Cohan.

Never, oh never again, shall I complain that I
am tired of seeing the same faces on opening

j nights. As the plot dragged itself along to the
intermission, I watched the long lines of men

soing out for their smokes. Where, oh where,
wfcs the dignified Mr. Metcalfe of Lifef Where

I vfes Burns Mantle with his adorable smile—you
mldn't dislike him if you tried. Where was

| Louis Sherwin with that look from under his
yelashes which tells you that the Sphinx hasn't a

monopoly on an understanding of the sands of
the desert. Where was Charles Darnton, the
quiet and handsome; Louis DeFoe, whose thoughts
always seem to be going at double quick time?
Where were they all? One more I missed, es¬
pecially? Kelcey Allen of the Clipper—the man
ivlio can cheer you into advertising before you
know it. I'll wager almost anything that Allen
can get a line on any play by the time the first
act has been going fifteen minutes. No, he is
not listed as a critic. Just good common sense
directs his judgments usually. He doesn't attempt
any scholarly pronunciamento, but he usually hits
the bull's-eye.

I missed the brilliancy of Diamond Jim's illu¬
minating jewels between acts. Oh, for the glimpse ;
of a mere pearl or two! But, no! All such joys
were not to be mine that evening. Something
was gone from the ozone of the opening night, i
and I believe those who at first rejoiced because '|the Death Watch was not to sit in judgment on .

the entertainment soon began to wish that its
members hail been there.

Between the acts the press agent stood watching
| the smokers.

"Where's everybody?" I asked.
"Everybody?" he repeated. "Whom do you|mean?" just exactly as though he didn't know." Why—the critics—the first-nighters—everybody."" They must be up at George Cohan's," he an-

Iswered reflectively. And so they were, as I discov¬ered later, when I met some of them on the Broad¬
way car going home.

" Such a jolly evening," said one. " Where were
I you?" I explained.

'But how did you happen to go there? EverybodyI was at Cohan's."
"But how was I to know that?"
" Why, really—doesn't something usually tell you|where to go?" Now what do you think of that!

Isn't it remarkable how soon a play ages?" The Marriage of Kitty" is a good example ofthis. It possesses a youthful spirit which makes it
still acceptable, but there are the wrinkles of time
upon it—little tricks in action, situations and those
old asides. Why, under the sun, doesn't somebodythrow out all asides and soliloquies which betray the
play's former existence. Talking to one's self isn't
done any more, and all the stage-managers and play¬
ers know this, but in reviving an old play stage-
managers will persist in retaining them.

I" I like ' The Marriage of Kitty,' but it is similarto so many other plays I have seen," a woman of my
acquaintance remarked.

I' I'ardon me, but the plays you have seen were allmodeled on ' The Marriage of Kitty,' " politely said
a man who knows.

' Oh, really, I didn't know. There are so manyplays one can't keep up with them. But why doesMiss Tempest braid her hair in that weird fashion
in the first act—just like so many of those funnyvaudeville actresses? "

'They are all copying Miss Tempest," replied the
I man.

the audience could understand why the poor work¬
ing woman would not wish such a collection of
gloom as was the barge man in her immediate vicin-
ity.

Then, when expectation was on the qui vivr, in
comes the wife. She had been praying instead of
going for the beer, she explains. " Ah, ha! " say the
onlookers. " She's concealing something."

But would you believe it? When questioned by the
husband as to her reason for praying, she replies that
she did so because she is so glad that he is to be at
home always.

I saw people look at one another at this astounding
confession.

"

Why, she can't mean it," remarked one man in
my vicinity.

" R.-iv." qn^s^i^ned^anotlior. turning to JSg^ashim^

able persons
about? "

" Oh, that's some kind of an English joke,'
a blas6 woman from the coils of her perfectly-matched
nearls.

replied

I agreed with the woman speaker. The hair braid¬
ing business is too antiquated for words—not even
Miss Tempest can get away with it. Sis Hopkins
and her braids took all the laughs we had left, and
Elfie Fay and the others did their share.

Miss Tempest acted on a good impulse when she
sought to freshen up her old success by the addition
of a new and original curtain-raiser, and the occasion
aroused pronounced interest. " The Dumb and the
Blind " didn't shed much light on the subject of the
playlet, but an eager audience waited for something
worth while. It listened patiently to a wordy dia¬
logue between the hard-worked mother and her daugh¬
ter in regard to arithmetic, and then it listened to the
talk of the returned barge worker and his friend with
all the best intentions in the world. Then came the
announcement of the husband that he had secured a

ri
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MARIE TEMPEST, THE ENGLISH COMEDIENNE, WHO IS

APPEARING IN REPERTOIRE AT THE COMEDY
THEATER.

better job, and from that time on he would stay at
home always. The expression on the woman's face
was one of terror, and the audience straightened up
its backbone and prepared for something to happen
when the husband sent the wife out for a pitcher of
beer. Time passed and the down-trodden woman did
not return. Husband and his friend appeared to grow
uneasy. The audience was hopefully so. Then the
husband looked through the door into the bedroom and
waved friend away. Surely, something had happened.
No doubt the miserable woman had killed herself
because she was to have husband with her always
from that time on. Quite natural, of course. It
wouldn't have been the first time such a thing had
happened. Why, in one of our recent society plays the
wife is horrified at the prospect of having her hus¬
band home—she is willing to do anything to send him

_back to Africa or any other place he wanted to go.
" Polygamy," the new play at the Playhouse, is in¬

teresting from two points of view. Perhaps it is bet¬
ter described as of chameleon nature in two tones, the
preferred one resulting from the way you hold it to
the light. Really, aside from being " J 1—
play, it fascinates because you can
comedy, if you like, or a serious drama
wrights, who built it, like.

appioach to such an acquaintance 1 unexpectedly'found on the opening night in the shape of a veryprominent magazine editor, who proudly informed me ■*as we left the Playhouse that his grandmother wras a fMormon and had lived most of her life in Utah. I |looked at him in wonder.
"And did she—was she ?" Really, I didn'tknow how to continue. But he understood. " Oh, no,she never had any trouble whatever," he replied 'seri^ iously. Now this man isn't even married, so you [see he didn't inherit any tendencies which might be Wemployed in the new play. f\But to return to the Mormons of Utah. From all 1 1I have been able to learn, there never was but onecomplaint against them, and that complaint is nowso old that persons who know anything on the sub¬ject must have been surprised to find two such up-to-date playwrights as Miss Ford and Mr. O'Higginsasking us to sympathize with a condition whichdoesn't exist any more, except in specially privileged K,cases—according to their ideas. Why, if we were totake the play seriously there <vould be a widespreadmovement to call the attention of Congress to sucha state of affairs. It would be thrilling in its effect. •The exposfe of such domestic horrors as illustrated *$in " Polygamy" would chill one to the bone. No flhuman beings would support such a religion as thatshown us by the authors.

And yet there are a great number of human beingswho live in and believe in this religion, and Whowouldn't change it if they could. What's the an¬swer? It can't be so bad as painted. If this show¬ing up of the miseries of the practise had come years *.ago when the subject of plural wives was largely dis- <1cussed, it might have proved as a shock. As it hap- !Slpens, Broadway chooses to label the play comedy.When Mary Shaw remarked that all men are polyga-mists, evidently a large portion of the audience agreedwith her, judging by the laughter which greeted herwords.
What a delight to watch Miss Shaw's acting, and ^to listen to her lines. The cast was admirably chosen.The new leading man, Ramsay Wallace, scored by jhis sincerity and quiet dignity. I don't know a thing 'about him, but everybody liked him—that is, every- :body except one critic of a morning paper, who de- Jscribed him as " adequate." If I were an actor thatis the one word above all others I would resent, espe¬cially if I didn't deserve so anaemic an adjective. •Whenever I read " adequate" I always fancy thatthe list of praise adjectives has given out and some¬body has to get the " adequate." There seems to beno synonym for the word. Sometimes synonymshave a gentler sound, you know. " Adequate " is the |" hook " in more common parlance. It becomes a red

rag when flaunted in the immediate vicinity of any -ambitious young actor. The older ones merely sniffat it and refuse to become excited.

Orif v/ ftliJLkr T w!•» _ XM

Caryll.—A theatrical season in New York would
not be complete without a musical comedy bearingthe name of Ivan Caryll as the composer. With the
exception of Victor Herbert, he has contributed to
our enjoyment a greater number of light opera scores
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a well-developed
believe it to be a

the play-
Ills, WliU uuin a i/ y There is little doubt in

my mind that Miss Harriet Ford and Mr. Harvey
O'Higgins earnestly strove to voice an appeal for do¬
mestic peace in the case of anyone being personally
interested in authorized polygamy, now or in the fu-

The playwrights called upon their audience to
sympathize with conditions with which the majority
were as intimately informed as in s"rl!il etiauettthe social etiquette

Some of those outon one of the Cannibal Islands,
front took " Polygamy " as a huge joke, just as they
would no doubt have attended a cannibal feast in se¬
rious frame of mind—not seeing the humor of the
affair—through lack of acquaintance with the native
customs. Usually when the authors offer a serious
play which is received with comedy laughter, the doom
of that same drama is unquestioned. 1VT-'' —
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Not so withuruiiia. icj u..Muv,
1

Polygamy." The audience was highly entertained.
Everybody wanted to see what was going to happen
in the next act, and I noticed very little disturbance
from the late comers between the acts. Having fin¬
ished their post graduate course in underworld plays,
and scorning the tales of the Cumberlands and Rock¬
ies, popular feeling seemed to run in the direction
of Utah, a place as remote from our island as some
of the imaginary countries to which we once jour-
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IVAN CARYLL,

Famous Anglo-Belgian Light Opera Composer.

than any other living composer. His music is as tune¬
ful as it is refreshing, and it is always pleasing. The
scores of " Chin-Chin " and " Papa's Darling" are
compositions to his credit this season. Other works
include "Oh! Oh! Delphine!" "The Pink Lady,"" Marriage a la Carte," " The Little Cherub," " Our
Miss Gibbs," " The Earl and the Girl," and " The
Duchess of Dantzic." Mr. Caryll was born in Liege,
Belgium, and after studying in Liege and Paris went
to England in 1882. in which year he settled jn I,or>-don. He now spends'

neved in musical comedies.
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Tiftff to see. Then Clifton Crawford, always
funny, made a most humorous Santa Claus.

The Suzi company, which opened at the Adel-
phi last week, also had a hilarious Christmas
party, but theirs was held on the stage after
midnight. Tom MacNaughton. one of the fun¬
niest comedians on the American stage, bur¬
lesqued as Jose Collins, the leading lady, while
she, in turn, reciprocated by imitating her in¬
imitable comedian.

For those of the theatrical profession who were
lonely Christmas, the Charlotte Cushman Club
welcomed with widespread arms, having its at¬
tractive clubhouse tastefully decorated with holi¬
day greens.

Then at the Edwin Forrest Home, at Holmes-
1 burg, the genial superintendent saw that her
eleven " guests " did not forget it was Christ¬
mas, and arranged a two-day entertainment, lim-
ited exclusively to " home talent."

Although the week before these holidays is
usually considered one of the dullest, if not the
worst, of the entire theatrical year. Philadel-

h phia has no cause for complaint. The biggest
business of the week was at the Broad, where

L the attraction of a play, the work of a master
" playwright—Sardou—acted by a brilliant cast
I like Gillette. Doro. and Bates—made " Diplo¬

macy " do a very big business After New
j Year's there is a change of bill at the Broad.

the present attraction of "Jerry," featuring
'

, that charming little actress, Billie Burke, who
; since her last visit here, has taken to tacking
S another "missus" before her name. Lucky

I devil, that girl's husband!Billie Burke being in town, and Chauncey 01-
[" cott playing his annual engagement at the Wal-

nut, were the only changes at the theaters this
■ week. As his yearly custom, Mr. Olcott sang
[jthe Christmas carol at early mass at St. John's

Cathedral. Philadelphia.
The other attractions are all holdovers. Emma

Trentini at the Lyric in " The feasant Girl "
% is doing very well, and the s«.i:e- is true of

business at the AdelpM, where Jose Collins is
holding sway as the star of Suzi. The Shu-
iberts have cornered this week all the musical
plays in town.

" Ben-Hur " is playing chiefly to juvenile au¬
diences at the Forrest, and business continues

1 to be exceptionally good for "Potash and Perl-
I mutter" at the Garrick.The Little Theater's revival of Sheridan's
a" The Critic," is a very artistic production and

burlesqued in a rollicking and creditable man-
f*( ner by the resident company. B. Iden Payne,
.■the director, assumed the difficult role of Puff
H with apparent ease, and his buoyancy contrib-
U uted chiefly to the success of the play.
<- And so endeth the year 1914 in the theatrical
. world of the drab little Quaker City, which,
f though often maligned, still has enough dra-
*1 matic sense to know a good play when it gets
".it. J. SOLIs-Cohen. Jr.

44ME AND GRANT," A PREMIERE
Newark, N. J. (Special).—"Me and

Grant," a comedy in thre acts, dramatized
by James Montgomery from Frank Bacon's
story of the same title, had its first produc¬
tion at the Shubert Theater, in this city,
Dec. 28. The cast:
Bill Jones Frank Bacon
John Waring Wilfred Roger
Colonel Walter H. Lee Arthur Elliot
Joseph Springer Elmer Booth
Jack MacGregor Leonard Booker
Thomas Blaine William H. Turner
J. H. Morgan Franklyn Ardell
Anna Lee Agnes Scott
Betty Jane Waring Leila Tyler
Callie Harris Lento Fulwell
Mary Lou Smith Delia May Byers
Minnie Bond Jeanette Cooke
Effie. Anna's " Mammy " Marie Taylor
Saunders Charles Hallock
Kent Jam J. Burton
Wallace Laurence Wakefield

The plot has the aroma of the Civil War
in bits. Bill Jones, a tramp printer, a relic
of the unpleasantness between North and
South. Jones, with all of the attributes of
his class, turns up in Monterey, Cal., and
gets work on the Dispatch, owned and
edited by John Waring. Waring later sells
his paper to Jones and Joseph Springer, and
Waring goes to Sacramento to " run the
Globe" in the interest of Colonel Lee, who
has gubernatorial aspirations. Waring
meets Anna Lee, supposed to be the daughter
of Colonel Lee, and " falls in love with her."
A year later Jones, Springer, and Jack Mac¬
Gregor, a G. A. R. man, attend a party at
which Waring's engagement to Ann Lee is
announced. Then come the tangles that ex¬
cite the interest of the audience. Anna Lee
had been adopted by Colonel Lee when her
father went soldiering. Waring learns this
from Colonel Lee and wants Jones to know
it. This is agreed to* but Anna is still kept
in the dark about it. Later, however, she
comes to know it, and her visit to her father
is one of the strong situations. Then comes
a romance between Joe Springer and Betty
Jane Waring, and this brings out a situa¬
tion which gives the play its light and
shade.

As Jones, Mr. Bacon has a part that fits
him like a glove and he is lovable. In man¬
ner he is a reminder of Sol Smith Russell
and Joseph Jefferson. Mr. Bacon has never
played to a Newark audience, but he made
a splendid impression. Agnes Scott scored
heavily as Anna Lee; her girlish aspect was
winsome and delightful. As John Waring,
Wilfred Roger gave a likable and interest¬
ing conception of the young lover. Elmer
Booth's work as the rustic and self-confi¬
dent Springer and Arthur Elliot's perform¬
ance of the urban politician were admimhip
Leila Tyler was sweet and pretty as Betty;
she has a charming personality. All the
ladies in the cast created much admiration
in the dresses which were the fashion in the
eighties. George S. Applegate.

CINCINNATI
Cincinnati (Special).—Theatrical attractions

here for Christmas week were particularly dull.
When " The Passing of Hans Dippel," which
closed in St. Louis Dec. 26. came to town for
week of Dec. 13. the press and public thought
that about the worst thing of the season here
had been shown them, but the fates and book¬
ing managers Droved that the worst was yet to
come when " The Appeal " was seen the follow¬
ing week at the Lyric for the Christmas attrac¬
tion. The play and company were so bad that
part of the press refused to consider either se¬
riously for criticism, and beyond all doubt it
was the worst that has been here. It turned
out to be a propaganda on the divorce question,
and had no dramatic merits to warrant its pro¬
duction. It was not a play in any sense of the
word. It was written by one. Dr. Brune. LL.D.
At the opening performance, scenes which were
supposed to be of a serious trend, were treated
hilariously by the small audience. We believe
the week here was the second of its production.
It was less than ordinary from smallest prop to
any important feature of cast or situation. " A
Pair of Sixes " follows for New Year's week.

Rose Stahl in "A Perfect Lady " was the
Christmas attraction at the Grand, and the busi¬
ness that followed was the result of Miss Stahl's
popularity here, rather than this year's vehicle,
which also received very adverse criticism by the
press. Audiences throughout the week were very
evidently disappointed. " Everywoman " follows.

" Thurston " mystified good crowds at the Wal¬
nut Street with a good show. Eugenie Blair in
" A Fool There Was " is proving a good holiday
attraction.

An excellent bill was seen at Keith's opening
Dec. 20, headed by Nora Bayes, who is a reg¬
ular headliner. However, a comedy act pre¬
sented by Bruce Duffett and company. " A Cor¬
ner in Wireless," scored as big a hit. Herman
Timber#. O'Brien. Havel and company, the Two
Pucks, Nat Nazarro Troupe. Nevins and Gordon,
and the Flying Henrys were the other numbers
on the bill.

A fair bill was seen at I.oew's Empress for the
week, headed by " Vaudeville in Monkey Land."
Business at this house, however, is generally
good. In the burlesque houses " The Golden
Crook " was the Christmas attraction at the
Olympic, followed by Al. Reeves's Show, and at
the Standard " The Follies of Pleasure " were
seen, followed by " French Models."

At the Grand, matinees Dec. 20 and Dec. 31,
two performances of " Snow White " were given
by the Cincinnati School of Expression. Chil¬
dren's performances of this sort are given every
holiday time by this organization, and are al¬
ways worthy of consideration, and are eminent
society events as well.

The Michigan Glee and Mandolin Club, of the
Michigan University, gave a concert to capacity
at Emery Auditorium Dec. 21. and on Christmas
night " The Triangle Club." of Princeton, pre¬
sented their annual musical comedy at the same
theater to an immense audience. As is the cus¬
tom. all the parts, from chorus to prima donna,
were played by the college boys. The name of
the show this year is " Fie! Fie! Fi-Fi."

" The Lottery Girl." a musical comedy, worthy
of mention in these columns, was presented by
the Goldenburg School Dec. 14. 15 to large suc¬
cess. The occasion was notable because of the
fact of the originality of the book and score
which were written by Mr. and Mrs. William
Smith Goldenburg. respectively. Every year
these really clever writers and musicians produce
an original musical show with the members of
their school in the cast. We are not exaggera¬
ting in recording that the music is often as good
as heard in any of the big shows that come to
town, and the books as interesting, and that
these productions are worthy of professional per¬
formances. John Redhead Froome. Jr.

Amelia Bingkt

AMELIA BINGHAM
FAMOUS HOME

iome on Riverside Di

Arthur Chatterdon, the young stock star,
has been featured at the head of his own
company for the past three years, in which
time he has enjoyed week after week of
record-breaking business. Under the di¬
rection of the veteran stock producing
manager, Nathan Appell, and the able.road
management of Fred R. Willard, Mr. Chat¬

terdon has established a new era in the
field of traveling stock. The latest New
York successes produced in exact counter¬
part of the original production has been
the slogan, and has placed Mr. Chatterdon
on the crest of the wave of popularity.
His organization is regarded as the crite¬
rion stock company en tour.

ixiuw, ladies
* ' and gentle¬

men, on the right
you will observe
the home of Amelia
Bingham, the ac¬
tress."

Seeing A cor-
N e w ner °f
York's drawing-
R* • i room.lverside
Drive is not com¬

plete without that
declamation. Gap¬
ing thousands have
studied No. 103. It
is almost as famous,
with its statuary-

bedecked front and

pottery - decorated
stoop, as "the Drive"
itself. Will Shake¬
speare himself gazes
pensively down from
over the main door¬
way.

The interior of
No. 103 Riverside
Drive surpasses in
novelty its exte-Photographs by Dietz,

PREMIERE OF "SINNERS"
Play Recently Presented at Sing Sing to Open

at Playhouse To-Night with Notable Cast
William A. Brady will make the New

York production of Owen Davis's latest
melodrama at the Playhouse to-night, with
a cast including Alice Brady, Emma Dunn,
Florence Nash, Gertrude Dallas, Frances
McLeod, Robert Edeson, Charles Richman,
John Cromwell, Walter Walker, and James
Seele.v.

This is the play which had its first
presentation on any stage on Christmas
afternoon in the chapel of Sing Sing
Prison. Fourteen hundred prisoners had
the unique experience of witnessing the
production of a Broadway play. For the
first time in history the convicts were per¬
mitted to mingle freely with one another,
to cheer, applaud, and hiss with the liberty
of a regular Broadway audience.

Mr. Brady has offered a prize of $100 to
the prisoner writing the best criticism of
the play.

The story of " Sinners " tells of the evil
doings of men and women and their refor¬
mation.
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rior. The famous swan bed adorns one room

reminders of Joan of Arc, Amelia Bingham's
favorite heroine, are in profusion; gold vases A
and pottery from historic temples are on
the many shelves; rare
laces, jewels and paintings Amelia Bingham AI
i- '/ i , • i ,? 1 at right), her AHline the tapestried walls. famous swan hed /M
"Beautiful surroundings (at left), and /M
give beauty of thought," (below) a cor- 11
says Amelia ner of her m
,. .J . boudoir. \
Bingham. /fl

Photograph by
White, New York

editors Not e : Why are actresses the
best dressed women in the zvorld? Per¬
haps it is because one of the main essen- .

tials of their business is to be well
attired; perhaps it is because they rec- Jgm
ognize the value of individuality, ABM
in dress.

As one of its series on
"Dress," The a A •,

Green Book j|
Magazine here- -Jk
with presents an .. .

ex t r a o r dinarily ,/
article by

Hazel
"Pink Lady" M
fame, now a star
in "The DSbu-
tante." Next
month Elsie
Fergu- ^^9

Photograph
by White,
New York

Photographs
by Dietz,

-New York

son will of her
views on the same 'rIaz

This is a seriesJ jgjjg COStUIT
every

h ^ue
p ir eS to ^ "stays'* from her w
be not

only well dressed, but dressed in a
manner that will bring out her every
best point, should read and ponder over
carefully.
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"ME AND GRANT." A PREMIERE
Newark, N. J. (Special).—"Me and 1

Grant," a comedy in thre acts, dramatized
by James Montgomery from Frank Bacon's
story of the same title, had its first produc¬
tion at the Shubert Theater, in this city,
Dec. 28. The cast:
Bill Jones Frank Bacon
John Waring Wilfred Roger
Colonel Walter H. Lee Arthur Elliot
Joseph Springer Elmer Booth
Jack MacGregor Leonard Booker
Thomas Blaine William H. Turner
J. H. Morgan Franklyn Ardell
Anna Lee Agnes Scott
Betty Jane Waring Leila Tyler
Callie Harris Lento Fulwell
Mary Lou Smith Delia May Byers
Minnie Bond Jeanette Cooke
Effie. Anna's " Mammy " Marie Taylor
Saunders Charles Hallock
Kent Jam J. Burton
Wallace Laurence Wakefield

The plot has the aroma of the Civil War
in bits. Bill Jones, a tramp printer, a relic
of the unpleasantness between North and
South. Jones, with all of the attributes of
his class, turns up in Monterey, Cal., and
gets work on the Dispatch, owned and
edited by John Waring. Waring later sells
his paper to Jones and Joseph Springer, and
Waring goes to Sacramento to " run the
Globe" in the interest of Colonel Lee, who
has gubernatorial aspirations. Waring
meets Anna Lee, supposed to be the daughter
of Colonel Lee, and " falls in love with her."
A year later Jones, Springer, and Jack Mac-
Gregor, a G. A. R. man, attend a party at
which Waring's engagement to Ann Lee is
announced. Then come the tangles that ex¬
cite the interest of the audience. Anna Lee
had been adopted by Colonel Lee when her
father went soldiering. Waring learns this
from Colonel Lee and wants Jones to know
it. This is agreed to, but Anna is still kept
in the dark about it. Later, however, she
comes to know it, and her visit to her father
is one of the strong situations. Then comes
a romance between Joe Springer and Betty
Jane Waring, and this brings out a situa¬
tion which gives the play its light and
shade.

As Jones, Mr. Bacon has a part that fits
him like a glove and he is lovable. In man¬
ner he is a reminder of Sol Smith Russell
and Joseph Jefferson. Mr. Bacon has never
played to a Newark audience, but he made
a splendid impression. Agnes Scott scored
heavily as Anna Lee ; her girlish aspect was
winsome and delightful. As John Waring,
Wilfred Roger gave a likable and interest¬
ing conception of the young lover. Elmer
Booth's work as the rustic and self-confi¬
dent Springer and Arthur Elliot's perform¬
ance of the urban politician were admirnhip
Leila Tyler was sweet and pretty as Betty ;

'

she has a charming personality. All the
ladies in the cast created much admiration
in the dresses which were the fashion in the

1 eighties. George S. Applegate.

THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE FIRST AIDS TO LOVELINESS

ARTHUR CHA1

Arthur Chatterdon, the young stock star,
has been featured at the head of his own
company for the past three years, in which
time he has enjoyed week after week of
record-breaking business. Under the di¬
rection of the veteran stock producing
manager, Nathan Appell, and the able road
management of Fred R. Willard, Mr. Chat-

Photogrraphs
by White,
New York

ier iridescent robe *
nk and rose which she herself
Sned in opposition to the present bouffant style
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Players, Being Human, Get Together and Have
a Merry Christmas—Quiet in Quakerhurst
Philadelphia, Dec. 29 (Special).—With the

Christmas spirit permeating the air. is it any
wonder that the actor folks should be imbued
with it, too? Truly they are just as human as
their audiences, and at this season of the year
they really forget all about acting, and the va¬
rious companies, like one big family, joining in
an old-fashioned Yuletide party. This was par¬
ticularly true of what occurred in Philadelphia
this season. " The Peasant Girl " company
which opened at the Lyric Theater Christmas
Eve, reserved the Ball Room at the St. James,
where after the show they had some real Christ¬
mas party. Emma Trentini, the shining star,
proved just as charming off the stage, and her
little kindnesses to the chorus girls away from
home, seeing that each got a little gift from
the mammoth tree, was a thoughtfulness beau-

new cj



"ME AND GRANT." A PREMIERE
Newark, N. J. (Special).—"Me and 1

Grant," a comedy in thre acts, dramatized
by James Montgomery from Frank Bacon's
story of the same title, had its first produc¬
tion at the Shubert Theater, in this city,
Dec. 28. The cast:
Bill Jones Frank Bacon
John Waring Wilfred Roger
Colonel Walter H. Lee Arthur Elliot
Joseph Springer Elmer Booth
Jack MacGregor Leonard Booker
Thomas Blaine William H. Turner
J. H. Morgan Franklyn Ardell I
Anna Lee Agnes Scott
Betty Jane Waring Leila Tyler
Callie Harris Lento Fulwell
Mary Lou Smith Delia May Byers
Minnie Bond Jeanette Cooke
Effie. Anna's " Mammy " Marie Taylor
Saunders Charles Hallock
Kent Jam J. Burton
Wallace Laurence Wakefield

The plot has the aroma of tlie Civil War
in bits. Bill Jones, a tramp printer, a relic
of the unpleasantness between North and
South. Jones, with all of the attributes of |
his class, turns up in Monterey, Cal., and
gets work on the Dispatch, owned and
edited by John Waring. Waring later sells
his paper to Jones and Joseph Springer, and
Waring goes to Sacramento to " run the
Globe " in the interest of Colonel Lee, who
has gubernatorial aspirations. Waring
meets Anna Lee, supposed to be the daughter
of Colonel Lee. and falls in love with her."
A year later Jones, Springer, and Jack Mac¬
Gregor, a G. A. R. man, attend a party at
which Waring's engagement to Ann Lee is
announced. Then come the tangles that ex¬
cite the interest of the audience. Anna Lee
had been adopted by Colonel Lee when her
father went soldiering. Waring learns this
from Colonel Lee and wants Jones to know
it. This is agreed to* but Anna is still kept
in the dark about it. Later, however, she
comes to know it, and her visit to her father
is one of the strong situations. Then comes
a romance between Joe Springer and Betty
Jane Waring, and this brings out a situa¬
tion which gives the play its light and
shade.

As Jones, Mr. Bacon has a part that fits
him like a glove and he is lovable. In man¬
ner he is a reminder of Sol Smith Russell
and Joseph Jefferson. Mr. Bacon has never
played to a Newark audience, but he made
a splendid impression. Agnes Scott scored
heavily as Anna Lee; her girlish aspect was
winsome and delightful. As John Waring,
Wilfred Roger gave a likable and interest¬
ing conception of the young lover. Elmer
Booth's work as the rustic and self-confi¬
dent Springer and Arthur Elliot's perform¬
ance of the urban politician were admlmhlp
Leila Tyler was sweet and pretty as Betty ;
she has a charming personality. All the
ladies in the cast created much admiration
in the dresses which were the fashion in the

, eighties. George S. Applegate.
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ordinary size. Unless
this is so, you will
look more chic in the
one and more digni¬
fied in the other. But
hat extremes I toler¬
ate only in the matter 1
of size. I dislike
extraordinary shapes.
In general, the outline
of the hat I expect to
follow the outline of
my head. And I never

permit my hats to be
heavy either in ap¬
pearance or in weight.

ARTHUR CHAT1

Arthur Chatterdon, the young stock star, tei
has been featured at the head of his own fie
company for the past three years, in which Yc
time he has enjoyed week after week of pa
record-breaking business. Under the di- th
rection of the veteran stock producing or
manager, Nathan Appell, and the able, road H
management of Fred It. Willard, Mr. Chat- ri
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more. In other words,
fourteen. I don't seem
to be able to keep neat
and comfortable with K
fewer than that. And
1 do so love them to VB
be trig and shapely and WTEJl
of the same color as my
frock.

I have an inclination that
is almost a mania for gir- ^
dies. I spend more time in
determining where a girdle
shall be worn than on any
other single item in a gown.
If one is of very straight '
lines, the adjustment is ■

easy. If she has a
good many bulges in
her figure, the girdle
is a godsend. She can
wrap it round and round
her waist. Giving her a ^
large-waisted effect? Yes, | |
but reducing the bulges I |
above and below and so V I
giving her an apparent slen- ;
derness. I have given hours
of study before a mirror to /'
the adjustment of girdles, (
and they have yielded a j
better return than any < »
other of my expenditures
of time, save what I gave j
to. my music.

A girl can dress well
011 very little now, pro¬
vided she have time and
taste. Time she can ac¬

quire by careful man¬
agement of her day. ,
Taste she can cultivate
by giving thought to
what looks well, not
on her neighbors, but
on herself. If I had
to scrape along on a
very few hundreds /
a year for my (
wardrobe, I think
I could be well v

dressed with eight
gowns at a time. They
might be ever so simple, but
they should be becoming and
expressive of me.

There would be two simple
morning dresses, of good lines

^ and almost no trimming. A
■k good way to economize is

to minimize your trim-
HK mings. Most trimmings

"don't belong," anyway.
B There should be two
■ simple street suits, one to

wear while the other is
being repaired and fresh¬
ened. There should be

two afternoon and two

evening gowns, each
simplicity itself, but

Jbecoming, becomingly
expressive of your-

Kr self. There should be
one long, loose cloak,

1 suitable for both after-
noon and evening

K j | Sometimes I sit and
Hf think of how I shall

By dress when I am old.
[ And I always reach the

■ same conclusion. It will
■ be in soft stuffs of silver

and rose, old dull silver
and faded rose. They

■n will be becoming and
becomingly expressive of

* 'A me' ^or they will be
ftf® memories of

Yours truly,
Hazel Dawn.
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" QTie girdle is
woman's friend.
Suit your girdle to
■your figure, but
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Daisy Belmore

A SCENE FROM "SINNERS'

ACT III.—SAME AS ACT II. HALF AN HOUR LATER.

ACT IV.—EXTERIOR OF MRS. HORTON'S COTTAOE. FIVE
MINUTES LATER.

Produced under the direction of John Cromwell.
Scenery designed and painted by H. Robert Law.

Miss Nash's gowna by Madam Francis.

Forty-Eighth Street, East of Broadway

Direction of WILLIAM A. BRADY.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 11

Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MAY 10, 1915,

Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. WILLIAM A. BRADY, LTD., Presents

Matzene, Chicago. Copyright bu C. Gerschcl.
Eugene BrieuxRICHARD BENNETT,

Who Is Appearing in Brieux's " Maternity,
Princess Theater.

WILLIAM A. BRADY, LTD., Presents

A DRAMA IN FOUR ACTS

By OWEN DAVIS.
A DRAMA IN FOUR ACTS,

Characters
By OWEN DAVIS. . . ROBERT EDESON

JOHN STOKES

WALTER WALKER
. . JOHN CROMWELL
CHARLES RICHMAN

ALICE BRADY
EMMA DUNN

GERTRUDE DALLAS
. . FLORENCE NASH

FRANCES McLEOD

BOB MERRICK . .

HORACE WORTH
WILLIE MORGAN
JOE GARFIELD . .

DOCTOR SIMPSON
MARY HORTON .

MRS. HORTON . . .

HILDA NEWTON .

POLLY CARY . . .

SADIE

Characters

BOB MERRICK . .

HORACE WORTH

WILLIE MORGAN

JOE GARFIELD . .

DOCTOR SIMPSON

MARY HORTON .

MRS. HORTON . . .

HILDA NEWTON .

POLLY CARY

SADIE

NORMAN TREVOR
JOHN KING

WALTER WALKER
JOHN CROMWELL

GEORGE D. MacQUARRIE
ALICE BRADY

JEAN ADAIR

GERTRUDE DALLAS

FLORENCE NASH

FRANCES McLEOD

ACT I.—HILDA NEWTON'S APARTMENT, NEW YORK,

ACT I.—HILDA NEWTON'S APARTMENT, NEW YORK, II.—MRS. HORTON'S COTTAGE, GREAT FALLS, N. H.
THREE WEEKS LATER.

ACT II.—MRS. HORTON'S COTTAGE , GREAT FALLS, N. H.
THREE WEEKS LATER.

ACT III.—SAME AS ACT II. HALF AN HOUR LATER.

ACT IV.—EXTERIOR OF MRS. HORTON'S COTTAGE. FIVE
MINUTES LATER.

Produced under the direction of John Cromwell
Miss Nash's gowns by Madam Francis.
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"SINNERS"
Drama in Four Acts by Owen Davis. Pro¬

duced by William A. Brady at the Play¬
house, Jan. 7.

Bob Merrick Robert Edeson
Horace Worth John Cromwell
Willie Morgan Walter Walker
Joe Garfield Warren Munsell
Dr. Simpson Charles Richman
Mary Horton Alice Brady
Mrs. Horton Emma Dunn
Hilda Newton . Gertrude Dallas
Polly Cary Florence Nash
Sadie Frances McLeod

Thanks, largely, to an extraordinary cast,
Mr. Davis's latest bit of sentiment, " Sin¬
ners," has met with a cordial reception.
Closely examined, the play is a combination
of a little of everything reminiscent of the
good old Bowery drama, many a time ster¬
ling enough, but aimed chiefly at eliciting
sympathy from the pathos of a heroine
with an ailing mother at home fighting
single-handed against the temptations of a
great city. Mr. Davis, however, has ad-

. vanced with the times, and in reconciling a
fallen angel with her old admirer in the
home village, as they face each other after
a long separation, he strikes an ultra mod¬
ern note. What makes his play interesting
is its rich coloring, its details and incidents,
made plausible by a cast which heroically*
rises above a story that, interpreted less
skillfully, would tempt us to sarcasm.
It is an old-fashioned play in which Emma

Dunn has another congenial role of a mother
whose daughter (Alice Brady) all but falls vic¬
tim to the sins of a great city, our own little
old New York. In search of work she has fallen
in with a pretty lively set. who are ready to
make life easy for her. when just at the psycho¬
logical moment mother's condition threatens to
take a serious turn, and she hastens home to
the little cottage in her little native village.
Mother soon is on the mend, and there, in the
simple little country home, her fast New York
friends find her again as they go scooting by in
a rapid touring car. Among them is a young
fellow. Bob Merrick, who has accumulated a
fortune in Canada and has sought dissipation to
forget a woman who jilted him. He finds the
hymn-singing little mother, the simple but cosy
home, and especially the daughter so attractive

i that he has it out with a village swain. Horace
Worth, who Is also in love with the girl, and
having disposed of him. marries the maiden.
By way of a subsidiary plot, there is the village

| doctor. Simpson,' who has never forgotten HilcVi
Newton, the girl who went to the great city,
and now i? one of the fast set. She it is who
befriended the other girl. Her protector is a

; blase boulevardier, or Broadwayite. She tells
the doctor her whole history, he forgives her,

| and the apoplectic city man is turned, away to
return home with his automobile party reduced
by two. who have found their happiness in the

! little village.
Miss Brady, who plays the heroine, is

to be congratulated on the care exercised
in selecting Mr. Edeson to play the part
of the gallant Canadian, Miss Dunn the

sympathetic role of the mother—her work
came in for a perfect ovation ; Mr. Rich-
man that of the doctor, and Mr. Walker
in the part of the coarse and unsentimental
old bounder. A .big scene is worked up at
the close between Richman and Walker as
the doctor settles accounts with him, and
the latter's apoplectic attack is given with
a realism that proved decidedly effective.
One of the most unique scenes of any recent
play, taken in a humorous sense, is the
finale of the third act where Florence
Nash as Polly, r slang-whanging chorus girl
type of girl " presides " at the family organ
while the salacious band of Tenderloiners
join to sing a hymn in mother's cottage.
Miss Nash made a distinct hit in a part
similar to, but even better than, the one
she had in " Within the Law." Miss
Dallas, too, was interesting as the doctor s

1 old sweetheart, though the doctor's gen¬
erosity toward her is rather trying to one s
power of credulity. Mr. Cromwell did the
best to be expected of a part so unsym-

I pathetic as that of Horace Worth. TheJ

scenic equipment is admirable.

White, N. Y.

EMMA DUNN AND ROBERT EDESON IN A SCENE FROM (WEN DAVIS'S " SINNERS.*till wisdom
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ALICE BRADY

daughter of William A. Brady, who is at her
best in the melodrama, 11 Sinners"
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Jean Adair, who has taken the place of Emma Dunn as
Mrs. Horton in "Sinners." Miss Adair is, to an extent,
succeeding herself, since she was the originator of the
part when the play was produced last Christmas in Sing

Sing Prison

White. N. Y.

e slangy Polly Cary in "Sinners," Florence
Nash is duplicating the success she

won in "Within the Law"
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The Princess Theatre ifs
CHICAGO :

BEGINNING SUNDAY EVENING

OCTOBER 24, 1915

WILLIAM A. BRADY, LTD
Presents

A Drama in Four Acts

By Owen Davis

CHARACTERS

BOB MERRICK
C. M. HALLARD

HORACE WORTH
H. E. HUMPHREYS

WILLIE MORGAN
WALTER WALKER (j

Imean

TELLEE'S
Shubert Theatre

Broadway and Howard Avenue.
THE MONROE INVESTING CO.
THE RELLET AMUSEMENT CO.

Owners
Lessees

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 18, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

WILLIAM A. BRADY, LTD. Presents .

SINNERS
A DRAMA IN FOUR ACTS,

By OWEN DAVIS.

Played 325 Performances at The Playhouse, New York.
Characters.

BOB MERRICK HAYWARD GINN
HORACE WORTH JOHN C. KING
WILLIE MORGAN ■ JAMES HESTER
JOE GARFIELD WARREN MUNSELL
DOCTOR SIMPSON WRIGHT KRAMER
MARY HORTON HELEN MEINKEN
MRS. HORTON LOUISE GALLOWAY
HILDA NEWTON MAY HERBERT
POLLY CARY FLORENCE NASH
SADIE MANITA BRISTOW

ACT I.—Hilda Newton's Apartment, New York.
ACT II.—Mrs. Horton's Cottage, Great Falls, N. H. Three Weeks Later.
ACT III.—Same as Act II. Half an Hour Later.
ACT IV.—Exterior of Mrs. Norton's Cottage. Five Minutes Later.

Production under the direction of John Cromwell.
Scenery designed and painted by H. Robert Law.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR WM. A. BRADY.
Manager John Tuerk
Business Manager Edgar Healy
Stage Manager Warren Munsell
Carpenter B. Tule
Property Man B. Hammond
Electrician W. Holzhauer
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JOE GARFIELD H. B. YARD
DOCTOR SIMPSON GEORGE MACQUARRIE
MARY HORTON HELEN MACKELLAR
MRS. HORTON JEAN ADAIR
HILDA NEWTON MAUDE GILBERT
POLLY CARY BEATRICE NOYES
SADIE FRANCES McLEOD

ACT I.-—Hilda Newton's Apartment, New York.
ACT II.—Mrs. Horton's Cottage, Great Falls, N. H.

Three weeks later.

ACT III.—Same as Act II. Half an hour later.
ACT IV.—Exterior of Mrs. Horton's Cottage. Five

minutes later.

Produced under the direction of John Cromwell
Scenery designed and painted by H. Robert Law

1.

2.

3.

4.

MUSICAL PROGRAM
Orchestra under direction of J. B. Mazur

Overture—"Narma"
"Tonight's the Night," Selection.
(a) "The Passing Show of 1915,"Selection Wm. p
(b) "Spring Song" Men
(a) "When I Leave the World Behind"
(b) Harp Solo, by Mr. Barrila
Exit March
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NOVELIZED FOR THE GREEN BOOK
MAGAZINE WITH THE PERMISSION
OF WILLIAM A. BRADY, THE
PRODUCER AND OWNER, AND
OWEN DAVIS, THE AUTHOR

Illustrated with PhotO'
graphs from the Play

Editor's Note: "Sinners,"
the IVilliam A. Brady success
by Owen Davis, is one of sev¬
eral of the new plays dealing, to
a more or less extent, with the
seamy side of life, that have
won popular approval. While
it is somewhat daring in some

of its scenes and suggestions, it is
representative of the trend of many,
if not of the majority, of the new

plays.
"Sinners," originally not written

for the public stage, was first pre¬
sented at Sing Sing Prison, where it
was so well received that Mr. Brady
decided to produce it.

w

fxARE

H O' _S
shy in
this

pot?" demanded
Polly, with a
toss of her

blonde head, as she
counted her stack of
chips. "Come on," she
ordered. "Who's the

bashful gentleman?" She looked mean¬
ingly at Joe Garfield, getting a pallid
scowl in return.

"What are you looking at me for?"
he growled. "You won, didn't you?
What are you grouching about? You've

Robert Edeson as

Bob Merrick in
"Sinners."

Alice Brady as Mary
Norton.

filled three
flushes in a

half hour."
"AM

•* v Pholograp

di « by White,1 New York

monds,
too," she re¬
joiced, care¬
fully stacking
her whites and reds and blues in neat
piles. "I wonder if that is a sign that
you are going to buy me that necklace ?"
she asked cheerfully.

"With business on the 'Change like
it is?" grumbled Joe. "Drive on!
Drive on!"

. i.as taken trie >' K-
. " -■ "dinners." M:ss Adair is, ! • t:

since v" w■ - '.he orifcrrutor
■' was produced i - At i.i.!

Sirt^ P' !-'

.

.V . ■ V
usical ci'mv-

i

jw A typical scene
in Hilda Newton's apartment.

Hilda—Willie! Wake up! Polly—This is
BP another year, Willie dear— we are looking for a

little more of your money.

Horace—You're not fit to go to her. ... I mean
that I won't let you go!
Hilda—You brute!

Bob Merrick—Wait a minute—Please! (Steps forward)

A S wholesome as whole-wheat
bread, and vastly more

/ popular, is "Sinners," by U
Owen Davis. The play,

/also, is of as ancient and H
JL M. honorable lineage as any H

Daughter of the Revolu- H
tion; and without any revolutionary
divergence from the good, old American
faith in the miracles performed by H
Salvation Army and meeting-house H
hymns and sentiments.

It is the story of Mary Horton, a country
girl alone in a great city, whither she has
come to win a way for herself and support for
her invalid mother. She fails to find work; Ikil
and the only one of the folks from Great Falls,
back home, who helps her is Hilda Newton,
scorned and stoned for her "shameful" life by
the elders and juniors of Great Falls. Hilda
takes Mary in, but protects her from the men
she herself associates with. Then Mary reaches
the end of her rope, completely beaten; Bob
Merrick, abetted by the libertine financier,
Willie Morgan, offers to take her joy-riding. In
spite of Hilda, who is coerced to passive resist¬
ance by Willie, Mary consents to go. Just as
the party is starting, Horace Worth, lover of
Mary and one of the pious juniors of Great
Falls, gains admittance to Hilda's apartments. H

Horace—{with contempt) Hilda Newton! {He
steps forward with sudden fury) What is Mary
Horton doing here with you?

Hilda—{bitterly) You haven't changed much,
since I used to know you, Horace. . . .

Horace—Mary was mad to work for a woman
like you. . . . Where is she?

Mary—{outside) Just a minute, please; I am sorry I
was so long.

Horace—Here! In your house? Here?
Mary—Did you think I was never coming. . . . {She

enters gaily—radiant in a beautiful evening gown borrowed
of Hilda—she stops short as she sees Horace, who stands
stunned at her appearance)

Horace—Mary!
Mary—Why are you here?
Horace—Good God! {He looks at her for a moment;

then turns toward the door)

Charming Alice Brady, playing
I the role of Mary Horton, the

W country girl who didn't succeed
II / in the city.

Mary—Wait—why did you come here?
Horace—I had a message—you wouldn't

care to hear it.
Mary—From home?
Horace—From Dr. Simpson . . .

Mary—(cries out in terror) Mother!
Horace—Is dying!
Mary—Oh!
Horace—She asked for you—I offered to come. I he

doctor said it was her only chance!
Mary—I will go—I won't be a minute! {She turns

toward the door)
Horace—{sternly) No!
Mary—What do you mean?

(BY PERMISSION OF OWEN DAVIS. COPYRIGHT HOLDER, AND WILLIAM A. BRADY. LTD.)

Mrs. Horton—She's good! My daughter is good! She is
worthy of any man at all!
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" Who's sK^ in tkis pot?'
manded Polb?. . . . "Con
on ! WKo's the bashful
gentleman?"

misshapen against the background of
her dark, clear-cut, strong-featured

beauty. "In a few moments,"
she soothed, as a mother would

quiet a petulant child. "The
HHj^^ girl is out and Mary hasn't

. key; and I can't go
until she gets back. She
wont be much longer,
poor kid; and it's only

i eight o'clock."
Morgan accepted

her dictum gloomily.
"I don't kick at your
taking in a stranger
and grubstaking
her," he complained,
hungrily, "but I've
done a hard day's

I work and I want my
dinner." He mopped
his face with his
handkerchief. "And
this weather's fierce,"
he concluded. "Let's
get into the car after
dinner and beat it
down to Atlantic City
for over Sunday."

"Sounds good to
me," declared Polly,
ever ready to be go-
ing.

"Will you join
J9»w us ?" Mor-

Photographs
liy White,

gesture. "I beg your pardon,'' she said,
coldly. "Let me tell you something.
Joe Garfield:
No man—"

Wmjr A typical scene
in Hilda Newton's apartment.

Hilda—Willie! Wake up! Polly—This is
another year, Willie dear—we are looking for a

little more of your money.

A S wholesome as whole-wheat
bread, and vastly more

/ popular, is "Sinners," by U
Owen Davis. The play,

/ also, is of as ancient and H
JL .^L. honorable lineage as any H

Daughter of the Revolu- H
tion; and without any revolutionary
divergence from the good, old American ■
faith in the miracles performed by H
Salvation Army and meeting-house H
hymns and sentiments. V

It is the story of Mary Horlon, a country
girl alone in a great city, whither she has
come to win a way tor herself and support for
her invalid mother. She fails to find work; Iti,
and the only one of the folks from Great Falls, ^8
back home, who helps her is Hilda Newton,
scorned and stoned for her " shameful" life by
the elders and juniors of Great Falls. Hilda
takes Mary in, but protects her from the men
she herself associates with. Then Mary reaches
the end of her rope, completely beaten; Bob
Merrick, abetted by the libertine financier,
Willie Morgan, offers to take her joy-riding. In
spite of Hilda, who is coerced to passive resist¬
ance by Willie, Mary consents to go. Just as
the party is starting, Horace Worth, lover of
Mary and one of the pious juniors of Great
Falls, gains admittance to Hilda's apartments.

Horace—{with contempt) Hilda Newton! {He
steps forward with sudden fury) What is Mary
Horton doing here with you?

_ Hilda—{bitterly) You haven't changed much,
since I used to know you, Horace. . . .

Horace—Mary was mad to work for a woman
like you. . . . Where is she?

Mary—{outside) Just a minute, please; I am sorry I
was so long.

Horace—Here! In your house? Here?
Mary—Did you think I was never coming. . . . {She

enters gaily—radiant in a beautifid evening gown borrowed
of Hilda—she stops short as she sees Horace, who stands
stunned at her appearance)

Horace—Mary!
Mary—Why are you here?
Horace—Good God! {He looks at her for a moment;

then turns toward the door)

Horace—You're not fit to go to her. ... I mean
that I won't let you go!
Hilda—You brute!

Bob Merrick—Wait a minute—Please! {Steps forward)

alter Walker as Willie Morgan; Gertrude Dallas as
Cary; John Cromwell as Joe Garfield, and Robert

life (he was fast asleep now in his
chair)—had brought him into the cir¬
cle.

"I want to get all of the fun out of
life," Merrick had explained. Yet in
spite of his air of worldliness and an
occasional touch of bitterness in his
speech and manner, he showed good
birth and good breeding; and in his face
and bearing there was a winning frank¬
ness and manliness.

"All the money?" scorned Polly, in
reply. "Joe's getting tighter every hour
he lives."

"A man's a chump to sit in a poker
game with women," philosophized Joe
dolorously.

Polly stopped him with an imperious

Hilda Netvton; Florence Nash as Polly
Edeson as Bob Merrick.

J o-e interrupted, anx¬
iously. And Morgan,
awaking with a start, i
broke off hostilities. A
He looked grumpily M
at Hilda Newton, /■
who sat across the 9
table playing with j W
her few remaining ! _

chips. I HI
"Come on, Hil- I 3j

da," he said; \IP
"what's the idea? \|
I'm so hungry I can't 1
count the spots : let's
go to dinner."

Hilda smiled crook¬
edly—a smile oddly

scene in unners. rom

"To hear you bleat," remarked Polly
sympathetically, "anyone would think
the Salvation Army ought to open a
Wall Street soup kitchen."

.Bob Merrick smiled across the table
at her. "He's sore because you are
winning all the money," he chuckled.
Polly smiled back to him friendlily. Al¬
ready there was a bond of good-fellow¬
ship between her and the good-looking
mining engineer.

Merrick was not one of the regular
clan that frequented Hilda Newton's
up-town New York apartment. Willie
Morgan—the Willie of fifty-odd fat,
dissipated, depraved years of wealth, a
a shrewd, strong man in business
still, in spite of his intemperate

" Marp," said Mrs, Horton (Emma Dunn) to her daughter
(Alice Brad})), "you must choose to-night between pride and love.

. ... If you love Mr. Merrick (Robert Edeson), then nothing else
matters. If you don't, then he'd better go."

Charming Alice Brady, playing
■

( the role of Mary Horton, the
r country girl who didn't succeed

in the city.

Mary—Wait—why did you come here?
Horace—I had a message—you wouldn't

care to hear it.
Mary—From home?
Horace—From Dr. Simpson . . .

Mary—{cries out in terror) Mother!
Horace—Is dying!
Mary—Oh!
Horace—She asked for you—I offered to come. The

doctor said it was her only chance!
Mary—I will go—I won't be a minute! {She turns

toward the door)
Horace—{sternly) No!
Mary—What do you mean?

(BY PERMISSION OF OWEN DAVIS, COPYRIGHT HOLDER. AND WILLIAM A. BRADY. LTD.)

Mrs. Horton—She's good! My daughter is
worthy of any man at all!
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in the wheel,
wouldn't I?
Moonlight rides
are all right, but
not for the extra
man."
Hilda de¬
murred, too.

"I can't go,
^ Willie,"

she

gan asked rsob
Merrick.

"Hardl y,"
said the engin¬
eer. He smiled
knowingly.
"I'd be a sort
of an odd
spoke

in "Sinners. Florence Mash as Polly, and Gertrude Dallas as Hilda. y

"That isn't it," Hilda answered tonelessly.
"I don't care what she dt>es, but I want
her to be on the level, and I tell'you straight, [
Willie, that if she goes to Atlantic City with 1
us, she's got to go dead wise to what it means. I
Do you get that?"

"Oh!" grunted Morgan, unimpressed. "Ser- F
mon stuff," he sneered. m.'

"Maybe you all don't knowMit," Hilda con- gh"
tinued, paying little heed to Morgan, "but I M s;
picked her up on the street sik weeks ago— || •

hungry. I know what tliart- means. At first ||.:
she tried to pretend she didn't know me. it:"
Folks aren't very fond ofnclaiming my ac- p,v •
quaintance back in the town, we came from. .• |
Her father's been dead quite a while; she b £
couldn't make a living in >"That rotten little $ t
burg, so she came to New ftfork to win her w I
fortune—" jp>|

"She's got a swell chance," * commented ir'Vf
Joe heavily.

"I guess she's beginning "I don't say that |f^
to know it," Hilda sighed^ I haven't sinned ft
"She had tried 'most every-
thing when I found her, .,ICHU M~,6 T , . A ' Brady) said. "But jfand some way I wanted to ,.m going You fj
help her, more than I've can't stop me... ft
wanted anything for a long No matter what I
time. I got her a job posing am, she loves me. f
for Jim Carroll. She made 1 am a" slle'sgot'" t|>
good money for a couple of
weeks; then one day he—- She never R-.
said much about it, but she wouldn't go L
back. She sent all she had home—her | || \
mother's awful sick and needed it. She w *

didn't dare say she'd earned it posing, and u. i
she didn't dare say she was living here /i i
with me—because they know me back
there. So she lied; she said she was doing
sewing for a lady, and she used my fake name, Mrs
Merrill. Well, she wouldn't stand for Jim Carroll

Photographs 6 CI * 1
by White,
New York can t
leave Mary here alone."

"Take the kid with us," suggested Mor-
t gan, with the air of a man who has solved
A a weighty problem; yet there was sinister
A meaning in his tone. "Then there wont
B be any extra man."
A "Good scheme, Willie," assented
A Polly impudently, "—only it wont
M work."

"Why wont it?" Morgan asked,
A simulating surprise. "The little coun-
B try girl is all right—eh, Merrick?"
B He turned a grin upon Bob.
B "That's the trouble, isn't it?" asked

B B Polly coolly. " 'The little country
girl is all right.' She happens to be

i on the level, that's all."
"She'd go if you girls would put it to her

strong," Morgan insisted roughly. "Since
Hilda took her in, she's had a chance to see
something better than tramping the streets
looking for work. I'll bet you fifty she

wont refuse."
"She'd be a fool if she did," put in Joe,

as if he had said something.
"Well," broke in Hilda, "I want to give

you all this warning: I'm no saint,—I
don't have to tell any of you that,—but

I I'm too strong for Mary Horton to let her
f go into anything with her eyes closed. You
L know, she's the kind I don't see much of

any more, and besides, she's from my
^tiome town."
^ "Well, what's all the fussabout?" Morgan demanded

crossly. "The girl likes Merrick
here; she told you so herself. What
do you care if they get to be good
friends?"

y A typical scene
in Hilda Newton's apartment.

Hilda—Willie! Wake up! Polly—This is
another year, Willie dear—we are looking for a

^ little more of your money.

Horace—You're not fit to go to her. ... I mean
that I won't let you go!
Hilda—You brute!

Bob Merrick—Wait a minute—Please! (Steps forward)

HoraciWorth I
(John Stokes), I
with the stamp ■
business man ^
garb, strode in.
drew back,stunned.

. . . and now you're

rof the prosperous country
marked plainly on his

When he saw Mary he
. . . . "Tour mother," he said,"is dying
not fit to go to her. I wont let you go."
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"I'm out for a good time," he ex¬
plained, "but you may count me out of
your little party, Willie, unless the
young lady decides to join us quite of
her own free will."

"There was a letter I read from her
mother," Hilda began. "May I get it
and read it to you?" And without
waiting for an answer she swept off
into her boudoir.

"I'll stand for it if I must," com¬

plained Willie, addressing the other
three, "but I've got to have another
drink first. Say, don't anybody else
want a drink before the sob stuff
starts?" No one did, and Hilda, re¬
turning with the open letter in her
hand, began reading softly:

" 'My dear little daughter: I am
wondering as I sit here to-night, what
my little girl is doing 'way off there
in the great city, wondering and hoping
—not fearing, thank God, because I
know that no matter what evil might
creep around you, your pure eyes
would never see it—' "

"Gee!" sighed Polly, in a hushed
voice, "it must be great to have a
mother."

"Mine died, years ago, thank God !"
said Hilda.

"I never had one, not to know it,"
explained Polly wistfully to the men.
"An orphan asylum is a grand place
to bring up a kid. . . . Read the
rest of it, Hilda. I don't think it bores
Mr. Merrick;. Willie is fast asleep
again, and Joe here is taking a mental
trial balance; he's afraid he owes him¬
self some money. Go on."

Hilda took up the letter again, al¬
most reverently:

" 'I cried over the money you sent
me,' " she read, " 'every penny of it
earned by the stitches taken by your
soft little fingers. You must not worry
about me, dear. Doctor,' —Hilda
hesitated oddly as she read the name,
—" 'Doctor Simpson assures me that
I am better, and you know that Doctor
Simpson never—never—' I knew him
once," interpolated Hilda, slowly. "We
were kids together. He was away at
college when—when I left home. It
seems sort of funny to be hearing of
him again. I—" She wiped her eyes

furiously, and started to continue with
the letter when Morgan awoke with a
start.

"Say," he cried, "let's all go and get
something to eat."

"No wonder you make such a hit
with the girls, Willie," said Polly
sweetly. "You have such a poetic
nature."

"She speaks about another old friend
of mine," continued Hilda, her mind
still on the letter. "It's Horace Worth,
Mary's sweetheart, I guess, or the man
who wanted to be. I never liked him
myself, though he's supposed to be the
salt of the earth—cashier of the bank
and superintendent of the Sunday
school."

"What a rotten combination," re¬
marked Joe. "That bank wouldn't get
any of my money," he asserted with
conviction.

"I'd like to see anybody who could,"
returned Polly tartly.

"Now! Now!" warned Hilda. "Just
a moment and I will be through. The
letter ends like this, and that is the
reason I spoke the way I did about
Alary. Listen, Willie, and please,
please don't laugh:

" 'I can't post this until the morn¬
ing, so I am going to sit here by the
fire with it in my hands and pray for N
you, my baby, and for the friends who
offer you a helping hand. They «ay
that the world is a wicked place, but
I haven't found it so. I have faith to
believe that kind hands will be
stretched out to warn you of dangers
in your path. God bless the friends
who bring comfort to my lonely little
girl; God keep the ones who help her
on her way.' "

Hilda stopped and covered her face
with her hands; Polly wiped her eyes
with her handkerchief; Bob rose and
walked to the window, where he stood
gazing out. Willie looked at his
watch.

"Don't we ever eat ?" he demanded.

"L-IILDA, I've got business reasons
* 1 for wanting to be friendly with

Merrick," Morgan was saying, when
they were alone for a moment. The
others were in the dining-room mixing

Hilda shot him a guarded look of con¬
tempt. "I am not making any bluff about

running her life,'' she said, "for God
knows I've made mess enough of my

own—only if she makes up her mind
she's going to hell, I'm going to
see that she goes with her eyes
open. I don't want her to
miss any of the scenery."

Morgan looked at her
stormily, but Merrick cut in.
"You are quite right," he sai l
to Hilda. "If she makes up
her mind to go to—to—we'll
say Atlantic City, that's the
way she's got to go—knowing

just exactly
what it means

—if she goes
with me." He
turned to

Morgan.

Photograph
by White,
New York

"Queer tkings
happen sometimes
when folks are real
sick," said Mrs. Hor ton
(Emma Dunn) to
Mary (Alice Brad$).
"Tkat night v?hen
they'd about given me
up ... it seemed like
I was with you there in
New York. . . . And
right in the middle of
that room was a dreadful
pit with flames coming
up out of it. . . . Then,
—then, I started to pra$."

some sort of a decent
job."

"She might get six a
week in a dairy lunch,"
prophesied Willie, "if she
was lucky. Perhaps it
would be better than this
—" He looked about the
well-furnished room with
a well-satisfied leer, that was
plainly expressive of his con¬
tent with himself and with the way
he had arranged his life.

ens running
around it .J oe

G a r f e I d
(John Crom¬

well) was one
of those who,
while he didn't
know it, was

paying for it.

and she's tried
— awful
h a r d—;
to find

Polly
(Florence

Nash) had
an ambition
in life. It was

to have a little
home with
white chick-

,

A S wholesome as whole-wheat
/% bread, and vastly more
/ popular, is "Sinners," by

Owen Davis. The play,
/ also, is of as ancient and

X Jfck. honorable lineage as any
Daughter of the Revolu¬

tion; and without any revolutionary
divergence from the good, old American
faith in the miracles performed by
Salvation Army and meeting-house
hymns and sentiments.

It is the story of Mary Horton, a country
girl alone in a great city, whither she has
come to win a way for herself and support for
her invalid mother. She fails to find work;
and the only one of the folks from Great Falls,
back home, who helps her is Hilda Newton,
scorned and stoned for her "shameful" life by
the elders and juniors of Great Falls. Hilda
takes Mary in, but protects her from the men
she herself associates with. Then Mary reaches
the end of her rope, completely beaten; Bob
Merrick, abetted by the libertine financier,
Willie Morgan, offers to take her joy-riding. In
spite of Hilda, who is coerced to passive resist¬
ance by Willie, Mary consents to go. Just as
the party is starting, Horace Worth, lover of
Mary and one of the pious juniors of Great
Falls, gains admittance to Hilda's apartments.

Horace—(with contempt) Hilda Newton! (He
steps forward with sudden fury) What is Mary
Horton doing here with you?

_ Hilda—(bitterly) You haven't changed much,
since I used to know you, Horace. . . .

Horace—Mary was mad to work for a woman
like you. . . . Where is she?

Mary—(outside) Just a minute, please; I am sorry I
was so long.

Horace—Here! In your house? Here?
Mary—Did you think I was never coming. . . . (She

enters gaily—radiant in a beautiful evening gown borrowed
of Hilda—she stops short as she sees Horace, who stands
stunned at her appearance)

Horace—Mary!
Mary—Why are you here?
Horace—Good God! (He looks at her for a moment;

then turns toward the door)

A typical scene
in Hilda Newton's apartment.

Hilda—Willie! Wake up! Polly—This is
another year, Willie dear—we are looking for a

little more of your money.

Horace—You're not fit to go to her. ... I mean
that I won't let you go!
Hilda—You brute!

Bob Merrick—Wait a minute—Please! (Steps forward)

Charming Alice Brady, playing
% the role of Mary Horton, the

country girl who didn't succeed
in the city.

Mary—Wait—why did you come here?
Horace—I had a message—you wouldn't

care to hear it.
Mary—From home?
Horace—From Dr. Simpson . . .

Mary—(cries out in terror) Mother!
Horace—Is dying!
Mary—Oh!
Horace—She asked for you—I offered to come. The

doctor said it was her only chance!
Mary—I will go—I won't be a minute! (She turns

toward the door)
Horace—(sternly) No!
Mary—What do you mean?

Mrs. Horton—She's good! My daughter is good! She is
worthy of any man at all!

(BY PERMISSION OF OWEN DAVIS, COPYRIGHT HOLDER. AND WII.LIAM A. BRADY. LTD.)
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cocktails. "That's why I brought him
around. Business! Now the best way
to be friendly with him is to give him
a good time. I want you to get that
little girl to go to Atlantic City with
us. Merrick's met the kid three or
four times, and if it wasn't for her,
he wouldn't have come back but once.
He's ripe to fall for a clever girl."

"Why?"
"Why? He's been working his head

off ever since he was a boy,—prospect¬
ing up in Canada,—and he's thirty-five
now. There was a girl that he was
mad about, but she wouldn't wait—
threw him down, the fool, just a month
before he made his strike. He's sore
now—jealous, of the good times the
rest of us have had; swears he'll never
marry; hates every woman ever born.
Aint that pie for a clever girl ?"

"What's in it for you?" Hilda asked
without enthusiasm.

"A plenty," Morgan answered, con¬
fidentially. "He'll let his friends in
right, and he's got a great property.
I've got to get close to him. The kid
thinks a whole lot of you, and between
you two you could work it. And if
you don't go through,"—he laid his
words down with a pointed forefinger,
and shot them out with a grim jaw,—
"it's all off between you and me—it's
ten hours a day behind the glove
cot#nter for you again."

Hilda looked him squarely in the eye
for what seemed a full minute.

"I wont block it," she said steelily,
"but—I—wont—help!"

They were standing looking at each
other like two forces ready to clash
when Mary, dust-covered, weary-eyed,
sad-lipped, her pretty face drawn in
taut lines of worry and despair,
dragged herself in. She looked her fail¬
ure of the day; at Hilda she smiled
bitterly.

Morgan leaned close to the woman
he had bought. "Beat it," he whis¬
pered. She walked out, looking back
over her shoulder at Mary. Morgan
looked down at the pathetic face be¬
fore him with a rough attempt at
friendliness.

"Tired?—hungry?" he asked, lip¬
ping his black cigar.

Mary gave him a bleak smile.
"Both," she said. "I haven't eaten
since morning."

"No lunch?" yelled Morgan, incred¬
ulously. "Good God! 'Twould kill
me. You ought to have lunch money,"
he went on, generously, taking out. a
fat bill-book. "Here, I'll stake you."
At Mary's gesture of dissent, he
laughed scornfully. "Pride's all right,"
he puffed, "but I'm a rich man."

"I know," Mary said quietly. "I
read about you in the paper to-day. It
explained a lot of things I didn't under¬
stand. It spoke about your great suc¬
cess in your business and—and it spoke
about—about your wife, Mr. Morgan.

I had not understood—it is
all so new to me, so different. And
the queerest thing about it is that she
—Hilda—doesn't seem unhappy, and
she doesn't seem bad, either.
I had heard about such things, of
course, and I had even heard things—
vague things—at home, about Hilda;
but I didn't understand. I had letters
to good people here in New York, but
not one of them had as much as a word
of kindness for me. Hilda, whom I
had hardly even remembered, took me
into her home, offered to share with
me—clothes, money, everything."

"A strong man can beat the game
sometimes," said Morgan, "but a girl
can't. She's either born with a silver
spoon in her mouth or, believe me, kid,
she hasn't got a chance."

"I know," Mary replied. "That
isn't what they taught me at home—but
it is what I have found out for my¬
self."

Hilda came, bearing a cocktail for
Morgan. He took the drink, looked at
Mary queerly and then offered it to
her. She shook her head; then she
looked up at him with a bitter smile.
"Why not?" she asked. "Why not
have the good things of life?"

She lifted the glass to her lips; she
choked on the first sip.

"Gee," Morgan said to Hilda. "I'd
give a thousand dollars for a drink that
would make me cough."

Mary was looking whimsically at the
remainder of the cocktail. Bob Mer¬
rick, strolling in from the dining-room,
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darted a surprised glance at her. She
saw him at the same moment, and lift¬
ing the glass to her lips again, drained
down the drink.

"If Hilda will lend me a gown I'll go
out to dinner with you folks to-night,"
she said to Morgan.

"I thought you didn't go in for that
sort of thing." Merrick looked at
Mary as if she were an idol shattered.

"1 thought so, too,"—airily,—"but I
find that a great many of my ideas are
changing."

"It's this damned city," he cursed.
"You'd better get out of it. . . .

Have a good night's rest, and in the
morning borrow enough from me to
take you back home—"

"Home?" She pulled herself up to
her full height. "I can't go back home.
I have to earn money, and I'm going to
live; I am going to have my share of
life, no matter how I get it."

"Wait a minute, Miss Horton," he
asked. "I want you to understand that
I am no saint. I can't trust myself and
I don't want you to trust me. Now, I
ask you again, please don't go."

Mary's face flushed hotly. "You
wont have to speak to me if you don't
want to," she jerked out, acidly; "you
wont even have to look at me—al¬
though I'll look much better in one of
Hilda's fine gowns." He put up his
hand in protest, but she raced on: "I
know what I am going to do. I am
going to dinner and for a nice ride, my
first ride in an automobile—and you
are going with me."
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"Mrs. Merrill?" he gasped. He
stepped forward in sudden fury, and
when he spoke again, his words dripped
with contempt. "What is Mary Horton
doing here with you?" he demanded.

Then Mary, radiant in a beauti¬
ful evening gown, glided in, her face
aglow with excitement, her whole body
a-quiver with long-suppressed fire.

Horace drew back, stunned. "Good
God 1" he said. He stepped back toward
the outer door. "Your mother," he said,
"is dying. She asked for you—I offered
to come. . . . And now you're not
fit to go to her. ... I wont let you
go. 1—"

"Who are you to judge her?" broke
in Merrick, his words pounding like a
sledge-hammer. "The girl is all right—-
and you know she's all right."

"She's straight, Horace," offered
Hilda, "—dead straight."

Mary stopped them all. "I don't say
that I'm fit to go," she said, quietly. "I
don't say that I haven't sinned in my
heart. But I'm going. You can't stop
me. It would kill her to think the
things you do about me—but it wouldn't
kill her love. No matter what I am, she
loves me. I'm all she's got." She looked
pleadingly at Horace. "You'll take me
to her?" she asked.

"Yes," he said, "I'll take you to her.

II

/""\UTSIDE some one was jangling the
door-bell insistently, and into the

midst of preparations for the evening's
merrymaking, Horace Worth, with the
stamp of the prosperous country busi¬
ness man marked plainly on his garb,
his facial lineaments hard and selfish
and narrow, yet suggesting fiery pas¬
sions restrained by worldly prudence,
strode in upon the men and Polly. He
was explaining his mission,-—that he
had come to bring a message "to a lit¬
tle country girl, Mary Horton, who is
doing some sewing for Mrs. Merrill"—
when Hilda appeared. Sudden compre- ~
hension swept over Horace's face.
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SADIE'S rural prettiness did not ex¬tend to her temperament. She
was sorrowful by nature, gloomy

by disposition, morbid by liking. She
dusted and cleaned about Mrs. Horton's
little sitting-room to the mournful wail
of "On the Banks of the Wabash,"—
rearranging the old-fashioned, homey
furniture, the table and • its lamp, the
sofa, the great armchair and footstool,
and last the old organ, with its orderly
array of hymn-books. It was late after¬
noon, and a Sunday. Mary had been
at home three weeks.

Mrs. Horton bustled in, beaming, un¬
buttoning a voluminous apron, and sat
down, giving Sadie a cheery smile.
Sadie looked at her reprovingly.
"If I was on my death bed and was
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A S wholesome as whole-wheat
bread, and vastly more

J popular, is "Sinners," by
Owen Davis. The play,

J also, is of as ancient and
A. JL. honorable lineage as any

Daughter of the Revolu¬
tion; and without any revolutionary
divergence from the good, old American
faith in the miracles performed by
Salvation Army and meeting-house
hymns and sentiments.

It is the story of Mary Horton, a country
girl alone in a great city, whither she has
come to win a way for herself and support for
her invalid mother. She fails to find work;
and the only one of the folks from Great Falls,
back home, who helps her is Hilda Newton,
scorned and stoned for her "shameful" life by
the elders and juniors of Great Falls. Hilda
takes Mary in, but protects her from the men
she herself associates with. Then Mary reaches
the end of her rope, completely beaten; Bob
Merrick, abetted by the libertine financier,
Willie Morgan, offers to take her joy-riding. In
spite of Hilda, who is coerced to passive resist¬
ance by Willie, Mary consents to go. Just as
the party is starting, Horace Worth, lover of
Mary and one of the pious juniors of Great
Falls, gains admittance to Hilda's apartments.

Horace—(with contempt) Hilda Newton! {He
steps forward with sudden fury) What is Mary
Horton doing here with you?

Hilda—(bitterly) You haven't changed much,
since I used to know you, Horace. . . .

Horace—Mary was mad to work for a woman
like you. . . . Where is she?

Mary—(outside) Just a minute, please; I am sorry I
was so long.

Horace—Here! In your house? Here?
Mary—Did you think I was never coming. . . . (She

enters gaily—radiant in a beautiful evening gown borrowed
of Hilda—she stops short as she sees Horace, who stands
stunned at her appearance)

Horace—Mary!
Mary—Why are you here?
Horace—Good God! (He looks at her for a moment;

then turns toward the door)

A typical scene
in Hilda Newton's apartment.

Hilda—Willie! Wake up! Polly—This is
another year, Willie dear—we are looking for a

little more of your money.

Horace—You're not fit to go to her. ... I mean
that I won't let you go!
Hilda—You brute!

Bob Merrick—Wait a minute—Please! (Steps forward)

Charming Alice Brady, playing
'

, the role of Mary Horton, the
country girl who didn't succeed

in the city.

, Mary—Wait—why did you come here?
Horace—I had a message—you wouldn't

care to hear it.
Mary—From home?
Horace—From Dr. Simpson . . .

Mary—(cries out in terror) Mother!
Horace—Is dying!
Mary—Oh!
Horace—She asked for you—I offered to come. The

doctor said it was her only chance!
Mary—I will go—I won't be a minute! (She turns

toward the door)
Horace— (sternly) No!
Mary—What do you mean?

Mrs. Horton—She's good! My daughter is good! She is
worthy of any man at all!

(BY PERMISSION OF OWEN DAVIS. COPYRIGHT HOLDER. AND WILLIAM A. BRADY. LTD.)
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cured by a miracle," Sadie remarked
sadly, "I'd be so grateful that I'd never
smile again."

And now Mary appeared. Bending
over her mother, she kissed her gently.
"You look better, dear," she said, "but
tired."

"Of course I am better," her mother
remonstrated, gayly. "I've been getting
better every single minute since I
opened my eyes and saw you standing
there beside my bed." She gazed anx¬
iously at Mary. "You're worrying, my
baby," she reproved. "It's the Doctor's
bill, isn't it? I know he wont even ask
for the money, but I never owed a
penny before in all my born days." She
sighed; then her face lighted up. "Doc¬
tor Simpson is a good doctor," she ac¬
knowledged, "but it was you that cured
me. . . . Queer things happen some¬
times when folks are real sick. That'
night when they'd about given me up,
you weren't here—but it seemed as if I
was with you just the same, there in
New York. It was a Saturday night,
just about dark, a little later'n this. It
seemed as if I was in a great, beautiful
room—and you were there, dressed dif¬
ferent from what I'd ever seen you.
And right in the middle of that room
was a dreadful big pit with flames com¬
ing up out of it. I couldn't seem to save
you from the folks that was persuadin'
you. Then—then I started to pray, and
all the time you seemed to be getting
nearer and nearer to the flames. Then
I heard the Doctor's voice saying, 'She's
coming! Mary's coming home. We've
got a telegram from Horace Worth, and
he's bringing her home.' "

She stopped and looked at Mary quiz¬
zically. "Is there something wrong be¬
tween you and Horace, Mary?" she
asked.

"There isn't anything between us at
all, Mother," Mary answered.

"He has loved you since you were a
little girl," her mother declared. "Hor¬
ace is a good man," she went on, looking
up as Sadie came in to give seed to the
canary trilling in its cage. "All the
Worths have been steady and dependa¬
ble. He gets a good salary, too, and he's
smart," she added. Sadie poured out
the bird-seed slowly. "He used to come

often evenings, when you were away,"
Mrs. Horton continued to Mary, "an'
sit here and talk about you. He was
real kind—he took Sadie to Wednesday
evenin' prayer meeting most every
week."

"Yes," observed Sadie sorrowfully,
"we had an awful gay winter."

nOCTOR SIMPSON'S arrival
brought an end to Sadie's disserta¬

tion on the worth of the Worths. The
Doctor was still a young man—not
much over thirty; but lines of character
had already been drawn in his face, and
his gravity seemed meant for an older
man.

He maneuvered to get Sadie and Mrs.
Horton in the dining-room so that he
might be alone with Mary. His grave
face radiated kindliness and goodness.

"Mary," he" said, "I don't want your
mother to worry, and I don't want you
to worry. She must have no excitement,
no grief, no worry; and don't let her
try to do too much. And don't worry
about my bill. I am alone in the world,
and I am a rich man for a town like this.
Your mother's a lot to me, Mary, and
I've got to save her. It's up to us."

"There isn't anything I wouldn't do
for her," Mary assured him, her eyes
glistening. . . . "Do you think it is
right for me to marry Horace Worth *
for her sake—when I can't love him?
Have I a right to marry him when I
don't love him ?"

"Horace is a good fellow," said the
Doctor slowly. "Your mother's my pa¬
tient ; I'd like to sacrifice anybody for
her, but I can't tell you to marry Horace
Worth. . . . You'll have to decide
for yourself." He started for the din¬
ing-room, and then turned back to her,
speaking almost shyly: "Did any of
those people you met in New York
speak about—mention having seen—
Hilda Newton?" he asked.

"I met her, Doctor. I saw her—"
Sadie's entrance broke off Mary's an¬
swer. With a ghostly smile, the Doctor
went in to Mrs. Horton.

"He's the best man in the world,"
Mary said, looking after him.

"I suppose so," agreed the house-girl.
"But that aint sayin' much."
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TN the distance they could hear a
great touring-car droning down the

road. There was a crunch of brakes as

it came to a stop; almost in an instant
Polly, motor-veiled and dusty, had
Mary in her arms and was calling to
Hilda to hasten. Hilda entered in a

cold fury.
"He made me come—Willie did!" she

stormed, white from anger. "He told
me we were to tour to Boston, and he
brought me here to my own town where
everybody knows me. He's a fiend—"

"You flatter yourself," corrected
Polly calmly. "He did it to make a hit
with Bob Merrick. He didn't care about
you."

Whereupon the berated Willie wad¬
dled in with an open-mouthed grin that
was supposed to be of cordial greeting.
Joe followed him, and then came Mer¬
rick.

Hilda screamed imprecations at Wil¬
lie and implored him to take her away.

"What do you care for a bunch of
rubes ?" he growled.

Mrs. Horton bustled in upon the
group. When she caught sight of Hilda,
her face hardened; she drew herself up
coldly and looked quickly and anxiously
at Mary. Polly came to the rescue.

"We knew how surprised you'd be,"
she giggled, girlishly. "We have been
touring to Boston, and Hilda couldn't
resist the temptation to stop at her old
home. She did so want her old friends
to meet her—her husband." She smiled
blandly at Willie Morgan. He straight¬
ened up with surprise and anger, but
said nothing.

Mary's mother greeted Hilda with a
beaming face; and Polly introduced the
supine Joe as her husband. She ex¬
plained that they had met Mary in New
York while she was looking for work,
and had just dropped in to see how she
was getting on. Mrs. Horton bubbled
with pleasure, ordered them all to stay
for supper, and bustled Polly and Hilda
out into the kitchen with her. Mary
and Merrick were left alone in the par¬
lor.

"I think you are the greatest coward
I have ever known," Mary said to Mer¬
rick. "Because some woman hurt you,
you claim the right to believe all women

As the shr

worthless; because one woman was un-

worthy of your trust you dare to say
that there is no faith left in the world.
I think that of all the miserable, sinful
weakness that I saw in New York, your
weakness is the worst—worse than mine
might have been, except for the miracle
that saved me. My eyes, at least, were
blinded; yours are open. I had small
choice; you have the' world to choose
from—and you choose to be an idler.
These others are animals who obey their
instincts; you are a man, and when you
live as they live you are a thousand
times viler than they can ever be."

"But Mary," he protested, "at least I
wrong no one but myself."

"Are you sure of that?" she de¬
manded. "Let me tell you something—
honestly! That night—do you think I
would have agreed to go out with the
others if you had not been there—be¬
cause I thought that the difference in
your manners meant a difference in
your heart? Yes, you warned me, but
how much of the warning was for my
own sake and how much to ease your
own conscience? Could I have trusted
you to save me from myself ? Could I ?"

"No."
"And Mr. Morgan told you that if

you came here and tried your best you
could take me back with you—-now
didn't he ?"

"Yes."
"And yet you wonder that the sight

of you is horrible to me! When I even
think of you I burn with shame—"

Polly walked in with a broad grin.
"Well," she said cheerfully, "I knew
you two people would be having a
lovely time." Bob turned and went out,
his face crimson. Polly looked at Mary.
"Does he win?" she asked. "Is it Cen¬
tral Park West and a new limousine, or
is it the straight and narrow ?"

"It's the straight and narrow, Polly."
"I had you right," Polly asserted tri¬

umphantly. "Now, your mother's wised
me up to what you're up against—
money!" She held out a roll of bills.
"Quick," she cautioned. "Go South
with that before the bunch butts in."

Mary put her hand affectionately on
Polly's shoulder. "It was sweet of you,
dear," she thanked the Dresden girl,
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A S wholesome as whole-wheat
bread, and vastly more

/ popular, is "Sinners," by
LmOwen Davis. The play,
/ also, is of as ancient and

A JL honorable lineage as any
Daughter of the Revolu¬

tion; and without any revolutionary
divergence from the good, old American
faith in the miracles performed by
Salvation Army and meeting-house
hymns and sentiments.

It is the story of Mary Horton, a country
girl alone in a great city, whither she has
come to win a way for herself and support for
her invalid mother. She fails to find work;
and the only one of the folks from Great Falls,
back home, who helps her is Hilda Newton,
scorned and stoned for her "shameful" life by
the elders and juniors of Great Falls. Hilda
takes Mary in, but protects her from the men
she herself associates with. Then Mary reaches
the end of her rope, completely beaten; Bob
Merrick, abetted by the libertine financier,
Willie Morgan, offers to take her joy-riding. In
spite of Hilda, who is coerced to passive resist¬
ance by Willie, Mary consents to go. Just as
the party is starting, Horace Worth, lover of
Mary and one of the pious juniors of Great
Falls, gains admittance to Hilda's apartments.

Horace—(with contempt) Hilda Newton! (He
steps forward with sudden fury) What is Mary
Horton doing here with you?

Hilda—(bitterly) You haven't changed much,
since I used to know you, Horace. . . .

Horace—Mary was mad to work for a woman
like you. . . . Where is she?

Mary—(outside) Just a minute, please; I am sorry I
was so long.

Horace—Here! In your house? Here?
Mary—Did you think I was never coming. . . . (She

enters gaily—radiant in a beautiful evening gown borrowed
of Hilda—she stops short as she sees Horace, who stands
stunned at her appearance)

Horace—Mary!
Mary—Why are you here?
Horace—Good God! (He looks at her for a moment;

then turns toward the door)
440

A typical scene
in Hilda Newton's apartment.

Hilda—Willie! Wake up! Polly—This is
another year, Willie dear—we are looking for a

little more of your money.

Horace—You're not fit to go to her. ... I mean
that I won't let you go!
Hilda—You brute!

Bob Merrick—Wait a minute—Please! (Steps forward)

Charming Alice Brady, playing
t the role of Mary Horton, the

country girl who didn't succeed
in the city.

Mary—Wait—why did you come here?
Horace—I had a message—you wouldn't

care to hear it.
Mary—From home?
Horace—From Dr. Simpson . . .

Mary—(cries out in terror) Mother!
Horace—Is dying!
Mary—Oh!
Horace—'She asked for you—I offered to come. The

doctor said it was her only chance!
Mary—I will go—I won't be a minute! (She turns

toward the door)
Horace—(sternly) No!
Mary—What do you mean?

«
Jv

Mrs. Horton- -She's good! My daughter is good! She is
worthy of any man at all!

(BY PERMISSION OF OWEN DAVIS, COPYRIGHT HOLDER, AND WILLIAM A. BRADY. LTD.)
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A typical scene
in Hilda Newton's apartment.

Hilda—Willie! Wake up! Polly—This is
■I another year, Willie dear—we are looking {or a

little more of your money.

Horace—You're not fit to go to her.
that I won't let you go!
Hilda—You brute!

Bob Merrick—Wait a minute—Please! (Steps forward)

I mean

■ Charming Alice Brady, playing
the role of Mary Horton, the
country girl who didn't succeed

in the city.

Mary—Wait—why did you come here?
Horace—I had a message—you wouldn't

care to hear it.
Ma^y—From home?
Horace—From Dr. Simpson ... I
Mary—(cries out in terror) Mother!
Horace—Is dying!
Mary—Oh!
Horace—She asked for you—I offered to come. The 5

doctor said it was her only chance!
Mary—I will go—I won't be a minute! (She turns I

toward the door)
Horace—(sternly) No!
Mary—What do you mean?
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ton—but it is my earnest wish to per¬
suade your daughter to marry me."

For a moment there was deep silence;
then Merrick spoke to Mary:

"I am waiting for your answer,
Mary," he said simply. "I am asking
you very earnestly, very sincerely, to
marry me."

Every trace of color had left Mary's
face. She looked dazedly around at
the faces of the others before she an¬
swered. "I thank you very, very hum¬
bly for the honor you have done me,"
she uttered, colorlessly, "but I—I can¬
not accept your offer."

"I refuse to take that answer," said
Bob stoutly.

"I suppose you do not think," Mary
went on, her color rising, "that I appre¬
ciate your great kindness, your charity,
but I do—fully. I understand so clearly
that I have no hesitation in saying that
I should prefer the most bitter poverty,
the meanest drudgery, the deepest
depths of sin!"

"Mary!" her mother gasped, sway¬
ing unsteadily. Doctor Simpson sprang
to the little woman and led her into the
house.

I
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F anything happens to her we all
ought to be hung," Hilda sobbed.

_ Polly, Joe and Willie, sitting to¬
gether on the tree-seat in the little
yard, showed their uneasiness by their
silence. Horace stood aimlessly by the
gate. Mary was on the veranda gazing
in the open door, and Bob sat on the
step below her. Hilda, sitting to one
side of the steps, was weeping.

"Why don't you go?" demanded
Horace.

"We can't go," sobbed Hilda. "How
can we—until we know just how much
harm we have done?"

"Why didn't you stay where you
belonged?" Horace insisted. "Why
couldn't you let us alone?"

It was Mary, not Hilda, who an¬
swered him this time. She turned
from the door and faced him. "Their
coming here was wrong," she said, "but
it wasn't like what you did—you cow¬
ard!"

He drew back, then stepped forward
imploringly.

"Mary," he protested, "I did it for
your sake."

"You struck at me through my
mother," Mary burst out in white pas¬
sion. "You were angry with me and
to hurt me you wrung that poor wom¬
an's heart. We haven't much to be
proud of—any of us here—but not one
of us but you would have done a thing
like that. She may forgive you if you
haven't killed her, but I wont—never,
never!"

"Looks like Little Lord Fauntleroy
has stubbed his toe," rejoiced Polly
genially.

"I did my duty," said Worth. "Your
opinions matter nothing—"

"I s'pose not," retorted Polly, "but
it's a comfort to me—lettin' you know
them." She shook the sleeping Mor¬
gan by the arm. "Wake up, Willie,"
she commanded. "We're having cha¬
rades. We want you to pretend you're
a human being."

Sadie appeared in the doorway with
the word that Mrs. Horton was asking
for Mary. As Mary went inside,
Worth asked: "How is she?"

"I'm sorry to disappoint you, Hor¬
ace," the girl answered, "but she's a
lot better than you'd expect." Horace
was silenced for the moment.

Bob Merrick turned to Sadie with a
smile: "I'm not leaving with the oth¬
ers," he told her. "Isn't there some
sort of a hotel in this town? I don't
care how bad it is."

"Then you wont be disappointed,"
said Sadie, giving him the direction.
He nodded a good-by to the others:
"I'm not going back—to Broadway."

#

"lVfARY came out to the pump to fill
a pitcher while the others were

preparing to depart.
"I want you to forget all this, Mary,"

Horace pleaded, "and I want you to
give me your promise to marry me."

"Not so long as I live will I marry
you," Mary said.

"You're in love with Merrick," he
snarled. "I'm going to tell your mother
all about him. I don't care if she does
like him ; I'm going—"
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"You wont tell her anything at all."
A clear, ringing voice came from the
doorway. There, framed in the light,
stood Sadie. "If you do," she was say¬
ing, "I'm goin' to do some tellin' my¬
self. You've done all the harm you're
goin' to do around this place. If there's
any tellin' to be done, I'm the one to
do it. Your mother told you how good
he was to me," she said to Mary, "when
you was away, how he took me to
prayer meeting; but she didn't know
what he said to me on the way home.
She didn't know that I was fool enough
to think a lot of him for a while, and
to believe him when he said he loved
me. Shall I tell them all about it, Hor¬
ace?" she demanded.

But Horace had gone. Doctor
Simpson came in and directed Mary
to go to her mother; then he took Hilda,
in her auto' veil and cloak all ready to
depart, to one side.

"Mrs. Horton was unhappy about
you, Hilda," he said, "not about Mary.
Her faith in Mary never faltered.

. . . And I have promised Mrs. Hor¬
ton that you are not going back to New
York."

"Ned!"
"I am using the money that was left

to me by my uncle to build a Children's
Hospital a few miles from here. I am
going to find work for you there, good
work. That's going to be my life and
yours—to help those little ones. That
is your chance—not for happiness, per¬
haps, but for peace, for self-respect."

Willie called to Hilda, demanding
that she hurry. "She's not going back
with you," the Doctor tofd him quietly.

"Is that right?" Morgan growled.
"Yes, it's right," Hilda replied. "I

stay here."
"So-o-o—that's the game, is it?"

raged Morgan. "You throw me for a

country rube like that! Give up all
you've got—New York, money, clothes,
everything!"

"Everything!" she exclaimed fer¬
vently. "Oh, so gladly, so gratefully
—so humbly."

Polly called a forcedly cheerful
good-by.

"Polly!" There was a plea in Mary's
tone.

"Must you go—back to that?" Hilda
whispered.

"Sure," exclaimed Polly, easily.
"You're a couple of swell little pals,
all right," she went on, putting an arm
around each of the girls, "but I don't
kid myself. You're getting all the best
of it—but I'm on my way. Write?
No, I guess not, but don't you worry.
Just keep on looking and some morning
you 11 see the Parcel Post man coming
through that gate, and in his hand he'll
have a nice little box of new-laid eggs
—from a white hen. So long!"

She fluttered her veil; Joe threw in
the gear and the touring car rolled off.
Willie was fast asleep in the tonneau.

TV/T ARY was standing in the little
yard, alone, gazing into nothing¬

ness when Bob found her.
"I love you, Mary," he whispered.
"No," she cried.
"No matter what it was once," he

pleaded, "it is real love now. I want
you for my wife, Mary."

"That night in New York I lost my
self-respect," Mary said. "With that
between us, I could never, never trust
myself, or you. You must go. You—"

"Children!" Mary's mother stepped
lightly from the porch, and smiled on
them. "Mary," she said, "you must
choose to-night between pride and
love, and it's hard for me to let you
make a mistake. Why don't you two
talk it all out together—honestly, and
then decide? If you love him, then
nothing else matters. If you don't,
then he'd better go."

She flung them a smile over her
shoulder as she walked away.

Bob turned to Mary and whispered
her name. She turned and as if noth¬
ing else in the world mattered, wound
her arms around his neck and hid her
face against his shoulder.

Through the open door they could
have seen—if they had looked—the
Doctor bending over Hilda as she
played on the organ. Mrs. Horton's
voice floated out into the night as she
sang:

My soul at last a rest has found,
A rest that will not fail;
A sure and certain anchorage ground . . .
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A S wholesome as whole-wheat
bread, and vastly more

/ popular, is "Sinners," by
Owen Davis. The play,

/ also, is of as ancient and
JL jL. honorable lineage as any

Daughter of the Revolu¬
tion; and without any revolutionary
divergence from the good, old American
faith in the miracles performed by
Salvation Army and meeting-house
hymns and sentiments.

It is the story of Mary Horton, a country
girl alone in a great city, whither she has
come to win a way for herself and support for
her invalid mother. She fails to find work;
and the only one of the folks from Great Falls,
back home, who helps her is Hilda Newton,
scorned and stoned for her "shameful" life by
the elders and juniors of Great Falls. Hilda
takes Mary in, but protects her from the men
she herself associates with. Then Mary reaches
the end of her rope, completely beaten; Bob
Merrick, abetted by the libertine financier,
Willie Morgan, offers to take her joy-riding. In
spite of Hilda, who is coerced to passive resist¬
ance by Willie, Mary consents to go. Just as
the party is starting, Horace Worth, lover of
Mary and one of the pious juniors of Great
Falls, gains admittance to Hilda's apartments.

Horace—(with contempt) Hilda Newton! (He
steps forward with sudden fury) What is Mary
Horton doing here with you?

Hilda—(bitterly) You haven't changed much,
since I used to know you, Horace. . . .

Horace—Mary was mad to work for a woman
like you. . . . Where is she?

Mary—(outside) Just a minute, please; I am sorry I
was so long.

Horace—Here! In your house? Here?
Mary—Did you think I was never coming. . . . (She

enters gaily—radiant in a beautiful evening gown borrowed
of Hilda—she stops short as she sees Horace, who stands
stunned at her appearance)

Horace—Mary!
Mary—Why are you here?
Horace—Good God! (He looks at her for a moment;

then turns toward the door)
440

A typical scene
in Hilda Newton's apartment.

Hilda—Willie! Wake up! Polly—This is
another year, Willie dear—we are looking for a

little more of your money.

Horace—You're not fit to go to her. ... I mean
that I won't let you go!
Hilda—You brute!

Bob Merrick—Wait a minute—Please! (Steps forward)

Charming Alice Brady, playing
, the role of Mary Horton, the

country girl who didn't succeed
in the city.

Mary—Wait—why did you come here?
Horace—I had a message—you wouldn't

care to hear it.
Mary—From home?
Horace—From Dr. Simpson . . .

Mary—(cries out in terror) Mother!
Horace—Is dying!
Mary—Oh!
Horace—She asked for you—I offered to come. The

doctor said it was her only chance!
Mary—I will go—I won't be a minute! {She turns

toward the door)
Horace—(sternly) No!
Mary—What do you mean?

Mrs. Horton—She's good! My daughter is good! She is
worthy of any man at all!

(BY PERMISSION OF OWEN DAVIS, COPYRIGHT HOLDER, AND WILLIAM A. BRADY. LTD.)
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ship of his profession in America,
were largely the work of Mrs.
Faversham, and I have said so more
than once, in this place and in my
newspaper critiques. I admit I
based that belief at first on hearsay;
but later I was ready to credit the
report from some personal knowl¬
edge. For one thing, during his
earlier career, before he married
Julie Opp, Mr. Faversham appeared
contented to "star" in a succession
of purely popular plays; he indicated
no artistic ambition; he seemed sat¬
isfied to be a highly-paid matinee
idol and nothing more. That im¬
pression was created by what he did,
not by any knowledge of what he
might aspire to in secret; but an ac¬
quaintance with Mrs. Faversham
convinced me that her brain was the
creative and compelling force be¬
hind his enterprise. She is an ex¬
traordinarily interesting woman; she
has insight, culture, tact, unflagging
energy and an ambition to do fine
things that is as boundless as it is
creditable. A letter from her—in¬
spired, I have no doubt, by my re¬
cent published praise of Mr. Faver-
sham's production of "The Hawk"
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HPT A typical scene
in Hilda Newton's apartment.

Hilda—Willie! Wake up! Polly—This is
another year, Willie dear—we are looking for a

little more of your money.

A S wholesome as whole-wheat
bread, and vastly more

/ popular, is "Sinners," by A
Owen Davis. The play, U

/ also, is of as ancient and fl
JL JL. honorable lineage as any H

Daughter of the Revolu- H
tion; and without any revolutionary
divergence from the good, old American ■
faith in the miracles performed by H
Salvation Army and meeting-house H
hymns and sentiments. V

It is the story of Mary Horton, a country
girl alone in a great city, whither she has
come to win a way for herself and support for
her invalid mother. She fails to find work; JkL
and the only one of the folks from Great Falls,
back home, who helps her is Hilda Newton,
scorned and stoned for her "shameful" life by
the elders and juniors of Great Falls. Hilda
takes Mary in, but protects her from the men
she herself associates with. Then Mary reaches
the end of her rope, completely beaten; Bob
Merrick, abetted by the libertine financier,
Willie Morgan, offers to take her joy-riding. In
spite of Hilda, who is coerced to passive resist¬
ance by Willie, Mary consents to go. Just as
the party is starting, Horace Worth, lover of
Mary and one of the pious juniors of Great
Falls, gains admittance to Hilda's apartments.

Horace—(with contempt) Hilda Newton! {He
steps forward with sudden fury) What is Mary
Horton doing here with you?

_ Hilda—(bitterly) You haven't changed much,
since I used to know you, Horace. . . .

Horace—Mary was mad to work for a woman
like you. . . . Where is she?

Mary—(outside) Just a minute, please; I am sorry I
was so long.

Horace—Here! In your house? Here?
Mary—Did you think I was never coming. . . . (She

enters gaily—radiant in a beautiful evening gown borrowed
of Hilda—she stops short as she sees Horace, who stands
stunned at her appearance)

Horace—Mary!
Mary—Why are you here?
Horace—Good God! {He looks at her for a moment;

then turns toward the door)
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Horace—You're not fit to go to her. ... I mean

that I won't let you go!
Hilda—You brute!

Bob Merrick—Wait a minute—Please! {Steps forward)

THF COAL THAT SATISFIES

Charming Alice Brady, playing
, the role of Mary Horton, the

country girl who didn't succeed
in the city.

Mary—Wait—why did you come here?
Horace—I had a message—you wouldn't

care to hear it.
Mary—From home?
Horace—From Dr. Simpson . . .

Mary—{cries out in terror) Mother!
Horace—Is dying!
Mary—Oh!
Horace—She asked for you—I offered to come. The

doctor said it was her only chance!
Mary—I will go—I won't be a minute! {She turns

toward the door)
Horace—{sternly) No!
Mary—What do you mean?

(BY PERMISSION OF OWEN DAVIS, COPYRIGHT HOLDER. AND WILLIAM A. BRADY.

Mrs. Horton—She's good! My daughter is
worthy of any man at all!
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Sinners

what you are,

Willie
Morgan
(Walter
Walker) calls
fate down upon
himself. He has
brought Hilda home
against her will, and
now she won't go back
to the city; his excitement
affects his heart. Joe (John
Cromwell)—Is he—is he all
in? Willie (Walter Walker)—
I'm all right. Doctor (Charles
Richman) — For the moment — yes.

knows better now— my folks is just
exactly as good as his is—if they don't say
so much about it! (she turns and exits)

Mary—(to Horace) Please go!
Horace—Mary! I!
Mary—You'd better go! [he exits. Mary

turns to the house as Hilda enters with her auto¬
mobile cloak and veil on)

Mary—sYou are going, Hilda?
Hilda—Yes—what else can I do?
Mary—I wish that I could help you, dear.
Hilda—I know, but you can't. I don't know

what I can do—I don't know if I can stand it any
more, but what else is there for me?

Doctor—(entering) Go to your mother, Mary.
(She turns toward him anxiously) No, she is
quite well, and strangely contented and happy.
But she wants you—and I must speak to Hilda.

Mary—(to Hilda) I'll see you for a moment
before you go. She's very unhappy, Doctor.
(She exits)

Doctor—Mrs. Horton was unhappy about
you, Hilda—not about Mary. Her faith
in her never faltered. It is a very
beautiful thing.

Hilda—Yes.
Doctor—I have promised Mrs.

Horton, Hilda, that you would not
go back to New York.

Hilda—Ned!
Doctor—I am using the money

that was left to me to build a
Children's Hospital, a few miles from
here. I am going to find work for
you there—good work. That's going
to be my life and yours, to help those
little ones. (Willie, Joe and Polly
enter)

Willie—Come on—this place has
got me going. Come on, Hilda.

Doctor—(quietly) She isn't going.
Willie—What's that?
Doctor—She remains here.
Willie—Kidding me! Come on,

Hilda.
Doctor—This is your chance—not

for happiness, perhaps, but for peace
—for self-respect.

Willie—What's all this?
Polly—What is it, Hilda?
Doctor—(firmly) She stays here.
Willie—(to Hilda) Is that right?
Hilda—Yes, I stay here.
Willie—(furious) So that's the

game, is it? You throw me, for a
country rube, like that!

Hilda—(slowly) I—stay—here!
Willie—Give up all you've got—

New York — Broadway — money —

clothes—everything
Hilda—Everything! Oh, so gladly,

so gratefully—so humbly!

Florence Nash as Polly Cary, the imperti¬
nent and self-sufficient, is another of the out¬

lawed Samaritans to help Mary.

Willie—He knows
don't he?

Hilda—Yes, he knows.
Willie—He knows I bought you?
Hilda—And he knows I paid!

Oh, how I paid! He knows! He
knows! But neither of you knows

the hatred
I've always

had in my
heart for you

—the self - con¬

tempt that burned
me at the very

thought of you. You
didn't know that, did

you? No! Men like you
never know it — you think

your money buys a woman's
love! It doesn't . . . Not I
alone, but half the women who
live as I have lived, keep their
hearts free, to hate the men they
smile on—as I hate you!

Willie—(to Doctor) You did
this! Damn you! (Willie's anger
ajfects his heart. When the Doctor

revives him his friends help him
away)

Bob makes one last appeal
to Mary before he goes

back to the city.
They are alone in
the yard in front of

(L the house.
Bob — I love

you, Mary.
Mary—No!
Bob—No matter

what it was once, it
is real love now. I want

you for my wife!
Mary—That night, in New

York—I—I lost my right to self-
respect. With that between.us,

I could never, never trust myself, or
you. You must go
Bob—If together we have learned to

know ourselves, to know our hearts—
what does all the rest matter?
Mary—You must go.

Mrs. Horton—(enters from the open door;
she has guessed the real truth about her

daughter and. Bob) Mary! (they turn to her)
Mary—Yes, mother!

Mrs. Horton—I've worried about you, and I
want to be brave enough to say something.

Mary—Yes, mother.
Mrs. Horton—(to Bob) We were talking about

something today—"fools' gold," about making sure
that the thing we choose is the thing we really want.

You must choose tonight, Mary, between pride and
love, and it's hard for me to let you make a mistake.

I gave you your life, but you've got to live it for
yourself—God makes it that way.

Mary—You don't understand how I feel.
Mrs. Horton—Maybe not—-all I want is to be sure that

you do. Why don't you two talk it all out together—
honestly—and then decide? If you love him, nothing else
matters—if you don't—then he'd better go. (she exits to
house)

Bob—(going to Mary) Mary! (she turns and puts her
arms about him, hiding her face upon his shoulder)

So the play ends to the strains of "Rock of
Ages." It is not the usual fare sought by the
satiated New Yorker, nor is it the sort of thing
the theater-of-ideas enthusiast affects, but it is
good, reliable material in a well-constructed play.
The people like it.

ThePlat/
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this girl is all right!

help me

Mary—You've got to let me go!
Bob—You are making a big mistake
Horace—(bitterly) All right!
Hilda—Straight, Horace—dead straight—so

God!
Horace—Look at her!
Hilda—My clothes—you've got to believe me.
Bob—Who are you to judge her?
Horace—(turns to him roughly) Who are you? A

man like you to fight her battles? What right have
you to speak for her?

Mary—No right at all! Nobody has any right—
no more than you have to keep me from her. I
don't say that I am fit to go—I don't say that I
haven't sinned in my heart—but I am going. You
can't stop me! You don't dare to do it—you don't
dare to face her without me—it would kill her to
think the things you think about me—but it wouldn't
kill her love—you know that! No matter what I am

—she loves me—I am all she's got
Hilda—She hasn't a dollar, Willie—and money

may help.
Willie—Here (He jerks a few bills out of his

pocketbook and holds them out—Horace steps for¬
ward and knocks them out of his hand)

Horace—She takes nothing from you—any
of you! (He turns on Mary) Put on a
decent dress—and be quick—I can't breathe
this air for long!

Mary—You'll take me to her?
Horace—Yes—I'll take you to her!
Mary's return saves her mother's life.

Suddenly into her quiet life at Great Falls
comes Hilda—brought by Willie against
her will. With them is Bob Merrick, and
Polly Cary and her lover, Joe Garfield.
When Bob is alone with her Mary turns
upon him.

Mary—Do you dare to tell me why
you are here?

Bob—To see you, because I have
thought of you every day, a hundred
times.

Mary—And didn't Mr. Morgan
tell you that if you came and
tried your best, that in the end
you'd take me back there with
you? Come—you are no liar—
didn't he?

Bob—Yes, I came to take you back.
Mary—And you wonder that the sight of you is horrible

to me! When I even think of you Iburn with shame— When I see
you— Oh—oh— (she drops into

a chair, hiding her face, as Bob
stands abashed and Polly enters
from the dining-room)

Polly — (looks at them,
then shuts the door) I justknew you two would be
having a lovely time;
where's Joe?

Bob—Putting a tire on
the car.

Polly—Poor dear! You
know he ain't strong! Run

out and help him, Mr. Mer¬
rick.

Bob—What for?
Polly—I know it ain't polite

to hint, but there's a lovely
sunset. (Bob looks at her for a

moment, then turns and exits) Say,Mary?
Mary—Yes.
Polly—Does he win?
Mary—Win? Bob?
Polly—Is it Central Park

West and a new limousine, orthe straight and narrow?
Mary—I am going to stay

\ here, Polly.
Polly—I had you right,

your mother's a dear old
party, Mary, an' she's so
tickled 'cause she thinks
Hilda's straight that she's
in there spilling all she

knows — she wised me to
what you're up against. You
can't run the car without
gas, kid. (she holds out her
hand, in which there is a
roll of bills) Quick! Go
South with that before the
bunch butts in.

Mary—Money?
Polly—Regular coin,

i Mary — But I can't
j, take your money.

Polly—Why not? I
took it! It's easy
money, kid. It's
boob coin! Give it
a chance to work
on the level.

Mary — No — I
can't take it. I've

$ • got to fight this out
for myself, (she puts her

Mrs. Horton (Emma Dunn) throws
her protecting arms about her
daughter as she repeats her belief

in her in spite of the city.

-• s'/ 7 2fc-. ,■

Bob I am waiting for Mary's answer! Horace (John Stokes)—Let her marry you! Bob—Yes—I advise you not to use that tone. I am worthy, and I am waiting for Mary's answer.
We want no more misunderstandings—no more chance for men like you to air their malice!
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FLORENCE NASH > ' 1,3 ;"
born with a genius for comedy, which she ■

exhibits well as Polly Cary in "Sinners"
,uV('rls%t"i:>-t" "Vr. '3 t»idu«: attention to i-he " letter :>i j
■•••on. {have mi sei.l the "spirit."

W 1 ".'r, 1iv that the p';. ■

selves as detectives, it was entirely unexpected, but
somehow the twist failed to thrill as it should have
done. Perhaps this was true because everybody was

j11 so tired with the efforts of the plot to drag its poor
self over so many acts, and when the audience thought

r the end had come, and it was time to divide its at¬
tention between the play and wraps—why, it was so

I thoughtless of the playwright to spring something un-
forseen upon it. The surprise should have been one.
It merely caused people to say very mildly, " Well,

{ I declare ! "
f Mr. Tellegen was certainly most tragic in his red
?' costume and the speech about republican marriage.

The devil himself could not have appeared more

startling than did he at the top of the stairs in the old
banquet hall.

I would like to know who convinced Mary Nash
that deathlike appearance was essential. She was
most badly advised as to her white face and black
clothes. And she seemed to be shrinking from every-

K body. In the first act she didn't look at all according
to our ideas of a crook's wife who had had the cour¬

age and good sense to escape from him.
Mr. Tellegen's admirers hope that he is not going

to permit himself to fall into a rut of
:> crook drama when he is so splendid in real

plays. Will we never be rid Of these tales
. of the gentleman thief?

hand on

; •JKk

It was

sweet of you,
dear.

Polly—I wish
you'd take it,
honest, I won't miss
it. I've thought of a
new one to spring

Mary—No! {Polly sighs
and puts money away) jgjCJm

Mrs. Horton, Mary's mother,
returns with the rest of her
chance guests. Much against
their wills she starts them sing¬
ing hymns, and then invites them
to Sunday supper. Horace appears
on the scene, and with the energy
of the self-righteous, warns Mrs.
Horton of the character of her daugh¬
ter's friends', he must save Mary's soul
even if he hurts her. Mrs. Horton's doctor,
an old lover of Hilda, has also arrived.

Mrs. Horton—Mary! My daughter! You
shan't hurt her! {she steps to Mary, throwing
her arms about her)

Doctor—Look out, Worth, I warn you!
Mrs. Horton can't stand a shock.

Horace—I'll save her from herself—
from these friends of hers, as they
dare to call themselves! From—
from men like that—{he points
to Bob) and women like this
woman here!

Mrs. Horton—Hilda! That
isn't fair! She is a married woman—
Mr. Morgan's wife!

Horace—His wife! So that is what they
told you

Mrs. Horton—It is the truth!
Horace—{to Willie Morgan) Speak then, ad- A

mit it! Say—if you dare—before these witnesses
that this woman is your wife—but before you Jk 1
speak I warn you—if you lie I'll make it known— Vti|
I'll publish it to the world. Is she—is she your
wife? {Willie, sulkily, turns away)

Mrs. Horton—{in horror) Hilda!
Horace—What do you or I care what she is—she is

beyond all saving—it's Mary—it's your own flesh and
blood that we must save. We've had enough of lies—let's
face the truth together. Shall I tell you how I found her
living in New York?

Mrs. Horton — Mary — Mary! {Mrs. Horton staggers,
clutching at her heart)

Doctor—Stop it, Horace—not a word more!
Horace—She wants to know the truth.
Mrs. Horton—Yes—yes—I want the truth!
Mary—Don't listen, mother!
Horace—I found her—not in poverty—the story of the

work, the sewing she had found to do was like all the rest—
all lies!

Mrs. Horton—You shan't speak so about my daughter!
She did work—three times she sent me money!

Horace—Where did she get it? Where? This gentleman
might know, perhaps, {he turns with a bitter sneer to Bob)
He was there—in that woman's house—when I found her.

Mary—Mother, listen to me!
Horace—Let him deny it if he can!
Bob—I don't deny it!
Mrs. Horton—My girl! Oh, Mary!
Bob—Mrs. Horton, it seems rather odd to discuss such

purely personal affairs in public, but all that this man says
is true, only in his narrow virtue he doesn't quite under¬
stand. He is right. Of late I have been an idler, a waster,
I agree with him—I am not worthy to become a mem-

After bet
homely

fashion,
Mrs. Horton

W searches out and
'ln<>s 'he worth in

Jlgfir Bob Merrick
jr (Norman Trevor), who

has come seeking her
daughter. Bob—I found

there was nobody to share my
money with. So I decided to go

p? in for pleasure—to buy it. Mrs.
Horton—I suppose you found plenty

for sale—the trouble with you, young man,
that you are hunting for something you

wouldn't know if you found it.

White. -V

Emma Dunn as Mrs. Horton, and Alice Brady
as her daughter, Mary, in an appealing scene

from "Sinners"

move'heaven and earth for its sweet sound. There
were refreshments in plenty served in the big recep¬
tion rooms outside, and the people gathered there
were like the guests at an afternoon reception.

" I must be dreaming," I said. " Can this be
Broadway? "

" Oh, yes, it is Broadway," a Metropolitan habitue
replied, " but it's not the Broadway that nine-tenths
of the theatergoers know. This is 'Broadway, the
beautiful."

.Tust then I caught sight of Stanley Olmsted, that
brilliant writer, who, I believe, knows every note
Wagner ever wrote. I feel sorry for the poor musician
in a Wagnerian score who might happen to touch a
false note, for no matter how deep he might be
hidden in a big orchestra Olmsted would detect it.

" Why," said Olmsted, " how did you happen to
come here, Madame Critic?"

He looked at me as though there must be some
mistake.

" I fancy I must seem a bit out of place," said I,
" when I might be at a farce, or a crook play, or a

•I sex play, or a melodrama, or a girly-girly play, or
ti vaudeville, or the pictures, or one of our latest
s j half-and-half, meaning half drama and half mov¬

ing pictures, or knitting socks for the poor Bel¬
gians."

" Think of what you are missing," said Olmsted.
" And think of what the people at those plays are
missing. Wouldn't they admire the gorgeousness of
the stage settings, the acting, the everything that
they don't know about if they only knew? "

Just then he turned to chat -with some friends all 4
of whom spoke German. Suddenly it dawned upon
me that everyone seemed to speak German except
myself. It was extraordinary. The majority of the
faces around me were American, too. It was a

dreamland, this Metropolitan.
When I speak of " Parsifal " I think Then, when the shaft of light fell on that final

only of the production of the Metropolitan tableau of Parsifal, the grail and the dove, I went
Opera House with its amazing perfection out into the battleship-gray of Broadway, where
of orchestra under Hertz, its wonderful the vulgar, monstrous signs glittered and glittered
staging, its splendid acting. Every man unt;i that exquisite picture seemed to be something
and woman with a wish for mental and t0 that could never have happened,
soulful musical and moral uplift owes it n rope
to himself to attend one performance of,■•.,rn,-i t<
" Parsifal " during his lifetime. i ve until

When invited to, join a box party at the
Metropolitan on New Year's day, I hon- f0;
estly expected to be bored. How could I
sit there for five hours with only a short,-, i (],,,
respite! I didn't know. To make matters
worse, several people informed me that I
must be mistaken about one clock being the
time for the rise of the curtain. " Why,
the thing begins at nine," one cheerfully , • ,

remarked, " and about one o'clock it stops ,

long enough to let you get a quick lunch." j , . : . .

Would you believe that those people are
well up on everything theatrical and mildly
operatic? But the name " Parsifal " was ,

to them like a sign with " Beware the dog "
on it.

The curtain rose promptly at one. There ;
was no postponement in order that the
rich might bestow themselves. They, .-f.oj
could be there or not as they chose. ___

The others, needless to say, were waiting for the
first note which would give them their money's value.

Such a hush as fell when the curtain rose and that
wonderful music came to our ears. At the end of
the first act two or three persons started to applaud,
hut they were quickly silenced. Fancy hearing ap¬
plause hissed, when in other Broadway places they

DURING one's playgoing lifetime there is boundto be a single performance which unceasingly
haunts the memory and which issues from its

niche of past events with a splendor of freshness
which makes it a joy forever. Plays come and go,
and are forgotten; but in that particular play every
detail stands forth as though it were yesterday it
had been acted. There are all sorts of labels for the
plays we have liked—" charming," " delightful,"
" magnificent," and so on down the list, but the play
of plays is none of this. We think of it with a
beautiful respect, and we speak of it in tones of rev¬
erence, for has it not separated itself from the merely
entertaining, the play with plot and the play without
plot?

Upon questioning a number of people as to the most
wonderful, the most enduring in memory play, the
majority of them agreed that "Everyman'
is its title. And, mind you, the people who
say this are not religiously inclined, al-.
though not unacquainted with the interior
of churches. There was something about
the old morality play that caused one to
make more good resolutions than on all .the •
New Year's days that had passed. " Every¬
man " exerted a powerful influence.

Then came " Parsifal."
Most people think of " Parsifal " as an

opera; but the wonderful thing about it is
you can take it any way you please. An
opera? Yes, but a tremendous play, too.
and one with all the seduction of the wicked
world set forth in a far more realistic and
attractive form than ever portrayed by any
Broadway version of " The Song of Songs,"
" Everywoman,"Experience," or any of
the other bids for lurid thrills.

no more chance for men like that to air their
malice. I am asking you very earnestly, very
sincerely to marry me.

. Mary—You found it strange to speak before
Sk them all, how much more strange do you think
.-a I find it to answer you! And I am very anx-

ious to answer you correctly. I thank you
very, very humbly for the honor you have

done me—that is right so far, isn't it? But I—
I can not accept your offer.

Bob—I refuse to take that answer.

Mary—I suppose you think that I do not
appreciate your great kindness, your charity, but
I do—fully! I understand so clearly that I have
no hesitation in saying that I should prefer the
most bitter poverty—the meanest drudgery, the
deepest depths of sin!

Mrs. Horton—Mary! {she clutches Mary's arm)
The shock almost kills Mrs. Horton, but she re¬

covers and sends for Horace to tell her more. But
Sadie, the family servant, intervenes.

Horace—Mrs. Horton wants me?
Sadie—Yes. {he looks for a moment at Mary, then

starts for steps)
Mary—Horace! Please! Please! don't tell her!
Horace—I shall not excite her, Mary—but I

shall tell her the truth, {he goes to the steps—
Sadie stands on the lower step in front of him)

k Sadie—You won't tell her anything at all!
{he puts his foot on the lower step) No, you

I won't! If you do, Horace, I'm going to do
W some tellin' myself!

Horace—She has sent for me, and
Sadie—You'd better not go. I know how hard

it is for you to keep from tellin' all you know
you've done all the harm you're ever going to do
around this place. If there's any tellin' to be
done, I'm the one to do it. ,

Mary—What do you mean?
Sadie—He knows—your mother told you about

how good he was to me while you were away,
takin' me to prayer meetin' Wednesday nights
but she didn't know what he said to me on the
way home! She didn't know that I was tool
enough to think a lot of him, for a while, and
to believe him when he said he loved me—but I
did believe him till that last night—shall 1 tell
'em about that, Horace?

Horace—I—I——
Sadie—I won't tell, unless you make me.

I ain't proud of it—and I'm ashamed I ever
■ trusted you.
I Mary—Sadie!
1 Sadie—Don't worry! I guess I know how to

take care of myself—I felt bad for a little while,
but I got over it. He thought just because i

H was poor, and working out, that I'd forgotten5 all my people ever taught me—I guess n

I sincerely hope the piano in " The Song
of Songs " has learned to behave itself by
this time. On the opening night one of the
actors turned to the piano in order to give
us a little music. While still some feet
away, the instrument began to play, and
when the actor in question finished his bit
of stage business, the piano refused to
stop playing. It wasn't a player-piano,
either, but was played by someone behind
the scenes. The actor gave no signs of
discomfiture, but the comedy laugh, from
the audience was enough to make him
either forget what words he had to say or
else add stronger ones to them. Fort¬
unately, when the time came for Lily to
sing her Song of Songs the player behind
the scene was on the alert. It would have
been dreadful if he hadn't, for that moment
needed to be impressive. Strange, how
often a little thing of that sort will create
havoc in normal conditions.Unusual interest was attached to the opening of

" Secret Strings," chiefly on account of Lou-Tellegen,
the young man who fascinated us all in " Maria
Rosa " with his splendid acting and delicious foreign
accent, which didn't sound at all like any other
foreign accent to which we have become accustomed
on our stage. But then, Mr. Tellegen is an lionest-
to-the-scenery-real actor, and so much can't be said
about some of those who have the courage to assume
a role which demands that English be spoken not as
we speak it. While playing in " Maria Rosa " Mr.
Lou-Tellegen made such an impression on one of
our most distinguished actors that he enthusiastically
pronounced him the best actor he had seen on our
stage in twenty years. Perhaps it was because of
this charm in a romantic role that he elected to
apear in another romantic play, for any crook play
of the type of " Secret Strings " should be so classed.

Of Mr. Tellegen, it must be said that he did all re¬
quired of him with the ease and perfection of tech¬
nique of which he is master, but I must confess, I
was greatly disappointed that he had not secured a
more original sort of role. Gentlemen thieves who
flourish revolvers and coerce persecuted women for
the sake of a collection of jewels are no longer inter¬
esting to us. We know them all too well—almost
what they will say next. Of course, the grand sur¬
prise of " Secret Strings " was reserved for the very
end. When the count and countess revealed them-

Gertrude Dallas plays the 1
part of Hilda Newton
—stoned by the good folk
back home, she, however,
is the first to offer bread

when Mary needs it.

I They have added a line to the end of
\. " Outcast" which sets at rest all the dis-

("MT cussion by audiences and critics as to£ what was the best remedy for an unsatis-
: factory end. The original conclusion

caused Miriam to reject her lover's offer
afi of marriage which had been made in a

most perfunctory sort of manner. She
replied that she would accompany him to
South America, but she would not marry
him. At present, the playwright had
altered this objectionable situation by hav-

E VC Y< .!< ing the lover reply, "I'm going to marry
you just the same." Simple, isn't it. but
to the point, and it leaves Miriam's deter¬
mination overruled by the will of the
stronger sex. Then the audience goes home
perfectly sure that he will keep his word

R'. \ and the poor girl's devotion will be re- [■ * warded by the rite which she believed to
'dii be for good women, only, although I never

[he false could understand her reasoning in that
respect. That was the one false note in "Outcast."
The Miriam of the play would never be so incon¬
sistent as that—she was too plucky-

Madame Cbitic.

ber of your family, but it is my
earnest wish to persuade your daughter
to marry me.

Horace—Marry you?
Bob—{he faces Horace) Yes—and

I advise you not to use that tone.
Mrs. Horton—Mr. Merrick! You

frighten me—all of you—{she turns
to Horace) Why should you speak,
as you spoke to Mary? She's good!
My daughter is good! She is worthy
of any man at all!

Bob—Quite worthy. I am wait- I
ing for your answer, Mary. We
want no more misunderstanding—
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AFTER having seen " Sinners " there is no doubtin my mind that the New York man enjoys
watching a type labeled "New Yorker" who

is very rich and very bad and very bold, who main¬
tains two distinct establishments in order to secure

some little variety in his monotonous existence,
and who is too tired after office hours to do anything
but set a dizzy pace in restaurants, week-end auto¬
mobile rides, etc. There were two such characters
in " Sinners." One was a middle-aged fellow, and
the other much younger. Then there was a Fresh-
Air Man, played by Robert Edeson, who had been

j discarded by the woman he loved and therefore de-
| termined to follow the say life; he hadn't quite

started, if I remember correctly. He was perfectly
willing to take that joy ride provided he would be

! entertained, only he wanted Mary to know that his
i intentions were far from honorable

or suggestive of the Little Chuch
Around the Corner as a happy con¬
clusion. That much had living in
the fresh air accomplished for him.
Mary was a fresh-air girl too.

Couldn't you see the finish from
the start?

Well, to return to those sad dogs
—the gay New Yorkers. They were
truly a good-for-nothing pair, and
any of us could easily wonder why
their wives hadn't divorced them
long ago. As for the ladies with
whom they spent their not-dutiful
leisure, the play had not progressed
very far before we learned that they
were merely making use of the
money-spenders and were constantly
laughing in their sleeves. Those
rounders had no cause to laugh in
return. It was cold, hard cash from
morn till night, and they thought
they were getting a whole lot for
their money.

As I said before, these two men
were rich, and bad and bold, the
kind that would have warmed the
cockles of Billy Sunday's heart to
behold, for with them as examples,
he. could preach such a sermon as
never before and call us all worse-

forbidden words than he did recent¬
ly in that dear Philadelphia, where
the New Yorker's reputation is so
vile.

I hope Billy Sunday will see " Sin¬
ners " if. he comes to our town, but |
I have an idea that the New Yorker
as a bad man in a play and the
New Yorker as a cudgel in a Sun¬
day description will not be listed as
having been received with the same
amused reception.

I am quite sure that most of the New York men
at the opening of " Sinners " laughed until they were
hoarse over the pages from the daily lives of the
two bad men and when the close of the second act

1 found the entire party seated in the parlor of Mary's
mother in the little New Hampshire village, with
Polly at the organ playing a hymn, and everybody
singing something about " Christ Receiveth Sinful

j Men," take my word for it, the comedy was immense,I but the Playhouse was no place for a church-goer.
Just as with " Polygamy," the audience refused

to see anything pathetic in " Sinners." It was loud
comedy all through. At the effort to show that Mary
was a perfectly good girl, true to her country air,
and worthy of the Fresh-Air-Man who meant to go
the pace but didn't, somebody remarked audibly, " Oh,
bosh! This is one of those Sunday-school stories."
Mary's mother did spend a great deal of time in
defending her when Mary had been such a good girl
all along.

Really, the wickedness in the play was more than
counteracted by the goodness. There was Mary, who
didn't get any further than the putting on of a
glittering, expensive decollete evening gown, which
she changed immediately for the uniform of the poor
working girl when her admirer from the village ap¬
peared on the scene and refused to believe she still
could look her mother in the eyes. Then there was
Mary's mother, played as only Emma Dunn can play
a mother, gentle, saint-like—the kind of mother that
all of us picture as dying early because, as kind
friends would say at the funeral, " she was too good
for this world." Then there was the village admirer.
We were revengefully glad to discover in the last act
that underneath his hypocritical moral pose he was
as bad as the worst—at least the maid-of-all-work at
Mary's house intimated that he was. Last but not
least, there was the Doctor, played by Charles Rich-
man. It was a careful forethought on the part of
the stage manager that Mr. Richman was secured
for the role, for even he required all the self-posses¬
sion at his command to make the part seem plausible.
The Doctor was so good that the angels seemed to
be hovering about him. He kept his eyes constantly
on his little satchel full of medicines, and his voice
was so calmly restrained in low, sweet tones that we
wanted to throw something at him just to see if he
wouldn't change it. But he never forgot himself for
the moment.

When at last he and the girl he had loved met, we
thought there would be something exciting. But no,
he merely told Hilda that he would never love any¬
one else and gave her to understand that he had no
thoughts of marriage, but added that when she was
tired of the gay life, she would come to him and he
would care for her as he would a little child. He
mentioned something about her finding a position
in a new hospital in the vicinity; and, would you
believe it, Hilda was quite convinced that she should
avail herself of this last chance of the Doctor's for
a happy future.

As Polly, the wise child of the Great White Way,

Florence Nash won her audience as completely as
she did in " Within the Law." Polly was a refresh¬
ing type. No man could " put anything over on
her." She despised them all, even the one who was
at the time giving her all the money and jewelry
she demanded. At first we thought Polly was the
cutest and most mercenary little person we had ever
heard of, but she was saving money for a purpose
And what do you suppose that purpose was? Polly
had been surrounded by too many people all her life.
Her greatest wish was to be able to live alone. Ac¬
cordingly, she was piling up the money as fast as she
could, so that she could buy a little white house
with green grass and red roses and white chickens.
Then she intended to sit behind the palings and laugh
at the men who had helped her buy the place.
Clever idea of getting even, wasn't it? Oh, they had
nothing on Polly.

onngn

Marie Wainwright when she cajv
tured her public by her youth, love¬
liness and talent, she no doubt re¬
ceived the greatest impressions of
her career, and it is the suggestion
of the classic which lingers in her

§jg||| intonations. To me this only adds^ charm to her lines in the Clyde Fitch
play.

SSi when you
■ "WW— Blanche wd
, HL'- igjjS man, you w

PEARL WHITE AND ARNOLD DALY,

It has been some time since Robert Edeson looked
as young and as handsome as he did in " Sinners."
Somehow he had fallen into the habit of drawing
down the muscles of his face into a gloomy, set
expression as though the world were against him.
Then,' he used to clench his fists in forceful gestures
until we wished that he would ease up a' bit. Al¬
though his role in " Sinners" is far from lengthy
or strenuous, he played it so simply and gracefully
that I for one wondered what had come over him.
He seemed years younger, too, than in his last play
and could play a juvenile if he wanted to.

Someone has tried to compare " Sinners" with
" 'Way Down East." I must confess I can't see the
slightest resemblance between the two. " 'Way Down
East" was a serious play with its moments of
comedy, whereas " Sinners" is a comedy which re¬
fuses to be taken seriously.

■

What is this country coming to if the one-act
playwriters continue to feed us on treatises against
war? There was " Across the Border," which as a
play did not amount to anything, but as an argu- I
ment against fighting was very interesting to those
who believe we shouldn't bother about such useless
things as coast defenses, battleships, and fighting men. 1
But there are those who do believe in being pre¬
pared for home defense by means of arms instead Q How
of language, so that the appeal of such a play is
rather limited. And now Henrietta Crosman is ap¬
pearing in another, " Thou Shalt Not Kill."

I wish some author would come forward with an
act which would give the other side, and prepare
the youth of the land to realize their duty should
the necessity arise. Then, if we are left alone in
undisturbed peape with no one to question our in¬
terest in the Philippines, or our chaperonage of

Mexico, or any of the other things
. v-am - i - we may do, why, so much the better.

Miss Crosman in the, role of Ihe
mother is wonderfully sympathetic.
It seems a shame that vaudeville
should have this charming woman's

me I i services when there is such need for
her in the legitimate. I suppose the
right kind of play is the solution of
the problem.

There is Blanche Walsh, too. I
:

saw her in "The Woman in the
Case" at the Colonial last week.
She has never looked more beautiful,
nor acted better than at present.
Her splendid poise, her voice ges¬
tures are those of a finished act-
tress, one who has studied well, and
who commands attention by- her art

Someone asked me if I didn't
think that Miss Walsh employs a
slightly old-fashioned manner of
delivery? In reply I should say

"

that I would not call it old-fashioned,
><t of a d v,: it. merely shows the result of her

1 early association with the best
plays. In her first role, the Lady
Olivia in " Twelfth Night" with r

play.
When you listen to the voices of

alsh and Henrietta Cros-
onder why it is that on

the stage to-day there are so few
others worthy of comment. But
this is so. I should recognize the

voice of either of these two actresses, no matter where
I heard it. As the Witch in " The Garden of Para¬
dise," Miss Walsh spoke her lines in so impressive a

manner that peaple asked one another, " Who is
that?" and hurriedly consulted their programmes.

Madame Critic.
tmMNMM*. lea,

I NEVER would have believed it if I hadn't seen?and heard with my own eyes and-ears, but the]
truth is New England is at present furnishing usj

with the most daring of all sex plays in " The Children [
of Earth." It is one of those insidious themes whichI
develop into amazing proportions before one is aware.J

Those of us who have had Yankee ideas in regard toll
morals thoroughly instilled in us were correct!J
shocked when this play of simple locale went a fewj|
steps further than all the " Second Mrs. Tanquerays"
and the " Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmiths " and the rest of||
those startling adventuresses.

It wasn't fair of Miss Alice Brown to take such aJ
advantage of our faith that no maiden of New EngJl
land breeding could so far forget herself as to declare]!

her love for a married man in an ajy
orchard, or any other seductive atm
spheric spot any more than Plymouth
Rock could turn to mud. And the maid
in Miss Brown's play had counted enough
Summers to cause her to forget that
there might still be poetry in an apple
orchard or near a pine tree beside a
spring! " Impossible," protested not a
few innocently regardless of the fact that i

any night at any cafe will provide start¬
ling sex combinations in all ages and
conditions assorted to suit the fancy— i

old, young, single, married, rich, poor— I
what you will. Stir them up and you
will find material for enough plays to
keep the writers and managers busy till
the end of time. Only the stage setting
hasn't the charm of a pink and scented
apple orchard with its principals children
of earth. And there isn't a spring with
its stately pine. Instead, there's a bottle
and a bird and a palm tree in a corner.

It's merely a matter of taste and cus¬
tom. But, somehow, there is something
about the thought of the earth and apple
blooms, and the scent of the air that
should be far more potent than all the
appetizing odors of broiled live lobster.
Which do you prefer?

As I said before. Miss Brown took us

unprepared when she opened her play so

J -quietly with the discussion over the
clothes of a dead man. Then came the
spinster who had given up the man she
loved twenty-six years before to please
her father. And now she was waiting to
greet the former suitor and to marry him.
So far the Brown play promised to be
a perfectly good New England child and ,
there was absolutely nothing that sug¬
gested earth. It was chiefly hard dollars.
When we discovered a little later that
Phillip Hale (who was working for Mary
Ellen) and Mary Ellen loved one an¬
other we were horrified, for Phillip had a
wife. Surely there was some mistake.
Perhaps Phillip and the Portuguese
woman were not married at all. Maybe
they just pretended to be, so that Phillip
might be near his divinity. But, no, it
was too true,

then" was Miss Brown to continue her play
and bring it to a proper conclusion to the satisfac¬
tion of all persons on the stage and out front? Of
course. Mary Ellen would find that the wages of sin
if she did sin—which she did, still more to our
amazement—would show that the New England con¬
science was a terrible thing to reckon with. But,
would you believe it, Mary Ellen spent the night
wandering about in the woods near her lover's room,
and he boldly told her that he knew she was there
all the time—that he felt her presence. The two
determined to elope—the same old fashioned idea of
all when they " can't stand it any longer " at home.
But they had forgotten the Portuguese woman who,
by the way, was never called by her lawful title of
Mrs. Hale. Then came the most unexpected, most
astonishing part of all. Just when we had become
resigned to the idea that poor Mary Ellen's romance
with the husband of the Portuguese was at an end.
and the two went sorrowfully back to the old condi¬
tions. the Portuguese surprised them by doing a most
unwifely thing in proposing that they make them¬
selves happy under her chaperonage by remaining
right where they were.

Now, how's that for a menage a troist
Decidedly daring, I call it. How many wives

would do that? There have been self-sacrificing
women who pretended not to know of the existence
of the other woman, and there have been wives who
did not pretend not to know, but where are those
who suggest that all three live under the same rooi.
while wife number one does the housework just as
before. .

It's a rare thought and arouses one's curiosity a»
to how such an experiment would result. J-"e aCt
that wife number one and husband haven't loved one
another for years doesn't generally make such a so 11

tion feasible. And, would Mary Ellen's New Eng¬land conscience ever start to work when the Portu
guese woman served her with coffee and pie in the
morning and preserves at night? An apprehension
comes over me for Mary Ellen's future happiness
f ™ ?„.perTsT0I!s who found fau,t with Mary Ellenand Phillip Hale because at their age they dared -ive

vent_to_pentup romance and passion and so to give
the stage one of the most exquisite love scenes c»cl

recorded in the annals of the drama, must have some¬

thing radically wrong with their hearts. They didn't
censure "Years of Discretion," in which a widow
of fifty had her romance with a middle aged suitor.
Only, in " Years of Discretion " the pair got married
and settled down in the back yard, instead of taking
a trip around the world, as they had planned. Well,
Mary Ellen was going to settle down.

The widow in " Years of Discretion," who had
been prim and precise in New England all her life,
came to New York to have her fling amid the luxury
of society. She had had most of the romance taken
out of her by her mechanical way of living in Brook-
line, Mass., with a matter of fact husband and a
matter of fact son. The gay life was her setting for
her romance, and the apple orchard was Mary Ellen's.
Remember, also that Mary Ellen had never had a
chance to pour out all the feeling that had been in
her breast for twenty-six years. Why should it be
silly for two people of middle age to love one an¬
other with a springtime love, if they are capable
of it?

But everybody isn't so advanced in thought, or so
fortunate in having assistance from the injured third
a 3 to be able to not worry about possible scandal
and divorce. Mary Ellen waited twenty-six years
for the wrong man, but when she found the right
one, fate was certainly more than good to her.

Someone asked Miss Brown if such an arrange¬

ment could actually exist in New England and she
promptly replied that it could be done. So there! '

As Mary Ellen, Miss Effie Shannon gave one of
the most perfect characterizations I have ever seen.
At times her acting seemed inspired, and that is
what made Mary Ellen a beautiful, lovable nature
when she might have been so censured. How could
anyone think wrong of Mary Ellen as played by Miss
Shannon?

" Well, well, well," remarked one regular first-
nighter on the way out of the theater. " Revolu¬
tionary, is what I call it. Do you suppose Mary
Ellen and Hale really meant to stay right there, in¬
stead of taking a trip to Europe or some other
place? "

" Maternity " didn't create much of a ripple, did it?
It wasn't the fault of the press agent, and by no

possible means can anyone say it was. Usually when
an attraction fails to draw, the wielder of the pen,
perhaps, in order to be strictly up-to-date, I should
say the dictator-to-a-stenographer, becomes, figura¬

tively speaking, a goat, and is supposed

I to smile as he chews the cud of bittermelancholy and ruminates upon what
he did, and what he didn't do, and
what he should have done, as forcefully
expounded in plain terms by his em¬
ployer. But the press work for " Ma¬
ternity " should have caused a lot of
medals to be pinned to its author, for he
accomplished the difficult feat of pur¬
suing the same methods followed in land¬
ing " Damaged Goods." The public in¬
terest was thoroughly aroused but some¬
how the public itself failed to respond
to treatment. After the critics spread
the news that though the subject was
forbidden in polite circles, the play had
not shocked them in the slightest, hnd
that curiosity might be appeased by a

(private reading, that settled the fate of
" Maternity," of which so much had been
expected and which had caused so many
discussions among managers as to when,
by whom and where it would be pro¬
duced.

I heard several managers describe it
as a big play which would no doubt make
money. Then there were several actresses
who were pining to play in it and carry
a message to suffering womankind.

Well, it's all over now. Its appeal
iwas not of sufficient interest to merit
patronage. The daily papers have kept
us so fed up of late years on episodes
similar to those in the play that there
was no novelty about it. In " Damaged
Goods " one's curiosity and morals were
benefitted. Everyone was willing to listen
to the lesson taught, but the men are not
particularly interested in " Maternity "
as a play and lesson, and the women
don't care to shoulder the burden publicly
when they know as much as Brieux does
on the subject without going to the thea¬
ter to have it in lecture form.

The one big scene, when the drunken
husband drags his wife out of the room,
(failed to thrill because of a similar scene
which had set the town agog in " Bought
and Paid For." " Maternity " antedated
the Broadhurst play, but we saw the
latter first and so nobody evinced the

.^slightest surprise at the big scene in
"

Maternity which by rights should have been the
most shocking situation in New York the next
morning.

1 wonder what will be the next physical play-lecture
we will have? Surely those dramatists possessed with
the forward idea in advance thought are not going
to stop just yet. Madame Critic.
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With a grace not entirely natural to the fox trot, Joan Sawyer opened the ball at the first
Mr HERBl 'flight of the Fashion Fete, and, by way of^a Kurzman gown, added her encouragement

.... Miss OLIVE
to New York fashions

ridel to get together. With twenty-five
chartor members, the present Agents

vf and Managers' Theatrical Association was
ushered into the world and a general ineet-

... r>1 ing was called for the election of the first* Mm Ol officers. . Club rooi s were established.
Hustling officers, real work -and live meth-
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MARY NASH AS JEANNETTE AND LOU-TELLEGEN AS RENE, THE
EAGLE, IN THE NEW DETECTIVE PLAY, " SECRET STRINGS."



Booth
Theatre
FIRE NOTICE

Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to
your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANYBEGINNING TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 12, 1915.
Every Evening at 8:30. Wednesday and Saturday Afternoons at 2:30.

Gfrtrude Hayes, popular lejuL.ug
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CHILDREN OFgjjEARTH
ROSEMaRYA PLAY OF NEW ENGLAND,

By ALICE BROWN.
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THE PEOPLE OF THE PLAY,

.. Mis# EFFIE SHANNON

Mr. HERBERT KELCEY

Miss OLIVE WYNDHAM

Mr. A. E. ANSON

....Miss GILDA VARESI

MARY ELLEN BARSTOW

AARON BARSTOW, her brother....

ANITA BARSTOW, Aaron's daughter
PETER HALE

JANE HALE, Peters nrife

eaMs^OUHD

Mr. THEODOR VON ELTZ

.Mr. REGINALD BARLOW

Mr. CECIL YAPP

MRS. KATE JEPSON

ADAM HALE, Peter's cousin

NATHAN BUELL

UNCLE EPH GROUT

CYNTHIA COLEMAN ....

PEOPLE OF THE VILLAGE.

THE SCENES OF THE PLAY.

■Mary Ellen Barstow's Sitting Room. An Afternoon
(Six Minutes Wait)

-The Hale Farm. The Same Afternoon.
INTERMISSION FIFTEEN MINUTES

(See Note on Following Page)

urious art

-i >.*, —. j ^

ACT III.—Pine Tree Spring. Daybreak the Next Morning.
(Six Minutes Wait)

ACT IV.—The Barstow Sitting Room.

__ THE PLAY PRODUCED BY WINTHROP AMES.
S. A. Eliot, Jr., and Guthrie McCIintic, Stage Managers.

The Overture and Entr'acte Music composed for "Children of Earth'
by Elliott Schenck.

Scenes painted by Unitt & Wickes.
Costumes designed by Frances Willard Co.

NOTE—INTERMISSION AFTER ACT II.
During the fifteen minute INTERMISSION after Act|II., Coffee

will be served in the LOUNGE at Evening performance and Tea at
Afternoon performance. There will be no charges, and it is re.
quested that no fees be given to any attendant at the Booth Theatre-

'■ion and descriptive literature
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MISS EFFIE SHANNONWinthrop Ames has provided "Children of Earth" with a finely balanced cast. In the^picture are A. E. Anson, Effie
Shannon and Gilda Varesi, all of whom play prominent roles in the prize play

CHILDREN OF EARTH.



THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT
SEAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
DANCERS OF PANIC, WAl.K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

Evenings, 8.20. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, 2.20.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 1915.

FOR ELEVEN NIGHTS AND POUR MATINEES
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CHARLES FROHMAN
Presents

JOHN DREW
IN A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS, ENTITLED

ROSEMARY
"THAT'S FOR REMEMBRANCE"

By LOUIS N. PARKER and MURRAY CARSON.

SIR JASPER THORNDYKE ....JOHN DREW
PROFESSOR JOGRAM HUBERT DRUCE
CAPTAIN CRUICKSHANK, R, N HARRY HARWOOD
WILLIAM WESTWOOD FRANK M. THOMAS
GEORGE MINIFIE LEWIS EDGARD
ABRAHAM WALTER SODERLING
THE STILT WALKER FRED GOODWINS

DOROTHY CRUICKSHANK ALEXANDRA CARLISLE
MRS. CRUICKSHANK MRS. THOMAS WHIFFEN
MRS. MINIFIE MAY GALYER
PRISCILLA FRANCES LANDY

"A ■

ACT I.

HIGH-ROAD, EXTERIOR OF SIR JASPER THORNDYKE'S PARK,
(ENGLAND).

SIR JASPER MAKES A MISTAKE.

ACT II.

scene from act ii.

'he comes up smiling:

DINING-ROOM AT INGIE HALL.
SIR JASPER MAKES AMENDS.

iff 1

f

l'

ACT III.

UPPER ROOM IN MRS. MINIFIE'S COFFE-HOUSE, IN LONDON.
SIR JASPER FORGETS.

ACT IV.

SAME AS ACT III., BUT FIFTY YEARS HAVE ELAPSED.
SIR JASPER REMEMBERS.
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The Puzzle of
the Prize Play

WINNING TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS AND WINNING
THE PUBLIC'S FAVOR ARE
TWO DIFFERENT MATTERS

Efjie Skannon as

Mary Ellen Bar-
stO'lv, and A. E.
Anson as Peter
Hale, in"Children

of Earth."

Photograph
by White,
New York

Editor's Note: Mr. De Foe,
continuing his illuminating and instructive
series of articles for The Green Book Maga¬
zine, on "Why Plays Succeed''—critical analysesof the elements of good and of bad—has written an
exceptional treatise on Alice Brown's prise play, "Children of Earth," which,having won the Winthrop Ames ten-thousand-dollar prise over nearly two thou¬sand others, has, nevertheless, not won the play-going public's favor.The editors of The Green Book Magazine believe that this is an articlewhich every person interested in the theater will thoroughly enjoy.

1871 as the Italian composer's master¬
piece, the musical world received some¬

thing of a shock.
It had come to be generally accepted

as an axiom that an inspired work of
melodic art could not be coaxed into
being as the fulfillment of a prosaic

\tTt HEN the Khedive of Egypt,\X/ prior to the Franco-Prussian
War, commissioned GiuseppeVerdi to write an opera to celebrate

the completion of the Suez Canal, and
"Aida," with which he responded, was
acclaimed on its production at Cairo in
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CHARLE.S FROHMAN MANAGER

this theatre, under normal, conditions, with evert
■eat occupied, can be emptied in less than three minutes.
look around now, choose the nearest exit to your seat,
and in case of disturbance of any kind, to avoid the
dangers of panic, wahk (do not run) to that exit.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, 2.20.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 1915. the green book magazine
FOR ELEVEN NIGHTS AND FOUR MATINEES
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IN A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS, ENTITLED

"THAT'S FOR REMEMBRANCE"

By LOUIS N. PARKER and MURRAY CARSON.

SIR JASPER THORNDYKE
PROFESSOR JOGRAM
CAPTAIN CRUICKSHANK, R. N
WILLIAM WESTWOOD
GEORGE MINIFIE
ABRAHAM
THE STILT WALKER

DOROTHY CRUICKSHANK
. MRS. CRUICKSHANK

MRS. MINIFIE
PRISCILLA

JOHN DREW
HUBERT DRUCE

HARRY HARWOOD
FRANK M. THOMAS

LEWIS EDGARD

. . . WALTER SODERLING
FRED GOODWINS

. .ALEXANDRA CARLISLE
MRS. THOMAS WHIFFEN

MAY GALYER
FRANCES LANDY

HIGH-ROAD, EXTERIOR OF SIR JASPER THORNDYKE'S PARK.
(ENGLAND).

SIR JASPER MAKES A MISTAKE.
ACT II.

DINING-ROOM AT INGIE HALL.
SIR JASPER MAKES AMENDS.

UPPER ROOM IN MRS. MINIFIE'S COFFE-HOUSE, IN LONDON,
SIR JASPER FORGETS.

SAME AS ACT III., BUT FIFTY YEARS HAVE ELAPSED.
SIR JASPER REMEMBERS.
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Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, 2.20.
Evenings. 8.20.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 1915.
LEVEN NIGHTS AND FOUR MATINEES prize play

CHARLES FROHMAN
Presents

IN A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS, ENTITLED

"THAT'S FOR REMEMBRANCE"

By LOUIS N. PARKER and MURRAY CARSON
JOHN DREW

HUBERT DRUCE
HARRY HARWOOD

FRANK M. THOMAS
LEWIS EDGARD

. . . WALTER SODERLING
FRED GOODWINS

. . ALEXANDRA CARLISLE
MRS. THOMAS WHIFFEN

MAY GALYER
FRANCES LANDY

SIR JASPER THORNDYKE
PROFESSOR JOGRAM
CAPTAIN CRUICKSHANK, R. N
WILLIAM WESTWOOD
GEORGE MINIFIE
ABRAHAM
THE STILT WALKER

DOROTHY CRUICKSHANK
• MRS. CRUICKSHANK

MRS. MINIFIE
PRISCILLA

Photographs
by White,
New York Hjjie Shannon and Olive Wyndhi

ACT I.

HIGH-ROAD, EXTERIOR OF SIR JASPER THORNDYKE'S PARK.
(ENGLAND).

SIR JASPER MAKES A MISTAKE.
ACT II.

DINING-ROOM AT INGIE HALL.
SIR JASPER MAKES AMENDS.

I UPPER ROOM IN MRS. MINIFIE'S COFFE-HOUSE, IN LONDON
J SIR JASPER FORGETS.
► ACT IV.

SAME AS ACT III., BUT FIFTY YEARS HAVE ELAPSED^
I SIR JASPER REMEMBERS.
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THE PUZZLE OF THE PRIZE PLAY

ARV 12, 1915.

AND POUR MATINEES
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Mary Ellen has a neighbor who isdifferent from the other men withwhom her life has been cast. He isPeter Hale, a young farmer with agentle nature and a poet's love of treesand flowers, who is ambitious to buythe farm on which he lives and whichBuell owns. Hale has already beengiven an option on the property, butcrafty Nathan thinks he sees a way ofincreasing its value by making it a partof the Barstow estate. The new saleis being negotiated with Aaron when
Mary Ellen interferes. She will keepher promise to marry Buell only on one
condition—providing he will sell to herthe farm which she intends to helpPeter Hale to buy. Until now her onlyinterest in Peter has been that of pity,for he is married to a sullen Portuguesewho assists her in her housework andwhose drinking habits she keeps incheck by her influence. The bargainis sealed, not without reluctance onBuell's part, as the curtain falls.

The succeeding scene is at PeterHale's farm in the afternoon of the
same day. The pretty rural ceremonyof "blessing the trees" is in progress,and the children of the neighborhood
are gathered for the merry-making.Hale has heard of Mary Ellen's sacri¬fice and it has awakened his first reali¬zation that the bond of sympathy whichhas joined them is indeed the tie oflove. When he finds himself alone withher, he yields to the newly awakenedpassion and, under the blossoming ap¬ple trees, clasps her in his arms. A

new world, symbolized by the burstingvendure of spring, has suddenly openedbefore them. But they are not alonein it, for, unknown to both, the sullen,unresponsive Jane, the Portuguese, hassurprised them and then, true to her
stealthy nature, has crept away, leavingthem in ignorance of her intrusion.This entire act, especially the meetingof the lovers, is written with vividimagination, idyllic charm, poetic fer¬
vor that is genuine and deep, clearinsight into human nature and culmina-tive dramatic force.

Then comes the shadow of a por¬tending tragedy, preceded by incidentsof romantic loveliness. The picture has

now changed to the heart of a wood,beside a bubbling spring, in the mistyhalf-light of an early dawn. The con¬sciences of the lovers have been stifledby their newly realized affection. MaryEllen has rebelled against the Puritanimpulses of her nature. She and Peter,heedless of the bitter consequenceswhich others must suffer for their act,have resolved to steal away to some-distant place and begin the new life towhich they believe Fate has destinedthem. Their flight has already begun,and they have stopped beside the springin a moment of lovers' rhapsody.But their happiness is to be brief.When Mary Ellen looks into the spring,its reflection of her face reminds herthat she is no longer young. In theecstasy of her passion the years hadrolled back to her girlhood again. Andnow comes her cruel disillusionment inthe thought that those years have gone,never to return.
As Peter and Mary Ellen stand inclose embrace, distant sounds of sonicone coming through the woods areheard. The lovers conceal themselvesin the thicket, and presently Jane, thePortuguese woman, appears, followedby Uncle Eph, a half-witted nonoge-narian of the village, whose fantasticfigure' has moved through the previousscenes. Jane, it appears, has discov¬ered Peter's and Mary Ellen's flight,and has come to the woods to conquerher bitterness and grief alone.

In her agony, Jane pounds the tree-trunks with her clenched hands, andprays that she may die. Eph produces amurderous knife and tempts her to killherself. But Peter and Mary Ellen,watching from their place of conceal¬
ment, discover soon that the unfortu¬nate woman whom they have wrongedis made of sterner stuff. Graduallyshe regains possession of herself. Herlife has been regulated to simple duty.When she is about to leave, and the
wondering old Eph inquires where sheis going, she tells him she will returnto Mary Ellen's house to prepare thebreakfast and try to hide her husband'sand Mary Ellen's flight.

Jane's simple devotion to her humbleduty is not lost upon the lovers. They

CHARLES FROHMAN
Presents
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Produced by Frank Lamb
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CHARLES FROHMAN MANAGER

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, 2.20.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 1915.
FOR ELEVEN NIGHTS AND POUR MATINEES

THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE

CHARLES FROHMAN
Presents

IN A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS, ENTITLED

"THAT'S FOR REMEMBRANCE"

By LOUIS N. PARKER and MURRAY CARSON
JOHN DREW

HUBERT DRUCE
HARRY HARWOOD

FRANK M. THOMAS
LEWIS EDGARD

. . . WALTER SODERLING
FRED GOODWINS

. .ALEXANDRA CARLISLE
MRS. THOMAS WHIFFEN

MAY GALYER
FRANCES LANDY

SIR JASPER THORNDYKE
PROFESSOR JOG-RAM
CAPTAIN CRUICKSHANK, R. N
WILLIAM WESTWOOD
GEORGE MINIFIE
ABRAHAM
THE STILT WALKER

DOROTHY CRUICKSHANK
■ MRS. CRUICKSHANK

MRS. MINIFIE
PRISCILLA

ACT I.

HIGH-ROAD, EXTERIOR OF SIR JASPER THORNDYKE'S PARK,
(ENGLAND).

SIR JASPER MAKES A MISTAKE.
ACT It.

DINING-ROOM AT INGIE HALL.
SIR JASPER MAKES AMENDS.

I UPPER ROOM IN MRS. MINIFIE'S COFFE-HOUSE, IN LONDON
J SIR JASPER FORGETS.
> ACT IV.
►

\ SAME AS ACT III., BUT FIFTY YEARS HAVE ELAPSED.\ SIR JASPER REMEMBERS.

Produced by Frank Lamb.
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G a m b 1 i n g in Plays
THIS VENTURESOME BUSINESS OF

PRODUCING, DISCUSSED BY THE
PARENT OF "THE YELLOW JACKET"
AND "THE MISLEADING LADY"

By William Harris, Jr.

HE. average theatrical pro¬
ducer is a man who has a lot

u=====J| of money to lose—and loses it
most of the time.

It is with the fond hope of produc¬
ing a great success that a manager
launches each new play. He knows that
the odds are against any particular
vehicle's being a great success, but he
fervently hopes that his play may be
the lucky one in twenty. If it is, he pats
himself on the back and begins to think
a whole lot of his own judgment. But
the chances are, he will pocket his pride
with his losses, shelve the play and be¬
gin again, still hoping.

Here is how the "average" produc¬
ing manager "succeeds:"

Two hundred and fifty plays were
produced in New York alone, last year.
A very modest average of cost per play
is fifteen thousand dollars. I do not
mean that it costs that much simply to
stage a play. I mean that it will cost
even more than that sum to determine
whether a play is a success or a fail¬
ure. One item is a salary list of about
twenty-five hundred dollars a week.
The first weeks of out-of-town playing
represent, usually, a total loss, and for
the first two or three weeks in the city,
the play is trembling in the balance.
Receipts amount to practically nothing.
If the producer slips out from under
the average failure with a fifteen-thou¬
sand-dollar loss, he is lucky.

We shall disregard the very much
higher cost of musical comedy. Few
musical successes have been produced
under a cost of less than forty thousand

dollars. As a modest average, we shall
consider fifteen thousand dollars as one
of our factors in a simple little prob¬
lem in arithmetic.

Two hundred and fifty plays at fif¬
teen thousand dollars each, gives us a
total of $3,750,000. That is the capital
which was invested in New York in
new plays last season.

There were only fourteen plays that
were successes. The average return to
the producers could not have been more
than one hundred thousand dollars—a
total profit of $1,400,000.

From $3,750,000, money invested, let
us now deduct the $1,400,000, money
made. A loss in the theatrical business
in New York of $2,350,000!

Who lost the money? Not the fa¬
mous producers! It was the average
producer who thought he could hire
his work done and sit back and take
the credit. He does not present any
plays for your approval this year.

'T'HE ideal producer is a- man who
*■

. knows his business—not one angle
only, but every one of its many sides.
That is the difference between success
and failure in any business. This dis¬
tinction would be a joke if producers
who know their business thoroughly
could be counted on one's fingers.

Unfortunately, the digits left to a
one-armed man are more than sufficient
for the tally. Seldom in a generation
does a producer appear masterfully
possessed of all the varied abilities
necessary to his craft. When above the
theatrical horizon such a man does rise,

The stage section of Munsey's Magazine,
written by Matthew White, Jr., has been en¬
larged to include scene views as well as
portraits of players. In the January issue
nineteen pages are devoted to the theater,
and besides comment on new plays there are
interviews with Marie Tempest and Laura
Hope Crews, together with a vast amount
of information about other stage folk.

One hundred and eighty-one young ladies,
students at Hunter College, formerly the
Normal College of the City of New York,
will take part in the two performances of
"

Prunella." on the evenings of Jan. 25 and
26 in their chapel at Sixty-eighth Street
and Park Avenue.

Alice Warwick (Crolins) is at the Plaza
Sanitarium following an operation Nov. 23,
but is improving very niceiy under tne
careful attention of Dr. L. It. McCollom and
Miss M. E. Breen. Miss Warwick plans
to be back in vaudeville soon with a new
act.

Willard Mack has re-written the last act
of " So Much for So Much," placing its
locale in a road house on Long Island
where the real point of the play is visual¬
ized to show that the girl is unable to
cope with her employer and that she is not
equal to the situation which arises.

Charles Phillips, author and dramatist
of San Francisco was recently the re¬
cipient of a consignment of dictograph
records sent by Margaret Anglin. The
records contain a number of directions
given by Miss Anglin for the staging of
Phillips's play. 44 The Divine Friend," which
Miss Anglin will shortly produce.

Edwin Maxwell, who is well known as a
stock director and leading man, and who
has been playing Petrov Paviak in " The
Yellow Ticket" (Southern company), has
been engaged by A. H. Woods to succeed
Macey Harlam in the same, part with the
original company now in Boston.

Owing to a painful accident which oc¬
curred to Florence Reed recently, when
she had her hand injured by a cab door
closing upon it in Boston, her understudy,
Adeline O'Connor, played the leading role
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CONSTANCE MOLYNEAUX JOINS POLI
Miss Constance Molyneaux, late leading

woman in " Pilate's Daughter," in which
she played the title role, at the Century
Opera House, New York City, has been en¬
gaged by the Poli Stock company, of
Worcester, Mass., in which company she
opened in 44 The Blindness of Virtue," Jan.
11. Last year Miss Molyneaux was leading
woman in Chauncey Olcott's play,44 Shameen D'hu."

OLIVE WYNDHAM
who began her career as a waif in Annie Rus¬
sell's "Mice and Men" company, had a juve¬
nile part which was vaguely connected with
the plot in "Children of Earth, I >53

DALY'S NOW OFFER PICTURES
44 Yosemite," the play which reopened LDaly's Theater, has been withdrawn after OR i1

sixteen performances and the theater is now f-devoted to motion pictures and vaudeville
until Frank Keenan has brought to readi- |ness a play he now has in rehearsal. Mr. :
Keenan will appear daily in one of the tis
sketches which have made him popular in
vaudeville. This policy was announced Fri¬
day by Mr. Keenan in a short talk he made
at a matinee he and his company tendered
his professional associates. Following the k
premiere of the new production the manage- b
ment purposes to maintain a dramatic pol¬icy throughout the season.

'•'"ii u. owl re.' i1}.'! ' :npany for a
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GOSSIP

Bangor, Me., has three Keith theaters, or
will have when the Nash opens Jan. 28.

Harry Clarke will join the Winter Gar¬
den.

44 The Lilac Domino" passed its hun¬
dredth performance last week.

i Sylvia Jason, the young soubrette in
1:< "The Debutante," will be seen as the

Quaker Girl in pictures.
J. A. Osborne has passed his fiftieth week

as the Water Seller in " Omar, the Tent-
i maker."

Al. Cunningham and Harry E. Willard
i have been added to the cast of H. H.

Frazee's " So Much for So Much."
Eduard Waldmann will appear as the

Prussian Uhlan officer, " Horn," in David
i Belasco's production of 44 Marie Odile,"

opening Jan. 26 at the Belasco Theater.
The Arvine Players, under personal di¬

rection of Mr. Billy Barry, closed a four-
teen-week engagement at the Fulton, Lan-

j caster, Pa., Dec. 19.
Charles Hopkins has engaged Tully Mar-

\ shall to produce the Alfred Sutro comedy,
I " The Clever Ones," which will be seen'' shortly at the Punch and Judy Theater.

Eugenie Blair is playing the Vampire in
, " A Fool There Was" at the Lyceum,

Columbus. O. She also writes scenarios for
the moving pictures.

Eugene O'Brien has been engaged to play
the leading male part in the new Porter
Emerson Browne comedy which Charles
Frohman has secured for Ann Murdock.

Mrs. May De Sousa Haines, known on the
stage as May De Sousa, was granted a di¬
vorce from her husband, Eaton Arthur
Haines, in Chicago on Dec. 23.

Eric Blind has been engaged by Mr.
Granville Barker to play Theseus in his
forthcoming production of 44 Midsummer

i Night's Dream."
Sybilla Pope has signed to appear with

the Famous Players in a series of pictures.
She is now appearing with John Emerson
in 44 A Bachelor's Romance."

W. L. Zimmerman gave a New Year's
- ' party at his home, 77 Fifth Avenue, New

York city, in honor of Cyril Smith, of the
i Hazel Dawn company.

Ernest Anderson and Marjorie Burt, after
playing two weeks in Chicago, will leave

ifor their Western tour, opening in Milwau¬
kee.

Eleanor Miller, who recently closed a suc¬
cessful season in the Florence Reed role in

^ " rphe Typhoon," has been engaged for the
^ j leading role in 44 To-day."

Eleanor Sydney, who underwent a serious
f operation at the Polyclinic Hospital a few
0 weeks ago, is convalescing and able to see

ri her friends.
A Charles Coghlan, son of the well-known

cf ,, actress, Rose Coghlan, has been engaged by
"< Charles Hopkins for a part in 44 The Clever

is d< Ones."
Mm Paul Byron, who recently returned from
— a highly successful Australian season in

'• The Rosary," is now playing juvenile
/■>tt roles with the Gaiety Theater Musical Com-
j * edy company, San Francisco.Best i Tyler Brooke and Laura Hamilton have

"

been added to the Klaw and Erlanger revue.
Mary Grey has joined 44 The Bird of

• Paradise" as Diana. Miss Grey was last
season seen as Mary Turner in 44 Within the

- Law."
Elsie Ferguson and Leslie Faber are to

] appear at the benefit for the Actors' Fund
v j at the Century Theater Friday afternoon,! Jan. 29, in a new one-act play by Keble

' Howard, entitled 44 The Dramatist at
nave Home." Mr. Howard is a well-known Eng-
run : lish writer.
11; ' ^ The Members' Day at the Professional

Woman's League (formerly known as
Drama Day) was celebrated at the club-

'"t ' rooms on the afternoon of Jan. 4. The
nst guest of honor was Mrs. G. Vere Tyler, the

authoress, and a relative of President Tyler.
Owing to the sudden illness in Syracuse

of Florine Arnold, of 44 The Things That
Count" company, Louise Muldener showed

:

} her versatility by playing the part of Mrs.
Ilenneberry at short notice and without re-

" ! hearsal.
1;|.V Bent St. John, for twelve years general
■isco manager for the B. C. Whitney theatrical

enterprises, Detroit, has resigned and goes
, to San Francisco as assistant manager of
"

Fred. Thompson's Toyland Company, which
;V j is to be a feature of the Panama Ex

position. , 1

" CONSTANT LOVER " TO BE GIVEN
St. John Hankin's one-act comedy, 44 Con¬

stant Lover," will be seen at a special mat¬
inee on Dec. 15 at the Shubert Theater for
the benefit of the French Relief Fund. Vir¬
ginia Brooks, daughter of Joseph Brooks,
will make her first appearance on the Amer¬
ican stage in the playlet. She will be as¬
sisted by Leslie Faber.
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TO FOUND"MODERN STAGE"
Emmanuel Reicher Plans Organization to Pro¬duce Great and Unusual Plays

Herr Emmanuel Reicher, European actorand stage director, has completed arrange¬ments for the foundation of what is to beknown as " Modern Stage."The purpose of the new organization willbe to produce great and unusual playswhich are either unknown or little knownhere. They will be chosen from the dra¬matic repertoires of all nations.
One performance of each work is prom¬ised. Admission will be for subscribersonly. Five performances in all are an¬

nounced for the current season. Mr.Reicher is negotiating for a leading NewYork theater. He has already been assuredthe co-operation of prominent artists, amongthem Mary Shaw and Hedwig Reicher.
The plays which will be put into rehear¬sal for current production include " Elgar,"by Gerhart Hauptmann; " John GagrielBorkman," by Ibsen, and the last play byBjornstjerne Bjornson.
Mr. Reicher wishes to emphasize particu¬larly that his desire to stimulate the Amer¬ican playwright and to produce modernAmerican plays is one of the chief motivesof his enterprise. «
The " Modern Stage" has established

temporary offices at 55 West Eighty-sixthStreet. The date of the first performance,with the name of the theater, will be an¬
nounced from here within a few days.
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GAMBLING IN PLAYSTHE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE

we, in the business, watch him first
with envy and then with*delight.

Such a man is a master playwright.He is able to take the faint glimmer¬
ings of a golden success and to re¬

arrange them and weave them into a

perfect play. The only difference be¬
tween such a producer and the author
is in creative ability. Where the author
starts with nothing and evolves the
heart and soul of a play, the produc¬
ing manager often starts with little
more than the dead body, and gives to
it the breath of life. The producer must
be a master of every angle of the art
of playwriting.

He also must be somewhat of an in¬
terior decorator, and must be on speak¬
ing terms with a Scotch settle and a
Louis Seize chair. With hangings and
wall-paper and damask and rugs, he
must be intimately conversant. All this,
so that when the curtain falls and you
proceed to leave the theater, you may
not say: "Really, the play wasn't bad;
but did you see that installment-house
sofa in the Princess' boudoir?"

He must be an artist, so that you will
gasp with delight when the curtain rises
on a lovely picture. Colors, contrast¬
ing and harmonizing, must be to him
as the familiar playthings of his youth.tAnd to get from all of this knowledgethe most stunning effects, he must be
an amateur electrician.

It is not with the common tricks of
daylight and darkness that a producing
manager wins his laurels. Nor is it with
the pleasant changes of springtime and
winter and summer and fall that the
present-day producer labors for re¬
ward. The days are long past when pa¬
per snow falling before the lighted win¬
dows of Grace Church roused the au¬
dience to applause as it did in "The Old
Homestead!" To-day, the aspiring pro¬ducer deals in the strange psychologicaleffects to be gained by touching thefaces of his characters with varyingtransitions of light to lend added sig¬nificance to their words. Often a man¬

ager will labor for hours to secure the
perfect effect.

To the mastery of these crafts, he
must add a dabbler's proficiency in
scene-painting. Not that he ever will

find need to touch a brush; but, he
must know not only what scenic effects
he wishes, but how these effects may be
obtained. He himself must know in or¬
der to direct his employees how best
to achieve his designs. To the same de¬
gree, for the identical purpose, he needs
a first-hand knowledge of costumingand fashions. For the pathetic just-
gone-out-of-fashion dress, worn by the
sorrowing heroine, will sometimes
touch the women to pitying tears. It is
often a question which wins the trib¬
ute—the woman or the dress!

""PHEN the producing manager mustA be, at the same time that he is an
artistic creator, a good business man.
He must have such thorough knowledgeof the art of acting and the artists
available, that he is able to cast his
play with unerring suitability. Whilehe is casting his play, he must keep a
business man's eye on his bank ac¬
count. If he becomes so enthusiastic
over his art that he forgets his business,
he will not live to produce many plays.With the cost of living, the luxury ofactors has gone up.

Finally, the master producing-man-
ager must possess the ability of coordi¬
nation. He must be able to combine all
of these various crafts into a singleperfect stage-picture. • "

Each bit of scenery and all of the
properties must reflect each act as
though the story lived right there. The
chairs, the carpet, the hangings, the
wall-paper, every knick-knack left
about, must greet the eye with the pe¬culiar individuality of the character
whose home it is.

If there is a chance for a lovelystage-picture, that picture must shine
forth like a jewel. The lights must rise
and die with the seasons, the hours of
the day and the moods of the weather
and the play. Even the dresses of the
characters must fit the whole.

The actors, themselves, must be re¬
hearsed for weeks, with a single eyeto the picture's perfect whole. Theymust be taught to enter the scene and
to move about in it with characteristic
naturalness. They must be labored with
to speak their lines so that every word

CONSTANCE MOLYNEAUX JOINS POLI
1 Miss Constance Molyneaux, late leading? woman in "Pilate's Daughter," in which

I she played the title role, at the Century
j Opera House, New York City, has been en-; gaged by the Poli Stock company, of

Worcester, Mass., in which company she" opened in "The Blindness of Virtue," Jan.
11. Last year Miss Molyneaux was leading
woman in Chauncey Olcott's play,! 44 Shameen D'hu."

DALY'S NOW OFFER PICTURES
44 Yosemite," the play which reopenedDaly's Theater, has been withdrawn after

sixteen performances and the theater is now
devoted to motion pictures and vaudeville
until Frank Keenan has brought to readi¬
ness a play he now has in rehearsal. Mr.
Keenan will appear daily in one of the
sketches which have made him popular in
vaudeville. This policy was announced Fri¬
day by Mr. Keenan in a short talk he made
at a matinee he and his company tendered
his professional associates. Following thepremiere of the new production the manage¬
ment purposes to maintain a dramatic pol¬icy throughout the season.

. « "'ii jj. i»y;,i /'ivrlps, Lulu "in' ■ mpnny foi
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" CONSTANT LOVER " TO BE GIVEN
St. John Hankin's one-act comedy, " Con¬

stant Lover," will be seen at a special mat¬
inee on Dec. 15 at the Shubert Theater for
the benefit of the French Relief Fund. Vir¬
ginia Brooks, daughter of Joseph Brooks,will make her first appearance on the Amer¬
ican stage in the playlet. She will be as¬
sisted by Leslie Faber.
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THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE
ducer has acquired the deep and variedknowledge he applies to his business—
that, and the physical strength to bear
up under the strain of his work. For
he himself is the commanding generaland the directing brain of every activitythat goes to make up his success.

Some producing managers, the aver¬
age kind, believe that a man with a lotof money can hire the work done and
get the credit. They ask who is the best
stage director. Some one tells them "So-
and-So." Then they inquire how much
he is paid. When they are toM, theyoffer double the salary and get the man.But I never saw a stage director who
could be absolutely trusted to stage aplay without authoritative supervision.Nor is there any other branch of the
business in which any man can be trust¬ed to command alone. To secure a beau¬
tifully complete whole, the last author¬
ity must be one man. That man can be
only the producing manager himself.It is pathetic that anyone should be¬lieve he can hire this work done for
him. If there were men with such greatability, available, those men would notsell their services. They would producefor themselves.

It requires absolutely no brains tobuild a theater—or, rather, to have atheater built. Money only is needed,c.nd a vast amount of that.

This factor is a combination of the
ambitious architect, the real-estate
agent and the fatuous and vaingloriousseeker of fame, fortune and notoriety.Forty first-class theaters in NewYork City alone, and only a few first-class plays! If any evidence were
needed to prove that more than moneyis required to make a producer a suc¬
cess, this overplus of theaters furnishesthe evidence.

If there is an available site vacant,the real-estate agent scurries arounduntil he has secured a lessee. Blinded
by the thought of having a theater,bearing his own name, the producerfalls. One more theater is built.

When I have protested to temptingagents and architects that no more
theaters are needed, and have askedthem why they were anxious to add an¬
other, they have invariably replied:"Name one new theater in New York
that is not rented!"

I have been unable to think of one.
All the real-estate agent cares foris a lessee, because that is all that the

property demands.
He does not inquire if the theater is

making money. Why should he care,
so long as the rent is paid.

We Americans seem to be afflictedwith a peculiar form of business blind¬
ness—optimism! We seem never to be¬
hold the writing on the wall until the
crash comes. Then we start right in
again to build up to another crash.

The crash in the pleasant little pas¬time of theater-building would appearto be overdue!

January 20, 19*5

" CONSTANT LOVER " TO BE GIVEN
St. John Hankin's one-act comedy, " Con¬

stant Lover," will be seen at a special mat- -

inee on Dec. 15 at the Shubert Theater for
the benefit of the French Relief Fund. Vir¬
ginia Brooks, daughter of Joseph Brooks. •
will make her first appearance on the Amer- >

ican stage in the playlet. She will be as- i ;
sisted by Leslie Faber. » w lead in
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THIS brings me to another factor*■ which has entered the theatrical
field within the last few years, andwhich has made the game more of a
gamble than ever before.

i haven't time to taKe
> dangerous for you to

, alone," Mother call
:utg person sat down <

■\ thoughtfully.
SHE WAS NOT

IV/I AUDE ADAMS was asked recently to assist for an evening of amateur**■*■ theatricals which some well-known society women were planning."There was a very pretty little girl," said Miss Adams, "who was described tome as peculiarly fitted for a certain tableau. I talked with the mother and finishedby saying:
" 'I hope you will consent to let your little daughter take part. Everyone tellsme that she is a remarkably pretty child.'" 'Oh, yes, she is,' cried the mother, much pleased, but apparently feeling thata display of modesty would be in order. 'Yes, I must admit that Emily is rathergood-looking, but, Miss Adams, after all is said and done, she is not what onecould really call an Adonis.' "
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MISS TEMPEST IN DOUBLE BILL
" At the Barn " will be wtihdrawn at the I

Comedy Theater, Friday night, Dec. 18, and -
a double bill substituted, which will include i'
Miss Tempest's greatest success, " The Mar¬
riage of Kitty," and the first production in '
this country of Harold Chapin's one-act >■'
play, " The Dumb and the Blind." Mr.
Chapin's " Marriage of Columbine " was re-
cently presented at the Punch and Judy
Theater.

Miss Katherine Kaelred has been specially
engaged for the role of Madame de Semiano
in " The Marriage of Kitty."

NEW PLAY FOR MAY IRWIN I
Comedienne to Appear in "No. 13 Washington

Square," by Leroy Scott
May Irwin has accepted for immediate

jproduction "No. 13 Washington Square,"
a dramatization of the novel of the same
name by Leroy Scott. She will begin re¬
hearsals of the new play immediately after
her appearance next week at the Standard
Theater in " Widow by Proxy." In spite
of the great influx of foreign actors owing
to the war, Miss Irwin has engaged a sup¬
porting company that is " all-American."

ELTINGE TO PRODUCE "INGOMAR"
Julian Eltinge is to make an elaborate

production of " Ingomar " and act the role
i of Parthenia, either next season or the

season following. He promises that the
venture will be a novel one in many ways.

i The cast, for instance, will be made up en¬
tirely of male stars, although no one will'• be featured. A single performance only
will be the rule in each city visited. InI the duet scene between Parthenia and In-

i gomar in act four, a scene always omitted
by Julia Marlowe, a Grecian dance will be
introduced.

JKJ -A. Yb'L9'

ACCUSES MEGRUE OF PLAGIARISM
Alleging plagiarism against Roi Cooper

Megrue, author of 44 Under Cover," an ac¬
tion for an injunction and an accounting
was begun in the United States District
Court, Dec. 31, by Miss Ruby Danenbaum,
of Minneapolis, through Gustav Goodman. -
of 346 Broadway. It is claimed that Miss
Danenbaum, in February. 1009, obtained a
copyright for a play, entitled " Friend or I
Country," which dealt with the customs i
service, and that after its stock production L
in Minneapolis, it was submitted to the |j
American Play Company, of which Mr. i
Megrue was an officer.

CRANE WILBUR ON TOUR
lh Crane Wilbur, who for the past three

■' years has been leading man with the Pathe
Freres, and who is the hero in the famous
serial picture, 44 The Perils of Pauline," is
now touring New England at the head of
his own company. So popular is the film
star that he is meeting with crowded houses

! regularly.
Mr. Wilbur's tour is under the direction

of Charles F. Atkinson, 211 Tremont Street,
, Boston, who has surrounded him with a well
• .balanced company. All managers who se¬

cured this attraction consider themselves
fortunate in this disastrous season in hav¬
ing something that the public wants.

^ ypir^iwi

TO STAR MISS MEYERS
Flo Ziegfeld, Jr., Will Present Her in Musical

Comedy by the Smiths
Louise Meyers, a protegee of M. S. Ben-

tham, who scored in the Ziegfeld 44 Follies,"
is to be starred by Flo Ziegfeld, Jr., in the
Spring or Summer.

Miss Meyers will head a musical comedy
by Harry B. and Robert Smith. The pro¬
duction will be a novelty, in that the cast i
will number but twelve.

I DAUGHTER OF FRANCIS WILSON WEDS
Miss Adelaide Wilson, daughter of

Francis Wilson the comedian, was married
to Russell Adams Bliss, Nov. 29, in the
home of the bride's parents, 24 Gramercy
Park. After the ceremony, a reception to
800 guests was held.

FANNY WARD SUED BY ACTOR'S WIFE
Fanny Ward, the actress, who starred

last season in 44 Madam President," was
sued in the Supreme Court Dec. 14 for
.$100,000 damages for alienating the affec¬
tions of John Worcester Dean, her leading
man of the p$st few years. The plaintiff
is Mrs. Sarah Jennie Gertrude N. Dean, a
former actress under the name of Ruth
Langdon, whose last stage appearance was
in 14 The Earl and the Girl."

Mrs. Dean brought a suit against her
husband in Westchester County a year ago,
naming Miss Ward as co-respondent, but
shortly after the papers had been filed there
was a reconciliation and the suit was dis-

' continued. In her complaint Mrs. Dean
alleges that her husband's affections were
alienated during 1911. 1912, 1913 and
1914, because Miss Ward contrived to keep

, him constantly in her company.
: - inr snd

TULLY TO MARRY TORONTO GIRL I
Richard Walton Tully, author of 44 Omar, I

the Tentmaker," 44 The Bird of Paradise,"' ^
and other plays, and who recently divorced 1
Eleanor Gates, basing his action ijpon deser- ■

P

n I'Jieanor Vjates, uasiiig m» acuuu ucoci-
tion, is shortly to marry Miss Gladys C.
Hanna, of Toronto. Miss Hanna is the

j daughter of a clergyman.
"ARE YOU MY WIFE?" COMING

Following the production of 44 Secret
Strings" on Dec. 28, H. H. Frazee will
produce a new American farce called 44 Are
You My Wife" by Max Marcin and Roy
Atwell. The company is now being assem¬
bled and will begin rehearsals shortly after
.Tan. 1, under the direction of Edgar Mac-

1 Gregor. ■ : |
■ktt~ t~~* ajt A

WERBA AND LUESCHER BAN LIFTED
United States District Judge Hough on

Dec. 14 granted a discharge from bank¬
ruptcy to Werba and Luescher, the theat¬
rical producers at No. 1520 Broadway. The
schedule when filed showed liabilities of
$196,871 and assets of $158,184.
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HARVARD DRAMATIC CLUB
The Harvard Dramatic Club, assisted by !l

students from the New England Conser- n
vatory of Music, made its first New York
appearance on Dec. 29, when it presented at ||
the Garrick Theater 44 Peter, Peter, Pump- j
kin Eater," a four-act comedy by Miss Wini- j
fred Hawkridge of Radcliffe College.

Miss Hawkridge's play was chosen in a !
competition in which a large number of
Harvard and Radcliffe students partici- !
pated.

44 Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater " tells the
•j story of a New York newspaper man whose

I wife preferred the dances of the cabarets to1 the domesticities of the home. When a
(I friend visits him in his loneliness and de-
- scribes the allurements of farm life, he im¬

mediately discovers the means to end his
unhappiness.

He rents a farm in New Jersey which he
stocks with a cow and several hens. The
cow, unusued to newspaper men, throws a
fit, but the resourceful wife displays the
value of a cabaret training and cures it
with a cocktail. It does not take long for
the wife to forget the glamours of night
life in the city, and in end we see the couple
living in happiness and harmony.

J. W. D. Seymour was interesting as a

I restaurant proprietor with a philosophicmind. William Walker was the husband, i
Marion Feeley was the wife, Madeleine St. |

j Laurent was the cunning and vivaciousj daughter, and Day Manson was the youth¬
ful roue whose attentions to the wife pre- j
cipitated the migration to the farm. Others ;
who took more or less prominent parts were :
Henrietta Gilman Tighe, Margaret Gulesian, j
Edward Massey, G. B. Hebb, W. B. Beale,
and B. Williams.

The play was excellently staged under
the direction of Clayton D. Gilbert.

DEATH OF SIGNOR PERUGINI
John Chatterton, known on the stage as

Signor Perugini, died Dec. 4 at the Edwin
Forrest Home for Actors in Philadelphia.
He was fifty-nine years old.

Signor Perugini was born in New York
and made his first public performance in !
1874, having studied in Paris and in Italian
cities. After singing abroad he returned
to this country and joined the McCaull
Opera company. He remained with that f!
company several seasons and then appeared • '
in grand opera with Patti at the Metropoli¬
tan Opera House. Later he sang in the !
early light opera successes of the Casino,
one of his creations being Christopher '
Columbus in 44 1492." He was leading man
with Lillian Russell for several seasons and
finally became her third husband in Hoboken
in 1894. Four years later Signor Perugini
obtained a divorce in the New Jersey courts.
His last appearance in comic opera was in
1903 in 44 Erminie." Owing to throat trou¬
ble he retired from the stage, and for a i
number of years was engaged in the broker- '
age business in Wall Street. The stage,
however, still had a fascination for him
that he could not resist, and in 1912 he re- I
turned to play an important part in 44 The
Yellow Jacket." He was a member of the
Lambs Club.

t|urinrr sAr-nnd not * wYlHb'nT RhTtZ BEHfr

BURR McINTOSH WEDS
Marries Mrs. Jean Snowden Luther, of New

York, on Christmas Night
Burr Mcintosh, actor, author, photog- '

rapher. lecturer and publisher, and Mrs.
Jean Snowden Luther, of this city, were
married on Christmas night in the Congre¬
gational Church at Broadway' and Seventy-
sixth Street, by the Rev. Henry A. Stim- ■
son.

Mr. Mcintosh is known most widely as
an actor and a photographer. He was the
original Taffy in 44 Trilby," which was pro¬
duced in 1895. Before he went on the
stage he had been a clerk in a coal com-,
pany in. Pittsburgh. Pa., and a newspaper
reporter in Philadelphia. Since that time
he has been a war correspondent, has writ- g
ten plays and has traveled and lectured. •
He lives at the Waldorf-Astoria.

CECIL CUNNINGHAM WEDS
Cecil Cunningham, who has been playing

; a leading role in 44 Dancing Around," was
j married on Jan. 7 to Jean C. Havez, play¬wright, song writer and vaudeville director.

Miss Cunningham is a native of St. Louis,
and has been associated with the stage but

\ a few years. She played last season in
44 Oh, I Say."

MABEL WILBER.

Mabel Wilber (Mrs. Madison Corey), who
is now the prima donna of the stock com¬
pany at the Park Theater, St. Louis, has
won her way to the front on her merit, and,
of course, her beauty and pleasing personal¬
ity have helped some. She was born in

j Lockport, N. Y., Aug. 14, 1882—she is not
j afraid to tell the date—and was educated'

at the Sacred Heart Convent, Rochester.'
Her debut was made with the Kirwin Opera
company, in which she was the leading
comedienne, and she sang prima donna roles

in 1897-1902. In 1902-4 she sang in 44 The
Sultan of Sulu" ; she appeared in the
•4 Prince of Pilsen " in this country and in
London in 1904-5; was prima donna in
44 The Tourists" in 1905-6, and with De
Wolf Hopper in 1906-7. As Madame Yelba
she was in 44 The Songbirds," a musical
satire, in 1907-8 ; as Sonia in 44 The Merry
Widow" in 1908. She was married to
Madison Corey, general manager of Henry
W. Savage, at Spokane, Wash., Feb. 9, 1909. |
The Corey home is in New York City.

PAVLOWA AT THE CENTURY
Russian Dancer to Begin Four Weeks' Season at

Popular Opera House on Feb. 2
Mile. Anna Pavlowa, with her complete

'I corps of de ballet and orchestra, will begin
a four weeks' season of Russian dancing on I
Feb. 2 at the Century Opera House. A I

' repertoire of fourteen new ballets has been
arranged. In the company will be Mile. [
Plaskoveetzka, Alexandre Volinine, and [

! Ivan Clustine, who will give a new inter-j
! pretation to the social dances of the pres-1

ent day.

i York.

EQUITY ASSO'N PLANS EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY

Plan to Enrich Actors' Fund by Saving the Middlemen's
$100,000 Yearly Fees

MISS ANGLIN ACCEPTS
To Head Shakespearean Players in Tercenten¬

nial Festival—Salvini May Join Company
r As a result of negotiations begun in Jan¬

uary, Margaret Anglin has accepted an in-
1 vitation from Perclval Chubb in behalf of

the Pageant-Drama Association of St.
j Louis, to organize and head a special com-
! pany of Shakespearean players to appear

' in a festival to celebrate the Shakespear-
) ean Tri-Centenary of 1916. The first of

a series of performances will take place in
May in Forest Park, St. Louis. The nu¬
merous choruses, singers, dancers and hun¬
dreds of supernumeraries required will be
assembled locally in each of the cities in¬
cluded in the Tri-Centenary festival. Miss
Anglin will have her own individual Shake¬
spearean season a month prior to this. Her
productions will be from designs suggested I
by Charlotte Porter and will be executed J
by Livingston Piatt.

Miss Anglin has received several letters !
from Signor Gustavo Salvini, expressing a i
particular desire to be associated with her
on an American tour. She hopes to ar- I
range for his appearance. In this event he
will play Othello, a role in which he is con¬
sidered the equal of his father.

At a special session of the Actors' Equity
Association, held on Jan. 14, plans were
adopted to work in co-operation with the
Theatrical Managers' Association in an ef¬
fort to establish a central theatrical agency
where actors could be engaged by produc¬
ers, thus doing away with the large num¬
ber of agents who are now acting as
middlemen.

The agency will be conducted by either
the Actors' organization or the Managers'
Association, provided an equitable contract
can be agreed upon between actors and
managers. The profits from such an agency
will be turned over to the Actors' Fund of
America, which, the association declares,
would amount to more than $100,000 a
year.

In the following letter to Marc Klaw, pres¬
ident of the Managers' Association, signed
by the officers and council of the Actors'
Equity Association, the plan of the em¬
ployment agency is outlined:

Be it Resolved. That this association desires
to express its sincere appreciation of the con¬
tinued personal efforts of the various members
of your association to advance the interests of
The Actors' Fund, and realizing the financial
difficulties in which this Fund is now involved,
we respectfully submit the following as a pos¬
sible solution :

The United States census shows that over 30,-
000 persons in the United States are engaged in
the profession of acting. A very large percent¬
age of these secure engagements through employ¬
ment agencies.

We have learned that one agency alone in the
City of New York has over 15,000 names on its
books;

That the usual commissions paid is five (5) per
cent, of each week's salary up to ten weeks.

Figuring on an average salary of sixty-five
($65) dollars weekly, and an average employ¬
ment of five (5) weeks, it would appear that

the fees paid by one-quarter of the profession
annually amount to over $100,000.00.

We are also advised that this number of ac¬
tors is less than one-half of the total number
of persons who are engaged in the profession
" of acting, singing, music, dancing on the stage,
the management of theaters and other places
of amusement," who are entitled to the aid of
the Actors' Fund.

We are also advised that the support of this
Fund in the past has come almost entirely from
your personal efforts through benefit perform¬
ances, fairs, bequests, and the dues of about
1.500 men and women: 1.500 of a total of over
60,000 who are eligible to the Fund's charity!

We Therefore Propose. That The Actors' Fund
of America, or your association, organize a gen¬
eral theatrical employment agency, through
which all of the employes of your members will
be engaged, and which shall charge the usual
fees;

That this agency use and present, and that
members of your association, as managers, ac¬
cept a uniform and equitable form of contract:

And that the net profits of this agency shall
go to the Fund.

As an alternative, in case The Actors' Fund
of America, or The United Managers' Protec¬
tive Association, is unwilling to assume the bur¬
den of conducting the agency aforesaid, then the
Actors' Equity Association would undertake the
task, provided your body (The United Managers' I
Protective Association) would agree with ours
upon a uniform, minimum, equitable contract
such as we have already submitted to you for
acceptance or arbitration.

If either of these plans meets with the ap-1
proval of your association, the Actors' Equity I
Association stands ready to do all in its power
to increase the efficiency and profits of the 1
agency thus created.

Among the well-known members of the
association whose names are affixed to the
letter are Francis Wilson, Henry Miller,
George Arliss, Howard Kyle, Bruce McRae,
Wilton Lackaye, William Courtleigh, and
Robert Edeson. 1

"LADY LUXURY" HAS NEW LEAD
Florence Webber, who starred for two

years in 44 Naughty Marietta," has replaced
• Ina Claire in the title-role of 44 Lady Lux¬

ury." Miss Claire is filling a vaudeville
engagement. Other engagements for 44 Lady
Luxury" are Joseph Herbert and Donald

j MacDonald.
'J-?fiS2SlLCOSpajy^^bmted'^eiriooth §P

WRITER WEDS ACTRESS
Samuel Hopkins Adams, novelist and

magazine writer, and Jane Peyton, actress,
were married on March 11 at No. 4 West
Fortieth Street, the home of Miss Josephine
Wright Chapman, a friend of the bride.
This is Miss Peyton's fourth marriage.
Her first husband was Dr. Robert Curtis
Brown, of Milwaukee; her second. Arthur
C. (i. i Weld, musical director, who was
killed last Fall in an automobile accident,
and her third Guy Bates Post. The latter
marriage was annulled last February.

Mr. Adams is at present on the editorial
staff of the Tribune. He is a member of
the Players. It is Mr. Adams's second
marriage, his first wife having been Miss

i Elizabeth Noyes, of Charlestown, W. Va.

onally good in their resistive parts. jflKp
r>f Jan. 18, the cormanv was seen 1n mtlL.-I,

BANDBOX CLOSES SEASON
Theater Too Far from Rialto to Attract Public,

Director Wood Explains
The little Bandbox Theater in Fifty-

seventh Street, east of Third Avenue,
closed on Saturday night, Jan. 16. The
theater was housing Jerome K. Jerome's
44 Poor Little Thing," and though the play
received excellent notices,, the public was
not attracted in sufficient numbers to war¬
rant the continuance of the season.

44 It was due to a lack of support from
the public," said Douglas Wood, the direc¬
tor. 44 Artistically, it was a success, but
the people who go to theaters will not go
east of Third Avenue. We are trying to
get a Broadway theater for our company."

PRODUCED BV THE

CALIFORNIA MOTION
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BEATRIZ MICHELENA IN 44 MIGNON.

MISS CAHILL FILES PETITION
Marie Cahill has filed a voluntary peti¬

tion in bankruptcy, with liabilities $35,402
and assets listed at $23,827. Her action is
said to be due to the suits filed against
her husband. Daniel V. Arthur, as maker
of notes which she indorsed. Miss Cahill's
chief creditor is the Hudson Trust Com¬
pany for $10,000 on a note which she be¬
lieves she indorsed several years ago.

TO GIVE GREEK PLAYS
Barker to Give Outdoor Performances of Classic

Plays at Close of Present Season
Granville Barker and Lillah McCarthy

have announced their intention of present¬
ing in New York and elsewhere outdoor
performances of three Greek plays. The
season of classic dramas which includes

4

Iphegenia in Tauris," 44 Trojan Women," j
and 44 Alcestis," will begin at the close j
of their repertory - engagement at Wal-
lack's. i



TO REVIVE "THE CRITIC"
Sheridan's Burlesque of Theatrical Life to Open

Jan. 25 at the Princess
Beginning Jan. 25, the Princess Theater

will house a revival of Sheridan's burlesque
of theatrical life, " The Critic." The pro¬
duction is under the direction of the Shu-
berts, working in conjunction with B. Iden

J Payne. Mr. Payne acquired considerable
reputation as the organizer and director of

i 'I the Horniman Players in Manchester, Eng-
> land. And it was at their theater that he

]g| j first gave this production. Ho recently re¬
vived it with success at the Little Theater

I in Philadelphia.
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SEASON'S RECORD OF PRODUCTIONS

In Spite o( Adverse Conditions Ninely-lour Prodnctions Have g
Been Staged from June to Jan. 1—Sixteen

Reach 100 Performances '
was compiled and are still playing indefi-
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AMERICAN PLAYS FOR LONDON
Messrs. Grossmith and Laurillard", who at ' ;

present are the proprietors and managers
of "Peg o' My Heart" and "Potash and j, .
Perlmutter " in London, have completed ar- j;
rangements whereby they will take back
with them five plays which will be produced
in London under their management. The
plays in question are " On Trial," " Under ;
Cover " " The Dummy," " Potash and Perl- ■ .

mutter in Society," which is a sequel to
•• Potash and Perlmutter." and " The Song
of Songs " They have also contracted for |,
a new musical comedy production for which }
the music will be supplied by Frank Tours
and Jerome Kern.

,1 ;i n; ;'.v h smxr.

S^sV" Then^there afe Play^iJ
which as part of their method of presen¬
tation' certain features of motion pictures
have been utilized. In this group are The
Battle Cry," " The Silent Voice," and A
MiIXnddental to this tendency toward the

S,r0^\C^tain°menTSiong poplar ^London
and Paris, made its first appearance here
in the production of " Watch lour Step.

nlToy' select the players whose perform¬
ances stand out as particularly noteworthyi^ assuredly a difficult task, but no list
would be complete without the following
MSr Mcintosh, as Colonel Blossom, in
" Cordelia Blossom ; Mrs. Whiffen, as
Madame de Trevillac, in ' The Beautiful
Adventure " ; Laura Hope Crews, as Louise
Marshall, and Leo Ditrichstein as, Sascha
Taticheff in " The Phantom Rival ,
nald Sheffield, as " Bing " Wimborne and
Haidee Wright, as the Duchess of G lling-
ham, in " Evidence ; Kenneth S. Douglas
as Sam Thornhill, in A Pair of Silk
Stockings" : Margot Williams, as Frailty, Qet
in " Experience ; Elsie Ferguson, «

Oct.

HACKETT IN "MACBETH"
To Draw Upon Recent Legacy for Elaborate

Production of Tragedy
James K. Hackett, whose income is now

$1000 a week, has decided to produce
" Macbeth." To make the production elab¬orated in every detail, the actor will draw

I upon bis legacy from his late aunt, MinnieHP Trowbridge! Mr. Hackett has always
ij been ambitious to play Macbeth.

~;TT "j.. ••: Lukew are \)if i^ir ■mi.h— .

FROHMAN SIGNS GABY
Music Hall Artist to Appear in a London,

Revue by Sir James M. Barrie
Gaby Deslys, who has made frequent and

somewhat sensational appearances in Paris,
London and in this city, has been secured
by Charles Frohman for the leading part
in a new comedy revue by Sir James M.
Barrie. The entertainment goes on shortly
in London at the Duke of York's Theater. The
programme is said to be unusually novel as
revues go and thoroughly unconventional

I in design.

"ROLLING' STONES" AGAIN
Edgar Selwyn's latest play, " Rolling Ibtones. which has been entirely rewritten

since its early season presentation at At- Ilantic City, will be produced in ChicagoJan. 31, with a cast which includes Ernest 3Glendinning. Richard Sterling ITarrv C IBradley. Daniel Jarrett. Frances Ring' IBeatrice Ingram, and Claiborne Foster. ' |

HHH
In a season in which the number and im¬

portance of the disasters recorded are with¬
out a parallel in the history of the theater
in this country, it is encouraging to note
that, withal, a genuine spirit of optimism
prevails. At the conclusion of the last the¬
atrical year, in spite of the severe business
depression which had existed, producing
managers began- preparations for a season
which promised to be unusually active.
Then, with the suddenness of the proverbial
thunderbolt, the war cloud appeared on the
horizon, with the result that it spread chaos
and confusion and costliness upon the en¬
tire theatrical world.

Gradually there appeared a semblance of
order and producers, who first were

wholly disconcerted by the turn of events,
summoned fresh courage and resolved that
the war should make no appreciable change
in their plans. As a proof of their reso-

, lution and industry, ninety-four productions
j constitute the season's record up to Jan. 1,
j as against one hundred and thirteen last
\ year. This year's shortage can be explained

by
_ the absence of repertoire companies,

^ which last Fall, by the engagements of
Forbes-Robertson, Sothern and Marlowe,Cyril Maude, and Madame Aguglia, totaled
twenty-three productions.

Of the most disastrous events of the sea¬
son, concluded on the first of the year, the
failures of the Liebler Company and Har¬
rison Grey Fiske take prime importance.Both firms, noted for their artistic achieve¬
ments, blame the war with its consequent

| retrenchment on the part of the playgoing
public for their troubles. Failure, however,might have been averted for the Lieblers

i had they been able to cancel their contracts
for such expensive productions as " The
Garden of Paradise," " The Highway of
Life," and " Twelfth Night."

In such a hazardous season it is quitenatural that the producers should pin their
faith almost entirely upon the established
playwright. Perhaps in no other season
has the budding dramatist been so con¬
spicuously absent. And in the few in¬
stances in which he has been granted a
hearing he has not met with any unusualdegree of success. Of course, there are ex¬
ceptions in the cases of Roi Cooper Megrue,
author of " Under Cover " and co-author of" It Pays to Advertise"; Elmer Reizen-
stein, whose " On Trial " is one of the hits
of the season ; and Jean Webster, author of
the enormously successful " Daddy Long-Legs." Other initiates in the playwritingfraternity include Robert Housum with44 Sylvia Runs Away"; Parker A. Hord,
author of " A Mix-Up " ; Lawrence Rising,whose farce, " Apartment 12-K," was seen
early in the season ; Ethel Watts Mumford,author of " Just Herself " ; Joe Drum, who
wrote " Milady's Boudoir" ; George Ran-

| dolph Chester and Lillian Chester, whose
i " Cordelia Blossom" was an early season

presentation; E. H. Gould and Frances
Whitehouse, authors of " What It Means to
a Woman " ; and H. F. Rubenstein, a young-Englishman, whose first play, " Consequen¬ces,' obtained splendid notices.

, The most noticeable feature of the sea-
has^ been the tendency toward the
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MARGUERITE SKIRVIN.

throughout the East.Marguerite Skirvin, the new and attract¬
ive leading woman at Poli's Theater in
Hartford. Conn., has been intrusted with
the first presentation of " Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm," in stock without the
presence of Edith Taliaferro, the creator popularity is at its highest ebb.
of the character. Miss Taliaferro has ap- tired from the Famous Players' I
peared in this play as " guest star" pany to accept this engagement.

time it has been done without Miss Talia¬
ferro. Miss Skirvin is i
as leading woman in

, nn
The success of this piece has led other pro¬
ducers to plan similar attractions.

In the tabulation of ninety-four produc¬
tions. but three revivals are recorded, leav¬
ing a total of ninety-one new productions. my Kardos, and Cyril Keightley, us Rich-Last season twent.v-t.hree revivals took in " Tho Snna nf Snno-s " • Mar-

Miriam, in " Outcast" ; John Findlay, as
Saunders, in " The Only Girl"; David
Powell, as the Junior Lieutenant, in

\cross the Border"; Irene Fenwick, as

Last season twenty-three revivals took
place, which left but ninety new produc¬
tions. Therefore, it will be seen that, as
regards new productions, this season leads.: Surviving on this Jan. 1 were thirty-three
pieces, twenty-three by native authors and
ten by foreign. Last year but twenty-six
productions were on view. This activity
speaks volumes for the courage of Ameri¬
can producers in the face of adversity.

But one revival of the classic play was
seen, that of " Twelfth Night." The other
two revivals were plays of French origin,

1 "Diplomacy" and "Damaged Goods." By
native authors there were fifty-nine pieces;

' by others or by native adapters with for¬
eign material, thirty-four. In the Ameri-

rT,1 can column the most significant examples
are "Twin Beds." "On Trial." "Under
Cover," " It Pays to Advertise," " Daddy
Long-Legs," " The Law of the Land." "Mv

! Lady's Dress." " Kick In." " Chin-Chin,"
j " Life," " Experience," " The Only Girl,"
j " Polygamy," " Watch Your Step," " The

! Show Shop," and "Wars of the World," I
. while beside it appear " The Third Party," , :

"The Girl from Utah," " The High Cost of '
Loving," " The Beautiful Adventure," " In¬
nocent," " The Hawk," " Consequences,"
" The Phantom Rival," " Pygmalion,"
" Mr. Wu," " A Pair of Silk Stockings,"
" The Highway of Life," " Outcast," " The
Lilac Domino," " The Garden of Paradise,"
" The Song of Songs," " The Lie," and one
or two more.

Dramatizations stand well. There are

eleven, the most successful ones being " He
Comes Up Smiling," " Daddy Long-Legs, '
•"Twin Beds," "The Miracle Man." and
••JThe ^Sonff of .Songs.'' Comedies number
27; dramas, 19; musical pieces, 17;
melodramas, 1G; farces, 5; one-act plays,
9 ; and miscellaneous, 1.

Sixteen productions have given over one
hundred performances; 7 gave 75 and
over; 8 have reached 50 and over; 26
ranged between 25 and 50; 22 gave less
than 25 and more than 10 ; while the in¬
dividual records of fourteen more did not
reach the second decimal when the year
was over. All of the last named, however,
were not failures, but in many cases will
establish records, inasmuch as they were
not staged until shortly before the record

ard Laird, in " The Song of Songs " ; Mar-
jorie Rambeau, as Mary Brennan, in " So
Much for So Much " ; Mary Shaw, as Bath-
sheba Tanner, and Howard Kyle, as the
Prophet, in " Polygamy."

The record of performances herewith
will speak with reasonable accuracy.
June 1.—Ziegfeld's Follies (New Amster¬

dam), 112 times. Mus.
June 10.—Passing Show of 1914 (Winter

Garden), 151 times. Mus.
July 20.—Apartment 12-K (Maxine El¬

liott), 16 times. Farce.
Aug. 3.—The Third Party (Shubert and

Thirty-ninth Street), 106 times.
Farce.

Aug. 14.—Twin Beds (Fulton), 164 times.
Still running. Farce.

Aug. 18.—Sylvia Runs Away (Playhouse),
7 times. Com.

Aug. 19.—On Trial (Candler), 158 times.
Still running. Melo.

Aug. 20.—The Dancing Duchess (Casino),
4 times. Mus.

Aug. 21.—What Happened at 22 (Harris),
19 times. Mck

Vug.

Aug.

4—The fiirl from Utah (Knicker¬
bocker), 124 times. Mus.
;5.—High Cost of Loving (Republic
and Thirty-ninth Street), 114 times.

Vug. 2tt.—Under Cover (Cort), 151 times.
Still running. Melo. 1I7

Aug. 31.—Cordelia Blossom (Gaiety), 17
times. Com.

Sept. 5.—The Beautiful Adventure (Ly¬
ceum), 07 times. Com.

Sept 5—Wars of the World (Hippodrome),
201 times. Spectacle.

Sept. 7.—The Bludgeon (Maxine Elliotts),
8 times. Dr.
7. The Prodigal Husband (Em¬
pire), 48 times. Com.
7 Story of the Rosary (Manhat¬
tan Opera House), 48 times. Melo.
S It Pays to Advertise (Cohan),
136 times. Still running Farce.
9.—Innocent (Eltinge), 112 times.
Dr

Sopt 9.—-Miss Daisy (Shubert and Lyric),
29 times. Mus.

Sept i2.—A Modern Girl (Comedy), 1<
times. Com.

Sept. 14.—The Dragon's Claw (New Am-
sterdam), 8 tir^a

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept? 15.—The Elder Son ( Playhouse)T
times. Dr.

Sept. 16.—He Comes Up Smiling (Lib- ries
erty), 62 times. Com. frii

Sept. 21.—Pretty Mrs. Smith (Casino), 49 ,.u

times. Mus.
Sept. 21.—The Miracle Man (Aston), 89 >bri

times. Dr.
Sept. 25.—Tipping the Winner (Longacre),

5 times. Com.
Sept. 28.—The Hawk (Shubert and Maxine

Elliott's), 113 times. Still running.
Dr.

Sept. 28.—Daddy Long-Legs (Gaiety), 113
times. Still running. Com.

Sept. 30.—Law of the Land (Forty-eighth
Street), 110 times. Still running.
Melo.

Oct. 1.—Consequences (Comedy), 37 times.
Com.

Oct. 5.—The Money Makers (Booth), 17
times. Dr.

Oct. 5.—Heart of a Thief (Hudson), 8
times. Melo.

Oct. 6.—The Phantom Rival (Belasco),
103 times. Com.

Oct. 7.—Evidence (Lyric), 14 times. Melo.
Oct. 10.—My Lady's Dress (Playhouse),

59 times. Dr.
10.—Dancing Around (Winter Gar¬
den), 107 times. Still running.
Mus.

12.—Pygmalion (Park, Liberty, and
Wallack's), 67 times. Com.

Oct. 13.—Mr. Wu (Maxine Elliott's), 55
times. Melo.

Oct. 16.—Big Jim Garrity (New York), 28
times. Melo.

Oct. 17.—Forest of Happy Dreams (play¬
let) (Princess), 26 times.

Oct. 17.—Cat and the Cherub (playlet)
(Princess), 26 times.

Oct. 17.—The Goal (playlet) (Princess),
26 times.

Oct. 17.—-Little Face (playlet) (Princess),
26 times.

19.—Kick In (Longacre and Repub¬
lic), 88 times. Still running. Melo.

20.— (r) Diplomacy (Empire), 65
times. Dr.

20.—Chin-Chin (Globe), 87 times.
Still running. Mus.

20.—Pair of Silk Stockings (Little),
87 times. Still running. Com.

24.—Life (Manhattan Opera House),
SO times. Still running. Melo.

Oct. 26.—Highway of Life (Wallack's), 25
times. Dr.

Oct. 26.—The Salamander (Harris), 11
times. Com.

Oct. 27.—Experience (Booth), 79 times.
Still running. Dr.

Oct. 28.—The Lilac Domino (Forty-fourth
Street), 77 times. Still running.
Mus.

Oct. 28.—A Perfect Lady (Hudson), 14
times. Com.

29.—Milady's Boudoir (Garrick), 4
times. Com.

31.—The Battle Cry (Lyric), 18
times. Melo.
2.—Outcast (Lyceum), 71 times.
Still running. Dr.
2.—The Only Girl (Thirty-ninth
Street and Lyric), 72 times. Still
running. Mus.
2.—Papa's Darling (New Amster¬
dam), 42 times. Mus.

>v. 2.—Marie Tempest in Repertoire
(Comedy).

Mary Goes First, 33 times.
At the Barn, 16 times.
(r) Marriage of Kitty. 16 times.
The Dumb and the Blind (playlet), 16

times.
3.—Suzi (Casino and Shubert), 56
times. Mus.
6.—That Sort '(Harris), 28 times.
Dr.

10.—Marriage of Columbine (Punch
anl Judy), 32 times. Com.
16.—The Big Idea (Hudson), 25
times. Com.

21.—What It Means to a Woman
(Longacre), 10 times. Dr.
23.—Yosemite (Daly), 17 times.
Melo.

23.— (r) Twelfth Night (Liberty), 17
times. Com.

24.—The Denial (playlet) (Princess),
41 times.

24.—The Fog (playlet) (Princess),
41 times.

24.—Nettie (playlet) (Princess), 41
times.
24.—Across the Border (playlet) -

(Princess), 41 times.
26.—Heart of Paddy Whack (Grand

Opera House), 25 times. Com.
28.—The Garden of Paradise (Park),

11 times. Dr.

37 times. Still running. Dr.
—So Much for So Much (Longacre),
28 times. Melo.
—-(r) Damaged Goods (Hudson), 16
times. Dr.
.—The Debutante (Knickerbocker),
30 times. Still running. Mus.

Dec., 8.—Watch Your Step (New Amster¬
dam), 29 times. Still running.
Mus.

Dec. 14.—Driven (Empire), 25 times. Com.
Dec. 22.—Poor Little Thing (Bandbox), 11

times. Com.
Dec. 22.—The Song of Songs (Eltinge), 13

times. Still running. Dr.
Dec. 23.—Just Herself (Playhouse), 6

times. Com.
Dec. 24.—To-night's the Night (Shubert).

10 times. Still running. Mus.
Dec. 24.—The Lie (Harris), 10 times. Dr.
Dec. 25.—Hello, Broadway (Astor), 8

times. Still running. Mus.
Dec. 25.—Lady Luxury (Casino), 8 times.

Mus.
Dec. 28.—A Mix-Up (Thirty-ninth Street).

5 times. Still running. Farce.
Dec. 29.—-The Silent Voice (Liberty), 4

times. Still running. Dr.
| Dec. 30.—Secret Strings (Longacre), 2

times. Melo.
!: Dec. 31.—The Show Shop (Hudson), 1

time. Still running. Com.

Je been
I "A CHARMING FELLOW," THE TITLE

Rehearsals have begun of " A Charming
i Fellow," a three-act farce by Paul Frank'

and Siegfried Geyer, in which Lou-Tellegen
1 is to appear. The American rights of the
I piece were secured by Lee Shubert during

; his annual play-seeking quest abroad last
Spring. As " Ein Reizender Mensch " it
proved the biggest success of the 1913-14
season in Vienna, where it ran for nine
months continuously.
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BENTiJLarur r-pperfecl : • "6Y
"QUEEN OF THE ROSES" DEATH OF GEORGE B. FROTHINGHAM

In Andreas Dippers next production, ' George B. Frothingliam, who for nearly"The Queen of the Roses," the syncopated thirty years has been known to theater- ,and special numbers will be written bv goers throughout the countrq as Friar TuckL. Wolfe Gilbert and Malvin Franklin. in " Robin Hood," died at Burlington, Vt., 1The industrious Smith Brothers—Harry b! -i on Jan. 19 of heart disease. He was
xue iuuusliiuus csmirn jtsrotners—Jbiarry B.and Robert B.—have supplied the book of seventy-five years old, and had been on thethe piece. Messrs. Gilbert and Franklin stage for nearly sixty years. After appear-
rurnished the incidental music for the Nice i ■< in minstrel organizations he joined theCarnival scenes in " The Lilac Domino." . Boston Ideals, which later became the Bos-

ong to rrre—wmie ' tonians. "Robin Hood" was the most
, popular operetta in the company's reper-

i-ifT t-o nrTiTiAM toire. When the organization disbanded inrlLLo rllllllUiN nrii 1904, Mr. Frothingham continued to play
,T • r tir:fu u110Lanj ua. Friar Tuck, with revivals of " Robin Hood "Henrietta Crosman, with Husband, Maur e in variOUS parts of the country. The lastCampbell, in Bankruptcy | time he appeared in the role in New York

Henrietta Crosman and her husband, , was at the revival of the piece at the New
Maurice Campbell, filed petitions in bank- ! Amsterdam Theater m May, 1912, when he
ruptcy on Jan. 18 for the second time in received a tremendous ovation,
seven years. The first petition was filed on . !
Dec. 30, 1907. , LONG RUN FOR " LILAC DOMINO"

In the present petition Miss Crosman s
liabilities are Dlaced at $17,670. while her 1 The Lilac Dommo closes at the Forty-
husband's tota? $125,831. Her assets are » ' fourth Street Theater, Saturday night, with
S86 288 of which $86,000 is a claim against over one hundred performances to its credit,
her'husband for various loans. This sum > 1 This is the longest run of an opera bouffe
appears as a liability on his schedule. Miss ' i since La Belle Helaine, and demon-
Crosman's other assets consist mainly of ' 1 strates that light opera well staged and
fifteen lots at Port Jefferson, N. Y. Many ' well sung is appreciated by New York audi-
actors appear among the creditors of the . ences.
Campbells. Several of the accounts are for '
printing and photographs.

According to Mayer C. Goldman, lawyer
for Miss Crosman, the judgment obtained,.;;1

! against her bv the United States Lithograph
Company tied up her salary so securely that
she had to borrow money to pay her board
in Chicago and New Orleans while on her ,

recent vaudeville tour.

p -

Playe<

ACTOR SUES CRITIC
Nat Goodwin has filed a libel suit

■ against James Metcalfe, of Life, for $50,-

1 000, claiming that his reputation has beeninjured by Mr. Metcalfe's criticism of his
book of reminiscences, which was published
last November.

ETHEL BARRYMORE IN BUFFALO
Buffalo, N. Y. (Special).—Ethel Bar-

rymore's portrayal of the wife, in " The 1 W<
Shadow" was a triumph, as presented at
the Star Theater, Jan 18-20. It is a nd

; tragic role and Miss Barrymore rose to the■

completeness of it. Miss Barrymore is
surrounded by a most adequate cast. S.
R. O. Rose Stahl, Jan. 22, in " A Perfect
Lady." Lewis S. Stone, in " The Mislead-
ing Lady/' Jan 28. rrt

"THE FALLEN IDOL"
By Guy Bolton. Staged by Fred U. Lath-

a'( T™' Reduced at the Comedy Theater,

At times we do think seriously along these
I lines. X did the other day, after reading a few
I choice extracts from Nat Goodwin's book, writ¬

ten by Nat Goodwin himself—not by his press
agent. If you have any doubt as to the author¬
ship, just peruse a few chapters. I couldn't
put it down after beginning it, neither will you.
After I closed the final page I made a mental

Jan. 23, by Joe Weber.
■J5"'es Ur?^bl? David PowellVictor Valdecmi Albert Brunins

Luiusdeu Hare
ShwoMn'' Y- Bobert SellableChristine Valdencini jauet Beecliei-
n Atwater Marie Chambers

fL Tarx„,',,' Florence RockwellAct J. llie Sun-Parlor at Valdecini's Home, i
■n. •"!!'»» Urebble's studio. Act III.llie Living Room at Valdecini's.

t^? Comedy Theater the new offering,ihe Lallen Idol," scored a success d'es-
timn on Saturday evening. Mr. Bolton '

i , , , , t , , ^ „ , , the author, is remembered for a ratherresolution that I was glad the Creator had not bright tarce, "The Kule of Three," in
made me a beauty and that Fate had not then BJJWbs appeared at the Harris
taken me and placed me in the winning come¬
dian's path; for, when you read all there is to

| be said about the five Mrs. Goodwins, you can't
help reaching the conclusion that the author
knew what he was talking about and that he
knew the ladies as well as they knew them¬
selves. I suspect that none of them realized
that she was married to an analyst, who was
making subconscious notes of her characteris¬
tics, pro and con. His comments on each seem
to have been written from a purely unpreju-

| diced standpoint—much as one pins a butter¬
fly and examines it with professorial eye

a year ago. He is what may be called a
careful workman, a clever constructionist.
His effects are well pre-calculated, and his
incidents hinge well one upon the other

, He presents an interesting problem; but !the manner of presentation is marred by a /
, too obvious handling of his story. We ;i know from the beginning just what is go¬ing to happen : that the young sculptor and

Christine are destined for each other, that
Grebble will buy off Cara Marx with the
money Christine has enabled him to obtain,
and that Christine will find the unused
check to create a breach. But there is no

| clash between Christine and Grebble, and
the story moves along the lines of least
resistance to the end.

'ce, my i
weet com;;

AN EFFECTIVE SCENE IN "KICK IN." IN WHICH JOHN BARRYMORE AND JANE
GREY AS " CHICK " AND MOLLY ARE CONFIDENT THAT THEIR

TROUBLES WILL SOON BE OVER.

All the characters1' re to laic
... . ... . are good people, save only Valdecini—who tthrough a powerful microscope, jotting down i< could be made a much more vital character

its beauty and its imperfection impartially. our sympathy by . .

Nat Goodwin, in private life, must exercise
his physical helplessness.

Victor Valdecini, an Americanized Italian, has

he outloc

that tremendous power of fascination and mag- ] been a distinguished musician. He has strug-
netism which for so many years made him the ?le<| £or twenty yea^s to make a reputation, and

... ... . , . ; c c _ . • just as his dream ih realized and everything hispublic idol—JUSt glance at the nve feminine , heart has wished for (including a rich young
portraits in his family album if you have any gj V^S^with^completrnaraiy- hast- < :doubts on the subject. </n sis. Now, besides having been a struggling mu- nri c. ,

There is no hypocrisy of expression in Nat <■ ^ ^been.a voluptuary.& One^his(joodwin's book. He doesn t endeavor to say c * "
something pleasing if he doesn't mean it. He
strikes right out honestly from the shoulder.

Madame Critic.

1 nto a pooular-price ,

DEATH OF CHARLES BALSAR
Jackson, Mich., Jan. 23.—Charles Bal-

five years before had a child by him, and whom *OSe
be then cast off with little compunction. \rir- \yp'One of the chief characters in the play is a

« young sculptor of great promise, named Grebble,who is a household friend of the Valdecinis. To
tide him over while he models a wonderful monu¬
ment for which he has been awarded the con¬
tract. Valdecini's wife, Christine, secures for
him a loan of $50,000. to be repaid on comple-

, tion of the work. Between Grebble and Christine
tbere has for some time subsisted a quiet, un¬
expressed admiration.

The young sculptor by accident discovers that
his favorite model is Cara Marx, owing her pov-ortir Onrl 4-1, .-I: 1 i .

„ ,, ^erty and son to the prodigal days the para¬lytic musician. She has compromising letters.

sar. actor, died at his mother's home here
to-day. He was thirty-four years old.

Charles Balsar's professional experience
included many notable engagements In and she intends to sue him"fo7 $20 000 in'lieuaddition to having been a member or the i of support for herself and her boy. Grebble

'

original New Theater company, he played a 1 "•< hefan8 her-C and'^'to' K'!S<Lt'ho,.(1«Pace V1?? W"J
season with Mrs. Fiske in the Manhattan her husband's 'nerfldy. he nays the girl0"thlcompany, one season as Paul Sylvaine in a ■ $20,000 she demands out of the sum secured forspecial company sent out by Harrison Grey ( i him by Christine.
Fiske; fifty weeks in a production of Meanwhile the love of Christine and the young" Romeo and Juliet," and one season with , sculptor is growing, though their mutual ad-
John Mason in "The Witching Hour." 0^!?™ whtlnnf M,an .th„a«t a,8, yet: butAmong the well-known players with canceled check for Slf> 000 8nnvn°hi^ t^Ven8 awhom he has been associated are E. Marx, and concludes that he has a relatioMh™H. Sothern, Julia Marlowe, Annie Rus- with the model and has used the money Zsell, Bertha Kalich, Grace George, Madame 1 secured for him to squander on a wanton.
Nazimova and Rose Coghlan. He has also

, com" Mc.'tfon^to tte fu'n^WbaTSpeWttte ?been leading man with first-class stock or- Cara calls 011 Christine to solicit her helo inganizations in many cities. He spent three persuading Grebble to keep working at his rnonu-seasons with the Orpheum Players in Phil- ment instead of abandoninc his contract, as headelphia. His last appearance in New York !s bout to do. Christine discovers that Cara
was as leading man in "What Is Love?" , ** s<i.n,-. Of course, she thinks
which was produced early in the season. Durin^'S vlstf Onr^ S v.vwiT5 unhappy.Mr. Balsar was artistic, thorough, and . t and the betrayed iirl bitterly uSbraicfs^him foradaptable in his work, and his quiet and < his treatment' of her. She shows him a photo !gentlemanly personality made him appre- graph of his son. inscribed with the child'sciated socially. name, the same as that of the father, and this

. photograph Christine afterwards finds as the
he!pless paralytic tries to recover it from the

good actors."

MISS HERFORD'S ENTERTAINMENT
That delightful entertainer, Miss Beatrice

tiorford, gave the first of a series of inono-
logues at the Booth Theater on Tuesday
atternoon, Jan. 19. Her peculiar geniusf°r characterizing with gentle satire the
toiDles and fancies of womankind was
never better displayed. Perhaps the most
successful of her selections was " The
i lazza Ladies," in which she dealt amus-
lngly with the animated gossip of the Sum-
jner hotel. Other novelties were, " At the
custom House," when the subject of the
sketch experienced the officials' relentless
examination. In this case even her teeth
were appraised; and "An English Party,"
in which she characterized the guests with
the comprehensiveness of a three-act com-

Somerset Maugham.

; floor. The name the woman's story and the
striking resemblance of the child to a pictureof the father suddenly reveals the truth to

CR?'j S, * tha1t has wronged Grebble and

e£y by Somerset Maugham. As an encoreshe delivered her famous monologue, " The
New^ England Seamstress."

V"v
■ T.:i ve~^na(le <•

>• !ien \v,u arc

refoi
atte
Brio

that her own husband is the father; that, more¬
over the sculptor has used the money to hush
up the scandal that would have involved her.That calms the troubled waters, save that the
husband is still alive. But his end approachesquickly. An overdose of medicine puts a rapidclimax to the voluptuary as with his last
strength he drags himself to the piano andtries to play his favorite sonata.

The play is remarkably well acted. Janet ^
Beecher, who is always a delight in spir¬
ited comedy, especially as a society woman,
expressed the pathos and sympathy of the
role of Christine in a conclusive manner.
Albert Bruning, who in the earlier scenes i
in the part of Valdecini seemed a little i
away from the serious import of the role, L
developed the subsequent scenes into inci- •

dents of graphic interest and brought the n .icf:play to a fine climax by his realistic col- 1

MISS LOUISE DRESSER,

Charming Comedienne Who Is Gracing " Hello, Broadway."

lapse at the piano. An exceptionally bril ,

liant portrayal of a garrulous and brilliant
society butterfly is to be credited to Marie
Chambers, who has beauty, personal charm >
and acting ability. Grebble was excellently
played by David Powell, late the hero of '
" Across the Border," at the Princess.
Florence Rockwell gave a telling perform- I
ance of the model.



TyrE are always demanding something new in our\X/ plays, and the managers insist that they are
» » ever on the lookout to give us what the

public wants.
Knowing this, I have wondered who started the

rumor that the time is ripe for a return of the in¬
valid in one form or another—hero or heroine. The
last few weeks have demonstrated that we are in
danger of an invasion by leading characters who can't
leave their couches and chairs for many minutes at
a time, or who, if they are strong enough to go about
among other people, are not as well as they look.
Truly, stage invalids are in our midst, and since
we have listened to their woes in three plays during
the past few weeks, there is little doubt that other
managers will follow the latest fad, and pretty soon
we shall have a variety of diseases to think about in¬
stead of the mere heart anguish of a perfectly healthy
triangle to which we have grown accustomed.

We have become so used unconsciously to thinking
, that all lovers, whether married or single, are normal,

able-bodied persons, that we don't know exactly how
to take the returned invalid. Time was when the

' ailing type of man and woman caused our grand¬
parents, our parents, and even some of us, if we don't

l mind thinking back that far, to weep over the physical
ills of some poor thing. But that seems so long ago.

, Women even gave up the fainting habit, once consid¬
ered so absolutely necessary to the polish of every

' well-bred young woman—the healthy types didn't
know how, you see—and instead, shut their mouths
tight and held on to something and showed their pluck.
The " lunger" heroines and the heroes with angina

I pectoris haven't had a chance for many seasons. And
now, during the past few weeks, we have attended
three plays in which the leading characters were
afflicted with disease.

First came "Driven." I haven't discovered yet
what was supposed to be the matter with Diana.
But, no matter that doctors gave her two years only
to live, she fooled them and had her love affair just
the same, returning to the undisturbing joy of her
husband's love before the final curtain.

There was one comfort in " Driven." Alexandra
Carlisle didn't look like an invalid, except that she
was quite pale and delightfully slender—more slender
than she had been when she appeared in another play
some months before. Instead of the feminine portion
of the audience pitying her, because she was so thin,
every one was whispering, " I wonder how she does
it? "

After " Driven" came " The Fallen Idol," and
Albert Bruning gave us a lifelike portrait of a
musician who has lived and loved, and is paying the
price. Some thought he had been paralyzed, while
others decided that locomotor ataxia was the trouble.
At any rate, he had to be assisted about the place.

And now we have " The Shadow," in which Ethel
Barrymore figures very substantially as chained to a
chair until the fall of the first curtain, when she takes
a few steps. It wasn't a pleasant thought for the
audience that she had spent most of her time during
six years in that same chair without being able to
move hand or foot. But, again, she didn't look it,
and that was an agreeable idea.

She was the most cheerful invalid as to face you
ever saw. She smiled continually, but her role was
one long recital of hopelessness and hopefulness. I
am sure the part of the invalid wife in " The Shad¬
ow " is longer than that of Hamlet. Miss Barrymore
possesses a plaintive quality of voice which, when
employed in an emotional role, certainly brings havoc
to the sympathies, judging by the number of handker¬
chiefs in my vicinity which rapidly lost their crisp
freshness. " Please take me to a gilded cafe quick,"
I overheard one pretty girl say to her friends on the
way out of the theater. " X haven't cried so much in
years and years."

The worst of it was the Shadow didn't get her
husband in the end. This seemed rather cruel, but
perhaps it points the way to a more sensible con¬
clusion in future plays. It is about time that some¬
body was demolishing the maxim that only the good
are rewarded before the final curtain, and those who
have strayed must invariably be punished.

Not every person in the audience is a saint, you
know, and the playwrights should occasionally concede
something to them. It is a pleasant thought to the
good women to know that on the stage, at least, they
always win out, but the " other women" must feel
pretty badly about it. Being human, they must smile
sometimes, too, when they reflect upon the permanent
damage the daily papers report them as accom¬
plishing.

" The Shadow " was not merely real in its conclu¬
sion. It gave us characters which were not twisted
so as to win disapproval. The husband presented his
case in a very understandable manner. He was not
portrayed as an awful man, a deceiver, a home-
wrecker, and all the rest of the usual names applied
to the man who goes against the biblical admonition.
And he was fond of his wife in a way, much as one
would love a bird in its cage or a beautiful picture
behind a glass. What could you expect of a man with
a paralyzed wife? There are few saints walking the
earth in athletic trim. It is easy enough to be a saint
if one has locomotor ataxia or angina pectoris or some
of the other ailments.

Then, the other woman! The playwright did not
make her a bold, bad woman. She was very honest
in iicr intentions, arid to prove this she left her own
husband and secured a divorce in order to spend all
her time with the man she loved. " The Shadow "
certainly presents these people in a sympathetic light,
which is undisguisedly dangerous to those whose home
life is not all plain sailing, and who are tempted to
upset the scheme of their conventional existences.
Every one felt sorry for the wife, but no one con¬
demned the other two. A bold playwright, indeed, who
dared leave the adjustment so.

" The Fallen Idol " offers us a character concern¬
ing which the interest is divided. We weren't exactly
sure how to feel toward the musician who had tram¬
pled upon women's affections as though they were
weeds. How could any one wish this human wreck
to survive in the end? And it was no use trying to
make us agree with the gentle treatment given him
by his very normal, healthy young wife, whose money
had kept the household going.

After the terrific shock she received when she recog¬
nized in the child's photograph, which he had en¬
deavored to burn, the unmistakable resemblance to her
husband, it was difficult to see how she could be so
angelic to him. But in the last scene following the
awful discovery of her husband's villany and cruelty
toward a helpless woman and his crippled child, her
attitude toward the old philanderer was as sweet and
sympathetic as though he had been dreadfully
maligned.

This was something which the audience did not
understand. By rights the man should have died with
the verdict " served him right." Instead, one couldn't
help feeling that the playwright, or the producer,
wanted the audience to feel sorry.

.Tanet Beecher, as the wife, was entirely too cheer¬
ful. Even when she was distressed by the thoughts
that the man she loved had given a check for $12,000
to a poor, but pretty model, she didn't entirely banish
the sunshine from behind the clouds effect of her own
good nature. She is such a wholesome type that even
if she had done wrong, no one could have wished her
anything but freedom from the invalid as a reward.
But she was absolutely correct in everything she did—

De Cordova.—Rudolph de Cordova, the well-known
English dramatist, recently arrived in New York from
London. Besides being the author of a number of
plays and sketches, he has written in collaboration
with Alicia Ramsey many successful spectacles for the
London Hippodrome. Mr. de Cordova has brought
with him several plays and sketches which he is eager
to submit to leading players. Many of his sketches
have been played profitably in England on the Moss
and Stoll circuits.

Laurette Taylor gaining a few moments' diversion in her London apartment
between performances of "Peg 0' My Heart"

Marceau, New Yorlc.
MISS MARIE CHAMBERS,

Who, in the Role of Mrs. Atwater in " The Fallen Idol.
Has Scored a Brilliant Success.

»islier,J? y?ung girI who plays animportant r61e in "Under Cover"
BETTY NANSEN,

amous. Danish Actress, Friend of Ibsen, Now in
United States.

. HS> mm
Rosier.—Violet Romer, who until recently was a

solo dancer in " Joseph and His Brethren," appeared
in conjunction with the performance of the Greek
ballet, " Pandora's Box," at the Forty-fourth Street
Theater last Friday afternoon. Miss Romer danced
in a four-part fantasy, " The Psyche Myth," for
which special scenery had been provided. As a solo
dancer in " Kismet." " The Daughter of Heaven," and
" Joseph and His Brethren," Miss Romer made a note¬
worthy record in America.

Hedman.—Miss Martha Iledman, whose picture is
reproduced on this week's cover of The Mirror, has,
in a short space of two years, risen to foremost ranks
of dramatic art in America. Miss Hedman was born
in Ostersund, a tiny village in the north of Sweden.
At the age of fourteen she went to Helsingfors in
Finland, where she entered a school to study for the
stage. Among her teachers was Siri von Essen, the
first wife of Strindberg, who became so interested in
her that she devoted most of her time to her dramatic
training. At the age of eighteen she was engaged by
Albert Ranft as leading woman for the leading the¬
ater in Stockholm, where she won considerable fame
as an interpreter of Ibsen's and Strindberg's dramas.
Coming to America, she was engaged by Charles Froh-
man to create the leading feminine role in " The
Attack " at the Garrick Theater in the Fall of 1912.
Her triumph was complete. Her alluring personality
and her unconscious charm, together with, her notable
performance, captivated tne critics. Miss Hedman
continued as Mr. Mason's leading woman in " Indian
Summer." When this play was withdrawn she went
to London, where she played leading roles with Sir
George Alexander. This Fall she was starred in the
ill-fated " Heart of a Thief," and after the closing of
this play joined John Drew as leading woman in
" The Prodigal Husband." Though Miss Hedman's
beauty has won for her an international reputation,
she is above all an actress.

Klein—Charles Klein, who has been in this
country since his play, "The Money Makers," was
produced at the Booth Theater early in the season,
sailed for his home in England, Dec 23. Mr. Klein
is taking a large supply of clothing and foodstuffs
for Belgian refugees.
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La Salle Opera House
in Madison Street, Near Clark Street, Chicagorlrtcess of JONES, LINICK & SCHAEFER

JOSEPH BRANSKY
MANAGERS

HOUSE MANAGER

THIRD WEEK

Commencing Sunday Evening, January 24, 1915

THE AMERICAN MUSIC HALL CO. OF N. Y.
Edward L. Bloom, Managing Director, Has the Pleasure of

Presenting
Lew Fields' All Star Company in

in Madison Street, Near Clark Street, Chicago
JONES, LINICK & SCHAEFER MANAGERS
JOSEPH BRANSKY HOUSE MANAGER

STATE RIGHT
OPERATORS!

A Jumble of Jollification in Two Acts

As Presented ISO Nights at the Broadway Theatre,
New York

Book by Edgar Smith. Lyrics by E. Ray Goetz. Music by
A. Baldwin Sloane. Production Staged by Gus Sohlke.

Are you

looking for a

picture to increase
your profits ?

"H princess of

is solving that
problem for others
—why not yours ?

WIRE NOW I

THE HELGAR
CORPORATION

World's Tower

Building
New York City
U. S. A.

SEVENTH WEEK

Commencing Sunday Evening, January 3, 1915

WILLIAMCHARACTERS

(Names in Order as Characters Appear.)
Cutie Wriggle Miss Ruth Harris
Dopie Wriggle Miss Helen Paine

(The Wriggle Sisters in Vaudeville.)
Ponsonby Mr. Pert Weller
Sir J. Rufus Wallingford Mr. Al. Stedman

(A recent addition to the British Peerage.)
Wilhelm Rausmitt, a capitalist Mr. Davie Jones
Herman Bierheister Mr. Bobby North

(Partner and financial guide to Rausmitt.)
Solomon Bumpski, an angel Mr. Ralph Edwards
Clorinda Scribblem Miss Fannie Stedman

(Wallingford's typewriter with literary aspirations.)
Blackie Daw Mr. Louis Archer
Iona Carr Miss Bessie Hoban

(Formerly of the "Lunch Counter Girl" Co., and now
of the peerage.)

Cleopatra Miss Tottie Dodge
(Who has been in cold storage for a matter of 2,000 years.)
Harry Manleigh, a divinity student Mr. Pert Weller
Hiney Rausmitt, a college boy Mr. Al. Stedman
Dorothy Miss Shirley Forsythe
Lord Money Penny Mr. Victor Bozart

Carlo Sebastian Cyril Pauly
Roziska Dolly Blanche Young

From the Jardin De Danse, New York.

PEERESSES—Shirley Forsythe, Lillian Harris, Viola Wil¬
liams, Bessie Hoban, Bobby Helen, Teddy Rouge, Edna
Waddell, Burmah Brokaw, Rita Bates, Margaret Hoban.

TENNIS GIRLS—Sally Dally, Irma Dixon, Caroline

MAUDE

In the Latest Musical Comedy Revue,

WITH AL SHEAN

Hn Hbree parts an& Six Chapters

Udvitten an& DirecteO 'bg Cbarles %. ©asfttll
Book by George V. Hobart Music by John L. GoldenCHARLES H. WEST (Bioeraph) Pennsylvania i|

Darlington is a great f»vol., Staged by William Rock

CAST

In the order in which the characters appear
GENEVIEVE, cashier ETHEL BOYER
RUFUS KETCHUM, a detective TED BURNS
MR. SWEET, proprietor candy shop W. W. BLACK
MISS BASHFIELD, forelady candy shop

FLORENCE MORRISON
HILDA, shop girl FRANCES WHITE
JACK SWEET, proprietor's son.... ALFRED GERRARD
MRS. HUYLER, candy drummer... ROSAMOND RANKIN
GILBERT GRAND, clerk WILLIAM ROCK
Alimony Sisters—

SUE DAPHNE POLLARD
SETTLE BESSIE BAKER

SALLY, Saul Wright's daughter MAUDE FULTON
MRS. GREGORY, a widow IDA GOLD
Of the Fascinating Widow Company, Friends of Mrs.

Gregory—
MISS CASTLE ROSE WHITEHEAD
MISS LA TOUR HELEN LANE
MISS PRINCESS IRENE DIXON
MISS DU JOR ETHEL CALLAGHAN
MISS ANGOT ALICE ROCHFORT
MISS NIJOUCHE MARIAN HEYLMUN

NED JOHNSON, Coney Island amusement promoter..
JOHN L. KEARNEY

Smith, Frankie Burns, Marion Moody, Galy Lebie, Ruth
Sanders, Gunda Thompson, Dorothy Clark, Marion Gibson,Mary Morrell.

TEA GIRLS—Maude Powell, May Francis, Mazie Keene,Louise Terrell, Eleanor La Belle, Sue Wilkie, Anna Herman,Edna Martin, Marion Dean.

TENNIS BOYS—Wm. C. Wilson, Victor Bozart, MiltonSilable, Phil Sohlke, Eric Crebs, Chas. Miller, Thos. Stephens,Jay Melville, Bobby Koats.

Act. 1.—Wallingford's Villa at Bilgewater on Thames.
Act. 2.—Scene 1—University of Chicago Campus. Scene
—Cleopatra Lodge, Wallingford's Chicago residence.

SEQUENCE OF MUSICAL NUMBERS

Orchestra under the Conductorship of Mr. Paul Schindler.
Act 1.

1. Opening Chorus Ensemble
2. Tennis The Wriggle Sisters and Ensemble
3. The Dollar Bill's the Flag That Rules the World....

Wallingford and Ensemble
4. Where the Edelweiss j Blooming

Bierheister, Rausmitt and Wriggle Sisters
5. Medley Bumpski and Clorinda
6. Happy Days Blackie Daw and Ensemble
7. Rose of Pyramid Land Cleopatra and Ensemble
8. Ragtime Opera (Lucia)

....Clorinda, Cleopatra, Bumpski, Bierheister, Rausmitt
and Wallingford.

_ _

9. The Lyre Bird and the Jay..Blackie Daw, Cutie Wriggle
10. Finale-—Where the Edelweiss Is Blooming Company
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m SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—A Candy Shop.
ACT II—Scene 1—Coney Island. Scene 2-

Dance. Scene 3—The Cabaret De Luxe.
-The Ghost

8 A

MUSICAL NUMBERS
Musical Director, Fred R. Hoff

Opening Chorus Chorus
"Now That I've Got It, I Don't Want It" Mr. Sweet
"Just We Two" (duet) Jack, Hilda and Chorus
"To Be Continued in Our Next" Sally
"I'll Follow You" Mrs. Gregory, Johnson and Chorus
"I've Been Married Once" Saul
"In Vaudeville" Gilbert and Sally
Finale Principals and Chorus

ACT II—Scene 1

Sue, Chorus and Dancers
Show Girls and Male Dancers

Opening Chorus..
"Via Wireless" ..

M9HR1B

"Dope Number" , Gilbert and Sally
"When I Marry My Mary in Maryland"

• Jack, Hilda and Chorus
"The Whitewash Man" Gilbert and Dancers
"Googy Oo" Miss Bashfield and Saul
"The Silvery Moon" Mrs. Gregory and Johnson
Scene 2—The Ghost Dance. Scene 3—The Cararet De Luxe

Candy furnished by Rueckhelm Bros. & Eckstein, Chicago

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Business Manager
Manager
Stage Manager
Master Mechanic ....

Master of Properties
Electrician
Assistant Electrician .

Wardrobe Mistress....

... J. M. Abrams
E. S. Bunch

Louis Strangard
Gus Lans

Edward Barton
....Wm. B. Mortimer, Jr.

George Habermacher
Mrs. Blackburn

La Salle Opera House
in Madison Street, Near Clark Street, Chicago

T JONES, LINICK & SCHAEFER.
JOSEPH BRANSKY

MANAGERS

.HOUSE MANAGER

11=
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SECOND WEEK

Commencing Sunday Evening, March 7, 1915

JOHN CORT PRESENTS
The Musical Nut Sundae in a Prologue and Two

Acts, Entitled

What'sGoingOn?
Dialogue by William H. Clifford and William Jerome

Lyrics by William Jerome and Miles Overholt
Music by Jean Schwartz, William Loraine and

Josephine Ihmsen

Staged by Walter Lawrence
(Characters in the order of their first appearance.)

PART I—PROLOGUE

Walter Lawrence, as an old stage-door tender.
Roy Atwell, as he is.
Dorothy Webb, as she is.
James Doyle and Harland Dixon (Doyle & Dixon), as they

are.

i B

i

1

f

Hy and
Si | the police force.

|

Summer Boys—Messrs. Eddie Brennan, James F. Reilly, An¬
thony Ambrose, Elmer Browne and E. L. Martin.

LOCALE.

Part I—Prologue—Theatre stage-door entrance in any city.
Part II—Act 1—Rose Garden at Hotel de Schultz.

Act 2—Fox-trot night at Hotel de Schultz.
Time—Summer. To-day.
Place—Katskill Mountains.

MUSICAL PROGRAM
Direction of A1 Ellis
ACT I. (Part 2).

Opening Chorus.
Prologue—"Gliding Through the Old Stage Door"

. —Walter Lawrence
"Auntie Skinner's Chicken Dinner"...Lizzie, Girls and Boys
"We Are the Sheriffs" - Hy and Sy
"There's No Other Girl in the World" Elaine and Girls
"You Can't Get Away from Tipperary".. Sir Roger and Girls
"As in Opera" Sir Roger and Elaine
"Concertina Concert" Otto Schultz
"Love's Longing" Elaine
Finale Entire Company

ACT II.

"Harmony Baby" Lizzie, Boys and Girls
"Cruiskeen Lawn" Walter Lawrence and Boys
"He Had the Time of His Life" Hy and Sy
"Some Little Bug Will Find You" Byron Longperson
"The Fox Trot Wedding Day" Elaine, Boys and Girls
"Come Go Bungalowing" Sir Roger and Elaine
"Saxaphone Medley" — Otto Schultz
Dance—"The Spirit of the Violin"

Miss Cameron and Mr. McCarthy
Finale Entire Company

FOR MR. CORT.

Howard Smith
Ormsby A. Court...
Bert McCarthy
A1 Twitchell
E. F. Loftus
Ed Jacobi
Miss E. M. Kemety.

-ii

Manager
Advance Representative

Stage Manager
Master Mechanics
Master Properties

Electrician
Wardrobe Mistress

The growtn or iiu* uo.ur\
is consistent with the great

VIOLIN RECITAL

DAVID HOCHSTEIN

JOHN WARNER
Accompanist

PROGRAM ME

I.
a Sonata, D major ...

Adagio-Allegro
Larghetto-Allegro

b Siciliano and Presto - - -

(From G minor Suite, unaccompanied)

II.

Symphonie Espagnole, op. 21
Allegro
Andante
Rondo

Handel

Bach

Lalo

Maude Beatty, as she is.
Frances Cameron, as she is.

PART II

Byron Longperson, a spring poet Roy Atwell
Lizzie Schultz, hotel proprietor's daughter Dorothy Webb
Otto Schultz, they say he runs a hotel Knox Wilson

| '
III.

a Romance
b Menuet ancien
c Gondoliera
d Allegretto -

a Meditation
b Polonaise, A major

IV.

Schumann
Hochstein

Sgambati
Boccherini

Tschaikowsky
Wieniawski

...Doyle and Dixon |g|
Steinway Piano Used

Sir Roger O'Malley, with a title and a large board bill. .
Walter Lawrence

Madam Pom Pom, who believes in matrimony. .Maude Beatty
Elaine, the girl picked for a title Frances Cameron
Summer Girls—Trixie Warren, Marie Nason, Minerva Walton,

Ethel Wheeler, Ivera De Ford, Sue Volmar and Flor¬
ence McGuire, Emma Burdette, Ora Dell, Mignon
Ranseer, Genevive Bischoff, Helen Laffles, Vera Mer-
rilvn and Gene Merrick

Genesee Valley Club
Thursday Evening, February Fourth

'■* J ..

Important
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The Annual January Sales
begin this week.
€|J Embroideries Start in on
Monday and you really ought

He May Start a

New New Theater

d. This Bank
ments of the si

Our Bra
Maintair

iranviJ

lem and enter almost
every kind of life. My

ambition is to get to-
gether all of the arts

that have to do with
the theater—music,
painting, decorating

."^Sj and speaking. I
|» may be satisfied

pBPBy then. All of the
arts should be

brought together in
the theater in the

service of all social
needs."

Some American star has called Gran¬
ville Barker "the greatest showman in
the world,"—which may or may not
be a compliment.

ITcCitl
Roche
Wlntt

Photograph
by Bangs.
New York
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SYNOPSIS OF S<:K.NF

ACT 1—A Candy Shop.
ACT II—Scene 1—Coney •' jnu. Si-

Dance. Scene 3—The ' jtbiiri ; | jr

aii " r Boys- M> ssu-s. Kddie Brennan, Ja >es P. teill
rhony-Aiubrcrte, Klmer Browne and E L. .rtin.

The Ghost

:a;: Chp]
Now That

,J. ' Hodgins
Madge Splint.

"90 IN THE SHADE"
Book by Guy Bolton. Score by

Jerome Kern
cast

....Ralph Nairn
..Elenor Henry

Bob Mandrake Ed. Martindal
I ve lie ; "'••• " " > "• ■ 1 ^ <Willoughby Parker.

Capt. Jerry Carvel.
Judge Splint
Polly Bainbridge...
Most
Ootna Estrada

. Richard Carle
....Victor Morley

Fred Walton
Marie Cahill

Pedro de Cordova
,. .Jean Newcombe

"

i he V- litewa
"Goog.v Oo" .j
"The Si'vrt> 5
Scene 2—i he- (

Candy fumli

staged

■IfU;

Opening Chorjg?1
"Via WirelessR

A N American widow, called Polly,
**■ engaged to be married to a repre¬
sentative in the Philippines of the Man¬
ila Hemp Rope Trust, is the pivot of
interest in the musical comedy in which
Marie Cahill and Richard Carle are ap¬
pearing. Willoughby Parker, the gen¬
tleman in question, has had many ten¬
der episodes in his life, some of which
have not been quite terminated when
Polly puts in an unlooked for appear¬
ance. Her arrival had not been ex¬

pected for some time, and complica¬
tions follow. Captain Jerry Carvel, of
the schooner Double Cross, appears on
the horizon soon after and adds to the
already sufficiently complicated state of
affairs by winning the heart of Polly.
Polly runs off with him and leaves her
susceptible fiance to the tender mercies
of a damsel dubbed "The Hot Tamale."

I More complications follow. Mozi,an educated Filipino, steps into the
ring and indicates that he too desires
to marry the fascinating Polly. Polly,
however, does not see it in that light
at all. In his efforts to win Polly, Mozi
becomes so strenuous that he finally
stirs up an uprising among the na¬
tives.

Of course eventually all the compli¬
cations are smoothed out; a liberal sup¬
ply of happiness is granted to every¬
one who deserves it and an equal
amount of stern justice meted to those
who do not.

(Produced by Daniel Arthur.)

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, January 7-8-9
MATINEE SATURDAY

D. V. ARTHUR Presents

MARIE RICHARD

CAHILL - CARLE
"90 IN THE SHADE"

Book by Guy Bolton. Lyrics by Harry B. Smith. Music by Jerome Kern.
Staged by Robert Milton. Dances and Ensembles by Julian Alfred.
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CAST

In the Order of Their Appearance
Coolie • • Willard Reynolds
Bolo, Parker's native servant Philip Sheffield
Bob Mandrake, Owner and Skip'per of the Schooner "Double

Cross" Ed. Martindel
Capt. Jerry Carvel, U. S. Marine Corps Victor Morley
Willoughby Parker, Agent of Manilla Hemp Co Richard Carle
Polly Bainbridge, an American Widow Marie Cahill
Madge Splint Eleanor Henry
Dot Splint, Her Sister Dorothy Arthur
Peter Thompson Rollin Grimes
Hudgins, Judge Splint's Secretary. .

> Bridesmaids

your

Judge Splint, Father of Madge and Dot..
Rose Carter
Daisy Hammond
Lily Whitehead
Pansy Whitehead
Clover Royce

fc Myrtle Watterson
yfc Violet Fuller
k Lettice Romaine
pSergt. McGinn

iit Mozi, an Educated Filipino C Marines
><, Catti. His Wife C Natives

r

, .Ralph Nairn
Otis Harlan

... May Thompson
Jessie Crane

Jeanne Crane
Betie Best

.. Alice Carrington

..... Alma Braham
.. Madeline Fliege

.. Amporito Ferrer
... Murray D'Arcy
.Pedro de Cordoba
... Florance Dillon

.Abbott AdamsHai-Cho, a Filipino Chief .

Donna Estrada Violet Dale
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MUSICAL NUMBERS
ACT I.

Scene Music.
Where's the Girl for Me? Jerry
Je n' sais quoi Polly
I've Just Been Waiting for You Madge and Jerry
The Comic Side... .Parker, Splint, Jerry, Mandrake, Hudgins, Peter
Whistle and Don't Be Blue Polly
Finale.
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7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

ACT II
Chant

My Lady's Dress !!!!!!!!!!!! P°lly and P^,er
Where's the Girl for Me? " V Polly
Finale.

. .Catti and Natives
.. Parker and Girls

. Mandrake and Girls

>ed him
to tell 14.
-ted a ■ 15.
talk al 16.

17.
18.

for tl
19.

ACT III.
Words to That Effect ParkerIt Isn't Your Fault Madjre and JerrvThe Sympathetic Crooks Polly Parkfr and SpltetPeter Pan •' Dot and Peter

Polly
Can't You See I Mean You
Finale.

Scenery by Dodge & Castle. Costumes by Jeanatti Co.

SYNOPSIS
Act I—Terrace outside Willoughby Parker's Bungalow.
Act II—Interior of Willoughby Parker's Bungalow.
Act. Ill—Same as Act. II.
Place—Amorillo Island, Philippine Archipelago.
Time—The present.

Musical Director
Stage Manager . .

Carl Keifert
Abbott Adams

8ir kog< i' 0'Mall< " l'

Madam Pr.n> Pon! •••>■'■ '• n-ivt's- »i
Elaine, the jfirl picked or . tltli
Summer Girls- 1 = >•
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etict McGi'ire, ■ I'ltos.
Ranseef, tv« !• • • '
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"THE CRITIC"
Satire In Three Acts, by Kichard BrinsleySheridan. Revived by I!, iden Payne atthe Princess Theater, Jan. 25.
Dangle Dallas Anderson

Wallis Clark
?.lr *ie«ul Plagiary Mario Majeroui
-}fr- Puff .. b. Ideu FayueMrs. Dangle Marie Leonhard
Servant Elvin Hodges

Characters in Tragedy.Lord Burleigh F. Cecil Butler
Governor of Tilbury Fort William Moulton
Earl of Leicester
Sir Walter Kaleigh
Mr. Hopkins
Sir Christopher Hatton

Howard Plinge ' ' ' > -

.wE <ysj*or- '«
.. Gareth Hughes eme;er\ ant!

. Edward LeHay ,,,,F. c. Butler t L he p]a\ v. i
Emilie Polini

, ...

...... Saxon Morland '■' •• 1 mpUi SC
Wilfred Seagram ;ian-s dail> proc

tic, a i:-mall cerr

[ame outlined i
. t shadowv Lrr..

. Lawrence Grant j . . '
.. Whitford Kane •' ]!lOt lor

|y a statue of
.

TT Thomas LoudenMaster of Horse ... " "
■ '* '■ Beefeater

Justice
Tom Jenkins

j Constable
J Thames' Tilburina
i Her Confidante

Don FerOlo WhiskerandOs
First Niece Kate
Second .Niece Marguerite Hens , .... ...Justice's ijwly Patricia Power " ' "•—••• 1

Though one hundred and thirty-flve years cemelerv iun
have passed since Sheridan's " The Critic " .

; was produced, it is as applicable to the con- ' ' " ■

j temporary stage In its satire of the metb-'liow representods of playwnting and acting as it was to ,| the London stage of the eighteenth century. ( "V 'fl The lieavy school of tragedy which it bur- > v< m I'lesques so amusingly lias passed, it is true,
but the same foibles, fancies and ambitions
and jealousies of managers, critics, play- 1
wrights and actors, upon which Sheridan

i heaped his keenly satiric coals, exist to day. <■ ,
Mr. Payne, for many years associated

with Miss Horniman's famous repertoire in Wu
company in Manchester, England, presented, ' „his own version of the play. And what bis kT ( heater
revival lost in distinction it more than,.., tV.,made up in the quality of intimacy. At the '' '' ''f K'l
beginning of the rehearsal scenes. Putt's i ado inii 5'1 friends, Sneer and Dangle, walked down the "

I middle aisle of the theater and seated them- .IlUOUSlV Sill
■ selves in a stage box. This incident ere- CB,Knnated a sense of familiarity between the

characters and the audience which contrib-i 1)V Jfiwisllllted t.O thp ffPnornT pninvment ninr> Juted to the general enjoyment of the plav. , ■ 1 iThe play was acted in a ridiculously Tence, no restrictions are placedbroad manner, somewhat suggesting the
amateur school of acting. It is very pos¬
sible however, that an all-star company JxagiC note is dominant ilf mOStwould not have imparted that appropriate „crudeness which was responsible for much *' tlr,t111.;S.
of the hilarity on the opening afternoon.

The individual performances were satis-,- lHipnrp u
fying in the main. Mr. Payne himself ap- t . '
peared in the role of PutT, the original press latl'IV Unitei
agent, and played that complacent self-
satisfied gentleman with a deft humor and
lightness which were at all times delight¬
ful. Dallas Anderson was a trifle too ef- * ^feminate as the dilettante Dangle. II is "**
best moments were in his flirtation scene
with Tilburnia. when he acted with grace
and a nice sense of comedy. Whitford
Kane, Thomas Louden, and Lawrence Grant
were amusing in the rehearsal scenes.
Emilie Polini played the ambitious Tilbur¬
nia with assurance. Wallis Clark as Sneer
and Mario Majeroni as Sir Fretful gavei
creditable performances.

Fred Walton takes a picture of Richard Carle and Marie Cahill in "90 in the Shade"
ness and resignation 'AreaS

the nationality of the author.

White, N. 7.
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4 90 IN THE SHADE"

Musical Comedy in Two Acts. Book bvGuy Bolton. Music by Jerome Kern.Staged by Robert Milton. Dances andEnsembles by Julian Alfred. Produced
mv D?niel V- Arthur at the KnickerbockerTheater, Jan. 25.

S?'1® Willard Reynolds

HloJSfb^P® V '''' ■ ■ '' ■ •'' ■ P®"PMartindelWilloughby Parker Richard
SPit,? ni^rJ.,£arvel N Victor Morley

**
J§'i IPs"':[ * #,

lAyMMi

Polly Bainbridge
Madge Splint . . . .

Dot Snlint
Peter Thompson .

Judge Splint
Hodgins
Rose Carter
Lilly Whitehead .

Pansv Whitehead
Daisy Hammond .

Clover Royce
Myrtle Watterson
Violet Fuller
Lettice Romaine .

Sergeant McGinn ,

Mozi
Catti
Hai-cho
Ooina Estrada . . .

MISS FERNE ROGERS,
Who Scored a Great Personal Success in London Re

cently in the Pantomime, " The Sleeping Beauty
Beautified."

1

*

MR. JOHN COPE,

The Eminent Character Actor.

White. N. Y.

Cope.—The name of John Cope in a cast at a New
York theater is always a guaranty of at least one vi¬
rile characterization, for when all is said, Cope re¬
mains one of a very limited number of thorough
American character actors—not the eccentric sort,
but the convincing kind that leaves a memory behind.
From his first appearance in New York in " The
Heir of the Hoorah " he attracted attention. He was
for a while seen on tour as Canby in " Arizona " ;
later he returned in "The Girl of the Golden West,"
subsequently in that forceful characterization of Ivin-
kaid in " The Rose of the Rancho," in " The Concert"
and in the exceedingly striking character of the hobo
in " The Alan Inside "—all of them representative of
distinctive types which left their impress on the imag¬
ination of -the audience because of their truthful out¬
lines and penetrating realism. Mr. Cope is now play¬
ing the millionaire soap baron in " It Pays to Adver¬
tise." In this column appears an excellent portrait
of the popular actor.

Rogers.—Herewith a portrait of Miss Feme Rogers,
the prima donna of "The Sleeping Beauty," at the
Drur.v Lane Theater, who said that the Germans are
the dearest people in the world, and for that reason
was summarily discharged from the cast by the man-
agement, as printed in last week's issue of The
Mirrob. Miss Rogers is remembered here for her
charming performance of the prima-donna role in
" Iola," last season. She was liked in London. In
the role of Princess Marcella (Beauty) in the Drury
Lane Theater's production of " The Sleeping Beauty
Beautified," Miss Rogers won the unanimous approval
of the critics. The London Referee says of her per¬
formance : " Miss Ferne Rogers is quite all right—-
gay, pretty and charming, with a sweet, clear, pure
soprano, a songstress through and through." The
Stage is equally enthusiastic: " One could not wish
for a more prettily mannered princess than that of
Miss Rogers. She makes a charming picture, too.
Miss Rogers has a light soprano voice of good tone
and quality." On Monday the report came that the
American Embassy in London had refused to issue a
passport to Miss Rogers to permit her to travel to
Germany, where an engagement awaits her
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90 in the Shade." designed by Guy Bol-ton and Jerome Kern for the combinedtalents of those favorites, Marie Cahill andRichard Carle, is of a decidedly pleasingtemperature, though it never rises to the

alluring heights of Its title. It belongs tothat school of musical comedy which flour¬ished some years ago, and which alwavs
contained for a background a picturesqueand romantic country, for its characters
bibulous Americans traveling for adven¬
ture, who became entangled with rich wid¬
ows, etc., and naval (or military) lieuten¬
ants in immaculate uniforms; and which
depended for its action upon intrigue and
mistaken identities.

However, in spite of its conventionality
in plot and characterization, it affords a
pleasant relief from the ragtime and pat¬
ter species of musical entertainment which
prevails so largely this season, Mr. Bolton,
who devotes himself chiefly to serious play-
writing, has provided many witty lines,
and Jerome Kern, long famous as chief aid
to anaemic scores, has written some very
tuneful music. In melody and daintiness,
his songs somewhat suggest the works of
Lonel Moncton and Paul Rubens. Among
his new contributions to the trotteries are
"

Whistling Dan," which Miss Cahill sings,
assisted by a small but exceptionally en¬
gaging chorus ; " Peter Pan," and " I Have
Been About a Bit." Two interpolations by
Clare Kummer entitled " Mindanao Soldier
Man " and " Lonely in Town," will also t
become popular.

The plot, which has for its scene the ,

Philippine Islands, concerns the adventures [
of Willoughby Parker, agent of the Manila .

Hemp Company, and his betrothed, Polly ,

Bainbridge, a rich American widow. Par¬
ker is carrying on numerous flirtations with [
the ladies of the islands when Polly unex- [
pectedly arrives. Complications ensue >
which are only settled when the picturesque -
captain of a smuggling vessel enters the *
scene. He completely wins the affection •
of Polly, and the hero is left to console ;
himself with an earlier attachment, a lady .

known as " The Hot Tamale."
.Miss Cahill played the role of Polly with :

all of that delightful demureness of which i
she is capable. As Willoughby Parker
Mr. Carle simply acted himself. He
is consistently amusing. Ed Martindel ,v
was a fascinating smuggling captain. '
His singing of " Where's the Girl for Me? "
was one of the best features of the even--

ing. Ralph Nairn was amusing* as an un- .

desirable suitor with a hiccoughy voice. ;
Fred Walton made an agile Judge Splint,
who visits the islands in the cause of tem-
perance and quite obviously falls from
grace. Eleanor Henry was a pretty picture r;
as the elder daughter of the judge. Doro- .

thy Arthur, the daughter of Daniel V. Ar-
thiir, contributed some excellent dancing
in the role of Dot Splint, and Pedro de
Cordova gave a vivid characterization of a
temperamental Filipino.

.
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Frances Starr as the demure little novice
Marie- Odile, who knew nothing of

the miracles of life and of love.

ienlly terrified as she has found
the chapel empty. She comes
into the room; her emotions
overwhelm her)

Marie-Od ile— {with the cry
of a frightened child) Sister
Louise! Sister Louise! {At
the sound of a voice, the sol¬
dier re-enters quickly, draw¬
ing his sword. lie stands by
the window, directly under the
picture of St. Michael, the light
from the cloister shining about
him—Marie-Odile has heard his
step and turns quickly. She stands
transfixed. Then with a little gasp,
she murmurs "St. Michael!" Over¬
come by the awe of the vision, she sinks
slowly on her knees, laying her hands
palm to palm as in prayer, while she
looks up at the soldier in simple, silent
adoration)

Philip, the Uhlan—Well, how
long are you going to kneel?

Marie-Odile — {in a
breathless whisper)
Oh, sweet Saint
Michael!

*N echo, delicate and idyllic, of the
present tumult in Europe, is

/ % Edward Knoblauch's "Marie-
Odile." Actually, the time of

M the play is given as 1870, during
A -®^the Franco-Prussian War, when

the German corps were flooding down into
France, but, for all that, we have a play of today,
even in theme: the virtue of innocence, and the
virtuous duty of society to put innocence, wise
and no longer innocent, upon the road of self-
knowledge;

Marie-Odile is a novice in a secluded French convent.
Found, a baby, upon the convent door-step, she has never
left the institution bounds; knows nothing of the world;
has seen but two men: Peter, the gardener, and Father
Fisher—both of them old, and bent of body. She is ques¬
tioning two Sisters about her origin.

Marie-Odile—All children are not found on the door¬
step, are they?

Sister Louise—No. All children are not found on the
door-step, Marie-Odile. {a slight pause)

Marie-Odile—I was sure they weren't. Some children
have mothers, haven't they? You had a mother, didn't
you?

Sister Louise—Yes.
Marie-Odile—And you too? Sister Anatole?
Sister Anatole—Yes.
Marie-Odile—(i>cry wisely) I believe a great many

children have mothers.
Sister Louise—{with a compassionate look at Marie- j

Odile, unobserved by her, and a quick glance at Sister
Anatole) Ye-s.

Marie-Odile—Now where, Sister Louise, where H
do all these mothers find their children?

Sister Louise—God sends them their chil-
dren.

Marie-Odile—{she sits upon the bench,
close to Sister Louise) Sister Louise, ■

when babies grow to be big men,
do they never look like the Saints?

Sister Louise—What a question!
What do you mean—

Marie-Odile—Well, you see, I've
never seen any men except old
Peter
men as and wrinkled as
they? And they lame, and a
do they all when they
like—well—like Saint Michael
there {points to a colored pic-
ture, on the wall, of a glorified
saint), with his flaming sword?
—splendid men, strong, with
red cheeks and shining eyes
and golden hair?

Sister Louise — No, child.
^H

Without warning the Ger-
man soldiers sweep into the

and the nuns flee, leaving
Marie-Odile behind. She had
refused to answer their anx-

for her.
{Suddenly she discovers

she is alone in the convent.
She rushes from door to door,
calling, and in tears she
cries• "Where are tlicy?" She
goes quickly to the kitchen, but , jk
comes out again murmuring «fv
a surprised " No." She stops
a moment, then says suddenly, re
assuringly, " The Chapel! Of course!
.1lass! bather Fisher's ^She hurries into the cloisters— ^B
(another pause) Then the left door
opens and a young German soldier
enters. lie is a tall, splendid fel-
tow of twenty-two, with bright . ^BHflaxen hair, blue eyes, and a sun- ^B^H
burned complexion. He is dusty ^B
and flushed, as though he had aS
ridden all morning. But his » 1H
form is the gay uniform of a" Lhlan regiment {the Prus-
sian Lancers) and his big sword
clinks mightily belliml him. He
tooks about, evidently surprised to
find the place empty, and wanders over
s 0uiy toward the Mother Superior's room
*" rlght- But suddenly the smell of cooking

hi t" n,0Se' Wilh a sni-B and a pleased "Ah! Soup!"
ul'-n ^le ktiohen and disappears. A second later,ne-Odile re-enters quickly from the cloisters; she is evi-

tewhere

White. N. Y.

A touching incident in "Marie-
Odile" is when Frances Starr, as the
little convent novice, drinks to the
Prussians the toast, "May the good
Lord send you back soon safe to
your mothers!"

A charmmg scene in "Marie-
Odile in which the old gar¬dener (Frank Reicher) comes
to see the baby of Marie-Odile

(Frances Starr)

' organize.: .
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Marie-Odile—Aren't you really—Saint ^ ^
Michael? Philip (Jerome Patrick)—I?
Am I really Saint Michael? )C (
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Hearst's Magazine Marie-Odile

Marie-Odile—No, no!
Not Peter—Michael
— that's his name.

Peter (Frank
Reicher) —Ha!

Little Peter!

Philip—But as I happen to be the one amongst you who
has had the honor and privilege of knowing the charming
object of this ovation for at least five minutes longer than
any of the others, I—I

Beck—Object of ovation! I wonder his words don't
choke him dead. (the men laugh, some shouting, "Cut it
short," others, "Order.") Order! Order! My mistake!

Philip—I take it upon myself to propose the ^
health of our delightful hostess, Sister Marie—
(ibending down to her)—What is it?

Marie-Odile—(confused) What is what?
Philip—Your, name?
Marie-Odile—Sister Saint Marie-Odile.
Philip—Sister Saint Marie-Odile! May

she live long and prove a delight to all the
world as—as

Beck — (prompting) As she has |H
proved a delight to us today. I

Philip—(repeating) As she has W ft
proved a delight to us today, {to J ' L-—■
Beck) I thank you. {the men all flf Ij'Jsf fw.l
rise and raising their glasses, sing M jT
in German fashion: "Long shall 9 j
she live! Long shall she live! Long! WgAljBk
Long! Long!" They all sit
down again and shout "Speech!
Speech!") a

Beck—{to Marie-Odile) Now f
you must reply. 1

Marie-Odile—Reply? A
Beck—Yes. You must get

up and raise your glass and
say something in return.

Marie-Odile—I? But I ^H
have

Beck—What? You
have no glass!

Philip—What? You've never seen a man before?
Marie-Odile—No, never. Never a young man, I mean.

So you are like the saints after all.
Philip—{bursts out laughing and lakes a step back) Like

the saints?
Marie-Odile—{surprised) Is that the way young men

laugh?
Philip—{laughing again—very loudly) How else?
Marie-Odile—I mean do they always make so much

noise?
Philip—Come. You're not going to tell me you've

never heard a man laugh before?
Marie-Odile—Never. I tell you I've never seen any men

before. Never.
{Philip's superior officer, Sergeant Beck, now bursts into

the room)
Beck—Well, what have you found? {Meissner salutes)
Philip—Only this—young—Sister, sir.
Beck—{stroking his moustache, takes a step down the

stage) Ah! Ahem! {he looks Marie-Odile tip and down)
Philip—{in spite of himself) Please
Beck—{looking amazed at Philip) Please what?
Philip—She's never seen a man before.
Beck—What? Well—she'll have a chance to clap her

grateful eyes on a few now, thank God! Ha! Won't you,
my pretty

Marie-Odile—{simply as btfore) I'm Sister Marie-Odile.
I'm only a novice. But I'll be a sister when I've taken all
my vows.

Beck—Yes—yes—my pretty Sister Novice. I daresay.
I daresay. If something don't suddenly prevent your doing
so—what do you think, Meissner? {he grins at Philip.
Philip looks disapprovingly at Beck) What's the matter
with you? Belly ache?

Philip— No—only she's so very young
Beck—So much the better for some one—whoever he is,

lucky swine, {to Marie-Odile) Well, where are the rest of
you? Are they all as pretty as you, my dear? Trot 'em
out. Where are they hidden?

Marie-Odile—The Sisters hide? They've done nothing
wrong. Why should they hide?

Beck—{sententiously) Perhaps, my dear—they hap¬
pen to be afraid of our fatal attractions.

Marie-Odile—Why should they be afraid—you're A
only men. {Beck looks around to his men who r
have by iww crowded in behind him. They all burst X[i
out laughing)

Marie-Odile's innocence and Philip's cham¬
pionship protect her from the coarse wj
attentions of the soldiers. She prepares ^

Lord bless and protect you
safe to your mothers.

Philip—{taking her head between his hands) Oh, your
hair! Like that, is it? {he kisses her on the forehead, then
looks at her, murmuring) My little Saint! {with a sudden
impulse he kisses her long upon the mouth. Then turns
quickly, muttering "Good-by," and moves to the door. Marie-
Odile stands at the table deeply shaken, vis he moves, she

gives a longing little cry. "Oh!" This makes Philip look
around again. Breathlessly) Shall I stay? Shall I

Marie-Odile—{simply—almost pleading) Don't go. Not
yet. It—■ {Philip returns, folds his arms about her) It is
so sweet to be kissed—by a man. {he embraces her
and kisses her passionately on the mouth)

When the curtain rises again, a year has passed; the
war is ended; the Sisters have just returned from exile
to the convent.

Marie-Odile — It's been . a marvelous time for me,
Sister Louise. L

Sister Louise—What? Marvelous time?

Marie-Odile—May the dear
all and send you back soon

thought you ought not to. I'm
not good at all, not good at all,
Marie-Odile.

Marie-Odile—I don't believe it.
Your eyes are good. I know you're
good. I shall pray for you.

Philip—{taking Iwr hands) Thank
you, Marie-Odile, if you will, {a
slight pause) And now I must go. A

Marie-Odile—{trembling
slightly) Yes.

Philip—(in a low voice)
Will you lei me kiss
you—on the forehead
— as the Sisters
used to — when
you were a

little girl.
Will you?

Marie-
Odile — M
(raising
her head
slowly to
Mm) Yes.

Marie-Odile — verj

wisely) I believe, indeed,
a very great many chil¬
dren have mothers.

Mother Superior
(Marie Wainwright)

— What is it?
Marie - Odile —

The most wonder¬
ful thing on earth,
Mother Superior.
God has sent me a

little child!
•t "v •-?
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What the devil d'you mean by neglecting our hostess!
The Men—{in a pitying tone) Oh! She has no wine! Oh!

The hostess has no wine! Quick! Schramm! No glass!
Oh! {a glass is found quickly by Schramm, who gets up and
hands a glass to Marie-Odile, then places the jug on the
serving table)

Schramm—There you are, little sister.
Beck—There now! Now get up and speak.
All—Speech.
Marie-Odile—{rising and raising the glass) May the

dear Lord bless and protect you all and send you back soon
safe to your mothers, {the men change expression—look

dinner for them, and they eat, placing her at the head
of the table.

Steinhauser— {raising his glass) Long live the little Sister.
Beck—{correcting him) The little Mother Superior, you

mean.

Marie-Odile—{shocked) Oh, please don't call me that.
You mustn't. {Philip springs up. The men all tap on the
glasses)

Philip—Mr. Sergeant! Ladies—1 mean Sister—and
gentlemen—I—I'm not used to making speeches—but

Schramm—No! No!
Harlmann—No.'

Marie-Odile-—Yes, since you went away—a miracle has
happened here.

Sister Louise—A miracle?—Marie-Odile!
Marie-Odile—Yes! A miracle has happened to me, Sister
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The fourth of Alan Dale's stories of

Meek and Mouse-Like
Frances Starr

F1' LASHY ladies with carminejj lips, heaving bosoms and in-
i' 11 candescent eyes are reallyexceedingly easy people to cope with.They are such simple souls, and appear¬ances are so deceptive. In private life,they usually have very good appetites(some of them, I believe,- take cerealsfor breakfast—which to me seems al¬most squalid!), are addicted to cosydomesticity and buy their books at dry-goods stores. It is the meek, mouse-colored and seemingly Puritanical littleladies, with eyes lowered and no figureat all to.speak of, who "intrigue" me.I never credit them with taking cerealsfor breakfast or buying their books atdry-goods stores or doing anything thatthe unsophisticated "adventuress" lovesto do. Often I believe that the whitemuslin frock of the ingenue covers amultitude of complexities, while the reddress of the scarlet lady is but the maskof simplicity.
Now, little Frances Starr is one ofthe "ingenuous" girls whom I havestudied assiduously; and oddly enough,I have felt dreadfully embarrassedwhenever I discussed with her the roles

that she has played. It seemed so crudeand so humiliating for an able-bodiedperson like yours truly to ask a meek,mouse-colored little girl leading ques¬tions about "The Easiest Way" and,worse still, "Marie-Odile." I felt that,looking at her, she couldn't possiblyunderstand; yet I was certain, havingwatched her work, that she couldn'tpossibly misunderstand. That is thetrouble with meek, mouse-coloredmaidens. They get the credit for anexquisite and deeply ingraine'd igno¬rance (and is there anything more beau¬tiful in the world than ignorance?) inspite of all the elaborate arguments ofyour reasoning self.
Off the stage, Frances Starr im¬

presses you as being the sort of girlwho, like the ingenue in "Lady Winder¬mere's Fan" (a play, by the by, inwhich I once saw her), loves to look atbeautiful views of Switzerland or
gorgeous sunsets. In fact, on two dis¬tinct occasions when I questioned herabout "The Easiest Way" and "Marie-
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MEEK AND MOUSE-LIKE FRANCES STARR 433
Odile," I felt inclined to say to her:"Dear little girl, while I am asking youabout things that your meek and mouse-
colored personality should regard as
perfectly horrid, do—just to oblige me—look at the photographs on the wall,
or the pictures in that magazine."

Now, when an actress produces that
effect upon a perfectly hardened sinner,
something psychologically interestinghas happened. You can be sure of that.
And to my' mind, Frances Starr is as

interesting psychologically as dramatic¬
ally.

She usually lives in very comfortable
but not aggressively opulent surround¬
ings. You feel that she is a "homey"
person; you also feel, beyond the per-adventure of a doubt, that she wants
you to feel that way. She generally
wears the simplest and most inexpen¬sive raiment. I've seen her in a white
shirtwaist that couldn't have cost a cent
less—I mean more—than two-ninety-
eight, and the skirt beneath it was un-
noticeable. Of course, if she had reallybeen as simple as she looked—dear little
girl!—she would have frou-froued into
the room in shimmering silks, and have
made a picture. Only really guileless
girls like Elsie Janis wear silk and dia¬
monds in the morning.

I7ROM all of which you may infer
that I do not think little Frances

Starr is as meek and mouse-colored as
she seems to be. I refuse to be more

specific, and merely add that I regardher as a clever and brainy little personwith a keen sense of dramatic values
both off and on the stage. Otherwise
she wouldn't be interesting, would she ?
And I am dealing only with interestingpeople. It amused me a good deal to
hear usual people who saw her in
"Marie-Odile" declare, as they viewedher meek and mouse-colored personal¬
ity, that she just "walked through" the
part. How shortsighted many are!Her role in "Marie-Odile" was the most
tremendously difficult part she ever
essayed. In fact, I can think of no other
girl on the stage who could have made
the character possible, or have saved
it from ribald laughter. It was justthat little meek and mouse-colored per¬

sonality that gave it a semblance of
truth. Her ignorance was so delightfulthat we said it was improbable. You
see, we are so grotesquely accustomed
to wisdom.

Even the way in which Frances Starrfirst reached the stage was meek and
mouse-colored:

"It was like this," she said to me one
day when we were chatty. "I had todo something. I was living in Albany,and I made up my mind to earn myliving by going on the stage. In Al¬
bany, Frederic Bond was playing in astock company, and so I called uponhim, was lucky enough to see him and
cheeky enough to ask him to give me a
part. He was very nice, and listened
attentively to me. I had never done anydramatic work at all, except as an
amateur. He told me to study a rolein a little play called 'A Cup of Tea,'and to come to him as soon as I had
done so. He said he thought that I
was very ingenuous. So I went home,and you can bet I studied that part.Well, Mr. Bond heard me in it, liked
me and gave me a chance to play it. I
was so nervous that I was almost
hysterical, but I believe Mr. Bond
thought it was acting, and that it was
very good. At any rate, he gave me abetter part to play after that, and I
remained with his company for the restof the season."

I thought that "A Cup of Tea" was
an exceedingly appropriate piece inwhich to exploit a meek and mouse-
colored personality. Tea is so placidand so soothing. While it may notinvariably be above suspicion,—asDickens showed us in his history of theimmortal Sairey Gamp,—it seems as
ingenuous as Miss Starr herself.

CHE told me the rest of her story, and
you may as well hear how she

reached the grand denouement—David
Belasco. And by the by, Miss Starr has
a good deal of the picturesque diffidence
of David Belasco. If she ever made a

curtain-speech, I feel sure that she
would be tempted to tug at a forelock
of hair just as Mr. Belasco is accus¬
tomed to do.

When she first came to New York,

She would be the girl you would take to see the plays that critics call 'clean and wholesome,"But I would never have taken her to see herself in 'The Easiest Way.' "

FRANCES STARR IN "MARIE-ODILE
*
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FRANCES STARR IN "MARIE ODILE"

THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE

she went to see Charles Frohman, but
as soon as she got to his office, she ran
away. The same thing happened when
she called on Daniel Frohman. She ran

away ! Don't you think that charming ?
I do. The picture of a little meek and
mouse-colored girl bearding the offices
of big theatrical magnates, and then
running away, is surely alluring. If I
were an artist, I would sketch it. Luck¬
ily my crimes are not those of the
pencil.

"At last," she went on, "I went to
the old Murray Hill Theater and waited
at the stage door for three days. Each
day Mr. Donnelly, the manager, noticed
me there and smiled as he went in. I
was mute, lacking the courage to say a
word. Finally, he spoke to me, and
asked me what I wanted, and I told him
that I wanted an engagement. He also
seemed to think that I was very in¬
genuous, but I got one, and I worked
very hard. I took every part that was
offered to me, and played it as best I
knew how. And that is how I really
got on the stage."

You see, they all thought she was
ingenuous—a characteristic which is of
course a very valuable asset., A "fly"
girl who spoke slang, and wore the
latest attire, would, I imagine, have
found it very much more difficult. I
firmly believe that a meek and mouse-
colored personality pays. It is a very
serviceable thing, and men adore it.
Women of course don't like it. They
wouldn't! But as women are not
theatrical managers nowadays,—though
some of them may manage theatrical
managers,—they do not count in a story
like this.

IT was after a metropolitan appearance
1 in a not very important play that
David Belasco sent for her, and asked
in his calm, serene voice: "How would
you like to come to me?" Miss Starr
almost burst into tears—but didn't.
The great theatrical manager was look¬
ing at her and studying her. Perhaps
she knew that. I always think that
meek and mouse-colored people know
a good deal more than they are credited
with knowing. At any rate, little Miss
Starr, with all her diffidence, did not

refuse Mr. Belasco's offer. She told
him that she would like very much tr
come to him. Then she ran out, brok^
a mirror and bought a green waist that
cost thirteen dollars.

Don't you think all that very cute?
It is exactly what a meek and mouse-'
colored little girl would do if she cared
to live up to her ingenuous demeanor.
Frances Starr always does. She never
forgets it, and there is no reason why
she should. It would be rank ingrati-j
tude to forget that which has been so
extraordinarily useful.

Nor since she achieved success anc'
became what is known as a "Belasci
star" has she changed in the least—out
wardly, at any rate. I met her quit
recently, and she was just as meek ant
mouse-colored as ever. There were n<
airs, no "frills," no sense of importance
Very few people remain meek in th-
face of substantial success. In fac
permanent meekness is a great test ~
character, and well worth studying
This little actress is as persistent an>
unbudging in her attitude toward lif
as she was when she used to run awa
in affright from managerial offices. SI.
invariably refuses to go to those restau1
rants where simple and unsophisticatei
actresses dance and make merry. Sh
loves dancing, but not in public, don
you know, and really that sort of thi
is awfully nice.

"I like to dance in my own apar
ment, or in the homes of my friends
she told me. "I simply cannot unde
stand how people at restaurants c;:
get up in the middle of supper or dir
ner and go whirling around with ever
body criticising them. I couldn't do i|
I should be so exceedingly self-coi
scious. I don't believe in frequentir
restaurants at all. I suppose that if
found any entertainment in them,
would be different, but I couldn't g
any pleasure at all in such resorts,
don't like the idea of them, and I thii
it is a very foolish thing for actors a
actresses to show themselves in pub
in such a manner. Of course, it
merely a question of taste. I may
wrong."

Little meek and mouse-colored peo
very often say: "I may be wron
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MEEK AND MOUSE-LIKE FRANCES STARR
What they really mean, of course, is:"You may be wrong, but I know I'm
right."

E7RANCES STARR, when you meetA her, doesn't seem to possess any
very pronounced opinions. Apparentlyshe defers to you, gently and unobtru¬
sively, and you feel that you are leadingher. As soon as you get away, however,
you are perfectly convinced that she has
been leading you. I'm very fond ofthat sort of thing in a woman, but not
nearly as partial to it in a man.

However, Miss Starr is quite clever
enough to find good reasons for any¬thing she does. If she impersonates
vice, she can be quite enthusiastic on
the subject; if she interprets innocence,she can glowingly endorse it. And verysensible, too! Clever people are nearlyalways sensible, and never allow "tem¬
perament" to get in their way. For
instance, when Miss Starr played that
very naughty part in "The Easiest
Way," she had no white-muslin regrets."I was very glad I was no longer aningenue," she said to me. "Of course,I like to play good women, but I don'tlike being a white-muslin girl. It is a
positive fact that until I read what
people said about 'The Easiest Way' I
never realized what kind of part I was
playing. Throughout the rehearsals, it
never dawned upon me at all. That is
true. I was really too dense or too—
innocent. May I say that playing the
part is a constant joy to me? It givesme something to think about. I am
sorry for the girl. She is just a mis-formed little thing, with a bad streak in
her, and she can't help it. I am im¬
mensely interested in her."

Dear meek and mouse-colored littleFrances Starr! How deftly and artistic¬
ally she explained it all! Can youimagine a vehement, scarlet-lipped,incandescent-eyed lady being nearly asplausible?

She was equally artistic when she
championed the pathetic—and some sayimprobable—ignorance of Marie-Odile."I love this role of innocence," sheinsisted as strenuously as she had
affirmed her adoration for the role of
guilt. "You can imagine how refresh¬

ing it is to play the simple, ingenuouslittle Marie-Odile. I am bound to saythat virtue is exceedingly attractive, andthat it is infinitely nicer than vice. Itis a poem, don't you think? One can¬
not say: Would a girl have been soinnocent ?—or: Could a woman have re¬mained so ingenuous? Marie-Odile isthe poetry of innocence, and in spite ofall, men love that picture."

I think men do, but I'm sure womendon't. Women look upon it as a sortof personal reflection upon them, be¬
cause they cannot credit it. Men simplyhope that they can, and hope springseternal in the human breast, don't youknow.

[ IKE other actresses—or a good manyof them—Frances Starr adoresEleonora Duse. I wonder why so manyactresses adore Duse? Can it be be¬
cause she has retired, and is no longer
a competitive factor? That sounds atrifle cynical, perhaps, but nobody seems
particularly fond of actresses who are
still acting. Mr. Belasco knew Miss
Starr's attachment to the Duse per¬sonality. Once at rehearsal, when thelittle ingenue was very peevish, and
couldn't act a certain scene as he wanted
her to act it, he told her it was beyondher, and added: "Well, the Italian
woman would do it just that way. Youcan't; she could." That, she thought,
was the very cruelest remark that he
could have made, but it acted like magic
upon her. She cried and she sulked,but she did precisely what David
Belasco wanted her to do.

I am afraid we all made it rather
hard for poor little Frances Starr at
first. You see, she occurred after Mrs.
Leslie Carter, and that lady hadn't a
meek and mouse-colored personality.She was electrical and temperamental,and her moods were kaleidoscopic. We
were inclined to imagine that Miss
Starr, like Mrs. Carter, would tear pas¬sions to tatters. She was much too
clever to attempt any such feats. Slowlybut surely she made her way, in her
own subdued and unostentatious man¬
ner—a manner that is much more
durable than any febrile characteristics.
Little Frances Starr is as deferential

:ended
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Frances Starr—no! Thrice no! I am

quite convinced that Miss Starr never
reads anything more sensational than
the masterpieces of Jane Austen.

Frances Starr—and I admire her for
it—keeps herself from the public gaze
as much as possible, and also from the
public prints. Perhaps she strayed from
this sensible policy during the run of
"Marie-Odile," but I don't believe she
will do it again. These little meek and
mouse-colored personalities are so logic¬
al, and so far-seeing, as a rule. They
make so few mistakes. Frances Starr
is not at all impulsive, even though she
did run out and buy a thirteen-dollar
waist on the day that David Belasco
engaged her. She has a very clever
manager, but she is probably capable of
managirtg herself, and doing it very
artistically, too.

I don't suppose anybody knows that
she has appeared in classical plays, but
she has. "The public wonders why
actors and actresses are so ambitious
to appear in classical plays that don't
pay," she said one day. "I'll tell you:
It is the joy of speaking lines that mean
something, and that possess a real
value. It is a joy to the artist, what¬
ever the effect may be upon the public.
That is why we all feel that we really
don't amount to anything—in our own
estimations—until we have appeared in
classical roles."

Meek and mouse-colored little
Frances Starr! It is refreshing and
also very soothing to the tired nerves
to meet her. You feel that you would
love her for a sister—or perhaps an
aunt. She would be the girl you would
take to see the plays that critics call
"clean and wholesome," and the box-
offices call—something else. Really, I
should never have taken Frances Starr
to see herself in "The Easiest Way."
It would have embarrassed me dread¬
fully.

I admire meek and mouse-colored
personalities. But I'm a bit afraid of
them, too.

to the most wonderful stage manager
in the world, as Mrs. Carter—wasn't.

"Belasco is really a very mild man,"
she once remarked. "If he ever storms,
it is more a pose than anything else.
He says more to 'Louis' about the
'lights' than to anybody else. He gives
us a good deal of scope, and permits us
to use our own ideas—when they don't
interfere with his." Which was putting
it very neatly.

Naturally, Miss Starr receives letters
from girls anxious for a stage career.
Logically, she would, because she looks
so meek and unassuming—just the sort
of girl silly aspirants would deem un¬
fitted for the stage, and sensible aspir¬
ants would consider perfectly well
placed there.

"When they ask me how to get on
the stage," she said in her unvaryingly
unsophisticated way, "I simply tell them
I don't know. And I don't. Girls with
dramatic ability will always go on the
stage, whatever one says. Nothing can
stop them. Girls who ask a lot of
foolish questions do not need the stage
at all, and to talk to them is merely a
waste of time. I don't know how to
get on the stage. All I do know is that
I got there by persistence and nerve."

(")F course she knew that she didn't^ look that part at all. Anybody who
met Frances Starr for the first time
would insist that "nerve" could not
possibly be one of her possessions. She
is the clinging, reluctant sort—always
delightfully bashful and picturesquely
timid. She talks in an eminently edu¬
cated manner, and perhaps she reads.
But I am always particularly careful
about crediting actresses with reading.
I did it once. I saw a certain actress
reading. I made a note of it. And
naturally I selected an author for her—
somebody worth a library binding. But
before I left I caught a glimpse of the
book. It was called "A Night of
Temptation," by Victoria Cross. Please
believe that I am not referring to

uerion Braley
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David Belasco
at work in his study
on a new play. At l
the extreme right is
shown a part of the
screen on \tfhich he pins
scenes of the different acts as he
finishes them.

Photograph by Byron,
New York

Plagiarism
ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST
NOTED PLAYWRIGHTS AND
PRODUCERS DISCUSSES THE CON¬
STANT CRY OF "PLOT-THIEF!"

By David Belasc o

Editor's Not e: Mr. Belasco, called by some the peer of all theatrical
producers, and the author of many successful plays of high order, not only
takes up the question of the injury done to the new playwright by those who cry
"Stop Thief!" but he goes into the conditions of the stage to-day, the probable
effect of the European war upon the American dramatist, his work and his
methods. This article gives an insight into Mr. Belasco's life, character and
thoughts such as has never been done before.

T has seemed to me that the
real test of a play's success
is the number of suits for

plagiarism brought against the author.
If there be no suit filed against him,
he has cause to fear that his is not

likely to be a profitable box-office at¬
traction.

Almost every successful playwright
is accused of theft. The more success¬
ful he is, the more is he accused. (The
more successful, the more money he

609
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Lyceum Theatre
CHRISTMAS DAY—MATINEE AND NIGHT—DEC. 25

DAVID BELASCO Presents

Frances Starr
In a New Play in Three Acts

By Edward Knoblauch
Entitled

Marie-Odile
CAST:

Mother Sain Dominic, Mother Superior of the convent. . .

v. .Marie WainwrightSister Clotilde, the Portress Ada C. Nevil
Sister Louise Harriet Otis DellenbaughSister Monica Millicent White
Sister Anatole Sally WilliamsSister Angela Mildred Dean
Sister Cecilia Amy FitzpatrickSister Joseph Alice AverySister Elizabeth Dorothy TurnerSister Catherine Gertrude WfignerMarie-Odile, a novice 'Frances Stavr
Father Fisher, the Chaplain Edward DonnellyPeter, the Gardener Harry HollidaySergeant Otto Beck Carl Sauermann
Corporal Philip Meissner Jerome Patrick
Hartmann \ Uhlans / Herbert HeywoodHorn in \ Robert WynneMittendorf a Hugo Schmedes
Schramm ( Pmssian j Henry Stillman
Steinhauser Regiment Ano-nof• August Nelson

The scene is in a small convent in the mountainous regionsof Alsace.
The time is during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870.
There is a lapse of one year between Acts II and III.
Each intermission of eight minutes duration.

Scene by Ernest Gros.

Play produced under the personal supervision of Mr. Belasco.

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Manager Wilson S. Ross
Business Manager Chester H. Rice.
Stage Manager Henry B. Stillrran

Dec. 27-28-29, Lewis Stone in "Bunny"
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has.) We have the word of Goethe that
Shakespeare and Moliere wished above
all things to make money in their the¬
aters, and
as for

thievery, we are constantly assured that
Shakespeare was the most brazen plot-
thief of them all! Sardou, who made

a fortune writing
plays, was sued time
and time again for
plagiarism. It is very
seldom that an experi¬
enced playwright
brings a suit of this
nature. I, for one,
dread to open an ama¬
teur's manuscript; and
I believe every other
manager will tell you
he has the same feel¬
ing. Amateurs forced

Scene in tke second act of
Marie-Odile," Mr. Belasco's
nev) pla$. Marie-0dtle,

the little novice, (Frances
Starr) is left alone in the

convent by the fleeing
nuns when the Prus¬

sian soldiers appear.

Placing her in the
Mother Superior's
chair, they demand
a toast. She says:

"Ma^ the dear Lord
bless and protect
you all, and send
you back soon to

"vour mothers."

me to abolish my play-reading bureau.
I was very sorry to do so, as I believe
it was the only thing of its kind in this
country.

When an author puts forth a suc¬
cessful play, flocks of amateur authors
descend on him. One charges that his
"idea" has been pilfered; another con¬
tends that much of the "bright dia¬
logue" was his; another insists that a
certain character was plucked from his
own masterpiece. This is all very well,
except that it isn't done.

There is no reason for theft. Yet,
rather than endure the notoriety, the
expense and bother of the trial, the
time-pressed manager usually settles

for a small sum. Certain lawyers, I
am informed, earn their livelihood
fathering such actions, and judging
from their constant activity, their
tastes must be luxurious.

No theatrical producer or play¬
wright in his right senses will steal a
plot or an idea. He knows the theft
would prove too costly in the matter of
reputation and money. When a; man¬
ager finds an exceptionally good plot
which the author cannot handle, it is
very easy to arrange to have the play
gone over by an experienced collabo¬
rator. This is done several times each
season.

A short time ago, I read an article
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By Edward Knoblauch
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she had become an obsession. So I
began again. The day after the com¬
pletion of the play in which she was a
central character, I read in the New
York papers an account of David
Belasco's production in Philadelphia
of Miss Bradley's play, 'The Gov¬
ernor's Lady.' The basic idea of my

S*. I was in the
1 I telephoned
to friends in
rork who had
three acts of
play, asking

n to go at
ce to Philadel-
>hia. They
witnessed a

performance,
and on their
return they
reported
that in cer-

t a i n pas¬
sages o f

■ 'The Gov-

ations,
we had
both

on plagiarism, written for the New
York Times by James Forbes, author
of "The Chorus Lady," "The Travel¬
ing Salesman," and "The Show Shop."
He used "Stop Thief!" as his title, and
he said:

"After I had written 'The Chorus
Lady' and 'The Traveling Salesman,'
I felt that the time was ripe
for an attempt at the
Westerners. n j^^k
I sailed for
Europe, hoping
during my holiday
to a

Among the books
sent to me at ^k
the steamer ^k
was one by ^k
the late ^k
Graham
Phillips, fl
'Old Wives I PI
for New.' H
It was all
there,—a 1 1

been storing
u !> ■ '■r • -I
years,—done
more won-

derfully than V
I could hope
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EXECUTIVE STAFF
Manager
Business Manager
Stage Manager. ..

• • . Wilson S. Ross
. . Chester H. Rice.
Henry B. Stillrran

ployed precisely the same language, the
exact phrasing. I wish to emphasize
'the exact phrasing' because it is this
sort of similarity which, when an
author is accused of stealing a play,
seems to carry so great a weight in the
minds of judges and jury. It is tc
them improbable that two authors
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doing! But in the meantime,
some one else is also dreaming
wonderful dreams.

For a year or so after the war,
or so it seems to me, our drama
will have an historical trend
Just now the public wants
to be entertained. But
for a year or so fol
lowing the war,
we must expect
to see the drama
unravel the
thousand and
one war-time
incidents.

In other
words, w e
must "talk
over" the
war for a

year or so;
there will
be hun¬
dreds, per¬
haps thou-
sands, of
books written
on this sub¬
ject; innumer¬
able articles will
appear in
magazines;
ters to friends
and relations
will pour in
from soldiers;
then will come

personal rem¬
iniscences, and
because of
their influence
on the public
mind, the war-
drama is sure

to follow.
Belgium and

its heroes will
probably
prove the
basis of a num¬

ber of plays. Ro¬
mance will flourish
in Flanders. . , „ „

"Piif *f 11 it, At the Prussian Corporals request,
* 1 1

. Marie-O dile removes Her veil. He
dramatists in tells Ker he loves ker.

the world wrote military
plays, they could not con¬

struct a drama to reveal the

greatness and horror of this
war. The dramatist must

content himself with inci¬
dents, sidelights, and bits

of stray narrative.
As a matter of
fact, one of the
drama's greatest

difficulties to¬

day is that the
public can buy
more dramat-
i c material
in the penny -

newspaper
than can be
sup plied
for two
dollars in a

theater.
After a

year or so,
we are sure

to have a

number o f
peaceful,

restful plays,
true to the life

around us, teach¬
ing us happiness

and the glory of
living. In other

words, we shall go to
the theater to find the
quiet after the storm.

The air must be
cleared; and the public

will seek plays reflect¬
ing the temper of the
times.

Psychological mo¬
ment or not,—and
there is a psycho¬
logical moment for
a play,—no really
good manuscript
need go without

a hearing.
America has

a sufficient num¬

ber of theater-
goers to assure a

photograph^wwte. splendid reception forA recent portrait of David Belasco
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almost any style of excellent play.
There is the popular audience, the ro¬
mantic audience, the audience that de¬
mands its thrills, the goody-goody
audience and the
artistic, intelli¬
gent audience—
I mean the audi¬
ence that shows
appreciation of
mastery of art
in play-writing
and production,
and sees the
poetry of the
drama, rather
than the flat
facts of the
story.

That some¬
thing in a play
which makes it
popular is in¬
definable. W e
are told that no
play can succeed
without love in¬
terest, yet such
plays have suc¬
ceeded; we are
told that plays
without situa¬
tion must fail,
but many of
them have not
failed. We are
told this and
that and every¬
thing, yet when
it comes to a

question of fact,
some one who
has broken all
rules of the
drama is ac-
claimed a

genius.
Edward

Knoblauch has
given us an en¬
tirely new style
of play. We have never seen anything
quite like his "My Lady's Dress," and
his "Marie-Odile," and yet his suc¬
cess as a playwright is unquestioned.
"Marie-Odile" is a play without a thrill,

without a climax—in the true sense of
the word; it has only one stage-setting,
—that of a common room in a con¬
vent,—and the principal male characters

appear only in
I

Frances Starr in the most success¬
ful role of her brilliant career, Marie-Odile

one scene. Yet
it has suc¬
ceeded !

When a play
is produced at
the so-called
p s ychological
moment, other
p 1 a y 5 of the
same sort often
follow. "The
Lion and the
Mouse" came at
the psychologi¬
cal moment—at
a time when
John D. Rocke¬
feller was the
topic of the
hour. It was fol¬
lowed by many
plays of its kind,
and some of
them succeeded.
That, in itself,
was proof of the
p s ychological
moment. One
author strikes
the popular
chord, and the
others go flock¬
ing after, like
sheep.

Before I dis¬
miss the subject,
I want to em¬

phasize the fact
that every play¬
wright who has
written a good
play can obtain
a hearing.
Winthrop Ames
got one thou¬
sand, six hun¬

dred and fifty plays in the contest in
which "Children of Earth" was selected
as the best American play. But if there
were other good ones submitted, they
will eventually fall into the hands of a

manager. Producers are only too eager
for fresh material.

The road of the good playwright may
be long, but it has its turning. "Forget-
Me-Not" for
years went beg¬
ging before it
proved a splen¬
did success.

"Jim the Pen¬
man" was sent
to every man¬
ager in London
and New York
before it reached
A. M. Palmer,
and even he kept
it pigeon-holed
for two years
before he pro¬
duced it.

We must
make the theater
a temple of
imagin ation
where a suffi¬
cient realism is
created to crowd
from the mind
every outside
condition and
circumstance.

O u r theater
never can be
relegated to the
exposition of a
theory. It never
can be turned
into a clinic, a
laboratory or a
lecture-room.

As long as
there is a God,
we cannot im¬
prove on scen¬
ery. We can do
no more than
seek to copy
Nature and her
magic. Stage
futurists strain
for the something new; in the name
of Originality, they commit every crime
against good taste and truth. Dramatic
art, or stage art, lies in lifting a section
of Nature from out the woodland, the

sky, or the man-made city, and holding
it up against the theater's walls.

There is no need of exaggeration in
scenery or characterization. To get the

effects I seek, I
have made a

lifelong study of
lights. Lights
and shadows
seem to act
quickly on the
imag ination.
How effective
the twilight or
moonlight for
love - making !
They give a
sense of aloof¬
ness—the shut¬
ting out of the
material, worri¬
some, prying
world of sorrow

and pain. We
know that the
modesty in¬
herent in every
woman demands
the protection of
night to give
freedom to her
inner-most emo¬

tions ; and we
know that the
subdued glim¬
mering gives to
the man a brav¬
ery that in the
full glow of the
day seems tin-
accountable.

The dark
stage is best
suited to mys¬
tery, and the
bright, blatant
glare is best for
u n restrained
gayety. If I can
use my lights to
paint the back¬

ground I desire, I give small heed to
my scene or its setting. Atmosphere is
the telling of a story without words.

And above everything, my motto is:
"Get as near to God as possible."

holograph by White. NewYork ■■■
Alone in tke convent, Marie-Odile still

tolls tke bell at tke appointed hours.
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Lyceum Theatre
CHRISTMAS DAY—MATINEE AND NIGHT—DEC. 25

DAVID BELASCO Presents

Frances Starr
In a New Play in Three Acts

By Edward Knoblauch
Entitled

Marie-Odile
CAST:

Mother Sain Dominic, Mother Superior of the convent. . .

\ .Marie WainwrightSister Clotilde, the Portress Ada C. NevilSister Louise Harriet Otis DellenbaughSister Monica Millicent WhiteSister Anatole Sally WilliamsSister Angela Mildred DeanSister Cecilia Amy FitzpatrickSister Joseph Alice AverySister Elizabeth Dorothy TurnerSister Catherine Gertrude WagnerMarie-Odile, a novice 'Frances StavrFather Fisher, the Chaplain ... . Edward DonnellyPeter, the Gardener Harry HollidaySergeant Otto Beck Carl SauermannCorporal Philip Meissner Jerome PatrickHartmann
Horn
Mittendorf .

Schramm . .

Steinhauser

Uhlans
in
a

Pmssian
Regiment

.Herbert Heywood
. . .Robert Wynne

. .Hugo Schmedes
. . Henry Stillman

. . .August Nelson

The scene is in a small convent in the mountainous regionsof Alsace.
The time is during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870.There is a lapse of one year between Acts II and III.
Each intermission of eight minutes duration.

Scene by Ernest Gros.

Play produced under the personal supervision of Mr. Belasco.

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Manager Wilson S. RossBusiness Manager Chester H. Rice.Stage Manager Henry B. Stillrran

Dec. 27-28-29, Lewis Stone in "Bunny"
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"Our Foremost Playhouse"—Chicago Tribune.
Harry J. Powers, Manager.

This Theatre, under normal conditions, with
every seat occupied, can be emptied in less
than three minutes. Look around now, choose
the nearest exit to your seat, and in case of
disturbance of any kind, to avoid the dangers
of panic, WALK (do not run) to that exit.

First Week, Beginning
March 15, 1915

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

DAVID BELASCO PRESENTS
BEGINNING TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 26, 1915,

Matinees Thursday and Saturday.

DAVID WARFIELDDAVID BELASCO Presents

FRANCES STARR THE AUCTIONEER
In a New Play in Three Acts,

By EDWARD KNOBLAUCH,
Entitled

A Comedy in Three Acts

CAST

. . .David Warfield

Jennie Moscowitz

Marie Bates
. .Louis Hendricks

Simon Levi

Mrs. Levi. .

Mrs. Egan.
Callahan . .

.Harry Lewellyn
... Eva Randolph
...Harry Rogers
... .Bessie Fooks
...Frank Nelson

.... Guy Milham
Esther Sacheroff
.. .Horace James

...James Gerson
...Lola Moynelo

Isaac Leavitt.

Mrs. Leavitt..

Meyer Cohen.
Mrs. Cohen...

Mo Fininski..

Richard Egan
Minnie ......

Dawkins

Janitor

Helga

Miss Manning Maud Beckwith

Misses Compton { . Alio.e Averj*

I Eleanor Williams
Miss Finch Ruth Hawthorne

Miss Smith, a shopper .Geraldine de Rohan

Policeman Richard Lembeck

Chestnut Vendor Tony Bevan
Leonard Doyle

Visitors
, Giles Low

Julia Reinhart

Guests, Shoppers, Pedestrians, Street Band

I

BOSTON'S TOY OPENS

Boston, Dec. 28.—The latest addi¬
tion to local theatres came in the
form of the new Toy Theatre, which
was opened last Saturday. The new
playhouse is in Dartmouth Street,
near Copley Square. The interior
is conspicuous by the simplicity of
its color and decorations.

"Miss Muffett's Birthday Party," a
fantastic comedy adapted by Re¬
becca Hooper Eastman from a story
by Rachel Crothers, was the initial
offering.

At the formal opening an address
was made by the Rev. Dr. Samuel
McChord Crothers.

Uhlans
in a

Prussian
Regiment

Soldie

Scene—New York City

ACT I.—The Old Auction Shop.THE SCENE IS IN A SMALL CONVENT IN THE MOUNTAINOUS
REGIONS OP ALSACE.

THE TIME IS DURING THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR OP 1870.
There is a lapse of one year between acts two and three.

h«* fc "••ricsii attention h-.- r-rt-ived. \
xuit .■ n 1 it was music ho wurkod • 1
kit . i in tours ami alter his U: • h,
1- ' •;-.',ioo>'I lii'e ha:-; ci--ii -na. 11
1. ■ ■ oai: in its t •seiyy. " Ji : ■ tcl-' 1

1 > - nif-'Ms 0:1 a •-..I'M!a .{ S ?e h«v<. •'
1 to the piano afti r »n early bvi' 1
fragged fiom it by his wife to riref.s i

II.—The Lexington Avenue Home. Some Months
Later.

ACT III.—Scene 1. Twenty-third Street. Six Months
Later.

(The Curtain will be Lowered One Minute.)
Scene 2. The Little Home Down Town.Scene by Ernest Gros.

Play produced under the personal supervision of Mr. Belasco.
The play rewritten by, and produced under the personal

direction of DAVID BELASCO. Scenes by Ernest Gros.

Scenery built by Charles Carson. Electrical effects by Louis
Hartman. Properties by Augustus Schaeffer.

.... Louis Massen
Henry B. Stillman

General Stage Director
Stage Manager

used exclusively by this theatre are furnished by
The Aeolian Company.

The Stroud Pianos

Manager Wilson S. Ross

Business Manager Chester H. Rice

Stage Manager William Boag

Assistant Stage Manage: James Gerson
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MISS FRANCES STARR
As the fair young Juliet at the Fine Arts Ball. Miss Starr's sensitive beauty lends itself
to the subtle interpretation of highly dramatic roles. She is one of the youngest and most
beloved of the dramatic actresses on the American stage, and during the last few years has
been figuring successfully in unusual and difficult star parts. She will appear in a new play
this season.
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FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 8, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

EXTRA MATINEE FRIDAY (LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY), FEB. 12th.

WILLIAM a. BRADY, Ltd.,
Presents

THE RENTED EARL
By SALISBURY FIELD.

Cast.
mrs. sanderson-burr evelyn carter carrington
dorothy manners alice lindahl
mrs. ainsworth teresa maxwell-conover
the earl of carmondale lawrence d'orsay
barry randolph schuyler ladd
maude randolph olive templeton
freddy gatewood douglas j. wood
archibald j. beamer albert brown
kipps

leonard grey

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.

THE SUN-PARLOR AT VALDECINI'S HOME.
ACT II.

JAMES GREBBLE'S STUDIO.
ACT III.

SCENE 1—THE LIVING ROOM AT VALDECINI'S,SCENE 2—THE SAME.
NOTE.—The curtain will be lowered for one minute between scenesduring which time two days are supposed to have elapsed.

Stage Manager (for Mr. Weber) Mr. Robert Schable

Miss Beecher's gowns by Collins.Miss Chamber's gowns by Cecile.Scenery by Dodge & Castle.Furniture and properties by "The Hampton Shops" andWilliam Camph.

ACT I.

THE MORNING ROOM OF "THE WESTWAYS,"MRS. SANDERSON-BURR'S HOME

ACT II.
THE SAME. NEXT DAY.

FULTON
THEATRE
46th Street, Just West of Broadway.

THE HENRY b. HARRIS ESTATE, Sole Lessee and Manager.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

BEGINNING WEDNESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 16, 1916.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

EXTRA MATINEE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, TUESDAY, FEB. 22.

hackett & tyler Present

THE MELODY OF YOUTH
act m.

THE terrace of "the westways." bix days later.
time—present. place—lenox, n. Y.

A ROMANTIC IRISH COMEDY,
Bv BRANDON TYNAN.

The

(In the Order
CATHLEEN LTNNETT

MARY POWERS

ALICE

SARA ANN POWERS

Players.
of tlieir Entrance)

LILY CAHILI-

EVA LE GALLIENE

MARY LESLIE MAYO
.... MAGGIE HOLLOWAY FISHER

henry sly

phil o'grady

lord kiltartan

mrs. elizabeth hilperty

pastor paul knox

anthony beresford

blind man (for the first week only)

Charles McCarthy

william harrigan

wm. j. kelly

florine arnold

george giddens

brandon tynan

.JAMES o'neill

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 25, 1915.
Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

JOE WEBER Presents

A DRAMA,

THE FALLEN IDOL
By GUY BOLTON.

Staged by Fred G. Latham.

Characters.

JAMES GREBBLE

VICTOR VALDECINI . . .

DR. BROCK

BAXTER

CHRISTINE VALDECINI

MRS. ATWATER

CARA MARX

DAVID POWELL

ALBERT BRUNING

LUMSDEN HARE

ROBERT SCHABLE

JANET BEECHER

MARIE CHAMBERS

FLORENCE ROCKWELL
rrzrr,: *-.y-"1

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.—The Living Room in Mrs. Powers' Home in Dublin. Winter.
ACT II.—The Garden of "The Little House on the Top of the Hill."Spring.
ACT III.—Anthony's Study in "The Little House on the Top of theHill." The next day.

The action of the play takes place in Ireland in 1830.

Produced under the Personal Direction of the Author.

EXECUTIVE STAFF
FOR JAMES K. HACKETT AND GEORGE C. TYLER.Walton Bradford

Acting ManagerJohn P. Toohey • Press RepresentativeJames Hagan Stage Manager
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CHARLES BURNHAM, Lessee and Manager

l.illati McCarthy—Granville Barker
.A. L. Flynn
Claude Bains

Business Manager
Stage Manager ..

LATER IN THE SEASON: "THE DOCTOR'S DILEMMA,
RY BERNARD SHAW, AND "THE MADRAS HOUSE," B^
GRANVILLE BARKER, WILL ALSO BE PRODUCED.

WALLACK'S EXECUTIVE STAFF.
...J. H. J. Scullion

Louis Olms
... William Harris
.... John A. Laue

Henry Klein
. James E. Eaklns

George A. McCurdy
Louis Gaziverde

Business Manager .

Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Advertising
Musical Director ..

Master Mechanic ..

Electrician
Properties

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, FEBRUARY 22, 1915,
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

M.ridor. i l™d it to u.e at ill
t.et«At All Siotm—25c and 50c

Send for Sample
The De MerSdor Company
3 Joiiuw Street,. Newborgh. N, \.

Giles Boiscourtier
Alison
Master Adam Fumee ...

Master Leonard Botal ..

A Watercress Man
A Candle Man
Catherine
A Blind Fiddler
A Sweep
Master Simone Colline .

Master Jean Maugier . . .

Master Serafin Dulaurier
Madam de la Bruine ..

Mile, de la Garandiere .

in upcid uiiiccr. vvanaa nas come^he ball with Bronio Von Popiel,•riend of Baranski's, to whom shefagaged to be married. No such trifle aslhat has any weight with the Count, nor.s a matter of fact with Wanda, either.Both toss their former obligations tothe winds- and declare they will have —1._.each other or no one. J ""Zaremba swears vengeance on the ^Count if he dare to forsake Helena, butBaranski declares that rather than
marry her now, he would marry his jfriend Von Popiel's ugly old house¬keeper. Thereupon a trick is decided
upon between Von Popiel, who wishesto win back Wanda, and Zaremba, Whowishes to see his daughter nobly mar- [ried. Helena, whom the Count has :

never seen, is to be sent to his castle
as Von Popiel's housekeeper. Helena
consents to be a party to the scheme. K'
Von Popiel tells the Count that until
very recently his affairs were in little
better condition than the Count's, but
his wonderful housekeeper so revolu¬
tionized matters that soon the money
was pouring in instead of pouring out.As a mark of his affection for Baranski,
Von Popiel offers to lend him the won¬
derful woman. Baranski accepts with
alacrity.

The scene of the second act is laid in
the Count's castle. The house is filled :
with his idle, good-for-nothing fellow
revelers, who are eating and drinking jhim out of house and home. PresentlyVon Popiel arrives with the house- | }11(jkeeper. The Count is surprised to find
her young and pretty, but Von Popiel :tells him she is the granddaughter of |the old woman whom the Count had |expected him to bring. jHelena starts in at once to save '
Baranski from his friends and himself.
She locks up the wine-cellar and liter¬
ally sweeps the parasitic hangers-on outof the house. Baranski comes to her
in a towering rage and demands an
explanation. To intimidate her, he
crashes a plate upon the floor, where¬
upon she breaks all the rest of the
crockery in the room. No one has ever
defied him before, and it captivates him.
He is fast falling in love with the little
termagant when Wanda appears. Atfirst her old fascination reasserts itself
but he cannot let Helena go; if he '

The Play Translated by Curtis Hidden Page; Produced by
Granville Barker; the Decorations by Robert E. Jones; the Music
Arranged by Cecil Sharp.

"The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife" -was first produced
in Paris in 1912, and is now performed in America for the first
time.

There will be an Interval of IB Minutes between the Plays.

ANDROCLES AND THE LION

A MIDSUMMER NIGHI'S DREAM
Eric Blind

Mary Barton
Edgar Kent

Eva Leonard-Boyne
. Walter Creighton
. . Lillah McCarthy

Ian Maclaren
. . Wright Kramer

O. P. Heggie
George Carr

... Ernest Cossart
. . . Lionel Braham
.... Gerald Hamer

Arnold Lucy
. . . Horace Brahain

Isabel Jeans

> Theseus . .

£ Hippolyta .

? Egeus . .. •

<■ Hermia . .

j! Lysander .

> Helena . • •

£ Demetrius
> philostrate
> Quince • • •

t Snug
i Bottom . .

£ Snout ..•

j. Flute
!• Starveling
| Oberon . .
> Titania . .
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, EES' THEATR]"Our Foremost Playhouse"—Chicago Tribune.
Commencing Monday, December 20, 1915

Evenings, at 8:10
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:10

lillah McCarthy, granville barker
and percy burton Present

"ANDROCLES and the LION"
a fable play by

BERNARD SHAW
h| preceded by the comedy of
I "The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife"

By ANATOLE FRANCE
WITH O. P. HEGGIE IN BOTH PLAYS

-----
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Plays
"moondown"

By John Reed
CAST

Joscphin<
. . . I-Ah

m yy
the comedy of

THE MAN WHO MARRIED A DUMB WIFE
By ANATOLE FRANCE

GILES BOISCOURTIER WALTER GEER
ALISON ALICE ERIC
MASTER ADAM FUMEE

Q YLVIA, out of employmentl
^ ing desperately for her mrall

Gile ideals. Her roommatexuv.aio. - -.. -

o; a very different type, ha;
chosen the path of least r«

A v> She is doing all she can to dra|
A Ci down to her own level. |

While fruitlessly searching fl
A o, c 1 • aB
A Si 'v,a nieets a young mnti in 1»
Mast At first she rebuffs him, but J|

MASTER LEONARD BOTAL
A WATERCRESS MAN
A CANDLE MAN
A CHICKWEED MAN
CATHERINE
A BLIND PIPER
A SWEEP
MASTER SIMONE COLLINE
MASTER JEAN MAUGIER
MASTER SERAFIN DULAURIER
MADAME DE LA BRUINE
MLLE. DE LA GARANDIERE

.FRED ERIC

O. P. HEGGIE
ARTHUR ROW
DANIEL ROSS

TACK CHEVIOT
MARY FORBES

GERALD HAMER
EDWARD S. FORBES

HENRY HERBERT
.'.'.'.LIONEL BRAHAM
WILLIAM PODMORE'

KATHERINE SAYRE
.....ISABEL JEANS

trips planned
(vs. most of them by v.itomo-*
e ;-eep by ou; elves; mo?.t of
.ds !*outside of the theater;
imply refuse -to talk shop."
to lay it aside, like the paint
vder," supplemented Airs.

'sir electrician jus; '.bout
up at a boarding-house in Chi-
Fhere were several theatrical

Ic at the place, and they got to
tr about their employer .

boss is the highest-salaried ac-
uideville,' one of them said,
le works fifty-two weeks out of

' said another. 'He never lays

1
}j
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our electrician, was not to

kno\

Mast her towa^A .. __

Mast gentle that sht finally consenj
^f'^down and talk with him.. He-Mile, , sihe is a poet and that his nam®

The girl tells'him of her stJTffll
Gnhe begs her to marry hjta an<||
Ari'protect her. The girl consent®

man tells her h; will come fcjf
in her lodgings as the moon goH
tim Believing him implicitly, sht fll

pily back to her mean Lodging.im
Hfeir .practical ftiiind laugraS

so ■; erl SCENE: The Street before the House of Judge Botal at Paris.
The Play translated by Curtis Hidden Page; the Decorations by Robert

_£^.lGaesj.Jhg_Mil§i?_SnS?ged by Cecil Sharp.

PRODUCED BY GRANVILLE BARKER
"The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife" was to have been produced

by The Stage Society, which most generously handed over their privileges
in the matter to the present management.

There will be an interval of 15 minutes between the plays.

11,' he said, 'you'd never kr
Ifple ! work for are actors.'

[Hf|gf? ■ • > -m -■ • - < ..... yy K/X J anu J V '■ V v.-
B'-g like t!i« deuce'
Bp part of your sketch to write
H the last page. Jim Corbelt, forlie. had a sketch called 'Pals' that
gKsolutely nothing to it until the.
I ce minutes, when a hundred and
I five dollars' worth of furniture
broken up each week. And fo _
| ree minutes he would take froij
II weKe curtain calls each night.
B! had a sketch that went splen-
lintil the last thirty seconds. For
Hrionths we tried to put it over.

threw it away. We couldn't
i j-in call. The audience,
on.! ", had foixrotten that it hac.
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i Produc 'd bv K.lav^ anc b* I
"ANDROCLES and the LION"

A FABLE PLAY
By BERNARD SHAW

the rest the
_
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"LOVE OF ONE'S NEtGT|j
By l,ronid Andreyevs

Alber

THE EMPEROR
THE CAPTAIN
ANDROCLES
THE LION -

LENTULUS
METELLUS
FERROVIUS
SPINTHO
THE CENTURION
THE EDITOR
THE CALL BOY
SECUTOR
RETIARIUS
THE MENAGERIE KEEPER.
MAGAERA
LAVINIA

FRED ERIC
REGINALD CARRINGTON

O. P. HEGGIE
EDWARD SILLWARD

GERALD HAMER
WALTER GEER

LIONEL BRAHAM
CLAUDE RAINS

CHARLES DODSWORTH
ASHETON TONGE

WILLIAM PODMORE
DANIEL ROSS

GERALD HAMER
HENRY HERBERT

...EVELYN CARTER CARRINGTON
MARY FORBES

i : .uter of fact, a vaudeville
like a elas.- of soda wal.-.-r,

g and i-Gerveseing, hul with i
sweet syrup in the bottom tor

sake. The audience forgets :
aj 'tb. once it is over, but it remem- 0
|)ie syrup, the sweet part,

eserve all of my New England
es for our own use. I always

Bradford in my own sketches
toks. And I still have an interest
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A \r enterprising bwiss 1J\ failing that his
a o'clock jn£r bored, decides sometmnfis
P«rt ft* ...i-f in M'.•>r V- m

cocitng'y he b ■■ v" 'Q

SCENES—Scene 1.
Scene 2.
Scene 3.
Scene 4.
Scene 5.

The Jungle.
By the Gates of Rome.
Behind the Scenes at the Colliseum.
The Arena.
Same as Scene 3.

A i' ' ' : f,:ircii^y. A'" 1
1 hOftCUS
Hiiipolyta
Egeus . .

Hermia .

Lysander
-Htlena

O" overhanging
• n is s'.i'j.os

,• wbiie climbing, ami
stant da«gcr of death. bO;

ttie cbft
V'iie virtu-'ir *

NOTE.—There will be an interval of five minutes between Scenes 2
and 3. There will be no intervals between the other scenes.

THE PLAY PRODUCED BY GRANVILLE BARKER
The Decorations by Albert Rothenstein

"Androcles and the Lion" was produced by Lillah McCarthy and Gran¬
ville Barker at the St. James' Theatre, London, September 1, 1913, and at
Wallack's, New York, last spring for the first time in America.
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TOUR UNDER THE PERSONAL DIRECTION OF PERCY BURTON

Executive Staff

Manager with Company. . .

Stage Manager
Assistant Stage'Manager
Assistant Manager
Secretary

H. B. Fitzgibbon
Claude Rains

William Podmore
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FULTON
THEATRE
46th Street, Just West of Broadway.

THE HENRY B. HARRIS ESTATE, Sole Lessee and Manager.

fj.
tAcsxi

FIRE INJOXICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit-Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.
ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEIWBER 8, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday aitd Saturday.

MR. ARNOLD DALY Announces
A FANTASTIC COMEDY IN THREE ACTS

THE ANGEL IN THE HOUSE
By EDEN PHILLPOTTS and BASIL MacDONALD HASTINGS.

By Arrangement with H. B. Irving.

VERS' THEATRE"Our Foremost Playhouse"—Chicago Tribune.
Harry J. Powers, Manager.

'Q

This Theatre, under normal conditions, withevery seat occupied, can be emptied in lessthan three minutes. Look around now, choosethe nearest exit to your seat, and in case ofdisturbance of any kind, to avoid the dangersof panic, WALK (do not run) to that exit.

Commencing Monday Evening,
September 20, 1915

A. H. WOODS
Presents

BERNARD GRANVILLE
in

Cast of Characters.
THE HON. HYACINTH PETAVEL

SIR RUPERT BINDLOSS, BT

BASIL MALET

LIEUTENANT COUNT PIETRO ROSSI

ROBERT

LADY SAREL

LALLIE

JOAN

ARNOLD DALY

....GEORGE GIDDENS
. . . EUGENE O'BRIEN

. . .EFFINGHAM PINTO

PERCIVAL T. MOORE

HILDA SPONG

ALMA TELL

. . . LORRAINE FROST

«:||

HE COMES UP SMILING
By Byron Ongley and Emil Nyitray
A Motor Comedy in Four Cylinders

With Musical Numbers
Based on Charles Sherman's Novel of that Name

Bobbs-Merrill Company Publishers
Music by Ted Ward

Lyrics by Edward Grossmith and Bernard Granville
Musical Numbers Staged by Bernard Granville

Play Produced by Byron Ongley

The Cast
JERABOAM MARTIN "The Watermelon"

Knight of the Road BERNARD GRANVILLE
JAMES "The Baron"

Knight of the Road
MIKE "The Professor"

Knight of the Road

.DAVID ANDRADA

. . .CHARLES HORN

The action of the play occurs in the autumn at Sir Rupert'sCountry Estate in England.
The First and Second Acts taking place in the Hall; and theThird at the Temple of Eros upon an islet in the great lake inthe grounds of the House.

ll

Mr. Daly wishes to acknowledge with gratitude the assistanceof Mr. Charles Laite and Mr. Alexander Leftwich in preparingthe production.

Miss Spong's and Miss Frost's gowns by Frederick.
Miss Tell's gowns by B. Altman & Co.

Scenes designed by Charles Laite.
Painted by Unitt & Wickes.
Furniture by W. & J. Sloane.

WILLIAM BARTLETT T. J. McGRANE"BILLY" BARTLETT, his daughter RITA BOLANDGENERAL CROSSMAN GEORGE BACKUSLOUISE CROSSMAN, his daughter HELEN DAHLWILLIAM HARGRAVE BATCHELOR... EARL BENHAMALPHONSE, chauffeur ED. DURANDTELEGRAPH OPERATOR FRED BAILEY, Jr.PETE, a constable JOSEPH DUNNED, a constable JOSEPH HAYESBICYCLE COP GEORGE L. KENNEDY
Motorists, Golfers, Guests and Bathers by

Jane Elliott, Marie Fields, Alice Gibbons, Mabel Barry,Beth Bowen, Mabelle Daley, Doris Lloyd, LottaMorse, Bettie Elkins, Cecelia Pink.

White. N.

jiia McCarthy in her effective characterization of Lavinia,
in "Androcles and the Lion"

M

FIRST CYLINDER. A country road near Milford, Conn.
SECOND CYLINDER. A grove back of the Cloverdale Inn.(Two hours later.)
THIRD CYLINDER. A deserted house, Vermont.

(Five days later.)
FOURTH CYLINDER. Bartlett's Bar Harbor home.

(Three months later.)
TIME—Present.

I

MUSICAL NUMBERSConducted by J. Albert Browne
ACT I.Philosophy of the Roamer

WatermelonI am at Your Service, Girls Watermelon and GirlsACT II.Sometimes the Dream Comes True WatermelonDaughters of Eve Watermelon and Girls
ACT IV.Intoxication

Watermelon and General

FOR A. H. WOODSManager
Jack Pierre

General Western Representative Lou M. Houseman

finishing yggV |touch for a

Caiifornian
y ■



The play produced by Granville Barker. The studio
scene designed by Norman Wilkinson. Miss Lillah McCarthy's
gowns designed by Lady Duff-Gordon for Lucille, Ltd. The
management are also indebted to Mr. Winthrop Ames and theCarroll Galleries, Inc., for their generous help and advicein the production.

"The Doctor's Dilemma" was first produced by J. E.Vedrenne and Granville Barker at the Court Theatre, London,November 20, 1905. It was revived by the present manage¬
ment at the St. James Theatre, London, in December, 1913.

With the indulgence ot the audience no calls will be
taken by the actors until the end of the play.

CHARLES BURNHAM, L,

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERY
SEAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED IN I,ESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THB
DANGERS OF PANIC, WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

Saturday Matinees at 2 o'clock Sharp,
Shakespeare's Comedy,

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAMWEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APKLL 19, 1915,
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Lillah McCarthy—Granville Barker
Every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday Nights and

Thursday Matinee,
The Comedy of

THE MAN WHO MARRIED ,A DUMB WIFE
By ANATOLE FRANCE.

Giles Boiscourtier
Alison
Master Adam Fumee ...

Master Leonard Botal ..

A Watercress Man
A Candle Man
Catherine
A Blind Fiddler
A Sweep
Master Simone Colline .

Master Jean Maugier . . .

Master Serafin Dulaurier
Madam de la Brulne .. .

Mile, de la Garandlere .

TTftifr. N. T.
Persons and Impersonations in
Granville Barker's production of
"The Man Who Married a Dumb
Wife." From left to right: Lillah
McCarthy as the Dumb Wife.
Horace Braham. Eva Leonard-
Boyne, Lionel Braham, Ernest
Cossart, Arnold Lucy, Edgar
Kent. Isabel Jeans and O. P.
Heggie, who appears as the

husband

FRANCES STARR

a heretofore unpub-
1 i s h e d portrait of
" Marie-Odile " — nee

Star r—whose acting
in Mr. Knoblauch's
play is still the most
widely discussed the¬
atrical topic in New
York. Since the pre¬
miere of the play,
Mother Superiors
seem to have grown
universally unpopular,
while the demand for
squabs in our better
restaurants has ap¬
preciably diminished.
Miss Starr has made
St. Michael the most

popular figure in the
hierarchy of Broadway

. . Horace Braham
Eva Leonard-1 it >yn e

Edgar Kent
O. P. Hegjrie

. . . . Gerald Hamer
Hugh McRae

. . Lillah McCarthy
. . . . Cecil Cameron

George Carr
Arnold Lucy

. . . . Lionel Iirahatn
. . . Ernest Cossart

Ruby lilyth
Isabel Jean*

There will be an interval of five minutes after l'art One
and one of fifteen minutes after Part Two.

With the indulgence of the Audience, no calls will be
taken by the actors until the end of the play.

'1 his production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" was
first staged at the Savoy Theatre, London, February 0, 1914.

Other actors appearing in the plays are Fuphemla
Fowler, Holly Haines, Ethel Martin, Rosalie Mathleu, Eva
Micliener, Geraldine Beckwitli, Ruby Blytli, .Miss llainisili,
liussell Morrison, Frederick Blauvelt, Edward Roberts, Ellis
Arlington, Gustav Bowlian, Dick Cort, Francis Donegan,
Gerald Gardner, Manice Lewis, Oane Hamlin, H. F. l'rit-
chard, Edmund Banks, Charlotte Harnisch, Amelia Dorothy
De Fries, Marguerita Escalenta, Sandra Kerwin, Adelaide
Robinson, Grace Hopkins, Florence Gerrish, Eilleen Maclaren,Catherine Sayre, Cedric Crowell, Mr. Reynolds, Macplierson
Janney, Hugh McRae.

The Play Translated by Curtis Hidden Page; Produced by
Granville Barker; the Decorations by Robert E. Jones; the .Music
Arranged by Cecil Sharp.

"The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife" was first produced
in Paris in 1912, and is now performed in America for the first
time.

"The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife" was to have been
produced by The Stage Society. They most generously handed
over their privileges in the matter to the present management.

There will be an Interval of 15 Minutes between the Plays.

ANDROCLES AND THE LION
Business Manager
Staj;e Manager . .

. A. L. Flynn
Claude Rains

WALLACK'S EXECUTIVE STAFF.
....J. H. J. Scullion

Louis Olms
.... William Harrla

John A. Laut
Henry Klein

.. James E. Kaklns
George A. McCurdy
.. . Louis Gazlverde PHIL DWYER

who, by his playing of the Lion, in "Andro-
cles and the Lion." has made one of the de¬
cided hits of the piece. He has played many
animal parts here and in England, where, at
Drury Lane, he received his first training in
Pantomime. He takes himself and his work
seriously—thus proving his claim to being a

genius among comedians
■ VI i 'j' RAINS

• IK'OSWORTH
VO\ TONGE

AM F\>i MORE
, [)\N'II ! ROSS
K \j.L> iiAMER
vK- HERBERT
l \RRlN\.rON

y. A H \ KORBES

White. N. Y.

Lillah McCarthy in her effective characterization of Lavinia,
in "Androcles and the Lion"

Every Wednesday and Friday Evenings and Wednesday Matinee,

THE DOCTOR'S DILEMMA
By BERNARD SHAW.

'Life does not cease to be funny when people die any
more than it ceases to be serious when people laugh."

Ian Maclaren
. . . Lionel Braham

O. P. Heggie
Arnold Lucy
Edgar Kent

. . . Wright Kramer

. . Nicholas Hannen

. . . Reynolds Evans
.... Ernest Cossart

Walter Geer

George Carr
. . Lillah McCarthy

Kate Carlyon
Eva Leonard-Boyne

Sir Colenso Ridgeon
Sir Patrick Cullen
Sir Ralph Bloomfield-Bonnington
Mr. Cutler Walpole
Dr. Blenkinsop
Dr. Schutzmacher
Louis Dubedat
Redpenny
The Newspaper Man
Mr. Danby
A Waiter
Jennifer
Emmy
Uinnie Tinwell

ACT I.—Sir Colenso Ridgeon's Consulting Room.
ACT II.—On the Terrace at the Star and Garter, Richmond.
ACT III.—In Dubedat's Studio.
ACT IV.—The Same.
ACT V.—One of the smaller Bond Street Picture Galleries.

There will be nil Interval of ten minutes after Act I; ten
minutes after Act II; five minutes after Act III, and five minutes
after Act IV.

A scene from Granville Barker's production of Shaw's
t'Androcles and the Lion." in which Androcles
SP. P. Heggie) counsels the Lion /(Phil Dwye^

W. j -

Dauey U. i



Charles Hopkins as the
pseudo - anarchist, Wilfred
Callender, prepares to dis¬
illusion his sweetheart with
the aid of the sweet and
simple Rose Effick (Mrs.
Hopkins) in "The Clever
Ones"

PUNCH & JUDY THEATRE
49th ST. EAST OF BROADWAY

The Punch & Judy Theatre Company Inc. Lessee and Manager

CHARLES HOPKINS, Director GEORGE VIVIAN, Manager
CLAXTON WILSTACH, Representative

On Thursday January 28th 1915,
and every Evening at eight thirty

MATINEES EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT TWO THIRTY

SPECIALTIES:
Broiled Live Lobsters, -

I riidcHtv* Stesks, -

f-gfciish Lamb Chops,
AUGUST VV£HN, Proi

The Punch & Judy Theatre Co. Inc., presents

4 M
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A COMEDY IN THREE ACTS, BY ALFRED SUTRO

Kingfisher," the cool and luxurious retreat of our own Elsie Janis on the]river Thames,
London. Adjoining are acres of beautiful flower gardens

Beatrice Prentice, who
gracefully plays the in¬
genue role in Sutro s satire
on highbrowism, " The

Clever Ones"

unrrai

ipon 1;

Play Produced by Tully Marshall.
Scenes, Painted by Gates & Morange, built by the Vail Construction Co.
Gowns, by C. Tomlinson Dare and Mme. Najla Nogabgat.
Furniture, by Schmitt Bros.

MUSIC

MAURICE RUMSEY, Conductor

OVERTURE:— Coppelia
Selection "Lilac Domino"
Spanish Dances
For Exit—Punch & Judy

Deltbes,
Cu'billier.

Moszkowski.
Ramsey.

Steinway Piano Used

White, N. Y.

Charles Hopkins as Wilfred Cal¬
lender, Mrs. Hopkins as Rose
Effick, and Russ Whytal as David
Effick, in a charming scene from
Sutro's satirical comedy, "The

Clever Ones"

Moffett. Chicat/O

Thfir wlli b« an lislerval «»J
let 11} ftve urinate*
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REPORT ON BO0* REQU

"THE WHITE FEATHER,"
By Lechmere Worrall and J. E. Harold

Terry. Presented by William A. Brady,
Ltd., at the Comedy Theater, Feb. 5.
Staged Under the Direction of John
Cromwell.

John Preston, M.P Arthur Elliott
Miss Myrtle Mabel Archdaw
Fraulein Schroeder Mab^l Reid
Percival Pennicuick Alan Mudie
Daphne Kidlington Frances Carson
Molly Preston Jessie Glendenning

I Fritz John Burkell
! Miriam Lee Elaine Inescort
, Christopher Brent Leslie Faber
| Mrs. Sanderson Cynthia Brooke

Carl Sanderson Eric Maxon
Corporal Atkins Alexandre J. Herbert

Scene.—The Sanderson Private Sitting-
I lloom in the Wave Crest Hotel, East Anglia.
j .Vet. 1.—After Breakfast. Act II.—After

Tea. Act III.—Scene I.—After Dinner.
I vScene II.—After Hours Later. The action

of the play passes in fifteen hours.
If all war plays could be received with

: the same amused interest as that bestowed
j upon " The White Feather," the English
j war comedy by Lechmere Worrall and J. E.

Terry which is now at the Comedy The¬
ater, President Wilson need never worry

I about the public making a demonstration.
Apparently no one cared whether the Eng¬
lish got the best of the German spies or

j vice versa. The play was entertaining, al¬
though it offered nothing new in the way
of dramatic surprises, and the audience re¬
fused to take it seriously. About all the old
tricks ever employed in detective melo¬
drama were called into action, with the
addition of a wireless apparatus concealed
in the chimney and an air gun with which
carrier pigeons were shot in order that

I secret messages might be rescued for home
I use. The story starts off with the original
I idea, of which we have been reading lately
I in London dispatches, of young girls pre-
I senting men who do not care to enlist with
I white feathers. But after this the play is
I built up chiefly on other news incidents
[ with which we are all familiar through thedaily press and which have been very, hur¬

riedly and carelessly strung together for
*' timely " drama.

The main character of the play is the
silly ass type of young Englishman who has
been appearing in our midst for some sea¬
sons. Only Leslie Faber plays this particu-

I lar silly ass in a very attractive manner.
It did not take him long to establish him¬
self as a favorite with the audience. He
was a sort of combination of Sherlock
Holmes, detective from " Raffles," spy in

Secret Service," with a pronounced Eng¬
lish accent. He wandered nonchalantly
about the sitting-room spying on the Ger¬
man spies until they were trapped at last,

■ and his purpose in not enlisting in the army
was revealed to the relief of all his friends,
who had begun to give him the cold shoulder
for apparent cowardice. And he was him¬
self a spy all along! Even his sweetheart
had doubted his bravery. But the German
landlady, her son, Fritz the butler, and the
fraulein who had lived in England for
twenty years never suspected his espionage.

There were a lot of important messages
intercepted by the English spy, and he got
ahead of the German submarines in the har¬
bor and saw to it that two British cruisers
arrived on schedule time. There is posi¬
tively nothing thrilling or shocking in "The
White Feather."

While Leslie Faber practically made a
star part of his characterization, a number
of the other roles figured prominently.
Fritz, the butler, and Fraulein Schroeder
were admirably done. Miss Jessie Glenden-
ning was the sweet, conventional fiancee,
and Arthur Elliott made John Preston a
very natural and humorous M. P.
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ISADORA DUNCAN MATINEE
" ''

Before an audience which completely
LC filled the Metropolitan Opera House, Isa-
l dora Duncan rendered a programme, en-

titled " Dionysian Drama, Music, Dancing,"
on Tuesday, Jan. 12. It is five years since
Miss Duncan has appeared in this country,
and the huge assemblage that welcomed her

t—~-< return was a sincere tribute to her art and
her ideals.

EMiss Duncan was assisted by her pupils, and by Augustin Duncan, who, in a toga,
spoke appropriate text. The orchestra was
under the direction of Edward Falck. The

j music programme was devoted entirely to
Shubert. The first half of the programme

v was of a religious character. Miss Duncan
and her pupils interpreted the " Unfinished
Symphony," the 44 Requiem March," 44 Thou
Art My Rest," and 44 Ave Maria." While
these interpretations were sufficiently

U>R mournful and lugubrious, they were want¬
ing in originality and impressiveness. The

, concluding portion of the programme, of a
. : lighter and happier nature, consisted of a

'i number of graceful and pleasing divertise-
r;.'\ ments. To insinuating strains, six girls of

extraordinary beauty, danced and leaped
of. with the grace and agility of greyhounds.

B One symmetrical maiden in particularseemed possessed of flying feet, and her
hops of marvelous height and length took
the house by storm. Spartan maids, famed

1 i in song and story for their physical
i strength and beauty, would have to look

sharply to their laurels beside these re¬
markable pupils of Miss Duncan. 44 To

, Artemis " was the most pleasing divertise-
I ment of the afternoon, since it best ex-

| ] pressed the qualities of spontaneity, rhyth¬
mic sense, and the joy of living.

Miss Duncan repeated the programme on
j J Tuesday evening, Jan. 19.
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, FEBRUARY 22, 1915,

Regular Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

WILLIAM A. BRADY, Ltd., Presents

THE WHITE FEATHER
By LECHMERE WORRALL and J. E. HAROLD TERRY.

Characters.

(In the Order of Their Appearance)
JOHN PRESTON, M.P...
MISS MYRTLE

FRAULEIN SCHROEDER
PERCIVAL PENNICUICK

DAPHNE KIDLINGTON .

MOLLY PRESTON

FRITZ

MIRIAM LEE

CHRISTOPHER BRENT .

MRS. SANDERSON
CARL SANDERSON

CORPORAL ATKINS . ..

ARTHUR ELLIOTT
MABEL ARCHDAW

MABEL REID

ALAN MUDIE

FRANCES CARSON
. . . JESSIE GLENDENNING

JOHN BURKELL

ELAINE INESCORT
LESLIE FABER

CYNTHIA BROOKE
ERIC MAXON

ALEXANDRE J. HERBERT

Lyceum Theatre
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—NOV. 8, 9, 10

MATINEE WEDNESDAY

Klaw and Erlanger and George C. Tyler PresentScene.

THE SANDERSON PRIVATE SITTING-ROOM IN THE
"WAVE CREST" HOTEL, EAST ANGLIA. Geor^ge c^Arliss

AFTER BREAKFAST.

ACT II

PaganiniAFTER TEA

ACT III.

SCENE 1—AFTER DINNER.
SCENE 2—A FEW HOURS LATER.

The Action of the Play Passes in Fifteen Hours.

A Comedy in Three Acts by
EDWARD KNOBLAUCH

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Nicolo Paganini
Thomas Watson
Charlotte Watson, his daughter
Sir Richard Strangford, Bart
Lady Strangford
Captain Joseph Strangford, their nephew. . .

Mademoiselle Leontine Fay
George Harrys
A Footman
A Waiter

Landlady of the Hotel at Calais
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Act I—Drawing room at Watson's House,
Square, London.

Act II—Parlour at the Ship Hotel, Dover.
Act III—Room in an Inn, Calais.
The Period of the Play is about 1830.

Staged under the direction of John Cromwell. ... George Arliss
.Charles Harbury
.. Margery Maude

Edgar Kent
Mrs. Arliss

Paul Gordon
Essex Dane

.. .Dudley Digges
Noel Tearle

St. Clair Bayfield
..... Leila Reptcn

Scenery painted by H. Robert Law.

manner of '. ran". Mrn.
of ner opportunity as t.h
the Marrable household,
was very good in-the f
ithat of the r"--n, and
played excellently the pa

Ground Fl- a Han

Bloomsbury

Produced under the stage direction of Frederick Stanhope,
Ladies' costumes by Schneider Anderson Co., New York,
Men's costumes by Dazian, New York.
Shoes by Cammeyer. Wigs by Berner.

Executive Staff for Klaw and Erlanger and George C. Tyler
Walton Bradford Acting Manager
Horace Judge Business Manager
Dudtley Digges Stage Manager

PictureThurs , Fri

White. X.

Stephen Wright and Chrystal Herne, as the honeymoon couple in "The Dicky Bird, c0™]ui
wittingly to the home of his former wife, Mary Shaw,( from whose domination he had Ilea

White. N. Y.
« ' '<1

Charles Hopkin. as Wilr
lendei. 'v?rs. Hopkir.- I
Effick and Russ Whytil i

k i! charm-.w
Sutro s satirical coined

Clever Ones"

Jessie Glendinning, Alan Mudie and Arthur Elliot
give excellent performances of the leading roles in
"The White Feather," a play teeming with the ex¬

citement of war



"Robert B. Mantell, by right of ability, efficiency
and professional achievement, is now the legitimate
leader of the American stage."—William Winter,
dean of American dramatic criiics, in "Shakespeare
on the Stage," his permanent record for posterity

ROBERT B. MANTELL LOUIS XI
HAMLET

SHYLOCK

OTHELLO

MACBETH

"It is indeed gratifying to know that there is

k still an actor who is passing on the best traditions of ourstage."—The late Horace Howard Furness, America's
greatest Shakesperean scholar, in a letter concerning Mr.
Mantell, written to a friend a few months before his death.
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DYCECM.
By William Shakespeare. Revived by Rob-

pre ert Mantell, under the Direction of Wil- |
liam A. Brady, at the Forty-fourth

!l b i Street, Feb. 2.
•] King John Robert B. Mantell

1 0 1 Prince Henry Virginia Bronson ,lt
Arthur, Duke of Bretagno . . Genevieve Hamper

Tf~\ , i >i The I<ord Bigot Edward Lewers , A
'i I Hubert de Burgh John Burke :1

I Robert Faulconbridge Frank Clancy lidnij
n. Philip Fritz Leiber HC

Philip. King of France Walter Gibbs •'J
will Lewis Guy Lindsley

"
' f r:> > Lymoges, Duke of Austria Harold Skinner

^Cardinal Pandulph Frank PetersThe Earl of Pembroke Frank Clancy i
: : The Earl of Salisbury John Gibbs
•••? Ohatillon John Gibbs
;V, A Knight Edwin Foos

A Citizen of Angiers Edward Lewers
Second Attendant Charles Reasoner

jm Queen Elinor Genevieve Reynolds
V; Constance Florence Auer

; Blanche of Spain Ethel Mantell
I What curious turn of courage or whimsi¬cality prompted Mr. Mantell to open his . i
'season of repertoire with "King John"?
It is by far the least interesting of Shake¬
speare's historical tragedies. Most of its
action depends on parades of pageants, and
ensembles; and its central character is so
uncertainly drawn that it commands neither
respect nor admiration. The unhappy mon¬
arch, who vacillates between true nobility
of mind and monstrous villainy, never be¬
comes so repellent thnt he does not appear
a pitiable object in the end. And the one
moment of real tenderness—the scene be¬
tween Hubert and Prince Arthur — loses
much of its value because the unfortunate
princeling is pictured so sweetly innocent
that any compassion we might feel for him
is completely crushed.

Mr. Mantell's production was not without
its moments of interest and appeal. Mr.
Mantell acted King John with variety and
resourcefulness. His sincerity, his dignity,
his surety of method made up for what¬
ever inspiration he lacked. His most force¬
ful moments in the development of the
king's complex character were in the scene
with Hubert, when he timidly suggests that
young Arthur be put to death, and in his
death scene, when the weak nature of the
king was graphically represented.

The remaining roles were in the main
excellently done, though at no times were
they acted with any claims to greatness.
Florence Auer played Queen Constance with
power. Fritz Leiber acted Philip with free-
dom and assurance. Genevieve Hamper
was an appealing and wistful Prince Ar¬
thur. She might have made the terrors of $*i
the young prince seem real had John Burke
played Hubert with any vigor or suggestion

_■> f , , .. * of overwhelming cruelty. Frank Clancy ...
» ' J n i L acted Faulconbridge with considerable hu¬

manity. His performance might have
t off So| gained with a little clearer enunciation.

Frank Peters made an impressive Cardinal
and Ethel Mantell was graceful and pretty

If as Blanche. 11 |J|

Florence Auer, who is playing leading roles with Robert B. Mantell.
In the role of Queen Constance in "King John" she scored a well-

deserved success

"The Merchant of Venice." Y
Drama of Shakespeare played in five ftcts

and nine scenes, showing streets in Venice,
Portia's home in feelmont and the Court- of
Justice in Venice. The cast follows:
Shylock Robert B. Mantell
Salarino i John Gibbs
Salanio Frances MacLeod
Antonio » John Burke
Gratian'o ...GUy Llndtfley
Lorenzo. .*. *«.... *... * .Walter Gibbs (
Bassanio Fritz Leiber
Balthasar .Ida Laurence
Old Gobbo Frank Peters
Launcelot Gobbo a....Edward Lewers
Tubal Harold Skinr>er
Duke of Venice Frank Peters
Portia Genevieve Hamper
Nerisea..,...,,k. Florence Auer
Jessica Virginia Bronson

As regards Bcenery and costuminjg
the Mantell production' of "The Mer¬
chant of Venice," given at the Lyceum
theater matinee on Saturday, was the
most elaborate of any of those staged
here during the engagement. The per¬
formance itself was a lively and spiritee
one in which the members of 4he com
pany se6med to feel a greater zest tha
in the tragic dramas. The version ©
the play used by Mr. Mantell i
of course, liberally cut, and this mu
b© expected, but the arrangement •
the scenes in the third act, putting o
currences out of their right sequen
as it does, is absolutely inexcusable.
, The star plays Shylock in a. vf
which is best designated as solen
it is a strong characterization and ii .

have not the touch of genius, it latff I
also the element of the comic, wh
the actor of genius must needs
proach in his presentation of the tra &.J
side of this character.

Miss Hamper was a delicately pre
Portia, but the role proved rather
heavy for her. It is as needless to
thai Miss Auer was good as Neri
as to say that she was thrown a\
in so brief and inconsiderable a p
The men who pla.y the parts of
band of merry young wastrels of V
lee gave a good ensemble of the Ci
less, heedless roysterers among wl
the figure of Antonio as played by
Burke stood out effectively.
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"King L/ear."
A Shakespearean drama played in five

acts and eight scenes showing Lear's palace,
Albany's castle, Gloster's castle, a hgath, the
French camp and the British camp near
Dover. The cast is as follows:
Lear, King of Britain.... Robert B. Mantell
Earl of Gloster Frank Peters
Earl of Kent Walter Gibbs
Duke of Cornwall John Gibbs
Edmund, bastard son of Gloster. .John Burke
Duke of Albany Harold Skinner
Curan Francis MacLeod
Duke of Burgundy Lawrence Krey
King of France John Fritz
Edgar, son of Gloster Fritz Leiber
Oswald Edward Lewers
A Fool Guy Lindsley
An Old Man Edward Lewers
A Physician Charles Clarke
A Herald Clarence Warfleld
Cordelia Genevieve Hamper
Gonerll Florence Auer
Regan, y Genevieve Reynolds

GOES TO BOSTON

"Hamlet."
Drama by Shakespeare played in six acts

and twelve scenes showing the platform and
interiors of the castle of Elsinore, the house
of Polonius and a churchyard. The cast is
as follows:
Hamlet Robert B. Mantell
Francisco James Madison
Bernardo John Gibbs
Marcellus Harold Skinner
Horatio Guy Lindsley
Ghost of Hamlet's father Walter Gibbs
Polonius Frank Peters
Claudius John Burke
Laertes Fritz Leiber
Rosencrantz John Gibbs
Guilderstern Francis MacLeod
An Actor Harold Skinner
Another Edward Lewers
An Officer Lawrence Krey
A Gravedigger Edward Lewers
Another Arthur Brown
Osric, a courtier Harry Howard
A Priest Thomas Lear
Ophelia Genevieve Hamper
TJae Player-Queen........ .Virginia Bronson
Gertrude Genevieve Reynolds

"THE CRITIC'
"E>h? Criti£," ended its engagement atthe Princess Theater, Saturday night, ow¬ing to a prior contract which takes B. Iden1 ayne s company to Boston, and the Prin¬cess is closed temporarily. F. Ray Coin-stock announced yesterday that the housenovelty6°Pen short'y wlth a dramatic

' C^il Smith has been engaged by John*/ % C. Fisher for the part of Bo'sun II. M. S.
■ 1 Scorpion in " The Debutante," replacing

r Thomas Reynolds, who goes to " The CandyI Shnn "
_ .. _

_ _

. a—■
Augustus Thomas and James K. Hackett

have recently purchased city homes. Mr.
Thomas bought the four-story brownstone
bouse at 60 Bast Fifty-sixth Street, whileA Mr. Hackett purchased the former Dr. W.'% E. Woodend residence at 58 West Seventy-/ t first Street.

_ _ ____L T Tileston BrycT gave his 3,500th produc¬
tion of bis dramatic playlet, The Drunk-
ard's Revenge," at the Arcade Theater,
Summerville, S. C., on Jan. 19.

I iSi «ctl Johnny Jones Carnival company has^:
• Miss^ Phoebe Raisch Hunt, a San Fran-"cisco social favorite, has chosen a grandopera career. She appeared in " A Beau¬tiful Adventure " with the New York com-\S 1 Pany> an(* afterwards was engaged by Paul\0r% A Armstrong for his sketch, "Woman Pro¬poses," which recently closed at the Or-pheum. San Francisco.

Maxfield Mor6e, who made an individualsuccess as the comedian of the 44 Firefly "
. company last season, has been engaged to

D follow Tom Greaves in " The Little Cafe "company. Mor€e opened in the part at theColumbia Theater, Washington, D. C.,Jan. 25.

1 EARNINGS OF "GRUMPY" IN TRUSTA stipulation between Irving M. Ditten-hoefer, receiver for the Liebler Company,and Frank S. Gannon, Jr., concerning theearnings of the play, 44 Grumpy," at thePlymouth Theater, Boston, was approvedDec. 23 by Judge Hough in the FederalDistrict Court. The Liebler Company hadthe contract with Cyril Maude for thepresentation of the play until last Septem-I t>er, when it assigned its interest to Mr.: Gannon to secure the payment of promis¬sory notes amounting to $15,000.Robert L. Redfield has been appointedspecial master and directed to inquire intothe validity of the assignment, and until hehas decided, the proceeds of the play willbe deposited with a trust company to hisorder.

"A GR1PFUL OF TROUBLE"
Frazee to Produce New Farce by Fred Jackson

in January
H. H. Frazee is now assembling anothernotable cast of players for the first produc-, tion of a new farce, called 44 A Gripful ofTrouble," which is the work of Fred Jack¬son, a well-known short story writer, whois making his first bid for recogniton in thei theater. This farce will be presented inJanuary on tour for a week or two to bei groomed for presentation in either NewYork or Chicago for the balance of the] season.

Albert Parker, of the 44 Potash and Perl-mutter " company, succeeded George An¬derson in the role of Lawrence Tucker inthe 44 High Cost of Loving' at the Repub- ,«lie.

Tom Wise's sister, Adelaide Wise, andher son Tom, are living the simple andquite primitive life at La Crescenta, Cal.,just a few miles from Los Angeles. Thechange is benefiting young Tom, who has
been seriously ill for the past six months.' Dallas Anderson has been added to the

{cast of the Little Theater repertory com¬
pany in Philadelphia. Last season he oc¬
cupied a like position with the repertory
company in Chicago at the Fine Arts Thea¬
ter-

_
_

BALTIMORE" Inside the Lines," First Time, Saved
cellation Date at Ford's

Can-

ill "TH& GIRLte
.anafjeme^ o-ntmrn

MATINEES OF " MATERNITY "
Jaternity " will continue to be shown
be Princess Theater in a series of

rr vn?s. These performances will inter-1
, ?° wav with " The Critic," which

oi>.ueo there Jan. 25.

Not So Funny at That.—The Ei
|ad beea drafted for artillery servic;

his ability to climb scales shot
iry. And we are cond]

1V/1U9
Baltimore, Jan. 2 (Special).—" Sari," whichscored such a pronounced success on the occasionof its first production at Ford's a year ago. re¬peated its triumph again last week at the samehouse. The demand for tickets was so great thatit was impossible to obtain any desirable seatsfor remaining performances after Tuesday. 44 To-Day. " which was on view at the Academy, drewsurprisingly well, considering some of its faults,the house being almost filled at every perform¬ance. Edmund Breese gave a splendid Derform- ■ance as usual. A really exceptional performancecan be credited to Grace Thome Coulter. It was 4a real joy to sit through the performance at theMaryland last week in anticipation of the mar-1velously graceful and finished dancing of Carl r IRandall. His work entitles him to a frontplace.

As a result of the cancellation of Trentini in *|
"

The Peasant Girl " at Ford's, we had thelpleasure of witnessing the first performance onany stage of a new four-act comedy drama, en- jtitled " Inside the Lines." by Earl Derr Big- Jgers. who was responsible for the novel of 1
44

Seven Keys to Baldpate." The production is 1made by J. Fred Zimmerman. Jr., and Is on a Ivery elaborate scale, some of the scenes beine:laid in Gibraltar. The cast, presenting the newplay, includes the following: Noman Trevor, iRobert McWade. Horace Pollack. William Keigh- Iley, Macey Harlem. James Bradbury. Carroll Mc-IComas. Camilla Crume. Louise Randolph. CynthiaLatham, Isabelle Goodwin. Mildred Morris. IvanSimpson. David Glassford. and Mayne Lynton.The play was received very cordially by a largeaudience on its first presentation. 44 Potash and1 Perlmutter," Jan. 18., — ' -

Harris and Living. Wusliinvton. I). ('.
Robert B. Mantell as Romeo. Mr. Mantell, the only American actor pre¬senting Shakespeare this season, is now playing a New York engagement

"Richelieu."
I A drama by Bulwer-Lytton, in five acts
j and seven scenes, showing the apartments
of Marion de Lorme, of Richelieu and of
de Mauprat in Paris and Richelieu's castle

'

at Ruelle. The cast is as follows:
Cardinal Richelieu Robert B. Mantell

1 Gaston, Duke of Orleans John Gibbs
Baradas John Burke
D« Beringhen Walter Gibbs
Adrian de Mauprat Frita Leiber

, , Huguet. . . Harold Skinner
.Joseph Frank Peters

Francois Guy Lindsley
Louis XIII Edward Lewers
A Captain of Guards Arthur Brown
Page to Richelieu Virginia Bronson
Clermont Frank Clancey
Secretary Harry Macy
Another Edmund Foos

; Julie De Mortemar Genevieve Hamper
Marion De Lorme Ethel Mantell
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Baltimore's partiality to musical comedy wasforcibly demonstrated again on Mondav' nightwhen " The Little Cafe " began its first localengagement at the Academy before a capacityhouse. The company presenting the piece inBaltimore includes Alma Francis. H. P. Wood-ley John E. Youne. Marjorie Gateson. LauraLyle. Harry Depp. Edna Munsev. Gabrielle Grey,I Fred Graham, and Colin Campbell.

COYNE IN LONDON REVUE
.Toe Coyne, who has been in this country Isince the outbreak of the European war, iwill sail for London on Jan. 30 to play tbejleading role in a forthcoming revue at themEmpire Theater.

I
SUCCEEDS ELISABETH MURRAY I,

Dama Sykes, of the 41 Watch Your Step "Ichorus has been elevated to the ranks offprincipals, succeeding Elisabeth Murray in!the role of Iona Ford.

PLOT OF
alice dovey, as she appears in " papa's darling," the new musical comedy with music byTHE gUlCK^AINLto L jivan caryll, who wrote " the pink lady "

St. Louis (Special).—Following is the B mail Jin. OtiinilUL- v \ i i w y # i ^ ■ vplot of 44 The Quicksands," by Lewis B. Ely, f Wallis Clark has ininori wnuotv*

"MaHbeth.''
A drama of Shakespeare played in five

i acts and fifteen scenes which show a heath,
: a camp, the court and the interior of Mac-
j beth's castle at Inverness, a cavern, a wood
i in England and the castle at Forres. The
j cast includes:
I Macbeth Robert . B. Mantell

i First Witch Genevieve Reynolds
J Second Witch Ethel Mantell
Third Witch Edward Lewers
Duncan, King of Scotland Frank Peters
Malcolm Guy Lindsley

, Lennox John Gibbs
A Sergeant Frances MacLeod
Ross Walter Gibbsi Banquo John Burke

• Seyton Harold Skinner
Fleance Virginia Bronson
A Porter Edward Lewers
Macduff ...Fritz Leiber
A Murderer Francis MacLeod
Another. . Frederick Dayto* jFirst Apparition Charles Feri^ 'Second Apparition
Third Apparition
A Doctor
An Officer
Lady Macbeth

\ A Ge^

Georgia Fox.I
Bessie Jame?

...Lawrence Kre:

.Charles Reasone
v*-. .Florence Aue

a St. Louis newspaper man (author of44 Tar and Feathers"), produced for the
first time at the Park Theater by the Play¬
ers Stock company, mention of which was
made in The Mirror, Dec. 9 :

The wife fo Judge Strong, on her way
to a room in the Hotel Metropole late at
night to meet Governor Bland, mistakes the
floor, and being followed by the house de¬
tective, takes refuge in a room occupied by
Tom Bronson, who is engaged to the Gover¬
nor's daughter. Bronson, an architect, is
on parole, having killed a man in self-
defense. Friends of the murdered man are
keeping close watch on Bronson with the
hope of having the pardon revoked, thus
making him serve his two-year sentence.
Mrs. Strong, in desperation at having been
trapped, endeavors to get Bronson to shield
her, but fearing that he might be exposed,
he determines to leave her. Just as he
opens the door, the house detective enters.
This furnishes material for a good act.

In the second act Judge Strong learns of
the affair and endeavors to have Bronson's
pardon revoked. Nancy Bland retains her
faith in her lover. Here the play becomes • < !44

talky," and the act ends with an agree¬
ment for a parley at the judge's home an
hour later. Mrs. Strong leaves her husband
before exonerating Bronson. Nancy tells
the judge that she was the woman in Bron¬
son's room, but under a terrific cross-ques¬
tioning, which is entirely too legal, she finds
herself in the quicksand and drops a re¬
mark that causes the judge to conclude that .

her father is the man guilty of enticing his i
wife. The play ends with the Governor
bribing those who know of the affair to
keep silence at the judge's dictation, and the
•two lovers are united.

Vivian G. Watkins.
^

sham to play the Marquis de Sardekoup in44 The Hawk."
Bertha Mann closes her season this weekin Seattle in the leading role in 41 To-day,"and returns to New York to open with a

new company April 5.
A one-act social comedy. 14 Pleasing aWoman," by Dixie Iiines, will be done with

Ruth Richmond and Edward Fielding at the i : -Pleiades Club on Sunday evening, April 4.At their Monthly Social on March 22 thei-Timembers of the Professional Woman'sLeague will celebrate the eighty-fifth birth¬day of Mrs. Sol Smith, the second vice- >spresident.
After an absence of several years Walter

Thomas is making his re-appearance this
week at the Broadway Theater, Brooklyn,with Robert Hilliard in 44 The Argvle Case,"at the Broadway Theater. Brooklyn.

Guignol,
theaters.

NEW BELASCO PRODUCTION!
"Boomerang," by Winchell Smith, to Be Given!
with Byron, Eddinger and Miss Hedman in Cast|

A Belasco premiere will take placeApril 5 at Wilmington. Del., when a plavlentitled 44 The Boomerang" by Winchell )Smith and Victor Mapes will be presented, jThis will mark Mr. Belasco's third
tion of the season.

The cast will include Arthur Byron. Walaco Eddinger. and Martha Hedman in
loading roles: Gilbert Douglas, .TenEustace, Louise Rutter. Walter Craven
George Spelvin. Daniel Schatts, JosephineParks, and Marjorie Blossom.

HERR REICHER IN IBSEN PLAY
The Modern Stage will present as the

second bill of its programme 44 John Gabriel
Borkman " at the Lyceum Theater Thurs¬
day evening. April 1, to be followed by asecond performance of 44 Elga," recently
performed, at the same playhouse on Sat¬
urday afternoon. April 3. On Saturday
evening the second performance of " John

Paris and in "other continental : Gabriel Borkman " will be given. Thisner-'

forma nee will mark the debut of Herr Em-I'J manuel Reichor as an English-sneaking ac¬
tor. as he will appear in the title-role of
the Ibsen play.

GHOSTS" MATINEES AT LONGACRE
A series of special matinee performances tJ

of Ibsen's 44 Ghosts" will be given Tues- ;'
. , days and Thursdays, beginning April 8, i

I in the Longacre Theater. Robert Whittier
will play the role of Oswald, a part in J
wliich he has appeared at the Grand

:«:e



thr Moat Woodl

CHARLES FROHMAN
Presents

Crocio'it in " Wolf.

ANN MURDOCK
IN A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS

ENTITLED

A GIRL OF TODAY
PORTER EMERSON BROWNE

CAST OF CHARACTERS

ELAINE VAN DORN ANN MURDOCK
GORDON BLAKE, her guardian FRANK MILLS
MRS. RUGGLES, his housekeeper PAULINE DUFFIELD
GLEASON WATERBURY, his attorney GEORGE ALISON
HARKNESS, his butler WILLIAM EVILLE
LAGRAND LOCKWOOD WILLIAM HOLDEN
ANGELICA LOCKWOOD, his wife ELEANOR GORDON
RAYMOND LOCKWOOD) . J ..EUGENE O'BRIEN
BETTS LOCKWOOD....!" SOns (EDWIN NICANDER
PATRICIA VANE, Raymond's fiancee BELLE DAUBE

WRIGHT HUNTINGTON STOCK COMPANY, ST. PAUL, MINN.
Reading from Left to Right, First Row : Edna Davis, Louise Gerard, Genevieve Cliffe, *(

Wright Huntington, Ethel Grey Terry, Jessie Brink, Mollie Fisher.
Second Row : Guy Durrell, Lyle Clement, Duncan Penwarden, E. O. Tilburne, Raymond >

Bond, Carl Gerard.
Third Row : Earl Lee, J. S. Irvin, Dean Cole. Children : Muriel Cole and Everard Lehmann. T

-"itir

THE FALLEN IDOSs
By GUY BOLTON received

wu* |

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I.

LIVING ROOM OF THE GORDON BLAKE HOME, NEW YORK f
. . . city . m

(During the act the curtain will be lowered one minute to mark the '•
lapse of a week)

ACT II.
THE SAME—SOME MONTHS LATER

ACT III.
THE SAME—SOME WEEKS LATER

ACT IV.
THE SAME—SOME HOURS LATER

: 'HI J

PRODUCED UNDER THE STAGE DIRECTION OF
WILLIAM SEYMOUR

Nan Halperin is a recent victim of hasty bill printing.
"Nan Hatpin. My word, what a name," drawled an English visitor 1

after a long, monocled gaze at a three sheet from a motor car on Merrick ■/«
Road.

SCENERY AND DECORATIONS BY THE HERTER LOOMS
nore crpdit, then, to Mr. Davies and to
Miss Ferguson for holding the interest

i ense. as they certainly do. It is the plav- Apropos of "Tho Hatv'c
«vright whS falters a bit at the very end, GUS view of Mile. Dorziat y
■ >ut Mis? Fergusons splen. lid art saves the deprt. cr,volitions ft.'

ituation, and one comes away with a satis- durirsr tt>-: rly summer

Photo by Victor Georj?
ANN MURDOCK

Charles Frohman's newest star, who has already
created eight roles, now in "A Girl of To-day"

ev ry lBornnimv .•« v ,
icnt, has In-.on 1 ' M<1 j,
great pow< v
hided hv 1 4th " ^
renue and the Hi

WASHINGTON
Ann Murdock, as Star in the New Play, " A

Girl of To-day," Appreciated
, Washington, Feb. 9 (Special).—For the first

11 performance of any stage Charles Frohman
;i during the current week at the Columbia Thea-!' ter presents Ann Murdock as a full-fledged star

in a new play by Porter Emerson Browne,
which has its first appearance on any stage,

• entitled " A Girl of To-day." an American
comedy in four acts, telling a strong dramatic

iit story replete with witty and brilliant dialogue
v that has an interesting fascination which was re-

, ceived with extended favor by a large and
appreciative audience.

The story is that of a young American girl,
Elaine Van Dorn who. loving all that is best

A in life, has finally come at length to the glory>vi of girlhood in all its fullness. Since birth she

r, has been under the care and in the companion-r ship of her guardian. Gordon Blake, into whose!
arms her mother placed her when dying, real¬
izing the great love that she has lost. Blake,

u who is wealthy, has accepted the guardianship
i i most willingly, and has brought the young girl

up as his own daughter. Like many wealthy'

men, he has put off the making of a will, and,1

when that document is drawn up. something'

happens, and it is not signed, and Elaine, through
1 a sudden death of her protector, is left penni-

less and dependent upon the charity of distant
relatives of her guardian. Then the story of the

t! Play tells how a great love comes into her life,
; of the big sacrifice she is called upon to make.

and, finally, how in the end the sun shines: again, makes up the action of the play, win¬
ning with great bravery a well-earned battle
in life's struggles, teaching a lesson that goes

j home with force, that it is the only way to be
, honest and sincere. An acceptionally strongand talented supporting company includes Eu¬

gene O'Brien. Frank Mills, Edwin Nicander,
William Holden, Harry Hadfield. William Eville.
Elenor Gordon. Pauline Duffield, and Belle

ich, an actor? His wife,Anna
nt her home in "Wallace, N. S., A ^

JESSIE BONSTELLE.
MisJikin, N. Y.

ugrr follower o
neighborhood bette
past- three years,
oil the West SJde 1
streets, and Fifth
Kivor.

H I)aube.

The Bonstelle Stock company opened its Broadway presentation. The company sup
engagement at the West End Theater, in porting Miss Bonstelle has been seen in
New York city, Monday night, Feb. 8, with other houses. Corliss Giles was with the
the production of the Belasco .success, Cort enterprises and a factor in stock or-
" Nobody's Widow." Miss Bonstelle is the ganizations in other cities; Hugh Dielman
leading woman in the new company, and has been with Belasco and Klaw and Er¬
in " Nobody's Widow " she had the role of langer : Robert Adams played in Brady pro-
Roxand Clayton. Miss Bonstelle is so ductions for several years; Stanley Wood
favorably known to the theater public that was formerly of the H, H. Frazee and
she requires no " advance notice." She was Henry B. Harris forces ; Hardin Rickman
recently the leading woman in the North- has been seen in a number of Shubert pro-
ampton Players, which organization has ductions; Aubrey Beattie was associated
placed the Municipal Theater, in Northamp- with Joseph Brooks and played the Hol-
ton, in the lead of stock companies. If the brook Blinn role in " Across the Border "
patronage bestowed upon the Bonstelle com- when that play was in Boston ; Mabel Mor-
pany the first week of its appearance is a timer was a valued member of the Klaw
criterion, no mistake has been made in and Erlanger forces; Kathleen Comegys
making the West End Theater a stock was in " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm"
house. The production in the current week and in Winthrop Ames productions; Sue
is " Kitty Mackay," in which Miss Bon- Van Duser played leading parts with Henry
stelle is taking the character enacted so Miller. The Bohstelle is the third stock
successfully by Molly Mclntyre in the co. now playing in upper Greater New York.
—
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1 THOUGHT we had about seen the last of thesilly ass type of Englishman when the musical
comedies began to show signs of wearying of

him; but no such good luck. He is in our midst
again—this time in dramatic form in " The White
Feather" and " The Rented Earl," just as though
we couldn't get along without him. For years and
years the silly ass has been our chief diversion, made
more so with the aid of music composed especially

; to fit his particular movements. No plotless plot was
complete without the clothes-model young man with
the boutonniere and versatile cane, accompanied al¬
ways by those English expressions with which we
were most familiar, " don't you know," " oh, I say,"
" ripping," and so on. Limited in vocabulary, of
course, but there could be no danger
of any one's failing to comprehend,
and that was the splendid quality of
the character—the tired business man
and the bored young woman of the
perfection coiffure and carefully mani¬
cured finger nails, alike, could laugh
at his silliness. It did not take our

managers long to learn the value of
the silly ass in musical comedies—
no one was complete without him—■
and they went to all sorts of expedi¬
ents to give us as close a filling for
the role as possible. Real lords were

imported for the mere purpose of
showing us how to " haw, haw," since
it was discovered that the native
American—with some exceptions—
made a poor silly ass. Besides, there
was a certain amount of novelty to
be extracted from the pleasure of
watching a real lord go through with
some Andrew Aguecheek capers for a
certain number of our good American
dollars. But finally even the real,
born - to-be-registered-in-the-Almanach-
de-Gotha lord failed to thrill us, and
there was only a pretense of a " haw
haw" in appreciation of his non¬
chalant efforts. The silly ass had be¬
come as tiresome as the accepted type
of German comedian who was forever
on the point of bursting into mere
dialect and a yodel, and the Irishman
who always had his little joke and a
Molly waiting for him somewhere
near.

They tell me that a real earl is
nothing like the silly ass haw-haw, yet
it would be difficult to convince the
average American of this fact. I can
recall an incident when one of our

best known comedians who had gone
to much trouble to adopt what he be¬
lieved to be a high-born English ac¬
cent and manner, chanced to meet two
or three members of the English no¬
bility during his first visit to London.
He prided himself upon the fact that
he could hold his own with them.
What was his amazement, then, to
discover that his accent and manner

were those of the English comedian
of the American stage, and nothing like those of the
funniest English lord he met. He was heartily
ashamed of himself and returned to New York with
the avowed purpose of spreading the knowledge he
had acquired with such mortification. He did en¬
deavor to do so with about as much success as was

Cassandra's. His friends listened politely but re¬
marked in private that evidently he hadn't met all
the lords he said he had.

" The Rented Earl" began life with an original
idea, but one couldn't help wondering where the play¬
wright got his ideas of Lenox social life and the
types who lived it. We knew what to expect of
Mr. D'Orsay, for he has always been a favorite even
though he is compelled to appear as the same charac¬
ter with a different title. He does not play the silly
ass as the others do. He makes an impossible Earl seem
possible and most attractive. Upon analysing why
this is so, the answer is difficult, for the Earl who
was rented didn't have any more sense than those
we have seen who have not been rented, but he
approached our ideas of justice when he insisted that
Beamer, the agent, return the money he had secured
by means of funds which the Earl would provide.

That was one of several inconsistencies the author
failed to explain, since the Earl was supposed to be
without money. When all is said and done, the
audience was left with the problem—how could an
American girl who had lived in the open so much
contemplate spending the rest of her days on a ranch
with an Earl whose chief charm in Lenox was sup-
Posed to be his title. You will have to figure it out
for yourself.

ing us right to the subject itself. The war-pla.v germ
is in the air, and, I dare say, if the truth were known,
some of our best playwrights are right now quietly
writing war dramas in order to be in readiness when
the managers give the word that the time is ripe
for them.

Leslie Faber in " The White Feather" certainly
surprised me by his character work. Up to then I
had only seen him in straight parts, agreeable or
disagreeable in tone, and I had no idea he could do
anything so entirely different. In this new role he
was completely at ease and seemed to be enjoying
himself. Although there were a number of roles
excellently acted, he practically made himself the star
of the performance.

1

word, because the conditions acted and described arejust as true to-day as they were in Sheridan's time.The company presenting " The Critic " is not remark¬
able, and the production does not pretend to have cost
a fortune, but if you want to enjoy an honest laugh,see " The Critic."

I had the good fortune to be present at two un¬
usually interesting events last week. One was thestage debut of Miss Margareta Christians, daughterof Director Rudolf Christians, of the Irving PlaceTheater, and the other, the American debut of MadameMelanie Kurt, the great Berlin Wagnerian soprano,as Isolde at the Metropolitan Opera House. These
two debuts were quite different in character and im¬
portance, for one was that of a lovely young girl, justgraduated from school, while the other was that of
a skilled artist who had won the old world and had
come among us to conquer a new and strange one.When 1 first met Miss Christians a year ago she saidthat she had no intention of following in the footstepsof her handsome and talented father, although she
spent much of her time in his theater watching re¬hearsals and performances. " Isn't it strange," Iasked her, " that you do not feel the call of the stage,since you live in its atmosphere so continually V "" Perhaps," she answered, " but I have never had
the slightest wish to act."

What was my surprise, then, last week, to note
that the actress, who so delightfully sang and acted
the leading role in a one-act operetta, greatly re¬
sembled Miss Christians. I consulted the programme
and noted that the actress's name was Eva Seetzen.
Then came a moment when the leading woman was
called upon to sit forcefully upon the sofa. She fol¬lowed directions, with the result that the sofa cracked
ominously and the audience laughed at the unexpectedpredicament. But did the leading woman become con¬
fused? Not she. She laughed good-naturedly and
went on without interruption.

I thought of the number of experienced actors who
would have become hopelessly confused—perhaps have
gone up in their lines, and that litttle incident con¬
vinced me that no novice could be playing the role.

After the performance I learned that Miss Seetzen
was really Miss Christians.

One unique feature of Miss Christian's debut was
the fact that she first comes on the stage as an old
woman of nearly sixty, appearing later as a blushingbride of seventeen, becoming again the old woman
prior to the end of the operetta. How many pretty
young actresses would have chosen such a role for a Jfldebut?

" I am an actress after all," she said when the
ordeal was over.

So, you see, blood will tell.
This young girl has a rosy future. She is tall and

slender, unusually pretty, vivacious in manner, sings
charmingly in a sweet, well-trained soprano, and
speaks English without an accent.

LAWRANCE D'ORSAY AND ALICE LINDAHL IN
EARL."

White. N. Y.
SCENE FROM "THE RENTED

T
HE stage world is always interesting to me.

Its infinite variety offers all the adventure that
anyone might wish in the way of new plays,

new faces, unexpected incidents, original thoughts as
to acting and stage-setting. Oh, it's a fascinating
world! Who could help enjoying its novelties?

And recently came the greatest surprise of all to
bid for our approval, in the shape of a comedy exactly
one hundred and thirty-six years old. Yes. Count
them. They are all there and " The Critic" must
be proud to acknowledge them after the roars of
laughter which greeted its revival at the Princess.

Fancy playing a return engagement at the age of
136, and proving to be just as young as you used to
be. It was difficult to understand when one took the
trouble to'figure up how old is "The Critic." but

Too bad the producers of " The White Feather "
construed the President's suggestion as to neutrality
so literally, for it took all the snap out of their play.
Given one silly ass for a hero—he wasn't really silly,
you know, only pretending to be so, which I couldn't
understand, for all his friends must have known he
was only acting—and all sorts of familiar devices
which in the past never failed to send the thrills down
one's backbone, but somehow in " The White Feather "
didn't do so. It was all because the soft pedal was
applied. I suppose that the London production must _

have been different, and with dramatic highlights) Vthe appeal to English patriotism should be very et-
| Jeetive over there. There's no use trying to disguise

war play and make it a parlor comedy. A war play
must have the punch. We have had a few splendid
ones of our own, and we know a thing or two on
the subject. [ n°r

It seems to me we are getting a little nearer the !
real war play, however, with each new production of
one-acters in vaudeville, "The White Feather," and
another play about to be produced, which claims not
to have more than one or two uniforms. The first
thing we know there will be a full uniformed drama
with the punch and then there will be some excite-

■ Pent. It's this gradual encroachment which is bring-

there are plays, it seems, like
people who simply won't

v j show their wrinkles. About
?' >:] the only sign of antiquity I
3 coul'i discover in " The
S| Critic " was the different ex-
K clamations, such as "Gad! "

! and "Lud!" but they may
i: readily be excused on the
fcj plea that the brilliant mind
f; which had given birth to
;J that choice bit of philosophy,
K " I should worry," had not

tr 1 yet begun to rotate in its
f allotted space. The costumes,

:>:/] too, were not exactly accord-
:

, \ ing to present time, but since
I the war began, our fashion

B world has been so at odds as

also whether we should let £
out our waists still further e
or pinch them in again, that i
a great variety of lines is
permissible. Of course, our
men don't stride about in
silks and satins. Sometimes
we wish they would. But
we forget that the costumes
belong to another age than
ours. " The Critic " manage-,
ment has the laugh on fellow
producers. Imagine the bold¬
ness of daring to offer the
public a comedy 136 years
of,age and as a reward reap¬
ing as many laughs, and as ,

hearty as those extracted J
with such exertion by J
" Watch Your Step."

,, " The Critic" doesn't
make you deaf with rag¬

time in order to make you think it funny, either.
Your laughter issues spontaneously. You don't feel '
like kicking yourself the next moment, as you often
do when you have been guilty of enjoying some forms
of musical comedy entertainment. No, you are glad
that you have not become lost to an appreciation of
the legitimate methods employed, and the sound of
admirable English. You feel grateful because you are

V not forced to laugh. You may use your own dis-
■gfi cretion. Your individual brain will inspire your en-

to whether we should widen
or narrow our skirts, and

joyment of the lines. If it fails to respond, then you
are hopelessly lost to better things forever more, and
you may be sure " limb shows " are your metier.

I wish all those who insist upon calling first-
nighters, "the death-watch," "the morgue," "a lot of
dead ones," and so on, might have been present at
the opening of " The Critic."

And the funniest part of the occasion was that
everyone seemed so surprised to find himself having
such a good time. " Why, it's so modern," said one
person. And that was it. Modern was the proper

Kosloff.—Theodore Kosloff, the Russian dancer
and ballet master, has arrived in New York in order
to put on the ballet for the new Winter Garden show,
" Maid in America. " Mr. Kosloff hails from the Im¬
perial Theatre in St. Petersburg, and for the last two
years has been appearing in the music halls in London.

Mackinder.—The theatrical world learns with sor¬
row of the death of Lionel Mackinder, the English
vocalist and comedian who joined the British army a
few weeks ago at the front. Mr. Mackinder was for
many years associated with George Edwardes's produc¬
tions at the London Gaiety, appearing in London or
on tour in " A Runaway Girl, " " The Toreador, "

The Orchid, " " San Toy, " " Our Miss Gibbs " and
others. He visited this country in the fall of 1908 as
a member of Mr. Edwardes's " Girls of Gottenberg "
company.

Limerick.—Mona Limerick, last season associated
with the Fine Arts Theatre repertoire company under
the auspices of the Chicago Theatre Society, arrived
in New York last week to begin rehearsals for
" Chitra, " the play by Rabindranath Tagors, the Hin¬
du poet, in which she is to play the principal role.
Her repertoire will embrace besides this play, " The
Bear, " by Anton Tchekoy, and " Womenkind, " by
W. W. Gibson. The latter play was done at the
Little Theatre in Chicago last season.

Maxtell.—Ethel Mantel], the nineteen-year-old
daughter of Robert Mantell, is making her first ap¬
pearance on the New York stage at the Forty-fourth
Street Theater as a member of her father's supporting
company. Miss Mantell is the daughter of the late
Charlotte Behrens.

• itorning Telettrav'■r _ was sent to '' .. , h... , letter'
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Alexander.—No better proof need be advanced that
a long, arduous training and years of disappointment
and discouragement are necessary to a Broadway de- |
but than in the case of Miss Rhy Alexander, who is
appearing in the part of Miss Farrington in that t<'
humorous exposition of stage life, " The Show Shop, "
This does not mean that Miss Alexander is without '
experience—she has played prominent parts with stock ,

companies in St. Louis, Little Rock and other cities,
r

and has appeared on the screen in several of Pathe <■<

Freres productions. It simply shows that when one a.'!
combines ability, good looks, and a little good fortune

a Broadway debut is not the laborious undertaking so p

often pictured. Miss Alexander is a Southern girl and
an enthusiastic sportswoman.
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Hopkins.—Mrs. Charles Hopkins, who gives such
a charming performance of the role of Rose Effic
in "The Clever Ones" at the Punch and Judy^Thea
ter, was, before her marriage, a member of the L-es
Petites Vivian, a trio well known in the English
music halls. She was Violet Vivian, and with her
was a brother and sister. On one of his trips to
England, Ben Greet saw the Vivians and erasedthem for his American company. While with th
Greet company, Miss Violet met Mr. Hopkins who
was also a member of the organization. Among the
roles which she played during her engagement with
Mr. Greet were Juliet, Rosalind, Lady teazle
Kate Hardcastle.

IHHHH i 'Furniss.—Maude Furniss, well known as a light
opera prima donna ten years ago, has again taken upstage work. Miss Furniss is playing the role ofFashion in " Experience" at the Casino. Shortlyafter she achieved a great success in the prima donnarole in " A Chinese Honeymoon" at the Casino in1002 she married Alexander Dow, a Pittsburgh in¬ventor. At that time he figured much in the news¬
papers because of his attentions to Pauline Chase.Miss Furniss obtained a divorce from Mr. Dow in
September. " It seems like starting all over again,"said Miss Furniss the other night, " Instead of hav-
ing the star's dressing room, I now climb three
flights of stairs. However, I am glad to be back and

| be making my own living."
responsive, and it is inter- i iu»

'-■* —* - •» nmrvtinnft 1 as siI Balsab.—The theatrical world was shocked to hear
I of Charles Balsar's death, which occurred on Jan 23
j at his mother's home in Jackson, Mich. It was only
i a few months ago that he was playing one of the' leading roles in " What is Love?" at the ComedyTheater, and so successful was his performance that,upon the withdrawal of the play, he was engaged to

Djckey.—•" The Misleading Lady " is being pre¬
sented at the Bronx Opera House this week with
Paul Dickey, one of the authors, in th
role. Mr. Dickey, who replaces Lewis S. Stone in
the part, is an actor of more than ordinary ability,

played in a of Broadway productions." " * A
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Play in Three Acts by Earl Derr Biggers.
Produced by J. Fred Zimmerman, Jr., and
William Harris, Jr., at the Longacre
Theater Feb. 12. Staged by Felix Ed-
wardes.
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"THE RENTED EARL"
but

"Lilt:
Comedy in Three Acts, by Salisbury Field.Produced by William A. Brady, Ltd., atthe Maxine Elliott Theater, Feb. 8, under tasu- i ui.Stage Direction of Frank Hatch. [ramat'ic art. But\i |vTm>v3 Mrs. Sanderson-Burr .. Evelyn Carter Carrington

,Dorothy Manners Alice Lindahl, .; ,r i < a >';i: quo Mrs. _Answorth ....... Teresa_ Maxwell-Conover

Mi1. Joseph Aimer
Mrs. Henry J. Sherman
Miss Kitty Sherman ...

Fritz
Mr. Henry j. Sherman ,

Mr. William Kimball ..

Maria
Mr. Capper
Sergeant Crosby
I.ady Crandall
Miss Jane Gerson ....

Mr. Reynolds
Captain Woodhouse
Jaimihr Khan

. Robert McWade
. . Camilla Crume

. . Isabel Goodwin

. . Robert Fischer
. James Bradbury I
William Keighley f

.. Mildred Morris
. .. Ivan Simpson

. . . Mayne Lynton I
. . . Marion Abbott

. Carroll McComas
Edward See !

. . Lewis S. Stone
Macey Harlam

' c

, The Earl of Carmondale .'I , (i ' d Barry Randolphi • Maude Randolphhat Freddy Gatewood
Archibald j. Beamero diet', Kipps

Act I.—The morning room of *rtvil ways," Mrs. Sanderson-Burr's home.

Lawrance D'Orsay ! ■ "■
.. . Schuyler Ladd
. Olive Templeton m ' • •

Douglas J. Wood . . ■
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White. N.
THE LATE CHARLES BALSAR.

play the leading male role in " Panthea" with Mme.Petrova. He had not played this part long whenhe was taken ill and decided to go to his old home atJackson. Though but thirty-four years old, his pro¬fessional experience included many notable engage¬ments. He was a member of the original NewTheater company, and he had played seasons withMrs. Fiske, E. H. Sothern, Julia Marlowe, Mme.Nazimova, Grace George, Bertha Kalich, and others.He had also been leading man witli first-class stockorganizations throughout the country. CharlesBalsar was well liked. His work, always of a sin¬
cere, artistic and imaginative order, made him agreat favorite with the playgoing public wherever heappeared. He was, indeed, one of the most promis¬ing of America's younger school of actors.
t urnea HUGO, _ —had been Mfc® mlioa t?»t# still was this, by a membeiClark.—Marguerite Clark made what was intendedto be a brief excursion into motion pictures whenshe appeared in "Wildflower" for the Famous PlayersFilm Company. But so overwhelming was the petitestar's success that the film organization hastened tosecure her signature to a long-term contract, and nowit would seem that the stage has been robbed of thedelightful personality that made 44 Prunella " so enjoy¬able last season. Miss Clark's second success wasmade in a screen adaptation of "The Crucible," andfurther Famous Players productions with her in thelead are promised.

Nijinski.—Waslaw Nijinski, the famous Russian
dancer, who has been a sensation in Paris, London,
and Petrograd for years, is coming to America next
year in company with Madame Karsavina and others
of the celebrated ballet troupe of De Diaghilew, for
a four months' season at the Century Opera House.
The troupe will appear under the management of the
Metropolitan Opera Company. Last Spring it was ru¬
mored Nijinski would dance here this Winter with
Pavlowa. but the plan failed to materialize. So New
York will have its first glimpse of him next Winter.
The troupe's scenery and costumes, most of whichhave been designed by Leon Baket, will be imported.This will be New York's first subscription season of
ballet.

The same. Next day. Act III.—The terrace'

of " the Westways." Six days later. Time—Present. Place—Lenox, N. Y.
The new comedy at the Maxine Elliotti Theater has an extremely amusing ground¬work of an idea, and Mr. Lawrance D'Or-s,; a' say appears in a characteristic role of a;, , ; drawling, monocled English lord in Ameri¬

can society. The Field comedy—or perhapswe should say farce—coming after " TheEarl of Pawtucket," labors under a naturalhandicap. Who that has ever seen D'Orsayin that fantastic Thomas play can forget |-him? It was as unique an impersonationas the late Stuart Robson's Bertie ttieLamb, or John T. Raymond's Colonel Sell¬ers of happy memory. Whether the rein-a]> f carnation of the drawling earl can be suc¬cessfully accomplished remains with thei public; and doubtless there are many who
, ,, having never had the happiness to see the' original, will respond warmly to the second

. t i edition of his lordship; but for the regularplaygoer the edges of the character appeari a . a little frayed, and there is evidence thatthe story was built around the Earl ofPawtucket rather than that the earl wasincidental to the plot.
There is another interesting, and a moreoriginal, character in the play—that of thebreezy Archibald J. Beamer, excellently por¬trayed by Albert Brown. Beamer is a char¬acter that lends itself to development as anexaggerated type of a chain-lightning Amer¬ican of that peculiar class that undertakesto grow American Beauty roses in the Bad !Lands of Arizona.

This remarkable Beamer has somehow formed 1an alliance with the good-natured, simple-minded. unsuspecting, democratic, and alwaysagreeable Earl of Carmondale. a recent arri- •val in the United States. Beamer immedi¬ately proceeds to capitalize his acquaintance.He learns that Mrs. Sanderson-Burr is making,though wealthy, an unsuccessful attempt to geti j into good society. Beamer arranges with her.after some obstacles, to lend her Lord Car-•• id mondale for three days at a modest honorariumof $1,000 a day. The earl is supposed to beI'jazini in ignorance of Beamer's little scheme, andJ enters into the arrangement in the belief thatwould Mrs. Sanderson-Burr is an old friend of a dear
. old friend of the earl. " dear old Pigery." as tohas SI whom the resourceful Beamer has carefully in- ,structed her.

As soon as it is announced that Mrs. Sander¬son-Burr is entertaining a lord, society breaksits neck to do her. honors and eat her dinners., While all pay their devoirs to his lordship, hishostess treats him very much as a professionalentertainer: but the earl is too insrenuous totake umbrage. Resides, he can swallow a good... deal of what he regards as American waysfor in Dorothy Manners. Mrs. Sanderson-Burr's; beautiful niece, he has met his fate. It was.• in fact, to find Dorothy, whom he once res¬cued from rough treatment in Paris, that he isengaged on his present American tour. Dor-othv is already engaged to a stage villain namedGatewood. who enters the complication at in¬tervals as an annoying factor, hut in the endBeamer the booster, is unveiled. Gatewood isdefeated, and the earl srets the girl.He is tremendously astonished when he dis¬covers that Beamer has been renting him outat so much a day to other social climbers, andheinsr too much of a gentleman to be circusedin that manner he opens his wallet and of¬fers to nay back all the rent paid on his ac¬count. But even then he thinks there is hopefor Beamer. " dear old Beamer." and Beamerjoins in voicing that hope while calmly pocketing Mrs. Sanderson-Burr's $3,000.
If the author had displayed more ingenu¬ity in inventing situations to develop whatis inherently a clever idea, there wouldhave been more ground for applause: but ssage can be con-the story moves along the lines of least re-

, i,,( ,,, breakssistance. and the piece is rather light ma- j cataciy.terial in a dramatic sense. It is well r], already dum-of played, not only by Mr. D'Orsay as the earl ^
. ' Umm*and Mr. Brown as Beamer, but by Evelyn oe meets at no c,..Carrington as Mrs. Sanderson-Burr. Teresa

. musician is1 r ', , , Conover as Mrs. Answorth, a h1as£ society r.t; woman allowing herself to be kissed for a as :iie latuer,i ' consideration: and Alice Lindahl. the hero- . devote theine. w*>o is a very pretty young woman and 14
a good actress.
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Major General Sir George Crandall.
Henry Stephenson

Major Bishop Horace Pollock 1
Maid Cynthia Latham

Time—August. 1914. Scene—The Rock of
Gibraltar.

Act I.—The lobby of the Hotel Splendide. Wa-
terport Street. Tuesday night. Act II.—Li¬
brary in the home of the governor general.
Thursday afternoon. Act III.—Same scene as

,Act II. Thursday night.

Except for an absolutely inconsistent
ending, " Inside the Lines " is an admirable ..

play dealing with complications and a sus- 1
tained plot of the European war, with a
number of interesting Americans interest¬
ingly involved. But it is not such a diffi- ig ■
cult thing for an author to hold the in¬
terest of his audience with mysteries and " *-•
intense situations for two acts if in the har>s
third he simply disregards his thesis and
casts logic to the winds in order to find a
conventional solution.

Capt. Woodhouse during two strong acts 1,11,1
and a half figures as a secret German spy .roVswho comes to Gibraltar to plot the destruc¬
tion of a British squadron with a Swiss : a.-- i
hotel keeper and an East Indian servant
of the British governor. At the moment
that the plot is about to explode he reveals
himself as an Englishman, who has been
sailing under false colors.

This may be quite ingenious in the tell¬
ing. but though some of the sophisticated
first-nighters suspected after the first act ,

that Woodhouse was in fact an English¬
man, the author presented such convincing sartenii
proof in what followed that he was a dis- j. .guised German, that the ending came less Hen Deen
as a surprise than an affront. It is the h wncqirm
familiar " twist" of the story writer
grafted upon the drama, which seldom acquaint;1.:
works out satisfactorily.

On the other hand, there is not a mo- 1
ment that the play does not exercise a
strong command of the attention, and its
failure to live up to the excellence of its )
details is therefore regrettable. Besides,
it is played with exceptional charm, and is
almost sure to draw well in spite of its j
one cardinal defect.

There is no danger of offending any one
in the audience, because the victim of the
plot and the one punished in the end is a
swarthy East Indian who has not forgot-|ort(,'ten the humiliation of his race at the
hands of the English. The scene is Gib- wiiiio
raltar, and the first act is a characteristic
disclosure of the embarrassments which be- > 111 *
set a party of Americans who are unable jlimrito cash their checks and are caught in a
financial impasse until the American wife ra
of the Governor of the island comes to
their rescue. Then Capt. Woodhouse ar- -i>
rives, the supposed secret agent of the j(>v ,German government. A discharged secret
service agent of the British government is],*
warns the Governor that Woodhouse is a
spy, and the governor's endeavor is to trap : ' p ;
him. The trans set for him are evaded v. ,through the aid of Jane Gerson, an Ameri-
can girl, temporary guest of the governor's bd i
wife, who has met the captain in Berlin
and is in love writh him. Why Woodhouse ftea idoes not at once reveal his identity to the |,M n
governor, is the one defect in the logic
of the play, and why all this hide and seek, maj;:'-
and these thrilling escapades to evade the.
disclosure of his identity, when no harm lus
could come of it, while it enables the play- .

wright to create suspense, is hardly ration¬
al enough to be accepted unchallanged. 5
But he has us pitched to a high key of
expectancy while the mystery is on, and 1 :
as plays go, it is an exciting drama. , .

Woodhouse is an interesting central
character, and as played by Mr. Stone (who
is featured in the production), stands out
with clearly developed force. Another ad- 1
mirable portrayal is the Indian servant of
Macey Harlam, a picturesque and interest¬
ing character. Henry Stephenson as the ni
Governor: Marian Abbott as his wife;
Robert McWade as the German hotel • '

keeper, who is a spy also; James Brad-
bury as a Western American; Ivan Simp- !
son as Mr. Capper who warns the governor ;, <>
against Woodhouse, and Carroll McComas
as a charming American buyer for a New ,*
York shop, are all worthy of praise.
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IRVING PLACE THEATER
The Irving Place Theater varied thea. 11c —

order of things last week by admitting an
operetta to its programme, a famous Vien¬
nese one-act favorite by Leo Fall, " Briider-
lein Fein," followed by a rather heavy com¬
edy, " The Newly-Weds," by Bjorn Bjorn-
sten, which was very excellently played,
however, and proved entertaining on that
account. The operetta was richly enjoyed,

- -1 — J w«ln/«oo
iiauum. xuv V1>V.V

lift in : • u passion- : partly on account of its charming melodies,
' partly on account of the excellent playing,

and in part on account of the novelty of * 11frt
t<

stu- pu

llv.

ornate artist. '

and a nice ;

vibrate at his f

study in the
Mr. Kessler

ur successive
are to hi:. '

the subject. The scene is the sitting room T a o\
of an old composer. It is Sunday morning. IKOAK 1
He and his venerable wife are about to go

: to church, when the refrain of a song, i(||1 " Brtiderlein Fein," written by the old com- l ih
poser in his youth and still popular, is
borne in upon them through the open win- ) I

! dow with the golden sunlight. It revives J
1 memories of their wedding day, and they

are for a moment transported back to that
period as the figure of Youth, in gay satin
and with a violin, enters the room. They
re-enact their first love scene after the se

1 marriage ceremony, and sing and dance . , ; 1
again their old songs of gayety and youth. ? sneuiu
After a quick change, they are again the ^ be

; old couple on their way to church.
The little gem was admirably performed, ltou

with Mr. Feist as the old musician and Miss
" ■ •* ' "" niroatftl-Margaret Christians (daughter of Director

Christians) as the wife. In this character
! the handsome young lady made her stage
debut and scored a flattering success.
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•THE RUN OF THE CARDS" BY STOCK
Bridgeport, Conn. (Special).—The fol¬lowing is the cast of Charles F. Nirdling-er's new play, 44 The Run of the Cards."

which opened at the Lyric Theater Feb. 8.for the entire week, for the first time on 1
any stage: Prince di Cosimo, Frank An¬drews ; O'Malley, Frank Melrose; Nedda,Miss Beverly West; Giannino Gaddi, JohnT. Dwyer; Pavlo, Bernard Thornton ; Fea,Miss Suzanne Jackson ; Lord Erskine, FredRoland ; Lady Erskine, Miss Violet Barney :Cavaletto, Frank Herbert; Ettore Oldrini,Edward Darney; Otho del Drago, LowellSherman ; Servant, Thomas Swem." The Run of the Cards " was a success,the audience being of the single opinionthat it was the best that the Calburn Stock
company has appeared in this season. Mr.
Nirdlinger has given us a play which is
unusually beautiful in wording and setting.His main characters are strongly worked
up and each leaves a distinct impression
upon the mind. The main theme of theplay is determined and well outlined, but
so much strength has been given the love
story itself that some of the minor threadsof the story are rather involved and indis¬
tinct and several of the characters seem
superfluous. The setting of the play is ex¬
ceedingly beautiful. Old Vesuvius and theBay of Naples form the background, while
two acts are staged in Gaddi's villa, onebefore the home of Lord Erskine and onein a hunting lodge. Nothing has been
spared to make the setting suitable and
luxurious. Miss Suzanne Jackson played
the exceptionally long and difficult part ofFea in a remarkable and splendid manner.
Miss Jackson's work was very finished and
was fully appreciated by her audience.
Miss Violet Barney added much zest to the
play by her excellent portrayal of LadyErskine. the spirited American.

The heavier character part of Gaddi was
played by John Dwyer splendidly, while
Lowell Sherman was particularly good in
the less admirable part of Del Drago. Ber¬
nard Thornton characterizes Pavlo. the
musician, in a splendid way. Fred Roland.
Frank Andrews. Edward Darney, Frank
Melrose, Frank Herbert. Thomas Swem. anrt
Miss Beverly West as Nedda all portrayed
their respective parts in a very able man¬
ner. The play was given under the stage
direction of Lowell Sherman. Week of
Feb. 15 the Calburns were seen in "The
Only Son." Before a large and fashionable
audience the Y. M. C. A. Dramatic Club
presented "The Melting Pot" at the Park
Theater Feb. 8. The production was splen-
didlv given and well deserved the hearty
apnlause it received.

The Comedy Club of Bridgeport present¬
ed " The Private Secretarv." Fetr. 0. This
is one of the large society events of the
season, and the Park Theater was filled to
its capacity. Allen P. Weil.

Margarete Christians and Rich¬
ard Feist in Leo Fall's romantic
operetta, "Bruederlein Fein" at

the Irving Place Theater
Photo by White, N. Y.
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ANN MURDOCK IN NEW PLAY
To Open in Atlantic City in New Comedy by

Porter Emerson Browne
Miss Ann Murdock, who is regarded along

the Rialto as the next Frohman star, will
shortly appear in a new play, now that the
tour of " The Beautiful Adventure" has
ended. The play, a comedy of New York,
is by Porter Emerson Browne. Mr. Browne,
by the way, is the second American play¬
wright to be given a hearing by Mr. Froh¬
man this season, Paul Armstrong having
been the first with his " Heart of a Thief,"
which was brought out early in the season
at the Hudson Theater.

The out-of-town premiere of the Browne
play will take place in Atlantic City Feb. 5.

temptation
calm, pat
an cf d ■

White. N. Y.

In the,'successful completion ^cf his
plans, Lewis S. Stone as the*Brit-
ish spy has a valuable ally in
Carroll McComas, who plays the
part 'of thefAmerican girl, Jane

Gerson

TO DRAMATIZE PRIZE NOVEL
" Diane of the Green Van." the novel

by Leonora Dalrymple which won the$10,000 prize in Reilly and Britton's storycontest, is to be dramatized. Howard Mc-
Ivent Barnes, author of " The Little Shep¬herd of Bargain Row." which has served
Sarah Padden as a play, and which is now
being used by her in vaudeville, has been
commissioned' by the publishing firm to putthe story into play form.

IN "TOWN TOPICS"
Charlotte Greenwood and Sydney Grant,

who featured Oliver Morosco's production
of " Pretty Mrs. Smith " early in the sea¬
son. have been engaged for the principal
roles in Ned We.vburn's musical revue.
" Town Topics " which will be presented in
New York the last part of May.

Afternoon tea at the house of the Governor General of Gibraltar in "Inside the Lines." The players
from left to right are Henry Stephenson, Lewis S. Stone, Cynthia Latham, Marion Abbott, Carroll

McComas and Horace Pollack



THE closing of " Children of Earth" has beenresponsible for a number of articles on the sub¬
ject, "Why Do Prize Plays Fail?" All sorts

of reasons have been given in reply, but they are not
altogether convincing. One which interested me very
much advanced the idea that prize plays were in¬
variably written by persons striving for fine literary
effect and with no thought of the actor, who to them
was a litttle known quantity whose needs had not
been studied at close range. This was quite enlighten¬
ing, but what about the men who select these prize
plays?

They are usually people intimately associated with
the stage and plays both good and bad. They have
well-defined notions as to what is the matter with the
drama and how to remedy it. The judges of prize
plays are not mere college graduates, you know. The
search for a play worthy of being con¬
sidered better than some hundreds of others
is not their first experience in play analysis.
If so, why should the manager offering the
prize make the mistake of appointing them
as judges? Surely it must be to his inter¬
est to obtain something worth while in re¬
turn for the expenditure of even the aver¬

age sum offered as a prize. And when the
amount reaches the alluring and astonish¬
ing figure of $10,000, the caution in selec¬
tion of the winner should be all the greater.
Certainly Mr. Winthrop Ames would not
give $10,000 to a playwright who had not
considered the acting possibilities of the
play.

As a matter of fact, " Children of Earth "
gave splendid opportunities to its cast, and
full advantage was taken by every member
of the company. The play was pronounced
beautiful by a great many people. The fact
that it was not accepted as deserving of
continued patronage by the public in gen¬
eral can cast no possible reflection on the
play or the wisdom of its selection. It
does cast blame on the peepul, however. If
" Children of Earth " had been condemned
because it filled the description of what is
popularly termed a " highbrow play," its
withdrawal from the Booth might be under¬
stood. But no one, by the wildest flight of
his imagination, could be so misguided as
to apply such a misnomer to the Ames
prize. " Children of Earth " was not too
complex in exposition to be understood
even by those persons who prefer saying,
" he wuz " and " I done," and who are not
ashamed of it. That is saying much.

There was beautiful English in " Chil¬
dren of Earth " and a beautiful love story.
Its solution, the willing chaperonage by
the wife of the two love themes, may not
have met with the approval of those who
think that " done " should supplant " did "
in the grammars, but they are the same
people who would never be able to under¬
stand why a divorced man and woman
should bow politely after they have found
other legal mates better suited to one an¬
other.

It all depends upon your locale of mental
growth. The characters of Miss Brown's play were
not grande dames and courtiers—they were just peo¬
ple whose manners and language were refined—and
that should not have been held against them. True,
they didn't possess a vocabulary of the underworld,
but car.'t the fault-finders see that the underworld
and apple orchards have nothing in common? Miss
Brown was quite wise in refusing to say " gotta

woman star told me she had never seen such gorgeous
costumes in any Shakespearian plays. The productions
followed the good old standards and did not attempt
innovations.

Speaking of innovations brings us to Granville
Barker's production of " Midsummer Night's Dream."
The critics appear to be divided as to its merits, but
one and all admit its novelty. In the first place, the
orchestra, or rather the place where the musicians
should be, was completely hidden. The stage seemed
to come right out into the audience, giving a sense of
intimacy which we have hitherto not enjoyed. The
stage was set in a picture frame, and there were steps
which deepened it. But where was everything to
which we have been accustomed? I like to think of
a fairy revel with real trees and grass, but Mr. Barker
gave us a smooth green papier mach& mound. The
background was swaying thin hangings of green mate¬
rial and the leading characters stretched themselves
out on the hard floor whenever they went to sleep.

dreamed. And if he saw the fairies with
gold bodies, why that doesn't make them so.

One fault I could find with the produc-
J tion, the audience was so interested in
watching the characters that at times it

j did not give serious attention to what they
I were saying. The eye was pleased first.
! Some of the back drops with silver stars

j of assorted sizes painted on a deep blue] background were too primitive for adults.
But, really, the most confirmed musical

comedy habituC could never describe the
Barker Shakespearean conception as heavy
or dull. Mr. Barker was quite right in
not using the Mendelssohn music. It
wouldn't have suited at all.

If you want to get a new sensation go
to Wallack's.

1 was so pleased to learn of the success of RobertW. Sneddon's playlet, " The Might-Have-Beens," atthe Palace. I happen to know that Mr. Sneddon hasfought a plucky fight in his playwrighting. No matterwhat discouragements were his he kept right on tryingharder than ever and never losing his determinationnot to become sour if he didn't finally land one. Andnow he has done it. " The Might-Have-Beens " pos- !sesses true poetic fancy, I hear, and they all say Mr.Sneddon has a future as a playwright. Mr. Sneddonis a young Scotchman who has been in our midst forseveral years during which time he has contributedarticles regularly to the London magazines and papers.
Madame Critic.

i /\n DAirallv>
Christians.—Miss Margarete Christians, whose-

picture appears in this column in a character in one

of the recent successes at the Irving Place Theater,
is the daughter of Director Christians, and made her
stage debut in this character in the one-act operetta,
" Bruederlein Fein" of Leo Fall, during the early
part of the month. She at once established herself
as a great favorite by her natural talent and great
charm. Until she essayed this role she had no ambi¬
tion for the stage and no intention of adopting her
father's profession. She was persuaded to take the
part by friends; but her first appearance determined
her to continue acting, and her second appearance in
the current comedy, dealing with the present war, has
nade her an enthusiastic follower of the stage. She
p naturally endowed for a professional career in per-

nal beauty, voice and inherited talent, and the stage
ill have gained a valuable acquisition in her. Since
e speaks English as fluently as she does German,

(he may yet be seen on the American stage.

WMte. N. 7
ANSON AS THE MIDDLE-AGED LOVERS,

IN ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL SCENES IN "CHILDREN OF
EARTH."

r EFFIE SHANNON AND A. E.

And that was the secret of it. Pretend you are a
child again, playing house. You construct and furnish
the house and entertain with tea and cakes, and all
your friends have a beautiful time—all in pure fancy. I
You should attend the Barker play in such a frame of
mind. If you expect to find the lavish productions
with which our managers have so spoiled us of late,
you'd bettbetter be prepared for the change.—1There is

for got, and " seed " for " saw," and so on She kent - —
"" p nothing real except the players, and the ass's head,

which spoke almost naturally. ' I wondered where Mr.
Barker got his idea of Titania's bower which proved

her romance of New England within bounds. Perhaps,
if she had transferred the characters to a tango tea
parlor, somewhere in our town, it might have been
different. A private dining-room in an exclusive
restaurant might have helped a bit, but the Brown
play remained true to Earth.

One character I found fault with—the old idiot. He
was so well played by Cecil Yapp that he annoyed
me. He was repulsive and proved the discordant note
in the idyll. I have heard others say the same. What
use was he? Apparently none. Most villages boast
of one such town character, but we don't care to see
much of him on the stage. As an oddity, a bit of
local color he was interesting, but there was no ex¬
cuse for him. I have always wondered if Miss Brown
originally hadn't planned to have him figure in some
vital manner in the plot. Several times he seemed
on the point of doing something to explain his
prominence.

I think R. D. MacLean will have to confess that
he has changed his opinion about there being no de¬
mand for Shakespeare this season. After several
weeks with the Jewett Players at the beautiful Boston
Opera House, he is obliged to admit that Boston still
likes Shakespeare and is ready to patronize it, too.
Mr. MacLean appeared in a number of Shakespearean
roles and at the last matinee of his engagement the
big auditorium was packed and jammed with people
anxious to see him in " The Merchant of Venice,"
which the critics had said was excelled by none of
the famous actors they could recall. Mr. MacLean
has always expressed the belief that Shylock is his
best interpretation and it must be gratifying to have
critical Boston agree with him. His Brutus of last
February with Faversham was one of the most per¬
fect performances I have ever seen. He was Brutus,
in every respect the noblest-acting Roman I have ever
seen. To imagine the gentle Brutus as Shylock re¬
quired some thinking, but a New York critic who hap¬
pened to be present at a Boston performance told me
that the learned and particular city was right in its
opinion. He added that he wished New York might
see the MacLean Shylock.

The Boston productions were presented on a mag¬
nificent scale, and Mr. Jewett displayed excellent judg¬
ment in the selection of^his company. A well-known

was one

seen in. coloring

to be a narrow, circular gauze, which looked like the
cloth of a shower bath only it extended to the top of
the stage to a fairy ring, which, by the way. was one
of the prettiest things I have ever
and design.

Do you believe in Fairies?
If so, haven't you always thought of them as

possessing wonderful pink and white skins as though
they had washed their faces in the dew, and haven't
you imagined their hair to be long and beautiful, as
yellow as gold, or as black as night? I think most
people feel that way about fairies. But Mr. Barker's

:;s are all gold—gold faces, gold hands, gold hair.
gold shoes and gold clothes. They are
but not beautiful. Gold cupids as decora¬
tions for an antique bed are all right, and
gold statues are curiosities from an ex¬
travagant standpoint, but gold fairies—/
I couldn't think of the inhabitants of
flower bells being of gold. I am sure gold
fairies would not appeal to the tired busi¬
ness man, for they would keep him busy
figuring out the cost of each.

There were many-beautiful effects in the
Barker production, and I must say that
not once did I think of leaving the theater
because of the length of the play. After¬
ward, when I analyzed this I discovered
that there was so much movement and
shifting of the positions of the characters
that one didn't have time to think that this
or that speech was too long. The producer
kept us constantly wondering what was go¬
ing to happen next. " The Midsummer
Night's Dream" was as entertaining as
any evening's entertainment one would
wish to see. Tradition didn't figure at all
and one didn't wonder what had become
of it until leaving the theater. It all
seemed like a dream—a very curious dream,
it's true, but after all, dreams are curious
usually and eccentric in costuming and ac¬
tion and so we can't reproach Mr. Barker
for that. He is privileged to dream his
dream as he fancies it might have '

White. N. Y.
MISS MARGARETE CHRISTIANS,

Daughter of Director Christians, Irving Place Theater,
Who Made Her Debut in " Bruederlein Fein."

Lessing.—Madge Lessing whose reputation as a
musical comedy actress is international, returned to
this country last week from a prolonged absence
abroad. It is reported that she will make her New
York re-appearance as the star in a forthcoming
musical production. Some fifteen or twenty years ago,
Madge Lessing was the reigning favorite at the
Casino, playing soubrette roles in such pieces as
" In Gay New York, " " .Tack and the Beanstalk, "
" The Whirl of the Town, " and others. Having con- I
quered New York, she moved on to London where
she became firmly established. There her successes
included " The Sleeping Beauty and the Beast" and
" Mother Goose. " Returning to America she ap¬

peared with Francis Wilson and De Wolf Honner.
Since 1904 she has divided her activities between
London, Berlin_and Paris.^ ^
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MR. CAPPER
SERGEANT CROSBY
LADY CRANDALL
MISS JANE GERSON
MR. REYNOLDS
CAPTAIN WOODHOUSE
JAIMIHR KHAN
MAJOR GENERAL SIR GEORGE CRANDALL
MAJOR BISHOP
MAID

IVAN SIMPSON *
MAYNE LYNTON •

.... MARION ABBOTT j
.. CARROLL McCOMAS '

EDWARD SEE 4
LEWIS S. STONE j
MACEY HARLAM 4

HENRY STEPHENSON 1
...HORACE POLLOCK !i
.. CYNTHIA LATHAM 4

Synopsis of Scenery.
TIME—AUGUST, 1914. SCENE—THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR,ACT I.—THE LOBBY OP THE HOTEL SPLENDIDE.WATERPORT STREET. TUESDAY NIGHT.

48th Street, West of Broadway,

THIS THEATRE, IINDElt NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERY
SEAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMI'I'IKD. IN I.ess THAIS THREE MINUTES
LOOK AROUNl) NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SE VI',
AND IN CASE OK DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
DANGERS OF PANIC, W t l,K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

ACT II.—LIBRARY IN THE HOME OF THE GOVERNORGENERAL. THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
ACT III.—SAME SCENE AS ACT II. THURSDAY NIGHT.

(During tills act, the curtain will be lowered a few
seconds to indicate a lapse of live liours.)

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, FEBRUARY 22, 1915.
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. Scenery painted by Messrs. Gates and Morange.Scenery built by Vail Construction Company.Uniforms made by Brooks Uniform Company.Dresses for Miss McComas and Miss Abbott made bySchneider-Anderson Company, New York.J. FRED ZIMMERMAN, JR. and WM. HARRIS, JR.

Present

5. JOHN J. DONNELLY
5. Stage Manager
!• Asst. Stage Manager

ricn sTiortbread.

>ff'ee and cocoa.

MANAGER
... Mayne Lynton
Joseph A. TinsleyINSIDE THE LINES

A New Play

By EARL DERR BIGGERS.

—with— UIT COMPANY
LEWIS S. STONE

AND A SPECIALLY SELECTED COMPANY

Produced under the stage direction of Felix Edwardes.
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Actors' Fund o- America

Standard Theatre
Broadway at 90th Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L.. CORT.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 8, 1915.
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. ch shortbread,

ffee and cocoa,

White, N. Y.
The Palace rcene in Granville Barker's novel production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream'
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ACT I.—1860
John Rhead . . .

Gertrude Rhead
Mrs. Rhead ...

Samuel Sibley .

Rose Sibley .. .

Ned Pym
Thompson . . . .

.. . Mr. Rupert Harvey
. . . Miss Florence Born
Miss Katherine Herbert
.... Mr. Gerald Rogers

. . . . Miss Mary Goulden
.. . Mr. Ernest Laceby

Mr. Arthur Row
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. . . Mr. Rupert Harvey
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John Rhead . . .

Gertrude Rhead
Rose Rhead . . .

Emily Rhead . .

Samuel Sibley .

Nancy Sibley . .

Lord Monkhurst
Arthur Preece .

Thompson ....

LINES

.... Mr. Rupert Harvey

. . . Miss Florence Born
.. . Miss Mary Goulden
Miss Winefride Latimer
.. . Mr. Gilbert Coleman

. . . . Miss Bettie Barnell
Miss Katherine Herbert
.... Mr. Gerald Rogers

Mr. L. G. Carroll
Mr. Arthur Row

Sir John Rhead
Gertrude Rhead
Lady Rhead
Lady Monkhurst
Lord Monkhurst
The Hon. Muriel Pym
Nancy Sibley
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The play roduced under the direction of Frank Yernon.

The scene is laid throughout in the drawing-room of a
house in Kensington Gore. lillah McCarthy

besides being the wife of Granville Barker, is
the leading Iadv—and an exceptionally good

one—in all of Mr. Barker's productions.Ut}JJQrj^cx
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Scenery by Sackman. Properties by Hunt. Costumes by L. and H. Nathan,
London, England. Wigs by Clarkson, London, England. Ladies dresses by
Madame Caleb Porter, and Redfern, England.

JVICCAI^THY, THE BELLIGERENT DAUGHTER IN "FANNY'S FIRST PLAY

via ii

the Elizabethan platform stage for which
Shakespeare's plays were written, had been
restored. This grayish platform added
materially and effectively to the production.
The rising of a plain yellow curtain an¬
nounced the opening of the play. One sawthereupon another curtain or soft pink and
blue colors and of a finely woven texture,
which represented a street scene. Soon
the forest scene was disclosed. Here was
a true revelation in place of the conven¬
tionalized trees and artificial grass and
leaves, hung rows upon rows of green
draperies. A mound, bare and smooth
from the romping of the fairies, formed
the center of the stage. The arrange¬
ment was particularly effective in its sim¬
plicity and in its appeal to the imagina¬
tion. The palace scene showed a steep
black staircase, at the top of which stood
massive columns of white and black. Ele¬
mental colors were employed throughout
but always in bold tones; and the cos¬
tumes blended perfectly with the land¬
scapes and interior settings.

Had the acting been as effective as the
stage decoration, the production would have
amounted to a veritable triumph of stage
art in America. Though the individual
performances were in the main well done,
none of them was at any time inspired.
Ernest Cossart played Bottom in a thor¬
oughly broad manner. His unction and
humanity, however, more than sufficed for
his want of subtlety. Walter Creighton
was a gracious Lysander. Ian Maclaren
made a dignified Demetrius. Eva Leonard-
Boyne as Hermia contributed an appealing
performance. Lillah McCarthy was a
queenly and rather unsympathetic Helena.
Cecil" Cameron made a sprightly and mag¬
netic Puck. Cecil Sharp's incidental music
was particularly ingratiating.

. . Robert Evans
T. D. Bonneville
. Ernest Laceby
Gilbert Coleman

. Charles Miller
. Jas. McDonald
. Harry Chaffee

Manager
Business Manager
Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager
Master Carpenter
Master of Properties • • •

Chief Electrician

"A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"
Comedy by William Shakespeare. Revived

by Granville Barker at Wallack's Theater,
Feb. 16. Decoration by Norman Wilkin¬
son. Music and dances by Cecil Sharp.

Theseus Eric Blind
Hippolyta Mary Barton
Egeus . Edgar Kent
Hermia Eva Leonard-Boyne
Lysander Walter Creighton
Helena Lillah McCarthy
Demetrius Ian Maclaren
Philostrate Wright Kramer
Quince O. P. Heggie
Snug George Carr
Bottom Ernest Cossart
Flute * Gerald Hamer
Starveling Arnold Lucy
Oberon Horace Braham
Titania Isabel Jeans
Puck Cecil Cameron
A Fairy Edward Roberts
Peas-Blossom Audrey Ridgewell
Cobweb Valerie Cossart
Moth Arthur Oppenheim
Mustard-Seed Bertha Kirstein

With the revival last night of " A Mid¬
summer Night's Dream," the second bill of
Granville Barker'?} repertory season, New
York had its first glimpse of a Shakespear¬
ean presentation in which the modern forms
of lighting and decoration were used. There
were many who approached Wallack's with
a fine spirit of wonderment and skepticism.
Would Mr. Barker sacrifice poetry and fan¬
tasy to make a scenic masterpiece? Hap¬
pily he did not. The deeply poetic quality
of the play was really enhanced by the
imaginative and artistic quality of the
scenic investiture. At no time were one's
thoughts allowed to stray with any degree
of permanency from the text to the remark¬
able craftsmanship of the producer.

One noted on entering the theater that

MUSIC PROGRAM.

THEO. BENDIX PRESENTS THE SYMPHONY" QUARTETTE,
"Love's Return"—-A Novelette
Grand Fantasia from the Opera Faust
Violin Solo—"Mazurka"

Henri Walski.
Waltz—"Geraldine"
Serenade—"Coquette"
Entr'acte—"Fanchette" ............ • • • • • •; • • • • • • • • • ••••••.,
Excerpts from the Musical Comedy To-Night s the Night
"Kakirda"

H. F. MAHLSTADT at the Piano.

. M. Ellis

.. Gounod
Mylnarski

H. Lodge
R. Barthelemy

. Theo. Bendix
Paul A. Rubens
.. Felix Arnott
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"MAID IN AMERICA"
Musical Revue in Two Acts and Eleven

Scenes. Staged by J. C. Huffman.
Lyrics by Harold Atteridge. Music re- '
written by Sigmund Romberg and Harry
Carroll. Costumes Designed by Melville
Ellis. Musical Numbers Staged by Jack
Mason. Produced at the Winter Garden,
Feb. 38.

Made ir. America Son? Writer . .. Harry CarrollMade in America Chorus Girl,
Minerva CoverdaleMade in America French Actress.

Belle AshlynMade in America Man from Home,
John Sparks

American-Made Coat Room Boy Lew BriceMade in America Cabaret Entertainer ... YvetteIgnatz. a waiter, made in America,
Sam AdamsIgnatz the Second, also made in America.

Carl DellortoAn American-Made Diner Will Stanton| Frederick, an American waiter . . James ClemonsAnother American-Made Diner .... Harold Robei The Made in America English Lord.
Bert ClarkGeorge Rival, her former lover, remade in

America Charles J. Ross| Anna Gray, his American wife . . Maud Lambertj John Gray, a jealous husband, made in
America Hal FordeThe Made in America Society Lady.

Blossom SeeleyThe American-Made Comedian Harry Fox
Nettie Nora Bayes
American "Souse" Sam Adams
(lab.v. made in America Yansci DollyThe American-Made Vagabond Joe Jackson
Alexandra Ruby Helder
Roinanca. American-made dancer . . . Mile. Dazie
The Belasco Girl Lois Whitney

i A Chorus Girl Eleanor Brown
The new production at the Winter Gar¬

den follows the pace set by its predecessors.
There is much nonsense, some burlesque,
a riot of beautiful costumes, gorgeous stage
settings and novel effects and the prettiest
chorus girls one would wish to see in its
bid for patronage as a Broadway success.
The music is lively and keeps everybody
on the stage moving. It isn't possible for
anybody to become bored, for the many
changes of scene and costume, as well as

j a long list of specialties, make one wonder
what is coming next. The people on the1 stage get very well acquainted with the
audience before the performance is over
for they walk along the runways and
stroll up and down the aisles in semi-dark¬
ness, illuminated, however, by flashes from
the electric lights with which the girls
peer into the faces of various persons dur¬
ing the search for " Someone's Heart."
This feature is bound to prove popular.

The cast of " Maid in America " speaksfor itself. Most of its names are well
known in vaudeville as headliners. Nora
Bayes is a tremendous favorite no matter
whether her songs prove to be good or
bad. They are always given with the
Bayes touch. Miss Bayes sings " There's
a Little Bit of Everything on Broadway,"" The Stolen Melody," " Whistle and I'll
Come to You " " and " Suzi Ann" with
Harry Fox. Blossom Seeley has a difficult
alliteration in " Sister Susie's Started Syn¬
copation," with which she proves herself
the equal of Jolson, " Oh, Those Days" and"

Mr. Tosti, Good Bye." Maude Lambert,Mme. Beriza, Belle Ashlyn, Hal Forde,Harry Carroll, Harry Fox figure prominent¬
ly in songs and dances. Yvette, the tem¬
peramental violinist, flitted about as she
plays. Then there is Charles Ross in a
perfect imitation of Leo Ditrichstein and a
funny caricature of Belasco. Yancsi Dolly,in a Castle dance and a few of her own,
and Mile Dazie in a " Ballet of Color"
are big features of the production. Amongthe eleven scenes, " The Boardwalk at
Times Square" is the most novel from a
local point of view and "The Grecian Gar¬
dens " the most beautiful.
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Copyripht Ira L. Hill's Studio
New York City.

Rita Gould, who is the very alluring and captivating
Cleopatra in "Maid in America"
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(not to be confused with Roszika, her
twin sister, shown on the opposite page)
is at present enthralling audiences with
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A beautiful baker's dozen from "Maid in America," fully prepared for
the shower of applause that greets them at every performance
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, FEBRUARY 22, 1915.
Regular Matinees Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

t

MAID IN AMERICA
A Revuslcal Production In Two Acts and Eleven Scenes.

STAGED BY J. C. HUFFMAN.
Song Cues and Lyrics by Harold Atteridge—All Kinds of MusicRe-written by Sigmund Romberg and Harry Carroll.

Costumes Designed and Borrowed from Everybody by Melville Ellis.
Musical Numbers Staged by Jack Mason.

The Cast.
(Tn Order of Their Appearance)The Made in America Song Writer Harry CarrollThe Made in America Chorus Girl Minerva CoverdaleThe Made in America French Actress Belle AshlynThe Made in America Man from Home John SparksAn American Made Coat Room Boy Lew BriceThe Made in America Cabaret Entertainer YvetteIgnatz, a Waiter, Made in America Sam Adams

Ignatz the Second, Also Made in America Carl DellortoAn American Made Diner Will Stanton
Frederick, an American Waiter James ClemonsAnother American Made Diner Harold Robee
The Made in America English Lord Bert ClarkeGeorge Rival, her Former Lover, Re-Made in America. .Charles J. Ross
Anna Gray, his American wife Maud Lambert
John Gray, a Jealous Husband, Made in America Hal Forde
The Made in America Society Lady Blossom Seeley

The American Made Comedian Harry Fox
Nettie, Belle of "The Broadway Knitting Club," Made Over Here^

r rny
School!

10
11

12
13
14
15

An American "Souse"
The American Made Bride
Gaby, Made in America

Nora Bayes
Sam Adams X • r.g
Yansci Dolly yintMYansci Dolly- *:

The American Made Vagabond J°e Jackson .|Miss Wise-Un, Home-Grown Belle Ashlyn- v;
Appolonora, Bottled in the U. S. A

'Charmion, Made in America
• Caesar
Alexandra . . .

Ftatateeta . .

• Cleopatra ...

Marc Anthony

I '

Sorry They Were Not ^
r Made in America ,

I

Romanca, an American Made Dancer. .

David Belasco, Made in U. S. A
The Belasco Girl

.... Blossom Seeley
Belle Ashlyn-
Bert Clarke-

Ruby Helder
. . . Maud Lambert

Nora Bayes-
. . . Charles J. Ross-

Mile. Dazie
. . . .Charles J. Ross-

Lois Whitney

Miss Soubrette
!> Miss Moving Pictures Belle Ashlyn- ^:* The Rathskeller Trio Bert Clark, Harry Fox and Hal Forde- J

nhnrus Girl Eleanor Brown
-«-_i r-i „1,-„

Nora Bayes-

A Chorus Girl
Stage Manager
Dorziat
Mr. Fliversham
Mr. Legit
The Hero
The Heroine . .

The Villain

Eleanor Brown
John Sparks- *.

. Belle Ashlyn- *i
. .. . Hal Forde-
Charles J. Ross- ♦:

. . . Harry Fox- \
Maud Lambert- ♦:

Bert Clark- '■
Sam Adams- „•The Property Man ~—

The Stage Hand Harold Robe
The Villainess Blossom Seeley-

... tt s, i mi i ■iiiumiin at ■ ■ n nit ■ ■ l I
The Friend Minerva Coverdale- *:
Nora Bayes Nora Bayes- r

Harry Fox Harry Fox- •
Socrates Charles J. Rossr
The Modern New Yorker Harry Carroll- ♦
Touchstone Hal Forde-
The Vaudevillians Harry Fox and John Sparks-
The Spirit of Song Maud Lambert-
The Spirit of Ragtime Blossom Seeley

J^Diana v. Marguerite Beriza
The Old-Fashioned Woman Minerva Coverdale-
The Modern Woman Belle Ashlyn-

;? 'j
;ri 1. 1

r 2
C 3
!' 4

5
i 6
if 7

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.

Made in America Exhibition, Madison Square Garden.
The American Made Restaurant.
John Gray's Home.
The Boardwalk at Times Square.
In Front of Experience—Casino Theatre.
In Front of the War Map, Times Square.
Egypt, near Alexandria.

ACT II.
1 The Ballet of Color and Motion—The Orgie.

(STAGED BY THEODORE KOSLOFF)
By Arrangement with Mr. Morris Gest.

MLLE. DAZIE.
Leo Pernilcoff.

Mabel Hill.
Dot Roselle.

Marguerite Carmen.
Mabel Grete.

Soprano—Mile. Marguerite Beriza.
Contralto—Ruby Helder.
Basso—Monsieur Sparr.

And Winter Garden Chorus.
Satyrs—Lew Brice and James Clemons.
And the Winter Garden Corps de Ballet:

Emma MeGrath, Grace Robinson, Blv Brown, Ethel Edison, Marion
Mooney, Mabel Van Ryker, Jean White, Bobbie Roberts, Mertha
Erlich, Kathyrene Andrews, Rose Quinn, Lucy Lakewood, Ruth
Mayne; Matt Rlordan, Van Beck, Wm. Kinlee. Guy Collins, Glen
Roberts, Ray Coniin, Frank Crawford, Frank Durand.

Z iu Front of a Billboard
3 Behind the Scenes of the Melodrama Theatre.
4 Ail Idealized Ballroom.
5 Grecian Gardens.

Musical Synopsis.
Orchestra Directed by

OSCAR RADIN.
ACT I."The Typical Opening Chorus" Minerva Coverdale and Chorus"Made In the U. S. A." Harry Carroll and Chorus"Here's a Bale of Cotton for You" Minerva Coverdale and Chorus"Have a Restaurant of Your Own" Yvette and Chorus"The Ragtime Dinner Order" Charles Ross, Maud Lambert,Hal Forde, Harry Carroll, James Clemons, and Ragtime Walters"Sister Susie's Started Syncopation" Blossom Seeley and Chorus"It Is All For You"

Hal Forde"The Times Square Arguments". .Harry Carroll, Lew Brice and Chorus"There's a Little Bit of Everything on Broadway"... .Nora Bayes
and Chorus"Manhattan Mad"

Yansci Dolly and Chorus"Everyone's Moving Up Town" Misses Yvette, Coverdale andMessrs. Clemons, Brice, Carroll and Chorus"The Stolen Melody"
Nora BayeS"Let's Bungalow" Harry Fox and Yansci Dolly"Garden of Paradise" Mme. Beriza and Hal Forde"Oh. Those Days" Blossom Seeley and Chorus

ACT II.Dance
Mile. Dazie"The Rathskeller Trio" Messrs. Clark, Fox and Forde"Whistle and I'll Come to You" (By Blanche Merrill and Leo Edwards),
Nora Bayes"I'm Looking For Someone's Heart" Maud Lambert and Chorus"Castles in the Air"... .Yansci Dolly, Clemons, Lew Brice and Chorus"Suzi Ann"

Nora Bayes and Harry Fox"Diana"
Mme. Beriza and Chorus"Mr. Tosti," Good-Bye" Blossom Seeley and ChorusFinale—"The Fox Trot Ball" (Words and Music by Joe Jordan),

Ensemble
Chorus:Misses Baldwin, Cameron, Waters, Eugene, Holt, Cullen, Glennon,West, Vincent, Freuen, Montigue, Hill, Bates, De Hon, Marchea,Brady, Neat.

Misses Rose, Christy, Faulkner, Willa, Winters, Nash, E. Le Roy,Harrington, M. Le Roy, Ethel Courtney, Nella Hadley, Jean White,Ralita Whitmore, Dolly Douglas, Vin Stevens, Agnes Jepson, EthelEdison, Emmie Hastings.
Misses Trixie Lakewood, Viola Quinn, Marion Mooney, Ruth Maybe,Rose Quinn, Mabe Hill. Mabel Grete, Bobby Roberts, Dot Rozell,Emma MeGrath, Vera Pearselle, Grace Reade, Daisy DeVere, PonyCanton. M. Carmen, Van Ryker, Grace Robinson, Hazel Black, K.Andrews, B. Brown, Rose Huber, Peggy Hudson.

David Rudnick, Henry Ward, Leo Nashetier, Milas Carpenter, JimSmith, Frank Durand, Frank Crawford, Chas Starr, Henry Beck,Guy Collins, Talbot Vaughn, Prothel Binns, Jack Naldrett, Geo.Stevens, Ray Coniin, Glen Roberts, Matt Riordan, Fred Osborn, TedAndrews, Jack Kelly, Eddy Dolly, Andrew Harper, H. W. Scott,Wm. Kinlee, Jack Murry.

Scenery by H. Robert Law.Scenes: "Egypt, near Alexandria," "Behind the Scenes of the MelodramaTheatre," and "Grecian Gardens," by Ackerman Bros.Modern Dresses by JOSEPH.Costumes by The Orange Mfg. Co.Properties by J. Flamm and James Caldwell.Electrical Effects by Nick Kronyack.
Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager

. Mr. Brown
. . Mr. Lester
Mr. Rudnick

Lyceum Theatre
Monday and Tuesday Februaiy 14-15. Tuesday Matinee.

THE WINTER GARDEN COMPANY Presents

maid in america
A Revuslcal Production in Two Acts and Twelve Scenes

Staged by J. C. Huffman. Music by Sigmund Romberg and Harry Carrol.Book and Lyrics by Harold Atteridge. Muscal Numbers Staged by Jack Mason.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
THE MADE IN AMERICA FRENCH ACTRESS FLORENCE MOORE"MICKEY," the Head Waiter JOHN G. SPARKSTHE MADE IN AMERICA CABARET ENTERTAINER BLY BROWNIGNATZ, a Waiter, Made in America SAM ADAMSGEORGE RIVAL, re-Made in America GEORGE SCHILLERJOHN GRAY, a Jealous Husband, Made in America HAROT D ROHEANNA GRAY, his American Wife LOUISE MINKA MANICURE GIRL RUTH VONCENTAN AMERICAN-MADE SOUSE WILL STANTONHIS WIFE ROSALIN MAYTHE MADE IN AMERICA DANCER BUD MURRAYANOTHER MADE IN AMERICA DANCER FRANK MARTINSTILL ANOTHER MADE IN AMERICA DANCER RAY CONLINTHE AMERICAN CABARET GIRL MINERVA COVERDALETHE MADE IN AMERICA SOCIETY LADY BLY BROWNTHE SUBWAY "PARSON" ANDREW HARPERA SUBWAY PATRON SAM ADAMSNETTIE, Belle of "The Broadway Knitting Club," made over here....

LOUISE MINKTHE MADE IN AMERICA COMEDIANS SWOR AND MACKMISS WISE-UN, Home-Grown FLORENCE MOOREGABY, Made in America MINERVA COVERDALEAPPOLONORA, Bottled in the U. S. A MINERVA COVERDALECHARMION, Made in America BLY BROWN
Sorry They Were Not Made n AmericaCAESAR SAM ADAMSOCTAVIUS JAMES GRANTSOLDIER ANDREW HARPERFLATETEETA LOUISE MINKCLEOPATRA FLORENCE MOOREMARC ANTONY GEORGE SCHILLERSTAGE MANAGER JOHN G. SPARKSRAMONCA, an American Made Dancer GERTRUDE MACKEYDAVID BELASCO, Made in the U. S. A HAROLD ROBETHE PROPERTY MAN SAM ADA VS

THE STAGE HAND FRANK MARTINANOTHER STAGE HAND WILLIAM KINLEY
THE HERO BUD MURRAY
THE HEROINE LOUISE MINK
THE VILLAIN. . . GEORGE SCHILLER
THE VTLLAINESS BRO^NSOfRATRS SAM ADAMS
THE r ODKRN'WCW YORKER
THE MODERN DANCER -™NK MAR™:N
THE MODERN WOMAN FLOREN<ZE MOORE
THE SPIRIT OF RAGTIME BLY BROW^
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An ample of Our Enterprise
Model No. 1414 (illustrated)
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Ktmodellns -"ura. Seal aud Persian Lamb
/urs at lowest prices. LaUat fashionable

1 ;li you ijity make your selection.
People no longer

You believe in fair play—every use tailovv-dip:,.
vmerican does;

How, then, would you like it—
if 3jou paid taxes, but others de¬
eded how to spend them;
if pot! were a wage-earner, but
others fixed your hours ^
iations;

if Viou had children, but others
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I.—Scene 1—The American Made Restaurant. Scene 2—John Gray's
Home. Scene 3—The Boardwalk at Times Square. Scene 4—A Street. Scene
5—In Front of the War Map, Times Square. Scene 6—Egypt, near Alexandria.

ACT II.—Scene 1—The Ballet of Color and Motion. The Orgie. (Staged
by Theodore Kosloff) Gertrude Mackey, Premier Danseuse, Ray Conlin, Habel
Hill, Prancesca Carmen, Ida Kramer, and the Winter Garden Corps de Ballet.
Scene 2—An Idealized Ballroom. Scene 3—Behind the Scenes of the Metropoli¬
tan Theatre. Scene 4—In Front of the Casino Theatre, New York. Scene 5—
The Grecian Gardens.

Scenery by H. Robert Law.
Scenes—"Egypt near Alexandria" and "Behind the Scenes at the Metro¬

politan Theatre," by Ackerman Bros.

Don't v c.men of to-da]
cv.it or tallow-dip standards.

The State has taken charge
cation, public amusement, food
and morals.

Tiie-* the interests of

MUSICAL PROGRAM

Orchestra Directed by Clarence Rogerson.
ACT I—

1. "The Typical Opening Chorus" Katheryn Andrews and Chorus
2. "Have a Restaurant of Your Own" Bly Brown and Chorus
3. "The Girlie from the Cabaret"... .Minerva Coverdale, Margaret Calvert,

Katheryn Andrews and Murray and Conlin
4. "Sister Susie's Started Syncopation,"

Bly Brown, Coogan and Cox and Chorus
5. "The Times Square Arguments".. Minerva Coverlade, Bud Murray, Chorus
6. "There's a Little Bit of Everything on Broadway". .Louise Mink and Chorus
7. "Manhattan Mad" Minerva Coverdale and Chorus
8. "At the Fox Trot Ball"... .Misses Coverdale and Brown, Messrs. Coogan

and Cox.
9. "You Can't Get Away from Tipperary" Florence Moore

10. "Garden of Paradise" Bessie Hoban and Ensemble
11. "Oh, Those Days" Minerva Coverdale and Chorus

ACT II—
1. "Dance" GERTRUDE MACKEY
2. "When Grandma Was a Girl" Minerva Coverdale
3. "Ha, Ha, Ha" Florence Mco e
4. "The Olympian Glide" Louise Mink
5. "I'm Looking for Someone's Heart... .Florence Moore, Louise Mink, Chorus
6. Cake Walk Bly Brown and Ray Conlin
7. "Dancing Around the U. S. A." Eddie Cox, Bly Brown and Chorus
8. Balloon Number Minerva Coverdale
9. Finale Entire Company

CHORUS
Show Girls: Ray Price, Margaret Hoban, Peggy Loris, Florence Ware.

Katherine Vincent, Evelyn Carberry, Lesta Von Lohr, Shirley Forsythe, Gladys
Benjamin, Mabel Belmont, lone Glennon, Helen Montagu, Florence Elmore,
Mary Burke, Lolita Whitmore, Dorothy Leonard, Louise Dale, Evelyn Wallace,
Ruth Vincent, Berton French.

Dancers: Mabel Hill, Pony Cantor, Frankie Carmen, Ida Kramer, Cecil
Carter, Lillian Coogan, Eleanora Lang, Genevieve Markham, Pearl Evans,
Maisie Weston, Ethel Edison, Peggy Ripley, Halycon Chalmers, Millicent St.
Martin, Julia Grant, Gertrude Mackey, Frances Mink, Chubby Warde.

Messrs. David Rudnick, Leo Nashetier. Jim Smith, Guy Collins, Talbot
Vaughan, Prothel Binns, Terry Stevens, Ray Conlin, Glen Roberts, Matt Rior-
dan, Fred Osborn, Ted Andrews, Andrew Harper, H. W. Scott, William Kinley,
Dave Brown, J. H. Heeley, A1 Cooper and A. McWilliams.

Modern Dresses by Joseph. Modern Hats by Gilman. Costumes by the
Orange Mfg. Co. Properties by J. Flamm and James Caldwe. Electrical Effects
by Nick Kronyack.

A triooj Maid-in-Constantinople, Poiret-
like houris. Three types of girls

CT| now at the Winter Garden

Executive Staff for the Winter Garden Company
Gilman Haskell - Manager
Charles Bradford Business Manager
William J. Riley Agent
Joseph Galton Stage Manager-

Latest New York hairdressing styles, as shown by "Maid in America" girls,
done at Parlor Sanitado, 289 Main Street, opposite the postoffice.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 22-23 , Tues. Mat. Wm. Gillette

Five American-Maid ladies of the ensemble,
■waiting for one of Harold Atle-.«

ridge's Many Song Cues

Camera
Portrait by

Hoppe
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An attractive and spirited ensemble from the new Winter Garden production, "Maid in America"
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Harry Carroll, Minerva Coverdale and Lew Brice, who White, N. Y
help to mal^e "Maid in America" a dancing success
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Viola Quinn and Mabel Hill, two reasons why "Maid in America" is a

popular dancing entertainment at the Winter Garden
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Elaine Hammerstein plays very
gracefully the part of Helen

Carson in "The Trap'

MLLE. DAZIE
premiere danseuse at the Winter Garden in 1911,has returned again to that palace of pleasure, andher dancing in the new frolic of frivolity is, if possible,
more wonderful than ever before. It may be in¬
teresting to note here that, despite her alien ap¬pellation, Mile. Dazie really belongs in "Maid in
America"—for she was born in our own St. Louis

"THE TRAP"
Melodrama in Four Acts, by Richard Hard¬ing Davis and Jules Eckert Goodman.Produced by Arthur Hammerstein at the

„ Booth Theater, Feb. 19. Staged by TullvVIM Marshall.
Jane Carson Martha HedmanWilliam Graham David PowellHenry Carson Frederick BurtonMartin

Tully MarshallEdward Fallon Holbrook BlinnMessenger
Albert WolfeHelen Carson Elaine HammersteinButler

George BerlinerGeorge Anderson Robert WayneTime—The Present. Place—The Yukon andNew York. Act I.—The Yukon. Carson's shackin the Yukon. Act II.—One year later. Gra¬ham's apartment. New York city. Act III.—Same evening. Fallon's room. Hotel Astor. NewYork city. Act IV.—Same as Act II. A fewdays later.
Much was expected of " The Trap," andlittle was realized. Much, because it hasas co-author Mr. Richard Harding Davis,who, as one of our minor story tellers, hasusually proved himself expert in dealingwith violent situations, the conflict of ele¬mental passions and the use of guns andknives. There is violence in " The Trap."but little of human nature, no sincere un¬derlying motives, and little cohesion. Onthe other hand, the acting is of the high¬est order of excellence, and Mr. Arthur

Hammerstein, who is responsible for theproduction, has scenically equipped the play iwith a fine regard for atmosphere.
The first act is laid in the Yukon, whereJane Carson tenants a mountain cabin withher father. She is wooed by William Gra¬ham, a young Eastern man, and by EdwardFallon, a young miner. She refuses bothfor some mysterious reason, but the audi¬

ence is soon admitted to the secret. She
was secretly married to Fallon's brother, agood-for-nothing, who had a wife and child
across the mountains. At a psychologicalmoment he is killed just as Jane is aboutto start East in response to a telegramfrom home that her mother is dying.She likes Fallon, but on the trip East, jaccompanied by young Graham, she sur¬
renders to him, and a year later we see her
established as Graham's wife and the tmother of an infant in New York. Now !turns up a despicable blackmailer namedMartin, who knows of her previous mar¬riage and her desire to keep the secret from ,her present husband. As played by Tully i,Marshall, this is one of the most adroit :blacklegs ever seen on the stage. Refusing hto be blackmailed any longer, and knowingthat Edward Fallon is in the city, now ,
grown rich out of a claim given him byJane for borrowed money, she hastens tohis apartment at the Astor to warn himagainst her husband, whose jealousy has lbeen aroused by Martin, and of course is
caught there. She hides behind a curtain
while Fallon lays a trap for Martin.

The blackleg enters, demands a fabulous
sum of hush money from Fallon, and aboutto resort to violence, is shot by Jane and Ikilled on the spot. General alarm ! Quickas thought Fallon puts a pistol in the deadman's hand, and when others enter the
room declares he killed Martin in self-de¬fense, while the jealous husband, a mo¬ment before raging with a furious desireto kill Fallon for his interest in Jane (hehas registered a half interest in the newmine in her name), chivalrously declaresthat Jane came to the room with him—adeclaration wholly inconsistent with anyordinary line of human conduct, and gross¬ly theatrical.

After that matters become normal again.We are back in Graham's home. Fallon isbeing tried for the shooting of Martin,sure of acquittal, and the real facts slowly| percolate into the doubting mind of Gra¬ham. He learns that Martin has made it
i appear that there was some affair between '

. Fallon and Jane, shrewdly confounding }him with his dead brother, so that when i\Fallon has been acquitted and enters, the
, irate husband is reconciled, Jane is happy, I'and Fallon takes appreciatively to her less

f serious sister.
Few plays have been presented with bet- •*ter actors this season. Miss Hedman ischarming as Jane, and Mr. Blinn is a

wholesome, manly Westerner to the last *button, while the performance of Martin **at the hands of Mr. Marshall is somethingto be enjoyed in total disregard of theinfamous type represented. Also Mr. Pow¬ell's acting of the husband and Elaine Ham-
merstein's breezy sister of Jane, togetherwith Frederick Burton's characteristicplaying of Jane's father, a typical mininggambler, all deserve the highest praise.The play only is weak.
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THERE is imagination as well as beauty ofthought in Robert W. Sneddon's fanciful
playlet, " The Might-Have-Beens," written for

Charlotte Walker's vaudeville debut.

Delicately Told Fantasy
Mr. Sneddon hasn't the whimsical humor, the under¬

standing of humanity, the ripe imagery of Barrie.
Nor has he yet the technical resources to express him¬
self with thorough stage success. But Mr. Sneddon
has delicacy of expression—and ideals. We will watch
his next bit of playwriting with unusual interest.

" The Might-Have-Beens" are the children who
exist only in the dreams of a lonely, childless married
couple. Middle aged and just beginning to realize the
emptiness of their life, the Warings sit by their fire¬
side on a Wintry night. As the wind sighs outside
and the blaze crackles, they conjure up, in their
hearth-side reverie, the children who might have been.
One is Jack, as the husband would have wished him,
and the other is Jane, just such a little girl as his wife
longs to kiss and caress.

Then the little boy—who might have been nine—
and the little girl—who might have been six—come
to them " through the door of their hearts." In tiny
pajamas and night gown, they clamber into the arms
of the lonely couple sitting by the fireside. Just as the
happiness of the two seems complete, the children dis¬
appear into the shadows as they came—but things
possibly aren't <]uite as empty as they were.

Arthur Prince—with his repartee between a naval
officer and a sailor—is our favorite ventriloquist. He
is so thoroughly good that—in his " conversation "
with the nautical manikin—you forget one man is
handling both ends of the dialogue.

.lsrh- L

THEY say that art is greater than the years. Soit has been with Madame Bernhardt.
Mme. Emma Calv€'s belated variety appearance

had unusual interest. Mme. Calv€ endeared herself to
music lovers as the dramatic soprano of a generation.
Her Carmen still stands unrivaled.

Calve in the Varieties

She selected an aria, " Le Mysili," from David's
opera, " Perle du Bresil," Deraulede's dramatic song,
" Le Clarion," and, of course, the Habanera, " Love is
Like a Wood Bird Wild," from Bizet's "Carmen."
A woodland setting made an effective background.

Many times Mme. Calv£'s tone, in purity and beauty,
was delightful, particularly in the pianissimo high
notes. This was to be noted in the " Perle du
Bresil" aria with its flute obligato. The middle
register revealed wear, but Mme. Calv4 is great enough
artiste to gild this over quite successfully. The
Trumpet song was done with more than a touch of
the brilliant Calv€ fire, while the Habanera conveyed
to the present day some of the matchless coquetry of
her famous Carmen.

The Calv€ of to-day is still a great artiste—the
greatest to ever sing in the varieties.

Meter Hamburq.
SYLVESTER SCHAFFER,

Versatile Star, at the Palace Theater.

Eddie Leonard, Doctor of Curtain Calls
Eddie Leonard interests us only with his shuffling

clog dancing—of old-time minstrel flavor. His
" wah-wah" style of syncopating a rag rasps along
our nerves. Mabel Russell does not give any par¬
ticular aid to the turn.

Leonard, we concede, has mastered the art of win¬
ning curtain calls—of doctoring applause along. For
instance, there's his encore recitation in which Lincoln,
mother and a little "newsy" are mentioned. Any
one of these is still a guarantee of applause in the
varieties.

Grace La Rue and Her Songs
After watching Grace La Rue at the Colonial, we

can only repeat once more that she is a big artiste.
There is sweep and breadth in her art.

Miss La Rue puts vigor as well as depth into her
reading of " The Salutation of the Dawn "•—a bit of
Sanskrit philosophy set to her own music—just as
she paints a flashing stage picture in " The Tango
Dream." These are the sort of numbers we should
prefer her to interpret. Miss La Rue can touch a
song with imagination, create an atmosphere and send
the drama of the lyric home. Moreover, she keeps
right on developing. We expect great things of her.

She wore, by the way, two new gowns, bizarre, of
course, as well as chic.

Cam's Studio. Cardiff. England.
MISS CORDELIA HAAGER,
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the ' Whir] of the World ' company coming
to th< White Theater, spent yesterday .in u t

Somehow Mr. Sneddon seemed to lack invention in
maintaining his interest. Again, it is a question
whether he gained or lost by actually presenting the
children upon the stage. They seem healthy, material
beings rather than the little children of a dream.

Staged With Imagination

The fantasy is staged with keen sympathy. The
fireplace occupies the center of the stage, facing away
from the audience. Thus the auditorium is itself the
fourth wall of the little library. Once the husband
—facing the audience—rolls up an imaginary curtain
to peer out into the night. The room is half hidden
in the shadows, save for the glow from the fire and
the subdued light of a single ornamental lamp resting
upon a piano.

Miss Walker plays the wife with considerable poetic
charm. S. J. Warrington was all that could be asked
of the husband. The children are played by Reginald

./ ? Sheffield and Georgia Mai Fursman.
■ 'ri .1 "The Might-Have-Beens" is most praise-

11 ' worthy. In producing it, Arthur Hopkins made
"i an ambitious and commendable effort toward

the advancement of vaudeville.

MISS FANNIE WARD,

pvf

White. N. Y.

Moifett, Chicago
HAL FORDE.

Leaving "Vaudeville for the New Winter
Garden Production.

Fannie Ward, who was so delightfully naughty in
" Madam President," offered " A Table and Two
Chairs," furnished by Edgar Allan Woolf, for the
Colonialites.

Fannie Ward Plays a Neglected Wife
Between business and society, Lloyd Griswold and

his wife have drifted apart. Impatient creditors force
hubby into bankruptcy and they invade the fashion¬
able home " overlooking the Hudson" to seize the
furniture. Of course, Gloria is surprised. Hubby
had never, never taken her into his confidence. Mean¬
while, the heartless van-men cart away the gilded
furnishings,1 leaving only a cheap table and two chairs,
the articles; of furniture with which the Griswolds
started married life. Things aren't so bad, however,
because there's wifey's jewels. She'll sell them, she
says just, as the curtain descends on the house over¬
looking the Hudson, and they'll start anew—as real
partners. ;

The sketch has a nice little moral but slender
dramatic. interest. The role of the wife doesn't fit
Miss Ward. She played the gay Parisienne in
" Madam: President" with piquancy but she hardly
suggests present or even future domesticity. Of
course, she's supposed to be a butterfly wife, but the
emotional regeneration doesn't ring true. John Dean
plays the husband utterly without the distinction he
revealed with Miss Ward in the French farce.

ADAME EMMA CALVE—in her second Palace
week—continued the pre-eminent star of the
New York variety theaters.

Madame Calve sang Gounod's Serenade, Deraulede's
" The Trumpeter " and Bizet's Chanson Boheme, with
" Dixie" as an encore number. Madame Calve in¬
troduced an interesting young violinist, M. Alfred
Megerlin, who revealed an excellent tonal quality.
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Irene Franklin's Art of Song Characterization
Broadway again saw Irene Franklin, this time at

the Victoria, and was the better for her visit.
Miss Franklin absolutely sinks her identity in each

song creation. She flits with ease from an intensely
feminine policelady of the future to a little girl jealous
of the new baby; from a slangy Salamander to a

cynical Childs's waitress—yet each, in its humor and
its humanness, is distinct and vivid. They're each
artistic in a direct and sincere way—for Miss
Franklin's style is almost homely in its every-day
Americanism.

Miss Franklin sang one or two new numbers. The
story of the girl who came from a country town and
landed in a Broadway chorus—a little masterpiece of

It? k,ir,!d^:!!as given way to " Say, What'sthe Idea? depicting one Myrtle, another
rant„?«Vhe merry-merry, whose John wascaptured by a rival. Then, by way of con-

ri?h giriere"TVeV°fDS ,°,f a poor little
Child." e a Janitor's
anfrirth?8^ lends sympathetic assist-
well % Piays exceedinglyDagger Dance" from Victor

Chopfn waltz Pr°ovea and 3 m°ment o£ a

Another War Song
The name of Bert Fitzgibbon and the phrase " no-

p0./ .u?me were linked on the Palace programme.I'ltzgibbon sang a touching little war ballad—sup¬
posed to be a child's version of the European con¬flict—fresh from Forty-fifth Street—
If they must have war, why don't they use my

soldiers?
Let all the fighting rest on wooden shoulders;Then there wouldn't be this slaughter,There'd be peace across the water."

MAX HAKl

* rorr

James C. Morton and Frank F. Moore are offering
substantially the same turn that Morton recently did
with Ralph Austin. However, Moore doesn't equal
Austin. Personally, this sort of noisy, rough and
tumble horseplay doesn't appeal to us in the least.

One of the pleasant moments of the skit comes when
Morton, as a burlesque tailor, attempts to measure a

statuesque model. Finally he slaps her on the decol¬
lete shoulders and then he begins to beat time—while
a cloud of powder appears at each move.

Of course, all this may be funny.
Otto Sarony Co. N. Y

MISS MAY IRWIN,

ALONG came May Irwin just as the vaudevillebills were beginning to pall upon us last week.
It's always satisfying to observe any one so

sure in her humor as this robust comedienne from the
St. Lawrence.

May Irwin and Her Humor
Miss Irwin had a piano and an accompanist. Aside

from that, she was thoroughly informal. She leaned
Against the baby grand and told how she had been in¬
veigled at the last moment into giving up her house¬
work and substituting for Mme. Emma Calve. " It's
so long since I've sung Carmen," remarked the come¬
dienne, " that I doubt if I can get away with it."

But Miss Irwin did. She gave two little songs
■deftly, told a few stories and delivered her recitation
about the old silk dress " whose hooks and eyes will
ne'er meet again."

There's real art—a mellow and sincere and healthy
art—in Miss Irwin's comedy. No one is quite
like her.
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Feme Rogers, who is said to have lost
her position in a London production be¬
cause she expressed pro-German opinions,
came to the Victoria. But Miss Rogers,last seen here in " Iole," was somethingbesides a mere " timely headliner."

She has distinct possibilities for vaude¬
ville. As a variety single, Miss Rogers
might easily become another Bessie Wynn
in points of popularity and charm. She
sings agreeably and sweetly and is quite ap¬
pealing. The charming way she costumed
her turn showed that she had put thought
into the building of her specialty.

First of all, however, she needs the right
sort of songs, and, secondly, a dainty set¬
ting to make her prettiness stand out. She
is doing four numbers now, two of which
should be dropped for something better.
One of these is a solo from " Iole." The
Irish ballad with the refrain, " Little by
little and bit by bit, she steals your heart
away," and. better still, the waterfall song,
" Drip, Drip, Drip," have the right qual¬
ities to fit her methods. Miss Rogers needs
melodies of the musical comedy type, just
a bit florid but dainty in expression.

There is ho reason why she shouldn't be¬
come one of our best singing single
artistes.
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Gowns—and Gowns

Ted Lorraine and Hattie Burks have a

song and dance turn that has optical ap¬
peal. too. They realize the value of cos¬
tuming, and the specialty is really one 1
striking gown after another.

Lew and Molly Hunting offered what ■
seemed to be a new turn at the Victoria. A
They meet in one and lapse into patter. g
He is carrying a rope, and the conversation
pivots pleasantly around the subject of sui¬
cide. Then they dance, now and then lines
like this being reparteed :

" How do you remember all that?"
" I keep it all in my head."
" I see—all in a nut shell! "
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MISSES IRENE AND BOBBIE SMITH.

Edward Abeles as a Nervy Reporter
Edward Abeles dipped into the varieties, also at

the Palace, offering " The Memorandum Book," a
sketch dramatized by Jules Eckert Goodman from a
magazine story by Will Payne.

Abeles plays a dauntless reporter, who is in pos¬
session of a little book which contains the names and
addresses of everyone in " the system." He intends
to use it in a newspaper story. Indeed, he promises
it'll " shake the whole police department." But he
is lured to a - little backroom office by scoundrelly
members of the system, who intimate that his life
depends upon producing the valuable little notebook
immediately—-or thereabouts. Of course, he's re¬
sourceful. He craftily slips an inkwell under the
desk telephone receiver... This lifts the receiver and
opens the wire. Then he argues loudly with his
captors—incidentally giving the name of his paper
and the address of the little office. He succeeds in
gaining time until the reporters and police burst into
the place and save him. While they produce hand¬
cuffs for the minions of the system, he hurries away
with his " beat."

The playlet is fairly effective. There's no thrill
and no heart appeal.

MR. EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF.
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Edgar Allan Woolf furnished plo Irwin with " The
Lady of the Press." May Irwin's sister doesn't really
play a newspaper woman; but she does portray an
advertising expert and ex-circus press agent. The a
son of the candidate for governor falls in love with '>
her daughter. There are parental objections to the
match; but the advertising lady unearths a couple of
secrets about the candidate's younger days, and, upon
threat of publishing them, brings the father to terms.
The idea isn't new but Mr. Woolf has constructed
the sketch upon his tried-and-true formula. It gets
the laughs from the audience. Some of the lines
seem fresher and better than Mr. Woolf has recently
contributed to the drama.
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The Four Marx brothers came out of the West in
a tabloid two-part musical comedy, " Home Again," by
A1 Sheen. One scene discloses a steamer dock, with
the arrival of Henry Schneider and his family after
a visit abroad, while the second gives a glimpse of a
house party at the Schneider villa.
The Marx Brothers' Specialty

The four brothers play the principal roles of the
comic German head of the family, the son, an Italian
worker and a comedy youth in tatters. Each intro¬
duces a specialty at the party, the turns ranging
from songs to piano and harp solos. The other mem¬
bers of the cast—some ten in number—only serve as
a background.

It is a flash act—without anything worth particu¬
lar comment except the length.

Floyd, N. Y.
MISS HATTIE BURKS,
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Harry Hines and George Fox are back once more
in their piano and song specialty. Ilines is still doing
his " nance" number, " Oh, For the Life of a Fire¬
man." He also helps chant that awful Tin Pan Alley
peace plea, "I Did-dunt Baise My Boy to be a
Soldier," and presents a Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde sort
of song, •' I Hate " This is a really absurd lyric
—done in a green spotlight—with lines like this:

" I hate humanity,
Love fierce profanity."

We advocate the elimination of all effeminate
"nance" comedy. It is many times offensive and
most of the folk out front don't really want it.



Nan Ilalperin Returns

Hardly more than a week ago we predicted tha
Nan Halperin would return to the Palace within £
year as a headliner. She came back unexpectedly—
to fill a sudden gap in the bill—and went on next tc
closing.

Miss Halperin held her audience—while her per
sonality reached them and her touches of comedj
caught their sense of humor. She isn't quite a head
liner yet—but, since she has proven her ability to hole
down a headline position, that distinction can't b<
far away.

*
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Jose Collins returned to vaudeville at the Palace,
again with Robert Evett. An attractively staged
interior—with a glowing fireplace and moonlight
streaming through a rear balcony doorway—made an
effective background for the vocalizing. In all there
were seven duets and solos—too many, by the way—
including Miss Collins' " Just a Little Love" anc
a cigarette song by Mr. Evett. Enuciation is vita
in the varieties and Mr. Evett should be careful in

number, since the lyrics aren't at all clear.ibi

While musical comedy librettists have given careful
consideration to—er—other portions of the human
anatomy, Tom Barry has concerned himself with the
good right arm in " A Breath of Old Virginia."
Edith Taliaferro invaded the varieties at the Palace
in the Barry playlet.

Edith Taliaferro as a Southern Heroine

The sketch is of the retrospective type, the story
told by one of the characters being visualized to the
audience. The action develops just after the Civil
War. Little Mary Davis has a Northern lover but
she tells him that she has already given her word to
a young Confederate officer. Indeed, she had promised
to wait two years and the time—to be exact—will
be up in fifteen minutes. Just at that moment, the
young officer—with one sleeve empty—makes a timely
appearance and she falls into his—er—arm. Then she
tells the story of her romance to the Northern admirer.

The back drop disappears and the audience gets a
glimpse of a plantation held by the Yankees. Little
Mary has entered the Union lines in soldier garb and
has been discovered by a villainous Northern officer.
The young Southern lieutenant—a war prisoner—
comes to the aid of the young woman. " I'd give my
good right arm for her sake," he declares, and the
villain takes him at his word. The girl is released

r^;j. ADLBB'and Arline: *»»««•. Jfc. SUejmm
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MR. AND MRS. CECIL LEAN.
Baker Art Gall
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Jovial Cecil Lean is a pleasant entertainer and
Cleo Mayfield—in fetching gowns—is decidedly rest¬
ful to the eye.

Outside of the always effective poker-telephone
number, " Tell a 'Phony Tale," their specialty is
brand new, with songs of the patter type and
bits of burlesque. There are good comic moments in
the final number, in which Miss Mayfield comes down
one of the theater aisles in bridal garb clinging to
the arm of a make-believe groom, while Lean, in the
character of a bespectacled small-town parson, waits
anxiously upon the stage. This little skit puts the
turn over emphatically.

Lean works fast. Perhaps just a little more slow¬
ness of enunciation would help in pointing some of
the songs. But we really like him.

th,' Knives' manager said he uad

Copyright iloffett.
MISS JOSE COLLINS,

1 ' *:?"■' ■*«<_ tour, in- ■ i.-'<»«>**«_
Miss Collins received a pleasing sort of reception.

She appeals to vaudeville-goers who like the florid
musical comedy type of song.

Lillian Lorraine and Her Songs
We prefer to listen optically to

Lillian Lorraine's voice. For in¬
stance, we'd admire her immortalized
in film. But—seriously—Miss Lor¬
raine is never quite uninteresting.

Her present offering is really a
series of costume changes set to
music. The left side of the stage,
close to the footlights, is thickly
banked with palms and a negro or¬
chestra sits in shadowed seclusion.
This is, of course, unnecessary after

season of the tango, since we know
ebony musician by
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Nella Webb in Songs
Nella Webb returned to the American stage at theColonial. She has an accompanist at a baby grand," single golden chair and a brown plush drop for

a background.

a

nearly
sight. . „ , . „ .

Miss Lorraine, in a fur cloak, first
., steps before the velvet drop to sing

an affecting farewell to Broadway— ,
" Good-by, white lights,

Good-by, midnights,
Lobsters and wine,
No more for mine."

" I Love Your Little Lovin' Ways, Boy cf Mine,"
comes second, with this laudable refrain:

" How I miss him,
How I'll kiss him."

The Pajama Number
Then the stage is darkened, the velvet curtains are

drawn aside and a dainty boudoir is half revealed in
the darkness. Just as you distinguish a bed with purple
hangings, the filmy lace coverlets move and Miss Lor¬
raine—attired in a silk pajama nightie—sits up.
This aroused a gasp or two from the audience, as well
as considerable apparent displeasure from masculine
Colonialites unfortunate enough to be facing the bank
of palms. Miss Lorraine flashes on an electric light
and, slipping into a pair of slippers, advances to the
footlights to sing, " Gee, I Only Wish I Could Make
My Dreams Come True." This is all very—that is—-
quite intimate. Finally Miss Lorraine flashes out the
light and snuggles back into bed.

The final number is done before the velvet drop in
a bizarre trouserette costume. The title may—or may
not be—"I Want to Be in Somebody's Arms" (at
least that's one of the bright lines), but it is the re¬
frain that we call particular attention to—

" When I find him, you can bet,
He'll get the lovin' he won't forget,
I'll steal somebody's daddy yet."

Stepping through the plush hangings into the spot¬
light, Miss Webb sang a telephone song, " I Want to
Learn to Live Without You, Do You Hear?" "My
Boy—Choice of My Heart, Never We'll Part" was
the sentimental second number. Then Miss Webb
seated herself in the spotlight and did a little talking
song of a " newsy " and his prayer. A spicy lyric
about a sprightly Parisienne. " She Didn't Under¬
stand a Word of English," followed and a song of a
neglected wife, "Honey, You Think of Nothing Else
But Money," was the final number.

It would be unfair not to say that the English
stage has softened Miss Webb's methods. But she
hasn't a distinct personality. Her specialty leaves
a colorless memory.
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and, in payment, they shoot away the heroic lieu¬
tenant's arm. Before Mary leaves him, however, she
gives her word to wait.
The Hero and His Good Right Arm

The visualized story ends with the crash of the
guns aimed at the hero's good right arm. Back in the
reality of the post-war action, the Northerner gives
his blessing to the re-united lovers and departs, while
the violins sigh through the " Swanee River."

" A Breath of Old Virginia" doesn't have the
breath of realism. The lines are fearfully stilted. Mr.
Barry's good right arm, we must admit, slipped in
his present offering.

Miss Taliaferro plays the Southern girl and briefly
appears in Confederate gray. The role really makes
no demands upon her. The remainder of the cast,
however, isn't at all adequate. But no one could
make the dialogue seem real.

r

White. N. V.

MlSS EDITH TALIAFERRO,
At the Palace This Week In Tom Barry's " A Breath of

Old Virginia."

I HAD to rub my eyes as I watched the stage.Surely, so many years had not passed since first
I saw Mrs. Leslie Carter in " Zaza ! "

And yet, of course they had, for wasn't I at the
Colonial Theater and wasn't I witnessing a vaudeville
bill? Whoever could have dreamed such a startling
reality as Mrs. Carter in vaudeville. Yes, and she
was enjoying herself, too, else she could not have ap¬
plied so surely that broad touch which they all say is
so necessary to put it over in the two-a-day. The
comedy of " Zaza " was always done with exaggerated
highlights, and those who know the play may protest
against its further exaggeration, but the patrons of
the Colonial did not find fault with its splashes of
color. On the contrary, they couldn't applaud enough
times to convince the Titian-haired lady of their ap¬
proval. I counted ten curtain calls and then I stopped
counting and just wondered. MHOS6**"™
Then I reached this conclusion : I;
that Mrs. Carter to-day deserves [j
the title " the American Bern¬
hardt," bestowed upon her when
she was our dramatic idol; that
she stands at present as alone
in class, as she did when the big
dramatic scene was the demand.
She doesn't have to have a big.,.,
scene. All she needs is a play|
worthy of her talents and a man¬

ager who has sufficient mental
strength to be able to manage
her, for Mrs. Carter is a woman
with ideas and a will of her own..

Naturally, if she can convince a ,

manager that she knows more I
than he does she is bound to run

things—what woman wouldn't?!
—but when she finds a manager'
to hold the reins, then, and not ■

until then, will our Bernhardt
listen and act accordingly.

It is a shame that the right'
manager and the right play have
not been forthcoming, and we
all regret that this seemingly dif¬
ficult combination, which oncel!

their English home at present. Mrs. Carter spoke ofhim in the most appreciative terms.
Just then, Mr. Hamilton Revelle, who playsBernard Dufresne in " Zaza," stopped at the door to

say good-night.
Mr. Revelle was the original Coss6 in " Du Barry,"and Mrs. Carter is delighted to have him with her

now. Besides being a splendid actor, Mr. Revelle is
one of the handsomest young men on our stage, andMrs. Carter is fortunate to have him as the lover in"

Zaza," for as a rule even the biggest women starsin vaudeville content themselves with leading menwho can not usually be classed even as goodlooking,much less as fine actors.
" Isn't it just like old times," remarked Mrs. Carter,"when you see CossS? "

Yes, just like old times," assented Revelle.I wimiiM i

■■■■"- —

Mrs. Carter's is no morewas

for not until she acquires it V
again will she regain her former is
position on Broadway. In the
meantime she has been making |,her name a power throughout the
country. She has learned much A
of the shifting joys and sorrows H
of her profession— things which
were practically unknown to her1
in the old days. But, I believe 1
the hardships have helped her
appreciation of things worth
while. And if she should again discover that elusive
combination, I am confident she would be the happiest
person in the world, for she loves her work and the
applause it wins.

My visit to the Colonial was at the end of the week
so that Mrs. Carter's tremendous reception could not
possibly be accredited to enthusiastic friends of an

opening performance.
As I said before, it was not easy to think that all

these years had gone by since " Zaza" first set the
whole country, and some foreign ones, too, talking.
But there she was—the same Zaza with the won¬

derful, slender figure and lithe movements of youthful
grace.

How had Mrs. Carter been able to avoid the get-fat-
quick menace?

I am sure many of her associates would give much
to know.

After the curtain fell for the last time I ventured
to call.

There was no fuss and ceremony and long waiting;
no retinue of maids and secretaries, and press agents,
moving about in occupied thought, as had once been
the case. The doorkeeper politely informed me that
Mrs. Carter would see me immediately.

She herself stood in the door of her dressing room
and extended a welcoming hand. Her glowing red
hair has lost none of its unique beauty, and her per¬
sonal magnetism reaches out to you before you even
take her hand.

I shall never forget the first time I met Mrs. Carter.
It was during a rehearsal of " Du Barry," after the
regular performance. She wore a pink negligee jacket
which seemed to send a challenge to her brilliant hair
and caught my eye at once. Certainly not an artistic
color appeal. But when she greeted me I realized that
only one other woman possessed such a magnetic per¬
sonality—Madame Sarah Bernhardt.

The same thought came to me the other evening
at the Colonial as I saw Mrs. Carter again at close
range after such a lapse of time. When she talks she
expresses herself with the vivacity of a young girl
with perfect enunciation and, off stage, a slight South¬
ern accent not noticeable when she is acting. She is
the personification of the joy of living. Then when
one touches upon something related to the great
climax in her professional career, a pervading sadness
settles on her face. But it doesn't last long. A
change of subject brings a change of emotion, and her
face radiates once more the sunshine which under¬
lies.

" I like vaudeville." she said; " they are so en¬
thusiastic. And moving pictures! I love them. You
have no idea what a sensation I had when I first saw

myself on the screen. It was the strangest feeling.
There I sat and jet there I was on the screen. It_
seemed like a curious dream to watch myself walking
and talking, and yet I couldn't hear what I was sup¬
posed to be saying."

We chatted of Mrs. Carter's life abroad. She owns

a beautiful home outside of London, and had prepared
to return to it when the war prevented. She was one
of the passengers on board the Olympic when that

I vessel sailed from New York on what was planned to ;be her final voyage, but the Olympic returned to port !
and so did Mrs. Carter. Then she decided to- wait a .,

MRS. LESLIE CARTER.
American Bernhardt,' Who Has
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"Just about the same," I answered."
Ah, I might have known it," she said. " He willalways be young, always wonderful—a great genius.The years can not touch him. How I wish he mightsee me in this act from ' Zaza.' Only I wouldn't liketo know that he was there until afterwards."There spoke the pupil's reverence for the master." Did you see that interview in a recent Sundaypaper in which he said that all I needed was the rightkind of play? "

She lapsed into thought." He understands everything," she added." What a wonderful thing it would be," I said, " if.after all, you should be under his management again.Stranger things have happened, you know."" That is true," she replied, " but " She shookher head. " I do believe, however, that there is aphrv waiting for me and I shall find it soon and come 1;

jback home again and stay for along time. Haven't I worked ihard and faithfully? Surely, 1there must be some reward. Al-
though my disappointments havebeen many they have not embit- 'tered me. I can still laugh and Jhope, and when I find that play tall my troubles will be over. r.New York was always so kind to 5
me. I shall never forget myopening night in ' Kassa !' Tolisten to such applause again—is worth the long wait." Please tell the big world that

appreciate every kind wordland bear no resentment toward|anyone."
Then Revelle and I left her." Isn't she wonderful?" heasked. " How can New York getalong without her? No matter l'iwhether she has a good or a badIplay—she's Carter—that should|be sufficient."
And he is quite right.

Madame Critic.

Mrs. Leslie Carter as "Zaza"
Mrs. Leslie Carter was one of the

best known exponents of the super¬
heated emotional school of acting.
In fact she gained her fame when
the good old vociferous emotionalism
was literally in short pants—sobs,
tears, grandiloquent poses and gen¬
eral unbridled passion.

For vaudeville, Mrs. Carter con¬
densed " Zaza "—and we were given
the scene where the singer, havingdiscovered that her lover has lied
to her and is really married, re¬
ceives him for the last time. There '
is the last breakfast together, a
few caresses and then the denouement
—when Zaza reveals her knowledge
and, in passionate tears, dismisses
the man. " A broken toy " is the
programme's comment upon the
scene. Mrs. Carter handles the early
moments with a surfeit of broad, low
comedy, such as the hurling of a loaf
of bread at a lazy maid, and does :
the final bit in the usual Carter-
esque fashion.

Hamilton Revelle as the lover. *
Dufrene, Miss Dolaro Belasco as the fl
maid, and William Lorenze as a J
friend, do all that is possible with
their roles.

White,

IR. HAMILTON REVELLE, WHO GIVES A VIVID PERFORM¬
ANCE OF THE ROLE OF BERNARD DUFRESNE IN

MRS. LESLIE CARTER'S VAUDEVILLE PRO¬
DUCTION OF " ZAZA."

"

Only ," I said involuntarily, then stopped.
j But that rapid-fire thinking machine under the crown

of burning hair caught the continuance.
"Have you seen him recently?" she asked in a

reverential tone.
I looked up inquiringly.
" Mr. David," she added, with a sudden sadness in

her wonderful eyes, now grown deep and dark.
What a world of reminiscence fortified that simple

name, " Mr. David." In it lay the tenderness of the
disciple for the master, the forgetfulness of one who
can never forget—appreciation and gratitude, for all
that she had become through the magic of that name.

" How—how does he look? " she asked in hesitating
tones. I haven't seen him in so long—so very long.'
Her voice seemed to come from the distance. Surely
the wonderful independent creature before me
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•THE SEA WOLF," FIRST TIME
Four-Act Thriller, with Ship Afire, Opium Den,

and Kidnapping Incident
Hartford, Conn. (Special). — "The Sea

Wolf." a four-act drama, founded upon the well-known book by Jack London, was presented for
the first time on any stage at Parson's Thea¬
ter March 12. 13. This production opens March15 for a four-weeks' engagement at the Tre-
mont, Boston. " The Sea Wolf " is an unusual L
play in many ways. Guy Bolton and Joseph INoel who are responsible for the stage version I
altered the plot in a number of instances. The l
play opens in Lein Chang's Dive on the BarbaryCoast. San Francisco, a den of the most dis¬
reputable type where no form of vice and in¬
iquity is unknown. John Larsen. the Sea Wolf, fis captain of a small ship, which has the repu- ftation of being the worst whaler in the Pacific.As he finds it possible to " shanghai " drunken
sailors that is the method which he uses toobtain new members for his crew. Professor
Brewster, an aged musician, is one of Chang'sregular patrons, and is in the custom of fur¬
nishing music in return for opium. His daugh¬ter. Maude, follows her father, and attempts topersuade him to return home with her. Lar¬
sen takes a fancy to Maude Brewster, and hasher kidnapped despite the efforts of HumphreyVan Weyden. man about town, to save her.Van Weyden and George Leach, a sailor, are
both " shanghaied " by members of the SeaWolf's crew, but without his knowledge.The second act is located in the cabin on
board the Wolf's ship. Larsen forces MaudeBrewster into a mock marriage despite the pro¬tests of Van Weyden and Annie, a former
sweetheart. The ceremony is interrupted by aviolent storm. The third act takes place uponthe deck of the whaler. Larsen is overthrown,but in the scrimmage the ship is set on fire, and -the Wolf, who has been blinded, is taken inthe lifeboat with the survivors. The fourth andlast act takes place upon Endeavor Island. Ap¬
preciating that he is now stone blind. Larsenmakes one last mad attempt to destroy MaudeBrewster and himself, but just as he is about
to leap from the precipice he is shot by thecook of the schooner; the girl Is saved, and he
plunges into the abyss. The play was very wellpresented by a talented cast. Charles Dalton
was very satisfactory in the title-role: ReganHoughston was convincing as Humphrey Van
Weyden. Jane Salisbury played the part ofMaude Brewster in pleasing manner, as did
'ranees Neilson in the nart of Annie.

Setmoub Wkmyss Smith.
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Lulu Glaser in Trousers
Lulu Glaser returned to vaudeville at the Palace,

this time in a skit, " A Captivating Capture," by
Raymond W. Peck.

Miss Glaser plays a young woman who masquerades
as a soldier in order to enter the barracks quarters of
a dashing Captain Merriman. She wants to secure
some love letters written to the gay captain by a girl
chum—or something like that. The captain—curi¬
ously—doesn't realize her identity and the young
woman has an awkward moment or two. Of course,
he finally falls in love with his visitor.

Three songs are dropped at haphazard into the skit.
Once Miss Glaser suddenly appears in her costume
of Dolly Varden to sing " Blue Jay Bird "—although
just how she obtained feminine garb in a barracks
isn't for the moment apparent.

Possibly it's unfair to expect a bit of musical
comedy to be logical. Anyway, " A Captivating Cap¬
ture " is very weak and puny. Miss Glaser has to
force everything to get any sort of results—and loses
correspondingly in effervescence and charm.

Tom Richards plays the captain in the usual pose-
ful musical comedy manner and William Glaser is en¬
tirely too noisy as the daring young lady's brother.
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tinction of being held over for a second week at the
Colonial—made a direct and intimate appeal in their
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Harry Tighe and Babette are a
meet before a street drop in one
repartee and vocalize. Later they
Tighe is a robust, good humored,
Pox, while Babette is slim and
personality.
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new two-act. They
:—after which they

use a grand piano,
mild sort of Harry
of rather metallic
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MISS HONEY CAMPBELL.

The Misses Campbell Are Among the Season's
Discoveries. rere

MISS LULU GLASER,
for her debut proves that s!." I
fol lowing.

">sum-

The Misses Campbell won the consistent applause
hit of the Colonial bill. There is an atmosphere of
quiet refinement about their specialty which is at
once apparent. They work in one, with a grand
piano, the stage being set to give the semblance of a
parlor in an old Southern home.
The Campbell Sisters Win

The sisters do a few bits of popular songs of the
rag type, a brisk comic number of the dance craze,
called " Nobody Knows Where the Old Man Goes,"
introduce an Irish ballad and finish with snatches of
old time darkey songs to the accompaniment of the
banjo.

We believe they should work out a specialty built
around their Southern negro melodies. There's room
for such a turn—as the Campbells can do it. The
Emerald Isle ballad isn't in the picture.

We recall watching the Campbells while they were
breaking in their offering at a smaller theater some
time ago and we were impressed with them then.
One of the sisters has a distinct and appealing per¬
sonality.

-mu...a3uwiiiji reueiveu uy a lug auuit'ijce ai T JQ U "
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Belle Baker Returns
Belle Baker has a direct appeal. There's a human-

ness in her ragging—a personality that reaches over
with a punch and holds.

Miss Baker is still doing her Yiddish 3ong—almost a
rag classic—" When People Start to Pay, That's No
Time for a Business Man to Die," and her " wop "
number, " Come Back. Antonio," of the Italian who
enlisted and went to Mexico.

Miss Baker changed her other songs during the
week. " When the Band Played an American Rag,"
a feeble peace song with a dream in which

" The Russian Czar said to the Kaiser,
Let's drink some Budweiser,"

and a typical Irving Berlin plaint. " If You Don't
Want Me, Why Do You Haunt Me?" gave way after
von tiller lias "pu; n,;tn> a j,jt ;iy

a liberal display of printer^' ink, starting what was
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MISS GEORGIA CAMPBELL.
The Campbells Have a Delightfully Informal Little

Specialty.

The writer once had a five-line
Monday. In their place Miss Baker did a colorless
rube number, " Si's Been Drinking Cider," and the
Jewish clothing store lyric, " Put It On—Take It Off
—Wrap It Up." The last named number went over
emphatically.

h—— f .uijii vju iny in aw oy ine nana oi
an emperor and have listened to the applause of

Claude Gillingwater, assisted by Edith Lyle, again
offered his sketch, " Wives of the Rich," at the Palace.
It's a triangle playlet—in which the husband, in a
dream, kills the man who is about to run away with
his wife. As we've noted before, the idea has been
handled many times but never more effectively. It
is a relief, too, to watch the easy, quiet methods of
Mi'. Gillingwater—and of Miss Lyle, too.

White. N. T.
BABETTE,

,'f/fre he could find rest.

Henry Lewis is Amusing
Henry Lewis—with his burlesque of the Prologue

of " Pagliacci" and his subsequent brisk patter and
comic song—is really funny.

Lewis is original, spontaneous and amusing,
gave us our one real laugh of the week.

He

1
1

rare equipment to the trade of acting. Perj
AUDEVJLLE has another brilliant artiste.

entered the varieties at theVAUDl'-iVlLdjJii liasBeatrice Herford ei

Colonial last week.

Miss Herford and Her Monologues
Miss Herford's monologues are delightfully—and

humanly—funny. There is a splendid sense of char¬
acterization and a sparkling humor beneath them.
She gives (lie monologues deftly, too, with little
touches of expression and voice to point the charac¬
ter painting.

Miss Herford offers three numbers: of two women
and a little girl invading a restaurant while on a
shopping tour; of a lady from the suburbs visiting an
employment agency in search of a second girl; and
the remarks of a slangy ten-cent store clerk. It would
be hard lo mention one above another.

Miss Herford is totally untheatrical. The vaude¬
ville folk at the Colonial—used to a dramatic en-

" trance and a crash of music as a finale—possibly
didn't quite comprehend the full breadth and depth
of her art. But she did reach their sense of humor.

x 7 ri' operation JJurinir their

MISS BEATRICE IIERFORD.

" A Holland Romance," George Botsford's operetta
with William Pruette as a rotund burgomaster, won
something more than a pleasant reception at the
Colonial. — -

Pretty Little Operetta
With the blue tiled living room, its fireplace and

the window overlooking a dike, " A Holland Romance "
is quite colorful and pretty. To be sure, the plot is
nothing much at all and the music is reminiscent and
unassuming, but there's a certain note that reaches
across. The burgomaster's pretty daughter is loved
by the penniless but honest Otto Leyden. Father is
against the match but Mother Van Kleek—who smiles
upon the romance—threatens a cooking strike. So the
burgomaster consents—on the bribe of getting pigs'
knuckles every day—and love's young dream comes

I true.
Vocally the operetta isn't sensational but it is well

enough done to be entertaining. Mr. Pruette plays
> and sings the burgomaster—again doing " I Want

What I Want When I Want It"—Etta Hager is
pretty as the daughter while Charles Otto is rather
stiff of pose and gesture as the lover. Lillian Van
Arsdale is the resourceful Frau Van Kleek.

, ™ • I
Miss Albertson's Feminist Sketch

One more " votes-for-women " playlet reached
vaudeville at the Colonial. Lillian Albertson used
the feminist sketch, " The Law's a Wonderful Thing,"
written by Evelyn Blanchard and Adele Stedman, for
her return to the stage.

It seems—according to a stereopticon slide which
preceded the playlet—that in many states the father
is sole guardian of his children, and, in a few states,
lie can will away the custody of a child as he
pleases. " The Law's a Wonderful Thing " is a plea
for the rights of the mother.

The scene is laid in the nursery of a foundling asy¬
lum. The mother has fled from her dissolute husband
and placed her baby daughter in the asylum, while
she herself has become a nurse in order to watch
over the child.

The husband appears in a drunken stupor and de¬
mands the baby. She succeeds in drugging him and
the child is adopted by a couple who appear in timely
quest of just such an infant. Then the hubby re¬
covers and is thoroughly repentent. It is the first
time, it seems, that he has touched liquor in six
months. But his reformation is too late, since the
baby is gone: Then, however, the couple return with
the child—having changed their mind about adopting
her. " She's cried ever since we left here," is their
exact explanation. And there you are!

Of course, the whole thing is utterly impossible and
unreal. In fact, it is a pretty poor playlet in struc¬
ture and appeal. If anyone could make it possible,
that actress is Lillian Albertson. We haven't for¬
gotten her compelling playing of the wife in " Paid
in Full." She is just as simple, direct and sincere—
almost modestly simple, indeed—in her playing. The
other roles are done as wTell as possible, but the whole
thing fails to ring true.

We hope Miss Albertson will try again with a
sketch that measures up to her ability.
'7" 7^ ^!'..: ;"<■ ■ ■..

Mignon's Imitations
Some two years ago we saw Mignon at the Union

Square. Last week she was at the Colonial. In the
interim, Mignon has advanced—in ability to get over.
She does imitations, but, except for suggesting the

dancing style of Bernard Granville ancT the synco¬
pated singing of Eddie Leonard, there is nothing to
distinguish her mimicry. Once she offers Marie Dress¬
ier, although the result hints at Ruth Roye.

Mignon does hold her audience and she does draw
applause. She has learned how to make herself felt—
to make her little count. All of which goes to show
that anyone can advance—if they study their audi¬
ences and themselves.

rM about being found' i'i nn as., inn i.v a m T ,. T

Prince Lai Mon Kim is a Chinese tenor who fear¬
lessly does everything from " Mother Machree " and
" I Hear You Calling Me " to " Chinatown." He
sings fairly well, but his material is poorly chosen.
Really the best thing he does is " By the Beautiful
Sea " in Chinese. The lyric sounds better in the Ce¬
lestial tongue than in the original Tinpanalley lan¬
guage. Lai Mon Kim tries to use gestures occasion¬
ally, but he does best when he maintains an Oriental
repression—which is always effective.

The Irish Song and Ernest Ball
Ernest R. Ball seems to have a corner on the Irishballad. He wrote " Mother Macree," " A Little Bitof Heaven Called Ireland." and a whole lot of othermelodic lays of the Emerald Isle. Small wonder thata bright green necktie was the colorful spot of Ball'swardrobe for his Colonial debut as a single.Mr. Ball has been appearing with Maude Lambert—but Miss Lambert is now a Winter Gardener. Hecan easily stand alone. In the first place, we doubtif there is a surer fire thing in vaudeville than anIrish song. Ball does them in a straightforward,rather likeable way and the medley of his own popularnumbers clinches his hit.

aii/lAtn llii
Thomas Egan, Irish singer of Irish songs, helped

the Palace observe St. Patrick's Day.
The tenor was very nervous at the Monday mat¬

inee. He sang " Mother Machree," " A Little Bit of
Heaven Called Ireland," " Sweet Molly O " and " I
Hear You Calling Me "—and did them rather sweet- -

l,v. Most of these numbers are at present being done
to death by tenor vaudevillians.

KAJIYAMA-FL1NDALL
Tameo Kajiyama, a Japanese actor, and Miss MayM. Flindall, of 135 Remsen Street, Brooklyn, an Eng¬lish girl, who came here recently to complete a musicaleducation, were married in the IIol.v Trinity EpiscopalChurch in.Brooklyn by the Rev. John Howard Mel-lish, rector.
The Japanese and his bride are now at the Wal¬dorf-Astoria Hotel, where they will remain for a weekbeforo starting on a tout- tl--

where
a tour of the vaudeville circuit,

w lUUl
lere Mr. Kajiyama has an engagement. The mar¬riage was the result of a romance which began severalmonths ago.
Miss Flindall is 22 years old and is the daughter ofArthur Flindall, of London, a lace manufacturer, whois now an officer in the English royal artillery. Mr.Kajiyama, who has been in this country severalis said to be the son of a Japanese army officeretired.

years,
army officer, now

Tameo Kajiyama writes upside down and back¬
wards. In fact, he gives all sorts of amazing examplesof reversed and inverted penmanship—sometimes with
one hand and again with both hands. Of course, thisalways requires a corking degree of mental concentra¬
tion.

'

,I,en,n.etll Casey, once a Vitagranh
Vork appearand

a season in England

Master Kenneth Casey,player, 111a '
at llammiVou.rtns uner a season in Englandand South Africa. The boy's act is pre¬ceded by a short photoplay, in which hea leading role. Then he does hislty, Which ranges from a recitationand a Scotch song to _s "piano playinj

plays
specialty,

violin, cornet and, L J-1CL a 11(1piano playing. Elimination of the recita-—] tion. " 11' th< Mrs. Says it's Black, it's, Black," would help. The Victoria audi-i I ence seemed to know and like Casey, liewent very well. We have often wonderedwhy more popular photoplayers didn't trythe varieties. The film is the best of allpress agents.
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lorenead at a perilous awning angle.Vr We had hoped that Miss Suratt wouldfij appear in blackface, but she is still work-
ip ing in Vermillion. Indeed, one of the comic1 touches ol' " Black Crepe " comes when she*1 kisses Love and leaves the imorint of1 lips upon his face.

the imprint of her

—S Mis:
personify the midnight spirit of Broadway.

B

Kalich's production of Ossip Dymow'sItabloid tragedy, " The Victim," at thePalace last week attracted no end of atten¬tion from the critics who reviewed it likela four-act play. The public showed greatinterest in Kalich and her play also. Dymowis a Russian Pinero, whose pieces have agreat vogue in his native land, in Germanyand Switzerland. His 44 Dju " was producedby Reinhardt at the Deutsches Theater inBerlin. Dymow is now in New York study-ling English. He has been taken up exten¬sively by the patrons of the intellectualdrama. 44 The Victim" was written inRussian and outlined to Kalich in German.She borrowed a translator from PublisheriKennerley and the tabloid was turned intoEnglish. Kalich is tremendously sincere inthis tragedy of passion in a WestchesterCounty country house and it must be saidthat she registered a powerful impression.Kalich aims to be a pioneer and points withpride ta -■<-

TAMEO KAJIYAMA.
The celebrated Japanese writing expert now in vaudeville, who has just publishedan artistic book, called 44 Kajiyama's Foolosophy." being especially dedicated to thosewho cannot read.

to the fact that she first_ played••

Monna Vanna " in this country ; that sheplayed Guimera's 44 Marta of the Low¬lands " and Percy Mackaye's 44 Sapho andPhaon." In 44 The Victim" she is not apioneer, for the woman 44 victim" passedout with the last century. The twentiethcentury woman is a complete mistress of Iherself.
■
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a Opens in Edgar Allan Woolf
Still I rnn.m.J —i... ii

Molly Mclntyre as a Slavey
Good sketches seem few and far between. Molly

Mclntyre, too, made a bad selection of vehicle in
" That Little Devil," programmed as a " play about
plain people." The author's name was omitted, but
the piece was obviously of English mould. It was
withdrawn after the opening matinee.

Miss Mclntyre played a little slavey, Nan, a sort
of Tom-boyish madcap whose relatives are about to
be dispossessed for nonpayment of rent. Nan takes
the money they have saved for years towards the pay¬
ment of her future education and settles the rent bill.
That's about all there is to the story, outside of Nan's
love for a young workingman. He persuades her that
she shouldn't be so much of a Tom-boy, so she
" tidies" up in the center of the stage, using real
water to wash her face.

The creator of " Bunty" had a hopeless struggle
with the sketch. She had an appealing moment or
two—but the vehicle amounted to nothing. The other
roles were but passably played. Miss Mclntyre had
a Scotch burr, by the way, the lover an English ac¬
cent, while the guardians seemed neutral.

Dave Claudius and Lillian Scarlett, playing the
banjo, put over the old-time melodies of fifty and
sixty years ago to a resounding hit. Stereopticon
flashes of the words serve to show just the kind of
lyrics our fathers and grandfathers liked. The spe-

,n cialty is still an interesting novelty,
but theM— I - _MH I I X T T-1 * T«—« W ^ XJ

Catherine Calvert again appeared at the Palace in
Paul Armstrong's sketch, " To Save One Girl," with
its honest young politician who outwits an unscrupu¬
lous gang of politicians. It is full of obvious theatric
claptrap, but it is rather melodramatically effective,
too. At least it holds an audience.
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Sketch, 1 IL'Ojri "® 15 manager lor "ii'.'y. Bentham.

Nan Halperin's Return
Nan Ilalperin came back to Broadway at the Vic-

j toria with a new kiddie number, " The Youngest of
the Family," depicting the troubles of the
junior member ol' a large family. Miss
Ilalperin did the little song of child philos¬
ophy neatly.

k:™lzl.wLui.a ^ to 'of
A Touch of Rural Comedy

Mr. and Mrs. Jack McGreevy portray an aged vil¬
lage fiddler and a heavyweight country girl. Mrs.
McGreevy dances, Mr. McGreevy fiddles and the two
exchange repartee.

" Was his life insured?" she inquires in regard to a
late villager.

" No, he was a total loss." is the response.
How " paw " hit " maw " with the sugar bowl and

other uplifting incidents are also discussed.
WK ~™« U. .. . Vr .' -

Edouardo and Eliza Cansino came to the Victoria
in their Castillian dances and an interpretation of a H
whirlwind trot. The Cansinos dance with more than
a touch of Latin fire and sinuous grace. It is dancing
of. the physical Spanish type, but the two can really
trot circles around most of our ballroom teams.

HT""®1
fj\' 'r .;

and company offer a fearful spe¬cialty in one. revealing the exterior of a cafe. Howard
is diminutive and plays an inebriate gentleman with
an edge and a doubtful way of walking. " I'm thebest 105-pound drunkard of New Rochelle," is his own
description of himself.

Howard reeks of burlesque and he is assisted byBobbie Watson, who sings between Howard's efforts
to maintain his balance, and Dorothy Hayden, who

j dances. Watson and Miss Hayden do a duet which
'S runs-

" I'll kiss you if you're willin.'
You're the cake and I'm the fillin'."

T T r\ TM M T T. n
Grace La Rue seems to have difficulty in finding

songs that fit her flashing methods. She's too big an
artiste for the average Tin Pan Alley effusion. Con¬
sequently, her Palace repertoire didn't measure up
well.

Miss La Rue gives an admirable interpretation of
" The Salutation of the Dawn," a snatch of Sanskrit
philosophy set to her own music, and she still does
"

My Tango Dream " delightfully. But melodies like
" I'm on My Way to Dublin Bay" aren't for Miss
La Rue.

Grace La Rue's Lack of Good Songs
To develop, or even to maintain her degree of suc¬

cess, Miss La Rue must seek out bigger and more
dramatic sdng material. She has the ability to paint
a spectacular song in a spectacular way. Moreover,
she has the voice and the imagination. She's a colora¬
tura character songstress.

Miss La Rue introduced some dazzling new cos¬
tumes at the Palace. Nobody in vaudeville wears
a gown with the La Rue style. By the way, her ac¬
companist, Charles Gillen, should at once soften his
piano attack. Just now he torpedoes and Zeppelins
the defenseless baby grand.
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WILLARD MACK ON THE VAUDEVILLE PLAYLET
What Variety Demands of the One Act Drama

ail—David
•"»<*> juiKirttiin. fbo)

\m< vi'in: vaudeville tour at
Omi n March 21 of-
«u<-« I nlayfct, Theiil

W ILLARD MACK discussed tlie vaude¬ville playlet behind the scenes of
his " So Much for So Much," A

pile of yellow copy paper lay beside his
make-up mirror. " I do all my work back
here between scenes," he explained. " If
you had dropped in later you would have
found me hard at work.

Mr. Mack likes vaudeville. " It's the one

branch of amusement that is really advanc¬
ing," he commented. " Two years alone
have witnessed wonderful strides.

" A successful vaudeville playlet nowa¬
days must have every ingredient of a suc¬
cessful two-dollar drama. It must have
the element of comedy—legitimate comedy,
because vaudeville has passed the stage of
slap-stick humor.

"It must have directness of purpose.
It must lead unswervingly to its denoue¬
ment. A three-act drama is one-third piffle,
one-third explanation and one-third sub¬
stance. A playlet is actual substance,
minus the piffle and the explanation.

" A playlet is easier to write than a
play but harder to 4 put over.' Environ¬
ment is everything in the legitimate thea¬
ter. The two-dollar audience in the main
comes to the theater after dinner, satisfied
with itself and ready to be pleased. Play¬
goers know a story must take a certain
length of time to unfold and they Wait
patiently.

" But in a vaudeville house conditions
are vastly different. The playlet has to
fight for its very life. It is immediately

{
preceded by acts which prevent any atmos-

'

pheric surroundings. It starts abruptly,
must grip instantly, and sweep in twenty
minutes through a big situation to a logi¬
cal climax.

" " As much action, as much building of
. character, must be condensed into twenty

. minutes, as are in three acts. When 4 Kick
\ In ' existed in its original twenty-two-min¬

ute vaudeville form, the substance of the
{ story—the sketching of each principal

character—was there. The vaudeville act
afterward became the third act of 4 Kick
In,' but in that playlet the whole heart of

. the story really existed.
44 In writing a playlet it is necessary to

throw away big ideas and big situations.
The playlet, for instance, has but one sit-

I, nation, while several were really necessary
to lead up to that moment—you see them
mentally in constructing your story, but

they are, of course, unknown to your
vaudeville audience. If it were not for
that waste of vital material, I would pre¬
fer to write only for the varieties. There
is that loss of dramatic material in 4 Vin¬
dication,' which Frank Keenan is playing
and which I hope to elaborate into a three-
act play. It was that way with 4 Kick In'

" I have been called the exponent of the
'

punch play,' in contrast to the 4 charm
play.' ' Punch ' is the most abused word
I know. The dramatic punch is continually
confused with the theatrical trick. Critics
said the third act of 4 Kick In '—in which
the detective is overpowered in a hand-to-
hand fight after a hypodermic needle has
been jammed into his wrist—had a punch.
It didn't. What it really had was a the¬
atric trick. But the human punch was in
the second act, when the little frightened
girl of the slums comes to see her wounded
lover—who is really dead. If the needle
should suddenly be lost in playing the third
act the scene would be destroyed. But the
other moment would have its appeal re¬
gardless of theatrical detail."

In other words, Mr. Mack believes the
44 punch " comes only from a certain human
appeal in the story, not from spectacular
scenery, the flash of a revolver, the crash
of drums off stage. Any mechanical means
of surprising the audience, of giving an un¬
expected twist to the situation, is a trick.

Mr. Mack believes the use of tricks are

necessary. The dark stage opening is one.
he contends. 44 It is often necessary to get
an audience from the start. Darkness al¬
ways inspires a certain suspense — it is
linked in the average person's mind with
crime and mystery—and it produces in¬
stant quiet and attention."

I asked Mr. Mack what he' considered
were the best vaudeville playlets. 44 4 The
Drums of Doom," played by William Bram-
well ;>nd Minnie Seligman. was the best
dramatic sketch I ever recall seeing," he
responded, 44 while I witnessed the best
comedy only the other day. Porter Emer¬
son Browne's 4 Married.' in which Mason
Keeler is playing. That's an ideal farce."

Mr. Mack talked of the advance of vaude¬
ville. 41 Players used to drop into the vari¬
eties as one goes bathing. Now no star
is too big to seriously consider vaudeville.
Unfortunately, many of them do not realize
the discernment of the two-a-day audience.
Variety to them is just a means to an end.

They disregard their vehicle,
think they can exchange their
personality for a certain salary
—and fail. The vehicle is
everything to the vaudeville
audience—the player merely an

interpreter. Certain stars would
fail anywaj', lacking two and a
half hours to build up their
personality.

44 In a drama an actor can
stroll on, hand his hat and cane
to a servant, walk to the fire¬
place, pause, light a cigarette
and throw the match into the
grate. He may be laying the
foundation for a splendidly
drawn characterization, but
that would be five valuable
minutes out of a twenty-minute
playlet.

44 A playlet is essentially an
episode. It must have more in¬
tensity of action than a drama.
Indeed, the more you tell them
clearly and directly in the
quickest time, the better variety
audiences like it."

Mr. Mack believes in drawing
his characters from about him.
" I say to the ambitious play¬
wright, take the types you are
familar with. Why go to the
Northwest, to New Orleans in
the '40s, to the court of Louis
XIV, for characters? The milk¬
man who comes to your door in
the morning, the motorman on
the passing street car, the taxi
driver, all have their human in¬
terest stories. Any one of them
would make a drama. I never

attempt to write anything that
has not suggested itself from
something in real life. I must
know it has existed.

44 Playwrights shouldn't be eas¬
ily discouraged. It is tremend¬
ously difficult for an unknown
to break into the game. Let me tell you
something I observed the other day. I was
sitting in a manager's office. A pile of
manuscripts lay on a desk. I picked up
the very first one and started to sketch it
through. Then I became interested—for
the writer, a Troy newspaper man. had a
real theme. It was raw and crude in han-
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RD MACK AND MARJORIE RAM BEAU,
rntic Moment of Mr. Mack's Play, •'So Much

for So Much."

dling but it was big in story. The manager
hadn't seen the manuscript. 4 I haven't
time,' is the usual plea. * Playwrights are at
every turn, and unless they have a name,
I can't possibly spare the time to look at
a manuscript.'

44 For the would-be playwright I recom¬
mend one thing—perseverance or plumbing."
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Joe Santley Pleases Again
Joseph Santley brought back his ingratiating and

appealing little specialty—a series of neatly done
songs and graceful dances. The young star is still
assisted by Ruth Randall, who has personality, and
Josephine Kernel!, who is pleasing to watch.

Santley and his assistants provided the bright
moments of the Palace programme.
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JOSEPH SANTLEY,

MISS RUTH RANDALL,
Leaving the Varieties to Appear in " All Over Town,"

the Chicago Revue, with Joseph Santley.
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We've always pleasantly recalled Paul Dickey's"The Come Back" as a brisk comic college playletwith a surprise. The collegians try to terrorize afreshman and he—being the hero—neatly turns thetables. They invent a fictitious widow and one ofthe seniors takes the " freshie" to call upon theimaginary lady in a deserted house. The door of theplace is hurled open just as they knock and a strangeropens fire with a revolver. The senior drops—ap¬parently shot—but the " freshie " beats a lightningretreat. Of course, the whole thing has been stagedto give the " freshie " a scare. He discovers it, how¬
ever—being tipped off by his sweetheart—and, whenthey carry the " wounded" senior into his room to
complete his fright, the hero reverses things. Just asthe " dying" collegian points him out as the man
who did the shooting, he suddenly pulls a pistol from
a table drawer. He fires and falls—feigning suicide—
thereby giving his fellow students a sample of their
own medicine.

"The Come Back" Returns
" The Come Back " is sure fire, but it also has some

very obvious sentimentality. Dickey, himself, playsthe freshie in a super-actory way, even to the whiteshirt worn decollete. He leaps over the furniture inthe best manner of Douglas Fairbanks. This is nowaccepted in dramatic circles as the proper way to in¬terpret collegiate buoyancy. And who but a leadingman would think of climbing upon an upright piano to ipose for a romantic scene with his sweetheart?" The Come Back " didn.'t come back well acted.

we are back listening to the agonized wife telling the
tragic story to her husband. He doubts his wife and
summons the painter. Then he calls upon the man to
take the blame of the crime. The artist is willing tosacrifice himself for the woman he loves, but the wife
fights for possession of the telephone and screams her
guilt over the wire to police headquarters.

" The Victim" is really conventional melodrama
told in a new way. It doesn't evoke sympathy. It is
well enough constructed, but at all times it seems c'[

I carefully built action, prepared solely for theatrical i
effect. Indeed, it is almost repellent in its lack of a |sympathetic note.

Kalich is a vitally compelling actress in roles of |
suppressed emotion and of primitive moods. She sus- 1
tains the part of the wife consistently, but at no time [does she touch anything like the depth she reached L
in her recent tabloid of " Mariana." Aubrey Beat- K
tie has some acceptable moments as the husband, C
while Leonard Craske makes the artist a dazed and pseedy sort of person. The twice-killed secretary is |done by Robert Stow Gill. Just now the epilogue of g" The Victim " needs considerable cutting. The play- C
let will, we expect, get along on its melodramatic in- gj
terest.

Nora Bayes's New Songs
Nora Bayes hasn't interested us so much in severalyears as she did upon her return to the Palace. Shewas distinctly better than in the past few seasons.She started slowly, but finally achieved an emphatichit. Opening with an old Irish dialect number, " IWork Eight Hours, I Sleep Eight Hours, That LeavesEight Hours for Lovin'," Miss Bayes followed witha queer ballad which runs—

" When John McCormack sings a song,The angels seem to float along."
Then came a war lyric depicting the troubles of

poor father while the family knits mufflers and mit¬tens for the soldiers at the front. Indeed, papa, ac¬cording to the song, " props his pants up with a pin."Miss Bayes once more did " Since Mother Was aGirl," which reveals the difference between the minuetand present the dansant days. Here the star struckher most artistic note.
She came back, and, as an encore, did a brand newHawaiian melody with a catchy swing, of a brigan-tine bos'un named Billy, who encountered a Honolulubelle, with a new way of saying " I love you "—andother attractions.
Finally Miss Bayes brought Jean Schwartz uponthe stage to act as pianist and presented his comicwar song, " You'll Find Father Around the BulletinBoard." Miss Bayes got some laughs out of the lyric,but even she couldn't make it sound like a good song.

Moffitt Studio
MADAME BERTHA KALICH,

KALICH—as Madame Bertha Kalich now desiresto be called—returned to vaudeville at the Pal¬
ace in a " flash-back" sketch, " The Victim,"by Ossip Dymow. It belongs to the horrific school,obviously built to provide a super-heated emotional

situation.

High Pressure Melodrama
The playlet opens with a dark stage. There are

sounds of a struggle and a revolver crashes just asthe door bell rings. A woman rushes across the roomand, half in hysteria, admits a man. He is the hus¬
band—who has unexpectedly returned—and she fran¬
tically begins to tell him of the tragedy. Since the
shooting occurs in the hallway just out of view ofthe audience, the identity of the dead man is un¬
known. This element in the story is used to gaindramatic suspense.

The stage darkens and the actual story is visual¬ized. At basis it's the old domestic triangle, althoughthe husband is needlessly jealous of a harmless artist
chap. The painter has insisted upon seeing the wifeduring her husband's absence, despite her efforts toavoid the meeting. She breaks off the friendship andthe poet departs. Then comes the sketch's surprise.The husband's secretary suddenly confronts the
woman.

He threaten^ to tell the husband of the other man'svisit—unless " his favors are paid for." There is a
struggle and the wife kills the man. At that oppor¬
tune moment the husband returns, having missed his
train.

"The Victim" Is Gruelling
The scene ends with the crash of the revolver and

the ring of the door bell, the stage darkens again and■' ■ ■Ilium uonii
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HERBERT KELCEY.
mtMr. Keloey and Miss Shannon are Making Their Two-a-)iir Day Debut in H. S. Sheldon's " At Sunrise."
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"Tango Shoes," offered by the burlesque producerwith the engaging name of Billie Burke, proved to 1be an amateur dancing contest. An introducer ex- 1plains that two pairs of shoes, at the moment quietly i......resting upon a table, have been constructed so that
^they automatically dance, thus transforming the ;; i

wearer into a terpsichorean expert. He invites a com- !mittee from the audience upon the stage and two" plants" respond. While they are putting on the"
tango shoes" and dancing, two women, supposedto be their wives, come upon the stage. There is a .dancing contest, a fat lady finally appearing from the .audience to furnish the comedy touch. Avoirdupoisis always considered comic.
The whole thing is very amateurish and painful.Such subtle points are made as the exhibition of holesin the volunteer dancers' socks, revealed as theychange shoes.

f

MISS EFFIE SHANNON,Entering the Varieties at the Alhambra This Week withHerbert Kelcey.

To Be Shot at Dawn
II. S. Sheldon furnished Herbert Kelcey and EftieShannon with a war playlet, " At Sunrise," for their *| vaudeville debut at the Alhambra.I Colonel Fairfield's division is practically surroundedj by the enemy. A young private has been found asleep »on sentry duty and condemned to death at dawn. Thecolonel's wife pleads for the boy's life and finally re-| veals the secret that the soldier is the colonel's ownson. The husband had an affair before their marriageand the woman in the case, while dying, has giventhe baby into her charge. Jealousy had prevented herfrom disclosing the identity of the child.Just as she tells the story, the first glow of dawnappears. Distant shots sound. The firing squad hadevidently carried out the order. But a messengerrides up to the house, bearing an order from the com¬mander-in-chief to release the condemned boy and usehim as a dispatch bearer on a desperate mission. Thenthe colonel notices that the messenger is slightlywounded and discovers that the shots of the momentbefore were fired by sentries and not by the firingsquad. So the colonel sends the man with an orderto prevent the execution. " If you succeed," he com¬mands, " tell them to sound a bugle! " Then the fa¬ther waits, revolver in hand, seemingly intending to :>commit suicide if his order arrives'too late.But a distant bugle sounds and the wife falls sob¬bing—in relief and joy—at his feet.

iEffie Shannon's Effective Playing
" At Daybreak " also belongs to the horrific school.It seems machine-made, ringing true occasionally ■through good acting. The stage has no abler players 'than Miss Shannon and Mr. Kelcey. Miss Shannonis really excellent as the wife—and she has several imoving moments. Mr. Kelcey isn't so successful in fcombating the sketch's artificiality.There are certain discrepancies, too. The colonel'sheadquarters is the quietest place imaginable, al¬though to judge from the dialogue, it is surroundedby the enemy. Not even_a distant rifle sounds. And

a messenger could never ride through the |enemy's lines in the present day of me¬chanical searchlight-machine gun warfare. u gYet Mr. Sheldon places the action, accord¬ing to the programme, in " the war zone ofthe present."

n/iRmm -
IRENE FRANKLIN IN CHICAGO ^Chicago (Special).—Irene Franklin, as¬sisted by Burton Green, delighted Palaceaudiences in her splendid repertoire of char¬acter songs. She gave her new number,"

The Dancing Craze," as an encore.Fannie Brice and Adler and Arline werefeatures on the Palace bill.
At the Majestic Lulu Glaser offered herold operetta, " First Love," with the as¬sistance of Tom Richards and WilliamGloster. Adelaide and Hughes danced into i,e ja solid hit. Dorothy Toye displayed herdouble voice and Richard Haveman's animalact was above the average. Victor Mooreand Emma Littlefield withdrew from thebill, owing to a dispute over billing.

A. C. Wilkie. ■
e, fg * —AN

Harry Fern has an unassuming little »•sketch, which at least possesses the es-sence of novelty. It's called " Veterans,"and was written by John B. Hymer. The £,,scene is laid at the gate of a soldiers'home and the action—such as it is—re¬volves about a darkey who keeps a littlefruit and cigar stand at the corner. Thehome, by the way, is at the end of a street
car line, a glimpse of the car being twiceapparent, while the conductor changes thetrolley pole for the return trip. The storyis very slender. An old veteran has been
forced out of the home by a brutal super- —intendent. A Senator happens by, hearsthe story, and rights matters. He gives theveteran enough money to visit his dying

son in the West, and the colored fruit seller
is engaged to go along as valet. So theyall depart on the street car.

Come to think of it, the trolley car really
carries the sketch over.
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TRIUMPHANT RETURN OF

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Oct. 11-12-13 Wed. Mat

THE INTERNATIONAL COMEDIENNE

May Robson
(HERSELF)

IN A FAREWELL REVIVAL OF HER
GREATEST SUCCESS

The Rejuvenation ofAunt Mary
A Comedy by Anne Warner

.frn
.2 STRAUSS MAGAZINE THEATRE PROGRAM

Kings County Crust Company
12, ;< + ! and 340 Fulton Street, Rornugh of llrookljn
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CAST OF CHARACTERS

(In order of their first appearance).
(r

Betty Burnett, Burnett's sister
Clover, Jack's chum
Lucinda, Aunt Mary's property body and soul-
Joshua, Aunt Mary's hired man

John Watkins, Jr., Denham "Jack"
Mitchell, Jack's chum
Robert Burnett, Jack's chum__.
Aunt Mary Watkins
Miss Daisey Mullens,_a_viljager__. —

The Girl from Kalamazoo
Mr. Stebbins, Aunt Mary's lawyer
James, the Burnett butler
Messenger boy

.Elizabeth Warren

John Rowe
Emily Lorraine
Harold Hubert

Jack Storey
_Fred Trowbridge

Cyphers Weaver
May Robson
Lotta Blake

Edith Conrad
Lester Wallace

George F. Hall Z
Harry Jones

Lillian Kalber

SYNOPSIS

Act I —Just before dawn, June morning. Aunt Mary's New
England home. Time—Present.

Act II—Bob Burnett's home. New York Citv, three week's later.
Act III—Aunt Mary's home. Three weeks later.
The song introduced by Mr. Jack Storey in Act II, written es¬

pecially for this play.

Produced under the personal direction of May Robson.
Scenery—Acts I and III, by Frank P. Ormsten. Act II, by

Young Bros, and Ross. Electrical effects by the New York Cal¬
cium Light Co. Properties furnished by Siedel. Auto effects from
the Auto Supply Co. Music arranged for, Aunt Mary by G. E.
Contern.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MAY ROBSON COMPANY

Mr. Edward R. Slater Manager
Business Manager N. C. Mirick
Stage Manager George F. Hall
Master Carpenter H. D. McKee
Property Master William Erthridge
Electrician John Arnelle

A la Carte Ail Day; Business Men a luiicu uw »^v.
Daily 11:30 A. M. to 2:30 P. M.

35c 'n Orili Room SOc in Main Dining Room
TABLE D'HOTE. DAILY, 75c,
SATURDAY and SUNDAY, II

Continuous Music, Dancing, Cabaret (10 Star Acts)
from 6 P. M. til! Close

THEATRE SUPPER SPECIALTIES BANQUET UOOMS, SEATING 25 to «•
NOVELTV EIGHTS

Monci <ya adlos" Souvenir Night
Tues • ■ - / : u<. k v Num jer Contest

-

M 'mw W1F

Lyceum Theatre
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, NOV. 10-11

SATURDAY MATINEE

HENRY W. SAVAGE

Offers

A PLAY OF PARALLELS

" FATE DECIDES?"
By Vincent S. Lawrence and George Searsborough. •

Symphonic Overture and Incidental Music by Dr. Anselm Goetzl.
Staged under the direction of Miss Edith Ellis.

Entire production designed by Henry Ives Cobb, Jr.
Orchestra directed by Arthur Faltin.

Fate speaks:
Hear ye, hear ye,
Who have ears to hear as well as eyes to see!

The curtain rises on a Human Play
Which I may turn whatever way
I choose—challenging you, my people, to resist—
For I am Fate, the Eternal Dramatist.
I write you one by one;
And sometimes all your labors are undone
Or brought to victory
By a single stroke from me.

—Witter Bynner.

CHARACTERS

(As they first speak)
A VOICE \ GLADYS BOWEN
JACK HILLIARD PAUL GORDON
BILL EARLE MITCHELL
NELL PAULINE LORD
JOE NORWELL ROY GORDON
MARY NORWELL 1 . . • . .MINNA GOMBEL
MRS. SCHULTZE ELIZABETH ARIAAMS
JAMES WALDRON FRANK MILLS
POLLY BROWN KATHLEEN COMEGYS
TUCKER CHARLES HALLOCK
REV. DR. ADAMS J. B. HOLLIS

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES.
ACT 1. Scene 1: Jack Hillard's room in an East Side Tenement house.

Scene 2: Norwell's apartment on Riverside Drive.
ACT 2. Scene 1: Hilliard's room.

Scene 2: The Norwell apartment.

THE EPILOGUE
Fate speaks:

Kind people, I have set
Before your charity this case—lest you forget
That the same Youth, no matter what his pluck,
May appear good or bad, according to mere luck.
And, showing you my trickery with Man,
I said you could not beat me. But you can.
Not in appearance the laurel's weight—
But in the soul you face and conquer Fate.

—Witter Bynner.

Time: The present. Place: New York.
A-

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR HENRY W. SAVAGE, INC.
Manager v.. Harry J. Jackson B
Business Manager Paul Davis ?
Stage Manager Charles Hallock

THE UNCHASTENED WOMAN
■b-.. from Six Months' Run at t.h© 39th Str8et Theatre, N V.

Price? Evenings and Saturday Matinee, 25c. to $1.
Wednesday Matinee, 25e. and 50c.

j Seats Now on Sale.

.j T^V'If-VFVr' * »>»T
- ■ ■ ■

FORBES-ROBERTSON'S CAREER, j
Johnston Forbes-Robertson, feorn in

London, January 16th, 1853, eldest son

of J. Forbes-Robertson, art critic and
journalist. Educated at Charterhouse
and in France. Admitted to Royal
Academy of Arts as a student, 1870.

1874—Debut as Chastelard in "Mary
Stuart," at the old Princess's, London.

1876—First appeared at old Lyce¬
um.

1878—Joined the Bancrofts at Prince
of Wales' and Haymarket.

1880-1—Joined Modjeska at Court,
and with Wilson Barrett at the Prin¬
cess's.

1882—Joined Irving as Claudio in
"Much Ado About Nothing:," being-
commissioned by him to paint the
church scene, now hunp in Players'
club, New York.

1883—Rejoined the Bancrofts at
Haymarket for "lead."

1885—Came to America (for the first
time) with Mary Anderson as Pygma¬
lion, Romeo, Orlando. Ingomar, Claude

to come, ana wotua YKrieon
:.! niperinir for a discussion of theiJ

"Hamlet."

Shakespearean tragedy in five acts and
Jleven scenes, showing the Castle of Elsi-
lore. rooms of state within and platforms
md orchard without, and a churchyard,

ic .nle^rhe cast is as follows:
^Hamlet J. Forbes-Robertson

Claudius Walter Ringham
Horatio S. A. Cookson
Polonius Ian Robertson
Laertes Charles Graham
Ghost of Hamlet's Father... .Percy Rhodes
Fortinbras William Barnes
Guildenstern E. A. Ross
Rosencrantz Montague Rutherfourd
Osric George Hayes
Marcellus Robert Atkins
Bernardo Richard Andean
Francisco R. Ericson
Reynaldo Eric Adeney
First Player G. Richardson
First Gravedigger H. Athol Forde
Second Gravedigger S. T. Pearce
Priest R. Montague
Gertrude Adeline Bourne
Player Queen Mary Sumner
Ophelia Laura Cowie
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Forbes-Robertson As Hamlet.
— li-nrn beinsr Torcea to pay r

[ damn ares
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"The Light That Failed."
A dramatization in four acts and five

Genes by George Fleming of the novel of
lat title by Rudyard Kipling. The scenes
re: a camp in the Soudan; Maisie's studio

/.i London; Dick's studio in London; and
/i cottage garden in France. The cast is
as follows:
Dick: Heldar j. Forbes-Robertson
Gilbert Belling Torpenhow Ian Robertson
J. G. Fordham Percy Rhodes
Leone Cassavetti Charles Graham
Morton Mackenzie Montague Rutherfourd
James Vlckery s. A. Cookson
2' =■ Veenes Brlo Adeney
P. Cecil Vincent Walter Rinshara
Phil Raynor Robert Atkins
Beeton >p. Pearce
A Young Man .George Hayes

/e Laura CowieBessie Broke Mary Sumner
The Red-Haired Girl Adeline Bourne
Mrs. Haynes Nannie Griffin
A Model Joan Tuckett
A French Bonne Carrington North

jot make
point. j |
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stinted admiration, but in the revela¬
tion of deep feeling, of emotion and
misfortune, without any externals of
picturesque detail and accessories, he
is able to sway one's emotions and
sensibilities to a remarkable degree.

Without in any way suggesting that
this role ipay be compared witn the
genuinely great literary creations in
which Forbes-Kobertson meets a char¬
acter worthy of,his mettle, one may re¬
joice at an opportunity of seeing him
in one so sharply distinct from them.

The company was seen to excellent
advantage last evening, and, as before,
the stage settings and the ensemble
performance were wholly satisfying.

The war correspondents are pic¬
tured excellently as a group, and
some of the separate Individuals are
distinctive. Mr. Ian Robertson plays
the sympathetic part of Torpenhow
ably, and Miss Cowie lends to the in¬
consistently executed Maisie a youth-
fulness and immaturity and attitude of
juvenile blindness to values that in a
measure explains her hardness as a
typical manifestation of ambitious
youth.

But perhaps the best work of the
supporting company was done by Miss
Sumner as the contemptible and pitia¬
ble girl of the streets. As a character¬
ization and in the expression of the
fury that leads to the destruction of
the painting, she showed herself a tal¬
ented actress.

ap- |
rn-
iii

uMdnotte, etc., making his first ap-
|peirance in N. Y. as Orlando; retur
Jin, witn her to London Lyceum in
] Tie Winter's Tale," for which he also
I designed the dresses and appointments.

1869—Joined Sir John Hare at the
I Garrick. Another American tour. Re¬
joined Irving in "Henry VIII." appear-

I ing as Buckingham.
1893—Rejoined John Hare for revi-

Jvalof "Diplomacy," as Julian.
1895—Last engagement with Irving

(asLauncelot in "King Arthur," after-I wards returning to Garrick to play
J Lucas Cleeve in Pinero's "Notorious
j Mrs. Ebbsmith." Same year opened
Lyceum under his own management

J with "Romeo and Juliet," Mrs. Patrick
I Campbell being the Juliet, followed

by "Michael and His Lost Angel," "For
the Crown," "Magda," "The School for
Scandal," and "Hamlet" in which, with
"Macbeth" and "The Second Mrs. Tan-
queray," he toured Germany and Hol-

I land.
1595—Produced and played "Pelleas

|| and Melisande," "The Moonlight Blos¬
som," "The Sacrament of Judas,"
| "Macbeth," "Carrots," and "The Devil's

[j Disciple" by Bernard Shaw.
1900—Married to Miss Gertrude Elli-

| ott.
1902—Two seasons under his own

[management at the Lyric, London, in
"Mice and Men," "The Light That Fail-

] ed," and "Othello," subsequently tour-
I ing America for two seasons.

1905—After sundry revivals subse-
j quently toured England and America,! where he produced "Caesar and Cleo-
l patra" by Shaw in 1906.

1908—Produced "The Passing of the ,
[Third Floor Back," at the St. James s
I London, subsequently transferring Jer-
I ome's play to Terry's, and in 1909-10I taking it with his English company to
I Maxine Elliott's theater, N. Y., where
I it ran an entire season. He continued
I the two following seasons in the same
I Play, appearing in the United States
| and Canada.

1912—Made his farewell appearance

[in the English provinces in reper-
I toire.

1913—Opened his farewell season at
[Drury Lane theater, constituting his
[last appearances in London, on March
|22d, appearing successively in "Ham¬
let," "The Passing of the Third Floor

[Back," "The Sacrament of Judas," "The
Light That Failed," "Mice and Men."
"Caesar and Cleopatra," Shylock in
"The Merchant of Venice," and "Othel-

|lo," making his last appearance on the •London stage in "Hamlet." Included
in the King's Birthday Honours List
for Knighthood.

1913—Opened his farewell American
I tour in New York city on October 2d,
; with Gertrude Elliott, in the same re- i,n
I Pertoire that he presented in London i,
1 at Drury Lane.

. I 1914—Made his final appearance on
I; the New York stage In the Manhattan t
I Opera house on January 24th, follow-
| which he is making his last ap-I Pearances in other important cities ofgi.,
[the united States and Canada. j

of the
Back."

Third Floor
K1
lal

"The Passing
durjv '

/ad,'
A play in three acts by Jerome K. Jerome.

The scene is the living room of a London
boarding house and the cast is as follows: <;n«
Joey Wright H. Athol Forde
Christopher Penny Charles Graham
Major Tompkins Ian Robertson
Mrs. Tompkins Nannie Griffin
Vivian Mary Sumner
Jake Samuels Frank Lacy
Harry Larkum Alexander Cassy

".Adeline Bourne

Last evening Forbes-Robertson pre¬
sented his splendid characterization of
Dick Heldar, the strange and lonely
figure that is the vital thing in Kip¬
ling's novel of "The Light that Failed."
To-day Maisie's point of view has lost
the startling quality it had in the
period when the novel was nrst pub¬
lished; and she has become inconsist¬
ent and, from a literary standpoint, im-

: possible by her sudden transformation
from the uncomprehending little brute

Mrs8 SrcivaV de Hooley . . .Carrington North I.,, to the loving heroine ready to fulfill
Stasia, a slavey Laura Cowie the proper dramatic function that is to

on .• Mrs. Sharpe .....Augusta Haviland ive the lllusion of a happy ending.
The Third Floor Back - . ® . , , ,

j. Forbes-Robertson j The dramatization is but so-so, and theIll
Forae, M:«r:erva Coveraale, JBiciiel and Wat'
son, Bert Clark, and Val^ska Suratt. Har

arrv r.'nTj^H

Forbes-Kobertson As Dick Heldar.
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play derives its whole interest from the
central character; and of this intense
interest it is a question as to whether
most of it is not due to the person¬

ality and the vitalized picture of the
qualities and suffering of the man as
he is presented by the actor.

Upon the character of i>ick, Forbes-
Robertson has exercised his wonder¬
ful faculty of seizing upon traits
merely suggested through the partial
revelation of some slight incident, of
building them up into the complete
work of art, each one having its place
in the perfectly composed whole, which
is thus visualized as a charater, not a
surface colored by those qualities that
have their especial bearing upon the
matter of the action in which the
character is concerned.

The pride that tries to hide away
every hurt, even if it add untold mis¬
ery to each day of his existence and
the constant suffering throughout from
the love so cavalierly and determinedly
refused, and from the consuming hor¬
ror of blindness which he knew to be
hanging over himr and which at last ;
deseends upon him, are the dominant
features that are to be shown, but the
actor suggests many another character- jr.; /
istic, trait, prejudice and habit. Be¬
sides the dominant strains the
character itself, so exquisitely shown
by Forbes-Robertson, there are some
terribly tragic moments in Heldar's
experience, and every one of these was
rendered with the finest power and
pathos. In the exercise of charm, the
play of humor, in imparting beautiful
balance to the role, and in the acces¬
sories of voice and bearing and per¬
sonality. this actor must win

Laura Cowie Coming to Lyceum.



JULIE HERNE. White, N. Y.

Julie Heme is the eldest of the four
children of the late James A. Heme. At
present she is the leading woman of the
Keith Players at the Bronx Theater, New
York. In addition to her own accomplish¬
ments, beauty, tact, industry, and judg¬
ment, she inherits the histrionic trait of
her father, whose place in the profession
was so fitly recognized by managers and
so greatly appreciated by intelligent play¬
goers, as she is also indebted to her mother,
Catherine C. Heme, who was an actress of
acknowledged ability and method. Miss
Julie Heme's sister, Chrystal, is also a
proof of the adage, " Blood will tell." Miss
Julie is a playwright as well, and what
she has done in this line has met with
approval. In addition to all, she is a stu¬
dent, is domestic by nature and training,
and in every walk she is charmingly un¬

affected. She began with her talented
father in " Shore Acres," and was with him
in " Sag Harbor." Later, she played in the
Klaw and Erlanger production of " Home
Folks " and " The Prince of India." She
starred in vaudeville in her own playlet for
three seasons.

She was leading woman in 44 Bought and
Paid For," and was with John Mason in
1912-13. In 1913-14 she was leading
woman at the Washington Theater, Detroit.
The plays she has written are " Richters'
Wife" and " Managing Sylvia," and she
appeared in both. She is fond of good
books, good arts, and good people, and her
conception of each is always correct. One
of her ambitions is to write a play for her
sister, Chrystal. In the profession no one
is more highly esteemed from every angle
than Julie Heme.

Pottenges .Studio, Wichita.
JANE MORGAN.

Miss Jane Morgan has been connected
with the Poli Stock companies for some
time past, and at the time of the shake-up
in the stock companies on that circuit here
a short time ago, Miss Morgan was trans¬
ferred from Washington, D. C., to Poli's
Hyperion, New Haven, Conn., where she has
scored the greatest personal success of any
leading stock woman yet seen in the Elm
City. Miss Morgan began her career in
light opera repertoire, and has appeared
in stock at Denver, Colorado Springs, Jack¬
sonville, and Halifax. Miss Morgan is of
English birth and resided in Montana after

her arrival in this country. She was edu-
cated in Boston and studied the violin at l_„-
the Boston Conservatory of Music. Last P"
Summer she appeared in stock at Hartford, bj>}j
and upon closing there she opened a ten
weeks' engagement at Poli's, Washington. '"3
Miss Morgan finished her engagement in f 1 1
that city in "Madame X" and opened in en
New Haven a day later in " The Girl of ,

the Golden West." She possesses all the
requirements of a leading woman, good
looks, talent, personality, and a certain R 5 1
amount of domesticity which endears her to |
all lovers of stock players.

:
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ELEANOR HINES.

j Eleanor Ilines has been especially en-! gaged for the first three performances only
j as leading woman for the School Players,
| a company which has been organized by

George Seybolt to present plays in the pub¬
lic schools, social settlements, and other

1 educational institutions in New York. Miss
j Hines was last seen in New York in 44 Don't
j Weaken," by Walter Hackett and George
j Broadhurst, which was presented at the

Maxine Elliott Theater last Winter; pre-
| vious to this she was in the support of Leo

Ditrichstein in " The Concert." Inter¬
ested in the work of the School Players are
President Churchill, of the Board of Edu¬
cation, and City Superintendent Maxwell,
and George J. Smith, Ph. D., of the Board
of Examiners. 44 The Cricket on the
Hearth," dramatized from the Dickens
story, was recently presented at the Har¬
lem Evening High School. The company
will soon bring out " The Rivals " and pos¬
sibly " Rip Van Winkle." The organization
has the endorsement of many citizens.

KITTY BROWN.

Prominent among the younger actresses
who have come very rapidly to the front is
Miss Kitty Brown, the popular leading
woman of the Majestic Players at the
Majestic Theater in Utica, N. Y. She is
perhaps the youngest leading woman in
stock, and has rare beauty, youth, talent,
and personality. Prior to joining the Ma¬
jestic Players, Miss Brown had important
parts to-^of^^hman's com-

panies, with the Keith Stock in New York,
and the Huntington Players in Minneapolis,
where she was a great local favorite. As
an indication of her versatility, she recently
made a very decided hit in the title-role in
" Tess of the Storm Country," and on the
next evening as Yvonne in " Madame
Sherry." Incidentally, Miss Brown is re¬
garded as one of the best dressed leading

OtMSSJUk ^TrrnTMrsta jrws:n»l
.

"THE SIGN OF THE CROSS"
Motion Picture Adaptation of Wilson Bar-

V rett's Play, Produced by the Famous
Players Film Company, Under the Direc-

t| tion of Frederick Thomson.
•" Marcus Superbus William Farnum

• Mercia . Rosina Hen lev
j Nero Sheridan Block

Favius Morgan Thorpe
Berenice Ethel Grey Terry

•' Poppaea Lila Barclay
- Tlgellinus Giorgini Majeroni
d Stephanus Ogden Child
i Dacia Ethel Phillips
i (Jlabrio Charles E Verner

, Philodemus Rienzi de Cordova
Wilson Barrett's play has long been

awaiting a screen presentation. It is of
j the type ideally suited to interpretation by

means of the silent drama. With wide
scope for scenic effects there is combined a

, story that grips without confusing. Such
material could not be placed in-better hands
than those of the Famous Players Com¬
pany. While not fearing to attempt the
spectacular, the producers have known
where to draw the line, and though the
eye is more than satisfied with its glimpses
of the Rome of Nero, the mind need never

grope for the threads of the story.
William Farnum's selection for the role

of Marcus Superbus, Prefect of Rome, is as
ideal as it was almost inevitable for an

>! American producer. The producer unfolds
3 the character of Marcus early in the life
i of " The Sign of the Cross" by showing

'

his refusal to yield to the wiles of Nero's
f mate. Later, after Nero has ordered a re-

j newal of the persecution of the Christians,1 Marcus befriends Mercia, 44 a flower of
Christianity." While the persecution rages

< at the height of its fury, Marcus is always
t at the side of Mercia, pitting his authority
I as Prefect of Rome against that of Tigel-

'

linus. who is Nero's agent in the war on
: the Christians. But Tigellinus enlists the

T services of the women who are close to
Nero, playing upon their jealousy with the

1 result that he is given the authority of the
Emperor to arrest Mercia. She is in the
home of Marcus, with the Cross her suc-

1 cessful armor against his pagan love. She
1 is telling him the story of the Saviour,
:/ when the soldiers arrive and take her to
('j the dungeon with the other Christians, who
r await the morrow when they will be cast
{j into the arena with the lions 44 to make a

i Roman holiday." Marcus makes a last ap¬
peal to Nero, but is told that Mercia can

, only be saved by renouncing Christianity.
, While the games are on he pleads with her

v to accept this sole means or salvation, but
she is steadfast, until, finally, her per-

i sistence works the miracle of his conver¬
sion, and they enter the arena together,

j there to die.
tj As said before, the views of Rome can-
jJ not be praised too highly, they are a dis-

, tinct achievement for an American pro-
j ducer. The exterior views include a variety
ji of patricians' estates, a street in Rome, and

, arena scenes that make one think of the
♦I best European productions of this type.

| The scenes in which the lions take part
; caused our neighbor, who had just entered
the theater, to remark, 441 didn't know they
were showing 4 Quo Vadis' this week."

lj The Bacchanalian revels show the direc-
tor's art at its best. A noticeable point is

j the almost entire absence of close-up views,
J which it would seem could have been used

to advantage in driving home the intimate,
i human note of the story. Sub-titles are
j plentiful—almost to the point of over-
, abundance.

In his support the star is fortunate.
Rosina Henley brings to the role of Mercia
youthful grace, together with a certain at-

, mosphere of firm highmindedness necessary
; to the character. Sheridan Block inter-
l prets Nero as a doddering idiot, a trying
- characterization that is every bit success¬

ful. Ethel Gray Terry, Lila Barclay, and
J Ethel Phillips are excellently selected types,
* playing with thought and ability. Ogden
^ Child gains a place for himself by his work*

as the boy martyr. Giorgini Majeroni,
j Charles E. Verner, and Rienzi de CordovaJ are the capable players who complete the
? cast. W.
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ETHEL GRAY TERRY AND WILLIAM FARNUM.

Awaiting the End."—From the Famous Players' " The Sign of the Cross.

Baker Art Gallery.
MISS THAIS MAGRANE,

Dramatic Actress, Who Has Many Successful Perform
ances to Her Credit.



"ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"
A Five-Part Adaptation of the Play of the

Same Name by Paul Armstrong. Pro¬
duced by the Peerless Studios and Re¬
leased Through the World Mini Corpora¬
tion.

Jimmy Valentine Robert Warwick
Doyle Robert Cummings
Bill Avery Alec B. Francis
Lieutenaut Governor Fay Fred Truesdell
Rose Fay Ruth Shepley
Red Jociyn ; . . John Hines
Cotton David Flanagan
Handler Walter Craven
Blinkey Davis John Boone

The play, " Alias Jimmy Valentine," was
successful because it had one enormously
big moment that gripped and tore the emo¬
tions of the audience with nerve-racking
suspense, but the picture will be successful
because it has several moments of human¬
istic realism. The greatest possible test of
the artistic merit of a production is to
show it to the class of people about whom
the story is written. The producers of this
picture had the courage to submit it to this
test, and its initial showing was before the

i convicts at Sing Sing prison. Their recep¬
tion of it was enthusiastic, nay more, it
was vociferous. Realism is the noticeable
feature of this picture, and while its other
component parts are meritorious in every
way, still the point that rivets the atten¬
tion and calls for comment is the careful
attention that has been devoted to realistic
detail. To Maurice Tourneur, the director, 1
must go the highest praise and commenda¬
tion not only for his able direction but for
his careful study of a class of people whose
foremost aim is concealment. That he has
succeeded in getting the human side of the
convict's life is clearly demonstrated in the
picture.

The quality of the acting was in con¬
formity with 'the rest of the picture. Rob¬
ert Warwick in the title-role was good, but
the ability of the balance of the cast was
such that his work did not stand out as is
true of most stellar characters. The com¬
pany without exception was highly capable.

For those who have forgotten the story
of the play it may be said that Jimmy
Valentine was a crook leading a double life,
that of a respectable business man during
the daytime and a wolf of the " Under¬
world " during the hours of darkness. He
and his companions safely burgle the vault
of a bank and make their getaway. On the
train While journeying to the rendezvous,! Cotton, one of the crooks, insults a young
girl, and in the fight that ensues Jimmy
throws him from the back platform of the
fastly moving train. Seeking revenge, he
confesses to the police and Jimmy is caught
and sentenced to a ten-year term in Sing

j Sing. The girl and her father, who is
Lieutenant-Governor of the State, visit the
prison, and Jimmy convinces them that he
has been unjustly convicted. They obtain

! his pardon and on his release he is given
, employment in the father's bank. He leads
; a straight life and soon rises to the posi-
tion of cashier. Doyle, the detective, traces
him. and Jimmy tries to make him believe
that he is not the same man that had

j served a prison term, when word is brought
that the banker's baby daughter has been
locked in the new airtight vault and no
one knows the combination. Now comes
the big moral fight when Jimmy has to de¬
termine whether to let the babv suffocate
or disclose his past life as an expert cracks¬
man. Needless to say he decides the right
way. the safe is opened and the baby saved.
Doyle tears up his warrant and the picture
closes with the banker's dausrhter in
Jimmy's arms. It is a strong, vivid picture
with the suspense well sustained, well act¬
ed. well lighted, well Photographed and cor¬
rect settings throughout. E.

The wiie enters another room and^she—and-
the audience—are electrified to see theme auuiciiv.c—

body of her husband lying as it did the [
night of the murder. She breaks down and
confesses. The figure rises from the floor 1
and the youth takes off his disguise. He is ex¬
onerated, while his former cell-mate is
forced to serve out his sentence.

Anders Randolf as 44 the hardest charac¬
ter " and George Cooper as the thief were
undoubtedly the most real in the excellent
cast. Eulalie Jensen in the role of the
scheming wife made that person satisfactor¬
ily harsh and unpleasant, while James Mor¬
rison portrayed the repentant ardor of
youth with his usual gifted art. F.

ELSIE JANIS AND COURTENAY FOOTE

"THE WHITE GODDESS"
A Three-Part Drama of the Orient. Pro¬

duced by Kalem. Under the Direction of
Kenean Buel. Released March 8.

Elsie Farnim ..; Aiice Joyce
Elwin Gordon Arthur Albertson
Mrs. Nayburn Helen Lindroth
Khanda Guy Coombs
Hassa Del Jere Austin

With the exception that the first two
parts are a little too mucli drawn out and
therefore drag, this is a mighty good pic- | i
ture, with a strong, interesting story, a
well-balanced cast, settings realistically true
and some excellent photography. The lat-

| ter is especially true in the part where the ,[ j
high priest in the temple reveals the past

1 life of the heroine with the aid of a large
crystal. Crystal gazing lias enough advo- j
cates in all walks of life to establish its !|
possibility and is a most original method of ^

I revealing to a moving picture audience the ^ ?
I necessary details of the story which, have

™ S)
In Bosworth's Feature, " The Caprices of Kitty.
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"THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA"
Adaptation of the War Play of the Same

Name by David Belasco. Produced byJesse L. Lasky in Association with David
Belasco. under the Personal Direction of
Cecil B. De Mille and Released Feb. 15.

?eP£ral Warren James NeillArthur Warren p r PetersMrs Warren Mabel Van BurenA™"* Warren Blanche Sweet
I^ert Burton House Peters

It can almost be stated as a truism that
no war play can possibly suffer when it is
adapted for the screen, for the war fea¬
tures such as camps, marching of troops,
battles, ambuscades and other acts of war
requiring a large body of men, which can
only be indicated on the stage, are shown
on the screen in all their thrilling detail.
Irrespective of the merits of the play itself
this visualization of its martial 'aspects
must naturally tend to greatly enhance the
value of the picture.

And this is especially true when the war
I features are staged in such a manner that
| they are impressive for their truth to real-
j istic detail and the seeming danger of their

j accomplishment. An incident of this kind
,j deserves special commendation in this pic-
j ture. The supply train of the ConferedatesI is ambushed by the Union forces, and as

the wagons and their escort of cavalry
J come galloping across a plain thev are fired
] upon by a battery of field artillery. As

the guns go off with their clouds of smoke
I the shells seemingly hit the wagons and
I they are blown up and set on fire. It is a
1 remarkable bit of realism.

The picture is well staged throughout, I
I and althougn the acting is not o£ a nature
I mat would call l'orth enthusiastic comment,
I still it was able enough not to mar the
I vivid sustaining interest of the story. By
j far the best features of the picture, bow-
| ever, were the martial incidents, the1 ragged, starving Conferedate troops, their ,
I better conditioned enemies, the battle be-
j hind the trenches, and the ambushing ami
] destruction of the supply train.

The theme of the story deals with a
Southern girl and her Northern lover, with
patriotism and love, of course, acting as the
obstacle to keep true love from running
smoothly. The story opens at the begin¬
ning of the Civil War, with Ned Burton in
love with Agatha Warren. Burton leaves
his Southern sweetheart and joins the

■ Union army. The time then advances to
Lee's last stand, when all depends on the
arrival of a supply train. The locale is in

! the vicinity of the Warren plantation and
j Burton again meets Agatha and is invited
] to the house to spend the evening.

The Union general in order to discover
the road to be taken by the supply train
gives Burton a false dispatch hoping that!

it will be discovered by General Warren.
Agatha takes the dispatch but conceals it,
but the general, her father, forces her to

j deliver it. The Confederates fall into the
\ trap and the supply train is diverted to the

road along which the Union artillery lies
ambuscaded, with the result that the wag¬
ons loaded with the much needed food are
destroyed An estrangement occurs between
Agatha and Burton, but a reconcilatlon fol¬
lows after peace has been declared. E.

"THE CAPRICES OF KITTY"
Bosworth Release for March 8 in Five

Reels, Featuring Elsie Janis. Directed
by Phillips Smalley.

Kitty Bradley Elsie Janis
Gerald Cameron Courtenay Foote
Kit's Guardian Herbert Standing
Miss Smyth Vera Lewis
Miss Rawlins Martha Mattox
Elanie Vernon Myrtle Stedman

Photoplay patrons may possibly remem- •
ber Elsie Janis in 44 The Hoyden," which
featured her as a young irrepressible creat¬
ure. It was one of her best roles. For
her screen debut Miss Janis has written a

play around herself and chosen a very sim¬
ilar character. Here she is the young
school girl of the same spontaneous good
humor and gaiety, and as such she con¬
tinues through the vicissitudes of a love
match to the very end. Miss Janis is full
of life, and her evident delight at finding
herself before the camera was alternated
with periods in which she gave herself
some real acting to do. Such were the
three times when she went to visit her
sweetheart in his studio, disguised in differ¬
ent make-ups, to his entire confusion each
time, and requiring with each new make¬
up a little different work on her part.

It is hardly fair to photoplay devotees,
however, to have allowed this star to fash¬
ion her own scenario. The result is repeti¬
tion in some instances, artificiality in oth¬
ers. and in general a lack of story to tell.
It is never dramatic, and holds in its nar¬
ration only by the efforts of the cast and
the ingenuity of the director.

The girl goes out in her high-powered
machine one day and meets the man, who
stops to help repair a puncture. To the
horrified chaperon's question she assures
her that they are engaged. The man agrees,
and her guardian is satisfied, for he knows

occurred years before. »
| The story is gripping and the suspense •

A new term, apparently, must be found well sustained. Elsie Farnim is a student *
for picture melodrama, since what is often in an American university under the direct m
simple drama exhilarated by intensity of charge of the matron of the college. Noth-
action, must parade under the classification ing is known of her past life, although she
that a stage heritage has imposed. Take is lead to believe that her parents are liv-
44 The Wheels of Justice," for example. It ing in India. Every year a Hindu visits i
consists from first to last of a series of ex- the college and leaves money enough to pay
citing scenes having to do with a false her expenses. She falls in love with one

„ ,. , , 0f the students and they become engaged,accusation of murder and eventual exonera- Hassa Del a high prfest of the temple oftion. The producer has lost no opportunity Larmar gazes into his crystal and sees a

™ of^ ft?8 earl-Y situation. Elsie in' t|e arms of her lover, Elwin. HeNeither has he played the convict s escape or(jers Khanda, one of the lesser priests, toor the final coup by which the guilty are bri the girl to India. Khanda falls in |
an7 +?bUt the fastest iW1* love with Elsie and orders Elwin to depart,The play leaps, at times, with unlooked-for b t Elsie secretly tells him to follow herand startling act on, yet it is plausible and t India As the ship lies at anchor, afterthe most sensational artifice shown is a it hag reached its destination, Elwin is dis-

tn8iSif? Si fSS covered and thrown overboard. Elsie is
o^rv,? k ^ P S? out of the on-and- taken to the temple, where the high priestoff approbrium of the melodramatic class reveals her past life by the aid of the crys-
* S^£ e C use + ea<?h scene, a shift- tal, showing how as a baby she had wand-ing of the camera, to action in the next ere(j away from her parents and crawledroom, that eliminates crude breaks. Up on the altar of the Goddess. The super-

At a reception the hero meets the adven- stitious priest had taken this as a sign that
turess, who, smitten by his comparatively she was the White Goddess which the ar-
manly youth, represents herself as beaten chives of his faith said would some day
and misused by her husband. She plans an visit them. He sent her to America to be
elopement and he yields, despite his mother educated and when the parents invaded the
and sweetheart at home. Her husband temple to rescue their daughter, had them
leaves on. business and she dismisses the burned to death.
servants for the evening, 'phoning the Elsie is forced to take part in the pagan
youth to come. As she takes money from ceremonies, but the high priest orders that
her husband's safe a burglar appears. Then anyone looking on her face will be strickenthe husband returns. He accuses her, they blind. Khanda is caught and his sight is
struggle, and he is shot dead. Enter the destroyed with red hot irons, and he isburglar, who has witnessed the scene. He driven from the temple. Elwin, who has
argues for a little blackmail, and she deter- been rescued by fishermen, discovers the
mines to give him up to the police as the blind Khanda, who in revenge reveals
murderer. The youth appears, he hears the Elsie's whereabouts. The natives have be-
burglar accuse the woman, enters, and at come disgusted with Elsie's inability to an-
once threatens to break off all relations with swer their prayers and are about to burn
the woman. She motions the burglar to leave, her alive when Elwin invades the temple,
detains the youth, and delivers him, in- and shooting down all who resist, rescues
stead, to the police. He is tried and sen- his sweetheart. They escape to a steam-

i tenced. ghip abc>ut to sail and are married.
The Vitagraph Company continue pictur- The acting throughout is capable, Alice

ing original scenarios written especially for Joyce, as Elsie, doing some remarkable good
the screen. There is, as every producer work in the temple scenes. E.
knows, a license that he may take with » . .
minor characters, provided the main story
be clear and ring true. Such a permissible

'e
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Famous Players' Release for Feb. 22. From
the Book by Edward Noyes Westcott.

David Ha rum William H. Crane
Aunt Polly, his sister Kate Meeks
•Chet Timson, his cashier Hal Clarendon
John Lenox, his assistant .... Harold Lockwood |
Mary Blake, the new school teacher.

May Allison
Deacon Perkins Guy Nichols

There is, of course, the imminent chance
•ol smashing cherished idols of literature or
•ol' the stage in bringing them to another
medium. Especially is this possible with
William H. Crane, who for a generation
has amused stage audiences and part of the
time with this same character, and it is
highly significant of the care with which
the scenario was prepared that one is able
to announce the safe arrival of this reju- peg o'
venated character within the celluloid circle

•of screen celebrities. Just as in years gone
by Mr. Crane increased the popularity of cast
David Harum, so he is sure to renew old ipeared
friendships and win new admirers for this Phyllis
•character in his new medium. There are, be- > '. ,

I side the already practical picture devices,
, two scenes that deserve especial mention. " '
In one, used several times, the camera fol- Wii-

, lows its subject up the village street (pre- j],
sumably in an auto), keeping always a cer- ,

tain distance behind; the other opened the
picture. It was the dinner scene in the ^ "
llarum homestead, "the busiest man in ier

, Homestead," and only the food and his two eh 12,,
hands showing in continuous eating opera¬
tion were to be seen, which caused a spec-
tator behind us to say at once that it was ? - !l "

!t.a "poor picture because you cannot see his Kuir.h
p lace."

However, the face soon came to view,
M.and the sharp features of William H. Crane

: gazed upon a new and friendly audience
: i lor the first time. Whoever thinks of
II David Harum without at once recalling his

instance is the behavior of the mother and whimsical, shrewd and kindly old man?
sweetheart of the youth in jail, who adapt Mr. Crane is particularly successful in giv-
themselves to the exigencies of the occa- ing his audience a peep into his tender
sion. Another such case is the escape from heart and at the same time presenting a
jail which kills off all those in the muti- stony exterior to the other characters in
nous break but the two cell-mates, the the play. The adapter has aided the actor

I youth and " the toughest character in the in the admirable selection of telling inci-
__ jail," whom the youth's godliness has dents.

love, which would disregard the value of Lturued to righteousness. Still other exam- I .The audience was eyer ready to predicti will ns rnmnared with • - ■ •« ' -

'A QUESTION OF IDENTITY," EDISON, TWO REELS. RELEASED NOV. 19.

him to be a successful artist. A clause in
her father's will, however, stipulates that
on becoming engaged she and the man must
not see each other for six months. During
this period she pays the stolen visits, and
finally her guardian surprises her and in
the artist's company, and informs her that
this clause in the will was to test her true

15,
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the money left in the will as compared with
her lover's company.

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
"The Wheels of Justice"

Four-Part Melodrama Produced by Theo¬
dore Marston from the Script of Edward
J. Montague.

Julia Dean Dorothy Kelly
Mrs. Brooks Louise Beaudet
Ralph Brooks James Morrison
Rita Reynolds Eulalie Jensen
Her Husband Charles Eldridge
44 Tup " Riley Anders Randolf
" Red " HaH L George Cooper

^ Ww°r consummated t^ho'ust ^ ,
than wiTlinS to find after fauft with an rife with hazards as to bow Harum wouldthan willing to find no after-rauH: witn an t ^ b t f u I{ m b remembered

ir—har nf hering vestment. Having drained her of her
resources, he plans to rob some of her
social friends at a masquerade he forces
her to give. In this the escaped cell-mate

■ fashioned village. It was in this ensemble
of highly clever characterizations that the
offering struck its greatest atmosphere of

| truth.
The plot, for pictures demand one, was

in the love story between the son of David's

ter.

nrcfpndf tn fn-nnpratp with him and act as ^-ne love story uecween xiie son oi uavio s .
butler The latter turi^ out the ^ighSJ but friend and the girl that young man "
the detecUves haye been warned and the °° the steamer. This son is taken into k
yack-mailing thief .is caught remanded. , Thc^lrl »

A pr

I

David brings to Homeville as a schoo.
| teacher. The discharged cashier lives by
distributing counterfeit currency, and by'

putting some of this in David's room he
hopes to throw suspicion his way and win
the girl for himself.

The offering ends with another of the
s incidents. We 'see the trembling widow be-| fore David, who holds the mortgage on

j her house. Here the story goes back about1 forty years and David pictures himself as
a lad running away to the circus. To aid
these circus scenes, House Manager Rothap-
fel added a little realism that the hoarse
<?lamor of some " extra" men and a few
discordant members of the orchestra, placed
behind the scenes, contributed. The lad's
arrival home is greeted by a licking, and
that night he leaves home " with only the
dime that your husband gave me, madame,
and here is the interest on that dime (pre¬
senting the mortgage), and here is the prin¬
ciple " (showing the same dime).

Hal Clarendon as the dishonest cashier
puts personality as well as character into
his part. It was a uniformly clever casting
in every respect, a cast judiciously selected
in the first Dlace and living up to its repu¬
tation besides. F.

"THE ENEMIES"
A Three-Part Drama Adapted from the

Thrilling Story of the Same Name by
Morgan Robertson. Picturized by Mar¬
guerite Bertsch and directed bv Harry
Davenport. Produced by the Vitagraph
Company and Released as a Broadway
Star Feature Feb. 22.

Minnie Waverlie Edith Storey
Captain John Waverlie Harry Morey
William Sargent Harry Northrup
Terry Mitchell Wilfrid North
Glasgow Mike Ned Finlev
James Osborne William Shea
Andrew Bennett L. Rogers Lvtton
Irene Bennett Lillian Herbert

It is strange that moving picture pro-
, ducers have neglected Morgan Robertson

* for so long for his stories are particularly
fitted for screen adaptation. They are re¬
plete with action from start to finish nnd
tell the real human story of strong, virile,
red-blooded, elemental men and further¬
more they are a true and exact pictures
of the lives of the men " who go down to
the sea in ships."

The criticism that can be lodged against
most picture plays is that they lack spon¬
taneous originality, that they are merely
a variation of an old idea that has been
exploited until it is time worn. Perhaps
the themes of Robertson's sea stories are
not new, yet he clothes them in such a

■ manner and makes them so full of human
nature and so typically and consistently
true to the mannerisms and characteristics (

of the people he is writing about that even
though they are not original they have
the semblance of originality. And further¬
more they are absorbingly interesting.

The theme of this story is revenge and
it requires three full reels to tell -of the I
crafty and unique manner in which this
rough and ready master mariner devised to
dispose of his enemies and still remain
within the pale of the law. The interest
is well sustained, the story is absorbing
and the denouement is not until the very
end, when the climax is reached in a form
of mental torture that for its cruelty sur¬
passes anything ever devised by the
Chinese.

A captain of a coasting schooner takes
his sister who is on the verge of death on
a voyage with him in the hope that the
sea air Will restore her health. It devel-
opes that the girl's ill health has been
caused by drink and she is so far gone that
at the end of the voyage her condition is
not improved and she dies soon after. The

1 owner of the vessel promotes the captain
to a large deep-water barkentine and it is
then, when he realizes his position and
power as captain with absolute control over
the actions and lives of the people under

' him, that his horrible plan for revenge oc¬
curs to him.

With the aid of several operations on
his face he has his whole personal appear¬
ance changed so that his enemies will not
be able to recognize him, and as the ship

, is ready to sail has Glasgow Mike, a ship-
*i ping master, shanehai William Sargent, a

wealthy lawyer, and then has rough char¬
acters around the waterfront shanghai
Glasgow Mike. The two men recover from
the effects of the drugs they have been
given when the ship is well at sea and
in a fight that ensues Sargent shoots and
kills Glasgow Mike. In another fight the
captain breaks Sargent's back over the rail¬
ing of the poop deck.

It is then while Sargent is suffering the
tortures of the damned with his broken
back that the captain reveals his motives.
It seems that when he was a young man
Sargent had paid Glasgow Mike to shang¬
hai him (the captain) in order to get him
out of the way so that he could seduce

n the captain's sister. Soon tiring of the
I girl he cast her off. • She descended lower

I and lower until she was forced to habitthe waterfront saloons. It was in this
condition that she was found by her
brother and her last moments made as
comfortable as possible. Such was the
cause of the captain's revenge and the pic¬
ture closes with Sargent dying, lying on
a bunk unable to move, forced to gaze at
the photographs of the girl he loved, the
girl he had ruined and the man he had
wronged. Indeed a strong story of ele¬
mental primitive emotions.

The acting* throughout was excellent,
there being only one little detail to which
exception could be taken. In order to effec¬
tually change his appearance, Harry Morey
as the captain, when he first appeared, had
built up his nose in such a manner that
it was a repulsive monstrosity. It would
seem with all that has been written in
recent years in regard to changing the
facial expression that he could have
achieved the same result in a much more
efficacious manner. The picture was real¬
istically true as to technical details and
this is particularly difficult of achievement
mu seaL Pictures and indeed quite a rarity,ihe photography was up to the usual Vita¬
graph standard. E.

41 THE pardon"
A Three-Part Pathe Drama, in Support ofthe Widowed Mother's Pension Bill, Di¬

rected by Donald Mackenzie.
Mrs. Robinson Thais Lawton
Esther Robinson Mabel Treneer
Mr. Trowbridge Percy StandingThe Governor W. T. Carlton
Chairman, Board of Pardons Howard Hall

The story for this three-part drama was
written for a purpose and that purpose the
support and advocacy of the Widowed
Mother's Pension Bill. Like most stories
that are conceived and written for a spe¬cial purpose the dramatic value of the
story and its scheme of construction are

PEARL WHITE CONTINUES HER PERILOUS WAY.

Scene from the Pathe Serial Success, 44 Exploits of Elaine."

subordinated in order that the purpose for
which it is written may be emphasized.

However, if one keeps the purpose for
which the story was written constantly be¬
fore the mind the crudity of the story is
lost in the Interest ,in the subject which
the picture is exploiting. And whereas the
story is intensely human and undoubtedly

4i- _T

the naturally rough surroundings of a"

gusher " region, no casualty occurs. TheSmalleys make good amusement of a mildlove story, and cap it with a burning oil' pool during the last reel. Except for thisit flows quietly, realistically and most in¬terestingly along. An oil derrick is almostalways in the background. The characters5527JSJTSv1^f i?s ZTdTl add> natural Mt Of action^Vb'they bringthe poorer quarters of the city, still, except U§!1J:„th.e?? Particular temperaments—as
as a vehicle for advancement of a cause,
it is old and worn out.

The picture is shown in the form of a
story told to the Governor by the Chairman
of the Board of Pardons. The family of a
mechanic has been rendered destitute by the
death of the father and husband in an ac¬
cident. Rather than accept the dishonor¬
able intentions of her landlord the widow
is dispossessed. She has a hard struggle for
existence and finally has to put her only
child, a girl, in an asylum. Raised without
a mother's care the child grows up a way¬
ward girl. At a third rate dance hall she
meets the man who tried to dishonor her
mother and falls in love with him. The
mother traces the two to the man's apart¬
ments, where, after pleading with him and
the girl in vain, she finally shoots and kills
him. This act brings the daughter to a

we shall see—and the result is anotherParamount picture, which, since the alpha¬bet has become so popular, lately, must bestyled A-l.
The play opens in the big hash house.Molly, of sunshiny temper, drops in to askfor a job, the effect on the men beingelectrical. " Bull" Forest loses no timein pinching her: Molly is prompt in break¬ing a platter over his head. Her reputationbeing thus firmly established, the camptakes her to its heart and her smile andoecasionnl philosophy cheer the camp aswell as furnish the audience with a littleserious something on which to think be¬fore it is snatched away. When the wellstrikes oil the O'Briens move to the cityto do justice to all their wealth. Fatherhowever, proves a stumbling block, and.am ■

when at their daughter's engagement re

'A GENTLEMAN OF LEISURE
i An Adaptation of the Comedy of the SameName by John Stapleton and P. G.Woodehouse, Featuring Wallace Eddin-ger. Produced by the Jesse L. LaskyFeature Play Company.
Robert Edgar Willoughby Pitt.

Wallace EddingerSir Thomas Blunt Sydney Deane ILady Julia Blunt Gertrude Kellar ISir Spencer Dreever Tom FormanMolly Creedon Carol HollowayBig Phil Creedon Frederick MontagueSpike Mullins Billy ElmerWhimsical humor is undoubtedly one ofthe highest forms of wit so subtle and sodelicate that it requires a high order of in¬telligence to fully appreciate it. One canreadily realize that when a play has deli- [cate wnimsy as its foundation its artistic 1 -success must necessarily depend on the'witty qualities of the spoken lines and noton the action or the situations to any great C vextent. Imagine then the futility of adapt¬ing a w'.'.msical comedy for t!ie screen andexpecting it to be successful from a movingpicture * ".andpoint.
To one who has a wonderful imagination pand a bri'.jant, scintillant mind the screenversion J 41 A Gentleman of Leisure" will VTbe pleasing, providing that mind is brilliantenough to spontaneously evolve the delicatewitty lines that the action and situations ?demand. When this picture was shown to ' ™

a crowded house in the Strand the appre¬ciation of the humor was conspicuous by itsabsence and this lack of appreciation wasnot the fault of the audience, for it wasof average intelligence, but the sheer ina¬bility of the silent drama to convey thevery high form of wit demanded by thewhimsy. To adapt a comedy of this naturefor the screen is as futile as endeavoring topaint the lily. The result in either case is
bound to be disastrous.

And yet the impression should not be
gathered that the screen version of " A
Gentleman of Leisure" is not pleasing, forjust the opposite is true, but the pleasingqualities are due almost entirely to the de¬lightful personality and magnetism of Wal¬lace Eddinger. He has a delicacy of ex¬pression that is charming to witness and
a smile that meets with instant approval.To descend to the vernacular of the day,44 he is the whole show in himself." An¬
other member of the cast deserving espe- «cial mention was Billy Elmer, as SpikeMullins, the burglar, who handled a diffi¬
cult part in an exceedingly able and pleas¬ing manner.

A brief synopsis of the play will fail to
convey a very comprehensive idea of its
delight. A wealthy young man owing to
the crowded condition of the steamships is
forced to come from England to this coun-

ctry second class. He sees a girl on the
ffirst class deck with whom he becomes in-

fatuated, but owing to the regulations in
force on board the ship cannot meet her.
Arriving in New York he makes a wagerat the club that he can successfully burgle i
a house. While sleeping in front of the •
fire in his own apartments he is awakened
by a real burglar. He gives the impres- •sion that he is an expert crook and the two1 combine forces and go out to do a '^job "realization of her conduct and she goes to | ception the whole oil well crowd pours in together. They pick out a house on Riverrthtoin hpr mnthpr's nflrdon. She * . . .. 011„ wen ciovvu pours ill . ,

nT1fi mokp qn ontrnnrp nnlv tr

work to obtain her mother's pardon. She
is not only successful in this, but the Gov¬
ernor is so moved by her story that he also
signs the pension bill.

The acting throughout was capable, no
one member of the cast standing out in
undo degree above the rest. Mabel Treneer,
as the wayward daughter, was convincing,
and Percy Standing as the smooth, suave,
wealthy villain gave a finished performance,
not forgetting the sneering smile just be¬
fore he was shot. Thais Lawton, as the
poor but virtuous mother, was good, but
yet there was something lacking in her
characterization, for she did not inspire the
sympathy that the part demanded. The
settings were characteristic and the pho¬
tography good. E.

at his invitation and is met by the loud Drive and make an entrance, only to ,protests of the female part of the family, Ssc°^r, two very important things, onehe indignantly tears his society raiment that it is the residence of the girl of theoff, piece by piece, and returns to the life ship, and the other that she is the daugh-he prefers. Prom his first bad "break" ter of the police commissioner The policethe love story of the violent and power- official, who is a grafter, by the way, ap-ful workman and the girl 44 hasher" pro- Pears> an(3 believing them both to be reg-ceeds by starts. Often it is interrupted ular 44 crooks,' tells Eddinger to appear atto allow of other action, too incidental, office and further tells him to haveoften for mention yet always effective in nothing more to do with his daughter. The , ,creating the proper atmosphere; perhaps next day he appears at headquarters andthis has as much as anything to do with a concealed camera obtains a picturewith a minimum necessity for written ex- commissioner accepting the graft,planations. Then comes the fire, in which Later, at a house party. Spike Mullins, the m ithe Bosworth wav of staging this picture burglar, who has become Eddinger's valet,causes as much admiration for the clouds steals a valuable string of pearls and Ed- w yof black smoke, seen from various artistic dinger is arrested by the commissioner, who V
| is also a guest. The photograph keeps him J.' from being discovered, he forces the girl to
believe in his innocence, the pearls are se-
cretly returned, and the series of compli- mmM.
cations effectually cleared away. E. ^

"M'LISS "
A Five-Part Adaptation of Bret Harte's .

Story of the Same Name. Produced and f s
Released by World Film Corporation.

M'liss Barbara Tennant
John Gray Howard Estabrook
Don Jose 0. A. C. Lund

Without doubt Bret Harte was one of

The few masters of the short story that
this country has ever produced, and like J
O. Henry and Guy De Maupaussant, he suc¬
ceeded in writing about human people ir. a .human manner. The fact that most of his
characters were taken from one especial
class does not mitigate against the powerand force of his writing or the primitiveelemental people of whom he wrote. And
he has this further distinction that he was
one of the first specialists in what has
since become an age of specialization.

And though the director of this picturization of this famous story has striven
with mighty effort to transfer the natural f|human nature of Harte's characters to the
screen, he has just failed of success. Andin justice the director should not be blamedfor this, for the fault lies with the two
leading characters of the screen adapta¬tion. In the early scenes Barbara Tennantis altogether too tragic in her portrayal of

M

WHEN FAMOUS PLAYERS AND MUTUAL MEET.
Norma Phillips, 44 Our Mutual Girl," Meets Daniel Frohman.

angles as the resultant pursuit of the man
who fired it and his fail from an oil der¬
rick. After which, in a cruiet but no un¬
certain way the somewhat more than
youthful couple find agreement. As with
the rest of the picture this is impressive,
as it is artistic and without a false note.
There is nothing hysterical or highly excit¬
ing about this picture, yet it is' deeply
satisfying. F.

Frank Eiiiott "LITTLE MARY" WINS
. .Charles Marriott p0||s Over a Million Votes in Contest Held by

" Ladies' World "
Mary Pickford polled the astounding

total of 1,147,550 votes in winning the ,
Ladies' World Motion Picture Popularity
Contest, in which six of the most popular

_ of screen leading women were entered.
mind, and proceed toVTtte'partsTn Vp" " Ltttle Mary " passed her nearest com-I
able hands petitor by nearly half a million votes.

The picture, which is laid in one of the 'r'"> "ther candidates in the contest

"SUNSHINE MOLLY"
Five-Reel Bosworth Feature Released on

the Paramount Program March 11. Writ¬
ten by Lois Weber and Produced by LoisWeber and Phillips Smalley.

Sunshine Molly .Lois Weber44 Bull " Forest
Widow Budd
Her Daughter
Pat O'Brien, the owner.
Mrs. O'Brien
Patricia their daughter.
Her Social Fiance
Old Pete, consumptive. .

It is seldom that enough clever actingis contributed to one photo-play to warrant
the retelling of so many names. When the
Smalleys. however, put their heads to¬
gether, being such thoroughly enjoyable
actors themselves, they evolve a set of
characters to fit the idea they have in

.. . . Phillips Smalley
. ..Adele Farrington
..Margaret Edwards

. . . Herbert Standing
Vera Lewis

. . . Roberta Hickman

numerous oil well regions of California
will command the restful attention of its
audiences. Though the lead is nicknamed44 Bull." and despite the intensely real
"^ullifian " at which j:he crew eat, and

The other candidates
chosen as the six representative women
stars were, in the order of their votes,
Alice Joyce, Mary Fuller. Blanche Swret,
Clara Kimball Young, and Norma Phillips.

the delightful, crude, elemental girl of theWestern mining camp. If any one was ever !£.a child of nature with all the freedom from 1 vrestraint that such a classification impliesit was M'liss, a character thnt from the ' °opening paragraphs in the original storywon immediate sympathy. This M.ss Ten¬
nant failed to accomplish.

Howard Estabrook as the school masteralso left much to be desired. His manner¬isms were such that it does not seem that :the carefree, elementally emotional M'liss,with her acutely developed woman's intui-tion, could ever have fallen in love with a
man of this type. ,C\O. A. C. Lund, besides doing a wonderful
piece of work from the director's viewpoint,also deserves credit for his able character¬
ization of the crafty Mexican, Don Jose.His work was finished and admirable
throughout. And furthermore, he has
proven conclusively that he is a master of :
photoplay direction. His settings were well f
chosen, his lighting good, and his ensemble ■»
scenes exceedingly well staged. His execu¬tion of the burning oil well was a mighty tclever bit of illusion. It is surprising what
an effect he obtained with the burning of afew barrels of oil, the destruction of a >shack or two, and the demolition of the
derricks.

For those who have been so unfortunate
not to have read this story, a brief

isois
Phar

synopsis is necessary,
child in a Western

M'liss is an orphan
mining camp who has



:le, History and Drama with
His Latest Screen Production

Griffith Blends Spectac
Master in !

TfHERE is romance a-plenty inthe rise of David W. GriffithII in filmdom.
Seven or so years ago, he was anactor out of work. Now he is said tobe the highest-salaried motion-picturedirector in the world—his remunerationfrom the Majestic, Reliance and Griffithorganizations of the Mutual Companyrunning around a hundred thousanddollars a year.

Now comes his most ambitious pro¬duction, "The Birth of a Nation,"which promises to advance him furtherin his art. Griffith, always spectacularin his treatment of film subjects, hassought to depict the most dramatic andmost tragic events in American history.Basing his theme on Thomas Dixon'snovel, "The Clansman," he evolved aphoto-play that was eight months in itsmaking, contains more than five thou¬sand scenes, and required the participa¬tion of more than eighteen thousandpersons to produce.
The photo-play runs through a periodof twelve years, from i860 to 1872,taking the spectator through the CivilWar, picturing the surrender of Leeand the assassination of Lincoln, andthence through the ReconstructionPeriod of the South.

This production serves to point to therise of David W. Griffith.
C EVEN years ago, Griffith found him-^ self stranded in San Francisco. Hehad trekked up and down the PacificCoast seeking employment. It has beenrepeatedly said in film circles that hewent ragged and unkempt, never know¬ing where the next meal was to comefrom. He met up with a man who wasin a like condition, and the two became"pals." Incidentally, that "pal" is highup in the movie world to-day.The two started to "beat their way"from the Pacific slope to New York,but fate showed her hand and theypicked up sufficient money as strollingtroubadours in various California townsto place them back on Broadway—-broke!
"Larry" Griffith—his nick-name was"Larry"—was down and out. Hecouldn't even find work in New York,and seemed to fare worse on Broadwaythan when out in Frisco. He had beentrying his hand at writing plays thatnobody wanted to read. Going overto the Vitagraph studio which hadjust been opened up over in Flat-bush; Brooklyn, the "pal" securedwork as an extra actor. Every day

Jiangs.
W. GRIFFITH,
Mutual Company.
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ggP^ Mr. Griffith
directing a rehearsal,

and at v?ork on a scenario
in Kis office.

tjgl "Larry" to go down and try the■/ American Mutoscope and Bio-■/ graph Company, whose offices wereW at ii East Fourteenth Street. The
y very next morning he was on hand'

and landed a job as an extra actor.The first week he worked three
days, but when he began to showwhat he could do, he was put inH stock and acted in pretty nearly

every picture that was made.
One day the director failed

to show up at the studio, an<.H inquiry proved that he wassick in bed. The doctor re¬
ported him as a very sick man,VW the prospect being that he

wouldn't be able to get upand resume work for sev-Hw eral weeks. The companyWM was behind with their pro-&& ductions, and by chance, itfell to the lot of "Larry"Ir to produce a picture whichthad been previously arranged. Theactors and actresses had all been
engaged and some of the set^-placed. "Larry" had never directed™ph a picture, but on several occa-sions he had said he felt Ikcoidd do as well as some of th<others. He took hold of that pic

.

..x.ivu, vwcii .MoorCjThomas Ince, James Kirkwood, HenryWalthall, Flora Finch, Fred Mace,Frank Grandon, George Nicholls,Frank Powell, Wilfred Lucas. Mack

11 e managec^^^g^^^^^four or five days every ™week from the start.
One idle afternoon he
met "Larry" in a little New
York restaurant. He was
good and tired, having madethe rounds of the different
offices, and was about as jA
down-hearted as any ggiman could be. The
"pal" told him of his fljgood luck and sug- j
gested that he try 9
getting work at some 9
of the different motion- a
picture studios. There V
were just four in New 1||fPYork and its vicinity in £jrthose days. He told

came to be considered by the publicas well as the trade, as the very bestproductions obtainable. Biograph pic-f 11 roc A -£C -L r
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FILMDOM'S MOST TALKED-OF MAN

though she has since appeared in many seem¬ingly splendid vehicles.
Prior to his departure from the Biographstudio in October, 1913, Director Griffithdevoted his attention to the production offeature photo-plays, giving "Judith ofBethulia," "The Massacre," "Brute Force,"and "The Battle of Elderbush Gulch."Since becoming aligned with Reliance,Majestic and Griffith brands, DirectorGriffith has produced several noteworthyofferings, such as "Home, Sweet Home,""The Battle of the Sexes," and "TheEscape." All are dramas of the sort that fewmotion-picture directors would attempt tohandle, presenting in the scenario such dif¬ficult tasks as would take the heart out ofthe most ambitious producer.In the visualized production of "Home,Sweet Home," it was necessary to portraythe ascension into Heaven of the soul ofJohn Howard Payne, the author of the im¬mortal song. Also, there probably isn'tanother director in the land who would haveaccepted a scenario for production whichemployed, besides the main story, three dis¬tinct and separate episodes.Director Griffith believes there is smallexcuse for the production of plays like "TheBattle of the Sexes," as written by Dr.Daniel Carson Good-[ It',iT'i man, and "The
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Taking a scene:

Robert
Herron,
Donald Crisp Director

Griffith, and
Mae Marsh
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Griffith

FILM DOM'S MOST TALKED-OF MANEscape/' by Paul Armstrong, unlessthe delicate situations be treated inan artistic manner. It is his opinionthat it is unnecessary to treat the so-called immoral topics in a manner thatmakes them at all objectionable, sincethe art of the silent drama is so expan¬sive. To him, an artistic motion pictureis to a sensational film what the oilpainting of a master is to a questionablepostal card.
It is likely that many movie-fanshave never heard of the "switch-back,"the "close-up," or the "fade-out." Theyare Griffith innovations.The "switch-back" applies to theflashing of a scene which has beenshown previously, and each additionaltime with a little more added actionwhich further unfolds the story. Mostgenerally it is used to build to a climaxwhen there are several threads to thestory. The action of the different char¬acters as they are brought together isflashed—first one, then the others. Sus¬tained suspense is best secured throughthe aid of the "switch-back."

run all of the way from five hundredthousand dollars—as advertised—to onehundred thousand dollars—as assertedby a rival producer.
Before Director Griffith discoveredhe could flash from scene to scene, theaverage picture play was told in abouteighteen scenes and a multiplicity ofsub-titles. The "switch-back" enabledhim to eliminate the lengthy captions.between the scenes, referred to to-dayas "young newspapers." With the aidof the "switch-back," it is possible forone to picturize a motion-picture playwithout a single sub-title, though thisis extraordinary. The average single-reel production, which consists of onethousand feet of film, employs fromsix to ten sub-titles and from thirty tosixty scenes.

The "close-up" is easy to ex¬plain, in that it is much simpler andconsists merely of an enlarged view ofsome character in the play during atense situation, and when facial ex¬pression will carry the story muchbetter than action by full-length figures.If you see modern picture plays youhave seen the "close-up" in use—alldirectors now employ it, though manyderided it and called it various nameswhen Director Griffith first began touse it in his work at the Biographstudio, in 1910.
The "fade-out" is just as importantto the technique of the photo-play asis the "switch-back" and the "close-up." No doubt you have been watch¬ing some picture when the scene wouldslowly cloud up and the screen wouldbecome dark, and then as slowlybrighten up again and an entirely dif¬ferent thread of the story would be pre¬sented, though portraying what somecharacter was thinking about, or put¬ting into- pictured action the incidentsof a character's past life. When theincident is explained, they fade out inexactly the Same way they were fadedon, and the main story continues asbefore.

It i§ innovations such as these, andproductions such as his, that have madeDirector Griffith a noted figure in thefilm world.
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ocenes from c lhe oirthof a Nation." Mr. Griffithdirected the battle scenes,like a general in real warfare,means of telephones lead¬ing from his station to all
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r»-a : ;d the age of adou : - • a bsot lit
um.ultured and Untutored* schoolmas¬
ter, rm Eastern college ru- • - • :uades her
to attend 'te '.itrle schoc1 M'liss soo»;
falls lit love with• him. I- • hoo.lmaster
looks upon her as a" chll£ :»Jid M'liss in
jealous.*, a'td in rage triev •: -ral times to
run away. Her father, a .;::.urd, known
as i-vum: < r Smith, commits suicide, and it
develops inat he was a we-'? J thy man with
vast estates In southern ♦'aliform,' He
leave?' b'< wealth to the schoolmaster to
administer for M'liss, ha'- his dead body is
first found by Don Jos- who, taking the
letter, journeys to California and imperson¬
ating the schoolmaster acquire the prop
erty. Later M'liss is sent for and amid
the beautiful settings in this palatial home
U exceedingly unhappy. After her depart¬
ure from the camp the schoolmaster soon
I- fives and strikes oil in the neighborhood
• r her property. They meet accidentally,
the Mexican out of jealousy fires the oil
wells, and later in a fight with ftmy
v.ounds him and escapes. Tie cbneorf r.
driven through the fir? and
'•aming is forced to jump H
and drowno. firav •■■■• 1 '

Whi'r thev overt ); - -irirken
rorizing tne white
members are gather!;,
for the supreme effci
his family have been
by a hounding p-«>k
Stonemau seeks aid
mulatto leader of th»
is a proposal of marriage : her indiri.h.-rejection is met with violence and she
imprisoned while preparations are madv
for an enforced wedding. Flashes take
from this scene to various other parts of
the hell-ridden town,, then to the Camerons
besieged in a cabin surrounded by armed
negroes, and finally to the Ku Klux Klan,
silent, spectral figures, gathering iu the
shadowed woods. Word is brought of
Elsie's peril and the mad race to the rescue
is begun. There seem to be hundreds upon
hundreds of the whii * clad figures, as they
rtivi'.h i j: j/i i-'' r.-!«.'f .gainst the night's
darkness.

i »y « " * i
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Griffith Biends Spectacle, History and Drama with H
Master in His Latest Screen Production
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THERE IS A WHOLE NEW CROP
OF STARS l'N THE PHOTOPLAY

tion from the new book of kings of
camera-land.

You are, we'll say, not a fan. But
you're a photoplay patron—casually.

You used to drop into motion pic¬
tures—rather, you slipped in and slid
out. If you were lucky, no one saw
you. If you were brazen, you took
some one with you.

Now you'd just as lief be seen as
not. Your town's Strand is on Main
Street; the thing costs a quarter, and
all the best people are doing it. Your
show has regular music, programs and
everything. And motion pictures have
become photoplays. Instead of two

1HEN the late John Bunny re¬
tired, it was said that no one

II —thanks to the great in¬
crease in the number of photoplay
actors—could ever again gain so great
a personal following. Immediately
Charlie Chaplin arose like a skyrocket
and became the best-known actor in
the world. Every English-speaking
city sees his shadow every day; every
day, in France, the Germans and the
Allies stick funny little wooden figures
of him atop the trenches as pastime
targets for the other side.

Mr. Chaplin may be the most signal
illustration, but he is only one illustra-
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Photograph by Witzel,
Los Angeles

Photograph Dy Witzel, L. A.
Wallace Reid.

Photograph by Mojonier, L. A.
Charles Ray.

Charles Ray and r——
" Wall^ " Reid
were made over¬

night (though
both had been
long in the game)
in the last days
of 1915. Reid -was wA
F a r r a r's Don 9
Jose,'Ray romped
away with Kee-
nan's star piece, j|
" The Coward."

iiams.

W. S. Hart,
the new type

of Western
"hero."

Photograph
byHartsook,
Los Angeles

Photograph by
Hartsook,

Los Angeles

J. Warren Kerrigan.

reels of chase and one reel of
puffed-wheat heroism, you have
five reels of drama.

And where are your nickel and
dime actors? Some of them have
climbed the twenty-five-cent hill—
but not all—not half.

There is a new aristocracy of
the screen, which is not only a new
aristocracy, but the first. Of pan¬
tomimic royalty, this is Dynasty I.
When you took your active pho¬
tography a la the slip and the slide,
to-day's Serene Altessen had never
cast a permanent shadow.

Old age hasn't removed the one¬
time-worshiped from the camera
field. Most of the celluloid G. A.
R. are as ruddy and pink-cheeked
as the sweet little boys whom the
sporting editors tell us are but Hes-
perus-hulks of one-time light¬
weights and bantams.

There are four principal rea¬
sons :

(1) The arrival of intelligent
directors, with whose coming came
the dawn of picture reason.

newness.

Will she
gain a sec-
o n d diadem ?
Quite possibly.

Of the pio- j
neer leading A
w o m e n,
none is
more

ad - M

Francis X. Buskman and J. Warren
Kerrigan are the two great and notable

survivors among tke "worshiped Heroes."
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William Farnum. Kathlyn Williams.

ords, William Fox decided to create a
vogue for one who should be entirely
of the screen. Neither Valeska Suratt,
Katherine Kaelred nor any of the
vamp ladies of the limited stage have
approached Theda Bara as a picture
vogue.

If you had asked, two years ago, who
was prettiest of the screen's come¬
diennes, almost anyone would have
answered: "Lillian Walker." To-day
Miss Walker might get fewer votes
than Edna Purviance, who a year
ago was an unknown Oakland stenog¬
rapher.

Anita Stewart and Edith Storey are
the new queens of Vitagraph. Miss
Stewart's supremacy is the uncontest¬
able peerlessness of grace, beauty and
extreme youth. Miss Storey, while
very young, has had to wage her battles
with the sword of personality. She
won.

Where is Edison's fine young emo¬
tional actress, Mabel Trunnelle? A
year ago she gave wonderful promise
in a piece called "Out of the Ruins."

Marguerite Clark. Anita Stewart.
it, Selig's Bull-Durham Ivanhoe, Tom
Mix, is boss of the ranch.

A year or two ago Flora Finch was
the screen's premier comedienne. To¬
day that situation is unquestionably
Mabel Normand's.

Roscoe Arbuckle (Keystone
"Fatty") was, two or three years ago,
a performer in cheap musical comedy
and burlesque, at a ridiculously low
salary. To-day he is the world's most
famous fat man. And he is rich—or
ought to be, if he has been wise enough
to save his money these past twenty
profitable months.

Just a few years ago Marguerite
Loveridge refused to take her little
sister Mae to the studio because she
was too homely. But Mae got there,
and didn't change her name any more
than her face. She played with her
own countenance and the patronymic
Marsh. Now some folks call her the
Bernhardt of the movies, and Margue¬
rite has slipped off the Loveridge and
has gone back to Marsh.

Needing a vampire for his red rec-

Mabel NIormand. Pauline Frederick.

tion with flags flying and the band
triumphantly playing. And of course
you remember Kalem's greatest star,
Alice Joyce! Be assured that her
retirement is entirely voluntary. She
could command a splendid salary any
day she chose to return.

Do you ever sigh for the real hero
days of Sydney Ayres, King Baggot
and Harry von Meter? Believe me,
Lochinvar and Sir Galahad were a
couple of dirty hounds beside them
boys! Yes, they're still being cranked
in, but they're no longer the prevailing
type.

Prancis X. Bushman and Jack War¬
ren Kerrigan are the two great and
notable survivors among the once fine
row of everywhere-adored masculine
immaculates.

The ancient and honorable cowboy
deity, as purveyed by G. M. Anderson
(Broncho Billy), has given place to a
much finer, sincerer, more human
fellow, molded through the interpreta¬
tive talents of W. S. Hart. When the
cowboy story has a touch of comedy in

Blanche Sweet. Dustin Farnum.

ive supremacy subsided month by
month. She has been starred in plays
which did not suit her or please the
public until her incandescence has
cooled. Could she come back ? I think
so. She is beautiful, and her cleverness
is positively diabolical.

There are three of the Moore boys,
Tom, Owen and Matthew; and none is
as prominent to-day as he was a year
ago. Tom, the most capable member of
the family, is the husband of Alice
Joyce. Matthew is very young.

Apparently of his own free will,
Maurice Costello, once Vitagraph's
great god Bud, has slowly backed out
of the Cooper-Hewitts into the calm
sunshine of private life.

Clever Lottie Briscoe hasn't been
seen in pictures for nearly a year.
Why? Fine actress!

Do you remember these young
women, 'Gene Gauntier and Norma
Phillips ("Our Mutual Girl") ? Where
are they now? And Helen Gardner?
■—who, it must be said, disappeared be¬
neath the waves of feminine competi-

Photo' by Moffett, Chicago Photo' by Hartsook, Los Angeles Photo' by Hartsook, Los Angeles Photo' by Bangs, New York
Photo' by Hartsook, L. A.

Photo' bv Hartsook, L. A. Photo* by Apeda, New York
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Three or four years ago Marguerite Loveridge Marsh refused to
take her sister Mae to the studio because she was, in Margue¬
rite s opinion, excessively homely. But Iviae went anyway, and
to-day there are those who term her the Bernhardt of the movies.

She hasn't had a chance that appealed
to the public since. And where are those
other Edison stars, Miriam Nesbitt and
Gertrude McCoy? They come of even a
later Edison generation than Mary Fuller.

Extreme youth can suffer, too—for in¬
stance, Viola Dana, the child wonder of "The
Poor Little Rich Girl." How long will Viola
Dana survive the dull plays in which she has
been cast from month to month?

And what of Florence LaBadie, Thanhouser's
exquisite French-American doll? Again, no plays
which suit! "The Million-Dollar Mystery" was

Lovey Marsh.
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the highest point she has so far
attained.

Pearl White, the, redoubtable Irish-
Italian beauty of the Pathe company,
hasn't had a good piece or series since
"The Perils of Pauline." The "Exploits
of Elaine" didn't touch it, and the
serial is no longer au fait.

A year ago Joe Kauffmann, a young
Lubin director, put his beautiful
ingenue wife, Ethel Clayton, through a
series of domestic dramas which
thrilled the husbands and wives of the
country. Since then there have been
earthquakes and insurrections in Lubin-
ville, and Mr. and Mrs. Kauffmann are
disappearing in the dust of past per¬
formance.

The great California directors are
each responsible for their schools of
beauty and type, just as the Renaissance
masters had their individual followings
and dissimilar bands of adherents.

Griffith, the maker of picture kings
and queens, was, first of all, responsible
for the camera training of Mary Pick-
ford, queen of the movies, literally—
but for how long? Griffith's associa¬
tion with the regal little Pickford ended
with his own Biograph days. His pre¬
ferred type of beauty seems to be
incarnated in Lillian Gish, glace
heroine of "The Birth of a Nation."
Dorothy Gish echoes her older sister.
Griffith has brought forward, too, the
slender voluptuousness of Signe Auen,
and the melodramatic passion of Mary
Alden. He has just added Norma Tal-
madge to his company. Among men,
Griffith made Henry Walthall the fore¬
most movie actor. Walthall removed
to Essanay, and in nearly a year there
has done nothing which has added par¬
ticularly to his fame.

When you were slipping in and slid¬
ing out, there was an actor-director
with the Imp company, working with
Mary Pickford, Mrs. Pickford, Lottie
and little Jack—and with William
Shay, now the Fox melodramatist;
Joe Smiley, late of Lubin; King Bag-
gott and Owen Moore. In that aggre¬
gation, too, were George L. Tucker,
David Miles, Bob Daly, Tony Gaudio,
Anita Herndon, J. Farrel McDonald,
Mrs. McDonald, Hayward Mack, Jack

Harvey, Isabel Rea. Most of them
have disappeared, but the actor-director
has kept right on, and now that you are
taking your pictures via the front door,
on Main Street, we will give this man
his name: Thomas H. Ince. Two years
ago, north of the coast town of Santa
Monica, twenty miles west of Los
Angeles, there was a deep canon be¬
tween the rolling hills of a vast sheep
ranch. There was nothing upon those
hills, nothing on the shore but lonely
water tumbling. To-day there is a
splendid city of shacks, a metropolis of
up-ended boards, known as Inceville.
Here is the Ince-created aristocracy,
and its individuals are Enid Markey, a
wonder-child who is all eyes; Bessie
Barriscale, a stanch little recruit from
the stage; Clara Williams, a screen-
made star; such splendid actors as
House Peters, Willard Mack, Cyril
Maude's brother Arthur, young Charlie
Ray, William S. Hart, and a continuous
procession of stage celebrities varying
from Billie Burke to Sir Beerbohm
Tree.

In the northwestern outskirts of Los
Angeles, Griffith's Biograph clown,
Mack Sennett, ventured in to set up
his edition of the new nobility. And
his, assuredly, is the roistering, tum¬
bling, rosy-cheeked, of-the-earth-earthy
company—the Normands, the Polly
Morans, the Cecile Arnolds, the May
Bushes of Keystone.

In the classic shades of Los Angeles'
Grecian suburb, Hollywood, is the
Lasky studio, in which Cecil DeMille
made the pictures of Geraldine Farrar
and Fannie Ward. Lasky immortelles
are Blanche Sweet,—a Griffith deriva¬
tion,—Cleo Ridgeley, mighty Theodore
Roberts, debonair Lou-Tellegen, and,
latterly, young Wallie Reid and Mar-
jorie Daw.

In the East, World-Equitable has
produced (rather, developed from
Vitagraph) Clara Kimball Young, a
matron of twenty-three whom Lillian
Russell calls the most beautiful woman
on the screen. Its stage stars include
Holbrook Blinn and Gail Kane.

The Famous Players in the past two
seasons has added, in these potent
names, a whole stellar galaxy to the
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Fifth Avenue of filmdom: Pauline
Frederick, Marguerite Clark, Hazel
Dawn, Marie Doro.

As for actors who are now perma¬
nent screen stars,—actors who have
made good before the one-eye,—
John Barrymore, William and Dustin
Farnum, and Tyrone Power head the
list.

And there is a new camera child who
in the estimation of many students of
the film situation is about to steal that
royal "little" from "little Mary" Pick-
ford. She is a wonderfully, saucily
curved infant named Mary Miles
Minter.

IN any consideration of the face of
picture affairs, one question is always

pertinent and perplexing: why these
blackboard-like changes? Why are to¬
day's stars swept away to-morrow like
a finished checker game? To this there
are a great many answers, none of them
entirely satisfying.

A vogue passes because it exhausts
itself. Skirts of flaring hem are sure
to go out because every woman wears
them, and, thus wearing, they will
quickly tire of them.

A man who is overplayed in 1915 is
worth fifty per cent less in 1916.
Charlie Chaplin, as a craze, cannot but

be short-lived. Charlie Chaplin may
change his material, improve it, and
persist for years, but he has already
ceased to be the only great male screen
star.

So far, directors have made the pic¬
ture fashions, and they have changed
them as they themselves learned and
progressed, and the change in actors
has kept pace with the shift in method
and material. To-day things every¬
where in photoplay-land—except with
the stand-still producers—are entirely
different from a year ago.

And the public itself is weary, and
restless. It is continually seeking new
things. Its loves of to-day are its dis¬
gusts of to-morrow. Dancing was a
madness, and now that terpsichorean
reason is returning, skating is a new
insanity.

The fastest thing that any picture
chronicler may note has been the leap¬
ing rise of public taste. In the cheap
and shoddy plays, actorish actors may
still be shown with a fair degree of
commercial success. But the average
American photoplay audience, trained
by recent careful production and intelli¬
gent impersonation, would think that
most of the overwhelming features of
two years ago were too punk even for
laughter.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

D ECENTLY a business manager, sometimes known as the ad-
* *■ vance agent, went to the manager of the theater in a small city
in Illinois to arrange for his troupe's coming. His was a musical-
comedy aggregation, and the company carried with it a polo pony
which was used in the performance. The theater manager looked
over the posters and came upon the one showing a horse.

"Sure you've got a real horse?" he inquired.
"Perfectly sure," replied the showman.
"Well," said the theater-manager, "I can't have any more skin

games worked on the people here by you fellers. You gotta deliver
what you advertise. A show came along here and everybody thought
they was going to see a lot of wild animals in it, and they wasn't a
one. It was just a plain mellerdrammer."

"What was it ?" inquired the agent, incautiously.
"Why," said the theater-manager in disgust, "it was that there

show 'The Wolf.'"
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"THE FAIRY AND THE WAIF"

I HH a Five-Part Drama of Child Life by Marie
Hubert Frohman, Featuring Mary Miles
Minter. Produced by the Frohman
Amusement Corporation and Released
by World Film Corporation.

The Fairy Mary Miles Minter
The Waif Percy Helton
•Sweetie Will Archie
Major Drayton William T. Carleton
Mr. Nevinson Hubert Wilke
Mrs. Nevinson Ina Brooks

There is an elusive charm about a play
written for children that has a universal
appeal, and this is especially true if it be
a well-written play capably presented. The
principal requisite of an offering of this
description is that it be simple and yet
well told, and further, there must be the

I ability to understand child psychology and
I the greater ability to present it in such a

manner that it is comprehensible not only

LI to the child but also to persons of matureryears. Those responsible for the produc-
| tion of this picture, from the author of

the scenario down through the list to the
third assistant property boy, deserve the
utmost commendation for the able manner
in which it has been presented even to the
smallest detail.

The story is simple and pleasing yet pos¬
sessed of an elusive charm that sustains

■ the interest to the very end. And this is
remarkable, for details of the plot are ob-

. vious almost from the start, yet the charm
"

I >6 of the story and the charm of the delight-
vo, ful young girl playing the leading role

are so great that there is a feeling of
disappointment when the picture finally
closes and a wish that it would keep on

I going indefinitely.
Without doubt Mary Miles Winter is the

greatest child actress to be seen either on
the stage or before the camera. She is
•exquisitely fascinating, sympathetically
charming and delightfully childlike and
human. It is inherent natural ability
seeking expression. Percy Helton as
The Waif was not quite so good and even

. I j though he had received the knocks and
blows of outrageous fortune, still he might
have displayed a little more evidence of

I ; grit and fighting spirit. The balance of
I * the cast was highly capable, Will Archie

appealing greatly to the risibles of the
children in the audience with some of his

|n* inimitable expressions.
As stated before, the story is charmingly

' JM simple, as well as simply charming. Viola
jH * Drayton, the fairy, the daughter of an
Kg English army officer, has a great desire toHH w appear as a fairy on the stage, but her
WM Jn father objects. While on a visit to
^H America he is called to the front with hisH regiment, and leaves Viola in the care of
HS , attorney. Word is received that his

regiment has been annihilated and that he
| 1 i has been killed. Previously, he has sent

H|| his fortune to the attorney to invest forB 1 Viola but the lawyer has speculated and
lost it all. After the money is gone Viola
is treated so harshly by the lawyer's wife

^H i and children that she runs away and ob-HH M tains a position in the ballet of a theater
I where she has a chance to play her much-

dreamed-of part as a fairy and enters what
she believes to be real fairyland, the land
of make believe. She is soon disillusioned,

HI and finally rebelling against the harsh
^H treatment of the stage manager and ballet

1^* master, runs out into the cold night garbedonly in her light fairy costume.
She meets the waif in a back alley sleep-

ing in an overturned barrel covered with
J newspapers to keep out the cold. He gives

up his sleeping place and tries to make
5 her comfortable with his scanty coverings.

In the meantime, word has been received
/ / from England that Major Drayton still

lives and is on his way to America. A
///?; policeman discovers and rescues Viola and

the waif and all ends happily even the
if / lawyer's wife selling all her possessions in

•order to repay Viola the money which her
— Tiusband lost in the stock market. A truly
f good picture. E.

SCGi e. vA/mr/\n i "fCT,,"
,0 East Randolph Street, Chicago, III. > R<li'

WILLIAM i. u/\KUiTON
as Major DraytonWILL ARCHIE as "SWEETIE"

The first "screen" appearance of an actor beloved the
country over for his artistic comedy in "Wildfire" with

Lillian Russell and many other successes.
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MAE MARSH IN "THE BIRTH OF A NATION
Miss Marsh plays the part of Flora Cameron, the pretty younger
sister, in this famous picture drama. It is one of the most elabo¬
rate film plays ever produced, and its remarkably realistic scenes
of the Civil War and of the turbulent period in the South that
followed have created a sensation wherever it has been produced.

Marie Hubert Frohman's "The Fairy and the Waif"
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'THE JUGGERNAUT'
A Five-Part Story of Modern Life, by Don¬

ald I. Buchanan and Ralph W. Ince.
Produced by the Vitagraph Company and
Released as a Broadway Star Feature
March 7.

i Viola Ruskin Anita Stewart
.John Ballard Earle Williams

: Mrs. Ruskin Julia Swayne Gordon
Philip Hardin William Dunn
.Tames Hardin Frank Currier
Mrs. Ballard Enlalie Jensen
Alexander Jordan Paul Scardon
Harry Reynolds Jack Brawn

Four reels and a large part of the fifth
one are used to tell an extremely boring

j story which leads up to a smashing big
sensational climax that sends not only one

I but a series of thrills running riotously'
up and down the spinal column. It would

' seem as if the climax had been thought of
| first and the story written to fit it. If

such be the case there is little or no excuse
] for its mediocrity and consistent lack ofI interest.

Too much cannot be said in praise of the
•sensational spectacular climax in which an
-express train running at full speed crashes
through a trestle and is wrecked in the

' river below. It is one of the best bits of
I realistic enterprise ever attempted by a

moving picture company, and shows the
extent to which producing managers will
go to provide the public with the sensa¬
tions it craves. And it is a thrilling sensa¬
tion well worth seeing.

It is unfortunate that the story leading
up to it is so unentertaining, so long-drawn-
out and so cluttered with uninteresting de-

i tails. The interesting features can be
summed up in a few words. A railroad

I president has devoted his time to manipu-
i lating the stock of his road to such an ex¬

tent that he has paid no attention to its
condition, with the result that it has great-

i ly deteriorated and accidents are frequent.
He is prosecuted by his friend the district
attorney, but owing to the threat to expose

I an escapade of their college days in which
the public official believes that he com-

] mitted murder, the suit is withdrawn. The
railroad president continues his stock man-

i ipulations and needing some papers locked
I in the safe in his country home telegraphs

his daughter to bring them to him. Her
automobile breaks down and she is forced

I to take a train on her father's railroad,
i Coincident with receiving the telegram tell¬
ing of the train she will arrive on, the"

! railroad president receives another message
from a track-walker saying that a certain
bridge is in a dangerous and unsafe condi¬
tion. The father tries to head off the
train by automobile and fast motor boat,
but only arrives in time to see it go crash¬
ing through the trestle. His overwrought

| nerves give out and he drops dead on the
; spot, but is spared the agony of seeing the
. dead body of his daughter. An enormously
I thrilling, sensational, dramatic climax
j wasted on a poor story. Anita Stewart,
Earle Williams, and Julia Swayne Gordon

; gave a consistently good performance, and
' the balance of the cast was acceptable.

E.

44THE QUEST"
A Five-Part Drama Featuring Margarita

Fischer, by F. McGrew Willis. Produced
by the American Film Manufacturing
Company Under the Direction of Harry
Pollard, and Released Through the
Mutual.

N
"THE CELEBRATED SCANDAL"

A Five-Reel Adaptation of Jose Echegary's
Novel Made by Elaine Sterne.

Teodora
Don Julian, her husband . . .

Don Severo. his brother . . .

Mercedes, the latter's wife
Alvarez, the enemy
Trnesto, the youth

. . . Betty Nansen
Edward Jose

Walter Hitchcock
. Helen Robertson

. . . Stuart Holmes
. Wilmuth Merkyl

EARLE WILLIAMS AND ANITA STEWART,
In a Scene from " The Juggernaut," Current Yitagraph Theater Feature

mental that she automatically became the '" Fart uraraa--•• oroa■ nay i eaj,/* •.•
cynosure of admiration. The other mem- - i .uo. .. i I

. bers of the cast were capable and accept- | women sends tliein forth in blankets, L
able. Harry Pollard, as director and the «afraid that the creature has crawled intog^
photographer, should also be highly com- r their clothes. Ed. Lawrence directed,
mended for their exceedingly good work, as i_imIfK Kv tU* Ypar
the picture contains some of the finest neaitn Dy
double exposure photography that has ever ' For the second comedy Jefferson de An
been thrown upon the screen. Only one . gelis, another newcomer, is ably assisted• • " H > --- II..milld.n A rto-olic

:

quality
picture. With the blunders already men
tioned eliminated this would be a remark
ably fine picture. E.

"THE DANCING BEETLE"
One of Three One-Reel Comedies Featur¬

ing Famous Players to be Released by
the World Comedy Stars, Inc., on the
World Film Program.
Something new—featuring well-known

comedians in thousand-foot comedies—is
herewith inaugurated by the World Film
Corporation. That they will be successful
may only be problematical, but that it is
a pleasure to view the old stage favorites
is positive. Mark Swan is the author of
this as well as the other two presented
at the initial showing. He gives Richard
Carle a laughable little sketch pantomime
in which to display his facial control as
well as his terpsychorian agility. Dis¬
covered as a professor who specializes
in bugs, he is presented with a beetle
whose bite causes its victim to dance.
Of course, then there only remains a
plausible manner to have most of the cast
bitten, and finally to send the police who
arrest him into a dancing delirium. A
mouse introduced into a room full of

" his daughter's suitor, a young doctor, to
if let him marry the girl if he keeps him4well

for a year. How the patient tries to get
out of the compact, and how the young
man wins, is the laughable material over B
which the director and his cast have la- *f
bored successfully. It is well staged.

Housekeeping Under Cover
Katheryn Osterman, that enjoyable star

of pleasing appearance and effective ges- |
tures on the screen lis well as stage, is '
starred in the other comedy. Here we
have a closer approach to slap-stick than I
in any of the others. Not only is it
laughable, but there is a strong and likely ,
plot, and there is nothing funnier than i
ridicule of the real ; Mr. Lawrence has |
made this seem exceptionally real. It is I
the attempt of a family, living in a fine ;
hotel, to put on style to marry off their j
niece. They decide to cook breakfast in ;
their apartment and thus save expenses. I
They smuggle their cooking utensils and
food into the apartment under extreme [
difficulties and their trying to cook their \
own meal leads finally to a conflagration. !
Discovering, however, that the family they I
wished to impress does the same thing, I
everything turns out for the best. F.

Intrinsically, •• The Celebrated Scandal"
is a good play but it will suffer most by
comparison with other features, for in
filmdom as well as stageland the tendency
of the times is the punch—the vital motive
that will bring you, heart-throbbing and
breath-taking, against the seat's edge. This
picture, on the other hand, is a quietly
earnest story, a mixture of tragic events
and exalted motives gone wrong. And it !
is above all a sharp lesson on the gravity
of gossip.

To fit Betty Nansen, the Danish actress, r
Elaine Sterne was given this Spanish novel, ;
by Jose Echegary, and free rein to her
imagination, both strategically and scenic- .
allv. Fortunately, as judged by the few j,
exteriors, the author kept her scenario
charge mostly indoors. But the plot con¬
tains many admirable qualities. With
such a story of intricate entrances and
exits, one where the producers failed to
contrast their sets to any great extent,
the clearness which characterizes the ac¬
tion as the cast sextette exchange visits, and
more freely and frequently in the develop¬
ment of the play, from one place to an¬
other. is quite remarkable. The theme
is the power and effects of gossip. How
the author brines this first vague rumor
from the public square into full-crying
scandal in the home it affects is an ex¬

ample of as deft, clear, and effective a
picturing as we have ever had the pleasure
to approve.

Betty Nansen is a typically European
actress in appearance. She is stately, of
great dramatic repression in the part de¬
manded of her, and of a fairly likable
presence. Edward Jose, as her husband,
continues his most enjoyable acting for
the camera; he is undoubtedly the princi¬
pal character and does the best work. Wil¬
muth Merkyl as the young man whom
gossip associates with the other man's
wife, is quite acceptable in the part of
innocent but circumstantially convicted
youth. The rest of those listed are also
quite as well as several others, although
some looked more Iberianesque, as with
the settings, than others.

As Miss Sterne so prettily words it
(and this is a sample of some very literary
inserts), "An old story gentleman; it's
not the first time an old fool has been
tricked by a young wife and a faithless
friend." The speaker is a man, would-be-
traitor to his country, who had been found
out by the youth's father years before.
In revenge he plans to gossip about the
relationship of the youth whom Don Julian
has taken into his house, and the Don's
wife. How this gradually spreads until it
leads to two duels, one in which Alvarez,
the enemy, kills Don Julian, and the other
where that traitor is killed by the youth,
is the author's as well as the actors' great¬
est achievement. It ends with the Don's
death, and a full realization that the
tragedy enacted will give place to the
drama of day-by-day life. F.
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John Douglas
Mrs. Chalmers
De Villiers
Helen Carruthers
Nai

Harry Pollard
Lucille Ward

Joseph E. Singleton
Nan Christy

Margarita Fischer

if

1
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j Chief of the Tribe Joseph E. Singleton
, Kaura. the subchief Robyn Adair

The Tribal Priest William Carroll

The first four reels of this five-part drama
j unfold one of the most interesting stories

that has ever been thrown upon the screen,
I and then what would have been an artistic
; triumph in moving picture production is

obliterated with the futile, weak, ineffectual
drivel that the last part is made up of.
The fourth part closes with a strong dra-

| matic climax, and one naturally believes
I that the story is ended, but lo ! and beholdj there is another part, and a part horribly
! inconsistent.

A popular society man becomes disgusted
with the shallow frivolous vapidity of the

i various girls he meets. In his dream
moments there appears to him an ideally
perfect woman whom he is constantly seek¬
ing in the flesh. He embarks on a sea voy¬
age through the South Sea Islands and is

I wrecked. His dream girl appears to him
and urges him to swim in a certain direc-

j tion, gradually drawing him on, until he at
, last lands on a seemingly deserted island,! but which proves to be inhabited by a
| strange tribe of people. He is discovered

I by Nai, the daughter of the chief, and when
he recovers consciousness finds her an exact

j counterpart of the girl of his dreams.
He is taken in by this band of strange

people and learns that they are descendants
of a band of English emigrants, who were
wrecked on the island two hundred years
before. Nai is engaged to Kaura, a sub-
chief in the tribe, but she and the stranger
fall violently in love, and the old priest who
sympathizes with them secretly marries
them. They are driven out of the tribe
and seek refuge on the rocks high above
the sea, where they build a hut and live
together in happiness. The girl's father,
the chief of the tribe, becomes lonely and
sends the old priest to find and bring them
back. As he arrives at their hut a yacht

r is seen anchoring in the bay below. They
signal it, but it is too dark for them to be
seen and they retire for the night. This

j would seem to be the logical and sensible! end of the story, but instead of having them
i rescued, the author makes the man dream
j that he has been rescued, and that on their

i return to civilization his wife is seduced by
] another man and he shoots and kills her.

! It is this shot in his dream that awakens
| him, and they are_just in time to stand on
the rocks and watch the people on the yacht
raise the anchor and sail away. The dream
is told in such a way that one believes until
the very last few feet of the picture that
the events really transpired as they are
shown. It is wofully disappointing when it
is discovered that it is all a dream and
that the two characters who have won your
sympathy and admiration elect to forego

I civilization and return to the tribe and
I savagery.

Margarita Fischer, as Nai, stood head
and shoulders above the other members of
the cast, and while Harry Pollard playing
opposite was pleasing and left little to be
desired in his interpretation, still Miss
Fischer was so charming, so magnetic, so
naive, and so delightfully human and ele-

sfstently good tha£ "{Here is not one in<Ji"^';
|j vidual feature that one can pick out to un- 1 llS ode r
K duly comment upon and likewise there is |n
[ nothing that one could even mildly censure. !> human ben

The story of Gretna Green becomes of ■gamers
p minor importance when compared to the t'orrospondont;R other features of the picture. Enough to who have >

; say that it is interesting and built accord- • far 1 " !
fj ing to the rules of dramatic construction. • •'esseo• v''nr
['! Dollv Erskine is a flirt, who, warned by rorn Walsh. If the lesson of her sister's loveless marriage. F> aJ} . • •l ,it* refuses to allow her titled brother-in-law n*wo .''ri
N to choose her future husband. The Earl
|j of Basset, the catch of the season, assumes inn.Han incognita in order to escape the wiles r !

of designing and scheming matrons with creams <
I marriageable daughters, and in the charac- Jokes and

^ ter of a riding master falls in love with ac<
: Dolly, who also loses her heart but refuses, N ,:!l : v

1' with the natural perversity of woman, to 'I'-urna
admit it. Dolly's sister. Lady Chetwynde. "r'
becoming disgusted with the brutality of ffl|
her husband, runs away to Gretna Green grow

S with Caotain Cardiff, and is nursued by her R|
lord and master and by Dolly and the rid- 111
ing master. In order to save her sister
from disgrace, Dolly addresses the riding I|99k
master as her husband, which, according to jyjBB
Scottish law makes them man and wife.
Then follows the riding master's attempt

N to win the love of his bride, and after Reaped
r much talk of a divorce and some very n< > t
j pretty bluffing on the nart of Dollv. she • ^ hole j[ , capitulates and learns the real identitv of';.tM ' .',1K
I'M her husband and lover. E. an.! it tern;
IB jn^Bi

culously recove
the bandit

1 his posse.

nnd vvilaT 1ana

Walinger, Chicago
GEORGE L. COX,

General Manager, Advance Motion Picture
Company.

the seemingly unconscious manner in which
she forces her charms upon you. Miss

A Four-Part Adaptation of the Play of the Clark never seizes and holds the center of
Same Name, Featuring Marguerite Clark, the stage to the exclusion of others, she
Directed by Thomas Ileffron and Pro- never forgets that there are other people
duced by the Famous Players' Film Com- in the cast, and yet her charm is so great,
pany. Released on the Paramount Pro- | so spontaneous, so natural, so thoroughly

MARGARITA FISCHER,
Of Beauty Films.

"GRETNA GREEN"

gramme.

Dolly Erksine
Sir William Chetwynde
Lady Chetwynde
Lord Trevor
Earl of Basset
Captain Cardiff
Colonel Hooker
Inn keeper
Inn keeper's wife

. Marguerite Clark

.... Arthur Hoops
.... Helen Lutrell
. Lester Chambers

W. Merkyl
. . . G. A. Stillwell

J. A. Hall
. . . Martin Reagan
.... Julia Walcott

Pretty, pleasing, winsome Marguerite
Clark. Those five words constitute all that
is necessary for a complete review of this

i picture To say more is superfluous, a
needless expansion and enlargement of the
one outstanding feature. There is some¬
thing about Miss Clark's work before the
camera that is delightfully pleasing, a nat¬
uralness and unobtrusiveness that have a
peculiar charm all their own. Yet one does
not feel that Miss Clark constitutes the
whole picture, for her greatest charm is

delightful that when the picture closes one
forgets what it was all about and remem¬
bers only Marguerite Clark. That the oth¬
er members of the cast were consistently
good, that the settings were elaborately
beautiful, that the exteriors were scenically
perfect, that the photography was of a high
degree of excellence, that the story was in¬
teresting and entertaining, all of these
seemingly important details become of
minor value, and the fact remains that
without Marguerite Clark to add the neces¬
sary touch of her inimitable art the pic¬
ture would not have been more than an
ordinarily good picture. As it is, one can
honestly become enthusiastic over it.

Thomas Ileffron, the director, supplied a
perfect setting worthy of the star playing
the title-role, and when one thinks back
over the details of the production one is
forced to give him credit and praise for
the careful and artistic manner in which
he has staged this picture. It was so con-

> ■

"THE STONING"
Three-Reel Edison Drama. Written

ij Produced by Charles Brabin from James ;
Oppenheim's Story. Released April 9. the'photograp'

Ruth Fenton Violet Dana ',> .

i Mrs. Fenton, her mother Helen Strickland ,,,

i Mr. Fenton. her father Charles Sutton ,,;
Alee, a brakeman Harry Beaumont |

i The Minister Robert Conness ,

, , . ions- Rre laugh. •

Tiring of the complex, we turn, as in 0f rjore
this celluloid classic, to the simple, which, , ,, ,

after all, is the ultimate outcome and relief
from too much variation. As classics have
always been based on some human emotion
which they have treated as an elementary 1
principle, the first and natural instinct is
to compare the film with the classic of lit-

* orature it most resembles. It is—in its
iield—another Scarlet A ; it has never, how- •

ever, that we know of, been better done
i than here. It is a story that James Op- :

penheim has developed from a true inci- •
dent, one of a series of daily occurrence, un- (

fortunately, that make this film a great ' .

truth. When William Brady's "Sinners",
was recently produced, he justified his

, choice by saying that he knew even New
r Yorkers were not too calloused to enjoy one !
of these "Old Homestead" plays. He
would probably say the same of " The
Stoning," which takes one of the charac¬
ters in all such plays—the girl who went
wrong—and shows the effects of her sin |
not only on herself but on a small town
which knows of her shame, Hawthorne !j
did the same thing. That every age, how¬
ever, may have a different answer to the
problem is quite presumable—the author's
is tragedy. For this is not a joyful bit
of screen entertainment, but a pretty sad
and oointefl lesson. It does you good, just |
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as the weekly trip to church will"send you
out a better person even though no especial

• coating of guilt was observable. Your
womenkind will weep without restraint
and you, most calloused sirs, if you are not
touched by this heartrending story of im¬
maculate innocence and its tragic results,

, then your blood must run cold.
Charles Brabin, who adapted and staged

it—and, after all, it is not the theme so i
much as the way it is handled—drives his |story home in short, unmerciful scenes. He i

j starts his girl at her graduation exercises, J
I sees her through her infatuation with the jbrakeman to whom her father rightly ob- yjects, and then comes to her elopement, t)This treats of marriage without a license j

in as frank a manner as we have ever seen
it, and were it not for the childlike pres-1 ence of its star who gilds all her actions

'

with the halo of innocence, might be ob¬
jectionable ; as it is here shown it is an

, exceptional case of innocent wrongdoing.
Day after day and in sub-titles to match
she pleads with him and reminds him to
get the license he has promised. Then he
leaves and passes out of the film. Her jmother is taken sick and the minister vol¬
unteers to find her. What 24 Frail Street •

| is may be surmised, her last resort after a \
fruitless search for work. To save her
mother on a sick bed she consents to re¬
turn.

The intuitive despair of redemption that
is characteristic of most of our young wom¬
en gone wrong, forms the rest of the treat¬
ise, for the last and greatest reel finds the
girl, at the minister's advice (ministers
usually are thus idealistic in treating oth¬
ers' troubles) trying to live down her past I
life. She resumes her work in the choir,
and here, as in the scene previous to her
leaving, Mr. Brabin takes us through a
Sunday service in a country church from
sermon to benediction as it has not been '
done before. Needless to say, the whole
village is set against her, though the min¬
ister preaches his strongest, including many
passages from the Testament—" Ye that
are without sin," etc. It is quite in vain,
and the girl's body is presently found float¬
ing in the village pond. Then follows her
funeral in the church, not the usual obitu¬
ary discourse, however. He tells his cow
ering congregation that across the fore¬
heads of each of them is written the word
<i "vr.,—j—— " j «

rKixal SCHEFF MAKES HER SCREEN DEBUT WITH MOROSCO-BOSWORTH.Scene from the Film Adaptation of " The Pretty Mrs. Smith."

?iary.' Putnam .

David Hanks . .

I-illian Walker
. Darwin Kan-

• Rose Tapley

Mr. Smith the third, ber real love01'1'6" Stanley

44 Are You a Mason?" is one of those
side-splitting, tear-producing farce-comedies , Ml. smith the second, imbibingthat make you laugh and laugh and laugh || --while you are watching it, and then, when
you come out of the theater, wonder what
it was you laughed at. It is excruciat¬
ingly, ludicrously funny ; it starts off with

. a laugh and ends with a laugh, and theHe tells his cow- S in between part is so full of laughs thatacross the fore-1 } 0u get tired of laughing and begin tothink that your face will never again as"buui as-
wonted expression of dignified

Murderer." It is the greatest moment H sume itsof a great film drama which gathers force fl sobriety.until the result of its momentum is reached h And when you add to numerous situ-in this stirring conclusion.
^ y ations, amusing in themselves, the in-Viola Dana takes the role of the inno- j imitable humor, the unique whimsicality,cent child who does what her brakeman \\ the originality of John Barrymore, therefriend tells her to do. Besides being such j| results a combination that from a humor-a delightful little personality^ Miss Dana is !' 0us standpoint is absolutely irresistible,an experienced actress, and it is quite be-There are those who will carp and criticiseyond us to more than hint the full measure ,i and say that 44 Are You a Mason?" is lightof her delightful childishness. Both Charles f ari(i frivolous, with little body and notSutton and Helen Strickland as her parents much depth, and they will be right; but inare an acceptable old country couple, and saying it they will not realize that theyPAhAvt1

Pro in »»onU+« ~4—4

vivi v-uunuw coupre, ana
Robert Conness reveals himself in a new
and excellent role as the minister. The
closing reel was his just as the rest of the
film belonged to the girl. Harry Beaumont
is usually a good actor, but his Presentment
of a brakeman is the only fault—acting or
otherwise—that we have' to find with the
film in its entirety. F.

"THE GOVERNOR'S LADY"
A Picturization of David Belasco's Produc- 3

tion of the Same Name Featuring Edith JWynne Matthison. Scenario Written by 1
William B. De Mille, Directed by Cecil De ,

Mille and Produced by the Jesse L. Lasky w
Feature Play Company. Released on the
Paramount Program March 15.

Daniel Slade James Neil
Mary Slade Edith Wynne Matthison •

Robert Hayes Tom Forman
Senator Strickland Theodore Roberts
Katherine Strickland May Allison J

This may be described as a homely play,
an exposition of rugged natural, human -

emotions, and it is because of these na-
(tural human feelings that 44 The Governor's

i Lady " is successful and appealing. . It is ,

merely showing on the screen those emo¬
tions which we may constantly observe
in daily life. That which is familiar is
always attractive when reproduced upon
the stage or screen and for that reason
alone the picture production will undoubt- jedly prove as successful as the production |on the legitimate stage.

There is little that can be criticized and 1
little that can be commended, for there
is no one feature that stands out promi¬
nently above the rest, yet the picture as
a whole is exceedingly plasing. And the
odd part about it is that you do not know
just why it is pleasing yet the fact re¬
mains that it is. Edith Wynne Matthison's
portrayal of the woman who could not
keep pace with her husband's rise to fame

and fortune was consistently good through¬
out. She was awkward without being
gawky, and this, to my mind, shows an
extremely high order of dramatic ability.
She achieved the almost impossible of i
making one despise the character, yet love
and sympathize with the woman. A seem- »

ingly anomalous assertion, but true never- |
theless. May Allison, as the other woman,
was good, as was James Neil, as Daniel jSlade. The other members of the cast
handled minor parts well, although Tom
Forman was a bit crude in one or two of I
his scenes. The staging and settings left jlittle to be desired, one scene in the open- 1ing reel showing a cave-in and rescue in a|mine being particularly good.

Owen MooreLetitia, her athletic friend Leila Bliss
As an antidote to too serious a picturi¬zation the 44 musicless" Mrs. Smith dis¬plays her charms before the lens to entiresuccess in her first picture venture. TnatFritzi Scheff is chic any one who has seen '

lier will hasten to admit and it is thisvivaciousness and grace of manner, com |bined with a certain elusive Frenchiness,which will appeal to a picture public. It ,is a rare occurrence that a billed star isso well suited in part. For tue play cov¬ers a considerable period of the life ofthe matrimonially venturesome young girli so that after a proper time is allowed j' for her divorce from the first husband, *she is eminently fit sans makeup, to por¬tray the somewhat disillusioned creaturewho contracts her two remaining matches,and we see Fritzi Scheff herself in her

^ _ ^ lcanic LJLiitt uiey
are in reality giving expression to the .»c occ rnui »highest form of praise, for good farce- - natural attractiveness.comedy is defined by those phrases of seem- " Musical comedy plots are usually thej ing censure. Were it possessed of body frothy substance through which the camera

' and depth and a plot, and a lot of the penetrates like the X-Ray through theother things that critics would like to give outer flesh. Abstracting the somewhat un¬to it, the result would be far from an interesting marriages in the first two in-amusing farce-comedy. 1 stances, as indeed they were to the youngThe story has only the hazy semblance J lady as well, the majority of attention isI of a plot, and that is as it should be, for given to the adventures at the seashorei when one is laughing uproariously there (after Mrs. Smith has separated from allj is not the brain power to keep the details three husbands and finds them all con-I of a plot in mind. It would seem as if I, gregated to her dismay and fear of bigathe authors had taken every funny thing mous charges. Costumes have fitted herthat they ever heard of an intoxicated man . with frequent and amazing beauty as the ,doing arid incorporated it in this play, and 1 piav progressed, but for the final thrill she 'the result is so ludicrouslv fnnnr **

xtose Tapleyv^awei uavici Hanks Harry NorthrupColonel H. E. Jenkins Ned Finle.vLola Montez
Julia Swayne GordonHelen Stuyvesant

Helen CostelloStories of army life, whether they bewritten, produced on the stage, or pictur-ized on the screen, are always interestingand have a certain peculiar appeal. Downdeep within all of us there is an intenselove of brass buttons and the disciplinarydignity that goes with a military uniform,so that when a production of this natureis shown the audience is more or less pre¬disposed in its favor. And this predisposedfavor is augmented to enthusiasm when thepicture is as well done as this one has been. >In the first place, the story is realisticallytrue and written by a man thoroughly fa-miliar with his subject; in the second place, |it has been staged properly, with due atten¬tion devoted to military form and cere¬mony ; and in the third place, the actorsreally look like soldiers and not like matineeidols dressed in uniforms. Add to this that ithe story is interesting and graphically de-
,

scriptive of army life, and one can easilyimagine why the picture is proving such asuccess. Darwin Karr. in the leading role.handles his part as if he had served all his 11life in the army. He makes a very admira¬ble soldier; while Julia Swayne Gordon in- 'spired sympathy and compassion for a veryunsympathetic character. And Helen Cos¬tello should not be forgotten as one of 'those deserving commendation. She is anvery charming little girl and possessed of ;an innate ability to act.The story deals with the most horriblepunishment that can be inflicted upon an :officer in the United States Army; that ofbeing sent to Coventry, of being completelyostracized from his brother officers. It isneedless to say that this torture is onlymeted out for cause : but when once a man °'has been sent to Coventry it is very seldom #that the ban is lifted. Such is the case inthis picture, as the title is a misnomer, for 1the ban of Coventry is not lifted ; the hero
^

Worth Stuyvesant, an officer in the army,while on a lonely post dissipates, and whilein an intoxicated condition marries a pros¬titute, for which he is sent to Coventry byhis brother officers. The woman turns out rto be a fine wife and mother, however, but ,1after six years dies. The regiment is sent
,to the Philippines, where Stuyvesant iskilled in a skirmish with the natives, and mthis is supposed to lift the ban. The earlypart of the film is taken up with scenes atWest Point, which, though extremely inter-esting, add nothing to the dramatic valueof the story. The picture is one that a lay- nrman will find illuminatingly interesting andthat a professional soldier will not be able

,to criticize from a technical standpoint.
Hi.

"THE ARRIVAL OF PERPETUA"
Film Release for March

Corcoran^Play7 Chautard from K G.
Perpetua
Harriet Skycraft"
Abitfal Majendrie
Nancy
Tliaddeus Gurzou
Hastings Curzon .

£ed Hardringe . .Lord Berringer . .

Pipkin
Andrews
Willie
Chauffeur .

A MOMENT FROM

tures w j/vvx 11111JC1 aiiu iiio wne wuu
are suddenly made fabulously wealthy by
the lucky discovery of a gold mine. The
man proves readily adaptable to the
changed conditions and is ready and
anxious to seize all the alleged blessings
and benefits of wealth, but the woman
cannot change. She remains the same
home-loving, self-sacrificing, motherly per¬
son as when she washed her own dishes,
cooked the food and darned her husband's
socks. The result is that her husband
tires of her love and seeks another woman
more fitted to accompany him on his high
social plans. He tries to divorce his wife
and marry the other woman, but she re¬
fuses to give him up, and in the end is
successful in showing the other woman
the sin of her conduct and bringing her
husband back to her arms. E.

"ARE YOU A MASON?"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Leo Ditrich-

stein's Farce-Comedy of the Same Name,
Featuring John Barrymore. Produced
by the Famous Players Film Company
in Association with Charles Frohman.
Released March 22.

Frank Perry John Barrymore
llolAll 'Pot«T>TT TT-I-- T.1_

LIFTING THE BAN OF COVENTRY," CURRENT YITAGRAPH
THEATER FEATURE.

Rose Tapley, Darwin Karr, and Lillian Walker Are Seen in This Three-Reel Feature,
is almost impossible of conception. J'ofiri A dispenses with her expensive gowns to dis

' play a cascade of lacy lingerie in

^tiv-uiau, *wWW T3 ' Y ul coiiteption. Jonn
The story deals with the 'homely adven- I taJf^ hi^wif^i? tWhh takes advan¬

ces of a poor miner and his wife who g°oriour ' • ® s t t° ber- m°ther to

Helen Perry
Amos Bloodgood . .

Hob Trevors
i Jeorge Fisher ...

Detective Ketchum

. Helen Freeman
. Charles Dickson
Harold Lockwood
. . . W. Dickinson

D. Mitchell

get- gloriously intoxicated, and when his
wife hears of some of his absurd actions,
explains by saying that he is following her
wishes in joining the Masons and that he
has been undergoing various forms of in¬
itiation. She returns home, bringing her
whole family with her, including her fa¬
ther, who is supposed to be a high official
of the order. The complications follow so
fast that it is almost impossible to keeptrack of them, and it is only necessary to
state that they are irresistibly funny, hu¬
morous and amusing. Everything is nat¬
urally straightened out in the end, and the
end comes just in time to keep your face
from assuming the expression of a perpet¬
ual and continuous laugh. The supporting
cast was consistently good and the settings
and photography were as they should be.
If you want to laugh and laugh hard, if
you want to forget your cares and worries
for a while, take time to see " Are You a
Mason ? " E.

"PRETTY MRS. SMITH"
Five-Part Comedy Produced by the Oliver

Morosco Photoplay Company in Conjunc¬
tion with Bosworth, Inc., and Released
through the Paramount Programme. Di¬
rected by Hobart Bosworth and Taken
by Photographer Hill.

Pretty Mrs. Drucilla Smith Fritzi Scheff
Mr. Smith the first, missionary,

Louis Beunison

ui iiiigciit; in which
her ensuing complications ensue. These
occur when the men, in trying to find out
the reason for her refusal to recognize
them, enter and hide in her room in the
most approved light comedy fashion. In¬
stead of melody some clever inserts will
rock the audiences. We are very much of
the opinion that this is a much more
clever version than the clearly photograph¬
ing Mrs. Smith had in her original part
and we likewise suspect it is the most
clever translation and the most successful
of a quondam musical comedy yet made.
Husband number one is a missionary.
She endures life among the savages on the
Pacific island and then leaves. Her second
venture is a poet who inlbibes freely. Both
of these proving poor mates, and having i
good reason to believe that they have died, ['in order, by drowning and suicide, she B
chooses a third, her real love, but even
with him she quarrels and it is when she
leaves for the seashore and all three meet
there that the complications ensue. The
only other part to the play is the char-
actor of her friend' Letitia, an athletic j
woman whose matrimonial difficulties are j
good for some more laughs. F.

"LIFTING THE BAN OF COVENTRY'
A Three-Part Military Drama written by

Colonel Jasper Ewing Brady, U. S. Army, n
retired, and produced by the Vitagraph
Company under the direction of Wilfrid
North. Released March 27.

Vivian Martin
Julia Stuart

'. . . . Nora Cecil
M. T. O'Donohue :

Milton Sills
Alec. B. Francis
Fred C. Truesdell

Kenneth Hill ^John Hines
,R. Milash

John Troyano
. Donald Devlin f

What with being committed to a multi¬ple reel programme, suiting an undoubted
screen star, and catering to a new director,fresh from European film triumphs, theWorld Film has its hands full. To fillthese needs, it has selected a play by theabove author, but, one suspects, very littleof the original action has been transferred;indeed, it is almost impossible to say that

y much action has heen used and what meritH the offering has may be entirely attributedI to Vivian Martin.
This is the second time Miss Martin hasbeen starred and everyone who remembersher in that delightful vehicle, 44 The Wish¬ing Ring," will undoubtedly want to satis- ify themselves as to her continued roman- itic merit. She is one of a select few who j \combine good looks, youthful grace, per- |sonality and tempered-acting in exceptional Kqualities. She is also one of the very few )/who may carry a romance for more thantwo reels, and delight with nothing morethan her own efforts. In fact, we suspect Jythat a director schooled in the conventional ||continental school of love making has at |.jleast hindered her natural ability in this |respect. It must also be acknowledged that mher support was not what the first pictureprovided. As the young dreamer of untidy >habits, Milton Sills makes a rather roman- v.tic wooer rather than a bachelor philoso- •>pher, to whom love comes gradually andinexplicably. The other principal charac- 'ter was the maiden aunt, Nora Cecil, who fplayed the prim maiden rather severely.The rather simple circumstances showthe young orphan at a boarding school forgirls, when her uncle dies. She is com¬manded to go, with her inherited million,concerning which the late 44 pauper" ex- L ^cuses himself for not having left more. v iSo the girl arrives at the home of herij spinster relation, who nourishes pets of the £- 'household variety and indulges in home !

i orgies, at which the old maids and bach- ielors of the congregation indulge in hymnsinging and scandalous gossip. So the girl truns away to her guardian, and he is at jsome difficulty in persuading her to return , |to whore she came from. Then lie wakesI up, and, improving his appearance, calls onI the girl. She decides to live with him fagain, and acts on her decision. By false jletter from her lawyer she leads her fortune- ihunting suitors to believe her penniless, sand thus finds out the true love of her ,guardian, who, with the tonsorial improve1 Iment, turns out to be a fairly good-lookingyoung person. These characters are typi¬cally American, and not only that, but aninteresting set of people that are one phaseof our national life. F. r J i
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HOUSE PETERS AND RITA JOLIVET.
In the Lasky Feature. " The Unafraid."

Bosworth, incorporated, U- now _complet; Famous Players and the Lasky Co. ^OdysjBoswurtu, .

/A ing its first year and a half of existence
with more elaborate plans than ever for
the production of screen features, so that
a review of the company's activities since

lr "'its organization would be in order.

sey of the North," the gripping story of
" Naass of Akatan," was the first release
on the Paramount programme. Its success
was due to the continuance of the policy
of " realism " and " types." Then followed

Ah Tonh- JLrmrion

.^Evir BOSWORTH'S RAPID RISE
A Five-Part Adaptation by Charles Swick- S;

ard of Ferenez Molnar's Play of the Same

Edward^^'c^nnelly^^'scenaH^o "written A YeaI" and 3 Half °f PfOgfeSS Has Put Paramount Ofganiza-
'r'ord.':' produo-d1 'by 'vork'Motion tion in Front Rank of Feature Producers
Picture Company and Released by Mu¬
tual. '

| The Devil Edward J. ConnellyIsabelle Bessie Barriscale
Harry Lang Arthur Maude
Elsa Clara Williams
Mill! Rhea Mitchell
Alfred Zanden Barney Sherry^ u review

This play is remarkable for two things,, its organization would be in order,
one the view that it advances and the other
the very able impersonation of Edward J
Connelly as the Devil. The play advances
the idea of a personal devil, and a devil ex-"""
pelled from Paradise by the wrath of God,J
and further advances the theory that liisH
constant tempting of mortals is only an H
attempt to regain his former state of spirit- n|
ual bliss by finding a mortal or group ofgH
mortals strong enough to resist his tempta- j '••]

. fions. As a theory of cosmology it is fool- H
ishly absurd : as a play it is mighty inter- Ijn
esting.

I 1 Furthermore it is well cast and well p
produced, with good lighting effects, elab- |j£1
orate settings and clear, distinct photog- ;/
raphy. The scenes representing a mythical ft
hell are particularly good, based as they '
are on pictures taken - from Dante's "In- J

| ferno," showing the lost souls writhing in J
the agony of their punishment with the
smoke and flames of the unquenchable fires IfJ

| swirling and leaping over the hard, barren
II rocks of Chaos.
V Mr. Connelly as The Devil gave an able |jj||

interpretation of a difficult role, especially
in his more serious moments, although his
attempt at an assumption of light comedy

'

at various times left something to be de- £
sired. His touch seemed hardly delicate '
enough to be entirely pleasing. But it was
at the close of the picture that he dis- lr.
played his greatest artistry when realizing .
that another group of mortals had given in '<»«
to his crafty wiles and that he was again
cheated of the attainment of his desire, he L«1
inspires a feeling of sympathy that is al- 1
most pathetic. Bessie Barriscale and j"^

'THE BREATH OF ARABY ess of
Four-Part Broadway Star Feature Written

»- and Produced by Charles L. Gaskill for
the Vitagraph Company.

Clothilde Helen Gardner ^
M. Chevassat. her father L. Rogers Lytton r, f

„ M. De Launay, their mutual friend. S
^ J. Herbert Frank

n Capt. Thurstain. explorer Paul Scardon
Ahined Hassan, rich Persian Templer Saxe

That the Board of Censorship has con- irv'
demned one of the finest four-part films |t are Ins

h yet produced, and spoiled it while still ,

fallowing enough to be seen that one may
J 1 judge, seems certain. Although it would, j J .}• 'V
[\j in its present form, be impossible to morei'H m its present wun,
| than surmise what the moralists have for- William s
j bidden us the pleasure of seeing, it is still u identity.

, strong enough to prove that the Gaskill-
|J Gardner combination has risen to its great-
£2 est heights in a really wonderful artistic ICE
j_j achievement that those not quite so high '11L

" Burning Daylight," another Jack London
subject of the frozen north; " Pursuit of
the Phantom," and " The Country Mouse,"
a rural society drama in which love and
politics are happily blended.

On August 1, 1914, Lois Weber and
Phillips Smalley, two of the most versatile
and capable stars of the film world, joined
the Bosworth forces. Their first produc¬
tion was " The Traitor," followed by the
wonderful creation, 44 Hypocrites," which is
at present creating a sensation throughout
the country. Then came " False Colors,"
followed by "It's No Laughing Matter," nusuauu wu.o uv,
a rural comedy featuring Maclyn Arbuckle. . thus necessitating long inserts to explain
" Buckshot John," by Charles Van Loan, his lover-like actions and also to cover the
and " Caprices of Kitty," presenting Elsie r loss of some, if one may judge bv the rest
Janis in motion pictures for the first time, of the play, delightful scenes which Helen
came next. Gardner spent togoether with her lover, it

On November 9, 1914, the Oliver Morosco , w.^s permitted to stigmatize itself fore and
Photoplay Company was organized with Bfj a£k- yv/°» should see Father
Oliver Morosco, president; Frank A. Gar- fas chase Daughter up the steps and final-

• rjQrhnt.t. sec- a® ly kiss her hands.
1 What Charles Gaskill did design, we

imagine, was the best story he ever wrote

| a enlevement ma u uu>, _
in thought attainment will be equally able T

y to understand. The way lies through a 1 or"
^setting of Orientalism, acted by modern '*

characters, such as we have seen, and the
Board has passed many times each month.
This being the best example of its kind, . ,g . •
however, was prohibited altogether, but
finally, with the understanding that Mr. . r.
Husband was to be called "Father" and !'C boost ;

1 * nvnlaln —

Arthur Maude :is the two instruments of
The Devil's machinations were not only
good but intensely human. The other nic4n-

l bers of the cast handled small parts capa-

OLIVER MOROSCO,
Now Associated with Bosworth, Inc.

butt, vice-president; Melodile Garbutt, sec¬
retary, and Charles Eyton, treasurer, for
the purpose of producing for the screen,
in association with Bosworth, Inc., the suc¬
cessful plays of Mr. Morosco and his as¬
sociates.

The latest release of Bosworth, Inc., is
" Sunshine Molly," which broke records for
attendance at its opening showing at the
Broadway Theater, New York City. Some
of the feature photoplays soon to be re¬
leased are " Pretty Mrs. Smith," produced
by the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company,
with vivacious Fritzi Scheff in the title-
role ; " Captain Courtesy," a story of Cali¬
fornia during the Mexican regime, with Dus-
tin Farnum in the leading role ; 44 Little Sun¬
set," a Charlie Van Loan baseball story,
and " Help Wranted," Jack Lait's play with a
cast headed by Lois Meredith, and produced
by the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company.

The studio is located at 201 North Occi-
- • - 1 *■ wn_

WAIF

and the most stirring ending possible. He I
also staged it superbly. No more vivid pic-
ture of a passionate, plotting woman has
ever been produced and no one more ap¬
propriate for the part than Helen Gardner
could be found. It is reality a consuinma- frO-Tard
tion of this clever author-producer's art !
in which, given his usual free rein he L i
went, in the vernacular, the limit in dra- i- . j
matic effect. To properly understand the f I A IMS I

-*■ 1 —- rTGai-rlnor'a sfnil- P|

On August 8, 1013, Bosworth, Inc.. made The studio is located at ZUi X'NUILJU VV.V*
.

its debut in the film world, selecting to dental Boulevard, in the heart of the Wil-
_ produce as^ its jmaiden effort, "The Sea shire residential section, and is modern inblJThe theme of the story is naturally

i temntation the giving in to it, and tne in-
1 ivYtflhlP results of such weakness. Yet it ; produce as its maiden effort, - me oea 8uire ie»iuCuua,
' wnnid sppiii that the author could better 1 Wolf," by Jack London, with whom a con- every respect, being built of reinforced con-

1 hflvA taken for illustrative purposes, a tract had been made giving the producers crete with the main stage 90 x 150 ft..' • 1 —^m-nrio of i the sole film rights to all his books that covered with a glass roof; two tiers of
1 had been published to date and all future dressing rooms facing the stage, etc. The
I works. After the initial release came in laboratory has a capacity of twenty thou-
rapid succession " John Barleycorn," which sand feet a day. Deeds were just passed

• has caused so much talk on account of the whereby the concern doubles its ground
moral it depicts so truly and which lias space, and building permits have been is-
since been accepted by temperance societies sued for additional store room, scene docks,
all over the country and in Canada as an paint frames, etc. A new stage measuring
important factor in furthering their fight 60 x 90 is being completed,

j against alcohol. " The Valley of the Moon," Among other important announcements
which is now being shown as part of Social- given out by the Bosworth, Inc., offices re-
istic campaigns, and " Martin Eden," were cently is one involving the acquisition of
two other Jack London productions that Oscar Apfel, to the producing staff. Mr.
followed. Apfel was formerly with Pathe, Reliance,

The above features were released through Majestic, and Edison, and has been directly
the Progressive Motion Picture Company, on responsible for the success of such Lasky
state rights and carried the producers up productions as " The Squaw Man," " Cameo

nf fhp Paramount Pictures Kirby," "The Ghost Breaker," "Master

' have taken, tor inusuia^ of
{ I story the moral and ^ amount of 1' which there is not s had a former jI disagreement An art h re£used to •j love affair with a woman, v. t glie i

marry him on •Jccv°"^tth man and'he be-•

later marries a weal love is fal- from
comes successful, rhe o t(,,i their
dead and scandai has^ conne^^n(lalous
SSJ3? f ?np|al,Bbutt0 thearSvU steps in and |

ere11 y°gratify ttefr lore, the result of which
^c^e^s^^iX^rt^ln^ j

^ 7 f(M" mercy. ,-.nevi a special ent «
Mrs ChaTnler at'his 'place, known as the Bostoc
he VUliV.'s". especialU for artists and employ'
Heler. Can ut! SeUg Jungle Zoo and other Sel
N;t.i . studios An entire Sunday aft

•vhHM of^pe j rnva1 pnf-rtainnv ut. was enjoy
"THE UNAFRAID"

Four-Reel Picturization of Eleanor M. In-
• i gram's Novel Under the Direction of
t: Cecile de Mille. Released April 1 by the

i Lasky Company.
r Delight Warren Rita Jolivet

<u Stefan Balsic, elder brother House Peters
dl Michael Balsic, younger brother ... Page Peters
[• Jack McCarty Billy Elmer

, Danilo Lesendra Lawrence Peyton
jSecret Agent of Dual Empire.

Theodore Roberts
'1 Joseph Al. Ernest Garcia
in Irenya Marjorie Daw

Bosnian Valet Raymond Hatton
i,V Countess Novna Gertrude Kellar

In picturizing a play or adapting a
m novel Lasky is almost certain of logic,
(X sequence, and—wherein lies the real art—
it: drama. For it has Cecil de Mille, who is
M more than a director. He is a film archi-
/ tect who used, in this case, the rough plans
al outlined in the romantic novel of the same
!' name. That he builded so well is quite a
la film feather in his cap, for some of his ma¬
il terials were of the kind to try the mettle
-I of the best picture constructor,
bj " Montenegro," a tea-pot principality, is
hi the locale of the story Its characters move

p like the figures in a McCutcheon novel: its
villains are equally forocious and heart'.ess.

pe " Fine" will give the sense of these heredi-
,,r tary aristocrats in all their actions, exclud-
v, i ing, of course, the element which is con-
i„v cocting the revolution and trouble. Ameri-
ehj cans take the part of Montenegrins, andfa] Rita Jolivet, a decidedly European appear-
sv| ing type, is the American girl. The Peters
tbj brothers are manly looking characters that
«:i will appeal to American audiences. As to
V. Miss Jolivet, the question—"has she
,.j adapted her art to the screen?"—"does

fh] she photograph well?" may be answered af- •
,(-i firmatively. She makes a pleasing if not I
•a excessively dramatic figure. Los Angeles -
j exteriors are.pretty enough for the most
iii exacting and Lasky interiors may likewise
ie< he suited to the most particular taste, but
*/c even then an absence of European atmos-
>q) phere may be noted in the settings.
«2 Preliminary to the kidnapping, scenes
hi are introduced to acquaint the audience a
'M with the two brothers, the elder for his -

king and the other for the dual empire. .o>
t The latter, having recklessly spent some
iii money entrusted to him, plans, in mercen- Mi is
Hi ary manner, to marry the American heiress, as

His brother kidnaps her, marries her and the
holds her captive until such time as the nict i
younger brother shall have been put out of | . i
the way—not that he loves the girl, but , —
that he wants to keep her money away from bM

>. the revolutionists. A preliminary climax i 1^
|ti| ensues where he captures her in the moun- .
yi tain passes and forces her to wed. Subse- f

• v| quent developments show her the noble '
character of her husband and the real make- i"" yf
up of the younger brother from whom sheP"*

0< was saved. When the latter, after a kid-
. napping of the girl and her rescue, kills

, himself, her husband offers to release her
, from the legal contract—"it can be done
:J in America," he tells her—but she prefers
J to remain. F.

to^he'fornuLtlon ofSfpaand^her^^ BreakCr'Corporation, composed of Bosworth, Inc.,

01ift<

PHILLIPS 5MALLEYIOIS WEBER.

play one must know Helen Gardner's sinu
ous charm. She is given every chance to
show the havoc a designing woman may XvC/aiE
bring about. One must imagine her de¬
ceiving her husband, cajoling and captivat-
ing at will that she may travel the path
her heart has chosen. That she should
compromise a mutual friend and bring
about a duel between her husband—that is,
" father "—and his best friend seems not 'ogr&am i
out of keeping with her character. While
the duel is being fought she contrives to
win from an admirer—a Europcanized Ori-

; ental—the last drop of the " Breath of *■
Araby," whose power is to arouse love in p***
the person on whom it is poured. With i/| O
such a weapon in her hands, with the deft ^
gestures of her hands, with movements
that bear their full meaning, she is carried
through scene after scene of either Orien¬
tal splender and setting or momentous per- gjj

| sonal encounter. Madame Clothilde is one
woman against many men, but the odds L.I.
are no apparent handicap.

Mr. Gaskill has also gone the limit in
lavish interiors. The garrets must have
been ransacked of their last Indian prop 4
for the scenes are full, and moreover, they 4
stand out in high relief. On the other

i hand, simplicity sets off his characters; a
mirrored hall piece, a pair of screens, or a
single cabinet often sufficed. His settings

| have always, at their best, been a psycho- 4'

logic part of the plot itself and this is an
excellent example of this higher picture
art. 5

Suddenly, after the duel in which the
i mutual friend was killed by her husband, v

she decides on a more direct way of com¬
pelling the man she cherishes, and writes

1
him to meet her in a restaurant. It is
most sudden, because up to this time we
have been given no indication of the man
she was after, but it turns out to be the 4 >
explorer, an American, by the way. Pos¬
sibly the necessary scenes were elided. To
convince her that his heart is not in this
game, he agrees to the meeting and they
converge on the luxurious private restau-

•, rant room, where, however, Mr. Husband
J (" Father," you know) has gone first, ap-
J praised at least of the reason for the duelCompanl and his, ahem, " daughter's" duplicity.

" nifty Waiting there, he falls on the couch dead,
too moj a Pistol in his hand at full cock, while a

■ very polite French waiter covers him that
he may sleep peacefully. Enter madame. 1
She pirouettes about the apartment in full |s.
expectation of the love she is to awaken,

, ,J then pours the precious drop on the re- ]
' 1 cumbent figure. (Think what the censors 3 1 ne

; have allowed; a daughter who will compel j < ,m.
her own father to love her.) At this mo¬
ment the explorer enters. She recoils in t

horror at her mistake, snatches the cover jts ''
from the recumbent form. The figure on

>; i the couch rolls over, its arm extended, and
j the pistol shoots. He has killed his own ,

,i wife, er, that is, his "daughter," F.

| "WHEN WE WERE TWENTY-ONE"
.j An Adaptation of H. V. Esmond's Success¬

ful Play of the Same Name Featuring
William Elliott. Produced by Daniel I

! Frohman in Association with the Famous
Players Film Company and Released .
March 29.

Richard Audaine, 44 The Imp."
William Elliott

Dick Carew Charles Waldron
" The Firefly " Marie Empress
Phyllis Helen Lutrell

«h Peggy Winifred Allen •,
f Arthur Hoops

The Trinity -s Charles Coleman
I George Backus

Mrs. Ericson Mrs. Gordon
Our fathers and mothers when they saw

Nat C. Goodwin and Maxine Elliott in
" When We Were Twenty-One" immedi- >
ately proclaimed it a success and now that
it has been picturized and shown upon the
screen we oi the younger generation have
the opportunity to indorse the judgment of ,
our forebears. That the comedy has suf¬
fered somewhat in the adaptation is ap¬
parent for while it gets off to a good start
and has a strong finish the in-between part
drags a bit. This is only natural for the
plot is so simple that the working out of
the story is readily comprehendible and
whereas the play had the advantage of
witty lines to bridge over the lack of action
the picture must do without this able re-
enforcement. In one respect, however, the
picture is superior to the play due to the
omnipresent power of the camera. This
is evident in the college football scene when
44 The Imp " after being laid out in a scrim¬
mage gets up and wins the game with a
sensational run down the field for a touch- M
down. It is a mighty good bit of picture I
production and has been staged in such a
manner that it really looks like a big col-
lege game. fin

UNITED TIME.
Direction Jenle Jacobs
Kind permission of

Ausrustus Pltou, Jr.
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1 DROPPED in last week at two performanceswidely different in character, but each so enjoy¬
able in its way that I must tell you about them.

One was " II Trovatore " at the Metropolitan and
the other a program of moving pictures, among them
" The Warrens of Virginia," vocal solos and current
events pictures at the Strand. I had some doubt
about enjoying " Trovatore," for many lovers of music
have pronounced it too old-fashioned and will not be
bored by hearing it. I couldn't understand why the
Metropolitan management wanted to present it dur-

s ing this season when only novelties are considered
safe investments in the play world. Surely, the

' operatic stage must experience the same difficulties.
What was my amazement, then, to enter a house
filled from the orchestra to the roof, and standees
everywhere, too. It was really an inspiring sight.

In that great house not a sound was heard while
the acts were on. The silence was most impressive,

i and I thought what a splendid tribute it must be
considered by the artists themselves. The secret of
the big attendance seemed to be the magnificent cast
and a new arrangement of the old score. Toscanini
conducted with the usual sheet of white paper before
him instead of the music. ' Talk about feats of

, memory! Toscanini's' memory never ceases to delight
), the patrons of the Metropolitan. It was a great

performance.
I chanced to meet Mr. Lewis, the treasurer, and

asked him if he were not delighted with the huge
attendance. He did not beam with smiles, as most
treasurers do when they speak of figures, but seemed

, rather to take the patronage as a matter of course.
< " But isn't this an unusual audience for an old
'

opera ? " I asked
" Why, no," he replied. " The Metropolitan is

' always like this. The only difference is, there are
more New Yorkers attending this season, because the
war is keeping them at home."

It was an interesting thing that Caruso sailed at
; twelve that day, and only three hours later that huge
, audience was rapturously applauding another tenor,
'

young Martinelli. They called him out again and
again until his triumph was assured. And Caruso
only a few knots away. As some one remarked, " The
king is dead, long live the king!" And I wondered

: if Caruso had been there what he would have thought
of a fellow tenor proving so strong a rival.

My visit to the Strand the next evening began with
an amusing episode. Although it was only a quarter
of eight, there was a line of prospective twenty-five
cent seat purchasers, which extended down to the
corner of Forty-seventh street. It was a new sensa¬
tion to stand in line, but I took my place and prog¬
ressed toward the goal step by step. Just as I had
about reached the ticket cage, the negro mentor of
tlie line called out, "Standing room only for twenty-
five cents. Fifty cent tickets at the box office inside."

Accordingly I stepped out of line and approached
the inside office. A young woman eyed me rather
languidly.

, " Is it true that you have no more twenty-five cent
seats?" I asked in a doubtful tone, for it seemed
impossible that at so early an hour half that big
house should be completely filled.

I wish you might have been there to see the look
of indignation which swept over the young woman's
face.

" My Gawd! " she exclaimed scornfully, " this is
the Strand! You're lucky to get a fifty-cent seat in

. this theater. If you don't believe it, just take a look
: S inside."

Completely squelched, I apologized and explained
I , that I so seldom went to moving picture houses that

! I had no idea there was such a demand for seats.
Nevertheless upon entering the auditorium I had a
feeling that the young woman had exaggerated, but

.. ! not a bit of it.
1 She was quite right, and even though armed with
'

a fifty-cent coupon*I was obliged to stand for a few
minutes before securing a seat. I must say I enjoyed
myself. A man I know described the Strand as

! "
so restful." You have a comfortable seat in a

luxurious, up-to-date and splendidly ventilated the-
i ater. You see the best pictures and listen to good
j music and good voices.
; But best of all was the young woman in the box-

office who expressed herself so strongly in her child-
of-nature language.

Another incident, at the Manhattan Opera House,
furnished me with something to think about.

A dear little woman was in New York for a few
' days before returning to her home in the South,

where it was planned she would undergo a serious
t operation. Thinking to brighten her up I offered to

take her to the big production of " Life" at the
Manhattan. She was delighted, for she had heard
so much about its wonderful surprises. The only
thing that bothered her was, what should she do with
her two-year-old baby. Finally she made arrange¬
ments to have her sister take care of it.

At the last moment I was unable to go and tele¬
phoned her that she might take anyone she liked,

i that it was a simple matter to ask for the tickets
for Madame Critic.

\ And this is- what happened :
She took the baby, too.
After hearing her story, I am sure that the manager

at the Manhattan Opera House is a very polite and
kind-hearted man, else he would never have behaved
so beautifully. I suppose, however, when he listened
to that delicious Southern accent he must have sized
up the situation thus: "This little woman with the
baby is from a part of the country where they take
their babies wherever they go, and I will make an
exception because she doesn't know the ways of
New York."

It was either a case of go alone, which was im¬
possible, or of staying at home, unless she could take
her sister. If sister went, baby had to go too. They
were both young, you see, and had never lived in
apartments where babies were unwelcome.

Sister took, ye of baby in the theater-lobby, while

the little mother went to the box-office for the tickets.
Somehow the two-year old escaped observation as the
pair passed the man on the door. The manager must
have been there, too, but he didn't see the toddler.

But once inside, the eyes of the ushers were at¬
tracted to the unusual sight of a baby starting down
the aisle while its guardians were divesting them¬
selves of their wraps.

Their glances spoke volumes, and somehow the
little mother felt that she was doing a most unusual
thing. Of course, she wouldn't have thought of taking
her child to " The Song of Songs," or " The Law of
the Land," or some of the others she had heard
about; but " Life," why that sounded different.

However, she viewed with uneasiness the group
of ushers who looked and made whispered comments,
but hesitated upon a course of action. Finally, one
of them sought out the manager and he approached
the trio.

" I beg your pardon," he said most politely, " but
we do not permit babies in this theater. I am sorry,
but, if you will go to the box office, you will get your
money refunded."

Tears of disappointment came into the eyes of the
little mother. She had wanted so much to see " Life."

" But she isn't a baby," she said. " She is two
years old and is beginning to talk. Of course, she
won't understand much of the play, but they say
,,, Li : -i-'Ii •: . I in I
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Smiling at the Prospect of a Prosperous New Season.

there are such splendid effects and she can see them, j
And she's awfully good—never cries a bit."

The manager was impressed but shook his head.
" I'm sorry," he said, " but we've never had a ;

baby in this theater. You will please get your money!
at the box office."

• " But I didn't buy these seats," said the mother, {1
"I have a pass. It is Madame Critic's pass, and |
she couldn't come, so I had to bring my sister and I
the baby or stay at home, and I was so anxious to I
see your beautiful play. If you will telephone to L
The Dbamatic Mirror I am sure Madame Critic can I
tell you that this baby never cries."

That settled it.
The manager waved his hand. The curious ushers |

fell back.
" Show these ladies—and the baby—to their seats."

said the manager. The seats were down front, too.
I haven't had a chance to tell him what I think

of him until now, but he must have a very kind |
heart, for he did a brave and a kind deed. I was I i'
horror-stricken when I learned of "how baby went
to see ' Life,' " for I, too, have grown accustomed
to the thought that babies are taboo except in their n
cradles, but if the gentleman at the Manhattan could I
know of the pleasure he gave one little woman now in
the hospital recovering from an operation I am sure .

he would feel more than repaid for the exception
he made.

Mr. Emanuel Reicher is another producer who is I .

determined to give us something different in stage I
production. In " Elga," the Hauptmann play at the I
Garrick, he not only did away with the orchestra |
but substituted a chorus which bridged the seven L i
scenes so that we forgot there should have been an ;
orchestra, or a pianola, or chatter—according to one's
fancy. The audience uttered not one sound from the
beginning of the play to the end. Nobody went out. I !
nobody smoked to break up the monotony, and no- I I
body seemed to want to do anything but to be
absorbed in the tale which scene by scene was un- j
folded.

"

Elga " is one of the most fascinating productions {
I have seen. There are faults to be found with \
some of the players, but that could not mar the j
tremendous interest of the story which held its hearers !
in their chairs until the last curtain. It was a
respectful, interested and an encouraging audience. [
In the title role, Hedwig Reicher gave us a type of I 1
adventuress different from the popular one. She could ]
not have been more wicked, for she didn't hesitate I
to pretend to love her husband with as much fervor j
as she did her lover. She flung her arms around her ;
husband's neck and kissed the poor fellow as sincerely '
as she did the one she really loved. Nowadays that
wouldn't be considered cricket, you know. But in j
Elga's day. everything went, it seems. The stage
Elga of today would be cold and frigid to her husband
and he would wonder why she treated him so. But
Hauptmann's Elga was so loving that her poor hus¬

band didn't suspect a thing.
Miss Reicher certainly was the Elga of Haupt¬

mann's fancy. Her laugh was heartless, her caresses
warm and her defiance of husband and danger without
fear. Once aroused she became a tigress. She wasn't
a bit modern, and for that reason perhaps some people
would find difficulty in accepting her type. But a
pretty little doll wouldn't have been Elga at all.

Madame Critic.
the Box Office M> .'

ACTORS WHO PLAYED BEN-HUR
For many years prior to the production of the

piece, Nov. 29, 1899, efforts had been made to get
from General Wallace his consent to a dramatization
of the book, but he had^always, refuged. However,
there was a strong friendship between the doughty
old soldier and Walker Whiteside, then a struggling
Shakespearean actor. Mr. Whiteside saw the possi¬
bilities in the character of Ben-Hur. Working on
this friendship, consent was finally obtained from
General Wallace for the dramatization of his book.
The rehearsals were begun after the play was com¬
pleted. Mr. Whiteside discovered at this time that
he could not escape from certain contracts which
bound him for a year and was forced to give up the
title character, much to his regret. In this exigency
Edward J. Morgan was engaged and created the part
at the Broadway Theater, Nov. 29, 1899. Mr. Mor¬
gan was followed in the role of Ben-Hur by Emmett
Corrigan, who had been the original Shiek Ilderim.
Mr. Corrigan's genius as an actor was exploited by
the fact that he played three entirely different roles
in the play. In the original production he was the
Shiek Ilderim, during the second season he played
Simonides, and in the interim he appeared with great
success in the title-role of Ben-Hur. He is the only
actor Who has played more than two parts in the
play.

William Farnum succeeded Mr. Corrigan and after
him came Wilfred Payne, an English actor who
played the part for a season. William J. Kelly, Al-
phonz Ethier, Orrin Johnson, A. H. Van Buren,
Henry Woodruff, Basil Gill, Thurston Hall, well
known in Pittsburgh, Conway Tearle, Richard Bnli-
ler, and Thomas Holding in succession have played
the role since. Mr. Tearle, who is a descendant of
a long line of distinguished actors, his father having
been Osmond Tearle, an English tragedian who was
for several seasons leading man with Wallack's stock
company in New York, and his mother, Minnie Con¬
way, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Conway, the
latter of whom was a sister of Mrs. D. P. Bowers,
the distinguished American tragedienne. Mr. Tearle,
besides playing Ben-Hur in America for a season,
was the original of the part in Australia. Robert
Taber played the title-role in " Ben-Hur " on its first
production in England at the Drury Lane Theater,
London, in 1902. Mr. Taber had won his spurs as
an actor by playing the leading roles in support of
Julia Marlowe, whom he afterward married and with
Whom for a year he was co-star, the pair appearing
as Mr. and Mrs. Taber. For the revival of " Ben-
Hur " in London in 1912, where Klaw and Erlanger
sent their production, Arthur Wontner played the
title-role.
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Kane in " The Miracle Man " at the Tremont in Bos¬
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MAUDE TO OPEN EMPIRE NEXT FALL

When Cyril Maude appears at the Empire j
I Theater early next season, prior to John
j Drew's engagement, it will be' the first time

J that any actor not a Frohman star has ap¬
peared at this theater. However, for many

] years Mr. Maude was a Frohman attraction
• at the Duke of York's and Wyndham's the-'

aters, London. The new arrangement be-1
i tween them came about during a meet-
| ing in Washington lately. Cyril Maude will
j remain in America all next season withI " Grumpy."

GOSSIP
Bertha Kent played Kitty in " Kitty Mac-| Kay " last week during the illness of Irene

I Hiseman.
At the dress rehearsal of " Inside the"

Lines," Isabel Goodwin fell downstairs and
fractured her collar bone. However, this
did not prevent her from opening with the
play.

Through Sanger and Jordan, Gilbert Por-
teous has secured for Ethel Irving, theEnglish actress, the English rights to44 Kick In."

While in Minneapolis recently with the44 Milestones" company, Arthur Row read
Maeterlinck's 44 Aglavaine and Selysette "under the auspices of the Drama Leagueat the Woman's Club and later in the week44 Hamlet" at Graham Hall.

Charles Frohman has added George Ali¬son to the cast of 44 A Girl from To-day,"which is playing Philadelphia this week.Julia Varney. who for three seasons waswith the original company of 44 LittleWomen," is now on the coast with HenryMiller in 44 Daddy Long Legs."

periment with Community Forri
"

MY SCIENTIFIC BABY "
H. B. Harris Estate's Newest Production Origi¬

nally Seen on the Coast
The Henry B. Harris Estate presented on

Monday night, Feb. 22, at Stamford, Conn.,
a new nlay entitled 44 My Scientific Baby."It was originally seen at the Burbank The¬
ater in Los Angeles under the name of44 The Elixir of Youth." The cast includes
Howard Ilall, Edward Mordaunt, JohnArthur, E. L. Covington, Beth Franklin,Anna Boyd, Antoinette Walker, and Sarah
Biala.

MISS McINTYRE SUES ELLIOTT
Molly Mclntyre, who played the leadingrole in 44 Kitty Mackay," has begun anaction to recover .$3,866 in back salaryfrom William Elliott, manager of the pro¬duction. In Miss Mclntyre's suit it is al¬

leged that on Jan. 7, 1914, Mr. Elliott
agreed to pay $175 a week to her until
Sept. 2, 1914, as the leading woman in44 Kitty Mackay." She received the full
salary until June 1, when $58 was de¬
ducted each week. The second contract,made on Sept. 2, 1914, gave Miss Mclntyre$225 a week for thirty weeks. She claims
to have received full pay for only fourweeks, and that then she agreed to have :$75 withheld each week, the difference to
be paid at a later date. But the attraction
closed and she got no salary at all. ?

Though it is rumored that Miss Mclntyre .and Mr. Elliott were engaged to marry,there is nothing in the papers to indicate
that she professes to have any claim uponhim except for salary.

ATLANTIC CITY
Fads and Fancies," a Sort of^Musical Review

That Thrills and Dazzles

DEATH OF MAX C. ANDERSON

oo v,vmrai park West, onMarch 8. after an illness of several weeks.At the time of his death he was an officer !and director in many corporations and wasreputed to be worth $10,000,000. He wasvice-president of the Western VaudevilleManagers' Association of Chicago, whichcontrols over three hundred theaters in theMiddle West, and was treasurer of theB. F. Keith Greater New York Theaterso9 * Company. lie was one of the organizersreview fc*is"hbpe'iessly in- V and formerly vice-president of the Shubertties and eventually lost ( i Theatrical Company. Up to six years agohe was managing director of the Hippo¬drome, which he operated with the Shu-berts under the name of the Shubert-Ander- uson Company. With Henry M. Ziegler, Mr. mAnderson was interested in theaters in Cin- mcinnati. Indianapolis. Columbus, and Day-,r'ton. He also had extensive theater inter- fests in Chicago.
He was born in Europe in 1860 andcame to this country when a small child. •He is survived by a widow, one brotherand two sisters.

Atlantic City {Special).—Klaw and Erlan-
ger's Entertainers in 44 Fads and Fancies •"
opened at the Apollo Thursday night. Feb. 11, \ ■'to an absolute capacity audience; the crowds :
stood in the aisles and on the stairways, and i
many were turned away. The S. R. O. sign t
swung for each of the four performances in t
Atlantic City. 44 Fads and Fancies " is essen- ' "
tially a Julian Mitchell production, the wonder¬
land costuming and dancing effects dominatingthe entire performance, which was not unlike a
Ziegfeld Follies show. The theme, which ««
usual with a musical —
terrupted with specialties

__

entirely, was intended to be an allegory similar
to 44 Experience." One. Phoebe, unlocks the
cave of Old Glum in the mountains at the End (of the Rainbow, wherein he has held the spirits
of pleasure away from the city for years and
she releases them. To punish her. Old Glum I
imprisons her sweetheart in the cave, and tells .

Phoebe he will not release him until she has
realized her wrongdoing by experiencing theevils (?) she has sent into the world. Follow¬
ing this prelude is a kaleidoscope of metropol¬itan scenes throughout which Paul Morton
dances, Frank Moulan and Tom Graves por¬
tray eccentric characters. Doc O'Neil acts as
foolish as ever, and Leo Carillo shares honors
prominently in his Italian character. Miller
and Mack put much zest in the dancing of the
show, and received many encores on all of their
numbers. Raymond and Caverly do not keep
up with the standard of the production, or what
could be expected of them; much of their com¬
edy being old jokes which fall flat. It re¬
mained for Conroy and Lemaire to bring the
biggest laughs from the audience. This versatile
team presented some entirely original scenes
and business which scintillated with wit typicalonly of Conroy and Lemaire. Their travestywith a Ford automobile is quite the funniest 1
thing given to the stage in the past year. Dor- 1
othy Jardon held the leading feminine role ad- r
mirably. that of Mrs. Hunter-Rumpuss. a mil- "
lionairess, who was 44 tired of life at twelve,and at fifteen nearly died of old age. because h
she could find nothing new and thrilling." The
story is written around this Mrs. Hunter Rum-
puss entirely, being a travesty on the idle rich,and their 44 fads and fancies." Lydia Lopokovacaptivated the audience with her charming idance numbers, and Laura Hamilton sang two jor three pretty songs in a dainty way that won «
vigorous applause for her.

Probably the biggest feature of the perform- rance was the dancing finale of the first and
second acts, particularly the first act. which l|took place in a scene described as 44 The Fox !a
Hunt Ball." and which was danced to Fox Trot vktime throughout. SiThe second act of 44 Fads and Fancies." atthe present time is in an ancemic condition,and the destination or success of the produc¬tion will depend greatly upon how this part ofthe performance is 14 doctored." At its pres¬ent condition it does not quite reach the swift
pace of 44 Watch Your Step." 44 Hello. Broad¬way." or 44 Chin Chin." but something stimu¬lating may be injected before it sees New Yorkto strengthen its weak points.

The billing of the attraction—Klaw and Er-langer's Entertainers in 44 Fads and Fancies "
—suggests a yearly production, probably pur¬suing the policy of the Zieqrfeld shows. The
managers connected would not commit them¬selves to a yes or no answer of the yearlyproduction question. The music was written byRaymond Hubbell. Glen McDonough wrote thebook. The staging was done by Julian Mitchelland Herbert Gresham.

At the Apollo. Feb. 25-27. A. H. Woods will
produce a new play by Ethel Watts Mumford.44

Good-Night. Nurse." with Hale Hamilton inthe leading role. The Combined Musical Clubsof the University of Pennsylvania will give amusical March 1 : March 12. 13. Margaret Ang-lin; March 15-17, Thurston.
Boardwalk Birch.

Max C. Anderson, one of the best-knownand wealthiest theatrical men in America,<Uor« of '

p Central Park West, on
died at his home, .

"MAID IN AMERICA" PREMIERE" Maid in America " had its premiere at
• i the Teck. Buffalo. N. Y.. Feb. 9. before a

great and fashionable audience. It will be
i gin its engagement in this city at the Win
< ter Garden to-morrow night (Feb. 18).

3
————-
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TO PRODUCE WOOLF PLAYMorosco to Present "Master Willie Hewes,"with Maijorie Rambeau in Chief Roleto six years ago j Marjorie Rambeau, who came out of the
he was managing director of the Ilippo- 'J \\rest a short time ago and conquered New
drome, which he on^rn » ~

<-h York by her vivid performance in "SoJ Much for So Much " at the Longacre Thea-'■ si ter, has been engaged by Oliver Morosco"| to play the leading rnio - -

jv/j-xc Avaiiiueau, who came out oWest a short time ago and conquered NewYork by her vivid performance in 44 SoMuch for So Much " at the Longacre Theater, has hppr> ^ •- ~--

to play the leading role in his productionof Edgar Allan Woolf's comedy, 44 MasterWillie Hewes."
The play, which deals with the Shakes¬pearian period, will be presented at theBurbank Theater, Los Angeles, the latterpart of May.

IUCIIARD OGDEX.
LUELLA MOREY.

i.i

JOSEPH SANTLEY, LIBRETTIST
An interesting bit of news along the

Rialto is that Joseph Santley has added
the scalp of literary art to his belt of ac¬
complishments. Not content with winning
the laurels as a dancer, singer, matinee
idol, etc., he has become a librettist. It
appears that he is the author of the book
of the new musical comedy 44 All Over
Town " which the Shuberts are to present
with him as the. star in Chicago on May
30.

The music of the new piece is by Silvio
Hein and the lyrics by the inevitable
Harry B. Smith. The cast includes Walter
Jones, Roy Atwell, Ruth Randall, Blanche
Deyo, Beatrice Allen and others.

NEW THEATER OPENED
' Importance of Coming and Going," by Butler
Davenport, First Play at Bramhall Playhouse
The Bramhall Playhouse, corner of Lex- ;

ington Avenue and Twenty-seventh Street,
was opened to the public last night with
a performance of Butler Davenport's play,44 The Importance of Coming and Going."
The Bramhall, which is under the direction
of Mr. Davenport, is perhaps the smallest
theater in the city, seating but 225 per¬
sons.

For the present the policy of the theater
is to produce plays by Mr. Davenport.
After three weeks the bill will be changed.

The company includes Ina Brooks, Edna ;
Archer Crawford, Marie Day, Gertrude
Millington, Celia Randolpf, Helen Reimer,
Philip Barton, Gideon Burton, Mr. Daven- i
port, Wilson Day, Daniel Jarrett, John
Jarrett, and Hamilton Mott.
gave Ufi a
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JOHN A. LORENZ.
1. Richard Ogden is a member of the the patrons on account of her limitless line :'adsworth Stock, at. t.hp. WaHawnrfh -

_

„0 ^ ^ ui cue me patrons 011 account oi ner limitless lintWadsworth Stock, at the Wadsworth The- of conscientious portrayals, pleasing perater in the Bronx. He is usually cast for sonality and gorgeous gowns. 3. John A
44

heavies," but has a long and varied line Lorenz is the leading man of the Wads-of other characterizations to his credit, worth Players. He is particularly fitted2. Miss Luella Morey is the versatile sec- in personality and temperament for hisond woman of the B. F. Keith Bronx Stock work, and is a favorite with. the Bronxcompany (New York). She is popular with playgoers.
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FRANCES SHANNON.

FRANCES SHANNON A STOCK WINNER
Frances Shannon, the popular versatile

young leading woman of the MerrimackSquare Theater in Lowell, Mass., this sea¬
son, is winning new laurels each week.Aside from being a very capable actress,she has in her favor extreme youth andbeauty, as well as a charming personality.Miss Shannon is a daughter of Inez Shan¬non and the eldest of the Shannon chil¬dren. She has literally grown up on thestage, and has to her credit the creationof a number of important roles in Broad¬
way productions. A number of New Yorkfolks will'journey to Lowell in a couple ofweek to see Miss Shannon as Glad in 44 TheDawn of a To-morrow."

Some of the favorite roles played in stock iby Miss Shannon are : Letty, in 44 Elevating 1a Husband"; May Joyce, in 44 The Es¬
cape " ; Effie Pemberton, in 44 The Blind¬ness or Virtue " ; Paulette Devine, in 44 TheBlue Mouse " ; Pameta Gorden, in 44 Girls " ;Josie Richards, in 44 Broadway Jones";Cigarette, in 44 Under Two Flags " ; Junita,in 44 The Rose of the Rancho"; Mary, in44 What Happened to Mary " ; Gladys Dex¬ter, in 44 The Penalty " ; and Tessabel Skin- ,
ner, in 44 Tess of the Storm Country."

"

HIP " OPENS TO SCREEN
Plenty cf Pictures and Surplus of Music on Big

Playhouse's Bill
The Hippodrome opened as a photoplay

house last Saturday night to an audience
that packed every inch of the mammoth
playhouse. A varied programme of pic¬
tures1 is provided in the opening bill, but
stronger emphasis is laid on the musical
part of programme than has been done in
the past.

Herbert Brenon's production of 44 The
Heart of Maryland," with Mrs. Leslie Car¬
ter in the leading role, is the feature pic¬
ture offered for the opening week. Mrs.
Carter is- not an ideal screen artiste, and
the early part of the picture gives evi¬
dence of faulty cutting resulting in con¬
fusion, but it works up to satisfactory
drama, and offers some really good battle
scenes. A reel of Harry Palmer's Kri-
terion animated cartoons- opened the even¬
ing's programme, and received well-merited
applause. A World Film Corporation spe- f

"BIRTH OF A NATION"
Griffith's Spectacular Picture Opens at New

Price Scale in Liberty Theater
David W. Griffiths latest spectacular pro¬

duction. 44 The Birth of a Nation," founded
upon 44 The Clansman," opens its New York
engagement to-night at the Liberty Thea¬
ter. The run will be at a ,price scale sim- ,
ilar to that charged at the legitimate thea¬
ters.

44 The Birth of a Nation " has proven a
sensation in Los Angeles, where it is play¬
ing at Clune's Auditorium. Though the
Coast house seats 3,000, speculators have
reaped a harvest on the sale of seat's. fJPrices at the Auditorium have run from
$1.50 down, a record fee for the Angel City. ,

Coast newspapers tell of speculators secur- *<
ing five dollars and over for single admis- *
sions.

Griffith devoted eight months to the pro-
duction of the' feature that has proven so (sensational. Eighteen thousand people and
three thousand horses are said to have
been used to secure the desired effects. For ;
the New York engagement a complete score j*has been written by Joseph Carl Briel, and
the accompaniment will be played by an
orchestra of forty.

The story begins in the seventeenth cen¬
tury with the coming of African slaves to
North America. Its further progress is
closely related to varied phases of the
slavery question and its bearing upon the
history of the United States. In the wake »
of the abolition movement comes the Civil
War with its terrific battles, Sherman's
march to the sea, the burning of Atlanta,
the downfall of Petersburg, Lee's surrender
to Grant at Appomattox, the assassination
of Abraham Lincoln, the ordeal of the re¬
construction period, the Ku Klux Ivlan's
solution of the problem, and the establish¬
ment of a permanent peace in the end.

kskh BmtriHifai—'iW'
MISS LESSING IN K. AND E. PRODUCTION1

h

Madge Lessing has been engaged bv Klaw
and Erlanger for a nrincinal role in their
new musical production. 44 Fads and Fan-

••

r1 T LJ cies." which will open at the Knickerbockercial feature, showing the Vanderbilt Cup t next Mondav night. Miss Lessing has notRace at the San I;ranetsco Exposition. J appeared here since 15)04. For the past tenproved the rcal snrpi ise of the programme. vears she has confined her activities to Lon-The pictures show an anto race in greater . d Paris and Berlin,detail that it has yet been seen on the. Tom McNaughton, late of 44 Suzi." andscreen, the views of the accidents proving Frnnk Doane. late of " Papa's Darling."a real sensation. Eclair scenic views were ' ; ln aIs0 be seen in the new production,well received. ? |_ ———
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" MY SCIENTIFIC BABY "
Tried Out in New Haven—Originally "TheElixir of Youth " in Los Angeles •

New Haven, Conn. (Special).—44 My Scien¬tific Bnb.v," a new farce, by Zellali Covingtonand Jules Simonson. liad its premiere at the ,<new Shubert Theater. New Haven. Conn.. Feb.25. The piece was originally produced as 44 TheElixir of Youth." at the Burbank Theater inLos Angeles, where it ran for ten weeks, after 1which time the Henry B. Harris Estate se¬cured its control.
The theme deals with an old physician, whoafter twenty-five years of experimenting, be-

klieves that he has at last discovered an elixir '■to perpetuate youth. After testing: it on rab¬bits he seeks a willing human subject. GeneralBurbeck. an old rake of sixty-five, who is de¬sirous of marrying the young doctor's daughter.Sylvia, agrees to lend himself as the subjectin exchange for the doctor's consent to thematch. The doctor is called from the roomhurriedly, and during his absence a young Span¬ish woman enters, carrying an infant, of whichshe accuses the old general of being the father.She deposits the baby on a sofa, and departsquickly, much to the chagrin of the general,who rushes after her. During the excitementthe bottle containing the elixir is overturned andthe contents spilled. From this time to theclose fun is fast and furious.The role of the doctor was taken by Mr.Zellah Covington, one of the authors, and Miss 1Antoinette Walker, was seen as Sylvia. Othersin the cast included Anna Boyd. Beth Franklyn.Sarah Biala. Howard Hall. John Arthur. RobertWebb Lawrence, and Edwin Mordant. The playis scheduled to open on Broadway about themiddle of March. The production opened inBoston March 1.
eMiss Phyllis Neilson-Terry appeared in the utitle-role of Anthony Hope's romantic comedy ofthe eighteenth century. " The Adventure of h_Lady Ursula " at the Shubert Feb. 26. This r.was Miss Neilson-Terry's first appearance under |,jthe management of Joseph Brooks, and she was

. _supported by a capable company of finished ac¬tors. Miss Virginia Fox Brooks, who made her
.American debut, was delightful in the role of ,Dorothy Fenton : Montague Love played the male .role. Sir George Sylvester, and Robert Whit-worth appeared as the Earl of Hassenden. The .piece was first produced on any stage at the old i,,I Lyceum. New York. Sept. 1. 189S. with Miss ,.Virginia Ilarned in tlie title-role, and E. H.Sothern in the part of Sir George Sylvester.Emma Trentiui and Clifton Crawford playedto big business at the Shubert Feb. 17. 18 in ,"The Peasant Girl." Maude Adams played to

,capacity audiences Feb. 10. 20 in revival of ,/,- I" Gualitv Street." 14 The Legend of Leonora."
, ; 'and "The Ladies' Shakespeare." "Kitty Mac- ,,... |Kav," with Irene Haisman in the title-role.

Ui.played a return date Feb. 22 to fair business. -

"The Belle of New York." March 1. 2: Wll- Iliam Faversliam in "The Hawk." March 12.13: Tavlor Holmes in "The Third Party is J|billed for an early showing at the Slnibert.— " -
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4'ELGA"
A Dream Play in One Act and Seven Scenesby Gerhardt Hauptmann. Presented atthe Garrick Theater by the Modern StageUnder the Direction of Emanuel Reicher,Feb. 1.
A Knight
A Servant
A Monk i
Count Starschen.ski )
Marina
The Nurse
Elga
(irischka
Diinitri
The Steward
Dortka . . .

Oginski . . .

. Clifford Devereux 1
. . . Leonard Young

John Blair
. . . Caroline Cafflu

. .. Celia Randolph
. . Hedwig Reicher
. . . . Roland Young
... Arvid Paulson

.. . . Kraft Walten
. . Mirzah Cheslir

. John S. O'Brien

44 THE ADVENTURE OF LADYJURSULA "Romantic Comedy in Four Acts by AnthonyHope. Staged by Frank Vernon and Pro¬duced by Joseph Brooks at the MaxineElliott Theater, March 1.

The first offering of the Modern Stageunder the direction of Mr. Emanuel Rei¬cher, llauptmann's romantic drama, El¬ga," was received with mixed feelings bythe critics, some of whom put it down as abald melodrama raised to a higher level byan author's name, while others commendedit. Shakespeare's dramas have the elementsof melodrama, but it requires a peculiarmental vision to detect in the bones andsinews of genuine tragedy the mere frameof so-called melodrama. Hauptmann tookhis material from a story of Grillparzer, >himself one of the greatest dramatists ofthe German stage. It is weird, fantastic,like " Hannerle." It is drama on broadlines, powerful in a dramatic sense, and asominous and thrilling as a tale of Poe orone of the weird novelettes of Balzac.Before the curtain rises the managersteps to the footlights and begs the audi¬ence to refrain from any signs of approvalor disapproval. This is done to preserve {the connection of the scenes by means ofthe church choral sung by supposed monksbehind the scenes.
~.The scene reveals the interior of an old jv':'tower with a vast fireplace, a barren table,a bench and curtained couch. The time issomewhere in the middle ages. It is night, \ \and a cuirassed knight with his servant isput up in the deserted chamber by themonks, whose monastery is connected with »—m"~the tower. The knight is tired, but hastime to exchange a few words with a silent ,monk and to offer him a drink of wine.The knight remarks upon the taciturn man¬ner of the monk and praises women, wifeand child and home; " but of course," heopines, " of all this you have never had a •taste in your monastic life." There is some¬thing significant in the way in which the :monk takes this remark, but without lossof words he retires and leaves the knightto seek his couch.

What transpires from now on is theknight's dream. We see the monk a youngman in the same tower chamber, now hand-
,somely fitted up, rich, gay and happy as jthe husband of Elga and the father of a| little Elga. His devotion to Elga is almost

.fanatical. But soon his happiness is to ,undergo a ^reat strain. Elga is wild and! pleasure-loving. Insidious rumors begin to■ •circulate. Count Starschenki's faithfulsteward at last intimates something abouta postern gate and secret visits. The count
. srrows suspicious, but Elga laughs away hisfears, until out of the babv Elga's bandthere drops a small case which the childhas seized, and which on being opened bythe father reveals the portrait of CousinOginski. At a glance the count recognizesthe striking resemblance of Oginski to thechild. He goes to Warsaw and remains !three days. When he returns he brings jback Oginski, practically a prisoner. Thetruth is, the jealous count has determined /'on his revenge. He receives Oginski hos- ;i pitably, but when night comes he has himkilled by his steward and lays his bodyon the couch and draws the curtains. Hethen summons Elga to the darkened cham¬ber and confronts her with the implacablee ; steward leaning upon a broad sword like an•'xecutioner. Elga is petrified: but whenthe curtains are parted and she sees herlover dead, she chooses death on his bodyrather than life as the count's wife. Aquick dark scene benevolently excludes a jview of her fate.

Then comes the last scene. We are againi in the old tower chamber as of the first act.The squire enters sleepily to wake thej knight. It is early morning and they mustbe on their way. In the distance we hear' 1 the sound of the monks' chant, which has ,| jjj connected one scene with another through- ■HI out the tragedy. The knight declares hej has spent a fearful night, dreaming a night-; mare. He dons his armor and leaves theI chamber as the curtain slowly descends.The fantastic spirit of the play is artis¬tically emphasized by the lighting and the isetting. The scene does not change from j< the tower, but is specially set for each epi-I sode. The acting requirements make a» strong claim on the interpreters. The countj displays practically every mood, from the bgravity of the monk to the enthusiasm of fthe lover and the frenzy of the jealous hus¬band. Mr. Blair is just the actor for sucha part. It is not a role to be interpretedin the colorless terms of modern drawing-| room speech and manners. It must have| the sound and fury of tragedy, and in thislight it was an artistic achievement forhim. Miss Reicher was excellent as Elga,j f especially in the tragic moments when she jdiscovers the body of Oginski and denounces ,• her husband. Oginski was well played byMr. O'Brien, the maid bv Miss Cheslir, andthe steward by Mr. Walten.
j • In a flay in tour acts.
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Sir George Sylvester.
Karl or Hassenden

, Trhe ®ev- Mr- BlimboeJ Mr. Dent
Mr. Castleton
Sir Robert Clifford ..Mr. Ward
Mr. Devereux

: Quilton
Mills
Servant
Dorothy Fen ton "
Mrs. Fen ton

stock

, "*

■

Montague Love 1
.... Robert Whitworth '

Cecil King b?>;
Campbell Gollan bestCharles Coleman

... Frederick Macklyn ,Leslie Austen
Edward MartynWilliam Giffard
Leslie Rycroft CITVEric Snowdpn "

. Virginia Fox Brooks, . ;
.. wiuj Annie Esmond '1 1 • 11Lady Ursula Barrington .. Phyllis Neilson-Tern-Act I.—Lord Hassenden's house at Edgware. (j 1! p'r-jnear London. Act II.—Sir George Sylvester's ., backhouse at Edgware. Act III.—Lord Hassenden's .lodeing. St. James. London. Act IV.—Same !'/ Jas Act II.

It wasn't a bad choice, "The Adventure'■, . Vof Lady Ursula," for a revival. About sev-St*
. 'V ^ • v,

. enteen years have passed since the romantic }U,(l' .
I comedy of Anthony Hope was first present- ,J ;ed anywhere at the old Lyceum Theater, 'with Virginia Harned in the part of Lady 1 ^ \Ursula and E. H. Sothern in that of Sir ''George Sylvester.

The play was a part of the taste of the '7-Vday—the day of " The Prisoner of Zenda " ; f ortv-n't 'the day of the romantic costume drama, be- FVm,.ginning well and ending in a surfeit of ro- e:-' ¥ Wmance and costumes. The romantic cos¬tume play had its day, and more. Everybody r , ^
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Phyllis Neilson-Terry as the Lady Ursula
as Sir George Sylvester, in Anthony

"The Adventure of Lady

White, N. Y.

Barrington, Montagu Love
Hope's romantic comedy,
Ursula"

leir exits wi
•ver known Ji Kroiiman's iwenty-five iHBK

irection, and doing a
great credit to the theater as any piece c ,
iicting any stage could possibly offer. ,(j ,

TO PLAY "EXPERIENCE" AT PANAMA]
Arrangements Lave been completed for ]

a special performance of " Experience on
Auzust 16 at the Teatro Nacional, in Pana- . an<
ma? while the confpany i.- en route to the L eri
San Francisco Exposition. ! , ,

This will be the first theatrical company 0111
to employ th- i »te to California. \tut ■

r
\
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nauseam, until the realism of Ibsen, thenjust taking its turn, came as a pleasantrelief.

" The Adventure of Lady Ursula " was»
one of the best of its kind. It is still a
pleasant comedy, with a wonderful partfor an actress with a talent for trousers.
Your wiseacre will tell you that it is old-
fashioned. We travel fast these days, andseventeen years bring their changes andfashions; but " The School for Scandal"
is still a standard after a century, and ■■" Twelfth Night" after three centuries, be-1 cause they are the best plays of their kind,■ and with characters in which your player |can shine if he has it in him.

" Lady Ursula " takes us out of the pres¬ent and translates us to a period of ro¬
mance, of belles and beaux, of ceremonyand pomp, lofty manners and quaint ways,and the theatrical devices that worked so
well in " Twelfth Night " work equally wellhere. After all, Lady Ursula is only anoth¬er Viola in different circumstances.

Miss Terry is a wholesome Lady Ursula,and though we cannot concede to her any¬thing like marked distinction over the orig-inal interpreter of the part, we can grace- .fully admit that she has a charm which is " QUI ! Sall her own. She maintains a strong re-
,straint and plays with splendid sincerity; -Woek tblending her abandon with delicacy and her al nrcsenU'oassumed masculinity with womanly tender¬

ness. Her best scenes are the two acts in 1 :iy -.'osi-which she is disguised in her brother's gar¬ments. Her two most impressive scenes are
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performance o

ovvm,, uucii ouc acucpis tut;quarrel with her lover, and in the same act
. nicater

^ n:where she permits her love to find a silent l 0an - ,-vT +expression in her manner. Altogether, her . \-S. ,work is artistic while lacking in impulsive " 1inspiration.
, productions forThe part of Sir George is excellently«. played by Montague Love. Naturally, we , 1 1 ,r!.Vi f miss the brilliant individuality of Sothern, s V' !" ' r ,'1\ but as a manly characterization of a manlyn character it was all that could be desired. ,so™e excel leiuLikewise the part of the young but irascibleEarl of Hassenden, Lady Ursula's brother,• was admirably played by Robert Whit-iu worth. One of the best impersonations ini Kef the large cast is that of Mr. Dent bylarch 4>" Campbell Gollan, a performance which con-i necessarj fers distinction on the role,honors w My congratulations to Miss Virginia Foxof the rej Brooks on her debut. For a truly maiden

; \\ effort her ease and grace in the part ofmost s ;< Dorothy Fenton are quite remarkable.There is a flattering suggestion in her looks
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yBTee afi/ccrbux tuat sue uas xuaueno mistake in choosing the stage as heri profession. She will be heard of as she1 acquires confidence and cultivates restraint.
^ The rest of the cast is very good, and thecomedy is well staged.

:ques Martin.*'
—N. Y. Herald
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Phyllis Neilson-Terry, who made her American debut last week ;
Viola in "Twelfth Night" 11
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FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAM SON Fire Commissioner

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 15, 1915,
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Evenings at 8:30. Matinees at 2:80.

JOSEPH BROOKS
Presents

PHYLLIS NEILSON-TERRY

The Adventure of Lady Ursula lerrhantS

A Romantic Comedy in Four Acts

By ANTHONY HOPE.

Staged by Prank Vernon.

NATIONAL B1 Sir George Sylvester .

Earl of Hassenden . .

The Rev. Mr. Blimboe
Mr. Dent
Mr. Castleton
Sir Robert Clifford . .

Gertrude jl Mr. Ward
lady says: 11 Mr. Devereux

'

i {! Quilton
tiaiw Mills

Servant

Dorothy Fenton
Mrs. Fenton

Montagu Love
.. Robert Whitworth

Cecil King
.. . Campbell Gollan
... Charles Coleman
.. Frederick Macklyn

Leslie Austen
... Edward Martyn

. . . William Giffard

.... Leslie Rycroft
Eric Snowden

Virginia Fox Brooks
.... Annie Esmond

IE BE MERIDOR aseSroKa.ariy
the skin free from impante*.
used before and after erptjrurc to

sr, painful effects are avoided.
rht De
Ofotuies i

Lady Ursula BarringtonPhyllis Neilson-Terry

Synopsis of Scenes.
Lord Hassenden's House at Edgware, near London
-Sir George Sylvester's House at Edgware.
—Lord Hassenden's Lodging, St. James's, London.
—Same as Act II.

Scenery built by The T. B. McDonald Construction Co.
Scenery painted by Unitt & Wicks.

Properties by John Brunton.
Gowns by Freisinger.
Costumes by Dazian.

Shoes by Capezio.
Wigs by Hepner.

rOB SAUH.

i. -DRlJG STORES

THAYER McNElL COMPANY
15 WEST STREET47 TEMPLE PLACE

cross-Strap Slipper ; &
Leather, Bronze or B
Kid.

Prices $7.00 and $9.00.

CO., 160 Tremont StMOSELJ
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WEEK OF FEBRUARY 1, 1915
WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY MATINEES AT 2

EVENINGS AT 8

executive staff
Mr. George Blumenthal
Mr. Paul Davis. .

Mr. A. Goldstein.
Mr. H. Mack
Mr. C. Tingle
Mr. C. Toohey
Mr. D. Brady
Mr. D. Carey
Mrs. G. Stone

THE MESSRS. SHUBERT Present

EMMA TRENTIN1
IN

"The Peasant Girl"j
i(In Association with Comstock & Gest),

With

CLIFTON CRAWFORD
Music by Oskar Nedbal.

Additional numbers by R. Friml.

Book by Leo Stein, author of "The Merry Widow."
Adapted by Edgar Smith.

Lyrics by Herbert Reynolds and H. A. Atteridge.
Ensembles arranged by Jack Mason.

Entire production staged by J. H. Benrimo.

CHARACTERS
Note:—At the Wednesday matinee Miss Yorke sings the role of

Helena; Miss Hallor that of Wanda.
(In the Order of Their Appearance)

Von Mirski, Friend of Bolo's Ernest Hare
Bronio Von Popiel, His Friend Clifton Crawford
Count Bolo Baranski, John Charles Thomas
Wanda Kwadinskaja, Dancer at the Opera Letty Yorke
Jadwiga Pawlowa, Her Mother ' Ethel Houston
Pan Jan Zaremba, Owner of an Estate Francis J. Boyle
Helena, His Daughter Emma Trentini
Wlatek, Butler to Bolo Henry Mack

FOR THE MESSRS. SHUBERT
Manager

Representative in Advance
Secretary and Treasurer

Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager

Master Mechanic
Properties

Electrician
Wardrobe Department

SPfitoni
• T?s,''e R.vcroft

,. ' "iton . .. ' " '. rK SnowdP.,6.-nton . Virginia K'oi Brooks
r.'ula Harrington '.' 'phifii. S"!? Esm°n<l

I—T-or,t Hasinta'. h " Nellson-Terrv •
London. Act II at Mirwjirp
at Rd^w,ir<? A;t fu -;er,Svl<'^'i r's '

.'•'i n James. lonrlon. ^Tr, 1V-—Samo - '
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Booth
Theatre
FIRE NOTICE

Look around NOW and choose the nearest

Sour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exito not try to beat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, FEBRUARY 22, 1015.
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Von Gorski
Von Senovica
Celeste
Baroness Petroffski....
Countess Napolska.
Fraulein Drygalska

Companions of Bolo's.
Charles Guidon
Stanley Henry

Frances Pritchard
Lucille Blair

Edith Kingdon Hallor
Karen Krischner

Frauleins, Admirers of Wanda:
Margot Miss Davidson
Babette Miss Brown
.Marcel Miss Edwards
Toinette Miss Evon
Doris Miss Babbit
Angelique Miss Lucey
Mellina Miss Harrison-
Violetta Miss Suid

CAST OF CHARACTERS —Continued

Members of the Ballet of the Opera
Misses Mitchell, Berry, Stallman, DeForest, Perle, Watson, Alex¬

ander, Bright, Lawlor, Harriman, Spencer.
And Ensemble

Misses Reynolds, Kline, Ehilid, Berg, Dayton, Cedar, Sutton, Siple,
Clayton, Challenger, Werner, Estey, Horn, Tappen, Flood, Gordon,
Taylor, Harrison, Davidson.

Companions of Von Mirski
Messrs. Everts, Hall, Henry, Singlust, Wagner, Fest, Allison, Croft,

Hamilton, Deleno, Warren, Kessler.
Bailiffs. Peasants, Guests, Servants, etc.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I — Conservatory adjoining the Ballroom.
ACT II — Hall in the Castle of Count Baranski.
ACT III — The Park before the Castle.

MUSICAL NUMBERS
Orchestra under the Direction of Mr. G. Merola

MR. ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN Presents

MR. HOLBROOK. BL1NN
—IN— |

THE TRAP
A MELODRAMA

By RICHARD HARDING DAVIS and JULES ECKERT GOODMAN.

—WITH— j
MISS MARTHA HEDMAN

Staged by MR. MARSHALL.

The Cast of Characters.
(In the order of their appearance)

JANE CARSON MARTHA HEDMAN
WILLIAM GRAHAM DAVID POWELL
HENRY CARSON FREDERICK BURTON

JAMES MARTIN TULLY MARSHALL
EDWARD FALLON HOLBROOK BLINN

MESSENGER ALBERT WOLFE
HELEN CARSON ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
BUTLER GEORGE BERLINER
GEORGE ANDERSON ROBERT WAYNE

TIME—THE PRESENT.
PLACE—THE YUKON AND NEW YORK.

Synopsis.
ACT I.—THE YUKON. CARSON'S SHACK IN THE YUKON.

Intermission ten minutes.

GRAHAM'S APARTMENT, NEWACT II.—ONE YEAR LATER.
YORK CITY.

Intermission eight minutes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ACT I
"Waltz with Me" Chorus
Duet, "One and Only" Bolo and Popiel
"Wanda" Wanda
"The Best Waltz of All" Wanda and Bolo
"Springtime" Helena
"Love is Like a Butterfly" Popiel and Celeste
Finale, "On to Conquer" Helena, Popiel and Bolo

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.

ACT II

"A Game of Cards" Male Chorus
March, "Native Women" Bolo and Male Chorus
"Childhood Lessons" Helena and Popiel
"The Flame of Love" Helena and Bolo
"Heart of the Rose" Helen
"The Gypsy" Von Mirski, Celeste and Chorus
"Knock, Knock, Knock" Popiel and Von Mirski
Finale, "Love's Awakening". .Helena, Bolo, Von Mirski and chorus

ACT III

"Prosperity" Ensemble
"After the Rain — Sunshine" Helena
"Mary Had a Lamb," words and music by Clifton Crawford.

Popiel, Celeste and Chorus

ACT III.—SAME EVENING. FALLON'S ROOM, HOTEL ASTOR, |NEW YORK CITY.
Intermission ten minutes.

ACT IV.—SAME AS ACT II. A FEW DAYS LATER.

STAFF FOR MR. ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN.
Manager Hugh A. Grady
Stage Manager Robert 'Wayne
Assistant Stage Manager George Berliner

Mason & Hamlin Organ Used.

;<it. last

4. Finale.
Dancer with Mr. Crawfoid Miss Frances Pritchard.
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"THE PEASANT GIRL"
by Oskar Nedbal; additional num-

■"-= by Kudolf Friml. Book by Leo Hi: • : ■ r.f- that ,Stein, adapted by Edgar Smitb. Lyrics ' ' lndtby Herbert Reynolds and II. A. Atter- in theidge. Staged by J. C. Huffman and J. i . ,H. Benrimo. Ensembles arranged by f ' ' ' "Jack Mason. Costumes designed by Mel- ho Ion ft rville Ellis. Produced by Messrs. Shu-
bert in association with Comstock and
Gest. Forty-fourth Street Theater, ni(i ,March 2.

Von Mirski Ernest Hare ' 1 f 'Countess Napolska Edith Kingdon Hallor i ; nPan Jan Zaremba Francis J. Boyle iHelena, his daughter Emma Trentini YfnCount Bolo Baranski John Charles Thomas
Bronio Von Popiel. his friend. , j:iu I p^r;Clifton Crawford . ;Wanda Kwadinskaja. dancer at the Opera. UCil IS ' ■(

Letty Yorke .Jadwiga Pawlowa. her mother .. Ethel Houston tO ;l CC.Wlatek. butler to Bolo Henry Mack . iVon Gorski Charles Guidon I- fiOIllCCn../.n(nn
. C- 1 , TTon Senovica ) „ , i . . £Bleste IromuanJ Frai1aroness Petroffski 1 .. . .raulein Drygalska j 10US* i Ka

VOn
Von Senovica
Celeste .

Baroness
Fraulein
Margot ,

Babette
Marcel .

Toinette
Doris . .

Angeliqi
Mellina
Violetta

.. . Stanley Henry
"ranees Pritchard •

. .. Lucille Blair , i i
Karen Krischner hi!UUl( 1

• Miss Davidson a sor£ |Miss Berg > .

Miss Gordon >{ j)\ inLr ]Miss Evon
Miss Babbit 50 that .Miss Lucey ,

Miss Harrison VCecl OUi
, Miss Flood it shouldMembers of the Ballet of the Opera: Misses

c ,Mitchell. Berry Stallman. De Forest. Perle, ft. 01 tllO IWatson. Alexander. Bright. Lawlor. Harriman,Spencer, Raye, Paula, Wolf, and Franklin. XT Oi pilli , ' ,,J • *" "uu. auu nuiinnu. « •: ■ :And Ensemble: Misses Reynolds. Kline. Ehilid.Dayton. Cedar. Sutton, Siple. Clayton. I'Hat Was
Ber

m

— 1 Sat

j^ciTg, L/ajwu. v^euai-. OULCOU. Oipie. OiaytOn, "Itti va-Challenger. Werner. Estey. Horn. Tappen. Flood. "kv D,,},Gordon, Taylor, Harrison. Davidson. Lampe. UJ ''Crockett. Boyd, and Maury. Companions of Von nf fUoMirski: Messrs. Everts. Hall. Henry. Singlust,Wagner, Fest. Allison. Croft. Hamilton. War- interest ilren, Kessler. Miller. Lee, and Smith.Act I.—Conservatory adjoining the ballroom. )f new ac{Act II.—Hall in the castle of Count Baranski. ,Act III.—The park before the castle. )I thC p.rjI"The Peasant Girl" is in for a good c]lnlli(|run. It is one of the best productions O A L'which the Shuberts have ever made, for it asrO Al'tis not only splendid as regards scenery andcostumes and a characteristic large en- ■&! gJUiCTsemble, but it includes a number of first- whetheiclass singers, and some ambitious music ' 'in the score is done full justice. So "The 1 shouldPeasant Girl" is remarkable for an ad-
, imirable combination of all the elements • ^V si,iithat should go into the making of a first- (vivoT 01 'class, even though designedly popular, mu- .

,sical work. In the cast are Emma Trentini ~\ he has |and Clifton Crawford as the featured play- , ■ers, Francis J. Boyle, who for years played J1the part of Massakroff in "The Chocolate the malSoldier"; Ethel Houston, who is never ,,seen except in musical attractions of asuperior order, and John Charles Thomas, ir i;]i;ra young baritone, who shared the honors ' ' ^ 'with the two principals; he has been ry"'-1singing with the Gilbert and SullivanOpera Company.
I wish that all our musical comedyprima donnas could get together and in¬duce Emma Trentini to show them how itis done. There has been nobody sinceLotta in her line of work who incorporatesthe human galvanic battery principle so yr » l-djaIideally as this little Italian. Her recep- ^ ' r 'Altion last week at the Forty-fourth StreetTheater was most enthusiastic, and in this

«x-llatest offering she shows more tempera-,ment, more vivacity, more action and move- . *'
,,ment that half a dozen comic opera stars *of the regulation type put together, while 'at the same time she sings like a nightin- VT RUW) TOgale. She can lay no claim to beauty. Herpetite figure is an asset, her English is ——■ —execrable, but otherwise she relies entirely .

,on her abilities. EXLN G,Clifton Crawford came in for a warm re¬ception that showed he has not been for¬gotten after his absence of two years : andhe worked hard to divide interest with hisco-star. Crawford is always best when atease, for he is a natural entertainer, andhe was not entirely at ease always, espe¬cially In the door scene, in which rathervaluable time is wasted to force a laughby a little wire-drawn horseplay. Hedanced well and scored favorably, as healways does. A specially brilliant youngdancer won all hearts in a number of fea¬tures with Mr. Crawford and others. Hername is worth remembering. It is FrancesPritchard.
Along with other merits. " The Peasant Girl "has a rather good story for its foundation.Count Bolo Boranski has a habit of falling Inlove, and being fallen in love with by everypretty girl that chances his way. He is highliver and a good fellow, and accordingly all butimpoverished. Just now he has formed anardent desire to possess the brilliant Wanda,dancer at the opera, with whom his friend.Bronio von Popiel, a rich and eccentric youngbounder, is desperately in love, and who re¬ciprocates his devotion, to the great chagrin ofBronio. Bolo is condemned to marry Helena.i the daughter of Pan Jan Zaremba. whom he hasnever seen, and for whom he naturally does notcare; but she has money and he agrees, blind¬folded. to the marriage to replenish his wastedfortunes. As soon as Helena discovers that sheis de trop with Bolo. she enters into a con¬spiracy with Bronio. The latter has promisedto lend Bolo his frugal housekeeper for threemonths, who is to look after his household andsave what can be saved of the spendthrift's1 estate. Helena disguises herself as a peasantI girl, and pretends to be the housekeeper, andIs soon established in Count Bolo's castle. Herea she begins to introduce radical reforms. She\ banishes his drunken friends, locks up the sup¬ply of wines and acts as the unquestioned mis-| tress. Bolo is not accustomed to this sort of

treatment, and the two are soon at it. hammerand tongs. She smashes all the dishes, andcarries matters with a high hand, and thenturns her back on Bolo. But the lesson hasserved. The improvident young count begins torealize what he has lost in his housekeeper. Inthe last act his fortunes have mended somewhat,but now he gets the announcement through hisfriend Bronio that a peasant brother of He¬lena is on his way to demand satisfaction forhis treatment of sister Helena during her termof service. Of course, the brother turns out tobe Helena in the disguise of a boy. It is worththe price of admission to see the midget meas¬uring herself against the big baritone. Thereis a mock duel, and by and by a clearing up ofall the mystery when Helena reveals herself asthe daughter of the rich Pan Jan Zaremba.
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Clifton Crawford as the eccentric rounder,Bronio in "The Peasant Girl," caught ata mournful moment when he believes hehas good reason to be jealous of his chum,Count Bolo

White. N. 7.MR. JOHN CHARLES THOMAS, WHO HASSCORED A GREAT SUCCESS IN THEBARITONE ROLE IN "THE PEASANT
GIRL."
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Emma Trentini and Clifton Crawford, who are mainly responsible for the warm welcome givento "The Peasant Girl"
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White. N. Y.

A very effective triple alliance in "The
Peasant Girl"—Mile. Trentini, Clifton
Crawford and lohn Charles Thomas. Of

t of acting
how little

Photo by Sarony
„ „

PRANCES PRITCHARD
„who has approximately one line to speak in "The Peasant Oirl.

has, nevertheless, made a decided hit. Her dancing, with Chiton traw-
ford, is full of life and has not yet shown any signs of that boredom which,

alas, is so often evident among others of her profession
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Drama
Boston

"Verona" for the Shakespeare *
'—■ miw i i—La uaiU 1 ■

White, N. Y.

Edith Thayer is a petite and charming successor to Emma Trentini
in the leading singing role in "The Peasant Girl"

FRANCES PRITCHARD

A young Bostonian has had the good fortune to make
a success on her first stage appearance, in dances

with Clifton Crawford in "The Peasant Girl"

In the cast of "The Peasant Girl," Letty Yorke conspicuously stands out for
her sprightly performance of Wanda
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Scene
Scene 2
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene 6
Scene
Scene 8
Scene 9

Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene

SCENES.

ACT I.
-In the Mountains at the End of the Rainbow.-In the Foothills.
-New York Salesroom of the Prestissimo Automobile Co.-Another Part of the Salesroom.
-The Birthday Party of Mrs. Hunter-Rumpusa' Pet Dog.-Riverside Drive near Claremenot.-Mrs. Hunter-Rumpuss' Tea House at Lenox.-In the Foothills.
-The Hunt Ball.

ACT II.
-The Gasoline Divorce Trial in the Court of Sentimental Relations-Neversink Terrace, the Venice of Long Island.■Main Room of the Mylaminitt Inn on the Electric Speedway.-Piazza of the Imperial Palm Hotel.-Ballroom of the Imperial Palm Hotel.

Overture:
(a) Prelude.
(b) Theme.
(c) Dance of the Spirits.

"Come Across"
"In Search of a Thrill"
March—"Automobilia"
"Love Me, Love My Dog" ....

"It is Heaven to Boheme" ....

Duet—"Honey"
"I'm Still Single"
"I'm Lonely For Only One" ...

"Mary Ann O'San"
Finale—"The Hunt Ball"

MUSICAL. X
ACT

I'MI

I.

Clews and Aides
.. Mrs. Rumpuss and Men

Chorus
Chorus

..Sally Mander and Chorus
Mrs. Rumpuss and Clews
.Ayling Harte and Chorus

.. Phoebe and Male Chorus
.. Sally Mander and Chorus

Company

HCKERBOCKEl
liEATRE

CHARLES FROHMAN, KLAW & ERLANGER, Proprietors
THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERTIT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED- IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,AND IN CASE or DISTURBANCE Or ANT KIND, TO ATOID THEDANGERS OF PANIC, WAI.K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 15, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

ACT II.
Opening—"Music With Meals"-—Dance Chorus"We'll Take Care of You Here"..Mrs. Rumpuss, Little Refugees and Chorus"Past and Present"—Dancing Specialty... .Alan and the Spirit of Pleasure"Those Girls of Long Ago" Clews and Company"They Do You Much Better At Home" Ayling Harte and Chorus"Never Again" Prof. Glum and Two Country GirlsDance Alan and Two Country Girls"Alimony Alley" Ayling Harte and Chorus"The Yuca Tango" Mrs. Rumpuss and ChorusFinale Company

Costumes designed by F. Richard Anderson and Cora MacGeachy, ofThe Schneider-Anderson Company, and executed by The Schneider-AndersonCompany. Scenery painted by John Young. Mechanical effects by JohnBrunton. Electrical effects by Tony Greshoff. Shoes by I. Miller, and Cam-
meyer. Wigs by Hepner Company.

FOR MESSRS. KLAW & ERLANGER.
Manager Samuel Harrison
Stage Manager George HighlandAssistant Stage Manager William TorpeyCostume Mistress Miss Campbell

Klaw and Erlanger's Entertainers
—IN—

FADS AND FANCIES.
%,A Musical Medley in Two Acts. f"

Book and Lyrics by Glen MacDonough.
Music by Raymond Hubbell.

Musical Numbers staged by Julian Mitchell.
Dialogue directed by Herbert Gresham.

Characters. '

Professor Glum, a happiness-hating magician Frank MoulanChase Clews, an income tax collector, in search of the missing$24,000,000 Tom McNaughtonAyling Harte. a lawyer, who makes sentimental troubles his
specialty Paul MortonLeicester Square, of one of the oldest English families in Boston,

Frank Doane
Alan, a country boy, employed by Prof. Glum Tyler BrookePhoebe, his sweetheart Stella Hoban
Mrs. Hunter-Rumpuss, whose life is equally divided between

her search for a thrill and her devotion to het pet dog,
Madge LessingSig. Giovanni Gasolini, an Italian automobile dealer Leo CarrilloThe Spirit of Pleasure Lydia LopokovaSally Mander, a thoroughly respectable adventuress. .Laura Hamilton

Evelyn Wildner
... .A. Howard
Elise Hamilton

Gladys ^
Ethylle 1

)- Sally's six dearest friends J ^lise HamiltonMyrtle f i Teddy Hudson
1 Ethel Delmar

Dottie Wang
Frank Conroy

George Lemaire
/ John Miller
\ James Mack

Mabelle j
Elsie

.

James Henry George. .

Sylvester Nightingale.
Hawkshaw Holmes ..

Sherlock Pinkerton

\ two soldiers of ,

J misfortune \. . . .

| aides to Clews
Miss Murgatroyd, cashier at the Mylaminitt Inn Maude GrayMrs. Wadburner, an average New Yorker Daisy Rudd
Mushagoogoo, Mrs. Rumpuss' pet dog David Abrahams

Fido, his yellow dog friend David Abrahams, Jr. }
An Irish Geisha Elise Murray i
A Cabaret Dancer Dorothy Quinnette JAnother G. Davenport ,

... June White iTwo Country Girls •••••• •

Dorothy Quinnette
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Mr. CHARLES COLEMAN
..Mr. FRANK STIRLING

..Mr. CHAS. K. GERARD
Mr. A. P. HYMAN

. . . .Miss EMMY OSWALD

TONY RICO i

BONNEVAL
PHILIPPE
GANNIVARD 1
FANNY, Rico's sweetheart

Rene's
companions

With FRANC

in **Trill#
irnt Chaa. Frohmai

48th Street, West of Broadway,

MARISI
Late Leading Woman

"TAKING CHANCES"
Comedy in Three Acts by Paul Frank andSiegfried Geyer. English Version byBenrimo and Morgan. Staged under Di¬rection of J. H. Benrimo and Produced

by the Messrs. Shubert at the Thirty-ninth Street Theater, March 17.
M. Van Rvek John HamiltonM. Saharoff Wilton KossM. Pascal Lionel BevansM. Clement Harnett Parker
Madame Pnval Winifred HarrisMadame Revelle Viola RoachMadame Fonrnier Lncile BlairMadame Doree Mariela BornefeldMadame Leblanc Louise ContiLucy Gallon Carlotta MontereyM. Arrnand Alexander HerbertM. Revelle Elwyn EatonM. Ardenne. Madame Blondeau's uncle.

Harry J. AshfordMarielle Blondeau Ivy TroutmanPierre, Iniiler Robert VivianM. Dubois. Blondeau's secretary ... Carl FreybeCount De I.astra Lou-Tel leeenMr. Henri Blondeau. Minister of Police at Nice.
Dodson MitchellFootman Phil. M. SheridanJeanette. Madame Blondeau's maid.
Aimee Dal moresVictor, valet to Count de Lastra . . Walter I'linjrc(iuests at Party—Misses Bornefeld. Florrie

Herts. Josephine Sachs. Marcelle Whitney. BelleJeffres.
Act I.—Garden of the Blondeau Mansion. Nice.

Evening. Act II.—The Apartment of Madame
Blondeau. Ten minutes later. Act III.—TheCount's Apartment at the Hotel de Paris. Nice.
Ten hours later.

This is the third time we have seen Mr.
Lou-Tellegen face a Broadway audience in
the English language as the principal char¬
acter in a new play. The last time we
saw him he played a genteel thief and
burglar in a serious drama. Here he
essays the same role in a farce from the
German, which in the original was known
as " Ein Ileizender Mensch " ("A CharmingFellow"), the chief character in a com¬
plication that might have been dramatized
from one of Boccacio's amorous adventures.

There are always people who have but
one point of view : No matter how charm¬
ing the adventure, or how ingenious the
plight of the hero and heroine, if it deals
ever so delicately with an amour, it is
vulgar. The Puritans were wonderful peo¬ple, but they brought over and innoculated
us with the virus of a too severe virtue,to which only a few of us can live up. It
asks us to dispense with much that makes
life less severe and grinding. In short, the
Puritans had virtue but no humor. In
this farce the authors have taken a pageout of Boccacio or Balzac's " Droll Stories.''

A gentleman burglar—the sort we first
met in the person of The Spider in " The
Silver King," afterwards elaborated in that
of 1 taffies—after robbing a bank, attends a
reception the next night at the house ofthe Minister of Police and successfullymakes love to his wife. While the keen¬
witted official is spending the night at his
office in an effort to trace the criminal,the accomplished burglar invades Madame's
bedroom and so works upon her imaginationby his recital of deeds of burglarious dar¬
ing that she becomes his confederate,sympathizes with the handsome wretch,presents him with one of her husband's
smoking jackets, and so involves herself
with his temporary fate, that when the
police chief goes to his hotel the next morn¬
ing to arrest him, the burglar gives him
the choice of scoring a sensational arrest
or saving himself and his wife from the
consequences of a first-class scandal.

There is something naughty in all this,but it is not unwholesome to the mature
mind. What I find fault with is that the
subject is taken somewhat too seriouslyby the interpreters. The whole spirit ofthe action is comic. M. Henry Blondeau.the minister of police, should be presentedin the light of a blundering provincial, and
a de luxe edition of Dogberry, instead of an
elegant, serious official. We could derive
rather more satisfaction out of the outwit¬
ting of an officious dunderhead than aneminently respectable gentleman who has
done nothing to deserve cuckolding. Also,
we should like to have seen a lighter touch,
a little more of the French souffle, a lessserious treatment of frothy episodes, gen¬erally. It is within the range of but few
English or American actors to get thiseffect, in which French and German play¬
ers are extremely happy : but why dignifyas something serious what is inherentlyplayful, a jest dramatized?

Mr. Tellegen is very pleasing in the partof the fictitious Count de Lastra. He has
a charm that pervades: his manner is
authoritive and full of elegant composure,
a man now gracefully insinuating, now se¬
vere and menacing. And I can't help butspeak an admiring word for Miss Ivy Trout-
man. Her playing in the second act, inwhich she is seen in the sanctity of her
elaborate and cunningly lighted bedroom
and revealed amid the interesting secrets
of her toilet, is most delightful. Perhapsa little more exhuberance might have beenin place in the first act: but, since the
adapters have made her a most innocent
little mouse, who really sees no harm in
her interest in the fascinating burglar who
visits her at her bedside, her conception .
can hardly be criticized.

Given the dignity that he is. Mr. Dodson |Mitchell's minister of police was very good :
lie is hardly to be blamed for the serious fcast given him by his resemblance to Poin- |
care. The play is handsomely staged ; the «
bedroom set would do credit to the bridal ■'
cbamber of a duchess. F. F. S. (

MR. H. H. FRAZEE Presents

A NEW PLAY, IN FOUR ACTS,

SECRET STRINGS
By KATE JORDAN

—WITH—

MR. LOU-TELLEGEN

Lou-Tellegen as the Count DeLastra in "TakingChances," subtly and suavely ingratiates himself
upon Ivy Troutman as the wife of the Ministerof Police by narrating tales of heroism

MESSRS. SHUBERT Present

LOU-TELLEGEN
—IN—

TAKING CHANCES
A COMEDY IN THREE ACTS

By PAUL FRANK and SIEGFRIED GEYER.
English Version by BENRIMO and MORGAN

Characters.
(In the Order of Their Appearance)

MR. JOHN HAMILTON
MR. WILTON ROSS

MR. LIONEL BEVANS
MR. BARNETT PARKER

MISS WINIFRED HARRIS
3 MISS VIOLA ROACH
IR MISS LUCILE BLAIR

Miss MARIELA BORNEFELD

Evening.
Ten minutes

ACT I.—Garden of the Blondeau Mansion, Nice
ACT II.—The Apartment of Madame Blondeau.

later,
The curtain will be dropped for one minute during tlie

second act to denote passing' of time.

ACT III. The Count's Apartment at the Hotel de Paris, Nice. .;
Ten hours later.

4

Staged under the direction of Benrimo,

Stage ManagerLionel Bevans

Scenery built by James Surrldge.
Acts I. and II. painted by H. Robert Law.

Decorations and Hangings In Act II. by Wm. Blrns.
Properties by James Caldwell.

Electrical Effects by John Wahlen.
Miss Troutman's gowns by Frances Willard.

Miss Monterey's gowns by Joseph.
Lingerie by Gilmer.
Corsets by Louise.

White. N. y. M

Lou-Tellegen artfully makes love to the wife of the Minister of Police
in order to avoid_arrest by the M. P. for a daring ban!

SECRET STRINGS.

fu' i.'ask;
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"ALICE IN WONDERLAND"
A Fantastic Play in Three Acts and Eight | ,

Scenes, Dramatized by Alice Gerstenberg ' 1
from Lewis Carroll's " Alice in Wonder- BJJ
land " and " Through the Looking Glass."
Music by Eric Delamater. Staged by «
W. H. Gilmore. Produced by the Players'

I Producing Company. Booth Theater, bM
• March 23. ™

i Rev. Lewis Carroll
I Alice

Red Queeu
3 White Queen

White Rabbit .

llumpty Dumpty .

I (iryphon
1 Mock Turtle

Mad Hatter
, March Hare

Dormouse
i Frog Footman .

. Duchess...
{ Cheshire Cat . ■

King of .Hearts .
Queen of Heait;*
Knave of Hearts

. . . Frank Stirling
Vivian Tobm I

Florence LeClercq
Bernice Golden |

.... Tommy Tobiu
. Alfred Donohoe

. Fred W. Per main
. . Geoffrey Stein

. . (Jeoffrey Stein
Fred W. Permain

. J. Gunnis Davis>
. Walter fOngsford

Kenyon ' Bishop'

Alfred Donohoe
. Frederick Annerly

. Winifred Hanley
vuccu V-

Knave of Hearts lvoxnan uamwiuv-.v.
Caterpillar r Walter Kingsford
Two of Spades Joe Barlow p?

rj Five of Spades W. Ross $■A Seven of Spades John A. Rice ffi
" Alice in Wonderland " is dramatized by

I* ' Alice Gerstenberg from Lewis Carroll'sST'* story, and " Through the Looking Glass,"
ft | with music by Eric Delamater. The play
I

, J suggests " The Poor Little Rich Girl " ineccentricity, and " Little . Women " in RHg
f .3 quaintness; inferior to both, however, as [&

j regards virile interest. It is a performance HP*wSJ designed especially for children; and it 3
must be regretted that there is not a the- ■

/ ater in town that could be utilized for just
&g| such plays for the special patronage ofchildren.

In the first scene Alice goes to sleep by
fSB the fire after a little scene with the youngminister, in which thev chat about the fig-

tires on a chess board and the kings and
jpl queens in a deck of cards. Alice has ex-j§,3 pressed her wonder at the mysterious land

within the large mirror over the mantel.
I J No sooner has she dozed off than a queen
v "i and her companion appear in the looking-

glass and call the child. So Alice mounts
the mantel and enters the mirror.

There is a quick change in the dark, and
we see Alice stepping out of the looking-
glass at the other side, representing a scene
of the room reversed from the first scene.
From thence on she passes through all sorts
of childish adventures, until we discover
her again asleep by the fire; and she
awakes to find that she has been dreaming. '
Her adventures are weirdly unique and cast
her into strange company. There is the Red
Queen, the White Queen, White Rabbit,
Humpty Dumpty, Gryphon, Mock Turtle,
the Mad Hatter, the March Hare, the Frog
Footman, the Cheshire Cat, King. Queen,
and Knave of Hearts, a Caterpillar, and
other more or less interesting and uncanny
creatures within the scope of a child's imag¬
ination. B

George V. Hobart might have made the n
performance more striking or more pic- Pj
turesque by introducing a bevy of beautiful ij
chorus ladies singing and tangoing through |
the woof and web of the dream; but Alice
Gerstenberg confined the action within the pa
limits of strict propriety, and kept it sacred Li
from the spirit of a wanton Broadway
show. The subject is hardly within the
scope of virile dramatic action, and is more
interesting for its queer conceits in the way
of types and episodes than for any purpose¬
ful moral. It has no underlying purpose,
and points no moral such as " The Poor
Little Rich Girl," and for that very reason
makes only a limited appeal. Alice is won¬
derfully well played by little Vivian Tobv.
Her performance is natural and childishly
artistic, and her selection for the part jgssgp
showed excellent judgment. The cast is WWII
fair, with honors to Geoffrey Stein in the ra&Bsa
part of Mock Turtle and afterward the Mad »
Hatter. | M

PLOT UNFIT TO PRINT
"The Natural Law," Nevertheless, Was Played

in Hartford Two Nights
Hartford, Conn. (Special).—"The Natural

Law," a new play from the pen of Charles Sum¬
ner. a newspaperman, was presented by John
Cort at Parson's Theater, Hartford, for the first
time on any stage March 15-17. The Dla.v was
widely advertised as " The Most Startling Plav
of tlie Generation," and it certainly lived up to
all claims. In his desire to be daring the plav-
wriglit threw convention to the winds, and as
a consequence this play is one of the most dar¬
ing, if not the mo^t. ever produced in America.

The leading chaiacters are guilty of the great¬
est immorality, and the play deals with such
frankness with matters tabooed in respectable
society that a complete outline of plot cannot be
given in any self-respecting magazine.

Otto Kruger is fairly convincing in the part of
"Jack" Bowling, a youthful athlete: Howard
Hall is satisfactory as Dr. Ralph Webster, a phy¬
sician whose ideas on morality are rather loose,
but who is himself above criticism; Austin Webb
is at his best in the part of Judge While: Helen
Holmes is appealing in the part of a wronged
woman, and Theresa Maxwell-Conover is fairlv
effective in the role of a friend; Mrs. Maggie
Fisher takes a minor part.

The play went to Boston and. after two per¬
formances, was taken off by order of the censor.

" The Natural Law " was tried out Dec. 22.
1913, by a traveling stock company in Minneapo¬
lis Seymour Wemyss Smith.
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ISADORA DUNCAN
Isadora Duncan and her pupils — some

one has aptly termed them the " Isadora-
| bles "—began a four weeks' engagement at

the Century Opera House on Thursday
evening, March 25. The programme was
the same with minor exceptions that she

| presented recently at the Metropolitan Op-I era House.
The interior of the Century has been

changed until it is scarcely recognizable.
The orchestra chairs have been removed
with the exception of a few rows at the
back of the auditorium, and the stage has
been extended to occupy the space once de-

I voted to the seats. Grayish blue draperies,I which give a sense of sombreness and frig¬
idity. hung at an incalculable distance at
the rear of the stage. Screens of the same
color covered the proscenium columns.
Draperies here would have been far prefer¬
able, as the screens were flimsy and ugly in
design and detracted from the impressive-
ness of the picture.

The evening was inspired—to quote the
programme—by Franz Schubert, and his

I works accompanied the dancers until near
! the end, when a series of Brahms waltzes

were given. At various intervals Augustin
Duncan, clothed in Grecian robes, emerged
from the depths of the stage and recited
sonorously bits of the Beatitudes and mor¬
sels of Mackaye, which the young dancers
interpreted.

The pupils have gained in spontaneity,
the only quality they previously lacked.
Their grace, beauty of body, litheness and
vitality have long made them marvels to
behold. At no time did they fail to express
the buoyancy and bodily freedom so essen¬
tial to the interpretation of the pagan
spirit of the old Greeks.

Miss Duncan was eloquent, indeed, in her
poses. She also danced with all of her old-
time skill. Only in the episode called " The
Chase " did she seem to lack the lightness
and suppleness of her assistants.

A feature of the evening was the remark¬
able overhead lighting arrangement.

J. P. G.. Pittsburgh.—David Warfield J.
gave 1,007 performances as Herr Anton Von
Barwig in " The Music Master." (2)
Laurette Taylor gave 604 performances as
Peg in " Peg o' My Heart," in New York
city. On May 31, 1915, while in London,

■ she played Peg for the 1,000th time. We
do not know how many performances she
has given since then. Sorry that your
query was not answered sooner.

,'liarles Frohman has placed in.rehearsal I
"~r^dy, "I Didn't Watt to !)., |

for produc
White. N. Y.

orphanRenee Kelly, whose performance of Judy, the orph;
girl, in "Daddy Long-Legs," is highly commended

0** week. Her former appearance was mau** i
-wn,i 0<>rr,>ss in her sister's company '
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another eleven-year-old prodigy, in her
costume as Alice in "Alice in Wonder¬
land" which for two weeks delighted
many children at the Booth Theatre

WASHINGTON I
"The Blue Envelope," a Premiere, Replete with

Adventure—Spring and Summer Plans
Washington, D. C.. March 16.— (Special).—

" The Blue Ei.velope." the joint work of Frank
Hatch and Robert Homans, a new and unique
farce in three acts, produced by Richard Lam¬
bert. was presented at the Columbia Theater for
the first time on any stage during the past week,
with a capacity audience on the opening night,
a benefit for a local charity—immediately finding
extended favor and approval of its thoroughly
amusing story and mirth-provoking scenes and
complications, and. above all. the all-round,
splendid and artistic interpretation of one of
the best farce-comedy interpreters in a company
most admirablv selected and assembled. It was
amusement from the start and carried through
to the finish. The following is the cast:

~ W T FJohn Doe
Richard Doe
Dr. Andrew Maurice ..

Dr. Plank
Colonel Horatio Bulger
Professor Coogan
First Attendant
Second Attendant
A Man
Angel
Maggie Ackers
Mrs. Doe
Mrs. Steele
Alma
A Woman

W. J. Ferguson
William Boyd

George W. Howard
Mark Price

. Horace Vinton
Henry Norman
Ford Fenmoro

. Charles Rogers
Nathan Foster

'. Vircinia Pearson'

. . Carrie Reynolds
Dierdre Doyle

Belle Theodore
Helen Ferguson

Martha Graham

P
*

i

u

White. N. V-
Mrs. Hickman in

Woman Mar ma vt..*..—
Synopsis—Act I.—The office of Dr. Maurice.

Manhattan. Act II.—The same. A Few Minutes
Later. Act III.—Dr. Plank's Sanatorium. I>ong
Island. Two Days Later. Time. The Present.

The story deals with the adventures of an up-
State man of wealth and strength in commercial
life from Cohoes, John Doe. a gay old roue—
thoroughly unsuspected for his peccadillos, thor¬
oughly loved and respected in the community In
which he is a shininc: light: surnamed " The
Sturdy Oak." a personage looked up to as a pat¬
tern of godlessness and truth, who. having bid
his fond young wife a lovine: farewell, starts on
a business trip ostensibly for Cuba to look over
his tobacco plantations, but in reality New York
and the Great White Way are his objective.
During a period of preparation to go on this
journey Doe has been in constant correspondence
with an acquaintance of previous visits. Angel,
" the clinging vine." for an engagement and ap¬
pointment arranged for a little dinner planned
in a secluded upstairs restaurant. Near the
hour appointed Angel starts in one cab for the
place, and Doe happens to be following in an¬
other. when a street fight occurs which is quite
unsuited to the plans of each. In his haste to
meet his inamorata. Doe leaves his cab and en- |
deavors to disperse the mob. but himself becomes
involved and beaten up. When he breaks away
he rushes for his cab, only to find a strange
woman entering bv the other door. It is the 1
" clinging vine." whom he doesn't recognize, who 1
instructs the driver to take them to the nearest
doctor's office for repairs and treatment. It is
here that the real action of the farce begins,
bringing into the general mix-up numerous indi¬
viduals accused by Angel in the purloining of her
reticule, lost in the melee, which contains The
Blue Envelope that holds incriminating evidence
of John Doe's previous escapades, epistles in fierv
love language, and which Angel, the adventuress
and alluring blackmailer, has put a price of
$10,000 dollars upon to redeliver. The missing
Blue Envelope, in the endeavor to recover, sets
the pace, and the second and third acts deal
largely in the chase in and out. door to door,
of an intricately built stage setting that gives
most excellent opportunities for fun-mnking of
one of the best selected farce companies seen
here this season. To make individual mention
would be to repeat again the entire cast, the

; work was so clever and good. The week was a
I most enjoyable one from every viewpoint.
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Duchess
Cheshire Cat . . .

King of Hearts
.

Queen of Hearts
Knave of Hearts
Caterpillar
Two of Spades .

Five of Spades .

Seven of Spades

. . . Kenyon Bishop

. . . Alfred Donohoe
. Frederick Annerly

. . Winifred Hanley
Foxhall Daingerfield

. Walter Kingsford
Joe Barlow

W. Ross
John A. Rice

Booth
Theatre

Synopsis of Scenes.
Alice's Home.
-The Room in the Looking-Glass,-The Hall with Doors.
The Sea Shore.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner. ACT II.—The March Hare's Garden
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY, MARCH 39, 1915. Scene 1—The Garden of Flowers

Scene 2—The Court of Hearts.
Scene 3—Alice's Home.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday Evenings,Wednesday. Thursday and Friday Matinees at 3 o'clock,and Saturday Matinee at 11 a. m. and 3 p. m.

THE PLAYERS' PRODUCING COMPANY Present J. G. Davis
A. L. Perry . . Stage Manager .<

Business Manager •:ALICE IN WONDERLAND Scenery and Costumes Designed by William Penhallow Henderson.Dramatized by Alice Gerstenberg
From Lewis Carroll's "Alice in Wonderland

"Through the Looking Glass."
With Music by Eric Delamater.

Staged by W. H. Gilmore. TEJULXilEIR'S

Broadway TheatreBmdwtj and Myrtle Arena*.
LJO C. TBLLJBR LESSEE) AND MANAGER

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

Rev. Lewis Carroll
Alice
Red Queen
White Queen ....

White Rabbit . . .

Humpty Dumpty .

Gryphon
Mock Turtle
Mad Hatter
March Hare
Dormouse

Frog Footman . . .

. . . Frank Stirling
. . . Vivian Tobin
Florence LeClercq

. . Bernice Golden
. . . Tommy Tobin

. Alfred Donohoe
Fred W. Permain

, . . Geoffrey Stein
.. . Geoffrey Stein
Fred W. Permain

. J. Gunnis Davis
Walter Kingsford

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH S
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday,

ROBERT HILLIARD
—in—

THE ARGYLE CASE
By Harriet Ford slid Harvey J. O'Higgins.

Written in co-operation with Detective Win. J. Burns

Andy, a servant
Mrs. Martin, wife of Dr. KreislerMary Masuret, Mr. Argyle's adopted daughterMrs. Wyatt, her companion
Nancy Thornton, Bruce's fianceeKitty, a maid

. . Charles Foster
Olive Oliver

. . . .Stella Archer
. . Agnes Everett

Olive Reeves
Josephine Stevens

Scenes of the Play.ACT I.—Mr. Argyle's Library.
ACT II.-—Kayton's Private Office at the Kayton Detective Agency.(Ail intermission of ten minutes, because of the massivenessof the stage setting- for Act III.)ACT III.—Double Scene—The large room of Kreisler's CounterfeitingDen in Washington Square, and a small attic in the house next door, whereDetective Kayton's men are on the receiver end of the Dictograph.ACT IV.—Kayton's Office. The Next Morning.

Time—The Present Place—New York City.
The play produced under the direction of Gustav von Sevffertitz andRobert Hilliard.

The use of the Dictograph device and of the name Dictograph in this playis by license and authority of K. M. Turner, New York City.The reproduction of the Suspect's voice in Detective Kayton's eftiee in theFourth Act, is made by means of the Columbia Grafonola, in connection with theDictograph. This is the first demonstration upon the stage of the very last wordin scientific detective achievement.

Scenery for Acts I., II. and IV. painted by H. Robert Law.Act 111. painted by Unitt & "Wickes; built by the T. B. McDonald ConstructionCompany

Gowns worn by Miss Oliver and Miss Archer from Hitchlns,Hats from Susanne-Trowbridge, New York.Properties by John Brunton.

ALICE ANP THE FROG FOOTMAN

ALICE IN WONDERLAND.
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THURSDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 21, 1915
Charles Frohman Presents

ethel barrymore
In a Play in Three Acts, Entitled

THE SHADOW
By Dario Niccodemi and Michael Morton

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Gerard Tregnier Bruce McRae
Michel Delon Ernest Lawford
Doctor Magre Edward Fielding

Berthe Tregnier Ethel Barrymore
Helene Preville Grace Elliston
Jeanne Amy Veness
Louise Vera Pole

If iw —
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Act I—A Room at the Briwing Museum.

Act II—Studio of Gerard Tregnier.
Act III—Same as Act I.

FOR CHARLES FROHMAN
William Frank Acting Manager

^ William Bartlett Reynolds Business Manager
C Frank McCoy Stage Manager

Wednesday February 8, 1915.

IRVIN S. COBB
of the staff of

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST
in an

ILLUSTRATED TALK
of his recent experiences in the war zone; together with a

series of moving pictures of authentic war scenes
DIRECTION OF SELWYN & COMPANY

::-i ' :

ROBEBT
WARWICK

Part I

Mr. Irvin S. Cobb of the Saturday Evening Post
on some recent experiences at and near the front.

Part 2

Authentic Motion Pictures of War Scenes.
(During the showing of these pictures, will the au¬

dience kindly refrain from demonstrations of any kindin
order that the spirit of President's Wilson's request that
absolute neutrality be preserved?)

Part 3

For fifteen minutes Mr. Cobb will answer questions
upon war topics propounded by persons in the audience.

f perft
t-ong .

Lyceum Theatre
MONDAY. TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, Jan. 11-12-13

Matinee Wednesday

66

WILLIAM HARRIS, JR., Presents

THE MISLEADING LADY"
A New Play,

By Charles Goddard and Paul Dickey, Authors of
" The Ghost Breaker "

With LEWIS S. STONE

f*U:, ndi CAST OF CHARACTERS
.Yf Jack Craigen Lewis S. Stone

WmY ' Y. § John W. Cannell Thomas F. Tracey
nij Henry Tracey Warren Richmond

• 'Sit Sidney Parker Albert Sackett
Stephen Weatherbee .Henry Stockbridge
Keen Fitzpatrick Walter Regan
Boney Frank Sylvester
Tim McMahon Albert Sackett
Bill Fagan Henry Thompson" Babe " Merrill George Abbott" Spider " Frederick Wallace
Helen Steele Doris Olsson
Mrs. John W. Cannell Alice Wilson
Jane Wentworth Grace Barbour
Amy Foster Alison Skinner
Grace Buchanan Daisy Adamy

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Act I—Country Home of John Cannell, on the upperHudson.
Act II—Eagle Lodge in the Wilderness of the Adiron-

dacks. Same evening.
Act III-—Same as Act II. Early next morning.

Time—Fall of the Year.
Scenery built by Hudson Construction Co.

Scenery painted by H. Robert Law.
Play staged under the direction of Holbrook Blinn.tO'-ri

II Witt

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Manager E. W. Steele
Stage Manager Frederick Wallace
Carpenter A1 Powers
Property Man Burt Main
Electrician Edward Kett

Jan. 14, 15, 16, "When Old New York Was Dutch'

"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" is
the attraction for Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday at the Lyceum theater. The
scenes of this play are laid among the
mountains in the Cumberland range,
and the story reveals the evolution of
June Tolliver, a little barefooted moun¬
tain girl, who learns to love a young
engineer, John Hale, who comes pros¬
pecting in the Cove where her father
lives. The engineer gains the permis-

success th'-r, r •' .;nd si

Comcd ™E DOCTOR'S DILEMMA"'"'^Vs
i'ro/uced byVeGranvilley HBe[narti Slmw- 'n

. lack's Theater, March 26. at Wal" '
f If gjSS

Mr.

< $<r- Blenkinsop ....I Pr-, Schutzmacher .Louis Dubedat . . .

I Kedpenny ... '

Mr®
A Waiter . .

I Jennifer ....

1 Emmy
i Minnie Tin well

-ACT I-—Sir Cojeuso

• . Ian Maciaren ti
• Lionel Brahuni I

• p- Heggie ,
• • Arnold Lucy i
... Edgar Keni '

v^ight Kramer
• Nicholas Hannen 1

Reynolds Evans tv
Ernest Cossart U

Walter Geer
' "

•

y.\- George Can- ?
• ■ . . Lillah McCarthy

- Kate Carlyoii
7*-i 1 feonard-Boyiu-
^V?re»°^.S„tC?S8Ul»n«

-on oojenso Ridgeon's ConsultingRoom. ACT II.—On the Terrace at the Starand Garter. Richmond. ACT III.—In Dubedat's <1Studio. ACT IV.—The Same. ACT V.—One <& 1of the smaller Bond Street Picture Galleries. >,There is something in the Shaw humor .athat appeals to Americans, and though ."The Doctor's Dilemma" has its discur- >sive moments and the performance lastedclose unto four hours—from 8 to 12—it igrarely relaxed its grip on the attention of •the audience, which responded heartily toi the wit and followed with a tense interest 1! the development of an exceedingly uniquesatirical complication, compounded at theI expense of the medical fraternity. It wasproduced in London nine years ago, buthas never been professionally offered in an
.American theater. The production was atriumph for Mr. Barker. The performancelacked little of reaching a stage of perfec- \tion, and though radically different from ;the picturesque conceit of " Androcles andthe Lion," suffered nothing in comparison.The comedy shows the Shaw theories intheir boldest, most irresponsible form, in . .the avowal of doctrines that fly in the face ,.! •; jof orthodoxy at every turn, and may evenstrike some as studiously wicked, and yet n; •provoke laughter because they are so spon¬taneously put forth.

Dr. Colenso Ridgeon has just been knight- 'ed for discovering a cure for tuberculosis.His fellow practitioners of all schoolsgather to congratulate him. Each has a
_medical theory of his own ; the modern .' !Scientist mingles with the old-school prac- ,tiHr»r>rv~ *-1-- citv doptnv

uvicuuai Ullllgies _i,uc v»iu-s i"-civ,-titioner, the citv doctor with the poorcountry doctor charging a fee of eighteenpence. There comes to the office of thenew-made knight a beautiful woman, Jen- fnifer, whose husband is a brilliant way-ward, unscrupulous young artist of greatpromise, named Dubedat. He is afflictedwith tuberculosis. At first, the busy 'Ridgeon refuses to see her; when she isadmitted at last, he is struck by her beautyand the proofs of Dubedat's remarkableskill. He invites the artist and his wifeto attend a dinner he is giving to his col¬leagues, and the charm of the woman wins
upon all. They resolve to help him. Butbefore the supper is over each discoversthat he has been shrewdly victimized by -the insouciant Dubedat. To each he hastold the same story, and all but one haveloaned him considerable sums of money ona specious plea. They go to his studioin a body, but reproaches are wasted onthe agreeable scamp as water on a duck'sback. Sir Ralph Bloomfield Bonnington, afashionable physician, alone undertakes totreat the artist. When Jennifer makes herstrongest appeal to the great tuberculosisspecialist, he tells her to place herself inthe hands of Sir Ralph and trust him tocure Dubedat. The artist dies, and in asubsequent scene which closes the comedy,Dr. Ridgeon reveals his love for Jennifer,and admits that he allowed Sir Ralph tokill Dubedat, knowing that his manner oftreatment would have no other result. He*s indirectly a murderer, but—he is a doc- .^or! When he proposes she has alreadyobeyed her husband's injunction and mar¬ried another man.

I This is the barest outline of the com¬plication. Its charm consists in the uniquecharacterizations and the spontaneous witand satire of the treatment, the forcefulcontrast of characters, the quaint Shavianpoint of view, the apt individualizing andgeneral audacity of reasoning. That itssatirical summary of medical theories andits flings at the vanities of the followers of,T.sculapius are not resented by the pro¬fession seems attested by the assertion thatthe play has been produced by physiciansin this country in private. Three or four
. characters stand out with peculiar distinct-j ness: Sir Patrick Cullen, a practitioner ofthe old school, who has heard his father1 discuss discoveries hailed as great modernhealing agents ; Sir Ralph, an ultra-modernphysician patronized in royal circles, anda butterfly, the first part strongly charac¬terized by Lionel Braham, the secondmarked with a delightful inconsequence byMr. Heggie. Still another striking por¬traiture of character is Arnold Lucy's Dr. .Walpole, who scientifically traces everysymptom of disease to blood poison andfinds his cure-all in operations: and anexcellent bit of characterization is that of !Dr. Blenkinsop by Edgar Kent.Two uncommonly good stage portraitures

|remain to be mentioned. That of Jenniferby Lillah McCarthy, and of Dubedat byNicholas Hannen. The former invests thecharacter of the artist's wife with a gooddeal of tenderness and sincerity. She hasmarried the young artist from love, and be- 1lieves in him ; she reasoned that the littlemoney she had would tide him over hisfirst struggles; she knows nothing of his
wanton gayety, his secret illegal marriagelo Minnie Tinwell, the hotel maid; and thedoctors keep her in ignorance, for theyrespect her devout belief in the brilliant 4
scapegrace. The death scene of the artist•|—* "

reckless nlav of

MB

Isabelle L/owe at the Lyceum.
sion of June's father, and her own con¬
sent, to attend school in the Gap with
one of the mountain women as a
chaperon.

During her stay at the school June's
love for the engineer unfolds gradual¬
ly an-d he is not conscious of this grow¬
ing affection on the part of the girl
until it is almost too late, for he has
no thought of marrying June. She
thinks that his coolness indicates his

;,\.y idea that she is not good enough for
him and returns to her home in the
mountains bitterly disappointed. Thenthe feud breaks out and Hale's friendis shot by June's cousin. Hale, who has

j organized a posse to preserve law and
;i order, comes to the cabin to arrestDave Tolliver, but from June he gets atnew idea of duty and of sacrifice. He

,•learns how much he needs little June, :while she and her people learn there is
a better way to settle disputes, thanwith guns and bloodshed. The iovers
are united and feud ends. The cast in¬cludes: Isabelle Lowe as June; JamesHeron as John Hale; Jack Pendleton as
Berkley; Noah Beery as Judd Tolliver;: Paul Schwager,' Dave Tolliver; John;Rennie, Uncle Bille; Adrian Morgan, iCal Heaton; Marie Scott, Ole Hun; and iI Marguerite Abbot as Loretty. I
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me death scene of the artistdenotes the reckless play of spirits of the -—' ■author better than any other; he depicts 1 IInC/the dying consumptive still enamored of , ,Jennifer, wuo hugs him close to her breast; r "Y JeweUit is a scene strangely compounded ofpathos and sardonic humor, of vanity and
scorn, and yet with a touch of somber •

solemnity—the whole capitally denoted by "~the actor.
The author tells us that " life does not jcease to be funny when people die any! more than it ceases to be serious when I

people laugh." F. F. S. 1

Ian Maciaren as Sir Colenzo, the specialist in lung diseases in 'succumbs to the treatment of Lillah McCarthy as Jennifer.
lied at the age o|TfortV-iUBe irom —
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YORK THEATRE
" IMPORTANCE OF COMING AND GOING "

A Play in Three Acts- by Butler Davenport.
Produced by the Bramhall Players at the
Bramhall Playhouse, April 2.

Miss Hansen Gertrude Millinsrton
Nora O'Day Helen Reimer
Frank Stone Philip Barton
Florence Stone . . Ina Brooks
Dr. Lansing Wilson Day
Mrs. Stone Marie Day
Grant Stone John .Tarrett
Charles Stone Daniel Jarrett
Bishop Vail Hamilton Mott
Edna Celia Randolph
Mr. Fog's: Gideon Burton
Madge Bantling Edna Archer Crawford
" Pinkie " Ethel Hallor
Pierre Butler Davenport

Whatever distinction may be derived in
having built the littlest theater, in this era
of little theaters, belongs to Butler Daven¬
port. On Twenty-seventh Street, near Lex¬
ington Avenue, a sign over a remodeled
house announces The Bramhall Playhouse.
Once inside a general feeling of snugness
and comfort prevails. The interior is at¬
tractively decorated in gray and gold. At
the sides of the auditorium are windows
which extend from the floor to the ceiling.
A tiny stage, rising a few feet above the
level of the auditorium floor, gives one the
feeling that he is in the same room with
the actors. In fact, so small is the theater
that last Friday night's performance sug¬
gested a parlor entertainment.

Mr. Davenport should be congratulated
for the seating arrangements. His cane
chairs, in place of the regular orchestra
seats, are indeed so comfortable and restful
that they made the contemplation of his
opening drama a joyful occasion in spite
of its lugubrious scenes.

The play is described as a satire on sa¬
cred sentiments. It is satire ad libitum,
if not ad nauseum. Never have we beheld

116th Street, near Lenox Avenue.
Telephone Morningside 1354.

UPTOWN AMUSEMENT CO., INC. LESSEES
J. EDWARD CORT MANAGER

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAM-SON Eire Commissioner.

Davenport Will Re-
Play He Produced
Last Season.

Butler
vive

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 4, 1915
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

THE MESSRS. SHUBERT Present
The Celebrated Anglo-Polish Actress

Miss Edith Taliaferro

Cast ol' Characters.
. EARLA ELYERSON

FRITZ LEIBER
HERBERT MANN

FRED FORD
MARY HOLTON
JEAN THOMAS

HAZEL TURNEY
HELEN HASKELL

JOHN MAURICE SULLIVAN
RICHARD LYLE

FRED PETERS
ALBERT GRAN

. . . CLARICE SNYDER
. F. RUSSELL SMITH

MADAME PETROVA

MRS. BIDDLE
JOHN STEPHENS . .

FRITZ
CARL
MATHILDA .

FLORA LAROSE . . .

CASSIE MACKEYE .

EVA ESSEX
THE DEACON
THE SOUSE
FlDGETTS
THE PRUDE
NANNIE STEPHENS
DR. THOMAS
ANNA STEPHENS .

FLAT IN BROOKLYN.
—APARTMENT IN NEW YORK CITY
—SAME AS ACT I.

Coming soon will be Maude A
f>nmriQnT7 nrnKoliltr nrac»n+inrt "

such a prodigality of satire. No subject
nor sentiment which at present are worry¬
ing play readers into early graves, is left
untouched. Funeral pomp, parents' silence
on sex questions, bridal ignorance, social
ambition, neglect of family in the gain for
gold and social ambition, the double stand¬
ard, disease, marriage, divorce, etc.. march
upon each other with rapidity and force.
Each is attacked in turn, sometimes Brieux-
ishly, sometimes Shavianly, but most often
Davenportly, until in the end each is pros¬
trate.

It is about the argument that more cere¬
mony should be paid to the coming than to
the going of a soul that the play centers.
To show that proper preparation should be
made for parenthood, Mr. Davenport lays
his scene in the home of a wealthy Ameri¬
can who, to please his socially ambitious
wife, has married his daughter to a degen¬
erate French count. Coming home to the
bedside of her dying brother—a victim of
•John Barleycorn—she bursts forth in fury
upon her parents for the neglect of her edu¬
cation for parenthood. She is enciente and
does not wish to assume the responsibilities
of the mother of a child who may bear evi¬
dence of its father's profligate living. When

..requested by her husband to sail for France
that the birth may take place upon the
family estates, she naively replies that the
child will be born wherever she happens to
be. The baby is born—deformed and un¬
sightly. The count experiences a change
of heart now that he has become a father,
but in the enthusiasm of his greeting the
child dies. Thereupon both realize that en¬
lightenment and clean living must take the
place of ignorance and profligacy if parent¬
hood is to be assumed.

Mr. Davenport has a certain talent for
observing manners and his lines were fre¬
quently flippantly amusing. He should
eliminate the offensive and unnecessary
scene between the count and (he fourteeri-
year-old girl in the second act.

Celia Randolph as the countess and Inn
Rrooks as her resourceful sister played with
sincerity and sympathy. Mr. Davenport
bore no traces of the amateur in his1 per¬
formance, acting the role of the count with
assurance and grace. Edna Archer Craw
ford, as a cynical divorcee, had the longest i
monologue ever heard on the modern stage
and, that she acquitted herself with no sigt:
of exhaustion, showed remarkable vitality ]
in these exacting days of the drama.

Vincent Serrano as the wayward
husband, John Stephens, and Alma
Belwin as his rebellious wife, Anna,
sign peace terms after a night

in fast society

MR. E. H. SOTHERN CLIFTON CRAWFORD and FRANCES PRITCHARD in "THE PEASANT GIRL'
with EMMA TRENTINT at the Shubert

MR. EDWIN MORDANT.
Fine Performance of
at the Maxine Elliott

Who Gives a Particularly
Prude in " The Revolt.

Theater.
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FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON Fire Commissioner.

This theatre does not advertise in the "New Tork Times."

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 27, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

GEORGE MOOSER Presents

(In association with The Marbury Comstock Co.)
A Comedy-Drama, in Three Acts, Entitled

OUR CHILDREN
By Louis K. Anspacher.

Staged under the direction of T. Daniel Frawley and the Author,
With

EMMETT COR RIGAN
Cast.

Willybald Engel, a successful shoe manufacturer,
MR. EMMETT CORRIGAN

Theodore, his son Mr. Ralph Morgan
Hertha, his daughter Miss Christine Norman
Sophy, the maid Miss Elizabeth Aariens
Anastasius Scheible, known as "Stasi," a printer and stationer and

lifelong friend of Willy Mr. Albert Bruning

Rosie, his niece Miss Amy Dennis
Spencer Hutton, a banker Mr. Arthur Lewis
Harriet, his daughter Miss Alma Tell
Vaughan Leland, a broker from Boston Mr. Gavin Harris
Richard Hellman, foreman in Engel's factory.... Mr. Alphonz Ethier
Carter, Engel's confidential man Mr. John McKee

NOTE.—The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to
"Mein Leopold" of L'Arronge for Willy's song and the
suggestion of his story.

ONE NIGHT, MONDAY, OCTOBER 4

JOSEPH BROOKS Presents

(By Arrangement with William A. Brady)

}: The Celebrated Play

'TRILBY 99

By Paul M. Potter

From Du Maurier's Novel

FIRE NOTICE \
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to 1 r<

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
' Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street. if j

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner

Staged by Cecil King, of His Majesty's Theatre, London
!'alia-

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Svengali, out of the Mysterious East Lyn Harding
Talbot Wynne, called "Taffy" Charles Dalton
William Bagot "Little Billee" Regan Hughston
Alexander McAllister, "The Laird" George MacFarlane
Due de la Rochemartel, called "Zou-Zou".. . Ignacio Martinetti
Gecko, Second Violin at the Gymnase Robert Paton Gibbs

'
The Rev. Thomas Bagot Cecil King
Theodore de Lafarce, called "Dodor" Noel Leslie
Anthony, an Artist Student Charles Seiter
Lorrimer, an Artist Student Eric Snowden
Col. Kaw, a Theatrical Manager Carleton Rex
Trilby O'Ferrall, an Artist's Model Phyllis Neilson-Terry

Madam Vinard, a Concierge Rose Coghlan
Mrs. Bagot, mother of "Little Billee" Carrie Radcliffe
Angele > n ■ ,, \ Edith King
Honorine... \ Grisettes j .Paola Daza

Guests, Students, Artists' Models, etc., by the Misses Astor,
Morris, Loomis and DeBlasi, and the Messrs. Litchfield,
Irving, Kugler, Peel and Harvey.

This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times."

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 19, 1915.
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

/

F. RAY COMSTOCK

Presents

THE REVOLT
A NEW PLAY IN THREE ACTS

By EDWARD LOCKE,
Author of "The Climax," "The Case of Becky" and "The Bubble."

Staged under the direction of J. C. Huffman.

Characters.
(In Order of Their Appearance)

MRS. BIDDLE JESSIE RALPH

ANNA STEPHENS ALMA BELWIN

JOHN STEPHENS VINCENT SERRANO
FRITZ IRVING MANN

CARL F. RUSSELL SMITH
MATHILDA SARA ENRIGHT
FLORO LAROSE BETH FRANKLYN

CISSIE MACKAYE . .

EVA ESSEX

THE DEACON

THE SOUSE
FIDGETTS

THE PRUDE

NANNIE STEPHENS
DR. THOMAS

. . . SUSANNE WILLA
. . ANNETTE TYLER

. . . HOWARD GOULD

SAM EDWARDS

. FRED W. PETERS
, . EDWIN MORDANT

. . ROSANNA LOGAN

CHARLES HALLOCK

Synopsis.
ACT I.—A Dining Room in Willybald Engel's New Home. October.

(Six Minutes Intermission)

ACT II.—The Same. Two Years Later.
(Ten Minutes Intermission)

ACT III.—Combination Living Room and Shoe Shop of Willy.
Two Years Later.

The Place—City of Lynn, Mass.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Act I—The Studio in the Latin Quarters, Paris.
Act II—The same. Christmas Eve.
Act III—Foyer of the Cirque des Bashibazoucks.
Act IV—The Studio.

A Special Song, recently composed, and as yet unnamed,
by Miss Phyllis Neilson-Terry, will be played by the Orchestra
during the intermission between the First and Second Acts.

The songs introduced by Mr. MacFarlane were written
especially for this production of "Trilby" by Ernest R. Balland J. Kern Brennen.

Scenery by the Law Studios.
Scenery built by the T. B. McDonald Construction Co.
Properties by John Brunton.

ACT I.
A FLAT IN BROOKLYN.

ACT n.

AN APARTMENT IN NEW YORK.

ACT III.

SAME AS ACT I.

Victrola furnished by Columbia Phonograph Company.
Egyptian Deities Cigarettes used.

FIVE DAYS, BEGINNING TUESDAY, NOV 10 igi4WILLIAM A. BRADY PRESENTS

Si®
I

* ;l|''
A'v

ROBERT B. MANTELL
IN

Shakespearean and Classic Plays
TUESDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS

KING JOHN

fsrjr:

- *

^ E

, ft '

FOR THE "TRIBLY" COMPANY

* John F. Harley
Frank Jackson

Cecil King
Noel Leslie

Ernest DeBlasi

BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
THE CASTKING JOHN

Prince Henry, son to the kingArthur, Duke of Bretagne, nephew to the king....The Lord Bigot
Hubert de Burgh
Robert Faulconbridge, son to Sir Robert Faulconbridge. .Philip, the bastard, hi« half brother
Philip, King of France
Lewis, the Dauphin
Lyinoges, Duke of Austria
Cardinal Pandulph, the Pope's legate

MR. MANTELL
... Miss Virginia Bronson

. .Miss Genevieve Hamper
.... Mr. Edward Lewers

Mr. John Burke
....Mr. Francis MacLeod

Mr. Fritz Leiber
Mr. Walter Gibbs
Mr. Guy Linsdley

.... Mr. Harold Skinner
Mr. Frank Peters

from France to King John

The Earl of Pembroke
The Earl of Essex . . .

-—•The Earl of Salisbury
Chatillon, Ambassador
A Knight

—A Citizen of Anglers
First Attendant
Second Attendant
Queen Elinor, mother of King JohnConstance, mother to Arthur
Blanche of Spain, niece to King John

PLACE OF ACTIONACT 1—Setting, England—A room of State in King John's PalaceACT 2—Setting, France—Before the Walls of Angiers.ACT 3—Setting 1. The same, the French King's tent. Setting 2. The Plains nearAnglers. Setting 3. The French King's Tent.ACT 4—Setting, Northampton—A Room in the Castle.ACT 5—Setting, England—Throne Room in King John's Palace.ACT 6—Setting, Before the Castle.ACT 7—Setting 1. An Open Place in the Neighborhood of Swinstead Abbey.Setting 2. The Orchard of Swinstead Abbey.

Mr. Plarry Howard
Mr. Charles Keene

Mr. John Gibbsr-*
Mr. John Gibbs

Mr. Edwin Foos
• . . . Mr. Edward Lewers^—

• • Mr. Clarence Warfield
. . Mr. Charles Reasoner
Miss Genevieve Reynolds

. . . . Miss Florence Auer
Miss Ethel Mantell

•

.t

\ 'TTP'l !!F

A Gravedigger
Mr. Edward LewersAnother • • •

Mr. Arthur BrownOsric, a courtier
Mr. Harry HowardA Priest

Mr. Thomas LearOphelia
Miss Genevieve HamperThe Player-Queen

Miss Virginia BronsonGertrude
Miss Genevieve Reynolds

PLACE OF ACTIONSCENE—Denmark. The dramatic time is seemingly five days, represented on thestage ; the action covers about ten weeks, with intervals.ACT 1—Setting 1. A Platform before the Castle. Setting 2. Room of State in theCastle. Setting 3. An apartment in Polonius' House. Setting 4. Theplatform. Setting 5. Another part of the platform.ACT 2—Seting, Room of State in the Palace.ACT 3—Setting, Same.
ACT 4—Setting 1. A Room in the Palace. Setting 2. Gertrude's Closet.ACT 5—Setting, A Room in the PalaceACT 6—Setting 1 A Churchyard. Setting 2. The Throne Room.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

RICHELIEU
BY SIR EDWARD BULWER LYTTON

THE CASTCARDINAL RICHELIEU
MR. MANTELLGaston, Duke of Orleans

. . . . *
Mr. John GibbsBaradas, the Royal Favorite
Mr. John BurkeDe Beringhen, an attendant on the King Mr. Walter GibbsAdrian de Mauprat .. *

Mr. Fritz LeiberIluguet, a Spy in Richelieu's service Mr. Harold SkinnerJoseph, a Capuchin
Mr. Frank PetersFrancois, Richelieu's Page Mr. Guy LindsleyLouis XIII

Mr. Edward LewersA Captain of Guards
Mr. Arthur BrownPage to Richelieu

Miss Virginia BronsonClermont, a Courtier
Mr. Frank ClanceySecretary

Mr. Harry MacyAnother
Mr. Edmund FoosJulie De Mortemar

Miss Genevieve HamperMarion De Lorme, a Spy for Richelieu Miss Ethel Mantell
PLACE OF ACTION

ACT 1—Setting 1. In Marion de Lorme's. Setting 2. In Richelieu's Palace.ACT 2—Setting 1. In De Mauprat's Setting 2. In Richelieu'sACT 3—Setting, Richelieu's Castle at Ruelle.ACT 4—Setting, The Garden of the Louvre.ACT 5—Setting, State Apartments in the Louvre.

THURSDAY NIGHT

MACBETH
BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

THE CAST
General in Duncan's ArmyMACBETH, a

First Witch
Second Witch
Third Witch

.,

Duncan, King of Scotland
Malcolm, Duncan's son
Lennox, a nobleman
A Sergeant
Ross, a nobleman
Banqvio, a General in Duncan's Army . .Seyton, an officer attending on Macbeth
Fleance, son to Banquo
A Porter
Macduff, a nobleman

A Murderer
Auother
First Apparition
Second Apparition
Third Apparition
A Doctor
An Officer
Lady Macbeth
A Gentlewoman attending on her . . . .

MR. MANTELL
. . . Miss Genevieve Reynolds

Miss Ethel Mantell
Mr. Edward Lewers

Mr. Frank Peters
Mr. Guy Lindsley

Mr. John Gibbs
Mr. Frances MacLeod

Mr. Walter Gibbs
Mr. John Burke

Mr. Harold Skinner
Miss Virginia Bronson

Mr. Edward Lewers
Mr. Fritz Leiber

Mr. Francis MacLeod
Mr. Frederick Dayton

Mr. Charles Fern
Miss Georgia Fox
Miss Bessie James

Mr. Lawrence Krey
Mr. Charles Reasoner

Miss Florence Auer
. Miss Genevieve Hamper

turn

SCENE—Scotland. The dramatic time is eight days, represented on the stage.The action covers about four months, with intervals.ACT 1—Setting 1. A Heath. Setting 2. A Camp near Forres. Setting 3. TheHeath. Setting 4. The Camp. Setting 5. Macbeth's Castle atInverness.' Setting 6. Before the Castle
ACT 2—Setting, Court of the Castle.
ACT 3—Setting 1. The Palace at Forres. Setting 2. Same.ACT 4—Setting 1. A Cavern. Setting 2. A Wood near Dunsinane.ACT 5—Setting 1. The Palace. Setting 2. Same. Setting 3. The Castle. Set¬ting 4. Before the Castle.

'>re.r\ barne\

C

LEAR, KING OP BRITAIN . . .Earl of Gloster
Earl of Kent
Duke of Cornwall
Edmund bastard son of GlosterDuke of Albany
Curan, a courtier
Duke of BurgundyKing of France
Edgar, son of Gloster
Oswald, steward to Goneril ....A Fool

An Old Man, Gloster's tenant ..A Physician
A Herald

Cordelia
Goneril
Regan

FRIDAY NIGHT

KING LEAR
BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

THE CAST
MR MANTELL

Mr. Frank Peters
Mr. Walter Gibbs

Mr. John Gibbs
...... Mr. John Burke

• •. Mr. Harold Skinner
.. Mr. Francis MacLeod

• ■ • • Mr. Lawrence Krey
Mr. John Fritz

. . . ... Mr. Fritz Leiber
.. . Mr. Edward Lewers

Mr. Guy Lindsley

Lear's Daughters

Mr .Edward Lowers
Mr. Charles Clarke

• • • Mr. Clarence Warfield

. Miss Genevieve Hamper
■•••• Miss Florence Auer
Miss Genevieve Reynolds

PLACE OF ACTIONScene—Britain. The dramatic time is ten days, representedaction covers twenty-five days, with intervals.ACT 1—Setting 1. Throne Room in Lear's Palace. SettingCastle.
ACT 2—Setting, Before Gloster's Castle.ACT 3—Setting 1. A Room in Gloster's Castle. Setting 2. A Heath.ACT 4—Setting 1. Another part of the Heath. Setting 2. A Tent in the FrenchCamp.ACT 5—Setting—The British Camp —•- **

on the stage. The

2. Before Albany's

near Dover.
- Mr. Harold Skinner

Mr. Frank Peters

Portia Miss Genevieve Hamper
Nerissa, her waiting maid Miss Florence Auer
Jessica, daughter to Shylock Miss Virginia Bronson
SCENE—Partly at Venice and partly at Portia's Seat, Belmont on the Main¬

land. The dramatic time is fourteen days, represented on the stage.
The action covers about one hundred days, with intervals.

-Setting 1. A Street in Venice. Setting 2. An Apartment in Portia's House,
Belmont. Setting 3. A Street in Venice.

-Before Shylock's Home. Venice
-Setting 1. A Room in Portia's House. Setting 2. The Same. Setting 3. A

Street in Venice
■j\ Court of Justice, Venice
Portia's Garden.

Tubal, a friend to Shylock
Duke of Venice
Portia
Nerissa

ACT 1-

ACT 2-
ACT 3-

ACT
ACT

MUSIC

The incidental music to all the Mantell Productions composed by ANDREW
BYRNE.

During Mr. Mantell's engagement, the orchestra under the direction of Mr.
Byrne, will play selections from the following :
Overture—'Zampa" Herold Overture—"Stradella' Flotow' * MozartOverture—'Zampa"
Overture—"Tancredi" Rossini
Overture—"Italians in Algiers" Rossini

Overture—"Macbeth" Byrne

uvenuic— x.v.—
Turkish March Mozart
Serenade (Pollaca) Beethoven
Chanson bans Paroles... .Tschaikowsky
Melody in F Rubenstein

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. BRADY AND MR. MANTELL
Frank J. Clausman Manager
Clarence J. Bulliet - Business Manager
Harry Keefer Stage Manager
Martin Turner Master Mechanic
William Miller Electrician

a*
A



ONE NIGHT, MONDAY, OCTOBER 4

JOSEPH BROOKS Presents

(By Arrangement with William A. Brady)

The Celebrated PlayrrrimrniumT.

25 STATE STREETFIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

our seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON Fire Commissioner.

TRILBY
By Paul M. Potter WEDNESDAY MATINEE

This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times,

HAMLETFrom Du Maurier's NovelWEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 37, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

GEORGE MOOSER Presents

(In association with The Marbury Comstock Co.)
A Comedy-Drama, in Three Acts, Entitled

BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
THE CAST

Staged by Cecil King, of His Majesty's Theatre, London HAMLET
Francisco, a soldier
Bernardo, an officer

i Marcellus, an officer
Horatio, friend to Hamlet
The Ghost of Hamlet's Father
Polonius, Lord Chamberlain . .

Claudius, King of Denmark . .

Laertes, son of Polonius
Rosencrantz, a courtier
Guilderstern, a courtier
An Actor
Another *
An Officer

MR. MANTELL
. Mr. James Madison
.... Mr. John Gibbs

. Mr. Harold Skinner

... Mr. Guy Lindsley

... Mr. Walter Gibbs
... Mr. Frank Peters

. ... Mr. John Burke
... Mr. Fritz Leiber
.... Mr. John Gibbs
Mr. Francis MacLeod
Mr. Harold Skinner

Mr. Edward Lewers
Mr. Lawrence Krey

NAT!0? vL ISC T COMPANY A*
— ™

- j—

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Svengali, out of the Mysterious East Lyn Harding
Talbot Wynne, called "Taffy" Charles Dalton
William Bagot "Little Billee" Regan Hughston
Alexander McAllister, "The Laird" George MacFarlane
Due de la Rochemartel, called "Zou-Zou". . . Ignacio Martinetti
Gecko, Second Violin at the Gymnase Robert Paton Gibbs

The Rev. Thomas Bagot
Theodore de Lafarce, called "Dodor'
Anthony, an Artist Student
Lorrimer, an Artist Student
Col. Kaw, a Theatrical Manager....
Trilby O'Ferrall, an Artist's Model.

Madam Vinard, a Concierge
Mrs. Bagot, mother of "Little Billee
Angele Grisettes
Honorine... )

Guests, Students, Artists' Models, etc., by the Misses Astor
Morris, Loomis and DeBlasi, and the Messrs. Litchfield
Irving, Kugler, Peel and Harvey.

By Louis K. Anspacher.
Staged under the direction of T. Daniel Frawley and the Author.

With

EMMETT CORRIGAN
Cast.

Willybald Engel, a successful shoe manufacturer,
MR. EMMETT CORRIGAN

Mr. Ralph Morgan
Miss Christine Norman

Miss Elizabeth Aariens

a printer and stationer and
Mr. Albert Bruning

. . Miss Amy Dennis

.. Mr. Arthur Lewis
, . . . Miss Alma Tell

. . Mr. Gavin Harris
Mr. Alphonz Ethier

. . .Mr. John McKee

■ >tU Hayes, •
•

. 'ra ; to FKdlirt- ■

trrijor. 1 Hod it excelito*
'»*•••" At All Stolen-!Sc «n :

Send for Savnpu-
The De Meridor Comp^r
3 Johnes Street, Newburga. />•:.

CREME DE MERIDOR a ;ln y
keeps the skin free from iu. ar os.
When used before an 1 a?-ex x >sw - to
weather, painful effects tre w .d->~.

Cecil King
Noel Leslie

Charles Seiter
. Eric Snowden

Carleton Rex

Phyllis Neilson-Terry

Rose Coghlan
.... Carrie Radcliffe

< Edith King
t .Paola Daza

Theodore, his son

Hertha, his daughter
Sophy, the maid
Anastasius Scheible, known as "Stasi,

lifelong friend of Willy

Rosie, his niece

Spencer Hutton, a banker
Harriet, his daughter
Vaughan Leland, a broker from Boston
Richard Hellman, foreman in Engel's factory
Carter, Engel's confidential man

"You can't sell goods to a man when

he's broke," says Roger W. Babson.
When you advertise in this program

you advertise to people who have
money to buy.

TRILBY

Little Biikv Taffy -
I .< V.;.■* © V fjunxiiic ~V/i .'

Twc • i y Adls Every Even i •

I THE PRUDE
f J; NANNIE STEPHENSI £ DR. THOMAS

. . ROSANNA LOGAN
CHARLES HALLOCK

ACT I.

A FLAT IN BROOKLYN,

ACT n.

AN APARTMENT IN NEW YORK.
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Act I—The Studio in the Latin Quarters, Paris
Act II—The same. Christmas Eve.
Act III—Foyer of the Cirque des Bashibazoucks.
Act IV—The Studio.

Synopsis.
A Dining Room in Willybald Engel's New Home. October.

(Six Minutes Intermission)
ACT III.

SAME AS ACT I

ACT II.—The Same. Two Years Later.
(Ten Minutes Intermission)

Victrola furnished by Columbia Phonograph Company.
Egyptian Deities Cigarettes used.

.* I a rr
h rk'

ACT III.—Combination Living Room and Shoe Shop of Willy.
Two Years Later.

The Place—City of Lynn, Mass.

FIVE DAYS, BEGINNING TUESDAY, NOV
WILLIAM A. BRADY PRESENTSA Special Song, recently composed, and as yet unnamed,

by Miss Phyllis Neilson-Terry, will be played by the Orchestra
during the intermission between the First and Second Acts.

The songs introduced by Mr. MacFarlane were written
especially for this production of "Trilby" by Ernest R. Ball
and J. Kern Brennen.

Scenery by the Law Studios.
Scenery built by the T. B. McDonald Construction Co.
Properties by John Brunton.

FRIDAY NIGHT

ROBERT B. MANTELL KING LEAK
IN

Shakespearean and Classic Plays
TUESDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS

KING JOHNsrrarn

MIt. MANTELL
. Miss Virginia Bronson
Miss Genevieve Hamper
... Mr. Edward Lewers

Mr. John Burke
...Mr. Francis MacLeod

Mr, F*ritz Leiber
Mr. Walter Gibbs
Mr. Guy Linsdley

. .. Mr. Harold Skinner
Mr. Frank Peters

FOR THE "TRIBLY" COMPANY

John F. Harley
.Frank Jackson

Cecil King
.... Noel Leslie
Ernest DeBlasi

Business Manager.......
Acting Manager.
Stage Director
Assistant Stage Director
Conductor SJ0M0T[ pj^AVpa JJJ\[
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Prude in " The KeVou.
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Synopsis of Scenes,

ACT I.—The Studio in the Latin Quarter, Paris
II.—The Same. Christmas Eve

ACT III.—Foyer of the Cirque des Bashibazoucks.
IV.—The Studio.ACT

SHUBERT THEATRICAL CO
Lessees and Managers.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

our seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

FOR THE "TRILBY" COMPANY.
.... E. D. Price
Leslie Ryecroft

. Eric Snowden
Gustav Hinrichs

Business Manager
Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager
Conductor

The songs introduced by Mr. MacParlane were 'written especially for this
production of "Trilby" by Ernest R. Ball and J. Kern Brennen.

This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times
Scenery by Law Scenic Studio.

Gowns by Freisinger.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 19, 1915,

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
Evenings at 8:15. Matinees at 2:15.

JOSEPH BROOKS and the MESSRS. SHUBERT Present
(By Arrangement with WILLIAM A. BRADY)

The Celebrated Play,

By Paul M. Potter.

From Du Maurier's Novel.

Staged by Cecil King, of His Majesty's Theatre, London the g.

Cast of Characters,

Svengali, Out of the Mysterious East
Talbot Wynne, called "Taffy"
William Bagot, "Little Billie"
Alexander McAlister, "The Laird"
Due de la Rochemartel, called "Zou-Zou". .

Gecko, Second Violin at the Gymnase

Little Billie makes ardent love to Trilby
despite the presence of his comrades.
Wilton Lackaye as Svengali, Taylor
Holmes as Gecko, George MacFarlane as
the Laird, Burr Mcintosh as Taffy, Rose
Coghlan as Madame Vinard, Brandon
Tynan'as Little Billie, and Phyllis Neilson-

Terry as Trilby

. . .Wilton Lackaye

.... Burr Mcintosh
, ... Brandon Tynan
George MacFarlane
. . . Leo Ditrichstein
.... Taylor Holmes

CRATED CASE"

sible Dramatists, by 7,
R- S. V. P. NO. I.

tity Fair's Department
in ted by Charles !/<;.,

LEADING CO]

an im valuers DP nrrw staot

GOLF, AND

A FEW M-J

WHAT REA]

VIVIAN MABTIN

lllia

lie day
rlooked
the suc-

rnoon

vemng

Julia Sanderson about
to drive to New York
from Deal Beach where
she has recently bought

a homeThe devoted Gecko (Taylor Holmes) in
"Trilby" comes to the studio to pay his
tribute to Trilby (Phyllis Neilson-Terry), who
after a long separation, is united to her old
sweetheart. Little Billie (Brandon Tynan)
LI— . . — —TRILBY," WITH ASSEMBLAGE OP STARS.
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Phyllis Neilson-Terry as Trilby

EDIT n

Muj- Terry seem to have come into her own in America, j« ife
rmW of Trilby at the Shubert Theatre. This portrait shows
her in the last act—before the curtain—singing Ben Bolt, while
still under the hypnotic influence of Mr. Lackaye's Svengali
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MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, OCT. 5, 6, 7.
MATINEE WEDNESDAY
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KLAW & ERLANGER Present

KISMET99

AN "ARABIAN NIGHT"

By Edward Knoblauch
Produced and Managed by HARRISON GREY FISKE

Characters

(In the order of their appearance)
MEN :

HAJJ
THE MUEZZIN

_ TIIE IMAM MAIIMUD
□ A MUFTI
I THE GUIDE NASIR1 THE SHEIK JAWAN

THE BEGGAR KASIM
AMRU \
ZAYD |i
THE CALIPH ABDALUAH
THE WAZIR ABU BAKR
THE WAZIR MANSUR
KAFUR, MANSUR'S SWORDER
AFIFE, HIS SECRETARY

Shopkeepers i 1-
I..

. . CHARLES DALTON
RUSSELL MORRISON

E. F. NAGLE
. CHARLES GALLION

EDWARD ROBINSON
. BARRY McCULLUM
. . . GREGORY KELLY

. EDWARD RAYMOND
STANLEY RIGNOLD

THOMAS KELLY
. GEORGE RAYMONE

A. B. LUCE
. . WARD THORNTON
. . . GREGORY KELLY

CAPTAIN OF THE WATCH WALLACE BROOKS
AN ATTENDANT OF MANSUR JOHN HINES
A CHAMBERLAIN OP THE CALIPH THOMAS AUDLEY
THE GAOLER KUTAYT MARTIN SANDERS

WOMEN :

MARSINAH, IIAJJ'S DAUGHTER ESTHER EVANS
NARJIS, HER NURSE ALPHA PERRY BYERS
Iv VBIRAH HILDA NELSON
MISKAH, A SLAVE NORA O'CONNOR
KUT-AL-KULUB, WIFE OF WAZIR MANSUR GRACE HAMPTON
THE ALMAH, A DANCER LEAH JAVNE

Guards, Wazirs, Dignitaries, Courtiers, Ambassadors, Soldiers, Eunuchs, Shop¬
keepers, Buyers, Etc.: Messrs. Entrikan, Pettibone, Cornell, Roberts, Jackman,
Snow, Miller, Youngblood, Simpson, Anthony.

Women of the Harem, Dancers, Slaves, Bazaar People, Etc. : Misses Clarke,
Dewey, Hamilton. Page, Nelson, Dagmar, O'Connor, Bertram.

BEFORE THE CURTAIN :

THE MAN W. A. STEAD
THE WOMAN LILLIE CARLQUIST
THE STORY TELLER JAY ELLMS
THE JUGGLER YOUNA
THE DANCER LEAH JAVNE

'

Little cakes of rich shortbread;
Serve with tea, coffee inJ cococ

The. Princess Theatre

IACT I.—(MORNING)
SCENE 1—A Street before the Mosque of the Carpenters.

(Frank Platzer) • £
SCENE 2—The Suk (Bazaar Street) of the Tailors.

(Walter Burridge)
SCENE 3—The Courtyard of Hajj's House.

(Homer Emens)
SCENE 4—A Hall in the Wazir Mansur's Mansion.

(Unitt & Wickes)
INTERMISSION OF TWO MINUTES

ACT II.—(AFTERNOON)
SCENE 1—The Same as Scene 4, Act 1.
SCENE 2—The Courtyard of Hajj's House.
SCENE 3—The Diwan (Audience Hall) of the Caliph's Palace.

(Ernest Albert)
SCENE 4—The Prison of the Palace.

(Homer Emens)
INTERMISSION OF EIGHT MINUTES

ACT III—(EVENING)
SCENE 1—The Hammam Bath of Mansur's Mansion.

(Gates & Morange)
spf.NTO 2—A Street before the Mosque of the Carpenters.

AN OUTLINE OF THE STORY OF "KISMET."
For many years Hajj, the Beggar, who sits before the Mosque of the Car¬

penters, has waited to meet and to wreak his vengeance upon his enemy, Jawan,
who killed Hajj's son and stole his wife away.

•.n. J,a.wan> now become wealthy, comes this day to the Mosque. He taunts Hajj
with his poverty, and contemptuously throws to him a purse of gold

Hajj takes the gold, not as alms, but as a weapon that Allah has sent to
his hand to be used in his vengeance upon Jawan.

In the Bazaar Hajj chooses rich raiment for himself and trinkets for his
daughter, Marsinah. To avoid payment he incites a quarrel between the tailors,
and during the excitement runs away with the merchandise.

Hajj is arrested and is taken before the Wazier Mansur, Chief of Police.
Now Mansur is a tyrant, a profligate, a squanderer of the public moneys, and

the new Caliph has declared that if he cannot render a just accounting his life shall
be taken as forfeit. Therefore Mansur plots the assassination of the Caliph.

When Hajj is brought before him Mansur pardons him, but demands that in
return for this favor Hajj must kill the Caliph.

Hajj consents to do the murder only upon Mansur's promise that he will wed
Marsinah, and protect her.

Now Marsinah is in love with the Caliph, she being ignorant of his exalted
station, and they are betrothed. Therefore, Marsinah refuses to wed Mansur. But
she is taken to the harem of Mansur by force.

Hajj fails in his attempt to kill the Caliph, is made prisoner, sentenced to
death and cast into a dungeon.

In this same dungeon is Jawan, his enemy. Hajj kills him. Upon the breast
of the dead Jawan is an amulet, a broken hand of Fatima. Hajj takes this amulet,
and robing himself in the garments of Jawan makes his escape. He desires now to
rescue Marsinah from the hands of Mansnr, who has threatened to make her his
bride of a night and then put her to death.

Hajj gains entrance to the harem through an intrigue with Kut-al-Kulub,
Mansur's wife, who loves him. Yet when Kut-al-Kulub discovers that her lover is
Hajj, the Beggar, she bursts into a great rage and summons Mansur.

Mansur, infuriated over the escape of Hajj, and over his presence in the
harem, rushes upon him to kill him. But his eye falls upon the amulet, the
broken hand of Fatima, which was Jawan's. He drops his sword and reveals to
Hajj the other half of the broken hand. This was given him by his father
—who in truth was Jawan—when they were parted many years before.

Hajj perceives that fate has again placed a weapon in his hand. He de¬
clares that he is the father of Mansur ; and as Mansur kneels to receive a father's
blessing, Hajj stabs him and throws him into the harem bath and drowns him there.

Now comes the Caliph seeking Marsinah, his beloved, and finding Hajj in
the harem he is wroth, and orders his men to cast Hajj again into the dungeon.
To the astonishment of the Caliph, Hajj proclaims that he is the father of Marsinah.
Thereupon the Caliph revokes the sentence of death and banishes Hajj from
Baghdad for all time.

The beautiful Marsinah becomes the bride of the Caliph, and Hajj, the Beggar,
is to set out upon a pilgrimage to Mecca, there to wash away his sins in the Well of
Zemzem.

Thus is Hajj a plaything, as are all men, in the hands of Fate—and Fate, in
the Arabic, is called Kismet.

The Scene is Laid in Baghdad of the Arabian Nights.
The Action Takes Place from Morning Until Night.
The Play Produced by HARRISON GREY FISKE

The Music Composed by William Furst
The costumes designed by Percy Anderson : made by B. J. Simmons & Com¬

pany. of London, and the Schneider-Anderson Company, of New York.
The properties by the Siedle Studios.
The magic in Act II. arranged by Maskelyne and Devant.
The wigs by Hepner.

EXECUTIVE STAFtf
Business Manager
Advance Representative
Advertising Agent
Stage Manager

A. L. Flynn
R. L. Giffen

George Diehl
Fred Sullivan

r J. C. Cheviot
Assistant Stage Managers j RusseU Morrison
Musical Director Henry Hamilton

SOPHY, the maid MME. BURMESTER
ANASTASIUS SCHEIBLE, known as "Stasi," a printer

and stationer and lifelong friend of Willy
MR. THOMAS MacLARNIE

ROSIE, his niece MISS IDA ST. LEON
SPENCER HUTTON, a banker MR. CECIL OWEN
HARRIET, his daughter MISS OLIVE TELL
VAUGHN LELAND, a broker from Boston

MR. DANIEL HALL
RICHARD HELLMAN, foreman in Engel's factory....

MR. FRANKLYN UNDERWOOD
CARTER,Engel's confidential man..MR. M. S. GOLDAINE

ACT

ACT

THE SCENES.
I—A Dining Room in Willybald Engel's New Home.

October.
II—The Same. Two years later.

ACT III—Combination Living Room and Shoe Shop of
Willy. Two years later.
THE PLACE—City of Lynn, Mass.

Intermission of 7 Minutes between Acts I and II
and 15 Minutes between Acts II and III.

NOTE—The author wishes to acknowledge his indebted¬
ness to "Mein Leopold" of L'Arronge for Willy's song and
the suggestion of his story.

The Cobbler Shop Furnishings Loaned by the Selz Royal
Blue Stores, Operated by Lions, Inc.

Furniture from Toby Furniture Company.
Scenery Designed by Franklyn Underwood.

Built and Painted by Wat. Williams.

F;i
m

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR OLIVER MOROSCO.
General Manager George Mooser
General Stage Director T. Daniel Frawley
Manager Fred H Haskell
Business Manager Jay D. Barnes
Stage Director Franklyn Underwood
Stage Manager Daniel Hall

Fifteen months' c.vDen'encc has proven

that we can reduo: i;-v - - ■ >

weight with the GA RON E K R I
DI CING MACHINES. Come m

and let us prove this to you. One
treatment in the Gardner Reducing
Machine equivalent to a five mile
walk without tl'u tinni^ effect.

| Bring Your Family Phys- - v ' ^ - :
m - ; • -J ur-.d Ln-i. .

- .
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 1», 1915

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. Mm
JOHN CORT Presents

(By arrangement with John Leffler and John W. Bratton)
A PLAY IN THREE ACTS,
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THE NATURAL LAW
By CHARLES SUMNER.

Produced under the stage direction of Edward Eisner.

Cast.

DR. RALPH WEBSTER HOWARD HALL

"JACK BOWLING" OTTO KRUGER

FREDDIE DONLIN CARL ECKSTROM

JUDGE WHITE AUSTIN WEBB

HARRY LOCKWOOD ERVILLB ALDERSON

RUTH STANLEY HELEN HOLMES

DELLA FORBUSH TERESA MAXWELL-CONOVER

MRS. FRANKLYN MAGGIE HOLLOWAY FISHER

Synopsis.
ACT I.—Scene 1—The Stanley Home. Morning early in April.

Scene 2—The Same. The Following Evening.

ACT II.—Reception Room in Dr. Webster's Home. Afternoon
In June.

ACT III.—Same as Act I. Five Weeks Later. Afternoon.

PLACE—New York City. TIME—Present.

Millinery by Brege Margot.

Gowns by Henri Bendel.

MRS. WINNECKER, from Yonkers, the aunt
MAUD TURNER GORDON

DAPHNE CHARTERS, Ottilie's sister
CLAIBORNE FOSTER

NICHOLAS KING, a stranger... .HERBERT CORTHELL

NED PEMBROKE, Jr., an only son....RALPH MORGAN
GEORGE HOWELL, a bridegroom.. GEORGE PARSONS

DOUGHERTY, a police sergeant C. W. GOODRICH

JIM MOONEY, a policeman HUGH CAMERON

CLANCY, another ARTHUR P. HYMAN
MRS. FLEMING, who owns the apartment

CLARE WELDON

VERA VERNON, a show girl BERENICE BUCK

MRS. PEMBROKE, from Boston IDA WATERMAN

The scene represents the drawing room of Mrs. Fleming's
apartment on Riverside Drive, New York City; early spring
this year.

Scenes Designed and Painted by Dodge & Castle.
Properties by Caniph. Longacre Theatre, New York.

EXECUTIVES FOR MR. FRAZEE.
D. G. Slattery Manager
A. P. Hyman Stage Manager

(j iv u . nw.,

Trv our MaiMarshmallow
Sundae and College Fi

A the Fountair

V

CORT THEATRE
CHICAGO

Dearborn Street, Near Randolph
Replete in Every Detail with All Latest Improvements and
Most Modern Type of Steel and Concrete Construction

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

MBHSI

WEEK COMMENCING SUNDAY EVENING,
APRIL II, 1915

H. H. FRAZEE Presents

"KEEP MOVING"
A New Farce in Three Acts by Fred Jackson.

Staged by Edgar MacGregor.

CAST.

In the Order in Which They First Appear.

PARKES, an English man servant
EDGAR NORTON

SUSIE, from Sioux City, a maid
MAY VOKES

OTTILIE HOWELL, a bride
ELIZABETH NELSON
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HOWARD HALL and HELEN HOLMES
—IN—

14 THE NATURAL LAW,"

Harry Lockwood
Ruth Stanley . ..

Delia Forbush ...

Mrs. Franklyn ..

Oscar Wilde's

"THE NATURAL LAW"
A Play in Three Acts by Charles Sumner. |Produced by John Cort (by Arrangementwith Leffler and Bratton) at the Repub- falie Theater, April 3.
Dr. Ralph Webster Howard Hall n" Jack Bowling " Otto KrugerFreddie Donlin Carl Eckstrom IJudge White Austin Webb

Erville Alderson »
Helen Holmes .

. . Teresa Maxwell-Conover \J
. Maggie Halloway Fisher
epigram that neither

moral nor immoral plays existed, they were
« either well or badly written, was never f1i more clearly illustrated than in the case>j of "The 'Natural Law," the new play ftj which came to town Saturday night with a

reputation of having shocked Boston to t.: the extent that further performances there
were forbidden. It is said that certain ob- rjectionable features have been eliminated '
since its presentation in the Hub. As the

•j play now stands, there is nothing porno-
l graphically offensive in it, but the author

• j has treated his theme with so little deli- 1
- cacy and imagination that it offends good Li taste instead of morals.

Though in the general outline of its ..

! theme it somewhat suggests " Iiindle \ jWakes." of two seasons ago, there is no ia
I display of Mr. Houghton's originality andI imagination of situation, nor humanness ofcharacter and dialogue in its writing. One
or two characters have been well drawn, l>and occasionally there is an effectively dra-! matic situation of which an able cast takes

i excellent advantage. There is no faultto be found with the actors. Whateverblame for the play's general ineptnessI must be laid at the door of the author.
i ¥$$The conflict between the law of sex at- 11 traction and the man-made laws of con- J J-'vention forms the basis of the play. A r'T" —

young artist engaged to marry a physicianmuch older than she finds herself attracted
physically to a young athlete whom she is \ fancypainting. She gives up her fianc£ under ,the fascination of her young lover. When ere 3her defiance of convention gets her introuble it is to the physician to whomshe goes for advice. He persuades her to
accept the consequences of her indiscretion,and in the hope of maintaining her repu¬tation in the eyes of the world he sendsfor the youth. He agrees upon marriage,under the circumstances, as a fulfillment ofhis duty, but from this caddish viewpointthe girl rebels.

The doctor continues to love the girl ■/;and is willing to marrv her provided that rher love for his rival has been killed. As JBSwBtJa test he brings them together and by asevere cross-examination he convinces thegirl as well as himself that the young manreally loves her. and the curtain descendswith the two young lovers in embrace.This scene between the girl and her re¬spective admirers would be more effective
were not the girl of such a vacillatingcharacter. She wavers in her choice tosuch an extent that an element of insin¬cerity is given to the scene.

Howard Hall gave an admirable and
0,clean-cut performance of the physician. 'Otto Kruger was an interesting and lik- ofable young athlete in spite of his unscrupu- aat oflousness. Helen Holmes as the young girl <(prerwas effective in her emotional * moments,though she proves a trifle monotonous. 'eTeresa Maxwell-Conover was consistently i blackamusing in the role of the breezy admirer readthof the male sex. Maggie Hallaway Fisherand Carl Eckstrom deserve sympathy fortheir herculean efforts in impossible roles.

~

TE55Hhhh/t, TKlV"
ILDA HESj |
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PREMIERE IN INDIANAPOLIS
"The Lady We Love" Has Its Legitimate Pro¬

duction—Society Entertains Talent
Indianapolis (Special).—A theatrical eventof importance and of unusual interest here,since we seldom see the premiere of a play,was the launching of " The Lady We Love "(referring to the lady on the American dol¬lar) . the new comedy by Frank Mandel. pro¬duced by Oliver Morosco, under the personaldirection of T. Daniel Frawley at the Shubert1 Murat March 29-April 3. (The play was tried

. ! out in Los Angeles last Summer.) It tells the'

j story of a German family, happy and contented
, j with their lot, who live over their delicatessenk.l store on Ninth Avenue, New York. A man.ril Kelly by name, arrives and announces that hej is the partner of the brother absent for twen-|K'-g ty-iive years, and that the brother has left his

■ 3 million dollars to the most deserving one ofkg the family, then the trouble and the fun begin.i'e Father and daughter, sister and brother, begin» quarrelling, each claiming to be the rightful^ possessor of the money. In the last act. thevw store, gutted by fire, no insurance, sees thejg family brought to its senses. The $4,000 neces-ja sary to start life anew is left by the stranger,g who has been in, their company unrecognized,iff during their bickerings, and who is really thejffi long absent brother, who sees the family ism much happier without the lady we love thanIM with her. An unusually capable cast included§3 Christine Norman, Lillian Elliott. James Glea¬ns son, Walter Lawrence. Edgar Nelson, who de-H serve special mention; Walter L. Catlett. Fran-cine Larrimore, Eddie Cupid Morris. KathleenKerrigan, Hubert Wilkie, and others. The play,on the whole, was well received, and opened inChicago Easter Monday.
May Robson. who radiates the joy of living,brought happiness and healthful laughter asMartha in her pleasing little comedy in whichshe was warmly welcomed by her ,many admir¬ers here March 29-31. Jack Story, a Franklin.Ind.. boy. in the leadinsr role of young Ronald,gave a sincere and able performance, showingmuch improvement in his work since his lastappearance here. Mizzi Hajos in " Sari " April1-3 closed the season.
At Keith's, March 29-April 3. Caroline White,late prima donna of the Chicago-PhiladelphiaGrand Opera company, heard here for the firsttime, sang her way into high favor. Balanceof bill up to expectations.
May Robson was the guest of several af¬fairs given in her honor during her engagementhere. Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Taylor entertaineda box party at Miss Robson's opening perform¬ance, which was followed by a supper at theColumbia Club, at which Miss Robson. JackStory, and Coates Gwynn, of her company,were guests of honor. Mrs. Taylor also cavean Easter luncheon the following day at theChalfant, Miss Robson and Mr. Gwynn beingspecial guests. Mrs. Preston B. Condit. for¬merly Geraldine Griffith, a member of Miss Rob-son's company in " The Clever Woman " lastseason, gave a box party at Keith's, followedby a tea room luncheon in honor of Miss Rob¬son March 30.
Cecil Owen, acting as assistant to T. DanielFrawley. who personally directed " The LadyWe Love " at the Murat. was in town at theopening. He is well remembered here as amember of the Forepaugh Stock company atthe Majestic seven years ago. *

Pearl Kirkwood.
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An effective moment in "The Natural Law," when Ruth Stanley rails against the smug complacency of her
youthful lover. Howard Hall as the former fiance of the girl, Helen Holmes as Ruth and Otto Kruger
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"TIMES" GETS INJUNCTION
I Critic Gains Admittance to See "Trilby" by an

Order of Court
One of the most interesting events of the

past week was the action of the New York -
Times in securing an injunction to restrain
the Messrs. Shubert from barring its dra- 1
matic critic, Mr. Alexander Woollcott, from '

| entering their theaters.
Mr. Woollcott came under managerial 1

•disfavor for a review printed in the Times I
of the play, " Taking Chances." in which !
Lou-Tellegen is appearing at the Thirty-
ninth Street Theater. Being indirectly in-

; formed that opinions therein expressed had |
- not been well taken by the management

and that he would be denied the privilege
of attending other performances under the
Shubert management, be purchased a ticket
to the performance of " The Revolt," at
Maxine Elliott's Theater last Thursdav
evening. He was stopped at the door and
told that his ticket would not admit him.
As a result no review of the play appeared
in the columns of the Times.

Then things came to pass quickly. The
Times immediately applied for an injunc¬
tion restraining the Messrs. Shubert from
barring their critic on a purchased ticket.
An injunction was granted bv Justice Na¬
than Bijur, of the Supreme Court of the
State of New York, the next day. Armed
with this juridical authority. Mr.' Woollcott
on Saturday evening entered the Shubert

1 Theater and experienced no difficulty in
occupying a seat throughout the evening.
His review appeared in Sunday's Times un¬
der his own name, and the Messrs. Shubert
will have no ground for complaining that
It was not a just and excellently written
criticism of a very meritorious production.

The newspaper fraternity as well as all
classes of professionals connected with the¬
atrical events, are watching developments
with the keenest interest. There is still
fresh In the minds of the Rialto habitues
the clash between James Metcalfe, of Life,
and Messrs. Klaw and Erlanger. Metcalfe
was excluded for his unconscionable at- ■-
tacks on the Jews connected with the the- '
aters and severe comments on certain pro- I
Auctions under the above-named firm. He I
sued, and though he carried his case from [
one court to another it was held that the !

, purchase of a theatrical ticket does not pre- |
elude a manager from refusing the holder [
admittance and refunding him the value of
the seat. As a result. Metcalfe has not
for eight or nine years enjoyed the privi¬
lege of entering a house conducted by Klaw
and Erlanger.

DEATH OF " HONEY BOY " EVANS
George "Honey Boy" Evans, one of the

most popular comedians on the stage, aiuiI oil March 5 in the Union Protestant Hos¬
pital in Baltimore of cancer of the stomach,
with which he had been suffering for mote

Mr E'vans was one of the most success-
. ful black-face comedians on the American

j! stage. Whenever he appeared with his
, wide collar, elongated flat shoes, face black-

tt ened, and recited his witty monologue or
• sang in his pleasing tenor voice some new

song hit of the day, it was the signal lor
great applause on the part ot the audience,
lie gained the name of " Honey Boy J10™
the title of one of his own songs, 111 be
True to My Honey Boy. In collaboration

' I with the late Iten Shields he wrote In
the Good Old Summer Time, whichgained
widespread popularity. Some of his other
successful compositions were: n Down
Where the Water Melon Grows and
" Come. Take a Trip in My Airship.

He was bom in Wales forty-two years
ago and came to America when seven years
old. He began his professional career in
1891 at Balsar's Music Hall in Canton, O.,
as a member of the Columbia Quartet. A

! vear later he joined Haverly s Minstrels.
I Thereafter he appeared with Primrose ana«

West's Minstrels, Cleveland's Minstrels, and «
—In 1908, Cohan and Harris H

x»rtTr Minstrels, of J

———"

MUSICAL PLAY SUDDENLY CLOSES
Actors in "90 in the^Shade" Refused to Play SaturJay Night

Owing to Unpaid Salaries
Persons who attempted to attend Satur¬

day night's performance of " 90 in the
Shade," at the Knickerbocker Theater, were
doomed to disappointment when they
reached the box-office, for they were told
that no performance would be given. At
tirst the only reason advanced for the fail¬
ure of a performance was the very plaus¬
ible one concerning the illness of the star.
Marie Cahill. However, it soon developed

" that the real reason for the theater's dark¬
ness was due to the refusal of several of
the actors to play unless they were paid

« back salaries.
Four of the principals, Fred Walton,

Victor Morley, Ed Martindel, and Pedro de
Cordoba, sent a round-robin letter on Sat¬
urday to Harry Sommers, manager of the
Knickerbocker, demanding that their sal¬
aries for the previous week be paid before
the matinee, adding that unless they re¬
ceived the money due them they would give
no performances either matinee or evening.
The actors say they were persuaded to play
the matinee by a promise from Daniel V.
Arthur, manager of the production, of a
week's salary after the performance. They
claim the payment was not made and re¬
fused to give an evening performance.

A statement was issued by the theater
management in response to the round-robin
letter of the actors, which was in part as
follows :

Messrs. Charles Frohman. Klaw and Erlanger.

and the Knickerbocker Theater management had
no interest in the Marie Cahill-Richard Carle
production of " 90 in the Shade." The Knick¬
erbocker Theater was rented to Daniel V. Ar¬
thur. the manager of the "90 in the Shade "
company, under the usual percentage contract.
Money was advanced to Mr. Arthur by the man¬
agement of the Knickerbocker Theater in order
to help him out of difficulties on the road and
enable the company to reach New York andenable the company w ivacn iNew
open its engagement here. At the very begin¬
ning of the engagement he began to draw ad¬
vances against his prospective share in the re- |
ceipts. Mr. Arthur has continued to draw in
advance for the purpose of paying salaries until
at the present time Mr. Arthur is in debt to
the management of the Knickerbocker Theater.

A round-robin letter signed by several mem¬
bers of the company was presented to the man¬
agement of the theater before the matinee Sat¬
urday afternoon, which apparently sought to
throw the blame for the financial difficulties of
the " 90 in the Shade " company upon the thea¬
ter management. At this time Mr. Arthur had
no funds with which to pay the salaries of the
company, and requested Mr. Erlanger to assist
him. Mr. Erlanger offered to advance a suffi¬
cient sum to pay a week's salary for all mem¬
bers of the company provided that the company
would complete their engagement at the Knick¬
erbocker Theater by finishing out Saturday
night's performance and going on to Philadel¬
phia to keep their engagement there. The mem¬
bers of the company declined to accept Mr. Er-
langer's offer, and refused to go on with the per¬
formance.

In spite of the good notices the produc¬
tion received, it never enjoyed the patron¬
age expected.

Among the atrocities for which the war
is responsible is the " tongue-twisting"
lyric. No sooner had the smoke of battle
appeared with its subsequent formation of
worldwide knitting clubs, than song writers
began to assail our ears with " Sister :

• Susie's," " Nettie's Knitting," etc.
To Jack Norworth, now appearing in 1

J. M. Barrie's revue, " Rosy Rapture," in
London, belongs the credit of introducing

j the most terrifying " tongue-twister" of !
i them all. Listen to the chorus of his song:

" Mother's sitting knitting little mittens
for the Navy,

i. Bertha's busy bathing baby Belgian refu¬
gees,

Sarah's shaming shirkers making guernseys |
for the Ghurkas,

Oh, what busy bees, all sewing, oh, so busy, j
Maggie, Moll, and Maud are making mufflers

for Marines,
* While Winnie winds the wool when they

begin,
:i Sister Cissie's knitting socks, and Susie's |

sewing shirts for soldiers,
Still poor papa props his pants up with a

pin."

Eleanor Christie made her first appear-
. ance in the dual roles of Intoxication and

, Frailty in " Experience" at the Casino j
m Theater on Feb. 22. This was Miss Chris-

tie's first big acting opportunity on Broad-
way, and Messrs. William Elliott. Comstock
and Gost. producers of " Experience.'' were |

. so pleased with her work yesterday that

.. they immediately placed her under a
three- yea r con I ra ct.

SUE BILLBOARD TRU-

West's IVliuati.
in vaudeville, in j.cvo,
organized the Honey Boy jynusuc^,
which George Evans was the head. The ,
organization remained under management F?
of Cohan and Harris for three years, when1
it was taken over by Evans for $25,000. '

1 Mr. Evans was a member of the Friars,
and is survived by his widow.

"THE ARGYLE CASE"
Standard.—Robert Hilliard in " The

I C/se " is this week's attraction atthe Standard Theater. In the story a mur-
,is br°u§ht t0 Justice and a band of >1 <skillful confederates- broken up by Asche

Kayton, a private detective who solves his E&i
problems by common sense methods such BP
as employed by William J. Burns. B

Irene Enright is'playing the part of Mrs.
Castle in the " Watch Your Step" bur- $8
lesque in " Ilello, Broadway." Miss Enright
is strikingly like Mrs. Castle both in looks p-j
and figure.

Herbert Yost, who has been playing the ffl
young author in The Clever Ones" at |£-i
the Punch and Judy Theater, will not only
continue to play that part but will also ^

I play the role of Ilannibal Pipkin, an p
j anarchist. ]$}

JBfai-'; . MaSSno-<k,i

"THE RAGGED MESSENGER"
Walker Whiteside to Appear in Nyitray's

Dramatization of W. B. Maxwell's Story
Walker Whiteside has obtained the dra¬

matic rights to W. B. Maxwell's story,
j " The Ragged Messenger," from the Bobbs-Merrill Publishing Company. Negotiations

were opened with Mr. Whiteside at the
j request of the author, who saw the actor's
i performance in " The Melting Pot " in Lon-
J don. Emil Nyitray. who adapted " The Ty- jphoon," will dramatist the book and the I

! play will be produced here early next sea-
Ma son. U
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The Princess Theatre
CHICAGO

Week Beginning Sunday Evening,
December 26, 1915

Popular $1.00 Matinee Thursday.
Popular Matinee Saturday.

The Marbury-Comstock Company
Presents

NOBODY HOME"
By GUY BOLTON and PAUL RUBENS

Music by JEROME KERN

Note.—Students of American slang, and the humor¬
ous authors claiming priority in the use of the phrase,
"Nobody Home," may be interested in knowing that
Charles Dickens makes use of the expression in "Nicholas
Nickleby." Squeers, in presenting Smike to a visitor,
indicates the poor imbecile's lack of balance by tapping
his forehead significantly with the remark "Nobody
Home, no matter how hard you knock."

Dickens himself unquestionably took the expression
from an epigram by Alexander Pope, who died in 1744,
and whose saying was paraphrased by William Cowper
as follows:

"You beat your pate, and fancy wit will come;
Knock as you please, there's Nobody at Home."

CHARACTERS
(Named in the order of their appearance)

MAURICE, assistant manager, Hotel
Blitz KNUTE ERICKSON

BELL BOY, at the Blitz QUENTIN TOD
ROLANDO D'AMORINI, the

artful husband CHARLES JUDELS
MRS. D'AMORINI, his wife.. .

VERNON POPPLE, a society dancer........
VIOLET BRINTON, Mrs. D'Amonni s niece
BARMAID, at the Blitz.......
MISS PIPPIN, a show girl
LUCILLE, Tony Miller's personal managerbUUXL/Dl^, l uuj w

JACK KENYON, a jealous admirer of Tony
MISS "TONY" MILLER, prima donna at the Winter Garden
DOLLY DIP, a dancer
SALLY TRIP, a dancer
"FREDDY" POPPLE, oi Ippleton, England
PLATT, an ex-groom, Freddy's man-servant
AN INTERIOR DECORATOR, also an automobilist. .

HAVELOCK PAGE, elevated to society by his dancing.WAITER
VERONICA VANDELIER. . 1 '
EDNA ESMELTON
MADGE FANDANGO
BEATRICE BERESFORD...
PATRICIA PARKINGTON.
VIOLET VIVIENNE
CLARICE CARR1NGTON..

Guests at the
Blitz Hotel

MAUDE ODELL
NIGEL BARRIE

. MIGNON McGIBENY
.GERTRUDE WAIXEL

. . .ELIZABETH MORE
. . . CORALIE BLYTHE

.GEORGE LYDECKER

... .MILDRED ELAINE
HELEN CLARKE
ALISON McBAIN

.LAWRENCE GROSSMITH
CARL LYLE

KNUTE ERICKSON
QUENTIN TOD

CHARLES NEZU
HELENE WALLACE

...HELEN YARBOROUGH
RENA MANNING

ANNE KELLY
HAZEL LINDEN

HATTIE SPENCER
MAE MANNING

MARIE MAXIXE
TESSIE TROT
HILDA HESITATION. . .

POLLY POLKA
GERTIE GAVOTTE
TRILBY TANGO
SPLENDOR COLGATE..
ROGER GALLET
EDWARD PINAUD
RIKER HEGEMAN
DAGGETT RAMSDELL.
REXALL LIGGETT
RICHARD HUDNOT....

Dancers
from the
Winter
Garden

Devotees
of the

Stage Door

JEANNETTE COOKE
.ELAINE FORD

. .GRACE LEE
MARION DAVIS

JUDITH LANE
.'. .'.'.'.PATRICE CLARKE

LESTER GREENWOOD
...FRANK ROSS

SAMUEL MILLER
WILBUR RODIER' ' "

THEODORE BURKE
ROBERT CHIDSEY

.HARRY MILLER

Dances by Quentin Tod and Helen Clarke
Originated, Staged and Managed by Quentin Tod

(Dancing with Mr. Barrie—Miss McBain)

ACT I.
Opening Chorus
"Why Take a Sandwich to a Banquet"
Duet—"Another Little pirl"
"Keep Moving".
"In Arcady"
"The Magic Melody".
Military Dance.
Finale

JjW""" miuim•

the garrick theatre
CHICAGO

THE SCENES
ACT I. —Entrance Lounge, Hotel Blitz, New York. Evening.
ACT II.—"Tony" Miller's Apartment, Central Park West. Afternoon of the next day.

The Production Staged by Benrimo
Dances staged by David Bennett

Scenery and stage decorations planned and designed by
Miss Elsie de Wolfe

Scenery painted by D. N. Aikin
Orchestrations by Frank Saddler

Miss McBain's gown by Maison Jacqueline
Gowns and hats from Hickson's

MUSICAL NUMBERSMusical Director
Ben M' Jerome

Ensemble
Mr. Judels

. . Miss McGibney and Mr. Barrie
Mr. Barrie and Chorus

Mr. Lydecker
Miss Brice and Chorus

Mr. Tod and Miss Clarke
Ensemble

. Miss

ACT II.
Opening Chorus and Cakewalk Mr
"Bed, Wonderful Bed
Duet—"Wedding Bells for Me". . .

"Any Old Night'
Dance De Luxe
"The San Francisco Fair'
Finale

Miss Clarke and Chorus
.Mr. Grossmith

McGibney and Mr. Barrie
.Miss Brice and Chorus

.Mr. Tod and Miss Clarke
. . .Miss Brice and Chorus

Ensemble

COMMENCING SUNDAY EVENING,MAY 16. 1915
Wednesday and Saturday Matinees at 2:15

Evenings at 8:15

The Winter Garden's Annual Fall
Production

Dancing Around
A Modern Musical Spectacle in TwelveScenes

Dialogue and Lyrics by Harold AtteridgeMusic by Sigmund Romberg andHarry Carroll
Staged by J. C. Huffman

Dances Arranged by Jack Mason
Costumes Designed by Melville Ellis

All Ballet and Dance Music Selected andArranged by Melville Ellis

THE CHARACTERS AS THEY APPEAR
LIEUTENANT HARRY GRAHAM

HARRY CLARKE
LIEUTENANT ROBERT EARL FOX
LIEUTENANT HARTLEY

FRANK CARTER
PINKY ROBERTS KITTY DONER

MLLE. MITZI, of the Frivolity.CELESTE
FLORETTE
SHIRLEY
DORA
ANETTE TRUESDALETILLIE, a telephone operator..LUCY
CLARENCE
SECOND LIEUTENANTGUS, a mail of many partsETHEL
BEULAH ELLIOT, prima donnaLORD GRAHAM
PATRICIA
FIREMAN
MESSENGER BOYTRAIN ANNOUNCER

MARY ROBSONMARION GERMAINE
CLARA STANTON

ALICE HUMPHRIES
BERTIE BURWELL

LUCY WESTON
RAE BOWDIN
MAE DEALYBERNARD THORNTONHARRY G. WILCOX

AL JOLSONEILEEN MOLYNEUXof the Frivolity.. .HELEN LEE
FRED LESLIE

MAE POTHHARRY WARDELL
GLADYS SMITHHARRY WARDELL

ACT
SYNOPSIS OF SCENESI—Scene 1—The Lounge of the Army Club, London.Scene 2—In Front of Lieutenant Hartley's Home.Scene 3—The Gold Room of the Army Club.Scene 4—Stage Door of the Frivolity Theatre.Scene 5—A Railway Waiting Room.Scene 6—The Pursuit of the Edinburgh Express.ACT II—Scene 1

Scene 2
Hotel Lavender.
The Song Shop.

Scene 3—Jean's Dressmaking Shop.Scene 4—A Waterway in Venice.
Scene 5—A Venetian Carnival.

15.
16.

All Modern Dresses by Joseph, New York.

SYNOPSIS OF MUSICAL NUMBERSOrchestra Under the Direction of Anton HeindlACT I"The Army Club"
Officers"When Tommy Atkins Smiles at All the Girls"Harry Clarke, Kitty Doner and Chorus"Never Trust a Soldier Man" Lucy Weston and Chorus"When an Englishman Marries a Parisian"

Mary Robson and Chorus"My Rainbow Beau"
Frank Carter, Eileen Molyneux and Chorus"The Army Club Fox Trot" Officers and Ladies"Irish and Proud of It, Too" Frank Carter and Chorus"I Was Born on the Isle of Man" Helen Lee and Men"There's Something About You" Harry Clarke and Men"My Lady of the Telephone" Frank Carter and ChorusDance Eccentrique Frank Carter and Kitty Doner"Tennessee, I Hear You Calling" A1 Jolson"The Shepherd Gavotte"

:
"The Shepherd Gavotte".. .Ted Doner and Eileen Molyneux"The Call to the Colors" Frank Carter and Ensemble

w*r
:.'t

Silhouette Ballet Eileen Molyneux and Ted Doner"Somebody's Dancing With My Girl" Kitty DonerACT II"Garden of Girls"
Kitty Doner and Chorus

"I'm Seeking for Siegfried"
A1 Jolson

Melville Ellis and His Eight Fashion Plates.A Fashion Slave
Helen Lee and Chorus

The Venetian Carnival
Olin Howland, Eileen Molyneux and Ensemble"Everybody Rag With Me" A1 Jolson and ChorusPERSONNEL OF THE CHORUSBertie Burwell, Mae Poth, Alice Humphries, Marion Germain,

Clara Stanton, Mae Morrell, Mildred Valene, KatherineJohnson, Marion McDonald, Lestor Lewis, Hazel Cameron,
Joy Gardner, Mary McDonald, Effie Graham, Helen Berlkley,Charlotte Johnson, Vivian Davidson, Olive Dale, VioletRocklitz, Dorothy Vale, Ivy Teel, Evelyn Harvey, GladysHarrison, Nellie Mallin, Ethel Russell, Mabel Adams, Har¬
riett Miller, Bessie Gray, Gladys Smith, Grace Hall, AgnesHall, Queenie Queenan, Ethel Kinley, Marion Fuller, Doro¬thy Nita, Arline Hennesey, Caroline Maywood, Viola Alli¬
son, Estelle Hadden, Gladys Lang, Ruby Wilbur, LauraGaynelle, Helen Chrisety, Molly Chrisety, Nellie Edwardy,Mildred Miller, Vera McCall.

4^. -w-. rrv NATURAL LAW.
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WEEK COMMENCING SUNDAY EVE.,
MAY 30, 1915

Popular $1 Matinee Wednesday
Regular Matinee Saturday

THE SHUBERT THEATRICAL COMPANY
Presents

Joseph Santley
"All Over Town"
A Musical Revue in Two Acts and

Ten Scenes.
(All Over Town Co., Inc., Proprietors.)

Book by Joseph Santley.
Music by Silvio Hein.

Lyrics by Harry B. Smith.
Staged by J. C. Huffman.

Dances Arranged by Jack Mason and
Mr. Santley.

Orchestra Under Direction of
Robert Hood Bowers.

Costumes Designed by Melville Ellis.
CAST OF CHARACTERS.

CHARCATERS AT THE OPERA.
In the Order of Their Appearance.

SIGNOR GARUSO, the famous tenor.#HAROLD NELSON
HAT BOY, a nuisance... JOHNNY BOYLE
MARTHA, a disappointed prima donnaBLANCHE DEYO
MRS. BURNS, master in her house. . . .LILLIAN LEE

! A .. */ tJ . « ■» *
MR. BURNS, her husband, poor devil WALTER JONES
VAL GRAY, Reggie's chum RICHARD TABOR
DORIS DOOL.ITTL.E, Val's fiancee RUTH RANDALL
MARGUERITE GRAY, engaged to Reggie MARIL I'LYNN
REGGIE FAUST, who always sleeps at the opera. ........ •MR. SANTLEY

SIG. MALETTO, concert master at the opera SARANOPF
Ballet Girls, Musicians, Patrons of the Opera, etc.

CHARACTERS IN REGGIE'S DREAM.
In the Order of Their Appearance.

GLADYS RAND DOROTHY YOUNG
GLORIA GAY ..BEATRICE ALLEN
MARBLE DOME, a scientific detective .ROY AT WELL
VALENTINE RICHARD TABIili
DORIS DOOLITTLE RUTH RANDALL
MR. REGINALD FAUST, who longs to be young again.....MR. SANIL/J^Y

MARGUERITE, Valentine's sister MARIE FLYNN
HOWITT BURNS, His Satanic Majesty's assistant..........WAL 1 vji\. .J UiN r-.fc>

THE IMP, the'assistant's assistant JOHNoN.X>?2XJ<§
BELZEBUB, the imp violinist bAKANUH
MRS. HOWITT BURNS, the poor devil's encumbrance......LILLjIAJN 11 ri 11

OFFICERESS 666
MARTHA, soubrette at th

TJ-A-RT.T-R CHAPLIN

DOROTHY YOUNG
MAKtiia, suu^rette ai the Winter Garden. . . .BLANCHE DEYO
THE CHARLIE CHAPLIN GIRL MARIE CALLAHAN
OSWALD SOFTPEDAL, almost a pianistHERBERT WILLIAMS
GERTIE LOUDPEDAL HILDA WOLFUS

PE RSONNEL OF CHORUS.
Messrs. Edwards, Kelly, Barger, Heilbrun, Carpenter, Maldrett

and Morrissey; Misses Roye, Dale, West, Kingdon, Chris¬
tian, Britt, Finney, Kirwan, LeRoy, Lovewell, L. Lavone,
M. Lavone, Murray Monroe. Prosser, Redding. Rhodes,
Bailey, Franklyn, Fuld. Groody, Ilowe, Maclaughlin and
Callahan.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES.
ACT I.

Scene 1—Green Room, Metropolitan Opera House, New York.
Scene 2—Box at the Opera. ^Beginning of the Dream.)
Scene 3—The Apartment of Mr. Reginald Faust.
Scene 4—The Front of the Winter Garden, New York.
Scene 5—Meadowbrook Polo Club.

H» •
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ACT II.
Scene 1—Art Gallery in the Home of Howitt Burns.
Scene 2—A Broadway Song Shop.
Scene 3—Roof of the Ritz-Carlton.
Scene 4—Box at the Opera. (The Awakening.)
Scene 5—The Auditorium, Metropolitan Opera House.

MUSICAL PROGRAM.
ACT I.

(Scene 1)
1. Opening Chorus Ensemble
2. "Talk, Talk, Talk" Miss Deyo and Mr. Boyle
3. Dance Mr. Jones and Ballet Girls
4. "I Cannot Take a Step Too Far"Miss Flynn, Miss Randall and Mr. Tabor
5. "I Can't Forget Your Eyes"Mr. Santley, accompanied by Saranoff

(Scene 3)
6. "Don't Tempt Me" Miss Allen and Boys
7. "No One's to Blame But You". .Miss Randall and Mr. Tabor(Scene 4)
8. "Toddle All Over Town" Mr. Santley and Chorus(Scene 5)
9. Opening Ensemble

10. "Some Little Bug Will Find You Some Day" Mr. Atwell
(Lyrics by Roy Atwell and Benj. H. Burt.)

"The Athletic Girl".. Misses Allen, Randall and Mr. Santley
Finale:

(a) The Modern Duel Mr. Santley and Mr. Tabor
(b) The Parisian Trot Mr. Santley and CompanyACT II.

(Scene 1)
Opening Ensemble
"My Moving Picture Man"

Miss Deyo, Broncho Billys and Charlie Chaplins
(a) Oriental Dance Miss Young
(b) La Dance Pierette Miss Randall and Mr. Santley
(c) Temptation Waltz Miss Allen and Mr. Santley(Scene 2)
Williams and Wolfus—Specialty.(Scene 3)
"Starlight" Miss Roye, Miss Kingdon and Miss West
Saranoff—Specialty.
"I'll Do What the Rest Do" Miss Flynn and Chorus
Dance—The Parisian Trot Mr. Santley and Miss Allen(Scene 4)
Finale—"I Can't Forget Your Eyes"Mr. Santley and Company

Gowns by Harry Collins, New York.
Costumes by the Orange Mfg. Co., New York.
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TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, January 19 and 20
MATINEE WEDNESDAY

Augustus Pitou, Jr., Inc., Presents
The Favorite Irish Actor-Singer

FISKE O'HARA
in His Latest Comedy Success

"Jack's Romance"
By Augustus Pitou, Sr.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Jack , , , , Fiske O'Hara
James Butler, Duke of Ormonde James E. Miller
Sir Thomas Connolly, of Castletown Manor Don Merrifield
Edmund Farley, secretary to Sir Thomas Daniel Lawler
Sandy McFarland, a cattle buyer J. P. Sullivan

\ Phadrig Mulhall, a stock raiser Wm. T. Sheehan
Hugh Barton Gerald McCoy
Myles Dowling Charles McHenry
Constable ... Morey HantaV7UUOUMW.V - - -

Servant P. J. Burke
Lady Constance Butler Ethel von Waldron
Lady Elizabeth Connolly Elizabeth Paige

? Kathleen Mulhall Marie Quinn
f Mrs. Bridget Muldoody Lou Ripley
|»Mary Burke Lisle Bloodgood

Constables, Peasants, Etc.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Act I—Phadrig Mulhall's home.
Act II—The Gardens of Castletown Manor.
Act III—The Shooting Lodge.
Act IV—A Room in the Manor.
The action of the play takes place at Castletown, CountyKildare, the seat of Sir Thomas Connolly. Period 1760.

Produced under the personal direction of Augustus
ou. Jr.Pitou, Jr.nou, jr.

Ladies' gowns made by Mrs. Stingley, Chicago.
During the performance Mr. 0 Hara will sing the following

songs, written especially for this play by Fiske O'Hara and
Linda Bloodgood; "The Highwayman," "You and I," and
"Colleen Machree." Also Balfe's famous song, "Killarney."

EECUTIVE STAFF FOR AUGUSTUS PITOU, JR., INC.
S

. General Manager Myles MurphyManager of Company TT
• Stage Manager
i Assistant Stage Manager

[ I
Musical Director

1 Secretary
Carpenter

, Electrician
1 Property Man
"

.Walter Harmon
. . . Don Merrifield

. . James F. Miller

. Linda Bloodgood
Sam Moyed

... Frank Pecchia
.. Edward Myers

Ed. Morris
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| Q OME friends invited me to join them for a thea- JN ter party last week. I inquired the name of the :^ play they were planning to see, but they wouldn't {tell me. All I could learn was that it would be " some- :( nthing different; something that will do you good."They proposed to get me away from the Broadwayglare, as they described it, and give me a new view¬
point. The Metropolitan Opera House and theStrand were good; yes, in their way, but I had yetto test a real tonic—one that was a happy medium.

And where do you suppose these thoughtful peopletook me?
To an Irish play.
It was an awful shock when we trammed down

Broadway as far as Twenty-third Street and then
transferred across town.

" Heavens! " I said, " what kind of a joke is this? "
Then I read the name, Fiske O'Hara, in

electric lights.
" You're going to see a very clever and

a very promising young star," said my
friends when they had me safely within.

" Oh! " I said, feeling like the victim of
a conspiracy; " but Mr. O'Hara is Irish,
and this must be an Irish play? "

"What's the matter with the Irish?"
inquired all at once. " Don't you like
them? "

" Of course I do," I answered. " Doesn't
everybody like the Irish? But I have to
see so many plays that "

" That you never thought of seeing this
one, just because it wasn't spread all over
the Way, and because you have strayed
so far from the sweet, simple form of play."Oh, they said a great many more things
which I can't remember, but the sum total
meant that I needed some Irish—and I
got it.

More than that, I am glad I went.
My friends were right. And when we

left the theater I told them so, too.
When I got back to Broadway I felt as

though I had been away for a long time
among strangers.

There is something about an Irish playand the players of the same which seems
to exude kindness and good-will toward all
the world. To be sure, there is the vil¬
lain ! He is always present, but he is
such a real villain that we don't feel sorryfor him, because we know he will receive
all he deserves later on before the curtain
falls.

" Jack's Romance " is the accepted formof Irish play which has been presentedwith variations for many seasons past,but it tells a pretty love story, which is
bound to jog up one's jaded sentiment.
The principals of the company are all goodactors who play with as much attention to
detail as though they were in a Broadwayhouse. The leading lady is charming, andthe ingenue might be a replica of MaudeAdams at the time she first won our hearts
as a young girl.

There is a Scotchman, whose face shouldbe his fortune, in moving pictures, andbest of all, the handsome star himself,Fiske O'Hara.
I don't know whether that is his real name or not,but it looks awfully well on electric lights, and fitsits wearer perfectly. They say that Mr. O'Hara willwear the wreath of emerald leaves when ChaunceyOlcott tires of it, and I am sure Mr. Olcott will bepleased to have so worthy a successor. Mr. O'Harahas a personality which attracts men and womenalike. There is the expected Irish twinkle in his

eyes, a winning smile, which can compete with JuliaSanderson's dentifrice appeal, and then he can singlike—well, no, not like an angel, that comparison istoo unreal, but like a healthy young tenor, who lovesto live and radiate the happiness within him, a youngman whose greatest joy up to the present time is thathe is next door to Broadway. Let us all wish himwell, and hope that some day he may be so bold asto bring a modern Irish play right into our midst andtone us all up.

musical comedy ranks. Take my word for it, he is '■
going to be one of the biggest favorites Broadwayhas known.

Another stranger proved a big asset in " The Peas- V *
ant Girl." At least, she was a stranger to me. Her ( •

name is Frances Pritchard, and she is grace itself;
as thin as Mrs. Castle without being bony, her face
is young and fresh without any look of sophistication, vV
and she owns a bunch of real curls that are long and
fair, and toss about her shoulders in most alluring
fashion. Her eyes are large and blue, and grateful I ("if
for applause. They haven't learned to count the dol¬
lars out front as yet.

The first-night audience simply took her to its heart,
and she was recalled time and time again. She, too,
has a natural charm, with I do hope she won't stand- i
ardize according to salary later on.

Cliftoii Crawford must have felt very sure that he
is sincerely liked, for everybody tried to make him

come off the runways and mingle freelywith the audience. They sing a song, " I'mLooking for Some One's Heart." The au¬ditorium is in gloom, and the girls flashelectric lights in the faces of people whileon their quest. One man forgot that itwasn't good manners to sit still and keephis hands on his knees, and he tried toprevent one of the beauties from pursuingthe even tenor of her way up the aisle, butan indignant girl usher rushed to the res¬cue and shook a reproving finger in the
_man's face, and he was obliged to restrainhis dramatic instinct.

What will they do next, I wonder.The rubes who come to our own town >looking for a shocking sensation will cer¬tainly have something real to talk aboutwhen they get back home.
Madame Critic. 1

I 11 24, 111
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FISKE O'HARA AND ETHEL VON WAEDRON IN A CHARMING SCENEFROM " JACK'S ROMANCE."

Another young man sang his way into popularityduring the past week. But his case was entirely dif¬ferent from that of Mr. O'Hara, for he made himselfknown in a thoroughly up-to-date musical comedyof the type that Broadway loves, located right onForty-fourth Street. With such a live wire personal¬ity as that of Trentini, an unknown leading man, hasto be something unusual to create the hubbub of be-tween-the-act talk which filled the lobbv after thefirst act on the opening night of " The Peasant Girl."When the tall, blonde young man, bearing the in-
,conspicuous name of John Charles Thomas, came on 'the stage nobody paid much attention to him, exceptto note that his blue eyes were made up very badlyand that he had a splendid physique. When hewalked there was an air of complete ease and author¬ity about him which made some of his predecessorswho are established favorites appear like mere tailordummies. I for one began to wonder why Mr. JohnCharles Thomas presumed to walk in so masterful a

way as though he owned the earth without knowingit—for there was absolutely no self-consciousness inhis manner. He just couldn't help making peopleI look at him when they should have been looking at| some one else.
And then he began to sing in the most beautifulbaritone voice we have listened to in many, many sea- I;;

sons.
Did he make a hit?
I only wish he could have heard what the people

near me said, and if he could have heard the critics
between acts—no, his head wouldn't have been turned. !
He's not the small kind, you see. The audience[ couldn't get enough of his singing. And he took it all

splendidly in such a manly manner.
Mr. Thomas is certainly a much-needed addition to i I

know how glad they were to welcome him back tothese shores after two years. His role in " The Peas¬ant Girl" does not offer him wonderful opportuni¬ties, and we wished he might have had a better chancethan that door scene, in which he worked heroicallyto get the laughs.
As for Trentini, there is absolutely no one like heron our stage. Everything she does makes us laugh.It seems to me that " little devil" suits her far bet¬ter than it ever did Fritzi Scheff. The chorus girlsin " The Peasant Girl" can make no claims tobeauty, nor can the chorus men, although they singwell, but the costumes are ravishing.Melville Ellis has surpassed himself in clothing thecompany. Ellis is an artist, and the audience wasquick to recognize his genius in the different colorschemes and designs. Mr. Ellis has certainly made aplace for himself in the play producing world, andhe deserves all the applause which greeted the resultof his efforts to give us beauty and refinement. Eachchange of costumes brought a new delight to the eye.

I wonder what they are going to do next at theWinter Garden!

city, of
taken
ith a

Each time I go to one of the up-to-date
r.eviews I begin to speculate upon the pos¬sible novelties.

The greatest one in the present attrac¬
tion, " Maid in America," is a scene laid
at Forty-third Street and Broadway infront of the Times subway, and news board
showing our Boardwalk and the swingingiron shovel, which hoists and dumps the
rock and dirt from the excavation there.

" What a curious scene," remarked a
woman, who travels chiefly via Fifth
Avenue. " I wonder where they couldhave got such a unique idea as that!"
Which goes to show that many New York¬
ers are only well acquainted with a small
section of our big city at one time.

Then there was a stranger on this won¬
derful island who viewed the scene with
much interest, and watched the couples
strolling up and down the Boardwalk, and
leaning over the rail chatting as theywatched the workmen digging." Oh, it's Atlantic City! " exclaimed the
visitor, who refused to be persuaded to be¬
lieve that it was really and truly Broad¬
way.

" Whoever heard of a Boardwalk at
Forty-third and Broadway!" she said.
The next day she took a walk on it just
to be convinced.

The chorus girls in the new production

IF anyone had dared to offer for our amusement,some fifteen years ago, a farce-comedy dealingwith so sacred a subject as the tragedy of theChristians in the Roman arena, there is little doubtthat there would have been a tremendous outburst ofindignation from all over the country. At the pres¬ent time, the patrons of Wallaek's Theater watch themartyrs go to their deaths each evening and rewardthe comedy with hearty laughter and spontaneous ap¬plause.
" Don't fail to see ' Androcles and the Lion,'" wasthe general advice from well-meaning persons whichpersuaded me to see; the entertainment that is makingNew York laugh.
" It's the funniest thing I ever saw," they said."What is the plot?" I inquired." Oh, it's all about throwing the Christians to thelions," came the answer. "I killed my- 1 n.'id jself laughing. You'll simply die. It's a " j> >ssilscream."

* Hsrte to tAnd so I went to " Androcles," as 1
Broadway now affectionately calls the .... y 'play.

J And I did laugh until I could laugh " <-no more.

'! I never thought about the treatmentof the subject until afterwards, and then
•: it rather shocked me to sum up that bold.•' bad man, Shaw's courage. I felt eon-J science-stricken and began to wonder if i
* anyone I had known in my Sunday F\ /, /T|i- school days might have seen me there en- \ /

,, joying myself. Sunday school people do(I sometimes happen to get into the wrong •'I theater. But I couldn't recall a singlefamiliar face. I wondered what the
i church-going element would say. Has

- any of them seen "Androcles"? And
,| if not, why haven't the papers beenJ flooded with protests? Many things less >.

shocking than " Androcles " have caused1 tornadoes of discussion. Why did Mr.
Barker's press agent fail to seize such a |'

wonderful opportunity to set the country' a-talking, and rouse the modern Chris¬
tians to appoint a committee to censor

j: the Shaw play? I fear the gentleman is ' '
a bit old-fashioned, or, maybe, to do him
justice, lie decided that stirring up the "

- public wasn't worth while, since it had t'ja -been done too often before. In the past, ' ' sui Ij however, the stir has generally been over en
some bedroom scene, and we are all 1 : ri Jbored to death with the subject. The cry «'eu »:r;•••• *J of "shocking" has been falsely made aura?; •

I too often to interest us. The promised t"awful" scene has never happened, as 11 ' ISwe were led to believe it would on the
opening night, when it was hinted that
the police might be called upon to inter¬
fere, and so we long ago ceased to trou- 1 ;
ble about investigations of people who ■ O
were shocked by the shocking which l gre.itfifailed to shock.

If you can leave your Christianity at t -i < ! jthe door, as the Japanese leave their in ii.ie the1shoes, and enter with an open mind, youwill have the time of your life at " An¬
drocles." It is really very funny to watch the Chris¬tians thrown to the lions after you have decided that
your sense of humor is more highly developed than
your Puritan church training.

Androcles, the Christian martyr, gets more laughsthan all the monocled and double-jointed comedians
on Broadway. And the Lion is a star on his own
account. New York has always liked lions, no mat¬
ter whether they are real or imitation, or merely theafternoon-tea sort. There is something about a lionwhich is absolutely fascinating. The lion in " TheWizard of Oz" was a continual delight. Do youremember " The Wizard of Oz," or was that too longago? Theatrical history unfolds itself so rapidly forthe constant-goers that sometimes one has to thinkwhat happened last week. The lion in the " Wizard "

was funny, but the lion who proved to be Androcles'sbest friend is the funniest yet. He uses his eyes inthe most expressive manner and talks to Androclesin lion language, which causes us to exchange glances,because we have understood every word just as plain¬ly as did the poor Christian.
I notice that " The Midsummer Night's Dream "

was scheduled for only one performance during thepast week and " Androcles and the Lion" for theI others. That speaks for itself, as to the popularityof the lion in competition with an ass.
Some people may be misled by the high-brow name.Androcles. But don't let that worry you, for Andro¬cles was not a Greek philosopher but a poor tailor

who loved animals.
It was whispered about on^ the opening night of" Taking (Jhances," the new play in which Lou-Telle-

gen is making another bid for Broadway approval,
that it would be quite the most risque thing ever seen
on Broadway, but that it would be done in such beau¬
tiful fashion that the public would thOTOU^MKh-ovq its delicacy, rv.iweiinentiy. jaded



atuned to the promised sensa-

■

appetites were
tion.

The first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and " wafta yer givin' us ""Types any more. VVe are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Raffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque :
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia- |j
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather 1
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't ;
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the [
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns .

whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten¬
tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
.Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which

threw a halo about her for protection against the
charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably

1 on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

•Tust before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
■ and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma¬

dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per¬
sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus-

l band, and so nothing could have made her believe
that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband," and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin¬

teresting husband, played her difficult role
j with much sincerity and grace. Miss Trout-| ,

man is an actress who may always be re¬
lied upon to give the best that is in her. '

, She has been ascending the ladder season!
by season, and her many friends weref
pleased to applaud her as the leading
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-
Tellegen.

The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-
gen's love scenes with tense interest. lie
is the Prince of Lovemakers and as such
should be given a play in which he could

'
exert his powers to the full in a sincere
passion. The trouble with the roles in
the two plays in which he has appeared |, 1

II
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Nnnp " he replied disconsolately
have never been without an engagement. Donjt^

Not a rest.
>on't kn(
Sometimes

I hip

by

what it means to be looking for a job. somw pre
I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season, but it
can't be done it seems." .u^-0_

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months fe
and years. All the plays I have been with lately have ,
been big successes. Do you know what that means?
Saying the same lines over and over until at times
you wish you couldn't remember them any more.
Talk about the actor's life being an easy one! I
wish some of those people who think so would try
playing in a success for a few months. I'll bet they
would change their opinion. Most people think that
all an actor has to do is to look pleasant or sorrowful
as his role demands and it's such fun to say a few
lines and then you're free until the next performance.
All my life I've tried to give my audiences the best
that is in me. I can truthfully say I have never
shirked my work, and that means a much greater
strain than if I were content to get through some¬
how, trusting the audience not to notice the difference.

" At times I get so desperate with the monotony
of it all that I have half a mind to try being a film
actor. Everybody seems to be doing that now. They
tell me that they are the actors who really enjoy life.
They ride around to beautiful places in the country
and take ocean voyages and have all sorts of novel
experiences, never knowing what they are going to be
called upon to do next. That must be a thrilling

tured forth again. Soon I
the managers. They asked my name, and now

! if you please, they send me word in advancej what the next picture will be. I am a motion
picture fan for good and all, and when
e-i— j- - " " ~ my I

pcnn

friends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen¬did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.

| (t 5 ■ N'

Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who
can successfully call himself an Englishman and yet
be an American actor at the same time; but Hamil¬
ton Revelle, though of Spanish and Scandinavian
blood, justly merits this distinction, for he has played
in the United States for so many successive seasons
that no one could question his right to the claim of t
being an American actor. Mr. Revelle made his New
York debut as leading man for Olga Nethersole when
her repertoire and acting were the sensation of the
time. At the completion of his long engagement with
the English actress, Mr. Revelle had so acquired a
love for this country that he proceeded to become Mrs.
Leslie Carter's leading man. As Coss€ in " Du
Barry" he was pronounced one of the handsomest
young actors ever on our shores. Under the Belasco
management, Mr. Revelle continued to add splendidly
acted roles to his repertoire. He also added a mous¬
tache to his personal appearance. He continued to be
handsome, but somehow the critics had become accus¬
tomed to his good looks and ceased referring to them
as anything remarkable. But on Mr. Revelle's return
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love making was not sincere. In " Ma¬
ria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all-

_.u!.u 1 -nor!
• >lieitconsuming passion which even murders,

in order to gain the object of its love,
but in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimental tactics as a

; means toward professional gain. This n' Hi <
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may be all right with European audi-
Jences who delight in roles of romantic
cleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its

O heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

, jmained untouched. That was the secret
, of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine

j.,.and Raffles on public affections. JimmyJ Valentine and Raffles were very much in
earnest when they said. " I love you."

I suppose this is because we have not
, ' yet reached that high degree of European
i j culture which makes one admire the,
, game for the way it is played. It must

' be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro-
'

j mance to really thrill us.
Madame Critic. I" 1 '

; m' i ■ in ii ■ ■■■ Anyway.
Another twenty years' record, but rather different in

nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

'• But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.

existence. Everyone who lias once tried it declares
that he wouldn't go back to plain acting for anything
you might offer as an inducement. They all appear
to be making fortunes and having a good time gen¬
erally. I have yet to hear one complain of his salary
or his work. It's an awful temptation. So many of
our best actors are with the movies now.

" Formerly when I met a man on Broadway whom
I had not seen for a long time I would ask, ' Where
have you been?' but the answer was always the same,
so I now say, ' What film company are you acting
for?' and only once in a hundred times do I make a
mistake. I used to chat with actors about roles they
were playing at the time, or the season before, or the
season before that. But now, if I remark, 'I saw
you on the screen in " The Man from Borneo " last
week, old man,' the actor is bound to reply with lack
of interest, ' Too bad you couldn't have seen me in
one of my new ones, " The Wild Man " was taken six
weeks ago.'

" Can you beat that! Six weeks and a picture is
one of the old ones.

"

Whenever I hear one of these film actors talk, I
say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get
you yet.' "

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some

1 thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
her big house she determined to rent it and take
an apartment in a hotel.

•' After the first few days the novelty of
hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,

i I < 11 4 " with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To he sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my

•1 arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬
prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds
protected me. But I was so delighted with the

jjy the time flew that the next day I ven-

romise at all, produced up
the regular stag' Y > :iv if is n longer so. At

tiat one university at least, »r<r <:!y Harvard, this fa
to the States this season as leading man again for 1
Mrs. Leslie Carter, he once more appeared moustach- !
less, and lo and behold, a perfect avalanche of admi¬
ration from all sides. The newspapers spoke of him

fas though his manly beauty had burst upon New York
jas a revelation in the subject of matinee idols. Lou-
ijTellegen—the Greek God—was not considered a seri-1
ous competitor for highest honors.

" Really," said Mr. Revelle with a laugh, " all these
I comments about my personal appearance are—really j,
—I don't know what to say about them. Am I bet¬
ter looking than I used to be? I can't see myself as
the public sees me, you know. It must be because I

.no longer wear a moustache. If the public likes me 1
'better without it, why then I shall never wear it !,h
again. But what has a moustache to do with one's n

acting? And they say they like my acting as Bernard
• Dufrene in ' Zaza.' Won't you permit me to tell the ,

public through your columns how happy I am to be '
leading man for Mrs. Carter again? It is a joy to
play with so great an artist, a woman who pulsates
dramatic force and understanding in everything she ^

does. And I do hope for her sake—because she de- *
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man- I
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con- I (
elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,

it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.
Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long
before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one ;

to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as

lu

he is so deserving of it. Madame Critic. r I
r
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SEND—TO SOME ONE
Love irresistible.
Love irrepressible,Love that is silent and 1jet has a call—Love rvith its mystic thrill,Passion's oivn subtle will.This love I send you quite dominates all.

Love highly magnetized.Whirlwind concentralized.Love so pent up that 'twill ne'er run its course-Love that is tender-mad.Love that is soulful-glad.Heaven-sent torrent that drowns you perforce.

Shadowy sunset time,
Cloom of the night sublime.Sunrise that waives with the chirping of birds—IVhatso'er time it be.
Messages speed from me.Seek you al will without symbol of words.

Angels conspire above.
With earthly fires of love,Stamp home my message deep into your heart—Stars and all flowers combine.Wield all their powers with mine;All wide creation is doing its part.

Come, oh adored one, near.Now to my call give ear.List to the message that murmurs so sweet.Why stay away so long?Do you not hear the song?Come lo me, sweetheart, and fall al my feel.
Love-calls persistent, youMust feel insistent too;Here I declare that my heart will ne'er mend.Love at your altar flung—Words from my fait'ring tongue.Strive to express all the love that I send.
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Drop in it, stop in it,Beautiful, beautiful bed.
"

'Entertain in it' appears to be theone untorpedoed rule of dramatic con¬struction. A few years ago, bed wasa shameful article of furniture, to bementioned with bated breath, like cor¬sets, or stockings, or childbirth. Toshow a bed on the stage would havebeen like showing a bathroom.""Bathrooms have come in too," com¬mented The Lady."You recall the fuss that was madeabout the bedroom in 'Fra Diavolo?'And about that in 'The Girl and theJudge?' Not to mention my own 'Lit¬tle Gray Lady?' Now the modernequivalent of the four-poster even getsinto titles. The longest run of the yearhas been achieved by 'Twin Beds.'""And then," said The Lady, "there's'Under Cover.'"
"That title," I argued, "does notrefer to a counterpane. Though, ofcourse, Roi Cooper Megrue's principalscene is laid in the sleeping-room ofStephen Denby. 'That Sort' opened 'inmy lady's chamber,' with my lady ly¬ing dead, or presumably dead, on thefloor; and 'Arms and the Man' beginsin bed, as 'She's In Again' ends in it.

l|HAMBER DRAMA!"' ex-f claimed The Lady Who GoesL=J to the Theater with Me. "Inever heard of such a thing. There'schamber music, of course, and chambercommerce—"
"Of commerce," I suggested."—but, if you mean to discuss dramawritten for the library—""I don't. What I mean to discuss isthe fact that 'She's In Again,' the newfarce at the Gaiety, is the twentiethplay of this season to invade the sanc¬tity of the sleeping-room. Hallie Er-minie Rives said most of the trouble inthe world sprang from beds, and moststage stories seem to get back to thesame place. The drama has gone tobed. A majority of our actors haveretired—eight times a week. You re¬member the clever song that LawrenceGrossmith sings so wonderfully in'Nobody Home?'

Bed, bed, heavenly bed,Pull it right over your head.Wrap up your heels in it;Have all your meals in it;Make an hotel of your bed.Puzzle your brain in it;Yes, entertain in it;Don't mind if it's harder than lead.Hop in it, flop in it,

Perfectly beautiful beds, invitingenough to make one want to leave a callwith the call-boy and climb over thefootlights, were in 'The Song of Songs'and 'A Pair of Silk Stockings.' 'TheImportance of Coming and Going'showed a man dying in bed, and 'Li¬censed' a man dead in bed. I don't re¬member that anyone has been born onthe stage this season, though an enter¬prising motion-picture managementmoved heaven and earth to 'get by' witha film of 'Twilight Sleep.'"All the scenes in Owen Johnson's'The Salamander' were in Dodo's bed¬room ; and, quite naturally, all thescenes in 'Milady's Boudoir' were inthe boudoir of Miss Blackmore. Mrs.Harding's boudoir was revealed to usin 'The Law of the Land,' and adjoin¬ing bedrooms played important partsin 'On Trial,' 'The Beautiful Adven¬ture' and 'The Trap.' Also in 'Polyg¬amy,' where, as you may recollect,Chrystal Heme changed her frock be¬fore coming down to have a fit in frontof the door that shut in her husbandand his second wife. Jeanette's cham¬ber was disclosed in 'Secret Strings,'and there has been a great, hullabalooabout the bedroom in that second

vehicle of Lou-Tellegen's, 'TakingChances.' The critics claim to havebeen deceived by the omission of cer¬tain incidents at the first performance,though it isn't quite clear whether theirindignation is based upon what theymissed or upon what subsequent spec¬tators didn't. An elderly womanclimbed into a folding bed in 'So Much*for So Much,' and, while we didn't seeInnocent in bed, in the misnomeredplay produced by A. H. Woods, we didsee her in her little pink nightie. Theremay have been other soporific scenesduring the season, but, if so, they es¬cape my memory at this moment.""What do you make of it?" queriedThe Lady.
"It isn't what I make of it," I an¬swered, "but what the managers makeof it—which seems to be considerablemoney. This is a hard year, and ifanybody can turn an honest penny byexhibiting a cross-section of an hotel,or an ordinary section in a Pullman,'theirs not to reason why.' At least,the bedrooms this season are respect¬able. It's only a twelvemonth agothat we were invading bagnios insearch of sensation. There are threegood reasons for the present promi-
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appetites were all at lined to th<? promised sensa- J* ;
lion.

The first act was not long in disclosing the fact , >

that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman f 1
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play '
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now p s
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none ps...
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and '"vaTta yer givin' us" types any more. VVe are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Kaffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle- 1 a>
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather 1
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten¬
tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some g j
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most I
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which

threw a halo about her for protection against the gj
charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom j
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably j—
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside

! him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven- ®
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her IB
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth §£
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he H
had won an advantage she was always ready with the , |S
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

•Tust before the intruder left, the maid appeared, B
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma- H
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per- K
sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have |fl
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus- H

i band, and so nothing could have made her believe
that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband," and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin-

teresting husband, played her difficult role .

with much sincerity and grace. Miss Trout-
man is an actress who may always be re- '
lied upon to give the best that is in her.
She has been ascending the ladder season
by season, and her many friends were
pleased to applaud her as the leading .
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-
Tellegen. '

The audience watched Mr. Lou-Tolle-
gen's love scenes with tense interest, lie j ( ^
is the Prince of Lovemakers and as such
should be given a play in which he could . „

exert his powers to the full in a sincere;
passion. The trouble with the roles in
(he two plays in which he has appeared

j since "Maria Rosa." has been that his r.
love making was not sincere. In " Ma-
ria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all-(

"""•consuming passion which even murders. lr',;
in order to gain the object of its love. , .

.but in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimental tactics as a . '

• means toward professional gain. This ,

".may be all right with European audi-
.fences who delight in roles of romantic J

cleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its i,

C heroes to be in earnest. It would rather >
watch a broken heart than one that re- p

(jinained untouched. That was the secret j
of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine
and Raffles on public affections. Jimmy

'

Valentine and Raffles were very much in
. I earnest when they said. "I love you."

I suppose this is because we have not
, yet reached that high degree of European

culture which makes one admire the
game for the way it is played. It must

''be the real, no-one-~bvt-you variety of ro-
' S mance to really thrill us.

Madame Critic.
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Speaking^ of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who* j UVIU1 YV 11U
<an successfully call himself an Englishman and yet 'USTICANA

CHAMBER DRAMA
as the widow, and Mae Hopkins, asSuzanne, is a great advertisement for"The Follies."

Many of Mr. Gray's jokes—they arethat rather than dialogue—are gen¬uinely funny. Witness, when a womansticks her head out of the window ofan apartment-house in the Tenderloin,and, wildly, desperately, crying "Help!"she receives no aid beyond the advice:"Oh, go to bed! You're drunk!"

To tKe vaudeville
<^Hii jw J

one of the old ones.
"

Whenever I hear one of these film actors talk, I
say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get
you yet.' "

| leaning !
play with so great an artist, a woman wno puisaici>

I dramatic force and understanding in everything shedoes. And I do hope for her sake—because she de¬
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man¬

agement and play of which you spoke recently."
I think the whole country hopes for this happy con-

• elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,

it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.
Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long
before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one

to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
he is so deserving of it. Madame Critic.

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some
thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
her big house she determined to rent it and take
an apartment in a hotel.

" After the first few days the novelty of
hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,
" with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my
arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬
prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds
protected me. But I was so delighted with the
wgy the time flew that the next day I ven-

Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.

!!'f exploitation and projector
..characters and ideas.
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appetites were all atuned to the promised sensa¬
tion.

The first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and ""watta yer givin' us "Types any more. We are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Kaffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather 1
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten¬
tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
.Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and

I the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex-

i pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which

j threw a halo about her for protection against the
charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course: but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

•Tust before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma¬
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per¬
sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus¬
band, and so nothing could have made her believe
that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband." and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin¬

teresting husband, played her difficult role
with much sincerity and grace. Miss Trout- '
man is an actress who may always be re- _

lied upon to give the best that is in her.
She has been ascending the ladder season

. by season, and her many friends were
' pleased to applaud her as the leading
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-.,
Tellegen.

fHL','. The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-
gen's love scenes with tense interest. lie .

' is the Prince of Loyemakers and as such
i should be given a play in which he could ^

exert his powers to the full in a sincere"
passion. The trouble with the roles in
the two plays in which he has appeared
since "Maria Rosa." has been that his
love making was not sincere. In "Ma

jaria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all
" consuming passion which even murders,

in order to gain the object of its love. • > .

.but in his gentleman burglar roles lie''"1
has merely used sentimental tactics as a

• means toward professional gain. This
may be all right with European audi-

ajences who delight in roles of romanticcleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its

C heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

tjmained untouched. That was the secret
v of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine

, and Kaffles on public affections. Jimmy
• Valentine and Kaffles were very much in

earnest when they said. " I love you."
I suppose this is because we have not

; yet reached that high degree of European
'

culture which makes one admire the
,, game for the way it is played. It must

be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro-
• mance to really thrill us.

Madame Critic.
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Nope?' he replied disconsolately,
have never been without an engagement. Don't know' " '"oHrnr for a job

Not a rest.
)on't kn<
SometimesltllOUL Uu

what it means to be looking for a job. -
I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season, but it
can't be done it seems."

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and years. All the plays I have been with lately have
been bi' 1' """ '-nmv what, that means?
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tured forth again. Soon I became known to
the managers. They asked my name, and now,if you please, they send me word in advance
what the next picture will be. I am a motion
picture fan for good and all, and when myfriends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen¬did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.
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Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who

THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE

Enjoyment of Winter Garden shows is a matter of mood, tense and gend
able entertainment if Miss Morton,Mr. ITinmac Ifirl __.t_-j.l-

let—especially gender.
tmci icuiuiient ii Miss Morton, orMr. Thomas, had decided whether she,or he, wanted to be taken seriously ornot—whether the work in hand was tobe farce, or drama, or burlesque, andhad stuck to it. As it is, the auditor isconstantly doing mental flip-flaps."The Three of Hearts" is drama. Aparticularly unattractive young wastrelbegins giving maudlin reasons for hisdownfall, and one fears that it may bevery bad drama. Then, ten minuteslater, the same speech is repeated in thespirit of fun. "Ah," you say; "I waswrong. This is farce." Harry Hamil¬ton, a millionaire, poses as a thief inorder to win the love of a sentimentalgirl interested in thieves. "Bosh!" youremark, until, with unmistakablehumor, the pretended "crook" observes:"TVr,r TV/Ti— n/r- .t . • -

Dick Comstock adds to the excuse thathe stole to keep his mother in theluxury to which she was accustomed,the plea that in all the plays he has seen,the thief is the hero, you find yourselfasking whether the whole piece was notdevised as a travesty.Whatever else it may be, "The Threeof Hearts" never is dull. Light, bright,quick-moving, witty, ingenious andwritten with Mr. Thomas' inimitablesavoir faire, its suspense admirablymaintained and one surprise followinganother, this offering is as entertainingit is unimportant. Mr. Thomas—1Miss Morton—does not stop shortany means to an end. Dialogue ofthe highest order is enriched here andthere with palpable "

as

or

of

...... "gags"—one ofuuinor, xne pretended "crook" observes: them about a Ford—and to a cast of"My dear Miss Maythorne, the right characters more than ordinarily wellwoman could have done anything with drawn are added a couple of country
me." Farce again! And when, in the constables of a kind never met outsidemaudlin phrases already mentioned, the bucolic drama. Miss Morton—or
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CHAMBER DRAMA
Mr. Thomas—is not even above usingthat vacant suit of armor that hadconcealed so many, many comic-operastars when it was imported into melo¬drama by Paul Dickey and Charles W.Goddard in "The Ghost Breaker."Of all our dramatists, only Mr.Thomas could have written what prac¬tically is the first scene in the play—ascene between Hamilton and Mrs. Corn-stock, mother of the wastrel alreadymentioned. In this dialogue, which es¬tablishes the former relation of the two,little is said and a great deal conveyed.Mrs. Comstock wants a card to a dancebeing given by Hamilton's sister, Mrs.Hamilton-Brozvn. By this means, shehopes to impress, and eventually to cap¬ture, the father of sentimental GraceMaythorne. The dance is to be veryselect. "Nothing can happen, Harry,"although the guests are to be masked,because "there are only fifty-two cards.""I've had a lot happen," retortsHarry, "with five."
Hamilton has taken into his hire adischarged convict named Williams.Through this man, he discovers theroguery of Dick Comstock. His trebletask is to disclose the boy's worthless-ness to Miss Maythorne, keep it fromMrs. Comstock, and convince the youngwoman that he himself is a romantic"crook." In this threefold endeavorhe employs not only Williams, but amost remarkable chief of police, namedHaggerty. Dick steals a card to thedance, and takes with him Grace. Anecklace—the fifth stolen on our stagethis season—disappears, with other jew¬elry. The local police are summoned.A woman sent by Haggerty insists uponsearching Dick. Hamilton announcesthat he is Haggerty, and orders the ar¬rest of the female detective. Then,alone with the boy, he recovers the loot,and, in possession of it, allows MissMaythorne to mistake him for thethief.

Later, in his own rooms, when thetruth has been discovered and Dickhas had a most unconvincing change ofheart, Hamilton tries to rescue the ladfrom the police. Haggerty, however,feels that, to save his face, after sixmonths' search, he cannot return to

headquarters without a capture. So aJapanese valet is hired to be the victim,and with him Haggerty departs, re¬marking that "it's a damned smallshowing after all this fuss." Thissatirical and amusing conclusion, likethe beginning of the piece, is in the bestvein of Mr. Thomas. Miss Maythorneforgives Hamilton for being honest,and the curtain falls upon the conven¬tional picture.
The company is divided into twogroups—the very good and the verybad. Mr. Nash, whose first hit wasmade as long ago as 1896 in "ChimmieFadden," and who recently has ap¬peared to advantage in "The WitchingHour" and "The Gamblers," as usual isprodigal of gesture and grimace, butstill a suave and sincere actor of skilland subtlety. The best performanceof the evening is the Williams of Wil¬liam Devereux, whose restraint andsimplicity remind one of E. M. Hollandin "A Social Highwayman." BlancheYurka is capital as Mrs. Comstock, andher son Dick is acceptably played bySchuyler Ladd, who will be remem¬bered for his Wu Fah Din, the Daffo¬dil, in "The Yellow Jacket." On theother hand, Miss Maythorne is in thehands of Julia Hay, an actress of smallpromise; Haggerty gains neitherdefiniteness nor distinction from FrankJ. Woods, and Louis Sherwin veryproperly observes that Robert Roger'sidea of a Southern Colonel probablyowes its inspiration to Lew Dockstader."The Three of Hearts" is amusing,but too extravagant, too implausible andtoo loosely hung together to win greatsuccess.

"THE PASSING SHOW OF 1915"
TTHE new show at the Winter Gar-den is a Winter Garden show—which statement, though seeminglytrite as that pinnacle of platitude, "Ex¬perience," which provides pattern forthe revue, nevertheless describes "ThePassing Show of 1915." Enjoyment ofthese spectacles is a matter of mood,tense and gender—especially gender.Nothing that occurs on the stage is ascontributory as what you had for din¬
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" Can you 1
one of the old ones.

" Whenever I hear one of these film actors talK, i
say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get
you yet.'"

Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.

(

£■

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some
thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
her big house she determined to rent it and take
an apartment in a hotel.

" After the first few days the novelty of
hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,
" with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my
arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬
prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds 1

protected me. But I was so delighted with the
ay the time flew that the next day I ven- I

play with so great an artist, a wonmu ....0
dramatic force and understanding in everything she .

does. And I do hope for her sake—because she de- "
jserves it—that she will find that perfection of man¬
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con¬
clusion as the great highlight in the career of our

. American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

( If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,
. lit would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.

'Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
; night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long ij
ibefore Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one ()

to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
he is so deserving of it "

;«'t exp
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appetites \\<■ ro nil atuned to the promised sensa¬
tion.

The first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else nood apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and " watta yer givin' us" types any more. We are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Raffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-

I gen had already shown us his conception of a dia-
i mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
; success, as he always does, but the public was rather 1

surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to

\ the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com-

; promise the Minister's wife and so get away.
By this scheme the second act brought the atten-

] tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the

1 bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at

j home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which

threw a halo about her for protection against the-
charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

Just before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma¬
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per¬
sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love aifair of her own, although she had no hus¬
band, and so nothing could have made her believe
that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband." and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin-

'"'=V>nml nlavcd her difficult roTel
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Nope," he replied disconsolately. Not a rest.
have never been without an engagement. Don't know
what it means to be looking for a job. Sometimes

—-of ' T'" -s.iat lay off for a season,' but it3,'^ 122 o.
_ :+■ eppms.

_i.

I say to lujov,
can't be done it seems."

"That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and years. All the plays I have been with lately have
been bi "" c "' \y b a t that means?
Saying
you w
Talk i

wish s

playin
would
all an
as his
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tured forth again. Soon I became' known to b
the managers. They asked my name, and now, (J| if you please, they send me word in advance '

} what the next picture will be. I am a motion i
j picture fan for good and all, and when my |j friends are forgetful that I am lonely and sadS 1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen-I did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.
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means? Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who
.

. -or .mg.'<fS.sfnllB^calI himself an Englishman and yet•
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wau 10 „.,Ji you, where you sit, who was greatly liked in "The Pheas-your previous environment. If ant Girl," and Marilynn Miller, whoyour ideal of loveliness is the face of a *> Q nrpvinns Winter Gar-chorus girl, your idea of wit the disclos-
0ure of pads upon the portly and partly entertainment. Harry Fisher is funnydisrobed person of George Monroe, and in his familiarvn,ir rlrpam of ultimate bliss to find a Russian ballet—

\\

your ideal of loveliness is the face of a scored a nit m a. picv 1UU5 VV v^actx —chorus girl, your idea of wit the disclos- den revue—are agreeable figures in theure of pads upon the portly and partly entertainment. Harry Fisher is funnydisrobed person of George Monroe, and in his familiar way, and there is ayour dream of ultimate bliss to find a Russian ballet—not the least Russianlady suspended by a wire over your and much marred by the obvious facthead, like a spider depending from the that the girls in it are not used to beingceiling, you will revel in the latest per- a ballet — in which some interestingformance at the Winter Garden. dancing is done by Theodor Kosloff and"The Passing Show of 1915" pro- Maria Baldina. It is this divertise-vides the customary treat for the un- ment that ends with the hanging of thetutored eye. The costumes—what young women already mentioned. Wil-there is of 'em—are quite remarkable, lie Howard, a sort of male Fanny Brice,• . ,1

moc nrpicpH hv most of the critics.(
trkable, lie Howard, a sort ot male Panny tsrice,and the wearers—what there is in 'em who was praised by most of the critics,—are well up to the average of choral seemed to me an undeserved infliction.There is the usual rather Mr. Ho " A— ■«

tnere is 01 em—die 4um. »v.
and the wearers—what there
—are well up to the average 01 cnorai
pulchritude. There is the usual rather
dreary stretch of pickings from Puck, a snort ana amusing uunc»4uc ui .un¬spoken by the usual self-satisfied come- drocles," in which, told that he is "air —a rvnnofiiaf-pH here anc ' M " 1 - —1 •

dreary stretcn 01 picKings uum j.
0spoken by the usual self-satisfied come- drocles," in which, told that he is "adians, and happily punctuated here and Christian tailor," he replies that therethere by a really clever bit of humor or isn't any such animal. Assured that the—i.:_~ ;s a motion-nicture lion will recall the incident of the

thorn, he worries lest the king of beastsshould prove to have a bad memory,nnH snsrerests his unalterable preference
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ent for words ana wnu iw,. I.
foresting husband, played her difficult rolel
with much sincerity and grace. MissTrout-
man is an actress who may always be re-

•J lied upon to give the best that is in her.|
, She has been ascending the ladder season
, by season, and her many friends were!

' I pleased to applaud her as the leading'
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-
Tellegen.

The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-
H gen's love scenes with tense interest. Ho

is the Prince of Lovemakers and as such
fl M should be given a play in which he could

' exert his powers to the full in a sincere
passion. The trouble with the roles in
the two plays in which he has appeared

jjsince "Maria Rosa." has been that his r""'''K love making was not sincere. In "Ma- •U"M'-
ria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all-'
consuming passion which even murders,
in order to gain the object of its love,
but in his gentleman burglar roles he I
has merely used sentimental tactics as a

■ means toward professional gain. This
^.may be all right with European audi¬
ences who delight in roles of romantic 1cleverness though there may be no heart

to fortify them, but Broadway likes its
j C heroes to be in earnest. It would rather

watch a broken heart than one that re-
rr mained untouched. That was the secret

. of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine I
and Raffles on public affections. Jimmy

'

Valentine and Raffles were very much in |
earnest when they said. " I love you."

I suppose this is because we have not
. ' yet reached that high degree of European
'

: culture which makes one admire the
'

game for the way it is played. It must
be the real, tio-one-but-you variety of ro-
mance to really thrill us.

Madame Critic
imm _ _ . -

Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character

i acting lias made him as popular with the public as if
j he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read

his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen

all the parts in which he has appeared during
--"i must say I have yet to think
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i ~ *satire. Such a bit is a motion-pictureenthusiast's relation of how she "en¬

joyed seeing 'em shoot Dustin Far-
num," and such a bit, too, is John T.
Murray's imitation of a motion picture.There is ingenuity in the blending of adozen burlesques of the season's sue

-

—
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should prove to have a Daa memory,and suggests his unalterable preferencefor being in a cage of kittens. This
travesty ends with Androcles kickingthe life out of the lion. Two or threef .1

1—1— « » of,

j. — ~-~o
_dozen burlesques of the season's sue- the life out ot the nocesses, and one screamingly funny piece of the numberless "gags," strung to-of business in the bedroom scene in gether in "sidewalk conversations,"1-1 T((TV,o Qrmrr .^nnc '* —1-*-1- i-Un

ctnrv nnH sitiia

of business in the Dearoom scene m
which Lily, from "The Song of Songs,"finds herself, d la "Polygamy," thefourth wife of Senator Calkins. This
business is the punching of a time-clock
by each wife who enters.

However, the rest of this scene, atwhich the first-night audience roared, is
1 tVip n^l PVP.n for

gether in "sidewalk conversations,which take the place of story and situa¬tions, are genuinely funny. Thus, theinquiry, regarding a sheet of notes,"What is that? Music?" and the an¬
swer, "No; it's a popular song." Thus,too, the description of "T. R." as "inthe livery business," because he "has« 1 *

which the first-night audience roared, is tne 11 VC1 J' UUdlllV/OO, wa good deal beyond the pale, even for been cleaning up Barnes," and thethe Winter Garden. Its piece de re- explanation of "secret service" as "thesistance is the comic undressing of Mr. drink you get after one o'clock."Monroe—a device long ago banned in The performance, as commonly atthe "stag" burlesque houses—and the the Winter Garden, is rather a bewil-sudden thrusting into prominence of a dering succession of scenic effects. Be-portion of his anatomy not generally ginning with a pretty rural landscape,regarded as ornamental. The very whence Youth, the simple country girlthought of Mr. Monroe as the frail Lily of musical comedy, starts out to see theis tickling, though, and this reliable world, the rotation carries one throughcomedian is responsible for consider- a gorgeous "Floral Ball," past a Hip-able laughter, until too much of him podromic and disappointing representa-brings weariness. Daphne Pollard, a tion of the destruction of a city bymite of a woman who used to be with thrown from a Zeppelin, to a
T -11*—~^

onmnQtiv iQ irresist-

mite of a woman wno useu to ue wuu
a Lilliputian opera company, is irresist¬
ibly effervescent, and mistress of musi¬
cal-comedy tricks, while two very freshand charming girls—Frances Pritchard,

'.all,
ion

LUe parts in which he has apijea..^
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an-
Cope in

one roie —

other actor.
" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who

made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked. V

" Can you l ... I
one of the old ones.

" Whenever I hear one o
say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get
you yet.' "

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some
thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
her big house she determined to rent it and take
an apartment in a hotel.

" After the first few days the novelty of
hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,
" with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day ,
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture

; of which I had read so much. To he sure, at !
first I was on the lookout for needles in my

i arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬

prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to j
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds l

protected me. But I was so delighted with the
J way the time flew that the next day I ven- {

'
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dramatic force and understanding in everything sne r
does. And I do hope for her sake—because she de- *
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man- ■,

agement and play of which you spoke recently."
I think the whole country hopes for this happy con- 11

elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,
it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.

" Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long i
before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one ir
to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as

'"jhe is so deserving of it. Madame Critic.
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CHAMBER DRAMA 223wards, W. F. Peters and J. LeubrieHill, the colored man who wrote "Atthe Ball, That's All"—is more notablefor racket than for melody. But thehistoric runway works overtime; thereis constant motion and excitement; and,literally, the performance may be saidto be quite up to its old form.Not the least amusing thing at the

Tke simple country girl of musical comedy.
Winter Garden is the list of show-girlson the program. Among these names,the awed reader picks out Sue Brett,Rosie Quinn, Muriel Dewey, ReneeSmythe, Helen March, Louise Ma-yorga, Henrietta Bordeau, LorraineWaters, Vivien Darville, Alice VanRiker, Cecille Markels, Betty Hard-grove, Dorothy Charleston, Vera Dela-tour, Fib Whiteside and GenevieWillment.

JUST RAMBLING ON

^ OWADAYS, the theater, like^
woman's work, "is never done."Only a few years ago, the theatrical

season was "from September to June,"and, while it remains so in contracts,actually the amusement term is unend¬ing. New York approaches July witheighteen playhouses sheltering regularattractions, and heaven only knows howmany more devoted to what HashimuraTogo calls "emotion pictures." Therehas even been a dramatic premierein June—"The Three of Hearts"—which is not remarkable when one re¬members how many light comedieshave run straight through the entiresummer season.

The new farce, "A
Full House," promises tobe one of these, while"Twin Beds," trans¬ferred from the Fulton
to the Harris, "It Paysto Advertise," and the
strenuous "On Trial"
show no signs of suffer¬
ing from abated interest.Each of this trio has
passed its three hun-d r e d t h performance."Sinners" and "UnderCover" seem likely to goon indefinitely, as doesthe musical show, "Chin-Chin." To these long-lived entertainmentshave been added re¬

cently three musical
revues —- Ziegfeld's"Follies of 1915" at theNew Amsterdam, "The
Passing Show of I9i5"atthe Winter Garden, and"Hands Up" at the Forty-fourth Street.The heat, apparently, is to have littleeffect upon the Great White Way, andbuyers who come to town to see stock¬ings will have their wish gratified.In spite of the war, and the tango,and the motion pictures, and other pub¬lic calamities, the season has not beenan unusually bad one. Artistically, ofcourse, the most important thing thathappened was the advent of GranvilleBarker, with his productions of "An¬drocles," "The Man Who Married aDumb Wife" and "The Doctor's Di¬lemma." (Not to mention "A Midsum¬mer Night's Dream.") Shaw had his
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The first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none

else^ need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and watta yer givin' us" types any more. We are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Kaffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't

| hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten-
! tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which

Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and

I the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover- I
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and

: remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
' home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most

i innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex-
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She

i ; didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac-
■t tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love

i my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which
threw a halo about her for protection against the (

charms of the two-o'clock-caller.
As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom

no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven-

| tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

Just before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma¬
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per¬
sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus¬
band, and so nothing could have made her believe
that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband." and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin¬

teresting husband, played her difficult role
with much sincerity and grace. MissTrout- '
man is an actress who may always be re- '**'
lied upon to give the best that is in her.
She has been ascending the ladder season
by season, and her many friends were j

11 pleased to applaud her as the leading
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-
Tellegen.

The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-
3 gen's love scenes with tense interest. He
ii is the Prince of Lovemakers and as such f40 1 1

< should be given a play in which he could lc
exert his powers to the full in a sincere f
passion. The trouble with the roles in
the two plays in which he has appeared

'since "Maria Rosa." has been that his
■ love making was not sincere. In " Ma-
|ria Bosa" he gave us a picture of all-
consuming passion which even murders.

, in order to gain the object of its love,
but in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimental tactics as a

, means toward professional gain. This
may be all right with European audi¬
ences who delight in roles of romantic
cleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its

C heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

,, inained untouched. That was the secret
of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine

... and Baffles on public affections. Jimmy :
Valentine and Baffles were very much in
earnest when they said, " I love you." r

I suppose this is because we have not
! yet reached that high degree of European

'.'culture which makes one admire the
game for the way it is played. It must
be the real, no-oiie-but-you variety of ro-

"mance to really thrill us.
Madame Critic. 'l,bt '

.. __

Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.

'V-Tc dna Uu vv ia..mr a..

'Nope," he replied disconsolately. ....
i never been without an engagement. Don't know

' - '"iJijTur for a jol

Not a rest.
)on't km
Sometimeshave never been witnom.

what it means to be looking for a job. _
I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season, but it
can't be done it seems."

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and yea^s. All the plays I have been with lately have

~ • iirhlT that means?

fere

hip
lli at

I by

tured forth again. Soon I became known
the managers. They asked my name, and now,
if you please, they send me word in advance

I what the next picture will be. I am a motionpicture fan for good and all, and when my
friends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen¬
did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.
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" Can you L_—
one of the old ones.

" Whenever I hear one o!
say to myself 1 Look out, Cope,
you yet.' "

Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who
-!t fall himself an Englishman and yet' ^ ~^ :

*j ••• ;i

!V
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innings, too, through Mrs. Campbell,with "Pygmalion," and through ArnoldDaly's revival of "Candida," "Arms andthe Man" and "You Never Can Tell."

actors. Patriotic and unbiased his-trions, crying out against the "inva¬sion" and for justice to the Americanactor, may do well to reflect that allthree of these companies were English.Lest that reflection bring us todespair, however, it were well to re¬member Ethel Barrymore's very hu¬man and moving characterization in"The Shadow," Elsie Ferguson in "Out¬cast,". Leo Ditrichstein in "The Phan¬tom Rival," Frances Starr in "Marie-Odile," Ruth Chatterton in "DaddyLong-legs," and, last but not least,Mary Ryan's grippingly real, vibrant—emu, in ine and convincing portrait of the perse-Only Girl," a really witty, consistent and cuted wife in "On Trial." Five par-
well-builded book by Henry Blossom, ticularly skillful farceurs have won

i tuneful and
new laurels—^
Third Party,'r\

•

UHU -L *_»U

Then there was the very significantmovement of the Washington SquarePlayers, who, though they presentedmuch that was poor, did more that wasworth doing, and, all in all, must beaccepted as a healthful symptom of in¬terest in a better theater.
We have had two or three excellentmelodramas—"On Trial" and "Kick In"

—a large number of capital farces—in¬cluding "It Pays to Advertise" and "APair of Silk Stockings"—and, in "TheOnly Girl," a really witty, consistent and V/MI.VU V* 11V, HI v_/lwell-builded book by Henry Blossom, ticularly skillful farceurs have won
wedded to a tuneful and musicianly new laurels—Taylor Holmes in "The

ir*frvt- TJ -

]30St * 1

in

score by Victor Herbert, the oe;operetta produced in many years iNew York. "Children of Earth,"though a financial failure,worth while, and so were
ow," "The Show Shop,torn Rival," "Outcast,"Dress" and

was well
The Shad-

" "The Phan-
, :'My Lady's

emu "The Law of the Land."Even those frivolous and trifling things,the revues, have been better than usual.There was much merit in "Chin-Chin"and "Hello, Broadway," and "WatchYour Step."
The season was more prolific of goodacting than any other in a decade. Tobegin with, we have had whole per¬formances in which practically therewas not a flaw—notably that of "A Pair

Pays to Advertise," Ada Lewis ..."She's In Again," and Herbert Corthelland May Vokes in "A Full House."Cyril Keightley, an Australian, coveredhimself with glory, and Irene Fenwickwon f-it-J70
_

..

_ji , aiiu xi CliC
won the prize for conspicuous improvement in "The Song of Songs." Aquintet of persons hitherto practicallyunknown sprang into the memory ofthe watchful—Frances McLeod for herdelineation of the slavey in "Sinners,"George Sidney for his manager in "TheShow u T"""Shop," Harry LilHford andGeorge Graham for their portraits ofthe discreet butler and the secretary ina ,r , ™ • "The Law of the Land," and Gilda

was not a flaw—notably that of "A Pair Varesi for her sullen and greatly suf
of Silk Stockings," in which, from that fering Portuguese woman in "Childretamazingly clever comedian, Kenneth of Earth." Of t„„t —rDouglas, down to the bottom of thexi pro-gram, there was not one mediocrity.The same thing was true of the com¬
pany that Marie Tempest brought tothe Comedy, the members of which,during several weeks of repertory, dis¬played versatility almost unbelievable inthese days. Finally, Mr. Barker's or¬ganization included O. P. Heggie, longto be remembered for his portrayal ofAndrocles; Lionel Braham, who wasalmost equally good as the giant, Fer-rovius, and as Sir Patrick in "The Doc¬tor's DilemmaEdgar Kent, whoseimpersonation of Dr. Blenkitisop wasnoteworthy; Arnold Lucy, NicholasHannen, Ernest Cossart, and other fine

i< viiiuil 1X1 ChildrenOf this last performance,it is not too much to say that, withMiss Ryan's, it will rank as the his-w, *1. »V HI l dlilY d5trionic high-water mark of the season.Three new authors achieved suddensuccess this year. They were RoiCooper Megrue, who, though he hadhad several productions on Broadway,tasted his first triumph in "UnderCover" and "It Pays to Advertise;"Willard Mack, who disclosed himselfwith "Kick In;" and a boy of twenty-one, Elmer Reizenstein, with "OnTrial." Of imported plays, thanks tothe war, there were few. Altogether,the season has been far from uninterest¬ing, and many managers have found itfar from unprofitable.

Grand Uin-nt Company1

the movies will get

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some
thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
her big house she determined to rent it and take

. an apartment in a hotel.
" After the first few days the novelty of

hotel life wore off and there I was," she said.
" with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I

, couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my

1 arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur-
prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds '
protected me. But I was so delighted with the

J way

dramatic force and understanding in everything snejf
does. And I do hope for her sake—because she de- *
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man¬
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con- | (
elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

1 If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,

|it, would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.'Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
| night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long
before Mr. Bevelle will be starred. This causes one ur
to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
he is so deserving of it. Madame Critic.
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LIVE FOREVER
"For God's sake, let me have someof it!" whined the sallow man as heshuffled uneasily towards the table."Let me have just ten drops—only ten,and I wont never bother you again. Iwont ask anything more, and I'm willin'to pay for it. I'll give you a hundreddollars a drop. I'm willin' and readyto pay that." He laid ten crisp centurynotes on the table. "Don't this moneytalk?" he protested. "Aint you got noheart nor no soul? I followed youclean from New Orleans; don't mymoney talk?"

"Perhaps it does," remarked Mr.Haines,- tartly, "but it don't converse inth' right language. I told you beforeto leave me alone." With careless mo¬tion he swept the bills off the table onto the floor. "Get out," he growled."If you hound me any more, I'll haveyou arrested."
As the sallow man slunk out of theroom, Bulkeley J. Tears shifted uneasilyin his chair. He had seen a new light;he had been given an ocular demon¬stration. Happy again took the vialfrom his pocket and fondled it. Bulke-ley J. gulped hard, while he glued hiseyes on the precious receptacle."Th' ingredients of a true elixir,"resumed Happy oracularly, drifting offinto a patter garnered by him in hisvery youthful days from an itinerantmedicine fakir. "Th' ingredients of atrue elixir has its source from com¬patible potentialities that sustain com¬bustion an' fermentation. It is by thesesalient processes that the human framepreserves its normal integrity. Theselatter direct chemical and physicaltransformations, absorbing that whichthe body requires for the promotion oforganization, proving beyond a doubtthat once in the possession of this elixirwe can live indefinitely. Am I right,and do you get me?"

Bulkeley J. Tears nodded weakly;under the hypnotic spell of the Menderhe was rapidly taking the count."Are you sure you can recover thismoney?" he interrogated."Can rain fall downwards?" re¬torted Happy Haines airily.The little man swallowed hard a

1043
couple of times. "I'll tell you what I'lldo," he ventured in tones of suppressedexcitement. "I have a proposition.Let me have ten drops of the elixir, andyou're at liberty to keep the moneywhen you recover it. Besides, that Iam willing to give you five hundreddollars in cash." He drew forth hiswallet and laid it on the table.Happy scowled and asked "Did I everoffer it for sale? You don't realizeeven yet what I've got; you don't knowthat this has been handed down fromMethuselah. Do you think he croakedin bed? Well, he didn't. No, sir, acamel stampeded with him an' felldown a gulley, breakin' his neck. Ihad that straight from Hassam, and heseen th' blow-off, his own self."The circus man made a motion as ifto go, but Bulkeley J., with tenaciousgrasp, clung to his arm. "I'll make ittwo thousand cash for ten drops," hegurgled, almost breathlessly. "Youmustn't get angry with me. Pleasedon't take offense at anything I say.I must have it! There is my pocket-book; help yourself. I tell you I musthave it. Here it is, here it is!" Hepushed a wad of bills across the table.Happy Haines regarded his victimgloomily. "I'll make an exception inyour case," he drawled, as his handclosed on the money. "Th' one an'only exception I ever made, in yourcase.

"You've got something pal," he con¬tinued solemnly. "You've got some-thin' which I never thought I'd let goof—somethin' that th' Queen of Shebamight have committed murder for."Happy paused to let the latter state¬ment find a habitat. "Yes, sir," heattested, "a brand of dope that wouldhave forced King Solomon to put amechanic's lien on th' Temple. A dropa week, for ten consecutive weeks, takenin a glassful of milk, warm as it comesfrom th' cow—a single drop a week;and then," concluded Mr. Haines, withthe old declamatory movement of botharms which had made him so famousas a kid show-orator, "—then, pal, that'sall you gotta do. Natur'll 'tend to th'rest. You're a-goin' to live forever."

■*
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were all atuned to the promised sensa-
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The first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and watta yer givin' us" types any more. VVe are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Raffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Ijou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather 1
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! Pie didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten-
{ tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which

Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out. and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most

I innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love I
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which |

threw a halo about her for protection against the
charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside-
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

•Tust before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was. not convinced that Ma¬
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per-

'

sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
l a love affair of her own, although she had no hus-

! band, and so nothing could have made her believe
that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband." and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin-
■ teresting husband, played lier difficult role

with much sincerity and grace. MissTrout-
1 man is an actress who may always be re-, ^
lied upon to give the best that is in her.l
She has been ascending the ladder season ,

: by season, and her many friends wen-t
'pleased to applaud her as the leading-
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou- .

Tellegen. *
The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-

gen's love scenes with tense interest. lie .
is the Prince of Lovemakers and as sncli'' ...

! should be given a play in which he could f
. exert his powers to the full in a sincere

here and ^Lo

r*

.....

^nci now is the vnr» ■ T
"Nope," he replied disconsolately. Not a rest, l

have never been without an engagement. Don't know
what it means to be looking for a job. Sometimes
I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season,' but it
can't be done it seems."

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and year? AH the plays I have been with lately have
been bij that means?
Saying I • "I --.J

r
pre

ny
i>hj-

tured forth again. Soon I became known to
the managers. They asked my name, and now,

! if you please, they send me word in advance
j what the next picture will be. I am a motion

picture fan for good and all, and when my
friends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen¬
did cure for the blues." Madame Ckitic.
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passion. The trouble with the roles in I
the two plays in which he has appeared I

j since "Maria Rosa." has been that his I
•. love making was not sincere. In "Ma

ria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all
consuming passion which even murders,
in order to gain the object of its love,
but in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimental tactics as a

.means toward professional gain. This
"

may be all right with European audi-
a | ences who delight in roles of romantic I

cleverness though there may be no heart '
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its

C heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

rr mained untouched. That was the secret
, of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine

. and Raffles on public affections. Jimmy
'

Valentine and Raffles were very much in
'

earnest when they said, " I love you." ,
I suppose this is because we have not

, ' yet reached that high degree of European
j culture which makes one admire the

game for the way it is played. It must
be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro-

'
mance to really thrill us.

Madame Critic. "st
J rot,, _ - — I Anyway

Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.
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CHANNING POL'
LOCK'S REVIEW OF
THE NEW PLAYS

? York latest in drama

I
WAS reading from that most->A '

The Shepherd in the
of black curtains by figures—xijni nidi iuusipoetic and imaginative workof fiction, the seed-catalogue."Harbinger - of - spring. A small,smooth herb (erigenia bulbosa) of theparsley family (umbejiiferce)"The parsley family," quoth TheLady Who Goes to the Theater withMe, "is to be congratulated upon hav¬ing a member so charmingly named.Fancy applying harbinger-of-spring toa kind of parsley! Like calling a prize¬fighter Richard le Gallienne! . . .To me, the first harbingers of springare circuses and crocuses.""There are many more," I answered,"—laziness, lovers on park benches,longing to see green things, ladies withrags about their heads sitting on win¬dow-sills, revivals, dandelion

"A Pair of Silk Stockings," "Expe¬rience," "Outcast," "The Only Girl,""Watch Your Step," "Hello, Broad¬way," "The Shadow" and "The ShowShop,"—most of them opening at-late autumn, and
tractions of theuiv mic autumn, anamany to be credited with two hun¬dred performances,-^half a dozen aregone already. The others have notlong to remain. Granville Barker'ssignificant season probably will haveterminated before this magazine reachesyou, and with it the life of Wallack's.Mr. Barker's visit has been a con¬spicuous part of the artistic impetusmanifest during the past four or fiveyears, in the American Theater. It iscurious that "the theatrical business"should have reached low ebb at flood-

v xv_civ,nvjv_i iuw cud at nood™n-vivdib, aanaeiion salad, tide in "the art of the theater." Or,
street pianos, and the cleaning out of perhaps it isn't. Ebb inevitably pre-
theaters."

cedes flood; necessity is th(
"The cleaning out of theaters" does artistic invention; and what is going on

not refer to the work of scrubwomen, just now may be only a sort of quin-
but to the sweeping away of the sea- mi o<«»«->1son's successes
time of year

uv. uiuy a sort ot quin-weeping away of the sea- quagenarial spring cleaning. Perhaps
es. One by one, about this it is not the theater that is ruined, but

- they disappear from the theatrical managers — an outlived re-
boards, and stages, temporarily tenant- t--less. are nrnmii><l — i~-

— — —

XUJ U11V1 Ol<l^C3j temp J VV11U111less, are occupied either by revivals ofold plays or by new plays whose man¬agers are glad to get in anywhere forthe few weeks that remain before hotweather. Of recent substantial hits,"Twin Beds," "On Trial," "UnderCover," "It Pays to Advertise," "DaddyLong Legs," "The Law of the Land,""Kick In," "Chin-Chin," "Marie Odile,"
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gime that began as ushers or haber¬dashers, boasted that it never read abook, pretended to no knowledge ofhistrionic history or literature, and re¬duced the playhouse to the level of "anart conducted on commercial lines bybad business men."
Possibly the theater has been leftstranded not because public interesthas receded but because public taste

■all

V,

" Whenever I hear one o
say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get
you yet.' "

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some
thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
her big house she determined to rent it and take
an apartment in a hotel.

" After the first few days the novelty of
hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,
" with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my
arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬
prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds

i protected me. But I was so delighted with the
jjy the. time flew that the next day I ven

dramatic force and understanding in everything "sne"r'
does. And I do hope for her sake—because she de- *
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man¬
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con-1 (
■elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,
it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.

j Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long i

before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one ir
to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as

(he is so deserving of it. Madame Critic. g«
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IZltot: in WhiCh a fairy 5t0ry iS enaCted against 8 b-^round
has risen. While audiences have beendeserting the drama for motion pic¬tures, new audiences have been inprocess of preparation — audiencesformed about the nucleus that used tocome out for Willard or Mansfield, au¬diences that account for the suddensale of published plays, for incipientinterest in endowed or municipal insti¬tutions, for Stage Societies and neigh¬borhood playhouses and Bandbox thea¬ters. One class has dropped back be¬cause the theater required too much;the other has held aloof because itgave too little. Between these twoyawns a widening gulf which WalterPrichard Eaton discovered in a recentarticle on "Class-Consciousness andthe 'Movies.' " The drama cannot de¬scend to the first level; it must ascend,and is ascending, to the second. . . .Compare the play of twenty years ago—"Trilby," revived at the Shubert—with the play of to-day—"The Doctor'sDilemma," at Wallack's. And if oneis proving as profitable as the other, itis because "Trilby" makes a last appealto both classes—to the first through itssympathies, and to the second throughits curiosity.

"THE DOCTOR'S DILEMMA"
'T'HE other night, at a dinner to Gran-*■ ville Barker, I said jocularly thataudiences were of two kinds—the high¬brow and the Hof-brau.

Actually, the division is between thethinkers and the feelers.
There is a type of human that canbe entertained only by having its emo¬tions stirred. To this type nothing isdrama that is not physical. Comedy isa stout gentleman slipping on a banana-peel; tragedy a girl killed by an auto¬mobile. These may find their titillationon any street corner. They will not bediverted by "The Doctor's Dilemma."But to persons of reasonable intelli-.gence, and vocabularies passing theboundary of four hundred words de¬scribed by Augustus Thomas, there canbe nothing recondite in George BernardShaw. He has much in common withGeorge Cohan—for one thing, a simplefaith that sweet are the uses of adver¬tisement. You can't help thinking ofCohan when, in the comedy at Wal¬lack's, ^ou hear Shaw's charactersdiscussing Shaw. "The Doctor'sDilemma" is always thoughtful, butrarely profound and never ponderous.Any man whose knowledge of thesubject of his play overflows into aninety-two-page preface is worth hear¬ing—but no one need read the preface.(I haven't read it myself. People whowrite have no time to read. Someyear I shall stop giving out, and takein for a while, and afterward, perhaps,I shall shed like Shaw.) "The Doc¬tor's Dilemma" suggested to me fourprogramfuls of notes, but it is quitepossible to enjoy the piece as one en-1045
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appetites were all atuned to the promised sensa¬
tion.

The first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and " watta yer givin' lis 'r types any more. We are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Raffies—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather 1
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten¬
tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out. and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband/' That seemed to be the talisman which

threw a halo about her for protection against the
charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably"
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

Just before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was. not convinced that Ma¬
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per¬
sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus-

i band, and so nothing could have made her believe
that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband," and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin-

'pFeresting husband, played her difficult role)
with much sincerity and grace. MissTrout-|

j man is an actress who may always be re-)
lied upon to give the best that is in her.
She has been ascending the ladder season
by season, and her many friends were!

| pleased to applaud her as the leadin
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-
Tellegen.

The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-
i gen's love scenes with tense interest. 1 le ,

v is the Prince of Lovemakers and as such
j should be given a play in which he could j
exert his powers to the full in a sincere !
passion. The trouble with the roles in
the two plays in which he has appeared

J isince "Maria Rosa," has been that his
love making was not sincere. In " Ma-
'ria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all-
consuming passion which even murders,
in order to gain the object of its love,
but in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimental tactics as a
means toward professional gain. This

i v may be all right with European audi-
. ences who delight in roles of romantic
'cleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its

■ Q heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

, j inained untouched. That was the secret
, of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine

and Raffles on public affections. Jimmy
, , Valentine and Raffles were very much in
'

■earnest when they said, "I love you."
I suppose this is because we have not

, yet reached that high degree of European
J culture which makes one admire the

game for the way it is played. It must
be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro-

-

i mance to really thrill us.
Madame Critic.
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Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

'• But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.

■ pel how 13 the
" .\ope," he replied disconsolately. ''Not a rest. I

have never been without an engagement. Don't know
what it means to be looking for a job. Sometimes
I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season, but it
can't be done it seems." _

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and yearn. All the plays I have been with lately have
been bif -b vy.r-^gdiaJ'.-th&t means?
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tured forth again. Soon I become known to
the managers. They asked my name, and now,
if you please, they send me word in advance
what the next picture will be. I am a motion

| picture fan for good and all, and when myj friends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen-i did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.

-j f v'-

Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who
— Vefj,jiy cai] himself an Englishman and yet

joys "The Ziegfeld Follies." Shaw is amental Leon Errol. He is O. Henry,Charles Hoyt, A. W. Pinero, FriedrichNietzsche, Oscar Wilde and GeorgeBernard Shaw.
It is rather late to discover "TheDoctor's Dilemma," which was pro¬duced by Mr. Barker, in associationwith J. E. Vedrenne, at the Court Thea¬ter, London, in 1906, and publishedsoon afterward by Brentano's, but noother emanation newly disclosed so se¬curely sets this Irishman in that groupof literary supermen who begin wheremost of us leave off. "The Doctor'sDilemma" is a work of wanton, almostinsane, genius. Its author is wickedlywasteful of wit; recklessly extravagantin a vulgar display of wisdom; prodigaland unrestrained in heaping up a verbalpile of varied and unassorted intellec¬tual wealth. He wallows in words;they flow from him in a tumbling andcoruscating torrent, like water overNiagara. Nowadays men write playsas they write telegrams; Shaw writesthem as if he were paid a penny a line.Of course, "The Doctor's Dilemma"is no more a play than life is a play—or Puck, or Judge. It is dramatic as ajoint debate. The string of story hold¬ing together the dialogue is so slightthat it threatens to break anywhere,leaving any act, or each of them, anindependent entity. There is not evenverbal form or continuity. Shaw Celti-cally hits at every head that shows,which is good exercise but bad compo¬sition. He begins with a stage full ofdoctors, striking out at professionalpettifogging, "the superstition of chem¬icals," and the medical practice thatmakes perfect. By nine o'clock he isdiscussing morals, the artistic tempera¬ment, journalism, and Jews, and his sixphysicians might be so many plumbers.Some time ago I told you of a "trainof thought that starts off for Chicagoand winds up on a siding at BingvilleJunction;" a "mental schedule subjectto change without notice, and passen¬gers are liable to transfer at any point."And every point brings out this Irish¬man's astonishing knowledge abouteverything. . . . Shaw is anepochal madman.

the green book magazine
In "The Doctor's Dilemma" hismadness lasts from eight o'clock untilhalf past eleven—practically withoutintermission. The piece not only is agood thing; it is too much of a goodthing. Here is a man with acts togrind. I can tell you his plot in a para¬graph—and then you will have nothing.The real gist of the play could not begiven in less than a hundred and six¬teen pages, which is the play, and you'ddo better to read or see it. Don't de¬prive yourself of the scene in the officeof Sir Colenso Ridgeon, whose curefor consumption leads the practical,hard-sensed Sir Patrick Cullen to say:"I've known over thirty men that foundout how to cure consumption. Whydo people go on dying of it, Colly?Devilment, I suppose." There you willmeet Sir Ralph Bloomfield Bonnington,that delightful fashionable practitioner;and Cutler Walpole, to whom everydisease is blood-poisoning, to be elimi¬nated by cutting out a little sac; and thepathetic Dr. Blenkinsop, whose client¬age "daren't be ill: they can't affordit." And you will hear the most amus¬ing discussion of bacilli, and surgery,together with a wonderful story abouta beadle and a missionary. . . ."We're not a profession," saysRidgeon; "we're a conspiracy." Towhich Sir Patrick replies, "All pro¬fessions are conspiracies against thelaity."

To Sir Colenso comes Jennifer Dube-dat, imploring that he save her consump¬tive husband, Louis Dubedat. Ridg¬eon's cure is understood by very few;the supply of serum is limited; and hishospital is crowded to its utmost capac¬ity. "As surely as I take on another
case, I shall have to hand back one ofthe old ones to the ordinary treatment."Is Dubedafs life worth more than an¬other man's? Jennifer convinces herinterrogator that it is, by showing himsome of the drawings made by her hus¬band. Ridgeon agrees that this artistis a genius, and consents to sacrifice anearlier patient in his stead, only to find,at a dinner to which the couple havebeen invited, that Louis is an uncon¬scionable scoundrel, though his wifedoes not suspect it; that most tragic

•' Can you i
one of the old ones. - (

" Whenever I hear one o- -2-1- '
say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get
you yet.' "

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some
thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
her big house she determined to rent it and take
an apartment in a hotel.

" After the first few days the novelty of
hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,
" with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my

■1 arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬

prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds
protected me. But I was so delighted with the

Away the time flew that the next day I ven-

.T'
^

dramatic force and understanding in everything sue
does. And I do hope for her sake-—because she de¬
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man¬
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con-
• elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

, If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,
it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.
Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long
before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one
to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
he is so deserving of it. Madame Critic.
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thing in the world, "a man of geniuswho is not also a man of honor."Almost at the same time, the physicianspresent discover that their friend andschool-fellow, the unlucky Blenkinsop,is consumptive.
There you have the doctor's dilemma."Tell me this," says Sir Patrick. "Sup¬pose you had . .

. to go throughlife and find all the pictures bad butall the men and women good, or to gothrough life and find all the picturesgood and all the men and women rotten.Which would you choose?"
Sir Colenso answers: "That's a dev¬ilishly difficult question, Paddy. Thepictures are so agreeable, and the goodpeople so infernally disagreeable andmischievous!"
Ridgeon's decision is reached, in thecourse of a brilliant act in the studio,when, loving Jennifer, and learning thather husband is still her hero, he com¬mands her: "You must believe mewhen I tell you that the one chance ofpreserving the hero lies in Louis' beingin the care of Sir Ralph."So the man whose only conscience ishis artistic conscience dies, intoning, "Ibelieve in Michael Angelo, Velasquez,and Rembrandt; in the might of design,the mystery of color, the redemption ofall things by Beauty everlasting, andthe message of Art that has made thesehands blessed. Amen." And his widowmarries a gentleman who does not ap¬pear in the play.

Mr. Barker, who, when he getsthrough supplementing Shaw's prefaceswith his own commentaries, leavesus critical Othellos, our occupationsgone, describes the piece as "a sermon,a tragedy, a comedy of manners, and aromance. And
... it is all thethings it is all the time. Its variousqualities are inseparable and inextri¬cable and simultaneous." Which isquite true. True, also, that, though itdoes not contain much drama, "TheDoctor's Dilemma" proves its author adramatist. The initial conversation be¬tween Sir Jennifer and Sir Colenso isskillfully written, and there are a num¬ber of unexpected turns—the twiststhat suggest O. Henry—like the dis¬closure that the widow has remarried,

spring cleaning
and the assertion of a maid, at thedinner, that Jennifer can't be Dube¬dat's wife—"I'm his wife." Of course,the climax, in which the doctor deter¬mines to kill the woman's husband tosave her hero, is very big drama. Shaw,moreover, has wonderful sense of char¬acter. Louis, with his complete moralobliquity and obliviousness, is beauti¬fully drawn. I know many such men.I called on one the other day in ourleading prison. Sir Patrick stands outlike a tower, and so do Sir Ralph andMr. Walpole, while one could notimagine a more appealing figure thanBlenkinsop, or a photographic carica¬ture more bitterly and satiricallysketched than the newspaper man whoappears for a few moments in thefourth act.
The playing is so good throughoutthat one is confused as to whether thesecharacters are more creations of the au¬thor than of the actor. Lionel Braham,who was the doctor's assistant in "TheMan Who Married a Dumb Wife" andthe converted giant in "Androcles," isamazingly convincing as Sir Patrick.With his great bulk, and his big voice,Mr. Braham must have narrowly es¬caped being a bass singer. EdgarKent's Blenkinsop is a delicate studyin light and shade, while O. P. Heggie,the Androcles, and Arnold Lucy areexcellent as Sir Ralph and Mr. Wal¬pole. Ernest Cossart is most amusingas the newspaper man, while NicholasHannen's Dubedat cannot be too highlypraised. "The English invasion" re¬quires no apology so long as the in¬vaders are artists like these.

Lillah McCarthy's Jennifer per¬suades me to voice tfre fear that hashaunted me, the suspicion that Ihaven't dared breathe, that Miss Mc¬Carthy is a very bad actress. There is
no sincerity in her Jennifer. Sheweeps without grief and laughs withoutmirth. At the same time, she has pres¬ence, and manner, and a big personality.Perhaps this lady will prove to be theEdith Crane of Great Britain. Shedresses her present role stunningly.Nothing could be more dramatic thanthe contrast between Mr. Barker's

scenery and Miss McCarthy's.
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tured forth again. Soon I became Known to
the managers. They asked my name, and now,
if you please, they send me word in advance
what the next picture will be. I am a motion
picture fan for good and all, and when myfriends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen¬did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.
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appetites were all atuned to the promised sensa¬
tion.

The first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt ns with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and " watta yer givin' us Types any more. We are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Raffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risqug
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten¬
tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. lie woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which

threw a halo about her for protection against the
I charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

•Tust before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma-

i dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per-
'

sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus-

I band, and so nothing could have made her believe
1 that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at

intervals, " I love my husband," and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man.
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin¬

teresting husband, played her difficult rolel
with much sincerity and grace. Miss Trout-

31 man is an actress who may always be re-l
: lied upon to give the best that is in her.]

She has been ascending the ladder seasoni
by season, and her many friends were!

)' pleased to applaud her as the leading-
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-
Tellegen.

The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-
, gen's love scenes with tense interest. He

s is the Prince of Lovemakers and as such
1 should be given a play in which he could
exert his powers to the full in a sincere
passion. The trouble with the roles in
the two plays in which he has appeared

isince " Maria Rosa." has been that his
■ love making was not sincere. In " Ma-

! ria Rosa " he gave us a picture of all- I
consuming passion which even murders,
in order to gain the object of its love. L

.but in his gentleman burglar roles lie
'

has merely used sentimental tactics as a I
■ means toward professional gain. This [

., may be all right with European audi- I
njences who delight in roles of romantic'

cleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its

C heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

rjinained untouched. That was the secret
v, of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine

and Raffles on public affections. Jimmy
,t| Valentine and Raffles were very much in

earnest when they said. " I love you."
I suppose this is because we have not

'

yet reached that high degree of European
' culture which makes one admire the

game for the way it is played. It must
be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro-

, mance to really thrill us.
Madame Critic.

ml ... , I Anyway

Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.

" Not a rest.
~ ^^jNope," he replied disconsolately.

, have never been without an engagement. Don't know
g 5- what it means to be looking for a job. Sometimes
» I I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season, but it

can't be done it seems."
" That must be delightful, to know that you don't

have to worry about calling on managers and agen-
» . cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and yeaM: All the plays I have been with lately have
been bi;-'.,'i_f
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tured forth again,
the managers.

Soon I became Known to ft
They asked my name, and now, | >if you please, they send me word in advance r

what the next picture will be. I am a motion 1
picture fan for good and all, and when my jfriends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen¬
did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.
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Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who
—frUUt-^JJ^h^nself an Englishman and yet
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Jean. Florence Reed looks young andpretty as Valentine, and whoever wouldlearn the difference between histrionictalent and accomplishment should con¬trast her recognition of her father withAnn Murdock's in the role of Adrienne.Miss Murdock, like Chrystal Heme in"Polygamy," is not prevented by ex¬treme agony from changing one elabo¬rate for another. Helen
... ueath, as Madeleinethe most harrowing Isince Elita Proctor Otis

lutionize surgery, fill our prisons, andput everybody at the disposal of thefirst-comer with a stronger will. Now'Ovirl^c —•*— ' ocxuiiger will.it provides entertainment for the credu¬lous in provincial variety theaters.Joseph Brooks and the Messrs.Shubert have done —''

is

o J *-*■

rate costume
Ware's violent death, m <

most harrowing I have witnessede Elita Proctor Otis, present in thiscast as the Chanoinesse, shuffled off themortal coil of Nancy Sykes. NatGoodwin is capital as Denis, Fredericde Belleville as d'Aubeterre, RobertWarwick as de Mornay, EugeneO'Brien as the Viscount Raoul, andMinna Gale Haynes as the Duchess.Here, in fact, is a real all-star cast.The French Ambassador should pro¬test against the vivandieres who appearin the prologue as likely to discourageenlistment in the army of that Republic.

fining in theirpower to enliven and make interestingthe tale of the model who loved LittleBillie, and who, mesmerized and kid¬naped by Svengali, became a greatsinger because "it "

have
11 ls my vish.

"TR/LBY'

_

j ..on. Theyve engaged three of the original cast—Wilton Lackaye for Svengali, BurrMcintosh for Taffy, and Leo Ditrich-stein for Zou-Zou. Of these three,themselves not untouched by Time, byfar the most artistic is Mr. Ditrichstein.They have engaged for the Laird, firstplayed by John Glendinning, a bari¬tone singer, George MacFarlane, whosestiff acting and low-comedy antics arepartly atoned for in a five-minute spe¬cialty. For Trilby they have obtainedPhyllis Neilson-Terry, who looks asthough she had stepped from the pagesof the book. Miss Neilson-Terry her¬self sings "Ben Bolt," stepping out be¬fore plush curtains, while Mr. Lackagets into the pit and conducts thechestra. Finally
ye

or-

" A CELEBRATED CASE" hasworn twice as long as "Trilby,"
^

IUC ur-

and twice as well. "Trilby" was a cnestra. Finally, she dies, not as Vir-
mania, an obsession, twenty years ago, ginia Harned died, holding a photo-
when Du Maurier's book was on every graph of her master, but with a great
table, Paul M. Potter's dramatization, harlequinade of green lights and mate-
and burlesques of it, on every stage, rializations of the bearded old black-
and "Trilby" shoes and corsets on everv guard through transparent walls.

r" "

Revivals are as wasteful as war.Fancy obliterating a farceur like TaylorHolmes, because his name is wellknown, in an emotional bit like Gecko,that might be played better by a hun¬dred obscure actors!

"THE BUBBLE"
T OUIS MANN, known to us as one' of the country's best actors and oneof the world's worst pickers of plays,at last has acquired a suitable vehicle,and is presenting it at the Booth. "TheBubble." hv FH,.—J T «

^uiseis on everywoman. To-day the play seems anempty and elemental relic of times whennovelty, ingenuity and plausibility werenot indispensables. There is much lowcomedy, much broad and obviousdrama, a great pack of revelers rollick¬ing as a background to serious incident.The revival at the Shubert appeals toour curiosity, and to our tenderness forauld lang syne, but it rarely excites orconvinces.

partly to the fact
This may be due

was

na-

\j<xmy to thethat, while "A Celebrated Case"built upon fundamentals of human
o uuutn.

ture, Du Maurier's story reproduced an bubble," by Edward Locke, whoatmosphere—that of the Quartier Latin be credited with "TV.*>—impossible of translation to the stage, uand recorded popular superstition re¬garding a widely advertised science.Hypnotism, in those days, was to

TL ^ toThe Climax" and

revo-

.

—

-—'uiiidAblamed for "The Case of Becky," issomewhat verbose and highly colored,but charmingly sweet, simple, humanand appealing. It would have been a

"Can you .... ,

one of the old ones. [ j 11sj[>.
" Whenever I hear one Oi tiK^Z ...r. ~ . ~ " " " » -

say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get
you yet.' "

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some
thirty years and when suddenly left alone in

,Yi her big house she determined to rent it and take
an apartment in a hotel.

" After the first few days the novelty of
hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,

fi)i •' Wjth nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my
arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬
prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds
protected me. But I was so delighted with the
way the time flew that the next day I ven-

mmm 1 " n —

•play !(u j.*-
dramatic force and understanding in everytEin%
does. And I do hope for her sake—because she de- •
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man¬
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con- [ j
•elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de- ;

serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

, If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,
it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.
Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long
before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one ,

to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
| he is so deserving of it. Madame Critic.
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Nothing could be more dramatic than thecontrast between Mr. Barker's scenery andMiss McCarthy's.

business, which is "all I know vat totalk." She is placated by the promisethat she may cook on the maid's dayout, and keep her old furniture in a"denz," but Muller
apartments, a

.... cannot forgive thesuperintendent of the
-""'omer, for addressi~„ uy nname. "Should a superintendent,""speak to a tenant with

apcirincustomer, for addressing him by hisfirst name. "SVinnW
he inquires,

^ ^ a tenantnine rooms and three baths, and say,'Hello, Gus?' "

capital offering for David Warfield, butloses nothing through being producedby Mr. Mann, except, perhaps, a tear inthe voice and a blue pencil in the hand.Gustave Muller, owner of a deli¬catessen store, through a .lifetime ofscrimping and saving, has come intoa small fortune, which a plausibleswindler persuades him to invest in theProphet Mine. The tempestuous buttender old fellow, regarding that namephonetically as promising, immediately Finally the bubble bursts, and then,begins to dream of millions. He tears happily, Midler's little fortune is saved
his daughter Rose from the arms of from the wreckage by the proscribed
her lover, a young newspaper man; in- newspaper man.stalls a ticker in -

Mr. Locke's story, full of plain hu¬mor and philosophy, is told by fivecharacters in one set. Gustave, almosta monologue, is played with new re¬straint, and great sincerity, by Mr.Mann. It is impossible to imagine any¬thing truer and more tender than his"Oh, Mother—all gone," when helearns that his investment is worthless.This scene would gain, however, byheroic cutting. Madame Cottrellyagain exhibits her fine art in the role of

o — .. mail * in*"stalls a ticker in the living-room backof his shop; drives away customers whocome for a few cents' worth of ham orcheese; and breaks the heart of hissimple wife by engaging an elaborate
apartment, to which he refuses to takeher favorite rocker and a chromo thatwas a premium with "plug-cut." PoorEmilia Muller cannot reconcile her¬self to the prospect of separate cham¬bers, of not being permitted in thekitchen, and of being forbidden to talk
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appetites were all atuned to the promised sensa¬
tion.

The first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and watta yer glvin' us " types any more. We are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Baffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risqu4
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten¬
tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too. in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which
threw a halo about her for protection against the

■ charms of the two-o'clock-caller.
As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom

no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth

! escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

Just before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma¬
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per¬
sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus¬
band, and so nothing could have made her believe

f that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband." and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno-
M cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin-

'TferesHng husband, "pfayetl her ditfieulT role
with much sincerity and grace. MissTrout-|

n

TH¬
AW

\

man is an actress who may always be re-|
lied upon to give the best that is in her.
She has been ascending the ladder season
by season, and her many friends were|
pleased to applaud her as the leading
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-
Tellegen.

The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-
gen's love scenes with tense interest, lie
is the Prince of Lovemakers and as such

j should be given a play in which he could
exert his powers to the full in a sincere
passion. The trouble with the roles in
the two plays in which he has appeared

3 since " Maria Rosa." has been that his
love making was not sincere. In " Ma¬
ria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all-
consuming passion which even murders,
in order to gain the object of its love,
but in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimental tactics as a

j means toward professional gain. This
\rnay be all right with European audi¬

ences who delight in roles of romantic
cleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its
heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

j mained untouched. That was the secret
. of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine
and Raffles on public affections. Jimmy

( Valentine and Raffles were very much in
earnest when they said. " I love you."

I suppose this is because we have not
] yet reached that high degree of European
j culture which makes one admire the

game for the way it is played. It must
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be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro-Rj
'mance to really thrill us.

Madame Critic.
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Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if

8 he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being

! played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think

j any one role could have been interpreted better by an-' other actor.
" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who

! made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
i " Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
Si the twenty," I remarked.

• Not a rest. I
HH

»> • < and how is the v»<«

"TSTope," he replied disconsolately,
have never been without an engagement. Don't know
what it means to be looking for a job. Sometimes
I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season,' but it ,
can't be done it seems."

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and yea*~ *11 the plays I have been with lately have

,n-
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ihip

by
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tured forth again. Soon I became Known to
the managers. They asked my name, and now,
if you please, they send me word in advance
what the next picture will be. I am a motion
picture fan for good and all, and when my
friends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen¬
did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.
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Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who
himself an Englishman and yet
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I f-^and Laura Walker is
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very good name appearing in the play—intendedto write farce in "The Natural Law,"

If there is anything homely and hon- but, when it isn't boredom, pure farce
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SPRING CLEANING
remained to laugh at a composition that schoolboys! " Though she is engaged
might better have been christened "He to Dr. Ralph Webster, Ruth, who, in
Loved Her but He Went Away." the first act, gives every evidence of

"The Natural Law"discovered by Mr. looking for just such trouble, yields
Sumner finds its manifestation in the herself to Jack, and, finding that she is

O

LEO

D'TRICWSTE/AJ

Pages from two sketch-books—est in your nature, you cannot help is this amateurish and half-baked play,
liking "The Bubble."

banned in Boston by authorities withnoses keener than their sense of humor,"THE NATURAL LAW" before it came to the Republic. At thehouse on Forty-second Street, an au-
IT hardly seems probable that Charles dience that had come to wallow foundSumner—not the statesman, accord- unfulfilled promise of sin in a library
ing to report, but an actor of another set hung and furnished in scarlet, and

T" j.;" Can you utai -J
one of the old ones.

"Whenever I hear one oi ~ ~ - - «
say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get 1
you yet.' "

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some

' thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
,Yl' her big house she determined to rent it and take

< an apartment in a hotel.
" After the first few days the novelty of

hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,
1 " with nothing to do but think. My loneliness

was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my
arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬

prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds
protected me. But I was so delighted with the

'play wirn"nu";j,TOu _

dramatic force and understanding in everything s

does. And I do hope for her sake—because she de- '■
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man¬
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con- I (
elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,
it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.
Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long
before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one ;1

to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
he is so deserving of it. Madame Critic.

Three of the characters in "Trilby" in 1895 and in 1915
dramatic assertion that young manhood about to become a mother, asks theappeals to young womanhood. Jack surgical assistance of her betrothed.Bowling is a gentleman full of "physical Dr. Webster, much moved, takes a bunchattraction." All the women in the cast of lilies from his table and gives the
succumb to his magnetism, though, unfortunate girl a most interesting lec-
when she learns .what he has done to ture on botany. Then he sends for
Ruth Stanley, Delia Forbush exclaims, Jack, habitually addressed as "you
"The Lord deliver me from any more handsome brute," to marry Ruth. Jack
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The first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and watta yer givin' us "Types any more. We are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Raffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten¬
tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out. and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which

threw a halo about her for protection against the
charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

•Tust before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma-

, dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per¬
sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have

, a love affair of her own, although she had no hus-
l band, and so nothing could have made her believe

that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband," and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man.
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin¬

teresting husband, played her difficult role
with much sincerity and grace. MissTrout-
man is an actress who may always be re-l
lied upon to give the best that is in her.'
She has been ascending the ladder season
by season, and her many friends were|

1 pleased to applaud her as the leadin
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-
Tellegen.

The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-
gen's love scenes with tense interest. He
is the Prince of Lovemakers and as such

j should be given a play in which he could'
exert his powers to the full in a sincere*
passion. The trouble with the roles in
the two plays in which he has appeared le
since "Maria Rosa." has been that his
,love making was not sincere. In " Ma-
'ria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all- (

consuming passion which even murders,
in order to gain the object of its love,
but in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimefntal tactics as a
means toward professional gain. This

"

may be all right with European audi-
a j ences who delight in roles of romanticcleverness though there may be no heart

to fortify them, but Broadway likes its
' heroes to be in earnest. It would rather

watch a broken heart than one that re-
r j mained untouched. That was the secret
v, of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine

'and Raffles on public affections. Jimmy
'j Valentine and Raffles were very much in

earnest when they said. " I love you."
I suppose this is because we have not

yet reached that high degree of European
j culture which makes one admire the

game for the way it is played. It must
be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro-

, mance to really thrill us.
Madame Critic.
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Not a rest.
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1 {hat jneans ?

- - how is thf
" Nope," he replied disconsolately,

have never been without an engagement. Don't know
what it means to be looking for a job. Sometimes
I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season,' but it
can't be done it seems."

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and yea-" All the plays I have been with lately have
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Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting lias made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.

" Can you ucc. .J ' J
one of the old ones. i * - J J

"

Whenever I hear one oi i«mv

say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get
you yet.' "

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some

'

thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
l; her big house she determined to rent it and take

an apartment in a hotel.
" After the first few days the novelty of

hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,
1 " with nothing to do but think. My loneliness

was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
, couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse

me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my
arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬
prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds
protected me. But I was so delighted with the
way the time flew that the next day I ven¬

tured forth again. Soon I became known to
the managers. They asked my name, and now,
if you please, they send me word in advance
what the next picture will be. I am a motion
picture fan for good and all, and when my
friends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen¬did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.

Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who
sfiila] 1. hifljgelf an Englishman and yet
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1054' the green book magazine
consents so grudgingly that Ruth fliesinto a passion, and indulges in a "bigscene" of violence most unwise as pre¬natal exercise. Later, when Jack re¬turns, our hero informs Ruth that, with¬out her knowledge, he has destroyed thechild. Which is some advertisementfor Old Doctor Webster!The cast—but it isn't fair to blamea cast obliged to deliver such speechesas "He cared for my body, but youcared for my soul," "I've killed some¬thing more vital than life itself, the•

love of a good man," and "I loved you,and love cannot live without respect."Which last is important, if true.I suspect who wrote "The NaturalLaw," but the author's desire for anon¬ymity displays such sound critical judg¬ment that I feel bound to abide by it.

Portrait of a gentlem,an of great physical attraction.

dramatic force and understanding in everything "site ,,

does. And I do hope for her sake—because she de- "
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man¬
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con-1
elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,
it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.
Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long i
before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one
to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
he is so deserving of it. Madame Critic.
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THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS
"VY/TIILE the Washington Square*"

Players have not been so for¬tunate, or so skillful, in choosing theirsecond bill as they were in their first,they are enjoying unabated prosperityat the Bandbox. Thursday perform¬ances have been added to those givenFridays and Saturdays. Most of thepieces on view at present have the not-quiteness of amateurishness; only twoof the five are even nearly satisfying;and only one, a pantomime, conspicu¬ously good.
The first offering, " My Lady'sHonor," by Murdock Pemberton, is apretty bad little play, pretty badlyplayed. "Moondown," by John Reed,is a tragic outline, suggestive of HenryBunner, that needs filling-in. "Loveof One's Neighbor," translated byThomas Seltzer from the Russian ofthe interesting Leonid Andreyev, is asort of animated cartoon from Simpli-cissimus—a likeness intensified by thebright colors of the "new-art" scenery.A gentleman seems about to fall froma cliff. A number of tourists gather

The Actor's "IF"
With Apologies to Kipling

By BERTON-BRALEY
If you can keep your nerve, though agents flout you,And stick around until you get a part,If there's an armored self-esteem about you,So stage directors cannot break your heart,If you can hear the lines you've hoped for, spokenBy some one else who hasn't half your skill,If badgered, harried, cursed, you can't be broken,But cherish hope to be an actor still;

If you can wait, and not grow peevish waiting,But throw a bluff that everything is fine,Although your backbone and your ribs are gratingAnd it is days since you had cash to dine;If you can stand the Road,—its tank-town booking,Its all-day jumps, its all-night horrors too,Its dust and dirt and crude, malignant cooking,—If neither Road nor Stock can frighten you;

If critics keen nor jealous stars can daunt you,If you can beard producers in their den,If you can keep your head when billboards vaunt youAnd not become a pest to other men,If you're not feazed by booster or detractor,If you don't fear a job that's never done—Yours is the portion that befalls an Actor,And—anything you get you'll earn, my son!
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Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who

_. i.---L;.ssj'uUv j-all himself an Englishman and yet

George
Bernard

Shaw

Arnold
Daly

WITH CARTOONS
By HERB ROTH

plished without some characteristicpress-agenting on the part of the ener¬getic Shaw. It seems that when Mr.Daly acted "Arms and the Man" inLondon, he took certain liberties withthe original text. Most dramatistschortle in infantile glee if, when theirplays reach the footlights, one or twoverbal landmarks remain to provideidentification and an excuse for draw¬ing royalties. Not so Shaw, who sworean undying vendetta against the come¬dian, and, at the first mention of theproposed season, appeared in the guiseof arms and the man across the sea,forbidding, threatening, uttering anath¬ema and applying for injunction. Not¬withstanding, Mr. Daly succeeded ingiving a very delightful performance of"You Never Can Tell"—in whichGeorge Giddens distinguished himselfin John Findlay's old role of the waiter—and then passed on to "Arms and theMan."
This comedy was done in London inthe spring of 1894, and, the followingautumn, served Richard Mansfield atthe opening of the Herald SquareTheater. In that cast, of course, Mans¬field was the Bluntsclili, while Mrs.Mansfield (Beatrice Cameron) wasseen as Raina, Amy Busby as Louka,and Henry Jewett as Sergius. Mr.Daly dug up the piece in 1906, duringthe epidemic already mentioned, whenhe appeared as the matter-of-fact sol¬

dier to the Raina, the Louka and theSergius of Chrystal Heme, BijouFernandez and Aubrey Boucicault. Inthe present Redivivus these three partsfall to Doris Mitchell, who gives asledge-hammer performance of the ro¬mantic Bulgarian; Fania Marinoff,whose scheming maid is properly sullenand Oriental; and Montagu Love, whodoesn't distinguish himself as theousted rival of Captain Bluntschli.Indeed, "Arms and the Man," as wit¬nessed at the Park, seems to have lostmuch of its spirit, its sparkle and itssprightliness. We no longer thrill atthe audacious invasion of Raina's bed¬chamber by the fugitive Swiss who hasbeen serving with the Servians. Thedisclosure of the "professional" soldieras a mere man, miles removed fromheroics, who preferred chocolatecreams to cartridges in his ammunitionbelt, and had not the least hesitationin choosing between death and flight,fails to strike us as pert or blasphemous.This dramatist has disclosed so manymere men—martyrs, poets, prize-fight¬ers and Emperors. It is his best trick.Shaw seems swiftest running ahead.When we catch up with him—whenpertness becomes platitude and blas¬phemy accepted truth—he trots quite arespectable gait.
Then, too, no surprises are left us in"Arms and the Man," which becamepretty familiar, with a musical setting

by Oscar Strauss, as "The ChocolateSoldier." A dozen times, when MissMitchell spoke of "my hero," we halfexpected her to sing the lines in waltz-time. We should not have been theleast astonished to find Major Sergiusa tenor lieutenant, warbling about hisletter, or Major Petkoff, promoted to acolonelcy by Stanislaus Stange, headinga singing army. Shaw's greatest im¬propriety is tame after Raina's com¬plaint of Bluntschli, phrased in the lateMr. Stange's immortal couplet:
He was a soldier young and strong.Alas, he slept the whole night long!

Of course, "Arms and the Man"still contains brilliant samples ofShavian effrontery, some sound phi¬losophy, and a good deal of farcical in¬genuity. Equally, of course, no onecan regret renewing acquaintance withMr. Daly's Bluntschli, a portrayal assubtle as it is sure, as smooth as it ispointed. It is regrettable that this ex¬cellent comedian's personal idiosyncra¬sies prevent his being more generallyappreciated.
You wont want to be vaccinatedagainst this newest epidemic of Shaw.
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i appetites were all atuned to the promised sensa¬

tion.
The first act was not long in disclosing the fact

that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and wafta yer givin' us" types any more. VVe are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Baffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com-

j promise the Minister's wife and so get away.
By this scheme the second act brought the atten-

j tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too. in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac-

i | tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which

threw a halo about her for protection against the
I charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside-
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he-
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

.Tust before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma¬
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per¬
sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus¬
band, and so nothing could have made her believe

i that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband." and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin-
■ teres'ting husband, played her dillicuii rule

with much sincerity and grace. Miss Trout-
man is an actress who may always be re-l '
lied upon to give the best that is in her.
She has been ascending the ladder season
by season, and her many friends were* ,;

'pleased to applaud her as the leading
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-

• Tellegen.
The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-

gen's love scenes with tense interest. 11'- j,
i. is tho Prince of Bovemakers and as such
jshould be given a play in which he could t
exert his powers to the full in a sincere
passion. The trouble with the roles in ^
the two plays in which he has appeared ' '

>since "Maria Rosa." has been that his ,on"
Jove making was not sincere. In "Ma- 1111 '
ria IJosa" he gave us a picture of all-
consuming passion which even murders,
in order to gain the object of its love. J'1'
but in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimental tactics as a

, j means toward professional gain. This
~i may be all right with European audi-
Jenees who delight in roles of romantic

cleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its
heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

«mained untouched. That was the secret
, of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine

.j and Baffles on public affections. Jimmy
J A'alentine and Baffles were very much in

earnest when they said. " I love you."
I suppose this is because we have not

'

yet reached that high degree of European
'

culture which makes one admire the
., game for the way it is played. It must
* be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro-
.! mance to really thrill us.

Madame Critic.

>.: r!ie
"Nope," he replied disconsolately

have never been without an
* lnnki

""Not a rest. I
engagement. Don t know

job. Sometimes
but it

nave -
what it means to be looking for a .
I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season,
can't be done it seems."

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and year's. All the plays I have been with lately have
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tured forth again. Soon I became known to
the managers. They asked my name, and now,
if you please, they send me word in advance

j what the next picture will be. I am a motion
i picture fan for good and all, and when my| friends are forgetful that I am lonely and sadI 1 go to. the films for comfort. They're a splen¬
did cure for the blues."
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Condensed Musical Comedy at the Princess.

book, or Arthur Sullivan commonplacemusic, along comes De Wolf Hopper tothe Forty-eighth Street with "The Yeo¬men of the Guard." It would be cruel,and not altogether fair, to say that "TheYeomen" was the "Fads and Fancies"of its time, but the fact remains that itnever scored a success, and is as unlikethe satirical, whimsical, witty and un¬conventional author of "The Mikado"as "Polygamy" is unlike J. M. Barrie"The Yeomen" fits into

opera mold that was accepted longbefore the days of the London Savoy,and goes on being accepted in remoteparts of these United States. The storyof Colonel Fairfax, awaiting executionin the Tower, marrying a blindfoldedstroll it-tm* — 1 * 1

a comic-

...

x^wci, marrying a Dlindtoldedstrolling player to disinherit his kins¬man, gaining his freedom, and learningto love that very player, is florid music¬al romance with hardly a sign of thatoblique view which lightened and enliv¬ened the libretti of Gilbert. True, there

4" Can you
one of the old ones.

" Whenever I hear one
say to myself ' Look out, Cope,
you yet.' "

the movies will get '

list con

Anyway.

Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Bays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.

all.

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
: of some comments of a very beautiful woman

who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some

1 thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
her big house she determined to rent it and take

i an apartment in a hotel.
" After the first few days the novelty of

hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,
" with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I

j couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my
arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur-

j prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
; get acquainted. Berhaps my widow's weeds

protected me. But I was so delighted with the
i ..... t. tv.e time flew that the next day I ven

l(

•

^ ...

dramatic force and under^tafiafng in cr> ©»— 0 ^

does. And I do hope for her sake—because she de¬
serves it—that she will find that perfection of man¬
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con¬
clusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

If Sirs. Carter should come into her own once more,
it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.
Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long ii
before Mr. Bevelle will be starred. This causes one l;

to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
Madame Critic.he is so deserving of
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is wit in the piece, and even one or two1' -
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thoughtful lines, as when the fool, JackPoint, describes the world as "a bigbutt of humor into which all who willmfiv Ariirt* *-> —1 " 1

Company have become an institution asinstructive and twice as entertainingthe Museum of Natural
ao cmcriainiMuseum of Natural History.xijitu wiiiv.Il dlJL VVI1U Willmay drive a gimlet," and a jester as "a

"NOBODY 1poor dull, heart-broken man, who mustneeds be merry or he will be whipped; CONDENSATIONwho must rejoice, lest he starve." This theatrical order oi me age.speech, by the way, is beautifully In these days, when apparentlyspoken by Mr. Hopper, whose title to body can build a playhouse too s

as

i ~J -4.TO.X . Xf „.v.vthe Gilbert works lies in the fact'thatno other comedian in this country hasthe intelligence and the serious view offolly to undertake Gilbert.
Whether this view is contagious, orwhether Gilbertian roles, like judges'robes, "sober them that wear 'em," Mr.Hopper's company seems superior tothose usually presented in musical en¬tertainment. Natalie Alt, whom wehave seen too little since her hit in"Adele," is winsome and charming asElsie. Phoebe, who used to be allotteda rough soubrette, becomes almostequally agreeable in the/~*1_ 1 /-* « «

"NOBODY HOME"

has become thetheatrical order of the age.
when apparently no-

j ci playhouse too smallfor the audiences that come to it, NewYork finds itself with six theaterswhose aggregate seating capacity isless than that of the Lyric.Until recently these stages have beendevoted exclusively to an intimate typeof drama. No one has thought of usingthem for musical comedy—certainly nr*the currently popular "revues,which, with their elaborate "books,"u 23?. >» « •*

—ugn-taLfic in uie person ofGladys Caldwell, most of whose experi¬ence has been with this organization.Even so incorrigible a buffoon as Wil-
i quiets down in the char-

LIU'l 1.Even so incorrigible a buffoon as Wil¬liam Danforth quiets down in the char¬acter of the jailer, Wilfred Shadbolt,and fairly shares honors with Mr. Hop¬per. (If you would assure yourselfthat there are lyrics worth being sungintelligibly, read Wilfred's duet withJack Point, beginning "Like a ghost hisvigil keeping.") All tenors are un¬avoidable inflictions; Arthur Aldridge'sfine voice renders him somewhat lessan infliction than most Colonel Fair¬faxes. Marie Horgan reads DameCarruthers with indifference worthy thestamp clerk in a post office, and thereis a superb singing chorus, made to beheard and not seen.
Mr. Hopper's company followed"The Yeomen of the Guard" with "TheMikado." There are as many "best"short stories as there are readersuo niv.1 v_» <xi c i cauers,my own selection being Joseph Conrad's"Youth,"—but there is only one "best"comic opera, and that is "The Mikado."After that masterpiece, at the Forty-eighth Street, came "Pinafore," "Io-lanthe," "Trial by Jury" and "ThePirates of Penzance." De Wolf Hop¬per and the Gilbert and Sullivan Opera

licli UiUUgllt oi usingfor musical comedy—certainly notfor thf* rnrr^n+lTr " "

WhlC
uiv UUUIV3,their "scores," and their dependenceupon sirens and scenery, really requirethe spaciousness of the New Amster¬dam, the Winter Garden or the Hippo¬drome. At the Princess, it would seemthat any management must produce teninstead of a "score" and a pamphletinstead of a "book." As well attempt amob-scene in a telephone booth!And yet, with some success, F. RayComstock and Elisabeth Marbury haveoffered a "revue" at the Princess, quot¬ing impressively from Pope and Dick¬

ens to justify their use of the title,"Nobody Home." Jerome Kern, wholong has written the hits for other
people's scores, composed the music,the phrase "and others" following hisname as a sort of poetic justice. Thedialogue is by Paul Rubens, the HarryB. Smith of England, and Guy Bolton,author of "The Rule of Three" and"Ninety in the Shade." There is a

numerous cast—too numerous for theinterests of the plot—of well known
players, conducive of lapses into mentalarithmetic with the object of figuringhow impresarios can make both ends
meet when there are more two-hundred-dollar salaries than there are two-dollar
seats. There is a considerable chorus,in maneuvering which on a three-by-four stage some ingenuity must havebeen expended, and which is so close
upon the audience that one feels guiltyof having invaded the boudoir of a
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appetites were all atuned to the promised sensa¬
tion.

Tlie first act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a high-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none
else need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and ' watta yer givin' us " types any more. We are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Raffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten¬
tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at

| home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex-

j pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac-

| tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
| my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which

threw a halo about her for protection against the
: charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

Just before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma¬
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per-

j sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus¬
band, and so nothing could have made her believe
that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband," and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin-

ferosting husband, played her difficult roTe '
with much sincerity and grace. Miss Trout-

| man is an actress who may always be re-|
lied upon to give the best that is in her.
She has been ascending the ladder season
by season, and her many friends werel

I pleased to applaud her as the lead in;
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou- . .

Tellegen.
The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle- "

'gen's love scenes with tense interest. He .
. tis the Frince of Lovemakers and as such, 1

should be given a play in which he could .

exert his powers to the full in a sincere'
passion. The trouble with the roles in ^

the two plays in which he has appeared
since "Maria Rosa." has been that his

I ,Iove making was not sincere. In "Ma-
:]ria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all-
consuming passion which even murders,
in order to gain the object of its love,
hut in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimental tactics as a

-means toward professional gain. This
may be all right with European audi-

"

ences who delight in roles of romantic I
cleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its

I heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

j mained untouched. That was the secret
, of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine j

. and Raffles on public affections. Jimmy
Valentine and Raffles were very much in

II earnest when they said. " I love you."
I suppose this is because we have not

I yet reached that high degree of European
; culture which makes one admire the,
game for the way it is played. It must

'be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro-
mance to really thrill us.

Madame Critic.
m a

■.! , . and how IS the vniinJ
he replied disconsolately.r
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" Nope," he replied disconsumucij. j
have never been without an engagement. Don't know
what it means to be looking for a job. Sometimes
I say to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a season,' but it
can't be done it seems."

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

"Delightful!" he said. "It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves b\
when playing the same role day after day for months ,
and years. All the plays I have been with lately have
been b" BBS'
Sayinj •

you \
Talk .

wish
playi)
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tured forth again. Soon I became Known to
the managers. They asked my name, and now,
if you please, they send me word in advance

| what the next picture will be. I am a motion
| picture fan for good and all, and when my

: friends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen-| did cure for the blues." Madame Critic.

Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who
himself an Englishman and yet

'.v
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its covers were too far apart.) Mr.Jackson this season, as Mr. Peple last,is not squeamish about probability orlegitimacy. He seems willing to com¬mit murder to get a laugh. After all,
any playwright will tell you that a goodlaugh is worth murder.

Laughs, this new playwright—bestknown as a writer for the magazines—
certainly achieves. More incessant
laughter I have not heard in a theater
since the first night of "Seven Days,"which, by the way, this piece genericallyresembles. Also, it resembles "StopThief" and "Officer 666," both as
regards its high rate of speed and thefact that its complications are created
by the police. Authors and newspaperreaders alike have come to depend uponthe Force for their farce. The navyhas gone into musical comedy, and the
constabulary into comedy withoutmusic.

A thief with a wonderful sense of
humor steals a ruby necklace from Mrs.
Pembroke of Boston ("Robbery inBoston !" says the slavey. "How manykilled? . . . They never give it upin Boston unless you kill 'em!") GeorgeHowell leaves his bride, ostensibly to
go to Cleveland, but really to get certain
incriminating letters written to a chorus
girl in Boston by a young man who
wants to marry the bride's sister
Daphne. In a train wreck—"The New
Haven's first wreck to-day"—Georgeexchanges bags with the thief. Mrs.
Howell, finding a kit of tools in the
grip, supposes her husband to be a
crook, and a half-witted, or May Vokes,maid telephones for the police. Withthese gentlemen in possession, andorders given that anyone may "comein" but no one may "go out," the fun
becomes fast and furious.

A very large percentage of the laughsreferred to are pulled in on lines. Mr.
Jackson's dialogue is the smartest, thebrightest, the most topical and up-to-date that has been heard here this
season. The audience roared at Miss
Vokes' allusion to "another roughRomeo," at Officer Mooney's contemp¬tuous jeer at a stupid English valet,"And thim guys rule Ireland!"—and at
the inquiry, following the description of

Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked. \'''

" Can you i i
one of the old ones.

" Whenever I hear one Mi 8L» _ *

say to myself 'Look out, Cope, the movies will get"'1
you yet.' "

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She
had led an ideally happy married life for some

' thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
her big house she determined to rent it and take

i an apartment in a hotel.
" After the first few days the novelty of

hotel life wore off and there I was," she said.
" with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my
arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬

prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds
protected me. But I was so delighted with the

^the time flew tha^th^Jiex^^a^^vejv

a jeweled stomacher worn at a party,"What kind of a party was she at?"Also, this same audience failed to noticethe naughtiest speech that has come to
us in many moons. New York doesn'tnotice naughtiness unless it is laid on
with a trowel and captioned by Com-stock. (Letters of inquiry regardingthis speech will be answered at the rateof an hundred a day.)All in all, however, author and pro¬ducer deserve great credit for "A Full
House." Not only is its conversation
clever, but the material has been used
ingeniously. The play is full of sur¬
prises, and no small dexterity has goneinto making a farce in which the actionis absolutely continuous. Each act
begins where the preceding act left off.The characters are not new, each beingtwin brother or sister to others withwhich its delineator has become identi¬
fied, but they are amusing, and cap¬itally presented by Miss Vokes, EdgarNorton, Elizabeth Nelson, Herbert
Corthell, Ralph Morgan, George Par¬
sons, Hugh Cameron and Clare Wel-don. Edgar MacGregor's stage man¬
agement has been helpful.

"A Full House" will make audiences
forget their troubles, and, in these days,Heaven knows, there are plenty oftroubles to forget!

"BEVERLY'S BALANCE"

MEW ideas for plays are somewhat* ^
rarer than new rivers, and, just asno sane explorer would look for a newriver in England, no sane dramatist

would expect to find a new idea indivorce. A procession of playwrightsbeginning with Sardou and not quiteending with Langdon Mitchell, whose"The New York Idea" was one of thedelights of 1907, would seem to haveexhausted that field. And yet PaulKester, dramatizer of "Don Quixote,""Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,"and "When Knighthood Was in
Flower," has hit upon something that,if not absolutely new, at least is freshand unhackneyed, in the stoiy of"Beverly's Balance," offered by Mar¬

garet Anglin at the Lyceum.
The Dinwiddies, who belong to one

sday T,-.
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cast •

revive us again
of the first families of Virginia, havefailed to adjust their vision to the sky¬line of New York. Watt Dinwiddie,whose cousin tells him that the Lord
must send any client he gets "because,
apparently, the Lord is the only onewho knows you're practicing law," isabout to be dispossessed of his offices,when that cousin, Beverly, comes tohim to borrow money. Beverly hastried her luck as a church singer, andthen, her voice failing, has gone wherevoice is superfluous—into the chorus of

a musical comedy—assuming the nomde theatre of Bobby St. Ledger.While Beverly is with Watt, enter a
young millionaire, J. Courtland Redlaw,whose wife is "engaged" to an earland wants a divorce so much thatJ. Courtland is afraid to go home untilhe has secured a co-respondent. A"platonic co-respondent" is the kind
desired, and /. Courtland is willing topay well for her. Beverly volunteers.The result is that Mrs. Redlaw growsjealous, and begins to think less of the
peerage. Beverly lures her to the
apartment, where, according to the
terms of their contract, J. Courtlandhas been dining tete-a-tete with the co¬
respondent three times a week, andlocks in husband and wife togetherovernight, while she and Aunt Mariawait in the Pennsylvania Station. The

next morning the couple are reconciled,and Beverly falls into the arms of Watt,who has been going about with a
marriage license concealed in hispocket.

Mr. Kester's touch is so light that,though his characters frequently get onthin ice, they never go through. Infact, one of the charms of this veryamusing little farce is its piquancy, the
unconventionality of its dialogues andrelations. Thus, a scene in which wifeand co-respondent, introduced over thetelephone, find each other delightful, isquite refreshing. The trouble with theplay is that it has practically no action,and that it proceeds along a levelstretch, wholly without high spots. Thebrightest of talk—and it would be hardto conceive talk brighter than Mr.

Balance" is something more than mildlydiverting, and it should do well in NewYork.
Miss Anglin, whose equal facilitywith comedy and emotional roles provesher our most nearly ambidextrous

actress, gives a brilliant and sincereperformance of Beverly, while WilliamBoyd's Redlaw is one of those seem¬ingly effortless bits of comedy, forexperts in which, until recently, wehave been obliged to go to England.Mrs. Charles Craig, remembered forher Mammy in "The Clansman," isunctuous as Aunt Maria, but theremainder of the short cast has notbeen so happily selected. Miss Anglinmight have searched the world overwithout finding anyone less like Mrs.Redlaw than Ruth Holt Boucicault.

"A MODERN EVE"

_ __. _

uixgnLv,i Liidii iv±r.Kester's—grows a trifle tiresome with¬out incident. Nevertheless, "Beverly's

""THE world do move," and anypessimist who doubts the advan¬
tage of this arrangement should remindhimself of what musical comedy usedto be by witnessing "A Modern Eve"
at the Casino.

"A Modern Eve" is one of those
things. If that description conveysnothing, permit me to add that it be¬
longs to the class of piece that used to
run all season in Chicago, and threeweeks of the early spring at Wallack's.It is of the "This-must-be-the-girls-Ah-here-they-are" type of musical comedy,in which the drawing-room of a
respectable barrister of the present dayis invaded, suddenly and without warn¬
ing, by four adipose Cupids, in white
tights that bag at the knees, who climb
upon the sofa and aim papier-mache
arrows at ladies and gentlemen inEmpire costumes the color of cabaret
claret. An act later, chorus peoplebring a witness box and a judge's deskinto the midst of a lawn party, whichimmediately suspends operations infavor of a low-comedy court proceedingof the sort that has been stock material
in the burlesque houses since "Dutch
Justice" and "Trial by Jury."

The book, "from the German," is
anonymous, like most other German
atrocities, though its adaptors, lost to a

does. Alia a tjvj—livjL*;

serves it—that she will find that perfection of man- "
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy eon- j {
elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬
son say that it is merely idle gossip.

If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,
it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.
Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long n

before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one u

to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
Madame Critic.he is so deserving of it.
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the promised si-nsaappetites were all atuned
tion.

The firsi act was not long in disclosing the fact
that the fascinating Dutch-French-Greek gentleman
had the temerity to tempt us with another crook play
—a higli-class crook, truly, but a crook. Of course
nothing less than a bank burglar could satisfy our
exacting requirements. We have learned so much
since we saw our first second-story man that we now
demand the highest class criminal. Positively none

ejse need apply for patronage. No rough and tough
and watta yer givin' lis " types any more. We are
beyond that. Variations of Jimmy Valentine and
Raffles—crook heroes—must we have.

But Lou-Tellegen, as a bank burglar in a risque
play, seemed a promising combination. Mr. Telle-
gen had already shown us his conception of a dia¬
mond thief earlier in the season and scored a personal
success, as he always does, but the public was rather 1
surprised to find that he was going to try his luck
again as another crook. Such a burglar! He didn't
hesitate to make use of his fascination for all the
pretty women he met, being especially attracted to
the wives of the Ministers of Police in the towns
whose banks he robbed. His unique plan was to com¬
promise the Minister's wife and so get away.

By this scheme the second act brought the atten- [
tion of the audience to a beautiful bedroom in which
Madame Blondeau was preparing herself for the
night. The place was flooded with a pink light, and
the gold bed had blue and white silk and lace cover¬
ings. A gasp went up from the audience, and some
one whispered that that pink light was " really not
respectable." After the maid had disappeared, and
all the lights were out, and Madame was asleep, the
bank burglar appeared. He woke Madame up and
remained two hours and made himself thoroughly at
home. Madame enjoyed his company, too, in most
innocent fashion, of course. What else could you ex¬
pect of a foreign play made over into American? She
didn't understand all the fascinating intruder's tac¬
tics, but never failed to say quite frequently, " I love
my husband." That seemed to be the talisman which

threw a halo about her for protection against the
charms of the two-o'clock-caller.

As time went on, the insinuating gentleman whom
no woman could resist stretched himself comfortably
on the bed, while Madame sat on her knees beside
him and listened to the wonderful tales of his adven¬
tures. She did kiss him occasionally and fling her
arms about his neck—all on account of his hairbreadth
escapes, of course; but the moment he thought he
had won an advantage she was always ready with the
pat little phrase, " I love my husband."

•Tust before the intruder left, the maid appeared,
and we were all sure she was not convinced that Ma¬
dame loved her husband as thoroughly as she had per-

; sisted in saying she did. The maid happened to have
a love affair of her own, although she had no hus¬
band, and so nothing could have made her believe
that Madame had kept saying during two hours, at
intervals, " I love my husband." and thus had been
able to keep at a distance a young and handsome man,
especially when all the circumstantial evidence was to
the contrary.

Ivy Troutman, as the young wife who was too inno¬
cent for words and who loved her middle-aged, unin-
■ teresiing husband, played her difficult role

with much sincerity and grace. Miss Trout- fn n

man is an actress who may always be re¬
lied upon to give the best that is in her.
She has been ascending the ladder season
by season, and her many friends were,
pleased to applaud her as the leading

*
woman of so brilliant an actor as Lou-
Tellegen.

The audience watched Mr. Lou-Telle-
J,!.gen's love scenes with tense interest. lie

.is the Prince of Lovemakers and as such
•j should be given a play in which he could

C exert his powers to the full in a sincere
passion. The trouble with the roles in
the two plays in which he has appeared

!since "Maria Rosa." has been that his *
. . love making was not sincere. In " Ma-
fjria Rosa" he gave us a picture of all-

consuming passion which even murders,
in order to gain the object of its love.

., but in his gentleman burglar roles he
has merely used sentimental tactics as a
means toward professional gain. This
may be all right with European audi-

ajences who delight in roles of romantic
cleverness though there may be no heart
to fortify them, but Broadway likes its

# C heroes to be in earnest. It would rather
watch a broken heart than one that re-

,, mained untouched. That was the secret
~, of the great hold of Jimmy Valentine :

and Raffles on public affections. Jimmy
,'j Valentine and Raffles were very much in

earnest when they said. " I love you."
I suppose this is because we have not

1 yet reached that high degree of European
J culture which makes one admire the i

,, game for the way it is played. It must
be the real, no-one-but-you variety of ro- '
mance to really thrill us.

Madame Critic.
ml

Another twenty years' record, but rather different in
nature is that John Cope, whose splendid character
acting has made him as popular with the public as if
he were a full-fledged star. One needs only to read
his name on a programme to be sure of a role being
played with careful attention to detail. I have seen
Cope in all the parts in which he has appeared during
the past ten years and must say I have yet to think
any one role could have been interpreted better by an¬
other actor.

" But Lord, I'm tired of acting," said Cope, who
made another hit this season in ' It Pays to Advertise.'
" Twenty years of it—steady grind ! "

" But surely you must have rested sometime during
the twenty," I remarked.

" Nope," he replied disconsolately. " Not a rest. I
have never been without an engagement. Don't know
what it means to be looking for a job Sometimes
T anv to myself, ' I'll just lay off for a s

Sometimes
season,' but it

I say
can't be done it seems.

" That must be delightful, to know that you don't
have to worry about calling on managers and agen¬
cies," I ventured.

" Delightful! " he said. " It's awful! The public
has no idea of the wear and tear on an actor's nerves
when playing the same role day after day for months
and years All the plays I have been with lately have

tured forth again. Soon I became known to
the managers. They asked my name, and now,
if you please, they send me word in advance
what the next picture will be. I am a motion
picture fan fo* good and all, and when myfriends are forgetful that I am lonely and sad
1 go to the films for comfort. They're a splen¬
did cure for the blues." Madame Critic. who t i • ,,
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■yhat. that means? Speaking of Englishmen, it isn't every actor who
'-all himself an Englishman and yet CAVALi
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sense of shame, confess themselves to
be Williaift M. Hough and Benjamin
Hapgood Burt. There is a loose story,
cumbered by a lot of characters, who
come out of nowhere and have nothing
to do with the case, revolving about a
mother-in-law whose influence threatens
to cause the ruin of her daughter's mar¬
ried life.

The gaps in this novel tale are filled
in with pickings from Puck. Personally,
I dislike to question the originality of
any stage offering, but the most trust¬
ing soul cannot help doubting when its
owner finds two witticisms of the play
printed in the "For Diversion" column
of that same play's program.

Jean Gilbert wrote the score of "A
Modern Eve," with the assistance of
Victor Hollender, who sprang into
popularity here through his incidental
music for "Sumurun," and sprang out
with the collapse of "The Charity Girl"
at the Globe. The collaborators have
contributed three pretty tunes, "That's
the Lesson I'm Teaching You," "I'm
Waiting for You," and "Good-by,
Everybody," which, curiously enough,
are the first three numbers in the play.
After that, the orchestra saws away
industriously, and the chorus makes the
customary meaningless motions, and

"The Yeomen of the Guard" has a superb singing chorus.

" Can you bt j
one of the old ones.

" Whenever I hear one of
say to myself ' Look out, Cope, the movies will get
you yet.' "

Speaking of motion pictures makes me think
of some comments of a very beautiful woman
who some months ago became a widow. She

. had led an ideally happy married life for some
" thirty years and when suddenly left alone in
,, her big house she determined to rent it and take
v an apartment in a hotel.

" After the first few days the novelty of
hotel life wore off and there I was," she said,

■ i " with nothing to do but think. My loneliness
was terrible and I sought some remedy. I
couldn't be calling upon my friends to amuse
me constantly. I couldn't shop or read or do
other things I used to do. In despair one day
I decided to go alone to see a moving picture
of which I had read so much. To be sure, at
first I was on the lookout for needles in my

■] arms and familiar strangers, but, to my sur¬
prise, no one attempted to chloroform me or to
get acquainted. Perhaps my widow's weeds
protected me. But I was so delighted with the
w^y the, time flew that the next day I ven-

<loe:Wi^MIHB(J
serves it—that she will find that p'ertetftion 'or man¬
agement and play of which you spoke recently."

I think the whole country hopes for this happy con- [ (
elusion as the great highlight in the career of our
American Bernhardt. Burns Mantle says she de¬
serves it, too, and there are lots of people who agree
with Mr. Mantle as a critic. At any rate, rumors of
a splendid future for Mrs. Carter travel up and down
Broadway these days, and I have yet to hear one per¬

son say that it is merely idle gossip.
If Mrs. Carter should come into her own once more,

it would be the biggest event in New York, as Mr.
Mantle says, and for a decade, seats for the opening
night would break all records as to prices.

Another rumor has it that it will not be very long
before Mr. Revelle will be starred. This causes one ur

to wonder why this honor has not been his before, as
he is so deserving of it. Madame Critic.
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nothing happens. . . . The very
worst of Gilbert and Sullivan is so
much better than the very best of this
kind of stuff that one wonders how
anybody can go to "A Modern Eve"
while there is a possibility of going to"The Yeomen" or "Iolanthe."

FASHION NOTES

'"THIS season the chorus men are try-*■ ing to look like Vernon Castle. A
few years ago they were wearing tur¬
quoise blue eyelids in imitation of
Harry Pilcer. . . .

Night work in our new subway is
making it difficult for the weary scribe
to determine whether he is a critic or a
war correspondent. Whit with steam
drills and dynamiting, any absent-
minded beggar might be excused for
believing himself in the trenches.
With great cleverness and ingenuity,the city engineers have steered their
tunnel so that it misses few theaters
anywhere near Broadway. The tender-
est love scenes are punctuated by
blasting, and always there is the pros¬
pect of some such trifling interruption
as might be occasioned by the sudden
upward entrance of a square section of
subterranean New York.
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become animate, gives this ini-
clown opportunity for a spe:ia<t
a mechanic:-! piano in Ei ,d
side-splitting "ventriloquist <t
which the dummy emulates hif.
by coming to life, and for as:
ously funny equestrian turn or.
horse in a circus. In this t i

Stone is suspended from a v<-:\
spar, and, whenever the horse
away, he is left dangling.

"Chin-Chin" is a great, big, w
ful show, to T&hich everything I
beauty is -.-..intributeti by Mr.

"PAPA'S DARLING"

IN spite of some very whistlaH-r ir:
* hers by the same Ivan O r • ,••
composed "Chin-Chin" and 'Tiv 1"
Lady," some exceptional !;• :v ?y
acting by Frank Lalor and J red
ton, some gorgconr. dress-. * and ;• rc
provided by Klaw and Eil u;?;;
foundation of a naughty ■.
D'Ancourt and Vaueaire • ] terl
Harry B. Smith, and the ma?.:
ingenious and resourceful stag<'
tion of Julian Mitchell. there
tinctly unsatisfying quality
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1 > .fit with which nature • ■ \
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Channing Pollock's
Review of the New Plays

A THOUGHTFUL, ILLUMINATING
AND WITTY DISCUSSION OF THE
PAST MONTH'S PRODUCTIONS,
WHICH MR. POLLOCK ENTITLES:

"Minding My Own Business"

;il,Ui ,1 llillg

T
HIS season the theater-goer
who hesitates is lost.

He that runs may read,
but only he that taxis, and taxis fast,
may be sure of witnessing a play.

If you pause to consider, if you but
stub your toe and stop to seek the ob¬
struction, you risk arriving after your
entertainment has gone to Chicago or
Cain's Storehouse. You start out to see
a melodrama and get down town just in
time to catch the musical comedy that
supplanted it. A gentleman who sat
beside me the other night at "Outcast"
had been given a program of "The
Beautiful Adventure." "I must have
made a mistake," he said. "I wanted to
see Elsie Ferguson."

"So you shall," I replied, "unless her
play is withdrawn during the overture.
The mistake is the usher's. They
haven't discovered that 'The Beautiful
Adventure' is in Pittsburgh."

The Princess, with its usual bill of
one-act pieces, opened just after the
middle of October. Early in Novem¬
ber, The Lady Who Goes to the Theater
With Me suggested that we witness
"Little Face" and renew our acquaint¬
ance with "The Cat and the Cherub."
We had seats for Saturday, but post¬
poned our visit until Monday, when we
found darkness reigning at the tiny
playhouse in Thirty-ninth Street. This
is a cinematographic season, a kaleido¬
scopic quinquennium, an on-ag'in-off-
ag'in-Finnigan of a theatrical year.

"On the road," business has gone to

nothing, and it is but little better in
New York. Not one of our fifty
theaters is "selling out"—which is to
say, filling all its seats. Successes that,
at any other time, might be certain of
twelve months on Broadway, find their
drawing powers appreciably lessened
at the end of a few weeks. At present
we have with us five great hits—"On
Trial," "Daddy Long-legs," "The
Phantom Rival," "It Pays to Adver¬
tise" and "Chin Chin." None of them
is regularly testing the capacity of its
home.

Only the initiated can tell success
from failure. A new play comes to
town, is received enthusiastically by
critics and first-night audience, and
then struggles along before empty
benches. "Kick In," acclaimed one of
the best melodramas of the decade,
continues to draw half-houses, and
"The Only Girl," a highly-praised
operetta with music by Victor Herbert,
is said not to have averaged a thousand
dollars a night. The big English
successes, "Pygmalion," "My Lady's
Dress," and "Mr, Wu," which tri¬
umphed over the handicap of a dread¬
ful season in London, are not likely to
enjoy really long runs in New York.
The Hippodrome, which seats three
thousand persons, has plenty of room
at most performances, but so has the
Little Theater, which seats three hun¬
dred. One is presenting the biggest
show produced in its history, and the
other the brightest comedy Winthrop
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'Sian Carlo Grand Opera Company'FORTUNE GALLO, Managing Director

Monday Evening, Oct. 18th, 1915

AI DA"
. .. .Mary Kaestner
...Carolina Zawner
Giuseppe Battistini
.. . Manuel Salazar

. . .Pietro De Biasi
Natale Cervi

Luciano Rossini r

A Grand Opera in Four Acts by Verdi
CAST OF CHARACTERSAida, a slave

Amneris, daughter of the KingAmonasro, King of Ethiopia
Radames, Ca* tain of the Guard
Ramfis, High Priest
King of Egypt
A Messenger

LPriests, Soldiers, Egyptians, Ethiopian Slaves and PrisonersChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF SCENESACT I—Scene 1 : Hall in the Palace of the King of Memphis. Scene 2: The templeof Vulcan at Memphis.

ACT II—Scene 1 : Hall in the Apartments of Amneris. Scene 2: Entrance to theCity of Thebes.
ACT III—Banks of the Nile.
ACT IV—Scene 1: Hall in the King's Palace. Scene 2: Temple of Vulcan withcrypt beneath.

ARGUMENT.ACT I—Aida, daughter of Ethiopia's king, is held in servitude by the Egyptians.
She loves Radames, who loves her. Amneris, daughter of the king of Egypt, is, although
it is unrepealed, also in love with Radames. The latter is chosen leader of troops to
resist the invading Ethiopians. He is victorious.ACT II—Amneris learns that Radames loves Aida, which fact she has suspected.
S'ie becomes furiouc Among the prisoners of Radames is Amonasro, Aida's father,
though his rank is not known to the captors. The king liberates all prisoners, save
Amoua&ro and Aida. He furthermore gives to the unwilling Radames the hand of his
daughter in marriage.

ACT i II—Radames, whose marriage with Amneris is about to take place, resolves
to flee with Aida and Amonasro, but is apprehended by the high priest, Ramfis, and
Amneris.

ACT IV—He is tried for treason and condemned to death, notwithstanding the
entreaties of Amneris in his behalf. The last scene shows the reunion in death of Aida
and the hero.

Tuesday Evening, Oct. 19th, 1915

LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR"Opera in Four Acts by Donizetti
C.£ST OF CHARACTERSHenry Ashton of Laramermoor

,
Lucia, his sister

Alessandro ModestiEdgar of Ravenswood........
••••.. Maria FaraNorman, follower of Henry. . . Giuseppe AgostiniRaymond, a chaplain Antonio CettiAlice, an attendant ..!!!!.!. Natale CerviLord Arthur Bucklaw . ..Alice HomerFollowers of 'Henry,' V.ilagers,' etc'. Lucian0 Rossini

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
apt !rS£Le 1 i a4vs-do0d scei"r- scene 2: a Garden of Lucia's Houseton's House R°°m ,n Asht0n's House- s«ne 2: Reception Room in Ash-act' iv-lc£n4vl; Ad.Laree Ha"in Ashton's House"

BE1 I TNI 1K.K most tuner caia. uicit

Wednesday Matinee, Oct. 20th, 1915

"FAUST"
An Opera in Four Acts by Gounod.

CAST OF CHARACTERSMephistopheles
Pietro De BiasiMarguerite
Mary KaestnerSiebel

Carolina ZawnerMartha
Anna HaaseFaust

Alfredo GrazianiValentine
Giuseppe BattistiniWagner

Luigi DellemolleSoldiers, Villagers, Students, etc.Chev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF FAUST

ACT I—A German student named Faust, after a life of meditation, wearies at theemptiness of human knowledge. He invokes the Spirit of Evil, which appears to himin the form of Mephistopheles. Through a supernatural power of the latter, Faust isrestored to youth, with all its passions and illusions, and is endowed with personal beauty.Mephistopheles, as in a vision, reveals to him the village maid. Marguerite, with whomthe student falls in love. He longs to meet her. His longing is soon gratified.ACT II—Marguerite, noted for her beauty and virtue, has been left by her brother,Valentine, under the care of Dame Martha, a worthy but none too vigilant personage.The maiden at first rejects the stranger's advances, but Faust, aided by Mephistopheles(anxious to destroy another human soul), urges his suit with such ardor that Marguerite'sresistance is overcome.
ACT III—Valentine, upon returning from the wars, learns what has occurred. Hechallenges his sister's betrayer, but through the intervention of Mephistopheles, he isslain in the combat.
ACT IV—Marguerite, horror-stricken at the calamity, of which she is the originalcause, gives way to despair. Her reason is impaired, and in a paroxysm of frenzy shekills her infant. For this she is thrown in prison.ACT V—Faust, aided by Mephistopheles, attains access to her cell. They bothurge her to fly, but Marguerite spurns their aid, and seeks comfort in prayer and re¬pentance. Overcome by sorrow and remorse, with an earnest prayer for forgiveness, theunhappy girl expires. Mephistopheles triumphs at the catastrophe, but a chorus ofheavenly voices is heard, proclaiming a pardon for the repentant sinner. The Evil One,foiled and overcome, crouches at the accents of Divine love and forgiveness, while thespirit of Marguerite is wafted upwards to eternal life.
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Wednesday Evening, Oct. 20th, 1915

"RIGOLETTO"
Grand Opera in Four Acts by Giuseppe Verdi

CAST OF CHARACTERSDuca di Mantua
Rigroletto
Gilda .

Sparafucile
Maddalena
Contessa di CepranoJuana

Montenerone
Conte di Ceprano
Borsa
A Page

Chorus of Knights, Ladies and Pages of the CourtChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I—The Duke's Apartments.ACT II—Rigoletto's House.
ACT 111—Ante-chamber of the Ducal Palace.ACT IV—A Deserted Spot on the Shores of River Mincio.~*1'1 ",l1" ■"

"

Et23S9BMHB9EUm

.Emanuel Salazar
A. Modesti

...... Maria Fara

. . Pietro De Biasi

. . .Stella Demette

Anna Haase
....Natale Cervi

A Cetti
L. Rossini

..Annette Chabot

W

story of rigoletto
Rigoletto, the court jester of the Duke of Mantua, finds that the duke, a notedlibertine, is endeavoring to seduce his daughter. Rigoletto plots with Sparafucile, aprofessional assassin, to slay the duke. Gilda, Rigoletto's daughter, discovering the plot,and in love with the duke, determines to warn him. She clothes herself in male attireand seeks the tavern where Sparafucile and his mistress, Maddalena, are lying in waitfor the duke.
Gilda overhears their plot, breaks in on them, and is stabbed to death by the assassin,who then takes her body, places it in a sack, and gives it to Rigoletto as the body ofthe duke. Rigoletto gloats over the supposed prize, but discovers the dreadful mistakewhen he hears the duke and Maddalena singing as they pass from the tavern. He opensthe sack and finds in it the body of his own daughter.

Thursday Evening, Oct. 21st, 1915

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA
Opera in One Act. Music by Pietro Mascagni

CAST OF CHARACTERSSantuzza
Lola
Mama Lucia
Turiddu
Alfio

Chorus of Villagers, Etc.SCENE—A Public Square in a Sicilian Village.
FOLLOWED BY

Mary Kaestner
Stella Demette

Anna Haase
Alfredo Graziani

Giuseppe Battistini

L'PAGLIACCI
Opera in Two Acts. Book and Music by R. Leoncavallo

CAST OF CHARACTERSNedda
Sophie CharleboisHarlequin

Luciano RossiniCanio
Giuseppe AgostiniTonio

Giuseppe BattistiniSilvio
Luigi DellemolleChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—A Village Street, and the Arrival of the Mountebanks. Afternoon.ACT II—A Scene in the Traveling Theatre. Evening.

ARGUMENT—"CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA"
Turiddu, a young peasant, the son of Lucia, and Lola's accepted lover, is drafted asa soldier and has to join the Sicilian army. Ere departing to join his regiment he vowseternal love and affection. While absent Lola accepts the addresses of the village team¬ster, Alfio, and weds him.
Having served his term, Turiddu is discharged from the military service and returnshome much improved in bearing and manners by his military experience. Upon learningthat Lola is married, he courts Santuzza, and ultimately betrays her.Meeting Lola, the old love revives, and secret meetings take place during Alfio'sabsence from home in the pursuit of his business to villages in the neighborhood.On an Easter morning, Alfio learns of his wife's unfaithfulness; Santuzza, in a fit ofjealousy, informs him of the infamous relations of Turiddu and Lola.Alfio challenges Turiddu to mortal combat—Turiddu repents, but accepts the chal¬lenge and is killed.

ARGUMENT—"I'PAGLIACCI"
The story is laid in Calabria. During the prelude, Tonio explains the subject of theplay. The first act discloses villagers greeting the arrival of a troupe of strolling players.Canio, the chief of the troupe, invites the crowd to attend the evening performance, andthen goes off to the tavern.
Tonio, the clown, taking advantage of Conia's absence, declares his love for Canio's■wife, Nedda. She repulses him, and he departs vowing revenge. Then comes Silvio, arich villager, and attempts to induce Nedda to leave her husband. Tonio espies the twoin conversation, and brings Canio, the husband. They arrive in time to hear Neddaagree to meet Silvio in the evening. Canio seeks to attack Silvio, but the latter succeedsin escaping without being recognized. Ordered to tell the name of her lover, Neddarefuses, and Canio is about to stab her when Beppe interferes, persuading Canio to calmhimself and prepare for the performance.
The second act witnesses the performance. This proves to be a burlesque of all thathas happened in Act I. During its progress Canio, as Pagliacci, enters just as Nedda,as Columbine, is helping Harlequin to run away, and hears her repeat the very wordsthat she used to Silvio when she bade him meet her that night. At this Conia loses allcontrol of himself, forgets his part, and furiously demands the name of her lover. Toput the audience off the scent, she laughs, and Canio, beside himself with rage, siezesthe knife on the table and stabs her to the heart. She calls to Silvio for help, but thelatter is attacked by Canio, who says, stupefied, The comedy is finished."

Friday Evening, Oct. 22nd, 1915

"CARMEN"
Opera in Four Acts by Bizet
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Don Jose Emanuel SalazarEscamillo Alessandro ModestiDancairo
Natale CerviRemendado Luciano RossiniZuniga Pietro De BiasiMorales

L. DellemolleMicaela Sophie CharleboisFrasquita Annette ChabotMercedes
Anna HaaseCarmen Carolina ZawnerChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—A public square, Seville.
ACT II—A tavern in the suburbs of Seville.ACT III—A wild and rocky pass in the mountains.ACT IV—A square in Seville; walls of the Bull Ring at the back.

STORY OF CARMEN
ACT I—Soldiers are waiting for p^ard to be changed. Micaela, a village girl, ap¬pears. She seei<s a brigadier (Don Jose), bearing a message from his mother. Theofficer on guard invites her to wait. She declines and departs. The relief guard andDon Jose come on. The square is crowded with young men. Don Jose is indifferent.Girls en^r, and young men inquire for Carmen, who asserts her desire for universaldominion oy flinging at* the; silent. Don Jose the flower she wears in her dress. Factorybells ring; girls hasten to work. Don Jose's blood is aroused, but the arrival of Micaeiu,with a letter and purse from his mother, calms him, and he resolves to stifle the suddenpassion Carmen has aroused in him, and devote himself, as his mother wishes, to Micaela.She has scarcely gone, and Don Jose is about to throw Carmen's flower away, when anoise is h^ard in the factory. The girls rush. Two of them have quarreled. One ofthem is wounded—her assailant is Carmen. Jose is ordered to take her into custody.She sings, and is flippant toward the officer. lie resolves on sending her to prison.Don Jose and two soldiers escort her, but at the foot of a bridge a sudden push fromCarmen throws Jose to the ground and she makes her escape.

ACT II—The second act displays an inn. Carmen is here with friends. They singand dance. Officers and soldiers are here also. The captain is fascinated by Carmen.A new arrival, Escamillo, appears, the victorious bull fighter of Grenada. Soldiers andgypsies welcome him. He devotes himself to Carmen. 'Tis time to close the inn.Escamillo and soldiers depart, but two smugglers, having booty in view, seek Carmen'sassistance. She refuses to accompany them, saying she is waiting for her lover. Thesmugglers try to persuade Carmen to induce Jose to join their band. She agrees, and+U*. 1 i—: " ^

mountains.
ACT III—The contrabandists ars busy. Jose is there with Carmen, whose love iswanning. He still adores her, though stung by remorse for his mother. All are quittingthe haunt when Escamillo arrives. Ilhe has toiled up the rocks in pursuit of Carmen,and, not knowing Jose, reveals his passion to him.- A fight is about to take place, butCarmen anc the smugglers rush in and separate them. Jose upbraids Carmen. Thesudden appearance of Micaela compels him to leave. He hesitates, but duty prevails,and he follows Micaela.

ACT IV—A bull fight is about to begin. Escamillo is there with the faithless Car¬men. He departs. Carmen's friends warn her that Jose is in search of her. She willnot conceal herself, and resolves to brave him. Jose comes, and tries to rekindle theold love. Carmen will not listen. Maddened with her joy at the triumph of Escamillo,Jose stabs her, and Carmen falls dead as the victorious Escamillo enters.
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102 THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE
Ames has offered since his opening bill,
which was John Galsworthy's "The
Pigeon."

Mr. Ames inaugurated the engage¬
ment of "A Pair of Silk Stockings"
with a reduction of prices, but money
seems no object to our theater-goers.
A. H. Woods tried the experiment of
cutting rates in half, and presented
John Mason, in "Big Jim Garrity,"
with one dollar as the top price, at the
New York. "Big Jim Garrity" was
voted an interesting play, but it lasted
only three weeks. None of Mr. Woods'
metropolitan successes—"The High
Cost of Loving," "He Comes Up Smil¬
ing," "Kick In" and "Innocent"—are
to risk the road this year. Even the
season of "Opera in English," begun
with a resounding fanfare of trumpets
at the Century, has been cut short.

Of the reason for this state of af¬
fairs one might write a book. The
war is blamed, of course, as motion
pictures were blamed before the war,
and the tango, the motor car, bridge,
bicycles and roller skates were blamed
successively before that. The real
truth lies in the pronouncement of
Israel Zangwill, that "the drama is an
art run on commercial lines by bad
business men." Managers are reaping
the harvest they have been sowing for
more than twenty years.

It is the worst of bad business to
glut the market with meat when no one
has an appetite. I have said there are

fifty theaters in New York. To this
number has been added the Punch and
Judy, while two others, Daly's and the
Garden, long closed, are about to be re¬
opened for the benefit of an eager
public. Productions are made so fast
that there is no possibility of their be¬
ing well made; plays come and go so
rapidly that no one—not even the man
whose business they are—can keep
track of the changes. What is at such-
and-such a theater? at what theater is
such-and-such a play? is such-and-such
a play musical or dramatic, success or
failure?—these are questions that the
best-informed hardly dares answer. In
the twenty-five working days that have
passed since last I wrote for The
Green Book, twenty-three new pieces

have been offered on Broadway. Ofthis lot it would be hazardous to wagerthat three will survive until this review
meets your eye. From the whole mess
the casual amusement seeker may be
pardoned for carrying away the ideathat somewhere Madame Nazimova
and Lew Fields are appearing in "It
Pays to Advertise," a comedy withmusic by Ivan Caryll.

'THE MARRIAGE OF COLUMBINE"

/^HARLES HOPKINS it is who has
filled a long-felt want by building

a new theater, the Punch and Judy, in
Forty-ninth Street.

Don't ask me: "Who is Charles Hop¬kins?" I don't know—except that he
is an actor, with a talented wife and a

very pretty taste in the matter of con¬

structing playhouses. Mrs. Hopkins is
an actress, and a good one. On the
subject of Harold Chapin, who wrote
"The Marriage of Columbine," the
initial attraction at the Punch and Judy,
my ignorance is dense and blank.

The Punch and Judy might have
been designed by the architect who
planned that famous residence for
Wendy. Here is a toy theater, appar¬
ently put together in a spirit of playful¬
ness; an auditorium even smaller than
that of the Little Theater, though, like
that institution, it seats three hundred.
In shape, this auditorium is a perfect
oblong. The only aisles run along the
sides, from one of which to the other
stretch benches not unlike pews. There
is no balcony or gallery, but set into the
walls are tiny boxes, each holding two
persons, and each of about the form
of the ancient Punch-and-Judy stage.The ceiling is criss-crossed with heavy
beams, painted to look like antique oak,
and from these beams depend four
hoops, of the kind used in theaters two
hundred years ago, upon which are set
circles of imitation candles. Antique
oak beams show in the cement wall?,
and a frame of antique oak, oblong like
the theater itself, and like the fronts of
the boxes, forms the proscenium, in
which hangs a curtain that might be of
green suede. The ushers are boys
dressed in the costume of another cen-
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tury. A quainter, daintier gem of a
theater is not to be found anywhere.

So far as it sticks to anything, "The
Marriage of Columbine" is in the spirit
of its surroundings. It would be hard
to say, however, whether this play is in¬
tended to be fantastic or realistic, of the
present era or one long past. Mr. Chapin
may have meant to deal in what a
well-known impresario has described
as "symbolix," but, if he did, some of
his language is singularly literal, and,
if he did not, most of his characters are

strangely unlifelike. Scaramouche is a
clown, with the manner of a crushed
tragedian and the vocabulary of a col¬
lege professor, whose mate, a girl
named Columbine, once a dancer, has
borne him three children.

The two have lived together happily
for many years, when a religious
young man, Alfred Scott, somewhat
loosely connected with the press, drops
in for an "interview"—in England, if
you please, and the last century—and
remains to inquire of Columbine
whether she is married to Scaramouche.
Columbine doesn't know. It never oc¬
curred to her to find out. It doesn't
occur to her to find out, or to confide in
the father of her children, or to ask
him to marry her if he hasn't—even
when Scott has convinced her that she
is living in sin and will go to hell when
she dies. On the contrary, twenty-four
hours after making his acquaintance,
Columbine goes away to marry Scott.
The driven snow had nothing on Col¬
umbine. Such innocence is to be found
nowhere except in the choruses of our
musical comedies.

Mr. Chapin gave the audience a great
laugh, and immediately took it back, in
his last act, when Columbine, shown
her marriage certificate, announced that
she had a paper like that at home, but
added that her paper was a birth certif¬
icate. There are vague suggestions of
satire and philosophy, charm and sym¬
bolism in "The Marriage of Colum¬
bine," visible hazily through a mass and
mist of verbiage, and there is one char¬
acter, Scott, so clearly and cleverly
drawn that one fails to understand how
the mind that created him could have
surrounded him with so bad a play.

"The Marriage of Columbine," well
acted, exquisitely staged, is like a trashy
novel beautifully printed and bound.
But there is hope for the Punch -and
Judy. No one could do so much with
three walls of a theater without even¬

tually finding an appropriate decoration
for the fourth.

"KICK IN"

EXCEPTING "On Trial," the most
engrossing performance in New

York, and one of the best acted, is
Willard Mack's melodrama, "Kick In,"
which has been struggling for life at
the Longacre.

Strictly speaking, not a "crime
play," this piece is a fresh attempt at
squaring the circle which, in dramatic
mathematics, has its equivalent in mak¬
ing crooks straight. We find ourselves
again in the excellent company of
thieves and drug fiends, asked to sym¬
pathize with forgers and burglars, and
to revel in the sardonic humor of which
they appear to be masters. When
"Within the Law" was done in London,
the program included a glossary, but
over here we no longer need instruc¬
tion in the argot of the alley. The
young idea has been taught how to
shoot—both pistols and hypodermics.
The sweetest girl graduate now knows
how "dope" is prepared for injection,
and, when her chum asks her to "come
through," explains that she got the
money for ice cream soda by "frisking"
Father.

"Kick In," however, has some moral
value, and a real purpose. The former
underlies the exhibition of the tragic
consequences of wrong-doing. When
Benny, who has "shot a box" and
stolen a twenty-thousand-dollar dia¬
mond necklace, has died alone in the
attic of a house occupied by his friend
Chick Hewes; when Chick's wife Molly
has broken to Benny's girl, Myrtle Syl¬
vester, the news that Chick has stuffed
the body into a barrel and that, at
the moment, pals are taking it away in
a wagon; when Myrtle stands in dumb
agony at the door while a piano down¬
stairs breaks into the strains of "This
is the Life;" when Myrtle has done

I

San Carlo Grand Opera Company'FORTUNE GALLO, Managing Director

Monday Evening, Oct. 18th, 1915

"AIDA"
Mary Kaestner

....Carolina Zawner
• Giuseppe Battistini
....Manuel Salazar
.. . .Pietro De Biasi

Natale Cervi
..... Luciano Rossini j

A Grand Opera in Four Acts by Verdi
CAST OF CHARACTERSAida, a slave

Anineris, daughter of the KingAmonasro, King of EthiopiaRadames, Ca tain of the Guard
Ramfis, High Priest
King of Egypt
A Messenger

JL.1Priests, Soldiers, Egyptians, Ethiopian Slaves and PrisonersChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF SCENESACT I—Scene 1 : Hall in the Palace of the King of Memphis. Scene 2: The temple

of Vulcan at Memphis.
ACT II—Scene 1 : Hall in the Apartments of Amneris. Scene 2: Entrance to theCity of Thebes.
ACT III—Banks of the Nile.ACT IV—Scene 1: Hall in the King's Palace. Scene 2: Temple of Vulcan withcrypt beneath.

ARGTTMF.MT

ER

resist the invading Ethiopians, lie is victorious.ACT II—Amneris learns that Raclames loves Aida, which fact she has suspected.
S' e becomes furiouc Among the prisoners of Radames is Amonasro, Aida's father,
though his rank is not known to the captors. The kintr liberates all prisoners, save
^-Liiioiiasro and Aida. He furthermore gives to the unwilling Radames the hand of his
daughter in marriage.

ACT i II—Radames, whose marriage with Amneris is about to take place, resolves
to flee with Aida and Amonasro, but is apprehended by the high priest, Ramfis, and
Amneris.

ACT IV—He is tried for treason and condemned to death, notwithstanding the
entreaties of Amneris in his behalf. The last scene shows the reunion in death of Aida
and the hero.

Tuesday Evening, Oct. 19th, 1915
"LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR'Opera in Four Acts by Donizetti

c.£st of charactersHenry Ashton of Lammertnoor.Lucia, his sister
Edgar of RavenswoodNorman, follower of HenryRaymond, a chaplainAlice, an attendant .

.Lord Arthur Bucklaw

rG
25

Alessandro Modesti
Maria Fara

Giuseppe Agostini
Antonio Cetti
Natale Cervi
Alice Homer

Luciano RossiniFollowers of Henry, Villagers, etc.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENESACT I—Scene 1 : A Wood Scene. Scene 2: A Garden of Lucia's House.
ACT II—Scene 1: A Room in Ashton's House. Scene 2: Reception Room in Ash-

ton's House.
ACT III—Scene 1: A Large Hall in Ashton's House.ACT IV—A Graveyard.

Mephistopheles
Marguerite
Siebel
Martha
Faust
Valentine
Wagner

f TNI IK.K most otner cars, tncic — —

Wednesday Matinee, Oct. 20th, 1915

"FAUST"
An Opera in Four Acts by Gounod.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Pietro De Biasi
Mary Kaestner

Carolina Zawner
Anna Haase

Alfredo Graziani
Giuseppe Battistini

Luigi DellemolleSoldiers, Villagers, Students, etc.Chev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF FAUST

ACT I—A German student named Faust, after a life of meditation, wearies at theemptiness of human knowledge. He invokes the Spirit of Evil, which appears to himin the form of Mephistopheles. Through a supernatural power of the latter, Faust isrestored to youth, with all its passions and illusions, and is endowed with personal beauty.Mephistopheles, as in a vision, reveals to him the village maid. Marguerite, with whomthe student falls in love. He longs to meet her. His longing is soon gratified.ACT II—Marguerite, noted for her beauty and virtue, has been left by her brother,Valentine, under the care of Dame Martha, a worthy but none too vigilant personage.The maiden at first rejects the stranger's advances, but Faust, aided by Mephistopheles(anxious to destroy another human soul), urges his suit with such ardor that Marguerite'sresistance is overcome.
ACT III—Valentine, upon returning from the wars, learns what has occurred. Hechallenges his sister's betrayer, but through the intervention of Mephistopheles, he isslain in the combat.
ACT IV—Marguerite, horror-stricken at the calamity, of which she is the originalcause, gives way to despair. Her reason is impaired, and in a paroxysm of frenzy shekills her infant. For this she is thrown in prison.ACT V—Faust, aided by Mephistopheles, attains access to her cell. They bothurge her to fly, but Marguerite spurns their aid, and seeks comfort in prayer and re¬pentance. Overcome by sorrow and remorse, with an earnest prayer for forgiveness, theunhappy girl expires. Mephistopheles triumphs at the catastrophe, but a chorus ofheavenly voices is heard, proclaiming a pardon for the repentant sinner. The Evil One,foiled and overcome, crouches at the accents of Divine love and forgiveness, while thespirit of Marguerite is wafted upwards to eternal life.
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STORY DF RIGOLTETTO
... Rigoletto, the court jester of the Duke of Mantua, finds that the duke, a notedlibertine, is endeavoring to seduce his daughter. Rigoletto plots with Sparafucile a
professional assassin, to slay the duke. Gilda, Rigoletto's daughter, discovering the plot,and in love with the duke, determines to warn him. She clothes herself in male attire
and seeks the tavern where Sparafucile and his mistress, Maddalena, are lvintr in wait
for the duke.

bGilda overhears their plot, breaks in on them, and is stabbed to death by the assassin,who then takes her body, places it in a sack, and gives it to Rigoletto as the bodv of
the duke. Rigoletto gloats over the supposed prize, but discovers the dreadful mistakewhen he hears the duke and Maddalena singing as they pass from the tavern. He opens
the sack and finds in it the body of his own daughter.

Thursday Evening, Oct. 21st, 1915

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA
Opera in One Act. Music by Pietro Mascagni

CAST OF CHARACTERSSantuzza
-....Mary KaestnerLola

Stella DemetteMama Lucia
Anna HaaseTuriddu

Alfredo GrazianiAlfio
Giuseppe BattistiniChorus of Villagers, Etc.SCENE—A Public Square in a Sicilian Village.

FOLLOWED BY

UPAGLIACCI
Opera in Two Acts. Book and Music by R. Leoncavallo

CAST OF CHARACTERS.Nedda
Sophie CharleboisHarlequin

Luciano RossiniCanio
Giuseppe AgostiniTonio

Giuseppe BattistiniSilvio
Luigi DellemolleChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—A Village Street, and the Arrival of th£ Mountebanks. Afternoon.ACT II—A Scene in the Traveling Theatre. Evening.

ARGUMENT—"CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA"
Turiddu, a young peasant, the son of Lucia, and Lola's accepted lover, is drafted asa soldier and has to join the Sicilian army. Ere departing to join his regiment he vowseternal love and affection. While absent Lola accepts the addresses of the village team¬ster, Alfio, and weds him.
Having served his term, Turiddu is discharged from the military service and returnshome much improved in bearing and manners by his military experience. Upon learningthat Lola is married, he courts Santuzza, and ultimately betrays her.Meeting Lola, the old love revives, and secret meetings take place during Alfio'sabsence from home in the pursuit of his business to villages in the neighborhood.On an Easter morning, Alfio learns of his wife's unfaithfulness; Santuzza, in a fit ofjealousy, informs him of the infamous relations of Turiddu and Lola.Alfio challenges Turiddu to mortal combat—Turiddu repents, but accepts the chal¬lenge and is killed.

ARGUMENT—"I'PAGLIACCI"
The story is laid in Calabria. During the prelude, Tonio explains the subject of theplay. The first act discloses villagers greeting the arrival of a troupe of strolling players.Canio, the chief of the troupe, invites the crowd to attend the evening performance, andthen goes off to the tavern.

Tonio, the clown, taking advantage of Conia's absence, declares his love for Canio's-wife, Nedda. She repulses him, and he departs vowing revenge. Then comes Silvio, arich villager, and attempts to induce Nedda to leave her husband. Tonio espies the twoin conversation, and brings Canio, the husband. They arrive in time to hear Neddaagree to meet Silvio in the evening. Canio seeks to attack Silvio, but the latter succeedsin escaping without being recognized. Ordered to tell the name of her lover, Neddarefuses, and Canio is about to stab her when Beppe interferes, persuading Canio to calmhimself and prepare for the performance.
The second act witnesses the performance. This proves to be a burlesque of all thathas happened in Act I. During its progress Canio, as Pagliacci, enters just as Nedda,as Columbine, is helping Harlequin to run away, and hears her repeat the very wordsthat she used to Silvio when she bade him meet her that night. At this Conia loses allcontrol of himself, forgets his part, and furiously demands the name of her lover. Toput the audience off the scent, she laughs, and Canio, beside himself with rage, siezesthe knife on the table and stabs her to the heart. She calls to Silvio for help, but thelatter is attacked by Canio, who says, stupefied, The comedy is finished."

Don Jose . .

Escamillo .

Dancairo . .

Remendado
Zuniga . .. .

Morales ...

Micaela . ..

Frasquita . .

Mercedes ..

Carmen . . .,

Friday Evening, Oct. 22nd, 1915

"CARMEN"
Opera in Four Acts by Bizet
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Chev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

....Emanuel Salazar
.Alessandro Modesti

Natale Cervi
....Luciano Rossini
.... Pietro I)e Biasi

L. Dellemolle
. .Sophie Charlebois
....Annette Chabot

Anna Haase
....Carolina Zawner

Wednesday Evening, Oct. 20th, 1915

"RIGOLETTO"
Grand Opera in Four Acts by Giuseppe Verdi

CAST OF CHARACTERS
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SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—A public square, Seville.
ACT II—A tavern in the suburbs of Seville.
ACT III—A wild and rocky pass in the mountains.ACT IV—A square in Seville; walls of the Bull Ring at the back.

STORY OF CARMEN
ACT I—Soldiers are waiting for F"ard to be changed. Micaela, a village girl, ap¬pears. She seeKS a brigadier (Don Jose), bearing a message from his mother. Theofficer 011 guard invites her to wait. She declines and departs. The relief guard andDon Jose come on. The square is crowded with young men. Don Jose is indifferent.Girls en<*r, and young men inquire fo;- Carmen, who asserts her desire for universaldominion oy flinging at* th$ silent Don Jose the flower she wears in her dress. Factorybells ring; girls hasten to work. Don Jose's blood is aroused, but the arrival of Micaeia,with a letter and purse from bis mother, calms him, and he resolves to stifle the suddenpassion Carmen has aroused in him, and devote himself, as his mother wishes, to Micaela.She has scarcely gone, and Don Jose is about to throw Carmen's flower away, when anoise is heard in the factory. The gills rush. Two of them have quarreled. One ofthem is wminded—her assailant is Caimen. Jose is ordered to take her into custody.She sings, and is flippant toward the ofiicer. lie resolves on sending her to prison.Don Jose and two soldiers escort her, but at the foot of bridge a sudden push fromCarmen throws Jose to the ground and she makes her escape.

ACT II—The second act displays an inn. Carmen is here with friends. They singand dance. Officers and soldiers are here also. The captain is fascinated by Carmen.A new arrival, Escamillo, appears, the victorious bull fighter of Grenada. Soldiers andgypsies welcome him. He devotes himself to Carmen. 'Tis time to close the inn.Escamillo and soldiers depart, but two smugglers, having booty in view, seek Carmen'sassistance. She refuses to accompany them, saying she is waiting for her lover. Thesmugglers try to persuade Carmen to induce Jose to join their band. She agrees, andwhen the enamoured brigadier arrives Carmen tempts him to stay, in spite of the trumpetof recall. lie refuses to become a deserter, and is about to quit her, when an officer forceshis way in and orders him out. Sabres are drawn. Carmen calls for aid. The gypsiesappear. Th; officer is made a prisoner, whilst gypsies, Carmen and Jose escape to themountains.
ACT ill—The contrabandists ars busy. Jose is there with Carmen, whose love iswanning. He still adores her, though stung by remorse for his mother. All are quittingthe haunt when Escamillo arrives. Ilhe has toiled up the rocks in pursuit of Carmen,and, not knowing Jose, reveals his passion to him. A fight is about to take place, butCarmen anc the smugglers rush in and separate them. Jose upbraids Carmen. Thesudden appenrance of Micaela compels him to leave. He hesitates, but duty prevails,and he follows Micaela.

ACT IV—A bull fight is about to begin. Escamillo is there with the faithless Car¬men. He departs. Carmen's friends warn her that Jose is in search of her. She willnot conceal herself, and resolves to brave him. Jose comes, and tries to rekindle theold love. Carmen will not listen. Maddened with her joy at the triumph of Escamillo,Jose stabs her, and Carmen falls dead as the victorious Escamillo enters.
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away with herself and Molly's drug-
soaked brother takes the glittering
collar from his pocket, gloating over it
in the light of a burning match, no one
can escape realization of the worthless-
ness of the "rocks" for which so much
has been sacrificed, and which, swing¬
ing in the tremulous hand of this boy,
no longer are of use to anyone of the
human beings who risked everything
for them. The purpose of the piece is
revealed when Chick, convicted of for¬
gery years before, honest ever since,
married to an honest woman, but
hounded by the "bulls," pleads: "We
want to go straight."

"What's a man going to do when he
gets out of prison?" inquires Chick,
none the less effectively because the
question has been asked a thousand
times before. The police can't see two
former convicts chatting without sus¬
pecting them of "framing" a fresh
crime. "When a guy just out of the
pest-house talks to another graduate,
do you think they're 'framing' it up to
get small-pox?" "Kick In" becomes
something more than mere entertain¬
ment when Molly tells the Deputy Com¬
missioner that, instead of persecuting
Chick's kind, and driving them back to
crime, he "should be a sort of father."

Mr. Mack, a vaudeville actor whose
first New York play this is, has con¬
cocted a good story, stirring, sympa¬
thetic and significant, and has developed
it with invention and ingenuity. He be¬
gins in the office of the Deputy Com¬
missioner, who has "rounded up" and
is "sweating" everybody likely to know
the "yegg" who got the necklace in
question. "Benny's in trouble," he ex¬
plains to one of these "guns," Memphis
Bessie, a retired shoplifter.

"My God!" retorts Bessie, "so is
Europe, but why bother me with it?"

Chick denies that he knows anything
of Benny, but is given the alternative
of "squealing" or of having his past re¬
vealed to his employer, a man named
Purnell. When he persists, the Deputy
actually telephones this employer. Dur¬
ing the conversation Chick and Molly
stand immobile. "All that you just told
Mr. Purnell," says Molly, "we told him
the day Chick went to work for him."

In the second act we learn that the
Hewes do know of Benny, who was
shot in "making his get-away" and
brought to them, bleeding and in¬
sensible, by Myrtle. Chick and Molly
could not refuse to help their old friend
in her desperate need. They have
stowed away the dying thief in their
attic. The diamonds, meanwhile, have
disappeared. Before long, as already
explained, we learn that they are in
possession of Molly's brother, Charley
Cary.

Benny dies; Myrtle kills herself; and
a "fly cop," by name Whip Fogarty,
arrests Charley and comes to the Hewes
to offer his release in return for confes¬
sion. Chick, who, in the course of a

highly exciting scene, has suspected
Charley, and taken the jewels from him,
makes the bargain, stipulating immu¬
nity for himself and his wife. The in¬
stant the necklace is delivered, however,
Fogarty, repudiating his agreement,
bids Chick "get your hat." Hewes, in¬
furiated, struggles with the detective,
but is overpowered. In the moment
of his victory, Fogarty sinks to the
floor, unconscious. Honest Molly has
"stuck him with the kid's hypo." She
persuades Chick to go with her to the
District Attorney, pausing, as they are
leaving the room, to murmur to the
prostrate "bull," in her sweet and art¬
less manner:

"Sweet dreams, you big dub!"
In the last act, the Deputy Commis¬

sioner, finding that Molly is about to
become a mother, sets her free, with
Chick and Charley. Thus we see again,
as we saw in "The Law of the Land,"
how the "bulls" love little children; and
death, which used to be the dramatist's
easy way out of a difficult situation, is
supplanted by birth.

From the conning tower of the box-
office, the great danger of "Kick In" is
that it is too real, too painful. One
hardly would counsel the subtraction
of verisimilitude, but it would seem
that the playwright yet might improve
the breeding and the social position of
his hero and heroine. There is no ex¬
cuse for Molly's characterization of
Fogarty as a "big dub;" there is no
need for her association, and Chick's,
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CHANNING POLLOCK'S REVIEW

with "rats," and with such persons as
Memphis Bessie, who has no place in
the story; there is no reason why Molly
should even know what is the matter
with her brother Charley. What hap¬
pens to the Hewes is the more effective,
more in the nature of Nemesis, if they
are thriving, and have lost touch with
their old friends, when Myrtle comes
out of the past to implore the assist¬
ance of the man who once was a "pal"
of Benny. ... To know just what
is wrong with a play, and how to rem¬
edy it, is not the province of dramatic
criticism. I apologize.

Mr. Mack's dialogue, the pert talk of
common people, frequently is witty
and generally is what vaudeville per¬
formers describe as "hoakum." Thus,
the comment of the Hewes' landlady,
Mrs. Halloran, that she likes to have
Memphis Bessie come over "once and
a while. It makes the hall smell so

good." And her wonder that a cabaret
singer should get "thirty dollars a week
for disturbin' people that are tryin' to
eat their dinners!" The characters are

all well drawn, and all capitally played
—Chick by John Barrymore, Molly by
Jane Grey, Myrtle by Josephine Victor,
and Mrs. Halloran by Annie Mack
Berlein. Mrs. Halloran's gum-chewing
daughter is acted to the life by Kathe-
rine Harris; Paul Everton contributes
a forceful portrait of Fogarty; and
Forrest Winant, who had similar roles
in "The Only Law" and "The Family
Cupboard," sketches a terrible picture
of the nail-biting, irresolute and panic-
stricken drug fiend, Charley.

"Kick In" is strong meat, but it's
good.

"A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS"

HOWEVER far removed the truth
may be from what A. Neil Lyons

calls "a pleasant, pale pink concept of
existence," there is no denying the joy
of contact with nice people, whether
one see them in the drawing-room or
on the stage. Half the charm of Cyril
'Harcourt's delicate yet brilliant com¬
edy, "A Pair of Silk Stockings," cur¬
rent at the Little Theater, is in the
culture and courtesy of its characters.

English humor is apt to be of finer
texture than American, and in this play
there are a hundred subtle surprises of
speech that afford sheer delight.

Mr. Harcourt's story is cleverly de¬
vised, and neat after the fashion of
well-fitting boots or a trim collar. Sam
Thornhill's wife Molly has divorced
him because of his supposed relations
with a blonde person. Sam, whose
intimacy with the blonde was a pretense
undertaken in a spirit of pique, at¬
tempts to explain, but lacks opportu¬
nity. Therefore, when Molly arrives
unexpectedly at Sir John and Lady
Gower's country-house, and is put to
bed in a room vacated for the night by
another guest, Captain Bagnal, who has
started for London, Sam hides himself
in her chamber and waits his chance.
Captain Bagnal, who has missed his
train, comes before the chance, and the
caged husband listens first to the woo¬

ing of the young officer and then to
Molly's declaration that she still loves
her husband. Appearing suddenly, he
is taken for a burglar, his head cov¬
ered, his limbs bound and himself
thrown into the bath-room. Then
Bagnal's fiancee raps on the door, and
her doubts become certainties when the
two young people fail to produce the
supposed burglar, who has made his
escape through an open window. The
next morning, when Molly's reputation
hangs upon the discovery of the thief,
Sam admits his intrusion, and proves it
by producing the pair of silk stockings
with which his legs were trussed up the
night before.

This capital trifle is capitally pre¬
sented by a company from across-sea,
whose principal member, Kenneth
Douglas, is a light comedian of the sort
that seems to abound in England. Mr.
Douglas is a younger Leslie Kenyon, a
finer G. P. Huntley, a younger and
finer Charles Hawtrey. We have no
one in this country who could duplicate
his whimsical, insinuatingly humorous,
tenderly sentimental performance of
Sam Tliornhill. M. Hamley-Clifford is
the cleverest of several clever and
charming young English girls in the
piece. The author himself plays a
small part. After seeing him act one
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San Carlo Grand Opera CompanyFORTUNE GALLO, Managing Director

Monday Evening, Oct. 18th, 1915
ti

AIDA"
Aida, a slave

A Grand Opera in Four Acts by Verdi
CAST OF CHARACTERS

11

Amneris, daughter of the King.Amonasro, King of Ethiopia . .

Radames, Ca tain of the Guard
Ramfis, High Priest
King of Egypt
A Messenger

. .. . Mary Kaestner

...Carolina Zawner
Giuseppe Battistini
.. . Manuel Salazar
...Pietro De Biasi

Natale Cervi
Luciano Rossini i

ER

Priests, Soldiers, Egyptians, Ethiopian Slaves and'PrisonersChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Hall in the Palace of the King of Memphis. Scene 2: The temple
ACT I—Scene 1

of Vulcan at Memphis.
City ^opThebes^06116 1 1 the APartments oi Amneris.

ACT III—Banks of the Nile.

crypfbeneath~SCene 1 = HaU ^ ^ Ki"g'S Palace' Scene 2: Temple of Vulcan with

L

Scene 2: Entrance to the

ARGUMENT.
She roves RTd^s, whflo'ves'hef ithe"S?tUdf rby the-E*yP«*»s-It is unrevealed, also in love with Radames The 1-itter ! i 8' of1^yPt> 1S» althoughresist the invading Ethiopians. He is vfcTorious choscn leader ot trooPs to
S'ie becomes furiou"S Among^he ^rfso'nerswhlcl\ fact slle lias suspected,though his rank is not known to tfe cantors The lw rr An\onas™> A^a's father,Amonasro and Aida. lie furthermore tn +t,L "if- ^Tat,es prisoners, savedaughter in marriage. unwilling Radames the hand of his

^ ^ehal^aS^ieai^tCs«ii^nl"lfows0theereuniontintdeath^ofgAida

Tuesday Evening, Oct. 19th, 1915
LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR"Opera in Four Acts by Donizetti

Henry Ashton of Lammennoor0"^ °F CHARACTE«S
Norman, follower of Henry Giuseppe AgostiniRaymond, a chaplain .... f ; Antonio Cet"Alice, an attendant

Natale CervLord Arthur Bucklaw
HomerFollowers of Henry, Villager's,' etc. Luciano Rossini

ACT T c - * i SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT IV—ACGrL1eyafd.LarEe Ha" Ashton's House.
I" TNI IKK most otner c<t». mere »»•«

Wednesday Matinee, Oct. 20th, 1915

"FAUST"
An Opera in Four Acts by Gounod.

CAST OF CHARACTERSMephistopheles
De BiasiMarguerite

Mary Kaestner
m fu Carolina ZawnerMartha

Haasefra"s* Alfredo GrazianiVflentine Giuseppe BattistiniWagner
Luigi DellemolleSoldiers, Villagers, Students, etc.Chev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

SYNOPSIS OF FAUST
ACT I—A German student named Faust, after a life of meditation, wearies at theemptiness of human knowledge. He invokes the Spirit of Evil, which appears to himin the Jorm of Mephistopheles. Through a supernatural power of the latter, Faust isTvr5*^- y°u^h, with all its passions and illusions, and is endowed with personal beautyMephistopheles, as in a vision, reveals to him the village maid, Marguerite, with whomthe student falls in love. He longs to meet her. His longing is soon gratified.

, AVT II—Marguerite, noted for her beauty and virtue, has been left by her brother,Valentine, under the care of Dame Martha, a worthy but none too vigilant personageThe maiden at first rejects the stranger's advances, but Faust, aided by Mephistopheles(anxious to destroy another human soul), urges his suit with such ardor that Marguerite'sresistance is overcome.
, „ACT —Valentine, upon returning from the wars, learns what has occurred. Hechallenges his sister's betrayer, but through the intervention of Mephistopheles, he isslam in the combat.

ACT IV—Marguerite, horror-stricken at the calamity, of which she is the originalcause, gives way to despair. Her reason is impaired, and in a paroxysm of frenzy shekills her infant. For this she is thrown in prison.ACT V—Faust, aided by Mephistopheles, attains access to her cell. They bothurge her to fly, but Marguerite spurns their aid, and seeks comfort in prayer and re¬pentance. Overcome by sorrow and remorse, with an earnest prayer for forgiveness, theunhappy girl expires. Mephistopheles triumphs at the catastrophe, but a chorus ofheavenly voices is heard, proclaiming a pardon for the repentant sinner. The Evil One,ioiled and overcome, crouches at the accents of Divine love and forgiveness, while thespirit of Marguerite is wafted upwards to eternal life.
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Wednesday Evening, Oct. 20th, 1915

"RIGOLETTO"
Grand Opera in Four Acts by Giuseppe Verdi

Duca di Mantua
Rieroletto
Gilda
Sparafucile
Maddalena
Contessa di Ceprano.
Juana

CAST OF CHARACTERS
.Emanuel Salazar

A. Modesti
Maria Fara

. . Pietro De Biasi
.. Stella Demette

...Anna Haase
.. . Natale Cervi

A Cetti
L. Rossini

Annette Chabot

-
.

. _ ,

STORY OF RIGOLETTO ~ ^

Hb^rAST, S^WucS?tedand iii'loife ^ the £«^rSs
for*th^duke!6 ^ ^^

?JlIhe?rS P'0!1, bre?k? in on them, and is stabbed to death by the assassin

Thursday Evening, Oct. 21st, 1915

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA
Opera in One Act. Music by Pietro Mascagni

CAST OF CHARACTERSf.a0?'uzza Mary KaestnerMama' Luci'a' ^Ann^"'6::::.v:-:-v-\-:.v:::.:::.v.v:.Aif^n^^
V4/ ; Giuseppe Battistini

C^T7TVTT7 A t» t., o yhor"s. of Villagers, Etc.SCENE—A Public Square in a Sicilian Village.
FOLLOWED BY

L'PAGLIACCI
Opera in Two Acts. Book and Music by R. Leoncavallo

CAST OF CHARACTERS-Nedda
Sophie CharleboisHarlequin

Luciano RossiniJ^an^° Giuseppe Agostinii.9n.10
Giuseppe Battistini

rV* " V i' ■' * V- ." : * V/ * " 'W- Luigi DellemolleChev. rulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

•£■£1 ^^~A Y,illa&e .Street, and the Arrival of tjie Mountebanks. Afternoon.ACT II—A Scene in the Traveling Theatre. Evening.
ARGUMENT—"CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA"

Turiddu, a young peasant, the son of Lucia, and Lola's accepted lover, is drafted asa soldier and has to join the Sicilian army. Ere departing to join his regiment he vowseternal love and affection. While absent Lola accepts the addresses of the village team¬ster, Alfio, and weds him.
Having served his term, Turiddu is discharged from the military service and returnshome much improved in bearing and manners by his military experience. Upon learningthat Lola is married, he courts Santuzza, and ultimately betrays her.Meeting Lola, the old love revives, and secret meetings take place during Alfio'sabsence from home in the pursuit of his business to villages in the neighborhood.On an Easter morning, Alfio learns of his wife's unfaithfulness; Santuzza, in a fit ofjealousy, informs him of the infamous relations of Turiddu and Lola.Alfio challenges Turiddu to mortal combat—Turiddu repents, but accepts the chal¬lenge and is killed.

ARGUMENT—"I'PAGLIACCI"
The story is laid in Calabria. During the prelude, Tonio explains the subject of theplay. The first act discloses villagers greeting the arrival of a troupe of strolling players.Canio, the chief of the troupe, invites the crowd to attend the evening performance, andthen goes off to the tavern.
Tonio, the clown, taking advantage of Conia's absence, declares his love for Canio'swife, Nedda. She repulses him, and he departs vowing revenge. Then comes Silvio, arich villager, and attempts to induce Nedda to leave her husband. Tonio espies the twoin conversation, and brings Canio, the husband. They arrive in time to hear Neddaagree to meet Silvio in the evening. Canio seeks to attack Silvio, but the latter succeedsin escaping without being recognized. Ordered to tell the name of her lover, Neddarefuses, and Canio is about to stab her when Beppe interferes, persuading Canio to calmhimself and prepare for the performance.
The second act witnesses the performance. This proves to be a burlesque of all thathas happened in Act I. During its progress Canio, as Pagliacci, enters just as Nedda,as Columbine, is helping Harlequin to run away, and hears her repeat the very wordsthat she used to Silvio when she bade him meet her that night. At this Conia loses allcontrol of himself, forgets his part, and furiously demands the name of her lover. Toput the audience off the scent, she laughs, and Canio, beside himself with rage, siezesthe knife on the table and stabs her to the heart. She calls to Silvio for help, but thelatter is attacked by Canio, who says, stupefied, The comedy is finished."

Don Jose ..

Escamillo .

Dancairo . .

Remendado
Zuniga . .. .

Morales .. .

Micaela . ..

Frasquita . .

Mercedes ..

Carmen . . ..

Friday Evening, Oct. 22nd, 1915

"CARMEN"
Opera in Four Acts by Bizet
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Chev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

....Emanuel Salazar
.Alessandro Modesti

Natale Cervi
.... Luciano Rossini
....Pietro De Biasi

L. Dellemolle
. .Sophie Charlebois

Annette Chabot
Anna Haase

. .. . Carolina Zawner

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—A public square, Seville.
ACT II—A tavern in the suburbs of Seville.ACT III—A wild and rocky pass in the mountains.ACT IV—A square in Seville; walls of the Bull Ring at the back.

STORY OF CARMEN
ACT I—Soldiers are waiting for g^ard to be changed. Micaela, a village girl, ap¬pears. She seeKS a brigadier (Don Jose), bearing a message from his mother. Theofficer on guard invites her to wait. She declines and departs. The relief guard andDon Jose come on. The square is crowded with young men. Don Jose is indifferent.Girls en^r, and young men inquire for Carmen, who asserts her desire for universaldominion oy flinging at* the silent Don Jose the flower she wears in her dress. Factory-bells ring; girls hasten to work. Don Jose's blood is aroused, but the arrival of Micaeia,with a letter and purse from his mother, calms him, and he resolves to stifle the suddenpassion Carmen has aroused in him, and devote himself, as his mother wishes, to Micaela.She has scarcely gone, and Don Jose is about to throw Carmen's flower away, when anoise is heard in the factory. The girls rush. Two of them have quarreled. One ofthem is wmtnded—her assailant is Carmen. Jose is ordered to take her into custody.She sings, and is flippant toward the officer, lie resolves on sending her to prison.Don Jose and two soldiers escort her, but at the foot of a bridge a sudden push fromCarmen throws Jose to the ground and she makes her escape.

ACT II—The second act displays an inn. Carmen is here with friends. They singand dance. Officers and soldiers are here also. The captain is fascinated bv Carmen.A new arrival, Escamillo, appears, the victorious bull fighter of Grenada. Soldiers andgypsies welcome him. He devotes himself to Carmen. 'Tis time to close the inn.Escamillo and soldiers depart, but two smugglers, having booty in view, seek Carmen'sassistance. She refuses to accompany them, saying she is waiting for her lover. Thesmugglers try to persuade Carmen to induce Jose to join their band. She agrees, andwhen the enamoured brigadier arrives Carmen tempts him to stay, in spite of the trumpetof recall. He refuses to become a deserter, and is about to quit her, when an officer forceshis way in :ind orders him out. Sabres are drawn. Carmen calls for aid. The gypsiesappear. Thr officer is made a prisoner, whilst gypsies, Carmen and Jose escape to themountains.
ACT III—The contrabandists ars busy. Jose is there with Carmen, whose love iswanning. He still adores her, though stun? by remorse for his mother. All are quittingthe haunt when Escamillo arrives. Hhe has toiled up the rocks in pursuit of Carmen,and, not knowing Jose, reveals his passion to him. A fight is about to take place, butCarmen anc the smugglers rush in and separate them. Jose upbraids Carmen. Thesudden appearance of Micaela compels him to leave. He hesitates, but duty prevails,and lie follows Micaela.

ACT IV—A bull fight is about to begin. Escamillo is there with the faithless Car¬men. He departs. Carmen's friends warn her that Jose is in search of her. She willnot conceal herself, and resolves to brave him. Jose tomes, and tries to rekindle theold love. Carmen will not listen. Maddened with her joy at the triumph of Escamillo,Jose stabs her, and Carmen falls dead as the victorious Escamillo enters.
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concoction. Experience is a low come¬
dian, who delivers himself of "gags"
about Plymouth Rock, and whole
scenes are devoted to proving beyond
the shadow of a doubt that Pride is
proud, Conceit conceited, and Frivolity
frivolous. The thread of the story
takes Youth along a kind of Pilgrim's
Progress, through the dangers and
temptations that degrade and vitiate,
until he is reclaimed by hearing of his
mother, and returns, somewhat the
worse for wear, to Hope and Love.

The principal part in this primer
play is perfectly played by Mr. Elliott,
who has all the buoyance of Douglas
Fairbanks, with a certain plaintiveness
and wistfulness to be found in no other
actor in America. A new-comer to

Broadway, Margot Williams, makes a
hit as Frailty, a street walker, it being
strangely and paradoxically true that
the best parts are the worse characters.
"Experience" is lavishly staged, though
sometimes with a curious blending of
the symbolic and the literal. Thus,
judging from the view, The Street of
Vacillation is in New Jersey.

Well—who knows?

"CHIN-CHIN"

IT would be a mistake to say of Fred
* Stone that he appears in an enter¬
tainment, called "Chin-Chin," at the
Globe. He is an entertainment, called
"Chin-Chin," and that in spite of a
book by Anne Caldwell and R. H.
Burnside, lyrics by Anne Caldwell and
James O'Dea, music by Ivan Caryll,
and a positive flood of actors, scenery,
costumes and choruses by Charles Dil¬
lingham.

As "The Lady of the Slipper," the
previous vehicle for Montgomery and
Stone, was a modern and rather un¬

imaginative version of "Cinderella," so
"Chin-Chin" is a modern and rather
unimaginative version of "Aladdin."
The requirements of Mr. Stone, how¬
ever, make it impossible to hold any
extravaganza tt) time or place, and the
present piece, beginning in a toy bazaar
in China, where the comedians are in¬
troduced as two wooden figures that

become animate, gives this inimitable
clown opportunity for a specialty with
a mechanical piano in England, for a
side-splitting "ventriloquist act," in
which the dummy emulates his master
by coming to life, and for an uproari¬
ously funny equestrian turn on a real
horse in a circus. In this turn, Mr.
Stone is suspended from a revolving
spar, and, whenever the horse canters
away, he is left dangling.

"Chin-Chin" is a great, big, wonder¬
ful show, to which everything but the
beauty is contributed by Mr. Stone.

"PAPA'S DARLING"

IN spite of some very whistlable num-* bers by the same Ivan Caryll who
composed "Chin-Chin" and "The Pink
Lady," some exceptionally good comic
acting by Frank Lalor and Fred Wal¬
ton, some gorgeous dresses and scenery
provided by Klaw and Erlanger, the
foundation of a naughty farce by
DAncourt and Vaucaire adapted by
Harry B. Smith, and the amazingly
ingenious and resourceful stage direc¬
tion of Julian Mitchell, there is a dis¬
tinctly unsatisfying quality in "Papa's
Darling," at the New Amsterdam.

It isn't that Dorothy Jardon doesn't
show enough of her back, because, as
usual, Dorothy Jardon shows all the
back with which nature endowed her.
The fault may lie in a superfluity of
plot, or of musical numbers, that ren¬
ders the story a little tiresome and con¬
fusing after we have laughed at the
first witty lines, and gathered that
Achille Petipas, professor of experi¬
mental moral psychology, has invented
a son as an excuse for going to Paris.
It may lie in a voluntary likeness to
"The Pink Lady," whose famous waltz
is duplicated in a pretty song, "Oh,
This Love," while the "Saskatchewan"
number is copied—and bettered—in
"By the Sparkling Moselle." What¬
ever the lack, one copies from "Papa's
Darling" pleased, but without enthusi¬
asm, and considerable enthusiasm
seems to be required to send people to
the box office in this Year of Our
Lord.
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San Carlo Grand Opera Company
FORTUNE GALLO, Managing Director

Monday Evening, Oct. 18th, 1915
tt

AIDA"
A Grand Opera in Four Acts by Verdi

CAST OF CHARACTERSAida, a slave
Mary KaestnerAmneris, daughter of the King

Carolina ZawnerAmonasro, King of Ethiopia
Giuseppe BattistiniRadames, Ca tain of the Guard

Manuel SalazarRamfis, High Priest
Pietro De BiasiKing of Egypt

Natale CerviA Messenger
Luciano RossiniPriests, Soldiers, Egyptians, Ethiopian Slaves and PrisonersChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

SYNOPSIS OF SCENESACT I—Scene 1 : Hall in the Palace of the King of Memphis. Scene 2: The temple! of Vulcan at Memphis.
ACT II—Scene 1: Hall in the Apartments of Amneris. Scene 2: Entrance to theCity of Thebes.
ACT III—Banks of the Nile.ACT IV—Scene 1 : Hall in the King's Palace. Scene 2: Temple of Vulcan withcrypt beneath.

ARGUMENT.ACT T—Aida, daughter of Ethiopia's king, is held in servitude by the Egyptians.
She loves Radames, who loves her. Amneris, daughter of the king of Egypt, is, although
it is unrevealed, also in love with Radames. The latter is chosen leader of troops to
resist the invading Ethiopians. He is victorious.ACT II—Amneris learns that Radames loves Aida, which fact she has suspected.
S'ie becomes furiou6 Among the prisoners of Radames is Amonasro, Aida's father,though his rank is not known to the captors. The king liberates all prisoners, save
Amonasro and Aida. He furthermore gives to the unwilling Radames the hand of his
daughter in marriage.

ACT ill—Radames, whose marriage with Amneris is about to take place, resolves
to flee with Aida and Amonasro, but is apprehended by the high priest, Ramfis, and
Amneris.

ACT IV—He is tried for treason and condemned to death, notwithstanding the
entreaties of Amneris in his behalf. The last scene shows the reunion in death of Aida
and the hero.

Tuesday Evening, Oct. 19th, 1915

"LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR"Opera in Four Acts by Donizetti
C.£ST OF CHARACTERSHenry Ashton of Lammermoor

A, ,Lucia, his sister
Alessandro ModestiEdgar of Ravens wood
/,••••• Maria FaraNorman, follower of Henry. Giuseppe AgostiniRaymond, a ch-plain Antonio CettiAlice, an attendant

Natale CerviLord Arthur Bucklaw . Alice HomerFollowers of Henry',' Villager.s etc'. I-uciano Rossini
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT II SSii .AAVV-D°0d S9cnJ- , Scene 2: A Garden of Lucia's Houseton's House R°°m m Ashton s House. Scene 2: Reception Room in Ash-
ACT IV-AGravUatd.^88 Ha" Asht°n'S HoUse'
F TNI IK. K most mner caia. ukic »»»u --- —

Wccir.esciay Matinee, Oct. 20th, 1915

"FAUST"
An Opera in Four Acts by Gounod.

CAST OF CHARACTERSMephistopheles
Pietro De BiasiMarguerite
Mary KaestnerSiebel

Carolina ZawnerMartha
Anna HaaseFaust

Alfredo GrazianiValentine
Giuseppe BattistiniWagner

Luigi DellemolleSoldiers, Villagers, Students, etc.Chev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF FAUST

ACT I—A German student named Faust, after a life of meditation, wearies at theemptiness of human knowledge. He invokes the Spirit of Evil, which appears to himin the form of Mephistopheles. Through a supernatural power of the latter, Faust isrestored to youth, with all its passions and illusions, and is endowed with personal beauty.Mephistopheles, as in a vision, reveals to him the village maid. Marguerite, with whomthe student falls in love. He longs to meet her. His longing is soon gratified.ACT II—Marguerite, noted for her beauty and virtue, has been left by her brother,Valentine, under the care of Dame Martha, a worthy but none too vigilant personage.The maiden at first rejects the stranger's advances, but Faust, aided by Mephistopheles(anxious to destroy another human soul), urges his suit with such ardor that Marguerite'sresistance is overcome.
ACT III—Valentine, upon returning from the wars, learns what has occurred. Hechallenges his sister's betrayer, but through the intervention of Mephistopheles, he isslain in the combat.
ACT IV—Marguerite, horror-stricken at the calamity, of which she is the originalcause, gives way to despair. Her reason is impaired, and in a paroxysm of frenzy shekills her infant. For this she is thrown in prison.ACT V—Faust, aided by Mephistopheles, attains access to her cell. They bothurge her to fly, but Marguerite spurns their aid, and seeks comfort in prayer and re¬pentance. Overcome by sorrow and remorse, with an earnest prayer for forgiveness, theunhappy girl expires. Mephistopheles triumphs at the catastrophe, but a chorus ofheavenly voices is heard, proclaiming a pardon for the repentant sinner. The Evil One,foiled and overcome, crouches at the accents of Divine love and forgiveness, while thespirit of Marguerite is wafted upwards to eternal life.
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Wednesday Evening, Oct. 20th, 1915

"RIGOLETTO"
Grand Opera in Four Acts by Giuseppe Verdi

CAST OF CHARACTERSDuca di Mantua
Rieroletto
Gilda
Sparafucile
Maddalena
Contessa di Ceprano
Juana

Montenerone
Conte di Ceprano
Borsa
A Page

Chorus of Knights, Ladies and Pages of the CourtChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I—The Duke's Apartments.
ACT II—Rigoletto's House.
ACT 111—Ante-chamber of the Ducal Palace.
ACT IV—A Deserted Spot on the Shores of River Mincio.

jbsi=j

.Emanuel Salazar
A. Modesti
Maria Fara

.. Pietro De Biasi
.. Stella Demette

... . Anna Haase
... Natale Cervi

A Cetti
L. Rossini

.Annette Chabot

STORY OF RIGOLETTORigoletto, the court jester of the Duke of Mantua, finds that the duke, a notedlibertine, is endeavoring to seduce his daughter. Rigoletto plots with Sparafucile, a
professional assassin, to slay the duke. Gilda, Rigoletto's daughter, discovering the plot,and in love with the duke, determines to warn him. She clothes herself in male attireand seeks the tavern where Sparafucile and his mistress, Maddalena, are lying in waitfor the duke.

Gilda overhears their plot, breaks in on them, and is stabbed to death by the assassin,who then takes her body, places it in a sack, and gives it to Rigoletto as the body ofthe duke. Rigoletto gloats over the supposed prize, but discovers the dreadful mistakewhen he hears the duke and Maddalena singing as they pass from the tavern. He opens
the sack and finds in it the body of his own daughter.

Thursday Evening, Oct. 21st, 1915

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA
Opera in One Act. Music by Pietro Mascagni

CAST OF CHARACTERSSantuzza
Lola
Mama Lucia
Turiddu
Alfio

Chorus of Villagers, Etc.SCENE—A Public Square in a Sicilian Village.
FOLLOWED BY

Mary Kaestner
Stella Demette

Anna Haase
Alfredo Graziani

Giuseppe Battistini

L'PAGLIACCl
Opera in Two Acts. Book and Music by R. Leoncavallo

.Sophie Charlebois

CAST OF CHARACTERS-Nedda
vimiicuoisHarlequin

Luciano RossiniCanio
Giuseppe AgostiniTonio

Giuseppe Battistini•Silvio
Luigi DellemolleChev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—A Village Street, and the Arrival of the Mountebanks. Afternoon.ACT II—A Scene in the Traveling Theatre. EVening.

ARGUMENT—"CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA"
Turiddu, a young peasant, the son of Lucia, and Lola's accepted lover, is drafted asa soldier and has to join the Sicilian army. Ere departing to join his regiment he vowseternal love and affection. While absent Lola accepts the addresses of the village team¬ster, Alfio, and weds him.
Having served his term, Turiddu is discharged from the military service and returnshome much improved in bearing and manners by his military experience. Upon learningthat Lola is married, he courts Santuzza, and ultimately betrays her.Meeting Lola, the old love revives, and secret meetings take place during Alfio'sabsence from home in the pursuit of his business to villages in the neighborhood.On an Easter morning, Alfio learns of his wife's unfaithfulness; Santuzza, in a fit ofjealousy, informs him of the infamous relations of Turiddu and Lola.Alfio challenges Turiddu to mortal combat—Turiddu repents, but accepts the chal¬lenge and is killed.

ARGUMENT—"I'PAGLIACCI"
The story is laid in Calabria. During the prelude, Tonio explains the subject of theplay. The first act discloses villagers greeting the arrival of a troupe of strolling players.Canio, the chief of the troupe, invites the crowd to attend the evening performance, andthen goes off to the tavern.

Tonio, the clown, taking advantage of Conia's absence, declares his love for Canio'swife, Nedda. She repulses him, and he departs vowing revenge. Then comes Silvio, arich villager, and attempts to induce Nedda to leave her husband. Tonio espies the twoin conversation, and brings Canio, the husband. They arrive in time to hear Neddaagree to meet Silvio in the evening. Canio seeks to attack Silvio, but the latter succeedsin escaping without being recognized. Ordered to tell the name of her lover, Neddarefuses, and Canio is about to stab her when Beppe interferes, persuading Canio to calmhimself and prepare for the performance.
The second act witnesses the performance. This proves to be a burlesque of all thathas happened in Act I. During its progress Canio, as Pagliacci, enters just as Nedda,as Columbine, is helping Harlequin to run away, and hears her repeat the very wordsthat she used to Silvio when she bade him meet her that night. At this Conia loses allcontrol of himself, forgets his part, and furiously demands the name of her lover. Toput the audience off the scent, she laughs, and Canio, beside himself with rage, siezesthe knife on the table and stabs her to the heart. She calls to Silvio for help, but thelatter is attacked by Canio, who says, stupefied, The comedy is finished."

Don Jose ..

Escamillo .

Dancairo . .

Remendado
Zuniga
Morales .. .

Micaela . ..

Frasquita . .

Mercedes ..

Carmen . . .,

Friday Evening, Oct. 22nd, 1915

"CARMEN"
Opera in Four Acts by Bizet
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Chev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

....Emanuel Salazar
.Alessandro Modesti

Natale Cervi
....Luciano Rossini
....Pietro De Biasi

L. Dellemolle
. .Sophie Charlebois

Annette Chabot
Anna Haase

. .. . Carolina Zawner

ACT II—The second act displays an inn. Carmen is here with friends. They singand dance. Officers and soldiers are here also. The captain is fascinated by Carmen.A new arrival, Escamillo, appears, the victorious bull fighter of Grenada. Soldiers andgypsies welcome him. He devotes himself to Carmen. 'Tis time to close the inn.Escamillo and soldiers depart, but two smugglers, having booty in view, seek Carmen'sassistance. She refuses to accompany them, saying she is waiting for her lover. Thesmugglers try to persuade Carmen to induce Jose to join their band. She agrees, andwhen the enamoured brigadier arrives Carmen tempts him to stay, in spite of the trumpetof recall. IJe refuses to become a deserter, and is about to quit her, when an officer forceshis way in .:nd orders him out. Sabres are drawn. Carmen calls for aid. The gypsies•appear. Th- officer is made a prisoner, whilst gypsies, Carmen and Jose escape to themountains.
ACT ill—The contrabandists ars busy. Jose is there with Carmen, whose love iswanning. He still adores her, though stung by remorse for his mother. All are quittingthe haunt wiien Escamillo arrives. Ilhe has toiled up the rocks in pursuit of Carmen,and, not knowing Jose, reveals his passion to him. A fight is about to take place, butCarmen anc the smugglers rush in and separate them. Jose upbraids Carmen. Thesudden appenrance of Micaela compels him to leave. He hesitates, but duty prevails,and he follows Micaela.

ACT IV—A bull fight is about to begin. Escamillo is there with the faithless Car¬
men. He departs. Carmen's friends warn her that Jose is in search of her. She willnot conceal herself, and resolves to brave him. Jose comes, and tries to rekindle theold love. Carmen will not listen. .Maddened with her joy at the triumph of Escamillo,Jose stabs her, and Carmen falls dead as the victorious Escamillo enters.

I,

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—A public square, Seville.
ACT II—A tavern in the suburbs of Seville.
ACT III—A wild and rocky pass in the mountains.ACT IV—A square in Seville; walls of the Bull Ring at the back.

STORY OF CARMEN
ACT I—Soldiers are waiting for g-'ard to be changed. Micaela, a village girl, ap¬pears. She seeKS a brigadier (Don Jose), bearing a message from his mother. Theofficer on guard invites her to wait. She declines and departs. The relief guard andDon Jose come on. The square is crowded with young men. Don Jose is indifferent.Girls en**r, and young men inquire for Carmen, who asserts her desire for universaldominion oy flinging at* the silent. Don Jose the flower she wears in her dress. Factorybells ring; girls hasten to work. Don Jose's blood is aroused, but the arrival of Micaeia.,with a letter and purse from his mother, calms him, and he resolves to stifle the suddenpassion Carmen has aroused in him, and devote himself, as his mother wishes, to Micaela.She has scarcely gone, and Don Jose is about to throw Carmen's flower away, when anoise is heard in the factory. The girls rush. Two of them have quarreled. One ofthem is wounded—her assailant is Caimen. Jose is ordered to take her into custody.She sings, and is flippant toward the officer. lie resolves on sending her to prison.Don Jo.se and two soldiers escort her, but at the foot of a bridge a sudden push fromCarmen tli'ows Jose to the ground and she makes her escape.
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Saturday Evening, Oct. 23rd, 1915
IL TROVATORE
Opera in Four Acts by Giuseppe Verdi

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Leonora
Inez
Manrico
Count Di
Azucena
Ruiz
Ferrando

.Mary Kaestner
Alice Homer

... Emanuel Salazar
. Alessandro Modesti

Carolina Zawner
.... I.uciano Rossini

Pietro I)e Biasi

Soldiers, Citizens, Etc.
Chev. Fulgenzio Guerrieri, Musical Director

ACT I—Scene 1: Interior of Castle. Scene 2: Garden.
ACT II—Scene 1: A Ruined House. Scene 2: Exterior of Church.
ACT III—A Camp. Scene 2: An Apartment.
ACT IV—Scene 1 : Exterior of Prison. Scene 2: Interior of Prison.

STORY OF IL TROVATORE
discovers Count Di Luna keeping watch under Leonora's window,j- j_ii~ ftnrv of Di Luna's history; how hisThe first scene discovers Count Di Luna Keeping

who is guarded by Ferrando. Ferrando tells the story of Di Luna's history
father burned an old witch, and how her daughter, Azucena, swore vengeance a
Di Luna's brother. In the second scene Leonora sighs forth her love for Manrico.
Di Luna enters, and she, thinking him Manrico, flies to him, but discovers her mistake.
Manrico enters and the two men are about to fight a duel, when Leonora interferes.

In Act II Azucena, the gypsy tells Manrico that she is not his mother, and that sheA/T^t-o tVipri this she will not tell him. A messenger tells*' vlien he flies to her.
Later

nd stole

did not Kill tile oiu OTHHl o - .
Manrico tnat Leonora believes him dead, and is aoout tu laivc mv. . ....

In Act III Di Luna attempts to abduct Leona, but she is saved by Manrico.
Di Luna, through treachery, captures Manrico, an ' ~ —
to marry the captor. Going to his prison cell, LeonoraLeonLor°anuUs ManrTco^that^he ' Ufree!
to marry tne captoi. »_ . _ —
but when he learns at what cost to her, he refuses to go. In despair Leonora poisons
herself, and Di Luna, rushing in, orders the execution of Manrico. Azucena enters, tell¬
ing him that he has slain his own brother, as Manrico was the stolen child.

FOR THE SAN CARLO GRAND OPERA COMPANY
FORTUNE GALLO, Managing Director
CHARLES R. BAKER, Advance Manager
CHEV. FULGENZIO GUERRIERI, Musical Director
GUIDO ALESSANDRI, Assistant Director
ARMANDO F. AGNINI, General Stage Director
BENJAMIN ALTIERI, Stage Manager
FRANK WITTEN, Master Mechanic
CHARLES STURBITTS, Master of Properties
FRANK McDONALD, Electrician
SILVIO PALMA, Librarian
MLLE. LUISA RICHELIEU, Wardrobe Mistressv buvi\G XCTTR TIRES FHOV

fSM'

BOSTON 0PERA--PAVL0WA COMPANY
BLACKSTONE THEATRE

FOUR EVENINGS TWO AFTERNOONS
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday Saturday and Sunday

April 27, 28, 29, 30 April 29 and 30
ANNA PAVLOWA

The World's Greatest Dancer, and Her Imperial Russian Ballet
Change of Program at Each Performance

Tenors:
Giovanni Zenatello

Riccardo Martin
Giuseppe Gaudenzi

Romeo Boscacci

Baritones and Basses:
Jose Mardones

Victor Maurel
(Especially Engaged)

Thomas Chalmers
Graham Marr

BOSTON GRAND-OPERA COMPANY
Sopranos:

Maggie Teyte
Tainaki Miura

Mabel Reigelman
Felice Lyne

Luisa Villani
Bianca Saroya

Olivet Marcel

Mezzos and Contraltos:
Maria Gay

Elvira Leveroni
Fely Clement

FRIDAY, OCT. 6th
San Carlo Grand Opera Company

CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA
Opera in One Act, Music by Pietro Mascagni

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Santuzza Mary Kaestner
Lola Stella Demette
Mama Lucia Anna Haase
Turiddu Salvatore Sciaretti
Alfio Davide Silva I

Chorus of Villagers, Etc.
SCENE—A Public Square in a Sicilian Village.

FOLLOWED BY

PPAGLIACCI
Opera in Two Acts. Book and Music by R. Leoncavallo

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Nedda Louise Darclee
Harlequin Luciano Rossini
Canio Emanuel Salazar
Tonio , , Giuseppe Battistim
Silvio Luigi Dellemolle

Chev. Carlo Peroni, Musical Director
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I—A Village Street, and the Arrival of the Mountebanks. Afternoon.
ACT II—A Scene in the Traveling Theatre. Evening.

ARGUMENT—"CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA"
Turiddu, a young peasant, the son of Lucia, and Lola's accepted lover, is

drafted as a soldier and has to join the Sicilian army. Ere departing to join
his regiment he vows eternal love and affection. While absent Lola accepts
the addresses of the village teamster, Alfio, and weds him.

Having served his term, Turiddu is discharged from the military service
and returns home much improved in bearing and manners by his military
experience. Upon learning that Lola is married, he courts Santuzza, and
ultimately betrays her.

Meeting Lola, the old love revives, and secret meetings take place during
Alfio's absence from home in.the pursuit of his business to villages in the
neighborhood.

On an Easter morning, Alfio learns of his wife's unfaithfulness; Santuzza,
in a fit of jealousy, informs him of the infamous relations of Turiddu
and Lola.

Alfio challenges Turiddu to mortal combat—Turiddu repents, but accepts
the challenge and is killed.

ARGUMENT—"I'PAGLIACCI"
The story is laid in Calabria. During the prelude, Tonio explains the

subject of the play. The first act discloses villagers greeting the arrival of
a troupe of strolling players. Canio, the chief of the troupe, invites the
crowd to attend the evening performance, and then goes off to the tavern.

Tonio, the clown, taking advantage of Canio's absence, declares his love
for Canio's wife, Nedda. She repulses him, and he departs vowing revenge.
Then comes Silvio, a rich villager, and tempts Nedda to leave her husband.
Tonio espies the two in conversation, and brings Canio, the husband. They
arrive in time to hear Nedda agree to meet Silvio in the evening. Canio
seeks to attack Silvio, but the latter succeeds in escaping without being
recognized. Ordered to tell the name of her lover, Nedda refuses, and
Canio is about to stab her when Beppe interferes, persuading Canio to calm
himself and prepare for the performance.

The second act witnesses the performance. This proves to be a burlesque
of all that has happened in Act I. During its progress Canio as Pagliacci
enters just as Nedda, as Columbine, is helping Harlequin to run away, and
hears her repeat the very words that she used to Silvio when she bade him
meet her that night. At this, Canio loses all control of himself, forgets his
part, and furiously demands the name of her lover. To put the audience of?
the scent, she laughs, and Canio, beside himself with rage, seizes the knife
on the table and stabs her to the heart. She calls to Silvio for help, but the
latter is attacked by Canio, who says, stupefied, "The comedy is finished."

General Conductor Roberto Moranzoni
NOTE.—Mr. Rabinoff submits Mr. Moranzoni for what he proved himself to be

in the October performances of the Pavlowa-Boston Company—the most gifted
conductor of Italian and French opera Chicago has had the good-fortune to know
in at least six years, or since previously to the organization of the Chicago Grand
Opera Company. Italy regarded the departure of Mr. Moranzoni as a loss to the
cause of Italian music. Italy laughs at the American pose of some of her subjects
who are installed here as musicians.

ARRANGEMENT OF OPERAS
Thursday, April 27th—"L'AMORE DEI TRE RE"—Properly sung and correctly

staged, as when first sung in Chicago by this
PAVLOWA AND BALLET RUSSE company—with Villani, Zenatello, Mardones,
in Divertissements: Requested pro- Chalmers, et al. Settings by Josef Urban,
gram!
Friday, April 28th—"LA BOHEME"— First time in Chicago by this company—with

Teyte, Reigelman, Mardones, Gaudenzi, Chal-
PAVLOWA AND BALLET RUSSE mers, et al.
(with Maria Gay) in the lovely
"Orpheo" Ballet I
Saturday Afternoon, April 29th—"MADAMA BUTTERFLY"—The great popular

success of the October engagement—with Miura,
PAVLOWA AND BALLET RUSSE Martin, Marr, Leveroni, Boscacci.
in a New Spanish Ballet, with music
by Massenet—First time in Chicago!
Saturday Evening, April 29th—"OTELLO"—Verdi's greatest opera, fittingly re¬

vived, after years of Chicago disuse, in the
ENTR'ACTE DIVERTISSEMENTS Shakespeare Tercentenary Week—with Zena-
by Pavlowa! tello as Otello, Maurel as Iago (his original

part), Teyte as Desdemona, Gay as Emilia.
Sunday Afternoon, April 30th—"I' PAGLIACCI"—First time in Chicago by this

company—with Zenatello, Lyne, Chalmers,
PAVLOWA AND BALLET RUSSE et al.
in Delibes' Great Ballet in Two Acts,
"Coppelia," to be given in its En¬
tirety! Pavlowa at her Greatest!
Sunday Evening, April 30th—SPECIAL PROGRAMME by all the stars of the Pav¬
lowa Boston company. Later announcement.

SCALE OF PRICES.
Box Seats . .$10.00 Gallery—141 Seats $2.50
Main Floor 5.00 Gallery—2d Division 2.00
Balcony—107 Seats 5.00 Gallery—3d Division 1.50
Balcony—235 Seats 3.00 Gallery—4th Division 1.00
Mail Orders may be sent Now: Will be filled in order of receipt. Diagrams of Blackstone

Theatre may be obtained at Box Office.
Box Office Sale of seats opens Monday, April 17, 1916.

Sunday Afternoon, April 30th-
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0MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY— MARCH 6, 7, 8WEDNESDAYMATINEE

The Manhattan English Grand Opera Company
Presenting Two Complete Productions

Direction, Deborah Byrne

Monday Night and Wednesday Night
Bizet's Masterpiece

"CARMEN"
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
Don Jose, Corporal of Dragoons Henri Barron
Escamillo, Toreador Alan Turner
Znniga, Captain of Dragoons Richard E. Parks
Morales, Officer Joseph Interante
Carmen, a gypsy girl Edith Cademartori
Micaela, a village maiden Claire Bell
Frasquita Ethel Peters
Mercedes Elsie Togdenburg
El Dancairo Joseph Interrante
El Remendado Homer Burress
A Guide James Campbell
Dragoons, Gypsies, Smugglers, Cigarette Girls, Street Boys, etc iCe

;j it.- • • ,! parties. They arr riot concer ned with n
oi • :•••• They ate out for what they can gain

—Mrs' F. H. Colbarn, San !' ranci':c

wna so uengnied with tne
the time flew that the next day ven-

ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT

Circus.

TV •

SCENES OF THE DRAMA
1.—A Public Square in Sevilla.
2.—Lillias Pastia's Tavern.
3.—A Wild Mountain Pass.
4.-—Public Square in Sevilla at the Entrance of th<

Sig. Giovanni Leotti, Conductor
Sig. Riecardo Nicesia, Chorus Master
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SATURDAY MATINEE, OCTOBER 28
Homperdinck's

"HANSEL UND GRETEL"
(la German)

Libretto by Adelheid Wette.

Between Acts 3 and 4, of both Productions, an interlude of theDanse Classique will be introduced by

"ORCHIDEE"
"The Symphonic Poem of Motion"

Hansel
Maggie TeyteGretel

Mabel RiegelmanFather
Martin AdkinsMother
Fely ClementWitch

Maria WinietskajaDewman
Dorothy FollisSandman

Maria NovaDirector, Alexander Smallens.

ACT I. In the House of Peter, the Father.
» ACT II. In the Forest, evening.ACT II. In the Forest, morning.

Followed by the Ballet.
BAL MASQUE.By Complete Ballet Russe Under Direction of Ivan Tarasoff.Conductor, Adolf Schmid.

SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 28TH, AT 8
Mascagni's

Tuesday Night and Wednesday Matinee
Gounod's Immortal Masterpiece

"FAUST"
CAST OF CHARACTERSMargarita

Eileen CastleSiebel
Edith CadematoriMartha

Claire BellFaust
Forrest LennonMephistopheles

Richard E. ParksValentine
Alan TurnerWagner

Guiseppe Interrante

In Italian
Libretto by Luigi Illiea.

II Cieco
: . . . Virgilio LazzariIris

Tamaki Miuraj Osaka
Riccardo MartinKyoto

Thomas ChalmersUna Guecha
Elvira LeveroniUn Cenciaiolo )

_

„Un Merciaiolo f Romeo
Conductor, Roberto Moranzoni. »

ACT I. Scene—The Home of Iris near the City.ACT II. Scene—Interior of a House in the Yoshiwara.ACT III. Scene—A Waste Space Outside the City.
Followed by Ballet from Borodine's

"PRINCE IGOR"
By Complete Ballet Russe.

Under Direction of Ivan Tarasoff.
Conductor, Adolph Schmid.

Stage Director, Armando F. Agnini. Chorus Master, Amedeo Barbieri.Steinway Piano Used Exclusively.
•

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT 1.—Dr. Faust's Study.

ACT 2.—The Kirmess.
ACT 3.—Margarita's Garden.

ACT 4.—A Public Square.
ACT 5.—Prison Scene.

Conductor of Orchestra, Signor G. Leotti.
Staged under the direction of Charles Trier.

EXECUTIVE STAFFElliott Foreman
Acting Manager pHarry W. Bell

Press Representative v;Henrietta Spaider Special Representative ij

Lyceum Theatre
Boston-National Grand Opera CompanyMAX RABINOFF, Managing Director.

FRIDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 27TH, AT 8
Gounod's

"FAUST"
in French

Libretto by Boite

Faust
, Riccardo MartinMephisto

Jose MardonesValentine
Auguste BoullliezWagner

Giorgio PulitiMarguerite
Maggie TeyteSiebel
Fely ClementMartha

Elvira Leveroni
Conductor, Fulgenzio Guerrieri

Prologue—The Studio of Faust.
ACT I.—The Fair.
ACT II.—Marguerite's Garden.
ACT III.—Scene 1: The Church. Scene 2: A Public Square.Epilogue—The Prison.

GEORGE MacFARLANE
in the Romantic Play of Old Scotland

"HEART O' TH' HEATHER



has been the one who profited most, for she selected IE■SPSSs the highest form of modern drama—the combination ^of comedy and emotionalism, and she has made good. "l-"

After such a run in New York it is always in-JrajsMteresting to watch the reception of a play when it •jSfirfflra starts on tour. I am sure the New York public will
be pleased to learn that Washington—the first stop— 1 -SKVKPs is just as enthusiastic as we were both over the playrjty I of " Outcast " and its star.

iwritten tfiem, i gave tne poor never would Have suspected my- ,-jold libretto into their keeping, self of having been the original*''What was the use! instigator of the crime." When everybody got through " 'It's him ! ' joyously ex- j1

adding and subtracting dia- claimed one dainty maiden upon ,logue and bits of business, and beholding her adored tin sol- ,

fixing the grammar ad lib, I dier. 4

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 28, 1916

Evenings at 8.15
Thursday and Saturday Matinee at 2.15

JOSEPH BROOKS

Presents

George A. Kingsbury
Maurice Greet

.T. Leonard Coleman
Tohn Brunton
.....c. Roife

wiliiam Ayres
Albert Singer

Walter Clifford

Business Manager.
Acting Manager. .

Musical Director. .

Technical Director
Stage Director. . .

Master Carpenter
Property Master. .
Electrician

Lyceum TheatreA Comedy Entitled

GLEN McaDONOUGH

White. N. Y.THE STEADY RISE IN "PROFIT MINE" STOCK IS SWEET MUSIC TO GUSTAVE MULLER,THE DELICATESSEN KEEPER, IN " THE BUBBLE." LOUIS MANN AS GUSTAVE,MATHILDA COTTRELLY AS HIS WIFE, AND LAURA WALKER AS THEIR
DAUGHTER, ROSIE.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In order of their appearance

Keightley.—This week's Mirror cover presents
a good likeness of Mr. Cyril Keightley, who has made
a strong impression on American audiences since his
arrival in this country in 1908, and is now one of the
features of " The Song of Songs," in which he records
a remarkable triumph. Mr. Keightley first attracted
attention in " The New Sin," at Wallack's; but long
before that he had achieved a distinguished position
on the English stage. He is a native of New South
Wales, and, though he studied for the bar, entered the
dramatic profession at an early age. He had the ad¬
vantage of years of acting with George Rignold, Mc-
Kee Rankin, and other noted players, and made his
London debut with Nance O'Neil in " Magda ; " joined
the Benson Players; appeared with Bourchier and
William Ashe, and toured with his own company in
standard plays; also appeared at Stratford-on-Avon
in " Cymbeline" and as Cassius in ''.Julius Caesar."
This is his third or fourth visit to America. In 1908
he appeared in " Love Watches; " in 1910 in " The
Little Damozel," and as leading man with Annie Rus¬
sell ; in 1912 he played in " The New Sin," and later
in " The Spy." On his last return to London he
played at the Strand in " The Chaperon." He is one
of the best actors on the American stage, and his
method is one that any young actor may study with
profit. He does more than act a part; he conveys it
across the footlights as something distinct and in¬
dividual.

Dick Lockhart
Lindsay
Sergeant Deans
Fergus McWheeble
Christie Mucklebacket
Geordie
A Maid
Tom Stewart
MacKenochie
The Piper
An Old Soldier
A Coach Driver
A Beggar
Mistress Caroline Musgrave
Janet Kirkaldy
Lady Murray
Sir John Murray
The Sheriff of Dunbar

EXECUTIVE STAFF
. . Acting Manager
Business Manager
... Stage Manager

Walter Collier. ..

Townsend Walsh
Walter F. Scott.
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CHICAGO

Week Beginning Sunday Evening,
November 21, 1915

Popular $1.00 Matinees Wednesday and Thursday
Regular Matinee Saturday

THE LATEST NEW YORK WINTER
GARDEN REVUE

THE PASSING SHOW
OF 1915

Entire Production Staged by J. C. HUFFMAN
Dialogue and Lyrics by Harold Atteridge.

Music by Leo Edwards,
W. F. Peters, and J. Leubrie Hill.
Dances arranged by Jack Mason.

Ballets by Theodor Kosloff.
Orchestra under the direction of

Samuel Lehman. Krm da "
Kiexlonfli
Kg dry anfgr ••

i on req

dor t
JiCWl'

The Cast.

MARILYNN MILLER

HELEN ELEY

EDMUND GOULDING

FIRST LOVE...
EVERYWOMAN
YOUTH

John Kedhbai>

D. C. CURRY i
CARO MILLER £

F. B. WELLS . <rj
SAMUEL LEHMAN faA
.HARRY MILLERNhLV/:

MANAGER
ASSISTANT MANAGER
STAGE MANAGER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT STAGE MGR

DIXIE GIRARD
. . . .LYDA CARLISLE
.MARGARET VVARDE

JOHN MILLER
JAMES MACK

..JOHN T. MURRAY
. .DAPHNE POLLARD
...EUGENE HOWARD

.. .WILLIE HOWARD
.. .GEORGE MONROE

ERNEST HARE
CLARENCE HARVEY

MARIE FLOOD
RUTH COOPER
VIVIAN GRANT
MARIE FLOOD
ERNEST HARE

. . . .ALEXIS KOSLOFF
SAM IIEARN

MME. BALDINA
. MARILYNN MILLER
....WILLIE HOWARD
.. EUGENE HOWARD

SAM HF.ARN
VERA HAWLEY

. MARGARET WARDE
DIXIE GIRARD
MARIE FLOOD

..MARGARET WARDE
ELSIE DURA NT

LYDA CARLISLE
. . GEORGE MONROE
.CLARENCE HARVEY
...JOHN T. MURRAY
...WILLIE HOWARD

ARTHUR HILL

White. N. Y

After a long absence Louis Mann
returns to Broadway in a richlyhumorous characterization of Gus-
tave Muller, the lovable old deli¬
catessen keeper in "The Bubble"

i//?c -^/r&/nz%e»easi?

American Music Hall
CHICAGO
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JANUARY 24, 19 15
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the bubble
A Comedy in Three Acts

By Edward Locke.

Staged by Robert Milton.
ROBERT WARWICK.

ierhard Sisters Photo Co.. St. Louis.
Laura Walker, who makes of Rosie Muller
in "The Bubble" a resourceful and self-
reliant girl. Though her sweetheart does
not find at first favor with her father,she effects a welcome alliance in the end.

GUSTAVE MULLER MR. MANN

EMILIA MULLER, his wife
MME. MATHILDE COTTRELLY

WAXDRON.—JNo young leading man on Broadway
has won his way steadily to greater respect and
esteem than Mr. Charles Waldron, now doing much
of his best work in " Daddy Long-Legs." Many play¬
goers have a pleasant remembrance of him as the
young hero in " The Warrens of Virginia." and in
the leading role in " The Fourth Estate," at Wallack's,
two of the first plays to bring him to the attention of
New Yorkers. Mr. Waldron is not only an admirable
actor, but has many charming traits and personal
characteristics. He is not a notoriety-seeker, and is
never in evidence except in his professional capacity.
As a result his name stands for something, and when
it appears on a programme the regular playgoer has
a sense of assurance that is almost as good as a

guaranty.

ACT II—Same. Afternoon a few weeks later

ACT III—Same. Ten minutes later.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. MANN

Manager
Business Manager

W. G. Tisdale

J. R. Durham.

gyir< of the four p
aged and t Li

■>r so strong an imp
White.

MR. CHARLES D. WALDRON,
Popular Leading Man with " Daddy Long-Legs."



To make Shaw more popular with the American public and him¬
self less popular with Shaw seems to have been the result of
Arnold Daly's revival of "You* Never Can Tell." As Dr.
Valentine, the five-shilling dentist, Mr. Daly plays with his

accustomed skill.

"YOU NEVER CAN TELL"
Comedy in Four Acts by George Bernard

Shaw. Revived by the Garrick Produc¬
ing Company at the Garrick Theater,
April 5.

Dr. Valentine Arnold Daly
Fergus Crampton Edwin Arden
William Georjre GiddensJ
Walter Bohun Montagu Love]
Finch MoComas Stanley Darkn
Mrs. Clandon Anne Sutherland;
Gloria Clandon Doris Mitchell'
Dolly Clandon Mabel FrenyeaH
Philip Clandon Charles Laite
Parlor Maid Gwladys Morris

In spite of vague rumors which had
floated out of darkest London that Mr
Shaw would mete out severe punishment
upon his friend and enemy, Arnold Daly,
should he attempt a presentation of hi>
nierrv comedy, " You Never Can Tell." the
evening of the revival passed off without
any marked sign of hostilities. To be sure,
there was some sharp skirmishing on Mr.
Daly's part, in a rapid-fire curtain speech
in which he quoted George Moore's char¬
acterization of Shaw as a boarding house
comedian, and referred to the arch-satirist
as one who hadn't an enemy in the world,
though none of his friends liked him.

Though ten years have elansed since Mr.
Daly produced the play, and it is fifteen
years since it was written, it remains as
fresh, as sparkling as if it were written
yesterday. The author's satirization of the
advanced woman is even more pertinent
to-day than a decade ago. probably because
the type has become more familiar to us.
The clashes of odd characters seem just as
whimsical as when they were created, the
situations just as ingenious and amusing,
the dialogue just as scintillating.

In his old role of the five-shilling den¬
tist who made new fashioned love to suit
the notions of a new fashioned girl. Mr.
Daly played with his accustomed skill.
There is no actor on the American stage
who can better express the subtleties and
nuances of high comedy. It was a sheer
delight to watch the grace and noise with
which he parried and counter-attacked the
brilliant thrusts of his adversaries.

Most of Mr. Dalv's associates played
with true Shavian spirit, acting their in¬
sincere roles with sincerity. As the philo- .
soohic old waiter—one of the finest char¬
acters of modern dramatic literature., i

'•oorge Giddens won a personal triumph.
He made this genius of tact and diplomacy,
with his delightfully uiictuous V Thank you
kindly, sir," as human as he, was inter- \
esting. It is difficult t<> conceive of an
improvement upon his performance—even |
Dy tnat peer or Waiters, John Findlay.

Doris Mitchell acted the part of the ad¬
vanced young woman with the necessary
touch of aloofness and artificiality. Mon¬
tagu Love was impressive as the lawyer.
Fobun. Ann Sutherland kept well within
the farcical mood as the modern mother,
playing reservedly and with a keen sense
of humor. Edwin Arden acted old Cramp-
ton with ruggedness and- sincerity. Stan¬
ley Dark was admirable as Finch, and
Charles Laite and Mabel Frenyear acted
creditably the roles of the younger children.

Band8. N. Y.
EVELYN VARDEN,

t thp Somerville, Mass., Stock Company.Leading Woman of the Somerviue,
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George Giddens makes of William, the philosophic waiter in "You Never
Can Tell," one of the richest characterizations of the year

"THE BUBBLE"
By Edward Locke

CAST
Gustave Midler MrEmilia Midler, his wife

Mathilde CottrellyRose Midler, their daughter
Laura WalkerRichard Graham Harrison FordJoseph Mahlen Henry Mortimer

Chicago's

THINGS have gone very well with
Gustave Muller, owner of a delica¬

tessen store, in his twenty-five years'
absence from the Fatherland. He andhis wife have saved twenty thousanddollars against their old age.The only fly in Muller's ointment isthe love of Rose, their daughter, for a
newspaper man. But the mother is .onRose's side; the father may bluster, butRose is sure he will be won over.

Into their simple lives comes Richard
Graham, to worm his way into the oldnan's confidence. He soon ascertainshe amount of Muller's savings and

irranges to invest them for him in aline which he (Graham) owns. At
le prospect of the unbelievable wealth
iat Graham dangles before him, poorId Muller completely loses his head,he warnings of Joe, Rose's sweet-

are angrily rejected; the hard-
hea lied savings of twenty-five years ofeaniare entrusted to Graham.
toUfi the second act, the bubble that1 Viarn has blown before the dazzledGrfftnan has reached the iridescentoWlf! Muller has already rented anstalement with nine rooms and three
ap'lii, and is negotiating for an auto-
batuile. His more level-headed wife's
mo cjtion that they have not yet seen inr>bj [hard cash any of this wonderful

ilqfc, he scornfully puts aside—
fessen money you see, yes, but's money, no."itas been keeping his eye onily m, whom he has suspected all! and finally discovers that he is
o prick the bubble and get away'd Muller's money. He and Rose

■e and, by hoodwinking the old
ucceed in saving his capital.
:ourse this paves the way forand Rose.
oduced by Messrs. Shubert.)
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"THE CLEVER ONES"

By Alfred Sutro
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THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT(EAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED-IN UESS THAN THREE MINUTES.LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THJflDANGERS OF PANIC, WAI.K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.
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THIRD WEEK
GARRICK PRODUCING CO., (Inc.), Offers

Arnold DALY
IN BERNARD SHAW'S MERRIEST COMEDY,

YOU NEVER CAN TELL
Cast.DR. VALENTINE

FERGUS CRAMPTON
WILLIAM
WALTER BOHUN
FINCH McCOMAS
MRS. CLANDON
GLORIA CLANDON, elder daughter of Mrs. Clandon,

DORIS MITCHELLDOLLY CLANDON, younger daughter of Mrs. Clandon,
RETA BOLAND

ARNOLD DALY
EDWIN ARDEN

. GEORGE GIDDENS
. .. MONTAGU LOVE '
. . . STANLEY DARK j*ANNE SUTHERLAND S

PHILIP CLANDON, twin brother of Dolly.PARLOR MAID
—

-.1 r .1 BP —2 IAMI

ACT I.

. . . CHARLES LAITE
GWLADYS MORRIS

CAST

Wilfrid Callender Charles Hopkins
Peter Marrable Edward Emery
David Effick Russ Whytal
Hannibal Pipkin Charles Hampden
Harrold Marrable Herbert Yost
Thomson Charles Dodsworth
Brown John Rogers
Martin Charles Coghlan
James Noel Leslie
Rose Effick Mrs. Hopkins
Doris Marrable Beatrice Prentice
Mrs. Marrable (Irene).. .Annie Hughes
Athene Settle Louise Closser Hale
Mrs. Small

DR. VALENTINE'S OPERATING ROOM. MORNING.
ACT n.

TERRACE OF THE MARINE HOTEL. LUNCHEON.
ACT m.

. .Vera Pole

THE CLANDON'S SITTING ROOM IN THE HOTEL. FIVE O'CLOCK.
ACT IV.

THE SAME ROOM. NINE O'CLOCK, THE SAME EVENING.

Play Staged by Mr. Daly.
Miss Mitchell's gowns by Marcus.Miss Sutherland's hats and gowns by Fredericks.

Scenery by H. A. Vincent.3rd Act Setting designed and executed by Herts Brothers Company.Mr. Daly and Mr. Arden appearing by courtesy ofLeo and T. D. Wharton, and Pathe Freres.ETER MARRABLE is a suc¬
cessful business man and EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR GARRICK PRODUCING CO., INC.

tVOOiut
. .

rnntent with his limited "lag®r

Jos. L. Plunkett

quite content mui ^ , ,ess Representative
Lyon Mearson

His wlte ana sis- isistant Stage Director
Charles Laite

age Manager

Leroy Baker
isical Director

Henry Klein

mental attainments
ter-in-law, however, are literary pos-ii-ia YI j ^ . _ . 7

ers, and under their guidance his two
children have been reared with false
and shallow ideas and ideals of life.
A veneer of learning has made them
intolerant and supercilious. The boy,
Harrold, imagines himself to be a
budding literary genius; and the girl,
Doris, has gone in for socialism.

Wilfrid Callender—also the son of
a wealthy man, but thoroughly appre¬
ciative of all that his father's labors
have brought him—has met Doris at a
tea. He is smarting under an imagined
rebuff from Rose Effick, the thoroughly
sane and really clever daughter of a
lovable and gentle but out-and-out So¬
cialist. His wounded vanity finds balm
in Doris' apparent liking of him, and
he imagines himself to be in love with
her. He has been warned, however,
f her socialistic vagaries and, to win

Knabe Piano Used Exclusively.
■-

' >i
•iV - -

. J

her, pretends to be a rabid anarchishimself. He tells her he is an artisan,making five pounds a week, which isquite enough for anyone to live on. \Doris is completely captivated, believesthat she has found her soul-mate andlooks forward to a life of privationwith him most rapturously.Poor Mr. Marrable does not accepthis proposed son-in-law with equanim¬ity. But Callender finally persuadesDoris to leave him alone with herfather. When he divulges his duplic¬ity, he of course gains Mr. Marrable'sconsent and cooperation.In the second act, Callender hasasked the Marrables to his rooms totea. His own home being a mansion inMayfair, he -has borrowed the sitting-room of David Effick for the occasion.David Effick is the socialistic father ofRose. His rooms—very charming inthemselves—are in Bethnal GreenRoad. It is a neighborhood unknownto the Marrable women, and the roomsare only reached by climbing manyflights of rickety and none too clean| stairs. Rose, who loves Callender, seesthrough Doris' foolish pose at once, anddecides to disillusion him.
She gets not only the girl, but hermother and her aunt, deep into social¬istic work. She persuades them to hold

protest meetings in their home, andshows Doris a thing or two that makesher realize that the comforts suppliedby her father are not so completely tobe scorned as she had imagined. Atfirst the women feel important and ex¬
cited at being thus thrust into so impor¬tant a field, but the falling-away oftheir friends, and the lack of apprecia¬
tion of the class they are endeavoringto uplift, soon cures them of any lean¬ing they had in that direction.Doris finally grows weary of Calen¬der's vehemence and he of hers. Sheturns back with the utmost relief to theman whom she had been wont to con¬sider mentally beneath her, and Callen¬der is only too glad to be reinstated inRose's merry, sane little heart.(Produced by Punch & Judy Theater

Company.)
p.. j sona; -- vice ar4 ' '

in an old room in a tower. His servanttells him that the room is haunted andan old monk further excites his imag-( ination by hinting at the tragedy in thelife of the monastery's founder. Hedoes not tell the knight the story—merely vaguely refers to its moral,which goes to prove that all earthly joy2 is illusive. The voices of the monks* chanting the mass lull the knight into^troubled sleep.JT
i

u

i

\
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"ELGA"
By Gerhart Hauptmann

CASTA Knight Clifford DevereuxA Servant Leonard YoungA Monk
John BlairCount Starschcnski John BlairMarina, his mother Caroline CaffinThe Nurse Celia RandolphElga Hedwig ReicherGrischka, Elga's brother. .Roland YoungDimitri, Elga's brother.. .Arvid PaulsonThe Steward Kraft WaltenDortka

Mirzah CheslirOginski John S. O'Brien

Pr<j$

Motd 2

KNIGHT stops overnight in amonastery in Poland. He is lodged3T3
ms service

with gret

In his dream the tragedy of thefounder of the monastery, Count Star¬schenski, is reenacted. The first sceneof his dream depicts the happiness ofthe Count. He adores his wife and theirlittle daughter. Formerly of a moroseand unhappy disposition, he cannotcease to marvel at the joy that love hasbrought him. His wife Elga is a wild,passionate creature, of noble birth, but,owing to her father's political intrigu¬ing, reduced to beggary at the time oftheir meeting. Her brothers are usingthe Count, who is loyal to the King, fortheir own ends. Elga warns her hus¬band, but his love for her is too greatfor him to deny anything to anyoneconnected with her. His old stewardalso warns him that a secret messengercomes constantly to the castle.The second scene of the dream showsElga's deception of her husband. Thesecret messenger is her lover. She hasturned traitor to her brothers only tomake her husband's trust in her deeper.She has deceived him from the begin¬ning. Even the child whom the Countloves so dearly is not his own. The oldsteward tracks the lover to Elga's room,but he escapes, and the blame is placedon the serving girl of the Countess.
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George Giddens makes of William, the philosophic waiter in "You Never
Can Tell," one of the richest characterizations of the year

Comedy in Four Acts by George Bernard II
Shaw. Revived by the Garrick T»ro(Hic-
ing Company at the Garrick Theater,
April 5.

Dr. Valentine Arnold Daly i
Fergus Crainpton Edwin Ardent
William Georjre Giddens/

| Walter Bohnn Montaeru LovolFinch MeGomas Stanley Darkff
Mrs. Clandon Anne Sntherlan<|\\
Gloria Clandon Doris Mitchell'

EC Dolly Clandon Mabel FrenyeaN
kS Philip Clandon Charles Laite
ijjfe Parlor Maid Gwladys Morris

In spite of vague rumors which had
, floated out of darkest London that Mr.

Shaw would mete out severe punishment
i upon his friend and enemy, Arnold Daly,

,' should he attempt a presentation of his \
'

merrv comedy, " You Never Can Tell." the
''m evening of the revival passed off without
(\ , any marked sign of hostilities. To be sure.

. there was some sharp skirmishing on Mr.
j Daly's part, in a rapid-fire curtain speech

1 | in which he quoted George Moore's char-
.. ! acterization of Shaw as a boarding house

1 | comedian, and referred to the arch-satirist
, i as one who hadn't an enemy in the world.

though none of his friends liked him.
Olj Though ten years have elapsed since Mr.

• I)alv produced the play, and it is fifteen
i years since it was written, it remains as

. 1 fresh, as sparkling as if it were written
i yesterday. The author's satirization of the RS

advanced woman is even more pertinent HHfi
to-day than a decade ago. probablv because
the type has become more familiar to us.
The clashes of odd characters seem just as
whimsical as when they were created, the K6H
situations just as ingenious and amusing,
the dialogue just as scintillating.

In bis old role of tin4 five-shilling den- jnllHl
tist who made new fashioned love to suit BMW

; the notions of a new fashioned girl, Mr.
jv Daly played with his accustomed skill. S8HB

t There is no actor on the American stage m
who can better express the subtleties and bHMh

»L nuances of high comedy. It was a sheer
t delight to watch the grace and poise with

which he parried and counter-attacked the HKu
brilliant thrusts of his adversaries.

Most of Mr. Dalv's associates nlaywl eBBbb
with true Shavian spirit, acting their i'i- E9n|
sincere roles with sincerity. As the philo- H
sonhic old waiter—one of the finest char- I
"Cters of modern dramatic literature,, ||Eh$
'• eorge Giddens won a personal triumnh.
lie made this genius of tact and diplomacy,

. with his delightfullv uiictuous "Thank you

kindly, sir." as human as he was inter- IF
I esting. It is difficult to conceive of an 8;

improvement upon his performance—even |;1
I i ny mat peer or waiters, John Findlay. UV'

Doris Mitchell acted the part of the ad- WW
vanced young woman with the necessary
touch of aloofness and artificiality. Mon-
tagu Love was impressive as the lawyer. ^

HV Pohun. Ann Sutherland kept well within |
the farcical mood as the modern mother,
plaving reservedly and with a keen sense
of humor. Edwin Arden acted old Cramp-
ton with ruggedness and. sincerity. Stan-
ley Dark was admirable as Finch, and
Charles Laite and Mabel Frenyear acted a
creditably the roles of the younger children.

MISS ELLALINE TERRISS HAS BEEN PLAYING THE HEROINE IN THE ENGLISH PRODUCTION Op
GEORGE M. COHAN'S PLAY, " BROADWAY JONES." HER HUSBAND, SEYMOUR HICKS,

PLAYS COHAN S OLD PART, AND HAS SCORED A SUCCESS
Win Jams. A i nice Angeles. Est'ser Tittell

"YOU NEVER CAN TELL"

"THE BUBBLE"
By Edward Locke

CAST
Gustave Muller Mr. MannEmilia Muller, his wife

Mathilde CottrellyRose Muller, their daughter
Laura WalkerRichard Graham Harrison FordJoseph Mahlen Henry Mortimer

HTHINGS have gone very well with
■ Gustave Muller, owner of a delica¬

tessen store, in his twenty-five years'
absence from the Fatherland. He andhis wife have saved twenty thousanddollars against their old age.The only fly in Muller's ointment isthe love of Rose, their daughter, for a
newspaper man. But the mother is onRose's side; the father may bluster, butRose is sure he will be won over.

Into their simple lives comes Richard
Graham, to worm his way into the oldnan's confidence. He soon ascertainshe amount of Muller's savings and
;rranges to invest them for him in a

(nine which he (Graham) owns. Atle prospect of the unbelievable wealth
iat Graham dangles before him, poorId Muller completely loses his head,
•'he warnings of Joe, Rose's sweet-

are angrily rejected; the hard-
ed savings of twenty-five years of
^re entrusted to Graham,
ij the second act, the bubble that
kiam has blown before the dazzled'

nan has reached the iridescent
Muller has already rented an ,

ment with nine rooms and three
lis, and is negotiating for an auto-ii|e. His more level-headed wife's ,cition that they have not yet seen inn\Ml, ihard cash any of this wonderful■Mlto, he scornfully puts aside—

i atessen money you see, yes, but
w's money, no."

fc>£<^ias been keeping his eye onily m, whom he has suspected all
ni | and finally discovers that he is

.
1 iv io prick the bubble and get awayI df jd Muller's money. He and Rose

e and, by hoodwinking the oldjucceed in saving his capital,
ourse this paves the way forand Rose.

loduced by Messrs. Shubert.)
I

"THE CLEVER ONES"

By Alfred Sutro

CAST

Wilfrid Callender Charles Hopkins
Peter Marrable Edward Emery
David Effick Russ Whytal
Hannibal Pipkin Charles Hampden
Harrold Marrable Herbert Yost
Thomson Charles Dodsworth
Brown • • -John Rogers
Martin Charles Coghlan
lames Noel Leslie
Rose EM Mrs. Hopkins
Doris Marrable Beatrice Prentice
Mrs. Marrable (Irene)...Annie Hughes
Athene Settle Louise Closser Ha e
Mrs. Small Vera Pole
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THIRD AVEEK
"

GARRICK PRODUCING CO., (Inc.), Offers

Arnold DALY
IN BERNARD SHAW'S MERRIEST COMEDY,

YOU NEVER CAN TELL
Cast.DR. VALENTINE

ARNOLD DALYFERGUS CRAMPTON
EDWIN ARDENWILLIAM

GEORGE GIDDENSWALTER BOHUN
MONTAGU LOVEFINCH McCOMAS
STANLEY DARKMRS. CLANDON

ANNE SUTHERLANDGLORIA CLANDON, elder daughter of Mrs. Clandon,
DORIS MITCHELLDOLLY CLANDON, younger daughter of Mrs. Clandon,

RETA BOLANDPHILIP CLANDON, twin brother of Dolly CHARLES LAITEPARLOR MAID
GWLADYS MORRIS •

DR. VALENTINE'S

TERRACE

ACT I.

OPERATING
ACT n.

HOTEL.

ROOM. MORNING.

OF THE MARINE

ACT III.
LUNCHEON.

THE CLANDON'S SITTING ROOM IN THE HOTEL.
ACT IV.

THE SAME ROOM.

FIVE O'CLOCK.

NINE O'CLOCK, THE SAME EVENING.

Play Staged by Mr. Daly.
Miss eowns by Marcus.ands hats and gowns by Fredericks.

ETER MARRABLE is a suc¬

cessful business man and
_!l quite content with his limited

mental attainments. His wife and sis¬
ter-in-law, however, are literary pos¬
ers, and under their guidance his two
children have been reared with false
and shallow ideas and ideals of life.
A veneer of learning has made them
intolerant and supercilious. The boy,
Harrold, imagines himself to be a
budding literary genius; and the girl,
Doris, has gone in for socialism.

Wilfrid Callender—also the son of
a wealthy man, but thoroughly appre¬
ciative of all that his father's labors
have brought him—has met Doris at a
tea. He is smarting under an imagined
rebuff from Rose Effick, the thoroughly
sane and really clever daughter of a
lovable and gentle but out-and-out So¬
cialist. His wounded vanity finds balm
in Doris' apparent liking of him, and
he imagines himself to be in love with
her. He has been warned, however,
f her socialistic vagaries and, to win

Scenery by H. A. Vincent.3rd Act Setting designed and executed by Herts Brothers Company.Mr. Daly and Mr. Arden appearing by courtesy ofLeo and T. D. Wharton, and Pathe Freres.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR GARRICK PRODUCING CO., INC.mager

Jos. L. Plunkett
ess Representative

Lyon Mearson
isistant Stage Director

Charles Laite
age Manager

Leroy Baker
jsical Director

Henry Klein
Knabe Piano Used Exclusively.

"ELGA"
By Gerhart Hauptmann

CASTA Knight Clifford DevereuxA Servant Leonard YoungA Monk
John BlairCount Starschcnski John BlairMarina, his mother Caroline CaffinThe Nurse Celia RandolphElga

Hedwig ReicherGrischka, Elga's brother. .Roland YoungDimitri, Elga's brother.. .Arvid PaulsonThe Steward Kraft WaltenDortka Mirzah CheslirOginski John S. O'Brienr%
r

.
A KNIGHT stops overnight in aC7 monastery in Poland. He is lodged

BR

Pre
$!

Mote
his service

with gre

her, pretends to be a rabid anarchfshimself. He tells her he is an artisan,making five pounds a week, which isquite enough for anyone to live on.Doris is completely captivated, believesthat she has found her soul-mate andlooks forward to a life of privationwith him most rapturously.Poor Mr. Marrable does not accepthis proposed son-in-law with equanim¬ity. But Callender finally persuadesDoris to leave him alone with herfather. When he divulges his duplic¬ity, he of course gains Mr. Marrable'sconsent and cooperation.
In the second act, Callender hasasked the Marrables to his rooms totea. His own home being a mansion inMayfair, he ^ias borrowed the sitting-room of David Effick for the occasion.David Effick is the socialistic father ofRose. His rooms—very charming inthemselves—are in Bethnal GreenRoad. It is a neighborhood unknownto the Marrable women, and the roomsare only reached by climbing manyflights of rickety and none too cleanstairs. Rose, who loves Callender, seesthrough Doris' foolish pose at once, anddecides to disillusion him.

She gets not only the girl, but hermother and her aunt, deep into social¬istic work. She persuades them to hold
protest meetings in their home, andshows Doris a thing or two that makesher realize that the comforts suppliedby her father are not so completely tobe scorned as she had imagined. Atfirst the women feel important and ex¬cited at being thus thrust into so impor¬tant a field, but the falling-away oftheir friends, and the lack of apprecia-
tion of the class they are endeavoringto uplift, soon cures them of any lean¬ing they had in that direction.Doris finally grows weary of Calen¬der's vehemence and he of hers. Sheturns back with the utmost relief to theman whom she had been wont to con¬sider mentally beneath her, and Callen¬der is only too glad to be reinstated inRose's merry, sane little heart.(Produced by Punch & Judy Theater

Company.)
i-rsdnas. vice sn- *

... "in an old room in a tower. His servanttells him that the room is haunted andan old monk further excites his imag-( ination by hinting at the tragedy in thelife of the monastery's founder. Hedoes not tell the knight the story—merely vaguely refers to its moral,which goes to prove that all earthly joyis illusive. The voices of the monkschanting the mass lull the knight intotroubled sleep.
In his dream the tragedy of thefounder of the monastery, Count Star-schenski, is reenacted. The first sceneof his dream depicts the happiness ofthe Count. He adores his wife and their

t little daughter. Formerly of a morose •i and unhappy disposition, he cannotl i cease to marvel at the joy that love has' brought him. His wife Elga is a wild,i 1 passionate creature, of noble birth, but,J owing to her father's political intrigu-ing, reduced to beggary at the time oftheir meeting. Her brothers are usingthe Count, who is loyal to the King, fortheir own ends. Elga warns her hus¬band, but his love for her is too greatfor him to deny anything to anyoneconnected with her. His old stewardalso warns him that a secret messengercomes constantly to the castle.The second scene of the dream showsElga's deception of her husband. Thesecret messenger is her lover. She hasturned traitor to her brothers only tomake her husband's trust in her deeper.She has deceived him from the begin¬ning. Even the child whom the Countloves so dearly is not his own. The oldsteward tracks the lover to Elga's room,but he escapes, and the blame is placedon the serving girl of the Countess.

\
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FIRE NOTICE.

Look around now and choose the exit nearest

/to your seat.In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

SECOND WEEK

Commencing Sunday Evening,
June 6, 1915

Regular Matinees Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays

Winter Garden Company Presents

Maid in America
A Revusical Production in Two Acts and Eleven Scenes

Staged by J. C. Huffman
Music by Sigmund Romberg and Harry Carroll

Musical Numbers Staged by Jack Mason

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Their Appearance)

The Made in America Chorus Girl Katheryn Andrews
The Made in America Song Writer Eddie Cox
The Made in America French Actress Florence Moore
"Micky," the Head-Waiter John Sparks
The Made in America Cabaret Entertainer Yvette
Ignatz, a Waiter, Made in America Sam Adams

George Rival, her Former Lover, re-Made in America...Sam Sidman

John Gray, a Jealous Husband, Made in America. .Wm. Gibson
Louise Mink

•JUllli UIUJ, —

Anna Gray, his American Wife...
A Manicure Girl
An American-made Souse
The Made in America Dancer....
Another Made in America Dancer.
The American Cabaret Girl
The Made in America English Lord...

4 T-adV.. .

. .Louise Mink
. .Hazel Linden

Will Stanton
Jack Coogan

Eddie Cox

..Minerva Coverdale
. .Bert Clark

t't i } * - -

Made in America English Liora
The Made in America Society Lady Bly Brown
A Subway Patron Sam Adams
The Subway "Parson" Harold Robe
Nettie, Belle of "The Broadway Knitting Club," Made

•) 1

Sorry They
Were Not
Made in
America

Over Here
The Made in America Comedians...
Another Made in America Comedian
Miss Wise-Un, Home-Grown
Gaby, Made in America
An American Made Vagabond
Appolonora, Bottled in the U. S. A.
'Charmion, Made in America
Caesar
Octavius
Soldier
Ftateteeta
Cleopatra
Marc Anthony
Stage Manager
Romanca, an American Made Dancer
David Belasco, Made in U. S. A
A Chorus Girl
The Property Man
The Stage Hand
Another Stage Hand
The Hero
The Heroine
The Villain
The Friend
The Villainess
Socrates
The Modern New Yorker
The Classic Dancer
The Modern Dancer
The Modern Woman
The Spirit of Ragtime
Bartender ........

MUSICAL PROGRAM

Orchestra Directed by Heldwig Anderson.
ACT I.

1. "The Typical Opening Chorus"
Katheryn Andrews and Chorus

2. "Made in the U. S. A." Edward Cox and Chorus
3. "Here's a Bale of Cotton for You"

Minerva Coverdale and Chorus
4. "Have a Restaurant of Your Own"... .Yvette and Chorus
5. "The Girlie from the Cabaret"

Minerva Coverdale, Yvette, Coogan and Cox
6. "Sister Susie's Started Syncopation"

Florence Moore, Coogan and Cox and Chorus
7. "The Times Square Arguments"

Coogan and Cox and Chorus
8. "There's a Little Bit of Everything on Broadway"

Rita Gould and Chorus
9. "Manhattan Mad" Minerva Coverdale and Chorus

1= 10. "Everybody's Moving Up Town"—Misses Yvette,
Coverdale, Andrews, Mabel Hill. Messrs.
Coogan, Cox, Andrews, Conlin and Chorus.

"The Original Melody" Florence Moore
"You Can't Get Away from Tipperary". .William Halligan
"Garden of Paradise" Ensemble
"Oh, Those Days" Minerva Coverdale and Chorus

ACT II.
Dance Mile. Dazie
"When Grandma Was a Girl" Rita Gould
"Murders" Florence Moore
The Olympian Glide Louise Mink
"I'm Looking for Someone's Heart"

Louise Mink and Chorus
Cake Walk Mile. Dazie and Jack Coogan
"We'll Take Care of You" Rita Gould
"Dancing Around the U. S. A."

Eddie Cox, Bly Brown and Chorus
Baloon Number Minerva Coverdale
Finale.

sr-4" ,

.. . .Rita Gould
Swor & Mack

William Halligan
Florence Moore

Minerva Coverdale
Joe Jackson

Minerva Coverdale
Florence Moore

Bert Clark
.. .James Grant
Andrew Harper
... .Louise Mink
......Rita Gould

I Sam Sidman
John Sparks
Mile. Dazie

Harold Robe
Billy De Hon

Sam Adams
Harold Robie

....William Kinley
. .William Halligan

Rita Gould
Bert Clark

Minerva Coverdale
Bly Brown

Sam Adams
W. M. Gibson

Mile. Dazie
Jack Coogan

... .Florence Moore
Bly Brown
Bert Clark

CHORUS

Misses Pony Canton, Roselle Meyers, Pearl Betts, Frankie
Carman, Gertrude Mackey, Dorothy Rozell, Frances Mink,
Chubby Warde, Mabel Hill, Genevive Markham, Millicent St.
Martin, Marie Gray, Ida Kramer, Daisy Devere, Cecil Carter,
Gertie Hamilton, Ethel Edison, Kathryn Andrews, Ethel Wes¬
ton, Elinore Lang, Gladys Benjamin, Billy De Hon, Iona
Glennon, Bessie Freuen, Shirley Forsythe, Peggy Louis,
Elizabeth Drew, May Slaysman, Margaret Hoban, Virginia
French, Winnie Vincent, Dorothy West, Florence Ware, Eve¬
lyn Carberry, Follie Faulkner. Mabel Belmont, Ralita Whit-
more, Ruth Massey, Dolly Douglas, Hazel Linden, Evelyn
Smith, Lillian Coogan, Nathalie Porter, Ruth Carberry, Anna
Dohlman. David Rudnick, Henry Ward, Leo Nashetier, Jim
Smith, Frank Durand, Frank Crawford, Henry Beck, Guy Col¬
lins, Talbot Vaughn, Prothel Binns, Teddy Stevens, Ray Con¬
lin, Glen Roberts. Matt Riordan, Fred Osborn, Ted Andrews,
Andrew Harper, H. W. Scott, William Kinley.

Program Continued on Page Sixteen
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SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I.

Made in America Exhibition, Madison Square Garden.
The American Made Restaurant.
John Gray's Home.
The Boardwalk at Times Square.
A Street.
In Front of the War Map. Times Square.
Egypt, near Alexandria.

ACT II.

1. The Ballet of Color and Motion. The Orgie.
(Staged by Theodore Kosloff.)
MLLE. DAZIE, Premier Danseuse.
Ray Conlin, Mabel Hill, Dot

Rozelle, Ida Kramer.
And the Winter Garden Corps de Ballet.

2. An Idealized Ballroom.
3. Behind the Scenes of the Metropolitan Theatre.
4. In Front of the Casino Theatre, New York.
5. TuG-^j^^gjan^iaKlei^
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TUNIS F. . DEAN'S homtf, "The Llttlw
HouHe Around the Corner," Baltimore, Md.Prom tlie bratw knock er on the door to the
bandana kerchief on t he colored mammy |nthe kitchen, the DE AIV Home is trulySouthern and like all Southern home»noted for its lavish hospitality.»■■■ iii I-—r-'.r n i . • -y - J' li /'""s - ■ ■

a FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MARCH 17 AND 18
SATURDAY MATINEE

THE MESSRS. SHUBERT ANNOUNCE

MR. LOUIS MANN

1

IN

5?

f

a
"The Bubble

A Comedy-Drama in Three Acts,
By MR. EDWARD LOCKE.

Staged by Mr. Robert Milton.
As given at over 200 performances at the Booth Theatre, New York.

CAST. ■

Gutsave Muller Mr. Mann . ,

Emilia Muller, his wife Mme. Auguste Burmester
Rose Muller, his daughter Miss Laura Walker
Richard Graham " ~ ^—

Joseph Mahlen
Mr. George Wellington

Mr. Ivan R. Miller

Scene—Living Room back of Muller's Grocery and Deli-
atessen Store.

Act I.—After Supper.
Act II.—Same. Afternoon, a fe wweeks later.

Act III.—Same. Ten minutes later.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. LOUIS MANN.

Manager Mr. Edw. M. Simmonds
Advance Representative Mr. Rod Waggoner
Stage Manager Mr. Robert Powell
Stage Carpenter Mr. George Jones
Masert of Properties Mr. James Carvin

THE QUEEN'S ENEMIES
BY

LORD DUN SAN Y
Characters named in the order in which they first speak:Tharrabas

Albert J. CarrollTharni
Erskine SanfordHarlee

Arthur WoodThe Queen
Cathleen NesbittAckazarpses Ethel StricklandPrince Zophernes

* Henley EdwardsPrince Rhadamandaspes Leslie AustenPriest of Horus
Ernest RowanKing of the Four Countries James BrysonTwin Dukes of Ethiopia George Abbott and Perry HopperSlaves John Rice, Clay Cody, William Essex, Henry Stevens

Scene—An Underground Temple in Egypt.Time—An Early Dynasty.

The stage setting for "The Queen's Enemies" designed by HowardKretz and Warren Dahler. The costumes and properties designed byAline Bernstein and Ruth Deike and executed under their direction.The lighting effects devised by Dennis Sullivan, of The Neighbor¬hood Playhouse.

GREAT CATHERINE
BY

BERNARD SHAW
Characters named in the order in which they first speak:Sergeant Colin CampbellVarinka Cathleen NesbittPatiomkin (The Prime Minister) Walter RinghamCaptain Edstaston (of the Light Dragoons) Leslie AustenCatherine II. (Empress of Russia) Gertrude KingstonNaryshkin (The Chamberlain) Henley EdwardsPrincess Dashkoff

.. Ethel StricklandClaire Nell Compton-Mackenzie
Courtiers.... Erskine Sanford, Albert J. Carroll, William Boykin,

James Bryson, Clay CodyLadies-in-Waiting.... Sarah Shirley, Annabelle Murray, Roberta
Bellinger, Dorothy Conrey, Nadine ReedGuards. .. .Henry Worthington, William Dwight, Arthur George,

John RiceScene 1—Patiomkin's Bureau in the Winter Palace.Scene 2—Bedroom of the Empress. The Petit Lever.Scene 3—Terrace Garden overlooking the Neva.Scene 4—Outside the Ballroom of the Palace.
Time—1776.

Stage settings for "Great Catherine" designed by Warren Dahler.
Arthur J. Wood. . .

Stage Manager
Original production from The Neighborhood Playhouse.

Helen Arthur
For Miss Kingston

Manager \
■ ' 3 r--

11 The play's the thing."—Shakespeare.
The Garrick Theatre

CHICAGO

FIRE NOTICE .1
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

four seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

| FIFTH WEEK—BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 5th.
Evenings at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

The Distinguished English Actress

GERTRUDE KINGSTON
AND HER COMPANY

—IN—

OVERRULED
BY

BERNARD SHAW
Characters

j Mrs. Juno
Mr. Juno
Mrs. Lunn .j
Mr. Lunn . I

Scene—Sitting-room in a small English seaside hotel
Time—Evening.

!

Gertrude Kingston
. . Colin Campbell

. . .. Mary Lawton
. Walter Ringham

66
99

FIRE NOTICE
Look around now, choose the nearest exit to your seat.In case of fire, WALK (not run) to that exit.Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

WEEK OF MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1917
THE 'HUMOROUS TRAGEDY'

DOLLARS and SENSE
by and with

ALAN BROOKS
(The Play produced and staged by the author)

MRS. THOMPSON CORDELIA MACDONALD
a novelist, tells her story to

OLIVER BAINBRIDGE HENRY DUGGAN
a lawyer, but is interrupted byYOSI

MATSU NISHIJack Bainbridge's valet, who announces the arrival ofMRS. ELSIE DAVENPORT LUCIA MOOREhostess, chaperone and leader of the ultra fashionable
set, accompanied by

MISS HELEN DAVENPORT WILETTE KERSHAWher daughter, and
ARNOLD DAVENPORT PHILIP LEIGHher son, with
MRS. MARIE WILCOX GRACE GOODALL

a divorcee, bridge fiend, and friend of Helen's, all ofwhom are attending a farewell party given toBILLY HASBROUCK A. H. VAN BUREN
a young civil engineer who has secured his biggest oppor¬tunity through

a
-- ,<?a Dy tne regmlar.' tne permanent players at the Hy-] perion. It is understood that several of theI prominent New York producers will look over <Kie1 new play. Seymocr Wemyss Smith.

.
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NED BAINBRIDGE THOMAS MACLARNIE
Oliver's brother and law partner and father of

JACK BAINBRIDGE ALAN BROOKS
who startles his guests by bringing to the party

MISS VERNA CROMWELL JUSTINE ADAMS
a young lady of the stage, who later meets

MR. BENSON HARRY R. IRVING
and

MRS. BENSON VIVIAN PELL
who is not in any way concerned with the existence of

No. 303 IRVING DILLON
a gentleman with a past, being sought by

RICHARDSON BEN JACKSON
warden of the state prison, and

A GUARD WILLIAM H. WOOD

'-t-ixlrt Y«"» '1«s t-' • -jikrff*!

Laska ..

Marinska
Poski . .

Mernitz
Katinka
Alexius Spardofl. major in the Bulgarian army.

Eileen Spellman
. . Elsie Meyers
.... Roy Yelkey

. . . Ray Moore
. Mazie Moore

John R. PhillipsAlexius aparaon. major m me suipriiiu uUuU ^ —

Oasimir Popoff, colonel in the Bulgarian army George O'Donnell

Chorus of Officers, Soldiers and Flag Bearers in the Bulgarian
Army, Townspeople, Peasants, Etc.

Musical Director
Staged by
Stage Manager .

. . Max Fichandler
Martin Cheesemaa

Jack Harvey

(Stage settings arranged by Mr. Irving Dillon)

Synopsis of Scenes

ACT I.—Nadina's Boudoir.

ACT II.—Exterior of Popoff's House.

ACT III.—Same as Act II.
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ACT I.—(Realization)
Reception parlor in the home of Oliver Bainbridge, New

York City. Six Years Ago.
ACT II.—{Declaration)

The Davenport estate, Ossining, N. Y. Four Years Ago.
ACT III. -(Revelation)

Scene 1.—Jack's rooms, New York City. Tonight, 2 A. M.
Scene 2.—Billy's office, New York City. This Afternoon,

2 P. M.
Scene 3.—Billy's home, New York City. Tonight, 11.30

P. M.
Scene 4.—Jack's rooms, New York City. Tonight, 3 A. M.

MUSICAL PROGRAMME
The Garrick Theatre Orchestra under the direction of

E. A. Rivkin will render the following program during the
intermissions.
1. Overture—"The Spirit of Independence" B. J. Lampe

Selection—"The Show of Wonders" S. Romberg
Patriotic Medley—"American Patrol" Meacham
Gems from the Musical Comedy—"For the Love

O' Mike" Jerome Kern
Exit-March—"America, Here's My Boy"...

ALL SONG HITS DURING THE ABORN SEASON ON SALE IN THE LOBBY.

BFor
- • i ■ ••••:•<•%» TBEATIK

2.
3.
4.

.A. Lange
5.

Lyceum Theatre
ALL WEEK, COMMENCING MONDAY, APRIL 2ND

MATINEE WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY .

ERNEST SHUTER & CHAS H. BAUER
Present

THE POWERFUL PLAY
In a Prologue and Three Acta

"NUMBER" 355
BY ANNA GOLDMARK GROSS

Produced under the stage direction of Howard Hall.

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Elliott Foreman
William R. Sill
Irving Dillon
Harry R. Irving
Thomas Broderick
Paul Ferry
Welch Townsend
Mrs. Henry Young

FOR MR. BROOKS
General Manager

Business Manager
General Stage Director

Asst. Stage Manager
Master Carpenter

Master Electrician
Master of Properties
Mistress of Wardrobe

BRONX OPERA IIOUSE
140th Street, neap Thirl Avenue

MESSRS. COHAN & HARRIS and A. H. WOODS Managers
FIRE NOTICE

Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to
your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON Fire Commissioner.

WHEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 4, 1917.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

CHARACTERS IN PROLOGUE
In the order of their appearance.

Lester Johnson, cashier
Doolin, special office in bank
Beatrice Sheldon, stenographer
Gloria, daughter of Mrs. Radcliffe
James Langdon, attorney
Burnett \

Coleman C ' ' 'Directo,r® in Carthage Bank
Brown *

SCENE—PROLOGUE—Directors Room in the
New York City.

-I

. Joseph Rawley
Joseph Monahan

. . Helen Holmes
. . . Kate Guyon
. Robert Thorne
Wm. F. Canjfleld
Joseph Stanhope

H. N. Clugston
John Saunders

Carthage Bank,

CHARACTERS IN PLAY
In the order of their appearance.

Mary, a maid
Williams, the butler
Mrs. Radcliffe
James Langdon, attorney
Harry Glandon, son of Mrs. Radcliffe
Gloria
Mabel Standing, friend of Gloria
Ruth Rand
Lester Johnson, vice-president of the Carthage Bank
The Stranger

Florence Stanhope
. . . . John Saunders
Madeleine Meredith

. . . . Robert Thorne
Percy Helton
Kate Guyon

Olive Stanton
Helen Holmes

.Joseph Rawley
. .. Carl Gerard

ABORN MUSICAL COMEDY SEASON
MILTON and SARGENT ABORN, Managing Directors.

THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER
A Comic Opera in Three Acts.

With apologies to Mr. Bernard Shaw for an unauthorized
parody on one of his comedies.

Music by Oscar Straus. Book by Bernauer and Jacobson.
English version by Stanislaus Stange

Cast

(Characters in the opera in the order in wihich they appear)
Nadina, daughter of Col. Popoff .1 Florence Mackie
Aurelia, wife of Col. Popoff
Mascha, Aurelia's cousin
Bumerli, lieutenant in the Servian army. .
Massakr»ff, captain in the Bulgarian army
Stephea, sergeant te Col. Popoff
Mernosk
Jecko

.... Mildred Rogers
.Fritzie von Busing

Forrest Huff
. . . J. Parker Coombs

Jack Harvey
Ada Gray

Samuel Clark

In Kront of tile 'ilieatref-r*pw
ireclan Gardens.

i, Kfci i

SYNOPSIS.

ACT I—Two years later. Library in the summer home of the late
President Radcliffe at Tarrytown, N. Y.

ACT II—The same. That night.
ACT III—Afternoon of the following day. Directors room in the

Carthage Bank, New York City.
TIME!—The Present. PLACE—New York City and Tarrytown, N. Y.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR SHUTER & BAUER
General Press Representative Fred S. Lorraine
General Stage Director Howard Hall
Company Manager W. E. Flack
Stage Manager , Joseph Monahan
Carpenter Charles Heath
Property Master H. M. Bailey
Electrician David Kennedy

Three Days beginning Monday, April 9th—"FAIR AND WARMER.
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CRITIC VS. MANAGERS
Woolcott and Shuberts Present Their Cases—

Bill to Protect Critics Introduced

Wfefifr/* ,4

By DELAV

Dk is diamet

is very <

can fill
him. G

The right of managers to exclude a dra-
i matic critic whose review of a play has8 displeased them and who they allege is

I actuated by prejudice to unfavorable criti-
I cism of their productions, was argued be- ramatiC clir

fore Justice Hendrick in the Supreme ,j .h. „ „ jCourt on April 7.
The case is that of the Shuberts and e henct r* :v .

Alexander Woolcott, dramatic critic of the ,

Times. Mr. Woolcott obtained >\ temporary
injunction restraining the Shuberts from
excluding him from any of their theaters,
following their refusal to admit him to
the premiere of " The Revolt " at the Max-
ine Elliott Theater because of his alleged
unfavorable review of their production of lill 1 locks ;<
"Taking Chances." Under protection of ,1

this injunction he reviewed the revival of liie
44 Trilby " at the Shubert Theater on unci's e e. wApril 3.

In arguing the question of continuing ation ; as ti e
this injunction, Alfred A. Cook, counsel for nv :n « frnMr. Woolcott, declared that the refusal of -
the defendants to admit Mr. Woolcott on [>f argument,purchased tickets was an invasion of his
rights, not only as a critic, but as a citi
zen.

" It would be a dangerous condition of - , r ,affairs for the public," said Mr. Cook, "if 'finds ]
a clique of theatrical managers could pro- cenerallvduce plays and have them reviewed as
they wished. The protection which the- U 1 poorater patrons have against the purchase of ,rhrr- •<tickets for inferior or otherwise objection- p u 3able productions is afforded by the honest (who " assist " Ireviews written by dramatic critics and
published in newspapers."

In an affidavit submitted Lee Shubert
declared that Mr. Woolcott had conceived

TO GIVE "TROJAN WOMEN" ON TOUR
Under the auspices of the Woman's PeaceParty, the Chicago Little Theater will

shortly begin a national tour in " The rTrojan Women," by Euripides. The prof¬its of the tour will be devoted to theWomen's Peace Party. The names of theplayers and staff who will receive no sal- 50
ary apart from their living expenses will ^ oninot be announced, and they will remain
anonymous on the programme.J The entire cost of a performance is $200, .11 according to the prospectus recently is-sued. Applications for vacant dates may jgsbe made to the Chicago Little Theater or
to the Women's Peace Party, 116 South *

It Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

TOUR FOR "GARDEN OF ALLAH"
" The Garden of Allah," which was givenat the Century Theater in the Fall of 1911by the Lieblers, will be sent on a tour ofMiddle Western cities next season underthe management of Fred Stanhope. Thecast will include Lawson Butt, Frederic deBelleville, William Jeffry, Albert Andruss,Edythe Latimer, and Emmy Oswald.

j self-evident ii
Yet, evi<i

just about a

nces, as his.pr
a prejudice against him or his brother r—is, at the 1.
more than a year ago. Mr. Shubert de-

i dared that the business of the defendants
I J1 ad been impaired by this bitter feeling.He cited "The Modern Girl," "The Mas¬
ter of the House," " The Battle Cry," " The
Fallen Idol," " The White Feather," " The
Deadlock," " The Last Resort," " Marry¬
ing Money," " The Dancing Duchess,"

Apartment 12-K," " The Adventure of
Lady Ursula," as productions which Mr.
Woolcott had reviewed unfavorably.

In an answering affidavit presented on
Saturday, Mr. Woolcott declared that no
mention was made of the productions at
the theaters of the defendants which he
had criticised, favorably among which
were " Dancing Around," " Life," the Hip¬
podrome shows, " The Hawk," " The Bub¬
ble," " Consequences," and others. He
cited cases in which excerpts from his re¬
views appeared in the advertisements of
the defendants' theaters, and declared that
the plays which he had criticised unfavor¬
ably had also met the disapproval of other
dramatic reviewers.

On the same day that the argument was
heard. State Senator Ogden L. Mills, of
New York city, introduced in the Legisla¬
ture a bill that would compel managers of
theaters to sell theater seats to any ap¬
plicant. The bill amends the Penal Law
by providing that every person within the
jurisdiction of the State shall be entitled

i to full accommodations and privileges of
licensed theaters and places of amusement,1 and a person who as owner, lessee, mana¬
ger, or employe excludes without just
cause or effect from such theater or placeof amusement is guilty of a misdemeanor.
The bill is drawn to take effect Sept. 1 and
has been sent to the Senate Codes Com-

i mittee.
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BALTIMORE
Miss Anglin in First Production of " The Desert |

Island," Now " The Balance "
Baltimore, April 13 (Special).—"The Desert

Island" (now "The Balance"), the new com¬
edy by Paul Kester. which Margaret Anglin pre¬
sented for the first time on any stage at the
Academy April 5. falls far short of expecta-

! tions, and leaves Miss Anglin free to begin anew
her search for a suitable vehicle for the com¬
ing season. The characters are well drawn,
but much of the dialogue is frankly tiresome
and entirely too lengthy. The play contains a
rather original idea, but Mr. Kester has not
made good use of his material at hand, withthe result that we have a play which gives the
appearance of being hurriedly and rather loosely

i constructed. It starts out with the promise of
being an exquisite satire, then switches to
rather ordinary comedy and. not satisfied, verges
ever so slightly to the poetic realms and ends in
exactly the way we had expected from the first
curtain, incidentally leaving many things unex¬
plained. The last act left the audience wonder¬
ing a good many things, but it at least gavethem something to think about. The play hasfor its main character a young Virginia girl
of excellent parentage. Miss Dinwiddie (Mar¬
garet Anglin), who comes to New York for
voice culture, secures a position in a choir, and
then loses it through failure of her voice. She
appeals for aid to her cousin. Watt Dinwiddie.
a young attorney (Pedro de Corboda). who has

;j made a splendid bluff of having conquered New
York, but who in reality is almost a pauper.

; who upon the occasion of his cousin's visit is
I about to be evicted for non-payment of his rent._J Both are in a quandry, when Watt's first client.B ii former college chum, now a multimillionaire.

^ consults him with regard to securing a divorce.
s( his wife can marry a title. The divorce
proceedings smack of the most delicious satire,but to further complicate matters, each has| no grounds, hence the wife decides the husband
must provide a co-respondent, a perfectly re¬
spectable girl. Miss Dinwiddie overhearing the| conversation from an inner office, offers herself
as the desired co-respondent, stipulating thatcertain sums of money are to be paid to her.| under the nom de plume of a chorus girl. Thisall transpires in the first act. the two others
that follow show how Miss Dinwiddie keepsher identity secret from her cousin's friend,
repulses his advances, and finally brings about

I a reconciliation between himself and his wife.The play contains many delightful and original
touches, which sparkle with wit and satire: '
but, as a whole, it is crude and needs much
attention. Miss Anglin deserves the greatest
credit for a remarkable performance. There are
few actresses on the stage to-day who could
have held the attention of an audience so in¬
tensely as did Miss Anglin. While we maycavil at the merits of the play, we have nothingbut the greatest praise for Miss Anglin. Her
ability to even make the play passably inter¬
esting. which it is, speaks volumes for her art.
William Boyd scored almost as great a success
as MisM Anglin in the role of the husband. He
gave oi e of the most agreeable and pleasing per¬
formances we can recall this season. The re¬
mainder of the cast played rather amateurishly,and lacked both finish and distinction.

A scene from the Chicago Little Theater Company's artistic production of "The Trojan Women," in which the "Women" arebewailing the misery that war has brought. The company has just concluded a successful tour through the West under the
auspices of the Woman's Peace Party

"THE BOOMERANG" IS HURLED
Successful Production in Wilmington, Del.—

Free from Distress, Breezy, Humorous
Wilmington, Del. (Special).—"The Boom- -

erang." under Belasco's personal supervision,had its try out at W. A. Brady's Playhouse, inthis city. Monday night. April 5. It is acomedy in three acts by Winchell Smith andVictor Mapes. The house was packed. Thecast follows:
Dr. Gerald Sumner, Arthur Byron: BuddWoodbridge, Wallace Eddinger; Preston I)eWitt, Gilbert Douglas: Heinrich. Richard Mal-chien; Hartley, Walter Craven: Mr. Stone.George Spelvin: Virginia Xelva, Martha Hed-

man; Grace Tyler, Louise Rutter: Marion Sum¬ner. Josephine Parks; Gertrude Ludlow. Mar-jorie Blossom; Mrs. Craighton Woodbridge. Jen¬nie Eustace.
Act I—A doctor's office. Act II—A livingroom. Act III—Same as Act I. Time—October. 1Louis Massen was general director, and Wal- .ter Craven stage-manager."

The Boomerang " is delightfully free of1 isms " or problems, distress, crime, or pov-_ muv. It Ci\ erty, always 'humorous, never 'unpleasant'. Its 1
name could hardly have been otherwise, for itworks out most beautifully when Dr. Sumnertried to cure Budd Woodbridge of love andjealousy that he (the doctor) himself falls inlove and becomes violently jealous. Budd lovesMiss Tyler " not wisely, but too well." andpursued her ad nauseam, so that when anotherman stepped in his jealousy made him actuallya nervous wreck. An anxious mother makes

■ I him seek young Dr. Sumner as a last resort.KM He is the first patient, and arrived at the brand«: new office just after Miss Xelva (half foreignJ|| and half American and a refugee of Mexico)
has been taken on as a nurse and assistant.
The doctor, knowing of Budd's too arduous
wooing, decides to make Miss Tyler apprecia¬tive and jealous. Budd is sent home, and Miss
Xelva installed as a nurse. For one month he
must forswear society and stick to fresh air.
exercise, and treatment. Miss Xelva gets to
love the doctor, and tells Budd that love is
peaceful and. like birds singing, but to him love
is only a torment. Dr. Sumner, not yet aware
that he cares for his pretty nurse, tells her to
avoid Budd's blunders, that love's a " mean,
selfish, rotten game, played by rules," and to
play it only that way. The next day he real¬izes something different when he hears that Miss
Xelva is going to marry a lawyer chap. She
isn't, but the doctor is as jealous and unrea¬
sonable as his patient, until Miss Xelva ex¬
plains and then comes the end, leaving theaudience to go home with the exhilaration that
comes from a bright and witty piece, that has
created all evening laughter from ideas and
words, not from horse play. The cast was ex¬
cellently selected, with only a little stiffnessduring the first few minutes. The staging is
pleasing, and the ladies' gowns are the 44 last
cry " from the modiste.

The leading parts of the production were capa¬bly handled by Miss Hedman. Mr. Byron, andMr. Eddinger. All three of the leads succeededin bringing out the many humorous situations

Biield
and o:

IE N CB in a very distinctive style.
Miss Hedman, playing the part of VirginiaXelva, was perfect. She handled her somewhatdifficult part in a manner only possible by anactress of her ability, and that is going someif Belasco stars her. Mr. Byron, as Dr. GeraldSumner, the young medicine doctor, who throwsthe boomerang, and has it come back at him

doubly strong, is above reproach. Mr. Eddinger.
as Budd Woodbridge, the love-sick young man.handled his lines excellently, and his actionscould not be improved upon.

Samuel M. Rachlin.

STILL ANOTHER WAR PLAY
A new war play, entitled " Under Fire,"

by Roi Cooper Megrue. was produced bySelwyn and company at Atlantic City lastMonday night. William Courtenay, recentlyof 44 Under Cover," has the principal role.
Others in the cast are Felix Krembs, Leo
Donnelly, Walter Kingsford, Dorothybott, Edward Mawson, and Becky Bruce.

Leo
Ab- '
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CHARLES CARVER,
Playwright and Leading Man, Hyperion

Stock Company, New Haven, Conn.
Charles Carver is proving to be the most

popular leading man New Haven, Conn.,has had. His ability as an actor is the
personification of histrionic art, but he has
been equally successful as a playwright.He has been seen in support of Virginia
Harned. Amelia Bingham, Helen Ware, Ce¬
celia Loftus, Marguerite Clark, and James
K. Hackett. Stock companies in Detroit,
Cleveland and Rochester have been made
the better for Mr. Carver, and thirty-seven
weeks at New Haven, Conn., with the Hy¬
perion Players has found a large follow¬
ing of admirers in the Elm City. Mr. Car¬
ver was born in Rochester, N. Y., and bis
parents intended that he should study for
the ministry. But Charlie saw that his
talents laid in another direction and be- \
fore long he made his first legitimate stage
appearance. He has written four very
successful one-act plays, and three other
four-act plays. 44 At the Mercy of Tibe¬
rius " is perhaps the most successful and
has served Eleanor Montell, a daughter of
Eugenie Blair, as a vehicle. He has just ii ,.i
completed a dramatization of 44 The First * o' :•
Law," which is to be produced next Fall,
together with one other play, the contract
calling for the completion of same not
later than October. 44 Prisoners of Chance "
is another play from the pen of Mr. Carver.
As an actor. Mr. Carver possesses good
looks in addition to his exceptional tal¬
ents, congeniality and a winning personal¬
ity.

NEW HAVEN
New Haven (Special).—A new comedy-drama

from the pen of Charles Carver had its first per¬
formance on any stage at the Hyperion New
Haven. Monday. Feb. 21. It is a play of New
England life, bnt with characters such as one
may find In the rural districts of New Ensrland
at the present time. Mr. Carver played the

! leadintr role and was supported by the reeular
■ members of the permanent players at the Hy-

perlon. It is understood that several of the
prominent New York producers will look over tne
new play Seymour Wemyss Smith^_
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"BEVERLY'S BALANCE"
A Comedy in Three Acts by Paul Kester.

Presented by Margaret Anglin (James
Shesgrin. manager) at the Lyceum The-
ater, April 12. Play Staged by Robert

! Milton.
Watt Dinwiddle ....

' Murphy
Mrs. Maria Randolph
Beverly Dinwlddie
•T. Court land Redlaw

I Mrs. Redlaw
Act I. Watt Dinwiddie

Robbie St. Ledger's flat
Next morning

• York.

. . . Pedro de Cordoba
Harry Barfoot

Mrs. Charles G. Craitr
Miss Anglin

William Boyd
Ruth Holt Boucieault
's office. Act II.—
Act III.—The same.

Time—The present. Place—New

A rather poor name for a very good com¬
edy, in which a refined young woman with
a wholesome sense of the ridiculous agrees
under contract and strictly proper circum¬
stances to act as a co-respondent to a young

: millionaire (with the consent of his wife)
and for a consideration that will relieve

^ herself and aunt of immediate pressing dis¬
tress. It is one of the brightest comedies
of the season, and needed but one little dra¬
matic high light to bring it into the class
of comedies with " Divorcons." It is stud- i
ded with sparkling dialogue and gay dashes
of local color ; it is a consistent high com-
edy treatment of an inherently farcical
topic, and it is played with delightful drol-
lery. If Mr. Kester had been able to in-
vent some episode of outstanding cleverness Km
for the last act, he would have produced a SSir0^
comedy of extraordinary ingenuity. It is
charming in the main, and its self-conclu¬
sive end is its only weakness.

We learned thoroughly to appreciate Miss
Anglin's sense of comedy in " Lady Winde-
mere's Fan" and "As You Like It," and
her friends will be pleased to see her in a
modern part in which she is decidedly at
her best, supported by a number of players
who interpret their parts with a happy
appraisement of their opportunities. Wnat
happens is this :

Beverly Dinwiddie, a Virginia girl, came to
New York with her old-fashioned Southern aunt,
and was hailed as a fine soprano in the choir
of a fashionable chuch. Everything was lovely
until she lost her voice, and began to lose her
grip on things. Matters went from bad to
worse, until she and her aunt were pinched for
street car fare. Then she bethinks herself of
her cousin. Watt Dinwiddie, a young lawyer in
town, who is giving out glowing reports of his
professional success.

Beverly and her aunt call on Watt for succor;
but the truth is Watt himself is so far from
enjoying the prosperity he has been telling them
about that he is sleeping in his office chair, liv¬
ing on crackers, and in momentary expectancy
of being ejected. Beverly has got down to
taking a position as a chorus girl, and an en¬
terprising press agent gave her the name of
" Bobby " St. Ledger, and had her written up
in the papers. As a result, the sensitive young
Southern girl resigned. Of course, her appeal
to Watt ends profitless. She needs $465.64.
and he can't pay his board. But. as luck will
have it, a young millionaire friend of Watt
named J. Courtland Redlaw, turns up with a
proposition.

1 Beverly overhears him from an adjoining room
saying to Watt that he must procure a perfectly
respectble co-respondent to serve him in get- ,

. ting a divorce from his wife. Redlaw loves his k
• wife, and they are good friends, but Mrs. Red- ®

law has fallen in love with an English peer, and *
, has begged him to get a divorce. You see, this

is an absolutely modern play, with a New York
atmosphere; and that's the way these little
things are arranged.

Watt, who is a family friend, indignantly
spurns the proposition, but Beverly having over¬
heard Redlaw say he was willing to pay a per-

, fectly respectable co-respondent, of whom his wife
could approve, $10,000 or $20,000, volunteers for
the part. It is soon arranged over Watt's violent
protest, the contract is drawn up excluding " all
liberties." and the co-respondent and Mrs. Red-
law have a friendly conversation over the tele¬
phone, ratifying the arrangement. Redlaw is to
dine three times a week with Beverly, who is
known to him only by her stage name. " Bobby " .

• St. Ledger, and the papers are expected to do |w Y
the rest. All Beverly requires is a cash pay¬
ment in advance of $465.64 to relieve her im¬
mediate needs and those of her shocked aunt.

Soon the papers are humming with scandal, fe,
Mrs. Redlaw has gone to London: but the no- jr jlJ& V JL
toriety of her husband and the newspaper re-

» ports of " Bobby's " charms are gradually un¬
dermining her fortitude and infatuation for the
peer. And instinct must have told her; Redlaw
falls in love with Beverly, proposes, and—is re¬
jected. Instead, Beverly, hearing Mrs. Redlaw
has returned, inveigles her to her apartment
and locks man and wife up over night, herself .

and aunt passing the time till morning in the if F £
„ Pennsylvania Railway Station, for she has nev- p '

er accepted a cent from Redlaw over the
$465.64. Well, it doesn't take long for the
estranged couple to make up. and in the last
act they are the happiest pair alive, and real-

] ize that it is all owing to 44 Bobby." who turns
out to be the perfectly respectable Miss Bev-

1 erly Dinwiddie, of Virginia. The divorce pro¬
ceedings are stopped, and Beverly gets her wish

> —that is. Watt, who meanwhile strikes the
trail of professional success.

The lively little comedy is charmingly
J played by Ruth Holt Boucieault as Mrs.

Redlaw, Pedro de Cordoba as Watt, William
Boyd as Redlaw, and Mrs. Charles Craig—

j heretofore famous in the roles of negro
mammies—as the dignified Southern aunt.

De Cordoba.—Pedro de Cordoba, whose picture ap¬
pears on this week's cover of The Mirror, is one of
our best-known leading young actors. He was a mem¬
ber of the original New Theater company, with which
he achieved one of his most notable successes as
Prince Bellidor in " Sister Beatrice." Later he ap¬
peared in "The Five Frankforters" as Little Jacob.
Joining William Faversham's Shakespearean com¬
pany, he played Cassius in "Julius Csesar" and
Cassio in " Othello." Last season Margaret Anglin
engaged Mr. de Cordoba as leading man for her reper¬
toire of plays, and he appeared as Orlando in ".As
You Like It," Orsino in " Twelfth Night," and Lord
Windermere in " Lady Windermere's Fan." At pres¬
ent he is playing the leading masculine role with Mar¬
garet Anglin in " Beverly's Balance " at the Lyceum
Theater. Upon the close of Miss Anglin's season Mr.
de Cordoba will enter the motion picture field, where
he will shortly be seen in the Universal Film Com¬
pany's production of " The White Violet."
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MARGARET ANGLIN AND MRS. CHARLES G. CRAIG AS BEVERLY DINWIDDIE AND
HER AUNT MARIA IN "BEVERLY'S BALANCE," HAVE A IIARD TIME BATTLING

NEW YORK COMMERCIALISM WITH VIRGINIA PRIDE.

" BREAKING EVEN."
" If Actors Ever Get a Chance to Criticise the Dramatic Critic."

(From a Copyrighted Cartoon by R. L. Goldberg in New York Evening Mail.)
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"JOHN GABRIEL BORKMAN"
i Drama in Four Acts by Henrik Ibsen, Pre¬sented by Emanuel Reicher, Founder ofthe Modern Stage, Garrick Theater,April 13.

John Gabriel Borkman Emanuel ReicherMrs. Gunhild Borkman, his wife,
Alice HarringtonErhart Borkman, their son Paul GordonMiss Ella Rentheim, Mrs. Borkman's twin

sister Alma KrugerMrs. Fanny Wilton Thais Lawton
Vilhelm Foldal, clerk in a Government office,

Roland Young iFrida Foldal, his daughter Inez BanghartMaid Edith SeaburyAct I.—Mrs. Borkman's drawing room. Act 1II.—The great gallery of the Rentheim house.
Act III.—Same as Act I. Act IY.—Scene 1—
Open space outside the building. Scene 2—Open plateau in the woods.

I believe I am not far astray when I
say that the John Gabriel Borkman of fEmanuel Reicher was the acting treat of 1
the season, and I believe I am still within
the limits of conservative statement when jI add that he is the most remarkable char-

,acter actor we have seen since Ermetti No-
vellis visited us seven years ago.

In this character Ibsen created one of
his most monumental types. Borkman is |
the symbol of the modern captain of indus¬
try who goes upon the rocks of his own
o'erwrought dreams of unlimited power. To
the love of power for power's sake he sac¬
rifices everything, love, happiness, honor. |He serves five years in prison and there¬
after becomes a recluse, pacing his " gal- ;lery" in the upper story of his dwelling |like a caged lion. Nothing survives save
his indomitable egotism. In that he ,
reaches the sublime, as Shylock does in his |revenge.

Mr. Reicher gives us a grand portrait
. of this one of the master creations of Ib¬

sen's genius. In many of Ibsen's plays thecharacters illustrate life in the narrow
sense. In Borkman he steps out of the
frame of mere domestic tragedy to limn a
character that is universal. The man he
presents has served five years in prison |and for eight years has sullenly paced the
narrow limits of his room overhead under
something of the ominous conditions of aPoe sketch, a sublime wreck with the onlycounterpart in Napoleon at St. Helena,buoyed up by delusions, that his day will
yet come to return a conqueror to his field
of action, and holding himself preparedagainst that day in all his regimentaladornments.

Both in mask and the finer interpretative
sense, Reicher's Borkman is a creation. He
pictures the character from within; wewitness a steady, progressive development
of cumulative interest, a studied delineation ,
of a phase of human nature that has the
majestic power of Macbeth without the
trappings of war. The achievement is the
more remarkable because the actor three
months ago spoke not a word of English,and he is sixty-five years of age. His pro¬nunciation was but slightly defective, whilehis method of speech is impressive in itself,
resonant, clear and musical.

Frankly, I rank his performance of Bork¬
man with Forbes-Robertson's Hamlet, No-vellis's Russian peasant in " Poor People,"and Irving's Waterloo veteran, because he
has the lucid ability to show us human na¬
ture in its depth "and its sublimity, and
more, in its truthful relation to the tragedyof life. To appreciate his work you mustbe a true lover of acting. When you ask
yourself whether his art squares with the
problems of experience you are forced to
answer in the affirmative.

The performance gained by the conscien¬tious co-operation of his support. AlmaKruger's Ella Rentheim was a singularly! good performance. She was deeply impres¬sive in the scene in which she visits Bork-1
man in his rooms and turns wrathfully L
upon him for having sacrificed his love for
her to his ambition, thereafter nicely ton- iing her work down to a sweet and devoted| tenderness. Alice Harrington's playing of fcMrs. Borkman was excellent, though tend- '

■ ing toward an over-emphasis of her harsh- [I1 ness. Thais Lawton presented what is the-
, atricallv a seductive siren in the part of

Mrs. Wilton, and Paul Gordon's Erhardt
was effective in a conventional sense.

| Roland Young as Foldal, the old govern¬
ment clerk, a creature of aopealing soft¬
ness and simplicity, nursing dreams of suc¬
cess as a writer of poetic tragedies, made [ ,the character interesting as a contrast tothe materialistic ambitions of Borkman to
control the destiny of the world.

% The play was excellently staged with a1 realistic view of Norse scenery in the last
two scenes. F. F. S.
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llISS MARIE LOHR IS POPULAR BOTH AS A BEAUTY AND AS AN ACTRESS IN LONDON. LAST SEASONSHE PLAYED WITH GERALD DU MAURIER IN "THE CLEVER ONES," AND IT IS SAID SHE WILLBE PAIRED WITH MISS MARGERY MAUDE IN CYRIL MAUDE'S PRODUCTION OF "YOUNG WISDOM
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HERR EMANUEL REICHER,

| Distinguished German Actor, as John Gabriel Borckman.

White. N. Y.
androci.es (o. p. heggie) and his very good friend, the lion

(phil dwyer), in the jungle scene from shaw's
"androcles and the lion."
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"THE MIKADO"
Comic Opera by Sir William Gilbert and

Sir Arthur Sullivan. Revived by William
A. Brady at the Forty-eighth Street The¬
ater, May 10.

The Mikado of Japan William DanfortliNanki-Poo, his son. disguised as a wander¬
ing minstrel, and in love with Yum
Yum Arthur AldridgeI Ko-Ko, Lord High Executioner of Titipu.

Mr. HopperPooh-Bah, Lord High Everything: Else,
Herbert Waterous! Pish-Tush, a Noble Lord John Willard

! S.'?m ■■■I Three Sisters— I AltP^p-Bo <* K0-K0 I °JS& McComb RI Katisha, an elderly lady, in love with
Nanki-Poo Marie Horgan
"The Mikado" was presented Monday KKi

;i night as the second revival of the De Wolf .1 *

i Hopper-Gilbert and Sullivan season at the
Forty-eighth Street Theater. The opera is

i quite the most widely favored of all of the
Gilbert-Sullivan works, and in the part of
Ko-Ko, De Wolf Hopper has, perhaps,

i achieved his greatest triumph. Undoubt-
. edly due to the intimate quality of the play-
j house, the opera was sung and acted with
j greater spirit and with a keener sense of
| humor than has been apparent in recentI years. The close proximity to the players^ seemed to give the audience a finer apprecia-

: tion of the subtlety of the satire and the
j refinement of the score.

William Danforth contributed a grimly! humorous characterization of the title-role,
; and Natalie Alt, Gladys Caldwell, and Alice
j McComb were delightful as the three little
i maids from school.

Sir Richard Cholmondeley
Colonel Fairfax

j Sergeant Meryll
Leonard Meryll

! Jack Point
I Wilfred Shadbolt
The Headsman
First Yeoman
Second Yeoman

hi-mJH First Citizen

mm .•••.•••.•.•.v.
. ! Phoebe Meryll*•#":* Kar.c:im;th<^.v.:

"TRIAL BY JURY" AND "THE SORCERER"
"Trial by Jury." Comic Opera in One Act,

by Gilbert and Sullivan ; " The Sorcerer,"
Comic Opera by Gilbert and Sullivan.
Revived at the Forty-eighth Street The¬
ater by De Wolf Hopper and the Gilbert
and Sullivan Opera Company, May 24.

TRIAL BY JURY.
I The Judge De Wolf HonnerArthur AldridgeThe Defondant .

Arthur Aldridge
John WillardCounsel Plaintiff William* DanforthUsher ... v v; ^ " Herbert WaterousForeman of Jury

Plaintiff . Gladys Caldwell
Alice McComoFirst Bridesmaid .. • ■ • XVerili/Flynn, Thay-JS^oaMAnn!snSSU'Wesetrt D„„ont. Soyer.

Barrett.
Brooks. Maudant. Allen.

F^pnn Kntrle'r. Mar? Ticket. Price. Grosber*.
I St™ene°'TheinDiToree Court. Westminster.I SOPne. Xiie

thb SORCERER
Scene:

Sir Marmaduke Pointdextre. ^gjj^t^waterous
Atarisneof the'Grenadier'^"ds^Ms ^n^
Dr, Daly. Vicar of Ploverleieh ....

Ira L. Hill's Studil
NATALIE ALT

who gave excellent support to De Wolf Hopper asElsie Maynard in the revival of " The Yeomen ofthe Guard" and is a charming Yum-Yum in the
latest production of "The Mikado "

Jack Point's friends in "The Yeoman of [the Guard" taunt him for his efforts at I
love-making by singing "Every Jack I
should study the knack if he wants to !
make sure of his Jill." From left to right, I
Gladys Caldwell as Phoebe, Arthur Al- |
dridge as Colonel Fairfax, DeWolf Hopper I

as Jack Point and Natalie Alt as Elsie. |
i- of

Notary .-.-.-.-.JMi ____

; John Wellington Wells, of J. Wells and
Co., Family Sorcerers De Wolf Hopper

Lady Sangazure, a lady of ancient lineage.Marie Horgan
. Aline, her daughter, betrothed to Alexis.Natalie Alt

These charming works of the famous col-
laborators have been revived not often r

3 enough by half. Any one with an ear for ;
| sweet melodies is bound to be delightedI with the tender strains of " The Sorcerer "
k and the quaint humor of the librettist. ;
$ John Wellington Wells, the London dealer
J in magic, who is so curiously introduced
| into the old-fashioned community of subur-
f,j ban English life, and mixes things up with

! J his love philter, is one of the most uniquecharacters in the Gilbert and Sullivan reper-
8 tory. He seems to be a straggler from Yan-
■3 keeland, who turns up in a mythical com-

<1 munity bound up with lofty traditions and
: 1 family pride, to set everything at sixes and

Ivl sevens. He has one of the most rattling
! | patter songs from Gilbert's pen, and Hop-5 per is at his best in this part. Oldtimers

were delighted to see Digby Bell in his role
of Dr. Daly, the vicar, of which he was the
original in this country. He is very happy
in his singing of:

l " Time was when love and I were well ac¬
quainted.

Time was when we walked ever hand in hand.
4 A saintly youth by tender thoughts un¬

tainted," etc.
Both these operettas antedate the follow¬

ing big successes of 44 Pinafore " and. 44 TLe
! Mikado," *but nothing which Sullivan com¬

posed transcends 44 The Sorcerer " in sweet,
melodious lurings. Its failure to come up
to the more popular products of the clever |

i collaborators is presumably due to the quiet |
1 poetic qualites of the work in contrast to

I the more drastic humor of Gilbert's other
<« , i— t,,w »» hppnme a stand-

... .

* *

;KAfs r- >

hni! "

"THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD"
Comic Opera by Sir William Gilbert andSir Arthur Sullivan. Revived by Wil¬liam A. Brady at the Forty-eighth StreetTheater, April 19.

.... John Willard j
. . Arthur Aldridge
Herbert Waterous |
.... Hugh Dwyer |

. De Wolf Hopper ■
William Danforth 1

. . . James Hughes
.... Frank Clarke
. .. George Abbott 1

. . William Quimbv t
.... Henry Smith !

Natalie Alt >
.. Gladys Caldwell
.... Marie Horgan (
.... Alice McCombBy opening his season of Gilbert andSullivan operas at the Forty-eighth Street |Theater, William A. Brady showed that heis somewhat of a psychologist. Just as a

, large roomy playhouse is demanded for:■
. the broad coarse variety of humor, so aa ! theater which conveys a sense of intimacyis best adapted for the interpretation ofsubtle and delicate wit. Not in recent
years has a better production of a Gilbertand Sullivan work been offered and thiscan be said in spite of the fact that " TheYeoman of the Guard" can never rival"The Mikado" nor "Pinafore" in popu¬larity. Mr. Hopper and his associateplayed with such genuine Gilbertian spirit, ithe chorus sang with such enthusiasm andfeeling for the witty—and frequentlv sen¬timental—quality of their lvrics, that theperformance was wholly delightful if notideal.

It is said by stage chroniclers that Sir :Arthur Sullivan considered " The Yeomenof the Guard " his favorite among his lightopera scores. Certainly his keen melodicsense and his grasp upon harmony andcounterpoint were never better displayed.And the lyrics are decidedly in Mr. Gil¬bert's deftest and most graceful vein. Inthe whole range of their works it wouldbe difficult to find a more clever conceit |than the Jester's lamentation, " I Have aSong to Sing, O"—incidentally a meter,which Mr. Gilbert is said to have invented. !It combines a certain grace and melody Iand rhythm which make it unique, and in 'the hands of Mr. Hopper it is truly a gem. ^
The collaborators departed from their i

usual form in the construction of this
opera, depending upon a touch of senti¬
mental realism rather than upon fantasy
or paradox. At times it seemed to us that
Mr. Gilbert was inditing his own biogra¬
phy in the creation of Jack Point, the jes- ,

ter, who must be funny at whatever cost .
to his pride and dignity, who is unable to
be taken seriously—even in his sincerest :
moments of love-making. The story might
be termed a leit-motif of Pagliacci. Jack
Point, a strolling jester, pining " for the
love of a ladye," falls desperately in love
with Elsie Maynard, a light-hearted lass
who accompanies him on his travels. She
does not regard him seriously, however,
and marries a nobleman on the eve of his
execution in order that she might win a
hundred crowns as his widow. When
clever strategy frees the nobleman from ,

his impending doom, she, deep in love,
weds him again, this time in the presence
of the villagers and the jester, who, over¬
come by grief, falls prostrate to the
ground. I

Mr. Hopper made a most engaging Jack jPoint. He danced gracefully and sang and ;
quiped with a clearness of articulation i
that made his performance another Gil¬
bertian triumph. Arthur Aldridge never I
sang better than as Colonel Fairfax. Nata¬
lie Alt was a charming Elsie. William ,
Danforth scored a hit second only to Mr. i
Hopper as the grimly humorous jailer,
Shadbolt. Gladys Caldwell gave a dainty .

^ArfAvmoTioo nf PhAPhp nnri nrted the scene 1
1

performance of Phoebe and acted the scene ,
. with the jailer with a fine sense of comedy'

J Hfn.in I Iand Marie Horgan was the plump but ac¬
tive Dame Carruthers.

Y,r m 5>at wnTay. April 24, from 2 to 6 p. m
"he price of admission will be 25 cents,
'here will contests for the most popular
hild actors. Prizes will also he given for

'

he best, child dancers.
"The Dawn of a To-morrow" has been

by the Madison Square Men's Club
>* ■ -1 amateur production. \£a-

1*m
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works. 44 Trial by Jury " became a sumu-
ard many years ago. It is still as attractive
on a double bill as it ever was. Both works
are well presented ar'1 —cine and

n The pill' ".-ill '■
( renter on Ma1

trial byA SCENE FROM THE SUCCESSFUL REVIVAL OF GILBERT AND SULLIVAN'S
JURY," AT THE FORTY-EIGHTH STREET THEATER.

From Left to Right: William Danforth, Arthur Aldridge, Gladys Caldwell, De Wolf Hopper, an
John Willard. Jf.j

i

FORTY-EIGHTH
STREET THEATRE

48th Street, East of Broadway
DIRECTION OF WILLIAM A. BRADY

WILLIAM A. BRADY THEATRE CO Lessees

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 19, 1915.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday.

ALINE, her daughter, betrothed to Alexis NATALIE ALT
MRS. PARTLET, a pew opener

ALICE McCOMB ,
CONSTANCE, her daughter

GLADYS CALDWELL J
HERCULES, a page

MAY ARNOLD !
SCENE-

CHORUS OP PEASANTRY.-GROUNDS OF SIR MARMADUKE'S MANSION.

Cast of "Trial by Jury"THE JUDGE
THE DEFENDANT

» COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFI USHEP

• DE WOLF HOPPER
ARTHUR ALDRIDGE

• JOHN WILLARD
USHER

WILLIAM DANFORTH
FOREMAN OF JURY

HERBERT WATEROUSPLAINTIFF
GLADYS CALDWELL

FIRST BRIDESMAID
ALICE McCOMBJURYMEN—MESSRS. HALL, AVERILL, FLYNN, THAYMAN, WOOD.ANNISON, ANNISMAN, WEST, DUPONT, SOYER, BARRETT.BRIDESMAIDS—MISSES BROOKS, MAUDANT, ALLEN, FLYN..,KURRIER, MAR, TUCKET, PRICE, GROSBERG, STRATTON,PAINE.

SCENE—THE DIVORCE COURT, WESTMINSTER.
i

WILLIAM A. BRADY Presents

>
)

i
i

i
i

i
111

DE WOLF HOPPER
AND THE

Gilbert and Sullivan Opera Company
IN A BRIEF REVIVAL OF

THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD
(To be followed by "Trial by Jury" and "The Sorcerer," "TheMikado," "The Pirates of Penzance," "H. M. S. Pinafore,""Iolanthe," etc.).

Cast.
SIR RICHARD CHOLMONDELEY JOHN WILLARDCOLONEL FAIRFAX

ARTHUR ALDRIDGESERGEANT MERYLL
HERBERT WATEROUS

LEONARD MERYLL
HUGH DWYERJACK POINT

DE WOLF HOPPERWILFRED SHADBOLT
WILLIAM DANFORTHTHE HEADSMAN

JAMES HUGHESFIRST YEOMAN
FRANK CLARKESECOND YEOMAX

GEORGE ABBOTTFIRST CITIZEN
WILLIAM QUIMBY

SECOND CITIZEN
HENRY SMITHELSIE MAYNARD
NATALIE ALTPHOEBE MERYLL

GLADYS CALDWELLDAME CARRUTHERS
MARIE HORGANKATE
ALICE McCOMB

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MAY 10, 1915,AT 8:20 P. M.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday.
WILLIAM A. BRADY Presents

DE WOLF HOPPER
AND THE

Gilbert and Sullivan Opera Company
—IN—

THE MIKADO
Dramatis Personae:THE MIKADO OF JAPAN

Mr. WILLIAM DANFQRTHNANKI-POO, his son, disguised as a wandering minstrel, and inlove with Yum-Yum
Mr. ARTHUR ALDRIDGEKO-KO, Lord High Executioner of Titipu Mr. HOPPERPOOH-BAH, Lord High Everything Else, Mr. HERBERT WATEROUSPISH-TUSH, a Noble Lord

Mr. JOHN WILLARD
YUM YUM

i Three Sisters— / Miss NATALIE ALT
PITTI-SING >

Wards of Ko-Ko ( Miss GLADYS CALDWELL
PEEP-BO . )

t
Miss ALICE McCOMBKATISHA, an elderly lady, in love with Nanki-Poo, JMiss MARIE HORGAN tChorus of School Girls, Nobles, Guards and Coolies. '

»r M -

-.Tanaci^.. ■ ■ m—.....

:

ACT I.—COURT-YARD OF KO-KO'S OFFICIAL RESIDENCE.
ACT II.—KO-KO'S GARDEN.

SCENE—TOWER GREEN.
TIME—SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

JAY \Z

Musical Director
Stage Director .

. . Clarence West
. . Herbert Cripps

Musical Director
Clarence WestStage Director

Herbert Cripps

-

: 1 M?'-l
« .3 qk 1

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, MAY SI, 1915.
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

WILLIAM A. BRADY Presents

DE WOLF HOPPER
AND THE

Gilbert and Sullivan Opera Company
—IN—

THE SORCERER and TRIAL BY JURY
Cast of "The Sorcerer"

SIR MARMADUKE POINTDEXTRE, an elderly Baronet,
HERBERT WATEROUSALEXIS, ot' the Grenadier Guards, his sou.... ARTHUR ALDRIDGEDOCTOR DALY, Vicar of Ploverleigh (Specially Engaged) .DIGBY BELLNOTARY

HENRY SMITHJOHN WELLINGTON WELLS, of J. Wells & Co., Family Sorcerers,
DE WOLF HOPPER•*:| LADY SANGAZURE, a lady of ancient lineage. .. .MARIE HORGAN

I \ if
i

ss

[" |F YOUR EYE i. aHr»ctedto> 1 f*lly it thoatJ b« » *«••' P * '
ouvUy }0«r »4»ertU«mt»tj 1 & „ .hew yoC .»

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 7, 1915.Matinees Thursday and Saturday.
WILLIAM A. BRADY Presents

DE WOLF HOPPER
AND THE

Gilbert and Sullivan Opera Company
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Nights,

THE PIRATES OF PENZANCEDramatis Personae.THE PIRATE KING
HERBERT WATEROUSFREDERICK, a pirate's apprentice ARTHUR ALDRIDGESAMUEL, pirate leutenant

JOHN WILLARDMAJOR GENERAL STANLEY WILLIAM DANFORTHSERGEANT OF POLICE
DE WOLF HOPPERMABEL, the general's youngest daughter ALICE BRADYEDITH

I
i ALICE McCOMBKATE I other daughters UNA BROOKSISABEL 1

! .MAUDE MORDAUNTRUTH, a piratical maid of all work
MARIE HORGANCHORUS OF POLICEMEN, PIRATES, ETC., ETC.

SCENES—ACT I.—THE COAST OF CORNWALL.ACT II.—A RUINED CASTLE.
.
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Thursday Matinee,

-.V .

H. M. S. PINAFORE
Or, The Lass That Loved a Sailor

Dramatis Personae.

SIR JOSEPH PORTER, K. C. B., first lord of the admiralty,
WILLIAM DANFORTH

CAPTAIN CORCORAN, commanding H. M. S. Pinafore,
Specially Engaged. GEORGE MACFARLANE

RALPH RACKSTRAW, able seaman ARTHUR ALDRIDGE
DICK DEADEYE, able seaman DE WOLF HOPPER
BILL BOBSTAY, boatswain's mate HERBERT WATEROUS
JOSEPHINE, the captain's daughter ALICE BRADY
HEBE, Sir Joseph's first cousin ALICE M. COMB
LITTLE BUTTERCUP, a Portsmouth bumboat woman,

MARIE HORGAN
FIRST LORD'S SISTERS, HIS COUSINS, HIS AUNTS,

SAILORS, MARINES, ETC.

SCENE- -QUARTER DECK OF THE H. M. S. PINAFORE.
ACT I.—NOON.
ACT II.—NIGHT.

TRIAL BY JURY
Dramatis Personae.

THE JUDGE DE WOLF HOPPER
THE DEFENDANT ARTHUR ALDRIDGE
COUNSEL FOR „,TT T ,
USHER

iN OF JURY jaiiiitoinxvi
PLAINTIFF GLADYS CALDWELL
FIRST BRIDESMAID ALICE McCOMB
JURYMEN—MESSRS. HALL, AVERILL, FLYNN, THAYMAN, WOOD.

ANNISON, ANNISMAN, WEST, DUPONT, SOYER, BARRETT.
BRIDESMAIDS—MISSES BROOKS, MAUDANT, ALLEN, FLYNN,

KURRIER, MAR, TUCKET, PRICE, GROSBERG, STRATTON,
PAINE.

SCENE—THE DIVORCE COURT, WESTMINSTER.

PLAINTIFF JOHN WILLARD
WILLIAM DANFORTH

FOREMAN OF JURY HERBERT WATEROUS^"*■ » /~* a -r rvTTTTnT T

riniiBB 01*v >

I—iw|
§
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Thursday and Friday Nights and Saturday Matinee and Night,

IOLANTHE Or, THE PEER AND THE PERI
Dramatis Personae.

THE LORD CHANCELLOR.. DE WOLF HOPPER
THE EARL OF MOUNTARARAT RICHARD TEMPLE
EARL TOLLOLLER ARTHUR ALDRIDGE
PRIVATE WILLIS, of the Grenadier Guards. . HERBERT WATEROUS
STREPHON, an Arcadian shepherd JOHN WILLARD
THE QUEEN OF THE FAIRIES MARIE HORGAN
IOLANTHE, a fairy—Strephon's mother GLADYS CALDWELL
CELIA ( ALICE McCOMB
LEILA Fairies -> UNA BROOKS
FLETA ( . MAUDE MORDAUNT
PHYLLIS, an Arcadian shepherdess and ward in chancery,ALICE BRADY

CHORUS OF DUKES, EARLS, MARQUISES, BARONS
AND FAIRIES.

SCENES—ACT I.—A SYLVAN GLADE.
ICT II.—PALACE YARD, WESTMINSTER.

Musical Director
Stage Director .

Clarence West
Herbert Cripps

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 126, 1915.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday.

,

I

WILLIAM A. BRADY Presents

r

DE WOLF HOPPER
AND THE

Gilbert and Sullivan Opera Company
IN A BRIEF REVIVAL OF

THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD
(To be followed by "Trial by Jury" and "The Sorcerer," "The i

Mikado," "The Pirates of Penzance," "H. M. S. Pinafore,"
"Iolanthe," etc.).

Cast.
SIR RICHARD CHOLMONDELEY
COLONEL FAIRFAX
SERGEANT MERYLL

IkS
'

.

ten cent

uckerbockb,
Theatre

CHARLES FROHMAN. KLAW & ERLANCER, Proprietor*

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERY
SEAT OCCUPIED, CAN DE EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
DANGERS OF PANIC, WAI.K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

Evenings 8:15. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday 2:15.

"GERMANS I KNOW;
AMERICANS I KNOW;

GERMAN-AMERICANS I DO NOT KNOW"—

From a Famous Speech of
EMPEROR WILLIAM

CHARLES FROHMAN

PRESENTS

A NEW PLAY IN THREE ACTS, ENTITLED

THE HYPHEN
BY

JUSTUS MILES FORMAN.

THE PERSONS OF THE PLAY:

HEINRICH BRANDT W. H. THOMPSON

FRAU BRANDT LOUISE SYDMETH

FRITZ DAVID POWELL

LILI BUELOW GAIL KANE

BELLOWS, "WILLIAM," the new butler GRANT STEWART

A MAID RUTH ASHMEAD

RITTMEISTER KARL WILHELM VON ARNDT ROBERT HAINES

HERR LIEBERMANN, Cerman-Amcrican newspaper editor, WILLIAM BURRESS
HERR SCHMIDT BERTRAM MARBURGH

OFFICER OF THE STATE CONSTABULARY JOHN N. WHEELER

TIME—THE PRESENT.

PLACE—LIBRARY OF A COUNTRY HOUSE IN PENNSYLVANIA.

ACT I.

. 1

LATE AFTERNOON.

ACT n.

TWO DAYS LATER. EVENING.

ACT m.

THREE DAYS LATER. LATE EVENING.

JOHN WILLARD
. ARTHUR ALDRIDGE
HERBERT WATEROUS

PRODUCED UNDER THE STAGE DIRECTION OF FRED G. LATHAM.

LEONARD MERYLL . .

JACK POINT
WILFRED SHADBOLT
THE HEADSMAN
FIRST YEOMAN
SECOND YEOMAN . . .

FIRST CITIZEN

HUGH DWYER

, . DE WOLF HOPPER
WILLIAM DANFORTH

JAMES HUGHES

FRANK CLARKE
. . . GEORGE ABBOTT

. . . WILLIAM QUIMBY

SECOND CITIZEN ...

ELSIE MAYNARD . .

PHOEBE MERYLL . .

DAME CARRUTHERS
KATE

HENRY SMITH
NATALIE ALT

GLADYS CALDWELL
MARIE HORGAN
ALICE McCOMB

<

I
i
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MUSIC PROGRAM.

Overture—"Raymond"
Excerpts from "The Tales of Hoffmann"
Polonaise—"Concert"
Intermezzo—"Naila"

Orchestra under the direction of
THOMAS HINDLEY.

SCENE—TOWER GREEN.

TIME—SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

. Thomas < I
Offenbach
. . Bessig- J •

. . Delibes J*5
1

Musical Director
Stage Director .

Clarence West
Herbert Cripps

— 1

"THE HYPHEN
Melodrama in Three Acts by Justus MilesForman. Produced by Charles Frohmanat the Knickerbocker Theater April 19.Staged by Fred G. Latham.
Heinrich Brandt W. H. ThompsonFrau Brandt Louise SydmethFritz David Powell^ ; Lili Buelow Gail KaneBellows, " William," the new butler.

Grant StewartA Maid Ruth AshmeadRittmeister Karl Wilhelm von Arndt,
Robert Haines25 Herr Liebermann, German-American news-

paper editor William Burresspii! Herr Schmidt Bertram MarburghOfficer of the State Constabulary,
John N. WheelerTime—The present. Place—Library of a coun¬try house in Pennsylvania.

Something unusual was expected of thisplay on account of the feverish tone of
the advance notices supplied the press, and/ a veritable sensation presaged the gather-JJ ing of the clans. The house was filled with
neutrals and unneutrals, pros and cons,aunts and antis, from the aristocratic game
preserves of the West Side and the humbledwellings of the East Side, from lowerFourteenth Street and upper Fifth Ave-—; nue; from Luechow's and the Pensions Pet-tipas and Louis.

Everybody looked for something not easi].y defined. Only this was aonarent fr^rr

1

| ^ 2.KJ1. ouiucLiiing not eas-ily defined. Only this was apparent fromthe heraldic motto at the head of the pro¬gramme attributed to the Kaiser: " Ger-1 mans I know ; Americans I know ; German-Americans I do not know," tiiat the playhad something to do with a conspiracy ofGerman-Americans to destroy the peaceand dignity of the United States.And so we were in for an event, withour nerves keyed up to a high pitch ofexpectancy. The author studied art underBouguereau in I'aris and is a fellow of tbeIioyai Geographic Society; hence peculiar¬ly qualified to interpret the spirit of theKaiser's motto.
liut the expected sensation failed to ma¬terialize. It turned out that Mr. Forman Ihas written an amusing melodrama; hehas taken his dialogue from the editorials■ of certain New York newspapers and al¬lotted it liberally among a number of char-: S»t acters who carry the action to a more or,i kl less thrilling climax. Any number of ourN playwrights who are not Fellows of the1 In Royal Society and never studied art inI r< Paris under Uouguereau could have dis¬charged their mission equally well.If tlle author's purpose was to sound the: tocsin of alarm, and rally the Anglo-Saxon'

to the standard of defense against the. American element which traces its descentto the settlers of Germantown, fought un¬der Muhlenberg, Herkimer, and Steuben inthe Revolution, or as German-Americansmit Sigel to the number of 200,000 in theCivil War. or who came here during the.« revolution of 1848 to help in. the settle-£ ment of Wisconsin, Minnesota and theWest, he surely was sadly misinterpretedE ff by that excellent actor, W. H. Thompson.S I In the part of Brandt, a rich and re-! ~ tired old German-American, who is iron-; 'P proof against the machinations of a black-: Y log German Rittmeister, discharged from>the Kaiser's army for conduct unbecoming3
a gentleman, he has created the best argu¬ment in defense of the German-Americanelement that has yet been advanced, andthe reputedly busy German press bureau: ' should by all means improve the opportu-1 nity afforded by subsidizing the playmake propaganda for the German cause.The strongest applause goes to Brandtwhen, in spite of all his sympathy for Ger-| many, he scornfully and in the most ap-» proved editorial rhetoric and New York: f Times logic, spurns the insidious offer to; * furnish the cashiered Rittmeister and histwo opera bouffe confederates the plans of•t the powder factory of which he was the

, founder in order that the trio of scamps1 may destroy the works and stop the sup-1 ply to the Allies.
Brandt Is a towering figure of dramatic*

interest, as played by Mr. Thompson, and
"

his speech to Arndt declining to be ai traitor to his adopted country sounded likej a speech of Congressman Bartholdt on the1 loyalty of the German-Americans.In the character of von Arndt. the chiefconspirator, Mr. Haines grappled with aproblem to which even that admirable and| careful actor was hardly equal because ofJ its utter, conventionality ; but in describingi the plav as an amusing melodrama I refer1 not only to the intrinsic interest, but to1 the comedy antics of Herr Liebermann andHerr Schmidt, von Arndt's fellow conspira¬tors, who have not had their equal sincethe merry bandits, Beppo and Giacomo.in " Fra Diavolo." A part seriously andwell played, yet with a latent spirit ofcomedy, was that of Fritz, Brandt'san enthusiastic pro-German youngsteris all but inveigled by Arndt into blowingup the powder mill from his aeronlane.Conscientiously performed by Mr. Powell.Mr. Powell's audible Piccadillyisms' ofspeech made him an incongruous German-American.
As for the heroine, she is such a mix-■ ture of conflicting qualities, and is placedj In such contradictory attitudes, that It is. hard to accord her any real sympathy. Shegains admittance and the confidence of theBrandt household, as well as the love ofyoung Fritz, under a direct misrepresenta¬tion : for she is a spv on the Brandt fam¬ily in collusion with the Secret Serviceagent acting as Brandt's butler. Just whatthe American secret service has to seek inthe home of a retired old manufacturer be¬cause he happens to be a German, is notmade clear and Illustrates the muddlingmanner of the author; and it is hard tobestow any degree of sympathy upon anadventuress who imposes on a trustingfamily to gain its confidence. As theUnited States is not represented to be inany imminent danger to prompt her to act

so, we refuse to become deeply moved byher, and Miss Kane, who was always be¬hind a curtain listening and spying, wasonly half appealing in the role of the pre¬tended Miss Buelow.
Reduced to its component element, " TheHyphen " is a melodrama of no special nov¬elty, which neither offends the Germansrallying from the Kaiserkeller to see them¬selves dramatized, nor enchants the pa¬trons of the Maison Pettipas nor the Eng¬lish habitues of the clubs. It is merely amelodrama about a futile attempt of threeGerman spies to blow up a powder millwhich is supplying the material for thekilling of their relatives. The averageAmerican of whatever racial antecedencefails to see anything either extraordinarilyunloyal or of dramatic value in such aposture of circumstances.

fieri

. _ _ —* r » x. TAFTER the opening night of " The Hyphen" Ishall never say another word in protest of GeorgeM. Cohan's assumption that he is the rightfulheir to the stage rights of the " Star-Spangled Banner,"either as a song or as business of unfurling, businessof waving, or however else our youthful wonder ofthe nimble legs and lightning wit may devise. Hith¬erto a great many of us have looked upon Mr. Cohan'spatronage of the flag as a piece of jolly good fun, andwe laughed and applauded " Cohan and the flag."The combination was always sure of a hit and beforelong other performers adopted the splendid idea thatif all else failed, the stars and stripes could alwaysbe relied upon to bring down the house.The star-spangled banner played a big part—or itshould have played a big part in " The Hyphen," butsomehow—well there was no George M. Cohan thereso you know the rest. To be
sure, W. H. Thompson did hisbest to bring the house to itsfeet, but tlje incident missedfire completely. It was fright¬fully embarrassing to the ac¬
tors, and they showed their
astonishment unmistakably.It happened this way: MissGail Kane, who appears as anAmerican spy posing as a Ger¬
man, and trying to save our
country from some danger—
exactly what no one could dis¬
cover—was heating up the pa¬triotism of the three German
conspirators by her piano ren¬dition of "The Watch on theRhine," to which all were sing¬ing fervently when Mr. Thomp¬son, as the German-Americancitizen, entered, and with im¬

ploring hands and tremblinglips begged them to desist.Then came what was intendedto be the big moment.
Mr. Thompson agitatedlycalled upon the little group tosing the " Star-Spangled Ban-1

ner" instead, insisting thatthat was the only anthem whichshould be sung. Miss Kane re¬sponded with the piano as theactor advanced to the footlightsand imploringly held out his
, arms to the audience a laMaude Adams in " Do you be¬lieve in fairies?" to join in therefrain.

It wasn't Mr. Thompson'sfault if no one responded. Itwas the fault of Mr. JustusForman, who miscalculatedthat the populace of New Yorkhas reached fever heat in itswar interest.
Two young women and aman in my vicinity rose in¬quiringly to their feet, andand when on glancing aboutthey found themselves alone,one young woman asked theother, "What shall we do?"and the trio sat down. Therewas no demonstration. Therewere any number of English,Germans, Americans, French

and plenty of hyphenated "clfizens of all varieties in
the audience and they enjoyed the play hugely, judg¬
ing by their hearty laughter. They refused to get
excited enough to wish to put up a bulletin board in
the lobby between acts and finish the argument on the
pavement.

" The Hyphen" was evidently intended by its au¬
thor to stir up something which would bring forth
big headlines in the morning papers and call out the
police to separate the combatants, and prove to the
world at large that we are anything but neutral, and
should be fighting right now. Real1- T * 'nervous on m" "

,

oujuimg but neutral, and
aiiuuiu De fighting right now. Really I felt rather
nervous on my way in the theater when several people
told me we might expect a big time of it—something
on the order of the disturbances at the Irish Players'performance of " The Playboy of the Western World."
This rumor had got about so that the audience was on
the qui vive for whatever might happen.When, however, the flag incident passed on quietly
there was a unanimous sigh of relief from the appre¬
hensive ones. The danger was over.
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DAVID POWELL

No. 19—ROBERT T. HAINES,the brilliant young American leading- man who has made a deep impressionin productions and on vaudeville audiences and who has made an individualhit in "The Hyphen," at the Knickerbocker Theatre.

•,<tvi • - «• • «: ...

DE WOLF HOPPER
THE YEOMEN CI THE GUARD"

Copyright by Chas. Frohman.AS FRITZ, W. H. THOMPSON AS HEINRICH BRANDT, AND GAIL KANEAS LILI BUELOW IN A SCENE FROM " THE HYPHEN."

There were a number of distinguished Germanspresent and they were merely amused in the last actwhen somebody denounced the three German con¬spirators by means of all the awful names in thevocabulary. I asked a captain of the Kaiser's army?"a real Rittmeister detained here by the war, what hethought of the play and he replied philosophically in
*

perfect English, " Well, those three rascals certainlydeserve punishment."
Believe me, even the most sensitive person, onewho may have relatives at the front, need have nofear in regard to " The Hyphen." I can't help think¬ing, that in the future playwrights would better leavethe flag to our George, who may be relied upon to useit in a pleasing manner and with malice toward none.

A charming incident of the opening of " TheHyphen " was the reception given Lillian Russell asshe walked down the aisle to her seat in the frontrow. I h^ve never witnessed a similar tribute to anyartist on such an occasion, pwpnt tn \T!!rv Andersona few years ago, and Miss Russell must have feltgreatly pleased.
Henry E. Dixey, was responsible for the episode.I heard him say, " Here comes the queen," and thenhe led fhe applause as the beautiful and majesticLillian, accompanied by her handsome husband, came :down the aisle.

Miss Russell seemed quite surprised, but she ac¬cepted the greeting with a gracious smile.I wish the audience could have heard what Dixeysaid to me about her. You know he played with MissRussell when he was called " Adonis " and received abarrel full of " mash notes " every day." She is the sweetest, loveliest, finest, best " andso on said Dixey. " She always has been and alwayswill be. She has a heart full of kindness for every¬one and I believe it is because she has such a heartthat she is still beautiful. And isn't she? Whereis there a woman more beautiful?"And Dixey meant every word of it.I have heard others in tbe profession say the same.When Miss Russell left the theater she was obligedto pass between two lines of on-lookers who wished anear view to see if she were as beautiful on close in¬spection as at a distance.



The Scenes.
ACT I.—Entrance Lounge, Hotel Blitz, New York. Evening.ACT II.—"Tony" Miller's Apartment, Central Park West. Afternoon of the next day.

The Production Staged by Benrimo.Dances staged by David Bennett.Scenery and stage decorations planned and designed byMiss Elsie de Wolfe.
Scenery painted by D. N. Aikin.Orchestrations by Frank Saddler.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.
This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times."

TENTH WEEK—BEGINNING MONDAY, JUNE 21, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Miss McBain's gown by Maison Jacqueline.Gowns and hats from Hickson's.The gentlemen in "Nobody Home" are wearing R. B. Fashion Clothes,Tailored at Fashion Park, Rochester, N. Y.
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F. RAY COMSTOCK

Presents BROOKLYN'S PERFECT THEATRERrected and Owned by The Brooklyn Majestic Theatre Oft.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 13, 1915,Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
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To Those Who Know That Mirth is Medicine,and That Laughter Lengthens Life.

JOHN P. SLOCUM Presents
The Smart Musical Comedy Success,

White. N. Y.
QUENTIN TOD AND HELEN CLARKE, WHOSE DANCING IS A BRIGHT

FEATURE OF " NOBODY HOME."

NOBODY HOME
(By arrangement with the Marbury-Comstock Company)Book and Lyrics by Guy Bolton and Paul Rubens.Music by Jerome Kern.

Note—Students of American slang, and the numerous authors claimingpriority in the use of the phrase, "Nobody Home," may be interested in knowingthat Charles Dickens makes use of the expression in "Nicholas Nickleby."Squeer's, in presenting Smike to a visitor, indicates the poor imbecile's lack ofbalance by tapping his forehead significantly with the remark "Nobody Home,"no matter how hard you knock."Dickens himself unquestionably took the expression from an epigram byAlexander Pope, who died in 1744, and whose saying was paraphrased by WilliamCowper, as follows:
"You beat your pate, and fancy wit will come;Knock as you please, there's Nobody at Home."

Characters,
(Named in Order of their Appearance)Maurice, assistant manager, Hotel Blitz Edwin ArgusBell Boy at the Blitz

Arthur BoylanRolando d'Amorini, the artful husband Lew ChristyMrs. d'Amorini, his wife
Delia NivenVernon Popple, a society dancer Roydon KeithViolet Brinton, Mrs. d'Amorini's niece Mabel WitheeBarmaid at the Blitz
Helen JostMiss Pippin, a show girl

Mary OrrLucille, Tony Miller's personal manager Marguerite Von KeeseJack Kenyon, a jealous admirer of Tony Vincent CassidyMiss "Tony" Miller, prima donna at the Winter Garden Zoe Barnett
Dolly Dip, a dancer

Frisco De VereSally Trip, a dancer
Rose Boylan"Freddy" Popple, of Ippleton, England Percival KnightPiatt, an ex-groom, Freddy's manservant Tracy BarrowAn Interior Decorator, also an automobilist Edwin ArgusHavelock Page, elevated to society by his dancing Arthur BoylanVeronica Vandelier . ) f Ruth MorrisEdna Esmelton

I Luclle MerceyMadge Fandango j o t at the Elsie LlndBeatrice Beresford .. J. J Betty ToddPatricia Parkington . muz "olel
Natalie ReidViolet Vivienne j

Frances RameyClarice Carrington . . J |_ Effie TysonMarie Maxixie ... 1 f Trixie WarrenTessie Trot
| Beatrice PriceHilda Hesitation ! Dancers from the , Ruby RoseliaPolly Polka i Winter Garden ' Betta ChandlerGertie Gavotte . . . | ] Bessie SteigerTrilby Tango . ... ) I Alice JoneaSplendor Colgate . . 1 ( Roy TorreyRoger Gallet I

Frank Leslie OlsonEdward Pinaud ... I
Devotees of the Charles HauptnerRiker Hegeman ... }- g, D ^ Fred HoagDaggett Ramsdell . i

[ Edward FetherstonRexall Liggett .... I | Mark WestcottRichard Hudnot . . . J i Walter YorkDances by Rose and Arthur Boylan.(Originated and Staged by Arthur Boylan.)

MUSICAL NUMBERS.
(Musical Director, MAX HIRSCHFELD)

ACT I.
Opening Chorus
"Why Take a Sandwich to a Banquet'
Duet.—"You Know and I Know"
"Cupid at the Plaza"
"In Arcady"
"The Magic Melody"
Military Dance
"The Chaplin Walk"
Finale

Ensemble
Mr. Judels

Miss Hamilton and Mr. Barrie
Mr. Barrie and Chorus

Mr. Lydecker
...Miss Rowland and Chorus

Mr. Tod and Miss Clarke
. . . .Miss Hamilton and Chorus

Ensemble
i.le anru
ohibiti n
t variou;

ACT II.

Mr. Tod, Miss Clarke and Chorus I
Mr. Grossmith •

Miss Hamilton and Mr. Barrie )JJSMiss Rowland and Chorus ■
Mr. Tod and Miss Clarke }Miss Rowland and Chorus i

Ensemble •

Opening Chorus and Cakewalk
"Bed, Wonderful Bed"
Duet—"Another Little Girl"...
"Any Old Night"
Dance
"The San Francisco Fair"
FinaleNowJ

l mceti
ivorlte

FOR JOHN P. SLOCUM.Company's Executive....Advance ExecutiveStage ManagerAssistant Stage ManagerMusical Director
Master Mechanic
Chief Electrician
Chief Propertyman
Wardrobe Mistress j

• M. J. Kavanaugh
Lee Riley

James Heron
.Roy" TorreyKarl Weixelbaum

., .Albert Ambers..James Williams
R C. Pattle
Mrs. White^ White, -V. Y.

are: Louise White, Carl Lyle, Helen Clarke, Quentin Tod, Maude Odell, Charles Judels, AdeleGeorge Anderson, Lillian Tucker, and Tom Graves.

The principals, kneeling in the foreground, from left to right,
Rowland, Laurence Grossmith, Alice Dovey,

The finale of "Nobody Home,
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THE SCENES
ACT I—Entrance Lounge the Hotel Blitz, New York. Evening.ACT II—"Tony" Miller's Apartment, Central Park West. After¬noon of the next day.
The production staged by Benrimo.
Dances staged by David Bennett.
The scenery and stage decorations planned and designed by MissElsie de Wolfe.
Scenery painted by D. N. Aikin.
Orchestrations by Frank Saddler.
Miss McBain's gown by Maison Jacqueline.Gowns and hats from Hickson's.

MUSICAL NUMBERS
Musical Director Ben M. Jerome

ACT I.
Opening Chorus Ensemble
"Why Take a Sandwich to a Banquet?" Mr. Judels
Duet—-"Another Little Girl" Miss McGibeny and Mr. Barrie
"Keeping Moving" Mr. Barrie and Chorus"In Arcady" Mr. Lydecker"The Magic Melody" Miss Barnett and Chorus
Military Dance Mr. Tod and Miss Clarke
Finale .•;% Ensemble

MUSIC PROGRAM.
Direction of KARL WEIXELBAUM.

ACT L
Ensemble

Mr. Christy
Miss Withee and Mr. Keith

Mr. Keith and Chorus
Mr. Cassidy

...Miss Barnett and Chorus
Miss Barnett

. .Rose and Arthur Boylan
Ensemble

Opening Chorus
"Why Take a Sandwich to a Banquet'
Duet—"You Know and I Know"
"Keep Moving"
"In Arcady"
"The Magic Melody"
"A Question of Bait"
Military Dance
Finale

Opening Chorus and Cakewalk
"Bed, Wonderful Bed"
Duet—"Another Little Girl"...
"Any Old Night"
Dance De Luxe
"The San Francisco Fair"
Finale

ACT II.
and Arthur Boylan and Chorus

Mr Knight
.Miss Withee and Mr. Keith

. .. .Miss Barnett and Chorus

....Rose and Arthur Boylan
....Miss Barnett and Chorus

Ensemble

ACT II
Opening Chorus and Cakewalk Mr Tod, Miss Clarke and Chorus"Bed, Wonderful Bed" Mr. GrossmithDuet—"Wedding Bells Are Caling Me". . .Miss McGibeny and Mr. Barrie"Any Old Night" Miss Barnett and ChorusDance De Luxe Mr. Tod and Miss Clarke' Back to San Francisco Town" Miss Barnett and ChorusFinale

Ensemble

FOR THE MARBURY-COMSTOCK CO
Company Manager
Business Manager.
Stage Director....
Stage Manager. . .

John Major
May Dowilng

Dabney Lee Smith
Frank Ross

MONDAY AND TUESDAY—MARCH 13 AND 14
THE MARBURY-COMSTOCK COMPANY

Presents
w York

NOBODY HOME
NOBODY H<By Guy Bolton and Paul Rubens

Mppic by Jerome Kern

IN the vital statistics ofthe Miller family it is re-
corded that Marilynn, aged
seventeen, has four birthdays.
First, the day she was born in

Findlay, Ohio; second, the dayshe made her debut as Mile.
Sugar Plum, aged four, in Dayton;
third, the day she was sixteen and
could snap her fingers defiantly atthose societies that had for twelve
years prevented her dancing pub¬licly in New York, and, fourth, the
day, last June, when, her year's
novitiate as a Broadway celebrity
being passed, she blossomed forth
a full-fledged heroine and dan-
seuse, a very important somebody, in
fact, in "ThePassingShow of 1915,"
attheWinterGarden. The Middle
West that knew her as one of the
Columbian Five in vaude- /1
ville is very proud
of MissMarilynn. jhu.

'J-;e Cavatiaugh
"

•;Cotton Girls
George White

"i Carl Ran-lal!

.Marion Davis

. . Judith Lane
Patrice Clarke

MISS GAIL KANE

THE HYPHEN

aj. rv Louise Whi'r. Carl Ly!c. i Hen CU ;Qucntin Tod. Maude Odd'-
Gt ! v'1 Anderson Lilian Tucker, and Font ' r - \ s.

Home." The principals, kneeling in rV farcer uvd from
Rowland. Laurence .Urosmil).



Channel Belle...
Submarine Pilot
Mermaids

Ann Murdock needn't
"doll up" for smart
and dainty girlhood
she has it without a

struggle

PHOTOGRAPH IT

CAMPBELL STUDIO

CAMPBELLOTOGRj
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Cleveland

Devised and produced under the personal direction of
F. ZIEGFELD, JR.

Staged by Julian Mitchell and Leon ErrolLines and Lyrics by Channing Pollock, Rennold Wolf andGene Buck
Music by Louis Hirsch and David StamperScenery painted by JOSEPH URBAN

uclid Avenue Opera House
A. F. HARTZ, Lessee and Manager. ACT I

UNDER THE SEA
Scene 1

Week Commencing Monday, ^pril 1915.
Note—Owing to the mechanical massiveness of thisscene, it can only be exhibited advantageously at thebeginning of the performance—8:15 p. m. sharp. Thestage setting is the greatest Mr. Ziegfeld has everpresented.

MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY

.... Kay Laurell
... Chas. Purcell
Leslie, TouraineKoerner,

By J. M.

INOBOl
By Guy Bol

Music

Patty

Young Ladies.

School Girl...

I NOTE—Sty.de
-"(claiming priority,
11interested in no/fi

J?
1 cantlv with

This new ingenue act¬
ress is looking for-

Sward to moresubstantial
l or e m o -

1 tional parts

Serenade

It is a surprise to
learn that Miss
Collier once

sang in musical-
comedy chorus

;<!> Majric Mt

It is a far cry from Thais
to Nancy Sykesie Sm

tmedy Success
She also played the title-role in the

1
. •

. • r kk tm • "dramatization of "Thais

y ft As Emilia, in

a recent pro-
duction of
"Othello- ^4§Kjk*

CHARLES FROHMAN Presents

AUDE ADA
In a Comedy in Four Acts

"Quality Street"
BARRIE, Author of "The Little Minister," "What

Every Woman Knows," Etc.

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Valentine Brown Charles P. Hammond
Ensign Blades Stafford Windsor i
Major Linkwater R

e r. , Scene 3-Song— My Zebra Lady Fair"

.Morton Selten

Lieutenant Spicer
t Willard BartonMajor Budd Fred TylerA Recruiting Sergeant R. Peyton CarterOld Soldier James L. Carhart

Scene 2—HOME OF THE SUNSong—"Hold Me In Your Loving Arms" Vivian Oakland and Chorus
-THE SILVER FOREST

George White and Zebra GirlsScene 4—THE CATSKILL MOUNTAINSDance

Dwarf Girls
Ralph Van Winkle. Jr

Carl Randall
Song—"I Can't Do Without Girls" Carl Randall and Country Girls
Rip Van Winkle

Leon Errol
Jennings B. Ryan

Will West
Nut Sundae

Ed. WynnTrio—"Twenty Years Ago" Leon Errol, Will West and Ed. WynnScene 5—BARKER'S JUNGLEDance—"The Birth of a Chicken"
Anna Pennington

O. Shaw Androcles
Bert Williams

Prof. Alsoranville Barker
Will West

The Lion

Phil Dwyer
Scene 6—RADIUMLANDSong—"My Radium Girl"

Chas. Purcell and Radium Girls
Scene 7—COMMOTION PICTUREDirector

Merry Pickem. Ed. Wynn
.. Vivian Oakland

Song—"Hello 'Frisco"
Dickey
Master Arthur Wellesley Tomson... .

Georgie
School Boys
Miss Susan Throssel

Lionel Hogarth
Brown E. Burke

O'Ella Dunn
f Byron Silvers
\ . .Theodora De Combe

Angela Ogden
Miss Phoebe Throssel Maude AdamsMiss Willoughby Leonore Chippendale

Scene 8—ACROSS THE CONTINENT
Chas. Purcell and Ina ClaireScene 9—"SOME" MIDNIGHT CABARETAl. A. Cart

Ed. Wynn
The Onion Sisters

Oakland Sisters
A Pool Player

W. C. Fields
Waiter

John Ryan
Scene 10—AMERICA

Lucille Cavanaugh
^Cotton Girls

Major Domo
Dance
Navy.

Miss Fanny Willoughby
Miss Henrietta Turnbull.,

Byrd Rodgers
Elise Clarens

Sarah Converse
Paula Matzner
Anna Brewer

Edith Butts
Gladys Carlton

ACT I.-—First Glimpse of Garden.ACT II.—How the Garden Grew.ACT III.—A Weed Attacks the Garden.ACT IV.—How the Flowers Drove the Weed From the Garden.(Nine years elapse between Acts I and II, a week between Acts II and III, andtwo days between Acts III and IV.)

Overture—Water Nymph Nevin
AFTER ACT IOld English Songs—

Sweet and. Low
BarnbyLoch Lomond
BarnbyDrink to Me Only With Thine Eyes LawsonCoppelia
Delibes

AFTER ACT IIPas Des Amphorres
ChaminadeShepherds All and Maidens Fair Nevin

AFTER ACT IIIPierette

Cotton Girls
.

Anna Pennington and George White
Army

Emma Haig and Carl Randall
RULERS OF THE WORLDServia—Austria—Russia—Japan—Turkey—Italy—Belgium—France—England—Germany—The United StatesThe Wealth of the World—Gold Girl—Silver Girl—Copper Girl—Coal GirlConsort

Chas. Purcell
Dove of Peace

Kay Laurell
Columbia

Vivian OaklandFINALE

When in New York don't fail to see ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT FROLIC in theJJanse de Follies.

Santa Claus
Cinderella
Christmas Tree

ACT II

Scene I—A CHRISTMAS EVE FANTASY

. Gladys^ Feldman, May Paul,

.. Chas. Purcell
Emma Haigi Song—-"I ll Be a Santa Claus'TYou'?."I"'. MaY. PaU'' Edith Whitney' G>,d^ ,!xlftu,?

Scene 2—HOME OF THE SUN
Himself. .

Chas. Purcell

.Chaminade

Scene 3—HALLWAY OF THE BUNKEM COURT APARTMENTThomas, the hall boy
Bert Williams

Sammy, a messenger boy
Anna Pennington

Adam Fargo
W. C. Fields

Lotta Pep
Lucille Cavanaugh

A Tenant

Dagmar Oakland
A Waiter

John Ryan
Gladiolo

Vivian Oakland
Constant Bunn

Leon Erroll

Song—"Marie Odile" Scene 4—THE PARROT

Scene 5—THE SILVER FOREST—"A Gill for Each Month in the Year'Storer, as January; Ethel Delmar,

. Ina Claire

..Chas. Purcell and Month GirlsPaul, as Apiif;-Bessie' Poole'as^Mav^cj^H I'eTbr"ary; StTel'a Leslie, as March; MaeKay. Laurell, as August; vtian 6^klan?»'y^lUL,aSLuP.eJ Eleanor Delias July;Bessie Nr^lHaa™ ™ XT as ^eptemoeiNelligan, as November, and Dagmar Oakland as December/
as September; Edith Whitney, as October;

ILLINOIS THEATRE
65 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD, CHICAGO

Owned and Operated by
AMUSEMENT COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
Directors: CHARLES FROHMAN, Inc., MARC KLAW, A. L. ERLANGER,WILLIAM HARRIS, WILL J. DAVIS, HARRY J. POWERSAUGUSTUS PITOU

- Resident Manager

This Theatre, under normal conditions, with every seatoccupied, can be emptied in less than three minutes. Lookaround now, choose the nearest exit to your seat, and incase of disturbance of any kind, to avoid the dangers ofpanic, WALK (do not run) to that exit.

Week Beginning Sunday Evening,
December 26, 1915

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
J215 _____

Scene 6-
Flirtation Medley Dance.

Ed. Wynn.

"Oriental Love"
The Lady on the Wall.'.'Dance Egyptienne

A FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET SHOP
Anna Pennington and George White

Scene 7—BILLIE BURKE
Ed. Wynn

Scene 8—ELYSIUM
.... Emma Haig, Lucille Cavanaugh and Carl Randall

Kay LaurellLeon Errol and May Hennessey
Scene 9—HOME OF THE SUN

V'ln the Evening"
Songs/''1-'171 Neutral

Bert Williams

The Gobelin Tapestry.Dance
La Pa trie
Mrs. Vernon Castie.. ...La Pa trie.

Scene 10—ZIEGFELD DANSE DE FOLLIES

Kay LaurellLucille Cavanaugh and Carl Randall

Song "The Midnight Froiic Glide".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.chas ' p,

Kay Laurel
. .

. Ina Claire
. . Kay Laurell

Purcell and Chorus

FINALE
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Frank Darling 8. "Triumphant Youth" Laczi, Juliska, Racz, Sari
9. Finale.

ACT II.
1. Opening Chorus—"With Lowered Head."
2. "Follow Me" Estragon and Chorus
3. "There's No Place Like Home for You".Sari and Guests
4. "My Faithful Stradivari"

Racz, Estragon, Gaston, Mustari
5. "Softly Through the Summer Night"..Juliska and Laczi

Musical Director THE LADY IN RED

raordina

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR "ZIEGFELD FOLLIES" (INC.)
Manager

Publicity Director
Stage Manager

...Asst. Stage Manager
Stage Carpenter

..Asst. Stage Carpenter
Flyman

Master Electrician
Electrician

Asst. Electrician
Picture Operator

Property Master
Wardrobe Mistress

Asst. Wardrobe Mistress
..Transportation Master

. Master of Flying Ballet

E. Rosenbaum
Leon Friedman. ..

William C. Schrode
Arthur Rose
Frank King
George Dean
Al. Howard
Benj. Beerwald. ..

William Gilliland..
Wm. Shunk
Lou Mormonstein..
James Horgan....
Mrs. Hughes
Kate Reidy
Joe Light
Erick Reck

"Long Live the King".. ..

"Love's Own Sweet Song'1
"The Contest"
Finale.

Racz, Sari, Juliska, Estragon
Sari and Gaston
Entire Company

Mason & Hamlin Pianos Used Exclusively by
Henry W. Savage, Inc.

SCENERY—Act I Painted by Ernest Gros; Act II Designed
by Ronsin and Executed by Dodge & Castle. Costumes
Designed by A. R. Wheelan and Executed by Mme.
Freisinger and De Wolfe-Wachner Co. Miss Hajos'
Costumes by Maison Berkovitz (Budapest) and Frances,
Inc. Properties by Henry Gebhart. Electrical Effects
by Joseph Wilson. Mechanical Effects by Charles D.
Brown.

3:c 3iE3[ lE3'r ;-r iictEB

ILLINOIS THEATRE If
EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. SAVAGE.

Manager Mr. Fred Meek
| Stage Manager Harry Child| Assistant Stage Manager Robert Buchanan
| Stage Carpenter L. N. Phillips
1 Secretary Joseph Donohue
| Advertising Agent Joseph Smith

Master of Properties Harry Waltzer
1 Electrician Daniel Carey
g Assistant Electrician Edward O'Hara
5 Wardrobe Mistress Tillie Maynard

65 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD, CHICAGO
Owned and Operated by

AMUSEMENT COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
Director.: CHARLES FROHMAN, MARC KLAW. A. L. ERLANGER.

WILLIAM HARRIS. WILL J. DAVIS, HARRY J. POWERS
AUGUSTUS PITOU, Jr. Resident Manager

This Theatre, under normal conditions, with
every Beat occupied, can be emptied la leu
than three minutes. Look around now, choose
the nearest exit to your seat, and in case of
disturbance ot any kind, to avoid the dangers
of panic, WALK (do not run) to that exit.
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— House — «k
COHAN 8 HARRIS, Managers H4RRT J. RIDINGS. Business M;

SvfW WEEK COMMENCING SUNDAY EVE., \
MAY l6' 1915 1

• KWiSAS.ClTY.vso. J
G.ALBERT.

WEEK COMMENCING SUNDAY EVE
AUGUST 29, 1915

HENRY W. SAVAGE Offers

SARI
nor<r

An Operetta in Two Acts.

"Victorious Ever is Youth"
By Julius Wilhelm and Fritz Grunbaum.

English Book and Lyrics by
C. C. S. Cushing and E. P. Heath.

Music by Emmerich Kalman.
Staged by George Marion.

CAST OF CHARACTERS.
PALI RACZ, the gypsy leader

J. K. MURRAY
LACZl'.'. ] it: r ...H. W. MARSH
SARI V ...MIZZI HAJOS
KLARI J ChlIdren [ .BILLIE BUSCH

OLIVER MOROSCO

Presents
only :>v fh
pallbearers,
riage.

The traji
woman ret:
her career.JANE COWL

THE SONGBIRD
A New Play of Mother Love

BY FREDERIC HATTON AND

FANNY LOCKE HATTONJOSKA FEKETE, his friend ALBERT HEDGES
JULISKA FEKETE, his daughter.... EVELYN PARNELL
GASTON, Count Irini CHARLES MEAKINS
CADEAUX, his shadow FRANK FARRINGTON
COUNT ESTRAGON, H. R. H. King of Massalia

. JOHN SQUIRES
COUNT MUSTARI, his master of ceremonies

ROBERT BUCHANAN
GYPSY VIOLINIST JAMES NASH
PIERRE GEORGE ROSS
OTHER CHILDREN OF RACZ—Misses Borden, Lohr,

Parks, Griel, Eigholz and Morn.
POSTMAN—Charles Murray.
PEASANT WOMEN—Misses De Witt, Thaler, Melette,

King, Francis, Alburtus, Harrison, Christopher and Jones.
DEBUTANTES—Misses Busch, Lohr, Griel, Parks, King,

Harrison, Morn and Francis.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In the Order in Which They Appear)

SARAH.. ..MISS LUCILLE LA VERNE

BURTON MR. H. S. DUFFIELD

NICHOLAS MAYNE, an Episcopal
bishop MR. THOMAS McLARNIE

rtificial
:he sick

i&ELF)
/ARCAOE.

VLADAMER DONASTINO, a Russian tenor
MR. WILLIAM COURTLEIGH

LILY MORRAN, an American prima donna
MISS JANE COWL

PHILLIP CARTER, Lily's divorced husband
MR. ORME CALDARA

MRS. ADELE MASON MISS FLORENCE OBERLE
MARY LEE MISS BEATRICE NICHOLS
RAOUL DUVAL MR. JAMES GLEASON
RICHARD CARTER, Lily's son

MR. GEORGE LE GUERE
MADAM MORITA MISS VERA SHORE

TIME—The Present. PLACE—New York City.
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I—Living Room in Lily's Apartment.
ACT II—The Same. A week later.
ACT III—Lily's Boudoir. The same night..
ACT IV-—Same as Act I. The next morning.

George Mooser.
T. Daniel Frawl
James Finn
Jay D. Barnes..
James Gleason..
J. Richard Ryan

General Manager
General Stage Director
. . .. Company Manager

Business Manager
Stage Director
Stage Manager
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said that he finds 'nothing to It ' in this production;
but I must say I can not agree with him. If any¬
thing, I am tired of the overburdened musical
comedy."

"Overburdened?" I inquired.
" Yes, overburdened with music, stage-settings, ex¬

travagant costumes, show girls and lights. This play
is simple, restful and delightful."

Just then the critic himself joined us.
"What do you think of it?" I asked. "Your

sister likes it."
" Yes, I know, but you see she doesn't go to the

theater as often as I do. It's entirely too primitive,
I think. The music is pleasing, but why will they
insist upon making an actress the lure in the plot?
I am so tired of actresses as lures, aren't you? Then,
there's that silly ass of an Englishman. I am so
tired^oT the silly ass type. Can't they give us some
other sort of English comedian? And why should
the silly ass carry an apple around in his pocket and
expect people lo laugh at that?"

Young.—Mary Young, who appears on the cover of [
this week's Mirror, occupies an enviable position, so¬
cially and theatrically, in Boston, where she has been
leading woman for many years at the Castle Square
Theater. She is also co-director with John Craig,
This year she has made the hit of her career as Ellen
Neal in the successful Harvard prize play, "Common Can
Clay," by Cleves Kinkead, which is scheduled for a
New York production next season. When Miss Young '
created this role, H. T. Parker, of the Transcript, 11
wrote of her : " She entered the character, penetrated ''
and imparted it. The mind knew the truth of her
impersonation; responsive emotion answered Ellen "
Neal's passions and pains and to the human pity and
power of them." New York will remember Miss k
Young in " Believe Me, Xantippe," which played last
year at the Thirty-ninth Street Theater. Miss Young
is not happy away from Boston, however, and cannot 1
be tempted to leave it. She has a town house in beau- |
tiful Brookline and a farm in Marblehead-by-the-Sea. jjf ®
where she spends her Summers in the park of old
mar>l1e._tirees.

I Kyle.—Howard Kyle hurriedly discarded the ha¬
biliments of the Prophet at the Park Theater last
Friday night and speeded via taxi to the Professional
Woman's League rooms, where he entered the last
act of Strindberg's "Easter," as Lindquist, the cred- .(
itor. It was the occasion of the first public reading I"
of the symbolic play in English and it was presented ^
under the auspices of the International Scandinavian
Society, through a committee whose chairman was
Mrs. Helga Rundberg-Hoving. Helga Rundberg was
formerly a brilliant comedienne at Stockholm, with
professional recognition in other European capitals.
Mrs. Velma Swanston Howard, the translator of
Strindberg's dramas, was also one of the committee. „

Several Scandinavian players, who are now associ- «•
ated with the American stage, were in the cast, which
included Maida Craigen, Hilda Englund, Constance
Sjoderg, Arvid Poulson, Lark Taylor, and Mr. Kyle.

Morris.—Clara Morris, who retired from the stage
some years ago after a long and notable career here
and abroad, celebrated her sixty-sixth birthday on b
March 17 at her old home on the Sound, at White- |
side, Queens. Miss Morris received many congratu- f-
latory messages from friends and admirers all over 'i

Hanson.—Among the younger generation of lead- (

ing women, Gladys Hanson, the subject of this week's
cover of The Mirror, has taken a prominent posi¬
tion within a comparatively short period. By her
charm of personality, versatility, and artistic discrim-

'
ination she has risen to an enviable rank in her pro¬
fession. Miss Hanson, who is a native of Atlanta,
began her stage career under the direction of Daniel
Frohman, playing small parts in his productions.
With this experience as a foundation she was en¬
gaged by E. H. Sothern to play " second leads." This
engagement established her securely and her rise was
as rapid as it was deserved. Upon the completion of
her season with Mr. Sothern, Miss Hanson was en¬
gaged for leading roles with Kyrle Bellew, with whom
she played for two years. Subsequently she appeared
with Mrs. Fiske, in David Belasco's production of
" The Governor's Lady," and other plays. This year
she is winning new triumphs in the role of Helen in
Granville Barker's outdoor revival of " The Trojan
Women."

MRS. VERNON CASTLE has set a precedent indancing which is visible each morning after
a new musical production when some un¬

known dancer is praised for her grace and beauty
and compared as to talents with Mrs. Castle. The
world is at present full of replicas of Mrs. Castle,
and yet there seems to be room for all of them, and
the original winner of our admiration skips lightly
across the stage, as if she hadn't the slightest idea
that she had stirred up something which will require
several seasons to settle, for after the Mrs. Castle
craze has died a natural death on Broadway, the cir¬
cles spreading from the original pebble in the puddle
will extend, so that " she is as graceful as Mrs.
Castle," will still enable dancers to have a vogue in
the hamlets which have just learned the name.

How is it we never hear any unknown aspirant for
dancing honors compared with any itmw|s««gMnay
but the young woman with the bobbed
hair and the raucous voice? The first B
time I heard Mrs. Castle speak I re- MS
ceived a shock, similar only to one oc- BH
casioned by hearing a female imper- fl
sonator release his football notes. The ■
change was too sudden and I wished I
he hadn't spoken. So with Mrs. 1
Castle. Such a dainty vision in cos- H
tumes which required much thought H
to bring to perfection, and then—she SH
spoke.

I felt like saying, " Please Mrs. I
Castle, keep on dancing." The replica I
Mrs. Castles dance like Mrs. Castle, I
wear their hair like Mrs. Castle and 1
have their dancing frocks made like BH
hers, but I'll wager not many of them I
can speak like her, although, I must I
say, most of them haven't reached H|
that degree of prominence where they 1
are privileged to open their mouths 1
except in order to smile. Why, oh |
why, don't the patrons of the new-
comers in the fox trot field originate |
new fashions of wearing the hair, new I
dresses, anything but the Castle I
modes?

They are going to kill the goose I
that laid the golden egg by offering
too many competitors, and it seems a
shame. Mrs. Castle's gowns worn on
the opening night in the bang-bang
musical affair on Forty-second Street H
were certainly revelations of the dress- H| :
maker's art, and occasioned more dis- H
cussion between acts than most of the ■
acting I have seen recently; but since j
they were fashioned for Mrs. Castle I
and made popular by her wearing, it
would seem that other dancers would
respect the fact that she had made
them her own. But no ; wherever one

goes, there skips another Mrs. Castle. I
all except the face and voice, until a||mj||^^n|
one feels like protesting, " for Heav-
en's sake! give us another type, can't
you? "

And yet all these young women are pretty and
charming and win our applause. No doubt, had they
discovered the modern dancing world first, their names
would' have been as famous as that of Mrs. Castle,
but Fate willed it otherwise.

By the way, why is it that we do not hear of
male dancers being compared with Mr. Vernon
Castle? Not in a single instance can I recall such
a compliment being bestowed on any professional.
Is Mr. Castle so unique in type that he can not be
imitated? Here is food for thought. The stage
teems with lithe and nimble-footed young men, but
no one exclaims, "He's another Vernon Castle."
Mr. Castle still holds the lead in popularity and in
thinness. I hope he will be able to keep his skeleton
lines, for the whole theatergoing public would resent
the acquisition of even five pounds, since they would
deprive us of just so much hearty laughter. Think
what a calamity it would be if Vernon Castle were
to take on and Marie Dressier were to take off fat
at the same time. Wow! Somebody would begin a
series of articles headed, " What ails our stage at the
present time? "

a—a aawBsoHRK

MISS LAURA HOPE CREWS. Saronj
The critic was probably rignt about the apple.
Won't someone kindly tell me why is an apple

supposed to furnish comedy? For the life of me I
can't imagine. I can easily understand why it
should figure seriously in a triangle drama, since it
set the precedent in the Garden of Eden, but as

.comedy—the spectacle of a character munching
apples never could extract a single laugh from me—
perhaps 1 have no sense of humor. I have always
considered the apples eaten by Audrey in " As You
Like It " just so many unnecessary props.

But to return to Mr. Lawrence Grossmith who
plays the silly ass in " Nobody Home." I agree with
Nigel Barrie who defended the actor by saying, " But,
he's so different from all the others."

That is perfectly true. Mr. Grossmith plays the
silly ass differently. He gives the character a charm
which kills its stupidity and makes it fascinating.
In my opinion, Mr. Grossmith plays the only silly
ass of modern times who is really attractive. All
the others have seemed so impossible to me that I
felt angry because the heroines should do anything
but throw something at them insteead of encourag¬
ing them in a heart-breaking passion. I hear that
George Anderson, Fritzi Scheff's husband, retires,
and I think Nigel Barrie is just the man to fill his
place. I am going to peep in at the Princess soon
in order to see how Mr. Barrie gets along as a so¬
ciety dancer. Mr. Barrie, who combines both the
society and the dancing, should be ideal in the
role. As for the costumes in " Nobody

Home," built by a Fifth Avenue firm
MSSSffl that gets a dollar a stitch for every¬

thing it makes for people not on the
stage, there was one smoke-tinted,
over baby blue, dancing costume, how-
ever, worn by Miss Clarke, which was
extremely artistic, although made
along lines worn by Mrs. Castle
earlier in the season. In her color
combinations in black, green, red and
gray applied to walls and furnishings,
Miss Elsie De Wolfe boldly trans¬
planted us to that fanciful land de¬
scribed as Cubist or Futurist, or what¬
ever the imagination cares to call it.
Baskets of fruit were painted upon
the walls of the actresses' parlor,
salon, drawing room, music room, or
whatever the place was. It was not
a dining room. Very pretty, but very
revolutionary for a nation of such con¬
servative taste as ours. It was in this

act Mr. Grossmith brought forth the
apple from his pocket.

Adele Rowland made her usual hit
without delay. New York likes the
twinkle in her eyes and the dimple in [

Frothingiiam. —George B. Frothingham, whose
Friar Tuck in " Robin Hood" has become a stand¬
ard, if not a classic, figure on the American stage, cele¬
brated his golden wedding Oct. 20. He was married
in 1864. His wife is not a " professional." The im¬
mortal George joined the Boston Ideals in 1879, play¬
ing Dick Deadeye in " Pinafore." In 1890 he was
cast for the part of Friar Tuck, and he has played
the role 5,000 times. At present he is engaged in
motion picture work, but the game old veteran has
his ear on the ground for a good comedy part. He >s
as hearty as a mackerel and his voice is as good as
ever. The Mirror congratulates.

Weeks, Pi

In " Nobody Home," the latest musical comedy at
the Princess, there appears a dancing team, Clarke
and Tod, which is one of the bright spots of this
particular attraction. It is said that Miss Clarke
was discovered by Miss Marbury, the play agent,
who upon noting her grace in the amateur dancing
contest on the Strand roof, remarked, " I have found
another Mrs. Vernon Castle." That sealed the good
fortune of the unknown girl, who proved to be a
native New Yorker living with her parents on Wash¬
ington Heights. Miss Marbury lost no time in of¬
fering her an engagement in " Nobody Home," which
she was delighted to accept. Then, Quentin Tod was
sent for and came all the way from San Francisco.
The two are admirably suited to one another as to
size and grace, and no one would ever suspect that
tney hadn't been dancing together for years. Their
" Military Dance" is quite novel in this era of
novelties, and Clarke and Tod have established them¬
selves as favorites who will have no difficulty in
securing engagements in the future.

The story of " Nobody Home" could easily take
a spring tonic, but the music is pleasing, and at this
season of the year audiences are disposed to be a
bit lenient—so I gathered from the comments of the
regulars. The sister of a prominent critic said that
she enjoyed every moment of it. " I do not go to
the theater often enough to be satiated with enter¬
tainment," she said. "You regulars become so ex¬
pert that you demand that each new production sur¬
pass the others. My brother, for instance, has just
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v,uaittciers are going to find themselves fromchapter to chapter. And so " A Full House" is apost-graduate course, with honors so justly meritedthat one almost suspects that the author hndsruidflnnck rwf



tion among stage policemen; for he gives usT'new I
interpretation of the Irish officer. This policeman is j1 quite human, but none the less off his job. He obeys |
orders with the words, " You can come in, but you

' can't go out; " and thereby the title, " A Full House " ;
which, you see, has nothing to do with cards. Hugh
Cameron's salary is bound to go up, or somebody else
will get him sure. Cameron is a big hit. His facial
expressions, his delicious brogue, his good humor are
all absolutely natural and worth their while as being" original."

Then there is Herbert Corthell, as the thief, who is
the main cause of the play. Mr. Corthell never exag¬
gerates or tries to force you into believing that he is
really a ruby robber. He simply is. He is fat and
very much in earnest.

George Parsons, as the husband, and other players
in the cast deserve special mention; but I haven't
space and you'll have to read the regular criticism
to find out about them. In summing up, I would

!
say if you haven't a grouch on the whole world,
get in " A Full House," and Officer Mooney will see
that you don't get out before the last curtain.

Mr. Edgar MacGregor, who put on the new farce,
is certainly establishing an enviable record as a pro-

1 ducer.

I ran into Hilda Spong a day or so after her return
to this country. She had been away four years and
had played in various places, but said she was very
happy to be in the United States again.

" I can't tell you the feeling that came over me
when I saw the American flag as we got into port,"
she said. " I love America and I love its flag. Aus-

, tralia is a beautiful country, and I love it, too, but
if possible I would live here always. I can't do so on
account of my father and mother. I must spend some

, of my time with them."
Miss Spong is slimmer than when she left us, and

j as lovely of face as ever. Her delicate, wild-rose, Eng-
, , lish complexion is simply wonderful. Why can't

, Americans possess such complexions without the aid
of—well, there are so many different makes, you see.

ri Miss Spong has planned to remain here during the

■Stes
HILDA SPONG,

As That Popular Actress Appears Since Her Return to
New York. i

coming season, and is already considering offers for
engagements. With her was her friend, Viola For-
tesque, daughter of the late George Fortesque. Miss
Fortesque for two years past has been playing the
role of Snake-in-the-Grass in Eleanor Gates's play,
" The Poor Little Rich Girl."

" I hadn't heard from Hilda during the four years
she was away," said Miss Fortesque, " but, then, we
never write. It doesn't make the least bit of differ¬
ence in our friendship. When I learned that she was
coming back to New York, I simply went to The
Mirror office and left my address for her, for I knew
she would call there for her mail—and so I found

i her."
" Yes," said Miss Spong, " we have met all over

the earth—neither knowing that the other was anv-
where near. When genuine friendship exists letters
aren't necessary."

Miss Spong long ago earned her place in the affec¬
tions of theatergoers by her work in some of our best
plays, and we are glad she has returned.

Managers! Artistes!
Take a well-meant tip from me.
Bare legs as a theatrical attraction are on the wane.
You who are back of the curtain are sometimes

slow to gauge the public pulse when it comes to the?alnf si]

lack of interest in sensations. But I can tell you i
that right now the public pulse is beating feebly when p
bare legs are the stimulant.

And, after all, it is quite natural that it should
be so.

Once upon a time the divine forms of Apollo and
Venus were considered shocking; oh, so shocking!
I can recall plays in which the mere sight of a nude |;
statuette sent some persons into printed indignation,
while others secretly revelled in the exhibition. But,
dear me, that seems now to have been in a prehistoric
age.

Tights were shocking—oh, so shocking!—fit only
for burlesque houses; and, reader, you know what ,
shivers that word burlesque once sent adown all de- j

I cent meet-you-at-church-Sunday spines. Cigarette pic- I'
tures displaying perfect figures in tights were too
horrible to be viewed anywhere except in confidential jI privacy. Billboards, with anything but the most care- |
fully draped persons, were barred by the law. And
then—how did it all happen—insiduously the tights
came on the stage in first-class theaters. At first a
musical comedy dared to give just a fleeting glimpse
of one naughty, naughty young woman; and gradually
the number increased until there were several naughty
naughties.

Naturally, we became as accustomed to the view as
a farm horse does to the locomotive it sees on occa¬
sional trips to the village station. After a while tights
had completely lost their novelty. Even those
strangers who made yearly visits to New York in
the Summer time got over that " golly, I'se so wicked "
feeling. Then came the skirts halfway below the
knee, and innocent, childlike socks—what harm could
there be in that! But where were the tights? Ah,
they stopped at the knee, it was explained. How cun¬
ning ! Socks lost their charm, and the dear little
squabs and ponies were fitted out with rompers. No
shoes or socks were considered necessary. Getting
back to nature, you see.

While the pretty chorus girls were trying to supply
a tonic for the jaded theatrical taste, the classic dancer
solved the problem by dropping first one garment after
another until it was settled that audiences preferred
their models of the altogether in marble.

But the classic dancer had attained that highest de¬
gree of artistic development when all mankind and
womankind was privileged to gaze unrestricted, at or¬
dinary prices, at nature which approached the Adam
and Eve fashions as closely as possible—after the ser¬
pent had offered the apple, please understand.

At first, patrons of the beautiful in art felt timid
about attending such performances; but after a bit
they composed their nerves, and persuaded their Puri¬
tan scruples not to become annoying. The Greeks had
done it, you know, and so why shouldn't we? Some
people who knew little more of the ancient Greeks
than that they were in some way related to the mod¬
ern New York bootblacks became the most enthu¬
siastic for the preservation of artistic dancing form,
served au naturel. Of course, only the best theaters
were used for such high-grade performances; but by
and by the Greek notion gradually percolated into all
classes of amusement houses.

And now I want to tell you the vogue is over. If
you doubt this just read some of Isadora Duncan's re¬
cent complaints of the lack of American appreciation
of her art.

We have been shocked and given a sedative, and are
normal in our taste once more.

A number of men and women—not critics, but con¬
stant theatergoers—recently expressed their opinions
on this subject to me, saying they much preferred
tights on the stage to legs in the rough, as one de¬
scribed them. There is a fascination about the sheen
of pink silk that the average man likes.

Managers, be advised!
Put them back into tights and long skirts if you

wish to arouse the public interest. Give us the art
that conceals art—there's a problem for you.

Marie B. Schradeb.

.

Barbee.—Richard Barbee, who was selected by
Comstock and Gest to play Youth in " Experience "
during the latter part of the New York engagement
at the Maxine Elliott Theater, scored such a success
in the role that he will play it next season also. Mr.
Barbee is a young actor new to New York, who has
been on the stage only four years. He is a Princeton

I graduate, and his sole New York experience was the
juvenile role in " The Last Resort" last season.
When William Elliott recently retired from the cast
of that play, Mr. Barbee was selected as the best ju¬
venile man to succeed him. He has made a strong
impression and a great success in the role of Youth.

Dunn.—Let any one look at the charming, youthful b
picture of one of our favorite actresses, Emma Dunn, r
adorning this week's cover of The Mirroe, and then
ask himself this question: " Why is it that she is |f
always playing mother parts?" Isn't it a remarkable
commentary on conditions when this still-blooming
actress is condemned to the perpetual punishment of
mothering somebody who is usually older than her¬
self? But, ah, where is there an actress who can play
mothers as Miss Dunn! Her career as a stage mother '
began, we believe, with her playing of the mother in
" Peer Gynt" in the Mansfield production. Anyhow,
she soon after became the mother in " The Warrens
of Virginia; " then in a play called " Mother; " then
in a vaudeville mother sketch; again in " The Gov¬
ernor's Lady," and now in " Sinners." The list is
probably not perfect. Yet Miss Dunn has many
charming creations of another character to her credit.
Only the managers will not " see her" in anything
but mothers. The public is not complaining, for it

j is satisfied to see a really delightful actress in any
sort of role, and the managers and authors are con-

[ tent to keep her in parts in which she invariably con-
I tributes so materially to the success of their play,
j But some day we hope to enjoy the decided novelty
t of seeing her in some part in which she can wear real

stunning gowns and high-heeled shoes.

Yvonne.—It is not often that a little actress en¬
joys the distinction of appearing in two different
productions at two different theaters in the same
week. This is what really happened recently to little
Mimi Yvonne when she played the child Adrienne in
" A Celebrated Case," at the Empire Theater, and
made her personal appearance at the Broadway in
the film production of " Booties' Baby." At the
latter house she occupied a box and related her ex¬
periences in the making of the picture in which she
played the title role. Though born in England little

, Mimi has gained her stage experience in this country.
! She made her debut as little Peter in " Passers By,"

after appearing in several film productions of the
Universal Company. This engagement concluded she
returned to pictures, playing leading parts with King
Baggot. Subsequently she was seen in the title role
of " The Bachelor's Baby" on tour and in the film
productions of "The Littlest Rebel" and "The
Kreutzer Sonata." Those who saw the all-star revival
of " A Celebrated Case " will remember the delightful
naturalness with which the little actress played the
part of Adrienne.

Fosteb.—Those who recall Pheebe Foster's admira¬
ble work in the performances of the Academy of
Dramatic Art last season have not been surprised at
her rapid rise this year. Her ability to give distinc¬
tion to whatever role she undertook, while at dramatic
school, was rewarded at the beginning of this season
when she was engaged to create the part of Amy Cart-
wright in " Under Cover" at the Cort Theater.
Though a small role, she played it with so much sym¬
pathy and grace that she won wide recognition. Her

1 greatest success came very recently when she tempo-
! rarily succeeded Violet Heming as Ethel Cartwright,

the leading role in the play. Her performance in this
part is regarded by many as one of the most charming
of the year.

Hamilton.—Ida Hamilton returned to New York
! last week after a brilliantly successful season in lead¬

ing parts at the Little Theater in Philadelphia.
! Miss Hamilton's artistic work contributed largely to
1 the success of Mrs. Jay's company. Her most notable

performances were Julia in " The Rivals," Fanny in
! " Hindle Wakes" and "The Vicar's Wife" (the

part Mr. Kennedy wrote for his wife) with Edith
1

Wynne Matthison in " The Servant in the House."
i Miss Matthison played Mary in the Little Theater
| production.
■ Ml I
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Dabbah.—Charles Darrah, the young leading man

in " On Trial," at the Candler Theater, is receiving
much praise from all who have seen his sincere per¬
formance of the husband accused of the murder of the
man who caused his wife's unhappiness. Mr. Darrah
was brought to New York to fill his present role on
account of his work in_another company presenting

soul might point an accusing finger and mutter" friends " wThen the writer waxed enthusiastic in his
praise, but an actor who refuses to meet a critic is
an unusual person.

It seems to me that if more professionals followed
this course the atmosphere of the theater would bebetter preserved.

company
rden comptoi

White, N. y.
MADAME GANNA WALSKA,

possible," he explained. " It gives them a greater in¬terest in their roles."

It did me good to watch William Norris and Geor-gie Drew Mendum taking possession of the spotlightsin " A Modern Eve" at the Casino. An infusion of
legitimate blood into the veins of that frivolous Made¬moiselle Musical Comedy is an excellent thing foreverybody. It lightens up the methods of the visitorsfrom the more weighty forms of playing and gives sta¬bility to those immediately associated in the one-two-three, whoop-it-up, swish-swish sort of entertainmentwhich positively guarantees that you will laugh andlook, but need not disturb your brains for two hours
or so.

" A Modern Eve" is full of bright —
and there is lots of comedy in it—not the silly stuffwhich is so often dished up to us under a comedysauce. But, you really can laugh at " A Modern Eve "without experiencing that recoil which causes you tolook shamefacedly about to see if you have been ob¬served.

Georgie Drew Mendum as a forceful modern womandidn't need music to help her get over. As I watchedthe young leading man with a background of chiffonskirts maneuvering, I wondered how he liked the ideaof kissing so many pretty mouths. It must haveseemed a bit progressive at first, after the serious roleshe has been playing, but I dare say he will becomeused to it and hold up those rounded chins just as ifthey were papier mache—as do most of the musicalcomedy heroes—whether they really feel that wayabout them or not.
I should think, however, that it would becomefrightfully monotonous to have to kiss the same girlsat every performance, but " The Modern Eve " hasn'tbeen with us long.
William Norris has good reason to be proud of hisversatility, which enables him to jump from tragedyto comedy, from comedy to the more serious roles,then to farce, musical comedy—what you will. Notone chance in a thousand that he will ever be withoutan engagement. He simply can't go about discussing" what ails the drama." As far as he is concernednothing ever will ail it, for there is always room forhim in something worth while. And he is the realstar of " A Modern Eve." He isn't there because heis merely handsome or has nimble feet or can hitch upenormous trousers and walk splay footed in order to^drive vacant minds into action. He attempts none ofthese things. He is legitimately funny. And the audi¬

ence leaves the theater with the thought that Mr. Nor¬ris has not insulted their intelligence by his laugh-pro¬ducing methods. His good nature reaches over the
footlights without effort. His clothes are comedyclothes, but they, too, respect your sense of net wish¬
ing to be knocked over by checks or stripes or futurist
combinations of colors. As the cook-husband of " A
Modern Eve," William Norris is worth seeing.

I must not overlook Cyril Chadwick as Dickey
Rutherford, barrister. English? Oh, yes. How did
you guess it? But, Mr. Chadwick is no silly ass. He,
too, shows how to be funny without exaggeration.
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CHARLES DARRAH.
Appearing in the Role of the Defendant in " On Trial."

at the Candler Theater.

the same play on the road. Mr. Darrah has played a
variety of parts. He has been very successful in
stock in Philadelphia, Evanston, 111., where he played
leads in all the recent releases, among which he was
especially successful in " The Fortune Hunter." He
has demonstrated his versatility by such roles as
Pietro in " The Climax," the beggar with Otis Skin¬
ner in the original cast of " Kismet," and Robert Staf¬
ford in " Bought and Paid For."

HHAVE you ever known an actor who politely, butfirmly, refused to make the acquaintance of a
prominent critic when from every point of

! view it seemed to his advantage to meet the gentle¬
man in question ?

Such a novel episode came to my attention one
day last week when I suggested to a deservedly pop¬
ular and constantly in demand young leading man

I that he meet a certain prominent critic who for some
seasons had admired the actor's work and had said
so both in his paper and in his home life, and who

I had expressed a wish to know the player personally.
Naturally I thought that the leading man would

be delighted with the compliment bestowed upon him.
What was my amazement, then, to have the sugges-

1 tion met with a " Thank you and thank him, but I
I would rather not. I have endeavored as far as pos-1 sible not to know critics except as I see them on
1 opening nights across the footlights, when their heads
1 seem swollen to enormous size and their hands shrink
1 into diminutive proportions, for no applause ever1 comes from them."

" Really! "
" Yes, I am in earnest. I have a wholesome fear

I if those gentlemen and would prefer to keep my real
| self away from their discriminating eyes. I have

j! learned from the experiences of others that it is fre-
! quently a fatal mistake to let one's personality be

■ studied at close range. Haven't you liked actors and
actresses on the stage and then in making their ac-I quaintance have been disappointed in discovering that

] they are not at all as your imagination, aided by the9 playwright, has pictured them? I have.
" The critic who would know me off stage already

knows me on the stage as many men. My own char¬
acter is nothing like the heroes I have played and I'd
rather not face inspection, because, you see, I am just
a fellow of average ideas and no doubt would in no

way do as the men I seem to be do in the crises in
their lives. Besides, on the stage I am obliged to
give a certain lofty distinction and dignity to my in¬
terpretations. whereas, in private life, I couldn't be
like that. The critic would very quickly discover my
imperfections with his dissecting eyes and all the il¬
lusion about me which on the stage has met with his
approval would fall away and I would be revealed as

just an ordinary man who might follow a business
career and from whom the artist had fled except in
my shop talk, for no actor can avoid the words man¬
ager, salary, role, play, after a few minutes' conver¬
sation. They will escape from the most careful con¬
cealment. I have listened to fellow players discours¬
ing wisely on the great writers and they were most
impressive until they forgot for a moment their liter¬
ary distinction and spoke the vocabulary of dollars
and cents. No, I'd rather not reveal myself in broad
daylight. I prefer to have the aisle-seat gentlemen
think of me as they see me with the footlights be¬
tween us."

I had never thought of things in this light, but the
actor's reasons were convincing.

We have all heard of critics who would not meet
actors because they did not wish to be influenced in
their printed criticisms by the friendly spirit which
is bound to assert itself because of such an acquaint-
ance. or to be unduly severe for fear some carping

THINGS are getting so mixed in the variousbranches of the amusement world that it is no
longer a shock to find our favorite players ap¬

pearing in moving pictures, musical comedy, farce, the
serious drama, or wherever their fancy calls them for
the time being when salaries are good. Once upon a
time an actor was supposed to stick to his particular
specialty. And he did stick—so tenaciously, that after
a while it became almost impossible to extricate him¬
self from the rut into which his own talents and the
manager's judgment of him as a money maker had
placed him.

How often have I heard the wail, " Oh, if they
would only let me play something else."

But they never would.
And so the players kept piling up a list of roles of

old men, or old women, or ingenues, or whatever type
of character had been responsible for the " hit" made
on Broadway. It didn't change the opinion of the
man whose business it was to engage the company
that other parts widely different in style had been
played with equal success elsewhere.

" I'm from Missouri, you've got to show me," was
the reply of the man who had never been in Missouri
when appealed to for a change of role.

" You've never seen me in young girl parts," begged
one clever actress who should be too young to spend
her life in interpreting elderly characters when the in¬
genues were often played by women older than herself." It's no use," came the argument. " You've made
your Broadway hit in a character part. Broadwaydoesn't want to see you in anything else."

And so that mythical modern judge, Broadway, hasbeen the scapegoat for many years for the manager
who didn't want to risk trying a player in an entirelydifferent sort of role. That old idea of our great play¬
ers of the past, that versatility was the most precious
gift of all, was banished from consideration. In those
days an actor who could play the handsome cause of
the plot one evening and an old man, wrinkled and
bent, the next, was a person to be envied by those who
considered acting a fine art, in which to excel by
study and comparison. So it was with the beautiful
leading woman. She delighted to smudge her face
with grease paint lines, to wear a disguising wig and
ragged clothes.

But where, oh where! are they who could so meta-
morphosize their personalities? The answer from both
managers and players to-day would be, " but, you see,it isn't done any more."

We have some players who have never been quiteable to banish their craving for variety in expressionof the characters they play, and to these few we areprofoundly grateful. Their value will increase astheir need becomes felt.
All of which brings us back to my first paragraphand leads to the observation that because of their re¬cent wanderings in the moving picture, musical com¬edy and farce fields there is hope for the players thatthey may eventually escape from the Slough of De¬spond in which art has been struggling.Moving pictures have accomplished wonders for ourfavorites. They have taken them out of themselvesand have given them a chance to assert their own in¬dividuality and to experience a sense of freedom whichhas long been absent in the majority of plays re¬hearsed by so many steps to the right, so many to theleft, sit, rise, smile, and so on as pleased the stage-manager.

" Don't play it that way if you don't feel it thatway," I have heard David Belasco say at rehearsalswhen a player hesitated, following a direction." I like to let them have their own way as much «=

ITieodi
li/my .

o not

WALTER McEWAN IN " A PAIR OF SILK
STOCKINGS."

At first the player was flattered because the publicliked him in one character so well that it wanted
more of him. But that satisfaction was not lasting.And then the slavery began to make itself felt." Oh, if I could only wear modern gowns once morebefore I die," Blanche Bates used to say. " If theywould only let me be myself. I am so tired of wear¬
ing things that I don't like. And, oh, if I could be in
a drawing room play instead of everywhere else."

As we all know, finally she did appear in stunning
gowns and was perfectly happy, but, ere she knows
it, she will want to get back to the character costumes.The desire for change is only natural, and if mana¬
gers could be brought to believe this they would cast
our favorites so as to furnish a surprise in each new
play. Bring back the discarded wigs and let our lead¬
ing women wear red, or black, or yellow hair, as theyplease. We are tired of seeing the same tresses donein the same fashion year after yar.

Give the players a vacation by permitting them to
get away from their own faces for a while, and thepublic will look upon them in a new light. Bringback versatility to the stage. Make acting of eventrivial plays an art to be viewed from different angles,not a cut and dried, we-know-what-you-can-do sort of
commodity.

IRY
R JONES



FRAID CAT," FIRST TIME
W. A. Brady Production at Wilmington—

"Dixie Elopement" Premiere
Wilmington, Del. (Special). — Following

closely on the heels of the successful tryout of
' " The Boomerang," Belasco's latest, William A.

Brady presented his latest addition " The
• < 'Fraid Cat," a new play by Owen Davis, Mon-

, day night. April 19, for the week. The cast:
V Edward Page. Edward Mawson; Sally. Clara— 1 • ixuieu una in rne last ret

i new wealt
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Blandick: Ruth, Alice Linda hi; Lucy. Dorothy
mi Dunn; Ted, Augustin Wilks: David Conrad.
|§S George Howard: John Raymond. Edward Gil-
v len: Dick Parker. Robert Toms: Rev. Angus
» Baxter, Harry Stigler: Mrs. Baxter. Vira Rial;
gj Delia. Jennie Dickerson.
a Act I.—The pages' kitchen. Act II.—The
B Rose Garden. One week later. Act III.—The
■ living room, same evening. Act IV.—The sit-
ra ting-room of Rev. Angus Baxter. Two hours
n later. Time—The present. Place—Any small
gj town near New York. Entire staged by the au-

thor in association with John Cromwell. Scen-
^ ery built by Harry Linton, and painted by H.

Robert Law.
" The 'Fraid Cat " deals with a family which

'¥} is selfish, listless, yet not worthless, because it
Sj never has been taught anything useful. It wor-fl ships money as one worships a God. and yet
I it is a man who with plenty of money who
#1 finally sows the seed, which results in the con-
jw vincing of the members of the family that it
Sn takes work to produce money as well as to pro-

3 duce happiness. William A. Brady has given
gl the production a scenic equipment complete in
w every detail. The whole production has been
til made with careful details brought out just so.
W The leading parts of the production were han-
ftj died in a very capable manner by Miss Clara

Blandick as Sally and Alice Lindahl as Ruth.
V two daughters of a would-be author: George
J Howard as David Conrad and Edward Gillen as

fl John Raymond shared the honors of the maseu-
line parts, closely followed by Augustin Wilks
as Ted. Others of the cast make the most of 1 '<■1
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TWO NEW PLAYS IN NEW HAVEN
"The Love Thought" and "All Over Town"

Produced the Current Week
New Haven. Conn. (Special).—"The Love '

Thought " is the title of a new play which will Hs boss
be presented at the Shubert Theater on April
29. 30 and May 1. David Belasco has engaged '
Miss Janet Beecher and Ramsay Wallace for the
leading roles. Mr. Wallace has appeared with : the
stock organizations in this city, and this season
was seen in supDort of Miss May Robson in
" Martha-B.v-The-Day " and with Miss Chrvstal
Heme during the long run of " Polygamy." at

| the Park Theater, in New York. Previous to the
local engagement the piece will be seen in Hart- !

I ford.'
Joseph Santley appeared, for the first 'time on

! any stage in his new musical vehicle. " All
i Over Town," at the Shubert. April 26. 27.
j The Piece, in two acts and nine scenes, wasi staged by J. C. Hoffman, and the dances ar-
: ranged by Jack Mason. The lyrics are by Harry

B. Smith. Silvio Hein composed the music, and
Mr. Santley himself is responsible for the book.
" All Over Town " is described as being " a rol¬
licking raphsodv of fun and frolic, song and
dance." in which annears a " drove of delecta¬
ble. dancing divinities." The synopsis of the
scenes reveal the character of the unique title.

'! " All Over Town." The first act is made up
j of five scenes—the Green Room of the Metropoli¬

tan Opera House: a box at the opera: the apart-
I ment of Reginald Faust: the front of the New
i York Winter Garden, and the Meadowbrook Polo

Club. Four scenes make un the second act—
i art gallery in the home of Howitt Burns: a

Broadway song shoo: the roof of the Ritz-Carl-
ton. and a box at the opera.

The niece consists of twenty-three musical num¬
bers. and the star is .supported bv a company of

"

seventy-five people. Melville Ellis designed the
rj| costumes, and one of the numerous amusement

specialties was " the eight singing, springing,
stringing Charlie Chaplins doine silly, saucy
stunts." to quote the programme. Mr. Santley

. has introduced three new dances in this produc-
' tion—" The Parisian Fox Trot." " The Tempta-

1, tion Waltz." and " T.e Danse Pierette." An ex¬
cellent company supported the star, and the hon-

1 ors went to Walter Jones and Rov Atwell. the
! two chief fun-makers. Miss Blanche Deyo. the
J dancer, has again returned to the stage in " All

tl Over Town." and Mr. Santlev's dancing partners
are Beatrice Allen and Ruth Randall. Other
members of cas_t include Leone Morgan. Dorothy
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i " Younsr. Lillian Lee. Saranoff. the violinist: Rich¬

ard Tabor. Williams and Wolfus. and Charles
Morgan. Following the local engagement, the

'

it piece will be taken to Chicago for a Summer run.
. i " Peg o' Mv Heart." with Dorothv Mackaye.

played to very poor business. April 19-22:
" Robin Hood." with I.vy Scott and James
Stevens, April 23. 24: " All Over Town." April
26; 27. Daniel Webster Delano. Jr.

In the death of Charles Frohman in the
sinking of the Lusitania off the Irish Coast
last Friday afternoon, the theatrical world
suffers one of the most lamentable disasters
of recent years. Mr. Frohman was on his
way to London on his annual trip to look
after his London interests, especially in con¬
nection with Sir James Barrie's new play,
" Rosy Rapture."

Mr. Frohman has been for more than
twenty-five years one of America's leading
producers, and for several years he and his
brother, Daniel, dominated the theatrical
business. He has been in control of the
Empire, the Lyceum, the Knickerbocker, the
Savoy, and Garrick theaters in New York,
and at different times the leading London
theaters—the Globe, Duke of York's, Com¬
edy, Aldwych, Vaudeville, Prince of Wales,
and Adelphi theaters in London, and has
produced hundreds of plays and introduced
many stars.

He was born in Sandusky, O., June 17,
I860, and came to New York when he was
twelve years old to take a position as clerk
in the office of the Tribune. He started bis
theatrical career selling tickets at Hooley's
Theater in Brooklyn. From this association
he rose until in his seventeenth year he took
charge of the Chicago Comedy Theater. He
next directed the Haverly Minstrels.

In 1877, Mr. Frohman became assistant
manager of the Madison Square Theater
under his brother, Daniel. Establishing
himself there as a play broker he brought
out Bronson Howard's " Shenandoah."
This production was enormously successful,
and he branched out into active producing.

Of late years he has centered his produc¬
tions around the Empire Theater in New
York. His stars include Maude Adams,
Ethel Barrymore, John Drew, Billie Burke,
Otis Skinner, Blanche Bates, William Gil¬
lette, Marie I)oro, Donald Brian, Julia San-

I derson, Joseph Cawthorne, Hattie Williams,
and Ann Murdock.

For many years Mr. Frohman had had
arrangements with the greatest dramatists
of England and France—Barrie, Pinero,
Shaw, Haddon Chambers, Maughan, Ros¬
tand, Bernstein, De Flers, and Caillavet-

All of the plays of Sir James Barrie have
been produced by Mr. Frohman. In fact,
he was responsible for Sir James becoming
a playwright.

Until recently he made almost as many
and as important productions in London as
in New York. Bad health in the last few
years, however, has caused him to curtail
his activities abroad, though he still re¬
tained his connections with English and
French dramatists. Retiring and unassum¬
ing, Charles Frohman's dread of publicity
amounted to almost an obsession. lie is

1 said to have been the best known theatrical
manager, but one of the least known men
as an individual ever in the public mind.

Mr. Frohman's body, which was identified
after a long search in a Queenstown tem¬
porary morgue by William Lestocq, London
manager for Mr. Frohman, will be shipped
to New York on the first available steamer.
The funeral arrangements will be announced

11

later. He is survived by two brothers and
two sisters.

Charles Klein, who accompanied Mr.
Frohman on the Lusitania, is best known to
theatergoers as the author of " The Lion
and the Mouse " and " The Music Master."
He was born in London in 1867, but until
he made his home in England two years
ago he had done all his active work as a
playwright in America.

Attention first was attracted to Mr. Klein
as a dramatist by " The District Attorney,"
which he wrote in 1895. Others of nis
earlier works were " The Auctioneer," which
was revived last season, and " El Capitan."
In 1904 he wrote " The Music Master," in
which David Warfield made one of the

reatest hits of his career. A year later
Ir. Klein's most successful play, " The

Lion and the Mouse," was produced. This
play made great fortunes for the author
and his producer, the late Henry B. Harris.
Two of his other best known works are
" The Third Degree " and " The Gamblers."

Mr. Klein had recently made arrange¬
ments with Selwyn and Company for the
production next season of a new play for
Julian Eltinge, called " Cousin Jane," and
for a sequel to " Potash and Perlmutter,"
his most successful work in late years, to be
called " Potash and Perlmutter in Society."

Through his work as a playreader for
Charles Frohman, Mr. Klein met Lillian
Gottlieb and married her. His only son,
Philip Klein, is also interested in theat¬
ricals, and is at present taking motion pic¬
tures in the war zone. Mr. Klein leaves
two brothers, Manuel Klein, formerly mu¬
sical director of the Hippodrome, and Her¬
man Klein, well-known music teacher in
London.

Justus Miles Forman was on his way to
France to act as correspondent for the
Times. He is said to have received numer¬

ous warnings not to sail on the ship. Long
popular as a writer of short stories and
novels, Mr. Forman recently made his first
appearance as a playwright with "The
Hyphen," which centered about the loyalty
of German-Americans. The play was not
favorably received in New York and closed
at the Knickerbocker Theater after a two
weeks' engagement.

Mr. Forman was born in Leroy, N. Y., in
1875. After graduating from Yale in 1898
he went to Paris to study art. He returned
to America and gave up art for fiction, in
which he was highly successful. He never
married, and in recent years has maintained
bachelor apartments at 14 East Thirty-
seventh Street.

The report that Mrs. Leslie Faber, who is
the daughter of Henry Arthur Jones, was
among those who perished in the disaster
is not true. Mrs. Faber did not sail on the
Lusitania.

Rita Jolivet cabled friends Saturday
morning of her safety. To reporters at
Queenstown she said that she was with Mr.
Frohman when the ship began to sink and
that his last words were addressed to her.
Miss Jolivet appeared early in the season
in " What It Means to a Woman " at the
Longacre Theater.
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ILLINOIS THEATRE
65 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD. CHICAGO

Owned and Operated by
AMUSEMENT COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
Directors: CHARLES FROHMAN. Inc., MARC KLAW, A. L. ERLANGER,WILLIAM HARRIS, WILL J. DAVIS, IIARRY J. POWERS

AUGUSTUS PITOU, Jr. Resident Manager

g-jtr vr izr j: -u:: a:r 73^3
This Theatre, under normal conditions, with every seatoccupied, can be emptied in less than three minutes. Lookaround now, choose the nearest exit to your seat, and in
case of disturbance ot any kind, to avoid the dangers ofpanic, WALK (do not run) to that exit.

WEEK BEGINNING SUNDAY, OCT. 31.
POPULAR $1 MATINEE WEDNESDAY

REGULAR MATINEE SATURDAY

The Messrs. Shubert Offer
The Gaiety Theater (London) Musical Production

"Tonight's the Night"
In Two Acts and Four Scenes

Book by Fred Thompson
Music by Paul A. Rubens

Production staged by Edwin T. Emery

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(Named in the order of their first appearance)

LORD TOLLY RIDGEMOUNT, a friend
PHILIP TRAVERSROBIN CARRAWAY, Dudley's chum

CYRIL CHADWICK
VICTORIA, the maid

DOROTHY MAYNARD

Act II.
9—Opening Chorus—-"The Mannequin Ball" Ensemble10—"Play Me That Tune" June and Masqueraders11—"I'd Like to Bring My Mother" Victoria and Henry12—"I'm a Millionaire" Pedro and Chorus13—"Boots and Shoes" Dudley and Beatrice14—"Dancing Mad"

..Dudley, Carraway, Henry, Albert and Alphonse and Chorus15—"When I'm Annoyed" Robin16—"Pink and White"
Pedro17—"Nothing In It" June and Dudley18—"Comique"
Henry19—Finale

Principals and Chorus

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MESSRS. SHUBERT
Ig Manager M. Wise| Stage Manager Cecil Clovelly(a Mistress of Wardrobe Mrs. E. Harveyi« illtllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
[H J

La Salle Opera House
in Madison Street, Near Clark Street, Chicago

FIRST WEEK,

Beginning Sunday Evening, April 4, 1915

OLIVER MOROSCO

Presents

mi
ANGELA LOVITT-LOVITT, Montagu's wife...ALICE GORDONMONTAGU LOVITT-LOVITT, her husband

ALFRED HEMMINGBEATRICE CARRAWAY, Robin's young wife.. .AUDREY MAPLEHENRY, Montagu's nephew
JUNE, betrothed to Dudley
PEDRO, a dancing master
THE HON. DUDLEY MITTEN, a

"The Lady We Love"
An Original Comedy by

FRANK MANDEL

Produced Under the Personal Direction of

T. DANIEL FRAWLEY

LADDIE CLIFF
RENA PARKER

STEWART BAIRD
man about town

WILFRED SEAGRAMALPHONSE, head waiter at Covent Garden...EDWARD NAIMBYALBERT, his assistant CECIL CLOVELLYMLLE. DAISY DE MONTHE, of the Piccadilly Theatre
PHYLLIS MAUDEPOLICEMAN WALTER HAMILTON

LADY KITTY PRESTON... 1MIMI SKEATS I
ALrCIA
THE HON BABYVEREKER
YVETTE LA PLAGE
LIL VINCENT
IRENE GODSON
MAUDE

,

MARIE, a servant

ALICE, maid at Daisy's
LADY ANTHEM

Ladies, Guests, College

Guests
at

the
Carra-
ways

Men,

f .FANCHON HAYWOOD

I '
.OLIVE STANTON
MAJORIE BARNES

....OLIVE KELLOGG

...LILLIAN DUNCAN

. .KATRINA MARCHE
I YETTA NICHOL
I MABLE ANDREWS

FLORENCE LEE
ANNA LAMP

MABEL PARKER
Masqueraders, etc.
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NOTE.—In New York City the law compels all delica¬tessen stores to close at 10 a. m. on Sundays.
j! THE CHARACTERS: THE PLAYERS:

id
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Ignatz Gunzendorfer Walter Catlett
Fanneye Francine Larrrmore

(His daughter)
Fanny Gunzendorfer Christine Norman

(His single sister, known as "Schwester")
Becky MacMahon Lillian Elliott

(Nee Gunzendorfer, his widowed sister)

LADIES—Agnes Allen, Inez Belmont, Bertha Brown, Marie Doug¬lass, Jaque Hastings, Helen Hastings, Mabel Long, Texas Parker,Charlotte Randolphe, Grace Rehms, Evelyn Radcliffe, Grace Ster¬ling, Anna Tranin, Helen Thomas.

MEN—George Benedict, Michael Cavavagh, Emmet Douglass, GeorgeDolan, Edward Foley, Walter Hamilton, Alex Gibson, Earl John¬
son, Henry Lawson, Robert Mulligan, Edward Pierce, Sam Vean

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I.—The Carraway's House, Maidenhead.
ACT II.—Scene 1, Foyer of the Boxes, Royal Opera House.

Scene 2, Covent Garden Market.
Scene 3, Daisy's Flat in Mount Street, London.

MUSICAL SETTING
Orchestra under Direction of Fred Walz

Act I.
1——Opening Chorus—"July" Concerted Chorus2—"When the Boys Come Home to Tea" Robin and Chorus3—"Too Particular" ..Beatrice, Henry Montagu4—"Please Don't Flirt With Me" June and Pedro5—"The Only Way" Dudley and Chorus6—"Land and Water" Victoria and Henry7—"Take Me Up to Town" Montagu and Chorus8—Finale Concerted Ensemble

Gerald MacMahon
(Her elder son)

Gunzendorfer MacMahon.
(Her younger son)

Miss Patricia Kelly
Michael Clarence Kelley
Clarence Coleman Kelly
The Stranger
Patrolman

James Gleason g

Edgar Nelson g
.... Kathleen Kerrigan g

Walter Lawrence J
. .Eddie "Cupid" Morris g

Hubert Wilkie g
J. Richard Ryan B

Fireman
Photographer....
Chauffeur

James Corrigan
Frank Elliott

Frank Scott

SCENES
ACT I—"Gunzendorfers."

(A few minutes before ten on a Sunday morning)
ACT II—Kitchen in the Gunzendorfer flat above the store.(Following Monday morning—about 7:30 a. m.)ACT III—Same as Act I.

(Same Monday evening)
TIME—Present. Entire action takes place within a period ofthirty-six hours.
LOCALE:—New York. A Ninth avenue romance.

STAFF FOR MR. MOROSCO

George Mooser
T. Daniel Frawley..
Fred H. Haskell

Jay D. Barnes

James Gleason
J. Richard Ryan

■

General Manager
General Stage Director

Company Manager
Business Manager

Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager

We'-
.aojjjiiysician
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Olympic Theater
OLYMPIC AMUSEMENT CO., PROPRIETORS

GEORGE CASTLE, President. CHAS. E. KOHL, Managing Director
In Association with Klaw & Erlanger

GEORGE C. WARREN, Resident Manager ^L_hovse
FOURTH WEEK

Beginning Sunday Evening, May 16, 1915
JOHN E. CORT, Manager
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MONDAY, APRIL 19, 1915HENRY W. SAVAGE OFFERS

A Modern Eve
A Comedy by Holman Day

(From the French of Fonson & Wicheler)

Staged by George Marion
WILLIAM NORRIS

Harry Askin, Managing Director.

A Berlin Operetta by George Okonkowski and
Schoenfeld.

CAST OF CHARACTERS

..James Bradbury
... .Julia Walcott

. Richard Sterling

...Louise Groody

. Florence Shirley

Richard Thornton
.Lillian Lawrence
.Jacqueline Mason
....Edgar Nelson
...F. J. McCarthy

Sol Aiken
...John McKenna

John A. Rice
Ida Davis

.... Esther Lampe
Ivy Hope

James Luce
Evan Drake
Philip Long
Fred Hatch
John Treat

Israel Putnam Hubbard
Mrs. I. P. Hubbard....
Allan Hubbard
Priscilla Hubbard
Ruth Ambrose
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Col. Miles Standish Bradford
Mrs. Dorcas Burnham
Anabelle Burnham
Oscar Dunn

Captain Nathan Hodge
Evander Hitchborn
Pliny Bangs
John Lynch, Jr
Myra Cole
Evelyn Mayo
Harriet Worthing
Phineas Brigg
Colton Bird
Felix Rogers
Bert Lane
Joe Griggs.
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DOROTHY WEBB,

The Very Engaging Young Lady Physician in " A
Modern Eve."' Miss Webb has been

on the stage for seven years. She made her debut
under the direction of Mr. Askin in a revival of " The
Umpire." Subsequently, she has appeared in many
musical productions, including " The Land of Nod,"
" A Matinee Idol" with DeWolf Hopper, " Gipsy
Love," " Tantalizing Tommy," " Dick Whittington,"
and " The Doll Girl," in which she played the title-
role. Her experience also covers a season with the
musical stock company at Delmar Gardens, in St.
Louis^^suppor^^many light^opera stars.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Act 1. I. P. Hubbard's "Furniture Emporium
Act 2. Hubbard-Bradford Department Store.

Act 3. Parlor of the Harborview Hotel.

Place—Oldport, Maine. Time—The Present,
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THEATRE
Eliot St, Ox. 2075

Thurs. and Sat. 2.10

H. B. Irving's

Great London Success

With George Relph and
Viva Birkett Herbert Salinger

.Eleanor Stauder
Stage Manager....
Wardrobe Mistress

White. N. Y.
White. N.

William Norris as the henpecked husband in "A Modern Eve" takes advantage of his
wife's absence to frolic with the housemaids in his own inimitable style



DE WOLF HOPPER is doing wonderful thingsat the Forty-eighth Street Theater with his
Gilbert and Sullivan Opera company. And he

is not saying a word about it, either. It would be
the easiest thing in the world for Mr. Hopper to pose
as a rival of " Washington Crossing the Delaware,"
or "Napoleon Flushed with Victory," or some more
modern hero of the laurel wreath, for has not Mr.
Hopper led his troupes (that is what they still call
artists in some sections of this country) against the
trench mud, wire entanglements of the too often medi¬
ocre music, the innane and vulgar comedy of musical
comedy ?

And has not Mr. Hopper driven the enemy from
his position by means of clean, tuneful, entertaining
comic opera?

If you are doubtful of the answer to this query
make a pilgrimage to Mr. Hopper's entertainment on
Forty-eighth Street. You won't be bored, even if you
are the sort that scorns anything higher in grade than
" Everybody Loves a Chicken,only don't look for
this species of domestic fowl in the Gilbert and Sul¬
livan operas, for they really aren't
vital to the plot. You see there I
is where the most marked differ¬
ence exists between the whoop-it-
up, um-da-da, pay-two-dollars-a- I
seat and the lend-me-your-ears |
sort of music. Don't be afraid of
the word opera. You really don't
have to be a high-brow to enjoy
those Hopper is now presenting;
so if you are a low-brow, and wal¬
low in the fact, you need not be
ashamed to own that you really
enjoyed yourself at " The Sor¬
cerer " or "Trial by Jury." You
will no longer apologize, either,
because your grandparents had
the good taste to like music which jiok.
appealed to the heart and mind
primarily and the feet secondarily.
True, that order has long been re¬
versed by the sway of musical
comedy, and only the brave dared
venture forth when the much de¬
spised, old-fashioned comic opera
was rarely produced as a novelty.
Five years ago one went to see re¬
vivals of musical delights in
waltzes, marches, polkas, with the
idea that it was a good thing to
behold and listen to the once cher¬
ished relic, since another oppor- k
tunity might never be presented. I
And now, lo and behold, our great¬
est, biggest comedian—one who I1
was wont to spare no effort to '■
make himself the biggest clown of
all in the " make 'em laugh if you !
have to knock 'em down " musical
attractions is doing more for the
uplift of the musical form of
amusement than many of his asso¬
ciates with avowedly more serious inclinations.

I can recall the time when patrons of musical com¬
edy used to remark, " De Wolf Hopper's antics will
make you laugh, whether you want to or not." But
now, if you please, Mr. Hopper is building up a solid
foundation of public approval because of his sincerity
and dignity. He is stripping his roles of Hopperisms
and making them characterizations.

I must say half the charm of the repertoire at the
Forty-eighth Street Theater is in watching a new
Hopper every time. Mr. Hopper has always pos¬
sessed a great talent for make-up, but Hopper was
always there, shining through the role with unmistak¬
able identity. But now he keeps you guessing for
some minutes after his entrance until some old-time
chuckle or familiar lowering of the voice betrays him.

His makeup in " The Sorcerer " was a study and I
should advise actors to watch his effects. I won't
say study his impromptu speeches, of which he is a
genius, for there is where we must permit our favor¬
ite to be absolutely his inimitable self.

The public has responded so splendidly to Mr. Hop¬
per's productions, each one of which has to have its
run extended because of popularity, that no one can
say we are being given something we don't want.

Having heard that an unknown actor was filling
the role of Youth in the play of " Experience," I de¬
cided to pay a visit to the Maxine Elliott Theater and
see how he acquitted himself in William Elliott's part.
I don't know why Mr. Elliott left the cast after its
long New York run of nine months. Perhaps his du¬
ties as manager and partner of the Elliott, Comstock
and Gest firm called his attention to a new production
to go into rehearsal for Fall presentation. Maybe he
wearied of the monotony of saying the same lines for
so many months. At a.ny rate, it was necessary to
discover another Youth.

But where, oh where, could he be found?
It is one of the most difficult feats imaginable, this

seeking just the right successor for the man or woman
who has made a big New York hit. So much depends
upon the newcomer. The public may or may not like
him. Taking the place of a popular and clever man
like William Elliott was a proposition most alluring
and most critical for those ambitious ones who would
be Youth, but only one young man was ever consid¬
ered seriously for the role, and he was discovered by
George V. Hobart, the author of "Experience."

Richard Barbee is the name of the lucky fellow who
jumped from obscurity to the Elliott place in the cal¬
cium.

"The role of Youth is longer than that of Ham¬
let," impressively remarked that energetic press gen¬
tleman, William Page, who may be relied upon never
to make a statement which he cannot prove. Page is
a fearless scribe who will brave managers and news¬

paper owners if he is quite sure he has the facts in
the case. You see he is a regular newspaper man,
not just a volunteer in theatrical news specialties.
When he went in quest of his first story his city edi¬
tor said to him: " My boy, I want facts, not fancy,"
and the old habit clings. Page knows " Hamlet," too,
and a good many other brain children of those men
to whom the modern cane-supported product refers as
" dead ones."

If you read my page last week you will recall a
paragraph in which I spoke of the habit managers
have of trying to find replicas in appearance of the
creators of roles. Now, I must tell you that Richard
Barbee is himself in looks and in no way endeavors
to change his face to resemble William Elliott.
Young Barbee, on the contrary, is by birth a blond
and remains so. He plays Youth naturally, sincerely
and manfully and well deserves the praise bestowed
upon him by all who have seen his performance. It
must be flattering to him to know that the actor
whose role he fills is his manager and approves of his MARY FULLER

RECEIVER FOR " SWEETHEARTS "
To satisfy a judgment for $200 obtained I

, by Ethel Houston against the Werba- ;
j Luescher Opera Company as producers of

" Sweethearts," a receiver has been ap-
I pointed for the scenery and costumes of the

production.
Miss Houston, who is now playing in

" The Peasant Girl," was engaged by Werba
and Luescher in August, 1913, to fill the
role of Dame Paula in " Sweethearts " at a
salary of $160 a week for the first six weeksI and $150 a week thereafter for the season

| of 1913-14. A reduction was made in |
salaries when the season was half over, and :
Miss Houston sued at the close of it for
what she had not been paid.

THE THEATER

White. .v. Y.

An effective moment from "Lonesome Like," Harold Brighouse's little study of Lancashire life
as presented by the Irish Theater of America, in which the slow-witted Sam Horrocks (Whitford
Kane) is about to propose to old Mrs. Ormerod (Kate Morgan) after his offer of marriage has been

refused by pretty Emma Brierly (Eileen Huban).
work. Rather an unusual and difficult combination
to satisfy.

I learned that young Barbee comes from Lafayette,
Ind., the country which has given us Frank Wilstach,
George Ade, and Booth Tarkington and other celeb¬
rities. He is a graduate of Princeton and is the
nephew of General Lew Wallace and General Richard
Gatling, inventor of the Gatling gun. John Black¬
wood, manager of the Belasco Stock company in Los
Angeles, gave him his first opportunity as a tea-tray
carrier in a Pinero society play at the large salary
of five dollars a week.

Think of that! Five dollars !
He remained with the Belasco company for three

seasons and then came East, but no one would give
him a hearing, as he was utterly unknown. He then
went to Denver and secured an engagement as juvenile
last Summer in the stock company at Elitch's Gar¬
dens. His New York chance came in the shape of a
small part in " The Last Resort," a failure. Then
George Hobart happened to meet him, and now after
three weeks with " Experience " he has justly earned
a long contract with Elliott, Comstock and Gest.

Lucky Richard Barbee! Less fortunate juveniles
wish him well in a part longer than that of Hamlet,
for most of them consider themselves favored indeed
if they can fill in by lending variety in a play ex¬
ploiting some popular star.

Margot Williams is back in the cast, and as fasci¬
nating and clever as when she first made her hit as
Frailty.

" Experience " certainly teaches a great lesson, and
.JH every youth should see it. I must confess that at the
flfa opening performance I thought some of its scenes un-I necessary. " What youth would have all those ex-

periences?" I asked myself.
But, on watching the play the second time I real-

ized that though the youths you and I know might
HSM n°t undergo all such temptations, they probably will
jjgg encounter some of them. The dangers exist. Fore¬

warned is, very frequently, forearmed. I shuddered
:\v just as much the ficond time as I did the first during

that terrible dop^ scene. " Why do they present such
a dreadful thing?" asked a wom¬
an near me. " I can't look at it."

Horrible as it is to contemplate,
that same scene is bound to be of
genuine benefit, for no one watch¬
ing the victims of the drug habit
and their awakening from its ef¬
fects would ever experience the
slightest desire to follow in their
wretched wake. We have of late
read so much in the papers con¬
cerning the wide use of cocaine,
morphine and heroin that the
scene in " Experience" loses its
sensational value and becomes an
illustration to be remembered.

Makie B. Schrader.

So' noiseless is this playhouse.
The audience has not arrived.
Hark! A sound breaks the other¬
wise weird stillness. A seat is
moved. A voice echoes in the
empty palace of pleasure. The elec¬
trician wills the auditorium into
light. The pianist touches the fa¬
miliar chord. The violinist bows
his fiddle. Bright, fantastic music
is heard. The orchestra is " at
play." From out the opaqueness
people are ushered. The foot¬
lights glisten and the jeweled ac¬
tors are brilliant. This place of
amusement, a few hours ago so
quiet, is now a house of anima¬
tion, a theater of action. The
play! What of it! It matters
not. This haunt lias served to

!'« «iri' i • amuse, rest, awaken delightful
memories and create new thoughts;

to make its place distinct in society as the educator
of the masses. The auditors file out—some laughing,
others chattering, and still others looking as if the
show had forced them to seriously think. The musi¬
cians hasten through their last number. The lights
vanish. Once again the theater is unoccupied. A
death-like silence takes possession of this play resort.
Nothing is left but the upholstered chairs, the costly
draperies, and the gold-tinted walls. It is really an
" hour " house. Folks congregate in it for hours and
then go away. There is enacted in daily programme
the drama of life, the tragedy of death, and the mys¬
tery of resurrection. What a strange house in the
midst of ever-struggling humanity!

Louis Vaknum Woui.fe.
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CAPTAIN TURNER, OF THE LUSITAHIA, ANI) HISH

NIECE, MERCEDES DESMORE, WHO IS AP- V >
PEARING IN "THE LIE," AT THE

HARRIS THEATER.

MISS JESSIE RALPH.

WaHnaer Studio. Chicnd
PRINCESS THEATER.
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DEATH OF EBEN PLYMPTON
Eben Plympton, one of America's lead¬

ing actors a generation ago, died on April
12 of pneumonia at a hotel at Forty-fifth
Street and Eighth Avenue. He was sixty-
two years old. His last appearance was as
Sir Toby Belch in the support of Phyllis
Neilson-Terry in 44 Twelfth Night" at the
Liberty Theater last November.

Mr. Plympton was born in Boston. He
made his professional debut in 1871 at
Sacramento. After supporting John Mc-
Cullough in heavy roles, he came East and
played leading parts with the Park Thea¬
ter company in Brooklyn. In 1875 he
joined Wallack's Stock company at the
Union Square Theater, appearing in " Rose
Michel" and " The Gilded Age." Then
Mr. Plympton acted with Adelaide Neilson,
Mary Anderson. Lawrence Barrett and
other stars, and went to London in 1882
in support of Edwin Booth. In later years
he appeared in many important produc¬
tions, among which were the " London As¬
surance " revival and " The Garden of
Allah."

The Edwin Forrest Lodge No. 2, Actors'
Order of Friendship, had charge of the ob¬
sequies, which were held at the Funeral
Church April 13. His body was cremated
in accordance with his wishes and his
ashes were sent to Boston for burial in
the grave of his mother. The pall bearers
were F. F. Mackay, Ralph Delmore, Mark
Price, Oscar Eagle, Walter Woodall. Wil¬
liam H. Young, Edgar Halstead, Charles
B. Welles, and Thomas McGrath. Among
those who were present at the services
were Milton Nobles, Charles Dickson,
George Conway, Howard Hall, Mary Shaw,
Amy Lee, Charles Stevenson, Emily Reigel,
Lizzie Rechelle, Mrs. Ralph Delmore, and
William C. Andrews.
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NOW that the regular season is at an end and thesummer season about to begin, we are all won¬
dering in what shape we will demand our silly

entertainment. So far as most of us can see, the
supply appears to be exhausted. The musical comedy
producers have injured summertime chances by having
given us hot weather shows when the snow lay on
the ground. This was certainly very thoughtless of
them, but I suppose the demand for variety, and then
more variety, urged them to take advantage of every
possible bit of stage business known to the over¬
worked brains of stage bosses. Really, in recalling
stage effects employed in the past few seasons, it is
easy to see the strain under which producers have
labored. The cry for novelty has sponged up every
bit of refreshing amusement. At least so it appears
on the surface. The man who puts on a summer
attraction at this time and makes it the talk of the
town is going to achieve a record of far greater merit
than the onlooker would suppose.

I am just waiting to see how he handles the prob¬
lem. Perhaps the summer cocktail, by its very gen¬
erosity of mixture, has turned our taste. We have
seen the prettiest girls, the most shapely dressed and
undressed, in every conceivable pose with every pos¬
sible expensive stage prop as a sure guarantee that
the public must be bewildered into approval. We
have had slathers of clothes, of furniture, of comedy
(of its own peculiar kind), of one-two-three orches¬
tration and a b c tonal talent. What is there left?
Mere repetition. Consequently, I fancy that unless
some Elmer Reizenstein comes forward with a new
set-back-forward method of holding our jaded inter¬
est, there is going to be a dull time in store for those
New Yorkers who are compelled to send their wives
to the country. The springtime for revivals of famous
melodramas has passed and even at regular prices
the all-star cast won't fill a theater in an old play.

Most of us, remember with delight those hot nights
of midsummer, when an unknown actor or actress
could jump into unexpected popularity by the rendi¬
tion of a song of the sort that Maude Muller in the
simplicity of her soul might have sung while she
raked the hay. Happy, happy days, those! They
seem ages ago. And with what awe the out-of-town-
ers listened to the stay-at-homes in the audience,
who boldly joined witl^.the irresistible chorus in the
refrain, with the assurance that they were New
Yorkers and so privileged to do as they chose. Many
a dull conventional fireside the following winter lis¬
tened to the telling of tales of such daringdo.

Then the yards and yards of gay ribbons used to
fasten the ponies and squabs, the buckets of con¬
fetti and varicolored streamers, the dozens of chorus
youths employed merely as automatical backgrounds
for frisking young women with calsomined faces un-
blinkingly facing the calcium!

Lately the winter promepades in the audience in
a smoky atmosphere, the overhead perspective on glass
partitions called walks caused us to marvel, but they
have lost their shock and next year they will be con¬
sidered too old to be employed as novelties.

What ingenious mind is going to devise a different
sort of thrill?

Perhaps plans are being made right now, and by
July everybody will be talking about the new sensa¬
tion. Let us hope so, for no New Yorker would de¬
serve the name if he* didn't demand novelty and get
it, too.

The past season gave little promise of new things
but it surprised us by surpassing all expectations—
this, too, when the eternal triangle was supposed to
have completely lost its hold on our affections. Play¬
wrights, by necessity, seemed to understand that they
must see things in a different light, else there would
be empty houses instead of full ones. The war was,
in the beginning, branded as the murderer of the
drama, but not in a long time have so many suc¬
cesses stayed so long in our midst. All sorts of
plays were given us, so that the person who couldn't
find something to his liking had no business seeking
any kind of amusement. The signs along Broadway,
told the story and it was merely necessary to make
a choice. Only the heavy-weight drama was barred.
It's no use trying to lure the public into something
worth while by saying that it won't prove as classic
as they fear. Shakespeare and Broadway are not
even third cousins, so why , endeavor to establish a
fictitious relationship?

Next fall, however, will be the test. Surely, if
ever the United States' playwright had an opportunity,
it seems to be right now. It actually sits up on its
haunches and begs to be given an encouraging pat
on the head. The foreign dramatists are proving the
fallacy of the saying that the pen is mightier than
the sword and now is our natives' time to take up
the pen.

Some one said that there are only thirty-six dra¬
matic situations possible, and goodness knows they
all seem to have been used up, but—by Europeans.
It is for us to get an original combination of them.
I sincerely hope the crook-detective form of play
will be abandoned. It has become an awful bore.
I have tried to analyze the charm of such plays and
I think it lies in the nonchalant, masterful character
of the smuggler or bank burglar or sleuth or whatever
specimen of the underworld the playwright ennobles.
We Americans dearly love to see one man outwit an¬
other, and of course the stage criminal does this ev¬
ery time. But the dramatist can't stop there for the
criminal, in order to win the love of the banker's
daughter and live happy ever after, must undergo a
moral uplift. The secret service sleuths, too, must
have a coating of splendid character before all can
be well. This is readily explained in the final scene.
You don't really have to wait for it if you don't wish
to, for you know the playwright wouldn't forget so
essential a detail. We are tired of namby pamby
love scenes between the juvenile and ingenue. The
love-making of children is not so compelling as

I
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once was when the white muslin befrocked and pale
blue ribbon besashed sweet young thing would crouch
on a footstool and tell sister or aunty or some other
experienced person how much she loved Gerald. And
all the time Gerald had been cashing other people's
checks or doing something equally daring. Love-
making must be clever these days. It must be a
game well played by two people old enough to realize
what it all means. I think that the juveniles in
" A Full House" are too juvenile to make anyone
take serious interest in their prospective marriage.

By the way, I saw this farce for the second time
last week and more genuine laughter I have seldom
heard in mid-winter. It was a delight to watch such
work on the part of the cast. No fear of not get¬
ting your money's worth here—that is provided you
like to laugh at situations worth laughing at.

May Vokes is quite the funniest housemaid it will
ever be your good fortune to see. Her jag-dance
with the whiskey bottle will make you laugh until
the tears roll down your cheeks and when she steps
(in the burglar's hand as he lies concealed under the
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Fisheb.—In the marriage of Florence Fisher, late
leading woman with Otis Skinner in " The Silent
Voice," to David William Parry, a Pittsburgh banker,
the American stage will lose one of its most promis¬
ing young leading actresses. After a long, arduous
training in stock and in " The Melting Pot," " The
Family," " The Modern Lady Godiva," and other pro¬
ductions, her perseverance and ability were Tewarded
when she wa= engaged to play the leading feminine
role with Mr. Skinner. Her performance, notable for
its naturalness and sympathetic quality, won excep¬
tional praise from the critics. The ceremony will take
place at the home of Miss Fisher's parents in Punxsu-
tawney, Pa., on June 8, and the young couple will be
at home after Sept. 1 at 5524 Baywood Street, Pitts-

' burgh.
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Duncan.—Isadora Duncan and her band of pupils, ■.
ranging in age from five to eighteen years, sailed on
the Dante Alighieri for Naples on May C. After a
visit in Italy they will go to Greece where they will
stay until the war is over. The girls, appropriately
termed the " Isadorables," were remarkable for their
beauty, grace and agility, and quite took the town by
storm at a special matinee of dances, interpretative
of the ancient Greek customs, at the Metropolitan
Opera House last Winter. Encouraged by the success
of this performance, Miss Duncan arranged for a sea¬
son at the Century Opera House. But there the pub¬
lic did not respond with the expected interest and the
engagement was terminated after three weeks of per-
performances.

ralit^ I'liev fame from OH
Wood.—Peggy Wood, late of " Hello Broadway,"

and Ryan Walker, official cartoonist of the Friars,
were in receipt of letters of thanks and appreciation
yesterday from the Sing Sing prison authorities for
their impromptu entertainment before 1,800 convicts
in the Sing Sing auditorium on Monday night. Miss
Wood sang several solos which were received with
enthusiasm, while Mr. Walker's stories of "The Ad¬
ventures of Henry Dubb," illustrated with lightning '
crayon sketches, brought forth plenty of laughter and ,

npplause.
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Allenton.-—Joseph Allenton, who will be remem¬
bered for his clever work with the Frohman forces,
and more recently with Mr. Henry Miller (in "The
Rainbow"), has closed his season with the "Peg o'
My Heart" company, in which he has been playing
the comedy role of Alric Chiester in support of Elsa
Ryan on tour, a role in which he has made a strong
impression and has won the highest praise from press
and public throughout the country. This is Mr. £1-
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HUGH CAMERON,

Who Has Scored One of the Greatest Comedy Hits of
the Year as Officer Mooney in " A Full House."

piano and then walks away with the rubies still in
her stocking you think there can be nothing more,
but there is.

My first impression of Hugh Cameron's hit was by
no means exaggerated. His audiences revel in his
original Officer Mooney. His success is not due
merely to the lines he speaks either. He acts with
his eyebrows, his eyelids, the corners of his mouth,
the nostrils of his nose. His back is eloquent.

I was delighted to discover that Cameron is as un¬
assuming in private life as he is self-assertive as
Officer Mooney. He is very happy over his hit as
Mooney. I asked him if he had made a specialty of
policemen and found that this is his second role of
the kind. Mr. Cameron has had most of his experi¬
ence in stock work. He likes stock and says so.

" When you are with a stock company," he. said,
"

you have a home feeling, for the audiences grow
to know and like you, the company works easily to¬
gether and there is the variety of the different plays
to keep one continually interested. Then, too, you
feel a genuine interest for the city in which you are
playing. You keep up with its local affairs and can
discuss them with its citizens as if, you had always
lived there."

I asked Mr. Cameron if he had higher ambitions
than comedy.

" I can't say that I have," he replied. " The sound
of an audience laughing is the most inspiring, most
satisfying sound I have ever heard."

Marie B. Schrader.

Oliver _HerfordI.,.,JM
Toback.—Hannah Toback, an unusual child ac¬

tress, will play two important roles in the plays to
be given by the Gamut Club at the Candler Theater
on the afternoon of May 10, Tintagiles in Maeter¬
linck's " The Death of Tintagiles," and Gertie in
Anne Moore's " Self-Defense." Hannah has wonder¬
ful copper-colored hair, a pale, serious face and an
exquisite voice that has the strength and timbre of
maturity, though she is only twelve. Grace Fisher,
who is producing the Gamut Club plays, found her
when she was seven on the East Side, and under Miss
Fisher's direction she played a tiny part in a play
produced at the Belasco Theater April 8, 1910. The
following Winter Miss Fisher called upon her to play
a longer part. The next thing she heard Hannah was
playing in Yiddish with Mr. Thomashevsky, and since
then she has been a regular feature of the Yiddish
stage. She was born in New York, but her parents
came from Kiefif.
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JOSEPH ALLENTON.

lenton's second season under Mr. Oliver Morosco's
management.

Cook.—Without previous experience in New York,
Olga Cook within a few days will become the prima
donna of " Nobody Home," now at the Princess The¬
ater. She will succeed Alice Dovey, who is to assume
a new role in a production of the Shuberts. Miss
Cook is a daughter of Detective Sergeant Edward
Cook, of the New York police force. Not only will
this be her first local appearance, but her first oppor¬
tunity to play a leading role. She had a part in the
Shubert's production of " At the Ball" in Chicago
last Winter. It is said she is only nineteen years old.
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who intend seeking
the musical route.

Young.—Dorothy Young, daughter of George W.
Young and step-daughter of the late Madame Nordica,
is going on the stage. She has been engaged by the
Shuberts to appear in " All Over Town," a musical
comedy, with her husband, Roy Atwell. Joseph Sant-
ley will have the leading part in the play, which will
be produced at the Garrick Theater, Chicago, in May.
The former Miss Young is twenty-one years old. She
married Mr. Atwell two years ago.
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Howell (George Par¬
sons)— Believe me, my
dear young siren, you
haven't a leg to stand on.

Vera, a show girl (Bernice Buck)—No? Not a
leg to stand on? What do you think, Nippers?Ned (Ralph Morgan)—! can't remember.

It s the only place for you.

A~ID laugh," said the
little red-faced man as
he rose from his chair at the
end of the performance of "A Full
House." And the little red-faced
man went out of the theater con¬

tent. For it was a hot night, and he had come
only to laugh. Fred Jackson's farce, with swiftly
changing scene, comic stage-play, and whimsical
story, had made him do just that. Mr. Jackson's
summer offering is strangely, very strangelyreminiscent of the crook plays of blessed and
delightful memory of the past two or three years.In it:

One young man, just married, for the sake of another
young man who wants to marry, secretly goes to Boston towheedle some of the latter's love letters from a show-girl'spossession. The first young man wheedles and wines anddines so successfully that he gets the love letters. He
puts them in his satchel and starts back to New York in
a sleeping-car; his train is wrecked but he picks himself up;accidentally exchanges his grip for another man's; andcomes home. Now this other man's grip contains a bur¬glar's kit and a stolen necklace, the "Pembroke rubies,"for the other man is a thief. Also, when the first youngman arrives home he finds his new wife, anxious but calm,waiting for him—with her is her aunt and a sister. Auntiehas conjured up all sorts of reasons for the bridegroom'ssudden disappearance. For one thing, she has suggestedthat he is a thief: indeed, she takes up her newspaper andreads of the theft of a necklace in Boston, the night before.Of course, the bride doesn't believe anything like that ofher husband, but just the same she is very glad to have himhome again. For a moment the anxiety and ferment inthe home ceases. But for a moment only: the bridegroomleaves the room, and Susie, one of the maid-servants ofthe household, enters.

Sicsie—The laundry man has came, ma'am.Auntie—Has came?
Susie—Yes'm, has came into the kitchen!
Auntie—Ugh!
Ottilie, the bride in the case—Thank you, Susie. Getthe creton bag; the laundry is all in my room.Susie—'Scuse me. Yes'm and a funny thing—thelaundry man has a brother in Cedar Rapids. That's onthe Northwestern, near Sioux City! (exit Susie)Auntie—If I had that, I'd poison it! Why don't youget rid of her?
Ottilie—I can't. She came in the apartment with therest of the furniture—we sublet this apartment and itsservice from Mrs. Fleming, you know. I wonder if Georgehas any laundry in his grip? (she goes to Iter husband's grip•where he had left it upon a chair)
Auntie—I daresay. You'd better open it and get it out.Ottilie—I will! How heavy it is.
Auntie—Men always carry away with them all sorts of

things that they don't need. I remember my father used
to take away more clothes for a three days' trip than hecould use in three months.

Ottilie—(screams) Oh-h-h! (slams the grip shut)Aunlie—What is it?

Ottilie—
(gasping)
N-nothing!

Susie—(has
entered with the
lamidry bag) Has
Mr. Howell got
laundry, too,
ma'am?

Ottilie—No, no,
no. Send the other
things and let
Mr. Howell's go!

Susie—Oh, very
good, ma'am!

Auntie — What on
earth is the matter with
you, Ottilie?

Ottilie—Something
dreadful—dreadfull i

Aunlie—What? i
Ottilie — Oh, Auntie, ■

Auntie, Auntie! I
Aunlie—Tell me this fl

instant what's wrong! H
Ottilie—If it should be

true! ^Auntie—What?
Ottilie—W hat you I

said! I
Auntie — About an¬

other wife?
Ottilie—-Oh, no!

Worse! Worse! I
Auntie — Open that I

grip this minute and let I
me see! I

Ottilie — Oh, no! I
mustn't! I

Auntie—Ottilie! (look- ^ing into the grip) Good
heavens!

Ottilie—It's George's
grip—George's!

Auttlie—(takes out the
articles and drops them t
back in again) What's

BY PERMISSION OF H. H. FRAZEE, PRODUCER,

Ottilie We're all going to be searched.

hand-bag from the desk and puts the jewel-case into it:
George's grip she closes up again)

Aunlie—Think of the humiliation—for all of us—
for your sister Daphne! Oh why did I bring her here
with me today!

Ottilie— I must think of my husband, first.
Aunlie—You'll ruin your life if you persist in stand¬

ing by this gentlemanly scoundrel!
Ollttie—I'm going to stand by him, nevertheless! I

took him for better or for worse!
Aunlie—You got it!

Ottilie and herAunt rush out of the house to telephone
to Mrs. Pembroke, owner of the jewels. They plan to re¬
turn the jewels and save young husband. They think
they have the jewels in Ottilie's hand-bag; they haven't.

Daphne—It was positively the
worst proposal 1 ever had.

i, AND FRED JACKSON, COPYRIGHT HOLDER
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show-girl; she wants her letters back; neither
young man has them because King had slyly
handed over to Howell only empty envelopes
when each man had returned to the other
his own grip before the arrival of the police.
The young men have all sorts of difficulties;
Ned, to keep his fiancee unsuspicious, Howell
his wife. Finally the police herd them all up¬
stairs to be searched—all except Susie. In
comes King—"you can come in but you can't
get out"—he has returned because the jewels
were missing from his bag. He discovers
that Susie has the jewels hidden in her
stocking. He poses as a Pinkerton detective,
and takes the jewels from her. She demands
a receipt therefor, so that she may claim
the thousand dollar reward for their return.

King writes one.
King—(writing) This is to certify that

Susan Sponge—say, never take that name
out in the wet—restored the Pembroke
jewels to me and deserves the reward. I'll
underscore "Deserves." Signed, Nicholas

recipient.
ie—Recip!—Recip!

—Don't try to say it. It's over your
{hands her the receipt)

ie—Thank you, Mr. King.
King—Don't mention it. A mere scrap

of paper means nothing in my life.
Susie—Oh, Mr. King, is this worth a thou¬

sand dollars?
King—Yes.
Susie—Will you give me twenty-two fifty

for it?

King—Sure.
Susie—I'll take it. I want to go back to

Sioux City.
At this point Mrs. Pembroke arrives.

Ottilie's telegram had said that her jewels
were safe, that she was to call for them. She
is Ned Pembroke's mother.

Mrs. Pembroke—Who is this man?
Szisie—He's a punk! I mean a pink.
King—Don't you recognize me?
Mrs. Pembroke—No!
King—Sure you never seen me before?
Mrs. Pembroke—No!
King—Well then, I don't mind telling you.

I'm a detective. Here's my badge. It's
broken. I can't pin it on. (the badge falls to
the floor, unnoticed by King)

Mrs. Pembroke—And my necklace? You
have it?

Susie—Yes, ma'am, we have it.
King—We! You mean I have it! You

are not with me. You have the reward for
their return with you?

Mrs. Pembroke—Yes.
King—In cash?
Mrs. Pembroke—In bills.
King—Not marked bills?—-I mean regular

currency.
Mrs. Pembroke—Yes.

King—That's fine. You see I've got to get
away quickly.

Mrs. Pembroke—What!
King—That is—I'm called out on another

case. Here are your jewels.
Mrs. Pembroke—My necklace.
King—But the money—the reward, you

know.
Mrs. Pembroke—Oh yes, the money. But I

feel you don't realize all you've done for me.
King—No one understands better than I do.
Mrs. Pembroke—I would rather have

parted with ten years of my life.
King—Don't mention ten years. But we

are losing time, ma'am. The money
Mrs. Pembroke—Oh, yes. But it's nothing

compared to my gratitude.
King—(to Susie) She'll talk us into jail.
Susie—Us! I'm not with you.
King—Thanks for the gratitude. But the

money
Mrs. Pembroke—I feel we have met be¬

fore. (hands him the money)
King—I think not, ma'am. I think not!
Mrs. Pembroke—Seems as if I were in a

dream.
King—Dream! I've appeared in several

lately, (takes the letters which he had not
returned to Howell from his pocket) Oh, here's
a package of letters. Give them to your son
Ned, and tell him for me, If he can't be good
be careful, (turns to Susie while counting
money) Remember, Kate; virtue is its own
reward!

Susie—My Gosh, and I gave all that up
for twenty-two fifty.

King—Here! (hands Susie some bills)
Never let it be said that Nicholas King
robbed the dead.

Mrs. Pembroke—-You are generous to a
fault.

King—She's not a fault. She's a crime!
Suddenly Mrs. Pembroke's arrival is dis¬

covered; everybody comes down-stairs to
greet her. But who is this man King? "A
traveling man," say the police. "In a class
by himself," says Howell. "A detective,"
says Mrs. Pembroke, for he has returned her
jewels. King decides to get out "while the
going is good."

King—See every one later.
Mrs. Pembroke—Oh, Mr. King, if you are

ever in Boston call on me.

King—Thanks, I will.
Mrs. Pembroke—Mrs. Pembroke. My

.house is on Beacon Street.
King—I could find it in the dark.
Sergeant—-Are you sure he's a detective?
Mrs. Pembroke—Why, yes. Here's his

badge.
Howell—(picking up the badge which had

fallen to the floor. He reads) Official dog-
catcher. (the police rush out in pursuit of
King, as the curtain falls)
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For Susie has filched them and secreted them in
her stocking. In order to get the reward for
the jewels Susie sends for the police. Then
George Howell, the young husband, re¬
turns; then enter a strange man, carry¬
ing a grip. He looks like a busi¬
ness man; he is the burglar in
the case. At this time Howell
himself does not know what
his wife knows: namely,
that he has the burglar's
grip. Howell and the
man, who is called King,
look each other over.

King — Say, don't
you get me yet?

Howell—Your face
does look familiar.

King—It's my regu¬
lar face. I've worn it
for years.

Howell—You're a brave
man. Who are you?

King—We were neighbors
last night. You had the
berth over me last night—up¬
per seven!

Howell — I thought I was
sleeping over a garage. You
were the fellow who had the
cut-out open.

King—Snore?
Howell—Oh!
King—Pardon.
Howell—That's right! Now I re¬

member you. But what the deuce
do you want of me?

King—I've got to slip it to you. You're
a nervous guy, ain't you? The way you
leapt out of that berth and landed into your

Elizabeth Nelson as

Ottilie Howell,
the bride.

Daphne—Ned—a thief, a thief? AW—Believe me, Daphne, I'm not a thief.

shoes—■ You ath't a fireman, belong to the fire depart¬
ment?

Howell—(disgustedly) Fire department
King—You believe in the old adage about the first man

up bein' the best man dressed, anyway, and you ain't par¬
ticular whose grip you grab, either!

Howell—What the devil are you getting at?
King—I want to catch another train tonight—and I

want to take my grip with me—my own grip, see—not
the one you traded me!

Howell—Wha-at?
King—You ain't going to deny you got away with mine,

are you?
Howell—(amazed) I took your bag instead of mine?
King—There's the evidence! (he indicates the grip which

he has brought in with him)

Howell—Good heavens! (gazing from one grip to the
other. Goes into a fit of laughing) By golly, I am glad
you found me. If you hadn't things might have been
very embarrassing for me.

King—And very embarrassing for me.
Howell—(still laughing) Say, what in thunder have you

got in that grip anyhow?
King—Nothing much. A ittle present to me from a

lady friend!
Howell—Oh! I see!
King—I guess this is what you want. Another little

present from a lady friend, (holds out letters to him which
he takes from pocket. These are the show-girl's letters
Howell had in his grip)

Howell—Ned's letters! Here, give them to me! (mak¬
ing a grab for them)

double-
cross me, and
I'll take you with
me. I'll swear

we're partners, see?
H owell— Good

heavens!
King—Now, remember, I'm a friend of yours, a traveling-

man from Chicago. Got me?
Howell—I see!
King—There was a thief, but he has gone.
Howell—Yes.
King—Now, you squeal on me and we'll go up the river

together.
Howell—I'll help you. (enter the police)
Sergeant—Where is he? Where is he?

199

plizabeth Nelson, who gives a spirited performance of the |
young wife in "A Full House."

Reappearance on Broadway in " Fads and Fancies." i"™ ncasiiig i liuuiiuulj aim itv tiumor Made Ills
; "Jiaron " Hamilton in " The Three of Hearts " a

Daphne —

Coming to
Yonkers isn't
fate. It's a

calamity.

King—(pushing him off) Don't be rough, now. Show
some hospitality to a guest.

Howell—You had the nerve to open my grip!
King—I've nerve enough to open a bank. Opening

grips means nothing in my life. I had something in my
grip that I don't want folks to know about—but you had
something in your grip that you don't want folks to know
about—so things look pretty even to me. We'll swap!

Howell—Well I'll be damned!
King—Don't swear! I'll have to wash your mouth out with

soap. You'vegotto talk fast if you wantyour letters. Isitago?
Howell—All right.
King—Come across. (They exchange grips; Howell gets

package looking like letters.) I'll take your word for
the outside, but I'd rather have mine for the inside.

What's that?
Howell—Someone at the door!

King—(calling) Wait! Who is it?
Sergeant—(outside the door) The police!

King—The bulls! Say, you're a slick
one, ain't you?

Howell—What the devil do you
mean?

King—So you are trying
to send me up. I ought

to take a swing at you
right now.

H owell — Good
heavens, you're a
thief?

King—Who'd you
think I was—Billie
Sunday? Is there

any way out besides
that door?
Howell — No, we

are three stories up.
King — Three stories

down to the ground, eh?
Howell—A thief!

King—Yes, but you are
not going to get me so easy as
you think, you smart lawyer.

Howell—I get you? I don't
want you, I'm telling you.

King—Who sent for
those bulls, then?

Howell — I didn't.
King■—Now lis¬

ten, you try to



Hearst's Magazine
Daphne—I'm so happy
—it hurts. Howell—
What is the matter
with her? Ned
—I'm the mat¬
ter. I've pro¬
posed to her.

Howell—No! Can't you understand? The grip you
opened wasn't my grip, I had gotten it by mistake.

Ottilie—And you're not a thief! Oh, my darling! How
could I have mistrusted you! I'll never doubt you

again. Never! Now that I know you are innocent
I'm perfectly happy. Everything is all right.

But everything is not all right. The police
decide to search the house; guards are placed
at the doors, everybody, anybody "can come
in but he can't get out." In a very short time

we have a house full of people: there are
Ilowell

. and Ottilie, his wife,
Auntie and Ottilie's sister

Daphne, with Ned Pem¬
broke, who proposes to

her now that he be¬
lieves his love let¬

ters are safe. Even
Mrs. Fleming, the
owner of the

apartment, ap¬
pears. Besides

these there are the
butler, the police,
and Susie. Then in
comes Vera, the

0Continued on
page 232)
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to Mrs. Pembroke and confess
everything. I've wired to her
already!

Howell—You opened that grip
—and took the Pembroke jewels
out? And you still have them?

Ottilie—Yes.
Howell—And you did not put

them back!
Ottilie—No! What is it —

What is it?
Howell — You've double-

Sergeant (with
case) — Holy
Moses! Look
at the jewel-case!
Empty! Ottilie
—Officer, my
husband isn't the
thief, he isn't!

Howell —What
the deuce do you
mean?

King — My
goodness, it's a
parade. By jove, it's the
police. Well boys, what's
the trouble? What do you
want?

Sergeant—The thief!
Policeman Kearney — The

thief!
Policeman Mooney—The thief!
King—I knew I should have brought the umbrella.
Sergeant—Is this the thief? (pointing at Howell)
King—Why, he's a friend of mine! He owns this apart¬

ment!
Sergeant—Well, some one telephoned you had a thief

here.
King—There was, but he got away.
Sergeant—Did he get anything?
King—No, I don't think so
Howell—Not a thing. .

Sergeant—And he got away?
King—You didn't think he was going to hang around

here all day waiting for you to come grab him, did you?
Sergeant—Who is this man? (pointing at King)
Howell—He is a friend of mine, a traveling-man.
King—We're in business together.
Sergeant—In business together, I'm sorry for the mistake.
Howell—Don't mention it, you cartie pretty close for

a policeman.
Sergeant—I'm afraid this is one on me.
Howell—Well, have one on me. I'll have Susie bring

in something to drink.
King—Have a cigar. (offering some of Howell's cigars)
Sergeant—Thanks. (taking one)
King—You'll find these very good. George and I al¬

ways smoke good cigars. Sorry I woke you boys up in
the middle of the night.

Sargeant—Ah, that's all right.
King—I must be going—I've got to catch a train. You'll

excuse me, on't you? (exit King with his own grip, but
rot, as he thinks, with the jewels)

King makes good his escape. Ottilie and Auntie re¬
turn; Ottilie decides to cure her husband of the bad habit
of stealing. She reproaches him about the contents of his
bag. He thinks, at first, she is talking of the love letters
and tries to brazen the matter out.

Ottilie—Don't try to lie to me. I'm going to do every¬
thing in my power to help you but— Oh, you must tell
me the truth. Why did you do this dreadful thing?

Howell—What dreadful thing?
Ottilie—Steal Mrs. Pembroke's jewels?
Howell—Steal Mrs. Pembroke's jewels- -I! Why, Ot¬

tilie, you're crazy. I didn't steal Mrs. Pembroke's jewels.
Ottilie—Don't deny it. I took them out of your own

bag. Now will you try to deny it?
Howell—Good Lord, what is it you took?
Ottilie—The things you stole! I'm going to return them

crossed him;
you've double-crossed King!

Ottilie—I Jon't understand!
Howell — But you will in a

minute! Let me see the jewels!
Ottilie—Promise me first that

you will let me return these to
Mrs. Pembroke.

Howell—Of course I promise.
(she gives him her handbag and
he opens it) Why, it's empty!

Ottilie—WHAT!
Howell—There are no jewels

here!

Ottilie—George! (she thinks
he has cleverly slipped them out of
the bag before her very eyes) Give
them to me — you mustn't do
that!

Howell—Good Lord, you don't
think I lifted them, do you?

Ottilie—Oh dear! Auntie was right.
She says you just can't help stealing.
It's in your blood! It's in your
blood.

Howell—Says it's in my blood! I
can't help it. I can't help it. I
can't help it. Ha! Ha!

Ottilie—But you must, dear. You
must try. Give them back to me!
Please, give them back.

Howell—I tell you that they
weren't in the bag. Search me!

Ottilie—No, I wouldn't insult
you by distrusting you!

Howell—Yes, how could you
have thought—I was a thief!

Ottilie—But you did take th?m
in the first place!

Vera— Oh, boys, don't be harsh. I traveled all the way from Boston just to see
you both—and I traveled quite alone. You know how I hate traveling alone.

White. N.

May Vokes as Susie, the servant girl from Sioux City, la.,in the hilarious farce, "A Full House," is disturbed bymembers of the Howell household in her attempt to elude
the detectives. From left to right: Claiborne Foster,
Maude Turner Gordon, May Vokes, Edgar Norton as
Parkes, the butler, and Elizabeth Nelson as Mrs. Howell

ELIZABETH NELSON
who is soon to appear as the leading woman in "A !(iripful of Trouble," or "Keep it Dark" (?) a newplay by Fred Jackson, a young writer of short stories
and novels, whose motor bearswitness to his fertility, g[Miss Nelson, who made her debut in " Madame I
Sherry," will be remembered for her acting in Ir Ready Money," and in a " A Pair of Sixes " en tour |

MISS MADGE LESSING, White
Who, After an Absence of Ten Years, Is Making Her

Reappearance on Broadway in " Fads and Fancies."

White. N. Y.
GEORGE NASH,

Whose Pleasing Personality and Dry Humor Made His
" Baron " Hamilton in " The Three of Hearts " ai————————

- —

Georg, Chicago.
Elizabeth Nelson, who gives a spirited performance of the

young wife in "A Full House."
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"SHE'S IN AGAIN"
Farcical Comedy in Three Acts by Thomas

J. Gray. Produced by Ned Wayburn at
the Gaiety Theater, May 17.

Anthony Sydney Greenstreet
Mrs. Matilda Martingale Helen Lowell
Aubrey Brighton William Roselle
Miss Ann Rayner Ada Lewis
Leslie Tarton Edwin Nicander
Suzanne Touraine Mae Hopkins
Mr. Tarlton George A. Schiller
Mrs. Tarlton Julia Ralph
Joan Montague Eileen Van Biene
Bryant Lillian Galer
Simpson . Clifford Robertson

When one reflects that the farce, " She's
in Again." which marks Ned Wayburn's
debut in the field of legitimate production,
has passed through the withering fires of
two adaptations since its first presentation m
in Paris, one can account in part for its wjL
failure to provoke any great amount of
enthusiasm. The play is from a work by |£»
Paul Gavault, called " Ma Tante d'Hon- fH
fleur." It was adapted for the English
stage by Sidney Blow and Douglas Hoare, H
and achieved some measure of success in
London, where it was known as " My
Aunt." For American consumption it has
been rewritten by Thomas J. Gray, here¬
tofore chiefly known as a writer of vaude¬
ville dialogues and sketches.

In its Gallic original it undoubtedly pos- ,
sessed features which made it an effective |
instrument for laughter, but in the process
of eliminating that which might have been
regarded as objectionable and coarse, its
vigor has been sadly impaired. Whatever
fun is now contained in the piece is derived
from bits of business which Mr. Wayburn
has cleverly employed, and to a genuinely
funny characterization by Ada Lewis.

Mr. Gray has a marked talent for seizing
upon idiomatic expressions, around which
he weaves humorous incidents and episodes.
This gift has long made him a popular
vaudeville writer. Ilis success, however,
has somewhat blurred his judgment, since
he has attempted to measure the drama
with the same rules of technique and dia¬
logue that he applies to the variety sketch.
The humor of " She's in Again " was of the
cheap and superficial Times Square type.
He has localized most of his characters to
an extent where they seem to exude Forty-
second Street and points adjacent.

The play concerns the reliable expedient
of the majority of farce writers—that of
the false marital relationship of man and
woman. Aubrey Brighton, a young New
Yorker, whose chief motive in life is the
sowing of wild oats in Times Square res¬
taurants with the allowance given him by
a wealthy aunt from Kalamazoo, has, in a
spirit of recklessness, invited a masked
damsel to his bachelor apartments at an
early hour in the morning. At his request
she unmasks and he beholds a hideously
unattractive female instead of the wondrous
beauty he had expected. While devising
ways and means to be rid of her, his cir¬
cumspect aunt, his chum, Leslie Tarlton,
and the latter's chorus girl sweetheart, ar¬
rive on the scene. As he offers heart balm
to the chorus girl, whose pride is wounded
by the information that Leslie contemplates
marriage to a wealthy young widow, he at¬
tempts to pacify his shocked aunt. To be
free of all entanglements he accepts an in¬
vitation to accompany Leslie to the latter's
home in Lakewood, N. J. There follow in
succession the chorus girl, who announces
herself as Aubrey's wife to the consterna¬
tion of the widow who, visiting in Lake-
wood, has fallen in love with him ; the aunt,
who arrives upon the scene just after she
had been announced as dead, and the mys¬
terious female, who, in a moment of in¬
toxication, has pursued her, captor of the
previous night. Complications rapidly de¬
velop and soon it becomes apparent that
all guests have been assigned the same bed¬
room. Aubrey finally piles into bed only
to find it occupied by his unwelcome ad¬
mirer. She upraids him for his lack of
morality. The affair is, however, straight¬
ened by Aubrey and his chum forming per¬
manent alliances with the widow and the
chorus girl, respectively, and the curtain
falls with the unattractive female of the
species about to depart for her Flatbush
home.

Of the three acts the third approached
nearest to the quality of real farce. It was
played with assurance and spirit which
were almost unapparent in the other two
acts. But why should the actors shout
with a vehemence that would be appropriate
in the Yale Bowl? I

Ada Lewis never failed to amuse as the
Flatbush pursuer of men, playing with the
broadness required of her role. Helen
Lowell was lost in the part of the aunt
from Kalamazoo, lacking all opportunity
for eccentric characterization. George
Schiller struggled manfully in the conven¬
tional role of the blundering fatheh Edwin
Nicander was pert as the wooer of chorus
girls. William Roselle played with distinc¬
tion and a good sense of comedy the lead¬
ing role of Aubrey, and Eileen Van Biene
was charmingly pretty as the young widow.
The play has been handsomely staged.

i.'Aj'U-.r.ni I'jij, vrrv
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BOSTON
Frohman's Death Changes a Plan—"The Last
Laugh " Nearly Ready—Cort-Shubert Exchange

Boston, May 11 (Special).—Theatrical news
in Boston is summed up in one word, Lusi-
tania. With Charles Frohman, Charles Klein,
and Julius M. Forman aboard the ill-fated ship,
there is little for the playgoing public to dis¬
cuss but the terrible tragedy. Mr. Frohman
had many warm friends here, Mr. Klein was
also well known in the city, and by the irony
of fate Mr. Forman's play about German-Ameri¬
cans called " The Hyphen," was being acted at
the Hollis. On Saturday evening that theater
was closed for the season, as when it was learned
that Mr. Frohman was lost, it was decided to
give up the performances here of the " all-star "
cast in " A Celebrated Case."

Only one playhouse changed its bill last even¬
ing. and that was the Castle Square, where
'1 Common r,1;iv." nffr'r st»v"ntPPn wppIts nf snr-
-r?" wn '' ^on-o-iP ^PT™ftr ' al¬
ready seen in this city with Rose Stahl. Doris
Olsson came back to play the name part. At
the Wilbur the farce of "A Pair of Sixes is
in its twentieth week, and at the Shubert 44 The
Revolt " is in its second and last week. Prob¬
ably the Shubert will close next Saturday.
Last Saturday the Colonial closed for the Sum¬
mer, after a fortnight's business with George'

Cohan and William Collier that put many dol¬
lars into the pockets of those fortunate play¬
ers. The house was packed to the doors at
every performance. Extensive alterations will
be made in the Colonial Theater building this

i Summer.
_ . ^ . . , . —— tTii'-a'-Tsimi way they stil
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La Salle Opera House
In Madison Street, Near Clark Street

CHICAGO

JONES, LINICK & SCHAEFER Managers
HARRY EARL House Manager

Week Beginning Sunday Evening,
October 24, 1915

WESTERN PRODUCING GO.
Presents

The Speedy Musical Show

''The Girl of
Tomorrow"

with

Jos. E.-- HOWARD & McCANE - Mabel

Author's Note:—A Play made for Enter¬
taining Purposes only

Music by Joseph E. Howard and Herb. P. Stot-
hart. Book and Lyrics by Joseph Noel. Staged
by Frank Smithson.

CAST

(In order of first appearance)
A MYSTIC SPRITE.GLADYS CARDWEI.L
ZEB, a hermit of the Kentucky Hills.. . .

WAYNE NUNN
COLONEL GAINES, a retired distiller.

FRED WAELDER

KITTY, an up-to-the-minute
SENOR CHILLI, creator of
COLONEL NUTT, Dodging
GRIFF GAINES, a motion
FLO GAINES, "The Girl of
EUGENE, "The perfect man
EUGENIE CLEARWATER,
WILLIAM SABBATH CLE

ROSIE, a nurse

TOM, a curio collector ....

LONESOME

chorus girl REGINA CONNELLI
the "Chili.Can Can"... .VICTOR CASMORE

Squirrels JAMES J. MORTON
picture expert JOSEPH E. HOWARD

Tomorrow" MABEL McCANE
'

JACK GARDNER
, fiance of Eugene JULIE BRUER
ARWATER, prohibitionist

CLIFF HECKINGER
DELLA EVANS

JOHNNIE DALE
By HIMSELF 11

Time—1965.
ACT I.—Mountain View Hotel.

Place—Owensboro, Ky.
ACT II.—Cottage in the Hills
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The "Flappers": Ainee Grant, Nancy Barrell, Marguerite Lavelle,
Annabelle Arnberg, Marie DeMace, Billy Annesser, Gladys Cardwell, Blanche
^eMassey, Cleo DeMore, Irene Dickson, Corinne Roycroft and Bessie Mavne.

Coryphees: Virginia Lee, Beatrice Dowling, Frances Gray, Beatrice
Randall, Marie Caldwell, Mary Murrell, Bernie Barnard, Hazel Jameson,
Pearl Montrose, Nellie Norton, Maxine Camack and Myrtle Stimson.

Boys: Allan Blair, Edward Weinberg, Roy Wilcox, George Queese,
Ben Wells, Fred Rogers, Cal Fuller, Weston Burtis, Percy Smithers, Harold
McGurk.

MUSICAL NUMBERS.
(Orchestra under direction of A. F. Butler)

FIRST ACT.

Opening Chorus Boys and Girls
|'Chili Glide" . Kitty, Senor Chilli and Chorus"Hello Chicago" Eugenia and Boys
"That Melodious Melody" Flo and Chorus
"Somebody Told Me" Flo and Eugene
^Cake Walk Promenade" Griff and Chorus"Eugenic Kiss" Griff, Flo, Eugene and Eugenia
"Everybody's Cabareting Down in Pumpkinville". .Eugene and Chorus
Finale Entire Company

SECOND ACT.
Opening Chorus
"Some of These Nights"
"Bachelor Bear"
"I'ass the Contribution Box"
"Tea, Toast and Kisses"
"Story of the Sea"
"The Legend"
"Neutral Jag"
"Big Song Revue"
Finale

Girls and Boys
Griff and Flo

Kitty and "Flappers"
James, Jitney and Chorus

Flo and Eugene
Colonel Still

Flo and Eugene
Eugenia and Chorus

Howard and McCane
Entire Company

Music published by M. Witmark & Sons.
Costumes by Mme. Rosenberg, New York.

Shoes by Aistons

Only 2 a iwKnrr £ |
Get st from /our b '

*
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WALKER WHITESIDE
In the New Dramatic Sensation
"THE RAGGED MESSENGER"

Now Playing at the Princess

W 0

■ *\

. — >VT r. liA. L.

SHE NOW HAS A

The Princess Theatre
CHICAGO

:sr in IS! a JJ.: is.: in ^ i-l'*$l
mi

Beginning Sunday, September 5th

JOHN CORT
Presents

WALKER

WHITESIDE
In a Drama in Four Acts

"The Ragged
Messenger"

By W. B. Maxwell and Emil Nyitray
(Founded on Mr. Maxwell's novel of the same title,

published by the Bobbs Merrill Co.)

(In the order of their first appearance.)
Lord Patrington J. Palmer Collins
Dr. Colbeck, retired M. D .William Eville
Lady Sarah, daughter of Lord

Patrington Marie Pettss

Or' AH

i
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Lady Tollhurst, sister of Lord Patrington .

Butler

John Morton

Bigland
Bertrand Carpenter, an architect
Mary Ainsleigh
Mr. Norman, a solicitor
Walter Bowman, Morton's secretary
George Griffiths, late of Scotland Yard. . .

Mrs. Elyard, matron

Maud Milton
Gus Christie

. .Walker Whiteside
Arda LaCroix

. . . .Norman Loring
. . . Lilian Cavanagh

. .W. A. Whitecar
. . . .Leonard Mudie

. . .Stephen Wright
. . .Josephine Morse

Cast of Characters.
Francois Villon Mr. E. H. Sothern
Louis XI. (his original role) Mr. George W. Wilson

l{ ■* Tristan L'Hermite Mr. Winthrop Chamberlain'

< Oliver Le Dain Mr. Orlando Daly
] !• Thibaut D'AussignvA * Noel Le Jolys K

Rene De Montigny
Guy Tabarie

Daly
Mr. William Harris

Mr. Albert S. Howson
Mr. Sidney Mather

. .Mr. Robert Lee Allen
Mr. Philip Loeb
Mr. T. W. Lyons

Mr. P. J. Kelly
. . . Mr. James P. Hagan
.... Mr. Frank Morton
.... Mr. Harry Lawson

Mr. Harry Rabon
. Mr. Charles A. Stanton

Mr. Fred Post
. . . Mr. Frank Bertrand

Mr. Lark Taylor

Bill Parks
A Man
A Boy
A Woman

. . Allan Thomas
. George Spelvin
.... Will Kirwin

. . .Merle Adams

Policemen, Workmen, etc.
S ■
H I

The Play Staged by Mr. Whiteside.

ACT I.
ACT II.

Living Room in Lord Patrington's home—London.
The House of the Woman of Samaria.

' «

N (a
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ACT III. Tapestry Hall, Talgarth Castle.
(Note—The curtain will be lowered for a few moments during

the act to indicate the lapse of time from midnight till dawn.)
ACT IV. Scene 1: Hall in the House of the Woman of

Samaria.
Scene 2: Street in Whitechapel district. London.

Miss Cavanagh's 3rd act gown by Mme. Heywood, London.
Miss Milton's gowns and hats by Hickson, Miss Pettes' gowns by
Lucile. Scenery built by Wm. Kellam, painted by Herbert Law.
Furniture from Robt. Miller's Sons. Draperies by Dollman &
Guider. Electrical effects from Knickerbocker Electrical Supply
Co.

The Ragged Messenger Co. (Inc.), Proprietors
Manager Walter Floyd
Press Representative Paul Davis
Stage Manager W. A. Whitecar
Master Carpenter Frank King
Electrician John Fox
Property Master Thomas Doughty
Wardrobe Mistress Margaret Kirwin

Qt Colin De Cayeulx
rp Jehan Le Loup-
I Casin Cholet
* Robin Turgis •*

ij* Trois Echelles
1% Petit Jean

)• Du Lau
Pancet De Riviere
De Nantoillet
An Astrologer
Toison Dor (Burgundian Herald)
Montjoye (French Herald) Mr. William Adams
Captain of the Watch Mr. Paul Mellem
Cardinal Mr. James Morse
Katherine De Vaucelles Miss Alexandra Carlisle
Mother Villon : Mrs. Estar Banks

H. Huguette Du Hamel (The Abess) Miss Virginia Hammond' Jehannetton La Belle Heaulmiere Miss Doris Hardy
I. Blanch Miss Doris Dagmar

Guillmette Miss Elna Magnuson
Isabeau Miss Pauline Merriam
Denise Miss Loretta Healy
Queen Miss Ruth Malcolm
Ladies of the Court. .Misses Evans, Black, Lashmutt, Scott, Somers,

Sylvan, Burke and Fursman.
Pages Misses Wells, Lewis, Duffey and Rolle
Masquers. .Dunnin, Childs, Hayes, Townsend, Deane, Giovani

and Patterson
Horton

Soldiers, Citizens, Courtiers, Etc.

Synopsis of Scenes.
Place—Paris.

Period—The reign of Louis XI., during the siege of Paris
by the Burgundians.

ACT I.—The Tavern—Interior of the Fir Cone. An evening in June.
Interval of 10 Minutes.

ACT II.-—The Court—The Rose Garden of King Louis' Palace. The
next morning.

ACT III.
Interval of 10 Minutes.

-The Masque—Same scene as Act II.
week later.

In the evening.

aPT T,, Interval of 10 Minutes.IV. 1 he Gibbet—An Open Place in Old Paris. The day after.

The play was originally produced by Mr.
Daniel Frohman

Sothern, under
s management, fifteen years ago.

Scenery by Unitt & Wickes. Properties by E. Seidl. Costumes by
Maurice Hermann, designed by Ogden. Wigs by Plucker & Ahrens. Boots
and shoes by I. Miller. Armor by Fachs. Scenery built by J. O'Brien.

MUSICAI- PROGRAM.
Overture—"If I Were King" Adams
After Act I: "Lyceum Memories"—Fantasia Frank A. Howson

On Airs from "The Prisoner of Zenda," "The Amazons," "An Enemy
to the King," etc.

Suite de Ballet—"Anthony and Cleopatra" Greenwald
Gavotte—"Grace and Beauty" Woolson Morse
Valse Melodique—"Sweet Caresses" Otto Langey
"Cornelius March" Mendelssohn

Incidental music composed by Frank A. Howson.
wk m -i j
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MR. SOTHERIM'S TWO WEEKS SEASON

AS HIS FAREWELL TO THE STAGE
FOR THE

BENEFIT OF THE ACTORS' FUND
Beginning Saturday Evening, April 29, 1916

Evenings at 8:15. Matinees Wednesdays and Saturdays.

e. h. sothern
—WITH—

ALEXANDRA CARLISLE
Under the Management of DANIEL FROHMAN

On Behalf of The Actors' Fund
(By arrangement with Mr. Lee Shubert)

Presenting

if i were ring
By Justin Huntley McCarthy.

Blackstone Theatre
THREE WEEKS ONLY ; -

Beginning Monday Evening, December 18
MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY

Mr. Sothern is making a brief farewell tour that is limited
to a dozen of the principal cities and to a total period of but twenty
weeks. At its conclusion Mr. Sothern will withdraw from" the

stage absolutely. He is making this tour solely in aid of the wounded
of all nations, giving every penny of his large share of the gross
receipts to the Red Cross. The previous evening's receipts are
forwarded each morning direct to the London Red Cross head¬
quarters.

Mr. Lee Shubert, under whose personal direction Mr. Sothern,
of course, continues to be, is also giving a large share of the managerial
profits to that same great agency of mercy.

MR. E. H. :::::::::: « ::::::::::::::::::::::

sothern'
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If I were king—ah love, if I were king!
What tributary nations would I bring
To stoop before your sceptre, and to swear
Allegiance to your lips and eyes and hair,
Beneath your feet what treasures I would fling;—
The stars should be your pearls upon a string,
The world a ruby for your finger ring,
And you should have the sun and moon to wear
If I were king.
Let these wild dreams and wilder words take wing,
Deep in the woods I hear a shepherd sing
A simple ballad to a sylvan air,
Of love that ever finds your face more fair,
I could not give you any godlier thing
If I were king.

Justin Huntly McCarthy's splendidly colorful romantic play
"IF I WERE KING," has been selected for this brilliant occasion.
It is the finest romantic drama of this generation,-and in the role
of the famous poet-soldier-lover, Francois Villon, Mr. Sothern
presents his histrionic masterpiece. The production is on a scale of
unexampled magnificence, with a great supporting company that
includes George W. Wilson, Margaret Dale, Virginia Hammond
and more than one hundred others.

,
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WEEK OF JANUARY 24, 191648th Street, West of Broadway,

EVENINGS AT 8.15this theatre, under normal conditions, with every
seat occupied, can be emptied in less than three minutes*
look around now, choose the nearest exit to your seat,
and in case of disturbance of any kind, to avoid the
dangers of panic, walk (do not run) to that exit.

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY MATINEE AT 2.15

BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MAY 10, 1915,
Matinees Wednesdays and Saturdays. H. w. FRAZEE

H. H. FRAZEE Presents

A NEW FARCE IN THREE ACTS

By FRED JACKSON.
Staged by Edgar MacGregor.

Cast.

(In the Order in Which They First Appear)
PARKES, an English servant EDGAR NORTON
SUSIE, from Sioux City, a maid MAY VOKES
OTTILIE HOWELL, a bride ELIZABETH NELSON
MRS. WINNECKER, from Yonkers, the aunt,

MAUD TURNER GORDON
DAPHNE CHARTERS, Otilie's sister CLAIBORNE FOSTER
NICHOLAS KING, a stranger HERBERT CORTHELL
*\!ED PEMBROKE, Jr., an only son RALPH MORGAN
GEORGE HOWELL, a bridegroom GEORGE PARSONS

A Farce in Three Acts

By Fred Jackson

Staged by Edgar MacGregor
. . . C. w. GOODRICH

...HUGH CAMERON

ARTHUR P. HYMAN

... CLARE WELDON

BERNICE BUCK

IDA DARLING

DOUGHERTY, a police sergeant
JIM MOONEY, a policeman
CLANCY, another

MRS. FLEMING, who owns the apartment
VERA VERNON, a show girl
MRS. PEMBROKE, from Boston

The play is in three acts: The scene represents the drawing-roomof Mrs. Fleming's apartment on Riverside Drive, New York City;early spring this year.

Designed and painted by Dodge & Castle.
■Prnnerties by Camoh. Longacre Theatre.

Standard Theatre
Broadway at 90th Street.

'Phone Riverside 4 2.
Management of HARRY L. CORT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 11, 1915.

Regnlar Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

The scene represents the drawing room of Mrs Fie • >
— « Riverside Drive, New Yort a,y

cenery des.gned ,„d painted by Dodge & Castle,
roperties by Camph, Longacre Theatre.

A Farce in Three Acts,
EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. FRAZEEBy Fred Jackson.

Charles L. Hertzman
C. W. Goodrich

Manager
Stage Manager

Staged by Edgar MacGregor.

Cast.

(In the order in which they first appear)
Susie, from Sioux City, a maid May Vokes
Parkes, an English servant Edgar Norton
Ottilie Howell, a bride Elizabeth Nelson
Miss Winnecker, from Yonkers, the aunt Maude Turner Gordon
Daphne Charters, Otillie's sister Dorothy Gordon
Nicholas King, a stranger Herbert Corthell
Ned Pembroke, an only son Thomas Emory
George Howell, a bridegroom George Parsons
Dougherty, a police sergeant C. W. Goodrich
Jim Mooney, a policeman Hugh Cameron
Clancy, another John McDaniels

II ONE S0UB YEAR AT THE 3STH STKttT STKE, »II •
■

. .. :
_ >Mrs. Fleming, who owns the apartment

Vera Vernon, a show girl
Mrs. Pembroke, from Boston -

•. .Leah Winslow
• •. .Bernice Buck
Isabelle Winloche

Scenery designed and painted by Dodge & Castle.Properties by Camph, Longacre Theatre.

STAR OF A NEW REVUE AT THE PALACE, IN LONDON, AINU Jiu ouv-w™

SHE NOW HAS AS BIG AN ENGLISH FOLLOWING AS SHE HAS AMERICAN
" ■ —H—
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CODT
TH EATRE

J. E. Cort, Manager

/ Evenings at 8.20
/*Jj) Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2.20

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY, FEB. 22, 1915

SELWYN AND COMPANY
PRESENT

Richard Bennett

THE CAST
(In the order of their first appearance)

Hattie King Adrienne Morrison
Hotel Page Harry Lorraine
Maid at the Hotel Gertrude Workman
Betty Lindsay Jane Cooper
Gertrude Robinson Frances Savage
Tom Robinson Aubrey Beattie
Waiter James Hill
Harry Lindsay ! Richard Bennett
Richard Griffon Everett Butterfield
Prince Ranjabolle, of the "Inn" Delmar Clark
Norah Josie Claflin
Peter Doolin, A Justice of the Peace Ralph Delmor".
A Chauffeur Arthur Moore
Roy McGruel, Chief of Fire Department George Ferguson

ACT I. A Public Room In A Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York
City.—Late afternoon in October.

ACT II. The Cherry Tree Inn, near Oscawana, N. Y.—Evening
of the same day.

ACT III. The same. Half an hour later.

Produced under the personal stage direction of the author.

EDGAR SELWYN'S FARCE

"Nearly Married"

MUSICAL PROGRAM
A. HENRY SOLOMON

I. Selection—'"Sweethearts"
II. Selection—"Samson and Dalila"
III. (a) Characteristic—"Down South"

(b) "La Seduccion."

. .Violinist and Director
Herbert

Saint Saens

Myddleton

Gowns worn by Miss Morrison and Miss Cooper, made by
Lucille Ltd., New York.

ASTORTHEATRE
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, JUNE 7, 1915.

- ;

THE SELECT FILM BOOKING AGENCY, INC.
(By arrangement with Kessel and Bauman)

Presents

The Distinguished Character Actor,

MR.GEORGE BEBAN
In His Own Unique Combination of the Silent and Spoken Drama,

THE ALIEN"

Richard Bennett
IN

"Nearly Married'
CORT THEATRE

Adapted from "The "Sign of the Rose,"
In Nine Reels of Motion Pictures and One Act.

(Produced by Thomas H. Ince.)

The Cast.
Inspector Lynch Edward GillespieWilliam Griswold Hayward Ginn
Mrs. William Griswold Andrea Lynne
Dorothy Griswold Thelma Salter
Philip Griswold, William's brother Jack Nelson
Pietro Massena MR. BEBAN
Rosa, his daughter Blanche Schwed
Robbins Jack Davidson
The Cashier of the Flower Shop Edith MacBride
The Proprietor J. Frank Burke
Coogan ' W. J. Kane
The Nurse Ida Lewis
The Maid Fanny Midgley

Musical Program.
"The Sign of the Rose" Overture J. E. Nurnberger
"Mandolinata," Roman Serenade E. Paladilhe
"Italian Folk-Songs" O. Langey
"II F.iore D'ltalia" Waltz G. De Stefano
"A Woman's Smile," from "The Firefly" R. Friml
"Romance" Rubinstein
"Good-Bye" P- Tosti
"Around the Christmas Tree" T. M. Tobani

, . , . f C. D. Elinor"Incidental," music selected by j Brown
"Medley" of popular numbers C. D. Elinor

Production Designed and Built by Thos. Brierly.
Properties by Harry Elwell.

FOR "THE ALIEN."
Manager C. G. Bochert
Press Representative Tarleton Winchester
Musical Director Daniel Dor§

"THE ALIEN" is projected exclusively on the Simplex
Machine Installed under the supervision of

B. F. Porter, New York.
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MATTDE ADAMS
in "The Ladies Shakespeare," a one-act
play which follows her performance of
"The Legend of Leonora." It is described
as "being one woman's reading of a no¬
torious work called 'The Taming of the
Shrew,' edited by J. M. Barrie," and is
no less than the turning of the tables,
making Petruchio and not Katherine the

one who is tamed

CAST "THE SEA WOLF*""
Til' cast of "The Sea Wolf," ^

itlza'.lon l.y Joseph Noil and Guy
if Jack London's story of that nam-,
:omol(!tftd. It Includes OharW 11.1 it..

BARKER TO PROrZT
' nville Bark. 'iSO

• ttion to introducfe^e n
Tfory a Wallack'* Mp.
'to Danish of Wi<*rs Jrff
Vitch." The next pla\
ntation is Shaw's "Ti

DANISH

MARGUERITE LESLIE
Leading parts with Sir Charles Wyndham, Gerald Du M;Sir John Hare in London; featured in America in "TlMoney Moon;" now in "Outcast"" company.

AMERICAN PLAY

ACTOR LEFT

MISS ELSIE JANIS LEFT THE MONTGOMERY-STONE COMBINATION IN AMERICA TO BECOME THE;
STAR OF A NEW REVUE AT THE PALACE, IN LONDON, AND HER SUCCESS WAS IMMEDIATE.

SHE NOW HAS AS BIG AN ENGLISH FOLLOWING AS SHE HAS AMERICAN J
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The scene was a room in a' peasant's

home at night. The front wall of the cot¬
tage, in which two large windows are lo¬
cated, separates the family, occupied with¬
in, with their many evening tasks, from
the fore stage, which represents a gar¬
den. Into the shadowy garden figures

| gather. They are simple country folk comeI to tell of the drowning of one of the
1 daughters. They hesitate to perform their
I duty, but one finally goes within. As he j
j delivers his message one sees only the pan- j
I tomime, the figures in the garden mean-

! while continuing their conversation. The t
I family rushes out into the night, leaving ■

! the little baby in its cradle, unconscious of \
its mother's death. The acting was par¬
ticularly well balanced in this play and |
would have done credit to professionals of '
long standing. Each player acted with the j
rigt reserve and the touch of wistfulness, ;

I so necessary to a Maeterlinckian produc-
: tion. Walter Frankl as the old man read
his lines exceptionally well and played with ■
distinction and naturalness. Remo Bufano, |
Josephine Meyer. Edwina Behre, and
Marion Ballin as the members of the fam¬
ily in the interior acted with humanity and

; simplicity.
"Eugenically Speaking" by Edward

A Satire by Edward Goodman.
, Una Braithewaite Florence Enrlght j

Mr. Braithewaite, her father.
George O. Somnes

George Coxey Karl Karsten
A Man Servant Ralph Roeder

This playlet is a cleverly written satire I
which concerned the adventures of Una
Braithewaite in her pursuit of a mate
eugenically perfect. While on the scent
she snares a husky street car conductor,
only to find when she has finally persuaded
her father of the desirability of the match,
that he is married to a girl with the same
advanced ideas. The conductor hints, as
he departs, that means exist whereby she
can be more successful in the future. Flor¬
ence Enright as Una was spirited and
forceful.

" Licensed "

DEVELOPING
DRAMATIC ART

A remarkable small
theatre has just been
opened in New York
City. It is on Grand
street, in the midst of
the congested tenement
house district and is
known as the Neigh¬
borhood Playhouse.
The young people of
the district put on and
act the plays, which are
not Of the "highbrow"
nor "uplift" sort, but
just interesting, whole¬
some dramas. At pres¬
ent only two perform¬
ances a week are given,
the remainder of the
evenings being devoted
to moving picture shows
which help to make the
place self-supporting.
The donors of the thea¬
tre prefer to remain
anonymous, but the
building was designed
by the same men who
built the Little Theatre,
New York's most ex¬

clusive playhouse.

THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS
The Bandbox on East Fifty-seventh

Street again became an active point on the
local theatrical map last Friday night, ,

V when the Washington Square Players, Inc.,
'j an organization composed of members of

i the literary and artistic colony of the
Square, opened its season. If the first pro-

* gramme offered forms any basis of judg¬
ment, the organization has taken a long
step toward realizing their aim, which is
to advance the standards of American
drama by means of experiment and initia-

1 tive.
The programme, made up of four play-

! lets, indicated unmistakably both in its
! matter and its manner of presentation that

the policy of developing new ideas free
J from the taint of commercialism was being

rigidly followed. By the simplicity in
which their offerings were staged and act¬
ed, and by the atmosphere of wistful un¬
reality which was so successfully imparted,

: the Players gave evidence of having bor¬
rowed a leaf from the notebook of Lady
Gregory's Irish Players. One noted in
their work the same striving for sincerity
and humanity, the same desire to draw
away from any vestige of theatricalism, as
characterized the Irish Players' movement.
But this new organization can and should
advance far beyond' the outposts of the
Dublin company, because its field is not re¬
stricted to one nationality. Though Amer¬
ican authors are given a preference, no dis¬
crimination will be shown toward foreign
authors whose works have artistic merit.
Indeed, the most successful offering of the
programme was a little play by the Belgian
poet, Maeterlinck, entitled " Interior."

' The Old Man Walter Frankl
The Stranger Ralph Roeder
Mary Beatrice Savelli
Martha Ruth Vivian
A Peasant H. 0. Klefe
The Father Remo Bufano
The Mother Josephine A. Meyer
The Elder Daughter Edwina Behre
The Younger Daughter Marion Ballin

A Social Comedy, by Basil Lawrence.
Janet Ransome Ida Rauh
Mrs. Ransome, her mother,

Josephine A. Meyer q
Rev. John Tanner George C. Somnes 1

" Licensed" is the story of a young
woman whose fianc£ has died before the
arrival of the minister to marry them. The
minister at first hesitates to sjgn the mar¬
riage certificate, since the girl has strayed
from paths of righteousness, but on the
earnest pleading of the old mother he re¬
lents and so legitimatizes the child which
is so shortly to be born. Ida Rauh made
a pathetic figure of the young girl, and
Josephine Meyer was capital as the mother.
The play can be made more effective with
a little speeding un and a careful pruning !/
of some of the minister's lines. He repeats
himself to a somewhat monotonous degree.

"Another Interior"
A Gastronomic Allegory.

A Good Angel in the Flesh Floyd Dell
A Bad One Griffin Barry .

Carbon Dioxide Vincent Cicatelli
Hydrogen Sulphide Romualdo Bufano
Butyric Acid Arthur Balsamo
Hydrochloric Acid Charles Frattelone
Time Joseph Ponino
A Cocktail Albert Boni
An Oyster Helen Westley

C Josephine Gotsch
Loretta Maceruire

Josephine Nivesson
— log H. T. Dav
An Irresistible Liqueur Philip Moeller

The human stomach is dramatized for
the first time in this pantomime. The
scene, of black and red draperies, repre¬
sents the interior of the stomach. Various
acids and dissolvents which inhabit the
stomach are reposing when a voice above is
heard ordering cocktails, oysters, ham and
other gastronomic delights. As the differ¬
ent articles of food enter, the acids pounce
upon them and proceed to vanquish them.
It is novel and delightfully grotesque.

Three Sauces

A Hog .

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYHOUSE
The Neighborhood Playhouse at 466

Grand Street, presented on March 6 a new
series of plays, " The Glittering Gate," by
Lord Dunsany; " Tethered Sheep," by
Robert Gilbert Welsh, dramatic critic of
the Evening Telegram; and "The Maker

iffi 'o Griswold,

of Dreams" by Oliphant bowh ifuM'V
gramme, both in its text and its manner

! of presentation, gave unmistakable proofthat the policy of presenting plays whichwill appeal to a public of varied tastes, U~-
interests, and ages was being closely fol- r
lowed. The plays were staged according |to the ideas of the newer forms of decora- L

t ,tion, and the excellent effects obtained,
contributed in no small degree to the gen-

Ieral high average of the performance. Theacting was of the same, sincere, earnest
standards of the opening play, " Jeptha's

I Daughter*^ and in one or two instances, itI attained real distinction.
"The Glittering Gate"

A Play in One Act by Lord Dunsany.
1 Jim. lately a burglar, now dead. v|David Solomon ' I1 Bill, lately a burglar, now dead.1

Max M. Kaplan
This little play, which formed a part of

the Irish Players' repertoire, is an ironic
and whimsical satire on hope and the futil¬
ity of believing that all is gold that glit¬
ters. The scene is a lonely place outside
the shining gate of heaven, and the charac¬
ters are two dead burglars, Jim and Bill. Jim
has reached the city of the dead before Bill,
and as he sits in his lonely, gloomy place,
below which stars are twinkling, he has for-
gotten all earthly things save his fondness !'
for beer. As the play begins he is seated
among a great number of beer bottles in . |JHthe vain hope that some day he will open [ ;one to find it filled. To the place comes his
old pal Bill, enthusiastic and confident in I,
his ability to pry his way into heaven with [ ' ra |the aid of a nut cracker. Jim, pessimistic, i *>.' ' ,attempts to discourage him, but to no avail, i
and soon we hear the screws of a lock fall¬
ing as the gate is beginning to give way.
Finally Bill reaches the end of his drill, as [i . 'v -both are philosophizing upon the joys await-ing them. The gate is pushed back, but in- KM— jstead of the .golden streets of heaven there
is only a vast, cavernous black space, and
the disillusioning discovery is made that" there ain't no heaven."

"Tethered Sheep"
An American Folk-Play in Two Acts, by

Robert Gilbert Welsh.
Gran'dad Jeemson Solomon Friedmar.
Mrs. Mandy Jeemson Ida Schiff
Hut Stradley Max S. WeberBen Jeemson Jacob P. Lyss

, , Mose Snow William Alstadt
Hosea Jeemson David Goldstein
Zack MacPartin Abraham R. Harber

I Joel Snow Nathan OxenhandlerI Prim Jugginson Samuel Goldman
Levi Jeemson Louis Schorr
Lucindy MacPartin Frances Goodman
Bethzady Snow Rose Beatrice Schiff
Dr. Shad Medders Max M. Kaplan i-* ,

The scenes of this play are laid, among L"*the moonshining mountain folk of Ken- 1
tucky, and the story, of a somewhat farci- P*
cal nature, concerns a peaceful feud which
has arisen over the indiscretion of a youngBranch of the Jeemson family in marrying

, a girl of the McPartins when he was al- ,ready engaged to wed Bethzady Snow. The
father of the slighted girl considers his
family disgraced and proceeds to keep the
young married couple apart through a spiritof revenge. While members of his gang are
guarding the separate strongholds in which'
the lovers are confined, his resourceful
daughter plans to effect their escape by

•| falsely alarming the sentinels of the ap¬
proach of revenue raiders. For this actionthe girl would have suffered badly at thehands of the outwitted guardians had not
the obliging " revenuers" really arrived. (ij Rose Beatrice Schiff as Bethzady Snow act- 18P'" ed with naturalness and simplicity. Her M1 performance showed evidence of careful
study. Idax Schiff was excellent as old
Mrs. Jeemson. The play undoubtedly!would have had greater appeal had the r

1 male roles been well interpreted.
"The Maker of Dreams"

J A Fantasy in One Act by Oliphant Down.
Pierrot Edward Friedman
Pierrette Bella NodellThe Manufacturer David Solomon

This was the most satisfactory offeringof the evening in technical value as well
as in the charm of its performance. It

i- was suggestive of Barrie in its whimsical
sentimentality. The scene is the cottage
of Pierrot and Pierrette. The furnishings

2 are all done in the black and white of the
dancers' costumes-even to the flower pots
ranged along the broad window , sill
Pierrot and Pierrette have returned home

'« from the theater, the boy disconsolate be- tin
cause he cannot find ' the ideal of nisi

r dreams, the girl grieved because he will
not return the great love she bears for er
him. While he goes in search of a beau¬
tiful vision he espied at his performance, ,

the maker if dreams enters, and consoles , ,

the girl. Pierrot soon returns unsuccess-
1 ful and the dreammaker counsels him. lie j

jg is a practical symbol and does not believe 1™

in following wills of the wisp; he goes 1 S
, away suggesting that true love will come . g'

to Pierrot at his own fireside. David Solo- 4,
w i triAn was diarnified and impressive as the ,s

.. . ; at nis own mcoiuv. —PUB
mon was dignified and impressive as H

; dream maker. His performance was one t
of the most distinctive of the evening, c »!

-
. Bella Nodell made a charming Pierrette, ■'«

and Edward Friedman was a graceful and Is «;

imaginative Pierrot.
o Plays, Paper, Scenery. Joke Books. Catalogue
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TO LEASE THE BANDBOX
Washington Square Players to Establish Repor-
tory Season at Fifty-seventh Street Playhouse

Encouraged by the success of their first
season, the Washington Square Players plan
to take over the Bandbox Theater at 205
East Fifty-seventh Street for another year.
With their present company as a nucleus
they propose to establish the theater as a
repertory playhouse. Accordingly, in the

, Fall they will begin a season of thirty
weeks, during which five productions, at
least, will be made. The price of some of
the seats will be raised from 50 cents to $1
in order to pay a living wage to a nucleus
of their producing and acting staff.

During their first season the Players pre¬
sented fourteen plays, of which four were
the works of foreign authors, including

- Maeterlinck, Andreyev, and Tchekov, the re¬
mainder plays by native dramatists. They
feel that the success which attended the
production of these plays, ignored by the
commercial managers, justifies their exis¬
tence, and as a result they are going ahead
with more ambitious plans next September.

THE POPULAR SINGINC

"THF ALIEN" is projected exclusively on the Simp1*
llo'-hlne in- called under the supervision ofB. F. Porter, New York.

WHEREIN HE DISCUSSES "THE SHADOW,"E A FnT H, " "MARIE-ODILE," "THE MANA DUMB WIFE," "ANDROCLES AND THECLEVER. ONES"—AND SUNDRY PLAYS WHICH
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»p. ,10 you want a new idea?") asked The Lady Who GoesII to the Theater With Me.
"There aint no such animal," I an¬swered. "The new idea is first cousinto the dodo, and equally extinct. . . .However, if you have one concealedabout your person, 'trot it out,' and seeif you can make it say 'Papa.' "
"Why not," continued The Lady, andpaused for effect, "why not write aplay about a man in love with his wife?Don't say 'it isn't done,' for it is, evenin the best society, though I can't under¬stand why, seeing as how the comic

papers, the popular songs, most novelsand all drama seem to have been writ¬ten to discourage the practice. On the
stage, infidelity is either the funniestthing in the world, or the most com¬mendable. 'Whom God hath joinedtogether' the dramatist puts asundernightly in the neighborhood of ten-fif¬teen, and this woman, or this man, istaken to be lawfully wedded wife orhusband until the third act 'do youpart.' "

"Happiness," I responded, "is notdrama."
"But apparently it is, for, accordingto the dramatist, there is no happinesslike that of changing partners. Thebonds of matrimony pay less than one

per cent. If the superfluity is a hus¬band, he usually clears the way bycommitting suicide. If a wife, sheresigns and resigns herself. Both hus¬bands and wives invariably are unde¬sirable persons, and true nobility is tobe found only in the walking delegate

of the Marriage Wrecking Company.We've seen three plays this month inwhich 'the right to happiness' involved
somebody's being left. There were'The Fallen Idol,' and 'Children ofEarth,' and—this."

This play was

"THE SHADOW"

"j\/r ARGARET WYCHERLY,"
quoth The Lady, "told me 'TheShadow' was a great play because

everyone in it was right. A womanwho idolizes her husband is invalided,suddenly and seemingly irremediably,and, while she lies helpless, her bestfriend annexes her husband. Is that
right, or is it hideously, piteouslywrong?"

"At least," I answered, "as the wifeherself remarks, it isn't sport. . . .However, dear lady, the task of the
writer is not to create life, but to copyit. If he is an artist, he doesn't even
comment. The only gentleman in his¬
tory who might have risen superior tothe conditions in Mr. Tregnier's home
was Sir Galahad. . . . Personally,I feel the husband was giving all thewife could accept. Where he, and his
mistress, went wrong was where the
author plainly believed they were most
right—in agreeing to confess and to
place themselves within the law. The
real immorality was the proposed deser¬tion. Popular opinion to the contrarynotwithstanding, truth is not splendid
on its own account, but according towhether it brings woe or bliss. The
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DEVELOPING
DRAMATIC ART

A remarkable small
theatre has just been
opened in New York
City. It is on Grand
street, in the midst of
the congested tenement
house district and is
known as the Neigh¬
borhood Playhouse.
The young people of
the district put on and
act the plays, which are
not Of the "highbrow"
nor "uplift" sort, but
just interesting, whole¬
some dramas. At pres¬
ent only two perform¬
ances a week are given,
the remainder of the
evenings being devoted
to moving picture shows
which help to make the
place self-supporting.
The donors of the thea¬
tre prefer to remain
anonymous, but the
building was designed
by the same men who
built the Little Theatre,
New York's most ex¬

clusive playhouse.

THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS
The Bandbox on East Fifty-seventh

Street again became an active point on the
local theatrical map last Friday night, „

when the Washington Square Players, Inc.,
an organization composed of members of
the literary and artistic colony of the
Square, opened its season. If the first pro¬
gramme offered forms any basis of judg¬
ment, the organization has taken a long
step toward realizing their aim, which is
to advance the standards of American
drama by means of experiment and initia- :
tive.

The programme, made up of four play¬
lets, indicated unmistakably both in its
matter and its manner of presentation that
the policy of developing new ideas free
from the taint of commercialism was being
rigidly followed. By the simplicity in
which their offerings were staged and act¬
ed, and by the atmosphere of wistful un¬
reality which was so successfully imparted,
the Players gave evidence of having bor¬
rowed a leaf from the notebook of Lady

j Gregory's Irish Players. One noted in
i their work the same strivine for sincerity

and humanity, the same desire to draw
away from any vestige of theatricalism, as

i characterized the Irish Players' movement.
But this new organization can and should
advance far beyond' the outposts of the
Dublin company, because its field is not re¬
stricted to one nationality. Though Amer¬
ican authors are given a preference, no dis¬
crimination will be shown toward foreign
authors whose works have artistic merit.
Indeed, the most successful offering of the
programme was a little play by the Belgian

j poet, Maeterlinck, entitled " Interior "

r? i
'The scene was a room in a peasant's [

home at night. The front wall of the cot¬
tage, in which two large windows are lo¬
cated, separates the family, occupied with- 1
in, with their many evening tasks, from
the fore stage, which represents a gar¬
den. Into the shadowy garden figures
gather. They are simple country folk come
to tell of the drowning of one of the :
daughters. They hesitate to perform their
duty, but one finally goes within. As he [
delivers his message one sees only the pan- i
tomime, the figures in the garden mean¬
while continuing their conversation. The
family rushes out into the night, leaving
the little baby in its cradle, unconscious of
its mother's death. The acting was par¬
ticularly well balanced in this play and
would have done credit to
long standing. Each playe £

I rigt reserve and the touch! so necessary to a Maetei
tion. Walter Frankl as tl

j his lines exceptionally well
distinction and naturalness
Josephine Meyer, Edwij
Marion Ballin as the mem;
ily in the interior acted w 1

| simplicity.
" Eugenically Speaking

A Satire by Edward
| Una Braithewaite
i Mr. Braithewaite, her fathei
I George Coxey

A Man Servant
This playlet is a clevei

which concerned the ad
Braithewaite in her pu? -
eugenically perfect. Wh
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only to find when she has,
her father of the desirabL .
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of Dreams" by Oliptiant bowh afrrti" pro¬
gramme, both in its text and its manner
of presentation, gave unmistakable proofthat the policy of presenting plays which
will appeal to a public of varied tastes,
interests, and ages was being closely fol¬
lowed. The plays were staged according |to the ideas of the newer forms of decora- I
tion, and the excellent effects obtained,
contributed in no small degree to the gen- fo; •.:*«
eral high average of the performance. The
acting was of the same, sincere, earnest p*standards of the opening play. " Jeptha's

| Daughter*^ and in one or two instances, it |
attained real distinction.

"The Glittering Gate"
A Play in One Act by Lord Dunsany.

Jim, lately a burglar, now dead,
David Solomon
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DON'T DO IT!

down to the house now, Crystal. You
can talk to John. We'll settle about
my going to New York after lunch.
I'll have honey and hot waffles. You
stay, John. We'll celebrate. Maybeit'll be your last meal with me, before
I go to New York." Lena cast a glow¬
ing smile at John; and ran off.

689

With a
of cogs, shafts and belts. .

sound, half gasp, half sob, Crystal bentforward to listen. "It's like a psalm,"she whispered. "How it swells! About
what has happened, John—it doesn't
matter. I'm going back again to-mor¬
row—the first thing. Don't think
about it, John."

Do You Part"
He was groaning, agony in every'IT'S good to see you again," John told line of his face, youth going, as he sur-* Crystal. "I thought you had for- veyed the impalpable white ruin

it

1 The Old Man ....

I The Stranger
Mary
Martha
A Peasant
The Father
The Mother
The Elder Daughter . .

.... Walter Frankl
Ralph Roeder

... Beatrice Savelli
Ruth Vivian
H. C. Kiefe

Remo Bufano
Josephine A. Meyer

. . . Edwina Behreme n.xuer uhuruici v;*-:— -
The Younger Daughter Marion Ballin

NEIGHBORHOOD,
The Neighborhood J

Grand Street, presen
series of plays, " Th /
Lord Dunsany; "'
Robert Gilbert Wels
the Evening Telegrt

.

gotten us.'
"Oh, no," she answered, eyes down.

"I hadn't forgotten."
His gaze swept her, and clouded.

"You've done well, Crystal?"
She nodded.
"Happy?" he questioned.
"Of course." Lashes still on her

cheek.
"They're going to star you, aren't

they?" His voice was losing its ela¬
tion. "Lena told me. I suppose you're
mighty successful—plenty of money,
and all that?"

"Nobody really has money," she
answered.

He scrutinized her half-averted face.
"You look tired," he said.

She nodded. "It doesn't matter."
"Your voice sounds dead." His face

was becoming more troubled. Suddenly
he leaned forward, demanded tensely:
"Why don't you look at me, Crystal?"Her shoulders shrugged ever so
slightly. She turned her face toward
him, with the eyes still down.

"Crystal!" He spoke vehemently."Good God! Look at me!"
Her lashes fluttered, struggled up,fell. And, just as he despaired, theyunveiled her eyes. He read them. In

the old way, yet more roughly, heseized her shoulders.
She drooped under his grip. Her

eyes went down, fastened on the wind¬
ing path that led to the race-lock above
the dam. Her father, old Cyrus
Charm, was unlocking the mill. "I
knew you'd see, John," she said faintly."It—doesn't matter."

D ELOW, the water poured into the
race, tumbled into the wheel-shaft.

The water-stained, dark green mill-
wheel began slowly to turn. The hum

impalpable white ruin of
hers.

"Oh, don't!" she shivered. "I'm
not worth it. I never was worth both¬
ering about, John. Look at my rec¬ord. I couldn't stand poverty here."She leaned far out over the black rock,
surveying the pike and the mill house.
"I couldn't stand discomfort in New
York. I went under. It doesn't mat¬
ter much. I'm the type I've made my¬self." She looked at him, blanched."It would have been better if I hadn't
come," she went on. "I'm sorry. Ithought I might rest here for a while,hear the mill, and then go back. And
I've done nothing but horrify you—and
rack myself. One thing, my comingwill accomplish. I'll leave a messagefor Lena about going to New York.
You can give it to her, John. Tell her
I say, 'Don't do it.'" She wrung herhands, quivering all over, alternate red
and white flooding her face.

He was taking in more and more.
"My God!" he marveled. "For clothes,for fandangles, not even—for love!
Woman, how did you come to it?"

"We don't know," she moaned.
He stepped up to her, suddenly fierce."What kind of people did you get inwith?" he demanded. "I told you to

go and see my sister. Did you do it?"
She nodded, eyes on a bird trying tolight on the mill-wheel.
"Well?" He rapped out the word

like a bullet. "Did you see her?"
"Yes."
"And, afterwards, didn't you see

anything of her? Didn't she look out
for
you ?"

"Only to her husband—Huntington
Taggert. John, go now. It doesn't
matter. Nothing really matters verymuch."

|
{

review
"CHILDREN OF
WHO MARRIED
LION," "THE
"ALSO RAN"

splendid thing is not truth, but happi-ness."

"Meaning," sniffed The Lady, "that,in the words of Berthe, you would havehad Tregnier 'a perfect husband here
while you're an ideal lover somewhere
else.' How masculine!"

When a woman says "How mascu¬
line!" it's time to change the subject.Anyway, my ethical opinions are of no
value, and, if you ask me, neither are
anybody's else. I have repeated this
conversation, not as criticism of
Gerald Tregnier, but as criticism of
Dario Niccodemi and Michael Morton,the latter author of "The Yellow
Ticket," who collaborated in producingthe piffling "Prodigal Husband" for
John Drew, and whose "The Shadow"
is being used by Ethel Barrymore atthe Empire. "I brought my comedyfor your opinion," said a young manto David Garrick, "and you slept whileI read it."

"My dear fellow," replied Garrick,"sleep is an opinion."
Just so, to show that a play providesfood for discussion is the most illumi¬

native of comment.
"The Shadow," in point of fact, isremarkable chiefly in the substance ofits story; it is deep and sincere, ratherthan big or brilliant. Bernstein, at hisbest—in "The Thief" or "The Whirl¬

wind"—never has achieved more in¬
tensely centralized interest. From asituation of the utmost simplicity,treated simply and directly, the col¬laborators evolve a predicament fromwhich there is no escape; a crisis pain-

" 'Whom God hath joined to¬
gether,' the Dramatist nightly
puts asunder in the neighbor-
hood of ten-fifteen, and this
■woman or this man, is taken to

■ be lawfully wedded wife until
the third act 'do you part.' . .

The bonds of matrimony pay
less than one per cent."

ful, terrible and inevitable. Here is
relentless drama of genuine suffering,culminated logically and fearlessly with¬out what the Times calls "the quack
suggestion of a sudden healing." Theauthors—as I said to The Lady WhoGoes to the Theater With Me—havemade no attempt to warp life to their
purpose. Even when their conduct is
inexcusable, the characters are givenan excuse, so that those who are wrongare sincerely wrong, and scarcely lesspitiful on that account. "The Shadow"is not so much a study of persons as ofhuman nature, vividly and straightfor¬wardly written in speeches pithy, vivid,axiomatic and accurate.

The rising curtain discloses Berthe
Tregnier immovable in the chair to
which paralysis has confined her six
years before. Attended devotedly bythe conventional friend of Frenchdrama, in this case Michel Delon, her
state is one of fiduciary dependence
upon her artist-husband, Gerard, whoseembraces morning and evening, upon de¬
parting for and returning from his stu¬
dio, have rendered her life "an achingvoid between two kisses." Of that phaseof her husband's existence in which
she can have no part she does not per¬mit herself to think. The audience,however—and this seems to me the one
mistake in the play—is given full
understanding from the visit of Helene
Preville, who comes to confess her
relations with Gerard, and to ask a
divorce, but who has not the courageto do so. The act ends with the dis¬
closure to her "physician of what Berthe

An effective moment in the Washington Square Players' production of Maeterlinck's "Interior." The Players opened an auspicious
season on February 19 with an interesting programme of four plays

With their present company as a nucleus IB
they propose to establish the theater as a -j
repertory playhouse. Accordingly, in the
Fall they will begin a season of thirty ' :
weeks, during which five productions, at P '
lpnst. will he made. The Drice of some of

in order to pay a living wage to a nucleus
of their producing and acting staff.

During their first season the Flayers pre- -
sented fourteen plays, of which four were
the works of foreign authors, including
Maeterlinck, Andreyev, and Tchekov, the re¬
mainder plays by native dramatists. They
feel that the success which attended the r
production of these plays, ignored by the
commercial managers, justifies their exis- L
tence, and as a result they are going ahead
with more ambitious plans next September, f"
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UNTIL THE THIRD ACT DO YOU PART 693

THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE

that the taste of the judges is not the to the taste of the absolutely idiotictaste of the public? audience that shared my evening at theBe that as it may, Alice Brown's Booth, and laughed when Mary Ellen"Children of Earth," selected from Barstoiv, who had waited twenty-sixamong more than sixteen hundred years for the man her father compelledmanuscripts for the ten-thousand-dollar her to give up, found that man rtieanaward offered by Winthrop Ames, has and old when he returned for her. Itbeen withdrawn after thirty-nine per- laughed again in one of the finestformances at the Booth. The piece moments of the play, when Mary Ellen,was presented as my last article was suddenly, vividly awake to the fact that,being prepared for The Green Book; all the while she had loved her neigh-it might have been reviewed in that bor Peter Hale, stepped into his armsarticle, but I waited, and now criticism to discover herself looking over hismust be written in remembrance that shoulder at Fate, in the person ofit is an impropriety to speak ill of the Peter's silent, sullen, liquor-cravingdead.
wife, Jane Hale, the Portuguese. "INot really of the dead, either, for never remembered," said Mary Ellen,"Children of Earth" has just been simply, "that you was in the world."issued between covers, where, undoubt- Sun-filled as the spring morning thatedly, it will appear to better advantage next day-break in the woods, wherethan on the stage. Just after the award Peter and Mary Ellen learned that "lovewas made, Augustus Thomas, one of is all the same—young or old," wherethe judges, told me that no one con- they planned their home, and fashionedcerned expected the play to prove profit- a garland, wearing which the littleable financially. Miss Brown's only spinster saw her image in the pool. Afailure was financial, and it is for this sobering second, that, until—"What ifreason, because hers was a work of I be old?" said Mary Ellen. "Aintfine literary quality, because it was this one moment with you worth allprecisely the sort of work that is to the years I've lived ?" And then Janebe discovered in this way, if at all, Hale, running through the brush, abecause the discovery of such works thing distracted, and Peter and Maryis part o£ the service for which un- Ellen, hiding from her, only to witnessstinted praise is due Mr. Ames, and, her dumb agony. When she had gone,finally, because the representation of the two lovers looked into each other'sthis drama disclosed some of the best eyes, like the lovers in "Pippa Passes"acting of an histrionically remarkable and "Therese Raquin," and retracedseason, that the effort calls for epitaph, their steps. "We've both had our life. . . It would be nothing short of —this one day," said Mary Ellen, and,critical crime to disregard the perform- "anyway," like the clock, set right atance of Gilda Varesi. last, "we're goin' with the sun."One might say almost that "Children

. . . Oh, truly, you must readof Earth" was the first play of New "Children of Earth."England, since "Shore Acres" and Reading the play, however, you will'"Way Down East" rather were of the not see the two exquisite settings sup-theater, and "The Great Divide" was of plied by Mr. Ames—the apple orchardthe university. "Children of Earth" was in blossom glimpsed through the archreal life, and the trouble with real life of the shed, and that pool in the mistyis that it is even, and episodic, and forest—-nor will you see the poignant,rather loose. Something should be palpitating, painfully true Jane Haledone about real life. At present it of Miss Varesi, unknown to me before,doesn't in the least fit the requirements save for bits in "Mrs. Christmas Angel"of the theater. No more, apparently, and "Romance," but an actress of adid this quiet, subjective drama, whose kind with Miss Barrymore; a Nazimovaaction, throughout, was not physical, plus heart and minus tricks. Neitherbut psychological. will you see Herbert Kelcey playing aPsychological drama was not at all New Englander, and playing him well;
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UNTIL THE THIRD ACT DO YOU PART 695
violence to the place that Marie-Odile found his "happy ending," simply and
fears for them "if the Mother Superior beautifully, in the faith of the littlehears of this," unearthing the convent's mother that she is truly in "the hands
best wine, and setting the involuntary of God," and that "He will not for-hostess at the head of their table, where, sake me."innocently excited and joyous of the Simple and beautiful, indeed, is the
whole proceeding, like a girl at her first whole of this poetic and imaginativeparty, she insists upon offering thanks, play, with its sweet and gentle story,
and gruff Sergeant Otto Beck com- its quaint humor, its picturesque accom-
mands: "All of you say 'Amen.' Ein, paniments, and its almost religious fer-zwei, drei—Amen!" Finally, when the vor and uplift. Exactly in this mood,
men clamor for a speech, Marie-Odile simply, gravely, wistfully and convin-responds with, "May the dear Lord cingly, Miss Starr acts Marie-Odile,bless and protect you all, and send you while her support includes four notableback soon to your mothers." After performances—the Sergeant Beck ofwhich there is a long silence. Henry Vogel, the Corporal Meissner ofOne of the soldiers takes advantage Jerome Patrick, the Gardener of Frank
of the absence of the others to clasp Reicher, and the Mother Superior of
the child in his arms. "Sweet Virgin, Marie Wainwright. Who goes to
what is he doing, this man?" asks "Marie-Odile" to scoff will remain toMarie-Odile, explaining to the rescuing praise.Meissner: "It's nothing. Only whyshould he be rough with me? I wasn'trough with him." Sergeant Beck, andhis Uhlans, march away, leaving Marie-Odile to Phillip, who, like most of his ET EW are the things in this over-sex, is eager to protect virtue from stocked world that we are the loserseveryone but himself. Meissner, feel- for missing!ing the seductiveness of a woman's One of the few is the initial offeringhair, of which we are told so much by in New York of Lillah McCarthy andFrank Norris, bids her remove her coif, Granville Barker, author, producer,so that she stands before him, her and introducer of the "new stagecraft"cropped mane about her ears, like an- to London. The "new stagecraft," beother Jeanne d'Arc. it said, runs riot all over the shop at
In the third act, "A miracle has hap- Wallack's, where the curtain has beenpened to me," says Marie-Odile. "God discarded; a gilded, rectangular pros-

has sent me a child." Marie-Odile cenium set up; a broad platform, risingwould seem to have beaten the good from one elevation to another, likeDoctors Konig and Gauss by nearly Cathedral steps, built over the foot-fifty years in the matter of Twilight lights, and out to what used to be theSleep. Fler ignorance of the manner third row of orchestra seats; entrancesof the visitation is the least credible in- arranged through the boxes; footlightscident in the play, but so poetically writ- covered and illumination provided fromten, and acted with so much exultation above, even from the horseshoe of theand exaltation by Miss Starr, that its balcony—the first effect being the sug-material side doesn't really count. In gestion of a mad Max Reinhardt goneany event, the returning Mother Su- into partnership with Sir Christopherperior is not convinced, and a great deal Wren to construct theaters in Eliza-less sure of "the hands of God," so that, bethan England.in spite of her obvious purity, and her Here, however, the "new stagecraft"pitifully reiterated "What have I done?" is not only eccentric, but most appro-Marie-Odile is sent forth into the world priate and helpful, imparting what one"lest we all be fouled and corrupted." of our critics calls "a rich flavor ofMr. Knoblauch has had the commenda- fanciful medievalism" to the rollickingble courage never to bring back the man mediaeval farce, "The Man Who Mar-who wakened Marie-Odile, but has ried a Dumb Wife," reconstructed by

"THE MAN WHO MARRIED A DUMB WIFE'AND "ANDROCLES AND THE LION"
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The scene was a room in a peasant's

• home at night. The front wall of the cot-
1 tage, in which two large windows are lo-

; cated, separates the family, occupied with-
[3 in, with their many evening tasks, from

the fore stage, which represents a gar¬
den. Into the shadowy garden figures
gather. They are simple country folk come
to tell of the drowning of one of the
daughters. They hesitate to perform their
duty, but one finally goes within. As he
delivers his message one sees only the pan¬
tomime, the figures in the garden mean¬
while continuing their conversation. The
family rushes out into the night, leaving
the little baby in its cradle, unconscious of
its mother's death. The acting was par-
ticularly well balanced in this pla; ■
would have done credit to Jfl| ' lifl
long standing. Each pi aye V?
rigt reserve and the touc?
so necessary to a Maetei
tion. Walter Frankl as t'
his lines exceptionally well
distinction and naturalness
Josephine Meyer. Edwii
Marion Ballin as the men;
ily in the interior acted w'
simplicity.

"Eugenically Speaking
A Satire by Edward

Una Braithewaite
Mr. Braithewaite. her fathe

George Coxey
A Man Servant .km

m the w,- .......
of Dreams" by Oiiphant Dowh lVe prcr-v

( gramme, both in its text and its manner
of presentation, gave unmistakable proof
that the policy of presenting plays which

; will appeal to a public of varied tastes,interests, and ages was being closely fol¬lowed. The plays were staged accordingto the ideas of the newer forms of decora¬
tion, and the excellent effects obtained,
contributed in no small degree to the gen¬
eral high average of the performance. The
acting was of the same, sincere, earnest
standards of the opening play, " Jeptha's

j Daughter"" and in one or two instances, it
attained real distinction.

"The Glittering Gate"
A Play in One Act by Lord Dunsany.
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DEVELOPING
DRAMATIC ART

A remarkable small
theatre has just been
opened in New York
City. It is on Grand

the congested tenement
house district and is
known as the Neigh¬
borhood Playhouse.
The young people of
the district put on and
act the plays, which are
not Of the "highbrow"
nor "uplift" sort, but
just interesting, whole¬
some dramas. At pres¬

ent only two perform¬
ances a week are given,
the remainder of the
evenings being devoted
to moving picture shows
which help to make the
place self-supporting.
The donors of the thea¬
tre prefer to remain
anonymous, but the
building was designed
by the same men who
built the Little Theatre,
New York's most ex¬

clusive playhouse.

THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS
The Bandbox on East Fifty-seventh

Street again became an active point on the
local theatrical map last Friday night,
when the Washington Square Players, Inc.,
an organization composed of members of
the literary and artistic colony of the
Square, opened its season. If the first pro¬
gramme offered forms any basis of judg¬
ment, the organization has taken a long
step toward realizing their aim, which is
to advance the standards of American
drama by means of experiment and initia¬
tive.

The programme, made up of four play¬
lets, indicated unmistakably both in its
matter and its manner of presentation that
the policy of developing new ideas free
from the taint of commercialism was being
rigidly followed. By the simplicity in
which their offerings were staged and act¬
ed, and by the atmosphere of wistful un¬
reality which was so successfully imparted,
the Players gave evidence of having bor¬
rowed a leaf from the notebook of Lady
Gregory's Irish Players. One noted in
their work the same striving for sincerity
and humanity, the same desire to draw
away from any vestige of theatricalism, as
characterized the Irish Players' movement.
But this new organization can and should
advance far beyond' the outposts of the
Dublin company, because its field is not re¬
stricted to one nationality. Though Amer¬
ican authors are given a preference, no dis¬
crimination will be shown toward foreign
authors whose works have artistic merit.
Indeed, the most successful offering of the
programme was a little play by the Belgian
poet, Maeterlinck, entitled " Interior."
The Old Man Walter Frankl
The Stranger Ralph Boeder
Mary Beatrice Savelli
Martha Ruth Vivian
A Peasant H. C. Kiefe
The Father Remo Bufano
The Mother Josephine A. Meyer
The Elder Daughter Edwina Behre
The Younger Daughter Marion Ballin

This playlet is a cleve
which concerned the ad.
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she snares a husky stre
oniy to find when she has
her father of the desirabi
that he is married to a g
advanced ideas. The co
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ence Enright as Una
forceful.

" License'
A Social Comedy, by :

Janet Ransome
Mrs. Ransome, her mother.

Rev. John Tanner
" Licensed" is the ;
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A Gastronomic
A Good Angel in the FlesT
A Bad One L
Carbon Dioxide
Hydrogen Sulphide
Butyric Acid
Hydrochloric Acid
Time
A Cocktail
An Oyster
Three Sauces M

A Hog 1
An Irresistible Liqueur
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Anatole France from a casual referenceby Rabelais. Against the flatness of agray and black background, pierced onone side, high up, to admit the insettingof a small room, and on the other for adoor and a lofty window, the vivid col¬ors of exceedingly picturesque costumesstand out not less sharply than the ac¬tion itself.' "The Man Who Marrieda Dumb Wife" is an hilarious lesson inthe art of letting well enough alone.Master Leonard Botal, unhappy in thefact that his spouse is mute, summons acelebrated surgeon, who cures her soeffectually that, in desperation, the hus¬band again sends for the doctor tomake him deaf. Nothing more up¬roariously, quaintly funny has everbeen seen in New York.
Nothing, indeed, unless it is the"squib" that follows, George BernardShaw's modern Csesar-and-Cleopatrantreatment of the ancient fable of "An-drocles and the Lion." The modernMoliere, who never can get all he wantsto say into the limits of a play, and who,therefore, is constrained to write hispiece first, and to review it afterward,warns us, on a leaflet, that "Androcles"will not fall into any of the recognizedclassifications, but provides "fun andearnest, history and satire, on the sameplate and at the same moment." Wehave the deepest truths of religion setbeside the broadest foolery; Christianmartyrs "divested of the romantic man¬ners of martyrdom" and handled withthe free and easy liberty with whichShaw handled Antony; poetry, philoso¬phy, irony, horse-play, deft character-drawing, and a pantomime lion thatcould have been the product only "of apassionate vegetarian with a sense ofhumor."

Beginning with a flourish of trum¬pets, "Androcles" discloses the lion,with a thorn in his paw, groaning in athicket. The tailor, "a small, thin,ridiculous little man," escaping fromCaesar's persecution of the Christians,enters with his wife Megcera, who isfrightened almost to death at stumblingupon the King of Beasts. "Andy,"who is fond of animals, discovers thethorn. "Poor old man," he says. "Didum get an awful thorn into urn's toot-

THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE
sums wootsums?" The historic opera¬tion is performed, the thorn removed,and the lion, delighted to find himselffree from pain, succumbs to a prema¬ture tango mania, embraces his phy¬sician, and dances about with him af¬fectionately.

Shaw next introduces us to the Ro¬man soldiery, and to a squad of inter¬esting Christians, among them the nobleLavinia—who is dying for "somethinggreater than dreams or stories. . . .If it were for anything small enough toknow it would be too small to die for,"—and the c—

„^um ue too small to die for,'-and the giant Ferrovius, who pros¬elytes by sheer strength, has a terribletime being properly meek, and is in anagony of fear that he wont succeed, atall, when he finds himself facing thegladiators. When the time comes, infact, Ferrovius so far forgets himself,and his religion, as to make mincemeatof six armed men, winning freedom forall the Christians, save the timidAndrocles, who is offered his life at theexpense of Lavinia's, but protests thathe couldn't accept "on the faith of aChristian and the honor of a tailor."And so we come to the excruciating mo¬ment of the play—at that, hardly moreexcruciating than what precedes it—when Androcles, in the arena, is recog¬nized by the lion, which rolls over onits back to have its belly scratched andis about to commit treason by eatingthe Emperor, when that potentate saveshimself by proclaiming his undyingfriendship for "Andy Wandy."To describe this "squib" in a page isa task like unto setting up the Hima¬layas in your front yard because youenjoy a mountain view. You simplymust see "Androcles and the Lion."You must see it to learn about stagedirection as a fine art, and to enjoy theimaginative and altogether wonderfulacting of O. P. Heggie in the title role.New York already knows Mr. Heggiefor his fine performance of Uriah Heepin Louis N. Parker's version of "DavidCopperfield," called "The Highway ofLife," but that is only an added reasonfor witnessing his Androcles. Also, youshould see Phil Dwyer, as the lion, andI suppose you ought to see Lillah Mc¬Carthy. *
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moment in the Washington Square Players' production of Maeterlinck's "Interior." The Players opened an auspicious

season on February 19 with an interesting programme of four plays

season," fhe Was"hirfgt<5n square Jt-iayers plan ;7 ■
to take over the Bandbox Theater at 205 ,

East Fifty-seventh Street for another year, fWith their present company as a nucleus
they propose to establish the theater as a ( j
repertory playhouse. Accordingly, in the -

Fall they will begin a season of thirty f '
weeks, during which five productions, at M'
least, will be made. The price of some of
the seats will be raised from 50 cents to $1
in order to pay a living wage to a nucleus
of their producing and acting staff.

During their first season the Players pre- -
sented fourteen plays, of which four were
the works of foreign authors, including
Maeterlinck, Andreyev, and Tchekov, the re¬
mainder plays by native dramatists. They
feel that the success which attended the
production of these plays, ignored by the
commercial managers, justifies their exis-
tence, and as a result they are going ahead
with more ambitious plans next September. I
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UNTIL THE THIRD ACT DO YOU PART 697
'THE CLEVER ONES"

OTARTING with a wonderfully^ amusing group of mentally nouveauriche, the upstart daughter and thecleverly drawn wife of a stolid, prosaicand indignant business man, who pro¬tests that she "had rather be in the
movement than in the kitchen," AlfredSutro, author of the exquisite "Makersof Men" and of the better-known "TheWalls of Jericho," carries his audiencesthrough a promising first act into dulland disappointing second and third actsin "The Clever Ones." This languidfarce, originally done by Gerald DuMaurier in London, served to reopenthe pretty little Punch and Judy. It isnotable chiefly as an example of wasted

opportunities.
Doris Marrable drops a bombshellinto the bosom of her family in the an¬

nouncement of her intention to marryan anarchist. The anarchist, WilfridCallender, calls in person, and hasdriven Mr. Marrable into a fury by air¬ing the most radical views as to matri¬
mony, and other things, when, findinghimself alone with pater familias, heconfesses himself an impostor, feign¬ing "advanced ideas" to ingratiate him¬self with Doris. Follows a tea at thehome of Calender's friend, a real,though beneficent, or Ryan-Walkeranarchist, where Callender's man-serv¬
ant and a loud-mouthed and genuine"red," picked up on the Thames Em¬
bankment, pose as "disciples," thatDoris may be wearied of the wholebusiness. This scene, which might havebeen as funny as the meeting of thecommittee on ways and means in "Gen¬eral John Regan," and isn't, comes to
nothing because Doris, and her mother,are delighted, instead of disgusted. Itis an act later that Doris decides shedoesn't want to marry Callender, whois snatched up prettily by the attractive
daughter of the beneficent anarchist.The acting of the play ranges from
great excellence, in the case of Annie
Hughes' Mrs. Marrable, Beatrice Pren¬
tice's Doris, and the Harrold Marrableof that capital comedian Herbert Yost(the same who played the reporter in

"The Marriage of Columbine"), to ut¬ter hopelessness in the case of the pro¬ducer, Charles Hopkins, as Callender.Russ Whytal, never-to-be-forgotten forhis work in "The Witching Hour" and"The Pigeon," is wasted upon' the partof the beneficent anarchist, while Ed¬ward Emery, who is almost as gentle asMr. Whytal, is miscast in a role—PeterMarrable—that should have beenawarded to Charles Dalton. Mrs. Hop¬kins is pleasant as the girl finally chosenby Callender.
"The Clever Ones" is a ripple in thewaters of Broadway.

ALSO RAN

A WOMAN next me at the Princess** confirmed my comparison, in thelast number of The Green' Book, byventuring the opinion that " 'The Critic'
was stolen from 'The Show Shop.'"Just such ignorance of Sheridan's fineold "dramatic piece," as new now aswhen the manager of Drury Lanepenned his dark hints of prevalent pla¬giarism and his extolment of puffery,may explain public indifference to thisproduction, which discovered a new andexcellent comedian in B. Iden Payne.The presentation of "Ninety in theShade," book by Guy Bolton, authorof "The Rule of Three" and "TheFallen Idol," and music by JeromeKern, at the Knickerbocker, causes oneto wonder why all the funny womenin the world are named May, Mary orMarie. May Irwin, Mary Cahill, andMarie Dressier—a trio to start onelaughing at thought of them! Even thebushel of dull talk and conventionalincident in this musical comedy doesn'thide the light of Miss Cahill, whosegenius is revealed in a brief but irre¬sistible burlesque of a problem play.This month we have had an unusual

quantity of good acting—Miss Barry-more's, Miss Starr's, Miss Varesi's andMr. Heggie's—and we have had "An¬
drocles," "The Man Who Married aDumb Wife," "The Shadow" and"Marie-Odile." For what we have re¬
ceived, the Lord make us truly thank¬ful. "Ein, zwei, drei—Amen!"
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HE managerial mill has been
grinding more slowly.

But exceeding small.
Of a dozen new productions only six

have survived, and two of this better
half even now are threatening to swell
the rate of infant mortality.

With plays, as with persons, the good
die young. So it happens that of the
most nearly notable accomplishment of
the month one must write in the past
tense. The Liebler Company present¬
ment of Edward Sheldon's "The Gar¬
den of Paradise," long heralded and ex¬
pectantly awaited, has joined the great
dramatic majority, leaving its sponsors
bankrupt.

George Tyler, head of the Liebler
Company, once said to mg: "To 'go
broke' one has only to go on long
enough doing fine things in the Ameri¬
can Theater." And, realizing that,
George Tyler has gone on doing them.
No other man connected with our stage
has indulged so daringly a true artistic
instinct, a dauntless desire to foster the
best, an heroic predilection for produc¬
tions of heroic proportions. A dis¬
coverer of obscure talent, a patron of
struggling genius, a persistent parader
of the acknowledged great, the play¬
house in this country owes its largest
debt to the managing director of the
Lieblers.

What the Liebler Company has
earned with such popular but more or
less papulous stuff as "The Chris¬
tian," "Raffles," "In the Bishop's
Carriage," "The Squaw Man," "Salomy
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Channing Pollock's Review
WHICH THE CLEVER PLAY¬
WRIGHT AND CRITIC ENTITLES

"IN MEMORIAM"

By Channing Pollock

Jane," "Alias Jimmy Valentine," and
"Grumpy," it has spent freely in the
exploitation of stars like Duse, Re jane,
and Nielson-Terry; on splendid produc¬
tions like "The Garden of Allah,"
"The Daughter of Heaven," and
"Joseph and His Brethren." Mr. Tyler
has been responsible for dramatists like
Israel Zangwill, Hall Caine, Robert
Hichins, Pierre Loti and Louis N.
Parker. He has created native stars,
like Eleanor Robson and Viola Allen,
and introduced a long procession of
foreign ones, including, beside those al¬
ready mentioned, Cyril Maude, GeorgeArliss and Mrs. Patrick Campbell. A
partial list of the accomplished artists
who have appeared under his direction,
from Charles Coghlan to Miss Nielson-
Terry, and of the fine plays he has pro¬
duced, from "Merely Mary Ann" to
"Pomander Walk," would fill this page.
So it is that the failure of "The Garden
of Paradise," and with it of the Liebler
Company, is an event too tragic and
important to be passed over even by ascribe whose ordinary duty is only the
reviewing of the passing show.

"The Garden of Paradise" was
written by Edward Sheldon, author of
"Salvation Nell," "The Nigger" and
"Romance," and unveiled at the Park.
Its basis was a myth as old as Ovid—
the legend of the water nymph in search
of a soul, familiar through De La
Motte Fouque in "Undine" and popular
through Hans Christian Andersen in
"The Little Mermaid," which story was
the direct inspiration of Mr. Sheldon.
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FIRE NOTICELook around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the streetROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 2, 1916Every Evening at 8:45 and Every Holiday, Thursday andSaturday Matinee at 2:30.

The Washington Square PlayersPresent Four New One-Act Plays(First Bill of Subscription Season)
THE SUGAR HOUSEA Play by Alice Brown.

iitt* ' 'i iviticljhsoixsj: > rs \ 3 l^1*:Time—Shortly after the trial of Susanna as recorded in theBooks of the Apocrypha.In the renaissance of interest in biblical literature the story of Susanna
seems to have been scathingly neglected. Therefore the following needs

no apology.
Note:—As recorded in the doubtful Books of the Bible, Susanna as she

sat bathing in her garden became the object of the admiration of two old
men, who being repulsed, assailed her virtue; and the matter coming into

the courts of law, a famous trial ensued.Place—The Garden of Myrah's Pavilion in the Suburbs of aBiblical City.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller and Edward Flammer.Scene designed by Lee Simonson.
.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.Miss Coates' costume designed by Spalding Hall.Scenery and costumes for the entire production executed byThe Washington Square Players' Shops.

Edwa(• Business Department:(• Holland Hudson, Director.(Hal Mather, AssistantLawrence Langner, ConsultantDudley G. TuckerJac Martin, Auditor{, Press RepresentativeC Lucy Huffaker
b Stage Department:b William E. Pennington, DirectorA. Leftwich, Asst. Stage ManagerJohn King, Master CarpenterCostume Department:Spalding Hall, DirectorEmma Zollinger, SuperintendentMrs. Edward FlammerProperty Department:Philip Moeller, DirectorJames Terbell, AssistantFirst Play-Readers:Josephine A. MeyerElinor M. Cox

Box-Offlce:
D. Hamilton Bingham, TreasurerShepherd Johnston, AssistantHouse Manager:
Pauline Cahn

Producing Staff:
Edward P. FlammerEdward GoodmanHolland Hudson
Philip Moeller
William E. PenningtonRalph L. RoederRoland Young

Scenic Committee:
Wm. E. Pennington, ChairmanP. T. Frankl•

John KingRobert LawsonAda RaineyLee Simonson

Sue Berry
Mary Masters . .Dan Masters
Grandmother Berrv
Bill Blaine
Alvin Greene
Christopher Wilis .

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

Gwladys WynneMarjSrie VonnegutArthur E. Hohl
Miriam Kiper

Erskine Sanford
Robert Strange

Spalding HallTime—The Present.Place—A sugar-house in a New England wood.Produced under the direction of Holland Hudson.Scene designed by John King.
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LOVERS' LUCK
A Comedy by Georges de Porto-Riche.

Translated from the French by Ralph Roeder andBeatrice de Holthoir.

THE C03IEDY THEATRE may be rented for Sunday evenings, all morn¬

ings and all afternoons, exeept Thursdays and Saturdays. This theatre
Is especially adapted for concerts and recitals. BOOKS NOW OPEN. Apply J
Business Offices, Washington Square Players, 131 West 41st Street, New J
York City. Telephone Bryant 4928.«

i^II^Iij»WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 12, 1916.Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

The Washington Square PlayersPresent a Revival of Four of their Most Successful One-Act Plays,THE HONORABLE LOVERA Farce by Roberto Bracco-Translated from the Italian by Ralph Roeder.

Franeoise Desroches
Marcel Desroches . .

Jeanne, a maid
Madeleine Gugrin . .

Pierre Guerin

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

Time—The Present.
Place—A Studio in the Suburbs of Paris.Produced under the direction of Edward Goodman.Scene designed by Ada Rainey.Mrs. Westley's costume by Mrs. Edward Flammer.

Gwladys Wynne
. . . . JosS Ruben

. . Jean Strange
. Helen Westley

• Arthur E. Hohl

Manina
Federico,
Alberto .

Rosetta, his wifeA Servant

her husband.

Cast.
(In Order of Appearance)

.... Florence Enright.Edward J. Ballentine
Frank Conroy

Elinor Cox
James TerbellTime—The Present.Place—Manina's morning room, Naples.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Scenery and furniture designed by Robert Lawson and Karl Schmidt;Miss Enright's costumes by Mrs. Campbell-Sharpe.A

f ■ t i"

ierre patelinFrench Farrp nf n.

A MERRY DEATH
A Harlequinade by Nicholas Evreinov.

Translated from the Russian by C. E. Bechhofer.

Pierrot . . .

Harlequin .

The Doctor
Columbine
Death

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

Place—The House of Harlequin.Produced under the direction of Philip MoellerDances arranged by Rosa MundS.Scene designed by Robert Edmond Jones.Costumes designed by George Wolfe Plank.

• • • Philip Tonge
Edward Balzerit

. Erskine Sanford
Florence Enright

. . Helen Westley

. < • VA French Farce of the Fifteenth Century,Translated and adapted by Maurice Relonde.
Cast.

(In Order of Appearance)A Soldier
GlennAnother Soldier

,.E. I. —

The Piper
Spalding Hall

A Girl

Florence Enright
A Boy

James G. Terbell
Pierre Patelin, a notary

Roland YoungGuillemette, his wife
Marjorie Deen

A Sister of Mercy . . .

Jean StrangeAnother Sister of Mercy
Suzette StuartMaster William Joceaulme, a draper

Walter Frankl
A A/T "«-r-

Hunter
Martin

SISTERS OF SUSANNAA T wA Farce by Philip Moeller.

A Market Woman
A Lady
Tibald Lambkin, a
The Judge's Clerk
The Judge
A Soldier
Another Soldier

Time-

Scene
Scene

Mary Morris
Elinor Coxshepherd

Ralph Roeder
Edward J. Ballantine

C. Hooper Trask
Harold Meltzer■"

Jac Martin-14 69- Place—A Town in France.
1—The Street.

]2—Interior of Patelin's House.rrv. ~ 'Scene 3-—The Street.
Scene 4—The Market Place.Arranged and produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Scenes designed by Lee Simonson.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)Job

Samson
Chew, his secretary
Myrah

iZillah, Samson's wife
A Scholar from the EastA Traveler from the West

Erskine Sanford
Arthur E. Hohl

• • Spalding Hall
• Helen Westley

• • • Mary Coates
• •. Ralph Roeder

. . Robert Strange

'«.

THE CLOD
A Play by Lewis Beach.

Cast.
(In Order of Appearance 1%
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The version of the story employedin "The Garden of Paradise" has been

described in detail by Mr. De Foe else¬
where in this magazine (page 267), so
I will not repeat it here. Mr. Sheldon
had material for a great poem or for a
grand opera. His habit of expression
hardly is poetic, he has added nothingto the profound poetry of his theme,
while the very magnificence of the
mould in which he cast that theme has
created difficulties of an almost insur¬
mountable nature. The story is told in
nine parts, requiring intermissions ag¬
gregating nearly an hour, or a full third
of the time of performance. These waits
not only tried the patience of an audi¬
ence, but proved serious breaks in the
thread of narrative. In partial compen¬
sation, the Liebler Company provided
settings, costumes and pictures of unex¬
ampled beauty and splendor. Strongly
suggestive of the influence of Leon
Bakst and of Max Reinhardt, the pic¬
tures in question were vivid but har¬
monious combinations of bright color,
simple groupings of quaint and fantastic
forms, exquisite visualizations of a
dream. Nothing more gorgeously Max-field Parrish-y than the arrival of Nu¬
bian slaves, bearing gifts from the
Queen of the Southland, has ever been
shown upon the stage in America.
Emily Stevens, last seen here in the
material and sordid drama of "To¬
day," was an eerie, a pathetic and ap¬
pealing figure as Swanhild, and Blanche
Walsh brought stentorian tones, and the
appropriate method of heroic tragedy,
to the role of the Witch.

"The Garden of Paradise" was the
contribution of a managerial poet and
dreamer to a work-a-day world that
has no place for poetry or dreams.

AT THE PRINCESS

A S hors d'oeuvre are intended to
pique rather than to appease the

appetite, it may be part of Holbrook
Blinn's scheme of things always to stopjust short of complete satisfaction at
the Princess.

The current bill, substituted for that
which began the season and was with¬
drawn before leisurely theater-goers

could make its acquaintance, includes,besides two of the customary machine-made horrors, a comedy and an ab¬
straction that contain elements of great¬
ness. That neither proves memorable
is a fact not easily explained. These
pieces are George Ade's "Nettie" and
a war allegory in four scenes written
by Beulah Marie Dix and entitled
"Across the Border."

J. B. Larric's "The Denial," which
begins the evening's entertainment,
owes its thrill to the circumstance that,
with reportorial fidelity, it sketches the
incidents of an execution at Sing Sing.The audience is treated to a view of the
condemned prisoner, his sleeves and
trouser-legs slit and his temples shaved
for the electrodes; hears the guttural
purring of the dynamos and sees the
lights on the stage dimmed as the cur¬
rent passes through the body of the
victim in the next room. This dread¬
ful spectacle could be excused only by
a powerful dramatic story that ren¬
dered it necessary, whereas, in fact,here the story is only a pretense. The
play is an implausible trifle about a

murderer, who, discovered and visited
by his old mother, spares her the ulti¬
mate Gethsemane by convincing her
that he is not her son, but her son's
double, convicted of killing the son him¬
self.

"The Fog," by Frederick Truesdell,
is a little tragedy of the same pattern,in which life is distorted to fit a climax
arbitrarily arranged. Kate McTavish,wife of a marine engineer, keeps a
mean shop in a mean street in London.
William Baggs, a pitiful little "blighter"in hired dress clothes, is Kate's lover,
come to take her to a ball. He has for¬
gotten the tickets, and, while he is gonein search of them, the husband returns.
His suspicions, aroused by sight of the
woman's cheap finery, soon become cer¬
tainties, and are fastened upon a young
gentleman who takes refuge from the
fog in the back room of the shop. Kate,
grasping at this means of saving herlover, admits her relations with the
young gentleman, who has just beenkilled by her husband when William
Baggs returns with the tickets. Mc¬
Tavish, awake to the situation, locks
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the couple in the room with the dead
man, and departs in search of the
police.

This play, like the other, relies
wholly upon horror, and exhibits no
sustained effort to make that horror
seem a natural outcome of events.
There is no suggestion in the woman
of a love so great as to prompt her
sacrifice of an innocent man, little hint
in the husband of a love so great as to
inspire murder, while the unlikelihood
of a gentleman cherishing such a vulgarslattern as Mrs. McTavish frequently
brings the big scene of the piece to the
verge of farce. Finally, of course, the
husband's revenge is no revenge at all,since the presence of Kate and William
in the room with the dead man, behind
a locked door, would not be evidence
on which to convict a negro in a hen¬
house. What value the performance
has arises from Lewis Edgard's veryreal portrayal of the cockney William,Mr. Blinn's sullen and ominous de¬
meanor as McTavish, and Emilie Po-
lini's shallow, brutish and conscience¬
less Kate.

"Nettie" tells a story of feminine
ambidexterity much like that told in
"The High Cost of Loving." The
scene is in a restaurant, where three
men arrive consecutively to take dinner
with the same woman. Each of the
three regards Nettie as demure and in¬
nocent; each has met her through the
chance of her dropping a music roll on
Fifth Avenue; each has felt "after
knowing her a month" that he had
"the right to give her a piano;" and
each has brought a diamond horseshoe
to celebrate her birthday. The fun of
the skit arises from the mutual disillu¬
sionment of the first two arrivals, and
the smug satisfaction of the third, an
elderly roue cleverly played by Mr.
Blinn, as the others leave him—and
their diamond horseshoes—to Nettie.

Written by a man, "Across the
Border" actually might have had some
of the grip and power many of our
newspaper critics profess to find in it.
This play, considerably longer than are
the pieces usually selected for the Prin¬
cess, is rather a curious blending offact and fancy. A number of soldiers,

cut off from their army, have taken
shelter in a hut. One of them attemptsto bring help. After his departure,shots are heard, and a junior officer
exclaims: "God Almighty! They've
got him!" Then come passages, sug¬gestive of the scene on the battlefield
of Wagram in "L'Aiglon," in which
the errant soul sees and hears with new
clearness of eye and ear the fearsome
sights and sounds of war. Terror is
piled upon terror, marshaling the too-familiar ghastlinesses, until, suddenly,
we find ourselves in a field hospital
witnessing the death agonies of the
lieutenant whose wanderings we have
followed.

"POLYGAMY"

"DOLYGAMY," at the Playhouse,
chiefly convinces me of the mis¬

take I made in leaving Salt Lake
City.

According to Harvey O'Higgins and
Harriet Ford, authors of "The ArgyleCase" and "The Dummy," Salt Lake,
where my early youth was spent, is a
place where plural marriage not onlyis counseled but compelled, and where,
afterward, suspicious persons snooparound your bedroom door to make
sure the marriage is consummated.

What an excuse for philandering!Safe to assert that a large number of
the masculine portion of every audience
at the Playhouse comes away sorry of
never having thought of it before. To
be able to say: "Darling, it is true
that I have been unfaithful, but I
merely .obeyed the command of God!"

The only trouble about the thing isthat nobody will believe it. Such go¬
ings-on as annoyed Daniel Whitman
and his wife Zina, causing them to
emote lachrymosely through four short
acts, may have been credible enough in
the days of "A Study in Scarlet," but
they are not convincing in juxtaposition
with modern furniture and a motor car.
The council in the Temple, with The
Prophet, a gentleman looking like Uncle
Sam in the clothes of Mark Twain,
ordering the lives of his votaries, ceases
to be impressive when the arrival of
those votaries is announced by tele¬
phone. Chrystal Herne, with her broad
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ambitious plans next September.

noticeFIRE i -*< v-r m.Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the streetROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 2, 1916.Every Evening at 8:45 and Every Holiday, Thursday andSaturday Matinee at 2:30.

The Washington Square PlayersPresent Four New One-Act Plays(First Bill of Subscription Season)1
THE SUGAR HOUSEA Play by Alice Brown.

... JniiihrviiTf inTime—Shortly after the trial of Susanna as recorded in the |Books of the Apocrypha.
«

In the renaissance of Interest in biblical literature the story of Susanna •

seems to have been scathingly neglected. Therefore the following needs ;

no apology.
Note:—As recorded in the doubtful Books of the Bible, Susanna as she

,

sat bathing in her garden became the object of the admiration of two old
,

men, who being repulsed, assailed her virtue; and the matter coming into
,

the courts of law, a famous trial ensued.
,

Place—The Garden of Myrah's Pavilion in the Suburbs of a ■Biblical City.
\

Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller and Edward Flammer. ■Scene designed by Lee Simonson.
.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.Miss Coates' costume designed by Spalding Hall.Scenery and costumes for the entire production executed by

*

The Washington Square Players' Shops.
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FOR THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS.Edward Goodman, Director.
xiuuson, L)lrHal Mather, AssistantLawrence Langner, ConsultantDudley G. TuckerJac Martin, AuditorPress RepresentativeLucy HuffakerStage Department:William E. Pennington, DirectorA. Leftwich, Asst. Stage ManagerJohn King, Master CarpenterCostume Department:Spalding Hall, DirectorEmma Zollinger, SuperintendentMrs. Edward FlammerProperty Department:Philip Moeller, DirectorJames Terbell, AssistantFirst Play-Readers:Josephine A. MeyorElinor M. Cox

Box-Offlce:
D. Hamilton Bingham, TreasurerShepherd Johnston, AssistantHouse Manager:
Pauline Cahn

Producing Staff:
Edward F. FlammerEdward GoodmanHolland Hudson
Philip Moeller
William E. PenningtonRalph L. RoederRoland Young

Scenic Committee:
Wm. E. Pennington, ChairmanP. T. Frankl■ John KingRobert DawsonAda RaineyLee Simonson

Sue Berry
Mary Masters .'.'.'
Dan Masters
Grandmother Berrv
Bill Blaine
Alvin Greene
Christopher Wilis 7.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

Time—The Present.Place—A sugar-house in a New England wood.Produced under the direction of Holland Hudson.Scene designed by John King.

Gyladys WynneMarjdrie Vonnegut
• • Arthur E. Hohl

• ■ . . Miriam Kiper
. Erskine Sanford

• • Robert Strange
Spalding Hall

THE COMEDY THEATRE may be rented for Sunday evenings* all morn¬

ings and all afternoons, except Thursdays and Saturdays. This theatre
is especially adapted for concerts and recitals. BOOKS NOW OPEN. Apply
Business Offices, Washington Square Players, 131 West 41st Street, New

York City. Telephone Bryant 4928.

LOVERS' LUCK
A Comedy by Georges de Porto-Riche.

Translated from the French by Ralph Roeder andBeatrice de Holthoir.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)Frangoise Desroches

Gwladys WynneMarcel Desroches
JosS RubenJeanne, a maid

Jean StrangeMadeleine Guerin
Helen WestleyPierre GuSrin

.# Arthur E. HohlTime—The Present.
Place—A Studio in the Suburbs of Paris.Produced under the direction of Edward Goodman.Scene designed by Ada Rainey.Mrs. Westley's costume by Mrs. Edward Flammer.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 12, 1916.Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

The Washington Square PlayersPresent a Revival of Four of their Most Successful One-Act Plays,THE HONORABLE LOVERA Farce by Roberto Bracco-Translated from the Italian by Ralph Roeder.
Cast.

(In Order of Appearance)Manina

Florence Enright
Federico, her husband

Edward J. Ballentine
Alberto

Frank Conroy
Rosetta, his wife

."
Elinor Cox

A Servant

James TerbellTime—The Present.Place—Manina's morning room, Naples.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Scenery and furniture designed by Robert Lawson and Karl Schmidt;Miss Enright's costumes by Mrs. Campbell-Sharpe.u
' ' ' ** ^ ~
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A MERRY DEATH
A Harlequinade by Nicholas Evreinov.

Translated from the Russian by C. E. Bechhofer.
Cast

(In Order of Appearance)Pierrot
Philip TongeHarlequin

Edward BalzeritThe Doctor
Erskine SanfordColumbine

Florence EnrightDeath
Helen WestleyPlace—The House of Harlequin.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Dances arranged by Rosa MundS.Scene designed by Robert Edmond Jones.Costumes designed by George Wolfe Plank.

\
SISTERS OF SUSANNAA Farce by Philip Moeller.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)Job

Samson
Chew, his secretary
Myrah
Zillah, Samson's wife
A Scholar from the EastA Traveler from the West* *

-
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■
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. Erskine Sanford
■ • Arthur E. Hohl
• • • . Spalding Hall

• • ■ Helen Westley
... Mary Coates

Ralph Roeder
• . . Robert Strange

IERRE PATELINA French Farce of the Fifteenth Century.Translated and adapted by Maurice Relonde.
Cast.

(In Order of Appearance)A Soldier
Glenn Hunter

Another Soldier
E. I. Martin

The Piper
Spalding Hall

A Girl
'...

Florence Enright
A Boy

James G. TerbellPierre Patelin, a notary
Roland YoungGuillemette, his wife
Marjorie Deen

A Sister of Mercy
Jean StrangeAnother Sister of Mercy

Suzette StuartMaster William Joceaulme, a draper Walter Frankl
A Market Woman

Mary Morris
A Lady

Elinor CoxTibald Lambkin, a shepherd
Ralph Roeder ]The Judge's Clerk

Edward J. Ballantine •
The Judge

C. Hooper Trask J
A Soldier

Harold Meltzer .

Another Soldier
Jac Martin <Time—1469- Place—A Town in France.

♦:Scene 1—The Street.
^Scene 2—Interior of Patelin's House.
♦:Scene 3-—The Street.
*:Scene 4—The Market Place.and produced under the direction of Philip Moeller. ♦]Scenes designed by Lee Simonson. *:Costumes designed lay Robert Locker.
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THE CLOD
A Play by Lewis Beach.

Cast.
(In Order of Appearance)
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as and her "gowns by Ellsworth, New
York"—gowns any one of which would
provoke a riot on North Brigham
Street—effectively gives the lie to Mr.
O'Higgins and Miss Ford.

"Polygamy" begins in the happy little
home of Daniel Whitman. At least,
it would be a happy little home, but
for the presence of Mrs. Whitman's
brother, Brigham Kemble, who is de¬
scribed as "his father's affliction" and
seems to be proud of it. "Brig" is
in love with Annis Grey, but the church
forbade the match and compelled Annis
to become the plural wife of an elderly
elder, whose death left another chance
to Kemble. Instead of taking that
chance, "Brig" has taken to drink, and
hangs around heroically talking about
his ruined life and the devilishness of
the Mormon Church. Much of this
monologue, with questionable taste, he
addresses to his sister's guests, a quilt¬
ing party largely composed of the wives
of Annis' male parent, Moroni Tanner.
One of these ladies, Bathsheba Tanner,
■—a fanatical Latter Day Saint, in the
first act; very saucy to The Prophet in
the second, so that she may utter sundry
battle-cries of woman suffrage; and, in
the third, a maudlin first aid to the in¬
jured,—rushes to headquarters with the
report that Mrs. Whitman doesn't take
kindly to the idea that her husband may
be obliged to make a carbon copy of his
marriage vows.

The Prophet immediately sends for
Mr. and Mrs. Whitman, Annis, "Brig,"
and anybody else who happens to be in
the neighborhood. The scene is in an
inner room of the Temple—as accu¬
rately represented as may be, in view
of the fact that no Gentile ever has set
foot in that Holy of Holies. The
Prophet, attired as aforesaid, is dis¬
cussing politics and finance with his
Apostles. "Brig," offered all sorts of
honors, together with the hand of
Annis, if he will repent, nobly declines
to "degrade" himself, and returns to
the whisky bottle. Thereupon, Annis
is summoned and commanded to attach
herself to the family of a gentleman
yet to be elected. Next comes Zina,
wife of Daniel Whitman, to be inter¬
rogated as to her feeling in the matter

of a step-spouse. Zina has consider¬
able feeling on the subject, and emotes
at length. Bathsheba delivers herself
of the equal suffrage slogans mentioned,
giving The Prophet opportunity for a
comedy speech or two, and then Daniel
is ordered to multiply his missis by two.
Instead of regarding this order as an

opportunity, Daniel defies everybody
in sight, and is left alone with his
wife, to whom he expresses himself as
willing to go through hell sooner than
marry again. Apparently regarding
this expression as not quite compli¬
mentary, Zina quickly shifts her posi¬
tion, declares herself in opposition to
the proposed tour, and consents to the
"celestial marriage" of Daniel, who
takes advantage of this consent with
most suspicious promptitude.

In the third act, Zina's father and
Annis' father come to the Whitman
home to make sure that the "celestial
marriage" is not an empty form. Only
a few hours have elapsed, but there is
nothing slow about Daniel, who arrives
wedded to Annis. Zina, in uncontrol¬
lable grief, takes a moment to change
her gown, and then falls in a faint be¬
fore the locked door of the bedroom.
Follows a large quantity of emoting,
in which everyone talks a great deal and
does nothing.

The quartette are agreed that to
leave the Church is to "become lepers
in the community." Which might seem
convincing to anyone who didn't know
that Jack-Mormons prosper on every
corner in Salt Lake. To neither of the
men does it occur that good jobs are to
be had everywhere. Daniel's money is
tied up in the Church's beet sugar in¬
dustry, and, apparently, he isn't struck
with the notion that a law suit would
get it out. With a wife given to wear¬
ing clothes like Zina's, any man may
be pardoned for thinking about his in¬
come. Moreover, Annis, though she
says she has been "sacrificed and sacri¬
ficed," insists that "it is all I have
left—my religion." And "Brig," re¬
verting to the pleasant topic of his
ruined life, observes that he is to blame,
without making the least effort to do
anything about it. Everybody is in a
very bad way when Bathsheba turns
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up with her savings, a tidy lot of
thousand-dollar bills, which the two
men take unhesitatingly. Then Daniel
drives Annis and "Brig" across the state
line in his motor car, to be joined later
by Zina.

This absolutely false and foolish
play is not helped by a quantity of very
artificial acting by Miss Heme. Wil¬
liam B. Mack, remembered for his Joe
Garson in "Within the Law," and Ram¬
sey Wallace play "Brig" and Daniel
with inexplicable sincerity, while
Katherine Emmet almost succeeds in
making Annis a sympathetic figure.
Mary Shaw, too, does fine work in the
utterly inconsistent role of Bathsheba;
Howard Kyle labors manfully to be
impressive as The Prophet; and Marie
Pinckard is nearly human as one of the
wives of Tanner. It was her "I want
to go home," incidentally, that moved
the audience of which I was a part to
its most untimely burst of mirth. To
the credit of our sense of humor be it
said that these bursts were frequent.
The greatest came when Tanner ad¬
vised doing "what I did—marry two
wives at the same time at the same

altar."
"Polygamy" is unconscious farce.

Evidently intended as another "Clans¬
man," it proves to be quite the fun¬
niest thing that has happened on our
stage since David Belasco answered
Abraham Goldknopf's charge of pla¬
giarism by producing "Tainted Philan¬
thropy."

" SO MUGH FOPv SO MUCH"

A PPARENTLY, this is the open
season for stenographers.

It was in the glad Yule Tide of last
year that Jack Lait chased timid, type¬
writing virtue up a tree in "Help
Wanted" at Maxine Elliott's. Now
Willard Mack, author of "Kick In,"
and old enough to know better, is in¬
dulging in the same sport in "So Much
for So Much" at the Longacre.

In ways other than the literal, there
is an affinity between Mr. Lait's Jer-
rold R. Scott and Mr. Mack's William
Steadman. With both, life is just one
stenographer after another. And both

do their dirty work with the insidious
aid of luncheon. When Mary Bren-
nan's own mother confesses that
"Mary's going out every night lately—
and one night she came home in an au¬
tomobile," you suspect the worst. Chat¬
ting with her poor but honest suitor,
Tom Hughes—a kind of "Brig" Kemble
who talks considerably and does little—
Mary confirms your suspicions. Mary
had to quit four jobs her "first year."
One of her employers offered her a
million. . . . And yet we wonder
at the high cost of living!

There is an episode recalling Fitch's
"The Girl and the Judge," showing
mother and younger daughter in bed
when Mary comes home with a tide,
and a second act in which Tom makes
himself generally objectionable, before
we reach the "big scene" in "Stead-
man's Apartments." William has
feigned rheumatism so that Mary may
visit his rooms to "take dictation."
When Mary sits at the typewriter you
begin to understand why she quit those
four jobs. In due course of time she
is insulted. As Irving Berlin sings in
"Watch Your Step:"

Head is in an awful whirl;
Heaven help the working girl.

Tom comes to the rescue, and Mary,
at last understanding what makes the
tired business man, decides that "rags
are royal raiment when worn for vir¬
tue's sake."

Mr. Mack manipulates in much the
same atmosphere, and with many of
the same characters, that served in
"Kick In," holding to the sacred idea
that, in art, nothing is as beautiful as
squalor. Where "Kick In," however,
was cleverly designed and executed,
"So Much for So Much" is clumsy
and inexpert, in addition to being ab¬
surd. Mr. Mack himself appears as
Tam Hughes, looking like a motion-pic¬
ture hero, but proving to be an exceed-
ingly good actor within certain limita¬
tions. Mrs. Mack (Marjorie Ram-
beau) created a veritable sensation by
her work as Mary. She is the only
stage stenographer within my recollec¬
tion whose gowns did not come from
Lucille's, and her impersonation is as

I
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sat bathing in her garden became the object of the admiration of two old

men, who being repulsed, assailed her virtue; and the matter coming into
the courts of law, a famous trial ensued.Place—The Garden of Myrah's Pavilion in the Suburbs of aBiblical City.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller and Edward Flammer.Scene designed by Lee Simonson.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.Miss Coates' costume designed by Spalding Hall.Scenery and costumes for the entire production executed byThe Washington Square Players' Shops.
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Time—The Present.
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. . Jean Strange
• Helen Westley
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Pierrot . . .

Harlequin .

The Doctor
Columbine
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Place—The House of Harlequin.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Dances arranged by Rosa MundS.Scene designed by Robert Edmond Jones.Costumes designed by George Wolfe Plank.

• • • Philip Tonge
Edward Balzerit

. Erskine Sanford
Florence Enright

Helen Westley

SISTERS OF SUSANNAA "Ktt ---Farce by Philip Moeller.
Cast

(In Order of Appearance)van v/nJob
Samson
Chew, his secretary
Myrah
Zillah, Samson's wife
A Scholar from the East
A Traveler from the West. . .
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Erskine Sanford
Arthur E. Hohl

• Spalding Hall
Helen Westley

. . Mary Coates
•. Ralph Roeder

• Robert StrangeH

Cast.
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• •

.... Florence Enright.Edward J. Ballentine
Frank Conroy

Elinor Cox
James TerbellTime—The Present.Place—Manina's morning room, Naples.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.and furniture designed by Robert Lawson and Karl Schmidt;Miss Enright's costumes by Mrs. Campbell-Sharpe.

JIERRE PATELINA French Farce of the Fifteenth Century,Translated and adapted by Maurice Relonde.
Cast.C

(In Order of Appearance)t A Soldier
|! Another Soldier
• The Piper
; A Girl
> A Boy
' Pierre Patelin, a notary! Guillemette, his wife

A Sister of Mercy
Another Sister of Mercy . .Master William Joceaulme,A Market Woman
A Lady
Tibald Lambkin, a shepherdThe Judge's Clerk
The Judge
A Soldier
Another Soldier . . ."

Time—1469. Place—
Scene 1—The Street.
Scene 2—Interior of Patelin's House.Scene 3-—The Street.
Scene 4—The Market Place.Arranged and produced under the direction of PhilipScenes designed by Lee Simonson.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.
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. . . Glenn Hunter
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. . Spalding Hall
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. . Roland Young
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. . . Jean Strange
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Ralph Roeder
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C. Hooper Trask

Harold Meltzer
Jac MartinA Town in France.
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THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE
real, as unaffected, and as skillful asanything we have seen this season.Joseph Kilgour, as Steadman, the sortof role with which he is becoming iden¬tified, succeeds in being serious, evenwhen he is compelled to describe a per¬fume as "the most clinging scent I evermet up with."

"AT THE BARN"
AS Molly Blair says of a musical

comedy costume, "really, there isso little to remember" of "At the Barn"that it is difficult to write a criticismof the piece in which Molly, alias MarieTempest, is appearing at the Comedy.Like its predecessor in Miss Tempest'srepertory of repartee, Anthony P.Wharton's work is principally intermis¬sions. It plays exactly one hour and ahalf.
I don't object to short plays. In fact,I rather prefer 'em that way. What Ido object to is being chained in anorchestra seat from eight-fifteen tilleleven, listening to bad music a largepart of the time, so that a stupid man¬agement may cherish the delusion ofhaving fooled me into believing thatthree thirty-minute acts are a long even¬ing's entertainment.

"At the Barn"—what there is of it—is wholly innocuous and politelypleasant. Dealing with the theatricalconvention that a lady wished or wish¬ing herself into the society of a con¬firmed bachelor has only to upset thingsgenerally to win the love of the gentle¬man in question, Mr. Wharton sup¬plies an original beginning, a freshview-point, some interesting characters,and most proficient and workmanlikehandling. Molly takes refuge at TheBarn, abiding place of Kenneth Max¬well, author; James B. Crane, artist;and William Lewis, journalist—becauseshe has promised herself to Lord Clon-barry providing he secures for her theprincipal part in a musical comedy.Clonbarry arrives to claim the fulfill¬ment of the bargain, but Maxwell haslearned to care for his self-invitedguest, and Molly decides to abandonher career.
The performance is illumined by

some brilliant acting—acting nothingshort of amazing when one remembersthat this is a stock company, and thatnearly every member of it played awholly different part in "Mary GoesFirst." W. Graham Browne's Clon¬barry, A. E. Anson's Maxwell, Frank¬lin Dyall's Crane, and Guy Newall'sLewis are portrayals of the sort ex¬pected only of stars in America. MissTempest, not ideally suited to the roleof Molly, continues to be as agreeablysaucy as Lea & Perrin's, while her skillgets her through the passages requir¬ing the semblance of youth and in¬experience.
"At the Barn," all 'round, is an in¬teresting example of expertness.

'THE DEBUTANTE"
CO, too, is "The Debutante," written^ by the experts Harry B. and RobertB. Smith, composed by the expertVictor Herbert, staged by the expertGeorge Marion, and performed by acompany of such experts as HazelDawn, Will West and William Dan-forth at the Knickerbocker.

Obviously, there is nothing very newor in the least inspirational in this storyof two young people, Philip Frazer andElaine Vane, betrothed almost at birthand coming to love each other throughdeliberately inspired jealousy. Never¬theless, by the pooling of all this ex¬pertness, the tale is made sufficientlyentertaining—occasionally, through aflash of brilliance in lines, lyrics ordirection, something more than that.Mr. Herbert's music is notable chieflyfor its orchestration, though he pro¬vides a very agreeable waltz theme,first sung by Miss Dawn, Robert Pit¬kin and Wilmuth Merkyl, then playedas a 'cello solo by Theodore Heinrothand finally on the violin by Miss Dawn,in "The Love of the Lorelei." Thereis a lively swing to "All for the Sakeof a Girl;" and "The Baker's Boy andthe Chimney Sweep," a gay little songwith capital "business," is most agree¬ably offered by Mr. Pitkin, Carl C.Judd and a cunning girl named SylviaJason, so like Alice Judson, MargueriteClark, and Edna Wallace Hopper that
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De Wolf will get her if she don't watch

"The Debutante" is the ordinary
thing done extraordinarily well.

"WATCH YOUP^ STEP"

THERE'S nothing the least bit ordi-1
nary about "Watch Your Step■ —

"score and lyrics by Irving Berlin; plot
(if any) "by Harry B. Smith -the

biggest, brightest, breeziest musical en¬
tertainment in New York.

Syncopation with a vengeance is th s
first whole-evening work by the young
gentleman who wrote "Akxanders
Rae-time Band." Before the perform¬
ance is well under way the entire audi¬
ence is swaying like figures in a-shoot ng
gallery, and, even at this moment, the
morning after, ye humble scribe finds
his humble typewriter dropping into

™Mr Berlin's music has the charm of
the unlooked-for. All sorts of notes
come in when one doesn't expect them,
and the fact that some composition
starts as a waltz is no guarantee what¬
ever that it wont finish as a polka
When you've heard sixteenbars you
can't settle down in the confidence that
vou're going to hear the same sixteenS again, with a slight vanal.on
at the end. Something is likely
happen almost anywhere m these

^ rag¬gedy melodies full of originality
This applies to the whole perform¬

ance at the New Amsterdam, which
starts off in a "law office de danse"
with stenographers clicking sync0P^dtime on their typewriters, and a senu
circle of rural relatives, come to hear
a will read, banging ,,ta™bounnesin"The Minstrel Parade. The will pro
vides that two million dollars shall go
—here is the plot, "if any —to that
relative who has never been in love.
Sallie Fisher qualifies as to innocence
by telling how "mother gave me two
white rabbits, and then some unknown
person sent me six more little ones.
After which Vernon Castle, the human
jack-knife, who was an actor before he
became a tangoist and whose comedy
method is as adroit as his steps, appears

as a rival claimant, and sings a curi¬
ously, comically personal ditty, entitled
"The Dancing Teacher "

By leaps and bounds we pass the
old stage door," before which Charles
King and a dozen pretty girls in black
velvet trimmed with white fur warble
"They Follow Me Around,' and come
to a "Palais de Fox-Trot," where Mrs.
Vernon Castle sings "Show Us How to
Do the Fox Trot." Mrs. Vernon Castle
is saddest when she sings, but her danc¬
ing. is—well, you know what her danc-i°f is. The Lady Who Goes to the
Theater with Me said she was Crace

•Incarnate," and another lady behind
us interrupted to say no, she was Mrs.
Vernon Castle.

.
,In act two Elizabeth Bnce and

Charles King contribute a pretty ballad,
"Settle Down in a One Horse Town,
and eventually we come to the stage
boxes and the stage of the Metropolitan
Opera House—the former occupied by
men and women chatting, reading news¬
papers, being manicured, and watching
the ticker. Here the ghost of the com¬
poser of "Trovatore" appears to pro¬
test that the chorus must not hurdy-
gurdy Mr. Verdi," and the smashing
novelty of the evening is reached when,
to this protest, sung to an air frpm
"Rigoletto," the entire company chipsin a rag-time obligate of that familiar
master-work.

Harry Kelly saunters through the en¬
tertainment, inimitably funny and, just
when you think you cant laugh any
more, Frank Tinney drops in to explain
that he has been made up since seven
o'clock, but wasn't allowed on the stage
for fear that he might ruin the plot.
Then there is a scene in a sleeping car,
with girls singing from upper and lower
berths; there is dancing by Mr. and
Mrs. Castle; and there is a n^t pieceof counterpoint, m which Sallie Fishe
and one half the chorus carol ™ regu¬
lar time against the rag-time of the
other half and Mr. King. The whole
show is so crowded with life and jollity
that it is quite impossible to describe
it ill cl

. .

\T\cxr\r-\C\Why import music made in Vienna
when you can get it from Berlin.
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The Washington Square PlayersPresent Four New One-Act Plays(First Bill of Subscription Season)
THE SUGAR HOUSEA Play by Aiice Brown.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)?lUe B™ry.

Gwladys Wynne
Mary Masters

Marjflrie Vonnegut
Dan Masters .

Arthur E. Hohl
Grandmother Berry

Miriam Kiper
• ^me

Erskine Sanford
Alvin Greene

Robert Strange
Christopher Wills

Spalding HallTime—The Present.Place—A sugar-house in a New England wood.Produced under the direction of Holland Hudson.Scene designed by John King.
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,Time—Shortly after the trial of Susanna as recorded in theBooks of the Apocrypha.In the renaissance of interest in biblical literature the story of Susanna
seems to have been scathingly neglected. Therefore the following needs

no apology.
Note:—As recorded in the doubtful Books of the Bible, Susanna as she

sat bathing in her garden became the object of the admiration of two old

men, who being repulsed, assailed her virtue; and the matter coming into

the courts of law, a famous trial ensued.Place—The Garden of Myrah's Pavilion in the Suburbs of aBiblical City.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller and Edward Flammer.Scene designed by Lee Simonson.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.Miss Coates' costume designed by Spalding Hall.Scenery and costumes for the entire production executed by
*
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A Comedy by Georges de Porto-Riche.
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Gwladys WynneMarcel Desroches
Jose RubenJeanne, a maid

Jean StrangeMadeleine Guerin

,HtlenPierre GuSrin
„ Arthur E. HohlTime—The Present.

Place—A Studio in the Suburbs of Paris.Produced under the direction of Edward Goodman.Scene designed by Ada Rainey.Mrs. Westley's costume by Mrs. Edward Flammer.

A MERRY DEATH
A Harlequinade by Nicholas Evreinov.

Translated from the Russian by C. E. Bechhofer.
Cast

(In Order of Appearance)Pierrot
Philip TongeHarlequin

Edward BalzeritThe Doctor
ErskineColumbine

FlorenceDeath
HelenPlace—The House of Harlequin.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Dances arranged by Rosa Mundfi.Scene designed by Robert Edmond Jones.Costumes designed by George Wolfe Plank.
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The Washington Square PlayersPresent a Revival of Four of their Most Successful One-Act Plays,THE HONORABLE LOVERA Farce by Roberto Bracco-Translated from the Italian by Ralph Roeder.
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Florence Enright
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Edward J. Ballentine
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Frank Conroy
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(In Order of Appearance)A Soldier
Glenn HunterAnother Soldier

E. I. Martin
The Piper

Spalding Hall
A Girl

Florence Enright
A Boy

James G. Terbell
Pierre Patelin, a notary

Roland YoungGuillemette, his wife
Marjorie Deen

A Sister of Mercy
Jean StrangeAnother Sister of Mercy

Suzette StuartMaster William Joceaulme, a draper Walter Frankl
A Market Woman

Mary Morris
A Lady

Elinor CoxTibald Lambkin, a shepherd
Ralph RoederThe Judge's Clerk

Edward J. BallantineThe Judge
C. Hooper Trask

A Soldier
Harold MeltzerAnother Soldier . . ."
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Myrah
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A Scholar from the EastA Traveler from the West
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. Arthur E. Hohl
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. . Helen Westley
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A Play by Lewis Beach.
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Present Four New One-Act Plays(First Bill of Subscription Season)
THE SUGAR HOUSEA Play by Alice Brown.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)Sue Berry

Mary Masters . ...Dan Masters
Grandmother BerryBill Blaine
Alvin Greene
Christopher Wills

• • Gwladys WynneMarj8rie Vonnegut
. . Arthur E. Hohl

• . . . Miriam Kiper
. Erskine Sanford

. . Robert Strange
• • . . Spalding Hall

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 12, 1916,
Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

WITH CARTOONS
BY HERB ROTH

"Pyramus and Thisby," is no set at all,but the space of the aforesaid "apron."The moonlight of the "Romantic Land¬
scape" is simulated by a blue "drop,"
upon which are huge silver stars and an
"orb of night" that displays its splendorin folds. The "bank where the wild
thyme blows," where Puck's mistaken
use of the herb that "on sleeping eyelidslaid will make a man or woman madlydote upon the next live creature that it
sees" causes Lysander to spurn hisHermia and pursue Helena, who, at the
same time, finds herself suddenly re¬
possessed of the love of Demetrius, be¬
fore it infatuates Titania with Bottom,is a huge green sugar-loaf in front of
the inevitable portieres. All this sim¬
plicity is in sharp contrast with the
room in the palace in which, behind a
semi-circle of couches upon which the
noble spectators recline,—the cleverest
stage device in the production,—the
rustics perform their play. The room
in question is a massive and rather
mussy grouping of great pillars, in black
and silver, set upon a spacious super¬
structure. It looks like nothing else so
much as the facade of the Treasury De¬
partment, at Washington, seen by moon¬
light after an earthquake.

Whatever may be said of the produc¬
tion, as much cannot be said in favor
of the reading, which could not be more

LOVERS' LUCK
they had been made to stand on a lawn
in Bethlehem, Pa. An i8-karat Titania
and Oberon do not suggest whimsy half
so much as they suggest the Gold Dust
Twins. Mr. Belasco achieved far more
credible fairies in "A Good Little
Devil." And the "new stage-craft" be¬
comes merely confusion and anarchywhen to Oriental immortals is added a

Puck, who closely resembles Struwel-
peter. The best that can be said of Mr.
Barker's parcel-post production is that
its lack of solidity does away with longwaits and permits expeditious move¬
ment, that it certainly is neither conven¬
tional nor imitative, and that its freak-
ishness has stirred up a new and whole¬
some interest in a quaint, charming and
musical fantasy.

For this presentation, Mr. Barker has
continued to make use of overhead il¬
lumination, of entrances and exits
through what were stage boxes, and of
the broad "apron" described in the last
number of The Green Book. The
"Hall of State in the Palace of The¬
seus," to which Egeus comes to com¬
plain that his daughter Hermia loves
Lysander and will not marry Demetrius,is a throne backed by curtains, and the
"Room of a Cottage at Athens," where
the peasants plot the performance of

A Comedy by Georges de Porto-Riche.
Translated from the French by Ralph Roeder andBeatrice de Holthoir.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)Frangoise Desroches

Marcel Desroches
Jeanne, a maid
Madeleine Gu6rin
Pierre Gufirin

.#

Time—The Present.
Place—A Studio in the Suburbs of Paris.Produced under the direction of Edward GoodmanScene designed by Ada Rainey.Mrs. Westley's costume by Mrs. Edward Flammer.

Gwladys Wynne jj
. . . JosS Ruben

. . Jean Strange 4
. Helen Westley 1
Arthur E. Hohl 3

IERRE PATELINA French Farce of the Fifteenth Century,Translated and adapted by Maurice Relonde,
Cast.

(In Order of Appearance)A Soldier
Another Soldier
The Piper
A Girl
A Boy
Pierre Patelin, a notaryGuillemette, his wife
A Sister of Mercy
Another Sister of MercyMaster William Joceaulme, a draperA Market Woman
A Lady
Tibald Lambkin, a shepherdThe Judge's Clerk
The Judge
A Soldier
Another Soldier . . ."

Time—146 9- Place—A Town in France.Scene 1—The Street.
Scene 2—Interior of Patelin's House.Scene 3—The Street.
Scene 4—The Market Place.Arranged and produced under the direction of Philip MoellerScenes designed by Lee Simonson.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.

A MERRY DEATH
Glenn Hunter *;■

E. I. Martin I-
Spalding Hall j

. . . Florence Enright *i

. . . James G, Terbell I;
Roland Young
Marjorie Deen *:

Jean Strange I;
Suzette Stuart
Walter Frankl j

Mary Morris ♦:
Elinor Cox *•

Ralph Roeder I;Edward J. Ballantine ♦>--
... C. Hooper Trask

Harold Meltzer
Jac Martin <

A Harlequinade by Nicholas Evreinov.
Translated from the Russian by C. E. Bechhofer

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)£ Pierrot . .

;• Harlequin
£ The Doctor£ Columbine
b Death . . . .

. . Philip Tonge
Edward Balzerit
Erskine Sanford

Florence Enright
. . Helen Westley •Place—The House of Harlequin.Produced under the direction of Philip MoellerDances arranged by Rosa Mundfi.Scene designed by Robert Edmond Jones.Costumes designed by George Wolfe Plank.

» *iNtabil»n trio theater as a f■

; • i'"-t> house. Accordingly. in the
rji'-y will begin a season of thirty

.hiring which five productions, at
:is«, will be made. The price of .sucie of

seats will be raised from 00 ceqCa to $1
• to pay a living wage !'• .1 nucleus
f their promicing and acting staff.

Purine their first season the Players pre-
01.led fourteen plays, of which four v.ere
he works of foreign authors, including
.lueterlin- k. .\ ■ :«>«-' nd Trhek-.v, the re-
r>ain<l<ir plays native dramatists. They
eel that tin; success which attended the
>rodtictkm of tl-»se olavs, ignored l»v the
•ornmerctal s, justifies their* exis-
cme, and n,- result thev are going ahead
"5f», it-ions nlflp*- next September.

SISTERS OF SUSANNAA Farce by Philip Moeller.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

THE CLOD
j, Job
> Samson
j| Chew, his secretary .

f. Myrah
£ Zillah, Samson's wife£ A Scholar from the East. . .

{■ A Traveler from the West

Erskine Sanford jArthur E. Hohl <j
■ . Spalding Hall fHelen Westley fj

. . Mary Coates i
. .Ralph Roeder

. Robert Strange

A Play by Lewis Beach.
Cast.

Order of Appearance!



Fhfi fioarihoii-su;-' in A r/WiTime—Shortly after the trial of Susanna as recorded in theBooks of the Apocrypha.In the renaissance of interest In biblical literature the story of Susanna
seems to have been scathingly neglected. Therefore the following needs

no apology.
Note:—As recorded in the doubtful Books of the Bible, Susanna as she

sat bathing in her garden became the object of the admiration of two old

men, who being repulsed, assailed her virtue; and the matter coming into
the courts of law, a famous trial ensued.Place—The Garden of Myrah's Pavilion in the Suburbs of aBiblical City.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller and Edward Flammer.Scene designed by Lee Simonson.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.Miss Coates' costume designed by Spalding Hall.Scenery and costumes for the entire production executed by
*
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" Jl '""Max M. Kaplan FIRE NOTICELook around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to
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Washington Square Players

nearly unintelligible if Shakespeare'slyrics were Harry B. Smith's. To en¬joy "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"at Wallack's, you must know yourShakespeare, or buy a libretto. Puck,Titania and Hermia are the worstoffenders in this respect, so phrasingtheir lines as to render only one thingmore certain than their lack of under¬standing, and that is the auditor's.Quince's complaint of Flute, "Youspeak all your part at once," might wellbe addressed to Cecil Cameron, to IsabelJeans, or to Eva Leonard-Boyne, whoseHermia is a Grecian Oza Waldrop.Eric Blind, as Theseus, speaks English,but without rhythm or distinction, whileWalter Creigh-
ton's Lysander
has the con-

spicuous char-
acteristics of I ^the man mo- \diste in "My 4Lady's Dress." S
L i 11 a h Mc- )

Carthy's )
Helena, Ian c
Maclaren's De- <
metrius, O. P. }H e g S i e ' s /Quince and **
Ernest Cos-
sart's Bottom
are much bet- mpp Jter, but the com- |V~Y/pany, as a /
whole, does not / V

_

compare with /« «

that which,
something more ^ jF-"?than eight years ■|||/Uuago, supported
Annie Russell in
her performance KARATof Puck at the
Astor.

Mr. Barker's f"A Midsummer J——
Night's Dream" f ~ .is an interesting
curiosity rather // />than a sympa-
thetic and unob- [fltrusive interpre- j Htation.

Present Four New One-Act Plays(First Bill of Subscription Season)
THE SUGAR HOUSE

THE COMEDY THEATRE may be rented for Sunday evenings, all morn¬

ings and all afternoons, except Thursdays and Saturdays. This theatre

Is especially adapted for concerts and recitals. BOOKS NOW OPEN. Apply
Business Offices, Washington Square Players, 131 West 41st Street, New
York City. Telephone Bryant 4938.

A Play by Alice Brown.
Cast

(In Order of Appearance)Sue Berry
Mary Masters
Dan Masters
Grandmother BerryBill Blaine
Alvin Greene
Christopher Wills .

. . Gwladys WynneMarjdrie Vonnegut
. . Arthur E. Hohl
.. . . Miriam Kiper

. Erskine Sanford
. . Robert Strange

. . . . Spalding Hall

WEEK BEGINNING -MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 12, 1916,
Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

Time—The Present.Place—A sugar-house in a New England wood.Produced under the direction of Holland Hudson.Scene designed by John King.

•n tenia's
Bower.

LOVERS' LUCK
A Farce by Roberto Bracco-Translated from the Italian by Ralph Roeder.

Cast.
(In Order of Appearance)

Florence EnrightEdward J. Ballentine
Frank Conroy

'

Elinor Cox
James TerbellTime—The Present.Place—Manina's morning room, Naples.Produced under tjie direction of Philip Moeller.Scenery and furniture designed by Robert Lawson and Karl Schmidt;Miss Enright's costumes by Mrs. Campbell-Sharpe.

A Comedy by Georges de Porto-Riche.
Translated from the French by Ralph Roeder andBeatrice de Holthoir,

•k. Manina
yj Federico, her husbandAlberto

Gwladys Wynne Rosetta, his wife . . . .. . . Jos6 Ruben !{; A Servant
. . Jean Strange

. Helen Westley

.Arthur E. Hohl

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)ij Franeoise Desrochest Marcel Desroches . .

Jeanne, a maid . . .E Madeleine Guerin . .

> Pierre Guerin

Time—The Present.
Place—A Studio in the Suburbs of Paris.Produced under the direction of Edward Goodman.Scene designed by Ada Rainey.Mrs. Westley's costume by Mrs. Edward Flammer.

IERRE PATELINA French Farce of the Fifteenth Century.
*Translated and adapted by Maurice Relonde. tCast.

♦:(In Order of Appearance)
*

A Soldier
Glenn Hunter V

Another Soldier
E. I. Martin 3

The Piper
Spalding Hall •]

A Girl
Florence Enright *:

A Boy
James G. Terbell

Pierre Patelin, a notary
Roland Young jpGuillemette, his wife
Marjorie Deen *:

A Sister of Mercy
Jean Strange •:

Another Sister of Mercy
Suzette Stuart *;

Master William Joceaulme, a draper Walter Frankl
A Market Woman

Mary Morris •:
A Lady

Elinor Cox }
Tibald Lambkin, a shepherd

Ralph Roeder
The Judge's Clerk

Edward J. Ballantine ?
The Judge

C. Hooper Trask }
A Soldier

Harold Meltzer ♦;
Another Soldier . . ."

Jac Martin <Time—1469. Place—A Town in France. ♦:Scene 1—The Street.
Scene 2—Interior of Patelin's House.Scene 3—The Street.Scene 4—The Market Place,

♦:
Arranged and produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Scenes designed by Lee Simonson. *JCostumes designed by Robert Locker.
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A MERRY DEATH
A Harlequinade by Nicholas Evreinov.

Translated from the Russian by C. E. Bechhofer.
Cast

(In Order of Appearance)
. . Philip Tonge
Edward Balzerit
Erskine Sanford

Florence Enright
. . Helen Westley

| Pierrot . .

% Harlequin
!• The Doctor
£ Columbine
«• Death

Place—The House of Harlequin.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Dances arranged by Rosa Mundfi.Scene designed by Robert Edmond Jones.Costumes designed by George Wolfe Plank.

To enjoj) "A Midsummer Night's Dream," you must know your Shakespeare.

SISTERS OF SUSANNAA Farce by Philip Moeller.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

THE CLOD
Job
Samson
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Myrah

. .Zillah, Samson's wife
A Scholar from the East.. . .A Traveler from the West
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Arthur E. Hohl «j

. . Spalding Hall '
. Helen Westley (I

. . Mary Coates i
. . . Ralph Roeder

. Robert Strange

A Play by Lewis Beach.
Cast.

(In Order of Appearance!
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Edward Goodman, who contributed
"En Dishabille" to the Princess, is the
author of a gentler satire, a most
amusing comedietta, yclept "Eugenic-
ally Speaking." Una Braithezvaite,
daughter of a street-railway president,
fed up with undigested Shaw, eager to
do something "different," anxious to be
the mother of perfect children, having
failed to find promising potential paters
in her own set, comes home with a
husky conductor, whom she has kid¬
naped from his car. The conductor
objects strenuously, and his objection
becomes conclusive when backed by the
assertion that he is already wed. Then,
as he is about to be dismissed, it de¬
velops that this kind of experience is
not new to George Coxey, who has been
sought in marriage before, notably by
the lady he married, and who demands
promotion as the price of silence. Duly
promoted, he pauses, ere departing, to
recommend that, next time, Miss
Braithezvaite be less particular as to a
ceremony. The father is horror-
struck, but Una, open-mouthed and
tense, feels herself in the clutches of a
great idea. One senses that, the in¬
stant the curtain falls, she will begin
her search for another conductor.
First honors in this sketch go to
Florence Enright, a motion-picture ac¬
tress, while Karl Karsten brings to the
role of the conductor an appropriate
awkwardness that hardly could be
simulated.

Maeterlinck's "Interior," the feature
of the bill, and most warmly praised by
the newspaper critics, to me is the least
satisfying of the plays at the Bandbox.
Its force and novelty lie in the fact
that the dialogue, concerning the
drowning of a young girl, is spoken
down stage, in darkness, before the
lighted windows of the cottage in which
the girl lived, and that its drama is
pantomime, seen through these win¬
dows, of the effect of the news of the
girl's death, upon her father, mother
and sisters.

"Another Interior," a "gastronomic
allegory," is a funnier idea than it is a
play. The Time is "during Mr. Smith's
dinner," and The Place "Inside Mr.
Smith." Red and black curtains, hung

in a broken circle, give a passable illu¬
sion of a stomach, and the scanty dia¬
logue comes from above, where the
possessor of the stomach orders his
dinner. The characters are the gastric
juices and the strange and ill-assorted
substances, impersonated by panto-
mimists, that descend to wrestle with
them, and, in the end, to rush pell mell
back to the entrance.

The Washington Square Players ap¬
pear only Fridays and Saturdays.
They have brains, ability, assurance
and enthusiasm, and their novel and
curious experiment will be watched
with interest. For all one may say to
the contrary, the Bandbox Theater
may become the birthplace of Ameri¬
can Drama.

'THE WHITE FEATHER."

C* UROPE has sown the wind, and we
are reaping a whirlwind of war

plays. What with battle motion pic¬
tures, taken in New Jersey; with "War
Brides," and "Across the Border," and
"The White Feather," at the Comedy,
and "Inside the Lines," at the Long-
acre, the placid play-goer is likely to
agree with General Sherman.

Neither Lechmere Worrall and J. E.
Harold Terry, whose "The White
Feather" was presented in England
originally under the title of "The Man
Who Stayed Home," nor Earl Derr
Biggers, who wrote the novel, "Seven
Keys to Baldpate," and "Inside the
Lines," has complicated the task in hand
by any considerable knowledge of the
machinery of war, nor by any deterring
regard for the probabilities. The
British Navy, according to Mr. Big¬
gers, is left out overnight carelessly
anchored over mines controlled by a
single lever far from inaccessible in
"Tower D." A party of gentlemen and
ladies from the Wilhelmstrasse,—awe¬
some word,—in the work of the Messrs.
Worrall and Terry, are on the very
verge of conquering England, by means
of carrier pigeons, a wireless apparatus
concealed in a fireplace, and other dev¬
ilish contrivances, when they are foiled
by an affable and amusing young man
with an air-gun. The scheme ineluc-

3 '

THE IDEAS OF MARCH 823

tably suggests the instructive cartoons
of "Rube" Goldberg.

In spite of its utter incredibility, and
the fact that one never has any serious
doubt as to the ultimate salvation of
England—dramatically, at any rate—
"The White Feather" is fairly suspen¬
sive and vastly entertaining. This is
due partly to the character of Chris¬
topher Brent, and to the characteriza¬
tion of Leslie Faber, remembered for
his work in "Lady Patricia" and in
"Driven," who makes of the pretended
silly ass just the sort of unctuous figure
with which we used to identify E. H.
Sothern. There is another capital role
capitally done by Arthur Elliott, repre¬
senting a noisy hearthstone hero whose

credit whatever measure of conviction
is carried.

Londoners must leave the Royalty,
where this play continues, looking
askance at every charwoman; fearful
that every cab-driver who doesn't drophis H's may be about to drop a bomb.
"The White Feather" lends color to the
contention of a dyspeptic Briton of my
acquaintance that the two most danger¬
ous things in the world are German
spies and mince pies.

'INSIDE THE LINES"

IN the matter of implausibility, Mr.
* Biggers' melodrama, which pro¬
pounds the question, "One pull of the

General Skerman \Cas conservative.

contempt of "the man who stays at
home" all but costs Brent the love of
Elliott's daughter Molly, to which part
Jessie Glendinning lends an appro¬
priately pallid personality. Mabel Reed
succeeds in making one of the spies,
Friiulein Schroeder, very German, in¬
deed, as does John Burkell another spy,
Fritz, waiter in the private hotel which
has a Marconi instrument in the place
usually reserved for fires and Santa
Claus. Indeed, it is to the excellence of
the acting, rather than to the merits of
the piece itself, that one is inclined to

switches in Room D, and where will
England's fleet be ?" is not second to that
of Messrs. Worral and Terry, though
it lags behind in interest. This is due
partly to the fact that Mr. Biggers has
tried Mr. Megrue's trick of keeping the
real purpose of his hero a secret from
the audience, which trick, as I re¬
marked of "Under Cover," gives an
exciting end, but leaves one in doubt
as to whether that end justifies the
means. For the rest, "Inside the Lines"
is a little empty, and one or two of its
big situations fall the least bit flat.

Time-
J hi & «

.. ...i, 4
... . ■ft is<' in A rilMi-Shortly after the trial of Susanna as recorded in theBooks of the Apocrypha.In the renaissance of interest in biblical literature the story of Susanna

seems to have been scathingly neglected. Therefore the following needs

no apology.
Note:—As recorded in the doubtful Books of the Bible, Susanna as she

sat bathing in her garden became the object of the admiration of two old
men, who being repulsed, assailed her virtue; and the matter coming into

the courts of law, a famous trial ensued.Place—The Garden of Myrah's Pavilion in the Suburbs of aBiblical City.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller and Edward Flammer.Scene designed by Lee Simonson.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.Miss Coates' costume designed by Spalding Hall.Scenery and costumes for the entire production executed byThe Washington Square Players' Shops.i.
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[ Lawrence Langner, Consultant£ Dudley G. Tuckor-
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The Washington Square PlayersPresent Four New One-Act Plays(First Bill of Subscription Season)
THE SUGAR HOUSEA Play by Alice Brown.

FOR THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS.Edward Goodman, Director
Box-Offlce:

D. Hamilton Bingham, TreasurerShepherd Johnston, AssistantHouse Manager:Pauline Cahn

Producing Staff:
Edward P. FlammerEdward GoodmanHolland Hudson
Philip Moeller
William E. PenningtonRalph L. BoederRoland Young

Scenic Committee:
Wm. E. Pennipgton, ChairmanP. T. Frankl

■ John KingRobert LawsonAda RaineyLee Simonson

Sue Berry
Mary Masters'

H/r

. Cast
(In Order of Appearance) 4

^ ^-ixaoiCl

•

Dan Masters
Grandmother BerryBill Blaine
Alvin Greene
Christopher Wills

Time—The Present.Place—A sugar-house in a New England wood.Produced under the direction of Holland Hudson.Scene designed by John King.

VI G^ladys Wynnearjorie Vonnegut
• • Arthur E. Hohl

• • • • Miriam Kiper
• Erskine Sanford

• • Robert Strange
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LOVERS' LUCK
A Comedy by Georges de Porto-Riche.

Translated from the French by Ralph Roeder andBeatrice de Holthoir.

Frangoise Desroches
Marcel Desroches . . .

Jeanne, a maid
Madeleine Guerin
Pierre GuSrin

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

Time—The Present.
Place—A Studio in the Suburbs of Paris.Produced under the direction of Edward Goodman.Scene designed by Ada Rainey.
Westley's costume by Mrs. Edward Flammer.

Gwladys Wynne
• . . . JosS Ruben

. . Jean Strange
. Helen Westley

• Arthur E. Hohl

Mrs.

A MERRY DEATH
A Harlequinade by Nicholas Evreinov.

Translated from the Russian by C. E. Bechhofer.

Pierrot . . .

Harlequin .

The Doctor
Columbine
Death

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

Place—The House of Harlequin.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Dances arranged by Rosa MundS.Scene designed by Robert Edmond Jones.Costumes designed by George Wolfe Plank

■ • • Philip Tonge
Edward Balzerit

. Erskine Sanford
Florence Enright

Helen Westley

SISTERS OF SUSANNAA Farce hv

Samson
Chew, his secretary
Myrah
Zillah, Samson's wife.
A Scholar from the East.. . .'A Traveler from the West.

A Farce by Philip Moeller.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

/ t f

Erskine Sanford
Arthur E. Hohl

• - Spalding Hall
• Helen Westley
■ • • Mary Coates
■ •. Ralph Roeder

• Robert Strange
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Dudley G. TuckerJac Martin, AuditorPress Representativ»:Lucy HuftakerStage Department:William E. Pennington, DirectorA. Deftwich, Asst. Stage ManagerJohn King, Master CarpenterCostume Department:Spalding Hall, DirectorEmma Zollinger, SuperintendentMrs. Edward FlammerProperty Department:Philip Moeller, DirectorJames Terbell, AssistantFirst Play-Readers:Josephine A. MeyerElinor M. Cox

THE COMEDY THEATRE may be rented for Sunday evenings, all morn¬

ings and all afternoons, except Thursdays and Saturdays. This theatre

is especially adapted for concerts and recitals. BOOKS NOW OPEN. Apply '

Business Offices, Washington Square Players, 131 West 41st Street, New "j
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The Washington Square PlayersPresent a Revival of Four of their Most Successful One-Act Plays,THE HONORABLE LOVERA Farce by Roberto Bracco-Translated from the Italian by Ralph Roeder.
Cast.

(In Order of Appearance)
Florence Enright

her husband
.Edward J. Ballentine

Frank Conroy
Elinor Cox

James TerbellTime—The Present.Place—Manina's morning room, Naples.Produced under t}ie direction of Philip Moeller.Scenery and furniture designed by Robert Lawson and Karl Schmidt;Miss Enright's costumes by Mrs. Campbell-Sharpe.

JIERRE PATELINA French Farce of the Fifteenth Century,Translated and adapted by Maurice Relonde.
Cast.

(In Order of Appearance)| A Soldier
! Another Soldier
• The Piper
! A Girl

A Boy
Pierre Patelin, a notaryGuillemette, his wife
A Sister of Mercy
Another Sister of MercyMaster William Joceaulme, a draperA Market Woman
A Lady
Tibald Lambkin, a shepherdThe Judge's Clerk
The Judge
A Soldier
Another Soldier

Time-—1469- Place—
Scene 1-—The Street.
Scene 2—Interior of Patelin's House.Scene 3—The Street.Scene 4—The Market PlaceArranged and produced under the direction of Philip MoellerScenes designed by Lee Simonson.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.
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Jac Martin <-A Town in France.
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THE CLOD
A Play by Lewis Beach.

Cast.
(In Order of Appearance}
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<< the ideas o'4 the newer forms of decorn-
tiou. and the excellent effects • stained
con1 ributed in no small degree to the geb

-

. : .7 average of the performance. The
■ • ; •.-•-is of the same sincere, er-rncst

;b op iting i "Jtpth-fr
.

. . . ' and in one • r two instances
:• t •'...jiil distinction.

The Glittering Gate "
• " 'V Act by Lord Dunsany.

Iftt'■ v . r, now dead.
David Solomon

•>. :•> V dead.
Max M. Kaplan
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The most entertaining persons in "In- Lewis S. Stone, who made his first
side the Lines," though they are con- metropolitan hit last year in "The Mis-
ventional comedy, at that, are Ameri- leading Lady." "Inside the Lines" is
cans whom the war has left stranded pleasant, and mildly exhilarating—a
abroad—in particular one, Henry J. sort of dramatic claret cup.
Sherman, mellowly and sympathetically
played by James Bradbury, of "Is Mat- 'the trap"

rimony a Failure?" and "Along Came
Ruth." Mr. Sherman is lonely for Ke- HTHE first essential of melodrama is
wanee; keeps two watches, one of which * that it shall arouse strong sympathy
tells the hour in his home town; "just and partisanship. The real difference
had time to run over to the Hague and between "On Trial" and "Inside the
see the Peace Palace before the war Lines" is that the average auditor cares
broke outand, cooped up on the Rock more about the fate of Mary Ryan than
of Gibraltar, gets very tired of "sitting about that of the British Navy. More-
on this insurance advertisement." over, the average auditor believes in

Captain Woodhouse arrives "inside Mary Ryan, alias The Defendant's
the lines" at Gibraltar, and the German Wife. And the great trouble with "The
spies there promptly get his number— Trap," at the Booth Theater, is that
his Wilhelmstrasse number—which is nobody believes in Martha Hedman,
1932. Lady Crandall, wife of the Gov- alias Jane Carson. Richard Harding
ernor General, a hospitable soul whose Davis and Jules Eckert Goodman, con-
whole business in the play seems to be fronted by the familiar imaginary ne-
inviting everybody home, gathers him cessity of having their heroine blamed
in, together with Jane Gerson, the but blameless—a necessity imposed by
stranded buyer for a firm in Chicago, the supposed squeamishness of our
Miss Gerson, who likes the Captain, has audiences—have given us a woman
seen him in Berlin, and denies it, but agonized by fear of the disclosure of a
has her suspicions, and arouses those past that wouldn't blemish the char-
of nearly everyone else. "You must acter of a fresh-laid egg.
make love to this girl," one of the spies For an equivalent, fancy The Defend-
remarks, naively, "to keep her on our ant's Wife, in "On Trial," the victim
side." (Inevitably, the heroine of the of a mock marriage thirteen years be-
1915-model war drama would seem to fore. How much patience should you
be an inquisitive female who just can't have had with her mental travail? Mr.
help misunderstanding the man she Reizenstein wisely avoided basing his
loves.) play upon a seduction of that age. The

A bit of human wreckage from the Defendant's Wife had purchased im-
dark waters of diplomacy, a drunken munity, as she supposed and you will
and disgraced secret-service agent, viv- remember, by giving herself to her be-
idly portrayed by Ivan Simpson, "tips trayer again the very day of the murder,
off" the Governor General as to Wood- Jane Carson is pure enough to satisfy
house, and an East Indian servant, Dr. Wiley. One's credulity is severely
Jaimihr Khan, sent to search his rooms, taxed, therefore, at finding her uncer-
returns with incriminating papers, tain of satisfying her husband; regu-
which, instead of confiding to the Gen- larly paying a blackmailer who knows
eral, he confides to the flames. This in- that the gentleman to whom she be-
cident is not big enough to end the sec- lieved herself married in Alaska really
ond act of a three-act play. In the third was married to some one else; finally,
act, Jaimihr lays hold of the key to the shooting down that blackmailer from
mine field, and, at this critical moment behind a curtain in the room of a for-
in the history of the British Navy, Cap- mer suitor, Edward Fallon, whom she
tain Woodhouse is disclosed in his true has sought in the effort to save him
colors, and saves England. from her lord and master, who has been

The valiant captain is impersonated led to believe that the hidden "past" had
impressively and with authority by something to do with Fallon. The hus-

Present Four New One-A
(First Bill of Subscription

ct Plays

Season)
THE SUGAR HOUSEA T>1 •» * 1

Sue Berry
Mary Masters
Dan Masters
Grandmother
Dill Blaine .

Alvin Greene
Christopher W

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JI
Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

LOVERS' LUCK

Manina . . .

Federico, h(
Alberto , . .

Rosetta, his
A Servant .

Gwladys Wynne
• . . Jose Ruben

• . Jean Strange
Helen Westley

Arthur E. Hohl

1ERRE PATELINFrench A1- ^'"

A MERRY DEATH
SIMPLE WAY TO CONQJJERv ENGLAND AS DEMONSTRATED IN 'THE WHITE FEATHER"

and " INSIDE THE LINES" with apologies to R. L. Goldberg.
Pigeon, (A) attracted kr? mustacke, which it thinks is a grain of corn, flies into face (B) of Leslie Faber, who
throws upi}is hands (C), strikes match box (D). which fails off mantel, releasing wireless telegraph instrument
(E) in fireplace, thereby sending current of electricity (F) to waiter (G) who is just lighting cigar for man at
table (H). He drops m*ich (I), which falls on fuse (J), running along floor to orange tree (K). One of the
oranges is a concealed bomb (L). Fuse ignites bomb, setting fire to house (M). Flame burns rope (N), letting

weight (O), fall on lever (P), setting off mine (Q), which blows up British fleet, (R).

£ Pierrot . .

•> Harlequin
£ The Doctorf Columbine

,?• Death ....

..... ... .4.— ..VnV ns"-n" -nwfrftK"
1-.; |.»r< •; -• in vslabii-tho theater a- a

playhouse Accordingly, in the
Fa'i tbry will hes'ia a season of thirty
weeks, during which five productions, at
i<-agi. will be made. The price oi sorae of
the seats will he raised from 50 cents u» $1
in order to pay a living wage to a mi'-icus
of their producing and'acrius staff.

During their first season the 1'layers pre
serited fourteen plays, of which four were
the works of foreign authors, including
Maeterlin- k, /.» ;!;vye .end Tcbek«.\\ the re¬
mainder plays by native dramatists. They
feel thai the success which attended the
production of thes<- plays, ignored by the
commt-rciai n;an<!;_ is, justifies their exis¬
tence. and a.;- .1 result they are going ahead
with more ambitious plans- next September.

SISTERS OF SUSANNA \A rn — -A Farce by Philip Moeller.
Cast

(In Order of Appearance)f. Job
f Samson
j. Chew, his secretary
h Myrah
f Zillah, Samson's wi
j, A Scholar from the ]
t A Traveler from the

the clodErskine Sanford j
Arthur E. Hohl ?

• Spalding Hall •'!
Helen Westley '{

■ ■ Mary Coates I
• .Ralph Roeder

• Robert Strange

A Play by Lewis Beach.

Cast.
(fa Order of Ann^r,nfr|

the Wa8hin> t:'i»
seasot, •>

An en 1

:ebruar> 19



of Dreams '' by OUptiatkt iJdwfa 1 ■ ^f\y- \■
gramme, both in it- text and >■ manner •of presentation, gave unmistakable prooftbr.t the policy of presenting play a which•vi.i :»wal to a piftlic of wui.^d tM .1 • .

interests. and ages >vai$ being closely 10• -lowed. The plays were staged ncwordingto the ideas of the newer forms of decora- ILtion, and the excellent effects obtained, >§contributed in no small degr- 1 to t'i. :■;>
• high average of the performance. Tin

. f was of the same, sincere, --arnest
i of the opening play, " ,l< ; •

••••"" iixi(i 'in one oi' two instances. 1' '• j
. real distinction.

"The Glittering Gate"
V PI. . One Act by Lord Dunsany.

Jlr:. atc.'y a •; irtjgar, now dead,
David Solomon

.1 is. • 't- now (load.
: Max M. Kaplan •

•*
: . 1 formed a part of \y.

s a room Tn a' peasant's
The 1I'ont ^ :i! i of the cot-
wo • n,u' windows are I
th'j fuini ' . own pied with-
f! .. ti y •.tiling tasks, from
which ivprcs' Is a gar-
shaflowy gar.V n tlgures

(• simple country fo?!< coiru
drowning 01 one -f t.

• to perform i.^eir
• : v c i within. As he

» only the pan-
.• arden mean-

ctlon. The
• • • leaving
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world. Phyllis Neilson-Terry, niece of
Ellen Terry, who began her first Ameri¬
can season under direction of the Lieb-
lers in Shakespearean repertory, is
lovely to look upon, and has a delightful
voice, but, apparently, comedy is not
her forte. She lacks spirit and sparkle
and diablerie. If one must revive
"Lady Ursula," why not with Hen¬
rietta Crosman?

Mr. Hope's piece, as you may not
remember, concerns Sir George Sylves¬
ter, who, having killed his best friend
in a duel over a lady, "swore to go no
more into the company of women."
Lady Ursula, wagering that she will
gain admittance to his house, is sub¬
jected to what her brother considers an
insult and purposes to avenge by let¬
ting the redoubtable Sir George run
him through. To prevent this, Ursula
dons the habiliments in those day^
favored by gallants, and in these by F.
Ziegfeld, Jr., and, family resemblances
being strong in romance and musical
comedy, passes as another brother, who
wins not only the immunity of her
champion but the hand of Sir George.

tantly related to the plot, halts the storyalmost at will to deliver himself of the
sort of drolleries with which he has no

peer, and the libretto is laid aside a full
twenty minutes, in Act II, for a mono¬
logue, in which Ernest Hare assists, as
the orchestra leader assists Frank
Tinney. It is only fair to add that no¬
body cares. Mr. Crawford is a distinct
improvement upon Oskar Nedbal,
adapted by Edgar Smith.

The music is another matter. It in¬
cludes—besides a pleasant duet, "One
and Only;" a haunting waltz, "The
Best of all;" and other agreeable fea¬
tures—two really charming numbers byMr. Friml, composer of "The Firefly"
and "High Jinks." One of these is
"The Flame of Love" and the other
"Love Is Like a Butterfly," sung byMr. Crawford, with the assistance of a

dainty and delightful young woman,
Frances Pritchard, who scored an im¬
mediate hit. The chorus groupings here
are lovely, and the costumes, by Mel¬
ville Ellis, simply wonderful. It is
hard to say which is prettier, indeed,
the girls or their dresses, though the
former are of such exceeding pulchri¬tude that one feels they would be at¬
tractive even without the latter.

Trentini has a voice, and that is as
much as can be said in praise of her.
She is not personally attractive; her
hoydenism is heavy, her acting labored
and elemental; the surviving impression
of her performance one of shrillness
and unintelligibility. We have got over
hoping to understand prime donne when
they sing, but it is an advantage to com¬
prehend them when they talk. Euro¬
pean accents seem to be clinging things.Trentini's grows thicker, and Nazimova
hasn't lost hers, nor has Petrova, who
was born in America. John Charles
Thomas, a new tenor, is an agreeable
surprise as the Count.

A great many people seem to be en¬
joying "The Peasant Girl." I didn't.

the new revue, "Fads and Fancies," at
the Knickerbocker, seems the bigger for
its singular emptiness, but not the more
entertaining. Whatever Glen MacDon-
ough put into this gorgeous and extrav¬
agant production—and it is difficult to
believe that he did not put in something
—has been taken out with a vacuum

cleaner, leaving the glow, the glare
and the vacancy of an incandescent
lamp.

The merits of the show are as fol¬
lows :

1. Conroy and Lemaire, the vaude¬
ville team, in a very funny scene with
a Ford.

2. An amusing bit of business, fol¬
lowing a song, called "I'm Still Single,"
in which Paul Moiton, while dancing,
hooks the dress of his partner.

3. The girls.
4. Mr. Morton's dance on a flight

of stairs—a new version of the chef
d'oeuvre of the late A1 Leach.

5. More girls.
6. Costumes and scenery, particularly

the former in a march in which the
chorus wears head-lights, tail-lights,
license numbers and similar automobile
impedimenta.

7. A song, "Mary Ann O'San."
8. Julian Mitchell's finale, "The

Hunt Ball."
The rest is deadly dialogue, familiar

vaudeville, Lydia Lopoukowa, and
"stunts" that fall flat. One cannot help
regretting that a clever and resourceful
management should have labored so

hard and spent so freely with so little
result.

LES TRICOTEUSES

■~PO the innumerable nuisances that in-
fest the theater has recently been

added one so trying that I cannot for¬
bear to mention it in an article primar¬
ily intended as advice regarding plays.
This nuisance is the knitting women,
who, having disappeared from public
places since the French Revolution,
have transferred their labors from the
neighborhood of the guillotine to the
neighborhood of the stage.

It is an extraordinary thing now-a-
nights when a theater audience does not
include a dozen of these Sister Susies.
They sit and knit—seemingly nothing
in particular—dishrags or gas-range
covers or Navajo blankets, giving to
the performance just that attention
which a cabaret diner gives his dinner.
Such indifferent interest is an insult to
actors and a trial to audiences. One
wonders what these good ladies do all
day that they cannot confine their knit¬
ting to their chambers. One wonders
how soon we shall have dish-washing
in the theater, and why, if the motive is
altruism and not advertisement, the
Sister Susies do not give up knitting
and sell a diamond.

Heaven knows, I don't want to inter¬
fere with the relief of the Belgians, but
I should like to arrange the relief of
New York!

Sue Berry
Mary Masters
Dan Masters
Grandmother BerBill Blaine
Alvin Greene
Christopher Wilis

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 1
Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

LOVERS' LUCK

"THE PEASANT GIRL"

WHEN it is set down that the bookof "The Peasant Girl," by Leo
Stein, adapted by Edgar Smith, with
lyrics by Herbert Reynolds and H. A.
Atteridge, in which Emma Trentini is
starred and Clifton Crawford featured
at the Forty-fourth Street, concerns a
nobleman in love with a dancer at the
opera and about to save his estates by
marrying a girl he has never seen, and
who, masquerading first as a peasant,
becomes his housekeeper, and then as
her own brother—more family resem¬
blance—wins the heart of the Count,
you will comprehend that the piece is
just "one of those things." For some
reason, probably connected with the
score by Oskar Nedbal, eked out by
the work of Rudolf Friml, the produc¬
tion is enjoying extraordinary popu¬
larity.

To say that "The Peasant Girl" is
loosely put together states the case
mildly. Mr. Crawford, whose role,
that of a friend of the Count, is but dis-

IERRE PATELIN"FrpnpVi T7,o».«- -"

THESE critiques by Channing Pollock, THE GREEN BOOK believes, offerthe reader the most illuminating, unbiased and authoritative discussion
obtainable, of the new plays. Mr. Pollock is not only a critic known for
his well balanced judgments, but a playwright of distinction, and his views

are based on ripe experience and wide scholarship.

A MERRY DEATH
"FADS AND FANCIES"

IF "stone walls do not a theater make,"* it is equally true that satin and scen¬
ery do not make a musical comedy.Klaw & Erlanger's big production of

| Pierrot . .

b Harlequin
£ The Doctor
j. Columbine
> Death . . . .

V~T an t\v TO- a nilrrCns
•

■

. ;•• •. •• to fsta!>l!*■•'•! M*e theater as a

plavh.ms Accordingly, iri the
iMe;.- will Mv'-.'in a season of thirty

weeks during which five productions, at
h-ast, will be made. The price of some of
(he seals will raised from 50 cents to
iu order to t.a;. a living wage ro a nucleus
of their producing and acting staff.

During their first season the Players pre¬
sented fourteen pbiys, of which four were
the works of foreign authors, including
Maeterlin k, A.n ii • ■ • , and Tchekov, the re¬
mainder plays by native dramatists. They
feel that the success which attended the
production of llu-su plays, ignored by the
commercial manage"s, justifies their exis¬
tence, and as a result they are going ahead
with mort? ambitious plans next September.

SISTERS OF SUSANNAA -m -A Farce by Philip Moeller.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

the clod
{• Samson
f. Chew, his secretary
fi Myrah
£ Zillah, Samson's wife,
j, A Scholar from the East
{• A Traveler from the W

Erskine Sanford '
Arthur E. Hohl .j

• Spalding Hall '
Helen Westley fi

. . Mary Coates 1
• . Ralph Roeder

• Robert Strange

A Play by Lewis Beach.
Cast.

(In Order of Appeara^nceJ,



he entire production e
Square Players' Shops.
Robert W. Bergman.

Costumes and scenery for
Washington
Painting by

... John King
Mary Morris

Glenn Hunter
Robert Strange

. Spalding Hall

Thaddeus Trask
Mary Trask
A Northern Soldier
A Southern Sergeant
A Southern Private

Time—10 P. M., September, 1863.
Place—The kitchen of the Trask farmhouse on the border line

between the North and the South.

Produced under the direction of Holland Hudson.
Scene designed by John King.

The author wishes to acknowledge indebtedness to "The Least of
"These," a short by Donal Hamilton Haines.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 5, 1917.
Every Evening at 8:45 and Every Holiday, Thursday and

Saturday Matinee at 2:30.

The Washington Square Players
Present for the Second Bill of the Subscription Season, 1916-17,

Four One-Act Plays.

TRIFLES
A Play by Susan Glaspell.

Cast.

(In Order of Appearance)
Helen, Queen of Sparta
Tsumu, her slave
Menelaus, the kin?
Analytikos,
Paris

.Margaret Mower

. . Helen Westley
■v- _ . . . Frank Conroy

o, his librarian ...Walter Frankl
shepherd Harold Meltzer

Time—About 1 200 B.C. Place—Sparta.
Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.

Scenery and furniture designed by Paul T. Frankl
Costumes designed by Robert Locker.

Scenery for the plays executed by John King and
R. W. Bergman, Lee Lash Studios.

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

Mr. Henderson, the county attorney
Mr. Peters, the sheriff....
Mr. Hale, a farmer
Mrs. Peters
Mrs. Hale

Time—The Present.
Place—Kitchen of the Wright farmhouse in the Middle West

Produced under the direction of Roland Young.
Scene designed by John King.

.T. W. Gibson
.Arthur E. Hohl'

John King
Marjorie Vonnegut

Elinor M. Cox

ANOTHER WAY OUT
A Comedy by Lawrence Langner.

Costumes for the entire production executed by Emma L. Zollinger
on/i Alberta Robinson under the supervision of Spalding Hall.and Alberta Robinson

FOR THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS
Edward Goodman, Director Business Director

Business Manager
Press Representative

House Manager
Stage Manager

Assistant Stage Manager
Master of Properties

Supervisor of Costumes
■----r Play Reader

■ Robert Fox Treasurer
j» J&c Martin Assistant House Manager

IU £ Frank Conroy, Samuel A. Eliot, Jr., Edward Flammer, Edward Good¬
man. Holland Hudson, Philip Moeller, William Pennington, Ralph

• Producing Staff
— JLooiotonio

Lawrence Langner .

Eucy6kuffakef ■ •'
WUHam "pennington
Holland Hudson . • •

•i-M. Philip*

Spalding Hall . •

f Josephine A. Me><H * Prthprt Fox

i

i

■ Cast
I

• (In Order of Appearance)
| Margaret Marshall
! Mrs. Abbey
' Gerard Leroux
I Baroness de Meauville
■ Charles P. K. Fenton . .

I > Time—The Present.
Place—A Studio on Washington Square South.
Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.

Scene designed by J. B. Piatt.
Gowns worn by Miss Wynne and Mrs. Westley

designed by Spalding Hall.

Gwladys Wynne
Jean Robb

Jos6 Ruben
Helen Westley
Robert Strange

man. nui.u.^ .

Roeder
— - TTl 1

s The Washington Square Players
1916—1917

> The Washington Square Players are a group of actors, artists
|* and authors interested in stimulating and developing new and artistic

methods of acting, producing and writing for the American stage.
Our policy is to produce new works by American authors and 3

. :£ important plays of foreign dramatists that would not otherwise be ♦}
> given a hearing.*♦

;♦ In all this work we have adhered to our custom of free experi-
> ment without which we believe progress in the theatre to be impossible *j
♦ have been gratified and urged to continued endeavor by the

onnreciation of the press and an ever-growing public. ••
have presented in our first ♦:

3

BUSHIDO
A Japanese Historical Tragedy

By Takeda Izunio.
Translated and adapted by M. C. Marcus.

NOTE:—Bushldo Is the Japanese term signifying loyalty to the liege-* Tn Tanin this Is considered one of the most Important of the virtues,~
— -»—" -» —i

and we have Deeu _

. {♦ sympathetic appreciation of the press :
> Following is a list of the plays

as Its OppUglLB 1» vixe Vi c.www QIs the most celebrated and extolled of all Japanese dramas. It was writtenin the eighteenth century by Takeda Izumo, Myoshl Shoraku, Namlkl .Senryu and Kolzumo. As with most Japanese plays, the full performance •>taxes from the hour of the hare (6 A. M.) to the hour of the monkey <(6 P. M.) but generally only this best, single act, written by Izumo, Is "•flven. It Is based on the story of three brothers whom the Chancellorugawara, their godfather, called after his three favorite trees—the plum, *—the cherry and the pine. Both the former sacrificed themselves in defense •of Sugawara when he was deposed; but Matsuo, the pine-tree, went overto the usurper, Toklhlra, and it was of him that Sugawara wrote the linesMatsuo quotes In the play:
The plum-tree follows me through the air,Withered and dried Is the cherry-tree.Should then the pine-tree so lofty and fairAlone be heartless and faithless to me?

•I two seasons
!♦

PLHIiI | WII
■
I

1

. .The Magical City
Another Interior

The Clod' ' ' ' " ' ' '

. Children1 °IU'

xhe Age of Reason
Overtones

American

Akins, Zoe .

Anonymous
Beach, Lewis .

Bolton, Guy and Carlton, Tom
Dorrian, Cecil .

Gerstenberg, Alice uvenuu™
Goodman, Edward.... Eugenically Speaking, Saviors
Hudson, Holland The Shepherd in the Distance
Lawrence, Basil Licensed
Mackaye, Percy The Antick
Meyer, Josephine A. and Lawrence Langner,The Red Cloak
Moeller, Philip. . . _ Two Blind Beggars and One Less

Bliid, Helena's Husband, The Roadhouse in Arden
"" Jv My Lady's Honor

Moondown
Forbidden Fruit

In April
Fire and Water

Austrian
Literature

Choina .

I wama .

I Tokuzan

Cast
(In Order of Appearance)

peasant pupils of Genzo
( CatlCatherine Mathieutnenne mniuK" -,onHelen Edwards *'

„

.Nick Long .

. . .Frank Longacre
Edward Balzerit

! . Robert Strange
Eugene Lincoln
Pendleton King

Ivar Bernard
Herselftsniiu, "f"— -

.

Pemberton, Murdock
Reed, John ■ • • • • • • •

Smith, George Jay. • ■

Stokes, Rose Pastor .

White, Hervey

Schuitzler, Arthur .

Maeterlinck, Maurice

Her Husband
Their Little Son
An Artist
An American
A Workingman
A Gendarme
Another
Molly (who doesn't speak)
Citizens—Jean Fuller, Spalding Hall, Blanche Hayes, Georgia Hild,

Loretta Howe, Margherita Lord, Emily Pinter,
Jane Manners, Phylis M. Critcherson.

Time—The Present.
Place—A Parisian CafS by the Seine.

Produced under the direction of Edward Flammer.
Scene designed by Robert Lawson.

linck, mauncc. . . •„
iy, AgWWe — MS?*

Belgian
Mi_„cle 0f St. An-

. Interior, Miracle
thony

Aftonymous • • • • •

de Musset, Alfred

Wedekind, Frank
German

Italian

Pierre Patelin
Whims

The Tenor
VV tUtnim., _

Italian

Bracco, Roberto, The Honorable Lover, Night of Snow
Russian

Andreyev, Leonid Love of One's Neighbor
TVhekhov, Anton A Bear, The Sea Gull

■

-r.ro ohail present,

for the washington square platers
Edward Goodman, Director

Business Department:
Holland Hudson, Director.
Hal Mather, Assistant
Lawrence Langner, Consultant
Dudley G. Tucker
Robert A. Foster, Auditor

House Manager
John J. Reardon, -

Box-Offlce:
J. Shepherd Johnston, Treasurer
Robert A. Foxrtuu« - . ,

Tchekhov, Anton a cear, „—

After our summer season of revivals, we shall present, starting
Aire regul: —of both one-actAfter our summer vivals, we snan jjigow_, —

in the autumn of 1916, five regular new productions of both one-act
a mprican and f< ' ~ "or-tain number of

Ills U1

and longer piays, and a certain number of
private productions for subscribing and sustaining members only, in
addition to possible revivals of the successes of previous seasons. We
shall also continue to present a series of interesting lectures on the
drama and allied arts by authorities in their respective fields.

• . mir orgS —
let O- J_LVI horities in their reaper.

If you are interested in the aims and efforts of our organization
and desire to subscribe or to receive notices of our work, you will

- -
— *,,, oriiMnsr } -J -'''iroaa. and those of any

if you aie iui»0
and desire to subscribe or to receive nouwa —
greatly help us by giving your name and address, and those of any
others you know who might be interested, on the blank which will ♦;

vou and called for after the third play. *!
TflE- WAHHTNGTON SQUARE PLAYERS, Inc.

Press Representative:
Lucy Huflaker

Stage Department:
William E. Pennington, Dlrestor
J. J. White, Stage Manager
John King, Master Carpenter

Costume Department:
Spalding Hall, Director
Emma Zollinger, Superintendent
Mrs. Edward Flammer

First Play-Readers:
Josephine A. Meyer
Elinor M. Cox

School of the Theatre:
Clare Tree Major, Director

Producing Staff:
Edward F. Flammer
Edward Goodman
Holland Hudson
Philip Moeller
William E. Pennington
Ralph L. Roeder
Roland Young

SCWm. E0mp™nni!ngton, Chairman
John King
Robert Lawson
Ada Ralney
Lee Slmonson

I

Lyceum Theatre
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12-13

WEDNESDAY MATINEE

HENRY-TUCKER, Inc., Presents

Washington Square Players of New York
In a Repertory of Their Most Successful One-Act Plays

"A Roadhouse in Arden "
A Whimsicality for Shakespearian Tercentenary by Philip Moeller.

CAST
(In order of Appearance)Master Robin Goodfellow Hamlet I. HAROLD FREEDMA >.Master Hamlet, his father, keeper of the Inn GEORGE CARLETON SOMNP^SMistress Cleopatra Hamlet, his mother RUBY BEATRICE CRAVENMistress Immortality ROSALIE MATHIEUSir Francis Bacon EDOUARD D'OIZEWilliam Shakespeare ALBERT R. TILBURNETIME—Then.

PLACE—The Commercial Room of the Road House in Arden.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Scene designed by Robert Lawson.
Costumes designed by Robert Locker.

NOONDOWIN
A Play by John Reed.

CAST
(In Order of Appearance)Mame Ruby Beatrice CravenSylvia Rosallie MethieuPlace—A Lodging House Room.

TIME—The Present.
Produced under the direction of Edward Goodman.

" Eugenically Speaking "
A Satire by Edward Goodman

CAST
(In Order of Appearance)Una Braithewaite ROSALIE MATHIEUMr. Braithewaite, her father GEORGE CARLETON SOMNESGeorge Coxey CHARLES MEREDITHA Manservant I. HAROLD FREEDMANPLACE—A room in the Braithewaite Home.

TIME—Between today and tomorrow.
Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Scene designed by Egelbert Gminska.

"A Miracle of St. Anthony "A Satiric Legend by Maurice Maeterlinck—Translated by Ralph O. Roeder
CAST

(In Order of Appearance)Virginia, an old servant
Blessed Saint Anthony
Gustaves
Joseph, a servant
Achilles
Valentine

sGeorges
The Pastor
The Doctor
The Maiden Lady Hortensia
Sergeant of Police
Bertram

SCENE—The House of the Deceased.
The Action passes at the present day in the Low CountriesPlay adapted and produced by Philip Moeller.Scene designed by Lee Siinonson.

" Helena's Husband "
— ■ - - ~ J-. i— -DKilln ■Millar

.. Elizabeth Patterson
.. Ralph Roeder

Maxwell Parry
.. Samuel Jaffe

'".. Edouard D'Oize
Rosalie Mathieu

George Carleton Somnes
I Harold FrewJman'. .. . Albert R. Tilburne

Ruby Beatrice Craven
Charles Meredith

.... Albert James

X
—

An Historical Comedy by Philip Moeller.
CAST

(In Order of Appearance)Helena, Queen of Sparta
Tsumu, her slave
Menelaus, the King
Analytikos, his librarian
Paris, a shepherd

TIME—About 1200 B. C.
PLACE—'Sparta.
Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.
iScenery and furniture designed by Paul T. Frankl.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.

. .. Dana Desboro

. . Marjorie Deen
. . . Maxwell Parry

, . .. Samuel Jaffe
Charles Meredith

WEDNESDAY MATINEE
" Pierre Patelin "

A French Farce of the Fifteenth Century—Translated and Adaptedby Maurice Relonde
CAST

(In Order of Appearance)
CHARLES MEREDITH

i draper

A Soldier
Another Soldier
The Piper
A Girl
A Boy
Pierre Patelin, a notary . .

Guillemette, his wife ....

A Sister of Mercy
Master William Joceauime,
A Market Woman
A Lady
Tibald Lambkin, a shepherd .

The Judge's Clerk
The Judge

TIME—1468.
PLACE—A Town in France.
Scene 1—The Street.
Scene 2—Interior of Patelin's House.
Scene 3—'Street.
Scene 4—Market Place.
Arranged and produced under the direction of Philip MoellerScenes designed by Lee Simonson.
Costumes designed by Robert Locker.

•; ALBERT R. TILBURNE
GEORGE CARLETON SOMNl;>

.. . ROSALIE MATHILL
. . ALBERT JAMES

EDUARD D'OIZE
. MARJORIE DEEN

ELIZABETH PATTERSON
I HAROLD FREEDMAN

. DANA DESBORO' '

RUBY BEATRICE CRAVEN' '

. RALPH ROEDER
.. SAMUEL JAFFE
MAXWELL PARRY

A Bear
A Farce by Anton Tchekhov

Translated from the Russian by Roy Temple House
CAST

(In Order of Appearance)Helene-Ivanovne Popova • •

Girgori-Stephanovitch Smirnov
Louka, an old servant

Scene—Madam Popova's Living Room.
Produced under the direction of Edward Goodman.
Scene designed by Paul T. Frankl.

INTERIOR
A Play by Maurice Maeterlinck

Translate^ from the French by Edward Goodman.
CAST

(In Order of Appearance)

^I
The Roadhouse in ArdenA Whimsicality for the Shakespearian TercentenaryBy Phillip Moeller

CAST(In Order of Appearance)Master Robin Goodfellow Hamlet
I. HAROLD FREEDMAN

Master Hamlet, his father, keeper of the inn
George Carleton Somnes

Mistress Cleopatra Hamlet, his mother
Ruby Beatrice Craven

Mistress Immortality
Rosalie Mathieu

Sir Francis Bacon

Edouard D'Oize
William Shakespeare

Arthur R. Tilburne
TIME—Then.
PLACE—The Commercial Room of the Roadhouse in Arden.Produced under the direction of Philip Moeller.Scene designed by Robert Lawson.Costumes designed by Robert Locker.

FOR HENRY-TUCKER, INC.Warren Munsell
Director and Manager

Austin Parker

Business Manager
Albert James

Stage Manager
Charles Langabee

Master Carpenter
N. J. O'Shaughnessy

Assistant Carpenter
J. Shaughnessy

Electrician
Lawrence Arico

Property ManTburs. Fri. Sat. Dec. 14-15-16, Sat. Mat., Merry Wives of Windsor

When Dressed
for the Theatre
or for any Social Affair

your gown has a more artistic
appearance when

. worn over a ; I : :■
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FIRE NOTICELook around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toEour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit,o not try to beat your neighbor to the streetROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times."
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 7, 1915.

Evenings at 8.15.
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2.15.

MESSRS. SHUBERT Present

GEORGE NASH
—IN—

THREE OF HEARTS
By Martha Morton.

Play based upon the story of "Hearts and Masks,"
By Harold MacGrath.

(Published by the Bobbs Merrill Co.)

The Cast.

. .. MARJORIE DEEN
. CHARLES MEREDITH
I HAROLD FREEDMAN

w,-

(In the order
Snippy, valet
Judson, footman
Haggerty, chief detective

Harry Hamilton, "the Baron". . .

Williams, a convict
Mrs. Hamilton-Brown
Mrs. Comstock
Dick Comstock
Grace Maythorne
Col. Maythorne
Smith, a justice

.

Andrews, a constable
Gerald Schuyler
Levy, a deputy
Hedges, a countryman
Head Waiter

.

Waiter
Woman Detective
Miss Wadleigh

of their appearance.)
G. M. Takahash

Cecil Magnus
Frank J. Woods

-TT

gg
George Nash

William Devereux
Ethel Winthrop
Blanche Yurka
Schuyler Ladd

Julia Hay
Robert Rogers

Arthur L. Cogliser
....George H. Shelton

Ralph Collier
William Caryl

Maurice Schonfield
.Arthur Jordan

Arthur Row
Anita Randall
Shirley Carter

In the Garden
The Old Man
The Stranger
Martha
Mary

Grand-daughters of the old man
The Peasant

In the House
The Father
The Mother
The Elder Daughter
The Younger Daughter

Produced under the direction of Edward Goodman.
Costumes designed by Ralph I.. Roeder.

George Carleton Somnes
Ralph Roeder

Elizabeth Patterson
Rosalie Mathieu

Samuel JaD>

Maxwell Parry
. .. Marjorie Deen

Dana Desboro
Ruby Beatrice Craven

Synopsis of Scenes.ACT I.—Hamilton's Apartments. The Library.ACT II.—A Corner of the Tapestry Room, Knickerbocker Hotel.ACT III.—Shadowbrook Hunt Club.
ACT IV.—Same as Act I.

Egyptian Deities used exclusively in this play.Upholstery and curtains by William ^Jurns.Scenery by H. Robert Law, New York.
"
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The Princlss Theatre
CHICAGO

WEEK STARTING TUESDAY NIGHT
MAY 18, 1915

Matinees Thursday
and Saturday

THE HERNDON CORPORATION
Offers

A New Operetta

MARJORIE COLE
KITTY ST. CLAIR
TONY STAFFORD
DARIUS DIRKS
STUART CRAY
BRUCE VERNON
SYLVIA STAFFORD
PEPPINA CATTANIO
DICK CARRINGTON
PERCIVAD
ATTENDANT AT THE GALLERY
•JOHN
Visitors to the Academy, Guests' ^ : K

MINNA MARTRITT

.GERTOUDEVANDERBIg
WILL PHILLIPS

EDMUND MAKALlr
. .GLENN HALL

VALLI VALLI
JOSIE INTROPIDI

.'.'.'.'.EDWARD
.'.'.PHILLIP' JOHNS
EDWARD LEACH

Artist's! Students and Models.
the Academy, Guests, athbis.
(Feature Dancing by Edmund Makalif.)

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES.
ACT I—Exhibition Gallery, Academy of Arts, New York City.
ACT II—Home of Darius Dirks, on the Palisades, New Jersey.
ACT III—Studio of Bruce Vernon, Riverside Drive, New York

MUSICAL PROGRAM.
ACT J.

Opening- Chorus.
"Just Like Eva"
Trio—"Family Faces" Kitty,
"Beautiful Lady in Red"
"Mister Love Will Get You Yet"...
Ensemble and Song—"My Own California"
Duet—"Ships That Pass in the Night"....
Finale.

ACT II.
Entr'acte.
"Waltz of My Heart's Desire"

Mabel, Marjorie
March—"Made by Dirks"
Darius. Kitty, Tony, Hal. Mabel. Marjorie
Duet—"Visions of the Fireside"
"Cupid's Alphabet"

Kitty
Darius and Tony

Bruce
Sylvia

.Dick and Chorus
Sylvia and Bruce

Maud and Muriel

Maud and Muriel
Svlvia and Bruce

Kitty

Olympic Theater
OLYMPIC AMUSEMENT CO., PROPRIETORS

In Association with Klaw & Erlanger
GEORGE C. WARREN, RESIDENT MANAGER

TWENTIETH WEEK

Commencing Sunday Evening, January 3, 1915

A. H. WOODS PRESENTS

Potash and Perlmutter
An Up-to-date Garment in Three Pieces

Made by Our Special Designer from Material in the Famous
Saturday Evening Post Stories, by Montague Glass

Trimmed With a Thousand Laughs and Guaranteed to Fit
All Sizes and Ages

. V

THE CAST

(In the order of their appearance.)

Miss Cohen Gertrude Millington
Boris Andrieff Fred H. Speare
Sidney Sam Weissman
The Impatient One W. N. Casey
Abe Potash Barney Bernard
Mawruss Perlmutter Alexander Carr

Jj Miss Levine Grace Fielding

Mozart Rabiner Robert Newman
Henry D. Feldman ....Arthur J. Pickens
Ruth Goldman Pearl Sindelar
Marks Pasinsky Lee Kohlmar
Miss Nelson Alice Haney
Miss O'Brien Helen von Huben
Irma Potash Elsie Glynn
_ , , Tames CherryFederal Officers

Harry S. Aarons
Mrs. Potash Marie Howe
The Mysterious One Charles Pearson
Henry Steuerman Stanley Jessup
Senator Murphy Franklyn Hanna
Felix Schoen Harry Morris
Katie Violet Lorraine

Synopsis of Scenes

ACT I.—Establishment of Potash & Perlmutter, Cloaks
and Suitings, East Broadway, New York City.

7 Minutes Between Acts I and III

ACT II.—Potash & Perlmutter's new establishment,
Fifth Avenue. Three weeks later.

6 Minutes Between Acts II and III

ACT III.—The Potash home on Lexington Avenue.
Next day.

Time—Spring.

Production staged by Hugh Ford. Scenery by Dodge &
Castle. Oliver typewriter used in Acts I and II. Burton's
new cloth used in this production. Singer sewing machines
used exclusively on all Potash & Perlmutter garments.

Executive Staff for A. H. Woods

Fred F. Fleck
James Cherry
William Casey
Ed. Mortimer
Ted Davis

Manager
Stage Manager

Carpenter
Property Man

Electrician

General Western Representative fQr A. H. Woods
Lou M. Houseman

VICTOR HERBERT

Composer of "The Princess Pat"
Which will be presented here February 24-25-26

With a cTWatinee Saturday

"a Mey«f
Com.

Lyceum Theatre
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDEY, DEC. 7-8-9

MATINEE SATURADY

A. H. WOODS Presents

ABE MAWRUSS

Potash and Perlmutter
, In Society

WITH

BARNEY BERNARD
A Comedy in Three Acts and a Happy Ending.

By
MONTAGUE GLASS and ROI COOPER MEGRUE

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In the order of their first appearance)

Abe Potash Barney Bernard
Mawruss Perlmutter Charles Lipson
Marks Pasinusky Maurice Barrett
Rosie Potash Jennie Moscowitz
Irma Andrieff Mildred Davis
Ruth Perlmutter Lottie Kendall
A Waiter, Robert Gibson
Katie Eva Mann
Mozart Rabiner Dore Rogers
Boris Andrieff Ralf Belmonte
Henry S. Wolf J3mes Spottswood
Mrs. B. Gans Amy Veness
Mr. B. Gans Louis Morrell
Sol Klinger Carl Hartberg
Mrs. Sol Klinger Alice Endres
Leon Sammet Robert Newman
Mrs. Sammet Rhea Vanola
Mr. Kaye Ted Davis
Mrs. Kaye Roma Ray
Mr. Geigerman Joseph Redman
Mrs. Geigerman v Mona Morgan
Dr. Eichendorfer Stanley Jessup
Mr. Fixburg Arthur Hurley
Senator Murphy William Ely
Miss Cohen Grace Fielding
Sidney Edward J. Keenan
A. J. Redmond E. C. Davis

SYNOPSIS OF SCENIIS
ACT I.—At the Perlmutter's, West 114th Street.
Act II.—At the Potash's, Lexington Avenue.
ACT III.—Scene 1—The Cleak and Suit Company of North

America, Fifth Avenue..
(One Minute Intermission.)

Scene 2—Potash & Perlmutter, East Broadway.
The Time is August and September, 1916.
The Play is Staged Under the Direction of

ROI COOPER MEGRUE
The Scenery by Joseph Physioc

EXECUTIVE STAFF
For "Potash and Perlmutter in Society" Co., Inc.

A. H. Woods, General Manager.
Fred F. Fleck Manager
Harry L. Davidson Advance Agent
Arthur Hurley Stage Director
Sam Reed Carpenter
Jack Wynn Properties

L eddy Davis Electrician

Monday Night Bececmber 11, Fiske O'Hara, in "His Heart's Desire"
El1**--®--

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—March 27, 28, 29'
MATINEE WEDNESDAY

A. H. WOODS Presents

"Potash and Perlmutter"
An Up-to-date Garment in Three Pieces

Made by Our Special Designer from Material in the Famous
SATURDAY EVENING POST STORIES

By MONTAGUE GLASS
Trimmed with a Thousand Laughs and Guaranteed to Fit all pSizes and Ages

r~

(In the
Miss Cohen
Boris Andrieff..
Sidney
The Impatient One'.
Abe Potash
Mawruss Perlmutter
Miss Levine
Mozart Rabiner
Henry D. Feldman..
Ruth Goldman
Marks Pasinsky
Miss Nelson
Miss O'Brien
Irma Potash
Federal Officers
Mrs. Potash
Book Agent
Henry Steuerman....
Senator Murphy
Felix Shoen
Katie

• ■ Pav\;

THE CAST:
Order of Their Appearance.)

Harriet Gustin
Harry Semels

.

Meyer Bernson
Cal Ball

Phil White•

Harry First
Ada Gray

Robert Newman
Harry Hanlon
Jane Fearnley

Maurice. Barrett
Maud LeRoy

Pearl Germond
Mildred David

.James Cherry and Harry S. Aarons
Helen Salinger
True S. James

John Purcell
Jack Grey

Harry Morris
Violet Lorraine

Production Staged by Hugh Ford
Scenery by Dodge & CastleOliver Typewriter Used in Acts I and II.Burton's New Cloth Used in This ProductionSinger Sewing Machine Used Exclusively on allPotash & Perlmutter Garments

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I

Establishment of Potash & Perlmutter, Cloaks and Suit¬ings, East Broadway, New York City.
ACT IIPotash & Perlmutter's New Establishment, Fifth Avenue,Three Weeks Later.

ACT IIIThe Potash Home on Lexington Avenue. Next Day.Time—Spring.
Seven Minutes between Acts I and II.Six Minutes between Acts II and III.

OLYMPIC THEATER
OLYMPIC AMUSEMENT CO., PROPRIETORS

"GEORGE CASTLE, President CHARLES E. KOHL, Secy and Treas.
In Association with Klaw & Erlanger

GEORGE C. WARREN, Resident Manager

PI HE NOTICE.
Look around uovr and choose the exit near¬

est to your sent.
Tn ease of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.
Do not try to heat your neighbor to the

street.

Week Beginning Sunday,
February 6, 1916

For Two Weeks
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

A. H. WOODS, Presents

Potash &
Perlmutter

An Up-to-Date Garment in Three
Pieces Made by Our Special

Designer from Material in
the Famous

SATURDAY EVENING POST
STORIES

By Montague Glass
Trimmed with a Thousand Laughs and
Guaranteed to Fit all Sizes .and Ages

THE CAST
(In the Order of Their Appearance)

Miss Cohen Harriet Gustin
Boris Andrieff Harry Semels
Sidney Meyer Bernson

we :-j\v . 1 • i 'm^t rO?n r5? out
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C MR. B. GANS
\ SOL KLINGER
|* MRS. SOL KLINGER.
£ MISS KLINGER
X LEON SAMMET

MRS. SAMMET

£ MR. KAYE
£ MRS. KAYE

| MISS KAYE
!♦ MR. GEIGERMAN . . .

*♦ MRS. GEIGERMAN . .

| DR. EICHENDORFER
| MR. FIXBERG

SENATOR MURPHY .

£ MISS COHEN
t* SIDNEY

I' A.~*J. REDMOND

The Impatient One.
Abe Potash

Mawruss Perlmutter

Miss Levine

Mozart Rabiner

Henry D. Feldman. .

Ruth Goldman

.... WALTER HORTON
CARL HARTBERG

KATHERINE DE BARRY
MIGNON HOOD

JOSEPH REDMAN
FERIKE BOROS

W. S. ELY
ALICE ENDRES

JEANETTE MARSHALL
DORE ROGERS

MONA MORGAN
.... STANLEY JESSUP

. . . . EDWIN MAXWELL
...ROBERT E. HOMANS

GRACE FIELDING
JACK KENNEDY

ARTHUR HURLEY

WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS
Though the Washington Square Players j

did not equal the general excellence of
their opening programme in the second bill
of plays which they presented at the Band¬
box Theater, Friday night, March 26, they (

successfully maintained their reputation J
for genuinely artistic endeavor. Their new
programme, which combined delicate fan¬
tasy with tense realism, was presented in¬
geniously and with imagination.

The Washington Square Players are firm-1
ly established. They have won a place in :
the sun or artistic accomplishment. To jkeep that place is a greater task. In these [
days of cabarets, motion pictures, and war
extras, the public is not inclined to take'
its drama seriously. It demands the novel, [the unique. So long as the Washington I
Square Players present the unusual with-1
out sacrificing too greatly upon the altar
of art, their place is assured. Art is par¬
ticularly long at the Bandbox, and a too
lavish spreading of it sometimes results in
confusion. And confusion prospers on the
stage only when it is given a chorus-girl
setting.

The feature of the new bill, a play by
Leonid Andreyev, called " Love of One's
Neighbor," suffered from this defect of
confusion. So much effort was expended i
to make an imaginative appeal that the
human note was entirely lost. And with¬
out this note the play—a satire upon hu¬
man frailty—is futile.

The scene, a base of a cliff, is futuris-'
tically represented. On the top of the cliff
a man is in peril. While he sways back
and forth to retain equilibrium, "tourists
and villagers gather and yell fatuously at
him. Just as his fall seems certain, out
rushes an innkeeper to explain that it is
all a hoax on his part to entertain his
guests ; that the man is in no danger and •
will shortly be brought down.

Immediately the crowd changes from a
benevolent attitude to one of anger. It
has been cheated out of its thrill and it
demands satisfaction. When this is not
forthcoming it gradually disperses dis¬
gruntled.

To relieve the undeniable confusion of
the play, many of the characters should bo
eliminated. Ten or twelve varied and well
interpreted characters might bring out the
subtlety of the satire which now is sub¬
merged beneath a cast of twenty-seven per¬
sons.

" Moondown," a little character study by
John Reed, was the next play. Two girls,
one slangily believing that money is the1
only thing worth while in life, and the
other hoping to find romance just around1
the corner, are conversing in their cheap
furnished room. The sentimental one has
met a poet who tells her of love, and who
promises to come for her at moondown.
As the hours go by and he fails to keep
his appointment, she is advised by her
older and cynical companion to follow her
footsteps along the easiest wnv. The play
was interesting and excellently played by
Josephine Meyer as the slangy girl and
Ethel Howard as her wistful roommate.

"Two Blind Beggars and One Less
Blind." by Philip Moeller—described as an
allegory—proved to be a tense little thriller
such as we are accustomed to see at the
Princess. Two blind beggars while sifting
rags in a dark cellar come upon money.

struggle to possess it, both die. The
third beggar, less blind, enters, and to find
his way about in the dark he makes a
torch of the money. Though the two poetic
nature of the dialogue robs the play of
much of its appeal, it is realistic and pow¬
erful and finely staged. The acting honorswent to Ralph Roeder in the part of the
younger beggar.

" The Shepherd in the Distance," a ro¬
mance in black and white by Holland Hud¬
son, proved the most delightful part of
the bill. It is an ingeniously presented
pantomime, concerning the love which a
princess bears for a shepherd, and the diffi¬
culty she has in outwitting her disapprov¬
ing relatives. Frances Paine as the prin¬
cess and Robert Locker as the shepherdplayed with charm and imagination. Spe¬cial credit should be given to William Pen¬
nington for the clever staging of the piece.

Phil White

Harry First
Ada Gray

Robert Newman

. . Harry Hanlon
. Jane Fearnley

.Maurice Barrett

. . .Maud LeRoy
. .Pearl Germond

. .Mildred Davis

.. .James Cherry
. Harry S. Aarons

. . Helen Salinger

. .True S. James

. . .John Purcell

Jack Gray

. . Harry Morris
.Violet Lorraine

Marks Pasins

Miss Nelson.

Miss O'Brien

Irma Potash.

Synopsis of Scenes.Federal Officers'

ACT I.—At the Perlmutters'. West 114th Street.
Mrs. Potash

Book Agent

Henry Steuerman

Senator Murphy.
Felix Shoen

Katie

ACT II.—At the Potashs', Lexington Avenue.

ACT III.—Scene 1—The Cloak & Suit Company of North
America, Fifth Avenue.

(One Minute Intermission)

Scene 2—Potash & Perlmutter's, East Broadway

The Time is August and September, 1915

The Play staged under the direction of Roi Cooper Megrue.Synopsis of Scenes
ACT I

Establishment of Potash & Permutter, Cloaks and Suitings,
East Broadway, New York City.

ACT II.
Potash & Permutter's New Establishment, Fifth Avenue.

Three Weeks Later.
ACT III.

The Potash Home on Lexington Avenue, Next Day.
Time—Spring.

Seven Minutes between Acts 1 and 11.
Six Minutes between Acts II and III.

The scenery by Joseph Physioc.
Miss Dresser's gowns by Frances and Hickson,

Columbia Graphophone used.

EXECUTIVE STAFF.
Manager ....

Stage Director
Fred F. Fleck
Arthur Hurley

MODELS ABROADThe office furniture used in this production is furnished by the
Sabath Desk Co., 19 W. Lake St., Chicago.

Production staged by Hugh Ford.
Scenery by Dodge & Castle.

Oliver Typewriter used in Acts I and II.
Burton's new cloth used in this production.

Singer sewing machines used exclusively on all
Potash & Perlmutter garments.

Wonderful Musical Comedy Heads Temple Bill Next Week

SAMS&LEE SHUBERT'nc
LESSEES &> MANAGERS

^REGINALD DE KOVEN
PROPRIETOR.

BEGINNING THURSDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 21, 1915,
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

establi:
fiftyA. H. WOODS Presents

ABE & MAWRUSS
Nina LJnd

..Daisy Marshall
Jean Gordon
Ruby Smith

..Fifi Hansworth
.... Irene Enright

Clara Ricci
MargaHte Holtz
...Eleanor Irving

(Continuing the Story of "POTASH & PERLMUTTER'
A Comedy in Three Acts and a Happy Ending

By MONTAGUE GLASS and ROI COOPER MEGRUE.

The Cast.
(In the Order of their First Appearance)

ABE POTASH

MORRIS PERLMUTTER
MARKS PASINSKY

ROSIE POTASH

IRMA ANDRIEFF
RUTH PERLMUTTER . .

A WAITER

KATIE

MOZART RABINER . . .

BORIS ANDRIEFF . . .

HENRY S. WOLF

MRS. B. GANS

BARNEY BERNARD
JULIUS TANNEN
LEE KOHLMAR

MADAME COTTRELLY
CLAIBORNE FOSTER

LOUISE DRESSER
ROBERT GIBSON

AMY SUMERS
LEO DONNELLY

FRED H. SPEARE
JAMES SPOTTSWOOD

CORINNE RIELY BARKER

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR "MODELS ABROAD
James B. Carton .Manager and Stage Director

Musical Director
Wardrobe Mistress

Master Mechanic

Ernest Bial...
Mrs. Browar
J. Errico

wIottnCTON SQUARE PLAYERS, Inc.
Fania Marinoff



Adrian Prout Watson White
Thomas Gardner Alan E. Edwards
Cora Prout Frieda Roberts
Christine Feversham Roselle Cooley

This little farce, which concerned the ro¬
mance of a middle-aged woman, was given
as a curtain-raiser to " The Truants." It
contained some bright moments which were
brought out to advantage bv the young
players. The honors of this little skit
went to Watson White as Adrian Prout
and Frieda Roberts as his stepmother.

including California. No ae-sf ever hart a

can outwit completely nis rival ior a young
girl's affection, even when the said rival
is a successful forger and a foremost con¬
queror of the feminine heart, is the theme
of this little comedy. The scene is laid in
the flat of Brian Rankin, an Irish lawyer.
To his rooms at night steals a young peer¬
ess with the invincible name of Lady
Marion Coverdale-Sinclair, in order to re¬
move from his safe some papers which in¬
criminate Dallas Holly, with whom she is
infatuated. She is discovered by the alert
Hibernian and is made to see the error of
her way by his successful exposure of Mr.
Holly's predilection to sign other people's
names to important papers. When the un¬
scrupulous gentleman himself arrives on
the scene he attempts to bluff it out, but
to no avail. And the curtain falls with
the doctrine of Ireland Over All expressed
in two strong encircling arms.

Watson White was easy and natural as
the Irishman. Wallace Todd made an in¬
teresting villain, and Laura Iverson as the
Honorable Marion played with charm and
vivacity.

44 The Lie Beautiful "
A Comedy in Three Acts, by Maxwell Parry.
Mr. St. Clair Saxon Kline
Bob Edmund D'Orsav
Lyall Worth Ralph Collier
Mrs. St. Clair Mary West
Beth Florence E. Weston
Janet Adrienne Bonnell
Maid Laura Iverson

Mr. Parry's play was a story of the evil
consequences which follow the tyrannical
rule of a father in his home. He is a suc¬
cessful manufacturer who insists that so
long as he pays the bills he shall be mon¬
arch in his home, quite oblivious of the
fact that it is necessary to concede some
points to his wife and children for the sake
of peace and harmony. When his son rebels
successfully he attempts to put his preach¬
ing into practise according to the methods
of Simon Legree. His furious anger brings
about an attack of blindness. He concludes
that this condition is retribution for his
despotic sway, and family harmony is re¬
stored as the play ends.

Saxon Kling played the father with nat¬
uralness and a nice reserve. It was a part
which could easily have been overplayed.
Edmund D'Orsay and Adrienne Bonnell
gave good accounts of themselves in the
parts of the rebellious children.

44 CANDIDA "
Comedy in Three Acts by George Bernard

Shaw. Revived by the Garrick Produc¬
ing Company at tne Park Theater, May

STUDENTS GRADUATED
Twenty-three Dramatic School Graduates Listen

to Address by Granville Barker
The graduating exercises of the American

I Academy of Dramatic Arts were held Fri-|
j day afternoon in the Empire Theater.;
I Diplomas were presented to twenty-three
I members of the graduating class, of which

two were from the Pacific Coast and one i
each from England and Holland. Franklin |H. Sargent, the president of the Academy,1
presided. Interesting addresses were deliv¬
ered by Granville Barker, William Seymour, I
and Miss Laura Sedgwick Collins, president i
of the Alumni Association of the school.

Mr. Barker confined his talk chiefly to
j the art of acting and to the methods of

production and interpretation at the Art
Theater in Moscow.

" It is the curse of an artistic educa¬
tion," said Mr. Barker, " that the people,
who are interested, are always craving for
results. And in an artistic education there
are no results. Art cannot be taught.
There is nothing else about art that can¬
not be taught except the art itself, and you
have to learn art built upon so many qual¬
ities that it is necessafy before you can
know whether you are ever going to be an
artist or not to master all the things which
go to make up that art."

Mr. Barker spoke of the Art Theater in |Moscow and declared that it came nearest |to his realization of the perfect theater. j" When Stanislawsky, the director, puts a I
play in rehearsal," he continued, " he does [j
not say, ' We will produce this play in so
many weeks,' but 4 We will produce this
play when it is ready.' "

According to Mr. Barker, the profession i
of acting extends outside of the theater
and plays an important part in a number .

of callings. " It is in a sense 4 the ' profes- F
sion," he concluded, " because it is the "
foundation of a great deal more of the f
amenities of modern society than modern
society at the present time suspects."

Those receiving diplomas were: The
Misses Adrienne Bonnell, Zaina Curson,
Etta Mansfield and Clemence Randolph, '
New York ; Anna Browning, Newark, N. J. ; 1
Roselle Cooley, Jacksonville. Fla. ; Mabelle
Davis, Uniontown, Pa.; Meta Gund, Cleve¬
land. Ohio ; Laura Iverson, Brooklyn ; Anne
Kendal, Yonkers ; Florence Norton. Bedford, jInd. ; Frieda Roberts, London, England;
Mary West, Spokane, Wash.; Florence
Weston, Chicago, 111.; Ralph Collier, To¬
ronto, Ont.; Kenneth Loame, Schenectady,
N. Y.; Wallace Todd. Ridgewood, N. J.;
Jack Wessel, Amsterdam, Holland; John
Wise. Spokane, Wash.; Watson White. Alan
E. Edwards, Saxon Kling. and Gustave U
Roth, of New York.

Eugene Marchbanks Arnold Daly
Rev. James Mavor Morell Montagu Love
Mr. Burgess George Giddens
Lexy Mill Charles Laite
Candida Hilda Spong
Proserpine Doris Mitchell

Theatrical statisticians will be sadly
negligent in their duties if, in their sum-

| mary of the most charming performances of
I the season of 1914-15, tney do not place
| those of Arnold Daly, in his repertoire of
j Shaw plays, close to the top. When Mr.! Daly announced the revival of Shaw plays
i which he introduced in this country, he
was greeted with skepticism by those who! profess to know the pulse of the drama-

) hungry public. With proper regard for
the higher ideals of the theater and very

j proper disregard for the opposition of Mr.
Shaw, he went ahead with his plans. He

j revived "You Never Can Tell," and the !
: public responded with enthusiasm, as the I
I play's interest had not dimmed in all the )
I time it had been stowed away on the [shelves of memory. Then came " Arms and 1
the Man," and at this blustering period in
the world's history, that revival proved ;I timely and suggestive.

| Last Friday afternoon Mr. Daly achieved
1 the biggest triumph of his repertoire sea-
j son when he resuscitated " Candida." ItS was this play which served to introduce f
I Shaw to American playgoers and brought jI Mr. Daly to the front rank of actor-mana- JI gers. At the time it was produced, some E
I twelve years ago, the mad wag of J. Bull's
I " other island," had just begun to electrify :
I the world with his unconventional treat-
[ ment of the conventional.

Inspired by the success of " Candida," a .
press agent with imagination established a
movement With an aim to solve the play¬
wright's purpose. And while critics lashed ■
themselves into fever heat attempting to {
read a meaning into the play, by declaring •
the character of Candida immoral, Shaw f
laughed up the broad sleeves of his dress- i

ing-gown and watched his vogue gain im- »
petus.

In the intervening years we have taken
the thirty-second degree of Shavianism
(there! that word is out, in spite of all [■
effort to repress it), and the play presents (
no intricate problem. So wholesomely •

moral is Candida in her immorality and so j
captivatingly immoral in her morality that j
she is one of the most fascinating exhibits !
in the entire Shaw museum.

Miss Spong, who has been away from |
us for several years, was called in at the
last moment to enact the part of Candida.
Her performance was a splendid piece of
work. She did not make the character the
unapproachable superwoman, superior to
husband, lover and father. On the con¬

trary, she endowed her with the more at¬
tractive and human quality of motherliness.
Miss Spong's Candida understood with a
sense of humor that the men of her
manage were simply children grown up.
She chided her husband and lover for their
silly action in compelling her to choose be¬
tween them with as much skill as she later
consoled them for the wound she had given
their pride. Her motherliness was, indeed,
as resourceful as it was wholesome.

Mr. Daly's substantial physique robbed
the character of Eugene of much of its
etherealness. The impression was given
that here was a poet who sold his sonnets
as successfully as he sentimentalized upon
his bleak existence. Mr. Daly played the
role with his accustomed dash and grace
and feeling for light and shade. We can¬
not imagine the part in other hands.

As the clergyman, Morell, Montagu Love
acted with distinction and force. George
Giddens's performance of old Burgess was ,
second only to his William in " You Never
Can Tell," in its quality to amuse. Mr.
Giddens's Burgess was, however, too genial
and amiable to suggest at any time the
" scoundrelly old fat-head." Doris Mitchell
furnished the surprise of the afternoon by
playing the part of Prossy with the skill
and understanding of a seasoned character
actress, and Charles Laite handled well the
role of the sanctimonious Lexy.

ACADEMY MATINEE
Sixth Performance of Season 1914-15 by

the American Academy of Dramatic Arts
and Empire Theater Dramatic School. At
the Empire Theater, March 11.
The Academy pupils gave a varied pro¬

gramme for their sixth performance, inter¬
spersing light comedies with the sombreness
and misery of war. In all three pieces they
displayed imagination and intelligence,
equaling in one or two instances the stand¬
ards set by last year's class.

"The Teeth of the Gift Horse"
A Comedy, in One Act. by Margaret Cameron.

cast.
Richard Butler Wallace Todd
Devlin Blake Ralph Collier
Florence Butler Anne Kendal
Marietta Williams Laura Iverson
Anne Fisher Meta Gund
Katie Mary West

This little comedy concerned the lack of
appreciation shown by a young married
couple for certain fragile ornaments which
their doting aunt had bestowed upon them.
When the aunt comes to pay a visit and
sees no evidence of her gifts, she naturally
become inquisitive, but obliging friends res¬
cue the bric-a-brac from a recent purchaser
in time to smooth the old lady's ruffled feel¬
ings.

Anne Kendal was a resourceful young
wife and Wallace Todd made the most of
her uninteresting husband. Laura Iverson
was a particularly sweet-natured Aunt
Mary.

44The Wages of War"
A Play, in Three Acts, by J. Wiegand and Wil-

helm Scharrelmann.
(Translated from the German by Amelia von

Ende.)
cast.

Matrena Grishewska Florence E. Weston
Marianushka Mabelle Davis
Ivan Jack Wessel
Sasha John E. Wise
Dimitri Kekulin Gustave Rothe
Natasha Frieda Roberts
Peter Clemence Randolph
Jacob Sipjagin Ralph Collier
Grisha Anna Browning
Andrew Wallace Todd
Sergeant Alan E. Edwards
cs i Kenneth LoaneSoldiers i. Watson White

This play brought out impressively and
realistically the horrors and miseries of
war. The scene is a basement tenement in
Petrograd, the home of a widow and her
two sons. The sons, thrown out of employ¬
ment, are to be forced to enlist in the army.
The younger one, an idealist, refuses to be
a party to what he considers the slaughter
of his fellowmen. For this action he is
imprisoned, then shot. About this main
motive are grouped other numerous develop¬
ments of lugubrious nature—a mother left
destitute, a widowed girl, who falls dead
when she learns of her husband's death, a
soldier who returns from the battlefields
with wounds and tales of the horrors he has
seen.

John E. Wise gave a convincing perform¬
ance of Sasha, the young idealist. This
young man is remarkably versatile, playing
old and youthful parts with equal facility.
Anna Browning had many effective moments
as his sweetheart. Florence E. Weston was
an impressive figure as the old widow. The
remainder of the cast gave competent per¬
formances.

" The Temptress," a comedy in one act by
Gustav Von Moser, completed the pro¬
gramme. The cast included Kenneth Loane,
Watson White, Jack Wessel, Anne Kendal,
and Meta Gund.

GREEK PLAY IN YALE BOWL
New Haven, Conn., May 16 (Special).—As

per announcement in last week's Mirror,
" Iphigenia in Tauris." by Euripides, trans¬
lated into English by Professor Gilbert Murray,
was given in Yale Bowl. Saturday afternoon,
May 15, before about 12,000 people. The cast:
Iphigenia Lillah McCarthy
Orestes Ian Maclaren
Pylades Leonard Willey
Thoas Lionel Braham
A Herdsman Claude Rains
A Messenger Phillip Merrivale
Pallas Athene Mary Forbes
Leader of the Chorus Alma Kruger

Women of the chorus—Misses Elliott, Phillips,
Merson, Mower, Howard, Brown, Steel. Cran-
mer. Boos, Forbes, Wilson, Burtch. E. Merson,
White, Cushman, Merriam, Escalanta, Vliet,
Jeans, and Pattison.ACADEMY MATINEE

i Second Performance, Season 1914-15, by the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts
and Empire Theater Dramatic School at
the Empire Theater, Thursday After¬
noon, Jan. 28.

" The Cure "
j A Comedy in Three Acts, by Ludwig Fulda.
[Translated from the German by Mrs. Charles
A. Doremus.
Dr. Hermann Slevogt Wallace Todd
Dr. Scheibler Watson Whito
Arthur Pilgram Jack Wessel
Dr. Landislaus Krauthofer . . . Edmund D'Orsay
Professor Veiderhold John E. Wise
Hans Timm Kenneth T.oane
Bornemann Gustave Rothe
Morstadt John E.. Wise
Franz Ralnh Collier
Elvine Slevogt Frieda Roberts
Anna Sachs Mabelle Davis
Minna Oilbert Roselle Cooley
Mrs. Bibus Mary West
Mile. I^evasseur Clemence Randolph
Miss Able Anna Browning
Mrs. Huebener Zaina Curzon
Therese Florence Norton

The Academy students were not as happy
in their second programme as in the open¬
ing bill of their season, chiefly because
Pinero's playlet and Ludwig Fulda's three-
act comedy did not present opportunities
for sharply defined characterizations. It
is a difficult task to find plays in which all
of the parts are of more- or less equal im¬
portance—anl only plays of this type are
adapted for dramatic school interpretation.
Thus, there is a good reason for the selec¬
tion of " The Cure. It is doubtful, how¬
ever, if a cast of Broadway stars could
have lifted the play out of its sphere of
monotony and ordinariness. Its characters
are all of one piece, its humot is at all
times obvious, its denouement is apparent
before the end of the first act, and the
very fact the play aroused any interest
whatever is due to the enthusiastic and
forceful performances of the players.

" The Cure " suggests " The Concert " of
some seasons back in its general outlines
and characterization. A temperamental
musician seeks rest in a sanitarium from
feminine adorers. He is pursued by the
inevitable relentless victim of unrequited
love. When matters are nicely complicated
by the arrival of his wife, from whom he
is estranged and by his sudden infatuation
for another man's wife, the pursuing female
comes upon the scene. In the end she be¬
comes pacified, the wife wins back her hus¬
band, and the other woman, with whom he
was to run away, is finally disillusioned.

Mabelle Davis gave an excellent perform¬
ance of the fiery pursuer. Wallace Todd
noted with dignity the part of Dr. Slevogt.
His performance might have gained with
a trifle more repose. Watson White was
easy and graceful as Dr. Scheibler. Jack
Wessel played the temperamental musician.
The remainder of the cast were entirely
satisfying.

John Sharkey is nlaying Commissioner
Garvey in " Kick In " at the Republic The¬
ater.
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MARIAN DAVIES,
one of the pretty young women in Charles Dillingham's production of"Chin-Chin" at the Globe Theatre.
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When "The Pirates of Penzance" is re¬
vived Jit the Forty eighth Street Theater,
Alice Brady will sing tlie leading soprano
role.

Lillian Hale Dean, late of "The Belle of
Bond Street," has brought suit for absolute
divorce from her husband, Benjamin Soger
Dean, a well-known San Francisco society
man. -

Pauline Lord has brought an action
against A. H. Woods for $9,525, which sum
is claimed by her as the amount due on a
contract* made in 1910 for a term of three
years.

Julia Blanc, the clever character actress,
has been specially engaged by the Messrs.
Shubert for their latest production. " Wild
Game," which opened at the Lyric Theater,
Philadelphia, May 17.

Aubrey Smith will play an important
part with Grace George in 44 The Wonder
of the Age," one of the features of the
revue to be given at the Shubert Theater
next Friday afternoon for the benefit of the
Green Boom Club.

William A. Brady and Mrs. Brady (Grace
George) quite probably will spend a part
of the Summer interval in California, where
Mr. Brady had his start in the theatrical
world. lie has not been there in a number
of years.

Christine Mangarsarian and Earl Ben-
ham, members of the company appearing in
" The Beauty Shop" company, were mar¬
ried in San Francisco on May 4. The bride
is a sister of Flora Zabelle, who is Raymond
Hitchcock's wife.

ONE OF ZIEGFELB'S MIDNIGHT FROLIC GIRLS

ATLANTIC CITY
wyer" Third Name of Wood,

MARIE-ODILE" IN LONDON

"Marie-Odile," the Edward Knob¬
lauch play, was produced at His
Majesty's Theatre, London, Tuesday
evening, June 8, and a cable says
was enthusiatically received. Marie
Lohr was seen in the title role, the
part which Frances Starr created in

i this country, and scored a personal
hit.
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A NOTHER hoy who is doing exceedingly
well is Master Macomber—known inti¬

mately as "Mac"—who has the difficult role
of the little son, Bennie, in "The Law of the
Land." Although he is but ten years old,
"Mac" has traveled all over the country,
last year putting to his credit some sixteen
thousand miles, while playing en tour with
Miss Cathrine Countiss. This, naturally
enough, has broadened his outlook far beyond
that of most children of his age, so that al¬
though he has had scarcely any opportunity
to go to school until this year, he is unusually
well informed. He is a voracious reader, but
not of children's stories. History—natural
and the king-made kind—is what he most
delights in, much to the astonishment of well-
meaning librarians who try to palm off on him
the literary sugar-and-water which is the staple
of juvenile departments.
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UNMASK," A NEW HAVEN FIRST
New Haven. Conn. (Special).—The Shuberts

will produce a new four-act comedy by Martha
Morton, entitled 44 Unmask." at the Shubert
Theater May 20. George Nash will be seen in
the leading role, and the supporting company
will include Julia Hay. Blanche Gurka. Ethel
Winthrop. Sylvester Ladd, William Devereau,
Robert Rogers. G. M. Takahash. Cecil Magnus,
and others. There is a rumor afloat that before
the local opening the piece will be renamed
44 The Three of Hearts."

The theatrical treat of the season in New
Haven proved to be the Gillette-Bates-Doro re¬
vival of " Diplomacy." which played to capacity
audiences at the Shubert May 11. 12. Julia San¬
derson. Joseph Cawthorne. and Donald Brian in
44 The Girl from Utah " May 21. 22.

Daniel Webster Delano, Jr.

ATLANTIC CITY
First Time of "The Three ofiHearts" Promises

Success—Cort's Opening
Atlantic City, N. J. (Special). — GeorgeNash appeared at the Apollo May 17 in his

first starring vehicle, 44 The Three of Hearts,"
a dramatization by Martha Morton of Harold
MacGrath's novel, 44 Hearts and Masks." Mr.
Nash scored solidly before a packed house the
opening night, and no doubt will fill all expec¬tations of the Shuberts, who effected his ele¬
vation to stardom.

Mr. Nash plays Harry Hamilton, who falls in
love with Grace Maythorne, who is bestowing
most of her attentions upon Dick Comstock.
son of a widow, whom Hamilton had wooed
before her marriage. As the play develops, Com¬stock proves to be a petty thief, robbing all
who offer him their hospitality. He makes Miss
Maythorne a present of a lavalier, which he hasstolen from a society girl. Hamilton, in orderto save Miss Maythorne and the Widow Com¬stock from disgrace, persuades the police to give
up their search by promising them that he per¬
sonally will be responsible for the return of the
jewels. Hamilton's endeavors in behalf of the i
young man meet with success with the help |of his secretary, an ex-convict. But that night(at a dance young Comstock, who is the escort iof Miss Maythorne, again becomes active byrobbing two ladies. An alarm is given. Ham¬
ilton again tries to save the youn*" man for the
sake of Miss Maythorne. and in so doing getsin an uncomfortable position himself. Things
are finally patched up—the happy end. of
course, as usual.

Nash had the house with him all through theplay, and proved himself worthy of the titlebestowed upon him by the producers. BlancheYurka as Mrs. Comstock was the same pleas¬ing artist she always is. while Julia Hay asGrace Maythorne won the hearts of all the
men present. Schuyler Ladd. Robert Rogers.Aurthor L. Cogliser. Ralph Collier, and LaurenceL. O'Brien are in the cast.

44 The Three of Hearts " opens at the Adelphi,Philadelphia. May 24.

Phu j Bangs
"MAC" MACOMBER

Though studious, "Mac" is none the less
a sure enough boy, an expert swimmer, a run¬
ner, and, according to his mother, a born
fighter. This last trait is a source of much
worry to Mrs. Macomber, who has to keep a
keen watch on young "Mac" in order to pre¬
clude all possibility of his coming to the theater
with black eyes or other facial embellishments.
As to conceit and the rest of the obnoxious
characteristics popularly attributed to stage
children, he is without a suspicion of them.

One always wonders whether child actors
and actresses will fulfil in later years the
promise of their earlier days. It depends
largely on their ability to weather that awk¬
ward middle period of adolescence during
which they are in danger of acquiring self-
consciousness, losing thereby a charm which
now springs from their lack of it. Let us

hope that, ten years hence, the names of these
four will still be prominent on the programme.



"THE THREE OF HEARTS"
Comedy in Four Acts by Martha Morton,

j Based Upon the Story of " Hearts and
Masks," by Harold MacGrath. Produced
by the Messrs. Shubert, June 3, at the i

Thirty-ninth Street Theater.
1 Snippy, valet G. M. Takahash
Judson, footman Cecil Magnus
Haggerty. chief detective Frank J. Woods
Harry Hamilton " the Baron "... George Nash
Williams, a convict William Devereux '
Mrs. Hamilton-Brown Ethel Winthrop i
Mrs. Comstock Blanche Yurka 1
Dick Comstock Schuyler Ladd
Grace Maythorne Julia Hay
Colonel Maythorne Robert Rogers;
Smith, a justice Arthur L. Cogliser !
Andrews, a constable George H. Shelton;
Gerald Schuyler Ralph Collier
Levy, a deputy William Caryl
Hedges, a countryman Maurice Schonfleld
Head Waiter Arthur Jordan
Waiter Arthur Row
Woman Detective Anita Randall
Miss Wadleigh Shirley Carter

Act I.—Hamilton's Apartments. The Library.
Act II.—A Corner of the Tapestry Room, Knick¬
erbocker Hotel. Act III.—Shadowbrook Hunt
Club. Act IV.—Same as Act I.

The agreeable personality of George Nash
contributes largely to the success of " Three
of Hearts," for closely examined, this
vivacious comedy—more genteel farce than
comedy—has its strained points and its il¬
logical or improbable elements, yet it keeps
the attention of the audience from curtain
to curtain, and is a very good example of a
popular form of special writing in which
crime, love, and society merge in just the
right proportions into a lively play of
strong melodramatic tinges. Augustus
Thomas is said to have had an anonymous
hand in the piece.

As Harry Hamilton, Mr. Nash imper¬
sonates a young American millionaire who
returns from Paris in pursuit of a young
Southern girl, who has been following an
art career across the waters. Happily this
happens before the war, so that we escape
much. He has never met Grace Maythorne,
but they have seen each other, and he has
given her the impression that he is a
44 baron." He meets her at last through
his sister, Mrs. Hamilton-Brown, and know¬
ing that she is craving an adventure, he
obliges her at a hunt club mask ball with
sundry thrills that all but land him in the
toils of the law. But Harry stands in with

i Ilaggarty, the detective, and has made a
confederate of a famous pickpocket, Wil¬
liams, who wants to reform, and who aids
his master with all the tricks at his com¬
mand.

As a side plot, there is
the bad boy, only son of
old friend of Harry's, who
with Grace, but steals the necklace with

A ^ which he adorns her lily-white neck. In
[~\_ order to save him Harry assumes all re-

Isponsibility, and reveals himself as a true, hero after a tremendous scene at the hunt
club. Grace is charmed with her supposed
baron, who turns out a hustling American,
and Dick and his good mother are sent to

1 1 Harry's Texas ranch, where Dick is to
breathe a fresh moral atmosphere conducive
to reform, and Mrs. Comstock may escape

, iilS; the scandal of her son's disgrace in New
t. , York.

As I said at the outset, George Nash con-
> j ,tributes vastly to the success of the comedy

by his easy-going ways and dry humor, 1
- combined with a pleasing personal manner.

Several parts are excellently played, notably
that of Mrs. Comstock by Blanche Yurka;

■ t hoi that of the reformed pickpocket, Williams,
by William Devereux; Mrs. Hamilton-Brown

■ r' by Ethel Winthrop ; Dick by Schuyler Ladd ;
Haggarty by Prank Woods, and Grace by
Julia Hay.

1 and t?5* l)lfver >ioros™; T:"T

BOSTON
j "Siegfried" in the Stadium, with Metropolitan

, Opera House Orchestra—A Notable Event
Boston, June 8, (Special).—Now that nearly

; all the theaters are closed and the moving: pic¬
ture houses are getting the money that amuse-

; ment seekers are trying to spend, it is a good
time to try experiments, as the management of
the " Siegfried " performance found last Friday

' evening, when more than 20,000 people went to
the Harvard Stadium to hear Wagner's music-
drama sung out-of-doors for the first time in
America by one of the most notable casts everI ■ : given the work. The full list of singers was as

, •?' '• | follows :
Brunnliilde, Mme. Gadski: Erda, Mme. Schu-

mann-Heink: Waldvogel, Mme. Alma Gluck:
Mime. Albert Reiss: The Wanderer. Clarence
Whitehill; Alberic, Otto Goritz: Fafner, Basil
Rysdael; Siegfried. Johannes Sembach.

i The orchestra from the Metropolitan Opera
, House, augmented by a few local musicians, un¬

der Alfred Hertz, gave the music with as much
j care as if they had been in the opera house it-

self, but the vast spaces of the Stadium do not
lend themselves to the right hearing' of the! delicate strine and woodwind effects that Wag-• ner has introduced in " Siegfried." The singers•; could all be heard, their enunciation was clear

5; and distinct, and even spectators in the'rear of
the huce enclosure could enjoy the -singing. But

j throughout the evening the effect of the orches¬
tra in all of the more delicate passages was lost.

! and it might be a good subject for some of the
. students who are so soon to graduate from Har-J vard and Radcliffe to discuss at the commence-
; ment exercises the failure of mechanical instru-
j ments to carry sound where the human voice i( |I reaches easily.

Everything connected with the performance Ijjfj was well executed and in good taste. Even the" official programme " was, for once, printed on
i'{ r; fine paner and in such tyDe as to be easily read ,under the L'lare of the electric lights, the most 'f T powerful lights, bv the way, ever installed in -

;i \ tJ this countrv- The Stadium was as bright as |"j -YsSn the most brilliantly lishted theater. Every one
1 was enabled to find his seat readily, and after' : the performance, wonderful to relate, the three

1 thousand automobiles that had been parked dur-*—1 ing the evening were easily found by thir own- ivI ers. The resourcefulness and srenerosit.v shown 1:1 •■'1 by Mr. Steinert and Mr. Ivronberg in planning -

v j .i, and executing: so difficult a project is worthy of iothe highest praise.
_ *

STAGE NOTES
The engagement of " The Three of '

Hearts" at the Thirty-ninth Street Thea- ,ter was ended last Saturday night.
"Under Cover" will close at the Cort

: Theater on Saturday night, after 358 con- ,
secutive performances,

f During Will A. Page's absence in Cali- ,
fornia Harry Brown, Jr., is doing the pub- ," licity work for Comstock and Gest.

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Sothern are at the
Hotel Gotham for a brief visit before leav- <•

ing for their country place in Litchfield,
J] Conn.

John Charles Thomas, at present withI ' ( the Winter Garden show, plans to appear
in opera when his contract with the Shu-

J berts is ended. ► * ?

*

.
•
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ATLANTIC CITY PREMIERES
"The House of Glass" and "Back Home" Hav

Possibilities and Impossibilities
Atlantic City, N. J. (Special).—"The Housiof Glass" which had its premiere at the Aportvweek June 21, looks like a winner. This is the

second play from the pen of Max Marein to be
produced here within the last month. "The
House of Glass" is a powerful drama of New
York life and holds the interest from curtain
to curtain. Mary Ryan in the leading role
scored a personal hit and her support was ex¬
cellent.

The story centers around a young girl. Mar¬garet Case, who has innocently become asso¬
ciated with a young crook James Burke, who,,has represented himself to her as an heir toya large fortune. As the couple are. about tollleave for the West to be married Burke is
arrested, and the girl, a victim of circumstances,is held as an accomplice. The girl refuses to
testify in her own behalf at the trial and con¬
sequently is given the same term as Burke, three
years. She serves a year and a half of theterm and is then paroled. She breaks her
parole by leaving New York and goes to KansasCity, where she secures a position as steno¬
grapher for Harry Lake, and later marries him.fcLake's services are sought by the N. Y. G. W.railroad as general manager; he accepts the posi¬tion and takes his bride to New York City,where he soon becomes an important, factor inthe railroad world. He is noted for his firin

t|stand against criminals or people who have fserved" prison terms, believing they should have 1
no place in business. When a lad named Jack
son who was employed on the railroad stealsthe company's money. Lake is determined to 1prosecute him even through the directors of Athe road and the Governor of the State asks 1him not to do so. Carroll, the same detective I
who made the arrest of Burke and Margaret \Case who is working on the Jackson case calls ;to confer with Lake at his home in reference 1to the case. There he meets Mrs. Harry Lake iwhom he recognizes as Margaret Case but does jnot make an arrest or make known his suspicions ]until he has confirmed them.

The nervousness of Mrs. Lake, who has never jrevealed her past to her husband, is noticed -
by him, whereupon she breaks down and con¬fesses. Lake knows that his wife is about tobe arrested calls upon his friend and attorney.Edward McClellan, for help. About the sametime Carroll calls to make the arrest of Mrs.
Lake, the Governor calls on Mr. Lake to askhim not to prosecute the Jackson boy. where¬
upon Lake asks the Governor for clemency forMargaret Case which is erranted.

Frederick Burt's interpretation of the role o'
Harvey Lake was worthy of much praise.Thos. Findlay as Carroll, and Harry Brown asMcClellan, made their respective roles quitesatisfactory. Ada Gilman with scarcely morethan a bit. scored. James C. Marlowe, EarlBrower, Lila Rhodes, William Walcott, JohnFenton and Frank Young are in the cast. The
piece is presented by Cohan and Harris." Back Home " a comedy by Irvin S. Cobb and
Bayard Veiller had its initial presentation atthe Cort June 21, where it remained for theweek. The play is an adaptation from thefamous Cobb "Judge Priest" stories and theleading roles are taken by Thomas A. Wise andWillis P. Sweatman. It was enthusiasticallyreceived by a packed house opening night, es¬
pecially the efforts of Thos. Wise as JudgePriest and Willis Sweatnam as Jeff, as well asthe real circus parade at the end of the secondact.

The story concerns a young magazine writerfrom New York who comes to the small south¬
ern village of Waynesville to investigate childlabor in the cotton mills. He has a letterof introduction to Judere Priest who holds sway
over the community. The foreman of the cottonmill kicks a small boy. Robert Carter becomes
engaged and in a fight kills the bully. MinkSatterfleld. The judge saves the young manfrom the vengeance of a mob and is determinedthat he shall have a fair trial, in which he is
handicapped, as Carter is a northerner and feel-•

-
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NEW HAVEN, CONN.
"The Blue Paradise," an Adaptation, with 1

Vienna Settings—Yale D. A.'s Success
New Haven, Conn. (Special).—"The Blue

Paradise;- (produced at At lantfc City
_ JuneJO, . J pki'nrVamVs^BiTlinKs^ Carolyn Burke. Shep

the People's Thea
tion picture house
Julia Marlowe (ft
j:o to their Sunn

PREMIERE AT ATLANTIC CITY
Atlantic City, N. J. (Special).—"The Blue

Paradise," a new Leo Stein operetta, with Cecil
Lean, and produced by the Shuberts, had its
premiere at the Apollo June 10, the piece run¬
ning until June 12. The cast includes Cleo
Mayfield, Ted Lorraine, Hattie Burks, Robert

and briefly noticed in The Mirkoe of last week)
was seen at the Shubert Theater. New Haven,
June 17, with Cecil Lean in the principal role. ,
The piece, which is made up of a prologue and
two acts, is from the pen of Leon Stein, au¬
thor of " The Merry Widow." Originally the
comedy was produced abroad, but Edgar Smith
adapted it for the American stage, and addi¬
tional lyrics have been added by Herbert Reyn¬
olds and Blanche Merrill. Leo Edwards and
Sigmund Romberg composed the musical num¬
bers, and Benrimo staged the production.

" The Blue Paradise " is an inn in Vienna,
and it is here that the first scene takes place.
Rudolph Stoeger, a young millionaire, bids fare- ,
well to his friends, including a little flower girl
at the inn, known as Mizzi, prior to his de¬
parture for America. For some time he has

Camp, and Walter Armin.
The Ziegfeld's " Follies of 1915 " opening,

scheduled for June 14. was postponed until June
15, at the Apollo. The postponement was made
necessary, owing to the time taken in installing
the tank in which Annette Kellermann is per- j
forming. The usual Sunday night concert, June
13, was transferred to the New Nixon, to make . .

Way for the dress rehearsal.
The annual visit of the " Follies " is always >

looked forward to by local theatergoers as the
big event of the year, and the advance sale has ib
been larcre. 15. jAnother Max Marcin play. " The House of
Glass." will be presented for the first time on |
any stage at the Apollo week June 21. Cohan
and Harris are presenting the piece.

The new Cort Theater jumped from trrand operaloved this girl, but being discreet stoical
, | to vaudeville week June' 7. offering an eight-acthe keeps his own counsel, and leaves without as

headed by Adele Ritchie. As a consequence.— by
some predict a new theater war. as it is said
that when the house was taken over recently by
John Cort and Ben Harris it was promised that

u it would feature legitimate attractions of the
first degree, and the week of vaudeville, coin¬
cident with the reopening of Keith's Garden
Pier Theater, is causiner much speculation.

Keith's Garden Pier Theater opened its Sum-
, mer vaudeville season June 7 with a well bal-
; anced bill, including Bickel and Watson. Keno' and Green, Primrose Four. Brooks and Bowen.

McLellan and Carson. Kirk and Fogarty, and
Roberts and Yerera. to cood business.

The hot weather is bringing big crowds to the

much as a word of encouragement, except that
he will return and claim her.

The action of the play proper opens twenty-
four years later, supposedly, in the Ring Hotel,
Vienna, and marks the return home of Stoeger.
Unknown to Stoeger. Mizzi has married one of
his bosom friends, Justus Hampel, who has pur¬
chased Blue Paradise Inn, and turned it into
a residence. This also is unknown to Stoeger,
when he requests that his friends entertain him
there. They arrange to give a supper, trans¬
forming the place as near as possible to its
former appearance. In the midst of the fes¬
tivities he meets what he believes to be the
reincarnation of little Mizzi, who in reality is ... ...

her daughter, now in love with Stoeger's nephew, v city and all the piers are doing midsummer busi-
Realizing that he has lost his opportunity. 1,3 ness and the picture houses are " holding theirStoeger returns to America. Upon his arrival own.'"
he learns of the death of his partner, and finds
that he has bequeathed him his widow. As .A

R. C. Kelley.
that he has bequeathed him his
she is a prepossessing type, Stoeger marries her.

Cecil Lean Dlays the part of Stoeger, and is ! .

ably supported by an excellent cast, including
Cleo Mayfield, Ted Lorraine and Hattie Burks,
Shep Camp, Robert Pitkin. James Billings. Car¬
olyn Burke, Walter Armin, Eugene Hohenwart.
Otto Schrader. James Georgi, Mabel Dean, Fr^^k
Wayne. Richard Melbourne, William Belton, and
Kathleen George.

IT vorDirwrr

Jacob Adler has been sued in the Su¬
preme Court for $20,000 on a charge of pslander by Benjamin Adler, also connected - A
with the theatrical business.

Edna Munsey, who has been singing the m
leading roles with the Columbia Musical H
Stock company in Washington, has signed
a long term contract to play the leading
role in " The Only Girl."

Frances Starr left last Wednesday morn¬
ing for her camp at Lake George, where
she will spend the Summer prior to going
on tour in " Marie-Odile."

Mrs. Nat C. Goodwin (Marjorie More-
land), who was a patient in Johns Hop¬
kins Hospital in Baltimore several weeks,
has left that institution to rejoin her hus-1 band.

GOSSIP
William R. Randall has succeeded DeWitt

Jennings as Taylor in " Under Cover" at
the Cort Theater.

David Warfield left, on June 6, for San
LEA Francisco, to visit his old home and the

Panama-Pacific Exposition.
During the final week of " A Celebrated

Case," at the Empire Theater, the part of
the Count de Mornay was played with fine
effect by George Alison.

U u, yj VJ

& . The T.iKlInOT T
F. Ray Comstock, Morris Gest, and William ...,

Elliott celebrated the completion of the en-
gagement of " Experience," Saturday night, [iiand

by giving a supper and dance to members
of the company and their friends on the ,

stage of the Maxine Elliott Theater. The ^
play had a run of thirty-two consecutive uWs
weeks.
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OLIVE WYNDHAM TO MARRY \
The engagement has been announced of

Olive Wyndham and W. Kirkpatrick Brice,
lawyer and clubman and son of the late
United States Senator Calvin Brice. The
wedding is expected to take place this Sum¬
mer.

.

Miss Wyndham is a sister of Janet i
Beecher and has appeared in a number of
prominent productions since 1902, when she ■
made her aebut in " Mice and Men," with
Annie Russell. Her most recent appearance
was in the " Children of Earth " at the
Booth Theater last Winter.

Mr. Brice is a lawyer with offices at 60
[ Wall Street. He is a graduate of Harvard.
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••THE GIRL" AT ATLANTIC CITY
Scarborough Drama, Belasco Staged, First Time,

One Woman in the Cast—C. and H.'s Next i

Atlantic City, N. J. (Special). — " The
Girl," a new emotional drama from the pen of
George Scarborough, and staged under the per¬
sonal supervision of David Belasco. had its ini¬
tial presentation at the Apollo, June 28. re¬
maining all week.

The somewhat delicate theme of the piece is
boldly and masterfully handled by a small but
brilliant cast. The Girl, Elizabeth Greer (the |
only feminine role), is the daughter of a narrow-
minded old deacon. She falls in love with An¬
thony Wells, a wolf in sheep's clothing, and who
is studying for the ministry. Her love, in- .
flamed by his false promises, and expecting soon
to become his wife, she yields to his persuasions
and becomes his victim. Upon learning that his r
daughter had been wronged, but unable to learn
the identity of the culprit, the old deacon
starts out with a pistol to find him, vowing ven¬
geance. The girl goes to the home of the
newly-appointed Rev. Frederick Forbes to ask
his advice. Deacon Greer comes upon his daugh¬
ter closeted with the minister, and, thinking
him the eruilty one, demands an immediate mar¬
riage. For the sake of the girl, the Rev.
Forbes consents to a marriage, thereby sav¬
ing her from her father's anger, and agrees to
allow her a divorce later.

When Anthony Wells returns a few weeks'
later, and resumes his love-making, he finds that .

the girl's saner judgment holds sway, and she
repugns him.

Leonore Ulrich gave a splendid interpretation '
of the girl. Lowell Sherman as the cold- '
blooded, self-satisfied individual. Anthony Wells,
did full justice to the part, as did others of [the cast. William H. Thompson, Arthur Lewis, r
and John Miltern complete the cast. The play

,will be sent to Broadway next season.
" The Mystic Shrine," a new comedy, by r

Avery Hapwood, with Madge Kennedy in the [lead, at the Apollo, current week. Selwyn and [Company are the producers.
Cohan and Harris will offer a new comedy,

entitled " Me and My Dog." by Fred Ballard, $at the Apollo week July 12. f
" Hobson's -Choice," a comedy, by Harold s

Brighouse, had its premiere at the Cort July 5. ,

remaining during the week. F. Ray Comstock
produced the piece.

The New Nixon opened its Summer season
hJune 28 with popular vaudeville to good busi- ;

ness. Keith's offered a good bill week June 28, ,

topped by Conroy and Lemaire.
Young's Million Dollar Pier Hippodrome

opened June 28, with popular vaudeville and mo¬
tion pictures.

Garden of Dances opened July 1. The ball¬
room is managed by T. Wistar Grooket. At the
Million Dollar Pier dancing, roller-skates, mo¬
tion pictures, band concerts, minstrels, and a
iitney ride, all for 15 cents.

R. C. Kelley.

ALVIN THEATER
PERSONAL DIRECTION OF MR. HARRY DAVIS

MR. JOHN P. HARRIS. G«n*ral Manager.

MR. JOHN B. REYNOLDS. Manager MR. W. B. GARDNER, Tnurnw

WEEK BEGINNING SATURDAY, DEC. 25, 1915

The Winter Garden Company
PSESENTS

Maid in America
A Revusical Production in Two Acts and

Twelve Scenes.
Staged by J. C. Huffman

Music by Sigmund Romberg and
Harry Carroll

Book and Lyrics by Harold Atteridge
Musical Numbers Staged by Jack Mason

CAST OF CHARACTERS
The Made in America Chorus Girl

Katheryn Andrews
The Made in America Song Writer

Eddie Cox
The Made in America French Actress..

Florence Moore
"Micky," the Head Waiter.John G. Sparks
The Made in America Dancing Violinist

Margaret Calvert
The Made in America Cabaret Enter¬

tainer Bly Brown
Ignatz, a Waiter, Made in America....

Sam Adams
George Rival, re-Made in America

George Schiller
John Gray, a Jealous Husband, Made in

America .William Halligan
Anna Gray, his American Wife

Louise Mink
A Manicure Girl Lolita Whitmore
An American-made Souse... .Will Stanton
The Made in America Dancer.Jack Coogan
His Wife Rosaline May
Another Made in America Dancer

; Eddie Cox
Still Another Made in America Dancer

Ray Conlin
The American Cabaret Girl

Minerva Coverdale
The Made in America Society Lady....

Bly Brown
The Subway "Parson" Harold Robe
A Subway Patron Sam Adams
Nettie. Belle of "The Broadway Knitting

Club," made over here.... .Louise Mink
The Made in America Comedians

Swor and Mack
Another Made in American Comedian.

Wm. Halligan
Miss Wise-Un, Home-Grown

Florence Moore
Gaby, Made in America ;

Minerva Coverdale
Appolonora, Bottled in the U. S. A...

Minerva Coverdale
Charmion, Made in America. ..Bly Brown

Caesar
Octavius ..

Soldier
Frateteeta .

Cleopatra .

The Friend

Sorry .... Sam Adams
[They Were ••••••• James „Gra"»
xr /at % ....Andrew HarperNot Maaei Louise M|'nk

,n
# {...Florence Moore

America I.Minerva Coverdale

MLLE. DAZIE, Premier Danseuse
Ray Conlin, Mabel Hill, Dot Roselle, Ida

Kramer, and the Winter Garden
Corps de Ballet

Scene 2—An Idealized Ballroom.
Scene 3—Behind the Scenes of the Metro¬

politan Theatre.
Scene 4—In Front of the Casino Theatre,

New York.
Scene 5—The Grecian Gardens.

Stage Manager John G. Spark
Ramonca, an American Made Dancer...

Mile. Dazie
David Belasco, Made in the U S. A. . . .

Harold Robe
The Property Man Sam Adams
The Stage Hand Harold Robe
Another Stage Hand William Kinley
The Hero Wm. Halligan
The Heroine Louise Mink
The Villain Jack Coogan
Marc Anthony George Schiller
The Villainess Bly Brown
Socrates Sam Adams
The Modern New Yorker..Wm Halligan
The Classic Dancer Mile Dazie
The Modern Dancer Jack Coogan
The Modern Woman Florence Moore
The Spirit of Ragtime Bly Brown

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I.

Scene 1—Made in America Exhibition,
Madison Square Garden.

Scene 2—The American Made Restaurant.
Scene 3—John Gray's Home.
Scene 4—The Boardwalk at Times Square.
Scene 5—A Street
Scene 6—In Front of the War Map, Times

Square.
Scene 7—Egypt, near Alexandria.

ACT II.
Scene 1—The Ballet of Color and Motion.

The Orgie. (Staged by Theo¬
dore Kosloff)

ART ENGRAVING A PRINTING CO.

P Tuesday and Wednesday. Matinee Wednesday, April 13-14
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THE WINTER GARDEN COMPANY
Present

THE DELIRIOUS DANCE CRAZE

The WHIRL of the WORLDIn Two Acts and Twelve ScenesDialogue and Lyrics by Harold Atteridge. Music by Sigmund Romberg.Staged under the direction of William J. Wilson. Costumes designed byMelville Ellis.
THE CAST

(In the Order of Their Appearance.)Jacques George MoonBeppo Daniel MorrisMaurice Roy GoodrichPierre Wyclif ParkerViola, a musical hall girl. ."
Elizabeth GoodallJack Phillips, known later as Har¬

rison Grayworth
Burrell Barbaretto

M. Archambault Edward Cutler
Marquis Tullyrand. .. John T. MurrayFootman M. Rio
Claudie. a valet Roy Goodrich
General Pavlo, President of the

Amber Club Clarence HarveyArchie Picadilly Mem- of .Jack LaughlinBertie Strand.. the Am~has. TownsendFrancois ber Club.. Roy Goodrich

Annette..
Babette. . .

Marguerite
Elsie
Clarice....
Louise....

Ladies
of the
Amber
Club

Trixie Raymond
...Bessie Skeer
....June Price
Evelyn Carbery

. .Dorothy Page
...Emily Russ

.Ann PerineLorette.. . . J
Sammy Meyers Willie Howard I
Steward of the Amber Club

Eugene HowardNanette Juliette LippeFifii Texas GuinanOlivia Lucille CavanaugnCaptain of the Police. .Edward CutlerSergeant of the Police. .Daniel MorrisA Gendarme M. NormanA Gendarme Harry WeberCaptain of the S. S. Vaterland..
Roy Goodrich

MUSICAL PROGRAM
Orchestra Directed by Clarence Rogerson

ACT I.
1. "The Typical Opening Chorus"

Katheryn Andrews and Chora®
2. "Made in the U. S. A."

Eddie Cox and Chorus
3. "Have a Restaurant of Your Own"..

Margaret Calvert and Chorus
4. "The Girlie from the Cabaret"....

Minerva Coverdale, Margaret Cal¬
vert, Katheryn Adams and Coogan
and Cox.

5. "Sister Susie's Started Syncopation"
Florence Moore, Coogan and Cox
and Chorus

6. "The TMmes Square Arguments"....
Coogan and Cox and Chorus

7. "There's a Little Bit of Everything
on Broadway"

Louise Mink and Chorus
8. "Manhattan Mad"

Minerva Coverdale and Chorus
9. "At the Fox Trot Ball"

Misses Coverdale and Brown, Messrs.
Coogan and Cox.

10. "You Can't Get Away from Tippe-
rary" Florence Moore

11. "Garden of Paradise"
Gladys Benjamin and Ensemble

12. "Oh, Those Days '
Minerva Coverdale and Chorus

ACT II.
1. "Dance" Mile. Dazie
2. "When Grandma Was a Girl"

Minerva Coverdale
3. "Ha-Ha-Ha" Florence Moore
4. "The Olympian Glide"...Louise Mink
5. "I'm Looking for Someone's Heart"

Florence Moore, Louise Mink and
Chorus

6. Cake Walk
Mile. Dazie and Jack Coogan

7. "Dancing Around the U. S. A."....
. . Eddie Cox, Bly Brown and Chorus

8. Balloon Number... Minerva Coverdale
9. Finale Entire Company

CHORUS.
Show Girls:—Ray Price, Margaret Hoban,Peggy Loris. Florence Ware, Katherine
Vincent, Evelyn Carberry, Lesta Von Lohr.
Shirley Forsythe. Gladys Benjamin, Mabel
Belmont, lone Glennon, He-en Montagu,Florence Elmore, Mary Burke, Lolita
Whitmore. Dorothy Leonard, Louise Dale.
Evelyn Wallace, Ruth Vincent, Berton
French.
Dancers:—Mabel Hill, Pony Cantor,
Frankie Carmen, Ida Kramer, Cecil Car¬
ter, Lillian Coogan, Eleanor Lang.Genevieve Mar^ham. Pearl Evans, Maisie
Weston, Ethel Edison, Peggy Ripley,Halycon Chalmers, Millicent St. Martin.
Julia Grant, Gertrude Mackey, Frances
Mink.
Messrs. David Rudnick, Leo Na^hetier.
Jim Smith, Guy Collins, Talbot Vaugrhn,
Prothel Binns, Teddy Stevens, Ray Con¬
lin, Glen Roberts, Matt Riordan. Fred
Osborn, Ted Andrews, Andrew Harper,H. W. Srott. William Kinley, DaveBrown. J. H. Heeley, Al. Cooper and A.McWilliams.

Scenery by H. Robert Law
Scenes—"Egypt near Alexandria" and

"Behind the Scenes at the MetropolitanTheater," by A^kerman Bros.
Modern Dresses by Toseph
Modern Hats by Gilman

Costumes by the Orange Mfg. Co.Properties by J Flamm and James Caldwe
Electrical Effects by Nick Kronyack

EXECUTIVE "TAFF FOR THE WIN¬
TER GARDEN COMPANY.

Gilman Haskell ManagerHarry L. Davidson
Advance RepresentativeKenrv Lehmann Stage ManagerToceph Gaiton Asst. Stage ManagerMax Rudnick Asst. Stage Manager

NEXT WEEK-TO-NIGHT'S THE NIGHT

Purser of the S. S. Vaterland. . . .

Eugene HowardA Wireless Operator. .Lewis J. CodyAhmed George MconHassan Daniel MorrisCleopatra II Texas GuinanThe Mysterious Arawlan
Eugene Howard

PERSONNEL OF THE CHORUSMisses Eleanor Ryley, Helen Glen-
more, Gladys Benjamin, June Price,Dorothy Page, Ann Perine, Betty Bar¬clay, Frances Henrich, Elizabeth i ivd.y uui 1Francis, Lyda Carlisle, Irma Benzing, I Hughes.

All Modern Dresses by Joseph

Helen Henkel, Bessie Skeer, EmilyRuss, Evelyn Canoery, Pearl Evans,Georgia Storm, Gertrude Piatt, PearlBetts, Trixie Raymond, Mazie Law¬less, Rosella Meyers, Mazie Gilmore,Lillian Watson, Dot Lambert, Kath-ryn Robertson, Emma Haig, MabelBenelisha, Hilda Xrright, Hazel Sny¬der, Nina Pastorelw, Louise Furlong,Winifred Dunn.
Messrs. Jack Laughlin, Roy Good¬rich, Otto Henkel, Art Garvey, LarryMack, Charles Townsend, StanleyRayburn, William Wilder, Charles

SYNOPSIS
ACT I.

Scene 1—Maxixe Restaurant, Paris.
(Young Bros.)

Scene 2—Rue de Tango, Paris.
(Young Bros.)

Scene 3—The Amber Club, Paris.
(Young Bros.)

Scene 4—A Street »n Havre.*
(Robert Law.)Scene 5—Rue de Tango.§ (Young Bros.)u Scene 6—The Dock in Havre.
(Young Bros.)

INTERMISSION OF TEN MINUTES

OF SCENES
ACT II.

Scene 1—Lounge on the S. S. Vater¬
land. (Young Bros.)Scene 2—The Wireless Room.

(Young Bros.)Scene 3—Off the Coast of Nova
Scotia. (Young Bros.)Scene 4—Exterior of the CenturyOpera House, New York.
(Young Bros.)Scene 5—The Arabian Nights Ball at
Madison Square Garden,New York. (Young Bros.)(Burning Steamship Effect byFrank D. Thomas. Patented in allCountries.)

m

and
'A Broadway in P;
"Ragtime Arabian Nights,'

MUSIC PROGRAMME
ree," "Ragtime Pinafore," "Twentieth Century Rag,"by Henry Lehman.

ACT I—Scene 1.

8.
9

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

"Come On In, the Dancing's Fine". . . ."A Broadway in Paree"
"Nobody Was in Love with Me"
' The Whirl of the World"

Scene 3.
"The Amber Club"
"A Dancing Romeo' Burrell Barbaretto"A College Boy"
"Life's a Dress Parade"
"Hello, Little Miss U. S. A
"The Dance of the-Fortune Wheel". .Lucille Cavanaugh and Wyclif Parker"The American Maxixe" Lucille Cavanaugh and Wyclif Parker"The Twentieth Century Rag" Burrell Barbaretto and Chorus

Guests at the Maxixe Restaurant
. . .Elizabeth Goodall and Chorus

. : . Burrell Barbaretto and Chorus

John T. Murray

Members of the Club
Trixie Raymond and Chorus

Willie Howard
. .Juliette Lippe and Chorus
.Texas Guinan and Chorus

John T. Murray

Scene 5."What'll

Scene 6.
"All Aboard".

The Travelers"The Ragtime Pinafore" Willie Howard and Chorus"Everybody Means It When They Say 'Good-bye'" EnsembleACT II—Scene 1."A Lovely Trip"
"The Visit"
"I'm Manhattan Mad"
—Impersonations

21. "The Whirl of the Opera".

22. "Oh, Allah"
23. "The Pavlowa Gavotte"....24. "Dance Eccentric"

The Travelers
John T. Murray

Texas Guinan and Chorus
Willie Howard

Scene 4.
Eugene and Willie Howard

Scene 5.
The Aranlan MasqueradersLucille Cavanaugh and Wyclif Parker

Moon and Morris

, 25. "My Cleopatra Girl"
26. "Ragtime Arabian Nights" *27. Finale

.Texas Guinan and ChorusEugene Howard and ChorusThe Arabian Masqueraders
FOR THE WINTER GARDEN COMPANYManager

Gilman HaskellBusiness Manager
H. L. DavidsonMusical Director

Hilding AndersonStage Director
Arthur EvansStage Manager

F. B. WellsAll costumes other than modern dresses by Max & Mahieu. Headdressesused in Act II by Paul Poiret; furnished by John Wanamaker. Shoes by
Miller. Properties by the Shubert Theatrical Company's Property Depart¬
ment. Electrical effects by the Winter Garden Electrical Department. Lilas deRiguad by Parfumerie V. Riguad, Paris.

Thurs. Fri. and Sat. April 15, 16, 17, "She's In Again"
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Academy of Music
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF SHEA AND WELCH COMPANY

OCT. 25, 26, 27 1 WEDNESDAY

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH CO. (Inc.) Present
A Dramatization of Robert Hichens' Famous Novel of the Same Name, by Mr.

Hichens and Mary Anderson, as played at the Century Theatre, New York.

GARDEN OF ALLAHlohe

Play Staged by Mr. Frederick Stanhope.
THE CAST OF CHARACTERS

Domini Enfilden Miss Edyth Latimer
Suzanne Miss Estelle Thebaud
Count Anteoni Mr. Howard Gould
Father Roubier ; Mr. Albert Andruss
Captain De Trevignac Mr. William Jeffrey
Batouch . Mr. Leo de Valery
Hadj Mr. Said Coury
The Sand Diviner Mr. Saleem Ayobb
Larbi Houardi
Ouardi Mr. Said Ben Hamed
Sheik Mr. Charles Abbott
Mueddin Mr. Saleem Ayobb
Garcon Mr. Alphonse Fabre
A Trappist Monk Mr. Ameen Ayobb
Irena I ( Aemasa
Tamouda j Dancers of the Ouled Nail Tribe \ Fadma
Selima ( ( Frosine
Boris Androvsky Mr. Lawson Butt

Algerian Tirailleurs, Arabs, Kabyyles and Mozabites.
The Action of the Play has been Arranged in Four Parts

part x.
Scene 1. The Spirit of The Desert.

(Intermission of four minutes.)
Scene 2. The Veraadah of the Hotel de Desert.

(Intermission of three minutes.)
Scene 3. The Street of the Ouled Nailes in Beni-Mora.
Scene 4. A Dance in a House in the same Street.

(Six weeks elapse between Part 1 and 2.)
(Intermission of ten minutes.)

PART II.
The Garden of Count Anteoni.

(Four months elapse between Part 2 and 3.)
(Intermission of twelve minutes.)

PART III.
Scene 1. In the Desert of Mogar.

(Intermission of five minutes.)
Scene 2. The same—(Early next morning.)

(Two weeks elapse between Part 3 and 4.)
v (Intermission of eight minutes.)

part IV.
Outside the Trappist Monastery at El Largani near Tunis.

Scenery by Gates and Morange.
Electrical effects by Henry C. Gebbard.

D. Lallouch (of the Yeldez Palace, Tunis), Russell Uniform
fur Madame Sarah Bolwell.

Floral Decoration by J. E. Fellipelll.
Organs and Phonographs used in this production furnished by M. Steinert &

Sons Co. 52 North Main St., Fall River.
This Theatre Sprayed Before Each Performance with Garden of Allah Perfume.

ONE NIGHT ONLY, TUESDAY, NOV. 2nd
A/IERICA'S FOREnOST ACTOR

MR. NAT C. GOODWIN
Supported by Miss Margaret Moreland in the New York and London Success

Lyceum Theatre
v . Tuesday and Wednesday April 20-21. Matinee Wednesday.11

■

The Winter Garden Company
Presents the Third Annual Revue

! "The Passing Show of 1914"
Dialogue and Lyrics by Harold Atteridge. Music by Sigmund Romberg andHarry Carroll. Incidental Ballet Music selected and arranged by MelvinEllis. Froduction staged by J. C. Huffman. Dance and Numbers arrangedby Jack Mason. Costumes by Melville Ellis.

CAST
i Deuce Baggot John Freeman
J-Mary Packard Emily MilesI—A Camera Man Arthur Whitman
( Miss High Jinks Margaret Warde

The Midnight Girl.. Frances Demarest
—Rip Van Winkle Roosevelt

William Dunham
Little Buttercup, the Queen of the

Movies George W. Monroe
Huerta Walter Brazil
Sari Elsie Piicer
A Gypsy Fiddler... .Gertrude Mackey
Jarrold McGee Artie Mehlinger
Panthea Frances Demarest
Kitty McKay June Elvidge
Mrs. Burke George W. Monroe
Baron Criquet Harry Fisher
Miss Jerry Elsie Piicer
Leonora Frances Demarest
Mr. Varenka Harry Fisher
Pierrot Stafford Pemberton
Prunella Margaret Warde
Mile. Genee Marilynn Miller
Omar Khayyam Artie Mehlinger
Shireen Frances Demarest

Iman Allafake William Dunham
Zarah June Elvidge
The Inebriated "Swell"

Marilynn Miller
Turkey Trot
Tango
Maxixe
Nizam
A Priest
A Priest
A Priest
A Priest
An Aviator
Joe Oswald
William Bulldoon
Mr. Circle
Mr. Bar
Mr. Pulley
Conductor
Salvation Nell....
Miss Glasgow....
Miss Leeds
Miss Edinburgh..
Miss Heather. . . .

...Elsie Piicer
Ethel Dubois

.Gertrude Mackey
Jack Bick

. .Arthur Whitman
....John Freeman

Arthur Gros
John Boyle

. .Joseph P. Galton
... .Walter Brazil
.William Dunham
.Arthur Whitman
..Stanley Vickers
.... Walter Smith

Jack Bick
Elsie Piicer

...Nita Lamadrid

....Dorothy Page
Emily Miles
Ray Shirley

Raye Shirley, Helen Carrington, Rene Markey, Nita Lamadrid, Emily Miles,Georgie Moore, Ida Kramer, Ethel DuBois, Cecil Carter, Marie Gray, AnnaMaywood, Lottie Franklin, Irene Mitchell, Fannie Kidston, Kitty Rahn,Sadie Howe, Virginia Harvey, Cecil Markle, Nemo Ormston, Gei crudeMackey. Dorothy Wilson, Katherine Warde, Grace Benedict, Fern LeRoy,Marion Simpson, Ruth Massey, Anna Dahlman, Peggy Pendleton, DorothyStevens, Emma Lajoie, Estelle Farmer, Mae Chesterley, Frances Boss, PearlWeegarre, Milicent St. Martin, Dorothy Page, and William Dunn, John Bick,William Young, Arthur Whitman, Walter Smith, Stanley Vickers, HerbertWeir, Jj.mes Curran, and Robert Hastings.

SYNOPSIS
Act I

Scene 1—The Moving Picture Studio
of the "Famous Players."

Scene 2—The Private Office of the
Queen of the Movies.

Scene 3—Divertissement—Marilynn
Milicent (Premier Danseuse), Stafford
Pemberton, Margaret Warde, Ida
Kramer, Ethel DuBois and Winter
Garden Corps de Ballet.

Scene 4—A Persian Garden "A
Thousand Years Ago."

Scene 5—Aviation Field at Hemp¬
stead. (Painted by John Young.)

Scene 6—The Trans-Atlantic Flight.
(Painted by John Young.)

OF SCENES
Act II.

Scene 1—Bulldoon's Eugenic Gym¬
nasium.

Scene 2—The Railroad Station at
Noplace. (Painted by John Young.)Scene 3—The Sloping Path. (By ar¬
rangement with Mr. Charlow, Alham-
bra Theater, London.

Scene 4—A Street Scene.
Scene 5—The Palace Hotel, SanFrancisco. (Painted by John Young.)Scene 6—A Street in Chinatown.

(Painted by John Young.)
Scene 7—The Dawn of the "New

San Francisco" at the Panama-Pacific
Exposition. (Painted by John Young.)

I '■(,
i

3.

7.

10.

ACT I

"Working for the Pictures". .

The Famous Players
"The Maude Adams of the
Screen". .Emily Miles and Chorus
"The Midnight Girl at the
Midnight Cabaret"

. . Frances Demarest and Chorus
The "Sari" Dance. . .Elsie Piicer,
Gertrude Mackey, Ethel DuBois
and Chorus
"Kitty McKay"

. . June Elvidge and Chorus
"You're Just a Little Bit
Better"
June Elvidge and Artie Mehlinger
"The Moving Picture Glide"..
Margaret Warde, John Freeman,
William Dunham and Chorus.
Divertissement — Marilynn Miller
(Premier Danseuse), Margaret
Warde, Stafford Pemberton, Ethel
DuBois, Gertrude Mackey
"Omar Khayyam"

Artie Mehlinger and Chorus
"Dreams of the Past"

Frances Demarest

MUSICAL PROGRAM
Sam'l Lehman, Conductor

ACT II.
"Eugenic Girls

9.
10.

11.

13.

^ Ensemble
"The Girl of Today"

June Elvidige and Chorus
"On a Modern Wedding Day"Freeman, Dunham, Elsie Piicer
and Chorus.
"Bohemian Rag"

June Elvidge and Men
"The Sloping Path"

. . . .Margaret Warde and Chorus
"Here We Are"..Boyle and Brazil
"Good Old Levee Days"
Elsie Piicer, Margaret Warde,Wm. Young, Arthur Gros andChorus.
"In Frisco Town"

. . .Frances Demarest and Chorus
"Impressions" . .. .Marilynn Miller"Eagle Rock"

Artie Mehlinger and Chorus
Mr. Bernard Granville's cele¬
brated "Grape Dance"... .Inter¬
preted by Marilynn Miller, assist¬ed by Walter Brazil
"You Can't Go Wrong WithUs" Elsie Piicer and Chorus"California" Frances De¬
marest and Ensemble

aNEVER SAY DIE
fnmi
)ie C

Trans-Atlantic flight by Frank D. Thomas. Patented in all countries.Scenery painted by Young Brothers, Robert Law and William Rising. Moderngowns made by Joseph, Fifth Avenue. Hats by Joseph, Fifth Avenue, andGilman, Winter Garden Building. Costumes made by Max & Mahieu, WinterGarden Building, and Maison Pascaud, Paris. Dress suit worn by Miss Mari¬lynn Miller built by Lasarow, Fifth Avenue, New York. Shoes made by Cam-meyer. Typewriter furnished by Blickensderfer. Perfume supplies by V.Rigaud, Paris. Scenery constructed by George Williams and James Surridge.Electrical effects by Nick Kronyak. Properties by James Caldwell and JakeFlamm.
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CHICAGO
Miss Anglin Completes Plans for Her Shake¬

spearean Tri-Centennial Celebration
for 1916—Hold-Over Plays

Chicago, June 29 (Special).—My report in
last week's Mibbok stated that Mr. Percy Ham¬
mond, dramatic critic of the Tribune, of this

; city, was to be at the head of the theatrical
i department of the New York Tribune. A close

friend of Mr. Hammond informs me that Mr.
| Hammond was tendered the place and declined,
j For the benefit of Chicago, I hope this is true.

Fifth week of " All Over Town " at the Gar-
j rick, of " Beverly's Balance " at the Grand

Opera House, and of " Maid in America Girls "
at the Palace Music Hall. Eighth week of " The
Lady in lied " at the Princess, and of " Peg
o' My Heart " at the Cort. " Along Came
liuth " closed a nine weeks' engagement at the

1 Olympic last Saturday night. The house closes
for a brief spell, and will reopen with films.

| Last week Miss Margaret Anglin was in con¬
ference with Percival Chubb, of the St. Louis
Pageant Drama Association, and negotiations
were completed for the Shakespearean Tercen¬
tennial Celebration of 1916. The particularplan outlined by the association is the forming ,
of a stock company composed of the best
Shakespearean actors in the country, directed
by Miss Anglin, who will also act the central
character in the plays represented.

Livingston Piatt, the artist and designer and !
Miss Anglin's technical director, who is now

I in Chicago preparing the costumes and stage II settings for Miss Anglin's forthcoming Greek 1
festival at the University of California in
August, will go to St. Louis next week for the N
purpose of selecting a site in Forest Park for ||the building of a stage and open-air amphithea- jter in which the inaugural tercentennial per-I formance will take placji next May.

Following the St. Louis engagement, it is the |I plan to have the plays presented in several of I'
the other larger cities, now being arranged for [•'by Mr. Chubb. Those already definitely pledged ..

to the plan are Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh, "Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Cleveland, and nego¬
tiations are now pending with municipal com¬
mittees in New York, Philadelphia, and Bos¬
ton. A special feature of the performance will
be the pageantry, which will embrace old Eng¬lish processions, dancing, masques, choruses,and supernumeraries in which at least 500 peo¬
ple will be employed, engaged and rehearsed in
each city visited. Bevebly Beux.

The run of "Chin-Chin" at the^GToBe
Theater was interrupted last Saturday night
after 294 performances in oidei to a11®^ (

the members of the company a brief ! !
tion. The engagement will be resumed on g
August 9.

Guy Bates Post and the entire company ■
which has been playing " Omar the Tent-
maker " for two seasons are enjoying a va-
cation In California prior to their resump¬
tion of their tour.

Earle Mitchell, who closed an engagement >ij of seventy-five weeks with " Under Cover ,
on June 26. was immediately engaged by!
A1 H Woods for a comedy part in " The
Heart of a Child," which opens in Atlantic

HOWARD KYLE WEDS
Marries Amy U. Hodges, Who Appeared with ^

• Him in "Polygamy"
Before departing for California on June !29 to represent the Actors' Equity Associa- ■tion on " Actors' Day" at the Exposition ji on July 9, Howard Kyle was married toAmy Urcilla Hodges at the residence ofa friend in Fort Lee, N. J. The bride is asister of Mrs. Louis Joseph Vance, wife ofthe novelist. Paul Turner, attorney for theActors' Equity Association, acted as bestman for Mr. Kyle, and her unmarried sis- <ter, Ethel, attended Miss Hodges.The couple met when they were membersof the company that appeared in " Polyg¬amy " last season. Mr. Kyle played the 1part of the Prophet, while Miss Hodgeswas Charlotte, the cockney wife of BrotherMaroni. Mr. Kyle's bride is accompanyinghim on the trip to the Pacific Coast, whichwill include visits to Los Angeles and SanDiego. This is the first venture into mat¬rimony of either of the parties.

KITTY GORDON SUES CORT
Kitty Gordon has begun an action in the j;Supreme Court to recover $24,000 fromJohn Cort for alleged breach of contract.Miss Gordon alleges that she was engaged pj as leading woman of " Pretty Mrs. Smitn." f. at $1,000 a week and a guarantee of 151per cent, of the gross receipts of the play ftj and that she was to be starred as longlJ as the production lasted.She alleges that after she had been em-P;ployed for a time Fritzi SchefF was engaged | |for her place, and that Miss Scheff drew, nineteen weeks salary that she should have •had. Miss Gordon demands this money and v. asks $5,000 more under her guaranty. d

'IV.

ie

ATLANTIC CITY. N. J.
"The New Shylock " in August—"The MysticShrine" and Other Premieres
Atlantic City, N. J. (Special).—"The New'Shylock," in which Dorothy Donnelly as star,and Forrest Winant, are to have parts, willhave its premiere in Atlantic City the firstI week in August. Eugene O'Brien will be thei leading man. Louis Calvert made a wonderfulh success in this play in London.A new Selwyn farce, "The Mystic Shrine."!. by Avery Hapwood, had its premiere at theApollo July 5. remaining all week. Madge, Kennedy and John Cumberland headed the ex¬cellent cast of this piece, which seems destined!' to enjoy a successful run on Broadway early.f next season. Miss Kennedy is, perhaps, even Ibetter in the role of Blanche Wheeler, the !|^ young wife of the Mystic Shriner, than she was |i■ in " Twin Beds."

t Plot: Billy Bartlett is so slow and good that :lhis wife becomes tired of him, and talks of a Jdivorce, saying she wants a man who drinks [and swears. Billy tells his friend. Jack Wheel- tyer, who has the apartment upstairs, of his trou- Mbles, and Jack tells him how he holds his ^. i young wife's love. He advises Billy to have a I" Mystic Shrine " that is some place where he [can go occasionally to keep his wife wondering jas to his whereabouts: he also tells him to hit j; the " high spots." Blanche Wheeler becomes I| suspicious of her husband, and one night when Ihe is attending the " Mystic Shrine." and Mrs. |Bartlett has gone to the opera with a former riwooer, Blanche and Billy Bartlett resolve to Sbe discovered by them, on their return in a |"

compromising situation." They sit in Billy's japartment until the wee hours drinking ama- 1teur cocktails waiting the return of husband Jand wife; they soon fall asleep from the effects i

I of liquor, and are thus found. Laura and Jack I[ are shocked, and each resolves to get a divorce, 1| but the lawyer. Jearons. who is called in. af-J ter many funny examinations finds that nothingw terrible has happened, and, of course, all is wellvli again.
John Cumberland won favor as the " too good

, to be true " husband. Lucille Watson as Laura, Bartlett. and John Westley as Jack Wheeler.I got all that could be expected out of theirt parts, while Ferdinand Gottschalk as the craftyi old lawyer was fine.
i " Hobson's Choice," a new comedy of Eng¬lish provincial life, was presented for the first 1j j time at the Cort week July 5. It is from the! pen of Harold Brighouse. and F. Ray Com-stoek is responsible for the production,j The play is founded upon the ancient proverb.! " where to elect there is but one. 'tis Hob-son's choice—take that or none." Hobson in 'this instance is a Lancashire cobbler, with three 'comely daughters. He is against his daughters lmarrying, especially Maggie, who is of great liassistance to him in his shop. Maggie, in spiteof her father's objections, marries Will Mossop.her father's most expert workman, and also

.starts to find husbands for her sisters. She >accomplishes this end by some clever work, andthe old man, finding himself beaten and hav-I ing no other choice, surrenders. The perforin-

Iance drags along on rather a slender thread as Jfar as plot is concerned, and lacks action. Mar- ]garet Nybloc pleased as Maegie Hobson. and 1A. G. Andrews gave a splendid portrayal of the i| obstinate, fiery old Hobson.Viola Roach, Gypsy O'Brien. Harold de 11 Becker. Marie Hudspeth. Harry J. Ashford.i Whitford Kane, Agnes Dorntree, and Leonardj Mudie were in the cast.I " A^ Live Wire," a new play by Charles dej Lima and W. S. Howland at the Cort currentj- j week. Business at the Cort hi>« materiallyI j increased under the management of William F.I Mollitor, who succeeded Ben Harris some weeksi J ago. ^ _

NEW HAVEN
New Haven, Conn (Special).—Another newplay was produced at the Shubert Theater whenRalph Herz opened in " Ruggles of Red Gap."founded on the stories of Harvey Leon Wilson,adapted for the stage by Harrison Rhodes. Alarge and enthusiastic audience was present onthe opening night, but owing to the late arrivalof the baggage the curtain did not ring up until9 o'clock, and it was midnight before the finalcurtain descended.
Satire is one of the strong and prevalent fea¬tures of the story and the characters are typic¬ally English. A considerable amount of comedypervades the lines of the play and with but afew minor changes the piece should prove a bigsuccess.

Ralph Herz made his initial appearance in thetitle-role and enacted the part of Ruggles tothe entire satisfaction of a somewhat critical ,audience. Miss Leonore Harris, as KlondikeKate, was convincing and appeared to advantagein support of the star. Josephine Drake and j.Lynn Piatt were seen in the roles of Mr. and !Mrs. Belknap Jackson and were very convincing ['in their allotted parts. Lawrence De Orsay andJohn Cope did much to sustain the comedy.There are forty speaking parts in the piece, J1which was staged by Frank Hatch.
"The Law of the Land" Sept. U0. 21, with |Adelaide French as Mrs. Harding. Miss flFrench's conception of the role was remarkable, Jalthough Julia Dean got a great deal more out ]of the part. The Aborn Opera company in " The 1Bohemian Girl" Sept. 22; "High Jinks." Sept. J23-25. " At Last Alone," scheduled for pro- Hduction here on Sept. 22, has been postponed auntil next month. if"

Wall Street Gets Potash and Perlmutter isthe title finally decided upon for the new Potashshow, which opens in New Haven on Oct. 4.Following the local engagement, the piece willplay one week at Atlantic City and will thenreplace Julian Eltinge at the Cohan Theater.
Daniel Webster Delano, Jk.
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"THE BLUE PARADISE'
WINS APPROVAL

Schubert's New Production
Brings to Light a Tinkly

Musical Score I
CECIL LEAN

AS THE STAR
"The Blue Paradise," a three-eot Vien¬

nese operetta produced by the Schuberte,whiclj had its first performance at the jI Apollo Theatre last night, -»vith Cecil Lean
as the star, is a tinkly, bubbly show of i
summer variety. The music ie rather bet- ;

I ter than the general run of shows of this ;| type that have been seen here lately, most iof which has been composed by Edmund [liysler, while there are several interpolat¬ed syncopative numbers contributed by fljeo Edwards and Sydney Romberg, not iprogrammed. The original book was writ¬ten by Leo Stein and Bela Jenbasch, whilethe American adaptation was made by Ed¬
gar Smith. Edward Hutchinson, who is

j responsible for the staging of the musical
numbers, ensembles and dances, deserves
generous commendation for his inventivegenius. Tfee success of the production, infact, is due in great part to Hutchinson,who is a newcomer in this difficult field ofendeavor.

There is a touch of sentiment in thebook that lifts "The (Blue Paradise" abovethe ordinary musical show. At presentthere is a lack of humor and good, whole¬
some comedy.

The story is typically Viennese, and isbuilt upon the theme of the man who goes
away with the love of a maid in his hoaxt,and after he has won success in business,he returns to find the object of his love
the wife of a former friend. The thread of
the story, although thin, is sufficient to
carry the operetta.

Cecil Lean is the seeker of fortune, and,
as Rudolph Stoeger, he has many oppor¬tunities to bring to bear his particular
ability in this direction. Lean was handi-
capped by some unfamiliarity with his
lines, especially in the last act. He has a
number of songs, one in particular, his
own composition, "The Tune They Croon
in the U. S. A.," which has the popular1 syncopated swing of present day musical
numbers, and in which he is supported
by the bare-legged ponies in Harlequin
costume that brought gasps from the audi¬
ence, even though the tightless chorus
numbers are by no means new.

Song plugging is prevalent in an inter¬
polated number sung by Cleo Mayfield, en¬
titled "Just Win A Pretty Widow." Miss
Mayfield exhibited some startling—or
should we say bizaare—gowns. Her songs
were delivered from a region in the head
labeled in surgery as the occipital front¬
alis, and most of her lines were chanted
rather than spoken. Otto Sehrader, with
only a "bit" in the last act, did the best
acting in the piece. Robert Pitkin, Shep
Camp, Walter Armin and Hattie Burks
added to the performance.

Ted Lorraine made his dances 6tand out
strongly. His dance duet with Miss Burk,
"Waltz of the Season," received and meri¬
ted the many encores accorded them. To
mention the musical numbers would be
merely a. repetition of the program and
the several interpolated numbers.

The main musical theme and counter
theme is "Auf Weidersehn," which runs
through the eniire three acts.
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Lyceum Theatre
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—APRIL 10, 11 AND 12

WEDNESDAY MATINEE

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
1915

Devised and produced under the personal direction of

F. ZIEGFELD. JR.
Staged by Julian Mitchell and Leon ErrolLines and Lyrics by Channing Pollock, Rennold Wolf and Gene BuckMusic by Louis Hirsfch and David Stamper

Scenery painted by JOSEPH URBAN
ACT I

Scene 1—UNDER THE SEA
Note—Owing to the mechanical massiveness ofthis scene, it can only be exhibited advantageouslyat the beginning of the performance—8:15 p. m.sharp. The stage sitting is the greatest Mr. Zieg-feld has ever presented.Channel Belle

Kay LaurellSubmarine Pilot Charles_ PurcellMermaids Misses Koerner, .Leslie, TouraineScene 2—HOME OF THE SUNSong—"Hold Me in Your Loving Arms" Vivian Oakland and ChorusScene 3—THE SILVER FORESTSong—"My Zebra Lady Fair" George White and Zebra GirlaScene 4—THE CATSKILL MOUNTAINSDance
Dwarf GirlsRalph Van Winkle, Jr Carl RandallSong—"I Can't Do Without Girls" Carl Randall and Country GirlsRip Van Winkle

Leon ErrolJennings B. Ryan Will WestNut Sundae
Ed. WyiiiiTrio—"Twenty Years Ago" Leon Errol, Will West and Ed. WynnScene 5—BARKER'S JUNGLEDance—"The Birth of a Chicken" Anna PenningtonO. Shaw Androcles

Bert WilliamsProf. Alsoranville Barker Will WestThe Lion
Phil DwyerScene 6—RAD I U M LAN DSong—"My Radium Girl" Chas. Purcell and Radium GirlaScene 7—COMMOTION PICTUREDirector

Ed. WynnMerry Pickem
Vivian OaklandScene S—ACROSS THE CONTINENTSong—"Hello, 'Frisco" Chas. Purcell and Ina ClaireScene 9—"SOME" MIDNIGHT CABARETAl. A. Cart

Ed. WynnThe Onion Sisters
Oakland SistersA Pool Player W. C. FieldsWaiter

John RyanScene 10—AMERICAMajor Domo Lucille CavannughDance
Cotton GirlsNavy Anna Pennington and Geornre WhiteArmy Emma Haig and Carl RandallRULERS OF THE WORLD

Servia—Austria—Russia—Japan—Turkey—Italy—Belgium—France—
England—Germany—The United States

The Wealth of the World—Gold Girl—Silver Girl—
Copper Girl—Coal (GirlConsort

Charles PureedDove of Peace Kay LaurellColumbia Vivian Oakland
FINALE

When in New York don't fail to see ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT FROLIC in the
Danse de Follies

ACT II
Scene 1—A CHRISTMAS EVE FANTASYSanta Claus Chas. PurcellCinderella

Emma HaigChristmas Tree Gladys Feldman, May Paul, Edith Whitney, Gladys LoftusSong—"I'll Be a Santa Claus to You" Chas. PurcellScene 2—HOME OF THE SUNHimself
W. C. FieldsScene 3—HALLWAY OF THE BUN KEM COURT APARTMENTThomas, the hall boy Bert WilliamsSammy, a messenger boy Anna PenningtonAdam Fa^go W. C. FieldsLotta Pep Lucille Ca\anaughA Tenant

Dagmar Oak'andA Witter
John RyanGladiolo

Vivian OaklandConstant Bunn
Leon Errol

Scene 4—THE PARROTSong—"Marie Odile" Ina ClaireScene 5—THE SILVER FORESTSong—"A Girl for Each Month in the Year" ... .Chas. Purcell and Month Gi^lsCap Storer, as January; Ethel Delmar, as February; Stella Leslie, as March;Ednah Altemus, as April; Bessie Poole, as May; Gladys Loftus, as June;Eleanor Dell, as July; Kay Laurell, as August; Vivian Oakland, as Septem¬ber; Fawn Conway, as October; Bessie Nelligan, as November; and DagmarOakland as December.
Scene 6—A FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET SHOPFlirtation Medley Dance Anna Pennington and George WhiteScene 7—BILLIE BURKEEd. Wynn Ed. WynnScene 8—ELYSIUM"Oriental Love" Emma Haig, Lucille Cavanaugh and Carl RandallThe Lady on the Wall Kay LaurellDance Egyptienne Leon Errol and May HennesseyScene 9—HOME OF THE SUN

Songs j «'Never GLet^he' Same 'Bee' Sting' You Twice'*''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.Bert William3
Scene 10—ZIEGFELD DANSE DE FOLLIESThe Gobelin Tapestry Grace JonesDance Lucille Cavanaugh and Carl RandallLa Patrie

Kay LaurellMrs. Vernon Castle
Ina ClaireSong—"The Midnight Frolic Glide" Chas. Purcell and ChorusFINALE

L.. Frank Darling
(INC.)

Musical Director
.^

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR "ZIEGFELD FOLLIESE. Rosenbaum
ManagerLeon Friedman Publicity DirectorWilliam C. Schrode Stage ManagerArthur Rose Asst. Stage ManagerFrank King Stage CarpenterGeore-e Dean Asst. Stage CarnenterAl. Howard FlymanBeni. Beerwald Master ElectricianWilliam Gilliland ElectricianWm. Shunk Asst. ElectricianLou Mormonstein Picture OperatorJames Horgan Property MasterMrs. Hughes Ward obe Mi t:e sKate Reidy Asst. Wardrobe Mistress.T^e Lip-ht Transportnt;on MisterErick Reck Master of Flying Ballet

Friday and Saturday Apr. 14-15, Saturday Matinee, "Suki
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SCENE 14—Continued
The Royal Hawaiian Players

I Left Her on the Beach at Honolulu"
Mr. Granville and Hawaiian Girls

FINALE-S3H&IIN
QNV sia

When in New York, see

Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic atop the
New Amsterdam Theatre

3s Emma Haig
llorman Blume

Mr. Carl Randall
...Miss Faye O'Neill
...Miss Jean Barnett
....Miss Grace Jones

. . Miss Gladys Loftus

....Miss Sylvia Deitz

...Miss Tot Qualters

...Miss Mae Carmen
Miss Gladys Peldman

. Miss Florence Perry
Miss Allyn King

ACT II
Scene I—THE BLUSHING BALLET

The Ante-Room of the Harem
Dance Miss Emma Haig and "Sylphides" Girls

A Suggestion of "La Spectre de la Rose"
With Mr. Carl Randall as "Nijinski"

Travesty of Sheherazade
Characters

The Sultan Mr. Lionel ChalmersO. Shaw Mr. William C. FieldsZobeide Mr. Don BarclayEunuch Mr. John RyanNijinski Mr. Bert Williams
SONG—"Nijinski"

Miss Fannie Brice and Male Chorus

George M. Cohan..
Follies Girl of 1907
Follies Girl of 1008
Follies Girl of 1909

Follies Girl of 1910
Follies Girl of 1911
Follies Girl of 1912
Follies Girl of 1913
Follies Girl of 1914
Follies Girl of 1915
Follies Girl of 1916

Lucille Cavanaugh, Bernard Granville, Leon Errol,
George White.

t to right: Carl Randall, Mae Murray,

Scene 2—THE STREET OF MASKS AND FACES
Characters

Mark Antony Mr. Bernard Granville
A Roman Woman Miss Ethel CallahanA Man Mr. Lionel ChalmersJulius Caesar Mr. Don Barclay

Scene 2—A GIRL'S TROUSSEAU
Mr. Modiste Mr. Sam HardyHis Customer Mr. Norman Blume

And the Misses Feldman, Kern, Carmen, Tot
Qualters and LoftusScene 3—THE FORUM IN ROME

'Ragtime in the Air"..Julius Ceesar and
the Toga Girls and Boys

Scene 3—IN A BACHELOR'S QUARTERS
80NG—"Good Bye, Dear Old Bachelor Days"

Mr. Bernard Granville
Assisted by Miss Allyn King, Miss Gladys Loftus

and the Bachelor Girls

SONG-

Scene 4—IN THE GOLDEN CORRIDOR
Characters

King Henry VIII Mr. Sam B. Hardy
William Shakespeare Mr. Norman Blume
Ann Hathaway Miss Allyn King
SONG—"The Six Little Wives of the King"

Mr. Hardy and the Misses Feldman, Young,
Cass, Qualters, Lang, Kern, Tot Qualters

SONG—"I've Saved All My Lovin' for You"
Miss King, Mr. Blume and Male Chorus

Scene 4—PUCK'S PICTORIAL PALACE
Characters

Oberon Miss Allyn KingMoonlight Miss Mae CarmenPeaseblossom Miss Gladys LoftusMoth
Miss Tot QualtersCobweb Miss Gladys FeldmanMustardseed Miss Florence KernJosephus Daniels Mr. William C. FieldsJane Cowl Miss Ina ClaireMary Pickford Miss Anna PenningtonLou-Tellegen Mr. Sam B. HardyGeraldine Farrar Miss Ina ClaireTeddy Roosevelt Mr. William C. FieldsTheda Bara

, Miss Fannie Brice

Scene 5—TRAVESTY OF ROMEO AND JULIET
In the Backyard of the Capulets

Characters
Friar Lawrence Mr. Clay HillRomeo Mr. Bernard Granville
Juliet Miss Ina Claire
Nurse Miss Allyn King
DUET—"If You Were the Only Girl"

Miss Claire and Mr. Granville

SCENE 4—Continued
Charlie Chaplin Mr. Don BarclayVilla

Mr. Bert WilliamsBillie Burke Miss Ina Claire
SONG—"When the Lights are Low"

Miss Ina Claire and Eight Little Billies

Scene 5—A CROQUET GAME
On the Lawn at Lallypoosa

Characters
Mr. Zipp, a croquet player... .Mr. William C. FieldsMr. Zupp, a waiter Mr. Sam B. Hardy

Scene 6—FIFTH AVENUE
Characters

Stop-Go Girl Miss Tot QualtersTraffic Cop Mr. Carl RandallMiss Believe Miss Jean BarnettMiss Understood Miss Alma BrahamMiss Hap Miss Eleanor LangMiss Behave Miss May Carman
SONG—"Stop and Go".Mr. Randall and Avenue Girls

Scene 7—THE ISLAND OF GIRLS

Characters
A Modern Eve Miss Allyn King
Miss Manhattan ..Miss Tot Qualters
SONG—"Beautiful Island of Girls"

Miss King and Nature Girls

SONG—"I've Said Good Bye to Broadway"
Miss Qualters and Broadway Girls

INA CLAIRE
As " Marie-Odile," in

the Ziegfeld Follies
Copyright photo '>*/ Ira L. Hill

Mistress Page
Portia
SONG-

Miss Cass Qualters
Miss Feldman■"My Lady of the Nile"

Mr. Bernard Granville and Ensemble
Scene 10—RECRU ITING

Characters
... .Mr. John Ryan
... .Norman Blume
.Mr. Sam B. Hardy
Mr. William Fields
Mr. Malcolm Hicks

... Mr. Don Barclay

.Mr. Bert Williams
Scene 11—SONGS—Bert Williams

Scene 12—MODERN NAVAL WARFARE(Illusion invented by Frank C. Thomas)

now t;

Scene 8—SONGS (By Blanche Merrill)
Miss Fannie BriceHazza Gunn ..

Phelan Bumb .

Spickan Spann
Reddan Greene
Will Jessard ..

Upall Day
Maybee Knott

Scene 9—ZIEGFELD DANSE DE FOLLIES

SONG—"In Florida Among the Palms"
Mr. Granville and Chorus

(By Irving Berlin. Written especially for
F. Ziegfeld, Jr.)

Finale The Company
Orchestra under the direction of Mr. Frank Darling

city ii ii-
-,rofound ini
,veek of ■!1 "

■e." by tb.
Tuno 7. MARRIED

Kay Laurell. actress, and Winfield R. Sheehangeneral manager of the Fox Film Company,were married in London. Eng.. on May 11. MissLaurell. who was a member of the '' ZiegfeldFollies " last year, recently sailed abroad to ap¬pear in a London production. Mr. Sheehan hasbeen in London for several weeks In the in¬terests of his firm. He was formerly secretaryto Police Commissioner Waldo.

KAY LAURELL
demonstrates that whatever unkind
critics may at times say, Mr. Ziegfeld still
possesses a certain genius for selection.
Miss Laurell is an impressive and delight¬ful figure in that remarkable roof per¬formance known as "The MidnightFrolic" on top oUheNevv AKicnlam

Bepresen
nng-.



Credits

Costumes designed by Cora McGeachy and exe¬
cuted by Schneider-Anderson Co.

Male costumes made by Dazian's Theatre Empo¬
rium, Inc.

The siren gowns used in the Cleopatra scene are
the creations of Lady Duff Gordon, also pink gowns
in Hawaiian scene.

Electric effects by Ben Beerwald.
Properties by John Brunton. Shoes by Miller.

Wigs by Hepner.
Scenery construction by Robert F. Brunton.
The modern clothes worn by the men on the stage

were designed and tailored at Fashion Park. Gen¬
tlemen's hats by Disney & Co. Uniforms by Warnock
Uniform Co., and Russell Uniform Co.

The bathing costume worn by the Follies Girl of
1916 is from a Vanity Fair cover by Fisher.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR ZIEGFELD

FOLLIES CO., Inc.
E. Rosenbaum Manager
Leon Friedman Business Manager
Wm. C. Schrode Stage Manager
Arthur Rose Assistant Stage Manager

*'-4> *.
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track in the wool-
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STAR THEATRE

HENRY MILLER
In a Comedy by Monckton Hoffe

"Anthony in Wonderland"
Characters in order of their appearance

Butler to Mr. Clatterby Alfred Helton
Herbert Clatterby, K. C George Riddell
Sybil Clatterby Marguerite St. John
Dorothy Hopply Hilda Dorrington
The Reverend Julian Hopply. .. .John L. Shine
Mortimer John Joseph Kilgour
Anthony Silvertree Henry Miller
Marini, leader of orchestra. . . .Gordon Morris
Maid to the Clatterbys Marie de Lachau
Motion Picture Actors:

The Sheriff E. L. Duane
Klippy, the crook Will H. Gregory
Black Despardo Harry McKee
Joe, the barkeep Clay Clement

Sureshot Sam Claude Daniels
• All Aloney Florence Shirley

SYNOPSIS
ACT I—Scene 1—Herbert Clatterby's

House in Montague Square, West London.
NOTE—The curtain is lowered for thirty

seconds and rises.
Scene 2—The same. Three weeks later.
Scene 3—Buckingham Picture Palace.
Scene IV—Same as Scene 1.
ACT II—A Glade at Dorking.
ACT III—At Herbert Clatterby's.
Production staged by Bertram Harrison

Motion Picture directed by Herbert Brenon
Scenes painted by Grinager and Beardsley.

of the Lee Lash Studio.
FOR MR. MILLER

Representative J. Clarence Hyde
Company Manager Ambrose M. Miller
Stage Manager Will H. Gregory
Musical Director Karl Klein

Gowns worn by Misses St. John and Dor¬
rington designed and made by Mme. Julie.

Next Week—First Half—John E. Kellard.
Last Half—Miss Springtime.

Kraft the Printer, 459 Washington Street.

I
J

A 1

T Medical Electricity,
Cabinet Baths,

Massage, Vibration.

Lyceum Theatre
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDN ESDAY—APRIL 10, 11 AND 12

WEDNESDAY MATINEE

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
1915

Devised and produced under the personal direction of

F. ZIEGFELD. JR.
Staged by Julian Mitchell and Leon Errol

Lines and Lyrics by Channing Pollock, Rennold Wolf and Gene Buck
Music by Louis Hirsch and David Stamper

Scenery painted by JOSEPH URBAN
ACT I

Scene 1—UNDER THE SEA
Note—Owing to the mechanical massiveness of

this scene, it can only be exhibited advantageously
at the beginning of the performance—8:15 p. m.
sharp. The stage sitting is the greatest Mr. Zieg-
feld has ever presented.

Channel Belle Kay Laurell
Submarine Pilot

f Charles Purcell
Mermaids ' Misses Koerner, Leslie, Touraine

Scene 2—HOME OF THE SUN
Song—"Hold Me in Your Loving Arms" Vivian Oakland and Chorus

Scene 3—THE SILVER FOREST
Song—"My Zebra Lady Fair"

Scene 4—THE CATSKILL MOUNTAINS
. . .George White and Zebra Girla

Dwarf Girls
Carl Randall

.Carl Randall and Country Girls
.... Leon Errol

Will West
Ed. Wynn

Dance
Ralph Van Winkle, Jr
Song—"I Can't Do Without Girls"..
Rip Van Winkle
Jennings B. Ryan
Nut Sundae
Trio—"Twenty Years Ago" Leon Errol, Will West and Ed. Wynn

Scene 5—BARKER'S JUNGLE
Dance—"The Birth of a Chicken" Anna Pennington
O. Shaw Androcles Bert Willia:ns
Prof. Alsoranville Barker Will West
The Lion Phil Dwyer

Scene 6—RADIUMLAND
Song—"My Radium Girl" Chas. Purcell and Radium Girls

Scene 7—COMMOTION PICTURE
Director Ed. WynnMerry Pickem Vivian Oakland

Scene S—ACROSS THE CONTINENT
Song—"Hello, 'Frisco" Chas. Purcell and Ina Claire

Scene 9—"SOME" MIDNIGHT CABARET
Al. A. Cart Ed. Wynn
The Onion Sisters Oakland Sisters
A Pool Player W. C. Fields
Waiter John Ryan

Scene 10—AMERICA
Major Domo Lucille Cavanaugh
Dance Cotton Girls
Navy Anna Pennington and Geornre Whito
Army Emma Haig and Carl Randall

RULERS OF THE WORLD
Servia—Austria—Russia—Japan—Turkey—Italy—Belgium—France—

England—Germany—The United States
The Wealth of the World—Gold Girl—Silver Girl—

Copper Girl—Coal iGirl
Consort Charles Purce'l
Dove of Peace Kay Laurell
Columbia Vivian Oakland

FINALE
When in New York don't fail to see ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT FROLIC in the

Danse de Follies
ACT II

Scene 1—A CHRISTMAS EVE FANTASY
Santa Claus Chas. Purcell
Cinderella Emma Haig
Christmas Tree Gladys Feldman, May Paul, Edith Whitney, Gladys Loftus
Song—"I'll Be a Santa Claus to You" Chas. Purcell

Scene 2—HOME OF THE SUN
Himself W. C. Fields

Scene 3—HALLWAY OF THE BUN KEM COURT APARTMENT
Thomas, the hall boy Bert Williams
Sammy, a messenger boy Anna Pennington
Adam Fargo W. C. Fields
Lotta Pep Lucille Ca anaugh
A Tenant Dagmar Oakland
A Wo iter John Ryan
Gladiolo Vivian Oakland
Constant Bunn Leon Errol

Scene 4—THE PARROT
Song—"Marie Odile" Ina Claire

Scene 5—THE SILVER FOREST
Song—"A Girl for Each Month in the Year"... .Chas. Purcell and Month Gi^ls
Cap Storer, as January; Ethel De'mar, as February; Stella Leslie, as March;

Ednah Altemus, as April; Bessie Poole, as May; Gladys Loftus, as June;Eleanor Dell, as July; Kay Laurell, as August; Vivian Oakland, as Septem¬
ber; Fawn Conway, as October; Bessie Nelligan, as November; and Dagmar
Oakland as December.

Scene 6—A FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET SHOP
Flirtation Medley Dance Anna Pennington and George White

Scene 7—BILLIE BURKE
Ed. Wynn Ed. Wynn

Scene 8—ELYSIUM
"Oriental Love" Emma Haig, Lucille Cavanaugh and Carl Randall
The Lady on the Wall Kay Laurell
Dance Egyptienne Leon Errol and May Hennessey

Scene 9—HOME OF THE SUN
Qr,„o-a \ "I'm Neutral"

& ) "Never Let the Same Bee Sting You Twice" Bert Williams
Scene 10—ZIEGFELD DANSE DE FOLLIES

The Gobelin Tapestry Grace Jones
Dance.. Lucille Cavanaugh and Carl Randall
La Patrie Kay Laurell
Mrs. Vernon Castle Ina Claire
Song—"The Midnight Frolic Glide" Chas. Purcell and Chorus

FINALE
Musical Director

........ . Frank Darling
EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR "ZIEGFELD FOLLIES" (INC.)

E. Rosenbaum Manager
Leon Friedman Publicity Director
William C. Schrode Stage Manager
Arthur Rose Asst. Stage Manager
Frank King Stage Carpenter
Georere Dean ...Asst. Stage Carnenter
Al. Howard FlymanBeni. Beerwald Master Electrician
William Gilliland Electrician
Wm. Shunk Asst. Electrician
Lou Mormonstein Picture Operator
James Horgan Property Master
Mrs. Hughes Ward <b ; Wi t e s
Kate Reidy Asst. Wardrobe Mistress

Lio-ht Transpo^tnt'on Master
Erick Reck Master of Flying Ballet

Friday and Saturday Apr. 14-15, Saturday Matinee, "Suki"
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OLIVE THOMAS.
One of the Chief Reasons for the Appeal of Mr.

feld's " Follies."GLADYS FELDMAN,A beauty of the Ziegfeid "Follies" at the New Amsterdam.

CARE

coquetry in China is the fan. These comely "Chin-Chin" maidens
upholding that tradition.

are charmingly

GEORGE M. COHAN.
America's Most Versatile Man of

the Theater. His First Serious
Play, " The Miracle Man," Was
Produced This Season.

MARGARET MAYO.
Successful Farce Writer. The

Latest Product from Her Pen"

Twin Beds," Has Been One
of the Year's Chief Mirth Pro¬
vokers.

EDWARD SHELDON.

Who, Although Only Twenty-eight
Years Old, Has Nine Plays to
His Credit. This Season He
Was Represented by " The Song
of Songs" and " The Garden
of Paradise."

EDWARD PEPLE,
Author of the Enormously Suc¬

cessful " Pair of Sixes." Dur¬
ing the Past Year Five Com¬
panies Presented This Hilarious
Farce.

JEAN WEBSTER,
Who Made Her Successful Novel,." Daddy Long-Legs," Into a

Successful Play. There Will
Be Three Companies of This
Piece Next Season.
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,YNN MILLER

KCAU7 &. ERCANGER
MANAGERS

ffliS.
Scene 3—A FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET SHOP.

Flirtation Medley Dance Anna Pennington and George White
Scene 4—THE SILVER FOREST.

Song—"If the Girlies Could Be Soldiers" Mae Murray,
Carl Randell and Chorus

Scene 5—BELASCO THEATRE.
Song—-"Marie Odile" ina Claire
David Belasco Melville Stewart

New Amsterdam Theatre Souvenir Postal Cards for sale at
window of Ladies' Cloak Room. The Ilium £ Wensel set of
5, 10c; tile R. Hluton Perry set of 5, 10c; the New Amster¬
dam Smoking ICoom set of 7, 10c; three sets complete, 25c.

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERY
SEAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
DANGERS OF PANIC, WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

Note.—ZIEGFELD .MIDNIGHT FROLIC IN THE AERIAL GARDEN
ATOP THIS THEATRE. After the play visit this unique Salon de
Danse. After theatre suppers. Reserve your table at the box
office during the intermission.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 21, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Scene 6—HALLWAY OP THE BTJNKEM COURT APARTMENTS.

Thomas, the hall boy Bert Williams
Sammy, a messenger boy Anna Pennington
Adam Fargo ,W. C. Fields
Lotta Pep Lucile Cavanaugh
A Tenant Lottie Vernon
A Waiter John Ryan
Gladiolo Justine Johnstone
Constant Bunn Leon Errol
Song—"Go To Sleep, My Baby" Will West and Brady Girls

(By Irving Berlin.)
"The Midnight Girl" Olive Thomas

Scene

Ed. Wynn

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
1915

Devised and produced under the personal direction of
F. ZIEGFELD, JR.

Staged by Julian Mitchell and Leon Errol.
Lines and Lyrics by Channing Pollock, Rennold Wolf and Gene Buck.

Music by Louis' Hirsch and David Stamper.
Scenery painted by Joseph Urban, of Vienna.

ACT I.
Scene 1—UNDER THE SEA.

Channel Belle Kay Laurell
Submarine Pilot Melville Stewart
Mermaids. . . Misses Evelyn Koerner, Hart, Feldman, Wilson, Touraine

Scene 2—HOME OF THE SUN.
Song—-"Hold Me in Your Loving Arms" Helen Rok and Chorus

Scene 3—THE SILVER FOREST.
Song—"My Zebra Lady Fair" George White and Zebra Girls

Scene 4—THE CATSKILL MOUNTAINS.
Dance Dwarf Girls
Ralph Van Winkle, Jr Carl Randell
Song—"I Can't Do Without Girls".... Carl Randell and Country Girls
Rip Van Winkle Leon Errol
Jennings B. Ryan Will West
Nut Sundae .' Ed. Wynn
Trio—"Twenty Years Ago" Leon Errol, Will West and Ed. Wynn

Scene 5—BARKER'S JUNGLE.
Dance The Birth of a Chicken" Anna Pennington0. Shaw Androcles Bert WilliamsProf. Alsoranville Barker Will WestThe Lion Phil Dwyer

Scene 6—RADIUMLAND.
Song—"My Radium Girl" Bernard Granville and Radium Girls THH

Scene 7—COMMOTION PICTURE.Director
wynnMerry Pickem

-A FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET SHOP.

Ed. Wynn

Scene 8—ELYSIUM.

Dance Mae Murray asid Carl Randell
The Lady on the Wall Kay Laurell
Song—"A Girl for Each Month in the Year,"

Bernard Granville and Month Girls
Dance Egyptienne Leon Errol and May Hennessey

Scene 9—HOME OF THE SUN.

Songs Bert Williams

Scene 10—ZIEGFELD DANCE DE FOLLIES.
Dance Lucile Cavanaugh and Carl Randell
Dance . Anna Pennington and George White
Song—"The Midnight Frolic Glide" Helen Rook and Chorus

FINALE.

C

Costumes-designed by Cora McGeachy of the Schneider-Anderson Co., and
executed by the Schneider-Anderson Co.

Modern gowns worn by the Misses Ina Claire, Justine Johnstone,
Pennington and Lucile Cavanaugh, by Lucile.

Uniforms by the Brook Uniform Co.
Scenery constructed by Robert Brunton. Properties by John Brunton.

Electrical effects by Beerwald.
Wigs by Hepner. Shoes by Miller.

5—Areoplane Invasion <.li- >'
"The home of scenic efft <

Scene 8
Song—"Hello Frisco".

.... May Murray
ACROSS THE CONTINENT.

Bernard Granville and Ina Claire
Scene 9—"SOME" MIDNIGHT CABARET.

Ed. Wynn
. . . .Oakland Sisters

W. C. Fields

.Bernard Granville
. . Bernard Granville

Servia-

Al. A. Cart
The Onion Sisters
A Pool Player

Scene 10.
"Honor"
Song—"I'll Build a Home in the U. S. A."V. . .

Scene 11—AMERICA.
Major Domo Lucile Cavanaugh-Dance Cotton GirlsNavy Anna Pennington and George White
Army Murray and Carl Randell SO*

RULERS OF THE WORLD. -

-Austria—Russia—Japan—Turkey—Belgium—France—
England—Italy-—Germany—The United States

The Wealth of the World—Gold Girl—Silver Girl— „ .

Copper Girl—Coal Girl.
Aide to the President olive ThomasConsort. Bernard Granville
5°7e ^ Peace Kay LaurellColumbia Justine Johnstone

[ . FINALE.

(
J. ACT II.
> Scene 1—A CHRISTMAS EVE FANTASY.
£ Santa Claus will West
j. Cinderella Mae Murray{♦ Nightie Girls. Olive Thomas, Dottie Wang, Helen Barnes, Nancy Wallace!* Sprites Marcelle Earle, Margret St. Claire, Dorothy Godfrey, |!♦ Rose Werts 4
i* Christmas Trees Gladys Feldman, May Paul, Edith Whitney,

Song—"I'll Be a Santa Claus to You"
Scene 2—HOME OF THE SUN.

Himself
i rKsimfl •»

No*- ■

Gladys Loftus
.... Will West 4.

• W. C. Fields



This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 7, 1915,
Regular Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

The Winter Garden's Annual Summer Production

THE PASSING SHOW OF 1915
Entire Production Staged by J. C. HUFFMAN.

Dialogue and lyrics by Harold Atteridge.
Music by Leo Edwards, W. F. Peters, and J. Leubrie Hill.

Dances arranged by Jack Mason. Ballets by Theodor Kosloff.
Orchestra under the direction of Oscar Radin.

The Cast.
First Love Marilynn Miller
Every woman Frances Demarest
Youth John Charles Thomas
Gay Life Juliette Lippe
Woman's Intuition Helen Ely
Miss Manhattan Frances Pritchard
Mocha John Boyla
Java Walter Brazil
Experience John T. Murray
Ruby, a modern working girl Daphne Pollard
"R. J.", a secret service agent Eugene Howard
Sammy, an orphan boy Willie Howard
Lily, in search of the Song of Songs George Monroe
Roughy Raffles Ernest Hare
Daniel Calkins, a Polygamist Harry Fisher
Elsie Outcast > rallrin«' { Eleanor Brown
Ethel Shadow t Three wn-es \ 0Iga HemPstone
Ruth Chatterteeth. \ Three ^ lves j Kltty Hill

Stage Director
Stag's Manager

1 Miss Intoxication
I A Police Commissioner
5 A Ballet Master
t The Bird Man
t Miss Terpsichore
t Peasant Girl
| Clifton Crawford
» Trilby
| Svengali
| Gecko
| Miss Polo
| Miss BaseballI Miss Fishing
| Wine
► Dance

| Passion
| Fortune
{ Frailty

■\ Beauty
; Louis J. Stonehead....
£ Androcles
J The Lion
t Hawaiian Serenaders. . .

Eleanor Brown ,

Eugene Howard
Theodor Kosloff

Rodion Mendelevitch
Mme. Baldina

Helen Eley
Marilynn Miller i

Willie Howard ]
Eugene Howard j

Sfem Hearn :
Helen Carrington ;

Rose Quinn •'
Leola Lucey '

Eleanor Brown :
Frances Pritchard :

Maggie Lane j
Helen Eley )

George Monroe
.Harry Fisher :

John T. Murray
Willie Howard

Arthur Hill ,

Irene West's Royal Hawaiian Sextette j
Costumes designed by Mrs. J. J. Shubert,

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT ONE.

EPISODE 1—Youth's home in the country.
(By The P. Dodd Ackerman Studio)

"In the land where musical shows begin."

2—The City from a roof garden.
(By The P. Dodd Ackerman Studio)

"In the street of Vacillating Plots."
3—Oriental Bazaar Shop, Atlantic City. (H. Robert Law).

"The Bored Walk."
4>—The Primrose Way.
5—Daniel Calkins' home, (H. Robert Law).

"The usual triangle parlor scene."
6—-Floral Ball. (By The P. Dodd Ackerman Studio).

"The last resort of librettists."

DANCERS
Miss Georgia Moore
Miss B6tty Hardgrove
Miss Dorothy Charlston
Miss Ethel French
Miss Vera Delatour
Miss Lorraine Delatour
Miss Sylvia Dietz
Miss Martha Ehrllch
Miss Frieda Hoffman
Miss Violet Lester

Miss Rheba Stewart
Miss Georgina Sehram
Miss Viola Watson
Miss Fib Whiteside
Miss Genevie Willment
Miss Ella Alexander
Miss Olga Zicerva
Miss Muriel Dewey
Miss Dorothy Phillips

Miss Rosie Quinn
Miss Marion Mooney
Miss Alice Van Hiker
Miss Viola Quinn
Miss Pearl Franklyn
Miss Irene Mitchell
Miss Betty Brown
Miss Cecille Markels
Miss Margaret Warde
Miss Ruth Harris

BOYS
Mr. Ted Sullivan
Mr. Harry Russell
Mr. Charles Wilson
Mr. Dudley Farnworth
Mr. Jacque Ston#

Mr. Wm. Warren
Mr. Geo. Collins
Mr. Phil. Gilpin
Mr. Barnard Druce
Mr. Harry Bostock

Mr. Clarence Rockwell
Mr. Jack Laughlin
Mr. Roy Goodrich
Mr. Austin Clarke
Mr. Gus Martial

Maurice and Florence Walton
at Chez Maurice

i //1 ~i

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Rev. Sebastion Krug, a minister
Gretel Krug, his daughter
Dr. Aaron Mather, a physician
Henry Mather, his son
Anna, housekeeper to Krug and Mather
Conrad Zeissberger, a gardner
Mrs. Hofmeier, a neighbor
Mrs. Carstairs

THE MONTAUK THEATREKLAW & ERLANGER, -

Mr. Lew Fields
Miss Kathleen Comegys

, . . . Mr. Walter Walker
... Mr. Robert Hudson

Mme, Mathilde Cottrelly
. . . Mr. Frank Sylvester

• • . Miss Helen Reimer

Miss Jean Shelby

SYNOPSIS
ACT I—The Home of Krug and Mather

town near Cincinnati. Summer.
ACT II—Two months later.

ACT III—The next afternoon.

Time—The Present.

in Rhineville, Ohio, a small

MUSICAL PROGRAM

Stradella"—Overture F. V. Flotow

Between Acts I and II

Little Charmer1

Ye Olden Days'
V. Hoilaender

Seymour Furth
Between Acts II and III.

Fresh Flowers"

Dawn" from the Suite by

Serenade Coquette" . . . .

• ■ . . P. Lincke

■ . Kate Vannah

R. Bartholemey
Characters.(In the .order of their appearance)| VEAUCHENU . .

CELESTE
PHILIBERT
GASTON
YVONNE
ALBERT
KATZIOLINKA . .

ILSA
ALMA
ZORA
THYRZA
ISABEL
BIGREDON

ADOLPHE
ANATOL
MARCEL
MARICE
EDMOND
GABY
LOULU
LEONCE
BARON TROMBOL
PRINCE MAX . . .

COLONEL KLINK
GODINARD
NINA
ZAZA

Exit MarchJACK WILTON
. MABELLE GUILFORD

DAN YOUNG
TOM GATES

LOUISE ORTH
JOHN MUNDY

LOUISE DE LARA
GLADYS SIMMONS

.... MARION HOWARD
IDA CLARE

. . . HELEN MARSHALL
ELSA WARWICK

LON CARTER
. JESSE WILLINGHAM

WILLIAM OLSON
DON WILSON

. . . GEORGE MANTELL
WILSON ROSS

. . . FLORICE AUBURN
DIXIE BARRIOS

. HARRY BULGER, JR.
TED WELLER

. . . RAMSEY DE MAR
BILLY WILSON

. . WALTER JACKSON
LILLIAN ARMSTRONG

LILLIAN BAYUK

With Flying Colors' Jean Missud

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. FIELDS
Business Manager . .

Manager
Press Representative
Stage Manager ....

Stage Carpenter . . . .

Property Master
Electrician

Charles Fields
Benj. H. von Ottinger
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Friday and Salurday, January 19-20, Saturday Matinee
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 18—ONE NIGHT ONLY,

LEW FIELDS



CHICAGO THEATRE
Wabash Avenue and Eighth Street

CHICAGO

Beginning Wednesday Evening,
December 29, 1915

"Just a Merry Thought"

WITHIN
THE LOOP

in Two Acts and Eight Scenes

Music by Harry Carroll
Lyrics by Ballard MacDonald

ACT I—Scene 1

The Automat Restaurant—47th St. and Broadway, N. Y.

CAST AND CHARACTERS
(Named in the order of their first appearance.)

SADIE^McSWAT, automat cashier. . . .
MERCEDES LORENZE

COL. RANDOLPH DEARBORN, Promoting
theatres and failures DAVE LEWIS

Chicago New Yorker
HENRY COOTE

MRS. LINCOLN BOULEVARD, visiting in N. Y.
FRANCES KENNEDY

JACK WINSLOW, a man about~town. .JACK BOYLE

charles.gotham, a

PEG O' MY HEART, roaming from New York
MICHAEL, a dog
JACKSON PARKS, Gotham's pal
BURNS, a detective
PINK, a boss detective

Scene 2—First Episode
In the aisle of the Chicago Theatre

(Written by Miss Franklin.)
USHER
A ROUNDER
A PATRON
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

Scene 2 Second Episode
The N. Y. Central Railroad Station

TICKET TAKER
MRS. LINCOLN BOULEVARD
PEG O' MY HEART, enroute to Chicago
CHARLES GOTHAM, also enroute to Chicago
A TRAVELER
RAIN CHECK NATIIEN
PINK, the boss detective

Scene 3
The Lake Front Country Club, Chicago

JACKSON PARKS
MRS. LINCOLN BOULEVARD
WASHINGTON, a valet
CHARLES GOTHAM
COL. RANDOLPH DEARBORN
RUTH CHATTERBOX
PEC. O' MY HEART
MYRTLE DURHAM, looking for live wires
S A IDE McSWAT

dttt^ktq [ two dominees j'bUKINo I I •

NATHEN MURPHY COIIEN, a chauffeur
JACK ASHLAND ■ - •
BURNS ^ tW° ^cotc*1 cadd'es '
THE BLACK IMPER

anna wheaton
by a terrier
james duffy

will h philbrick
gilbert gregory

irene franklin
will ii. philbrick.

warren fabian
bl'rton green

eddy coe
frances kennedy

■\nna wheaton
henry coote

jack boyle
jimmy hussey

gilbert gregory

james duffy
frances kennedy

iienry coote
dave lewis

muriel window
"anna wheaton
irene franklin

mercedeslorenze
will ii. phii.bric k

'

'.gilbert gregory
jlmmy~hussey'

jack boyle
will ii. philbrick
.gilbert gregory

eddy coe

ACT II—Scene 1
Mrs. Lincoln Boulevard's Foundling Asylum.

PINK 1 .t, u .1 / GILBERT GREGORY
BURNS } the butlers { WILL H. PHILBRICK
JACKSON' PARKS, a la Magician JAMES DUFFY
MYRTLE DURHAM, still on the job IRENE FRANKLIN
MRS. LINCOLN BOULEVARD FRANCES KENNEDY
RUTH CHATTERBOX, engaged to Gotham MURIEL WINDOW
SHERIDAN ROAD, musically artistic BURTON GREEN

NOTE—AH of Miss Franklins' songs written by Miss Franklin and Mr. Green
Scene 2

The Shine Arts Theatre.
RUTH CHATTERBOX, an embyro leading lady MURIEL WINDOW
DETECTIVE PINK, as Abe Potash GILBERT GREGORY
MRS. LINCOLN BOULEVARD FRANCES KENNEDY
PEG O' MY HEART, star of the play ANNA WHEATON
CHARLES GOTHAM, the angel H^RY COOTE
SADIE McSWAT, the leading engenue MERCEDES LORENZE
JACKSON PARKS, the juvenile of the play JAMES DUFFY

Scene 3
The Double Cross Dental College.

THE DENTIST'S ASSISTANT
THE PATIENT
THE DENTIST

Scene 4
Front of the Sherman House, Chicago

COHEN, the chauffeur
A PASSENGER, a la Taxi

Mi) Tfr*
MUSICAL PROGRAM

Ted Solomon, Musical Director.
ACT I.

SCENE I
1. Opening Chorus Ensemble
2. "Call on Mrs. Lincoln Bouvelard" Mrs. Bouvelard and Chorus
3 "Ginger" Jack Ashland and Ponies
4. "An Irish'Heart" Peg and Male Chorus

. . . .Ensemble

\n Irish Heart'

SCENE IV.
22. Jimmy, HUSSEY and BOYLE, Jack.

SCENE V.
23. Opening Chorus Principals, Waiters and Guests

"The Dancing Lesson" Parks, Winslow and Sadie
Introducing Miss Loretta McDermott and Lew Joseph.

24.

Selections by Gene Greene.
"Patricola"
"Picture in My Heart"
"The College Tnn Rag'
Finale

.Selected from her repertoire
Sadie and Heart Girls

Peg and Ensemble
Principals and Chorus

The Following Ensemble of Convivial Spirits will Render First Aid Frolics
Ruth Adair Catheiine Bonner Marguerite Cunaid Betty Britton
lima Coigne Edna Coigne Rosana Forbes Jerry Dillon
Ethel DuBois Jean Fuller Marie Goodwin Ethel Francis
Helen Gormlev Billie Grant Bobbie Helen Shelia Goff
Alma Goinett Betty Hudson Olive Kingston Marie Grey
Mabel Leighman Eleanor Leigh Rose Mitchell Hila Noble
Blanche Lafontaine Anna Men^gus Mary Spellmeyer Eva Ray
Ethel Ray Beatrice Shannon Marie Veralla Betty Todd
Louise Von Blake Victorine Voltair Charles Turner Grace Wille
Victor Snyder Maude Maley William Reynolds George Sawyer
Jack McGurgan Tom Rice Frank Durand Dan Piel
Robert Adams Louise La Vie Cecil Archer Burton Jack Billings

HARRISi
^Forty-Second Street^

THEATRE
/West of Broadway.

. . .IRENE FRANKLIN
WILL H. PHILBRICK

DAVE LEWIS

JIMMY HUSSEY
. . .JACK BOYLE

Scene 5
Interior of the College Inn, Chicago.

MRS. LINCOLN BOULEVARD FRANCES KENNEDY
JACKSON PARKS JAMES DUFFY
CHARLES GOTHAM HENRY COOTE
PEG O' MY HEART ANNA WHEATON
THE HUSBAND WILL II. PHILBRICK
RUTH CHATTERBOX MURIEL WINDOW
JACK ASHLAND JACK BOYLE
THE CABARET BOY GENE GREENE
THE ENTERTAINING FAVORITE PATRICOLA
THE GIRL IN THE PINK TIGHTS MERCEDES LORENZE
QUEEN OF THE CABARET IRENE FRANKLIN
BRUNETTE HARRY BURTON GREEN
BURNS, the detective WILL H. PHILBRICK
PINK, his boss GILBERT GREGORY
NATHAN MURPHY COHEN, the chauffeur JIMMY HUSSEY

Production under the supervision of Edwin T. Emery.
Dances by Ed. Hutchinson.

Costumes by the Shubert Costume Company. Shoes by Miller. Hats by Joseph.
Scenery by Law and Sundquist Studio's.

All of Miss Franklins Songs, Lyrics by Miss Franklin, Music by Mr. Burton Green.

SELWYN & CO LESSHHS
Direction of MR. and MRS. COBURN During the Engagement of

"THE YELLOW JACKET"
HENRY NEAGLE, General Manager

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 5, 1917.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

MR. and MRS. COBURN Present

THE YELLOW JACKET
A Play In Three Parts

By George C. Hazelton and Benrimo

Music by William Furst

Cast of Characters
(In the order of their appearance)

Property Man Mr. Thomas E. Jackson
Chorus Mr cobura
Wu bin Yin (Great Sound Language), Governor of the Province,
_ T _ , Mr. Howard KyleDue Jung Fah (Fuchsia Flower), second wife of Wu Sin Yin,

'

T, , Miss Lillian SpencerTso (Fancy Beauty), maid to Due Jung Fah, the second wife,
Miss Beatrice Prentice

Tai Fah Mm (Great Painted Face), father of Due Jung Fah, the
second wife Mr. Albert Bruning

. .. Mr. Charles Harper
Assistant Property Men ■< -'Mr. Carlos Petnode

j . Mr. William Fi»h
. .Mr. Henry Brandos

Chee Moo (Kind Mother), first wife of Wu Sin Yin Mrs. Coburn
Lee Sin (The Farmer) Mr. George Farren
Suey Sin Fah (Lily Flower), wife of Lee Sin and maid of the

first wife, Chee Moo Miss Mabel Wright
Ling Won (Spirit) Mr. Henry Buckler
Wu Hoo Git (Young Hero of the Wu Family), destined for The

Yellow Jacket Mr. George Gaul
Wu Fah Din (Daffodil) Mr. Schuyler Ladd
Yin Suey Gong (Purveyor of Hearts) Mr. Albert Bruning
Mow Dan Fah (Peony) Miss Winifred Wridgley
Yong Soo Kow (Hydrangea) Miss Zoe Kinns
See Quoe Fah (Four Season Flower) Miss Lillian Spencer
Chow Wan (Autumn Cloud) Miss Beatrice Prentice

Moy Fah Loy (Plum Blossom), daughter of Tai Char Shoong,
Miss Margaret Carroll

See Noi (Nurse in charge of Plum Bossom) . . . .Miss Victory Bateman
Tai Char Shoong (-Purveyor of tea to the Emperor), Mr. Henry Buckler
The Widow Ching Miss Eugene Webb
Maid Miss Winifred Ridgley
Git Hok Gar (Philosopher and Scholar) Mr. Howard Kyle
Loy Gong (God of Thunder) Mr. George Farren
Kom Loi (Solder) Mr. Henry Buckler

lne Scene represents the Stage of a Chinese Theatre
ulodeied After the Old Jackson Street Theatre, San Francisco.

PART I.—The Mother's Parting.
PART II.—The Story of Love.
PART III.—The Conflict.

Produced under the direction of Benrimo.

The management wish to acknowledge the painstaking and friendly
Interest shown by the Louis XIV. Shop in the collection of the hangings,
draperies and embroideries used In the play.

Costumes imported by the Louis XIV. Shop, Soy Kee & Co., and Kwonf
Sun Chong & Co.

Wigs by William Broich.
Scenery by Edward Sundquist.

1

"THE RENTED EARL"
By Salisbury Field

CAST

Mrs. Sanderson-Burr
Evelyn Carter Carrington

Dorothy Manners Alice Lindahl
Mrs. Answorth.Teresa Maxwell-Conover
The Earl of Carmondale

Lawrence D'Orsay
Barry Randolph Douglas Wood
Maude Randolph Olive Templeton
Freddy Gatewood Schuyler Ladd
Archibald J. Beamer Albert Brown
Kipps Leonard Grey

""THE social ambitions of Mrs. Sander-
*■ son-Burr are being blighted. For

some reason Lenox, where she has built
a beautiful home, will have none of her.
Humiliated and discouraged, she is
about to give up the fight, when one
Archibald Beamer presents himself on
urgent business. He knows all about
her troubles and tells her that for three
thousand dollars he can plant her firmly
at the top of the social ladder just where
she wishes to stand.

But how? Has Mrs. Sanderson-Burr
ever known anyone to refuse an in¬
vitation to dine with an Earl? No, she
never has. Very well, ask her friends
to dine with one at her house. But
where is the Earl ? Mr. Beamer has
him—and he is genuine. His rental is
one thousand dollars per day. Mrs.
Sanderson-Burr accepts the offer. The
Earl—Mr. Beamer explains—is sensi¬
tive, and is to be treated as a bona-fide
guest; no mention to him of the bargain
must be made under any circumstances.
Also, Mrs. Sanderson-Burr is to pre¬
tend to know an intimate friend of
the Earl's and to be entertaining him.

The Earl appears. He is thoroughly
a gentleman, simple, charming and
gracious. That he is being exploited byBeamer is absolutely unknown to him.
His reason for coming to America was
to trv to recqun Jii^^hat.^p^^^^

"We talk of the 'gameness'
of soldiers and sailors, but
the 'gameness' of a first night
surpasses all other courage
and makes one forget the
vanities, the jealousies, the
vulgarities of the 'professi°n'
in admiration of its unfailing

grit."

Margaret St. Claire.

Iman.

by raising cattle on a Canadian ranch,
which Beamer had promised to secure
for him. That was his ostensible rea¬
son for coming, but back of it lurked
another. The year before, in Paris, he
had rescued an American girl from the
insolence of a Parisian. The girl had
thanked him—and then vanished. But
he could not forget her. To him she

typified everything that was beautiful
in womanhood.

The Earl is anxious to get to his
ranch and—knowing nothing of Beam-
er's bargain—declares he cannot acceptMrs. Sanderson-Burr's invitation. But
the appearance of Mrs. Sanderson-
Burr's niece Dorothy suddenly causes
him to change his mind. She is the girlfor whom he is searching.

Many complications naturally arise
on account pf the Earl's false position
in Mrs. Sanderson-Burr's household.
They are enhanced by a jealous suitor
of Dorothy's. The Earl's innate breed¬
ing saves many awkward situations, as
his simple fineness of character thwarts
the dastardly attempts of his caddish
rival to put him in the wrong.

It is not until after Dorothy has
promised to become his wife that the
Earl learns of Beamer's outrageous
contract with Mrs. Sanderson-Burr.
Dorothy is true-blue, however, and be¬
lieves his denial of complicity in the
affair—and so does everyone else be¬
fore the final curtain falls.
(Produced by William A. Brady, Ltd.)
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NNEMEREDITHdoesn't
-'jfbelieveinthestarsystemand ' ■sn'twanttobeastar,butifsome SL.ewouldonlywriteaplayforherin „ichtheheroineisanintellectual manandyetofthe"clinging-

" e"type,shewouldbethehappiest I alive.TheIbsenrdlesattract
\buttheylackmanyelementsof$feministideals.Shehasbeen

^"■yearsonthestage,hasplayed ^:-dsin"TheIndiscretionof r-^uth"and"TheCub,"andbeen withthecastsof"Kindling,"
Airs.Dot,"and"Out- tist.''Latelyshehas''done Ipicture"—thelead- gwomaninabigv hoto-production.»

;"TheBattle."
MIOTOCJBAPIiB(g)IUA SCULLYPOSEI.TOaCOB-



"THE PASSING SHOW OF 1915"
, Musical Revue in Two Acts. Dialogue and

Lyrics by Harold Atteridge. Music by
Leo Edwards, W. F. Peters, and J. Leub-
rie Hill. Dances Arranged by Jack f
Mason. Ballets by Tbeodor Kosloff. Or¬
chestra Under the Direction of Oscar i
Kadin. Staged by J. C. Huffman. Pro¬
duced by the Shuberts at the Winter Gar¬
den May 29.

First Love Marilynn Miller
, Everywoman Frances Demarest

'

Youth John Charles Thomas
•'

Gay Life Juliette Lippe i
Woman's Intuition Helen Ely \

A Miss Manhattan Frances Pritchard 1
Mocha John Boyle
Java Walter Brazil
Experience John T. Murray \
Ruby Daphne Pollard

j* ♦' R. J." Eugene Howard
y Sammy Willie Howard

Lily George Monroe
Roughy Raffles Ernest Hare
Daniel Calkins Harry Fisher
Elsie Outcast Eleanor Pendelton

. Ethel Shadow Olga Hempstone ,
! J Ruth Chatterteeth Kitty Hill
/ Miss Intoxication Eleanor Brown

Belascoa Odile Bessie Morin
Anglina Tarrymore Zena Morin
A Ballet Master Theodor Kosloff

'

The Bird Man Rodion Mendelvitch !
4 Miss Terpsichore Madame Baldina

Gecko Sam Hearne
Miss Baseball Rosie Quinn

7 1 The Lion Arthur Hill
\ Hawaiian Serenaders,

Irene West's Royal Hawaiian Sextette
The chief credit for the success of the

Winter Garden's latest Babylonian revel be-
I longs to neither Librettist Atteridge, though
a he has furnished many amusing quips, nor
!'! to Composers Edwards, W. F. Peters, and
J J. Leubrie Hill, though their syncopated
a strains follow the best Winter Garden
ft standard, nor to Mrs. J. J. Shubert, whose ,
ra costumes rival those of Melville Ellis in \

color contrast and ingenuity of design, but 1
$jj to the unsung and unhonored genius whof! selected the chorus,

j He deserves a permanent niche in the 1i theatrical hall of fame. Never has a Merno-
| rial Day parade at this Broadway institu¬

tion been so resplendent with youthful
U beauty aand charm. It required three

hours for the sturdy brigade of fifty-nine
P! sirens to pass the reviewing stand. Three

wholly insufficient hours to be under their
* j irresistible and poignant spell!

Having paid our frugal tribute to the™

invincible army of " The Passing Show,"
I we will give a passing glance to the general

L 1 staff of the entertainment. George Monroe,
I 'as a 260-pound Lily in search of the " SongJ of Songs," contributed most of the amuse-

| inent. He was aided and abetted by Win¬
ter Garden talent that has long since won

: >.j its place in the sun of amusing accomplish-
. ,i ment. Harry Fisher with his dog-like bark

and high pitched voice was a genial polyg-
^ amist who lured George Monroe as Suder-

mann's pitiable heroine into a matrimonial
Jij alliance. While their love was ripening into

a condition approaching disaster because
the nuptial chamber contained not twin

$3 but quadruplet beds, Eugene Howard as
pj R. G„ the mysterious detective of " Under
J Cover," was attempting to find the smuggled

fg| jewels which his brother Willie, as a pes- j
Mg tiferous orphan, was concealing upon vari- j
H ous innocent people.

raj To balance this excitement, MarilynnMiller as First Love follows John Charles
Thomas, as her sweetheart Youth, to the

Icity, where, under the influence of several
V;' parasitical damsels, he is taking a course
W in the spacious halls of Experience.
$ Miss Miller made the hit of the evening

with her adorable smile and blithesome
■% dancing. Her reception at her every ap-

pearance was deservedly uproarious. The
gain she has made the past year in poise
and assurance has made her personality
even more winsome. We have never seen

George Monroe in better form. His dis-
h robing act, in which he was compelled to
# use a pistol as well as a chisel and ham-
■fj mer to remove " the last hook " was posi-
a tively hilarious. Frances Pritchard ap-

peared somewhat conscious of her new
'■ surroundings. At present there is not

enough of her graceful dancing. Mr.
Thomas sang with feeling and expression

y the ballads of the entertainment. John T.

|| Murray scored in a number called " The
|f| Spanish Fandango." Daphne Pollard, aI diminutive Eva Tanguay, brought her dy¬

namic personality to good use as Ruby, the
j I working girl. To tier was allotted the

song hit of the show. " The Midnight Cake-
m walk Ball." Eugene Howard contributed

| an effective impersonation of Svengali,
> Willie Howard was amusing in his imita-

k»j tions, and Boyle and Brazil as Mocha and
i D Java soft-shoed their way into the affec-

tions of the audience.
'5| As is customary at the Winter Garden
; « a scenic specialty was presented. This
a time it is a realistic invasion of London

,1 by German Zeppelins. In the last scene
'(•••JJ several robust maids disported in a tank

to the approval of a palpitating audience.
P| Another feature was a series of ballets ar-
i»0 ranged by Theodor Kosloff and presented
jii| by him. Mme. Maria Baldina, and Miss

Miller, assisted by the chorus.

YORK THEATR
1914-15

■■■ J *

i

Jra L. Hill s Studio
FRANCES PRITCHARD

and her dances continue to be the most popular
features—aside from Clifton Crawford and his
dances—of that peculiarly mixed Americo-Vien¬

nese musical salad, " The Peasant Girl"

Frances Demarest is the prima
donna at the Winter Garden and
has made one of the hits of her
career in "The Passing Show of

1915." Miss Demarest and her hus-
band, Joseph C. Smith, are well
known as vaudeville headliners.

The slashingly pretty baseball girls in "The Passing Show of 191
White. N. r.

lune Elvidge, who has a principal role in the new Winter Garden
production, "The Passing Show of 1915"

Show o:



Eva Fallon, wl
sonality and i

part of Grace

White, N. 7.
lir» h\s dreams at

EUGENE AND WILLIE HOWARD,

[who, in the newest Winter Garden piece, "The Passing" Show of 1915," again distinguish themselves and add totheir already tremendous popularity on Broadway.

Midnight Oake-
rd contributed

of Svengali,
? in his imita-
as Mocha nnd

into the affec-

John Charles Thrimas. the new Broadway matinee idol, and a group of beauties in "The Passing Show of 1915," at the Winter Garden.

White. N. Y.

Defenders of that fortress of fun,—the Winter Garden. The army of entertainers in "The Passing Show" includes Frances Pritchard, the fourth figure from the left, Olga Hempstone, Daphne Pollard,
John T. Murray, John Charles Thomas, Marilynn Miller, Frances Demarest, Eugene Howard, Arthur Hill as the Lion, Willie Howard, George Monroe, Harry Fisher, Juliette Lippe and Helen Eley.W a—

' THE PASSIN(
MuiV'ftl Rpvne In rF'

Lyrics by Harold
_Ltii_k|dwii rcis. W.tilj.

^ ini.uc(
L Vn
1 .Staged b,

SHOW OF 1915"
:> ,v • Dialogue aud

usic by
. , and J. Leub
Arranged by Jack

Tueodor Kosloff. Or
> jiirectiou of Oscai
J. C. »'I'j'Tuiaii. ProTWO GREAT FAVORITES RETURN TO BROADWAY

Life Club
Afternoon

A Continue*
ocoa,

1PANYBRAND NEW

DJW1T) CLJITZK, Interlocutor
END MEN

Frederick Mueller Carl Jlde

James Sheehan Walter Hauser

FIRST PART

Opening Chorus .... Entire Company
Introdudtion of End Men

Tenor Solo "Ship of my Dreams" Henry Rohr
End Song "It's a long way to Tipperary" James Sheehan
Bass Solo "When the bell in the light house rings- ding dong"

Osborne F. Gurney
End Song "Put it on, take it off" Carl Ade
Tenor Solo "In the Garden of my heart" Charles D. Vickers
End Song "Celebratin' day in Tennessee" Walter Hauser
Tenor Solo "There's a little spot of love £till burning" Paul Predmore
End Song "Oh! How that woman could cook" Frederick A. Mueller
Closing Chorus - - - Entire Company

Uncle Sam, A. N. Jones - - Sam Jr., Master Bruce Bantleon

OLIO

A Character Impersonator Mr. Mortimer Cohen
B The Colonial Trio Louis Zimmer, Soprano; Norbert Klem,

Violinist; Wesley Lamb, Pianist
C Ventriloquist Mr. Lewis Bonehill
D Singing Comedian Mr. Frederick Mueller
E David Clark and Company, presenting the dramatic playlet:

"Number 973"

THE CAST

Thomas Campbell, DiStridt Attorney of New York J. Ray Marriott
Little Margery, his daughter Agnus Bunn
Dodtor Larkin, the family physician Austin Grab
Police Officer — Walter Zimmer
"Number 973" David Clark

Scene- Library of the District Attorney at his home in West Forty-eighth
Street, New York City

Time- LaSt night

MEMBERS OF LIFE CLUB OCTETTE
Charles D. Vickers, Paul Predmore, Paul J. Miller, Osborne F. Gurney

Abram N. Jones, Stanley Watters, A. M. Stetler, Louis Pinck
Musical Diredtor Austin Grab
Chorus Leader Fred Salzer

This performance will be repeated. Thursday evening May 6th at Y, M. C. Jl. Hall
for Church of Reformation

FRANKLIN PRINT

11 get this unequalled service
...... ill uniuierTupted mileage

At —not adjustment.
#\ , Before buys u: some
» • other tire at a lower

Pr*ce ana yze the
h ^ basis of idjustment
Sh&j.'- < offered by ".he rher
Wp rnak' i — stv .v !.:•<<•
F tr\ it really >:o " i«>;*

' r \

? f U v-SPRINGFIEin 7M
&y At 5# tt

Nobody Home."Liiiy i# o v l i leva'sInon Show of 191



ACT I.—WATT DINWIDDIE'S OFFICE
West 45th Street,

LYCEUM THEATRE CO.
DANIEL FROHMAN

Near Broadway.
.PROPRIETOR
PRESIDENT ACT II—BOBBIE ST. LEDGER'S FLAT.

CHARLES FROHMAN MANAGER

ACT III.—THE SAME. NEXT MORNING.THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH RVBRTftKAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED^ IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THISDANGERS OF PANIC, U VI '< (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

PLACE—NEW YORK.TIME—THE PRESENT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 19, 1915.
Regular Matinees Thursday and Saturday.

The Play Staged by Robert Milton

The gown worn by Miss Anglin in Act II. made by Bob, New York.

Howard Lindsey
Ralph Keramett

f Stage Manager
!* Assistant Stage Manager

BEVERLY'S BALANCE
*u, Robert (M

: Cbeo. 5-17. I
Cyril (The Lia

March 8-April 1
.L Law (Jobs ;
8—indef.

. Fiske (Arums
: B'klyn 12-1

Cbauneey
: Chtro. 11-24

the Tentmafcer
'.ackland) : Omaha:
in 15-17. Denver
al (Cohan an 1 HI
5. Oct. 19—inlefJ
Utl i Oohaand H

. Dec. 27 >ril 2^
of Silk Stockings

Aw "*■) ' N.Y.O. 0

iff;F«. H. r«

A COMEDY BY PAUL KESTER.
Week Commencing Sunday Night, January 10, 1915

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
James Shesgreen, Manager,

WILLIAM A. BRADY, Ltd., PresentsCharacters.

TOO MANY COOKS(In the order of their first appearance)

WATT DINWIDDIE PEDRO DE CORDOBA
By and with Frank Craven

And an Original Company Direct From One Year-Run at Thirty-ninth
Street, New York City

A Comedy in Three Acts

MARILYNN MILLER,MURPHY HARRY BARFOOT

MRS. MARIA RANDOLPH MRS. CHARLES G. CRAIG

BEVERLY DINWIDDIE MISS ANGLIN

J. COURTLAND REDLAW WILLIAM BOYD CAST OF CHARACTERS
lAlice Cook

|Mrs. Cook, her mother ...

'Mr. Cook, her father
iLouise Cook, her aunt

|Emma Cook, her aunt
'Bertha Cook, her sister ..

,Mary Cook, her sister
JWalter Cook, her uncle....
'Joe Cook, her brother
iLouis Cook, her brother...,
|Ella Mayer, her friend....
'Albert Bennett, her fiance
iFrank Andre-ws, his friend. ,

^George Bennett, his uncle.
'Simpson
i "Uncle" Ben Wilson
i Pete
|Bill
iTom

[Minnie Spring

Inez Plummer
Louise Rial

Harry Davies
Jennie Weathersby
....Bessie Osmond
..Marguerite Allen

Bessie Fisher
....Charles Fisher

. . Harry Davies, Jr.
Herbert Smith

Mary Blythe
Frank Craven
William David

Mary Sleight
....Martin Malloy
..George Williams
....Ralph Howard

Ford Wilson

...George Stillman

...Mary Blackburn

MRS. REDLAW RUTH HOLT BOUCICAULT

EDWARD

and BRAINSalect Comediern
Direction ESYNOPSIS OF SCENES

,The action takes place on the site of Albert Bennett's prospective home.
TIME—Summer.

PLACE—Any Suburb.

sleeted ba*won-. cold «•*'
inert trunk buildma reraiat ' . :>

I MUSIC PROGRAM
| Aug. F. Peters, Conductor
Overture—Fairy Tales
Selection—Little Cafe
Dance—Hungarian No. 5
Intermezzo—Snow Ball

, Waltz-Hesitation—Mighty Lak' a Rose
The Greatest Victrola Record

Finale March—There's a Lonesome Little Girl

Oliver • Mu:;'o
K. C\. KMC;. '• ' ,North Yak J n a ny sn.. .»».
Lewis ton. Ids..
Wash . 21 22. Wain.;. •
23. Mont-.

PHG o' My 5.1e:irt_
Olives* Ean >. Uy r",
Wis., 14. M< mil lp. a«!:-
lancl' 1.0. Iror^vood. Mich . ; -
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One of the Season's Biggest " Draws " in the World of
Vaudeville.

SKETCH writers seem to strive for an emotionalthrill at any price. What if the hypothesis is
absurd, if the action strains beyond all reasonable

probabilities, provided the "punch" is secured? That
at least seems to be their reasoning.

Another "Flash-Back" Sketch
" The Red Hate" was written for Emmett Cor-

rigan by John Willard. It is of the new flash-back
school or. as the programme neatly puts it, " Im¬
portant—this story is enacted backwards." In other
words, Mr. Willard used the " On Trial " method of
making visible to us in the present what took place in
the past. Ossip Dymow did it in " The Victim " for
lime. Kalich.

We first see Jim Cooper as a convict in his cell at
Sing Sing. He starts to tell the story of his life to
a prisoner behind adjoining bars and the lights flash
out.

The boudoir of Mrs. Maddox is next revealed. It's
three years before. Cooper comes to the house and
curiously is received in the woman's boudoir. Sud¬
denly he reveals to his hostess that, for twelve years,
he has yearned for revenge. What revenge? HV
don't know yet, but she starts with horror.

" You—you ! " she shudders.
At that moment, the husband, supposed to be out

j of town, knocks at the bedroom door. He has re¬
turned unexpectedly, as stage husbands always do.
Cooper tears off his collar and coat, lays a revolver
upon the table, and throws the door open. The hus¬
band rushes in and Cooper coolly explains that the
woman invited him to the house.

Hubby never questions the stranger but picks up
the revolver. Bang! The cowering woman falls dead
across the bed. The husband calls up the police and
notifies them of a case of " suicide."

The Convict and His Re-e-venge
Then we're back in the tier of prison cells again.

It seems that Cooper, then being just out of prison,
was " sent up " after the woman's death on a minor
charge. The fellow prisoner inquires about the con¬
vict's motive for revenge.

Darkness. We're back some fifteen years in the
boudoir again. The woman—then Mrs. Curtis—
rushes into the room in negligee. She is half hys¬
terical and slips sobbing into bed. At that moment
Cooper, a burglar, crawls in the window. lie flashes

j on the light and they face each other.
Then they talk. He has a starving wife and child

at home. She tells him of being cruelly treated by

lid •; ill n s,, I *-J!ai£aRr«tM9MaMtMU'. '
| her husband and offers to add him in robbing the

place, asking in return that he bind her arms and hj
place a cloth with chloroform over her face. A bottle |;
of chloroform, by the way, is on a side table. He j

, obediently rifles the bureau of jewels, ties up the lady j-
i and climbs out of the window. Then she leaps out |
j- of bed and screams for help. They capture Cooper !

and lead him back. Next they find that the woman's
j husband is dead in the next room, chloroformed while |

asleep. Of course, the wife is the person who put j
hubby into oblivion, but the burglar is enmeshed in

t the tangle of circumstantial evidence.
•

Two Murders for Dramatic Zest

With two murders, "The Red llate" has melo-
h dramatic interest. But, for all that, its story is far¬

fetched striving for a "punch." That Cooper only j
i received twelve years for burglary and murder and,

on being arrested a second time in the same house,
; was sentenced to but three years, is beyond all reason.

Corrigan portrays the convict with the accumulated
: revenge, lie mouths his lines too much and is rather

artificial. Lillian Tucker plays the hysterical wife
who is killed by her second husband before we see her
murder hubby Xo. 1.

If " The Red Hate" points a moral, we suppose
f it's that one should always be kind and considerate to
( a nerve-racked burglar, who may have a starving
I family at home.

Nora Bayes's Advance

4 Nora Bayes is doing rag songs with an artistic
1 touch that is quite delightful. Indeed, she isn't the

Bayes of early this season or of last year. You've
only to hear her sing her old song, " Since Mother
Was a Girl," or the rollicking Hawaiian number of
the sailor boy and the Hulu belle. " Ilicki Hoy!" to
realize her decided step forward.

There's humor and originality in the way she sings
a comic song—and in the byplay. And. praise be,

Brandenburg Studio.
MISS LILLIAN TUCKER,

Leading Woman for Emmett Corrigan in " The Rod
Hate."
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MISS EVELYN NESBIT,

Violet Dale and Her Impersonations
Violet Dale is courageous. She made her latest bow

to vaudeville in imitations at the Colonial and imper¬
sonates Mrs. Leslie Carter, Pavlowa and Nazimova,
along with May Yokes and Richard Carle.

The mimic bit of Mrs. Carter is aided by a glowing
wig and catches something of that star's guttural
throat throbs and carefully timed vocal pauses. It
was supremely daring to attempt Pavlowa and. while
the result was mostly subdued blue lights and fluffy
ballet skirts, there was just a faint touch once of the
danseuse's dramatic arm gestures.

The Nazimova bit is best of all. Miss Dale catches
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some one has told her to omit the boisterous comedy
of the curtain calls. No longer does she bump into
the piano in taking a curtain call.

T. Roy Barnes and Bessie Crawford returned to the
Palace in their old skit, " The Magazine Man and the
Lady."

Roy Barnes Returns to Town

Barnes is an entertaining, clean cut, and breezy sort
of " I-kuow-I'm-good " comedian. Now and then he
has a tendency toward coarseness, but we've always
considered him likable. But vaudeville is certainly
entitled to a new sketch by this time. " The Maga¬
zine Man and the Lady " has earned its right to a
pension.

Barnes added a bit of dance travesty, by the way.
" You've all heard of the Castles," he explained, " I'm
Barnes."

Mile. Maryon Vadie and six choristers—beg pardon,
corps de ballet—introduced a series of interpretative
lyric dances, done to the music of Strauss, Mendels¬
sohn, Schubert, Chaminade and others. The best of
the programme is the ballet's " Moment Musical "
(Schubert).

The specialty is at least pretty in idea and it brings
good music to the varieties. Of course, it isn't in¬
spired dancing. Mile. Vadie is girlishly attractive
but she lacks the variety of pose and pantomime that
comes of broad technique and dramatic skill.

Le Grohs opened the Palace bill with an excellent
turn of its kind. They start with a restaurant bit in
pantomime and then lapse into a contortioning and
tumbling routine. It's an entertaining specialty with
novel moments.

the passionate peasant of the Russian
actress—in both pose and voice—with de¬
cided.mimic skill.

This final bit would alone get Miss Dale
over. We believe that she should consid¬
erably cut down the Carter and Nazimova
bits, if only to conserve her voice, at the
same time eliminating the Spanish opening
number and possibly the Carle imitation.
If necessary, it would be better to try one
more celebrity.

Margaret and William Cutty—of the Five
Musical Cuttys—offered a new musical spe¬
cialty at the Colonial. The turn needs a
lot of rearranging. The two play on the
piano and 'cello—and sing. Tne vocalism
should go. The offering, as it stands now,
lacks variety. Some good patter between
numbers—repartee to bridge the parlor
musical act together—might lift up the in¬
terest.

Rosie Is Very Lloyd
We'd recognize any member of the Lloydfamily if we ran across them playing tlie I

" big time" incognito in Greenland. They '
always stride to the footlights with so much
surety; they have such substantial dental {
smiles and such naughty winks. Rosie, ob¬
served at the Victoria, is very Lloyd—-al¬
though she hasn't a tenth of Marie's zest |
of inuendo or gusto in pointing a song. Nor
a fraction of Alice's personality.

She did three numbers, " Winter Night."'
"It Takes an Irish Heart to Sing an Irish
Song," and, finally, Marie Lloyd's " The
Wink of a Naughty Eye." Miss Lloyd was
out of her element with the first two songs,
but got a fair amount of applause through
the last lyric. To be frank. Miss Lloyd
needs broad English music hall songs.

Will J. Ward appeared in a full stage act
with five pianos. He presides at one of
them, four girls assist at the others, and
still another young woman, with the odd
name of Jappie Judd, appears in songs. A
quartette of "plants" chant from a stage
box, while a boy soprano warbles from an¬
other. We suspect that this turn would be
something of a " riot" in the junior
varieties.
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GEXIA I)'AGA KI OFF.

The Petrograd Baritone Comes to the
Colonial on Monday.

A XT

The Gansinos Dance Onward
The Cansinos are advancing. They have

added a full stage set of white hangings,
with black edging, as a background to their
Spanish dances. And they introduced a
picturesque number, called " Los Moritos."
described as a " bull fighter's flirtation."
The Cansinos are forging to the front, just
as we predicted months ago when we saw
them open a bill at the Alhambra.

Harry Breen is one of the original"

nuts." He sings and talks—without paus¬
ing for breath—through some fifteen min¬
utes. This includes an impromptu song
about different people in the audience. By
the way, during the week Breen attempted
to parade Broadway in tragedian make-up,
with a sign advertising the Comedy Club
Ball—and was arrested.

We suspect the policeman saw Breen at
Hammerstein's.
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NAN HALPERIN IN CHICAGO
Chicago (Special).—Nan Halperin won

her home city at her first appearance since
her New York hit. Miss Halperin charmed
Palace audiences last week. Montgomery
and Moore headlined and Nellie V. Nichols
presented her " single."

Blanche Walsh presented her tabloid of
" The Woman in the Case " at the Majestic.
Bessie Wynn sang, Charles Kellogg gave his
song bird specialty. Joe Cook amused, and
Sebastian and Bentley danced.

A. C. Wilkie.
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matizing the Shriek
fs about time sketch writers stopped dramatizing
leu death. The shriek is shrinking in dramatic
r*
insider for a moment the new sketches of the past
weeks:
The Red Hate " had vengeance for its motive and
hvict for its hero. Score: Two murders.
Kt Sunrise " had an illegitimate son as the sub-
|of its story and a narrow escape from suicide
ts climax.
the Victim " presented the same murder in two~

K.vw L.vnne: Plttsbimrh :*■ SnXO of Son** A
'. I.r 1 \ owls) : N.^.O. Dec.

'ilKKYWOMAN (Heni'V W. \<(
„ ,,.IMF!. Cecil: Chsro.

MISS AGNES SCOTT.
Bangs, N. Y.

Bert. K. C.
MISS CORDELIA HAAGER,w

Al. Jolsou gave a suiv fire line to a hun" t<-rer- d or morr* f;t>medi<i and comediennes ,' en he originated tl" torin customer-, in
■ erring to tW rgoers. Every lady with: >i»ilc tendenci - according to nvoirdupois

b tE must admit that Willard Mack disappointed*/ us with his newest playlet, " Blindman'sI* Buff." We'd anticipated at least a melo-|matic " punch," but the sketch proved unconvinc-
and unpleasant. Indeed, it was repulsive.

e Domestic Triangle Again
'o begin with, there's the husband, the wife, and

lover. Hubby feigns blindness and silentlyches. Finally the villain decides to hurry thingsfag by poisoning the husband. But, when the
sses are prepared, the other swiftly shifts them,1 the lover drinks the deadly contents himself. HeIs into an arm-chair and dies with vivid chokes
1 paroxysms. Then the husband, still posing as
id, calls his wife—and she falls, shrieking, at thed man's feet. So hubby—himself a doctor—calls
a physician friend and arranges to have the lover's
th fixed as a fatal attack of organic heart trouble,
t is easy to guess, almost from the first, that the
ae of blindman's buff is really blindman's bluff.
; feigned loss of sight is obvious—and the climax
ost. The sketch isn't well built, nor is the dia-
ie humanly constructed. Moreover, the playlet
Its no moral, but is just morbid and sordid.
'rom a dramatic viewpoint, " Blindman's Buff"
t well handled. Mr. Mack lacks vigor as the hus-
d, William L. Gibson is handicapped by absurd
s, and Margaret Greene's sobs and shrieks are

lly unreal.

Actress and Author of the Dancing Satire, " The Red
Fox Trot."

different ways, and for thirty minutes skated alongthe edge of hysteria.
"War Brides" ended with a suicide. This, how¬ever, was used to drive home the idea behind the com¬pelling little tragedy.
Yet all life isn't hysteria, tears, and murder. Thissort of one-act drama reveals the broad viewpoint ofpresent-day vaudeville. But let's have a cheerfulview of things.

Beatrice Herford's Humor
Beatrice Herford cleared away the feverish atmos¬phere delightfully at the Palace. Her humor is soabsolutely healthy, so buoyant, so direct that we'd

go miles to listen to her splendid monologues.Miss Herford starts with her restaurant scene, de¬picting a party of shoppers having a hasty luncheon.The entertainer points her humor, with its under¬standing of feminine foibles, so keenly, and she paintssuch a vivid mental picture, that the monologues be¬come splendidly real. Even hungry little Aggie—whois " miserably," and, of course, can't have the thingsshe wants—is suggested in our mind's eye.Then there's the monologue of the lady who appliesshopping methods to her purchase of a theater ticket,and another of a gum-chewing, ten-cent store clerkwho coldly answers customers while she listens to" chunes " from the " music department."
The Spring Fashion Show proved to be a paradeof manniquins in gowns designed for " milady" atsundry smart " maisons." A gentleman in BeauBrummel attire, named Sam Ash, opened the hugecover of a fashion magazine, and the models steppedout one by one to walk about the stage. During cos¬tume changes Ash sang. One of his numbers is an¬other Hawaiian song, this time by Irving Berlin.Berlin doesn't seem to strike anything original thesedays. Each melody has the old Berlin plaint. This

song tells of a Hulu belle who—•
" Is feeling so much better
Since she received a letter;
She's so excited,
She's so delighted."
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The Fashion Show
The costumes, we take it, interested the femininetheatergoers. We suspect that they gave numerous

shudders to mere married men in the audience. Bysetting the fashion pace, vaudeville is adding anotherterror to these high-cost-of'living days.By the way, the stage fashion show is likely to offera new field for the plugger. Each " maison" will
soon have its own iron-handed staff.

Bernard Granville is clean-cut, youthful, and quitelikeable. He's an agile dancer, but his taste in mate¬rial is—let us say—deplorable.
Granville starts off with a bit of Tin Pan Alleybathos having the refrain " Take her back, take herback, love her again." He offers a song—of exceedingbad taste—based on a recent court case. It runs likethis—

" A girl named Rachael Thomas
Sued a fellow for breach of promise;He never wore his glasses
When out flirting with the lasses.

Has anybody here seen Oliver? "

Bernard Granville's Monologues
Granville always does several cheerful monologues.He's still presenting the old one, " After You're GoneYou'll Never Be Missed," and an anti-war recitation," Honor."
But Granville is strictly neutral; and he alsosings a war ballad, " I'll Come Back To You WhenIt's All Over."

Billy B. Van and the Beaumont Sisters used tohave a fearful bare-stage sketch. It's been succeededby a new skit, " Spooks," by Bob Janette—which is
more so.

Van plays a comedy person with plaid clothes whotakes a position as assistant to a palmist. He hasexperiences with a skeleton—water being squirtedfrom the skull across the stage—and with a numberof bottles containing potions, which produce variouseffects.
" Spooks" is wholly out of date. It's our ideaof nothing to see,
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LOLA WENTWORTH,
Singing the Principal Role in B. A. Rolfe's " The Bride

Shop."
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White. N. Y.
MISS BETTY BROWN,

' The Lily Gown Girl " in the Fashion Show of 1915.
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" The Red Pox Trot" is a light waistedlittle skit, designed as a dance craze satire,by Agnes Scott and presented in the

varieties by Miss Scott, George Howell and
William Norton.

A staid sort of business man discovers
that his wife has the tango fever. Indeed,he finds her learning the " red fox trot"
from a youth, whose existence is just onedance step after another. He forcibly dis¬misses the dancing expert, and announces
that he'll learn the fox trot himself.

Miss Scott plays—or rather dances—therole of the gushing, giddy young wife andPeter Paige does the youthful " dancingdervish " in nance fashion. Although wedetest this sort of thing, Mr. Paige's work
really is the life of the skit. " The Red
Fox Trot" will probably hesitate at No.
3 position on a vaudeville bill.

The Pucks in Song
Over at the Victoria Harry and Eva

Puck were on the top-heavy bill headed byJess Willard, who recently took the pugi¬listic championship from Jack Johnson.
The Pucks sing and dance their own num- ;bers, using a piano for one or two of them.
Puck, by the way, is a rag composer and ~
Miss Puck is a rather attractive little per¬
son. Together they make a clean-cut team.
But their songs are of a Forty-fifth Street |delicacy.

For instance, there's one of a girl:" What shall we do,
It's all up to you,

The poor simp said let's make some ^'jlvcandy ; 11 V
You could take off her hat,
And go rat-tat-tat,

Nobody Home."



THE MORGAN DANCERS,
Copyright Ira L. Hill's Studio, N. Y. City.

Bispham's Kipling Numbers

In an Interpretative Egyptian Dance.
h,i. t> rt . Mo., 23. Oarntber»rine 20, hisco) : N.Y.C.

which implies that the evangelist's motive's are mer-
' cenary. It runs along this groove

" I saved my soul,
But I lost my roll;

The mellow art of David Bispham stands quite
alone. No one can equal him in the recitative number.

Upon his return to vaudeville, he again offered the
stiri-ing arrangement of Rudyard Kipling's grim poem
of a military execution, " Danny Deever." He did an¬
other swinging Kipling number, " The Regiment's
Coming Down the Grand Trunk Road." In this he
conveyed all the atmospheric vigor of the Barrack
Room Ballads so vividly that you felt the rhythmic
shuffle of the marching men along the sun-baked
Indian roadway.

Then, too, Mr. Bispham did a touching little song
of half forgotten memories, " In Days Gone By, How
Sweet Were the Roses." And he sang Sidney Hom¬
er's tender little " Banjo Song." Both of these little
numbers touched the heart—as Mr. Bispham did them.

Harrison Brockbank played—or rather sung—the
role of Napoleon in " The Purple Road." He's still
doing the Man of Destiny, this time in a playlet—
of unknown authorship—called " The Drummer of the
76th."

The Drummer Boy andJNapoleon
A tired little drummer boy falls asleep in a hut

which, by chance, is selected as the emperor's head¬
quarters. The lad, upon awakening, tells Napoleon—
not realizing his identity—of his homesickness and
hatred of war. Then, when he discovers that his
friend, " the little corporal," is really the emperor, he
is panic stricken. But Napoleon makes the boy a
page and, confiding some valuable papers to his care,
leaves the hut. Then the owner of the cottage, ap¬
parently a vindictive sort of German woman, tries to
get the papers and finally hits the lad with an axe.
Napoleon and his officers rush back, the woman is

They say he saves women free,
I hope he saves a blond for me."

The song deserves banning. Let Sunday attack the
net \l< s 1. Austin'3. i. Onorte- 2-8. .\
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Kathleen Clifford's Stage Chappie
Kathleen Clifford, who is the most fetching of all

stage chappies, came to the Colonial fresh from her
hit in London. Miss Clifford returned with more

poise and surety. The English stage is a splendid
finishing school for the American variety artist.

The little masculine impersonator is still using her
shadow curtain, making costume changes from fem¬
inine gowns to masculine garb and back again behind
an illuminated screen—with accompanying silhouette
revelations.

Miss Clifford has an almost entirely new repertoire.
She's giving her impression of an English John—he's
a nut over there—in " Gilbert the Filbert" (already
done here by Donald Brian), and she is offering " I've
Been Out With Johnny Walker," with just the sug¬
gestion of intoxication. For one of the feminine
changes Miss Clifford does " I'm on My Way to
Dublin Bay," which lacks the requisite smartness.

She does everything deftly and daintily, dancing
with neat agility. Her numbers are slender—in fact,
most of them lack any distinctive quality—but, after
all, it's Miss Clifford.

She's still our favorite stage boy.
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At tlie Palace Again This Week with William
Montgomery.
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Jess Willard's Debut

■:bia.Jess Willard made his stage debut at
the Victoria. The pugilist's specialty
lacked punch.

Willard made a brief speech, exercised a
bit, tossed the medicine ball, and boxed a 1 : '■Jtel
dummy. The brief turn seemed pretty mild , " , V
to us, but in order to express a comprehen- . ',/i ,h
sive technical review of Actor Willard, we
took along our head bookkeeper, who al- T! Orm..
ways familiarly refers to the fighters as Lincoln 25-
Jess, Jack and Kid.

After careful consideration he said that:
he thought Eva Puck was—er—a bit cute. j
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MLLE. LYDIA LOPOKOVA,

Charming Russian Dancer, Now in the Varieties.

El (Juro. 25—lndef.
KJ DADDVL;„ MJ-

LYDIA LOPOKOVA is a charming little dancer,trained in the thorough Russian school of Pav-
lowa, Mordkin and Volinine. She came to

vaudeville assisted by the Morgan dancers—six young
women, who interpret an Egyptian ballet of angular
arm gestures, a Greek bacchanal and a number—the
best of their repertoire—descriptive of the Roman
games.

Lopokova and the Morgan Dancers
Mile. Lopokova herself appears in three divertise-

ments—the first a pizzicato ballet danced to the music
of Delibes, the second the Xylophone (Ivanoff), and
finally the Russian National Dance. This is invested
with a compelling Tartar fire and Slav artistry. Mile.
Lopokova is an able and pretty dancer. She lacks the
drama and passion of Pavlowa, but she possesses a
delightful grace, an excellent skill of pantomime and a
splendid technique. There is a fresh girlishness in
Lopokova's dancing where there fs an infinite drama in
Pavlowa's art.

The specialty is well arranged. The Morgan dancers
are the most spontaneous of the classic interpreters
yet observed in vaudeville. There is pagan joy of
nature in their dancing. They give thoroughly in¬
teresting assistance to Mile. Lopokova.
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shot and the boy dies " on the field of honor " at his
emperor's feet.

Without attempting to doubt that a woman of any
race—even embittered by war—would murder a de-

' fenceless boy, " The Drummer of the 76th," seems
only clap-trap melodrama. Its one reason for ex-

[,' istence is the drummer boy, who is played theatrically
but with a certain appeal by Master Courtney Keats.
As the Corsican, Mr. Brockbank looks intense—but
not like Napoleon.

Why does the woman of the hut speak broken Eng¬
lish? It's as realistic a touch of local color as the
musical comedy hotel keeper—in a scene laid in
France—who speaks with a " zis " and " zat " accent.
Good Music in the Varieties

A pianist, G. Alda Randegger, played interestingly
j —with nicety of shading and excellent technique—

helping along the cause of good music in vaudeville.
. His programme—rather unusual—included Rach-

1 maninoff's Prelude in C, Chopin's E Flat Nocturne,
Liszt's St. Francis Walking Upon the Waters, and

; the Rubinstein-Beethoven Ruin of Athens march.

James Diamond, of Diamond and Brennan, is do¬
ing a timely song, " When Billy Sunday Comes to
Town," which should be added to vaudeville's bad
taste collection. While Sunday's saw dust trail meth¬
ods do not interest us, we are also against this lyric,

- - - ■ oaju lafiiry nr. Mniicri . .........

Nina Morgana in Varieties

We recall Nina Morgana when she was Junderstudy to Emma Trentini. She lias ^advanced markedly in the interim. In¬
deed, she is a young singer of excellent
promise. .Many of her tones are of delight¬
ful quality and she sings—as she did in
the old ballad, " Iloine, Sweet Home"—■
with an unusual depth of feeling.

Her repertoire includes Meyerbeer's" The Shadow Song," " The Last Rose of
Summer" and the mad scene from Doni¬
zetti's " Lucia di Lammermoor."

Ida Fuller and her dancing girls pre¬
sented their new—and mild—specialty at
the Fifth Avenue Theater. Miss Fuller
has simply attired her ballet of fourteen
a la Isadora Duncan, in frank Grecian
garb, and then trained them in conven- --
tional chorus evolutions, such as jumping 1
rope and dancing about a May pole. Then .

they dance with fluttering veils while dif- ,

ferent colored lights are flashed upon them, m
It's ancient Greece, as Ned Wayburn might
conceive it.
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nia D'Agarioff Sings
Genia D'Agarioff, the Petrograd baritone, is rather

puzzling. We doubt whether he has the necessary
vaudeville qualities. He sings in Russian and almost
in English and wears costumes by—honestly—Lady
Duff Gordon. This sort of thing accentuates femin¬
inity. One is a black Pierrot costume and the other
a rainbow colored Russian garb with a jeweled sword.
The Colonialites didn't know whether to accept D'Aga¬
rioff seriously. He will not startle vaudeville vocally.

Tom Smith and Ralph Austin present a skit which
we suppose comes under the title of " hokum." They
reach the stage in a comedy motor boat—with this
sort of incidental patter:

"Do you know anything about engines?"
"

Ab-sa-bally-lutely! "
" What?"
" Pos-siss-itively! "
Then they emerge from the boat and work in what

appears to be part of a park. There's more repartee,
with several dances and songs, a young woman assist¬
ing.

The act is billed as " tomfoolery." That almost de¬
scribes it.

Irene and Bobbie Smith Interest
Irene and Bobbie Smith seem to be a sort of min¬

gling of the Farber and Courtney Sisters, with mild
touches of Ruth Roye. They aren't in the least of¬
fensive, however, doing songs with some buoyancy,

costuming their specialty' neatly and final¬ly getting over emphatically with "That
liaseball Rag "—which is well done in its
way.

We'd thought Lillian Lorraine's voice 1
quite impossible of duplication, but one of
the Smith girls has a voice that's a non-
vocal double.

—nif r . , -
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MISS HELEN ROOK,

Winter Garden " Discovery," at the Palace This Week.

MARY SHAW brought " The Dickey Bird," writ¬ten by Harvey O'Higgins and Harriet Ford,to vaudeville. " The Dickey Bird " is slender
•—not of any lasting impression but lightly amusing.
"Dickey Bird" Is Frothily Entertaining

A newly married couple come to look over the apart¬ment of a Mrs. Griffith, with a view of renting it.Mrs. Griffith proves to be the bridegroom's first wife.Richard Bowen—the Dickey Bird of the romance—hasn't had the courage to tell his girlish bride of hisformer marriage, because that young woman has de¬cided views against divorce.
But a blundering Swedish maid lets the cat out ofthe bag and Richard has to confess. " You were herDickey Bird," accuses the tearful bride. " I want to

go home to mo-other; " Then Dickey tells why heleft Mrs. Bowen No. 1. " I saw ' A Doll's House'and I began to realize that I was a male Nora. I hadmarried a woman who didn't believe me capable ofhaving an opinion of my own. So I went out intothe night! "
The bride turns angrily upon wifey No. 1. " Dickey,you go right along," the ex-clinging-vine commands,and Dickey meekly obeys. "You cat!" the bride

MISS GRACE DE MAR,
Banat, K. Y.
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snaps at the smiling divorcee and departs, slammingthe door. Then wifey No. 1 laughs to herself, for poorDickey's chances of thinking for himself have departedonce more.
As the philosophical divorcee, Mary Shaw read herlines with point—even if she was just a bit obvious.Lumsden Hare was capital as the Dickey in quest ofa chance to think for himself. And Arline Hackett,as the sentimental bride suddenly transformed into aspitfire, was delightful." The Dickey Bird " is frothily amusing. It evenhas sparkling moments.

Fiske O'Hara and the Irish Ballad
Fiske O'Hara has been en tour playing debonaireIrish heroes, foiling the red coated English soldieryand singing of colleens, blue eyes and Killarney'sgreen banks for these many seasons. At the Palacehe invaded vaudeville.
With a be-ruffled romantic costume and a jeweledcane, Mr. O'Hara brought along five songs of theEmerald Isle. The best of. these was a pretty littlemelody, " You and I." Of course, Mr. O'Hara did" The Wearing of the Green."
The tenor " got over " very well. He sings agree¬ably. Could an Irish singer of Irish songs fail? Wedoubt it. If you like this sort of thing you'll likeO'Hara. To us it's all a bit blarney-ily saccharine.But there is the Irish singer's benign smile. No onecould be cold to that.
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_hought " was tne mu&idarskit, contributed by Tom Barry, which vehicled Rich¬ard Carle—be-spectacled and be-white spatted—to thevarieties.

Carle as a Gay Philanderer
The title is really the brightest thing about thecondensed musical comedy. There are two electrifiedchairs with the power of making persons who sit inthem tell the unadorned truth. Then there is a youngtenor who wants to marry the heroine, the niece of thegay and philandering Richard Cobb, who tries to pre¬vent the match. Cobb has a jealous wife of brunettemoods and a penchant for ladies of blonde tendencies.Of course, he gives his consent to the young folks'match after an incriminating episode with a Frenchdancer. The plot isn't, by any stretch of the imagina¬tion, unique or new. " Give us an kiss," is one of the

MISS FLORRIE MILLERSHIP,
Appearing in Vaudeville.

lines, and another runs, " I'm not bald headed—Ihave a tall face." And the musical numbers, by JamesCarlin, run along the level of " Betsy, the Belle ofthe Bathers," with the chorus of six in footlight bath¬ing attire.
Carle was really labored as the festive Cobb. Tobe honest, he was handicapped by leaden material. Hecontributed, of course, his usual bit as a " fussed"husband trying to explain things to his irate wife.Coit Albertson, too, worked hard as the tenor hero,but the rest of the cast was rather engulfed in theskit.
If we said what we thought about " If We SaidWhat We Thought"—but we won't.

Songs from Longacre Art Centers
Ruth Roye—with her excessive mannerisms plus—was back in some new rags. One, " She Lives Downin Our Alley," was of a chorus lady who evolutionedinto Parisian gowns and the name of La BelleMarie

" She's as French as Paddy Duff,I wonder where she gets that stuff,"while another, a rube number, had equal subtlety, run¬ning along this delightful theme:
" Cy's been drinking cider,

Better take his wife and hide her,He'll treat her mighty cruel."

Mi8hkin Studio, N. Y.
MISS JANET McILWAINE.

Soon to Appear in Modern Dances with Walter Ross.
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The Ward Brothers came back in their London '
chappie patter and dance specialty. The two still
make their work—of the silly ass type—stand out in¬
cisively and they've brushed up their repartee here
and there.

•' I say, have you seen the ruins of America? " asks
Bertie of Archie, " I think they call them Brooklyn."

The Prize Fighter and the Goil
At the Royal, Taylor Granville, aided by Laura

Pierpont, returned to the varieties in his own sketch,
" The Yellow Streak," which is out and out melo¬
drama of the old school.

It's in four scenes, and Granville again plays a
pugilist, " Bud " Burns—pronounced Bo-ines—con¬
tender for the featherweight championship. " Bud "
is in love with Nan Baker, the flip and slangy pro¬
prietress of a lunch room, but he loses his fight when
his opponent adroitly knocks his head against a ring-
post. Indeed, he loses his sight through the blow.
Next the villainous boxer, Eddie Leary by name, at¬
tempts to " get" the goil. With a fake note, he lures
her to a deserted office at night and locks the door—
when the blind " Bud " clambers in from a fire-escape
in the nick of time. Nan flashes out the lights and
the men fight on almost equal terms. But " Bud"
is knocked heavily to the floor—just as some friends
rush in. Then he discovers that the last blow has
knocked his sight back again.

The programme declares that it is possible for a
man to lose and regain his sight in this way. Since
we never doubt a programme, we can't question this
incident. However, the plot doesn't stand reasonable
analysis anywhere. " The Yellow Streak " belongs to
the dramatic plane of the old " ten-twent-thirt"
melodrama of the pre-photodrama days. It even has a
burlesque Irish policeman and a scrubwoman who ex¬
change repartee and act as the comedy relief.

MR. A. PAUL KEITH,
I resident of the B. F. Keith Theaters Company and ofJ

the United Booking Offices.
-fvurant scene is staged with excellent atten¬

tion to detail, by the way. The coffee steams real¬
istically, even if we wonder how Leary won the fight
on a foul and if we doubt that a modern young woman
would be lured by anything as ancient as the appoint-
ment-at-midnight. You are evidently not supposed to
reason why in melodrama.

Princess Radjah as Cleopatra
We had our first view of the Princess Radjah at

the Victoria. We sadly admit our lack of knowledge
—Radjah being something of an institution since that
famous programme" comment: " Placing a snake in
her bosom she danced before a statue of Antonv until
-' i:t Radjah is still doing her Cleo evolution—/

subdued—with a nice, wriggljl
snake, which is thumped about unceremoni-J
ously. And she also introduces her " chair
dance," in which she whirls about while ,

clutching a perfectly ordinary chair in her -v.
teeth. Except for this dental power, we
observed nothing remarkable about Radjah's ,

dancing. It may be of the Far East—but utors
it didn't seem even as far east as Coney
Island.

HE season of 1914-15 is
_ waning. From a busi-

. 1 ness standpoint it has
been a bad, even disas¬
trous year. Artistically,
the varieties made a ma¬

terial advance.
Vaudeville faced trying

conditions. The world
UK war and resultant condi-

tions undoubtedly affect-
">*«(» <;ed the varieties, like

everything else. Thea-
1 ; J ters, which hitherto at¬

tracted uniformly good
business, failed to draw
consistently. Business
fluctuated up and down
according to the head-

MISS IRENE liners. Yet the New York
FRANKLIN. Palace — with scores of

metropolitan • legitimate
theaters empty—was crowded all season.

Unrest in the Varieties

This state of affairs was due only, in a measure, to
exterior conditions. There is an underlying reason.
Vaudeville has been undergoing a tremendous change
in the past few years. It has been advancing and
adjusting itself to new conditions. The monologuists,
the quartettes, the comedy musical turns, the teams
of dialect comedians, and kindred parts of the " back¬
bone " of old-time vaudeville have all gone. The
vociferous rag singers are departing.

Still, too great reliance has been placed upon old
favorites and " sure fire " turns, with the result that
the younger generation—of new ideas and a new
point of view—has grown restless and started to turn
away. The Palace—more progressive than any other

| variety house in America—is proof of this trend,
i There consistent efiEorts were made to obtain novelty
and new blood—and excellent business continued.

Vaudeville is going on to greater things. The last
three years have been an era of reconstruction. The
next three will see a striking development. The bill
of the future will be a mingling of all the arts.

Certain features of the closing season stand out
with clearness. The vaudeville playlet has grown in
latitude and advanced in treatment. The musical .

taste has been developed, thanks to the appearance
of vocalists and musicians of interesting technique
and ability. The trend in song delivery is away from <
the rag and toward artistic characterization.
" War Brides " and the Flood of Punch Sketches

Dramatically, the appearance of Alia Nazimova in ,

Marion Craig Wentworth's "War Brides" prob¬
ably takes precedence from a popular standpoint.
Mrs. Wentworth's peace playlet—with its tragedy • '
of a mother who commits suicide to prevent her un¬
born baby from becoming " cannon fodder "—made a
timely emotional appeal. Then, too, it conveyed a
suffrage message—a plea that the participation of ,

women in the Government would prevent all war.
Looking back upon it, we feel that the playlet was j
idealistic and visionary. But Madame Nazimova's
compelling playing of the distraught peasant wife ,
and Gertrude Berkeley's moving portrayal of the
stoical mother made the sketch vibrant for the in- L|

ant. . _ . fl
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Will Rogers—the informal cowboy lariat
expert—told about his difficulties—appear¬
ing on a bill between Dainty Marie and
Radjah. Rogers is always amusing in his
happy-go-lucky way.

Woodman, Spare That Joke
Tim McMahon and Edythe Chapelle sit

on a trunk in front of a scenery railroad
station and repartee. The humor is of the
Reconstruction period, and runs the gamut
from the Erie to matrimony. For instance,
there's that gray-haired veteran—

" You told me you were well off before
you married me."

" I was—but I didn't know it."
It always touches us to hear that good

old joke. We recall hearing it at our first r\»«r* a VfV i if Tir Mr ■
variety performance, and it's dear to our | |^| '<.!**i'A»*" 145 4')th M , . X.
memory. I—...... . .
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" War Brides " started an avalanche of war play¬

lets and gruelling sketches. Perhaps there was some¬
thing psychological in this flood of dramatic tragedy,
with the public mind filled with war and bloodshed.
" Thou Shalt Not Kill," Maurice Campbell's playlet
for Henrietta Crosman, stood out. This peace play¬
let was, like " War Brides," idealistic, while it had a
slenderer—but none the less—direct appeal. None of
the tragic one-act dramas are worth noting at length,
although they revealed at least that vaudeville was
broadening in its dramatic taste. The day of the old
slapstick sketch has passed for all time.

Among the dramatic productions were " The Vic¬
tim," a " flash back " sketch of a murder written by
Ossip Dymow, and presented by Madame Bertha
Kalich; John Willard's " The Red Hate," built about
revenge and two murders, offered by Emmett Cor-
rigan; Willard Mack's " Blindman's Bluff," the story
of a faithless wife ensnared by her husband, who
poses as blind, with the author in the leading role;
and the recent " Spoils of War," by Hilliard Booth,
a frenzied attempt at a " punch."

The Season's Best Playlets
Two playlets of slender and fragile delicacy were

produced ^^.-Inhjj^Ho^^ns, who seems to be the
one variety producer with ideals and discrimination.
One was Robert W. Sneddon's " The Might Have
Beens," a delicately told fantasy of a childless hus¬
band and wife. It was Barrie-esque without, of
course, his whimsical humor and understanding of
humanity. Still, Mr. Sneddon is a young author of
ideals and charm of expression. Charlotte Walker
played the wife, a role that needed a Maude Adams.
The other sketch was of less note—a frothily built
little comedy, " The Dickey Bird," by Harriet Ford
and Harvey O'Higgins, with Mary Shaw as the di¬
vorcee.

The Best Acting of the Year

Undoubtedly the histrionic height of the season was
touched by Arnold Daly, the foremost exponent of
intellectual comedy on our stage. Mr. Daly offered
Shaw's biting " How He Lied to Her Husband"
and " Ask No Questions," one of Schnitzler's cynical
cycle, " The Affairs of Anatol." In both Mr. Daly
played with fine humor and brilliant shading.

Ethel Barrymore turned from the human comedy
of Barrie's " Twelve Pound Look" to the old-fash¬
ioned sentimentality of Sir Charles Young's " Drifted
Apart." Yet she sounded a distinct note of pathos
in the antiquated sketch.

In current native comedies we would give Porter
Emerson Browne's " Married," well played by Homer
B. Mason and Marguerite Keeler, an unusual place.
Allan Dinehart, an excellent juvenile, appeared as
a young lawyer in Everett Ruskaye's " The Meanest
Man in the World." This was fresh and agreeable.
"

Twenty Odd Years," Tom Barry's sketch for Harry
Beresford, had a certain wholesome charm.

The Dancers and the Song Birds

Vaudeville reached one of its highest points in
dancing. Mile. Adeline Genee came over briefly to
dance with all her old fleeting and idealistic grace.
Her hunting dance gallop, done in riding habit, was
again delightful.

Mile. Lydia Lopokova appeared with the six Mor¬
gan Dancers. Lopokova is of appealing girlish charm
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—at her best in the delicate Xylophone(Ivanoff)—and she was given admirable as¬sistance by the six young California girls.They interpreted several classic evolutionswith genuine spontaneity and joy of thedance.
Among the foremost vocal captures madeby the varieties during the season were-Calve, Carolina White, Carl Jorn, and Or-ville Harrold. Nina Morgana displayed avoice of unusual charm and promise. Fore¬most among the pianists to invade vaude¬ville was G. Alda Randegger.David Bispham returned to the two-a-dayto a repertoire of recitative numbers'.Bispham invests them with dramatic fire

a " jand a mellow art. His selections ranged war
* "

i2*or of TCinHno-

the electric vigor of Eva 'Sanguay's " Hullo,Everybody ! " Arnold Daly's high comedy inthe Shavian playlet, " How He Lied To
Her Husband": the unbridled passion of
Nazimova in " War Brides," and the charm
of Lopokova's interpretation of Ivanoff's
Xylophone.

THE WEEK

VAli^^1LLE is entering the field ofthe Grand Guignal and of the Prin¬
cess—before timi- tnoatoncess—before tnat tneater admitted

, a " Nobody Home " policy. " The Spoils ofw~~ aru
. ms /anjp. ^ War" is a one-act shudder by Hilliard

from the military vigor of Kipling to Sid- Booth. That is, Mr. Booth did his best to
ney Homer s touching little Banjo Song. contribute twenty gruelling minutes, butThe Single Artists they just wouldn't gruel.In commenting upon Irene Franklin's art Another War Sketch—sincere and absolutely without affectation

T, . „
„ „ . , ,

„ , ,,

—we can add but little. She injects so It: °much humor, she touches such a vibrant sc??,e 1 , p Si yLaS tSnote of pathos that she is quite irresistible, soldiers, mad with victory, crowd theHer "kid" songs are unforgettable, and streets. A peasant woman comes to mili-her slangy dissertation of a chorus girl in- SS'vading the Great White Way was a little j^er home and her^daughter. I he generalmasterpiece of characterization in comma n

0 vjj-cal wiiitt; waymasterpiece of characterization.And Eva Tanguay ! She came back withall her famous electrical gleefulness andchildlike joy. Her " Hello, Everybody ! "and her aueer little Pavlowa travesty were■—Tanguayish. There's no one like thecyclonic Eva.
The appearance of Beatrice Herfordmarked a distinct forward step—from theslapstick to intellectual humor. Her mon¬ologues are genuinely humorous—paintinga mental picture with depth of character¬ization and understanding of human foibles.Willa Holt Wakefield's pianologue songs arestill as vibrant and as deftly humorous asever.

^ctu^uuex-. me geneiin command at first refuses, but his wife—in the captured city with the hospital corps—demands that he accede to the woman'stears. " You are responsible for the peopleyou have conquered," she declares. Finallyhe sends an order and the peasant motherdeparts.
The headquarters is deserted, save for aparty of drunken officers in an adjoiningroom. A young girl appears. An intoxi¬cated officer, believing her to be the peas¬ant's daughter, seizes and drags her amongTh°™ — '

, . uci ttiilUilithe revellers. There are shouts of laughter and screams.
Suddenly the general's wife returns—inquest of her daughter. The general starts....

,y LJiWJWIoffice <5aily and 8uiid;v < i l . o_:

•to question the drunken officer when theyhear the cries from the adjoining room.The commanding officer's wife rushes to the idoor, opens it—and covers her face with T.her hands.I The girl is her daughter. Maddened, sheseizes a revolver. Bang! Bang! Bang! •'| Her husband, the sentry and the drunken' officer fall—shot with marvelous accuracy—and cries come from among the soddenrevelers within.
Mrv Booth may have had a message todeliver. The general's wife talks of warundermining civilization. "You say this til

will be the last great war," she says. " Youare wrong—the next conflict will be be- ,

tween men .and women." Mr. Booth really 1 'didn't drive any point home, except pos- isibly the philosophy presented by Shermanfifty years ago.
Personally the playlet seemed decidedlydistasteful. Nor is it well constructed—going two-thirds its distance in a rambling,talky way. Then it develops frenzied qual¬ities and fails of a thrill because it utterlylacks a convincing note and any element ofsympathetic appeal.Miss Walsh read her lines throughout inan artificial way. The role did not fit her.The other players were lost in the dra- >matic haze.

i ussierI any aided
'

cciij- aiaed by the song w
.

came down the main aisle to give vocal1 assistance. It's a meaningless sort ofI plaint called, " When I Leave the WorldBehind." We wpron'*- ^

assistance. It's
, plaint called, ± x^eave the WorldBehind." We weren't able to gather thewords at all—which is, indeed, an idealway to hear a modern rag.

Helen Rookaxuuk is just a singer of songs.She has confidence but no variety of meth¬od. Miss Rook did " Shooting the BullAround the Bulletin Board," which MissNora Baves
me .DUlluuluuuu cue Bulletin Board," which MissNora Bayes recently introduced, and pre¬sented the eternal Berlin's " Watch YourStep." the melody of " the street car con¬ductor's annual ball," which travels alongthis line:

Fritzi Scheff and the Pluggers
Fritzi Scheff has capitulated to the songmanufacturers.
Although a grand piano graced the stageand an accompanist was billed, Miss Scheffused the tneater orchestra for each number.She sane- 44 *--•

i was

of the

Red,^Red Rose," and
uYxwiu, j ??* v rtUL>lj

Bird of Para°TC
C

" Hear them curse the inventorOf the pay-as-you-enter;Look at the fellows who collect your fare,See them there ! "

Helen Rook's Rag Singing
Miss Rook also presented the BerlinHonolulu song, " The Bird of Paradise,"just now being forced everywhere, and gaveher impression of A1 Jolson doing the lyric. 'The youthful singer presents a song withvocal vigor, cabaret trimmings and satis- 4factory enough diction. Most of all she !needs personality.

I Chic Sale presented his country schoolentertainment—in which he portrays the [j.1scholars, the teacher, a member of the v(
school board and the village cornetist with

,ul
humor and deft characterization. Salemakes lightning changes from one character n
to another, but the bits depend upon more , T

i than costume shifts. Without make-up, ,

Sale actually makes each character facially ' 1distinct.

White, N. 7.
Arnold Daly.

1 'flPMMMT of i
__ Jrjjfie....*.

Grace La Rue's advancement was marked.Her methods have softened and her con¬ception of song delivery has broadened. Sheis an artiste of imagination—and of possi¬bilities if she applies herself to numbersof bigness and depth. Her " Tango Dream "and the sustained strength of her Sanskritnumber, " The Salutation of the Dawn,"proved this.
Nan Halperin's Appearance

Nan Halperin was the one new figure toachieve unusual success during the year.With originality of style and demurenessof method she quickly ingratiated herself.We will watch her future development withinterest; for, if she avoids forcing and re¬tains her present type of song material, shecan go far.
Nora Bayes returned a few weeks ago,and seemed far better than in several sea¬sons. She did her old number, " SinceMother Was a Girl," with excellent comicpoint, and had the distinction of singingthe season's most tuneful little song, " HickiHoy," a Hawaiian ballad.
Ina Claire's appearance in the varietieswas brief, but her gentle methods are justas fetching as ever. Marie Nordstrom pre¬sented a novel " single "—a comic compari¬son of the way things happen behind thefootlights and in real life. Violet Dale dis¬played a sense of mimicry above the aver¬age in her specialty, the best of which wasa vivid imitation of Nazimova in " WarBrides." Kathleen Clifford returned fromEngland and is again contributing her deftmasculine impersonations. Cecil Cunning¬ham, upon her reappearance in vaudeville,seemed to have advanced. Ferne Rogerssang very well, and might easily developinto another Bessie Wynn in two-a-dayvocal appeal.

The Passing of the Rag Vocalist
The trend has been distinctly away fromthe rag. The noisy singer of this sort ofsong is disappearing.
Belle Baker is now practically the onlyrag singer of prominence, and she has re¬tained her place because she puts a certainelement of humanness into her delivery.But Miss Baker is seriously handicappedby lack of variety in material, being undercontract to sing only the songs of onepublisher.
Kitty Gordon and Blanche Ring appearedin tabloid musical skits early in the season,and Richard Carle recently tried a specialtyalong the same lines. Toby Claude'srevuette—used to hinge together some ofthe numbers she offered in musical comedyand revue here and abroad—was refreshingand pleasant. Miss Claude is a sprightlylittle soubrette.
The " two-acts " were not prominent thisseason. Wellington Cross and Lois Jo¬sephine, George Whiting and Sadie Burt,and Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield were thebig three in this type of variety entertain¬ment.
The Campbell Sisters came from obscur¬ity to prominence. They have an excellentidea behind their Specialty—presentinghomelike songs in a little informal parlorturn. To advance they must avoid any¬thing that savors of professionalism in thepresentation of songs, and they must getmaterial—not from Tin Pan Alley—tobuild up the atmosphere.

The Season's Brilliant Moments
jIn brief, the vivid memories of the year >are Irene Franklin's character songs, Bea- ,trice Herford's restaurant monologue, thetender " Banjo Song" of David Bispham,enchanting hunting gallop of Genee,

uautw Liie orcnestra routs anumber of rag melodies. One of them endswith a mimic fight between the violinistand the drummer in which the last namedshoots the syncopated instrumentalist. Tnisis an excellent idea which might well beadopted by cabarets generally.
Gloria Goodwin Dances Into View

Clifton Webb's dancing specialty has twoj good reasons for popularity. One is Gloria ;i Goodwin and' the other is a near-ballalaika 1i orchestra in place of the usual ebony noise j' dispensers.
Gloria Goodwin radiates a sort of girlish ijoy of the dance. She is slender, spiritedand piquant. You can't help liking her.And Mr. Webb, recalled for his appearanceswith Mae Murray, dances neatly. They 'make an excellent team. The musicians are

„
in Russian garb and they play the slice-of-pie shaped stringed instruments of Tartar; origin. There is a pianist and a drummer, ■so the novelty isn't too novel—and the mu¬sicians sing " Tipperary" when they playthat marching song. Possibly all is not t'Russian that Ballalaikas.Miss Goodwin and Mr. Webb — perhapswe should say Mr. Webb and Miss Goodwin,J but we wonyt—present a " moment musi-1 cale," a tango-trot, an original Tipperary strot, with sure-fire strains of Dixie and sGeorgia, and finally the gavotte to the \.lstrains of " The Glow Worm." They're 19all quite prettily done. And there's MissGoodwin.

Cecil Cunningham Again
Cecil Cunningham—with her blonde waysand her newly acquired sense of humor—was at the Colonial in practically the same jact she recently offered at the Victoria." All for the Sake of Publicity "—depictingthe efforts of an actress to keep, in the pub- jlie eye—is still the best of her repertoire.She has a new number, " The Street CarAdvertising Rag," in which the poster" adv" characters come to life and dothings that rhyme easily. Another song—" What Vaudeville Wants "—depicts the ef¬forts of a vocalist who started with " high (brow " music and finally succumbed to ragin order to succeed. "I didn't raise my ties,voice to be a flivver," is the plaint. Ofcourse, this is all wrong, as Irene Frank¬lin's Salamander would say, all wrong. \ J ANothing is too good for the varieties mu- y / csic-ally.

i
■

Variety Favorites for Years—Now Offering-

SAM AND KITTY MORTON^" Iniianavoli*-
'Back to Where They Started.'

Clifton Webb and Floria Goodwin cer¬tainly drew society to the Colonial lastweek in their new dancing act. One womanI of millions attended early and often. Mrs. i' vHerman Oelrichs, Geraldine Farrar, MelvilleI Ellis, and others gave box parties.
Melville Ellis makes it a point to walkout on Bernard Granville whenever he is

on the bill. Granville tries hard to pull his" You Never Will Be Missed," as he goes1 out, but at the Colonial Melville usuallybeats him to it.



T
iHE Summer days are almost here.

With the old season just fading into the dis-
— tance and the new season still en route, it isn't

inopportune to suggest a touch of reform here and
there.

Some Neutral Suggestions
Why not eliminate a few things next season? Here

is a schedule of suggestions:
Jokes about matrimony, fat ladies, and Yonkers.
Ditto about mother-in-laws and Brooklyn.
All curtain speeches of " thanks."
Japanese jugglers who whirl barrels on their feet.
Acrobats who tumble over chairs and into the

orchestra.
War songs.
Anti-war songs.
Tramp comedians who try to scratch a match and

then discover the match is really a nail.
All Ford wheezes.
"

Two-acts," in which the participants exchange
fly patter after meeting in the exact center of a de¬
serted street drop.

Song pluggers.
Negro orchestras appearing with tango dancers.
Tango dancers appearing with negro orchestras.
Programme billing using such mild terms as

" genius " and " greatest in the world."
Country school quartettes.
Outside of these few items we're strictly neutral.

Emma Dunn in "The Baby"
But to return to plain facts. Emma Dunn pre¬

sented John Stokes's " The Baby" at the Palace.
When Mr. Stokes wrote " A Regular Business Man,"
he constructed an adroit and breezy farce. But his
sketch, " The Baby," written for his wife, is an ob¬
vious attempt at pathos.

A penniless emigrant mother brings her little baby
to a foundling asylum. She has not heard from her
husband in weeks and is destitute. Finally she signs
a paper giving up all rights to the child, and departs.
A few moments later she hurries back—with her hus¬
band. He has located a good position in Pittsburgh
and has returned to get his wife and baby. But the
hospital authorities refuse to give up the child. It's
against the rules. The mother pleads and the house
physician's heart is touched. He takes a chance with
his position and gives the mother her child. That's
all there is to the stars— . .

I

MISS KATHLEEN CLIFFORD.

Again Offering Her

Ban a 8.

Smart Chappie Impersonations
Vaudeville.

RENE FRANKLIN was the timely headliner for
the opening of the New Brighton Theater. Miss
Franklin, be it noted, is quite as invigorating as

a breeze from the sea.

Irene Franklin's New Songs
And she brought some new songs. One, " At the

Dansant," depicts the domestic complications engulfed
in the maelstrom of the dansant. There's the slender
debutante, who comes with a youth of patent leather
hair, in quest of her giddy dance-mad mother, and the
tired business man who discusses the furnace and the
iceman with his wife between dips. It has plenty of
comic possibilities, which will work out as the number
mellows.

The other new number—brisk and humorous—is,
" If I Don't Lock My Family Up, It's the Old Maids'
Home for Mine," the plaint of the long suffering An-
geline, whose best efforts to acquire a husband are
frustrated by bad family team work.

Miss Franklin is still doing her quaint little kiddie
song, " I'm Nobody's Baby Now," and the delicious
feminist satire, " The Woman Policeman." And Mr.
Green contributes sympathetic accompaniment and an
excellent piano interlude.

We went all the way to Brighton to watch Miss s4e.
Franklin—and w'e'd go a good deal further to enjoy
her splendid art. She's the sincerest artiste—in meth¬
ods and actual personality—in all the stage world.

Refreshing Little Playlet
Once more, too, we enjoyed " The Meanest Man in

the World," Everett S. Ruskay's direct little playlet,
presented by Allan Dinehart. Vlli
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Bert Fitzgibbons and the Pluggers
While we're on the subject of songs, we submit this

ditty, presented by the " Nobody Home" comedian,
Bert Fitzgibbons, aided and abetted by a quartette of
pluggers.

We don't know the name of the melody, hut here
are the very words:

" Jane, dear,
Let's go again, dear,
Down to the lane, dear,
Where you and I spent happy hours
Among the flowers;
It's the sunset of our lives;
You've been the best of wives."

We respectfully call attention to the subtlety of the
rhyming.

George East is a feminine impersonator who toe-
dances in a rather elaborate setting. East has ex¬
pended considerable money, engaged a syncopated or¬
chestra and a quartette of combination dancers and
singers. The act had its first New York showing at
the Fifth Avenue Theater.
East as a Feminine Impersonator

A flowered trellis, backed by black velvet hangings,
is the background. East appears in several different
costumes to execute toe dances, and his assistants
fill in the gaps during costume changes. The act
seems a bit reminiscent of Bessie Clayton's specialty
—the orchestra attacking a rag with the same vigor
—and even East's dancing is of the Clayton gymnastic
type.

Considering feminine impersonators, we've always
maintained that we'd rather see than be one. East
doesn't sing. He simply confines himself to toe Ia2e- lj

„ v.no unusual training—for a 1
i.y

ing; and he seems to have unusual training
mere man—along this line. His impersonation isn't
puzzlingly feminine, but, with its surroundings, is
likely to get along in vaudeville.

zm sm
Floyd, N. Y.

MISS MARY SHAW.
Sterling Actress Now Offering " The Dickey Bird " in the

Varieties.

The Baby, we admit, does not ring • at all true.
It isn't worthy of Miss Dunn, who can make an ap¬
pealing role very poignant. Mr. Stokes himself plays
the house physician. His acting is better than his
writing in this vehicle.

Brice and King Sing
Elizabeth Brice and Charles King side-stepped

briefly to vaudeville after a season in "Watch Your
Step."

Aided by a pianist, a grand piano, and an interior
setting, they do several duets and a solo or two. One
runs along this theme :

'* Columbus discovered America,
Hudson discovered New York,
Benjamin Franklin discovered the spark,
And Edison discovered the light in the dark;
Marconi discovered the wireless that crosses the ocean

blue,
But the greatest discovery was when you discovered

me and I discovered you."
Miss Brice still does " I've Only One Idea About

the Boys—and That's to Love 'Em " very neatly. The
two finish with " A Little Cottage In a One Horse
Town," written with the keen Tin Pan Alley under¬
standing of country life. A rural lyric constructor of
Longacre Square needs only to refer to rubes, chick¬
ens, overalls, and gingham gowns to be absolutely
realistic. This one has the refrain:

" Far away from cabarets,
We'll stay among the jays."

Gould and Marsden
MISS MINERVA COVERDALE,

To Be the Principal Pajama Girl in Jesse Lasky's
" Garden of Peaches."
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GEORGE EAST,
Feminine Impersonator. Now Appearing in Vaudeville.

gratiating sketch anywhere. A young lawyer, embit¬
tered by lack of success, gets his first case, to collect
$200 from a small country store or close up the place.
But, at the dusty corner store, he finds only a young
and pretty girl. He tells her of his mission, and that
he's started out to be " the meanest man in the world." 1 "' p " '
Then the young woman tells him that she is the pro¬
prietor. That confession—and the girl's tears—trans¬
form the young lawyer from a pessimist to an opti¬
mist. He borrows $200 by telephone, pays the bill, and
discovers that the girl is being cheated out of her in¬
heritance. " Let me take your case," he begs, and she
becomes his client—probably for life.
Allan Dinehart's Excellent Playing

We know of no better juvenile than Mr. Dinehart.
Good juveniles are rare, and Dinehart, accordingly,
deserves unusual appreciation. Marie Louise Dyer is
still the girl. Her characterization has softened and
gained in sympathy. A little more naturalness of
make-up and carefulness in diction would help. Per¬
haps this last was due to the seaside theater's accous-
tics.

The Langdons offer a comedy skit, " A Night on
the Boulevard," in which a comedy mechanical auto¬
mobile, stalled in front of a cafe, is the feature.
There's a fair motorist, a comedy chauffeur, and a
waiter. The rest is patter and a song or two, with
incidental backfire crashes from the machine. It's a
mild sort of comedy turn.
Eva Tanguay Returns to Broadway

The Palace audiences moved forward with expec¬
tancy. the trombone sounded above the blare of the
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orchestra—and Eva Tanguay was back again on
Broadway.

As electrical, as restless, as impudently gleeful as
ever, " the evangelist of joy," brought along some new
melodies. One sputters with this lyric spark :

" There's a method in my madness,
There's a meaning for my style;
The more they raise my salary,
The crazier I'll be."

Then, too, Miss Tanguay sang, " What's in a
Name," spelling out her own name letter by letter—
" t" for temperament, " a " for action, etc.—as proof.
" Good-by, Everybody," concluded her seven songs, but
she was called back to do, " I Don't Care," once more.

All the numbers are Tanguayesque—that is, dis¬
tinctly, thunderously personal. She even commented
upon the white-gloved Johnny Ford leading the orches¬
tra. Somehow, we feel that Miss Tanguay would
achieve far more if she sang a song or two of some
depth. But audiences probably love her best as
an invigorating exponent of hurry and joy.

We're sure the real Tanguay has unsounded
depths.

"One of the Boys" Produced
Florenz Tempest, Donald McDonald and company

presented, interpreted, or furnished—as you will—
" One of the Boys," by Philip Bartholomae and Silvio
Hein. But, to be frank, " One of the Boys " is very
callow. It belongs to the undergraduate school of
playwrighting,

Miss Gordon makes a brief appearance during Mr.Wilson's turn. The comedian is making a few pointedremarks anent Miss Gordon's decolette gown whenthe star suddenly appears, carrying her 'two Pomera¬nian dogs. Wilson drops his hat and cane and pauses.Of course, the effect is aimed at being impromptu.But, honestly, Miss Gordon cheapens her own workby attempting anything of this kind.

CHARLES M. STUART AND MISS DIXIE O'NEIL,
As far as we were able to gather from the plot, a

number of young men, led by one Jack, start to go to
Broadway from a Yonkers house party—they even
sing about the White Way—and then they change
their minds. This may be a keen psychological prob¬
lem from a Yonkersian—or is it Yonkersonian?—pointof view, but it seems rather slender from our stand¬
point.

But " One of the Boys " is mostly musical numbers,
anyway, and the moon, " that wonderful thing called
love" and "the call of Broadway" are discussed vo¬
cally. One of the lyrics—about Broadway " chicken
fanciers "—runs along this delicate slangy strain:

" Here they come,
Every chicken is going some;
See how they cling,
Every one loves a chicken wing."

" One of the Boys " is as thrilling as a nut Sundae.
Miss Tempest appears once in a chappie impersona¬
tion, and sings with her usual monotonous tonal qual¬

ity. Mr. McDonald was lost in the feeble atmosphereof the piece.

The Palace has another visit from Paul Arm¬
strong's playlet, " Woman Proposes," which advances
the theory that man is really the weaker sex—at least,that he hasn't a chance when a mere woman starts
out to capture him. It's really a sure-fire and actor-
proof skit, since it presents three proposals. Now,the funnier a proposal is done on the stage, the better
an audience likes it. So, the worse " Woman Pro¬
poses " is acted, the better it goes. However, thesketch is now going about as well as ever could be
possible.

"The Dance of the Lorelei"

Lillian Goldsmith has returned to vaudeville againin her " Dance of the Lorelei." This time she is as¬sisted by Lou Archer.

Bang8, N. YMISS BURDELLA PATTERSON,
Appearing in a Pretty Posing Offering, " Beaux Arts."
The siren of the deep is disclosed reclining upon.'

some rocks about which motion picture waves beat
relentlessly. A film wreck totters on the back drop.The siren glides down from the rocks and seizes a
ragged shipwrecked sailor.

The music quickens. The two lapse into a maddance, thus revealing one of the advantages—or dis¬advantages—of being shipwrecked. Finally the tat¬tered sailor leaps headlong off the rocks, the sirenAnnette Kellermanns after him—and the waves goright on waving.
I he dance at least proves that the lorelei are thisseason wearing the same sort of garb used by Ger¬trude Hoffman's choristers in their almost-classic evo¬lutions.

■U—» -• I, I i

THESE are dull days in the variety theaters. Newproductions are few and far between and even
a tour of the junior varieties failed to disclose

very much of particular note.

The Reporter and the Boudoir

Kitty Gordon returned to the Palace in Jack Lait's
sketch, " Alma's Return," with its rosy and—er—
cozy boudoir as a background. Miss Gordon plays an
ex-actress who tries to " put over " a newspaper story
in a big daily. The press story is planted, the star
reporter forces his way into the ex-star's boudoir
and demands the facts. She pleads—begs—weeps.
The story must be stopped—but incidentally she lets
fall a few added facts. The reporter refuses to stop
the scandal and rushes away. Then the ex-actress
hurries to the 'phone and gleefully calls up her
imaginative press agent. But the newspaper man
craftily tip-toes back and overhears the enlightening
message.

There is another scene—for no reason at all—in
which Miss Gordon does a single, vocalizing " There's
a Spark of Love Still Burning." Or rather, two
pluggers, a man and a young woman, sing the plaint
from an upper box.

We've already expressed our view of Miss Gordon
and her vehicle. It is really a cheap and tawdry
little sketch. And Miss Gordon's feigned emotional¬
ism wouldn't have fooled a deaf, dumb and blind re¬
porter. Incidentally, the reporter is both an impos¬
sible and annoying individual. No newspaper man
ever existed in the least like him.

Jack Wilson and His Comedy
Jack Wilson introduced his blackface comedy turn,

assisted by Franklyn Batie. Mr. Wilson has a field
all his own in vaudeville, presenting a more or less
impromptu burlesque of preceding turns. Wide lati¬
tude seems to be given the comedian, who unfortu¬
nately displays a continually growing tendency to be
broad and even vulgar.

'"'xTroi,
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Bessie Clayton returned, too, " inspired by thespirit of the dance and aided by the tout ensemble,"to quote the dancer herself.
Miss Clayton wins plenty of applause but, to us,there's nothing of prettiness or grace about her gym¬nastic and physical evolutions. A syncopated clogdance on one's toes, for instance, isn't quite ethereal.Dancing is nothing if not imaginative, beautiful andgraceful.

Hans Kronold Plays
Hans Kronold, the 'cellist, was another artist to re¬turn to Broadway. We were a bit disappointed inMr. Kronold. His playing revealed a careless touchand a lack of the tonal quality and feeling he displayedwhen he opened in the varieties. Mr. Kronold's bestnumber was an interpretation of " I Hear You Call¬ing Me." He had admirable accompaniment in Wil¬liam A. Parson's sympathetic and even brilliant play¬ing. Mr. Parson is apparently a pianist of unusualskill.

Johnny Dooley and Yvette Ilugel follow each other
upon the stage after the manner of a generation of" two-acts." " I've been following that girl for fifteenyears," confides Dooley, "but she hasn't noticed me

LaHne. Seattle.

MISS SADIE BURT.

Her Appealing Personality Is an Admirable Foil for
George Whiting.

yei. _i iien ensue patter and song. - DooTey con¬
tributes an imitation of Bert Fitzgibbon—our idea of
the acme of unnecessary imitation—tells a variation
of the peas-roll-off-my-knife story, participates in a
number of comedy falls and finally does a Scotch
number in abbreviated kilts.

Du Calion is an amusing English novelty per¬
former, balancing on the top of an unsupported lad¬
der resting upon a small platform. During the course
of his equilibrism, Du Calion presents a rapid-fire
routine of typically British musical hall patter.

Madge Voe in "Dum-Dums"
Another phase of the Great War is presented in

" Dum-Dums," Jerome Wilson's sketch which Madge
Voe broke in at the Fifth Avenue theater. The play¬
let deals with the furnishing of munitions of war to
combatants by Americans. It has been much dis¬
cussed but, we believe, this is the first time it has
been treated dramatically.

" Dum-Dums " is in two scenes. The first takes
place in the office of an American firearms manufac¬
turer, the second near a Continental battlefield. The
head of the firm discharges his chief secretary be¬
cause she expresses an opinion against the sending of
bullets abroad and also because she has won the love
of his son. The boy refuses to accept his father's
command and he is cast off. The second scene finds
the young woman and the boy, now married, as war
nurses. The father—at the front on business—
chances to the spot. The son is shot—not seriously
it proves—by one of his father's American-made
bullets. So father sees the evil of his ways and the
dramatic moral is driven home.

Miss Voe is supported by Martin Alsop as the father
and Stapleton Kent in the role of the son. There are
electrical effects, too, of a floating Zeppelin and a
wireless station.

Talma and Co.. Melbourne.
MISS LAURA GUERITE,

Recently Returned from an Australian Tour.
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Willard, the human extension ladder, was on the
Palace bill. Willard is the queer entertainer who
seems to extend his anatomy—torso, legs and arms—
a number of inches at will.

We'd enjoy Willard's visible methods of growing
right in front of our eyes—if he'd only not talk. His
humor has the zest of the itinerate doctor who used
to sell pills and linament in the small towns.

(W tTMh a team mounted on livery tognvph bureau

MADAME EMMA CALVE returned to the Pal¬ace, if we may believe the programme, " by
the insistent popular demand." Undoubtedly

Calv€ has unusual drawing power and it was unfor¬
tunate that a cold prevented her from completing the
fteefe.

FEATURE FILMS

Calve Returns

She still sings with charm and flashes of brilliancy.
We must confess that, when she did " The Star Span¬
gled Bannej "—rather doubtfully and with the song
sheet in her hand as a guide—she didn't thrill us in
the least. It lacked spontaneity. But she still can
give us a thrill with her Habanera, " Love Is Like
a Wood Bird Wild," from " Carmen." Then we can
feel the Calvfi who stirred and enthralled almost a

generation ago.

Lucy Gillette is still our favorite juggler—in fact
the only one, except W. C. Fields, who can keep us
from reading the programme. Miss Gillette, in
Dutch attire, balances and catches potted plants,
tables and chairs with surprising skill and without
losing her femininity.

, George Whiting and Sadie Burt came back to
Broadway in their agreeable little two-act. They
have one or two brand new numbers—as Miss Burt's
demure kid song, " I Must Learn to Spell," the plaint
of a child whose grown-ups exchange secrets by spell¬
ing out words, and Mr. Whiting's dialect number of
the collision between an Irish and a German picnic.
This last named song starts well, but lacks a final
punch.
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Whiting and Burt's Songs
Mr. Whiting and Miss Burt are still doing the mos-

qtiito-bullfrog melody and one or two of their former
numbers. All of the songs are by Mr. Whiting, who
hits now and then a little over the surface of Tin Pan
Alley. He puts them over forcefully—even straight
from the shoulder—and is materially aided by Miss
Burt's subdued ingenue methods. One balances the
other admirably.

George McKay and Ottie Ardine are song and pat¬
ter artists. McKay emerges from a cafe doorway
and encounters a Salvation lassie in the middle of the
deserted street. Glib patter follows. The Salvation
maid exhibits high kicking tendsncies and retreats to
change her gown.

Then Mr. McKay sings one of those kind applause
" patriotic " songs :

" My dear old dad,
Was a fort-nate lad.

He was born in the U. S. A."

McKay dances with agility and he is joined by Miss
Ardine, who also dances. Finally they finish in one.

CLIFTON WEBB,
Heading His Own Dancing Specialty in the

Varieties.
n* T">Y LONG»Li.^»S ''
Victor Morley as a Comic Soldier

Morley is aided by a masculine chorus o£
eight, slightly disguised as khaki-clad sol¬
diers. Morley himself has real possibilities,lie's along the crisp English lines of Clif¬
ton Crawford- -playing briskly and with
humor. " A Regular Army Man " has
plenty of tried and true lines anent inhaling
soup and other stable subjects of libret¬tist.

While his vehicle will hardly stand a
rigorous campaign, Morley himself is a
regular.

Orville Stamm, modestly billed as " the boyHercules," was also at the Royal. Stamm,who looks to be in his twenties, first pre¬sents a series of physical culture tableaux.
In other words, he flicks his shoulder blades
in and out of place and undulates his bicepswhile posing before velvet hanging curtains
with the spotlight centered upon him. Then
he utilizes the full stage and plays the vio¬
lin with a bulldog hanging in a miniature
harness from his bowing arm. Next he
sings with a piano resting upon his chest
and knees, while he maintains a backward
pose about a foot from the floor.

We know of several vocalists we'd like
to have attempt this stunt.

MISS GLORIA GOODWIN,

Vivacious Little Dancer, Appearing with Clifton Webb.
axauvjrejrTT;
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Charles Forester, William A. Hanna, and
John Higham, a new firm of producers, are
preparing an elaborate vaudeville offering,
to be called " The Gilbert and Sullivan
Kevue." It will consist of selections from
various operas of the famous librettist Jind
composer, woven into a story by Charles
Forester, and interpreted by a cast of about
fifty. The production will include excerpts
from " Pinafore," " The Gondoliers," " The
Mikado," " Patience," " The Pirates of
Penzance," and " Iolanthe."

The principals number Kathryn Irving
and Vernon Dalhart, soprano and tenor,
respectively, of the Hippodrome recently;
Frances Golden and Louise Kay, mezzo-
sopranos : Betty Smalley, premiere dan-
seuse; Vera Roberts, contralto; Charles
Hampden, baritone; George J. Williams,
comedian: William C. Reid, bass; and
Thomas Lewis, baritone. Ernest Knoch,
at one time with the Century Opera House,
will conduct. Dances and general group¬
ings are being directed by Walter McEwen,
who recently appeared with " A Pair of
Silk Stockings " at the Little Theater.

A novel staging is being built, showingthe deck of a modern dreadnaught. The
action of the production will occupy about
forty-five minutes, the movement of the
warship from port to port being indicated
by electrical and mechanical effects. This
part of the production was designed by
Dodge and Castle and executed by Mr.
Hanna, of the producing firm. The electric
effects are by Mr. Higham, also a member
of the firm.

Arthur Edwin Krows is handling the spe¬
cial press work for the production.

McKay introduces the time-worn comedy bit of audib¬
ly crying " Speech ! " and then responding to the " de¬
mand." They ultimately sing, " I Could Live on
Kisses in a Furnished Four by Two "—and it's over.

In general outline the turn is ancient, and, in ac¬
tual contents, it is even more aged. McKay sadly
needs new material.

Trixie Friganza and Her Comedy
Trixie Friganza has mingled a little new material

with her old routine, largely a series of travesties on
various kinds of dances.

Now Miss Friganza sings a sort of " Waiting-at-the
Church" comedy lyric in burlesque wedding garb,
"Won't Some One Kindly Stake Me to a Man?"

Miss Friganza refers pleasantly to herself as a
" perfect 46." Avoirdupois, you know, is considered
comic by our best authorities. She says her favorite
stone is a brick, remarks about feeding her dancing
assistant meat, gently explains that he's " dead from
the neck up," and sings of the village belle who
spurned the livery stable keeper for a greenhouse
worker because of atmospheric reasons. That gives
you a line upon her gentle humor.
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Swan Wood introduced her " Ballet Divertiss-
ment" to vaudeville at Henderson's, too. Miss Wood,
remembered for her Winter Garden appearances, has
eight dancing girls who work hard, and she has cos¬
tumed her specialty, on the whole, quite prettily.
Swan Wood's Dancing Specialty

We approve of any specialty which strives for' the
artistic. Miss Wood is undoubtedly aiming towards buri,the best. The prettiest effects are obtained by the ser> "tdanseuse in her poke bonnet and picturesque filmy s jn
gown for the gavotte and by the two choristers who Brs ar, u
do a graceful little pas-de-deux. Another of Miss
Wood's solo dances is a lithe Oriental affair, done
with two swords and ending in a mad whirl.
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"THE COMMUTERS"
A Five-Part Adaptation of James Forbes's

Play of the Same Name Featuring Irene
Fenwick. Produced by George Kleine
Under the Personal Direction of George
Fitzmaurice.

Hetty Brice Irene Fenwick
Rolliston Dan Moyles

, Sammy Charles Judels
Larry Brice George Le Guere
Carrie Agnes Marc
The Mother-in-Law Marie Collins

" The Commuters" is exceedingly funny
in parts and in other parts a bit tiresome.
It is somewhat like the little girl with the
curl, in the nursery rhyme, who only
touched the extremes1 of conduct. Where
it is funny it is very, very funny, and the
converse is likewise true. It is only fair
to state, however, that the funny parts
occur much more frequently than the tire¬
some ones. Nearly all the features of
suburban existence have been successfully
and amusingly burlesqued, and it is these
parts of refined wholesome burlesque that

i makes "The Commuters" so enjoyably
funny. One of the most amusing parts of
the picture, however, was the subtitles.
They were written by a real humorist and
much of the success of the production may
be attributed to them.

Most of the burlesque features already
mentioned were undoubtedly interpolated
by the director, George Fitzmaurice, and he
has shown rare good judgment not only in
their selection, but in the manner in which
he has handled them. The commuters'
marathon for the 7.43 is indeed most laugh-

i able and exceedingly realistic.
Irene Fenwick in the feature role did

not impress us favorably. She lacked ex¬
pression and was not in the least convinc¬
ing. failing to show the slightest spark of
enthusiasm or spontaneity. Charles Judels
as " Sammy" was exceedingly funny and
the other members of the cast were cap¬
able and acceptable.

Strange to relate there is more or less
plot to " The Commuters," which is some¬
thing quite unusual in a farce comedy.
Larry Brice is persuaded to make a round
of the cabarets instead of dutifully going
home on the 5.15, and telephones his wife
that he is detained on business. The good
resolutions to leave early are lost in the
delightfully irresponsible hazy state in¬
duced by looking on the wine when it is
red and when Larry at last manages to

. catch the 2.46 he has 44 Sammy," the tem¬
peramental Italian leader of the orchestra,
in tow. He awakes just in time the next
morning to catch the 7.43 and leaves with¬
out telling his wife that there is a guest
upstairs. When " Sammy " is* discovered in
the guest chamber there is first a panic,
and then almost countless attempts to get
rid of him, and it is these attempts that
furnish most of the humor. It is only when
he invades the bed-room of Larry's strenu¬
ous and termagant mother-in-law that he
at last meets his match, and after being
thrown out of the house in the middle of
the night, " Sammy " is last seen running
down the railroad track in the general
direction of his beloved Broadway. E.

"ON THE NIGHT STAGE"
Five-Part New York Motion Picture Fea¬

ture Produced by Thomas Ince from His
Own Scenario, Collaborating with C. G.
Sullivan. Released as a Mutual Master¬
piece.

Texas William S. Hart
Belle, his girl Rhea Mitchell
The Sky Pilot Robert Edeson
Handsome Jack .... Hershal Mayhall

Although it has seemed that this com¬
pany in past times had revived the old
West as few have been able to do it and
revived it so frequently that there seems
no chance of failure, the conclusion must
be, after viewing this film, that they have
been holding something back. One feels
that an extra effort was made for this fea¬
ture and the result is evident in just that
much more attention to detail, or bits of
business here and there that make the
West seem most real where before it was
real enough.

It is almost useless to dwell on the sil¬
very landscapes that tell the wild story of
this rugged period. The stage coach is
there; so is the frontier town, or rather
two of them. Long stretches of winding
road for the racing coach are unmarred by
any anachronisms such as modern build¬
ings as are usually present. One may
truly picture the West of boundless prairie
and hill tracts with here and there a town
where, to use a modern phrase, things were
" wide open." It is of this combination
saloon and dance hall atmosphere that this
company has proven itself the masters.

The film opens with a very brief and
cleverly executed hold-up of the stage coach

! in which the minister arrives, the • next
evening, at the town where he is to make
his home. Passing over those things which
go to make up the atmosphere," we find
him concerned in the saving of Qne Belle,
an inmate of the dance hall and the girl

jof the road agent who held up the coach,
i His efforts at saving her soul end in his
! falling in love with her. While the minis¬
ter is a complacent soul, yet one who
(proves his fighting mettle in several bar-
i room encounters, the real lead is Texas,
ithe road agent who becomes the minister's
1 admiring friend after one particular melee,
I and who decides to give up the girl to .a
]man he acknowledges is better than he. Af¬
ter happy marital life for some months the
wife goes to visit a friend in a neighbor-

ling town. Her indiscretion of going to the
i dance hall that night brings the deter¬
mination of Handsome Jack that he will
call on the woman in the next town, tell-

iing her to be ready to go to the ball with
; him. He knows her story and also her
dread that her husband will find out about
her visit. Friend Texas hears of the visit
to the dance hall and goes to his former

i girl to find out about it. Learning the
truth, he meets the night stage on which

\ the gambler Jack has promised to call and
walks him through the desert for many

i miles and pointing a straight way out of
the country bids him never return.

I Doubtless the success of William S. Hart
i in the role of the gruff, almost forbidding [
1 looking cowboy in previous pictures has *
j rightfully suggested that he play the lead
! here. Mr. Hart's is a face that photo-
] graphs to a nicety. Small wonder, then,
that he should be able to monopolize the
action, for one follows his moves with the
fascination that a snake has upon his feath¬
ered prey. It is an all-around good cast,
as one may surmise where Shorty Hamilton
was used in a minor part, but it was en-

\ tirely dwarfed by the work of Mr. Hart. It
is a picture in which the character will
ersist after the story is forgotten. F.
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"GRAUSTARK"
Six-part Filmatization of George Barr Mc-

Cutcheon's Novel. Made by the Essanay
Company and Released April 26 on the
Vitagraph - Lubin - Selig - Essanay Pro¬
gramme.

Grenfall Lorry, American . . Francis X. Bushman
Princess Yetive, of Graustark ... Beverly Bayne
Countess Dagmar, her companion . . Edna Mayo
Her Uncle Caspar Thomas Commerford
Her Aunt Yvonne Helen Dunbar
Lorry's Companion Albert Roscoe
Prince Gabriel Lester Cuneo
Prince Lorenz Bryant Washburn
Prince Bolarez Ernest Maupain

That Essanay's first offering on the
" V-L-S-E " feature service should have set
itself so difficult a mark is only compensated
by the fact that it has made good. Natu¬
rally, much critical fervor is excited by so
well-known a subject—a subject which we
presume every novel-reading person has

i learned by heart. " Graustark " was the
£/l/fk forerunner of a popular type of fiction; the

name has been utilized in play or book from
Baltimore to Monterey; and the film is as

O/t/i as its name.
Of course, one need not be told that

• " Graustark " was, as Mr. McCutcheon
Off/UA Pennned it, a little principality in the pleas-

/ ant obscurity of the Balkan States. Pic-
"

* turesque peasant costumes and a prepon-
77tf/£> derance of military gentlemen give this

screen play the same personalities as a
, f Viennese operetta; and the atmosphere has'jJ been well maintained. A slight drawback

is the number of offerings which have been
molded on these lines. It has thus often
happened that a pioneer finds itself a rather
trite subject when at last negotiations are
complete for its use.

The obvious, and also the Essanay way,
of overcoming this difficulty is to offer the

I subject better than similar subjects have
*-r " been done; and it is such an effort built

about an adventurous romance that makes
" Graustark" a fine film. There is more

. than the usual care bestowed on every de-
X , f partment in the endeavor to make it note-

i;.. worthy.
V "" Without going too deeply into the story,

Francis Bushman plays the American of
unlimited riches, and also love, after he
meets the girl on a railroad train traveling
toward the capital. The scenes are either

"SSI/is on a moving observation car or along pretty
Colorado canyons, and pre-dispose one
strongly in favor of backgrounds made in
America. Mr. Bushman is quite at home
as an ardent wooer, and equally prepared
for intrepid and vigorous action. If Mr.
McCutcheon had had the pick of screendom,
he would probably have found no more ideal
hero for the part than Mr. Bushman. Bev¬
erly Bayne is equally suited. She happens
to be slightly of the dark Latin type in
looks, and, combining this with a natural
warmth in making love and working hard
for emotional effect, she would seem to be

~'^v similarly favored in being placed in the
i^ right part. Nor is it fair to Thomas Com¬

merford or Albert Roscoe to pass their
somewhat smaller parts without a measure
of praise. There was a consistently notice¬
able effort to make these principality person¬
alities real.

Simplicity, in hand with which went good
continuity, marks the presentation. After
he follows the girl to Paris and Graustark
finds out that he is wooing a real princess
—after, of course, he has rescued her in as
picturesque a manner and fearless a way as
ever bold heart rescued fair lady from foul
plotter—he gets into some of the difficulties
that the plot of " Graustark " will be re¬
membered to contain. Not enough to be
confusing, however, but plenty to lend it
the zest of real, small-powered intrigue.
And, with the style so clearly set, who may
doubt but that he will survive the direst
trials. It is altogether an ideal proceeding,
one that the succeeding stages of seeking
after realism not only of production, but
also, to some degree, of plot, have accus¬
tomed us to treat, more or less, with a de-

m gree of amused acceptance. But, after all,
anything as well done as this is more than

. acceptable, for plays produced as well as
this are indeed exceptional. F.

FlT* """* «■■■_"
"THE HIGH ROAD"

A Five-Part Pieturization of Edgar Shel-
don's Weil-Known Drama of the Same

i n' Name Featuring Valli Valli. Produced by
Rolfe Photo Plays, Inc., Under the Direc¬
tion of John W. Noble and Released on
the Metro Programme.

1 Mary Page yalIi
Wilson Prank Elliot
Barnes q. Brenon

" The High Road " is an extremely strong,
vivid picture, with a story that is remark-

: able for its strong characterization and the
very able manner that it has been trans¬
posed from the written word to the screen
One of the hardest accomplishments is that
of depicting character, in more than a gen-
eral way, by means of pantomime, and that
it has been so ably done in this picture
speaks extremely well for all those respon¬
sible in its production. To start with,
Edgar Sheldon wrote a great play, and with
this as a foundation the person responsible
for its adaptation, with the most able as-

< I sistance of the director and the principal
1 members of the cast, has evolved a picture

that, if anything, is stronger than the play,
and one whose span of life will far exceed
that of the average feature picture. More
than anything else, " The High Road"
shows intimate co-operation between the
various persons responsible for its produc¬
tion, and team work of this kind is almost
always bound to result in a finished picture
whose quality is far beyond the ordinary.

It is a story of innocence imposed upon,
of a great love and the giving way to it.
But the realization finally comes that that
love, irrespective of its greatness, is wrong,
and then comes the hard fight back to re¬
spectability and the finding in the end of
the great, big, pure love with the right man
that means motherhood, contentment and
happiness. Valli Valli had an exceedingly
difficult part to interpret, and that she did
it so well, so consistently, and with such
naturalness is enough, irrespective of her
well deserved reputation, to proclaim her
a most capable and finished actress. The

• fl picture compels her to run the whole gamut
of the emotions from pure innocent joy to

, . . tragic despair, and her ability was such
that at no time was there the least indica¬
tion of falsity. She was most ably sup-

c< in ; ported by Frank Elliot and C. II. Brenon,
'uateo " the latter being one of the most polished

. , j , and finished actors that it has been our
pleasure to witness* in screen productions.

Mary Page, an innocent young country
girl, is forced to run away from home by
the cruelty of her father, and is persuaded
by her lover, Wilson, who imposes on her
innocence, to live with him as his mistress.

picture.

. This condition lasts "for three years when >-
she suddenly awakens to the enormity of
her offense and, leaving Wilson, obtains a
position in a factory. There she soon be¬
comes a leader of the girls and when a cut ~
in the wage scale is ordered, organizes a ?■ i
strike, which, after some very exciting ac-tion, is successful, and the girls go back to fnwork. They are forced to work overtime *

! and the factory manager, in order to keep I: 1
m\hem from going home, locks them in. The jv'JftMiilding catches fire, and there follows an >

* extremely well staged fire scene with the »-

II resultant panic and terror. It was an ex- pm ceedingly good study and an exceedingly■ good example of able direction. John W.
■ Noble achieved several effects that will long H
^ be remembered. Following the fire, in which H
H Mary is badly burned, she is taken to the L*I home of the mayor of the city, an old lover

whom she discarded to go with Wilson. A
most dramatic scene follows in which the

I owner of the factory endeavors to prevent ':-
■ indictment by telling the mayor of Mary's

deflection from the straight and narrow path
m of virtue, but the mayor, while greatly dis-■ appointed, shows the bigness of his nature
k by not letting it affect him, and the pictureft: closes with the usual happy lovers' ending.
Ijl All in all. it is a picture well worth taking lieJ the time to see. E

I/da

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
"The Lady of the Lighthouse"

Three-Part Drama Produced by Captain
Harry Lambart from the Script of Helen iij
S. Woodruff. Licensed Release for April:
2"

Miss Hope. Lady of the Lighthouse.
Rose E. Taple.v I <

Vaughan. a neighbor Lionel Adams ar
Victor, his blinded son Reginald Sheffield

| " Mammy." the nurse Mandy Wilson
" The Lighthouse " is the name given the

I first industrial school for blind built in New \ t
I York and to lend it proper publicity the * 1
J producers have woven what is true into an 1
r absorbing and, if one may judge by the un-

, usual sniffing on an otherwise pleasant
' Spring day, touching tribute not only to its
I subject but to the way it has been handled.

ADELE FARRINGTON, LOIS MEREDITH, OWEN MOORE, AND HOBART
BOSWORTH.
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expres¬
sions, make her at all" times an acceptable
heroine. House Peters is a true magazine
hero. He is superbly good looking and can
take his role in a sort of good natured ac-

The company" went further than that, even. Q| fficuAt-P?si?' p.a?e Pe.ter

thp purr Mexicans are in the ascendancy and Ameri-
7,u ^uir can settlers are slain. One good lookingpoints over better than others. Certainly l youth in particular swears over the slainshe is most effective at times, while her — bodies of his parents, raising his arms ingood looks, her easily controlled

It distributed to patrons of the Vitagraph
Theater circulars telling of the good work

, is childish and natural. The girl makes
ii her captive work at every household duty

being done at the asylum or craft house, m) from scrubbing clothes to baking cakes. His
whichever the founders prefer, and they spare moments are occupied afield with the
also placed a box where all who felt
prompted might drop a mite for the sight
less who had just been willing actors in a I

|d goats and the plow. It would be useless
to mention the different tasks to which he
is put and which serve to bring about

celestial vows to be requited on the un- i
known murderer. Thereafter he is known

-

as " Captain Courtesy" a picturesque j
bandit of the road, a terror to all Mexicans i]and a friend to American settlers. His ;
lucky arrival at the convent rescues the
ward of the padre from a little unpleasant 1

. embrace and gives the story its missing

. character—the girl. Thereafter it is nip
and tuck between the good looking bandit
cavalier and the American spy, who is, in
reality, in league with the Mexicans, It

! happens that the night "Captain Courtesy "play that was meant to help others to see, [ 1 gradually awakening love. It finally hap- . finds an excuse in his horse's lameness to
as they have been taught, through their f 1 pens, however, that the Turks retake the f — ^3~ —-

j fingers.
j While Rose Tapley was given the role
of the " Keeper " it is well known that it

village and that they set upon the house I,
to which he is assigned. He saves the girl
and her brother, but at the cost of dis-

was in place of Miss Winifred Holt the [ ^ obeying the attacking officer, his superior.I founder of the institution and its leadincr Ps With his rescue by his own countrymen| founder of the institution and its leading nj
I spirit. Of course a drama, and a rather

good drama, has been woven about the'
actual workings of this school for blind, but

j this feature was by far the most interesting. ,
l It laid a great groundwork of truth for the J]J whole offering, bigger and better than the
j best dramatic punch. No one needed to be
j told that the women who listened so pa- •'I thetically to the music were blind. Nor was PI it necessary to announce that the basket Ff
| weavers, the broom makers, the telephone p:,a operator or those who had been taught the 1
| different trades- by touch were sightless. It 1ij was all. unfortunately, quite true and it was

the certain knowledge of its truth that
made it so impressively sad. There was

(ji granted what the best of actors need work
jj the hardest to attain.I Incidentally the picture takes you fromfl the entrance to the furthermost corner of ||J the East Fifty-ninth Street building. It !fl shows the every-day working of the dif- jj^ ferent departments and it also pictures ^j them at concert time, and again, at Christ-i mas time. There are, lest we forget, the j
3 boy scouts, the stenographers, the weavers, 5j! the cooks, and the musicians, besides many ^I more. Now all this is thoroughly, cleverly, "§ and interestingly interwoven with the storyD of a little boy who was blinded on the

■ Fourth of July and who was hunted out by
f the Lady of the Lighthouse. In trying toIf convince his father and " Mammy " that•j/. he should be given a chance to see, a goodH many of the phases of work are taken in.I The offering goes afield and pretends to

; show how the unfortunates are hunted out ,

stop at the mission and renew his abrupt
acquaintance with the girl, the spy enters
and is interrupted in his attempt at the
gold cache of the old padre. Finally, skip¬
ping quite a bit of incidental material, the

^ spy has the mission attacked by the Mexi-
peace is declared and the Turkish noble ei cans in numbers^ " Captain Courtesy," whogoes home. He arrives to find out that his
conduct in protecting the girl from the su¬
perior officer has forfeited his lands and
made him an outcast. At almost the same
time pillagers burn the house of the girl,
so that she too wanders down the road.
And it so chances in an ideal manner that
they meet and that, now that he has lost
his superior caste, she is only too glad to
have him.

The " armies" are not pretentious,
though they may never be accused of;
traversing any but the prettiest of sets. *

F.

vm'rn;
"CAPTAIN COURTESY'

■ JL
a

Five-Part Bosworth Release for April
Featuring Dustin Farnum. From the
Novel by Edward Childs Carpenter.

Captain Courtesy
Father Reinalao, the padre
Pileanor. his ward

. .. . Dustin Farnum
. . Herbert Standing
Winnifred Kingston

£ tirely upon who the director is. seems to be
the most logical stand to reach after hav¬
ing allowed yourself to be worked into a

""I- n frenzy of expectation and excitement, andand brought to the building to learn some | incidentally ,s-new trade. Finally it goes to prove that ;IE even apparently incurable blindness may be ,i| relieved by surgical means, in which it1,1B>| rather cruelly restores sight to the little .K lad, the only one who simulated darkness. ►K while the blind boy scouts troop in and 1'» congratulate him upon his recovery. It is |■ by far the happiest moment in the soul- j■ stirring exposition.
That every one might be placated and to ,,■nA-rr 'candy the^ very apparent and commendable i1effort at instructive pieturization, the an- a

Ttt " foil in —:i.i. ivthor has the " Lady " fall in love with the ,father of the blind urchin. She also useslier inserts to good advantage, some of thelanguage unless we be mistaken, taken fromt he very appealing phrases used to better ad
i vertise the work. The actors may be men

marveling at the art with
which it is set. This is what " they " want
without a doubt—" they " standing for the
action loving public, for there is not an
idle moment in " Captain Courtesy." And
what is more, the dynamics of aetion is
here heightened by transfering it to horse
and the plot gallops on its way. But for
the fact that it is timed in 1840, were it
modern for instance, aeroplanes would be
resorted to. for it is that kind of material
in which all restraint is cut loose. It is
a whooping melodrama plus a marvelous
lot of scenery and settings and put on by

,"l a director and cast that entered fully intoJ the spirit of the moment. You will get

has by now discarded his identity andjoined the settlers' riflemen and, finding
them insufficient defense for the mission,
goes a second time and brings the U. S. .i
troops who happen to be near enough to jjjbe able to be brought in time. He also ?
gets his chance at the spy, the slayer of his (;
parents, but the pleadings of the girl cause ~
him to prefer allowing a humiliating exit
to the death grasp he had on the villain's
wind pipe. Need we add that he embraces
the girl just before the end of the last
reel? Captain Kidd. Nick Carter, and a
score of other mythical dare devils had

$ nothing on this hero, for he is the real un-1w- restrained article.
Dustin Farnum has everything that goes

with youth and good acting. He also rides
like a champion. His trick horse climbs
impossible looking banks or reverses and
slides down to what seem an imminent fall.
He also leaps from windows and in every
possible manner makes you gasp and bears

a i his master in triumphant arrival or escape
whenever the exigencies of the action de-

J mand it. Courtenay Foote makes a real
j^l old-time villain, scowls and curses. Win-

nifred Kingston plays the modest maiden
of the mission, starched frocks and curls. ' |

,N There were others in the cast equally good, if
There were also the exteriors for it was jymostly an out-of-door drama, and the direc- n

B tor did not stint himself in the use of
U*1 pretty locations. Their single interior was Jg
22 the mission which for reality and correct |j^ settings might have been a still extant

sample of Spanish architecture with the
roof removed for better lighting effects.

J For the picture is as prettily lit as it was
i set. It is in short, a mellow and beauti¬

fully laid melodrama. F.

would achieve the success that it
seen by our mothers and fathers. Fallingin what as is known as the vampire typeof theatrical entertainment, it is hardlycomplex enough or sensational enough tocause even a mild thrill to audiences of to¬day. It is melodrama pure and simplebased on platitudinous morality, in whichthe perfectly obvious conclusions follow thesimple moral premises exposed in the early
part of the production. That it is extremelywell produced and well acted is the onlything that keeps it from falling into theclass of the mediocre and elevates it into apicture worth seeing.

William Elliot is a pleasing actor and,whereas the picture does not give him asmuch opportunity to display his well-known
qualities of casual insouciance as might bedesired, still he is before the camera enoughto make one realize that without him, orsome one equally good, the picture wouldbe a dismal failure. Dorothy Green, as Mar-celle Rigadout, the vampire, left much tobe desired, especially in the early parts ofthe picture where she overacted. She wasmuch more acceptable in the latter parts,especially in the scenes at the art students'ball and the well remembered duel to thedeath with La Colombe. Cynthia Day, asMary Andrews, while a very capable actress,has not a personality that appears to ad¬vantage before the camera, and this de¬tracted somewhat from the artistic enjoy¬ment of her portrayal of the almost impos¬sibly sweet, self-sacrificing, forgiving girlof the play. Fred Thomson, the director,deserves a word of commendation for the
very able manner in which the production
was staged. Some of his settings and stageeffects were exceedingly well conceived and
executed.

The story is simple and direct. HughSeymour adopts the young daughter of adying friend and brings her up with his
young son, and it is his greatest wish that
they fall in love and marry. Unknown tothe son, his aunt has died and left him alarge fortune, and a rascally lawyer con¬spires to get the major portion of it. Just
as Dick is about to declare his love for
Mary he sees La Marcelle. the tool of thelawyer, who is acting as his father's model,and becomes infatuated by her sensuouspassionate beauty. She persuades him to
run away to Paris with her, where, in duetime by means of a riotous life of pleasureand dissipation, she gradually acquires most
of his money. In the meantime, Dick'sfather has been stricken blind and lost mostof his fortune, and he and Mary followDick to Paris where, owing to Dick's neg¬lect, they soon become destitute and Maryis forced to earn bread for the two of them
as a flower girl. In a fit of jealous rageLa Marcelle and La Colombe, another deni¬
zen of the demi-monde, fight a duel to the
death with knives, and La Marcelle is killed.
Dick is accused of the crime and is found-

fuilty, when Mary discovers La Colombe andorces her to confess. Dick sees the error
of his ways, an operation restores his
father's sight and the conclusion of the pic¬
ture leaves one to suppose that all of the
numerous complications have been straight¬
ened out to the satisfaction of all concerned.

"HELP WANTED" K'
Five-Keel Bosworth Release for April 29 onthe Paramount Programme. Produced bythe Moroseo Photoplay Company. Adapt¬ed by Elmer Harris from Jack Lait's .Play.
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Gertrude Meyer, stenographerHer Mother
t \j| Jack Scott, the son
Ml Jerrold Scott, his father

Helen Scott, his mother ..Miss Wiffsines, typist

19 ^ |

. . Lois Meredith
• . . Lillian Elliot

■ . . . Owen Moore
Hobart Bosworth
Adele Farrington
Myrtle Stedman

If you still have a thrill left for the poorabused stenographer girl, here is a firstrate opportunity, for the film. " HelpWanted," is a continuation of the subjectof the abused typist person, put on in sucha way that you need feel no shame in show¬ing your sympathy. That it must havebeen rather cleverly filmed, however, maybe seen from the fact that it holds sur¬prisingly well, despite the fact that it hasbut the most meagre of crises to serve asa climax, and film folk have been some¬what spoiled. They have become so used toseeing the good looking typist causuallyembraced, boxing her employer's ears and
indignantly throwing up the sponge, in the

3 almost as many laughs out of the sub- h sevmour

44THE MODEL"
A Five-Part Pieturization of Arthur Shiley'sSuccessful Play of Fifteen Years ago, i" Women and Wine," Featuring William 11

Elliot. Produced Under the Direction of
Fred Thomson by William A. Brady Pic¬
ture Plays, Inc., and Released on the
World Film Corporation's Programme
May 3.

2 titles as you would from a similar melo-
actors may be men- *1 drama if it were played on the Bowery._ tioned briefly. Rose Tapley and Lionel The play is swift in establishing its at-Adams made a fairly sympathetic couple . i mosphere. Southern California, the

_ timeH while the part of blind lad was carried out before the invasion by the gold miners,m faithfully by Reginald Sheffield. And the 1 , when the Mexicans controlled that part ot■ natural part of "Mandy" Wilson, also. J the country. The^ plot is qmte simple.] must not be forgotten. But the renl nr>tr.rc

Dick Seymour
Mary Andrews ....

Marcelle Rigadout
Collins
La Colombe

Were " Women and Wine '

Alec B. Francis
. William Elliot

. . Cynthia Day
Dorothy Greeu

. . Henry Leoni
. . Miss Moussel
the play upon

v.« ^ real actorswho scored the biggest hit were those who ,will never be able to see themselves and Mwho have here played their part that others, 1in such a far reaching propaganda, mav bebenefitted likewise. F ■
IT A W C TTTI ^Tl

"THE CAPTIVE"
A Five-Part Romantic Drama Written and **|

Produced for the Lasky Features by Cecil
B. De Mille and Jeanie MacPherson. Re¬
leased April 22.

Sonya, Montenegrin peasant Blanche Sweet
Mahmud. a Turkish nobleman .... House Peters
Marko, her little brother Page Peters

Few external influences go to mar a grad- hi
ually growing love story that is, so to
speak, played across the boards for all it
is worth. We are granted three almost un¬
interrupted reels of Blanche Sweet and
House Peters in a plausibly romantic and
somewhat strange situation and on this
alone the offering must win or fail. There
would seem to be, however, small possibil¬
ity of this latter eventuality for the two
principal parts are in good hands. It mat¬
ters not whether the parties to such a sol¬
emn and gradually accentuated romance
are soldier, parson or peasant. Youth can q
make an acceptable tale of the same old
story.

Blanche Sweet plays the part of the
Montenegrin peasant girl whose brother is I
killed early in the war and who is given a h
Turkish captive to do her hard work.
From the grief-stricken and revenge-seared
woman she emerges finally to the girl in jj
^ove^with_jthe_man. She gets some of her ™

which this picture is based produced on the
Stage to-day, it is very doubtful whether it:i£

si

DUltING THE SLAYING OF "CAPTAIN COURTESY," I

shape of her job, that we want to repeat, it •"
must be a sincere tribute to the director,Hobart Bosworth, that he managed to make
even as good a film as he did.

Deliberation in character delineation
would seem to spell the magic word with -
which he has worked, and the essentials for
this were abundantly present. The cast is
one to conjure with. It is unfair to every Y
one of this cast of most excellent playersto single any one for particular praise.Hobart Bosworth is seen in a mean role, —that of the seducing father. So has he ac¬
customed us to meeting him in his shirt
sleeves that the scented, dyed-mustached I d
head of a metropolitan family is a role
which takes some time to accept with entire
equanimity. Likewise, Adele Farrington.
She is the apparently useless social mother.
Both these roles surely provide a great ~
measure of versatility for this screen >

couple. Myrtle Stedman plays a somewhat .

unwelcome part as the elder stenographer, ^
while Lois Meredith is girlish enough to be
what she pretends. Owen Moore is his
fairly boyish and youthfully romantic self.

Father is discovered reeling home at l-
night, and the next scene finds us at break- ,fast table, with the father nicely perfumed 1
and excusing his late arrival the night be¬
fore. Son, who is to be taken into the firm ;
daughter, who loves an innocent young
poetic person (whom her manly father dis¬
likes), and mother, who is no great factor
in the plot, are introduced. Father's office
hours are partly taken up in settling a suit
that a former stenographer has brought
against him, and then comes the task of
picking a new one. Needless to say, the
girl who wishes to help her mother (and
who is young and pretty) is given the task.
Ten dollars is her rate, nor need one be
surprised that father takes her out to lunch.
There is much of partly humorous material
that the synopsis will not include.

Delicate and infinitesimally gradual must
be the accentuation as such a film ap¬
proaches its grand climax. Unfortunately,
every one' knows what it is. The twist it
gets here is that the son, in love with the
girl, rushes in and comes to the aid of the
girl at the proper moment. It looks as
though the name of the son would be
dropped from the glass sign on the door.
Yet the next scene finds his mother accept¬
ing the girl, while his father, having found
out that his son told nothing of the occur¬
rence at the office, readily gives his consent
to the marriage. Weak as was the climax,
the ending was worse.

It is unfortunate, naturally, that the
worst should have come at the end, for
there are so many fine moments in the
course of the hour and a quarter of real
screen conniving and engineering. F.



"MAY BLOSSOM"
An Adaptation of David Belasco's American

War Drama of the Same Name, Featuring
Gertrude Robinson and Marshall Neilan. I
Produced by the Famous Players Film
Company and Released by Paramount.

Gertrude Robinson
. . Russell Bassett • 1
. Marshall Neilan .

.... Donald Crisp ft'
. Gertrude Norman

May Blossom
Tom Blossom
Richard Ashcroft
Steve Harland . . .

Deborah ....

The presentation of a picture at this Lf
time even remotely dealing with war is al- j '
most sure to meet with an enthusiastic •--*
reception, and this is especially true when |ii
that picture is as ably constructed from a
technical standpoint as David Belasco's
" May Blossom. It is a stirring, appeal¬
ing melodrama filled to overflowing with
heart interest and just enough comedy of a
light nature to relieve the tenseness.

May Blossom is a young girl, the belle
of a fishing village presumably on the East¬
ern Coast of this country. She has many
suitors, but is finally won by Richard Ash¬
croft. a handsome dashing young stranger
in the village. The runner-up is Steve
Harland, a sturdy young fisherman. The
time is that of the Civil War and Richard
is captured by Union sailors and accused
of being a spy. Before being taken away
he asks Steve to tell May Blossom of his
capture and to wait for him. But Steve,
believing that he will be shot as a spy, gives
out a story that Richard has been drowned
at sea. An overturned boat and the find¬
ing of Richard's hat give credence to the
tale. With Richard gone Steve has an open
field, and after a reasonable period the wed¬
ding of the two is celebrated. In the
natural course of events a baby arrives and,
almost co-incident with it. Richard manages
to escape from prison and appears on the
scene expecting to claim his sweetheart.
May Blossom then realizes for the first time

, Steve's duplicity, and she banishes him
from her sight forever. She is about to go
away with Richard when she realizes that
she is bound to the other man by the
child. They both leave for the war, Steve
to fight for the North, and Richard for the
South, and meet on the battlefield where
Steve, in order to make amends, endeavors
to sacrifice his life for Richard, but is un-

1 successful. Richard writes May Blossom
of Steve's gallant and courageous action
and urges her to seek him out. Steve re¬
turning from the war sees his wife and
child from a distance and then, thinking that
all is hopeless, resolves to commit suicide,
but is prevented at the last minute by May
Blossom, who urges him to live for herself
and the child. E.

" Who's Who in Society " deals with thei ambition of a newly rich, but unculturedIrishwoman to force her way into societyand her attempt to marry her daughter,Mary Ellen, to a supposed member of theEnglish nobility. The picture opens withMrs. O'Brien reading the notes of regretsent by society to a large coming-out partyfor her daughter that she has planned. Theattendance of any of the socially elect looksdubious when au automobile which hasbroken down in front of the place seeminglysaves the day by causing an Englishman,
i calling himself Lord Algernon Ste. Clair, toseek refuge in the house. Mr. O'Brien picksup a stranger at his club and the night ofthe party these two pay ardent attention toMary Ellen. Later developments prove theEnglishman to be a thief and the strangera member of the United States Secret Serv-

n ice, and after a most strenuous fight, inwhich some entirely new effects are intro¬duced, the Englishman is apprehended andthe detective wins the beautiful Mary Ellen.It is a thoroughly good picture throughout,in which even the sub-titles teem with witand humor. E.
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"THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW"
Five-Reel Release of the Popular Players

Company on the Metro Programme. Di¬
rected by Herbert Blache. Adapted From
Poems by Robert Service.

! .Tim Maxwell
Lou. his wife
Nell, their daughter
Nell's Husband
Dan McGrew

. . Edmund Breese
. Ivatheryn Adams

Betty Risrtrs
.

. . Wallace Stopn
William A. Morse

MARY PICKFORD IN HER NEXT SCREEN APPEARANCE, " FANCHON THE
CRICKET," SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE MAY 10, BY PARAMOUNT.

the way to success, and, be it said, " Fan-chon the Cricket" embodies the best that
„ these two characters had to offer. As asimple girl, as a girl who pouts, who flirts,\ who blushes, and who, above all, looksradiantly innocent, Mary Pickford hasproved without dispute that there is but
one Mary Pickford, and it is such a quin¬tessence of what is best about Mary that
we have the pleasure of watching.As far as plot goes, George Sand's storyis nothing much about anything. It is more
or less of a woodland idyl; in fact, one-where the young girl flits about and dis¬plays a vagary of moods that is quite as-

mj/M French—early

mid-day sun, perhaps as apt a scene at con¬
struing the real character of the hoydenish,
reticent young girl as any in the entire
length. There were, it is true, times when

In commenting upon a certain film, also
of the far North, a noted director re¬
marked that it was " actor proof," by
which he meant that the story was so
strong that it could not fail to " get over."
This is a similar story, but the picture has
the advantage of having a very fine cast as
well. It is a strong tale of Alaska and the
gold rush, saloon life and the little else

retake might have placed some of the _ that goes to make up the possible diver-
scenes on a par with the rest, but this was r-j sions in that limited land. The action hasinfrequent and soon forgotten anyhow. J been adapted from the poem of Robert

utrh about Mary Pickford. Her op- >• Service, a writer of strongly swinging lines
amply descriptive of the North. His verses
are used whenever possible and at other
times the meaning of the scenes is still
further elaborated by plain wording. For
it is a plot in which one might easily go
wrong. Starting with the present, we see
an old miner stumble into a saloon and sit,
presently, at a piano whence soft strains,

Enough about Mary Pickford. Her op¬
posite partner was Jack Standing, concern¬
ing whom nothing but good can be said,
with the unfortunate fact before mentioned.
Lottie Pickford had to play heavy to her

j sister's successful wooing, and put a good
deal of real feminine malice into the role.

I Richard Lee as the idiot and Gertrude Nor¬
man in a character part, were excellent.founding. "Its locale is irencu—eany man in a ion"n* wevTnlaved and dreams, apparently, issue to illustrate

J French of the nineteenth centurj^-and may The good fat priest w;a? ?
reter was not - the tragedy of his life- Je7vf" nPrne"

."best be called an idyl-romance of French character role, whose interpieter w
^ hv ahnntur the nerne

peasants. But, practically, the play is all ^ mentioned by name,centered in Mary Pickford, f9r it is throughTHE LURE OF MAMMON" > the one character that most of the action
Powerful Three-Act Drama Featuring * transpires. We have always felt sorry for

Four-Part Farce-Comedy Written and
Produced by George Fitzmaurice. Pre¬
sented and Released by George Kleine.

the leading men opposite Mary Pickford, for WHO S WHO IN SOCIETYthey rarely get their due measure of atten¬tion. Need we say that all keen attentionIf on that little lady herself?This offering might also tend to disprove L Mr. O'Brienhe assertion of a recent well-known writer i Mrs. O'Brien4iat mood and real character penetration Mary Ellen O'Brien .

re denied the screen. Here is a playful The Detective
oung girl, living with a grandmother who ^ Edward Lesterlb regarded as a witch, very desirous of It has long been the assertion of expertsomething besides rags to wear, very lonely f in photoplay production that a good direc-or company, and just crazy to have some tor could not write a good scenario and vice>ne love her, the old lady being but an in- versa, but in this very amusing farce-

,.x.
lifferent creature in all these parts. In comedy, impregnated with brilliant, witty •• beguile the mind and cover up the cruditiesthis condition of mind, and we don't re- C satire, George Fitzmaurice has disproved the of poor detail. However, the story is in all1 uw. a.jla «.**., xx member that it was explained by printed assertion of the experts. 44 Who's Who inthing, too many complications, too many inserts, she meets in the woods a frolicking i Society" is remarkably well conceived anddiversions from the main stem of the story, May party, or the festival that corresponds well written, the situations are well worked

Fania Marinoff and Produced for the
Kalem Company by Kenean Buel for Re¬
lease May 17.

j Dorinda Ladue Fania Marinoff! James Ladue James B. Ross
Thorston John E. Mackin
Hastings Robert D. Walker
Dorset Jere Austin
Celeste Ellen Farrin

The able acting of Fania Marinoff, sup¬
ported by an exceptionally well-balanced
cast, makes this picture exceedingly inter¬
esting. It is melodrama of the old-fashioned
kind teeming with exciting, thrilling action,
and cumbered with plots, counterplots, and
secondary plots. In fact, there are, if any-

eluded, lie finishes by shooting the perpe¬
trator of his wrongs, who is in the same
room. This we take it is in the present.

Director Blache likes to hark back to the
days of " punch." and his offering is de¬
cidedly melodramatic. Also he seems to
take needless risks. In the second reel he
narrowly averted the death of his child ac-

Dan Movies C tress twice, one man who apparently did
Kate Sergeantson not know how to ride was painfully thrown,
.... Delia Connor and towards the end, he submerges a horseWilliam H. Power and rider in an icy pool with no very great

assurance of the animal's escaping. The
cutting off of a scene does not mean that
all went well thereafter. There were also
other faults. The day has passed when a
big sensation occurring every so often will

h,,f thp author is successful in the end in t0 It in that part of France. She succeedsdKnosincr of the minor characters and leads in scaring them all, in meeting the young
disposing ofthe minorcnaracters ana ieaas | man (who is engaged), and in arrivingSSo^iir /.llorJ* the ntrnosnhere It might I home in a dappled mood, first joyous at thealar* ho oJfr?o<? that Kenean Buel has af>lv adventure, then sorrowful. The woodland
also be added that Kenean Buel has ably [, jomtleg c^ntlnuei bringing her often in con-

tact with the man, seeing her more oftenridiculed by the other girls because of hercostume, and finally coming out in the

out and laughably amusing, the satire is

circumstances strong enough to put the
picture " across."

Edmund Breese makes a pleasantly
bearded and gruff old man of the saddened

demonstrated his ability as a director and
handled his subject in a most competent
manner. His exterior and interior settings
were exceedingly beautiful and alwaysformed a harmonious background for the | clothes her dead mother wore, a somewhat *

keen and witty, and the plot, while light, miner. WTilliam A. Morse has an unpleas-has enough continuity to make it interest- ant part to play and does it well, puttinging. Though there are minor points of the a wealth of meanness and malice into thestory that could have been improved upon, gambler-seducer. Betty Riggs, as thethat could have been given a little more daughter, is a very welcome figure. Shepolish and smoothness, they were not of is pretty, dramatic, and plays well withinenough consequence to mar .the production i her part

action of the story. There was only one
part that was not clear and that was the
manner in which Thorston met his death.

Dorinda Ladue after completing her
education in a French convent embarks on

out-of-style dress quite naturally. Then,again, she has her troubles with the girl 'to wnom the man is engaged. She also
saves the idiot brother from mistreatment,she dives from a rock and rescues her malea steamship to return to her father. The friend from drowning ; in short, she does ai ,4- k..

^ „ a /i i~, P'oon mflnv things in s»n irlpnl wnv HPho
boat is destroyed by fire at sea and Dorinda
is rescued from a watery grave by Thorston,
a millionaire. In order to provide a home
for her aged father she agrees to marryhim. On a visit to his house she meets
Hastings, his secretary, and they fall in
love at first sight. Just before the wed¬
ding Ladue is accidentally killed, but.
uorinaa decides to keep her word and
preparations for the ceremony go on. On
their wedding night Thorston is led to
believe that Dorinda has been indulging in
a clandestine love affair with Hastings, and
in a drunken rage humiliates her before
his guests. She leaves the table and goes
to her room. Thorston follows her and is
killed by a bolt of lightning. Dorinda en¬
gages Hastings to manage the vast fortune
left by her husband, but gathers the er¬
roneous impression that he is in love with
her chum Celeste. Another suitor, in the
person of Dorset, an unscrupulous fortune
hunter appears, and seeing that Hastings
is in his way resolves to get rid of him.
This he accomplishes by knocking him un¬
conscious and locking him in the air-tight
vault. Dorinda hears his feeble poundings
on the steel door and, overpowering Dorset,
effects his release. Under these exciting
circumstances restraint disappears, the
truth comes out, and Dorinda learns for
the first time that her love is reciprocated.

E.

"FANCHON THE CRICKET"
A Five-Part Famous Players Release for ,

May 10 Through the Paramount Pro¬
gramme. Adapted from the Work of
George Sand and Produced by James

Jharkwixod.
Fanchon, the 44 cricket "...
Old Fadet, her grandmother .

Landry, the youth
Didier, his half-wit brother
Madelon, his fiancee
His Father

It is not very difficult to imagine any
one else in the role that Mary Pickford
plays, some one with none of her radiant,
childish personality, some one with little of

j. |

good many things in an ideal way. Thepicture is a series of April showers of MaryPickford moods, all quite enchanting, nonelong enough to become monotonous. The
story continues with the strange courtship
until she hears the main's confession of love.
Then she suddenly tjirns
him to wait a year,
holds true, why then

As told, the miner stumbles into the sa¬
loon, to this accompaniment, a good sam¬
ple of the rest:
44 When out of the night which was fifty below.

And into the din and the glare
There stumbled a miner fresh from the creeks

Dog dirty and loaded for bear."
Dreaming over the keys of the piano,

which his solitude had not caused him to
forget, he recalls the trick by which his
wife's old lover had caused her to fly with

„ him, and to believe him, her husband, un-Though Delia Connor is a comparatively j true. The woman, be it noted, is sittingiw acauisition to the ranks of picture star- P opposite Dan McGrew, the man who did
the trick, staring at the player. Dan is
minding his solitaire game. The weaving
fingers now jump to the present and we
see the grown up daughter wooed by a

as a whole.
There can be little doubt but that George

Fitzmaurice is one of the coming directors
in the moving picture industry. Besides
understanding his work from the technical
standpoint, he has that inherent ability to j
incorporate the little personal touches that n
go to make an artistic and finished produc¬
tion. His pictures are intensely human,
they have that sympathetic touch, that
transfused personality, that only the real
artist can give to his finished work.
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young prospector and married to him. On

new acquisition to the ranks of picture star-
woman and tells (i dom she will have little difficulty in main-and if his love still ( taining her stellar orbit, for she has an at-

—. The intervening tractiveness of personality, a naturalness oftime has her grandmother die, and then her - manner, that is extremely pleasing whenlOYer re&fflaSr She—insists tlmt his father transferred to the screen. Her fresh, clean, 0be kind to her and then consents to go to N young appearance and youthful exuberance the wedding sleigh ride they meet with Danthe sick bed where the young man is toss- of spirit was much in evidence in this pic- McGrew, and see him kill another maning in fever that only her presence man- ture, and added greatly to the pleasing whose monev he covets. To skip someages to cure. m qualities of the production. Dan Moyles L more, Dan fixes the crime on the husband,Mr. Kirkwood offers some rather unusual m had a strong character part which he por- " ' * ^ , *scenes, not in themselves unusual, but in trayed in his usual able manner, while Katethe way he has taken them. We also sus- Sergeantson again proved her great abilitypect that some of the thoughtful bits here
as an actress, her presentation of a difficultand there were of directoral inspiration, character being pleasing in every particular.For example, there is the dance where she William h Power and Edward Lester weredances and flirts with her shadow in the enable and left little to be desired.

and he is about to be caught and hanged,having entered the same saloon, when the
piano player springs up. Pistols flash in
the darkness and both the player and Dan
are observed on the floor. The husband re¬
covers and proves his innocence to his wife,
and the old and young couples now decide
to sleigh ride together to a warmer climate.

To get the proper snow effects the com¬
pany went some distance North and there
are indeed some pretty pictures of the Alas¬
kan town and innumerable other scenes
taken across the glistening crystals. F.
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"THE CARPET FROM BAGDAD"
>, A Five-Reel Selig-Made Adaptation of Har-

old MacGrath's Novel by Colin Campbell.
Released on the V-L-S-E Programme May

latum*.

. .. Mary Pickford I
Gertrude Norman ;

. . . Jack Standine r
Richard Lee •

. . Lottie Pickford |

. . Russell Bassett

her elfish grace and winning smiles, and
it is equally possible to imagine the picture
a failure, whereas with Mary Pickford it
is, as attested at a Strand performance,
another picture likely to add to her estab¬
lished fame. It does not seem probable that
Miss Pickford does anything which she has

■ not done well before, but this is just the 1
i play which gives her a chance to do what
'' is best suited to her to an exclusive degree. ,

ij And this is exactly what the picture pro-
) ducers sought. It was no longer a matter f jj of guess work to suit this star. There 1J!

were, for instance, 44 Tess of the Storm
Country " and 14 Hearts Adrift" to point

A DRAMATIC MOMENT IN 44 THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW."

Fortune Chedsoye Kathlyn Williams
Mrs. Chedsoye, her mother . . . Eugenie Besserer
Horan, embezzler Guy Oliver
George Jones, antique collector.

Wheeler Oakman
5U£ Mohamed Charles Cleary 3r VOl)

Simmered down to a consensus of agree- ^
ment, 44 the story " is usually granted most
important place in a scenario adaptation,
and the fact that 44 The Carpet from Bag¬
dad " has that most important item to a
satisfying degree places it at once over the

'

first barrier. For Harold MacGrath's story
of adventure is absorbing, at times breath-
takingly interesting, and in that it fills the

nbill as the piece de resistance, so to speak,with the other good qualities in pleasant
profusion. The story is one of plain ad-

j!e venture, that wisely skips the more trite
L. places that have been attended to by pre-,

vious picturizations. The plainer the bet-'
ter, for it adapts the offering admirably to

Ithe screen. Wonderfully enough there is 1j not a complication in its length ; it will be' as intelligible beginning at the third reel,
almost, as to the person who sees its start,

xn Picture patrons have learned their lesson
in drama well enough to look instinctively
for hero, heroine and villain, and Harold
MacGrath's story will tax them no further. 4A11 -

legion of admirers of Kathlyn,
care and

beauty of Oriental settings, lor the most L
of the picture takes place in India. The If'

j desert sets are remarkable. The long cara-
f vans, the camels, the tents and Bedouins, h

all thrown against a white sand or sky line I
effect are productive of some pictures, c-
There were interiors equally striking, those k?
in the harem of the Pasha, instances, or r;
the teeming and jostling streets in the

i cities of Bagdad and others,
j The offering is strengthened with an M

able and distinguished cast of Selig players. Lv
! It is such a cast, tried out so often, that

needs no recommendation, yet that distin- |
guishes itself again. Perhaps the text
called for more virility than deliberate de¬
lineation, yet even of that these workers
had to give in a goodly measure. There
were a number of fist fights and they were
of the best. Author MacGrath does not
write of weakling travelers and this Selig
cast allows no one to offer a histrionic dare.
The result, of course, is the virile sort of
acting that, next to the story, is the most
welcome essential.

It must not be assumed, of course, that i j
the picture was flawless. There were little 1
matters of handwriting, of minute mis¬
takes in the settings, of details that will

j escape the most astute director. Yet they
are easily forgiven. Any picture that has
as much unqualified merit to offer may well
afford to snub the less fortunate iotas that
a director has triumphantly trampled by.

In Persia are assembled the members of
a band of crooks, a mother, her innocent ■

i (laughter, her brother, and later Horan
joins them with plans for robbing a bank
in America, by burrowing in trom tne
house next door. To simplify this Jones,
the house owner and curio collector, ar-

I rives in Bagdad, and the party is complete
with the addition of Mohamed. the privy
person to the Pasha. It is his lite that
Horan manages to save in some street at-

- ic. iron to see the
3 LU oa.v,

i tack and as a reward is taken to see the
! sacred carpet upon which none but the
Pasha and his favorites of the moment may

The intrepid foreigner steals inkneel. xiie muc^u —

that night and in one of the mentioned
fistic affairs s <*oH-incr »wgv from
the numerous

f Liia b v- —
I fistic affairs succeeds in getting away rro:

the numerous swarthy guards and in brin;
ing back the sacred foot piece. He at once
sells it to Jones, while Fortune, fallen in
love with Jones, steals the carpet from him.
Her uncle goes away with it. not knowing
that it is in her carpet bag. Then the
deceived guardian of the carpet gets busy
and lacking the carpet, kidnaps Horan,
Jones and the girl. He wants to make
sure and in another of those real encount¬
ers ensconces all three on the desert.
Thence they escape, and presently are back
in Jones's house under false pretenses, dig¬
ging their way into the vault next door.
Jones arrives and catches the gang with
the money about to be divided. He gives
them two hours to get out, while the girl
elects to remain with him. F.

SELIGS SPECTACULAR FEATURE, "THE CARPET FROM BAGDAD.'
^nnminced as an earlyings from the main stem of the story thatthere is extreme difficulty in keeping trackof the multiplicity of plot, counterplot, andexplanations. The picture drags horriblyalmost from the start; what little action

there is is slow. There are also instances
of poor photography. All of the suspense

'THE COLLEGE WIDOW"
Five-Part Feature Adaptation of GeorgeAde's Comedy. Produced by Barry O'Neil i story hinges 011 the discovery of the iden-for the Lubi'n Company arid Released by S tity of this unknown woman. When Stan-the Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay, Inc
Dr. Witherspoon Charles BrandtJane Witherspoon Ethel ClaytonJack Larrabee Ferdinand TidmarshHiram Bolton Peter LanirI Billy Bolton George Soule SpencerI Tom Person Joseph KaufmanJ Hiram Hicks Bartley McCullum44 The College Widow " is far from beingan ideal subject for screen presentation.Building an hour and a half's motion pie-n ture entertainment out of a single football

a game is a rather difficult task to lay before
any director. Given the football game, theopportunity for deft characterizations of1' college types, and enough witty lines, one'

can possibly mould a satisfactory musicalcomedy plot, but that is all. For one thing,the picture director is unable to impress his
spectators with sufficient doubt as to the
outcome of a football game, he hasn't thecharacter players able to make his types ofinterest, and there's no room for witty lineswhen over-abundant sub-titles are alreadyneeded to keep the college story intelligibleto the average audience. All of whichshould not be taken as intended to excuseBarry O'Neil entirely from blame in connec¬tion with this production.

The story tells simply of the need of win¬
ning the big game of the year, a feat whichis accomplished through the fact that thecollege widow captures the heart of Bolton,» 44 the best half-back in the West," with theresult that he plays with her team insteadof going to the rival, as intended by his .millionaire father. George Soule Spencer is |.
not the type for a college man, but Ethel
Clayton fits snugly into the role of the col¬
lege widow, and is in every way satisfac-

H tory. Rosetta Brice gives an admirable in- i.I terpretation as the lovelorn waitress in the tI college lunch room, but her swain, the rural i
student, is more make-up than acting, kthough it may be that he is not to blame II for the ridiculous exaggeration. Charles \■ Brandt and Peter Lang are seen to ad- .
vantage. There are many good players in jthe other roles, though their opportunities \are slight.

Some pretty campus views are given us sjfrom time to time. The football game pre- i .sents many good scenes, though it could |have been improved by more judicious cut- , ,j

ment oT~cfelTcacy in her exprefsTon that istotally lacking in many screen stars. Miss
h Nansen acts as though she really felt theemotions she was portraying as though she

, had completely lost her own being in the■jn character she was impersonating. Whether *
: she really does lose herself is not germainewas' eliminated iri the early part and the n'l to the question. The fact that she conveys [nicture was stretched out of all proportion t that impression shows en extremely highto i?s dramatic value " development of acting ability. She may beThe remarkably good acting of an able '■ Justly classed as a finished artiste. Sheand well balanced cast was all that saved is most ably supported by Edward Jose" The Woman" from the ordinary and " and Richard Thornton made a most likablemediocre. Theodore Roberts is a mighty lover. Stella Hammerstein and Mabelgood character actor, sinking his own per- Allen were capable in minor parts.I tonality in that of the character which he t„ "Anna Karenina" is the story of a•is portraying. As the wily, keen politician, j.:| woman starved for love and her struggletho « Ram » nf nartv rn«nhir.o bo was for happiness. She is the wife of a Russian1 diplomat, who is absorbed in his work andcenters his mind on it to the neglect of his/ ; wife, who is young and beautiful. Thoughshe does not love her husband she is pas¬sionately fond of their little boy and spends■ most of her time in company with thechild and dreaming and longing for the: love that she has missed. When the Count-'■] Vronsky, a handsome young cavalry officer,} enters her life and offers her love and ad-i',j miration she is swept off her feet andthinks that at last her chance for happiness■ has arrived.

t' Her husband drives her from home and< she seeks refuge with her lover. The usual4j ban of society follows and although she isf beautiful, wealthy and has heretofore1 moved in the highest social circles she finds< that she cannot overstep the bounds ofi I convention with impunity. Her friendscast her off, she is shunned by her acquaint-mation At last by obtaining "a list of all Vi ances and the comfort of seeing her childthe numbers called from the hotel from the «/ refused her. And in the end her lover tirestelephone company one of the politicians of her and she sees herself cast aside for adeduces that the unknown woman is Jim < younger woman by the man for whom sheClarke's married daughter, the wife of Rob- * \ sacrificed everything. This last is too much

pTcture"cfeclares itselfTiidal^osolvostjjepuzzle of why the director had gone to somuch elaboration with his wedding scenes.It is by far the most thorough and impres¬sive church ceremony yet presented.Mr. Olcott takes nis wronged woman atthe start of the picture and gives his inserteditor a holiday. Her waking out of pain¬ful sleep, her pleading with the man laterdescribed as "rotter,' her collapse whensue receives word that he has lied to Amer¬ica, speak eloquently on a somewhat dis¬agreeable subject. From then on we revertoccasionally, in the manner that pictureshave, to show her alive and working to sup¬port herself and boy.In America we see this gentleman ofmeans getting into a set which includes agirl, a Yale student in the last stages ofnis collegiate education, her father, who isalmost bankrupt, and minor relatives. Togive the gist of quite a number of scenes,the father does fail, and the deserter helpsliim out, having been accepted by tne daugh¬ter. The young college student knows abouttne desertion, but his warning is vain.Then comes the detailed ceremony, withbridesmaids and attendants, organist, andother Episcopal details with tne wrongedwoman, who has read of the ceremony inLondon and hastened hither, coming slowlydown the aisle and springing forward withthe minister's routine question if tnere wereany reason why this couple should not bejoined in wedlock. The end shows tne girlreturning her wedding presents, acceptingthe Yale graduate (who has money enoughto repay what the other man lent), and thisother person accepting the inevitable in theshape of the wronged woman and her boywhen he finds the other girl will have noth¬ing more of him.
Irene Howley plays the disagreeable partwell. Stewart Baird also plays a most ob¬jectionable heavy part, perhaps the bestpart in the play. There were a number ofminor parts well taken care of. There were,as one might expect with this brand of pic¬ture, a lot of pleasurable and exquisite out¬door scenes, while the interiors showedplenty of attention to finish and beauty.

F.

the 44 Boss " of the party machine, he wasable, realistic, and convincing. Ernest Joyand Mabel Van Buren were commendable,and Lois Meredith handled a sympatheticcharacter capably.
The story deals with the attempt of a

group of machine politicians in Washingtonto obstruct legislation of a reformatory char¬acter by blackening the personal record of
Matthew Standish, the sponsor of the bill
and leader of the insurgents. They learnthat seven years previous he spent the night

■ with an unmarried woman at a hotel in■ Maine, and the dramatic intensity of the

dish learns of the plot he endeavors to call
■ the woman on the telephone and warn her,■ but is unsuccessful. The girl at the switch¬

board learns her identity and the machine
politicians try to intimidate her in every
way, but she refuses to divulge her infor-

ertson, one of the group, and on her confes¬
sion the expose of the scandal is squashed
and the insurgent bill sweeps to victory.

E.

llMMnTIW fhp.otrps with
"ANNA KARENINA"

When a play on the legitimate stage
brings tears to the eyes of the audience it
is classed as a great play. How much
greater must a picture be when it is suc¬
cessful in producing like results and accom¬
plishing them under most adverse condi¬
tions. It is a known fact that the bitterest
critics are those who view a production
gratuitously and yet at the invitation
presentation of this picture there was a
most perceptible shedding of the lachrymal
fluid. WThen a moving picture can bring
tears to the eyes of a Broadway audience
it must indeed be classed as a great picture.
And when you add to this quality, acting
of the highest ability, settings realistically

for her to bear and she seeks surcease from-. her unequal struggle in the oblivion ofdeath. It is a great story written by amaster and in the adaptation the master'swork has not been marred. E.

"THE MOTH AND THE FLAME"
Four-Iieel Famous Players Release Throughthe Paramount Programme for May 13.^ Produced by Sidney Olcott and Based onClyde Fitch s Play of That Name.I Edward Fletcher, rotter Stewart Bairdli .(Douglas .Rhodes, his rival in love,

Bradley Barker
,

'

; | Marion Walton, the girl Adele Key 'Her Father Arthur Donaldson|* | His Brother-in-Law Edward Mordantr , Mrs. Walton
Dora M. Adams|Jeanette Graham, the cast-off .... Irene Howley 'Her Boy Maurice {Stewart

, Not because it is not effectively dramatic,not but that it makes the best of thrillHH endings, but principally because the at-the

EDWARD JOSE,
Producing 44 The Beloved Vagabond " for

Pa the.

OI Llie lilKLieOL auilltj , OCUUUfeO i ~J — - - — ^ n
,true, and clear, distinct photography a re- 1|] altar linibh has been a by-word of melo---

. iw drama in this country, is "Tne Moth andIthe I lame ' not" h crpn t it-

suit is achieved that may without exag¬
geration be styled masterful. I do not
know when I have seen a moving picture
that left such a pleasant impression in1
every way, shape, and manner as 44 Anna

1 Karenina."
Betty Nansen in the stellar role left

1 nothing to be desired. It is doubtful
whether her portrayal and characterization

( could be improved upon from a picture
standpoint. Her emotions were readily

i perceptible, yet there was a delightful ele-
SU'O Uxi- vi."10 r -'ii; •'

possesses points of artistic production well 1worthy of deep study. For while it is puremelodrama throughout, Sidney Olcott makes
,his scenes most strongly dramatic. For ,three reels until the scene at the church i.one is puzzled to discriminate between thisand any other regu ation drama. Yet it is ■deeply melodrama(' •* in its underlying feel¬ing. And then t' , altar rush lets tne catout of the bag in more than one way. The

ting and assembling. The hotel fire's con¬
nection with the plot is too slight to achieve i
its full dramatic possibilities. W. H

• i a uf'eny. •:
m BBmI
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"THE WOMAN"
An Adaptation of William C. DeMille's Playof the Same Name Featuring Lois Mere¬

dith and Mabel Van Buren. Produced
Under the Direction of George H. Melford
by the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Com¬
pany in Association with David Belascopany
and Released on the
gramme May 3.

f The Hon. Jim Blake
'(I The Hon. Mark Robertson . .

| The Hon. Matthew Standish
Secretary

1 Grace Robertson
Tom Blake
New England Maid
Wanda Kelly

4 The Woman " was

Paramount Pro-

Theodore Roberts
James Neill
Ernest Joy

Raymond Hatton
Mabel Van Buren
.... Tom Forman

Helen Hill
. . . Lois Meredith

good play and a
successful play, the why and wherefore of
which is readily comprehensible. It has a
numhoK minm- Hrnmfltin sitnfltiona andnumber of minor dramatic situations and
one great big one, but they are situations ^that depend on the spoken lines of the r
actors for their tensity. From a picture pi
standpoint, however, the 44 The Woman"
cannot by any manner of means be called
a success, for it lacks the principal requisiteof a moving picture, and that is action.
Furthermore, it has been poorly adapted,the plot has been so cluttered with un-

ecessary detail, repetitions, and wander-
v. oply of gasoline on the boat x<v
h -TirV. •■•lshicT' y fbo floweAh • M niv? -

j

Rde*m^ • jm
"FOUR FEATHERS"

A Five-Part Adaptation from the Book ofthe Same Name by A. E. W. Mason Fea¬turing Howard Estabrook. Produced bythe Dyreda Art Film Company Under theDirection of J. Searle Dawley for Releaseon the Metro Programme.
General Feversham Edgar L. .DavenportLieutenant Sutch Fuller MellishHarry Feversham. age fourteen.

Ogden Child, Jr.Captain Harry Feversham . . . Howard EstabrookCaptain Jack Durrance Arthur EversMr. Eustace George MossMiss Eustace Irene WarfieldThis picture is another refutation of theassertion that anything is possible of re¬production on the screen, and shows con¬clusively that even a good, strong storymust have screen possibilities before it per¬mits of successful reproduction. A. E. W.Mason wrote a strong, exciting, thrillingstory, and it made a mighty interestingnovel, but it is so replete with exciting ac¬tion that it is almost impossible to trans¬fer it from the written word to the screen.It could not possibly be done in less thanten to fifteen reels of film, and the story isnot nearly big enough to permit of a pic¬ture of this size. To attempt to effectivelytell the story in five reels results in a seriesof disconnected incidents that are neitherexciting or particularly interesting.It would seem as though both the personresponsible for the adaptation and the H|director could have got more out of the!material at hand than was evident in the >picture. The trio of English officers failed §to give the impression of members in a ^crack English regiment, and looked morelike comic opera comedians. Howard Esta- ^brook, in the leading role, did some capable; Jacting.
The story is vivid, but lacks dramatic pos-"sibilities. As a boy, Harry Feversham, inlistening to the stories of horror and blood- .shed told by his father's brother officers,becomes afraid and, stealing away from the P.dinner table, creeps shivering to bed. Ten;years later as a captain in a crack Englishregiment he resigns when the regiment is 8Lordered on active service in Egypt. His 5!brother officers and the girl to whom he is k,engaged judge him a coward and give himfour white feathers. Overwhelmed by theinsult and the disgrace, he resolves to makethem take the insignia of cowardice backand, journeying to Egypt, is successful firstin bringing in the lost dispatches of GeneralGordon, a feat of great daring? and later inrescuing one of his brother omcers from anArab prison. He is acquitted of the heinouscharge and, returning to England aftersome slight complications, is successful inwinning back his lost love. E.

THE IDES OF MARCH—FROM "JULIUS CAESAR."



..j owner. 'vowrs^evenge.
Edith, in an attempt to forget her sorrow,

j travels in Europe, where she meets Edward,
they fall in love and are married. On their

i return to the plantation Richard, who is
. still in love with her, places her in a com-

I promising situation, and a duel with swords
follows, in which Edward falls down the
stairs, injuring his head, leaving him with

„ a deranged mind. Richard again attempts
to seize Edith forcibly, and in a second

fi fight Edward regains his reason. While
■ convalescing from the second fight, George, j
: the mulatto, enters his bedroom and, after
tieing him in a chair, tortures him by hold-

thc ing a rattlesnake to his face. He is just
e j about to let the snake strike when Edith
In enters, and while the slave's attention is
5m distracted, the snake bites and kills him. .
ia Edith and Edward are reconciled, Richard
he disappears, and the picture closes with
k>u| love s sweet song once again in its natural
[ b key. E.

•THE BOSS"
Four-Part World Film Drama Adapted from

Edward Sheldon's Play and Produced by
the Brady Film Corporation. Released
May 24.

The Boss Holbrook Blinn
The Girl Alice Brady

The principal characters that make up
the play are of too recent acquaintance and
too much discussion to need but brief men¬
tion. The boss is a labor product, a hard
headed, hard hitting man, who works his
way up from the docks into a rulership
over the men with whom he has worked
and who respect his greater mentality. And
being a successful boss, we are prone to
boast that he is typically American, so
much have the plays of a few years ago
pushed this successful person into average
prominence. Holbrook Blinn had the entire
approval of the audience, overcoming for
that matter the repugnance that a disagree¬
able part tended occasionally to create. His
playing was not essentially different from
that on the stage, and he managed to get
his main points over well enough. Miss
Brady, besides being the daughter of her
father, is very good looking. As Porkey
McCoy, Bert Starkey gave an earnest and
laughable delineation of the boss's assistant.

The point about the play is, however, that
it grips you. Its action is unmarred by
many interruptions, and it flows smoothly
and most believably along. Presently, it
gets under the skin, due, no doubt, to the
fine work of Mr. Blinn and some of his as¬

sociates, and from then on the picture ac¬
complishes what all picture drama inter¬
preters seek. You feel with the action in¬
stead of externally criticising the plot. It
is the greatest accomplishment in picture
realism. It has established an understand¬
ing with feelings, and reasoning—which
might detect flaws—is temporarily asleep.

Working his way up and being spurned
by the Griswold family, Regan persuades the
men to work for half rates, thus permitting
him to corner all the business of the Gris¬
wold Transportation Company. As his
power and wealth increase, his assurance
in the presence of the Griswold family be¬
comes more marked and more amusing.
Then the inevitable in the person of the
Griswold girl passes his horizon, and he at
once takes up horseback lessons and suc¬
ceeds thus in making her acquaintance. He
later announces that he wishes to marry
the girl, and while her father acquiesces, as
the one way out of his business insolvency,
her brother leaves the house to fight his
bosship. It may be remarked that the
self-sacrificing girl makes a naturally cold
wife, and some space is devoted to showing
a loveless match and a boss whose place is
on the docks instead of in a fashionable
home. Labor troubles, as incited by the
brother, lead to the boss being arrested on
a charge of murder and his making his office
in the jail. Later he is released and by this
time his wife has learned to love him.

Naturally, four reels find room for more
detail than is here mentioned, and for the
most part it is effective material. Yet,
when all is said and done the one character

4A PRICE FOR FOLLY"
A Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature to Be

Released on the V-L-S-E Programme.
Produced by George D. Baker from the
Story of George P Dillenback.

t( Mile. Dorothea, actress .. .

l Maurice, her partner
/ M. Jean de Segni
i The Duchess, his mother . . .

i The Duke, his father
J Mile. Mounter, their friendivx11c. iuuiliutl. i-"' "

. .

M. Henri Landon, the rival

.. Edith Storey

. Arthur Cozine
Antonio Moreno
Louise Beaudet

. . Charles Kent
Ethel Corcoran

Harry T. Morey
Good film plays, which is^ SSE

MARY FULLER IN "MY LADY HIGH AND MIGHTY."
peopie to tne city are replete with quaint

fill the gap. In Ruth Storehouse he found iJ JVJ11110? , ai?£ originality. It is not to be
a piquant, pleasing Princess Kalora, who | thought, though, that the return to simple
well typifies George Ade's heroine. Fran- tL motives carried with it the kind of produc-
cis Bushman measures up to the physical I J10tn ^at usually does accompany such pic-
requirements of his role as a wealthy - tures. Mr. Kingsley knows a good location
young American bubbling over with energy j/1 well as the next director, and to judge
and good spirits. But Wallace Beery easily ,°ne 9r °' as tlle twinkling lights

" - 1 "not in<? ot Broadway, perfectly reproduced, or a new
ana goou sjjuxlo. a»ui, —v.—.,

captures the honors of the cast, providing
many a good laugh as Popova, tutor of
the Princess Kalora. The production has
been well staged, and the photography is of
the usual clear Essanay standard.

*

George Ade's story treats of the land of
the Sultan, where " fat" is synonymous
with " beauty." Poor Princess Kalora is
slim, beautiful in our eyes, but in hot wa¬
ter because she will not get fat. Her
younger sister, Jeneka, is adorably fat, but
she cannot marry, according to the law, fegj
until the elder sister has found a mate. 0
The complications follow when the Prin- i#

: cess Kalora meets Alexander Pike, a young ii>;
American, and finds that he loves her, be- p.
cause in American eyes she is most beauti- [jj!
ful. All ends happily after many amusing
complications, including a trip to America
by the princess in search of means of add-

►. *— weight. W.

oy OXltJ Ul LYVU, OUUU tto LUC cvyiiiuxiue,
of Broadway, perfectly reproduced, or a new
vantage point of one of the big railroad
terminals, he knows his New York well
enough to get some effects that the best of
his fellow producers have not been able to
get.

Six reels are none too long for such a
subject. What they would be without theSUUjeci. vvuat lijcj WVUIU
music is hard to say, but with this forty-
two-vear-old melody they register a big

F.

1xjluoxvj j.o naiu l,<j ocij , isub «. —

two-year-old melody they register
heart punch.

" WIFE FOR WIFE "
A Three-Part Adaptation of the Play of

the Same Name by John Stevens, Featur¬
ing Regina Richards and Wilmuth Myrkle.
Produced by the Kalem Company Under
the Direction of Kenean Buel for Release
May 31.

I UUUU 111 ill piajo, niiivu „ ,
specially written for film use, have a very

, special way of depicting one emotion, one [N as^oc
j theme, of sticking to one purpose, somewhat ^

like the view a pair of magnifying glasses '<% jj
I affords of the whole scene. Thus in this f G Ik

drama, based on big motives, the director
throws into the foreground, either by the
placing of his characters or by preferment >£05

;5 or other tricks which a good director may
call to his aid, the grief occasioned to the
parents by their free living son. What
would ordinarily be the tragedy with the
son as the principal figure, here becomes
the real mental tragedy of his parents.
This is the photoplay author's privilege, to
be able to depict these side issues, and here
the director has understood his purpose and

: collaborated well.
Yet it must not be understood that this

was entirely a drama of the old folks, for j
Antonio Moreno, as the son, plays a very"
able part, and that would also eliminate the
here seductive Edith Storey or her calm
and coolly mercenary admirer of middle

- age, Harry Morey. As the youthful trio
.. they do exceptionally well. It was a more

or less sad story that they enacted, one
q where the son of the Duke goes " over¬

board " in the matter of presents for the
girl, and finds himself broke early in the

, picture. Preceding that there was the bal-
'

let to introduce the girl professionally and
X] the two admirers as box holders and en¬

thusiastic applauders of all she does. A
little banquet given later finds the girl un¬
decided between the man who clamps a dia-

•J mond anklet in place and the youth whof
presents a rose. The rose, because its donor '
happens to be the younger, wins her supper;.,,
company, but when the news comes that

fAf

"SILVER THREADS AMONG THE GOLD
Edith t> .

*"iML.Vliiix 11 .... Edward ™?ina RichardsRichard Wilmuth Myrkle
Six-Part Picture Accompaniment Made by •*- George, a mulatto Via« itobert Walker

the K. and R. Film Company. Produced Susie, his wife ifo2?nTr ckin
by Pierce Kingsley. Music Arrangement y Ivennedy
by Maurice Levi.

Martin, the farmer Richard J. Jose
, His Wife Mrs. R. E. French

Tom, their son Guy D'Ennery
Mary Chester, the girl Dora Dean
Judge Walcott Jack Ridgway

Whether the music will outdo the picture
or whether the music will prove a mere ac¬
companiment for the picture remains to be
seen, and depends also in great measure on
what kind of an accompaniment, in the
music line, will reach your town. If it be

1 ! Richard Jose, the tenor, little need be feared
■ ■ for the two-fold result. Mr. Jose has a

remarkably sweet voice, and with Maurice
Levi of band-concert fame, arranged a score
that would be suitable and at the same time

ftPftls "accompaniment tne pic-1
• • — a nr»r»n the ten- \

company, uuu wTTciT esse o
her partner is really cleaned out she quickly"
switches to the other man. The young man
returns home to find that his father has
stabbed his mother rather than allow her
to find out the truth about her idolized son.
The father has fainted and dies some time
later of the shock of his deed. But the son
is suspected and he hears words concern¬
ing this from the lips of his adversary some

r"1-- 'ss2i onrl fho

>N
sie, ms marj iv^uut-uj- / jng tms ironi uie hjjs ui uw au.tiouv

.5^ *£* JL .TSS,-St*°rA \ ( shot^nd^rried3 ucoiuca ucmg a, »niu o lui j tuw t,ui
: part picture is remarkable for the truth as

to detail and atmosphere, most excellent
photography, and some especially able act-

- ing on the part of Wilmuth Myrkle and
John Mackin. The locale of the picture is
in the South, in the good old ante bellum
days, and it is remarkable that the dfrector
has been able to find at this late day set¬
tings so realistically illustrative of that pe¬
riod. It is a thoroughly good picture from
start to finish, there not being a single fea¬
ture or detail that could by any possibility
be adversely criticised. In these days of
hasty, hurried, and, many times, careless
production, it is indeed a pleasure to wit¬
ness a picture such as this one. Kenean

n

D
time later. iuc icouu v.v.v.», —

\ son even imagines himself shot and carried
from the field dead, for it is then that he
\vakes ud The audience which has seen him -
lie down after one of his many soirees in i—
the company of the heartless creature, now
views his awakening and his refusal, to the
gratitude of his parents, of the wired in¬
vitation of the seducer.

There really is not a thing the matter
with this play. Viewed from any angle of
the film producing game, it is almost
feet, or, if not that, then as good as expert Oaj&O
human endeavor may succeed in making it. '
Perhaps the fact that it is as good as it is
precludes the possibility of our saying much
more about it than that, we repeat, it is

TT *•<- V. +V,o„ thot fr>v

turp"has a really stirring hold up°n the ten I -Lue »coxy uigmy mciuuiamam:, uui
der feelings of its audiences. Bu* w£*plf is well written and ably constructed that the :?he accompaniment, the Omental sensational incidents rather add than de-t accomy

It harks back to the^ elemental trac(. (rom itg lnterest Edward, a rich
goutkern landowner, leaves his plantation
in charge of his unworthy friend, Richard, }
while he travels in Europe. Richard se- "
duces the wife of a mulatto slave and at
the same time falls in love with Edith, a
beautiful Southern girl. She catches him
in the embrace of the negress and the en¬
gagement is broken. In an attempt to re¬
gain her affection, Richard sends the negress
to the slave market, telling her husband
that he did so on the orders of the absent

ness a picture such as this one. Kenean "iurts auyui, it "
Buel deserves the utmost commendation for n fL°? However, it is better than that, for
the able manner in which it has been pro- ^ -1® f°rc(^ul play beautifully P^-
duced and staged. fa sented that may at least go good one bet

The story is highly melodramatic, but so *er*

tne a.ccui-Lii-/cxiix— ,

a real treat. It harks back to tne eiemeuwi ,
surprisingly well, covering such standbys as tract from its inleresf^' Pdw9^"
drink, mother love, suspicion, false accusa- Southern landowner 1p»vm -

[ tion, and the other kind of love. It is in charge of his unworthy™ astounding how much the picture does get
: under the skin, and with an arrangement

•• of songs the principal one of the above cap- ,
Jj ■ tion, it is sure to move as few pictures do.
K: The breath of good fellowship accom- ;

; panies the inserts, which is to say, they ,
Mare both human and funny. For instance, ithose dealing with the advent of country I

44STOLEN GOODS"
A Six-Part Lasky Production, Released

Through the Paramount Programme May
24. Produced by George Melford from
Margaret Trunbull's Play.

Margaret Huntley, dressmaker's assistant.
Blanche Sweei

Helen North, kleptomaniac Cleo Ridgele:
Carlton. American Red Cross surgeon.

House Peters
Helen's Father "... . Sydney Deane
French Surgeon H. B. Carpenter
German Surgeon Theodore Roberts

*A
es

Lenox

jro

4

RUTH STONEHOUSE,
In Essanay's 4 The Slim Princess," V-L-S-E '
dominates an else, and it is a very lucny j-,
circumstance that it was in such excep- 1
tional hands.

" The Boss," one would imagine, should
have a good future before it. It is certainly
the kind of a picture the exhibitors are look¬
ing for. F. ,

44THE SLIM PRINCESS"
Four-Part Feature Adaptation of George

Ade's Book and Play. Produced by the
Essanay Company and Released Through
the V-L-S-E, Inc.

Alexander Pike Francis X. Bushman
Princess Kalora Ruth Stonehouse
Popova Wallace Beery
Count Selim Malagaski Harry Dunkinson
Princess Jeneka Terza Bey
Rawley Plumston Bryant Washburn
The Only Koldo Lester Cuneo

" The Slim Princess" of the screen dif¬
fers little from " The Slim Princess" of ,,i
the stage. The music is missing, perhaps, r1

, but the structure is the same. When the
stage producer found his plot weakening
he called on the orchestra leader to wield

;t his baton. The picture producer meets the
J same contingency by a sight-seeing trip
| through Washington. The picture is amus- (
\ ing in a mild way ; it is decidedly refresh¬
ing in that it shows little of accepted Die- !
ture mechanics. It works up, in the final
reel, to strongly pleasing comedy.

The screen producer found his story a i
slim thread, so he called on his players to

ELEANOR WOODRUFF, PEARL WHITE, PAUL PANZER, AND CRANE WILBUR.
In the Sixteenth Episode of " The Perils of Pauline."

We might as well confess at once that
we don't know when Miss Turnbull's play
was produced or how it was received, but
possibly that is the fault of the Mirror
files, yet our principal reason for wanting
to know, as it will probably be yours, was
to find out when it was written. Inasmuch
as American refugees, French and German
armies and bombs dropped from airships
play so large a part in the picture, we
wished to know whether the plot had been
constructed since hostilities had com¬
menced. If not, then the adapter probably
took the liberty of this interpolation and
possibly some more besides.

What the film forefather was, however,
is a mere matter of curiosity. The ques¬
tion that should engage us is what it has
inherited. We have mentioned the ultra-
timeliness of the war scenes, pictures of
the conflict still in progress. They are the
result of environment. Otherwise the play
is not founded on very broad drama. It
suffers also from the great lapses of time.
It drags very much in places and ends
rather weakly. It is difficult to know how
to distribute the blame for this.

The cast is one to conjure with, depend¬
ing of course largely upon what kind of a
magician is at the head. Director Melford
has done wonders in spots. In others he
has allowed the tempo of his picture to lag.
In Blanche Sweet and House Peters he
possesses his two best players. Miss Sweet
has a rather sad part to play, while Mr.
Peters gets in some moments of good ro¬
mantic effect. Cleo Ridgeley is one out of
all the screen players whom we know for
the part of the kleptomaniac. With na¬
ture's gift in her favor it required but
little work on her part to make the char¬
acter forceful and effective.

A bit of lace placed in her bag by the
kleptomaniac when the latter was about to
be caught with the stolen finery starts the
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play quickly on its way—and sends the
nocent milliner's assistant to jail. Two
scenes find her released and made a nurse.
Then follows the best part of the play, the4 scenes in the hospital, where the girl is
making good when she is discovered by one
of the detectives and her secret is spread
broadcast. The war breaking out, she re¬
quests to be sent to Belgium as Red Cross
nurse. There follows the few scenes of
refugees and war already mentioned. They

| are sufficiently real for any camera, also
they rank as among the few scenic tri- ,
umnhs of the play.

What follows is approximately this: The
kleptomaniac turns up as one of the refu- L.
gees. She shows no signs of relenting, l j1 Then a vagrant bomb lays her apparently

I on her deathbed, the nurse changes clothes
1 and identities and leaves for an unknown
! distant relative, who has never seen the > j
girl whom she has promised to care for. ;

; The ex-nurse arrives in America, is wel-
i corned and seems to be prospering nicely P
with the Red Cross doctor who has been
sent back with her. wounded. Something, m
however, is still on her mind. And well it ,might be. for the other girl has recovered
and returns to claim her own. The scenes ['where she confronts the usurper are long 1
drawn out. It ends in the doctor forgiving
the girl gladly, more sinned against than
sinning, we presume, and their leaving on ,

a primrose path of love, although this still
tleaves a somewhat piqued audience, who ' ;

would have preferred, if the way matters l:<|had shaped themselves permitted it. to se<* i>
proof that cleared the ex-dressmaker and ^ ,nurse of the charge wrongfully preferred
at the beginning. F.

"THE ALIEN" GEORGE BEBAN AND BLANCHE SCHWED IN " THE SIGN OP THE ROSE.'1 Presenting George Beban in His Own Com-
bination of the Silent and Spoken Drama,
Nine Reels of Motion Pictures anu Uiit
Act. Adapted from " The Sign of tne
Rose." Produced by Thomas H. Ince.
Presented by the Select Film Booking
Agency by Arrangement with ivessel ana
Baumann.

Pietro Massena
ltosa, his daughter
Inspector Lynch
Phil. Griswold
William Griswold
Mrs. William Griswold
Dorothy Griswold ....

Kobbins

I r*r.

The Cashier of the Flower &hop,
Edith MacBride

The Proprietor J. Frank Burke
Coogan W. J. Kane
The Nurse Ida Lewis
The Maid Fanny Midgley

New York, or at least tuat portion of its
population present at the Astor Theater on
Monday evening, seemed to liKe " The
Alien," which is not surprising. The
••

sketch that never failed " has been made
iuto a combination entertainment that re¬
tains all of the old '• sure-fire ' points, and
they struck that target Monday evening as
surely as ever. Witn the first appearance
of George Beban. trudging along in his in¬
imitable way, with his shoulders weighed
down with a Christmas tree, until his final
burst of embittered passion, tne audience
lias " The Alien close to its heart. It
laughs when laughs are wanted, and tears
came in their turn.

It seems difficult, with the picture over,
to imagine how Thomas Ince made a nine-
reel story out of " The Alien." It didn't
seem that long while we were watching it,and it seems shorter when one analyzes

Ithe plot. The answer is that " The Alien "
is a deep interest in his people to replace
a superficial interest in a plot. For our
own part, we would have been well satisfied
o spend another reel with George Bebanaid his motherless youngster at their

g iiousekeeping in the stuffy slum tenement.
The story of " The Alien," adapted as it

||is from "The Sign of the Rose," is, per-p liaps, too well known for extended repeti-| lion here. In the picture form we first
j become acquainted with Phil Griswold. a
[, ne'er do well son of the rich, who induces

| his friend, Robbins, to steal from his em-
I ployer in the flower shop in order to finance
| a night of revelry in celebration of the
reading of the will of Griswold's father on
the following day. Both characters arewell played, and the director proceeedsI slowly and capably in building his charac¬terizations. Robbins is shown to be a
weak-minded, easily influenced type, whileI Griswold is a typical devil-may-care scamp,devoid of ethics. The " party " held on thestolen money is. indeed. " some" night.But the next morning finds Robbins's em¬ployer about to start on a trip to Europe,and the stolen money must be replaced inorder to balance the books. Griswold hasalso received a shock that morning, for hisfather's will leaves him without a cent.Appealed to by Robbins, he turns to hiselder brother. William Griswold, happilymarried, and the favored son in the writingof the will.

Here, again, the producer makes us knowand like his characters, by the manner in

'C lias been lowered, and the grip is lost untilJ Pietro appears. Half crazed, he is wanuer-i ing aimlessly about when he decides to buyi| a rose for nis dead one's grave. His re-

] quest convinces the detective that he is oneof the Kidnappers. Then follows the stir¬ring scene that all who have seen " TheI Sign of the Rose " in its many years ofGeorge Beban [ I life will remember. George Beban never'.'.'. Blanche Schwed I I played the role with greater fire and sin-Edward Gillespie | J cerity than he had at Monday's perform-1
ance.

The two little children seen in the pic¬ture are the cleverest we have seen in sometime, Blanche Schwed, as Rosa, meeting the

k<

Jack Nelson
. . Hayward Ginn
. . . Andrea Lynne

. . Thelma Salter
Jack Davidson

44 BETTY IN SEARCH OF A THRILL'
Five-Reel Feature Written by Elsie Ja

and Released by Bosworth, Incorporated,May 17.
Betty Elsie JanisJim Owen Moore

,Mazie, the show girl Roberta Hickman ,

Miss Janis has the film craze " bad." Not1 ^content with her first effort she is back for ftp,more, and once more she goes the whole j
route by again writing her own scenario. 1
We need hardly tell what Elsie Janis is. Pr
Her musical-comedy education stands her inexacting demands of her part especially P good PurP°se in her gracefulness, and herwell. In his selection of types for all the comedienne stage mannerisms class her ~
with the large ingenue type that minus
the voice manage to fill the roles of leads in K ;pictures. But she is not dramatic, and dneither she nor what she has written will

West for Release May 24.
Sally Castleton Miriam NesbittGenie, her sister Bessie Learnp Captain Radcliffe Marc MacDermottLieutenant Philip Byrd, C. S. A.,

Pat O'MalleyGeorge Yale BossGeneral Haverhill Harry Linson
It is, indeed, a relief to find a directorwho has the courage to make a Civil Warpicture without incorporating a battle and ^the fact that these alleged battles, with •

roles the director has shown rare judgment.The settings are of an equally high stand¬ard, and the entire production has beenblended with a careful hand. No brief re- ; LttA ^our Knowledge of the drama in the
view can give an adequate idea of the many ^ ; least.incidents that serve to keep the attention gs por the plot is quite simple. Miss Janisunwavering at every moment. W. ^ represents herself as a young woman back-----

from a convent, who is full of the spirit ofdmcd " y°uth and who immediately attracts a very
44 SALLY CASTLETON, SOUTHERNER

A Three-Part Drama of Life in the South
During the Civil War, Written by Critten-a— ™Produced by the Edison

I ?h?n</n?I¥f, man- . ?.ut sh"e WiTl see "soto-
; °LtJ?!L8„reaf, bl8 worW. So she sits

den Marriott.
o ,IViiu. OU SUe SltSfdown and dreams the rest of it; only, unfor¬tunately, this is not made clear, so that whatmight be excused as the vagaries of sub-

Company unaer tneui
; conscious imagination are classed by theaverage audience as highly absurd picturing.^ In the dream she leaves and obtains a posi-tion as clerk, is discharged, tries to work ina cabaret, dons the attire of a young manand happens to have stolen the male clothesof a youth wanted for murder. The police0r./i ~ ~1

mistaken for fortuitousness, that it makesfine film material. It is—we hasten to say—the case of a young couple who won't ,marry because their parents want them to,but who meet each other unknown, fall in ;love and thus bring about the match which ;voluntary love makes a delight. The sub-ject is one pregnant with possibilites of ;romance and fun.
Ina Claire's debut in pictures adds one fof the musical comedy stars of magnitude .to those who have succumbed to the lure |of the studio. The same personality that Ehelped to put over her songs, that endeared ^her as " The Quaker Girl," succeeds in „making a distinct part of her character ihere. She is vivacious, demure, pretty, jand also likable. Her screen partner is jTom Forman, of successful Lasky ro¬mances, who handles a young lover's partabout as well as it is being done. Theo¬dore Roberts as the one-night stand " ham " !gives a very clever impersonation of the

manager of a usually stranded theatricaltroupe. The henpecked father is good fora laugh with almost every scene, while the"

grind" who rooms with Bob is anotherclever and exceedingly funny piece of char¬acter work.
Perhaps the best scenes in the entire pic¬ture were those dealing with the adventures !of the two lovers who. both penniless, ac- jcept positions with the same theatrical I

troupe. Here is where the charge of for- ;tuitousness may be most rigntly spoken. |But at any rate they are engaged ana s..aie ithe trials of the troupe and tneir dignified Iand impoverished manager. The scenes in [the theater where sheriffs with attachments 1wait in the wings while the managerialRomeo makes love to his Juliet, the camerabeing placed to take in behind as well asin front of the scenes, were those enjoyed 'most by the audience.
The picture opens in France where twonoble grandfathers decide to leave some imillions of francs each to their respectivegranddaughter and grandson, provided they imarry. This joyous news is communicated jto their sons and daughter-in-laws in Phila¬delphia. These parents at once visit each jother, agree to the match, and communicatetheir wishes to their children. Perversityseizes these children, and while Bob sends jhis over-studious roommate to call, the girl .dresses up her maid and takes the latter's |place as door opening domestic. Then thechildren leave home, she because of her imother's nasty temper and insistent atti¬tude, he because his father orders him to jseek a job. She secures the theatrical posi¬tion and then helps him to a similar vacantpart, for they had met one day in a collegeescapade and liked each other immensely.As each travels under an alias, the romance 'prospers.

After the troupe has been imprisoned forinability to pay the hotel bill, the girl'sparents find her, help her out of prison, and fare persuaded to free the others on condi- Stion that she give up the life. In parting ;from her histrionic career she and the youngj man exchanges addresses, as well as real
I names, and this allows the match to beclosed in the very next scene, as all objec- !tions, real or otherwise, are now removed.

F. I
„ .r/"1"-", ':a,Jlcu muraer. me Doliceand her original young man pursue, and atthe moment where he rescues her from the rmlak> not before she fell in—she wakes ud

Chi* ma.r,;y her bynext week she will never talk to him again, v-The offering, except as an exposition of BSS
which most Civil War pictures are cursed,Migg janis> is not to taken seriously; Sto;
are usually the poorest part of the picture,;;.;

Qn other hand, Miss Janis has not v "r
4" •'-1—

^ fflllAri 1.--

adds greatly to the pleasure when a pi^ture is encountered in which the battle hasbeen eliminated. In this three-part picturethe war atmosphere and color has beenobtained and maintained without the slight¬est recourse to firearms or even the sugges¬tion of them. It is well directed through¬out with a story, the action of which israpid enough to keep the interest from flag¬ging. The acting honors are about evenlydivided between the three stars, MiriamNesbitt, Marc MacDermott, and Pat O'Mal¬ley, and the supporting cast is strong andcapable.
The theme of the story deals with theSouthern girl in love with the Northern spyand the conflict between love and duty. Theplot is intricate and complex, but the pic¬ture has been presented and acted in such

an able manner that at no time is there anydifficulty in ascertining the meaning or thereasons for the acts of the various mem¬bers of the cast. Captain Radcliffe, a spy in Betty Wrightthe Union Army, accidentally meets Sally M Her MotherCastleton when her home is being used by ■ Her Hen-Pecked FatherGeneral Haverhill as headquarters. They 1 ®9b Sa?^a11are forced to journey to Richmond together, ifjfwhere Radcliffe is going to obtain the plans y Thp .. fjPinifor the defense of the city. He is suspectedby the Confederates and Sally is forced toTT. -i- i - '

failed to accomplish her purpose in starring f--j5] herself. What would ordinarily be flashes i v-N are here lengthy scenes. She looks into a 'J; number of mirrors, she dances, she pouts,y powders and climbs down porches, besidesg driving automobiles, paddling canoes andNJ cavorting rollickingly and with abandonacross the screen. Here is an opportunityft to continue the acquaintance established inher first picture, " The Caprices of Kitty."The inserts were meant to be funny. Theacting was very poor in spots, and therewas at least one noticeable instance ofwhere an actor worked in two parts. F.

"THE WILD GOOSE CHASE"
Lasky Production in Four Parts Written byWilliam C. DeMille and Directed by Cecil- t» -i jDeMille. Released

Programme May 27.

The " Grind '
Horatio Brutus Bangs . .

on the Paramount

Ina Clair
Helen Marlborough

. . Raymond Hatton
Tom Forman

Ernest Joy
.... Florence Smith
. . Lucien Littlefield

Theodore Roberts^ T—^ ^ ^ a While this subject has received various;py on him. He eludes her vigilance by a;; and different lengthed treatment at the&Mr °J«?o£eie& The | -nt producers, it is'thi flrsT.

jt,..~v.wv-v.iK>, it io me urst

—

etuis tuein in ner —^^ ^^.v- icucia.

that the Laskv forces have Dresumed

which he shows the happy life of the Gris- two girls return to their farm and Rad-^ Up0n tbe groun(i and a Lasky presentation

wolds with their child, Dorothy. Phil s re- cliffe, visiting the house
moreover invariably holds out promise in

quest for a loan is refused, and in despera- night, obtains the plans which the two girls R (jjgQQygj'jjjo' new angles Moreover four

tion he accepts the prompting received had unconsciously carried through the Con-
, d reels6glve more opportunity for'really

when he notes Dorothy s fear of Pietro, federate lines for him. Phe fortuitous end s
/jpypjQrjjjjg anv theme than does one, the !

who has just delivered a Christmas tree at ing of the war enables the usual happy ; one-reeler being the form in which the prod- nr.

the house. Griswold takes Dorothy away lover's ending to follow. There are a nun-
uct is most offen seen Yet there is gome_ !> .-

and then writes Black Hand letters de- ber of minor complications that add greatly thint? so ideal in the dunlicate circum- >

manding ransom. Dorothy's father imme- to the strength of the story, aided by realis- j stanfeg that miKht in other mediums be •/

diately thinks of the Italian who brought tic settings and clear, distinct photography. - sthe Christmas tree, and goes searching forhim in +VlA TA"1!

►ire
. «.>.•

Jr>Ii

him in the crowded Italian section. Thereis an inconsistency in the fact that his «automobile was going so fast when he was |supposed to be searching for a man whomhe had only seen once in the crowds. Butthat granted, the car runs down little Rosa. ■daughter of Pietro, while the latter is outpurchasing Christmas presents for the littleone. After taking the child to her homeand learning that she is dead, Griswoldhurries away to escape the aroused mob, ascene that was unusually well handled.Skipping scenes that are rich in inten¬sity. we come to Christmas morning. Dor¬othy's mother receives a note telling her tobring $10,000 to the flower shop and giveit to a man she will know by 44 the sign ofthe rose." Meanwhile, William Griswold Ihas taken the case to the police and they iare on hand waiting for the 44 kidnapper." \iRobbins was intended to receive the money, Ibut he is frightened away by the police.They do not know that, however, and the jtrap is all set, with the detective waiting jas manager of the shop.
Here the picture fades, the curtain rises, >and we see a duplicate of the flower shopwith the characters in their same positions, nThe next five minutes are the weakest, infact, the only weak ones, of the evening'sentertainment. Much exposition, unneces-ji sary in view of the fact that the picturess have explained all. is indulged in. Andreaf Lynne and Hayward Ginn. satisfactoryenough on the screen, do not come up totlie mark in the spoken scene. Some com¬edy if secured between Detective Lynchand Edith MacBride, cashier of the flowershop. Both are capable players, with ner-sonnlities that .44 got across." But the pitch

MYRTLE TANNEHILL.
In Kalem's Broadway Favorites, 44 When the i jMind Sleeps."

IIProminent authorities have declared thatj the hardest task to which any Americanactress can be put is that of winning the —:favor of theatergoers abroad. The ac-tresses whose efforts in this direction have jH-jjmet with success are few, indeed. That fi"Afi— -K*—ii- ™ .....

nnpts Hbh
, O.xio.1, \Miss Myrtle Tannehill, the star who enacts 2the principal role in Kalem's three-act,"

Broadway Favorites," production, " Whenthe Mind Sleeps," succeeded where so manyhave failed, is an indication of her his¬trionic ability. In fact, this talented ac- ,itress' following abroad is almost as greatas it is in this country.To enumerate the plays in which Myrtle.Tannehill has appeared is to make mentionof some of the foremost successes Broad-
vIway has known in recent years. "Snobs."presented at the Hudson Theater, is one of ithese hits. 14 Broadway Jones," in whichI she appeared opposite George M. Cohan atI the Cohan Theater, is another, while 44 AI Pair of Sixes," which recently left theI Longacre Theater after a long run, is a third. ,I Miss Tannehill's first appearance upon theI stage was with William Gillette in 14 The ~I Admirable Crichton." Then came a seasonI in 44 Just Out of College," with Max Fig- VvI man. This was followed by engagements in

.I" Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," 44 The■ Girl of the Golden West," and 44 Get-Rich-Quick Wallrngford."
the result of her work in these JMiss Tannehill was sent to *here she appeared in_44 SealedI Quick WallrnLater, as t

productions.
London. Th

rfj Orders" at the Drury Lane, '4 BroadwayII Jones " at the Theater Royal, and in 44 The ousFortune Hunter," which scored at theQueen's Theater. Miss Tannehill enactsthe role of Wenda in 44 When the MindSleeps." Like the 44 Broadway Favorites " 1features which preceded it, this Kalem pro¬duction will be released in regular service.The date of issue is Monday, June 14.

BILLIE REEVES AND MAE HOTELY IN " THE NEW BUTLER."



"WHEN THE MIND SLEEPS"
A Three-Part Kalein " Broadway Favor¬

ites" Production for Release June 14.
Directed by Ivenean Buel.

Wenda, of arrested mentality . . Myrtle Tannehill
Carlson, the doctor Henry Hallam
Burke, liis assistant Robert Walker
Tom. a migratory musician . . . Arthur Albertson
Roberts, Wenda's guardian Jere Austin

The producers of this picture have taken
the very big possibility of a young girl of
arrested mentality, and placing her in the
hands of a number of male contenders—
for she is very beautiful—have sought to
develop a story that would grace the per¬
son of Myrtle Tannehill. Kalem methods,
being well known, will not, pernaps, need
as much discussion as the new screen ac¬

quisition in the person of Miss Tannehill.
She has a most pleasing personality, her
smile is engaging, and sne seems quite at
home. That she can act is quite plain, and
such a part gives her plenty of opportunity
to do her best. There is but little doubt
that we are to see more on the screen of
this talented young actress. The work of
Messrs. Hallam, Walker, Albertson, and
Austin is, like the Kalem method, too well
known to need more than favorable men¬
tion.

The play opens with the backward girl
entrusted into the keeping of a young and
vicious guardian. She escapes him to go
with a wandering musician, who treats her
as his sister. Personally, we had rather
not trust him, but the girl does, and with
apparently good result. For she comes
some time later to a sanitarium, where her
efforts at collecting a largess, for the play¬
ing of her musical companions brings her
to the notice of the doctor, who has in¬
vented a remedy for her disease. The rem¬
edy is in a bottle; the formula is scrib¬
bled on a piece of paper. However much
physicians may laugh at this, the cure is
effected, and the girl, now a woman of well
developed mind, is in love with the doctor's
assistant. The doctor, jealous, refuses to
continue the cure, and in the fight, both
men are killed and the formula destroyed.
Then follows, if we can assume what pre¬
ceded as true, the best part of the picture.
The girl rapidly deteriorates to her former
mental condition and eventually goes back
to wander to the lyric strains of her mu¬
sical companions and to display a childish
eagerness in everything she sees. F.

especially well done, K-
put by the story. Next to the featured s1:aiv • ;' •Fraunie Fraunholz, who has been seen onthe screen too seldom of late, contributes the,./,,,,% , „ best work. William A. Morse is a satisfac- a• 1 torily villainous villain: while Robert Bar- iarents ore-rat is a hero who mutters "My God!" and until

. rumples his hair at every moment of stress. ' st ».s •The balance of the cast is capable.
The Dlot concerns a lamb in Wall Street. ,nalrt' ,•

H who loses his own money. his wife's, and r 1V x9 >'finally his sister's. Sam Coast loves the sis- , • l ni¬ter. Georgiana: and, since she will not A mazierJ have him. he has done his best to aid in f 1 ai(j ruining the tamiiy. that sne may be forced threat^norito take him. Richard Coleman is the fa- L'^ j"[•; or' 1 vored suitor, but Coast has got rid of him ' , LIby deception ; and later, when Coleman goes , .],■ iyto the Philippines, holding his mail up by :rs. ruemeans of his valet. Meanwhile Georgiana's nt at thesister-in-law has become infatuated with - ' ' yR-the Grand Duke; and in a moment of follysteals away from a ball to his house with V ~ '' 'him. Her husband learns of this, sets out 'veuuostinsfor the Grand Duke's home on vengeance ■<!.. and 4iebent, but is forestalled by Georgiana, who hi by makes iarrives there first, hides her sister-in-law is the
and takes the stain on her own name. This 'im 'from

I is the strongest scene of the picture. Later, . \ sto keep Coast from telling the truth of the. .V ,occurrence, Georgiana consents to marrv , -

him, aided to mat decision by a false re- er return-port that Coleman is dead. Then—slow . tmrk-dmusic—as the minister is about to say the he horses
words, Coleman arrives—and you know the " lover.
rest.

We think audiences will be pleased with
the pretty children who romp about in the
early scenes of the play, though Director
Blache has risked displeasure by giving too
much space to the youngsters. Minor di¬
rectorial lapses are found in the disconcert¬
ing abandon with which the players wander
in and out of the camera lines, the vision
of a 1915 fleet setting out for the Philip¬pines, and a careless sameness in the stock
exchange scenes. The photography is stand¬
ard. W.

he wagon,
until th>

lad died.
F.

In

ANITA STEWART AND EARI.E WILLIAMS.
" Two Women." tlie Latest Broadway Star Feature.

"THE BUILDER OF BRIDGES"
A Five-Part Adaptation of tlie Play of tlie

Same Name by Arthur Sutro. Produced
by the Frohman Amusement Corporation
Under the Direction of George Irving and
Released on the World Film Corporation
Programme.

Edward Thursfield C. Aubrey SmithPeter G. W. Anson
Henry Killiek Edward R. Mawson
Walter Gresham Fred Erie
Arnold Faringay Jack B. sherrill
Dorothy Faringay Marie Edith Wells
Mrs. Debney Kate Meek
Ruth Faringay Helen Weer

" The Builder of Bridges " is a good pic¬
ture. The story conforms to the demands
of dramatic construction, which is no more
than is to be expected, coming as it does
from the master hand of Sutro, it is inter¬
esting and well told, the action tense and
exciting, working up to a strong dramatic
climax. Furthermore, the interest of the
original story has been greatly added to by
the possibilities of the camera, which per¬
mits of every phase of tne action being
seen. This applies particularly to the views
shown of the actual bridge building work
in which the director was fortunate enough
to find in the course of construction what
will be one of the most beautiful bridges in
the world, built upon the classic lines of a
succession of long, slender arches. These
views form one of the very attractive fea¬
tures, just enough being shown without
causing lack of interest Uirougn monotony
or a constant repetition of boresome detail.

From a technical standpoint the picture
left little to be desired, the exterior settings
being well chosen, and the interiors built
in conformity to realistic truth. As for tne
acting, it was consistently high class
throughout, C. Aubrey Smith in the leading
role giving an able characterization, con¬
veying the impression of being almost a
real builder of bridges ; Marie Edith Wells
and Helen Weer were pleasing at all times,
and though their parts called lor little
real acting ability, still their ability to do
that little well and their fresh, clean, young
beauty added greatly to the success of the
production from a purely artistic stand¬
point. Jack Sherrill, as the young man
with the weak moral nature, showed a ten¬
dency to overact most of his scenes and
little variety of expression. The support¬
ing cast was strong and able.

The story is simple, but dramatic. Jack
Sherrill, a young man employed in the office
of a bridge company, is tempted to gamble
on the curb market with the firm's money

I and, as is natural, loses. He confesses to
'' his sister, Dorothy, who unsuccessfully at¬

tempts to borrow the money from Gresham,
. her fiancee. Jack begs her to plead with
Thursfield, the chief engineer of the com-

■ pany, for leniency, and Dorothy, acciden-
j tally forcing a meeting, causes the latter
f to fall in love with her, and in doing so
ji loses her own heart as well. On Thurs-
b field's return to the city. Jack's pecula-
l tions are discovered, and Thursfield, in or-
?; der to keep his fiancee from knowing that

her brother is a thief, makes them good.
- In the meantime Dorothy has broken her

• engagement—because of Gresham's selfish¬
ness and he, on receiving her note, return-

I' ing his ring, denounces her in the presence
[ of Thursfield who, without giving her a

chance to explain, leaves. Later the curb
market takes a miraculous turn and Jack

J wins back part of his losses. This £*vesS Dorothy an opportunity to seek Thursfieldft and explanations are followed by a satis-
■ factory ending.

book from the unity that a play will I ardent admirer he becomes her T5?mbie J.usually possess. The written pregenitor is ant, his act of carrying the jar_ of water
To^ one'Tn'which'the^ove^srtory61?^ char! r

ITUh Lis-.
" The Pretty Sister of Jose." Althogh it
opens most dramatically with a killing, the
rest concerns the efforts of Miss Clark in

the "great"bull fighter is called away to Lis-
bon, and he returns, to bring with him a

i •, -, j —u Vt a tci rro Cgreat"iady"to whom he is engaged. At last"
a juioo — the barb of love enters the heart of the I

depicting the slowly unfolding romance girl and she comes to the great fight pre- .
with her toreador friend.

„ t pared to scratch out thei eyes of.the other- - . ........... ...

woman. So much beauty together is too
much for our courageous champion, who
turns to look, and is gored by the infuriated
animal. Then the big lady deserts him
while the other girl nurses him in the home
of the Padre. The result, as pictures go, is _

The very valuable contribution of pho¬
tography to a picture result was never more
in evidence. Alan Dwan has gone bound¬
lessly into big sweeps and winding roads.
It is almost useless to try and describe the
exotic effect that has been accomplished by
a judicious placing of the lens. It sue- i inevitable,
ceeds in contributing novelty to every I v ....,j(fv
scene, and especially is this true in a pic¬
ture supposed to take place in Spain. For (
a neutral country the scenic eflort was \
very successful. Spanish dons, and a vari¬
ety of other characters placed against a i
background, adobe for the principal part,
succeed without lost realism in giving the
desired effect. The picture is full of Cas-
tilian color in its customs, costumes and
settings. Some were, indeed, so full of this
correct atmosphere that, as the riding of ;
the donkeys down the road, it drew an ap- »
preciative wave of amusement.

Marguerite Clark, to use a common ex¬
pression, is still " there." Her expression j5

STAR.
•HER OWN WAY'

changes purpose from darkest "despair a Sam Coast
nnnotto trt mATYiQn ir» lnro Thorn i> IMoles. butler to the Carleys

Adaptation of Clyde Fitch's Play of the
Same Name, Produced Under the Direc¬
tion of Herbert Blache for the Popular
Plays and Players Company, and Released
Through the Metro Programme.

Georgiana Carley Florence Reed A
Mrs. Carley, her stepmother,

Blanche Davenport [_Mrs. Steven Carley. her sister-in-law.
Clarissa Selwynne

Lieutenant Richard Coleman . . Robert H. Barrat
Steven Carley. Georgiana's brother.

Fraunie Fraunholz ,
William A. Morse I •

John Karney
.... James O'Neill

Thprp iMLOies. ouner lu uxie kj

it 3 Grand D«ke Valdimir
through coquette to woman in love.
is something essentially attractive about

„ ,. , _, . __ . ,this very popular star aside from her very Settings such as Director Blache has pre-
clever acting, which may only be attributed sented in this production deserve mentionto a decided magnetism. The latter quality }n the very first paragraph. The interiorswould seem to be much in demand, as four ' |n & home of wealth display an eye forreels. of developing romance needs some , beauty and a lavishness that is by far the
such person to hold them fixed in atten- outstanding feature of the production. The jtion. Jack Pickford plays a rollicking, joy- settings are indeed over-ornate ; but by this |-ous younger brother, William Lloyd is ex- means the director gives an index to the,,
cellent as the old padre, and there
besides, a number of fine minor parts.
cellent as the old padre, and there were. . character of a family that is living beyond , jsides, a number of fine minor parts. .! l^s Cleans, and an excuse for the dabbling

The opening puts a damper on the audi-'jln .^.e stock market that gives the plot(,;
ence. A worthless husband leaves his wife its being. Unusual lighting effects, that are.
who has lost her charm. While her boy and with one minor exception, well executed. ./
girl stand some yards away in helpless enhance the beauty of the background,
misery, the woman stabs herself. Their. *n all respects

t Her Own Wayuncle follows and avenges the death. It is falls under the heading
. JLuv.thus far highly dramatic, very replete with [j certain to please almost any audience with-.custom to which an American audience may | JSSn ^SSi"do nought but bow in acquiescence, and;: Pjj®premises the rest of the picture by causing:-

the girl to vow never to marry, never wish-£° le ~ Vhpin«r f0 kp in thp samp nn«iVlnn hpr : have been moulded into a plot, with the
mother. Then comes the leave-taking of the ^^Ri^whilp oriehmlit^ mayboy who goes with the old Padre to Madrid. jSimultaneously, there rides into their home 5S«1 t S If lJ'town the most famous toreador in Spain. iSSt! tho nrSn^r hn? nrnvldHe spurns Sorita, who loves him dearly, Slfv enual his task and the acting isbut who is spurned after the toreador has ™Ry eq^uai to his task, and tne acting is

?enrCnoTntravllsP?ottMadtrVde toffvisit^ The Florence Reed's personality is decidedlyfarrival is a j^ous one^ but s<?on she runs J afl/lc^re s meetst <? ; ^into the toreador, and the conquest begins. * anfl °er skill as^an^actressmeOTs^The death still rankling in her heart, she" -
*. j v-jiTitplays with Jim at every turn. From an »

C. R. SEELYE.

Now Assistant to General Manager Ir\. in.

of V-L-S-E, Inc.

Illll
"LITTLE MISS BROWN"

A Four-Part Adaptation of Philip Bartholo-
mae's Play of the Same Name Featuring
Vivian Martin. Produced by William A.
Brady Picture Plays, Incorporated, and
Released on the World Film Corporation
Programme June 7.

Betty Brown
Jane Glenton
Justin Glenton
Joseph Clews
Robert Mason
Mrs. Dennison
Richard Dennison ....

Night Clerk
Telephone Girl
Bellboy

Vivian Martin
Julia Stuart

.... Edward M. Kimball
Crauford Kent

.. Chester Barnett
Ethel Lloyd

Charles Dickson
Ned A. Sparks
Jewel Hilburn

John Hines

Best described as a complex farce-comedy
with a light intricate story, this four-part
picture has many parts that are excruciat¬
ingly funny. The plot, though simple as to
theme, is exceedingly intricate in the man¬
ner of its development, and it is really quite-

"tipr *•

"THE PRETTY SISTER OF JOSE"
I A Five-Part Famous Players Release for

May 31. Produced by Alan Dwan from

IJ Frances Burnett's Romance. ReleasedThrough the Paramount Programme.
Pepita, the pretty sister Marguerite Clark
Jose, her brother Jack Pickford
Their Mother Edith Chapman
Their Grandmother Gertrude Norman
The Padre William Lloyd

: Sebastino, the toreador Rupert Julian
j Sorita. the love sick Teddy Sampson
£ Manuel, the serenader Dick Rosson

A Spanish lover and a Spanish damsel,
) who disdains his attention to fall deadlv
' into love are the basic ingredients with

\' which Miss Burnett's book was built.
There is also present that certain distinc-
tion which separates an adaptation of a

test ' an effort to keep track of the multi_
of characters and what they are trying to
do. Betty Brown is a coquette of coquettes,
and while really in love with one man, flirts
outrageously with another. She agrees to

; meet her lover at a hotel in another city,
; but for some reason he is delayed in keep-
i ing the appointment, and Betty, without1

money or friends, is forced to pose as a
married woman, expecting to meet her hus-

) band in order to obtain a room for the
| night. Unluckily' she has chosen for an

5' assumed name the cognomen of a man andwife, who are really to meet at that hotel
- that night. A mystic maze of complica-i tions follow with many laughter pro¬
ducing results, which are, of course, all

, straightened out in the end by the sim-
I, pie method of naturally entering into ex-
: planations.
1

Vivian Martin in the title-role is charm-
- ing and vivacious throughout and a wholly[ delectable little person. She is quite the
! life of the whole production, and without
I her, or some one equally clever, the whole

\ thing would fall flat. She was ably sup¬
ported by a large, strong and competent
cast. The photography and directions were
capable. " Little Miss Brown " will prove
highly diverting to those liking light,
frivolous entertainment with a continual

J tickling of the risibles. E.

BILLY REEVES AND BILLY BOTTER IN THEIR BURLESQUE BOXING MATCH. 8J

LATEST COMBINE NOW
READY FOR ACTIVITY

Feature Organization Formed by Four of the Pioneers Marks
Another Step in Film History

" Vitagraph - Lubin - Selig - Essanay, Inc."
That is the formal title of the " Big Four "
combination, as it was incorporated last
week. Thus The Mirror's exclusive story
of three weeks ago, the " scoop" of the
year, is confirmed in every detail. The new
organization is capitalized at $500,000. Al¬
bert E. Smith heads the list of officers as
president, Siegmund Lubin is vice-presi¬
dent, William N. Selig, treasurer, and
George K. Spoor, secretary.

Headquarters will be at 1600 Broadway,
New York city, and branch offices are to
be opened as soon as possible in Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston, San Francisco, Kan¬
sas City, Portland, Ore., Atlanta, Dallas,
Columbus, and probably other large cities.
No exchanges at present in business are to
be taken over, but new offices will be opened
in each city, selling on the "manufacturer-
to-exhibitor " plan.

The combination does not mean a break
with the General Film, as was erroneously
stated in some of the daily newspaper ac¬
counts. It was brought about solely tohandle the feature productions of four
reels or more, while the shorter pictures
will continue to be released through the
General Film. It was felt that in the
handling of features a more close connec¬
tion between manufacturer and exhibitor
was necessary. It is likely that the new
organization will confine its releases to one
feature a week for some time, later in¬
creasing the output.

The early announcements of the " Big
Four" surprised many film men who did
not know that these pioneer film men had
been quietly buying up famous novels and
plays for a number of years and boasted of
an amazing list. Many of these produc¬tions have already been completed, and are
ready for distribution at the word. " Vita-
graph has a half million dollars worth of
productions on its shelves now," says A. E.

Smith. " All of our manufacturers areready, and both in the productions that
are completed, and those that are to come,you will find that nothing has been sparedto make the best feature programme inexistence. We'll have pictures of the best
quality, and we'll have a distributing or¬ganization that will be of the best.""

The new combination," says Ira Lowry,general manager of the Lubin Company,44 will be a big thing for the exhibitor.
. We

are all pledged to produce the very high¬est quality of feature film, and these fea¬
tures, which will run from four thousand
feet upwards, will surpass anything thathas been made in the past. For some time
past we have been studying the demandsof the public for feature pictures and wehave arranged our plans accordingly. Itwill also be possible for the exhibitor to
obtain these pictures at a moderate price."William N. Selig, president of the SeligPolyscope Company, was a visitor to NewYork last week to perfect the final details
of the organization, and was enthusiastic
over the prospects for the " V-L-S-E."" Just watch us," he said. " I know the
other fellows have some big cards up theirsleeves, and my own company has a seriesof wonderful features ready. Remember'The Spoilers?' Well, you'll see more asgood as that, and even greater."

George K. Spoor, of the Essanay Com¬
pany, who is secretary of the new featurecombine, was every bit as enthusiastic." We have the pictures," he said, " and I
am sure we will have a distributing organ¬ization that will prove extremely popular.There will be no middleman, but the ex¬
hibitor will buy direct from the manufac¬turer."

A full list of the initial releases of theVitagraph - Lubin - Selig - Essanay Companywill be found in the advertisement appear¬ing on another page of this issue.
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White. N. Y.
JAMES VINCENT,

Producer of " The Melting Pot."

A DIRECTOR OF THE YOUNGER
GENERATION

i ' James Vincent, whose production of««The Melting Pot," made for John Cort,
1VDYV ' was last week's attraction at the Hippo¬drome, is a newcomer to listing among thedirectors. Mr. 'Vincent's advent into pic-b Pares tures came about after he had closed an

engagement with Louis Mann in "The Man
Who Stood Still." He had been on the
road, and was now back in New York wit i
an idle Summer season in prospect. SidOlcott, who has to his credit the startingof quite a few picture careers, induced him
to enter pictures as an actor with the
Kalem Company. What was originally in¬tended as a five weeks' engagementstretched into a delightful seventeen weeks
in the South, and that settled Mr. Vincent.
He was a picture enthusiast from that
time. Back in New York, he took a vaude¬
ville engagement, but he soon returned to
the Kalem fold and went South again, thistime assisting Mr. Olcott in the direction
of the pictures as well as playing. Later
he became a bona fide director, stagingKalem pictures, and later for the SterlingCompany. When Mr. Olcott formed a com¬
pany of his own he engaged Mr. Vincent to
do some of the directing, with the result ,that the latter has been known as a direc¬
tor ever since.

v/J

"THE MELTING POT"
Five-Part Adaptation of Israel Zangwill's ^-Story Presented by the John Cort Film

Corporation.
David Quixano Walker WhitesideVera Ravendal Valentine Grant'

One must naturally look for great sym-Fpathy in handling a subject dealing withthe Kisheniff massacre and the topic ofinter-marriage when the author is one of
the leaders of Zionistic thought among theHebrews of to-day ; whatever fault there is fmust be of a technical nature. The sub¬
ject is a big one, tragic, appealing, andcertainly stirring. It is our opinion thatit will outweigh the charges that are to:be made against the way it is produced.For the benefit of the producing com- l
pany, then, the photography in general was \kpoor, not to say wretched in parts. The illu-mination was faint, and poor judgmentis shown in the use of distance. There
were innumerable changes from close-up to ,normal and distance that were altogether »uncalled for.

The scenic portion was slightly better.There was one long built-up street repre¬senting the Jewish section of the town ofKisheniff that did for what action trans¬pired, splendidly. Then there were some Lexteriors that did not fare so well. On the ^other hand, a few nice exteriors served
once more to enhance this feature of theproduction.

At least three reels are used in showingthe massacre, now famous in history, its;-,conception and its carrying out by militaryRussia. Whether it be true or not has littleto do with the fact that it is all rather fwell done, that the mobs are large and *well driven, and that it is quite realistic. KWe are concerned with the third of the re-rmaining population that is sent to America, Xit including our young hero and the Gentile jgirl who has shown a humanity that risesabove mere religion.
The part of the film in America breaksdown, as a scenario, utterly. Suffice to

say that the idea of the melting pot causesthe boy and the girl to marry with theidea of wiping out all religions and racesin their new-found country. The Americanflag, as trailer, evoked much enthusiasm.
_ F.
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Daniel Frohman. Adolph Zukor. Edwin Porter.THE TRIO THAT MADE THE FAMOUS PLAYERS COMPANY.

ANNIVERSARY FOR F. P. Bow on

Famous Players Organization
Review of

Celebrates
Its Career

Third Birthday—A

April 12 was the third birthday of the
Famous Players Film Company. By an
odd coincidence, the Famous Players
greatest production, " The Eternal City,"
opened its New York engagement at the
Astor Theater on the same day that
marked the passing of the third mile¬stone in the organization's career.

Founded by Daniel Frohman, AdolphZuker, and Edwin S. Porter in April, 1912,the Famous Players Company was thepioneer in the presentation of famous starsand celebrated plays in motion pictures.The success of Sarah Bernhardt in " QueenElizabeth," the initial release, was fol¬lowed by James K. Hackett in " The Pris¬oner of Zenda," and soon it became neces¬
sary to inaugurate the now celebrated" 30 Famous Features a Year," the firstregular feature programme in the worldAt the expiration of this feature yearwhen the Paramount programme was es¬tablished, the number of Famous Playersreleases was increased to thirty-six, 'andsince the inception of Paramount, addi¬tional releases requested from the FamousPlayers to All open dates will bring thenumber up to forty-eight a year.Shortly before the advent 'of Paramountthe Famous Players effected affiliationswith Henry W. Savage and Charles Froh¬

man, whereby it obtained the motion pic¬ture rights to the great dramatic successesof these producers. The Famous Playershas introduced to the motion picture pub¬lic over thirty-five prominent stage stars
many of whom, such as Marguerite Clark'Marie Doro, Hazel Dawn, and John Barry-more, have through this medium also be¬come international film favorites.

In the distributing branches of the fea¬ture industry the Famous Players has alsobeen prominent. The " 30 Famous Fea¬tures a Year " marked a radical departurefrom the booking methods then in vogue,ltecently another advanced step in the dis-
_ tribution of important feature productionsf was taken in the creation of the SelectFilm Bookihg Agency, a national bookingsystem, using accepted theatrical methodstor the booking of special productions forindefinite engagements over a circuit oftheaters, and graduating into the regularprogramme. Such productions as " TheInternal City " and a series of importantreatures to follow are to be handled inthis way.

Among the more important subjects pro-

da, .Mrs. Fiske in " Tess of the D'L'r- ; 'villes," Mary Pickford in "The Bish-
, ,,5 Carriage," Henry E. Dixey in " Chel-

duced by the Famous Players Film Com- I
pany since its inauguration, are:Sarah Bernhardt in " Queen Elizabeth," iJames K. Hackett in "_The Prisoner ofZenda," Mrs. Fiske
berv
op's
sea 7750," Lilie Langtry in "'His Neigh- , „bor's Wife," James O'Neil in "The Count . '
of Monte Cristo," Mary Pickford in

r nf"Caprice," Carlotta Neilson in " LeahKleachna " and " A Daughter of the Hills," !' , , ,Cecilia Doftus in "A Lady of Quality."John Barrymore in "An American Citi- ...zen," Cyril Scott in "The Day of Days," , , ^Mary Pickford in " Hearts Adrift " ami"

The Pride of Jennico." Mary Pickford in"A Good Little Devil" and " Clothes," " "Mary Pickford in "Tess of the Storm ...

i
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Country," William Farnum in " The Re- J,'1!! J."'. ''ndemption of David Corson," Malcolm Wil- ,, THE TRAGEDY OF THE CRYSTALliams in "The Brute," Arnold Daly in GLOBE""

The Port of Missing Men" and " A A Three-Part Poetic Drama Adapted fromIMn«ra"d n e-in «' Xhe ' ^ ' the Storv by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow, Fea-King and the Man, Hazel Dawn in " One r, , turmg Mabel Trunnelle and BigelowCooper. Staged Under the Direction ofRichard Ridgely for the Edison CompanyLady," Paul McAllister in "The Scales of j J Mizra NorrisS6 J)ljJustice,' William Courtleigh in "The Bet- - ■ ^Countess Lola (ter Man " and " Aftermath," H. B. Warner Princess Para fin " The Lost Paradise," Henrietta Cros- i SasVa,? Favorite )man in " The Unwelcome Mrs. Hatch," L Mmaffer Man's,ir'Mary Pickford in " Such a Little Queen," L Count OrsinoBertha Kalich in " Marta of the Low- , Otlio
Hasfiz

Iif

anu nie man, inazel 1 lawII ill ■■ uneof Our Girls," Carlyle Blackwell in "The , U!Spitfire," Mary Pickford in "The Eagle's ■Mate," Jane Grey in "The Little Grav ,

jf the Low- .lands," Marguerite Clark in " Wildflower," ■ : ",vMaclyn Arbuckle in "The County Chair- . ,man," Mary Pickford in "Behind the'. , 'Scenes," David Higgins in " His Last Dol¬lar," John Barrymore in " The Man fromMexico," Gladys Hansonrin " The StraightRoad," Tyrone Power in " Aristocracy,"May Irwin in " Mrs. Black is Back," JohnEmerson in " The Conspiracy," MargueriteClark in " The Crucible," William Farnumin " The Sign of the Cross," Mary Pick¬ford in " Cinderella," Edward Abeles in" The Million," Florence Reed in " The ,Dancing Girl," Marie Doro in " The Moralsof Mflmifi " Marv i n 14 \ficf
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of Marcus," Mary Pickford in "Mistress
Nell," Gaby Deslys in "Her Triumph," v ,John Emerson in "The Bachelor's Ro¬
mance," William H. Crane " David tVhite,
Harum " and " The Love Route," AliceDovpv in " ThP Commanding Officer," Mar-

n " Gretna Green," John
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.... George Wright
.... Herbert Prior
.... Charles Sutton

Carlton King
Nellie Grant

This one picture is enough to place Rich¬ard Ridgely in the coveted and limited classof good directors, for he has produced a pic¬ture that is the epitome of artistic perfec¬tion. From a purely picture standpoint,the creation and production of that whichis
# pleasing to the eye, it is hard to con¬ceive how he could have improved upon thispicture. It is marvelously, wonderfullybeautiful. It is art, art in' all the largerconception of that word. It is as pleas¬ing to look at, as wandering through agreat museum, where the best productionsof past and present masters are displayedfor the delectation of the eye. It is a trulygreat picture. He has taken a difficult sub¬ject and handled it in the manner of a

master. Mr. Ridgeley has that rare qual¬ity known as a picture eye, and given the
proper opportunity he will go far in ad--

now rat? ' r'-rm?u

i) " v v-' > u :'tep." have met ai
* picture world, both heir

part.

vancing the art of motion picture photog¬
raphy. kli|) L-The story written by Mrs. Wilson Wood-
row has for its theme the theory of re- r? '
incarnation, and the picture is composed of
the four illicit loves of the hero and her- ^ ^oine, shown through four succeeding cen-, v\, ^turies. Because they were illicit, each and
every love episode of this sinning pair
ended in a tragedy, until in the end, the
man, who was always the tempter, dies by.:;' % ^his own hand, and the girl goes on to her k., J •first legitimate love and happiness. The '
author made a mistake in not bringing out
the contrast between the illegitimate and
the legitimate love in a stronger and more
convincing manner, for it is in this that
the whole theory of reincarnation has its
strength, that right living is rewarded and
wrong living is punished in the succeeding
lives.

The acting throughout was most ably
handled by a strong and well-selected cast.
Mabelle Trunnelle and Bigelow Cooper nat¬
urally were the centers of interest, and well
deserved the interest that was centered
upon them. It is no easy thing to make

, ,

love in four different characters, and not
become monotonous, yet they succeeded in
a manner that can only be appreciated by
seeing the picture. To attempt to describe
the settings, both exterior and interior
would be as futile as painting the lily or
gilding refined gold, and one is forced to
seek safety in the trite generalization that
they were marvelously beautiful. An idea , (

of their grandeur may be gathered when it : '
is stated that the art of the whole world
was utilized in their make-up, most of the
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3nes being taken upon the estates of art
loving millionaires. E. ACM
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"PRINCESS ROMANOFF"
A Five-Part Dramatic Adaptation of Sar-

dou's " Fedora," Produced by Frank
Powell. Adapted by Clara S. Beranger.
The company that produced this picture

has, unfortunately, the wrong way of look¬
ing at things. It is, perfiaps, a pessimistic
viewpoint, for lack of a better term; and
the result is that you may expect a full
hour and a quarter of gloom deeper and
more disagreeable than the blackest thought
in the theater that exhibits such a morbid
subject. It is a very frank avowal of the
triangle relationship; and such a subject,
carried through consistently, cannot serve
but to disenchant the-most hopeful patron.
It is also unfortunate that a cast has been
chosen that fits nicely with the feeling of
the plot. Nance O'Neil's greatest moments
are tragedy, so that one cannot blame her
for bringing her best side forward. The
other characters are Russian; and aside
from a few ridiculous portrayals and sev¬
eral fairly comic ones, the rest managed
to convey the message of lost hope quite
as well as the plot on which they worked.

The one bright spot in the picture was
the direction. Against appalling odds Di¬
rector Powell has persevered in making tell¬
ing moments in most of his scenes, and in
injecting a little novelty when the location
of his camera or the individual maneuver¬
ing of a scene permitted it.

The story is of Russians and their love
affairs, and how one most passionately re¬
vengeful woman follows a man, who killed
her fiancee, to America, there to learn the
real cause of the kiling and to grant him
forgiveness. Some of the reasonings, a few
of the messages, and the adherence to legal
necessities, were, to put it mildly, weird.

Plioto &?/ White. N. Y
IRENE FENWICK,

Whose Screen Appearances Will Be
Exclusively in Kleine Features.

FRANK REICIIER,
Now Producing for Lasky.

LASKY SIGNS FARRAR
Famous Metropolitan Favorite Receives Record

Salary to Appear on Screen
Geraldine Farrar, the world-famous starof the Metropolitan Opera House, has ac¬cepted an engagement to appear on the mo¬

tion picture screen for the Jesse L. LaskyCompany. The engagement of Miss Farrar
is one of the most important acquisitionsto be made by a film company and probablycalls for a salary larger than ever paid toan actress for the period concerned. Itis said that the amount paid will aggregateabout $2 a minute for the time that MissFarrar is actually before the camera.

The engagement between the Lasky Com¬
pany and Miss Farrar covers a period ofseveral seasons. This season Miss Farrar
will spend eight weeks working for theLasky Company, and it is assumed that
during this period she will work in three,or possibly four, vehicles. No announce¬
ment has yet been made as to the playsthat will be chosen for Miss Farrar. Rumor
connects the names of Belasco's " MadameButterfly" with Miss Farrar's screen debut.Lasky's acquisition of the famous oper¬atic star comes as a result of several weeksof work, and the final arrangements were
made with Morris Gest, acting for the diva,and Samuel Goldfish, representing theLasky Company. Negotiations have been
on practically during the entire operaticseason just concluded, and were consum¬mated the day after Miss Farrar's farewellfor the season at the Metropolitan, whenthousands of admirers cheered her for over
an hour.

At present Miss Farrar is on tour withthe Metropolitan company, and she willreturn to New York before going to theHollywood studios of the Lasky Company,She will start for the Coast on June 15.Included in the party with Miss Farrar willbe her mother and father, Moss Gest, her
manager, and Mrs. Morris Gest, daughterof David Belasco.

IRENE FENWICK'S PLANS
Stage Star Signs Contract Giving Kleine Ex¬

clusive Rights to Screen Appearances
Irene Fenwick, star of " The Song of

Songs," the current stage success, has
signed a contract for a term of years with
George Kleine to appear exclusively in pic¬
tures for him. The news that George
Kleine has hastened to secure Miss Fen- |
wick's signature to a long-term '^contract
indicates that the film wizard believes he
has a big surprise for picture followers
when Miss Fenwick makes her screen debut
in " The Commuters."

Rumor has it that many other New York
film magnates have been seeking Miss Fen- (
wick's services for the screen. Her newly-

i signed contract with George Kleine will in
I no way interfere with Miss Fenwick's stage

career. While playing in New York she;
' will be engaged in film work at the Kleine1

studio. In this way her stage reputation
will be preserved while she is appearing
in pictures throughout the country.

Miss Fenwick is a Chicago, girl in the!
early twenties, but her professional career
dates back to the days of " Peggy From
Paris " in which she found her first " bit "
part. She has appeared successively under
five of the best known managements on
Broadway and has starred in several inter-1 nationally known comedies and dramas.
Henry W. Savage, Charles Frohman, Wil¬
liam A. Bradv, Cohan & Harris and Al. H.
Woods have featured dainty Miss Fenwick
at different times in recent years. Follow¬
ing her success in small parts in " Peggy
from Paris," " The Office Boy," and " One
of the Boys," Charles Frohman gave her
the first really serious work of her career in
the role of Sylvia Futvoye, the loading
feminine part in " The Brass Bottle." The
following season she appeared in Froh-
man's " The Speckled Band," a detective
story by A. Conan Doyle. " The Im¬
portance of Being Earnest," that clever
skit by Oscar Wilde, was her next success
and in this she toured the principal cities
of England. 44 Kiki " in the French farce,
" The Zebra " followed, under managementk

of Frohman, Hamilton Revelle who plays
: De Cosse' Brissac in the Kleine film, " Du
Barry," appeared with her in this produc-
tion.

_ ^ „Miss Fenwick's next role was that or
, Beatrice Lind in 44 The Million. Next came
1 Princess Irma in " Hawthorne of the U.

S. A." with Douglass Fairbanks, and "The
j Family Cupboard."

Miss Fenwick will be seen in a number
of big Kloine features this year. Already
elaborate plans are being made to star her

i in some of the well-known successes in
which she has played. At the present time
she is busily engaged at the Kleine studios,
in Now York, whore Director Fitzmaurice

< is filming tho popular Forbes' comedy, " The
Commuters."

MARY MILES MINTER,
Who Leaped to Fame in Marie Hubert Froh-

man's " The Fairy and the Waif."

Youthful Mary Miles Minter, who was" The Littlest Rebel " two years ago, " got
across " so emphatically at that time that
she remained vivid and distinct in the minds
of both producer, author, and director as
ideal for the title part when " The Fairyand the Waif " was written and filmed last
Winter.

So instantaneous was her screen success
as the Fairy that she has constantly been
playing picture leads since. Such popular¬
ity might be enough to turn the head of
any little miss, so that the above picture re¬
ceived by Mr. Gustave Frohman a few days
ago is particularly pleasing as evidence of
a true little heart back of a very winsome
little face.

OCTAVIA HANDWORTH,
Now Playing Leads with Lubin.

DUSTIN FARNUM,
Seen in Lasky's 44 Cameo Kirby

ROLES FOR FARNUM
Lasky Company to Star Player in Series Fol¬

lowing "Cameo Kirby"
Through Samuel Goldfish, the LaskyFeature Play Company announces that, fol¬

lowing the release of " Cameo Kirby," with
Dustin Farnum in the leading role, a se¬
ries of features will be prepared to star
that player. The intention is to prepare a
series of vehicles that will present Mr.
Farnum in a variety of roles sufficient to
display his screen versatility.

Dustin Farnum made his first appear¬
ance on the screen for the Lasky Company
in its production of " The Squaw Man."
This successful feature was followed by" The Virginian," which was also given a
favorable reception. Then Mr. Lasky
thought he would give photoplay audiences
a glimpse of the star in characters differ¬
ent from these Western parts, and " Cameo
Kirby " was decided upon. In this picturehe is seen as a gentleman gambler of New
Orleans in the ante-bellum days, and it
was at the completion of this production
that Mr. Lasky decided upon the series of
features that will keep his star busy
throughout all tho time he can spare from
appearances on the stage.

THOMAS SANTSCHI,

Selig Polyscope Co., Los Angeles.

Thomas Santschi has been a Selig
player for close on to five years. lie was
recently rewarded by W. N. Selig for his
good work in " The Adventures of Kath-
lyn " and 44 The Spoilers " by being raised
to directing honors. As a boy, Mr. Sant¬
schi was apprenticed to a watchmaker, but
it was not long before he found his way

j to the stage, where he gained his principal
experience in stock. ■
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GERALDINE FARRAR,

CONCERNING "THE BREATH OF ARABY
A NOTE BY THE AUTHOR

wslw

EDWARD O'CONNOR.

Witzel Photo.

Grace Cunard, the Lucille Love of 44 Lu¬
cille Love, the Girl of Mystery," can now
boast of an unusual record. For some time
Miss Cunard has not only taken the leads
in every photoplay in which she appears,
but she has also written the stories for
most of her successes. And then, for good
measure, she has at intervals directed her
own photoplays. At the completion of the
Lucille Love series Miss Cunard plans to
take a brief rest, and it is quite probable
that she will accept a vaudeville engage¬
ment, although a tempting offer has been
made her to appear in another series writ¬
ten around her similarly to the Lucille Love
series.

Before entering the motion picture ranks
Miss Cunard had a successful legitimate
stage career and also appeared with fre¬
quency on the vaudeville stage. She ob¬
tained her first picture experience with the
(Biograph, and has since played with the
Lubin. Bison, and Universal companies.

ALICE JOYCE SERIES
Two-Reel Pictures Featuring Alice Joyce to BeReleased by Kalem Every Two Weeks

Commencing Monday, June 8, the KalemCompany will issue every other Monday atwo-part feature production with AliceJoyce in the leading role. Each of thesestories will be distinct in itself, and willintroduce Miss Joyce in an entirely differ¬ent part.
When this series was first planned theKalem Company secured the services of a

number of well-known writers and commis¬sioned them to write a series of storiesespecially adapted to display the talentsof the Kalem star. A strong Kalem com¬
pany will appear with the star in each ofthese pictures. The first of the series willbe " Nina of the Theater," which, as said,will be released June 8.

Unity Photo. Co.. N. T.
FRANK H. CRANE.

When we run a picture in this column of
ours it's because we like 'em, and we areglad to count Frank Crane as one of our
personal friends. Mr. Crane is now finish¬
ing I" is third month directing for Universal,and from the press sheet we received from
that company they must consider him oneof the most efficient and popular directors
they have. They say " his success is cer¬
tain." Fine—but his success was assured
before he went with them, for he had made
a reputation as a leading man in the legiti¬mate and also in pictures, having been asso¬ciated with Willie Collier, James A. Herne,and leading man for Lubin, Thanhouser and
a number of other companies.

Mr. Crane is a member of the Screen Club
and The Friars, and while of rather a re¬
tiring disposition is very popular among hisclub fellows.

" What right has a picture player to
take a vacation," asked one of the Screen
Club members of Leo Delaney, who will be
remembered as a " Vitagraph Life Por-
trayer." " The best right in the world,"
is Mr. Delaney's answer, " the right of six
years' steady work with one company." So
it's settled that he is entitled to the vaca¬
tion which is just coming to a close. Leo
Delaney is now ready to get into the har¬
ness again and is thirsting for action.

There are few, even among the ranks of
film men, who know that Leo Delaney is
fully entitled to practise as a lawyer before
the New York bar. After completing his
course at Manhattan College, the former
Vitagrapher took up law at New York Uni¬
versity Law School. But he was too good
as an amateur actor for his safety and the
44 boogey managers" got him. His long
stage career includes six years with the
Kirk La Shelle company and frequent ap¬
pearances in New York with prominent
stars. Then, six years ago, the motion pic¬
ture, just beginning to reach out for recog¬
nized stage players captured Leo Delaney
and he joined the Vitagraph Company,
where he remained until a few months ago.
Equally at home in light comedy and dra¬
matic roles, by virtue of his long training
in the hard and painstaking school of ac¬
tual stage work, it was not long before he
was in filmdom's select society and recog¬
nized as one of the players with a follow¬
ing. If any proof of the strength of his
popularity were needed the quickness with
which he was invariably recognized by the
fans at the recent New York exposition
and the writer's cramp he developed on
several occasions from signing autographs
are all-sufficient. I

Mojonier. Los Angeles.
CHARLES RAY.

Charles Ray, of the Kay-Bee and Bronchofilms, is one of the oldest actors, in pointof service, under contract to the New YorkMotion Picture Corporation. In years he isone of the youngest leading men in pic¬tures. although he has spent years ift stockand on the road with repertoire companies.Charles Ray stands a little over six feetand is a clean-cut, good-looking young fel¬low, who has worked his way up steadily.He is a member of the Photoplayers' Clubof Los Angeles.

Vera Sisson is playing opposite J. WarrenKerrigan in the Victor-Kerrigan photoplaysat the Universal studios in California. Sheis a delightful little actress, graceful and
petite, and her work while with the Univer¬
sal has won her a host of admirers through¬out the country. Miss Sisson is devoted toher work and has a score of friends whohave strong faith in her future.
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MAUDE FEALY.
White, N. Y.

ROBERT P. GLECKLER,
A Successful Leaditig Man.

Robert P. Gleckler, leading man, spokehis first lines at the Castle Square Thea¬ter. Boston, under John Craig. Engage¬ments followed in Chicago, Toledo, Pater-
son. N. J.: Harry Davis's Pittsburgh com¬
pany, the Pitt, Pittsburgh ; Portland, Ore.,etc. He closes with the Crescent Theater,Brooklyn, May 15, and will play some spe¬cial engagements in the vicinity of NewYork this Summer, and probably will ap¬pear in his first Broadway production thisFall. Mr. Gleckler has been most success¬ful in parts like " Disraeli," Rev. Pember-ton in " The Blindness of Virtue," " Her¬od " Damiel in " Thais," " Master Mind,"*' Fine Feathers." Mr. Gleckler is a firmbeliever in stock, and a proof of his successis the fact that he has always been calledback to cities where he has played before.The Crescent in Brooklyn is his third en¬

gagement in Brooklyn under Keith manage¬ment. Mr. Gleckler is a great admirer ofW. C. Masson, stage director of the Cres¬cent. and considers him one of the beststock directors in the country.

Letters from photoplay fans are missives
that almost all players are glad to receive,
and prize among their possessions, but
Maude Fealy has a scrap book of letters
that she holds of unusual value. These
are letters from exhibitors all over the
country.

Miss Fealy has been closely identified
with Thanhouser Feature Productions dur¬
ing the past season, and, coming to the
screen with a thorough experience on the
stage at her command, has quickly found
an enviable place in the picture field.

MARY FULLER IN DOMESTIC GUISE.
A Scene from " His Guardian Angel," Universal Feature.

THE MISSING MAN

NATALIE and FERRARIED COXEN AND WINNIFRED GREENWOOD IN 44 RESTITUTION.

FRANK POWELL,
Producer of Pathe Features.

The development of the feature as a fac¬
tor in the motion picture field has done
much to bring Frank Powell into the fore¬
front of directors. Among the recent Eclec¬
tic features to Mr. Powell's credit are 44 The
Ghost," a three-reel Colonial drama ; 44 The
Corsair," a four-reel Turkish story; 44 Lu¬
cille," and 44 The Stain," a six-reel story of
modern American life. 44 The Taint," a six-
reel drama of present-day life, is also to be
released soon. In years Mr. Powell is young,
but in directing experience he is far from
youthful. Starting as a stage director for
Augustus Thomas, he later joined Kirke La
Shelle and afterward spent several years in
Europe. His debut in motion pictures was
made with the Biograph Company, where he
directed comedies for over two years, when
he returned to Europe and joined the Pathe
forces as a producer of historical and ro¬
mantic dramas. Though compelled at this
time to lay off work owing to ill health, he
made the time valuable by touring the Con¬
tinent, acquainting himself with foreign cus¬
toms and types. On his return to America
he was engaged by the Powers Motion Pic¬
ture Company and after working with them
some time rejoined Pathe Freres as a di¬
rector of special features.

CECIL B. DE MILLE.

Director-General, Jesse L, Lasky Feature
Play Company.

As director-general for the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company, Cecil De
Mille has, in a very short space of time,
achieved a commanding position for him¬
self in the screen world. His production
of the Belasco play. 44 The Warrens of Vir¬
ginia," written by William C. De Mille, is
his most recent success. Other unusual
features, with Blanche Sweet in the leading
role, are promised for the near future.

Among the other successes staged for the
Lasky Company by Mr. De Mille were 44 The
Call of the North," 44 The Virginian," 44 The
Man from Home," 44 The Rose of the
Rancho," and 44 The Girl of the Golden
West."

WILLIAM N. SELIG, PRESIDENT OF THE SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY.
This is the First Photograph of Mr. Selig, Other' Than a Snapshot, That Has Ever

Been Published.
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The Mammoth Outdoor Stage. One of the Lions at Close Range. A Speedily Built Set Ready for Use.
SOME VIEWS OP UNIVERSAL CITY, WHICH WILL BE FORMALLY OPENED IN MARCH.
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HAROLD LOCKWOOD AND ELSIE JANE WILSON IN " THE LURE OF THEMASK-J
BE ONE OF THE REALISTIC SETTINGS IN EDISON'S "COHEN'S LUCK," FOUI■ PARTS.

1
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SELIG USED AN ENTIRE THEATER FOR MILLIONAIRE BABY
► * ■» (jf( \a I*

NNA LAUGHLIN, NICHOLAS DUNAEW, AND HUGHIE MACK IN "MEET MESEVEN," CURRENT VITAGRAPH THEATER ATTRACTION.

MYRTLE STEDMAN IN A SCENE FROM "WILD OLIVB." MOROSCO-BOSWOBTH.

" THE MYSTERIOUS SHOT," TWO-REEL RELIANCE. APRIL 4.
In the Center Foreground. Henry Walthall, Dorothy Gish, and Donald Crisp.ftflir ifliani

ARNOLD DALY AND PEARL WHITE AS DETECTIVES. A SETTING OF UNUSUAL DEPTH IN VITAGRAPH'S " GOOD-BY, SUMMER."
jVan Dyke Brook s Hack Is Seen in the Foreground. Antonio_Moren^Is the Center of ,
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L^JXrh;lI-:< Rflr\ ' THE WINNER OF THE HERO CONTEST, FRANCIS BUSHMAN, IN THE PRIZ1vi
STORY.

FATHER'S FLIRTATION"
lis heme

• e?kljA Scene from Essanay's Adaptation of " One Wonderful Night," to Be Released July 18.11Vn - '1 JB ill1'
ii

MARY PICKFORD AS " TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY."

WHERE EDISON MOTION PICTURES ARE PRODUCED.
Oliver I'lace ainl Pecntur Street^jron^-Urt)iT^^ol1owin6^1»^c<^^^^-

" SALOMY JANE " FILMED IN THE ACTUAL SETTINGS OF THE STORY.

FLORA FINCH AND HUGHIE MACK,

, is:

MARIE CORELLI'S " VENDETTA " PRESENTED ON THE SCREEN BYGEORGE KLEINE.



HOBART BOSWORTH IN 'THE PURSUIT OP THE PHANTOM."

I.OUISE BEAUDET, DOROTHY KELLY, AND JAMES MORRISON,
In the Vitagraph Feature, " The Wheels of Justice."

A SCENE FROM UNIVERSAL'S ADAPTATION OF "CALLED BACK."
Showing Anna Little in the Role of the Girl Who Lost Her Mind.

MABEL TALIAFERRO AND EDWIN CAREWE,
In B. A. Itolfe's Production, "The Three of Us."

at Ion

o p |

MARGUERITE CLARK AND HAROLD LOCKWOOD.
In a Scene from Famous Players' Production, "The Crucible."THE CHICAGO WHEAT PIT TRANSFERRED TO FORT LEE.

World Film Corporation officials assert that
in the scene shown above they have staged the
biggest Interior ever made for a picture. Direc¬
tor Maurice Tourneur placed this scene before
the camera. It represents the Board of Trade
scene in " The Pit." which is being produced
in photoplay with Wilton Lackaye in the lead-
ina: role.

Five hundred men took part in the picture,
sixty being gathered from Wall Street, through
P. C. Mullen, of 51 Exchange Street. Forty
Western Union and Postal messenger boys were

used to add realism to the setting, which is an
exact reproduction of Chicago's Board of Trade.

While greater numbers of characters have
been used before the camera, it is said that
never before have so many been seen in an in¬
terior. In the spectacular features, such as
" Cabiria." " Quo Vadis," and " Damon and
Pythias." whole armies have been used in exte¬
rior settings, but not a single one reproduced an
interior, with the possible exception of the
temple scene in " Cabiria." which represents an
interior, but was photographed outdoors.
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| THE ALL-STAR CAST IN THE PRIZE PHOTOPLAY, " THE PHANTOM THIEF."I From the Left, George Wright, Sally Crute, Edward Earle; Sitting, Helen Strickland,Gertrude McCoy and W. T. Carleton.k ——

A FORTHCOMING THREE-REEL LUBIN FEATURE, "THE SHANGAIED BABY.'RELEASED JAN. 21.

WILLIAM COHILL, JUSTINA HUFF, JOSEPH SMILEY, LILIE LESLIE. ANDGEORGE SPENCER.
In Lubin's Three-Reel Feature." Love of Women."

PAULINE FREDERICK AND THOMAS HOLDING IN " THE ETERNAL CITY.'The Famous Players' Feature Will Open at the Broadway Theater, Feb. 20.

EUGENE WALTER'S "THE WOLF."
BILL REEVES AND ARTHUR HOTALING.

The Newest Lubin Comedy Star and the Man Who Will Direct Him
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MARC McDERMOTT AND MIRIAM NESBIT IN AN EDISON DRAMA. "Oil. WHERE|*> IS MY WANDERING BOY?" RELEASED IN TWO PARTS FEB. 5.
RUTH ROLAND IN PATHE'S "THE PURSUIT OF PLEASURE.1
Vv-W Saturday Evening r-y<t.
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OWEN MOORE AND ELSIE JANIS IN " BETTY IN SEARCH OP A THRILL." { R.;\

Second Janis Production by Bosworth, Released on Paramount Programme. [
MARY PICKFORD IN "THE DAWN OF A TO-MORROW."

The Current Famous Players' Release on the Paramount Programme.
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at's J[CRANE WILBUR AND MARY CHARLESON IN "THE HOUSE OF SECRETS." iRANI
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CHARMING MARGUERITE CLARK'S NEXT SCREEN APPEARANCE,

In " The Pretty Sister of Jose," Famous Players' Release, May 81, on Paramount
—
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ETHEL CLAYTON IN LTJBIN'S " THE COLLEGE WIDOW." ddreis

WILLIAM N. SELIG, HEAD OF THE SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY.
The Seldom Photographed Film Magnate Is Seen with Grace Darling, " the Hearst-Selig

Ml IMIW IIIIIM I imJH—Smi'i" * -

EDITH STOREY IN " THE ISLAND OF REGENERATION."
Vitagraph Six-Part Feature, Released on V-L-S-E Programme.

warn. marnKSL —■

ALBERT CHEVALIER IN " THE MIDDLEMAN."

—™"""
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"THE SPORTING DUCHESS" PRODUCED BY BARRY O'NEIL AND HIS ALL-STAILTJBIN COMPANY.
From the Left, Frankie Mann, Allen Quinn, Rose Coghlan, George Soule Spencer, CharleiBrandt, and Ferdinand Tidmarsh.

. . Grace Darmond
. Harry Mestayer
.... John Charles
Charlotte Stevens
The Millionaire

TOWER OF MADISON SQUARE
GARDEN.

The World's Largest Photoplay House Opens
with V-L-S-E Feature.

[line neei comet;
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"THE SPORTING DUCHESS"

Six-Part Adaptation of Cecil Raleigh's Melo- M
drama, Produced by Barry O'Neil for the
Lubin Company, and Released on the
V-L-S-E Service.

The Sporting Duchess Rose CoghlanMuriel Ethel ClaytonVivian Darville Rosetta Brice
Annette Donnelly Frankie MannMrs. Donnelly Florence WilliamsColonel Donnelly Charles Brandt
Mary Aylmer Ruth BryanMr. Aylmer James DalyLord Desborough George Soule Spencer
Captain Mostyn Ferdinand Tidmarsh
Rupert Lee Joseph KaufmanDick Hammond Clarence ElmerDr. Streatfield Alan QuinnHarold Brooks McCloskey

"The Sporting Duchess" is Drury Lane, z.--- -- - - . . .

B „ .-and Drury Lane, the experts have agreed, ... ?? a 1 . c?e ?'e^051^lnS afterwards isi is eminently suited to screen presentation. hls, resolve. So he takes a lot of money| Drury Lane's virtue is its love of action, and makes more on a stock market tipand "The Sporting Duchess" possesses its | which his seducer gives him. To say that- • • •
•

"~iere is never be an(* bls wl^e llve 111 style 1S putting it

"FINE FEATHERS**
Five-Part World Film Adaptation of EugeneWalter's Play. Released June 7.
Jane Reynolds, the wife Janet Beecher
Bob, her husband David PowellJohn Brand, capitalist Lyster ChambersMrs. Collins, a neighbor Alberta Gallatin
Dick, reporter Henry GsellFreda, maid Geraldine McCann

Eugene Walter has a way of treatingdomestic problems that confront Ameri¬
can families in an undeniably strong man¬
ner. " Fine Feathers " is such a typicallystrong story and it has been so producedby a series of inserts an_d scenes that almost
the entire offering blends into one strongdramatic climax. Perhaps the sense of in¬
creasing tempo as with some of the finer
arts of production are absent, but the storywould put it across no matter what treat¬
ment it received, and the treatment after
all is only amiss in one or two details.For instance, the camera worked slowly attimes and showed events at more than their
proper speed, and perhaps also a little morevolume in the number of cast, might havehelped. However, we can say that the offer¬ing as a whole was good. We can truth¬
fully say, also, that rarely will an offeringmore thoroughly alive with constant dra¬
matic interest and climax find its shadowy
way upon the screen.

The husband is a tester of cement, his wife
a foolish woman who tries to live on his
twenty-five per. When she spends thebutcher money on a new hat affairs seem
at a crisis. Then comes the contractor for
the new dam who wishes to put through alow grade cement swindle and offers a
bribe to the tester, an old college friend.He refuses in lines typical of a Walter
play. Then his wife starts in. The co¬
ercion is too much. " I'll get the money

full measure of this virtue. There is never
a moment when there is not " somethingdoing " ; when the characters are not caughtin a whirl of uncertainty, and when thestory is not moving rapidly forward to acertain definite end. No one bothers tonote that the end is always foreseen, or thatthe means of bringing it about are not natu¬ral. We are entirely satisfied to praisej Drury Lane playwrights for their ability to1
weave intricate plots without asking ofthem the superhuman skill necessary tountie the knot without recourse to scissors.Barry O'Neil's production of " The Sport¬ing Duchess" meets fully every possibledemand. He has succeeded admirably increating the English atmosphere, the spa¬cious interior settings being especially re¬markable for their combination of elaborate¬ness with good taste. The director hasmade the most of his dramatic moments,and they are frequent, while the tempo of1 the production is nicely gauged and the con-| struction smoothe. The players are hereseen in roles for which they are suited ; and : ,on such an occasion they form a stock com- .inpany equal to any. The featured star, RoseCoghlan, is welcome in a not very exacting rrole. Ethel Clayton bears the brunt of the KMpicture's action in Jier usual capable man-

I ner. Rosetfa Brice, Ferdinand Tidmarsh,I and George Soule Spencer have importantI parts, which are well handled. Joseph1 Kaufman, Ruth Bryan, and Clarence Elmerhave less to do. but do it well. The minorroles were equally well taken care of.Retelling the plot of a Cecil Raleighmelodrama seems a futile occupation. Per¬haps it will suffice to give the ingredientsof the plot and let the reader draw his own (conclusions as to the complications. Thereare the rival army officers. Desborough andMostyn, in love with Muriel. Mostyn, theunfortunate suitor, becomes the villain ofthe plot, conspiring with the adventuress,Vivian, to wreck Desborough's married hap¬piness. Of course, they almost succeed : but, Iwhen all seems lost, events are finallystraightened out. Then there are the eventswhich center about the running of theDerby and the victory of Clipstone, orig¬inally Desborough's property, but later pur¬chased by the Sporting Duchess to keep itout of Mostyn's hands. The race scenesform a fitting climax to the picture.
There is a multiplicity of sub-titles, manyof them called for to explain the complexplot, but most of them absolutely unneces- I

sary, and even injurious, in that they often !anticipate the action, placing the playersunder a great handicap. This is a minor ,point, however, in a story abounding in theelements of popularity and staged in an ad¬mirable manner. W.

rather mildly. When all is ready the stock
is tobaggoned, and he loses all and more
than he owns. His threat against the con¬
tractor, Brand, is useless as the lattei
threatens also to drag his wife into it.
Then the dam burst, and an immediate
analysis of the cement is threatened. Brand
shoots himself while the young man sees a
future in complete avowal of the truth.
Really this story holds you so well that you
pay but little attention to the way it is
put on.

The cast did averagely well. Janet
Beecher is the original of the play. LysterChambers is ail-persuasively mean in theheavy part, while both David Powell and
Henry Gsell play the parts as well as would
probably be done in the speaking medium.

••THROUGH TURBULENT WATERS"
A Four-Part Modern Drama Written byGertrude Lyon and Featuring GertrudeMcCoy and Frank Farrington. Produced

by the Edison Company Under the Direc¬
tion of Duncan McRae for Release June25.

Alice Robinson Gertrude McCoyPaul Temple Frank FarringtonJane Dinsmore Bessie LearnHer Mother Helen StricklandHer Father Duncan McRaeHer Aunt Mabel DwightMr. Montrose Robert BrowerFrank Wentworth Edward Earle
" Through Turbulent Waters" is a wellwritten, well acted modern drama with

some most excellent photography. This isthe first picture directed by Duncan McRae,and he has established a good foundation
on which to build. The story was wellhandled in every way, there being one fade-out that was worthy of imitation and atelephone conversation clearly handled bymeans of triple exposure photography.Though the plot of the story is slight, itsdevelopment is handled in such an artistic
manner that never for a moment is therethe suggestion of a drag. Gertrude McCoyin the feature role did some very fine emo¬tional acting that really was acting, andnot the usual apology found in the major¬ity of picture plays. Her portrayal of the
young girl who finally finds peace and hap¬piness after a strenuous emotional career
was strong, vivid, and appealing, and un¬
consciously calls forth a- measure of sym¬pathy. Frank Farrington in the leadingmale role was convincingly villainous, andDuncan McRae as the revenge seekingfather gave a finished and well roundedperformance.

Paul Temple, an actor, marries Jane
Dinsmore, but treats her so cruelly thatshe soon dies of want and neglect. Herfather, on hearing of her suffering, swears
revenge. Temple meets Alice Robinson,who has a small part in a stock company,and attracted by her great beauty and in¬nate histrionic ability resolves to teach her
to act. Later he receives the leading part
in a big Broadway production and per¬suades the manager to give Alice a chancein the leading feminine role. He deceivesher with a mock marriage, and they take
up their residence together so that he cancoach her in the part. She is an instan- >

taneous success. The father sees the per- ,formance and, recognizing Temple as the
man who had caused his daughter's death,sees an opportunity for his long sought
revenge. The big scene in the play comesat the final curtain when Alice is supposedto shoot Temple. By means of a forgednote the father gains access to the prop¬erty room of the theater and substitutesbullets for the usual blank cartridges. Thatnight Temple is killed and Alice is arrested,but the father confesses just before com¬
mitting suicide and Alice finds happinessin a new found love. E.

"THE MILLIONAIRE BABY"
Six-Part Feature, Adapted from Anna

lvatherine Green's Story, and Producedby the Selig Company and ReleasedThrough the V-L-S-E Service.
Philo Ocumpaugh Frederick HandMarion Ocumpaugh Mrs. A. C.JVIarstonValerie Carew
Justin Carew
Dr. Pool
Gwendolyn

Whatever popularity
Baby " achieves will be won by the appealof a pretty, clever child rather than by theatmosphere of mystery one would naturallyexpect in an Anna Katherine Green story.The child appears early and is seen often ;she is vivacious and carries our sympathy.The mystery is very, very late in appear¬ing. it isn't very deep mystery, and wereally can't become very flustered over itsoutcome. There are those who will like" The Millionaire Baby," however, espe¬cially since the production is up to theusual careful and artistic Selig standard.The story, for one thing, is narrationrather than drama, but perhaps its great¬est fault is the fact that the characters,with the exception of Valerie, the former
queen of burlesque, and the child, are notcalculated to appeal to our sympathies.Harry Mestayer is featured, but the roleoffers little, and in addition, is that of acad who deserts his wife at the criticalmoment of her life. Mrs. A. C. Marston isthe woman of wealth, who purchases theactress's baby to deceive her husband andregain his fading love. Frederick Handhas the colorless part of the husband. JohnCharles is the unscrupulous physician whonegotiates the purchase of the' baby, andlater seeks to blackmail the wealthy womaninto returning it that he might sell it tothe mother, now the possessor of riches.
The character has a modicum of color, and |it is in good hands. We were amused,however, at the doctor's ability to wan¬der, with equal ease and abandon, backstage and into the star's dressing-room, or
about the rooms and grounds of a fashion¬
able Lakeside residence. All doors were
apparently open to Dr. Poole. Grace
Darmond, who is pretty and pleasing, islimited in her methods of expressing vary¬ing emotions. Charlotte Stevens is the
child, of whom we have already spoken.

To complete our story : The mystery is
supposed to arise from the child's disap¬
pearance when events have indicated that
any one of three or four characters had
sufficiently strong motives to commit the
deed. The solution shows that the wealthy
woman hid the child away herself in order
to forestall the blackmailing physician. But
the latter has already informed the hus¬
band of the truth concerning the child's
origin, and sorrowful explanations are due.
The physician is killed in a fall from a
balcony while scuffling with a detective,
wealthy husband forgives his wife, andthey embrace, wealthy actress forgives her
deserting husband, and they embrace. All
is well. W.

"THE SPENDTHRIFT"
A Six-Part Adaptation of Porter Emerson

Brown's Play of the Same Name Featur¬
ing Irene Fenwick. Produced by GeorgeKleine for Release June 20.

Frances Ward Irene Fenwick
Richard Ward Cyril KeightleyMonty Ward Malcolm Duncan
Phil Cartright John Nicholson
Gretchen Jans Matty Ferguson
Clarice Van Zandt Viola SavoyShow Girl Grace LeighSecretary J. C. Hackett

Inconsequential is the one wprd that de¬
scribes the picture version of " The Spend¬thrift." It is light and most of the time
uninteresting, and this should not be, for ithas a theme which, if properly handled,would have resulted in a good strong pic¬ture. As it is, the production lacks punch
and is unconvincing. This may have been
on account of the ungainly awkwardness
of Cyril Keightley who, through an exceed¬
ingly able and capable actor, is too inex¬
perienced in screen work to be pleasing. •Most of the time he did not seem to know
what to do with himself and without the
spoken word to center his mind upon seemed
all at sea. The direction also left much to
be desired, and though there was no particu-lar fault at which one could point the finger E?of censure, still it lacked artistry, and was re
not of the quality one has learned to expect hin pictures produced by this company. HhHIrene Fenwick, in the feature role, waspretty and winsome, though she failed toshow any great ability in her one big emo- * "tional scene. The one really good charac¬
terization in the whole picture was that of
Matty Ferguson as Gretchen Jans, an eccen¬
tric woman of the Hetty Green type. Her
work was consistently good throughout, she
was brusque without being too brusque, and
with all the aspects of a man as to out¬
ward nature, still showed that she had the
heart of a woman.

The story is really a preachment against
,extremes and the resultant pain, sorrow,

and misery. Gretchen Jans, an eccentric
mistress of millions, believes in repression
as a doctrine of life and of conduct, conse¬
quently her two pretty nieces are taught to
economize in every way, both materially andemotionally. So that when the elder has a - —
chance to marry she allows her desire for
pretty things to run riot, with the result .

that her husband, though originally a -wealthy man, is forced into bankruptcy. BHQThen, in her childish innocence, she borrows ra
a large sura of money from an admirer of
none to savory reputation, and lies to her sShusband about it with the result that he Svljdoubts her faithfulness, and she leaves the
house. Later he learns that his suspicions ; ^jwere unjust, but she has disappeared in the ^-"^1
maelstrom of a great city, finding real hap- *
piness for the first time in her nt'e in hard
work. The aunt comes to the rescue of the
husband's business, and the man who was
the cause of all the trouble sees Frances
coming from the factory in which she has
found employment. He tells the husband
and a reconciliation follows. A secondary
love interest is introduced in the person of
the younger sister and brother of the two
leading characters, which shows a direct
contrast to that of the primary interest and
was ably handled by Viola Savoy and Mal¬
colm Duncan. E.GERTRUDE McCOY AND FRANK FARRINGTON IN A NOVEL EDISON SETFrom " Through Turbulent Waters," in Four Acts, Released June 25.
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"THE DAWN OF A TO-MORROW"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Francis Hodg¬

son Burnett's Drama of the Same Name
Featuring Mary Pickford. Produced bythe Famous Players Film Company Un¬
der the Direction of James Kirkwood for
Release June 7.

Glad Mary Pickford
Dandy David Powell \Sir Oliver Holt Forest Robinson
His Nephew Robert Cain
Polly Margaret Seddon
Bet Blanche Craig

It can almost be said that this is a
picture without a liaw, a picture so superexcellent in every phase that even the dis¬
gruntled and misogynistic reviewer is
forced to become enthusiastic. Not but
what there were one or two little inci¬
dents at which a carping critic might take
exception, for absolute perfection seems |impossible of human achievement, but |taken as a whole the picture is without ?doubt the best adaptation that has been:
seen this year.

After the almost perfect acting of MaryPickford, the most remarkable feature of L
the production was the extraordinary and s
consistently good photography. Never has
it been our pleasure to witness a moving

j picture in which such a consistently highdegree of photographic excellence has been
attained. Not but what there has been
good and unusual photography before, but
never in our experience has there been a
five-reel feature in which every foot of film
was photographically perfect. This is in¬
deed an unusual and remarkable achieve¬
ment.

Realism is another feature that deserves
special commendation in this offering. It
was so well done, the settings were so
complete in every little detail, that for a

, long while we were under the dmpression
that the picture was produced in England.
It did not seem possible that simulation
could so nearly duplicate the real. A
glance at the cast is sufficient comment on
the acting. In her own inimitable manner
Mary Pickford brought out the simple,

i trusting, happy and care-free nature of
Glad, the daughter of the London slums

. imbued with the unwavering faith of child¬
hood. She enacted a portrayal that for
artistry and naturalness it would be hard
to surpass. David Powell, as 44 Dandy,"
and Forest Robinson, as " Sir Oliver Holt,"
were well qualified to support the star and
gave characterizations of different roles
that were as able and complete as anything
ever seen on either the legitimate or mov¬
ing picture stage. The balance of the cast
was remarkable for its excellence.

The person responsible for the adapta¬tion has failed to emphatically brin<* outthe main idea of the play, that or the
W, efficacy of unfaltering and unwaveringfaith, and it would seem that this could

have been most effectually accomplished
. by a more generous use of sub-titles utiliz¬

ing the lines of the play. Sir Oliver Holt,
a wealthy, cantankerous cynic, is on the i
verge of physical and mental collapse from 1which there is no recovery. Rather thanwait for the impending imbecility which
three eminent specialists have prognosti-1
cated he determines to lose his identity inthe London slums and commit suicide. He
is prevented by Glad, a waif, and her
simple child-like faith and innate cheerful¬
ness and happiness so rejuvenates him that
his entire outlook of life is changed to such
an extent that his recovery is possible.
A secondary theme has been introduced
in the love affair of Glad and Dandy and

. this is complicated by two of Dandy's
< friends accusing him of murder, the only

;; person who can prove an alibi being Sir\ Oliver's licentious nephew who tries to
possess Glad in return for promising tofree her lover. In the end Sir Oliver is
able to effect a rescue of the young girl,whom his nephew has locked in his apart¬ment and the film closes with Glad and
Dandv re-united and Sir Oliver going on
to a life of charity, consideration and hap¬piness. E.

"JIM, THE PENMAN"
' 1 An Adaptation of Sir Charles L. Young's

Famous Play of the Same Name Featur-
; ing John Mason. Produced by the Fam¬

ous Players Film Company for Release
on the Paramount Programme, June 6.

i James Ralston John Mason
Louis Percival Harold Lockwood
Baron 'Hartfeld Russell Bassett
Captain Redwood Frederick Perry
Lord Drelincourt William Roselle
Nina L'Estrange Marguerite Leslie

Whatever may be said either for or
against the play 44 Jim the Penman," the
critics were rather unkind to the revival
two or three years ago, the picture version

aha seems lacking in force and punch. With-v
■ out the intensely dramatic lines of the

original, the action becomes somewhat futile
! and uninteresting. It develops very slowly
| and even when the climax is finally reached

it is hardly big enough to carry the almost
unending action that has led up to it.
Naturally John Mason in the title role
carried off all of the histrionic honors,
though he was most ably supported by Rus¬
sell Bassett as 44 Baron Hartfeld," Harold
Lockwood as 44 Louis Percival" and Mar¬
guerite Leslie as 44 Nina L'Estrange."

44 Jim the Penman " was probably one of
i the first plays dealing with the activities

of the gentleman criminal. Jim Ralston,
an official in a bank, is gifted with the
ability to forge and uses it first to smash
up the love affair of his best friend by
means of forged letters and later as a means
of livelihood. He marries the girl whom
he could not win by fair means and settles
in London, makes a fabulous income by the
aid of his facile pen. His depredations
have become so widespread that a member
of the English aristocracy with a bent foi
detective work takes up the case. In a
purely acidental manner his wife discovers
his nefarious profession, but on account of
the impending marriage of their daughter

.

. to Lord Drelincourt agrees to overlook it.
At the last minute the gentleman detective
procures the necessary evidence, but also be-

jji cause of the wife and daughter agrees notjr, to disclose it. Jim Ralston finally dies of'W heart failure at a dramatic moment and
Baron Hartfield his accomplice is appre-

, hended. ^'•

Brunei, New York.
BETTY MARSHALL,

Seen in Gotham Features.
i—5CS

"FOR THE COMMONWEALTH"

■•LADY MACKENZIE'S BIG GAME
PICTURES" Dl

A Series of Big Game Pictures Produced by ,
L&dy MacKenzie in British East Africa ,

and Released Through the Lady MacKen¬
zie Film Company.
Lady MacKenzie is an intrepid huntress,

a worthy daughter of Nimrod, and she has
been just as successful in hunting with the
moving picture camera as with the heavy
bore elephant rifle. Her collection of big I
game pictures taken in the heart of British g
East Africa, much of the country covered L
never before having been visited by a white!-:
woman, forms an ideal evening's entertain- j&,
ment to the vast number of people inter-
ested in the big out of doors.

The pictures are "complete in every way ,
. u-j— frr>rn p nature l

The Ninth Episode of Twelve Separate
Dramas on the Recurrent Theme, 44 Who
Pays," Featuring Ruth Roland and Henry
King. Released on the Pathe Pro¬
gramme.
The alliance between respectability, poli¬

tics, and vice forms the theme of this strong
moral drama which, in so far as the story
is concerned, is in our opinion quite the
best of the series. Ruth Roland emerged
for a time from her stated calm and really
allowed something more than her beauty to
get across the screen. There are unfath-
omed depths for pantomimic expression in
this young lady which no director has yet
been successful in sounding. In the right
hands she would undoubtedly become one
of the greatest of moving picture actresses.
As yet only the surface of her abilities has
been scratched, Henry King gave his usual
excellent performance, finished, smooth, and

if o

"THE WILD OLIVE"
A Five-Reel Morosco-Bosworth Release for

June 24 on the Paramount Programme.
Directed by Oscar Apfel from Basil
King's Story, Transcribed by Elmer Har¬
ris.

Miriam Strange Myrtle Stedman
, Norrie Ford Forrest Stanley

Evie Wayne Mary Ruby
Judge Wayne Charles Marriot
Charles Conquest Edmund Lowe

Having satisfied yourself early in thefirst reel that 44 The Wild Olive ,r is a ro¬
mance with a number of delightful possi-"

bilities, possibilities that with a continu-
4 ation of the same sort of treatment that

r'-'i it has up to that point received, and which
' would seem to assure it from going at all

wrong, you naturally turn to the why and
wherefore of this strange title. And soon

1/ • you are acquainted with the reason, a pet[ - appellation given by the Judge to his niece
i in a moment of poetic fancy. As far as

aptness goes, he might have called her an
untamed date, or a ferocious pickle, but

,~t, he had to tag her with some pet name forlol reasons of romance and 44 The Wild Olive"
he chose.

Just how much casual investigators are
going to find wrong about the way the
picture has been produced we do not know,
the total varying, presumably, with the
perspective powers of each individual. The
same might also apply to the obvious'"J means of bringing about a given purpose,R namely, the climax. Yet one is able to'

overlook a good deal in romance well acted,■ which covers a multitude of picture sins.That it is well acted goes without mention.
Forrest .Stanley, at first as a young colle¬
gian, later with the worldly cares that a
stiff set of new-grown whiskers brings
upon him, is always most enjoyable in his
fine ardor. Myrtle Stedman, perhaps a
trifle more advanced than the seventeen-
year-old lead of the average release, is a
clever actress as well as a most enjoyable
screen figure. A newcomer is Mary Ruby,who played the cousin, and who photo¬
graphs to a nicety. Charles Marriot is al¬
ways likeable in old parts, while Herbert
Standing gives another of his versatile im¬
personations as the South American busi-

i ness man.
For reasons of plot already mentioned,the Judge's niece who comes to visit at

his home, is declared to be of squaw moth¬
erhood, which is the reason she decides to
move into a little liut in tlie distance,where she may paint and do as she pleases.Now turn to the rough lumberman who
welcomes his nephew from college with acrack under the jaw. This rough treat¬
ment he measures out to all others alsoimpartially, the consensus of opinion con¬
cerning him being that he is a brute. So£ one day, after our young couple has dallied
sufficiently long together in impromptufashion, the lumberman is found murdered
and the bloody knife is under his nephew's

■ mattress. The trial leaves no alternativebut his conviction, but his friends rescue
him, and he escapes quite by chance, tothe hut of the girl. She feeds him, gets

; him a bark canoe and sends him to South
America, with instructions to whom to

; : apply for work and the new name he shall
t : : assume.

In South America his lonesome state of
: mind and heart, for he receives no answer :
to his misdirected letters, as no such a
person as 44 The Wild Olive" is known to
postal authorities, leads him to make love
to the cousin of his 44 Wild Olive." Then jcomes the transference to New York, where ihe again meets his 44 Wild Olive," but is
already engaged to the other girl. Now44 Wild Olive" is a true sort or a person, ,

so she promises to marry a lawyer who has :been rather insistent on this point, if hewill manage to prove her real lover guilt¬less. The audience knows who it is by !this time, for the lumberman has con¬fessed, several thousand feet back, so thatthe proof is irrepressible rather than dif-
'JW ficult to gather. This leaves the girl in a [pretty 44 pickle," for she seems willing to '

•k carry out her side of the bargain, but the I
Uv: lawyer-investigator wisely decides to re- |lease her. Now it must be mentioned thatthe girl to whom our innocent friend was

engaged almost hurled back his engage¬ment ring the moment she heard, as test
of her love, that her man was condemnedfor murder, so this leaves the screen free,as they say in the commonplaces of sce¬
nario specifications, for the final clinch.

F.

gests also the character of the people with £which the picture deals. It is an even ■
development of a subject that might be
driven to an acute climax. Here it is l, %
more in line with the tricky character of '4

■ the people, their idea of the hereafter, in j
not bringing the offering to any definite fin¬
ish. That an audience liked this just as
well seemed to be more than proven by evft

| their applause.
We start with the wild son of the sheik

who sets out to rob a caravan on one of L
the holy days and his father's prayers lack t
concentration in his wonder at his descend-

I ant's absence. Despite the messenger dis- .
patched, the young Bedouins under the son bents'
rob the caravan. Later, the leader of the
caravan arrives at the oasis, and demands
shelter. The recital of his wrongs leads
the father to give the merchant his son's
favorite horse. The son leaves the parental
tent at once, vowing death against whom
he finds astride his equine favorite.

In the city street the horse is bargained i
away to the Turkish governor, who has a
certain mission teacher in mind as recip- $ient. She is overjoyed at the gift, though |
not with the giver, and rides her mount *
into the desert, where she meets Jamil,
the son. Jamil has but returned from
guiding a party of tourists, of which Irv¬
ing Cobb obligingly formed the head, and
bears in his hand a note recommending
him as one of the slickest liars in a coun- » y,try of liars. He sees his horse, takes it, [Maiand leaves the girl to walk home.

#Now about this time the messenger of J,death to all Christians is sent out, and de¬
livers his message to the Governor. The
Governor wishes to put the blame on the
Bedouins, as usual, so he tries to get them'

to invade the city simultaneously with the1 massacre, and the sheik promises to shoul-
1 der the blame on condition that his son,

m Jamil, be found and returned. The horse
leads to the finding of Jamil, but new com¬
plications arise when Jamil announces his

; determination of becoming a Christian pro¬
vided the lady he made walk Will be his |teacher. Many phases of the massacre are i
then shown, in which the Governor finally
persuades the American girl to enter his |
palace for protection. Here, in a private :
room, he is in the unusual duty of forcing
one of his harem to accede to his wishes, j
when Jamil bursts in the door. As the I
sheik has died, the Bedouins are presently I ^
riding up the palace steps in search of
their new ruler and the day is saved. .

Then the American and her father leave 11
for America, the girl promising to return |to Jamil, who waves them a sad, but mag- I
nificently scenic farewell across the des- I
ert. F.

'MIDNIGHT AT MAXIM'S'
Four-Part Kalem Feature, First in the I

Series of Four-Part Features to Be Re¬
leased in Regular Service on the General
Film Programme. Released July 12.
Ta-ra-ra ! Tum-tee-tee-um-tum-tum ! It's

midnight—and at Maxim's. Whirling dan-
i-L— "hnnfllv limhs and nic-

J

and, besides being interesting from a nature f

ss»-& a sSB-StM* " fi":
that a charging lion has-been photographed, .SI ^ j?^the gaipbUng
lime CL I_iiaigiu6 JLAW*. — ^ w

it is the first time such an event has oc-
cured when there was a woman standing in
the direct path of the infuriated beast.
There were also some good views of a charg¬
ing rhinoceros, but unfortunately the beast
was stopped by a bullet before he came very
close to the camera.

The pictures are divided in the following
parts : the arrival of the safari at the Ki-
jabe station and the unloading of the mul¬
tifarious requisites of the expedition ; the
safari on the move; hartebeeste drinking at
the river; native dancers and hunters ; herd

raid scene in which the police break down
a door of paper like resistance, and in which
the gamblers fight with the fury of wild
cats. The story is weak at its pivotal
point, in that credence is given to the tes¬
timony of a young girl of unsavory reputa¬
tion in a frame-up to discredit the acting
district attorney, when only a couple of
days previous the official had her in a court
of law on a charge of being an employe of
a gambling house. No court would 'con¬
sider such evidence for a moment.

John Mason was a young politician, as-of buffalo'and mixed game; rhinoceros hunt «iatnnt "a " wT - ° ^

and the charging rhinoceros; safari bring- Lr y-"i
in°* provisions to the himtins* tvirtv * pjimn 1 the absence of the latter Mason raids aiff!; the lion ^LrttfiFdSSSU Hon? !' .! ,^ces8ful
the safari crossing the Lorian swamp ; \ ?n?i?a?}}i 1°s® UP-
Thompson's Falls, one of the most beauti-.• ags Tu„ rJ?i £5? fho ?riiey'
ful waterfalls in the world; Lady MacKen- * Af_£?pii« litneStnhVo gfmbling, ?°int •1,s1 a
zie with a npwlv ran^ht linn rnh • nil ¥§£2 supposedly respectable man, a high pillar

whiie drink-the ch»rch* ?e_conspires with the gam¬blers and crooked politicians to blight
- Mason's career. The girl who had been
arrested in the raid seemingly has an acci¬
dent in front of Mason's automobile, and lie
assists her to her apartments. There, while

Z.1C W1LU <X I1CYY1J
African animals photographed while drink¬
ing at the waterhole ; and the farewell to
the waterhole and cave from which a large
number of the pictures were taken.

One of the most interesting views shown
was that of the natives spearing lions. This
not only requires great bravery, but also
quickness of eye and action. These are

late her h^MSaiSTlTgifenVeatiuikulv in texrm nrnminpnpp in thfi newsDaoers, and as a re- [

"THE ARAB"
A Four-Part Picturization of Edgar Sel- iwyn's Play of the Same Name. Pro-

Pduced by Cecil B. DeMille for the LaskyCompany and Released Through theParamount Programme June 14.

B Jamil, the son Edgar Selwyn |
The Sheik, his father .... Horace B. Carpenter iAbdullah, the latter's aide Milton Brown ■Meshur. his enemy Billy Elmer jDr. Hilbert, of the mission Sydney Deane JMary, his daughter Gertrude RobinsonIbraham, servant Park JonesTurkish Governor Theodore RobertsMysterious Messenger Raymond Hatton '

After seeing the Lasky version of 44 The
. , Arab" you will probably feel that there
, ] is not much more to see about this play,and personally, if the screen version were
i

_ shown on one side of the street and theJ'-dialogue play across the way, we should
j - prefer to spend the time at the photoplay.
! because the screen represents the drama

plus so much in the way of outdoor beauty,&| real desert stuff and Arabian motion and
impetus and intrigue that there can be no

... comparison between the two. The action
is set, partly, in the desert sands, the kindthat have been ruffled with the wind and
whose dunes make possible, to a clever eye,the full use of bright sun and shadow to

r i the camera. We never grow tired of see-
«« ing those sky-line effects, the black figures
>. against the distant horizon, the tent en¬

campment among the date tree oasis, thelunging and plunging Bedouins and the
caravans and camels. It is particularlythis that claims 44 The Arab " as its own,1 placing it on a greater and more impres-sive scale than the largest stage could
ever accomplish. Then there is the built-
up street of the Eastern city, where street
bargains are driven, slaves are sold, visi-' 1
tors amble and massacres are consum¬
mated. There are other noteworthy sets

■( as well. It is therefore evident that

cers, pretty girls, shapely limbs, and pic¬
turesque diners—it seems true enough, hut
it really isn't midnight, and it isn't Max¬
im's. It's the unromantic hour of 10 a.m.
and the place a dingy picture theater. Our
Maxim's and our midnight are on the white
surface of the screen.

Kalem deserves—and will probably get—
; a vote of thanks from the Amalgamated

: Order of Stay-at-Homes for this production.
I In four reels brimming over with beauties,\ it. nresents all the color and gayety of New

York cabaret and restaurant life in a man¬
ner that should be worth railroad fare to
the inhabitant of Secaucus and Cobville
Center. Perhaps it will convince hubby
that he never did want to come to New
York anyway, more likely it will start his
imagination in search of an excuse requir¬
ing an urgent business trip to Broadway
and Thirty-eighth Street. But, then, wifey
will want to come, too, so the best thing

i he can do is to call up General Film and
learn the picture's next booking.

Before we forget it—there's a plot to
|j 44 Midnight at Maxim's." The frail thing
| is lost during most of the four-reel length,

but no one was heard to object very stren¬
uously. It concerns a very prim young
man who succumbs to the dazzling eyes of
Dotty Dimples, follows her to Maxim's,
where she is a dancer, by judicious use of
a greenback in rubbing the palm of a head-
waiter makes an appointment with her for
supper after the show, and then learns, to¬
gether with other admirers who had like-

... wise parted with coin of the realm, that
Dotty is, in real life, Mrs. Headwaiter. It's

, naive, but it serves the purpose. It enables
the director to give us a complete pro¬
gramme of dancing that utilizes several spe¬
cialty ac^s. and a dozen chorus numbers.

m The interpolated features are all head-
lirers, an especially pleasing one being pro-
vided by the Cameron Sisters. The chorus
girls are the pick of Broadway—and they

; number over two-score. There is always a
[ slight dash of spice present, though there
& is nothing in the picture that should shock.

Director George Sargent has handled his
|] materials well, showing to best advantage|«3 in the blending of close-ups, sometimes a

1 smiling face, at others twinkling toes, with
l his more elaborate dancing numbers. The

' sub-titles are plain announcements of the
different numbers, with the advantage that
they carry the music cues for the orchestra
or piano player. The picture is worthy of

I a warm welcome by those in search of a
novelty. W.

- M.SS1SLK I1C1 LU Jici ajicii , __

he is in the bathroom searching the medi- ' : breadth of camera action and a knowledge
, cine cabinet for restoratives, she partially |;j of what, scenically, is most impressive anddisrobes and on his return starts screaming apt is the means utilized in making the°— 1_j —TT~— nnnAmnH/iQo ontor O T1 fl "*'""1 TTAtif.Jnr> a Vinera crunnacs

litLt; 11C1 UUUU1. ovuuuai AO te» *a whole, these pictures form a mightv in-U$g prominence in the newspapers, and as a re-teresting and instructing collection of the^9 suit Mason is disgraced, loses the love of
teresting and instructing collection
fauna and flora of the great dark content. 4 his fiancee and finally becomes a social out-! cast. E-.

picture version a huge success.

Edgar Selwyn, who created the original
| role, in fact whose play it is, and the en¬

tire cast breathes the same bigger free¬dom. Mr. Selwyn played the part with
his usual fire and good looks. Horace Car¬
penter is very real as the sheik, with Theo¬
dore Roberts as one of the finest villains! we have seen in a long, long while.

The treatment accorded the script sug-

A TYPICAL SCENE FROM KALEM'S "MAXIM'S AT MIDNIGHT.'

1 to M ould raise

Tyrone Power, with Selig. Rita Jolivet, Now with Lasky.

"THE DEVIL'S DAUGHTER"
Feature Production in Five Parts, Basedon D'Annunzio's 44 La Gioconda." Pro-duced Under the Direction of Frank , |Powell.
Lucio Settala Paul Doucet "Lorenzo Gaddi Robert Wayne fCosimo Dalbo Victor Benoit j 35Rofflano Edouard Durand • |Silvia Settala Doris Heywood 3®Franeesca Doni Jane Miller ; WGioconda Dianti Theda Bara (jlLittle Beata

Jane T/^eLa Sirenetta
Elaine Ivans

Objection to 44 The Devil's Daughter " be- icause of its theme is perhaps futile, so weshall confine ourselves to saying that it istypically 44 Foxian." It is just 44 anotherone of those things," built around a vam-pirish woman, a weak, soulful 44 hero." awronged wife, and a few assorted neutralcharacters. It's a through ticket to Per¬petuity for censor boards. But then, per¬haps, we are visiting on the head of 44 The
Devil's Daughter" sOme of the condemna¬tion earned by its predecessors.Judged solely as a specimen of movingpicture art, there are many points worthyof commendation in 44 The Devil's Daugh¬ter." The producer, Frank Powell, hasdisplayed a rare eye for beauty, and theexterior views, which take up practicallythe entire picture, are really a series ofentrancing pictures. The director workedunder the handicap of a loosely con¬structed scenario, perhaps necessarily so,in view of the character of the story. Thefrequent lapses of time are not noticeablyweakening in the early portion of the pic¬ture. but these jars loosen the grip whencarried throughout the story. In his se¬lection of the players the director has beenfortunate. Paul Doucet is, temperamen¬tally and physically, the type demandedby D'Annunzio's story, and he takes fulladvantage of every opportunity of the role.Theda Bara was satisfactorily 44 vampi-rish." Doris Heywood and pretty little (Jane Lee were the other important mem-bers of a cast that was entirely excellent. rThe title-role is that of a woman whoswears vengeance on all men when her Jj||lover deserts her. Lucio Settala, a youngsculptor, falls in her way, and when he r: Vjasks her to serve as his model, she sets IVj'out to ruin him. This she effectually does, ^I also wrecking the happiness of his wife,Silvia. The development of the story may j;. \be seen to allow many dramatic moments, 'v, jwhich the director has utilized to the ut- /vjmost, as well as displaying a commendableoriginality in many of his scenes. The cli-max comes in a struggle 'between 44 TheDevil's Daughter" and Silvia, and whenthe former attempts to destroy Lucio's yJ\Jprized statue, it falls on Silvia, maiming t \her for life. Lucio's brain is unhinged and sAwe last see him a raving maniac. A sim-ilar fate awaits the vampire, who is cast !•, •ruthlessly aside by her 44 man of the ivXlworld." The photography is of a high de- f pXgree of excellence, enhancing the beauty of Ithe director's settings. W-
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Photo by Arnold Genthe.TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS IS THE PRICE SCULPTOR MARIO KORPELL PLACESON THIS BUST OP ELEANOR WOODRUFF, THE VITAGRAPH PLAYER.—mm - —niTTon v.lul e.uenrLLE
OlRECTOft general jtjt

if
Again with Famous Players to Appear in J44 Niobe." , J

"MOONSTONE"
Four-Part Adaptation of Wilkie Collins'sWork Produced by the World Film Cor¬

poration for Release June 14. Directedby Frank Crane.
r v g'j Franklin Blake Eugene O'BrienRachel Verinder Elaine Hammerstein ,Godfrey White, the adventurer .. William RosellRosonna Spearman, maid Ruth Findlay

Probably no filmgoer has failed to beentertained by this same sort of story, theone where the precious gem is stolen fromthe Hindu idol, pursued by crafty natives,and restored to the reverential eye whenceit was abstracted. Involuntarily one ,guesses the plot at the very start, so that 1the principal interest lies in the way Mr.j Crane has handled it.I{| \ Briefly, the English adventurer stealsthe 44 eye," the invaluable gem, from the
ry , i crowded precincts of the worshiping andi J1 I salaaming idolators. The three special
. • i guardians of the 44 eye" are reduced in« j--] caste until they find the stolen article.^ 1 The chase then switches to England, where

; the adventurer leaves all his possessions
j j to his niece. Then the crafty ones arrive

••THE GARDEN OF LIES"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Justus MilesForman's Novel of the Same Name byLouis Reeves Harrison, and FeaturingJane Cowl. Produced Under the Direc¬tion of John H. Pratt and Released onthe Universal Programme.
Princess Eleanor
Dennis Mallory
Prince Carl
Jessica Mannering . .Von Aldorz
Dr. Mackenzie
Baron Von Steinberck
The Maid

Jane Cowl
William Russell

. . . Philip Hahn
. . Violet Horner
. Ethelbert Hale
.... David Wall

. . Claude Cooper
. . . Adele Carson

One is always assured in looking at apicture in which Louis Reeves Harrisonconstructed the scenario that, irrespective |of the merits of the story, the scenariowill be technically correct; and when theplot of the story is palpably impossible, asin this case, there is a certain savinggrace in a scenario that conforms to allthe rules of dramatic construction, andin which care and attention has been de¬voted in bringing out the character of thevarious mythical persons constituting thedramatis personae. All of which only goesto prove that even a poor story, if it havedramatic possibilities, can with properhandling and direction be made into aninteresting picture, so interesting in factthat one, for the moment, is prone to for¬get the impossibility of execution undernormal conditions. Medical science willundoubtedly be glad to know that awoman victim of aphasia may be returnedto a normal state of mind merely by thesubstitution of a strange man for her hus¬band. A dangerous and foolish practiceunder any conditions and more so where thewoman happens to be the wife of a reign¬ing king.
Jane Cowl is always a pleasing actress,and in this, her first appearance before ;the camera, she has ably demonstrated her |versatility and her ability to act well evenunder strange and unusual conditions.With the exception of a slight tendencyto look at the camera too much insteadof the person to whom she was speaking,her work in this extremely difficult rolewas well up to the standard of her well-known excellence. William Russell, as thegentlemanly adventurous substitute hus¬band. was convincing in all but the earlyscenes and made a likable young hero ofthe virile, red blood type. Claude Cooperwas villainous enough to satisfy even themost carping and the balance of the castwas good.
The story deals with an American girlmarried to a European prince. On theirhoneymoon they meet with an automobileaccident and the princess is knocked un¬conscious. When she recovers her memoryis gone. As he emerges from the wrecked

car the prince receives word that his fatheris at the point of death and hurries awayleaving his demented wife in the care of
a physician and one of his advisers. Thephysician determines that the only way torestore the girl's memory is to substituteanother man in the place of her absenthusband and Dennis Mallory, a gentlemanadventurer, is engaged for this person. Theprincess, thinking he is her husband, losesher heart at sight and Dennis also is af-1 fected in the cardiac region. The princeJ returns unexpectedly to find his wife in

{ another man's arms and is naturally some¬
what indignant. He fails to understandI the physician's method of effecting a cure *and challenges Dennis to a duel in which

i the prince is disarmed. Later Von Stein-
i berck, the prime minister, plots to getrid of the princess and kidnaps her, and

when the prince refuses to give her upimprisons him. Dennis comes to the rescue
and in a fight with revolvers that followsSteinberck wounds Dennis and kills theprince. When she learns of the deceptionpracticed upon her the princess loathesand despises Dennis, but in his delirium,caused by his wound, he constantly callsher name and the physician is at last
successful in changing her hate back to
love and the picture fades out with them mm•J in each other's arms.

John H. Pratt, the director, has provided |j|some wonderfully beautiful settings, both E|exterior and interior, that add greatly to jrthe attraction of the- picture. His work
was meritorious in every particular.

E.

RUTH ROLAND IN A THRILLING SCENE FROM 44 FOR TIIE COMMONWEALTH.
A Chapter in the Popular •' Who Pays •" Series, Released by Pathe.

; \ 11\ 1 1 3 HIB

and fill the remainder of the reels with
shadowing, mysterious power to accomplish >sudden seizures, the knowledge of opiates, 9blow-guns and poisons and an apparentlylimitless power of absorbing and rightlyusing American customs. The gem, how¬
ever, is always one or two steps ahead ofthem. The pursuit, nevertheless, fills theI essential of action nicely. It is clear and
it is compelling in that incessant move¬
ment calls for constant attention. After
a good deal of this, in which sleep-walking,safety vaults and submersion are resortedI to in keeping the gem concealed, the ra-

icial owners secure it again ad replace it,while the young couple is free, as they
say in scenario parlance, to clinch.

Undoubtedly the best acting was that ofI Ruth Findlay, as the maid. Miss Findlayesri has a very expressive face and features
that photograph nicely. In a short inter¬
val William Rosell as the adventurer gave ja very convincing and athletic portrayal of
his character allotment. Both Eugene !
O'Brien and Elaine Hammerstein looked
the part of the young couple. F.

••THE SEVENTH COMMANDMENT"
A Three-Reel Drama Produced by theKalem Company. Directed by TomMoore and Written by Harry O. Hoyt.Released July 5.
The Reporter Tom MooreThe Girl Marguerite CourtotYou probably remember what the sev¬enth one is the one your Sunday schoolteacher sort of skipped over without muchcomment and Author Hoyt has here con¬structed a scenario in which one man doesrun off with another man's wife in thevery first reel, without much ado about it,either, and the remainder of the three in¬teresting reels are devoted to the resultsof this hasty and forbidden move as in¬fluenced by the growing up of another gen¬eration.

It starts in a village and the correctsettings and feelings of this part of thepicture with a couple of minor exceptions,were most worthy. It shows the travel¬ing salesman returning to find his wife en¬sconced in a nearby hotel with one Jones,the latter being rather wearied of his ownwife and child. Jones makes a hasty exitthrough the window, Mr. Salesman di¬vorces his wife, Jones's family return toa branch of her family, and Jones himselfdisappears to emerge twenty years, orthereabouts, later as the gubernatorialcandidate. Mr. Traveling Salesman thatwas, is on his trail and secures a posi¬tion as secretary to the very candidatehimself. He also sends for a young girlwho wants to work for her living andthis young girl is the candidate's stenog¬rapher. There is also a reporter in lovewith the young stenographer, and a deni¬zen of the cabarets who looks a lot likethe divorced wife of the traveling sales¬man. However, luckily, none of these peo¬ple seem to recognize one another. Buttrouble starts when the Mayor-to-be triesto make love to his typist. The sales¬man shoots him, while the reporter alsodoes some rushing in for the purpose ofprotecting the young girl, the daughter,we now know, of the Mayor, the sameyoung girl who as an infant went awaywith the branch of her mother's family.
F.
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"THE GODDESS" SHOWN
First Part of Vitagraph's Initial Serial Production Meets with

Praise from the Reviewer

"THE GODDESS" ~
A Serial in Fifteen Installments of Two GODDESS

Parts Each, Presented by Albert E. Smith part Four of This Fifteen-Part SerialT Qtnart Ttl n r>ktr»n sinrl ('onvri p-ll fPfl
,m, ~ Mnxxic. .

and J. Stuart Blackton and Copyrighted
by the Vitagraph Company. Written by
Gouverneur Morris and Charles W. God-
dard, and Produced Under the Direction
of Ralph W. Ince, with Anita Stewart and
Earle Williams in the Feature Roles. . . . ,

Written by Gouverneur Morris and Fea
turing Anita Stewart and Earle Wil- jliams. Produced by the Vitagraph Com- j
pany Under the Direction of Ralph W.

their first invasion of the serial field, for,
judging from the introductory episodes, this
picture will undoubtedly prove to be the
greatest serial that has yet been produced.
In the first place, it has for a foundation a

great big idea, and, secondly, it is decidedly
different from anything that has ever before
been attempted. These two facts alone are

enough to establish its success, and when it
is taken into consideration that the story
was written by writers of national reputa¬
tion, that the picture is being produced
under the direction of Ralph W. Ince and
the cast headed by such delightful and
capable artists as Anita Stewart and Earle
Williams, failure seems impossible.

It is almost impossible to judge a picture
when only the introductory episodes have
been seen, yet at the invitation perform¬
ance enough was seen to indicate that which
is to follow. This initial showing was of
such a consistently high-class nature, the
treatment and development of the theme
was so poetically beautiful, the indicated
plot was so marveuously original, that it is
hard to conceive of that which is to follow
being marred by careless inefficiency.

The story opens very slowly, seven reels
being required to bring the action down to
the present time. This is the fault of the
technical construction, and it could have
been greatly improved upon. Technically,
the construction of the introductory episodes
is that of the novel rather than that of the
moving picture, and for this reason there is
a decided drag, the action being of minor
importance and purely of an explanatory
nature. If the individual style of the
author is smooth and entertaining this
wealth of necessary explanation in a novel
is very delightful and quite necessary for
the development of the plot and characters,
but in a moving picture it is rather tire¬
some and there is a feeling of impatience
for the real action to start and something
of moment to happen. In this picture this
lack of action is somewhat compensated for
in the wondrously beautiful mountain scen¬
ery which has been utilized for the setting
and the exceedingly artistic manner in
which it has been photographed.

In so far as direction was concerned,
there was only one noticeable error of judg¬
ment, and that was of minor importance.
I doubt whether any strong, virile young j
man would allow a pure, innocent, and i
guileless young girl with whom he was in
love or on the verge of falling in love, to be
taken away from him by a man whose phys¬
ical development was, to say the least, in¬
significant, merely because at the moment |his only covering was the waters of the
lake in which he was bathing. And espe¬
cially so when the girl stood on the bank
and begged and pleaded with him to come
to her rescue. Men with red blood in their
veins do not allow convention and false
modesty to govern their actions to that
extent.

The story is fantastic, artistic, and orig¬
inal. A group of three enormously wealthy
financiers scheme for a plan whereby they
can control the world and establish an aris¬
tocracy of wealth. They engage a celebrated
psychologist to evolve such a plan and he,
while reading in a newspaper an account
of the death of a eugenically perfect man
and woman, is inspired with a wonderful
idea. It is that they kidnap the eugenically
perfect offspring of this deceased couple and
take her to a far off wilderness where, in a

better and better as it advances.
After her arrival in New York, Celestia is
taken to the police station where, after an
examination, the lieutenant sends her to
Bellevue Hospital to have her sanity looked
into. There she is put through a strenuous
examination in the psychopathic ward, but
nothing is found the matter with her men¬
tal equipment. In the meantime, Tommy
Barclay has hurried across the wilderness
to the railroad station, where he meets the
Indian who made off with his clothes and,
after bargaining a bit, is successful in get¬
ting them back. He hurries to New York,
where a newspaper informs him of Celes-
tia's place of incarceration and appearingat Bellevue is successful in taking her
away to a quiet hotel. Stilleter reports to

Probably you have heard about the tene-ments where people lived, one on top ofthe other, people of all sorts and occu¬pations, into which flat it will be recalledour Goddess drifted in her effort to pre¬vent an eviction. This is the strength ofthe play, something that in its finish andappeal would be impossible but for the en- rtourage of the Vitagraph studios, one that Iincludes a very big staff of the most capa- Ible actors. Our friend of the draperiesgoes from door to door, from floor to floorof the tenement relieving misery, adjustingdifficulties that any one less than a God-dess would hardly dare to attempt, it re- Pminds us strongly of that stage cross-sec-
.tion of a flat or some years ago, only herethe scenes are consecutive.The old couple were magnificent, but for ■ <that matter there were about twenty rothers, all leads for a short time, thatwere almost as good. The above cast gives Ibut a limited number of the excellent ar¬tists who participated. F.

"THE GODDESS"
The Seventh Chapter in the Vitagraph Se¬rial Written by Gouverneur Morris and

Charles W. Goddard and Featuring AnitaStewart and Earle Williams. Produced
Under the Direction of Ralph W. Ince
for Release June 20.

.... Anita Stewart
. . Earle Williams
.... Paul Scardon

. . . Frank Currier
.... Thom Brooke

. . Charles Wellsly
William Dangman

ANITA STEWART,

Celestia, the Goddess . ..

Tommy Barclay
Professor Miles Stilleter
Gordon Barclay
Amos Blackstone
Marvin Semmes
Freddy the Ferret

.
_

Nellie, his sister Mary Anderson
This chapter in this thoroughly delight¬ful serial gives the first indication of howthe Goddess in reforming the world is un¬

consciously to work for the benefit of thehis employers and is told to get possession in vitmrrnnh Fpatnrpq Produced bv Ralnh Inl m.illi.onaire , tFiumvir?!:e «wi?«0 Anspl.re(L herof Celestia and keep her. He hurries to starred 1U vitagraph 1 eatures i^ioaucea oy uaipn in mission, and though the indication is given,the hospital, but is just too late. E.

yuu1

it is so slight that it would be unfair to
comment on it until some later chapter ex¬plains it at greater length. The setting ofthe picture still continues on the East Sideof New York and shows the Goddess exe¬
cuting the various details of her inspiredmission. Most of the picture is taken up I; jwith scenes in one of the East Side cloth¬
ing sweatshops and the heroic work of Ce- ' /lestia in saving the girl operators when / /the place catches on fire and her own res¬
cue by Tommy Barclay. The fire scenes
were poorly tinted and lost much of their 1
effect thereby. Celestia consents to marry 1Tommy Barclay, just after he has been
disinherited by his father because he re¬
fuses to give Celestia up and marry thegirl of his father's choice. The chapter1 closes with Tommy leaving to look for a
job in order to secure the necessary funds
with which to support a prospective wife. r

E.

, AN EXCITING MOMENT IN THE ELEVENTH CHAPTER OF "THE GODDESS."
Anita Stewart, Earle Williams, and Ned Finley Are the Three Central Figures.

through the East Side streets followed by i
"THE GODDESS" 1 countless thousands. With her money she t-

, ^ „ , c? ;,,i saves a poor family from eviction. In tbe 1..Chapter Live in Ibis Fifteen-Part Serial meantime, Stilleter has engaged detectivesWritten by Gouverneur Morris ajid Fea- f-0 trace her and Sweetzer, the duped white
turing Anita Stewart and Earle Williams, slave dealer, has commissioned Freddy theProduced for the Vitagraph Company perret to recover what he regards as hisUnder the Direction of Ralph W. Ince. lost property. E.

Celestia, " The Goddess " Anita Stewart —

1 Tommy Barclay Earle Williams w nnnm ».. _j±z—Sicai--
Professor Stilleter , Paul Scardon ^ GODDESS'

h-M

j- The Woman Louise Beaudet
Sweetzer Anders Randolf _ „ • ci

Some wonderful views of life and condi- Sixth Chapter of the Goddamrd-Morr*s
tions on the East Side of New York have Jfal Bein? Vitagraphed by Ralph Ince.
been obtained in this episode. How the Released June 14.
director ever managed to take these pictures Celestia, the Goddess .A5ita
among the teeming thousands of this over §J2£^rVi1J own ' wn£^?nJm°fln
populous district is a marvel. The last epi The%d lldy .'Mrs. Mary Maurice •

" "

streets Ethel Corcoran
Mary Anderson i

~z,— - ■ . .. _ , lu« , _ populous district is a marvel, xne last epi- mh„natural paradise, she^ be left for fifteen years sode left Tommy Barclay trying to find . Maggie ~ oiTthe
"! is to hotel accommodations for Celestia. Owing Nellie.'of the sweatshop

to her peculiar costume he is unsuccessful. Ralph Ince continues, as they say in
and in the indignation of over a hundred studio parlance, to put a lot of "stuff"

at the Martha Washington Hotel ^

"THE GODDESS"

.( Eighth Chapter of the Vitagraph Seria\\^ac^icWritten by Gouverneur Morris and fry.
Charles W. Goddard in Collaboration. i*.
Produced by Ralph Ince.

Celestia, the Goddess Anita Stewart rf*
- Tommy, her boy Earle Williams

A Strike Leader Ned Finley
) The Ferret William Dangman

, 'j Professor Stilliter Paul Scardon
Out of a big and well-known cast we

have selected the above as doing work that
is not only superior to that contributed by

, the others but far above the character work
that it is possible to select in the usual
day'<s release of pictures. It is in his
choosing and carrying out of characters

e)i that Mr. Ince is making the Vitagraph se¬
rial exceptional.

This chapter finds our Goddess besieged
by reporters who prevail upon her to inter-

j view a coal baron who is firmly set against
the demands and encroachments of labor.

,• A good deal of the reel is devoted to his
in , telling, in picture form, the increasing

troubles he is having with his laborers.
Two of them are even then outside the door

! 1 trying to present their side of the case,

[j ■; The interview with Celestia is satisfactory
r Vo and she is persuaded to visit the coal fields

j» jmi and try her influence.
Much of the action is hardly pertinent

to the main thread of the plot, yet it is
thoroughly replete with interest and bears,
moreover, on various threads of the story
developed prior to this instalment. F.

*
I

be led to believe that she is an angel de¬
scended from heaven and that when the
proper time comes she is to go out into the
world and preach a doctrine that will re-

. form mankind. Naturally her ethics, her
moral tenets and beliefs, her- creed and
dogma, is to be that inspired by the trium¬
virate under the tutelage of the woman.
The real action of the pictures commences
when she is led forth from the cave, the
entrance and exit of her secluded paradise,
by the psychologist under his hypnotic in¬
fluence and awakened and told that she is
to be taken out into the world to perform
her heaven inspired mission. Her innate
goodness, innocence, and purity is such,
however, that she sees beneath the surface
polish of his manner and detects the base
nature of the real man. Tommy Steele, the
son of one of the triumvirate, has been sent
to the mountains for a vacation, and has
placed his camp in the neighborhood. He
happens along at this particular moment,
and Celestia, the name given to the girl, see¬
ing the innate goodness of his' character,
flies to him for protection. Knowing that
the psychologist is helpless without his
glasses, Tommy knocks them off and the two
escape. A large amount of space is utilized
in showing the escape and the pursuit, and
while this is somewhat tiresome, it is neces-
sary for the continuity and proper develop-
ment of the picture. Stilleter, the psycholo¬
gist, at last catches up with the runaways
and takes Celestia away in the manner al¬
ready commented upon. After they have
left Steele, conquering his modesty, garbs
himself in a fur robe and pursues them, but
Stilleter is successful in making the railroad
station and boarding a train for New York,
where Steele follows on the next train. The
arrival in New York is shown, and it is one
of the best staged bits of realism that I
have ever witnessed. The introductory epi¬
sodes close with the arrest of Stilleter and
Selestia by the New York police on the

>. charge of obstructing traffic. E.

: women .

Celestia becomes frightened and escapes.
She is picked up by a seemingly respectable

| woman and taken to a house of prostitution,
i where the next morning the woman tries to

sell her to Sweetzer as a white slave. Ow¬
ing to the innate innocence and goodness
of Celestia the woman is deterred at the
last moment and, taking the .$1,000 from

JJUliauvc, —

into each succeeding instalment of the se-1
ries, as we shall presently explain, but the
first wise move in the picture was a synop- j
sis outlining the previous action in brief, 1
so that we, as well as any others who 1
might have dropped into the serial at
about this time, could enjoy every move
of the offering. In fact there was little j ''
that any one might not understand. We l—
are aware that this person is a girl who

"THE GODDESS"
The Ninth Chapter of This Serial Written !

by Gouverneur Morris and Charles W.
Goddard and Featuring Anita Stewart
and Earle Williams. Produced by the
Vitagraph ^Company Under the Direction
of Ralph W. Ince.

Celestia. the Goddess
. Tommy Barclay

Gordon Barclay
Senator Amos Blackstone .

Marvin Semmes
Mary Blackstone

F Simon Kehr • • • • •

Gunsdorf, a strike leader

. . . . Anita Stewart
. . . Earle Williams

. . . . Frank Currier
Thom Brooke

. Charles Wellesley
Lillian Burns pn 4 ri„

.... Edward Elkas CI11
Ned Finley v >

.. . . Eulalie Jensen IV f
. William Dangman

lcl»t XUWillCUt O.UV., ~ T_,

the cadet, gives it to Celestia and aids her I are aware -

to escape. She asks a policeman to direct thinks herself an emissary from heaven
her to the part of the city where the poor who imagines her mission the cure of all
people live in order that she may com- economic ills, and though we may smile
inence her mission of reforming the world at her efforts at cure, we cannot but ad- _r—

and making the poor people happy. Then mire the work that, speaking from a dra-r or His Wife ........
lollops.. t.he._ vtewa„_o£__C£lesMav_. walking. matic standpoint, she does. ^ ?!!" .»' V* + » *r „ "The Goddess" continues to be enter- Lf.ni|^ staining and interesting. In this chapter 1)110

Mary Blackstone gives a reception for her,
with the result that she is the cynosure of
all the male eyes, much to the discomfiture
of the women present. They decide that
it is her unique costume that is responsi¬
ble for all the admiration and Mary re-

f / solves to give a costume ball in which all
the other women are to wear Greek robes,
while Celestia is garbed in a modern
society evening gown. The plot is not suc¬
cessful, however, for Celestia is again the

•■vp center of admiration. She seizes the op-
1— portunity to again preach her doctrine, but r*

j does not meet with a very enthusiastic re-
ception. Tommy Barclay, in working with

i the strike committee of some miners, is in-
£ strumental in saving the miners from com¬

mitting a grave error, that of attacking .

the company's buildings, and the chapter
l./'i closes showing the wife of the strike leader .

"v,n/,lTT infotnato/i with thp son of the mil- ;madly infatuated with the son
lionaire. E.
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ANITA STEWART, EARLE WILLIAMS, AND WILLIAM DANGMAN,
In a Scene from the Fifteenth Chapter of

"THE GODDESS"
Tenth Chapter in the Vitagraph Serial, •**"""

Written by Gouverneur Morris and Charles
Goddard. Directed by Ralph W. Ince.

Celestia Anita Stewart .

Tommy Barclay Earle Williams ,

We know a good many people who have 1
absorbed Gouverneur Morris' economic ideal¬
ism through this film who had never heard
of him as a magazine contributor and as
many whom he has set arguing about his
pleasant theory as written in this serial,

JOHN BUNNY
John Bunny, most famous of screen

comedians, passed away at his home in
Brooklyn at 1.45 p.m. on Monday. The
genial Bunny, who numbered his followers
wherever there was a picture theater, had
been ill for three weeks, but, barring a few
critical days, almost up to the day preced¬
ing his end, hope was held out for the re¬
covery of the character who has made mill¬
ions smile. Bright's disease was given as
the cause of death.

The news of John Bunny's death spreadquickly, and the sorrow expressed univer¬
sally was a sincere tribute to the character
whose loss will be deeply felt. At the Vita¬
graph studios especially, among the officials
and players who had been his associates
for years, the news came as a great blow.
The Screen Club, which Bunny helped to
establish, and where his popularity was
attested by election to office on dif¬
ferent occasions, also had a shadow cast
over it.

John Bunny's entire screen career wasI spent in the ranks of the Vitagraph Com-

JOHN BUNNY.

pany, which he joined five years ago.
His last stage appearance was in " A Mid¬
summer Night's Dream," at the Astor The¬
ater, when he played Bottom, one of his
best remembered characterizations. Prior
to that, Bunny had a long and successful
stage appearance, which included appear¬
ances with some of the most famous stars
on the American stage. Bunny was the
first of his family to take to the stage, the
comedian coming from a family of sailors,whose name appeared frequently on the
roster of the British navy.

Bunny was among the first of the recog¬nized players to see the possibilities of mo¬
tion picture work, and his success on the
screen was almost instantaneous. Bunny'sworld-wide fame has never been equaled bya screen or stage star, his appeal to all
nationalities being one of the most remark¬
able features of his surprising career.Sept. 21, 1863, was the date of JohnBunny's birth. He is survived by a widow
and a son, George Bunny, who is connectedwith the Vitagraph Company.

who would not have
name was the title of a new executive ora non-de-plume for a chorus member. Thetheme of the serial appears to be pretty wellknown, due doubtless to the world-widepublicity the Vitagraph company has af¬forded it, and we think that Mr. Morriswill come out

. the winner. More peopleknow him to-day than would have beenthe case were he merely a contributor tohigh class fiction.
It is easy to imagine that many willalso appreciate the Vitagraph coal minerswho, in most becomingly dirty clothes, be¬siege the coal mine that this company haserected on a large scale, although this willnever be evident unless you take our wordfor it, for from the effect you will imaginean expensive trip to Scranton to get themany scenes about which the most of theoffering is built.

What occupies a good deal of the storyis more or less of the personal nature, forwe follow the fortunes of young Barclay,who, admired by the wife of the strikeleader with whom he is stopping, decides toleave. The woman attempts to forcibly de¬tain him and, while in the clinch, her hus¬band appears. Also a telegram from hisrich father is further damning evidence andthe miners plan a lynching. At the rightmoment Celestia appears and commandsthe wife to tell the truth, which, of course,takes the rope from the neck of the inno¬cent young man. As a two reel offeringthis continues to offer much Interestingmaterial, although not so vital, perhaps,to the result as some of the chapters thatpreceded.
F.

MRS. BECHTEL AND WILLIAM BECHTEL,Long Edison Favorites, Now Enjoying a Brief Vacation.
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uuc mine with aparty of friends and when the battle startsis locked up in the office. She is rescuedby Freddy the Ferret, who also is able tofree the strikers' committee, includingTommy Barclay. They all manage to maketheir escape from the stockade just as Kehrorders one of his men to explode severalconcealed piles of dynamite and therebykills a large number of strikers. The chap¬ter closes with the explosion. E.
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"THE GODDESS"Eleventh Chapter of this Serial; Written byGouverneur Morris and Charles W. God¬dard. Featuring Anita Stewart and EarleWilliams. Produced by the VitagraphCompany, Under the Direction of RalphW. Ince, for Release July 18.Celestia, The Goddess Anita Stewart! Tommy Barclay Earle WilliamsJ Professor Miles Stilleter Paul ScardonSilar Kehr
Edward Elkasj Gunsdorf

Ned Finley| Carson
Robert GaillardI Freddy the Ferret William DangmanThis chapter of " The Goddess" teemsvith excitement and serves to bring theiwo main interests, Celestia and the strik-ig coal miners, together. Some particu-rl.v fine examples of mob photography areen that were exceedingly well executed.| ie striking coal miners resolve to trvrjaceable methods once more and their ;.,.,nSJSaSSaSSfttit of "the New ioik 2S- H

. . . Anita Stewart :

. . Earle Williams
.... Paul Scardon i
. . . Frank Currier :
.... Thom Brooke 1
Charles Wellesley

Ned Finley :
William Dangman

•THE GODDESS"
The fourteenth chapter of this serial pic- fK ture written by t.ouverneur Mjorris andCharles W. Goddard featuring AnitaStewart and Earle Williams. Produced jby the Vitagraph Company under thepersonal direction of Ralph W. Ince forRelease on the Geneiai Film Company i|program August 8.
Celestia, the Goddess ....

Tommy Barclay
Professor Miles Stilleter . .

Gordon Barclay
Senator Amos BlackstoneMarvin Semmes
Gunsdorf
Freddy the Ferret

Tnough The Goddess is nearing itsclose, it still continues to be replete withexcitement. As election time is drawingnear it begins to look as if the fallaciousdoctrine of Celestia was going to bearfruit and the chapter opens with the threemillionaires addressing open air politicalmeetings, firm in tneir conviction that theyare about to control the ■ entire wealth ofthe country. Tommy Barclay has kid¬napped Celestia and in a fast automobiletaken her to the cave ' in the mountainswhere she was brought up and which shethinks is heaven. He effectually proves toher t.iat it is nothing more than a man-made domicile. Stilleter pursues them andhas an opportunity t<k agaifa get Celestiaunder uis control, but.«^r frustrated byli eddy the Ferret, who, knocking himdown, robs him of his glasses thus render¬ing nim helpless. Celestia is brougnt torealize the enormity of her preacmnentsand jumping into the automobile withTommy nurries back to tne scene of thepolitical meetings where she effectuallydisabuses the minds of the people of thefallaciousness of all that she nas taugntthem, baring the conspiracy in every detailwith tne result that an angry mob at-
tempts to lynch tne three millionaires and jthey are forced to flee for their lives. The'direction, photography and action were upto the standard that has been maintainedthroughout the scries. E.

••THE GODDESS"
The Thirteenth Chapter of this InterestingSerial Written by Gouverneur Morris andCharles W. Goddard, Featuring AnitaStewart and Earle Williams. Producedby the Vitagraph Company Under theDirection of Ralph W. Ince, for Releaseon the General Film Company Pro¬gramme, Aug. 1.

Celestia, the Goddess .. .Tommy BarclayProfessor Miles StilleterMary Blackstone
Mrs. Gunsdorf
Freddy, the Ferret

uangmanThis episode shows Celestia again underthe influence of Miles Stilleter, the psychol¬ogist, and he has her on a campaign tourof the country, preaching her doctrine, andseemingly with great success. TommyBarclay is also on tour, holding rival meet¬ings and showing the fallacy of her argu¬ments. Mary Blackstone, realizing theenormous hold that Celestia has on Tommy,persuades Mrs. Gunsdorf, also in love withthe socialist son of the millionaire, to mur¬der Celestia. The plot is nearly successful,but is frustrated at the last moment byFreddy the Ferret. Professor Stilleter hasfallen' madly in love with Celestia, and re¬alizes that his intense passion for her isweakening his hypnotic influence over her.He therefore determines to marry her be¬fore his power has deserted him. He placesher under the influence of hypnotism, andgives her a post hypnotic suggestion, tellingher that at five o'clock an automobile willcall for her, and that she is to obey thedriver implicitly. Tommy Barclay appears,and, the automobile driving up, Celestia tellshim what she must do. Tommy, scentinga plot of Stilleter's, says that as long asshe is forced to obey the driver of the au¬tomobile that he will be the driver, and,overpowering the chauffeur, drives off with
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I Celestia. The picture was cnaracterizea Dythe usual excellent photography and direc¬tion that has been prevalent throughout theproduction, and by some very able actingon the part of Lillian Burns as Mary Black¬stone and Eulalie, Jensen as Mrs. Duns-| dorf. E.

"THE GODDESS"
Fifteenth and Final Episode of the Two-Part Vitagraph Serial Produced by RalphInce.
Celestia, the Goddess Anita StewartTommy Barclay Earle WilliamsThe Strike Leader Ned FinlevFreddy, the Ferret William DangmanIn summing up the concluding issue of i'• The Goddess," one cannot help but repeat 8what has been said of the former chapters.It has kept up to the mark. The samefineness of character acting that we have Jadmired is still maintained, while as for |the directing of Mr. Ince, nothing too good pmay be spoken. He makes the little human ^touches count for as much as any directorin the picture business.

The conclusion shows the strike leaderand his mob breaking into the house of thethree experimental millionaires. Two ofthem are shot, but the third escapes withthe " Ferret," a character, by the way, thatwe hope has firmly established the name of faWilliam Dangman, for he richly deservesit for his work throughout the most of theserial. The scuffle between the remainingmillionaire and the strike leader takesplace on board a sailing vessel, both beingdrowned.
The screen then shows Celestia, the im- .petuous, and her boy friend, their thoughtsbeing directed to the proper channel by the ^sight of a bird mother feeding her young. ^Here Mr. Ince once more shows his hand ^in a delicate and fitting ending, something 1that again marks the finale as more thana mere " clinch," just as the entire series

was more than a serial in the usual senseof the word. F.
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LORRAINE HULING,

Playing Leads with Vitagraph's
Western Company



HOWARD ESTABROOK.

ESTABROOK FOR WORLD
Will Be Seen in Film Adaptation of the

Novel " The Butterfly "
Howard Estabrook is the latest legiti¬mate star to join the World Film Com¬

pany's ranks. The former Brady and Froh-
man luminary has been secured to appearin a film adaptation of " The Butterfly," anovel by Henry Ketchell Webster.

In this offering Howard Estabrook will
play opposite Barbara Tennant, who has
been seen in several recent World Film suc¬
cesses. The production will be made in
the South.

MARY PICKFORD IN "MISTRESS
NELL."

LAURA NELSON HALL,

OLGA PETROVA

CLARA MACKIN

Rarely does a second woman command
such great popularity as does Miss Clara
Mackin of Keith's Crescent Theater Stock
company, Brooklyn. She won instant favor
with Brooklyn theatergoers, and now is un¬
questionably one of the most popular mem¬
bers of that organization. Miss Mackin is
a Chicago girl, but when quite young she
was taken to Europe and educated in Lon¬
don and Berlin. She is an expert horse-
woman and does not fear the most danger¬
ous mounts. Miss Mackin received her first
professional dramatic experience with the" Quaker Girl" which was produced in
New York. Later she played a prominent
part in the London production of the same
piece at the Queen's Theater. Her first
stock experience was with the Hunter-
Bradford Players at Altoona. Pa. That en¬
gagement was very short, however, so she
decided to enter the vaudeville field. Find¬
ing that uncertain, she accepted the offer
to join the Crescent Players. Miss Mackin
has youth, beauty and a very magnetic
personality.

GERTRUDE McCOY

BEATRIZ MICHELENA

FANIA MARINOFF,
Tn Kalem Feature, " The Lure of Mammon.WILMUTII MERKYI..

A Kalem " Broadway Favorite.
3 to ><- |
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iat- the " baby's
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HARRY MESTAYER,
Now a Selig Feature Star. GLADYS HULETTE,

One of Edison's Charming Playei

attitude

HAZEL DAWN, WHO HAS FORSAKEN THE STAGE, IN FAMOUS PLAYERS'
" CLARISSA." VICTOR MOORE IN LASKY'S " CHIMMIE FADDEN.

nz Ziegfeid, Jr., and Gene Bi
he "Follies" on the beach <

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN IN HIS FIRST METRO APPEARANCE,
•• The Second in Command." Released in July. ROBERT WARWICK IN " THE FACE IN THE MOONLIGHT.

MARIE DRESSLER AND. HOWELL HANSEL, WHO IS DIRECTING HER LUBIN
FEATURE.

Acton Da vies Wrote the Story, " Tillie's Tomato Surprise."AND HERE'S CHARLIE CHAPLIN AGAIN, IN " WORK.
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MISS CLIFFORD IN NEW PLAY
Will Appear in Chief Role in Zelda Sears's Play,

" The Heart of a Child "
Kathleen Clifford, who has been playing

in vaudeville for many years, has been en¬
gaged for the principal role in " The Heart
of a Child," a play by Zelda Sears, founded
on Frank Danby's novel of the same name,
which A. H. Woods will present for a pre¬
liminary engagement at Asbury Park on
July 23. The cast will also include George
Sidney, Zelda Sears, Frazer Coulter, Edwin
Wilson, Mabel Carruthers, Catherine Cal¬
houn, and others.

Mary Miles Minter, the dainty star of
"The Faify and the Waif," on which the
Frohman Amusement Corporation is now

working, has at twelve a stage record which
would be envied by many an actress of twice
her years. She began her career at five
with Nat Goodwin in " Cameo Kirby." She
played with Robert Milliard in " A Fool
There Was," was with Bertha Kalich in " A
Woman of To-day," was for three and a
half years bearer of the title-role in Edward
Peple's " The Littlest Rebel," and in addi¬
tion, young though she is, has played diffi¬
cult ingenue roles in stock.

"HANDS UP"
Musico-Comico-Filmo-Melodrama in Two

Acts and Eleven Scenes. Book by Edgar
Smith. Lyrics by E. Ray Goetz. Music
by E. Ray Goetz and Sigmund Romberg.Dances and Ensembles by Jack Mason.
Modern Dances Arranged by Maurice.
Polish Ballet by Kosloff. Staged by Ben-
rimo. Produced by the Shuberts at the
Forty-fourth Street Theater July 22.

Strong Arm Steve, a star of the underworld.
TT , „ , George HassellHelene Fudge daughter of a retired bank

wrecker Alice Dovey
Percy Bonehead, Helene's steady company,

,, ,, Artie MehlingerMile. Marcelle, a tango pal of Helene's,
__ Emilie Lea
Waltz King Monsieur MauriceLa Belle Claire, Waltz King's fiancee,

Florence Walton" Ingersoll," police dog Alfred La tell
Simp Watson, assistant to Fake Kennedy.
^ , , Bobbie North
t ake Kennedy, amateur detective . . . Ralph Herz
Violet Lavender Irene Franklin
Lindy Adele Jason
Sergeant Murphy Peter Swift
Cowboy Will Will Rogers
Mr. Need-in-time Burton Green
Harry Lightfoot Donald Macdouald
f- O. Centric A. EobbinsSidgewick Draper 'i
Stewart Gilmore . !
Vincent Cassidy . I
James Gillespie . . J
Adelaide Lawrence
Margaret Satler
Dorothy Strong f Kiddies
Sunshine Jarmin I
Clarice Snyder J

This latest Shubert production which fea¬
tures Maurice and Walton, the dancers;
Ralph Herz, Irene Franklin, and Burton
Green, seems to be just the sort of enter¬
tainment suited to the taste of New Yorkers
in hot weather, judging by the spontaneous
welcome which greeted the opening per¬
formance. Although the last curtain did
not fall until a quarter of twelve, the audi¬
ence remained and was entertained. In
fact, the sole complaint heard was that
there was more than enough for one even¬
ing's entertainment—a rare protest at the
present time when late rising and earlyfalling curtains too often are considered
the most desirable by managers. " Hands
Up " never lags from start to finish, and it
has infinite variety. A stolen ruby ring, a
fake detective, and a lot of amateur sleuths
figure in the plot, which tries to impress
the audience as being a real one, only there
are so many specialties that nobody cares
whether anybody recovers the ruby or not.
A list of the scenes will afford a good idea
of " Hands Up." The opening one is " The
Orange Grove." Then follows Office of
Fake Kennedy, the Animated Screen, Ex¬
terior of the Tango Dental Parlor, Tango
Dental Parlor, Baliffe Beachat Bilkmore-by-
the-Sea, the Bathing Machines at Bilkmore,
Boardwalk at Bilkmore—all of which occur
in Act I. The second act shows us the
Dansant at Sing Sing, a Room in Fudge's
House, Dancing Curtains, and the closing
scene, Ballroom in Fudge s House.

The Tango Dental Parlor gave Irene
Franklin, Ralph Herz, and George Hassell
an opportunity to send the audience almost
into hysterics, for as Hammer Girl, Dentist,
and Patient, these three played a scene
centered about the dentist's chair which is
the funniest thing since the Weber-Fields
barber shop hit—only it is funnier. That
one scene was worth some whole plays.
Herz has never been more successful in his
particular line of work. And he did not
resort to the same phrase trick in which he
formerly delighted. His best song, " It's aClue," found favor with the audience.
Dainty little Alice Dovey again found her
way into the hearts of the audience as the
daughter of a retired bank wrecker, and
incidentally the owner of the missing ruby.
Irene Franklin and Burton Green were
warmly greeted in a lot of new songs, the
music of which was composed by Mr. Green,
while the lyrics were by Miss Franklin, and
delivered in her inimitable style. Maurice
and Walton had some new dances and were
enthusiastically encored. Maurice possesses
a pleasing personality that asserts itself, i
Even if he couldn't dance, he would be
popular because of his smile and the twin¬
kle of his eyes. The surprise of the even¬
ing was furnished by Cowboy Will Rogers,
who made such a smashing hit that the
audience refused to let the performance'
proceed until Rogers had responded to an
encore by repeating the last feature of his
act. Emilie Lea made a very lovely Mile.Marcelle. Miss Lea dances beautifully, and i
she was recalled a number of times after
a difficult number. Bobby North and Don¬
ald Macdonald were two other favorites
who were warmly greeted in songs and
dances.

There was much enjoyable burlesque in!" Hands Up," and the scene at Sing Sing,where the prisoners were knitting and talk¬
ing about their afternoon tea, was ex-
crutiatingly funny.

Moffett, Chicago.
MISS IRENE FRANKLIN.

Whose Delightful Song Characterizations Are a Br;'g'

IIIIRENE FRANKLIN RESIGNS
Quits "Hands Up " After Difference with Flor¬

ence Walton
Because of temperamental differences

with Florence Walton, Irene Franklin re¬
signed from " Hands Up" last Sunday
night.

According to the comedienne, she had
engaged a Pullman berth from Pittsburgh
to New York last Saturday night. Maurice
and Florence Walton, she understood
through friends, were unable to secure res¬
ervations. When she went to her berth
that night, however, Miss Franklin avers
she found the dancer in her berth, and
she was obliged to look elsewhere for sleep¬
ing accomodations.

Miss Franklin says that her resignation
will not take effect until some one else has
been engaged to take her place. She will
probably re-enter vaudeville with her hus¬
band, Burton Green. Sunday night they
were on the programme at the Winter Gar¬
den.

Maurice's Dancing Men

DORN in St. Louis, Irene
J-J Franklin has been on the
stage since childhood. Some years
ago she was crowned "Queen of
Vaudeville," and no one has ever
wrested the diadem from her.
Last summer she invaded the le¬
gitimate stage, playing in "Hands
Up!"—a New York summer revue.

donald macdonald.
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MISS CLIFFORD IN NEW PLAY
Will Appear in Chief Role in Zelda Sears's Play,

" The Heart of a Child "
Kathleen Clifford, who has been playing

in vaudeville for many years, has been en¬
gaged for the principal role in " The Heart
of a Child," a play by Zelda Sears, founded
on Frank Danby's novel of the same name,
which A. H. Woods will present for a pre¬
liminary engagement at Asbury Park on
July 23. The cast will also include George
Sidney, Zelda Sears, Frazer Coulter, Edwin
Wilson, Mabel Carruthers, Catherine Cal¬
houn, and others.

Mary Mii.es Minter, the dainty star of
" The Fairy and the Waif," on which the
Frohman Amusement Corporation is now

[working, has at twelve a stage record which
(would be envied by many an actress of twice
I her years. She began her career at five
with Nat Goodwin in " Cameo Kirby." She
played with Robert Hilliard in " A Fool
There Was," was with Bertha Kalich in " A
Woman of To-day," was for three and a
half years bearer of the title-role in Edward

jl'eple's " The Littlest Rebel," and in addi¬tion, young though she is, has played diffi¬
cult ingenue roles in stock.

"HANDS UP"

Musico-Comico-Filmo-Melodrama in Two
Acts and Eleven Scenes. Book by Edgar
Smith. Lyrics by E. Ray Goetz. Music
by E. Ray Goetz and Sigmund Romberg.Dances and Ensembles by Jack Mason.
Modern Dances Arranged by Maurice.
Polish Ballet by Kosloff. Staged by Ben-
rimo. Produced by the Shuberts at the
Forty-fourth Street Theater July 22.

Strong Arm Steve, a star of the underworld.
__

, „ George HassellHelene Fudge daughter of a retired bank
wrecker Alice Dovey

Percy Bonehead, Helene's steady company,
,, ,, Artie MehlingerMile. Marcelle, a tango pal of Helene's,

__ Emilie Lea
Waltz King Monsieur MauriceLa Belle Claire, Waltz King's fiancee,

Florence Walton" Ingersoll," police dog Alfred La tell
Simp Watson, assistant to Fake Kennedy.
_ Bobbie North
Fake Kennedy, amateur detective . . . Ralph Herz
Violet Lavender Irene Franklin
Lindy Adele Jason
Sergeant Murphy Peter Swift
Cowboy Will Will Rogers
Mr. Need-in-tiine Burton Green
Harry Lightfoot Donald Macdonald
F. C. Centric A. Bobbins
Sidgewick Draper •)
Stewart Gilmore . I
Vincent Cassidy . I
James Gillespie .. J
Adelaide Lawrence
Margaret Satler
Dorothy Strong f Kiddies
Sunshine Jarmin )
Clarice Snyder J

This latest Shubert production which fea¬
tures Maurice and Walton, the dancers;
Ralph Herz, Irene Franklin, and Burton
Green, seems to be just the sort of enter¬
tainment suited to the taste of New Yorkers
in hot weather, judging by the spontaneous
welcome which greeted the opening per)
formance. Although the last curtain did
not fall until a quarter of twelve, the audi¬
ence remained and was entertained. In
fact, the sole complaint heard was that
there was more than enough for one even¬
ing's entertainment—a rare protest at the
present time when late rising and early
falling curtains too often are considered
the most desirable by managers. " Hands
Up " never lags from start to finish, and it
has infinite variety. A stolen ruby ring, a
fake detective, and a lot of amateur sleuths
figure in the plot, which tries to impress
the audience as being a real one, only there
are so many specialties that nobody cares
whether anybody recovers the ruby or not.
A list of the scenes will afford a good idea
of " Hands Up." The opening one is " The
Orange Grove." Then follows Office of
Fake Kennedy, the Animated Screen. Ex¬
terior of the Tango Dental Parlor, Tango
Dental Parlor, Baliffe Beachat Bilkmore-by-
the-Sea, the Bathing Machines at Bilkmore,
Boardwalk at Bilkmore—all of which occur
in Act I. The second act shows us the
Dansant at Sing Sing, a Room in Fudge's
House, Dancing Curtains, and the closing
scene, Ballroom in Fudge's House.

The Tango Dental Parlor gave Irene
Franklin, Ralph Herz, and George Hassell
an opportunity to send the audience almost
into hysterics, for as Hammer Girl, Dentist,
and Patient, these three played a scene
centered about the dentist's chair which is
the funniest thing since the Weber-Fields
barber shop hit—only it is funnier. That
one scene was worth some whole plays.
Herz has never been more successful in his
particular line of work. And he did not
resort to the same phrase trick in which he
formerly delighted. His best song, " It's aClue," found favor with the audience.
Dainty little Alice Dovey again found her
way into the hearts of the audience as the
daughter of a retired bank wrecker, and
incidentally the owner of the missing ruby.Irene Franklin and Burton Green were
warmly greeted in a lot of new songs, the
music of which was composed by Mr. Green,
while the lyrics were by Miss Franklin, and
delivered in her inimitable style. Maurice
and Walton had some new dances and were
enthusiastically encored. Maurice possesses
a pleasing personality that asserts itself.
Even if he couldn't dance, he would be
popular because of his smile and the twin¬
kle of his eyes. The surprise of the even¬
ing was furnished by Cowboy Will Rogers,
who made such a smashing hit that the
audience refused to let the performance
proceed until Rogers had responded to an
encore by repeating the last feature of his
act. Emilie Lea made a very lovely Mile.Marcelle. Miss Lea dances beautifully, and
she was recalled a number of times after
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a difficult number. Bobby North and Don-1
aid Macdonald were two other favorites
who were warmly greeted in songs and I
dances.

There was much enjoyable burlesque in" Hands Up," and the scene at Sing Sing,
where the prisoners were knitting and talk¬
ing about their afternoon tea, was ex-
crutiatingly funny.
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DORN in St. Louis, Irene
JLJ Franklin has been on the
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ago she was crowned "Queen of
Vaudevilleand no one has ever
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Last summer she invaded the le¬
gitimate stage, playing in "Hands
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Dovey is unquestionably
minutes the performers attem^
but the audience simply refused to
ing no attention, and where the applaud snowed no
signs of a let up, Mr. Rogers made his reappearance,and repeated the closing feature of his specialty.All of which proves that while New York audiences
are good-natured as a general thing, when they want
a thing they are going to have it, no matter who turns
his thumb down. Marie B. Schbader.

Barney—"I want to
be a detectuv." Act I.

Rose — "This is what
marriage means." Act IV.

Babbing—"Hold on Fish, I been thinking it wouldn't be
a bad idea to have this boy kidnapped." Act I.

Spider—"What've you been up to?
screw the arm off you!" Act 111.



Mary Miles Minter, the dainty star of
("The Fairy and the Waif," on which the
Frohman Amusement Corporation is now

| working, has at twelve a stage record which
would be envied by many an actress of twice
her years. She began her career at five
with Nat Goodwin in " Cameo Kirby." She

j played with Robert Milliard in " A Fool
There Was," was with Bertha Kalich in "A
(Woman of To-day," was for three and a

[half years bearer of the title-role in Edward
Peple's " The Littlest Rebel," and in addi-
Ition, young though she is, has played diffi¬
cult ingenue roles in stock.

"HANDS UP"
Musico-Comico-Filmo-Melodrama in Two

Acts and Eleven Scenes. Book by Edgar
Smith. Lyrics by E. Ray Goetz. Music
by E. Ray Goetz and Sigmund Romberg.Dances and Ensembles by Jack Mason.
Modern Dances Arranged by Maurice.
Polish Ballet by Kosloff. Staged by Ben-
rimo. Produced by the Shuberts at the
Forty-fourth Street Theater July 22.

Strong Arm Steve, a star of the underworld.
TT , „ , George HassellHelene Fudge daughter of a retired bank

wrecker Alice DoveyPercy Bonehead, Helene's steady company,
,, ,, Artie MehlingerMile. Marcelle, a tango pal of Helene's.
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This latest Shubert production which fea¬
tures Maurice and Walton, the dancers;
Ralph Herz, Irene Franklin, and Burton
Green, seems to be just the sort of enter¬
tainment suited to the taste of New Yorkers
In hot weather, judging by the spontaneous!
welcome which greeted the opening per
formance. Although the last curtain did
not fall until a quarter of twelve, the audi¬
ence remained and was entertained. In
fact, the sole complaint heard was that
there was more than enough for one even¬
ing's entertainment—a rare protest at the
present time when late rising and early
tailing curtains too often are considered
the most desirable by managers. " Hands
Up " never lags from start to finish, and it
has infinite variety. A stolen ruby ring, a
fake detective, and a lot of amateur sleuths
figure in the plot, which tries to impress
the audience as being a real one, only there
are so many specialties that nobody cares
whether anybody recovers the ruby or not.
A list of the scenes will afford a good Idea
of " Hands Up." The opening one is " The
Orange Grove." Then follows Office of
Fake Kennedy, the Animated Screen, Ex¬
terior of the Tango Dental Parlor, Tango
Dental Parlor, Baliffe Beachat Bilkmore-by-the-Sea, the Bathing Machines at Bilkmore,Boardwalk at Bilkmore—all of which occur
in Act I. The second act shows us the
Dansant at Sing Sing, a Room in Fudge's
House, Dancing Curtains, and the closing
scene, Ballroom in Fudge's House.

The Tango Dental Parlor gave Irene
Franklin, Ralph Herz, and George Hassell
an opportunity to send the audience almost
into hysterics, for as Hammer Girl, Dentist,
and Patient, these three played a scene
centered about the dentist's chair which Is
the funniest thing since the Weber-Fields
barber shop hit—only It is funnier. That
one scene was worth some whole plays.
Herz has never been more successful in his
particular line of work. And he did not
resort to the same phrase trick in which he
formerly delighted. His best song, *' It's a
Clue," found favor with the audience.
Dainty little Alice Dovey again found her
way into the hearts of the audience as the
daughter of a retired bank wrecker, and
incidentally the owner of the missing ruby.
Irene Franklin and Burton Green were
warmly greeted in a lot of new songs, themusic of which was composed by Mr. Green,
while the lyrics were by Miss Franklin, and
delivered in her inimitable style. Maurice jand Walton had some new dances and were
enthusiastically encored. Maurice possesses
a pleasing personality that asserts itself. I
Even If he couldn't dance, he would be
popular because of his smile and the twin-1
kle of his eyes. The surprise of the even¬
ing was furnished by Cowboy Will Rogers,who made such a smashing hit that the
audience refused to let the performance [proceed until Rogers had responded to an
encore by repeating the last feature of his
act. Emilie Lea made a very lovely Mile.
Marcelle. Miss Lea dances beautifully, and .
she was recalled a number of times after
a difficult number. Bobby North and Don¬
ald Macdonald were two other favorites
who were warmly greeted in songs andl
dances.

There was much enjoyable burlesque in" Hands Up," and the scene at Sing Sing,
where the prisoners were knitting and talk-,Ing about their afternoon tea, was ex-!
crutiatlngly funny.

Moffett. Chicano.
MISS IRENE FRANKLIN,

Whose Delightful Song Characterizations Are a Brig'

IRENE FRANKLIN RESIGNS
Quits "Hands Up " After Difference with Flor¬

ence Walton
Because of temperamental differences

with Florence Walton, Irene Franklin re¬
signed from " Hands Up" last Sunday
night.

According to the comedienne, she had
engaged a Pullman berth from Pittsburgh
to New York last Saturday night. Maurice
and Florence Walton, she understood
through friends, were unable to secure res¬
ervations. When she went to her berth
that night, however, Miss Franklin avers
she found the dancer in her berth, and
she was obliged to look elsewhere for sleep¬
ing accomodations.

Miss Franklin says that her resignation
will not take effect until some one else has
been engaged to take her place. She will
probably re-enter vaudeville with her hus¬
band, Burton Green. Sunday night they
were on the programme at the WTinter Gar¬
den.

Maurice's Dancing Men

jDORN in St. Louis, IreneJ-J Franklin has been on the
stage since childhood. Some years
ago she was crowned "Queen of
Vaudevilleand no one has ever

wrested the diadem from her.
Last summer she invaded the le¬
gitimate stage, playing in "Hands
Upi"—a New York summer revue.
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MISS CLIFFORD IN NEW PLAY
Will Appear in Chief Role in Zelda Sears's Play,

" The Heart of a Child "
Kathleen Clifford, who has been playing

in vaudeville for many years, has been en¬
gaged for the principal role in " The Heart
of a Child," a play by Zelda Sears, founded
on Frank Danby's novel of the same name,
which A. H. Woods will present for a pre¬
liminary engagement at Asbury Park on
July 23. The cast will also include George
Sidney, Zelda Sears, Frazer Coulter, Edwin
Wilson, Mabel Carruthers, Catherine Cal¬
houn, and others.

Mary Miles Minter, the dainty star of
|"The Fairy and the Waif," on which the
Froliman Amusement Corporation is now

I working, has at twelve a stage record which
I would be envied by many an actress of twice
her years. She began her career at five

I with Nat Goodwin in " Cameo Kirby." She
played with Robert Ililliard in " A Fool
There Was," was with Bertha Kalich in "A
(Woman of To-day," was for three and a
half years bearer of the title-role in Edward
Peple's " The Littlest Rebel," and in addi¬
tion, young though she is, has played diffi¬
cult ingenue roles in stock.

Moffett, Chicago,
MISS IRENE FRANKLIN,

Whose Delightful Song Characterizations Are a Br:'g'

IRENE FRANKLIN RESIGNS
Quits "Hands Up " After Difference with Flor¬

ence Walton
Because of temperamental differences

with Florence Walton, Irene Franklin re¬
signed from " Hands Up" last Sunday
night.

According to the comedienne, she had
engaged a Pullman berth from Pittsburgh
to New York last Saturday night. Maurice
and Florence Walton, she understood
through friends, were unable to secure res¬
ervations. When she went to her berth
that night, however, Miss Franklin avers
she found the dancer in her berth, and
she was obliged to look elsewhere for sleep¬
ing accomodations.

Miss Franklin says that her resignation
will not take effect until some one else has
been engaged to take her place. She will
probably re-enter vaudeville with her hus¬
band, Burton Green. Sunday night they
were on the programme at the Winter Gar¬
den.

Maurice's Dancing Men

DORN in St. Louis, Irene
J-J Franklin has been on the
stage since childhood. Some years
ago she was crowned " Queen of
Vaudeville," and no one has ever
wrested the diadem from her.
Last summer she invaded the le¬
gitimate stage, playing in "Hands
VpI"—a New York summer revue.
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DONALD MacDONALD.

The opening night of " Hands Up " at the Forty-
fourth Street Theater brought out so many regulars
that one would have made an affidavit to the effect
that the season was mid-Winter instead of mid-Sum¬
mer. The familiar faces brought joy to the actors,
for they knew that the time was ripe for just the sort
of entertainment which the Shuberts had assembled
in " Hands Up," and the applause confirmed this, for
it was both deafening and sincere.

Always generous in their. _uieasu£&. ijL J&USkaLak
tractions, these managers seem to have given us
enough, and then some more, for the performance went
merrily along, piling up scenes and bewildering cos¬
tumes until the audience wondered what more could
there be to be seen. It was a quarter of twelve when
the final curtain came, and I heard people say on their
way out that they had had more than their money's
worth. The best evidence offered in proof of this is
the fact that everybody waited for the finish, and the
night was far from cool.

The Vernon Castles occupied a box. lie wore a
gladsome expression of appreciation of the work of
iellow artists, Maurice and Walton, while she took

Barney—"Yuh don't tink
were goin' to set up house-
keepin'heredoyer?".^ III.

Barney—"Yes, last night's dinner an' dis mornin's breakfast.
We'regoin't' eat ham an' eggs fer four meals hand runnin'."

Act IV.

Pat—"If he can talk in his sleep, maybe we had better
put him asleep again.'' Act III.
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Will Appear in Chief Role in Zelda Sears's Play,
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in vaudeville for many years, has been en¬
gaged for the principal role in 44 The Heart
of a Child," a play by Zelda Sears, founded
on Frank Danby's novel of the same name,
which A. H. Woods will present for a pre¬
liminary engagement at Asbury Park on
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houn, and others.
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tion, young though she is, has played diffi¬
cult ingenue roles in stock.
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with Florence Walton, Irene Franklin re¬
signed from " Hands Up" last Sunday
night.

According to the comedienne, she had
engaged a Pullman berth from Pittsburgh
to New York last Saturday night. Maurice
and Florence Walton, she understood
through friends, were unable to secure res¬
ervations. When she went to her berth
that night, however, Miss Franklin avers
she found the dancer in her berth, and
she was obliged to look elsewhere for sleep¬
ing accomodations.

Miss Franklin says that her resignation
will not take effect until some one else has
been engaged to take her place. She will
probably re-enter vaudeville with her hus¬
band, Burton Green. Sunday night they
were on the programme at the Winter Gar¬
den.
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JL-J Franklin has been on the
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/SiHi Management of 44th St. Theatre Co.

19 Opening1 Chorus.20 "Tango Tea"
21 (Parody) "I'm Crazy Ovei22 Specialty
23 Waltz Specialty24 Opening Ball Room25 "Tiffany Girl" ...26 Ballet '
27 Finale

.
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FIRE NOTICELook around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toour seat In ease of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.>o not try to beat your neighbor to the streetROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.
This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times."

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915,Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
The MESSRS. SHUBERT Announce

The Musico-Comico-Filmo-Melo-Drama,

In Two Acts and Eleven Scenes
—WITH—

General Business ManagerStage Manager
....Assistant Stage Manager. .Assistant Stage Manager. ..

Romayne Simmons
. .Mr. Henry Mack
■.. .Joseph Hadley...William Russell

MAURICE FLORENCE WALTON
KALPH HERZ

IKENE FKANKLIN
AND BURTON GREEN

i'olish Xiallet o;
riu o. Produce
J-Y.rty-fourth M

itronK Arm Stove, ;

Book by Edgar Smith.
Lyrics by E. Ray Goetz.

Music by E. Ray Goetz and Sigmund Romberg.Staged by BENRIMO.
Dances and Ensembles arranged by Jack Mason.

The Characters in Order of Appearance:Strong Arm Steve, a star of the underworldHelene Fudge, daughter of a retired bank wreckerPercy Bonehead, Helene's steady companyMile. Marcelle, a tango pal of Helene's
Obadiah Fudge, a retired bank wreckerWaltz King, a millionaire "Maitre de Dance". . . .La Belle Claire, Waltz King's fianceeIngersoll, a police dog
Simp Watson, assistant to Fake KennedyFake Kennedy, an amateur scientific detective...Violet Lavender
Lindy
Sergeant Murphy, a veteran roundsmanCow-Boy Will
Mr. Need-in-time
Harry Lightfoot
F. C. Centric
Ignatz, the chef

James Gilllespie. .

Sidgewick Draper.
Maurice's Dancing Men:Stewart Gilmore. .

Vincent Cassidy. . I
Master James Eagle 1
Margaret Satler I
Dorothy yStrong )■ KiddiesSunshine Jarmin IClarice Snyder

Bonebea*

.. . George Hassell
Alice Dorey

. .Artie Mehlinger
Emilie Lee

Willard Louis
. .. . Mons. Maurice
.. Florence Walton

Alfred Latell
Bobbie North

Ralph Herz
.... Irene Franklin

Adele Jason
Peter Swift
Will Rogers

.... Burton Green
Donald Macdonald
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Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.

Scene 1.—The Orange Grove. (Painted by Mark Lawson.)Scene 2.—Office of Fake Kennedy.Scene 3.—The Animated Screen. (Painted by P. Dodd Ackermann.)Scene 4.—Exterior of the Tango Dental Parlor. (Painted by P. DoddAckermann.)
Scene 5.-—Tango Dental Parlor.
Scene 6—Baliffs Beach, Bilkmore by the Sea.Scene 7—Boardwalk at Bilkmore. (Painted by P. Dodd Ackermann.)

. Dancin
Ballroot

Tango
lin, Half
portunity

ACT II.
-The Dansant at Sing Sing. (Painted by H. R. Law.)A Room in Fudge's House.
-The Ball Room Scene in Fudge's House. (By ErnestAlbert.)

Scame l

Scene 2.-
Scene 3

Orchestra under the direction of Wm. Daly.All modern dances arranged by Monsieur Maurice,
MUSICAL, NUMBERS INCIDENTAL TO THE PLAY.Orchestrations by Frank Sadler.

rACT I.
%rl" Marcelle and Chorus j

Percy and Chorus ♦Percy and Helene J.. .Waltz King-, La Belle Claire, Percy, <Helene and Chorus *Principals and Chorus
Simp ♦:>

Kennedy iMarcelle, Harry and Chorus <
Miss Franklin

Opening Chorus—"Ora"Ginger"
"I'm Crazy Over You'"Cling' a Little Closer'

"Ting-a-ling"
Specialty
"I'ts a Clue"
"Broadway Levee"
Specialty
Maurice and Kiddies.

PHOTO BY IRA L. Hill. N Y.

CHARLOTTE IVES

HERBERT L. MILES,
President Republic Film Co.

A pretty actress who has played with success some very different roles.She was with John Drew in "A Scrap of Paper," played the leading partin the Stage Society's production of "A Woman Killed with Kindness,"and recently appeared in Lew Field's play, "The High Cost of Loving."
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THE UNWRITTEN LAW, AT THf LYR

Standard Theatre
Broadway at 00th Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L. CORT

fire notice
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

Albany's Leading Theatre

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 27, 1916.
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

COHAN & HARRIS Present
A NEW PLAY, ENTITLED

(By arrangement with Arthur Hopkins)
By EI.MER L. REIZENSTEIN.

Staged by Sam Forrest.

The Participants.

these days—
new Fall Styles THE DEPENDANT

HIS DAUGHTER
HIS WIFE
HER FATHER (Deceased)
THE DEAD MAN
HIS WIDOW
HIS SECRETARY
A NEWS-AGENT
A HOTEL PROPRIETOR
A PHYSICIAN
A MAID
A WAITER
THE JUDGE
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY . .

THE DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL
THE CLERK
THE COURT STENOGRAPHER
THE COURT ATTENDANTS. . (

FREDERICK PERRY
ETHEL DOWNIE

MARIE LEONHARD
. .LAURENCE EDDINGER

FREDERICK TRUESDELL
JANE WHEATLEY

HANS ROBERT
. J. WALLACE CLINTON

FRANK FOSTER
GEORGE BARR

JEAN MOYER
JAMES HERBERT

CHARLES GILBERT
NEIL MORAN

GARDNER CRANE
JOHN KLENDON

J. M. BROOKS
J. B. AUSTIN

CHARLES WALT

[-.verting

Comstook $ Amusement

p. RAY COMSTOCK, Manager

m et

attention to Transients The Jurv.
FOREMAN, HOWARD WALL

ROBERT DUDLEY
HARRY FRIEND
NAT. LEVITT
J. H. MATHEWS

JOSEPH McKENNA

R. A. THAYER
EDMOND PARDY
ARTHUR TOBELL
SAMUEL REICHNER
ANSON ADAMS

SEASON OF 1914-1915

WEEK BEGINNING JUNE 14

GEORGE SPIVINS

The First Day of the Trial.
PROLOGUE-—The Court Room.

ACT I.—Scene 1—The Library in the Home of Gerald Trask, June 24,1313, 9:30 P. M. Scene 2—The Court Room.
ACT II.—Scene 3—The Court Room. Scene 2—The Sitting Room iuthe Home of Robert Strickland, June 24, 1913, 7:30 P. M. Scene 3—TheCourt Room.

JOHN J. McREDMOND
Program Publisher

v st Novelty
-

. in tliei
: art.), jcture w4

T he Second Day of the Trial.
ACT III.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—A Room in a Hotelon Long Island, THIRTEEN YEARS EARLIER. Scene 3—The Court Room.
EPILOGUE—Scene 1—The Jury Room. Scene 2—The Court Room.
It is important that the audience be seated before the rise of the

curtain on each act.
Wait between Acts I. and II., Five Minutes.
Wait between Acts II. and III., Nine Minutes.
Wait between Act III. and Epilogue, Five Minutes.

(GRATZ)
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TAKE* LEGITIMATE Civil- AND CWiWINAL

between the acts get
a box of

Standard Theatre
Broadway at 00th Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L. CORT

Telephone 1210-J

M. F. KIRWAN
DENTIST

—' *— AlbanyJM.Y.
EIRE NOTICE

Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to
our seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.and 8 Central Avenue
Above Corner

rlM fUP.ARS-THEY SATISFY

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 27, 1910.
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Bradt

COHAN & HARRIS Present
A NEW PLAY, ENTITLED

Established 1888 Incorporated 1880 I
— ARBS — 1

Excelsior Laandry Co.
J. 6. CHATEAUYERT, Manager

622 BROADWAY
AIBAHT, N. Y.

Telephone 1475 Strictly Hand ^rk

(By arrangement with Arthur Hopkins)
By ELMER L. REIZENSTEIN.

Staged by Sam Forrest.

The Participants.
THE DEPENDANT
HIS DAUGHTER
HIS WIFE
HER FATHER (Dec-eased)
THE DEAD MAN
HIS WIDOW
HIS SECRETARY
A NEWS-AGENT

A HOTEL PROPRIETOR
A PHYSICIAN
A MAID
A WAITER
THE JUDGE
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY . .

THE DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL
THE CLERK
THE COURT STENOGRAPHER
THE COURT ATTENDANTS. . (

FREDERICK PERRY
ETHEL DOWNIE

MARIE LEONHARD
. .LAURENCE EDDINGER

FREDERICK TRUESDELL
JANE WHEATLEY

HANS ROBERT
. J. WALLACE CLINTON

FRANK FOSTER
GEORGE BARR

JEAN MOYER
JAMES HERBERT

CHARLES GILBERT
NEIL MORAN

GARDNER CRANE
JOHN KLENDON

J. M. BROOKS
J. B. AUSTIN

CHARLES WALT

Evening

oil cook stoves
GAS PLATES. REFRIGERATORS

GERSBACH & SCHAFER
House Furnishings

16-17 CENTRAL AVE. ,
Phone West 1924-J

and Eleven Scenes.
-WITH—

MAURICE AND FLORENCE WALTON
Book by Edgar Smith.

Music and Lyrics by E. Ray Goetz.

80ARDMAN *, GRAY PIAN(^*~U8ED IN THIS THEATRE.
tf Street

to Transient* The Jury.
FOREMAN, HOWARD WALLINTERIOR 1

DECORATIONS
ROBERT DUDLEY
HARRY FRIEND
NAT. LEVITT
J. H. MATHEWS

JOSEPH McKENNA

R. A. THAYER
EDMOND PARDY
ARTHUR TOBELL
SAMUEL REICHNER
ANSON ADAMS

GEORGE SPIVINS

The First Day of the Trial.
PROLOGUE—The Court Room.

ACT I.—Scene 1—The Library in the Home of Gerald Trask, June 24,1913, 9:30 P. M. Scene 2—The Court Room.
ACT II.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—The Sitting Room iuthe Home of Robert Strickland, June 24, 1913, 7:30 P. M. Scene 3—TheCourt Room.

v 45th St
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T he Second Day of the Trial.
ACT III.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—A Room in a Hotel

on Long Island, THIRTEEN YEARS EARLIER. Scene 3—The Court Room.
EPILOGUE—Scene 1—The Jury Room. Scene 2—The Court Room.
It is important that the audience be seated before the rise of the

curtain on each act.
Wait between Acts I. and II., Five Minutes.
Wait between Acts II. and III., Nine Minutes.
Wait between Act III. and Epilogue, Five Minutes.

(GRATZ)



SUARANTEEa ALL BUSINESS TO BE CONFIDENTIAL

The Knicketbocket Dining Room
( 75 JAY STREET, cot. Dove

is a good place to go for good things to eat and only a short
distance from this theatre.

Theatre parties given special attention after the show if notice is given
before 8:30.

Tel. Main 2733

Dinner Served from 6 to 8 p. m. 50c

Standard TheatreVHE (WcQUIWE DETECTIVE AGENCY, ILIUM BLPG., TWOY,

PROGRAM—(Continued.)

SMOKE

PROGRAM—(Gantinued.)

(By arrangement with Arthur Hopkins)
By ELMER L. REIZENSTEIN.

Staged by Sam Forrest.

The Participants,THE DEFENDANT
HIS DAUGHTER
HIS WIFE
HER FATHER (Deceased) . . .

THE DEAD MAN
HIS WIDOW
HIS SECRETARY
A NEWS-AGENT
A HOTEL PROPRIETOR
A PHYSICIAN
A MAID
A WAITER
THE JUDGE
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY . .

THE DEFENDANTS COUNSEL
THE CLERK
THE COURT STENOGRAPHER
THE COURT ATTENDANTS. . (

y these aays—
now Fall StylesMUSICAL NUMBERS INCIDENTAL TO THE PLAY

ACT I.

'Nighttime Down in Chinatown" Bobby North an
"Yiddish Eyes" Fan
"When They're Sixteen" Lew Brice an
'Tiffany Girl" Madame Walska and Ma

"Safety First" duet Lauri DeFrece and Faj
"Best Little Sweetheart of All" M. Maurice a

"Ginger" Lauri DeFrece an
"Cling a Little Closer..! M. Maurice, Florence Wi

FREDERICK PERRY
ETHEL DOWNIE

MARIE LEONHARD
. . LAURENCE EDDINGER

FREDERICK TRUESDELL
JANE WHEATLEY

HANS ROBERT
. J. WALLACE CLINTON

FRANK FOSTER
GEORGE BARR

JEAN MOYER
JAMES HERBERT

CHARLES GILBERT
NEIL MORAN

GARDNER CRANE
JOHN KLENDON

J. M. BROOKS
J. B. AUSTIN

. .CHARLES WALT

Evening

t' Street

attention to Transient* Tlie Jurv.
FOREMAN, HOWARD WALL

R. A. THAYER
EDMOND PARDY
ARTHUR TOBELL
SAMUEL REICHNER
ANSON ADAMS

ROBERT DUDLEY
HARRY FRIEND
NAT. LEVITT
J. H. MATHEWS

JOSEPH McKENNA

WILLIAM DEY ERMAND COMPANY
Carry Full Assortment V

READY MIXED PAINTS, VARNISHES & BRUSHES
POLISHED PLATE GLASS For Your Furniture

WHITE GLASS For the Kitchen
WE RE-SILVER MIRRORS: Estimates ch

Call Main 4490 473-475 Broadway

GEORGE SPIVINS

S 45th St
ircndway
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Free Delivery

(GKATZ)

TheForemost Popular
PriceCoat&SuitHouse
OurFur-Trimmed PLUSH
COATS are the talk ofNewYork
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Cabaret Entertainment Commences at
9:30 p. m. in Rathskeller

Music by A. R. Zita's Orchestra

KEELER'S CABARET
BROADWAY AND MAIDEN LANE

Beer

Quinn & Nolan's Celebrated Ales
On Draught Everywhere

Bottled at the Brewery
Have a Case Delivered to Your Home by Dealer

jggjjj or Direct—Main 4505
BEVERWYCK BREWING CO.

ALBANY

—the sugar wafer that is daily delight¬
ing thousands of lovers of exquisite
confections. It is new; it is novel; it is
entirely different from anything you
have ever tasted. A cream-centered
chocolate-flavored wafer that blends
in perfect harmony. In ten-cent tins.

ADORA —A delightful
dessert confection wi?' & f

_ , J - JXDC-f!
•hJung of tiavore.5 cream* iJ tm: *

M| jL|_L'jlli'iVM'
OPERATORS OP DIFFERENT NATIONALITIES.Con I Vnw

BRIDES AND GRADUATES
Your Trousseau or Outfit Lacks the Essentials without

* r i
Your Trousseau or uuun uu»

Silk Hosiery and Underwear
-J — the fizure and delightful

^ OllK x iusici j -

Nothing so pleasingly add* smoothness and grace to the figure and delightful
comfort to the wearer

EXQUISITE DAINTY ATTRACTIVE
Silk Vests $1.00 to $3.50 Bloomers $2.00 to $4.00 Suits $4.00

Our "Honest Dollar" Silk Hose Leads the World, 100 Shades $1.00
The largest assortment of fancy hose in the city. Let us show you our line

— • ah—yio no
V/UI HUllVdl a,,

The largest assortment of fancy hose in the city. Let us snow juu -

UNITED KNITWEAR CO.
19 N O RT H PEARL ST R E E T F.J. MAPLES
Cq — *««»ae a*

3RTH PEARL S I K c. E. x

-BftBY~SEAL^HN Oiaft^S 5c
PROORAM—(Continued.)

ACT II.

Opening Chorus
(b.i "Sing Sing Tango Tea" ..... . . . Lauri DeFrece and Chorus

Valse Classique . M. Maurice and Florence Walton
"The Pirate's Rag" Fanny Brice and Chorus
Specialty Bobby North
"Cute Little Summery Time" Fay Compton and Chorus

"How Do You Do" Lauri DeFrece and Fay Compton
"Esmeral da" M. Maurice and Florence Walton

"Come On In, the Water is Fine" M. Maurice,
Florence Walton, Lauri DeFrece and Fay Compton

"I'm Simply Crazy Over You".... Bobby North and Fanny Brice
Dance, "Mazurka l'olonais" M. Maurice, Florence Waltonand Ballet

(Arranged by Theodor Kosloff)
"The Syncopated Wedding" Principals and Chorus
Finale Entire Company

All Hardware and Sporting Goods used in Productions furnished by the Albany Hardware and Iron Co.
We have a fine assortment of Summer Flowering Bulbs for the

garden. Pink and White Lilies, Tuberoses, carinas, etc. Also Fairmount
Park lawn grass seed and the very latest porch box, made of sand and
cement and will not drip on porch. Be sure to see them.
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Standard Theatre
Broadway at OOth Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L. CORT.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

Sour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exito not try to beat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 27, 1916.
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

COHAN & HARRIS Present
A NEW PLAY, ENTITLED

ON TRIAL
(By arrangement with Arthur Hopkins)

By ELMER L. REIZENSTEIN.
Staged by Sam Forrest.

The Participants.
THE DEFENDANT FREDERICK PERRYHIS DAUGHTER ETHEL DOWNIEHIS WIFE

MARIE LEONHARDHER FATHER (Deceased) LAURENCE EDDINGERTHE DEAD MAN FREDERICK TRUESDELLHIS WIDOW JANE WHEATLEYHIS SECRETARY HANS ROBERTA NEWS-AGENT J. WALLACE CLINTONA HOTEL PROPRIETOR FRANK FOSTERA PHYSICIAN GEORGE BARRA MAID JEAN MOYERA WAITER JAMES HERBERTJUDGE CHARLES GILBERTDISTRICT ATTORNEY NEIL MORANDEFENDANTS COUNSEL GARDNER CRANECLERK JOHN KLENDONCOURT STENOGRAPHER J. M. BROOKS
f J. B. AUSTIN
I CHARLES WALT

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

THE COURT ATTENDANTS.
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The .Jurv.
FOREMAN, HOWARD WALL

R. A. THAYER ROBERT DUDLEY
EDMOND PARDY HARRY FRIEND
ARTHUR TOBELL NAT. LEVITT
SAMUEL REICHNER J. H. MATHEWS
ANSON ADAMS JOSEPH McKENNA

GEORGE SPIVINS

The First Day of the Trial.
PROLOGUE—The Court Room.

ACT I.—Scene 1—The Library in the Home of Gerald Trask, June 24,1»13, 9:30 P. M. Scene 2—The Court Room.
ACT II.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—The Sitting Room iuthe Home of Robert Strickland, June 24, 1913, 7:30 P. M. Scene 3—TheCourt Room.

T he Second Day of the Trial.
ACT III.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—A Room in a Hotelon Long Island, THIRTEEN YEARS EARLIER. Scene 3—The Court Room,
EPILOGUE—Scene 1—The Jury Room. Scene 2—The Court Room,
It is important tbat the audience be seated before the rise of the

curtain on each act.
Wait between Acts I. and II., Five Minutes.
Wait between Acts II. and III., Nine Minutes.
Wait between Act III. and Epilogue, Five Minutes.
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ANOLA
—the sugar wafer that is daily delight¬
ing thousands of lovers of exquisite
confections. It is new; it is novel; it is
entirely different from anything you
have ever tasted. A cream-centered
chocolate-flavored wafer that blends
in perfect harmony. In ten-cent tins.

ADORA — A delightful
dessert confection wit' «

filling of flavored cream

"ON TRIAJ THE UNW^H

TH£ McGUIHE DETECTIVE AGENCY, ilium bi-UO., TKO ■

absolutely reliable wale and female optwatok*.

WRECKED!

.

If your car becomes stranded or wrecked a long
distance from home, remember we are the official
towers for the Albany Automobile Club.

The exhorbitant charges for towing are a thing of
the past. No more extortion. We have a schedule
of fixed charges for members of the Albany Auto¬
mobile Club for night or day work. Phone
us or the Club for the schedule of the charges.

If you are not yet a member of the Albany Auto
Club, join without delay. You will save sev¬
eral years dues in one towing job under the associa¬
tion schedule.

STAR GARAGE
\

WALTER J. FRANCE, Prop.
SHERIDAN AVE. AND CHAPEL ST.

Phone 3025 Main ALBANY, N. Y.

.

hill dental co.
First Class Dental Work

452 State 34 No. Pearl St.
Schenectady, N. Y. Albany, N. Y.

The Importance of Glasses
Is often overlooked by many who subject themselves to headaches,

nervousness, etc., which might readily be overcome by wearing properly
fitted glasses.

HENRY J. EVANS
Albany's Leading Eye Glass Maker. 75 NO. PEARL ST.

6s BAaT S£AUKIN GIBAHS-6C
PROGRAM—Continued
IilST OF THE CHORUS.

GIRLS.
Anita Wood, Anetta Herbert, Florence Doran, Tersa Allen,

Dorc thy Landers, Selmer Morris, Margaret Maury, Grace Georgian,
Caroline Oden, Ida Evon, Marie Newton, Margaret Moll, Betty Perry,
Dorothy Davenport.

Esta Rutland, Fifi Hansworth, Phyllis Munday, Beatrice Laucois,
Marie Walsh, Dorothy Banks, Marie Pendleton, Ives Gilbert, Helen
Longfellow, Flora Crosby, Winnie Winters, Mildred Fisher, Lou
Taylor.

Cap Storer, Gertrure Rutland, Adelaide Mason, Joan Dare, Emma
Dare, Kitty Mahoney, Margaret Carmen, Ara Martin, Lorraine Bright,
Jeanette Cock, Dorothy Vernon Wolff, Emily Morrison, Flora Crosby,
Allana Olliern, Adele Stallman, Pattie Rose.

MEN.
Fred Sidney, Joe Hadley, Dan Bryant, Irving Finn, Irving Jask-

son, Al. Reu ton, Harry MacMaster, Victor Monroe, Billy Mack, Frank
Gillespie, Frank Hartman, Ed. Pierce, Alex. Gibson.

General Business Manager
Stage Director
Asst. Stage Director

Mr. Romayne Simmons
Chas. Mitchell
Wm. Russell

Notes.
All of Miss Walton's gowns were especially ercated by Lady Duff

Gordon. ITats by Madame Paula (of Lucille's). Slippers by Slater. M.
Maurice dressed by Wetzel.
Properties by Caldwell & Davis Mechanical effects by J. H. Surridge

Electrical effects by John Whelan
Scenery built by J. H. Surridge and George Williams.

Costumes of Mesdames Walska, Compton and Brice by Joseph
Other gowns by Collins and The Orange Mfg. Co.

Shoes by Cammeyer. Hats by Miss Giman.
Men's Costumes by Roberts.

CREDIT ORDER SYSTEM EXPLAINED
For Obtaining Credit at the Big Cash Stores on Weekly Paymen
By using my "Orders" you can go to several of Albany's Largest Cash Stores, select whatever you

want and pay me one dollar a wnek. For Clothing (Ladies' and Gentlemen), Shoes, Hats and all kinds of
Merchandise. Come in and 1 will explain more fully. All business confidential.
See CHARLES W. HALLENBACK, Credit System, Room 116, Arkay Bldg.
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TheForemost Popular
Price Coat& SuitHouse

,x. Our Fur-Trimmed PLUSH
v COATS are the talk ofNewYork
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Standard Theatre
Broadway at 00th Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L. CORT.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toSour seat In case of Are walk (not run) to THAT Exito not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 27, 1010.Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

COHAN & HARRIS Present
A NEW PLAY, ENTITLED

ON TRIAL
(By arrangement with Arthur Hopkins)

By ELMER L. REIZENSTEIN.
Staged by Sam Forrest.

The Participants.THE DEFENDANT
FREDERICK PERRYHIS DAUGHTER

ETHEL DOWNIEHIS WIFE
MARIE LEONHARDHER FATHER (Deceased)

LAURENCE EDDINGERTHE DEAD MAN
FREDERICK TRUESDELLHIS WIDOW

JANE WHEATLEYHIS SECRETARY
HANS ROBERTA NEWS-AGENT

J. WALLACE CLINTONA HOTEL PROPRIETOR
FRANK FOSTERA PHYSICIAN
GEORGE BARRA MAID

JEAN MOYERA WAITER
JAMES HERBERTTHE JUDGE

CHARLES GILBERTTHE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
NEIL MORANTHE DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL GARDNER CRANETHE CLERK

JOHN KLENDONTHE COURT STENOGRAPHER J. M. BROOKSTHE COURT ATTENDANTS. . { /////////.*///.Y/.CHARlVWAI^
The Jury.

FOREMAN, HOWARD WALL
R A. THAYER ROBERT DUDLEYEDMOND PARDY HARRY FRIENDARTHUR TOBELL NAT. LEVITTSAMUEL REICHNER J. H. MATHEWSANSON ADAMS JOSEPH McKENNA

GEORGE SPIVINS

The First Day of the Trial.
PROLOGUE—The Court Room.

ACT I.—Scene 1—The Library in the Home of Gerald Trask, June 24,1313, 9:30 P. M. Scene 2—The Court Room.
ACT II-—Scene I—The Court Room. Scene 2—The Sitting Room inthe Home of Robert Strickland, June 24, 1913, 7:30 P. M. Scene 3—TheCourt Room.

T he Second Day of the Trial.ACT III.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—A Room in a Hotelon Long Island, THIRTEEN YEARS EARLIER. Scene 3—The Court Room.EPILOGUE—Scene 1—The Jury Room. Scene 2—The Court Room.It is important that the audience be seated before the rise of thecurtain on each act.
Wait between Acts I. and II., Five Minutes.Wait between Acts II. and III., Nine Minutes.Wait between Act III. and Epilogue, Five Minutes.
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Standard Theatre
TW0Y^_-__===;

That Has Come
. To Stay

»r-eKif.V. ILIUM SLOG.THE WcGUIKE

Broadway at OOth Street.
'Phone Riverside 42.

Management of HARRY L. CORT

fire notice
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

Porch or Steps
and cement

Will Not Leak on
made of sand

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 27, 1910,Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Painting.

COHAN & HARRIS Present
A NEW PLAY, ENTITLED

(By arrangement with Arthur Hopkins)
By ELMER L. REIZENSTEIN.

Staged by Sam Forrest.
The Participants.

y these days—
new Fall Styles THE DEFENDANT

HIS DAUGHTER
HIS WIFE
HER FATHER ( Deceased ) ....THE DEAD MAN
HIS WIDOW
HIS SECRETARY
A NEWS-AGENT

A HOTEL PROPRIETOR
A PHYSICIAN
A MAID
A WAITER
THE JUDGE
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY

. .THE DEFENDANT'S COUNSELTHE CLERK
THE COURT STENOGRAPHER
THE COURT ATTENDANTS. . (

. . . . FREDERICK PERRY
ETHEL DOWNIE

MARIE LEONHARD
. . LAURENCE EDDINGER

FREDERICK TRUESDELL
JANE WHEATLEY

HANS ROBERT
. J. WALLACE CLINTON

FRANK FOSTER
GEORGE BARR

JEAN MOYER
JAMES HERBERT

CHARLES GILBERT
NEIL MORAN

GARDNER CRANE
JOHN KLENDON

J. M. BROOKS
J. B. AUSTIN

CHARLES WALT

Evening

|f St/eet
2 SIZES—12x12, 12x24

**■ salesman will call and explain
The Jury.

FOREMAN, HOWARD WALL

mtioa to Transient*

Imperial Lunch
15 CENTRAL AVENUE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Regular Dinner 25c
If you will try us once you will

call again
Orders by Telephone Promptly Delivered

Weit 2776-J

ROBERT DUDLEY
HARRY FRIEND
NAT. LEVITT
J. H. MATHEWS

JOSEPH McKENNA

R. A. THAYER
EDMOND PARDY
ARTHUR TOBELL
SAMUEL REICHNER
ANSON ADAMS

GEORGE SPIVINS

The First Day of the Trial.
PROLOGUE—The Court Room.

ACT I.—Scene 1—The Library in the Home of Gerald Trask, June 24,1313, 9:30 P. M. Scene 2—The Court Room.
ACT II.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—The Sitting Room iuthe Home of Robert Strickland, June 24, 1913, 7:30 P. M. Scene 3—TheCourt Room.

PLANT NOW
< st JVovelty
HI/1

23 STEUBEN ST., Below Pearl
I he Second Day of the Trial.ACT III.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—A Room In a Hotelon Long Island, THIRTEEN YEARS EARLIER. Scene 3—The Court Room,EPILOGUE—Scene 1—The Jury Room. Scene 2—The Court Room,It is important tbat the audience be seated before the rise of thecurtain on each act.

Wait between Acts I. and II., Five Minutes.Wait between Acts II. and III., Nine Minutes.Wait between Act III. and Epilogue, Five Minutes.
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—the sugar wafer that is daily delight¬
ing thousands of lovers of exquisite
confections. It is new; it is novel; it is
entirely different from anything you
have ever tasted. A cream-centered

;■ chocolate-flavored wafer that blends
in perfect harmony. In ten-cent tins.

ADORA — A delightful
dessert confection wit"-. «
filling of flavored cream

WILL CASES INVESTIGATES*

FLEXIBLE TOP

Light in Weight Stylish in Appearance

**\

Durable in Wear

On Sale Leading Haberdashers

NEW

NIGHT EXPRESS
-TO-

NEW YORK
EXTRA SERVICE NO EXTRA FARE

Fast Flyers "TROJAN" and "RENSSELAER"
Leave Albany Daily at IIP. M.

PEOPLE'S LINE S. S.

"BERKSHIRE" and "C W. MORSE"
Leave Albany "Daily 8 P. M.

HUDSON NAVIGATION CO.
P~=2Z=S2

I 1 —i II 11 M,| ,

THE PROPER DEVELOPMENT
of a business is to a large extent de¬
pendent upon good banking connec¬
tions. This Strong Bank is at your
service and cordially invites your ac¬
count, subject to check.
4% Interest on Special Time Deposits

The Albany Trust Company
P lL 17 _ J

Main Office-
Broadway, Cor. State St.

South End Branch
145 South Pearl St.

8MOKE SEALSKIN CIGAR

MUSICAL PROGRAM.

Afarch—With Flying Colors
Selection—The Burgomaster
Intermezzo—In the Candle Light
Popular Songe—-
Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm .

To the End of the World With You
Valse Lento—Road to Yesterday

ALFRED S. BENDELL, Director

I-Iildreth

Luders

. . Fleta Van Brown

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Steel Bookcases, Filing Cabinets and other Office Supplies used on the
Stage kindly loaned by F. D. Sargent, 16 James Street.

Peter Schuyler Cigars used. "Get Back of a Peter Schuyler."
Candy u»ed on the stage from A Jackson, Maiden Lane.
Royal Typewriters used in this theatre.

LlftAAC ATA I\T Not quite settled, but we are in a position to fill your wantsflUiVlL AviAIil-- when in need of any

WINES AND LIQUORS
Prices reasonable and quality the best. Come and see us in our new home.

Winchell & Davis Importing Co.
382 BROADWAY 3 door, south of Hudson Ave. PHONE MAIN 1151
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Standard Theatre
Broadway at 90th Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L. CORT.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toSour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exito not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 27, 1916.Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

COHAN & HARRIS Present
A NEW PLAY, ENTITLED

ON TRIAL
(By arrangement with Arthur Hopkins)

By ELMER L. REIZENSTEIN.
Staged by Sam Forrest.

The Participants.THE DEFENDANT
FREDERICK PERRYHIS DAUGHTER

ETHEL DOWNIEHIS WIFE
MARIE LEONHARDHER FATHER (Deceased) LAURENCE EDDINGERTHE DEAD MAN

FREDERICK TRUESDELLHIS WIDOW
JANE WHEATLEYHIS SECRETARY

HANS ROBERTA NEWS-AGENT
J. WALLACE CLINTONA HOTEL PROPRIETOR

FRANK FOSTERA PHYSICIAN
GEORGE BARRA MAID

JEAN MOYERA WAITER
JAMES HERBERTTHE JUDGE

CHARLES GILBERTTHE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
NEIL MORANTHE DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL GARDNER CRANETHE CLERK

JOHN KLENDONTHE COURT STENOGRAPHER J. M. BROOKSTHE COURT ATTENDANTS. . { .7////////.Y//cHARLES*WA^
The Jury.

FOREMAN, HOWARD WALL
R. A. THAYER ROBERT DUDLEYEDMOND PARDY HARRY FRIENDARTHUR TOBELL NAT. LEVITT
SAMUEL REICHNER J. H. MATHEWS
ANSON ADAMS JOSEPH McKENNA

GEORGE SPIVINS

The First Day of the Trial.
PROLOGUE—The Court Room.

ACT I.—Scene 1—The Library in the Home of Gerald Trask, June 24,1313, 9:30 P. M. Scene 2—The Court Room.
ACT II.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—The Sitting Room inthe Home of Robert Strickland, June 24, 1913, 7:30 P. M. Scene 3—TheCourt Room.

- :• T

The Second Day of the Trial.
ACT III.—Scene 1—The Court Room. Scene 2—A Room in a Hotelon Long Island, THIRTEEN YEARS EARLIER. Scene 3—The Court Room.EPILOGUE—Scene 1—The Jury Room. Scene 2—The Court Room.It is important that the audience be seated before the rise of thecurtain on each act.

Wait between Acts I. and II., Five Minutes.Wait between Acts II. and III., Nine Minutes.Wait between Act III. and Epilogue, Five Minutes.
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WORDS WITH THE PICTURE
An Uncritical Review

By Thomas Grant Springer

IN the first place, the drama influencedmotion pictures. Then the pictures
turned and in turn influenced the

drama. And this is the way the affair
turned out. First came "My Lady's
Dress," to be followed by "On Trial,"
and after that try-on and try-out "The
Eyes of Youth" began to look into the
dramatic future and picture it to us.
Now, yes—no, what? Well, anyway,
we have it even more so in "Yes or No,"
by Arthur Goodrich, ably assisted and
directed by G. M. Anderson of motion
picture, and later dramatic, fame. After
"The Very Idea" he evidently thought
the very idea for this series of talking
pictures was more like his first love, the
silent drama, vocalized, so he put the
two methods together with a very charm¬
ing result.

The story is a screen story and is
treated in the screen manner. It cuts
back and fades out, two pictures paral¬
leling each other, and the set is even
better than the novel idea of "On Trial."
So let's get into the story and see the
play that the screen managers, with the
aid of the phonograph, have tried, but
failed, to make practical.

First, we have a prologue in the li¬
brary of Nicholas Rankin, about eight
twenty-five of a summer evening. We
find Aunt Phipps, a pretty, prematurely
old gentlewoman, distressed over her
charge, Nell—that is, Mrs.—Rankin. It.
comes out that she is afraid Nell is about
to skip with a professional wife-chaser.
It is Nell's birthday, and her mother,
Mrs. Berry, comes over, evidently in re¬
sponse to a telephone call from Auntie
Phipps. The young wife's husband, Nich¬

olas Rankin, is away building bridges.
He seems to be away a lot—building
bridges. Why do so many men neg¬
lect their wives—in drama—to build
bridges or dabble in Wall Street? I'd
like to see one on the stagg who was
running a sweatshop overtime to corner
the Yiddish hardware business, or rush¬
ing through a sewer contract to drain
the city—of cash, of course. But I am

only an observer, not a dramatist, so I
suppose they will go on bridge-building
and Wall-Street dabbling, as usual.
Well, anyway, of course the absent
bridge-builder's friend, Gerald Kent, has
been making love to the neglected wife.
Husbands' friends always make love to
present wives during husbands' absences.
I wish a pampered wife would make
love to a neglected friend once in a while
■—they do do it in real life. But let us
get back into the picture and reel this off.

Of course Auntie Phipps realizes that
to-night's the liight, and tells Mother so,
but neither can do anything to stop Nell,
for that would stop the play, and this is
only the prologue, which has to be pro¬
longed. They decide, however, that the
only thing to do to keep things going and
make Nell stay is to tell the story of
Margaret Vane and Minnie—all of it.

The young couple come in, and the
two ladies go out. The lights go out,
too, and in the moonlight Gerald Kent
advances his argument for a quick get¬
away from the matrimonial humdrum of
waiting to cross the bridges her husband
isn't building. We've heard all that be¬
fore, so we'll cut the captions and get a
little action. Of course Nell is ready to
go. Then out of the darkness comes

333
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ON TRIAL": THE UNWRITTEN LAW, AT THE LYRIC.
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CAUSE OF THE KILLING: "THE DEAD MAN" AND "THE DEFENDANT'S" WIFE ON THE MORNING AFTER THEIR MARRIAGE SHOULDTAKEN PLACE—MR. CLIFTON ALDERSON AS "THE DEAD MAN" AND MISS EDYTH GOODALL AS "THE DEFENDANT'S" WIFE, THIRTEEN YEARS
BEFORE THE KILLING AND THE TRIAL.

'THE DEFENDANT" TAKES THE PURSE WHICH PROVES THAT HIS WIFE
HAS BEEN TO SEE

" THE DEFENDANT'

THE DEAD MAN " : MR. ARTHUR WONTNER AS

; AND MISS EDYTH GOODALL AS "HIS WIFE."
clcniag Celbridga. Co. Kjlebft.

" THE DEFENDANT" TAKES HIS REVOLVER FROM HIS DAUGHTER, WHO
HAS FOUND IT IN HIS BAG ; MR. ARTHUR WONTNER AS " THE

f \ DEFENDANT " ; AND MISS ODETTE GOIMBAULT AS HIS DAUGHTER.

; " Thou are not War ' Thou are that ioathM thing, A j'v■it Spirit oi War B»ho(d. I %hf To jhie)d the weak and to '
inis much pafsamr.-, *-'v- Nation* af <
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"THE DEFENDANT" TAKES HIS REVOLVER FROM HIS DAUGHTER, WHO
HAS FOUND IT IN HIS BAG : MR. ARTHUR WONTNER AS " THE

\ DEFENDANT " ; AND MISS ODETTE GOIMBAULT AS HIS DAUGHTER.

"THE DEFENDANT" TAKES THE PURSE WHICH PROVES THAT HIS WIFEt
HAS BEEN TO SEE " THE DEAD MAN " : MR. ARTHUR WONTNER AS

"THE DEFENDANT"; AND MISS EDYTH GOOD ALL AS 'HIS WIFE."T"
CcTbt Co.
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THE CAUSE OF THE KILLING : " THE DEAD MAN " AND " THE DEFENDANT'S " WIFE ON THE MORNING AFTER THEIR MARRIAGE SHOULDHAVE TAKEN PLACE—MR. CLIFTON ALDERSON AS "THE DEAD MAN" AND MISS EDYTH GOODALL AS "THE DEFENDANT'S" WIFE, THIRTEEN YEARS
BEFORE THE KILLING AND THE TRIAL.
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THOMAS GRANT SPRINGER
course her husband hasn't time to goout with her, but her brother Phil bringsPaul Derrick in with him to dinner. Weknow Paul is trying to get Vane's goatin a business sense, and the moment heis left alone with Margaret we know heis trying to get his wife because she hasno sense.

derrick: You never were so radiantlybeautiful as at this moment.Margaret: Paul, haven't you any decency?derrick : Not about you. You aren't hap¬py, dear.
Margaret: At least, I can be honest.derrick : I wish I could read your heart.Margaret: Half the time I can't myself.derrick : Let me. It says: "I'm tired, stifledby this life I'm living. I want love, freedom,happiness. I'll never get them here. I mustbreak out." That's what it says.

So, you see, words and pictures are justthe same, and so is the orchestration ofa triangle solo.
Now we fade out and cut back tothe tenement. Jack, Minnie's husband,comes home late; and he has to go outto night school. Brother Tom is goingout with his girl. Emma is going outto the movies with a drummer, Mr.Hooker. The youngest kid is sick, andLeach is back with the pay for his board,but he has hopes his father will die andis waiting for a letter. Well, he gets it.Father has accommodatingly passed out,and twenty-five thousand dollars is tobe passed over to Leach, who is going toChicago to get it. Minnie wants to goout to the movies, and Emma says sheand Hooker will stay with the kid, whomthey think is sick, but Jack, Minnie'shusband, is busy and can't take her.High or low, men are always busy, sothat married love looks like a seven-upcount, high, low, Jack, and the game, ifit's three-handed, which it usually is.

jack (as he goes out)Min. Ellen ain't goingMinnie: Couldn't you get some oranges?jack: I had to paycourse this week. Therefor me, Min. • I gotta )all come right some day.minnie: I ain't had a new dress in a year.

, You're all on edge,to be sick.

that correspondence
ain't any easy moneyplug. It's going to

I ain't been outside of that door in a monthexcept to baggie for food. Ye wouldn'ttake me out to-night when Emma gave ye thechance.
jack : I got ambitions, Min. I gotta thinkof the future.
minnie: Some day there won't be any fu¬ture. Jack, we're sure of to-day. The future—I'd give it all up for just a little happinessnow.

jack (going) : No, ye wouldn't. Cheer up,Min; better times coming.minnie: (sinking down at table, sobbing) :Better times coming—

So fade out and cut back to the right.There we find our little Margaret andher husband.

Margaret: You're not going out?vane: Yes; I've something unusually im¬portant to attend to.
Margaret: I want you to stay home to¬night, Don. It means a great deal to me.vane: This business means a great deal tome—to both of us. Money, success, victory.Margaret: Are they worth more than Love,freedom—happiness ?

vane: There are some things that must bedone. I'll be back as soon as I can. (Hegoes out, and Phil enters.)margaret (to Phil) : Sometimes I envy thepoor. They don't know what worty andtrouble really are. I wonder if there is any¬where a woman as unhappy as I am.

And then we get a spotlight on Min¬nie in her tenement kitchen, wateringthe table with her tears, and we thinkthat fate deals all women deuces andtreys when they sit in the love gameagainst the stacked hand of businessaces.

Well, call this an act for suspense.Drop the curtain, let us go out and get•—some air—then come back to the storygoing on as before. Cut back to Mar¬garet's home, and we find her and Der¬rick alone.

Margaret: You sent Phil out? You havea hidden purpose.
derrick : He brings me to you—the womanI've always lovtd.
Margaret: Be honest, Paul. For years youforgot that I existed.
derrick : Never. You seemed happy then.I was a thing outside—not wanted. You wantme now.
margaret: You're taking chances, talkingto me here—like this.
derrick : I'm used to taking chances. This
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keep her going, besides Sister Emma,Tom, her brother, and a large, healthyhusband. But she is unhappy becauseshe has too much to do, and there youhave the eternal feminine of it. Mar¬
garet has nothing to do, and she is rest¬
less; Minnie has everything to do, andshe is tired. I tell you, women are a dis¬
contented lot, no matter what their lotis, and it's always a man other than theirhusband who knows it. In Minnie's
case Leach, the boarder, hangs aroundthe house, doing little things for her.While her husband is out working over¬time to improve his job, Leach stays inworking overtime to job him out of Min¬nie. You see, wherever you find women

you find men working for them one wayor another. Leach amuses the kids, setsthe table, and waits for his father out in
Chicago to die and leave him twenty-five thousand dollars. This is a sampleof his methods.

leach (as Minnie sets the table) : Lemmehelp ye. (Takes knives and forks.)minnie: That's good of ye, Leach.leach : Not half as good as I'd like to beif ye'd let me.
minnie: You oughtn't to talk to me thatway, Leach; ye know I'm married.
leach : Marriage don't stop anybody's feel-in's. And ye being married—what is it? Withhim at the shop all day and most every night,and Sunday studyin' and tinkerin'. Listen,Minnie— (Catches her arm.)minnie: Stop—leggo! What ye do thatfor?
leach : Because I love ye. Don't ye care—any?
minnie: I ain't got any right to care.

And then, just to show you that theyall work alike, why, we'll fade out and
cut back to Margaret. Now her hus¬band has come home, full of business
cares and cross as a bear. He is caughtin a financial jam of which his wifeknows nothing. Worst of all, he has aweak heart, and we find him with thedoctor warning him that if he doesn'tpull up he will pass out quickly. Hekeeps this from his wife so she will not
worry. She worries, all the same — all
women worry—but not about that. Of

the voice of Auntie Phipps and Mother,begging her to wait and hear a little
story, the story of two women who hadto say yes or no, just as she has to say itnow. And so the curtain falls, and we
go on to the vocalized screen version ofthe story.

When the curtain rises on Act One
we are asked to look into two rooms at
once. Can't be done? Nonsense! In the
movies we can do anything we want todo, and a whole lot of things that no¬body wants to do. But in this instance
we really (not reely) want to see twostories worked out at once, the same old
story of two men and a woman. I thinkif we get back to Adam and Eve we'llfind it started there in the Garden ofEden. Of course the snake was an
allegory, but he must have got aroundwhen Adam was busy gardening some¬where else—and don't I remember some¬thing about that Lilith person? Sure,the plot is old, but so are love, and
apples, and ambition. So "turn the
crank, Jimmy."

The right side is left in darkness. Onthe left we have the home of MargaretVane. It is a rich home, and Margaretis the wife of a rich business man, busygetting richer even while he is gettingpoorer, in his wife's estimation, as alover. She has nothing to do but sitaround and think how little she has todo—with her husband—and so she isn't
happy, which is just like a woman. So,having seen the unhappy idleness ofMargaret's home, let us fade out and seeanother picture with a discontented wo¬
man, as usual, the central figure.

On the right now we have Minnie'shome in a downtown tenement, and justto hitch it to the left-hand picture, nowinvisible, we must know that Minnie's
sister, Emma, is the personal maid of
Margaret Vane. Now, unlike Margaret,who is childless, her one baby havingdied in infancy and her husband beingtoo busy for them to have another one,Minnie has three kids and a boarder to
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minnie: It was about Tom and thatwoman.
leach: No, it wasn't; it was about me.minnie: I wouldn't 'a' told him, Leach,but I was afraid of being alone with ye.leach : Don't ye know ye lost yer repu¬tation already, being in here with me?minnie: But I ain't done nothing wrong.Jack'd believe me.
leach : Husbands is always the last to be¬lieve in this kind of thing. He won't be homefor an hour yet—nor Emma either.
minnie : I'll yell for help.
leach (seizing her) : You she-devil, nowyell if you can! I want ye, and I'm going tohave ye. It won't do no good to fight. . . .

But, dear reader, we have a censor on
motion pictures, even with words, soHusband arrives just in time, as perschedule. Of course he kicks Leach out,and, better still, he has found out thathis boarder's father is alive and well—if not well off—and so it is all off withLeach. But is this the happy ending?Not yet, for we have an act to go, so,to keep up the suspense, Husband getssuspicious.
minnie: He said ye'd doubt me; and yedid, and ye do! I'm an honest woman, Jack:I can look ye straight in the eye and swear it.jack: A man doesn't go far with a mar¬ried woman unless the woman comes part ofthe way with him. You said it yourself, Min.minnie: I don't care what I said—I knowwhat I done. Oh, men are hard! Oh, Gawd,has any man suffered through a woman theway women suffer through men?

And just to show us that it is fifty-fiftywe get a spotlight on Vane dead, as the
curtain falls.

Act Three asks us to skip a year.We still have the tenement, with a few
improvements, but for the cut-back to
Margaret we see a hotel room. Emmais still on the job as maid to Mrs. Vane,
now Mrs. "Smith," which is another
way of saying that she lives with Der¬
rick, who, by the way, hasn't lived upto his name and lifted her socially.Margaret is not satisfied, but that's her
part in the piece, and Emma tells her she
ought to get out for herself—but Mar¬
garet thinks she can't.

Then Derrick comes in, but he's goingout.

maegaret: You're going away, Paul?derrick: Yes, in a hurry. A matter hascome up suddenly. You will stay here, ofcourse.
margaret: I can't go on this way. I want■

you to keep your promise.
derrick: Don't start that again. I meanto treat you well. I pay your bills, and you'reas free as air.
margaret : It—isn't enough.derrick : There's no such thing in a wo¬man's vocabulary. Have I had anything butlosses since you came away with me a yearago? And now on top of a smash that'salmost done for me you come back with thiswhine. You couldn't have picked a worsetime. That seems to be a habit with you.margaret: You mean that I did that withDon?

derrick: I mean anything you like.margaret: Very well, I'll go.derrick: Now, don't make a scene. Here'sa check I've drawn for you. Now, do besensible.
margaret: No, I mean what I said, Paul.derrick : All right, if it's straight talk youwant, here it is. I won't marry you. I'll sup¬port you as long as you stay with me. If youquit, that's your lookout.
margaret: You mean you'd let me go?derrick: That's for you to decide. There'sthe check; you can take it or leave it—Idon't give a damn which you do.

So she leaves it, just as her brother
comes in to tell her he is a defaulter
and is beating it, and Margaret is beatenall round. She is on the verge of suicidewhen Emma, who, like a good maid, hasbeen listening, comes in to tell her to
come with her, back to the simple life,back to the tenement.

So we cut back to that for the endof the story. Margaret goes to Minnie'splace, just as if Minnie didn't have
enough to take care of herself. 'But she
takes Margaret in—Minnie is alwaystaking people in and being taken in bythem—and then Tom, after a year ofmarried life, discovers that my surmiseabout Kittie was right and her foot hasslipped. Tom is sure he could comeback-—to Minnie, I suppose—if he could

get a divorce, but a divorce costs a hun¬dred dollars. Well, Jack has saved morethan that, so he comes to the rescue and
saves Tom. I^.tell you, it was quite a lit¬tle rescue home they were conducting.This softens Minnie's heart to her hus-
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is the end or the beginning for us. If it isthe beginning we can go to Canada to-night.If it's the end I'll never bother you again.margaret : Oh, this is wicked!derrick : More wicked than for you to livewith a man you can't love?

But why go on? We know the finish.This is the "Yes." She will go with him,but first she must tell her husband, andso let's cut silk—I mean cut back to Min¬nie.
We find Brother Tom bringing inmore trouble in the shape of Kittie Shea,who has gotten tired of working, and,from her looks, decided on matrimonyas the first step toward a broader fieldof experience. Minnie begs them towait till Jack comes home before tyingthe knot, but Kittie's motto seems to be:"Do it now; you may never meet itagain." She finally decides she will wait,as Minnie goes out to pack Tom'sclothes.

_ tom : Kittie, this is the first step to mar¬riage, ain't it?
kittie: It's only a few steps to marriage,but it's a long way back.
tom : You ain't losing yer nerve, are ye,Kit?
kittie: Say, if I lost my nerve I'd benaked.

And we are quite sure that Kittie willremain clothed and in her right mindfor a while. Tom goes out to assist inhis nuptial preparations, and Leachsneaks in, to find Kittie there.
kittie: Well, if it ain't my old pal, Leach.leach : What're you doing here ?kittie: Tom and me's going to get mar¬ried. I'm tired o' working. Ye gotta havea little fun. I told him my mother turnedme out, and he fell fer it. He thinks he'srescuing mc.

leach : How long ye figure on being here ?kittie: Till her husband comes home andtries to talk Tom out of it.leach : But ye ain't going to take a risklike that?
kittie: It ain't no risk. If a girl ain't gota man where she wants him she don't wanthim.
leach : All the same, that ain't your game.kittie: It ain't yours, either. Like to getrid of us? 'Course we might go sooner if itwas good business. A wedding present—justfrom you to me.

leach : Say about ten ?kittie: Say about a hundred.leach : All right, soon as I collect.kittie : I suppose I got to trust ye, but Idon't. (Tom comes in.) All ready, Tom?Come along.
tom : But, Kittie, we said we'd wait.kittie: Me stay here and get insultedsome more? To think you'd be willing towait makes me kinda lose interest in marryingyou, anyway.
tom (eagerly) : But ye will marry me ifwe go right now, won't ye?kittie: Well, maybe. But operate, Tom,operate; I'm coming out of the ether fast.
And so they are off to be married andleave Leach with a married woman whohas found matrimony a - failure. Hetries to get Minnie to go to Chicagowith him to collect the twenty-five thou¬sand and then get out of her lonely,drudging life. But here comes the "No,"and the doctor for the sick kid, so cutback to the other little cheerful home,and let's get along with the story.Well, Vane comes back, but it is invain. Margaret has made up her mindto leave, and she tells him she is goingwith Derrick. He can get a divorce;she will give him grounds—and withthat she is gone. Vane's heart, you re¬member, is weak, but he turns on Mar¬garet's Brother Phil for playing intoDerrick's hand. He chokes Brother up abit, then lets him go and grabs his breastand sends Phil after Margaret while hetries to telephone to the doctor, but hecrumples up on the floor before he canget the number through, and we knowhe is through and that death has got hisnumber, so we cut back to the tenement.Here the party begins to get rough.The doctor has ordered beef-juice,cream, and barley-water for the kid. Hecan't stop to deliver the message toJack at his night-school on his way out,for he has a call, so it, is up to Leach,who lives up to his name and sticksaround. But instead of going Leachlocks the door.

leach : Now, give me that note you wrote.(Grabs it and reads) "Jack, please come home.Minnie." ... I thought so.
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LEND YOUR BINOCULARS TO THE NAVY
band, whom she has not forgiven fordoubting her with Leach, and just to endit all happily, why, Emma is to marryHooker, who has organized a companyto handle a washing-machine Jack hasinvented.

Now, back to the prologue. Of courseAuntie Phipps is Margaret, and Minnieis Nell Rankin's mother, and the wholefamily has prospered through the wash¬ing-machine. Minnie said "No," Mar¬garet said "Yes"; so Nell can draw herown conclusion, and I thought it was a

bit of collusion, for just then Nell's hus¬band returns to tell her he has built hisbig bridge and bridged his career andnow is ready to stay home. The rest allarrive for a surprise party. Of courseit is "No" for Gerald Kent, and all endshappily and morally. It was a lesson toall of us, wasn't it ? And so the moral isclear: "When you are married stick;say 'No' to every other man and 'Yes'to your husband always." It's a greatmoral, and how many women follow it—in pictures!
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LEND YOUR BINOCULARS, SPY-GLASSESAND TELESCOPES TO THE NAVY
"the defendant "

has been to see

"the defendant

THE Navy is in need of binoculars, spy-glasses, and telescopes. The use of the
submarine has so changed naval warfare that more "EYES" are needed on

every ship, in order that a constant and efficient lookout may be maintained. Sex¬
tants and chronometers are also urgently required.Heretofore the United States has been obliged to rely almost entirely upon
foreign countries for its supply of such articles. These channels of supply are
now closed, and as no stock is on hand in this country to meet the present emer¬
gency, it has become necessary to appeal to the patriotism of private owners, to
furnish "EYES FOR THE NAVY."

Several weeks ago an appeal was made through the daily press, resulting in
the receipt of over three thousand glasses of various kinds, the great majority of
which have proven satisfactory for naval use. This number, however, is wholly
insufficient, and the Navy needs many thousands more.Articles not suitable for naval use will be returned to the sender. Those
accepted will be keyed, so that the name and address of the donor will be per¬
manently recorded at the Navy Department, and every effort will be made to
return them, with added historic interest, at the termination of the war.As the Government cannot, under the law, accept services or material with¬
out making some payment therefor, one dollar will be paid for each article
accepted, which sum will constitute the rental price, or, in the event of loss, the
purchase price, of such article.

All articles should be securely tagged, giving the name and address of the
donor, and forwarded by mail or express to the Honorable Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, care of Naval Observatory, Washington, D. C.,
so that they may be acknowledged by him.
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will buy, but comforts cannot feed thehunger of the soul."

\"I didn't know you were soul-hungry, Kate," he said a little /
,

"But I am, Bob. I am ambi- /
\

tious to do one great thing \that will thrill my own -V ^ ..W^ \

THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE
She might try to emulate Dr. Cook, but she can think of nothing to discover.

. .
. I once knew a girl who joined, the Salvation Army, thinking to attract

attention to herself; but she fell in love with her Captain, married him and settled
down to a useful life.There is really but one road to lasting success—through merit, backed up by
intelligent and honest effort. Success obtained in any other way is fleeting and
insecure. The following story, which I have put into dialogue form, is based
upon the experience of a girl friend of mine; and I believe it is a fair specimen
of the state of many girls right here in New York.

that would make you proud of me.""I'm so proud of you now, Kate, thatit borders upon lunacy.""Lunacy, that's it. You are blindedby love and can't see my shortcomingsand failure. Art is a jealous mistress,Bob, and she brooks no interference,not even from Cupid."
"Meaning just what?"
"Well, for instance, a girl on the stageis in a sense a public character, and herpublic wants to think of her as a girl.They want to weave, around her per¬sonality, romances after their ownfashion. They like to associate herwith the parts she plays. They pictureher lolling in a magnificent apartmentwith canary birds and French poodles,and rich suitors trailing after her ladenwith costly presents, and all that sortof thing. Well, when they know she'smarried, the romance ceases; she is intheir eyes prosaic; in other words, sheis just a married woman. Don't yousee?"

"No, I don't; and there is somethingelse I don't see—I don't see what inthunder you married me for.""Why, for your money, you goose,"she giggled.
He laughed in spite of the unpleasantsituation. Their joint capital was thesum-total of their earning capacity.His pen as a magazine writer kept thepot boiling in a little flat, while herearnings as a fairly successful actresshe put away in a trust company in hername. He called it her raincoat-and-umbrella fund.

"Well, all the money we have is inyour name, Kate," he said."Money! Humph !" and she tilted herpretty nose disdainfully. "You knowhow little money means to me. I'vebeen without it, and I've been with it.Oh, I realize the creature comforts it

B1' OB, what is the matter withmy career?" she asked.i' Bob finished his coffee insilent contemplation of his youngwife.
"You can search me," he said,soberly.
"Well, I think I know." And shefilled his cup for the second time."Well, that'll help some." Bob wastreating the subject lightly."I've been thinking the matter over,"she chirped on sweetly. "You know,before we were married, dramaticcritics and managers were of theopinion that it was only a question ofthe proper play and my name would goup in electric letters."

"And since your marriage," broke inBob glumly, "your ambition to com¬pete with the various electrically em¬blazoned soaps, whiskies, razors, etc.,has had a crimp put in it."
"Now, Bob, you're unfair," shepouted. "You know that my ambitiondoes not run to publicity.""No?" Bob looked at her queerlyover the top of his teacup."No, honestly no," she insisted. "Itis not the mere circumstance of yourname in electric letters that makes thegoal; it is what you have accomplishedto get it there."

"You might lose your diamonds," hesuggested happily."I haven't any," she reminded him."How about falling out of an air¬ship?"
"That's just what I've been doing,"she replied.
"How?" he asked.
"Metaphorically, of course,—fallingout of the airship of my ambition..

. . I want an opportunity to dosomething big, something worth while,something real and lasting, something

"the defendant"

has been to see

«the defendant

Forrest,
general
stage-director
for Cohan &
Harris, and Miss
Ryan's husband.

and me from ^
my own medi¬
ocrity."

"How do you
propose to do
it?" he inquired.

"First, by riveting the at¬tention of the public—that iis the sesame to the door
of opportunity. Man-
agers and authors will k'then try to crowd in. The
Play and the ., „T-) I Mary Ryan iPart are sure

as mr j. wto materialize Strickland, 'LUnder these the leading , %
conditions, and „J'art~ni.. ! I,, , On 1 nal. 1 Ithen — to bor¬
row one of your phrases—I'll smash in with a J Jbody blow."

"It sounds fine, Kate;
but how are you going to f jrivet public attention ?"

"Oh!" she replied in a
matter-of-fact tone, "you are
going to do that for me."

"How?" he wanted to
know.

other members of the "On Trial" company.
"By granting me a divorce," shesaid bluntly.
17 OR a moment or two the

chairs and the table were
doing a two-step to the orches¬
tral accompaniment of the
china and the silverware.
Poor Bob, his massive framej shocked into inactivity, sat
motionless, wondering how
long the building would con¬
tinue to rock before the roof
caved in. Once it occurred to

j his benumbed brain that heS might take her in his arms
and leap from the window;but there she sat, calmly fac-'4 ing him, and after a while the
building ceased to rock and the
furniture settled down to its'

every-day behavior, and he
heard her voice babbling on asbefore.

b "Yes," she was saying,with that same fascinatingj manner. "I want a divorce
4 because I have come to the

conclusion that the knowl¬
edge that I am married is the

chasm between me and success."
"Then you love success better

1 loathM thing, A rafe.ng t'
5 shieJd the weak and to

when lae Nations af';
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ihe spirit of War
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FOR PROFESSIONAL REASONS ONLY 1067than you do me." It seemed that his

voice came from somewhere under the
table.

"I don't love anything in this world
half as much as I do you." There was
the note of sincerity in her tone.

For the next few minutes poor Bob
floundered in a perfect maelstrom of
doubt, belief, hope and despair. After
a while he managed to gain control of
his vocal organ, and he
ejaculated:
''Then

the
idea?

You ^Mi

the public thinks, but profession¬
ally, public opinion is a most neces¬
sary adjunct to the acme of my success,
so, to appease it, I propose that we get asort of legal separation. You know the
kind I mean—not a regular iron-clad
divorce. And after this morsel hasbeen flung out for the dear public toroll under its tongue, why then we can
—we can—"

"We can what?"
he asked as she

then, dropping it mechanically, sheasked, with just a little tremor in her
voice:

"Will there—uh—will there have tobe a co-respondent?"
"That's the general formula," he

replied, puffing away viciously at

he assured her with a nonchalance en¬
tirely at variance with his former atti¬tude. She looked at him quickly, but hemaintained his equipoise.

"Now, let me see," he began gayly."There is that actress, Clarice D'Ar-
ville. Her name is constantly in
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t h e cigarette.
She walked

to the win- jfl
d o w and U
looked out. H

"No," she ■
said after H
a while. ■
"No, Bob, V
we can't have
a co-respond-
ent." ^

"Why not ?"
he asked.

"Because I should
scratch her eyes out, •
and we'd all finish at the
police-station instead of at the
divorce-court."

Photographs by White, New York

A the papers as a
A co - respondent;B she's had lots
■ of experience
■ and probably■ wouldn't mind
H the advertisingW to be had from

another divorce
suit; and she's

had her name in
electric letters on

the Great White
Way."
"Bob!" she gasped."I'm surprised and shocked!"

"What about?" he asked in¬
nocently.

"At the idea of your suggesting thename of that notorious woman to me!
How could you even think of such a
creature!"

"But, my dear child—"
"And you call her an actress. Great

Heaven, she is as much of an actress
as an ex-convict appearing in a dime
museum is an actor."

"But I've seen her name in electric
letters along the Great White Way,"he persisted.

"Yes, and if you are not blind, you'veprobably seen various soaps, whiskies

. "Thou are not War ! Thou are that Jotthid thing, A raging j$:be Spirit of War ! Behold, I ight To shield the weak and to|iins much .. >rge«>-.4» psrsansr;-, • en wt Nations

Photograph by Ira L.
Hill Studio, New York

A ND she resumed her seat with moreforce than elegance. Bob won¬dered why his cigarette, which a mo¬ment before bore the odor of pulverizedshoe-laces, reassumed the aroma of agarden of roses. He saw a new light.An avalanche of ideas crowded uponhim, but he just smoked on in silence,lest his foot slip and he should adoptthe wrong one.
"Well," she pouted after a while,"aren't you going to help me?""In any way possible, my darling!"

THE CAUSE OF THE KILLING : " THE DEAD MAN " AND " THE DEFENDANT'S " WIFE ON THE MORNING AFTER THEIR MARRIAGE SHOULDHAVE TAKEN PLACE—MR. CLIFTON ALDERSON AS "THE DEAD MAN" AND MISS EDYTH GOODALL AS "THE DEFENDANT'S" WIFE, THIRTEEN YEARS
BEFORE THE KILLING AND THE TRIAL.
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and razors in electric letters along the Great White

Way."
Plainly Kate was mounting the Pegasus of

tragedy.
"Well, I only mentioned her name because

I thought—" he began humbly.
"—Because you thought it would be ro¬

mantic to have an affair with a celebrity,"
she finished stiffly.

The sarcasm with which she said "celeb¬
rity" could have been equaled only by Mark

Antony's emphasis of "honorable." Bob took
mother flyer.

"Well, if you don't like her, then there
is—" He was off again.

"She's no better than the other," his
wife broke in.

"Who?" he asked, surprised.
"The last one you had in mind!"

"I'm only trying to help you, my dear," mildly in¬sisted Bob.
"Yes, and you are entirely too eager," she decided.

"Why are you so anxious for this divorce?"
"I?" gasped the chuckle-headed husband, almost

Photograph
by White,
New York

Photograph by Ira L. Hill Studio, New York

As tke misled girl who believes herself about to be married to

Gerald. Trask

upsetting his plan. Then, assuming the
serious mien: "You see, my dear, your career
demands it."

"Yes," she retorted, "but it does not demand
that you make a fool of yourself with some
notorious woman."

"My dear Kate, in the name of Art I am
willing to sacrifice myself upon the altar of your
career," he intoned grandly.

"Well, if my career can't stand upon the legs of
its own merit, and without trailing it in the slime of

an offensive scandal," she said deci¬
sively, "I'd prefer not to be on speaking
terms with such a career."

"Well, then we'll have to think of
some other way," he mused, with a
well-masked twinkle in his eye.

"We certainly will," she readily as¬
sented.

"Well, how about Reno?"
"I've been there once," she said with

a shudder.
"What?" he yelled, leaping tragically

to his feet, "and you never told me."
"There are a number of one-night

stands that I've played in my time that
I haven't told you about," she answered
sweetly.

"But what were you doing in Reno ?"
"Learning the art of acting—at

least, that's what the manager called it.
As I remember it, however, it was
learning a game called Hide-and-Seek,
with the sheriff, who had a perfect
mania for attaching everything belong¬
ing to our manager. No, I shall never
forget Reno, nor that awful sheriff.
He threatened to lock up the whole 'kit
and kaboodle,' as he called us, in
the calaboose because our manager'sfinances were not equal to the hotel
bill."

"Thank Heaven, you were not locked
up," he said fervently.

"Oh, I don't know," she said rue¬

fully. "It makes no great difference in
those towns whether you're locked up
or not." Her pretty eyes were fixed
with a far-away look into the early
hardships of her apprenticeship. "Do
you know, Bob, there were many
times in those days when I was actually
hungry, and not a penny in sight, and
the food that we did get—oh, those
awful cheap hotels, and the cold, dis¬

mal railroad stations, and the dirty cars,
and the cheap tawdriness of our whole
theatrical outfit, with its little brass
band, and its dogs and the donkey, and
the unreal melodramatic blood-curdlers
and the terrible dressing-rooms, and
the shadow of the sheriff always in our
wake!" She lapsed into a reverie.

"And now you're right on Broad¬
way," he broke in. "You are playingin real plays, in a real theater, dressingin a real dressing-room, and living in
a real living-apartment."

"And maybe you think I don't appre¬ciate it," she said simply.
"Of course you do. But it's all over

now, at least for a year or two," he
complained forlornly.

"How?" There was a tremor of
alarm in her tone.

"Why, you have to go back to Reno,"
he said simply.

"Wha—what for?" Her eyes opened
widely.

"To get your divorce," he said
calmly.

She gave him a quizzical look.
"What, and leave you here in New

York with that awful creature?" she
demanded. "Well, I guess not!"

"But what about your career?" he
asked.

"I have my career now, within my
grasp," she replied.

'.'Where?"
"Here." And she threw herself into

his lap, flinging her arms about his
neck, burying her head deep in his
bosom.

The little clock on the mantel struck
the half-hour past seven. She looked
up and said simply:

"Order a taxi, dear, and take me to
the theater."

—!IOCl=»

THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT
D ICHARD CARLE is one of Broadway's best nightwinders. He is in the sameclass with Frank Daniels, whom Rennold Wolf refers to as the "night-watch¬man of the Lambs' Club." Recently Carle signed a contract to appear for a motion-picture company and was told to report at nine o'clock. He strolled around atthat time the following evening, and found only the guard on duty. Then helearned that "nine o'clock" meant in the morning."Good Lord!" he gasped. "I didn't know, when I signed that contract, thatmotion-picture actors went to work in the middle of the night."
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"THE DEFENDANT" TAKES THE PURSE WHICH PROVES THAT HIS WIFE
HAS BEEN TO SEE " THE DEAD MAN " : MR ARTHUR WONTNER AS'

"THE DEFENDANT"; AND MISS EDYTH GOODALL AS "HIS WIFE."' "

ckflling CcTbr -iije. Co. KiMi- c iivliii/i.

' THE DEFENDANT " TAKES HIS REVOLVER FROM HIS DAUGHTER, WHO
HAS FOUND IT IN HIS BAG : MR. ARTHUR WONTNER AS " THE

DEFENDANT " ; AND MISS ODETTE GOIMBAULT AS HIS DAUGHTER. j
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THE CAUSE OF THE KILLING: "THE DEAD MAN" AND "THE DEFENDANT'S" WIFE ON THE MORNING AFTER THEIR MARRIAGE SHOULDHAVE TAKEN PLACE—MR CLIFTON ALDERSON AS " THE DEAD MAN " AND MISS EDYTH GOODALL AS " THE DEFENDANT'S " WIFE, THIRTEEN YEARS
BEFORE THE KILLING AND THE TRIAL.



"THE DEFENDANT" SHOOTS AND KILLS
• THE DEAD MAN" MR. TARVER PENNA

DEAD MAN": MISS FRANCES DILLON AS "THE DEAD MAN'S" WIFE; MR.

AS " THE DEAD MAN'S " SECRETARY ; AND MR ARTHUR WONTNER AS '

IN

CLIFTON ALDERSON
' THE DEFENDANT,"

■ ■H IIillBIII—nni|>im i inn. 4 0n trial," at the lyric.
I " On Trial" is based on the so-called "unwritten law" of the United States. It is
i in a prologue, an epilogue, and three acts. The acts are divided, as to the period
! of the play, in very unusual manner. The prologue shows the swearing of the jury
j for the trial. The first scene of Act I. shows the killing of " Ihe Dead Man" by
" the Defendant." Scene 2 shows the court-room at the beginning of the trial. The
Defendant's " wife, who was then engaged to him ("the Dead Man"), into

ijfcM \ 'J a night at an hotel with him, on the excuse that the Parson had been callec
^v-rl^/jand that thev would be married in the morning. After thirteen years had

H MM i circumsl

that they would be married in the morning,
circumstances brought " the Defendant s wife and the Dead Man " together

and so it was that " the Defendant
• Scene 2 is in a room in a Long Island hotel thirteen years betore ; Scene 3

shot and killed " the Dead Man.''
shows

the continuation of the trial. Scene 1 of the Epilogue shows the jury-men deciding
on their verdict in the Jury Room ; Scene 2 the Court Room and the end of the,

1 trial. We have not space to give the whole plot ; but it may be said that it turns,
on the fact that, thirteen years before the trial, "the Dead Man" trapped "the
first of these scenes takes place on June 24, 1913, at 9.30 p.m. The first scene of !
the second act resumes the hearing of the case in the court ; the second scene, in
the sitting-room of "the Defendant," takes place on June 24, 1913, at 7.30 p.m. ;
that is, two hours before the killing. The third scene returns to the Court room.
Act III. deals with the second day of the trial. Scene 1 is in the court-room

THE TRIAL OF "THE DEFENDANT" FOR KILLING "THE DEAD MAN": "THE DEFENDANT'S" DAUGHTER ABOUT TO TAKE THE WITNESS STAND

MR. WILLIAM LUGG AS "THE JUDGE"; MISS ODETTE GOIMBAULT AS "THE DEFENDANT'S" DAUGHTER; MR BASSETT ROE AS "THE DEFENDANT'S"
COUNSEL; MR. JULIAN ROYCE AS "THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY"; AND MR ARTHUR WONTNER AS "THE DEFENDANT."
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RE-UNION OF THE FAMOUS DOLLY SISTERS
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GALAXY OF FOREIGN PLAYWRIGHTS

b. MacDONALD HASTINGS.
His Clever Comedy, " The New

Sin," Is Happily Remembered.

FRANCIS DE CROISSET,
Author of " The Hawk," which

Enjoyed a Long New York Run.

HUBERT HENRY DAVIES,
Whose Latest Play, " Outcast,"

Is One of the Biggest Hits of the
Season.

CYRIL HARCOURT,
Author of the Sprightly Com¬

edy, " A Pair of Silk Stockings.'

HENRI BERNSTEIN,
Unrepresented This Season, but

Remembered for " The Thief " and
" The Secret."

A group in "Peer Gynt," a new and effective screen drama.
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FOREIGN DRAMATISTS REPRESENTED HERE THIS SEASON

ALFRED SUTRO,
Satirical Writer, Whose Play,

" The Clever Ones," Had a Long
Run at the Punch and Judy.

ARMAND DE CAILLAVET,
Popular French Dramatist, Whose

Death Was Announced Last
January.

ROBERT DE FLERS,
Co-Author with de Caillavet of

44 Love Watches," " Beautiful
Adventure," and Others.

MICHAEL MORTON,
English Collaborator with Nicco-

demi Upon " The Shadow " and
44 The Prodigal Husband."

HENRY ARTHUR JONES,
Dean of English Playwrights. He

Has Had Two Plays Produced
Here This Season, 44 The Lie"
and " Mary Goes First."Morm k
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A GALAXY OF AMERICAN PLAYWRIGHTS

EDWARD KNOBLAUCH.
In the Front Rank of American

Dramatists. Author of 44 Marie-
Odile," " My Lady's Dress,"
41 Kismet," and Other Plays.

OTTO HAUERBACH.

Successful Librettist of " High
Jinks," 44 Madame Sherry," and
44 Suzi."

WILLARD MACK.
New American Dramatist, Who

Scored This Season with 44 Kick
In" and 44 So Much for So
Much."

ROI COOPER MEGRUE.
Author of 44 Under Cover," and

Co-Author of 44 It Pays to Ad¬
vertise," Two of the Season's
Big Successes.

ALICE BROWN.
Whose Play of New England Life,

" Children of Earth," Won the
$10,000 Ames Play Contest.

John Bunny
The funny little fat man of the "movies," whose face
is familiar to millions of people throughout the world
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CZARINA
WALTZ

The Second ofa Ww Series
ofSocialciDances by

3VIademoiselle/[nna Pavlowa
In the March Journal Mademoiselle Pavlowa

Will Present Her New Gavotte
A. With the Original Music

THE second figure is shown in Num¬ber Two. Her left hand in ^her
partner's right, the lady begins a graceful
turn to her left, passing under an arch
made by the elevated arms of both. Her
body is supported on the left foot, on
which the turn is made, short steps beingtaken with the right foot to complete the
circle in strict time. The gentleman,
standing firmly on both feet, his left hand
on his hip, assists in this very effective
though simple figure.

NUMBER
ONE

NUMBER
THREE

Number threeshows the beginning of
the third figure. With the
weight of their bodies sup¬
ported entirely on their left
legs, their left arms elevated,
right knees lifted and the
toes pointed, the dancers
stand momentarily poised.

NUMBER ONE—the beginning. The lady stands oppositethe gentleman, a little to his right, her right hand and elbow
on his shoulder and arm, the weight of her body on her left foot.As she takes the first step forward on her right foot the gentlemanstarts backward with his left, pointing the toe of the right, his righthand at his partner's waist-line above her right hip. They rise andfall on the toes of both feet four times in strict rhythmic count.

NUMBER FOUR

FROM the position in the third photographthe dancers now (in Number Four) take
a forward step, each using the right foot. Aseach takes the step the left foot is carried for¬
ward on the floor until the left instep rests
against the heel of the right foot. This move¬
ment is called the chasse and in this figure is
repeated by the dancers twice to their right.

NUMBER
SEVEN

IN THE photo¬graph above
(Number Seven)
the dancers are

ready to begin the
fifth figure. At
the conclusion of
the fourth they face
each other for the |
fifth,the gentleman
posed on his right
foot, slightly point¬
ing the toe ofhis left
foot, the lady posed
on her left foot and
pointing the toe of
her right foot.

NUMBER SIX

Numbersix showsthe turn completed,
with each in position to
start three forward steps
with the left foot, carrying
the right instep to the heel
of the left foot.

fir ■ '■ r

Photographs by Elwin Neame, London
TXtemfr by Max Rabinojf»

NUMBER FIVE
"'HE fourth figure (Number Five) is begunwith a slow turn to the left. Instead of

NUMBER TEN shows the continuation ofthefifth figure, executed by swinging back fromthe position in Number Nine to this position. Thegentleman merely shifts the weight of his body fromhis left leg to his right and gracefully manipulateshis partner's upraised hands. The lady swingsher right foot to her left, making a quarter turn,and steps slightly toward her partner, steppingback on the left foot. This figure is carriedthrough eight bars of the music.

In THE next pro¬gressive stage of the
fifth figure (shown in
Number Nine) the
gentleman transfers his
weight from his right
leg to his left leg, which
is drawn back,while the
lady carries her right
foot to her right, and,
resting upon it, steps
forward and partly
away from her partner,
pointing the toe of the
left foot as shown in
the photograph.

Number eleven—swinginginto position for the final figure.As arms of the dancers are graduallyextended the gentleman straightens his
right arm, and with his left hand assists
his partner to swing back again onthe right foot, pointing the left.

NUMBER NINE NUMBER TEN

;.0^ This original waltz,
,0? created by me and danced with

Mr M. Ivan Clustine, ballet master of the Mv
M? Imperial Opera Houses of St. Petersburg and \

Moscow, is to be danced in 3/q time andantino.
M Properly, the firstpart should be danced in a more or

f-ljz less dreamy fashion, the second with gayety, and the
y last part should be danced with full life. Both partners
M should hold themselves erect in this waltz—the looseness
W of the bodies should be entirely below the waist-line.
Ml The feet ofthe dancers should be kept flat upon the

floor. With these suggestions, I believe American
sk dancers will fnd this dance apstfcceptable )A

new waltz. yf / y Jt/j .

NUMBER ELEVEN

NUMBER EIGHT

FROM the position in NumberSeven a natural forward move¬
ment of the body is made, inwhich the pointed toes slide closer togetherfor mere perfect balance as the partners

raise their crossed arms and hands above
their heads (Number Eight) in strict time
to the music.

NUMBER
TIVELVE HERE (in NumberTwelve)the dancers are in proper

position for the final figure.
The poses being an essential part
of the dance, great care should jbe taken to know the exact

positions of the bodies of the;
dancers, the manner in which

the weights of the bodies
should be distributed on

;i the legs, and the posi-
iMW tions of the feet.

NUMBER THIRTEENNUMBER FIFTEEN

IN THE last photograph (Number Fifteen)the partners are swinging back into positionto cPnt'nue the regular waltz step. They are
poisir^momentari'v, that the first step may be

THE partners are ready (in Number Thirteen)to execute the regular waltz step, carried
through four bars. This photograph shows a
new position for the lady's arm, giving inore

Photographs by Elwin Neame, Lovfr'
Copyright by Max Rabinoff\
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In Spite of Theater's Most Disastrous Year, 187 Productions HaveBeen Staged— Features of Season Include Attempt to BreakAway from Conventional, Tendency Toward DreamPlays and Prevalency of Shaw's Works—Thirty-five Reach 100 Performances
Though statisticians unite in declaringthis season the most disastrous in the his¬tory of the theater in this country, onehundred and eighty-seven productions havebeen staged from June 1, 1914, to June 15,1915, as against one hundred and seventy-six the previous season. This amazing ac¬tivity speaks volumes for the pluck andperseverance of the American theatrical

manager in the face of tremendous odds.No sooner had the producing managers re¬covered from the severe business depressionwhich existed last year than war clouds

revivals are recorded, leaving a total of onehundred and fifty new productions. Lastyear thirty-six revivals took place, whichleft but one hundred and forty new produc¬tions. Therefore, it will be seen that, asregards new productions, this season has asubstantial lead. Surviving on June 15are thirteen productions, ten of which areby native authors.
Of the thirty-seven revivals, twenty-oneare included in the Gilbert and Sullivanrepertory of De Wolf Hopper, the classicalrepertory of Robert B. Mantell, and Arnoldsuddenly appeared on the horizon, bringing Daly's repertory of Shaw plays. Other not-

indescribable chaos and confusion. The pro- able revivals were: " A Celebrated Case,"
ducers were not daunted, however, and inspite of prudence which hastily consultedadvisers urged, they began the fulfillment oftheir plans, basing their action upon thepsychologic tendency of the playgoing pub¬lic to seek amusement in times of stress.Some firms, notably Cohan and Harris and

44

Trilby," " Rosemary," " Diplomacy," " AMidsummer Night's Dream," " The Critic,""

The Adventure of Lady Ursula," andGranville Barker's revivals of the Greektragedies, 44 The Trojan Women" and44

Iphigenia in Tauris."
By native authors there were ninety-seven

x ZAT err?12-K (Maxine *Ji- Dec. 24.—
I

Selwyn and Company, have scored a num- pieces ; by foreigners or by native adapters
ber of successes, while others, as the case with foreign material, eighty-eight. In the
of Henry W. Savage, have followed a de¬cidedly conservative policy and refused tomake a new production.

Of the disasters recorded, the death ofCharles Frohman takes prime importance.His influence upon the American theaterwas far-reaching and vital, but it is gratify¬ing to note that his ideals and businesspolicies will be carried on the same as if hewere living. Among the other lamentableevents of the season were the failures of theLiebler Company and Harrison Grey Fiske.Both firms, whose artistic accomplishmentshad greatly contributed toward the better¬ment of the stage, blamed the war with itsconsequent retrenchment on the part of thepublic for their troubles. The Lieblers,however, might have been active to-day hadthey been able to cancel their contracts for! the expensive productions of " The Gardenof Paradise," " Twelfth Night," and 44 TheHighway of Life." To prove again theresourcefulness of the American theatricalproducer in the face of adversity, Mr. Fiskei is planning a busy season, and George C.Tyler, who was the moving spirit of theLieblers, has lately identified himself withKlaw and Erlanger as artistic director.The 1914-15 season presents a number offeatures, the most noticeable of which isthe tendency to break away from the con¬ventionalized forms of acting and staging,as evidenced in the productions of Gran¬ville Barker and the Washington SquarePlayers. There is no doubt tnat the suc¬cess of the Abbey Players in Dublin waslargely instrumental in the organization ofthe Washington Square Players. With anaim to foster and develop an artistic the-

American column the most significant examples are 44 Twin Beds," 44 On Trial,'144

Under Cover," 44 It Pays to Advertise,"44

Daddy Long-Legs," 44 The Law of theLand," 44 My Lady's Dress," 44 Kick In,"44

Chin-Chin," 44 Life," 44 Experience," 44 TheOnly Girl," 44 Polygamy," 44 Watch YourStep," 44 The Show Shop," 44 A Full House,"44 The Bubble," 44 Beverly's Balance,"44

Marie-Odile," 44 Sinners," and 44 Insidethe Lines," while the foreign list in¬cludes 44 The Third Party," 44 The Girlfrom Utah," 44 The High Cost of Lov¬ing," 41 The Beautiful Adventure," 44 In¬nocent," 44The Hawk," 44 Consequences,"44

The Phantom Rival," 44 Pygmalion,"44 Mr. Wu," 44 A Pair of Silk Stockings,"44 The Highway of Life," 44 Outcast," 44 TheLilac Domino," 44 The Garden of Paradise,"44 The Song of Songs," 44 The Lie," 44 TheWhite Feather," 44 Androcles and the Lion,"44 The Clever Ones," 44 She's in Again," and44 The Peasant Girl."
Dramatizations number fourteen, themost successful being 44 Daddy Long-Legs,"44

Twin Beds," 44 The Miracle Man," and44 The Song of Songs."
Four productions have given over threehundred performances—namely, 44 TwinBeds," 44 On Trial," 44 Under Cover," and44 It Pays to Advertise." Those betweentwo hundred and three hundred perform¬ances are 44 Daddy Long-Legs," 275 ; 44 Chin-Chin," 280 ; 44 Experience," 270 * 44 The OnlyGirl," 256 ; 44 The Law of the Land," 220;44 A Pair of Silk Stockings," 221; 44 KickIn," 214 ; and 44 Wars of the World," 201.In the 100 to 200 list are 44 The Songof Songs," 188; 44 Sinners," _186; 44 The

I 7 /.
July 20.—Apartment

liott), 16 times. Farce.
Aug. 3.—The Third Party (Shubert and

Thirty-ninth Street), 106 times.
Farce.

Aug. 14.—Twin Beds (Fulton), 347 times.
Still running. Farce.

Aug. 18.—Sylvia Runs Away (Playhouse),7 times. Com.
Aug. 19.—On Trial (Candler), 352 times.

Still running. Melo.
Aug. 20.—The Dancing Duchess (Casino),4 times. Mus.
Aug. 21.—What Happened at 22 (Harris),

19 times. Melo.
Aug. 24.—The Girl from Utah (Knicker¬

bocker), 124 times. Mus.
Aug. 25.—High Cost of Loving (Republicand Thirty-ninth Street), 114 times.

Com.
Aug. 20.—Under Cover (Cort), 344 times.

Still running. Melo.
Aug. 31.—Cordelia Blossom (Gaiety), 17

times. Com.
Sept. 5.—The Beautiful Adventure (Ly¬

ceum), 67 times. Com.
Sept. 5.—Wars of the World (Hippodrome), i'"201 times. Spectacle.
Sept. 7.—The Bludgeon (Maxine Elliott's),8 times. Dr.

7.—The Prodigal Husband (Em-1
pire), 48 times. Com.
7.—Story of the Rosary (Manhat- »
tan Opera House), 48 times. Melo.
3.—It Pays to Advertise (Cohan),329 times. Still running. Farce.Sept. 9.—Innocent (Eltinge), 112 times.
Dr.

Sept. 9.—Miss Daisy (Shubert and Lyric),29 times. Mus.
Sept. 12.—A Modern Girl (Comedy), 17

times. Com.
Sept. 14.—The Dragon's Claw (New Am¬

sterdam), 8 times. Melo.
Sept. 15.—The Elder Son (Playhouse). 15

times. Dr.
Sept. 16.—He Comes Up Smiling (Lib¬

erty), 62 times. Com.

To-night's the Night (Hubert
112 times. Mus.

Dec. 24.—The Lie (Harris), 176 times. Dr. {Dec. 25.—Hello. Broadway (Astor), 126 >

times. Mus.
Dec. 25.—Lady Luxury (Casino), 16 times.

Mus.
Dec. 28.—A Mix-Up (Thirty-ninth Street^,

92 times. Farce.
Dec. 29.—The Silent Voice (Liberty), 67times. Dr. X
Dec. 30.—Secret Strings (Longacre), 17

times. Melo.
Dec. 31.—The Show Shop (Hudson), 160

i times. Com.
Jan. 6.—Maternity (Princess), 30 times.

Jan. 7.—Sinners
# (Playt'iouse), 186 times.

u;

Still running. M.elo.
12.— (r) Rosenyary 15

41

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Jan. 12.— (r) Kosem/ary (Empire),
times. Com.

Jan. 12.—Children of Earth (Booth),
times. Dr.

w Jan. 23.—Winter Circnis (Hippodrome), 86
times. Spectacle.

Jan. 23.—The Fallen Idol (Comedy), 9
times. Com.

Jan. 25.— (r) The Critic (Princess), 16
times. Com.

Jan. 25.—Ninety in the Shade (Knicker¬
bocker), 40 times. Mus.

Jan. 25.—The Shadow (Empire), 75 times.
Dr.

Jan. 26.—Marie-Odile (Belasco), 121 times.
Dr.

Jan. 27.—Androcles and the Lion (Wal-
lack's), 85 ti:mes. Com.

Jan. 27.—The Man Who Married a Dumb
Wife (Wallack's). 85 times (play¬
let).

Jan. 28.—The Clever Ones (Punch and
Judy), 100 times. Com.

Feb. 1.—Elga (Garrick), 2 times. Dr.
Feb. 2.— (r) Robert B. Mantell in Reper¬toire (Forty-fourth Street Theater).

King John. 3 times. Trag.
Macbeth, 6 times. Trag.
Hamlet, 4 times. Trag.
The Merchant of Venice, 6 times.

Com.
King Lear. 2 times. Trag.
Othello, 3 times. Trag.
Richelieu, 3 times. Trag.
King Richard the Third, 1 time.

Trag.
Louis XI, 1 time. Trag.
Julius Caesar, 4 times. Trag.
Romeo and JuliBt, 4 times. Trag.

Sept. 21.—Pretty Mrs. Smith (Casino), 49
times. Mus.

Sept. 21.—The Miracle Man (Astor), 89
times. Dr.

Sept. 25.—Tipping the Winner (Longacre),
5 times. Com.

Sept. 28.—The Hawk (Shubert and Maxine '
Elliott's), 149 times. Dr.

Sept. 28.—Daddy Long-Legs (Gaiety), 275 gtimes. Com.
„Sept. 30.—Law of the Land (Forty-eighth » peb. 4.—The White Feather (Comedy), 131Street), 220 times. Melo. times ComOct. 1.—Consequences (Comedy), 37 times. , Feb. g.—The Rented Earl (Elliott), 1'Com. 2 times Com.Oct. 5.—The Money Makers (Booth), 17 J -— ■ —u*.» ne¬

ater, free from the taint of commercialism, Lie," 176 ; Outcast," 173 ;they began a season in February at theBandbox Theater. Their success has beenso complete that it has dispelled for alli time the beliefs of the skeptics that therewas no room for a theater of ideals in thisj country.
Just as last season the tendency in play-writing was toward the physiological typeof drama, this year it has been toward thedream or retrospective play. We have no¬table examples in 44 The Phantom Rival,"44 On Trial," 44 Innocent," 44 My Lady'sDress," and 44 Alice in Wonderland."Another significant feature of the sea¬son has been the large number of plays by, George Bernard Shaw presented. Amongthe seven contributions from the arch-satarist of J. Bull's 44 other island," are

44

Pygmalion," 44 Androcles and the Lion,"44 The Doctor's Dilemma," 44 You Never CanTell," 44 Candida," 44 Arms and the Man,"and 44 Captain Brassbound's Conversion."The motion picture has exerted an in¬fluence in the season's output as is seenby the cinematographic style of presenta¬tion that featured the action of 44 TheBattle Cry," 44 The Silent Voice," and 44 AMix Up." Then, there is noted in thepresentation of 44 Watch Your Step," theintroduction of the musical revue, a form

171; 44 Life," 164 ;

1 Watch Your
44

Polygamy,"Step
163 ; JLlie OUUW OUUU, 1UU , -Lfa-lUJllIg :Around," 160 ; 44 The Hawk," 149 ; 44 The .White Feather," 131; 44 Hello, Broadway," ~ r>rt126; "The Girl from Utah," 124; 44 Maid ^in America," 123; 44 Marie-Odile," 121 ;44

The High Cost of Loving," 114; 44 TheLilac Domino," 113; 44 To-night's the -Night," 112; 44 Innocent," 112; 44 TheM Oct. 20.—Pair of Silk Stockings (Little)Phantom Rival," 103; "The Peasant Girl," 221 times. Com.103; 44 The Clever Ones," 100, and 44 In- • * Qct. 24.—Life (Manhattan Opera House)side the Lines," 100. That the rest of theft" . ,, ,list gave fewer performances is not neces-

times. Dr.
Oct. 5.—Heart of a Thief (Hudson), 8

times. Melo.
Oct. 6.—The Phantom Rival ( Belasco),103 times. Com.
Oct. 7.—Evidence (Lyric), 14 times. Melo.Oct. 10.—My Lady's Dress (Playhouse),59 times. Dr.

, _ ,Oct. 10.—Dancing Around (Winter Gar- " Feb. 19.—Licensedden), 160 times. Mus. * 10 times.Oct. 12.—Pygmalion (Park, Liberty, and * Feb. 19.—Interior
Wallack's), 67 times. Com.

_ ,Oct. 13.—Mr. Wu (Maxine Elliott's), 55 a Feb-times. Melo.
Oct. 16.—Big Jim Garrity (New York), 28times. Melo.
Oct. 17.—Forest of Happy Dreams (play¬let) (Princess), 26 times.
Oct. 17.—Cat and the Cherub (playlet)(Princess), 26 times.
Oct. 17.—The Goal (playlet) (Princess),26 times.
Oct. 17.—Little Face (playlet) (Princess),20 times.
Oct. 19.—Kick In (Longacre and Repub¬lic), 214 times. Melo.

20.— (r) Diplomacy (Empire), 65times. Dr.

20.—Chin-Chin (Vjlobe), 280 times.Still running. M^us.

Feb. 12.—Inside the Lines (Longacre), 100 [times. Melo.
Feb. 16.— (r) Midsummer Night's Dream(Wallack's), 17 times. Com.Feb. 18.—Maid in America (Winter Gar¬den). 123 times. Mus.Feb. 19.—The Trap (Booth), 28 times.Melo.

0
(playlet) (Bandbox),

Oct.

sarily a reflection on their merit. Inmany instances attractions were compelledto terminate Broadway engagements inorder to fulfill long road seasons.44 Outcast" was a conspicuous example ofthe theatrical saw that it is the play thatcounts beyond everything else, which is notto say that chances will not be better withthe advantage of excellent acting present.The value of suspense and novelty of treat¬ment was well illustrated in 44 On Trial,"44 Under Cover," 44 The Law of the Land," i44 Kick In," 44 The Hawk," while that ofclever characterization and plenty of in¬cidental action was best demonstrated in 44 APair of Silk Stockings," 44 Daddy Long-
_ The Song

of "Songs.""" ft Pays to Advertis
Show Shop." " Androcles and the Lion
" Marre-Odile" and " Inside the T
No summary of the season
called comprehensive^ which

(Wallack's), 25

(Harris), 11

of entertainment long popular in London J ^eg~' „c •' it Pavs to Advertise," " The
and Paris. The success of this piece led 1 ot bon£ •

- '
- —* 4-u-

to the production of the similar attractions.44

Hello, Broadway," 44 Fads and Fancies,"and 44 Hands Up."As is natural in war times when positiverelaxation is necessary to counteract a cer¬tain mental depression, comedies provedmost popular. Of this form of playwritingforty-nine were presented this season. Theother classifications were: musical pieces,thirty-two: dramas, thirty-one; playlets,thirty ; melodramas, twenty-three ; tragedies,twelve; farces, eight, and miscellaneous,two.
Owing to the unproductiveness of theforeign play market, a great opportunitywas offered to the budding dramatist. Ofthis, however, he failed to take any par¬ticular advantage. And in the few casesin which he gained a hearing he met with

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Lines.'
can be

_ does not
contain the names of the players whose
performances stand out as particularly rnotable. The Mirror, therefore, offersthe following list:

Elsie Ferguson, as Miriam, in 44 Out¬
cast " : Kenneth S. Douglas, as Sam Thorn-
hijl in 44 A Pair of Silk Stockings" ;
Laura Hope Crews, as Louise Marshall,
and Leo Ditrichstein. as Sascha Taticheff,
in 44 The Phantom Rival": Irene Fenwick,
as Lily Kardos, and Cyril Keightley, as
Richard Laird, in 44 The Song of Songs" :
Marjorie Rambeau, as Mary Brennan, in44 So Much for So Much " ; Vivian Tobin,
as Alice, in 44 Alice in Wonderland " ; Mrs.

, « The -
such a comparatively small degJee of sii£ Whiffen, as Madame" de Trevillac in* Beautiful Adventure" : O. P. Heggie, as

Androcles. in 44 Androcles and the Lion " ;
John Findlay, as Saunders, in 44 The Only
Girl": Emanuel Roicher. as John Gabriel

cess that the producers have been com¬pelled to rely upon the established play¬wright. Of course, there are exceptions inthe cases of Roi Cooper Megrue, author of44 Under Cover " and co-author of 14 It Paysto Advertise;" Elmer Reizenstein, whose44

On Trial" has proven one of the bighits of the year; Willard Mack, who scored

Borkman " :

Oct. 24.—Life (Manhatta!
164 times. Melo. \

Oct. 26.—Highway of Lifrf?
times. Dr. JOct. 26.—The Salamapftier
times. Com. /

Oct. 27.—Experience /(Booth and Casino),270 times. Dy.
Oct. 28.—The Lilac /Domino (Forty-fourth

Street), 113 times. Mus.
Oct. 28.—A Perfect Lady (Hudson), 14

times. Com.
Oct. 29.—Milady's Boudoir (Garrick), 4

times. Com.
31.—The Battle Cry (Lyric), IS
times. Melo.
2.—Outcast (Lyceum), 173 times.
Dr.
2.—The Only Girl (Thirty-ninth
Street and Lyric), 256 times. Mus.
2.—Papa's Darling (New Amster¬
dam), 42 times. Mus.
2.—Marie Tempest in
(Comedy).

Mary Goes First. '33 times.
At the Barn, 16 times.
(r) Marriage of Kitty, 16 times.
The Dumb and the Blind (playlet)

times.
Nov. 3.—Suzi (Casino and Shubert)

times. Mus.
6.—That Sort (Harris),
Dr.

10.—Marriage of Columbine (Punch
and Judy), 32 times. Com.
16.—The Big Idea (Hudson), 25
times. Com.

Nov. 21.—What It Means to a Woman
(Longacre). 10 times. Dr.
23.—Yosemite (Daily), 17 times.
Melo.

Nov. 23.— (r) Twelfth Night (Liberty), 17
times. Com.

Nov. 24.—The Denial (playlet) (Princess),
41 times.

Nov. 24.—The Fog (playlet) (Princess)

Nov. Repertoire

16

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

56

28 times.

Borkman, in 44 John Gabriel _

.
...Mathilda Cottrellv. as Frau Muller, in 41 times.

v . /11
The Bubble"; George Giddens, as Wil-P Nov. 24.—Nettie (playlet) (Princess),-- -v- rTnll " • \1n rv

^ .

liam. in 44 You Never Can Tell_" ; MaryShaw as Bethsheba Tanner, and Howardwith 44 Kick In;" Jean Webster, author of M Kyle, as the Prophet, in 44 Polygamythe successful 44 Daddy Long-Legs ; " FredJackson, whose 44 Full House " is duplicat¬ing the success of 44 A Pair of Sixes," andEarl Derr Biggers, author of the success¬ful war play, •• Inside the Lines." Othersnew to tne playwriting field include RobertHousum with 44 Sylvia Runs Away ; " AliceBrown, whose 44 Children of Earth" woni the Ames $10,000 prize play contest;l Charles Sumner, author of *4 The Natural[ Law; " Ethel Watts Mumford, author of44

Just Herself; " Joe Drum, who wrote[ 44 Milady's Boudoir; " George Randolph| Chester and Lillian Chester, whose 44 Cor-' delia Blossom " was an early season offer-: ing; E. H. Gould and Frances Whitehouse,I authors of 44 What It Means to a Woman,"r and H. F. Rubenstein, a young Englishmanwhose 44 Consequences " gave evidence of ai gift for satirical expression.
In the summary of one hundred andtentv-srtven

fhirtv-seven

Nov. (playlet)
4 Ethel Barrymore, as Berthe Tregnier, in1 44 The Shadow " ; Frances Starr, as Marie-

Odile, and Mario Wainwright as the Mother I
Superior, in 44 Marie-Odile " : Margot Wil- !
liams. as Frailty, in 44 Experience " ; Burr I
Mcintosh, as Colonel Blossom, in 44 Cor-1

I delia Blossom " : Haidee Wright, as the
J Duchess of Gillingham, and Reginald Shef¬

field, as 44 Bin?" Wimborne, in 44 Evi- L
il deuce"; David Powell, as the Junior Lieu- u

l, tenant in 44 Across the Border" ; Effiie r
[ Shannon, as' Mary Ellen : A. E. Anson, as
I Peter Hale, and Gilda Varesi, as Jane Hale,

in 44 Children of Earth."
The record of performances herewith

will speak with reasonable accuracy.
June 1.-—Ziegfeld's Follies (New Amster¬

dam). 112 times. Mus.
June 10.—Passing Show of 1914 (Winter

Garden), 151 times. Mus.

times.
24.—Across the Border
(Princess), 41 times.

Nov. 26.—Heart of Paddy Whack (Grand
Opera House), 25 times. Com.

Nov. 28.—The Garden of Paradise (Park),
11 times. Dr.

Dec. 1.—Polygamy (Playhouse and Park),
163 times. Dr.

Dec. 4.—So Much for So Much (Longacre),
28 times. Melo.

Dec. 7.— (r) Damaged Goods (Hudson), 16
times. Dr.

Dec. 7.—The Debutante (Knickerbocker),
50 times. Mus.

Dec. 8.—Watch Your Step (New Amster¬
dam). 171 times. Mus.

Dec. 14.—Driven (Empire), 25 times. Com.
times. Com.

Dec. 22.—Poor Little Thing (Bandbox), 11
Dec. 22.—The Song of Songs (Eltinge),

188 times. Dr.
23.—Just Herself (Playhouse), 6
timgs. Com.

Dec.

(playlet) (Bandbox),14 times.
19.—Eugenically Speaking (playlet)(Bandbox), 14 times.

Feb. 19.—Another Interior (playlet) (Band¬box), 10 times.
Feb. 22.—The Dicky Bird (playlet) (Park),65 times.
Feb. 22.—Jack's Romance (Grand), 33times. Com.
March 1.— (r) The Adventure of Lady Ur¬sula (Shubert), 33 times. Com.March 2.—The Peasant Girl (Forty-fourthStreet), 103 times. Mus.March 6.—The Glittering Gate (playlet)(Neighborhood). •March 6.—Tethered Sheep (Neighborhood).Dr.
March 6.—The Maker of Dreams (playlet)(Neighborhood).March 8.—Fads and Fancies (Knicker¬bocker), 48 times. Mus.March 15.— (r) The Blue Bird (Manhat¬tan), 26 times. Dr.March 17.—Taking Chances (Thirty-ninth \ 'Street), 96 times. Com.March 19.—The Doctor's Dilemma (Wal¬lack's), 15 times. Com.March 22.— (r) Lady . Windermere's Fan(Lyceum), 9 times. Com.March 23.—Alice in Wonderland (Boothand Hudson), 32 times. Com.March 25.—John Gabriel Borkman (Forty-eighth Street and Park), 6 times. vDr.

March 26.—Moondown (playlet) (Band¬box), 10 times. •

March 26.—Love of One's Neighbor (play¬let) (Bandbox), 10 times.March 26.—Two Blind Beggars and One * iLess Blind (playlet) (Bandbox), 10 J*times.
March 26.—The Shepherd in the Distance(playlet) (Bandbox), 24 times.April 2.—My Lady's Honor (playlet)(Bandbox), 8 times.
April 3.—The Revolt (Elliott), 64 times.

, Melo.
April 2.—The Importance of Coming and , £*Going (Bramhall). 20 times. Dr.April 3.— (r) Trilby (Shubert), 73 times.Dr.
April 3.—The Natural Law (Republic), 79times. Dr.
April 5.—The Bubble (Booth), 81 times.Com.

.April 5.—Arnold Daly in Repertoire (Gar-rick and Park).
(r) You Never Can Tell. 34 times.Com.
(r) Arms and the Man, 12 times.Com.
(r) Candida, 11 times. Com.April 7.— (r) A Celebrated Case (Empire),68 times. Melo.

April 12.—Beverly's Balance (Lyceum), 40 Utimes. Com.
April 19.—The Hyphen (Knickerbocker), t,16 times. Melo.
April 19.— (r) The Gilbert and Sullivan IOpera Company in Repertoire(Forty-eighth Street).The Yeomen of the Guard. 24 times. »'•*Mus.

Trial by Jury. 16 times. Mus.The Sorcerer. 16 times. Mus.Pinafore. 1 time. Mus.
The Pirates of Penzance. 3 times. Mus.The Mikado. 16 times. Mus.
Iolanthe. 4 times. Mus.

, April 19.— (r) The Auctioneer (Manhat¬tan), 16 times. Melo.
■ April 20.—Nobody Home (Princess and -u ■■

Jmp. jElliott), 69 times. Still running.Mus.
May 1.—(r) Captain Brassbound s Conver-I sion (Neighborhood), 6 times. Com.f May 3.—The Lost (jo-respondent (Bram¬

hall), 3 times. Farce.
May 3.—A Modern Eve (Casino), 51 times.Still running. Mus.

I' May 7.—In April (playlet) (Bandbox), 14

i times.May 7.—Saviors (playlet) (Bandbox), 14I limes il mm I I.JI

-to*

€

TO ENLARGE THE LITTLE
Winthrop Ames Purposes to Build Balcony toSeat 200 Persons

Winthrop Ames is planning an enlarge¬ment of the Little Theater for the coming yseason. A balcony, having a seating capac- rity of 200, is to be built into the audi¬torium, which will bring the capacity of [the playhouse up to 500.
The opening attraction at the Little will jprobably be 44 A Pair of Silk Stockings," jfor a brief revival, after which the produc- }tion will be sent on a tour of the principal fcities.

SUES FOR "SUZI" ROYALTIES
Edward Rush has begun an action againstLew Fields to recover royalties amountingto $2,931.50 from the production of " Suzi."

- The plaintiff alleges that on July 1, 1914,he contracted with Mr. Fields, giving himthe exclusive right to present and producethe musical comedy called " Suzi." and lie
was to receive 2 per cent, of the box officereceipts. He alleges that the royaltiesamounted to $3,331.50. of which sum ?400has been paid- He is suing for the balance.

m

.

CYRIL MAUDE IN " PEER GYNT.

BEATRICE PRENTICE

May 7.—The Miracle of St. Anthony (play- ilet) (Bandbox), 14 times.May 10.—A Full House (Longacre), 43times. Still running. Farce.May 17.—She's in Again (Gaiety), 35times. Still running. Farce.
May 24.—A Bear (playlet) (Bandbox), 4times.
May 29.—The Passing Show of 1915

(Winter Garden), 24 times. Still
running. Mus.

May 29.— (r) The Trojan Women (C. C. |N. Y. Stadium). 2 times. Trag.May 31.— (r) Ephigenia in Tauris (C. C.
N. Y. Stadium), 2 times. Trag.June 1.—Dust of the Road (playlet)
Bandbox), 4 times.

June 1.—Red Turf (playlet) (Bandbox),
4 times.

June 1.—Lonesome Like (playlet) (Band¬
box), 4 times.

June 3.—The Three of Hearts (Thirty-ninth Street), 14 times. Still run¬
ning. Com.

June 19.—Hands Up (Forty-fourth Street).Mus.

Prentice.—Beatrice Prentice, whose picture ap¬pears on the front cover of this issue of The Mirroris already well known to patrons of the best in Broad¬
way productions, and, although young in years, has
fiii a and varied experience in the dramaticheld. Her first engagement was with Dustin Far-num in " The Ranger." This was followed by twoplays with Robert Edeson, "The Call of the North"and The Offender," and then "On the Eve" withHedwig Reicher, with Rose Stahl in "Maggie Pep-
5™, ^T10la Allen in "The Herfords," the girl inIhe Lure," with Madame Nazimova in "ThatSsort, and last season, as one of " The Clever Ones "at the Punch and Judy Theater.

Kai-icii.—Madame Bertha Kalich is at the itdei"
Nassau, Long Beach, L. I., for a short stay before
leaving for her country home in the Catskill Moun¬
tains, where she will begin work on a new play for
next season, to be announced shortly.

Bates.—A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. George
Creel (Blanche Bates) at the Ira Bailey farm, Os-
sining-on-the-Hudson, Tuesday night, July 6. This
is their second child. The first was a girl.

, - - —•g'W'"1' J""—11 — I
Nesmith.—Ottola Nesmith is one of the younger

generation of actresses who has been attracting a good
deal of attention to herself by reason of her ability.
That she has been in constant demand by the stock
companies is flattering to her. But she is too clever,
too young and too attractive to escape Broadway long.
David Belasco recognized her good qualities when he
engaged her at the beginning of the season for the
'\ame part of " The Vanishing Bride." Pate would
have it that the bride vanished before she reached
Broadway, but all agreed that Miss Nesmith had won
the right to appeal to the court of last resort in her
profession, a Broadway first night audience. Some
things are at present in course of development that
promise to give this interesting young woman an op¬
portunity to appeal to that judgment. One of her
latest photographs appears in this column.

Dog," a farce in three' acts, was produced for — son-Terry in the title-role, Lyn Harding as

■

- " ■ ■"

's Apollo. July 12, by Svengali, George MacFarlane as The Laird,

ATLANTIC Cn i
Me and My Dog," New Fred Ballard Farce, m

and " A Live Wire " Have Premiere
Atlantic gl'1'y. N. J. (Special).—" Me and MyOff," a farce in three a<' 3 "J *—

the first time at Nixon's
Cohan and Harris, remaining all week.The piece, which is by Fred Ballard, was sug¬gested by the Mrs. Doray stories by Pearl Frank¬lin and concerns boy gang life, more especiallya lad named Art Simpson, the village scapegrace,Benny Sweeney, his pal, and Art's dog. " Jas¬per," their inseparable companion and onlyfriend.

Art has stolen two chickens from the coop ofMr. and Mrs. Jack Doray. He is captured bvDoray and despite the pleadings of Mrs. Doray.who believes there is a spark of manhood inhim that will be smothered by imprisonment, theboy is turned over to the police.
The following morning the boy is tried in theJuvenile Court and as this is his third appear¬ance at that institution it looks bad for him.especially when his aunt, with whom he hasbeen living since the death of his mother, re¬fuses to act as his sponsor any longer in theevent of his being released.
Much to the consternation of her husband.Mrs. Doray declares that if the boy is releasedshe will act as his sponsor.
The boy is brought to the Doray home and re¬pays the kindness of Mrs. Doray by stealing hermoney and some jewelry, intending to run awavwith his pal. Benny Sweeney, and " Jasper."He is about to make his getaway when Bennyrushes in with " Jasper," who has just beenstruck bv an automobile. The boy's only thoughtis of the dog. whose life is despaired of, butMrs. Doray doctors him back to life, and herkindness finally awakens the manly spirit in theboy. so he renounces the old ways.The best piece of comedy work is done byWilliam Sampson as Billy Coombs, the pessi¬mistic friend of the Dorays.
Percy Helton gets as much as possible out ofthe role of Art Simpson.
Pegey Wood as Edith Doray. Otto Kruger asJack Doray, and Forrest Robinson as JudgePalmer were forceful. Others in the cast areArthur Linden, Edgar Nelson, Doris Kelly. EthelMay Davis. Spencer Charters. Dixie Taylor,Josephine Williams. Maxine Mazanovich, JosephBerger. Norman Allen, Marda Wilson, Harry E.Willard. and 44 Jasper." The play is staged by1 Sam Forrest.

AILEEN CRATER TO ACT
When 44 Chin-Chin " reopens at the GlobeTheater the role of the Widow Twankeywill be played by Aileen Crater, who is inprivate life the wife of Fred Stone, theprincipal comedian in the production. MissCrater has not appeared on the stage inI several jrears.

Lisvr T . -

NEW ••TRILBY" CAST
The completed cast for the touring com-pany^of 4< Trilby''will include Phyllis Neil- piiig on the "ring toe

Charles Dalton as Taffy, Ignacio Martinettias Zou-Zou, Regan Hughston as Little BillieJR. Paton Gibbs as Gecko, Rose Coghlan asMadame Vinard, Cecil King as the Rev.Thomas Bagot, and Carrie Radcliffe as MrsJiBagot. The company will open at the Core .Theater, Atlantic City, on Aug. 30.

tM
A new Cort production, 44 The Princess Pat,'with Eleanor Painter in the title-role, will haveits premiere at the Cort Aug. 23. The book andlyrics are by Henry Blossom, the music byVictor Herbert, and the staging under the di¬rection of Fred G. Latham.
The cast will include Miss May Mandin, MaudCareaux. Sam Hardy. Al. Shean. Alexander

Clark, Robert Ober, Louis Casavent, and MaxVillain. The production will be seen in NewYork about the middle of_ September.

THE PORTMANTEAU THEATER
Special Dress Rehearsal at Christodora Set¬

tlement House. Three One-Act Plays.
Produced by and under the Direction of
Stuart Walker, Wednesday, July 21.

44 THE TRIMPLET."
A Dream-Play by Stuaht Walker.

The Lady Bobolara Harrie FumadeThe Marquess of Strenathco .... Joseph GrahamThe Lady Caratina Gertrude DavisThe Baron Milton-Maurice Oscar CraikThe Person Passing By McKay Morris iYou Francis StevensMemory Hugh Dillman
'Prologue Henry Kiefer

44 A FAN AND TWO CANDLESTICKS."
An Interlude Before the Curtains by Mary

MacMillan.
Nancy Jeannette BeckerRalph Oscar CraikHugh William FarrellDevice Bearer Edmond Crenshaw i

44 SIX WHO PASS WHILE THE LENTILS
BOIL."

A Play in One Act by Stuart Walker.
The Boy James W. Morrison jThe Queen Annie Lowry,The Mime William Farrell ]The Milkmaid Nancy Winston|-The Blindman Joseph GrahamThe Ballad-Singer Tom PowersThe Headsman McKay Morris 11Another dimunitive theater has made itsappearance in the Portmanteau, designed »and operated by Stuart Walker, who wasfor six years play-reader and general stage-manager for David Belasco. The particu¬lar merit of this structure, which includes imerely the stage and equipment, is that itmay be packed into ten boxes with very 'little trouble, transported almost any dis¬tance, and set up -again under almost anyreasonable conditions. It has a complete :lighting installation, including a " hori-zont," dimmers and effects of color, and,for ready shifting of scenes, uses the plat- :form in front, and remainder of the Eliza¬bethan "alternate" stages as recently seenin the productions of Granville Barker.Performances at Christodora House arenot intended for the general public; butwhen the theater journeys elsewhere it willcarry a professional company and full stage jcrew, together with plays for grown-ups.The professional company and part of thecrew were in evidence at this performance,which was given to acquaint people gen¬erally with the scheme. Presented undermore ideal conditions—in clubs, colleages,and schools, as the plan aims—and withmore ambitious dramas, the Portmanteauwill win adequate appreciation of its mer¬its. However, as it stands, it is a marvelof compact accommodation for plays of al¬most any kind save circus or spectacle.

Of appropriate simplicity were the playsgiven, all—including the 44 interlude," which

II had a more specific appeal to adults—be¬ing products of sprightly imagery. "TheTrimplet " is neither more nor less than aray of sunshine, which a mother and herdaughter, the daughter's suitor and his fa¬ther, all needed for their happiness. Eachof these characters sought the assistanceof a symbolic figure called the Passer-By,whose face they could not see until theycould 44 taste the succulent fruit, smell thefragrance of the foliage, hear the wild birdsing, and see the tip of yon tree touch theI nearest star." Each was without one ofthese qualifications; and when they com- Ipared sensations through neighborliness, |which they had not shared these manyyears, they found themselves still in needof the "trimplet," which a character calledYou, who was seated in the audience, sup¬plied for them and the requisite happy end¬ing. It was all very frank, wholesome, andradiant with positive charm. Hugh Dill-I man, McKay Morris, Francis Stevens, andGertrude Davis carried off the acting hon-
: ors.

44 A Fan and Two Candlesticks " was themerest episode concerning a maid who con¬sented to give her heart and hand to theone of her two suitors who would find her
* missing fan ; and who did bestow her favor j*;• on the one who had already taken the fan Ifi and was keeping it as a souvenir. A f

I sprightly maid was Jeannette Becker, and ba suitor of real presence was William Far- kI rell.
44

The Six Who Pass While the Lentils ]}Boil " was the most ambitious of the three [■'■plays, and acted out, a delightful—though Lepisodic—^sort of fairy tale. A queen, hav- 1ing committed a breach of etiquette in step- I,ping on the 44 ring toe " of a lady at court, Iwas condemned to decapitation before the jistriking of the four tower clocks. The |queen finds shelter in a kitchen where a |:lonely little boy is watching the boiling of fclentils ; and this boy hides her. The queen |is finally discovered, but too late for execu- ftion ; another law condemns the headsman, ^who is also winder of the clocks, to cut offhis own head. As this seems quite impos- |sible, the queen pardons him, and arranges J,details which will prevent a repetition of j;the case. Incidentally, the little boy gets Vhis reward in a quantity of presents and Iconferment of knighthood. By far the best |creation in a gallery of excellent creations ^was that of McKay Morris as the heads- E
man. Tom Powers, Joseph Graham, Wil¬liam Farrell. James W Morrison, Annie
Laurie, and Nancy Winston followed close.

DEATH OF MRS. LE MOYNE
Sarah Cowell Le Moyne, for many years/,one of America's leading actresses, died onJuly 17, after a brief illness, at Lake Placid,N. Y.
Mrs. Le Moyne was born in New Yorkin 1859 and made her stage debut in 1878at the Union Square Theater as a memberof A. M. Palmer's Stock company. Her firstrole was that of Madeline in 44 A CelebratedCase." In 1884, Mrs. Le Moyne visitedEngland, where she met with great successas an elocutionist.
Since 1898, when she returned to theAmerican stage, she has appeared in 44 Cath¬erine," 44 Pippa Passes,"- in which shestarred, and 44 Diplomacy," and other plays.She was the original Truth in 44 Every-woman." Her latest activities have beencentered in the Neighborhood Playhouse onGrand Street, and she was one if its direc¬tors at the time of her death.In 1888. Mrs. Le Moyne was married tothe late William J. Le Moyne, and for fourseasons she was associated with her hus¬band.

••A LIVE WIRE" AT ATLANTIC CITY
Helen Lowell in New Farce Comedy by Charles

de Lima and Legrand Howland
Atlantic City, N. J., July 13.—44 A LiveWire," an American farce-comedy by CharlesA. de Lima and W. Legrand Howland. was pro¬duced at the Cort Theater here last night priorto its New York engagement. The play iswritten around a New England grand dame ofsixty, who suddenly decides to marry a youngman of twenty-four in order to prevent herproperty from falling into the hands of a lotof scheming relatives. Helen Lowell, the orig- ►inal Miss Hazy in 44 Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab- rbage Patch " played the principal role, while |Harry Tighe especially recruited from vaude¬ville for the play had the comedy role. Othersin the cast were: Frank Hatch, who staged theplay; Marguerite Randolph, Louise Murray. Sa¬die Duff, Maud Sinclair, Margaret Sedden.Charles Abbe, Walter Lewis, and Gilbert Clay- fton, John Leffler, and John W. Bratton, who :made the production, intend to present 44 A Live ,Wire " in New York in the Fall. W. Legrand iHowland. one of the authors of the play, will Ibe remembered as the author of 44 The Smolder- iing Flame."

■)l>!
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FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

Chickering Co.. Boston.
A SCENE FROM " THE LAST LAUGH," IN WHICH HENRY HARMON AS DR. BRUCE PLANS TO CUE

ATE LIFE IN A " MONSTER," DESPITE THE PROTESTATIONS OF HIS FRIENDS ANDDAUGHTER, WHO BELIEVE HIM MILDLY INSANE.From Left to Right: Albert Gran, Henry Harmon, Inez Plummer as Eugenia Bruce, and Everett Butterfleld.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, SEPTEMBER 6, 1915.Regular Matinees AVednesday and Saturday.

The Messrs. Shubert Announce,

&ae Samuels
gotham

/ W: :
THE LAST LAUGH

With

EDWARD ABELES
A NEW FARCE IN THREE ACTS,

By Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard(Authors of "The Misleading Lady" and "The Ghost Breaker")

Cast of Characters.
(Order of Appearance)

DR. BRUCE
HENRY HARMON

INEZ PLUMMER
EVERETT BUTTERFIELD

STEPHEN MALEY

A Continu

ledian to Ap
Friends,

EUGENIA bruce
DR. FRANCIS

dancing bosco

DR. DUNLOP
ALBERT GRAN

EDWARD ABELES
.MARION MURRAY

MARY

MARY BLACKBURN
MARIE

BERNARD RIGGS
MIKE

A POLICEMAN
yinnnr

prietor
the fii

Synopsis of Scenes.
Dr. Bruce's Private Laboratory. Early Evening.-One hour later.

—Fifteen minutes later.

.Veen

IOWA THRU

Play Produced by Mr. Dickey,

Nat Roth
Frederick Wallace

Business Manager
Stage Manager...

Miss Plummer's gowns by Julie.

ivj ■Novsity Musical
biii;^t uiiriiuent in the World

William
mpshirr

ZIECFELC
MIDNIGHT

FROLIC
r of t

J it a

|>n in
| are
Intrib
[entioi

Lxeciit

White, N. Y.Inez Plummer as Eugenia Bruce in "The Last Laugh" entertains Edward Abeles as Jim, whom heifather believes to be his creation.
I

Frances Alda
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Standard Theatre
Broadway at 00th Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L. CORT

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

Sour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit,o not try to beat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 8, 1917.
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

A. H. WOODS Presents

JULIAN ELTINGE
—IN*—"

COUSIN LUCY
A NEW COMEDY, WITH MUSIC, IN THREE ACTS.

BOOK BY CHARLES KLEIN.
MUSIC BY PERCY WENRICH, EDWARD MADDEN AND

JEROME KERN.
v •• Cast of Characters

(In the order in which they appear)
BISTER DALLAS WELFORD
KLAYBURGH JOE SMITH MARBA
HORACE HOLDEN ARTHUR BEHRENS
MRS. HILLARY BRONSON MABEL ACKER
HILLARY BRONSON MARK SMITH
JERRY JACKSON JULIAN ELTINGE
CHAUFFEUR FRANK WATERS
QUEENY JANE OAKER
JAMES BALDWIN CHARLES MORRISON
ANGELA BALDWIN MAYBELLE CEDARS
DOROTHY WALDBROOK FLORENCE INGERSOLL
MISS HENSHAW ELSIE WELLER

DELLA
MRS. WALLINGFORD
CLARICE
BROAD
POLICEMAN

. . CAROL BEERD

. . LEILA ROMER
VIVIAN POWELL

. . .J. W. ASHLEY
HENRY FRIEND

FRANK STEVENSEXPRESSMAN . .

Ladies in Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment:
Vivian Powell, Ray Price, Grace Russell, Margaret Lison, Florence Hunter,

Carol Beerd, Betty Clark, Georgia Banks, Gladys Le Roy, Marjorie Mack.

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment.
ACT II.—Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment,

later.
ACT III.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment. The same evening.

Time—Present. Place—New York.

MUSICAL, NUMBERS.
ACT I.

"Cheer Up, Eat and Grow Thl"'By Kay Goetz.'
Jerry

.Hillary

. Angela

ACT II.
"I've Loved Only Once and the Girl was You"

Lyrics by Carl Randall.
"Call On Me" Jerry

By Ward and Grossmith.
"The Things They Say and the Things They Do" Henshaw

Bister, Angela, Mrs. Hillary and Hillary.
"Sweethearts"

ACT III.
"Two Heads Are Better Than One" Jerry and Angela
"Everybody Do the Hula" Jerry

By E. Ray Goetz.
Specialty Dance ■ Dorothy Waldbrook

Orchestra under the direction of ALBERT BROWNE.
™ 1. Dances by Dave Bennett.Orchestrations by Frank Sadler.

All gowns and hats worn by Mr. Eltinge, created and made by Hickson
Company, New York.^^ by Schwalbe New York. by Homer BmenBCompany costumes by /^Goldsmith & Son, Newark and New York.Neverbreak trunj^furnished^y D. Go^th ^mf;ton shops.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR THE JULIAN ELTINGE
A. H. Woods
Jack Pierre
John Montague
J. W. Ashley
Milton S. Harris
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at pr.- .. priot to moving to the
Cirr. .
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Business
... .Stage

Manager
.Manager
Manager
Manager

Secretary

The Umbrella

^ "
- "

CAST

Tk^rp is tyy

Broadway and 43d St. KIiAW & ERLANGKR, M*n»ger«.

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT
■EAT OCCUPIIOD, CAN BE EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
DANGERS OF PANIC, WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
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A. H. WOODS Presents

JULIAN ELTINGE
—IN—

COUSIN LUCY
A New Comedy with Music In Three Acts

Book by CHARLES KLEIN.
Music by Jerome Kern.

Staged by Robert Milton.
Costumes designed by MELVILLE ELLIS.

Cast.

(In the order in which they appear)
BISTER DALLAS WELPORD
KLAYBURGH LEO DONNELLY
HORACE HOLDEN AUSTIN WEBB
MRS. HILLARY BRONSON MARIE CHAMBERS
HILLARY BRONSON MARK SMITH
JERRY JACKSON JULIAN ELTINGE
CHAUFFEUR JAMES BUDD
QUEENY JANE OAKER
JAMES BALDWIN NED BURTON
ANGELA BALDWIN OLIVE TELL
DOROTHY WALBROOK CLAIBORNE FOSTER
MISS HENSHAW EDITH HANBURY
DELLA IRENE PALMER
MRS. WALLINGFORD MRS. STUART ROBSON
BROAD J. W. ASHLEY
POLICEMAN HENRY FRIEND
EXPRESSMAN FRANK STEVENS

Ladies in Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment: Ethel
Russell, Claudia Carlstead, Elsie Weller, Irene Palmer, Alice Palmer,
Grace Walton, Lillian Ormonde, Elsie Marquette, Edna Stilwell, Grace
Russell.
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ACT I.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment.
ACT II.—Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment.

Two months later.

ACT III.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment. The same evening.
Time—Present. Place—New York.

MUSICAL NUMBERS.
ACT L

Song—"Those 'Come Hither' Eyes" Jerry
ACT II.

Song—"Mam'selle Lucette" Jerry
Lyrics by Edward Madden. Music by Percy Wenrich.

ACT III.
"Two Heads Are Better Than One" Jerry
Song—"Society" Jerry and Ensemble
Specialty Dance—"Keep Going"

Music by August Kleinecke.

Orchestra under the direction of August Kleinecke.

Stage Manager, J. W. Ashley.

Orchestrations by Frank Saddler.

Dances by Dave Bennett.

Scenes painted by Homer Emens.
Costumes made by Harry Collins.

Gowns worn by Mr. Eltinge made by Hickson, The Hayden Co., and
Harry Collins.

Neverbreak Trunk furnished by L. Goldsmith & Son, Newark and New York.
Pease Piano used exclusively.

The Mason & Hamlin Baby Grand Piano is used in Act I. and III.
Furniture In Act II. from The Hampton Shops.

CORT THEATRE
CHICAGO

Dearborn Street, near Randolph
Replete in Every Detail with All Latest Improvements andMost Modern Type of Steel and Concrete Construction

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

ACROSS THE BORDER"
By Beulah Marie Dix

Senior Lieutenant Mr. TrevorThe Corporal Mr. KingsfordBoy Trooper Mr. Edgard .. .. I~1 n I~1

AiWood
Presents

ousin
AMusical Comedy 772Three Acis

Jy Charles Kleiiy
Music by Jerome Kern

..... cunt-iic 15 permnxeci to re¬
turn. The last scene finds him, again
living, in a "Field Hospital." In hor¬
rible suffering, he lies among his
wounded brothers vainly endeavoring to
teach them what he has learned. But
his message is only regarded as delirium
and goes unheeded. At last the spirit
he had loved comes to him, and he dies
in peace when he is assured that his
agony and remorse have won his ex-

, j piation.
\\J f ' YJVL/

tth
1 5 East Ave

;

FOURTH WEEK,
BEGINNING SUNDAY NIGHT,

OCTOBER 24, 1915

Ehian

FRED ZIMMERMAN, Jr. and Wm. HARRIS, Jr.

M Present
'Inside the Lines"

A NEW PLAY

By Earl Derr Biggers

With

LEWIS S. STONE
And a Specially Selected Company,

oduced under the stage direction of Felix Edwardes

CAST OF CHARACTERS

(Named in the order of their first appearance).
I. JOSEPH ALMER EDWIN CALDWELL
IS. HENRY J. SHERMAN . . .CAMILLA CRUME' J

I ;SS KITTY SHERMAN JEAN BRAE
"V

- - CROSBY STANLEY H. GROOME
- EDWARD MOLLER

; Y J. SHERMAN EDWARD L. SNADER
-s TENCITA GUERRA
t AM KIMBALL WILLIAM KEIGHLEY

:R
CECIL YAPP

v'OODHOUSE

jfMDALL
LEWIS S. STONE

ALICE WILSON

ETHEL MORREY
GERSON CARROLL McCOMAS

>LDS
EDWARD SEE

HAN
MACEY HARLAM

SIR GEORGE CRANDALL HENRY STEPHENSON
TOP

WILLIAM H. SAMS

Synopsis of Scenery
. Scene—The Rock of Gibraltar.

•The Lobby of the Hotel Splendide, Waterport Street, Tues¬
day Night.

Library in the Home of the Governor General. ThursdayAfternoon.

Same as Act II. Thursday Night.
lis scene the curtain will be lowered for a few seconds to indi-
five hours).

Scenery painted by Messrs. Gates and Morange.

Scenery built by Vail Construction Company.

Uniforms made by Brooks Uniform Company.

Dresses for Miss McComas and Miss Wilson made by Schneider-
Anderson Company, New York.

Executive Staff

JOHN J. DONNELLY MANAGER

GEORGE A. KINGSBURY BUSINESS MANAGER

JOSEPH A. TINSLEY STAGE MANAGER
Euji;-:.; 3ruce in '.'The Last Laugh'' entertains Edward Ab.:!es as Jir1 i-.i rlum

fattier believes to bf hi* creation.

KaricIuosT), 14 i m
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CORT THEATRE^iiinrnumnm

Umbrel!Standard Theatre Dearborn Street, near Randolph
Replete in Every Detail with All Latest Improvements and
Most Modern Type of Steel and Concrete Construction

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Broadway at 00th Strict.
'Phone Riverside 42.

Management of HARRY L. CORT

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

FOURTH WEEK,
BEGINNING SUNDAY NIGHT

OCTOBER 24, 1915
KT.AW & EBIiANGER, Managers.Broadway and 43d St.

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITHWEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 8, 19i
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. FRED ZIMMERMAN, Jr. and Wm. HARRIS, Jr

Present
ousin

A. H. WOODS Presents

julian eltinge
—IN—

cousin lucy
A NEW PLAY

With

LEWIS S. STONE
A NEW COMEDY, WITH MUSIC, IN THREE ACTS.

BOOK BY CHARLES KLEIN.
MUSIC BY PERCY WENRICH, EDWARD MADDEN AND

JEROME KERN.
** Cast of Characters

(In the order in which they appear)BISTER DALLAS WEKLAYBURGH JOE SMITH 1HORACE HOLDEN ARTHUR BEMRS. HILLARY BRONSON MABEL ,HILLARY BRONSON MARKJERRY JACKSON JULIAN EICHAUFFEUR FRANK WQUEENY JANE CJAMES BALDWIN CHARLES MOBANGELA BALDWIN MAYBELLE C]DOROTHY WALDBROOK FLORENCE INGEMISS HENSHAW ELSIE W1

And a Specially Selected Company,
oduced under the stage direction of Felix Edwardes

CAST OF CHARACTERS

(Named in the order of their first appearance).
X. JOSEPH ALMF.R EDWIN CALDWELL
iS. HENRY J. SHERMAN . . .CAMILLA CRUME

SS KITTY SHERMAN JEAN BRAE

CROSBY STANLEY H. GROOME

... .EDWARD MOLLER

.EDWARD L. SNADER

... .TENCITA GUERRA

.WILLIAM KEIGHLEY

DELLA CAROL B
MRS. WALLINGFORD LEILA R
CLARICE VIVIAN PO
BROAD J. W. AS
POLICEMAN HENRY FI
EXPRESSMAN FRANK STE

Ladies in Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment:
Vivian Powell, Ray Price, Grace Russell, Margaret Lison, Florence H

Carol Beerd, Betty Clark, Georgia Banks, Gladys Le Roy, Marjorie M

Y J. SHERMAN

AM KIMBALL
Julian Eltinge and a Bevy o< Beauties

CECIL YAPP

LEWIS S. STONE

ALICE WILSON

ETHEL MORREY

..CARROLL McCOMAS

EDWARD SEE

MACEY HARLAM

HENRY STEPHENSON
....WILLIAM H. SAMS

VOODHOUSE

NDALL
Synopsis of Scenes.

Gerald Jackson's Apartment.
-Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment. Two m
later.

—Gerald Jackson's Apartment. The same evening.
Time—Present. Place—New York.

GERSON

)LDS

HAN

SIR GEORGE CRANDALL
iOP

Synopsis of Scenery
1914.

. Scene—The Rock of Gibraltar.

-The Lobby of the Hotel Splendide, Waterport Street, Tues¬
day Night.

Library in the Home of the Governor General. Thursday
Afternoon.

Same as Act II. Thursday Night.
lis scene the curtain will be lowered for a few seconds to indi-
five hours).Happy Days, Lucette

Scenery painted by Messrs. Gates and Morange,
. tim nc re permuted to re¬

turn. The last scene finds him, again
living, in a "Field Hospital." In hor¬
rible suffering, he lies among his
wounded brothers vainly endeavoring to
teach them what he has learned. But
his message is only regarded as delirium
and goes unheeded. At last the spirit
he had loved comes to him, and he dies
in peace when he is assured that his
agony and remorse have won his ex¬

piation.
J iO tl\ v? YS\I

wtut,c XTlaiiagci, O . VV . AMIIley.

Orchestrations by Frank Saddler.

Dances by Dave Bennett.

Scenes painted by Homer Emens.
Costumes made by Harry Collins.

Gowns worn by Mr. Eltinge made by Hlckson, The Hayden Co., and
Harry Collins.

Neverbreak Trunk furnished by L. Goldsmith & Son, Newark and New York.
Pease Piano used exclusively.

The Mason & Hamlin Baby Grand Piano is used in Act I. and III.
Furniture In Act II. from The Hampton Shops.

Scenery built by Vai! Construction Company.

Uniforms made by Brooks Uniform Company.

THE JULIAN ELTINGE CO., INC.
General Manager

Manager
Business Manager

Stage Manager
Secretary

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR
A. H. Woods. .. .

Jack Pierre
John Montague..
J. W. Ashley
Milton S. Harris Dresses for Miss McComas and Miss Wilson made by Schneider-

Anderson Company, New York.

Executive Staff
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JOHN J. DONNELLY MANAGER

GEORGE A. KINGSBURY BUSINESS MANAGER

JOSEPH A. TINSLEY STAGE MANAGER
Brute " The Lost Laugh" entertains Eawarti A

fa'. oelieves to be 1 creation.



CORT THEATRE
Standard Theatre CHICAGO

Dearborn Street, near Randolph
Replete in Every Detail with All Latest Improvements andMost Modern Type of Steel and Concrete Construction

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Umbrel!
Broadway at 00th Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L. CORT

fire notice
™,^°ktar?und N°^ and choose the nearest Exit to£ « \ i .In1casJe °f fire walk (not run) to THAT Exitnot trV to heat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 8, 191Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

"ACROSS THE BORDER"
By Beulah Marie Dix

CAST
Senior Lieutenant
The Corporal....
Boy Trooper
First Trooher

FOURTH WEEK,
BEGINNING SUNDAY NIGHT

OCTOBER 24, 1915
...Mr. Trevor
Mr. Kingsford
...Mr. Edgard

KI.AW & ERIiANGKR, Managers.Broadway and 43d St.

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT

FRED ZIMMERMAN, Jr. and Wm. HARRIS, Jr
Present

ouj'in Lucy abounds in /parkling comedy siinaiiorifM
deftly amusing typc^Mr.Eltim^ objwis arc wonderfal-yW/Me.

A. H. WOODS Presents

julian eltinge
—IN—

cousin lucy
A NEW PLAY

ousin

WithA NEW COMEDY, WITH MUSIC, IN THREE ACTS.
BOOK BY CHARLES KLEIN.

MUSIC BY PERCY WENRICH, EDWARD MADDEN AND
JEROME KERN.

Cast of Characters
(In the order in which they appear)

. . . DALLAS WE)
JOE SMITH 1
ARTHUR BE:

MABEL j

MARK
JULIAN EL
FRANK W.

JANE C
. . CHARLES MOR

. . . MAYBELLE CI
FLORENCE INGE

ELSIE WI

om<?iusica.

LEWIS S. STONE
And a Specially Selected Company,

oduced under the stage direction of Felix EdwardesBISTER
KLAYBURGH
HORACE HOLDEN
MRS. HILLARY BRONSON
HILLARY BRONSON . .

JERRY JACKSON
CHAUFFEUR ....

QUEENY
JAMES BALDWIN
ANGELA BALDWIN

....

DOROTHY WALDBROOK.
MISS HENSHAW

CAST OF CHARACTERS

(Named in the order of their first appearance).

k JOSEPH ALMER EDWIN CALDWELL
*S. HENRY J. SHERMAN . . .CAMILLA CRUME

SS KITTY SHERMAN JEAN BRAE

I'm holding the
watch on you

CROSBY STANLEY H. GROOME

....EDWARD MOLLER

.EDWARD L. SNADER

. .. .TENCITA GUERRA

.WILLIAM KEIGHLEY

DELLA CAROL B
MRS. WALLINGFORD LEILA R'
CLARICE VIVIAN PO'
BROAD J. w. AS
POLICEMAN HENRY FF
EXPRESSMAN FRANK STE

Ladies in Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment:
Vivian Powell, Ray Price, Grace Russell, Margaret Lison, Florence H

Carol Beerd, Betty Clark, Georgia Banks, Gladys Le Roy, Marjorie M

Y J. SHERMAN

AM KIMBALL

CECIL YAPP

LEWIS S. STONE

ALICE WILSON

ETHEL MORREY
.. CARROLL McCOMAS

EDWARD SEE

MACEY HARLAM

HENRY STEPHENSON
.. .WILLIAM H. SAMS

V00DH0USE

NDALL
Synopsis of Scenes.

ACT I.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment.
ACT II.—Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment. Two m

later.
ACT III.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment. The same evening.

Time—Present. Place—New York.
GERSON

)LDS

HAN

SIR GEORGE CRANDALL
SOP

MUSICAL NUMBERS.
ACT I.

'Cheer U», Eat and Grow Thin"
By E. Ray Goetz.

ACT II.
"I've Loved Only Once and the Girl was You" H

Lyrics by Carl Randall.
"Call On Me"

By Ward and Grossmith.
"The Thing's They Say and the Things They Do" Hei

Bister, Angela, Mrs. Hillary and Hillary.
"Sweethearts" -A

ACT III.
"Two Heads Are Better Than One" Jerry and A
"Everybody Do the Hula"

By E. Ray Goetz.
Specialty Dance Dorothy Wald

Orchestra under the direction of ALBERT BROWNE.
Orchestrations by Frank Sadler. Dances by Dave Bennett.

Synopsis of Scenery
., 1914.

. Scene—The Rock of Gibraltar.
-The Lobby of the Hotel Splendide, Waterport Street, Tues¬
day Night.

•Library in the Home of the Governor General. ThursdayAfternoon.

Same as Act II. Thursday Night.
lis scene the curtain will be lowered for a few seconds to indi-
five hours).

'hat 1 needed

— — ««»■> .iv io ptiimiLecl to re¬
turn. The last scene finds him, again
living, in a "Field Hospital." In hor¬
rible suffering, he lies among his
wounded brothers vainly endeavoring to
teach them what he has learned. But
his message is only regarded as delirium
and goes unheeded. At last the spirithe had loved comes to him, and he dies
in peace when he is assured that his
agony and remorse have won his ex¬

piation.
j i O yi\f&i tjYjiJ TI ixi

Scenery painted by Messrs. Gates and Morange.

Scenery built by Vail Construction Company.

Uniforms made by Brooks Uniform Company.

Dresses for Miss McComas and Miss Wilson made by Schneider-
Anderson Company, New York.

Orchestrations by Frank Saddler.

Scenes painted by Homer Emens.
Costumes made by Harry Collins.

Gowns worn by Mr. Eltinge made by Hickson, The Hayden Co., and
Harry Collins.

Neverbreak Trunk furnished by L. Goldsmith & Son, Newark and New York.
Pease Piano used exclusively.

The Mason & Hamlin Baby Grand Piano is used in Act I. and III.
Furniture in Act II. from The Hampton Shops.

,o {Special), '.s ij i.i
of Cohan's Grand Opera Uou.-v-
.MipoinU'd receiver for ' T o 7 •*<i ■

Trouble among tU stockholder,
as the cause <»»' the trouble. Thi
play • i a t'vo months' eogagemi-n
;r'.prior to moving to tin

Executive Staff

JOHN J. DONNELLY MANAGER

GEORGE A. KINGSBURY BUSINESS MANAGER

JOSEPH A. TINSLEY STAGE MANAGER
-?!tertains Edward A

creation.



CORT THEATRE
1 Standard Theatre CHICAGO

Dearborn Street, near Randolph
Replete in Every Detail with All Latest Improvements andMost Modern Type of Steel and Concrete Construction

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Umbrella
Broadway at 00th Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L. CORT

fire notice
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to'our seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 8, WfMatinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

FOURTH WEEK,
BEGINNING SUNDAY NIGHT,

OCTOBER 24, 1915
Broadway and 43d St.

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERY

FRED ZIMMERMAN, Jr. and Wm. HARRIS, Jr
Present

which he- ha/ ever been
rav- ^ — NY.American.

he heri play in
seen on Broad\A. H. WOODS Presents

julian eltinge
—IN—

cousin lucy
A NEW PLAY

With

LEWIS S. STONE
And a Specially Selected Company,

oduced under the stage direction of Felix Edwardes

CAST OF CHARACTERS

(Named in the order of their first appearance).

JOSEPH ALMF.R EDWIN CALDWELL
IS. HENRY J. SHERMAN . . .CAMILLA CRUME

SS KITTY SHERMAN JEAN BRAE

crosby STANLEY H. GROOME

... .EDWARD MOLLER

.EDWARD L. SNADER

. .. .TENCITA GUERRA

.WILLIAM KEIGHLEY

DELLA CAROL E
MRS. WALLINGFORD LEILA R
CLARICE VIVIAN PO
BROAD J. w. AS
POLICEMAN HENRY FI
EXPRESSMAN FRANK STE

Ladies in Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment:
Vivian Powell, Ray Price, Grace Russell, Margaret Lison, Florence H

Carol Beerd, Betty Clark, Georgia Banks, Gladys Le Roy, Marjorie B!

y J. SHERMAN

AM KIMBALL

CECIL YAPP

LEWIS S. STONE

ALICE WILSON

ETHEL MORREY

..CARROLL McCOMAS

EDWARD SEE

MACEY HARLAM

HENRY STEPHENSON
....WILLIAM H. SAMS

v00dh0use

ndall
Synopsis of Scenes.

ACT I.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment.
ACT II.—Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment. Two n

later.
ACT III.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment. The same evening.

Time—Present. Place—New York.
GERSON

)LDS

HAN

SIR GEORGE CRANDALL
10P

MUSICAL NUMBERS.
ACT I.

'Cheer IJp, Eat and Grow Thin"
By E. Ray Goetz.

ACT II.
"I've Loved Only Once and the Girl was You" t.

Lyrics by Carl Randall.
"Call On Me"

By Ward and Grossmith.
"The Things They Say and the Things They Do" Hei

Bister, Angela, Mrs. Hillary and Hillary.
"Sweethearts" A

ACT III.
"Two Heads Are Better Than One" Jerry and A
"Everybody Do the Hula"

By E. Ray Goetz.
Specialty Dance Dorothy AVald

Orchestra under the direction of ALBERT BROWNE.
Orchestrations by Frank Sadler. Dances by Dave Bennett.

Synopsis of Scenery
, 1914. . Scene—The Rock of Gibraltar.

•The Lobby of the Hotel Splendide, Waterport Street, Tues¬
day Night.
■Library in the Home of the Governor General. Thursday
Afternoon.

Same as Act II. Thursday Night.
lis scene the curtain will be lowered for a few seconds to indi-
five hours).

A light, please

That's just what 1 needed
All gowns and hats worn by Mr. Eltinge, created and made by Hi<

Company, New York.
Company hats by Schwalbe, New York.

Company costumes by Harry Collins. Scenes painted by Homer E:
Neverbreak trunk furnished by L. Goldsmith & Son, Newark and New l(

Furniture in Act II. from The Hampton Shops. max nc is permitted to re¬
turn. The last scene finds him, again
living, in a "Field Hospital." In hor¬
rible suffering, he lies among his
wounded brothers vainly endeavoring to
teach them what he has learned. But
his message is only regarded as delirium
and goes unheeded. At last the spirit
he had loved comes to him, and he dies
in peace when he is assured that his
agony and remorse have won his ex¬

piation.
i ixywitr/D 1'iJi'TCf 111\f

Scenery painted by Messrs. Gates and Morange.

Scenery built by Vail Construction Company.

Uniforms made by Brooks Uniform Company.

Dresses for Miss McComas and Miss Wilson made by Schneider-
Anderson Company, New York.

Orchestrations by Frank Saddler.

Dances by Dave Bennett.

Scenes painted by Homer Emens.
Costumes made by Harry Collins.

Gowns worn by Mr. Eltinge made by Hickson, The Hayden Co., and
Harry Collins.

Neverbreak Trunk furnished by L. Goldsmith & Son, Newark and New York.
Pease Piano used exclusively.

The Mason & Hamlin Baby Grand Piano is used in Act I. and III.
Furniture in Act II. from The Hampton Shops.
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CORT THEATRE
CHICAGO

Dearborn Street, near Randolph
Replete in Every Detail with All Latest Improvements and
Most Modern Type of Steel and Concrete Construction

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Standard Theatre Umbrella
Broadway at 90th Street.

'Phone Riverside 42.
Management of HARRY L. CORT

fire notice
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit

£U« * * ,InlcasJe of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exnot try to heat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 8, 191 T
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

FOURTH WEEK,
BEGINNING SUNDAY NIGHT.

OCTOBER 24, 1915
Broadway and 43d St.

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT 1

* ousin Lucy v shows JulianEltm^e at
hisbest^ ^ JV.Y.IZve.Su

J. FRED ZIMMERMAN, Jr. and Wm. HARRIS, Jr

PresentA. H. WOODS Presents

julian eltinge
—IN—

cousin lucy
A NEW PLAY

WithA NEW COMEDY, WITH MUSIC, IN THREE ACTS.
BOOK BY CHARLES KLEIN.

MUSIC BY PERCY WENRICH, EDWARD MADDEN AND
JEROME KERN.

Cast of Characters
(In the order in which they appear)

. . . DALLAS WE
. . . .JOE SMITH

ARTHUR BE
MABEL

MARK
JULIAN El
FRANK W

JANE «
. . CHARLES MOI

. . . MAYBELLE C
FLORENCE INGE

ELSIE w:

LEWIS S. STONEcaus^
>es N And a Specially Selected Company.

Produced under the stage direction of Felix Edwardes
BISTER
KLAYBURGH
HORACE HOLDEN
MRS. HILLARY BRONSON
HILLARY BRONSON . .

JERRY JACKSON
CHAUFFEUR ....

QUEENY
JAMES BALDWIN
ANGELA BALDWIN ....

DOROTHY WALDBROOK.
MISS HENSHAW

CAST OF CHARACTERS

(Named in the order of their first appearance).

MR. JOSEPH ALMER EDWIN CALDWELL

MRS. HENRY J. SHERMAN . . .CAMILLA CRUME

MISS KITTY SHERMAN JEAN BRAE

SERGEANT CROSBY

FRITZ

MR. HENRY J. SHERMAN
MARIA

MR. WILLIAM KIMBALL.

STANLEY H. GROOME

... .EDWARD MOLLER

.EDWARD L. SNADER

. .. TENCITA GUERRA

.WILLIAM KEIGHLEY

DELLA CAROL E
MRS. WALLINGFORD LEILA R
CLARICE VIVIAN PO
BROAD J. w. AS
POLICEMAN HENRY Fi
EXPRESSMAN FRANK STI

Ladies in Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment:
Vivian Powell, Ray Price, Grace Russell, Margaret Lison, Florence E

Carol Beerd, Betty Clark, Georgia Banks, Gladys Le Roy, Marjorie IV MR. CAPPER

CAPTAIN W00DH0USE
LADY CRANDALL

MAID

"MISS JANE GERSON
MR. REYNOLDS

JAIMIHR KHAN

MAJ. GEN. SIR GEORGE CRANDALL
MAJOR BISHOP

CECIL YAPP

LEWIS S. STONE

ALICE WILSON

ETHEL MORREY

..CARROLL McCOMAS

EDWARD SEE

MACEY HARLAM

HENRY STEPHENSON
. . . .WILLIAM H. SAMS

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment.
ACT II.-—Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment. Two n

later.
ACT III.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment. The same evening.

Time—Present. Place—New York.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
3 Days Com. 4

MON, Nov. 1 i
Matinees, Tuesday, (Election

and Wednesday

MUSICAL NUMBERS.
ACT I.

'Cheer U», Bat and Grow Thin"
By E. Ray Goetz.

ACT II.
"I've Loved Only Once and the Girl was You" H

Lyrics by Carl Randall.
"Call On Me"

By Ward and Grossmith.
"The Things They Say and the Things They Do" Hei

Bister, Angela, Mrs. Hillary and Hillary.
"Sweethearts" A

ACT III.
"Two Heads Are Better Than One" Jerry and A
"Everybody Do the Hula"

By E. Ray Goetz.
Specialty Dance Dorothy Wald

Orchestra under the direction of ALBERT BROWNE.
Orchestrations by Frank Sadler. Dances by Dave Bennett.

Synopsis of Scenery
Time—August, 1914. . Scene—The Rock of Gibraltar.

Act I.—The Lobby of the Hotel Splendide, Waterport Street, Tues¬
day Night.

Act II.—Library in the Home of the Governor General. Thursday
Afternoon.

Act III.—Same as Act II. Thursday Night.
(During this scene the curtain will be lowered for a few seconds to indi¬

cate a lapse of five hours).

Julian Eliindc ^Himself!
Chronicle Press, Orange, N. J.

All gowns and hats worn by Mr. Eltinge, created and made by Hie
Company, New York.

_ , __ ,

Company hats by Schwalbe, New York.
Company costumes by Harry Collins. Scenes painted by Homer Er

Neverbreak trunk furnished by L. Goldsmith & Son, Newark and New Yo
Furniture in Act II. from The Hampton Shops. Scenery painted by Messrs. Gates and Morange.

Scenery built by Vail Construction Company.

Uniforms made by Brooks Uniform Company.

Dresses for Miss McComas and Miss Wilson made by Schneider-
Anderson Company, New York.

Orchestrations by Frank Saddler.

Scenes painted by Homer Emens.
Costumes made by Harry Collins.

Gowns worn by Mr. Eltinge made by Hickson, The Hayden Co., and
Harry Collins.

Neverbreak Trunk furnished by L. Goldsmith & Son, Newark and New York.
Pease Piano used exclusively.

The Mason & Hamlin Baby Grand Piano is used in Act I. and III.
Furniture in Act II. from The Hampton Shops.

•nmreTFT
UtrCtor;

'RECEIVER FOk "I M-v IN RfcT>"
'tiy'A-o (Special).- ry -T Hidings,
•••igor of Cohan's Gr>;nd Opera House,

b- -vu .-ppointed receiver for •' T'-<> 1
i> -V Trouble among tlx stockholders
2:va 'M8 as the cause of the trouble. The

ay pi?1; \i a fmonths* engaged;-at,'

\;rcop.yi ;•••:«>» t«v .moving to the
■ to eon thrift t engagement of

<1:< tion sc-.vrne of the players' sal-
-

• ' educed. Gertrude Vanderbilt
•• receiving $250 -i vv^ek. 1 t»«
•.,«)>?.' drawing $100 : Ivdwara Martiudel,

Executive Staff

JOHN J. DONNELLY MANAGER

GEORGE A. KINGSBURY BUSINESS MANAGER

JOSEPH A. TINSLEY STAGE MANAGER
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J Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 1, 2 and 3
Matinees Tuesday and Wednesday

A. H. WOODS Presents

Julian Eltinge
IN

[

r

l
SB
.•

i

t

"Cousin Lucy"
A New Comedy with Music in Tnree Acts

Book by CHARLES KLEIN

Music by Jerome Kern

Staged by Robert Muton

CAST

(In the Order in Which They Appear)
BISTER DALLAS WELFORD
KLAYBURGH WILLIAM HARRIG AN
HORACE HOLDEN AUSTIN WEBB
MRS. HILLARY BRONSON MARIE CHAMBERS
HILLARY BRONSON MARK SMITH
JERRY JACKSON JULIAN ELTINGE
CHAUFFEUR JAMES BUDD
QUEENY JANE OAKER
JAMES BALDWIN NED BURTON
ANGELA BALDWIN RUTH GARTLAND
DOROTHY WALBROOK BEVERLY WEST
MISS HENSHAW NINA MELVILLE 1

| DELLA IRENE PALMER
MRS. WALLINGFORD MRS. STUART ROBSON'

CLARICE LILLIAN ORMONDE
BROAD J. W. ASHLEY
POLICEMAN HENRY FRIEND

: EXPRESSMAN FRANK STEVENS
Ladies in Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment:

Claudia Carlstedt, Elsie Weller, Irene Palmer, Alice Palmer,
Lillian Ormonde, Elsie Marquette, Dorothy Langdon, Grace
Russell, Mildred Stevens, Bessie Stewart, Nina Calame.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—Gerald Jackson's Apartment.ACT II—Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establishment.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY DEC. 10, 11, 12
MATINEE SATURDAY

SAM S. & LEE SHUBERT, INC.
with

THE CO-OPERATIVE PRODUCING COMPANY
Present Katrina Trask's Dramatization of her World

Famous Book

]"IN THE VANGUARD"r
A Play in Three Acts.

ftif,

Two months later.
ACT III—Gerald

evening.
TIME—Present.

Jackson's Apartment. The

PLACE—New York

same

MUSICAL NUMBERS
ACT I

SONG—"Those 'Come Hither' Eves" JERRY
ACT il

SONG—"Mam'selle Lucette" JERRY
Lyrics by Edward Madden. Music by Percy Wenrich.

SONG—"Society" HILLARY BRONSON
ACT III

SONG—"Two Heads Are Better Than One" JERRY
SONG—"Summertime" JERRY and Ensemble
SPECIALTY DANCE—"Keep Going"

Beveiiy West, Grace Russell. Dorothy Langdon

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Mr. Greart H. Cooper Cliffe
Mr. Gordon Selmar Romaine
The Rector Richard Lyle
Philip Gordon Pedro de Cordoba
Jack Weston Hugh Dillman i
Elsa Louise Rutter
Minnie Kathleen Comegys
Maude Maude Howell
Peggy Gertrude Workman
Mollie Blanche Turner
Mrs. Gordon Enid GrayGeneral Robbins Fred. C. Mosley
Captain Austin Perry HopperLieut. Garret Hardin Rickman

'Lieut. Carter James Courtenay(Lieut. Fenwick William Fraser
Sub. Lieutenant MacDonald Charles C. Derickson
An Orderly ...

-jj • Walter Fenton
The Enemy Rockcliffe Fellowes
The Wife of a General in the Enemy's Country. .Ruth Chester
The Daughter of a General in the Enemy's Country

Marjorie DayTownspeople, Soldiers, etc.

ACT I.—The Home Country.
ACT II.—The Enemy's Country.

Scene I. The night before the battle.

Scene II. After the battle.

The curtain will be lowered for a moment to
indicate the passing of the night.

Scene III. The Dawn.
ACT III.—The Home Country.

••

Music by August Kleinecke.
Orchestra Under the Direction of Eugene Salzer.

Orchestrations by Frank Sadler.
Dances by Frank Sadler.

All Gowns and Hats worn by Mr. Eltinge created and made by
"Hickson Co.," New York.

Company costumes designed by Melville Ellis and made by
Harry Collins.

Scenes painted by Homer Emens.
. ,

Neverbreak Trunk furnished by L. Goldsmith & Son, Newark
and New York.

Furniture in Act II from "The Hampton Shops.
Corsets worn by Mr. Eltinge in this production made by the

R. & G. Co.

The production staged under the personal direction of
Jessie Bonstelle and Bertram Harrison.

Production painted by H. Robert Law. Built by James
Surridge. Properties by Max Davis.

George T. Brown.
Hardin Rickman ,

Charles Derickson

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Business Manager

Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager

'

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR THE JULIAN ELTINGE CO.
EUGENE F. WILSON • • • -^arn- -r
JOHN MONTAGUE Business Manager
J. W. ASHLEY Stage Manager
PHILIP STERN Secretary

MECHANICAL STAFF

Joseph Keeley CarpenterI" tanklin 0. Miller ElectricianWilliam Weston Property Man

■if

§8
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200 Fifth. Avenue, New Vori '
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CHARLES LANE

In "The Cinderella Man.

ANNA ORR
In "Very Good Eddie" at the

Princess Theatre.

MILDRED KEENAN
In Step This Way" at the Shubert
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1rF==== F you want to tackle a battlefor life, take up female imper-==} sonation. Its only reward is
in dollars and cents.

Managers don't want you, agents
wont book you, and the critics roast you.

To make money, you must be pub¬
lic-made—not manager-made or actor-
made. Your public is your only friend ;
it is the power that swings the man¬
agers and the agents into line. And
the critics don't count.

You can have no understudy. (At
least, I have never found one; and for
two years we have been scouring the
country for some one to take my place
in "The Fascinating Widow." We
can't find a man who can dance, sing,
look fairly well in women's clothing,
and read his lines convincingly.)

With no understudy to step into
my place, I have missed only two per¬
formances during the ten years I have
been on the stage. One of these times,
because I got ptomaine poisoning in
Houston. T sent an eighteen-hundred-
dollar audience away from the theater.
My only other lapse was caused by
loss of voice.

Illustrating what the lack of an un¬

derstudy means, one night I broke my
ankle in the first act of "The Fascinat¬
ing Widow." There was nothing «lse
for me to do but finish the perform¬
ance; and then, as I had accomplished
that—although my temperature rose to
102—to play the rest of that week. My
rule has always been, "Never disap¬
point your audience," and I intend
holding to it if it is within human
possibility.

During all these years, in vaudeville
and in the legitimate, I have never re¬
ceived a favorable newspaper criticism
in New York, Chicago or any of the
other so-called metropolitan cities.
Each and every time I swing around,
certain of my critics assert that I can't
sing, that I can't dance and that I
can't act.

All of them admit that the public
comes to see me. There is only one
reason: I give a pleasing performance.
Proof positive of an actor's ability is
the amount of money he brings into the
box-office. If he can't draw audiences,
he is not worth his grease-paint.

I would rather have five published

Julian Eltinge
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OTIS SKINNER'S SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT |
Denver, Colo. (Special).—Otis Skinner 1

in midsummer! That was the promise of j
| Manager Woodward, and it has been ful- 1
filled by two weeks of " Kismet" July i
4-17, and " The Honor of the Family " to 1
follow. The support of Mr. Skinner by the |! Denham company was all that could be de-

, sired, particularly Vera Finlay's emotional
characterization of the wife of the Man-
sur. The success of the Denham Theater [';<! is a common topic of conversation.

Unseasonably cold weather until beyond j
July 4 caused the Gardens and Lakeside to
talk of closing. However, the trouble has

I been weathered, so to speak, and original i
plans for the season will be followed out.
Mary Plall and Charles Gunn closed their
engagement at the Gardens July 4-10 in

j " The Argyle Case." Gunn was decidedly I
at home as Kay ton and Miss Hall did some
finished work as Mrs. Martin. Charles
Dow Clark got all there was out of the
small part of Ka.vton's assistant. Forest
Winant. is now leading man. " The Third
Party," week of July 11 : " The Affairs of
Anatol," July 18-24; "The Country Boy,"
July 24-3J.

The Lakeside company played " The Belle
of Richmond " July 4-10 and " Whose Baby
Are You " July 11-17. " A Cheerful Liar "
to follow. The players have shown special
aptitude for farces and light comedies,
which have made up the majority of of¬
ferings to date. F. D. Anderson.

"THE BRUTE" WELL DONE
Keith's Bronx Players Give Well-Balanced Per¬

formance—Rowden Hall's Good Playing
Keith's, Bronx.—Roland G. Edwards's

able stage direction was again in evidence
week of July 12 at the Bronx Theater in
the well balanced performance of " The
Brute" by the B. F. Keith Players. The
creation of the atmosphere was wrought
with exceeding skill, both as to stage set¬
ting and as to the details that make a
production notable. Rowden Hall invested
the character of Donald Rogers with a
good* deal of reality, rising completely to
the demands of the many moving situa¬
tions and giving a very good performance.
Julie Herne was an exceedingly good Edith
Rogers, while Luella Morey as Mrs. Pope
and Margaret Fielding as Alice Pope are
credited with commendable impersonations.
Albert Gebhardt played Emerson Hall very
well, while Walter Marshall's abilities were
not heavily taxed as James Brennan, but
the impersonation was coni»i»ntious and
dignified. Russell Parker appeared as
James, and Lauren Pullmann, seen here
for the first time, successfully appeared in
the juvenile role of Bobbie. Motion pic¬
tures were shown before the regular per¬
formance. vaudeville between the acts, and
on Tuesday evening the last act was set
in full view of the audience. Week of
July 19, "The Burglar and the Lady."

Ida C. Malcomson.

BABY THEATER OPENS
The Portmanteau, Newest of Tiny Playhouses,

Can Be Set Up in Any Large Room
With an aim to apply the natural

dramatic instincts of children and youths
to their every-day life, the Portmanteau, a
new theater, was opened for its first dress
rehearsal last Wednesday night at the Chris-
todora Settlement House, 147 Avenue B,
with a programme of three plays.

The Portmanteau, which is the smallest
of playhouses, was designed by Stuart
Walker, for several years general stage-man¬
ager for David Belasco. The theater, as the
name implies, is portable and can be set
up in any large room. It is so constructed
that any type of play may be used. The
earlier performances will be devoted to
children's plays, but, as the repertory grows,
plays for older people will be included.
The theater will maintain a company of
professional actors and a staff of mechan¬
icians, and it will be available for per-

, formances throughout the season in homes,
clubs and schools.

The plays presented were " The Trimp-
let," a dream play, given in the time of
" partly then and partly nowadays " : " A
Fan and Two Candlesticks," an interlude
before the curtain, and " Six Who Pass
While the Lentils Boil." a romance of cab¬
bages and queens. The first and last plays
were by Mr. Walker, while Mary Mac-
Millan was responsible for the interlude.

It is planned to give a rehearsal of some
play in the Portmanteau every month in
the Christodora House, and also to estab¬
lish a dramatic club among the young peo¬
ple of the settlement who will write the
plays and design the costumes and scen¬
ery for the theater.

,.v aw*. ■*, vagal

ELSIE FERGUSON TO WED
Actress Engaged to T. B. Clarke, Jr., Vicei

President of the Harriman National Bank
Announcement has been made of the en¬

gagement of Elsie Ferguson to Thomas B
Clarke, Jr., vice-president of the Harrimai
National Bank.

This will be Miss Ferguson's second mar
riage. Her first husband was Fred Hoey1 ^
a son of the late John Hoey, president or "
the Adams Express Company, whom she
married in 1907. She obtained a divorce
from Mr. Hoey in 1911. Miss Ferguson
was born in New York in 1886 and made
her stage debut as a member of the chorus
of " The Belle of New York " in 1900. Her
first appearance as a star was in 1909 un¬
der the management of the late Henry B.
Harris in " Such a Little Queen."

Mr. Clarke is a graduate of Yale, class '
of 1900, and is a member of many clubs.
His father is Thomas B. Clarke, well known
as an art collector.

NEW THEATRICAL FIRM
Savoy Producing Company to Begin Season

with Six Plays
Under the name of the Savoy ProducingCompany, a new theatrical firm has been

launched with Paul Philipp as the general
manager and Adolf Philipp as stage direct¬
or. The first production of the new com¬
pany will be a musical comedy in three
acts entitled " Two Is Company." by PaulHerve, Jean Briquet, and Adolf Philipp, co¬
authors and composers of " The MidnightGirl," " Adele," and " Alma." The New
York premiere of the piece will take placeabout the middle of September.

The Savoy Producing Company has also
acquired the American rights to " ThatNight," a farce-comedy in three acts byAdolf Philipp; " Three Good Things," amusical comedy by Paul Herve and Jean
Briquet; " The Bank Cashier," a comedydrama in three acts by Francois Regaut;44 My Shadow and I," a play in three acts
by Jules Fabre, and a musical comedy en¬titled, " Sh, It's a Secret."

Adolf Philipp was active in the produc¬ing field two seasons ago, when he operated
the theater on Fifty-seventh Street now
known as the Bandbox.

CHICAGO
Summer Opera Season Launched With " Aida"—Pavlowa Continues at Midway Gardens

Chicago (Special).—The Summer season of, errand opera started in the outdoor theater at| Ravinia Park last Tuesday, a bit earlier than| usual. 44 Aida " was the opening opera, withBettina Freeman in the titular role, and" Faust." 44 Pagliacci," and 4i Madam Butter¬fly " followed. The company numbers many ofthe old Century organization, including: MorganKingston, Alfred Kaufman, Beatrice La Palme.Walter Wheatley, Louis Kreidler, Florence Mul-ford, Louis D'Angelo. and Lenore Beck. TheChicago Symphony Orchestra, directed by JosefPasternack and Ernest Knoch, lends excellentassistance. The opera season will continue in¬definitely.
Pavlowa and her Ballet Russe continue at theMidway Gardens. The combination of the imag¬inative and exquisite art of Pavlowa and thecoloring of Bakst with the picturesque open airsurroundings makes the engagement unusuallycompelling. The past week saw " Amarilla,""

Coppelia," and " Invitation to the Dance."besides some two dozen divertissements. Pav¬lowa danced a new divertissement. " The Cali-foria Poppy." to music by Tschaikowsky. It isa captivating little solo, dedicated to America.Percy Hammond comments interestingly uponthe Pavlowa season: 44 Despite the dearth of' hall shows,' as the circus men contemptuouslycall them," he says. 44 the anguish of a torridevening may be assuaged by attendance at manyof a myriad of gardens which dot a topographyotherwise as dull as a book review by JeanetteGilder. I wonder if it is generally known thatthis settlement, which has been described bycritical visitors from other lands as an 4 in¬credible lapse from civilization ' : as the slat¬tern of the cities and as the sty of a conti¬nent—I wonder if it is generally known that thismere huddle of houses possesses at this momentthe most beautiful of outdoor entertainments. Irefer, of course, to Pavlowa and her dancers atthe Midway Gardens. Here is a miracle ofarchitecture whose amazing walls inclose theirreatest of the dancers (so far as I know) inher most ingratiating aspect. Sometimes I thinkthat it is desecration to call Pavlowa a dancer,for she is not a dancer, as we know the term—but mingled light and air and grace and har¬mony. a lark with a soul, fluttering, swift, awinged spirit of music and motion. In a com¬munity where, as some one else has said, tip¬toeing is known only by hearsay; in the home ofthe open muffler and the hurdy-gurdy. Pavlowaand the lovely silence of her art are a benison.I am paraphrasing some one—I know not who—when I suggest fantastically that in the newField Columbian museum there be placed, faraway from the mummies and the specimens, oneof Pavlowa's discarded slippers, labeled 4 ExPede Annam.' as a memory of the brave, beau¬tiful. and, I hope, not altogether unappreciatedendeavor of the philanthropic and idealistic gen¬tlemen who run the Midway Gardens."44 The Lady in Red." now at the Grand, willcontinue until Sept. 4. Yalli Valli is the lady inquestion, and Gertie Yanderbilt. Glenn Hall. Ed¬ward Mardindel, Josie Intropidi. and Will Phil¬lips continue in the cast.
The weather hasn't yet sidetracked 44 Peg o'My Heart " at the Cort. " Maid in America " atthe Palace, or " All Over Town " at the Gar-rick. 44 The Birth of a Nation." the Griffithfilm spectacle, is in its sixth week at the Illinois.
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SAM SOTHERN COMING
I English Actor and Brother of E. H. Sothern to

Play Here in 44 Pair of Silk Stockings"
Sam Sothern. brother of E. H. Sothern.is coming to this country to play his origi¬nal role in " A Pair of Silk Stockings."wMch Winthrop Ames and the Shubertswill send on tour after a brief revival inSentember at the Little Theater.Mr. Sothern was last seen in America ini.°9t. when, as a member of his brother'scomoany. he played in " The Prisoner ofZenda." "An Enemy to the King," "The1 Victoria Cross." and " Sheridan." Sincethen he has confined his activities entirelvto. the London stage, appearing in leadingroles in " Whitewashing Julia." " Trelaw-ne.v of the Wells." " The Liars," " ThePrince Chap." " The Mollusc," " A Butter¬fly on the Wheel." " Seven Sisters" andother nlays.

PAVLOWA CAST ENGAGEDEleven Singers in Opera Company — ManyOperatic Novelties to Be GivenThe entire chorus and orchestra of theformer Boston Opera company have beenengaged by Max Rabinoff for the new grandopera company which he is organizing toappear in conjunction with the Pavlowaballet. Also more than half of the princi¬pal artists have been engaged.The company at present stands as fol-'lows: Sopranos and mezzo-sopranos: MariaGay, Marie Kouznetzova, Amelita Galli-Curci, Maggie Teyte, Louisa Villani; ten- ,ors: Giovanni Zenatello, Ippolito Lazzaro, |
Riccardo Martin; baritones and bassos |George Baklanoff. Gaudio Mansueto, ThomasChalmers ; conductors : Roberto Moranzoni,Emil Kuper, Adolph Schmid ; stage direct- j
or, Ryszard Ordynski; technical director,Robert F. Brunton ; chorus director, AmedeoBarbieri.

In the ballet portion of the organization,Mile. Pavlowa will have the entire companywith which she toured during the past sea¬son, including Ivan Clustine, AlexanderVolinine, Stephanie Plaskovietzka, andStasia Kuhn.
An extensive repertoire will be offered.Among the novelties will be Auber's " TheDumb Girl of Portici" ; Josef Holbrooke'snew opera. " The Enchanted Garden." andMontemezzi's " The Love of Three Kings."The organization will open its season atthe Auditorium in Chicago early in October.On their way from that city to New Yorkthe company will stop for four perform¬ances at Toronto. All box office receiptsabove $35,000, the sum necessary to defrayexpenses, will be donated to the CanadianPatriotic Fund.

BRIDGEp0RT, CONN. —

Aborn Opera Company Begins Season at Lyric
—Prominent Players in Cast

Bridgeport. Conn. (Special).—Beginning Mon¬
day, July 26, the Aborn Opera company will
play an indefinite engagement at the Lyric The¬
ater. succeeding the Calburn Musical Stock com-

The opening bill is " rr"-- —L—pany. ' The Fortune
Teller," to be followed with " The Spring Maid."
The cast includes Eileen Castles, Fritzi von
Busing. Mable Andres, Forrest Huff, James Mc-
Elhearn. and Charles H. Jones.

For the last week of its engagement at the
Lyric the Calburn company presented 44 Sergeant
Kitty." Florence Mackie proved a delightful
Kitty and Arthur Burckly was splendid as
Lucian Valliers. Jack Kearney and Billy Lunn
took care of their humorous roles in their usual
good fashion. Others seen to advantage were
Neil McCune, Laura Millard. Alonzo Price, Harry
Luck. Helen Francis. Marjorie Kingston. John
Rowe, and William Doyle.

Allen P. Weil.

J. B. Schriever, Scranton, Pa.
JOSEPH GILLOW.

Mr. Gillow recently completed a very suc¬
cessful season as leading man of the Yonk-
ers Stock company, playing an engagement
of thirty-seven weeks.

Mr. Gillow's plans for next season are
still unsettled, although he may go into a
production.

CAVE-IN CLOSES THEATERS
No sooner gone was the fearful heat,which caused four theaters to be tempora¬rily closed and openings of many new playsto be postponed, than the wooden roofingover the new subway caved in last Satur¬day night on Broadway at Thirty-eighthStreet, making necessary the closing of theCasino and Knickerbocker Theaters.The loss to the managers of these housesamounted to $4,000 in advance sales alone.No estimate was obtainable for the totalloss. By shifting the police and fire linesthe authorities permitted both theaters toreopen Monday night.

NEW MUSICAL COMEDY
44 My Hawkeye Girl " by Joe Howard to Be Pro¬

duced in Chicago Easter Sunday
A new musical comedy by Joe Howard,entitled, " My Hawkeye Girl" will be pro¬duced at the Illinois Theater, Chicago, onEaster Sunday. The scenes of the piece arelaid in Iowa.
Mr. Howard, who is the composer of44 The Time, Place and the Girl" and manyother musical comedies, is at present play¬ing an engagement in vaudeville withEthlyn Clark. Miss Clark will have theleading part in the new production.

Floyd, N. Y.
MISS VALERIE BERGERE,

Now Presenting " Little Cherry Blossom'
in Vaudeville.
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David Warfield Vacationing on Coast—Actors'Equity Association Convention jSan Francisco, Cal. (Special).—Dave War-[field, who is spending his vacation in San Fran¬cisco, is unusually active this year in socialand theatrical affairs. He was a conspicuousfigure at the Actors' Equity Association Conven¬tion here, and on Sunday matinee attended theOrpheum as a vaudeville reviewer. He wrote a !half-column in the Examiner.Mrs. David Belasco has arrived on her firstvisit in seven years. She is accompanied by Mr. .and Mrs. Sidney Farrar, parents of GeraldineFarrar, who is posing on the Coast. Mr. and |Mrs. Gest will shortly come to San Francisco. ;Mrs. Gest is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Da¬vid Belasco.
The Actors' Equity Association had a success- ;ful convention, presided over by Francis Wil- 'son. Others present were: Miss Olive Oliver.Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kyle, W. H. Crane, DaveWarfield, Al. Jolson, Elsie Ferguson, and Ma- Idame Nazimova.
Charles Kenyon has started for New York todirect his latest play, 44 The Chatelaine."The Columbia will remain dark until July 19.when Mrs. Patrick Campbell is billed to openin 44 Pygmalion."
The Alcazar is continuing with 44 The Clans¬man," and is now in its thirteenth week, run¬ning two performances daily.The Cort opened with 44 The Melting Pot " infilm on July 12.
The Orpheum has Kitty Gordon as the head-liner.
The Wigwam has 44 The Traffic," Del Law¬rence and Nana Bryant being specially engagedfor the leads.
The Empress has a big bill drawing well, like¬wise the Pantages Theater had as headliner the

.

Six Ivirksmith Sisters. The Hippodrome and !Republic, owned by the same people, are runningon smoothly. A. T. Barnett.

DEATH OF BLANCHE RING'S SISTER
Mrs. Grace Ring Dunham, wife of Mr.Robert M. Dunham, of 549 West 123dStreet, died July 13, at her home, of acuteBright's disease, after an illness of severalmonths. She was thirty-six years old.Mrs. Dunham was a member of the famousRing theatrical family of Boston. Hergrandfather, " Jimmy " Ring, was fortwenty-five years the proprietor of theBoston Museum, the first of the large Bos¬ton theaters. Misses Blanche Ring, JulieRing, and Frances Ring, sisters of Mrs.Dunham, are at present on the stage, asis also her brother, Cyril Ring. Other im¬portant actors have been in her family.She has another sister, Sarah Ring, whois not an actress.

Mrs. Dunham was born in Boston, whereher father, Mr. James Ring, was a fish mer¬chant. She was a frequent contributor ofverses to Boston newspapers.

MME. WALSKA TO WED
Madame Ganna Walska. the Polish nrin10

donna, is to be married shortly to Lowell
M. Palmer, Jr., a prominent Brooklyn man¬
ufacturer.

Madame Walska. who made her American
debut last April in the French onerettn.
44 Mile. Nitouche." at the .Century Theater,
is the widow of Baron Arcadie d'Eingorn.
a Russian military officer who was killed n +
the front in Poland about three months
ago.

Madame Walska made her debut Kiev.
Russia, as Sonia in " The Merrv Widow."

44COMES UP SMILING" CLOSES
Chicago (Special).—The -engagement of44 He Comes Up Smiling," at Powers Thca- jter, was abruptly terminated last Saturday ;night after eighteen consecutive perform- ]ances. Bernard Granville, who was seen jin the leading role, will again be identifiedwith the Shubert forces.

44TOO NEAR PARIS" TO OPEN OCT. 18
A. G. Delamater has selected Oct. IS asthe date for the New York opening of hisFrench musical farce, " Too Near Paris."A preliminary engagement will be played 1in Washington.
In the cast are John W. Ransone, LianeCarrera, Charles P. Morrison, HenrietteLee, Nick Judels, Harrison Garrett andothers.

Anna Case

ACTOR DIES SUDDENLY
Chicago (Special).—Thomas Graves, an

English comedian in 44 Nobody Home," died
in his dressing room at the Princess The¬
ater during the performance Wednesday
night, Dec. 22. An understudy was rushed
on in his place and the audience was not
aware of his death. The actor was stricken
suddenlv, shortly before the close of the
last act.
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little ingenious touches. They notice and remarkon some new dimple I have painted on my back,whether I wear a new style of bracelet, or affectany novelty. In addition, they make the mostenthusiastic audience.
More than anything else, I play to the middle-aged woman. She knows and appreciates theout-of-the-ordinary in acting and attire. She,too, is the backbone of the theater's attendance.

As any matter
HdJuUa5 dress always

g

women, I striveA for the latest and most\ modish. I have a veri-

5AN I'KAIS'LAW ——
David Warfield Vacationing on Coast—Actors'

Equity Association Convention
San Fbanoisco, Cat.. (Special).—Dave War-field, who is spending: his vacation in San Fran¬cisco, is unusually active this year in socialand theatrical affairs. He was a conspicuousfigure at the Actors' Equity Association Conven¬tion here, and on Sunday matinee attended theOrpheum as a vaudeville reviewer. He wrote ahalf-column in the Examiner.Mrs. David Belasco has arrived on her firstvisit in seven years. She is accompanied by Mr.and Mrs. Sidney Farrar, parents of GeraldineFarrar, who is posing on the Coast. Mr. andMrs. Gest will shortly come to San Francisco.Mrs. Gest is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Da¬vid Belasco.

The Actors' Equity Association had a success¬ful convention, presided over by Francis Wil¬son. Others present were: Miss Olive Oliver,Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kyle, W. H. Crane, DaveWarfield, Al. Jolson, Elsie Ferguson, and Ma¬dame Nazimova.
Charles lvenyon has started for New York todirect his latest play, " The Chatelaine."The Columbia will remain dark until July 19.when Mrs. Patrick Campbell is billed to openin " Pygmalion."
The Alcazar is continuing with " The Clans¬man," and is now in its thirteenth week, run¬ning two performances daily.The Cort opened with " The Melting Pot " infilm on July 12.
The Orpheum has Kitty Gordon as the head-liner.
The Wigwam has " The Traffic," Del Law¬rence and Nana Bryant being specially engagedfor the leads.
The Empress has a big bill drawing well, like¬wise the Pantages Theater had as headliner theSix Ivirksmith Sisters. The Hippodrome andRepublic, owned by the same people, are runningon smoothly. A. T. Barnett.

DEATH OF BLANCHE RING'S SISTER
Mrs. Grace Ring Dunham, wife of Mr.Robert M. Dunham, of 549 West 123dStreet, died July 13, at her home, of acuteBright's disease, after an illness of severalmonths. She was thirty-six years old.Mrs. Dunham was a member of the famousRing theatrical family of Boston. Hergrandfather, " Jimmy" Ring, was fortwenty-five years the proprietor of theBoston Museum, the first of the large Bos¬ton theaters. Misses Blanche Ring, JulieRing, and Frances Ring, sisters of Mrs.Dunham, are at present on the stage, asis also her brother, Cyril Ring. Other im¬portant actors have been in her family.She has another sister, Sarah Ring, whois not an actress.

Mrs. Dunham was born in Boston, whereher father, Mr. James Ring, was a fish mer¬chant. She was a frequent contributor ofverses to Boston newspapers.
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CAVE-IN CLOSES THEATERS
No sooner gone was the fearful heat,which caused four theaters to be tempora¬rily closed and openings of many new playsto be postponed, than the wooden roofingover the new subway caved in last Satur¬day night on Broadway at Thirty-eighthStreet, making necessary the closing of theCasino and Knickerbocker Theaters.The loss to the managers of these housesamounted to $4,000 in advance sales alone.No estimate was obtainable for the totalloss. By shifting the police and fire linesthe authorities permitted both theaters toreopen Monday night.
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J. B. Schriever, Scranton, Pa.
JOSEPH GILLOW.

Mr. Gillow recently completed a very suc¬
cessful season as leading man of the Yonk-
ers Stock company, playing an engagementof thirty-seven weeks.

Mr. Gillow's plans for next season are
still unsettled, although he may go into a
production.
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"COMES UP SMILING" CLOSES
Chicago (Special).—The -engagement of" He Comes Up Smiling," at Powers Thea¬ter, was abruptly terminated last Saturdaynight after eighteen consecutive perform¬ances. Bernard Granville, who was seenin the leading role, will again be identifiedwith the Shubert forces.

"TOO NEAR PARIS" TO OPEN OCT. 18
A. G. Delamater has selected Oct. 18 asthe date for the New York opening of hisFrench musical farce, " Too Near Paris."A preliminary engagement will be playedin Washington.
In the cast are John W. Ransone, LianeCarrera, Charles P. Morrison, HenrietteLee, Nick Judels, Harrison Garrett andothers.

NEW MUSICAL COMEDY
" My Hawkeye Girl " by Joe Howard to Be Pro¬

duced in Chicago Easter Sunday
A new musical comedy by Joe Howard,entitled, " My Hawkeye Girl " will be pro¬duced at the Illinois Theater, Chicago, onEaster Sunday. The scenes of the piece arelaid in Iowa.
Mr. Howard, who is the composer of" The Time, Place and the Girl" and manyother musical comedies, is at present play¬ing an engagement in vaudeville withEthlyn Clark. Miss Clark will have theleading part in the new production.

Floyd, N. r.
MISS VALERIE BERGERE,

Now Presenting " Little Cherry Blossom
in Vaudeville. Anna Case
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The public's attitude proves that I am
not accepted just as a freak. For in¬
stance, there is a serious bit of business
in "The Crinoline Girl," and I alwayswin the most complimentary silenceduring its enactment. That silencewhich accompanies a bit of pathosshows that my impersonation is for¬
gotten.

I am going into a line that is more
acceptable. In two or three years, fol¬lowing two seasons more with Mr.
Woods—with a revue for one season,
a new play by Charles Klein, author of
"The Music Master" and "The Lion
and the Mouse," and a short spring tourin "Ingomar"—I shall offer myself in
an entirely new phase of endeavor. For
two years I have been studying under
one of the best dramatic coaches in the
world, and he assures me that I have
undoubted talent for a certain line of
dramatic work. I want to see if the
public thinks so.

"Ingomar"—with an all-male cast,all-star, with William Farnum playingthe title role—will go on a short springtour of only the largest cities, underMr. Woods' management. I shall playParthenia—something that has not been
done in modern times, a man playing awoman's role seriously. I have MaryAnderson's prompt-book, and I have ar¬

ranged to make a composite of all of
the famous Parthenias. Perhaps I shallhave opportunity to discover whether
that newly-discovered note of pathos in
my voice is convincing.

Next season I am going to realize
another of my great ambitions—play¬ing in the New York theater that bears
my name, and in which I hold a third
interest. I shall appear there in the
Klein play—a new style of vehicle for
me—with incidental music.

So have I declared myself.
William Julian Dalton.

and I wouldn't speak to each other
after it was over. He was angry be¬
cause he had engaged me; and I was
angry because I had signed with him.
We became friends again, however,
when the line formed in front of the
box-office on the day following our first
performance. That line heals many awound.

Neither of us liked my present play,"The Crinoline Girl." "We have to
have something quickly," Mr. Woods
argued, and so I said, "All right."When we produced the play, we found
that all it had needed was an audience.
It was that kind of a play. We marvel
yet at some of the laugh-bringers—com¬
ing at points where we never, in our
fondest dreams, expected a laugh.

Besides, there was the rhinestone
coat incident to mar the general tran¬
quillity of a first night. I had had the
coat made specially for this play, andhad put a lot of thought and work on
it. It draped from my shoulders to
my feet, and had alternate stripes ofwhite rhinestones an inch and a half
wide, and stripes of black velvet. When
the coat appeared, it weighed sixty-five
pounds.

There is a scene in the play where
my pal carries the coat downstairs. On
the first night he tried and almost fell.
That was Trial No. i. The girl I im¬
personate is supposed to wear the same
coat, and when she put it on, she found
that walking meant stumbling about as
if she were carrying a sack of flour on
her shoulder: That was Trial No. 2.
So I had a silver-spangled duplicatemade for her. I wear the heavy coat
for five minutes during the last act of
the play, and the part requires that I
stand. When I go off the stage, I feel
as if I had been shoveling coal for an
hour. Sometimes, I fear, I am too am¬
bitious.

more money than I ever dreamed Icould.
There were months when I walked

Broadway, starving, with ten-cent
vaudeville and cheap musical comedyengagements now and then. Finally,when George M. Cohan and George("Honey-boy") Evans engaged me fortheir minstrel show, my salary went upfrom one thousand dollars to seventeenhundred and fifty dollars a week.

For the minstrel show, I plannedthree specialties, all new. Among them
was a bathing-girl scene in which I
appeared in short skirts, a thing I had
never done before. We held the dress-
rehearsal at Atlantic City, and in thefront row sat the jury—Marc Klaw,A. L. Erlanger, Sam Harris, Mr.Cohan and a dozen or so others.

When I got out on the stage in mybathing-suit, I swear I never felt so
embarrassed in all my life. No woman
could have felt more undressed. It
was like playing unattired before the
world. And not a sign of applause."That's one number I'll have to
abandon," I said to myself, when the
scene was over. "That certainly didn'tmake a hit."

I followed with a Salome specialty,barelegged and barefoot; and more
embarrassed than ever. It was worse
and more of it. Again, not a sign ofapplause; not a compliment from a
member of the company.

"Good-by to Salome, too," I de¬
cided. "That's another that didn't getover."

Previously, I had asked Mr. Erlangerfor a special "back drop" curtain, orbackground, for my act. After the re¬
hearsal he came back-stage, and said:
"Julian, sketch out what you want inthe way of a drop, and I'll have it made
for you."

That was my compliment. I knew
my specialties had made good. If hehadn't given me that encouragement, Icertainly shouldn't have had the nerve
to put them on—although theyproved later to be among my greatest
successes.

But as to dress-rehearsals, that of"The Fascinating Widow" was so ter¬rible that A. H. Woods, my manager,

eyes. My dresses are made exactly as
they would be made for the average
woman—texture and all that. The lin¬
ings of all my gowns are of strong
canvas—to permit comedy actions and
the natural play of a man's muscles and
large bones. With the ordinary flimsylinings that are put in women's gowns,
my costumes would fall to pieces dur¬
ing the first performance.

To facilitate rapid dressing, all of
my gowns fasten on only three or
four hooks and eyes, and these are ex¬
ceptionally large, almost of a size and
strength of those used on harness.

Except for designing, I go about get¬ting my costumes much as the average
woman does. First, after' the gown is
designed, I get a "fining fitting," put¬ting on corsets, underwear and lingerie
as would a woman. The costumer uses
this lining model with which to com¬
plete the gown.

T"HE fact that audiences expect meto be beyond the styles, keeps me
on the qui vive. To get ahead of the
styles, I must change my wardrobe in
its entirety at least twice each season.

And, then, besides the booking-agents, and the managers and the
critics, I have another enemy—thecorset. To wear gowns properly andin such a way that there is not the ever-
constant feeling that I am only a mandressed up in women's clothes, I must
needs lace tightly—so tightly, in fact,that a heavy meal finds no restingplace. Thus, my breakfast and mid¬
night supper are my biggest meals.With corsets and hair to struggle with,I consume nearly an hour and a half
in making up.

Whatever the general belief in oc¬
cupational influence, playing women's
parts has had no more effect on methan playing villains has had on Wil¬
ton Lackaye—which is none at all.

I started out ten years ago inBoston, where, as a boy of fourteen,I had been successful in the all-male
musical comedies of the First CorpsCadets. I wanted to make money;female impersonation seemed to be myforte. Now, I feel that I am a suc¬
cess in my line—I have made money,

SAN f KAiVC&CO1
David Warfield Vacationing on Coast—Actors'

Equity Association Convention
San Francisco, Cal. (Special).—Dave War-field, who is spending his vacation in San Fran¬cisco, is unusually active this year in socialand theatrical affairs. He was a conspicuousfigure at the Actors' Equity Association Conven¬tion here, and on Sunday matinee attended theOrpheum as a vaudeville reviewer. He wrote ahalf-column in the Examiner.Mrs. David Belasco has arrived on her firstvisit in seven years. She is accompanied by Mr.and Mrs. Sidney Farrar, parents of GeraldineFarrar, who is posing on the Coast. Mr. andMrs. Gest will shortly come to San Francisco.Mrs. Gest is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Da¬vid Belasco.

The Actors' Equity Association had a success¬ful convention, presided over by Francis Wil¬son. Others present were: Miss Olive Oliver,Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kyle, W. H. Crane, DaveWarfield, Al. Jolson, Elsie Ferguson, and Ma¬dame Nazimova.
Charles lvenyon has started for New York todirect his latest play, " The Chatelaine."The Columbia will remain dark until July 19.when Mrs. Patrick Campbell is billed to openin " Pygmalion."
The Alcazar is continuing with " The Clans¬man," and is now in its thirteenth week, run¬ning two performances daily.The Cort opened with " The Melting Pot " infilm on July 12.
The Orpheum has Kitty Gordon as the head-liner.
The Wigwam has " The Traffic." Del Law¬rence and Nana Bryant being specially engagedfor the leads.
The Empress has a big bill drawing well, like¬wise the Pantages Theater had as headliner theSix Kirksmith Sisters. The Hippodrome andRepublic, owned by the same people, are runningon smoothly. A. T. Barnett.

SAM SOTHERN COMING
English Actor and Brother of E. H. Sothern to

Play Here in " Pair of Silk Stockings"
Sam Sothern. brother of E. H. Sothern.is coming to this country to play his origi¬nal role in " A Pair of Silk Stockings."wMch Winthrop Ames and the Shubertswill send on tour after a brief revival inSentember at the Little Theater.Mr. Sothern was last seen in America in1P97. when, as a member of his brother's

comnany. he played in " The Prisoner ofZenda." "An Enemy to the King." "The1 Victoria Cross." and " Sheridan." Sincethen he has confined his activities entirelyto the London stage, appearing in leadingroies in " Whitewashing Julia." " Trelaw-ney of the Well5?." " The Liars." " ThePrince Chap." " The Mollusc," " A Butter¬fly on the Wheel." " Seven Sisters" andother plays.

DEATH OF BLANCHE RING'S SISTER
Mrs. Grace Ring Dunham, wife of Mr.Robert M. Dunham, of 549 West 123dStreet, died July 13, at her home, of acuteBright's disease, after an illness of severalmonths. She was thirty-six years old.Mrs. Dunham was a member of the famousRing theatrical family of Boston. Hergrandfather, " Jimmy " Ring, was fortwenty-five years the proprietor of theBoston Museum, the first of the large Bos¬ton theaters. Misses Blanche Ring. JulieRing, and Frances Ring, sisters of Mrs.Dunham, are at present on the stage, asis also her brother, Cyril Ring. Other im¬portant actors have been in her family.She has another sister, Sarah Ring, whois not an actress.

Mrs. Dunham was born in Boston, whereher father. Mr. James Ring, was a fish mer¬chant. She was a frequent contributor ofverses to Boston newspapers.

CAVE-IN CLOSES THEATERS
No sooner gone was the fearful heat,which caused four theaters to be tempora¬rily closed and openings of many new playsto be postponed, than the wooden roofingover the new subway caved in last Satur¬day night on Broadway at Thirty-eighthStreet, making necessary the closing of theCasino and Knickerbocker Theaters.The loss to the managers of these housesamounted to $4,000 in advance sales alone.No estimate was obtainable for the totalloss. By shifting the police and fire linesthe authorities permitted both theaters toreopen Monday night.J. B. Schriever, Scranton, Pa.

JOSEPH GILLOW.

Mr. Gillow recently completed a very suc¬
cessful season as leading man of the Yonk-
ers Stock company, playing an engagement
of thirty-seven weeks.

Mr. Gillow's plans for next season are
still unsettled, although he may go into a
production.

"COMES UP SMILING" CLOSES
Chicago (Special).—The -engagement of" He Comes Up Smiling," at Powers Thea¬ter, was abruptly terminated last Saturdaynight after eighteen consecutive perform¬ances. Bernard Granville, who was seenin the leading role, will again be identifiedwith the Shubert forces.

"TOO NEAR PARIS" TO OPEN OCT. 18
A. G. Delamater has selected Oct. IS asthe date for the New York opening of hisFrench musical farce, " Too Near Paris."A preliminary engagement will be playedin Washington.
In the cast are John W. Ransone, LiancCarrera, Charles P. Morrison, HenrietteLee, Nick Judels, Harrison Garrett andothers.

NEW MUSICAL COMEDY
" My Hawkeye Girl" by Joe Howard to Be Pro¬

duced in Chicago Easter Sunday
A new musical comedy by Joe Howard,entitled, " My Hawkeye Girl" will be pro¬duced at the Illinois Theater, Chicago, onEaster Sunday. The scenes of the piece arelaid in Iowa.
Mr. Howard, who is the composer of" The Time, Place and the Girl" and manyother musical comedies, is at present play¬ing an engagement in vaudeville withEthlyn Clark. Miss Clark will have theleading part in the new production.

Floyd, N. Y.
MISS VALERIE BERGERE,
resenting " Little Cherry Blossom

in Vaudeville. Anna Case
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 21, 1916.Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
The World's Greatest Eccentric Comedienne

CYCLONIC

EVA TANGUAV
In the New Musical Comedy, in Two Acts,Originally Produced at the Longacre Theatre, New York City,For Two Hundred Nights,

THE GIRL WHO SMILES
From the French by Paul HervS and Jean Briquet.English Version by Adolf Phillip and Edward Paulton.

Staged by Ben Teal.
With the following Cast of Characters.

(In the Order of their Appearance)Paul Fabre
Anatole, his son
Marie, Paul's daughter
Madame Bouliere
Theodore, her son

Henriette, her daughter
Phonette Duttier, the cook. . . .

Francois Dechanelle, an artist.
Bertie
Archie
Nana
Rudolf Tapine, a sculptor
Pierre Renauld, a composer...
Jacques
Clarisse Lunlere, an actress...
FogSre, a landlord

.. (Impatient) . . . .

. . (Imperturbable).

. . (Imaginative). . .

.. (Imperious)
. . (Immature) . ...

.. (Impressionable)
. . (Inimitable)....

. (Impecunious). ..

J (Impossible) j •
.(Impish)
. (Improvident) ...

. (Impoverished). .

. (Impudent)
(Impertinent). . . .

. (Implacable)....

. . Chas. Morrison
. .. . Paul Decker
. . . Elsa Garrette

. . . Henrietta Lee
. Lawrence Beck

. .. Tempe Evans

.EVA TANGUAY
. Rollin Grimes

. Robert Ward
Lawrence War<i

Nana
James Whelan
Victor Bozart
John Ormston

Dora Cumerfelt
Nace Bonville

had .i
urn ions

ic of " The

original,
ause of

that

lujn they *1!'«•
cannot. >10^:

wish that *
Alt, wito <

• 'in musical
■ ordi:

'l PplfllK

Paul Dechanelle, last, not least
Yvonne

Models (Immaculate).Madeline
Modeste
Suzanne
Elaine...
Josephine
Jacques
Henri . .

Louis ..

Gaston .

Lucille. .

Celeste. .

'{
(Important) Rag Baybee

Bessie Carey
Louise Squires

.Catherine Lawrence-
.. . Elfie Phelan

Grisettes (Immaterial).

1

y Art Students . (Immune). .

Gertrude Bernard'
Eva Stuart
Rue Brown

. . Dorothy Dean

. . . Jacques Lalt
...... Jack Evans-

.. . Alfred Ward'
. .Elmer Haines^

ACT I.—Scene 1—Country Home of Paul Fabre (Argenteuil—not far from Paris).
Time—The immediate past—The month of May.Scene 2—A Street in the Latin Quarter—Paris.Scene 3—A Studio in the Latin Quarter—Paris.

Time—Five weeks later.
ACT II.—Same as Act I.—Scene 1.

Eighteen months after and in the time of falling leaves.
MUSICAL. NUMBERS.

ACT I.1 Opening Chorus—"A Little Difference at Breakfast,"Paul, Anatole, Serving Men, Serving Women2 Song—"Life Has Just Begun"
Marl*3 Sextette—"Join the Familee" Anatole, Marie, Theodore,Henriette, Mme. Bouliere, Paul

4 'Tm Built for Speed" Phonette5 "Father Never Raised Any Foolish Children' Phonette6 Duet—"Teach Me to Smile" Francois and Marie7 Song—"The Story of a Sparrow"
: V18 "I Forgot the Number of the House" Bertie and Archie9 "A Breath from Bohemia" Rudolf, Modiste, Madeline,

Yvonne, Francois, Pierre10 Solo and Concerted Number Marie and Ensemble11 Terpsichorean
Nana and Alexis12 "Have You Heard the Scandal" Bertie and ArchieIS "Wine, Wine, Wine"

Ensemble14 Seiection
EVA TANGUAY15 Concerted No.—"We're Looking for Marie" Everybody16 Temptation Waltz

Phonette17 Song and Chorus
Company18 Finale
CompanyACT n.19 Opening Chorus—"When Labor Comes Into Its Own" Chorus20 "Dance Me Good-Bye" Phonette, Bertie and Archie21 "Cozey Corner" Marie, Paul, Pierre and Rudolf22 Finale

EVA TANGUAY

t v £ ij, i cic vtn w111W
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THEATRE

48th Street, West of Broadway.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915.Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE TIMES PRODUCING CORPORATIOK
Presents

A New Musical Comedy in Three Acts, Entitled

THE GIRL WHO SMILES
By Paul HervS.

Music by Jean Briquet and Adolf Philipp.
English Version by Edward A. Paulton and Adolf Philipp.

STAGED BY BEN TEAL.
Augmented Orchestra under the direction of Augustus Barratt.

And with the following Cast of Characters
(In the order of

Paul Fabre
Anatole, his son
Marie, Paul's daughter
Pauline Legarde, her maid
Madame Bouliere
Theodore, her son

Henriette, her daughter
Alphonse Duttier, the chef
Francois Dechanelle, an artist. . .

Rudolf Tapine, a sculptor
Pierre Renauld, a composer
Clarisse Luniere, an actress
FogSre, a landlord
Paul Dechanelle, last and least...

Yvonne
Madeline J- Models
Modeste.

their appearance)
(Impatient) William Danforth
(/mpurturbable) Paul Decker
(Imaginative) Natalie Alt
(Impulsive).. .Marie Fanchonetti
(Imperious) Lucille Saunders
(Immature)) Ralph Bunker
(Impressionable) . .Lillian Spencer
(Impracticable).. ..Fred Walton
(Impecunious) ... .George Baldwin
(Improvident) Joseph Phillips
(impoverished) . .Paul Hyde Davies
(Impertinent) Grace Leigh
(Implacable) Nace Bonville
(Important) , ^

.(Immune) . ■n

v.-J"'

Grisettes (Immaterial).. {
I

I

Suzanne ■)
Lucille. .

Celeste. . ^
Elaine. . .

Josephine j
Jacques ^
Henri .

Louis .

Gaston . )
Janette i ^

Lizette . [Maids (Immovable).
Jules. . . .

Art Students (Impossible).

. . . Elsa Garrette «

Irene Hopping £_
Grace de Wolfe .

.Dorothy Dunn J
. . .Diana Yorke .i
.... Eva Stuart j

Rue Braun
.Madge Bronson -i

.Jack Sears !• their^ . . . .John Young
") . .James Whelan
' .C. Dunham, Jr.

I Claire Lawrence

Adolf . .

Philleppe ^
Edouard

(Impervious). . .

i ....Jack Sears ^ , """—-
John Young y 7^/,1* ;jJames Whelan

C. Dunham, Jr.

ACT I.—Country Home of Paul Fabre (Argenteuil—not far from
Paris).

Time—The immediate past—The month of May.
ACT II.—A Studio in the Latin Quarter—Paris.

Time—Five weeks later.
ACT III.—Same as Act I.

Eighteen months alter and in the time of falling leaves.

MUSIC SYNOPSIS.
ACT I.

1 Opening Chorus—"A Little Difference at Breakfast,"
Paul, Anatole, Serving Men, Serving Women

2 Song—"Life Has Just Begun" Marie
3 Sextette—"Join the Familee" Anatole, Marie, Theodore, Henriette,

Mme. Bouliere, Paul
4 Duet—"Dance Me Good-bye" Alphonse and Pauline
5 Duet—"Teach Me to Smile" Francois and Marie
6 Song—"The Story of a Sparrow" Paul
7 Finale.

ACT II.
8 Opening Number—"A Breath From Bohemia" Rudolph, Modiste,

Madeline. Yvonne, Francois. Pierre9 Song—"At Last United" Pierre10 Solo and Concerted No.—Marie, Alphonse, Rudolph, Pierre, Francois,
Madeline, Modiste, Yvonne11 Duet—"You Are My Little Cupid" Alphonse and Clarisse

E12 Trio—"Oh! Pauline" Clarisse, Alphonse, Pauline
' 13 Song—"Your Picture" Francois• 14 Concerted No.—"We're Looking for Marie" Everybody
, 15 Temptation Waltz Clarisse, Francois, Rudolph, Pierre, Girls, Boys; 16 Song and Chorus—"A Girl From Paree" Marie and Everybody
. 17 Finale.

ACT III.
• 18 Opening Chorus—"When Labor Comes Into Its Own,"•

Alphonse, Serving Men and Serving Women• 19 Duet—"Honeymoon in May" Alphonse and Pauline
| 20 Sextette—"Baby Mine" Marie, Francois, Rudolph, Alphonse,I „„ , Pierre, Pauline| 21 Finale.

g.' ! Scenery specially designed and painted by TJnitt & Wickes, andJ; j £ . built by the Kellam Construction Company.
> Floral decorations by John Felippelli.Special properties from the Siedle Studio.
. Modern dresses by the Orange Manufacturing Company> Dresses worn by Miss Alt, Act I. and II. made by Frances• Dresses worn by Miss Alt in Act III. made by Lucile» Coat worn by Miss Alt in Act I. made by Samuels & DeMaio.

Costumes by Dazian.' Maids' dresses worn in Acts I. and II. especially designed by Miss Marie Cook; Women's shoes by I. Miller. Men's shoes by Cammeyer.
1 EXECUTIVE STAFF—TIMES PRODUCING CORPORATION.Business Manager a-™ m,.; Musical Director '. .'.V.Augu'stuT Barratt

. A waS! ^an£L?.er Nace BonvilleWardrobe Mistress
ReldenA4.AAA4mI.AAcJ.

• ' i » ry • \ •-£ y. • •
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'THE GIRL WHO SMILES'
A New Musical Comedy in Three Acts by

Paul llerve and Jean Briquet. English
Version by Adolf Philipp and Edward A. j
Paulton. Presented by the Times Pro¬
ducing Corporation and Staged by Ben [
Teal, at the Lyric Theater, Aug. 9, 1915. j

Paul Pabre William Danforth i
Anatole Paul Decker
Marie Natalie Alt
Pauline Legarde Marie Fanchonetti
Madame Bouliere Jennie Dickerson
Theodore Ealph Bunker
Henriette Lillian Spencer
Alphonse Duttier Fred Walton
Francois Dechanelle George Baldwin
Rudolf Tapine Joseph Phillips
Pierre Renauld Paul Hyde Davies
Clarisse Luniere Grace Leigh
Fogere Nace Bonville
Elsa Garrette. Irene Hopping, Grace de Wolfe.
Dorothy Dunn, Marie McDonald, Eva Stuart, Lil¬
lian Starr, Natalie Vincent. Jack Sears, John
Young, James Whelan, C. Dunham, Jr., and
Claire Lawrence.

If the word " charming" were not over- ,j
worked to apply to anything from Barrie
comedies to soups, one would be tempted [
to use it for " The Girl Who Smiles." The
new musical comedy at moments gives genu-

i ine pleasure, and the composite effect, par- ,

ticularly toward the end, is thoroughly
pleasing. Separate elements, when ana- j| lyzed, appear commonplace now and then, i'

but they have been cleverly compounded, i
sweetened to taste, and the result looks \

| like a Broadway success.
This is a musical play done something |

in the manner of their earlier hits, " Adele," I
"Alma, Where Do You Live?" and "The |>
Midnight Girl," by gentlemen bearing the
names of Paul Herve, Jean Briquet, Ed- \
ward A. Paulton, and Adolf Philipp. It Is
easier to bunch them all under the name of
Philipp, for he it is who discovered the
knack in- his out-of-the-way theater of as¬
sembling easy-going tunes around a story,
and producing light musical comedy. But
the name of Ben Teal should be added now
that Mr. Phillpp's plays appear on Broad¬
way, for Teal staging helps greatly to give
the general pleasing effect of " The Girl
Who Smiles, just as it helped with
" Adele." And two other important factors

■ should be added at once, the singing of.t Natalie Alt and the eccentric comedy of ,

■ William Danforth, which have done just as
■ much for the new play as they did for I
■ " Adele."

The story of " The Girl Who Smiles "—
| which, by the way, is a commonplace title)*

for this production—begins in the old strain
f of a quarrel between a wealthy father and f

his children. Ilis daughter is ordered to ■
« marry a nincompoop with money, and her L
f brother is ordered to marry the nincom- \
/ poop's sister. Then comes ?n artist to this |

country home, and Marie, th • maiden about
> whom the story revolves, falls in love with .;
f him. She wants to learn how to smile, and :.:V the artist tells her the place to learn is (
t Bohemia. He departs, and at the end of
[ the act we see her leaving also, for Paris.*

The next act is in the Latin quarter, and
Gap' Francois, the artist, is about to be thrown

out of his studio. Marie, through the land-
'i*| lord, buys a painting for a thousand francs.!/! and Bohemia celebrates. Then the secret .

comes out that Marie paid for the paint-
f.'» ing, Francois objects, they make up, and ,

she is just smiling when in comes her fa¬
ther. She chooses the artist in place of
her father. The next act is back at the

H country home eighteen months later. Marie
m and Francois have been living happily mar-
tf'; ried all this time, Francois has just won a

prize in Rome, and they have a baby. Last
JJ , scene of ali is the reconciliation with fa- ,

V, ther, through the baby boy.
From this bare outline it will be seen '

^ that Mr. Philipp has made an advance over
if his earlier works, an advance toward aIk neater and more attractive story. In other >

n plays he had a tendency to run toward

i yb risQue situations, but this time he steers j| % clear, and his story, even if conventional, I
J is pleasant. The only exception to be made IM would be to that scene in the artist's stu- j!$ dio when a model poses as Cupid. Well, (

. she has a netting, but they tell us this is I
a bad year for mosquitoes.

The music of " The Girl Who Smiles " is r
tuneful rather than melodic, reminiscent ,'

rather than original, but it is sure to be ;•9 popular because of those very qualities.The waltz, " Teach Me to Smile," will be '
j played for some time to come, and after »

that there are the hurdy-gurdies.
In the cast Natalie Alt and William Dan- \

[; forth stand out before all others. Miss
| Alt's voice has that same liquid quality it ^|!i had when she sang in "Adele," and she
|i has improved in her acting. Sextettes andI. concerted numbers are all very well in their
j? way. but when they are distributed among
Fj people who cannot sing, as they are at }I agonizing moments in the production, one j
r | cannot but wish that the same time was

given to Miss Alt, who can sinfr. She has ,I only one solo.
William Danforth is a character actor j,K|i who succeeds in musical comedy by refrain-§♦ ing from what we ordinarily call " musical

I comedy methods." His talking song, " TheH Story of a Sparrow," and his scene with I?HI the baby were two of the most artistic■ things in the production, and yet both were■ done by deft touches. Both also were en-
■ thusiastically applauded.

Other members of the cast who did good |work were George Baldwin, with a good i-I baritone voice; Paul Hvde Pnvis, with a re-■ markably fine tenor voice; Grace Leigh as ►,E the actress-model; Marie Fanchonetti, as »f; the maid ; Fred Walton, as the cook, and II Paul Decker as the brother of Marie.
An augmented orchestra under direction (

of Augustus Barratt rendered the tunefulII music.

NATALIE ALT AND MARIE FANCHONETTI
In "THE GIRL WHO SMILES"

Rook.—Helen Rook, who has been on the stage less
than eight weeks, made her debut at the Winter
Garden yesterday afternoon as a principal in Maid
in America," succeeding Blossom Seeley. Miss Rook
recently made her first appearance on the stage at a
Delancey Street theater in a singing act, and her suc¬
cess was so sensational that managers immediately
began to compete for her services

Anson.—G. W. Anson, who is playing on tour with
Margaret Iliington in " The Lie," celebrated his fif¬
tieth anniversary on the stage on Dec. 2 at Missoula,
Mont. Mr. Anson made his theatrical debut Dec. 2,
1865, at Edinburgh, Scotland. His son, A. E. Anson,
has played in many American productions.

White, A*. Y.A COMIC MOMENT OF " THE GIRL WHO SMILES," WITH (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT) WILLIAM DAN¬
FORTH, GEORGE BALDWIN, MARIE FANCHONETTI, AND FRED WALTON.



"THE BLUE PARADISE""
A Musical Play by Edgar Smith, Based on a )

Viennese Operetta in a Prologue and Two
Acts. Staged by Benrimo and Produced
by the Messrs. Shubert at the Casino,
Aug. 5. German Book by Leo Stein and
Bela Jenbasch. Music by Edmund Eysler.
Additional Numbers by Sigmund Rom- !
berg. Lyrics by Herbert Reynolds. Mu¬
sical Numbers, Ensembles, and Dances
Staged by Ed Hutchinson.

Mizzi, flower girl Vivienne Segal jAn Officer James Billings j
The Meister William Belton
A Lady Guest Carolyn Burke
A Diner Guest Eugene Hohenwart
Franz, a waiter Otto Schrader
Josef Stransky Walter Armin
Hans Walther Robert G. Pitkin
Justus Hampel Teddy Webb
Rudolph Stoeger Cecil Lean
A Tourist James Billings
Head Waiter Charles Holly
Head Porter Otto Schrader
Second Porter William Belton
Hazel Jones Cleo Mayfield
Gaby Vivienne Segal
Rudolph Oberdorher Ted Lorraine |
Director of Hotel Joseph Dillon i
Second Tourist Frank Wayne
Third Tourist Richard Melbourne
The Eight Chaperons .... Misses Barclay,

O'Shei, George, Blanchard, Harrison.
Davidson, O'Brien, Burk

Mrs. Gladys Wynne Frances Demarest
Page Boy Carrie De Noville
Vera, an actress from the Hoff Theater,

Hattie Burks
Baron Yon Schlegan James Billings
Chef Eugene Hohenwart
Baroness Von Schlegan Carolyn Burke
Countess Von Schwartzkoff .... Bunty Davidson
Countess Von Houssnan Betty Barclay
Baroness Von Hahn Gertrude Harrison
Waitress Gypsy O'Brien

Flower Girls. Fruit Venders, Cabaret Dan¬
cers, Students, Officers, and Guests in the Blue
Paradise Garden, Porters, Bell Boys, Maids,
Guests, and Tourists in the Ring Hotel.

Prologue.—Blue Paradise Inn. Act I.—The
Ring Hotel. (Twenty-four years later.) Act
II.—Blue Paradise Inn. (Twenty-four years la¬
ter.)

Beneath a gay and frivolous exterior, as
the Bumboat Woman would say in " Pina¬
fore," there lurks a serious purpose in " The
Blue Paradise." And while American play¬
ers seldom catch the spirit of a Viennese
operetta—that charming combination of
sentiment and gayety—Mr. Cecil Lean and
the company surrounding him proved very
acceptable in the new musical offering with
which the season was ushered in at the
Casino.

Eysler's enchanting light music contrib¬
uted materially to the excellent impression.
Three or four numbers stand out with con¬

spicuous distinction as pleasing additions
to the home repertory of singable lyrics.
Among the most popular is " Auf Wieder-
sehn," a pretty bit of sentiment which is
repeated with good effect. There is also a
cheering, drinking song in the first act,
entitled " Here's to You, My Sparkling
Wine," and a stirring number, "Vienna,
Vienna."

We are glad that the adapter did not try
to " adapt " the work by Broadwayizing it,
but leaving it fairly within the original at¬
mosphere. Still, the leading character is
an American, and one of the breezy West¬
ern type we naturally associate with Chi¬
cago.

This character is Rudolph Stoeger—true,
a hyphenate, but in the guise of Mr. Lean
as fresh and full of ginger as a charge of
dynamite. In the prologue Rudolph, the
son of a Vienna millionaire, foregathers
with his student friends in the illuminated
gardens of the Blue Paradise to say fare¬
well on the eve of his departure for Amer¬
ica, where he is to make his own way and
cease being a merry blade with no object
in life. Nothing ties him save a deep
fancy for Mizzi. the flower girl of the Blue
Paradise Inn. who is heart-broken over his
departure. Here we get the " Auf Wieder-
sehn " duet as Rudolph unclasps her arms
and hastens away.

After twenty-four years Rudolph again
returns to Vienna, and puts up at the fin¬
est hotel, where he spends money like a
grand duke. He has prospered in the rub¬
ber business in partnership with an Ameri¬
can named Wynne. The partner has died
and bequeathed to him his widow, Gladys,
in order that they may marry and continue
prosperously in rubber. Gladys, who is a
fine sort of woman, chic and fashionable,
is devoted to Rudolph and follows him to
Vienna. But Rudolph has never forgotten
Mizzi, and hopes to find her again after all
these years. He also wants to visit the
Blue Paradise Gardens again, ignorant of
the fact that the former popular resort is
now the private home of one of his old
friends, Justus Hampel, whom he remem¬
bers as a well-doing student who always
declared that in his house the husband
would rule the roost and who now com¬

plains that he is not allowed to speak
without being asked by his termasrant wife.

Seeing his anxiety to visit the Blue Para¬
dise again, Rudolph's old friends determine
to reproduce the festivities of his parting
night without removing his ignorance. So
the last act takes us again to the familiar
scene of act one. with everything and every¬
body, except Mizzi. Rudolph has a jolly
time, but the remembrance of his old sweet¬
heart haunts his memory.

Gladys has, meanwhile, discovered what
ails him, and being a very sensible woman,
decides to make short shrift of apnlying a
cure. By accident she overhears Hampel's
daughter—the mother is temporarily absent
from town—singing " Auf Wiedersehn." and
induces her to aress herself in the gown of
a flower girl. So disguised, the young girl,
who is desperately wooed by Rudolph's
nephew, sings the song as Rudolph sits in a
fit of abstraction alone in the garden. No
sooner does he hear the song and notice
the striking resemblance of Gaby to Mizzi
than he pounces upon her in a frenzy of
love until the poor child is almost fright¬
ened to death. Explanations are now in
order, and Rudolph discovers that Ham-
pel's scolding wife and Gaby's mother is
none other than his adored Mizzi. He is
.thoroughly cured. He takes to his bosom
the widow of his deceased partner, Gladys,
and announces that he will leave for the
United States on the first steamer.

Mr. Lean is giving an excellent perform¬
ance as Rudolph. He has the Western
breezinesss and gumption, and he dominates
the situations by his hearty personality and
infectious comic grin. He also sings well
the numbers allotted to him, and makes
a hit in a patter song of his own, called
" They Croon in the U. S. A." Vivienne
Segal is most charming, first as Mizzi and
then as Gaby, and two excellent impersona¬
tions arc to be credited to Frances Demar¬
est as Gladys—she is a Junoesque Gladys,
and sings well, besides—and Cleo Mayfield
in a ridiculously amusing bizarre role, that
of a Chicago telephone girl. Ilazel Jones.
Otto Schrader scored a hit in a bit of

i character acting as the old waiter, Franz,
and rl>ddv Webb proved amusing as Ham¬
pel. the 'hen-pecked. Ted Lorraine was
prominent in some graceful dances with

1 Miss Burke and was very pleasing as
^Rudolph's nephew.

CORPORAT

BROADWAY ^ 39
SAM. S b-9 LEE SHUBEFLTINC PROPRIETORS

i/> MANAGERS Miss Demarest's and Miss Mayfleld's gowns made by JosephMiss Burks' gowns made by Francis. '

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT Ar>KM«?o*J ^oTV>rr*'i'<JQ'foTi er

Manager
Stage Manager

. ^Gilman HaskallCharles Burrows
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915,
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. CHICAGO THEATRE

The Messrs. Shubert Announce,
Wabash Avenue and Eighth Street
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CECIL LEAN
FIRE NOTICE

Look around now and choose the exit nearest
to your seat.

In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

Cecil Lean, who appears as the rol
licking Rudolph Stoeger in "The
Blue Paradise," never has a dull or

lonely moment once he reaches
his favorite inn on the banks

" Ik of the Danube.
FIRST WEEK

Beginning Saturday Evening,
September 16, 1916

Popular $1 Matinee Wednesday.
Regular Matinee Saturday, 50c to $1.50.

RODUCTIOl

The Messrs. Schubert Present

CECIL LEAN
Staged by Benrimo.

A Musical Play by Edgar Smith, Based on a
Viennese Operetta in a Prologue and Two Acts.

Austrian Book by Leo Stein and Bela Jenbasch.
Music by Edmund Eysler.

Additional Numbers by Sigmund Romberg.
Lyrics by Herbert Reynolds.

Musical Numbers, Ensembles and Dances Staged
by Ed Hutchinson.

THE CAST

(In Order of Their Appearance)

Mizzi, flower girl at the Blue Paradise Inn
Vivienne Segal

An Officer James Billings
The Meister ..Charles Weston
\ Lady, guest at the Blue Paradise Inn

Bunty Davidsor
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Cleo Mayfield, whose performance of a slangy,
resourceful Chicago telephone girl is an

amusing feature of "The Blue Paradise"
rom

Eirgene Hohenwart
Otto Schrader
Walter Armin
Harold Crane

Teddy Webb
Cecil Lean

James Billings
Chas. Holly

Otto Schrader
A1 Wyatt

Cleo Mayfield
Vivienne Segal

Ted Lorraine
. . .. Stanley Rayburn

Frank Wayne
.Richard Melbourne

A Diner, guest at the Blue Paradise Inn
Franz, a waiter
Josef Stransky
Hans Walther
Justus Hampel
Rudolph Stoeger
A Tourist
Head Waiter
Head Porter
Second Porter
Hazel Jones
Gaby
Rudolph Oberdorher
Director of Hotel
Second Tourist
Third Tourist
The Six Chaperons

Misses Rivers, Finnet, Markward, Massey, Taylor, Davidson

Synopsis of Scenes.
All Scenes Laid in Vienna.

Prologue—Blue Paradise Inn.

ACT I.—The Ring Hotel. (24 years later.)
Scene designed by Benrimo, painted by Sundquist Studio.

ACT II.—Blue Paradise Inn.
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Vivienne Segal makes Mizzi, the little flower girl in "The
Blue Paradise," as winsome as she is romantic.
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Misses Florence Whitmore, Marea Markward, Grace Rivers,Clara Taylor, Jere Fitzgerald, Grace Pennington, Fanny D. Kidston,Ives Gilbert, Ruth Massey, Irene Dixon, Helen Evans, Lester Lewis,Earnie Jerico, Harriette Monson, Gertrude Parvis, Gladys Young,Dorothy Stahler, Bunty Davidson, Mary Finney, Mabel De Bahlul,Lottie Franklin, Alta Young, Edna Boyce, Virginia Lee.
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Messrs. Bernard Fritzie, Charles Holly, Richard Melbourne, Stan¬ley Rayburne, Dick Stewart, Edward Smith, Frank Wayne, CharlesWeston, A1 Wyatt, Billy Wilson, Emmet Douglas, Frank Ervin.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
All Scenes Laid in Vienna.

PROLOGUE—Blue Paradise Inn.
ACT I.—The Ring Hotel. (Twenty-four years later.)
Scene designed by Benrimo; painted by Sundquist Studio.
ACT II.—Blue Paradise Inn.

SYNOPSIS OF MUSICAL NUMBERS
Orchestra Directed by Herbert Kerr.

PROLOGUE
1. Overture.
2. Opening Ensemble—"A Toast to Woman's Eyes" Ensemble
3. Drinking Song—"Here's to You, My Sparkling Wine"....

Rudolph, Walther, Hampel and Stransky4. "To Paradise We'll Gaily Trip"
Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Hampel, Stransky and Chorus5. "Auf Wiedersehn" Rudolph and Mizzi

3 Hazel Jones
....

Gaby
Rudolph Oberdorher
Director of Hotel
Second Tourist
Third Tourist

... Helen EleyCecilia Hoffman
George Everett
Eric Van Dyck
... N. Walton
Arthur Wilson

in. W,
Arthur W

The Six Chaperons. . Misses Ada Gray, Elsie Lind, Marion Leland, HelenLeland, Helen Arlington, Clara Stanton
Wc

r ----- — --

Mrs. Gladys Wynne
Page Boy
Vera, from the Hoff TheatreConrad, from the Hoff Theatre. . .Baron von Sehlegal
Baroness von SehlegalChef
Countess von SchwartzkopfCountess von HoussmanCaptain von Houssman

■ . Louise KelleyHelen Longfellow
Veronica Marquise
..William Grazier
• • Arthur Vaughn

. Helen Arlington
. .. John Wheeler

Ada Gray
• • . Helen Leland

N. Walton
■

in. Walt
Flower Girls, Fruit Venders, Cabaret Dancers, Students, Officers and

Guests in the Blue Paradise Garden, Porters, Bellboys, Maids,Guests and Tourists in the Ring Hotel.

Ensemble
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ACT I

1. Opening Chorus—"We Wish You a Pleasant Journey" ....

Tourists, Guests and Attaches
2. Duet and Dance Rudy and Gaby
3. "There's Only One Who Rules My House"

Haimpel, Gaby and Rudy
4. "Vienna, Vienna"

J* Rudolph, assisted by WaJther, Rudy and Hampel£ 5. "I'm from Chicago" Gladys and Chaperons
'f 6. "Just Win a Pretty Widow" Rudolph, Gladys and Ensemble£ 7. "One Step Into Love" Gladys and WaltherX 8. Tutti Ensemble—"Vienna, How D'ye Do". .Rudolph and Company
> ACT II

i J 1. Opening Chorus—"Why Are We Invited Here?" Ensemble
£ 2. "Old Blue Paradise" Ensemble

j I 3. Comedy Folk Song—"I Had a Dog" Rudy and Hampelj > 4. Folk Song and Yodle Gladysj 5. Classic Dance—"Waltz of the Season" Rudy and Vera\ 6. "My Model Girl" Hazel and Walther
f 7. Tune—"They Croon in the U. S. A." Rudolph and Dancers
£ (Lyrics and music by Cecil Lean)i' 8. "I'm Dreaming of a Wonderful Night" Rudolph and Gladys ^? 9. Reminiscence—"Auf Wiedersehn" Rudolph and Gaby 4
K 10. Finale Company |ji": >u
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Tire notice
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

Sour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit,o not try to beat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 6, 1916.
Three Matinees—Tuesday (Election Day), Wednesday and Saturday.

Synopsis of Musical Numbers.
Orchestra directed by FRED WALZ.

PROLOGUE.Overture.
Opening Ensemble—"A Toast to Woman's Eyes"Drinking Song—"Here's to You, My Sparkling Wine,"

Rudolph, Walther, Hempel and Stransky"To Paradles We'll Gaily Trip,"
Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Hempel, Stransky and Chorus"Auf Wiedersehn"

Rudolph and MlzzlACT LOpening Chorus—"We Wish You a Pleasant Journey,"
Tourists, Guests and AttachesDuet and Dance

Rudy and Gaby"There's Only One Who Rules My House" Hempel, Gaby and Rudy"Vienna, Vienna" Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Rudy and Hempel
"I'm from Chicago"

Gladys and Chaperons"Just Win a Pretty Widow" Rudolph, Gladys and EnsembleOne-Step into Love"
Gladys and WaltherTuttl Ensemble—"Vienna, How D've Do?"., Rudolph and Company

Opening Choru„—
"Old Blue Paradise'

ACT II.
'Why Are We Invited Here?".

Comedy Folk Song—"i Had' a Dog"..Folk Song and Yodle..........Classic Dance—"Waltz of the Season"My Model Girl"
Tune—"They Croon In the u. S. A.

"I'm Dreaming of a wonaenui
Reminiscence—"Auf WiedersehnFinale

(Lyrics and music by'Cecil Lean)'Wonderful Night"

Ensemble
...... Ensembl*

Rudy and Hemple
Gladys

...... Rudy and Vera

...Hazel and Walther

.Rudolph and Dancers
. .Rudolph and Gladys
... .Rudolph and Gaby

Company

Manager
Advance Representative
Stage Manager

EXECUTIVE STAFF.
J. A. Reed

.... Harry Sloan
Charles Burrows ■h

MrCyril Maude
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THE MESSRS. SHUBERT Present

THE BLUE PARADISE
A Musical Play by Edgar Smith.

Based on a Viennese Operetta in a Prologue and Two Acts.Austrian Book by Leo Stein and Bela Janbasch.
Music by Edmund Eysler.

Additional Numbers by Sigmund Romberg.
Lyrics by Herbert Reynolds.

Staged by Benrimo.
Musical numbers, Ensembles and dances staged by Ed. Hutchinson.

The Cast.
(In the order of their appearance)Mlzzl, flower girl at the Blue Paradise Inn

An Officer
The Meister
A Lady, guest at the Blue Paradise Inn
A Diner, guest at the Blue Paradise Inn
Franz, a waiter
Josef Stransky
Hans Walther
Justus Hempel
Rudolph Stoeger
A Tourist
Head Porter
Head Waiter

.Cecilia Hoffman
. . Herman Noble

. . Harold Hurst
Ada Gray

. .Eric Van Dyck
Sam Hearn

.... Fred Harten
Robert G. Pitkin
.... Shep Camp
. John E. Young

. . Herman Noble
Sam Hearn

B. G. Shean
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MEMBERS OF THE CHORUS

Misses Florence Whitmore, Marea Markward, Grace Rivers,Clara Taylor, Jere Fitzgerald, Grace Pennington, Fanny D. Kidston,
Ives Gilbert, Ruth Massey, Irene Dixon, Helen Evans, Lester Lewis,
Earnie Jerico, Harriette Monson, Gertrude Parvis, Gladys Young,
Dorothy Stahler, Bunty Davidson, Mary Finney, Mabel De Bahlul,
Lottie Franklin, Alta Young, Edna Boyce, Virginia Lee.

Messrs. Bernard Fritzie, Charles Holly, Richard Melbourne, Stan¬ley Rayburne, Dick Stewart, Edward Smith, Frank Wayne, CharlesWeston, A1 Wyatt, Billy Wilson, Emmet Douglas, Frank Ervin.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
AH Scenes Laid in Vienna.

PROLOGUE—Blue Paradise Inn.
ACT I.—The Ring Hotel. (Twenty-four years later.)
Scene designed by Benrimo; painted by Sundquist Studio.
ACT II.—Blue Paradise Inn.

SYNOPSIS OF MUSICAL NUMBERS
Orchestra Directed by Herbert Kerr.

PROLOGUE
1. Overture.
2. Opening Ensemble—"A Toast to Woman's Eyes" Ensemble
3. Drinking Song—"Here's to You, My Sparkling Wine"....

Rudolph, Walther, Hampel and Stransky4. "To Paradise We'll Gaily Trip"
Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Hampel, Stransky and Chorus

5. "Auf Wiedersehn" Rudolph and Mizzi
nr-r-r -r -w • «

ACT I

Opening Chorus—"We Wish You a Pleasant Journey" ....

Tourists, Guests and Attaches
Duet and Dance Rudy and Gaby
"There's Only One Who Rules My House"

Hampel, Gaby and Rudy
"Vienna, Vienna"

Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Rudy and Hampel
"I'm from Chicago"... Gladys and Chaperons
"Just Win a Pretty Widow" Rudolph, Gladys and Ensemble
"One Step Into Love" Gladys and Walther
Tutti Ensemble—"Vienna, How D'ye Do". .Rudolph and Company

ACT II

Opening Chorus—"Why Are We Invited Here?" Ensemble
"Old Blue Paradise" Ensemble
Comedy Folk Song—"I Had a Dog" Rudy and Hampel
Folk Song and Yodle Gladys

Hazel Jones
Gaby
Rudolph Oberdorher
Director of Hotel . .

Second Tourist
in. w;

Third Tourist
Arthur W

The Six Chaperons. . Misses Ada Gray, Elsie Lind, Marion Iceland, HelenLeland, Helen Arlington, Clara Stanton
" ""
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Louise KelleyHelen Longfellow
.Veronica Marquise

William Grazier
Arthur Vaughn

Helen Arlington
John Wheeler

Ada Gray
Helen Leland

N. Walton

.... Helen Eley
Cecilia Hoffman

. George Everett
. Eric Van Dyck

. . . N. Walton
Arthur Wilson
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Mrs. Gladys Wynne
Page Boy
Vera, from the Hoff TheatreConrad, from the Hoff Theatre. .Baron von Schlegal
Baroness von SchlegalChef
Countess von SehwartzkopfCountess von HoussmanCaptain von Houssman

N. WaltcFlower Girls, Fri,iit Venders, Cabaret Dancers, Students, Officers and
Guests in the Blue Paradise Garden, Porters, Bellboys, Maids,Guests and Tourists in the Ring Hotel.

... .Ensemble

Hempel and Stransky

Synopsis of Musical Nnmbna.
Orchestra directed by FRED WALZ.

PROLOGUE.Overture.
Opening Ensemble—"A Toast to Woman's Eyes"Drinking Song—"Here's to You, My Sparkling Wine,"Rudolph, Walther,"To Paradies We'll Gaily Trip,"

Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Hempel, Stransky and Chorus"Auf Wiedersehn"
Rudolph and MlzzlACT LOpening Chorus—"We Wish You a Pleasant Journey,"

Tourists, Guests and AttachesDuet and Dance
Rudy and Gaby"There's Only One Who Rules My House" Hempel, Gaby and Rudy"Vienna, Vienna" Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Rudy and Hempel"I'm from Chicago"

Gladys and Chaperons"Just Win a Pretty Widow" Rudolph, Gladys and EnsembleOne-Step into Love"
Gladys and WaltherTutti Ensemble—"Vienna, How D've Do?"., Rudolph and Company

ACT ILOpening Chorus—"Why Are We Invited Here?""Old Blue Paradise"
Comedy Folk Song—"I Had a Dog"Folk Song and Todle
Classic Dance—"Waltz of the Season""My Model Girl"
Tune—"They Croon in the U. S. A"

(Lyrics and music by Cecil Lean)"I'm Dreaming of a Wonderful Night"Reminiscence—"Auf Wiedersehn"
Finale

Ensemble
Ensemble

... .Rudy and Hemple
Gladys

..... Rudy and Vera
..Hazel and Walther
Rudolph and Dancers

.Rudolph and Gladys

.. .Rudolph and Gaby
Company

Manager
Advance Representative
Stage Manager

EXECUTIVE STAFF.
J. A. Reed

Harry Sloan
Charles Burrows •

The Visit gf
MR. CYRIL MAUDE

T is a pleasure to welcome to
America so accomplished a come¬
dian as Mr. Cyril Maude. Mr.
Maude is gifted with an unusually

appealing personality, but, being a true crafts-
man, he has made this personality the servant,
not the master of his art. No other human
actor on the English-speaking stage today is
more versatile than he.

He speaks with equal mastery the broadest
cockney dialect and the most refined literary
English. He is a great impersonator. Having
seen him in one play, it is difficult for the
spectator to realize that the same actor is ap¬
pearing as the hero of the next. He shows a

different face and figure, a different walk and
utterance, in every one of his impersonations.
He does not absorb his parts into himself, he
dissolves himself into his parts. Moreover,
he reveals in all his work that modesty which
can never be achieved by any but the finest
artists: he appears behind the footlights as a
servant to the public and never seems to set
himself forward as a target for applause.

If Mr. Maude had taught us nothing else,
it should still be noted that he has taught us
a needed lesson in the manners of the theatre.

(From Vogue, Dec. 15, 1913)

Act ill. Isaac Wolfe—"Hi said, 'ave
you got a lighter?"

Act I.—The mystery begins witli
little Camellia,
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Cleo Mayfield
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Messrs. Bernard Fritzie, Charles Holly, Richard Melbourne, Stan¬ley Rayburne, Dick Stewart, Edward Smith, Frank Wayne, CharlesWeston, A1 Wyatt, Billy Wilson, Emmet Douglas, Frank Ervin.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
All Scenes Laid in Vienna.

PROLOGUE—Blue Paradise Inn.
ACT I.—The Ring Hotel. (Twenty-four years later.)
Scene designed by Benrimo; painted by Sundquist Studio.
ACT II.—Blue Paradise Inn.

SYNOPSIS OF MUSICAL NUMBERS

Orchestra Directed by Herbert Kerr.
PROLOGUE

1. Overture.
2. Opening Ensemble—"A Toast to Woman's Eyes" Ensemble
3. Drinking Song—"Here's to You, My Sparkling Wine"....

Rudolph, Walther, Hampel and Stransky
4. "To Paradise We'll Gaily Trip"

Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Hampel, Stransky and Chorus
5. "Auf Wiedersehn" Rudolph and Mizzi
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ACT I

1. Opening Chorus—"We Wish You a Pleasant Journey" ....

Tourists, Guests and Attaches
2. Duet and Dance Rudy and Gaby
3. "There's Only One Who Rules My House"

Haimpel, Gaby and Rudy
4. "Vienna, Vienna"

Rudolph, assisted by Wailther, Rudy and Hampel
5. "I'm from Chicago" Gladys and Chaperons
6. "Just Win a Pretty Widow" Rudolph, Gladys and Ensemble
7. "One Step Into Love" Gladys and Walther
8. Tutti Ensemble—"Vienna, How D'ye Do". .Rudolph and Company

ACT II

1. Opening Chorus—"Why Are We Invited Here?" Ensemble
2. "Old Blue Paradise" Ensemble
3. Comedy Folk Song—"I Had a Dog" Rudy and Hampel
4. Folk Song and Yodle Gladys
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Hazel Jones

Helen Eley
Gaby-

Cecilia Hoffman
Rudolph Oberdorher

George Everett
Director of Hotel . .

Eric Van Dyck
Second Tourist

N. Walton
Third Tourist

Arthur Wilson
The Six Chaperons. .Misses Ada Gray, Elsie Lind, Marion Leland, HelenLeland, Helen Arlington, Clara Stanton
Mrs. Gladys Wynne

Louise Kelley
Page Boy

Helen LongfellowVera, from the Hoff Theatre
.Veronica MarquiseConrad, from the Hoff Theatre

William Grazier
Earon von Sehlegal

Arthur VaughnBaroness von Sehlegal
Helen Arlington

Chef

John Wheeler
Countess von Schwartzkopf

Ada Gray
Countess von Houssman

Helen Leland
Captain von Houssman •

N. WaltonFlower Girls, Fruit Venders, Cabaret Dancers, Students, Officers and
Guests in the Blue Paradise Garden, Porters, Bellboys, Maids,Guests and Tourists in the Ring Hotel.

Ensemble

Synopsis of Musical Numbers.
Orchestra directed by FRED WALZ.

PROLOGUE.Overture.
Opening- Ensemble—"A Toast to Woman's Eyes"Drinking' Song—"Here's to You, My Sparkling Wine,"

Rudolph, Walther, Hempel and Stransky"To Paradies We'll Gaily Trip,"
Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Hempel, Stransky and Chorus"Auf Wiedersehn"

Rudolph and MizziACT LOpening Chorus—"We Wish Tou a Pleasant Journey,"
Tourists, Guests and AttachesDuet and Dance

Rudy and Gaby"There's Only One Who Rules My House" Hempel, Gaby and Rudy"Vienna, Vienna" Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Rudy and Hempel"I'm from Chicago"
Gladys and Chaperona"Just Win a Pretty Widow" Rudolph, Gladys and EnsembleOne-Step into Love"

Gladys and WaltherTutti Ensemble—"Vienna, How D've Do?"., Rudolph and Company

Opening Choru„—
"Old Blue Paradise

ACT II.
"Why Are We Invited Here?"
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Comedy Folk Song—"I Had a Dog"Folk Song and Yodle..........Classic Dance—"Waltz of the Season"My Model Girl" ............• • • • • -Tune—"They Croon in the U. S. A.

I m Dreaming of a ttunoenui
Reminiscence—"Auf Wiedersehn
Finale

(Lyrics and' mus'ic'by'Cecil' Lean)*Wonderful Night"
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Gladys

...... Rudy and Vera
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.Rudolph and Dancers
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Company
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Advance Representative
Stage Manager

EXECUTIVE STAFF.
J. A. Reed

.... Harry Sloan
Charles Burrows
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Messrs. Bernard Fritzie, Charles Holly, Richard Melbourne, Stan¬ley Rayburne, Dick Stewart, Edward Smith, Frank Wayne, CharlesWeston, A1 Wyatt, Billy Wilson, Emmet Douglas, Frank Ervin.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
All Scenes Laid in Vienna.

PROLOGUE—Blue Paradise Inn.
ACT I.—The Ring Hotel. (Twenty-four years later.)
Scene designed by Benrimo; painted by Sundquist Studio.
ACT II.—Blue Paradise Inn.

SYNOPSIS OF MUSICAL NUMBERS
Orchestra Directed by Herbert Kerr.

PROLOGUE
1. Overture.
2. Opening Ensemble—-"A Toast to Woman's Eyes" Ensemble
3. Drinking Song—"Here's to You, My Sparkling Wine"....

Rudolph, Walther, Hampel and Stransky4. "To Paradise We'll Gaily Trip"
Rudolph, assisted by Walther, Hampel, Stransky and Chorus

5. "Auf Wiedersehn" Rudolph and Mizzi
. ^ppppppfVPV'i'V'I'nTTI ••••"**»• »

ACT I

1. Opening Chorus—"We Wish You a Pleasant Journey" ....

Tourists, Guests and Attaches
2. Duet and Dance Rudy and Gaby
3. "There's Only One Who Rules My House"

Hampel, Gaby and Rudy
4. "Vienna, Vienna"

Rudolph, assisted by Wailther, Rudy and Hampel
5. "I'm from Chicago" Gladys and Chaperons
6. "Just Win a Pretty Widow" Rudolph, Gladys and Ensemble
7. "One Step Into Love" Gladys and Walther
8. Tutti Ensemble—"Vienna, How D'ye Do". .Rudolph and Company

ACT II

1. Opening Chorus—"Why Are We Invited Here?" Ensemble
2. "Old Blue Paradise" Ensemble
3. Comedy Folk Song—"I Had a Dog" Rudy and Hampel
4. Folk Song and Yodle Gladys

:

5

!
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Hazel Jones .....

Gaby-
Rudolph Oberdorher
Director of Hotel
Second Tourist ....

Third Tourist

... Helen Eley
Cecilia Hoffman
George Everett
Eric Van Dyck
... N. Walton
Arthur Wilson

v.

VV*Chaperom-
Mrs. Gladys Wynne ^eland, Helen Arlington, Clara StantonPage Boy Louise KelleyVera, from the Hoff Theatre Helen LongfellowConrad, from the Hoff Theatre..' Veronica MarquiseEaron von Sehlegal William GrazierBaroness von Sehlegal ... Arthur Vaughn^hef Helen ArlingtonCountess von Schwartzkopf John WheelerCountess von Houssman -^a GrayCaptain von Houssman •■■■ Helen Leland

Flower Girls, Fruit VenderV PawJ*' Walton
Guests in the'Blue Paradise Garden^61?' St"dents> Officers and

Guests ,ToSsSe;i.PC8r*HoM1.lb°r*'

... .Ensemble

Synopsis of Musical Numbers.
Orchestra directed by FRED WALZ

Overture. PROLOGUE.
ri?3emb'f~''A Toast to Woman's Eyes"Drinking: Song— Here s to You, My Sparkling Wine,"
"To Paradies We'll Gaily Trip » Rudolph, Walther, Hempel and Stransky
"Auf Wledersehn^ud°lph' assisted by Walther, Hempel, Stransky and Chorus

Rudolph and Mlzzl
Opening Chorus—"We Wish You a Pleasant Journey,"
Duet and Dance ... Tourists, Guests and Attaches
.'^There's Only One Who Ruies My House"'.'.'.'.' Hemoel Gabv S"rmTrom Chi^go-.'.".'.'.-; " -Rud°lph' assisted **
0JnUeStStTp,ninatoPr^ye"WldOW"''"
Tuttl Ensemble "Vienna) How' b'v'e Do?"!!!!!!!!!!!!!R^dol^h and* Company

1
Z
s
4
6
6
7

8
9

10

ACT II.SKP^SF Chorum—"Why Are We Invited Here?""Old Blue Paradise"
Comedy Folk Song—"I Had a Dog" ,...'.7.7Polk Song and Yodle
Classic Dance—"Waltz of the Season" '.7.7.My Model Girl"
Tune—"They Croon in the U. S. A."
.... ^ , „ (Juries and music by Cecil Lean)"I'm Dreaming of a Wonderful Night"....Remlnlscenc " * —
Finale

-"Auf Wiedersehn"

Ensemble
Ensemble

Rudy and Hemple
Gladye

...... Rudy and Vera

.. .Hazel and Walther

.Rudolph and Dancers

..Rudolph and Gladya

....Rudolph and Gaby
Company

Manager
Advance Representative
Stage Manager

EXECUTIVE STAFF.
J. A. Reed

Harry Sloan
Charles Burrows

How the Critics Endorse
Mr. Maude and "Grumpy"

"To be absolutely frank, I feel that you owe it to yourself to
see Cyril Maude." —Charles Darnton in the V. Y. Eve. World.

"It was with a feeling of deep interest that the big audience
settled down in Wallack's Theatre last night to enjoy in great big
chunks of enjoyment 'Grumpy' as Cyril Maude presented him."

—N. Y. Telegram.
"Cyril Maude in 'Grumpy' is the most refreshing theatrical

treat in many moons."—N. Y. Herald.
"Mr. Maude will undoubtedly keep 'Grumpy' on the boards

for some time, because it is the best thing on Broadway."
—N. Y. Tribune.

"In an age which is so contemptuous of any approach to theat¬
ric interest, the mild melodramatics of Grumpy' was a diverting
novelty."—N. Y. Sun.

"At a time when we are no longer pure (theatrically speak¬
ing) 'Grumpy' with which Cyril Maude began his third week at
Wallack's last night, reminds us of the days of our youth when
we classified plays by the puis they had for us rather than the
punch they gave us."—N. Y. Mail.

"Mr. Maude is an illuminating survivor of a class of aclors
who are rapidly disappearing."—N. Y. Telegram.

"'Grumpy' stirs your laughter, puts an extra beat into your
heart, draws your breath a shade faster, and, which is best ol
all, warms up your precious heart and makes the world seem like
a very fine place to be in, after all."—Boston Daily Advertiser.

"You will never lose a friend by advising him to see Cyril
Maude play 'Grumpy'." —Ashton Stevens, Chicago Examiner.

"'Grumpy' surpasses any advance notice that has been writ¬
ten. "—Ralph Graves, Washington Post.

"No wonder New York went wild about it."
—London Daily Telegraph.

I
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CLEO MAYFIELD AND CECIL LEAN
In "The Blue Paradise"
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WILLIAM COURTENAY,appearing- all season in "Under Fire" at the Hudson, and who will remain in the leading role when that Roi Cooper Megrue wargoes to Boston for an indefinite run.
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THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT■EAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED 1ST LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEATAND LN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THIDANGERS OF PANIC, WAt.K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915.Matinees Wednesday and Saturday,

SELWYN & COMPANY Present

UNDER FIRE
A Play of Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow In Three Acts,

By ROI COOPER MEGRUE
(Author of "Under Cover" and Co-author of "It Pays To Advertise")

With

WILLIAM COURTENAY
The Characters

(In the order of their first appearance)
Brewster, butler at Sir George Wagstaff's McKay MorrisGeorgy Wagstaff, Sir George's daughter Phoebe PosterEthel Willoughby, Georgy's governess Violet HemingHenry Streetman, of the German Secret Service Felix KrembsSir George Wagstaff, of the British Admiralty Henry StephensonGuy Falconer Norman TharpMrs. Stephen Falconer, Guy's mother Malise SheridanCharlie Brown, of New York Frank CravenCaptain Redmond, of the Irish Guards William CourtenayA Frenchman E. G. RobinsonHenri Ohristophe, an innkeeper Robert FischerJeanne Christophe, his daughter Dorothy AbbottAndre Lemaire, his neighbor E. G. Robinson
Louis, Christophe's servant S. Sidney Chon

i n*
' jfcil

impet i tililicr in "Under Fire" i -

fvotion to Violet Heming. vho i

Sergeant Schmidt.
Lieutenant Baum.
Major von Brenig.
Otto
Wilhelm
Hans
A Sergeant

r

of the
German army

r

.Jack Wessel
. . Frank Morgan

. Edward Mawson
M. Meyer

. . .K. M. Harvey
. . . E. H. Sterling

Carl Hahlo

of the
English army

of the

Captain Montague.
George
Horace
John
Henry
A Sergeant
Fred
Jim
Dr. Aubrey
Doctor Charles Frank

Soldiers, Villagers, Peasants, etc.

I

J

[ Walter Kingsford
j Charles Lester! Lewis Harrington
j Harland Tuckerj O. V. Johnson
(_ ' James Martin

George HaleISd cross {;;;;;;;;.EdwardCoop6rHicks
Morgan

g
it

ACT I.—Miss Willoughby's Living Room in the home of Sir GeorgeWagstaff, London.
(Intermission nine minutes)

ACT II.—An Inn at Courvoisier, Belgium.
Intermission twelve minutes)

ACT III.—Scene 1—Part of an English Trench.
(Intermission 45 seconds)

Scene 2—A Church "Somewhere in France,"
The time is July and August, 1914.

A REQUEST
"UNDER FIRE," while dealing with certain phases of the GreatWar, attempts to be neutral, although its characters being English,Belgian, French and German are naturally partisan.
The Management earnestly requests, therefore, that no memberof the audience will indulge in any unpleasant demonstrations which

might be offensive either to others in the audience or to those on the
stage.

The play staged under the direction of William Courtenay and theAuthor.
The mechanical effects devised and executed by Arthur Ebbetts.

The scenery by Joseph Physioc.The furniture and hangings of the first act by Hampton Shops.Revolvers used in this play are furnished by Colt Patent
Fire Arms Mtg. Co.

MUSIC PROGRAM.
BENJAMIN KURLAND, Musical Director.Overture—"Light Cavalry"

Between Acts I. and II.Selection—"The Girl from Utah"
Between Acts II. and III.Selection from "Chin Chin"

M-

Wjsf.tL.:.-: I

J

company fills its requirements well.



"SOME BABY"

| A I* arce in Three Acts by Zellah Covingtonand Jules Simonson, Revised and Stagedby Percival Knight. Presented by the
Henry B. Harris Estate at the Fulton
I heater on Monday, Aug. 16. The cast:

] Sylvia Smythe
Alvina Smythe
Mrs. Vivvert
Philip Stanton
General George Linney .

Sheriff Higgins
Dr. Josiali Smythe ....

Mrs. Philip Jones . . .

Philip Jones

Francine Larrimore
Emma Janvier

.... Beth Franklyn
John Arthur

Ernest Stallard I
. . . . Gilbert Clayton

Frank Lalor
Sara Biala

. . Robert Lewis" Judge " Sanderson
. . ." Sain" Edwards

Three acts, one scene—the living room
of Professor Smythe's home, Beaconsville
New York. .

The baby is fast becoming the comic
center of American farce. " Some Baby,"
as you might guess from the enthusiastic
title, revolvers around an infant—or rather
two of them.

Josiah Smythe is an old professor who
comes, through a farcical chain of circum-
stances.# to believe that he has hit upon
the elixir of youth. Two babies are left at
his home by chance, and the scientist be¬
gins to believe that one is really a friend,
an old general, and the other his daughter,
transformed to extreme youth by his dis¬
covery. The mad misunderstanding is kept
up through three acts by frenzied but. of
course, accidental dashing in and out of
doors. Characters confront each other at
just the right moment for the best—or
worst—comic complication.

' Some Baby," we understand, was pro¬
duced as " The Elixir of Youth " in Chicago
two seasons ago by John Cort. Frank
Bacon then had the role of the professor.
The farce has been revised, as the pro¬
gramme would indicate, but " Some Baby "
even now isn't in the least precocious—if
we consider the three farce essentials as
adroitness of construction, brightness of
dialogue, and speed. " Some Baby " has a
sea of talk with several situations possess¬
ing a laugh, although they are achieved by
disjointing the faint possibilities necessary
even to farce.

Ernest Stallard's characterization of the
old general—comic with a vein of serious¬
ness—has solidity. He stands out above

J the rest of the cast. Emma Janvier is sat-
; isfactory as the professor's maiden sister

whose ambition is the capture of the gen-
j eral. Frank Lalor works hard as the dazed

old scientist. The result is a musical com¬
edy sort of character. Sam Edwards makes

| his brief moment as the village lawyer hu-
j manly humorous.

Mabei, Glickman, Westmount, Can.—
We have from time to time published the
careers of Marguerite Clark, Hazel Dawn
and Marie I )oro, so will give you only a
brief list of plays that they have appeared
in. Among Marguerite Clark's list are:
" The Wishing Ring," " Jim the Penman,"
" Baby Mine," " Merely Mary Ann," " Baby
doll," " The affairs of Anatol," ' Snow
White," and "Are You a Crook?" Hazel
Dawn first appeared prominently in " The
Pink Lady." Since then she played In
"The Midnight Girl" and "The Debu¬
tante." Marie Doro played with William
Gillette, William Collier and played the
title role in " Friquet." She was promoted
to the rank of star in " The Morals of
Marcus." Some other plays are: " The
Climax," The Butterfly on the Wheel,"
" Oliver Twist" and " Diplomacy."

Elsie Mooee, TJtica, N. Y.—We recently
gave a biography of Olga Petrova in the
Letter Box. She was well known In
vaudeville before playing the leading

i role in " Panthea" and Is now being
featured in " The Revolt." (2) In the
cast of " The Revolt " are : Earle Elverson,
Fritz Leiber, Herbert Mann, Fred Ford,
Mary Holton, Jean Thomas, Hazel Turney,

[ Helen Haskell, John Maurice Sullivan,
Richard Lyle, Fred Peters, Albert Gran,
Clarice Snyder, F. Russell Smith, and Olga
Petrova. This is the roster of the com¬

pany that played in the City recently.
1 (3) The story of the play has to do with
the meek, loving wife of a profligate hus¬
band who makes no disguise of his dis¬
reputable life. After eight years of this
sort of living she breaks away from her
home, rebelling against what she believes
to be an unjust law of society, and starts

Broadway was glad to see Emma Janvier out to pay her husband back in Ms own
agam^when she opened a few evenings ago in " gome coln'
nmisiinl^/ 6 'Tu"<?n 'Iheater. Miss Janvier held an J. M. G., Chicago.—Harry Lauder made
her a' ,ace 1J} ,,e„ eccentric comedy, and his first professional appearance with a
ins ppeaiance in Some Baby" indicates that she concert company at Lanarkshire, Scotland.os none ot her old ability. Miss Janvier played After a while he became well known in the
f<6rr.v « seasons opposite Richard Carle, scoring in provinces, and when he was about twelveThe Spring Chicken " and " The Mayor of Tokio " •she was seen in Cohan's " Fifty Miles From Boston "and she appeared prominently in "Vivian's Papas"Lovers Lane, Ninety and Nine," " The Moth andthe Flame," and "All On Account of Eliza."

FRANCINE LARRIMORE,
White, N. Y.

Janvier.-

nature.

Constant Reader, Amesbury, Mass.
" The Merry-Go-Round" was produced in
New York City at the New Circle Theater
April 25, 1908. The principal parts were
taken by James J. Morton, Mabel Hite,
Bobby North, Dorothy Jardon and Melville
Stewart. We have no way of telling you
of the incident you refer to in this play.
(2) The principals in the reviVal of " The
Mascot" were Raymond Hitchcock, Flora
Zabelle, Henry Coote, Estelle Wentworth,
Edward M. Favor and Edgar Atchison Ely.
(3) We have no record showing that Wil-
lard Mack played in " Aloho-Oe" or in
"The Edge of the Abyss." Perhaps he
appeared in these plays during his stock
engagements.
" and at eacn periormauce n it

try for him to be completely swathed
ton bandages and placed , in a glass
rp to tin- sixth performance Abele- >

he'd lost ten pounds.

t week an automobile accident, which
|v'—* Dvit/thorri frnm rf»achin£T

C. H. H., Tacoma.—" Gloriana " was pro¬
duced at Herrmann's Theater, N. Y. city,
Feb. 20, 1892, with the following cast:
Charles B. Welles, Joseph Allen, E. J.
Henley, C. R. Gilbert, Fred Chippendale,
Joseph Humphreys, Sedley Brown, Hen¬
rietta Crosman, Kate Bealby and May Rob-
son. (2) "Mr. Wilkinson's Widows" was
given at Proctor's Theater, N. Y. C., March
30, 1891 with Joseph Holland, Mrs. Dion
Boucicault, Frederic Bond, Henrietta Cros-

3it of unconscious humor while tour- h
hrough Ohio, it wfcs a r<>; d -ign :

Captain Redmond, of ■HHH I Fanr-ii
B. F., Cincinnati.—John Drew was Lord

Lumley ("The Mummy") and Guy Stand¬
ing was Signor D'Orelli ("The Humming
Bird ") and Margaret Dale was Lady Lum¬
ley in "The Mummy and the Humming
Bird." (2) Emily Stevens made her stage
debut in " Becky Sharp." Some of the
plays she appeared in as a member of Mrs.
Fiske's company are : " Tess of the D'Urber-
villes," " The Unwelcome Mrs. Hatch,"
" Divorcons," " Mary of Magdala,"
" Becky Sharp," " Hedda Gabler," " Leah
Kleschna," 4 The Eyes of the Heart" and
" The New York Idea." She played with
George Arliss in " The Devil" and in
" Septimus," with Holbrook Blinn in " The
Boss," with Robert Lorraine in " Man and
Superman," and in " Not for Sale," which
was later renamed " The Cradle Snatcher."
In 1913 she played in " To-Day." Miss
Stevens is now appearing in " The Un-
chastened Woman" at the Thirty-ninth
Street Theater. (3) Pauline Frederick will
appear in motion pictures under Famous r
Players' management for an indefinite
period.

years old he played in London. He first
came to America in 1906. (2) Mrs. Patrick ,
Campbell came to the United States under ,
the management of Liebler and Co. in 1901
and played a six months' engagement in ,
repertoire.

-Interior

Constant Reader, New York City—" The
Leavenworth Case" was produced in Chi
cago at the Grand Opera House on Sept. 15,
1891, for the first time on any stage with
the following cast: Joseph Haworth, Kath-
erine Kidder, Louise Rial, Atkins Laurence,
Robert Drouet, Gordon Edwards, E. J. Mor¬
gan, Horatio Mitchell, John Dailey, Charles
White, James Kelly, Lotta Keith, Annie Mc¬
Veigh, Eva Allen and Marion Earl,

py is a ratucr uusy aumm, »»»

og the performances of " The Last Laugh
o and jxting as general understudy. By day,

James C. Kane, Brooklyn.—"The Clans- ir r'
man " was given in New York city at the
Liberty Theater on Jan. 8, 1906, with the aiJ!l
following cast: George B. Jackson, Albert

netive roq Lovern, Samuel Hyams, Henry Riley, John
B. Hymer, De Witt C. Jennings, Joseph n the
Woodburn, J. F. Chaille, J. E. Miller, Rob- >f rin¬
ert Gibson, M. J. Jordon, Jeffreys Lewis, lay of!
Holbrook Blinn, Joseph Wheelock, Sr., rp!>
Frances Shannon, Grayce Scott, Jeanne blor.ds
Madeira, Fred Kley, Georgia, Welles, ot: the
Gretchen Dale, Ruth, Hart, Grena Bennett,

t n; A. H. Symmons, Sydney Ayres, Austin of stars
Webb, James Grady, Joseph Woodburn, id that
Murray Woods, Harry Mainhall, James J. on t be
Ryan and John Nichols. (2) Write to the 'is and
Fox Film Co. for information concerning ;>edsid«'
" The Song of Hate."

i And 'this same paper on another page
White Plains, x. y., Reader.—Donald

Brian made his stage debut in " Shannon
of the Sixth," at Boston, Mass., in 1895.
He made his first appearance on the New
York stage in 14 On the Wabash" at the ,

People's Theater, Feb. 20, 189$. Some of
Douglas and Naylor, N. Y. C.—Corliss tlle Plays that he has since appeared in are .

Giles was born in Providence, R. I. His 44 Florodora,' 44 Myles Aroon, Little Jo n-
- from Broadway,

Merry Widow," 44 The Dollar Prin¬
cess," 14 The Siren," 44 The Sunshine Girl,"
44 The Girl from Utah," and is now ap¬
pearing in " Sybil." We can not give you
information concerning his private life.
(2) The last address we had for Franklyn
Munnell was with " Sinners" company.
(3) We do not know where George Connor
is.

first appearance on the stage was made 1 ' Goori nie Jones," "Forty utiles
with the Castle Square Stock, Boston. He "The Merry Widow,
has played with stock companies in Lowell
and Fall River, Mass.; Stapleton, S. I.; the
Catherine Countiss in Grand Rapids, Mich.;
the Marlowe Stock, Chicago; the Keith,
Cleveland; the Lyric, Minneapolis; the
Princess, Des Moines, and the Davis, Pitts¬
burgh. He played in " Quincy Adams
Sawyer," " Carolina" and " The One
Woman.'' He is now in " The Ware Case."

W. T. K.—Brett Page's " Writing for

Josiah Smythe in "Some
Baby" points with pride
to the product of his
"Elixir of Youth." The
astonished woman in the
case is Emma Janvier,
who plays the part of

Alvina Smythe.

nulderi

C. E. K., Knoxville, Tenn.—Edith Thay- I;
1 er's first stage engagement was made in I.,
>! " Somewhere Else," a musical fantasy, pro-
: duced at the Broadway Theater, New York ;
f City, Jan. 20, 1913. The statement in the

clipping you inclosed was erroneous in r
stating that Miss Thayer had been on the •'
stage for twenty-two years.

TO REVIVE WAR PLAY
Paul Potter's " The Conquerors to Be Presented

with All Star Cast
An Ail-Star revival for' the early Spring

is nlanned of Paul Potter's The Con¬quers," a play based upon the Franco-Prussian war of 1806. ".The Conquerors
was produced at the Empire Theater in the
Fall of 1898 with a notable cast which in-
eluded William Faversham, Viola Allen, the
late Joseph Wheelock, Jr., Guy Standing,
the late Blanche Walsh, Ida Conquest, the
late Clara BlooSgood, May Robson, E. Y.
Backus, George W. Howard, and the late
Jameson Lee Finney. 1
made to secure as many of the original cast
as are available.

Vaudeville " is published by the Home Cor- L
respondence School, Springfield, Mass. It
was reviewed in the Christmas vaudeville
number of The Mirror. (2) It was Bes¬
sie Barriscale and not Jessie Bonstelle who
played the leading role in " The Bird of
Paradise," created in New York by Lau-
rette Taylor. Miss Barriscale first played
the role at the play's tryout in Los An¬
geles. Later she succeeded Miss Taylor.

J. T. Maxwell, Brooklyn.—Paula Marr
(Mrs. William Collier) appeared in the fol¬
lowing plays : " The Patriot," " The Man
from Mexico," " A Lucky Star," " I'll Be
Hanged If I Do," " The Dictator," " Take
My Advice," and "Never Say Die." (2)
The juvenile performance of " Alias Jimmy
Valentine " was given at Wallacks Theater,
New York city, on March 18, 1910, and
Pomander Walk" on April 20, 1911. (3)
Some London newspapers are the Times,
Telegraph, Chronicle, Post, Mail and Glote.

SSBSkt
H. G. S., Hartford, Conn.—Carl Hoschna, H

the composer of the music for " Prince H
Humbug," " Three Twins," " Bright Eyes," 3R
" Katy Did," "Madame Sherry," "Belle of™i
the West," "Dr. De Luxe," "The Wall®
Street Girl" and other musical comedies, pji
died on Dec. 23, 1912, in New York City.|y
Mr. Hoschna was born in Austria on Aug. j i
16, 1876. He came to America at the age
of twfinty-one. „ _

J. C. H„ Indianapolis.—(1) William .rs.
Faversham appeared in " In Old Call- ry
fornia" at the Palmer Benefit, in New
York City on Dec. 8, 1905. He appeared
in " Mr. Sheridan" at Boston on Jan. 5,
1904. (2) Guy Bates Post was born in
Seattle, Wash. He made his first profes¬
sional appearance in " Charlotte Corday,"
with Mrs. James Brown-Potter and Kyrle
Bellew (1893). Some of the plays in which
he has appeared prominently are: " The !
Marriage Game," "The Spy," "Soldiers of
Fortune," and " The Heir to the Hoorah." 1
During 190T-8 he supported Mrs. Fiske, later
toured in " Paid in Full" and played in p
"The Bridge," "The Nigger," "The Bird
of Paradise," and in " Omar the Tent- 1
maker." in which he is touring at present. 1 .

(3) Forbes-Robertson came to America for j
the first time, with Mary Anderson, appear- f

ing at the Star Theater, New York City,
Oct 12, 1885, as Orlando. Toured America
as a star in 1902 and during 1903-4. He
came to this country again in 1906. In „

1909 he produced " The Passing of the
Third Floor Back" in New York City,
where it ran for the season. During 1910
he began another American season, touring
the principal cities in that play. Started a
third tour of the same play, from coast to
coast, in 1911. Commenced his farewell
tour of America in 1913 and has appeared
here each season to the present one. Dates
can be obtained for him through the Dates
Ahead column. /
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THE MONTAUK THEATRE
CHARLES PROHMAN, KLAW & ERLANGER, LESSEES

Scene—Living-room, Professor Smythe's Home, Beaconsville, N. Y.

Time—August 1st—Afternoon.

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERY SEATOOCUPIED, CAN HE EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES. LOOKAROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SE>T, AND IN CASKOF DISTURBANCE OP ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE DANGERS OF PANIC,WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 15, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE ESTATE OF HENRY B. HARRIS Presents

SOIMIIEi
A Farce in Three Acts,

By Zellah Covington and Jules Simonson.

Revised and Staged by Percival Knight.

The Cast.

(In Order of their Appearance)
Sylvia Smythe, the Professor's daughter Ann Hamilton
Alvinia Smythe, the Professor's sister Edna May Oliver
Mrs. Vivert, a neighbor Jeannette Despres
Philip Stanton, assistant to the Professor George F. Abbott
Gen. George Linney, British Army, retired Ivan Simpson

Sheriff Higgins Robert Webb Lawrence
Professor Josiah Smythe Jefferson De Angelis
Mrs. Philip Jones, the Professor's niece Norah O'Connor

Philip Jones Andrew Graver
"Judge" Sanderson John Keefe

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR THE ESTATE OF HENRY B. HARRIS.Manager
Edward Steele

Press Representative
Alfred H. Spink-Stage Manager

Robert Webb Lawrence

UIV piajrvu i""" '*

Willla.-.i Collier and played the
clt role in '-in,.-:. She was promoted

the rank ■? i1* 'The Morals of
other plays are: " The

Mascot' were Raymond Hitchcock, Flor*
Zabelle, Henry Coote, Estelle Wentworth,
Edward M. Favor and Edgar Atchtsou Ely.
(3) We have no record showing thai SV\-

->

rxiaxTori in " Aleho-Oeor

Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street.ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 23, 1915.Nights at 8:30. Matinees Tuesday and Saturday at 2:30.
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FRANK LALOR as PROF. JOSIAH SMYTHE,
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"SOME BABY!"

TAYLOR HOLMES
In a Farcical Play, Entitled

MR. MYD'S MYSTERY
By LILLIAN TRIMBLE BRADLEY.

Based on the Story by J. Storer Clouston.
Staged by W. H. Post.

Cast of Characters.
(In the order in which they first appear)Eva Wilson (Marie Wilson), the resourceful parlor maid,

Clara Louise MooresJane Abbott, the cook
RorkQLord Francis Phillimore, Marie's fiance Kenneth Hunterg ( Bishop of Bedford, the energetic detector of troubled consciences,

tr Arthur ElliotHarriet, Myd's practical wife
WatgonIrwin Myd, a writer of essays

Taylor HolmesInspector Bray, of Scotland Yard
Walter M. Sherwin
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James Buffington, of "The Daily Record". ..A Constable
Englehardt, the butcher

.Arthur Laceby
. John Parsons
George Lymanl|r| Horace Myd, brother of Irwin Myd Harry C. PowerRupert Jellibrand, Phillimore's chum Belford Forest

Synopsis of Scenes:
ACT I.—Dining Room of the Myds.ACT II.—The Library.
ACT III.—The Same.

MUSICAL PROGRAMS
By THE BRUCHHAUSEN TRIO:

Carl Bruchhausen, Pianist.Arthur Lichstein, Violinist. '
Leo Sachs, 'CellistOverture—"Thais"

MassenetBetween First and Second Acts.a 'Cello Solo—"Jocelyn"
Godardb Entr'acte—"Clarice"

LoudBetween Second and Third Acts.a Violin Solo—"Spanish Dance"
Rehfeldb Serenade

Saint-SaensEXITMarch Militaire
Schubert

Acting Manager for The Taylor Holmes Co W. H. CurrieStage Manager for The Taylor Holmes Co p. J. Brady

Scenery by Law's Studio.Scenery built by the T. B. McDonald Construction Co.Properties by John Brunton.
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" MR. MYD'S MYSTERY "
Farce in Three Acts by Lillian 1 rinible

Bradley. Staged by W. H. Post and Pre¬
sented by Joseph Brooks at the Comedy
Theater. Aug. 10.

Eva Wilson Clara Louise Moores
Jane Abbott,' 'the cook' I™ Korke
Bishop of Bedford
Rorript ATvfl's wiffi LUClle vVUlSOU
Irwin MyaTa writer of essays ..Taylor Holmes
inspector Bray, of Scotland Yard.^ y sherwin

ianSstaubirton: ,a .re."orter.:::: . p™nl
Englehardt. the butcher ...... . • • George Lyman
Horace Myd. brother of Irwin Myd.^ & power
Lord Francis Phillimore, Marie'stance.
Rupert Jellibrand, Phillimore's chum^

Act I —Dining-room of the Myds. Act II.
The library. Act III.—The same.

Mr. Myd's Mystery " gives Taylor Holmes
a good opportunity to make himself agree¬
able to a not too exacting audience, for
even a casual examination of its points
will not place the farce among the notable
arrivals of the season, although it is pleas-
ant entertainment in its way. It was sig- 3
nally the featured player of the cast—that >
is to say, Mr. Holmes—who commanded the
chief interest during the evening by his
drollery in the role of a harmless writer
of essays who plays the enforced part of a
man suspected of murder—murder of his

„

own wife. Farce and tragedy are so closely
related that by the mere change of a few
incidents the theme might have served Mr.
Roi Cooner Megrue for one of his thrillers.
The author in this case has done wisely to
give it a farcical aspect.

Irwin Myd. a literary idealist, lives hap¬
pily with his wife Harriet. He has once
upon a time written a detective story which
has proved a best seller. He abhors fiction,
but his fiver into the realm of light liter¬
ature has brought such good returns that
Harriet is continually advising him to tryanother and has secretly confiscated a
check for advance royalties which his pub¬
lishers have sent him as a bait to write an¬
other storv. Funds are running low. and
he is half nersuaded. but no subject will
suggest itself, when accident and Harriet's
ingenuity provide one. A formidable-look¬
ing carving knife, a slight accidental blood¬
letting of the refined lady's maid. Eva. and
a soot of red ink on Myd's cuff supply the'ingredients.

The florid, well-fed Bishop of Bedford,
Harriet's uncle, is coming to dine with the
happy couple. But there has'been a strike
in the kitchen. The cook has abandoned
her post, and Harriet determines to cook
the dinner herself, for it is necessary toconciliate the bishoo, who has a substantial
fortune to beaueath. In order to cover upthe truth. Harriet insists that Myd must
tell the Bishon that she has been called
away 011 a mission of mercv. The dinner
is served: the cooking is bad : but worse
comes when the bishon has his suspicions
aroused by Myd's confused account of thewhereabouts of his wife, and substance is
lent to his misgivings wnen tne carving
knife, the blood stains and the spot of red
ink enter into the complication. The good
bishop notifies the police department, and
the detectives appear on the scene and pro¬
ceed to make out a case of murder against
Myd.

For the better part of two acts Myd has
a series of exciting experiences. He as¬
sumes the character of the mythical author
of the detective story, and as he has sunk
his identity he is supposed to have elopedwith the lady's maid, Eva.

A good deal of the action is one of hide
and seek, and practically two plots parallel
each other, the maid having a devoted
wooer in Lord Phillimore, who has been
misled to mistake Eva for a lady of qualityand afterwards for the murdered Mrs. Myd.Out of sheer devotion to her memorv he
starts a hunt for the supposed murderer.
Myd. and that meek and lowly soul Is
obliged in his disguise to hear himself de¬
nounced and threatened by the chivalrous
lordling as well as the detectives. Besides.
Harriet accidentally discovers Eva in Myd's
arms, without any blame on M^d's part,and Harriet's jealousy adds to the sum of
his distresses. As everything must end
happily in farces, so here we come to ahappy* solution when Harriet reveals her¬
self : the lord claims Eva, who is really thedaughter of an officer in the English na^v,and the bishop, who has been the chief wit¬
ness and persecutor against Myd. finds him¬self discomfited and made amenable to
terms for leaving his fortune to Harriet.

Mr. Taylor is highjy amusing in the roleof Myd. and this time keens his exuberanceof spirits pretty well restrained. Harrietis delightfully 'played by Lucile Watson,and the bishop finds a snlendid internreterin the person of Arthur Elliot. Miss Moore,
who is cast for the part of Eva. is verv
pretty and personally attractive, but is
somewhat overburdened with the rather im¬
portant role. The cast is well selected and
all the minor parts are well nlayed. notablvthat of Lord Phillimore by Kenneth Hunt¬
er. The farce is also cleverly staged, andwhile the first two acts are not signallyoriginal, the t^^d act redeems the weak-
ness of its predecessors.

Subscriber.—Carl Brickert wasI born in Indianapolis in 1886, became identi¬fied with the stage while still a student at
Butler University. His work there at¬
tracted the attention of a manager, whoengaged him to play Ingomar on the roadthrough the West and South. He became a
member of stock companies in Omaha and
Chicago, returning to Indianapolis, where
he joined a company under the direction of
Oscar Eagle. He was next engaged to playin " The Girl of the Golden West," succeed¬
ing Robert Hilliard and Charles Millward.
He has Splayed leading parts with stock
companies in Philadelphia, Louisville,Springfield, Mass., and Kansas City, and
was leading man in support of Nance
O'Nell.

"H

Mr. Winthrop Ames, director of the Little Thea¬
ter, New York, is an anomaly among great peoplein that he does not dwindle upon approach. Each jmember of his staff, in close association with him |throughout the theatrical year, has perhaps even ..greater respect for him than those outside persons who I
eulogize the excellence of his productions. Mr. Amesis not merely the head of a theatrical institution, but,like some of the older managers, attends personallyto his own stage direction, and knows in detail thefunction of each person in his employ. There is '

White, N. Y.MR. WINTHROP AMES,
Owner and Manager of the Little Theater, Going Over

a Script of " A Pair of Silk Stockings."

scarce a producing manager in the country who wouldnot pay extravagantly for the services of Mr. Amesas a director, were these available. He personally tdirected and made the notable productions of t
"

Prunella," the revival of " The Truth," of " A Pair Eof Silk Stockings," and the recent production of" Children of Earth." The fortunate part is that jMr. Ames is still a young man with the greater part -of a distinguished career ahead of him.

Watson.—Lucile Watson, who is doing excellentwork in " Rolling Stones," is fast coming to be con¬sidered the legitimate successor to the late ClaraBloodgood. Indeed, Miss Watson once played MissBloodgood, and her resemblance to that actress haslong been commented upon. Miss Watson was essen¬tially a discovery of the late Clyde Fitch, and she ap¬peared in a number of his plays, including " The GirlWith the Green Eyes," " Glad of It," " CaptainJinks," " Her Sister," and his last drama, " TheCity." She will be recalled for her playing in " TheDictator " with Willie Collier, in " Zira " with Mar¬garet Anglin, in "Vera the Medium" with EleanorRobson, and subsequently with Grace George, CyrilScott. Max Figman, and other stars.

• - • "

. r I ...L ■Ruggi.es.—When Charles Ruggles scored a per¬sonal hit as Dave Fulton in " Rolling Stones" theother evening, a large part of Broadway asked thequestion, " Who is Ruggles? " The young actor is agraduate of stock. He made his first stage appear¬
ance at the Alcazar Theater in San Francisco as asuper in " Nathan Hale." He advanced gradually,and later came East, briefly, to appear under CharlesE. Blaney's direction in melodrama at the LincolnSquare and Metropolis theaters. But Ruggles driftedback to the Coast and re-entered the Alcazar stock.In 1908 he joined the Morosco stock in Los Angeles,and he has been under contract ever since with OliverMorosco. Indeed, he is appearing in " RollingStones," through special arrangement with Mr. Mo¬rosco. Out on the Coast Ruggles played everything,from the demented boy in " The Awakening of HelenaRitchie" and Kid Burns in " Forty-five MinutesFrom Broadway " to an Oriental in " The Arab " anda young American in " The Spendthrift." Last sea¬son Ruggles was seen in Chicago with Henry Kolkerin " Our Children" and in New York in " HelpWanted." In the last-named melodrama, TheMikbor at the time noted the young actor's unusualpromise. Ruggles has a great many friends in theprofession who are delighted with his Broadway hit." It's the best news I've heard this season," remarkedBurton Green the day after the premiere, and IreneFranklin said, " We're glad because he's a splendidboy, and deserves it."

Gluck.—A daughter was born to Alma Gluck, the( soprano, in the Glens Falls, N. Y., Hospital, on Fri-v| day, Aug. 20. Madame Gluck and her husband, EfremZimbalist, the violinist, have been spending the Sum¬mer at Lake George. This is Madame Gluck's sec¬ond daughter. When she was " discovered" as asinger she was the wife of Bernard Gluck, an EastSide insurance agent. They had one daughter. Shebecame estranged from,her first husband in 1911, andthey were_ divorced in October, 1912. She marriedZimbalist in June, 1914. There is a report that Ma¬dame Gluck will retire from the stage the comingseason, and will devote her musical efforts solely tosinging lullabies for her baby.

Sturgis.—Granville Forbes Sturgis who wasstage-director for the Little Theater in Los Angles,and whose work in staging " Snow White" withMiss Blanche Hall in the title role, received muchpraise in the Los Angeles newspapers, has returnedto Denver, Col., and will begin producing there playsof advanced ideas. It was a keen disappointment toall interested that the public did not give the LittleTheater the patronage which it merits. ManagerFrank Egan spent money lavishly upon the produc¬tions and advertised extensively, but the public didnot respond in numbers sufficient to warrant a con¬

tinuance of the season. " Margot" of Sudermannand " The Necessary Evil " of Charles Rann Kennedywere presented in the short space that the house re¬mained open.

FTPATT A1VD PKHNZLL,r...
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THEATRE

White. N. Y.HOWARD ESTABROOK.
Who Made a Personal Hit in " Search Me.

FIRE NOTICELook around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the streetROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 16, 1915.enings at 8.30.
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.30,

Moffatt and Pennell Present

A New Comedy in Three Acts,
By Augustin MacHugh, who wrote "Officer 666

Cast.
(In order of appearance)REVEREND THOMPSON MARION Mr. GEORGE GASTONDRIGGS

Mr. A. P. KAYEANTHONY MORELAND, King's Counsel Mr. FRED GRAHAMJOHN HOLTON
Mr. ROLLO LLOYDTHOMAS B. HURST

Mr.. HOWARD ESTABROOKMARY CAMERON
Miss ETHEL GREY TERRYGANLEY

Mr. MONTAGU LOVE
LORD BAYARD

Mr. STANLEY GROOMECAPT. PAGE WALKER
Mr. WILFRED SEAGRAMROBERT AMES-CAMERON Mr. CHARLES A. STEVENSONLADY BEATRICE BAYARD

Miss RUTH ALLENBANKS
Mr. GORDON BURBY

The action of the comedy takes place at "The Firrs," Bridgetown,England.

TIME—The Present.

Scenery constructed by T. B. MacDonald Co.Painted by Homer Emeus.Gowns worn by Miss Terry and Miss Allen designed by Cecil Kernand made by Maison Ceclle-Marie.

BY MOFFET*

FOR MOFFATT AND PENNELL,
George A. Kingsbury

Stanley Groome

Manager
Stage Manager
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Miss Martha Hedman as the demure nurse Virginia Xelva who
quickly learns all the doctor's tricks in treating a severe attack of
love, complicated by jealousy and despair, and uses them efficiently
upon the doctor himself until he is able to sit up and take notice of her

Miss Ruth Shepley in the role of Grace Tyler, the girl who, like
other fair women aforetime, drives a man to despair with the
malady of plain, old-fashioned jealousy until a doctor steps in,
analyzes the case, and gives her a taste of her own medicine.

PHOTO MADE ESPECIALLY FOR
HEARST'S BY THE CAMPBELL
STUDIOS. 538 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.

Marion Sumner
(Josephine Parks)—
Oh, Grace, my brother
will be done with Budd
soon, and you'll be forever
if you go home now in order
to change into golf thing:

r Grace — I canchange into golf
things in a jiffy!

Preston de Witt
(Gilbert Douglas) —

Can't 1 be of assistance?
Grace — Just how — ?

IOVE is a game—"a mean, selfish, rot¬
ten one," says Dr. Gerald Sumner
in the latest Belasco production,
"The Boomerang," by Winchell

J Smith and Victor Mapes. When
badly played this game is apt

to make one sick with a disease known
as plain, old-fashioned jealousy. Gerald
is a modern doctor—not the Woodbridge
family physician: so, of course, he rec¬
ognizes the disease when Mrs. Wood-
bridge leaves at his office her son Budd,
who is a nervous wreck, who can not
sleep, or eat, or do much of anything.Gerald devises a cure for Budd; the
trouble lies however in the fact that if jthe doctor can use the cure for Budd, I
the nurse Virginia Xelva can use it /
on the doctor himself when she falls in 11love with him. The doctor's weapon l|
spending its force in Budd's direction li
comes back and strikes him—hence Ik
the name of the play. ^

Gerald,—Come—(enter Virginia)
Virginia—Miss Tyler is on the wire—she says that she

and Mr. DeWitt have been delayed—and she wishes to
know whether they'll meet you at the club or call for youhere? {on the word "delayed," Gerald raises his eyes andlooks front with an expression of great surprise. AfterVirginia finishes speaking, a pause, Gerald's manner showing,
as far as possible, that Budd's pulse has become very rapid.He steals a surprised glance at Budd)

Gerald—{to Virginia) Who did you say?
Virginia—Miss Tyler—(pause, Gerald thinks)—Whatshall I tell her, please?
Gerald—(preoccupied) Oh, say I'll be ready when theycall. (Virginia exits, closing door; Gerald, still holdingBudd's pulse, eyes him curiously) I've got a golf match

on, this afternoon
Budd—Yes, I know
Gerald—(showing surprise—then, with meaning, to watchthe effect) Oh—then are you a friend of Preston De

Witt's? (a pause, Gerald, suddenly, raises his eyes andstares front—suggesting that Budd's pulse is thumping)
Budd—(very quietly) I know him.
Gerald —(convinced, lets go of Budd's wrist and pockets

watch) Know what sort of a game he plays?Budd -Very good.
Gerald—I am afraid my sister and I will be snowed under.

(Budd hesitates, then, without a word, rises and goes for hat)You're not going?
Budd—(near the door) You've finished with me, haven't

you -and found there was nothing the matter- —

Gerald—(rising) Nothing the matter! You've lost
fifteen pounds in one month. You have insomnia -yourappetite's gone—you're so nervous you can't keep still
a moment—and you say there is nothing the matter!
(Budd looks at Gerald a moment, then drops his eyes and

fingers his hat nervously. Speaks with change of tone)
Budd—Well—at least there's no help for it—nothing

a doctor can do, 1 mean.
Gerald—You think so, eh?
Budd—Why, Doctor, I'm positive no treatment could

do me the slightest good. (Gerald returns to his chair at
the desk)

to the right man.
Budd — I had to

promise my mother
I'd come and be
examined.

Gerald — Cheer
up, we may be
able to find some¬

thing the matter.

Gerald's sister
Marion and Grace
Tyler and Preston
de Wilt are wait¬
ing for him at this
very moment to

accompany them
to the golf links.
Gerald puts them off
for a while and pro¬
ceeds to put Budd
through all the stunts
of a physical examina¬
tion in order to search
out his trouble He

does not yet know that
Budd is in love with
Grace Tyler, and jeal-

ous Preston de Witt.Gerald Sumner is a new doctor in a brand
new office with more golfing invitations than patients. Gerald—How aboutIndeed, his first patient turns out to be Virginia Xelva: f < the pulse?her father was a European, her mother an American, V Ntj Budd—(wearily, hold-they are dead, she is looking for her American relatives, * dtptfipjr ing out his hand) Oh,in the meantime she must find employment; Gerald en- ^ iiit^- my pulse is all right—gages her as his assistant. Gerald's second patient is Budd, Budd (Wallace Eddinger)—Grace! everything's all right,who submits to examination only because he had promised Grace! Grace—Let me go! Let Gerald—(holdingte do so.

me go! Budd—I can't do it! Budd's pulse) I'll have
to admit I have notBudd Woodbridge—Doctor Sumner, there isn't a thing found anything wrong with you yet.the matter with me. Budd—I was sure you wouldn't—(Gerald holds Budd'sDr. Gerald Sumner — Good, then you have come pidse, consulting watch, when a knock is heard on the door)266

by PERMISSION 07 n.\VID BELASCO. PRODUCER. AND WINCHELL SMITH AND VICTOR MAPES, C0PYRI3H

Virginia—Not ;
is?

Gerald—Jealousy



Hearst's Magazine Virginia (talking glibly) Then come along, Mr. Wood-
bridge. Oh, I am dying to dance with you once

more—and this is the first time 1 have —Gerald—(Watching Grace as her eyes follow Budd
and Virginia in amazement) Now we'll take

a look at your sprained ankle.

devoted slave, but don't always be
on hand. Under those conditions,
it was only natural for her to
take notice of somebody else.
Then along came jealousy. It's
next to impossible t<} keep jealousy
out of a love affair. But there's
hardly a case where both people
get it. One is jealous and the
other isn't. Rule Number three.
Be sure to get your opponent a
little jealous—or you'll get it your¬
self— and in Budd's case, after
jealousy, came desperation, then
despair—then Doctor

Virginia -—Well, I can't say I
think it's a very nice game!

Gerald—I told you that. But
it's justified. Because if you fall
in love with a man—and you let
him see your devotion is so great
you can't think of anything else—
curiously enough, he'll begin to
care less and less about you.

Virginia—Will he?
Gerald—Why, there are thou¬

sands of poor creatures all over
the world whose lives have been
ruined, just because they loved too
much and didn't know it was all
a game! And that's what may
happen to Budd, unless we pre¬
vent it.

looks at him with an incredulous smile) Oh, I mean it.
And here's a great opportunity for you.

Virginia—Me?
Gerald—Yes. (impressively) He needs a nurse! (Vir¬

ginia gives him a look) You want to be a nurse—don't
you? You said you were dying to be

Virginia—I am—but not that kind of a nurse! (laugh¬
ing) Trying to cure a man of jealousy.

Gerald—(after a pause) Have you ever been in love?
(she looks at him, smiles, and shakes her head) Then you
don't know anything about jealousy?

Virginia—I didn't know it could be treated by a doctor.
Gerald—Not by a family physician! But a modern

doctor can treat anything—-
Virginia—But if it's only jealousy—why did you put

that medicine in his arm with the hypodermic syringe?
Gerald—That was pure distilled water—with three drops

of pure distilled water added to it. Now don't you think
I'm not taking this case seriously—I am. This boy is in
a dangerous condition. He's right on the brink of a ner¬
vous collapse—and all because he's got girl on the brain.
So you and I have got to get her off. And the first thing
to do is to give him something else to worry about._ Now,
I'm trying to transfer his attention from love to microbes.
And there's where nurse comes in. He must be_ made to
believe she's keeping a strict record of his condition. And,
all the while, she must be doing her best to amuse him and
keep his mind constantly occupied. And, believe me,
that's just as worthy and difficult a task as nursing a pa¬
tient through typhoid.

Virginia—Then I'd love to try it!
During the month that follows Budd remains at his home

under the care of Gerald and Virginia. Nobody knows of
Budd's whereabouts; when Grace Tyler writes letters
of invitation to him, Gerald dictates the replies .

which are formal and distant. For
Gerald has given up all hope of mak-
ing Budd. forget his love and is play-
ing another game; he is trying to H
make Grace herself jealous. On the H
night of Budd's birthday Gerald
plans a surprise party; Grace is in- H
vited; Virginia also. Gerald explains H
his tactics. Virginia listens eagerly, ■
for she has-fallen in love with Gerald
and she won't tell him to his face that
she does love him, and he doesn't find
out for himself.

Gerald—Yes—that's what love is—a
game! Not the beautiful heaven¬
sent blessing we're told it is—

a mean, selfish,

out laughing) You
don't believe it?

Virginia—Believe
|

too v.B
Gerald—It may be %

ridiculous, but it's a
fact. And as soon as

you fall in love, the
game begins and you've
got to play it — whether ^B
you want to or not. Only
most people play without K|
knowing it—like Budd—
and get the worst of it. ^B
Now, why not play it H
with your eyes open?

Virginia—I don't think
I'd care to play it, at all.

Gerald—If you were in
love, wouldn't you like to
know how to bring your JHB *
victim to your feet? How ^^B
to make him adore you— ^^B
believe you're the most
charming and wonderful
woman in the world? Make
him hope for nothing, dream ^^^B

nothing, but you?
Virginia—Could you tell

me how I could do that? ^^B ^B
Gerald—I'll guarantee it. ^B

You're only to avoid all
the blunders Budd made.

Virginia—What were they?
Gerald—Well — in the first place — he ^flU

showed her that he loved her honorably,
devotedly, and exclusively. That's enough
to queer anyone!

Virginia—(after laughing heartily)
You mean he shouldn't have told her?

Gerald—On the contrary! He should
have told her, whenever he got the
chance! Instead, he probably didn't
tell her at all, but let her see it, by
everything he did. That's the first Virginia—Mrs. Woodbridge, 1 don't want to live in
rule of the game. If you fall in love, New York with my rich uncle —1 just want to go on with
say so over and over again as often my work! Mrs. Woodbridge (Harriet Otis Dellenbaugh)
as you like, but never let the loved —And have Dr. Sumner say he couldn't get along without you?
one be quite sure you mean it. Virginia—I'd rather have that than—the other. But don't say a word to the doctor.
Budd's next blunder was being too
good to her—(Virginia laughs) Yes,
he paid her too much attention, hung about her in¬
cessantly, until his visits became about as exciting as the
milkman's. Another rule: swear you're the original,

PHOTO BY CAMPBELL STUDIOS.
538 FIFTH AVE., N. Y.

:h Shepley, now appearing
'The Boomerang," will be

remembered as Mary
| Grayson in "It Pays

to Advertise" of the
season just gone.

Virginia — (smil-
■ ing, holding out her
■ hand) Au revoir un-
■ til the 11.40 train—
■ (he crosses to the
■ door. She glances
I over her shoulder at
I Gerald, then follows
I Preston up to thedoor)
f I'll be at the Station.

Preston—Oh? —I—
I'll come here for you!
(exit Preston)

Gerald (suddenly look¬
ing up) It isn't neces¬
sary for you to stay,
Miss Xelva—if you have
anything to do before
train time

Virginia— (demurely)
I haven't. (with a
grunt he turns away and
reads. Virginia comes
down above desk, stands
looking at him. Gerald,
feeling this, pays no at¬
tention for a moment, then
glances up at her)

Gerald—What is it?
Virginia—Oh, nothing

—(he turns away) I
was just thinking how
happy you ought to be!
(Gerald gives her a look)

Gerald—What do you
mean by that?

Virginia — Why —
this case of Mr. Wood-
bridge's—it's turned
out just exactly as

you said it would!
It's wonderful what a

fr perfect understanding you
have of love! (Gerald, smothering an exclama¬

tion, rises and walks away) I've been thinking
over all you told me last night about the rules of

the love game.
Gerald—(stopping suddenly) All I told you was damned

rot—I beg your pardon, (walks again)
Virginia—How can you say that! Just after you've

• (Continued on page 303)

f \ | keeping away, it puzzled her. Those
letters she wrote prove that. And
the answers I made him send puzzled

jf t her all the more. Her deciding to
■ come here tonight proves that. I
I only got up this party because I felt

sure she'd come. And now, as usual,
W I'm depending on you to help me.

Will you?
Virginia—Of course. What do you

want me to do?
Gerald—I want you to be in

love—I mean, pretend to be in

V Virginia—Oh—you want MissI i' W Tyler to think I am in love
[.J with Mr. Woodbridge?fjtm Gerald—You've hit it, the first

time! 1 want her to think you
and Budd are crazy about each

. other!
Virginia—(laughing) You'll

never get Mr. Woodbridge to
I

. consent to that!
Gerald—I'm not

A I \ " m X v going to try. AU I
■ ( sMl\W' ^ (ft want is to have

Miss Tyler see

I'll brace him up
—give him a slap on the back and a good stiff drink! Of
course, if she ever suspects it's a put-up-job, we're gone!—

But Grace never suspects; she gets Budd off in a room by
himself under pretence of a sprained ankle, but Virginia

■angry with himself- Gerald (Arthur Byron)—(examining the sprained 9
ankle)—Didn't you know Miss Xelva's visiting here at
the Woodbridge's ? I thought everybody knew about her
affair with Budd Woodbridge (Grace gives a little start)
Oh, did I hurt your ankle? Grace—Why—just a little.

Virginia—And you think you can prevent it?
Gerald—If my theory is any good, I can. You see,

when Miss Tyler found out a month ago that Budd was
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SCENE FROM "THE BOOMERANG"
RUTH SHEPLEY, ARTHUR BYRON, MARTHA HEDMAN. WALLACE EDDINGER.

FORTY-FOURTH STREET, near BROADWAY
Under the Sole Management of DAVID BELASCO

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT
•EAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED' IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THIS NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE! OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THI
DANGERS OF PANIC, WAI.K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915,
Matinees Thursday and Saturday.

DAVID BELASCO Presents

THE BOOMERANG
A NEW COMEDY IN THREE ACTS

By WINCHELL SMITH and VICTOR MAPES

Cast.

DR. GERALD SUMNER ARTHUR BYRON
BUDD WOODBRIDGE WALLACE EDDINGER f.
PRESTON DE WITT GILBERT DOUGLAS 1
HEINRICH RICHARD MALCHIEN j.
HARTLEY WILLIAM BO AG !
MR. STONE . JOHN CLEMENTS
VIRGINIA XELVA MARTHA HEDMAN
GRACE TYLER RUTH SHEPLEY
MARION SUMNER JOSEPHINE PARKS
GERTRUDE LUDLOW DOROTHY MEGREW
MRS. CREIGHTON WOODBRIDGE. .HARRIET OTIS DELLENBAUGH

GUESTS—Helen Marche, Cecil Dwight, Betty Dwight, Margaret Cad-
man, Robert Wynn, George Spelvin, Earl Evans, James Ward.

COPYRIGHT, PHOTO 3RAPHISCHE GESELLSCHAFT By PERMISSION OF THE BERLIN PHOTOGRAPHIC CO., N. Y.

"A Favorite Custom," by Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema.
The artist s Dutch inheritance is seen here in his love for detail in the handling of the textiles and in the picturesque interior, and especially in the brilliant light that streams in at the door.

270



A DOCTOR'S OFFICE.

A LIVING ROOM

SAME AS ACT I.

TIME—AUTUMN.

Play produced under the personal supervision of Mr. Belasco.

General Stage Director
Stage Manager

• Louis Massen
William Boag

(Extract from Webster's Dictionary.)
Boom-er-ang, N. A very singular missile weapon, used by the natives

of Australia; when thrown from the hand, with a quick rotary motion, it
describes very remarkable curves, according to the manner of throwing It,
and finally taking a retrograde direction, so as to fall near the place from
which it was thrown, or even very far in the rear of it. IN INEXPERI¬
ENCED HANDS THE BOOMERANG RECOILS UPON THE THROWER,
SOMETIMES WITH VERT SERIOUS RESULTS.

The physician's surgical equipment made by The Crown Surgical
Instrument Company, of New York.

KNABE PIANOS USED HERE EXCLUSIVELY,
Salesroom Fifth Avenue and 39th St.

Miss Hedman's gowns by Henri Bendel.
Other gowns by Mme. Rose, The Green Shop.
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 10, 1016
Regular Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

DAVID BELASCO Presents

the boomerang
A NEW COMEDY IN THREE ACTS

By WINCHELL SMITH and VICTOR MAPBS

Cast.

ARTHUR BYRON

WALLACE EDDINGBR

.. GILBERT DOUGLAS
RICHARD MALCHIHN

. . JOHN N. WHEELER

JOHN CLEMENS

. . MARTHA HEDMAN
RUTH SHEPLEY

. . JOSEPHINE PARKS
.DOROTHY MEGREW

IDA WATERMAN

DR. GERALD SUMNER

BUDD WOODBRIDGE
PRESTON DE WITT . .

HEINRICH

HARTLEY

MR. STONE

VIRGINIA XELVA

GRACE TYLER

MARION SUMNER

GERTRUDE LUDLOW
MRS. CREIGHTON WOODBRIDGE

White. N. Y.
ARTHUR BYRON.

3fc^W''luce of the Doctor in " TheGiving an E,
MISS ETHEL GREY

ie umris.

rlor at theACT I.

A DOCTOR'S OFFICE
ACT n.

A LIVING ROOM.
ACT III.

SAME AS ACT I.
TIME—AUTUMN.

Play produced under the personal supervision of Mr. Belasco.
Scenes by Ernest Qro».

.. . Louie Massen
John N. WheelerGeneral Stage Director

Stage Manager

(Extract from Webster's Dictionary.) '
Boom-er-ang, N. A very singular missile weapon, used by the natives |

of Australia; when thrown from the hand, with a quick rotary motion. It ,
describes very remarkable curves, according to the manner of throwing it, ,
and finally taking a retrograde direction, so as to fall near the place from ,
which it was thrown, or even very far in the rear of it. IN INEXPERI- i
ENCED HANDS THE BOOMERANG RECOILS UPON THE THROWER, i
SOMETIMES WITH VERY SERIOUS RESULTS.

For if by ch?nce, someth?
fails to give satisfaction, "yc
monevZback" brir*/s it bark a,,



A DOCTOR'S OFFICE.

A LIVING ROOM.

SAME AS ACT I.

TIME—AUTUMN.

Play produced under the personal supervision of Mr. Belasco.

Scenes by Ernest Gros.

General Stage Director
Stage Manager

.Louis Massen
William Boas

(Extract from Webster's Dictionary.)
Boom-er-ang, N. A very singular missile weapon, used by the natives

of Australia; when thrown from the hand, with a quick rotary motion, it
describes very remarkable curves, according to the manner of throwing it,
and finally taking a retrograde direction, so as to fall near the place from
which it was thrown, or even very far in the rear of it. IN INEXPERI¬
ENCED HANDS THE BOOMERANG RECOILS UPON THE THROWER,
SOMETIMES WITH VERY SERIOUS RESULTS.

The physician's surgical equipment made by The Crown Surgical
Instrument Company, of New York.

KNABE PIANOS USED HERE EXCLUSIVELY,
Salesroom Fifth Avenue and 39th St.

Miss Hedman's gowns by Henri Bendel.
Other gowns by Mme. Rose, The Green Shop.
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APRTT; 10, 1916
Regular Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

DAVID BELASCO Presents

THE BOOMERANG
A NEW COMEDY IN THREE ACT8

By WINCHELL SMITH and VICTOR MAPBS

ARTHUR BYRON

WALLACE EDDINGBR

. . GILBERT DOUGLAS

RICHARD MALCHIHN

. . JOHN N. WHEELER
JOHN CLEMENS

.. MARTHA HEDMAN
RUTH SHEPLEY

. . JOSEPHINE PARKS
.DOROTHY MEGREW

IDA WATERMAN

DR. GERALD SUMNER

BUDD WOODBRIDGE

PRESTON DE WITT . .

HEINRICH

HARTLEY

MR. STONE

VIRGINIA XELVA

GRACE TYLER

MARION SUMNER

GERTRUDE LUDLOW
MRS. CREIGHTON WOODBRIDGE

White. N. Y.
ARTHUR BYRON.

Giving an Excellent Performance of tlie Doctor in " T
Boomerang." MISS ETHEL GREY TERRY

ACT I.

A DOCTOR'S OFFICE,
ACT II.

A LIVING ROOM.
ACT III.

SAME AS ACT I.
TIME—AUTUMN.

Play produced under the personal supervision of Mr. I
Scenes by Ernest Gros.

... Louis
John N.General Stage Director

Stage Manager

(Extract from Webster's Dictionary.)
Boom-er-ang, N. A very singular missile weapon, used bj

of Australia; when thrown from the hand, with a quick rotai
describes very remarkable curves, according to the manner of
and finally taking a retrograde direction, so as to fall near th
which it waa thrown, or even very far in the rear of it. IN,
ENCED HANDS THE BOOMERANG RECOILS UPON THE
SOMETIMES WITH VERY SERIOUS RESULTS

fails to give 5
monevlback" b



MICHAEL SEIAVYN Business Manager.
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"ROLLING STONES"
Melodramatic Comedy in Four Acts by

Edgar Selwyn. Produced by Selwyn and
Company, at the Harris Theater, Aug. 17.

Buck Ryder Harrison Ford
Braden (known as Jap Walter).

Arthur Aylesworth
Charles Brannigan
Mrs. Brannigan . .

Ann Anderson ....

Fulsom Rice
Norma Noersrs
Nettie
Emma Braden . . . .

Policeman
Dave Fulton
Postman

Harry Bradley
Beatrice Ingram

. . . Marguerite Skirvin
Frank Kingdon

Marie Carroll
Elizabeth Lee

Rae Selwyn
George F. Smithfield

Charles Ruggles
Fred Malcolm

Strawbridge • Dan Jarrett
Dennison James Kearney
Nelson George F. Smithfield
Clerk Edwin R. Wolf
Officer Fred Malcolm

Act i.;—Scene 1.—Parlor at the Brannigan's.
Immediately after dinner on a night in Novem¬
ber. Scene 2.—The Clark Street Bridge. Same
night. Scene 3.—Parlor at the Bannigans'. A
few minutes later. Act II.—Parlor at the Bran-
nigans'. Following morning. Act III.—Offices
of the Hewitt candy stores. One month later.
Act IV.—Back at the Banningans'. Half hour
later. Time—The Present. Place—Chicago.

In his latest comedy, the author of " The
Country Boy" has dug right down into
the pulsating thick of American life for a
theme that is universally approved. The
first-night audience was permitted to wit¬
ness a brisk, bright little play with a genial
set of characters and interpreted by a set
of gifted players, which had success broadly
stamped all over it. While there is some¬
thing of "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" in
the method with which the two rolling
stones gather moss, as well as a little of
"The Fortune Seeker" and "The Country
Boy " in the general atmosphere, it is en¬
tertaining enough on its own account to
round out a pleasant evening's entertain¬
ment.

Buck Ryder is a youth who believes the World
owes every man a living. He finds a radical op¬
ponent of his theory in the person of his land¬
lady. who is not running her boarding-house to
let Buck's overdue board bill run on indefinitely.
She wants her money, and as Buck is too proud
to let Ann Anderson, a young stenographer in the
same boading-house. rush to his aid. he starts
to put his theory into execution by turning foot¬
pad.

On the Clark Street Bridge. Chicago, that
night he holds up a miserable young fellow,
who is about to end his troubles by a plunge
into the river. To find that there are others
worse off than he. brings Buck to his senses.
He takes Fulton to his boarding-house, and feeds
him up from the landlady's ice box. and makes
a friend of the outcast.

The house is expecting the advent from the
Pacific Coast of a young man named Braden.
who is to receive a large sum of money provided
he marries a young heiress, Norma Noggs.
Braden. however, is already secretly married
to Emma, and has been in the boarding-house

that urtt- -- W. i O*

for some time under the assumed name of Wal¬
ter. He is keeping under cover in the hope that
Norma will marry some one and enable him to
get his share of the fortune.

There has been a wreck on a Western railway
on which Braden was supposed to be traveling
East, and as a number of passengers have been
killed, and possibly the expected heir, Buck con¬
ceives the brilliant idea of passing Fulton off
as Braden, and introduces him as Braden when
he is discovered in the house. Accidents and
the long arm of coincidence combine to enable
the two rolling stones to carry on the decep¬
tion, and we find them anon in full control of
the Hewitt candy stores, part of the Braden
inheritance. They conduct the concern with
remarkable success, and incidentally Buck wins
the complete affections of Anna Anderson, while
Fulton wins the heart of Norma.

Meanwhile the true Braden is employed by
them in some minor capacity. Braden being de¬
termined to see the game through as an amused
onlooker. But by and by their deception is
found out. and. fearing that they will be ar¬
rested, they plan to appropriate the payroll on
the theory that they have earned some reward,
and go to Canada with their prospective brides.

The old bookkeeper, of whom they demand the
combination to the safe, gives them the wrong
numbers, and that night, as they try in vain
to open the safe, they are surprised in the act
by a real burglar. This expert blows open the
safe, but before he can clean up the payroll,
they attack him in the dark. Both are sadly
discomfited, but the burglar is forced to es¬
cape without the swag. In this situation they,
in turn are surprised by Braden. and when the
officers, who have been warned, enter the store,
the two rolling stones accuse Walter (Braden)
of the burglary. From this situation onward the
atmosphere rapidly clears. As Norma sticks to
Fulton. Braden reveals his identity and agrees
to divide the fortune with Norma, and all par¬
ties to the complication are made happy.

The part of Fulton as played by Charles
Ruggles projects a clever light comedian
into the limelight of • public notice. His
performance is one of delightful drollery
and quaint mannerisms which make a pleas¬
ing impression. Critics recall with delight
his fine work in " Help Wanted," and won¬
der why he has not been requisitioned be¬
fore. Harrison Ford walked away with the
role of Buck like a veteran, and Marguerite
Skirvin has just the touch of girlishness
and womanly tenderness to make the part
of Anna interesting. Likewise Miss Car¬
roll established herself firmly in the affec- UreN'T YOU GOIN(
tions of the audience by her clever work nw t?ttt,ton
as Norma. Arthur Aylesworth gives an UL ^ v
excellent account of himself as Braden, and
Beatrice Ingram, Frank Kingdon and Dan
Jarrett are characteristic, respectively, as
the landlady, the pompous attorney and the ,

faithful old bookkeeper. Miss Rae Selwyn
would be hard to excel in the small part -
of Braden's wife, and the policeman is
played extremely well by George Smith- ,
field.

The comedy is artistically staged. The
two sets are good, notably the bridge scene.
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MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, JAN. 25, 26, 27
MATINEE WEDNESDAY

Selwyn & Company Present
A New Comedy of City Life

ROLLING STONES
By Edgar Selwyn

Author of "The Country Boy," "Nearly Married," Etc.

wr

Second Street
MANAGEMENT

West of Broadwaytv
SELWYN & CO.
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Beatrice Ingram gathers moss in
"Rolling Stones."

White. N.

CHARACTERS
(In the order in which they first appear)

buck Ryde.'. . Ernest Glendenning
.lencho W. Braden (known as Mr. Walter) . . . .Vaughn Trevor £&-
Charles Brannigan Harry Bradley t
Mrs. Brannigan Beatrice Ingram
Anna Anderson Frances RingFulsom Rice Burr Caruth H
Norma Noggs Claiborn Foster
Nettie • • • Elisabeth Lee
Emma Braden Pearl Havlin
Policeman George F. Smithfield
Dave Fulton Richard Sterling
Postman . . .... Fred Malcolm m

Strawbridge Dan Jarrett
Dennison Walter Wilson
Nelson, a burglar George F. Smithfield
Watchman George Shew
Clerk S. Sidney Chon
Officer : Fred Malcolm

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Satnrday.

000 M
SELWYN & COMPANY Present

ROLLING STONES
A Melodramatic Comedy of City Life

By EDGAR SELWYN fifS*
(Author of the "Country Boy," "Nearly Married," etc.)

Characters.

(In the order in which they first appear) ■ ■ —

BUCK RYDER HARRISON FORD
JERICHO W. BRADEN (known as Jap Walter),

ARTHUR AYLESWORTH
CHARLES BRANNIGAN HARRY BRADLEY
MRS. BRANNIGAN BEATRICE INGRAM enr „

ANNA ANDERSON MARGUERITE SKIRVIN T!'! ;
EMMA BRADEN RAE SELWYN V;;?
FULSOM RICE FRANK KINGDON iUO
NORMA NOGGS MARIE CARROLL
NETTIE ELIZABETH LEE
POLICEMAN GEORGE F. SMITHFIELD
DAVE FULTON CHARLES RUGGLES **

(Bv arrangement with Oliver Morosco)

Scene 1—Parlor at the Brannigans. Immediately
after dinner on a night in November.

Scene 2—The Clark Street Bridge. Same night.
Scene 3—Parlor at the Brannigans. A few minutes j* clerk"

later. ■

Parlor at the Brannigans. Following morning.
Offices of the Hewitt Candy Stores. One month later.
(During this act the curtain will be lowered to indi¬

cate a lapse of hours.)

■f POSTMAN FRED MALCOLM

j! STRAWBRIDGE DAN JARRETT
j; DENNISON JAMES KEARNEY
-f NELSON GEORGE F. SMITHFIELD

EDWIN R. WOLF

\t OFFICER FRED MALCOLM

Act IV. Back at the Brannigans. Half hour later.
Time—The Present. Place—Chicago.
Play produced under personal direction of the author.
Supplies in Act III furnished by "Mirror Candies," New

York.
Dresses by Helen Sheppard, N. Y.

ACT I.—Scene 1-

Scene 2-
Scene 3-

Synopsis.

-Parlor at the Brannigans'. Immediately after
dinner on a night in November.

-The Clark Street Bridge. Same night.
-Parlor at the Brannigans'. A few minutes later.
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ACT II.—Parlor at the Brannigans'. Following morning.

ACT III.—Offices of the Hewitt Candy Stores. One month later.
(During this act the curtain will be lowered to indicate

a lapse of hours.)

ACT IV.—Back at the Brannigans'. Half hour later.
Time—The Present. PLACE—Chicago.

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Por Selwyn & Company

Crosby Gaige .

John Harley . .

Fred Malcolm .

S. Sidney Chon

General Manager
. Business Representative

Stage Manager
. Assistant Stage Manager

Produced under the personal stage direction of the author.

Gowns by Newport Costume Co.
Hats by Roth Carnegie.

Candy supplies in Act III. from Mirror Candies, New York.
Firearms and ammunition used in this production are furnished by

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
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Mrs. Brannigan, the boarding-house mistress in "Rolling Stones" (Beatrice Ingram) introduces Jap Walter (Arthur Ayles-
worth) to her attorney, Fulsom Rice (Frank Kingdon). Charles Brannigan (Harry Bradley) and Norma Noggs (Marie Car¬

roll) are puzzled at Jap's abstraction
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AUTHOR SUES MAY IRWIN
J. W. Frankel Alleges " 33 Washington Square'DATES AHEAD

.01XING STONE

hfive been

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY—Dec. 30, 31, Jan. 1
MATINEE SATURDAYBROOKLYN'S PERFECT TTIEATTt IErected and Owned by The Brooklyn Majestic Tli. •

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAMSON Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 15, 1915.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

MISS STARR TO TOUR 20 WEEKS
Frances Starr has begun rehearsals of0"" Marie-Odile" in which she will tour foi

a season of twenty weeks. Her first enflne
gagement will be Detroit. At the end ofcr-her road season she will be presented bvv,David Belasco in a new play by T. Wygnej ~~Perceval and Horace Hodges, authors o" Grumpy."

AND COMPANY

BISPHAM AS BEETHOVEN
i Singer to Appear in Combination of Concert '

and Drama at Harris Theater
V

» M?efuars^s are in Pr°8'ress for the double Hibill that David Bispham will offer for a
< 1 series of matinees at the Harris Theater in otOctober Mr. Bispham will be seen in a r ,d combination of concert and drama, sup- ,ported by a company including Marie Na- c
■ relle, mezzo-soprano; Kathleen Coman, 'piano; Idelle Patterson, coloratura so-

prano; Henry Barron, tenor, and Graham >Harris, violinist.
I The first part of the programme will bei devoted to " The Rehearsal," a miscel- elaneous concert staged in the form of aI drawing room comedy. This will be fol-' lowed by " Adelaide," in which Mr. Bis-"'ill appear as Beethoven. " Ade- is I"*1 ; a romantic playlet, depicting the Lng1: s attachment for the Countess J11- Llardi.

FASHION PLAY TO BE GIVEN
iJppSP^ The principal feature of the Internation¬

al Fashion Show at Carnegie Hall, on the
afternoons and evenings of Oct. 7. 8 and 9.

'• will be a play in four acts (a Fashion Ex-
travaganza) called " Yesterday or To-Mor-Hbt row," by Pierre de Lanux. Alice Brady,
Grace La Rue, Eugene Carroll Kelly. Mar-
tin Brown, and June Elvidge will appear
in the principal parts.

The production has been staged by JulianHH Mitchell, and the scenery is by Joseph Ur-
Mm ban. Part of the proceeds are for the Ac-

tors' Fund of America, and many of the
leading actresses now in New York have
volunteered to assist.

"33 Washington Square"
By Leroy Scott

Staged Under the Personal Direction of William Collier

CAST:
Mrs. DePeyster, of No. 33 Washington Square.. Frances Gaunt
Jack DePeyster, her son George Clark
Judge Harvey, her man of affairs Joseph Woodburn
Matilda, her housekeeper . May Irwin
William, her coachman Aldrich Bowker
Olivette Harmon, her cousin Clara Blandick
Mrs. Gilbert, a boarding-house keeper Julia Ralph
Dr. Pyecroft Leonard Hollister

Mary Morgan, Jack's fiancee Charlotte Carter
Lieutenant Sullivan, of the Detective Bureau. . Geo. P. Stacey
Charlie, a policeman Henry Hanson
Bill, a policeman William Sully
ACT I. Scene 1. The hall of Mrs. DePeyster's house at

No. 33 Washington Square.
Scene 2. The- same.

One day is supposed to elapse between
Scenes 1 and 2 of Act I, but the cur¬
tain will be kept down only one minute.

Cast.
Mrs. DePeyster, of No. 33 Washington Square
Jack DePeyster, her son

Judge Harvey, her man of affairs
Matilda, her housekeeper
William, her coachman
Olivette Harmon, her cousin
Mrs. Gilbert, a boarding-house-keeper
Dr. Pyecroft
Mary Morgan, Jack's fiancee
Lieutenant Sullivan, of the Detective Bureau.
Charlie, a policeman
Bill, a policeman

.. .Frances Gaunt
. . . George Clark
Joseph Woodburn

May Irwin
. .Aldrich Bowker

. . .Clara Blandick
Julia Ralph

Leonard Hollister
Charlotte Carter

.. .Max A. Meyer
. . Henry Hanson
.. . William Sully

MAY IRWIN MAKES PRESIDENT LAUGH
Washington, D. C. (Special).—President

Wilson, accompanied by the members of his
Cabinet, occupied boxes at the New National
Theater last Friday night for a special per¬
formance of May Irwin in " No. 33, Wash¬
ington Square," in compliment to the
National Press Club.

Miss Irwin made the trip from New York
on what was described as a " pilgrimage
of laughter," to make the President and
the members of the club laugh. She suc¬
ceeded in her mission. Affairs of state
were quite forgotten while she was on the
stage.

-The Hall of Mrs. DePeyster's House at No
33 Washington Square.

-The Same.

One day is supposed to elapse between Serenes 1 and 2 of Act I,but the curtain will be kept down only one minute.

ACT II.—Bedroom at Mrs. Gilbert's Boarding House.

KITTY GORDON TO LIVE IN BROOKLYN
Kitty Gordon is to live in Brooklyn.

Last Saturday she bought a home at No.
145 Falmouth Street, on the Manhattan
Beach estates, for which she paid $22,000.
Her mother and daughter, who are now in
London, will make their home with her.

ACT II. Bedroom at Mrs. Gilbert's Boarding House.
ACT III. Same as Act I.
ACT IV. Mrs. DePeyster's Sitting Room.

Time—A period of three weeks in May, two years ago,

ACT IV.—Mrs. De Peyster's Sitting Room.
Time—A Period of Three Weeks in May, Two Years Ago.

MARJORIE MURRAY WEDS
Marjorie Murray, the English actress,

who played the title-role in " Kitty Mac-
kay " on tour last season, and Paget Hunt¬
er, actor, of New Zealand, were married in
the Knickerbocker Hotel last Thursday.
Before coming to this country. Miss Murray
had been a member of Charies Frohman s
companies in London, appearing as dory
Quayle in " The Christian " and in the lead¬
ing role in " Sunday.'' Mr. Hunter met
Miss Murray while playing the leading male
role in " Kitty Mackay."

ASK $20,000 FOR WET FOOT
Nat Goodwin has sued the St. Paul Rail¬

road for $20,000 for getting his foot wet
in an Iowa train wreck last Winter.

Miss Irwin will sing "Araby" (Berlin); "Floating Down the
Old Green River" (Kalmer); "Just Try to Picture Me, Way Down in
Tennessee" (Jerome).

CIRCUS

BARNES. Al. G. : Grants Pass,
Ore., 1, Medford 2. Montague,
Cal., 3. Klamath Falls. Ore..
4.

BARNUM and Bailey: Aurora.
111.. 1, Kewanee 2, Galesburg
3. Macomb 4.

IIAGENBECK-Wallace : Sulli¬
van. Ind.. 1. Hoopston, 111..
2. Momence 3, Attica. Ind.,
4.

JONES Brothers: Robinson.
111., 1, Laurenceville 2, Mt.
Carmel 3.

RINGLING Brothers: Spring
Valley. Minn.. 1. Oelwein. Ia..
2, Postville 3, Anamosa 4.

MISCELLANEOUS
HOWE. Lyman H.: Phila. Aug.

23-Sept. 4.
LUCEY. Thomas Elmore:

Chgo. 13-17.
SOUS A'S Band: Willow Grove.

Pa.. Amr. 15-Sept. 12. Pitts¬
burgh 13-18.

THURSTON. The Magioian
(Jack Jones) : Jersey City.
N. J,, 6-11. Altoona 13-15.

EXECUTIVE STAFF.

OAW JL JJIII 1 , UUWSM" • kO I.. uvuio

12-18.
SARI (Henry W. Savage) :

Chgo. Aug. 22-Sept. 4. Peoria
5, 6, Galesburg 7. Rock Is¬
land 8, Clinton. Ia.. 9. Cedar
Rapids 10. 11, Davenport 12.
13, Muscatine 14, Blooming-
ton, 111., 15.

WATCH Your Step (Chas. Dil¬
lingham) : Chgo. 5—indef.

WHEN Dreams Come True:
Raleigh, N. C., 1, Durham 2.
Greensboro 3, Winsted-Salem
4, Charlotte 5, Columbia, S.
C., 7, Augusta, Ga.. 8. Ma¬
con 9, Atlanta 10, 11, Annis-
ton, Ala.. 13. Selma 14.
Montgomery 15.

WILSON, Al. H. (Sidney R.
Ellis) : Reading. Pa., 2.
Lebanon 3. Lewiston 4. Al¬
toona 6, Tyrone 7, Butler 8,
Beaver Palls 9. Steubenville.
O., 10, Zanesville 11. Coshoc¬
ton 13, Kenton 14. Lima 15.

ZIEGFELD'S Follies of 1915
(Florenz Ziegfeld) : N.Y.C.
June 21-Sept. 18.

MINSTRELS
DUMONT'S: Phila. Aug. 28—

indef.
FIELD. Al. G.: Columbus 30-

Sept. 4. Louisville. Ky., 6.
7. Lexington 8. Chattanoosra.
Tenn., 9, Knoxville 10, Ashe-
ville. N. C.. 11.

O'BRIEN. Neil (O. F. Hodee) :
Oneonta, N. Y., 1, Bingham-
ton 2, Elmira 3, Niagara Falls
4, Buffalo 6-8. Bradford. Pa..
9. Sharon 10. Steubenville 11.
Wheeling. W. Va., 13. Johns¬
town. Pa.. 14, Cumberland.
Md., 15.

Grand.
LOS ANGELES: Burbank.
MANSFIELD. O. : Casino.
MINNEAPOLIS : Shubert.
MONTREAL: His Majesty's.
NEW YORK CITY: Lexington

Theater.
NEW YORK CITY: Bronx.
OAKLAND. Cal. : Orpheum.
OAKLAND. Cal. : Pantages.
OMAHA : Brandeis.
PITTSFIELD, Mass. : Colonial.
PORTLAND. Me. : Cape.
PORTLAND. Me. : Keith's.
PROV.. R. I.: Keith's.
OUINCY. 111. : Orpheum.
SAGINAW. Mich.: Jefferson.
SAN FRANCISCO : Alcazar.
SAN FRANCISCO: Post.
SAN FRANCISCO: Wisrwam.
SCRANTON. Pa. : Poli's.
SOMMERVILLE. Mass. : Som-

merville.
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. : Court

Square.
STAMFORD. Conn. : Stamford.
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. : Airdome.
ST. LOUIS: Mannion's.
ST. LOUIS: Park.
ST. PAUL: Shubert.
TAMPA. Fla. : Tampa.
TORONTO: Royal Alexandria.
UNION HILL. N. J. : Hudson.
UTICA, N. Y. : Majestic.
WACO. Tex. : Orpheum.
WASHINGTON: Poli's.
WHEELING. W. Va. : Vic¬

toria.
„

WINNIPEG. Can. : Dominion.
YOUNGSTOWN, O. : Park.

TRAVELING STOCK
ANGELL: Newport. Vt.. 30-

Sept. 4.
BYERS, Fred. : Plattville.

Wis., 30-Sept. 4.^ Westfield

. Kurt Eisfeldt

.... J. C. Drum
Al. Smyth

. Max A. Meyer
Charlotte Carter

Manager
Press Representative ...

Musical Director
Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager

enry

•• LILAC DOMINO " ON TOUR
indreas Dippel lias made final arrange¬

ments to send " The Lilac Domino " on
tour as far west as St. Paul, the season
to last from Sept. 23 until May 15. Helen
Morrill has been engaged to sing the role of
Georgine, while the tenor part, which was
originally a baritone role, will be sung by
Humbird Duffey.

" COMES UP SMILING " IN NEW FORM
A musical version of " He Comes Up

Smiling " opened at Stamford last Monday
night, with Bernard Granville, late ot tbe
"Zieefeld Follies," as the featured player.
After a brief tour the piece will play an
indefinite engagement in Chicago. It was
presented last year at the Liberty Theater
as a straight comedy, with Douglas Fair¬
banks as the star.

Beatrice Ingram) introduces lap Walter (Arthur Ayles-
irmigan (Harry Bradley) and Norma Noggs (Marie Car-
abstraction

•tisding-house mistK*'; i«i • ■
Fulsom Rice (Frar.k Kingdo

roll) are n

Mrs Braiiuig&n, -.tv *>:
worth) i>er riitrtmey
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VATORY

Mrs. Doray—You
poor little bov! Art
(Percy Helton)—Kiss
me again, will you?

Nutty (Benny Sweeney;
— Is he living? Art —Yes.
See his eyes; they're gettin'
brighter. Come on, Jasper!

WITH thestatement
that "the
boy of
today is
the man

of tomorrow" Fred Ballard
goes to the unreformed ju¬
venile delinquent and the |
juvenile court of the reformer i
for the soul and substance '
of his play "Young Amer- j
ica." Also, since no boy is j
quite complete without a I
dog somewhere in his life,
his play makes mention of a 1 i
dog pound. The dog for f I
this particular pound is one ;JJ
Jasper, a most important
character in the plav.

• ^ ^fj of the day to the other. He says he never
r-* gets a kind word.
I ^ JT - ^ Mrs. McGuirc {cuffing thc\boy) Wait, till I get home, you

/ " ungrateful little imp.
y . . j, £ ji , Doray—You're making itf If 4 y forH

«a j it / j it Mrs. McGuirc—It's no gift.God knows I earned it.,
.l/r.v. Doray — Why don't you try
to be human? The boy's all right

if you'll be fair with him and
V don't frighten him to death,

"fa. Doray—Now, Edie, please,
MR P:? t fj> dear.

Mfg \ Mrs. McGuirc And since
- *£ when did you learn the bringing

W up of children? 'Tis none I see
!^i \ running around the house.

Mrs. Doray—You needn't call
jiff Hi HPPI \ for the wash any more. I'm go-

■

.t-,4) . / ing to give the work to someone
^K0§|tk m who deserves

" ^5L. \v Mrs. McGuirc—Tis little I
■K ^ care. There's rags enough to
^•' F be washed in the world with-

• s V out begging for the chance.
■^ Mrs. McGuirc—(to Arthur)
»«, V; \ K You'll pay for this, you\T > thug-a-mug. you. Wait

mf J "C"; till I get you home.
» i' k'i f Come on. You'll feel

f'" *■ ~ , ... * the weight of me hand
ft' this night, I'll prom-

• \ 1$ • * .. ,e£ f .... H \ ise you.Arthur — Is
that so? Well,

jj, ■ you ain't going
to get the chance.

, v -i. * r& ' You've soaked
J| me for the last

^**8 ■- time. I'll tellthat right
\ now. And. what's

f°r 'be

Peggy Wood as Mrs. Edith Doray is as sweet and time too I m
charming as a young wife ought to be. goingonI-

and Cohan and Harris, Producers

Photo by Underwood and Underwood Btudioa, N. Y.
PEGGY WOOD,

Who is Giving a Charming Performance of Mrs. Doray
in " Young America." ■ •

Peggy Wood,
j n "Ypunz

America,

at the Gaiety

QUEE

'ery morning. ' ? Ft
334 Studio 22 East 1 Cth

"YOUNG AMERICA," BRONX, S. R. 0.
" Youngr America " was eiven a hearty wel¬

come at the Bronx Opera House. Dec. 27. and
played to standing room only for the entire
week. This delightful comedy of juvenile delin¬
quency by Fred Pollard moved one to tears as
well as laughter In the efforts of Edith Doray.
so charmingly played by Peggy Wood, to bring
a boy up in the straight and narrow path.
Percy Helton was an exceedingly good Art Simp¬
son. as was Benny Sweeney in the character of
Nutty Beemer. Otto Kruger, Adella Barber.
Charles Dow Clark. Sam Coit. William Samp¬
son, Maxine Mazonovich, Jess Kelley. Tommy
Dillon. Edgar Nelson, Doris Kelley. Ethel
May Davis. Dixie Taylor. Bertram Miller. Harry
E. Willard. Nat Sack. Norman Allen. Manda
Wilson. Forrest Robinson, and last but not least
four-footed Jasper, all conspicuous members of
an efficient cast. William Hodge in " The Road
to Happiness " to follow. ina C. Maloomson.

Louise Groody, Lillian Lawrence and FloreiPeggy Wood in "Young
America," Gaiety Theatre

season in

* > MJDY of the SPOKFN tfcW
ir-fti? Voice—Diction—Ton* facing
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COHAN & HARRIS

ASTOR.
oadway and

street

THEATRE
New York City

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit-
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915.

Evenings at 8:20 P. M. Wed. and Sat. Matinees at 2:20 P. M.

COHAN and HARRIS

Present

i> ' :

!>
IjF

YOUNG AMF.RICA
A NEW PLAY

By FRED BALLARD.

(Suggested by the Pearl Franklin, Mrs. Doray Stories).
Staged by SAM FORREST.

The Cast.

(In the order of their appearance).
JACK DORAY OTTO KRUGER

\ EDITH DORAY PEGGY WOOD
, I j MRS. McGUIRE ADELLA BARKER

ART SIMPSON PERCY HELTON
|;:4 JIM REUTER CHARLES DOW CLARK

BENNY KING SAM COIT
BILLY COOMBS WILLIAM SAMPSON
TERESA McGUIRE MAXINE MAZANOVICII
PATSEY McGUIRE JESS KELLEY
WILLIE WRIGHT TOMMY DILLON Jf
ROMNEY BURGESS EDGAR NELSON
FANNY KING DORIS KELLEY
MARJORIE TIMINS ETHEL MAY DAVIS
THE DOG JASPER
NF/LS LARSON DIXIE TAYLOR
COURT OFFICER HERBERT JELLY
THE CLERK HARRY E. WILLARD
ISAAC SLAVTNSKY JOSEPH BERGER
WASHINGTON WHITE NORMAN ALLEN
MRS WHITE MANDA WILSON
JUDGE PALMER FORREST ROBINSON
NUTTY BEEMER BENNY SWEENEY

JUST PINTO

'T:

%

PINTO

TIME—THE PRESENT.

PLACE:

ACT I.—THE DORAY'S SUBURBAN HOME.
ACT II. A JUVENILE COURT, THE FOLLOWING DAY.
ACT III.—SAME AS ACT I.—THE FOLLOWING MORNING.
NOTE.—In Act III. the curtain will be lowered for a few

seconds to indicate the lapse of three hours.
Miss Wood's Second Act Gowns by Harry Collins, New York.

Russia Invades Amen<
and the Incomparable

xquistte Karsarvina
>v are Djncln& Mere

The two lower photo¬
glyphs, at the light, are
of Warslav Nijinsky,
called "the greatest
man dancer of his gen¬
eration." As "dancer
manager" of the Rus¬
sian Ballet he has con¬

quered and convert* d
Europe to new ideas '•
(lancing and stage cos¬
tume and scenery
through the introduc¬
tion of a ww "line i
dress and by an " -

genioM Oriftntaiisai
• ' v,v»il-nrdered riot
of prtmtth* coIots."

415
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have taken
ited him so

jlaming me.
wear at me.

:aven, good-
>ickled! {he

back. And
. whom the
licking until

home. Art
ley bring in

by the pic-
2W moments
inium reigns,
'ing to bring
Billy Coombs
timulant into
;rs, tense and
over the dog.

;yes, they're
tin' brighter!
ou know me,
me on, Jas-
't you, Jasper
He's all right
>urse you are.
Mrs. Doray,

t been for you
:en here. You
{sobs) Excuse
ipy—I thought
me on, Jasper.

trouble

:here! Listen:
se a man of you
life. Any boy

1 do and admits
de of good stuff,

Art —What are you going to do with
that dog? Reuter (Charles Dow Clarke)

Put him in the dog pound, that's what!
AIrs. Doray—Stop hurting that boy! *

But Art doesn't leave town soon enough. He is caught red-handed in the Dorays'
hicken-coop. Officer Renter is called in to make the arrest; the boy is easy enough
:> take but his (log escapes. The second act takes place in the Juvenile Court.
Uitty "strings" the Judge with a desperate boyish fabric of lies about another kid
1 order to free Art, but Nutty is found out and the Judge is compelled to commit
rt to the State Reformatory because this last offense is his third. The Judge
pes so sadly, for he has hoped to save the boy; already he has been compelled to
lect the irate Billy Coombs from the court-room because he was too eager to testifv
fcain'st Art.

Judge—{to Arthur) Be-
fore I instruct the clerk

_
to make out your com-

mitment papers, have

^ »» VrW you anything you wish
\ fc j*' {Arthur nods his head

_ a W slowly.)
\ AjK Judge—What is it?

don't forget it.
d Arthur) HeArthur—Can I take my

dog to the reform school
with me?

Judge—No.
Arthur—{wistfully) Then

what's to become of him?
Judge—You should

have thought of that
before you took the

chickens.
Arthur—But I

can't go away
and leave my

dog.
Judge—

{sternly)
fc Well, you
MLc should

pnmng to talk

ir father,
aod to be happy,
e boy. {kisses

) Do it again,
es him again as

Theatre,

sharkey
3layt0r
e hynes
turner

nderson
sturgis

[lton, Jr.
villiams
q ripley
je noyes
1 winant
madden

Art—Thanks, Mrs. Doray, for saving Jasper.
1 thought he was going to die. I guess I've
given you enough trouble for one day. Good-by.
Mrs. Doray Don't let him go like that.

nesday,
ay.

That's just what I needed



1Peggy Wood,
champion of the
juvenile delin¬
quent, against
(riend husband.

discipline of a re¬
formatory might

make him better
id again it might
ke him infinitely-

worse. But if he is
taken into a home
where kindness prevails,
where he will receive the
sympathy and mother
love such as your wife—-
(Judge pauses and smiles
the smile, of a big love of
humanity) My friend, this

Doray (Otto Kruger) — ;s (|ie golden opportunity
Why am I not going out to- of th;s boy>s Kfe) and I

night? Mrs. Doray- Because Mr Doray) Gf
I love my husband with me! yours.

Doray—That's all very
well, your Honor, but a man's home is his home
and mine is a perfect little paradise. Everything is

peace and happiness. Now why should I spoil
it all by taking in a thieving little vagabond?

Mrs. Dorav—Tack! (Continued on page 450)

Mrs. Doray—Your Honor, I am of legal age and own
property. Does that qualify me to act as sponsor?

Doray—Now do be reasonable, Edie. What could you
do with a little reprobate like that?

Mrs. Doray—Give him a home.
Doray—You mean have him live with us?
Mrs. Doray—Yes, why not?
Doray—(to the Judge) I positively refuse to allow my

wife to
Mrs. Doray—Now Jack, do be reasonable.
Doray—(emphatically) I am reasonable, but I don't

propose to have my home turned into a regenerating plant.
Mrs. Doray—But, Jack dear
Doray—No, No, No!
Mrs. Doray—(calmly to Judge) Am I legally qualified

to act as sponsor?
Judge—You are.
Mrs. Doray—Then will you kindly appoint me ?
Doray—Your Honor, I absolutely refuse to allow you to

appoint my wife sponsor for that boy.
Judge—With all due respect to you, Mr. Doray; in

view of what your wife has just said, the Court reserves the
right to act as it sees fit.

Mrs. Doray—(kindly to Arthur) Arthur, would you like
to live with us?

Doray—Edith!
Mrs. Doray—(to Arthur) Would you?
Doray—I tell you
Mrs. Doray—Just a moment, dear; let Arthur answer

the question.
Doray—Never mind Arthur. I tell you we are not

going to take that boy into our home.
Mrs. Doray—Do you wish to live with us, Arthur?
Arthur—(after glancing at Doray and sizing him up)

No!
Doray—There you are.
Mrs. Doray — (pleasantly to Arthur) What I

meant was would you rather live with us than
go to the reform school?

Doray— (angrily) Edith!
Arthur—(to Mrs. Doray) Will you let

me bring my dog?
Mrs. Doray—Surely you may bring

your dog.
Doray—Your Honor, no woman has

the right to turn & man's house into
a dbg kennel. I won't stand it.
I simply won't stand it. (turns
to Edith) Edith, come with me.
The place for you is home.

Judge — Just a moment,
Mr. Doray. The case has
not been dismissed.

Doray—It has so far as
I am concerned, (to Mrs.
Doray) Come on!

Judge—Mr. Doray, this
case has not been dismissed.

Doray—Well, do you think
—(stiffly apologetic) I beg your
pardon.

Judge—Your wife in desir¬
ing to be appointed sponsor
for this boy, Mr. Doray, is
prompted by a noble impulse.
She wishes to help him. She
wishes to give him one more
opportunity to make a man of
himself.

Doray—That's all very well,
your Honor, but I don't want
a boy in my home.

Hearst's Magazine

Judge—In view of the
fact that your wife is so
desirous of helping the
boy, why do you so vigor¬
ously oppose his enter¬
ing your home?

Doray—Because I don't
want him there, that's all.

Judge—That may be
all right, Mr. Doray, but
it is not sufficient for this
court. The boy of
today is the man of
tomorrow. This boy
represents Young
America. The

-7 ?

Doray—Never mind that bey. I tell you, Edith Doray, we are not going to take him into our home. Mrs. Doray (ignoring husband)
Would you rather live with us, Arthur, than go to the reform school? Art—Will you let me bring my dog with me?

1;

Lyceum Theatre 0 JfuSayoftheMonth
(Continued from page 418)

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—March 27, 28, 29
MATINEE WEDNESDAY

A. H. WOODS Presents

"Potash and Perlmutter '
An Up-to-date Garment in Three Pieces

Made by Our Special Designer from Material in the Famous
SATURDAY EVENING POST STORIES

By MONTAGUE GLASS
Trimmed with a Thousand Laughs and Guaranteed to Fit all

Sizes and Ages

THE CAST:

(In the Order of Their Appearance.)
Miss Cohen Harriet Gustin
Boris Andrieff Harry Semels
Sidney Meyer ^™son
The Impatient One..
Abe Potash White
Mawruss Perlmutter 1*7 n.

Miss Levine • • • • •x1';'y
Mozart Rabiner Robert Newman
Henry D. Feldman • • • .Harry Hanlon
Ruth Goldman ••Jane FearnlPY
Marks Pasinsky Maurice Bar-ett
Miss Nelson ■-Maud LeRoy
Miss O'Brien Pearl Germond
Irma Potash - Mildred David
Federal Officers James Cherry and Harry S Aarons
Mrs. Potash Helen JSahngei
Book True S. James
Henry Steuerman John Piyrcell
Senator Murphy • - Jack Grey
Felix Shoen .V?f7yT Mo"'JS
Katie Violet Lorraine

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I

Establishment of Potash A Perlmutter, Cloaks and Suit¬
ings, East Broadway, New York City.

ACT II
Potash & Perlmutter's New Establishment, Fifth Avenue,

Three Weeks Later.
ACT III

The Potash Home on Lexington Avenue. Next Day.
Time—Spring. T

Seven Minutes between Acts I and II.
Six Minutes between Acts II and III.

Production Staged by Hugh Ford
Scenery by Dodge & Castle

Oliver Typewriter Used in Acts I and II.
Burton's New Cloth Used in This Production

Singer Sewing Machine Used Exclusively on all
Potash & Perlmutter Garments

Executive Staff for Potash & Perlmutter Co., Inc.
A H Woods General Manager
J B Isaac Business Manager
George'B. Hunt." Representative
Harry Hanlon •' Stage Director

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, April 3, 4, 5, The Only Girl

'
" " ' !

A GLOSSARY OF UNDERWORLD TERMS

"Dip"—Pickpocket
"Gun"—One who robs a house
"Big House"—State Penitentiary
"Rocks''—Diamonds
"Stir"—Prison
"Glommed"—To steal
"Kale"—Money
"Slough"—To convict
"Fan"—To search
"Bull"—Detective
"Harness Bull"—Policeman
"Kick In"—Give up

The Singer Sewing Machine is used in Act II.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR "KICK IN" CO., INC.
A. H. Woods General Manager
Dave Posner Manager
Glenmore S. Davis Business Manager
Wm. J. Casey Master Mechanic
Jack Wynn Property Man
Ted Davis Electrician

—
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Judge—Our responsibilities as American
citizens, Mr. Doray, do not end with the
payment of taxes. Mrs. Doray, as Judge
of this court, I hereby appoint you sponsor
for Arthur Simpson.

Doray—I object, your Honor! I object.
Judge—(silences him with upraised hand).

The Court has spoken.
Doray—I don't care if it has. (to Edith)

Edith Doray, if you take that boy into my
home, I'll never set foot in it again as long as
I live! Never.

Mrs. Doray—Oh, Jack, you don't mean
that.

Doray—Yes I do! You must choose be¬
tween him and me.

Mrs. Doray—Oh, you can't mean such a
thing, Jack!

Doray—I do.
Mrs. Doray—No, No, No! I know you

too well, dear.
Doray—You are not going to take that

boy into my home.
Mrs. Doray—But the Judge has made me

his sponsor and it's our duty to help the boy.
Come, dear.

Doray—No.
Mrs. Doray—(to Arthur)—Come, Arthur,

we will start on.

Mrs. Doray takes Art home with her, and
friend husband goes out to walk the streets
for the long night. In the early morning
we see him sneaking back into his own din¬
ing-room. Mrs. Doray comes down and a
new quarrel begins about Art, but they sud¬
denly discover that Art is not in the house;
they believe he has run away; peace is
established. However, Art is only out
searching for Jasper whom Mrs. Doray had
locked in the cellar. Art has no sooner found
his dog than Officer Renter appears to take
Jasper away to the pound because the dog
tax remains unpaid. Art steals the necessary
two dollars from a cup on Mrs. Doray's side¬
board, and is about to hand it over when
Mrs. Doray comes in and offers to pay. She
suddenly discovers she can't, because the
money she had in the cup on the sideboard
is gone. Doray comes to the rescue and pays
because Jasper is a fine dog, just like one he
knew as a boy. When the police officer is
gone Art turns to Mrs. Doray.

Arthur—Here you are, Mrs. Doray. The
money I took out of the cup. I took it be¬
cause I was afraid I was going to lose Jasper,
but I meant to pay it back, honest, I did!

Doray—There you are! What did I tell
you? A thief!

Arthur—I didn't mean to steal it, Mr.
Doray. I'm not a thief!

Mr. Doray—You steal chickens.
Arthur—Yes, but I did not think that was

regular stealing then, like stealing money.
But I know better now and I won't do it
again, (to Mrs. Doray) I'm going to turn
over a new leaf and get a job and earn money
enough to pay you back for the new suit of
clothes and shoes and hat and all the other
nice things you've given me. (to Doray)
I'm going to turn out all right. You
wait and see if I don't, (to Mrs. Doray)
You won't be sorry you kept me out of the
reform school. I've made up my mind to

amount to something, and you won't see me
again till I do. Good-by, Mr. Doray.

Doray—(to Mrs. Doray who begins to cry)
Oh, honey, don't do that.

Mrs. Doray—He would never have taken ;■
that money. Poor kid! you treated him so
mean you just drove him to it.

Doray—Now listen, Edie.
Mrs. Doray—Oh, this whole thing has!

made me perfectly miserable. And it's all
your fault.

Doray—Oh, damn it all, stop blaming me.
Mrs. Doray—Don't you dare swear at me. ■

Doray—Now, Edie
Mrs. Doray—You never swore at me be- f

fore in your life.
Doray— Oh, for the love of heaven, good¬

night! I'm going out and get pickled! (he ,

dashes up-stairs).

But a few minutes later he is back. And :

so are all the neighbors with whom the •

Dorays had planned to go picnicking until
the boy broke up their happy home. Art ,

and Nutty are back, too. They bring in
Jasper; he has been run over by the pic- ■
nickers' automobile. For a few moments '
a most extraordinary pandemonium reigns,
as everybody rushes about trying to bring
first-aid to the dog. Finally Billy Coombs \
is brought in; he forces some stimulant into
the dog's jaws; the crowd gathers, tense and
excited, about Art as he bends over the dog.

Arthur—Looky! See his eyes, they're i
gettin' brighter! They're gettin' brighter! |?Don't you know me? Don't you know me, i
Jasper? Jasper! Jasper! Come on, Jas¬
per, you're all right now—aren't you, Jasper
—of course you are! See! He's all right ]'
now, aren't you, Jasper—of course you are. j'
Of course, you ar . Thanks, Mrs. Doray,
for saving him. Thanks!

Mrs. Doray—I didn't save him, dear. Mr. j;
Coombs saved him.

Arthur—Yes, but if it hadn't been for you t
Mr. Coombs wouldn't have been here. You
are the one that saved him. (sobs) Excuse
me for crying—but I'm so happy—I thought
Jasper was going to die. Come on, Jasper.
Good-by, everybody.

Doray—Where are you going?
Arthur—Guess I've given you trouble

enough for one day.
Mrs. Doray—Please don't let him go like

that. Say something to him.
Doray—Come here! Come here! Listen:

I've made up my mind to make a man of you
if it takes me the rest of my life. Any boy .

who loves a dog the way you do and admits i,
that he has done wrong, is made of good stuff,
understand?

Arthur—Yes, sir.
Doray—Then see that you don't forget it.
Mrs. Doray—(arm around Arthur) He

won't, dear.
Coombs—Say, you're beginning to talk

like a regular father.
Doray—I feel like a regular father.
Arthur—Gee, but it feels good to be happy.
Mrs. Doray—Poor little boy. (kisses

Arthur)
Arthur—(smiling wistfully) Do it again,

will you? (Mrs. Doray kisses him again as
curtain falls.)

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—Jan. 10, 11, 12
MATINEE WEDNESDAY

A. H. WOODS Presents
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A COMEDY DRAMA IN FOUR ACTS
By WILLARD MACK

Direct from its Successful Run at the Republic Theatre,
in New York

INSPECTOR GARVEY JOHN SHARKEY
"WHIP" FOGARTY JOE SLAYTOR
JACK DIGGS LAWRENCE HYNES
MEPHIS BESSIE MAIDEL TURNER
MYRTLE SYLVESTER LILLIAN ANDERSON
OLD TOM CHARLES STURGIS
"CHICK" HEWES GEORGE HENRY TILTON, Jr.
MOLLY MARGOT WILLIAMS
MRS. HALLORAN LOU RIPLEY
DAISY BEATRICE NOYES
CHARLES CAREY FORREST WINANT
GUS JOE MADDEN

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I.—Deputy Commissioner Garvey's Office, 10 A. M.
Tuesday.

ACT II.—Apartment of Chick and Molly Hewes, 8:30 P. M.
Tuesday.

ACT III.—The Same as Act II.—7:30 P. M. Wednesday.
ACT IV.—The Same as Act I.—10 P. M. Wednesday.
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MRS. Leslie Carter has really retired from thestage.
Some weeks ago a Cleveland paper an¬

nounced this interesting fact, but no one, not
even the Clevelanders themselves, believed it. Mrs.
Carter was playing a vaudeville engagement in
" Zaza " when she took the public into her confidence
about her determination. It was not strange that her
words were received skeptically, for is not every star
permitted as many farewell tours as the domestic cat
and the lady of the amazing red hair—there have
been others with hair that is red, but none that foi
shade and quantity ever succeeded in rivalling hers—
hadn't even begun to farewell; therefore it seemed
perfectly ridiculous for even the most sophisticated
to take her announcement in earnest.

Madame Patti remains up to the present time the
most ardent disciple of the fare¬
well habit that any one could
imagine. After her comes, Mme.
Bernhardt, and while we may have
laughed at their continued visits,
we were none the less glad to
welcome the temperamental artists
who just could not leave us with¬
out gathering a few more golden
pebbles from our shores. We
loved them for their farewelling
and enjoyed each swan song as
intensely as if it had never been
sung before and never would be
again, although whenever the news¬
papers announced a cablegram to
the effect that the great one would
give the United States one more
opportunity to hear her wonderful
voice that age had in no sense
withered, we blithely went forward
to pay the sum demanded for the
privilege of inspecting the artist in
question, looking intently for tell¬
tale signs of decrepitude. Some
became so proficient in studying
the faces of these noted farewellers
that they could detect any new
wrinkle that would not respond
to the kind persuasion of the
beauty specialist to vanish in be¬
half of art and the public.

So Mrs. Carter is entitled to
at least nine farewells, and the
great American public is bound to
feel its deprivation when I assure

you that Mrs. Carter spoke defi¬
nitely concerning her retirement.
In a letter received last week by
a friend, she confirmed what the
Cleveland paper had said. Mrs. ,

Carter set sail for England im¬
mediately after that interview.
She slipped away so quietly that

To say the least, Mrs. Carter has established a
precedent. She has many friends and well-wishers
in America who will regret her retirement.

only her most intimate friends
knew she had gone. It is doubt¬
ful whether we shall ever see her again, for she has
no intention of returning here. There was a note of
deep sadness in her letter which would touch anyone
with a heart. It doesn't seem a fitting conclusion for
so brilliant a career that our American Bernhardt,
and the only actress in this country who really de¬
served that title, although so many longed to attach
it, that she should hide away in a foreign land for
the rest of her days trying to forget the unhappiness
she experienced in her own land,—yet that is the senti¬
ment expressed in her recent letter.

It will interest the admirers of Mrs. Carter to know
that she owns a beautiful home in a most fashionable
suburb of London and that her automobile is the
latest model. Always frightfully extravagant, she has
of late years had the foresight to curb her luxury-
loving tastes with the result that she can retire beauti¬
fully. Somehow a line from " Sappho" comes to
mind. It is one spoken when Sappho leaves Jean.
She says, " You will never see my gray hairs." Then
another line, this time from " Du Barry," when she
says with a sob in farewell to Cosse, " We never
picked those violets, did we?" So the sadness clings
to our American Bernhardt.

Perhaps she has acted wisely in leaving the stage
at this time, for during her last vaudeville tour it was
remarked that she had not looked so well in years.
And her figure was as girlish and svelte as in the
beginning of her career when it was the talk of the
country.

Still, she has cheated us of the privilege of watching
her grow older in a succession of farewell tours. It
really isn't done, you know.

SARAH BERNHARDT
MRS. PISKE

Photo by Otto Sarony Co.

MADAME CRITIC

This is an actual photograph, made under water, of a diver killing a shark. The shark was killed
a moment after the photograph was made. The thrilling incident is fully described in this article
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Here is George Williamson at the bottom of the sea, examining the remnants of a sunken ship. He is photo¬graphed by means of the new invention, which makes it possible to take moving pictures under water.
... Photo8rapher is located in a tube let down from the surface of the sea. He operates a powerful light thatillumines the sea about him, and takes his pictures through a window like a porthole, made of thick glass
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A NEW PLAY IN THREE ACTS

By JULES ECKERT GOODMAN.
HENRI MILLER, Manager.
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The Characters,
DR. CAREY WHEATON

POLLY WHEATON

KENNETH

GLORIA

DAVID GLASSFORD

• LIZZIE HUDSON COLLIER

ELLIOTT DEXTER

OTTOLA NESMITH

FRANK LOSEE

WILLIAM NORTON

KATHLENE MACDONELL

ERNEST TRUEX

JULIA MILLS

FRANK KEMBLE COOPER

BISHOP HENRY STRENGER

MICHAEL CONWAY

MADGE DAVIS

NED DAVIS

JENNIE
GRACE HUFF,

Leading Lady with the Baltimore Audi¬
torium Players.

shade
badn't

MR. BURLEIGH
Grace Huff has had an interesting ca¬

reer. (She is a incmii. i 01 a uieameai fam¬

ily, and made her debut at the age of nine
years in the Belasco Stock company of San
Francisco — that college from which so
many of our best players have graduated.
She has had a wide experience—when only
nineteen she appeared as Juliet—and she
has a repertoire of over four hundred
plays. She appears to equal advantage in
either emotional work or light comedy, as
she acts with the sincerity that the true
artist always brings to his work.

Miss Huff has just returned to Baltimore
to head the Auditorium Players, 9ne of
the strongest stock organizations in the
country. Miss Huff enjoys the enviable dis¬
tinction of being the most popular stock
actress who has appeared in that city in
the past ten years, and her return is due
to the insistent and repeated demands of
hundreds of stock patrons, to whom she
has endeared herself both by her ability
as an actress and her charm. Miss Huff
also holds the unique record for the long¬
est engagement ever played by any actor
or actress in the history of the Monumental
City, having last May concluded a season
of 104 consecutive weeks. Her return in
" Mistress Nell" was the occasion for a

great ovation, and at the conclusion of her
opening performance she received enough
floral tokens of esteem to more than fill
her touring car.

Kathlene MacDonell, whose vivid performance of Madge Davis fascinated those
who saw "Just Outside the Door "

The entire three acts are laid in the library of Dr. Wheaton's
home. The action of the play is continuous.

There will lie intermissions of ten minutes between Acts I. and II.
and of twelve minutes between Acts II. and III.

Place—An American City.Time—The Present.

Scene by Grinager & Beardsley,
of the Lee Lash Studios.
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G. M. H., Rochester, N. Y.—(1) Robert
Edeson married George Eliot Porter, his
second wife, in 1908. (2) We refer you to
the head of this column for your second

j question. (3) Julia Sanderson, Donald
Brian and Joseph Cawthorne will appear in
"Sybil" this season. (4) In "The Mar¬
riage Market " were : Donald Brian, George
J. Meech, Guy Nichols, C. Vandiveer, Wins-
luk Fink, Arthur Douche, Arthur Met-
calf, Edwin Burch, Frank Adair, Percival
Knight, Arthur Reynold, Venita Fitzhugh,
Cissie Sewell, Mora Mannering, Irene Hop¬
ping, Elizabeth Wood, Viola Caine, Gean
Cole. Marie Annis and Carroll McComas.

White. :

PEARL SINDELAR
Who took Louise Dresser's place in

"Potash and Perlmutter" That's just what I needed
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"COUSIN LUCY"
Comedy with Music in Three Acts, book by

Charles Klein; music by Jerome Kern.
Staged bv liobert Milton. Presented by
A. H. Woods at the Cohan Theater,
August 27.

Bister
Klayburtrh
Horace Holden

' Mrs. Hillary Bronson
Hillary Bronson
Jerry Jackson
Chauffeur
Queeny
James Baldwin
Angela Baldwin
Dorothy Walbrook ....

Miss Henshaw
Mrs. Wallingford
Broad
Policeman
Expressman

Ladies in Madame

.... Dallas Welford
Leo Donnelly
Austin Webb

. . . Marie Chambers
Mark Smith

Julian Eltinge
James Budd
Jane Oaker

Ned Burton
Olive Tell

. . . Claiborne Foster
.... Edith Hanbury

. Mrs. Stuart Robson
J. W. Ashley

Henry Friend
Frank Stevens

Lucette's Dressmaking
i Establishment: Ethel Russell. Claudia Carlstead.
, Elsie Weiler. Irene Palmer. Alice Palmer. Grace

Walton. Lillian Ormonde, Elsie Marquette, Edna
Stilwell. Grace Russell.

Act I.—Gerald Jackson's Apartment. Act
II.—Madame Lucette's Dressmaking Establish¬
ment. Two months later. Act III.—Gerald
Jackson's Apartment. The same evening. Time
—Present. Place—New York.

The annual visit of Julian Eltinge to
Broadway is almost on par with a society
event at which the latest gowns are as¬
sured of the proper attention; yet the
striking thing about the affable female
impersonator is that he preserves a dis¬
tinct masculine individuality and exacts
our admiration not as one who merges his
sex in his character, but gives a smart
imitation of the other sex. That has made
Mr. Eltinge popular with the best audiences,
lie is always an artist. " Cousin Lucy,"
of course, is a " vehicle" built to order;
no one else could play it, or at least play
it as well It takes the personality of El¬
tinge to complete the illusion. But the
vehicle is somewhat above the average in
interest and certainly in the staging. It is
beautifully mounted and admirably played
by a competent company. The dressmaking
establishment of the second act is a model
in its way, with a bewildering assortment
of pretty girls in gorgeous gowns, and Mr.
Eltinge himself changing raiments every
five minutes by the clock. He changes re¬
peatedly to masculine attire and gives the
first act a galvanic climax in a sensational
disrobing scene in which he reduces him¬
self to a mere remnant of lingerie, com¬
promised with a suggestion of B. V. Ds.

Gerald Jackson has lived a fast life. He
reports himself burned up in a railway ac¬
cident, and bobs up again as Cousin Lucy,
who comes to take possession of Jerry's
belongings and cashes in a life insurance
policy for $12,000. His only confidante is
Hillary Bronson, whose wife is a fashion¬
able milliner and dressmaker, but who is
kept in complete innocence of Cousin Lucy's

k sex. Cousin Lucy's genius for wearing
gowns results in a combination by which
Cousin Lucy becomes Madame Lucette,
whose fashionable establishment is soon
patronized by the elite. Embarrassments
ensue from the persistent attentions forced
upon the supposed Madame Lucette by a
California millionaire, Baldwin, who del¬
egates his pretty daughter, Angela, to act as
an intermediary to attune the romantic
heart of the disguised Jerry to a favorable
response to the old man's suit. Of course,
Jerry falls head over heels in love with
Angela. Other complications result from
the claim of a red-headed Psyche of ques¬
tionable origin and a brilliant command of
nether-world jargon to be the widow of the
late deceased Jerry, determined to inherit
his leavings and the insurance policy.
Further troubles threaten through the dis¬
covery of the insurance company that Jerry
never had a Cousin Lucy. All these beset¬
ting complications finally result in compel¬
ling Cousin Lucy to vanish from the scene
of action and the return of Jerry with a
story of having been interned in some re¬
mote Western mining camp. Psyche's claim
to a marriage is thus negatived, and Jerry,
having satisfied the insurance company,
folds to his manly bosom the palpitating
Angela.

The acting is excellent. A tremendous
personal hit was made by Jane Oaker, as
the red-headed " Queeny." The applause
after her last exit was so insistent that the
performance was suspended for five min-

, utes. Mrs. Stuart Robson also played with
an abundance of humor the role of a stout
lady who is slavishly devoted to her fashion
plates, and Dallas Welford, as Bister, gave
a striking example of what a comedian can
do with the subordinate part of a^man ser¬
vant. Miss Tell is delightful as Angela;
Mr. Donnelly is characteristic in the part
of a pettifogging lawyer representing
44 Queeny's" claim, and Marie Chambers
played with admirable tact the role of Mrs.
Bronson. Cousin Lucy's partner in the
dressmaking shop. Another part well
played is that of Hillary, by Mark Smith,
especially in a musical flirtation scene with
Cousin Lucy.

Mr. Eltinge has a song in each act, two
of which are especially good, 44 Two Heads
are Better than One," and " Society." The
performance gave genuine satisfaction to a
large and enthusiastic house.

JULIAN ELTINGE
In "Cousin Lucy"
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You ought to put a mackintosh over that
gown and a blanket over ihe mackintosh

Happy Days, Lucette

If you come with
me, I'll explain

A light, please

JANE OAKER,
Whose Performance of Queeny Is a Bright Part of

44 Cousin Lucy."
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I'm holding the
watch on you

Julian Eltinge and a Bevy of Beauties

If you come with
me, I'll explain

A light, please
That's just what I needed
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"COMMON CLAY"
\v~i An American Drama in Three Acts and

Epilogue, by Vleves Kinkead, with John
Mason and Jane Cowl. Staged by Byron
Ongley and Produced by A. H. Woods at
the Republic Theater Aug. 20.

Mrs. Fullerton Ida Darling
Richard Fullerton Russ Whytall
Edwards Roy Cochrane
Anne Fullerton Marguerite Anderson
Ellen Neal Jane Cowl
Arthur Coakley Dudley Hawley
Hugh Fullerton Orme Caldara
Judge Samuel Filson John Mason
Miss Warren Lela Lee
W. P. Yates Robert McWade
Judge of Police Court John Ravold

1 Clerk of Police Court Andrew Bennison
Bailiff of Police Court James Gaylor

i Mrs. Neal Mabel Colcord
, Act I.—Reception Room in the Fullerton

Home. Dee.. 1904. Act II.—Judge Filson's
Office, the following October. Act III.—Police
Court. The Next Day. The Epilogue.—Scene—
Same as Act I. Ten Years Later. Place—Any
Large American City in the Middle West.

As a rule the callous public which patron¬
izes the Broadway playhouses refuses to
indorse the verdict which a play-reading
committee passes upon " the best play out
of a thousand submitted," but in this case
the decision of the Harvard authorities

: which crowned 44 Common Clay" as the
,• prize play of the annual contest of Pro¬

fessor Baker's school of dramatic composi-
'

tion seems pretty well sustained. Higher
r criticism would have no difficulty in point-
1 ing out certain liberal concessions to the

advocates of the happy ending entailed upon
a theme eminently fitted to teach a moral

. with tragic impressiveness; but while op-
vi timistic blandishments remain the fixed

( factors in the illusions of life with which
our stage seeks to beguile our leisure, we
refuse to assume an eccentric attitude, for
" Common Clay " is intrinsically an inter- |
esting play. Boston liked it when John
Craig offered it last Winter at his theater, L
and all signs point to the conclusion that I
New York falls in line with the Hub.

The problem deals with the regeneration
of womankind in the person of Ellen Neal.
Once a constant frequenter of a declasse
dance hall, she enters the house of the
wealthy Richard Fullerton as a housemaid.
Here she is seduced by the son of the house,
Hugh, who has heard her history from his
chum, Coakley. A child is born and the
mother makes a claim for support for her
son. Fullerton engages the most promi¬
nent lawyer of his acquaintance, Judge Fil¬
son, to fight the claim, and the case goes to
court. The great lawyer presses the case
with pitiless energy, and a graphic court
scene develops. Ellen is put on the rack;
every incident of her childhood is ra.led up
and the veil is torn from her life. At last
the mother is put on the witness stand. .

Under a searching examination of ihe fa¬
mous lawyer, the woman admits she is not !
her real mother. Ellen as a babe was in¬
trusted to her care by another woman, who
committed suicide. The father was Judge
Filson.

Ten years elapse. The father has made
good his debt to his child. She appears
again at the Fullerton house, not as Ellen
Neal, but as a famous prima donna. There
is a touching meeting between Hugh and
Ellen ; and the past is wiped out then and
there, as both have remained constant.

Miss Cowl gives the part of Ellen a dis¬
tinctive interpretation. She suggests, but
cleverly avoids a too strenuous marking of
the influence of Ellen's early environment
as she makes her appearance in the Fuller-
ton household fresh from the dance hall
and night's refuge in jail. There is always
an unconscious intimation of her betier
origin, and she incorporates in an eloquent
form the struggle of a daring soul to a
higher plane of life. Except for a slight
exaggeration, her emotional scenes in the
court-room, in which she pictures her cheer¬
less childhood and longing for dancing and
music, while writhing under the searching
questions of her persecutor, are portrayed
in a manner that make Ellen a character
with a strong human appeal.

An ideal performance goes to the credit
of John Mason in the part of Judge Filson.

4 so sympathetically pictured by an actor ca¬
pable of a refined definition between the

i sympathetic side of a man of heart, on one
hand, and the professional lawyer who is
doing his duty on the other. Mr. Whyttal
plays the role of the elder Fullerton with
notable distinction, and the part of Coakley

was made doubly interesting by the exceed¬
ingly clever work of Dudley Hawley. Mr.
f Caldara is interesting as Hugh, and Mr.
McWade gives a vigorous performance of
the part of a cigar-chewing petty-fogger
who represents Ellen in the trial. Specially
good work is done by Mabel Colcord as
Ellen's foster mother in the court scene,
and a very good performance must be cred¬
ited to Miss Anderson as Hugh's sister, as
well as to Ida Darling >as Mrs. Fullerton,
and to Mr. Cochrane as Edwards, a butler.

Jane Cowl as Ellen Neal
and Orme Caldara as

Hugh Fullerton in
interesting
" Common

moment
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After ten years absence in Europe, Ellen Neal (.Jane Cowl) returns
home in "Common Clay" and is introduced by her father, Judge
Filson (John Mason) as a famous opera singer, at a reception in

the house in which she was formerly a servant

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
New Haven, Conn. (Special).—With the

announcement by S. Z. Poli that the Hyperion
Players will open their season next week, the
official opening of the second season of the |
new Shubert Theater on Aug. 16. and the com¬
pletion of the new Gordon Brothers' theater
which will be known as the Olympia, the sea¬
son of 1915-16 promises to eclipse all previous
ones in New Haven

After a week's showing at Atlantic City and
a week of revision, " Common Clay," by Cleves
Kinkead, opened a three-days' engagement at
the Shubert Theater here on Aug. 16, the
earliest opening in the history of New Haven.

Mr. Woods has assembled a most excellent
cast for the piece, which is headed by Jane
Cowl and John Mason. Others who were seen
in support of the stars were Russ Whytall.
Orme Caldara, H. Dudley Hawley. Robert Mc¬
Wade, Roy Cochrane, John Ravold, Ida Darling.
Marguerite Anderson, and Lila Lee.

A large number of people from Boston. Hart¬
ford. and New York were on hand on Monday
evening, and Martin Herman represented the
A. H. Woods's offices at the opening. After the
local engagement, the piece is billed to open the
regular season at the Republic Theater in New
York.

Irene Fenwick.
comes on Sept. 2.

in 1 The Song of Songs,'

White, N.
Judge Filson (John Mason) in

Common Clay" comes to the aid
] of Ellen Neal (Jane Cowl) when

he suddenly discovers in court that
| . she is his daughter.

White. N- \
Russ Whytal and Ida Darling as Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fullerton
in "Common Clay" discuss the circumstances that have put

their house in disorder
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Common Clay
European plan

First- Class
Cuisine and Service

The following are a
fewselections fromOur
Breakfast Menu:

Choice of Cereals with
Cream,Sliced Hawaiian
Pineapple, One Drop¬ped Egg on Toast with
Rasher of Bacon, Rolls

25c
Choice of Cereals or

.Fruit, Broiled Arling¬ton Ham with Fried
Egg, Rolls or Muffins

25c
Choice of Cereals or

Fruit, Broiled Fresh
Mackerel maitre d'hote

30e
Choice of Cereals or

Fruit, Small Steak,
Rasher of Bacon, Fried
Egg, Rolls or Muffins

The only Hotel of its
size In the World
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Private Bath With

Every Room
Jane Cowl as Ellen Neal
and Orme Caldara as

Hugh Fullerton in an

interesting moment in1
" Common Clay," the)

50 Single Suites with
private bathrooms
$1.50 per day for one
person only.

100 Double Suites
with privatebathroom,
for two persons, $2.00
per day.

350 Double Suites (for
two) Alcove Chamber,
private bathrooms,
$2.50 and $8.00 der day.

turiej
irt of Please Send Postal for

Booklet

Guests Can Order From Wine List
Until Midnight

BAKED POTATOES
SERVED WITHOUT

CHARGE
Nothing Higher

NOTICE

fentuutfmt Art \htBB
66 BROADWAY, CAMBRIDGE

High Grade Letter Press Work

Patrons are ear¬

nestly requested to

be in their seats by
2.10 and 8.10, as they
will not be seated

during the action of
the Prologue.

Catalogues, Booklets, and

General Business Stationery
Die Embossing Engraving

Telephone, Cambridge 2793-M

NEW HAVEN, CONN,

WMte. N. Y.
Judge Filson (John Mason) in

"Common Clay" comes to the aid
of Ellen Neal (Jane Cowl) when
he suddenly discovers in court that
she is his daughter.

White,
Russ Whytal and Ida Darling as Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fullerton
in "Common Clay" discuss the circumstances that have put

their house in disorder
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When Morrill Morrison who

plays the judge of the police court,
was given his part in " Common
Clay," he decided to go forth in
search of "atmosphere." His questtook him to the Suffolk police court
where he sought admittance to a
hearing. The room was crowded
and the bailiffs were inclined to re¬
fuse his request to join the specta¬tors. He explained his purpose,and got in. Several times subse¬quently he went again to studythe attitude of the presiding judge.He took John Leslie and GeorgeErnst with him so that they mightbe benefitted by studying theirparts from real life. Their workin the third act justifies the timeand trouble to which they wentto get a correct idea of police courtproceedure.

Miss Marion Tanner says thatshe likes the stage except that itinterferes with her evenings. Sheis one of Terpsichore's most eagerdevotees. From the time the tur¬key-trot, now fallen into desuetude,first came into vogue until thelatest step was invented the daybefore yesterday, Miss Tannerneverhas missed a turn or a swirl.After matinee, off she goes to a"the dansant." After the eveningperformance she hastens to anotherdance.

Dudley Hawley has determinedto make his home in this state.To prove his intentions are sincere,he bought a cottage on the Caperecently. It is furnished and readyfor occupation as soon as theweather permits. Mr. Hawley sayshe is going to have a little gardenso that he may have something todo in his spare time.

WALTON'S LUNCHBUSINESS
MEN'S

For the benefit of patrons who enter thetheatre late for the prologue, and in re¬sponse to numerous requests, we publishthis week, a short synopsis of the prologueof "Common Clay." This prologue, whichis the first scene of the drama, is played ina darkened room, between two personsonly, and in the tensest manner. For thisreason, and for the benefit of those alreadyseated, we have been obliged to make acast iron rule that no one can be allowedto enter after the curtain has been rungup. With the aid of the synopsis writtenbelow, however, it will be easy for thosearriving too late for the prologue to followthe subsequent action of "Common Clay"with the same ease as if they had beenspectators of the brief introduction to thismagnificent drama.

The prologue scene opens in theluxuriously furnished library of theFullerton home, one of the wealth¬iest in a big American city. Thetime is the present day, and is wellindicated in the evening costumeof Penelope Gail, a beautifuland fashionable actress of abouttwenty-eight years, who is dis¬covered just entering the room in
company with Hugh Fullerton,the eldest son of the house.

Hugh Fullerton is a good typeof the manly, athletic youngpatrician, often as not seen in"society." His fine physique hashad all the assistance that goodliving and athletic training at afashionable college can give, andhis manners are the courteous, butconfident kind, natural to a manwho has moved only among peoplewho envy and pay court to him.Even in speaking to the womanhe loves and from whom he isabout to ask the greatest questionin the world there is in his mannerjust a hint of this lordliness, butit is checked and baffled by thesituation that has confronted him

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Lunch
424 TREMONT STREET

Opp. Castle Square Hotel

•? situation'' an.

Telephone, Oxford 5627
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iv> are a revelation
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Cousin Lucy" one Seats on sale for this week and next

All seats in this theatre are reserved.

Tickets for this theatre are sold at the Box Office and the only branch office, 15 Win¬ter Street, at the prices fixed in the schedule published in this program by the Management.Box Office open 9 a. m. to 9.30 p. m.The Management respectfully requests that ladies observe the City Ordinance pro¬hibiting the wearing of hats in any part of the theatre during the performance. The Cityauthorities compel the Management to see this rule enforced, under the penalty of the
loss of the license given theatre.

When ordering tickets by mail, please state performance desired and enclose stamps
for return postage. The Management assumes no responsibility for prices paid elsewherein excess of the schedule.

Mr. Craig will deem it a favor if any discourtesy on the part ot any employee topatrons of this Theatre is reported to Mr. Clark at the Box Office.PA TRONS may on application to the Box Office have seats reserved for performancesof successive weeks. Tickets for such seats must be called for regularly one week inadvance.

A free Check Room is provided in theLobby, on the left of the main entrance.For this service the management assumesno responsibility but every care will betaken to render it satisfactory.The Management assumes no responsi¬bility in respect to coats, bags and otherwearing apparel brought in the theatre,whether or not hung in the ante room ofthe boxes or checked at the coat room.The Ladies' Room on the orchestra flooris oft the corridor from the main entrance.The Ladies' Room on the first balcony flooris at the extreme end of corridor on the left.

The Ladies' Room on the second balconyfloor is at the head of the left aisle.The Smoking Room is down the left cor¬ridor from the main entrance.
A Public Telephone will be found in thecorridor at left of the main entrance.Umbrellas may be borrowed at the coatroom. A deposit of one dollar is requiredfor each umbrella. After the first day adaily charge of five cents will be made untilthe umbrella is returned.
Opera Glasses can be hired for any per¬formance on application at the Cloak Room.A nominal fee of five cents is charged.

INQUIRE FOR LOST ARTICLES AT THE BOX OFFICE. NO FEES OF ANY KIND
The Steinway, Hume, Weber, Jewett and Woodbury Pianos used exclusively in this theatre are furnished by

M. Steinert & Sons Co., Steinert Hall, 162 Boylstou Street.
Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases from H. Slessinger, 73 Dover Street.

Clocks and Bronzes from Daniel Pratt & Sons.
Electrical Appliances and Lighting Fixtures furnished by McKenney & WaterburyAll Rattan and Wicker Furniture used on this stage from the Bailey Basket Co., 82 Sudbury Street, Boston.

(Continued on page 9)
Oriental Hugs and Carpets from Stephen M. Saraf, 270 Boylston Street.

White.
Russ WHytal and Ida Darling as Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fullerton
in "Common Clay" discuss the circumstances that have put

their house in disorder



"COMMON CLAY"
; An American Drama in Three Acts and

Epilogue, by Vleves Kinkead, with John
Mason and Jane Cowl. Staged by Byron
Ongley and Produced by A. H. Woods at
the Republic Theater Aug. 20.

Mrs. Fullerton Ida Darling
Richard Fullerton Russ Whytall
Edwards Roy Cochrane
Anne Fullerton Marguerite Anderson
Ellen Neal Jane Cowl
Arthur Coakley Dudley Hawley
Hugh Fullerton Orine Caldara
Judge Samuel Filson John Mason
Miss Warren Lela Lee
W. P. Yates Robert McWade
Judge of Police Court John Ravold

1 Clerk of Police Court Andrew Bennison
t Bailiff of Police Court James Gaylor
, Mrs. Neal Mabel Colcord

, Act I.—Reception Room in the Fullerton
' Home. Dec.. 1904. Act II.—Judge Filson's

Office, the following October. Act III.—Police
Court. The Next Day. The Epilogue.—Scene—
Same as Act I. Ten Years Later. Place—Any
Large American City in the Middle West.

As a rule the callous public which patron¬
izes the Broadway playhouses refuses to
indorse the verdict which a play-reading
committee passes upon " the best play out
of a thousand submitted," but in this case
the decision of the Harvard authorities

: which crowned " Common Clay" as the
• prize play of the annual contest of Pro-

, fessor Baker's school of dramatic composi¬
tion seems pretty well sustained. Higher

'

criticism would have no difficulty in point-
1 ing out certain liberal concessions to the

advocates of the happy ending entailed upon
• a theme eminently fitted to teach a moral

. with tragic impressiveness; but while op-
i timistic blandishments remain the fixed
( factors in the illusions of life with which

our stage seeks to beguile our leisure, we
refuse to assume an eccentric attitude, for
" Common Clay" is intrinsically an inter¬
esting play. Boston liked it when John
Craig offered it last Winter at his theater,
and all signs point to the conclusion that
New York falls in line with the Hub.

The problem deals with the regeneration
of womankind in the person of Ellen Neal.
Once a constant frequenter of a declass£
dance hall, she enters the house of the
wealthy Richard Fullerton as a housemaid.
Here she is seduced by the son of the house,
Hugh, who has heard her history from his
chum, Coakley. A child is born and the
mother makes a claim for support for her
son. Fullerton engages the most promi¬
nent lawyer of his acquaintance, Judge Fil¬
son, to fight the claim, and the case goes to
court. The great lawyer presses the case
with pitiless energy, and a graphic court
scene develops. Ellen is put on the ra,qk;
every incident of her childhood is ra'ved up f
and the veil is torn from her life. At last
the mother is put on the witness stand.
Under a searching examination of the fa¬
mous lawyer, the woman admits she is not
her real mother. Ellen as a babe was in¬
trusted to her care by another woman, who
committed suicide. The father was Judge

| Filson.
Ten years elapse. The father has made

good his debt to his child. She appears
again at the Fullerton house, not as Ellen
Neal, but as a famous prima donna. There

; is a touching meeting between Hugh and
Ellen ; and the past is wiped out then and i,

there, as both have remained constant.
Miss Cowl gives the part of Ellen a dis- t

, tinctive interpretation. She suggests, but jji
cleverly avoids a too strenuous marking of I
the influence of Ellen's early environment I
as she makes her appearance in the Fuller- r
ton household fresh from the dance hall
and night's refuge in jail. There is always '

'
an unconscious intimation of her better |
origin, and she incorporates in an eloquent
form the struggle of a daring soul to a
higher plane of life. Except for a slight
exaggeration, her emotional scenes in the
court-room, in which she pictures her cheer-

1

less childhood and longing for dancing and
'

music, while writhing under the searchine
; questions of her persecutor, are portrayed
in a manner that make Ellen a character

' with a strong human appeal.
An ideal performance goes to the credit

of John Mason in the part of Judge Filson.
so sympathetically pictured by an actor ca¬
pable of a refined definition between the

! sympathetic side of a man of heart, on one
hand, and the professional lawyer who is
doing his duty on the other. Mr. Whyttal
plays the role of the elder Fullerton with
notable distinction, and the part of Coakley

was made doubly interesting by the exceed- i'jS
ingly clever work of Dudley Hawley. Mr.
Caldara is interesting as Hugh, and Mr. ■»
McWade gives a vigorous performance of m
the part of a cigar-chewing petty-fogger
who represents Ellen in the trial. Specially %
good work is done by Mabel Colcord as m
Ellen's foster mother in the court scene, $
and a very good performance must be creel- fl
ited to Miss Anderson as Hugh's sister, as 1
well as to Ida Darling as Mrs. Fullerton, fa
and to Mr. Cochrane as Edwards, a butler. :
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(Program Continued)

nmen'

JOLLY'S

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

New Haven, Conn. (Special).—With the
announcement by S. Z. Poli that the Hyperion
Players will open their season next week, the
official opening of the second season of the
new Shubert Theater on Aug. 16. and the com¬
pletion of the new Gordon Brothers' theater
which will be known as the Olympia, the sea¬
son of 1915-16 promises to eclipse all previous
ones in New Haven

After a week's showing at Atlantic City and
a week of revision, 44 Common Clay," by Cleves
Kinkead. opened a three-days' engagement at
the Shubert Theater here on Aug. 16, the
earliest opening in the history of New Haven.

Mr. Woods has assembled a most excellent
cast for the piece, which is headed by Jane
Cowl and John Mason. Others who were seen
in support of the stars were Russ Whytall.
Orme Caldara, H. Dudley Hawley, Robert Mc¬
Wade, Roy Cochrane, John Ravold, Ida Darling.
Marguerite Anderson, and Lila Lee.

A large number of people from Boston. Hart¬
ford. and New York were on hand on Monday
evening, and Martin Herman represented the
A. H. Woods's offices at the opening. After the
local engagement, the piece is billed to open the
regular season at the Republic Theater in New
York.

Irene Fenwick, in 44 The Song of Songs."
comes on Sept. 2.

White. N. Y.
Judge Filson (John Mason) in

Common Clay" comes to the aid
of Ellen Neal (Jane Cowl) when
he suddenly discovers in court that
she is his daughter.
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Boston, Mass , March 1, 1915
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"Common Clay" will
celebrate its 100th per¬
formance on the evening
of March 8. On that oc¬

casion attractive souvenirs

will be presented to the
audience.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

White. N. Y.
Judge Filaon (John Mason) in

."Common Clay" comes to the aid
| of Ellen Neal (Jane Cowl) when

he suddenly discovers in court that
i she is his daughter.

^ ^

White,
Russ Whytal and Ida Darling as Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fullerton
in "Common Clay" discuss the circumstances that have put

their house in disorder
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NEXT WEEK
NINTH BIG WEEK

Over 140,000 People Have Seen
The Most Talked of Play in New England

"Common Clay"
By CLEVES KINKEAD

There has never been anything like the
extraordinary situation in the Examin¬

ing Court scene in the Third Act.
It is a dramatic "jolt" a

new emotional experience

SEATS SELLING FOUR WEEKS IN ADVANCE
Special Attention Given to Mail Orders

situations an<

•; n£*> ^KistiodJane Cowl as Ellen Neal
and Orme Caldara as

Hugh Fullerton in an

interesting moment in
" Common Clay," the""
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2. "Cousin Lucy •>r>s

MESH BAGS
PLATED and REPAIRED

Have Your Silver BagGOLD PLATED
All4Work Guaranteed

Mail Orders Filled

YALE PLATING CO.
BLAKE BLDG. ROOM 310

59 Temple Place

Matinees Daily at 2.10 Evenings at 8.10
TELEPHONE OXFORD 5300

Down Town Ticket Office, Vorenberg's, 15 Winter St.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

White,
Russ Whytal and Ida Darling as Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fullerton
in "Common Clay" discuss the circumstances that have put

their house in disorder
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Kentucky, came into contact fre¬
quently with girls of the type Ellen
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out by the facts. For every person
who can really appreciate litera¬
ture or "art," there are twenty
who can understand and judge
fairly of a play.

One would expect also that the
highest art would have the strong¬
est appeal. Again the facts support
the reasoning; no painting, no book,
can work upon the emotions as a

play of power does. In fact, nothing
in the world excels the highest of the
arts in moving people, except that
same art combined with the appeal
to the senses furnished by music.
It is mere commonplace to assert
that opera stirs the emotions more
than anything else.

This immense advantage which
the playwright has over his col¬
leagues,— the writer, the painter
and the sculptor—is of course not
without its own handicap. These
others can shut themselves up
alone, and alone produce their

Why "Common Clay" is More
Powerful as a Play than it
Would Have Been as a Book

The analysts say that a picture
exists in one dimension, space; a
book in one dimension, time. You
see the whole of a picture in one

flash, and it occupies an appreci¬
able space. But to enjoy the book
you must read one word after an¬

other; no one word occupies any ap¬
preciable space, but the enjoyment
consumes time. A play, which is
both picture and book, exists there¬
fore in two dimensions, and is held
to be the product of an art greater
than either literature or painting,
since it combines their attributes,
time and space.

If this is true, one would expect
to find the greatest of the arts
making the strongest appeal, and
striking home to the greatest num¬
ber of people. And this is borne

fxes an6
skin ami a!
irritations
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to-do young men, disappeared one
day. A long search for her on the
part of her friends revealed no
trace of her whereabouts. It was

a month later that her body was
found floating in the basin of a
river. And yet it is said that
women do not do those things
outside the covers of novels or oft
the stage.

The lawyer who attacks prop¬
erty and the attorney who defends
it are familiar figures in every
court room. Thus Attorney Yates,
the representative of Ellen's inter¬
ests, and Judge Filson, the legal
advisor of the elder Fullerton, are
an excellent contrast. Mr. Kinkead
lived among such contrasts for
several years. So the admonition

;»• Detroi
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Why "Common Clay" is More
Powerful as a Play than it
Would Have Been as a Book

The analysts say that a picture
exists in one dimension, space; a
book in one dimension, time. You
see the whole of a picture in one
flash, and it occupies an appreci¬
able space. But to enjoy the book
you must read one word after an¬

other; no one word occupies any ap¬
preciable space, but the enjoyment
consumes time. A play, which is
both picture and book, exists there¬
fore in two dimensions, and is held
to be the product of an art greater
than either literature or painting,
since it combines their attributes,
time and space.

If this is true, one would expect
to find the greatest of the arts
making the strongest appeal, and
striking home to the greatest num¬
ber of people. And this is borne

out Dy tne tacts. For every person
who can really appreciate litera¬
ture or "art," there are twenty
who can understand and judge
fairly of a play.

One would expect also that the
highest art would have the strong¬
est appeal. Again the facts support
the reasoning; no painting, no book,
can work upon the emotions as a

play of power d oes. In fact, nothing
in the world excels the highest of the
arts in moving people, except that
same art combined with the appeal
to the senses furnished by music.
It is mere commonplace to assert
that opera stirs the emotions more
than anything else.

This immense advantage which
the playwright has over his col¬
leagues,— the writer, the painter
and the sculptor — is of course not
without its own handicap. These
others can shut themselves up
alone, and alone produce their

(Continued on page 6)

Next Week
ELEVENTH BIG WEEK

Over 180,000 People Have Seen

The Most Remarkable Play in Years
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By CLEVES KINKEAD

There has never been anything like the
extraordinary situation in the Exam¬

ining Court scene in the Third Act.
It is a dramatic "jolt" — a
new emotional experience

SEATS SELLING FOUR WEEKS IN ADVANCE
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JOLLY'S 69 Berkeley Street
We are putting out a new line of

Chocolate and Bon Bon at 40c per lb.
They are elegant candies and we know
you never saw anything like them for
the money.

They are an absolute Winner
Don't forget our College Ices and Creams

YOU WILL FIND THEM DELICIOUS

Judge Samuel Filson
Hugh Fullerton
Richard Fullerton
Arthur Coakley
W. P. Yates, attorney
Edwards
Judge of the Police Court.
Bailiff of the Police Court
Clerk of the Police Court..
Mrs. Richard Fullerton
Anne Fullerton
Mrs. Neal
Miss Warren
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The office furniture and filing cabinets used in the 2nd
act are furnished by

(The Slota^Wermcke Co.
91-93 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON

CASTLE SQUARE CONFECTIONERY
N. KOULOPLOS BROS. & CO., Successors to C. Zevitas

414 TREMONT STREET, Opposite Castle Square Theatre
Home-made Candies, all varieties, made fresh everyday in full lineof fancy boxes, at popular prices. Soda and Cigars

(5)

Buy Your Corsets and Lingerie at

"The Shops of Personal Service UPERFLUOUS HAIRMADAM
SAMS

509 Fifth Aven<«e
new york

1 20 Bovlston Street
BOSTON
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a.n illustrated weekly devoted to the interests
of the castle square theatre and its patrons

Boston, Mass., March 15, 1915
Vol. V., No. 29

JOHN CRAIG, Sole Lessee and Manager

Theatre under the direction of
John Craig and Mary Young

Philip H. La vine .... Personal Representative
George E. Clark .... Business Representative
James Brown Thornton .... House Physician

Address all editorial correspondence and contribu¬
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HOW "COMMON CLAY" WAS WRITTEN
(Continued from page 2)

to authors, "Write only about
what you know," seems to be a
wise one.

Mabel Colcord's part of Mrs.
Neal was written with the utmost

sympathy by Mr. Kinkead. She
is the counterpart of a very real
character down south. One day
while Mr. Kinkead was riding his
horse through the poorer section
of Louisville, the animal became
frightened and threw him. He
hit on his head and for several
hours remained unconscious. When
he came to he was on a couch in
a poorly furnished, but clean little
parlor, and by him sat a motherly
woman bathing his forehead. She
had rescued him from the dusty
street and brought him into her
little home. From that day they
were friends and now she occupies
a position of importance in the
play of the man to whom she was
kind. Furthermore, Mr. Kinkead
is going to bring her to New York
to see herself when the play is
produced there next season.

So much for the characters of
"Common Clay." The difficult part
came in forming a plot and fitting
it together after the various rules
of playcraft. You see, after there
are characters and a plot, often
the playwright hits a snag, for
suddenly a character pops up and
says to his creator, "Why, I
wouldn't do thus and so under
those circumstances! You've made
a mistake in my psychology!"
And then extra hours of work are

necessary to straighten out the
tangles.

The author of "Common Clay"
has every reason to feel that he
has done a good piece of work.
Mr. Craig may congratulate him¬
self that he recognizes a real play
even when the name of the author
is unknown to fame. That is a

gift several New York managers
who have lost hundreds of thou¬
sands of dollars for a fault in judg¬
ment may well envy him.

As has been announced, "Com¬
mon Clay" will be produced in
Chicago on April 5 by Manager
Al. H. Woods, by arrangement
with Mr. Craig. And then New
York will have an opportunity to

j see the play next season.
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50 Single Suites with
private bathrooms
$1.50 per day for one
person only.

100 Double Suites
with privatebathroom,
for two persons, $2.00
per day.
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private bathrooms,
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The Boston Traveler, on
Feb. 23, Said:
"Common Clay" is a compound

success. Mr. Kinkead's plav has
awakened a tremendous, wide¬
spread and serious discussion, but
the players also have come in for
their share of the praise. Miss
Mary Young, indeed, is so far
responsible for the success of the
play that it is doubtful whether the
role of Ellen Neal in less capable
hands could have roused the

sympathy Mr. Kinkead demands
for his heroine. Every member of
the cast shows himself full of the
spirit of the particular character
which he plays. "Common Clay"
is proving a great winner, and it
has deserved every bit of the public
approbation which it has received.
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Not To Be Caught
Bacheldore — "Is Miss Brown

clever?"
Howard — "Yes; nothing escapes

her."
Bacheldore — "Heavens, man!

Don't ever introduce me!"
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Why "Common Clay" is More
Powerful as a Play than it
Would Have Been as a Book

The analysts say that a picture
exists in one dimension, space; a
book in one dimension, time. You
see the whole of a picture in one

flash, and it occupies an appreci¬
able space. But to enjoy the book
you must read one word after an¬

other; no one word occupies any ap¬
preciable space, but the enjoyment
consumes time. A play, which is
both picture and book, exists there¬
fore in two dimensions, and is held
to be the product of an art greater
than either literature or painting,
since it combines their attributes,
time and space.

If this is true, one would expect
to find the greatest of the arts
making the strongest appeal, and
striking home to the greatest num¬
ber of people. And this is borne

out by the facts. For every person
who can really appreciate litera¬
ture or "art," there are twenty
who can understand and judge
fairly of a play.

One would expect also that the
highest art would have the strong¬
est appeal. Again the facts support
the reasoning; no painting, no book,
can work upon the emotions as a

play of power does. In fact, nothing
in the world excels the highest of the
arts in moving people, except that
same art combined with the appeal
to the senses furnished b\- music.
It is mere commonplace to assert
that opera stirs the emotions more
than anything else.

This immense advantage which
the playwright has over his col¬
leagues,— the writer, the painter
and the sculptor—is of course not
without its own handicap. These
others can shut themselves up
alone, and alone produce their
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thrill at her struggle, resent the
treatment she receives, and glory
in her victory.

Mr. Craig draws with subtle
touches the sane, logical jurist,
who has been guilty of the same
social crime "as Hugh Fullerton,
but has been saved from the con¬

sequences. The balance and poise
of this character are artistically
portrayed.

William P. Carleton has won a

great many friends for his "Hugh,"
the irresponsible college boy who
makes cheap toys of the big, sacred
things of life. Mr. Carleton has
made especially telling the strong
contrast between this boy Hugh
and the more mature man of the
prologue and epilogue.

works of art; the playwright is
absolutely dependent upon his
actors. The painter's art is fin¬
ished when he himself puts on the
last touch; the book is done when
"finis" has been written. But the
play is still to be built when the
playwright turns in his accepted
manuscript.

Just because a play is a living,
breathing thing, it must be made
to live and breathe. The actors
must be, for a time, the people
whom the playwright has created.
They must not only say the lines
and go through the motions; they
must contrive to indicate the per¬
sonalities through their qualities.
In a word, every actor should play
"character parts" always.
It is easily seen to what extent

"Common Clay" has been made
great by its actors. Cleves Kin-
kead's plav would have made a

great novel, and it would have
won a public for itself. But it is
extremely unlikely that the pub¬
lishers of "Common Clay" in book
form would have received, as we
have received, hundreds of letters
confessing that the writers have
taken the lessons of "Common
Clay" as personal to themselves,
and have been so moved and stirred
that they could not refrain from
writing.

For this, "Common Clay" has
to thank its players as well as its
author. Miss Mary Young especi¬
ally has won sympathy for the hap¬
less Ellen Neal to such an extent that
even if audiences had not guessed
that the girl had won through to
fame and high position, theywould
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4.24. TREMONT STREET
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Tickets for this theatre are sold at the Box Office and the only branch office, 15 Win¬ter Street, at the prices fixed in the schedule published in this program by the Management.Box Office open 9 a. m. to 9.30 p. m.
The Management respectfully requests that ladies observe the City Ordinance pro¬hibiting the wearing of hats in any part of the theatre during the performance. The Cityauthorities compel the Management to see this rule enforced, under the penalty of theloss of the license given theatre.
When ordering tickets by mail, please state performance desired and enclose stampsfor return postage. The Management assumes no responsibility for prices paid elsewherein excess of the schedule.
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The Characters are Drawn from
Real Life Over 160,000 People Have Seen

The Most Talked of Play in New England A free Check Room is provided in the
Lobby, on the left of the main entrance.
For this service the management assumes
no responsibility but every care will betaken to render it satisfactory.The Management assumes no responsi¬
bility in respect to coats, bags and other
wearing apparel brought in the theatre,whether or not hung in the ante room ofthe boxes or checked at the coat room.

The Ladies' Room on the orchestra floor
is off the corridor from the main entrance.The Ladies' Room on the first balcony flooris at the extreme end of corridor on the left.

The Ladies' Room on the second balconyfloor is at the head of the left aisle.
The Smoking Room is down the left cor¬

ridor from the main entrance.
A Public Telephone will be found in the

corridor at left of the main entrance.
Umbrellas may be borrowed at the coat

room. A deposit of one dollar is requiredfor each umbrella. After the first day adaily charge of five cents will be made until
the umbrella is returned.

Opera Glasses can be hired for any per¬formance on application at the Cloak Room.
A nominal fee of five cents is charged.
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"Common Clay" is only fiction
inasmuch as the characters are

combined to act and react on each
other according to a given situa¬
tion. With the exception of Ellen
Neal, each man and woman in the
piece was taken out of real life by
Cleves Kinkead.

Ellen is a composite girl. A critic
said of her, "She is a figure out of
ten thousand corners of" the life
of the hour, and an epitome in
flesh and blood and telling speech
of a condition on those corners."
Mr. Kinkead in his experience as
a newspaperman, lawyer and
legislator in his native state of

By CLEVES KINKEAD

There has never been anything like the
extraordinary situation in the Exam¬

ining Court scene in the Third Act.
It is a dramatic "jolt" — a
new emotional experience
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INQUIRE FOR LOST ARTICLES AT THE BOX OFFICE. NO FEES OF ANY KIND
The Steinway, Hume, Weber, Jewett and Woodbury Pianos used exclusively in this theatre are furnished byM. Steinert & Sons Co., Steinert Hall, 162 Boylston Street.

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases from H. Slessinger, 73 Dover Street.

Clocks and Bronzes from Daniel Pratt & Sons.
Electrical Appliances and Lighting Fixtures furnished by McKenney & Waterbury.

All Rattan and Wicker Furniture used on this stage from the Bailey Basket Co., 82 Sudbury Street, Boston.

Miss Mar

Down Town Ticket Office, Vorenberg's, 15 Winter St.
Oriental Rugs and Carpets from Stephen M. Saraf, 270 Boylston Street.
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JOLLY'S 69 Berkeley Street
We are putting out a new line of

Chocolate and Bon Bon at 40c per lb.
They are elegant candies and we know
you never saw anything like them for
the money.
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ex ruson Mr. John Craig-ton Mr. William P. Carletonlerton Mr. Alfred Luntkley Mr. Dudley Hawley>, attorney ■ Mr. A1 Roberts
Mr. Robert Capron: Police Court Mr. Morrill Morrison

e Police Court Mr. John LesliePolice Court Mr. George Ernstd Fullerton Miss Betty Barnicoatton Miss Marion Tanner
Miss Mabel Colcord

1 Miss Sylvia Cushman
and

Miss Mary YoungGuests, Court-room Onlookers, Prisoners, etc.

The Characters are Drawn from
Real Life

"Common Clay" is only fiction
inasmuch as the characters are

combined to act and react on each
other according to a given situa¬
tion. • With the exception of Ellen
Neal, each man and woman in the
piece was taken out of real life by
Cleves Kinkead.

Ellen is a composite girl. A critic
said of her, "She is a figure out of
ten thousand corners of' the life
of the hour, and an epitome in
flesh and blood and telling speech
of a condition on those corners."
Mr. Kinkead in his experience as
a newspaperman, lawyer and represents i
legislator in his native state of the play.
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The office furniture and filing cabinets used in the 2nd
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HOW "COMMON CLAY"
WAS WRITTEN

The Characters are Drawn from
Real Life

"Common Clay" is only fiction
inasmuch as the characters are

combined to act and react on each
other according to a given situa¬
tion.' With the exception of Ellen
Neal, each man and woman in the
piece was taken out of real life by
Cleves Kinkead.

Ellen is a composite girl. A critic
said of her, "She is a figure out of
ten thousand corners of" the life
of the hour, and an epitome in
flesh and blood and telling speech
of a condition on those corners."
Mr. Kinkead in his experience as
a newspaperman, lawyer and
legislator in his native state of

Kentucky, c
quently wit!

Miss Ma:

represents
the play.

Miss Young- Interviewed
"Few stock actresses have played

more parts than I and yet that of
Ellen Neal in 'Common Clay' holds
more appeal for the public and
m3'self than any other role I have
ever portrayed," declared Miss
Mary Young of the Castle Square
Theatre the other afternoon.

Miss Young was interviewed in
her dressing room between the
prologue and the first act of "Com¬
mon Clay." In her prologue gown
she is every inch a woman of the
world as the successful actress in
the play. Her first act garb is dis¬
tinctly a contrast. She wears a

maid'splain black dress and apron.
A comment on this antithesis gave
the keynote for the interview.

"Ellen Neal is altogether human,
and one feels that she is drawn
from real life," said Miss Young."There are many girls like Ellen,
and too few of them, unfortunate¬
ly, have the ambition and pride
that is necessary if they would
leave their coarsening environ¬
ments and climb to a position of
respect and independence.

"Of course, in a way, it was a
case of heredity with Ellen, and I
think that ' blood will tell' in a

majority of cases. In spite of her
mother's inherited proclivities, she

had the clear mind and stamina of
her father. Education was what
she instinctively knew she must
have, and she got it.

"I think that knowledge of the
world, coupled with an education,
is the first requisite for a girl. She
then knows what to cultivate and
what to avoid."

Miss Young knows whereof she
speaks. She is a student of everyvital subject, an omnivorous reader,and is tremendously interested in
the progress and betterment of her
sex.—Boston Record.

"Common Clay"
The piece that won the CraigPrize for the current year and that

much excels any of its predecessors
— written with skill, vigor, aninstinct for the theatre; unfolding
a well-invented, well-conducted,
human, plausible and engrossing
plot and action; filled with sharply-outlined personages, acrid ofhumor,
sharp and pungent of dialogue and
picturing by dramatic means a
"common woman," her dealingswith men and her resolute salva¬
tion of herself. An able play on
more sides than its "punch" and
"surprise" and truthfully acted
besides.— Boston Transcript.
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First- Class
Cuisine and Service

The following are a
fewselections fromOur
Breakfast Menu:

Choice of Cereals with
Cream,Sliced Hawaiian
Pineapple, One Drop¬
ped Egg on Toast with
Rasher of Bacon, Rolls

35c

Choice of Cereals or
Fruit, Broiled Arling¬
ton Ham with Fried
Egg, Rolls or Muffins

26c
Choice of Cereals or

Fruit, Broiled Fresh
Mackerel maitre d'hote

30e
Choice of Cereals or

Fruit, Small Steak,
Rasher of Bacon, Fried
Egg, Rolls or Muffins

40c
BAKED POTATOES
SERVED WITHOUT

CHARGE
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Why "Common Clay" is More
Powerful as a Play than it Would
Have Been as a Book

(Continued from page 2)

Dudley Hawley as Artie Coakley,
the "social souse," has a very
delicate bit of work to do. The
drunkenness is always restrained ;
the cynic philosophy always carries
its background of pathos. And
everyone who has ever visited a

courtroom has recognized the type
of shyster lawyer that Al Roberts
portrays. In costume and voice,
in his very oifensiveness, he has
made the lawyer alive.

One of the most appealing bits
of character work in the play is
done by Mabel Colcord as Mrs.
Neal. The actress makes a true

picture of a woman of the class
she represents. One feels her in¬
tegrity and her honest puzzlement
over her problem; she makes her
audience glad that her instinct for
truth will win in the end.

And it is the work of all these
artists, using the ideas and peopleof Mr. Kinkead's brain, that has
built "Common Clay" into the
greatest success Boston has seen
for a long time.
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Positively Highest Prices Paid
FOR DIAMONDS, PEARLS, EMERALDS

PLATINUM, SILVER and BROKEN JEWELRY
Coll. Loan Tickets bought; large advances on same;private room for ladies; business strictly confidential.I make immediate returns on anything sent by mailor express, and hold subject to approval. .T. ROY,Room 52, 77 Summer St., Boston. Estab. 15 years.Lie. 58. Bank Ref.

For an advertising medium that will
bring results, use the Castle SquareProgram.
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OLYMPIC THEATER
THIRD WEEK

Beginning Sunday Evening,
September 10, 1916

A. H. WOODS
Presents

— and Coakley — the drunk you put out for kissing your sister. I didn'tthink it of you.
Hugh—Well, what sort of a boob do you think I am—I don't look like a fellowwho would overlook anything, do I? Especially anything as pretty as you are?Ellen—Oh, you're a pretty one to be sending your drunken friend home for tryingto kiss your sister, and then you turn right around and get fresh with me. Well,you can't do it. You've got to treat me just like you treat those girls up-stairs.We are all made of the same clay and if I had their money and their gowns I'dbe just as good as they are. Do you hear me, just as good as they are.Hugh—Oh, here now, calm down a bit. I'm sorry. I was hasty. I think you'llfind out that I am a gentlemen.
Ellen—Yes, that is just what you are—a gentleman. And I've found out some¬thing about gentlemen. They will always protect their own women and then preyon the women of the poor.

Hugh—I've never wronged a good woman in my life.Ellen—No, but you're thankful to those thathave already been wronged.
Hugh—Oh, here now. Quiet down a bitand let me explain. I didn't mean anyharm.

Ellen — Maybe you didn't and
maybe you did. Maybe Coakleydidn't mean any harm to Anne

Fullerton when he tried to kissHi her. And maybe he did. ButHn I know in the backs of both
your heads there was the same
low thought.

Hugh—Now see here, you.Don't you dare mention Miss
Anne in that way. This isH|K about all I'm going to take
from

W too fresh. {he seizes her
hands)

Hp' Ellen—Oh, I'm the freshB?' one, am I? I like your nerve.You let me go, you big brute,I or I'll yell and see if there's a
? man up-stairs who can do for mekV; what you did for your sister.

Hugh—Well, there isn't. ForI'd tell him just what you are.I —Ellen—What do you mean? You don'tknow anything about me. Who's been
talking to you? Artie Coakley? What^■j did he say about me? Was it Coakley?Kj Listen, Mr. Hugh, you're not going toH| give me away, are you?

Hugh—No, what would be the
sense in my bothering you or in your■Rv bothering me, if we're going to be

under the same roof we might■Pr as well be friends. Don't
worry.Hp V It is nearly a year after7 * as the second act dis-

closes, that the elder Futter-
easy philosophy, re-

garding a healthy youngHL » m animal's liberties, is|E V brought home to him.ft \ \ 1L MAnd Ellen brings
r A m w Papa Fullerton imme-j ft frjfi HI diately seeks helptnf,

Judge
Samuel
wants to know
the matter with him.

— Matter —

MATTER— my boy

Filson — What ails
him?^■1 kvFullerton—-He's■ ' Vl 1 mixed up with a wo-

8 Filson — A woman,El 11 eh? Well, I wouldn'tf i be too hard on the■ W§ ' J ffi boy, Dick, ANY'

I
young fellow's likely■ < I to have his fling—

>

you did—I did
—Hard

him—C e r t a i n 1 y notl
You've got to help us

—You know
do that, Dick. Is it any-
thing very serious?

JOHN MASON
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I—Reception Room in the Fullerton Home. Decernber, 1914.
ACT II—Judge Filson's Office. The following October.ACT III—Police Court. The next day.

COMMON CLAY
A New American Drama in Three Acts

and an Epilogue
By Cleves Kinkead

Direct from a year's run at the
Republic Theatre in New York City

"For the Colonel's Lady and Judy
O'Grady

Are Sisters under their skin."
—Kipling.

CHARACTERS
(IN ORDER OP THEIR APPEARANCE)

Mrs. Fullerton Ida Darling
Richard Fullerton Russ Whytal
Edwards Alexander Loftus
Anne Fullerton Virginia Landis

THE EPILOGUE
SCENE—Same as Act I. Ten years later.
PLACE—Any Large American City in the Middle Wes.t

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR "COMMON CLAY"
COMPANY, Inc.

A. LI. Woods ...

Harry E. Bryant
Arthur Ryan ....

Harry Hanlon ...

Jack Maccabee ..

General Manager
• • • • ManagerBusiness Representative

• ■ • Stage Director
Assistant Stage DirectorClara Joel

. .Dudley Hawley
... .Dudley Ayres
. .JOHN MASON
.Marion Hutchins

Joseph Woodburn
John Ravold
Dudley Hill

Fred Gleason

.... Mabel Colcord

Ellen Neal

Arthur Coakley

Hugh Fullerton
Judge Samuel Filson..
Miss Warren

W. P. Yates

Judge of Police Court
Clerk of Police Court.

Bailifif of Police Court

Mrs. Neal

Guests, Police Court Officials and Attendants

WOODS, Lessee and MiSliest0/Broa~^
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915,

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Hugh Fullerton (Orme Caldara)—"You do like me, don't you, Ellen?'

A. H. WOODS Presents

COMMON C
Ellen—

Afraid of
you? Not
after the way
you've just
protected your
sister. Why
should I be
afraid of you,
Mr. Hugh?

Hugh—Not
even if I were

a bold bad
man? And you
were under the
mistletoe? {he
kisses her with
a quick unex¬
pected move)

Ellen ■— Oh
{pushing him
away) — so
you're just like
all the rest of
'em—just like all
the rest of 'em.

Hugh—Surely,
I'm a man made
of the same stuff,
I suppose, as other
men and they all
fall for you. You're
a peach.

Ellen—So you—you
are just like Edwards,
your butler.

Hugh—Edwards?
Ellen—Yes—the butler

GENTLEMEN" and their curiousways when they find their wild
oats watered by tears of women
who are obviously not gentle¬
women are treated in Cleves
Kinkead's social drama, "Com¬

mon Clay." This play, the Harvard Prize Playof last year, has been brought to New York and
to all appearances is in for a highly successful
run. Mr. Kinkead is a Kentucky lawyer, whohas gone to school to Professor Baker, maker ofdramatists.

A New American Drama,
In Three Acts and an Epilogue,

By Cleves Kinkead.
—with—

JOHN MASON and JANE COWLAct 1. Reception Room in the Fullerton Home, December
1904.

Act 2. Judge Filson's Office, the following October.
Act 3. Police Court, the next day.

THE EPILOGUE

SCENE—Same as Act 1. Ten years later.
PLACE—Any large American city in the Middle West

Play staged by Byron Ongley.
Produced by arrangement with John Craig.

"For the Colonel's Lady and Judith O'GradyAre sisters under the skin."—Kipling.
Characters

(In the Order of Their Appearance)
MRS. FULLERTON IDA DARLING
RICHARD FULLERTON RUSS WHYTALL
EDWARDS ROY COCHRANE
ANNE FULLERTON MARGUERITE ANDERSONELLEN NEAL JANE COWL

The play opens in the Fullerton home. Up-stairs, in theball-room, dance music and the voices of many guests areheard. Mrs. Fullerton comes down to her husband; shesays that she has just this day hired a new house-maid;she refers to the respect due to, and from, servants; also,she has in mind her son Hugh, just back from college forthe holidays.
Mrs. Fullerton—And Richard, we must give servants re¬

spect to get it from them. I've been meaning to speak to
you about this. The other day, when Hugh came homefrom college he chucked one of the maids under the chinrather familiarly. Now I know Hugh's a good boy, buthe's just at the age where he thinks it's smart to be a devil,and I wish you'd speak to him about it.

Fullerton—Nonsense, my dear. The boy's a fine healthyyoung animal. Nature will assert itself. We all have to
go through that stage of development, and the girl mayhave egged him on.

Mrs. Fullerton—Now, isn't that like a man!Soon after this gentlemanly dismissal of a serious ques¬tion, we see the new maid, Ellen Neal; see her repulse theadvances of the butler, see her discover in a half drunkenguest of the house, Arthur Coakley, who recognizes her as awoman he has known in one of the city dance-halls ofill-repute. She lets Coakley know that she is done with the Ellen—Oh, you're a pretty one » m iother life of hers. Then Coakley disgraces himself by try- to be sending your drunken y-'C-■ing to kiss the daughter of the house. Hugh protects his friend home for trying to kiss jT ^L<l y
sister and sends Coakley away, but not before he learns your sister, and then turn right KEfisomething of Ellen's old haunts from Coakley. Perhaps around and get fresh with me. ; ■it is the knowledge of this fact that prompts Hugh to linger Well, you can't do it. You've got 1 SMin the darkened room, when, the guests gone and the to treat me just like you treat ;family retired to their rooms, Ellen comes in to close up those girls up-stairs. We are all Ifor the night. made of the same clay. Hugh I ijsSr.:Hugh—You're not afraid of me, are you? — Oh, here, calm down a bit.

338
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\ ARTHUR COAKLEY DUDLEY HAWLEY
| HUGH FULLERTON ORME CALDARA> JUDGE SAMUEL FILSON JOHN MASON$ MISS WARREN LELA LEE£ W. P. YATES ROBERT McWADE
£ JUDGE OF POLICE COURT JOHN RAYOLD
ft CLERK OF POLICE COURT ANDREW BENNISON
> BAILIFF OF POLICE COURT - JAMES GAYLOR
£ MRS. NEAL MABEL COLCORD> Guests, Police Court Officials and Attendants.

THREE NIGHTS AND SATURDAY MATINEE
BEGINNING NOV. 23RD, 1916.

A. H. WOODS Presents

JANE COWL
IN

COMMON CLAY
« —:— n^o,na in Three Acts and an Epilogue

Mrs. Fullerton ...

Richard Fullerton
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(Continued from page 341)
you to go to the top. Dolly Montrose." (look¬
ing dazedly at Filson) So you are the man.

Filson—I am your father, Ellen, {he holds
out his arms and she stifles a sob and comes to
him) You will help me to redeem my past
and I will help you to make your future.
You shall have what others have—you shall
be as they are.

Ellen—And you' 11 be proud of me—when
I am no longer Ellen Neal? When I am
Ellen Filson?

Filson—Yes, I shall be proud of you—so
shall the world—but you must take another
name than mine—(she starts back question-
ingly)—You see if you took my name now
it would only ruin us both.

For a moment Ellen objects passionately;
she does not believe in Filson's sincerity if
she can't bear his name. She even starts
to leave the room; then she turns back.

Filson—{taking her in his arms) Ellen!
Ellen—I can't leave you now. I'll do

as you say. There's something bigger
than right or wrong—it's helping one an¬
other.

There is a short epilog, of a time ten years
later, when Hugh Fullerton has successfully
undertaken the management of his father's
estate and has become a respected figure in
the community. He has in the course of
this time thought frequently of Ellen Neal,
and made some effort to find her. Ellen Neal
in the meantime, has become Eleanor Gail,
famous singer. Judge Filson, her father,
brings her to the Fullerton home, one night,after she has given a performance in the
city where the Fullertons live. Hugh recog¬
nizes her, as Ellen Neal, tells her of his regrets
and of his attempts to find her. The final
curtain leaves them reunited.

'
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JfcPlayoftheMonth|
Fullerton—The woman claims he's the father of her child.
Filson—Ugh—any—er—truth in it?
Fullerton—Truth in it—of course not. The girl was simply a servant in our house.Filson—Still, you know Dick. It's a physical possibility. We're all made of the samecommon clay. Nature doesn't draw the distinctions that you do.
Fullerton—Um—er—yes—but this is blackmail—pure blackmail. Just a frame-up onus because we have money—can't you see?
Judge Filson does not quite see. He begs Fullerton to be less hasty, to give thewoman a chance, to let Hugh marry her, in fact. For women are capable of greatsacrifices, he says, and Ellen too, deserves gentler treatment. Filson points a moral with atale out of their own youth—his and Fullerton's, and a certain woman's, they bothknew, a Dolly Montrose of the dance-halls:—it seems that Filson unlike the other youngmen who knew Dolly, grew to admire and love her, and she in turn loved him. Thenone day just as.Filson was to make a big fight for a prominent oublic office she came tohim—there was to be a child.
Filson—I asked her to marry me. And she refused.
Fullerton—Refused!
Filson—Yes—said she'd been wrecking my life.

She was a real woman. I helped to make her
so, thank God, by treating her as such, and
when it came to the supreme moment
she did what women do so well—she
sacrificed herself. And when I see
how men have fought and struggled
for little selfish ends in politics and
business I sometimes think that
we'd be better off with women

helping us to run things -— for
where men have learned only to
reach out and grab for ourselves,
women have learned to sacrifice
themselves.

Fullerton—Yes, perhaps so—
but what became of the child?

Filson—The child was never

born, for before this could happen
the body of Dolly Montrose was
found floating in the river below the
city. She mailed me this note be¬
fore she drowned herself. "When
you get this note, Sam, I'll be dead.
I won't pull you down with me and
I hope you will take the chance 1
am giving you to go up. Now don't
act like a fool and give the thing
away for it will be too late to do
me any good. I want to repay
you for wanting to be straight with
me and this is the best way I
know how. Good-by,

Dolly Montrose.
P. S. I want you to go to the top."

Coakley (Dudley Hawley)—What's
getting into you, little wayside wan¬
derer? Ellen—I'm straight now.

Jane Cowl in
"Common Clay.

Fullerton—It's a queer world.
Filson—And I doubt if we can draw the line too

sharply between good ones and the bad ones in it, Dick.
Fullerton—Well, you took advantage of the chancethe woman gave you—and went to Congress, then be¬

came Chief Justice of this State and now are its leadinglawyer. Where would you have been if you had marriedthat woman in the case—as you want my boy to do?
Fullerton finally induces Filson to help his boy. Ellenand her lawyer, Yates, appear in Filson's office. Ellen is not

asking money for herself, but simply that her boy be brought
up as Hugh Fullerton's son with all the resulting advantagesof life. In order to make Ellen moderate her demands, Filsonbrings her face to face with Arthur Coakley. Ellen believes her

case is lost, but when Coakley proves that she is just a womanof the dance-halls he implicates himself. At once Yates sees a
new angle of attack.

Yates—-We've got 'em! Young man, there is a statute in this
state which provides that under such circumstances as you havejust admitted, you are guilty of a felony. And there goes your

case—up in smoke! If you do testify as to these facts in court, youwill do so, not as a witness against this girl in her case against HughFullerton, but as a defendant in your own trial. All we have to do is
get a warrant now.

Coakley—{to Filson "who had promised him immunity) This is a hellof a way to keep a fellow out of court! I wash my hands of the wholeaffair. I'm not going to testify to anything anywhere.
Ellen—Oh, yes you are. I've got to fight now. This is the secondtime you've told on me, and I can't be hounded forever. Now I'm goingto give you a chance to tell your story in court—and the world can know

just how much alike we all are. {to Yates as she starts for door) Let's go getthat warrant. {Yates hesitates a moment) If you're going to be my lawyer,you've got to show fight or I'll get another.
The next scene is in the police court on the following day. Filson is bitter andremorseless in his cross-examination of Ellen on the stand. She begs for moreleniency in his questions; he won't give it to her. Then Mrs. Neal, Ellen's mother,is called. She, too, is severely cross-examined. Suddenly the merciless Filson

traps the woman into admitting that she is not Ellen's mother. Here is a new line
of attack; Filson takes it savagely.

Yates—{springing to his feet) May it please the court,
I object to this line of examination. The statute defines
the crime—if this man Coakley knew Ellen Neal in the
circumstances he confesses, he should be held to the Grand
Jury for its action—no matter whose daughter she was. That
has no bearing on the case.

Filson—I beg to differ with you, sir. Your Honor has
just said that you want the greatest latitude in the evi¬
dence—as is always the case in examining trials. And I
say that it does matter whose daughter this girl was or is.
It has a bearing on the case. Her very birth and parentage

Filson — That note will prove
that I am your father. You will
help me to redeem my past and
I will help you to make your fu¬
ture. You shall hare what others
have—you shall be as they are.
Ellen—And you'll be proud of
me—when I am no longer Ellen
Neal? When I am Ellen Filson?



Jane Cowl as Ellen
Neal, new servant
in the Fullerton
house, who feels
that "the Colonel's
lady and Judith
O'Grady are sisters
under the skin."

34° Hearst-s Magazine

and she loved him and didn't want anything to
stand in his way. "If I tell him what's hap¬
pened he'll want to marry me," she says, "to
set it right, and that will be the ruin of him.
Nothin' must stand in his way," she said.
" He mustn't even know that his child was ever

born." She wouldn't tell me who the man was

and I don't know to this day, but she said I had
to help her to help him. And I took the baby
and said "I'll help you, Dolly "

Filson—Dolly!
Mrs. Neal — That was her name, Lawyer.

She was a woman of the town—they called her
Dolly Montrose. And the next day they found
her body floating in the river .below the city.

She didn't want to stand in the man's

Judge Samuel
Filson (John Ma¬
son) — "You know,
Miss Neal, that a

marriage between
you and Hugh Fuller-
ton would only be
disaster." Ellen —

I "won't ask any¬
thing for myself."

are shrouded in mystery—and can your Honor reasonably
expect as much of bad stock as of good? And if the child
does not bear the name of her father and an explanation of
this is avoided does it not cast suspicion

Judge—Let me ask the witness a question. Mrs. Neal,
have you any good reason for declining to tell who this
girl's father and mother were?

Mrs. Neal—I don't know who they were—that is
Judge—Do you know who either of them was?
Mrs. Neal—I knew her mother.
Judge—And have a good reason for not telling who she

was?
Mrs. Neal—I've promised not to—and I've kept my

word so far—that child herself thought up until this time
that I was her mother. As I'm a Christian I've tried to be
a mother to her.

Filson {to the Judge) May it please the court, I will
not press this good -woman any further. In desiring to get
at the truth I have been perhaps too vigorous in my ex¬
amination. {to Mrs. Neal) I regret that you are not the
mother of this girl—had you been her career would have
been different, I am sure, but you can't expect too much
from those who come of a bad lot

Mrs. Neal—She didn't come of no bad lot, she didn't.
{starting to her feet vehemently) Some might have called her
mother a bad one but her father was one of the biggest men
in this town.

Filson Then he should be with her now—who was he?
Mrs. Neal—Judge, your Honor, I don't know who he

was—nobody knows, he don't even know himself
Filson—What?
Mrs. Neal—It.was this way— I'm a-goin' to tell.it all—

{She rises and
speaks in exal¬
ted manner of
one trained by
revivalistic and
prayer meetings;
Mary listens, first,
in amazed disbelief
and then in anger at
being, as it appears to
her, deserted by her mother)
I promised her I wouldn't
tell but I swore right here
so help me God—that I'd tell
the whole truth, and I'm a
Christian woman and I believe
it's better to fear the wrath of a

living God than to keep your pro¬
mise to a dead woman. It's this way,
your Honor. When that girl was born
I was the only person with her mother
and the mother gave me all her money,
about five hundred dollars, and ast me please for
God's sake to adopt the baby and raise it so thaL
nobody would ever know who its mother was. "I
want that kid to have a chance," she says. And she told me
that the father was a big man, a smart man with a future,

Ellen^ " I suppose you've come to tell on me. I'm the kind of a woman that men tell the truth about. I'm not important
enough for them to lie for." CoakleyIt can't be helped, Ellen, unless you are reasonable. Heaven knows I don't
want fo get into court any more than you do.

tellSllsilsilsiEi

Common Clay

Ellen—May it please your Honor, I've learned from my mother's life as well as my own. When she went down she did not drag
anybody down with her, and when the man that was my father went up, he didn t take anybody with him. I want to be like shf

0^ • was, your Honor. She wasn't straight but she was square.

Jane Cowl as Eleanor
Gail, famous singer,
who has put aside the
name of Ellen Neal
and accepted all the
advantages that birth

and money give.

way, and she didn't want either him or the
child to be in each other's way. But you
can't say, Lawyer, that the child came of any
bad lot—men like you might call her mother
that, but her father was one of the biggest
men in this town—so Dolly said, and so I be¬
lieve, but that ain't saying that he'll be any
bigger or better than Dolly Montrose in the
Kingdom Come where the last shall be first
and the first shall be last. {Filson is staring
blankly, standing rigidly erect, lost in the terrible
realization of the truth)

Yates—{after a pause) If Judge Filson has
no further question for the witness, your Honor,
the prosecution rests its case here. {Yates looks
at Filson for an answer. Filson's hands grip the

arms of his chair, as he realizes that he must act, and he half rises as
he speaks). ....

Filson—May it please the court— {he sinks back into his chair,
and puts his hand to his head. The Bailiff pours a glass of water and
hastens to kirn. Filson drinks, and puts down the glass on table
with trembling hands) Ah, thank you.

Discovery that she herself is without parents so upsets Ellen that
she withdraws her charges against Coakley. The case is dismissed.

After the court is dismissed, Filson and Ellen are alone; he comes
to Ellen; she misunderstands and refuses to take him seriously.
" He will give her money? "

Filson—Yes, I'm going to give you the money—all you need
of it—and when you get away from here and in New York you
are to buy all the beautiful clothes that the other girl—your
other self—will need—and I'll come a day or two later and join
you—and we will plan your studies.

Mrs. Fullerton
(Ida Darling) —■

Phillip must have
proposed to you
again this even¬
ing. Anne
Fullerton
(M arguerite
Anderson)— He
went a step
further—we be¬
came engaged.

Ellen — Plan my studies!
Well, aren't you the slick old
citizen. I've got a photograph

y°ur planning my studies.
Filson—What! Oh, God,

child, you don't understand.
Ellen—Oh, yes I do—I've got

your number, old fox. You think
you'll date me up for a trip to

New York.
Filson—No, no, no, child.

I must tell you something
that I meant to tell you later.

Ellen, I am your father.
Ellen—Well, that takes the blue

ribbon. At least it's the best one I ever heard.
Filson—-You don't believe me?

Ellen—Oh, you ought not to try that on me. Y ru sc3 I've just been through with it.
If you were my father you would be running awa\' from me just as Hugh Fullerton rar

from his child. You are telling me that just to get me to meet you in New \ork.
No, no, Papa; go whistle that to a fish.

Filson—Here is a note that will prove it {takes Dolly Montrose's letter from
his inner pocket and hands it to her).

Ellen—(reading) "When you get this note, Sam, I'll be dead. I couldn t
pull you down with me and I hope you will take the chance I am giving you to
go up! Don't act like a fool and give the thing away, for it will be too late to
do me any good. I want to repay you for wanting to be straight with me and
this is the best way I know how. Good-by. I want you—{Continued on page 375-)

>*xlteirt5. smith.
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FINDS JOHN MASQNj AND JANE COWLLAMBERT GUENTHER
Week Beginning Monday Evening, Nov. 8th

Matinees Thursday and Saturday
H. H. FRAZEE Presents

A Full House
A Farce in Three Acts,

By Fred Jackson.

Staged by Edgar MacGregor.

* . glorious
i bom. ly bu

rt sterns t<'
CAST.

(In the order in which they first appear)
Susie, from Sioux City, a maid. .. .May Yokes
Parkes, an English servant Edgar Norton
Ottilie Howell, a bride Elizabeth Nelson
Miss Winnecker, from Yonkers, the aunt,

Maude Turner Gordon
Daphne Charters, Otillie's sister,

Dorothy Gordon
Nicholas King, a stranger. . . .Herbert Corthell
Ned Pembroke, an only son. . .Thomas Emory
George Howell, a bridegroom. .George Parsons
Dougherty, a police sergeant. .C. W. Goodrich
Jim Mooney, a policeman Hui?h Cameron
Clancy, another John McDaniels
Mrs. Fleming, who owns the apartment,

Leah Winslow
Vera Yernon, a show girl Bernice Buck
Mrs. Pembroke, from Boston,

Tsabelle Winloche
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EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. FRAZEE,
Charles Hertzman

C. W. Goodrich..

The scene represents the drawing room of
Mrs. Fleming's apartment on Riverside Drive,New York City. Early Spring, this year. Manager
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Week Beginning Monday Evening, Nov. 8th
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

MR. LEE SHUBERT Presents

Mr. William Hodge
IN

The Road to Happiness
A Comedy in Four Acts

By LAWRENCE WHITMAN.

THE CHARACTERS
Jim Whitman
Benjamin Hardcastle
Walter Hardcastle...
James Porter
William Ackerman
Rev. Mr. Speakon
Pliil Hunt
Asa Hardcastle
Judge Stevenson
Viola Winthrop
Eva Hardcastle
Mrs. Whitman
Mrs. Hardcastle
Martha Hardcastle...

William Hodge
Scott Cooper

Sidney Riggs
George Lund

Howard Morgan
Taylor Carroll

A. L. Evans
A. W. Clark

Louis Mountjoy
Marguerite Batterson

Miriam Collins
Ida Vernon

Gladys Fairbanks
Marie Haynes

Flora

EXECUTIVE STAFF.

Manager A. J. Spencer
Business Manager Will R. Antisdel

Stage Manager. George Lund
Drawn ** ./Hi,, Hip. Hoo„y" ..ft. by.^bgtC^to
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SHUBERT THEATRICAL CO.,
Lessees and Managers.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case.of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times."
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 30, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

MR. LEE SHUBERT Presents

Mr. William Hodge
—IN—

THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS
A Comedy in Four Acts

By LAWRENCE WHITMAN.

The Characters.

•TLM WHITMAN WILLIAM HODGE
BENJAMIN HARDCASTLE SCOTT COOPER
WALTER HARDCASTLE SIDNEY RIGGS

'

JAMES PORTER GEORGE LUND 4» a

j WILLIAM ACKERMAN
• REV. MR. SPEAKON

f PHIL HUNT

J ASA HARDCASTLE
t JUDGE STEVENSON

HOWARD MORGAN j Si4 ||1
TAYLOR CARROLL 2 if

4 If
A. L. EVANS 4 11,

4 ;!■?!

LOUIS MOUNTJOY | Ifl
4 J ll*

VIOLA WINTHROP MARGUERITE BATTERSON 4 111
4

EVA HARDCASTLE MIRIAM COLLINS ^ 1
t MRS. WHITMAN IDA VERNON

k MRS. HARDCASTLE GLADYS FAIRBANKS i
MARIE HAYNES 3 1

IMT— - "
Z MARTHA HARDCASTLE

f. Synopsis of Scenes.

£ ACT I.'—Living Room, Benjamin Hardcastle's Home. Evening.
S* ACT II.—Front Yard, Jim Whitman's Home. Morning.I*
> ACT III.—Benjamin Hardcastle's Barn. One year later..
£ ACT IV.—Living Room, Jim Whitman's Home. The following day
£ Scenes laid in Newark Valley, Central N. Y.

: %
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EXECUTIVE STAFF.
Manager A. J. Spencer
Stage Manager George Lund
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" THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS'
A Comedy in Four Acts by Lawrence Whit¬

man. Produced by the Shuberts at the
Shubert Theater, Aug. 30.

Jim Whitman
Benjamin Hardcastle. .

Walter Hardcastle.
James Porter
William Ackerman
Rev. Mr. Speakon
Phil Hunt
Asa Hardcastle
Judge Stevenson
Viola Winthrop
Eva Hardcastle
Mrs. Whitman
Mrs. Hardcastle
Martha Hardcastle....

William Hodge
Scott Cooper
Sidney Riggs
George Lund

Howard Morgan
Taylor Carroll

A. L. Evans
A. W. Clark

Louis Mountjoy
. . Marguerite Batterson

Miriam Collins
Ida "Vernon

Gladys Fairbanks
Marie Haynes

William Hodge, who delighted theater¬
goers some seasons ago as the irrepressible
Yankee in " The Man from Home," offered
a New York audience last Monday night its
first view of " The Road to Happiness," a
play which has met with marked success
on the road. The play, said to be the first
effort of Lawrence Whitman, is of that
rural type of drama which centers about 1
one odd character. Needless to say, it pre¬
sented Mr. Hodge with a glorious opportu¬
nity for another of his homely but attract¬
ive characterizations.

Mr. Whitman's object seems to have been :
to get the story down to essentials. So, of
course, we were given the necessary parade
of local color. A barn is faithfully repre-
sented even to the hen perched upon the
rafter and a checkers party is in progress i
with cookies as refreshment as the final
curtain falls. The play has a certain ap- ■
peal due to the heart interest which the
playwright has developed and to the home¬
ly philosophy of many of the lines. Too
often, however, are the characters over¬
drawn and too often is a strain made upon
one's credulity by the illogicality of the ,
situations. But we will forgive Mr. Whit- |
man these defects so long as Mr. Hodge |
rescues forlorn damsels and subdues tyran- ;
nical fathers by the aid of two strong arms j
and an inimitable drawl.

The scenes of the play are not laid this
time in familiar Indiana but in a gossipy J
hamlet of New York State. The part as- i
sumed by Mr. Hodge is that of Jim Wliit- I
man, a young man who is selling horse lini- '
ment to pay for a law education. Being .
impecunious as well as independent, he is j
not at all favorable in the eyes of Benja- [
min Hardcastle, the town's chief pluto- ft
crat, as a suitor for his daughter, Eva. i
Particularly is he offensive to the old man
when once the sleek bank cashier turns his
covetous eyes in the direction of the daugh¬
ter. Here Mr. Whitman shows some in¬
sight into the hypocritical respectability of ,

, small towns. Gain entrance upon the pay-1
j roll of the bank and one immediately ac-

| quires social prestige beyond one's wildest! dreams, even though one may have crim-
1 inal dimensions of the deepest mould. This I i
i bank employe in particular is overdrawn, j
j He smacks more of a Sixth Avenue pawn- I i
! shop than of a respectable financial insti-
' tution. Imagine any bank in a small town
j possessing a cashier who sported flaming :

red socks and cravats, a bamboo cane and {

j a diamond scarfpin of racetrack propor- •
tions.

Having settled his daughter's future to
! his own satisfaction, Mr. Hardcastle is

pouring* his wrath upon the head of the
resourceful Jim when his wife and her
daughter, Viola, by a former marriage enter
the house. They have brought with them a
foundling left upon the doorsteps. As they

; are unable to explain satisfactorily the
presence of the baby, Hardcastle orders
Viola out of the house. She takes refuge
in the home of Jim, where she is followed
by her mother. They live there a year un¬
molested when, goaded by the suggestive
taunts of his neighbors, Hardcastle plans
to drive the young girl and her saviour.
Jim, out of the town. Though he is aided
by the cowardly cashier and an equally
cowardly minister, his efforts prove unsuc¬
cessful and in the end we see the old man's
heart softened by the news that his favorjite son has suddenly died. He is broken in
spirit, but soon revives when he learns that
the information is fictitious. However, his
pride is humbled and we see him departing
or his home with every promise of repent¬

ance. And what of Jim? Why. his hon¬
esty—and drawl—prove so irresistible td

] Eva that she just has to set the date—
j " Sunday at noon."

Mr. Hodge as Jim proved as interestin;
1

as he was amusing, but it is to be regrettei
that a better vehicle has not been fount

! for his unique talents. Flere is a comedia
whose style, perhans, is best renresenta
tive of real America, the America wes
of the Hudson River, and yet he is com?
pelled to hide his light in a shroud of ob¬
viousness and exaggerated smartness.

Scott Cooper was entirely in the picture
as the domineering parent, presenting a
skillful and rugged nerformance. Miriam
Collins played the daughter Eva with a
cfiarm and wistfulness that would keep an^
country boy from heeding the call of the
city. A. L. Evans was a picturesque
"rube," and Louis Mountjoy scored as
Judge Stevenson. A dilapidated horse, f huipui u /Air- ^ ,

collie, a canary bird and a hen providec /w-m- uj1 { ■' ••Vtvai?s') ^ome.81 to k°me of Jim Whitman~ • SWlr!am. Hodge) in The Road to Happiness to get some liniment

-WILLIAM HODGE, ■

[Vho, After a Long Absence, Returned >'to iBr0al(lwaj
Last WTeek as the " Poor but Honest" Jim Whitman "']

in "The Road to Happiness." j

ATLANTIC CITY
Julian Eltinge in "Cousin Lucy," and "Brother

Masons," a New Farce, Are Opposition
Atlantic City, N. J. (Special).—" Cousin p|Lucy," a musical comedy, the book of which is »!

to have been the last work of Charles pKlein, was presented here last week at the
Apollo, with Julian Eltinge as the star. The S
music is rather pleasing, and the same might be Si
said of the chorus. Eltinge shows some un- E
usually elaborate toilettes.

On the same night Harry Frazee presented H
4 4 Brother Masons " at the Cort Theater. This U
is a farce by Seymour Brown and Harry Lewis. [>'jThe cast includes Frank Mclntyre, George Par- &
sons, De Witt C. Jennings. Maude Eburne, Grace Li
Valentine, and Grace Carlyle. 44 Brother Ma- M
sons " is slated for the Longacre Theater, in M
New York, and Eltinge for Cohan's Theater.

The correspondent of a Philadelphia paper has H
been trying to find out what the city people [Jwho are here do when two plays open on the
same night. He reports that quite a number buy I
tickets for both theaters, take in the first act K]at one. rush to the other for a second act, and ^
then go back to the first for an ending, after
which they go to a cabaret. It's a practice to
be recommended for tired people who come here
for a rest.

■m

m

efficient support.
JERSEY CITY—H0B0KEN, N. J.

for his horse.^ ^'Senator/'"*^From' ieft^tT'nsrht" * WilhTm Jeesey ?tt (Special). — Preparations are"Senator " A L Fv.n, "Sl.T" \L v W.IIiam Hodge. KOine on at the Majestic Theater for the open-. !.■ t-vans, bhep. and Ida Vernon, who plays the i;j:: of new season Sept. 6. Manager Frank E.

"THE GIRL OF TO-MORROW"
New Musical Comedy by Joe Howard to Open

in Chicago Oct. 9
" The Girl of To-morrow," a new musical

comedy by Joe Howard, will have Its pre- V.
mlere at the La Salle Theater, Chicago, on ' *
Oct. 9. Rehearsals are in progress under I
the direction of Frank Smithson.

The company includes, in addition to >

Howard and Mabel McCane, Jack Gardner )■ i*...Conroy and Lemaire, Eegina Connelli, Edith
Decker, and James J. Morton.

E. T. F., Newburyport, Mass.—1. Flora | •
Zabelle, the daughter of the Rev. M. M. I
Mangasarian, was born in Constantinople, f ;' .: .

She was educated in Chicago, and made her ^
first appearance on the stage there. Among
the plays she has appeared in are : " King IS
Dodo," " The Yankee Consul," " A Yankee
Tourist," " The Man Who Owns Broadway,"

'

The Kiss Waltz," and " The Pearl
Alaiden." 2. Valeska Suratt has been In
vaudeville and in the following list of plays :
" The Gibson Girl," " Hip, Hip, Hooray,"
" The Red Rose," and " The Kiss Waltz."

.

part of Jim Whitman's mother.
Matuie AAv-msp Co. Ch&s, Frobmax

LOU YVETTE GUILBERT
With a complete change of pragramme, ,

Madame Yvette Guilbert gave her third re- r
cital at the Lyceum Theater last Friday :
afternoon. She began with a group of ,
Parisian satires of the time of Louis XV. j
The best of these was a song describing
man's continual discontent. For the recital I
of this group, Madame Guilbert wore a j
charming costume of the period and a white «
powdered wig. Her next group was three j.
songs of the commoners, one of which, 44 It .

is May," was given with delightful pic-
turesqueness. Then followed songs of the |
king's soldiers of the eighteenth century, in L
which the artiste flitted subtly from humor
to pathos as the occasion required. Finally
came songs of the laborers, in which tribute f
was piquantly paid to the vine grower and t
the scissors' grinder. As an encore, Ma- i
dame Guilbert sang an old English folk [,
song of a simple maiden who answered [;■
41 No" to every question of a persistent J
suitor.

, fe
Madame Guilbert was assisted by Paul H

K6fer, 'cellist; Ward-Stephens at the piano, I
and by Lucile Colette, in violin obligatos. |
Mr. K6fer played compositions by Saint- 1
Saens, Lalo, d'Indy, and Corelli.

-
~ Sept. 6. Manager Frank E.

Henderson is on the job daily.
Cary McAdow, Manager Frank Henderson's

representative at the Academy of Music, is in
. town preparing for the opening of the second

burlesque season at that house. 44 Cherry Blos-I soms " company will open the season there
Aug. 30-Sept. 4. Many improvements and

. . ; ; changes are being made at the theater, both in¬terior and exterior.
| A clever bill was Manager 44 Pat " Garyn'soffering at Keith's Theater Aug. 16-18, where
| the business continues at a good pace. Jimmy
| Duffy and Mercedes Lorenz have a dainty act
j in 44 Springtime." More acts of this kind would
j be acceptable. Conlin, Steele and company arej fine burlesque comedy. "Pier 23" is a new

• | angle in girl acts, with handsome scenery,
costumes, good chorus, and clever principals.Max Laube whistles his way into the good
graces of the audience. Three Ankers do a
clever athlete act. Drawee, Hambo and Frisco
have a novelty act. Appearing Aug. 19-21 :Laura Nelson, Hall and company, Joseph K.

i Watson, Marty Ward and Jim Lowell, and
v Kurtis's Educated Roosters.
J Two open airdomes are to go out of busi-

,/\ ness Sept. 1—the Log Cabin and Jersey Air-dome. Flats are to be built upon the ground.
The Empire Theater (Hoboken) commences

: its season Aug. 23, when 44 The Auto Girls "
M will be the first attraction,

j The Gaiety. Hoboken. becomes a Keith house
Sept. 6, to be called the Strand Theater, Man

j ager M. S. Schlessinger, of the Orpheum The
! ater, Newark, and the Orpheum Theater here
f is to operate the house, with James Brennan

I of this city, as general manager and treasurer
and Eliot Florman as the resident-manager

, Vaudeville and pictures.
Ed. O'Keefe. orchestra leader of Keith's Thea-

i ter, left here Aug. 14 for two weeks' vacation
on a farm with his family at Lowell, Mass.

Walter C. Smith.1

WCHNHH
GOSSIP

Stafford Pemberton has been engaged for
a role in 44 Town Topics."

John Junior withdraws from the cast of
" No. 13 Washington Square " on Sept. 11.

George Parsons has retired from the
cast of 41 Brother Masons." His part will
be taken l*y William Roselle.

Belle Story, who sang the prima donna
role in 44 Chin-Chin," has been added to the
new Hippodrome Company.

Ilka Marie Diehl, has signed with H. H.
Frazee, to play the leading role in " A Pair
of Sixes."

As originally told in The Mirror, the
Flatbush Theater will play junior vaude¬
ville and not " big time " bills, as rumored.
James T. Dolan will be manager.

J. Irving White and his wife (Alma Ches¬
ter) will begin their third year with 41 Peg
o' My Heart," Sept. G, under the manage¬
ment of Oliver Morosco.

The Stowaway Players presented on Aug.
24 Edmund Rostand's play, 4' The Fantas-
ticks," at the Roof Tree Garden, 3 West
Twenty-eighth street.

Lola Fisher has been engaged by the
Charles Frohman Company for an impor¬
tant part with Ethel Barrymore in 41 Roast
Beef Medium."

Will Antisdel has been appointed busi¬
ness manager for Louis Mann in 44 The
Bubble." Mr. Mann will shortly begin
road tour.

William Faversham returned yesterday
from his Summer home on Long Island to
begin a film engagement in 44 One Million
Dollars." Later he will present " The
Hawk " on tour.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Manning start I
rehearsals for Selwyn and Company's East¬
ern 44 Twin Beds" company Sept. 6. Mr. jManning is to play Larkin, while Mrs. Man- j
ning (Kathryn Mills) will be seen as Nora, jPaul Diskey and Charles W. Goddard are
celebrating this week their fourth anniver- "
sary as co-workers of successful plays.
Their first effort was " The Ghost Breaker,"
which was followed by " The Misleading
Lady " and 44 The Last Laugh."

Joseph Rieder, the juvenile lead with Wil¬
liam Hodge in 44 The Road to Happiness"
last year, has signed with Thomas Ryley
for Bob Berkeley in 44 The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine," opening in Fall River
Aug. 30.

Morris Molarsky, to whom a gold medal
has been awarded by the Panama-Pacific
Exposition, has received a commission from
the Philadelphia Operatic Society to make a
portrait of Vivienne Segal, prima donna
in 4' The Blue Paradise."

Ferdinand Gottschalk has been engaged
by the Charles Frohman Company to play
his original part of Henry Pitt-Welby in
the revival of 44 The Duke of Killiekrankie."

Alice Belmore and Walter Connolly have
been engaged by Charles Hopkins for
44 Treasure Island," which will open the sea¬
son at the Punch and Judy Theater in Oc¬
tober.

Oscar Radin, director of the orchestra at
the Winter Garden, has composed a novel
piece of music, in which the French horns,
the wood-winds and the tympani of the or¬
chestra alone take part. The piece, which
is entitled an 44 Intermezzo in C Sharp
Minor," will be played during the inter¬
mission between the first and second acts
of " The Passing Show."

i
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"THE RAGGED MESSENGER" PRODUC
Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 30 (Special).—j jl

Walker Whiteside, starring under the 11 af
agement of John Cort, presented at,
Teck Theater here to-night, for the : f, j..

! time on the American stage, a dramal s»"
tion of W. B. Maxwell's powerful n< a|
" The Ragged Messenger." The play i /yr';
three acts, with scenes laid in Lon t»fc*
and proved intensely interesting. n,,
Whiteside plays the character of John ! H
ton, a street evangelist, who, while pre sd
ing on the streets of London, falls hej )'
a fabulous fortune. The cast included <*<L
Lilian Cavanagh, Miss Maud Milton, ci'
Marie Pettis, Miss Josephine Morse, Ste dil
Wright, J. Palmer Collins, Allan The I
Alexander J. Herbert, William Eville,
man Loring, and Arda La Croix. j
Whiteside's engagement here is for th Ml
tire week, after which he will be seei
a few weeks in Chicago before he su!
the play for New York approval.

i siI S'Viij:; <Hp<cUiK—1Thatv Syra.-ufie haY'de-
HOLMES IN "BUNKER BEAN"

Taylor Holmes has begun rehearsals for f
" His Majestv. Bunker Bean." a comedy by
Loo Wilson Dodd. from the story by Harry
Loon Wilson. The supporting cast include
Robert Kelly, Jack Devereaux. Walter Sher-
win, Horace Mitchell. John Hogan, Belford
Forrest. Florence Shirley, Lillian Law-
ronce, Marion Kerbv, Clara Louise Moores, „
poan Newcombe, and Annette Westbay.

PRICES AT THE CENTURY
Ned Wayburn, managing director of the

Century, announces that the prices for his
" Town Topics" for the six evening, per¬
formances each week would be scaled from
$2 to 25 cents. There are to be about nine
hundred seats on the lower floor at $2, with
the first three rows of the mezzanine floor
at the same rate and the remainder at
$1.50. The first balcony seats will be $1
and 75 cents, the gallery seats 50 cents,
with four hundred and fifty seats at 25
cents. The prices at the Tuesday and
Thursday matinees will range from $1 to
25 cents. At the Sunday matinee and the
concert each Sunday night the orchestra
will be offered at $1.50, with the remainder
of the auditorium at a corresponding scale.

CHICAGO
Lina Abarbanell Scores as Star of " Molly and
I " at the La Salle—" Pollyanna " is Optimistic

Chicago (Special).—September sees the the¬
atrical season in full swing:, with a pair of bona
fide premieres to its credit—and " still there's
more to follow." The La Salle was first to
show a " first night " with " Molly and I,"
starring the Americanized singing comedienne,
Lina Abarbanell. Playgoers who see her for
the first time can scarcely believe that she is
the little German girl whom Heinrich Conreid
brought over to sing Hansel in " Hansel and
Gretl," at the Metropolitan, and between times
made her " double in Deutsch." at the Irving
Place Theater, where her performances in
" Young Heidelberg." 44 Fruhlingsluft " and
44 Mamselle Nitouche " earned her stellar rank
on the American stage. Since 41 Madame
Sherry " she has learned English so perfectly i
and trained down to such a svelte figure that, 1
excepting for her name, she would scarcely be
suspected of being a foreigner. Her present i
vehicle by Frank Adams, with score by Louis I
Hirsch and staged by William J. Wilson, fits her
to-order. The plot concerns an heiress who hires
a husband-in-name-only, until her affianced re¬
turns from a polar expedition. John Miltern
plays the 44 Benedick-by-the-month," and his
situation is made more difficult by the dis- ,
covery that the heiress's maid is his former
wife. Whenever complications become delicate •
the players break into song, and thin ice is
thus gracefully skimmed over. Georgie Drew !
Mendrum and James Bradbury play eccentric 1
characters in their cleverest manners, while -
Carolyn Lilja scores in a popular song or so. 1

Chicago congratulates George C. Tyler be- £
cause, although he never dubbed it "a pro¬
ducing center " or declared that he preferred
its judgment to that of New York, he again
repairs to the lakeside to launch his latest
play, " Pollyanna " ; and hopefully predicts that 1
it will follow in the wake of 44 The Man from
Home," 44 The Deep Purple " and " Disraeli "—
which trio of Ty-Lieb. successes got their long
running start in Chicago. Patricia Collinge,
Kelcey and Shannon, Jessie Busley, Maude
Granger. Maude Hosford, Helen Weathersby and
Philip Merivale compose a near-star cast that
Chicago delights in and even the author could
not quarrel with, so " Pollyanna " is as
optimistic on the stage as she was between book
covers. Donald Stuart.

J
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MISS JANE COWL
An interesting study

NOKA BAYES ON "FROLIC"
Nora Bayes made her debut in

[ Ziegfield's "Midnight Frolic" atop
the New Amsterdam Theatre Monday
evening, June 7. Miss Bayes sang
several new songs and was supported
by the Ziegfield company.

Wm
"POLYGAMY" TO CLOSE

" Polygamy " will close at the Park The-
iter on Saturday night after 163 perform-

_ udy of this popular and beautiful actress, ^ton, Sfplay'wflffe takln^T^ro^
Miss Cowl is now playing a spring engagement in California, :ountry tour, which will include Utah,
appearing both in "Within the Law," her famous success, and
in "Montmartre," a new play of modern life from the French.
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Doeziat.—Gabrielle Dorziat, who
. /ffork last year in the leading femi 1<,
j. Hawk" with William Faversham, > b-

Visiting star at the Theater Franc • .

i Frrzirr.—-Anna Fitziu, rememhr by a
audiences as Anna Fitzhugh of " The Wis;
company, is to appear in leading
Spanish opera 11 Goyesoa*," when that <
•SfI ix Xt. RiontlLAj, t|- •

White. N. 7.
• 1 DOROTHY ARTHUR,

Who Will Be Seen in a Leading role in " A Bare Idea.'
I ,i This Play Will Mark the Debut of Miss Arthur's

Husband, E. A. Weil, as a Producer.

MR. jTUGPUSJiU*'THOMAS,
Sed iHas Just Been Eng3g£d as Art Director of the

Charles Frohman Company.

White. N. Y.
DAVID BISPHAM AS BEETHOVEN.

The Actor-Singer Will Impersonate the Composer at a
Series of Matinees to Be Given This Month in

i t Theater.

White, N. Y.

MR. JERRY J. COHAN,

Popular Comedian Who Was Recently Elected President
of the Catholic Actors' Guild. He Is Also Famous

as the Father of the Only George M.
'live wires guard

MISS LISLE LEIGH.

Went on the Stage at the Age of Four Years.

MISS LOUISE GUNNING,
America's Leading Light Opera Prima Donna.

Nesmith.—Miss Ottola Nesmith, who is one of the
most capable of our 5Tounger actresses, has been win-

j ning some dancing triumphs as a member of the
| Orpheum Theater Stock Company in Newark, N. J.J Of her performance in the production of " Mam'zelle,"
j the Newark Evening Star says: " There was no fea¬

ture of the evening which gave greater pleasure than
'

a couple of dances by Miss Nesmith. Nature has been
very gracious to this young woman, endowing her
with an unusually attractive face and a lithe, sin-

| uous figure. Art has supplemented nature bounti-
J fully in her case in beauty of pose and grace of move¬

ment that many a more pretentious dancer has reason
to envy. r ^ .

MISS DOROTHY SHEPARD.
Whose Musical Talent Attracted the Attention of Mr.Gustave Frohman.
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BEGINNING WEDNESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 1, 1915

CURTAIN WILL RISE AT 8:15 P. M. SHARP.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:15.

COHAN and HARRIS Present

THE HOUSE OF GLASS ■
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A Play in Four Acts,
By MAX MARCIN.

Staged by Sam Forrest.

The Cast.
(In Order of their First Appearance)

Nellie, a servant girl Lila Rhodes

Margaret Case (afterwards Mrs. Lake) Mary Ryan
*

Mrs. Brandt, a boarding house keeper Ada Gilman

Frank, a porter Sam Meyers

James Burke Frank M. Thomas

detective Thos. Findlay I

Crowley, his lieutenant James C. Marlowe

A Policeman F. J. McGuire

In

Harvey Lake, a railroad representative. ... Frederick Burt

Edward McClellan, attorney for N. Y. & C. W. R. R.,
Harry C. Browne
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Synopsis.

ACT I.—A Room in a New York Boarding House.

ACT II.—Eight Years Later. Lake's Home in Kansas City.

ACT III.—Two Years Later. Lake's Home in New York City.
Wait between Acts III. and IV. three minutes.

ACT IV.—One Hour Later. Same as Act III.

Miss Ryan's gowns by Madame Julie, New York.

MUSIC PROGRAM.

f Overture—"Samson and Delila"
J Acts I. and II.—"Madam Butterfly"{ Acts II. and III.—Suite—"Prom the South"....

. t Acts III. and IV.—Waltz "Doruroschen"
. ' ' • • -
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Judson Atwood, a financier William Walcott

Jap, Lake's servant Mann Wada
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Governor Patterson of New York Frank Young
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—the sugar wafer that is daily delight¬
ing thousands of lovers of exquisite
confections. It is ne -. •( n st.is
ent. v different ■■ •: >■ -.-h.n ; you
have ever tasted > ■ centered
choco!-!!.- ; t. .. hat blends

• ien-cent tins.

Lyceum Theatre
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JAN. 4-5-6

MATINEE SATURDAY

COHAN and HARRIS Present
" The House of Glass "

A Play in Four Acts
By MAX MARCIN

With

MARY RYAN
And the Original New York Company

Staged by SAM FORREST
CAST OF CHARACTERS

(In Order of Their First Appearance)
Nellie, a servant girl Mary Gildea
Margaret Case (afterwards Mrs. Lake) Mary Ryan
Mrs. Brandt, a boarding-house keeper Ada Oilman
Frank, a porter Sam Meyers
James Burke Frank M. Thomas
Carroll, a detective Thos. Finlay
Crowley, his lieutenant Jerry Hart
A Policeman E. J. McGuire
Watson, a butler John Fen ton
Harvey Lake, a railroad representative Frederick Burt
Edward McClellan, attorney for N. Y. & G. W. R. RHarry C. Browne

Judson Atwood, a financier William Walcott
Tap, Lake's servant Sahay Asakura
Edith, Mrs. Lake's maid Florence Walcott
The Hon. H. T. Patterson, of New York Frank Young

SYNOPSIS OF SCENERY
ACT I—A Room in a New York Boarding House.
ACT II—Eight years later. Lake's Home in Kansas City.
ACT III—Two years later. Lake's Home in New York City.

(Wait between Acts III and IV, three minutes)
ACT IV—One hour later. Same as ACT III.

Miss Ryan's gowns by Madame Julie, New York.
REPRESENTING COHAN AND HARRIS

Charles T. Bulkley Manager
John Fenton Stage Manager

John Barrymore in "JUSTICE"
Monday—Tuesday—Wednesday- -Wednesday Matinee

January 8-9-10

tias in "The House
Fkott• Whtie

louse

Photo (5)
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" THE HOUSE OF GLASS "
A Play in Four Acts by Max Marcin,

Staged by Sam Forrest. Produced by
Cohan and Harris at the Candler The-

; ater, Sept. 1.
Nellie Lila Rhodes
Margaret Case Mary Ryan

J Mrs. Brandt Ada GilmanI Frank Sam Meyers
f James Burke Frank M. Thomas

I /j Carroll Thomas Findlay
j Crowley James C. Marlowe

' 1 A Policeman E. J. McGuire
Watson John Fenton
Harvey l ake Frederick Burt
Edward McClellan Harry C. Browne
Judson Atwood William Walcott

, Jap Mann Wada
I Edith Florence Walcott

I | Governor Patterson Frank Young
Act 1.—A Room in a New York Boarding

House. Act II.—Eight Years Later. Lake's
i Home in Kansas City. Act III.—Two Years
f Later. Lake's Home in New York City. Act

i IV.—One Hour Later. Same as Act III.
i The crook is fast becoming as indispens-
1. able to the American playwright with melo¬

dramatic aspirations as reference to Hans (
Wagner, Ford automobiles and roquefort

; • cheese is to native musical comedy libret-
■ i tists. Ever since that memorable occasion

1 when Bayard Veiller's " Within the Law "
1 brought jaded first nighters to the edges

of their seats and kept them there, the
crook has been paraded before us in an in-

j exhaustible number of forms and guises. •
Never in our recollection has he failed to
win the sympathy the playwright intended. 'I
And since sympathy is the most responsive
of all human emotions from the box office '
standpoint the day of the crook will be as a

I permanent as it is successful.
In appreciating this reliable playwriting '

I expedient, Mr. Marcin proves conclusively •
, that he has absorbed the theatrical philos-

ophy of George M. Cohan. He has "given [1
j them what they want." He has left his ji

l ideas and ideals in his trunk, content to
1 wait until his reputation is established, 1
! and has confined his attentions to repre- ,|

senting the time-worn but ever enjoyable
conflict between authority and those it has

I chosen to keep in subjection.
In " The House of Glass," authority is

i vested in a detective with a conscience so I,.
harassing that it makes him inordinately
vain and selfish. It is a clever piece of
character drawing, since the very ruthless-

i ness of the detective makes his ultimate
defeat the more enjoyable.

Mr. Marcin can well be proud of his first
i effort. In it he has shown unquestionable
' instinct for the dramatic. His suspenses 1
1

are well sustained ; his contrasts are vio¬
lent enough to please the most ingenuous •

! of his hearers ; he has succeeded in keeping
i the long arm of coincidence from intruding
too conspicuously upon his situations ; and

i his characters at no time speak the stilted ;
dialogue so frequently encountered in new
playwrights. '

The story centers about the attempt of
Margaret Case to escape the constantly
threatening shadow of the law. In the
first act we are shown her as a poor .

1 stenographer, preparing to marry James
Burke, a young chauffeur, who she believed, l; •

') ; I ad inherited a fortune. While in ecstacies
over a pearl necklace which he had just

: given her as a wedding present, detectives
j enter and arrest him for the burglary of r

the "Whitney home." The necklace fur-
I nishes the circumstantial evidence that *
I sends her to prison with him. k <&

Eight years have elapsed when the second
act is reached and we find Margaret, who I

; had jumped her parole, the wife of Harvey
: Lake, a rising young railroad genius in

Kansas City. There she is happy in her
prison reform work and the success of her
husband. But the storm soon gathers, t
Hearing of Lake's ability, New York mag-

, nates have motored out to Kansas City to 1
offer him a position at the head of £* great

i* eastern railroad system. The chauffeur of
■ the financier's car happens to be the man f

; responsible for her first disgrace and hu-
I miliation. She has a moment's talk wir.li
1 him in which he advises her, if she values

;,j 1 or freedom, never to step within the boun-! d. ' ics of New York state.
But his warning proves fruitless, for we

next see the Lakes established in New York
j City, Margaret unhappy through fear of

detection, her husband growing more se¬
cure in his position with each day. He en¬
joys the happiness which his wife obtains
l'i oin her sociological activities though he
is obdurate in his views against that part
('cvoted to prison reform. A youth in his
employ embezzles a sum of money and he
is resolved upon a conviction even at the

] cost of his position. To help him in the ;
I case he calls in a detective at his own ex¬

pense. !
Hurrying to greet some of her husband's j .....

J guests in the drawing room of their luxuri- I
I ous home, Mrs. Lake comes face to face Fwith the central office man who had ar¬

rested her ten years before in the shabby
I little boarding house. By means of a clev- j

erly - contrived telephone communication, j
which holds the others in the room inter- j
estcd, the woman and her Nemesis fight i

1 t' eir silent battle. The strain, however,
| is too great for her and she confesses to

her husband that she is an ex-convict. At L
first, dumbfounded, he is brought to believe [• .
in ter innocence and in the truth of the [ .
lesson that people who live in glass houses ;
must not throw stones. At the price of jj ■
Lake's forgiveness of the embezzler, the ; '
Governor, who is interested in the youth's
case, promises a pardon for " the girl. Mar¬
garet Case."

Mary Ryan played the emotional role of
Margaret with undeniable power, and
brought out admirably the transition from
the impressionable girl of nineteen to the
resourceful woman of twenty-nine.

Frank M. Thomas as James Burke did '
the best work of his career. He gave a
rugged, clean-cut performance, whether he
was lighting the police on his own behalf
or on behalf of the girl who suffered 1
through his misdemeanor. Frederick Burt
played Lake with subtlety and quiet force
suggesting at all times the strength and j
sincerity back of the priggish exterior.
Harry C. Browne gave an excellent perform¬
ance of a breezy lawyer. Thomas Find- f
lay portrayed vigorously the detective, and
Frank Young was a benevolent Governor. "
nu he was Unit manager - r : :

^RCE BY FRANK FERGUSON

Mary Ryan and Frederick Burt ix "The
House of Glass" at the Candler Theatre
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Carroll, the relentless detect-
ive (Thomas Findlay), con¬
fronts his new client, Harvey
Lake (Frederick Burt), in
"The House of Glass," with
the news that his wife (Mary
Ryan) is an ex-convict whom
he has long been seeking

Mary Ryan as Margaret Case and Frank M. Thomas as James
Burke have a few minutes of happiness before the arrival of the

police to arrest him for burglary.

FRANK M. THOMAS,

'wifTwrn1?.,," T,lle AHouse of Glass," ButWho Will Shortly Appear with the Dolly
_ Sisters in His Bridal Night." J

White. N. Y.

1 The calm before the storm in "The
i House of Glass." Mary Ryan as
j Mrs. Lake (Margaret Case) andI Frederick Burt as Harvey Lake are
j very happy in their Kansas City home

™ I
Mr. Frank M. Thomas is one of the for- |

tunate young actors who has not been out Ej
of an engagement for a term of years. He [
is always in demand for his conscientious
work and agreeable personality. The past
few seasons have seen him in a number of
prominent Broadway productions. Play-

1 goers remember him for his excellent per-
i formance with John Drew and "Along
1 Came Ruth." On April 29 he closes as

Jimmie Burke in "Tne House of Glass."
Within two days after closing in one of the
most successful offerings of the season he \
will, on May 1, begin an engagement with

( the Dolly Sisters in their new comedy,
" His Bridal Night," under the management
of A. H. Woods. A brother of Mr. Thomas, 1

i! Calvin, who is well remembered in connec- \
tion with "The Song of Songs," opened

; Tuesday evening at the Empire in Augustus
Thomas's new play, " Rio Grande."'

ada IMAN a
P0PUM.Pl™

Is Member of "House of
Glass" Company at

the Apollo
Ada Gilman, who will be readily re¬

called by hundreds of Atlantic City
residents and visitors, is one of the
several fine actors that Cohan and
jHarris brought to the Apollo Theatre
for their production of Max Marcin's
new play "The House of Glass," this
week.

A bonny clever little character n.ct-
ress is Ada Gilman, one whom yes¬
terday's theatregoers will recall as an
exceptionally talented soubrette. She
was Very popular a quarter of a ce>i-
tufy ago, and nowadays we know her
as a dependable, efficient player in
character parts showing her excellent
early training. / Miss Giliman be^an
her career with the Boston Museum
stock in 1869, and after two seasons
with this company, she moved over
to the Globe in the same city. For
several years after this she was asso¬
ciated with many of the leading stock
companies of that period, such as
ilFrank Aiken'i; Stock, Chicago; the
Memphis, Tenn. Stock Theatre Var¬
ieties Stock, New Orleans, and the
New Chicago Theatre Stock, also
playing important parts with Law¬
rence Barrett's company for two sep¬
arate half seasons. Miss Gilman then
became a member of Daly's company
where she did some excellent work
for three years, especially in "Pique,"
in which piece Mr. Daly sent her an
the road for a season.

She appeared with Geo. M. Cohan
dn that author, actor, manager and
sj>roducer's revival of "45 Minutes
from Broadway," again with Mr.
Cohan in his famous "Broadway
Jones," and last season created a part
in Mr. Cohan's "The Miracle Man."
Ada Gilman's many admirei's will 'b<
Interested 'to team that she has ;
nplendid part in "The Ilouet o
'Glass."
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Farce

"■

y. . 'f0j
'SEE MY LAWYER"
Three Acts, by Max, Ma rein, f

S Staged by Frank M. Stammers. Produced
by A. II. Woods at the Eltinge Theater,
September 2.

Amy Sumers
. Frank Brown well
.... Harold Iiussell

Inez Buck
. . Hareot Williams
... T. lioy Barnes
.... Sydney Booth 1

. Gus C. Weinburg j

... Walter Horton
John Flood

.. Stapleton Kent
John Daly Murphy

. Frank Monroe j
Conrad Cantzen '
John Morrissey :
William S. Ely j
.. Jules Ferrar

Richard Lyle} alienists

Agnes
Postman

| Anson Morse
I Martha Gardner
I Lucille Joyce
] Robert Gardner, a promoter

Fred Noble, his attorney . . .

Trueman, an inventor
Stockbridge, a broker
T. Hamilton Brown

I Buxton
Dr. Drew, an alienist
Robinson, post office inspector
Tom, a detective
First Attendant .

Second Attendant
Dr. Bartlett
j)fi Kyle

Act I.—Offices of the International Artificial
Rubber Company. Morning. Act II.—Robert
Gardner's Home. Afternoon. Act III.—Same
as Act II. An hour later.

The modern farce demands not only ac¬
tion and intelligible confusion, but t at
elusive something which in tue common par¬
lance of the Rialto is described as a
•• punch," a certain climacteric effe.-t, e ther
mechanical or psychological, which is the
hall mark of success. This intangible high
light is wanting in " See My Lawyer." The
laughter which it provokes is the spon¬
taneous tribute to the comicalities of the
chief actor, who is involved in a series of
amusing situations, which, however, move
on a dead level of rapid action aiong the
lines of least resistance.

The weakness of the piece is contained
in its lack of surprise; it is a vehicle for
a bizarre characterization by Mr. Barnes,
who as Bob Gardner is promoting a% big en¬
terprise to produce artificial rubber, invests
all his means and the money of his friends,
and too late discovers that he has been
hoodwinked by the inventor. Instead of
rubber, Trueman's machine turns out an
artificial paving block. Bob has honestly
gone into the undertaking, and now faces
a wilderness of complications. He is in
danger of losing his sweetheart, Lucille
Joyce, of being arrested by the postalauthorities for sending fraudlent circulars
through the mails, and of being mobbed by
an army of protesting subscribers to the
stock, clamoring for satisfaction. In order
to escape these various embarrassments,
Bob pretends to have gone insane. Under
the advice of his lawyer, who is in the
plot, Dr. Drew, a famous alienist, is drawn
into consultation and pronounces his maladyparanoia absoluta. Matters develop to a
stage where Bob is taken in custody by
guards of the insane asylum, and even when
his fortunes take a more favorable turn
by the offer of the rubber trust to pay a

, round million for Trueman's accidentallyinvented paving block, he finds it impossible
to convince anybody that he is not mad.
His lawyer at last bribes Dr. Drew to make
another diagnosis, in which he pronounces
him completely recovered, and with two mil¬
lions of the rubber trust to the credit of
the concern, the play winds up in the ap¬proved manner of all farces.

Mr. Barnes has been successful in what
is called 44 nut comedy " in vaudeville and
at the Winter Garden, and Mr. Woods
could not have selected a better actor to
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A CONSULTATION SCENE IN 44 SEE MY LAWYER." IN WHICH T. ROY BARNES AS ROBERT
GARDNER IS THE SUBJECT.

From Left to Right: John Daly Murphy, T. Roy Barnes, Margot Williams, and Sydney Booth.

play the leading part of Bob. He is genuine¬
ly funnv and is a valuable accession to the
rank or light comedians. The supporting
company also is excellent, notably Mr. Mur¬phy as Dr. Drew ; Harold Russell as Bob's
uncle, who from a skeptic is converted to 1
an enthusiastic investor in the artificial
rubber stock : Mr. Booth as Bob's lawyer :Margot Williams as his sweetheart and ,Inez Buck as his sister. Mr. Weinburgalso gives a good account of himself as
the melancholy inventor, and Frank Mon¬
roe has a congenial role in the part of a
tireless post office inspector. After a longabsence John Flood was welcomed back as
the lawyer for the trust. The remaining
members of the cast are of uniform excel¬
lence, and it would be difficult to pick flawsin the entire production, from the sceneryto the stage management.

Insurance

Cyril Maude and his daughter Margery leaving their home at Cleveland Gardens, London,
for a stroll

■
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JOHN PHILIP SOUSA,
rj

Is Directing His Fftmnna Ttpr»rt nt the Hippodrot

LOUISE MEYERS WEDS
!;- Louise Meyers, late of the 44 Ziegfeld; Follies of 1914," and Max Blumenthal,broker, were married last Saturday in the

Church of the Blessed Sacrament by Father
Terence G. Gilmartin, the pastor. Miss
Meyers gave her age as twenty-six and her
address as 70 West Forty-sixth Street, while
the bridegroom said he was forty-eight and

i/yj lived at 200 West Forty-fourth Street.
Mr. Blumenthal, who is well known in'J and about Broadway, was the guest at a

dinner last Wednesday night at the Hotel
i-vvj Knickerbocker, which was estimated to have

cost between $50 and $80 a plate, and at
which Nat Goodwin was toastmaster.

trry Lilford, as Buxton, the butler, alarms T. Roy Barnes, asbert Gardner, in "See My Lawyer," by telling him that he was
once sent to an insane asylum for committing a crime

V

BLOOD STOCK IN 44HER GAME"
Buffalo, N. Y. (Special).—For the first?

time anywhere, 44 Her Game," a social prob-llem play by Guy Bolton, was given on thet
stage of the Teck Theater Monday night, [June 21, Miss Adele Blood appearing inlthe leading role.

The plot concerns Jack Spencer, his wifejand Ballantyne. Spencer, a broker, is so|absorbed in business that he has little timet
for his wife. As she is about to run awaywith Ballantyne, he comes home. Tellingher of his failure in business and that he
is about to lose his sight, Mrs. Spencer's |love reawakens and she spurns Ballantyne.She cheats at cards to get money to payfor her husband's doctor bills at a foreign
resort, and the end produces a much in¬
volved climax which, however, is presented
acceptably.

Dallas Anderson as Carter Ballantyne,
was good. Minnie Williams, as Mrs. Stew¬
art Page, appeared as a young, selfish girl.In creating this girl, Mr. Bolton did well.
Byron Beasley, as Jack Spencer, husband
of the woman whose part Miss Blood fills, |
gave a strong presentation of a difficult
part. Barker.
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HEAT CLOSES THEATERS
Four Houses Temporarily Suspend Operations

— Productions of Many Plays Postponed
The theatrical business has just passed

through one of the most disastrous weeks
ever recorded. The high temperature and
excessive humidity of the last ten days
\yere. responsible for the temporary closing
of four theaters and the postponement of
a number of new productions. Theatrical
statisticians declare that it is the first time
in the history of the local stage that hot
weather has ever brought about an inter¬
ruption of a play's run in September. Even
the plays which have been set down as em¬
phatic hits were but little patronized.

The four playhouses which closed during
the week to await a drop in the tempera¬
ture were the Park, Comedy, Lyceum, and
Maxine Elliott. May Irwin suspended op
erations at the Park on Wednesday night
after bravely attempting for two nights to
defy the heat. She declared that she lost
twenty pounds in the process. 44 If I keep
on losing weight," she said, 44 the only
thing for me to do is to tour the country
as Camille in a portable ice house."

The Comedy closed on Tuesday night, one
night after the production there of «'ust
Boys." The Maxine Elliott where Our
Children" is the attraction, also closed
Tuesday night, and the Lyceum, where Ma¬
rie Tempest is appearing, became dark onr.(. rie xenipcsu io

H Friday night.
Among the productions postponed were/

44

Two is Company," 44 Husband and Wife.7
_ 44 Stolen Orders," and 44 Town Topics," a,': of which are being given their first pe
formances this week.

William A. Brady, who is sponsor fc
44 Husband and Wife," was the first to ai

j nounc6 a postponement. That his judgmcn'
j was excellent was proven by the fact tha:
I other managers followed his example.'4 A theatrical opening has plenty to cor

j Hoot >? sai(j Mr. Brady, 44 bvtend with, at best," sttlu 1ux, jl_* j. uuj , b i
when it runs into a mercilessly hot nigh]
in addition to the ordinary difficulties, tb-
handicap becomes very nearly insurmoun' j
able. This is natural enough, for whd1
persons are sweltering it is only reasonable
that they become cross and hard to ~ln(,clp- '
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FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
BEGINNING THURSDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 2, 1915.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
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"SEE MY LAWYER
A FARCE IN THREE ACTS,

BY MAX MARCIN.
STAGED BY FRANK M. STAMMERS.

Cast.
(In the order of their first appearance)AGNES

AMY SUMERSPOSTMAN
FRANK BROWNWELLANSON MORSE

HAROLD RUSSELLMARTHA GARDNER
INEZ BUCKLUCILLE JOYCE

MARGOT WILLIAMSROBERT GARDNER, a promoter T. ROY BARNESFRED NOBLE, his attorney SYDNEY BOOTHTRUEMAN, an inventor
GUS C. WEINBURGSTOCKBRIDGE, a broker
WALTER HORTON
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T.HAMILTON BROWN, attorney for the Rubber Trust, JOHN FLOOD... : BUXTON

STAPLETON KENTDR. DREW, an alienist
JOHN DALY MURPHYROBINSON, post office inspector

FRANK MONROE■olHIMPni TOM, a detective
CONRAD CANTZENFIRST ATTENDANT
JOHN MORRISSEYSECOND ATTENDANT

WILLIAM S. ELY
JULES FERRARI RICHARD LYLE

DR. BARTLETT
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Synopsis of Scenes.

ACT I.—-Offices of the International Artificial Rubber Company.Morning.

ACT II.—-Robert Gardner's Home. Afternoon.
ACT III.—Same as Act II. An hour later.
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 26, 1916,

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE MESSRS. SHUBERT Present

MARIE TEMPEST
West 45th Street

Lyceum theatre co.

DANIEL FROHMAN

.Near Broadway.

. proprfetoj

PRESIDENT

A LADY'S NAME
A NEW COMEDY

By CYRIL HARCOURT,

Author of "A Pair of Silk Stockings" and "A Place in the Sun.

jssert cl
1 aste d
anothelj
ill gone
sugar \
ocolate
l-cent X

Evenings, 8:15.
SPECIAL, MATINEE

The Cast

(In the Order of their Appearance)
CHARLES FROHMAN

PresentB
MAUD BRAY
FRANKLIN
MABEL VERE
FLOOD

GERALD WANTAGE

MISS LILLIAN CAVANAGH
MISS SYBIL FRISBY

MISS MARIE TEMPEST
JOHN SHARKEY

REX MacDOUGAL

STANLEY HARRISON
W. GRAHAM BROWNE
MISS DAISY BELMORE
MISS RUTH DRAPER

MISS BERYL MERCER
HARRY LAMBART
ALGERNON GREIG

MARIE TEMPEST
in THE FARCICAL ROMANCE IN THREE acts

THE DUKE OF KILLICRANKIE! ; ADAMS'

NOEL CORKORAN
i. MRS. HAINES . . .

j; MARGARET
!• EMILY

KENNEDY BIRD
); SAM BENTLEY . .

By ROBERT MARSHALL
TO BE FOLLOWED BY

A PLAY IN ONE ACT

By J. M. BARRIE

ACT I—A SITTING ROOM.
ACT II.—A KITCHEN.
ACT III.—SAME AS ACT I.

The Play produced under the direction of Mr. , W. Graham Browne.
Stage Manager, Mr. Harry Neville

Miss Tempest's dresses hy Miss Carroll

ACT i.

GLENCOE HOUSE, PARK LANE

ACT ii.

CRAG-O'-NORTH," FORTRONALD, N. B

FOLLOWED BY

ROSALIND
til

*

> ROSALIND (MRS. PAGE)

> DAME QUICKLEY

j CHARLES ROCHE

. . . MARIE TEMPEST i

KATE SERJEANTSON <
. REGINALD DENNY j

* Both plays produced under the stage direction of Graham Browne.
>

v Stage Manager, Leon Brown.
9

* Scenery by Homer Emens.
*

, Miss Tempest's dresses by HIckson.

*

Miss Tempest's hats by Henri Bendel.

presented /£; BUM-- William A. Braa--

Liictt Lhey become cross and bard to piease-

>eer

■| MARIE TEMPEST
j " The Duke of Killicrankie," Comedy by| Robert Marshall, and " Rosalind," by

J. M. Barrie. Presented at the Lyceum
» Theater by Charles Frohman, Sept. 6.

THE DUKE OF KILLICRANKIE.
I Duke of Killicrankie Graham BrowneI Henry Pitt-Welby, M. P.

. I Ferdinard Gottschalk■ / .1 Ambrose Hicks Francis Bedford■ I Alexander Macrayne Jock McGraw
■ -f Butler Horton CooperI j Footman Leon Brown■ Mrs. Mulholland Marie TempestI f Countess of Pangbourne Kate Sergeantson
j Lady Henrietta Addison Mary Forbes

Mrs. Macbayne Mercita Esmonde■ j ROSALIND.
j Rosalind Marie Tempest

Dame Quickley Kate Sergeautson
I Charles Roclie Reginald Denny

Marie Tempest was greeted by a large
j audience Labor Day in a double bill, a re-I vival of Captain Marshall's comedy, " TheI Duke of Kilicrankie," which was made fa¬

il miliar to the American public with John
Drew in the part of the young duke who
abducts Lady Henrietta Addison to his an¬
cestral eyrie, Crag-o-North, and there holds
Ler prisoner until she learns to love him

ffl| and consents to become his wife; and, for
. an after piece, Barrie's light comedy,"

Rosalind," in which Maude Adams has ap-
jl peared out of New York, but which is en¬

tirely new to Broadway.
\i In both plays Miss Tempest has congenial
, roles. In the first-named she assumes that

of Mrs. Mulholland, the rich window of a
deceased glue maker, who is lured to Crag-,1 o-North in connivance with her persistent

d admirer. Henry Pitt-Welby, M. P., to act
j as chaperone to Lady Henrietta. In impor-& tance, the role parallels closely that of theI enterprising duke. Miss Tempest shows a

if perfection of detail in her part, which she
originally played in London. Mr. Graham
Browne assumed the part in which Mr.
Drew was seen to advantage. Without Mr.
Drew's strong personality, he is excellent inI the role, blending his work harmoniously

ii] with that of the admirable cast which the
: Frohman offices has assembled to make the
revival a worthy one. The most striking'l portrait in the comedy is that of Pitt-

:.j Welby as played by Mr. Gottschalk, who >«! makes it stand out as distinctly for its
, quaint humor as when he originally.«ap-

. ;|j peared in it with Drew. Miss Forde proved pIinteresting as Lady Henrietta.
, " Rosalind " is a characteristic conceit of v >I Barrie in one act. with a wealth of charm.

;■ { and is particularly well played by Miss
Tempest.

The play opens with two middle-aged
women in a cozy suburban home. One is a
vivacious woman around the forties. A , |,«i young man seeks shelter from the rain.

I and is reluctantly admitted, on a hint from
i the other, by Dame Quickley. The youth I {asdiscovers on the mantel the picture of the >'$■*;I other woman's daughter, Beatrice, an ac-
I tress of considerable renown. It is the |
| picture of the girl he admires beyond every

being, but his deceased sister, lie carries a
miniature of her on his breast. Pie tells the WkS
mother of his devotion to Beatrice. The * afjj1 woman goes aside to weep and then bursts?, *,V;i out in reproach. " I wish you never had
come here," she exclaims. It is Beatrice
herself! This middle-aged woman is t e f

■I actress at home. The youth sustains a rude
$1] shock. Rosalind only laughs at him for his
m infatuation. A telegram comes. It is from
U'i a London manager, urging her to start at

once to play Rosalind in an emergency. In Id a moment the old theatrical blood is aroused ,
in her veins. In another moment she emer-

' j ges from the next room and again the i
gj young and high-spirited Beatrice of the |Wi voting man's dreams. He is all fire and

,

.7 flame, caring little for the obstacles of a?e tHand convention; but Beatrice (or Rosalind)
® is too conscious of the existing barrier. r|£gg|'.v Frolicking like a child she laushs at him, iM and seizing him by the hand she hops
•. n away to work out her destiny as Beatrice, ,

the favorite of the public.
The part is one that fairly tests the

capacity of an actress of versatile moods, kjjsrafirst in that of a comfortably-housed spin-
j stor of small pretensions, t^en of tbe griof j. ifOBof disappointment, and again in the soirit ||fu|j of comedy that hides the true tragedy of1 her soul as she responds jubilantly to her i
j cue with assumed gayety. It is a playlet1 full of charm and admirably played. I*4'

—,

LONDON LIKES " KICK IN "
London (Special).—London has taken

very kindly to the new American " straight
crook " play, " Kick In," which opened at jthe Vaudeville Theater on August 28. T~e i:
London Referee says of the play :

" Kick In " proves as sure and well de-
I served a " cinch " as America has sent us.
i It succeeded right away from curtain-rise, *

without a faltering moment. It is a sue- Jsgjjggcess of well-knit plot, fine, firm nerve-and-
| muscle acting, racy American character,

and rich American talk, given out for all '
it is worth. It has not any startling in-
genuities like 44 On Trial." It is content to I
be just a regulation crook-drama with com-
edy trimmings. But it is genuinely Amer-

] ican through and through, and, acted with ;
! the business-like, swift intensity of this -

entirely admirable American company, it is
thrilling, engrossing in every scene, and
with little touches of phrase, gesture, and ;
character that fascinate at every turn.
Ramsey Wallace as 44 Chick " is the great
arrival—a strong, quiet, square-chinned ac-
tor, altogether of the most agreeable Amer¬
ican type, something between Frank Mills ^..51;
and Holbrook Blinn.

Lelah

MANHATTAN CLOSE, ROCHESTER '
Hochesteb, N. Y. (Special).-—Miss Oza,

Waldrop In the week o£ June 21 gave a1
| very clean-cut and charming interpretation

of Polly, the circus rider in " Polly of the t
Circus," which the Manhattan Players pre- ( ,

l sented at the Lyceum. Mr. Love also gave! some delightful touches to the exacting
1 role of the minister, through whose kindly

aid to the injured circus rider he brings
down upon his ministerial head the oppro¬
brium of the entire community. The circus—«
phase of the play was diverting and inter- „,
esting.

For week June 28, the last but one of,,,*
their third Summer season, the Players are
presenting Edgar Selwyn's " A Country
Boy," which scored so heavily when done
in New York city a few seasons ago.

" Bob " Hogan.

C. Fairchild, Boston
Merceita Esmonde, who has added an indi¬

vidual charm to many Charles Frohman presen¬
tations, lately with Marie Tempest in "The Duke
of Killicrankie" and soon to do the same in the
new Ann Murdock comedy.

White, N. 7.
In spite of many discouragements Ferdinand Gottschalk as Mr. Henry Pitt-Welby, M.P., in"The Duke of Killicrankie," continues to give flattering attention to Marie Tempest, who

plays the highly eligible widow Mrs. Mulholland.
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, Copyrightedy 1915, Chas. Frohman, Inc. F|
j Dame Quickly (Kate Sergeantson) warns the young man (Reginald jDenny) in Barrie's "Rosalind" not to awaken her tenant (MarieTempest) whose rooms he has invaded to dry his coat before con¬

tinuing his walking tour.

| NEIGHBORHOOD'S SEASON
. i Bispham to Give ''Adelaide" in East Side

Theater—Fairy Play for Xmas Time
The Neighborhood Theater, on Grand

Street, which was opened by the Misses
Alice and Irene Lewisohn last February toj express the modern spirit in the art of the

,i theater and experiment with the dramatic
m impulses of the people residing in its Ira-
? j mediate vicinity, is planning a busy season.

I David Bispham and his company will ap¬pear there in the opera " Adelaide," and I
the Olive Mead Quartet and the Yiddish
Folk Song Singers are to be heard. AS Thanksgiving Festival and " Petrouchka."
a fantastic pantomime by Igor Stravinsky,

| will be the offerings of the festival groups.
Early in November a romantic play by

| Violet * Pearn will be presented, and at
Christmas time 11 The Gift of the Fairies " \

j will be performed.
I —

Bradley Studios.
Pauline Merriam, who charmingly plays a leading part in Mrs. Belle

Whitney s "Fashion Show"
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SELWYN ROAD COMPANIES
Selwyn and Company will send on tour

this season three companies of " Twin
Beds" and two of "Under Cover." The
Southern " Twin Beds" company opened
its season in Vineland, N. J., last Thursday
evening with a cast which includes Zaina
Curzon, Louis Alberni, William Nolte. An¬
toinette Rechte, Bess Stafford, Mary Barry
and Wyrley Birch. The Pacific Coast
" Twin Beds" company began its tour in
Stamford, Conn., last Friday night. In
the cast are Juliet Day, Paul Porcasi,
James M. Morrison, Marion Lord, Editha
Maxham, Susanne Morg and William
Weston. The third "Twin Beds" organ¬
ization opened last Monday at the Bronx
Opera House. The personnel includes
Katherine Daly, Auguste Aramini, John
Welch, Clare Weldon, Helene Eddy, Jose
Claflin, and Fred Ozab.

One " Under Cover" company began its
season at Asbury Park last Thursday night.
In the cast are Rockliffe Fellowes, Florence
Malone, Mildred Barrett, Adreinne Bonnell,
Bruce Elmore, Herbert Druce and Ann Pay-
stone. The other " Under Cover " company
gave its first performance in Stamford,
Conn., on Saturday night. In the leading
roles are Paul Stanton, Florence Careenter,
Sylvia Ratcliffe and Margaret Vaughan.

While Ethel Wright was touring in " The
Deadlock" with Edith Wynne Matthison,
she alighted from the train at a small town
and looked around for a conveyance.

"Got any taxicabs here?" she inquired
of the station master.

" Guess you mean ottymobiles."
" Yes, automobiles will do."
" Yes, got 'em, but they aint for hire.

Got a hack, though."
"Well, telephone for it. We must get

up some way. How many does it hold?"
" Four regular, but six if you're well

acquainted."

I NEW CAST FOR "LADY LUXURY"
With an entirely new cast and with a

,number of changes in the book and score, j^ "Lady Luxury." the musical comedy by I|l Rida Johnson Young and William Schroe- |•\3 der, which was seen last season at the fo|I Casino Theater, will begin a tour at fc-
K* Poughkeepsie, on September 24.
m The company will include Florence Ij sj Webber, Forrest Huff. Fritzi von Busing. IArthur Albro, Joseph W. Herbert. GipsyPJ Dale. Eddie Morris, Emily Fitzroy and Sam I'J H. Burton.

| OUT OF "BROTHER MASONS" CAST j
Frank Mclntyre and De Witt Jennings j| have retired from the cast of " Brother i

s Masons," the new farce by Seymour I
Browne and Harry Lewis, which H. H. t.

j Frazee has in preparation. Mr. Mclntyre ,
will be succeeded by either Herbert Cor- k

: thell or Walter Jones, both of whom are [j playing the role of Nicholas King, the r
funny thief in " A Full House," Mr. Jones jbeing in the Western company.

REVIEW OF LONDON SEASON
The London Stage of July 22 contains an

,
u interesting and exhaustive summary of the !'1914-1915 season. One hundred and twoI productions and revivals were staged, ofwhich fourteen were still running on the jabove date.

Represented in the latter list are " Pot¬ash and Perlmutter," with 536 perform- Lances ; " Peg o' My Heart," with 328 ; " The ,Man Who Stayed at Home," with 260; |
"

Quinneys," with 125, and " On Trial," Swith 101 performances.The classification of the productions and K-revivals is as follows :
Shakespeare, 3: Poetic Drama, 2; Ro- R.mantic Drama, 10; Drama, 13; Comedy- &•Drama, 15 ; Comedy, 10 ; Farce, 15 ; Melo-drama, 13 ; Musical Comedy, 13 ; Revue, 4 ; tffOpera, 1; War Plays, 7 ; French and Bel- §gian Plays, 8.

Fourteen plays by American dramatists [T'iare represented in the classification. These rj|iinclude "The Argyle Case," "Excuse Me," jjs]!<<He Didn't Want To Do It," "Marie- WOdile," " Peg o' My Heart," " Potash and mPerlmutter." "On Trial," "Baby Mine," &
" The New Shylock," " Young Wisdom," [yj"Seven Days," "The Joker," "Seven Keys p-j:to Baldpate," and "Three Spoonfuls."

"WHAT HAPPENED" AT QUAKERTOWN
A new play by Guy Bragdon, entitled

j " What Happened," will be produced byI the Shuberts at the Adelphi Theater, Phil- j| adelphia. to-morrow night. The cast in- jI eludes Alma Belwin, Isabel West, Curtis
Cooksey, Erville Anderson, Frank ,T. Woods,
James Manley, Brownie Burke. Leslie M. , ■
Hunt, William A. Evans, W. L. Romaine,
Philip Traube, John Arthur. William
O'Dea, Jay Wilson, and Charles MacDonald. |

MALCOLM WILLIAMS DIVORCED

1 POWELL WITH ELSIE FERGUSON
Elsie Ferguson has begun rehearsals of" Outcast" at the Gaiety Theater. Her

company will be the same as last year with
one or two exceptions. This season DavidPowell will be seen as Geoffrey, the partformerly played by Charles Cherry. Lastyear Mr. Powell appeared in " The Hy¬phen " and " Across the Border."

Miss Ferguson's tour will include theprincipal cities in the East and MiddleWest. After the holidays she will be seenin New York in a new play.

1 Judge Lehman, of the Supreme Court,J has granted an interlocutory decree of di-jj vorce to Minnie Radcliffe Williams from| her husband, Malcolm E. Williams, uponJ statutory grounds. They were married inJ St. Louis in 1898, and have been separated[| for the past nine years.
Miss Williams played leading characterswith Joseph Jefferson, Sol Smith Russell,and Elinore Robson, and lately playedvaudeville in the sketch, " FlashlightCragin," while Mr. Williams appeared inleading roles in " Polly of the Circus,"" Master of the House," and " The Ty¬phoon." During this season he was seenin "The Phantom Rival."
Attorney M. Strassman represented MissWilliams upon the trial, Mr. Williams offer¬ing no defense. The decree will be madefinal in three months.

Those who attended the premiere of the
vaudeville version of " Sumurun" were

given a stranger spectacle than the " word¬
less play." They saw all the critics caged
in one box—and, what is more, apparently
enjoying themselves.

Adeline O'Connor has closed her j
season as leading woman in "The I
Yellow Ticket" and returned to New ;

York. Miss O'Connor followed
Florence Reed at short notice in Bos- p. V
ton and has been most successful in
the leading role.

PREMIERE FOR CLEVELAND
Cleveland, o. (Special). — R. H. Mc¬

Laughlin, manager of the Colonial Theater,has written a play which Comstock and
Gest will produce at the Colonial Aug. 30.
The title of the piece is " The Eternal Mag¬
dalene," and its action takes place in the
home of the head of a citizen s committee
which has brought an evangelist to town
for purposes of reformation.

■■■■■1mmmmm
Photo copyright by Piric Macdonald.
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"BROTHER MASONS" PRODUCED

" Brother Masons " was produced in At¬
lantic City on Aug. 16. The farce, by A.

j Seymour Browne and Harry Lewis, was
produced by H. H. Frazee. Frank Mcln-

I tyre and George Parsons play the brother
Masons, Grace Carlyle and Grace Valentine
portray the wives, Dewitt C. Jennings and
Earle Mitchell are seen as a pair of sleuths
and Maude Eburne is a comedy housemaid.

ymtM :: - mjl» ***

ma' ?1<>

Arthur Row, who has a record of four
Hflpa seasons' engagement under Charles Froh-

man and two seasons with Mrs. Fiske,
played under Mr. Frohman's management

jl with Otis Skinner and Francis "Wilson. He
Pffigl appeared as the Baron Seulberg in " The

Five Frankforters," and during Mr. Mac-
kay's illness assumed the leading role of
Duke Gustavus. Ills engagement this past

gpj season in " Milestones," where he played
^ the young Lord Markhurst, has brought

S WBL him many press commendations. The San
K Francisco Chronicle, commenting on his

HRh performance, stated: " Arthur Row gives
■ 4 a splendid impersonation of the sophisti-
L i cated Lord Markhurst." and the San Jose
m Morning Herald said : " Arthur Row gives
In a fine characterization."
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COAST COMPANY OF "PAIR OF SIXES"
The Pacific Coast company of " A Pairof Sixes," under the acting management ofHarry Jackson, opened at Watertown, N. Y.,Aug. 23. The company, which is en routeto Winnipeg and the Northwest, is headedby George B. Leffingwell and Oscar Figman.

imsFF'A Mmms-urn
TO FEATURE MARILYNN MILLER

The Shuberts announce that, after the
passing of " The Passing Show of 1915,"
next May, they will immediately produce a
tiny little comedy with tiny little Marilynn

i Miiler as the featured player. ' The little
comedy will be one of the Summer offer-

j ings of the season of 1916-17, at one of the
< smaller Shubert theaters.

COAST "ON TRIAL" COMPANY
A special Pacific Coast company will

present " On Trial," opening its tour in
Des Moines on Monday.

The organization numbers Pauline Lord,Charles Riegel, Clyde North, Grace Peters,
Frank Camnbelle, Douglas J. Wood, HalMordaunt and Virginia Irwin.

HBK '

"THE GIRL FROM UTAH" RETURNS
Julia Sanderson, Donald Brian, and

Joseph Cawthorne in " The Girl from Utah,"
returned to the Knickerbocker Theater last
Monday night for an engagement of three
weeks, preliminary to a tour of the princi¬
pal cities not reached last season.

Among the new faces in the cast are Al¬
fred De Manby of Daly's Theater, London,
who is playing his original part of Lord
Amersham, and Eleanor Henry, who has

i come over to reassume her role of Dora
1 Manners.

Three new songs have been added, " Molly
Dear, It's You I'm After," " If I Can't Be
Captain I Don't Want to Play," and
" Grown Up Children."

" COME UNTO ME," FIRST TIME
Soranton, Pa. (Special).—Academy: "Come

Unto Me." Ausrustin Glassmire's new play, had
H its premiere here week Dec. 20 to large and
j enthusiastic audiences. Mr. Glassmire has
f; written a strong: and heart-jrrippinq: play, in
f! which there are more tears than smiles, and his

I work stamps him as an author of rare ability.
H The story deals with the misfortunes of the

Shuman family in a large city. Ill fortune seems

•V j to pursue the family at every turn. First. Min-
.

, nie. one of the daughters, elopes with a man.
j without the blessing of the church. The shame
and disgrace overcomes the husband and father.

■ and he threatens to kill himself. The mother
and son are nigh unto death in another room.

J Irma. the other daughter, is about to sacrifice
' j herself, so that her little brother may be saved
J and happier days come to the family. After the

sacrifice, the daughter returns home, only to find
[<ij that her mother and brother are dead. Thenf j Minnie returns home, and her father is about
-fl to turn her out. when Irma intervenes, and tells
• him that if Minnie goes, she. too, must go. as
9 she is equally guilty. The father next kills

I Irma's seducer. When it seemed that the limitof misfortunes had been reached. Ralph Vin¬
cent. Irma's lover, returns from Europe. This
is followed by a confession and a divine forgive¬
ness. The play has a prologue and an epilogue,
both of which were given by Edna Archer
Crawford. The part of Irma, one of the daugh¬
ters. written for Mae Desmond, is one of the
most difficult she has ever essayed in this city,
for it runs the gamut of emotion from budding
love to black despair, yet she measured up to
the full requirements of the part, and again
demonstrated that she is an emotional actress
of exceptional ability. A finer piece of acting
has seldom been seen here than the portrayal of
the part of the husband and father by Arthur
Buchanan. It is by far the best thing he has
ever done here, and he shared first honors with
Mae Desmond. Selmer Jackson, as Ralph Yin-
cent. handled the part in a masterly manner,
while Stewart E. Wilson, as Fred. Graef. gave
a finished character study. Charles L. Ste¬
vens. as John Sanderson, gave a powerful por¬
trayal of the role. Others who ably assisted
in making the play a brilliant success were:
Kerwin Wilkinson. Hazel Miller. Josephine Em¬
ery, Morton L. Stevens. Master Willie Wheeler.
Tony Hodges, and John Roberts. Too much
praise cannot be given to Augustin Glassmire.
the author of the play and director of the com¬
pany. for the faultless manner in which the
play was staged and the smoothness with which
the actors went through with their parts.
" When London Sleeps " week Dec. 27.

C. B. Derman.

PLAYS, 1,116: ACCEPTED, 29
Los Angeles, Cal. (Special).—A quarterly

report of the Morosco Play-Reading Bureau, re¬
cently issued, shows that out of 1,116 received
and read, 29 were accepted. Mathematically,
out of every 100 plays a man or woman writes,
two and six-tenths of a play is the result of
acceptance. The plays of Eastern playwrights
which were lucky are:

" The Frame-Up," by Leroy Clemmens. Massa¬
chusetts.

" The Night Blooming Cereus," by Mrs. How¬
ard Forbes, Massachusetts.

" Bell Jones's Claim," by Frank Dare, New
York. ■

" Mrs. Skeffington," by Anita d'Este-Scott and
Cosmo Hamilton. New York.

" And Now Mother Wants to Vote." by
Thomas W. Wharnley. Brooklyn.

" Crooked Paths," by Francis W. Van Praag.
New York.

" Waste Paper," by Francis Medhurst, New
York.

" Leave It to Me," by John Merker. New
York.

To this list is added a number of plays whose
authors are not yet announced, including

" Other Men's Sisters." " The Eurasian," " I
Like Your Name," " The Bond," " Forty Years
Young." " Mother-in-Law," " A Daughter of
the Dawn," " Treasure Island," "On a Bet,"
" The Incendiary," " Circe." and an unnamed
play by Cecil Owen and C. W. Ball.
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Elsie Lowe, New York City.—1. "The

Ware Case," now playing at the Maxine'
s>n

El

Elliott Theater, New r*1 f ^o-
, duced in London undei -.

Carl Van Vechten is a newspaper man. 3.
Before playing in " Katinka," Samuel Ash
was with " The Fashion Show" company.

i PonnMI,-, " flln- H A r> j ~ bj
T. B., Florida.—" The Wolf" was pro¬

duced In New York City at the Bijou Thea¬
ter, April 18, 1908, with the following cast:
William Courtenay, Thomas Findlay, Ida
Conquest, Sheridan Black, Walter Hale, and
George Probert.

Cincinnati Readek.—Marie Doro will
join the Lasky Film Company after com¬
pleting the film version of " Diplomacy "
with the Famous Players Film Company.
William Elliott is now in the city rehearsing
for a new play which will be produced soon.

"OUR CHILDREN"
Comedy-Drama in Three Acts by Louis K.

Anspacher. Staged by T. Daniel Frawley
and the Author. Produced by George
Mooser in Association with the Mar-
bury-Comstock Company at Maxine K.1-
liot's Theater, Sept. 10.

Willvbald Enirel Emmett Corrlsan
Theodore, his son Ralph Morgan
Hertha, his daughter §rrIShL?i; A»rVen^ I^Snnhv the maid Elizabeth Aanens I
Anastasius Scheible AlbAmvBDem?isRosie, his niece

t RHIoSpencer Hutton, a banker Arthur Lewis
Harriet, his daughter .... • • • • A™a icu
Vaughan Leland, a broker from Boston.^
Richard Hell,nan, foreman in Enger^factory. ^
Carter, Engel's confidential man . . . John McKee

Act I.—A dining-room in Willybald Engel's
new Home. October. Act II.—The same. Two
years later. Act iii.—Combination living room
and shoe shop of Willy. Two years later. The
Place.—City of Lynn, Mass.

The author must be credited with a good
deal of moral courage to hark back to
1873 for the model of a play to be exhibited
on Broadway in 1915. In that year
of the most successful of German comedj
writers, L'Arronge (his name in common
life I believe was Arhends) produced with
marked success " Mein Leopold, in which
a self-made, self-educated shoemaker, who
attains to considerable wealth and becomes
the owner of a large factory, backs his son
with his last cent and finds himself at
last occupying a little dormer chamber
where he mends boots for a living.

The theme is one of simple son-worship
with the contrasting condition of a neg¬
lected elder sister who is turned out of
the house because she loves the young
foreman of her father's factory, who repays
the old man's hardness to him in adversity
with the redemption of his idolized son
and a comfortable home. Harry Corson
Clark made a specialty of it under the title
of " His Son," and others, too, played it
in English and German.

.Now, no odium attaches to Mr. Anspacher
in the premises, for he distinctly states in
an explanatory note on the programme
that he is indebted for the story of Mein
Leopold," and he is entitled to credit for
a thoroughly modern version with sundry
variations from the original which still
render the rather jaded theme interesting.
He has succeeded in preserving consistently
the atmosphere of the play by making the
principal character, that of Willybald
Engel, admirably played by Emmett Cor-
rigan, a German-American, and adding a
rather successfully drawn counterpart in
the person of Willybald s contentious
friend, Anastasius Scheible, cleverly inter¬
preted by Albert Bruning.

Other divergencies from the play or
LArronge have been made in a reverent
spirit and with a practical eye to modern
conditions. Unfortunately there invariably
clings to a good work of the past some
fragment of its period, if only in spirit,
and there is also a continually active
evolution in our point of view, which gives
us an intuitive hint of the origin of a
work for the stage; and this is not absent
from •' Our Children," adroit as the au¬
thor has been in covering his trail. it
falls under the glaring light of modern
cynicism and levity, and though the story
is told in the guise of comedy, it is after
all serious drama.

Mr Corrigan's finished work as Engel is
in some respects exceptionally good, yet
lacking in the note of pathos which War-
field could have imparted to the role to the
advantage of the whole. Christine Nor¬
man gives a charming performance in the
part of Hertha, the spinster sister with
emphasis on the tenderness which she dis¬
plays toward her father and the devotion
to him in his distress. Ralph Morgan
as the son is interesting; an excellent char-
acterizatiori of the German housemaid goes
to the credit of Elizabeth Aariens, and
Arthur Lewis distinguished himself in the
part of a benevolent banker. As the young
foreman who becomes Engel s son-in-law,
Alphonz Ethier is very good, and Alma
Tell made a favorable impression in the
small but telling part of the bankers
daughter who has an affair with the son.
Miss Dennis acceptably fills the role of
Rosie. Theodore's youthful flame. lhe
play is artistically staged.

(.earing under Hi direction o_f Edyagg 1
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LAURA GUERITE.
WIio hns scored as one of tlie biggest star liits in vaudeville this season. Herart, exquisite figure and beautiful gowns are well worth seeing.op" ?•••••' .. '• —; ■ i-i- : —
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 13, 1915.
Matinees Tuesdays and Saturdays.

WILLIAM ELLIOTT

A NEW PLAY

By KATHERINE BROWNING MILLER and ALLENA KANKA

Cast of Characters,

MILTON SILLS

GLADYS WYNNE

.MASTER MAC MACOMBER

ROLAND RUSHTON

MARY ELIZABETH FORBES

MANTON MARBLE

THOMAS GUNN
. , MATTIE FERGUSON
., ERNEST TRUEX

CHARLES J. DAVIS
F. GAILLARD

ELEANOR STONE
AGNES FRAME

WILLIAM LIVINGSTON .

GERTRUDE LIVINGSTON

BILLY LIVINGSTON

DOBBS

FLORENCE HALL

MINER

£ TRUANT OFFICER

; MRS. DUTTON
* PUFFY DUTTON
*

DAVE WILSON

Z GIUSEPPE COMPOLO .

'

MRS. DOOLITTLE ....

♦ DOROTHY DOOLITTLE

ACT I.
11 A. M. A Room in a Small Apartment in a Poor Quarter of the

City of New York.

ACT n.
The Afternoon of the Same Day. The Outer Office of

Judge Livingston's Court.

ACT HI.
The Juvenile Court of New York City.

ACT IV.
Same as Act I. Late Sunset. Same Day.

MISS MABEL WILBER,
Now Finishing a Successful Season as £

of the Park Theater (Opera) Stock
Co., St. Louis, Mo.

White, N.
Billy Livingston (Master Mac Macomber) grehis mother (Gladys Wynne) in "Just Boyslo encok

snoe toe-

THE DRAMA MICROBE
by Stuart Walk

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR WILLIAM ELLIOTT.
. . . General Manager y
Press Representative *j

Myron B. Rice
James Pooton

ARLEEN HACKETT
in " The Hawk," playing the part of the Ameri-
rl and being understudy to Miss Julie Opp.

Vv —

j^v % MP ' '

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 11, 1915.
Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.
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THE SHUBERT THEATRICAL COMPANY

PRESENT

THE BARGAIN
A DRAMA IN FOUR ACTS

By HERMAN SCHEFFAUER.

Staged by Byron Ongley.
spall)

Characters.

(In the Order of their Appearance)

DOROTHY DONNELLY

. . FORREST WINANT

. JOSEPHINE VICTOR

LOUIS CALVERT

sarah lusskin

sam lusskin . .

rebecca lusskin

simon lusskin . . Sarah Truax among the clouds in Glacier National Park
eugene o'brien

charles mather

. blanche burns

john flood

1 JLC4.1. JH Jfc leonard scribner
> a young man

Every salesmj; a little girl
every office!; louis scribner

man. l-'t* Synopsis of Scenes.
is schcd: act i.

k living room of the lusskin home. evening.custq. ACX
rira interior of simon lusskin's pawn shop. same evening.'

act III.
{. same as act i. the next morning.
x act IV. *

,... y} same as act i. three months later.' | place—jewish quarter in the east side of new york.
StOrC tie! time—the present.

Photos
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Manager
Stage Manager
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"HIT-THE-TRAIL HOLLIDAY "
'An American Farce by George M. Cohan, I

Suggested by George Middleton and Guv I
Bolton. Presented by Cohan and Harris
at the Astor Theater Sept. 13.

SiS7 J?°i1Id&y,^ Fred Niblo
r> n' Holden Grant Stewart IRex Granger Clifford Dempsey
Dean Granger Purnell B. Pratt

Jnyso5 i, John D- O'Hara IV£}et, Crandall Edgar Halstead I
Qol J°seph Allen |Stailings Frederick Maynard I

Curtis Horace James
*t> * 'rr* * ^ Harold Grau(George B. Hendricks C. R. McKinney

f™1™ Ernest Lynd
"wki Al. GilmoreM'th Holden Katherine LaSalle

I Anno Temple Lorena Atwood
't * * 'rnV ' V •%•••••••••.•••• Laura BennettTTmfl »~~Ah? barber shop in "The American™'se- Act II.—The minister's house. The

■?. mi da7' Act I||«—Jayson's private office in
4 JF ttt Amcencan Hpuse." The following day.Act IY. Same as Act II. Two weeks later.

I knew that sooner or later some writer
with an eye to novelty would hit the trail
of Evangelist Billy Sunday and put nim
on the stage. In his latest ottering George
Cohan has dramatized Sunday and called
him Holiiday, and he has found a brilliant
exponent of the role in brother-in-law Fred
Niblo.

The actor, who has not been seen on
Broadway in a number of years, received a I
flattering ovation on his entrance, lie nas
been playing the George Cohan roles in I
Australia, and reports say he has been the
beau ideal of the smart stage American in I
the eyes of the Antipodeans. He vindicated
his reputation Monday evening before a se- I
lect Cohan audience here at home, and
both author and actor have cause for self-
congratulation.

The comedy shows the process by which
i a $100-a-week barkeeper, imported specially
from New York, is transformed into a tem¬
perance Orator and turns the little town of
Johnsburg, somewhere in New England,
from a Sleepy Hollow into a bustling com¬
munity, himself marrying the daughter of
the rector of the Johnsburg church as a
fitting climax to a chain of circumstances
of a highly paradoxical character.

The inevitable conflict of interests devel¬
ops early between the quiet, gentlemanly
barkeeper and Rex Granger, 44 the richest
man in Johnsburg," or rather, the latter's 1
boisterous and bullying son, Dean. The k
Grangers own the brewery in the town, and t
resent the fact that Jayson, the proprietor,
of the American House, an inoffensive old
fogy, refuses to tolerate a barroom on his
premises. They are about to open a rival
hotel, and import a selected staff of New t
York experts, including Billy Holiiday.

; Dean and Holiiday have a clash in t£e bar¬
ber shop of the hotel, neither knowing the |i
other's identity. The manicure lady in the
barber shop is Edith Holden, the daughter ,

of the rector. She is manicuring Billy's
aristocratic nails when Dean tries to usurp
his place. From that time on the two men
are enemies.

Granger tries to prevent a temperance
meeting in the hall which he owns, and it
is Billy's antipathy to the Grangers that .
prompts him to take over the lease and
make a speech, largely in baseball language,
which makes him famous in a night. He is
overwhelmed with offers to lecture and
write, as soon as the New York papers f
print his picture and report his unique
speech, and by the temperance crusade
which he inaugurates he all but drives the
Grangers to the wall financially.

Jayson has invented a drink called
44 nearly beer," which has fostened a pining
existence until Holiiday places the stamp
of his approval on the beverage, when offers
pour in for State and local selling rights
from all sections of the East, and Jayson
becomes a rich man. The Grangers finally
realize that they are whipped. They offer
to go into partnership with Jayson for the

' manufacture of his 44 nearly beer," and Hol¬
iiday arranges to have the brewery turned
into a bottling works of the famous tem¬
perance brand, while he marries Edith and
starts on his new career of a temperance
exhorter, with bookings for two years
ahead.

The farce offers opportunity for local
color and the introduction of sundry
suburban characters, who round out an en¬
tertaining performance. Two of these are
particularly well drawn and played. One,
that of the local expressman, Jed Cusick,
played with a remarkable touch of unique

. comedy by Joseph Allen, and the other that
of Dean Granger, a type of a rich man's

j son in a village which looks upon his bully-
I ing ways with awed deference until the
!: conceit is taken out of him by the quiet but
| resourceful reader of character graduated

j from one of the first-class bars of a Broad¬
way hotel. Jayson, the harmless old hotel-

J keeper, too, is a characteristic individual
! as played by.Mr. O'Hara, and other types

cleverly interpreted are the chief of the
local police, Crandall, by Edgar Halstead ;
the rector, by Grant Stewart; Curtis, a
barber, by Horace James, and Mrs. Temple,
a society temperance woman, by Lorena
Atwood. The 'heroine, Edith, is portraved
with a great deal of charm by Katherine

. LaSalle, and the colored maid Anna is
well individualized by Laura Bennett. The
chief honors, however, go to Mr. Niblo as .

the suave and gentlemanly Broadway mixed-'
drink expert.

The first act presents a realistic interior
of a village barber shop. The author's skill
is evidenced in his discreet use of local
color. Nothing is overdrawn. The charac¬
ters, though unconventional, are not exag¬
gerated, and all suggestion of pastoral ex¬
travagance is happily avoided. The most
conventional feature of the performance is
the ending. Jayson's 44 nearly beer " should
have turned out to be real beer, to give the
story the satirical ending that it obviously
calls for. At that, the farce is not wholly
a concession to the cause of prohibition.
In his despair at memorizing a speech of
3.000 words to be delivered at a Young
Men's Christian Association meeting, Holii¬
day seeks the inspiration of a flask of devil
water in an unexpected climax of the third
act.

Photo by While.

matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:15,

COHAN & HARRIS Present
GEO. M. COHAN'S

American Farce,

(Suggested by George Middleton and Guy Bolton)
—WITH—

The Cast.
Billy Holiiday, of New York
Rev. T. B. Holden, Rector of the Johnsburg ChurchRex Granger, the richest man in Johnsburg. . . .Dean Granger, his son.
Burr Jayson, proprietor of "The American House'Chief Crandall, head of the police department. .

Jed Cusick, the local expressman
Sam Stallings, the head barber
Joe Curtis, his assistant
Pete, the boy about the place
George B. Hendricks, the moving picture man
Smith, a workman at the brewery
Jones, another workman
Edith Holden, the Minister's daughter
Mrs. Temple, a Johnsburg widow
Anna, a colored maid

.. Fred Niblo
Grant Stewart

Clifford Dempsey
.Purnell B. Pratt
.John D. O'Hara
.Edgar Halstead
... .Joseph Allen

Frederick Maynard
Horace James

Harold Grau
. . .C. R. McKinney

Ernest Lynd
Al Gilmore

.Katherine LaSalle
. . .Lorena Atwood

. . . Laura Bennett

White, x. Y.
as Ivan Dimitri
a way

White. N. Y.
Mrs. Fred Niblo, (Jo¬
sephine Cohan), sister
of George M. Cohan, in
the comfortable envir¬
onment of home.

ACT I.—The Barber Shop in "The American House."
ACT II.—The Minister's House. The next day.
ACT III.—Jayson's Private Office in "The American House.'The following day.

ACT IV.—Same as Act II. Two weeks later.
The play is laid in the town of Johnsburg, somewhere in New England

White. N. Y.

Beatrice von Bruner who
sailed recently to appear in
the leading role in the Lon¬
don production of "Tonight's
the Night."
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Fred Niblo as Billy Holliday, the bartender-evan¬
gelist in "Hit-the-Trail Holliday," receives the
startling information that the hall in which he is
to speak is packed to suffocation. Mrs. Temple, a
suffragist (Lorena Atwood), has come in to con¬

gratulate him on his success
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White. N. Y.Katherine La Salle as Edith Holden in "Hit-the-Trail Holliday"proves a most efficient assistant to Fred Niblo who plays the part
of Billy Holliday, the bartender-reformer.
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FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
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JAMES MORRISON

TULLY MARSHALL.
s registered another great success in "The Talker," a play by Marion

FLORENCE E. MOOREROBERT EMMETT KEANE
The American Englishman iF.'oiii Ici L to ngnr: /Catherine l_a Salle as E.dith Holden, hred Niblo, John

D. O'Hara as Burr Jayson, Joseph Allen, Grant Stewart as the Rev. T. B.
Holden, and Loren.a Atwood a.° Mrs. Temple

I

J
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ASK an actor why he chose his particular profes¬sion, and nine times out of ten he will reply
that he merely pursued an irresistible longing

which had possessed him from infancy. With actresses
it is sometimes different, and necessity, rather than
artistic impulse, has caused more than one to try for
a career.

I met an actor the other day, however, who did not
offer the usual explanation, " It was the dream of my
life," in answer to my query, " How did you happen
to go on the stage ? "

" ' Happened' is the answer," said Mr. John
Charles Thomas, who at the finish of his first song on
the opening night of " The Peasant Girl" had scored
one of the biggest hits of recent years. Mr. Thomas
is now at the Winter Garden, where his beautiful
baritone voice is charming all who hear it, although
he is not so advantageously placed as in " The Peasant
Girl," His first song, which is of the popular variety,
comes too early after the curtain rises, and the second
one is rather too ambitious in composition to be heard
seriously in such a form of entertainment.

Mr. Thomas is young, only twenty-five, handsome,
and hard-working, and he means to try to make a
name for himself on the stage. But—he happened to
become an actor, and this is how he did it. He tossed
a penny into the air, and when it fell his fate was
decided, for on the waywardness of that copper coin
depended the future of John Charles Thomas in one
of three professions, as a minister, a surgeon or an
opera singer.

Mr. Thomas was reared in the religious atmosphere
of a minister of the Gospel, with the church not far
from home. His father, the Reverend Thomas, con¬
tinues to fill the pulpit of a Methodist Church in
Baltimore, the city where his son chose his career
with a penny.

Such a wild idea as becoming an actor had never
entered the head of ambitious John Charles until
someone insisted that he had a voice of unusual
promise and advised him to try for the scholarship
at the Peabody Conservatory of Music in Baltimore.
Now, Thomas had begun his day dreams with the
picture of himself as a young minister eloquent in
his efforts at saving souls. Later he began to take
an interest in medicine, surgery particularly. To look
at him with his blond, wavy hair and the smile of
a born comedian, for his mouth turns up at the
corners in the most original fashion, one would never,
never suspect that to cut people up and then make
them well again could ever appeal to such a merry-
faced youth. But you never can tell. Right now he
says he would have been just as well satisfied if the
tossed penny had fallen on a surgeon's future.

He had graduated from Carlisle and had been
offered a scholarship at Colgate University. He had
previously matriculated in medicine. But he tried at
once for the Peabody scholarship and came out second.
Undeterred, he studied at Peabody for one year and
won the scholarship at the next trial. His idea was
to become a concert singer, going into grand opera
later on. During the fourth and last year of his
scholarship he began to wonder about securing en¬
gagements on the concert stage.

" I conceived the brilliant idea," said Mr. Thomas,
" of coming to New York and offering managers an
original proposal of the advantages in engaging a
singer from Baltimore for their Southern tour. I
reasoned that the saving in my salary and in railroad
fare would be an inducement to them. Can you
imagine anything so idiotic? It didn't take long
after reaching Broadway to learn that my plan would
be considered laughable, for managers tequired per¬
sons with the New York stamp of success.

" My next step was to sing for Colonel Savage.
He gave me the role of Passion in ' Everywoman'
and so I started my stage career. Later I joined the
Winter Garden production of 1913 and then went out
with De Wolf Hopper, singing the baritone roles in
the Gilbert and Sullivan operas. Last Summer I
spent in ' musical stock' in Newark, where I gained
much in the way of experience."

Mr. Thomas will remain with the Winter Garden
until " The Peasant Girl " resumes its performances in
the Fall, when he expects to again fill his original
role. Trentini, too, will return to the cast to fulfill
her annual twenty weeks' engagement.

" You will be featured, of course? " X asked.
" I'd rather not," he answered, much to my sur¬

prise. " What's the use? I don't think it helps a
^reat deal to see your name featured. If people are
going to like my work they won't have to read my
name in big letters to do so. I don't care to advance
by publicity."

I asked Mr. Thomas his sensations on the open¬
ing night of " The Peasant Girl," and he said that no
one was more surprised than himself by his reception.

" So many things can happen, little, insignificant
things," he said, " to make one fail or succeed at a

first performance. Accident plays a great hand in the
result. That is one reason why players are so nervous.

They never can forsee the unknown. And a first
night audience can turn down its thumbs just as
quickly as it can turn them up. To tell the truth,
when the curtain went up on ' The Peasant Girl' that
night I dreaded the ordeal, for I had been suffering
from a sore throat and at the last moment was obliged
to send for a doctor who could place an artificial
membrane in my throat so that I could get through
the performance. To get through was all I asked.
Because of this membrane I was obliged to sing very
carefully, and I suppose that very fact helped me to
success."

So many people have wished to know if John
Charles Thomas is this young man's real name. It is.

" Such a name! " he said, with a laugh. " I have
had so much trouble with it. Like a puzzle I have
changed it around in every conceivable combination.
It has been John C. Thomas, J. Charles Thomas and
J. C. Thomas. During an engagement in Canada,
however, I settled the question. A laundry boy burst

i «

into laughter when I gave my name as John Thomas.
'

AW, you quit spoofing,' he said, ' what kind of a
name is that?' So I then began using all three
names. Even now some people imagine that I have
still a family name concealed somewhere."

It is very amusing to hear actors from the legiti¬
mate, now recruits in the moving picture world, tell
their experiences. The novelty of the new field of
work is a continual delight to those who have been
accustomed to the routine of the stage. I think larger
salaries are at first responsible for the great gathering
from the big clans of the regulars, but there is no
doubt that the continual excitement and variety of
plays and settings do much to retain the newcomers
once they have taken the plunge and have decided that
pictures are not the awful blot on dramatic art that
some managers used to say they were. The manager
or actor who at present is not connected in some way
with the pictures is looked upon as a curiosity.

I greeted Dustin Farnum on Broadway last week.
He was looking very much the Westerner with a
New York polish.

" Just got back from the Coast," he remarked
cheerfully with not a word of pining for the Great
White Way. " It's great out there."

Mr. Farnum comes to New York for two or three
days and then goes West again. Really, the journey
between Los Angeles and Manhattan is taken so often
by our players that they talk about running out to
the Coast as if they were going to Coney Island. And,
strange to say, none of them seems to get homesick,

Wright and Co., Detroit, Mich.
JOHN CHARLES THOMAS.

Who, in "The Passing Show of 1915," Has Duplicatedthe Success He Won in " The Peasant Girl."

as in the old days, when to leave New York for Wash¬
ington and Philadelphia was considered a dreadful
ordeal.

" You ought to see my California sweetheart," saidFarnum enthusiastically. " I never saw anybody like
her. She adores me and made quite a fuss when I
left, although I promised her I was coming right
back."

Before completely recovering from his audacious
revelation, he relieved my suspense.

" She's a wonder," he added, " ninety-seven years
old—an Indian squaw. She says she's adopted me.
Nothing like her was ever seen on Broadway."

Emily Stevens, the well-known, young leading
woman, cousin of Mrs. Fiske, says that she has found
that legitimate, well-trained actors do better when
they cast aside some of the precepts in the art of
acting which have with so much effort been instilled
by stage managers. " The more natural you are the
better," said Miss Stevens. " Very often people who
have never been on the stage before make the best
pictures. They don't have to stop and think how they
would do if they were playing in a regular theater.

Miss Stevens recently was filmed for " Cora." In
one scene in which she appears as a prima donna,
she was supposed to sing a brilliant aria.

" But I can't do that," she protested. " I couldn't
sing an aria, if my life depended upon it.'

" Sing anything you feel like, then," said the direc¬
tor, " the public won't know the difference."

" And so I sang, ' I Want Sympathysaid Miss
Stevens, " for that was the way I felt."

Marie B. Schbader.

Segal.—Miss Vivienne Segal, who has attracted
unusual attention in " The Blue Paradise," is aPhiladelphia girl and just eighteen years old. MissSegal studied vocal music under Mrs. Phillips-Jenkins,of Philadelphia, and appeared in amateur perform¬
ances given by the Philadelphia Operatic Society.Miss Segal made her appearance in " The BlueParadise" after but four days' rehearsal, followingthe sudden illness of Mile. Chapine.

THE LAMBS TO ENLARGE CLUBHOUSE
The Lambs are in need of more pasture. Their

present clubhouse is far too restricted for their grow¬
ing membership. They have, therefore, added the site
now occupied by two private dwelling houses, adjoin¬
ing their present clubhouse, which is located at 128-
130 West Forty-fourth Street. Through M. Morgen-
thau Jr. Company, the Lambs have secured $300,000
from the Dime Savings Bank, of Brooklyn, to finance
the erection of the new building. The Lambs have
borrowed the money for five years at five per cent,
interest with the understanding that it will be re¬
duced by yearly payments.

The present house was built only ten years ago,
and was considered amply large at that time for all
possible future needs.

The new club which will be six stories in height
and similar in design to the original structure, has
been designed by George Albree Freeman. The cost
has been estimated at $250,000. The structure will
be built by Brown Bros., Inc. The plans provide for
a new kitchen and servants' quarters in the basement.
On the ground floor the office, reception room, cafg,
ballroom and lounging-room will be enlarged. The
second and third floor will contain a miniature thea¬
ter. A library will occupy the front of the second
floor and the upper floors will be used for living
quarters.

The Lambs became an organization at Yule-tide
in 1874, when George H. McLean gave a supper at
Delmonico's, then at Fourteenth Street and Fifth
Avenue, at which Henry J. Montague, Harry Beckett,
Arthur Wallack and Edward Arnett were guests. At
Mr. Montague's suggestion the name " The Lambs"
was chosen, this being the name of the London or¬

ganization founded there in 1869 by John Hare.
Delmonico's was the first home of the New York

Lambs. In 1875 the Fold was at the Maison Dor€e,
later the Morton House, which has been replaced by
a modern loft building. In the fall of the same year
the Union Square Hotel was made the headquarters
and a year later there was a migration to 848 Broad¬
way. In 1877 and 1878, 19 East Sixteenth Street was
chosen for the gatherings which had already become
famous, and from 1880 to 1892 the Lambs waxed
fat at No. 34 West Twenty-ninth Street. Still seek¬
ing pastures new, the Flock ambled in 1893 to 26
West Thirty-first Street. The next moving day fell
in 1897 and the new fold was at 70 West Thirty-
sixth Street. Here the Flock so thrived that another
migration was necessary and on Sept. 1, 1905, the
club entered the present fold.

Henry J. Montague was the first Shepherd of the
club. He was succeeded by J. Lester Wallack, who
occupied this post from 1878 to 1888, with the excep¬
tion of some intervening years, when it was occupied
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by Harry Beckett and William J. Florence. Since
then the post has been filled by Hon. John R. Brady,
Edmund H. Holland, Clay M. Greene, Thomas B.
Clarke, De Wolf Hopper, Winton Lackaye, Augustus
Thomas. Joseph R. Grismer and William Courtleigh.

The club hopes to make use of its enlarged quarters
by the beginning of the next theatrical season. The
Lambs now have a membership of over 1,000. Of
these more than two-thirds are professionals, and
about 300 of the members are non-professionals.
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TO SAY, " I am going to the Winter Garden,"has such a pleasant sound of snow and ice on
a night when the thermometer is wending its

. way along some never-so-warm-before region. And
1 once seated in a comfortable, linen-covered chair,before which hangs a little glass ash-receiver, whiledozens of electric fans throughout the house keep^ busy humming, a feeling of gratitude is bound to steal

over you for the thoughtfulness of the management,
x It doesn't matter in the least that business is busi-

ness, and it is a matter of business with them to seethat you keep cool while the performance is going on.gsj You're glad you are cool. And, if you are a woman,'p. and have no understanding of the joys of smoking,% you look enviously at the men and wonder why theyjif seem so happy because they have the privilege ofdepositing ashes from time to time in the little glassjars.
The Winter Garden wouldn't be the delight it seemsto be to the males without their cigars and cigarettes.And no matter how alluring the narrow path prome-

. i nades, the smokes come first by way of genuine satis¬faction. The Shuberts do not try to cool their patronsby means of suggestion. There are no huere calces of
I ice in which gracefuly repose pink
■\ roses just inside the entrance
3 doors, for it has been proved that
| once out of sight of the ice theJ temperature was just as warm as

I though one had never gazed imag-I inatively upon the American's first
j aid to the staff of life.

Once the curtain rises, however,J the social position of the mercuryj counts for little, for there is so

j much to distract and interest. ForI the life of me, 1 couldn't say what
i it was all about. Really, that is

.; such an unnecessary thing to know.
When I tell you that George Mon¬
roe still walks with a billowy
swell, which he illustrates prac-

1 tically when he removes his cor¬
sets, and still talks with that irre¬
sistible intonation which makes
people laugh whether they want
to or not, you will have ample
reason for going to the Winter
Garden. Then there is John
Charles Thomas, as Youth, follow¬
ing blondly in William Elliott's
and Richard Barbee's trail throughthe Gay White Way. There is,

; also, a trio of dancers, anyone of: whom might cause the others
pangs because of a division in
popularity. There is Madame Maria
Baldina, not forgetting Theodor

j Kosloff and Alexis Kosloff- each an

| artist in his work, and Marilynn Miller and Franceb
. Pritchard. For those who love dancing—and what

New Yorker does not?—the Winter Garden offers a

generous entertainment. Madame Baldina is expert-
ness and grace and ease, while Misses Miller and
Pritchard are like nymphs of the Springtime who ,

come out on the green to welcome the May—only it
is July. Little Miss Miller is a dainty merry sprite
who would love to throw dust in the eyes of mortals
just for the pleasure of seeing them try to get it out,
while Miss Pritchard might be the dainty fairy presid¬
ing over fragrant, flower dells, aiding Cupid in his (matches. There is something about this young girl
which is poetic. The turn of her head and the wave
of her arms are unlike those of any other dancer we
have admired since the craze assailed us.

The Howard Brothers are there in full force, and
they certainly earn their salaries, for they never stop
working. I haven't made up my mind yet which per¬
sonage Willie Howard wants us to believe him,
whether Fred Stone, Charlie Chaplin or David Belasco.
He is one of those iridescent personalities that can
easily play the chameleon.

As to the music, I can best describe it by quoting
a bit of dialogue, "Is that a piece of music?" asks
someone of George Monroe, who is nervously unrolling
a manuscript supposed to be the " Song of Songs."" No," replies Monroe, ' this is a popular song."

The songs in the new production won't stick in
your brain five minutes after they are sung. There
is one which rather surprised the audience, because of
its sentiment, although it did not arouse any great
degree of enthusiasm and seemed utterly out of place
in such a performance, one sung by the Howards,M which tells that " We want a big Navy and a big
Army, too."

I must say that the audience did not appear to•A want to think about so blood-suggesting a subject
when it preferred the air filled with dainty femininityMinsome sort of nonsense and scanty drapings. There

is a time and a place for everything and it seems to
me that the Winter Garden is not the right place in
which to issue a call to arms for future defense.
Most people who go there want to forget about the
war; they want to be amused, entertained, and are

I glad of a chance to leave the squabbles of politicians
outside. Besides, lots of people in this country don't
believe in raising their boys to be soldiers, you know.I Frances Demarest gets prettier every year. In onej act she wears a delicate pink dress with ostrich1 feather head gear of the same shade which is unusual
and most becoming to her blonde type of beauty.

I mustn't forget the tired business man's particular
delight, the maidens who familiarize themselves with
the audience by means of the runways and plenty of
fishing tackle. Quite a spirit of camaraderie is estab¬
lished in a very short time and bridges over that bare
space between the first row of the orchestra and the
former front row of the stage far more effectively
than all the " Marie-Odile" and Granville Barker
productions could ever do. In the legitimate produc¬
tions you've got to stop at the stage apron, but in
topical extravagances it is entirely different, and that
•'

intimacy" of which the critics love to write con¬

cerning mental winter attractions is certainly estab¬
lished to a remarkable degree in the no-food-for-
thought sort of Summer amusement. As I watched
those rounded, dimpled knees passing and repassingalong the front row and up the center of the house I
decided that Americans possess amazing poise and,
again, as I watched the men eagerly reaching for the
bait on the lines and even leaving the seats in order
to pick up ping-pong balls which had been tossed at
them and had rolled down the aisle, I concluded that
Americans are also childlike and bland, and glad todivest themselves of a bit of dignity once in a while.

I tried to figure out, too, which young woman was
the one who recently figured as the recipient of a$700 floral offering which was so beautiful that the
stage manager asked permission to place it in a con¬
spicuous position on the stage during the most gor¬
geous scene of the production.

This gift was about four feet square as to platform
and about eight feet high as to plant. There were
hundreds of the most expensive flowers used to make
the platform, and it was truly a work of art from

DAPHNE POLLARD AND A GROUP OF
SYNCOPATED PACES IN

boys were responding so splendidly to their country'scall.
^And the Winter Garden " boys " are to be the firstto dare the fearful subs—no, not our subs—the salt ,water sort. So together with our supplies of am-muniti6n, clothes and food to the Allies, we are goingstill further to demonstrate our generosity and kind¬liness of heart in filling up the empty musical rankswith real, alive and full-of-pep youths who will findthemselves the idols of the hour in London for havingresponded so nobly to the need.

It seems that the management of our Winter Gar¬den has, in answer to a cablegram from Albert deCourville, the managing director of the London Hip- ;podrome, already arranged to ship over a deputa¬tion of Winter Garden chorus men. According to the
, , latest London advice, about the only remaining youths[ in musical attractions are those who have been re¬

jected for military use because of physical disabilities,and the managers have been compelled to print an
explanatory line in their programmes to the effectthat such young men have offered their services to
their King but were rejected. The managers considerthis an unpleasant fact to set before their patronsfor, in a way, it does detract from a man's attractive¬
ness to realize that he is singing and dancing because
he isn't physically fit to shoulder a gun.

But the American boys will remedy the shortageand a selection is now being made of those now
appearing in " The Passing Show of 1915," and theywill leave at once on an American Line boat.

So, you see, the American chorus man is to have
his London chance at last.

Hitherto, the American chorus girl has had all the
adoration of the English, but, girls, look out! The
young men who so deftly hold your bouquets, or drive
you with ribbons, kneel and place footstools before
you may be just what London wants by way of

i novelty, and you will have to do them homage on
their return home. We wish the intrepid voyagers
a voyage safe from submarines and a visit free from
unfriendly Zeppelins.

iIIIXGS theatrkal are certainly at an uninter¬
esting low ebb when one can readily countthe number of playhouses now open without

stopping to think where they are. In the Winter,the list of plays and their location is positively be¬wildering. And it is awfully funny to hear theborn and bred New Yorkers say, disconsolantly:" Where is the -— Theater? It must be one ofthose new ones. I can't keep up with them any more."But, it's very easy now, only the natives don't go toWhite. N. Y. the theater at present. They spend their evenings inCOMELY CORYPHEES GOING THROUGH THEIR automobiles and country clubs and out-of-town places.
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a master hand in (iesigning. wnen it was dragged
into the theater, the pretty girl to whom it was de¬
livered looked at it, shrugged her shoulders and said
something about its being " awfully pretty." Then
she continued her makeup in her bower of American
roses, several hundred in number, quite accustomed
to such extravagance.

Such beauties are so disdainful of the principals
in the production, it is said, that they consider them
beneath their notice.

No wonder these pretty girls are spoiled.
Automobiles, flowers and the sons of millionaires

waiting at the stage door make life one continual
round of excitement. Actresses in the dramatic branch
of the stage will tell you that the Stage Door Johnny
is no more and young leading men will also tell you
that the Matinee Girl is a dream, that he has often
heard of her but has never met the species; but
those musical attraction artists who merely pose and
skip and smile can tell you another story. And they
have good reason to feel their importance, for what
would the production be without pretty girls?

The music may be disappointing, the principals not
particularly entertaining and the average audience
will put up with these deficiencies if the chorus girls
are all that the press agent has said they are.

When these children of the runways can look over
the first few rows down front and see the same faces
night after night and smile, then, at least, they have
no doubt of the success of the entertainment for a

long run. The more admirers a girl has the more
desirable she is to the management, which wishes to
engage young women who are popular and can attract
patrons to the theater. That is why the ugly chorus
girl has no chance on earth. Those who know her
well might recommend her to the managers as being

„ fascinating, when you know her, but seeing is be-
lieving with the public that is to be amused, and a

'1 girl can't explain, " I'm not pretty, but you'd like me■' 11 w , ft™
if you knew me.

Truly the rule, " My face is my fortune, sir, she
said," must apply in musical attractions.

If by chance a homely girl should secure an en¬

gagement in the second or third row, she certainly
would have every opportunity to regret.it, for beauty
reigns supreme and is very disdainful of its less
fortunate sisters. Marie B. Schradeu.

Another bit of news confronts us that the neglectedAmerican chorus "boy" is the hero of the moment.It is he who has come forward at the crucial moment.Now, I should never have suspected the modest chorusboy of stepping forward in such a dire emergency,but according to the latest information from the Shu-bert offices, he is about to do this bold, dare-devildeed. He is both ready and willing to go to the front,not as a soldier or doctor, but as an excellent sub¬stitute in the London amusement field in place ofthose who have been called to the colors and who byreason of the youth and health can no longer enter¬tain the stay-at-homes.
Last week I read the doleful announcement in aLondon paper that in the future the chorus girlswould have to be the " nuts " in musical productions,as the ranks of the male second line was beingthinned down to nothing since the English chorus
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Like the birds of the air, they have their season ofmigration. They may come to town for a real bathand a real meal or so, but that is by way of variety.Of course, the man whose wife has left him for aJ change, and the one whose business is so pressing' that he simply can't tear himself away, are forced toI stand the heat as best they can.
I The idea of New York being a hot town is vastly
I , amusing to the strangers who come here at this sea¬

son from various parts of the country. They seekNew York because of its coolness, and if you wantB : ' to find an old friend, of the days before New Yorkim c clutched you, just wander along Broadway some-: .,,, where near Forty-second Street for a while, and any
; . fortune teller could have predicted that your wish will■ .be granted.

Naturally, these visitors with a week or so to& waste, and the money to go with the time, are eagerf : s to be amused. They want to see all there is to be
seen, and that includes the plays of which they haveso long read—thanks to the energetic press agents,whose business it is to make an attraction as familarin Sparkling Falls as it is to Yonkers. And they areperfectly delighted because some six or eight of the
past season's hits are still running. " Nobody Home "remains with us, as do " Twin Beds," " It Pays toAdvertise," " Chin Chin," " The Passing Show of1915," although that hasn't been with us very long," Ziegfeld Follies," with its luxury of beauties andnovel stage effects; then there is Louis Mann in " TheBubble," at the Booth.

The Strand continues to maintain its record forastonishing attendance, and the Palace is surpassingitself in the way of entertainment. Most people have
an idea that in Summer a Broadway vaudeville the¬
ater has little new to offer, but don't you believe it|i t' about the Palace. This attractive theater is keepingI o! right up to the highest standard. Its bank of fresh

1 flowers in the lobbies just as beautiful as in the Win-
ij| ter; it is delightfully cool, and if the managementcontinues to offer such bills as that of last week Ipredict the patronage will rival the Winter business,and that is saying a great deal, for the Palace hasamazed everyone by its success.

Every act on the programme deserved to be classed
as the best, and the variety of selection was an ad¬mirable idea for hot weather.

Lew Dockstader, as Teddy Roosevelt, registeredone of the biggest hits I have ever witnessed in a
vaudeville theater. He wrasn't Dockstader at all—he was Roosevelt. And the audience applauded him
until it seemed there could be no more applause for
any other performer. Mr. Dockstader looked as much
like the real Roosevelt as if he had been his twin—
hair, teeth, jaw, and all, and the changes in his
voice, the Roosevelt pronunciation of words, were ir¬
resistible. The monologue was a clever satire on fa¬
miliar Roosevelt experiences, which have offered so
much excellent material for cartoonists and para-graphers. The pronouns I and Me were very impor¬
tant, of course, but that is what the audience ex¬
pected. The River of Doubt was described in the dis¬
covery, and present war conditions discussed from a
personal viewpoint.

I wondered what the real Roosevelt would say ifhe chanced to drop in sometimes! But surely he has
a keen sense of humor. I would give much to watch~Loni £>ur_R£iu2lLJlidei jlurios JJockstadexi'^ acj;. And, too.

I should enjoy watching the actor. Would he dare?If the press agent of the Palace is on his job he willlure the great American who might have lived a hun¬dred lives in other ages to hear and see himself asDockstader conceives him—I won't say to have been—to be.
One little but important note—Trixie Friganza islosing pounds and pounds. The first thing she knowsshe will no longer be able to make an audience laughat her jokes about her fat. What will she do then?Make them laugh because she is thin? Somehowthat isn't so easy. It's difficult to lose weight, andeveryone seems to realize this, and when the awfulfeat is accomplished it is considered a serious matter.To take on or to take off fat is always given thought¬ful consideration by those who know anything at allabout the subject. Miss Friganza was very popularas a beauty before she got fat. and she has been justas popular, as a laugh provoker, since. It will be

interesting to watch the effect of her lost poundson her audiences. Some of her admirers say sheshould reduce, and others think she is making a mis¬take. As a matter of fact, it is up to Miss Friganza.She ought to know what is best for her from a weeklyenvelope judgment.

According to a recent news item, Charles Chaplinis experiencing difficulty in finding another pair ofshoes which will successfully fill the roles of his worn-out original pair, which have so imprinted themselvesin the affections of the moving picture-going publicthat only exact duplicates will do.
Mr. Chaplin should have no trouble whatever, itseems to me—judging from observation. I have seendozens of Charlie-Chaplin shoes since the sway-backedcomedian first put them on. The other evening, jour¬neying across the bay on a Staten Island ferryboat,

HARRIE FENNADE, GERTRUDE DAVIS, MCKAY MORRIS, OSCAR CRAIK, AND JOSEPHGRAHAM IN AN INTERESTING SCENE
MANl'EAU THEATER, NEW YORK'S
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FROM "THE TRIMPLET," AT THE PORT-LATEST AND TINIEST PLAYHOUSE.

What are we going to have next in the way of novel
theaters?

The one called the Little Theater suggested suffi¬
cient compactness to cause us to accept it as a much-
needed change from those huge places where, unless
one were seated within a sure hearing distance from
the stage, much of the play was apt to soar in someother direction. The Little Theater was accepted aswhat we had needed for a long time. Its coziness andintimacy were expatiated upon admiringly.It established a demand, and last Winter wethought the last word had been said when the Band¬box and other little theaters began to open their doorswith the appeal that they were so intimate.

And the appeal won them many patrons. The
name Bandbox suggested a compactness of space whichcertainly could not be surpassed by any other hard-thinking manager. But now we have the Portmanteau,anil, like others, it is located in an unthought-of lo¬cality, the Christodora Settlement House, 147 AvenueB. It is advertised as the smallest of all playhouses,and can be put up or down or aside as its ownerschoose. The novelty of the Portmanteau is that itcan be carried to one's house and set up in a room.You can do anything you please with it. It has begunits career as a children's theater, but later on playsfor adults will be given.

After the Portmanteau there seems to be nothingmore. Yet, no doubt, there will be. Wouldn't it benovel if someone were to hire a big string of tour¬ing cars, and carry a platform and a tent around withhim? Performances might be given whenever andwherever one pleased. And one wouldn't have tobother about managers.

trust-

LEW DOCKSTADER,
Whose Impersonation of an Eternal Newspaper HeadlinerIs as Humorous as It Is Truthful. Here He Is

Discussing " My Policies."

a youth of sixteen amused himself and the voyagersby a free imitation of Charlie Chaplin. There hewas, clothes, mustache, walk, and all. No one seemedto know the intrepid amateur, but simultaneouslyfrom the hundreds of perspiring, uncomfortable hu¬manity came the comment, " Charlie Chaplin."There are Charlie Chaplins everywhere now. Ofcourse, if they were obliged to imitate the Chaplinvoice, perhaps, they could not be so successful, butsince their impersonations are merely in appearanceand attitudes it is not so difficult.
I suppose next to Mary Pickford this English come¬dian is the most envied actor for the screen. " Whydidn't I think to do that?" I have heard otherssay. Well, why didn't, they think to originate thetype of Jew character which made David Warfieldso popular. It is all so easy once the original isshown and, like the imitations of the Warfield char¬acterization which were fed to us ad na'wseum, Isuppose we are now going to suffer from an overdoseof Charlie Chaplin, until he will become anythingbut a pleasure—due in no way to the actor himself,but to the immense impression his comedy study hasmade on managers, actors, and public.

A friend of Mr. Chaplin's tells me that he is a
very likable fellow who is quite astonished by hissuccess, but means to make the most of it, realizingthat it is merely a passing fad.
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After a long period of inertia, the Summer the-a rical season is beginning to arouse itself in an en¬deavor to make the stay-at-homes content with the hotweather for which they pined so long. The searchfor novelties by authors and managers is still on, andgoodness only knows where this wild craving to sat¬isfy the public taste is going to lead us. As I haveremarked before, it would appear that the manufac¬turers of musical comedy have about exhausted all theknown and unsuspected tricks for catching the waryinterest of their patrons, yet the stage managers con¬tinue to strive, and once in a while we are surprised.But their endeavors are not to be compared with thestrenuous activities exhibited by the composers ofthose barbaric fancies entitled farces.
It remained for Messrs. Paul Dickey and Cliarle3W. Goddard, authors of " The Last Laugh," however,to furnish us with something distinctly different in theshape of a laugh-provoker when the curtain rose on athoroughly equipped operating room or private labora¬tory, as the place was described on the programme.The furnishings of the room would have delightedthe most exacting of young physicians, for there wereall sorts of electrical apparatus, and all the otherthings that send chills of apprehension down the spinesof the bravest patients. And there was much talkabout a mass of flesh and bones and other ingredientswhich go to make up the sum total called man. Tilethought would have been thrilling on a cold Winter !■'• • •night the sort of night when we like to cuddle up(lose to a perfectly working collection of hot-waterpipes and read about that amazing person, Franken-s ein. No one would ever suggest Frankenstein as ahuge joke. But right there was where the authors o:" The Last Laugh " decided to give us one better, forthey determined to make a laugh out of their cqncep- ,tion of a Frankenstein. They were awfully generous, .and, by way of good measure, furnished us with twoindividuals done up in wadding and a nigger porter of iihe shivery type, played in Stephen Maley's best style, iwho was more afraid of the strange man who hadn't ;yet come to life than was the audience. The individ-ual who was to demonstrate that a doctor had dis¬covered the secret of the universe was supposed to be 11a full-grown man; and as he lay in a glass case, giv- 'ing suggestions of an enclosed operating table and a

summery sort of coffin, there was something uncanny

about him, for only the soles of his bandagefl feetcould be seen—thus stimulating the fancy of the on-.ookers to a desire for a larger portion.I couldn't help wondering while the dialogue pro-giessed why, m the make-up of this fellow in the glasst
j doctor seemed to have omitted all discussionot blood, a word usually calculated to inspire horrorPerhaps he thought he would not be too unkind tothe audience ; yet if a man be lacking in blood, whatsort of a fellow would he be? Maybe the playwrightsdecided that we could figure that out for ourselvesBosco, the colored fellow, was the one human whowas afraid of the occupant of the glass case. Thedoctor s daughter, Inez Plummer, always sweet andengaging, played very sincerely and ingenuously therole of a young woman without two grains of sensee doctors daughter was keen for nursing thetwenty-eight-year-old "baby," and dressing up like a1 rained nurse to do it. Inez Plummer looks enoughlike Jane Cowl to be a relative, which means she isvery pretty. She was the most cheerful anding person in the play.

Everybody wanted to get the laugh on somebodyelse, it seems. And even the doctor who was supposedto be losing his mind was merely playing a seriousjoke on his prospective son-in-law, so it was a ques¬tion of hunting the laugh in the operating room.Edward Abeles had a long role—I am sure of that—and he acquitted himself admirably; but the truthmust be told; he scored the hit of the evening withtwo words, da and goo, which never failed to delightthe audience into genuine laughter.I haven t been able yet to determine just who wasthe last person to find the laugh fastened on him.I saw Paul Armstrong sauntering down the aislewith apparently not a trace of his recent severe ill- Mness, and I am willing to wager he was glad some¬body could see an operating room as a big joke. Thenthere was Metcalfe of Life, with a radiant smilewhich neither the terrific heat nor the doctor's littlejoke could affect. K. of C., alias ICelcey of the Clip- nper, was in animated converse with Toxen Worm and eJean Nathan: and he hadn't turned down his right r-eyelid when I looked inquiringly at him, so let ushope " The Last Laugh " will go some.

Those who failed to see Lehar's operetta, " Alone
at Last," during its first week are really more for¬
tunate than those who did, for the production has
been greatly improved as to stage effects. The music
was so beautiful and the comedy so entertaining that
the scenery didn't seem to matter much in the begin¬
ning of the engagement; but since Benrimo has per¬
fected things, a wonderful improvement is noticeable.
If any one should know how to manage the illusion
of a snowstorm Benrimo should, and does, for he
was with Belasco for so long and played that splendid
character study of the Indian in " The Girl of the
Golden West." It was in that play that the most
realistic snowstorm ever done on the stage took place.
So when it came to snow on the Jungfrau, Benrimo
was in his element. The scene at the end of the
second act of " Alone at Last " is one of the most
beautiful seen in New York in some time. The light¬
ing, too, of the peak is now well managed, and one
derives a sense of night and mist and altitude.

Madame Namara has improved greatly: by chang¬
ing her coiffure she has made herself a charming pic¬
ture. She has acquired ease in her acting, too. Her
lovely voice is a delight to hear. Dashing, vivacious
JoSie Collins could not be improved upon in her role,
but she, too, has made herself more attractive by
remedying an unbecoming fashion of arranging her
hair. She has any number of costly new costumes
which she wears when it pleases her. The tan, moun¬
tain-climbing one, with the jaunty hat, is the admira¬
tion of both sexes. She seems to enjoy every moment
she is on the stage.

The man who plays the elderly guide gives an ad¬
mirable performance worthy of comment as a feature
of the production. And Harry O'Connor was never
more natural, never more funny.

As for John Charles Thomas, his salary has gone
up, up, up, all by itself, too; or rather as inspired by
J. J. Shubert. He is to be starred next season and
his mail every morning is several inches thick.
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Then there are other conditions which players must
and do meet bravely. Not the least distressing, by
any means, is that presented by the weather. Take
those torrid days and nights of recent memory. How
many of us would feel like going before an audience
and doing our best in acting? Yet I attended a number
of performances when the players gave no sign that the
thermometer was somewhere near a hundred.

On the opening night of " The Last Laugh," when
the audience betook itself between acts to fhe street
and alleys in the vain hope of encountering some
sort of a breeze, Edward Abeles and the chauffeur,
who were done up from head to foot in what looked
like absorbent cotton and bandages, cheerfully gave
every ounce of vitality they possessed in their efforts
to make their audience forget that it was a hot night.
The tempo must be kept up, no matter what the
weather, and when a farce is presented for the first
time on a tropical night the actors realize that they
are working under more than an ordinary strain; but
they must take care that the audience is not permitted
to suspect.

Nervous apprehension as to the fate of the new

play makes the ordeal doubly terrifying, but the actor
must show nothing of this in his face or manner.
" The Death Watch" and the civilian regulars are
objects trying enough to face in cool weather, but it
must be an awful thought for the player that he must
be gay enough to restore to normal the tempers of a
lot of people who are present from force of habit and
curiosity, or because they are obliged to be, and whose
faces seem to say, " Entertain me, so I will forget how
hot it is." The performer knows that such people
are longing for electric fans all the time instead of
merely during intermissions, and that they are so
thirsty that they could imbibe a barrel of iced drinks
instead of a little papier mache cupful, and still they
sit there ready to pass cold-blooded eriticism on the
goods displayed.

The players at the Palace Theater enlisted my
sympathy more than those of any others during the
hot spell, for they worked so splendidly and so suc¬
cessfully. Actors in the three-act drama will probably
smile at this and ask how I can compare the efforts
of a twenty-minute entertainer with those of one who
must give his services for a whole evening.

The difference is this: The vaudeville performer
must concentrate to the highest degree on what he
does. If he has twenty minutes he must make good.
He knows that he must get his audience the moment
he looks it in the eye and he must keep them going,
adding to his first impression until he brings his act
to a popular finish. Unless he can do this his act

fnlls^ and he is miserable because he feels that he
hasn't maintained his usual standard and the audi¬
ence goes away with the idea that he was lack¬
ing in something, difficult to describe, but attribut¬
ing it to some fault on the part of the actor—
not for one moment allowing anything for the heat
or some strain under which the player might be
suffering.

The Palace Theater management is certainly leav¬
ing nothing undone to make the place equally as at¬
tractive in hot weather as in cool. The bank of
growing flowers always looks so fresh that you feel
you would like to go up to the lilies and smell them.
No flower is permitted to wither there. Then, every
seat is provided with a palm leaf fan and, I assure
you, there were very few not in use the night I was
there. It was an unusual sight for New York. In
fact, I cannot recall ever having seen such a scene
before; for looking over the audience there was one
simultaneous movement to and fro of palmettos, untilit looked as if someone had given a signal. Every
seat in the big house was occupied and the manage¬
ment had provided a bill interesting enough for zero
weather.

I have noticed of late a clever trick on the part of
the management in that each week there is an
aquatic act so fascinating that the audience thinks
of nothing except how deliciously cool the water
sounds as it swirls around and is splashed by expert
diving and swimming maidens of perfect figures and
long hair.

By way of variety, Houdini was in possession of
the water tank last week. Now Houdini is no sea
nymph, but he is the very devil of a merman, for no
box can contain him when thrown into the water.
The box in which Houdini was cast into the tank was
nailed and bound, and though full of holes which
leaked atrociously, the clever occupant escaped its
confines just the same. The palm leaf fans didn't
even stir during Houdini's act. He talked about hav¬
ing been thrown into the ocean at Atlantic City, wherehe had previously done this same trick, and anyone
with imagination could fancy the waves rolling in in
cooling majesty—although there was no hotter place1 on earth last week than that popular resort.

The girl ushers at the Palace are pretty and daintyto look upon, and they are polite, too; but for genuinecourtesy, just betake yourself to the Strand. I thinkevery usher whose manner is in danger of becomingaffected by the heat owes it to himself to go to theStrand at least once in order to learn a valuablelesson in politeness. I don't know who is responsiblefor the attitude of the Strand ushers—of course some¬one gave them their cue—but whoever it was is afar-seeing, long-headed individual, one who under¬stands that courtesy wins more patrons than in¬civility. Wouldn't you think that anybody couldreason this out for himself? Strange how many over¬look the pleasant tone of voice, the attentive glanceof the eye, especially when those things help to makethe mighty dollars. Congratulations to the managerof the Strand, and he is perfectly justified in throw¬ing on the screen at each performance a movingpicture of the ushers of his theater under the title," At Ygiir Sprvicp." .The hovs deserve it.
1-j.e . cii would '• \r. '
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At any rate, now that the managers are hurryingthe season into swing, I feel sorry for those scribeswho have put off their vacations until the latter partof this month, for they are going to be kept too busyto rest. It won't be long before we shall hear them
say, " Nine openings this week. Awful! "

Nine performances in six days, such as was therecord during several weeks of last season, is a ter¬rific strain on the good nature and judgment of any
man, especially on one who endeavors to give hisreaders just criticism in correctly expressed andoriginal paragraphs. At one period last winter theplays came so thick and fast that both critics andregular first-nighters of private life had difficulty inremembering the name of the play and the theater
they had attended two or three nights before. It was
very funny to ask someone to name the plays he hadseen during the preceding week. And usually it re¬quired more than a short pause in order to recallthem.

A critic of my acquaintance "told me that at timeshe had to think hard before he could remember theproduction of the night before. " I have to concen-
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so infantile as to demand the same sort of finish forevery play. Must they always be in each othersarms? Even the servants seem to be paired off. YouAmericans are no longer in such a primitive stage ofthe drama that this state of affairs must be the rule.I What's the use in remaining until the last curtain• falls? No wonder your audiences become restless and1 put their hats and wraps on as soon as the hero and
'

the heroine have the stage to themselves and begini explanations or meaning glances with outstretchedarms. When an audience knows the closing lines ofj the play almost as well as if they were printed inthe programmes it would be silly to stay to listen tothem, wouldn't it? Where is the logical conclusionof your playwrights? Where is the natural end?It's ridiculous to make your play characters super¬ficially happy when anybody with even a little in¬telligence might know that it couldn't possibly workout that way in life. However, I am convinced thatyou Americans are only children overgrown. Whenwill you wake up and see life in its true colors, it'sreal lights and shades nicely valued?
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White. N. Y.
MR. NOEL TRAVERS.

Noel Travers has signed a contract to return asgeneral director and leading man of the Grand OperaHouse Stock company In Brooklyn. He had recently an¬nounced his intention of retiring from the Brooklyn or¬ganization. with which he has already played two high¬ly successful seasons, but the insistent demand of hispatrons in the form of a petition has made him reversehis decision. He will open in " Broadway Jones" onAug. 1.
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trate so closely while I am watchin
then again in writing about it that same night, that
as soon as I finish my review I do my best to forgetall about the performance. Consequently, the nextday when people ask me what I saw ' last night' Ihave to collect my thoughts before I can answer. Of
course, this is not the case with plays which impressjthemselves immediately as big, worth-while and un¬usual. There can be no difficulty in remembering1 t them, for each incident, and even parts of the dialogue,y.i</ stamps itself upon the brain; but, I refer to plays of

I only average merit—plays which teach nothing andwhich are not even entertaining, plays which cause
one to wonder how they ever attracted the interest of
playreaders first and of managers afterwards. But

that is one of the mysteries which no critic, no matterhow analytical he may be, can solve."
The craze for novelty has become so popular thatI fancy we are going to be put to all sorts of tests

during the coming season—in order to see how much
we will stand in the line of the impossible and im- •
probable. " The Last Laugh " started us off in the
right direction. It has set the pace and we are wait¬
ing to see what will follow. I have an idea that the
good old-fashioned melodrama revivals will no longerbe served to give us new sensations. While Europeis making history, we must do our share in discover¬
ing some entirely new campaign of conquering thepublic interest by means of original plays. No doubtit will be hard at first to hew qut paths without the
aid of foreign leaders, and no doubt our American
authors, new to the cause, will wander a bit before
they strike the right road to recognition, but serious
perseverance on the part of the writers and in¬
dulgence on the part of the public will bring about
marvelous results.

The native playwright should be encouraged even
though his wares prove a bit crude at first. We must
look for the " promise " in his work and lend a help¬ing hand. And, I do hope that in the wild scramble
for novelty there will also be a general uplift of pur¬
pose and literary expression, so that visitors to theStates from the other side won't continue to ask, asthey have done—I speak from personal experience—"

Why do your American plays usually open with the
parlor maid dusting the furniture and the butler con¬
versing with her? And why do your plays end withthe leading man and the leading woman wrapped in
a close kissing embrace? Surely your public is not
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WILI' DEMING. WHO GIVES A DELIGHTFUL PER
In the list of plays " still running" is " It Paysto Advertise," and it is worth this record, for it is sodifferent from all the other comedies over which welaughed during the past season. " It Pays to Ad¬vertise," when properly analyzed owes much of itscharm to its statistical character. Business is busi¬

ness and facts are facts, and the Megrue-Hackett playpresents for our enjoyment conditions in the every¬day work world with which we are familiar but ofwhich we had not thought in play form.
The advertising game in real life is one to be playedcleverly. It requires shrewdness, and that is justwhat the quiet son of the soap manufacturer and the

brilliant theatrical press agent illustrate. We all loveto see a son outwit his father, if he does it honestly,or if his trickery is of the harmless kind, as it is in" It Pays to Advertise." Rodney Martin could never,never have got ahead of the older Martin if it hadn'tbeen for the irrepressible, smiling Ambrose Peale,whose knowledge of the ways of the business world
and its inhabitants was so complete that people who
are so unfortunate as not to be able to spend sometime in downtown New York observing human nature
and its schemes, might derive a whole education fromPeale's philosophy. As played by Will Deming,Peale is a delight from his first entrance until theend of the play.

I watched Mr. Deming closely the other evening—and not once did his performance show the slightestlet-down. Too often when a player feels secure inthe hit he has made he is apt to become somewhatcareless in his interpretation, especially when a playhas had such a long run as " It Pays to Advertise,"and when a role calls for as much rapid fire dialogue 11and such animation of delivery as does that of Am¬
brose Peale. But Mr. Deming still plays as thoughit were an opening night and the fate of the playdepended upon his doing his best.

As the Comtesse, Louise Drew was as funny as
ever, and the audience laughed as heartily as thoughit understood every word of the French she rattles
off with even more facility than before.

Marjorie Wood is Mary Grayson now and a lovelytypewriter she is and easy in her method. John Copeis no longer with the cast as the gouty old father.William Holden is filling his role and doing it verywell.
The Cohan Theater is cool and comfortable and the

out-of-town people enjoyed themselves^ hugely.
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, EYOND a doubt New York is the most play-hun¬
gry city in the world.

I never thought much about this until our
managers moved up the opening of the Fall seasoninto mid-Summer. But to watch the crowds clamoringfor admittance at the various recent premieres was
something worth studying. It didn't make the slight¬est difference how hot or how wet the night, therewasn't a vacant seat.

The Belasco opening might have been at the usual
time, judging by the appearance of the audience.One always knows what to expect at the Belasco.Men and women endeavor to look their best, and Mr.Belasco has done all he could to help them by thebeautiful soft lighting of his theater. People fromout of town came into
town for the occasion,
which, like the Winter first
nights, would have given a
stranger the impression of
being a social gathering,
for everybody seemed to-
know everybody else.
Only, no stranger is ever
fortunate enough to be
present at such times, so
great is the demand by the
regulars for seats.

Some critical ones found
fault with " The Boomer¬
ang," because it was " too
light to be worthy of Mr.
Belasco's attention," as
one gentleman expressed
it; but everybody agreed
that the acting of each in¬
dividual role could not be
surpassed, and that the
play was worth seeing, if
for no other reason than
that one alone. Mr. Be¬
lasco's judgment in the
selection of actors for his
plays is almost invariably
unerring. How he man¬

ages to know just what a
man or woman, whom he
has seen on the stage per-

| haps once, can do is a1
mystery, but he does know.
Very often he sees possibili-

j ties in players of which
they themselves are un¬

aware, and it is interest¬
ing to note their surprise

| and delight when they dis-
| cover their development

along new lines. Then
there are actors who have
been before the public for years, whose every look andgesture is known to their admirers, but who appearin an entirely different and new light under Mr. Be¬lasco's supervision. People wonder how he succeedsin doing these things. The solution is quite simple.He possesses personality and a thorough understand¬ing of mankind. With these two implements hemolds his characters according to his will, with theresult—artistic satisfaction. Have you ever heardany one say that a certain actor or actress in a Be¬lasco production was unsuited to his role, or gave abad performance? I never did.

The deluge of variety in plays is upon us.Each new production proves an appetizer for thefollowing one. Sometimes the appetizer isn't accord¬ing to our taste, but we swallow it just the same.The usual antique variety continues to present it- iself before us in fresh guise, for so long as the play-world goes round authors are going to deceive them¬selves with the belief that a few touches here andthere, and the unsuspecting public will never recognizethe features of its old friend, the play our grand¬mothers told us about. But audiences have a fashionof not always doing what playwrights expect themto do, and it so happens that occasionally they dis¬play excellent memories, and also a desire to be givenwhat they want and not what writers delude them¬selves into thinking they will take.I wonder how many plays we are going to havecentered about the elixir of life, rejuvenation, pro¬longation theory. Funny how these thoughts flyabout in the air, and the playwrights fall victimsI to their promising possibilities. I can picture a
, writer who has imagined everything else under the; sun suddenly becoming inspired with the notion that: to live forever or to go back to one's youth must bea great theme. And old idea, of course, but oneworth rejuvenation in itself." How to find a new twist"—as that amazingfinder of twists, Matthew White, Jr., would express

iit in cold-blooded, matter-of-fact magazine editortones. They seem to think that they have discoveredthe " new twist " recently by molding old Ponce deLeon's inspiration into farce-comedy. Poor old Poncetook life too seriously. He didn't seek for the Foun¬tain of Youth in a musical comedy spirit. Neitherdid Faust. He was very serious, indeed. Of course,he did have his light and joyous moments while hisrejuvenation lasted, but he had to pay in the end.Now, our modern writers fancy it is much nicer andcertainly much funnier to make people laugh theirheads off at life instead of shedding tears. Only thepublic can't always see it that way.

I have received a numbei1 of letters from readers
who expressed themselves as much interested in myrecent paragraphs regarding the trials of actor folk,particularly vaudeville performers, during hotweather. I thought that I had stated enough rea¬sons why audiences should sympathize with those whoendeavor to entertain them as conscientiously whenthe electric fans are buzzing as when the weatheris delightfully cool, also while suffering mental dis¬tress ; but a letter from Edmund McAuliffe, thefather of Edmund Makalif, American jprima bal-
WIII RFC'OMF
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lerino, now dancing with Lydia Lopokova, enlightensme still further on the possibilities of an actor's en¬durance.

Young Makalif, who is only seventeen years old,seems made of the proper ingredients for success.He was very popular at the Century Opera House,where he danced with Miss Albertina Rasch in allsorts of classic dances. Then came an unexpectedopportunity to dance with the fascinating Russian,Lopokova. Makalif had just returned from a West¬ern tour with a musical comedy, and was wild for adip in the ocean; so, never thinking that the sun washot and could blister, he spent his last free Sundayin salt water. There was to be one week of re¬hearsals, and the first was scheduled for the follow¬ing morning. The next day when Makalif awoke,yowai is a great asset :n seeKing conquest on uicscreen, there is always a welcome for that maturedmi-try so surely possessed by the old-t ru actor.

White. JT. 7.While the "Baron" (George Nash) engages the attention of the society Raffles (Schuyler Ladd), thelight-fingered secretary of the "Baron" (William Devereux) lifts a stolen necklace from theyoung thief's unsuspecting guest (Julia Hay).
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HE Republic Theater was packed to the doors onthe opening night of " Common Clay," whichhas the distinction of having been written by a
Harvard graduate. Perhaps for this reason a large 'number of philosophical speeches were permitted to
rest undisturbed in the dialogue. I am sure that had

,

some mere observer of everyday life been given carteblanche with the manuscript, there would have beensuch radical changes that Mr. Cleves Kinkead wouldhave torn his hair in despair. But, for once, thespeeches of the playwright apparently were respected,and therein shines a bright hope that as the years pass ifuture stage dialogue may be allowed an uplift.As a matter of fact, I know a good many people who F| tired of ljfiftfnjng to the
1 vocabulary of ftap side- H

walk and the patter from 'n. super-English thebrains whose contents haven't , primitive conditions ofbeen compared with those of adictionary in some time. Aprominent actor once ex¬plained to me the differencebetween the two styles of dia¬logue.
Said he: "These collegegraduates write talk that no-J body ever hears in daily life.| People who pay $2 to go to' the theater don't want to lis-

T

I" ten to high-brow stuff". Theycan t understand it, so why
and called for the time, he had been so thoroughlyI give it to them? It isn't nat-
sunburned that he was in pain every time he moved. I ural for characters to express

But a rehearsal demands one's presence, and hel themselves in book languageanswered the call, and did his best to lift his partner! In emotional moments real
as gracefully as when he hadn't a single blister! people do not use big wordsHowever, by the first performance at the Palace ha No, spontaneously, they
was in fairly good shape. But the worst was yet to into the most primitivecome. By Wednesday, as a result of the same sun-] pression. And whenburn, eleven boils developed on his legs—one exactly Wrights are inspired to
on the point of his knee—and. worst of all. the kneeon which he was obliged to kneel frequently. ByFriday his suffering was so acute that he needed con¬stant attention the moment he left the stage betweendances.

" I am sure," concludes the dancer's father, " thatno one in tront who did not know his condition,suspected in watching him do entrechat, cabriole,double turns and pirouettes, that he was in suchpain that he was unable to sleep at night. Sym¬pathetic Miss Lopokova stood in the wings during hissolo with tears in her eyes and encouraged him."

most

mod¬ern social contact they make atremendous mistake and onewhich isn't forgiven by theaudience. For instance, in ev¬eryday life would you say.'What is that exquisite melodywhich swells upon the air?'No. Wouldn't you say rather.'Great tune. What is it?'Well, perhaps you wouldn't,but nine-tenths of the peoplewho hgard it would."
I thought of what the actorhad said some ten years agowhen listening to Ellen Nealexpress herself at the Repub¬lic. I do believe we are onthe road to better English. .When a playwright gives us aservant who doesn't employthe language of her equals,but that of her superiors we

We have two splendid examples on the stage atpresent of what partnership will do for players. TakeWeber and Fields and Montgomery and Stone.Where can there be found two more powerful com¬binations than these teams? Aside ffom their ap¬peal to the public as clever actors and worth themoney, there is a sentimental side to their associa¬tion which makes them all the better as attractions.The names of Weber and Fields are household words,and whereas each man has his own following, andeach has demonstrated that he can very easily travelon his own and make all kinds of money, too, bothas an actor and manager, there is something very sat¬isfying in a return to their old partnership. Theyhave demonstrated that they can take up the contractswhere they dropped them,
and make the public laugh
as heartily as it did when
they were both younger
and to make an audience
laugh was a far easier ac¬

complishment than it is
just now. But the Weber-
Fields laugh - producing
talent is one of those rare
finds which deserves to be
perpetuated, and it is an

excellent thing that the
boys and girls are having
an opportunity to hear by
the originals those scenes
which their fathers loved
to tell in their worst
Weber-Fieldian imita¬
tions.

It must be very grati¬
fying for these comedians

to be assured at "eacu
performance that their
jokes are just as young as
they used to be. Eighteen
years is a long time to be
away from vaudeville, butthe answer to the resultin their case was a second
week's engagement at the
Palace to crowded
houses.

Montgomery andStone haven't the long
record of partnershipthat is Weber and
Fields's, but they are onthe road to live up to it.And their names have
become household words,too. Their return after
several weeks' vacation
was a gala event, and if
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are on the right road. Of course, lovely Jane Cowlcould speak any sort of dialogue and we would allknow that she could do better, for, truth to tell, nomatter what sort of a slavey she might play shecouldn't fool anyone into not recognizing her genuinerefinement. To be sure, she was the Judge's daugh¬ter, and we were given a hint of this early in theplay and that made everything clear. Besides she hadbeen to school. Miss Cowl surprised some of themby her splendid work in the emotional scenes. Shecontinues to improve and shows that when she beganher career, by sincere application she meant to keep itup.
" Within the Law " didn't cause her to lay downher oars and float with the tide of successful con¬templation, and her beauty was not in her opinion anall-sufficient asset for the rest of life. She hasn'tsought publicity on the field of battle by sewing shirtsfor soldiers or handing convalescent drinks of water.Evidently she intends to keep her art brightly burning.And she deserves all our praise for this, because somany don't try. Miss Cowl is blessed with a deep,sympathetic voice, which she employs to the greatestadvantage. It didn't lose in its appeal, either, whenin combat with that other beautiful voice—JohnMason's. There is a certain quality about Mason'svoice.which could convince almost anyone of almostanything Mr. Mason wished to prove. This is whatmakes him such an adorable villain—when villain hemust be—and no one could ever concede him to be asbad as the playwright intended him. Another manwith a splendid voice is Russ Whytall. When thesethree are on the stage at the same time, you haveyour money's worth right there.

There is usually a surprise forthcoming on an open¬ing night. In this case it was furnished by a youngblond actor named Dudley Hawley, who played a devil-
may-care young sport, Arthur Coakley, who was somuch of a gentleman that he believed a girl of thedance halls who had fallen his victim could not be thewife of a gentleman like himself, and he didn't mean
to forget his breeding, no matter what happened. Mr.Hawley won his audience in his first scene whenhe showed that a drunken youth may be played in arealistic fashion without exaggeration. I don't know
who Mr. Hawley is. Someone ventured to say that hehad been wandering throughout the country in stock,but I fancy his wanderings are over now. He israther a different type from most of our young rouesand is most welcome to our lists. Ida Darling lookedbeautiful with her white hair and brown eyes, not
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overlooking lier gowns, which were real creations.
Then there were Orme Caldara and Robert McWade,
both great favorites, and justly so, for we know what
they can do and they never disappoint.

Some critics said they couldn't understand why the
playwright insisted upon giving us an epilogue, and
one daring fellow ventured to think that it might have
been in order to give Miss Cowl an opportunity to
appear in an evening gown. Well, why not? She
certainly earned that much by her uninteresting
clothes in the three acts. It has long been the habit
of authors to consider the costuming of the heroine
with serious attention. In musical comedies don't
they always take the heroine out of trousers and put
her into skirts just before the last curtain? Even as
far back as Shakespeare's time Rosalind and Viola had
the privilege of wearing more beautiful apparel. So
with Ellen Neal. The audience was yearning to see
her in clothes more fitting her beauty than the dull
costumes she wore as a maid and down-trodden young

j woman of the dance hall. Her appearance as an opera
singer was only part of that material regeneration de-

j manded by our theatergoers.
There was sufficient variety in the comment on mod¬

ern social conditions to please everybody, socialists
and conservatives. But the end of the play had not
started the world to turn around in an opposite direc¬
tion from that in which it has always turned. We
were left with the same original ideas of convention
as those against which all the playwrights of the ages
have struggled in from one to five acts, only to bow
to the inevitable at the finish. There are all sorts of
ways of compromising with the laws of society, but
the foundation rests just the same.

An interesting and interested audience was present,
including the critics in full force, a number of our
most prominent actors and a few civilians. Billie

Burke and her husband sat in a stage box and at-
! tracted much attention. Miss Burke looked sweet six¬

teen. all dressed in filmy white. A curious compromise
• between a hat and a tiara rested firmly on her pretty

head, making her look like one of those little illustra¬
tion princesses with a gold crown.

before?" are the ques- I lug whatever to the ma-
tions which fly about be- jority of those present on
tween the acts after the the opening night of

refuse to " Just Outside the Door,"■ 1- - 4-

^ * ivu the time that
voung woman had been
on the stage five mmutes,
her JHidienee^pega_

' twecu w—

programmes refuse
furnish more than name
information.

: The name Kathlene
MacDonell meant noth- ^ _

her ability, Ottola Nesmith, a pretty and talented
girl, not many seasons on the stage, but with all the ,
ease and discretion of a far older and more experienced
actress. Miss Nesmith possesses untold ambition.
You want to keep your eye on her. When she landed
one of the leading parts in a Belasco production last '
season I decided she must be clever. It wasn't her
fault that the play did not meet with approval. And
now she is under Henry Miller's management and has
made good again. Elliott Dexter, Frank Kemble
Cooper, and Frank Losee. were three others whose
acting helped elevate the play. Losee is another of
those who are fortunate in possessing a beautiful
voice. (By the way, a number of persons in the audi¬
ence commented upon the marked resemblance of Mr.
Losee to David Belasco.)

The play started off with a delightful promise of
romance—a never-failing subject of interest to the¬
ater-goers. When Mr. Losee told us that romance was
" just outside the door," the audience got ready for
sentimental fragrance, " the odor of mignonette," mu¬
sic and all the ingredients which go with the subject.
If the play had continued along the lines conveyed by
the wonderful Losee voice, all would have been well.
But instead, when the promised romance appeared
from outside the door it proved to be nothing more
than a popular thriller well acted. Instead of music

3 and flowers we had theft and gunplay, and we were
frankly disappointed. The management has had the
good judgment not to try to force " Just Outside the
Door," and that was why it stayed with us one week

,, only. .

and so the two stood there and waited for the noise
to subside. For a while it looked as if Aliss Oaker
would be compelled to take a curtain call in the (
midst of a scene.

If Mr. Eltinge had shown the slightest annoyance 1
at the interruption I feel sure this is what would have

occurred, but he stopped his own performance and
smilingly waited. Finally, the audience realized that
the play should be permitted to continue and the ap- ,

plause ceased. It was a great triumph for Miss Oaker, 1 '
I for seldom have I heard such spontaneous praise. It

j was a most unusual tribute, but one well-deserved, i™
Miss Oaker made her appearance at the end of the ! i;
play and bowed her acknowledgments.

" Cousin Lucy " is not the sort of play that will be
discussed because of itself. It is merely intended as
a vehicle for Mr. Eltinge and no more should be ex¬
pected of it. The play is beautifully produced under
the able direction of Mr. Robert Milton. And of
course, the Eltinge gowns are creations, only I did
not like the black one in the l^t act, nor was the last
wig as becoming as the first orre.

" See My Lawyer," the second of the Max Marcin
plays—both on the same street, too—takes a different
direction from " The House of Glass," for it is labeled
" farce." But " See My Lawyer " is not that sort of
farce to which we have been educated by those rapid-

such as " A " See My Lawyer " is not
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We hear so much talk about opportunity in this
busy world. Just at present opportunity is knocking
at the doors of the many designers who originate cos¬
tumes for specialty dancers—the chief feature usually
of any musical production ever since the Castles set
the fashion—opportunity to display some originality
and set the hungry-for-novelty audiences agog. On
the opening night of "Watch Tour Step," the main
topic of conversation between the acts—among the
feminine element at least—was the beauty in de¬
sign and coloring of Mrs. Castle's dancing frocks.
Nothing like them had been seen in a long time—in
fact, since Mrs. Castle's last appearance in a dancing
act. Since "Watch Your" Step" I have attended any
number of opening performances, have watched dan-numoer ui

cers in vaudeville, and nearly
all demonstrate that Mrs.
Castle had set the fashion for
them. So it happens that we
have had pastel shades and
shepherdess effects in every
imaginable effect until we are
weary of them. Only the
Mrs. Castle lace has been
lacking to finish the picture.
Recently the designers thought
of adding a hip-hoop over-
skirt which bounced and
swayed with every movement
of its wearer and was any-
ihing but pretty or graceful.
I suppose this effect was to be
a help in proving that it was
not & la Mrs. Castle. The

, first time I saw the hip-hoop
I costume it was worn by a

Spanish dancer at the Palace.
She should have known bet-

she assumed indefinite lit
One wondered whether
really weighed so much t
she wanted to conceal
lines of her figure or w
was her object. At any r
the hip-hoop bounced about
pleased its fancy. I wis
that I were acquainted w
the young woman so thai
might tell her what I thou
of her costume, which a
very artistic as to combi
tion of shades. Then F]
ence Walton appeared
"Hands Up" wearing
same, identical effect. C
costume would have been v>
attractive had she not b(

. encompassed by this ugly ci
trivance which some one 1
thrust upon her. I have l
seen "Hands Up" since t
first performance. Perhis

nre plays such as
Pair of Sixes," " A Full
House," etc. In fact, the
pace of what is recog¬
nized as Broadway farce
is so fast and furious
that the audience is kept
busy with each incident.
It hasn't time to think
either backward or for-

( ward, the playwright's
idea being not to permit
the slightest drag either

' in dialogue or action.
" Keep it up" is the
stage manager's direc¬
tion, and the actors do
until at times, at re¬
hearsals, they become so
confused they feel like
throwing up their engage¬
ments. The same notion
of " tempo" prevailing

i in musical comedy is em-
! ployed in farce. But

to

ary,
of this kind. It pursues The
more of a leisurely course he
and the audience is al¬
lowed to think a whole
lot, even if "it doesn't
want to. The central
idea of the play is that
of a money-making young
man, who gets in deeper
than he thought when he
first started out, and
then he has to extricate
himself from the tangle

: o f relentless creditors
- and a promising jail sen-

i tence. To do so he is
, persuaded to feign in-

, sanity. There is little
that is new in the idea,
and the making of syn¬
thetic rubber has been

, worn to a frazzle by the
best French dramatists,

and
But
be-
the

ity.
ally
>m-

:m-

nto

ter. A slender girl by nature,
Miss Walton has removed the ugly hoop, it must •
be difficult for dressmakers to discover new lines and j
tones when there are so many applicants for them in
the dancing world, but think of the satisfaction both
to designer and dancer when "original" is the verdict, f

Marie B. Schrader.
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THE most surprising thing auoui LUC J-"-atrical season is the general excellence of the
companies presenting the new plays. Just

why all the managers seemed to arrive at the same
conclusion and vie with one another in securing the
services of the best available actors is a mystery,
but, in some way, by means of those mysterious rumor
germs which live in the Broadway atmosphere, early
in the Summer it became an established fact that good
acting was to be desired, and that the better the act¬
ing the more chance had the untried play. Night
after night the regulars are pleased to find so many
familiar napies on the programmes, and when the
names do not happen to be well known, the strangers
who bid for our favor lose little time in proving that

- * :„„i BnMlp called^ for ! ^
suspect that she could
really act, even if she
hadn't had a chance on

1 Broadway before. And
when Miss MacDonell
and Ernest Truex got
through with one of the
biggest emotional scenes
we have seen in many a
season there didn't re¬
main the slightest doubt
as to the stranger's right
to the role she played.

Truex gave us a shock.
J too. We thought we

I knew just how much hecould do, but his hys¬

terical scene called
extravagant praise even
if we didn't sympathize

r with the character itself,
r Then there were Lizzie

Hudson Collier, who was
perfectly charming in a
part not big enough for
they were engaged be¬
cause of genuine ability.
These newcomers who
take their audiences off

J guard by unexpected clev¬
erness add to the trials of
the first-nighters.

"Who is she?" or
" Have you ever seen him

ER

llll

AUGUST STRINDBERG,
Famous Swedish Dramatist.

a-j
How different was the first performance of " Cousin »

Lucy," in which Julian Eltinge is demonstrating that
his figure is as lovely as ever and he can fascinate
men and women, too, in whatever guise he wishes to
appear. Mr. Eltinge has solved the difficult feat of
being equally successful in two personalities. So often
a man who attempts to play a woman's role in an
attractive manner is sneered at by his own sex and
looked at indifferently by the feminine sex. His crime
lies in the fact that he plays a lovely woman. Let -r-
him make up as a big, raw-boned, or fat-encumbered
wash-woman and all the men die laughing at his an¬
tics, and go about repeating his jokes and advising
their friends not to miss him. Such a man raises no
question of his manliness, whereas if he were to play
a coquettish woman all his sex would throw up their
hands in horror.

With Mr. Eltinge it is entirely different. He has
the entire approval of his own sex and the admiration
of the women. No one suggests that he couldn't go
out into the back yard and saw a cord of wood if he .

wanted to; and yet, did you ever see such a figure, 1
such shoulders and arms? I heard any number of

: girls raving over them and wishing they could be as
fascinating in real life as Eltinge is on the stage.
Really, he is wonderful and everyone should go to
see him, for he is a distinct novelty and will keep you
guessing as to how he does it. Then when he appears
without his feminine wig and shows such a good-
natured, wholesome, boyish face you feel that he must
have slipped away from college just long enough to
indulge in a good prank, or maybe to help out the
college funds.

I am sure he must be one of the best-hearted fellows
in the profession, for a little incident which occurred
on the opening night demonstrated this. I speak of
the enormous hit made by Miss Jane Oaker, who
played the adventuress so well that, when she made
her final exit, the audience applauded so vigorously
and so long that the play came to a standstill.

Mr. Eltinge and another actor were ready to go on
with the dialogue, but the house wouldn't permit it,

but the play proved an
Jnrm 1<; srriio'o line tor itc #1

amusing support for one T. Roy Barnes.
I hated to take a chance on guessing what that

T. stands for, but I thought I heard someone say
" Tom Barnes." Well, one T. Roy Barnes gives us
a personality that is refreshing. There isn't anything
artificial about him and yet he is not obtrusively all
self. With a handsome, clean-cut face that anyone
would like to possess, and an easy stage presence, one
cannot marvel that in vaudeville and at the Winter
Garden he was always worth every bit of his salary

i and then some. Barnes would make anything amus¬
ing and worth while, and I fancy they will star him
quick, for here is a big opportunity to exploit a young,

■ clever, good-looking fellow, distinctly worth while as
a money-earner, even though he may not make it out
of fake, synthetic rubber.

I have seen John Daly Murphy season after sea¬
son. He may always be depended upon to get all
possible out of any role he may tackle, and he is
always funny, but never has he been funnier than as
Dr. Drew, an alienist, in " See My Lawyer." He is
so much as we picture alienists in comedy guise, and
never once did he step out of the picture. His seri¬
ousness and wisdom in pronouncing Barnes's case as
" Dementia absoluta" were worthy of having hap¬
pened on one of our recent murder trials. Murphy's
makeup was immense.

Inez Buck and Margot Williams did all they could
as two pretty young girls with rather limited oppor¬
tunities. They are both prime favorites with New
York audiences. Sydney Booth, Gus Weinburg, John
Flood and Frank Monroe were others who also met
with warm approval. Marie B. Schrader.

MARIE TEMPEST'S New York engagementsare always looked forward to with much in¬
terest, for the Tempest personality and tech¬

nique are such that they may be relied upon to be
entertaining and worth while, no matter what the
play. Consequently, when it was announced that
Miss Tempest would be seen here in a former John
Drew play, and one of extremely light fabric at that,
it didn't make the slightest difference to the theater¬
going public, for it knew that Miss Tempest is thor¬
oughly capable of taking a male star play and making
the leading female role the star part without resorting
to the old trick of stealing speeches from the mouth
of the leading male character, either. Such is the
power of one who is able to dominate.
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Now, you couldn't 'convince
some actors that, unless you
" hog " it, you are not a star.
A few of our thinking artists,
however, have demonstrated
their superiority by proving
that a part as long as that
of Hamlet was by no means
essential to their success.

Mrs. Fiske, for instance.
Time and time again she has
appeared in roles which the
average actor would have
scorned because the charac¬
ters were not in evidence in
every scene of the play. But
Mrs. Fiske proved her right
to her high position by her
work in whatever role she
chose to play.

So with Miss Tempest.

as being " sure of herself."
That is true. And at times
this quality is just a little too
lavish; but if Miss Tempest
did not possess it she would
not fill the position she does
at present. It is because she
knows what she can do that
she is what she is.

As Mrs. Mulholland, the
widow of a man who had
made his fortune in glue, she
gave us a crisp Tempest per¬
formance which made every¬
body laugh, and the audience
was quite ready to believe
that Mrs. Mulholland had al¬
ways been the star part, and
that " The Duke of Killi-
crankie" just happened to be
the title, although Mr. Gra-

»nlor-
the title, attnougu aii.

Some one spoke of her to me ham Browne was again play-

mI
lore our own actor with the
submarine eyes charmed us

by his dare deviltry.

lnf. .hl® original rol^ onesTich „ / "-ated aud became -sue h a favorite in London be-
" The Duke of Killicrankie " needed a curtain-raiserto enable the public to feel that it had had its money'sworth. You've got to give a whole lot of entertain¬ment these days since the moving pictures entered thelists. The plot of the play at the Lyceum doesn't keepanybody guessing. Its chief charm lies in the ab¬duction idea of the duke and its smart lines so surelydelivered by Miss Tempest. But when one recallsthe play, it seems clever of the playwright to havesucceeded in keeping his idea going for three acts.Miss Tempest wore some smart clothes made by aFifth Avenue dressmaker who has recently come intotheatrical favor. But I failed to see how the starcould wander about a Summer landscape bundled upin a Winter costume, with skirt and sleeves elabo¬rately trimmed with fur and a fur collar almost afoot high, that would be comfortable in Russia, whilethe charming Lady Henrietta sat, and walked andtalked, clad in the thinnest of decollete chiffon even¬ing gowns. Considering the temperature, I shouldhave much preferred playing Lady Henrietta on thatoccasion; but, I must say, Miss Tempest looked verychic under her weight of broadcloth and fur, althoughthe greenest of grass and the most luxuriant of vineswere growing all around. I felt half impelled to throwLady Henrietta a pelt or so to make her fit in thepicture.

As Rosalind, a role which gave Miss Tempest splen¬did opportunities to show her versatility as a charm¬ing young actress and a middle-aged woman, again Iwould find fault with her costume as the woman whowants to enjoy the novelty of middle age. The ideais quite plausible when it means that an actress, wnois compelled to appear in public as ever young andbeautiful and attired in the most modern fashion,wearies of it all and wishes to throw off such artificialties and be herself—as old as she is—over forty. ButI must take issue with Miss Tempest in regard to theclothes such a woman would wear. In my opinion,a woman who had spent all her life in young roleswould never select such a cap and such a wrapper asdid Miss Tempest. I can imagine such a woman asglad to throw off all fashionable restraint and appearwithout paint and powder and hair dye, attired incareless fashion; but the middle-aged wrapper im¬pressed me as having been sought for deliberately fortheatrical effect; also the cap. Rosalind would havehad to go on an extensive shopping tour to find sucharticles, when, at the present time, all the middle-1 aged women are trying as hard as they can to wearyoung clothes.
But, maybe, it is different in England, althoughsome one who saw the play in London, when IreneVanbrugh played Rosalind, assures me that MissVanbrugh's costume was merely one which bespokecarelessness and indifference.
" Rosalind " was thoughtfully placed after " TheDuke of Killicrankie," instead of before it, showingthat the management did not delude itself into think¬ing that people would be in their seats and at atten¬tion by 8.15 o'clock. Really, unless our first-nightaudiences are disciplined in some fashion, I fear itwill soon be 9 o'clock before the rise of the dozens ofcurtains on and off Broadway. If managers, after

I announcing in the papers the time for the beginningof their plays, would adhere to their determination,all would be well, but they do not. If people wereimpressed with the fact that 8.15 meant 8.15, therecould be no complaint; but they know, nine times outof ten, that 8.15 means 8.30 or a quarter of nine.They should worry 1 Consequently, rising curtainsare later and later.
Once upon a time, when the early comers were en¬tertained by orchestras playing some sort of music,the wait was,not so noticeable; but at present one iscompelled to study the back of some stranger's headuntil one knows every well-arranged and every dis¬arranged hair Upon it. Of course, some people arethoughtful enough to bring newspapers with them,and they do help; but there are others who have old-fashioned ideas about newspapers filling the place oforchestras. I have noticed a number of personsactually chewing gum. Awful! Yes, but—well, theymust do something.

There is no use trying to convince the public thatthe orchestra is an undesirable adjunct to a theatricalentertainment. The orchestra fills a gap for whichnothing else equally successful has yet been devised.Maybe some day some enterprising young fellow will i icome forward with a brilliant notion of how to keeppeople's thoughts off bad plays and on good playsduring intermissions. At the present time, the lackof an orchestra is frequently fatal to the success of aplay. The audience is permitted to think; that ex¬plains it. Besides, in many instances, authors are «■rcutting their dialogue short and giving us longer in- ' "termissions, so that when the curtain goes up on thesecond act the first act has been thoroughly picked topieces, whereas if the stage-manager had had the wis- MSdom to open the second act after only the usual lengthof intermission, the audience would not be tired out §5.:with waiting—as it so frequently is—and the interest

BBS. IK Jt'

I
F good wishes could have brought about the mostbrilliant success of the season, I am sure " Hit-the-Trail Holliday " would have scored that en¬viable record—excepting, of course, any other playfrom the pen of the same author.On the opening night of the latest George M. Cohancomedy, the Astor Theater was packed to capacitywith an audience gathered there through the mostsincere interest in one slight, nimble, lightning-brainedyouth—I can never think of him as really grown up,although he does accomplish such stupendous things—who because of his cleverness and ability will neverbe able to count his friends." A regular Cohan audience," remarked one man,who ought to know.

back to keeping bar, after all—but he didn't.sides, what would the minister's sweet little daughihave done? One couldn't fancy her as the wife 'a mixer of drinks, even if the playwright had thouglfully sought to equalize her social standing with tinof Holliday by making her a manicurist.
But Holliday as a follower of the great grape juiclleader, with " nearly beer" as a medium for earninja livelihood, was not so appealing as the dispense!of a variety of concoctions. Katherine La Salle wa|a charming and sympathetic' minister's daughter, buther make-up gave her the look of an interesting con-|valescent instead of that pink-and-white beauty we(have been educated to expect of young women whoare constantly brought in touch with palms and fingerOf course, a great many peo¬ple were interested in the hand¬some Niblo, star of the occasion;but, with all his personal attrac¬tiveness, Niblo is George'sbrother-in-law, and that in it¬self would be sufficient to drawa crowd, even if Niblo hadn'twon a reputation for himself indistant parts of the world aswell as in our own little town.Everybody wished him well.

job, either. " Any actor ca/
George M. Cohan on the
and be sure that he wi
listened to with courtesywhat the actors say about
And if the list of Mr. C<
u'ood deeds in behalf of th<distress could be publish
would make a great manypeople become Cohan adrnOnce upon a time, in cor

, be¬cause he was Niblo and because
»»»>" v-

he was related to George. And I believed him to be simpl.hadn't George written a play of those irrepressible Ameexpressly for his brother-in-law?George, who is so modest, butso busy that he has the right togo about proclaiming both facts,only he doesn't. And he is nevertoo busy to write a play when itis needed, or to hold out a help¬ing hand to somebody out of a

nails. " Hit-the-Trail Holliday's " love theme left agreat deal to the imagination. There was practicallyno love-making in it, yet when the minister suddenlybegan the marriage service, just as the last curtaindescended, we realized that in the affection elementMr. Cohan had suggested what the man and womanthought and felt without pouring it out in floweryspeeches or kissing scenes. Holliday never oncetalked down the back of the girl's neck to tell her hewith the idea of some others loved her, nor did she tell her love; but they knewknew but little about Mr. C and we knew, for she planned all his plans for himbefore he thought of them; inspired him; sympathizedwith him, and believed in him. Really, in this dayof the eternal question. " How can a man know thata woman loves him?" Mr. Cohan has given us afootball. Young Cohan ws very delightful illustration—the real answer. Andritating by reason of the Holliday, having traveled along Broadway for someseasons, was quick to appreciate the minister'sdaughter.

spirits that deludes itself
thinking that the world i

with which he stamped his
sonality upon anything he w
to give the public. His a

in~fhe story could not havehad an opportunity to flag.
It seems to me that mana¬

gers and stage-managers are
not showing the best judg¬ment in allowing these thingsto go on getting worse insteadof better. There is always somuch talk about giving thepublic what it wants, but Iam convinced that the publicwould be far better pleasedif plays began on scheduletime and the intermissionswere made as short as pos¬sible. Everybody doesn't goout for a drink, you know;and a great many people pre¬fer to gossip in a more pri¬vate place.

For myself, 1 should like 10 eggsee the reinstatement of the : S
orchestra. Our public musical ;
taste has been steadily im-
proving during recent years, 1
thanks to the cabarets, pi¬
anolas, and moving picture
performances, which throw in
high-class selections, by way
of good measure, so that the¬
ater musicians might feel
that they may give us some¬
thing worth while; and their
efforts will not fall upon un-
appreciative ears. I am sure
that managers who are seek¬
ing to please the public al¬
ways will not regret the extra
expendit'ure necessary for the
return of the orchestras.
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MISS EDA VON LUKE,Who Has Been Engaged for the Role of the AmericanWidow in " The Prince of Pilsen."

it
ance was colossal, but there was genuine ability backof it, and an unceasing power to keep going whateversort of work engaged his attention for the moment.And that factor in his success, labeled a Cohan audi¬ence, kept growing and growing until there are Cohanaudiences everywhere, for they know what Georgecan do, and they are willing to devote a respectfulinterest to any and all of his efforts, whether they aremusical comedy, farce, or tragedy."

George ! George ! " not " Cohan " or " author,"came the cry on the opening night. That told thestory.
Most of the critics were present, although there wasanother premier scheduled; and the feeling of goodwill was in evidence among them., too. This despitethe terrific heat, which drove people to the side¬walks during the intermission. I saw Diamond Jimstanding on the curb. His diamond safety bicycleornaments, placed at intervals along his shirt front,seemed to flash heat. That other Jim—GentlemanJim Corbett—stood near, admired at a discreet dis¬tance by groups of mere males. One critic who woreevening clothes, and couldn't disguise his discomfort,good naturedly, confessed that he attired himself inthis fashion because his wife wanted to wear anevening gown, so she could be as cool as possible.Now, I call that a true test of husbandly devotion,and any man who would do such a thing on such anight must be as nice at home as he is in public."

Hit-the-Trail Holliday" lacked just somethingwhich it didn't have. Any number of people said so,and they meant it. It offered no surprise, exceptwhen the oartender stopped studying his sermon ontemperance long enough to take a real drink from aflask one of his converts had surrendered. The audi¬ence had hopes then that the slow first act and a mildsecond had not been in vain. The regulars didn't hesi-:tate to say that they kept hoping Holliday would go

When an actor has been called " the handsomestman on the stage," it seems inconceivable that thereshould be anything the matter with his face, doesn'tit? Yet Hamilton Revelle, who has at last succumbedto the lure of the pictures and is starring in severalfresh films for the Metro Company, recently had thesurprising experience of being called aside by his di¬rector, who frankly informed him that two smallblack moles, which ordinary stage-managers had for¬merly pronounced a genuine asset, were decided blem¬ishes. which were bound to detract from his appear¬ance in*the "close-ups." for being photographed forpictures is like being placed under a microscope.Although Mr. Revelle and his moles had been soclosely associated for so many years, he obedientlyfollowed the director's advice and hied him to a beautyspecialist, where he was informed that the ordinary
price for removing the defects by the application ofsome caustic would be fifty dollars each. Revelle wasastonished, and said so, whereupon the doctor triedto soothe him by explaining that his women patientspaid such a sum without murmuring. Revelle de¬cided to think it over, with the result that he foundanother doctor—one who did not claim exorbitant fees,but who would do the work for five dollars per mole.Result—the handsome Revelle is now face perfect.He learned from the beauty specialist that businesshas increased fifteen per cent, for the moving picturedirectors are getting very particular about every lit¬tle wrinkle, wart, mole, or any kind of blemish onthe faces of their actors. One very pretty actress,who, to my knowledge, looks twenty years youngerthan she did a few months ago, owes her rejuvenationto a beauty doctor. This woman, who now looks likea sweet, fresh-faced young girl, permitted her face tobe cut and drawn about the forehead, ears, and underthe chin, and seams taken in the remaining skin. Thework required six weeks and cost her exactly $5,000;but she now looks younger than her young and good-

looking leading man, and that
must be an intense satisfaction
to any actress.4 A »®JlLUIl I n KiNiV

-yVon Brtjner.—Beatrice von Bruner sailed last Sat-urday for England in order to assume a leading role kin " To-night's the Night" at the Gaiety Theater.Upon arriving in London, she will drop the " von" ■from her name for obvious reasons. Miss von Brunerwas born in Louisville of German parentage, butspent the last five years in London, appearing atDaly's Theater in " The Dollar Princess," " The ,JWaltz Dream," "Count of Luxembourg," "The Mar- |riage Market," and " Gypsy Love." Miss von Bruner !t' ; ! will return to America in September with the or- iganization that will go on tour in " To-night's theNight," in which she will play the leading role of iJune.
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Wiieaton.—Anna Wheaton arrived in New York
last Saturday after successful engagement of four
months in London in the revue, " Push and Go." She j
will be seen the coming season in a Shubert musical

reduction.

Haynes.—Mrs. Minna Gale Haynes is to devotethe new season to readings from Shakespeare and themodern dramatists and poets. Theatergoers will re¬gret the loss, even temporary, of this sterling actress. |Miss Haynes acquired her early training with EdwinBooth and Lawrence Barrett. For six years sheplayed leading roles in the classic drama, appearingas Portia (to Booth's Shylock), Lady Macbeth, Ophe¬lia, Beatrice, Juliet, and Rosalind. More recentlyMiss Haynes played with Viola Allen in " The WhiteSister," replaced Mary Mannering as Domini in " TheGarden of Allah," and appeared in the all-star re¬vival of " A Celebrated Case."
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"THE WHITE SISTER'
A Six-Part Adaptation of P. Marion Craw¬

ford's Novel of the Same Name, Featur¬
ing Viola Allen. Produced by the Essa-
nay Company Under the Direction of
Fred E. Wright and Released on the V-

1 L-S-E Programme.
The White Sister Viola Allen

I Giovanni Severi Richard C. Travers
I Princess Chiaromonti Florence Oberle
. Monsieur Saracinesca Thomas Commerfprd
I Mother Superior Emelie Melville

J Filmore Durand John Thorn
Captain Ugo Severi Sydney Ainsworth
Dr. Pieri Ernest Maupain
Madame Bernard Camille D'Arcy
Minister of War John H. Cossar
Colonel Parlo Frank Dayton

This picture should prove extremely pop¬
ular, for it has a theme which has stood
the test of time and its appeal to-day is
as strong as it has ever been. It has to
do with the young girl who, believing her
lover to be dead, enters a convent, only to
find after she has taken her final vows that
he still lives and loves her. Then follows
the intense struggle between her duty and
her love with duty triumphant, until a
friendly priest steps in and uses his influ¬
ence to obtain a dispensation releasing her
from her vows.

The story is intensely dramatic. The
'

young Princess Chiaromonti on returning
t" to her castle in company with her lover,

Giovanni Severi, a young army officer,I learns that her father has just died as the
result of injuries received in an automo¬
bile accident. Her aunt secretly destroys

' the will left by the Prince, and as there
was no civil marriage between the Prince
and his wife, his daughter is without legal

II status, and is automatically deprived of
t both name and fortune. She is driven from

the castle by the Marchesa, who, being the
r next in line, becomes the Princess, and

takes refuge with her old nurse. Giovanni
1 is ordered to Egypt with his regiment and

w later a report is received that he has been
killed. The deposed Princess takes the

1 veil and enters a convent as The White
Sister. Two years later Giovanni returns,

: after escaping from prison, and endeavors
i to persuade "his sweetheart to renounce her

vows and marry him. This she refuses to
1 do until Giovanni is hurt in the explosion

of a powder magazine, and will die unless
his arm is amputated. He refuses to con¬
sent to the operation, as he prefers to die
rather than live without Angela, and she,
after an intensely dramatic scene, finally
consents to apply for a dispensation re¬
leasing her from her vows.

The direction and photography were of
an unusual standard of excellence. The
acting pleased, Miss Allen being seen to

FEATURE FILMS ewman

VIOLA ALLEN MAKES HER MOTION PICTURE DEBUT IN AN ESSANAY PRODUCTION.

Miss Allen Is Seen in " The White Sister," With Which Her Fame Was So Closely Identified on the Stage
plications follow each other with startling
and laugh-producing frequency. Colonel
Bob is arrested as Crooky Scruggs, the es¬
caped convict, and it is only with the ar¬
rival of guards from Sing Sing, who see
at once that he is the wrong man, that his
story is given credence and Crooky at last
captured and returned to durance vile.

E.

•THE DICTATOR"!
advantage in her_orig_inal role. _ Thecal- A Five-Part Adaptation of Richard Hard-tt,i

Davis's Play of the Same Name Fea- |
turing John Barrymore. Produced by
the Famous Players Film Company Un¬
der the Direction of Oscar Eagle and |

1 Released on the Paramount Programme
' i June 20.

ance of the cast was good, especially Flor¬
ence Oberle as the intriguing Marchesa,
who later becomes the Princess Chiaro¬
monti. E.

'CROOKY"
A Comedy of Errors in Five Parts, Written

by Paul West and Featuring Frank Dan¬
iels. Produced iby the Vitagraph Com¬
pany Under the Direction of C. Jay Wil- Y—--liams. Presented by Albert E. Smith and Mrs.
J. Stuart Blackton as a Blue Ribbon Rev- K08tlcK
Feature on the V-L-S-E Programme. Re¬
leased July 12.

Brooke Travers John Barrymore
Lucy Sheridan Charlotte Ives
Juanita Ruby Hoffman
Simpson Ivan Simpson
General Campos Walter Craven
Colonel Bowie Robert Broderick

Esther Lyon
Harry West

General Rivas Mario Majerino
Duffy Thomas McGrath

£r?oky, Scrubs Frank Daniels
John Barrymore is undoubtedly the best

Colonel Bob Roberts '.'.'. Charles Eldridire uSht comedian to be seen in pictures, but
John W. Doush Harry T Morev even his inimitable mannerisms and ex-
Susan Doueh '. Edwina 'Bobbins pressions fail to make " The Dictator"
Dora, his daughter Anna Lausthlin more than an average five-reel picture. It
John Willis Evart Overton cannot in justice be called a poor picture,

Whether he appears on stage or screen, n?ith<£. can ltt,be ca.US? a Sood one' a?a
a natural born comedian is always a come- wlth the exception of Mr. Barrymore, who
dian. When Frank Daniels first appears always fnnny when be wants t0 be tony,
at the very end of a long line of convicts, u leaves little room for comment either
hi con°tinMsStoUIegt^au|hrwith e've^move^ ^ staits °® ln a llvely and amusingment and gesture throughout the length of manner, then lets up very appreciably and
this extremely well conceived and well pro- finishes with some scenes that afford the
duced comedy, for he is one of the verv star several opportunities which he seizes
few comedians for whom the word inimi- uP°n wltl1 avidity. We are surprised that
table was coined by the lexicographers such an experienced director as Oscar
However, he does not deserve all of the Eagle should have let such careless mis-
praise for the success of the picture for takes as a wrong and impossible method
lie was ably supported by a strong cast in
which Charles Eldridge and Edwina Rob-
bins deserve commendation as assistant fun
makers, and was fortunate in having a
director in the person of C. Jay Williams,
who "was capable of staging the various
situations in such a manner that the gro¬
tesque eccentricities of the star were
brought out to the slightest detail. It can
be safely said that this picture contains
everything requisite for a successful com¬
edy. It has an amusing story, which, while
having little that is original, teems with
laughable situations; it has Frank Dan¬iels ; it has an excellent supporting cast;
it has consistently good photography; it
has an able, efficient director and has been
produced most elaborately with settingsthat are beautiful and artistic without be¬
ing obtrusive. It is a thoroughly good pic¬
ture from every viewpoint and one that
will undoubtedly be riotously received by
moving picture patrons the world over, for
It has the universal appeal of clean humor.

Colonel Bob Roberts, a wealthy Western
ranch owner, decides that he will take a
vacation and he arrives in New York with
a letter of introduction to a wealthy cap¬
tain of finance. Unfortunately the day of
his arrival happens to be the day of one
of those periodic upheavals indigenous to

; the stock market and he is refused an in-
1 terview without his letter being read.

About the same time Crooky Scruggs, a
convict in Sing Sing, decides that he needs
a vacation and laughably escapes in a bar¬
rel. He is successful in stealing a suit of

: clothes, which he puts on over his prison
costume, and eventually arrives in New
York. There, by a curious streak of fate,
he falls in with Colonel Bob, and after a
few drinks together they form a mutual
admiration society, with the result that in
the wee -small hours of the morning they
arrive at a hotel in a very much intoxi¬
cated condition, and are put to bed. Crooky
awakes first in the morning and stealing
his companion's clothes and personal be¬
longings, prepares to depart, leaving his
convict garb for his innocent companion.

Hard pressed for money and not know¬
ing which way to turn in order to procure
the necessary margins, the captain of
finance accidentally reads Colonel Bob's let-1

ter of introduction, which states that he
1 has several hundred thousand dollars to in-
. vest. There follows a mad rush to learn
, the Westerner's whereabouts. At last he

1

is located and the magnate's chief clerk
arrives just as Crooky, in the garb of Colo-

I nel Bob is leaving the hotel. He is seized
land hurried to the residence of the mag-

"

treated like a klnp. Com-

of resuscitation from drowning, a United
States navy wireless operator on duty in
civilian's clothes, and the use of a very
queer looking boat as a navy steam cutter,
creep into the picture. One expects better
things of a man of his ability.

The story develops very slowly. Brooke '
Travers leaves New York very hurriedly
for Central America under the impression
that he has killed a man. There he is auto¬
matically forced to become a dictator and
becomes mixed up in the excitable and ever
changing polities of the little banana repub¬
lic, with the result that he is on the verge
of being shot when rescued by a party of
United States bluejackets. There is a de-

i; lightful and at times very amusing little
love story which is most capably and in¬
genuously handled by Charlotte Ives. The
supporting cast was good. E. |
'.«•••• vb ?( a dead-white concave

"THE CRIMINAL"
; Three-Part Broadway Star Feature Pro¬

duced by Van Dyke Brooke from the
Script by Anna Bressman.

West, district attorney Maurice Costello |
Wells, head of the gang Van Dyke Brooke
Nell, his adopted daughter .... Norma Talmadge u-
Maggie, his wife Maud Milton N
Anna West, the wife Estelle Mardo
Reeves, a detective Thomas Mills

44 The Criminal" is a peculiar character
study in which the brunt of the work cen¬
ters in Norma Talmadge, and for our part

• there could be no more welcome pivotal
, person than that. Miss Talmadge has
girli^hness a-plenty, but she is also a real¬
ly experienced little actress, one who gets

I over every small inflection of meaning.
Miss Talmadge, in a good many ways, is
our ideal conception of what a character
lead should be.

The story is most consistent up to a
certain point. It opens with the leaving

I of a basket on the doorstep of a man
named West, the seizure of the basket by
a criminal near-by, and the bringing up
of the child by this man, who by the time
the girl is grown to young maturity is the
leader of a well known but unapproach¬
able gang. The foundling is kept in ig¬
norance of her birth, thereby fearing to
give away her " father," whom she dreads
and who prevents her obtaining honest em¬
ployment. Her " mother " she has instinc¬
tively felt to be her friend.

The new collector is now introduced, and
a lover seems to have been found for the
girl. This person also enters into crooked
dealings with the gang leader, but lie like¬
wise persuades the girl to meet him at his
office and to tell what she knows about her
" father," the reason she assigns for be¬
ing unable to marry him. In the next I a
room are the district attorney and assist¬
ants, fixed to a dictaphone. Then the gang
leader rushes in, shoots the insurance man,
Whom his badge reveals to be a detective,
and makes his escape. Those in the next
room rush in, and the girl is jailed for
the shooting.

Then the wife of the district attorney,
who disappeared after leaving the found¬
ling, as she thought, on the father's door¬
step, appears, and the story, with the in¬
troduction of this new character, enlarges
and seems to lose the concentrated interest
it has up to that time by all means pos¬
sessed.

Revelations, confessions, and easy de¬
ductions lead to the capture of the gang
leader, the release of the girl, and the final
promise of her real father, the district at¬
torney, to take her and her adopted mother,
both, into his home on her promise to re¬
main with him, for the girl favored the
woman who had raised her.

Van Dyke Brooke plays the gang leader
as an outwardly respectable person living
in the best of surroundings. Maurice Cos¬
tello is the acceptable district attorney,
with the minor parts also well played. F.

FRANK DANIELS COMES BACK TO MAKE THEM LAUGH ONCE MORE.
This Time It's on the Screen, in Vitagraph's " Crooky Scruggs," V-L-S-E Release.

GRACE DARLING,
i:Whose Journey to the Panama Exposition

Is Shown in the Hearst-Selig Weekly.
" GAMBIER'S ADVOCATE "

A Five-Part Adaptation of Ronald Mac-
Donald's Story of the Same Name, Fea¬
turing Hazel Dawn as " Clarissa." Pro¬
duced by the Famous Players Film Com¬
pany Under the Direction of James
Ivirkwood and Released on the Para¬
mount Programme June 20.

Clarissa Hazel Dawn
Stephen Gambier James Kirkwood
Cyrus Vane Fuller Mellish
Gene Vane Dorothy Bernard
Leslie Robert Broderick
Mrs. Leslie Maude Odell

Were it not for Hazel Dawn this would
be considered a very mediocre picture and
even with her personality to lend a touch
of brightness it does not rise very far
above that class. The story is crude and
uninteresting and although the direction
and photography are excellent they fail to
compensate for the ennui-producing fea¬
tures of the story. It is again the case of
using the name and reputation of a well-
known star, and it might be added, also,
that of a well-known director, to carry a
poor picture, for a picture cannot be good
irrespective of the quality of the photog¬
raphy and direction if the story, the main
requisite, is crude and mediocre.

This is Miss Dawn's first appearance be¬
fore the camera in a drama, her other two
appearances being in comedies, and al¬
though her acting left little to be desired,
still, to be perfectly frank, we much pre¬
fer seeing her in light comedy to which her
personality seems especially fitted. James
Kirkwood playing opposite was capable,
and the balance of the cast was good.

The story has to do with a young girl,
who sees her stepmother in the arms of the

171-J man who saved her from drowning, and
who, in order to prevent her father, who

| oi has also seen the embrace, from commit-
i ting murder, hurriedly substitutes herself

in her stepmother's place, and later forces
i the man to ask for her hand in marriage.

Although she really loves the man, she'

will have little to do with him until the
.< stepmother explains that she was at fault

through a sudden wave of emotional grati-
|vv< tude. Later the young man is accused of

, murdering his benefactress on circumstan¬
tial evidence and is about to be convicted

i when the young girl hurries to the insane-
, ly jealous divorced husband of the mur¬
dered woman and procures from him the
evidence which will clear hor lover. E.
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| "THE RIGHT OF WAY"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Sir GilbertParker's Novel of the Same Name Fea-J5 turing William Faversham. Producedby B. A. Rolfe Photoplays, under the di-*

rection of John W. Noble and releasedJ on the Metro Programme.
j Charlie Steele -William Favershamj Rosalie

Jane GreyJoe Portugaise Edward BrennanI Trudel Henry Bergmani Billy Wantage Harold De BeckerThis picture has not been handled wellI either by the adapter of the original novelor by the director. The main point of the: story, that of the conversion of the unbe¬liever to the Catholic faith is not brought| out in the emphatic manner that Sir Gil¬bert Parker originally wrote it nor is themoral disintegration of a brilliant mind
I through the influence of whiskey convin-| cingly presented. It would have been wellhad the director devoted some study tothe manners and customs of the Catholicchurch before attempting to stage a pic-: ture in which those elements and also thepyschology of a French-Canadian Catho¬lic community were so prominently dis-I played. The errors were ridiculous. Thepicture had other directorial discrepancieswhich did much to mar the effectiveness of jthe production. The scene in which the| unbeliever rescues the sacramental vessels| and articles of worship from the altar of* the burning church was poorly executed,1 especially the fire effect which was a pal-I pable moving picture fire with no semb-

, lance of reality. A man undergoing the1 difficult operation for aphasia lying in| bed with all his clothes and high hun-y ter's boots on was another little detail thatd§ greatly marred the production.As for William Faversham his work inthe early parts of the picture, especiallyy the court scenes was an able and master-1;.ful portrayal and- one that may honestly IV,be classed as good acting, but it is hard I'fei. t to imagine a man warking as a tailor's as- [/r# sistant in a backwoods Canadian village4 fooling and fiddling with a monocle every "minute or so. These may be minor points,U but it is the little features that go to '™)• J make up a good picture. Henry Berg-; J tun as the fanatical tailor carried off the" acting honors in a startlingly vivid bit of1 expressive acting. Jane Grey as Rosaliewas pleasing in a part that called for lit-! tie effort.
The picture story lacks the vitality and

, humaneness of the book. Charlie Steele, abrilliant criminal lawyer is addicted to the >use of whiskey as a means of inspiration.1 The opening scenes of the picture show himin court and in a fervent plea he so movesthe hearts of the jurymen that a man ac¬cused of murder with the preponderance ofevidence against him is adjudged notguilty. The time jumps several years and! Steele is shown as a confirmed drunkard.His wife has become disgusted with himand accuses him of robbing a trust fund ofseveral thousand dollars. Steele knowsthat his wife's dissolute brother has com¬mitted this theft and going to the lowdrinking place which the latter frequents V! becomes involved in a brawl and is throwninto the river for dead. He is picked upby the accused murderer, whom he had . jsaved from the gallows several years be- 1fore, and taken to his cabin in a back- 'woods village. There he recovers con¬sciousness, but his mind is a blank. Later •he is operated upon for aphasia and re¬covering his memory decides to remain inthe village. He falls in love with one ofthe village maidens who tries to converthim to the Catholic faith, but is unsuccess- "*jful. Later Steele's brother-in-law arrives tin the village and accidentally sets the 1church on fire. Steele rescues the sacred fornaments from the altar and is the first \to suggest a plan for the re-building of the (destroyed building. He is made custodian iof the funds and that night the n'er dowell brother-in-law robs him. Both Steele *and Joe Portugaise are mortally woundedin a fight with the robber and Steele in a , jvision just before he dies sees the manhe might have been had he left whiskeyalone and given up his atheism. He fin- tally dies in the arms of the Church. E. m.J

Grandon, an Easterner, who has comeNorth to work a claim, left him by hisdead brother. Little Pal cooks for himand keeps his cabin clean and at the same
time falls in love. Grandon gets the fever ;
and his wife is sent for. The camp doctor
says that he will die if he stays in the
northern latitude, and Little Pal reachingthe pinnacle of her love and self-sacrifices, H3robs the miners in order to obtain the (Jnecessary money to send Grandon and hiswife back East. The miners in an at¬tempt to discover the robber accidentally kshoot and kill Black Brand. The picture /closes with the stoical Indian girl stand¬ing behind a tree watching the departing i:;.Grandon and his young and beautiful wife.

F. Br

WILLIAM FAVERSHAM MAKES HIS SCREEN DEBUT IN " THE RIGHT OF WAV."Produced by John Noble for B. A. Rolfe. Released on Metro Programme.

"LITTLE PAL"
A Five-Part Modern Drama FeaturingMary Pickford. Produced by the Fa¬mous Players Film Company, Under theDirection of James Kirkwood. Releasedon the Paramount Programme July 4.Little Pal

Mary PickfordSid Gerue
Russel BassettJohn Grandon

George AndersonPill Box Andy
William LloydBlack Brand

.v . . . . Joseph ManningFrances Grandon Constance JohnsonLittle Pal's Servant
Bert HadleyAdmirers of Mary Pickford will have an lopportunity of seeing her in an entirely i

new role in this picture, that of a half ibreed Indian squaw, and whereas it servesto bring out her versatility still it is en- Itirely lacking in opportunity for a display >of those little inimitable mannerisms that jhave enslaved this charming actress in the Lhearts of moving picture patrons. It was !a part calling for the utmost suppression |of all emotion and that is not the kind (of a part for the irrepressible and spon- 1taneous Mary Pickford.
IThe story was natural and pretty, but it whad very little to it and was not worth, jlby any manner of means, the space de- y

WILLIAM FAVERSHAM,
"THE WAR 0' DREAMS"

j "COLONEL CARTER OF CARTERSVILLE".JJ Five-Reel Production by the Mcintosh Film;Corporation, Staged Under the Direction rH of Howard Ilansell, and Released by i,f. World Film. From the Story by F. Hop- ,j kinson Smith.
J Colonel Carter Burr Mcintosh tNancy, his daughter Lily CahillLaura, her daughter Katherine La Salle ..

1 Robert Gill, her husband Richard Neill 'Pj Tom Klutchem Charles F. Emerson 1The necessity of making screen drama li''j out of " Colonel Carter " would seem to be ef responsible for the incorporation of much'! in this production that will probably sur-1 prise those who remember the F. Ilopkinsoni Smith book. His privilege of showing the U; antecedent action has caused the producerto go far back into the lives of his char- *•] acters and weave what is practically a new ^i story, with the Colonel Carter of ther! printed page but an insignificant last reel ,j or so. But whatever disagreement there "may be on the point of the merit of the'

adaptation, there can be but one opinion;| as to the character study contributed by k; Burr Mcintosh in the title-role. We can w'] hope to see no more finely drawn study of1
the Southern gentleman on the screen than I] the picture presented by Mr. Mcintosh,j The story, as it found its way to the pic¬tures, begins in the antebellum days, and'

we are amused by darky antics, rides in the 1country, and such other diversions as a L| gentile Southern slave-holding aristocracy "~I would indulge in. One of the rides gives |the young couple time for a hasty elope-j ment. The discovery of the man's drinking ^j proclivities and the violent objections of her :1 father leads the girl to tell her husbandhe is no longer wanted. He shoots him- !self; she apparently dies later.
The years that elapse permit the growthof her baby daughter, and the coming of| poverty to the old colonel. The latter jour- •I neys North to interest capitalists in the u.«financing of a railroad to develop his lands ¥j in the South. There is an interesting pe- Iriod when his Southern ideas of courtesy | j[ and due are rudely jarred by the practices iof the North. But the discovery of coal onhis lands brings all to a happy conclusionand seals the romance of his granddaughterand the young lieutenant whom she met Ifoduring the course of the Civil War.The work of Lily Cahill, Katherine La &Salle, Richard Neill, and Charles F. Emer- 4%son, in addition to that of Burr Mcintosh, P *which we have already described, was ac¬ceptable from every angle.

Address cart SCREE V CLJ IS

MARY PICKFORD SEEN IN AN UNUSUAL ROLE IN " LITTLE PAL."Little Mary Appears as an Indian Girl in This Famous Players' Release of July 1.•! ** **
1 Mr. and Mrs. J. Parker Read

- ]voted to it. It could have been well told
, in two reels at the most. It was nothing' more or less than a series of extremelyi good character studies, held together by; the fine thread of a story. Russell Bassettas Sid Gerue, the dissolute saloon keeperand gambler; William Lloyd as Pill BoxAndy, the camp doctor; Joseph Manning 'as Black Brand, the camp bully ; and BertHadley as an Indian servant deserve es¬pecial commendation for the able manner 1in which they handled difficult characterroles. The picture is replete with some 'most beautiful snow scenes and it is only gfnecessary to know that James Kirkwood Bfwas responsible for its production to re- rJalize that from a technical and artistic fstandpoint it was complete in every way. 'Little Pal is the half breed daughter of .

r„t ¥, , _ , ,TT

Sid Gerue, the drunken and dissolute pro- • ,,4.'irce~lart Drama W ritten by W. L.prietor of an Alaskan saloon and gambling Wing and Featuring Bessie Eyton andjoint. Black Brand, the camp bully, is in Edwin Wallock. Produced by the Seliglove with her, but she will have nothing Polyscope Company Under the Directionto do with him. In a game of roulette the »>•] Martin, for Release July 1.bully breaks the bank and then stakes all Arthur Ensign Edwin Wallockhis winnings against the saloon and the 1 Mrs. Ensign Lillian Haywardpossession of Little Pal. He wins, and j Bessie, their daughter ..Gerue, after becoming gloriously drunk, | Lieutenant Leighton A. D. Blakeshoots himself. Little Pal. resolved to | The " War O' Dreams" is a thoroughlyhave nothing to do with the bully, runs I good picture based on a big idea and han- raway and is rescued from freezing by John'' died in a thoroughly competent and con¬ey-r I vincing manner. It is seldom that there fi,-.,,,.lis such a close relationship between au-■ f t or and director as is evident in this pic- !ture. The author wrote a good story and 1the director developed it in a manner that
- I left little to be desired, with the possible 1j exception that he could have made the for- ;I eign spies act like real men instead of| wooden marionettes. In their attempts to '•! be villainous they became ludicrously ab- Tj surd. Otherwise the acting was in con—; formity with the general high order of rsmerit evident in every detail of the pro- |j duction.

Another discrepancy is that tests made1 by officials of the war department of the [i1 United States Government are not made pout in the open country, but on a govern-L ment reservation safe from intruding eyes. 3

€The story deals with an aged inventor'I who after many years of work has discov¬ered a new explosive of enormous force that
can be ignited by ether waves. He sub-

, T* ji mits this to the war department and has fit accepted after tests, but before receiv- Ming his remuneration dreams of the horrible"——1 suffering that will be caused when this gnew destructive force is put to its contem- * \ra plated use. The dream shows an invasionH of this country by an enemy and its de-
struction by untold thousands by means of1 this new force. Among the killed are his

| daughter and her husband and his dream• I is so vivid that when he awakes he de- '! ' I stroys the formula and resolves to live in1

poverty rather than accept riches at such ^—a price. A very slight love story has beenintroduced which adds little to the interest aof the picture. F. M

"GREATER LOVE HATH NO MAN"
Five-Part Metro Release Picturized by Her¬bert Blache for the Popular Plays and"""■"'I Players Company from the Book byFrank L. Packard.
Varge. the adopted son
Harold, his foster-brother . .

Dr. Merton. his foster-father
Mrs. Merton
Warden Hand
Janet, his daughter

Than that he shall e

Emmett Corrigan
. . Crawford Kent

. Thomas Curran
. . Mabel Wright

. . William Morse
.... Mary Martin

ive his life for

YOU'D HARDLY RECOGNIZE MARY PICKFORD, WOULD YOU?
Scene from " Little Pal," Famous Players' Production, Released by Paramount.

his friends," the completion of the caption,• points the way this picture will run afterI the foster-son has imagined himself left a
j foundling, brought up at the convent, and

, adopted by his present parents. In fact
j we are jumped directly into the scene inwhich the real son admits the accidentalmurder of his father and his begging thefoster-brother, who owes everything to his
parents, as he is at pains to point out. to
assume the crime.

Director Blache is quite at ease in any; script that allows of the sensational andhe has accomplished this goal by skippinglightly over the trial and the manufactureof a chain of evidence that would convict r
the innocent man to the entry to prison.Here real cells, a real prison and selected
scenes that the light would allow to be re¬
produced speak for great care with this
part of the production. So real are some' of the scenes that no audience will have 1
to be told of their sincerity. These, with
cleverly constructed studio sets, serve to
show the convicts in an attempt to escape
an attempt in which our calm convict, of '
course, will not join and for which refusal
he 'is made a " trusty."

Outside he becomes the caretaker of the
warden's garden and when Director Blache
can have a nice big house burn to the
ground in a most spectacular blaze, it fur¬
nishes the opportunity for the convict who
rescues the girl from the realistically burn¬
ing house. His love awakened by this act.
he decides to escape rather than allow this
feeling to get the best of him. His free¬
dom leads him to a vessel on which he
ships. Now comes Herbert Blache's third
big opportunity, which he is not
grasp. A storm at sea. and a
bolt are the end of the ship,



plodes and sinks as though with dynamite
Jaden. The rescue of the survivor is ac¬
complished by a sure-enough life-saving
(•Few which rows through calmed waters
to where the hero but a moment before
was tempest tossed.

Back to prison now goes Varge, giving
himself up rataer than accede to the girl's
proposal that they elope. And now comes
the permission to visit his dying foster-
mother, after which there seems no reason
why he should longer conceal his inno¬
cence, but the real murderer obviates fur¬
ther trouble by tumbling down some stone
steps and dying.

The story is a strong one as it has been
here produced, with action the keynote. It
is well arranged and serves to carry the
meaning, by at times voluminous inserts,
well in hand.

Emmett Corrigan makes the most of his
well-restrained part, and makes an entirely
satisfactory figure on the screen. The re¬
mainder of the cast worked well in helping
the director to preserve the atmosphere of
the picture. F.

Van Espen for a gigantic railroad combi¬
nation worked out by his father before his
death and the usual happy ending follows.

E.

" ALWAYS IN THE WAY "
A Six-Reel Drama Based on the Song of

the Same Name by Charles K. Harris,
Featuring Mary Miles Minter. Produced
by the Dyreda Art Film Corporation
Under the direction of J. Searle Dawley
and Released on the Metro Programme.

Dorothy North Mary Miles Minter
Dorothy North, at the age of four.

Ethelmary Oakland
« Wilfred North Lowell Sherman
L Mrs. Helen Stillwell Edna M. Holland
5 Her Daughter Mabel Green

. Alan Stillwell Harold Meltzer
Harry Blake James Riley
Kev. Goodwin Arthur Evers
Mrs. Goodwin Charlotte Shelby
John Armstrong Hal Clarendon
Robert Armstrong Frank B. Coates
Zulu Chief Harry Blakemore

Using the song " Always in the Way,"
which was so popular several years ago,
as a basis, Charles K. Harris has evolved
a photoplay that has all of the necessary
requisites of a perfect offering. The only
fault was, however, that when he started j
writing he did not know where to stop and tafter reaching a perfectly logical climax
added another thousand feet of film that '
completely dispelled the good impression >1
of that which has gone before.

Too much cannot be said in praise of the ybeautiful Mary Miles Minter and the ex¬
tremely able direction of J. Searle Daw-

! ley. Aided by a particularly efficient cam¬
era man they have achieved a picture so <■,
well done that it will be hard to improve ,

on it. Insofar as acting, directing, and
photography is concerned it is impossible '
to point the finger of censure, for with the
exception of its undue and unnecessary
length, the picture, in our opinion, has not
even a minor fault, and to start catalog¬
ing its merits would require far more space ,
than is permitted in this review. It is en- Six-Part Paramount Feature from theough to say that for fiv6 reels it was a pic- Story by William Hamilton Osborne,
ture that one could honestly become enthu- Directed by James Durkin.

oyer. Peter V. Wilkinson, the magnate.The story is strong, appealing, exciting Robert Cummingsand sympathetic, with the suspense well Leslie Wilkinson, his daughter .. Violet Heming
sustained. Dorothy North, the little four- • Eliot Beekman Thurlow Bergen
year-old daughter of a rich lawyer too busy District Attorney Leech .......... Robert Cain
to devote any attention to her, is lonely I Moorehead William T. Carleton
and longs for her dead mother. Mrs. Still- . worth George' PamSonwell, a^yoimg widow and ^ ardent _ dlsclgle RoyPailSer i£5S3S

| "THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY"
; A Five-Part Adaptation of the Play of

the Same Name by Charles Klein and
Harrison Grey Fiske, Featuring Dorothy

1 Bernard and George Soule Spencer. Pro-
] duced by the Lubin Company Under the

Direction of Barry O'Neil for Release on
the V-L-S-E Programme July 5.

Helen Knight Dorothy Bernard
I John Stratton George Soule Spencer
| Matthew Brainerd Charles Brandt

Frank Pierson A. H. Van Buren
General Ruggles Walter Law

! MeGrath Peter Lang
3 Mrs. Varrick Florence Williams•---■» Rnspfta Brice iRosetta Brice

VIOLA ALLEN,
lAs Seen in Essanay's " The White Sister."

"'•THE RUNNING FIGHT""

of the Shavian theory, is at last successful f
in marrying Dorothy's father, and it is
then the little girl is made to realize the
enormous void caused by a lack of mother
love. The stepmother lavishes all her love
and affection on her own two children and
Dorothy is made to realize that she is " al- !
ways in the way." At last she runs away
in a vain search for her mother in heaven
and is found by a young minister about to g
leave for work in Africa. On telephoning 0
Mrs. North she denies that Dorothy is her 1
child, as she has learned that in case of
Dorothy's death all of her husband's wealth

to her own two children, conspires

Roy Pallister Alfred *Kappeler
Bannister Skeen Philip Robson

One may well believe that James Dur¬
kin was engaged as director with the Fam¬
ous Players Company because of the work
he accomplished here, for he has succeeded
in getting the last bit of whatever is to be
gotten out of the script, out of his actors,
and out of his inexpensive and for the most
part interior sets. He handles his scenes
in a masterly way, something we believe
that shows the true dramatic sense of the
director for each separate instance. But
the film cutter has succeeded in ruining
his dramatic continuity in many cases.

" The Running Fight" is a somewhat
common case built about a magnate, his

ALMA REUBEN,
In " The Lorelei Madonna," Vitagraph

Theater.

"ALL FOR A GIRL"
A Five-Part Adaptation of the Rupert

Hughes Magazine Story of the Same
Name by H. J. Streyckmans, Featuring
Renee Kelly. Produced by the Miro-
graph Corporation Under the Direction
of Roy Applegate.

Antoinette Hoadley Renee Kelly
; Ilarold Jepson Edward G. Longman

Ntr. Dinwiddie Frank De Vernon
Mrs. Van Espen Sue Balfour
I'.riggs E. T. Roseman
Arthur Jepson Roy Applegate
Miss Dinwiddie Margaret Willard nouse lire. Abater Ariusuua^ amtca iu

a.^T'crio Harvey 1 New York in his search for Dorothy and

goes i,v ,

with the governess to visit the missionary
and endeavor to persuade him to adopt ■ einlmivii uunt auuui a. x±±<xB^<a.^,
Dorothy. This the governess is successful daughter, a young governor and graft with
in doing and Dorothy is taken away to love' running through as the vitalizing ele-
Africa. Mr. North, on his return from a mcnt. It is another of those big business
business trip, is told that Dorothy has been romances to which we have become accus-
lost and all attempts to. trace her futile. ' , ,

He continues the search, hiring innumera- , .The magnate early in the picture wrecks
ble detectives, but is unsuccessful. The his °™n trust company haying first made
time then jumps fifteen years and Dorothy over his possessions to his daughter. There
is shown as a young missionary spreading Is. m the background a man who threatens
light and hope among the savages of Af- > because of his commercial dishonesty,
rica. She falls in love with a young pros- n n wrvmnn in invo wH* thia man wh*

[*:'■'! Grace Brainerd rtoserta unce 1Madge Brainerd Ruth Bryan
" The District Attorney " was written as

a dramatic exposure of crooked political
• conditions, and whereas it is not realistic- I _

I ally true in many of its features, still it Lf ,r
. j served its purpose. The picture presents1 the matter in fully as strong and convinc-

. ing a manner as the play, and one is forced :
f1! to realize the chicanery and graft that is »

drife in politics. With the manuscript of pthe play as a basis and guide, Barry O'Neil
has evolved an interesting, convincing and

i-vw dramatic picture, in which the suspense is
|MJ well sustained and held to the end. TheI® acting is well done throughout, Helen

a Knight in the leading feminine role being P^s
convincing and emotional without giving
way to the natural tendency to over-act. T
George Soule Spencer as the District At¬
torney, who holds to the straight and nar¬
row path of duty irrespective of personal
and family considerations, gave a strong,
vivid portrayal of a difficult role in an in-
tensely dramatic manner. One of the best *
characterizations in the whole production k
was that of Peter Lang as MeGrath, the
grafting man of all work of the grafting

mm political ring. % >v
■ The story is intensely dramatic. A ring * ^

• Sk °f Political grafters is planning a big raid
''{011 the city treasury by means of forged ,

vouchers. They bribe Frank Pierson to be
the culprit, promising to obtain his pardon . ';i

3 after he has served a short term in prison. ,

The forgeries are detected, but Pierson
is sentenced to twenty years. Instead of
'taking a cash bribe, he has insisted on five ...
promissory notes of $10,000 each, and the
gang knowing that this evidence is out 010
against them refuse to obtain his pardon.
He calls upon Helen Knight, his fiancee, to tmmm
work for his release, and she enlists the
aid of General Ruggles, the owner of a re- ...
form newspaper fighting the gang. Pierson
tells her where the notes are concealed and
she obtains them. The district attorney is
the son-in-law of the gang leader, who nat- kmcem
urally supposed that he controlled him, but
learns differently when General Ruggles in-
sists on an investigation. The district at-
torney takes Helen to live in his home to
protect her from the machinations of the
gang, but Brainerd, the gang leader, causes
her to distrust the city official and she
gives the notes to him for safe keeping. He
destroys them. Later MeGrath is caught
expunging the court records of the trial
and is arrested. He is deserted by Brain¬
erd and in revenge turns State's evidence.P His testimony backs up Pierson's story and
Brainerd on seeing that his guilt is proven ""9
collapses and becomes a broken man. Pier¬
son is released and the other grafters gun- *

, ished.

Alias
Miss Broderick Georgia
Basil Mugg Al. Grady
Count Barony Jerold Hevener
Prince De Cauchy Sidney D'Albrook
Clerk Bert Tuey

Though the story constituting this five-
reel offering is very slight and quite typi¬
cal of the light fiction to be found in the
popular magazines, still the picture is very
pleasing and mighty interesting. This mayr
be attributed largely to the ingenuous act-1

pector. John Armstrong, who is the means
of saving her life when the mission is at¬
tacked by savage Zulus and all of the peo¬
ple killed with the exception of Dorothy,
Armstrong, and a big negro servant. In
the flight through the jungle Armstrong
and Dorothy become separated, and the big
negro carries her to the shore, where they
are successful in signaling a steamer and
brought back to America. There her strug¬
gles for existence are convincingly shown,
with several good scenes of cheap boarding
house life. Later Armstrong arrives in

ing of Renee Kelly, who is nof only pleas-f: V/
ing to look at from a pulchritudinous f
standpoint, but who has a magnetic per-b
sonality that immediately wins sympathy
and admiration ; and also to the very able f
direction of Roy Applegate and some most
excellent examples of photography.

Too much commendation cannot be given
for the able manner in which the first pro¬
duction of this new company has been han-
died, and if they live up to the standard
of this first picture they will rapidly at¬
tain an enviable position in filmdom. There
were many original little details small and
insignificant in themselves, but which, when
their total was summed up, went far to
making the picture the artistic success
that it was. Throughout the offering was
an example of what careful skillful direct¬
ing can do in transferring the written word
to the screen, and when this is backed up
with, photography so clear and distinct
that it causes favorable comment, and able,
consistent acting, a successful picture is
bound to result.

The story is of the typical light fiction
type with little plot and much circumlocu¬
tion. The father of Harold Jepson dies as

j a result of being broken on the stock mar¬
ket and Harold is forced to struggle along
in destitute circumstances. Antoinette
goadley. a wealthy young heiress, is dis¬
couraged over the continued persecutions |
of fortune hunters and resolves to be loved f
for herself alone. Her aunt, Mrs. Van
Espen, who is a great friend of Harold's,
resolves to make a match between the two,
and with this end in view agrees to An¬
toinette's plan to masquerade under as¬
sumed identities in the country. Harold
gives up the plot at the last minute as dis¬
honorable, but being dispossessed from his
room, decides that he might as well go to
the country as any other place, pawning
his jewelry for the necessary funds. Ar¬
rived, he mistakes Antoinette for her maid,
falls in love with her, and they are mar¬
ried, Harold receiving an offer of a position
at $25 a week at the psychological moment.
When he learns her real identity, he is in¬
censed and insists that they live on his
earnings alone. Their struggles for exist¬
ence in a hall bedroom are then shown, but |
at last Harold receives support from Mr.

and a woman, in love with this man, who
is threatened with the knowledge the boss
has of her past. After the trust company
has failed in spectacular manner an arm
protrudes through the door and the man
next to the magnate falls. For this shoot¬
ing the dissatisfied stockholder is arrested
and jailed and later condemned. Legal
proceedings have meanwhile made it em¬
barrassing for the magnate so he has his
daughter's suitor made governor. Then he
goes to the new governor in trying to get
him to sign a pardon. The young governor
refuses. But he does pardon the man con¬
demned to death whose innocence has been
proven by the confession of the woman
held in dread of disclosure by the magnate.
It now develops into an attempt on the
part of the magnate to escape from the

uv/ ^CJL ia- State, the governor and the district attor-
ther and the picture closes with the two n.e,y their detectives seeking to block
lovers at last happily united. E. attempts. At least a reel of this mostinteresting attempt then follows, ending

% % ^ m 1 j with the magnate a fugitive coming back
for to bag his daughter to sign over some of

H the papers he, her father, had made out
to her. Here the governor at last catches
him and persuades him to return the mil-

i lions of which he despoiled the people, in
S which case he, the governor, will pardon

him.
Some of the acting was excellent. Rob¬

ert Cummings as tne magnate, Thurlow
Bergen as the governor, were both extreme-

1 ly forceful, and they were backed up by a

meets Mr. North in a business way. He
receives information showing Mrs. North's
participation in Dorothy's loss years be¬
fore, and is eventually successful in find¬
ing Dorothy. He restores her to her fa-

WILLIAM COURTLEIGH, JR.
number of minor characters both good and Featured in Pathe's New Serial, " Neal of""

The female parts were on the ^capable. — , ~ ,

hands of Violet Heming and Clarissa Sel-
wynne, each satisfactory.

HAROLD HOWARD AND DELLA
CONNOR.

In Kleine's " Officer 666."
KING BAGGOT,

, .

the Navy."
44 DON CAESAR DE BAZAN " r* qr

A Four-Part Adaptation of the Story of j£ V A
the Opera " Maritanna," Featuring w ,
Lawson Butt. Produced at St. Augus¬
tine by the Kalem Company Under the have Cl
Direction of Robert G. Vignola.

Don Caesar de Bazan W. Lawson Butt - '
Charles II. of Spain Robert D. Walker mori > "VI
Queen Mary Louise Helen Lindreth 7
Don Jose, Prime Minister Harry Millarde [ Gel (J HIT
Maritanna, the dancing girl .... Alice Hollister
Lazarillo Stockton Quincy L, S {i,
Marquis de Rontondo James B. Ross
His Wife Mary Taylor Ross

)(] With the exciting story of the famous nS
__ opera as a foundation, this proves to be a

thoroughly interesting and entertaining pic- I
ture, excellently acted and well produced in •»■■■■ ■ ,■».
every feature. The settings call for espe- q
cial mention, for all of the scenes were i<-°1
taken in and about the old Spanish fort at mot

0, St. Augustine, which serves to give the pro- ;
duction a remarkable semblance to the real '
Spanish atmosphere. It is strange that ... T ?
producing managers do not give the pub- x , L
lie more costume pieces of this nature, for -

' £ they always prove to be interesting and en- , . f;
tertaining, not to mention the educational
and historical value which the pictures in- , :or>

h variably contain. As a method of showing
the manners and customs of ages that are t it TP T
past, there is no more efficient means than [ *,^7; -

I the well-produced moving picture. Such is
the case with this picture, and whereas it ha samr

p d is mostly devoted to an exposition of the
| intensely dramatic story, still there is r

enough of the other about it to take one 1
! • back to the old days of Spanish supremacy 1
j when intrigue and romance went hand in ' ■ ■—,rl1 hand.

, Charles II. of Spain becomes infatuated
with Maritanna, a street dancer, and Don

1 Jose, his prime minister, in love with the
Queen, believes that if he can make her a .

noble the King will openly pay his atten- |
1 tions to her and that the Queen in jealousy ,•-

will turn to Don Jose for solace. Don
Caesar de Bazan, a swashbuckling adven¬
turer without funds, is arrested for infring¬
ing the edict against duelling and is sen¬
tenced to death. Don Jose conceives the
plan of marrying him to Maritanna justbefore his execution, thus making her a
Countess. Don Caesar has befriended Laza¬
rillo, a youth in the armory, and while the
executioners are roistering this youth re¬
moves the bullets from the muskets. The
marriage takes place in the prison, both

J) of the participants being masked. Immedi-
j ately after the ceremony the execution
; takes place, but Don Caesar, by feigning' death, escapes. Don Jose, thinking his plot

. his been successful, takes Maritanna to the
royal hunting lodge and introduces her to

-j her supposed husband in the person of theKing. Don Caesar appears and Don Jose
introduces the ugly Marchioness de Ron-

| tondo to him as his wife, but Don Caesar
! discovers the ruse, and, hurrying off to the
1 hunting lodge, is just in time to save Mari¬

tanna from the embraces of the King. Af-1 ter comparing notes he hurries to the Queen
for aid and is just in time to save her
from the forceful embraces of Don Jose.
They engage in a duel in which Don Jose
is killed and Don Caeser hurrying back
to the hunting lodge presents his bloodysword to the King and tells him how he
has protected his honor. In reward the
King gives up his infatuation for Mari¬
tanna and appoints Don Caeser Governor
of Granada. E.

"JUNE FRIDAY"
Four-Part Edison Drama Written by LeeArthur and Directed by Duncan McRae.For Release Aug. 6.
Mary Blake Gertrude McCoyHer " Coke " Fiend Husband .. Duncan McRaeA Lawyer Robert ConnessHis Friend Augustus Phillips

Lee Arthur's latest screen contributionshows a thorough acquaintance with screenplots, if nothing else, and is, we imagine,what one might call an average play, aver¬age because it possesses no ounce of origi¬nality, supposing, of course, that the stand¬ard minimum measure of originality camein ounces. We realize as well as this pro¬lific author that the nature of plots is in¬deed limited, but we feel equally positivethat a little more time and an ounce ortwo of ingenuity could not help but begetsomething better than this. We have thesame fault to find with " June Friday"that we did with " The Girl of the GypsyCamp." To put it briefly, it is rehashed.We open with a mother and child, andthe cocaine-crazy father. The mother atonce leaves her child on the doorsten of aspinster and walks into the lake. The fa¬ther is banished from town. Then thevears are allowed to elapse, the heritagebeing the father, still using the white pow¬der, and his daughter grown up. Fatherdoes not seem much the worse for eighteenyears of cocaine sniffing, while Miss McCoynlays the dual part, appearing as thedaughter, of course, this being picture cus¬tom too deeply fixed to attempt to try any¬thing else.
Two lawyers now enter the game, theolder being a good man while the youngerone, on his country jaunt, at once falls inwith the daughter, young, comely andinnocent. She isn't so happy in her coun¬try surroundings, so she follows his invi¬tation and announces her arrival in thecity. Getting her a position in a mani¬curist parlor seems no trouble at all, andthen follows his ungentlemanly attemptswhile in a somewhat drunken frame ofmind. Nevertheless he apologizes and of¬fers to marry her. The ceremony he hasperformed by his butler, our " coke " snif¬fing friend and the girl's own father in dis¬guise. The match does not last, of course,and later, after the man has basely lefther when he loses his position, she acceptsand marries the older man, the other law¬yer. Happiness follows until the otherman comes back. He tries to win heragain, threatening exposure. He insistsupon seeing her at his rooms and here sheuses a long knife which seems very handyin the accident that occurs. As the de¬tectives are trying to solve the death, herfather dies, but in time to take the crimeupon himself, thus saving his daughter.Director McRae allows several directoraloversights to make themselves felt, littledetails that time will no doubt teach thisable actor to anticipate. We would liketo find out also, in what manicure shopthere are two men proprietors or floor¬walkers or whatever their office. Therewas nothing at fault with the work of thecast, although some of the charactersseemed anything but strong full-bloodedcreatures.

F.

| to die alone. Her daughter is taken by t' e iman Bellamy and brought up to use in his j,cabaret business.
The captain-husband has been complete- /ly broken up by the desertion and is now 1an old and shattered newspaper hawker and 1man of all jobs. He unexpectedly helps tosave his daughter and to place her in agood home, without knowing her, of course, f.Then later, when she is happily married,he comes to live with her.
There was a good deal to the offering . ,about Bellamy and his blackmailingschemes, mostly aimed at the young man r\whom Old Tom's daughter finally married,but this was not very vital to the plot, in

.a direct way, or, be it told, very interest-ing either.
F..

1^ manner.
Sherrill.

MARY ALDEN.
A Mutual-Griffith Star.

TOM FORMAN,
Promising Lasky Juvenile.

2 ii*ii studios. Cilson WiHetts is the i
"ALL FOR IRELAND"

A Five-Part Irish Drama Featuring Valen- atine Grant. Written and Produced by 'Sidney Olcott in Ireland and Released aby the Lubin Company July 14 on the ]General Film Company's Programme. ^Eileen Donaghue Valentine GrantMyles Murphy P. H. O'Malley tfkColonel Reid Arthur G. Lee , /Fagin ■ Robert RiversMrs. Donashue Laurene SantleyFather O'Flynn Charles McConnell ^We are perfectly free to admit that we jliked this picture, liked it thoroughly. The jstory is strong and interesting, the acting jis above par, the direction was thorough, Cand furthermore, it contained some wonder- n.fully beautiful scenery and photography. ?jTaken as it was among the hills and vales ,?of old Ireland, this latter feature is not so l
I remarkable, but nevertheless it added great- 1! ly to the value of the picture. Sidney 01- ,• cott is in our estimation, the most eminent -rproducer of pictures of Irish life now show¬ing on the screen. His detail work is per- Jfeet and his judgment in selecting settings 5shows a well developed appreciation of >photographic art.

Three members of the cast stand out well 2beyond the rest in the artistry of their 1performance. They were Valentine Grant, $the winsome Irish colleen who saves herlover from capture by the English soldiers, ^P. H. O'Malley as the rollicking young ;Irishman ready to do and die for his coun-try, and Robert Rivers as Fagin, the trait¬orous renegade who sells his countrymen•j for filthy gold. Miss Grant was truly de¬lightful throughout the whole picture, act¬ing with naturalness and spontaneity thatwas most pleasing to witness. The balanceof the cast handled minor parts well.The story is a little incident made fa¬miliar with actual events in the turbulenthistory of Ireland, dealing, as it does, withthe eventful days of 1798, when the Irishpatriots unsuccessfully tried to throw offthe yoke of England. The opening scenesshow the meetings of the patriots and thewatch maintained every night for the ex¬pected landing of arms and ammunitionfrom France. Fagin, a traitor, is alsoshown in his negotiations with the Englishofficers. At last the lugger from Francewith her cargo of muskets arrives and Fa¬gin, hurrying to the headquarters of theEnglish garrison, tells them of the intendedlanding. The patriots are warned in timeand Myles Murphy leads the English sol¬diers on a wild chase over hill and vale inorder to give his comrades time to conceal
everything. lie is finally caught when hetakes refuge in the cottage of his sweet¬heart, Eileen Donaghue, and taken off toprison. The next day Eileen and FatherO'Flynn visit the prisoner, the girl carry¬ing a coil of rope and a file concealed un¬der her dress. That night Myles escapesI and conceals himself in the manger of theDonaghue cottage, covered with hay. Thenext morning Eileen bravely drives a loadof hay with Myles concealed at the bottomin front of the English garrison andthrough a group of lounging soldiers. Ata place in the hills Myles comes out, andrunning to a headland, dives into the seaand reaches the French lugger in safety.

E.

He was ably supported by Jack
, as Slivers Mason, with the ex¬ception of a slight tendency to over actin some of the more ludicrous situations.Marie Edith Wells as the girl in the casehandled a part that called for little be¬sides ingenuous freshness and the abilityto look pleasant, in a capable manner. Thebalance of the cast was consistently .good,especially the work of Amelia Summe'rville•

as Jonesey, the college boarding houselu keeper, who makes a fortune out of herfamous pickles.
The story is of the typical George AdeI* variety. During commencement week justafter "he has won the tennis championshipEdward Worthington Swinger falls in lovewith Caroline Pickering, the daughter of amillionaire pickle manufacturer, who re¬fuses to give his consent to their mar- jriage until the young man can prove that heis able to support a wife. For this purposehe lends him $20,000, saying that on theday he doubles it he can marry his daugh¬ter. Nothing daunted the young man en¬gages in the pickle business with his for¬mer boarding house keeper at college andby his unusual advertising methods putsa dent in the business of the trust con¬trolled by his prospective father-in-law,so that in the end the pickle magnate isforced to buy out his rival for $100,000.not knowing until afterwards that his own Imoney had financed his rival. Thoughchagrined at the manner in which he has Ibeen taken in by a verdant youth just outof college, he comes to the conclusion thathe needs the young man in .the family andgives the much desired connubial consent.

E.
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BENNIE ZEIDMAN,
Publicity Man, Eaco Films.

"WHOM THE GODS WOULD DESTROY'

"AFTER DARK"""
Five-Reel World Film Corporation Releasefor July 12. Produced by the WilliamA. Brady Forces from Dion Boucicault'sPlay. Directed by Frederic Thomson.
Captain Frank Dalton Alec B. FrahcisCaptain Gordon Chadley Eric MaxonMajor Warren Melville StewartLieutenant Richard Bellamy .... Norman TrevorGeorge Medhurst J. H. Goldworthy; John Medhurst Charles DunganDicy Morris Bertrand Marburgh' Fanny Dorothy GreenRose Edgerton Kathryn Adams

I William A. Brady, who acted the part ofOld Tom back some goodly number or years,win hotro +v,~ -I-"" —-• '•
fewvtij uuuiuci ui years,will have the pleasure of seeing his parttaken by Alec B. Francis and, presumably,allowing for the illusion which the lapseof time would account for, he ought to behighly elated at his good fortune, for Mr.Francis does a most amazing bit of acting

_ naa iu no euect, as
in creating and sustaining his two parts. m, the man would not likely have sent himselfAny one who imagines Dion Boucicault W poison. So he follows the clues and is lead
without some kind of melodramatic thrill to the druggist who sold the poison and
""11 1- —

Tirh n hoo Qlort ~ ^w

Three-Part Lubin Drama Written by ClayM. Greene and Produced by JosephSmiley. Released July 8.
j John Strong Joseph SmileyRice, his partner George Soule Spencer1 Tom Rice, the latter's brother . . Francis JoynerNell Strong, whom he marries .... Ruth BryanLaske. betrother to Rice Lilie LeslieHer Father William CohillI Detective Whitaker John SmileyThe Druggist Percy WinterClay M. Greene has carefully, artistical¬ly, and, for the most part, truthfullyI worked out a very nice detective story, thepreliminary exposition granting an insight1 to the cause, the means, and after the com¬mission of the crime, the deductions neces¬sary to the expos6 of the real criminal.Decidedly it is one of the finest and mostcomplete detective cases we have seen insome time.

" They First Make Mad," to finish thequoted caption, is used here in the sensethat the man who tries to " get away"with the crime must have been mentallymad before he would have attempted sucha crime. A very thorough introduction,disguised somewhat as to the characters, isnecessary. For here we have the two part¬ners, the brother of the junior partner be¬ing engaged to the daughter of the seniorpartner, the younger partner also being en¬gaged to a girl named Laska. Due to thepartnership conditions the senior now medi¬tates on the complete removal of his juniorand purchases candies and poison, injectingthe latter into the former. The junior eatsthe sweetmeats and as he marches downthe wedding aisle the poison takes effect.Mr. Spencer's acting of this portion espe¬cially is very sincere.
The detective then determines to followup the case, deciding that the coroner's |jury verdict of suicide was to no effect, asthe man would not likely have sent himselfnnioAn CS^v V. ~ J-'- - ■

SIDNEY BRACY.I Crossing the Continent by Auto.

"~UST OUT OF COLLEGE"
A Five-Part Adaptation of George Ade'sComedy of the Same Name FeaturingEugene O'Brien. Produced by the Froh-man Amusement Corporation, Under theDirection of George Irving.
Edward Worthington Swinger,

Eugene O'BrienSlivers Mason Jack SherrillSeptimus Pickering Ben HendricksCaroline Pickering Marie Edith WellsGenevieve Chizzle Gladys SchultzJonesey Amelia SumniervilleMrs. Septimus Pickering .... Charlotte LambertAunt Julia
Kate JepsonProfessor Bliss Wright Kramer

There is a certain indescribable ciiarmabout a George Ade comedy, with itsfresh, clean humor that is particularly de¬lightful, and the screen version of thisjustly popular offering is as replete withthis elusive quality as the play was. Thatone sentence fairly sums up the merits ofthe picture and there can be little doubtbut what it will meet with as much suc¬cess as the play. George Ade is a masterof American humor and the adapter hassucceeded in incorporating all of the ma¬terial in the play into the picture. It isgood light comedy from the initial appear-ance or Eugene Or&rien in the title role,until the final fade-out when he clasps hishardly won sweetheart in a typical movingpicture lover's clutch.
Eugene O'Brien made a likable hero,playing the part of the youth just out ofcollege with a naturalness and spontaneitythat was admirable. His college sceneswere especially well done and later hebrought the unmitigated freshness of thecollege hero into the sordid industry ofpickle making in a breezy and enjoyable

ly Of
a |to ;t

will be much mistaken. Yet if Mr. Bouci¬cault were able to occupy the same logeseat with Mr. Brady his feelings might beslightly different. He would probably bemost surprised at finding out that his herohad left for the Philippine war as he wouldalso be astounded at the piece of villainyso up to date that the victim had beenplaced on the subway tracks. It is just abit of misdeed that brings matters down tothe present, while still glorying in what renown the name of the play may bring it.The faithless wife or the captain who iscalled away to the Philippines is made thecentral figure in pleasant hours while herhusband is combatting the brown men insome trench and brush warfare. The cow¬ardly Lieutenant Bellamy seizes the troopfunds and makes his get-away to America.There he meets and fascinates the wife,runs away with her as her hero usb«ndis returning, and some time later deserts Vr

»vajv/ ouiu cue poison anawho has also tried a little blackmail of hisown. The murderer kills the druggist also•

and this leads to his rapid detection and1 his being killed in a spectacular chase.The cast was a notable one. JosephSmiley, George Spencer, Francis Joyner,Lilie Leslie, John Smiley, and Percy Win¬ter did some excellent work. F.

ng. Which i

EMMETT CORRIGAN,
Now a Metro Star.

"MISS JEKYLL AND MADAME HYDE "f +1,
A Three-Part Psychic Drama FeaturingHelen Gardner. Written and Produced ie£ 1for the Vitagraph Company by CharlesW. Gaskill.

Madeleine Jekyll )
ror<lT,0-Madame Hyde S ' Helen GardnerBaron Stana

Paul ScardonHenry Jekyll J. H. Lewis ^John Daggerts Edward ElkasRobert Mayhew Marian WolfeAs an example of a psychic drama thisthree-part offering impresses us as beingivery ineffective, and though Helen Gard¬ner interprets a difficult dual role in amanner that is thoroughly admirable, stillwhen it is all ended one is forced to con¬clude that it is an enormous amount ofwasted energy. And furthermore, it washard to discover anything psychic in theoffering, as there was little more than asimple story with an interpolated night¬mare. This was supposed to show the dualnature that is in all of us and the evilthat results if our baser self is allowed toassume the ascendant. The picture fallsshort of being a convincing illustration ofthis theme and leaves the impression ofa hodge podge of conglomerate nothingness.The story has to do with a young girlfresh from a convent whose father at¬tempts to have her marry a crooked polit¬ical boss in exchange for his election asGovernor. The girl refuses, but the bosshas obtained a note on which her fatherhas forged another man's signature andthreatens to send him to prison unless sheconsents. The girl reluctantly gives herassent to the arrangement and then in adream is visited by the Devil, who tellsher that the only way she can force theboss to become disgusted with her is forher to lose her virtue and purity. Thedream then continues, showing the wildfast life that the girl is supposed to lead.In the end she awakens to find that whileshe slept her father has died of grief andlater Daggerts, the boss, dies of fright andheart failure, caused by Baron Stana, who 1| admits that he is the Devil. E.
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"THE BLINDNESS OF VIRTUE"

,r j Six-Part V-L-S-E Drama Produced by the
Essanay Company from the Play by(M Cosmo Hamilton. Released July 26.

I Archibald Graham Bryant Washburn
. Effie Pemberton Edna Mayo
' Rev. Harry Pemberton Thomas McLarnie'
■ Edward Winstanley George Le Guere

; Mary Ann Betty Brown
Daisy Courtneigh Renee Noel

, • Lord Aberlady John Cossar
, Aberlady's Butler Harry Dunkinson

it That "The Blindness of Virtue" is
worth a good many reels we believe to be
quite without cavil, for it is a subject basic

: enough, if brought out properly, to make a
!.t big feature, but whether, as it is here han¬

dled. it deserves six full reels is a some¬
what mooted point. Five, in our opinion,
would make it more acceptable. But this
added footage has one very meritorious re-

. suit, in that the producers have allowed
i themselves plenty of room to register an
old-English country atmosphere, one where
things move leisurely. It is an atmos¬
phere without any appreciable blemish, a

• more or less negative virtue, for while no
j decided incongruity is to be found, simi-
j larly the wings of house, the back entrancesI to railroad stations, and lawn scenes, do1 not positively stamp it at any one point] as being unmistakably Britannic.

With the cast it is different. The coun-
j try clergyman, his wife, his servants, the
j English nobility and all those characters1 which we on this side of the water have

famous
f+s theati

I
(j of dry film. Then comes the drama with
| the inroad of his brother and the French
| valet in conjunction and their ingress to| steal the family silverware. The attempt
| of Chimmie to save his brother's name, the
J silverware, and his own identity leads to
II his being thrust into prison. His mother

J prevails upon the brother to confess, when
m she gets- an inkling of the truth, Chimmie

is taken back to undertake the work of
j footman, and he is also allowed to steal a
$3 French maid kiss which he has been work¬
ed ing up to since the moment he stepped into —H the house.

As a very correct lesson to servants in
m what not to do this offering is a complete I •
pfl encyclopedia. It is also a liberal lesson in $ \'f

what is true about what the producers like
to call the slums. The life in the Irish-

$$] American colony of any big city has never,k$| as far as we can recollect, been better re- JjL
produced.

Contrast in characters leaves a tremen-
M clous amount of possibility for diversified ac-

tion. In this respect the work of Tom For-
man in a French role, Raymond Hatton as

!|| the tough brother, and a consistently good >i_ FiLM
m cast besides stood out in great prominence, e.ov of

f- for the

i"
(n Five Parts
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EDNA MAYO AND BRYANT WASHBURN IN "TIIE BLINDNESS OF VIRTUE."
The Essanay Six-Part Adaptation of the Play Is Released July 16 on the V-L-S-E

Programme. I J

IN A PLAY CALLED "FOOD" ^

•THE RUG MAKER'S DAUGHTER"
A Five-Part Eastern Drama Featuring

Maude Allan. Produced by Bosworth. I of the
Inc., in Association with the Oliver
Morosco Photoplay Company, Under the f Corn-
Direction of Oscar Apfel. Released on
the Paramount Programme July 4.

Maud Allan v

Forrest Sjtanley

ponven-
dly fall
vill see

Demetra
Robert Van Buren Forrest Stanley
Osman Howard Davies
Halib Bey Herbert Standing vention
Mrs. Van Buren Jane Darwell1 to the:
Barah Laura Woods Cushing oonven-
John Marshall Harrington GibbS;,m r[lc

" " • ~ *-■»• " *C nurol'i
Presi-

" The Rug Maker's Daughter" is pure
'unlloyed romance, one of those American
men, Turkish girl types, with harems, ser-:
aglios and swarthy villains. And yet ■ ,

• withal it is very well done, the interest is
held from beginning to end, and at no part

5 of the picture does the inclination to rl , v
. sleepiness assert itself. The settings

CJcUnC throughout are elaborately beautiful and'

the photography is above the average, with
je some very beautiful tinted effects. It is athoroughly enjoyable picture and one that

should prove immensely popular, for it hast<
all of the elements of popularity.

Furthermore, it was well cast. The in-,..
m y definable magnetic personality of Maud Al-
%/ lan, the well-known classic dancer, in the
^4 title role did much to add to the enjoyment

tl»e Pan

' tOj
The

to ap-
iii etartS
Li *-i,» T.

o?^the°ricture. UMlss Allan proved that she

I j EDNA MAYO.
come to associate" with reaf British coun- 1
try life are realistically present. The work
of Bryant Washburn as the young Lord, ■
of Edna Mayo as the innocent young girl,
of Betty Brown as the same, though poorer
sort of a girl, and of Thomas McLarnie as
the minister was very good indeed.

The basic idea of the picture was that
of young girls brought up in innocence of
life's secret and to show the dangers they
ran. We need not add that it is a strong
theme, if properly brought out, which was
the case towards the end of the film. Prior
to that we are entertained with the expul¬
sion from college of the Lord's son and his
being sent to the country where, under the
clergyman, he is to study the law, and, of
utmost importance, to be cured of his some¬
what wild-oatish habits. In the country we
meet also the innocent daughter of the
clergyman and another equally pretty and
innocent daughter of the laundress, neither
of whose parents have seen fit or had the

'

courage to tell their progeny the truth.
Into the reformed and commendable life

t of the young man comes his old-time friend
and rou6, Winstanley, who is immediately

\ smitten with the daughter of the laundress.
! Too late, his friend follows him to the
; city, and the girl returns to her mother a
1 sorrowful and wiser being. The history of

her wrong stirs the Reverend Pemberton, > - '•'**<
, who commands his wife to warn their own

j daughter. This she evades doing. Then,
when the young man has returned the un-

e alloyed innocence of the girl leads her to
visit him in his bedroom, lightly clad, and

f here her father sees her. The young man
is able to convince the latter of his inno-

J cence, and later the young couple decide
to become married, but it is only with the
visit to his room that the real meaning

, of the drama is strongly brought out.
F.
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rest Stanley made a likable hero an(^+Iv,?m"ard Davies'as the pursuing villain
self very much disliked by a btrana

iicei
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GERTRUDE COGHLAN,
appearing in vaudeville in W. C. De Mille's one-act play, "Food."'

J self very mucn aisiiKeu —.

audience. Herbert Standing as the irate
dictorial Turkish father did a good bit of
character impersonation. The directing
was done by Oscar Apfel, and was well
handled throughout, many of his effects
being marvelously beautiful, and costumes,» ?
gestures, manners and customs were con¬
sistently correct.

The story is one of those frothy ro¬
mances with touches of melodrama. Two
Americans, while driving about Constanti¬
nople, are attracted by the sounds of a
street brawl, and arrive in time to rescue
a beautiful Turkish maiden and her duenna
from thieves, and, ignoring Turkish cus¬
tom, insist upon riding home with the dis¬
tressed females. Naturally, the girl and
the young man fall in love at first sight.
The girl's father. Halib Bev, Is a rug
maker, and the girl, Demetra, has just com¬
pleted a wonderfully beautiful rug which
her father has promised is to be her dower
rug. His cupidity overcomes him, however,
and he sells it to Osman, a rug dealer, who,
upon seeing Demetra for the first time, re¬
quests her hand in marriage and is ac¬
cepted by the father. Demetra and Bob,
the young American millionaire, meet clan¬
destinely in the rose garden and plan to
elope to America, but Bob, returning from
the steamship office, is attacked by Ba-
zouks employed by Osman and confined in
a dungeon. As her lover fails to put in
an appearance Demetra and her duenna de- |termine to go to America anyway to escape fthe wedding with Osman, planning to visit
a cousin of Demetra's in the rug business
in New York. Osman, when he learns of
it, follows. Bob manages to escape from
the dungeon and learning that his sweet¬
heart has gone to New York, also hurries
aboard a steamer. By a strange freak of
fate Demetra meets Bob's mother and is
taken to her home. Osman gets her in his j
power by a ruse and is just about
her to marry him when Bob
arrives and saves her.

>ts her in his
bout to force ■

fortuitously S
E. B
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"CHIMMIE FADDEN"
\ Four-Reel Lasky Picturization Based on

the Book and Play, by E. W. Townsend.
y Directed by Cecil B. DeMille and Re-

■

< leased on ' the Paramount Programme
June 28.

Chimmie Fadden Victor Moore
m Larry, his brother Raymond Hatton
i. • Their Mother, Mrs. Fadden.

Mrs. Lewis McCord
Van Cortlandt, a millionaire Ernest Joy

< Fanny, his (laughter Anita King
hi Hortense, the French maid Camille Astor
T { Antoine, the butler-thief Tom Forman , .

'.Perkins, the butler Harry De Roy ' ''
Made into a play and now turned on the LY i

J' screen is the welcome fate of the charac-
. ; ter that E. W. Townsend made famous and 1 ; 71

; that will serve to amuse thousands for the : Y 8' ^ third time. "Chimmie Fadden," as the . y 9
^ film registers it. differs in no great meas-

| ure from the play. A character here and 1
'! there might have shifted the cherished no-

■ tion of what this or that character was, 1
but the feeling of the play was preserved
almost intact. It starts with comedy about 1

; '• the person of the Bowery tough, and drives
this well into the second reel. Just how
much an audience can laugh at a picture

• * was not proven, however, because long be-
fore this audience tired the picture had

. ■ changed to sentiment, with a false arrest
'• and a love story to properly end it. One

'

thing this picture would seem to prove,
j "I though, which is that slap-stick is nearing

1 1 'j the termination of its present vogue. Vic-
; i tor Moore got more laughter in avoiding .

:j|bpV"- 'ti'A!Nr UF AMhKlCA
: Brooklvn, N. Y

him we need not say that
he "got" the audience and kept them.
Rarely have we heard more enjoyment than
the other night at a Strand performance.

l The audience literally howled itself hoarse,
P 'U: not only at Mr. Moore, but at the slangv

inserts. His shirt was good for a laugh

ly 2

|iy s - 30
ment. You probably know the tough kid

i'H in dress clothes, with his conceited assur¬
ance that all is well. At the same time
he succeeds in bringing out the underlying
kindliness of a character that has remained ,
unseared in spite of his surroundings.

The meeting of Bowery tough and mil- I
lionaire's daughter is accomplished through i
the settlement house which, as far as this ^) Q
play is concerned, must therefore be con-
ceded as accomplishing at least this much ;
good. The fine lady who sends her foot- j
man to carry medicines and toys to t^e sick
children is greeted rather indifferently by
the children, who are unable to appreciate
her great kindness. In the meantime we !
see glimpses of Chimmie. who lives with I
his mother and no-good brother and whose ;
almost every move at this time is sure of "~
a solid laugh. Then he meets the lady, w^o
is of slight service in getting him out of a [ IV]
police station without registry on the desk ItA 1
official's blotter. Thereafter he is hers to
do with, and as her father objects to her

visits, she decides to bring the people to"!
her house by making Chimmie the footman
in place of the much-abused ex-personage |merJ
whose gifts were received with contempt. (*sed

j His arrival at the millionaire's house- ,
hold is the signal, if that is possible, for |na.',
more laughter than ever. His every move, } ri.
whether in learning his duties, in ' serving | " 'J'
3 | In icaain^ rare. " M.6tn^di

rxt t\ \«trihiuiaj;.-. .will

keep,
they"

THE BRILLIANT COAST SUN WAS AT ITS BEST WHILE BOSWORTH-MOROSCOI
WAS STAGING "THE RUG-MAKER'S DAUGHTER." WHICH WILL MARK

MAUDE ALLAN'S DEBUT ON THE SCREEN, RELEASED BY
PARAMOUNT. 1
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SIX OF THE SIXTY MODEL PIC¬
TURE THEATERS AT THE
PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION.

-Two Steel Coaches Transformed Into aPicture Theater lor tne reuiisyivama "v«u. -—
„- „ -- nfortaDle Tneater.

,

Bottom Row: In the Center, Motion Picture Theater in a Miniature Mine Conducted by the U. S. Bureau of Mines.——At the Left, the Main Corridor of the City of New YorkBuilding, Wrhich in Eighteen Minutes Becomes the Model Theater Shown on Right. Brown Curtains Are Let Down at the Sides, the Map Rolled Out of the Cor¬ridor, a Screen Let Down in Frqrit of the Painting Showing New York in 1915, and the Seats Brought Out on Trucks from Behind the Painting.

Top Row : United Shoe Machinery
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EXPOSITION PAYS TRIBUTE TO MOTION PICTURE ARTSixty Model Theaters on Panama-Pacific Grounds an Evidence of Screen's Value as an Educator-Interest to Film Men at San Francisco Convention
-Exhibits of Special

There are sixty motion picture theaters
on the grounds of the Panama-Pacific In¬ternational Exposition at San Franciscoand all operate daily to a respective attend¬
ance of thousands. The placarded invita¬tion, " Free Motion Pictures—Come In andRest," is one that is seen everywhere. Andit is one that is largely accepted. Thus arethe exhibits benefited in that they securethe desired attention of the dear public;thus is the dear public benefited in that itis enjoyably entertained and educated in
many branches about which it formerlyknew little, much or nothing (dependingupon the nature of the exhibit) ; and thusis the motion picture strengthening its al¬ready firm hold upon its willing captive,the dear public.

Incidentally, that same public sees mo¬tion pictures under the most favorable
conditions, which fact is a significant oneto the motion picture trade generally. Eachof the sixty theaters can justly claim thedescriptive word " model." Projection,seating, ventilation and the condition ofthe film itself, each is of high standard.Thus and again is the motion picture in¬dustry the benefactor.

Of the Exposition's exhibits which, to themotion picture exhibitor have a purely busi¬ness significance, there are but seven. Tak¬ing them in the order of their location, thefirst is the Nicholas Power Company boothsituated just within the third entrance ofthe Liberal Arts Building, which is the firstto the left of the Tower of Jewels, the cen-
I ter of the Exposition. Two " 6A Camera-graph " machines guard the entrance to thebooth, within which five others of this same
make are attached to a motor and standready for instant demonstration. The be¬nign features of the company's president,Nicholas Power, look down from a framedecorated with red, white and blue andsmile a welcome across the booth's decora¬tion of fern-balls and American beautyroses, which are always in evidence here.R. W. Horn, the Eastern man sent outfrom New York by the Power Company tohandle its representation at the Exposition,is also " on the job every minute, mean¬ing the hours from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. His| many years' experience in the business in a

variety of capacities automatically puts ahigh value upon him and his pleasant andlarge acquaintance with exhibitors and op¬erators in San Francisco, augments thisvalue.
Around the corner from the Power boothand to the right is the Eastman exhibit,which, to quote an exposition bulletin, hasbeen rightly termed " the jewel-box." HereT. H. Griffin, who is manager of the ex¬hibit, will give you cordial greeting in thename of Eastman, " the home of the rawstock." W. B. Haskell and G. W. Merrill,who, like Mr. Griffin, were recruited from: the Rochester, N. Y. plant, will make yourvisit to " the jewel-box" a pleasant oneand we offer the surmise that Mr. Baird,known to exhibitors as the "raw-stockman," will be added to their number duringmotion picture convention week.

Across from the Eastman booth is thatof the Bausch & Lomb Optical Companys with Mr. Welte in charge. Here are at¬tractively exhibited a complete line of pro¬jection apparatus for opaque and lanternslide projection, most of these outfits beingso constructed that they can be used infi connection with any standard motion pic-

Iture head.Leaving the Liberal Arts Building andcircling the Court of the Four Seasons, vougain entrance to the Education Building.At Avenue B and Fifth Street you ascendto the balcony where the Precision Machinei Company exhibit is housed. There you willfind Frank B. Cannock, father of the Sim¬plex projector, and Fred A. Clark, its salesrepresentative.
Both this and the Nicholas Power boothare official meeting-places for both exhibitorand operator. The Day and Night ScreensCompany of New York City, has entrusteda display of their screens to the Simplex rep-• resentatives as has also the A. H. Andrewsv>: Seating Company. Both Simplex theatersare equipped with Day and Night screensand with Andrews Company seats.A walk of ten minutes or a "jitney-ride'

Visiting Exhibitors
Here is a complete list of Motion Picture Theaters on theExposition Grounds, arranged for your convenience during Conven¬tion Week:

Southern California Counties.New York State Education Building.Canadian Pacific Railway Co.Wells Fargo Co., Transportation Build¬ing.
San Joaquin Valley, California Building.Oregon Building.
Great Northern Railway.
Pennsylvania State Building.Filmland, The Zone.
The Mine, Mines Building.New York City, New York City Building.Hunt Brothers.
Heinz Co., Food Products Building.Grand Trunk Railway Co., Transporta¬tion Building.
United States Government, Liberal ArtsBuilding.
West Virginia.
Collective Federation of Churches, Edu¬cation Building.
Sweden Building.
Mississippi Building.,
Iowa Building.
Sacramento Valley, California Building.Kern County, California Building.Montana Building.
Enlisted Men's Club House.
Wanamaker Exhibit, Education Building.Panama Building.
United States Marine Camp.Denmark Building.
Arkansas Building.
Bolivia Building.
U. S. S. Oregon, San Francisco Bay.The Netherlands Building.Guatemala Building.

W. J. Marland Exhibit.
United Shoe Machinery, EducationBuilding.
United States Government, MachineryHall.
Viticultural Exhibit, Food ProductsBuilding.
United States Government, Mines Build¬ing.
Washington State Building.Live Stock Exhibit, Exposition Area,West.
Santa Barbara Exhibit, California Build¬ing.
United States Corporation, Mines Build¬ing.
Yellowstone Park.
New Zealand Pavilion.California Educational Society.Simplex Theater, No. 1, EducationBuilding.
Simplex Theater, No. 2, EducationBuilding.Southern Pacific Railroad, Transporta¬tion Building.Bureau of Music, Education Building.Illinois Building.
Hawaiian Building.Wisconsin Schools, Education Building.New York State, Agricultural Building.New york State Barge Canal Exhibit.Pennsylvania Railroad, TransportationBuilding.
Massachusetts State Building.American Telegraph & Telephone Co.Argentine Building.National Cash Register, Liberal ArtsBuilding.

of five minutes up the Avenue of Palms,on which both the Liberal Arts and Educa¬tion Buildings are located, will bring youto the Joy Zone, where the amusement con¬cessions make of the avenue a thorough¬fare of invitation to every variety of amuse¬ment-park novelty. The tom-tom and thedancing-girl, the trained horse and themental telepathy expert, the Mexican villageand the Indian camp all beckon, exhort andbeguile. "Let him now laugh who neverlaughed before and him who always laughed,now laugh the more," is the slogan of theJoy Zone. And here, past the Aeroscope,past the rides of dips and thrills and near¬est the Zone gate entrance, is located FilmLand, the concession which has the soleright to the motion pictures of the Exposi¬tion grounds. Miller Brothers 101 Ranchpictures are taken within the enclosure,outside of which the bally-hoo has only tomegaphone the magic announcement."Come in and see how motion-picturesare made! The only place on the groundswhere you can see this marvelous sight!!Picture made and shown here on the sameday ! !! You can't afford to miss this won¬derful sight! !! ! Step up to the window andbuy your tickets!!!!!"
—and the crowd steps.Though the Zone is wide and its conces¬sions many, there are but short lapses inwhich one is not reminded that the in¬fluence of the motion picture is a universalone.
The big-lettered announcement "See theDayton Flood" is followed by the equallyconspicuous one "Real water, no pictures."A souvenir booth offers you the photo¬graph of your favorite motion-picture play¬er and further on, many-colored "twenty-
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four sheets" announce the latest featureand programme offerings."Mable Normand" in eighteen inches ofone-piece green bathing-suit assumes thewell-known Normand diving-pose on thestage in front of the concession where "TheDiving Girls" hold forth. When "MableNormand" has dived herself out of view be¬hind the green of swaying curtains, "Char¬lie Chaplin" shuffles across the stage, tripson nothing, swings his cane, tips his hat ina Charley-variety of ways and smiles amoustached smile in Chaplinesque manner.Thereupon he haltingly disappears fromview and the crowd as one man, crowds upto the ticket-window and hurries toward theentrance beside the green curtain."Creation" explains the nature of itsattraction as being a "continuous perform¬ance, not motion pictures." And thus doesthe Joy Zone acknowledge the popularity ofthe motion picture.
Off of the Zone and back among the mainexposition buildings, you find in the WellsFargo exhibit in the Transportation Build¬ing, the ancient Pescadero stage coach,which, covered by a large bond, has beenloaned to more than one motion picturecompany for its filming. Its most recentappearance in pictures was with BeatriceMichelena in the California Motion PictureCompany's feature "The Lily of PovertyFlat." A motion picture theater forms partof the Wells Fargo exhibit.The novelty of construction of certain ofthe Exposition's sixty theaters warrantstheir enumeration. One of the largest andmost generally attended is that provided bythe Pennsylvania Railroad system whichbrought two of its in-use-every-day steelcoaches from the Altoona, Pa. yards and

removing a side from each, stationed themside by side on the tracks in the Transpor¬tations Building. By bridging the floorsand roofs, coloring the windows with theseals of the various states through whichthe system runs, and installing a screen andprojection-machine, the cars were convertedinto a model picture theater. Before adopt¬ing this idea, Harry T. Wilkins, in chargeof the big Pennsylvania exhibit, asked theadvice of Siegmund Lubin, president of theLubin Company, who gave it his unqualifiedendorsement.
At the New York State Barge Canal ex¬hibit in the Liberal Arts Building the lockopens and forms a screen on which areprojected pictures demonstrating the work- :ing of the lock.
In the Mines Building, a dark descent ismade into a miniature mine the walls androof of which are painted to represent thedampness of a coal mine and are supportedby rough-hewn logs. Miners' lamps furnishdim light and at the far end the mining ofcoal is shown on a white screen. TheUnited States Steel Corporation is sponsorin this same building for a theater madeentirely of steel.

The Food Products Building which hasbeen nick-named—and rightly—"the Palaceof Nibbling Arts," offers novelty in its Cali¬fornia Vitaculture exhibit and that of Ran-ier Beer. The former conducts a picturedemonstration of its industries in a theatermade in the semblance of a wine-keg andthe making of Ranier beer is shown in mo¬tion pictures projected on the ground-glass •top of a beer barrel. The latter exhibitoffers the Exposition's only use of back-pro¬jection.
The Santa Barbara theater in the Califor¬nia Building is fashioned after a grapearbor with grape-clusters hanging from thesides and roof. In this same building thecultivation and industries of the San Joa¬quin Valley are picturized in the base ofa miniature mountain.
The New York City Building looks inno¬cent of any claim to a motion picture thea¬ter, but at eighteen minutes before four ,o'clock on Monday, Wednesday and Fridayafternoon, Harry Schoppmeyer, formerly aNew York policeman, more recently a mem¬ber of the Vitagraph Company, and now

.major domo at the New York City Buildingsignals the crowds out of the main corri¬dor and the making of a picture theater Ibegins. The large map of Ne'w York City,which stands in the center of this corridor,is slid along brass tracks out of the way ; 'brown curtains are released from two oppo¬site rows of pillars and curtain off theaterspace; a screen drops down in front of thelarge painting showing New York in 1915 ;seats are brought on trucks from behindthis painting and the public is admitted tothe snowing of the Vitagraph pictures whichexplain the work of the various departmentsof the City of New York.
The Exposition's big daily, or nightly,event, namely Aviator Art Smith's spec-

i piiture significance when, on the night of July15, Aviator Smith will write the word"Movies" in a trail of fire-works over SanFrancisco Bay. The date will be one onwhich the motion picture convention attend¬ance will be the Exposition's especial guests.The Government of the United States rep¬resents in its three theaters at the Exposi¬tion, the work of its every department. Atthe earlier Fairs the Government had beenall but sole exhibitors employing motionpictures. At Buffalo in 1901 there was onetheater; at St. Louis in 1904 there weretwo; in 1905 at Portland three was theoutside number and Seattle in 1909 sup¬ported five. The six years lapse betweenthe Seattle Fair and the Panama-PacificInternational Exposition shows a develop¬ment in the importance of motion picturesalong educational and commercial lines, tothe extent of the conduct of sixty botion .picture theaters at this Exposition.



A TRIO OF MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITS AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION IN SAN FRANCISCO.
In the Center, Nicholas Power Company's Elaborate Exhibit of the Cameragraph; at the Right, the Eastman Exhibit, and at the Left, Bausch and Lomb Optical Company.rrancis Dustun in ana Marguerite Snow to Be rionored i -—
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When Henry B. Walthall was just a boymilking cows and doing chores down on his
father's farm in Shelby County, Alabama,li he had an irrepressible desire to go on the
stage. But he did not go. " My mother did
not wish it," he said quietly in his rich
Southern accent when seen at the EssanayJ studios in Chicago.

So he drudged on the farm as long as| his mother lived. Then the inner conscious-1 ness that he was cut out for an actor led
him to take a train for New York, wherehe "got an engagement in a small part. In
the meantime, however, be had tried and
given up the study of law between work on
the farm. He also spent a short time in
the army during the Spanish-American war.
11 is advent into photoplay work was a

y mere accident.
'•I was killing time at the Players' Clubin New York in the Summer of 1906 when

a well-known producer asked me where Jim
Kirkwood was. I know Kirkwood well and
volunteered to find him. I received a hor¬
rible shock when Mrs. Kirkwood told me
he was playing in moving pictures. I de¬
termined to rescue him. I went to a photo-

; play studio and there I found him in con-
( vict stripes.

" I tried my best to rescue him, but he
only grinned. Then he introduced me to

. David Griffith and he told me to get busy.' You are just the type I am looking for,'he said. 4 But I don't want to act fn pic¬
tures,' I told him. ' Never mind what you
want,' he replied, ' get out into that ditch
and get busy. After a while your daugh-

; ter will bring your dinner to you.' So myadvent into this work was in a sewer."
Mr. Walthall's progress into the leading1"I rank of photoplayers was no meteoric one. .

, He was not a matinee idol whose good looks
,alone caused the public to make a hero offtl- him. His rise was slow but sure and the

kind that lasts. Lead after lead he played
; in photoplays where his work was the fea-
j ture of the production, and soon the publicJ began to know Henry B. Walthall as one
| of the really great actors of the screen,
j When the public had indicated that he was| the man they cared most to see, he was se-

] cured for Essanay by George K. Spoor. He
] is now working at the Essanay studios onj a three-act feature to be released in JulyJ through the General Film Company. HeA will play both on the regular programmej and in the V-L-S-E releases.

HENRY B. WALTHALL,
Now an Essanay Star.

HENRY B WALTHALL

premonitory. While still acting, he beganwriting scenarios with such success thatwhen a director was taken sick before thecompletion of a comedy, Mr. Ridgely. fin¬ished it and earned his directorship there¬by. Since then he has written many suc¬cessful scripts, both funny and dramatic.The secret—one of them—of DirectorRidgely's success is his ability to get thebest out of the player, for no one is quickerto commend really worth while work. Inturn the players have the incentive thatcomes from the feeling of a man who knowsalways what he wants and how to produceit.
Some of Director Ridgely's pictures are"

Hard Cash," 44 The Blind Fiddler," doneby himself from an Irish fable; 44 TheSoutherners," 44 The Two Van Revels,"44 In the Shadow of Death." and the finetense double role picture of Marc MacDer-mott, 44 A Deadly Hate," which DirectorRidgely scenariorized from an old Englishplay.
A Voice Wasted in Silent Drama

That George DeCarlton, the well-knowncharacter actor and co-director, would be¬come an actor became evident when he ran
away from home at the age of thirteen witha traveling minstrel show. lie becameknown throughout the country as 44 theWonderful Boy Soprano," and if we arefortunate we'll hear the voice once morewhen the Screen Club's big affair is run offat a New York theater.

Mr. DeCarlton began his real stage careerin Boston, Mass., where he joined a stock
company and met with such success thathe organized his own organization underthe name of the DeCarlton Players. Thepopularity of this company was evidencedby its continued appearance at one theaterin Boston for over eight years. Mr. DeCarlton next turned his attention to vaude¬ville, and was one of the pioneers in pre¬senting the legitimate drama on the vaude¬ville stage.

About four years ago Mr. DeCarltonjoined the Reliance Company, under Direc¬tor Edgar Lewis, to play characters, andin a short time was made his a si>tant.Since that time he has assisted Mr. Lewisin all his feature productions w^th t e FoxCompany, and has also supported suchwell-known stars as William Farnum in44 The Gilded Fool" 44 The Nigger," and44 Samson " ; Dorothy Donnelly in 4* TheThief," and David Wall in 44 Captain ,Swift."

«UK f.gL'Si

Ruth Stonehouse is equally pleasing in the
feminine juvenile role, and Ernest Maupain
gives a creditable and well-rounded perform
ance.

The story, deals with a wealthy and suc¬
cessful artist with an uncontrollable and
ungovernable temper which is the cause of
much family friction. While in an argu¬
ment with his wife his son steps in and
saves his mother from physical violence
and just prevents himself from striking his
father. The display, of temper between fa¬
ther and son is so violent that the latter
is forced to leave home. Later the son falls
in love with a young girl living with his
parents, and his mother thinks that the
announcement of the coming marriage will
reconcile father and son. When told of the
arrangement the father again loses his tem¬
per because he has not been consulted, and
the son appearing on the scene a violent
argument takes place, so violent that the
husband again attempts to strike his wife,
and the son seizing a heavy paper weight
from the table strikes his father over the
head and kills him. The mother and son
try to arrange the evidence so that it will
appear that burglars broke into the house
and committed the murder, but one of the
detectives is too acute and proves that the
crime was committed by some one in the
house. In order to shield her son the
mother then confesses that she alone is
responsible, and the son hearing this con¬
fesses that he committed the crime. The
police are confused and take them both off
to the police station, where in a third de¬
gree session Miss Howard rises to the
climax of her ability as a keen emotional
actress. She continues to insist that she
committed the crime, and it is only when
the police take her to a separate room and
make her go through the details of the mur¬
der that she proves that it would have been
impossible for her to do it. At the trial
which follows the jury adjudges the son
not guilty on the grounds that the blow
whlrh killpd his father was delivered in de-
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Keep Your Eye on Him
Richard Ridgely came to New York from

Kentucky as quite a young man and by
chance joined a school of acting which at
that time numbered many actors since
noted. His first outside theatrical venture
was with 44 The Geisha" at Daly's, where
in three weeks he jumped to a principal
role. The second year he was in the lead.
Then came three years, which brought dis¬
tinction in grand opera at the Metropolitan
with H. W. Savage, when the opera was
done in English.

To acquire even greater finish, Mr.
Ridgely then spent a year in Paris study¬
ing under Frank King Clarke. Returning
he joined Richard Carle in 44 The Spring
Chicken," later going with Anna Held.

Motion pictures then beckoned and Edi¬
son films recorded him as an actor for one
year. By a coincidence—in the light of
later events—the fact that one of his first
acting parts was a stage-manager in a
play, for which he won a prize, now seems

A Three-Part Modern Drama Featuring
j Henry Walthall and Ruth Stonehouse.

Produced by the Essanay Company for
1 Release on General Film Company Pro¬

gramme July 13.
Frank Bradbury Henry B. Walthall
His Wife Warda Howard
His Son Ernest Maupain
Rose Claybourne Ruth Stonehouse

p Warda Howard does some very remark-
pi able acting in this three-reel feature show- i
y ing the evil of giving way to a strong, un- '

I controllable temper. It is an intensely dra¬matic story, in fact it verges very close to
the realms of melodrama, and has one great
,big smashing scene in which Miss Howard

J proves without the shadow of a doubt her
y ability as an emotional actress. HenryB Walthall is pleasing as usual, but has a
| part that is not at all commensurable with
lnis well-known ability as a screen actor.
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FLORENCE AUER.

Florence Auer is appearing this seasonwith George Arliss in 44 Paganini." Sheplays the part of a revengeful Italian girl,who is a former sweetheart of the famousvirtuoso, and her performance is spoken ofhighly by the out-of-town press. Last yearMiss Auer was seen in support of RobertB. Mantell at the Forty-fourth Street The¬ater, playing Lady Macbeth, Constance in44 King John," and other leading roles.Miss Auer is also the author of MabelTaliaferro's next starring vehicle for thescreen.

"KINDLING" \ IFour-Part Adaptation of Charles Kenyon'sPlay, Produced by the Lasky Company, ,Under the Supervision of Cecil De Mills,and Released on the Paramount Pro¬gramme, July 12.
Maggie Schultz Charlotte Walker |r j"

Honest " Heine Schultz, her husband,
Thomas Meighan "Steve, a crook Raymond HattonMrs. Bates, his mother Mrs. Lewis McCordRafferty. of the Central Office Billy ElmerMrs. Burke-Smith, who owns all the flats,

.... Lillian LangdonAlice, her niece, settlement worker,
Florence DagmarYoung Dr. Taylor, who loves her . . Tom Forman I'*

Kindling ma..es u screen feature of !,exceptional worth, just as it made a strong I-jplay. One must see the production to ap- Vpredate the fine way in which it has been rstaged, the masterful handling of tne sus- ;pense, and the thoughtful work of the cast, vAs here shown, the story has lost every Ivestige of its play origin, one, if not a |vital, proof that the picture is probably a jgood one. Another sign is that, after only ja few scenes, the offering carries you with jit as few succeed in doing, which is not !only a perfect score for the reality of theplay, but lessens, if the inclination existed,any tendency on your part to pick out cer¬tain scenes for critical appraisal.Beginning with the status of the Schultzfamily, the wife and the honest stevedore i ^husband, we are treated to a somewhatlonger than the usual brief glimpse of theanticipatory joys of coming childbirth,the liand-stitched clothes and the wom¬anly diffidence at telling her husband, thisbeing played by the enjoyable and finelyphotographing Miss Walker. As her hus¬band just then is thrown into a strike, andrejoices that no brat has come as hindrance,lie threatening to wring the neck of onerather than let it go up against a tenementgame such as that—the one we are shown--the woman keeps her own counsel, butlistens to the advice of her crook neighborthat she acquire $100 and go West, wherea Government farm will make a healthyplayground for the youngster born in tene¬ments. To further this plan she decides toaccept the slight sewing emolument at thehouse of the girl whose visits form a veryinstructive if not valuable part of her set¬tlement work. Here it is that she agreesto allow her crook neighbor to enter thehouse.
Having broken the faucet, she telephonesfor a plumber, raises the shade as signal,and the thief enters with his plumber's kit.The arrival of the real plumber accentuatesmatters somewhat, but the thief escapeswith his booty, leaving the diamond brooch,which the worried woman hastens to pawnfor a nominal sum.
Miss Walker's greatest moments arethose in which she faces detective BillyElmer, who, by the way, makes a great| detective. Raymond Hatton is a satisfac¬torily mean crook. Mrs. McCord is a realtenement mother, while Thomas Meighan asthe husband was both nice and dramatictoo. The young people played secondaryparts for the time being,

i Back home the Schultz flat is the meccajof detectives, inside and out. Here the'last of the two-reel suspense is played,and it is gradually brought out that thewoman, pawned the brooch, this hardly be¬ing hushed up by the young woman whoowned it when the plain clothes men un¬earth the plunder which the thief hadthoughtfully and painstakingly hidden inthe woman's apartment. Once more therich woman rises to the occasion and re¬fuses to prosecute, which causes the detec¬tives to withdraw, while a happier future ispromised for the little one. One of the in¬serts about here has the woman exclaim¬ing. 44 I lied—I fought—I stole to keep mybaby from being born in this rathole—andnow he's going to be born in jail." It isthis and similar material that makes theclimax a continual suspense for an unusual¬ly long footage. We want to repeat thatthe entire method of handling makes this afeature that few, even on the ParamountProgramme, succeed in equaling. F.
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ELEANOR WOODRUFF,
§.u > n ana beauty of background that is the in¬dividual asset and strongest recommenda¬tion of photoplays, and an asset that isalways at hand for those who care to findit. Florida it seems is particularly rich inscenic possibilities or else the director hasa peculiarly quick eye for their discovery,for he has included the full beauty ofSouthern vegetation, Spanish moss, cling

the many bearded figures who decide at the .

vjnps hoo-trv
nnoT^Tio- * -*-1-

worth while pictures. Martha Hedman isnice to look upon and sustains her reputa¬tion whenever the infrequent opportunitypresents itself.
Baggy clothes, slouch hats, stoopingshoulders with guns at present arms and ageneral alertness of the neck line indicatew ^

Am.iAn of tho 1 ooutnern vegetation, Spanish moss, cling-
tne many bearded figures ^ ho deude at t e

vjneS) heavy undergrowth, stream re¬
opening of the picture to re-openit:lie -

( flection an(j outdoor beauty of every kind
tie feud affair, which is the reason for t e

, . th make_up 0f his picture. That scene
sending of one young cub reporter— | in nnr«w.01,

~j a

44

any damn fool will do "—says the editor.v»i<-
— 2 —"hm *4~

.
j v.tvAiAxi ww* w iii uu Bay a uue CU11U1,and his subsequent arrival with suit casesand other real impedimenta at the sceneof the deadly hate. His taxi-cab is aburro, and we are taken up from thence¬forth with his trouble in locating a room,etc., and later the school teacher, who in¬forms him that after four she has nothingmuch to do. As this school Miss is a Ren-low, this violently projects our young friendinto the struggle which from this momentonwards is tensely grim and tragic whenhe is not around and a continual round ofludicrous battle when he is. The girl and

"THE CUB*

her father are cornered in the house w^ere I wrinkled hag we have hardly tlthe bombardment and collapse takes place, tnusiasm to bestow on the part

— v, v-^xuv,iv-vi iiic iiuuue w ferethe bombardment and collapse takes place.Their rescue comes simultaneously with hisnotice of dismissal, but as he has the girlit is not in the nature of his character toworry much. F.

_—
mo luic. x iiac scenein particular in which he simulated theshadow of the girl in the shaded pool wasa striking camera contribution.Into this rich and verdant setting comesAlice Hollister, who does the sprite thing,and does it adorably and gracefully, which,of course, is nothing surprising. Such apart requires ability to dance in hoydenishand untrammeled glee, to look young andattractive, and in this particular part togive the impression of uneducated instinct,all of which Miss Hollister succeeds ad¬mirably in doing. When a lapse of manyyears later demands that she appear as awrinkled hag. we have hardly the same en-tlliioiocitvi *-~ J-i- -

Clarence J. Harris has written an in¬tensely dramatic story for this three-partfeature, and Alice Brady portrays and de¬velops the theme with all the nerve andemotion that the part calls for. The pic¬ture is a page out of real life and presentsa condition that is rife in many of our
♦ n, ' ^ *s strong preachmentagainst the glamour of luxury and perti¬nently shows the disaster that is hound tofollow when luxury is acquired at the priceof virtue. The whole action of the produc-tion centers about Alice Brady, the younggirl brought up without love and who isearly introduced to the fast life of thecafes and the questionable characters whohaunt them. Her portrayal was realisticin every particular with a keen apprecia-pj tion of the many dramatic moments. Gla-

i dia Arcaro as her mother gave a mightyi1 good interpretation of that peculiar classij and type of woman within whom the germj of prostitution is innate. The other mem-j bers of the cast handled minor parts in astrong and capable manner. It is unfor-ij tunate that the picture has been badly cutij and edited, in many places the action and'• j continuity being hazy and indefinite. This
may have been caused, however, by the ar-1 bitrary mandates of the censors,

i The story deals with a young girl whoreally never had a chance to lead a decentlife owing to the moral depravity of hermother. As a young child Hope was forcedto witness the immoral actions of hermother and as she grew to maturity wasintroduced to the fast life of the cafes andcabarets with all their attendant evils.While half-intoxicated she forces a dancer ifrom the stage and taking her place gives .a wild bachanalian dance which is so sue- jcessful that a theatrical manager takes her Iunder his protection and gives her a place £.as star in a low musical comedy where she |achieves instant success. Later while rest- |ing in the country she meets and wins the |love of a good clean man, a man who had kmarried her mother only to later be de- Rserted by her. They are married and kfor a while live happily, but the germ of |the old fast dissolute life has impregnated I;i | her system and she cannot remain faithful, p

Ii While her husband is supposedly away she |Jj takes up with the theatrical manager, herold protector, and bringing him home with1 her after the performance is surprised byj her husband. Dropping some poison into irone of two glasses of wine he forces the f{ theatrical manager to choose, the husband »( I taking the other. The manager dies andthe picture closes with the husband drivingHope from the house. E.

'THE MAKER OF DREAMS'
A Three-Part Broadway Favorites DramaReleased by the Kalem Company Aug. 2.Written by C. Doty Hobart and Directedby Robert C. Vignola.

~ i»u*
The son of the woman who has learnedof the loss of her big estate insists uponbeing wearied of society and in wanderinginto the woods, where he meets the girlwho has no education. Their love has thedisapproval of. her father and the violent kantagonism of his mother, who, meeting the (crirl norcmo^oo i j

Five Part World Film Release for June 19.From Thompson Buchanan's Stage Playof that Name, Directed by Maurice ITourneur, and Made by the William A.Brady Picture Plays Inc.
Alice Renlow, the school teacher.

Martha Hedman .Steve Oldham, the cub reporter John HinesCaptain White, the feudist .. Robert Cumminers |Becky King Jessie LewisStark White Bert StarkeyPeggy White Dorothy Farnum ' :There are so many examples of the moun-

Itain feud in the racks of the exchanges thatanything that can contains the spectacular ; J£un-flre principle of the play and yet inject Jsomething new must be very welcome. *Es- ,sentially this is but a simple feud story, butthe sending of a cub reporter into the moun-tains to get the story turns tedium intorevelry, and succeeds in entirely disguisingthe familiar, and. to us, somewhat boringrepetition of this type.
Maurice Tourneur for whom we are in¬debted to our cousins who are still fightingfor their countries, is, we need not repeat, ian artistic producer. You know at oncethat it is a mountain feud because a chainor so of hills is usually in the background,or else the views are beside tumbling waterand lovers of the outdoors need not be told■ that these rapid streams do not occur in theI lowlands. Wherever it was that Director ,I Tourneur took his camera he succeededI surely in obtaining some splendid outdoor| scenes ; pretty in the superlative degree if , +| not altogether typical of the Kentucky re-1 gion where this warfare was supposed to

; have been waged. One thing, however,| would seem to stand highly in favor of Mr.
Tourneur, which is his almost complete as¬similation not only of American picturemethods but of American customs as weil.
And in all this transition he has not losthis eye for the unique before the camera.
Two points were especially worthy of no¬tice, the one where the kitten innocentlyplaying with the bed clothes kept thefrightened man with his head under cover,scared to death, and later when the houseis attacked, with the walls falling and burning, a consummate piece of stuuio manage¬
ment.

John Hines as the happy-go-lucky news i~
novitiate is the best character in the play.He is the callow, smiling, happy-go-lucky ,,American youth. It is his fun. a strongreminder of the speaking part, that carries
the offering high in the percentage of

all the more remarkable when it. r; fakeointo consideration that the production -sevnnps, direction and photography were upr.V .'.he usual i-< y standard and the act

a 7 iivi i,iiui. out w uuiu never ueable to accommodate herself to the socialsurroundings she would have to tread. Sothe girl resigns, as it were, while the boy,1 to his mother's delight, proposes to the all-tto^m ATo^TTrin i fixed, rich and elderly woman, while time,NeaL his son
.

................. * Hal Forde as it does in pictures, passes rapidly andMrs. Merwin. his mother Helen Lindroth "discovers the son's son as a wooer of a
Rena, an heiress Ethel Easteourt school teacher, and once more in the neigh-
Josie. Neal's sweetheart Mary Kennedy rV) borhood of his father's blighted romance.
Old Man Greene, the backwoodsman. 1 The old woman appears and mistaking thet i-.

^ Henjr Hallam son for his father—both roles, of course,
Lorna, his illiterate daughter ... Alice Hollister | being played by the same person—kidnapsIf it should ever come to those dull n him, and'thus causes his father to come tones or that unfortunate wish to classify Iffl his rescue. Rprp hmn'no- hoor<i

"THE SCAR"
A Three-Part Vitagraph Drama. Writtenby Donald I. Buchanan and Directed byWilliam Humphrey.
Clifford Stanley, dope fiend .... Harry T. Moreyi Mary Arnold, an heiress Estelle MardoHer Mother Mary Maurice'£ Her Fiancee Gladden James44 Red " Learson. tramp Denton Vane•' This sort of a melodramatic story brings

i out in full cry the critics who would pointout just here or just at some other pointwhere probability is outraged and where: the offering has, so they claim, come a
cropper, if we may mix our metaphors; butin mi v nnininn thoro 10 oa mnnh «*/-»«-»/! in

..iiiagumoui kjl uis luuiuer. wno, meeting tne , cropper, if we may mix our metaphors; butgirl, persuades her that she would never be |. , in our opinion there is so much good inable to accommodate herself to the social ..j this three-reel story that the technicalpoints of differing may be entirely over¬looked. It is a big plot based upon the
i ravages that dope makes in the human

(mind and carried out by a master of suchdelineation, Harry T. Morey. Aside fromthe masterful portrayal and the suspensethat the story carries with it, there is noth¬ing to the offering, but that is quite enough.K„ +U« -1 4-U - — 11

Vv. i . i vuuie «> roose aun , mm, ana tnus causes
...unfortunate wish to classify ss his rescue. Here, having heard that heworth wo according to their productive | always did love her, she dies "worm, we m«v won xn_ k '

,, —"to t-Y iucu pruuuctiveworth, we may as well give Robert Vig-nola notice now that he will, unless he de- pcides to change his tactics, be included in rthe select company. For Director Vignola Emakes the natural beauty of his surround¬ings count for a good deal, aside fromwhatever merits the script itself may have11 ^e„°-ple ha7esibfen trying for a long
largeness

F.

"THE CUP OF CHANCE"
A Three-Part Modern Drama, Written by ■Clarence J. Harris and Featuring AliceBrady. Produced as a KnickerbockerStar Feature under the Direction ofJoseph Levering for release on the Gen¬eral Film Company Programme.

U p* her to ta

L

fi tu me unci iu$3, uut uiai its quite eiiuugxi.Turned down by the girl, the man allowsthe drug habit to creep closer upon him, sothat by the time the girl has married theother fellow his mind is plotting diabolicalmeans of revenge. Now it so happens thather husband, a bank cashier, is sent to the
next town to deliver some bonds, and thathe is set upon by a tramp, his bondstaken, while he, recovered of the blow on >,the head, decides to go home and ask the 'aid of a detective agency in the morning. IThe tramp has meanwhile indulged in a [little expensive poker, been assaulted, andwhen the confirmed drug fiend enters, beenkilled and is lying on the table. The man,with revenge in his mind, discovers thebonds, and offers to remove the corpse, as- isuring the bartender that the tramp is onlytemporarily overcome He removes thebody, goes to the residence of the bank
cashier, whose wife is away for the night twith her sick mother, chloroforms him. andplaces the body beside the table, which he -is careful to overturn as though a scufflehad taken place. Having arranged other Sevidence to suit him. he takes the drugged
man out onto the sidewalk, where a police- .man presently finds him and brings himhome. The discovery of the dead tramp tand the various incriminating facts are
enough to hold him for the grand jury. rWe have passed through one of the strong¬est stretches of film.

The court scene, which practically occu-l pies the remaining space, is the other force-
^y ; ful passage. In this we find the man read-'

, ily convicted, and held by the coroner's >• > L'i'jury, when the bartender, who has read a |ULI'description of the murdered man, arrivesto state the facts, at which the real crim- Cf fi jinal confesses and the plot against the hus- I LrM Wband falls away.
r AU,sl We realize as well as the next that there j t ji,; 1 is plenty of opportunity for faultfinding, if ViAVfTthat were desirable, but we repeat that it: is a case of the good excelling whatever1 M fault might be found, and surely it is[f enough of an unusual subject, both in plotvi and screen reproduction, to warrant it thet| verdict of good. 771

SCENE FROM THE CURRENT VITAGRAPH THEATER FEATURE, 44 THE SCAR.
Harry Morey Is Seen in the Lead in This Brady Star Production.
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MMMWhen Henry B. Walthall was just a boymilking cows and doing chores down on his

father's farm in Shelby County, Alabama,I lie had an irrepressible desire to go on the
stage. But he did not go. " My mother did
not wish it," he said quietly in his rich
Southern accent when seen at the EssanayI studios in Chicago.

So he drudged on the farm as long as
, his mother lived. Then the inner conscious¬

ness that he was cut out for an actor led
him to take a train for New York, where
he*got an engagement in a small part. Inthe meantime, however, lie liad tried and
given up the study of law between work on
the farm. He also spent a short time in
the army during the Spanish-American war.
His advent into photoplay work was a I

■ mere accident.
" I was killing time at the Players' Clubin New York in the Summer of 1906 when

a well-known producer asked me where Jim
Kirkwood was. I knew Kirkwood well and
volunteered to find him. I received a hor¬
rible shock when Mrs. Kirkwood told me
he was playing in moving pictures. I de¬
termined to rescue him. I went to a photo-

; play studio and there I found him in con-
, vict stripes.

" I tried my best to rescue him, but he
only grinned. Then he introduced me to

. David Griffith and he told me to get busy.' You are just the type I am looking for,'he said. 4 But I don't want to act in pic¬tures,' I told him. 4 Never mind what youwant,' he replied, 4 get out into that ditchand get busy. After a while your daugh-; ter will bring your dinner to you.' So my .advent into this work was in a sewer."
Mr. Walthall's progress into the leading1 rank of photoplayers was no meteoric one. i,

, He was not a matinee idol whose good looks
alone caused the public to make a hero of: him. His rise was slow but sure and the

, kind that lasts. Lead after lead he played
i in photoplays where his work was the fea¬

ture of the production, and soon the publicj began to know Henry B. Walthall as one
j of the really great actors of the screen,
j When the public had indicated that he was
j the man they cared most to see, he was se¬ll' cured for Essanay by George K. Spoor. He| is now working at the Essanay studios onj a three-act feature to be released in July
j through the General Film Company. He\ will play both on the regular programme

and in the V-L-S-E releases.

HENRY B. WALTHALL,
Now an Essanay Star.

premonitory. While still acting, he beganwriting scenarios with such success thatwhen a director was taken sick before the"completion of a comedy, Mr. Ridgely. fin¬ished it and earned his directorship there-t] by. Since then he has written many suc¬cessful scripts, both funny and dramatic.The secret—one of them—of DirectorItidgely's success is his ability to get thebest out of the player, for no one is quickerto commend really worth while work. Inturn the players have the incentive thatcomes from the feeling of a man who knowsalways what he wants and how to produceit.
Some of Director Ridgely's pictures are44 Hard Cash," 44 The Blind Fiddler," doneby himself from an Irish fable; " TheSoutherners," " The Two Van Revels,"44

In the Shadow of Death," and the finetense double role picture of Marc MacDer-
oe mott, 44 A Deadly Hate," which Director

. Ridgely scenariorized from an old English■ play.

A Voice Wasted in Silent Drama
That George DeCarlton, the well-known1 character actor and co-director, would be¬come an actor became evident when he ran'

away from home at the age of thirteen witha traveling minstrel show. He became
, known throughout the country as 44 the■' Wonderful Boy Soprano," and if we are

I,. fortunate we'll hear the voice once morewhen the Screen Club's big affair is run offt at a New York theater.
Mr. DeCarlton began his real stage careerin Boston, Mass., where he joined a stock

company and met with such success thathe organized his own organization underthe name of the DeCarlton Players. The
,( popularity of this company was evidencedby its continued appearance at one theater1 in Boston for over eight years. Mr. De

0.« Carlton next turned his attention to vaude¬ville, and was one of the pioneers in pre-1 t senting the legitimate drama on the vaude-ville stage.a" About four years ago Mr. DeCarltonjoined the Reliance Company, under Direc¬tor Edgar Lewis, to play characters, and^ in a snort time was made his a si>tant.
. Since that time he has assisted Mr. Lewisin all his feature productions w^th t e Foxs Company, and has also supported suchwell-known stars as William Farnum in44

The Gilded Fool " 44 The Nigger," and44 Samson " ; Dorothy Donnelly in " TheThief," and David Wall in 44 CaptainSwift."

Ruth Stonehouse is equally pleasing in the
feminine juvenile role, and Ernest Maupain
gives a creditable and well-rounded perform¬
ance.

The story, deals with a wealthy and suc¬
cessful artist with an uncontrollable and

ps ungovernable temper which is the cause of
J) much family friction. While in an argu-

ment with his wife his son steps in and
saves his mother from physical violence
and just prevents himself from striking his
father. The display- of temper between .fa¬
ther and son is so violent that the latter
is forced to leave home. Later the son falls

] in love with a young girl living with his
j parents, and his mother thinks that theI announcement of the coming marriage willP reconcile father and son. When told of the
f= arrangement the father again loses his tem¬

per because he has not been consulted, andI the son appearing on the scene a violent
I argument takes place, so violent that the

husband again attempts to strike his wife,L and the son seizing a heavy paper weight
n from the table strikes his father over the
|, head and kills him. The mother and son
r try to arrange the evidence so that it will
I appear that burglars broke into the house

and committed the murder, but one of theI detectives is too acute and proves that theI crime was committed by some one in the
b house. In order to shield her son the
[ mother then confesses that she alone is( responsible, and the son hearing this con-
:: fesses that he committed the crime. The

police are confused and take them both off
p to the police station, where in a third de-
| gree session Miss Howard rises to the

climax of her ability as a keen emotional
1 actress. She continues to insist that she

committed the crime, and it is only when
the police take her to a separate room and
make her go through the details of the mur¬
der that she proves that it would have been
impossible for her to do it. At the trial

.• which follows the jury adjudges the son
not guilty on the grounds that the blow
which killed his father was delivered in de-

FLORENCE AUER.

Florence Auer is appearing this seasonwith George Arliss in 44 Paganini." Sheplays the part of a revengeful Italian girl,who is a former sweetheart of the famousvirtuoso, and her performance is spoken ofhighly by the out-of-town press. Last yearMiss Auer was seen in support of RobertB. Mantell at the Forty-fourth Street The¬ater, playing Lady Macbeth, Constance in44 King John," and other leading roles.Miss Auer is also the author of MabelTaliaferro's next starring vehicle for the
screen.

HENRY B WALTHALL

Keep Your Eye on Him

Richard Ridgely came to New York from
Kentucky as quite a young man and by
chance joined a school of acting which at
that time numbered many actors since
noted. His first outside theatrical venture
was with 44 The Geisha " at Daly's, where
in three weeks he jumped to a principal
role. The second year he was in the lead.
Then came three years, which brought dis¬
tinction in grand opera at the Metropolitan
with H. W. Savage, when the opera was
done in English.

To acquire even greater finish, Mr.
Ridgely then spent a year in Paris study¬
ing under Frank King Clarke. Returning
he joined Richard Carle in 44 The Spring
Chicken," later going with Anna Held.

Motion pictures then beckoned and Edl- 1
[ son films recorded him as an actor for one

year. By a coincidence—in the light of
■ later events—the fact that one of his first

acting parts was a stage-manager in a
play, for which he won a prize, now seems

t "TEMPER"
A Three-Part Modern Drama Featuring

Henry Walthall and Ruth Stonehouse.
Produced by the Essanay Company for
Release on General Film Company Pro¬
gramme July 13.

Frank Bradbury Henry B. Walthall
His Wife Warda Howard
His Son Ernest Maupain
Rose Claybourne Ruth Stonehouse

Warda Howard does some very remark-
/;:i able acting in this three-reel feature show-

ing the evil of giving way to a strong, un-
controllable temper. It is an intensely dra-

®matic story, in fact it verges very close to
the realms of melodrama, and has one great
big smashing scene in which Miss Howard

"proves without the shadow of a doubt her
ability as an emotional actress. Henry
Walthall is pleasing as usual, but has a
part that is not at all commensurable with
bis well-known

Ruth Chatterton in Daddy Long Legs
E of the most gratifying successes recorded in theatricalhistory during the past decade or more has been MissRuth Chatterton's appearance in Jean Webster s fascina¬ting comedy, "Daddy Long Legs."Although this is Miss Chatteiton'sfirst starring venture it has required a little less t, >than two full years to firmly establish her as oneof the most engaging personalities and one ofthe most talented young women numbered

among our native actresses. Her success asJudy Abbott in "Daddy Long Legs" has beenabsolutely phenomenal. The play ran for thirtyweeks at Powers Theatre, Chicago, and thenfollowed an all season's engagement at the Gai¬
ety Theatre, New York. Everywhere, an absolutetriumph has been recorded for Miss Chatterton,for "Daddy Long Legs" an d for Henry Mill er,the manager who produced with such consum¬
mate skill this dramatization by Miss Webster ofher own famous story of the s;ime name.

"Daddy Long Legs" tells the story of a girl whose dream cametrue. This delightful comedy that stands today as the reigning successon the American stage is a modern fairy tale of a real-life Cinderella,and an up-to-date Prince Charming. It is the romance of a girlwhose fancy created a world of beauty and tenderness and built it sowell that it displaced harsh realities.
Th e genesis of the comedy was the "Daddy Long Legs" lettersoriginally published as a magazine serial and reproduced in a bookthat still heads the list of American "best sellers." The story of theplay embodies important incidentsof the book. Judy Abbott, a prettylittle drudge in a bleak New Eng¬land orphan asylum, ultimatelyrebels against the tyranny that op¬

presses herself and the smallerchildren in the John Grier Home.Her spirited outbreak is overheard
by Jervis Pendleton, a newly ap¬pointed trustee, and an impulsive,big-hearted man of the world. Hedecides to give her the chance inife for which she longs and arran-

m ■. i. tw^om m.

'P'Wrttm CO.

Notes
The convention

the grand ball Fri

A TRIO OF MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITS AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION IN SAN FRANCISCO.
In the Center, Nicholas Power Company's Elaborate Exhibit of the Cameragraph; at the Right, the Eastman Exhibit, and at the Left, Bausch and Lomb Optical Company.rrancis nte Snow

A

"KINDLING"
Four-Part Adaptation of Charles Kenyon'sPlay, Produced by the Lasky Company, ;Under the Supervision of Cecil De Mille, \and Released on the Paramount Pro¬gramme, July 12.
Maggie Schultz Charlotte Walker f

' " Honest " Heine Schultz, her husband,
Thomas Meighan '1 Steve, a crook Raymond HattonMrs. Bates, his mother Mrs. Lewis McCordRafL'erty. of the Central Office Billy Elmer: Mrs. Burke-Smith, who owns all the flats,

.... Lillian LangdonAlice, her niece, settlement worker,
Florence DagmarYoung Dr. Taylor, who loves her . . Tom Forman -" Kindling iua..es u screen feature of !exceptional worth, just as it made a strong *play. One must see the production to ap- Jrpredate the fine way in which it has been rstaged, the masterful handling of tne sus- jj, pense, and the thoughtful work of the cast. IAs here shown, the story has lost every jvestige of its play origin, one, if not a [vital, proof that the picture is probably a |i good one. Another sign is that, after only |I a few scenes, the offering carries you with <| it as few succeed in doing, which is not jI only a perfect score for the reality of theI play, but lessens, if the inclination existed,I any tendency on your part to pick out cer- !1 tain scenes for critical appraisal.Beginning with the status of the Schultzfl family, the wife and the honest stevedore :■ husband, we are treated to a somewhat P■ longer than the usual brief glimpse of theB anticipatory joys of coming childbirth,I the hand-stitched clothes and the worn-■ anly diffidence at telling her husband, this■ being played by the enjoyable and finely■ photographing Miss Walker. As her hus-■ band just then is thrown into a strike, and■ rejoices that no brat has come as hindrance,■ lie threatening to wring the neck of oneI rather than let it go up against a tenement■ game such as that—the one we are shownbfl —the woman keens her own counsel, but

ELEANOR WOODRUFF,
II.xi ana beauty of background that is the in-j dividual asset and strongest recommenda¬tion of photoplays, and an asset that isalways at hand for those who care to findit. Florida it seems is particularly rich inscenic possibilities or else the director hasa peculiarly quick eye for their discovery,for lie has included the full beauty ofSouthern vegetation, Spanish moss, cling-

infrequent opportunity
, hats, stooping , , uuccwi- una ,v* X."1- E
5 at present arms and a H Peculiarly quick eye for their discovery, i old fast dissolute life has impregnated &t the neck line indicate for he has included the full beautv of !'■ her system and she cannot remain faithful. 1Lures dlcfde at the Southern vegetation, Spanish moss cling | While her husband isjupposedly away she |ure to re-open their lit- ing vines, heavy undergrowth, stream re-

, ._ c » flpr»tinn on/l mi^AA. i ±~ » ...

gures who decide at the
ure to re-open their lit- :r°. "ca.j uuuergruwui. stream re-ch is the reason for the ! nection and outdoor^ beauty of every kind

ges to have her sent to a fashionable college for girls where she is to
^

r

have pretty frocks, a liberal spending allowance and all the other ...

_ .

. T 1 j:. * a.n<J Deauty of background that is the in
wonderful things that fall to the lucky girls who live in the great out- es. Martha Herman fa dmdual asset^and strongest a^et^fis
side world about which Judy has

^ infrennent nnnnrtnnitr I always at hand tordreamed such wonderful dreams.
When Judy is told of her goodfortune she also learns that she is

not to know her mysterious bene¬
factor except as "Mr. John Smith,"
to whom she must make monthly
reports of her progress at college.But Judy is too imaginative to be
content with this arrangement. She
gets a glimpse of Pendleton as he
stands outside the house waitingfor his automob.le. The glare ofthe headlights causes a quaint,elongated shadow of "Mr. Smith"
to fall on the opposite wall and

-y-qpwwJudy promptly nicknames him
"Daddy Long Legs."

1 he succeeding act is laid in college where the girl is radiantlyhappy. She writes innumerable letters to her mysterious benefactor; lR OF DREAMS"letters that go straight to the heart of the lonely bachelor. He becomes
company u™™keenly interested in the author of these epistles, which brim over >t.v Hobart and Directedwith whimsical humor and pathetic affection for her unknown guar- no,a-dian, and decides to meet the girl without disclosing his identity. 1 Hal FordeTL:_ .1 i r l

QJ Hope •••■••••• Alice Bradyadmlr«r George W. HowardHer Mother
6Ia(lia Acar„| Theatrical Manager Georce ReinhartR7"Pean Morse KaupelWilson

.Tames LeverincTempleton
Fritz OrlamondA Society Woman Mrs. OrlamondTempleton s Daunhter Elaine EvansCafe Manager

Ezra WalckClarence J. Harris has written an in¬tensely dramatic story for this three-partfeature, and Alice Brady portrays and de¬velops the theme with all the nerve andemotion that the part calls for. The pic¬ture is a page out of real life and presentsa condition that is rife in manv of ourlarge cities. It is strong preachmentagainst the glamour of luxury and perti¬nently shows the disaster that is bound tofollow when luxury is acquired at the pricei °f virtue. The whole action of the produc¬tion centers about Alice Brady, the vounggirl brought up without love and who isearly introduced to the fast life of thecafes and the questionable characters whohaunt them. Her portrayal was realisticin every particular with a keen apprecia-1'!.;: tiou of the many dramatic moments, (,1a-
■ i i dia Arcaro as her mother gave a mightygood interpretation of that peculiar class•: and type of woman within whom the germ' of prostitution is innate. The other mem¬bers of the cast handled minor parts in astrong and capable manner. It is unfor-

. . tunate that tbe picture has been badly cutland edited, in many places the action and
: continuity being hazy and indefinite. This: w may have been caused, however, by the ar-bitrary mandates of the censors,j' S| | The story deals with a young girl whoreally never had a chance to lead a decentlife owing to the moral depravity of hermother. As a young child Hope was forcedto witness the immoral actions of hermother and as she grew to maturity wasintroduced to the fast life of the cafes amicabarets with all their attendant evils.While half-intoxicated she forces a dancerfrom the stage and taking her place gives ,a wild bachanalian dance which is so sue- Icessful that a theatrical manager takes her |under his protection and gives her a place £as star in a low musical comedy where she Iachieves instant success. Later while rest- Ling in the country she meets and wins the |Iavo nf Q crr\r\A nlnnn •**»«»* " *""" 1 1 J K

I iua lii V.WUllI,A J ©lie XllCCtB <£1111 WILIS LLielove of a good clean man, a man who had imarried her mother only to later be de- EI serted by her. They are married and hfor a while live happily, but the germ of |the old fast dissolute life has impregnated

,M PHHscin rnr me — vutuuui ueauty or every kindmn*r renorter— ' in the make"uP of his picture. That sceneIVn? „ "k thKitnr in particular in which he simulated theV*,! With suit cases shadow of the Sirl in the shaded pool was
C fnf a striking camera contribution,pedimenta at the cue

lnt0 tllis rich an(1 ver(jant setting comesthnnro ' Alice Hollister, who does the sprite thing,
taken up jroni tnence- , an(j does adorably and gracefully, which,

ible in locating a room, , coursej iS nothing surprising. Such a
school teacher, who in-

part reqUires ability to dance in hoydenisli
er four she has nothing alicj untrammeled glee, to look young and
is school Miss is a. Ren- ,

attractive, and in this particular part to
projects our young friend

giye the impression 0f uneducated instinct,
rhich from this moment , ajj which Miss Hollister succeeds ad-

grim and tragic when
, mirably in doing. When a lapse of many

nd a continual round o
years later demands that she appear as a

en he is. The girl and ,
— * -

■, nvx *1 uouitiivi io ou^uocuij away siitr itakes up with the theatrical manager, her 1
PI old protector, and bringing him home withk her after the performance is surprised byM her husband. Dropping some poison into |one of two glasses of wine he forces the |theatrical manager to choose, the husband j| taking the other. The manager dies andthe picture closes with the husband drivingHope from the house. E.

en ne is. rne giri ana u «•«««. appear as iered in the house w^ere . ^rin.kled hag, we have hardly the same ennd enllnnsp tnkoc nin^n tnusiasm to bestow on the nart.
nd collapse takes place,
simultaneously with his
but as he has the girl

ture of his character to
F.

to~bestow on the part.
The son of the woman who has learnedof the loss of her big estate insists uponbeing wearied of society and in wanderinginto the woods, where he meets the girlwho has no education. Their love has thedisapproval of. her father and the violent |d

"THE SCAR"
A Three-Part Vitagraph Drama. Writtenby Donald I. Buchanan and Directed byWilliam Humphrey.
Clifford Stanley, dope fiend .... Harry T. MoreyMary Arnold, an heiress Estelle MardoHer Mother Mary MauriceHer Fiancee Gladden James"

Red " Learson. tramp Denton Yane
This sort of a melodramatic story bringsout in full cry the critics who would pointout just here or just at some other pointwhere probability is outraged and wherethe offering has, so they claim, come ** '

v,jl. ..ci muiei uuu tne violent j.i the offering has, so they claim, come aantagonism of his mother, who, meeting the , cropper, if we may mix our metaphors; butgirl, persuades her that she would never be |. , in our opinion there is so much good^ in
able to accommodate herself to the social , this three-reel story that the technical

i-v, iiciocii iu tue suciai: surroundings she would have to tread. So1 the girl resigns, as it were, while the boy,to his mother's delight, proposes to the allfixed, rich and elderly woman, while time,as it does in pictures, passes rapidly and

. . cuu ciucii.y wuiiiu.ii, wniie Lime,

...www W..V- 5ni vv uuu in Uisuiosing nis identity, t i Hal Forde as it does in pictures, passes rapidly and
TKis is thp nf the lnve stnrv that has tteY i!! i!! Helen Lindroth " discovers the son's son as a wooer of a

I nis IS tne Deginning or tne love story tnat nas
Ethel Eastcourt school teacher, and once more in the neigh-

tugged at the heartstrings of American audiences, 'backwoodsman817 Kenne<ly it ~1- ?atller 3 blight(?d. romance.
Miss Chatterton will appear here at the head of

IauEMer ... .^H?iu"temrthe New York company and local playgoers are er come to those dullpromised a rare bit of finished acting in this young rtunate wish to classifywoman's infectious unfolding of the beautiful char- ' —'•leir _p.ro(JucilTe_, „ C T 1 All "V, their yiuUu,.uvcwell give Robert Vig-it he will, unless he de-
i tactics, be included inI For Director Vignolabeauty of his surround-
good deal, aside from
script itself may have,been trying for a long

acter of Judy Abbott.
Both as an actor and as a manager Henry Millerhas to his credit some of the most notable successesthe American stage has known, 3'et he never made ' bpen't "j""' "lay Ilave- |a happier stroke than when he discovered the It ls"this very "largeness Jdramatic possibilities contained in Miss Webster's E"Daddy Long Legs" stories and saw in Ruth |Chatterton the qualities necessary to make a pop¬ular star and brought her out in this thrlightful entertainment. It is a combinati

completely won the hearts of all classes
goers.

Maurice Tourneiir' for whom we are in-I debted to our cousins who are still fightingI for their countries, is, we need not repeat,I an artistic producer. You know at onceI that it is a mountain feud because a chain! or so of hills is usually in the btckground,i or else the views are beside tumbling waterand lovers of the outdoors need not be told
that these rapid streams do not occur in tne
lowlands. Wherever it was that DirectorTourneur took his camera he succeeded
surely in obtaining some splendid outdoor
scenes ; pretty in the superlative degree ifnot altogether typical of the Kentucky re¬gion where this warfare was supposed to
have been waged. One thing, however,would seem to stand highly in favor of Mr.Tourneur, which is his almost complete as-
similation not only of American picturemethods but of American customs as well.
And in all this transition he has not lost
his eye for the unique before the camera.
Two points were especially worthy of no¬tice, the one where the kitten innocentlyplaying with the bed clothes kept thefrightened man with his head under cover,scared to death, and later when the house
is attacked, with the walls falling and burn¬
ing, a consummate piece of stuuio manage¬ment.

John Hines as the happy-go-lucky news
novitiate is the best character in the play.He is the callow, smiling, happy-go-luckyAmerican youth. It is his fun. a strongreminder of the speaking part, that carries
the offering high in the percentage of

1 The old woman appears an<f mistaking theI son for his father—both roles, of course,I being played by the same person—-kidnapsI him, and thus causes his father to come to1 his rescue. Here, having heard that healways did love her, she dies. F.

"THE CUP OF CHANCE"
U A Three-Part Modern Drama, Written by •H Clarence J. Harris and Featuring AliceE Brady. Produced as a KnickerbockerStar Feature under the Direction of iJoseph Levering for release on the Gen¬eral Film Company Programme.S&SSEgBl no" .J"* AV-a' hev to take no•n.^nauj ' i.Vri as <h<\ her mother, 1r.iiiiteie? y(> ; ..«• <» i.li>Viwnvrnan

points of differing may be entirely over¬looked. It is a big plot based upon theravages that dope makes in the humanmind and carried out by a master of such 'delineation, Harry T. Morey. Aside fromthe masterful portrayal and the suspensethat the story carries with it, there is noth¬ing to the offering, but that is quite enough.Turned down by the girl, the man allowsthe drug habit to creep closer upon him, sothat by the time the girl has married theother fellow his mind is plotting diabolicalmeans of revenge. Now it so happens thather husband, a bank cashier, is sent to the
next town to deliver some bonds, and that ihe is set upon by a tramp, his bondstaken, while he, recovered of the blow on .the head, decides to go home and ask the jaid of a detective agency in the morning. IThe tramp has meanwhile indulged in a |little expensive poker, been assaulted, andwhen the confirmed drug fiend enters, beenkilled and is lying on the table. The man,with revenge in his mind, discovers thebonds, and offers to remove the corpse, as- '<suring the bartender that the tramp is only• temporarily overcome He removes the

j body, goes to the residence of the bank1 ca.shier. whose wife is away for the night twith her sick mother, chloroforms him. and
; places the body beside the table, which he y!l is careful to overturn as though a scufflehad taken place. Having arranged otherevidence to suit him. he takes the druggedman out onto the sidewalk, where a police¬man presently finds him and brings himhome. The discovery of the dead trampand the various incriminating facts are
enough to hold him for the grand jury. rWe have passed through one of the strong¬est stretches of film.

The court scene, which practically occu¬pies the remaining space, is the other force-
i ful passage. In this we find the man read-

, il.v convicted, and held by the coroner's i;.[ Tjury, when the bartender, who has read a |*Jdescription of the murdered man, arrivestr» fifntn of tttVii<->Vi "no!

r f-'i
invicotirpcion ut cue iiiuiueieu man, arrives

mto statethe facts, ^at which the real crim- pi |
. x.\j oiatc tXic iacw, nc w 1111:11 lug reai erniiinal confesses and the plot against the hus! ;1 band falls away.'• We realize as well as the next that there'is plenty of opportunity for faultfinding, ifthat were desirable, but we repeat that it: is a case of the good excelling whatever' m fault might be found, and surely it is11 enough of an unusual subject, both in plot: and screen reproduction, to warrant it the1 S.4- - -C 3 "

. 1 verdict of good.

SCENE FROM THE CURRENT VITAGRAPH THEATER FEATURE, " THE SCAR.
Harry Morey Is Seen in the Lead in This Brady Star Production.

ulineHH " "• TIm1 Ruling Power " n tnree-parx jor tHe aiKmuacron *

frage, which wVH complete^ v-rv .•( cm !...
onsideration

CROWES Mt'sN C01
CROWDS KNOW
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THE THEATRES X
BECAUSE Ttlf m



mite of time too much for lier. Tne rnehwere excellent, and in them, in their crudeattempts at educating their charge andteaching her maidenly deportment, thedirector has played his most enjoyable card.Into their cabin life come the two sis¬ters a railroad journey away from theirconvent to take charge of the girl. Whatis more likely is that the girl would havebeen brought to them, and also that thesmiling and attractive maiden, had she beenwhat she seemed, would not have made her¬self quite so alluring.The girl is later called from the conventto assume an hereditary position in Eng¬land. where she speedily falls in love withher neighbor, Brinthorpe, but, on learningthat it is his younger brother who waskilled back in the region whence she came,because of his insult to her, she leaves andsurprises the " boys" back in America.Brinthorpe follows, and through the jeal¬ousy of a crazy woman living down thevalley, the truth comes out and the lane iscleared for the lovers.
The picture is set in a lumber region,and whenever the flash-back scene is re¬quired, whether in England or before that,at the convent, we are shown these sturdymen at their jobs. One fault to find witnthis was that the surrounding country, un¬doubtedly pretty, was hardly one thatwould furnish the sort of lumber or thequantity either, that we saw the lumbermen handling. F.

broker, persuades Robert Granger, the treas¬urer of a trust company, to ralsely certifyhis check. This overcertification causes tne 1bank to fail and Granger is sent to prisonfor ten years. He persuades his wife tobelieve in his innocence, alleging that Tem¬ple, the bank president, is the guilty per¬son. Brady, by means of articles in the1newspapers, furthers this belief. Mrs.Granger succeeds in obtaining the positionof Temple's secretary in order that she mayobtain evidence of her husband's innocence.Instead she obtains damning evidence ofhis guilt and in an impulsive moment de¬stroys it. The moment she does, she real-|izes that she loves Temple. Later whenhe proposes to her she admits her love,and at the same time tells him who shereally is. Granger escapes from prisonand coming to Temple's country place theremeets his • wife. He is successful in con-!vincing her that he stole in order that shemight have luxuries, but just as she isabout to take him to her arms and for¬give him Rose Fanchon appears, and in atemper, because Granger had deceived herover money matters, tells of her illicit re¬lations with him. By this time the prisonguards have traced Granger to Temple'shouse and in an attempt to escape he isshot and killed.
E.

"AN ALIEN" RELEASED
Paramount Exchanges Are Now Handling InceFeature That Scored in New York

The Select Film Booking Agency an¬nounces that " An Alien," the latest ThomasInce production, in which George Beban isfeatured, may now be secured by all largetheaters from the Paramount exchanges.An unusually complete line of publicity andadvertising helps has been prepared forthe picture. Two styles of one, three andsix sheets, and an especially striking twen¬ty-four sheet are included in the list of
"

paper.'' Window cards, folders, a beauti¬ful advertising novelty—a fan in the formof an American Beauty rose, a special presssheet, large hand-colored photographs, andan oil painting for lobby display have alsobeen made up for the exhibitor.The exchanges through which " An Alien "may be booked are: Famous Players' FilmCompany of New England. 31 Beach Street,Boston, Mass., and 19 Congress Street, NewHaven, Conn.; William L. Sherr-- Featurei llm Company, 126 West Fortieth Street.New York; Famous Players' Exchange, 71West Twenty-third Street, New York, and1321 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa. : Fa¬mous Players' Exchange, Second NationaljBank Building, Washington, 1). C.; FamousPlayers' Film Service, Inc., Paramount Pic¬tures Building, Penn. Avenue at TwelfthStreet. Pittsburgh, Pa., 37 South WabashAvenue. Chicago. 111., and 532 WalnutStreet, Cincinnati, Ohio: Casino FeatureFilm Company, Dime Bank Building, De¬troit. Mich.; Kansas City Feature FilmCompany, Gayety Theater Building, Twelfthand Wyandotte Street, Kansas City, Mo:Famous Players' Star Feature Film Service,Produce Exchange Building, 608 IJirst Ave-ue, N., Minneapolis. Minn.; Notable Fea-ire Film Company, 133 East Second Southrreet. Salt Lake Citv, Utah, and 1749Helton Street, Denver. Ohio.: Progressive[otion Picture Company, 648 Pacific Build-lg. San Francisco. Cal. : Central Building,eattle, Wash., and Marsh-Strong Building,.os Angeles, Cal.

LEONORE ULRICH,
Seen in Morosco's " Kilmeny.
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"FOR HIGH STAKES"

Three-Act Kalem Comedy Drama Produced
by Tom Moore From Harry O. Hoyt's
Manuscript. Released Aug. 6.

Lord Morey Tom Moore" American " Joe, crook, his double,
Joseph Moore

Flint, American millionaire .... Richard Purdon
Marguerite, his adorable daughter.

Marguerite Courtot /Sims, of Scotland Yard Ford Fennimore
A story founded upon the remarkable re¬

semblance of an English Lord and an
American crook, the latter succeeding for
a brief interval in assuming the identity of
the former, with the melodramatic denote¬
ment resulting therefrom is the basis of this
production. With no malicious intent in
the world we should like to recommend
Author Hoyt to a Universal picture which
he probably never saw, released some time
back, in which he may be amused at find¬
ing the different track taken by this other
picture based on the same theme.

To properly handle the two characters,Mr. Moore has introduced as his double
what we take for another talented, though
younger, member of the Moore family,
namely Joseph. The resemblance between
the two must strike any audience at once.

Most of the middle part of the reel is oc¬
cupied by the trans-Atlantic passage ofthe young Lord, and his American object of
affection and the assumption of the new
identity effected by the crook and some
obliging stewards.

It is only when the boat reaches America -

and the real English Lord is mistaken for "
the crook that the offering opens up to J
one reel of intense picturing and satisfac-

, thus becomes second in command. Ihe fK significance of this phase of the story is r ,K never entirely clear in the mind of the1 adapter and is dropped early to make way
I for the purely triangular love affair of ■\ Muriel Mannering, Major Bingham, and , ,

l> Miles Anstruther. Before the arrival of
Miles, Muriel has consented to marry Bing-

; ham. though she does not love him and is ;,j] doing so at the behest of her socially-ambi¬
tious guardian. Anstruther, who does not
know of the betrothal, soon learns to love and

o T-i/J i*- 1C! nnt lnnir hofnro tho ort- v, j |»

| pi me

nd ■

Know or trie oetrotnai, soon learns iu iuvt

I Muriel, and it is not long before the en
t gagement with Bingham is broken off. Or¬

ders to leave for South Africa now come. ,Bingham and Muriel's brother Walter con- \vince anstruther that she has consented to
marry him only for his money, which will ,aid in saving Walter from disgrace at the t, <hands of a loan shark, so Miles writes a .

typically melodramatic note freeing her
without explanations just before ho en. Jbarks. Events from here on in the picture [;
i»e" a trifle jumbled, and at times ridicu-ian*
vsus, so we'll skip them to come to t..e
t alisac and praiseworthy battle in Soutn•f'^rica in which Bingham's detachment
,3/ves Anstruther's forces from annihilation J "
.t the hands of the Boers. Back in Eng- Fi

Land once more, everything is smoothed out anted
to the satisfaction of the characters if not last

•'to the audience. $2.
Marguerite Snow ably justifies her selec- j n

tion for the role. She is a capable actress, jiness.
of pleasing personality, and a trifle more pic-
mature than the average shallow, ingenue so to
type of picture heroine, which is one of mvrs.

, the principal reasons we like her work. . La
William Clifford is a good choice for the ■ :

J role of Major Bingham, and, in fact, the
entire cast is well above the average, this —

including a loan shark whom the cast sup-
••

~ Voiles +r» mpntinn.

•y

LOIS MEREDITH IS FEATURED IN THIS THREE-PART KALEM ' including a loan shark whom the cast
feeling that with a comedian "of the John picture. Corinne," known as the queen of plfed hy the company fails to mention•

„ ^i.~ mfiip mlo it v,qo i-ont her daughter. Constai

one reel of intense picturing and satisfac- "feeling" that with a comeumu ui uuc «"*"• picture, tormuc,tory climax. Escorted with honor to the Barrvmore type in the leading male role it Bohemia, has kept her daughter, Consta:noe,rlon a thiovPQ hi a nr»r»pnt nnri mnn- I wmnirl have proved much more effects e. ^ho jg being educated in a convent, n
i ignorance of her wild and carefree life.
In the midst of a. Bohemian /evel she is

W.Barrvmore type in luc icaUiU8
would have* proved much more effective.
From a directorial standnoint tse nirtnre
left little to be desired. James Yourg pro¬
duced it in a thoroughly effective and effi¬
cient manner. It might be noted in pass¬
ing. however, that white tissue naper does
not make a good substitute for ground
glass.

The title is descriptive of the story. A
young man in straightened circumstances
receives word that a wealthy uncle died
and that he is mentioned in the will. He
expects a large bequest, but is disappointed
on finding that a cousin inherits the br11*

, of the estate and that his share is a paltr-1'
i ooo. a fter naving his creditors he has

A Five-Part ArinntaH^ left and decides to live like a million-
barne Name. Produced bf the^USlf ?}r<\whlle " last9' H„e .goe* t0 a faShion'
Players, Under the Direction of Sid able ' ummer resort and is there mistaken
Olcott, for Release by Paramount Tnlv for "'S ^veuitliy cousin. He accidentally
"■ ' aiamouni July meet5J the beautiful daughter of a Wall

StreeL millionaire and tney fall in love.
. Madge Evans With his money nearly gone, lie is forced

* " "-1"1 »>inr»e with him

lory cumaA.. n-scoi ueu wnu uuiiui iu un
den of the thieves, his accent , and man¬
ner soon betray him and he is thrown into
the secret dungeon. The crook now ar¬
rives with the daughter of the millionaire
whom he wants to hold for ransom. She is
also thrown into the cell, but before the
police can arrive this plucky young pairsucceed in locking the entire gang of six in
the same cell, they walking with somewhat
ridiculous ease into their own trap. Thusall ends not only happily, but withoutbloodshed as well. F.

"SEVEN SISTERS"

'THE BATTLE OF PRZEMYSL" ir-okl
starsIn The midst of a Bohemian revel sne is ——

stricken with heart failure and dies. Con- Five-Part Topical, Presented bv the Amer-
r stance, forced to earn her own living, be- kan Correspondent Film Company.

comes secretary to Clement Scott, a novel¬
ist and cynic, who, attracted by her inno- Tlle American Film Correspondent Com

• .

tQ win her ghe panv deserves warm congratulations on t.is 1 ' , r
— T« fivo ropis of motion pi< t

[land

Nayne Lynton
Sydney Nathan

. . . Edward Mordaunt
is a mighty good coi.i-

2

Clara
Liza
Perku
Mici
Ella
bari
lvatinka
Count Horkoy ....

Toni
uiaa
Jaanderfiy
Baron Radvianny . .

" Seven Sisters a uuguiy guuuedy based on a peculiar Hungarian mar¬riage custom, but the picture is remark¬
able for the amount of realistic Hungarian
atmosphere that Sid Olcott, the director,has been able to instill into it. One would
almost believe on looking at the settings,
especially those of the interior of the inn,that the picture really had been taken in
some little village on the outskirts of Buda¬
pest. The whole picture shows the careful

i study that has been devoted to its produc¬tion and is replete with those little de-'

tails which, insignificant in themselves,
do so much to make a picture an artistic
success. The acting throughout was up tothe standard demanded by this director,

j Marguerite Clark was winsome and mis¬
chievous and entirely and completely lik¬able.

Mici is the fourth daughter in a familyof seven, all girls. WThile away at a con¬
vent being educated she steals out one
night and attends a masked ball, where
she meets Count Horkoy, a lieutenant in
the army, who immediately falls in love.
The ball over, Mici returns to her room bymeans of a rope ladder, and on steppingthrough the window is greeted by th"TVfnthpr Snnorinr who immprllntplv f

• • Madge Evans Wltn nis money nc«.xi.y ...
• • • • Dorothea Camden to persuade t^e girl to elope with him

f0urni before his financial condition is discovered.
Jean Stewart **er fatner suddenly loses all his money in

• L. Feder a disastrous turn of the market and her
Lola Barclay mother urges her to elope before their finan-

, Conway Teane i cial condition becomes knowqu The elope-
George_ Renevant ment occurs without difficulty, and on the

third day of the honeymoon there is a
mutual confession. Not having any money,
they resolve to stay at the hoted they are
stopping at until something turns up. The
something duly appears in the shape of tae
executor of his uncle's estate with the plcas-

.
_ ,,...^4^1

cent beauty, resolves ^

takes up her residence at his palatial home offering, in nve reexo ,
1 under the chaperonage of his aunt, and at taken during a period of several months,
•

a dinner party takes her first sip of wine, it gives American audiences a clearer con-
This Is enough to bring to the surface the ception of the real meaning of war than is
taint inherited from her mother, and she Possible by weeks of reading or by viewing
becomes the wildest and gayest among the brief snatches of war films. The nicture
guests. Later Scott, coming to her room, has been assembled by Edward Lyell Fox.
sees the picture of her mother and taunts author of " Behind the Scenes in Warring
her with her origin. He gives the young Germany," so that it presents a e'ear view w .
girl a single hour to consent to receive his of a11 the steps of the " Battle of Przemysl," n
advances. At first she decides to give In. one of the most gigantic movements of mili- I t.
but a vision of the Mother Superior of the tary history. The correspondent follows

^ thu , on. movements of the Austro-German armyconvent causes her toje e „ from the period of mobilization, all throughvent teachings, and-selziiig^ „ ? the various stages of the pursuit of the

izes the effect ins recent
on the minds of young girls and destroys
it, resolving at the same time that he will
win Constance and make her his wife.

E.

"THE SECOND IN COMMAND"
^ _ Produced in Five Parts by the Quality Film

executor of his uncle's estate with tne picas- Corporation for Release by Metro.
ing announcement that a secret codicil of ». . . „ . . Af., . „ +.
" 1,1 „ honnpqf nf <fci ooo oon Lieutenant Colonel Miles Anstruther.iM.uuu.uuu Francis X. Bushman

Muriel Mannering. Lady Harburtrh's ward.
Marguerite Snow

Major Christopher Bingham .... William Clifford
Lieutenant Sir Walter Mannering. Muriel's

brother Lester Cuneo
Lady ; a rah Harburgh Helen Dunbar
Hon. Bertie Carstairs, son of Lady Harburgh.Paul Byron

ing aniiuu.ucoiucju», ^

the will provided a beeuest of $1,000,000
as soon as he was married. The closing
scene of the picture, where the lovers stop
their automobile in the middle of a railroad
track to bill and coo, while an express train
is forced to stop until it suits their con¬
venience to move on, was not only original
but exceedingly funny. E.

"THE LEGACY OF FOLLY"
A Three-Part Drama, written by Mrs. Owen

Bronson and Featuring Lois Meredith.
~ • T^-1 lrwlir

Nora Vinins. Lady Harburgh's nleg^rcia Moore
Lady Sarah Harburgh's Maid . . . Evetyn Greeley

Francis X. Bushman makes a delightful ily be seen ma l LUC V
Miles Anstruther, a role well fitted for his Dawson, took his life in his *>ands in se-

" xThe dasl - curing many of the scenes. We remember
ideal particularly a dashing attack of the Austro-

i.at it German troops culminating in a hand-to-
taken hand encounter before the city's walls. The

-j> - Vi»nntrv>t" home hv the scenes

gineering corps m wusuuv,txUl)
stroyed by the Russians in their retreat.

x the handling of the task of transporting
I and feeding an army of millions, the great i

eare of the Red Cross in assuring sanita- I
tion that the troops may be in the best • f
health, are all shown in detail, and we I
learn that the business of waging war is /
a good deal more than mere fighting. Be¬
fore the picture has proceeded far we have j
come to be on good terms with the troops. L
and we have been given interesting views
of the commanders of these monster armies.
With the big siege guns, of which we have
read so much, we become entirely familiar
through views that show them in action
before the walls of Przemysl. Trench war¬
fare. though not an important item on the
eastern front, is also shown.

The picture is divided into fiye parts, the
most interesting of which is the fourth,
dealing with the actual battle. It can eas-

be seen that the correspondent. Mr.

on
.

Aug. 1G.
Constance
Her Mother
Danforth
Clement Scott ....

His Aunt
The Mother Superior Helen Daly

Though more of a pictured episode rather

Bronson and Featuring Lois Mereaitn aim
Produced by the Kalem Comnanv I ndt i" Miles Anstrutner, a
the Direction of Tom Moore." for Release ?cbut on,th?, programme. The dasl:- ct
on the General Film Company Programme V'S. manly British officer presents an ideal ps
*•— 1" H b Bushman, and we can well imagine tnat it G

5« n representation which will be taken h{
-c + fQns

me
, Bushman, and we can wen imue— -

is a representation which will be taken hand encounter ueiore iuc vu,.T
lith close to heart by the legion of picture fans horror of war is brought home by the scenes

^urnes that claims him* as its idol. "The Second showing men being cared for in the rear of ■ r
m in Command " also gives evidence that the the battle line, and later the permanently

' ciarn"ninnSfeS' producers have stinted neither money nor crippled soldiers Qhinned "back
— - — * ~—*■ nrnviiHn? a fitting setting for their home."

j-*-~ OnnoidpHne' thf

Lois Meredith
. . Gertrude Barnes

Robert Ellis
, Tom

iiicaiis Ui. <i i uyc lauut i, auu un inuufc" ...... ~ .through the window is greeted by the drama this three-part picture »Mother Superior, who immediately expels „ offering. The slight storyher for her prank. She goes to the man exceedingly AnejOTerj ^ |ri nn ahle con.

it Ciaimo mm

in Command" also gives evidence that tne m-c
producers have stinted neither money nor crippled soldiers being shipped " back
effort in providing a fitting setting for their home."
brilliant. The cast is most excellent, the Considering the conditions under which
settings appropriate and beautiful, and the the photographer undoubtedly worked, t'^e
photography good. ohotographv is all that could be expected :

While his English army atmosphere might in snots it is very good. There is room
be a trifle more convincing, and we feel ^?r<.Seedl? c°mnre«sion bv eliminating some

- ■--- —-.-n,, zworrtnrie the trick of 1 , j oft-reneated scenes showing the illu¬me trick ot mtnf>d skv foIlowing the flrlng of a shpn_
V*r

her for her prank. She goes to the man exceedingly ^^ij^Ys^&'ld in an able, con- be a trifle more convincing, and we feci 0f the oft-repearea scenes Kj she has just met and borrows money Jhat it ^ and though it is brought that he has greatly overdone the trick of mincd sky following the firing •
w

.enough to return home, and incidentally to i1 with 'neither a climax nor a seal tho fumora about to follow thepurchase a trunk full of fine clothes. The to a close witn neitner^ _ nhntoe.'

Kit*- ending, si

iu iCLU1U liuinc, anu niuucuiaxiy tu T

i purchase a trunk full of fine clothes 'The to a close with neitner a n<rlieutenant follows her, but on asking for ending, still the direction, acting, P^jtog-her hand in marriage runs up against tho 'aphy and settings were so well executed
Hungarian custom which forbids a younger that the lack of the gripping story is not

r daughter to be married before her older particularly noticed. Lois Meredith arul""" TT" wnl"«' "

..-ow0c«g Tom Moore make ai
the feature roles in a ytwu«. re¬
work in this offering will not in the least
detract from their well earned laurels as
exponents of the silent drama. It is an
especially fine offering throughout, with
some mighty good photographv and set¬
tings that were realistic, artistic and har¬
monious.

nci iiaiiu in marriage runs up against the l'?£?y4.hp laek of *the gripping story is notHungarian custom which forbids a younger ^rticularlv noticed. Lois Meredith anddaughter to be married before her older
Moore make an ideal pair to carrysisters. He makes a wager of three kisses ?h°™ future roles in a picture, and theirwith Mici that he will speedily have her the teature ruc__t n1 in the leastelder sisters married, and immediately worstarts gathering his marriageable friendsabout him. That which follows is ex¬

tremely amusing: there are numerous mix-
ups, the wrong men fall in love with the
wrong girls, and it looks as if things wouldnever get straightened out, when theCount Radvianny appears and finds in Ka
tinka. the oldest sister, the girl he had metand loved when they were several years
younger. The atmosphere is cleared andthe picture closes with four happy wed¬dings. E.

that ne nas greatly uvciuuuv
moving the camera about to follow the
characters, the director's contribution to
" The Second in Command" is, on the
whole, praiseworthy. The production's
faults lie in the scanario and the assem¬
bling. The story is not always clear, nor,
as here constructed, is it overly interesting.
The sub-titling could stand a world.of im¬
provement. But the admirable work of the —
players never fails to carry us along when ji,nn Mom. n violinist
the story itself limps and falters. Perdita_. his wife

The action of the picture takes place in *
the barracks in England, around pretty
English homes, and in South Africa during

Anofmtthpr a voung

"MI PERDIDA" I
(Mv Lost One.) Drama in Four Parts.

Produced bv the Vitagraph Comrpr»y.
Written and Directed by Nicholas Pu-
naew.

... Nicholas Dunaew
Perdita. his wife Dorothy Kelly
Henri Ducharme. an orchestra director.

William Dunn
Ll-uga mo.,

m°TheUpicture is a refutation of the theory i f^Bwr1 War' ^file's Anstruther' a To'unp
advanced by many technicians that a good _ oflfceroef Ueuteimnt colonei and as
^torv is absolutely necessary for a good | »»eer, is m^e ^lOTtenant colone^and^

" Mi Perdida " is a combination of the
familiar theme, a struggling mn^olnn who ^

signed to a"~barracks where he superseaes . mTrrwonde^^^riflUnSl0eDeraTt 7,d
his middle-aged frienOMaJorBlngha^ho . nn to thp vlt®^a'^h st„rdnn"eithe™1 in . story or^ manner of production. The■4-*-- " 'o +V\r, unnn h1" —*■

tIE
S

"MARRYING MONEY'
A Five-Part Adaptation of the Play of theSame Name by Washington Pezet andBertram Marbrugh, Featuring Clara Kim¬ball Young. Produced Under the Direc¬tion of James Young for Release on theWorld Film Corporation Programme.
Mildred Niles Clara Kimball YountrHer Mother Ina BrooksTed Vandeveer Chester Barnett.Tames Sweeney William W. JeffersonFrench Count Winthrop Chamberlain

There is a certain naturalness of manner,an animated magnetic personality, an origi¬nality of expression and gesture about thework of Clara Kimball Young that adds' 100 per cent, to the value of any picture inwhich she appears. It is startlingly true inthis five-part adaptation of " Marrying'

Money," for the story upon which the wholething is based is of the flimsiest and with¬out the strong personality of a star wouldbecome a very mediocre offering. But given .this strong personality in the person of flMiss Young, and backed up with able, ar-< tistic direction, excellent photography andbeautiful settings, both exterior and in¬terior, it automatically becomes an attrac¬tive, interesting and entertaining picture,the whole forming a most effective back¬ground for displaying the rare attractive-• ness and the delightful ability of the youngand beautiful actress in the leading role.I Though it is impossible to point the fin-
. ger of censHre at the supporting cast, stillL- there is the feeling that it could have beenbetter. There were opportunities for humorv»*»iroral of the minor parts that were not

in story or mauuci ui -

bright spot in the play is the capable act-
, ing supplied by Dorothv Kelly in the lead¬

ing female role and William Dunn in the
"heavy" part. i'smnii

The story tells of the errant wife who
succumbs to the wiles of Ducharme. con- //
ductor of the opera house orchestra, and
deserts her husband. Juan Mora. The latter v(1 . r!
loses his position, but is inspired to write V--' i,
an op^ra. " Mi Perdida." Of course, the
opera is stolen from him bv Ducharme. who
produces it as his own. with Juan's wife in
the principal role. The opera succeeds, and "
the scenario author later finds a means of
bringing his struggling musician back, into!.,
t^e possession of his w'fe and his opera.
The opera atmosphere is not, to say the
least, convincing. W.

t 1 ara, tne Dig. speeuu uvt-nxi' 1
rdc ture, "Renunciation," featuring J.»'

1
a and Harry Carey, is progressing i

According to projecting roc
where some of the picture has ol <■«
r;m, it is going to be a won:"-' inc
tion.

What, ho! Our old friend AH.
beau captured by the contract • of

pitting Kt: West, Olive Morosco, is t ■
ft the camera for the Olive V>-<

mi play Company. J. V . .
rr.

Widow ,

Pb

FIRST METRO DE LUXE

ELAINE CONTINUES ON HER EXCITABLE, EXPLOITING WA^

The ti "St picture
Metro Producing
through the Metro
will be " Sealed \ al
ration from th

to be re
Compan
Picture^

FLASHES FROM THE SCREEN DURING THE DRAMATIC AND SPECTACULAR " BATTLE CRY OF PEACE," VITAGRAPH'S BIG PRODUCTION.An Alien Army Landing in New York.

■ tory.

The Innocent Victims—James Morrison, Mary Maurice, Charles 1 Peace at Any Price."

'•THE BATTLE CRY OF PEACE"
Propaganda Picture Produced by the Vita-|graph Company Under the Personal Su-1

pervision of J. Stuart Blackton and Al¬
bert E. Smith. Written by J. Muart
Blackton and Directed by Wilfred North.
In Nine Reels. To Be Released Later
Through V-L-S-E, Inc.

John Harrison Charles RichmanMr. Emanon L. Roger LyttonCharley Harrison James MorrisonMrs. Harrison . . . . ! Mary MauriceMrs. Vandergriff .

Mr. Vandergriff
Poet Scout
The Master
Magdalen
Vandergriff's Son . . .

Alice Harrison ......

Virginia Vandergriff
Dorothy Vandergriff .

Butler
Columbia
The War Monster .

Louise Beaudet
Harold Huber

Captain Jack Crawford
Charles Kent

. . Julia Swayne Gordon
Evart Overton

Belle Bruce
Norma Talmage
Lucille Hammill

George Stevens
Thais Lawton
Lionel Brehan

Richman, in
This last-mentioned portion is wellworth while; but there is much of the othermaterial in the last part of the picturethat, though interesting, we believe couldbe advantageously eliminated.

The acting, as has been said, is wellabove the average. The direction is by ca¬pable hands, and the photography of theVitagraph's good standard. To mention thespectacular scenes that will remain in thememory would be to utilize more spacethan is here possible, for it is clearly ap¬parent that all the resources of the Vita-graph have been turned to this productionto secure the object sought, regardless ofthe cost or effort necessary. CommodoreBlackton and Mr. Smith, as well as allothers who had a part in the production of"

The Battle Cry of Peace," may well feelproud of the result. They have given usa praiseworthy example of the motion pic¬ture in its most ambitious form. W.

-Here, the Price, the Capital in
Ruins.

"THE BARNSTORMERS"
A Four-Part Modern Drama FeaturingMyrtle Tannehill. Produced by the Ka¬lem Company Under the Direction ofJames W. Horne for Release on the

General Film Company Programme Aug.22,
£Nell Lavelle Myrtle Tannehill SLAdam Green William H. WestHis Son William Brunton ,Clara Worth Marin Sais i !Eppstein Frank JonassonFrad Mason True BoardmanMeryllyn Ollie Kirby

Portraying theatrical conditions as theyexisted twenty years ago, this four-part .feature, while having a very slight story,has been well handled and proves inter- Jesting and entertaining. Myrtle Tanne- Giuseppi Malvinahill in the leading role handles a nart * Rita. his wife

performed such a dastardly action, has astroke and dies of heart failure. Thesinger, attending a baseball game, regainshis voice as soon as the doctor dies, andlosing not a minute of time declares hislove and passion for Marguerite. E.

••HEARTS ABLAZE"
A Four-Part Costume Drama Written byEugene Mullen and Featuring L. RogersLytton and Julia Swayne Gordon. Pro¬duced by the Vitagraph Company underthe Direction of Lorimer Johnson forRelease on the General Film CompanyProgramme, Aug. 31.
Count Minolfi
Signorina Valeria Bari

George Washington Joseph Kilgour
| General Grant Paul ScardonI Abraham Lincoln William Ferguson

" The Battle Cry of Peace " presents the
I motion picture's most ambitious effort inI the furtherance of propaganda. It comesI to grips with the most pressing topic ofI the moment, the gospel of national pre-I paredness, and, it would seem to tne1 viewer, drives its lesson well home. There1
t can be but little doubt but what " The Bat-
f, tie Cry of Peace " will play an important9 part in the agitation to strengthen ourmilitary effectiveness ; that it will be able

■ to lay claim to no small portion of what-i ever success the propaganda may meet.
Attempts will probably be made by someto seek a comparison between " The BattleCry of Peace" and " The Birth of a Na¬

tion " or " Cabiria." For the Vitagraphproduction has been accorded all the care,thought, and effort that one associates with1 the most noteworthy of screen productions.! But to our mind comparison is an error,I because " The Battle Cry of Peace " is noti to be judged as a "picture"; it is to bejudged at the same time as propaganda and
picture, and here we have nothing withwhich to form a comparison. There have

i been earlier efforts at advocating particularcauses by means of the screen, but none has
| ever grasped a subject so pregnant with1 force, so gripping in its timeliness. The
! question of woman's suffrage, for instance,leaves you cold and dispassioned, where theI sight of a foreign enemy crossing yourthreshold cannot fail to quicken the pulse.There are scenes in " The Battle Cry of
i Peace" that might also invite comparison
I with one of the picture masterpieces; but,| when a thrilling scene must necessarily befollowed by a sub-title of statistics andi argument, it seems unfair to carry the com¬

parison further.
Fact and fiction are deftly mingled in"The Battle Cry of Peace": and, in jus¬tice to the producer's sincerity, let it besaid that he seems more willing to let his| fiction suffer than that his facts should beclouded. Hudson Maxim's " DefenselessI America " furnishes the basis for the pic-( ture. and, in an introductory part, we seeI the inventor delivering a lecture, which en-J ables the picture producer to drive home

j many of his arguments by means of the
i inserts. This introduction also enables usI to meet Charles Richman, who, as John| Harrison, a typical American, becomes in-
j terested in the movement to provide the] nation with adequate defense. Then the' author weaves his story in, giving us char¬acters that typify the diversified views on
i armament. There is Charley Harrison,
, John's younger brother, who is the happy-' go-lucky youth confident that "Uncle Sam

i can lick the world." Mr. Vandergriff. thewealthy father of Virginia, John's sweet¬heart. is. the complacent " peace-at-any-, price" type. To help the plot along,: Emanon. a foreign spy, is introduced intothe circle. The producer paints a realisticpicture of carefree American life, hintingat the approaching calamity when he shows
; us a secret meeting of the foreign govern¬ment's spies. Then, while the peace ad¬vocates are holding a monster meeting, theshells of an invading fleet burst just as the! doves of peace encircle the meeting hall.The shells were apparently the only warn¬ing or declaration of war that is needed in! modern international affairs. As a picture,1 " The Battle Cry of Peace" now reaches
, its strongest moments. The brilliant White
; Way and gay pleasure-seekers that we had
I seen a few moments before are replaced byj shell-torn buildings and terror-stricken in-i habitants fleeing inland. Big guns roar,i aeroplanes whirl over the city with death-j dealing bombs. Our coast guns are out¬ranged and the capture of the city is, natu-j rally, not long delayed. There are more| battles in store—vivid scenes they are—be¬fore the American army, unequipped and

i1 outnumbered, surrenders. The more per¬sonal narrative is well mingled with thebroader views, and we follow the char¬acters we have named to death's door. Dif-I ferent causes account for their ends, anyone of which is expected as sufficient tomake the average spectator walk out of the! theater to the nearest patriotic society.The story proper is tensely interesting andunusually well played. Minor inconsis¬tencies are forgotten in the swift swirl ofthe action.
With the story ended, the picture is farfrom over, however. There is another part

of statistics; glimpses of prominent menwho are backing the move for prepared¬
ness ; arguments urging the spectator tojoin one of three or four societies; viewsof what might be done by motor-boat own¬
ers ; the boy scout's influence and that of
military academies; and allegorical mo¬
ments which, by means of wonderfullyartistic double-exposure, show the Capitolin ruins, with flashes of the nation's his-ekroff, for release on the World 1

•THE PUPPET CROWN'
Five-Part Adaptation of Harold

a part r
a tnor- The King .

'.hat calls for little real acting in a mor- Baron Mario Liberossi ,•ughly pleasing manner, while the support- * Carlo Martinelling company was consistently good. The
. Matteonost praise, however, is due the directorthe extremely able manner in which

whole picture has been staged. It

'.for
'the

A Five-Part Adaptation of Harold Mc-

Melford" Fo^R^as^'by °''Paramount J1 tute'Tncidelts ttatjhave'' ofcured in'^ejrAi,«r ? Keiease Dy ra amou >own experiences. The scenes showing the„ „ , _ _

. i muscial comedy performance in a New-) [VXHV Princess of Osia Ina Ola ire
York theater and those of the companyKinst Leopold Christian Lynton r traveling were especially well done.Duchess STlvta':::::;:::::::.... Cleo Riddel*' Adam Green the wealthy owner of aCount Mallendorf Horace Carpenter hotel in a small t<iwn, goes to New lork

. . . L. Rogers Lytton
Julia Swayne Gordon
... Charles WellesW

Zena Keefe
Frank Currier

Leo Delaney
... Nicholas Dunaew
.... Garry McGarry ,

an intensely dra-

Marshall Kampf John AbrahamColonel Beauvais George GebhardtLieutenant Von Mitter Tom FormanCountess Elsa Marjorie Daw
Several years ago it was the fashion forpopular novelists to write stories of minia- f company gets in financial difficulties andture European monarchies and the intrigue

l the manager and leading man conspire tothat is rife within them. The^stories were get Adam to finance it. He agrees pro-
full of action and formed good light read¬ing. Such is the story of " The PuppetCrown," by Harold McGrath, and the pic¬ture falls in the same category. It hasbeen well produced in every manner.

"Hearts Ablaze" is
matic story given a setting amid the beau¬ties and splendors of the court of one of ;the European countries, probably Italy, jFurthermore, it has been thoroughly well qproduced in every manner down to the leastlittle detail of costuming and has been igiven a cast that is not only strong but •

,capably convincing. It is always a pleas- .ure to watch Julia Swayne Gordon, for inwatching her one is forced to realize that ishe is an actress of rare charm and ability. .. .L. Rogers Lytton again proved that he has \"every claim to the title of a master of the u:Thespian art. His work shows careful gstudy and an ability to portray a character ;as it should be portrayed. Charles Welles- <ley and Nicholas Dunaew also deserve esne- 'cial mention, as does Leo Delaney as Mario [Liberossi, the leader of the downtrodden t.. .

vtnU people. The photography was up to the
viding Nell is given the star part. Nell ^ usuai vitagraph standard.knows nothing of this

I The story is full of dramatic moments ,,

traveling with the company. Business R
from the very start, when Malvini is in-

goes from badto worse, andat lastNell E forme(j 0f the death of his wife, until the
finds out the true state of affairs and re- p

. ... '
- - •-

for a good time, where he meets and fallsin love with Nell Lavelle, a soubrette.Later the company goes on the road andin due course of time plays the smalltown where Adam has the hotel. The

George Melford,»the" di7ect5r,-"has-"t"urned ?uTes to^go "on" "TheTeading man and the ?out a picture that from a technical and I manager try to obtain more money from M"r
a nobleman is deenlv interested •

artistic standpoint it would be hard to Adam by false pretences. Nell discovers
v of theofocv to such an extent

surpass. His exterior settings are won- and frustrates the plot. Finally Adam gives j- tie nesrlects his voune and attractive t"
derfully beautiful and his interiors have all of the members of the company money B5I i<, ff all such cases she seeks diver- ?

been built with an eye to both realism and1 enough to take them back to New } ork
elsewhere and finally'runs awav with

art. Furthermore, he has ably succeeded i with the exception of the conspirators, 1 «on e^Bere, ana finally runs away with -

in transferring the atmosphere and color ,, whc are compelled to walk He takes ! the Count Mino fi only to d scover t a^ he ,
of the book to the screen. With three such Nell back home with bim and is just about i jjas a wife living Keturninc to her hus
stars as Ina Claire. Cleo Ridgely, and Car- to propose when he discovers that bis son band she Is cast out, and then goes tothe
lyle Blackwell in the cast, one can readily has been in love with her for a long time, count. The picture opens with her deatn
believe that the acting was well above par. but that they had quarrelled because she' in giving birth to a daughter. Minoln puts : .

Miss Claire is particularly delightful, espe- , would not give up the stage. He con- the baby in a convent, and then, apprises
cially in the earlier scenes in the girl's ceals his own love and blesses the unionboarding school in America. The beauty ; of the young people. E.of Cleo Ridgely always calls forth fulsomepraise, and in this picture it is accentu¬ated by the beautiful court costumes andthe backgrounds that one would naturallyfind in a palace. Carlyle Blackwell in theleading male role was a trifle stagey attimes, otherwise his performance was fin¬ished and well rounded. The picture is re¬plete with some extra good photography.
Taken all In all, it was a thoroughly goodpicture.

Alexia, the Crown Princess of Osia, hasbeen sent to a girl's boarding school inAmerica in order that she may realize whattrue freedom means. There she accident¬ally meets and falls in love with a wealthyyoung American. The King, her father, israpidly aging and sends for her to comehome, and Alexia is suddenly brought to arealization of her real station in life andthat her heart is not her own to disposeof. Her return home is the means of up¬setting a plot against the monarchy, butthe plotters manage to foment trouble and
some very good mob scenes follow. BobCarewe, the young American lover, readsin the papers that the monarchy is- infinancial difficulties and hurries there forthe purpose of making it a large loan.This thoroughly disconcerts the conspira¬tors. but the sudden death of the Kinghastens matters. The people rebel and theDuchess Sylvia is proclaimed Queen. Herfirst act is to order the arrest of Alexia,but Bob, covering Colonel Beauvais, one ofthe chief conspirators, with his revolver,and using the colonel as a shield, escapeswith Alexia to the frontier, where, auto¬matically relieved of the weight and obli¬gations of the crown she never wore, she isfree to marry the man of her choice. E.

. . . Robert Warwick

. . . . Frances Nelson
. . Giorgio Majeroni

Violet Horner
Bertram Marburgh

"THE STOLEN VOICE"
A Four-Part Modern Drama FeaturingRobert Warwick, Written by Paul Mc¬

Allister. Produced by the William A.
Brady Photoplay Companv Under the
Direction of Frank H. Crane for Re¬
lease on the World Film Corporation
program.

Gerald D'Orville
Marguerite Lawson . . .

Dr. Von Gahl
Belle Borden
Dick Leslie

Paul McAllister has written a most orig¬inal story in this four-part feature, and
one that has all the possibilities of beingduplicated in real life, although it is to
be doubted whether it is based on scien¬
tific truths. When authors and play¬wrights go delving into the mysteries of
hypnotism and the psychic forces, theyfrequently get way in beyond their depth,and in order to extricate themselves find
recourse to pure imagination rather than
scientific facts. It is very doubtful
whether a person under the power of a
hypnotist would automatically be releasedfrom that power when the hypnotist dies.Such may be the general belief of the
average person, but to those who under¬
stand the action of the science it has all
the elements of impossibility. The pic¬ture has been very well produced, and with
the element of originality contained in the
story, holds the interest to the very end.Robert Warwick, always a finished actor,is given free rein to display his versatilityand ability and at no time does he do
other than please. He is an actor whose
work it is indeed a pleasure to watch.
Frances Nelson,

the husband that his wife is dead, withouttelling him of the existence of the child.Malvini enters a monastery and becomes a <-priest. The time then jumps to twenty (years later. The count takes the child
from the convent and takes her to his pal¬ace as his ward. Owing to the heavy taxa- ! 1tion the people of the kingdom are turbu- ;jlent. While driving with his ward the
count is stopped by a mob and handed a | 'petition begging for a lessening of the *
taxes. He disdainfully tears it up. Va¬leria, his ward, becomes interested in the
cause of the people and meets Mario, theirleader, several times. They fall in love.
He tells her of their plans to assassinate nn
the king, and the Count, through a spy, *learns that she is aware of the secret ;

plans. He forces her to betray her trust, .and the arrest of the leaders is ordered bythe king. Mario escapes, and knowing thatValeria must be the traitor hastens to the
count's palace to kill her. He is met bythe count, and in a struggle that follows !' :
the nobleman is killed. Mario gets away, aand Valeria confesses to the police that she ;
is responsible for the killing. She is tried
and sentenced to death. Malvini. now a y |priest, learns that Valeria is his daughter, *and telling Mario, who has fled to him for
protection, of her peril, arranges it so that i
he can tell the true story of the count's j
death. He explains that it was accidental, i
and the king pardons Valeria and orders j jher marriage to Maria. E.

"LIFE'S YESTERDAYS"
Two-Part Vitagraph Drama, Produced byLorimer Johnston. Written by Mrs.Owen Bronson and Released Aug. 10.

••THE TIDES OF TIME"
Three-Part Drama Produced by Knicker¬bocker Star Features. Released on theGeneral Film Programme.
Mary Martin Mary NashEdmund Stark Harmon MacGregorLeland Grey T. Morse KoupalEzra Stark John ReinhardMimes George T. ClarkBoy Time Willie GibbonsFather Time James LeverineFather of Mary Martin Fritz OrlamondMother of Mary Martin Madge Orlamond

Shakespeare's " Seven Ages of Man " andPoe's " Conqueror Worm " have been taken
as the basis of this rather uninterestingstory of the launching of two souls intothe world and their trials and tribulationsthrough their love for the same woman.The picture, a combination of allegory andreality which is confused at times, has
many possibilities which, with better direc¬tion, could have been worked into reallybig scenes, but these opportunities havebeen overlooked.

One big feature which stands out by it¬self is the exceptional work of Mary Nash,which is a hit, especially when comparedwith the work of some of the Broadway jstars who have not come up to expectations Jbefore the camera. She photographs well,and her work in her role, which covers the }life of a woman from childhood to old age, ;is good. The supporting cast is good and .

the photography average. B. J]mant ii. v im vr—rrrruioN.

La-Stella, dancer Julia Swayne Gordon•

, , Dalton. physician Leo Delaneyrecent acquisition with • His Fiancee Zena Keefethis company, has a clean," fresh young
beauty, with a pair of very wonderful eves,
and. added to this, successfully forces her ,personality across the screen. Without ''
a doubt she will make a name for

! herself as a screen actress. In so far :
as direction was concerned, the picture
was without flaw. The settings were well
conceived and many of the exterior loca¬
tions were marvellously beautiful.

The story deals with a famous tenor
who excites the admiration of a society

Jack Garry McGarryMr. Antwerp Charles Wallesley
As a beautiful tribute to what is finestin acting, the work of Leo Delaney and

Julia Swayne Gordon as the principals maybe a complete encomium. It is a masterful
portrayal throughout. Otherwise you wouldhardly call it a huge dramatic success, al¬though it is undoubtedly a strong pictureby reason of the work of the pair men- \tioned.

The plot is the tale of the grasp that
"

V . J x. _ ttti. M. A 'it liiui l» LUC taic ui mc giaoi;woman engaged to a doctor. While unae
,irUgS take and the effect they bring about.the spell of his beautiful voice the woman

cannot contain her admiration and the
doctor becomes insanely jealous. Purely
by the power of thought he causes the
singer to lose his voice entirely, and then
when he asks him for advice sends him to
Europe to expensive specialists. After two
years, with all his money exhausted, he
returns to this country and starts looking
for work. He meets an old actor, whom
he supported in the days of his prosperity,
but who has since reformed and become a
well-known moving picture director. With
him the singer obtains work, and in the
company meets a former admirer in the
person of Marguerite Lawson. With
startling rapidity the former singer be¬
comes the most popular moving picture ac¬
tor in the country and his pictures are
seen in almost every- theater. The doctor
and the society woman visit a theater
one afternoon and the doctor seeing the

on the screen upon whom he had

Here we have the picture of a physician
most successful of all in his specialty, be¬ing called in to treat a drug-enslaved dan¬
cer. She falls in love with him, and uponhis refusing to reciprocate determines to
win him. So one day. after a heavy oper¬ation which wears him out. she finds him
in a doze and administers a deadeningdrug. At this moment his fiancee enters,
sees the embrace, and returns his ring.The remainder then depicts the clingingof the woman and the gradual degradation
of the man. His final moment of disgrace
comes when he is called to the bedside of a
little girl, and in his weakened condition
administers poison. He then goes to an¬
other city with the woman, who earns some
money dancing at a cabaret. Then, con¬
science-stricken, he leaves her. fights down
the craving in a mountain cabin, and then
aids the offering in going rapidly on the
rocks of disintegration by assuming a med- yical position among the lepers on the Ha¬
waiian Islands. While still the fine actofo JMr. Delanev is hard

w



"RAGS"
; Four-Part Famous Players' Feature, from 1

the Story of Edith Delano, Staged Under !,
the Direction of James Kirkwood and 0
Released by Paramount.

" Rags " Mary Pickford \
Keith Duncan Marshall Neilan .
John Hardesty Joseph Mannina1 i
Paul Ferguson Joseph Farrell MacDonald .

Seldom has Mary Pickford had a role
that enabled her to be so typically Mary
Pickfordish as she is favored with in '
" Rags." Mary Pickford smiling, Mary cry¬
ing, gay and sad in turn, but ever the '
same captivating Mary—that is 44 Rags."
Strand audiences last week pronounced it, .

by their alternate laughter and sighs, one
of the most popular of recent Mary Pick¬
ford subjects. Her followers have seen her
in parts that demanded more and gave her
greater opportunity to display her histri¬
onic ability, they have seen her in stories
built of stronger threads, but they have
seen no more dainty, piquant or pleasing
" Little Mary."

conformity with the best known methods
fl of picture production.

There is really only one major fault to
- be found with the picture and that is its

1 almost interminable length and the cease¬
less wanderings down the highways and
byways of useless unnecessary detail. There
are two separate and distinct stories more
or less closely interwoven, but it can be
safely said that both of them would have
been stronger if separated and made into

| shorter individual pictures. First there is6UU1 LCI lUUlvluuu.

the story of Brian Kelly and his growth JTON
from a small boy in Ireland to a success-

- ful and well beloved Catholic priest with
^a wonderful work to do in the world.
This is an exceedingly able character study H
and the moving picture field would be few
greatly enriched if there were more of this

(kind. Then there is the story, intensely

I

A CHARACTERISTIC MOMENT IN FAMOUS PLAYERS' "RAGS."
Mary Pickford Is Seen at Her Best in This Paramount Release.

for this reason alone holds the attention
to the very end. Fredericka Calhoun is a
young Western girl, brought up among her
father's cowboys, uncouth and uncultured.
Her idea_of social etiquette is nil, and

of the actresses that the
developed. Cleo Ridgeley as Cora May, t.-_
reigning beauty of the Paris demi-monde,
was also most excellent as was Gertrude (
Keller as the Duchess of Clunny. Carlyle

—1 in i O Til n-

dramatic, of the love and struggles of
f * t Bruce Wilton and his wife.

The first four or five reels show the
growth of Brian Kelly from a smalf boy

-to a Catholic priest and also the growth -
of his ward, Bruce Wilton, through the
changing years, until his marriage and the
accumulation of a vast fortune on the
stock market. On the night of the anni¬
versary of his wedding he presents his wife
with a beautiful diamond rosary and Fa¬
ther Kelly with a new church. He is vis¬
ited by his supposed friend, Kenward
Wright, who has wronged his wife's sister,
and during the night this sister discovers
Wilton's plans for a big stock deal on the
morrow and tells Wright, who in turn
ruins Wilton. The latter, knowing that
his wife was the only person he had told
of his plans, believes that she disclosed i
them to Wright, and an estrangement fol¬
lows. Wilton becomes a dissipated tramp

11 <':l and his wife is in misery and want. On
the day of the dedication of the new

f' V church, which was paid for before the
crash came, Wilton and his wife acciden¬
tally meet in the vestibule and Father
Kelly, who by means of his keen insight
into human nature, has discovered the ne-

, farious part played by Wright, causes a
-n u»A/.nT1/.iUflHnn E.reconciliation. E.

v iveuei" u.» me iiv.iJLv.K_.Kj „-
when an English nobleman visits the ranch J Blackwell was not as pleasing in this pic-
his bearing and actions are a revelation to ture as many that he has appeared in.
her. He is swept off his feet by an intense Edward Mackay, as the Duke of Clunny,
admiration of her naturalness of manner, was pleasing in every way. The balance
and. though Fredericka is in love with one . of the cast Handled minor parts capably,
of the cowboys from the ranch who has n Frank Reicher, the director, deserves a
gone East to make his fortune, she accepts K word of commendation for the extremely
the Englishman. He takes her to visit his * able manner in which the picture was pre-
sister in New York, and she obtains her J sented. His settings were wonderfully
first view of cultured society. She passes r beautiful and well selected, and he has
through the ordeal like a butterfly emerg- made a judicious and artistic use of close-
ing from a cocoon, and though the labor is I ups.
intense the metamorphosis is complete. For- The story is so well known that a synop-
tunately for all concerned, the Englishman 13 sis is hardly necessary. While on a visit
cannot stand the lures of a big city and fi to the country, Diane, a young girl just
takes up with a chorus girl, one of his for- * out of the convent, is wronged by the Duke
mer flames. Fredericka hears stories about * of Clunny. Later her dying mother gives
him. and dressing in male attire one night C her to the Duchess of Clunny, a very
follows him. Her suspicions are confirmed H charitable woman, to care for. As Diane
and she hastens to her former lover and enters the house she sees her seducer in
thev are married on the spot. After a for- •*< the person of the husband of her bene-
mal farewell to the Englishman and his * factor. The Duke, in order to prevent his
sister they return to the ranch, and it is * wife from suffering, lies beautifully and
to be hoped live happilv ever afterwards. ' h™+v,ot. tho

E.

MARY PICKFORD IN " RAGS."
Famous Players' Paramount Release.

While the author deserves her share
of credit for providing a satisfactory vehi¬
cle for the little star, James Kirkwood,
the producer, gains a greater share with
Miss Pickford for the picture's success. By
deft and skillful use of pretty backgrounds,
the close-up, and little touches of human
nature, he has molded a production without
an uninteresting moment, a creation that
bespeaks ability of the highest order. He
had no gripping story to aid him ; the plot
merely tells of the tomboy daughter of the
village drunkard, who on her father's death
is shipped to the wealthy guardian of her
dead mother, and there meets once more
the young man who had learned to love
her as " Rags." A few slight incidents
hing the plot together, but most of the
action is purely character exposition.

The supporting cast does not seem pos¬
sible of improvement. J. Farrell MacDon¬
ald as the worthless father of " Rags " gives
an interpretation of rare ability : he makes
it a character that we really believe, with
proportionate strengthening, could be made
the pivot of a story of its own. Marshall
Neilan is a pleasing juvenile, while Joseph
Manning is up to the mark as the guardian.
The photography is very good. W.

extensively. Lieut. Dodd, brother of the
£ Duchess, falls in love with Diane, but she,
m though returning his affection, refuses to
* marry him. The Duke refuses to tell Dodd

« why she cannot marry him and Diane at
^ last discloses the reason. Dodd challenges

A Five-Part Adaptation of Channing Pol- him to a duel in which the Duke is mor-
lock's Play of the Same Name, Based on £ tally wounded. Before dying he begs for
the Novel of Alice and Egerton Castle, -< and receives the forgiveness of his wife
featuring Blanche Sweet. Produced by * and the picture closes with the promise of
the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Com- - Diane to marry the Lieutenant who has
pany under the Direction of Frank fought for her honor. E.
Reicher for Release on the Paramount < -

Program August 8. »TUF ROSARY"
Cora May Cleo Ridseley 1 Hh KUoAKl
Diane Blanche Sweet a Seven-Part Adaptation of Edward Hi.
Duke of Clunny Edward Mackay — •- Samp Name, Featur-
Helen, his wife Gertrude Keller
Lieutenant Dodd, U. S. N. ... Carlyle Blackwell

1 Favereau Theodore Roberts
; Nanette Marjorie Daw

Though "The Secret Orchard" is one of
the oldest of the popular novels, it appears
to be one of the last to be made into a

CARLYLE BLACKWELL,
Who Has Joined the Lasky Forces.

ocvcu-x im,

Rose's Play of the Same Name, Featur¬
ing Kathlyn Williams. Produced by the
Selig Polyscope Company Under the Di¬
rection of Colin Campbell, for Release on
the V-L-S-E Programme.

t> « „
. •. Roland SharpYoung Brian Kelly Charles ClaryBrian Kelly Williamsto be one of the last to be made into a Brian Kelly -

moving picture and this is remarkable H Vera Wallace Kathlyn Williams
when it is realized the ideal material it con- Alice Wallace Gertrude Ryan i
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•' NEARLY A LADY "
A Five-Part Modern Drama, Featuring

Elsie Janis. Produced by Bosworth, Inc.,
for Release on the Paramount Pro- „

gramme.
Fredericka Calhoun Elsie Janis. b

Lord Cecil Grosvenor Frank Elliott
Jack llawlins Owen Moore
Mrs. Reginald Brooks Myrtle Stedman
Jim Brooks Harry Ham
Elaine, a chorus girl Roberta Hickman

Some directors, like accomplished short
story writers, have the happy faculty of
taking slight immaterial incidents and weav¬
ing tnem together 011 the magic looms of
the Muses so that the finished product
comes out interesting and entertaining.
Such is the case in this five-part feature
with one of the most popular actresses on
the stage in the stellar role. The picture
consists mainly of Elsie Janis, Elsie Janis
the irrepressible, Elsie Janis the tomboy,
Elsie Janis the hoyden, and Elsie Janis the
society lady. And it goes without saying
that Elsie Janis is thoroughly delightful.
With the charm of personality that is irre¬
sistible she immediately inspires sympathy,
and though one cannot help but be amused
at her boyish pranks still the real woman
underneath is readily perceptible. She has
been given a supporting cast that is strong
and capable and forms a harmonious back¬
ground for the action of the star. Frank
Elliott, playing opposite, deserves especial
mention for a good characterization of an

I English nobleman, and Roberta Hickman
was good as the chorus girl. The balance
of the cast handled minor parts well.

Taken as a whole, the picture has been
well directed and photographed with sev¬
eral settings of unusual beauty. If the di¬
rector will apply to one of the volunteer
life saving societies, however, he will re¬
ceive some interesting information on the
proper methods to be employed in reviving
persons from drowning. It is these seem¬
ingly little details which can be so easily
remedied that do much to make or mar the
success of a picture.

The story though slight has that main
k^»quisite of a short story, suspense, and

1U Lilt; uaiiuo VL buuu
. , « 1becomes one of the most charming and able

"THE MASKED DANCER" I
Three-Part " Broadway Favorites " Produc- 1

tion by the Kalein Company. Written
by Mrs. Owen Bronson and Directed by t
George L. Sargent. Released in the Reg- I
ular Service Aug. 30.

tains for an offering of this kind. It teems , i'atner ityuu Frank Clark „ ,, m.sked dan<.„, Anna 0rr I
with dramatic tenacity of situation and ' Widow Kelly Bueenie Besserer MuStaDh tor father curio' dealer Anna orr
all of which has been 'ably utilized in the ' £reu™ T'wVeht Georl-C E. Romaine !
picture production. Blanche Sweet again ske&ters Martfn Sidney^ Smith Ali"na, his assistant Rollo Lloyd J
proves her right to the title of one of the Martin Sidney bmitn paul WriKht, American art dealer,
bright particular stars of the moving pic- " As an example of able photography and Cort Albertson t

a!.H' -J*16. Picture gives ner '"direction this picture is almost in a class Estimated from the truly Oriental stand- B
' ®f...opportunity to display her won- - by itself, as it contains some of the finest « polnt thls three-reel production comes as I

ly ,aiLa s,cref^ actress- She rose si touches it has been our pleasure to wit- j £ear • the atmosphere of the "Arabian
In ?^a e/.bci^ht3 10 thl? Production than ness. This is especially true in the early , N, ht „ as anytl|lllg of this leDgth that WP lh"L been 0,J.r Pleasure to see her p scenes supposedly laid in Ireland, in which recsolleot. This is the principal reason for J
ahiiit' thof a vas^ quantity of innate there are some most realistic settings show- t f , it an artist}c picture, for it is ItSHS? ^at^wa? surprising in one so young. ing Irish peasant life Colin Campbell has far frtm =robable to life. Yet the handling 1In the hands of a good director Miss Sweet „ conclusively proven his versatility, for he . on the director's part suggest the correct f

","1 011,0 has been forced to use almost every style Eastern atmosphere, where, looked at from j
of setting known to the director In this of- t h0 every-day standpoint, it would be im-
fering and he has done it in a manner in ■ probaUe action. Looked at from that same 1;

viewpoint, also, the plot is a slightly trite ;
;; affa! . One must needs imagine oneself I

actuated as the characters in the Arabian S
stories to appreciate the greatness of Mr. J
Sargent's accomplishment.

In the East we have a curio dealer and
i his daughter and the bold young assistant

who would gaze upon her forbidden fea¬
tures. There now arrives with a large
curio commission one young American who

' promptly falls in love with the veiled
i glances of the maiden. Skipping over some
i space in which action is resorted to to

create atmosphere, the curio gentleman in¬
vites his Yankee friend to a game of cards.
He is " framed up " on a cheating charge,
and then ensues the fight, which is made
purposely clear rather than exciting. Among
other details we are shown the knife slipped
into the accursed stranger's hand, his

(escape from the window, and the vow ofthe daughter to avenge the murder of her
father, attributed by her to the departed
stranger.

In New York she has lost much of her
tawny make-up, but manages nevertheless
to secure a cabaret engagement which cos-

Imopolites will appreciate as being Rector's. [Other Long Acre scenes, always difficult to
properly obtain, are likewise viewed with
interest.

In her alluring capacity the girl is soon
able to establish an understanding with the

- American who follows her one night to
B her hotel room. Here she would stab him,

when her father's assistant, the real mur¬
derer, runs from the closet. He has but
arrived from her home town, and also seeks
the stranger's life. However, he dies of
heart trouble in the midst of the plain
scuffle and confesses the deed. Hatred is
allowed to turn quickly to love.

Anna Orr, outside the unevenness of her
coating, is a very dramatic if somewhat cold
personage. This, though, may be " in
character." With the exception of Cort Al¬
bertson, who plays the American rather
romantically, the others were all Indians
and contributed some excellent ostentatious
gestures to the complete meaning and color
of their parts. F.

BLANCHE SWEET AND CARLYLE BLACKWELL IN A MOMENT FROM LASKY'S
44 THE SECRET ORCHARD.''

The Much-Discussed Production Which Clashed with the Views of the Pennsylvania
Censors.

A Five-Part Emotional Drama FeaturingPauline Frederick. Produced by the Fa-
r mous Players' Film Company for Release

on the Paramount Programme Aug. 8.
w| Helen Pauline Frederick: Donald Bryant Thomas HoldingRobert Wainwright Julian L'EstrangeJohnson

Lowell ShermaeLucy Lucille FursmanDolbeare Russell Bassett
As a moving picture play 44 Sold " is anenormous success, and it is the first movingi picture play that we have seen that couldi| in turn be adapted and presented on thei legitimate stage with equal success. It has

every necessary requisite for a successfuldramatic production and one that wouldplay to crowded houses. The prominentoutstanding feature of the whole picture1 is its humanness. It has been written byJ a master hand in the analyzation and de¬lineation of human emotion, one who under-' stands human psychology and has the rareand gifted power of transcribing and pre¬senting it so that others may understand.The story appeared originally in the Rus¬sian of George Erastov, but for the pur-nnsPS nf this: nrnHuofiAn V>oo
v->.V.ev, -l.JJ.UOl.\J\, UUl 1U1 cii<_ (Jill -poses of this production has been anglicm-den a New York setting. A word ofrijiHrm Hna nnfi./,n -non, 1.1..

i.t and given a. j.>ew xoik selling, a word ov •; commendation is due the person responsibly,for this work, for it has been most ablydone, the original framework and back¬er ground being removed and another substi-I tuted without in the least marring the
, | beauty or effectiveness of the theme of the'

story or situations. It was good work,well done.
With such material to work with it isoiu I not surprising that the director should have■- "i turned out such a thoroughly excellent pic-i ture. His interiors were well built and the; j exteriors well selected. The photographywas up to the usual excellent standard ofthe Famous Players' Company.■ • Pauline Frederick in the leading role'I reached the pinnacle of feminine emotion.1 Her work was so perfect that it did not1 seem like acting, but rather that she wasthe living, breathing Helen, going throughall the terrors and fears of her monumentali sacrifice. She was thoroughly real, thor-i • oughly human, with her own personality< buried in that of the woman she was por¬traying. With such a delightful subject as |1 Miss Frederick it is unfortunate that those'• «1 responsible for the production of the pic¬ture did not make a judicious use of closo-ups. There was a wealth of lost opportu¬nities. The supporting cast was extremelystrong, the work of Thomas Holding, play-'

ing opposite Miss Frederick, calling forespecial commendation. Russell Bassett as

.....

tfe

1HL_
built by an artist in interior decoration andeffect. The direction of George Terwilligerwas such that it would be difficult to sur¬pass showing great care and attention todetail and appreciation of the wonderfulscenic possibilities which he had to workwith.

The story is one of wild imagination. Awealthy young man is much given to drinkwith the result that it nearly breaks hisengagement. To explain the constant weep¬ing of his fiancee, caused by his too fre¬quent indulgence in strong drink, to heryoung brother, he tells him that it iscaused by a ring tailed rhinoceros. Inorder to make his sister happy again theyoung brother persuades John Carter-Carter the young man to go in search of thisstrange beast and kill him. The two fallasleep and Carter dreams that he has really!j gone in search of the mythical beast. The I! balance of the picture is taken up with his |> j adventures in the land of dreams and his 1final battle with the allegorical symbol of |the demon rum.
E.

"WHEN LOVE IS MOCKED"
Three-Reel Selig Special, Written and Pro¬duced by George O. Nichols. ReleasedAug. 12.

PAULINE FREDERICK IN HER SECOND FAMOUS PLAYERS' SCREENAPPEARANCE.
In 44 Sold," Released on the Paramount Programme, Aug. _5.

====^r
•

'• the doorwajr, within the house a nicely con-valescent son bein<r attended by a thorough-ly forgiving and humble little sweetheart. Jm The mother scents trouble and then liet>. IShe states that her son—pointing to a Brocky speck—is out on the island. She will Igradly accompany the beautiful lady to her |son. So the two women launch the row- Hboat and row out into the ocean. Having £gone far enough, the mother casts away ij the oars, then having explained the circum- £jstances to the beautiful charmer, she seizes man axe that she has brought and chops a nhole in the boat's bottom. This sacrifice is Sa strong ending to a thoroughly effective gfland poignant drama. As we nave said, Rthis is anotner of the lucky Thursdays. Eg
F. i

The Fisherman
His Mother
Ilis .Sweetheart, Yvonne-
La Glou. the seducer . . .

La Glou's Husband ....

. . Eugene Pallette
. Lillian Hayward

. . . . Lotta Grimes
.... Anna Luther
George Demerest

the art deaier, is also an actorof great ability.
Though the plot of the story developsslowly it moves rapidly when once the in¬troductory features are finished. The pic¬ture opens with scenes in an art school ingirl. the neighborhood of Washington Square,id Donald Bryant and Robert Wainwright, two• fl of the students, are both madly in lovei, with Helen, another one of the students.■r| At the party at the end of the season, whenpr Donald wins the prize for the best workdone during the course of the year, heu proposes to Helen and is accepted. Later., on account of his ideals and his refusal touv paint the kind of pictures the public wants.Donald and Helen are reduced to genteelpoverty. Wainwright has gone to Paris,and, pursuing the opposite course, hasachieved great fame and wealth. Dolbeare.an art dealer, knowing Donald's great abil¬ity, pays him five thousand dollars and fitshim out with an elaborate studio uptown,in return for which Donald agrees to turneverything he paints over to Dolbeare. Thisarrangement works well until Donald paintsan idealized picture of Helen in the nude,and Dolbeare accidentally seeing it demandsthat according to their agreement it beturned over to him. Rather than submit apicture of his wife to the vulgar gaze ofthe public, Donald destroys it, and Dol¬beare in a rage dispossesses them and de¬mands his five thousand dollars, ln themeantime Wainwright has returned fromTaris, and experiencing great difficulty infinding a model for an unfinished painting,goes to Dolbeare for assistance. Dolbeareshows him a sketch of Donald's painting,and Wainwright offers any sum of moneyto procure the same model. Helen hearingof this, resolves to get her husband out ofhis financial difficulties by posing for Wain¬wright. He uses her in a semi-nude pose,and Donald, hearing what his wife is doing,believes that she is unfaithful to him. andseizing a revolver hurries to Wainwright's1 studio. Helen conceals herself in the dress-iSt ing-room. A struggle between the two menby A follows in which Donald's gun goes off andFrfi Helen is shot in the breast. This has aQusJ cooling effect on Donald, and after a physi-IMrl cian has informed him that the wound isvery slight, he listens to Wainwright's ex¬planation and realizes the enormous sacri-ia .'.joA fice that his wife has made for him. H^lenrecovers and the reunited couple again go1 1 along the roseate way of faith, trust and

e.Jtfarjoj

Screen dramas that ring the bull's eyeof achievement are those tnat strike a truenote and picture faithfully some elementarylaw of human nature. Such a striking andstirring picture is this, which draws asimple yet unforgettable story about thesort of a woman who rings for bell boysin hotels, not a nice fireside charac ter to betrue, yet one that is the more convincingfor her salient characterization. The partstands out simple and seductive as theelectric letters, surely one of the great pic-turizations of this type, and the more re¬markable because it has happened on Thurs¬day again. This seems to be the day ofthe week for Selig.

11! UliTir >1 ■!— I I

"THE RING TAILED RHINOCEROS
A Five Part ^Farce-Comedy Featurin-

—
x! caiui liijj; naj - ■mond Hitchcock and Flora Zabelle. Pro- &duced by the Lubin Company under the |

tue week for Selig. j Direction of George Terwilliger for Re- |
Anna Luther combines the qualities of 1 lease on the V. L. S. E. Program. August |

entire feminine passion with a modulation 1(5.of girlish simplicity and. bevond a doubt. !

1V1.,1U1UV puooiuxi ttilll CI lllUUUltt LiUIiof girlish simplicity and. beyond a doubt, j T , «.
fineness of apparel. For it is in France and Mar^bpflu teralong the seacoast that this picture takes hiliieplace. Except for a French cap or two, to re- I Mr. Lorinc*.lieve the mind of the doubt that we are on the | Mrs. Lorin«r ...California coast, the characters are almost ; The Secretary .universal. The fislier-lad played with an excel- £r?nch • • v • •lent dumb instinct and stalwart attractive- i Arlnl£ Ministerness by Eugene Pallette, and his demureand obedient sweetheart—Lotta Grimes—are simple folk who might respond to anyother tongue as well. The lad's motheris a mighty well disguised Lillian Hayward.undoubtedly the strongest character in thepicture, an unforgettable Spartan parentwho as a final means sacrifices herself forher child. George Demarest played—now

Raymond Hitchcock I
Flora Zabelle I

.. Raymond Hackett I
.... Herbert Fortier I

Ida Waterman B
. . . Arthur Matthews I

. . . . Edward Metealf I
William Boyd I

.

uvvu |JttOOCU wc maj a.riwell tell—the provider and companion ofthe principal character. The cast, though,says 14 husband." His pointed beard, unde¬niably of the latest Parisian cut. was moreartificial than anything else in the film.What we mean by quaint is often butold-fashioned, and it is into such a fishingsettlement that the piqued woman arrives,petulent because her provider had balked atan expensive necklace. With the farewellmessage that he might follow her providingthe necklace come along, she leaves, arrives,takes a villa, and meets the fisher lad. Pre-i vious to this wo had been shown his bring¬ing up from earliest days in company withthe young girl to whom he is affianced.The coming of the beautiful womanchanges all this, while she. sportively andcasually, interested in his figure and youth,goes out of her way to attract him. Usinghis profession as an excuse, this becomes re¬markably easy. He stays away from homej all of one night. Still another night hismother and sweetheart wait up for him.It is easy to imagine that his head is com¬pletely turned.
The arrival of the necklace changes allthis and the woman accompanies the mes¬senger on a horseback ride. They meet thelad, who stops them. The woman assuresher provider the youth is but a silly coun¬try lad. The latter rushes for the cliff andthrows himself over the cliff. Ilere, afterweary hours of search, the stern motherfinds him and carries him home.The man, gone for a week's business trip,the vacant longing of the Parisienne turnsa train to th<> seashore. The mother sits in

It is hard to make a comedy out «»f afairy story for humor must necessarily havea basis on real life, and no matter howridiculous or absurd the imaginings of the ,| author may appear, still there is always !I the realization that it is a fairy story, andI this seems to effectually kill all of thehumorous possibilities. Such is the casewith " The Ring Tailed Rhinocerosit
that the picture has been passed we may as , 1{i?.g4,.Ta1ile(i Rhinoceros;" itwell tell—the provider and companion of ! ^Criitla sJy funny, but becausev-vxutiui.iufei.y lurnij, out uecauseit wanders in the realms of the impossible ifor it's humor it fails in the accomplish- Iment of it's object. It is possible that had ja real humorist of the George Ade type had 'tho WT.5+5twv ~-P ~ ^ "■ '

r, ~— ;i7 * c c uc"'bc auc i.vpe uau
• ? sub-titles, it would have jj

—„ ^ouu-uum, n vvuuiu imveimproved the picture at least one hundredper cent. Atrociously rhimed inserts n<»tably failing in metrical arrangement didl much to destroy the enjoyment of any i
1

humor producing qualities that the picture 1| may have had.
Whether it be on the musical comedy ;stage or in facial pictures, Raymond Hitch¬cock is the same Raymond Hitchcock, withhis amusing facial expressions and grotes- ique mannerisms. He is the life of the pic¬ture and it is unfortunate that the 'scriptdid not give him more opportunity in theopening reels to display his well known ;talents to greater and more telling effect, i,Flora Zabelle playing opposite had little todo except weep and she did this constantly,insistently and beautifully. Seldom has itbeen our pleasure to see a woman weep so -artistically. The balance of the cast es¬pecially, Raymond Hackett as Billie wasconsistently good.

The picture has been given a most ela- 'borate production with a wealth of beauti¬ful settings and effects. Many of the scenes ■were taken on Mr. Hitchcock's Belle Mondeestate on Long Island Sound and with thebeautiful waters of the sound as a back¬ground some very beautiful effects were ob¬tained. The interiors were conceived and L

CLEO RIDGELY,
On a Long Term Contract with Lasky

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK MAKES HIS SCREEN DEBUT IN
RHINOCEROS."

' THE RING-TAILED j

A CHARACTERISTIC SCENE FROM SELIG'S PRODUCTION OF " THE ROSARY
The Production Was Staged by Colin pampbell, at the Coast Studios.



AS NELL IN 1
SALVATION NELL

the first reel. This naturally eliminates an
suspense.

The wonderment which must, also occur
in the mind of him who knows the wealth
of detail and elaborateness with which the
author trims her stories, will find its an¬
swer in a somewhat hurried picturization
of a few of the parts. As a picture it is
an average example of what this company
does with one exceptionally pretty set—the
one overlooking the river and the woods
beyond.

While the club man, on a wager, offers
to hold up a train with an empty pistol,
and is briefly seen doing it while train men
take no very great interest in his proceed¬
ing, the three women start out on a hike.
They quarrel a good deal about it, and the
energetic member of the trio insists. The
others go along to keep her out of harm
and for their baggage they take a burro
named " Modestine." The " modest" in
" Modestine" was synonymous with her
balking nature that refused to allow her
to be led near the camera.

In the woods the women run into the
hold-up club man, who is only a short dis¬
tance ahead of the railroad detectives.
The women mistake him, on his word, for
the detective, while his pursuers, he tells
them, are the bandits. Naturally this com¬
plication is provocative of much fun, as
the women attempt to imprison the detec¬
tives. until the three women are haled to
justice. A note from the hold-up man
whom they had befriended, together with
the return of the money, is sufficient to set
them freg. ,-rvcmnr.u.,.—;

JUNE KEITH IS FEATURED IN THIS ESSANAY FEATURE.
" A Bunch of Keys," Released by V-L-S-E.

SCENE FROM SALVATION NELL," WITH BEATRIZ MICHELENA, WILLIAMPIKE, AND EARL EMLAY.

§Mi $



his—the clubman's—wife, causes him tostay home quite a bit. Much then tran¬spires before the final scene, in which thevalet is confronted. An adventuress withwhom the clubman consorts is in the roomat the time and fires at the servant. Theshot kills the clubman. For once the pistolis found in the hand that fired it, and thewoman is led away.' Then, of course, thewidow and the servant decide to marry.

"POOR SCHMALTZ"
ie Initial Screen Appearance of SamBernard in an Adaptation of DanielFrohman's Well-Known Stage Success.Produced by the Famous Players forRelease on the Paramount Program Aug.

44HEARTS AND ROSES" *
Three-Reel Essanay Drama, Written by Jo¬seph A. Roach and Released Aug. 24.The Doctor

Darwin KarrThe Girl
Beverley BayneEither generously acknowledging a high¬er intelligence on the part of nis audienceor imagining a simple love story wouldget over without much explanation hascaused the author to do away with theusual sort of printed explanations. Hisphilosophical observations on the progressof the love affair gives the offering at oncea different atmosphere, which it bears outby being strictly natural, as contrastedwith the usual desire to score a photo-touchdown, a procedure that requires themost direct road possible. Mr. Roach'streatment is unique.At the same time we cared little forthe light wallpaper that was favored in anumber of scenes. These experienced pro¬ducers need not be advised that contrastsare neither favorable to a good facialbackground nor are they a favorite thingin the developing room." By his mustache ye shall know him"seems to be the principle on which theman with the girl's favor is also given amost mean and treacherous lip-covering.His masculine appeal, nevertheless, isgreater than that of the young doctor, Dar¬win Karr. The couple become engaged,when news of the bank failure prostratesher father. The young doctor takes overhis debts and assumes general charge ofhis affairs. The other man has meanwhileleft in the manner designed to injure hisstanding with the audience. Later he re¬turns, unquestioned by the text of thepictures. But' in the meantime the girlhas married the doctor, although the phan¬tom of the man who gave her roses seemsa wedge in their happiness. With his re¬turn and his almost insolent presumptionthat he can resume his friendship with thegirl, the husband decides to leave. Thenhe decides not to, and returns to confrontthe interloper in the parlor with his wife.This lady, without explanation, prefers toput her arms around her husband. And.like the author, we leave the explanationto your reasoning. F.

"THE MAJESTY OF THE LAW"
Fve-Reel Drama, Written and Directed by hJulia I. Crawford for BoSworth, Inc. IReleased on the Paramount Program \Aug. 26.
Judge Kent George Fawcett I1His Wife Jane Wolfe 9Virginia Calhoun Myrtle StedmanLloyd, her brother John Oaker BLawrence Evans Charles Buggies

While it may not be a conservative spec¬ulation, we are more than willing to waarer 1j that no critic of a considerable number of !.Jscreen productions will ever write a pic- * Tture of this nature, because his weariedbeing longs for something new. Yet he whocould write one as well as this would inall probability pose as a photoplaywright, ®in which case the sorrows of repetition r
'

might lay their message on some otherdoorstep.
Outside of a duplicate decentralizationin the plot and a plot that calls for a ^double confession, there is nothing at all ^the matter with the picture. Its author p]has chosen two strong characters to do the■ work of sustaining her central interest, if: the one a stern judge, though a loving■ father, the other a son of handsome mien, upwhose mission it is to go through the ypicture the victim of acts he never did, *and which he will not deny because his; sense of loyalty forbids him betray a1 friend. Either one of these would be suf¬ficient to carry a well-produced picture ofthis length. But confession, which is un-1

doubtedly a salve for the human soul, is ;: scarcely a welcome solution for the critic! acquainted in dramatic practice. The av- j! erage film partisan, though, is no such icritic, and undoubtedly there are manywho will find that repetition only tends; to double the strength of the offering. Itis, after all, merely a matter of opinion,
j The picture is a type of aristocraticmelodrama, in which a Virginia aristocracyis forced into a series of actions entirely\ repellant to their sense of honor and tra-. dition, but undoubtedly a necessity, as theresult of their having been dragged intoi photodom. For these characters are allnice people. There is the stern old judge,'

who goes behind the backs of the people
, he sentences and helps their dependentfamilies. He also cares a lot for his son,whom, when he is accused of a necklace

I theft, he orders sternly from his house.The son wanders, and obtains a position
, in a bank, where in a month his advance-i ment to teller is no more marvelous than

. the way in which he received employment, j• The son of the president of the bank, who ;i helped him to his position, now wantsmoney for an I. O. U., and takes it whenthe teller is not looking. For this againthe boy is accused, taken to prison and ■| tried.
i The judge is his own father, who finds Ij him guilty. But in the meantime the 1d brother of the girl the son was to marry a|M has confessed his theft of the necklace— jt| and the son of the bank president comesij forward to acknowledge the money theft, jso the judge mounts the bench and in judi- \cial manner announces the innocence of i|^ the man he has just convicted.

1 Clearness is sought and readily obtainedin making the story plain. Equally clearare the personalities of the actors whotake the parts of the judge, his son, andj the son of the bank president. GeorgeFawcett as the first of these was able toj | come close enough to the camera to have.every mole and meaning make its enlarged
SAM BERNARD MAKES HIS LONG AWAITED DEBUT ON THE SCREEN.In "Poor Schmaltz." Famous Players' Production, Released Aug. 23, by Paramount.

two-keel productionthrilling moment
identity
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•MORTMAIN"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Arthur Train's

Story of the Same Name, Featuring Rob¬
ert Edeson and Muriel Ostriche. Pro¬
duced by the Vitagraph Company fromB the Scenario of Margaret Bertsch under
the Direction of Theodore Marston. Re¬
leased as a Blue Ribbon Feature on the
V. L. S. E. Program Sept. 6.

'

Mortmain Robert Edeson
Forsythe James Morrison
Russell Donald Hall
Dr. Crisp Herbert Frank
Flagffs Edward Elkas
Bella Muriel Ostriche
Society Lady Helen Pillsbury

There are so many commendable features
to this production that it is difficult to
know just where to begin cataloging them.
Melodrama if rightly handled is one of
the most interesting as well as one of the
most gripping forms of theatrical enter¬
tainment, and for this reason the most
enthusiastic statement in praise of " Mort¬
main " would, in the final analysis, only
prove a conservative estimate of its worth
and quality.

To begin with, it has a big, strong story,well told, correct as to accepted psycho¬logical theory, intensely and absorbinglydramatic, with suspense held to the last
hundred feet of film. And in addition, itis replete with originality, unusualness,and that indefinable quality which makes
a story great. To read this one story one
would say that Arthur Train was the re¬
incarnated soul of Edgar Allan Poe, for itis as weird, strange, and well told as any¬thing Poe ever wrote.

The next feature calling for especial
commendation was the careful attention
devoted to realistic detail. Throughout the
whole five thousand feet there was not
one little detail that had been overlooked,and I believe I am safe in saying that it
was the first time in motion pictures thatthe hallucinations of a person undergoingana?sthesia have been realistically photo¬graphed. There were a vast number of
details pertaining to medicine and surgeryand it was indeed a relief to see them so
correctly shown. Not even a physiciancould carp at the technical correctness of
the picture.

After seeing the acting of Robert Edesonin this production, to say it was master¬ful sounds banal. It was tensely emorT- — /I i * ' 1 J- 4-Vw

lm

ROBERT EDESON AND MURIEL OSTRICHE IN THE VITAGRAPH P
OF " MORTMAIN."

it would prove as entertaining. For thestory, shorn of its northern setting, varieslittle from the thousands of melodramaticstories that have gone before. It is dif¬ferent, however, in the manner of the
telling, and it has, in addition, the charm¬ing, delightful, original personality ofMarguerite Clark, who, even in the sim

mnct stereotyped of

- f >Marguerite Clark, who, even in iue »mi- rplest and most stereotyped of situation,instills something that is original and dif■° *■ +ho wav it has been done be

-iv. .....
m « • JT m. * xi

business front combined with a secretive I
trickiness and cowardice, by which he ac¬
complishes his success. His' chemist is one
of those weak-eyed servants at the beck

; and will of his master, an imitator and a
' thief of ideas. In contrast are the old lame
inventor, his unbusiness-like grandson and

"i the practical little sweetheart of the lat-
w ter. Billie West and William Hinckley

i | take these parts.
rg Given to understand that the old man
Hy has invented the new process of glazing
I pottery green, and having been informed of

the character of the youth who is sent to
the pottery concern to see what he can do
with the invention, one is led to suspect
and in every way re-enforced in the be¬
lief that the secret will be stolen. That
it is, then, comes as no surprise, although, i

__ even then it takes a very long time hap- j
pening. This is its principal fault, a de¬
layed eventuality which every one must
have guessed. Yet it is told in such a

mN manner that entitles it to a better plot
^ basis. The order of the scenes and thesituations that a clever adapter has de-
I * vised to tell the tale, almost, if not quite,' * gives it distinction.

Having left the sample with the manu¬
facturer. the couple exit with the girl din¬
ning forebodings in his ear. She is right,

or for the manufacturer after having vainly
i tried to get his chemist to imitate the proc-

ess, sends him to steal tl?e formula. At
the laboratory of the unsuspecting chemist

•nnmTTTON '-*• he steals a part of the secret, but not theUVJI^U^ rest of it. With this he returns, experi-
ments, and evolves a part of the process,
enough, at any rate, to warrant his em¬
ployer going ahead. A new business com-

without much stir or comment by the crit- B bination is called, and the directors are
ics, and it will not appeal in photo-form H at a meeting when the grandson breaks in.
with much greater force. " The Cotton He claims the invention as his by inherit-
King" is so clearly a conventional melo- ance, and a meeting is proposed for that
drama that nothing more need be said night to give each party time to bring proof,
concerning the nature of the play. While j The old inventor having been killed by the
the speechless art may eradicate many of j J chemist in one of his attempts to steal the
the sensational lines, it is melodrama nev-i*real formula, we see the grandson in full ,
ertheless ; deserted females, burning prison i possession of the laboratory. The chemist (f
rooms, an escape from a descending ele- and the manufacturer enter, and imprison -

nvprted by an axe, and other trib- the grandson and his sweetheart in a small
—Dure \ room. The chemist is induced to turn a

"js ~QC! into the only aperture in the* his

ercneieoo , —
anu mc —rooms, an escape from a ---

the gran(json an<l his sweetneari. .u »
Instills something that is original aim u.i- . vat0r averted by an axe, and other triD

„ chemist is induced to turn a
ferent from the way it has been done be- utes which proclaim it as melodrama pure

al_ „as jnto the only aperture in the
fore. Even timeworn plots handled in this , and simple.

. K, •' d0or imprisoning them, and then meets his
manner are transmogrified into something . r^e scenes in which the Cotton king )i

gter>s gratitude by a blow that was
that is delightfully entertaining. The ex- earns his laurels and those surrounding

t t0 be deadl" The master then re-
,mi not give the ' «"d the manufacture^ of t0 bis direc

,, . ,

ana simyic.the picture.
The scenes in which the uonuu

.

After seeing the acting of Robert Edeson "c.U6u"r:- . earns his laurels and those surrounding master L hV* deadlv 'The master iucu
in this production, to say it was master- tenor settings did not give the impression the cotton mill and the manufacture of .i meanit to l>e ae meeting intending
ful sounds banal. It was tensely emo- of the Canadian Northwest and there was the white staple are quite the most spec- tu:rns t<o n . ^ the o]d chcmist
tional. His gradual realization that the incident in which it was necessary to

. tacuiar and comprehensible in the picture, to have tni g release the captives and
hand which had been grafted onto his arm Matter down a d°or in ?h}£h the boards the more s0, perhaps, because the intense , rec?I^i the meeting with the truth.

-

wns onG had been palpably sawed through before- excitement stirred up by market upheavals i - - - —^-u +v,o voung
1. With these exceptions the picture 1 havG been pictured frequently enough to be,presented in an efficient and able man - «- Iowa without ex- !

tional. His gradual reanzauou mai
hand which had been grafted onto his arm
was the hand of a murderer was one of
the most absorbingly gripping expositionsof dramatic art that it has ever been mypleasure to witness. Edward Elkas gavean able characterization of Flaggs, the re¬
vengeful lawyer's clerk, conveying a senseof horror and repulsion with just that de¬
gree of artistry that is the hallmark of agood actor. Muriel Ostriche, in the lead-' ing feminine role, was thoroughly pleasing,: rising to meet her infrequent opportunities' with an ability that was charming to wit-

i ness. Her Dresden-doll like beauty is veryi much in evidence, but there is real abilityi..«— ,,n^0rnpath it. The balance of the

ner.
The supporting cast was

strong. Conway Tearle made an accepiauieleading man; Elliott Dexter as the half-breed Pierre did a fine bit of character 11work, and Brigham Royce as Wild Buffalo,
, the Indian, pleased with his able charac- . '

> terization. The others handled minor partswell.
Though melodramatic in trend, the story ,has been so well told that its tendency 1ryiug along these lines is overlooked. Contrary 'cast handled supporting parts admiraoiy, • to the usual way, it begins at the end, and 1j though the characterization of James Mor- the opening scenes show Helene at a so-rison as Tom Forsythe could have been ciety function after she has come into her; improved upon. Donald Hall made a good now^ . guests play a game in which

, villain of the polished gentlemanly type. ' ~ nPV aT1(* Helene startsBut when all is said and done, the great-j est amount of praise should be given toI Theodore Marston, the director. He has
recently specialized in the production ofhigh-class melodrama, and it is safe to saythat he has reached a degree of perfectionpossessed by no other director in this formof theatrical entertainment. His effects— o+4-oino^ without the 1

o of plots . turedL his plot.
L

of "action. There is ^

to nave —

recovers in time to release tne upu.v.
to break into the meeting with the truth.
The picture ends in a field with the young
couple recovering from the effects of the
deadly gas, just an indication of the " dif-

1 ferent" way in which Paul Powell has nic-
* L F.

THrHEARTWTENm^;

one incident in whicn u wa»
„batter down a door in which the boards — ^ v.had been palpably sawed through before-1' the,m°re so,. perhaps, because tuehand. With these exceptions the picture '! excitement stirred up by market upheavals

was presented in an efficient and able mar, 11 have been Plctured frequently enough to be1 anu aDIe man_ understood in furthest Iowa without ex-
' planation. The part that concerns the

i? acceptable Principals is typical of the A-B-C' "
„ thp >,„lf tliat into tMs sort of action.much, however, the inheritance of the: "THE HhARi u. j-drama, that is not nearly so clear. It , , ,, , _ _ ..

would have been much better to have fol- i A Five-Part Famous Players I roduction>
lowed up the gist of the drama than to Written by Edith Barnard Delano. Di-
have attempted to present so much mate- rected by James Kirkwood and Released
rial. Through Paramount Programme Aug. 31.

The Cotton King buys a mill in Ten- Hazel Daw:
nessee. An explosion starts things by in
juring one of his employees. His mil

girif whil

Jennifer Hale . -

Her Father. - •

. .James Murray.juring one oi u... ,—r jyees. mill h James Murray. iumUv.—
foreman deserts the girl, while the King j Agues, his sister

rvncrnfrpd to another whom the y Weldon. blackmailer
— " "—an(]

Hazel Dawn" '

Russell Bassett
'James Kirkwood

Irene Howiey
Harry Brown

foreman uescno ^

becomes engaged to another wnom mc ^
nwn "The foreman covets. The latter distorts a mar- "The Heart of"—and "The Soul of —
each is to teU a storv JnI Helene ket message so that the King is all but , tw0 favorite ways authors have ofoff with the sto?v of her Hfe in the C«n» ruined. Then the villain kidnaps the King, , epitomizing the soul-trying process throughdiar^Northwest recUing in creat detaH the who escaPes hV,timev.. t0 , P,reV1nt th® eleI which heroes or heroines are being forced—„1|„° .JlhTiS?m £ Jti £1 ' vator from crushing his girl. An assistant beroine in this case. In general it is that

rieTn5 traverse, the guest of honor has been a X"il? episode tha" threatens blackmail,delayed by an automobile accident, and Just so"al eplboa- . "
in the woods.as Helene finishes her story he puts in an

,jiSC0Vers that he is

ii
■UIHL JJC xicco

possessed by no other director in this rorm if -of theatrical entertainment. His effects ' as Helene finishes her story ne puts iUare attained without the least trace of1 appearance, and she discovers that he issensationalism considered so necessary by 1 the man she married far off in the wilder-many for a successful exemplification of t ness before he came into his title. Mudthis form of dramatic production. Fur- - to the consternation of the guests, thejthermore, he has a thorough and complete leave in a hurry to begin a much-belatedknowledge of stagecraft, which is con- , honeymoon.vincingly demonstrated in the artistic ' The main aqtion of the play comes inbeauty of his settings and his judgment in Helene's story of her early life, and thiskeeping his stage well balanced. His pic-1 *s made up largely of the adventures oftures teem with originality, such as [i ^er whiskey-running father and his pursuithis showing change of location by the two | an(^ capture by members of the N. W. M.gleaming lights of an automobile showing ( P-' an(3 culminating in her marriage to onethrough the darkness of the night. He is j the policemen. E.also a master of double-exposure photog-' —-
„ «1— Anri sneaking of photography, it

"THE WOLF MAN'
[< turns meiuuiu

: Four-Reel Mutual Masterpiece Produced by p and lastly in an endeavor to prove .—
the Reliance Company for Release Sept. that Miss Dawn's somewhat cold exterior
9. Written by C. B. Clapp and Directed could not have been what she felt at heart,

^--i d«waii. " S' has her put through a plot of action that
: distinctly verified the caption, a mixture o~

~ «f*pnic.

Oject ill vax.v
ii core of this plot. In paracumi
varied sort of picture which starts with

, a social episode that threatens blackmail,
!' switches to a lovable romance in the woods, .—
r' turns melodramatic of the Bowery type,
P and lastly in an endeavor to prove the fact

Pawn's somewhat cold exterior 1
iipnrt. Jcouia uui iiu, v. —

Dy raui xv— has her put through a plot oi atwvu
^ inu distinctly verified the caption, a mixture ofHilbert Grinde. tlio wolf-man Ralph Lewis onfi eCpn\c

Timothy Mole, his - •.enJst lack Brammall meioaramatlC ana scemc. rnmo jU ?
Benjamin Lord, inventor .... Richard Cummings , ^-®t through it all was the romantic Jj|
Davis, his grandson William Hinckley l! strain which a gentleman of the appear-

• • —"vatiionrt Billie West ' ance and mannishly lover-like f
'

,vjjjf° T-«ft in James Kirkwood may arouse.*->T*^Tinnnce 1
Her Aunt

uuu»... am Hinckley :
s sweetheart Billie West m ance and mannisniy muuc _

• Alberta lee 'i .James Kirkwood may arouse. His gentle
William H. Brown jv ve£ viriie qualities pronounce him a decided

ire condescension is allowed to ' favorite with the women, and he may also >
-i-omical apparatus, and \ serve as a guide in this respect for the .

• ' -i-l men. Add to the strain of thus publicly >
-""iiirements of director-

- - master of double-exposure
raphy. And. speaking of photography, it
might be well to add that in this pictureit was even better than the usual excellent
standard maintained by this company.

It is almost impossible to give a con¬
vincing synopsis of this storv. with its
great wealth of psychological' detail. In
many cases important phases of the action
hinge on such seemingly little details, so
that to endeavor to tell it all would re¬
quire far more space than is permitted this
review. Briefly, it deals with a gentleman
of leisure, a connoisseur of art, and an
accomplished musician, who, through an
accident, is forced to the alternative of
going without a hand or having another
one grafted on. He consents to the latter
of the two evils, and at last his physician
finds a man willing to sacrifice his hand
for a large sum of money. The operation
is successful, but the man who made the
sacrifice dies. Legally, this constitutes
murder. Later comes the gradual realiza¬
tion that the hand which he has in place
of his own is really the hand of the man
who murdered the ward of his fiancee.
This realization gradually drives him mad,
for the hanS1,'"iiaving once committed mur¬
der, constantly curves as if it were again
choking a man to death. Finally it irre¬
sistibly draws him to choke a blackmailing
lawyer's clerk to the point of insensibility,
and it is at this point that the tenor of
the picture suddenly changes. In the last
hundred feet of film it is revealed that
all that had gone before was only the
hallucinations of a man under the influ¬
ence of ether. The numerous real com¬
plications developed during the early part

1

of the picture are quickly cleared away,
and the usual happy ending follows. E.

"HELENE OF TH£ NDRTH"
A Five-Part Melodrama, Featuring Mar-

r guerite Clark. Produced by the Famous
Players Company in Association with
Daniel Frohman, under the Direction of
J. Searle Dawley, for Release on the
Paramount Programme Aug. 22.

Helene (Miss Deerinc) Marguerite Clark
Ralph Connell (I.oril Traverse) .. Conway Tearle1
— - Elliot Dexter

. . . Robert Rogers |

. Katherine Adams
jonn Deerine I£fan£
Father Duvall David Wall
Wild Buffalo BriL'ham Royce
— • - *

. . Eleanor Flowers

;p w of the United St.'i.
••THE COTTON KING"

Five-Part William A. Brady Picture Plays
Inc., Offering Released by the World

Ails'. ""A/inppd by

Jtiei auu. . .

Henry West
Much more condescension is allowed to 1 favorite whii >.—

chemical details, chemical apparatus, and .' serve as a guide in this resj
a general atmosphere of synthetical al- ' men. Add to the strain of tnua
chemy, than in any other picture that we making love the requirements of director
can, for the moment, recall. The subject ship, and the burden on his shoulders is
is a chemical one through and through, one that seems quite out of proportion to , ///

o/t/tontably strong dramatic the successful evolution of Q «'",QDn drama.
• — Irene Howiey, in our hum

-a-u +ho fema

specc iui ~—

thus publicly
ents of director¬

ship, auu _ his shoulders is
one that seems quite out of proportion to
the successful evolution of a screen drama.
Irene Howiey, in our humble opinion, quite

-—- Txrith the female stellar honors.
—ofppr-tive

in i\u,^

ve-Part namc^ —. 5rady Picture Plays ?an' ^ ..

Inc., Offering Released by the World ^ a chemical one througn .
Film CornnrnHon Anir ^0 Prrwlnepri hv built into an acceptably strong dramatic j tne

Froin the Plav bv Sutton 1 wh°le. Its characters are well visualized Irene Howiey, in our humoie up. ,rom tne i lay d.v ounon and move in conformance with necessity ran away with the female stellar honors.
born of a demand for uniform picture As the sister she did more real effective f

tt has nothing the matter with acting than we have seen in any one film in ^ }
* 1 o weak way \4 a long time. As a somewhat backwardlater as the deceived girl, she ^to put v

mm «

i:Oscar Eagle.
Vane.

George Nash'

. Julia Hay' '

Julia Stuart
. Eric Mayne -stocKiey, >"£thCTTr.. •V.V.V.Vjjsi MS tlHenrv „hisT.i?iVh financierFonpeco. .Tewisn

- born oi a. v.

making. It has nothing the rnauw
, it. which, on the other hand, is a weak way a long rime,

j,'r] of saying that it is not exceptionally good. 1 sister and later as the deceiveu gm, ^—
Ralph Lewis plays the part of a success- ' asserts her positive personality to put

- ^ pottery who has sue- across a fine shade of meaning that requires
no <rives the I, no sub-titular explanation. Russell Bassett

'»+>,0r seemed to be just that, than
> v.lorhpr art.

.. Julia Stuart nf qnv1Tlt,
"Rrio Mnvnp ! ° saying tuo-v —

Fred Truosdell ' Ralph Lewis plays the part oi u
Mario Majeroni ful manufacturer of pottery who has sue- across a uuc

this , ceeded through his trickery. He gives the . no sub-titular explanation. Jtiussen1 imnression of bold and unscrupulous . as the father seemed to be just that, than
1 • fh»re. jo very nrst-ci which,. we believe, there Is no higher art.

Hazel Dawn and Harry Brown as the lover
* —- ttropp not easily mistaken.

■ • ' to

sdell : Raipn jr .

... financier ?roni la ful manufacturer of "pottery wi.u
William A Bradv first produced this . ceeded through his tiickery. He gives the . no

melodrama in'New York in 1894. It is an ,7 Pr0.Per fher,'1 U?f^rTUn??rScl "f„
English importation that was received , ,r T ,w nf" f,.. : g«

and neavj —
Worthless securities which -

foreclosing a social mortgage is the reason j,;c11
fl 1 for the old gentleman and his daughter re- . c" ** ™ themselves to the seclusion of a ' 1

-•— This marks the

Captain West forth
Miss Cadwell
John Deerim:

nazel liawn auu Harry muwi.
and heavy wrere not easily mistaken.

Worthless securities which amount to
1 foreclosing a social mortgage is the reason

' the c for the old gentleman and his daughter re-
1

, w signing themselves to the seclusion of a
house in the wood region. This marks the
first change, for from well-rounded riding
habit and low-cut dances she emerges in

united to the lumber region.
*- half-i ill^ ii f lts mpj.c

, This is where the man comes in, tne uu..
■ Bour. owner 0f the forest section under deforesta

tion. although it is only fair to say that
oiinws his business, after once meeting

wnv with his

UC

kenu8. tion. altnough it is only fair to saj
tracters he allows his business, after once meeting

v the girl, to interfere in no way with his K T Q
i romance. As a sample of delightful love- ' *- »■

making. Mr. Kirkwood now comes out at . - ,
i his best. The audience laughs in smiling v_ v
i. agreement at the incidents of a contrasted
re love match in which the girl begins by pre-

rhey tending intense indignation at all of
cule. I' efforts. Then the plot stiffens. The gentle-
i compa man who held her father's debts arrives
and hea and threatens to prosecute on a forged sig-
•s < !iar»! nature or something. While it may not do

hat * to inquire too closely into the nature of
iends this illegality, it seems to warrant the girl

inn s in accepting the lumber man after he has
y°'5 promised to make good all her father's

)l(/- obligations. Now for the melodrama. The
1 " nai couple are married, and dallying about the
other « drawing-room waiting to leave on their

, honeymoon when Mr. Villain enters. Mar-._h dign rled? ha! He gets the girl by herself
agmont anc^ brandishes the fact in her face. She

acknowledges it. Then he hears her hus¬
band in the hall and says loudly. "I will t

We "lik tell him of our past relations." Well, that | :
. v r -ii is more than enough for the husband, who

ier fit v walks outside to properly think. The villain,
b lis. 1 who may have muttered " I'll get you yet! "
fad r.haj to the girl, walks away, and when the young
[lay .' it husband does return he has nothing as
ry to nj proof but a departed and disappointed lov-
pciai er's overheard words, yet they seem quitebecome strained. Mean-

tt .

er's overneard words, yet they seem
sufficient. Relations become strained. Mean¬
while Mr. "Villain meets the husband's sis¬
ter. and in several quick-moving scenes
establishes another somewhat melodramatic
relation. She hears he is planning to leave,

'

■ ■ " ; ;"".jv,

■ama. I'"or one thing the young manwho meets the girl and loves her and isassistant district attorney, expresses a de¬termination to get the vice gang's head.That happens to be his uncle whom he istalking to, but of that he would know noth¬ing. The way he meets her is after her im¬prisonment by the vice gang that theirleader may take a look at the beauty theyhave captured. Before that, still, she was
a poor flower worker in a tenement, whoresponded spontaneously to ti e violinstrings of the old master across the hall.Matters turn for the better, though, andshe becomes the chorus girl, there to re¬new her friendship with the assistant district attorney who comes to t e theaterto classify with the " tired business man."They marry.Miss Dolly's film introduction 1 as beena rough one. Vice haunts, two men who

: were shot and other forms of crime followher advent. Nor would it be impossible toshow where the plot logic might have been. bettered, were we after minute defects.

" THE OFFENDING KISS "Two-Part Vitagraph Drama, Directed byUlysses Davis. Written by Anna L.Ileath and Released Sept. 4.John Long, settler
William Duncan

Kate, his sister-in-law
Myrtle GonzalezCaptain Haynes

Alfred VosburghWith a good deal of relish at a playwhose kind we had not seen in a long time. ■
and more satisfaction at the improvementwhich this type of story, Indian, receivesat the hands of the Western Vitagraph cast, j
it is a pleasure to sit through this halfhour's heroic treatment of an aboriginese «kidnapping. Pleasure, we repeat, because it

,

is so much better done than the old Indiandrama to which you have become accus¬tomed almost to the point of being hard¬ened. While the characters may be red-skinned, there is nothing in what they do
,

or the picture prompts that would make i
this anything but a fine drama of the open.The time is about 1860, as old-fashionedfigures and prairie schooners attest. Theplace is a frontier military encampmentwhere the essentials for the ensuing action
are found in a girl, the sister of one of theI married women ; a young captain, and an-, other girl, whom he innocently kisses. Thatsettles the first girl, and she elects to ac-

; company her sister and the brother-in-law\ in their ride on the prairie schooner. Themajor regrets not having sent an escort, but
I too late, as the Indians are already in pur¬

suit of the clumsy wagon. While the girldefends the retreat her sister and brother-in-law ride back to the post. The girl istaken to the Indian encampment, where ri¬valry over her acquisition holds her intemporary security. Then the searchingparty from the post arrives, and the cap¬
tain is caught. Tied to a stake with thekindling already lit, the girl now advanceson the cliff above and threatens to dash the
chief's first-born son to the ground. Theyallow the captain to escape, and beforeharm can happen to the girl be returnswith aid. On the trail home he explainsthat it was " onlv a kiss." and is forgiven.Outdoor picturesqueness is the best asset.
Add to this creening Indians, who really
look like what they are supposed to be.plenty of dash and daring, and. a generaleffectiveness of handling by a director whohas a lot of good locations at his command,and the result is—well, an Indian drama,but a good one.

F.

forthcoming si:
by F. Marion
detail. AinoD*
engaged is Mrs
" discovered "
Duncan. Mrs

ROAD O' STRIFE "—" THE COMING OF THE
KINGDOM."

and Crane Wilbur Are in the Foreground. Released July 2.
■■■wHHISmHnir • (>. .lacks tv

THE LAST INSTALLMENT OF
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"THE TIGRESS"
J A Three-Part Vitagraph Drama, Written by

William Addison Lathrop and Directed
by Lorimer Johnston. Released Aug. 28.

Nelga Petrona, the Tigress.Julia Swayne Gordon
Ivan Petrona. her adopted son

At 7 years Bobby Connelly
At 20 years Garry McGarry

Judith Harmon Zena Iveefe
(Judge Harmon's adopted daughter)

Jim Harrigan. a detective Leo Delaney
Tim Rooney. his assistant George Stevens
Mrs. Lelah Kenton, housemaid. Katherine Franek
Osip Petrona Prank Holland

(Husband of the Tigress)
Judge Thomas Harmon Harry English

W. A. Lathrop has designed a feature
that fits nicely into the demands of the
form of play that allows a band of crim¬
inals to hold sway for a while, and then
trails them down by means of a noted de¬
tective. In addition to this rise and fall

. of banded criminalism, however, he has pre¬
sented as their leader a personage of grim
determination, a woman from whom the
offering has been given its name. It is a
typically melodramatic offering, put on in
a high-class way. and undoubtedly, from
the way it has been handled, as likened to
other melodramas of the old Bowery days,
it is not unworthy of the name " Broad¬
way Star Features," as applied, geograph¬
ically as well as comparatively, to the im¬
provement in this sort of picturing.

Brooding over the loss of her boy, the
wife of the gang leader agrees to take a ■

nurse's place in the home of the judge and I
to help steal his child. In the theft her I
husband is killed and she shoots her way I
into his shoes as leader. A gang that holds I
together twenty years must be a good one,
so it is jittle wonder.at finding them ex¬
perts by the time the boy, and a girl the
judge has adopted, have grown up. Strange
enough, the two youngsters love one an¬
other and have the parental consent. Then
a robbery puts the detective on the trail,
and by means of dictaphone, disguise and
subterfuge he manages to capture the en¬
tire outfit. The mother is also caught in
the net, and seeing that the game is up
she sends for the judge and reveals to
him the truth about his long-lost son (rec¬
ognized by a scar on the wrist). Immedi¬
ately the boy, who was very fond of his j
mother, throws his arms around the neck
of his new-found father. The woman kills 1
herself. Julia Swayne Gordon is seen only
too little in the title part. F.

A GROUP OF THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTERS IN "THE TIGRESS."
•material for a flew ^ork studio.

Haggleton's determination to " show
i:hem," results in his obtaining work at the
bakery as a dough mixer and flour carter.
His physical exhaustion awakens brain cells
that devise mechanical means of doing the
-work and some time later we find a sanitary
and enlarged bakery employing less hands.
But many of the old hands have been re-
-emoloyed, all but the anarchist.

While prosperity blesses the bakery. Ilag-
i gleton, who has been working under an

I I crf»lr>c fAmnnniPs ■ r-'» iiMrn h* WOl
expressly made in the Land of the Sham- vit
rock some very beautiful views, which,
when not concerned with interior scenes, is n-;
always the case, and while we are not pre-
pared to credit this picture with beauty en-
tirely beyond that possessed by other pic- -ati<
tures similarly taken, it is undeniably beau- ■ ■
.tiful in places. Moreover, it is impossible ^ '
not to find some one who will find some-

I thing wrong in some of the action.
As intimated, all Irish plays tend to the

same effort, and it was with no surprise
- ninnc- usual

awakened to possibilities, by the j
an actress who is practicing

„ opening in the cool of the pine
-1. -iJ trees. Her emotional instinct awakened,

she is drawn to a traveling troupe that just
happens to need an actress in place of one
who is sick. Here she forms her first theat¬
rical acquaintances. But next Fall, when
she takes the star's place the same leading
man is still with the company, so he too
must have advanced rapidly. These theat-

irg^ rical dramas are the most fun in picture
tou$ studios.

,i Then the manager wants her, while the f
leading man proposes ten times and the

\jj .woman she engages as maid happens to be
ii Cor- her own mother. As the mother is dying
(l fOI she recognizes the daughter (from the
s out. story of her childhood instinct, we guess),

and writes to the Quaker sweetheart to
come, resignedly dying without revealing

, ; ( her identity. The Quaker lad does arrive,
j but to find that the leading man has shot

beidoir the manager who was trying to compensate
\Jo' in PRy in her contract with a little
j'lv r gratis personal favor. The leading man

remains to shoulder the blame, while the
• Bear Quaker lad walks right out of the apart-

r turd a i ment, since the shot was not heard. So
t lie girl comes back to the Quaker sur-

n' am roundings bearing out the author's self-
tion o' imposed theory very nicely, if you care to me,

. believe it. But as we remarked, it made i.ad
good film entertainment, and psychologists les,
are too busy anyhow, to be drawn into a

Dies ol controversy. F. ver
its. I

t ^
'' " wili "ixciaHzf in hitfii-eiass features. Ho

ocauon „Ug secured for his first vehicle "Homona,"
II known ami beautiful stor> of

>n.

alias, 'is cursed by the anarchist whom even ; that ^"ttat^Mr^Olcott, 'besidesan assistant superintendency wi'l nnt 8n- '■lines. It is true tnai mi. .

Charles * Adaptation jfTennyson's Poem. Directeu uy
Yale. Released feept. l.

Dora • ■ ''.p 'jack DrumierFarmer Allen, lier uncle Jack MulliallWilliam, bis son .'.'.'.Franklin Bitcllie
Mary Morrison. Alien's b0U®1f.,rjt'c|1M Hartman

. .Zoe Bech

...Isabel Rea

"THE MONEY MASTER"
Five-Part Adaptation Founded on Cleve- r

land Moffet's " The Battle," and Re¬
leased by George Kleine.

,, nORA "John Haggleton. master Frank Sheridan
. . .Moran, the anarchist Paul McAllister Threp-Part Biograph PicturizationPhilip Haggleton. the son Calvin Thomas — - - - • —

Gentle, the diver Sam Reid
Margaret Lawrence Anne Meredith
Jenny Moras, the (laughter Fania Marinoff
Joe, of the tenements Bert Gudgeon

When " The Battle," on which '* The
Money Master " is based, found its way on
the legitimate stage the times were rife
with discussions of social welfare, white
slavery and other very interesting topics of
table conversation which soon found their
echo in the drama. Such a play, or rather
picture, is "The Money Master, ' a scheme
of things dramatic intended to convey,
rather than deduce, a good deal on these
general topics. And it says a good deal
on both sides of the fence; its poverty-
stricken flats and its action that speaks
the triumph of wealth are a contradiction
that are a source of pleasure and despairin turns. As a /-.fFovino- nf ronrli-

an assistant superintendency win not an-""lines, it is irue ,

•pease. His class convictions may not be /-including natural beauty, has also so placed ^
appeased by a good position, so that he i.his camera as to make ordinaray scenes a
finally shoots at Haggleton, Philip, the son, mite extraordinary, as was the case with
receiving the shot. The last scenes are an,..'the hanging scene. Thatched roofs and In ™
exemplification of the fact that shooting is sea cliffs that are found only along the \
good for confession. Father confesses "his Celtic coast are proof positive that the Ll
relationship, the son acknowledges his love, n young couple—Sidney Olcott and Valentine j
the anarchist professes his sorrow, the ex-' Grant—are a part of the old sod. On the 1
maid vows her determination to do the other hand, the unrest of the patriots and ,
only right thing, and doubtless every one their preparations for the struggle are 1
tpretended joy at completion, although we shown in the visit of Emmet to their work- .

1 shop. While the country is seething with I
tl unrest, as a result of this, one of the king's

majors is shot, the result of military per-

tions among the poor it is immense ; as a
drama of a certain policy of thought it
is not quite so good; and as a preachment
it is almost without a purpose in con¬
veying any one message.

The prologue is here half the picture
and brings in a considerable number of
characters. There is the " Money Master, '
who by arson crushes one of his remaining
rivals. His wife learns of it and leaves
him with her boy. In a boarding house

majors is shot, the result Ol IXlxi i mi j _
secutlon. The wounded man is treated at
the cottage of the girl, where her lover aids
in his protection from the hot-headed HL.
townspeople, and his recovery. Then Em¬
met arrives, is recognized and hidden by
the same hospitality. Though Emmet
escapes the lovers are seized and con¬
demned, the man to the gallows. Through
her cell window the girl sees him being led
to his death, where at the last moment a
shot, directed by Emmet, severs the rope. The
time gained enables the pardon, procured
by the girl's mother from the major they

^ fho condemned man. jversKMi v.iu.iw — uv ljuc

Jh1S * befriended,* to reach the"condemned man.the Qualifications of the picture by itself, u ppijpf thp entire as^emhlv thpn turns its
its conjunction with the others of the series w?ath on tteinformer turns its
is a matter o£ congratulation. The nature wratn on tne 1"rormer- *•
of the film is as instructive in a classic »
sense as the "Nature and Science ' series _ _ _ ___ T w
°f ^ BRED IN THE BONE

GEORGE TERWILLIGEK,
Lubin Scenario Writer Who Recently

Joined the Director's Ranks. i

Oi jruwK/ v»x t v

the scenic films of the same and other pro
ducers. It and they combine the interest B
of the usual drama with the actual worth fj
that so big a subject, so well known, must
have.

That they do make good drama is due
directly to the peculiar qualifications of tne
poem story and the way it has been handled
here. Nothing less than a complete recital of
the entire circumstances suffices to set forth
the story. Dora is the niece whose father
dies and who goes to live with her stern
nld uncle. His is an iron will which, as he

ni-Anortv is in-® earn her living, there to meet I olci uncle- His is an irou wiii - - —-
- bw nr^foycinn who owns his own farm and property, is in¬

variably obeyed. He brings the girl to his
house planning a wedding between her andniArflllw

Bi-lC SCCRa IVJ Cttlu iici ur iuc,
one Gentle, a diver by profession, who
befriends the boy. When the mother dies
she leaves her son to him, with instruc¬
tions not to allow him to know his father
until the time is ripe. Lawrence, a com¬
petitor, ruined, has shot himself. This
leaves for the main story, his daughter,
who turns nurse, and tne hous^ maid,
mistress of his worthless son. The ruin

house piannmg a w™unfo6rtunately, morally ^ »- , environment and educason. T&e' so*
ln the bouse- Wh ma£i!est a corrective and saJutarv effjet.,be is obliged to elope with tJ -

Four-Reel Mutual Masterpiece. Release'
Made by the Reliance Company from. the
Story by Frank Kinsella and Directed by
Paul Powell.

The Childeless Quakers ... (••;••• Alberta Lee( Richard Cummings
Mercy, their adopted child Dorothy Gish
Her Mother Margie Wilson
Her Leading Man W. E. Lawrence
Her Manager Al. Filson
The Star Seena Owen
Her Quaker Sweetheart William Hinckley

" The potential traits of heredity v>Ul
generally run their natural course before
early environment and education can fully

i
iUUCUicu v~

the time comes he is obliged to elope with
her, and to live in a house nearby. His
father disowns him, but Dora secretly
brings the starving couple food and money.

Though she is in love with young Luk®,

TURN

completed, this maid goes to live and re- j| .op_oaassertions by the couple drivenform with her father, an anarchist, who 1 and bv her uncle, make her refuse Luke,has also been ruined by Haggleton's schem- * 9ut>uus aiso ueeii rumcu uy uagsretuu o

ing, and who works in an East side bakery.This concludes the preamble with nothing
on the conscience of our principal charac¬
ter—the money master.

Again the Kleine contingent has scored
in the matter of its cast. Without a single
exception it is a superbly chosen selection
for the parts. Frank Sheridan gives anotable performance of the successful man
with enough energy left to start in at the
bottom again. He typifies the conservative
theory that wealth is a matter of superiorability. He is not only thoughtful, re-: served, and haughty in his manner, butnothing in the play tends to make him
change his character. As the anarchist in
need of a hair cut, Paul McAllister gives asort of judgment-like aloofness to his part.Fania Marinoff runs away with the highlypassionate and contrite girl in search of a
lover, the son at first, and later Philip.There were other fine characters as well,parts played by Sam Reid, as the diver,and Bert Gudgeon and many, many others.It is indeed necessary to insist again thvat1 George Kleine is giving the screen world

, its best in the matter of cast and completelyacted parts. That, and the photographicwork, were the distinguishing factors of the
i production.

The play proper discloses a poverty-1 stricken flat some years later. The inter-
; Tal has allowed the son to grow up, theI poor to become poorer, while the monev j; master, Haggleton, is now at the pinnacle
; of bis undisputed monopoly. He meets

. Gentle, the old diver who has taught thelboy his profession. Gentle takes him tothe tenement, where they congregate inMoran's hovel. He meets his son who is| still unaware of a father's existence. Thei| .-son shows him much misery, mistaking him
, for the landlord, and when he reveals him-| self as Haggleton. goes to the pains of
j leading him through some of the eess-poolsI *of civilization on the East side. Whi'e the
j interiors in this and other selections were

partly of studio composition there were
many real bits of dim and diseased spotsthat the director and his able camera aide

: | managed to procure and, it is needless to,J .add that the crowded ghetto streets and
i 1 sky line bore out the story in every ex-|B terior^ scene. This was excellent script

With the promising beginning which ,

makes it very plain that we are to keep
this emphasized injunction in mind, the
offering starts on an auspicious way by m
depositing the child of a deserted Thespian 1
on the front doorstep of a childless Quaker
couple. Very good. It furnishes strong
possibilities which the offering works out,
with the emphasis on the amusement mis¬
sion of the film rather than an editorial
reversion to the underlying object its *
author had in mind. Good again. Yet one
might wish that the possibilities of a
clever two or possibly three-reel picture , ,

had not been impoverished for a four ...

thousand foot feature. Still it has its
i - - - good features of presentation. The pho-
! ness of scene ue ^ 'i'""ilf,on 1 tography lifts the mechanical presentationcharacters, dressed! n gaiters and hoop £ » £ cagual *

• skirts, move slowly and P^use beside wheat leayes nothing t0 b/ desired either. We
i stacks or honeysuckle dwelg . have yet to see a play dealing with thewhole Picture' there was'nothing t^t might tbeatep and the stage in which the workwnat 11 PreieHu^ 0f interpretation was allowed to fall below

a certain level. And this contains some
, very clever acting. As the Quaker couple,
1 the man of whom turns deaf and not quite

" all there " in age, Richard Cummings and
Alberta Lee are quaintly good natured and
properly severe. Dorothy Gish needs no
comment except that the plot permitted of

j;—1«.. hor Vittpnish man-

In this unfortunate state several years
pass, when the son dies. Dora then goes to

„ live with the child's mother, suffering dis¬
inheritance in turn. The little child though,
captures its uncle, one fine day, and brings
its influence to bear on a general forgiveness

1 all around. Then Dora and Luke make up.
1 The beauty and majesty of the Tennyson

lines are best borne out by the clearness of
photography, which allows a bucolic fresh¬
ness of scene to be most evident.

whole picture there was notuiug kuai. —
,, suggest it was not just what it pretended
'] to be, just as nothing failed that might

not label this a literal, and surely beautiful,
trans-picturization of the Tennyson poem.

As Dora, Isabel Rea gave a bright and
| charming interpretation, yet displaying a

proper sense of modesty with it all. Gret-
chen Hartman did well what there was to
Drumier1,hJackeMulhaa aml'^Franklfn m? | maflisp^

- a a the nensms and girlish outpourings in an at-
do
Drumier, Jack mumau, au«
chie contributed most capable work as the
three male leads. F.

"BOLD EMMET"
; A Three-Reel Story About Ireland's Martyr.
' Written and Produced by Sidney Olcott. I

Released by the Lubin Company, Aug. 11. il
Nora Doyle Valentine Grant

• Con Daly, her lover Sidney Olcott :
Mrs. Doyle, her mother Laurene Santley
Robert Emmet, the patriot Jack Melville
Major Kirk, his majesty's servantP. H. O'Malley
Feely, the informer Bobert Bivers

So many stories of all sorts, in every
medium, have been written about the life
history of Robert Emmet or those who
are credited with similar motives, that it
is a pleasure to behold an Irish picture a
little different. This is one which was con¬
ceived by Mr. Olcott as a pleasant possi¬
bility in the full life of Ireland's martyr, a
little love story that may include the full
scope of real Irish scenic beauty, bring in

I the hated king's uniform, and in every way
except the original plot, conform to custom¬
ary usage.

' One would naturally expect of a picture

mosphere that taught her to be very dif¬
ferent. W. E. Lawrence as the perpetually
drunken leading man gets in the best work
of those remaining, although the efforts of
Margie Wilson, William Hinckley, Al Filson
and others were not beneath a considerable
and favorable notice as well.

Having grown to the age of sixteen the

PRINCESS IBRAHIM HASSAN,
■' "

luluilj
tech-
some

FIRE SWEEPS F. P. STUDIO
Loss Heavy in Blaze That Destroys New York Plant—Officials

Already Planning for Reorganization
Three engines pumping on Monday to],quench flames that started up again in,,what is left of the Famous Players studio1,

on West Twenty-sixth Street, New York;city, indicate the extent of the loss suf¬
fered when the entire building, of which,;the Famous Players occupied the fourth, Bfifth and sixth floors, burned last Satur-[Jday. The flames, which started in the,,Schirer Braid factory below the studio.
soon reached the top floors, and despite ?splendid resistance offered the progress of ,the fire by a laboratory which the com¬
pany had made fire-proof in every waypossible, the entire building was soon in jruins. But for a five-alarm turned in by jDeputy-Chief Martin, calling out a score
of fire companies and drenching the entire
premises, it is thought that the conflagra¬tion would have spread beyond the build- .
ing in which it started.

Few Changes in Release Schedule
Undismayed by the total loss of their

studio, laboratory and films, the officials of
the company have engaged temporary quar¬ters at 505 Fifth Avenue, where they oc¬
cupy the floor and are rapidly pushing mat¬ters of reorganization. Adolph Zukor, pres¬ident of the company, had this to say to aMirror representative yesterday: " Theblow is a severe one, but you may assure
exhibitors and the public through The Mir¬
ror that we will be able to continue ourproduction almost as we had planned.While it is true that we have lost the nega¬tives of some of our most valuable films,entailing a loss which we have placedroughly at close to $1,000,000. we will be
able to retake a good many of these pic¬tures, so that they may be released on the
dates originally intended. There will be

may dream from the "farpulm^coveredbridge. That leaves matters at the super'swill, and he arranges to spoil the new gun. ■It is taken out and, sure enough, explodes rat the first fire. Mr. Lieutenant receives •word to come right home. Now in themeantime, we forgot to say, when lie leftit was on bad terms with the pretty daugh¬ter, because of some remarks by the
"

super," so she has accepted the schemer,and now leaves on a yacht cruise to restup before her wedding.

a pistol snot naving sounded in the desertedhouse the body of young Armstrong isfound dead. An impenetrable mystery is sooncreated by every one of the above numerouscharacters, adding mystifying material to analready incomprehensible source of crime.Nor does death end with this casualty. Moredemise by natural and unnatural meanscomplicates affairs beyond any possibility ofchance comprehension, for a film is not anovel that may be laid aside while newwrinkles are mentally straightened out. Yetit must be admitted that it flows interesting¬ly along, that it holds a vice-like attention,and that it is a thoroughly satisfactorymystery story even though you are not af¬forded the pleasurable hobby, had you notread the novel, of " doping it out " as youwent along. F.

"ESMERALDA "
Four-Reel Famous Players' Adaptation ofFrances Hodgson Burnett's Story. Di¬rected by James- Kirkwood and Releasedon the Paramount Programme Sept. 6.
PJsmeralda
Her Mother
Her Father
Count de Montessin
William Estabrook, the artist.

. Mary Pickford
. . Ida Waterman
. . Fuller Mellish
. . Arthur Hoops

William Buckley
Charles Waldron

but two changes in our schedule, ' TheWThite Pearl,' booked for release Sept. 20.being replaced by a Lasky picture not yetdetermined, and ' The Mummy and theHumming Bird.' a later release which willhave to be temporarily replaced. All our
other pictures that are scheduled for early

■ showing were in fireproof vaults and were.1 saved.
" Among the pictures which were entirely] lost are ' The Twisting Road,' featuring1 Mary Pickford : ' The Mummy and the Hum-'

V ining Bird.' with Charles Cherry in thei principal role: 4 Zaza,' with Pauline Freder-1 :J ick: ' Bella Donna,' with the same star;' 1 and 4 The White Pearl.' starring Marie1 Doro. The negatives of each of these pro-lu| ductions have been lost and it will be neces¬
sary to make most of these over again en¬tirely. That our loss in the salary of ourstars alone will reach a number of hun-1 dreds of thousands of dollars is painfully" evident."

That this loss is in no ways a damper' on the energy of the Famous Players' peo-pie may be judged from the fact that a'

company is being sent to Los Angeles to1 reinforce the players at the Western studio.1 i and that plans are almost completed fori sending several other companies to retakeI the exterior locations that were destroyed'! thronsrh the loss of the no«1tives." We greatly feel the kindness of theUniversal Bioeraph, and Kessel «nd Bau-mann," Mr. Zukor said, " in offering usI the use of their studios. There is a re¬mote possibility that we may accept theoffer of Messrs. Kessel and Baumann, al-j t'-nnrr^ ff-ore arA n number of other studiossituated in and around New York, which,we could use temporarily. And in the*
meantime, we will push the constructionof the new studio buildings at Marble
Hill, on the Hudson River, as much as':l possible. The factory and laboratory!'

which we originally planned to have readyby the end of the year, will be hastened•j toward completion as fast as possibleJ! Under the circumstances the two studios
—the open air and the enclosed structure' —which we had not intended occupyingbefore some time in March, will also behurried. We will give all our efforts tothese buildings, leaving the completion ofthe office building and experimental labora-^
tory until the last."

Benjamin P. Schulberg, publicity man¬
ager. when seen, reiterated a good many}of the things Mr. Zukor had said. He'laid more stress on the shock which thetotal loss has been to all the members ofthe company, many of whom were so scat-' tered as not to have heard of the firefor more than twenty-four hours after it
occurred. Mr. Schulberg said, " Outside
of our film loss which we have already be¬gun to replace by dispatching companies1
to the coast and other places, we are very

Davis Hardy, the boy ....

Any Pickford picture is an event in film ncircles, and take it from the Strand audi¬ence, it is standing-room-only time as well.
,'"'tittle' ^iary^ packs the aisies andws the announcer into hoarse despair,rrnost remarkable performance on a hotmmer's night. But it was in no way'ore remarkable than the offering whichfoe sweltering patrons of pictures' most

_____ popular actress had paid and suffered todl see' lor wbile Pickford pictures are alwaysworth while, this chances to be one of thePickford photopeaks, that, ranking with
'

| "Hearts Adrift" and " Tess of the Storm' if 'Country," may look down upon anything as'presumptuous as a mere feature picture.—-*K5SjPickford pictures also differ in anoiher4/-.j. way, this having to deal with a matter of

• -

script treatment, a bit of foresight thataims to give photo-fans every bit of pleas-
'THE MORNING AFTER."—A VIEW OF THE RUINS OF THE FAMOUS PLAYERS', Fe the-v m,ay derive, from the treasuredSTUDIO

i 'features and looks of its diminutive favor- I
-r rv i • • 4.1 tv j. -nru • » « u 'a • 4-u t~v txt ui l >! ite. Not even the least important scene !

James Durkin is the Director Who is Ruefully Surveying the Damage Wrought by the
may omitted. " Little Mary " must en-

- Flames.
in ter a door, must close it from the inside.

could we find room that disappearing coast in the war zone a bomb strikes the ship mount the stairs, and repeat the perform
guns and big-bore mortars might be trans- an(l it commences to sink. A wireless call ll ance with her access to her own room,

planted so that an audience might see them brings aid from the warship (the whole
and be properly thrilled at their being fired ; 'and where, again, would the use of wirelessas an aid to a sinking vessel be more apt,or in its use, come closest to awakeningthe excitement that such a mishap shouldawaken V Not on the stage assuredly, forthe stage is narrow, cramped and unrealwhen it comes to picturing any or thesethings, while a picture man's camera maybe carried to whatever convenient spot willcatch the superbly spectacular and gather itfor the screen. In this respect, " Via Wire¬less " is a collection rarely equalled.The film corresponds to the pains t ;atthe producers of " The Whip," or " SealedOrders " would take to properly present abig melodrama at the Manhattan OperaHouse. Nothing has been too expensive, t-reaj-ing a consecutive, well told story. > theyapparently, and with a director who does "Via Wireless" cannot send out its mes- loid cohort know that uiiue xuary s

not seem to care to how much trouble he saSe to the public any too soon, with tears awakened a similar response in front
goes the result is, mildly speaking, gratifying. " C. Q. D." translated to mean, " Come of the screen. Take it all-in-all, it was as

Mr. Fitzmaurice's thoroughness also shows Quick—Delightful." fine an opportunity as this charmer has

in other directions. While not a very com-1
^Trt^TT¥ 0 ever had.

plicated state of affairs, he invariably picks I "THE CIRCULAR STAIRCASE" The nature of the play was greatly in?LhlSnnmWinJheinU.?ceedingl-ce^e'and^n I I'ive-Part Selig Red Seal Drama Adapted , fi*vor of the excellent result. It opened
any number of instances displays his; From Marv Ifohprt* Rinphart's Nnvpl 1 at an old-fashioned farmhouse with the
thorough appreciation of the theatrical, tie' Directed by Edward J. iSsalnt^nd Re- aspiring and assertive mother with theleased by V-L-S-E on Sept. 20. geu"e ol,<l /a'h,?r' „and the1^ S1?- It 1S >

», . j ^
.

Av country " stuff of the early nineties, avili,t0ytt-.S i.w»nfiu7<otypical product of and for the big AmericanGertrude luues V.V.V.'... . Stella Razeto domestic population to see itself and enjoy.... Edith Johnson Ihere is also the country boy who really. William Howard :;i opens the picture when he meets the girlAnna Dodge driving along the road. He, also, is a typi-

sliip came home when the lieutenanttraveled), and all are rescued, but it en¬tails some very fine pictures, just the same.The climax is still to come, as the stagesituation of the lieutenant arriving and

And did Mr. Kirkwood fail to allow her topause on the stairs or to show her in at leastone close-up every hundred feet, everyfondly critical standee would be able to tellat once where her director had made hisvital error. It is, moreover, an old-fash-

and
.

.
.

.. winsnes. ~
the instant approval in another get-up.

" Via Wireless " really contains too much And it is the kind of a character that al-
material crowded into live thousand feet of J lows her to move the assembled devoteesthoroughly alive film, to be able to tell it to tears and smiles in alternate waves of
all. If a good many features are one-reel j perfect understanding at the trials of a
subjects stretched into five, then here is a young country girl whose love affair runs
ten-reel subject compacted into half. Yet very far from smooth. The audience

1 it does not seem the least bit crowded for laughed at the little feminine frills and ;
one reel runs smoothly into the other in spasmodic movements of the girl just as 1creating a consecutive, well told story. • they tried not to let the rest of the cellu- j

Via Wireless" cannot send out its mes- ,.! loid cohort know that "Little Mary's"]

JirttStiQv and the dramatic.

GRA

Louise Armstrong .Jack Bailey
Liddy
Mrs. Watson
Old Tom
Detective Jamieson Fred HuntlyArnold Armstrong Clyde BensonPaul Armstrong George HernandezDr. Walker

Bert GrasbyImagine yourself back in the days whenthe novel, from which this play wasadapted, was written. The basic idea wasto take a mystery and by adding puzzlingatmosphere to dark deed, by tacking murderonto unexplained fact to so confuse theaverage mind that all but the expert analyz¬er would give it up, turn to the last few

, .. Jane Watson . cal product of brawny acres and Yankee... .JP. J. Tyler " ambition combined with looks enough tomake him the girl's choice. Nothing aristo-i <cratic about tliis family but the mother.
tIda Waterman fills the part, not an agree¬able one unfortunately, most acceptably."Her misplaced hauteur is in direct contrastto the mildness of the father, the real ,friend and conspirator to his daughter, andthe opposite of his wife. It is this part'that Fuller Mellish helps along to be asource of material to his director, espe¬cially in the later scenes. Charles Waldronoaces and solve the riddle In films we treat the boy, with Arthur Hoops, who enters ^nmiteries somewhat differently following a as the villain in reel three. whiskered, sleek1

mysteries somewnat umeienuy, ionowing a .

and phvsically repellant. It is notableI dramatic adage more closely that advises support all through.a against keeping your audience in the dark, - Those scenes in the farmhouse, the littlealthough the characters may be fooled, ad incidents in which letters were posted, bestlib. Here was Mr. LeSaint's problem. To muffs carefully put away, and robbers sus-disclose the secret, for it is well known that '' pected in the middle of a dark night, were
it takes but little to muddle up even the scenes of human nature. So were the ex-clearest of plots, and therefore take nochances on his story not getting understand¬ably across, was one thing. The otber con¬sideration risked the interest, so the director„

, iv '"ii ""•-■j. j chose the former, telling the story of Mary
Excellent judgment in selecting the cast , Roberts Kinehart's deed for deed, fact for

has also helped to establish the film high ■ facj- adding each bit of information as it
up in the worth-while offerings of the '

-
> •

| "f 1"vlS-V11!iuUiC1AU6B .U1. L11.c became necessary or was deemed wise. Un-

glad to be able to say that no loss of month. Outside the fact that the principals , fortunately the story is too long to warrant

fife resulted from the fire. And you can are probably beyond being improved upon,
a detailed telling here, but that it is all

tell the public that the output of the ; a judiciousness that reaches down to tre |
™' A —1

company will not suffer thereby. This is
one of the advantages of making film along time ahead, and having it ready forrelease, so that we will be able to repro¬duce in almost every case, what we have
lost, in time for release as was originallyintended."

The total insurance on the studio is said
to have been $50,000, as fire rates on
film factories are excessively high.

••VIA WIRELESS"

~

juu.v.vu^^ cuav yywii lu uej there readers may rest assured. And, ac
least member of the considerable cast and | cor(jjng to the prescription, interest is well
extras makes it a picture entirely above sustaiSed. Each bit of mysterious pro-
cavil. What may be a sad state of a.ffans

ce(jure is presented that it may add so

for the stock actor in the picture studio j much more to the pleasure, of finally finding
turns out in this case a matter of con; t j t what the mystery was.
gratulation; the parts of "Via Wireless"

•- ■could not be improved upon. Paul McAllister as the touseled haired draughtsman—he looked like a socialist—had the mostspectacular part. Gail Kane will evokemuch favorable comment from the womenwho will find occasion more than once tosay, "Isn't she sweet?" She is, decidedly.Bruce McRae is a fine, manly figure of aliatlfAnont in Vn,„. l,«l~ TT

Five-Part I'athe Drama, Adapted from Win- If lieutenant in the Navy, while HarFy Weaverchell Smith's and Paul Armstrongs Play. 1 as the father and recipient of all MJssProduced by George Fitzmaurice and Re- J Kane s kisses has an enviable role.loaciir) Smit- 17 bv Pftthe \dautation „ don Hurst is the villain. lo pioperiyby Ouida Bergere, as the" Second «.old 'J develop all the facts surrounding the in-Rooster Feature.
Lieutenant Sommers Bruce McRaeFrances Durant Gail KaneDurant. her father Harry WeaverEdward Pinckney, his superintendent.

Brandon HurstMarsh, his draughtsman Paul McAllister
Sensationalism, an offering that started

r as a satisfactory melodrama inherited from
i •n"j the legitimate boards, finds a melodramatic
j.,1, footing to a most satisfying degree, nowmaj that the plot has reached the favored realmof the screen. And assuredly there could

i be found no more responsive medium forputting on scenes such as the Smith-Arm-S|)J strong play suggested. Where could we
'}•},< picture the white hot glow of the iron fur-
v,., , nace and the shining bar as it went throughpj-J the rolls any better than in pictures ; where'

i.,j would we find room for a real warship, withor without Uncle Sam's permission, grace-
, fully gliding as suitable accompaniment to
mi g^rt^n parts of the picture; where,

vention of two different guns, both to becast in the iron mills of the iron master,who has the pretty daughter, takes Mr.Fitzmaurice a considerable footage. HeInust thoroughly acquaint us with thedraughtsman's invention of a new disap¬pearing gun that would just meet some newgovernment specifications. He must also

Of course we might have suspected asecret staircase because none was shown at
any time until the last reel and because thecaption demanded that there be one. Yetthere is nothing in the film to indicate it.Action transpires, as we have suggested, ininnumerable glimpses and addenda, but nonetends to suggest that anything happened inthe fatal premises that ordinary staircasesand window balconies might not reasonablypermit.

The sets of the house were mostly re-en

periences of this simple family after theymove to the city, rent a fine home and tryto put on style. Mother succeeds verywell, as elderly women not infrequentlybridge the social chasm, but neither herdaughter nor her husband take to it nat¬urally, Much more accidental was the dis¬covery of ore on the farm property, themeans of their social pilgrimage in the bigcity. Quite painful, also, was the falsemessage by which the mother led her daugh¬ter to believe that the boy. who had goneto the city to make his fortune, had died.After that nothing seems to matter, so thegirl agrees to marrv the Count, who ismother's selection. Owing its very life tofortuitousness is the message which arriveson her wedding day. This states that ore.which has given out on the Esmeraldaproperty, has cropped out again on that be¬longing to the boy and his mother. Scarce¬ly interested, for he has read the news ofthe marriage, he is drawn to the church.The crowd surges in its attempt to see thebride, and he finds himself in front of Es¬
meralda. It may not be an at-the-altarfinish, because she does her renouncing inthe vestry room, but at all events theforced by grained wood work and cretonne C°unt disappears from the film and theclosing scenes find a hanoy, contented fam¬ily circle back at the old farmhouse. Simpleplot? Quite simple, but so very effective!For it is a Pickford picture. F.

show the scheming superintendent and hisplot to sell the invention to the iron masteras the invention of an outsider. For thisthe draughtsman is to get a certain royalty,but the superintendent is to make muchmore, of course. Then comes the lieutenantwith his gun, and the approval of thegovernment, so that, if it proves a success,the other gun will not be necessary. Thatand the pretty daughter are two very sub¬stantial reasons for a sincere wish that thelieutenant's gun will fail.
Love scenes are interrupted to see him

wall covering. There were embrasures, car¬peted stairs, and every mark of a well man¬aged and expensive house. There was alsoa chimney bricked in that gave rise to thebuilding of the circular staircase, but notmuch of the spiral edifice was shown. That ^was left to the title to convey. jA large and efficient cast took part. The
rn-nmo Directed bv Leonprincipal parts were in the hands of a good 1 Three-Reel Lubin Drama,

.

Larn0the'smany of Selig's stock aggregation. Perhaps .j D. Kent from Julian pouis ^amotne^

on his way to Turkish waters, where ie ,.

what we mean by deceiving the audience >may be illustrated in that one of the char¬acters played in a moustache, which hepulled off at the very last to reveal his true Icharacter. Whatever fine work he may havecontributed was, undoubtedly, lost.Aunt Ray Innes takes the Armstrong >ihouse on the sub-let principle, bringing with ther Halsey, her nephew and Gertrude, her t|niece by adoption. Gertrude's fiance, the Icashier at the Armstrong bank, is heard ar- iguing with Armstrong's son and that night

Scenario. Released Sept. 16.
Rose, a country girl ) -r.

Fay. her daughter )
Prince William of Moravia L. C. Shumway ;
Prince Fritz, his son Robert Gray
Prime Minister Melvin Mayo
Madeline, a deserted woman . . Florine Garland

While it might seem that the prime min- 1
isterial characters and those of princely 1
origin absented themselves rather frequent- j
ly from their ancestral domains, at least'
this. s^i;ved to give them an interest when-yi. ics. ' .1'it vi/ .-naai



k^rn'i1"*

they did and dared in America; and, agalnT^
while these characters did not seem to actr
in any manner that might outrage the j.
prescribed formula for a certain well known ,
melodramatic plot, it presented that plot [.
well. In short it gives the time-old ver¬
sion of the brother who would marry his !
half-sister with what complications a num¬
ber of other characters may add.

Absenting himself from his hereditary
monarchy the Prince finds his way to
America and meets the girl. They are
secretly married and enjoy many secret
meetings. Then the prime minister arrives
and takes the Prince back to his Kingdom

j to rule in place of pater, defunct. The'

girl dies after her child is born and the
little one is brought up in an atmosphere
of hate by another woman who has been

I deserted also.
The girl grown up, is discharged upon'

an unsuspecting Bohemia and first causes
the death of the gentleman who deceived
the woman who brought her up. Then the
Prince comes back with the son by the
Princess she married. In no time at all
the young people meet and knowing who
he is the girl wins his promise to rob the
safe that night. Then she warns the safe
owners. She chances to find out from his
father though, that his leaving her mother
was all a mistake, so she tries to rectify
her mistake. But the son is shot, only as
the wound is not fatal everything may
turn out well. Can you imagine the in¬
sert : " You ruined my mother's life, and
now I have ruined your son's."

The best work was that of Helen Eddy,
who besides playing a dual role has 'a
face not easily forgotten, something entire¬
ly new to the screen, and besides this
natural gift does a clever lot of work
throughout the picture. L. C. Shumway
contributed the other notable work. F.

"THE CURIOUS CASE OF MEREDITH
STANHOPE"

Two-Part Kalem Drama, Directed by Harry
Millarde and Written by Norbert Lusk.
Released Oct. 1.

Meredith Stanhope Harry Millard© I
Dan, his country pupil Stockton Quincy
The Grafter Alice Hollister
Kennedy, who borrows the soul.

Arthur Albertson
Claire, his sister Nell Farrin

Films have a way of furthering their in-
f terest at the expense of every human con¬

trivance and exigency, so that it is not so
strange to find a subject as the plot text
of this film that must appeal most strongly

1 to occult societies. Soul transference is
such a subject matter that we are prepared
to judge it in its applicability as screen
material rather than in the light of its
probability. Supposing that it were pos¬
sible for the artist to transfer his soul to
that of a sick friend, then what follows
makes a fairly interesting film, certainly
out of the ordinary, but by no means to be
considered a great subject.

A slightly different treatment is lent the
picture in that we are first introduced to
the artist who is played on by a clever
woman. She begs his paintings only to
share the proceeds with her master and
instigator. The discovery of this prostrates
him, mentally. Now we turn to the corn
acres, where a lad with a talent for paint¬
ing prefers a pencil and paper to plow and
furrow. The artist arrives, sees his talent,
and invites him to the city to be taught.
Taking " Dutch leave," the lad arrives as
the artist, prostrated as described, is about
to pull the pistol from the desk drawer.
Then he changes his mind, determines to
instruct the lad in a distant citv and to
will his soul to the sick friend of the girl
he loves (not the artful grafter). The
lad prospers, and finally the artist decides
to paint another picture without signing it.
It, however, is the means of calling atten¬
tion to his work and eventually to his meet¬
ing an old friend. Then he meets the good
girl again and decides that he wants to
live. His meeting with the man to whom
he had bequeathed his soul is still more
dramatic, for that individual, living entire¬
ly on the soul of his friend, drops dead as
soon as it is taken away from him. F.

ri§ r -org

the mucJli which the girl listens to her father s in
1 junction not to marry, the event with

vestrymen transpires, and he leaves to seek: ny o
ii distant parsonage in the West at Orefield. i ,1110
The baby accompanies him. Here again he Lli
is successful and allows himself to fall in>pt..
love with the daughter of the mine owner, inoff
A message of inquiry reveals the rectoi s a 11
alleged past to her father. In a forceful io nas
scene he forces this truth on the girl who isjUi.m
compelled to give the rector up. Then we >
switch to San Francisco, where the deserted 0
sister meets her seducer. She stabs him and
escapes, to take up her hiding near Orefield. u>i
Here the rector meets his sister, being as-
sisted into her place of concealment alter a
severe fall from which the mine owners
daughter rescued him. As the three are to- Ru
gether and since the alloted three thousand ;n t<
feet is near completion there is nothing to |
prevent the sister acknowledging that it is
her child that her brother has reared, a
secret which everyone in the audience must
have known or have been unable to enjoy
what was best about the picture

Some real atmosphere in the different
localities which the story enters, slight im¬
provements here and there, and the offering
might have been a film classic, for the story
had every earmark of such a possibility, t t(.
Wheeler Oakman is a stern and saintly
voung person through every foot ol the him
and plays the part with great dramatic re¬
pression, though with no loss of effect there¬
by Fritzi Brunette, Marion Walker, and
Virginia Itirtley are three women in sue- J,.i
cession in the lives of this central character, a
all filled acceptably by their players, i. ogi

— i iiibmh innnsrrv rms Fall.--

"THE MIRACLE OF LOVE"
Four-Part American Film Company's .-;port

Drama for Release as a Mutual Mas- :it, o>

terpiece. nduct
The Man Joseph Sinerleton
The Woman Marguerite Fischer1 ^ si?

"The Miracle of Love" has such an'"''
strong lesson to preach that its influence an.
on the reviewer who responds to a play V
treating so serious a topic as motherhood T
is that he tends to become similarly severe.
This is scarcely necessary, for the film has

is so excellently
common run of

that the net result |
- - „-- , , x.* oxuii/iv «r in this case ador-

cliaracters shown by means of flashes and - ation. We say adoration because the pic-
dissolves that are of value in strengthening ^ ture opened with the three wise men wend- y~)s'it'8
the illusion. _\ ing their way towards the manger where > i

The concert scenes, when Trilby, unJer \\ the infant was born. This opening re- >ilow
ton derivative and then thp~ WprVfF anVi tllc intfluenc® °_f_ Svengali, has become the s ceives ru(je disillusionment as the pictureposs^ arrive to be followed bv Dukjfnp^ Sr *™satio" of Europe, are well handled / proceedSi s0 that one mav take this pic-
The son is appointed to the superintendence t!!£Ufetiin at "the ^Umal might? ha^ebeen L Si? poem afs a species of allegory: nor
and begs enough money from his father on action at the climax mignt nave oeen will one g0 far astray. Allegory and sym-
which to buy the girl an engagement ring. ! sPcetlcd up to advantage. W. _ holism becomes the breath—nay, the very
The atmosphere has abruptly changed from | w ^tta PvP
a photo-melodrama to a romantic picture »\TP A HTLJ A T \/ADV Q CU A I lh
that canfiot altogether ignore the fact that |\ KA 1 11 V i r\ 1 V /"\l\ I O iJll/AL/ L_j
it is still working with a first-rate com- *

P life—of the film as it proceeds deeper into
Thjree-Reel Selig Drama, Released Sept. 9. .i its subject, and but for a simple littleTT T : * ™-aM-oriIk, o4-.v».t7 n man and a woman, for the bene- f. jgjjg

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG IN THE FORTHCOMING EQUITABLE REVIVAL
" TRILBY."

, , ; »ett in the roles it is readily apparent uiai
, ... { ris.s mm oi xne j.» . n< n ju the rcsult is delightful. Mr. Lackaye prob-

tion camp and is given a job. His trials, ably reaps the greatest honors, his inter-
the ridiculous contrast with his former ris- pretation of Svengali reaching great
ing hour, all serve as an admirable medium heights. Miss Young does some of the best :

™Barrymore, the comedian. work of her career as Trilby, though itIhen we change Rubble, instead of cod- is a somewhat "different" Trilby. Chester
crete, is the treacherous way for superin- Harnett entered strongly into the spirit of
tendent plans to make money for himself; Biiiee. Paul McAllister is all that could

ot,h o?«SSi .Dukane'Jr-v overhears I i,e asked as Gecko.
, , ,r .steals the plans. Also he has re- Studio-built exteriors, and occasional

struction works, with the superintendent
and the rougher element in the role of the
besieging party. The dog does some dyna¬
mite transference, followed by a scene show¬
ing the destructive power of this gun-cot-

thtf

pro
luty ; '

Written by W. H. Lippert and Directed
by William Robert Daly.

edian.
The clear and extensive exteriors were

carefully selected for beauty and aptness.
Conscientious work was reflected in the ef¬
forts of W. T. Carleton, Stuart Baird. Wil¬
liam Meech, and C. E. McDonald. Helen
Weir is the young lady of Pickford figure, m v
Blanche Sweet hair and Courtot features. Heieu. m» au^icu .--i-r— iwho gave a most en.iovable girlish perform- f imogene, the girl at Orefield .. Virginia Kirtley
a nee in the few glimpses which she wasH, Harold Gordon, the absconding lovei\ Mayo'allowed to afford. F.

Sudden reputations are to be gained solely
by presenting some unusual subject that may| catch the public eye. This is decidedly an
unusual drama because it possesses a Pl°t
unusual, big, strong^ and _ almost all ^other

John Strong, servant of God ..

Anne, his sister
Marjorie, his fiancee
Helen, his adopted child ^

Wheeler Oakman
. Fritzi Brunette

. Marion Walker
. Georgia Oliver

"THEJNCORRIGIBLE DUKANE"
'

Four-Part Melodramatic Comedy, Presented
by the Famous Players' Film Company
Through the Paramount Programme. By
George C. Shedd and Directed by James
Durkin. Released Sept. 2.

Dukane, Sr W. T. Carleton
Dukane. Jr., his sportive son .. John Barrymore
Corbetson. superintendent Dukane Construc¬

tion Company Stuart Baird
Lantry, camp bully William Meech

, Crofton. ranch neighbor C. E. McDonald
Enid, his daughter Helen Weir

John Barrymore in a play that allows
! him to carry the action pretty much through
j the better part of a four-reel film is with¬out further inquiry an attraction. That

he is also a clever screen comedian must
likewise go without saying. For there is
but one John Barrymore, and it is only
necessary to indicate the percentage of film
in which he was given the lead to indicate
the measure of his success. His vehicle is
a melodramatic comedy that is very funny
when he is in the foreground and quite

■ melodramatic when he is not. Thus he and
the plot principal fight it out, with the
final triumph of the latter. Yet even here
he surprises his audience by taking advan-
take of a matter of a love affair to display
undreamt-of tenderness in the proper pres¬
entation of his heart's yearning. All-in-all,
it displays a very versatile Barrymore
rather than one who is good for a laugh
a scene.

While the picture opens in the West,
where Dukane, Sr.'s, dam is undergoing •
construction, we are nresentlv flashed to

1 1 the son of his father, who is snoring away,
at 4 p.m. His reception of the valet, Ins
bath, his dressing and his visit to the
offices of his father (who has read ox last

■ night's escapade in the papers) are all typi- i
cai Barrymore scenes, glimpses of action
which tins enjoyable actor knows now and

U does hai dle to the final word of film acting.
Father is through, gives him two hundred ,
dollars, and ships him West to join in the
construction of the dam.

He arrives in an atmosphere of pure en- ;
; joyment. At the 44 Palace " the proprietor

is asleep, so he helps himself to a key and
seeks his own room. Asleep, a tramp whom
he had met at the station climbs in through
the window. The film discreetly flashes
elsewhere while the tramp changes clothes
and disappears. The next morning, in the
discarded garments of the hobo, and with¬
out recognition from the hotel owner, he is

U 1 unceremoniously kicked into the road. His
assertions that he is old man Dukane s

M little son only arouses ridicule. With his
^^■j^^andaued he .the construe-.

44 TRILBY"
Five-Part Screen Adaptation of Du Mau-

rier's novel. Presented by the Equitable
Film Corporation, and Released Through L
World Film. Produced under the Direr-;
tion of Maurice Tourneur.

Svengali Wilton Lackaye !
Triiby Clara Kimball Young
Gecko Paul McAllister f-
Billee Chester Barnett |l

Another screen production lifts its head J
above the common level. 44 Trilby," the
initial offering of the Equitable Film Cor¬
poration, may enter without apology—
though not swaggeringly—into the select j
company that includes such pictures as
44 The Christian " and 44 An Alien." Mau¬

rice Tourneur has again proven that he
deserves ranking among the best of screen
producers. In '4 Trilby " he has displayed ^

I a strong grasp of his subject and the f
screen's possibilities, a wealth of imagina- f*

1

tion, and an amazing knack of injecting
14 atmosphere." The Latin Quarter and its
lovable characters as presented in
'4 Trilby" is one of the most charming

| phases of the Equitable production.44 Trilby" follows more closely the story
! of the play than the novel, and wisdom is
: shown in eliminating characters that
might have produced a diversity of interest
on the screen. Our interest is centered
throughout on Trilby, Svengali, and Billee,' -1 Tfimha 11 !

|r- story of a man and a woman, for the bene-!
V fit of the woman of whom the allegorical is, V'^
v presented, it is nothing but the phantastic £
I and occasionally metaphysical that holds $ ;
/ the screen. Death, love and imagery with-

'
out end flits across the vision, but differs 36$

J from that usually seen in being nothing toK^'
^ afford laughter to those easily amused,

The figures are impressive, as are the
scenes in front of which they act. Evenfc'Wg

HZ still better are some examples of double ex-a
Tposure. a specific instance of artistic merits^ |being that scene where many babies lie ap-fti' •

imuoucii, ux6, ^ parently healthily kicking on each lily®
adjectives you could conjecture in praise. on the pond. It would scarcely do, Mill
a iaiw. ?riSinal story with big situations. either, to pass by the well gotten up in-Ancl it is not too much to predict tor this . ■ serts nor the poetic lines that did for the 1 j ( ,
author, provided Jns_^work receives the' usual terse explanations. Looked at from'~ nrin- nrnrinptivp viewpoint, extraordinary :OQ£

en

, probittan
k th€

autnor, proviuea ma wum
proper treatment, a big future. His prin- every productive viewpoint, extraordinary srii
cipal character is a minister of the Epis- . * , •••••-• ^
copalian faith, whose sin is to adopt a child pams have been taken to make the offering |
found on his doorstep. Mr. Lippert uses the eifective, and the final result is evident in
smallness of the local vestrymen and their , a m9ft successful effort to make a film that
being prompted by gossip and prejudice, to would bear the same relationship to the
discredit the minister, and to put the min- ! mediocrity of an average programme that
ister in a position where the fact will be , immense feature does to the short pic-
used against him to tear down the structure' ture. We can think of no better argument
he attempts to build up in other plaies. for improvement in every branch of pic-
It starts the plot rolling. ture making than this which stands very

Mr. Lippert's picture of the human side ~ oii^nrical subiects.
of a minister who would like to marry, pro¬
vided it did not interfere with his shep-'
herdship, is a very able and true presenta¬
tion. There is also something of the struggle
in his mind, when crimes are brought to his'
attention, whether to hand the perpetrators! j.<
over to the law or to do as his salvationover iu luc jlciyt v*

yearning prompts. This is the psychology
beneath a dramatic and occasionally melo¬
dramatic exterior. It is an eminently satis¬
factory and strong story, directly told, and
pictured with sets of richness in an alto¬
gether adequate manner.

The rector's sister disappears one morn-
and all search is in vain. So theenrougnout uu imuj, ; .

and with such players as Clara Kimball !| ing and an ~ .
Youne Wilton Lackaye, and Chester liar months roll on, a matter of love progressing - — -ioun5,j>uiuu ^ x nicely for this young rector and the girl.Hp subject will naturally bring out the ob

near the summit of allegorical subjects.
With such delightful bits as Cupid con¬

necting hearts on a telephone heart ex¬
change and later introducing the couple to
the garden of love, a man and woman are
shown affectionate and then having a
church marriage. Happiness reigns until
murmurings of the climax of affection are
heard ; fear of the child changes her whole
life. A sophisticated friend supplies a
bottle marked poison, which the woman
takes. This is practically all of the actual
play, for when she wakes to find that it
has been only a dream warning she spills
the tincture of ergot, or whatever she used,
out of the window and gaily rejoins her
husband to whisper in his ear. Such

lature
his is
»ry of
5 now
" Thf

\R

npa
> P

jection that it is " strong." 44 risque," and I
even 44 indecent," but the point is that you |
won't understand it unless you know all
about it beforehand, and if you do, then
there can be very little in reviewing what
you already know without sub-titles. Of
course it is strong, for were it not it
would scarcely be interesting.

The dream portion sees her taking the
. medicine, and having in some way commu¬

nicated things to her husband, undergoing
I the pain of his securing a divorce. Then

old age overtakes her and the figure of
death comes to show her the things she

J has missed, taking the typical case of a| woman who is to bear a child. Her hap-| piness and eventual ascension to the angels3 is contrasted with the plight of the ab-
H juring woman, after her death, with her
M descent to regions where fires belch and

souls clutch without avail at rocky heights. ^
| It includes every imaginable variety of| camera device to increase its beauty, the Ywhole range of lighting accomplishments < i
g being put to ingenious and occasionally j 'tl novel use to make the picture poetic, ap ••••
| propriate and superior. F. ^
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AN UNUSUAL PHOTOGRAPH OF MAURICE TOURNEUR, THE DIRECTOR, AND
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.

Talking Over a Scene in World Film's Production of 44 Trilby."
a Turnr' r jr.w t; ^-

9

Alma Belwin and Norman Trevor in World Film's
" The ivory SnufiE Box."

~ring moments fe0m-of the strong feature releases of the week.Pathe Presents William J. Locke's 44 Simon the Jester " for a
Rooster " Release.'

For those who did not read the original
wpll_kn(;wn s"torv For those

novel it is necessarv to stntP that * weii Known story. i or rnose

Gold Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in Vitagraph-V-L-S-E
Release, 44 Playing Dead."

best part, for he Tias'creaie'd' so many^ex^cellent ones, but it ranks with his very best.Carlyle Blackwell and James Neill as theyouthful assistant and the doctor, shinewith Instoi* i" w—^

xii uiiuiiig cue truer
—

•; • • Sidney Drew and recovering the lost trinket, but is in
His Wife .

Mrs. Sidney Drew turn captured by Dr. Ilartmann, the for-Preston , .' Isidor M?rcU ei«n sP-y' who "ad Plann?d the ,.r0.bbery:Carlton Adams Harry English has concealed the box in the lining ofP.v cnnsioteiit- mid cnnHnnod mrf mn. hls hat> and when it cannot be found theI scientious effort, the name Sidney 'Drew to^thcf'influence3 ohflnt'hebyultramviolet ra™i lias come to be recognized as the hall mark e,_ Slif" Zn? ! m i.amfi of a good photoplay production. Whether I ^,4. ® 2_ ? ^lve ,him_ insane., it be comedy or straight drama, there is ai delightful originality about his productionsj that put them in a distinct class by them-j selves. 44 Playing Dead " is no exception to] the rule. Based on a good story, it hasi' been well adapted, realistically staged andJ; excellently acted and photographed. Givenj the main essentials of a good story and a
*

competent cast, photoplay production sim¬mers down to a study of details, and itin this foo+m-ft
.

oo^vij ui. ueiitus, ana it isin this feature of the work that Mr. Drewespecially shines. It is the little thingsj that he incorporates into his productionsI that make them so different from the ordi¬nary offerings and make them so delight-'

fully interesting and entertaining. This,{ of course, is made somewhat easy for him| in that he plays the leading part himselfand is supported by his clever and pretty< wife. It is always easier to, do something•1 yourself than to tell somebody else to do it,and this seemingly little detail may ac-, count for much of his well deserved suc¬cess.
1 The supporting cast was thoroughly com¬petent and consistently good. Donald Hallmade a good Proctor Maddox, giving a| characterization that was realistic and hu¬man in every detail. Isidor Marcil was a,j butler of a somewhat unusual type, and, Carlton Adams as the family lawyer and' friend handled a small part well. The set-; tings throughout were elaborately beauti-i ful and consistently realistic.The original Richard Harding Davis story1 contains material enough for three ordinarymoving picture plots and is a combinationof three distinct types, the lost will story,the eternal triangle of domestic relations,and the added complication of an alleged. incurable eye disease. Jimmy Blagwin, awealthy retired clubman, revels in hismarital happiness until Proctor Maddox ap-1 pears with a new brand of feminine philos¬ophy. By his sophistical reasoning heI distinct --

rvxxi uuve mm insane. Hiswife, who has gained admittance to theprivate sanitarium as a somnambulist, can¬not stand the sight of his tortures anylonger and agrees to tell where the box isconcealed. In the meantime Duval hasdiscovered the secret of the box, and, sub- istituting a false key, gladly delivers it tohis captors, knowing that it will be use¬less to them. He and his wife return toParis, where they start on the honeymoonwhich was interrupted by the loss of thebox. It is an interesting story well nic-turized.
E.

C4.xxxixi<xi uaiiicr. in uoing so ne railsin love with her himself, but she, believ¬ing that she is not in the same social plane,runs away. Simon has given away nearlyall of his fortune when he is suddenlyseized with one of his pains. He falls in
„xxicu

the hands of a young physician, who by a jeaizamo's use of Becky and his other sub-daring and dangerous operation saves his ' jects is shown with a studio audience be-
life. Convalescent, he is forced to support tween thP rooi ^Vimcalf -• " ----■*

, xx.yMiiuLisL ±neoacDr. Emerson, specialist in hypnotism,
_ James Neill

. Carlyle Blackwell
Dr. Arnold, his assistant

44SIMON THE JESTER"
A Five-Part Adaptation of William J.Locke's Novel of the Same Name, byGeorge B. Seitz, Featuring Edwin Arden.Produced by Pathe Under the Direction

__

.
. .. ,. ,*of Edward Jose for Release as a Gold i We have little hesitation in pronouncingRooster Feature, Sept. 24. this the most instructively, solidly, satis-a fying photodrama that has yet been done.

Simon de Gex Edwin Arden And having said that we would forestall
Lola

Irene Warfield the chorus of objections with a few wordsDale Kin^rs^y . '..*.*.Crau^ur!f I^ent 'IThe Case of Becky «. IsIt is a particularly difficult achievementto transfer the whimsicality of Locke fromth P nrinto/l """" —

xic is iurceu to supporthimself by journalism and at the same timesearch for Lola. At last he is successful,and the picture closes to the usual happyending. E.

41 THE CASE OF BECKY "
Five Part Photo Production by Jesse L.

^
^

Lasky in Association with David Be- uouncea The doctor retains her for studylasco. Released Sept. 13 Through the his3 assistant falls in love with DorothyParamount Programme. Pictured from s and has an even stronger desire for driv-Edward Locke's Play by Margaret Turn- ing Becky out. Finally he succeeds, thebull and Directed by Frank Reicher. . shadowy personality recedes under hisDornthv thP rood Hri 1 ™ i, c * hypnotic suggestion, and Dorothy is left; itBecky! her bad self ) Blanche Sweet , is Dorothy, however, who has been amenableBalzamo, the hypnotist . .

.^.. Theodore Roberts 1 to JBalzamo.

i/ejLieci. me camera manmust also get credit for the task of makingthe photographic end of it as pleasing tothe eye as the plot the director has pic¬tured, is to the senses.
Barring some hypnotic scenes in which ;Balzamo's use of Becky and his other sub- gjjj|jects is shown with a studio audience be- f-ptween the real audience and the actor, the ^picture starts with the first manifestation W&eMof the dual personality, when Becky, thevicious, emerges to hate the meek Dor¬othy. Becky runs away, greatly to Dor¬othy's amazement, when the normal per-sonality reassert herself. In the doctor'shouse where she finds a home the charac- jter of Becky becomes more and more pro¬nounced. The doctor retains her for studyonf fnll" 1 ~

Balzamo now reappears, but first itshould be stated that the picture has so farproven its relation to drama by provingthat the girl is the doctor's daughter, thishaving also included the scenes where thehypnotist induced away the doctor's wife, iWhen he comes for Dorothy the assistantmatches wills with Balzamo, and wins.The hypnotist breaks down, and confesseswhile the young couple may perform that cusual operation which some would leave us -believe is only a commercial necessity.__

__

. xuc uase ui jseeKy ' isa particular case of dual personality, whichdemands of its audiences a little credulous- | "
™ "A LfPQ^e• *rom ness regarding the transference of the two bha sh™ niK?' toIS tV 5? ol can ■ natures within the same girl, an epochaliffmpnVahio ew> nofnio whl topic in legitimate circles and an equally^ ?*»i ingenious and novel one to the screen where li

traordinary good work turn out something it mav rpppivp pvpti hpttpr trpatmpnt than
that falls as far below a previous set stand- did on the stacif It deals with hvnno- A 1'ive-part Original Photodrama, Written
ard as does this five-part feature. George . I"," and treats its Iubi7ctwnh so ' b-v IIector Turnbull and Featuring Char-
B. Seitz did not make a good adaptation,', eonvinoins- atouchthatthemost sceoticad s '"tt0 Walker Produced by Jesse L. Lasky
departing radically from the story in both

must be ftronglv stirred if thev be not en R ^ nder the Direction of George Melford
action and locale. Furthermore, he failed ffliv converted To tli ob'Tectton that I fHr liel<>a«' ou the Paramount Pro"""'j;.t° aPP«c'arte [>"> beauty a Jhe iove eminent'is aTmost tacking we would

„ fa'a'^ Sept. 12.nrivVhlnJ kS? j-"-?"*?' screen she is
answer^ that the love element may be found

"OUT OF THE DARKNESS"Jj

of Lola's character. On the screen she is
mKll Luay ue

anything but the delightful, naive woman j fn ~a "tbousand^other offerings, that "Thethat Locke made her. Dale Kingsley is,. Case of Becky" is the thousand-and-firstmade to appear somewhat of a cad, where- and a welcome rarity.as in the book he is a clean-minded young i] Among the surprises of the film was the
T?nfrHcV.^n« 1 ' "

tins' of Rlanoho ^—1

xic xo cx ucttu-uiiuuta yuuug .i Among the surprises of the film was theEnglishman, and even the leading charac- "• acting of Blanche Sweet in her dual role.

^ xxxo ooyuisncai reasoning he ter of Simon de Gex leaves much to be de- We had always known, and audiences haa

makes a distinct impression on Mrs. Blag- sired. And although it is hard to point
, quite made up their minds, that she was

win, until she becomes dissatisfied with her out any particular spot in the picture and one 0f their favorite screen stars, but her

life and desires to roam in pastures new.
sav that it is bad, still one feels through- superb delineation in one of the most dim-

Jimmie is the first to discover the change out the whole production that Edward Jose, | cuit of dramatic parts, leaves little doubt

in their relations, and as her happiness is the director, has lessened up the tension i
but tbat she is Qne of screendom's very

his one desire, plans to sacrifice himself. a little and not put into it all that is in }
By simulating an incurable eye affliction, v,*™P PTTnllTOO " 1" ' 3 ^1

Helen Scott
Harvey Brooks . .

Jennie Sands
John Scott
Tom Jameson . . .

Mrs. Sands

. Charlotte Walker
. . . . Thomas Meighan

Marjory Daw
Hal Clements
Tom Forman

Loyla O'Connor

j/icxxxo to sacrince nimself.By simulating an incurable eye affliction,he evolves a plausible reason for his sui¬cide. Boarding the steamship St. Paul, heleaves a note for the captain saying he hasjumped overboard and then escapes fromthe boat by way of the steerage gangway.His wife then realizes that her only lovewas for her supposedly departed husband.A misplaced will serves as a means forI bringing the two together again, and theJ picture closes with the expected happy end¬ing.
- E.

THE IVORY SNUFF BOX
fl A Five-Part Adaptation of Frederic ArnoldRummer's Novel of the Same Name. Fea¬turing Holbrook Blinn and Alma Belwin.Produced by William A. Brady Under theDirection of Maurice Tourneur, for Re-I lease on the World Film CorporationProgramme.
I Richard Duval Holbrook Blinn1 Grace Ellieot

Alma Belwin!fl Dr. Hartmann Norman Trevorfl Prefect of Police Robert Cummings iMuch of the credit for the success of |I this five-part feature rightfully belongs\ to the person responsible for the adapta-, tion, for he has turned a good modern mys¬tery story into a good mystery picture, andone that is as successful in maintaining thesuspense as was the author of the originalstory. And deserving an equal measurej of praise is the director. No better selec¬tion than Maurice Tourneur could havej been made for a picture given the locale'of this one. He has succeeded admirably| in obtaining the foreign atmosphere with-'

out journeying across the water, and in ad¬dition has showed rare judgment and artis-^ tic appreciation in the choice of his set-J tihgs. Little comment is necessary in re-{
gard to his technical ability. He knows1

how to produce a good picture and consist-£ ently does it.
Holbrook Blinn and Alma Belwin in the jleading roles were thoroughly good. Mr. |, Blinn's acting in the scene where he was Ij made to undergo the torture inflicted by the 1ultra violet rays calling for especial com- jjI mendation. Miss Belwin's emotional scenes |and the scenes in which she simulated a |j somnambulist were also worthy of praise. 1j Those handling the minor supporting partswere consistently good throughout. The |photography also deserves favorable men- !tion, there being some particularly beauti- Iful examples of double exposure work andthe rest of it being clear and distinct, with |nne or two soft and artistic effects.

him.
Edwin Arden in the leading role did thebest that he could with the material at hisdisposal. His acting is always finished,well rounded and artistic. Irene Warfieldas Lola was good in parts, displaying theinnate animalism in this complicated char¬acter with just that degree of intensitynecessary to make it be felt. Alma Tell asEleanor Faversham was good in the littleshe had to do, and Craufurd Kent as DaleKingsley was as pleasing as the adapterwould let him be. The minor parts werewell handled.

Nearlv everv one is familiar with Locke's

brightest stars. In the utilization of double exposure and the possibility that astopped-camera permits to thoroughly de¬ceive in the matter of the expression thatshifts with her twofold personality, therehas been brought into being what is prob¬ably as great a piece of picture panto¬mime and meaning as the screen has yethad to offer. There will be, we imagine,little objection to that. The other notablepiece of screen work was the character ofBalzamo, presented by Theodore Robertswith bold mien and the sort of clothes thatbespeak the old-time showman. It is dan¬gerous to say that this - is Mr. Roberts's

AN UNUSUAL PHOTOGRAPH, BLANCHE SWEET IN TWO POSES IN ONE SCENE." The Case of Becky " Is the Picture, and Frank Reicher, Lasky's Newest Producer, inthe Center, the Director.

«_<viiuurOut of the Darkness " is a well devised r.and well produced melodrama of contrasts, t",and though it drags a little in the openingreels reaches a strong climax in a well 1staged fire scene. The slowness of the ac-! tion for the first half of the picture is moreor less made necessary by the demands ofthe scenario, which calls for an elaborate •
i presentation of the irresponsibility of ab- .I sentee landlordism, yet to our way of think- ;j ing this could have been accomplished in aj more interesting manner than merely rshowing the various foregatherings of the i-social elect. More action and less posing :I would have greatly added to the attract-: lveness of the production. The later scenes >at the canning factory, when the wealthy vj young society girl who owns them is forced1 to work for thirty cents a day, were exceed- 'ingly well staged, and George Melford, thedirector, deserves the utmost commendationn for an able piece of work. It is doubtfulif any millionaire yachting enthusiastwould own such a craft as is shown in the .

11 picture, but then realism frequently has to K
, be sacrificed to economy.Charlotte Walker in the leading role gavea good performance throughout. Herk scenes as the young society girl who re-fuses to accept the responsibility which her 1vast fortune imposes were beautiful and fartistic, and later as a worker in the can¬ning factory as a victim of complete loss 'of memory brought about by a blow on the i!head, she acted with the repression that is

, 1oniy acquired through years of stage expe- 'rience. She was ably supported by ThomasMeighan and a strong cast, including pretty 1 •little Marjory Daw. The photography was 1} of the usual Lasky standard.
gi-J The story deals with a wealthy young 1 ■>f society girl who refuses to accept the re-Hi sponsibilities imposed upon her by her rienormous fortune. When directly appealed •to to lessen the hardship of her work peo-pie, she nonchalantly says not to bother pro-her. Later while out sailing her small 1 •yacht is run into by a large gasoline ; '—I schooner and she is knocked unconscious in Kl

„ the collision. The schooner proves to be
A ] one of her own, and without a mark of d her"

identification on her she is taken to the ires,canning factory. On recovering conscious- ailingness she has completely lost her memory, histinLV Being forced to earn a living, she goes to eorgework in her own canning factory at a wage ctuciB ! of thirty cents a day. The workmen strike f ti-and the factory is set on fire. In dangerJ of being burned to death, she is rescued 3| by the manager, who has fallen in lover .with her. The excitement of the fire bringsi I back her memory, and she immediately setsI" | to work rebuilding the factory in conform¬ity with the laws of sanitation and human- ;
_ ity, assuming, now that her eyes have been f . Iopened, the direct responsibility of her vast B{A wealth. Needless to say. the love storyreaches the usual happy conclusion. E.we i ■

' - v
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" EVIDENCE "
A Five-Part Adaptation of J. arid L. D

Ilocher Macpherson's Play of the Samj
Name, Featuring Lillian Tucker. Pro¬
duced by the Shuberts, Under the Direc¬
tion of Edwin August, for Release on
the World Film Corporation Programme.

Lady Una Lillian Tucker
Curley Lushington Edwin August
Duchess of Gillingham Haidee Wright
Mrs. Ebengham Florence Hackett r

" Evidence " falls in the class known as K
a society melodrama and as such is inter- J
esting to those who like this form of en-
tertainment. The story is startling in its '
lack of originality, and when consideration
is given to that which he had to work
with Edwin August, the director, should
be congratulated upon turning out as good
a picture as he did. The settings were in
most cases extremely beautiful and the pic¬
ture as a whole was produced with a de¬
gree of artistic merit that calls for com¬
mendation. Lillian Tucker made a like¬
able Lady Una and Edwin August, playing
opposite, gave his usual finished perform¬
ance. The minor parts were capably
handled.

The story deals with an innocent wife
maliciously wronged and the faithful lover
who obtains a confession from the schem¬
ing villain, and finally effects a reconcilia¬
tion with the hot-tempered young husband.

E.

t A PRETTY SCENE FROM THE WORLD FILM PRODUCTION OF " EVIDENCE."®*
Lillian Tucker Is Featured in This Production. Richard Buhler Is in the Background/v

" " ri has not brought his star very close to the .

"WEST WIND"
Three-Part Vitagraph Drama, Directed by

Lionel Belmore, Picturized by Jasper
Ewing Brady, from the Novel by Cyrus
Townsend Brady. Released Sept. 14.

Sullivan Ned Finley
Girot, the halfbreed Harry Northrup
Mahwissa, the Indian woman ... Eulalie Jensen
Benham. the ranch owner Lionel Belmore
Amy, his daughter Eleanor Woodruff
Kennard, army captain Darwin Karr
Crazy Horse Logan Paul

41 West Wind" is one of the safest of
the safe, from a picture standpoint, because
it depends principally on pictures' most re¬
liable medium for putting themselves, the¬
atrically speaking, across. We refer to sce¬
nery, of which there is an ever present va¬
riety and amplitude to distract the audi¬
ence that prefers to look past the charac¬
ters in the story to the beautiful back¬
grounds taken in Texas. For to make this
picture the players were §ent where the
scenery might be in conjunction with the
author's locale in penning the story, and
very little more attractive from the purely
scenic standpoint has been reflected from
the screen. Mr. Belmore's selection of set¬
tings teaches us that woods may more re¬
semble classic landscapes, depending princi¬
pally on where the camera is placed, and
the same may be said for a good many of
the other attributes as caught by an out¬
door camera. Rocky plains, canyons, riv¬
ers and rapids all reflect care in choosing,
and nature's beauty far out of the usual
is the picture's principal reliance.

Entirely in keeping with the outdoor
scenes is the action of the plot itself. In¬
dians and Indian fighters in Uncle Sam's
blue flannel shirts charging on horses are
the swerving background against which the
smaller company of principals play their
tragedy. The plot centers about the
rancher's daughter who is wooed by the
foreman and the halfbreed cowboy. Hav¬
ing gone East to school, she returns to find
both men more in love with her than ever.
The halfbreed shoots her father and rides

W~

he has an excellent counterpart as the Mex¬ican lady of passion, moods, and jealousy.In Violet Malone he finds a fine type of
^-3 innocence embodied in round face and5 l round eyes. His minor parts are also wellf taken. With each Fielding production it

seems necessary to emphasize also, that

S photography and settings remain in thesame exalted, picturesque, and clear planeof excellence which has distinguished for¬
mer film efforts. For those who know Mr.Fielding's work this will be unnecessary,but it seems obviously unfair to allow thepoint possibly, to be passed over.

Leaving his simple sweetheart in theEast, the man goes West, where he is wel¬comed into Mexican atmosphere by his jfriend. They room together, and devote
some time to developing an aversion towhiskey, the reason that it makes a brute
Tfthe"man? Then he" meets the dancer in the
saloon, who is a good deal of a Woman. They

l ^ take to one another immensely, drink get-
r s ting a death drip on him. Then the other
Jh girl» ber mother dead, comes West. She

meets the man and the Woman, and the
upshot of the matter is that the man
shoots his friend at the bidding of the^ Woman. The other men come to drive him

kkt into the desert. The Woman pleads to go
AW along, so they are given two water bottles,

and sent out to stagger along until a wind
storm buries them. It is their honey-
moon," so they were told. F.

"AN ENEMY OF SOCIETY"
Five-Part Drama Adapted from George

Bronson Howard's Book, by George D.
Proctor. Directed by Edgar Jones and !j
Released by the Metro Picture Corpora¬
tion.

Then all considerately leave the warden's
office so that the young couple may hug.

Mr. Smith has selected an entirely new
but nevertheless adequate cast to properly
present the different parts. F.

t camera, nor has he neglected to use sub- Stephen Adams, modern Robin Hoodtitles where there was the slightest of I Hamilton Revelle
doubts about a point registering. Myrtle r Wulf Axtell, a modern fagin,
Stedman, as Solveig, is asked to play the ' . . . » William C. Cowper
entire length of the film with a placid, an- I two disciples of his fL-M- Horn?
gelic look that cannot help but become t R.ifhiVv.nTrnmn ^ G- Bel1

• • THF HDIJSF WITH NDRnnY uniVIF" - sliShtly boring toward the end. The bal- VanTromP. the revengeful disvHOUSE WITH NOBODY HOME ance of the roles, especially that of Asa, Janizary! store-ehkii'dWier'
A Three-Part Modern Drama, Featuring h are 111 capable hands. Decima Duress, his ward ..

Ivy Troutman and Brady Barker. Pro- i has been said that Ibsen would prob- Alderman McKenna
* ^ Tfa.l ably be somewhat surprised^ some of the Depending upon your

. . Henry Bergman
. . . R. Cooper Cliff

. . . . Lois Meredith Vv ;
John O'Hara -.f £*% i

leased as a Rial to Star Feature on the -
Mutual Programme.
Utilizing the theme of fear inspired by

the possibility of an inherited taint of in¬
sanity, this three-part drama proves inter¬
esting and entertaining, with some good
interpolated views showing the hallucina¬
tions resulting from a constant use of mor¬
phine. After becoming habitually addicted
to the drug, however, the young girl breaks
the habit with the greatest ease by means
of a sub-title. Could it only happen that
way in real life the world would be a hap¬
pier and brighter place to live in. Were
it not for the omnipotent power of sub¬
titles, it Is hard to imagine how moving
pictures could possibly exist. Ivy Trout-
man and Brady Barker gave a pleasing
performance in the leading roles, and the
balance of the cast were good.

Owing to the death of her father, an
eccentric millionaire, who distrusted banks,
the daughter is forced to leave her luxuri¬
ous home and seek work because the hiding
place of her father's wealth cannot be dis¬
covered. She has refused to marry the
man she loves because she suddenly learns
that her mother died in an insane asylum,
and she fears an inherited taint of insan¬
ity. Later, after undergoing many trials
and tribulations brought about by a schem¬
ing villain, she learns that her mental con-

away with her This starts two «mi n half dition depends wholly on herself, and she
reels of motion for tho onuiipm? 1 returns to her home. A coincidental meet-
out to ai™ the ranchers, whc? hi tifrn hive' jF^th her lover and a fortuitous bolt of
enlisted the aid of an old scout, and the!? < Lig?tnl,ne' serve,n<* only to kill the villain
finally successful efforts at rescue result in n but also JeYSal the ,.hid(ll!,g ,p!.a,ce <°f • lh.e

P o 'money, and the complicated plot is straight-
E.

.

mcwUQIi view-point, the ^duce(f by the Gaumont Company and Re- v incidents "that happen in the tempestuous |j hero 'of this film is an enemy or a friend
career of Peer Gynt on the screen. But ac- of society. George Bronson 'Howard's so-
tion was a necessity ; and it can be said ; cial righteousness called him an enemy, but
that the scenario framework merely serves Metro's scheme of things as they should be,
the stronger to bring out the peculiarly con- which has in mind the big mass of people
trndictorv character of Peer Gynt. Foil """ .... .illow- who will see the picture, pictures the

the death of the old foreman in a sacri
ficial role while her army captain emerges
with the girl in his arms. It is full of

ened out.

fighting spirit. F.

44 THE GUILT "
Three-Part " Broadway Favorites " Drama,

Produced by Hamilton Smith and Re¬
leased by the Kalem Company Sept. 27.

Eleanor Jeanette Horton
Gordon, a contractor, her father,

Edward Nannery
Thompson, politician, his partner,

Robert Vaughn
Roland, his secretary Harland Moore
Gates, district attorney Ralph Locke

A grafting contractor; his partner, a pol¬
itician ; his poor-but-honest secretary; his
daughter who loves the secretary; and a
district attorney. Such are the principal
characters made to play their roles in this
44 Broadway Favorites" production of Mr.
Smith's direction. And while it may not
be claimed that any great novelty exists
for such a screen treatise of a subject that
spends a good deal of time in court and
that relies on confession as a means of
solutino, at any rate there Is nothing rad¬
ically wrong therewith, either. It is a
fairly evenly balanced treatment of a crime
story, including a mystery, that follows
the most accepted tenets of film plays along
the general lines in which it moves.

Almost the first facts encountered are
the love of the girl for her father's secre¬
tary and the infatuation of the district at¬
torney. who takes her out pistol practising
with him, district attorneys in his neigh¬
borhood apparently being in need of gun
protection. Being thus expert in the hand¬
ling of small arms comes in handy later.
Her father has had a good deal of trouble
with his political partner over the division
of the spoils from their contracts, while he
also tells his secretary what he thinks of
him when that individual asks for the hand
of his daughter. Then ensues the scene
that will be recalled at the trial and later,
when, near the end of the film, the real cul¬
prit confesses. This scene shows the sec-

i retary leaving the room and the daughter
apparently killing her father. Having been
properly shocked at this apparent murder,
we are then translated to a pretty thorough
understanding of all that goes on at the
trial, jury, charge, etc., being clearly and
sometimes repeatedly pictured on the
screen. The result is that the secretary,
believing that the girl committeed the deed,is sent to the death house, while the graft¬
ing partner of her father is also sent awayfor a short term. He is speedily made a44 trusty," and is in the office when he hears
the girl, in an endeavor to free the man
she loves, declares herself the murderess.
This is too much for the 44 trusty." who
breaks down and confesses the murder, the

I shot having been fired from without and he
having seen a crooked transaction that the
contractor intended as he sat at his desk.
In the meantime a hand has been dallying

™ with the electric switch which is to send the
w fatal current through the body of the con-
U demned boy, but it is interrupted in time.

Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company,
dnotion Staged by Oscar Apfel.

Pro¬

duction Staged by
Peer Gynt
Solveig
Ase
Anitra
Ingrid
Annabel Lee
Virginia Thome .. .

Notanah
St. Peter ..... ... • •

The Button Moulder
The Parson
Robert . .

Cyril Maude
Myrtle Stedman

Fanny Y. Stockbridge
Mary Reubens

ing his escapade at home and the death of gentleman, despite the title, as largelv for -
Asa, Peer. Gynt is at times the slave-runner • the people. It is no new figure that the
in the Southern States, a plantation owner, ' author presents. Robin Hood, and Captain £
a wealthy explorer, hailed as the Prophet i Courtesy are two better known examples
by an African tribe, with the end in his t of similar leads who robbed the rich and
return to Solveig just in time to prevent ! turned the proceeds, less running expenses,
being cast into the button molder's pot, to over to the needy. This hero has several
be cast over again, since he had 44 set his • questionable qualities as the course of the
life's design" at nought. : picture develops, but the main point is

Little errors that are almost inexcusable, that the film is a solidly strong one every
and which are probably more the fault of _ foot of the way. Mr. Proctor's scenario
the cutting and editing department than has demanded many camera shifts so that
the director, mar the production to some close-up and normal melt one into the
extent. Half the audience is still wonder- other with almost every scene. This con¬
ing how Peer Gynt escaped from the tree stant change of focus lends interest as *■
he had been forced to climb by a lion, while ' variety in any other line will also do. The n7
the wording of some of the sub-titles could picturing is entirely adequate, rich sets '
very easily have been improved. The fanci- 1 and pretty exteriors contributing heavily ie pro-
ful nature of the subject will perhaps ex- 1 to the final result. ' DET,
cuse a lack of_ clarity in other portions of While the promoter of a lottery is giving, *

a huge banquet. Adams steals into his safe
and takes therefrom jewelry and money. He
is next seen on the broad ocean where he >t. 28
makes the acquaintance of Janissary's ward. .

He also takes her father's five thousand
away and gives it to his ward, who wants p"
to build a model tenement. His compan-

nearsai. jluc auapuau»ixV „ ions in the game we later find out, are of ;o
settings to conditions confronting the or- L the same school of theft as himself, so why
dinary exhibitor is thus made more evident, they shoukl have been willing that he give "p

W. away their cleverly earned spoils does not 11
a seem altogether clear. At any rate, they

.. * nrcrnT i irvNTT-\/A/Trvr»iu •» gather in the presence of their master and it . 0rA DESERT HONEYMOON is decided that the plans of Janissary's house ^
Three-Part Lubin Drama, Written and Pro- must be obtained. They are, cleverly, both

duced by Romaine Fielding. Released *n conception and execution. In the mean-
Sent 22 time. Stephen has decided to give up thek crooked life, because he loves the girl. But

Jack Romaine Fieldlne ] an ordinance comes up in the aldermanic )ct. 1
Chiquita v Vinnle Burns chamber that needs the vote of one McKen- >:_

a
Violet Malone na- a certain one of its members concerning , e
Eleanor Mason whom Janissary^ has incriminating papers

the picture. The scenes showing the sink
ing of the yacht, produced by means of
models, did not seem the work of such a
capable director as Oscar Apfel.

A point worthy of notice in connection
with the musical setting is the fact that it
was presented without any previous re¬
hearsal. The adaptability of the Beynon

ends

Bob. his friend
Mary, the innocent
Her Mother .*

. in the safe. The people of his district
It again becomes necessary to arag forth * want the vote, so Stephen hears of the mat- )ct. 2

' --- --11, again ^ - -o WilliL Lue vvjlc:, ou o v*.

ttrvsnn the superlatives of praise and to bestow ter through the girl. And he agrees to robminnifrwi Tirvson
^em unreservedly on this offering. Nor 1 o+ooi tho innWminn. ter of a
will there be much dispute when we say

Winnifred Bryson
Evelyn Duncan

-N'*or ,j the house meaning to steal the incrimina-
VanTromp, the oldest of theKitty Stevens will there be much dispute wnen we say . „„ .. _

. . . Herbert Standing that this is undoubtedly the finest picture ■ l,g, PaPers- VanTromp, the oldest of the
'' Lubin has released within a year, not to go '' „;S;ples ? t the master thief then goes

' '

Juan de laTSuz further afield in bestowing the due mead ' r'Jletures, how Janissary drove him riipcJuan de la Cruz a of praige The eiements contributing to °£ the grocery business years before and ' K ' '
" Peer Gynt," as a picture, is satisfactory success are difficult to analyze. a tS?n ftole Janissary's child. That „v - 4

entertainment; as an interpretation of lb- Firstly. Mr. Fielding has conceived a 1 12 5 stePhen- So he follows Stephen , u,.
sen its success will bear qualification. But 1 story that bears every mark of strength * L° , hous® an<1 announces that there Is a , 6
when taken in connection with the musical i and, secondly, he has taken advantage of !^clarT7UPrt, s' Stephen is caught after , .... 7
accompaniment supplied by George Beynon, ,.Very opportunity. In this rather general S lr ' anTrnmp tells Janissary the truth. 0^.., *
there can be no hesitancy in recommending formula for picture success we have yet to ™.att.ers are so rearranged that the curtain r,b„ 9
the performance as an enjoyable one. 1 state, however, that not every one knows 5

Cyril Maude plays the role of Peer Gynt, j how to take advantage of the opportunity
his initial screen effort, with a certain arti- and. what is still more imporaant. not
ficially romantic touch, a swagger and a i everyone can be a Romaine Fielding' As
flourish, that is probably in keeping with we have said before, Mr. Fielding's secret
the character, though it is a bit strange to as far as he himself is concerned consists f , ... iir
photoplay followers, accustomed to the in extreme characterizations, but it goes i «. e. ™°nth- as we have
more realistic screen school. The director | even further this time. In Vinnie Burns Intimated, the kind of a picture that

clinch may be administered.
There are innumerable instances of very tc,

excellent work on the part of the cast,
the director and the adapter. While not
revolutionary in any branch of picture-
making it is undoubtedly one of the strong-

!

should " go big." *

'THE SONG OF THE WAGE SLAVE"
Based on the Poem by Robert W. Service.

Scenario by Herbert Blacke and Aaron
Hoffman. Produced by Popular Plays
and Players * '
Five Reels.

for Release by Metro

Ned Lane
Mildred Hale

, Andrew Hale
Frank Dawson
Edwin Dawson

] Rev. Francis Pettibone
Talek

Edmund Breese
. . Helen Martin

J. Byrnes

lot

N. Y. J
......... j. jD.yruea •- : .

. Fraunie Framholz

..... Albert Froom

0 Talek * George Maclntyre tvfl
'1 Mrs Tn'lpir Wallace Scott1

Neda Wright —Claire Hillier
.... Kitty Reichert

CYRIL MAUDE MAKES HIS MOTION PICTURE DEBUT,

It Alico
n Simo, an agitator William Morse

" The Song of the Wage Slave" deals
] with the life of Ned Lane, a worker in the

I mills owned by Edwin Dawson, Mildred
Hale, the daughter of Andrew Hale, a fore-

. man in the mill, and Frank Dawson, the Wl
son of the mill-owner. At least those are ^ PI
the characters that stand out most in the CISC/J I

a picture. To be sure, there are eleven in the
cast with a great many more in mob scenes.

It tells the story of how Ned Lane loved
Mildred and how Frank Dawson won Mil¬
dred, only to compromise her, and how Ned
married her to shield her from disgrace.
Dawson's father was killed and then Ned
left Mildred to the man she loved. That
is the way the story starts. Then Lane
goes away and does many and divers things
but in the end, through his work in a mill
and his connection with a labor union,
< omcs in contact with Dawson and Mildred,
and ends by saving her at the expense of

re is most interest-
ato mines. lumber

his owi

1

I

■iw N
PICKING THREE MOMENTS FROM THREE OF THE STRONG CURRENT FEATURE PRODUCTIONS.Lou-Tellegen Makes His Debut in Lasky's " The Ex- William Humphrey, Earle Williams, and William Shea—A Trio Showing What a Happy Home Is Like in Metro's " The

plorer." " Let Him Go, Doc," He Is Saying Here. of Williams—in Vitagraph's " My Lady's Slipper." Song of the Wage Slave." from thp RpnrW

3 rppor
utirtn

.

: camps, and many other places of general
interest which should insure its success,

i In places it is a bit drawn out and in one
place, when Mildred is contemplating sui-'"T cide, a skeleton is faded into the picture
(also Father Time is drawn into it in the
same way) emphasis that was unneccary.I sary.

igj The work of Edmund Breese is excellent.rJ '-e d°es not, as is the case very often, over-
| do his emotion scenes, but gives one the
j impression of being a real whole-hearted1 man, and he is not the only one who isJivord worthy of some note for the work of Helen

. 1 Martin, as Mildred Hale is, in the sameJ way, fine. Fraunie Framholz as Frankv ; 1 Dawson is well into the half-cadishness

1° and half-manliness of the role he depicts.B.

"THE EXPLORER"
A Five-Part Adaptation of W. Somerset-

Maugham's Romantic Novel of the Same
Name, Featuring Lou-Tellegen. Produced
by the Jesse L. Lasky Feature PlayCompany Under the Direction of GeorgeMelford, for Release on the Paramount
Programme, Sept. 19.

Lou-Tellegen
Tom Forman

.... Dorothy Davenport
James Neill

B. B. Carpenter |

A lec McKenzie
(ieorge Allerton
Lucy Allerton
Dr. Adamson
Mclnnery

William C. DeMille has made a good,
comprehensive adaptation of this success¬
ful popular novel, which is particularlyfitted for moving picture production. Place
intense dramatic action in the midst of
beautiful scenery and it is bound to result
in a good picture provided it is not marred
by the acting; and when good acting is'

• * added to this the result automatically be-

j1 < (imes a mighty good picture. Such is
•'

The Explorer." It conforms to the con¬
ditions in every circumstance and in addi¬
tion it lias been elaborately staged, care¬
fully and realistically directed, and most
excellently photographed. The exterior

■ settings simulating the heart of the African
k -jungle are marvelously beautiful, the pho-if t. graphy soft, clear and distinct, with some

> fl good examples of night photography anddouble exposure. Taken as a whole, it isnM a thoroughly good picture and one that
ng ft

does not approve of him. They spend all J Jects- He places the life-size doll in frontphotoplay which will give pleasure to a their money, and he is forced to seek me- 8 of an °Pen window during a thunder storm
great many who have the opportunity to nial employment in her father's factory 1 in tlle h°Pe a stroke of lightning will
see it. It makes a better photoplay than , , There he is successful in saving his wealthy ' generate the spark of life. A bolt of light
it does a regular drama, for. as is evident ;, father-in-law's life and a reconciliation foi- Ilin® comes and renders the young man un-
so often, it can depict the past, which in k>i lows.

~; conscious. While he is in this state the girl
this particular instance happens to be in ^ i With such a small story to work with, u appears, having run away from her hus-
the form of a dream. H Donald McKenzie has turned out as good * !>and, and seeing the doll puts on itsGeoffrey Lascelles, who has just done his h a picture as was possible. Some big scenes clothes. The young man returning to con-
fiancee the honor of becoming somewhat n were worked in. which, with their sensa- sciousness sees his supposed doll walking

n4- u;r. -is -- ^
•

about and the shock hrino-Q ha^if his sanity.
seeking his

uio ouupuseu HO 11 VHnnnllsm we„> th,> s>ivYn^WVaVe'n? th^nm" ,ll'out and the shock brlnSS hack his
intoxicated at his bachelor dinner, returns

Labor trouble at the elder Mc- The deserted husband conies seek!..* ...»

to his home. He has just made himself • ""ction. LaDor^ trouble at the elder „-ife, but she refuses to return to him, and
comfortable whon Simpam, man very £ Cabe^factory ^e ve^ a^s W „ good t, the picture closes. with«">t

u iff —
fire followed by an exciting riot, which was a divorce and napps marriage ionow.finally broken up by a troop of United r]

_ ,,.
t ^ .>

States cavalry madly galloping to the res- "1 "THE LITTLE MADEMOISELLEmv ho , T^e son-in-law saves the elder Mc-
six.Part Production From the Story by

my- Cabe's life during the melee, and the pic- Mark Swan Director Oscar Eagle.
l^HSpn?v £ure closes with the usual happy ending. J

produced by the World Film Corporation,
suddenly George Probert and Alma Martin gave an ]t rather, «hio " a

much interested in archeology, interrupts
him by bringing in a mummy which he
asks Lascelles to keep over night.Simpson then leaves and Lascelles falls
asleep, dreaming about this mummy. Hedreams ^of her as she was thousands
years previous, and that she has
come to life. This predicament rathe-
startles him, but the mummy, who was
once a Princess, commands many thingsof him which he is forced to do at thepoint of a dagger.

The picture is done in good form and is
attractive from a dramatic point, and also
uses to advantage the ridiculous side ofthe situation. Antonio Moreno is obedientand commanding in his manner of han¬
dling the mummy, Edith Storey, who doesher role in a way that assures one that shehas done 110 little in studying that type oforiental which Amenset, the Princess, is.Charles Brown as Simpson makes one laugh

able interpretation to the feature roles.
E.

u
s

Lili Breval
Henry Breval, her uncle
Mr. Pemberton
Jim Pemberton, his son ...

Gabrielle D'Ornay
" THE DANCING DOLL "

„nester^ Bi?re^mr^ri^r^na^ Drama, Featuring S "The Little Mademoiselle" proves to be-Edward ^1. Roseman and Vivian Wessell. an entertaining: Diet11 re in sty rook ^

Vivian Martin
Mario Mojeroni
E. M. Kemball
Arthur Ashley

Lila Chester

I'.UTl-O LU L>C I
.

,i,lttU Wesselh an entertaining picture in six reels, of ajProduced by the Kalem Company Under little French girl who by accident, chance, jthe Direction of George Sargent for* Re-} or fate meets one Jim Pemberton as he is Ilease on the General Film Company Pro- being discharged from a garage where hegramme.
has been working sineo —Johann ....

I)r. Latham
Hilda
Wolii-

has been working since his father told him
,, , he must make bis way in the world, be-

.... Edward I. Roseman
cause of his being suspended from college.'Viv^n Wessell Lili Breval, the Little Mademoiselle, can.

"THE SPENDER"
AQFAve^>ai? Prama by George Brackett I worked out and al^eitz Featuring George Probert and Alma I the acting could hav

„ ^

iuiiuws rc—t "v-. xx.cits are many things inj them to the bitter end only to find that pictuie that carries one s attention
'

simple love was a far more valuable pos- ;j along as, for instance, when the two aresession than fame. It is a good story, well / "earing Buffalo, which is their destination,worked out and ably directed, although' Pemberton ts given a chance to drive an au-
■■ • g'been impr'ovcd upon. . . ♦"""'bile in a race .which is being held.

w Jeorge
Martin. Produced by Pathe under the ] The settings and photography were good feDirection of Donald McKenzie for Re- j throughout.lease as a Gold Rooster Feature. j a young wood carver is in love with |Peter Lobert .'. George Probert I the daughter of a neighboring wood cut- JBarley .• James McCabe 1 ter, but she is imbued with the desire toPatrick McCabe . Sam Ryan dance. At the fashionable Summer hotel inof hil?ven surpasses the high standard of excel- | NeiUe McCabe Alma Martin t the neighborhood she attracts the attention J• in maintained by this company. Jim >^alsh Paul Panzer

a famous professional dancer who per- U. J-ne Picture opens very slowly and con- ! Although this five-part production has j suades her to come to New York and be *|!atijtinues so for the first reel, but this is oc- r many admirable features, it does not come, his dancing partner. She runs away froin T1
j casioned.by the necessity of impressing on up to the standard set by the other Pathe ! home and her act causes the death of her i

; jj the minds of the audience the various char- e productions that have been released in thisvi acterizations, with the result that the bal- ( series. And this is largely because the.-j ance of the picture is made easier of com-* ' .... - - - -
. prehension. 7-- m "oetn ]y enjoyable

DESTRUCTION.
Ternande Theda Bara
Dave Walker J. Herbert Frank
John Froment, Sr James Furey

picture is maue easier or com-E story on which the whole production isLou Tellegen gave a thorough-f; based is not big enough in any way for ae performance in the strong Gold Rooster production^ Brieflv, it deals 1
:is | leading Vole of Donald McKenzie, the ex- ;helesf•plorer, and with the exception of a slight ro1;ny>n tendency to overact at times brought out jf,.ne the strong, virile manhood of the character '

.

10 he was personating in a manner that was ". 7...convincing and human. Fanny Davenport,1 " in leading feminine role, was pleasing in 1• fe 1] the little that «.ho wqq *■- J -

father and drives her lover insane. She is PI
an immediate success in the city, rapidly Mmounting the ladder of fame, and marriesher partner. Married life son palls on the
man. however, and he treats her brutally. ,,

2&. E|

John Froment, Jr...
John Froment, 3d...
Mr. Deleveau
Josine Walker
Josine's Brother
Lang
Mill Foreman

Carleton Macy
Gaston Bell

Warner Oland
Esther Hoier

Master Tansey
Arthur Morrison

Frank Evans

to

her

'

% littie that she was called upon to do, ?hand Tom lorman as the wilful and thought- Lless brother did a good bit of character *-
(I u Interpretation. James Neill as the doctor ri'!'X expedition handled a minor part 8 !intei well.

:re <j uvuio

who refuses to break his word, even thoughjbv keenine- it ho will u..

Pllh„en?e.of.the, story deals with a man very<

aye p
f thuij

ity
s tail
re craj
rJ

i£

Jby keeping it he will lose the respect of the h .■ girl he loves. William McKenzie, an ex¬plorer, commissioned to penetrate the in- be*n 5terior of Africa by the British Government., , , ;is persuaded to take the brother of his ~
,fiancee along in an attempt to make a manof him. In the heart of the jungle the 'brother, who has repeatedly caused trouble. " •'.!/places the whole expedition in danger as a Isted « rresult of his attempt to violate a native r .girl and his killing of her native lover.The blacks demand that the murderer beturned over to them for punishment, andwhen this is refused declare war. McKen¬zie forces a confession from the brother,and he at last sees the enormity of his \r"T,*Tconduct. In atonement he begs for the J {honor of remaining in the stockade and [covering the retreat of the expedition. Agood double fight results. The expedition

escapes and the brother is killed. Thescene then returns to England and the dra¬matic situation follows in which McKenziesacrifices his love rather than blast thereputation of the man he left behind, bybreaking his word. The usual happy end¬ing is brought about by the doctor steppinginto the breach and supplying the verynecessary explanation. E.
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41 THE DUST OF EGYPT"
Six-Part Screen Adaptation of Alan Camp- 1bell's Play by the Same Name. A Vita- I
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graph Blue Ribbon Feature Released 011 JV-L-S-E Programme Oct. 4, and Directed
by George Baker.

Geoffrey Lascelles
Billings
Simpson

.. . Antonio Moreno tl
Hughie Mack Li

. . . Charles Brown
lay Dwiggins "

.... William Shea .
. . . . Edward Elkas lyJ. Herbert Frank
.. Nicholas Dunaew
. .. George Stevens fl

Jack Brawn
f Mr. Sneeze n

( Mr. Pluto
Edith Storey

. Cissy Fitz-gerald • '
. . Naomi Childers .

. .. Ethel Corcoran '
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The scenario from which "Destruction" wan
filmlzed, is based on Emil Zola's famous
book entitled "Labor." It is a fire-reel Will¬
iam Fox feature in which Theda Bara is the
star. The picture was filmed originally about
three or more years ago as a three-reel pro¬
duction and released by the Solax Company,
which has since passed out of existence as a
releasing firm. Will S. Davis is accredited
with both the direction and the authorship
of the story. He may have written a better
story than has been finally turned out, but If
he did the record taken by the camera does
not show it. Incidentally, if the author is re¬
sponsible for the "cut-in" titles he should be
taken to task for the manner in which he has
framed them. There are times when his
language no more fits his characters then the
title of "gentlemen" could be applied to sub¬
way guards as a whole. The photography
suffers to a great extent from over lighting
and lack of lighting In spots and were it not
for the acting of several of the members of
the supporting company the picture would be
a particularly bad one. Miss Bara Is far from
being at her best in this feature. She seems
to employ but three tricks of expression
throughout, and these are naturally much
overworked. The principal fault with the
film version of "Labor" is the fact there is
absolutely not the slightest attempt at con¬
tinuity in the manner in which the story is
unfolded. Things happen throughout the pic¬
ture without any rhyme or reason for them
and the audience is forced to figure it all out
for themselves. It would seem as though the
author was too close to his subject and when
he came to direct the picture he took too
much for granted regarding general famili¬
arity with the subject he was filming. Miss
Bara In the role of an adventuress manages

to beguile a wealthy mill owner Into marry¬ing her. She learns that he has heart failureand believes that if she can prejudice him
against his son by a former wife, she will
receive his wealth on his death. In the
former she is partially successful, but death
overtakes the husband before the will is
changed. She then schemes to do away withthe son, but falls to reckon with the workings I

of the man who is near a re- '

EDITH STOREY IN " DUST OF EGYPT."
A Forthcoming Vitagraph Special Feature Production.

| of the mind
.

version to primitive type, this finally bringsabout her destruction. The role or almost
"cave man" type was wonderfully played byJ. Herbert Frank and it stood out as one of
the characterizations distinctly worth while in
this picture. There were times when he domi¬
nated the scenes completely and the star had
little or no chance against his personality.
Carleton Macy as the mill owner also gave a
most studied performance, as did also James
Furey as the aged grandfather. The picture
could be helped a hundred per cent, with the
aid of retitling. The first thing to do would
be to establish the characters to a greater
extent than is now done and then to tell the
story by the means of the titles, in the event
that the film could not lie reassembled to
clarify the story. Fred.
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two act." They meet in front of a lonely canvas
lake and launch instanter into song. It's called " No¬
body Home," and is a lively invitation to call, set to
music. It follows this lyric trend:

" Put your black hat on,
Your brain is dead;
Can't you understand, dear, nobody home,
I told you we'd be alone;
I'm with you,
The sky's the limit."

There is some patter—pretty crude—and then
comes another song, " Put Me to Sleep With an Old-
Pashioned Melody, But Wake Me Up With a Rag."
After that they occupy two chairs in front of a white

called "The Bomb" and written by Gordon Johnstone
and Warrick Williams.

The scene is a detective agency's office. A wealthy
Italian has been killed by an infernal machine and
the police are hunting the blackhander. A Sicilian
padrone is being questioned by the chief detective.
The padrone is told that the real murderer has been
arrested, is about to be questioned and that his serv¬
ices are needed as interpreter. The padrone's shifting
eyes and furtive manner easily reveal him to be the
real criminal—if you're an observing vaudeville
patron.

FRANK TINNEY (plus his bagpipes and ever-present cigar) dropped into vaudeville for a
week at the Palace.

Tinney's turn consists of patter with the orchestra
director—the you-must-ask-me sort of dialogue, im¬
promptu in appearance.
Frank Tinney and the Orchestra Leader

"Hullo, Frank, how are you?" inquires the leader.
" I feel all right, now, I do," responds Tinney.
" You'll have to throw that cigar away."
" No, Fred. No, Fred, I don't have to throw that

cigar away, I don't have to throw that cigar away.
Now you ask me why I don't have to throw that cigar
away."

" Why don't you have to throw I
that cigar away?" I

" Because I got it at a party last
night. I was chewing tobacco, cursin'
and everything."

Tinney is elemental, but he is
funny—now and then. A whole lot
of his Palace material was old. He
even told the story of the goat with¬
out a nose. "How does he smell?"
" Awful! " That comes pretty near
being one of the seven original jokes.

Tinney evoked discords from his
bagpipes. Indeed, he conceded that
he put the II in " II Trovatore."
Then he gave his scene from " Tosca." I
" I don't know 'xactly what they says
—I seen it in the movin' pi'tures," j
Tinney explains and begins to impro¬
vise lines that aren't quite Sardou-
like, unless perhaps you can imagine
Scarpia being told " That's over your
head, you big Swede." \

Tinney has a sense of humor—ele- I
mental, but still a sense of humor. ]
Just now all h£ needs is new mate¬
rial—which seems to be a typical
Summer complaint.
Bonita and Lew Ilearn Reunite

Bonita and Lew Hearn reunited
at the Palace. They, too, clung to
the " old stuff."

First Bonita sings " Down Among
the Sheltering Pines." and then the
rather diminutive Hearn — bewhisk-
ered, silk hatted and generally agri-

Wilton Lackaye as a Subway Laborer
But the prisoner—a white haired, broken laborer—

is brought in. He weakens under rapid fire question¬
ing and finally confesses his part in the explosion,
incriminating the padrone as the man who ignited
the fuse. The padrone tries to escape from the room
and is led away, screaming oaths at the Italian.

Then the old laborer straightens up, pulls off his
white whiskers and eyebrows—and reveals a master
detective beneath. That's the " punch " of the sketch
—and it is a distinct surprise. Moreover, the playlet
has a certain element of sustained interest, largely
through Mr. Lackaye's vivid portrayal of the old,
grief-stricken, Italian. We don't know how true to
life is his dialect, but the characterization has force,
vigor and solidity. He makes the laborer theatrical
but human. The remainder of the cast is more than
satisfactory, with Robert Lawrence as the padrone
and William T. Morgan as the chief detective.

" The Bomb " itself doesn't stand a severe acid test
as a playlet, but it has qualities enough to exist—
besides Mr. Lackaye's excellent playing.

In " The Awakening," Florence Rockwell's variety
vehicle, Marion Short attempted more than she accom-

1 1 ■ wiju'fiiira. •• m

plished. Using the semblance of a modern morality
drama, Miss Short strives to force home the indif¬
ference of the wealthy to their poorer fellow creatures.
A Morality Dream with a Message

Miss Rockwell plays the shallow, selfish Miss Mil¬
lionaire, loved by Kirke Fairplay, who is interested in
reform work. She doesn't comprehend his ideals until
she sits down in a chair to rest for a moment and falls
asleep. The dream is visualized, for the back of the
room disappears and we are shown a street corner.
Miss Starvation, typifying the downtrodden masses,
passes. She is hungry and cold and desperate. Miss
Temptation—blonde and wearing a red cloak—ap¬
proaches. She whispers in the girl's ear but is re¬
pulsed. As she disappears Mr. Crime presents him¬
self. He is Owen Davisly attired in the conventional
black plus a silk hat, black mustache and cigarette.
Mr. Crime whispers, too, and hands the girl a dagger.
Then Miss Starvation climbs stealthily into the room
where Miss Millionaire is asleep. The lights flash out
—and the society butterfly awakens.

TVhite. N. Y.
MISS JOSIE HEATHER,

Appearing in the Two-a-Day in a Song Specialty

drop and do a travesty of two fren¬
zied film fans. The song has this re¬
frain :
" I'd like to be the girl in the picture

if you were the boy,
Would you die for me a million

times a night? "
This idea has certain possibilities,

although it isn't new. Clifton Craw¬
ford did a number along this line some
time ago.

While we're on the subject of lyrics,
how about a new song called " I Love
You in a Million Different Ways,"
with gentle lines like this :
" I love you like an incubator chicken

loves a lamp,
Like a bulldog loves the trousers of

a tramp."
We respectfully award the early

Summer's prize to this melody.
In the Junior Varieties

Harry Richards and Bessie Kyle
take no chances with untired veins of
humor. They have a drop showing
two brick houses—with movable doors
—and they burst upon the scene as a
quarreling married couple. Now a
domestic dispute is, we understand,
absolutely " sure fire." We don't
know exactly why, but we're told it
is. In fact it's one of the canons of
the old time variety author. Anyway.
Richards and Kyle have this idea and
their turn might be called a matri¬
monial dispute with songs.

cultural in appearance—appears. Next ensues some
subtle repartee.

"Are you married?" Bonita asks.
" Look at those scars," replies Hearn, removing his

hat.
Hearn sings, too, in a weird phonographic voice

and finally they do the cafe scene in which Bonita
borrows money from the bewildered Hearn to bribe
an imaginary angry husband.

There is a burlesque atmosphere about the turn.
"Mrs. Temple's Telegram" Condensed

William Morris has reconstructed his tabloid ver¬
sion of " Mrs. Temple's Telegram."

" Mrs. Temple's Telegram," if you can remember
back that far, was built along typical farce lines of
fifteen years ago, circling around a husband's efforts
to explain an all night's absence. He affirms that he
spent the evening with a friend, John Brown, and
wifey secretly sends a telegram to the mysterious
Brown, in order to ascertain the truth of the story.
Hubby learns of the wire and gets a friend to pose
as Brown. Then the jealous wife of a real John
Brown, who lives at the supposedly mythical address,
appears. Complications, of course.

" Mrs. Temple's Telegram " is along mistaken iden¬
tity lines now quite out of date. It won mild laugh¬
ter at the Palace, and, in its variety form, isn't at all
badly done. Mr. Morris is, however, using his old
billing, which lists a character not a part of the pres¬
ent version.

Robbie Gordone presented Iter attractive posing spe¬
cialty, with one or two new and robust tableaux. Miss
Gordone is now using a slight facial make-up, which
gives a certain warmth to the coloring.
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Prince Lai Mon Kim, who bills himself as the
" noted Chinese tenor," did, among other songs, the
Irish balled, " Mother Macree." We dare the prince
to try this in Dublin.
Gilda Varesi in "War Brides"

Up at the Royal we had an opportunity to watch
Gilda Varesi in the second cast of Mrs. Marion Went-
worth's anti-war sketch, " War Brides." On a whole,
Miss Varesi's performance is more repressed than the
tempestuous peasant of Nazimova, but, nevertheless,
she does compelling work. Even with an otherwise
less able surrounding cast, the sketch made its mo¬

mentary emotional appeal.

PERHAPS some one has already termed IreneFranklin the O. Henry of the character song.
There's the same humor, sense of characteriza¬

tion, understanding of every-day humanity.
RAPI

Moffett Studio, N. Y.
MISS EMILY FRANCES HOOPER,

Dancing in Vaudeville.

Murray Pauli and Pauline Hess—late of the Hess

iit'. 'juue iMioiie win ' iiYjunu* n vThe lover returns to find Miss Millionaire com¬pletely reformed. " I had a dream," she says, " thattaught me everything—the joy of giving. I neverunderstood. The wall between us has broken down."And there you are! However laudable was MissShort's purpose, her methods in suggesting the dreameffect of the morality reformation are crude, lumber¬ing and talky.
Most of the long speeches, of course, fall to Miss

Rockwell, who plays both Doris Millionaire and MissStarvation, but they didn't sound very real—either in
the writing or the reading. Charles Trowbridge isthe lover while the dream beings are merely done inpantomime.

The Kerville Family present a trick billiard turn.One of the team bounds billiard balls from the table,the flying ivory spheres being caught by the threeassistants in nets attached to their heads. The turn is
neat enough, although there is a certain sameness tothe various stunts.

MISS CLAIRE ROCHESTER,
Double-Voiced Vocalist. Appearing at the New Brighton

Theater This Week.

Leo Pirnikoff and Ethel Rose headed a dancingspecialty, being aided by eight girls termed the " Im¬
perial Ballet" by the enthusiastic programme.The specialty has numerous pretty moments—atleast it makes up in aspiration what it lacks in in¬
spiration.

Mae Melville and Robert Higgins came back to thePalace in their duo-logue, " Putting on Airs." Wedoubt if a single line of the patter has been changedin a season—probably even longer. Can any one beless progressive—less thoughtful of their own advance¬ment—than some variety players?
Grace La Rue and Her Songs

Grace La Rue top-lined at the New Brighton Thea¬ter and presented an unchanged repertoire, save theaddition of Irving Berlin's " My Bird of Paradise."Although Miss La Rue is using an exclusive patteraddition which lifts up the melody, the number isn'tup to the level of her ability. Indeed, most of therepertoire—save " The Salutation of the Dawn " and,in a lesser way, the graceful " Tango Dream "—isn'treally worthy of Miss La Rue. An artiste withimagination shouldn't waste her time upon syncopatedpiffle.

)]
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IT'S difficult to tell which was the more eminenthistrionic event of the past week—the opening ofthe Ziegfeld Follies or the the re-appearance ofMr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle in vaudeville. TheCastles, you know, paused in their meteoric careerto invade the varieties for a single week.
The Vogue of the Castles

The dance craze is dead—but the popularity of theCastles goes on. They crowded the Palace andproved there that their vogue is quite undiminished.The Castles's specialty was very, ve-e-ry informal,don't you know. Personal, chatty, yet smartly aloof—and all that sort of thing. Vernon came out toexplain to the uninitiated the various evolutions, Ireneflitted before our—er—fascinated gaze in a new gownand the two dashed away in a brand new dancingmaze. First they did the pavanne, with Irene inpicturesque Russian garb of red and gold; then thewaltz canter, which Vernon admitted " wasn't hor'blyeffective on the stage"; the fox trot, where Vernonagain confided that " trot steps that feel nice don'tshow up well, if you know what I mean "; and finallya giddy waltz. Incidentally, Vernon contributed hisspecialty in which he plays the tango drums and trapsand juggles drum sticks in lively fashion.Of course, the Castles dance gracefully. They'reour supreme ballroom artists, possessing distinction.
; intelligence, delicacy of the dance, and what is termedin the varieties—class. Irene Castle, who can createa coiffure earthquake without an effort, is dainty

, enough to be a modernized Watteau shepherdess.She's a pastel painted to syncopated time.

The Imitators Are Returning
The vaudeville imitator is returning to favor. Re¬member the avalanche of mimics some years ago?Possibly they're coming back. Belle Blanche, for in¬stance, proved to be the artiste of the Palace bill.She contributed a half dozen imitations, suggestingthe voice of Calve, the twang and sincere humor ofIrene Franklin and the vocal mannerisms of otherartists with decided mimic skill. She concluded witha glimpse of George Monroe, Sam Bernard, LauretteTaylor, James T. Powers, Ethel Barrymore, FrankTinney and Ralph Hertz at a ball game—only MissBlanche was all seven. A Trentini aria from" Naughty Marietta" came as an encore. MissBlanche has a natural voice of unusual timbre. Itnio-Vif oqgi 1 x7 havo hppri n hrilHnnf-
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present, the St. Claires lack a

professional touch but they
are entertaining.

The Mosconi Brothers —

dancers—start out along the
usual lines, gliding out in
evening clothes equipped with
silk hats and canes. This is
one of the conventions of vaude¬
ville. Next, however, one of
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MISS STELLA TRACEY.
White, N. Y.

Condensing Gilbert and Sullivan

—At thfc Star

The Gilbert and Sullivan Revue proved to be amingling of " Pinafore," " The Mikado," " The Piratesof Penzance " and " The Gondoliers." With a settingshowing the deck and forward turret of a modernbattleship, the action starts with the story of " Pina¬fore," absorbs part of " The Mikado" as the vesselis supposed to reach Japanese waters and ultimatelyincludes the capture of " The Pirates of Penzance"off the coast of Cornwall. Cuts and changes weremade in the librettos, indeed the characters of the
operas co-mingle until the plot becomes as puzzlingas a modern musical comedy theme. Ralph Rack-straw, the seaman hero of the Pinafore, talks withthe Mikado, the Pirate King of the Pirates meets SirJoseph Porter and the policemen of the Pirates appearon the Pinafore deck.

Personally, we believe it would have been far better
to have kept the tabloid operas distinct. Just whythe Pinafore became a modern dreadnaught isn't clear,either. Still, the revue is a distinctly ambitious effortin the right direction. In staging the revue and inhandling the large chorus, the producers showed acommendable earnestness.

Lack of Voice and Diction
Undoubtedly better principles could have beenselected. Albert Pellaton handled his lines as theMikado commendably. His enunciation brought out

some of the excellence of the Gilbertian lines and
lyrics. But his diction was practically the only dis¬tinct enunciation in the cast. Vernon Dalhart's voicesounded well, with a decidedly agreeable tone at times.
an^.K/ithrvn Irving sang her "Pirates" solo very

, well. However, if you want to
realize the greatness of De
Wolf Hopper in Gilbertian
roles, see the tabloid revue.
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In the Varieties with Victor Stone.

the brothers introduced a dancing imitation of thatloose-trousered screen gentleman, Charlie Chaplin,while his partner did a brief feminine impersonation.

Madeleine Harrison, aided by a masculine dancer'and a Balalaika orchestra of twelve, came to theFifth Avenue Theater late in the week.Miss Harrison interprets a series of dances, some¬times alone and again with her assistant. Theseranged from the barefoot " classics" to a sort ofTipperary trot, the best of the repertoire. In fact,this is prettily done. During costume changes, theorchestra Balalaikas its way through several numbers.
Edna Luby Again

Edna Luby returned to prominence at the FifthAvenue Theater in a series of six imitations, ratherbadly arranged for effectiveness. Miss Luby reallyhas but slender mimic skill, catching the vocal in¬tonation now and then. Her imitation of Nazimovaas the peasant of " War Brides" isn't comparable'to Violet Dale's photographic bit, her Beatrice Her-ford is miles from that brilliant woman's crisp andrefreshing humor, and her duplicate of Nora Bayesdoing " Hicki Hoy" makes that melody sound quitebanal. Possibly it was Miss Bayes's art that madethe Hawaiian melody so atmospheric.
We had our first glimpse of " The Seven ColonialBelles" at the Fifth Avenue, too. In white wigsand the silks and ruffles of Revolutionary days, theseven young women introduce a rather prettily stagedmusical turn—one that will get along quite well andS— '*
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MISS VIOLET DALE,
Presenting a Repertoire of Vivid Imitations in the

Varieties.
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Mack Donahue and Alice
Marion Stewart were at the
Palace in their two-act. Miss
Stewart wears a queer garb—
masculine trousers plus a fem¬
inine shirtwaist—while Dona¬
hue is a comedy eccentric
dancer. They circle about the
stage almost without pausing
while they exchange remarks
like this—-—

" Where were you going last
night when I saw you going
into a saloon ?" asks Miss
Stewart.

" I was going into a saloon,"
responds Donahue.

" Wished I'd seen you," she
comments.

The turn is really very ele¬
mental. Excepting Donahue's
grotesque dancing, it's rather a
bore.

Antwerp Girls Play and Sing
The Misses St. Claire—billed

as " the four Antwerp Girls"
and Belgian refugees—intro¬
duced a little musical specialty,
playing the harp, violin, guitar,
and cello, besides presenting
several vocal moments. The
'cellist seems particularly able,
while the harpist is effective,
too. Their best number was
the harp-cello interpretation of
Gounod's Ave Maria. Just at
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MISS EVA TANGUAY.



The Female Minstrels
There was a feminine minstrel act bearing the title

of " The Colonial Minstrel Maids." The end " men " ex¬
changed this sort of repartee with the interlouctor-ess:

"How do you feel, Miss Nettie?" >
" I feel just like a frog."
"How's that?"
" Full of hops."
All of which might continue that dangerous fallacy

that women have no sense of humor.

Building Costumes While You Wai^
" The Fashion Shop" was the title of a rather

strange production at the Fifth Avenue Theater.
In the form of a musical comedy and with a scene laid
in a Paris modiste's shop, it presented a series of
demonstrations of how costumes can be constructed
in a few moments out of bits of silk and lace.

The models appear in somewhat unusual negligee
and are rapidly " fitted" with costumes built from
odds and ends. Into this idea is thrown an American
farmer—the usual comedy agriculturist—and his
comedy Sis Ilopkins-ish daughter, visiting in Paris.
The Parisian atmosphere consists largely of " ze " and
" zis " dotted into the dialogue. '

The presentation is really pretty fearful. It's only
reason for its existence is the costume idea.

< (HPHE Evangelist of Joy," as Eva Tanguay is
now billed, came back to Broadway at the
Palace with a re-arranged repertoire and

one new number.

Tanguay's "I" Songs
She launched her specialty with the new song,

rather lacking in the electrical Tanguay spark and
termed " Egotistical Eva," with mild little personal-
isms like
" It's I, I, I and I and I and I and I,

Until you think there's no one else bene&th the sky."
The whole turn is personal plus, of course. It was

hot. Perhaps that's why Miss Tanguay didn't seem
(juite so spontaneously cyclonic. But she worked
untiringly, as she always does. We've never seen
Miss Tanguay spare herself.

" The Wall Between," Agnes Scott's old sketch, a
little romance of two gardens separated by a high
wall, reappeared at the Avenue. In it a young in¬
genue—unnamed—of some promise appeared, but the
masculine role was poorly handled.

Later in the week the Fifth Avenue Theater offered
an attractive and well thought out posing offering.
" Marble Gems." With a huge arch as a frame and
black velvet hangings as a background, tableaux are
presented by two young women. Several of these *
have a distinct touch of humanness and sympathy, as
" Motherhood " and " The Whisper." This is a note
usually lacking in posing specialties.
mon ac xpres. uie jinuuauiui uowvw. ~—--■ > - --
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< < T E CAFE FUTURIST," the new scena pro¬
duced by Gene Hodgkins and Mile. Mar-

'-J guerite Destrees at the New Brighton Thea¬
ter, promised something bizarre. The futuristic ten¬
dencies of the specialty really consisted of hangings
covered with many colored hieroglyphics and an or¬
chestra attired in costumes adorned with similar fan¬
tastic designs.

Gene Hodgkins's Futuristic Scena
Mr. Hodgkins first appears before the curtain to

explain the specialty. Mile. Destress interrupts him
from a stage box. The skit now has Mile. Destrees
and a plot, as Mr. Hodgkins remarks, and the two
next arrive—in the second scene—outside the Cafe
Futurist, where they do a song, " I Never Wanted
Anything So Good, So Bad, as I Want You."

The third " moment" discloses the cafe interior,
while Mr. Hodgkins and Mile. Destrees come down
a long flight of white steps. There's a young negro—
"

an African refugee," according to the dialogue,
who acts as the syncopated waiter. The three dance
about and, as the curtain goes down, the musicians
file up and down the theater aisle. Then the orchestra,
frdm the lobby, serenades the departing audience.

" Le Cafe Futurist" is really a flash specialty.
Mile. Destrees has the certain piquant quality in¬
herent to the French stage, but otherwise she does not
appear to colorful advantage. She has possibilities,
it seems, but here she is limited largely to the modern
dances. A song, say a sprightly lyric in French,
would lift up the last scene. She does little with
the " So Good, So Bad " song, which lacks the neces¬
sary vivacious note. Just now there's too much danc¬
ing and Mr. Hodgkins and Mile. Destrees really do
nothing unusual along this line. Mr. Hodgkins is, of
course, a good dancer but Mile. Destrees is essentially
a soubrette. And the young negro's dance should go.
There's nothing futuristic these days about a darky
shuffle.

Of course, the skit might have achieved something
remarkable in coloring and lighting. As it stands,
it gets over largely on its noisy syncopated orchestra.

Cecil Lean's Amusing Patter Songs
Jovial Cecil Lean and striking Cleo Mayfield pre¬

sented their repertoire of story and patter songs, in¬
cluding the " tell-a-phony tale " number and the comic
wedding bit. It's a pleasant little turn. There's Mr.

William C. De M'lle pursued suspense for the
whole length of his sketch, " The Man Higher Up,"
presented by William Courtleigh and DeWitt C. Jen¬
nings at the Palace. An infernal machine was the
central figure. Explosives are getting to be popular
in vaudeville. Only a week or two ago Wilton
Lackaye presented a playlet built about a blackhand
bomb explosion.

Revenge and the Infernal Machine
The scene of "The Man Higher Up" takes place

in a doctor's study. The physician—a middle-aged
German—is preparing to receive a patient. He
places a portrait of a girl beside the clock and a queer
box—which ticks loudly and ominously—on the table.

Then the patient comes. He is nervous wreck—
cringing, broken, with twitching hands. The story
soon develops. The man has been hounded for years
by letters promising revenge for a deed of the past.
Finally his health gives way before the silent enemy.

The doctor—of course, you've guessed it—reveals
himself as the man seeking revenge, llis sweetheart
had disappeared years before. The patient—then a
political boss—had been responsible. Indeed, he was
the man higher up in the white slave traffic.

The doctor then tells him that his revenge is to
be consummated at last. The box will explode at
exactly nine o'clock. It is a moment of the hour.
"You have a minute to live," he hisses. "Count the
ticks! " The victim cringes and storms. The hox
ticks on. Finally at the stroke of the hour the man
falls shrieking in a paroxysm of fear into a chair
and collapses—dead.

The doctor opens the box. It only contains an
alarm clock. He tosses it at the feet of the body.
The man has died of fright—by auto suggestion.

Death by Auto Suggestion
There's the latest thing in dramatic revenge. The

sketch is high pressure melodrama—distorted life
viewed through red glasses. Yet it has a certain
interest, although it sadly needs cutting. Many of
the speeches of the doctor are lengthy, rhetorical and
impossible. With these made a little human, the
sketch would gain in tensity.

Mr. Jennings plays the ex-boss—the unnerved vic¬
tims of revenge—with distinct virility. Mr. Court¬
leigh wasn't so realistic—probably because his lines
Were less normal.

"The Man Higher Up" proves the danger of the
alarm clock. We've always considered it an un¬
pleasant weapon.

White, N. Y.
MISS BELLE STORY,

[eturning to Vaudeville After a Season in " Chin-Chin,

Eduardo and Elisa Cansino danced at the Palace 'but
again. They are still doing the old repertoire of > r»t
Spanish dances, plus the American whirlwind trot, 1 - t I
and they've lost nothing in graceful agility and Latin tits
abandon.

And Miss Cansino is wearing a gown designed by : 8 '
Lady Duff Gordon. That is, of course, the acme of

. . 'may
dancing success.

Cecil Cunningham presented her repertoire of V(),„

original songs by Jean Havez. These, according to T)|e
the programme, are "duly protected," which we hope ^ .
means no one else can sing them. They're quite be¬
neath the ability of Miss Cunningham, who has some

numor and a voice and who did I
Gilbert and Sullivan heroines
delightfully.

- | Wyatt's Scotch Lads and Las-
! sies do the usual heather spe-

|Ak I cialty—presenting the Highlandfling, the sword dance, a couple
l\ j of—not well sung—ballads andBSk j some bagpiping, with acrobatic

playing of the base drum thrown

Herman Wasserman was the Palace's latest presen¬
tation in the way of the tabloid pianoforte recital.
Wasserman was interesting, although his repertoire
wasn't entirely so, by any means. He probably did
best with Liszt's Rhapsody No. 12. He also pre¬
sented Liszt's " The Bell Paganini," MacDowell's
" The Shadow Dance " and a Spanish ballet, " Con¬
trabandist." Wasserman showed a tendency towards
selections clinging around the high notes. This made
his recital monotonous.

The Cansinos Dance

MOLOCH (.

Ward, Bell and Ward, really
four persons and not three as
the billing would indicate, do a
comedy tumbling act. There's a
young woman, Adelaide Bell,
who dances with Winter Gar-
denish agility. But the comedy
of the acrobats needs a lot of
elimination and the undressing
glimpse, in silhouette of Miss
Bell changing costumes behind a

curtain, should go.

Victor Qcorq, Chicago. MISS FANNIE BRICE.
The Comedienne Will Soon Be Seen in the Beach Theaters,

Floyd, N. T.
MISS CLEO MAYFIELD,T, H'-o." Players: r>pi

'Pel.. 12 Sherman Jj HUVB.INC STOCK

FloyA. X. Y.MISS ELISA CANSINO.
The Dancing of the Cansinos Was a Feature of the PastSeason.

Lean's ingratiating smile and, if that doesn't get you,there's—well—Miss Mayfield's smile.

Ned Monroe and Keller Mack work in white facein an act along the line offered by Mr. Mack withanother partner last season. Monroe poses as a bookagent and the repartee starts."

Someday a squirrel's going to get you and layyou away for the Winter," hints one of the team.And this ancient wheeze is utilized:" What state is that in?"" Awful."
They do a comic poker game, a war ditty called" We're Nuts from Knitting Socks for Soldiers," anda brief little humorous song of a Clattercar trying toclimb a hill. We're adverse to the perpetual autojoke but this bit has a laugh in it.

Jean Chalion is a young woman who vocalizeslargely along the ballad pathway of song. She doesa new song, Irving Berlin's " Araby," in which therag composer slips away from the cotton fields andthe levees to sing of the geographical qualities ofAraby
" Tonight I'm dreaming of Araby,That's where my thoughts seem to be,You seem to beckon,And I reckon,

I'll hurry back."We aren't sure of these words. Miss Chalion doesneed, first of all, to devote attention to her diction.It's a vaudeville essential.

Emma Carus and Her New Partner
Emma Carus came to town with a new dancingpartner, Noel Stuart, who succeeds Carl Randall.Miss Carus had grown startlingly slender—she callsattention to it exactly one minute after appearing— Ibut her act has lost weight, too, with the departureof Mr. Randall.
Mr. Stuart is exceedingly tall and elongated but hedoesn't seem to have a sense of humor or a person¬ality. He dances in lanky style but nowhere does hetouch a terpsichorean height. Miss Carus is doingmore than she did formerly. There's still an Irishsong, done with the strut, the tilting of the hat, thestroking of the chin, attributed to the Irishman—onthe stage.

Incidentally, Miss Carus sang something thatsounded like " Down in Bom-Bombay." Apparentlyit was East Indian, for six plugging Hindoos—redturbaned—from Forty-fifth Street, dashed down theaisle to chant the chorus.
We're surprised that the Palace Theater still tol¬erates the plugger.

Charles Olcott made a reappearance in his lightand amusing little piano act, which has developedmaterially since we last observed it. Olcott gives atravesty of a musical comedy—from the merry vil¬lagers to the comedy king—which possesses humor.There's a touch of the satirical.

Mazie King Dances
Mazie King is now assisted by Tyler Brooks,time ago we caught a glimpse of Miss King atthe Eighty-first Street Theater. But the act

has advanced a bit since. The opening mo¬
ment discloses the two:—in the costumes of the
'60s—seated upon a wall with a woodland set¬
ting as a background. They do the gavotte to" The Glow Worm." Pavlowa, it seems, estab¬lished "The Glow Worm" as the official
gavotte melody—and nobody's departed from
it yet.
imms ■—m,.,m miM—aa
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Then Miss King and Mr. Brooks do a cake walk—Miss King toe dances through the evolution—andfinally there's a military dance. The military move¬ments are performed by Miss King in a costume thatwould cause a lull in the hostilities anywhere on theContinental battlefield.
x tORA BAYES is really a big artiste in character-j\| izing a song, particularly a dialect number.^ ' She has a deft surety, poise and a sense ofhumor. Not to count a voice admirable for this sortof thing. She gets absolutely everything out of asong of the popular type.

Nora Bayes's Song Skill
There are few noteworthy artists of song. There'sGrace LaRue, who has a real voice, power to dosongs of depth and uplift and breadth—where MissBayes has a sense of humor. And Irene Franklin,whose style is homely and direct. Miss Bayes, how¬ever, lacks discrimination in songs and methods. Dis¬tinction can hardly be achieved by bumping into apiano while taking a bow.
At the New Brighton Miss Bayes had a slightlyre-arranged repertoire. She started slowly with [" Boy of Mine," gets under way with " When JohnMcCormack Sings a Song" (which needs speedingup in tempo in places), deftly puts over a darkey bit," There's Ain't Nothing To It But the Melody," and !jscores with her old number, " Since Mother Was aGirl." She came back to do the Hawaiian song, J," Hicki Hoy," which she invests with atmosphere and 'ja touch of pathos.

In " The Final Decree." Agnes Scott has anotherquiet and ingratiating little playlet. Miss Scott al¬ways writes with a simple sort of charm and a de¬cided freshness of expression. Her sketches are deli¬cate little dramatic water colors.
Agnes Scott's Pleasing Playlet" The Final Decree " is built about the last meet¬ing between a husband and wife about to be divorced." If you can't find anything you'll let me know, won'tyou?" requests the wife and then a melody fromacross the area way awakens old memories. So thetwo discover that they still really love each other.She falls into his arms and hubby just gasps " Forthe love of Mike! " That's all there is to the sketchbut, although from the first you can guess the climaxwithout mental effort, it holds your interest all theway.

Miss Scott has an odd personality. Her quaint
New England sort of tonal quality has an appeal.Altogether, we like Miss Scott decidedly. HenryKeane plays the husband adequately.

Johnny Singer and the Ziegler Twins have a pret¬tily arranged dancing turn that deserves somethingbetter than opening position. Singer dances in theusual Russian style and the sisters do the classic andballet evolutions at least daintily.
Tom Dugan and Alice Raymond have a two-act with a swing hammock and the usual brash at¬tempted flirtation as the plot. The patter is ratheraged, Dugan, for instance, refers to an encore verseas the " second woise " and bids goodbye by remark¬ing " Well, olive oil."
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.When Adelaide Dances

Some

Otto Sarony Co., -V. Y.
MISS SWAN WOOD,

Heading a Pretty Ballet Dancing Divertissement.
We fear tlieatergoers do not fully appreciate what abrilliant little dancer they possess in Adelaide. Here is atoe dancer of admirable technique and dainty grace—and a pantomimist who can suggest a fleeting moodwith a flash of her hands.
At the Palace with J. J. Hughes, an excellentdancer himself, she did a series of modern danceswith a charm that lifted them into the unusual. Andthen, in fluffy ballet skirts, she became a Columbineto Mr. Hughes' Harlequin.
Her Columbine is piquant, delicate—and dramatic.After the physical gymnastics and unimaginative evo¬lutions of most other dancers, we welcomed Adelaideback to Broadway.

Bankoff and Girlie present the Russian idea as ap¬plied to the tango dance. Bankoff does all sorts ofgymnastic dancing—the knee-close-to-the-floor danc¬ing familiar as one of Russia's principal exports.Girlie is a blonde young lady who poses in perilouspostures upon Bankoff's shoulders, while thatgentleman imitates a whirling dervish, or Cossack,or whatever it is.
Bankoff couldn't interest us particularly, on thesame bill with Adelaide.

Bert and Betty Wheeler start out along the usualtwo-act lines, vocalizing " Under the ShelteringPalms." After that, Bert Wheeler comes back asthat loose-trousered screen idol, Charlie Chaplin.Aided by a cane, he plays pool with a beauty spoton Miss Wheeler's shoulder and seemingly squirts aseltzer bottle into his ear, while spitting water fromhis mouth. These are vivid touches.
The Chaplin Imitations

The Chaplin imitations are fast becoming passe.You can see them on every corner, advertising every¬thing from theaters to laundry soap. We can im¬agine that the market price in old trousers has jumpeddecidedly.

The Regent Four dress in the usual classic quar¬tette style, that is, their garb is on the general archi¬tectural lines of the Continental peasant of a moreor 'less vague period. And they go after the classicsrelentlessly.

MLLE. MARGUERITE DESTREES,Appearing with Gene Hodgkins in the Song Scena,Cafe Futurist."

Lew Dockstader is still doing the Roosevelt im¬personation and discussing " my policies," but theburnt cork has given way to a " natural color " make¬up. The talk is consistently amusing, at least to themasculine portion of the audience, although a num¬ber of times the satirical thrusts assume the delicacyof a brickbat. Some of the talk needs dusting up,too.

"Mile a Minute" Is Spectacular" A Mile a Minute," the three-scene melodramapresented by Howard Thurston, is built around theautomobile-express train race effect utilized at theWinter Garden in The Honeymoon Express." Thisshows the lights of a racing car and a train ap¬proaching from the distance, winding about the dis¬tant hills and gradually growing nearer and bigger.Finally the auto and the locomotive thunder head onto the edge of the footlights.
This effect is now the climax of a lurid story.•Timmie Randolf is a blase young man of wealth whobecomes a highwayman in order to achieve a thrill.Anyway, he robs something or other and sends hisaid, Del Overton, on by train with the booty. Thepolice track them and plan to arrest Overton when hereaches the next stop. Randolf chances to a lonelyadobe hut at night in his racing car and Overton'ssister chances to ride up to the place. It's the longarm of coincidence disjointed. She asks his aid insaving her brother. They must reach the next townahead of the police, get the money from the brotherand return it. Just how this will straighten out thecase isn't explained but—a deputy sheriff breaks intothe hut. After some gun play, they get away and,in .the race effect, we see them beat out the train.The production didn't run off smoothly at the open¬ing performance at the Brooklyn Prospect and thefinal moments of the melodrama were apparentlyomitted. But—we take it—the police were foiled.It's an exceedingly far-fetched melodramatic storybut the spectacular effect will undoubtedly get it

across. George F. Harris plays the blase gentleman■in quest of a thrill.



-Mr. Hopkins says frankly that he believes his planwould mean nothing in immediate financial returns.But it would, we're sure, be the foundation of agreater vaudeville and, in the- end, would developtheatergoers as well as playwrights.
The Need of New Blood

" It's always a good season for a good new act,"says M. S. Bentham, speaking from the standpoint
of the booking representative. " Vaudeville is de¬
manding new blood and, the Coming year will see the
arrival—figuratively and literally—of entertainers
uow unknown."

as possible, maintain a stock organization at the
Palace.

The season, from the viewpoint of the author, pre¬
sents some unusual developments. The world war
has brought about an unusual demand for comedy.

Outlook for Sketches Is Bright
" The outlook for playlets this coming season," re¬

marks Edgar Allan Woolf, " seems to be brighter than
ever before. Already routes are laid out for five play¬lets of my own, and last year at this time I did not
have a single sketch booked. The past year has been
one of the ' book from week to week' seasons, but1 believe the coming vaudeville year will find the
actor in possession of a route that will enable him to
hold his company together without the ' thousand
natural shocks that vaudeville flesh is heir to '—and
furthermore the route will be laid out so that the
largest possible profit will accrue the player." The booking powers are leaning strongly toward
comedy playlets which will fit in on any bill. Strongdramatic acts are always in demand but they must
not be developments of unsavory sexual themes and
it is safer to have them end satisfactorily. The play¬let that has a tragic climax is hard to book, for its
place on the bill would naturally be in the second
part and, as a rule, one number ahead of the head-
liner, who will surely object to following a tragicdenouement. And there you are!—trouble to startwith.

Rembrandt, Syracuse, N. Y.
MISS GILDA VARESI,

Giving a Strong Portrayal of the Peasant Wife in
" War Brides."

Two points of development of the past season have
been commented upon in The Mirror from time to
time. One was the artistic growth of the sketch, the
other was the education of the varieties in good
music.

Putting Your Faith in Audiences
In an interview the other day Elizabeth Bricestated that most theatergoers are without imagina¬tion. This lack of faith in theatergoers' imaginationis one of the fallacies of vaudeville—and other formsof amusement. Yet, for instance, the most successful

songs of the past few seasons—Ethel Levey's " MySahara Belle," Grace La Rue's " My Tango Dream,"Nora Bayes's " Hicki Hoy"—were imaginative.Every song of Irene Franklin paints a mental picture.Compare these numbers with the banal and un¬imaginative things, such as that dangerous doggerel," 1 Didn't Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier."This lack of faith in audiences goes further thana doubt of their power of imagery. Stage authorities■—and we're not speaking entirely of players, by anymeans—seem to believe theatergoers can't even think.

An admirable dictate was issued during the pastseason by the vaudeville " powers that be." Thatcommand related to clean vaudeville and threatenedcoarse songs, blue parodies, suggestive business, infact anything even remotely offensive. That was adistinct forward step.
The Evil of Song Plugging

There's one serious thing to be remedied and thatis the evil of song plugging. How long are pluggersto be tolerated in aisles of the best theaters, chantingthe chorus of a song? How long are theaters to becheapened in advertising a passing rag? How longwill the " applause " of other pluggers call back anartist for a half dozen or more so-called "encores"?

" Hokum " or " gravy " and all the other
technical terms for the old-time sort of
variety turn hit off the offering of James C.
Morton and Frank F. Moore. But they
hardly hint at its complete elementalism.

It's a sort of hodge-podge of burlesque
bits. For instance, there's that ancient
episode in which the comedian, posing as
a tailor, measures a feminine model.

Unity Photo Co., N
MISS ETHEL ROSE,

Now in the Varieties in a Dancing Act with M.
Pernicoff and Ballet.

The War Playlet and the New Season
" Sketches with suffrage themes are not in demand,nor are the somewhat overworked burglar sketches.The war playlet must be absolutely neutral and of

"eal artistic value apart from its timely interest. We
nave had two such one-act plays this season. More
war sketches have been refused time than any otherkind because of the too evident desire on the part ofthe authors to put their efforts over on the strengthof the great calamity that has befallen Europe. Ihave not used the theme in any of my efforts, in factI have refused offers to do so, as I personally do notbelieve any one should endeavor to thrive on the
sufferings of others. When the war is over and hasbecome a part of hist,ory, then there will be time for
a real play on the subject."
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MISS LOIS JOSEPHINE,

Soon to Appear in a Novelty Song Specialty with
Wellington Cross,
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White, N. 7.MISS ELIZABETH MURRAY.
The Comedienne Will Be Seen in the Eastern Theaters

Shortly.

IF there's one thing that must come about duringthe present season—it is the injection of newblood into vaudeville. Standard entertainers irold acts are dangerously hurting the varieties. Audiences do not want to see the same thing time andagain.
The Need of New Blood

Walter J. Ivingsley, who is in a position to know,says, " The day is near at hand when the bookingpowers are going to say ' Change your act! ' to hun¬dreds of artists and mean it. Patience is no virtuewith the high salaried performers who return seasonafter season with the same old turn. The rest of theworld has to keep up-to-date, but vaudeville artistsstick to veteran ' laughs' and ' hokum' until thecoroner gets them."
Last week we presented a panorama of opinionanent the new season. That clearly expressed theneed of new blood and a consistent advance all alongthe line.

MISS MAE WILTON.
The Wilton Sisters Have an Entertaining Little Juvenile

Specialty.

The American flag, as a kind applause getter, haslong departed from vaudeville. But there's a sudden
epidemic in these troubled times of " The Star-
Spangled Banner." Artists are using it to bring anact to a close—and the audience to its feet.

Of course, it wins applause but is it legitimate to
use national anthem to "get over"? Indeed, weresent it and other people must feel the same way.

The Passing of the Freak
The Victoria Theater has passed. As we are writ¬

ing, the walls are rapidly disappearing. With it
passes a vaudeville landmark. We doubt if another
Victox'ia could succeed. The day of the freak and the
scandal-made headliner has passed. Witness the
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White. N. T.MISS HAZELL COX.
To Appear in Vaudeville Next Season,



frigid reception last season accorded Jess Willard,
fresh from winning the pugilistic championship of the
world.

The United ruling—barring the headliner who
might jump from the front page of the dailies to the
vaudeville—proved the passing of this type of turn.

The new season is still vague in its promises.
Plans already in preparation indicate that it will at

Mike. Finally came their efforts—in mysterious
white make-up—to emulate some marble statuary,
" The Dying Gladiator," in order to please a voluble
Frenchman. You see. the Frenchman had smashed
the real thing just as he was to sell it to an heiress
and he needed a substitute in a hurry.

Mike and Meyer Again
Weber and Fields did nothing new. The laughter

they received was reminiscent rather than spon¬
taneously of the moment. The theater was filled with
gray haired theatergoers who had long ago given
Weber and Fields a place in their affections. Each
line stired a latent memory. In the response we felt
something of the trend of thought. Our ideas have
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acquired the vaudeville grip in singing a song
ability to fill the stage with her personality,
stage still yawns about her.

Piatov is a hardworking Russian dancer of the gym¬
nastic type—and the two are as far apart as the poles.
T The only thing about

Bis)the act that we can
distinctly recall, four
days after witnessing
it, is a little dancing
travesty moderniza¬
tion of " Faust," a
sort of bland terp-
sichorean temptation,
done in the red spot¬
light.
Houdini Mystifies

Once More
We suspect that

Iloudini's unusual
success, despite all
his deftness, is largely
due to the fact that
he exactly fits the
popular conception of risco
mystifier. Even his
measured foreign-like
diction fits his char¬
acter.
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swallowed needles and
produced them from
his mouth threaded.
He escaped from lim.
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were locked in trunks, .

in turn bound with
rope. And he wriggled
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medieval methods.
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LEW FIELDS,
Joe Weber Is Reappearing In '

MISS BETTY BOND,
Now Seen in a Little Two-Act with Jimmy Casson.

least be launched interestingly. Of course, the
rumored salary cut—if it happens—will make a
marked effect upon the production of new acts.

As is usual in the early season, many vaudeville
favorites will be lured away-—at least temporarily—
by the legitimate stage. Irene Franklin is in " Hands
Up." Ina Claire has just won a hit in the Ziegfeld
Follies. Madame Bertha Kalich is to appear in a
drama. Grace La Rue may invade the dramatic field
and Nora Bayes is likely to flit to musical comedy.
Trixie Friganza, Blanche Ring, Adelaide and Hughes,
Kathleen Clifford, Kitty Gordon, Hyams and Mc-
Intyre and others are briefly departing.

Undoubtedly—due to the war—many important
English and Continental stars will try American
vaudeville. Ida Rubinstein, Sir Herbert Tree and
Oscar Asche are possibilities. Sir Herbert is doing
a tabloid of " Trilby" and Asche is presenting Ed¬
ward Knoblauch's " Ilajj," depicting the further ad¬
ventures of the wily rascal of "Kismet." Jack Nor-
worth may come back during the stage year.

The New Season

Roshanara is returning in new dances of the Far
East. Several of Pavlowa's dancers are contemplat¬
ing a two-a-day tour. Gertrude Hoffmann is going
to do a condensation of " Sumurun." Robert T.
Haines wants to try a vaudevillization of Rudyard
Kipling's " The Man Who Was." Robert Downing
may return to the stage as " Ingomar, the Barbarian "
and Laura Nelson Hall is to be seen in a playlet.

The trend of the single artistes is toward exclusive
material. Nan Halperin is, of course, using special
songs of her own and Belle Baker is continuing with
Irving Berlin numbers. Fannie Brice and Ruth Roye
announce their plans to acquire exclusive material.

Belle Story is to return to vaudeville. Sam Bernard
will again try the varieties, this time as a monologist.
Harry Fox is to become a regular actor in Willie
Collier's sketch, " Every Move a Picture." George
Damerel has acquired a musical sketch by Alan
Brooks. George Spink is writing a novelty " two-
hct," which requires a special scenic equipment, for
Wellington Cross and Lois Josephine.

And there you are!

. ^ ^rpHE old boys are coming! " chuckled the manI who sat just ahead of me in the Palace
■*» stage box. The electric sign had just flashed

the coming of Joe Weber and Lew Fields, united once
more as in the old days.

Who with

Vaudeville After an Absence of
Eighteen Years.
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Weber and Fields Reunited
The audience, a typical first-night gathering even

to " Diamond Jim" Brady, thundered its applause.
I doubt if I ever heard more real, vigorous applause
in a theater. There were reminiscent smiles every¬
where, too. Then Fields strode out, with little stuffed-
vest Weber trotting by his side. The old plaid suits,
the queer derbys, and the huge boutonnicres had been
reincarnated out of the past. Mike and Meyer—
whose comedy used to come " from der heart oudt"—
•were back again.

The applause thundered on. Minutes passed be¬
fore the " old boys " could start upon their series of
reminiscences. Then Fields—in excess of affection—
leaped at little Weber, poked him in the ribs, choked
him and seemingly gouged a thumb into his eyes.
" If I'm cruel to you id's only because I loof you,
Mike," gasped Meyer.

Next Meyer tried to teach Mike how to play pool,
and they did a clog dance just to show they hadn't
forgotten the old days. " Let's go up to your house
and have supper with me," in vain suggested little

— " •»;-•>

t

THE PALACE IN REVIEW,!
Those who make the Palace Theater their

Summer amusement shrine were offered one
: of the most entertaining bills of the season

"J? last week. Were one indifferent to the
■!, graceful evolutions of the Russian dan-

i sense, Lopokova, there was Stella Mayhew
w with her rough, good-natured comedy. If
V! Miss Mayhew did not wholly appease one's

appetite for amusement, there were the
most extricable individual in the world—•
Houdini; the ballet dancer, Mile. Vadie,
and her lithe assistants; the popular Joe

: Howard and Mabel McCane, and the funny
v Ben Welch.

'

Miss Lopokova, assisted by Edmund
, Makalif, appeared in a series of attractive

or.A dances. "The Butterfly," a solo number,
and " Love's Dream," with Mr. Makalif,
found most favor. Since her last appear- J
anee in vaudeville, Miss Lopokova has ac- '1

uired a greater sense of pantomime, un-
loubtedly due to her experience on the

dramatic stage,
Stella Mayhew contributed some new

songs and revived " The Devil in Tune."
Sun'- by Miss Mayhew, this melody makes
hell indeed a fascinating retreat.

Houdini, taking advantage of the war,
appeared as the human submarine. After
he had been placed in a stout packing
case, all carefully roped and nailed to the
satisfaction of an apparently critical com¬
mittee, he was thrown into a fifteen-foot
tank of water, from which he was to
emerge—as he dramatically stated—in
two and a half minutes. He came to the
surface in less than a moment. And the
box was hauled up seemingly as securely
bound as before.

Mile. Maryon Vadie. vivacious and grace¬
ful, presented a number of classic dances,
assisted by six of the comeliest coryphees
this side of Isadora Duncan's retiral.
Their best number was a Schubert " Mo¬
ment Musicale," in which, dressed in filmy
knee-length frocks, they danced with de- .

lightful Pagan abandon.
Joseph Howard, aided by Mabel McCane.

fi sang some of his old successes to splendid
' effect. Marie Nordstrom contributed her

laughable travesty on emotional acting. _

Ben Welch offered an amusing Hebrew
characterization, and McMahon, Diamond

I and Chaplow in " The Scarecrow," com-
^ ' pleted the bill. L. R

passed the Weber-Fieldsian style of comedy. Not
that we've passed either Weber and Fields themselves,
but Mike and Meyer are of the slapstick variety past
—the stuffed-vest period of stage history. They'll
never really return.

Mme. Donalda Sings
Madame Pauline Donalda made such a pleasant

impression on Monday that the applause she received
actually held up the coming of Weber and Fields.
That alone was a triumph!

Madame Donalda's programme numbered the Jewel
Song from " Faust," a song of childhood, Ellen Tuck-
field's " Little Playmates," and the Habanera from
" Carmen." " Coming Thro' the Rye " was the piquant
encore. Madame Donalda's voice is of agreeable
tonal smoothness and under admirable control. She
sang very well at her debut into the varieties.

Signor Bimboni accompanied Madame Donalda.

Sascha Piatov and Marie Flynn brought a song and
dance scena to the Palace. Out in front of an exterior
drop, supposed to indicate a foreign clime, Miss
Flynn, an American girl, meets Piatov, a young
Russian. It's only a variation of the flirtation turn,
because Miss Flynn and Mr. Piatov immediately lapse
into song and dance.
When Personalities Fail to Fit

We recall Miss Flynn as a graceful little person in
" When Dreams Come True." She's of the Ina Claire
gray-and-pink style and—in the right sort of vehicle

_=shouli_be decidedly charming. As yet she hasn't
fuuznpffiil; Vl«nrv ivi

nit

Houdini apparently ri«i.
She's still doing her Nationality and Italian immi¬
grant numbers. Miss Nichols added a brief recitation,
with a comic climax—one of those bits that make you
writhe in your chair—and she's acquired another
stanza to " A Hundred Years From Now," with a
line about " Billy Sunday'll be tending bar." That
deserves elimination.

Mile. Vadie's Dancing
Down at the New Brighton Theater, Mile. Maryon

Vadie, with six dancers, presented her pretty little
lyric terpsichorean specialty, a bit revised and de¬
veloped since the Palace showing. Mile. Vadie
achieved some attractive stage pictures. In fact, the
dancer is such a pretty little person that you'd for¬
give her most anything—if necessary.

The Five Sullys presented their family affair, " The
Information Bureau," the work of Charles Horwitz
and a skit with its scene laid in a railway station.

" I'm the Bureau of Information," declares one of
the characters.

" You look like a chiffonier," responds another.
They all dash in and out of doors and, between

comic moments, songs are introduced.
It's all in the best style of the variety days when

whole families worked together.

Ethel MacDonough's Song
Ethel MacDonough sings four songs, getting most

out of the final number, which traces the changes in
popular melodies from long ago to the present day.
Another is Nan Halperin's Indian song. And still
a third presents the Longacre Square conception of
Tennessee with lines like these

" Banjos ringing, darkies singing,
The roses round the door,
Make me love mother more."
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MISS MAUD EARL,

Appearing with Fletcher Norton In a
Costume Dancing Specialty.
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I Hall'8 Studio, N. Y.MISS AUGUSTA CLOSE.
Returning to Vaudeville at the Bushwick

This Week.
tayon matters.

I. ROBERT SAMUELS.
Temporary Manager of the Colonial Theater.

G. G. Fraser, San Francisco.
MISS LEOLA LUCEY,

With George Damerel in " The Knight of
the Air," at the Palace This Week.

ERNEST R. BALL.
The Composer Is Appearing witli Successin the' Varieties.

Unity. N. Y.
MISS MADELEINE HARRISON.

Appear? ng in a Dancing Specialty Sup
poi ted by a Balalaika Orchestra.
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MISS JUSTINE JOHNSTONE

PEARL WHITEMecca, Minneapolis.
DOROTHEA SADLIER,

Playing the Detective in Lasky's " The R<
Heads."
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White. N. Y.
NILA-DEVI.

Soon to Be Seen in Vaudeville in a Novel Dancing Offering. Victor Oeorp-Minpo.
MISS GRACE LA RUE.

Her Graceful Song Studies Have Been Interesting Features of the Season.
)mments Boyle.
,iim 011 the way back.*'

song with the refreshing refrain of " Oi,
Dance :he Schottische-itch With Yon,"

other delicate lyric about a non-military
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A CHARMING VAUDEVILLE FAVORITE

GRACE DE MAR,
a noted vaudevillian on the big- time, and one of the most

singers on our stage.
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THE LUCK OF A TOTEM

AGNES CAIN-BROWN,
who is featured in "The Luck of a Totem," an elaborate vaudeville offeringnow being presented in the East by Harry Girard and Co. Miss Cain-Brownhas been identified with many notable musical productions, having appearedwith Henry W. Savage for several seasons. She is very pretty and has asplendid soprano voice.
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BILLIE SHAW AND WILLIAM GEORGE SEABURY,
One of the Daintiest Dancing Teams in the Varieties. ethel HOPKINS SISTERS emma

DAINTY SINGERS OF DAINTY SONGS

At the Royal Theatre this week
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Moffett, Chicaoo.NATALIE,
Of Natalie and Ferrari, Favorite Dancers, Who Won a Hit Last Week.
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Morrison.MISS AMELIA BINGHAM,
c in " Big Moments from Great Plays," atthe Palace. Jos.
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" Sumurun " is tatalistic, sensuous, and passionate.
It paints an exotic dream picture of a bizarre land
without morals. The Sheik for love of the enchan¬
tress, cruelly glides his sword across the throat of his
son without compunction. Death lurks in the harem's
shadows. It is an elemental story of love, hate, and
jealousy. Underlying the pantomimic story is the
music of Victor Hollaender, splendidly graphic in de¬
picting the sweep of emotions and passions. Motifs
are interwoven with compelling effect.

Ordynski's Splendid Staging
Mr. Ordynski restaged " Sumurun " with under¬

standing and artistic discernment. The eight scenes
are exceedingly well done. The bazaar with its throngs
and the interior of the clown's little theater with its
motley audience are full of color and movement. The
passing of the characters in fantastic panorama on
their way to the Sheik's palace is finely effective in

AMETA,
Offering Her Spectacular Mirror Dances In Vaudeville.

CAN vaudeville appreciate the best?We stake the success of Gertrude Hoffmann's
representation of the Max Reinhardt's " Sumu¬

run " upon our faith in the varieties. Frederick
Freska's wordless tragedy is exotic, imaginative, tre¬
mendous in its passionate depth.

One of the Thousand and One Nights
" Sumurun " has to be done exquisitely to be mov¬

ing. The Hoffmann production of this tale of the
" Thousand and One Arabian Nights"—thanks to
Richard Ordynski, the original producer, who served
his apprenticeship under Reinhardt—has the spirit,
the imagery, the coloring conceived by the German
stage master. All in all, of course, it doesn't meas¬
ure up mimo-dramatically to the Winthrop Ames's
(Casino) " Sumurun," but the result is a splendidly
noteworthy achievement.

" Sumurun" has been condensed and quickened,
now running over an hour. The romance sweeps un¬
erringly to its tragic denouement. The dancing slave
of a hunchbacked clown, from her grated casement
window, catches the eye of the son of the great Sheik.
She creeps down to meet him. and the clown, madly
but hopelessly in love with the girl himself, realizes
the turn of fate. So, when the great Sheik passed
through the bazaar and admires the dancer, in jeal¬
ous rage he sells the girl.

Love in Ancient Bagdad

In the nearby carpet shop of Nur-al-Din, the ladies
of the harem are buying laces and silks. Nur-al-Din
comes to love Sumurun, the Sheik's favorite, at sight,
and she looks upon him with favor. The whirl of ro¬
mance carries every one to the Sheik's palace. There
the web of the dancer's enchantment enmeshes the
Sheik, his son, and the unhappy hunchback. Lurking
in the shadows of the old Sheik's room, the clown sees
the enchantress entice her lover to murder his sleep¬
ing father. The hunchback awakens the Sheik. Then
the old man remorselessly kills his son, and is himself
murdered by the clown, who, in turn, strangles the
enchantress. As the tragedy stills the harem. Su¬
murun and her lover, Nur-al-Din, go forth to free¬
dom, while the wretched hunchback is led away a pris¬
oner.

MISS BENA SANTOS,
' The Girl with the Big Voice," in the Varieties.

suggestion of the West rather than the East, J3ecil
Jacque Archer is pretty and effective, indeed, as Su¬
murun, but not Oriental, while Guarany Schriff is
more in the spirit as her maid. Charles Henderson
gives some force to the role of the mighty Sheik. The
haremites revealed thorough training, but they seemed
nearer Forty-second Street than ancient Bagdad.

Here and there at the New Brighton theater pre¬
miere, the production naturally lacked smoothness,and the lights were at times loosely handled. It would
be far better, for instance, to dispense entirely withthe footlights. A softer lighting could be obtained
from the wings and flies. Explanatory notes are
flashed between scenes. While these are well written,
we believe they might be dispensed with, since they
cut into the fragile atmosphere conjured up by Rein¬
hardt.

The orchestra, augmented to some thirty pieces, is
excellently handled by Max Hoffmann.

" Sumurun " is the biggest thing ever done in vaude¬
ville. It should remain at the Palace for weeks.

Grace Fisher's Songs
Grace Fisher sings of-the-minute songs. Once she

gets a special delivery letter over the footlights and
sings this message from it:

" If this makes a hit, I'll marry you in June,If I don't, there'll be no honeymoon."

Miss Fisher finishes with a medley of Irish songs,in which an elderly woman in the audience is used
as a plant. We aren't in favor of plants. Nowadaysthe restless person sitting beside you is likely to burst
into song at any moment. And we particularly dis¬like the lengthy use Miss Fisher makes of this white-
haired assistant.

MLLE. MARYON VADIE,
Heading a Pretty Little Dancing Specialty in the

Varieties.

MADAME PAULINE DONALDA.
Her Recent Debut at the Palace Was Very Successful.

its simplicity. The harem itself is picturesque with
its glittering background and its dancing girls, but
most dramatic of all is the bedroom of the Sheik,
where the ruler awakens to find his son in the arms
of the slave and forthwith slays him. Here the stage
is enveloped in darkness, save for a huge lantern
shedding its shimmering glow down through filmy
white draperies upon the bed. The flowery pathway,
extending from the rear of the auditorium to the stage,

! is utilized. Nur-al-Din and his followers make their
entrance by it, and the young rug merchant and Su¬
murun finally retire along its course.

' Miss Hoffmann as Slave of Fatal Enchantment

Miss Hoffmann really reveals pantomimic skill far
beyond anything we thought possible. Where Frauline
Leopoldine Konstantin as the Slave of Fatal Enchant¬
ment, was sinuously Oriental, Miss Hoffmann is bi¬
zarre, interesting, and graceful, if lacking in variety
in the earlier scenes. In the final moment—in the

I Sheik's room—she catches more of the Eastern se¬ductiveness and makes a striking picture.
Mr. Ordynski, the producer, himself admirably plays

the hunchback, done at the Casino by Emil Lind.
The clown becomes a vitally tragic figure of love and
hopelessness in his hands. The other players of the
cast, unfortunately, seem unable to get away from a

Vaughn Comfort and John King were at the New
Brighton in their blackface skit, " Coon Town Min¬
strels," in which Comfort plays a darkey lawyer, and
King portrays both halves of an ebony couple in quest
of a divorce.

" You may have to pay her alimony," warns Com-
fort.

" If I get her in an alley," comments King, " I'll
hns' her head open! "

UPON again viewing Gertrude Hoffmann's pro¬duction of the " Sumurun " several times, we
are surer than ever that vaudeville has touched

its highest pinnacle with the Reinhardt dream play.

"Sumurun" Again
This super-colored visualization of a page from

the Thousand and One Arabian Nights is, as we
remarked last week, splendidly produced, from an
artistic and imaginative standpoint, and
very well acted as a whole. It is well
enough done to make you forget the pat¬
ter, the songs, the conventionalities of
vaudeville—even the unreality of the fan-
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MAE MURRAY,

Charming Dancer at the Palace.

tastic tragedy itself. " Sumurun " grips
your imagination with its fanciful col¬
oring, its music, its swift action.

There is now more seductiveness,
more dramatic shading, in Miss Hoff¬
mann's depiction of the Slave of Fatal
Enchantment. It is a performance that
will cling in your gallery of stage mem¬
ories. Richard Ordynski's hapless
hunchback clown is a realistic figure
of tragedy. All in all, " Sumurun " is
as well done as is possible in a land
where the only pantomime is the panto¬
mime of the photoplay studio.

The method—commented upon last
week—of flashing the story of the mimo-
drama between scenes upon the curtain
was happily discarded last week. An
Arabian appearing announcer related
the bits of the story before each scene,
salaamed and departed. He did it ex¬

cellently, but, unfortunately, his descrip¬
tions weren't as well worded as were the
stereopticon slide explanation utilized
before. This could easily be remedied.
It was found necessary to shorten the
running, too.

Vaudeville Audiences—And Others

The success of " Sumurun " is an an¬

swer, to vaudeville doubters. " It's too
serious for vaudeville," "Variety audi¬
ences won't 'get' it," and kindred re¬
marks have been made so long that
some people believe them. Vaudeville au¬

diences, we are told by a curious stretch
of reasoning, creep from somewhere
mysteriously past the legitimate theaters
en route to the variety houses, and then
slip silently back to their secret haunts.
A vaudeville patron, it seems, is a dis¬
tinct species of theatergoer. The whole

, theory is, of course, absurd.
Vaudeville audiences will accept and

understand the best—when they can get
it. Just now the serious danger is that
the players with ability and imagination
get too little encouragement—not from
theatergoers, but from theatrical under¬
lings, who lack idea'.s as well as compre¬
hension.

Belle Baker's Songs

Belle Baker presented her usual Irving
Berlin-ish repertoire at the Palace. She
started with " In Tennessee," a colorless
sort of Dixie rag, and then slipped into
a comic song anent a 230-pound Italish
shoe-shining expert, who had dreams of
joining the military aviation corps of
his native land. As a melody, it is too similar toMiss Baker's old number, of the bootblack who longedto invade Mexico, to seem at all novel. Yet it goes
very well.

" When People Start to Pay, That's No Time For
a Business Man to Pass Away," a Jewish lyric ideallysuited to Miss Baker, again went over emphatically.For a fourth number, the comedienne did " ThoseCharlie Chaplin Feet," with just a touch of that gen¬tleman's pedal eccentricities. This is timely—but lit¬tle else.

Miss Baker came back for an encore, and presentedthe Berlin plaint, " When I Leave the World Be¬hind." Miss Baker has a sort of elemental directness
—a whole-hearted good nature—behin^*her'"songs.But she should use repression with this sob number.These things can be so easily overdone. Most ragballads are just bathos, anyway, and it takes geniusto lift them into pathos.

Some More Nut Comedy
J. Francis Dooley and .Corinne Sales went all the1 rSTTST

MISS GERTRUDE HOFFMANN,
As the Slave of Fatal Enchantment in " Sumurun."

.it'F.d« in Hnnth. Price, $5 I • AltltJD d('UUway to Australia, and came all the way back—butthey lost little of their old act en route. Dooley isan informal sort of comedian who frankly concedethey're good, indeed Mr. Dooley remarks, " If bullwas electricity, I'd be a power house." Miss Salesmerely furnishes her presence, some lines and con¬tinued laughter. It's surprising how laughter behindthe footlights slips across.
When I was born I had palms in my hands," rep¬artees Dooley, and he clmbs into a stage box to talkconfidentially to the occupants and enthusiasticallycomment upon Miss Sales. By the way, several re¬marks of Mr. Dooley should be eliminated. Raw¬ness has never aided an act.

prc-.-if with a mirabft
1 nk 1* •'! in between.

*',e following ,ifred Haydn, Eddie Borden, and Tommy fia^dnreunited at the Palace after three years. The pro¬
gramme carries this momentous information. Thethree wear dficollete sport shirts, and otherwise giddySummer attire. Forgetting this, we can note that
they use a piano occasionally, and contribute inci¬dental specialties: such as playing a concertina, giv¬ing an imitation of Bert Williams in white face and
introducing an Englishman's view of a baseball game.

The patter has nothing new.

oiiuwueu as a single
Elphye Snowden is tall and quite

sure of herself. Aided by a pianist and
an accompanist at the New Brighton,she presented four songs in the regula¬
tion vaudeville " single " style. There's" Take Me to That Midnight Cakewalk
Ball," with appropriate shrugs of the
shoulders; " Si's Been Drinking Cider,"plus the usual hand-to-chin gestures at¬
tributed to persons lacking the ultra-
refinement of city life; " When I Leave
the World Behind," the melodic bleat al¬
ready mentioned; and " Marriage Is a
Gamble After All," based on the peren¬nial idea that married life is alwayscomic.

After that Miss Snowden comes back
and presents another of those pro-peace
songs, anent the United States and Eu¬
rope :

" I'm here and they're there,
Neutral is my middle name;

He who fights and runs away,
Will live to fight another day."It's always invigorating to get thebroad national viewpoint of Tin Pin Al¬

ley.

Other Beach Turns

Nelusco and Herley have a specialtywith a little of everything in it. Ne-
lusco—or is it Herley—picks playingcards out of the air (figuratively speak¬
ing), offers a few other tricks of the
black art, does a little shadowgraphwork and juggles, aided by his feminine
partner.

The Morin Sisters do all the steps—from dangling a locomotor limb sky¬ward to just plain cartwheels—per¬formed by choristers since the first
"broilers" appeared—date unknown.
They work so hard, we haven't the heart
to be critical. The sisters really standfor terpsichorean Art—capital A, please
-—as most of our musical comedy pro¬ducers conceive it. Why tamper with
accepted standards?

Patricole and Meyers dance and ex¬
change patter. Here's a bit of the rep¬artee—not verbatim, perhaps, but as
we recall it:

" She's been rocking her husband to
sleep."

" She couldn't do it! "
" You oughta seen the rock! "
The masculine half of the team is agood wooden shoe dancer while the femi¬

nine portion's principal contribution is akid song.

Hazell tox is leaving vaudeville for the Klaw andErlanger production, " Here Comes Miss Tootsie."

Gertrude Hoffmann will remain at the Palace nextweek—her third week there. This equals the bestprevious record, made last season by Madame Nazim-
ova in " War Brides."

Walter Kingsley invites all natives of Bagdad towitness " Sumurun " at the Palace as guests of Ger¬trude Hoffmann. Descendants of the Caliph Harounal Raschid can have box seats by calling upon Mr.Kingsley with their credentials.

White. N. 7.
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MISS MINNIE ALLEN,
Presenting a Novelty Specialty in the Varieties.

Sumurun. She seem? exceedingly youthful and lactssuch distinct! .. as MUs* Archer gi ve the r , . (n
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Dramatizing the Somnambulist

Bert. K. C.

MISS MARIE NORDSTROM.

Presenting a Novelty Specialty.

i t ry UMURUN " continued upon its colorful way
at the Palace.
The imagery of the wordless drama marks

an epoch in vaudeville. In these matter-of-fact days—
of endless variety patter anent the comedy of marriage
and of screen comedians tossing aged fruit at each
other—the imagination has been mislaid.

"Sumurun" Continues
" Sumurun " is mental. " I saw outspoken shapes

and colors and motions," someone has written. " 1
heard a music that made the colors sing and the mo- I
tions prolong themselves into echoes."

We've placed Miss Hoffmann's name at the top of
vaudeville's roll of honor. And upon it are the names ]
of Arnold Daly, for the biting wit of Shaw; Ethel J
Barrymore, for the art of Barrie's " The Twelve
Pound Look"; and Dazie, for giving us Barrie's
whimsical " Pantaloon."

The Four Mortons—Father Sam, Mother Kitty. !
Son Paul and Daughter Clara—re-united at the
Palace. That is, they did twenty minutes of excerpts
from their old acts. Most of it is variety of the r
old days. For instance, Father and Mother pleasantly ,

discuss a dinner party:

The Four Mortons Reunite
" When he asked you to pass the nut-cracker, what

did you do? "
" What did I do? "
" You handed him an empty beer bottle! "
And they utilize the " you've-got-a-nasty-look-but-I- (

didn't-give-it-to-you " joke. Besides the parential pat- !
ter of the elder Mortons, there was Paul's song and ,

nimble dance and likewise Clara's dancing and mu¬
sical specialty. They did Jearn how to dance in the
old variety days. But we're glad we didn't review
the bills of Tony Pastor's time.

Claire Rochester does double-voiced stunts with
songs. Incidentally she wears gowns—of soprano '
coloring—by Lucile.
Claire Rochester Sings

Miss Rochester plays the whole infield in the late
Mr. Verdi's well-known quartette from " Rigoletto," 1
making a number of double plays. She also did
" Orange Blossom Time in California," with atmos¬
pheric lines like—

Foul8ham and Banfleld, London.
JACK NORWORTH AND MISS GERTRUDE LANG AS

THEY APPEAR IN " A SYNCOPATED
ROMANCE" IN LONDON.

Dorothy Jardon's Songs
The opening curtain reveals Miss Jardon—in a

Japanese robe of white and rose^-leaning with arms
outstretched against a folding screen. A pianist pre¬
sides at the opposite side of the stage. Miss Jar¬
don first does the aria. 44 One Fine Day," from
" Madame Butterfly," in English. There's a certain
vocal hardness—a kind of forcing, too—^out Miss
Jardon's voice that gives a metallic quality. Her
diction shows care, however, and she sings well
enough to get over very well. But she entirely misses
the drama of the touching Puccini aria.

After that she comes back in a silvery slashed
gown, with a rose-hued cloak thrown over one shoul¬
der. "After To-night, Goodbye," was the pathetic
ballad*—

"Just for to-night,
Take me in your arms ;
Just one kiss,
You can spare me one,
After what you've done."

Miss Jardon isn't fitted for the insipid ballad, nor
for an Irish song, which she did immediately after.
Finally came " Dreamy Spain," as truthfully ob¬
served by Harry Von Tilzer—

" That haunting strain,
Runs through my brain;
I see once more,

My toreador."

c)f Moffett. Chicago.
MISS SOPHIE TUCKER.

The Rag Singer Is Again Appearing in Vaudeville.

Ade's Comedy in the Varieties
I'-H-.- " Nettie " is badly played, indeed, as it

stands. We haven't forgotten how ad- 3?
mirably Holbrook Blinn did the giddy old ■ S
rounder and how well every role was han- !'
died. The waiter we recall, was an ad- :
mirable character bit. Just now "Nettie" :s
is exceedingly lumbering in its handling, Fa
It is like a stale cocktail.

Cleo Gascoigne is an exceedingly diminu- k*j
tive person with operatic tendencies. Miss j$jj
Gascoigne suggests Toby Claude. She does, V
among other things, Victor Herbert's 44 Kiss pj
Me Again," trilled these many seasons by 0
Fritzi Scheff, and " Comin' Thro' the Rye." i
There's a certain something about Miss
Gascoigne that wins for her. Just now her
repertoire isn't all right. It needs pi- •'
quancy.

The Film as First Aid

Bonner and Powers, observed also at the
Fifth Avenue Theater, have hit upon a
neat idea to conserve labor. They let a mo- \ m:
tion picture do it.

T-he two hurrv from the wings, as a
lovey-dovey married couple, to present the
{luet, " I Love My Husband—and I Love
My Wife." They finally separate—suppos¬
edly to call upon friends. A motion picture
film carried on the story, depicting the
sportive but secret exploits of hubby and ' V-
wifey. Then, at the finish, they rush back
before the footlights. The turn concludes
with a little patter good-bye to the audi- )Q the
•ence, a la Cecil Lean. tr soasc
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MISS VALLI VALLI,

Singing at the Victoria This Week.

Eleanor Gordon came to the Bushwick in Edgar
Allan Woolf's " The Discovery," in which Rose
Coghlan appeared last season. The plot is built about
the disappearance—one by one—of a wealthy widow's
jewels. The mystery is finally cleared when the lady
herself is revealed as a somnambulist who has been
robbing herself and hiding the jewels while asleep.
Upon awakening, she remarks ingenuously, " You
can't imagine how much I pick up when I'm asleep! "

Down at the Fifth Avenue Theater, William A.
Brady tried out George Ade's playlet, " Nettie,"
originally produced at the Princess. " Nettie" is
crisply humorous, brightly laughable, the sort of
thing needed by vaudeville. Ade never did another

" I know there's some one waitin'
With a most appreciatin'

Kind of love."
It really isn't a good number for Miss Rochester. [ ,

A lyric called " Sweet Kentucky Lady " is rather '.j1,
better. We don't know of anything surer of applause
in the two-a-day than a double voice—unless it's an ,
Irish ballad.

Ilenry Lewis—who dashes out as a comic Canio to t
give a burlesque prologue warning of his approaching ti
efforts—was back at the Palace. He wasn't as spon- ;1

] taneous, nor was his material nearly as effective, as 1
before. A good portion of it, indeed, was unchanged. 1

Lewis introduced a dance as "the Miserere from
Charlie Chaplin's Feet" and sang a lovelorn lyric
called " Beatrice Fairfax, Tell Me What To Do." e

t Another Comedy Piano Turn
Herbert Williams and Hilda Wolfus are aided by

a piano. Miss Wolfus's efforts are exceedingly slight,
while Williams—of weirdly gloomy physiognomy-—- !

presides at the piano. In the midst of his eltorts,
the instrument begins to glide towards the wings.
Then Williams drops an anchor from the rear of
the piano. After that, the comedy centers around
his efforts to keep from getting entangled in the an¬
chor chain.

A gentleman who sat behind me—and who, by the
' way, never once gained a glimmer from " Sumurun " 11
' —went to paroxysms of chuckles over the turn. We 1

offer that statement for what it's worth.
The stony Dorothy Jardon revealed her new single

specialty at the Bushwick. Miss Jardon, as, of
course, you know, is familiar for her portrayals of

"
Spanish femininity as graphically revealed in musical

t comedy. She's a Carmen with Valeska Suratt trim¬
mings.

better than this breezy depiction of the chance meet¬
ing in a cafe on Christmas eve of three men—a youngNew Yorker, a Westerner, a gay old Broadwayrounder—who have been played upon by a shrewd
and pretty Salamander. The two young men com¬
pare notes and awaken to the disillusioning facts,but the sportive old man-about-town never guesses
the truth. So they leave him behind for the slaughter—after they've toasted the absent Nettie.

(Continued on page 10)
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ORDYNSKI: THE MAN BEHIND "SUMURUN to Co
deter* ar

The Young Polish Director Tells of His Training Under
Max Reinhardt

MR. RICHARD ORDYNSKI.

BEHIND " Sumurun," with its whirl ofdrama, color and music, is Richard
Ordynski. Still young in years, Or-

dynski is a man of unusual attainments.In his brief career he has been a dramatic
writer, actor and producer.

The younjj Pole came to America first
in 1912 to produce " Sumurun" for Win-
throp Ames. Now he has decided to make
America the scene of his whole activities.
This man, who gave us " Sumurun," with
its colors " loud as gongs," is destined to
do something unusual. He has too many
ideals, too much imagination and artistic
discernment, to remain long hidden.

While he lined and whitened his face for
the role of the hapless hunchback clown
the other afternoon, Ordynski told me of
his career. 44 I was born in Poland, near
Cracow. My first connection with the stage
was as dramatic critic and contributor of
theatrical articles to the newspapers of
Cracow. I wanted to enter the field of
producing, but I felt that I first must see
the world in order to develop my ideas.

" I went to Germany. In Munich I met
Max Reinhardt, then playing a brief Sum¬
mer season there. His productions, in imag¬
ination and coloring, seemed wonderful to
me, and I wrote enthusiastically of them
to my newspaper in Cracow. I went on to

Frankfort and then to Berlin, where I again
met Reinhardt. Then he gave me the priv¬
ilege of attending his rehearsals—never ac¬
corded to anyone—and I studied at his
school of stagecraft for some eight months.
I returned to Moscow and became connected
with the Art Theater, the home of the real¬
istic drama of Tchekoff, Gorky, and An-
dreyeff.

" That was eight years ago. I eventually
went to Paris and on to London, writing
essays back to my Polish newspapers. I re¬
turned to the Continent in response to a
letter from Reinhardt and met him in Brus¬
sels. Then 1 became associated with him.
The first production we worked out and col¬
laborated upon was 4 Sumurun.' It was
produced in Berlin and later done in Mu¬
nich. ' Sumurun ' came to be a vital factor
in my life.

" It was at that time that the Great
Lafayette, now dead, saw 4 Sumurun' in
Germany. He was tremendously impressed
with it and, upon returning to London, in¬
terested Oswald Stoll in the idea of bring¬ing it to London. That was how I came to
produce a shortened version of it at the
Coliseum for an unusual run. Later we pro¬duced the complete drama at the London
Savoy. Then In 1912, ' Sumurun' was
brought to this country under my direction
and with many of the original cast, in¬cluding Leopoldine Konstantin as the Slave
of Fatal Enchantment."

Mr. Ordynski made many productions in
the Reinhardt theatres in Germany underhis own name. Late in 1913 he gave Ger¬
many its first view of " Androcles and the
Lion." Six months before the war started,Ordynski took charge of the Modern Thea¬
ter in Warsaw. He has practically beencalled home by his people and he obeyedthe summons. During the season another
Warsaw theater came under his direction.The last production was made on July 29,two days before the declaration of war.
Following the premiere, Ordynski crossed
to Germany to meet his wife and enjoy abrief rest. Then the cloud of war broke
and the producer was unable to get backinto Russia. So he decided to come once
more to America.

In all Ordynski was with Reinhardt forsix years. " While I am different in ideals
and thoughts in many ways, I believe, as
a producer, that Reinhardt is the greatest
man in the world," he declares. The Rein¬hardt idea evolved from an exceedinglysmall beginning, starting with the after-
theater meeting of a number of players.

They launched a night cabaret and beganproducing little plays. The direction and
new ideas of Reinhardt attracted wide at¬
tention. He took the Kammertheater, re¬
constructed from an old dance hall in Ber¬
lin, and did dramas of propaganda from
Ibsen and Gorky to Wedekind. Then he
secured the Deutsches Theater and beganthe Shakespearean productions that carriedhis fame to students of stage managementall over the world.

" I first worked with Reinhardt on 4 The
Comedy of Errors,' " continued the Polish
director. 44 At the third or fourth re¬
hearsal, we both sat at a little table uponthe stage. The members of the stock com¬
pany—really the best players in the em¬pire—were assembled. The rehearsal
started. Gradually I felt things devolve
upon me. For two hours I directed the
stage single-handed. Then Reinhardt ap¬peared from the wings. He came to me
smiling. * Ordynski, you've passed your
examination,' he said and then he told me,4 You never can tell about one's artisticabilities or imagination, whether or not hehave the right spirit to make for success,until you actually try him. To prove a
man, you simply must let him jump intothe water.' "

We talked of vaudeville and 44 Sumu¬
run." Morris Gest, I believe, first sug¬gested the possibilities of 44 Sumurun " toGertrude Hoffmann and it was originallyplanned to do the whole version. 44 When
Miss Hoffmann first approached me to put
on 4 Sumurun,' I was frankly afraid, I'll
admit. I feared that she would want me
to make compromises with my ideas. ButI never worked with anyone so apprecia¬tive, so untiring, so anxious to make every¬
thing artistic. I admire Miss Hoffmann
thoroughly. Hef production of 4 Sumurun '
is, by the way, more true to the originalthan was the Casino production.

44 There is no book of 4 Sumurun.' When
we assembled the company for rehearsals,I found that none of the players, save
Miss Hoffmann had observed the original
production. So I had to work it all out
slowly, bit by bit, acting carefully each
role, going over each piece of business. Some
of the parts I went over thirty to fortytimes. It was hard and laborious, but it was

splendid, too, to see the tragedy grow up
slowly and develop out of nothing. I was
careful to let each person think out his or
her part. I believe that the characters must
live and that the only way to obtain reality

Bangs. N.MISS NORA BAYES.
Offering New Songs at the Palace This Week.

GERTRUDE HOFFMANN has, we fear, FloZiegfeld-ized the " Sumurun" of Max Rein¬hardt. A fountain pool has made its appear¬ance in the middle of the harem scene. The fairdwellers discard their—er—costumes and, in nicewhite Kellermanns, loll about the palace. Four of thehardier ladies invade the pool. Its capacity, by theway, is just about 4y2 ladies.

"Sumurun's" Bathing Scene
The whole union suit interpolation hurts the dramaof " Sumurun." It is out of key with the colorfulimagery of Reinhardt. The wordless drama is an ap¬peal to the imagination, but there's nothing mentalabout a chorus girl in a one-piece bathing suit. More¬

over, the fountain played tricks—the water landingwhere it shouldn't—and the mighty Sheik very nearlyhad to give out rain-checks in his efforts to impale theyouthful carpet merchant upon his sword.
Marie Zaro has succeeded Cecil Jacque Archer asSumurun. She seems exceedingly youthful and lackssuch distinction as Miss Archer gave the role. In

fact, we felt a deterioration almost all through" thecast, except in Richard Ordynski's portrayal of thehunchback clown.
We do not credit Mr. Ordynski with the " Sumu¬run " interpolations. Very possibly the changes weremade against his will.

Audiences and Appreciation
In the Times the other day, Albert Sterner, re¬ferring to " Sumurun," held the 44 ignorance of aesthet¬ics " to be responsible for the stage's present lack ofart. This " ignorance " he blames not to the playeror manager, but to the people." The other night," Mr. Sterner writes, " I saw avery artistic revival of an Oriental tragedy in panto¬mime. Behind me sat two well-dressed Americans.The man expressed his disappointment to the womanbeside him. He thought the whole thing was 4 rotten.'The woman acquiesced less vigorously, but evidentlydid not care for or understand the pageant. Shortlyafterward I left the theater because of the appearanceof two comedians with their very vulgar, inane patter.My neighbors were now pleased, laughing as I passedup the aisle. The proposition here, as in all the artsto-day, resolves itself into one of commerce. Possiblythe manager or owner who put on the Oriental pageantprefers it to the vulgar ' turn,' but the people do not."We are still firm in our faith in audiences. Thefact that " Sumurun" ran three weeks to capacityattendance at the Palace proves our contention. Thiscould not have been true had the majority of vaude¬

ville patrons been unable to appreciate the imageryand art of Reinhardt.
We're glad to repeat the statement of Arthur Hop¬kins : " Anything of merit, with an opportunity, willwin out."

Fannie Brice's New Material
Fannie Brice has really departed from her old ec¬centric " ingenuish " specialty and invaded new com¬edy fields.
Miss Brice first appears, in a white cloak withblack fur trimmings, to sing a little inconsequentialopening song. Then she discards the cloak and comesback, black hat in hand, to sing a little comic dittywhich might be called, 44 If We Believe the ThingsThey Say." Anyway, it depicts how she purchasedthe hat upon the recommendations of one Algy, thechief designer of the millinery shop, who affirmed thathe'd 44 never seen anything more chic-er." After thatMiss Brice gives a little bit depicting a Jewish motherproudly discussing her child, who is suspected of be¬ing a vocal prodigy. Next the comedienne returns ina pink ballet costume to portray the eccentric tribu¬lations of a ballerine named Becky, who slipped in apas de seul, and—well, let's pass to the next number.

Miss Brice as a Boy
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MR. ORDYNSKI AS THE HUNCHBACK -

CLOWN OF 44 SUMURUN."
Ais to let the players work out and feel theirparts."

Ordynski will remain with 44 Sumurun " ""
but four or five weeks. He will next pro¬duce Auber's opera, 44 The Dumb Girl ofPortici," in which Pavlowa will play the
name part in pantomime. Ordynski is work¬
ing out the color ideas with Urban. LastSpring he aided the production of the Har-
vard Dramatic Club, under invitation from
Professor Baker. Ordynski talked interest- ,ingly of the American stage. He commented
upon his admiration for David Belasco andhis artistic staging and attention to detail, 'Winthrop Ames for his sincerity and ideal¬
ism, Granville Barker for producing 44 goodauthors in a worthy manner." Ordynskiliked the Ames prize play, 44 Children ofEarth." 44 I sensed the Americanism thatMr. Ames must have felt in producing it.and I felt, too, the spirit of the soil," he
commented. 14 We Poles, from the peasants
up, have a keen attachment to the soil. So4 Children of Earth,' though thoroughlyAmerican, reached and touched me." Or¬dynski felt the artistic qualities of Bar¬ker's presentation of Anatole Frances44 The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife"in its artistic creation of medieval at¬mosphere, and he was impressed with theopen-air productions of the Greek tragedies.All in all, Ordynski likes America." I'm happy here," he concluded.
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Francis Bruguiere, San Francisco.
ROSHANARA.

A Glimpse of Her Cobra Dance.
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The finale is a chappie impersonation, with Miss
Brice in evening clothes and silk hat. Here she is a
sort of Yiddish Kathleen Clifford. She's not at all
unsuccessful as a boy.

We want to congratulate Miss Brice upon obtain¬
ing material along fresh lines. Moreover, she is work¬
ing with more humorous delicacy and less low-comedy
buffoonery. Her work shows that she can think for
herself.

Eddie Leonard in Blackface Again
Eddie Leonard, D.C.C. (Doctor of Curtain Calls),

returned to blackface at the Palace. He has the as¬

sistance of two banjoists and a pianist, all three in
burnt cork. The programme called the skit, " The
Land of Sunset," giving the scene as the Lee home in
Virginia and the action as " Robert E. Lee's dream."
Apparently something happened to the original dream,
because the whole ~thing is now just a series of songs
and dances by Leonard, with incidental contributions
by the three assistants.

Leonard wears picturesque costumes—such as a
suit of silver silk, with a peppermint striped waist¬
coat—dear to the minstrel heart. He laments lyrically
that " I lost my apple dumpling," said dumpling be¬
ing one Mandy. Of course, he does " Roly-Boly Eyes "
and his usual effective silver clog and shuffling dances.

Personally, Leonard's " wah-wah" nasal vocalism
% k

grates upon our auditory nerves. But it doesn't seem 1
half so unpleasant when he is in blackface. Anyway,
the turn gets over strongly, and is far and away bet- i
ter than Leonard's old act with Mabel Russell.

Orville Harrold returned to the Palace. His wife,
Lydia ixK'ke, appeared for the first time on the vaude¬
ville stage with Mr. Harrold.

Harrold's programme, of course, included " I'm
Palling in Love With Some One." His voice shows
the result of forcing, of attempting vocal tricks. Miss
Locke's top notes, it may be noted, are of uncertain
timbre, and her whole voice seems lacking in flexi¬
bility and feeling.

"The Order of the Bath"
|i .

Laura Burt and Henry Stanford returned to the ug
varieties at the Colonial in their old sketch, "The >
Order of the Bath."

The skit—rather light and a bit old-fashioned in
structure—revolves about a young woman in negligee , [jand a young man in pajamas and bath robe, acci¬
dentally locked in a bathroom at midnight. This is ; t
an idea that doubtless would give joy to the editor t
of Snappy Stories and kindred paprika monthlies. r

The two, by the way, are guests at an English coun- p
try house, and have loved each other from a dis- v
tance. He is an English captain, monocled and of the n
usual dense stage type. After he has, by accident, :1 '
invaded the young woman's bathroom and is caught
by a snap-lock, lie pauses to think of a way out.

personality gives the leadl: • r.. m« •. ••?•' - H.ir and a campelling ip that it never
^

Ira L. Hills Studio. N. Y.
MISS BONNIE GLASS.

The Dancer Has Just Entered the Varieties in an

_ Elaborate Act.
H : 11 Mary. Hazel llasian.

MISS NELLIE V. NICHOLS,
Lumiere, N. Y.

"Are you thinking?" she inquires anxiously." Ra—ther! " he replies.
"Well?"
" I say, if there was a chimney! "" But there isn't."
" But if there was! "

George McKay and Ottie Ardine's turn is essen¬
tially unchanged. They have a new number, the
tragic ballad of a person who has been struck by aFord car.

Bonnie Glass Dances

Bonnie Glass is dancing with M. Rudolph, a lengthy
person utterly devoid of personality. An orchestra of
ten hovers in the distance.

First Miss Glass and Mr. Rudolph do a militarygallop, distinctly like the dance daintily done byQuentin Todd and Helen Clark in " Nobody Home."After that Miss Glass glides through a flirtation
waltz, a cake walk, and a semi-Spanish dance of manywhirls.

Miss Glass dances very well, indeed. But somehow
we've just natu'lly done lost our taste for the modern
dances.

Roshanara Returns from India

Roshanara came back from India with the first
Burmese dances to be done in America.

She has devised an effective background for her
picturesque dances. It is simple but exceedingly ef¬fective in catching the mysticism of the East. A
glowing pillar of blending, red and green radiates a
soft glow. The rest of the stage is in shadow. The
first dance was an ancient Burmese .court, evolution,Kayah Than. The curtain disclosed Roshanara in a
bizarre costume—half armor, half silken garb. The
dance itself , was a fascinating little thing of sharp
angles.

A fragile modern Burmese dance followed. Here
her fluttering hands expressively depicted the wingsof a struggling butterfly.' Last came

. Roshantra's •
familiar snake dance, in which the temple dancer is
supposed to be possessed of the spirit of a serpent.Her slender arms twine and writhe about taer until
she finally falls exhausted.

Roshanara is decidedly interesting.
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MISS DOROTHY TOYE,

Double-Voiced Vocalist Now Presenting an Agreeable
Specialty in the Two-a-Day.

VAUDEVILLE touched a pinnacle of brilliancyfor at least five minutes last week when Nora
Bayes sang at the Palace Theater. Miss Bayes

has introduced many songs in her years behind the
footlights, but never has she sounded such a note of
poignancy as she did in a new little lyric of a robin
and a wild rose.

Nora Bayes and and Her Songs

Indeed, this tragic woodland idyl is one of the most
touching songs we've heard in our three seasons of
vaudeville. Miss Bayes limned it with the hand of an
artiste. And she gave it a real tear.

Miss Bayes, too, told vocally of' tne way the old
songs came back to haunt her dreams. That afforded
an effective opportunity for snatches of the popular
melodies—and you could hardly hear some of them
for the applause.

Miss Bayes repeated the always popular, " Since
Mother Was a Girl." Her other numbers- didn't
measure up very well. One of them is "What Was
Good Enough For Your Father Is Good Enough For
You," which, by the way, is a sort of philosophy that
would block progress. Then, too, she sang a pifflipg
peace song, " W^hen We Celebrate the End of W ar in
Ragtime."

We like Miss Baves better each time we see her.

Floyd. N. Y.
MISS SOPHYE BARNARD,

Heading the Revuette, " Step Lively," Written by
Tommy Gray.

Laddie Cliff's Domestic Turn

Laddie Cliff—always an agreeable entertainer—
brought his wife, Maybelle Parker, to vaudeville at
the Palace. The boy comedian of a few years ago
is now a husband, and we're glad to commend • the
little act for its domesticity and its pleasing quali¬
ties.

Miss Parker—who seems sweet and uaassuming—
plays the piano, doing two' solos between her hus¬
band's songs. These need to be keyed up—and un¬
doubtedly will be as Miss Parker-fits herself to vaude¬
ville. Nobody could dislike her,. And Cliff himself
works hard. He never did a better song than " What
a Bore! " the lament of a young English chappie
whose father had the " rotten taste " to suggest work.
He danced with his usual electrical agility.

In " The Honeymooners" Thompson Buchanan
constructed a new story around the train effect orig¬
inally used at the Princess in Lawrence Rising's " It
Can Be Done." The unsteady rear platform of an
observation car, speeding across country through the
night, is the setting.

We were surprised at the crudity of Mr. Bu¬
chanan's efforts. In " The Honeymooners" he has
an exceedingly youthful newly married couple over¬
taken by the bride's father. Wifey accuses the irate
father of being a masher, and the conductor arrests
him. Then the old man. completely foiled, relents
and gives his blessing. The whole idea was clumsily
handled and exceedingly draggy. The cast gave little
aid. And the admirably designed train effect—in
sound and lighting—wasn't well handled.

The A1 Golem Acrobats
The A1 Golem Troupe is billed as offering a pan¬

tomimic production, " The Slave Dealers." Tne offer¬
ing is really an elaborate acrobatic act of the flash
type. The billing also gives the awe-inspiring in¬
side information that the artists are from " the court
of His Majesty the Shah of Persia." Up to the hour
of going to'press, the-Shah was conducting a "watch¬
ful waiting " policy.

nilM«Kor"ot the II anurtew.-* guaranteed appoaran-
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The act opens with the entire masculine portion
of the troupe bowing to a glowing electric sun. After
that three veiled slave girls appear, and every one

^ adjourns to the Shah's—or somebody's—court. Then,
after some rugs have been exhibited, the acrobatic
stunts start, even the Shah, unbending to do his share.

« The slave girls help, too, It's all very democratic.
shirked matters in giving the turn an elaborate stag¬ing.

Harry Gilfoil Again
Harry. Gilfoil is still doing his impersonation of a

gay old Broadway rounder, and still singing, " AMan's As Old As He Feels," besides drinking a glassof liquor at a single swallow, and doing his imitations
of cats, auto horns, and kindred irritants.

McDevitt, Kelly and Lucey have a skit termed" The Piano Movers and the Actress." Think of the
most ancient idea for a variety skit. Got it? Well,that's the theme of this turn.

A young actress needs two young men for her vaude-
I ville act. At that opportune moment two comedy

piano movers appear. " I tell you what I'll do," shej exclaims, " I'll go downstairs and get the wardrobe,
and, if it fits, I'll hire you." Unfortunately it does
—and the specialty is on. This is the kind of act
that makes us think reminiscently of our vacation.

The Metropolitan Dancing Girls, headed by George
and May Le Fevre, presented a repertoire of the so-
called " classic" dances now familiar to vaudeville.
Like other terpsichorean offerings, it owes a great deal
in idea to Pavlowa and the Ballet Russe. But this
specialty has pretty and effective qualities.
Carr in "An April Shower"

" An April Shower" is the title of Edgar AllanWoolf's vehicle for Alexander Carr's entry into vaude¬
ville. The premiere performances were given at the
Alhambra.

Carr is provided with the role of an old Jewish
merchant, who gives up his earnings of twenty years
to save his niece's sweetheart from prison. The ris¬
ing young man has appropriated some $30,000, and
thoughtlessly lost it on the Street. The story itself
is nothing but Mr. Woolf has developed an interest¬
ing character in the old merchant, who gained his
start in life in an April shower. He sold his tattered
umbrella for a dollar and bought four more umbrellas
—thereby laying the foundation of his bank account.
Then, as he sacrifices his savings to protect his niece's
happiness, the rain of another April shower beats
upon the window panes of the little house. So he looks
up at a bundle of old umbrellas, hanging upon the
wall and saved through the years, "so that I'll stay
human and know there's good in everything, even
rainstorms."

There are some obvious moments of striving for"."Oct. a.
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i SCHOOL OF ACT
The Ward Brothers are still doing their" Bertie and Archie " super-English patteract. We hate to breathe an insinuation c..iagainst tile turn, but it is about time theold dears landed some new material. Weknow the patter, we're sure, better thanthe Ward Brothers themselves. j •

—■

We had another view—at the Palace on
■. ^

cuawmci vicw—<al tut: jra.ia.ee oilSaturday afternoon—of Jean Havez's turn," On a Saturday afternoon," offered byMarjorie Bonner and Billie Power. This is » >/.va little skit in which a motion picture islienrl tn /loniVif n..t- i- „ i . '
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ci ihuc lii vviiieu a motion picture isused to depict just what a young husbandand wife do after they part with a kiss in ' ' 'the park. The thing seems vulgar to us. .c v .Surely it doesn't possess uplift.
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1"% aid > Hurtthe' mugL, as wlen vtfte' ^
old man ehuakles," He's got your sheep
—I mean your goat! "
But the sketch has ap¬
pealing, even touching,
qualities. On the whole,it's the best thing. Mr
Woolf has ever given
vaudeville.

And, it may be noted,Mr. Woolf should be
commended for his
hardihood in placing the
locale of his sketch in
the Bronx.
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We were heai tily glad to see charming little Ade¬laide succeed with such surety in the Ned Wayburnrevue, Town Topics." We've long considered Ade¬laide to be a danseuse of genuine brilliancy, evengenius.
And our prospective department—in search of newblood—might well watch Mabel Elaine, a little girlhitherto unknown, who has a few prominent momentsin the revue. She seems to be a girl with a FannieBrice sense of humor. Here is a vaudeville " single "in the making.

Bernardi's Debut
Constantino Bernardi, the Italian chameleon, madehis American debut at the Colonial. Aided by scores

of wigs and mustaches, false noses, spectacles and afalsetto voice, he makes lightning changes from onecharacter to another.

ReMnTih H,ttIe, of .art in his work. It's just speed.Behind the dashes from wig to wig, there's nothing ofcharacterization. Bernardi starts with an opera re-hearsal, in which he does the tenor, basso and sopranom rapid succession. Then follows a music hall scene,where the entertainer plays a bankrupt manager, aswell as all of his stranded players. Bernardi is hand¬icapped by a lack of knowledge of English and thisscene is a bit difficult to follow. However, it seemsthat Bernardi himself saves the day for the manager'by going on and doing all the music hall turns himselfConsequently, in turn, we see him as a musicalclown who plays sleigh bells with his feet, in a seriesof character studies of famous composers and as aChinese magician in a series of illusions. For theimpersonations of the composers, Bernardi climbs intothe pit and leads the orchestra, making his changesbehind abbreviated curtains. Here the Italian doeshis best work. There's some facial expression—a lit¬tle more than mere speedy shifting of wigs.During part of the music hall scene, Bernardi shows—by aid of a transparent curtain—how he makes hisquick changes. His assistants are ranged in linesome to remove wigs and articles of clothing, whilethe others clap new tonsorial equipment and coats intheir places. Bernardi dashes through the line of aidslike a football player. The thing is done unerringly.
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MISS ROZSIKA DOLLY AND MARTIN BROWN■ kept. 2tf. and present for tneir ooenine weex tAa urmPersonally, however, the Italian didn't really arouse
our interest to any extent.

Sylvester Schaffer Again
In contrast to Bernardi, at the Palace, we were of¬fered Sylvester Schaffer, the German headliner, whodoes eight acts all by himself. We like Schaffer much

better, we'll admit.
Schaffer has rearranged his versatile offering. Hestarts by hurriedly doing a painting in oils, afterwhich he juggles unusually well, contributes a new

turn with his two sisters, exhibits his ability as ahorseman, shows his trained dogs, offers some crack
sharpshooting, plays the violin and balances a chariotin midair.

With his sisters, Schaffer appears in romantic cos¬
tume. He is a Beau Brummel who suddenly developsinto a juggler and tumbler. During his violin play¬ing, Schaffer now reveals illuminated tableaux illustra¬
tive of his selections. This sort of thing seems ama¬teurish and should be eliminated. So should the anticsof a mimic monkey, offered by an assistant to bridgeover the intervals between Schaflfer's own specialties.They savor of crudeness and are unnecessary.Schaffer has a distinctly likable personality.
Ida Brooks Hunt Sings

Ida Brooks Hunt appeared at the Colonial, too.Miss Hunt trilled in a way that impressed the Colo-nialites. Her diction is faulty—a bad thing in vaude¬ville. In fact, save for " My Hero " from " The Choco¬late Soldier," we couldn't distinguish any of her num¬bers. A card announced " You Are My All," as writ¬
ten by Julius Lenzberg and dedicated to Miss Hunt.Mr. Lenzberg, if it is necessary to explain, is musicaldirector at the Colonial and an institution in himself.He puts a lot .of eccentric Creatore touches into hiswork and the Colonialites like him immensely. So,when Miss Hunt finished, the applause was—er—up¬lifting. Then Mr. Lenzberg bowed to Miss Hunt andMiss Hunt bowed to Mr. Lenzberg and everyone was
happy.
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Anent Curtain Speeches

Why will players persist in making cur¬tain speeches? Alexander Carr tried a
florid one at the Palace on his opening af¬ternoon in "An April Shower." He thanked
every one in general and remarked that the
day would always be a " pearl upon hischain of memories."

We'll have to see Mr. Carr play the oldJewish merchant of Edgar Allan Woolf's
playlet all over again before we'll get back
our former good impression.

Natalie and Ferrari were at the BrooklynOrpheum in a revised dancing specialty : aduet evolution, a pas de seul by Miss' Na¬talie, which proved the prettiest thing inthe routine, and a modern fox trot done in I
a sort of satirical style.

Personally, we believe Natalie and Fer¬
rari should limit themselves to costume
dances.

The idea cannot fail to present itself thatthe author of Valerie Bergere's playlet,"

War Babies," had " War Brides " in mindwhen she wrote her anti-war sketch. Theauthor, by the way, is Mrs. Florence Haines-Keed, described by the programme as " edi¬
tor of the Federation of Women's Clubs."

Valerie Bergere's War Playlet
In " War Brides," Mrs. Marion CraigWentworth advanced the idyllistic theorythat warfare will disappear when women

participate in the government, and that if
women would unite against motherhood, thisend would be quickly obtained. Mrs. Haines-
Reed follows out the " baby strike " idea.

The scene is a small town in an un¬
named kingdom. The enemy is within five
miles of the place. The women of the town
are protesting against war. The wife of
the household is happy, despite the miseryabout her, because war has not actuallytouched the household. Suddenly the hus¬
band is called away with the reservists. A
few minutes pass and he is carried, badlywounded, back to the house. The surgeon'stell the grief-stricken wife that he will be
crippled for life. At that moment fate
piles on the grief when a stray bullet kills
the wife's baby.

The woman falls sobbing upon her knees.
Then she announces that she. too. has
joined the other women in their plan to
end warfare. "Do you hear?" she cries," there'll be no more children until peaceis declared forever ! "

" War Babies " isn't well written. It af¬
fords, of course, many moments for Bergere
pyrotechnics, but its attempted message is
crudely presented by its author. " War
Brides " was emotionally effective. " War
Babies " isn't convincing, either in its mes¬
sage or its dramatic construction.

ART OF ACTING
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CICCOLINI,

Italian Tenor, Now at the Palace, in the Role of
Lieutenant Pinkerton in " Madam Butterfly." VERA MAXWELL,

npAhlPiItl

GUIDO CICCOLINI, who arrived at the Palaceon the crest of a publicity tidal wave, isn't a
Caruso, of course, but he has a decidedly

pleasant voice.
It is a lyric tenor of charming tonal quality and

sweetness. There is too much striving for dramatic
effect—for the inevitable tear. He is at his best in
light ballads and, of his repertoire, a little Neopolitan
song, done to piano accompaniment, seemed most
pleasing.

Ciccolini Sings
Ciccolini was handicapped by orchestral limitations

and an apparent uncertainty about vaudeville. But
the tenor may rest easy. He has an agreeable stage
presence—indeed, he is likely to cause future heart
flutters among the matinee girls if he remains in
vaudeville.

The opening curtain, for the aria from " La Tosca,"
disclosed Ciccolini, in the flickering light of a candle,seated at Mario's prison table. It was a commend¬
able effort to catch the spirit of the tragic opera.
The idea, in costuming at least, was carried out in
several of the selections.

We want to comment, too, upon the programme
handling of Ciccolini. Each number was reprintedin translated form.
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" Temperature and pulse abnormal, condition
feverish," might be a medical description of " Demi-
Tasse," R. H. McLaughlin's vehicle for Laura Nelson
Hall's vaudeville entry.

The Triangle Again
There's the triangle—the husband, the wife and the

other woman. Dinner has ended and the demi-tasse
has just been served. Suddenly the wife draws a
revolver and—after telling the woman that one of the
cups contains a deadly poison—commands her to
drink. The woman, half in hysteria, swallows the
coffee. The wife reaches for her own cup. Then the
husband rushes to her side. It's the old idea that—
intuitively—a man will turn in a crisis to the woman
he really loves. Realizing that she still holds her
husband's love, the wife confesses that there has been
no poison at all and that it was merely a love test.So the blonde charmer rushes from the room in angerand desperation.
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White. N. Y.
LOIS WHITNEY,

AttentionMoffett Studio, Chicaao.
MISS JOSIE HEATHER,

Otto Barony, N. Y.
MISS CECILIA WRIGHT,I "Daughter of the Navy," Delighting Audiences in DaintyVocal Specialty.

The playlet never becomes anything but artificial| melodrama, although Miss Hall reads her lines verywell and keys her role in a repressed plane. T.Jerome Lawler makes a theatrical husband and the
: blonde triangle qualites of the other woman are glar¬ingly apparent in the obvious way Daisy Belmore! plays the role.

"

Demi-Tasse," it may be noted, has the conven-i tional dark stage opening, with the glowing fireplace.A butler flashes on the lights and the plot is underI way.

Elizabeth Murray on Broadway Again
Strange steamboat calls emanated from the orches¬tra and Elizabeth Murray shuffled before the footlights—to sing with all her old gusto, breezy surety andvivid personality.
Miss Murray never looked better. Attired in pink,with her crownless hat at a rakish tilt, she totallyeclipses any fashion show manniquin who ever wore ,a maison creation.
Unfortunately, none of Miss Murray's songs—ex¬cept "The 5:15," that melodic tragedy of commuting—leave anything like an impression. And " The5:15" isn't new. However, we want to welcomeMiss Murray back to Broadway. It's good to see heragain.

Bankoff and Girlie—a new Girlie by the way—wereat the Palace in an admirable little dancing specialty—a mingling of the ballet, acrobatic Russian dancingand the cakewalk.
Bankoff is an excellent dancer of the gymnasticschool—who can negotiate startling close-to-the-floorknee evolutions. But it is Girlie—simply called Lolaon the programme—of whom we want to speak. Sheis technically an admirable toe dancer—but best ofall she has a delicate sort of appeal and a distinctlyingratiating personality.

aria from " La Boheme," the ballad, " I Hear YouCalling Me," and an Irish song—of blue eyes andlove, of course. The appearance of effective vocalistsand musicians in the varieties is always to be com¬mended. They're educating theatergoers in goodmusic.

Gertrude Vanderbilt and George Moore—re-unitedonce more—presented a brisk and breezy " songand " specialty.
We've always liked Miss Vanderbilt—and Mr.Moore is amusing. So the result is decidedly like¬able since—save for Mr. Moore's " On the Boulevard "number—their work has an atmosphere of newnessand originality.

Miss Vanderbilt—who has vastly improved, by theway—starts with an amazing costume, the foundationof which seems to be a pajama-like effect coveredwith wall-paper designs. Later she dons a red, whiteand blue affair—after George M. Cohan's own heart—for a patriotic song and finally appears in a decidedlyfetching Spanish garb of blue and silver. Perhapswe can best describe Miss Vanderbilt's histrionicappeal when we say that we've never yet been ableto remember what kind of a hat she wears for hernumbers—or whether she has worn one at all.

Gertrude Vanderbilt's Advance
The best of their material is a minstrel bit, " WhenOld Hi Henry's Minstrels Came to Town," whereMr. Moore announces the Russian national anthemas " When We Leave the World Behind," and thepeppery Spanish dancing number.Miss Vanderbilt and Mr. Moore have a tendencyto be a bit rough in their comedy efforts at times.

.-eoojv!

Julian Rose's Monologue
It may be gradual, of course, but we ultimatelyexpect to see the entire cast of " Potash and Perl-mutter " in vaudeville. Julian Rose arrived at thePalace last week. Rose tells Hebrew stories andtried a few parodies. He doesn't wear the conven-

I tional peddler make-up, but affects the Bronx-ish at¬mosphere of elevator apartment prosperity.Rose tells of a Hebrew wedding, which had excite-
I ment thrust upon it. The excitement was the IrishI janitor. The humor is exceedingly elemental. Mr.Rose, for instance, chants a parody about Adam andEve. " The bride's mother was crying," he laterconfides, " the bride's father was crying, Mrs. Rosen¬blatt was—no, she was sweatin'! " And Mr. Rosealso tells of the lady who enjoyed bad health, owingto " toenail poisoning" and " hardening of theartilleries." He talked, too, about slashed skirts,which have departed these many, many months.

Gene Hodgkins is now assisted by Muriel Ridleyin his dancing novelty, " Le Cafe Futurist."Mr. Hodgkins appears in a brief prelude and isinterrupted from an upper box by Miss Ridley, whofinally accepts an invitation to appear on the stage.So they adjourn to the full stage, where a cafe of be¬wildering coloring is revealed. There they dance anddance, while a weirdly dressed orchestra invades theauditorium and marches up and down the aisles.Miss Ridley is intensely English, even to an everpresent monocle.

The. Misses Lightner • and Newton Alexander ad¬vance upon a baby grand and capture it during abombardment of songs. There's one with the lament," I wonder why I married such a good for nothingman," expressing this laudable sentiment" Down on my knees,
I hope the Lord will make him freeze."Mr. Alexander plays upon the cornet briefly, too.The sisters seem entirely too aggressive in theirmethods. This may come from too much confidence—-or a lack of it. They should subdue their style anduse better taste in selecting their song material.

Craig Campbell's Vocalism
• Craig Campbell, observed at the Brooklyn Orpheum,has an agreeable tenor voice; marked by a good dic-tion. And he attempting vocal tricks. He sang an

\

I

Hall's Studio. N. Y.MR. M. S. BENTHAM,
The Wgll-Known Vaudeville Representative Who Di- Jrects the Destinies of Many DistinguishedStars in the Two-a-Day.D

Muriel Worth and Lew Brice Arrive
Muriel Worth and Lew Brice made their first met¬ropolitan appearances as co-workers at the Palace.Miss Worth was formerly known as Tillie Zick. Sheis a decidedly attractive little person, who gives thespecialty a distinct optical appeal.Between numbers Miss Worth makes several cos¬tume changes in a tiny lighted boudoir at the backof the stage. Whether or not you like your enter¬tainment quite so intimate, it must be noted that it isall deftly and modestly done. Miss Worth did twosolo toe dances. One was a dramatic affair, describedby the programme as " The Passing of the Swan."This is too big in pantomimic requirements for thelittle dancer. She used her hands badly in this num¬ber, too. We would like to have her study little Ade¬laide.

However, Miss Worth's subsequent syncopated toedance—a shrug-your-shoulders evolution—is cute andfetching, materially aided by a charming costume ofpink and silver.
A Pierrot and Pierrette dance concludes the special¬ty, with Mr. Brice an effective but distinctly YiddishPierrot. Mr. Brice's resemblance, even in manner¬isms, to his sister Fannie is now striking. MissWorth makes a plump little Pierrotte who couldn'tpossibly hurt your eyes.

——j ~~~ j" i r i vn m* —

Alexander Carr played his second Palace week inEdgar Allan Woolf's effective playlet, " An AprilShower." We want to again comment upon Carr'splaying of the old Yiddish merchant, a graduateumbrella peddler, for its humanness and excellence.

MISS GERTRUDE VANDERBILT,
Again Dancing in Vaudeville with George Moore.
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The gateway of a cemetery is the un¬usual locale of " Twice a Week," John B.Hymer's playlet for Julie Ring.The key to the iron gate has been lostand the old sexton is trying to fit a new
one to the rusty lock. A young widowand an equally youthful widower, whocome to the cemetery twice a week, meetoutside. Conversation starts, and thewidower begins to lo§e some of his gloom.For a moment it is impossible to tellwhether Mr. Hymer is satirizing the humannnwpr tn fnro-at- r»r +Vio+- V>r> •:
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Frank Fogarty returned once more with his drystorie3 of O'Brien and Kerrigan. This year he'smingled many new tales, until the old and the neware about in equal proportion. There's no denyingthe laugh in almost every one of them.Monologuists usually seem ominous persons—butnot " The " Fogarty.
" The Color Sea" is really " The Edge of theWorld " renamed. Moving, blending colors are flashedfrom behind the stage upon a screen. Apparently theelectric rays are projected through mingling coloredliquids. The effect is decidedly colorful, to say theleast.
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Mile. Bettina, a lady who affects white Keller-

manns, gambols through the scene, sometimes beforethe curtain and- sometimes in silhouette upon it.
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a most extraordinary type of flirtation "turn.
Suddenly it develops that the widowerhas found a mysterious love letter among A ' O? 'i Athe keepsakes of his wife. Then they com- 1 spare notes and it appears that the lamente;! ecial).-<deceased had a sprightly romance of their

own. The widow is angry—and so is the cwidower. They hurl their flowers over thecemetery wall, borrow an umbrella from
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i ' .yJ : i \Cemetery Drama

Personally the theme seems in bad taste,although it is novel in choice of scene.Clyde Fitch, in " The Climbers," unrelent-I ingly dramatized the return of mourners
(] from a funeral. Mr. Hymer takes vou tothe cemetery, and then jars you witn suchobvious humor as " Them that's in can'tget out, and them that's out don't want to) get in.
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lils fineMiss Ring does the widow with little 1 ■ JinfJexpression and James Norval is too heavy !ii i,»s in Ius the mourning widower. B. J. Murphy Ianedoes very well as the sexton. Besides the t will no< graphic Summer shower, the sketch has ~ . nilthe hardest working off-stage mocking bird ar 'stage we have had the good fortune tohear.

In John K. Golden's fantasy, "The Clock Shop,"presented at the Brooklyn Orpheum, Sam Chip andMary Marble have a quaint little extravaganza—slen¬der but wholesome.
Two little Dutch clocks are in love with each other,but there's a dangerous rival, the Alarm Clock, whois aided by the crafty Cuckoo Clock. The Grand¬father Clock calls upon Father Time to look into the

romance. It seems that Hans, the Dutch clock, isalleged to have been fast in his early days, but he
proves that it was all because he was wound up tootightly by his stern parents, the Church Clocks. So, of
course, the little clock lovers are united.

The dialogue is told mainly in exceedingly simpleverse, such as—

US

and—

"I'll do. you harm,
You false alarm."

" Did he not kiss
This sweet Dutch miss."

But the music is rather soothing. Mr. Chip andMiss Marble play the Dutch clocks satisfactorilyand the other parts are adequately done. The wholething is juvenile, of course, and it is done with littleimagination. Yet it is appealing.
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MLLE. MARGUERITE,

Pretty Dancer Soon to Appear in the Varieties with
Frank Gill.

WE wish Willa Holt Wakefield would give a spe¬cial matinee some time or other for sketch
writers who believe that life consists of re¬

volvers, poison and hysterics. Miss Wakefield's songs
might act as thought tonics.
Miss Wakefield's New Songs

This year Miss Wakefield has a charming back¬
ground for her new repertoire of cheery songs. Blue
tapestry hangings, a grand piano of golden ornamenta¬
tion and huge vases of flowers are revealed in the soft
glow of a standing lamp. Then the tapestries are
drawn aside—and Miss Wakefield appears.

Her first song is delightful. It's a bright little lyric
of optimism, " Don't Listen," in which we're told to
watch for the bright things of life and to close our
ears to its sordidness. Next comes an adroitly pointed
song of a giddy little French clock, so tired of always
giving other folks the good time that it ran away
with a dashing lamp, who smoked and went out
nights.

After that Miss Wakefield sings " Every Cloud Has
a Silver Lining,^ which,we didn't like, probably be¬

cause it spoofs marriage after the approved comic
fashion. " Married life can't last forever," she sings.
" It's a good world after all." About the best you
can say for Miss Wakefield's final number, " I'm Going
Away to Virginia," is that it sounds a note of kindly
hospitality. " If you ever come down to Virginia,"
the lyrics run, " there'll be nothing too good for you."

The audience at the Colonial called her back for
" He's My Pal." We've said so much of Miss Wake¬
field's sincerity and directness that there's little to
add. When she sings, vaudeville becomes something
more than mere entertainment.

Another Lady With a Past
Claude Gillingwater's vaudeville offerings are always

simply acted, carefully staged, and they are at least
i theatrically effective.

Mr. Gillingwater is this season presenting a new
sketch, " The Decision of Governor Locke," which is

i1 not his own work but comes from the pens of Ethel
Clifton and Brenda Fowler. The playlet advances a
time-work proposition based on the old double-moral
standard. We are again shown the wife who gives

i herself to the villain that she may provide necessary
i money for her sick and penniless husband.

In this instance the husband, in a few years, be-
] comes the reform governor of the state. The villain—

who is now the political boss of the region and nat¬
urally at odds with reform—starts to break the gov-

'

ernor, who is again running for office. He discovers
that the governor's wife is the woman of the old
affair and he confronts the husband with a threat to

I unbare the scandal. The governor loves his wife, of
course—and hasn't known. So there's the big scene.

r| The boss demands that the governor withdraw from
politics. But the hero " puts the rollers " under the
villain, as it were, by showing that the boss—in the
incident with his wife—had violated the Mann White
Slave law in going from one State to another with the
young woman. Exit silk-hatted boss—crestfallen,

i Husband and wife tearfully tumble into each other's
ti arms. Curtain!

The sketch is so well played, particularly by Mr.
* Gillingwater, that it is effective despite its obvious

mawkishness. Mr. Gillingwater's playing is always
i marked by sincerity. He is sincere here, except in a

final emotional outburst. Stella Archer plays the wife
P simply, George Thompson is forceful as the boss—
H without the conventional cigar, too,—and Frederick

Forrester makes the role of the governor's secretary-
stand out

" Cranberries " Pleasant Side-Dish
II " Cranberries," which the programme says was

"

prepared for the table by Everett S. Ruskay," is a
fresh and likable sketch. Mr. Ruskay wrote " The
Meanest Man in the World " for Allan Dinehart, and
Iiis second sketch has the same brisk turn of dialogue.

l„ James L. Drake, Jr., the son of a millionaire, is on
- a walking tour through New Jersey. His father has
!' cut off his allowance until he proves his business
f acumen. It's the old idea of the brash young hero

who demonstrates his ability in eighteen minutes—or
'ii sometimes two hours—by manipulating nothing into

several thousand dollars. But Mr. Ruskay gives it a
new twist. Young Drake has just paid $50 down on
a valuable cranberry tract; $50 must be paid by
night and the remainder of $10,000 in ninety days.
At the psychological moment—which is, of course, two
minutes after the playlet starts—young Drake meets
The Girl, a millionaire's daughter visiting in the
vicinity. Then an automobile, carrying a financier
en route from New York to purchase the
cranberry land, loudly breaks down in
the right wings. How the nervy young
hero bluffs the financier into buying the
land from him at $15,000 forms the rest
of the story.

It's a Douglas Fairbanks cross-section
of life-as-it-isn't, but it is all humorous
and entertaining. And it is agreeably
done by Neil Pratt, who plays the boy
with a sort of quizzical touch; Marion
Day, who gives a girl-with-a-sense-of-
humor a real sense of humor (which is
unusual), and Frederick Karr, who is
a pleasant sort or check-book financier.

Miss Day will bear watching. She
has an infectious personality and a
smile—well

The Palace Fashion Show
The Palace has its annual fashion

show and reunion of adjectives. This
year the exhibition of mannequins—•
" fair as Diana," according to the pro¬
gramme—in gowns contributed by the
various maisons is almost hinged upon a

plot. Almost! We are first shown
three sewing girls at work in a modiste
shop. One of them—overworked and
tired—falls asleep. Then follows a Cinderella uicom
which the girl goes through a day's experience of a so¬
ciety girl from pink silk pajamas to evening decollete.

Unfortunately the dialogue had to be given to
mannequins. Now a chorus girl is a Mrs. Siddons
when compared to a clothes model. Emilie Lee, the
dancer, and the only professional apparent in the self-
conscious cast, plays the working girl with the dream.
She changes clothes every moment or two, and even
finds time to dance. One eccentric dancing interval
was the best moment in the fashion show. But Miss
Lee shouldn't sing—even in a dream. And some one
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MISS RAE ELEANOR BALL,
Offering Her Dainty Violin Specialty in Vaudeville.
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MISS EVELYN NESBIT,

Now Making Her First Appearances of the Season at the
Palace with Jack Clifford.

MISS WILLA HOLT WAKEFIELD.

Her Songs of the Heart Are Direct and Sincere in Their

^ Appeal.

committed a faux pas when a model was allowed to
ride a horse into the Piping Rock Country Club. It's
not being done this season.

We suppose the offering has distinct feminine in¬
terest. To a mere man, however, it has all the
dramatic " punch " of Gimbel's show windows.

Lubowska's Dancing
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Desiree Lubowska is an impressionistic dancer—with the accent on the impressionistic. The dances
are rather a series of interpretative poses.

In the first evolution, " The Gavotte Grotesque,"| Miss Lubowska steps from a huge hatbox in a bizarre
costume of black and white, topped by two peacockfeathers. We muffed some of the impressionistic
meaning of this dance, we'll confess.

We got our bearing back in the next number, " TheEgyptian Dance of Mourning," in which Miss Lubow¬
ska presented the straight-line movements which seem
to be attributed to the days of the Pharaohs. Herethe super-slender Miss Lubowska made a striking—almost weird—figure in her mummy-like costume.

The final number was " The Soul of Vanity," de¬scribed by the programme as " Lubowska's original
conception of feminine vanity, in which her soul is amirror reflecting, not to-day's realities but to-day'sdreams." It is a series of preening peacock-like poses,supposed, we suspect, to depict some of the thoughtsthat flitter, probably with difficulty, through the cere¬bral neurons of a lady who likes cabaret music.

LUBOWSKA,
Appearing in a Repertoire of Impressionistic Dances.

Evelyn Nesbit, who is advancing right along, re¬
turned to the Palace in a new specialty with Jack
Clifford. She's doing more singing in her latest turn,
which shows her dancing ability to be materially im¬
proving.

Evelyn Nesbit Returns
We like Miss Nesbit. She's so hard working, so

anxious to please, so obviously endeavoring to win
her way upon her own merit. So we're glad to com¬
ment pleasantly upon her efforts. This year Miss
Nesbit and Mr. Clifford start with an inconsequential
duet built about a rustic bench. " Gee, but I'd like
to tumble in love with a boy like you," run the lyrics," if you'd tumble in love with me." Then Miss Nes¬
bit does another song by herself. After that they ad¬
journ to the full stage, hung with purple velvet. Here
Miss Nesbit makes a fetching picture in a costume of
orange with brown fur trimmings—or whatever way
you'd describe it. And the dance is prettily done.

Finally Miss Nesbit finishes with her whirling evo¬
lution, in which she swings in midair with her arms
about the revolving Mr. Clifford's neck.

We can understand why Miss Nesbit is trying more
singing this year. She's steadily striving to advance.
But, to be truthful, the vocalism, if better than last
season, isn't up to her dancing.

Imhof, Conn and Coreene are still doing their" military playlet," " Surgeon Louder, U. S. A.," in
which an Irish soldier—distinguished by simian physi¬
ognomy, loose trousers and soiled flannel shirt, usual¬
ly associated with a comic paper or a burlesque show
—calls upon the deaf regimental surgeon. Finally the
private has a startling experience firing a cannon." Are you the man that was wounded in the skirm¬
ish," asks a nurse.

" No, I'm the man that was wounded in the chest,"
is the response.

Marriage is also referred to pleasantly and lightly
as warfare. In a word, the turn is of sub-cellar
humor.

Ray Samuel's Songs
Ray Samuels came back to the Palace in new songs

—or rather in a new repertoire. Two of the numbers
were fresh to Broadway. One is " I'm the Sheriff,"
a rube song, the sort of thing Miss Samuels does best.
It's along the usual gosh-durn-it lines associated with
persons who lack the final culture of Broadway. The
other song is of a Yiddish maiden who longed for
love. " Jacob, you'd better wake up," confides the
chorus. " You can take a kiss on credit," and the

.
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MISS GRACE FISIIER,
Now Appearing in the Varieties.

other lines are equally reassuring—
"

Darling, the gas ain't lighted,Can't you even get excited."
Miss Samuels, to be truthful, appeared to bad ad-. vantage. She seemed lacking in spontaneity, get-over-\ ness—and songs.

Melissa Ten Eyck and Max W^ly have varied theiri statue-coming-to-life dancing turn. There are now1 several tableaux—one, of course, of the inevitable Pauland Virginia chasing an electric fan with pink cheese¬cloth. Then Miss Ten Eyck, Kellermannly attired,descends from her pedestal and dances with Mr.Weily. The evolutions are really gymnastic, MissTen Eyck being held aloft ever and anon while emu¬lating a swimmer. Finally the two do a terpsichoreanevolution within & flowered hoop.
It's rather late to comment upon Harry Breen, whois still doing his breathless rapid-fire " nut" patteranent nothing at all and finishing with an " im¬promptu " song about different people in the audience.If there is anything worthy of note, it's the fact thatBreen is still doing it. That, indeed, is a phenomenon.

Cecil Kern in " A String of Pearls "
Cecil Kern presented a novelty musical specialty," A String of Pearls/' for a try-out at the Fifth Ave¬nue Theater.
" The String of Pearls" is the work of Maurice jNMarks and J. Bertram Fox. The opening curtain dis- $Lcloses an artist at work in his studio. The painter £>'•,$indulges in song, and a lady who calls herself Inspi- Afijjji,ration, appears carrying a staff with an electric starand other modern improvements. She sings and thepainting glides aside, disclosing a young woman in its . 'place. The young woman—Miss Kern, of course, is *>' ^ ,again disclosed at intervals. She depicts the daily \sartorial events in the life of a modern girl, wearing ).costumes to vivify moments in the boudoir and street tand at the matinee, dansant and opera.Miss Kern talks her lyrics—rather clearly, it must jjbe noted. But we can't enthuse particularly overcostume changes—even when they're set to music.

Harry Green, the Hebrew comedian late of Fisherand Green, has a queer comedy sketch, "The Cherry ■ "/•Tree," written J)y Aaron Hoffman and presented at ,^'unthe Fifth Avenue Theater.
The sketch starts along approved domestic trianglelines. The stage is darkened. She is playing the

Ciccolini, in his second Palace week}varied his programme, but the little Neo-politan ballad, "Mamma Mia" (Nutile),still remained the most charming number.
Edward Abeles as Dumb Italian

Edward Abeles Ivasn't a single line tospeak in his latest vaudeville vehicle, " SelfDefense," another district-attorney's-officesketch by George H. Broadhurst. Abelesplays a dumb Italian laborer and the partis a mingling of pantomime and passionategutteral sounds.
The boy is charged with murder, anotherItalian, his wife (the prisoner's sister) andhis tiny baby having been found dead. Tneassistant district attorney is kind heartedand believes the youth to be innocent. Sohe persuades his chief to listen—or watch—the boy's version of the crime. Theprisoner acts it all out. The pantomime—done to soft music—indicates tnat the deadman returned to his home intoxicated, afterwhich he got into the center of the room,killed his baby, choked his wife to death,and attacked the boy, who fought the mur¬derer off and finally killed him. The dis¬trict attorney is convinced, because he ex¬claims 44 Self-defense! " as the curtain falls. 1It all depends upon whether or not you |like this sort of thing. It has a certain in¬terest for the average theatergoer. Theidea of an Italian explaining in pantomimeharks back to " The Mummy and the Hum¬ming Bird," although in that instance theItalian was not dumb but limited in hiscommand of English.

Mr. Abeles plays the dumb Italian, ofcourse. Roy Fairchild is exceedingly arti¬ficial as the kindly assistant attorney, andFrank J. Wood does the district attorneylike a gruff policeman.

Maryon Vadie Advancing
Pretty Maryon Vadie and her ballet re¬turned to the Palace in their attractiveroutine of solo and ensemble dances. Theoffering has gained in smoothness and Miss |Vadie's own dancing has advanced, too,technically.

Kate Elinore—of the elongated arm ges- »,ture—and Sam Wililams are back at the jPalace in their old and unchanged turn,"

The Hunter and the Huntress." It's one [of those primitive acts, with Miss Elinore |.] in eccentric make-up popping an airgun at1 various people in the audience. The rep- j.artee glides along this groove :44 I don't think you know a joke when :you see one."
"Yes, I do. How are you?"And Miss Elinore departs, remarking, ;"I bid you bon souse!'' ™

'aease

v.v.iin,ucu. Oiltpiano. He is standing beside her.jumps to her feet.
" You mustn't! "
" You're afraid! "

' lie loves me—in his way! "ni.—>- ...

Suddenly she

itx mo w ay :
There's the plot in three lines. Hubby half guessesthe situation. Into the triangle is dropped GeorgeWashington Cohan, who is returning a pocket-booklost by the husband. G. W. Cohan is a bland Jewishgentleman who is doing his best to emulate his name-OBER I sake. He 'e never told a lie.

Odd Little Comedy Sketch
Then—for no logical reason at all—the husband en¬gages him at a yearly salary of $10,000 to always tellhim the truth about everything. So George Washing¬ton Cohan becomes a sort of Hebrew Conscience in thedomestic drama. He prevents the woman from run¬ning away with the other man and—by the simple ex¬pedient of telling his first lie—reunites the husbandand wife. Of course, he loses his $10,000 position astruth-teller, but he discovers that " everybody wantsthe truth—till they get it."
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MISS ELEANOR GORDON,
Now Starring in Edgar Allan Woolf s " The

Discovery."

It's strange comedy. There are un-,
deniably funny moments—and many of!
them. But "The Cherry Tree" is neither"
fish nor fowl. It is a dramatic playlet re¬
volving around a farcical character. It's
like injecting Vernon Castle into "Hamlet."
And "The Cherry Tree" needs trimming—
particularly towards the final curtain.

Doing the 44 Junior*' Theaters
Our investigation of the 44 junior" vari¬

eties last week was a bit extended. We're |
happy to report the following findings :

Mile. Marguerite and Frank Gill at the}
Royal Theater. A dancing specialty—
mingling of the Spanish and Ainerican-
with decided possibilities. The turn has
been very prettily costumed. Just now it,;
needs breaking-in to attain speed and
smoothness.

Frank Mayne and company at the Riviera
Theater. A sketch in which a convict de¬
cides to reform after seeing his little girl
pray in her nightie. The child is interest¬
ingly done by O'Ella Dunn—so we can un¬
derstand why the gentleman gives up all
the comforts of Sing Sing.

Harry Delf and Pearl Franklin at the
City Tneater. A rough patter and song
turn. Miss Franklin seems worthy of bet¬
ter material. Delf sings 44 I'm in Love,"
the person in question being described as
"she's the sweetest little wife—but not a I
wife of mine." Delf also makes hour-glass
gestures to indicate the lady's—er—outline.
Then there's the comic misunderstanding
over the words 44 omelet" and " hamlet."
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EVERYBODY was anxious to see what Ned Way-burn had done to the Century Theater, and
what he would do by way of competing with

our recognized height-of-extravagance musical produc¬
tions, and these two reasons caused the invitation
dress rehearsal to be freely attended. There weren't
seats enough for all the people.

The first innovation to impress us upon entering
the lobby was a white-wigged man in a satin and lace
court costume who courteously directed us to the
proper aisle. Then came the girl policemen to take
us to our seats. Their costumes were a reddish
brown, coats reaching just above the knee and puttees
high enough to give a glimpse of trous¬
ers. At first I wasn't quite sure wheth¬
er the producer intended the girls to rep¬
resent chauffeurs or guardians of the
peace, but a reliable-looking stick carried
by each one settled the question. Not
everybody immediately grasped the idea
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excellent players and singers.

After all, it is the masses who must
be pleased or the managers will lose
money, and where is the manager who
is willing to do that? It's well enough
for some of them modestly to claim that
they are in the business from sheer love
of high art, but actual facts do not agree
with this.

Now, after all the talk and genuine
attempts at giving lovers of the drama
and lovers of grand opera something to
satisfy their exacting tastes, which
would make money at the same time,
those intrepid voyagers on the sea of un¬
certain box-office receipts finally gave up.
"What next?" asked the New Yorkers.
" What can there be next in such a

beautiful playhouse —- something elevat¬
ing, of course."avv)1: v 11 jt* i;; a
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I can't imagine what possessed wie Slase ones at
the rehearsal, for with a few exceptions they remained
until the close of the performance at one-fifteen
o'clock. A buffet supper had been served earlier in
the evening, but the memory of that had faded when
one o'clock approached. It was time for breakfast.
Ham and eggs or sausages would have been very ap¬
petizing.

It was funny to watch the various pen artists get¬
ting sleepy. And when, some time after midnight,
we realized that Mana Zucca was actually going to
make good the announcement on the programme of a
piano solo, I feared that I could no longer keep my

eyes open to see if anyone else could. But Miss Zucca
proved such a brilliant pianiste that she actually got
and held our attention with a Hungarian rhapsodie
and then gave an encore, followed by some songs.

The baseball game afforded the men much euter-
tainment, and when that great favorite, Trixie Fri- , '!s !
ganza, sprinted from base to base through the semi- ih '■-] , . " »
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NED WAYBURN

Managing Director
(Special Lithograph Cover
in course of preparation)
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that those sticks were not mere artistic
details to be used in case of emergency,
but were useful holders for electric
lights.

Some more boxes have been removed
from the orchestra floor until there are

none whatever there at present. I am
glad of this, but the next manager to
follow will regret it, for if there was
one thing that might be depended upon
to give a new manager a chance to show
his bravery in remodeling what was con¬
sidered our most beautiful playhouse it
was the subtraction of a few boxes. The
regular patrons of the Century who had
grown to love the place would then com¬

plain, " Such changes. They are ruin¬
ing what should be a temple of art." The
trouble was, however, the masses didn't
agree upon that term, " temple of art,"
and they proved that art didn't mean so
much to them when they didn't patron-
ize the fine plays, the best operas, with
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Then Mr. Ned Wayburn conceived an
original and daring idea. He would give
them something truly elevating in the
shape of diaphanous skirts and solid
high kicking. " Shocking idea! What,
in the Century? Only a rumor!" Such
ran the comment along the Way. Why,
the very boxes which had been so rudely
cut out would return to their places, and the Metro¬
politan would move into the Century instead. Hut
Wayburn had made no idle threat, and at the dress
rehearsal he showed that he could give a production
which might be labeled " The higher or more concen¬
trated extract of vaudeville," which in its very
strength of numbers both as to specialties and per¬
formers, and in the lavish expenditure of money on
its costumes, might afford the drama and opera lovers
some little balm for the injuries their supersensitive
feelings have suffered in the desecration of art at pop¬
ular prices.

In " Town Topics," Wayburn piles Ossa on Pelion
so successfully that even the first-nighters complained
that there was " enough stuff for two evenings."

W ' ' - '

circular aisle in the center of the auditorium every¬

body sat up and took notice of something new. We
have had players in boxes, walking down the aisles,
balanced over our heads on glass or wires, but a home
run in our very midst " took the macaroon," as Sam
Thomhiil would express it.

And can you imagine Miss Friganza making a home
run? She does. And I venture to predict that if she
continues to do it as spiritedly she will soon be in
the class with Emma Carus, who is steadily gaining
sylphlike proportions that are the envy of those who
don't know how she does it. Blossom Seely has al¬
ways been popular, too, and she is kept busy with
songs and costumes. Peter Paige, as a very effeminate
person, made a hit with the audience, which willingly
forgave him his wrist watch and lisp because he
seemed to appreciate the funny freakishness of the
character as much as did the audience. Adelaide and
Hughes danced in and out of the four seasons of the
revolving stage, and their vaudeville specialty, " The
Cat and the Canary," was as enthusiastically encored
as if it had never been seen before. It deserves its

Hilarity, for it is a pretty and touching dance-story.
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There were other clever people who did dancing t .singing specialties. Wellington Cross and JosephinLew Hearn, Mabel Elaine, Bert Leslie, with the mos'
copious selection of slang I have ever listened to, sur¬passing all crook plays. I am sure visitors to our city-will need a pamphlet of reliable synonyms distributedwith the programmes; and, last but not least, Cow¬boy Will Rogers—the man with the chewing gum,the lariat and the ready flow of talk—you shouldknow him by these ingredients of his success. It is
amazing what Rogers can do with an audience. He is

i of patriotism at the strains
Star Spangled Ban¬

ner"? I say woman, be¬
cause I have yet to hear a
man rail at the terrqj-s ofIf women arewar.

going
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f^nown as a lariat artist, but he demonstrated at the
Century that he can get along without the lariat and
even the chewing gum. He doesn't have to shout or

make slips in his words or say one thing and let you
think another, to get over. He doesn't raise his voice-
above an ordinary conversational tone, but you hear
every word, and you laugh with him at the humor of
his observations. You all know what a hit he made
with " Hands Up." Some scoffers wondered how he
did it. Well, he has shown them again.

Victor Herbert's music is always delightful, no mat¬
ter what the subject around which it is written—and
he has been obliged to write around some very inferior
books, too; consequently the mere announcement of a
-Herbert score is sufficient to interest lovers of tune¬
ful, high-class melodies. When a composer is called
upon to write so steadily as is Mr. Herbert, it isn't
always possible to strike fresh themes at the insistent
nil of the managers, no matter how well they are

willing to pay for such work, and so some ]"of our favorite composer's scores are bet- |ter than others. Inspiration does not al¬
ways come at one's wish, no matter how > f
perfect one's technique. One of Mr. Her-
bert's most delightful scores, " Algeria,"
selections from which are constantly
played by orchestras at the present time,
was not a success on account of a poor
book. In " The Princess Pat," the latest
Herbert comic opera, book by Henry
Blossom, the composer has given us any
number of tuneful songs all in his best
style, while Mr. Blossom, while not strik¬
ing any startling note of originality, has
at least avoided many of the disagreeable
features of the usual libretto with its
poor jokes and wretched plot. Mr. Blos¬
som has made his plot somewhat more
possible than those impossible ones we all
know by heart, and his lyrics are always
good. Plays such as " Our Wives," from
which the libretto of " The Only Girl "
was derived, and " Arms and the Man,"
which gave us the book of " The Choco¬
late Soldier," are rare gems which only
happen once in a great while, but they
serve to make us so much more discrim¬
inating. I really believe these two have
had much to do with the popular demand
for better plots, better lyrics and better
jokes in musical comedy, and their influ¬
ence is bringing results slowly but surely.

Miss Eleanor Painter, the American
girl who became a Berlin favorite, first
appeared here last season in " The Lilac
Domino." Miss Painter was graciously
received, but she did not set the town
ago with enthusiasm. Her voice was

pronounced beautiful and her acting was
praised, but there was just something
lacking. After seeing her in " Princess
Pat," when she made an instantaneous
hit, I think I can explain why. Miss
Painter, to be appreciated, must be viewed
at close range. . The Forty-fourth Street
Theater was so huge that much of her
delicacy of acting and charm of person¬
ality was lost, but at the Cort, where she
is now appearing, she shines resplendent.
Her voice is big enough lo fill the largest
theater. I heard several critics express
the opinion that in the combination of
voice and general attractiveness she has
no rival on our stage. That should please
her. But I am sure she realized her suc¬
cess on the opening night.

_ Unusual interest was rentered_in MissEva Fallon on account of the shocking tragedy whichwas the cause of her being called upon to fill therole of the Princess Pat's friend. Miss Fallon had
only three days in which to get up in her part,and be fitted for costumes besides—not an easy task.She was rather nervous in the first act, but every¬
one, both on the stage and out front, understood and
sent forth a current of mental sympathy and goodwishes in her ordeal. And gradually she secured con¬
trol of her nerves and got through the part beauti¬
fully. Marie B. Schrader.

■«i$!
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to weep and wail at the sug¬gestion of the males fightingfor their country's good,what's the use of talkingabout sex equality, equal
rights, etc. If the males are
ever ready and willing torisk their usefulness or lives
for their country, when it
is necessary to do so, whyshould the women complainbecause of such patriotism?

When we consider the
fortitude of the splendid
wives and mothers of all
our wars, the modern pro¬
testors against the uphold-

asnamed of their molly¬coddle sentiments.
War is a horrible, terrible,ghastly thing. Miss Dix is

bringing out nothing new inthe ide^ydie voices through
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one—not the splendor of khaki—uniforms arelonger gaudy, you know—and the satisfaction of pro¬motion.
" Moloch " is interesting, but it is a bad thing forpeople weak in the spot where their patriotism shouldbe. As an antidote I should approve the reportedrevival of such stirring plays as " Shenandoah,"" The Heart of Maryland" and so on. They willdo good. Or, better still, maybe somebody will nowcome forward with a new, up-to-date play which willillustrate that it is best to accept war cheerfully andphilosophically, and the sooner the faint-heartedmothers in our country look at it in this light thebetter for all concerned.

No one could possibly accuse Miss Dix of havingbeen pro this or pro that—except pro peace in her1 n. v v-i ai
■■■—

play. " Strictly neutral," said someone between acts.And that expressed it. Everybody surmised that thekhaki-clad soldiers were the English, while the Greenswere the Germans, but Miss Dix made the leaderssuch brutes that the most partisan followers of thenations now at war could not possibly have foundfault.
What has come to be the usual unexpected hit wasmade by a young fellow named Gareth Hughes. Hewas on the stage only a few minutes, in a briefspeaking part, but he made his role stand out bril¬liantly. Young Creighton Hale was a manly youngsoldier filled with the true martial spirit and SidneyD. Carlyle, who played the Woodsey Boy, did so withmuch poetic feeling. Lillian Albertson was sweetand sympathetic, as always, and dear Mrs. Whiffentook the audience to her heart.

Alberta Turner is a Cocktail Girl in
"Town Topics."
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fOLOCH," the latest Beulan Dix play, em-
phasizes in several acts what " Across the
Border" slashed into our heads in mere

scenes, that war is a terrible, ghastly thing. It is
a horrible appeal to the lovers of the peace-at-any-
price argument and no doubt will still further con¬
vince them that " I Didn't Raise My Boy To Be a
Soldier," should be our national anthem instead of
" The Spar Spangled Banner." Still, if put to the
test, I wonder how many people would stand in rev¬
erence to the former sentiment.

It seems to me that the titles of these two songs
illustrate better than anything else the difference be¬
tween the peace and war camps. Where is the woman
who will confess to a feeling of uplift at the thought
that she doesn't want her boy to be a soldier? And

is the woman who doesn't experience a thrill
scientific knowledge bv deinonstn-
telegraphy and mei al telepathy
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the characters of her play.We all know what war is.
Some of us Americans know
better than others because
we have lost relatives who
rallied gladly, unselfishly to
their country's call, but
everybody understands. It
is only necessary to read the
daily papers, to look at the
photographs, yet above all
this raises one's sense of
duty to one's country, one's
patriotism. If one cannot feel patriotic what's theuse of having a country? Surely a man who won'tfight when needed cannot be classed as a hero—asthe peace lovers would have him. To uphold one'scountry means more than to uphold one's family,because a family is just one and a country is so manyfamilies all working for the general good, for thebenefit, not of one human atom but millions
of such.

Miss Dix concludes her play with the woeful and
not astonishing statement that there will always bewar. Certainly there will be. And the men will gowhen our next war comes on because they want to,just as they have in the past. And all the wringingof hands and tears of the women will avail nothing,because the country's good comes above personal good.That idea so loved by the peace-at-any price arguersthat it is the pomp of war, the gold braid and the
martial music that lures youth to the ranks, is aninsult to thinking people. It is principle that has
caused all the wars within our own land, and let us
hope it will be principle that will cause the next

" Silk Stockings" is with us again, but only fora short stay. I saw it for the fourth time at thelast Wednesday matinee and was as delighted asthough it were the first time. There is a delicacyand charm about this English comedy that is diffi¬cult to rival. It is decidedly risque in the most well-bred fashion, and the lines are so smart that onecan't afford to miss one of them.The bedroom scene in the second act leaves all themusical comedy and farce efforts in the distance, be¬cause it is handled so cleverly. No one—the mostdiscriminating—could possibly object to its daringsituations for there is just enough spice in a whole¬some concoction to give it flavor. There is every¬thing in knowing how much, you see. The slang issimply fascinating. As Mr. Sam Sothern utters it—and Mr. Sothern created the role of Sam Thorn-hill in London—it is quite natural and does not seemat all forced. Mr. Sothern, as Thornhill, is verymuch the English gentleman despite his linguisticoriginality. He is in no way the silly ass type andso it will be noted that Kenneth Douglass, who playedThornhill for so long at the Little Theater last winter,was permitted to use his own judgment in his con¬ception of the role. Sothern and uouglass are equallyfunny, but entirely different. There have been anumber of changes in the cast, but I want to saythat the company supporting Mr. Sothern is as ex¬cellent as the one of last winter, and that is sayinga great deal in its behalf. Miss Alison Skipworthis playing Lady Gower, and she is delightful, whileMiss Eva Leonard-Boyne is Molly Thornhill, whoprefers silk lingerie to Jaeger. Mr. P. Clayton Greeneis again the Captain Bagnal, which l.e plays to per¬fection, while Sybil Carlisle remains as the unlovedbut altogether charming and sympathetic Irene Mait-land. When " Silk Stockings" goes on the road Ihope that it will be played in theaters not too bigfor its clever lines to reach everyone, because it mustbe heard not merely seen to be appreciated.

I have received several letters since the publicationof my appeal to the managers to raise their curtains
on schedule time, and in each the writer asks meto continue to insist upon promptness. There is no^.oubt that the public is heartily tired of arriving ata theater in time for an 8.15 curtain and then becompelled to wait until 8.45. This happened at the
recent opening of " Husband and Wife " at the Forty-eighth Street Theater, which was announced for 8.15.The orchestra began to play at seventeen minutes ofnine and the curtain went up five minutes later.

Everybody was seated long before, with the ex¬
ception of Charles Darnton, who was the last in andtherefore envied by others who had no premonitionof the right moment. If it hadn't been for Fred
Zimmerman, those seated along the aisle on the leftwould have been bored to death. But in a spirit offriendliness Zimmerman began chatting from wherehe sat with friends across the aisle and conversationin the vicinity soon became general. Everybody knew

everybody, and soon one
v, * ,,,would haye thought the oc¬

casion an afternoon tea in¬
stead of a chilly, formal •
first night, when usually the ,

nothing is missing before
the rise of the curtain, ex- Jcept the funeral march and
the arrival of the corpse.
Mr. Zimmerman has set a r
welcome precedent. He re¬

lieved the tension. If a few
other brave spirits would
follow his lead our first
nights might some day be
happily described as jolly
instead of solemn affairs.

'"Husband and Wife" v<-ni»
brought to our attention a
new beauty, Olive Tell. To
be sure, she must have been
just as beautiful when play- ' '
ing the milliner in the new
Julian Eltinge play, but you
see in that she was obliged
to have a rival in the beauty
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what NedWay-

EVERYBODY was anxious to seeburn had done to the Century Theater, and
what lie would do by way of competing with

our recognized height-of-extravagance musical produc¬
tions, and these two reasons caused the invitation
dress rehearsal to be freely attended. There weren't
seats enough for all the people.

The first innovation to impress us upon entering
the lobby was a white-wigged man in a satin and lace
court costume who courteously' directed us to the

the girl policemen to lake
who courteously' directed us to the

proper aisle. Then came the girl policemen to take
us to our seats. Their costumes were a reddish
brown, coats reaching just above the kuee and puttees1' — Irnno-

high enough to give a glimpse of trous
ers. At first I wasn't quite sure wheth¬
er the producer intended the girls to rep¬
resent chauffeurs or guardians of the
peace, but a reliable-looking stick carried
by each one settled the question. Not
ovprvhodv immediately grasped the idea
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excellent players and singers.
After all, it is the masses who must

be pleased or the managers will lose
money, and where is the manager who
is willing to do that? It's well enough
for some of them modestly to claim that
they are in the business from sheer love
of high art, but actual facts do not agree
with this.

Now, after all the talk and genuine
attempts at giving lovers of the drama
and lovers of grand opera something to
satisfy their exacting tastes, which
would make money at the same time,
those intrepid voyagers on the sea of un¬
certain box-office receipts finally gave up.

r/ k-'."'1'* "What next?" asked the New Yorkers.ft tins sean

fings tel bi

ccn.ate.
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I can't imagine what possessed the Dlas6 ones at
the rehearsal, for with a few exceptions they remained
until the close of the performance at one-fifteen
o'clock. A buffet supper had been served earlier in
the evening, but the memory of that had faded when
one o'clock approached. It was time for breakfast.
Ham and eggs or sausages would have been very ap¬
petizing.

It was funny to watch the various pen artists get¬
ting sleepy. And when, some time after midnight,
we realized that Mana Zucca was actually going to
make good the announcement on the programme of a
piano solo, I feared that I could no longer keep my

j"to

" What can there be next in. such a

beautiful playhouse — something elevat-
ouglas C'r jIlg 0j course."

enter •vau-.Svvuie in a Ij&rc«a to caange ais oper
with ter,. !e! .iv»a mo- last week

eyes open to see if anyone else could. But Miss Zucca
proved such a brilliant pianiste that she actually got
and held our attention with a Hungarian rhapsodie
and then gave an encore, followed by some songs.

The baseball game afforded the men much enter¬
tainment, and when that great favorite, Trixie Fri-
ganza, sprinted from base to base through the semi-
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SOME FACTS ABOUT THE CENTURY.

* O the left of the Auditorium, as you face the stage on the 62d Street side, is the English Tap Room, in which is located
a spacious Bar and Gentlemen's Retiring Room.

To the rear of the Orchestra is the Main Entrance, facing Central Park, and on the right of the Auditorium, on
the 63d Street side, is the exit for automobiles and carriages.

Surrounding the entire Orchestra floor is a spacious foyer and promenade intended for patrons, and in which smoking is
permitted at all times.

In the foyer on either side of the Main Entrance are located Cloak Rooms for both ladies and gentlemen.
The Gentlemen's Rest Room is located to the right of the Main Entrance down a short flight of stairs.

THE MEZZANINE CIRCLE AND VANDERBILT SUITE.
On the Mezzanine floor are also wide foyers and smoking promenades, and on the Central Park side is situated the magni¬

ficent Vanderbilt suite. In this luxurious room there is an English Ladies' Bar and Restaurant where every variety of re¬
freshments can be obtained.

Before and during the intermissions and after the performance the Ragphony Orchestra will play and dancing will be
permitted.

On the 62d Street side of the Mezzanine or Vanderbilt Foyer is located the Ladies' Rest and Retiring Room. Ladies
will here find every requirement conducive to their comfort and convenience.

WIDE BALCONY PROMENADES.
The Balcony will be found especially commodious and comfortable with notably wide promenades, lounges and other

comforts for the guests. There is also a Ladies' Rest and Retiring Room at the 62d Street side. There is also a Gentle¬
men's Lounging Room on this floor, on the 63d Street side.

The Second Balcony floor is likewise favored with spacious Promenades and Lounging Rooms and also Gentlemen's and
Ladies' Retiring Rooms.

Elevators at the end of each Promenade carry patrons to all parts of The Century.
THE CENTURY ROOF

Will open in November equipped as the most beautiful Ball Room and Restaurant in the world. It is proposed to give a

separate performance on the Roof at the conclusion of the Performance in the Theatre. There will be service to accom¬
modate Twelve Hundred Diners.

fE HALL, New
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thai those sticks were not mere artistic
details to be used in case of emergency,
but were useful holders for electric
lights.

Some more boxes have been removed
from the orchestra floor until there are

none whatever there at present. I am
glad of this, but the next manager to
follow will regret it, for if there was
one thing that might be depended upon
to give a new manager a chance to show
his bravery in remodeling what was con¬
sidered our most beautiful playhouse it
was the subtraction of a few boxes. The
regular patrons of the Century who had
grown to love the place would then com¬
plain, " Such changes. They are ruin¬
ing what should be a temple of art." The
trouble was, however, the masses didn't
agree upon that term, " temple of art,"
and they proved that art didn't mean so
much to them when they didn't patron-
ize the fine plays, the best operas, with
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Then Mr. Ned Wayburn conceived an

original and daring idea. He would give
them something truly elevating in the
shape of diaphanous skirts and solid
high kicking. " Shocking idea ! What,
in the Century? Only a rumor! " Such
ran the comment along the Way. Why,
the very boxes which had been so rudely
cut out would return to their places, and the Metro¬
politan would move into the Century instead. But
Wayburn had made no idle threat, and at the dress
rehearsal he showed that he could give a production
which might be labeled " The higher or more concen¬
trated extract of vaudeville," which in its very
strength of numbers both as to specialties and per¬
formers, and in the lavish expenditure of money on
its costumes, might afford the drama and opera lovers
some little balm for the injuries their supersensitive
feelings have suffered in the desecration of art at pop¬
ular prices.

In "Town Topics," Wayburn piles Ossa on Pelion
so successfully that even the first-nighters complained
that there was " enough stuff for two evenings,

circular aisle in the center of the auditorium every¬
body sat up and took notice of something new. We
have had players in boxes, walking down the aisles,
balanced over our heads on glass or wires, but a home
run in our very midst " took the macaroon," as Sam
Thornhill would express it.

And can you imagine Miss Friganza making a home
run? She does. And I venture to predict that if she
continues to do it as spiritedly she will soon be in
the class with Emma Carus, who is steadily gaining
sylphlike proportions that are the envy of those who
don't know how she does it. Blossom Seely has al-

■! ways been popular, too, and she is kept busy with
f songs and costumes. Peter Paige, as a very effeminate

person, made a hit with the audience, which willingly
forgave him his wrist watch and lisp because he
seemed to appreciate the funny freakishness of the
character as much as did the audience. Adelaide and
Hughes danced in and out of the four seasons of the
revolving stage, and their vaudeville specialty, " The
Cat and the Canary," was as enthusiastically encored
as if it had never been seen before. It deserves its
nonnlarity. for it is a pretty and touching dance-story.1 1 ~~~
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I There were other clever people who did dancing i
( singing specialties. Wellington Cross and JosephinLew Hearn, Mabel Elaine, Bert Leslie, with the most
| copious selection of slang I have ever listened to, sur-J passing all crook plays. I am sure visitors to our city| will need a pamphlet of reliable synonyms distributed| with the programmes; and, last but not least, Cow¬boy Will Rogers—the man with the chewing gum.| the lariat and the ready flow of talk—you should! know him by these ingredients of his success. It is

amazing what Rogers can do with an audience. He is

fcown as a lariat artist, but he demonstrated at the'
Century that he can get along without the lariat and
even the chewing gum. He doesn't have to shout or

make slips in his words or say one thing and let you
think another, to get over. He doesn't raise his voice-
above an ordinary conversational tone, but you hear
every word, and you laugh with him at the humor of
his observations. You all know what a hit lie made
with " Hands Up." Some scoffers wondered how he
did it. Well, he has shown them again.

Victor Herbert's music is always delightful, no mat¬
ter what the subject around which it is written—and
he has been obliged to write around some very inferior
books, too; consequently the mere announcement of a
Herbert score is sufficient to interest lovers of tune¬
ful, high-class melodies. When a composer is called
upon to write so steadily as is Mr. Herbert, it isn't
always possible to strike fresh themes at the insistent

of the managers, no matter how well they are
willing to pay for such work, and so some
of our favorite composer's scores are bet¬
ter than others. Inspiration does not al¬
ways come at one's wish, no matter how
perfect one's technique. One of Mr. Her¬
bert's most delightful scores, " Algeria,"
selections from which are constantly
played by orchestras at the present time,
was not a success on account of a poor
book. In " The Princess Pat," the latest
Herbert comic opera, book by Henry
Blossom, the composer has given us any
number of tuneful songs all in his best
style, while Mr. Blossom, while not strik¬
ing any startling note of originality, has
at least avoided many of the disagreeable
features of the usual libretto with its
poor jokes and wretched plot. Mr. Blos¬
som has made his plot somewhat more
possible than those impossible ones we all
know by heart, and his lyrics are always
good. Plays such as " Our Wives," from
which the libretto of " The Only Girl "
was derived, and " Arms and the Man,"
which gave us the book of " The Choco¬
late Soldier," are rare gems which only
happen once in a great while, but they
serve to make us so much more discrim¬
inating. I really believe these two have
had much to do with the popular demand
for better plots, better lyrics and better
jokes in musical comedy, and their influ¬
ence is bringing results slowly but surely.

Miss Eleanor Painter, the American
girl who became a Berlin favorite, first
appeared here last season in " The Lilac
Domino." Miss Painter was graciously
received, but she did not set the town
ago with enthusiasm. Her voice was

pronounced beautiful and her acting was
praised, but there was just something-
lacking. After seeing her in " Princess
Pat," when she made an instantaneous
hit, I think I can explain why. Miss
Painter, to be appreciated, must be viewed
at close range. The Forty-fourth Street
Theater was so huge that much of her
delicacy of acting and charm of person¬
ality was lost, but at the Cort, where she
is now appearing, she shines resplendent.
Her voice is big enough to fill the largest
theater. I heard several critics express
the opinion that in the combination of
voice and general attractiveness she has
no rival on our stage. That should please
her. But I am sure she realized her suc¬
cess on the opening night.

Unusual interest was centered^in MissEva Fallon on account of the shocking tragedy whichwas the cause of her being called upon to fill therole of the Princess Pat's friend. Miss Fallon had
only three days in which to get up in her part,and be fitted for costumes besides—not an easy task.She was rather nervous in the first act, but every¬
one. both on the stage and out front, understood and
sent forth a current of mental sympathy and goodwishes in her ordeal. And gradually she secured con¬
trol of her nerves and got through the part beauti¬
fully. Marie B. Schrader.

d sol

m—of patriotism at the strains
of " The Star Spangled Ban¬
ner"? I say woman, be¬
cause I have yet to hear a
man rail at the terrqj-s of
war. If women are goingto weep and wail at the sug¬gestion of the males fightingfor their country's good,what's the use of talkingabout sex equality, equalrights, etc. If the males are
ever ready and willing torisk their usefulness or lives
for their country, when it
is necessary to do so, whyshould the women complainbecause of such patriotism?

When we consider the
fortitude of the splendidwives and mothers of all
our wars, the modern pro¬
testors against the uphold¬
ing of the flag should feel
ashamed of their molly¬coddle sentiments.

War is a horrible, terrible,ghastly thing. Miss Dix is
bringing out nothing new in
the ideas she voices through

i7.
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- l ■■■■■ ■ ■one—not the splendor of khaki—uniforms are nolonger gaudy, you know—and the satisfaction of pro¬motion.
" Moloch " is interesting, but it is a bad thing forpeople weak in the spot where their patriotism shouldbe. As an antidote I should approve the reportedrevival of such stirring plays as " Shenandoah,"" The Heart of Maryland" and so on. They willdo good. Or, better still, maybe somebody will nowcome forward with a new. up-to-date play which willillustrate that it is best to accept war cheerfully andphilosophically, and the sooner the faint-heartedmothers in our country look at it in this light thebetter for all concerned.

No one could possibly accuse Miss Dix of havingbeen pro this or pro that—except pro peace in her■ JEHBPP ffimtil HlMim Da

play. " Strictly neutral," said someone between acts.And that expressed it. Everybody surmised that thekhaki-clad soldiers were the English, while the Greenswere the Germans, but Miss Dix made the leaderssuch brutes that the most partisan followers of thenations now at war could not possibly have foundfault.
What has come to be the usual unexpected hit wasmade by a young fellow named Gareth Hughes. Hewas on the stage only a few minutes, in a briefspeaking part, but lie made his role stand out bril¬liantly. Young Creighton Utile was a manly youngsoldier filled with the true martial spirit and SidneyD. Carlyle. who played the Woodsey Boy, did so withmuch poetic feeling. Lillian Albertson was sweetand sympathetic, as always, and dear Mrs. Whiffentook the audience to her heart.

" Silk Stockings" is with us again, but only for■
a short stay. I saw it for the fourth time at thelast Wednesday matinee and was as delighted asthough it were the first time. There is a delicacyand charm about this English comedy that is diffi¬cult to rival. It is decidedly risque in the most well-bred fashion, and the lines are so smart that onecan't afford to miss one of them.The bedroom scene in the second act leaves all themusical comedy and farce efforts in the distance, be¬cause it is handled so cleverly. No one—the mostdiscriminating—could possibly object to its daringsituations for there is just enough spice in a whole- Isome concoction to give it flavor. There is every¬thing in knowing how much, you see. The slang issimply fascinating. As Mr. Sam Sothern utters it—and Mr. Sothern created the role of Sam Thorn-hill in London—it is quite natural and does not seemat all forced. Mr. Sothern, as Thornhill, is verymuch the English gentleman despite his linguisticoriginality. He is in no way the silly ass type andso it will be noted that Kenneth Douglass, who playedThornhill for so long at the Little Theater last winter,was permitted to use his own judgment in his con¬ception of the role. Sothern and iJouglass are equallyfunny, but entirely different. There have been anumber of changes in the cast, but I want to saythat the company supporting Mr. Sothern is as ex¬cellent as the one of last winter, and that is sayinga great deal in its behalf. Miss Alison Skipworthis playing Lady Gower, and she is delightful, whileMiss Eva Leonard-Boyne is Molly Thornhill, whoprefers silk lingerie to Jaeger. Mr. P. Clayton Greene 'is again the Captain Bagnal, which l.e plays to per¬fection, while Sybil Carlisle remains as the unlovedbut altogether charming and sympathetic Irene Mait-land. When " Silk Stockings" goes on the road Ihope that it will be played in theaters not too bigfor its clever lines to reach everyone, because it mustbe heard not merely seen to be appreciated.

J

I have received several letters since the publicationof my appeal to the managers to raise their curtains
on schedule time, and in each the writer, .

, ' vvjlilcx ci&i\.5 me
continue to insist upon promptness. There is no

Alberta Turner is a Cocktail Girl in I
"Town Topics." ™
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"M'fOLOCII," the latest Beulah Dix play, em¬
phasizes in several acts what " Across the
Border" slashed into our heads in mere

scenes, that war is a terrible, ghastly thing. It is
a horrible appeal to the lovers of the peace-at-any-
price argument and no doubt will still further con¬
vince them that " I Didn't Raise My Boy To Be a
Soldier," should be our national anthem instead of
" The Spar Spangled Banner." Still, if put to the
test, I wonder how many people would stand in rev¬
erence to the former sentiment.

It seems to me that the titles of these two songs
illustrate better than anything else the difference be¬
tween the peace and war camps. Where is the woman
who will confess to a feeling of uplift at the thought
that she doesn't want her boy to be a soldier? And

is the woman who doesn't experience a thrill
scientific knowledge by demonstr;
telegraphy and mei' 'ti telepathy

the characters of her play.
We all know what war is.
Some of us Americans know
better than others because
we have lost relatives who
rallied gladly, unselfishly totheir country's call, but
everybody understands. It
is only necessary to read the
daily papers, to look at the
photographs, yet above all
this raises one's sense of
duty to one's country, one's
patriotism. If one cannot feel patriotic what's the

p Tr\ a
t> improve on

Surely a man who won't
-as

m

use of having a country? kjuicij a man wuo wfight when needed cannot be classed as a herothe peace lovers would have him. To uphold one's
country means more than to uphold one's family,because a family is just one and a country is so manyfamilies all working for the general good, for thebenefit, not of one human atom but millionsof such.

Miss Dix concludes her play with the woeful and
not astonishing statement that there will always be
war. Certainly there will be. And the men will gowhen our next war comes on because they want to,just as they have in the past. And all the wringingof hands and tears of the women will avail nothing,because the country's good comes above personal good.That idea so loved by the peace-at-any price arguersthat it is the pomp of war, the gold braid and the
martial music that lures youth to the ranks, is an
insult to thinking people. It is principle that has
caused all the wars within our own land, and let us
hope it will be principle that will cause the next

_L lici t; 15■oubt that the public is heartily tired of arrivin6a theater in time for an 8.15 curtain and then
compelled to wait until 8.45. This happened at the
recent opening of " Husband and Wife " at the Forty-eighth Street Theater, which was announced for 8.15.The orchestra began to play at seventeen minutes ofnine and the curtain went up five minutes later.

Everybody was seated long before, with the ex¬
ception of Charles Darn ton, who was the last in andtherefore envied by others who had no premonitionof the right moment. If it hadn't been for FredZimmerman, those seated along the aisle on the leftwould have been bored to death. But in a spirit offriendliness Zimmerman began chatting from wherehe sat with friends across the aisle and conversationin the vicinity soon became general. Everybody knew

everybody, and soon one
v^, „ ,,rWould hayc thought the oc¬

casion an afternoon tea in- " '
stead of a chilly, formal
first night, when usually
nothing is missing before
the rise of the curtain, ex¬
cept the funeral march and
the arrival of the corpse.
Mr. Zimmerman has set a

welcome precedent. He re¬
lieved the tension. If a few
other brave spirits would
follow his lead our first
nights might some day be
happily described as jolly
instead of solemn affairs.

'"Husband and Wife"
brought to our attention a
new beauty, Olive Tell. To

r ■ M! be sure, she must have been
just as beautiful when play¬
ing the milliner in the new

.trie Julian Eltinge play, but you
see in that she was obliged
to have a rival in the beauty
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one—not the splendor of khaki—uniforms are nolonger gaudy, you know—and the satisfaction of pro¬motion.
" Moloch " is interesting, but it is a bad thing forpeople weak in the spot where their patriotism shouldbe. As an antidote I should approve the reportedrevival of such stirring plays as " Shenandoah."" The Heart of Maryland" and so on. They willdo good. Or, better still, maybe somebody will nowcome forward with a new, up-to-date play which willillustrate that it is best to accept war cheerfully andphilosophically, and the sooner the faint-heartedmothers in our country look at it in this light thebetter for all concerned.

No one could possibly accuse Miss Dix of havingbeen pro this or pro that—except pro peace in her■ OVVLlttl 1I1SL«1 'II ns X 1 irr
_

_____play. Strictly neutral," said someone between acts.And that expressed it. Everybody surmised that thekhaki-clad soldiers were the English, while the Greenswere the Germans, but Miss Dix made the leaderssuch brutes that the most partisan followers of thenations now at war could not possibly have foundfault.
What has come to be the usual unexpected hit wasmade by a young fellow named Gareth Hughes. Hewas on the stage only a few minutes, in a briefspeaking part, but he made his role stand out bril¬liantly. Young Creighton Hale was a manly youngsoldier filled with the true martial spirit and SidneyI). Carl.vle. who played the Woodsey Boy, did so withmuch poetic feeling. Lillian Albertson was sweetand sympathetic, as always, and dear Mrs. Whiffentook the audience to her heart.

of patriotism at the strains
of " The Star Spangled Ban¬
ner"? I say woman, be¬
cause I have yet to hear a
man rail at the terrqj-s of
war. If women are going
to weep and wail at the sug¬gestion of the males fightingfor their country's good,what's the use of talkingabout sex equality, equalrights, etc. If the males are
ever ready and willing torisk their usefulness or lives
for their country, when it
is necessary to do so, whyshould the women complainbecause of such patriotism?

When we consider the
fortitude of the splendidwives and mothers of all
our wars, the modern pro¬
testors against the uphold¬
ing of the flag should feel
ashamed of their molly¬coddle sentiments.

War is a horrible, terrible,ghastly thing. Miss Dix is
bringing out nothing new in
the ideas she voices throughimnnDB

" Silk Stockings " is with us again, but only fora short stay. I saw it for the fourth time at thelast Wednesday matinee and was as delighted asthough it were the first time. There is a delicacyand charm about this English comedy that is diffi¬cult to rival. It is decidedly risque in the most well-bred fashion, and the lines are so smart that onecan't afford to miss one of them.The bedroom scene in the second act leaves all themusical comedy and farce efforts in the distance, be¬cause it is handled so cleverly. No one—the mostdiscriminating—could possibly object to its daringsituations for there is just enough spice in a whole¬some concoction to give it flavor. There is every¬thing in knowing how much, you see. The slang issimply fascinating. As Mr. Sam Sothern utters it—and Mr. Sothern created the role of Sam Thorn-hill in London—it is quite natural and does not seemI at all forced. Mr. Sothern, as Thornhill, is very! much the English gentleman despite his linguisticoriginality. He is in no way the silly ass type andso it will be noted that Kenneth Douglass, who playedThornhill for so long at the Little Theater last winter,was permitted to use his own judgment in his con¬ception of the role. Sothern and uouglass are equallyfunny, but entirely different. There have been anumber of changes in the cast, but I want to saythat the company supporting Mr. Sothern is as ex¬cellent as the one of last winter, and that is sayinga great deal in its behalf. Miss Alison Skipworthis playing T.ady Gower, and she is delightful, whileMiss Eva Leonard-Bovne is Molly Thornhill, whoprefers silk lingerie to Jaeger. Mr. P. Clayton Greeneis again the Captain Bagnal, which i.e plays to per-! feci ion, while Sybil Carlisle remains as the unloved| but altogether charming and sympathetic Irene Mait-land. When " Silk Stockings" goes on the road Ihope that it will be played in theaters not too bigfor its clever lines to reach everyone, because it musthe heard not merely seen to be appreciated.

berta Turner is a Cocktail Girl in ^"Town Topics."
the characters of her play. j ''We all know what war is.
Some of us Americans know TORF ' ■ I vbetter than others because J \we have lost relatives who Trallied gladly, unselfishly to
their country's call, but
everybody understands. It
is only necessary to read the r < ' '»
daily papers, to look at the
photographs, yet above all
this raises one's sense of
duty to one's country, one's
patriotism. If one cannot feel patriotic what's theuse of having a country? Surely a man who won'tfight when needed cannot be classed as a hero—asthe peace lovers would have him. To uphold one's
•country means more than to uphold one's family,because a family is just one and a country is so manyfamilies all working for the general good, for the
benefit, not of one human atom but millionsof such.

Miss Dix concludes her play with the woeful and
not astonishing statement that there will always bewar. Certainly there will be. And the men will gowhen our next war comes on because they want to,just as they have in the past. And all the wringingof hands and tears of the women will avail nothing,because the country's good comes above personal good.That idea so loved by the peace-at-any price arguersthat it is the pomp of war, the gold braid and the
martial music that lures youth to the ranks, is aninsult to thinking people. It is principle that has
caused all the wars within our own land, and let us
hope it will be principle that will cause the next
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of patriotism at the strains
of " The Star Spangled Ban¬
ner"? I say woman, be¬
cause I have yet to hear a
man rail at the terras of
war. If women are going
to weep and wail at the sug¬gestion of the males fightingfor their country's good,what's the use of talkingabout sex equality, equalrights, etc. If the males are
ever ready and willing torisk their usefulness or lives
for their country, when itis necessary to do so, whyshould the women complain
because of such patriotism?

When we consider the
fortitude of the splendid
wives and mothers of all
our wars, the modern pro¬testors against the uphold¬
ing of the flag should feel
ashamed of their molly¬coddle sentiments.

War is a horrible, terrible,ghastly thing. Miss Dix is
bringing out nothing new in
the ideas she voices through

-'rjKmwmme**,

| There were other clever people who did dancing tin cisinging specialties. Wellington Cross and JosephimLew Hearn, Mabel Elaine, Bert Leslie, with the mos'
| copious selection of slang I have ever listened to, sur-I passing all crook plays. I am sure visitors to our city| will need a pamphlet of reliable synonyms distributedj with the programmes; and, last but not least, Cow-
| boy Will Rogers—the man with the chewing gum.the lariat and the ready flow of talk—you should

; 'fcji know him by these ingredients of his success. It is
i amazing what Rogers can do with an audience. He is

ftnoNvn as a lariat artist, but he demonstrated at the
Be'/ Century that he can get along without the lariat and

7 even the chewing gum. He doesn't have to shout or

f make slips in his words or say one thing and let you
j think another, to get over. He doesn't raise his voice-

above an ordinary conversational tone, but you hear
every word, and you laugh with him at the humor of
his observations. You all know what a hit he made
with " Hands Up." Some scoffers wondered how he
did it. Well, he has shown them again.

Victor Herbert's music is always delightful, no mat¬
ter what the subject around which it is written—and

,;';J he has been obliged to write around some very inferior
books, too; consequently the mere announcement of a

j Herbert score is sufficient to interest lovers of tune¬
ful. high-class melodies. When a composer is called
upon to write so steadily as is Mr. Herbert, it isn't1 always possible to strike fresh themes at the insistent
cnll of the managers, no matter how well they are

willing to pay for such work, and so some T
of our favorite composer's scores are bet- M
ter than others. Inspiration does not al- jways come at one's wish, no matter how
perfect one's technique. One of Mr. Her- .... m
bert's most delightful scores, " Algeria," Hflfijlselections from which are constantly I
played by orchestras at the present time, 1
was not a success on account of a poor BHI/I
book. In " The Princess Pat," the latest |Herbert comic opera, book by Henry []Blossom, the composer has given us any
number of tuneful songs all in his best L
style, while Mr. Blossom, while not strik-
ing any startling note of originality, has H|at least avoided many of the disagreeable |features of the usual libretto with its I
poor jokes and wretched plot. Mr. Bios- feBB
som has made his plot somewhat more
possible than those impossible ones we all
know by heart, and his lyrics are always s
good. Plays such as " Our Wives," from ;which the libretto of " The Only Girl " jwas derived, and " Arms and the Man," jwhich gave us the book of " The Choco- |late Soldier," are rare gems which onlv tfMfijhappen once in a great while, but they iHRijserve to make us so much more discrim¬
inating. I really believe these two have |had much to do with the popular demand gjugjjSfor better plots, better lyrics and better j
jokes in musical comedy, and their influ- fjtw*1
ence is bringing results slowly but surely.

Miss Eleanor Painter, the American
girl who became a Berlin favorite, first fappeared here last season in " The Lilac £
Domino." Miss Painter was graciously ?
received, but she did not set the town r
ago with enthusiasm. Her voice was
pronounced beautiful and her acting was
praised, but there was just something
lacking. After seeing her in " Princess • aPat," when she made an instantaneous ,

( {hit, I think I can explain why. Miss
Painter, to be appreciated, must be viewed
at close range. The Forty-fourth Street 5 <ers
Theater was so huge that much of her th >

delicacy of acting and charm of person- rodw;
ality was lost, but at the Cort, where she - C„Jis now appearing, she shines resplendent. .

Her voice is big enough to fill the largest ,e";V- theater. I heard several critics express '
the opinion that in the combination of By
voice and general attractiveness she has I, f
no rival on our stage. That should please
her. But I am sure she realized her suc¬
cess on the opening night.

I jiusual interest was <entered_in Miss »Eva l-'allon on account of the shocking tragedy which
was the cause of her being called upon to fill therole of the Princess Pat's friend. Miss Fallon had
only three days in which to get up in her part,and be fitted for costumes besides—not an easy task.She was rather nervous in the first act, but every¬
one, both on the stage and out front, understood and
sent forth a current of mental sympathy and goodwishes in her ordeal. And gradually she secured con¬
trol of her nerves and got through the part beauti¬
fully. Marie B. Schrader.
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reaves
I have received several letters since the publicationof my appeal to the managers to raise their curtains

on schedule time, and in each the writer asks meto continue to insist upon promptness. There is no^.oubt that the public is heartily tired of arriving ata theater in time for an 8.15 curtain and then becompelled to wait until 8.45. This happened at the
recent opening of " Husband and Wife " at the Forty-eighth Street Theater, which was announced for 8.15.The orchestra began to play at seventeen minutes ofnine and the curtain went up five minutes later.

Everybody was seated long before, with the ex¬ception of Charles Darnton, who was the last in andtherefore envied by others who had no premonitionof the right moment. If it hadn't been for FredZimmerman, those seated along the aisle on the leftwould have been bored to death. But in a spirit offriendliness Zimmerman began chatting from wherehe sat with friends across the aisle and conversationin the vicinity soon became general. Everybody knew
everybody, and soon one

,,r >t_lv iirwould have thought the oc-
tnd ligi casion an afternoon tea in-

-

er |j stead of a chilly, forma!
first night, when usually th"

, lo1 '"j nothing is missing before ,

the rise of the curtain, ex-
1 t ; cept the funeral march and

: intere the arrival of the corpse.
Mr. Zimmerman has set a

welcome precedent. He re¬
lieved the tension. If a few , Jother brave spirits would

ch \viI follow his lead our first
, . '

me,. nights might some day be
happily described as jolly
instead of solemn affairs.

'"Husband and Wife"
, . ;"•nprl brought to our attention a

new beauty, Olive Tell. To
,

be sure, she must have been '
just as beautiful when play- 1 ' 1 ,

ing the milliner in the new
1 'rid Julian Eltinge play, but you

:;ij, see in that she was obliged
, • to have a rival in the beauty
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the characters of her play.
We all know what war is.
Some of us Americans know-
better than others because
we have lost relatives who
rallied gladly, unselfishly totheir country's call, but
everybody understands. It
is only necessary to read the
daily papers, to look at the
photographs, yet above all
this raises one's sense of
duty to one's country, one's
patriotism. If one cannot feel patriotic what's theuse of having a country? Surely a man who won'tfight when needed cannot be classed as a hero—asthe peace lovers would have him. To uphold one'scountry means more than to uphold one's family,because a family is just one and a country is so manyfamilies all working for the general good, for thebenefit, not of one human atom but millionsof such.

Miss Dix concludes her play with the woeful and
not astonishing statement that there will always be
war. Certainly there will be. And the men will gowhen our next war comes on because they want to,just as they have in the past. And all the wringingof hands and tears of the women will avail nothing,because the country's good comes above personal good.That idea so loved by the peace-at-any price arguersthat it is the pomp of war, the gold braid and the
martial music that lures youth to the ranks, is aninsult to thinking people. It is principle that has
caused all the wars within our own land, and let us
hope it will be principle that will cause the next
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that those sticks were not mere artistic
details to be used in case of emergency,
but were useful holders for electric
lights.

Some more boxes have been removed
from the orchestra floor until there are

none whatever there at present. I am
glad of this, but the next manager to
follow will regret it, for if there was
one thing that might be depended upon
to give a new manager a chance to show
his bl'avery in remodeling what was con¬
sidered our most beautiful playhouse it
was the subtraction of a few boxes. The
regular patrons of the Century who had
grown to love the place would then com¬
plain, " Such changes. They are ruin¬
ing what should be a temple of art." The
trouble was, however, the masses didn't
agree upon that term, " temple of art,"
and they proved that art didn't mean so
much to them when they didn't patron-
ize the fine P^^^h^best operas, with

(41% »OLOCH," the latest BouTafi~Dlx play, em-\/I phasizes in several acts what " Across the
* » A Border" slashed into our heads in mere

scenes, that war is a terrible, ghastly thing. It is
a horrible appeal to the lovers of the peace-at-any-
price argument and no doubt will still further con¬
vince them that " I Didn't Raise My Boy To Be a
Soldier," should be our national anthem instead of
" The Spar Spangled Banner." Still, if put to the
test, I wonder how many people would stand in rev¬
erence to the former sentiment.

It seems to me that the titles of these two songs
illustrate better than anything else the difference be¬
tween the peace and war camps. Where is the woman
who will confess to a feeling of uplift at the thought
that she doesn't want her boy to be a soldier? And

is the woman who doesn't experience a thrill
scientific knowledge by demonstr*gfi§| telegraphy and mei .1 telepathy •>:« i ;'j
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EVERYBODY was anxious to see what Ned Way-burn had done to the Century Theater, and

what he would do by way of competing with
our recognized height-of-extravagance musical produc¬
tions, and these two reasons caused the invitation
dress rehearsal to be freely attended. There weren't
seats enough for all the people.

The first innovation to impress us upon entering
the lobby was a white-wigged man in a satin and lace

I court costume who courteously directed us to the
' proper aisle. Then came the girl policemen to take

us to our seats. Their costumes were a reddish
' brown, coats reaching just above the knee and puttees

high enough to give a glimpse of trous-
J ers. At first I wasn't quite sure wheth- ' ,lls *
I er the producer intended the girls to rep-
I resent chauffeurs or guardians of the
i peace, but a reliable-looking stick carried
I by each one settled the question. Not
] everybody immediately grasped the idea
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I PROGRAM CONTINUED *
| —: +

9 "I WANT SOME ONE WHO'S LONESOME". . .Miss Mabel Elaine +
i Draw M. Inn, a cartoonist Mr. Carl Hall j)
* Fritzi Flirt, a prima donna in this scene, Miss Vera Michelena 4.
t Carr Bona j showi their act ) • • • • Mr. Edward Flanagan +Jj, Ben Zine J & \ Mr. Nealy Edwards
+ 10 "WALKING ON THE LAKE''.... Messrs. Flanagan and Edwards J

11 "I'LL GET YOU YET, CIGARETTE" Miss Michelena and *
"Cigarettes" T

4. 12 "THE MELODY OF THE CENTURY".. .Miss Seeley and Chorus |
SCENE 7—A PRAIRIE. *

i 13 "THE INDIAN SUFFRAGETTE" Miss Friganza t
4. Will Rogers Mr. Will Rogers •{•
4* Lillian Love Miss Lois Josephine j
% TONE PICTURES. |
* SCENE 8—SUMMER. *

(Painted by Unltt and Wickes) ?
Picnicers, Campers and Sun Beams by the Tone Expressionists. 4!

- Summer Girl Miss Adelaide +
Summer Boy Mr. Hughes 1*
Cupid Effie Allen +

: Spirit of Evil Mr. Stafford Pemberton +
- "MIDSUMMER WALTZ" Adelaide and Hughes ?

SCENE 9—AUTUMN. *
(Painted by Unitt and Wickes) T

4. Wood Nymphs, Hunters and Harvesters. 4.
4. Dryad Miss Adelaide 4-

Summer Boy Mr. Hughes 4*
"DANCE OF JOY" Adelaide and Hughes
"Spark" Miss Flora Lea 4.

Smokes and Flames. +
* "DANCE OF BEWILDERMENT" Adelaide and Hughes +
J Myth Mr. John Kusky
* SCENE 10—WINTER. *
* (Painted by Unltt and Wickes) +
T Toboeanners, Skiiers, Blackbirds, Snowflakes, Hail and Skaters. S
* Skating Waltz Miss Cameron ?
* Spirit of Winter Miss Adelaide *
4. Mercury Mr. Hughes 4!
f SCENE 11—SPRING. *
£ (Painted by Unltt and Wickes)

Zephyrs and Morning Glories. 4>
: Robin Miss Flora Lea *
4I Violets and Roses. 4!
■fr Spring's Messenger Mr. Hughes
J A Butterfly Miss Adelaide $
4> Butterfly Dance Miss Adelaide 4.
+ Lightning Mr. James Templeton 4-
5 Umbrellas, Bridesmaids and Rainbows. X
4. "THE TRIUMPH OF LOVE." *
J ENTR'ACTE—"THE MELODY OF THE CENTURY. ±
t ACT n- i
4. SCENE 1—IN THE SUBWAY. $
<!• (From Siedle Studios) 4>
4* Subway Guard Mr. Bert Leslie 4*
J Mr. Harlem Bronx Mr. Jimmie Fox J
4- Mrs. Harlem Bronx Miss Bessie Calla 4-
+ Carr Bona f th mornin„ after f • • Mr. Edward Flanagan +I Ben Zine \ tne mornln= atter \ ... Mr. Nealy Edwards $
•fr Bryton Early Mr. Wellington Cross 4>

Fritzi Flirt Miss Vera Michelena
4. David Dansant ... \ ^ Mr. Clifton Webb 4.
* Constance Spinner J ° A . ... Miss Eileen Molyneux +

—

* CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 4-
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After all, it is the masses who must
be pleased or the managers will lose
money, and where is the manager who
is willing to do that? It's well enough
for some of them modestly to claim that
they are in the business from sheer love
of high art, but actual facts do not agree
with this.

Now, after all the talk and genuine
attempts at giving lovers of the drama
and lovers of grand opera something to
satisfy their exacting tastes, which
would make money at the same time,
those intrepid voyagers on the sea of un¬
certain box-office receipts finally gave up.
"What next?" asked the New Yorkers.
" What can there be next in such a

beautiful playhouse — something elevat¬
ing. of course."
u'Mv 1 i;r r; b I'vrrea

■<" .ivika mo- last v.

I can t imagine what possessed the„ . ones at
the rehearsal, for with a few exceptions they remained
until the close of the performance at one-fifteen
o'clock. A buffet supper had been served earlier in
the evening, but the memory of that had faded when
one o'clock approached. It was time for breakfast.
Ham and eggs or sausages would have been very ap¬
petizing.

It was funny to watch the various pen artists get¬
ting sleepy. And when, some time after midnight,
we realized that Mana Zucca was actually going to
make good the announcement on the programme of a (
piano solo, I feared that I could no longer keep my

^ ' V
eyes open to see if anyone else could. But Miss Zucca ] l
proved such a brilliant pianiste that she actually got
and held our attention with a Hungarian rhapsodie
and then gave an encore, followed by some songs.

The baseball game afforded the men much enter-
I tainment, and when that great favorite, Trixie Fri
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SCENE 2—OUTSIDE THE POLO GROUNDS.
(Painted by John Young)

14 "RAFFERTY" Miss Lavarre and Century Dancers
Give... 1

„ Mr. John Carbrey
Take... , doortenders Mr. Douglas Carbrey
An Office Boy, the original baseball joke...Mr. Jimmie Fox
Bryton Early, a business man in this scene,

Mr. Wellington Cross
Rosie Century \Tar.v fa f Miss Dorthy Cameron
Posie Century / y s \ Miss Madeline Cameron
Carr Bona 1 who now appear as f,. . Mr. Edward Flanagan
Ben Zine i baseball bugs \ Mr. Nealy Edwards

15 "YOU'VE GOT THE STYLE AND THE SMILE" Misses
Cameron, Messrs. Flanagan and Edwards and Chorus

Right Score, a reporter Mr. Jacob P. Adler, Jr.
Will Play, a baseball player Mr. Gus Shy
Sheriff Doolittle Mr. Lew Hearn
A Policeman, played by that rising young chorus boy,

Mr. Stanley Vickers
Eccentric Footery Carbrey Brothers

SCENE 3—INTERIOR OF POLO GROUNDS.
(Painted by John Young)

VODERY'S RAGPHONY ORCHESTRA
Captain of the Home Team Mr. Bert Leslie
Jiggler, the umpire Mr. Peter Page
Captain of the Lady Giants Miss Blossom Seeley
Catcher of the Lady Giants Miss Trixie Friganza
Score Card Boy Mr. Jimmie Fox
Will Rogers Mr. Will Rogers
Ty Cobb (F. O. B. Detroit, first on base),

Mr. Edward Flanagan
Hans Wagner, a perpetual youth Mr. Nealy Edwards
A Fan Mr. Lew Hearn

16 "PUT IT OVER" Miss Friganza and "Fan-semble"
SCENE 4—EXTERIOR OF A FASHION SHOP.

17 "AN OLD-FASHIONED GROOM AND AN UP-TO-DATE BRIDE,"
Mr. Wellington Cross and Miss Lois Josephine

"Shop Talk" Will Rogers
18 "BARCAROLE" The Misses Cameron

SCENE 5—MADAME FLAIR'S EMPORIUM OF CHIC.
(Setting and Costumes designed by O'Kane Conwell)

(Painted by Unitt and Wickes)
Madame Flair Miss Vera Michelena
Cocktail Maids. . . Misses Challenger, Turner, Flandreaux,

O'Sullivan, Harris, Coulter
Ponies Misses Magnet, Roland, Lea, Rooney
Bird-Cage Girls. .Misses Prager, Rosewood, Hamilton, Burch
Pajama Girls Misses Betts and Adelaide Mason
Shoppers Misses Monte, Marmont, Steinhardt
Stars Misses Thompson, Holt, Babbitt, Leslie, Leidy
Artless Flower Miss Heloise Sheppard
The Siren Miss Grace Jones
I Am It Miss Fannie Kidston
The Slav Miss Elaine French
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REISENWEBER'S 58th Street and
Columbus Circle

Within 3 minutes' walk
from this theatre

mons. andres sensational cabaret
(Diredt from Taite Zinkand's Restaurant in San Francisco. By arrangement with Gus Edwards)

SPECIAL DINNER (Every Ev'g and Sunday Noon) $1.00 After-Theatre Suppers
CABARET AND DANCING ON 5 FLOORS Private Banquet Halls Beefsteak Garret
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The Most Superb Upright
Player Piano in the World
To fittingly and perma¬
nently commemorate our

fiftieth anniversary and
make the occasion a mem¬
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Jubilee PLAYER
a truly majestic instru¬
ment into which we have
concentrated all the know¬
ledge, skill and craftsman¬
ship acquired during the
past half century.
This most beautifully and ar-
tisticallyconstructed piano adds
new lustre to a name that has
always stood unflinchingly for
the highest musical ideals

Price $700
Partial Payments if Desired.
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that those sticks were not mere artistic
details to be used in case of emergency,
but were useful holders for electric
lights.

Some more boxes have been removed
from the orchestra floor until there are
none whatever there at present. I am
glad of this, but the next manager to
follow will regret it, for if there was
one thing that might be depended upon
to give a new manager a chance to show
his bravery in remodeling what was con¬
sidered our most beautiful playhouse it
was the subtraction of a few boxes. The
regular patrons of the Century who had
grown to love the place would then com¬

plain, " Such changes. They are ruin¬
ing what should be a temple of art." The
trouble was, however, the masses didn't
agree upon that term, " temple of art,"
and they proved that art didn't mean so
much to them when they didn't patron-
ize the fine plays, the best operas, with
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Then Mr. Ned Wayburn conceived an
original and daring idea. He would give
them something truly elevating in the
shape of diaphanous skirts and solid
high kicking. " Shocking idea! What,
in the Century? Only a rumor!" Such
ran the comment along the Way. Why,
the very boxes which had been so rudely
cut out would return to their places, and the Metro¬
politan would move into the Century instead. But
Wayburn had made no idle threat, and at the dress
rehearsal he showed that he could give a production
which might be labeled " The higher or more concen¬
trated extract of vaudeville," which in its very
strength of numbers both as to specialties and per¬

formers, and in the lavish expenditure of money on
its costumes, might afford the drama and opera lovers
some little balm for the injuries their supersensitive
feelings have suffered in the desecration of art at pop¬
ular prices.

In "Town Topics," Wayburn piles Ossa on Pelion
so successfully that even the first-nighters complained
that there was " enough stuff for two evenings."

circular aisle in the center of the auditorium every¬
body sat up and took notice of something new. We
have had players in boxes, walking down the aisles,
balanced over our heads on glass or wires, but a home
run in our very midst " took the macaroon," as Sam
Thornhill would express it.

And can you imagine Miss Friganza making a home
run? She does. And I venture to predict that if she
continues to do it as spiritedly she will soon be in
the class with Emma Carus, who is steadily gaining
sylphlike proportions that are the envy of those who
don't know how she does it. Blossom Seely has al¬
ways been popular, too, and she is kept busy with
songs and costumes. Peter Paige, as a very effeminate
person, made a hit with the audience, which willingly
forgave him his wrist watch and lisp because he
seemed to appreciate the funny freakishness of the
character as much as did the audience. Adelaide and
Hughes danced in and out of the four seasons of the
revolving stage, and their vaudeville specialty, " The
Cat and the Canary," was as enthusiastically encored
as if it had never been seen before,
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There were other clever people who 3id dancing ;singing specialties. Wellington Cross and Josephin;Lew Hearn, Mabel Elaine, Bert Leslie, with the most
copious selection of slang I have ever listened to, sur¬passing all crook plays. I am sure visitors to our citywill need a pamphlet of reliable synonyms distributed .:v ,i;with the programmes; and, last but not least. Cow- * v \boy Will Rogers—the man with the chewing gum.the lariat and the ready flow of talk—you shouldknow him by these ingredients of his success. It is
amazing what Rogers can do with an audience. He is
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nown as a lariat artist, but he demonstrated at the
Century that he can get along without the lariat and
even the chewing gum. He doesn't have to shout or

make slips in his words or say one thing and let you
think another, to get over. He doesn't raise his voice-
above an ordinary conversational tone, but you hear
every word, and you laugh with him at the humor of
his observations. You all know what a hit he made
with " Hands Up." Some scoffers' wondered how he
did it. Well, he has shown them again.

Victor Herbert's music is always delightful, no mat¬
ter what the subject around which it is written—and
he has been obliged to write around some very inferior
books, too; consequently the mere announcement of a
Herbert score is sufficient to interest lovers of tune¬
ful. high-class melodies. When a composer is called
upon to write so steadily as is Mr. Herbert, it isn't
always possible to strike fresh themes at the insistent
jail of the managers, no matter how well they are

willing to pay for such work, and so somtT
of our favorite composer's scores are bet¬
ter than others. Inspiration does not al¬
ways come at one's wish, no matter how
perfect one's technique. One of Mr. Her¬
bert's most delightful scores, " Algeria,"
selections from which are constantly
played by orchestras at the present time,
was not a success on account of a poor
book. In " The Princess Pat," the latest
Herbert comic opera, book by Henry
Blossom, the composer has given us any
number of tuneful songs all in his best
style, while Mr. Blossom, while not strik¬
ing any startling note of originality, has
at least avoided many of the disagreeable
features of the usual libretto with its
poor jokes and wretched plot. Mr. Blos¬
som has made his plot somewhat more

possible than those impossible ones we all
know by heart, and his lyrics are always
good. Plays such as " Our Wives," from
which the libretto of " The Only Girl "
was derived, and " Arms and the Man,"
which gave us the book of " The Choco¬
late Soldier," are rare gems which only
happen once in a great while, but they
serve to make us so much more discrim¬
inating. I really believe these two have
had much to do with the popular demand
for better plots, better lyrics and better
jokes in musical comedy, and their influ¬
ence is bringing results slowly but surely.

Miss Eleanor Painter, the American
girl who became a Berlin favorite, first
appeared here last season in "The Lilac
Domino." Miss Painter was graciously
received, but she did not set the town
ago with enthusiasm. Her voice was
pronounced beautiful and her acting was
praised, but there was just something
lacking. After seeing her in " Princess
Pat," when she made an instantaneous
hit. I think I can explain why. Miss
Painter, to be appreciated, must be viewed
at close range. . The Forty-fourth Street
Theater was so huge that much of her
delicacy of acting and charm of person¬
ality was lost, but at the Cort, where she
is now appearing, she shines resplendent.
Her voice is big enough to fill the largest
theater. I heard several critics express
the opinion that in the combination of
voice and general attractiveness she has
no rival on our stage. That should please
her. But I am sure she realized her suc¬
cess on the opening night.

Unusual interest was centered_in MissEva Fallon on account of the shocking tragedy which
was the cause of her being called upon to fill therole of the Princess Pat's friend. Miss Fallon had
only three days in which to get up in her part,and be fitted for costumes besides—not an easy task.She was rather nervous in the first act, but every¬
one, both on the stage and out front, understood and
sent forth a current of mental sympathy and goodwishes in her ordeal. And gradually she secured con¬
trol of her nerves and got through the part beauti¬
fully. Marie B. Sciiradee.

»

of patriotism at the strains
of " The Star Spangled Ban¬
ner"? I say woman, be¬
cause I have yet to hear a
man rail at the terras of
war. If women are going
to weep and wail at the sug¬gestion of the males fightingfor their country's good,what's the use of talkingabout sex equality, equalrights, etc. If the males are
ever ready and willing torisk their usefulness or livesfor their country, when itis necessary to do so, whyshould the women complainbecause of such patriotism?

When we consider the
fortitude of the splendid
wives and mothers of all
our wars, the modern pro¬testors against the uphold¬ing of the flag should feel
ashamed of their molly¬coddle sentiments.

War is a horrible, terrible,ghastly thing. Miss Dix is
bringing out nothing new in
the ideas she voices through

the splendor of khaki—Jj no

pro-

one—not .uv u^icuum ui khuki—unitorms arelonger gaudy, you know—and the satisfaction ofmotion.
" Moloch " is interesting, but it is a bad thing forpeople weak in the spot where their patriotism shouldbe. As an antidote I should approve the reportedrevival of such stirring plays as " Shenandoah."" The Heart of Maryland" and so on. They willdo good. Or, better still, maybe somebody will nowcome forward with a new, up-to-date play which willillustrate that it is best to accept war cheerfully andphilosophically, and the sooner the faint-heartedmothers in our country look at it in this light thebetter for all concerned.

No one could possibly accuse Miss Dix of havingpen nrn this ni-

—except pro peace in her
immhbM been pro this or pro that—exce

play. " Strictly neutral," said scAnd that expressed it. Everybockhaki-clad snlHioi-o wo™ to—i!

r.

Alberta Turner is a Cocktail Girl in
"Town Topics."
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| . I,OLOCH, the latest Beulah Dix play, em-
phasizes in several acts what " Across the
Border" slashed into our heads in mere

scenes, that war is a terrible, ghastly thing. It is
a horrible appeal to the lovers of the peace-at-any-
price argument and no doubt will still further con¬
vince them that " I Didn't Raise My Boy To Be a
Soldier," should be our national anthem instead of
" The Spar Spangled Banner." Still, if put to the
test, I wonder how many people would stand in rev¬
erence to the former sentiment.

It seems to me that the titles of these two songs
illustrate better than anything else the difference be¬
tween the peace and war camps. Where is the woman
who will confess to a feeling of uplift at the thought
that she doesn't want her boy to be a soldier? And

is the woman who doesn't experience a thrill1 scientific knowledge by demonstr,
telegraphy and me; al telenathy, *'*>

the characters of her play.We all know what war is.
Some of us Americans know
better than others because
we have lost relatives who
rallied gladly, unselfishly to
their country's call, but
everybody understands. It
is only necessary to read the
daily papers, to look at the
photographs, yet above all
this raises one's sense of
duty to one's country, one's
patriotism. If one cannot feel patriotic what's theuse of having a country? Surely a man who won'tfight when needed cannot be classed as a hero—asthe peace lovers would have him. To uphold one'scountry means more than to uphold one's family,because a family is just one and a country is so manyfamilies all working for the general good, for thebenefit, not of one human atom but millionsof such.

Miss Dix concludes her play with the woeful and
not astonishing statement that there will always bewar. Certainly there will be. And the men will gowhen our next war comes on because they want to,just as they have in the past. And all the wringingof hands and tears of the women will avail nothing,because the country's good comes above personal good.That idea so loved by the peace-at-any price arguersthat it is the pomp of war, the gold braid and the
martial music that lures youth to the ranks, is aninsult to thinking people. It is principle that has
caused all the wars within our own land, and let us
hope it will be principle that will cause the next

I have received several letters since the publicationof my appeal to the managers to raise their curtains
on schedule time, and in each the writer asks me
to continue to insist upon promptness. There is no^.oubt that the public is heartily tired of arriving ata theater in time for an 8.15 curtain and then becompelled to wait until 8.45. This happened at the
recent opening of " Husband and Wife " at the Forty-eighth Street Theater, which was announced for 8.15.The orchestra began to play at seventeen minutes ofnine and the curtain went up five minutes later.

Everybody was seated long before, with the ex¬ception of Charles Darnton, who was the last in andtherefore envied by others who had no premonitionof the right moment. If it hadn't been for FredZimmerman, those seated along the aisle on the left
would have been bored to death. But in a spirit offriendliness Zimmerman began chatting from wherehe sat with friends across the aisle and conversationin the vicinity soon became general. Everybody knew

everybody, and soon one

1Ir vt__ v t,.would have thought the oc¬
casion an afternoon tea in¬
stead of a chilly, formal
first night, when usually
nothing is missing before
the rise of the curtain, ex¬
cept the funeral march and
the arrival of the corpse.
Mr. Zimmerman has set a

welcome precedent. He re¬

lieved the tension. If a few
other brave spirits would
follow his lead our first
nights might some day be
happily described as jolly
instead of solemn affairs.

'"Husband and Wife"
brought to our attention a

new beauty, Olive Tell. To
be sure, she must have been
just as beautiful when play¬
ing the milliner in the new
Julian Eltinge play, but you
see in that she was obliged
to have a rival in the beauty
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someone between acts.
Everybody surmised that thekliaki-clad soldiers were the English, while the Greenswere the Germans, but Miss Dix made the leaderssuch brutes that the most partisan followers of thenations now at war could not possibly have foundfault.

What has come to be the usual unexpected hit wasmade by a young fellow named Gareth llughes. Hewas on the stage only a few minutes, in a briefspeaking part, but he made liis role stand out bril¬liantly. Young Creighlon Hale was a manly youugsoldier filled with the true martial spirit and SidneyI). Carlyle. who played the Wuodse.v Boy, did so withmuch poetic feeling. Lillian Albertson was sweetand sympathetic, as always, and dear Mrs. Whiffentook the audience to her heart.

" Silk Stockings " is with us again, but only fora short stay. 1 saw it for the fourth time at thelast Wednesday matinee and was as delighted asthough it were the first time. There is a delicacyand charm about this English comedy that is diffi¬cult to rival. It is decidedly risque in the most well-bred fashion, and the lines are so smart that onecan't afford to miss one of them.The bedroom scene in the second act leaves all themusical comedy and farce efforts in the distance, be¬cause it is handled so cleverly. No one—the mostdiscriminating—could possibly object to its daringsituations for there is just enough spice in a whole¬some concoction to give it flavor. There is every¬thing in knowing how much, you see. The slang issimply fascinating. As Mr. Sam Sothern utters it—and Mr. Sothern created the role of Sam Thorn-hill in London—it is quite natural and does not seemat all forced. Mr. Sothern, as Thornhill, is verymuch the English gentleman despite his linguisticoriginality. He is in no way the silly ass type andso it will be noted that Kenneth Douglass, who playedThornhill for so long at the Little Theater last winter,was permitted to use his own judgment in his con¬ception of the role. Sothern and uouglass are equallyfunny, but entirely different. There have been anumber of changes in the cast, but I want to saythat the company supporting Mr. Sothern is as ex¬cellent as the one of last winter, and that is sayinga great deal in its behalf. Miss Alison Skipworthis playing Lady Gower, and she is delightful, while 'Miss Eva Leonard-Boyne is Molly Thornhill. whoprefers silk lingerie to Jaeger. Mr. P. Clayton Greeneis again the Captain Bagnal, which Le plays to per¬fection, while Sybil Carlisle remains as the unlovedbut altogether charming and sympathetic Irene Mait-Iand. When " Silk Stockings" goes on the road Ihope that it will be played in theaters not too bigfo^Tts clever lines to reach everyone, because it mustbe heard not merely seen to be appreciated.
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one—not the splendor of khaki—uniforms are nolonger gaudy, you know—and the satisfaction of pro¬motion.

" Moloch " is interesting, but it is a bad thing forpeople weak in the spot where their patriotism shouldbe. As an antidote I should approve the reportedrevival of such stirring plays as " Shenandoah."" The Heart of Maryland" and so on. They willdo good. Or, better still, maybe somebody will nowcome forward with a new, up-to-date play which willillustrate that it is best to accept war cheerfully andphilosophically, and the sooner the faint-heartedmothers in our country look at it in this light thebetter for all concerned.
No one could possibly accuse Miss Dix of havingbeen pro this or pro that—except pro peace in her■ ovvv-iai llULdnLxa am -4

play. " Strictly neutral," said someone between acts.And that expressed it. Everybody surmised that thekhaki-clad soldiers were the English, while the Greens
were the Germans, but Miss Dix made the leaderssuch brutes that the most partisan followers of thenations now at war could not possibly have foundfault.

What has come to be the usual unexpected hit wasmade by a young fellow named Gareth Hughes. lie
was on the stage only a few minutes, in a brief
speaking part, but he made his role stand out bril¬liantly. Young Creighton Hale was a. manly youngsoldier filled with the true martial spirit and SidneyP. Carlyle, who played the Woodsey Boy, did so withmuch poetic feeling. Lillian Albertson was sweetand sympathetic, as always, and dear Mrs. Whiffentook the audience to her heart.

of patriotism at the strains
of " The Star Spangled Ban¬
ner"? I say woman, be¬
cause I have yet to hear a
man rail at the terrqjs of
war. If women are going
to weep and wail at the sug¬
gestion of the males fightingfor their country's good,
what's the use of talking
about sex equality, equal
rights, etc. If the males are
ever ready and willing to
risk their usefulness or lives
for their country, when it
is necessary to do so, why
should the women complain
because of such patriotism?

When we consider the
fortitude of the splendid
wives and mothers of all
our wars, the modern pro¬
testors against the uphold¬
ing of the flag should feel
ashamed of their molly¬
coddle sentiments.

War is a horrible, terrible,
ghastly thing. Miss Dix is
bringing out nothing new in
the ideas she voices through
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" Silk Stockings " is with us again, but only fora short stay. I saw it for the fourth time at thelast Wednesday matinee and was as delighted asthough it were the first time. There is a delicacyand charm about this English comedy that is diffi¬cult to rival. It is decidedly risque in the most well-bred fashion, and the lines are so smart that onecan't afford to miss one of them.
The bedroom scene in the second act leaves all themusical comedy and farce efforts in the distance, be¬cause it is handled so cleverly. No one—the mostdiscriminating—could possibly object to its daringsituations for there is just enough spice in a whole-i some concoction to give it flavor. There is every¬thing in knowing how much, you see. The slang issimply fascinating. As Mr. Sam Sothern utters it—and Mr. Sothern created the role of Sam Thorn-hill in London—it is quite natural and does not seemat alt forced. Mr. Sothern, as Thornhill, is verymuch the English gentleman despite his linguisticoriginality. He is in no way the silly ass type andso it will be noted that Kenneth Douglass, who playedThornhill for so long at the Little Theater last winter,was permitted to use his own judgment in his con¬ception of the role. Sothern and uouglass are equallyfunny, but entirely different. There have been anumber of changes in the cast, but I want to saythat the company supporting Mr. Sothern is as ex¬cellent as the one of last winter, and that is sayinga great deal in its behalf. Miss Alison Skipworthis playing Lady Gower, and she is delightful, whileMiss Eva Leonard-Boyne is Molly Thornhill, whoprefers silk lingerie to Jaeger. Mr. P. Clayton Greeneis again the Captain Bagnal, which i.e plays to per¬fection, while Sybil Carlisle remains as the unlovedbut altogether charming and sympathetic Irene Mait-land. When " Silk Stockings" goes on the road Ihope that it will be played in theaters not too big

for its clever lines to reach everyone, because it must
be heard not merely seen to be appreciated.

We have executed all
wns, hats, bags, tnu

etc., for
Madame Flair

in this production.

I have received several letters since the publication
of my appeal to the managers to raise their curtains
on schedule time, and in each the writer asks me
to continue to insist upon promptness. There is no
^.oubt that the public is heartily tired of arriving at
a theater in time for an 8.15 curtain and then be
compelled to wait until 8.45. This happened at the
recent opening of " Husband and Wife " at the Forty-
eighth Street Theater, which was announced for 8.15.
The orchestra began to play at seventeen minutes of
nine and the curtain went up five minutes later.

Everybody was seated long before, with the ex¬
ception of Charles Darnton, who was the last in and
therefore envied by others who had no premonition
of the right moment. If it hadn't been for Fred
Zimmerman, those seated along the aisle on the left
would have been bored to death. But in a spirit of
friendliness Zimmerman began chatting from where
he sat with friends across the aisle and conversation
in the vicinity soon became general. Everybody knew

everybody, and soon one

v^. v , .have thought the oc¬
casion an afternoon tea in¬
stead of a chilly, formal
first night, when usually lh?
nothing is missing before
the rise of the curtain, ex¬
cept the funeral march and
the arrival of the corpse.
Mr. Zimmerman has set a 1 '

welcome precedent. He re¬
lieved the tension. If a few , w

other brave spirits would rvii-e
follow his lead our first '
nights might some day be
happily described as jolly
instead of solemn affairs.

"Husband and Wife" ...

brought to our attention a
new beauty, Olive Tell. To ,
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berta Turner is a Cocktail Girl in B
"Town Topics."

■ w Ha 0 -"™lthe characters of her play.
We all know what war is.
Some of us Americans know TOR TP ibetter than others because
we have lost relatives who
rallied gladly, unselfishly to
their country's call, but
everybody understands. It
is only necessary to read the r i ' 1
daily papers, to look at the b i, r .. 011
photographs, yet above all
this raises one's sense of
duty to one's country, one's
patriotism. If one cannot feel patriotic what's the
use of having a country? Surely a man who won't
fight when needed cannot be classed as a hero—as
the peace lovers would have him. To uphold one's
country means more than to uphold one's family,because a family is just one and a country is so many
families all working for the general good, for the
benefit, not of one human atom but millions
of such.

Miss Dix concludes her play with the woeful and
not astonishing statemtnt that there will always be
war. Certainly there will be. And the men will go
when our next war comes on because they want to,
just as they have in the past. And all the wringing
of hands and tears of the women will avail nothing,
because the country's good comes above personal good.
That idea so loved by the peace-at-any price arguers
that it is the pomp of war, the gold braid and the
martial music that lures youth to the ranks, is an
insult to thinking people. It is principle that has
caused all the wars within our own land, and let us
hope it will be principle that will cause the next
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one—not the splendor of khaki—uniforms are nolonger gaudy, you know—and the satisfaction of pro¬motion.
" Moloch " is interesting, but it is a bad thing forpeople weak in the spot where their patriotism shouldbe. As an antidote I should approve the reportedrevival of such stirring plays as " Shenandoah."" The Heart of Maryland" and so on. They willdo good. Or, better still, maybe somebody will nowcome forward with a new, up-to-date play which willillustrate that it is best to accept war cheerfully andphilosophically, and the sooner the faint-heartedmothers in our country look at it in this light thebetter for all concerned.

No one could possibly accuse Miss Dix of havingbeen pro this or pro that—except pro peace in her■ JV.Llfli UUUlJItXJl i lit-
—

play. " Strictly neutral," said someone between acts.And that expressed it. Everybody surmised thai thekhaki-clad soldiers were the English, while the Greens
were the Germans, but Miss Dix made the leaderssuch brutes that the most partisan followers of thenations now at war could not possibly have foundfault.

What has come to be the usual unexpected hit wasmade by a young fellow named Gareth Hughes, lie
was 011 the stage only a few minutes, in a briefspeaking part, but lie made his role stand out bril¬liantly. Young Creighton llale was a manly youngsoldier filled with the true martial spirit and SidneyD. Oarlyle. who played the Woodsey Boy, did so withmuch poetic feeling. Lillian Albertson was sweetand sympathetic, as always, and dear .Mrs. Whiffentool; the audience to her heart.

of patriotism at the strains
of " The Star Spangled Ban¬
ner"? I say woman, be¬
cause I have yet to hear a
man rail at the terras of
war. If women are going
to weep and wail at the sug¬
gestion of the males fightingfor their country's good,
what's the use of talking
about sex equality, equal
rights, etc. If the males are
ever ready and willing to
risk their usefulness or lives
for their country, when it
is necessary to do so, why
should the women complain
because of such patriotism?

When we consider the
fortitude of the splendid
wives and mothers of all
our wars, the modern pro¬
testors against the uphold¬
ing of the flag should feel
ashamed of their molly¬
coddle sentiments.

War is a horrible, terrible,
ghastly thing. Miss Dix is
bringing out nothing new in
the ideas she voices through
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" Silk Stockings" is with us again, but only fora short stay. 1 saw it for the fourth time at thelast Wednesday matinee and was as delighted asthough it were the first time. There is a delicacyand charm about this English comedy that is diffi¬cult to rival. It is decidedly risque in the most well-bred fashion, and the lines are so smart that onecan't afford to miss one of them.The bedroom scene in the second act leaves all themusical comedy and farce efforts in the distance, be¬cause it is handled so cleverly. No one—the mostdiscriminating—could possibly object to its daringsituations for there is just enough spice in a whole¬some concoction to give it flavor. There is every¬thing in knowing how much, you see. The slang issimply fascinating. As Mr. Sam Sothern utters it—and Mr. Sothern created the role of Sam Thorn-hill in London—it is quite natural and does not seem1 at all forced. Mr. Sothern, as Thornhill, is verymuch the English gentleman despite his linguisticoriginality. He is in no way the silly ass type andso it will be noted that Kenneth Douglass, who playedThornhill for so long at the Little Theater last winter,was permitted to use his own judgment in his con¬ception of the role. Sothern and jjouglass are equallyfunny, but entirely different. There have been anumber of changes in the cast, but I want to saythat the company supporting Mr. Sothern is as ex¬cellent as the one of last winter, and that is sayinga great deal in its behalf. Miss Alison Skipworthis playing Lady Gower, and she is delightful, whileMiss Eva Leonard-Boyne is Molly Thornhill, whoprefers silk lingerie to Jaeger. Mr. P. Clayton Greeneis again the Captain Ragnal, which i.e plays to per¬fection, while Sybil Carlisle remains as the unloved| but altogether charming and sympathetic Irene Mait-land. When " Silk Stockings" foes on the road Ihope that it will be played in theaters not too big
for its clever lines to reach everyone, because it must
be licnrd not merely seen to be appreciated.
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berta Turner is a Cocktail Girl in £ n"Town Topics."
the characters of her play. . ...

We all know what war is.
Some of us Americans know TOBER obetter than others because
we have lost relatives who T
rallied gladly, unselfishly to
their country's call, but
everybody understands. It
is only necessary to read the C1 T" 1
daily papers, to look at the
photographs, yet above all
this raises one's sense of
duty to one's country, one's
patriotism. If one cannot feel patriotic what's the
use of having a country? Surely a man who won't
fight when needed cannot be classed as a hero—as
the peace lovers would have him. To uphold one's
country means more than to uphold one's family,because a family is just one and a country is so many
families all working for the general good, for the
benefit, not of one human atom but millions
of such.

Miss Dix concludes her play with the woeful and
not astonishing statemtnt that there will always be
war. Certainly there will be. And the men will go
when our next war comes on because they want to,
just: as they have in the past. And all the wringing
of hands and tears of the women will avail nothing,
because the country's good comes above personal good.
That idea so loved by the peace-at-any price arguers
that it is the pomp of war, the gold braid and the
martial music that lures youth to the ranks, is an
insult to thinking people. It is principle that has
caused all the wars within our own land, and let us
hone it will be principle that will cause the next
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of Elting'e Himself, whereas
in the new Kenyon play she
shines forth in unrivalled
environment. Miss Tell is
young, blond, of the Lillian
Russell features, slender and
graceful as to figure. And
best of all, she can act with
an ease and intelligence that
is going to place her way
up at the top very soon.
Robert Edeson, as the lov¬
ing husband who does every¬
thing, even to taking funds
from the bank, in order to
give his lovely wife every
luxury, does some of the

other ' xtremi

they'started t
their readers,
wide experie:

best work of his career. He is very convincing and
has dispensed with some of his Edeson mannerisms.
Montagu Love, big, red-headed Englishman that he
is, surprised us all by his emotional work in the
last act. Somehow, it has always seemed to me that
it must be more difficult for a big man to do a choke-
back-the-tears scene than for a little fellow. We
expect Ernest Truex and John Westley to get away
with a few sobs—but Montagu Love—that was dif¬
ferent. Mr. Love made the other man quite lovable
and possible and we were grateful to the playwright
because he gave him a chance to be a gentleman—
even though he happened to love another man's wife
and was disappointed because he didn't succeed in
running away with her. Nearly all the playwrights
insist upon making the other man a cad, a villain
and all the other names- in plaintiff's divorce-suit
vocabulary. But Mr. Kenyon has written him in a
new light.

Fash

While Will Rogers a
>5he acts wfflhcRgmtyand grace, together with that
charm of personality which is hers. Her voice seems
to have acquired new depths since last I saw her, and
yet it has lost none of its sweetness. She played
Mrs. Guilford delightfully. Haidee Wright, as the
aristocratic sister of the historian, gave us another
of those perfect interpretations to which she has
accustomed us. I hope we may keep her in our
country. We need her. Blanche Yurka, as Mrs.
Guildford's companion and friend, gave a sympathetic
performance and won approval.

The public has been clamoring for Mr. Sothern's i
return to comedy. Well, he has returned, and I hope
the public will show its appreciation of his compliance
with its wish. Next to Mr. Sothern's appearance on
the opening night, the chief event of interest was the
entrance of Miss Julia Marlowe. Somehow the news
had got about that she would be present, so when she
passed through the theater to an upper box it was
between two lines of interested persons. All agreed
that she had never looked more radiantly lovely.

It was a great night for Elsie Janis at the Cohan
Theater when she returned to her own, her native
land with a vehicle made to order. We won't say
much1 about the vehicle. It really didn't matter much,
for Miss Janis emerged from it at all times with her
personality cast into so many different characters
demonstrating her remarkable versatility that it was
Janis first. It is wonderful how this girl with the
large, soft, brown eyes and the winning smile charms
you. She can do anything—sing, dance, turn flip
flaps, give imitations. One critic aptly described her
as the Sylvester Schaeffer of actresses. Her stay
in London has done wonders in giving her absolute
command of herself. I feel sure she could play the
whole vehicle and get away with it and the audience
would be perfectly satisfied.

There are some popular favorites in support of
Miss Janis, Howard Estabrook, for instance. He
is the gentleman who causes the plot by arranging
with his mother and sister to have the former's pearl
necklace stolen in order to secure publicity in the
society columns of the papers. When the dear pearls
came on the stage I got ready to be bored to death. |
Really, what is a play without its necklace these ;
days? Won't some clever person possessed of I
imagination answer? And those pearls were very
much in evidence, too, but when the Janis pearl
appeared in competition they lost their luster.

The audience warmly welcomed that artist, Maurice '
Farkoa, who can sing a love song so meltingly that j
only a heart of stone would fail to respond. His

—' J. f»to . Incprtltinp
rendition in 1 rench of " They Wouldn't Believe Me""
from " The Girl from Utah," delighted everyone.
Irene Bordini was very Heldish with her big eyes and
a song composed to fit them, and Melville Ellis mas¬
tered the piano with the Serenade from " The Jewels
of the Madonna " and other compositions.

For the life of me I couldn't understand why, as he
played, he expressed his emotions by alternately rais¬
ing and lowering his eyebrows and casting glances
which were speculative rather than soulful in the
direction of the pretty Bordini seated at the foot of
the piano while she watched Ellis just as the stage
director had told her to do. Now, Maurice Farkoa
could have poured his soul out through his eyebrows,
but Melville Ellis is not Maurice Farkoa.

You must read the following from the pen of that
brilliant wit and writer, Frank J. Wilstach. It's
worth two dollars a seat. By the way, those of you
who knew Wilstach before he assumed charge of the
Shubert publicity department, mustn't fancy that he
is a changed man because he is rushed to death.
His friends will always find his door open and no
card need be engraved for the occasion of a call.
Even advertising men are made to feel at ease. But
here's the Wilstachigram:

" I have met a popular song-writer and have been
vanquished.

" Somehow or other I had gathered in my intel¬
lectuals a deep, abiding dislike for the young men
who write songs of away down on any one of those
old Southern rivers; of the moon, the spoon, the
coon and sich. It may have been because their
haberdashery was usually as noisy and inhar¬
monious as some of their music. But it may be
that ultrasartorial effects are as necessary to popu¬
lar song-writers as the gargoyles on the spire
and high altar are necessary parts of a Gothic
cathedral.

" After all, I may have been J
all wrong about song-writers.
Clothes may proclaim, but they
should not condemn, the popular
song boys. And I aim not to
be cynical about them, for cyni- j
cism is nothing more than
humor in ill-health.

"Up to a year ago I had J
never met a popular song-writer.
And it was then, while in

v . Washington, I knocked off a
line: ' When hope hops high
and life looms lovely,' and tried
to find a rhyme for it. I

tlohen i
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EVA TANGUAY, THE ELECTRIC SPARK, AGAIN RETURNS TO BROADWAY

Miss Tang-uay is the headliner on the big New Year's bill at the New York Palace Theatre.

EVA TANGUAY AND HER WALKING-OUT HABIT

EVA TANGUAY'S ADDRESS
ON NEW YEAR'S EVE

Columns could be written about the appearance of Frank Tinney in
place of Eva Tanguay at the Palace Theatre this week. The main points
at issue, however, are plain and can be quickly stated as follows:Managers are tired of being obliged at the last minute to rearrange a
whole vaudeville bill in order to suit the caprice of an act that "walks out." 'No act is so big, so important or so necessary that it can be allowed ;
to upset the plans of a t;heatre from which it draws money for certainservices to be rendered under certain conditions .The very great majority of the acts themselves—the rank and file
that are the backbone of vaudeville, as well as many important acts thatalways keep their contracts—are as much against the "walking out" habit
as are the managers themselves.It looks just now as if those acts that agree to appear, permit man¬
ager to spend a lot of money advertising them and then, for some tempera- 'mental or other silly reason, wantonly "walk out" and leave a management
in the lurch, will hereafter find that they cannot have their own way.

It is all a simple question of good business, comrrion sense and down¬right honor.

j r
inaanED

Eva Tanguay had prepared a briefNew Year's address for the midnightperformance at the Palace Theatreon New Year's Bye. After the highjinks by the artists, as the clockstrikes twelve, Miss Tanguaystepped to the footlights to deliverthese lines:
"I have built up an Eva Tanguayas the public knows her and she hasbecome a sort of a Frankenstein.The real Eva has had to be a slaveall these years—she has rebelled atlast. To-night I shake off myshackles and want you all to knowthat I do care, and care deeply,what people think of me.

"We do not have to tell any onewhat love means if they have everloved, and if they never have, thereis no use telling them.
"Life is just one grand thingafter another.
"We ought to be just as thankfulfor our troubles and difficulties asfor our joys and good fortune.
"When you are knocked andabused the most, you are the mostsuccessful.
"There is only one commandmentin my religion—LOVE.
"I love my audience as I wouldhave you love me. I send my heartright over the footlights to you,trying to make every man, womanand child of you feel that I loveeach and every one of you. Doingthis, I do not have to have a Caruso

voice, or the dramatic talent of aBernhardt, or even to wear tights,to get into your affections.
"Tights are only permissible onthe stage when they are worn in¬

nocently, with the purest and bestof motives. A woman can be just asmodest in tights as in a full-lengthdress and even more so, if she hasno evil thoughts.
"My success may or may notbring happiness. Everything de¬pends on the individual. This world,dear audience, is no paradise forany one. Everything is relative. Iam happiest when I am doing some¬thing for others, something that Ithink will make others happy."I have worked hard for all thehappiness I have had in life and

paid dearly for it. I have not had

0;;v,

as much time to study and think as
I would like. I want to write. 1
feel that I have the power to write
something beautiful, .something thatwill make people just as happy as
my singing and my dancing does,and make them better, too. So some
day when I feel that I have earned
a good, long rest, I am going far
away. Perhaps I will go off into the
desert like Mohammed did and
think and think. My favorite book
is the Bible. Most people never
suspect that if it were not for that
Book, I do not believe I could go
on. Oh, it is such a comfort to me!
I cannot tell you what happiness
reading the Bible has brought me.

"I wish every one a Happy New
Year! Good night!"
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back are preparing for " WinterJ Adelaide and Hughes in
tackled Philander Johnson,
who does the ' Shooting Stars'
for the Washington Star. He
said there was no rhyme for
" lovely." One day, a few
days later, when at home, Rich-'

v M ard Le Gallienne dropped in,
and he said, ' You can't rhyme
the word lovely.' I know all
the rhymes there are, because
I use them in my business.'

" But last night there wan¬
dered into the office Coleman

gg Goetz, a young man of about
twenty, and very prettily
dressed. Young Goetz has

fa written a lot of popular songs,
and is at present at work pro¬
viding lyrics for ' Around the
Loop,' which will be presented

.jJWj shortly in Chicago. I told him
of my experience with Richard

'$lf Le Gallienne and Philander
Johnson; of my line ' When

J hope hops high and life loomslovely,' and their inability to
cap it. Young Goetz said:
' That's easy,' and without

blinking an eye, he sang in beautiful style:
" ' When Hope hops high and life looms lovely,All I need is for you to love me.'

It may be that ' lovely' and ' love me' is song¬writer rhyming. Anyway, when Goetz sang it, it
seemed all right. Come to think of it, some of our
song-writers, as I once yawped, are all gas and no
meter. Grant Clarke in ' Rag-Time Cow Boy Joe,'rhymes ' cattle ' and ' saddle '; and in ' I Want to be
There,' ' pleasing ' and ' reason.'

The best that I was able to do with " looms lovely "
was this:

" ' Is maid made mad
By blithe beau burning—

Old girls grow glad
When youths yield yearning.

Why should she sigh
In dear days dovely,

When hope hops high
And life looms lovely ? '

" What ' dovely ' may signify I haven't the slightest
notion, but I intended it to mean, days such as doves
enjoy.

" And all this proves that I am not a song-writer—that lacking in the utmost beauty of clothes, I can'tProduce a moon-song."
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of Mr. Blinn's habit of playing: everytiling
in an aggressive spirit. On the other hand.
Lillian Albertson as the wife. Mrs. Whiffen
as the mother, and Miss Rutter as the sis¬
ter are strongly appealing by virtue of their
womanly tenderness in their respective
parts, and a very good bit of dramatic
energy characterizes the acting of Ruth
Benson as the crazed servant. In the part
of the sister's betrothed, Philip. Mr. Gordon
considerably overacted, and Mr. Breese in
the part of an enemy corporal was chiefly
remarkable for his over-emphatic gruffness
and loud declamation, whereas the two char¬
acters of the young German lieutenant who
is murdered and the kind-hearted wood-boy
who is shot by the colonel, were admirably
played by Garret Hughes and Sidney Car¬
lisle. respectively.

Other characters of minor interest were
well represented by Creighton Hale, as the
brother, who is a martyr to the war; by
Mr. Percyval in the role of an old professor
who has academic views on warfare, and
two children by Cornish Beck and Richard
Dupont.

A feature which stands out in grateful
relief from the uniform level of tardy ac¬
tion is the stirring war scene in the third
act. representing a charge, and the shat¬
tering effects of exploding shells. This is
the best war scene effect yet produced. The
play is mounted at great expense and in
admirable taste.

44 MOLOCH "
A Play About the War in a Prologue, Three

Acts and an Epilogue, by Beulah M. Dix,
Presented by Holbrook Blinn's Company,
Under the Management of Klaw and Er-

, i langer in Association with George C. Ty¬
ler. New Amsterdam Theater, Sept. 20.

i j A Man, Robert Holbrook Blinn>\ His Wife, Katherine Lillian Albertson
His Son, Roland Cornish Beck
His Mother, Lydia Mrs. Thomas Whiffen
His Sister, Gertrude Louise Rutter
His Brother. Basil Creighton Hale
His Uncle. The Professor . . T. Wigney Percyval

m His Servant, Martha Ruth Benson
1 His Friend, Phillip Paul Gordon
| The Woodsy Boy Sidney D. Carlyle
4 A Girl, Frances Laura Iverson
9 Another Girl, Margaret Rosina Henley
I A Little Boy, Thomas Richard Dupont

A Major \ / Edwin Brandt
An Adjutant J 1 Paul S. Bliss

f] A Sergeant f Fellow 1 Ju*es A. Ferrar
r Another Sergeant \ flo„n+rv_ / Charles Rolfe
i A Soldier / . {Ln \ A. P. Kaye
j Another Soldier I j A. II. EbenhackII A Third Soldier 1 I John Dupont
, A Fourth Soldier / \ Thomas Hill

A Major \ / Redfleld Clarke
j A Lieutenant . . . j I Gareth HughesA Corporal I _ 1 Edmund Breese
j A Trooper J Foreign- / Dale Kennedy'! Another Trooper . I ers J Theodore C. Brown
j A Third Trooper . 1 I Harry Dean
j A Fourth Trooper / \ Vincent Phillips1 Prologue.—Before the war. A country house.
!; Interval, ten days. Act I.—Mobilization. A
' town house. Interval, nine months. Act II.—
j Invasion. A town house. Interval, seven
j months. Act III.—Battle. On the firing line.Ij Interval, eight months. Epilogue.—After the
| war. A country house. The fruits of victory.

In adding one more to the already for-
| midable list of war plays, Beulah M. Dix
| has not added materially to the value of

drama, as such, by her attempt to divest
war of the glamour of romance and restrict
her artistic striving to a portrayal of its
horrors. Doubtless she has made an earnest

j appeal on behalf of general peace, but em¬
bodying her pacificist homily in the form
of drama, she has largely neglected to ob¬
serve its form and has wrought with the

j handiwork of hysterical womanhood a pure¬
ly feminine creation which is lacking in
the deeper insight into the philosophy that

| sways the destiny of nations and the fate
of individuals.

She has strung together a chain of epi¬
sodes that deal episodically with an imag¬
inary war between imaginary adversaries
and a group of characters interrelated by
events that transpire before, during and
after the conflict. She attempts to show
what war means through the spectacles of "j
a pacificist, a war without glory, chivalry, \
heroism or manly virtue, and in presenting
only the brutal side has failed to interpret
the moral of silent devotion to duty, the

| inspiration of self-sacrifice and the glory
of heroic immolation upon the altar of pa-

| triotism. It is therefore a gruesome and
depressing picture of the brutality of man
deficient in those attributes with which
history, and many records of the present
war as well, have invested those fighting
for what they believe to be right.

Then, too, the author has fallen into the
j convention of taking her facts from the
daily papers, and relegating her imagina-

1 tion to a subordinate place. It is rather
! a story than a play which is here presented f
in a form of spoken dialogue, aided with
one highly effective and realistic battle '
scene.

Let us be more explicit in the interpreta- i-
tion than the author, and say that the
principal characters are those of a French p.;
family at the outbreak of the war. A tj
young German scientist is engaged to the
sister of the head of the house. We have
the old mother, the son and his wife and
his sister, tenants of a beautiful home in
the country. The war separates the lovers.
The girl's love is not as strong as her de¬
votion to the cause of her people. We hear
a good deal about the barbarism of the in¬
vading hosts. The young man joins his 1
country's rank. All the men enter the war.
The invaders come to the home, where pri¬
vation is already working its harm. A
young enemy lieutenant is quartered there.
He is kindly, and desirous of sparing the
women the horrors of war. In bed he is
assassinated by a servant girl who has had
her mind unsettled by the death of her sis¬
ter and sister's infant at the hands of an
enemy bomb thrower. The woman is or¬
dered shot and the house is burned over the
heads of the inmates.

In the following act we see the French
lines. An enemy aviator who has thrown
bombs and killed a carload of wounded men
is brought before the colonel. It is the
young lover of the first act, betrothed to
the sister of the colonel. The ties of old
friendship are broken. The youth dies then
and there. A young boy whose kindly heart
revolts at further bloodshed is killed in
cold blood by the same colonel by a shot
from his revolver. Parenthetically, we
doubt if such episodes are characteristic to
a degree to justify generalization. It seems :
the peculiar point of view of one who has
read the fugitive literature of the war and 1
been unduly impressed by the reports of 1
exceptional harshness. i

In the epilogue the colonel returns to his
wrecked home, dull and brutalized by what
he has seen and done, and reproached by |
his own sister, who cannot forget the man
who loved her and only performed his duty. ,
A fresh war is breaking out, this time be- |
tween the Allies themselves, and the cur-
tain descends to the sounds of marching
troops on a scene of cheerless desolation
and hopeless prospects.

As an attempt at showing the obverse
side of war, Miss Dix's " Moloch " may
pass. It ought to serve as an object les¬
son to the makers and traders in the muni¬
tions of war. and by some may be regarded
as an exposition of a broader form of inhu¬
manity than that popularly preached in
high places. But as dramatic entertain-

] ment it is of a depressing character and
j without the qualifying virtue of artistic

handiwork.
Mr. Blinn's company is capable. Hardly

one character is clearly and efficiently de¬
veloped, and in the leading role of Robert,
afterwards the French colonel, Mr. Blinn
himself is utterly lacking in the attributes

i of sympathy, partly because the character
I is one lacking in appeal and partly because

Lambs Gambol Will
Make Actor's Fund

$30,000 Richer
The Lambs Gambol took a big

step forward when their annual All-
Star Gambol opened at the Century
Theatre, Friday evening, June 4.
Although they always manage to at¬
tract a large crowd, additional en¬
thusiasm was displayed because the
performances were for the benefit
of the Actors' Fund.

The latest Gambol was an im¬
mense performance—both as to size
and quality—representing the best
playwriting and acting talent on the
American stage. The combined
powers of all the Lambs showed
what it is possible for an organiza¬
tion to do and every Lamb who
could act helped the good cause
along. The Twelfth Night, Gamut,
Professional Woman's League and
Rehearsal clubs were also repre¬
sented, the members disposing of
programs, flowers and candy.

The performance was of so
gigantic a size and employed the
services of so many players that the
STAR is unable to give the names
of all. The performance started
with nine famous composers seated
at as many pianos and playing selec¬
tions from their favorite works.
These included Victor Herbert, A.
Baldwin Sloane, Gustav Kerker,
Raymond Hubbell, Alfred Robyn,
Max Hoffman, Irving Berlin and
John L. Golden.

Winsor McCay then showed a pic¬
ture conception of his pet Di-
nosaurus, Gertie. A musical fantasy,
"The Clock Shop." by John L.
Golden, was next on the program.
Clifton Crawford, Pat Rooney and
Ernest Truex were among the
actorsj in this playlet. "The River
of Souls," a Chinese melodrama, was
another of Mr. Golden's creations.

Robert Mantell, James O'Neill ancl
Thomas A. Wise were among those
who were seen in "Why?" an
allegory by George V. Hobart.

"Personality," a skit, brought
Frank Tinney to the forefront. He
was seen in the title role, and was one
of the laughing hits of the evening.

Eddie Foy was there with the
seven little Foys and scored heavily.
William Collier's impersonation of
the eighth little Foy was amusing.

A song and dance number entitled
"Plantation Days" was done by Pat
Rooney, Andrew Mack, Tom Mc-
Naughton and other well-known
dancers.

It is estimated that an amount
closely reaching the $30,000 mark
will be turned over to the Actors'
Fund of America as the total re¬
ceipts of .the three performances.

Florence McGuire and Marie Walsh, chic Chin Chin ^charmers.
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The Harvard paper, "The Lampoon,"
sent Its opera critic to see "Thais" and
asked him to make his review short.
The critic wrote this:

Thais, Lady,
Morals, shady;
Holy Prophet,
Preaches Tophet,
Lady Bawls;
Prophet Falls.
She Repents,
Love Prevents.
He Invades

I Cloister Shades.
She Devout,
Passes Out.
Pangs Acute,
Follows Suit.
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Geraldine Alexander ju»t
"Chin Chins" at the

Globe.

THEATREForemost Playhouse"—Chicago Tribune.
Harry J. Powers, Manager.

Theatre, under normal conditions, withseat occupied, can be emptied in lessthree minutes. Look around now, chooseearest exit to your seat, and in case ofsturbance of any kind, to avoid the dangers
1

~~nic, WALK (do not run) to that exit.

t Week, Beginning
Monday, May 17, 1915

EVENINGS, INCLUDING SUNDAY, AT 8:20WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAYMATINEES AT 2:20
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Klaw and Erlanger, in association with George C.Tyler Present

Holbrook Blinn's Company
in

MOLOCH
A Play About War

In a Prologue, Three Acts and an EpilogueBy BEULAH M. DIX

People Characters Played ByA Man Robert Holbrook BlinnHis Wife Katherine Lillian AlbertsonHis Son Roland Cornish BeckHis Mother Lydia Haidee WrightHis Sister Gertrude Jean MurdockHis Brother ....Basil Phillip TongeHis Uncle The Professor Charles HarburyHis Servant ....Martha Ruth BensonHis Friend Phillip Paul GordonThe Woodsy Boy Sydney CarlisleA Girl Frances Laura IversonAnother Girl ....Margaret Rosina HenleyA Little Boy Thomas Richard Dupont
A Major
An Adjutant ....

A Sergeant
Another Sergeant ;
A Soldier
Another Soldier .

A Third Soldier.
A Fourth Soldier

A Major
A Lieutenant ....

A Corporal
A Trooper
Another Trooper .

A Third Trooper.
A Fourth Trooper

Fellow

. Herbert Ransome

.... Perry Hopper
Ben Kauser

John Austin
Countrymen Clarence Van Clieff

James Cahill
John Dupont
Thomas HillL

I Foreigners

.... Charles Riegel

... Gareth Hughes
... Frank Sylvester
,.Wm. A. Norton

John Hope
Harry Dean

. . Vincent Phillips

PROLOGUE—Before the War. A Country House.
Interval, ten days.

ACT I—Mobilization. A Town House.
Interval, nine months.

ACT II—Invasion. A Town House.
Interval, seven months.

ACT III—Battle. On the Firing Line.
Interval, eight months.

EPILOGUE—After the War. A Country House.The Fruits of Victory.
Play Produced by Mr. Blinn.

Executive for Klaw & Erlanger and Geo. C. Tyler,Walter Sanford.
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VJESZOF BROADWAY
KtAW Si ERCANGER

MANAGERS A

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT•EAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED IN'L-ESS THAN THREE MINUTES.LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO TOUR SEAT,AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THJBDANGERS OF PANIC, WA1.K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 4, 1915,
Evenings 8:15. Wednesday and Saturday Matinees 2:15.

KLAW and ERLANGER,
In Association with GEORGE C. TYLER

PRESENT

HOLBROOK. BLINN'S COMPANY

A Play About War

In a Prologue, Three Acts and an Epilogue,

By BEULAH M. DIX.

People
A Man. . .

His Wife .

His Son . .

His Mother
His Sister . ,

His Brother
His Uncle .

His Servant
His Friend .

Characters
.. Robert
. . Katherine . . .

. . Roland

.. Lydia

. . Gertrude . . .

. . Basil
. . The Professor
, . Martha

. Phillip

Played by
Holbrook Blinn

. . . . Lillian Albertson
Cornish Beck

Mrs. Thomas Whiffen
Louise Rutter

Creighton Hale
. .T. Wigney Percyval

Ruth Benson
Paul Gordon

. . . Sidney D. Carlyle
Laura Iverson

Rosina Henley
. . . . Richard Dupont

Edwin Brandt
Paul S. Bliss

Jules A. Ferrar
Charles Rolfe

A. P. Kaye
. . . . A. H. Ebenhack

John Dupont
Thomas Hill

The Woodsy Boy
A Girl
Another Girl . ..

A Little Boy....
A Major
An Adjutant . . .

A Sergeant ....

Another Sergeant
A Soldier
Another Soldier .

A Third Soldier.
A Fourth Soldier.

Frances .

Margaret
Thomas

Fellow
[ Countrymen

' A Major
• A Lieutenant . . .

» A Corporal ....

I A Trooper
:* Another Trooper
> A Third Trooper
> A Fourth Trooper

. . . . Redfield Clarke
Gareth Hughes

. . . . Edmund Breese
Dale Kennedy

Theodore C. Brown
Harry Dean

. . .Vincent Phillips

PROLOGUE.—Before the War. A Country House.
Interval, Ten Days.

ACT I.—Mobilization. A Town House.
Interval, Nine Months.

ACT II.—Invasion. A Town House.
Interval, Seven Months.

ACT III.—Battle. On the Firing Line.
Interval, Eight Months.

EPILOGUE.—After the War. A Country House.
The Fruits of Victory.

«bn either

NOTE.—There will be
An intermission of 10 minutes after the Prologue
An intermission of 6 minutes after Act I.
An intermission of 10 minutes after Act II.
An intermission of 6 minutes after Act III. WELLINGTON CROSS,

Play produced by Mr. Blinn.

BERT LESLIE,
Uniforms by Russell Uniform Co.

Gowns by Anna Spencer.

the featured comedian of "Town Topics," spending the holidays on
tour, this season



Sibyl Carman. She loops the loop under Will Rogers
rope in the " Midnight Frolics."

Marris, a new frolicer in
"Midnight Frolics."

i*riage of M.
and. Print j

enzollem-Si
it fourth wi
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Sybil Carman, a Balloon Girl in the
" Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic."

White. N. Y.

Gladys Lamb, who nightly demonstrates the poetry of motion upon
the ice rink of Castles in the Air
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Gladys Knorr. now wearing "A Pair of Silk Stockings." at the Booth
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The piquante face of the Duchess of Marlborough is par¬ticularly winning and pretty under one of the small, blackvelvet hats which she invariably affects. With her areAnthony J. Drexel and Joseph E. Widener of Phila¬delphia. Watching the parade of mannikins, actressesand society women who make the Rue Gontaut-Birontheir rendezvous every morning from twelve to one, justafter the bathing hour. It is one of the most entertaininc
spectacles in Europe

VIOLET ZELL,

Drawn at the Candler Theatre by Lambert Guenther.



Robert Edeson
Olive Tell

. . . . Dion Titherage

. . Harriet I. Mendel
Montagu Love

. . . Dodson Mitchell
Isabelle Lee

. William A. Norton
Mabel Reed

Allan At well
. William S. Lyons

Nick Long
in Los Angeles.

"HUSBAND AND WIFE'
An American Play in Three Acts, by CharlesKenyon. Staged by Arthur Hopkins andProduced by Wm. A. Brady and ArthurHopkins at the Forty-fourth Street Thea¬ter, September 21.
Richard Baker
Doris Baker
Porter Baker
Bessy
Patrick Alliston
Ralph Knight
Mrs. Prescott
James Watson
Franlein
Kamura
Schreiber
Expressman

Scene—The Baker Home
Time—Present.

Paradoxically this might be called a playof the eternal triangle with a new angle,yet it is not quadrangular. It is a veryhuman story in simple terms, sympathet¬ically portrayed by Robert Edeson andOlive Tell in the leading parts, with theaid of two or three other players who act
very engagingly. One of its pleasant feat¬
ures is that it has 110 really disagreeable■characters and that it avoids the conven¬tionality of stamping the brand of infamyon the brow of the man who loves a marriedwoman, even though he goes to the vergeof an elopement. It is typically Amer-1 ican, too, for it deals with a problem that
comes close to the hearth of many Amer-j ican homes, even if the evil is not confined ,1 to geographical limits. Is the man to Pj blame, or the woman, for the domestic ex- ,travagance of which we hear so much? Mr. jKenyon, who has already given us a good Iplay in " Kindling," decides to put the! blame on the man, and to say the least,he .makes out a good case.

Richard Baker is a trusted bank em¬ploye. His wife, Doris, is a spendthrift.His brother, Porter, expostulates with himfor letting Doris spend so much money 011bridge and dress makers, but Baker hasn't nthe heart to talk seriously to his wife, al-j though he confesses to his brother that hehas tampered with the bank's funds. An- ^other person who expostulates with Baker '▼is Ralph Knight, now a bank inspector,who once hoped to win Doris, and who stood
up with Baker when he was married. It I1

is all useless. Baker is weak where his ' ,wife is concerned, even though he has ft,reached a stage where he does not entirely r-;trust her. She is particularly fond of i" Pat" Alliston, a rich young Irishman who Lfollows her about with the devotion of a jii slave.
But the breaking point is so near thatBaker knows he may be called to account eCCIltfor his work in the bank, and rallies allhis courage to speak to Doris. And Doris,not accustomed to hearing reproaches fromher husband, considers herself insulted and

proposes to get a divorce. Secretly hus¬band and wife love each other. Doris makesone ejfort to come to an understandin"

ALMERIC THOMPSON'S NEW PLAY
Newark, N. J. (Special).—Miss EthelClifton, the popular leading woman for theForsberg Players, Newark, N. J., haswritten from time to time short sketchesand June 28 presented for the first timeher new play entitled " For Value Re¬ceived." It is the story of Beverly Mason,who, affected by the disappearance of twoof her sisters, determines to guard theyoungest, Mary Mason, from a like fate.To obtain the necessary income that hersister Mary may live abroad and cultivatea promising singing voice. Beverly formsan alliance with Almeric Thompson, a lit-

,erary man for whom she acts as secretary.After much traveling they settle in a com- [fortable home. Blindness overtakes Thomp- \son. Beverly finding her sister's mainte- |nance has become more costly than she an¬ticipated, yields to temptation to help her- g,self now and then from her employer's ftpurse. Thompson's attorney, Thorndyke, £discovers this and is about to bring it to :jithe attention of his client when Thompson !.v.announces his intention to marry Beverly. :|His proposal, made shortly before this, was pjmet by Beverly with evasion of the reason*3that she was in love with Carl Lachner, anarchitect. At this point Lachner, just back _from a trip abroad, claims her and urges i;tI her to become his bride at once. Thomp- $son, unseen, overhears the avowal. Thorn- ®

White. N. Y.
A CRITICAL MOMENT IN THE RELATIONS OF HUSBAND AND WIFE—AND GENTLEMAN-FRIEND IN " HUSBAND AND WIFE." THE WIFE (OLIVE TELL) AND FRIEND (MON¬TAGU LOVE) WONDER JUST HOW MUCH HUSBAND (ROBERT EDESON) KNOWS.

one eiiuri iu cuure
mnuwith Baker, but by this time the poor fel-

j low is all but in the clutches of the law p? ^and fails to understand Doris's motives.
, Feeling herself repelled, she plans an1 elopement with " Pat" in order to evade IPI the necessity of giving up her child to herhusband if she gets a divorce.

Luck will have it that their plans are; betrayed to Baker at the moment that hej expects his arrest for defalcation, but in¬stead of raising a scene, in his distractionhe facilitates their departure in order to
( keep his wife in ignorance of his disgrace:j and having seen them go, collapses underthe force of hysterical emotions.Luck again will have it that a privatedetective employed by a bank director toj shadow Baker, mistakes " Pat " for Baker,''
and halts the runaways under the impres¬sion that Baker is trying to escape from ti the United States. Doris returns in a fit of 1j anger, believing that her husband has laid ra trap for her, but her anger is changed kto remorse when she discovers from the ®(l bank examiner that her husband is practi- rcally under arrest and the bank directors

1 are waiting in another room for a privatej interview with their defaulting official. All! her sympathy is aroused when Knightbluntly tells her that in the last analysisI she is more to blame than her husband,and for the first time in their relationship, ,
1

husband and wife discover that their heartsj really belong to each other. Now the ["rj generous bank examiner enters strongly into 1 •>,: the situation. Alone with the hulking, H*! good-natured Irishman, he appeals to his'rj chivalry on the ground that they both loved pg, j Doris, and there is still a chance to save r*; her from humiliation and disgrace. Be- Smtween the two they make up the defalca- BpI tion, and husband and wife are made happy.The play is logically developed and ad¬mirably handled by the players, and severalgood scenes are shown, as where Bakerwaits for the telephone to ring which will5$ confirm his suspicion that " Pat " and Dorisj have engaged passage for the Orient; againwhere Baker hysterically bids the elODers
; good-by, pretending to believe that "Pat"i J is only escorting Doris to a nearby Sum¬mer resort, and finally where Knight worksupon the chivalry of the Irishman to make/ a sacrifice of his feelings and sign a check to >0help make good Baker's shortage. Mr. Edeson gplays the character of Baker with finely sub-

; dued dramatic force, and Miss Tell is mostJ charming as Doris by virtue of her sin-| ceritv and refinement, to say nothing of herdecided beauty. Mr. Mitchell scores artis- ">
The National Theater is again atically as the bank examiner, and Mr. Love [ big current week offering in the e:« t" h0twppn the M Charles Frohman's triple star al'■ 1 ••
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— 0TI1 dyke learns it from Lachner himself, and to I1 save the latter, whose father was his friend, \ |! tells him of the true relations between I IThompson and the girl and of her pecula- I' tions. Lachner gives the lie to Thorndyke, U|and in the midst of the clash Thompson 1enters, soon followed by Beverly. Lachner [. Ihastens to tell her of the accusations and ■begs her to confound her accusers with a '

i, denial. It is then she admits the truth,!,and rises to the emotional climax, that has 1real thrills. She tells of her struggles and 'plans for her sister's welfare, of the ways h.of the world where women are concerned »|Land how in her extremity she decided on I II the association with Thompson. Realizing : Ithat Thompson depends upon her as a coin- I :panion and co-worker—in fact, the brain ;|in his literary efforts, Thorndyke induces ,1her to agree to stay, if, as she insists,Thompson expresses his wish. Meanwhile J[Beverly's sister Mary unexpectedly arrives •]in this country and presents herself to Bev¬erly. Mary discloses her love for a youth Iwhom she had met abroad and had left her. '|-As Mary steps from the room into the gar- |den, Lachner re-enters and again asks Mary • Ito marry him. She puts him off. Then as •'he hears the voice of a singer without, he vexclaims that it reminds him of the sing- :1ing of a girl he had met over the sea. Bev¬erly's intuition tells her that it is Lachnerwho is identified with Mary's romance, andshe plans to bring them together again. AsBeverly bids " good-bye" to Thompson, hefails to urge her, and s'm> goes: then many fstenographers come to Thompson, but none ,'/iIsuit. Eventually he induces Beverly to re- Mturn and the final curtain indicates that «ishe will be Mrs. Thompson soon.The play ran very smoothly for a first-night representation. The players were Ill-most cordially received. Miss Clifton, who <1.impersonated Beverly, was recalled severaltimes and received many beautiful floral !"ytributes. There were moments of fervor -Iand breaths of feeling in Miss Clifton'sportrayal of Beverly, and her acting wasintense and sympathetic. Edward VanSloan as Thompson added another successto his credit. To sustain throughout the ■role of a nervous and fidgety genius, whose |loss of sight got on his nerves, was indeed jclever acting. Mr. Dingle, as Thorndyke, |gave a dignified and excellent performance.Mr. Holland was convincing as Lachner. 1Miss Nesmith was charming as sister Mary.Gabriel Ross, as the pertinent stenographerin the last act, was excellent. StuartBeebe gave a fine portrayal of the old Eng¬lish servant. Miss Clifton has written asplendid play and it is safe to say thatwhen played on Broadway, it will be pro¬nounced a great success.
George S. Applegate.

The young princesse de Lucinge-Faucigny has recognized the coquettishcharm of the black tulle scarfs and has used one to enhance the colouringof her simple crepe gown. The princesse is the daughter of the richCuban planter, Mr. Terry, who married as his second wife Sibyl Sanderson
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WASHING ra^ET
Spring and Summer Light Opens ICE

by the Aborns—Other At.
Washington, D. C., April 20c,The National Theater, is asain as

r'
A tremendous sale indialect by Mabel Keea ; jxamuia., ums . J the wppi* nf ti^ r..i.

nese servant, by Allan Atwell: a comical jTnefollowing week commences the Al.. .[ expressman bv Nick Long ; Schreiber, the M SSL"110 opera season for the Spring and Summer,detective, by Wililam S. Lyons; Porter by "1 ?npi,J " " a neers-

hv Tsabelle t 1

2 opera season ior uie opi»uK
company of over thirty prominent singers(letecuve, uy ^ * [ i includes Forrest Huff, Estelle Wentworth, Rob-Dion Titherage, Mrs. Prescott by Isabelle

( jnson Newbold. Mildred Rogers, Phil Branson.Lee, and even the child by litle Harriet L. " Fritzi von Busing. Albert Parr. Edith Bradford.
- •

'
-■ ■ " T-*

- TTnnt Ohflrles Bowser.^^rhl^lay was well received and seems to jbe in tor a prosperous engagement

I i Robert Lett Ida Brooks Hunt, Charles. Bowser.* TUUe SallinWer George O'Donnell, Dixie Blair.Sol Solomon, Eileen Castles, George Sheilds,
"—The musical" season of the Columbia Musica.Stock, with capacity nights and matinees of
large proportions, gives excellent credence toWn the statement that the management of the Co¬lumbia is prolyl of the record established byA YJ the company. I' The Rose Maid" was the ini-

•.. j J tia 1 offering. Ii " The Red Mill " the past week was another
musical work which further establishes the uni¬
form excellence of this musical comedy produc¬ing company. Sections of the original produc¬tion were used. Manager Fred G. Berger, ofthe Columbia, was the manager in charge of the
initial toiir of Montgomery and Stone in thisVictor Herbert's musical play, and by special
arrangement with Charles Dillingham was ableto secure the original red mill itself, a ratherheavy piece of mechanism, one of the bit; sur¬
prises for situations. " The Tenderfoot " isthe current week's offering, with another big

:um

LAMBS AT SING SING I
The Lambs went up to Ossining j

Sunday, June 27, and appeared at \
virrn#^ Sing Sing Prison for t'ie benefit of

|. Vlv > ,1K ^jle prisoners. Because of the limited 1
ijj OF 4LL seating capacity of the chapel, where 3

the performance was given, it was < t

necessary to give the show twice.
" «Y Among those in the Lambs party '

were Wilton Lackaye, Eddie Foy and
the Little Foys, Howard Estabrook,

_. Harrison Brockbank, Pat Rooney,*'
Jack Hazzard, Winsor McCay, Per-

" cival Knight, De Wolf Hopper, Frank
>wi Croxton, John Willard, Frank Bel¬

cher, George Leon Moore, Robert |
Hosea, Frederick siantley, Rudolph
Cameron, Jack Devereaux, Dodson
Mitchell, George McManus, Regan
Hughston, R. L. Goldberg, Tom
Powers, Gustave Weinberg, Thos. P.

n Jackson, Joseph Keegan, Burton
0 Green and Charles Prince.

-ALL OVER TOWN" TO TOUR^" All Over Town" closeSoattte uMediately" Tlfe
tne i/aviuov*.

being made in the cast; Roy aiv*c..
replaced by Herbert Williams, Walter Jones j1
by Frank Moulan, and Richard Taber hyt
Fred Santley, a brother of Joseph Santley, l-J

" |Jthe star o£'the piec

■ ■ \

iv -w A v X JL V^OL JL 111

STREET THEATRE48th Street, East of Broadway
DIRECTION OF WILLIAM A. BRADYV,"IIXIAM A. BRADY THEATRE CO Lessees

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMA I. CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT
■EAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AND IN CASE OP DISTURBANCE OP ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
DANGERS OP PANIC, WA I K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 27, 1915.Matinees Thursday and Saturday.

WILLIAM A. BRADY and ARTHUR HOPKINS Present

HUSBAND AND WIFEAN AMERICAN PLAY, IN THREE ACTS,
By CHARLES KENYON,
Author of "Kindling."

Play staged by Arthur Hopkins.
Cast of Characters.RICHARD BAKER

ROBERT EDESON(Courtesy of A. H. Woods, Esq.) OLIVE TELL
DION TITHERAGE

HARRIET I. MENDEL
MONTAGU LOVE

DODSON MITCHELLMRS. PRESCOTT
ISABELLE LEE }JAMES WATSON

WILLIAM A. NORTON '
•

FRAULIEN
MABEL REED <KAMURA

ALLAN ATWELL •SCHRIEBER
WILLIAM S. LYONS •EXPRESSMAN

NICK LONG

DORIS BAKER
PORTER BAKER
BESSY
PATRICK ALLISTON
RALPH KNIGHT . . .

SCENE—THE BAKER HOME IN LOS ANGELES.
TIME—PRESENT.

NOTE.—In Act II. the curtain is lowered for one minute toindicate the lapse of an hour.

Scenery and decorations designed by B. Russell Herts.Furnishings executed by Herts Brothers Company.
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FOR SALE AT AUL DRUG STORES
Women Everywhere Now

VOTING!
In every state in the union they're
now voting—voting for the C/B
a la Spirite Corset. It's the chief
candidate on the ticket for Style,
Comfort and Durability.
You'll cast your vote for it when
you see the striking new C/B
models at the corset counters!

They're different — the new sil¬
houette is the smartest in many
seasons.

C/B PRICES AS ALWAYS

$1 to $10
The "best buy in the corset market"

Gold Medal Award at San Francisco Exposition

gACK numbers or current issues
of the programs which we

publish, as per appended list, will
be sent post prepaid to any address
in the U. S. or Canada. Fill out

the coupon below and send to us.

Bel. sco s

Booth
Republic
Hudson
Lyceum
Gaie y
The Astor

L ongacre
F i ton

El inge
Liberty
C >rt
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Geo. M. Co an

Winter Garden
Sam S. Shubert
44 th Street
Casino
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MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY—SEPT. 6, 7, 8
WEDNESDAY MATINEE

Charles Dillingham Presents

ELSIE JANIS
In a Little Comedy with a Little Music by-

Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard
Entitled

"MISS INFORMATION
Music by Jerome Kern

Staged by Robert Milton

J >

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
MRS. CADWALDER Annie Esmond
JOAN, her daughter Vivian Rushmore
JACK CADWALDER, her son Howard Estabrook
BOB DUNSTON, an American novelist Eugene Revere
EWING FRANCIS, a book-sleuth David Todd
DENNIS McGILLICUDDY, an insurance detective

Francis D. McGinn
MICHAEL BRESNEHAN, a police inspector. .Frank Rainger
BENNY, the valet Leavitt James
MARIE, a French Maid Julia Bruns
MESSENGER BOY Albert Lamson
DOT, from nowhere Elsie Janis
JULES BANCOURT, pianist at Fychere's Melville Ellis
FRANCOIS FYCHERE Maurice Karkoa
ELAINE FOAZANE Irene Bordoni
THE CRYSTAL READER, the Lady of the Black Mask

Paulette Antoine
RADEAU Thomas Devassey
DOROTHY MARSDEN, from Poughkeepsie Diane Oste
A POET 1 BOB'S ^ • • Reynolds Sweetland
AN ARTIST.. L • j . Albert Stuart
A SCULPTOR | Bohemian Frank Furlong
A NIHILIST.. J Army I Smead Alvord
VISITORS AT FYCHERE'S—Misses Julia Beaubien, Lorayne

Leslie, Hazel Lewis, Nan Carter, Marion Davies, Eleanor
St. Clair.

THE AMERICAN BAND AT FYCHERE'S—Mel Craig, Harry
Ward, Rodger Perry, Harris Lewis, Harry Pooley, Irving
Levy.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—The Cadwalder home, New York City.
ACT II-—Bob's Apartment in Paris.
ACT III—At Fychere's—Paris.

■■■

MISS MARIE TEMPEST
Supported by

MR. W. GRAHAM BROWNE and Her Own Company
From The Playhouse, London

Presents

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS and
SATURDAY MATINEE

"MARY GOES FIRST"
A Comedy in Three Acts and an Epilogue, by

HENRY ARTHUR JONES
PROGRAM

"Thus it appears that the Honors and Dignities adjudged by the
State, serve often but to varnish the Stratagems and Pretences whereby
they have been obtained; and the claim to Precedency is shown to be the
Claim of those who have no other Claim to Admiration and Esteem."—
Fettleworths Credentials of Merit, (1764) Chapter on Titles.

THE CHARACTERS
Sir Thomas Bodsworth Kenyon Musgrave
Richard Whichello . .' Franklin Dyall
Felix Galpin W. Graham Browne
Mr. Tadman • John Alexander
Dr. Chesher Herbert Ross
Harvey Betts (one of the Junior Liberal Whips). .Guy Newall
Pollard Norman Loring
Dakin Horton Cooper
Lady Bodsworth Miss Kate Serjeantson
Ella Southwood Miss Lilian Cavanagh
Mrs. Tadman Miss Barbara Fenn

and
Mary (Mrs.) Whichello Miss Marie Tempest

The scene is laid throughout in Felix Galpin's house at St.
John's Hill, the residential suburb of the manufacturing town
of Warkinstall.

The play produced by W. Graham Browne
Miss Tempest's dresses arid hats by Madame Hayward, Bond

Street
——_———
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Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, October 6, 7, 8
H. H. FRAZEE Presents

i I J J

Sherman Was Right
An Original Farce in Three Acts

By Frank Mandel
FOUNDED ON

"The capture by the converted cruiser, PRINZ EITEL FRIEDRICH,
of men and women passengers of eight neutral ships, including the
FRYE, PIERRE, LOTI, and an entire opera troupe on the FLORIDE.
* * * The Prinz Eitel interned at Newport News, Va., March 11, with
350 captured passengers, including 40 women and children."

—New York Morning World, March 11, 1915.
"A curious coincidence was that two of the Captains we captured

were brothers-in-law who had not met in 20 years, but met here on deck."
—New York Morning World, March 11, 1915.

CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

Miss Held, a stenographer Eileen Von Biene
Office Boy Frank Gerbrach
Spencer Craig, from Australia Ernest Cossart
John Smith, manager uptown branch of Sharp & Cald¬

well Hale Hamilton
Johann Schmitt, a former customer Martin L. Alsop
Otto Naegli, waiter from Hotel Waldorf grill... .Sam Sidman
Anita Ritter, from Pittsburg Regine Wallace
Augustine Ritter, Anita's aunt Jeffreys Lewis
Estelle Murphy, telephone girl from Macy's.. Georgie Laurence
Adrienne Von Rossky, a woman with a mission. . .Jean Shelby
Captain Hartwig, of the Prince Karl Ben Hendricks
First Officer Ben Hendricks, Jr.

Sailors from "Prince Karl," Steerage Prisoners, Etc.

ACT I—Uptown Branch Office of Sharp & Caldwell, Stock
Brokers, in the Hotel Waldorf, New York, Septem¬
ber, 1914.

ACT II—Aboard the "Prince Karl," Somewhere in the Atlan¬
tic, March, 1915.

ACT III—Same as Act II. Next Morning.

STAGED BY EDWARD MAC GREGOR

For Mr. Frazee

Chas. L. Hertzman Business Manager
Manart Kippen Stage Manager

II 1

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—NOV. 8, 9, 10
MATINEE WEDNESDAY

Klaw and Erlanger and George C. Tyler Present

Geor^ge c^rliss
IN

"Paganini
A Comedy in Three Acts by

EDWARD KNOBLAUCH

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Nicolo Paganini George Arliss
Thomas Watson Charles Harbury
Charlotte Watson, his daughter Margery Maude
Sir Richard Strangford, Bart Edgar Kent
Lady Strangford Mrs. Arliss
Captain Joseph Strangford, their nephew Paul Gordon
Mademoiselle Leontine Fay Essex Dane
George Harrys Dudley Digges
A Footman. . „ Noel Tearle
A Waiter St. Clair Bayfield
Landlady of the Hotel at Calais Leila Repton

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Act I—Drawing room at Watson's House, Bloomsbury

Square, London.
Act II—Parlour at the Ship Hotel, Dover.
Act III—Room in an Inn, Calais.
The Period of the Play is about 1830.

Produced under the stage direction of Frederick Stanhope.

WAYBURNS
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Week of Sept. 20. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

COHAN AND HARRIS
PRESENT

(BY ARRANGEMENT WITH ARTHUR HOPKINS)
A NEW PLAY, ENTITLED

"ON TRIAL"
By Elmer L. Reizenstein
Staged by Sam Forrest.
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THE PARTICIPANTS:
THE DEFENDANT Charles Darrah
liiS DAUGHTER Florence Moore
iiiS v/ILE Beulah Watson
HER FATHER (Deceased) Harry Cowley
inii DEAD MAN Westcott Clarke
HIS WIDOW Alice Phillips
mS SECRETARY James Jay Mulry
A NEw'S AGENT George A. Cameron
A xxOTEL PROPRIETOR George Fredericks
A PHYSICIAN George Spelvin
A MAID Mary Moore
A v/AITER James Russell
THE JUDGE Barry Maxwell
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY P. J. Rollow
THE DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL Harry West
THE CLERY Donald MacLeod
THE COURT STENOGRAPHER V. S. Grandin

( John R. Howe
I Samuel Deveaux

THE COURT ATTENDANTS.

Fred Roberts
F. A. Marvin
W. F. Wilson
Bernard B. Lewis
John B. Speck

THE JURY

Foreman, W. H. Pendegrast
F. G. Williams

August Glaser

A1 Adamson
Herbert Pollard
Charles E. Smith
Robert Porter

For Two Weeks, Beginniny Monday Evening, January 24th, 1916
Two Performances Daily at 2:15 P. M. and 8:15 P. M.

Engagement Includes Sunday, January 30th

D. W. GRIFFITH
Presents

*4 The Birth of a Nation''
Note:—There will be an intermission of eight minutes between Act I

and Act II.

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
Col. Ben Cameron Henry Walthall
Margaret Cameron, the elder sister Miriam Cooper
Flora, the pet sister Mae Marsh
Mrs. Cameron Josephine Crowell
Dr. Cameron Spottiswoode Aiken
Wade Cameron, the second son J. A. Beringer
Duke Cameron, the youngest son Maxfield Stanley
Mammy, their faithful old servant Jennie Lee
Hon. Austin Stoneman, Leader of the House Ralph Lewis
Elsie, his daughter Lillian Aish
Phil, his elder son Elmer Clifton
Tod, the younger son Robert Harron
Jeff, the blacksmith...: Wallace Reed
Lydia Brown, Stoneman's mulatto housekeeper Mary Alden
Silas Lynch, mulatto Lieutenant Governor George Seigman
Gus, a renegade negro Walter Long
Abraham Lincoln Joseph Henabery
John Wilkes Booth Raul Walsh
General U. S. Grant ^ Donald Crisp
General Robert E. Lee ..Howard Gaye
Nelse, an old-fashioned negro William De Vaull
Jake, a black man faithful unto death William Freeman
Stoneman's servant Thomas Wilson

Cabinet Members, Generals, Military Aides and Attaches, Secretaries,
Senators, Representatives, Vistors, Soldiers, Abolitionists, Ku Klux
Klansmen, Plantation Crowds and Mobs.

j

FRIDAY EVENING

"THE MARRIAGE OF KITTY"
A Comedy in Three Acts

By FRED DE GRESAC and FRANCOIS DE CROISSET
Adopted by COSMO GORDON LENNOX

CHARACTERS
Sir Reginald Belsize W. Graham Browne
John Travers, a solicitor Herbert Ross
Norbury, a man-servant John Alexander
Hampton, Travers' clerk Guy Newall
Madame de Semiano Miss Kate Serjeantson
Rosalie, a French maid Miss Lilian Cavanagh

and
Miss Katherine Silverton, "Kitty" Miss Marie Tempest

ACT I
John Travers' Office, Lincoln's Inn, London

ACTS II AND III
Lady Belsize's Villa on the Lake of Geneva

A year is supposed to elapse between Acts I and II
Miss Tempest's and Miss Serjeantson's hats and gowns by

Maisons Lewis, Tapse and Lucille, London

THE FIRST DAY OF THE TRIAL
Scene —The Court Room.

PROLOGUE—The Court Room.
ACT I—Scene 1—The Library in the Home of Gerald Trask,

June 24, 1913, 9:30 P. M.
Scene 2—The Court Room.

ACT II—Scene 1—The Court Room.
Scene 2—The Sitting Room in the Home of Robert Strick¬

land, June 24, 1913, 7:30 P. M.
Scene 3—The Court Room.

THE SECOND DAY OF THE TRIAL
ACT III—Scene 1—The Court Room.

Scene 2—A Room in a Hotel on Long Island.
THIRTEEN YEARS EARLIER

Scene 3—The Court Room.
EPILOGUE—Scene 1—The Jury Room.

Scene 2—The Court Room.
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29-30
MATINEE SATURDAY
CHARLES FROHMAN

Presents

OTIS SKINNER
In the Comedy of Character and Situation

Cock o® the Walk
In Four Acts

By HENRY ARTHUR JONES

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Antony Bellchamber Otis SkinnerSir Augustus Conyers, manager of the Berkeley Theatre,London Vernon SteelSir Roger Winch, manager of the Picadilly Theatre,London .Walter F. ScottSir Fisher Staynes, manager of the Panthenon Theatre,London Walter GibbsSir John Darrell, manager of the Society Theatre,London Frederick M. Cor.klin
The Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Barum

Kenyon MusgraveThe Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Sherbourne.. . .

John RogersThe Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Malmesbury..
Harry DoddThe Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Silchester. .John Gibbs

Mr. Bridle Reginald Barlow
Clibbetts, business manager of the Berkeley Theatre.. .

Ernest A. Elton
Lobb, Commissionaire at the Berkeley Theatre

Harry ScarboroughBurcham Richard Webster
Johanna Bridle Janet Dunbar
Clara Fleckner Enid Bennett
Pamela Gady .• Rita Otway

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—The Managerial Room of the Berkeley Theatre.

Three Days Pass.
ACT II—The River Lawn Hotel, Sunbury, on the follow¬

ing Sunday Evening. Four Days Pass.
ACT III—The Managerial Room.
NOTE—The curtain will be lowered for one minute during

this act to denote the passing of several hours.
ACT IV—Dressing Room at the Berkeley Theatre on the

following Shakespeare's Birthday, April 23d, 1916.

Produced under the stage direction of Gustav von

Seyffertitiz.
Gowns by Hickson. Scenery by Homer Emens.

WAS BORN LAUGHING
tst week In Feb., 1918.
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THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY—Dec. 30, 31, Jan. 1
MATINEE SATURDAY

May Irwin
AND COMPANY

—IN—

"33 Washington Square"
By Leroy Scott

Staged Under the Personal Direction of William Collier
CAST:

Mrs. DePeyster, of No. 33 Washington Square.. Frances Gaunt
Jack DePeyster, her son George Clark
Judge Harvey, her man of affairs '. . Joseph Woodburn
Matilda, her housekeeper May Irwin

| William, her coachman
Olivette Harmon, her cousin
Mrs. Gilbert, a boarding-house keeper.

1 Dr. Pyecroft
Mary Morgan, Jack's fiancee
Lieutenant Sullivan, of the Detective Bureau. . Geo. P. Stacey
Charlie, a policeman Henry Hanson
Bill, a policeman William Sully

. .Aldrich Bowker

... Clara Blandick
Julia Ralph

.Leonard Hollister

. . Charlotte Carter

Scene 1.

Scene 2.

ACT II.
ACT III.
ACT IV,

EXECUTIVE STAFF

Manager
Business Manager
Musical Director

X

. t.w

MAY IRWIN
IS LAUGHING YET

The hall of Mrs. DePeyster's house at
No. 33 Washington Square.
The same.

One day is supposed to elapse between
Scenes 1 and 2 of Act I, but the cur¬
tain will be kept down only one minute.

Bedroom at Mrs. Gilbert's Boarding House.
Same as Act I.
Mrs. DePeyster's Sitting Room.

Time—A period of three weeks in May, two years ago.

.Kurt Eisfeldt
.Max A. Meyer

. . C. A. Smyth
Thursday, Friday and Saturday Oct. 14-15-16. Mat. Saturday

MESSRS. COHAN & HARRIS Present

Mr. Leo Ditrichstein
In a New Romantic Comedy Drama

In Three Acts

"$2,000 a Night"
By Leo Ditrichstein and Frederic and Fanny Hatton

THE PLAYERS
Mr. Stapleton, Manager Arthur Lewis
Maestro Cereale, Italian Conductor Wm. Ricciardi
Dr. Mueller, German Conductor Daniel Shatts
Farnald, Secretary to Stapleton Julian Little
Ward, House Press Agent Frederick Macklyn
Kartzag, Stage Manager George E. Romain
Carl Losseck, Wagnerian Tenor -.Alfred Kappeler
Sparapani, Tenore Buffo Antonio Salerno
Jean Paurel, Star Baritone Leo Ditrichstein
Carlo Sonino. Baritone Malcolm Fassett
Posansky, Basso Buffo Alexis H. Polianov
Mme. Treller-Beinbrich, German Sopano

Anna McNaughton
Giulia Sabittini, Italian Prima Donna

Beverly Sitgreaves
Ethel Warren, Lyric Sopano Virginia Fox Brooks
Bianca Sonino, Carlo's Mother Isabel Irving
Mrs. Peter Van Ness ) Patronesses of j Cora Witherspoon
Mrs. Fred Schuyler j" the Opera ( Madeleine Dtirand
Bertie Barnes, of the Van Ness Entourage Leslie Ryecroft
Dr. Stetson, Throat Specialist Lee Millar
Potter, Porel's Valet John Bedouin

Staged under the direction of Mr. Sam Forrest.

Of

the

Gotham

Opera

Company

Aeolian Vocalian used in production is from Balcom Music
Co., East Ave.

Act I—The Manager's Office, Gotham Opera House.
Act II—Paurel's Dressing-room, Opera House, in the course of

a performance of the opera "Don Giovanni."
(Two weeks after Act I).

Act III—Paurel's Room at the Hotel. (Several days later).
Time—The Present—Early Fall. /
Place—New York.
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ailed rfandicap—S
to Get "Town Topic.,

i j ;w York's largest and most expen- ,

. U u theatrical experiment has come to
.tj B ■ f again. Announcement was made

Tj :M erday by Ned Wayburn that he had
?ned as managing director of the«hI ury Theatre, formerly the New,'v >< < it is generally accepted that his de-
ure means that no further at-

v- ^S, k )ts will be made to turn the the-
into a "continental music hall."

^ W " 'own Topics," which has been the'""V action at the Century since .Sep-?*"• Jer 23, will end its engagement onw
ember 27. It was said last night2 V

M * the piec itself was a success andCk been playing to $11,000 to $20,000
p-Tr . f*y, \ tly, but thai the great *ost of5#\c -ating the Century had resulted in/1 _ fjfr/C nancial failure. The losses sinceA IT #J //, urn Topics" opened, it was said, haveS&kV 1 about s:;.000 weekly.jl\| ie resignation of Wayburn tookA If .1 :t yesterday afternoon, the imme-- /II, . f e cause thereoj' having been a dis-

lement as to the future of "Town
Ics." Both Klaw & Krlanger and■ •'I Shuberts have been desirous of ac-
ing the production for road pur-7 \ ss. Waybnru favored the former

' y ,i vs ' whereas Joseph M. and L. R.
es, who own a controlling interest

White. N. r;he show, wanted it to go to the
by her charming oy?r, attorney for Mr. Way-"

last night told his client's side
of the story. It was his belief, he
said, that the Century would not be
profitably operated unless all the facil¬
ities of the theatre were used—restau-«KH* rant, roof, dance hall, private dining

1 rooms, etc. To establish the theatrealong Continental lines Mr. Wayburn
;i.{, estimated would require a year, andMjg he had hoped to stage a new revue in

February.
About $150,000 was spent on theV theatre and the production, $30,000 of_; ' which 'is still owing. At a creditors'*

meeting yesterday afternoon Joseph M.Eccles agreed to advance an additional
j $10,000, provided a settlement of 40•'*

, cents on the dollar would be acceptable.
| It is thought that this proposition will

be agreed to.HHffif' ' t It is now the intention of Eccles
to turn the piece over to the Shuberts,
who will open it in Philadelphia on '

' November 29.
The future of the erstwhile NewjlijjTt fheatre is again problematical. After [fNovember 27 it will probably be. dark ,1

until early in January, when the Rus-ijif§§yr-'' si an ballet will take possession for a '■hiSi8P few weeks.

Adelaide helps to make the Century Music Hall a popular resort during the run
^ representation of the spirit of winter

Trixie Friganza and
Bert Leslie Head

Show at Shubert
j '"K; 'f,

The Shubert Theatre v.-as packed to j
its limit last evening -at the first Bos- j
ton performance of "Town Topics," i
direct frojn its long run at the Cen¬
tury Theatre, New York.

Bostonians foilnd it a gay, gingery,},
gorgeous, giddy, girly spectacle.

Henry Ford is shown arriving on a tiny
tricycle. Roosevelt and Bryan "get
their's." Even the famous and un¬
fortunate squirrel is brought In. The
launch, of the "peace ship" is occasion
for a patriotic "preparedness" ensem¬
ble, during which the entire audience
was brought to its feet to take part in
the singing of "The Star Spangled Ban¬
ner."

Miss Friganza impersonated one Mrs.
Albany Dayline, who was sponsor for
the raising of a great peace fund. In¬
cidentally she impersonated a suffra¬
gette Indian squaw; she took lessons
in modern dancing with acrobatically
disastrous results; she was catcher of
the "Female Giants" in the baseball
game. H§r catchiest song is "The Old
Are Getting Younger Every Day." In
the ball game she made a "home run"
all the way down one aisle, around the
back of the auditorium and back to the
stage via the other aisle. Then the
umpire called a foul.

Miss Marie Lavarre sang several
songs excellently. Wellington Cross
and Lois Josephine sang "Take I
It From Me" and executed a
dance In which he swung her
around with appalling recklessness
The Carbrey brothers danced frequently
and nimbly. John Johnston and Artie
Mehlinger represented an old-time song
and dance team with lapses into dress
suits and Inebriety. Lew Hearn was a
funny sheriff and Peter Page had sev¬
eral comic roles to enact. A large
male chorus sang well.

Here's a specimen of Mr. Leslie's
humor: "The wages of gin is breath."
As a conductor on the subway he threw
a man out of the car window in order
to provide a seat for a pretty girl.

The biggest individual hit outside the
principals was made by a little girl
named Mabel Elaine. Blacked up to
represent a pickaninny, and accom- ,<
panied by a genuine colored orchestra,
she danced herself into everybody's fa¬
vor.

Just how many pretty girls there are
,in "Town Topics" is a problem. The

writer certainly counted 48 of them in
a single dancing ensemble (and iS of
those wore gowns cut so low in the
neck that it's a wonder how the waists
ever stayed on).

HAVANA TO SEE "PASSING SHOW"
The Shuberts have completed arrange¬ments with the management of the TeatroNational, in Havana, to present in that citya Winter Garden production, for a period often weeks, during the Winter season. Thefirst production will be " The Passing Showof 1915," which will open in the Cuban cap¬ital the last week in Feb., 1916.

HOI.II)w liir'rs, <Mit»vhiK o'ir jrratrantc

White. N. Y.
Trixie Friganza in one of her
frolicsome moments in "Ned
wayburn s Town Topics."



THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY—Dec. 30, 31, Jan. 1
MATINEE SATURDAY

MAY IRWIN
IN "THE BEST PLAY SHE HAS EVER HAD"

— New York Sun

33 Washington Square"
Dramatized from the novel by its author, LeRoy Scott

(Stage Direction of William Collier)

"No audience that
National Theatre
more heartily nor

than that of last ni

newspaper men b
son, did she enroll
as the "Apostle of

ever crowded the
has ever laughed
more persistently
ght. Not only the
ut President Wil-
under her banner

Laughter."

From the Washington Star s
account of the "Pilgrimage of
I .aughter to Washington

"MAY IRWIN, sunniest and most

beloved of American comediennes,
appeared last night at the Park The¬
atre, in "33 Washington Square." It
proved to be the best play Miss Irwin
has ever had. The Park Theatre is
a good place to go now to forget one's
troubles. May Irwin will laugh them
away.

Charles Rathbun in the
New York Evening Sun.

LYCEUM THEATRE
3 Nights Commencing T kursday December 30

MATINEE SATURDAY NEW YEAR S DAY

"33

May Irwin
AND COMPANY

—IN—

Washington Square"

EXECUTIVE STAFF

Manager
Business Manager.
Musical Director.. .

. . . Kurt Eisfeldt
. .Max A. Meyer

. .. .C. A. Smyth
Thursday, Friday and Saturday Oct. 14-15-16. Mat. Saturday

MESSRS. COHAN & HARRIS Present

1 ^I

By Leroy Scott
Staged Under the Personal Direction of William Collier

CAST:

Airs. DePeyster, of No. 33 Washington Square.. Frances Gaunt
Jack DePeyster, her son George Clark
Judge Harvey, her man of affairs .Joseph Woodburn
Matilda, her housekeeper May Irwin
William, her coachman Aldrich Bowker
Olivette Harmon, her cousin Clara Blandick
Mrs. Gilbert, a boarding-house keeper Julia Ralph
Dr. Pyecroft '. Leonard Hollister
Mary Morgan, Jack's fiancee Charlotte Carter
Lieutenant Sullivan, of the Detective Bureau. .Geo. P. Stacey
Charlie, a policeman Henry Hanson
Bill, a policeman William Sully

ACT I. Scene 1. The hall of Mrs. DePeyster's house at
No. 33 Washington Square.

Scene 2. The same.

One day is supposed to elapse between
Scenes 1 and 2 of Act I, but the cur¬
tain will be kept down only one minute.

ACT II. Bedroom at Mrs. Gilbert's Boarding House.
ACT III. Same as Act I.
ACT IV. Mrs. DePeyster's Sitting Room.

Time—A period of three weeks in May, two years ago.

(SSsktfi'

NED WAYBURN'S " TOWN TOPICS "
Musical Revue, on the Continental Order,Conceived, Developed and Rehearsed byNed Wayburn. Music by Harold Orlob.Words by Thomas J. Gray, Harry B.Smith, and Robert B. Smith. Producedby Ned Wayburn at the Century MusicHall Sept. 23.

Were the dynamic Mr. Wayburn to askthe droll Mr. Fred Stone his ^opinion of thein© upiuiun or tne1 opening production at the Century Music1 Hall he would undoubtedly receive as a8 reply, " Very good, Neddie, very good.''I Requested likewise for a critical appraisalof " Town Topics," we would unhesitatinglycorroborate Mr. Stone's sentiments. Mr.Wayburn has done very well indeed. Hehas successfully transplanted ginger rootfrom the fertile fields of Times Square tothe hitherto barren soil where lie buriedNew York's artistic aspirations. He hasdedicated the Century, where formerly theMarlowe declaimed, the Pavlowa danced,and the Duncan posed, to that human in¬stitution—girl. What more can one wantin these heavy-hearted times?
Mr. Wayburn's first effort in giving us arevue on the Continental order positivelyreeks with extravagance. Money has beenspent with the prodigality of a 'minister ofmunitions. For every song—and there isJ an inexhaustible supply of them—a differ¬ent setting and an entire change of costume| by the coryphees are used. Only in this1 expenditure of money is there displayed alack of wisdom. Were less gold devoted to]l costuming and scenic effects and more toI securing principals of undisputed clevernessand skill the results would have provedmore satisfactory. The players, assembledfor the most part from vaudeville, workedhard, but they are in the main of average| talent, and the quips with which they have

j been supplied by Thomas J. Gray and the II inevitable Smith brothers made their indus-I try at times seem futile if not downrightpathetic.
Harold Orlob, who will be remembered asthe composer of the score of " The RedCanary" of two seasons ago, wrote themusic. That he is a man of ideas is shown! by the ambitious motifs incidental to theI dances. The musical accompaniment to thetone pictures of the seasons is especiallyworthy of commendation. It was melodi¬

ous and graceful and imaginative. Some of| t he individual numbers, notably " The Song] of the Century," also proved that Irvingr.erlin does not possess a monopoly of rag-time thenii s.

The ensembles, dances and novelties wereI arranged by Mr. Wayburn, which means, of jcourse, that they contained certain qualitiesJ of speed and originality. No one can com- |I plain of his special assignment. He has1 done his work thoroughly and competently.It. required over five hours to give a dress
, rehearsal of the production last WednesdayI night, so numerous were the scenes. At
i the formal opening the time was consider¬ably bettered and the curtain rang tri-
umnhantly down at 11.45.

To enumerate all the events and featuresI named on the programme would requiremore space than we are allotted here. So
the reader should not censure us too harshly

, if we only mention those acts and person-j alities which seemed to us most interesting" I and attractive.
There was a scene in the Subway during

I a rush hour, with Bert Leslie as a slangy1 and resourceful guard : there was a fashion-^ able modiste's establishment, with manni-I kins displaying the latest hat and dressA creations; there was a view of the Polo
i Grounds, the amphitheater filled with fansto see a game between the girls in pink
j and blue and the boys in gray. Even withl

the assistance of a couple of " ringers "—|namely. Hans Wagner and Ty Cobb—the
j boys had a difficult time in winning. Theirj chief obstacle to victory was Trixie Fri-i

Iganza, who as catcher and chief umpire-fibaiter for the girls was a whole team in
herself. During her turn at the bat she|J knocked out a home run, and circled thri
bases by way of the aisles. Peter Paiga] was amusing as an irresolute and effeminateI umpire. An incident of the game was the1I stationing of the most pulchritudinous of
the girls as outfielders in various parts ofthe auditorium, to the delight of the palpi-1tating elderly gentlemen seated in their im¬
mediate vicinity. IJA back stage of the Century itself duringI a benefit performance was shown. In thisI scene Flanagan and Edwards distinguished■ themselves in a burlesque of the old varietydays, and Mabel Elaine scored as a rough-¬and-tumble song-and-dance artist. At the
conclusion of this scene Mr. Paige intro¬
duced tone pictures of the four seasons bycoming before the curtain and asking, sheep¬ishly, " Can any little girl or boy in the
audience tell me which are the four sea-}sons ? "

of Operating 6
ailed handicap—S
to Get "Town Topic,

In these scenes, picturesque, though theyI suggested the crayon drawings frequently;
executed on the vaudevile sltage, Adelaide
and Hughes were the chief figures. They
danced with their accustomed verve and'
skill. An element of symbolism was con-]veved by Stafford Pemberton, who, as the

| spirit of evil, pursued the petite—andJ
frightened—Adelaide throughout the year,

j Adelaide and Hughes also contributed their
attractive pantomimic specalty. " The Cat
and the Canary," familiar to vaudeville
audiences.

Blossom Seeley was indefatigable as «.

ragtime shouter. Will Rogers twirled his
lasso about, the while he discussed tin? cir-

| cumstances which brought him to a theater1 that was formerly " all smeared over with
art." Wellington Cross and his dainty and

) winsome partner, Lois Josephine, sang and
danced very prettily. Clifton Webb and1 Eileen Molyneux demonstrated the latest
steps. Mana Zucca played the piano with
admirable virtuosity. Vera Michelena

1 showed with what clarity she can reach
high C—or was it E?—and Lew Ilearn
talked through his nose as a rustic sheriff.

The bar, officially designated as the tap¬
room. proved to be the most popular fea¬
ture of the new music hall between the
acts. Here, with true Continental savoir
faire, American drinks were served. Was
it a success? Well, as Bert Leslie might
say, " success was spilled all over it, bo,! all over it."

savory JtlHlXi TTronmRB, rxw** J
j and Christmas ('<< «> Packets, j.mi ,er ii:"
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HAVANA TO SEE "PASSING SHOW"
The Shuberts have completed arrange¬ments with the management of the TeatroNational, in Havana, to present in that citya Winter Garden production, for a period often weeks, during the Winter season. Thefirst production will be " The Passing Showof 1915," which will open in the Cuban cap¬ital the last week in Feb., 1916.

;w York's largest and most expen-
theatrical experiment has come to'

again. Announcement was made
erday by Ned Wayburn that he hRd
?ned as managing director of the
;ury Theatre, formerly the New,it is geperally accepted that his de-
ure means that s no further at-
)ts will be made to turn the the-
into a "continental music hall."

'own Topics," which has been the
action at the Century since Sep-
jer 23, will end its engagement on

[ember 27. It was said last nightthe piec itself was a success and
been playing to $11,000 to $20,000
dy, but that the great <cost of
•ating the Century had resulted in
nancial failure/ The losses since
lyn Topics" opened, it was said, haveabout $3,000 weekly,
[te resignation of Wayburn took

yesterday afternoon, the imme-
e cause thereof having been a dis-
lement as to the future of "Town
ics." Both Klaw & Erlanger and
Shuberts have been desirous of ac-

•ing the production for road pur- jis. Waybnru favored the former]whereas Joseph M. and L. R. ■
- es, who own a controlling interest jWhite. N. r;hc show, wanted it to go to theAdelaide helps to make the Century Music Hall a popular resort during the run of Town Topics by her charming q Dyer, attorney for Mr. Way-'I

of the story. It was his belief, he |said, that the Century would not be |profitably operated unless all the facil¬
ities of the theatre were used—restau¬
rant, roof, dance hall, private dining!
rooms, etc. To establish the theatre jalong Continental lines Mr. Wayburnestimated would require a year, and
he had hoped to stage a new revue in
February.

About $150,000 was spent on the
theatre and the production, $30,000 of,which is still owing. At a creditors'
meeting yesterday afternoon Joseph M.Eccles agreed to advance an additional
$10,000, provided a settlement of 40
cents on the dollar would be acceptable.It is thought that this proposition will
be agreed to.

It is now the intention of Eccles
to turn the piece over to the Shuberts,who will open it in Philadelphia on
November 29.

t The future of the erstwhile New it
theatre is again problematical. After '
'.November 27 it will probably be dark
until early in January, when the Rusj I:sian ballet will take possession for a '
few weeks.

POST, WEDNEif

uoik. i ian a pupumr resort during tne run <
representation of the spirit of winter

FIND "TOWN
TOPICS" GAY

SPECTACLE
Trixie Friganza and

Bert Leslie Head
Show at Shubert

The Shubert Theatre was packed to
its limit last evening- at the first Bos¬
ton performance of "Town Topics,"
direct frojn its long run at the Cen¬
tury Theatre, New York. i.

Bostonians fotind it a gay, gingery, I '1
gorgeous, giddy, girly spectacle.

LYDIA LOPOKOVA TO WED
Engagement Announced of Actress-Dancer to

Heywood Broun, Dramatic Critic
The engagement is announced of LydiaLopokova, Russian actress-daneer, who isappearing this season with the WashingtonSquare Players, to Heywood Broun, dra-Imatic critic of the New York Tribune. Theromance is said to have begun last Fall atthe Bandbox Theater at the time Miss Lopo¬kova was playing the leading role in PercyMackaye's fantasy, " The Antick."Miss Lopokova came to this country sev¬eral years ago as a dancer. Her appear¬ances include both the operatic and vaude¬ville stages. She is a member of theImperial Ballet Russe, the Petrograd organ¬ization, which will play its first engagementin New York this Winter. Miss Lopokovawill rejoin the ballet for this engagement.Last year the dancer, desirous of makinga name upon the acting stage, appeared inthe stellar role of " Just Ourselves," underthe direction of Harrison Grey Fiske. Theplay was not a success, but Miss Lopokovashowed by her performance that she hadunquestioned histrionic talent.
Mr. Broun has been a member of theTribune staff since his graduation fromHarvard a few years ago, first as generalreporter, then as baseball reporter, and now

as dramatic critic.

■H

SONG AND SLANG

Harry B. Smith, Thomas J. Gray and
Robert B. Smith wrote the book. Har¬
old OVlob set it to music. The Lesee

Producing Company, under direction of
the Shuberts, staged it with riotous
profusion of scenery, costumes and
girls. Then Trixie Friganza and
Bert Leslie were injected into the mid¬
dle of this combination and given leave
to cut loose to their hearts' content.
They do so! Trixie specializes in song
and Bert in slang—slang of robust, pic-
turesqueness that might well stir
George Ade to envy and drive a col¬
lege boy to despair. Miss Friganza
even went to the extent"?>f singing Kip¬
ling's Gungha Din in ragtime and danc¬
ing to ft. Some accomplishment that!

There are about 30 scenes in "Town
Topics," divided between two acts. One
scene shows the grandstand and playing
field of the New York Giants, with a
bageball game in progress and a mad
medley of frantic fans. The players
are distributed in the auditorium as
well as on the stage. Another "scene

shows a levee on the Mississippi River,
with steamboats in motion, colored folk
dancing, etc.; and this, as if by magic,
suddenly transforms into a cotton plan¬
tation. There is a dazzling fashion
•show, too: a shop In which dozens of
living models display costumes calcu¬
lated to evoke feminine admiration. A
subway car filled with passengers is
seen in motion—and commotion. The
audience is introduced to the "behind
scenes" of a theatre during a benefit
performance. They are shown, too, tna I . $
launching of a "ship of peace," and are f
taken to an Indian village worthy of 1
the Happy Hunting Grounds. There is
a dancing pavilion where the latest
ideas in "tripping the light fantastic
toe" are seen and a restaurant where
the patrions danced instead of eating.

The plot of the piece (such as it is) ,

burlesques the Ford "Peace Ship" idea.

Henry Ford is shown arriving
tricycle. Roosevelt and Bryan "get
their's." Even the famous and un¬
fortunate squirrel is brought in. The
launch of the "peace ship" is occasion
for a patriotic "preparedness" ensem¬
ble, during which the entire audience
was brought to its feet to take part in
the singing of "The Star Spangled Ban¬
ner."

Miss Friganza impersonated one Mrs.
Albany Dayline, who was sponsor for
the raising of a great peace fund. In¬
cidentally she impersonated a suffra¬
gette Indian squaw; she took lessons
in modern dancing with acrobatically
disastrous results; she was catcher of
the "Female Giants" in the baseball
game. H§r catchiest song is "The Old
Are Getting Younger Every Day." In
the ball game she made a "home run"
all the way down one aisle, around the
back of the auditorium and back to the
stage via the other aisle. Then the
umpire called a foul.

Miss Marie Lavarre sang several
songs excellently. Wellington Cross <
and Lois Josephine sang "Take»
It From Me" and executed a
dance in which he swung her
around with appalling recklessness.
The Carbrey brothers danced frequently
and nimbly. John Johnston and Artie
Mehlinger represented an old-time song
and dance team with lapses into dress
suits and inebriety. Lew Hearn was a
funny sheriff and Peter Page had sev¬
eral comic roles to enact. A large
male chorus sang well.

Here's a specimen of Mr. Leslie's
humor: "The wages of gin is breath."
As a conductor on the subway he threw
a man out of the car window in order
to provide a seat for a pretty girl.
The biggest individual hit outside the

principals was made by a little girl
named Mabel Elaine. Blacked up to
represent a pickaninny, and accom¬
panied by a genuine colored orchestra,she danced herself into everybody's fa¬
vor.

Just how many pretty girls there are
in "Town Topics" is a problem. The
writer certainly counted 48 of them in
a single dancing ensemble (and 46 of
those wore gowns cut so low in the
ieck that it's a wonder how the waists
ever stayed on).

White. N. Y.
Trixie Friganza in one of her
frolicsome moments in "Ned
Wayburn s Town Topics."
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FIRE NOTICELook around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toSour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit,o not try to beat your neighbor to the street.ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times."
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 4, 1915.Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE SAVOY PRODUCING COMPANY Presents
The Parisian Musical Novelty,

("MON AMI EMILE")
A New Musical Comedy, in Three Acts,From the French of Paul Herv6.Music by Jean Briquet and Adolf Philipp,Authors of "Alma," "Adele," "Midnight Girl,"and "The Girl Who Smiles."American version by Edward A. Paulton and Adolf Philipp,Augmented - orchestra under direction of C. v. Wegern.Staged by Adolf Philipp.

Cast.Henri, Baron d'Heurville
Heloise, his wife
Emile, Baron de Solanger, their best friend. . . .Lulu La Grange, an actressMax, Henri's valet
Annette, Heloise's maid
Dubois ((divorce detectives, partnersDupre -A and rivalsComte de Perigord
Clarisse, Lulu'£ maid

. Claude Flemming
. .. . Georgia Caine

Roydon Keith
May de Sousa

... Victor Le Roy
Gwendolyn Lowrey

1 .... Ralph Nairn
I Clarence Harvey
. . . Harold Vizard

. ... Lyda Carlisle
The Ette Girlsj. Babette . ,

)t* Fleurette
£ Georgette
f Janette ..

> [ Lizette ..

;. Manette .

:; Pierrette .

'! Suzette ..

tFanchetteClarette .

Rosel Frey J
.. . Frances Chase «

. Harriet du Barry *
Cleo le Moyne «

Alice Leslie ^Gertrude Grossberg ,
. Frances du Barry •
,. Barberra Coulon *

Betty Clark .

.. Kitty Lawrence C

jealousy rousers in the
employ of Dubois

The Boulevard Boyst* Charles
> Etienne
| Gustave
, Armand
> Leon ..

! Gaston

.. Sidney Myers J
Carl Judd !

.. John Varnell •

Harry Smithfield ]Chas. Yorkshire .

.... Wm. Kline •

home wreckers in the
employ of Dupre

Synopsis of Scenes.
^ACT I.—Country Home of Henri, Baron d'Heurville. A Suburb ♦:of Paris.
*:ACT II.—Summer Home of Lulu La Grange. •<ACT III.—Same as Act I.

♦:NOTE.—The entire action of this play takes place between the I;hours of 8:30 P. M. and 2:30 A. M.
♦.

find "Who U Company ?" at Lyric?
Bradley and Merrill, K.

A MATTER OF RECORD
"The Yellow Ticket" is closed, so one cannot now see

the magnificent performance given by Josephine Victor
in the role created by Florence Reed. When she assumed
the part, the occasion became a second first night for a
play that had already had a brilliant premiere.

Scenery specially designed and painted by Young Brothers.Built by Kellam Construction Company.Draperies and decorations by B. Altman & Company.Modern dresses by Orange Manufacturing Company.Dresses worn by Miss Caine designed by Gallois. ( Made by OrangeDresses worn by Miss De Sousa designed by Darcl. / Manufacturing Co,Men's Apparel by Marks Arnheim.Uniforms and Liveries by Russel Uniform Co.Furs by A. Paul. Ladies' Shoes by I. Miller.Men's Shoes by Cammeyer.

^elen Falconer in

Globe Theatre
Douglas Stevenson and

"Chin Chin" at the
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BROOKLYN'S PERFECT THEATH K
Erected and Owned by The Brooklyn Majestic The. i • <

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

BEGINNING SATURDAY MATINEE, DECEMBER 25, AN1) CONTINUING
WEEK OF DECEMBER 27, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE ARMAND PRODUCING COMPANY Presents
The Parisian Musical Novelty,

TWO IS COMPANY
("MON AMI EMTT/E")

A New Musical Comedy, in Three Acts,
From tha Frpnrh of Paul Herve.

Music by Jean Briquet and Adolf Philipp,
Authors of "Alma," "Adele," "Midnight Girl'- and "The Girl Who Smiles.'

American Version by Edward A. Paulton and Adolf Philipp.
Augmented Orchestra I'nder Direction of C. V. Wegern,

Staged by Adolf Philipp.

..Cast.
Henri, Baron d'Heurville
Heloise, his wife
Emile, Baron de Solanger, their best friend.
Lulu La Grange, an actress
Max, Henri's valet
Annette, Heloise's maid
Dubois 1 divorce detectives, f . . . .

Dupre I partners and rivals (,....
Comte de Perigord
Clarisse, Lulu's maid

Babette
The Ette Girls:

ARMAND KALISZ
. . AMELIA STONE
. . . . Stanley Groome

Helen M. Lee
George Fay
Nina York

Harry Short
Edward A. Paulton

. . . . Harold Vizard
Clara Henry

Lillian Britt
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Edna Heir
. . . Dolly Dempsey

Clara Henry
Iska Murff

. . . Elinor Braxton
Grace Morris
Judith Voss

. Anita McCloskey
. . . . Mabel Larison

Hal Van Rinsellar
Harry Davis

Leo Henning
Sidney Meyer

I Jack Varnell
^ Leonard -Feiner
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Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT T.—Country Home of Henri, Baron d'Heurville.
ACT II.—Summer Home of Lulu La Grange.
ACT III.—Same as Act I.

NOTE.—The entire action of the play takes place between the
hours of 8:30 P. M. and 2:30 A. M.

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

MUSICAL, SYNOPSIS.
ACT I.

Quartette—"Domestic Troubles" Henri, Heloise, Annette and Max
Trio—"The Laughing- Family" Henri, Emile and Heloise
Solo—"Back to Lotusland" Henri
Song and Chorus—"I am the Great Dubois" Dubois and Ette Girls
Song and Chorus—"I am the Great Dupre" Dupre and Boulevard Boys
Duet—"The Lonely Car" Henri and Heloise
Finale.

ACT II.
Opening Number Lulu, Boulevard Boys and Matinee Girls
Duet Dupre and Lulu
Song—"Dimple" Heloise
Entrance—"Come Along" Henri, Boulevard Boys and Matinee Girls
Duet—"Come with me to Paree" — -

Trio Dupre, Dubois and Duke Perigord
Finale.

ACT III.
Duo "Free' Free!" Henri, Dubois and Matinee Girls
"Temptation Waltz" Heri and Heloise
Duo—"Who Says So" Dupre and Dubois
Finale.

All musical numbers on sale in the lobby of the theatre.
Scenery specially designed and painted by Young Brothers.

Built by Kellam Construction Company.
Draperies and decorations by B. Altman & Company,

Modern dresses by Orange Manufacturing Company.
Dresses worn by Miss Stone designed by Gallois; Dresses worn by Miss Lee

designed by Darcl. Made by Orange Manufacturing Co.
Men's Apparel by Marks Arnheim.

Uniforms and Liveries by Russell Uniform Co. Furs by A. Paul.
Ladies* Shoes by I. Miller. Men's Shoes by Cammeyer.

EXECUTIVE STAFF ARMAND PRODUCING COMPANY, INC.
General Manager Paul Philipp
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"STOLEN ORDERS"
Naval Drama by Cecil Raleigh and IlenryHamilton ; from the Theater Royal, DruryLane. London. Staged by Ernest D'Au-ban and Produced by the Drury LaneCompany of America, William A. Brady,F. Ray Coinstock, and Morris (Jest, Man¬

agers. Manhattan Opera House, Sept. 24.
T . Characters in Act I—Period. 1893.

i SaKe Charles M. Hallard
* iijrfi, ?,affe Eva Randolph

u f j ^etT 5e Flora CocranMendel Hart Robert AyrtonBertie Hart Arthur LacebyMontey Bebis A. LoftusJoe Allan Walter D. GreeneBill Corry Galway Herbert' Harry bymonds Edward MorganInspector George McSwenny
Characters in Acts II and III—Period. 1913.Gaston Fom-nan Charles M. Hallard| Mrs. OMarveston Connie Edissi I.ady Galveston ~ - - -

Admiral Lord Hugh GavestonHon. Dennis Willoughby ....

| Ruth Fournal
. Hannibal K. Calhoun
] Edward Hay

Cecil Drummond
I Bertrand Welch

Lady Violet Faux
Baron Kurdmann

. . .. Ivy Marshall

. C. A. Handyside
, . . John Halliday
.... Gilda Leary

. Franklyn Ardell
. Denier Warren
W. Lynn Lynton

J. Sehrode
Gladis Merrick

Lady Owthwaite
. . . EHon. Ronald Cavershain

Bertie Hart
i Joe Allan . .

Old Ali
Auctioneer
Ned Corry
Ginger

I Captain Pomfret
j Admiral St. Evremondi Admiral Kelly
, Admiral Vassilovitch . .

I Lady Farnborough ....

Jim Saunders
Interpreter
Butler

I Captain Trevor-Rawson
| Spriggs Fortescue ....I Sir John Denshire ....

I Jean Morny
J Stefan! The Boy Scout

| Flower Girl
j Chauffeurj Josi Drury

Period : Act I—1893.

W. L. Abingdon
Eva Newton

Edward Lewers
Arthur Laceby

Walter D. Greene
Edward L. Walton

Fred Pearse
Denier Warren

Edward Morgan
Allan Ramsay

A. Loftus
Al. Cunningham
Fred E. Strong

... Ruth A. Hawthorne
Mort Leavitt
B. M. Turner
Mr. Walters

H. Watson
Watson Teale

C. Lawrence
S. Barry

Milton Tames
. George Walthers Zorn

Miss Russell
Carl C. Runyon

Mr. Casey
Acts II and III—1913.Act I.—Scene 1.—Le Page's cottage, Epsom.

I Scene 2.—Offices of Hart and Son. Hatton Gar-
H £en* —Scene 1.—Flower Show. Chelsea.X Scene 2.—Chelsea embankment. Scene 3.—No.4 20 Wilton Square. Scene 4.—Bertie Hart's office,d Bond Street. Scene 5.—The admiral's cabin.■i H. M. S. VaMant. Scene 6.—Deck of the bat-vj tleship. Act III.—Scene 1.—" Christie's aue-fl tion rooms. Scene 2.—Cagliostro's rooms. Bond9 Street. Scene 3.—Dean Street. Parke Lane,
n Scene 4.—Amherst Downs. Scene 5.—The hid-W den airship. Scene 6.—The ascent, midair.H Scene 7.—Amherst Quay.

A genuine old London thriller of the vari-£ ety which passed away with " The Lights£ of London." " The Romany Rye," and " The
^ World," and which only the Drury Lane
m Theater has been able to keep going through
•j these three decades or more, had its begin-lj ning at the Manhattan Opera House FridayL evening. It amused London for a year, itsl popularity there being readily accounted for
| on the ground that it deals with robbery,u murder, low-browed villains, the British
\ navy and German spies, and appeals to Eng-
i, lish patriotism through a complicated plot
* concerning the theft of secret orders issued
j to a British admiral for the guidance of his1 fleet.
2 The thief is his own wife, who has been
j indiscreetly staking her allowance on bridge
\ and who, in order to recoup her fortunes,
< follows a German secret agent to a notori¬
al ous gambling house and allows herself to he5 completely ruined. Taking advantage of1 her distress, the spy induces her to steal
j the orders from her 'husband's safe aboard
J his ship : an attempt is made to carry thei orders to the Continent by aeroplane, which
j is shot down, and the guide and his femalefl companion are precipitated into the water.•I Concurrent with this phase of the story] runs a minor plot which elucidates the mo-1 tives of the various characters. Twenty

years before, the discharged clerk of a rich
Jewish loan broker, on the verge of despera¬tion and suicide on account of losses on the
race track, finds himself alone in his lateemployer's office, prepared to drain a cupof poison. He is interrupted by burglars,who bore a hole through the ceiling to robthe safe of $20,000. The cracksman at hiswork drains the poisoned cup and falls
dead, the concealed clerk robs the safe, calls
the police, and they arrest the cracksman's
partner for the murder.

Thus the red thread of the devious plotwinds its slow length through the story, theclerk, now a rich man under another name, iacting as a confederate of the German agentand drawing the admiral's wife deeper and I
deeper into the meshes toward the objectof their conspiracy, and the released cracks¬
man stalking silently on the trail of the
man who had sent him to prison.

All the approved devices which served in
a dozen other melodramas have undergone
a benevolent assimilation in the making of" Stolen Orders," but whoever is looking forold-fashioned thrills and tingling nervous jshocks is fairly certain of having his crav- I
ing gratified. It is an excellent companion ;
piece to " The Whip," by the same authors,and scenically is as elaborate as anything
of the kind that ever came across the pond.
Two highly realistic scenes are present¬
ed by the foredeck of the battleship Valiant
and the aeroplane flight. Some of the senti¬
ments uttered are well within the danger
zone of unneutrality. Connie Ediss has
some lines with the American palmist about
the U. S. A. and Great Britain being one
country in fighting a certain enemy, a sen¬
timent which failed to arouse the applause
evidently anticipated. Ardent applause was
showered on the German admiral who ap¬
pears incidentally in the scene with admi¬
rals of France and Russia, as well as the
United States, although part of the audi¬
ence was otherwise inclined and attempted
to hiss and booh.

The more or less well-known players in
the cast are Clarence A. Handyside. who
plays the admiral with excellent judgment;Connie Ediss and Franklyn Ardell, as an
English beauty doctor and an American
palmist, respectively, who struggle manfully
with the English comedy lines given them
to speak : W. L. Abingdon, in the part of a
melancholy conspirator of sepulchral grav¬
ity ; Arthur Laceby, in a mild caricature of
an English Jew money lender; Walter
Greene as the cracksman ; Miss Ivy Mar- |shall, in an excellent portrayal of the ad- jmiral's wife.

The just appraisement of the merits of ;the production must rest on the character fof the play as a spectacle, and in this view SJ
of it " Stolen Orders " is highly interesting.
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White. N. Y.
Clarence Handyside as Admiral Lord Hugh Gaveston in
the Drury Lane melodrama, "Stolen Orders," orders his
men to be on the watch for enemy airships. The junior
ofheers, from left to right, are Lieut. Hay (Denier Warren),
Lieut. Drummond (Lyn Lynton), Lieut. Willoughby
m? ' And Lieut. Welsh (J. Schroder)

Giving orders

Mr. B. Russell Herts
rothers Company.
Axtman.

bert Law,
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LMILY FRANCES HOOPER

Exponent of Latest Dance9

White, N. T.Baron d Heurville (Claude Fleming) suddenly discovers in "Two is Company" that the maid
[ to whom he has been making love is his wife, Heloise (Georgia Caine)

Copyrighted Mishkin, N. Y.
Maria Barrientos, Spanish prima donna, who recently

joined the Metropolitan Opera Company.



Forty-eighth Street, East of Broadway
Direction of GRACE GEORGE

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 4, 1915,
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

GRACE GEORGE
AND HER PLAYHOUSE COMPANY

PRESENT

THE NEW YORK IDEA GRACE GEORGEBy LANGDON MITCHELL,

And Her New York Playhouse Company Present

"Major Barbara"
By BERNARD SHAW

The Company
PHILIP PHILLIMORE . .

GRACE PHILLIMORE . . .

MRS. PHILLIMORE
MISS HENEAGE
MATTHEW PHILLIMORE
WILLIAM SUDLEY
MRS. VIDA PHILLIMORE

LUMSDEN HARE
NORAH LAMISON

EUGENIE WOODWARD
. JOSEPHINE LOVETT

ALBERT REED
... JOHN CROMWELL

MARY NASH
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BARBARA UNDERSHAFT
SARAH UNDERSHAFT...
ADOLPHUS CUSINS

CHARLES LOMAX

. . GRACE GEORGE
..NORAH LAMISON
ERNEST LAWFORD

JOHN CROMWELL

SIR WILFRED CATES-DARBY
JOHN KARSLAKE
MRS. CYNTHIA KARSLAKE. .

BROOKS
TIM FIDDLER
NOGAM

THOMAS
BENSON

ERNEST LAWFORD 1
CONWAY TEARLE J

GRACE GEORGE j
SELWYN JOYCE 4

TRACY BARROW }
G. GUTHRIE McCLINTIC J

RICHARD CLARKE t
ANITA WOOD t

ANDREW UNDERSHAFT

RUMMY MITCHENS

SNOBBY PRICE

JENNY HILL

PETER SHIRLEY
BILL WALKER

MRS. BAINES
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HUBERT DRUCE

LILLIAN BRENNARD
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Synopsis of Scenes.

ACT I.—Scene: In the house of Miss Heneage. Afternon tea ofWednesday. The set is an informal drawing room.
ACT II.—Scene: The home of Mrs. Vida Phillimore. 11 A. M.

Thursday. A boudoir.

ACT III.—Scene: The house of Miss Heneage. After dinner ofThursday. Same set as first act.

ACT IV.—Scene: The home of John Karslake. Midnight ofThursday. His study and lounging-room.

RICHARD CLARKE
.

. .LEWIS EDGARD

AMY VINESS
. . DANIEL EAMES

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
.—Room in Lady Britomart's House in Wilton Cres¬

cent, London. After dinner on a January night.
.—The Yard of the West Ham Shelter of the Salvation

Army. The next morning.
.—Scene 1. —Same as Act 1. The next day.Scene 2.—The Undershaft Munition Works at Peri-

vale, St. Andrews.
Time—The Present. Place—England.

Grace George, Mary Nash, Mary Worth
and Ernest Lawford in "The Liars."

Scenery and decorations designed by Mr. B. Russell Herts.Furnishings executed by Herts Brothers Company.Miss George's gowns by Axtman.
Scenery painted by H. Robert Law.

ot Scenes

THE. GARRICK THEATRE
CHICAGO

between tb

Scenery painted by H. Robert Law.
;s George's gowns by Elizabeth Axtman

a Oliverware
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THE GARRICK THEATRE
CHICAGO

FIRE NOTICE.
Look around now and choose the exit nearest

to your seat.
In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

Beginning Monday Evening,
May 8, 1916

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

FIRE NOTICE.Look around now and choose the exit nearesito your seat.
In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street,

And Her Playhouse Company
Present

"Major Barbara'
A Play in Three Acts

By GEORGE BERNARD SIIAW

Monday, May 22; Tuesday, May 23Wednesday, May 24, and
Matinee Wednesday

And Her Playhouse Company
PrpoPTlt

'The New York Idea"
By Langdon Mitchell

Lead in



Forty-eighth Street, East of Broadway
Direction of GRACE GEORGE

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 4, 1915,
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

GRACE GEORGE
AND HER PLAYHOUSE COMPANY

PRESENT

THE NEW YORK IDEA GRACE GEORGEBy LANGDON MITCHELL.

And Her New York Playhouse Company Present

"Major Barbara"
By BERNARD SHAW

The Company
LUMSDEN HARE

NORAH LAMISON
EUGENIE WOODWARD

. JOSEPHINE LOVETT
ALBERT REED

. . . JOHN CROMWELL
MARY NASH

PHILIP PHILLIMORE . . .

GRACE PHILLIMORE . . .

MRS. PHILLIMORE
MISS HENEAGE
MATTHEW PHILLIMORE
WILLIAM SUDLEY
MRS. VIDA PHILLIMORE
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GRACE GEORGE <
SELWYN JOYCE I

TRACY BARROW «
G. GUTHRIE McCLINTIC J

RICHARD CLARKE <
ANITA WOOD i

SIR WILFRED CATES-DARBY
JOHN KARSLAKE
MRS. CYNTHIA KARSLAKE. .

BROOKS
TIM FIDDLER
NOGAM

THOMAS
BENSON HUBERT DRUCE

LILLIAN BRENNARD

MALCOLM MORLEY

MARY WORTH

ANDREW UNDERSHAFT

RUMMY MITCHENS. . . .

SNOBBY PRICE

JENNY HILL

PETER SHIRLEY

BILL WALKER

MRS. BAINES

BI ETON

Synopsis of Scenes.

ACT I.—Scene: In the house of Miss Heneage. Afternon tea ofWednesday. The set is an informal drawing room.
ACT II.—Scene: The home of Mrs. Yida Phillimore. 11 A. M.Thursday. A boudoir.

ACT III.—Scene: The house of Miss Heneage. After dinner ofThursday. Same set as first act.

ACT IY.—Scene: The home of John Karslake. Midnight ofThursday. His study and lounging-room.

RICHARD CLARKE
. . .LEWIS EDGARD

AMY VINESS

. . DANIEL EAMES

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
.—Room in Lady Britomart's House in Wilton Cres¬

cent, London. After dinner on a January night.
.—The Yard of the West Ham Shelter of the Salvation

Army. The next morning.
.—Scene 1.—Same as Act 1. The next day.Scene 2.—The Undershaft Munition Works at Peri-

vale, St. Andrews.
Time—The Present. Place—England.

Grace George, Mary Nash, Mary Worth
and Ernest Lawford in "The Liars."

Scenery and decorations designed by Mr. B. Russell Herts.Furnishings executed by Herts Brothers Company.Miss George's gowns by Axtman.
Scenery painted by H. Robert Law.

A Suburb of 1

THL GARR1CK THLATRL
CHICAGO

between the

Scenery painted by H. Robert Law.
Miss George's gowns by Elizabeth Axtman

Oliver Weil

THE. GARRIGK THLATRL
CHICAGO

Beginning Monday Evening,
May 8, 1916

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

BRONX OPERA HOUSE
Margaret Anglin in 44 Beverly's Balance " was

the attraction at the Bronx Opera House week
Jan. 24. Paul Kester's comedy is one of ex¬
treme lightness and is pushed to moments dan¬
gerously near to farce, but it has a clear, strong
undercurrent of caustic satire, and it has a move¬
ment which is well sustained. Miss Anglin never
failed to amuse as Beverly Dinwiddie. and was
capably supported by Mrs. Charles G. Craig.
Saxone Morland. Howard Lindsey. Donald Cam¬
eron. and Alfred Lunt. Joe Weber's 44 The Only
Girl " to follow. Ida C. Malcomson.

FIRE NOTICE.Look around now and choose the exit nearestto your seat.
In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

And Her Playhouse Company
Present

"Major Barbara'
A Play in Three Acts

By GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

Monday, May 22; Tuesday, May 23Wednesday, May 24, and
Matinee Wednesday

And Her Playhouse Company
Present

'The New York Idea'
By Langdon Mitchell

CAST

(In the Order of Their First Appearance)
STEPHEN UNDERSHAFT

CLARENCE DERWENT
LADY BRITOMART

. . . .CHARLOTTE GRANVILLE
MORRISON JOSEPH BELIAmerica's

FEKNE RQG
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THE COMPANY
PHILIP PHILLIMOREF

HUBERT DRUCE
GRACE PHILLIMORE

. NORAll LAMISON
MRS PHILLIMORE

•. LILLIAN BRENNARD
MISS HENEAGE

CHARLOTTE GRANVILLE
MATTHEW PHILLIMORE

JOHN CROMWELL
WILLIAM SUDLEY

CLARENCE DERWENT
MRS. VIDA PHILLIMORE

. . . .MARY NASH

CAST
(In the order of their first appearance)STEPHEN UNDERSHAFT CLARENCE DERWENTLADY BRITOMART CHARLOTTE GRANVILLE

MORRISON JOSEPH BELLBARBARA UNDERSHAFT GRACE GEORGESARAH UNDERSHAFT NORAH LAMISONADOLPHUS CUSINS ERNEST LAWFORD
CHARLES LOMAX JOHN CROMWELLANDREW UNDERSHAFT HUBERT DRUCE
RUMMY MITCTIENS LILLIAN BRENNARD
SNOBBY PRICE MALCOLM MORLEY
JENNY HILL MARY WORTH

EY RICHARD CLARKE
- —■ A T "\IB I

SIR WILFRED CATES-DARBY ERNEST LAWFORD
JOHN KARSLAKE BRUCE McRAE
MRS. "

PETER SHIRI
BILL WALKER
MRS. BAINES
BILTONr^THTA KARSLAKE .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.GRACE GEORGECYNTHIA KAKb-LiAivii/

nunnT, u.AMTf.SBROOKS DANIEL EAMES
TIM FIDDLER MALCOLM MORLEY
NOGAM JOSEPH BELL
THOMAS RICHARD CLARKE

T»/r \ Tfv WfYR.TTTBENSON

ACT

ACT II-

...7.7.7.7.7.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'... ."".MARY WORTH
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

I—Scene: In the house of Miss Heneage. Afternoon
tea of Wednesday. The set is an informal drawing
room.

^ ,11: ha.M.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
I.—Room in Lady Britomart's House in Wilton Cres¬

cent, London. After dinner on a January night.II.—The Yard of the West Ham Shelter of the Salva¬
tion Army. The next morning.ACT III.—Scene 1. Same as Act I. The next day.Scene 2. The Undershaft Munition Works at
Perivale, St. Andrews.

Time—The Present. Place—England.

After dinner

-Scene: The home of Mrs. Vida Phillimore.
Thursday. A boudoir.

ACT III—Scene. The house of Miss Heneage.
of Thursday. Same set as first act.

ACT IV—Scene: The home of John Karslake. Midnight of
Thursday. His study and lounging-room.

Scenery and decorations designed by B. Russell Herts.
Furnishings executed by Herts Brothers Company.

Miss George's gowns by Elizabeth Axtman.
Jceneiy painted by II.^Robert Law. ^ | ,1ILI

1 THURSDAY, MAY 25, FRIDAY, MAY 26, AND
SATURDAY MATINEE

GRACE GEORGE
And Her New York Playhouse Company

Present

THE LIARS
A Comedy in Four Acts
By Henry Arthur Jones

H

Synopsis.
Time—The Present. Place—Long Island.

ACT I.—Garden of General Holbrook's Home. Forenoon.
ACT II.—Living Room in General Holbrook's Home. Eveningof same day.
ACT III.—Smoking Room at the Westmoreland Hunt Club. Th«following night.

Program of Music.
(Direction of Mr. Gustave Salzer)

Marie and Thomas
. Grace and LadiesLEWIS EDGARD

AMY VINESS
..DANIEL EAMES
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Overture.
"Allies"—Duet
"Make His Guess"

—

"I'd Like to be a Quitter, But I Find it Hard to Quit," Tony SchmalzArrival of the Princess "Pat" Ensemble"Love is Best of All" Princess "Pat" and Ensemble"For Better or For Worse"—Duet "Pat" and GraceFinale of Act I.
a Trio—"When a Girl's About to Marry". .Grace, Gen'l Holbrook

and Anthony Schmallz
Ensemble

. .. . Ensemble
Prince "Toto"

Entr'acte I.

Opening of Act II.—"Estellita"
"Neapolitan Love Song"
"I Wish I was an Island in an Ocean of Girls,"

Mr. Schmalz and Girls"I Need Affection" Princess "Pat"Dance—Fox Trot Ensemble ,"All For You".—Duet Princess "Pat" and Prince "Toto" L
fnoawhlo

Anthony Schmalz
Mr. A1 SheanPrincess di Montaldo (nee Patrice O'Connor)

Blanche DufifieldPrince Antonio di Montaldo Mr. David QuixanoBertie Ashland
Mr. Ralph RiggsAnne Winthrop Miss Clare FreemanBella Wells
Miss Lyle TayoCoralie Bliss

; Miss Beulah La HaiseDorothy Pryme Miss Cecil BoylanElsie Smith : Miss Eva AbbottFrances Hedges Miss Una BrooksHester Lisle
Miss Mabel GoddingMaude Van Cortlandt Miss Ethel TennisReggie Calthorpe Mr. James ClaySidney Gray

Mr. Edwin HarveyDuncan Arthur
Mr. George O'DonnellTeddy Thorne

Mr. William QuimbyLee Bainbridge Mr. Carl DruryJack Wickham
Mr. William CollinsNat Franklin

Mr. Roland St. JohnAchille Mazetti
Mr. Mario Rogati

SYNOPSIS

CORT
THEATRE

Direction JOHN CORT.
Forty-eighth Street, Just East of Broadway.

Barnard Klawans Manager

Designed and built by Edward B. Corey.

Opening Chorus, Act III... . Gen'l Holbrook, Anthony Schmalz,Darrow, Tony, Prince "Toto" and Male ChorusDance Divertissement Mr. Riggs and Miss Witchie"In a Little World For Two". .. ."Pat," Darrow, Grace and Tony"The Shoes of Husband Number One as Worn by Number Two,"
pot-ih

"Two Laughing Irish Eyes".
Finale Ultime

Si Perkins •

Ensemble
Ensemble

New York,

Dances arranged by Hiss Bena Hoffman.All gowns and hats created and made by Hlckson, Inc.,of exclusive materials.
Soiree, the silk irresistible, is used in this production, manufactured byRogers & Thompson.

Silks used in Act III. by Pelgram & Meyer.All nets by E. and Z. Von Raalte. All velvets by Sidney Blumenthal & Co.Hosiery by Phoenix Knitting Mills.Hunting suits, etc. by Hansen. Shoes by Capezio.Scenery constructed by William Kellam and painted by Homer P ~Properties by Mr. Siedel and Mr. Moon.
Emens.

Time—The Present. Place—Long Island.ACT I.—Garden of General Holbrook's Home. Forenoon.ACT II.—Living-room in General Holbrook's Home. Even¬ing of same day.
ACT III.—Smoking-room at the Westmoreland Hunt Club.The following night.

- - t . . . .

Telephone Bryant 46.

theatre, under normal conditions
beat occupied, can be

COLONEL SIR CHRISTOPHER PEERING — —

BRUCE McRAE
.JOHN CROMWELL

MALCOLM MORLEY

EDWARD
GILBERT

FALKNER
NEPEAN

GEORGE NEPEAN — _

FREDDIE TATTON LOUIS EDGARD
ARCHIBALD COKE HUBERT DRUCE

CLARENCE DERWENT
— r-r ATJT^TT

WAITER —

TAPLIN RICHARD CLARKE
GADSBY JOSEPH BELL
FOOTMAN DANIEL EAMES
MRS. CRESPIN CHARLOTTE GRANVILLE
BEATRICE EBERNOE NORAH LAMISON
DOLLY COKE MARY WORTH
FERRIS LILLIAN BRENNARD
LADY ROSAMUND TATTON MARY NASH
LADY JESSICA NEPEAN GRACE GEORGE

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
I.—Scene: Tent of the lawn of Freddie Tatton's house
in the Thames Valley. After dinner, on a Summer
evening.
II.—Scene: Private Sitting-room, number ten, at "The
Star and Garter," at Shepperford, on the following Mon¬
day evening.
III.—Scene: Lady Rosamund's drawing-room, Cado-
gan Gardens, Chelsea, on the Tuesday morning.
IV.—Scene: Sir Christopher Deering's rooms in Vic¬
toria Street, on the Tuesday evening.

Time—The Present. Place—New York City.
Scenery and decorations designed by Miss George.

Miss George's gowns by Elizabeth Axtman.

ACT

ACT

ACT

ACT

dkll with evert
S emptied in less than three minutes.

look around now, choose the nearest exit to your seat,
and in case of disturbance op any kind, to avoid thh
dangers of panic, walk (do not run) to that exit.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 4, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

JOHN CORT Presents
A New Comic Opera, in Three Acts, Entitled

THE PRINCESS PAT
Book and Lyrics by Henry Blossom.

Music by Victor Herbert.
Staged by Fred. G. Latham.

—with—

MISS ELEANOR PAINTER
Characters.

(In the order of their appearance)
Marie Miss Leonora Novasio
Thomas
Bob Darrow
Tony Schmalz, Jr
Si Perkins
Grace Holbrook
General John Holbrook
Anthony Schmalz
Princess di Montaldo (nee Patrice O'Connor)

The Princess Pat Co.,
j. M. Stout

for mr. cort.
Inc.

... .Proprietors
Manager

b

This House Uses CN Disinfectant.
'

ESQ®
SOU

Mr. Martin Haydon
. . Mr. Sam. B. Hardy

Mr. Robert Ober
. Mr. Alexander Clark
. . . . Miss Eva Fallon

.Mr. Louis Casavant
Mr. Al. Shean

. .Miss Eleanor Painter

W

r.

Scenery painted by H. Robert Law.

Princess

Prince Antonio di Montaldo
Bertie Ashland
Gabrielle Fourneaux
Anne Winthrop
Bella Wells
Coralie Bliss
Dorothy Pryme xuioo " — —

Elsie Smith Miss Kathleen Erroll 4
Frances Hedges Miss Una Brooks ij

Miss Clara Taylor •!
Miss Lilian Charles |

Mr. Joseph R. Lertora ,j
Mr. Ralph Riggs <i

Miss Katharine Witchie ^Miss Clare Freeman !f
Miss Charlotte La Grande 4

. Miss Doris Kenyon )jMiss Lyn Donaldson .j

THE. GARRICK THEATRE
CHICAGO

FIRE NOTICE
Look around now and choose the exit nearestto your seat.
In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

PROGRAM OF MUSIC
(Direction of Mr. Fritz Stahlberg)Overture.

"Allies"—Duet
Marie and Thomas"Make Him Guess" Grace and Ladies"I'd Like to Be a Quitter, But I Find It Hard toQuit"

Tony SchmalzArrival of the Princess "Pat" Ensemble"Love Is Best of All". Princess "Pat" and Ensemble"For Better or for Worse"—Duet "Pat" and GraceFinale of Act J.
(a) Trio—"When a Girl's About to Marry"Grace, General Holbrook and Anthony Schmalz(b)

EnsembleEntr'acte.

T«"yrTVWVVTl»"fTTt'i"ryVV,n"fimirVUlTtT,ff i I * vrrrT* - - ^

Opening of Act II—"Estellita" Ensemble"Neapolitan Love Song" Prince "Toto""I Wish I Was an Island in an Ocean of Girls"....
Mr. Schmalz and Girls"Flirting"

Princess "Pat"Dance—Fox Trot
, Ensemble"All for You"—Duet. .Princess "Pat" and Prince "Toto"Finale

EnsembleEntr'acte II.

SATURDAY EVENING, MAY 27, 1916

GRACE GEORGE
u

And Her Playhouse Company
PRESENT

MAJOR BARBARA
A Play in Three Acts

By GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

J?

Hester Lisle
Maude Van Cortlandt
Reggie Calthorpe
Sidney Gray
Duncan Arthur
Teddy Thorne
Lee Bainbridge
Jack Wickham
Nat Franklin
Achille Mazetti

Mr. Este Morrison i
. Mr. Jack Hagner ^Mr. Sven Eric ^

Mr. William Quinby jMr. Carl Drury «
.Mr. William Collins J

Mr. Irving Fast j
. . Mr. Mario Rogati ,

7^
SS GEYLER

lilfilfil

SEVENTH WEEK

Beginning Sunday Evening,
November 12, 1916

JOHN CORT PRESENTS
i New Comic Opera, in Three Acts,

Entitled

THE PRINCESS PAT "
Book and Lyrics by Henry Blossom

Music by Victor Herbert
Staged by Fred G. Latham

CHARACTERS
(In the order of their appearance)

Marie Miss Katharine Witchie
Thomas Mr. Martin Haydon
Bob Darrow Mr. Oscar Figman
Tony Schmalz, Jr Mr. Ralph RiggsSi Perkins Mr. Alexander Clark

. Grace Holbrook Miss Maude GrayI General John Holbrook
Mr. Louis Casavant [7117111

The Princess Pat Company, Inc...J. Edward Cort
M. F. Manton
L. E. Royster
W. D. Quimby

Proprietor
Manager

Business Manager
Secretary

Stage Manager

5.R

fORK

* a.

Standard TheatreBroadway at 90th Street.'Phone Riverside 42.
{lanagement of HARRY L. CORT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, SEPTEMBER 4, 1916.Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
JOHN CORT Presents

A New Comic Opera, in Three Acts, Entitled

THE PRINCESS PAT
Book and Lyrics by Henry Blossom.

ft 1

2500 MicKi;

FERNE ROG.
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Music by Victor Herbert.
Staged by Fred. G. Latham THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY—FEB. 24, 25 AND 26

MATINEE SATURDAY
Characters.

(In the order of their i
Marie
Thomas
Bob Darrow
Tony Schmalz, Jr
Si Perkins
Grace Holbrook
General John Holbrook
Anthony Schmalz
Princess di Montaldo (nee Patrice O'Connor)
Prince Antonio di Montaldo
Bertie Ashland
Anne Winthrop
Bella Wells

Coralie Bliss
Dorothy Pryme
Elsie Smith
Frances Hedges
Hester Lisle
Maude Van Cortlandt
Reggie Calthorpe
Sidney Gray
Duncan Arthur
Teddy Thorne
Lee Bainbridge
Jack Wickham
Nat Franklin
Achille Mazetti

appearance)
Miss Katharine Witchie
. . . Mr. Martin Haydon
.... Mr. Oscar Figman

Mr. Ralph Riggs
. . Mr. Alexander Clark
. Miss Cecelia Hoffman

. . . . Mr. Louis Casavant
Mr. Al. Shean

. . . Miss Helena Morrill
. . . Mr. David Quixano

Mr. Ralph Riggs
. . . Miss Clare Freeman

Miss Lyle Tayo
... Miss Faun Winters
.... Miss Cecil Boylan

Miss Eva Abbott
.... Miss Una Brooks

. . Miss Mabel Gadding

.... Miss Ethel Tennis
Mr. James Clay

. . Mr. Charles Gribbon
. Mr. George O'Donnell
. . .Mr. William Quinby

Mr. Carl Drury
. . .Mr. William Collins
. Mr. Roland St. John

Mr. Mario Rogati

JOHN CORT

A NEW COMIC OPERA IN THREE ACTS, ENTITLED

BOOK AND LYRICS BY HENRY BLOSSOM

MUSIC BY VICTOR HERBERT

STAGED BY FRED LATHAM

M'hiih'iih:*

Hiiiiiiiiiiiiii/i
CHARACTERS

(In the Order of Their Appearance)
Marie Loretta Marks
Thomas Herbert Salinger
Bob Darrow Paul Nicholson
Tony Schmalz, Jr Earl Benham
Si Perkins Philip H. Ryley
Grace Holbrook Effie Toye
General John Holbrook ..Edward Metcalfe
Anthony Schmalz Ben Hendricks
Princess di Montaldo (nee Patrice O'Connor) Ruth Welch
Prince Antonio di Montaldo Georgio Gregario
Bertie Ashland Francis Bryan
Gabrielle Fourneax Loretta Marks
Anne Winthrop Marguerite von Keese

•Humrnf/iur
tttV.V.V.V,

"'Hiiimiimui
Synopsis.

Time—The Present. Place—Long Island.
Garden of General Holbrook's Home. Forenoon.
-Living Room in General Holbrook's Home. Evening of same

—Smoking Room at the Westmoreland Hunt Club. The fol-

ACT I.-

ACT II.-
day.

ACT III,
lowing night.

. .Helen Hillarde
Nancy Smith

Rosamond Carrel
. . Lillian Clifford

Helen Allan
.Malvina Jordan

Lucy Bash
... Edwin Harvey
William Plummer
... William Coan
,C. H. Yorkshire
larry Humphreys
... Burde Raleigh
... Harry McCoy

Bella Wells
Coralie Bliss
Dorothy Pryme
Elsie Smith
Frances Hedges
Hester Lisle
Maude Van Cortlandt
Reggie Calthorpe....
Sidney Gray
Duncan Arthur
Teddy Thorne
Lee Bainbridge
Jack Wickham
Nat Franklin

Eleanor Painter, whose performance of

Program of Music.
(Direction of Mr. Fritz Stahlberg)

Overture.
"Allies"—Duet
"Make His Guess"
"I'd Like to be a Quitter, But I Find it Hard to Quit'
Arrival of the Princess "Pat"
"Love is Best of All" Princess "]
"For Better or For Worse"—Duet
Finale of Act I.
a Trio—"When a Girl's About to Marry,"

Grace, Gen'l Holbrook and Anthony Schmalz
b Ensemble
Entr'acte.

Opening of Act II.—"Estellita"
"Neapolitan Love Song"
"I Wish I was an Island in an Ocean of Girls'
"Flirting"
Dance—Fox Trot
"All For You"—Duet Princes:
Finale

Entr'acte II.

Marie and Thomas
. Grace and Ladies
". . . .Tony Schmalz

Ensemble
Pat" and Ensemble

. . "Pat" and Grace

'■

SYNOPSIS

Time—The Present. PLACE—Long Island.
ACT 1.—Garden of General Holbrook's home. Forenoon.
ACT 2.—Living Room in General Holbrook's Home. Evening of same

day.
ACT 3.—Smoking Room at the Westmoreland Hunt Club. The follow¬

ing night.

PROGRAM OF MUSIC
Max Freisinger, Musical Director

Overture
1. "Allies"—Duet Marie and Thomas
2. "Make Him Guess" Grace and Ladie«
3. "I'd Like to be a Quitter, But I Find It Hard to Quit".. .Tony Schmalz
4. Arrival of the Princess "Pat" Ensemble
5. "Love Is Best of All" Princess "Pat" and Ensemble
6. "For Better or For Worse"—Duet "Pat" and Grace
7. Finale of Act 1.

(a) Trio—"When a Girl's About to Marry"
Grace, Gen. Holbrook and Anthony Schmalz

(b) Ensemble
Entr'acte 1.

1. Opening of Act 2—"Estellita" Ensemble
2. "Neapolitan Love Song" Prince "Toto"
3. "I Wish I Was an Island in an Ocean of Girls"

Mr. Schmalz and Girls
4. "I Need Affection" Princess "Pat"
5. Dance—Fox Trot Ensemble
6. "All for You"—Duet Princess "Pat" and Prince "Toto"
7. Finale Ensemble

Entr'acte 2.
1. Opening Chorus, Act 3 Gen. Holbrook, Anthony Schmalz, Darrow,

Tony, Prince "Toto" and Male Chorus
2. Dance Divertissement (Bryan & Marks) Bertie and Marie
3. "In a Little World for Two" "Pat," Darrow, Grace and Tony
4. "The Shoes of Husband Number One as Worn by Number Two"

Si Perkins
5. "Two Laughing Irish Eyes" Ensemble
6. Finale Ultime Ensemble

Ensemble
Prince "Toto"

. .Mr. Schmalz and Girls
Princess "Pat"

Ensemble
Pat" and Prince "Toto"

Ensemble

Opening Chorus, Act III Gen'l Holbrook,
Anthony Schmalz, Darrow, Tony, Prince "Toto" and Male Chorus

Dance Divertissement Mr. Riggs and Miss Witchie
"In a Little World For Two" "Pat," Darrow, Grace and Tony
"The Shoes of Husband Number One as Worn by Number Two,"

Si Perkins
Ensembles
Ensemble

"Two Laughing Irish Eyes
Finale Ultime

ClinedAnst, Washington, D,
LENORA NOVA SI O,

Playing a Prominent Part in " The Princess Pat'
Tour.

mouiu

.. . Proprietors
Manager

Stage Manager
The Princess Pat Co., Inc
J. E. Cort
W. D. Quimby

ATRE PROGRAM

Dances arranged by Miss Bena Hoffman
All Gowns and Hats Created and Made by Hickson, Inc., New York, of

Exclusive Materials
Soiree, the Silk Irresistible, is Used in this Production, Manufactured by

Rogers & Thompson
Silks Used in Act 3 by Pelgram & Meyer

All Nets by E. and Z. Von Raalte. All Velvets by Sidney Blumenthal
& Co. Hosiery by Phoenix Knitting Mills

Hunting, Lounging and Dress Suits by Hansen. Shoes by Capezio.
Properties by Mr. Siedel and Mr. Moon

Scenery constructed by William Kellam and painted by Homer & Emens.

Arthur Williams Special Agent
M. F. Manton Business Manager
J. Edward Cort Manager
Herbert Salinger Stage Manager
The Princess Pat Co., Inc Proprietors

A SECOND "PRINCESS PAT" I
A second company of " The Princes

Pat" is being organized to tour the West
era cities. Ferae Rogers has been engage
for the prima donna role. Among thi
principal players will be Paul Nicholson
who has withdrawn from the cast of " A
Pair of Sixes" in order to accept the en
gagement. The season will begin durinf
the Christmas holidays.

FEKNE ROG.
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The German violinist who has lost his forearm still plays in the orchestra.
Photo by Brown Bros.

"Hip, Hip, Hooray," on

the Hippodrome Ice, Is
Well Worth the PriceCathleen Pope and George W. Kirner

Charlotte, chief figure of the
ice ballet in "Hip Hip Hooray"
at the Hippodrome, skates
with a grace and skill that are,
indeed, lovely to behold

White. N. y.

Charlotte, of the Hippodrome spectacle, "Flirting at St. Moritz,'

- Van Cortlandt Park. •

and her mother skating at
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"HIP. HIP, HOORAY"
Spectacle by R. H. Burnsde. Lyrics by kJohn L. Golden. Music by Raymond NjHubbell. Staged by R. H. Burnside. Pro- ;.J<luced by Charles Dillingham at the Hip- |podrome, Sept. 30.

If Charles Dillingham can maintain the \rstandard of " Hip, Hip, Hooray " in succes-sive productions at the Hippodrome he need c;never worry about the encroachment of mo- j'.tion pictures upon his field of activities. j:Other theaters may succumb to the irresist- K;able advance of Charlie Chaplin, but the t;Hippodrome will stand impregnable. There ['Mr. Dillingham can reign with solitary j;.glory, provided, of course, he continues to vhave about him as efficient ministers as j1:Mr. Burnside and Mr. Sousa.
A circus press agent's vocabulary of su- f'perlativ6s is necessary to pay fitting trib- |ute to the new spectacle which opened the fbig playhouse last Thursday night. In the j.picturesqueness of its scenes and costumes, Lin the grace and novelty of its ballets, in i;.the unique handling of its ensembles, and inthe appreciation for artistic beauty which fis observed in every detail, it far surpassesany show of its kind ever before given inAmerica.
One gains the impression from " Hip, $| Hip, Hooray " that reckless expenditure of j-1'money is not the sole object of its pro- ;ducers; that to insure the successful util- ;■ization of ideas, taste and judgment are ialso essential. Consequently, the produc- [ftion is as charming and dainty as it is ysumptuous, as novel and ingenious as it is Hi(spectacular.
All kinds of talent, from all parts of the §1 globe, are represented in the horde of en-1jtertainers who unfold the spectacle. There |'I are skaters from Scandinavia and elephants gfrom the circus; a clown from Germany feland acrobats from England; dancers from ftij Italy and a band from Guatemala; a tramp j)jfrom vaudeville and a singer from grand {■opera; Diamond Jim Brady impersonato'rs□irom musical comedy and a brigade ofichorus men from the Lord knows where.

,In addition, there are armies and armiesj of girls who maneuver into various positionswith machine-like precision. Some of thesegirls are positively pretty, thus shatteringanother Hippodrome tradition.The first scene to greet the eye showsthe roof tops of New York beneath a starryIsky. In the background stretches BrooklynBridge. A tom-cat humorously and agilelyplayed by Dave Abraham, makes his wayacross the roofs. At his yowl hundreds ofcats of all sizes and hues spring up toparticipate in the nightly Kat Kabaret.While they are in the midst of their rev¬elry the scene suddenly shifts to the GrandCentral Station, where tumblers offerI their conception of modern baggage smash¬ing and Charles T. Aldrich demonstrateshis ability to jump in and out of disguises.In quick succession follow a scene ofFifth Avenue during the progress of afashion parade and a gorgeous reproduc¬tion of the Cascades of the Biltmore. Herethe Miramba Band of Guatemala poundsout weird music on zylophones while in¬ternational dancing teams give exhibitionsof the latest high-stepping. Here, too, [Toto, direct from Germany, performs amus- [ing stunts of contortion, and Nat Wills |reads dispatches from Joe Miller's reliable |1 news service. Then comes a song, " TheLand of the Roses," and with it the sceneresolves itself into a huge bower of roses.As Orville Harrold reaches the final notesof the number the ballet is shown fes¬tooned on sky-scraping ladders, the rungsand sides of which are outlined in varied-colored incandescents." Toyland in the Zone " serves as a fan¬tastic setting for the wedding of Jack andJill and the introduction of animal special-, ties. Chinatown is next represented. HereOrville Harrold and Belle Storey singcharmingly of the Oriental splendors of"

Chin-Chin," and the Joe Boganny troupe 'of acrobats offers its novel tumbling act.Though one's spirits may have droopeda little by this time they are quickly re- jvived when the Tower of Jewels at thePanama Exposition is disclosed with; Sousa's Band in the foreground. AfterSousa, as immaculate and nonchalant and; distinguished as .ever, leads his bandthrough a couple of lively selections, acolorful and inspiriting finale is reached in' " The March of the States." Each Com¬monwealth is represented by a group of sixgirls in characteristic costume, and they
, trip to the footlights to a medley of airsthat includes " The Georgia Camp Meet¬ing," " Dixie," and " Cheyenne." The mostattractive girls, reserved for New York, ap¬propriately march to a tune by George M.Cohan. Finally when the entire stage isriotous with color and animation therecrashes out across the auditorium thatmost stirring of all native marches. " TheStars and Stripes Forever." The audiencecannot resist and unrestrainedly shouts itsapproval, but the famous bandmaster, whocomposed it, still stands serene and imper¬turbable—though, nevertheless, conscious ofhis mighty power.

When the curtain again rises the snow-clad mountains of Switzerland tower in thedistance. We are at Lake St. Moritz in theEngadine. Skaters, picturesquely garbed,are making merry on the ice. It is an en¬chanting scene, made still more enchantingby the appearance of one of the prettiestballets that has ever come out of Eurone.
Several teams offer skating divertissements Iwhich are remarkable for the skill dis¬played. The most pleasing period of thispart of the entertainment, however, comeswith the performance of a young siren ofthe mountains named Charlotte. Neverwas the beautv of motion better expressed.With golden hair flying she pirouettes andglides with a grace that is, indeed, lovelyto look upon. A real thrill is furnished byski-jumpers who slide down the mountain¬side and leap a seemingly impassablechasm.

Lights in the Engadine begin to twinkle.Night falls over the lake. And as a lan¬tern chorus makes its appearance on theice we regretfully make our way back toreality—and Sixth Avenue.
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MARRIED
Belle Storey, actress and vocalist, and Fred-

I erick E. Andrews, a broker, were married Satur¬
day afternoon. May 13. in the Church of the
Strangers, No. 309 West Fifty-seventh Street.
The bride will end her engagement as prima
donna at the Hippodrome on Saturday night,
and will begin a vaudeville tour the following
Monday. Miss Storey was a Miss Grace Leard

> before she went on the stage. Her father was
the Rev. Asa Leard. a Presbyterian minister, m ...

who had parishes in Omaha, Neb., and Spring- i •

; field, Mo. Mr. Andrews is a native of Chicago, t .
I Miss Storey has been studying under Madame
1 Sembrich. and is planning to go into the con-
! cert field in the Fall.
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WASHINGTON SQ. PLAYERS
Four One-Act Plays, " Fire and Water,"

44 Night of Snow," 44 Helena's Husband,"
and " A Yankee Fantasy," Presented by
the Washington Square Players at the
Bandbox Theater, Oct. 4.
After viewing the four plays with which

the Washington Square Players opened
jgSjgfl their second season at the Bandbox, we

have reached the satisfying conclusion that
HH thls organization of artists, actors and
«gj| writers lias not sacrificed its artistic aims

upon the altar of commercialism. Frankly,
>1 we had been skeptical. When we read that
■ the Players, encouraged by the success of
H their first season of fine, careless raptures.

Ml were to enter the lists of commercial pro-
ducers, we feared that novelty, unconven-

• JS| tionality of treatment and simplicity of
m representation would no longer be the

3NN trade-marks of their plays ; that, preferring
f«l money in the box-office to ideas on the

stage, they would present a programme as
tl uninteresting, as obviously theatrical, as

lacking in freshness—and quite as popular
§K2g —as last year's crook plays.H Happily, we have been disappointed. The

new bill, if not equaling in uniform ex-
jgSl cellence those of last year, is as character-

|jj istic of its sponsors as any ever produced.■•M There is the same charm of the new and
tag? unexpected, of something done " different¬
ly ly." For this reason the Bandbox should
jf continue to attract those theatergoers

wearied of the Broadway manner of pres-
V, entation. A change is always welcome as

our bromidic friends are accustomed to de-
;j clare, and at the Bandbox this change is

given us with all the enthusiasm and at-
tractiveness of youth.

Just as in the opening bill of last year,
Edward Goodman, one of the Players, cap-

■1 tured the chief glory with his satirical tra¬
in vesty, " Eugenically Speaking," though

Maeterlinck was represented on the same
bill, so this year first honors go to Philip
Moeller, also a member of the organization,

M for his delightful burlesque, Ci Helena's Hus-
band," in spite of the august presence on

J1 the same programme of the Italian poet,J Roberto Bracco.
1 Written in the best Shavian style with a

I sprinkle of Wilde and a dash of ErnstLissauer, " Helena's Husband" proved ir¬
resistibly amusing. It is a modern and

jjjj irreverent interpretation of the cause of
• the Trojan war. Helena, as Mr. Moeller
i presents her, is a sweet little simpleton

whose only object in life is the adoration
of handsome males. Menelaus is fat and
red-headed. But he is also wise. Insisting
to his chancellor and librarian, one Analyti-
kos, that but two kinds of women exist,
those who are failures and those who real¬
ize it, he desires to be rid of his ingenuous

: wife. The gods readily heed his prayer
and there comes from the hills a handsome
and brawny shepherd. He pours passion¬
ate love into the ears of the queen, and it
is with little reluctance that she consents
to flee with him. When the Spartans
learn that the abductor is Paris, Prince of

i Troy, they clamor for war. Menelaus, a
j pacifist of decided leanings, protests that
| war over such a trivial matter as a wife

is out of the question, but the militaristic
Analytikos points out that, with the treaty
between Sparta and Troy a mere scrap of

•I papyrus, their country's honor must be up¬
held at any cost. And while the king sits
dejectedly on the floor the old chancellor

; informs the multitude in the street thai
they " have one hate and one alone!

; Troy ! "
Noel Haddon was graceful and pretty as

Helen. Frank Conroy gave a spirited and
amusing performance of Menelaus. Helen
Westley played a slave girl with an eye to

, the comic possibilities of the role. Harold u
Meltzer and Walter Frankl were seen asH
Paris and Analytikos respectively.

"Fire and Water" is an amiable bit of,
j foolery with the war as a background.1

; Two soldiers, a German and a Frenchman,
if meet at a spring on neutral ground and
j| exchange pleasantries. They are followed' by their respective officers who agree
| amicably on every subject but the cause of\ the war. To decide who is right a duel is
I planned but this is averted by the timely] arrival of their men with tobacco. Light-
•! ing their cigars, they return to their re-

jp| spective camps. Frank Conroy played the
German officer with poise and assurance,

j " Night of Snow," a translation by RalphI Roeder from the Italian of Roberto Bracco,
q proved the most disappointing part of the
j bill, mainly because the satire of the piece

:] is too subtle for players of such manifestly
] limited abilities. The story concerns. a
j criminal whose masculine pride and sense! of possession is so overwhelming that he

.■I fights to retain his mastery over women,
1 though willingly living upon their bounties.1 The son of a woman of the streets, and liv-

i ing with one of her kind in a dingy cellar,
'

he is oppressed by the fact that he cannot
j escape their constant desire to help him.j Pouring his wrath upon their heads, he

i leaves them, and they, overcome by a sense
of futility, stuff up the cracks and commit
suicide. Mr. Roeder, who acted the crim-

| inal, was too deliberate in gesture and too
H musical in speech to give any degree of

naturalness to the character. Alice Har¬
rington gave a convincing performance of
the mother and Agnes McCarthy was a pic¬
turesque Graziella.

The last playlet was a fantasy by Percy
I Mackaye called " The Antick." Its appeal

lies in its color and in the spirited per¬
formance of Lydia Lopokova as Julie Bon-
heur. The scene represents a New England

ij village on Independence Day. A celebra-
| tion is in progress by the " antiques andj' horribles." While his comrades join in the
i festivities, John Hale sits alone by the wa¬
il tering tank, depressed by the knowledge

| that he is destined to take to wife gawky
Myrtle White when his heart really belongs
to Julie, a light-hearted Canuck. Matters
are soon righted, however, due to Julie's

1 initiative, and the curtain falls with John
and his true mate united. Lydia Lopokova

j played Julie with a grace and vivacity that
. was, indeed, charming, and Holland Hud¬

son was a dignified and serious John Hale.

White. N. Y.

In "The Antick," one of the offerings of the Washington Square Players, Lydia Lopokova
as Julie Bonheur listens, protected by her friend Billy, to the pleadings of Holland' Hudson
who is seen as the serious-minded John Hale.

The eloquent performances of Edith Wynne Matthison as Andromache, Gladys Hanson as Helen
and Chrystal Heme as Cassandra contributed largely to the success of Granville Barker's

^outdoor revival of "The Trojan Women."

WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS
Washington Square Players, third produc-

tion of season of 1915-16. Four one-|
act plays : 44 The Clod," by Lewis Beach ; f
"The Roadhouse in Arden," a whimsi¬
cality, by Phillip Moeller; 41 The Tenor,"
adapted from the German of Frank
Wedekind, by Andrg Tridon; and 44 The
Red Cloak," a marionette pantomime, by
Josephine A. Meyer and Lawrence Lang-
ner, arranged by William Pennington.
The bill opened Monday, Jan. 10.

The Players.—John King, Josephine A. Meyer.
Glenn Hunter. Robert Strange, Spalding Hall, ;
Edward J. Ballantine, Walter Frankl. Helen |
Westley. Noel Haddon, Frank Conroy, Roland
Young. Ralph Roeder. James Terbell, Margaret
Mower. Jean Strange. Holland Hudson. Florence
Bnright. Mary MacKinnon, Charles Edwards. I.
H. Freedman, Romualdo Bufano, Charles Fratta-
lone, Carl Cataldo, Arthur Balsamo.

The free lancers of Washington Square
are offering their third programme of the
season at the Bandbox. The bill nas its
usual interesting qualities, along with fresh¬
ness and enthusiasm of handling.

44

The Clod," the first offering of the bill,
has a Grand Guignol flavor. There's a
distinct thrill. The locale is a lonely, brok¬
en down house on the border line during •
the Civil War. Here live a stolid, slow-
thinking old couple, to whom the war means f
only the occasional theft of farm prod¬
uce. A wounded Union dispatch bearer
creeps into the house to hide. Two Con- |
federate soldiers follow. They search the
place, and, failing to find their quarry, de¬
mand food. Meanwhile, the Union sol¬
dier has tried to secure aid from the old
woman by endeavoring to stir her patriot¬
ism. But the plea means nothing and : 1
the dispatch bearer is on the verge of dis- %

!'$ covery. In a moment of anger, one of the
55 Confederates hurles a cup to the floor.

Then—in fury—the old woman seizes an Mij'

| old rifle and shoots the two men dead.
So the Union soldier dashes away in safety. :
44 The whole country will hear of you," he ••

. j cries as he gallops away. But the clod only ;-:( gathers up the broken bits of china i
j, and murmurs, "I'll have to drink out of

a tin cup now!"
Kg Philip Moeller's 44 The Roadhouse in Ar-

den," described as " a whimsicality for the H
[/' Shakespearean Ter-centenary," has a cer-1 tain touch of satirical fantasy. To an inn,

I ;j kept by the Hamlet family in the Forest i
of Arden, come W*ll**m Sh*k*sp**r* and j ;
Sir Fr*nc*s B*c*n, two literary men from > •

London, in search of Mistress Immortality. Hi
I It is pleasant fooling, not up to Mr. Moel- H

, ler's 44 Helena's Husband," but well aided
) by a colorful setting, designed by Robert ! ';

I i Lawson and quite in the spirit of the p
whimsy.

44 The Tenor," adapted from the German
|. 1 of Frank Wedekind. is a story of artistic j

temperament of a Wagnerian tenor, who i
rides heartlessly, for the sake of his ca- '
reer, over the woman who loves him. 44 The U

pW Tenor" (" Der Kamihersanger ") is typical M
of the former editor of Simplicissimus. pm

\ j The concluding event is the patomirr ,

| 'j " The Red Cloak," a fantastic story of U / '
ers and an irate father done in the jerky B
style of marionettes. Vivid music would R
aid. Just as it stands, " The Red Cloak "

< lacks the touch of imaginative humor. i
Of the acting, Josephine A. Meyer's really

, i graphic playing of the old drudge in " The ,
P Clod" deserves first place. In 44 The

Tenor " Margaret Mower does the bit of a
young girl, whose head has been turned

■ by the dashing singer, with a gentle and
Ha appealing touch. Helen Westley, too, „
m strikes a sincere note as a girl who kills
'• i herself in the Wedekind playlet. Frank >

Conroy does very well in the difficult titu-
,.! lar part of "The Tenor" and, in the ear-

lier Shakespearean fantasy, handles the
f: role of Shakespeare with humor.

White. N. Y.

THE COUNTESS DE CHAVIGNY (LYDIA LOPOKOVA) IN THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS'
PRESENTATION OF "WHIMS," TAKES LESSONS IN LOVE-MAKING FROM THE EXPERIENCED p

MADAME DE LERY (HELEN WESTLEY).
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 4, 1915.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
SPECIAL MATINEE COLUMBUS DAY, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12th.

MR. E. H.

SOTHERN
—IN—

THE TWO VIRTUES
A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS

By ALFRED SUTRO..

The Persons of the Play:

JEFFERY PANTON MR. SOTHERN
CLAUDE JERVOISE MR. ORLANDO DALY

MRS. GUILDFORD MISS CHARLOTTE WALKER
'

• i LADY MILLIGAN, sister of Jeffery Panton..MISS HAIDEE WRIGHTri Jl*

t MRS. JERVOISE MISS PAULINE WHITSON

ALICE EXERN MISS BLANCHE YURKA

BAYLIS MR. ARTHUR W. ASH

'■ Ilk

-

. ' $

U<] ;

•

KM *

> MARY MISS FLORENCE PHELPS

THE SCENES ARE LAID IN LONDON.f
; or.lv 'j*

•:
i

ACT I.—JEFFERY PANTON'S HOUSE ON CAMPDEN HILL.

ACT II.—MRS. GUILFORD'S IN CHELSEA.

ACT III.—JEFFERY" PANTON'S HOUSE ON CAMPDEN HILL.

ACT IV.—MRS. GUILFORD'S IN CHELSEA. >«>:i p
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^(acfesftone QTfjeatre
SEVENTH STREET. NEAR MICHIGAN BOULEVARD

Blackstone Theatre Co., Lessee
DIKECTORSi--Charle» Froliinan. Inc., Marc Klaw, Abraham L. Erlanfier

William Harris, Harry J. Powers. *
HARRY J. POWERS - -
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This Theatre under normal conditions, with every seat occupied
can be emptied in less than three minutes. Look around now'
choose the nearest exit to your seat and in case of distubance of
any kind, to avoid the dangers of panic, WALK (do not run) tothat exit. '
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sli : .itic;S of the role. Harold 8

• i:• ; Walter Frankl were seen asfe
uutl Analytikos respective?y.

.iis•J Water" is an amiable bit of,
with the war •»<* a background.

■'Idiers, a German anfl a Frenchman.
•:i soring on neutral ground and

pi.-an tries. They are followed
U- respective officers who agree

every subject but the cause of:'
To decide who is right i duel is

.

■ hut rids is averted by the timely .

■'}? their men with tobacco. Light-'
•

tears, they return to their re- ;
> aw. Frank Conroy played the,

•'>. ' it)"er with poise and assurance.
> Snow.M a translation by Ralph

; :' .Italia/' oi' Kol»ert^> Bracco, ■

■ mo>~.t disappointing part of the
; ' ■••• the satire of the piece.

for layers of such manifestly /•'
: The story concerns . a

•••" masculine pride and sense
•fv. overwhelming tbat 3;c

Id:i mastery over- wom^n., r
:h wi'.'is living upon their bount>t^f.ti
•7vi ' a v .,.f the streets, and liv-r' .
•'if'- c cor d in a dingy collar,

: ' t'n«» fact that he cannot •

e. tneir cr- istant desire to help him.
ing 7 i th upon their heads, he'

.In '-; m.(i !!•:; . overcome by a sense
. staff i;he cracks and commit

-
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'
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n- ano io she spirited pcr-
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Week Starting Monday, April 3, 1916

MR. E. H. SOTHERN
With

Miss Alexandra Carlisle

In

THE TWO VIRTUES
A Comedy in Four Acts

By Alfred Sutro

The Persons of the Play

Jeffery- Panton Mr. Sothern

Claude Jervoise Mr. Orlando Daly
Mrs. Guildford Miss Alexandra CarlisleIII III!

Lady Milligan, sister of Jeffery Panton
Mrs. Jervoise
Alice Exern .

Baylis Mr. Arthur W. Ash
Mary Miss Frances Sommers

The scenes are laid in London

llll II

Miss Haidee Wright
. . . .Miss Pauline Whitson

Miss Blanche Yurka

:SK. Hi
cKinnc . ____ ___ _

ualuo Bufano, Char;?.
Arthur Bfilsamo,

?rs of Washington
ring 'heir iidrd p 'gramme
at the Bandbox. The
teresting qualities, along with .

,d enthusiasm of handling.
Clod." the first offering ot the bill,

a Grand Guignol flavor. There's
B't thrill. The locale it; a lonely, brok
B',;n house or; the border line duriri;

War. Here live a stolid, slow-
.v^fvjng old couple, to whom the war means

the occasional theft of farm prod-
4 wounded Union dispatch bearer
into the house to hide. Two Jon-

soldiers follow. They search the
• ji anc^» failing to find their quarry, de

food. Meanwhile, the Union ;;ol-
W^iae tried to secure aid from the old

by endeavoring to stir her patriot-
Bo t the plen means nothiiig and ;
patch bearer is on the verge of di•-

In a moment of ang^r. one of the
erate^ hurles a xrup to the floor. >
'u .1 ry -the old woman seizes an '

^pfe and shoots the two men dead.
Union soldier dashes aw

whole • ocntry will hear of vou," he
« he gallops away. But the clod only '

J*s up the broken bits of china '
nurmurs. " I'll have to drink out of -

,J cup now!"
^ • ilip Moeller's "The Iioadbouse in Ar-

described as "a whimsicality for the
.. J sp^nrean Ter-centenary." has n -r-

^tt.Jouch of satirical fantasy. To an inn.
the Hamlet familv . . the Forest ..

•ri. come W*ll**m :Ah*k*sp**r* and ^V
nc*s B*c*n, two literary men from f*

in search of Mistress immortality. ^
, ,/56,v. , . -easant fooling, not up to Mr. Moel- $

| " Helena's Husband," but well aided '
- § colorful setting, designed hv Robert;#

| ";?on and quite in the spirit" of (he
"isy.

he Tenor," adapted from the German '•
r trunk Wed*' 'nd. Is n story of artisf- •

erament of :• Wacmerian tenor, wh^ L;
heartlessly, for the sat'- of his en- !■'

over the woman who loves hire. " T;
r" (" Der Kammersauger , is to pien'; M
■' former editor of SimpHci-nsimvs.
e concluding event is the patorr? I ■

» Red CMoak, ' a fantastic story of
ind an irate father doioi in the Jerky ,

of marionettes. Vivid music would '
Just as it stands, " The Red Cloak

; the couch of imaginative humor,
che acting, Josephine A. Meyer's really .

hie playing of the old drud.,e in •' The
"

o serves first place. In "The
>r " Margaret Mower does the bit of a
ig girl, whose head has been turn/d
•he 'dasbing singer, .vith a gentle ' ■
allo-g Helen Westley, toi<.

; .1 siV .••' itS li girl Who kli::»
>-H in the Wedekind piaylet. Frank

cart of "The Tenor' and, in the
OT_ | Shal-'spearean fantasy, handlestrm ,'hakespeare with 1 umor.

ear-

Act I—Jeffery Panton's House on Campden Hill.
Act II—Mrs. Guildford's in Chelsea.
Act IILc-Jeffery Panton's House on Campden Hill.
Act IV—Mrs. Guildford's in Chelsea.

FOR MR. SOTHERN
Frank M. Hoyt Business Manager
Townsend Walsh Advance Representative
Frederick Kaufman Stage Manager

MUSICAL PROGRAM
Director, F. E. Timponi

Overture, Turandot
Selection
Violin Solo (selected)
"Love, Here Is My Heart"
(a) Intermezzo, Pittoresque
(b) La Leduccior

Lockner
. .Pucciniana
. R. Mongold
. .Lou Lilesu
...J. Kocian

chavj

spsstw*'^- - - '''< ■. ■

v-iKs •K'lalrxo?

at.
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witliVIRTUES" past, and another
„ . __ . ... . 0„t„„ u,. vois, in which she first invites her to " her
Comedy^ in Four^Acts by ^Alfred Sutro^ Pre- Thursdays" and then cancels the invitation

because the absurd thing hasn't sensesented by Mr. E. H. Sothern at the Booth
Theater, Oct. 4.

Jeffery Panton . Mr. Sothern
Claude Jerroise . ■ Ortando Daiy
Mrs. Guildford Charlotte Walker

enough to respect Lady Milligan's preju¬
dices, provide moments of intense interest.
Blanche Yurka is admirable in the part of
the dependent companion of Mrs. Guilford

Lady Milligan. sister of Jeffery ?|°ton,^ Wrlght and Pa'uline Whitson gives special emphasis
Mrs Jervoise Pauline Whitson , to Mrs Jervoise's exagerated simperings.
Alice lSxern Blanche Yurka Mr. Daly doesn't look the soulful poet des-
Baviis Arthur W. Ash tined to eclipse Swinburne, but he acts the■ Florence -Mary

W. Ash I
: Phelps . j
I.—Jef-

part well.
The scenes are laid in London. Act

fery Panton's house on Campden Hill. Act 11.
—Mrs. Guilford's in Chelsea. Act III.—Jef¬
fery Panton's house on Campden Hill. Act lv.
—Mrs. Guilford's in Chelsea.

Alfred Sutro, who is best remembered
for one play, " The Walls of Jericho," dis¬
cusses the social question in " The Two
Virtues" with a good deal of finesse which • Washington, D. C. (Special).—The appear-
he manifested in his first comedy. It has ance of E. H. Sothern in modern comedy is an
U9 startling thesis, as some were led^ to U^ent 9f importance, and his opening at

WASHINGTON
. H. Sothern Produces Sutro's "Two Virtues

Liane Carrera Stars in "Too Near Paris "

suppose, but it has a heap of wit and two ^
exceedingly sympathetic characters1. In
"Mrs. Dane's Defense," the woman is
broken on the wheel of a legal inquisition.
The veil is pitilessly torn from her past J
to serve the conventional demands of so¬
ciety. The Mrs. Guilford of Sutro is an- r
other Mrs. Dane under happier auspices. I
But Mrs. Guilford is not the leading char¬
acter. It is Jeffery Panton—forty-five,
gray, heir of an immense fortune,, but a
radically eccentric, unconventional book¬
worm, and extremely shocking to his aris¬
tocratic elder sister, Lady Milligan.

Panton still worships the memory of a
lady who jilted him and married a poet,
Claude Jervoise, who has no doubt of his
own future but doubts that Swineburne
will live. At forty-five Panton still treas¬
ures the picture and one glove of his idol¬
ized Juliet. Mrs. Jervoise, who is really
a very silly young woman, visits Jeffery in
his seclusion—he has for years been writing
a history of historians—and confesses to
him that her poet-husband has become un¬
accountably fascinated with a lady of shady
reputation, a Mrs. Guilford. Knowing how
Jeffery adores her, she rashly presumes
upon his chivalry to go to Mrs. Guilford
and put a stop to the flirtation or worse,
although she hasn't deigned to look in upon
him in four years. Jeffery naturally de¬
murs ; but he is soon in such a dilemma to
£et rid of his once adored inamorata thate promises to do his best.

And this brings us to the quiet retreat
t>f Mrs. Guilford, who is living very mo¬
destly with a lady companion who is a
friend of the lady detective whom Mrs.
Jervoise has engaged to shadow her poetic
husband, and from whom she has mean¬
while learned the programme regarding
Jeffery Panton's intention to call upon
'""so Jeffery calls. He tries to make his
mission as considerate of Mrs. Guilford s
feelings as possible, but he makes a pretty
good mess of it in his simple-minded way
(much to the amusement of his hostess),
until he discovers a volume of rare his¬
tory on Mrs. Guilford's writing table, when
every thought is knocked out of his head
but his passion for historical books. He
quickly discovers that Mrs. Guilford is a
lonely sort of woman whose expenses are
paid by a benevolent old New York gentle¬
man of seventy-two whose grandchild she
nursed through a spell of sickness. In the
same impulsive way he makes her an offer
to become his collaborator—dispossesses, as
it were, the benevolent old New York gen¬
tleman and takes her home to his studio.
Here we behold them working together in
great harmony until Lady Milligan intrudes
upon the scene and casts a bomb by expos¬
ing Mrs. Guilford's past, naturally assum¬
ing that " the designing creature has
woven her tentacles around Jeffery and is
about to draw that eccentric but wholly
likable innocent into a vortex of scandal
and infamy. In a scene of satirical give-
and-take between the two women, in which
they cut each other as with rapiers, we dis¬
cover that Mrs. Guilford was once married
to an old lord of about seventy-five and
eloped with a youth who afterwards desert¬
ed her. After that every man's hand—es¬
pecially the ladies'—was against her, and
she drifted from pillar to post without being
able to cast out a sheet-anchor for a moor-
m

Having finished her battle royal with Lady
Milligan—cut to the quick but with head
erect—she bids the company a lofty and
frigid farewell, including Jeffery, poor fel¬
low, who has in vain tried to interfere ana
protect his collaborator from the vindictive
undercuts of his vitriolic sister, not caring
a hang about Mrs. Guilford's past, but only
absorbed in her marvelous genius for as¬
sistance in the science of history. Now
comes a scene with his sister which is in¬
teresting, in which Lady Milligan cynically
suggests that since he is so prepossessed
with this adventuress he might possibly be
thinking of making her his wife. By Jove!
that puts the notion into Jeffery s head.
In answer to Lady Milligan's theory that
a woman's greatest possession is chastity, K
he says no, not chastity but charity. And [
heedless of Lady Milligan's insinuations, he
heads for Mrs. Guilford's modest dwelling
and pops the question. Of course she is
completely taken aback; she thinks he is
ioking, but his offer is so generous that she
promises to forget the humiliation visited
upon her in his home and to return next
day in her old capacity. But Jeffery has
slept upon the matter twenty-four hours,
and no matter how Mrs. Guilford tries to
save him from herself, he will compromise
on no terms except complete surrender to
his wishes—and she surrenders.

It is a delightful little comedy of wit and
character, whose greatest charm is afforded
by the opportunity for the principal play¬
ers to do some adroit acting. The many
admirers of Mr. Sothern will not be dis¬
appointed by his return to comedy. As L
Penton he denotes all his skill in applying 13
color in a charming blending of light and K
shade, in those half-tones that make a char- «
acter complete and comprehensive. We |have many actors in comedy who can give r
us the obvious, but there are precious few L
who with Sothern can fill gaps and inter- f
vals of silence with eloquent suggestions |
and expressions. In this his work is fas- L
cinating and beguiling, and his perform- p.
ance is such that even with what is lacking
in the play itself in one strong central
situation or high light, he never suffers the UC
interest to flag even for a moment. Miss BraS
Walker is highly interesting in the charac¬
ter of Mrs. Guilford. We regard her melan¬
choly in the first act as somewhat over¬
emphasized, but her playing of the part
gains in strength and verity with her in¬
creasing vivacity—and you should always
see Charlotte Walker in a role in which she
can give way more or less to her natural
buoyancy. Haidee Wright gives one of her
graphic portraitures as Lady Milligan, one
of those domineering, high-bred women who
can brook no contradiction. Her scene with
Mrs. Guilford, in which she exposes her

ie Belasco Theater was an occasion that gath¬
ered a large and distinguished audience. Mr.
Sothern appeared in Alfred Sutro's modern com¬
edy, entitled " The Two Virtues," which had its
first presentation in this country with this per¬
formance. This play was first produced at the .
St. James's Theater, London, during March, ,

1914.
The story is woven around the character of an :

eccentric, middle-aged kindly bachelor, Jeffery f
Pandon, who lives as a recluse to brood over '
the memory of a girl who had jilted him in his I
youth. In making an effort to assist his former ■
sweetheart to regain the affections of her hus¬
band, he meets and becomes acquainted with a
woman of doubtful family, Mrs. Guildford. She,
like himself, is interested in history, and the
two collaborate on the writing of a history of \
the. world. The friendship is broken by the in- !
terference of Jeffery's snobbish sister. The sep- j
aration shows to them that they are necessary
to one another.

Mr. Sothern has as his leading woman. Miss
Charlotte Walker, always a favorite with Wash- i
ington audiences. Others in the excellent cast J
are : Haidee Wright, Blanche Yurka, Pauline 4
Whitson, Orlando Daly. Albert Howson, and t
Florence Phelps.

Grand Army Week opened the New National |Theater's 1915-1910 season with a French farce, I
" Too Near Paris," which introduces Anna I
Held's daughter. Liane Carrera, as a musical t
comedy star. The piece is by Marcel Janvier, |with music composed by Anatol Friedland, and I
lyrics by M. Alexandre. Miss Carrera is seen r
as Yvonne, a French girl, who has been raised |1jin the convent and is anxious to see the world. L
Mile. Carrera scores a great success, and is sup- M
Ported by a company of strength and artistic K
ability, headed by the well-known German come-1
dian, John Ransome.

In keeping with the patriotic celebration, the"
Poli Players presented in pronounced artistic i
form. David Belasco's comedy-drama, " The
Grand Army Man," in which A. H. Van Buren
scored an emphatic success in the David War-
field role. Harry Andrews deserves praise for the
excellent all-around stage production.

" War Heroes' Week " is the Keith designa¬
tion of the week's vaudeville bill, which is
headed by Victor Morley and company of twelve
in "A Regular Army Man," with words and
lyrics by Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf,
and music by Clifton Crawford. Second in im¬
portance on the programme is Harry Fern and
company in the comedy-drama, " Veterans."
Other feature acts are: Colonel J. A. Pattee's
" Old Soldier Fiddlers." Gertrude Vanderbilt
and George Moore, dancers; Charles Grapewin.
Anna Chance and company in " Poughkeepsie,"
August Glose and Adolph Glose in piano comedy.
Horace Wright and Rene Dietrich in songs, and
Harry Sceback, athlete.

The Columbia Theater continues strong with
pictures, but will become a Loew vaudeville
house in the near future, according to printed re¬
port.

At the Gayety is Jacob and Germon's Golden
Crook company, with Billy Arlington playing the
principal comedy role.

" Queens of the Follies Bergere " is the bur¬
lesque offering at the Lyceum.

The Carl Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus spread
their white tents at Fifteenth and II streets.
N. E. for four performances Sept. 27. 28.

John T. Warde.

SOTHERN TO RETIRE
He and Julia Marlowe Arranging to

in England
E. H. Sothern will retire permanently

from the stage at the close of the present
season, and with his wife, Julia Marlowe,
will go to England to live. They have in
mind a country place in Warwickshire.
Miss Marlowe announced her retirement
from the stage two years. At that time
lier husband made his plans to accompany
her in private life. They leased a mansion
in Broadway, England, and made arrange¬
ments to settle down and study. The out¬
break of the war caused them to change
their plans and take a Summer home at
Litchfield, Conn. Mrs. Sothern was then
in ill health, but her complete recovery in¬
fluenced Mr. Sothern to attempt a season in
control of the Booth Theater.

Mr. Sothern closed his engagement at the
Booth last Saturday night, in order to fill
short seasons in Boston and Philadelphia.
He intends to return in the Spring and re¬
vive " If I Were King." , ..

Though they were born in England, Mr.
Sothern and Miss Marlowe have spent prac¬
tically their whole lives here.

■■■■
The Wadsworth Players' offering for

current week was Miss Welba Lestina
Philip Bartholomae's sparkling comedy.
" Little Miss Brown." Needless to say
Miss Lestina made a charming Miss Brown,
her acting being unusually bright and viva¬
cious. Mr. Baker Moore as Robert Mason
also gave his usual fine performance, while ashing I
Miss Edith Spencer, as Mrs. Dennison was ' .

immensely amusing. Mr. Richard Odgen as
Mr. Dennison was cast to good advantage
while Mr. Daly as Mr. Burke was very well
received. Violet Barney as the telephone
operator added vim to the piece. David
Chase as the day clerk and Herman Stabs
as the night clerk were both good. Miss ri
Jeanette Conor as Nora the maid was the
cause of much mirth and made a hit with
her droll impersonation. Robert Kommell
as the porter, Miss Louise Reming as Mrs.
Burke, Harry Hugenot as Phil Dennison
and Fred Hanson as Joseph Clews com¬
pleted the cast. Next week the Wadsworth-
ians are to be surprised, the nature of
the surprise coming in the form of Harry
Hollingsworth, the handsome (so we are
told), leading man of the Poli Players,
Hartford. He is cordially welcomed by all
and the Mirror takes this opportunity to
wish him the best of success in his new
field. The attraction for the coming week
will be " Old Heidelberg."

F. H. Rohrs.

"X "'I.' VIL/V

White, N. Y.
HAIDEE WRIGHT AND PAULINE WHITSON AS LADY MILLIGAN AND MRS. JERVOIS IN

" THE TWO VIRTUES" DO NOT WELCOME THE .INTELLECTUAL ALLIANCE OF E. H.
SOTHERN AND CHARLOTTE WALKER, WHO APPEAR AS THE HISTORIANS, JEFFREY
PANTON AND MRS. GUILFORD AND SHOW THEIR DISAPPROVAL IN NO UNCERTAIN
TERMS.

J OPERA COMIQUE / . PRINCESS
JpHPP® A season of French Opera Comique is tc

ie Princess Theater.
will be Einar r.

and Greta Torpa-n

be given at
the priricip
Danish ten;

Live

J4 •

-•V

the

White

E. H. Sothern and Charlotte Walker as the historians, Jeffery Panton and Mrs. Guilford in The
Two Virtues," hold a conference over the latest product of their pens



41 MISS INFORMATION"
Comedy with Music, by Paul Dickey and

Charles W. Goddard. Music by Jerome
Kern. Staged by Robert Milton and Pro¬
duced by Charles Dillingham, Cohan The¬
ater, Oct. 5.

1 Mrs. Cadwalder Annie Esmond
. Joan, her daughter Vivian Rushmore

'
■ Jack Cadwalder, her son .... Howard Estabrook

Bob Dunston, an American novelist.' "

Eugene Revere
Ewing Francis, a book-sleuth David Todd

■ " Dennis Gillicuddy, an insurance detective.
Francis D. McGinn

Michael Breshnehan, a police inspector.
,"(j Frank Rainger

Benny, the valet Leavitt James
V Marie, a maid Julia Bruns

Messenger Boy Albert Lamson
Jules Bancourt, pianist at Fychere's.

Melville Ellis
Elaine Foazane Irene Bordoni

• The Crystal Reader, the Lady of the
Black Mask Paulette Antoine

.• Radeau Thomas De Vassey
Dorothy Marsden, from Poughkeepsie,

Diane Oste
A Poet Reynolds Sweetland

: An Artist Albert Stuart
A Sculptor Frank Furlong
A Nihilist Smead Alvord
Dot, from Nowhere Elsie Janis

Act I.—The Cadwalder home. New York city.
Act II.—Bob's apartment in Paris. Act III.—
At Fychere's Midnight Restaurant. Paris.

While we cannot wax enthusiastic over
the kaleidoscopic or kinematographic melo¬
drama which the authors have prepared for
Miss Janis, there is so much that is charm¬
ing in the performance of the versatile
young artist who heads the cast that there
is no occasion for regret when the curtain
finally descends on the moving scenes. In
the role of a detective who undertakes to
recover a stolen necklace, Miss Janis as¬
sumes seven disguises and presents herself
in so wide a range of contrasting characters
that one is impelled to forget that the
farce through which she moves with so
much vivacity and grace is merely a vehicle
intended to show her skill.

The piece satirizes the craze for publicity
among society women, for Mrs. Cadwalder
has her son, Jack, break open the house
safe and hide her $20,000 necklace, in the

, trustful expectation of developing an inno-
' cent fraud into a big publicity scheme. Un-

1 fortunately the necklace falls into alien
hands, and the three acts are devoted to a

steeplechase for the recovery of the jewels,
in which reporters, detectives and a sensa¬
tional novelist together assume the func¬
tions of persistent sleuth hounds trailing
the lost gems.

The chief actor in all this confusion is

]Dot, a telephone girl, who assumes all formsof disguises and is placed in all sorts of
more or les thrilling situations, all of them

j; bringing her nearer and nearer to Jack, who" falls in love with her. The scenes carry us
from New York to Paris, and in the last

I act Miss Janis puts the finishing touches
to her work by a series of excellent special-

—
™

ties. Two of her best impersonations are k
that of a messenger boy in a rubber coat *•
and sou'wester and of a German housemaid. ' j
So misleading are her changes that her^*identity is not easily established until she w
has been on the stage a while. Her radiant psmile and exuberant good nature contribute
materially to her successful assault on the ■
affections of her audience.

Jack is well played by Howard Estabrook £
and Maurice Farkoa scored his usual sue-
cess as an ebulilent Frenchman who sings
love songs with seductive emotionalism.
Irene Bardoni forms a feature for her soul-
ful eyes and a fine personality, and Francis L::
D. McGinn is excellent as a detective. Mel- Ev
ville Ellis is in the cast with a pianologue, L ;
and several other specialties are introduced m
with good effect.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY—SEPT. 6, 7, 8
WEDNESDAY MATINEE

iiy delight-
: exquisite.
nov> 1; r. isCharles Dillingham Presents

In a Little Comedy with a Little Music by
Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard

Entitled

MISS INFORMATION
Music by Jerome Kern

Staged by Robert Milton

Bonnie Glass has put her bathing suit in ramnLi
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"Jerrems tailoring"
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ease, lack o£ co*
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'om get, "when
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suits.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I—The Cadwalder home, New
ACT II—Bob's Apartment in Paris.
ACT III—At Fychere's—Paris.

:cLUsrv
Gowns of Miss Janis and all principals and the dresses in

Mr. Ellis' specialty by Hickson, Fifth Avenue. Mile. Bordoni's
dresses from Madison Beer, Paris, and her hats from Maison
Lewis. All other gowns by Collins, New York. Hats by
Hickson.

ir model is the Hudson Osl

!y will be buik ilns season,

t artistic. It will be a vet

iiy Hudson supremacy, due
invention—adding So per to motor

Acting Manager
Musical Director

. .M. A. Yack

Harold Vicars
>crtormancp

was designedThe Clyde Biley A1
22 Weat Monroe St.
Chicago. Ill«

Portrait by
Hoover Art Co.

Steinway Pianos used in production are from the "Old House" J. W. Martin Brothers, State Street.
10,000,
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The Unchastened Woman
A Modern Comedy In Three Acts

By Louis K. Anspacher
Produced under the personal direction of Oliver

Morosco and the Author

II PERSONS OF THE PLAY jj| ;
(Arranged in the Order of Their Appearance) IMl

HUBERT KNOLYS f
; MR. H. REEVES-SMITH
[ MRS. MURTHA, a Charwoman ]jg|t> MISS JENNIE LAMONT
|)V MISS SUSAN AMBIE

MISS ISABEL RICHARDS if?/,Sr^HgV'
CAROLINE KNOLYS, Wife of 1 I

fTl fil □ HI Hubert .MISS EMILY STEVENS [fl ill ffl HI

OLIVER MOROSCO Introduces

THE UNCHASTENED WOMAN
A Modern Comedy In Three Acts,

By Louis K. Anspacher.
Staged by T. Daniel Frawley and the Author.

LAWRENCE SANBURY MR. MALCOLM DUNCAN

HILDEGARD SANBURY, His Wife

MISS MARY ALDEN

MISS EMILY MADDEN

MISS LILLIAN KEMBLE COOPER

MICHAEL KRELLIN MR. LOUIS BENNISONACT I.
Drawing-room of the Knolys—an old New York

ACT n.
Combined Kitchen and Living-room in the Model

ACT in.
The Same.

Residence.

Tenements.
TIME—The Present. PLACE—New York City.

ACT I—Drawing-room of the Knolys—An Old New York
Residence.

ACT II—Combined Kitchen and Living-room in the Model
Tenements.

9 First act constructed by William Kellam. Woodwork by Anton Seidel.9 Painted by Unitt and Wickes.
9 Second and third acts constructed by William Kellam. Painted by9 D. M. Akin.
9 Miss Stevens' gowns in the first and second acts designed by George9 Hopkins and made by Bendel. Third act gown designed and made by£ Bendel.

FOR MR. MOROSCO.
General Manager

,... Business Manager
MUSICAT. PROGRAM.Overture—"A Ball Scene" J. L. Nicode—Op. 26Between First and Second Act.

a "Caressing Butterfly" R. BarthSlemyb ' Air de Ballet" Victor Herbertc Loves Wilfulness R. Barth£lemyd "So Long Letty" Oliver Morosco's New Musical Sensation,
Earl CarrollBetween Second and Third Act.

a Mercedes—"Valse Espagnole" Enrico Mir6b Serenade—"Les Millions d'Arlequin" R. DrigoWARD JOHNSTON, Orchestra Leader.

J George MooserP W. Nat Royster j> ACT III—The same.

The Princess Theatre
CHICAGO

FOR MR. MOROSCO

FIRE NOTICE
Look around now and choose the exit nearest

to your seat.
In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

George Mooser

Jay D. Barnes
Franklin Underwood

Wilbur Selbert

Gavin Young

General Manager
General Press Representative

Company Manager
Business Manager

Stage Manager
SEVENTH WEEK

Beginning Sunday Evening,
November 12, 1916

OLIVER MOROSCO

Presents

" THE BARGAIN "
I A Drama in Four Acts by Herman Sclief- i<*

iauer. Staged by Byron Ongley. Pro- •!
duced by the Shuberts at the Comedy i
Theater Oct. 6. ,1

Sarah Lusskin Dorothy Donnelly :<
Sam Lusskin Forrest Winant

I Rebecca Lusskin Josephine Victor '

tSS?]?-/!HSf^1.11 Louis CalvertLeonard Scribner Eutrene O'Brien

a fSK? Charles MatherA Little Girl Blanche Burns
Louis Scribner Flood

Notwithstanding certain obvious defects
in construction, " The Bargain," which
came to New York last Wednesday night 1 I

1 via London, is one of the most interesting s '
dramas of the year. Full of purpose, c
strength and character, it reveals unusual }
promise on the part of Herman Scheffauer 1
the young Hebrew who wrote it. The eter- 1
nal conflict between age with its social, re- I'
ligious and racial prejudices, and youth 1
with its optimism and ready acceptance of |
the new and revolutionary, serves as the f

m?e' T The same idea was presented in [The Younger Generation," " Milestones," 1
and Rutherford and Son," but whereas
the authors of those plays presented the I
struggle as one of a social character. Mr.
Scheffauer weaves his conflict about an in-
dividual whose racial and religious pride is
so invincible that not even the force of r

love—brotherly or paternal—can break it
down.

For three acts " The Bargain " is a mov- I
ing, compelling tragedy, but in the fourth I
Mr. Scheffauer throws a sop to that Cer¬
berus of the drama known as convention 1
and sends his audience to the cabarets in a 1
happy though unsatisfied frame of mind.
The author has treated his subject for the
major part of the play with a dramatic
instinct, a poignancy, a fresh observation
and a directness that are admirable, but at
the end, with an eye on the box-office, he
lays them aside and plays so fast and
loose with logic that his effort loses con¬
siderable of its force.

The scene of the play is laid in Simon
Lusskin 8 pawnshop in the lower East Side
of New York. Simon—an excellently drawn
character—is an orthodox Jew of the old
order Generous to his fellow-man. loyal
and loving to his family, compassionate,
just, law-abiding, proud of his good renute,
he represents the better class of citizens
among his race.

Though long a resident of this country
he is, however, unappreciative of American
ideals and resents their spread to his fam¬
ily. His son, Sam. brought up in New
York, has never inherited his racial and
religious prejudices, but hearkens instead
to the call of Wall Street where he hopes
to become a millionaire along with his Gen¬
tile comrades. His young second wife,
Sarah and his daughter, Rebecca, have also
mingled freely with the outside world and
are indifferent to the traditions of his
faith.

Rebecca, unmindful of her father's in¬
tense hate of Gentile alliances, has fallen
in love with Leonard, the son and heir of
Louis Scribner, a Wall Street banker, and
employer of her brother Sam. They have
mot on the East Side where he has come

I in search of types for portrait painting.Sam, a self-pitying weakling, has snecu-
, lated with $7,000 of the Scribner funds

Desiring to make good the loss, he steals

I a ™luable necklace from his father's safe,which has been conveniently left open by
his sister, who has left the shop to keep
an appointment with her lover. Return-
ing from her assignation she is confronted

* fatber> wbo indignant at tell-taleshadows on the window, forces her to con¬
fess that she has yielded to Leonard under
promise of marriage. Discovering the loss

I of the pearls, he also accuses her of theft,
but here the son obligingly enters and an-

i nounces himself as the robber. In his
) despair and rage over the shattering of

his ideals he is driving his children from
the house as the second act reaches its
climax.

One would believe that Simon's cup of
misery is running over by this time but
such is not the case, for in the next act his
wife, Sarah, unable longer to endure the
drab monotony of her life, leaves him to
Veek histrionic fame on Broadway. Then
'enters the millionaire Scribner to announce
that his son, Sam, is an embezzler. Simon,
thereupon, confronts the banker with the
information that his son, Leonard, has done
him an irreparable wrong by seducing his
daughter, Rebecca. Scribner suspicious of
blackmail, defends his son but, to no avail,
for Leonard enters with the girl and de¬
clares his intention of marrying her forth¬
with. Here it is that the incident of the
" bargain" occurs. Attempting to find a
way out of the situation, the millionaire
proposes to overlook Sam's wrong if Simon
will forgive Leonard's offense. The old
Jew, thereupon, pours his wrath upon the
man who could balance his daughter's
honor with a sum of money.

From this point on the note of insin¬
cerity enters into the play. Simon's wife,
disillusioned, returns ; news comes of Sam's
prosperity in the wheat fields of Canada,
and Leonard and Rebecca appear to ask
Simon s blessing upon their union. The
old pawnbroker, however, remains faithful
to his beliefs to the last and refuses to
give a Jew's blessing. But he does extend
a parental one. And the play ends with
happiness complete in the Lusskin home.

An excellently balanced company gave
one of the best representations of a play I
seen this season. A very triumph was re¬
corded for Louis Calvert as the old Jew il
and Josephine Victor as Rebecca. Mr. Cal-1,
vert gave an eloquent study, exhibiting dig- j
nity and humor and tragic passion. Miss
Victor acted with a naturalness and a nice i

repression that were indeed effective and
her picture as the young Jewess, who loved J
not wisely but too well, was as impressive
as it was appealing.

Dorothy Donnelly made Sarah a langour- <
ously interesting dreamer. Forrest Winant J
gave a good account of himself as the rest¬
less and ambitious Sam. Eugene O'Brien
was a manly and convincing Leonard, and a
John Flood made Louis Scribner the em¬
bodiment of aristocracy.

irT^n superiority 0j» motion^ picture

REHEARSE 14 IN COLD TYPE"
Rehearsals have begun of Thomas H.Hoyne's new plav, " In Cold Type," underthe direction of Charles D. Pitt. The castincludes Berton Churchill, Frank Wupper-nian, E. P. Sullivan. Edgar Moore, EugenePowers, Warren Cook, Archie Curtiss, Rich¬ard Cubitt, Irene Oshier, and AdelaideWestley.
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THE THIRTEENTH GIRL
Lettie Evans Arline Pretty
Ray Schiller Julia Swayne Gordon
Ethel Gibson Lillian Bums
Joe Daymond Robert Whitworth
Lewis De Freece Arthur Cozine
Mr. Daymond Frank Currier

Distinctly 10-20-30, and exceedingly Laura
Jean Libbyish, is this three-reel Broadway
Star feature issue* by Vitagraph. Inciden¬
tally as a fashion show the picture can be
billed as such by the exhibitors throughout the
country and it will get a lot of money for
tkem. The gowns in the picture are Fifth
avenue styles from the Giddings shop and
there are more than two dozen models shown,
and, as a matter of fact, the fashion parade
i« the picture puts it over some of the vaude¬
ville productions of its kind. To get the full
value out of the picture it should be run for
at least two days, and with the fashion ele¬
ment played up it will pull women patronage
of large proportions. The scenario was
adapted from a magazine story entitled "Where
Did Lottie Go?" by Frances Aymar Mathews,
and produced by Theo. Marston. Of course
where Lottie went at the finish of the picture
make* but little difference to those who view
the film; suffice to say that after having
fallen the way she did, she was a boob if she
didn't return to that steam-heated flat that
had been provided for her. Lottie is a daugh¬
ter of the tenements. In a big department
store a fashion show is planned and one of
the women is promised a bonus of $100 if she
gets thirteen of the prettiest models in New
York for the show. She manages to secure
twelve and suddenly she thinks of Lottie and
hires her as the thirteenth girl. Lottie im¬
mediately makes a hit with the junior partner
of the department store. He takes a little
peek at her through the curtains of a specially
rigged boudoir setting and beholds her in a
combination. The director did some very
clever work here, for placing a mirror behind
the girl gives the audience a flash of her
while she covers herself from the staring eyes
behind the curtain, and after that peek there
isn't any one in the audience that would blame
him for falling for the girl. Finally he "gets"
her and establishes her in an apartment,
where she is happy for a short time until he
marries and turns the apartment over to the
store's artistic director, who has also admired
the girl. She flees from his attentions aud
goes to a rescue mission, where she meets the
girl that her ex-lover has married. He comes
in to take his wife home and is bawled out
by both of them and then Lottie goes out
imto the world. There is a final flash of
"Where Did Lottie Go?" but the audience
cares little as to Lottie's future, for she had
a geed time while it lasted. Fred.

A. Stewart V':- been appointed h<

STARTLING IMMORALITY CHARGES
Los Angeles, Dec. 29.

J The movies may be probed by a
1 grand jury. Accusations of a startling
nature were filed against film studios
in general here this week and city offi¬
cials have decided to make a sweeping
investigation.

It is charged that the moving picture
camps are seething with immorality.
Several cases, it is alleged, have come
to light in which young girls have,
under sworn statement, charged that
liberties had been taken with them by
managers and directors and that it was
absolutely impossible for a pure girl
to remain so if she elected to adopt
that career.

In a scathing announcement Rev.
'

Selecman of Trinity Church, this city,
fearlessly charged that conditions in
and about this city were appalling. He
has demanded a thorough inquiry and
has tendered his services to the in¬
quisitors to aid them in unearthing the
alleged wrongdoing.

To add corroboration to the charges
of the minister, was the arrest, almost
simultaneous with the stories of the
alleged immorality, of a young picture
actor on complaint of a deaf actress.

The local papers are printing scare-
heads about the charges and there ap¬

pears to be considerable uneasiness
manifested in some quarters.
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Having become indifferent to the traditions of her faith, Rebecca Lusskin (Josephine Victor), the
young Jewess in "The Bargain" chooses her Gentile lover (Eugene O'Brien) in preference to her

proud and prejudiced father (Louis Calvert)

GREATER NEW YORK STOCK
Keth's Bronx : Director R. G. Ed- <;

wards's reputation for elegance of scenery
and completeness of detail was fully main¬
tained in the presentation of " Uncle Tom's
Cabin" by the B. F. Keith Bronx Stock
company at the Bronx Theater week Dec.
27. The creation of the atmosphere was
wrought with exceeding skill, both as to
the eleven stage settings and as to the com¬
pany of real colored jubilee singers, buck
and wing dancers engaged especially for
this attraction. Walter P. Richardson was
a revelation as Uncle Tom and Margaret
Fielding a tremendous surprise as Topsy,
while Fred C. House was an amusing Marks.
Walter Marshall was a successful Simon Le
Gree, and Luella Morey an exceedingly capa¬
ble Aunt Ophelia, and Cassie. Georgia Mae
Fursman as Eva sustained the part with an
inimitable sweetness, and Bessie Lee ac- ,
quitted herself admirably in the roles of
Eliza Harris and Emeline. As Aunt Chloe,
wife of Uncle Tom, Bertha Wilsea was seen
to advantage, but her Mrs. St. Clair was
slightly overdrawn. Albert Gebhardt, Joseph
Hyland, Herman Gaily, Russell Parker,
David Hewitt, and William Seele were well
cast. Week of Jan. 3 marks the first appear¬
ance of the new leading lady, Frances Mc-
Grath, in " Along Came Ruth."

Ida C. Malcomson.
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48th Street, East of Broadway
DIRECTION OF WILLIAM A. BRADY

"WILLIAM A. BRADY THEATRE CO Les
.47 G reW
Tel«*-v>-j
3903 **<*1

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON Fire Commissioner.
BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 11, 1915Matinees Thursday and Saturday.

Emily Stevens, in " The
Unchastened Woman,"

at the 39th Street
Theatre. GEORGE BROADHURST'S

ROMANCE OF TODAY, IN FOUR ACTS,

WHAT MONEY CANT BUY
BEING ANOTHER TELLING OF AN OFT-TOLD TALEWITH A CAST INCLUDING

GEORGE FAWCETT
WONDER!
STAR JTNTI

SILI.Y S

(MANAGEMENT THEATRICAL PRODUCING CO.)
REPERTOCharacters,

THE AMERICAN
THE SON
THE SECRETARY
THE KING

MR. GEORGE FAWCETT
MR. CALVIN THOMAS

MR. WILLIAM B. MACK..MR. FRANK KEMBLE COOPER
MR. ROBERT CAIN

MR. FRANK WESTERTON
MR. WILLIAM DEVEREAUX

MR. GUS VERACE
MR. ADRIAN H. ROSLEY

MISS ANNE MEREDITH
MRS. RUSS WHYTALMISS EDITH CAMPBELL WALKER

MISS SYDNEY SHEILDS

THE PRINCE
THE CHANCELLOR
THE FINANCIER . .

AN OLD WAITER. .

ANOTHER WAITER
THE PRINCESS . . .

THE QUEEN
THE COUNTESS
THE DANCERCOMING

5roaoxmjScenes.
ACT I.—TERRACE OF THE HOTEL.

(Late Afternoon)ACT II.—THE KING'S PRIVATE GARDENS.
(Morning, a few days later)ACT III.—A ROOM IN A HOTEL USED BY THE AMERICANAS HIS OFFICE.

(Night, a few days later)NOTE.—During this act the curtain will be lowered twice toshow a lapse of time, the first scene being nine o'clock atnight; the second about five o'clock next morning, and thethird about a quarter to six.

ORT1ETH ST.H; . I;
freight s I;
RAIL.WA;-
electri >

ACT IV.—THE SAME AS ACT II.
(Next morning)

THE ACTION OCCURS IN A SMALL KINGDOM OF EUROPE,THE TIME IS THE PRESENT.

Theatre, go tc

Play produced under the direction of the Author and
Mr. Edward Eisner.

Production built by Samuel Friedman.
Act I. by Dodge and Castle; Acts II. and III. by Physioc Studios.

Properties by the Bradley Studios.
Gowns by Bendel.

STAFF FOR THEATRICAL PRODUCING COMPANY.
Mr. Basil Broadhurst
Mr. Frank Westerton

Mr. Adrian Rosley
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Call a Rochester Taxi f \ *
Prices : Niehts, 50c. to *2.00. Sat. Mat. 25c

Seat Sale iebruary 21

EXECUTIVE
Manager
Stage Manager .

Assistant Stage Manager

Emily Stevens in- "The Unchastened ■ l** m

Woman," 39th Stbeet Theatre ^— ( / ^0
— ■—mi, i v «no 4»«i % IH llA I £ I Y Evenings at 8.20. j \w— ^^9 i vjOllv V Morosoo pre»eot» if;- ..

mS * Christine Norman and Hassard Short in a scene in "The Unchaatened Woman. |jjoaaie Loveii urama—Vaudeville
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EMPIRE
THEATRE
CHARLES FROHMAN, INC., MANAGERS

this theatre, tjwder jtormal conditions, with eveiit
•eat occtned, can be emptied. in less than three minutes*
look around now, choose the nearest exit to your seat,
and in case of disturbance of any kind, to avoid the
dangers of panic, walk (do not run) to that exit.

Evenings 8 Sharp. Matinees at 3.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

CHARLES FROHMAN Pre»enu

f William Gillette
IN HIS FOUR-ACT DRAMA

SHERLOCK HOLMES
BEING A HITHERTO UNPUBLISHED EPISODE
IN THE CAREER OF THE CREAT DETECTIVE

AND SHOWING HIS CONNECTION WITH THE

STRANCE CASE OF MISS FAULKNER

SHERLOCK HOLMES WILLIAM GILLETTE
DR. WATSON EDWARD FIELDING
BENJ. FORMAN STEWART ROBBINS.
BILLY BURFORD HAMPDEN
SIR EDWARD LEIGHTON MARSHALL VINCENT
COUNT VON STALBURG WADE HAMPTON, JR.
PROFESSOR MORI ARTY JOSEPH BRENNAN
JAMES LARRABEE EDWIN MORDANT
SYDNEY PRINCE STUART FOX
ALF. BASSICK FULTON RUSSELL
CRAIGEN LOUIS HENDRICKS
TIM LEARY H. G. BATES
LIGHTFOOT McTAGUE H. A. MOREY

JOHN PHILIP SANFORD
PARSONS EARL REDDING

ALICE FAULKNER HELEN FREEMAN
MRS. FAULKNER EVANGELYN BLAISDALE
MADGE LARRABEE MARION ABBOTT \
TERESE GRACE REALS
MRS. SMEEDLEY NELLIE ROBINSON

)r —

___■ SHEfUJJO i••fu.MT/

THE MONTAUK THEATRECHARLES FROHMAN, KLAW & ERLANGER. LSS
occupied? "av rn;' ewtlvm^s^atth5' with every "eataround now, choose the nearest extt™ v^, r m™utes. lookof disturbance of any kind to woid ihj^ seat. and in caskWAI'K <*><> NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT. DANGERS OF PANIC, J

WEEK BEGINNIAG MONDAY EVENING, NOVEM^^3~l9^
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Nights and Thanksgiving and

Saturday Matinees
CHARLES FROHMAN Pre*.*

William Gillette
IN HIS FOUR-ACT DRAMA

SHERLOCK HOLMESl
being a hitherto unpublished episode
in the career of the great detective
AND SHOWING HIS CONNECTION WITH THE

STRANGE CASE OF MISS FAULKNER

SHERLOCK HOLMES WII i I am fMi i crrc*DR WATSON WILLIAM GILLETTE
BENJ FORMAN £*?WARD FIELDING
BILLY STEWART ROBBINS
SIR EDward leighton MARSH!SLhviSntCOUNT VON STALBURG WADF HAMPTHW
PROFESSOR MORIARTY IOSEPHJAMES LARRABEE imt/iM
SYDNEY PRINCE qtiuptALF BASSICK STUART FOX
CRAIGEN FULTON RUSSELL
TIM LEARY LOUIS HENDRICKS
LIGHTFOOT McTAGUE h a&«2£53JOHN "• A* MOREY
PARSONS".'.*.'.'. PcALif SANFORD

ALICE FAULKNER '.7.7.7.7.7. HELEN frffmASMRS. FAULKNER EVANGELYN^il
TERESE "RRABEE MARION ABBOT
MRS. SMEEDLEY V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.VV neuj^ROBK^N

~~~————.
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ACI 1—DRAWING ROOM AT THE LARRABEES—EVENING.
ACT II—SCENE I—MORIARTYS UNDERGROUND OFFICE—MORNING
ACT—II SCENE 2—SHERLOCK HOLMES' APARTMENTS—EVENING
ACT III—THE STEPNEY GAS CHAMBER—MIDNIGHT
ACT IV—DR. WATSONS ROOM—THE FOLLOWING EVENING
The Place—London rp _ _The Time—Eight Years Ago

Acting Manager F°R CHARLES FROHMAN.
Business Manager Leo Flynn
Stage Manager .7.7.7.7. Francis E. Reid

William Postance

ACT I—DRAWING ROOM AT THE LARRABEES—EVENING.
ACT II—SCENE I—MORIARTY's UNDERGROUND OFFICE—MORNING
ACT—II SCENE 2—SHERLOCK HOLMES* APARTMENTS—EVENING
ACT III—THE STEPNEY CAS CHAMBER—MIDNIGHT

ACT IV—DR. WATSON'S ROOM—THE FOLLOWING EVENING

The Place—London The Time—Eicht Years Ago

WILLIAM POSTANCE, Stage Director.
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MUSIC PROGRAM.
Overture—"Galatea" Suppe
Waltz—"Donnroschen" Tschaikowski
Suite—"Mignonette" Friml
Humoreske—"Scotch Heather" Metcalf
March—"Cornelius" Mendelssohn

THOMAS HINDLEY, Musical Director.

IN

Wednesday Night, February 23, at 8 Sharp
CHARLES FROHMAN Presents

William Gillette
In His Four-Act Drama

Sherlock Holmes
Being a hitherto unpublished episode
L «L?reerv°f the £reat detectiveand showing his connection with thestrange case of Miss Faulkner
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SHERLOCK HOLMES
DR. WATSON...
BENJ. FORMAN
BILLY
SIREDWARD LEIGHTON.
COUNT VON STALBURG. .

PROFESSOR MORIARTY
JAMES LARRABEE...
SYDNEY PRINCE
ALF. BASSICK
CRAIGEN
TIM LEARY
LIGHTFOOT McTAGUE

PARSONS '
ALICE FAULKNER-.'.'.'
MRS. FAULKNER
MADGE LARRABEE.. .

TERESE
MRS. SMEDLEY

WILLIAM GILLETTE
EDWARD FIELDING
STEWART ROBBINS

BURFORD HAMPDEN
MARSHALL VINCENT

WADE HAMPTON, JR
JOSEPH BRENNAN
EDWIN MORDANT

STUART FOX
FULTON RUSSELL

.LOUIS HENDRICKS
HARRY LEWELLFN

,;H. A. MOREYPHILIP SANFORD
EARL REDDING

" ™V.V/,SpLEN FREEMAN
• EVANGELYN BLASDALE

MARION ABBOTT
••■..GRACE REALS
NELLIE ROBINSON
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APT ^ ™ .the Larrabees—EVENING,
j™ H Scene 1—Moriarty s Underground Office—MORING
APT TTT rfS"6®—Sherlock Holmes' Apartments—EVENING^CT III—The Stepney Gas Chamber—MIDNIGHT.

bT r a 50n s Room—THE FOLLOWING EVENINGThe Place—London. The Time—Eight Years Ago.

WILLIAM POSTANCE,
Stage Director
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mas is excellent, while Miss
the embodiment of a naive,
serious and lovable girl as the Princess.
Two characterizations stand out in further
relief as played by Mr. Cain and Dever-
eaux, the former in the role of the Prince,,
the latter as the polished sphinx-like finan¬
cier opposed to the American in a short. »v in pis
battle royal. Mr. Mack has a minor part,. •
that of the secretary, which he played with
his usual distinction of method, and Mr.
Verace impersonated with good effect an
old waiter who remembers the American.
from the old Delmohico. The other parts (
are adequately interpreted, and from an |
acting point of view the play had an un¬
exceptionable presentation.

" CASTLE IN POLAND " ' 505 1 " ■
Comedv in Three Acts by Fritz Gruenbaumt B3 >08361

and Wflhelm Sterk. Irving Place Thea¬
ter, Oct. 6. t __

The second offering of the season by the;
permanent stork company which Director
Christians has assembled was 'Das Schloss ^ A j c
in Poland" ("The Castle in Poland ).
with the guest star, Arnold Korff. in the n
part of a genial Austrian lieutenant who
enters Poland as one of the invading hosts
and comes into romantic relations wltb the
dashing Maria Kasimira, a young Polish
lady, wbo tenants a chateau in the war
zone. The comedy in itself is fairly inter¬
esting with sundry improbabilities which
are too self-contradictory to pass even as
poetic license; but the acting, notably of

Korff, is so thoroughly persuasive that the
play affords good entertainment.

Lieutenant Ressner, in command of a
small scouting detachment, finds quarters
at the house of an old Hebrew, Elchanan
Leiser, and while making himself at home
at his house, finds himself confronted by
the duty of having to catechize Maria
Kasimira, who has been captured by his jthoritativ^
men while riding her horse through the
country. After a perfunctory examination =r.
he allows her to go, but scarcely has she
disappeared when an official dispatch in- a p pi
forms him of a report that a hundred Rus- r*lx 1 L-
sians are concealed there. The lieutenant ciirnrisi
effects an entrance to the chateau in dis- f v p • ■
guise, finds Maria in deshabille, begs her luctodraiH
pardon, but insists on knowing what the
Russians are doing there. With drawn re- ' ;
volver he forces his way into another
apartment, and to his dismay discovers
that the supposed enemy consists of a
dozen pretty young damsels whom he has
frightened out of their chambers and who
all cluster around Maria in various forms of a
of negligee. Maria has spread the report
of the Russians as a provisional safeguard
against intrusion, and treats the discom¬
fited lieutenant with a good deal of cynical
levity. But a more serious adventure be¬
falls him when Major Pawel Pawlowitsch.
who is also scouting in the neighborhood
with a battalion of Russians, happens in
to pay his respects to Maria as an old
acquaintance, and finds himself confronted
by the Austrian with a drawn revolver. He
accommodatingly throws up his hands, but
tauntingly informs his enemy that he can
stand the strain as long as he. This devel¬
ops an interesting but wholly improbable,
because theatrical, situation. The curtain
goes down as the Russian major sits, with
hands up, in a chair opposite his captor,
who holds the revolver pointed at his head.
If he lowers the pistol—and he has been
actually worn to a frazzle by loss of sleep
and riding—the Russian will draw his
weapon and retaliate upon the other. In
between sits Maria, watching. There they
still sit when the curtain rises again. Res- s
ner's hand begins to tremble, the Russian
is keenly on the watch. As weariness is serve the
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DECOURVILLE BARRED
English Manager Still Unwelcome at Klaw and

Erlanger Attractions
There is nothing new in the report that

Albert DeCourville, the English theatrical
j manager, is unwelcome at the attractions of
Klaw and Erlanger and their allies. The
mirror learns that on previous visits to

York he was barred from theaters in
which K & E productions were playing.

Publicity was given the hostility last
Thursday night when Mr. DeCourvflle, in
company with II. I!. Marinelli, the foreign

■vaudeville agent, attended the Dance De
Follies on the New Amsterdam Theater.
When Florenz Ziegfeld, the manager of the
entertainment, noted DeCourville's presencehe sent for Marinelli and told him that De¬
Courville was not welcome at any Ziegfeld
show, and that in the future

, he must re-
fram from bringing the London manager to
the Danse de Follies. Mr. Ziegfeld also
telegraphed the business manager of the
"Follies," E. E. Rosenbaum, not to admit
the Englishman to a performance of that
attraction in Boston.

It is said that DeCourville incurred the
displeasure of the New York managers by
the strange coincidence with which certain
features of their productions appear in his
London Hippodrome revues shortly after his
visits to this country.

London
inati* •

ADELINE O'CONNOR,
Leading Lady with the Northampton Players.
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about to overpower the lieutenant and^ the 4 y[ng no tlat
point of the revolver begins to wabble
Maria stretches out her hand and supports L.,.. j Seer>v
his arm. The Russian at last succumbs to
the strain, and as he falls asleep Ressner} much
quickly ties his hands and disarms him. ^ . ,

All this is theatrical, of course, as the [
major could have been easily disarmed un-1 • ited . ' s.
der the menace of a pistol barrel. But, ,u i
Korff makes the situation as plausible as \ ;-iree } ca... i
possible. In the end the lieutenant is sum-^ r-
moned away by the call of duty. The war.
as we know, is still in progress, and there miners. As -\n|
can be but one solution—namely, that iff t j • ,.
death spares him he will return; be surer
he will find Maria Kasimira not averse, for fens. Berlin
he is such a thoroughly likable fellow that . , ,
she would be a fool not to grab him. •lr" !l ' arama .d

Jenny Valliere, the new leading^ woman, risibilities of Gel. -
7T Anglo-Americans J I

' • problem of the hypl'

is very interesting in the part of Maria.

TOO NEAR PARIS " STOPS
The musical production, "T»o Near

Paris," came to an abrupt stop at the
National Theater, Washington, D. L®n
Saturday night, Oct. 2, after a week on
tour. Distressing circumstances attended
the sudden closing. Several of the chorns
girls were compelled to seek financial as¬
sistance from the police department, to
enable them to get back to New Yor^-

The principals of the company were
John W. Ransone. Liane Carrera, Charles
P. Morrison, Nick
Lee.

prejudice, or j.
bis feeling mam

Christine Norman who, in the part of Hildegarde Sanbury in "The Un-
chastened Woman," proves both interesting and sensible

HKUI1UU CLUU 11C1 IUUU , i uuium. ..uu

attentively to by well-bred i - rsons.
But no matter what the fate of rb-. I'luv, i mii

Stevens, as the fascinating Mrs. Knolys, has (riven ' :

UNDER CIVIC AUSPICES
Northampton's Municipal Players Open Their

Fourth Season in "You Never Can Tell"
Northampton. Mass. (Special).—The

Northampton Players, under management
of Bertram. Harrison and Jessie Bonstelle,
opened their fourth season at the Municipal
Theater here, Oct. 4, in Shaw's " You Never
Can Tell." The choice of play shows the v
caliber of the company who handled the ;
brilliant piece with delightful understand¬
ing and to the satisfaction of an audience
of citizens, college people and distinguished
guests that packed the house. The thea- li
ter was decorated with palms and ever¬
greens, and its woodwork has been freshly
painted. Speeches were made by Mayor .

Feiker and by President Burton, of Smith
College. The latter plainly stated the
conditions why the season commences with- •
out an orchestra. The finances of the ' :
house cannot stand the additional expense
of the additional musicians demanded by I
the union. For the present, music is being .

supplied by the Concert Grand Edison. ;
While the Players, last season, cleared
several thousand dollars over running ex¬
penses, former expenses leave a deficit still
to be faced and while this is the situation

,

the trustees do not. feel warranted in as-;
suming heavier expense than necessary. •
The prospect for the coming season is i
bright. Subscriptions and advance pledges
of support are nearly double those of for- '
mer seasons and public enthusiasm is at a
high pitch. A company that promises bet¬
ter work than ever has been placed here and ,

interesting plays, including new " tryouts " '
are ahead. The new resident director is
Mr. Edwin Curtis, who has had five seasons
at the Columbia Theater, Washington, D.
C., and directed several Western companies
of importance. James Rennie, last season's
popular young leading man, returns. Ade¬
line O'Connor, of the well known family
of sculptors and artists, is leading woman. :
Mr. Thomas Swen, stage manager, has acted
in England and in Paris and has made a
study of the new methods in stage lighting. '
decoration, etc. William Pringle, original i
member of the Northampton Players ; Miss •

Gertrude Workman, Mr. William Powell |
and Mr. Arthur Allen, of Miss Bonstelle's '
Summer company, at Buffalo and Detroit, 1
are here also; Robert Ames and Frances
Goodrich, established members of the '
Northampton Players, and Miss Sue Van
Duser and Mr. Charles Coleman, recently
with the Portland Players, and Miss Mary -
Coates, sister-in-law of Clayton and in her
first year of professional work. Hermann :

Hirshberg also appeared in the cast of " You
Never Can Tell." Miss Workman and Miss
Coates both are interested in writing as
well as acting. Mr. Coleman is an Austra¬
lian who came to America last season with
Phyllis Neilson-Terry. He also saw ser- |
vice in the Boer War. Altogether in travel,
experience, personality and attainment, the '
company adds much to the cultural of the
city which is to be its home for the next
half year.^ Following the great ovation

What

greeting the players, Miss Bonstelle gave 1
V , an informal but inspiring little talk to

assembled company, telling them that

Judels and Henriette ^r.o|lt
Ipaper!

SAN FRANCISCO

PREMIERE IN POUGHKEEPSIE
" Hobson's Choice," a comedy of English k rranl

provincial life by Harold Bri>house win
have its first presentation in Poughkeensie
to-night, under the direction of F. Ray ,.[T
Comstock. After a brief tour it will be
given in one of the Shubert Theaters here, and pa

In the cast are A. G. Andrews,
Roach Mollv Pearson. Oliver Wilmont
Davis,' Harry J. Ashford, Whitford Kane "
and others. Servic

time h;

ight to
San Francisco (Special).—Ruth St. Denis

and Ted Shaw dance at the Alcazar for two mat- • ^
inees Oct. 12, 13. „„lr«

" Conquest of Kama " was given at the Berke¬
ley High School by a troupe of Hindu players
for the benefit of the suffering in India.

Kreisler plays at the Greek Oct. 9, and Paul ■, ,
Steindorfer will lead, while Hermon Martonne, Irf ;
of New York, will be concert master.

Alfert Hertz, the great symphony concert, nas ; r
been giveb instruction to enlarge his orchestra ,'Ll.,
for the future. Arrangements have been made1
to have Mr. Hertz with us for five years.

Margaret Anglin produced for the first time on
anv stage " The Divine Friend " at the Colum¬
bia. This is the star's third week at this house. •
she having come to play the Greek plays at the
U. C. The stage of the Columbia will undergo
some changes to present " On Trial, which
comes soon. ^ . ,

The Alcazar has " The Only Son for week
ending Oct. 11. Jane Urban was especially en¬
gaged, while Lytell and Vaughan are the partic- j
ular stars.

The Cort did nicely with " The Sinners." Com¬
mencing Oct. 10, Sunday night. So Long
Letty " comes to this house with Charlotte
Greenwood. Sydney Grant, Walter Catlett, May
Boley, William Rock, and thirty California beau- BWB
ties A. T. Barnett.

White. N. Y.

The vindictive Caroline Knolys (Emily Stevens) in "The Unchastened Woman" takes pleasure in ;i 1 omo m F
revealing to Michael Krellin (Louis Bennison) certain secrets of his sweetheart's life. From left to Hoi
right: Christine Norman as Hildegarde Sanbury, Louis Bennison. Isabel Richards as Susan Ambie,
Hassard Short as Lawrence Sanbury and Emily^ Stevens. .*

WORCESTER
Worcester. Mass. (Special). — Theatergoers

were given a real treat Oct. 5 at the Worcester
1 | Theater, when the Aborn Opera company pre¬

sented " The Bohemian Girl." The singing of
1 ! both chorus and principals was excellent. In1

■ii : • the title-role Edith Allan displayed a sweet so¬
prano voice. Mildred Rogers as the queen was .

tis<11 ! i well liked. Her solo in the second act was one
7 vof the hits of the production. George W. Dun-

stan, Henry Taylor. Francis Tyler, Ralph Nich-
''.v ''' oils, and the Tzigani Whirlwind Acrobats are

. r") i •- i deserving of much praise. The attendance could
, have been better.

„

and Poli's had a vaudeville bill of real worth, and
h the the Plaza pictures and vaudeville to good houses, i

Frank H. Ordway.
Bu.\\ _ . „ -j

f was in.1 ordinar1 drawing-room play. Ther
fl be no reason why the title could not apply ?o
tions in a si ill and *\i Hslant kingdom jusv >is

< their future life as unalloyed happiness. 1 m i ^ s:.\
I that Hassard Short was far from idea! in the role

iderstand wh

disappoint m-

3r a flat in—I
ecomii _ a centra1
onger funny-—but
Jiut the fact re-

was experienced

she wished every actor and actress in the 03
profession was beginning to season with as &<■

i much ahead of them in the way of a fbeautiful theater, comfortable conditions of
working, freedom from the strain that
handicaps best development, and in a com¬
munity where regard for and expectations
from the players is so great.

Mary k. Brewster.

DE ANGELIS IN "SOME BABY'
A second " Some Baby" company has $

been organized by the Henry B. Harris f
Estate, with Jefferson De Angelis in the j
leading role. It will open in Springfield, j
Mass., Oct. 16.
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wI'f K BEGM^INY; MOXnAfesMMB
iVjy- vm: ■ • ,HOW ACTING EXPERIENCE MAY AFFECT DRAMATIC WRITING

By Louis K. Anspacher

SEVERAL of the world's greatest dramatistsnever had practical acting experience. Others
were in and of the theater all their lives, as

actors or managers. It is difficult to generalize upon
a topic of such scope; and any statement must be

' chary of including or excluding the exceptional in-
; dividual. Some writers for the stage have needed

acting experience. Others apparently have not. In
; the main, I should say that whether or not they
i needed acting experience depended largely upon
I what was lacking in their original equipment and
I training. If the dramatist comes to the theater from
newspaper work, for instance, which in itself is dra¬
matic, he is not likely to need the practical experi¬
ence of acting, so much as a writer who begins as a
novelist. In my own case, my training having been
in Philosophy and Metaphysics, I had no equipment
beyond my profound love for the theater, a love
which was perhaps innate; but which owes its depth
and fostering development to my wife, Kathryn
Kidder.

One may say fundamentally, that any art profits
by a knowledge and experience of any other art.
The medieval painters ground their own pigments
and varnishes. The famous old tapestry _ weavers
dyed their own fabrics. More especially does any
art profit by a knowledge of the technique of the
art of its own interpretation; so one may say defi¬
nitely that in two arts so closely allied as acting and
dramatic writing, the knowledge of one helps bound¬
lessly toward a knowledge of the other.

The whole of what is known as the Commedia
del'Arte, which flourished in Italy in the seventeenth
century, was practically written by actors. A sce¬
nario writer posted up a bare plot of a story, com¬
monly an intrigue of situation, with the usual stock
characterizations, on what corresponded to the call-
board of the playhouse; and the actors improvised
their own parts. True enough, their characteriza¬
tions were in the main very conventional to the stage
of that day. They included the old man, usually
a miser, the poor lover, the intriguing comedy serv¬
ant, the stupid rich fool, the languishing lady, the
duenna, etc.; but the actors varied the monotony of
the story by constantly adding and developing new
persona^ elements out of their own individualities
and personalities. With their wide experience of
the public's sympathies, their knowledge of what ap¬
pealed to the public, and how long the public's atten¬
tion might be held, the actors adorned the simple
scenario by contributing new elements of interest.

In the history of dramatic literature, from the old
Greek times down to the present day, it has 'fre¬
quently happened that the actor was also the author.
yEschylus was reputed a fine actor, and played his
own Prometheus. Tradition says that Shakespeare
played the Ghost in " Hamlet" and Old Adam in
"As You Like It." Moliere was the principal actor
in his own company; and while the French Academy
refused to honor him as a dramatic author until
after his death, he was dear to the hearts of the
great admiring public, as their best comedy char¬
acter-actor. Goethe must have sensed the value
of stage experience as an asset to dramatic writing,
for he frequently appeared as an actor in Weimar,
and was accounted a good comedian. Pinero, our
most splendidly equipped English dramatist, began
his stage life as an actor in Sir Henry Irving's
company. Gerhart Hauptmann acted for a while;
and Sardou, it is said, might have been one of the
greatest actors of his day, if he had not been ham¬
pered by his size. He was very short. Our own
William Gillette began his stage life as an actor. So
if we look back historically, it seems almost an axiom
in dramatic literature that practical experience and
a knowledge of the craft of acting helps boundlesslyin the writing of plays.

After these mighty examples to illustrate my point,
it is a far cry indeed to quote my own modest ex-
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IT WAS EMILY STEVENS WHO TOOK THE MANUSCRIPT OF EDWARD SHELDON'S PLAY, "THE GARDEN
ISBBSSRBHnSSfii.i —wf

White. N. Y.
Thia picture convincingly demonstrates that Emily Stevens as the
"unchastened woman" in the play of that name, is not without friends

THE UN CHASTENED WIOMAN" IS STILL

Marceau.

of adjectives, without willfully lowering my brow,
if it ever had any height to it. And vaudeville espe¬
cially developed an instinct to make for the large
public that feels, rather than the smaller public that
thinks. It made me aim for the immediate in human
experience, rather than for the remote in historical
summaries. It cut out my past, as well as my char¬
acters' pasts.

Acting also enabled me to put the so-called reading
Drama in its proper place. I am a great admirer
of the reading Drama, but I know now that the
reading Drama bears about the same relation to the
acting Drama as the photograph of a statue bears
to the statue. It lacks the depth, the perspective and
the solidity of reality. I feel that all great plays are
improved by great acting.

One of the most important things, it seems to me.
that an author may learn from acting is what Pinero
learned when in Sir Henry Irving's company.
Pinero tells us that he was cast at one time to play
Solanio or Salarino in " The Merchant of Venice."
He went home and studied the part; and at the first
rehearsal he was amazed to find how much of his
part Irving cut out, without in any way injuring the
integrity of the characterization.

In other words, acting teaches one economy of
speech. The mere physical presence of a character
on the stage is often more dynamic for dramatic
purposes than oodles of words; and in the short
two and a half hours' traffic of the stage, one must
be economical. Implicitness is economy; and acting
teaches me the value of succintly implying things
rather than of stating them at verbose length.

(Continued on page 5)
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perience as an actor and its effect upon my own
writing; but as the question has been propounded
to me, I shall answer it to the best of my .ability.

I have been a public speaker for many years under
my own name; and with paint on my face, and hid¬
den behind the name of a French uncle, I have
played parts on the stage in legitimate and also in
vaudeville. As I think this acting experience has
been of invaluable service to me as a writer, I hope
this uncle will not reproach me when we meet on
the other side of the River Styx.

I made my debut as Count de Neipperg in a re¬
vival of Sardou's " Madame Sans Gene "; and my
last experience was playing Napoleon in my own
play, " The Washerwoman Duchess," which I wrote
for Miss Kidder, and which she played for two
seasons. While in vaudeville I wrote " Our Chil¬
dren "; and acting has made very many things defi¬
nite and clear to me.

rates. " «.»«««*.

HOWARD TDTTLK. SpV>J
effractor f»r all staire SumtjartaioM, etc.
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Drawn by Lambert Guenther, at the Thirty-ninth Street Theatre.



"A WORLD OF PLEASURE"
A Musical Extravaganza in Two Acts and

Twelve Scenes. Dialogue and Lyrics byHarold Atteridge. Music by JSigmundRomberg. Dances by Jack Mason. Ballet
by Theodor Kosloff. Staged by J. C.
Huffman. Produced by the Shuberts at
the Winter Garden Oct. 14.

! A Policeman
j First Club Man
? Second Club Man . . . .

i! Dick Grayson
] The Strollers

' A Chauffeur
A Pedestrian

The Dancing Diners .

A Ballet Master ....

Rosebud
The Arabian Dancer

Dwight Dana
Jack Bick

Gilbert Wells
. . William L. Gibson

. . . Collins and Hart
Dan Hea'ley
Bud MurrayTony Van Schuyler Clifton CrawfordJ Dorothy Gates Venita Fitzhugh• Annette Gates Ada Meade

James, a waiter Gustave Schult
I Sim Slim Daniel Morris

Oliver Short George MoonSam Lew Holtz
Blinker Franklyn BatieHector Walnut Edward AvelingWilbur Chestnut Albert S. Lloyd

: V. Gates Sydney Greenstreet3 Tom Collins Jack Wilson
Sylvia Stone Kitty GordonViolet Frances PritchardMr. Whirlwind Maurice DiamondMiss Hesitation Helen McMahon
Miss Fox Trot Rene ChaplowDick Bird William Banfield TaylorYvette Stella Mayhew

| Charles Mosconi" " ( Louis Mosconi
.... Theodor Kosloff

Rosie Quinn
Sahary-Djeli

The bridge of thighs has long been recog¬nized by anatomical experts as the most
substantial and memorable part of the pro¬ductions at the Winter Garden. Never,however, has it proven such a distinguish¬ing feature as in " A World of Pleasure,"the latest spectacle to be unfolded in the
Broadway and Fiftieth Street playhouse.
Theatrical chroniclers, who write of en¬
gagements along the extensive Broadwayfront, will be describing with all the fervor
of Rossetti and his fleshly school of poets,the attractiveness and sturdiness of this1 bridge, when they have long forgotten the

I army of entertainers enlisted to reinforceit. They will express their infinite pity for
those of their forefathers who regarded

j The Black Crook" as the last word in! pedal pulchritude.
Some one, unhonored and unsung, butI who possesses a Ziegfeldian eye for youthful

beauty, has selected the individuals who IT
I compose this justly famous structure of un-
I draped legs. He has done his work compe- !tently and thoroughly. None of the girls
is over twenty and none would ever qualify ifor the beef stakes of the Billy Watson ntrack.

In such features of hopelessly secondary (Vimportance as pomp and pageantry and >

color and noise, " A World of Pleasure "
maintains the standard of previous Winter -i
•Garden spectacles. In the splendor of its
scenes and the novelty and exotic beauty of

; its costumes it quite surpasses its prede- 1
cessors.

Harold Atteridge, the poet-laureate of
the Winter Garden, has not drunk deeply ,of the wells of inspiration. But he has ''
been original. He has omitted from his
book any reference to William Jennings
Bryan or Diamond Jim Brady. Further- 11
more, he has provided a plot. Yes, there is ^
a plot somewhere—a plot which shows the 1
exuberant Clifton Crawford as an impecu-
nious New York aristocrat, pursuing the
beaming Venita Fitzhugh, who plays an
heiress of upper Fifth Avenue unattainable-
ness. Though incessantly interrupted by
his fellow players, Mr. Crawford managesto win the consent of Sydney Greenstreet,
who lends his substantial figure to the part

I of Venita's father, at about half-past eleven
i o'clock or just before the final ensemble.

Before the Crawford estates are rehabili¬
tated we are whisked through a succession

j of scenes which represent such extremes of
| the producer's imagination as the Hudson

River during a fleet review and a top shoo
during the mobilization of animated wooden

I soldiers; as a gilded employment agency
J and a bizarre Japanese tea shop. In these| scenes, a very host of fun makers is at
) work. Perhaps the most prominent of t1"^
j entertainers is Stella Mayhew who, thoughj considerably thinner, possesses the same
inexhaustible vitality as ever. In her part

II of a flirtatious widow with an unappeasableappetite she bounced on and off, now sing¬
ing of " wop cabarets," now censuring her
husband, Billy Taylor—William Banfield

i Taylor on the dignified programme—for his
penury.

Kitty Gordon, as cold as an icicle—and
} quite as brilliant—told in meter how she

1 " wars against men." With such gorgeous
i gowns as she displayed she need have no
fear of the issue : she could wage a suc¬
cessful war against any man's pocketbook.
•Tack Wilson, noisily and altogether too
frequently, shot arrows of vulgarity at the

, audience from a bow long since worn out
5 in vaudeville. Ada Meade made a statues-
} que and lyrical Columbia at the inspiring
close of the first act. This finale showed
the chorus divided into groups of toy sold- la

j iers representing the warring nations of I
Europe. As Miss Meade sang about the £14 melting pot." the scene resolved itself into faa huge American peace temple. And the f|soldiers, ridden of their foreign allegiance La
in the melting pot, assemble to the strains [H
of the national anthem to welcome the spir- [it of America who comes sailing through
the air from the first balcony.

The dancing contingent included in its |;Vj
ranks the dainty and lissome Frances Prit¬
chard ; the agile Theodor Kosloff, who as

, a Chinese ballet master had a particularlyj apt and pretty pupil in Rosie Quinn ; and
1 Moon and Morris who offered their amusing" Siamese Twin " conception.

Then there were Collins and Hart, who
contributed their laughable travesty on the" strong men " of the circus, and FranklynBatie, who sang lustily of the " ragtimepipes of Pan " and bore himself bravely as

, the object of Jack Wilson's abuse.
A separate paragraph must be given to

; Sahary-Djeli, an Arabian dancer speciallyimported for the occasion. Draped in the
traditional beads, she exhibited in her move¬
ments a sensuousness and beauty that were,indeed, remarkable. After viewing her per¬formance it is safe to conclude that the
sands of her particular Arabian desert will

J never grow cold.
Sigmund Romberg is responsible for the

music, most of which bears a highly remi-ji niscent character. For instance, it is notdifficult to catch the strains of " Same Sort
iy of Girl," " Dancing Around, All Around,"and other tunes which have done heroic

work at the Winter Garden and elsewhere.
Not that these melodies are displeasing, but

ij we had been led to hope that Mr. Romberg|1 would write as imaginatively and gracefully
!| as he did in " The Blue Paradise."

J. C. Huffman, who staged the produc-
M tion, deserves a word of praise for the rap-I idity with which the scenes were changed.

-
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BARE LEGS COVERED AT GARDEN
The chorus ladies of the Winter Garden

are now appearing in costumes which "con-
^ ceal and yet reveal" their charms of figure.

In other words they have draped their bare
r legs in tights. It is said the Mayor re-
i ceived many letters of complaint of the

undress appearance of the company and
that the management of the Garden took
a hint from his office to use more clothes

s in the production.

TALENTED ACTOR
FOR THE LYCEUM

Montagu Love Begins with
Stock Next Week.

HAS HAD WIDE EXPERIENCE

English Actor Has Been Artist with
Brush and Soldier — Has Played
"Leads'' with Frances Starr and

with Arnold Daly in Shaw Plays

Montagu Love, the new leading man
with the Manhattan Players^ will make
his first appearance in the Lyceum The¬
ater next Monday evening in the role of
Halloway Magee. the novelist, in George
M. Cohau's mystery-farce, "Seven Keys
to Baldpate." adapted from the novel of
the same name by Karl Derr Biggars.

Owing to the success of the G. Bern¬
ard Shaxv plays in New York, which
were recently revived by Arnold Daly,
Mr. Love, \v|j£ played leads for Mr.
Daly, was unable to keep his promise
to join the Manhattan Players at the
beginning of their third season of sum¬
mer stock in Rochester. The manage¬
ment of the Players feels elated over se¬

curing the services of so talented and
accomplished nn actor as Mr. Love is
said to be, and the repertoire of plays
to be presented during the latter half
of the Plays' engagement here will be
selected with the special object of dis¬
playing tho acting abilities of Mr. Lovp
and Miss Oiivc Tell, who will return to
the Players' active fold with Mr. Love
in "Seven Keys to Baldpate."

Served in Boer War.

-Mr. Love is a stalwart six-footer of

military bearing. Born in Portsmouth.
England, his parents educated him for
the church, at Cheltenham and Cam¬
bridge. Before he reached man's estate
the artist in him began to assert itself,
and he became quite proficient with the
brush and palette. The outbreak ot the
Boer war proved a cross-road for him.
Going to South Africa, he fought there
until peace was restored. Shortly there¬
after he joined the staff of Harmsworth's
London Illustrated News and drew
sketches of the war in Rusia and Japan
for the London newspapers, until he
was invalided home.

The the stage attracted him. His first
important roles wore with the English
production of "The Lion and the
Mouse,'.' one of the successes of Charles
Klein, who lost his life on the Lusitania.
Next followed "Raffles." after which he
appeared with Cyril Maude in "The
Elag Lieutenant," in the Playhouse. An
engagement with Granville Barker in
the Court and the Palace theaters fol¬
lowed, and then came a tour of the
world, embracing South Africa, India,
the Ear East and Australia with Math-
ewson Lang, in repertoire.

To America with Mr. Maude.
After a brief engagement in the Hay-

market, in "The Pretenders,'' Mr. Love
journeyed to America, under George Ty¬
ler's management, with Cyril Maude,
and played lead to Mr. Maude's Grumpy
during a successTul run of more than a
year in \A allick's old theater in lower
Broadway. When Mr. Maude returned
to London to play Grumpy there, Mr.
Love accompanied him and played Ills
old part. Then back to America he came
to play the lead for Erances Starr in .

Henri Bernstein's "The Secret." Next
followed a short engagement with Phyl¬
lis Terry in "The Adventures of Lady
I rsula." which was in turn followed by

; his recent engagement with Arnold Daly.
Mr. Love's skill as a swordsman is

said to rival that of the most expert
wielders of the blade among the ama¬
teurs of Europe, and he ranks high as
a boxer and a swimmer.

Sahary-Djeli in one of the many poses of her Winter Garden dance.

J

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 18, 1915.
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

THE WINTER GARDEN'S FALL PRODUCTION

A WORLD OF PLEASURE
In Two Acts and Twelve Scenes.

Entire Production Staged by J. C. HUFFMAN.
Dialogue and Lyrics by Harold Atteridge.

Music by Sigmund Romberg.
Dances by Jack Mason.

Ballets by Theodore Kosloff.
Orchestra under the direction of Oscar Radin.

The Characters
(In the Order of their Appearance)

ACT I.—SCENE 1.
A Policeman Dwight Dana
First Club Man Jack Bick
Second Club Man Gilbert Wells
Dick Grayson William L. Gibson
The Strollers Collins and Hart
A Chauffeur Dan Healey
A Pedestrian Bud Murray
Tony Van Schuyler Clifton Crawford
Dorothy Gates Venita Fitzhugh
Annette Gates Ada Meade
James, a waiter > Gustave Schult
Sim Slim Daniel Morris
Oliver Short George Moon

SCENE 2.
Sam Lew Holtz
Blinker, manager of the Progressive Employment Agency,

Franklyn Batie
Hector Walnut Edward Aveling
Wilbur Chestnut Albert S. Lloyd
V. Gates Sydney Greenstreet
T'essie, a stenographer Jack Wilson
Tom Collins Jack Wilson
Marjorie Eleanor Brown
Vera Olga Hempstone
Nellie Marie Salisbury
Lucy Lois Whitney
Sylvia Stone Kitty Gordon
Violet Frances Pritchard
Mr. Whirlwind Maurice Diamond
Miss Hesitation Helen McMahon
Miss Fox Trot Rene Chaplow

SCENE 3.
Dick Bird William Banfield Taylor
Yvette, a flirtatious widow Stella Mayhew

„ < Charles MosconiThe Dancing Diners j Louls MoSconi
SCENE 4.

A Ballet Master Theodor Kosloff
Rosebud Rosie Quinn

■ h

Musical Synopsis.
ACT I.

"The Good Fellows' Club" Oscar Taylor'Fifth Avenue" William L. Gibson and Chorus"The Dance of the Midnight Sons" Moon and Morris"The Employment Agency" Miss Wilson"In My War Against Men" Kitty Gordon and Ensemble"Miss Innovation" Franklyn Batie, McMahon,
Diamond and Chaplow and Ensemble"Girlies Are Out of My Life" Clifton Crawford, Frances

Pritchard and Ensemble"I'll Make You Like the Town" Lew Holtz and EnsembleDanse Eccentrique Mosconi Brothers
Japanese Ballet Theodor Kosloff and Rosie Quinn

.. ...

lun
4333 '
V: ' a. ,

•iecialit

•j Closin

11 "I Could Go Home to a Girl Like You". .Clifton Crawford and
Venita Fitzhugh12 "Down in Cattycorner" Kitty Gordon and Ensemblef 13 "Syncopation" Lew Holtz, Frances Pritchard and Ensemble

"At the Toy Shop" Eleanor Brown and Chorus
• 15 "Dance of the Square Heads". .Messrs. Moon, Morris, Healey,
] Wells, Diamond, Grant, Manning, Roland, Roberts, Stoker,: • Bick, Murray
; 16 The Doll Dance Frances Pritchard
J 17 "Reminiscent Rosy-Posy" Rosie Quinn and Ensemble
• 18 "Flights of Fancy" Collins and Hart• 19 "Mechanical Soldiers" Mosconi Brothers
. 20 "The Melting Pot" / Ada Meade

h - * £ ■
ACT II.

1 "The Ragtime Pipes of Pan" Franklyn Batie2 "In Arabia" Sahary-Djeli3 "The Wop Cabaret" Stella Mayhew4 "The Girl of the Fan". . . .Kitty Gordon, Franklyn Batie and
Ensemble5 "Take Me Home" Venita Fitzhugh6 "I Played My Concertina" Clifton Crawford7 "Fascination" Kitty Gordon and Franklyn Batie8 "The Greatest Battle Song of All" Jack Wilson

9 "Ragtime Carnival" Stella Mayhew and Ensemble10 The Dancing Carnivial. .Mosconi Brothers, Moon and Morris,
McMahon, Diamond and Chaplow, Healey, Wells, Murray,

Beatrice Dakin •

11 "The Jigaree" > Ensemble '

M
Costumes by the Shubert Costuming Co.The feathers for the mechanical ostrich feather fan, and all other feather

effects, furnished by the London Feather Company.Winslovsj skates used exclusively in this production.
Silver Mesh Bags by "Whiting- Davis Co.

Miss Gordon's gowns by Lucile & Frances.
"The "Wop Cabaret" song by John L. Goldin.

Shoes by Miller. Hats by Joseph.
Cerise and Silver Curtain by Mahieu.
Men's Straw and Silk Hats by Knox.The Toy Shop and Fleet Review Scenes built by J. H. Surridge.Mogul Cigarettes used in this production.Electrical Effects by the Winter Garden Electrical Department.Properties by the Winter Garden Property ^amany.The gentlemen in "A World of Pleasure" are wearing R. B. Fashion Clothestailored at Fashion Park, Rochester, N. Y.
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SCENE 5.
Miss Gotham « Rosie Quinn
Toymaker Dwight Dana
French Doll Olga Hempstone
Giggling Doll Eleanor Brown
The Acrobatic Dolls Collins and Hart
Rag Doll Kittle Hill
Clown Doll Lois Whitney
First Spy William Banfield Taylor
Second Spy stella Mayhew
Third Spy Venita Fitzhugh

ACT II.—Scene 1.
The Arabian Dancer Sahary-Djeli

Personelle of the Chorus.
Misses Agnes Hall, Grace Hall, Anna Hamilton, Violet Marsden, Weddie

Furlong, Ella Foster, Irene Spencer, Alice Van Ryker, Cecil
Markels, Violet Lester, Viola Watson, Mabel Grete, Beatrice
Dakin Agnes Richter, Elsie Froehlich, Anna Stone, Claire Pearl,
Viola Quinn, Rhea Stewart, Sylvia Dietz, Ethel Irving, Florence
Howe, Fib Whiteside, Olga Zicerva, Ethel Van Arstale, Anita
Herbert, Lear Suratt, Florence Barrett.

Misses \nita Berg, Dorothy La Vina, Virginia Diaz, Anna Whearty,
Mildred Rolland, Nellie Klein, Mildred Simon, Ruth Mabee, Doro¬
thy Shaefer, Mae Morrell, Raye Shirley, Lauretta Wilson, Claire
Mullen, Daisy Burton, Florence Hayward, Helen Meyer, Helen
Hart, Peggy Eleanor, Anna Berg, Clo Richter, Helen Carrington,
Emily Miles, Kathleen Cullen, Marie Salisbury, Helen Hudson,
Rose Zimmerman, Helen Nest, Elizabeth Drew, Gertrude Harrison,
Mabel Snyder, Henrietta Faust, Kathryne Perry, Martha Eherlich,
Betty Randolph.

Messrs. Jack Manning, E. W. Grant, Harold Rolland, Geo Pierce,
Edward Stoker, Donald Roberts, Jack Bick, Wm. Hart, Oscar
Tavlor, John Laraway, Jack Heisler, Irving Finn, Geo. Kirtland,
Chas. Payton, Chas. Gilbert, Lester Raleigh, Lovett Wilder, Wm.
Bates, Sidney Ayres, Henry Ward.

This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Tim**.1

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 20, 1915.
Matinee Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Scene 1-
Scene 2-
Scene 3-

Scene 4-
Scene 5-
Scene 6-

Scene 1-

Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.

-The Good Fellows' Club. (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)
-The Progressive Employment Agency. (By H. Robert Law.)
-Exterior of the Lobster Square Restaurant. (By the P. Dodd

Ackerman Studio.)
-A Japanese Tea Room. (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)
-Exterior of Tea Room. (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)
-A Toy Shop. (By H. Robert Law.)

ACT II.
-The Enchanted Roof Garden. (By the P. .Dodd Ackerman

Studio.)
-Riverside Drive. (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)
-The Fleet Review. (By H. Robert Law.)
-The Daisy Field. (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)
-An Oriental Ballroom. (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)

Costumes designed by Mrs. J. J. Shubert.

THE WINTER GARDEN'S FALL PRODUCTION

A WORLD OF PLEASURE
Tn Two Acts and Twelve Scenes.

Entire Production Staged by J. C. HUFFMAN.
Dialogue and Lyrics by Harold Atteridge.

Music by Sigmund Romberg.
Dances by Jack Mason.

Orchestra under the direction of Oscar Radin.

The Characters
(In the Order of their Appearance)

ACT I.—SCENE 1.
A Policeman John CroneFirst Club Man

BlckSecond Club Man Gilbert WellsDick Grayson Dan HealeyA Chauffeur Jack ManningA Pedestrian Bud MurrayTony Van Schuyler Clifton CrawfordDorothy Gates Venita FitzhughAnnette Gates Helen Goff

SCENE 2. 4
Chief Stenographer Marie SalsburySam

Lew Holtz
Blinker, manager of the Progressive Employment Agency,

Franklyn BatieV. Gates Sydney Greenstreet 4Pete
. Jack Wilson JStrange Lady Eleanor Brown j

Sylvia Stone Kitty Gordon jFrankie Frances Pritchard "=
Mr. Whirlwind Maurice Diamond
Miss Hesitation Helen McMahon
Miss Fox Trot Rene Chaplow

SCENE 3.

Malr,!
j

Th. Diner, ;;;;;;;;;;;;;. C1C1'. E
SCENE 4. jA Ballet Master Maurice Diamond 3

Rosebud Rosie Quinn H
Bell Boy Viola Quinn *

Last >ear's Kelly £•-



Now

Playing

SCENE 5.
Miss Gotham
Toymaker
French Doll
Giggling Doll
The Acrobatic Dolls
Rag Doll
Clown Doll
First Spy
Second Spy
Third Spy

Rosie Quinn
Sydney Greenstreet
.. Olga Hempstone
... Eleanor Brown
... Collins and Hart
... Kathryne Perry

Lois Whitney
Albert Lloyd

Kitty Hill
... Venita Fitzhugh

"The Good Fellows' Club"..,
"Fifth Avenue"
"The Employment Agency".."In My War Against Men". . ."Miss Innovation". . . .

Musical Synopsis.
ACT 1.

Oscar Taylor
Dan Healey and Chorus

Marie Salsbury
.... Kitty Gordon and Ensemble
.Franklyn Batie,-McMahon,A J ' - —

ACT II.—Scene 1.
Thft Arfl.hifl.Il Dancer . Sahary-DJell

Personelle of the Chorus.

Misses Agnes Hall, Grace Hall, Anna Hamilton, Violet Marsden, Weddie
Furlong, Ella Foster, Irene Spencer, Violet Lester, Viola Watson,
Mabel Grete, Beatrice Dakin, Agnes Richter, Elsie Froehlich,
Claire Pearl, Viola Quinn, Rhea Stewart, Sylvia Dietz, Ethel
Irving, Florence Howe, Fib Whiteside, Olga Zicerva, Ethel Van
Arstale, Anita Herbert, Lear Suratt, Florence Barrett.

Misses Anita Berg, Dorothy La Vina, Virginia Diaz, Anna Whearty,
Mildred Rolland, Nellie Klein, Mildred Simon, Ruth Mabee, Doro¬
thy Shaefer, Raye Shirley, Daisy Burton, Florence Hayward,
Helen Meyer, Helen Hart, Peggy Eleanor, Anna Berg, Clo Richter,
Helen Carrington, Emily Miles, Kathleen Cullen, Marie Salisbury,
Helen Hudson, Rose Zimmerman, Helen Nest, Elizabeth Drew,
Mabel Snyder, Henrietta Faust, Kathryne Perry, Martha Eherlich,
Betty Randolph.

Messrs. Jack Manning, E. W. Grant, Harold Rolland, Geo. Pierce,
Edward Stoker, Donald Roberts, Jack Bick, Wm. Hart, Oscar
Taylor, John Laraway, Jack Heisler, Irving Finn, Geo. Kirtland,
Chas. Payton, Chas. Gilbert, Lovett Wilder, Wm. Bates, Sidney
Ayres, Henry Ward.
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xjciiic, lYiuivianon,Diamond and Chaplow and Ensemble"Girlies Are Out of My Life" Clifton Crawford, Frances
Pritchard and Ensemble"I'll Make You Like the Town" Lew Holtz and EnsembleDance

Wells and MurrayDanse Eccentrique Mosconi BrothersJapanese Ballet Maurice Diamond and Rosie Quinn

10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

Synopsis of Scenes.

ACT I.
The Good Fellows' Club, (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)
The Progressive Employment Agency. (By H. Robert Law.)
Exterior of the Lobster Square Restaurant. (By the P. Dodd

Ackerman Studip.)
A Japanese Tea Room. (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)
A Toy Shop. (By H. Robert Law.)

Scene 1

Scene 2

Scene 3

Scene 4

Scene 5

ACT II.
The Enchanted Roof Garden, (By the P. .Dodd Ackermar

Studio.)
The Fleet Review. (By H. Robert Law.)
The Daisy Field. (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)
An Oriental Ballroom. (By the P. Dodd Ackerman Studio.)

Scene 1 >

Scene 2

Scene 3

Scene 4 *
•

Costumes designed by Mrs. J. J. Shubert
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HErf/yORK.

ffVm GARDEN'S
/OOST

WONDROUS
msi&iL
EXTRAVAGANZA

/A!
T//0
acts

&.
TWELVE

SCENES

Direct from the Winter Garden
WITH/ X SUPERLATIVE CAST OF STAR ENTERTAINERS

CLIFTON CRAWFORD
CONROY tV LBMAIHB

Collins & Hart, Franklin Batie, McMahon, Diamond A. Chaplow,
Venita Fitzhugh, Margaret Edwards, Helen Goff, Emily Miles,

Rosie Quinn and 110 others, including the
SUPREME BEAUTY CHORUS OF THE WORLD. J

KXQUISITE JAPANESE ROSE BALI.ET AMERICAN FI.EET PASSING IN REVIEW SENSATIONAL MELTING PO'I
SCENES OF THE ORIENT AND PICTURES OF THE (JAY LIFE THAT ARREST THE FLIGHT OF TIME.

•I"I Could Go Home to a Girl Like You". .Clifton Crawford and JVenita Fitzhugh !j"Syncopation" Lew Holtz, Frances Pritchard and Ensemble j"At the Toy Shop" Eleanor Brown and Chorus J"Dance of the Square Heads". .Messrs. Wells, Diamond, Grant, 4Manning, Roland, Roberts, Stoker, Bick, Murray jThe Doll Dance Frances Pritchard 3
"Reminiscent Rosy-Posy" Rosie Quinn and Ensemble 1"Flights of Fancy" Collins and Hart
"Mechanical Soldiers" Mosconi Brothers
"The Melting Pot" Helen Goff

—= « glve
♦J

ACT II."The Ragtime Pipes of Pan" Franklyn Batie ♦{"In Arabia"
Sahary-Djeli >Specialty Conroy and Le Maire"The Girl of the Fan"... .Kitty Gordon, Franklyn Batie and

Ensemble"Take Me Home"
Venita Fitzhugh .!"Fascination" Kitty Gordon and Franklyn Batie *j"The Greatest Battle Song of All" Jack Wilson 5"Ragtime Carnival" Lew Holtz and Ensemble «jThe Dancing Carnival. . Mosconi Brothers, Manning, McMahon, *»Diamond and Chaplow, Healey, Wells, Murray !{"The Jigaree"

Ensemble Ta

Costumes by tho Shubert Costuming Co.The feathers for the mechanical ostrich feather fan, and all other feathereffects, furnished by the London Feather Company.Silver Mesh Bags by Whiting Davis Co.Miss Gordon's gowns by Lucile & Frances.Shoes by Miller. Hats by Joseph.Sparkle Effects on Gowns and Cerise Curtains byCroner's Sparkle Embroidery Works.Men's Straw and Silk Hats by Knox.The Toy Shop Scene devised and copyrighted by H. Robert Law.The Toy Shop and Fleet Review Scenes built by J. H. Surrldge.Mogul Cigarettes used in this production.Electrical Effects by the Winter Garden Electrical Department.Properties by the Winter Garden Property r,«miiany.The gentlemen in "A World of Pleasure" are wearing R. B. Fashion Clothestailored at Fashion Park, Rochester, N. Y.

Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager .

. . Dwight Dana
. .Edward Cutler
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56th Street and Eighth Avenue

The Ma1*/ Attractive Bali Room tn the City

Week Beginning Monday Evening
Ap.il 10, 1916

Mats. Wednesday, Friday and Saturday

Colur bu;

A la Cart*
Speciality

l. to Closing

, ' ■ -

Messrs. Shubert Present

THE NEW YORK WINTER GARDEN'S
PRODUCTION

"A World of
Pleasure"

In Two Acts and Eight Scenes

Entire production staged
by

J. C. Huffman

Dialogue and Lyrics
by

Harold Atteridge
Music by Sigmund Romberg

Dances by Jack Mason

Orchestra under the Direction of
Paul Schindler

TER, N.Y.

tttutton

with D rv

On Mf
from 9.39 L

Prizes
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THE CHARACTERS
(In the order of their appearance)

ACT I—SCENE 1
Blinker, Manager of the Progressive Employment Agency Franklin BatieSam

Bene Chaplow

"VVVVVTT -4--4

"4 PALACE MUSIC HALL
Sam.
Chief Stenographer
Miss Stone
V. Gates
Dorothy
Annette
Frank
George
A Policeman
Dick Grayson
I ony Van Schuyler.
Strange Lady
Mr. Whirlwind
Miss Hesitation. .

Miss Fox Trot..

PROgramme

T1 L- TT SCENE 2Take Me Home Venita
SCENE 3

Emily Miles
Helen Gofl'

Dwight Dana
. . . Venita Fitzhugh

. Winona Wilkins
Frank Conroy

George Le Maire
Harvey J. Burnay

Dan Heaiv
. . .Clifton Crawford
.... Emily Miles
Maurice Diamond

. Helen McMahon
...Rene Chaplow

NOTICE
now and choose the

FIRE
Look around

seat.
In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

exit nearest to your

Fitzhugh

. Conroy and Le Maire
and Hart

Frank
George ,

Promenade
Collins

SCENE 4
Promenade

Collins

SCENE 4
Master

Maurice

99

and Hart

A Ballet
Rosebud
Bellboy

Syncopation. .

Specialty
Specialty

Miss Gotham
Toy Maker. . .

French Doll. .

Giggling Doll, .

The Acrobatic
Bag Doll...
Clown Doll . .

First Spy
Second Spy .

Third Spy. ...

SCENE

Diamond
. . . Rosie Quinn
. .Rene Chaplow

Dolls

Rosie Quinn, Dan Healy and Chorus
Conroy and Le Maire

Herman Timberg and Hattie Darling
SCENE 6

Bosie Quinn
Dwight Dana

Emily Miles
Winona Wilkins

Collins and Hart
Helen McMahon

Emily Schaefer
Jack Manning

Chloe Richter
Venita Fitzhugh

ACT I-
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

-Scene 1—The Progressive Employment Agency (by H. Robert Law).2—Black and White Corridor.
3—Riverside Drive.
4—Japanese Tea Room (by P. Dodd Ackerman).5—The Daisy Field (by P. Dodd Ackerman).
6—Toy Shop (by H. Robert Law).

ACT II—Scene 1—-The Enchanted RoofGarden (by P. Dodd Ackermann).2—The Hotel Lobby.
3—Oriental Ball Boom (by P. Dodd Ackerman).Costumes designed by Mrs. J. J. Shubert

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

MUSICAL SYNOPSIS

ACT I
"The Employment Agency" p •,In My War Against Men". ......... ~!'y
"Miss Innovation"

Miles
. Helen Goff

Chaplow and Ensemble
Dance

Jack Manning"Take Me Home" Venita Fitzhugh and GirlsJapanese Ballet Maurice Diamond and Bosie Quinn"I Could Go Home to a Girlie Like You" Clifton Crawford and Venita Fitzhugh"Syncopation" Dan Healy, Rosie Quinn and EnsembleSpecialty Herman Timberg and Hattie Darling"At the Toy Shop" Emily Miles and Chorus"The Bag Doll Dance" Helen McMahon and Maurice Diamond"Reminiscent Rosy-Posy'' Bosie Quinn and Ensemble"Flights of Fancy" Collins and Hart"The Melting Pot" Franklin Batie and Helen Goff

ACT II
"Ragtime Pipes of Pan" Franklin Batie"A Dance of the East" Margaret EdwardsSpecialty Clifton Crawford"The Girl and the Fan" Venita Fitzhugh, Franklin Batie and Ensemble"Ilagtime Carnival" Dan Healy, Bene Chaplbw and EnsembleThe Dancing Carnival. .Manning, McMahon, Diamond and Chaplow, Healy"The Jigaree"

Ensemble

PEBSONNEL OF THE CHOBUS
Misses Baye Shirley, Mae Morrell, Helen Hart, Chloe Richter, Ida Prosser, NitaLamadrid, Dorothy Schaeffer, Bertie Burwell, Mabel Landers, Bosina Timponi, Eliz¬abeth Hart, Dorothy Keates, Florence Lee, Henrietta Faust, Beatrice Lancois, MarieCaldwell, Estelle Barry, Margarite Healy, Margerie Bracken, Wedeie Furlong, IreneSpencer. Olga Zicerva, Cosette Staples, Dorothy Vale, Olive Dale, Charlotte Pink,Sylvia Dietz, Florence Howe, Ethel Irving, Millie Edwardy, Agnes Griffiths, QueenieQueenan, Gussie Berg. Anita Herbert, Florence Barrett, Virginia Diaz, Anna Wherty,Mildred Rolland, Laura Hoffman, Jane Barton, Helen Mooney, Elsie Froelich, HazelMaier, Jacque Balm, Gertrude Rolland, Mildred Miller.
Messrs. Ed. Grant, George Pierce, Edward Stoken, Donald Roberts, Jack Bick,William Hart, Jack Heisler, Irving Finn, Charles Giovert, Lovett Wilder, William Bates,Sjdney Ayres, Henry W ard, Howard Johnson, Harold Rollan.

Costumes by the Shubert Costuming Company. The feathers for the mechanical
os 'rich feather fan and all other feather effects furnished by the London Feather
Company. Shoes by Miller. Hats by Joseph. Sparkle effects on gowns and cerisecurtains by Croners Sparkle Embroidery Works. Men's straw and silk hats by Knox.

WEEK BEGINNING SUNDAY EVENING,AUGUST 20, 1916
Matinees Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday

THE NEW YORK WINTER GARDEN PRODUCTON

"A World of Pleasure
IN TWO ACTS AND TEN SCENES

Entire production staged by J. C. HuffmanDialogue and Lyrics by Harold AtteridgeMusic by Sigmund RombergDances by Jack MasonOrchestra under .the Direction of Sam Lehman

THE CHARACTERS
(In the order of their appearance)

ACT I—SCENE 1
BLINKER, Manager of the Progressive Employment Agency....

FRANKLIN BATIESAM
RENE CHAPLOW'MISS STONE

HELEN GOFFV. GATES
DWIGHT DANADOROTHY
WANDA LYONANETTE

WINONA WILKINSFRANK
FRANK CONROYGEORGE

GEORGE LE MAIREA POLICEMAN
HARVEY T. BURNAYDICK GRAYSON

DAN HEALYTONY VAN SCHUYLER WILLIAM NORRISSTRANGE LADY
QUEENIE QUEENENMR. WHIRLWIND ™attt,T^

•g
•i
•J

•;
•f
•s
•i
•J
•i
4
4

MISS HESITATION
MISS FOX TROT

• MAURICE DIAMOND
•HELEN McMAHON

• • RENE CHAPLOW

TAKE .ME HOME

FRANK
GEORGE 1

SCENE 2

SCENE 3

• •WANDA LYON

WALKIN' THE DOG.

ABALLET MASTER
ROSEBUD .

BELLBOY

CONROY and LE MAIRE
SCENE 4

..RENE CHAPLOW and DAN HEALY
SCENE 5

MAURICE DIAMOND
ROSIE QUINN

RENE CHAPLOW
SPECIALTY SCENE 6

MISS GOTHAM
TOY MAKER

SCENE 7

• COURTNEY SISTERS t:;.

DWIGHT~DANFRENCH DOLI
RAYE SHIRLF.CUPIE DOLL

ELSIE FROLICTHE ACROBATIC DOLLS COLLINS and HARGIGGLING DOLL

• •ROSIE QUINN
A
Y
H

QUEENIE QUEENEN

ragdoll0!'.1;.:. cosette
FIRST SPY ..

SECOND SPY
THIRD SPY ..

ST A PT

•HELEN McMAHON
WINONA WILKINS
....JACK MANNING

WANDA LYON

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I—Scene 1—The Progressive Employment Agency(by H. Robert Law).

2—Black and White Corridor.
3—Riverside Drive.
4—Japanese Tea Room (by P. Dodd Ackerman).5—The Daisy Field (by P. Dodd Ackerman).6—Toy Shop (by H. Robert Law).
1—The Enchanted Roof Garden (by P. Dodd Acker¬

man).
2—The Hotel Lobby.
3—Oriental Ball Room (by P. Dodd Ackerman).Costumes designed by Mrs. J. J. Shubert.

ACT II—Scene

MUSICAL SYNOPSIS
I

.. Rene Chaplow
Helen Goff

The Toy Shop scene devised and copyrighted by H. Robert Law. The Toy Shopscenes were built by J. H. Surridge. Mogul Cigarettes used in this production. Elec-trj 'al effects by the W inter Garden electrical department. Properties by the W interGarden Property Company.

ACT
1. "The Employment Agency"....2. "In My War Against Men"....3. "Miss Innovation"

Franklin Batie, McMahon, Diamond and Chaplow and Ensemble4. "Girlies Are Out of My Life"
William Norris, Maurice Madison and Ensemble5. "I'll Make You Like the Town Rene Chaplow and Ensemble6. "Take Me Home" Wanda Lyon and Girls7. Japanese Ballet '. Maurice Diamond and Rosie Quinn8. "I Could Go Home to a Girlie Like You" William Norris9. Specialty

Courtney Sisters10. "At the Toy Shop" Rosie Quinn and Chorus11. "The Rag Doll Dance".. Helen McMahon and Maurice Diamond2. "Pretty Baby" Wanda LyonRene Chaplow, Rosie Quinn, Courtney Sisters and Ensemble3. "Flights of Fancy" Collins and Hart4. "The Melting Pot" Franklin Batie and Helen Goff
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ACT II

1. "Ragtime Pipes of Pan" Franklin Batie
2. "A Dance of the East" Margaret Edwards
3. Specialty William Norris
4. "The Girl and the Fan"

Helen Goff, Franklin Batie and Ensemble
5. "Ragtime Carnival"... .Rene Chaplow, Dan Healy and Ensemble
6. The Dancing Carnival

Manning, McMahon, Diamond and Chaplow, Healy
7. "The Jigaree" Ensemble

PERSONNEL OF THE CHORUS
Misses Raye Shirley, Mae Morrell, Helen Hart, Ida Prosser,

Bertie Burwell, Mabel Landers, Rosina Timponi, Elizabeth Hart,
Dorothy Keates, Florence Lee, Beatrice Lancois, Marie Caldwell,
Estelle Barry, Margarite Healy, Margarie Bracken, Wedeie Furlong,
Irene Spencer, Olga Zicerva, Cosette Staples, Dorothy Vale, Olive
Dale, Charlotte Pink, Ethel Irving, Millie Edwardy, Agnes Griffiths,
Florence Barrett, Anna Wherty, Laura Hoffman, Jane Barton, Helen
Mooney, Elsie Froelich, Hazel Maier, Jacque Balm, Mildred Miller,
Stella Leslie, Bobbie Reed, Nan Bryce, Grace Williams, Amy Grant,
Hatty Hart, Marie Grey, Violet Prager, Monica Boulais and Rose
Boulais.

Messrs. Ed. Grant, George Pierce, Edward Stoken, Donald Rob¬
erts, Jack Bick, William Hart, Jack Heisler, Irving Finn, Sydney
Ayres, Henry Ward, Harold Rollan, Dan Sparks, Ben Wells, Dan
Bryant and Wm. Gilbert.

Costumes by the Shubert Costuming Company. The feather for
the mechanical ostrich feather fan and all other feather effects fur¬
nished by the London Feather Company. Shoes by Miller. Hats by
Joseph. Sparkle effects on gowns and cerise curtains by Croners
Sparkle Embroidery Works. Men's straw and siilk hats by Knox.

The Toy Shop scene devised and copyrighted by H. Robert Law.
The Toy Shop scenes were built by J. H. Surridge. Mogul Cigarettes
used in this production. Electrical effects by the Winter Garden
electrical department. Properties by the Winter Garden Property
Company.

Manager L. J. Rodriguez
Stage Manager Edw. W. Cutler
Assistant Stage Manager John Manning

: P r
I/®
! ;•!/. I

I . .

Business Manager .

General Stage Director .

Associate Stage Manager

FOR MR. FREDERICK HARRISON.
Mr. Alfred Turner

Mr. Clifford Brooke
• Mr. Cyril Griffiths

MUSICAL, PROGRAM.
RUDOLPH POLK (gold medallist of Berlin Conservatory) and his orchestra
Overture—"Raymond" A. Thomas

>

iJJ
I

'

f.

Liebesfreund
Serenade
Hungarian Dance '
Selection—"Blue Paradise"...

Selection—"Madame Butterfly

March.

t ■+, • • • .

Kreisler
Drigo

Brahms

Eysler

Puccini

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times."

BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 18, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

FREDERICK HARRISON Presents

OU1NNEYS'
By HORACE ANNESLEY VACHELL.

A NEW COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS

I JOSEPH QUINNEY FREDERICK ROSS
[ SUSAN, his wife MARGARET WATSON
! POSY, his daughter PEGGY RUSH

SAM TOMLIN, his brother-in-law ARTHUR GRENVILLE
j MABEL DREDGE, his typist CATHLEEN NESBITT
I JAMES, his foreman CECIL FLETCHER

CYRUS P. HUNSAKER HERBERT EVANS
| DUPONT JORDAN CYRIL GRIFFITHS

Time—The Present.

IV take place in the "Sanctuary" in Quinney's
house overlooking Soho Square.

Acts I, II

Act III in Sam Tomlin's Sitting-Room in the Fulham Road.

The Play produced for Frederick Harrison by E. Lyall Swete.

Scenery by Joseph and Phil Harker.
Dresses and Hats designed and executed by Loyse.

Furniture by Thornton Smith, Ltd., Parkenthorpe, and Spillmans. To the
members of all these firms, the thanks of the management are tendered

for expert advice in regard to Quinneys' Sanctuary.
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MADAME SAHA R Y-DJELI.

| Arabian Dancer Who Will Be a Prominent Feature of
the New Winter Garden Production, " A World of

Pleasure."

s in a Looking Glass," reflects
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Kitty Gordon.
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The highly decorative second-act finale of "A World
of Pleasure" at the Winter Garden. In the front
r)w, beginning at the fifth figure from the left, are:

Svdnev Greenstreet Francea Prit-

%$w
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Getti rorn<
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C. B. Dahlpren.

MISS ALICE BUTLER
Miss Butler believes that after playing

one part for a long Winter season, it is
a good thing to play a few weeks of Sum¬
mer stock : she thinks the mental exercise
keeps one alert, and keeps one from getting
rusty. So each Summer finds her in one i '
of the prominent stock companies where 50
her versatility makes her a valuable mem- ,i
ber. Miss Butler is at present appearing ;
in her fourth Summer season with the •

Keith Players, Union Hill, N. J., where
she is a great favorite with the audiences,
and numbers among her friends practically
every theater-goer in that section of New
Jersey. She has played a wide range of
parts and her performances of the roles
of the German mother in "Today" arrtl as
Coddles in "A Pair of Sixes" were two of *
the finest interpretations seen on the boards. h>
Miss Butler has just finished the past rs
season in " Peg O' My Heart," and appeared
in "The Blue Bird" the three previous sea- r!
sons. Miss Butler's expert knowledge of
technique, or finish, she considers she ac- ( .

quired from Richard Mansfield, with whom
she played leading parts for four years.
Miss Butler has also played with such stars
as Nat Goodwin, Mrs. Patrick Campbell, -
Mrs. Leslie Carter, Kyrle Bellew, and A.
M. Palmer's company, and has appeared
under the management of Charles Frohman,
Liebler and Co., and the Shuberts.

MM
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THE QUESTION OF THE " FAKED " CHIPPENDALES : AN ALTERCATION BETWEEN QUINNEY (MR AINLEY) AND JAMES (MR. GODFREY TEARLE),
WHOM HE SUSPECTS OF BLACKMAILING INTENTIONS, IN THE PRESENCE OF SAM TOMLIN (MR. A. G. POULTON).

Ri-i vni Financial losse,
London Drury Lane and Caiety The^
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Peggy Rush, a young English actress, who is seen in "Quinneys'
and vivacious Posy

winsome

FINDING IT INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN A GENUINE,

ANTIQUE AND A •• FAKE '« : QUINNEY REALISES HIS SIGHT IS FAILING.

jTHE HUG : QUINNEY AND HIS WIFE MAKE IT UP AND PREFER
A REAL KISS TO THE GLAD EYE-LASH (OR BUTTERFLY) KIND.
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(^#AND (cANDLER) Theatre
226 WEST 42nd STREET

Telephone Bryant 0344

FTRLE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

WBBK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 18, 1916.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

MESSRS. COHAN and HARRIS Present

MR. LEO. DITR1CHSTEIN
In the Romantic Comedy, in Three Acts,

THE GREAT LOVER
By Leo Ditrichstein and Frederic and Fanny Hatton.

Staged uDder the direction of Mr. Sam Forrest.

The Players
(In the Order of their Appearance)

Mr. Stapleton, manager. .

Maestro Cereale, Italian conductor
Dr. Mueller, German conductor. ..

Farnold, secretary to Stapleton. . .

Kartzag, stage manager
Guilia Sabbattini, Italian prima

donna
Ward, opera house pressman
Carl Losseck, Wagnerian tenor. . .

Mme. Treller Beinbrich, German
soprano

Posansky, basso buffo
Sparipani, tenor buffo
Carlo Sonino, baritone
Ethel Warren, lyric soprano
JEAN PAUREL, star baritone....

Mr. Lee Millar
. . . .Mr. William Ricciardi

Mr. Arthur Klein
Mr. Julian Little

.. . Mr. George E. Romain

Miss Essex Dane
. . . Mr. Frederick Macklyn

Mr. Alfred Kappeler

. . Miss Anna McNaughton

.. . Mr. Alexis H. Polianov
Mr. Antonio Salerno
Mr. Malcolm Fassett

Miss Betty Callish
MR. LEO DITRICHSTEIN

Doctor Stetson, throat specialist Mr. Arthur Lewis
Potter, Paurel's valet Mr. John Bedouin
Mrs. Peter Van Ness . ) Patronesses of j . . . .Miss Cora Witherspoon
Mrs. Fred Schuyler... f the Opera ( Miss Florence Page
Chaperone Miss Nina Gray
Debutante Miss Elaine Hall
Zerlina Miss Alma Wolfe
Waiter No. 12 Mr. Gastonio Pillori
Bianca Sonino, Carlo's mother Miss Camilla Dalberg

ACT I.—The Manager's Office, Gotham Opera House.
ACT II.—Paurel's Dressing-room, Opera House, in the course of

a performance of the opera. "Don Giovanni." (Two weeks later.)
ACT III.—Paurel's Rooms at the Hotel. (Several days later.)

Time—The Present—Early Fall.
Place—New York.

BUSINESS STAFF FOR MESSRS. COHAN A HARRIS.
Company Manager Mr. Chart F. Brown
_ Mr Caldweii B. CaldwellBusiness Manager
Stage Manager. .Mr. Lee Millar

Sohmer Pianos used on stage.
Knabe Pianos used in the orchestra.
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Virginia Fox Brooks and Leo Ditriciistein

in "The Great Lover," Longacre Theatre

DITRICHSTEIN ORDERED TO REST
Leo Ditrichstein has been ordered by Ms

physician, Dr. Henry T. Wandlass, of 9 Bast
Thirty-ninth Street, to take a week s rest,
owing to the fact that he is suffering from
iritis. The Longacre Theater, where Mr.
Ditrichstein is appearing in The Great
Lover," will be closed during the actor s
absence.

BEVERLEY SITGREAVES,
Who Scored a Notable Success This Season as La Sab-

batini in " The Great Lover." She Recently Withdrew
from the Cast, and Will Shortly be Seen in Vaudeville.

White. N. Y.
Jean Paurel (Leo Ditrichstein) in "The Great Lover" always welcomes the intermis¬
sions in his operatic performances, for then he can seriously make love to the new

prima donna, Ethel Warren (Virginia Fox Brooks)
BALTIMORE

" The Great Lover," Alias " $2,000.00 A Night
Vies With the Follies and 44 Sumurun"

Baltimore. Md. (Special).—Thanks to Mr.
Charles E. Ford we were given the opportunity
this week to view what will, in all probabil- «
ity, prove to be one of the 44 genuine successes
of the season," for in " The Great Lover " we,
have a play of undeniable charm and originality,
dealing as it does with that great and curious i
world peopled by the noted operatic stars, and '
one about which the public always evinces the i
greatest interest. 44 The Great Lover " was
formerly known as 44 $2000 a night," and is from
the pen of Frederic and Fanny Hatton and Leo
Ditrichstein. Mr. Ditrichstein enacts the lead¬
ing role th^t of a famous baritone, and scores
a success as great as those registered in 44 The
Concert " and 44 Phantom Rival." His work
in this piece attains a standard seldom equalled 1
on our stage to-day. The supporting cast is
unusually long and exceptionally fine, number¬
ing such distinguished players as Isabel Irv¬
ing. Beverly Sitgreaves, and Arthur Lewis.
Others in the cast included Alfred Kappler,
Anna McNaughton, Lee Millar, Malcolm Fas-
set, William Ricciardi, Julien Little, Frederic
Macklyn, and Virginia Fox Brooks. Messrs.
Cohan and Harris produced the play, and have
given it the usual care and attention to detail
which mark all their presentations. The play
scored a genuine success before a crowded house
at the opening performance. Week Nov. 8,
44 Under Cover." Long before the scheduled
time for the curtain to rise, hundreds crowded
the huge lobby of the Academy on Monday
night, and at times fairly fought their way
into the theater until there was not a seat to
be had. It was the annual Baltimore engage¬
ment of the 44 Ziegfeld Follies," an attraction
which has captured the box-office record in this
city every season, and this year promises to
smash all previous records. It is one or the
very best editions Ziegfeld has ever sent on the
road, with such players as Carl Randall, Will
West, Leon Errol, Ed. Wynn, Phil Dwyer,
Charles Purcell, Bert Williams, Lucille Cava-
naugh, Ina Claire, Anna Pennington, Mae Mur¬
ray. and Vivian Oakland. It looks as if every
Baltimorean with the wherewith was going to see
the 44 Follies." Week Nov. 8, 44 Nobody Home.'f
with original cast.

Louis Mann and " The Bubble " had a good
week at Fords. The audiences were very en
thusiastic, demanding a speech at almost every
performance. ... („^_aaiwi!!,r- - j

LEO DITRICHSTEIN
A LINGUISTIC

EXPERT.

Leo Ditrichstein has gone himself
ten or twenty better. When he played
"The Phantom Rival" everybody mar¬
velled that he spoke four or five lan¬
guages. Last week Charles Phillips,
his manager, gave Mr. Ditrichstein's
linguistic abilities a really comprehen¬
sive test. Taking his cue from "The
Great Lover," he asked for "love" in
every language that the star had
knowledge of. Then he wove the
words into a verse.

Now, Mr. Phillips is a first rate man¬
ager, but The Tribune cannot guaran¬
tee his verse. Here it is, as it is now
appearing in the programmes of the
Longacre Theatre, and the reader must
take his chances:

J'aime; the word is sweet and strong;
Icli lieb, sounds sweet In German song;
Airio; reflects Italia's skies;
Agabo' my Greek lover cries.
Ijjublji ? the Slav takes overlong,
Ik Benun, is heard the Dutch among;
Karau-karan, is what the Bretons sigh;
Wasuke, masu; is what the Geisha try,
Jeg elsker; lisps the Danish lass,
Jag alskar, the Swedish gallants pass;
Kocham, I hear the Polish ring,
Maitatzendent., the Basque doth sing,
Varok; the Hungarian lover thrills.
The Turk, with Serejoroum chills;
Nehabl Net al! old Egypt dreams,
Doust darem, out of Persia gleams;
Gesirem; mocks Armenia's tears;
Main bolta; cements India's fears.
Oui hi bouhan; Celestials slant the eye,
Sahayusaka, is how Malayans lie;
Lofob is Volapuk, though lovevrs understand.
Hope, Faith and Love, rule every land.

Uurana
Photo by White.

den Hall and Cecil
the coming season.

Leo Ditrichstein and Beverly Sitgreaves in a scene from " The Great Lover
at the Longacre. wha

White. N. Y.
The volatile Jean Paurel (Leo Ditrichstein) in "The Great Lover" tries out the voice of Ethe

Warren (Virginia Fox Brooks) and finds it one of great warmth and beauty
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"OUR MRS. McCHESNEY"
American Comedy in Three Acts and Four

• Scenes, by George V. Hobart and Edna
Ferber. Produced by Charles Frohman
by arrangement with Joseph Brooks.
Lyceum Theater Oct. 19.

Hen Cody, night clerk ....... George Harcourt
Minni". eisrar cirl . Dorothy Allen
Sam Harrison, theatrical manager,

Roy La Rue
Louie Mercer . . . ) ( John Wise
'Beauty" Blair ( traveling ) ... Hugh Dillman

Sid Eraser I salesmen ) Huntley A. Gordon
"Fat" Ed. Meyers-' W. H. St. James
Harry Slight, hotel clerk . . James H. Morrison
Vieva Sherwood
Pearlie Schultz. stenographer.

Lola Fisher

Bell Boy
Jack McChesney
T. A. Buck. Jr
Ben Griebler, a grouch . .

Emma McChesney
Jessie, head waitress . . .

Hattie Stitch
Joe Greenbaum
Abel I. Fromkin
Mr. Perlman. a buyer . . .

Ida Wenzel
Annie, stock clerk
Myrtle
Sam. messeucer boy ....

William Sparks, salesman
John Parker

Gwendolyn Piers
C. A. Williams

Donald Gallaher
William Boyd

Thomas Murray
. . . . Ethel Barrymore
.... Emma Salvatore

Anita Rothe
. . . Thomas Reynolds

A. Romaine Callender
.... Jack Kingsberry

Carrie Clarke
.... Sue Ann Wilson

Sara Enright
George Meade
Prank McCoy

Charles Gibson
Walter Hierfins Gordon Fox
Robert Dowd Robert W. Davis
Harry Sloan Arthur Warwick
Bert Davis Walter Seymour |
Gladys . ~| f Louise Worthington
Mirabel . > models { . Elizabeth Van Sell

A Barbara J v Edith Wyckoff
•I Henry Harvey Denton
ig Bill Harry Merritt31 Steve Victor Mason L
3S Ellen McPhall, a cook Dorothy Walters 5

Act I.—The office and lobby of the Sloane I
house, Sandusky. Ohio. Act II.—Salesroom j
office of the T. A. Buck Featherloom Petticoat |

i Company. West Twenty-eighth Street, New York i
j city. Act III.—Scene 1.—The private office of .
j T. A. Buck Company. Scene 2.—A room in the '

Dulcinea Apartment. Riverside Drive, New York <

| city.
" Our Mrs. McChesney " is a dramatiza- a

tion of events related by Edna Ferber in a |l
■ popular series of magazine sketches, de-;

• tailing the adventures and character of a

| traveling saleswoman, Emma McChesney,
j in her regular " trips on the road." As aJ result, we get a good deal of the atmos-!
> phere of comedies like " The Traveling ^
j Salesman," "Potash and Perlmutter," and:
j certain similar plays dealing with feather-

loom skirts, traveling men and counting
? rooms, and those weighty plots and coun-;

II terplots behind the scenes of large business fihouses. In the part of Emma McChesney,
Miss Barrymore essays something much less

■f tragic than the plays in which we have |gI seen her of recent years : but as she is es-
; sentially a cemedienne the change is not mk

,» for the worse. Most of her admirers are frf1glad to welcome her back in a familiar field, WA
1 and were not disappointed in her breezy OP

,! performance of the resourceful Emma, who R
jj is both a good saleswoman and a good 0L
1 mother, and richly deserves to become the ffijNt] head of the firm of T. A. Buck & Co. The W.

! comedy really details the result of the
I workings of an advertising scheme to popu- ii A1
j 1 arize a skirt designed by Emma and on

J which the financial fate of the firm is
dramatically hinged.

We are introduced to Emma " on the
1 road." iust arriving on one of her regular
| " trips " at a traveling men's hotel in San-i dusky. Ohio. I doubt whether Sandusky
J will take kindly to the comedy unless some U
| of the playful allusions to its bucolic dig- F;

nity are transferred to Columbus, or some j
| other convenient center, when the San- |,
j duskvites sit in judgment on its merits.
I However, that is to be expected of n ^omedv gjjflI which is intended to prove popular on im£1
| Broadway.

At this hotel, then, Emma becomes the
bone of contention between her present
firm of Buck & Co. and Abel I. Fromkin.
T. A. Buck, Jr., wants to retain Emma's
services, about to expire, and Fromkin is
bound to secure her services to introduce P
his brand of skirts in South America, r
Things are not going well with Buck—not j^,^,
as well as they did under his late father-— RfflSN
and he can't meet Fromkin's offer. So BVUSSBh
doubtless Emma would have invaded South
America but for the fact that her young
son, Jack, who is a college boy near San¬
dusky, has raised his mother's check of $20
to the sum of $200 and had young Mr. Buck
cash it for him. to pay the expenses of his
marriage to Vieva Sherwood, a pretty little
show girl, who has bolted her theatrical en¬
gagement. Of course, Emma soon learns
the truth, and decides to remain with the
Buck firm to pay back the two hundred.

Thence on the plot deals with the at¬
tempt of the Buck firm to popularize a
featherloom skirt, which Emma has spe- j
cially designed for the trade. She has been |
made manager of the firm. The skirt re- j
fuses to become popular, and the firm is ;
getting in a worse way. Jack is making
good as an employe of the firm; Vieva has
been sent to school to polish up her die- j
tion. But when things are critical, Jack
sends for Vieva secretly, and when the head
model of the house goes home sick just as ',
the distracting skirt is to be exhibited under i
the best advantages at a Madison Square j -

i dress show, the former show girl takes the
place of the model and shows the skirt oft
to such advantage that she saves the day.
Still things are critical, and Buck is al-1.
most ready to yield to the seduction of I
the aforesaid Fromkin to surrender his

i father's business to Framkin's hard condi¬
tions, when Emma returns from a trip most
unexpectedly with $51,000 worth of orders
for her skirt. Fromkin is sent about his
business, for the firm is again on a solid
footing, Emma installs Jack and Vieva in
a comfortable flat on Riverside Drive, and
marries T. A. Buck, Jr.

You see, it is a happy little comedy of
I love and business, which might be more in¬

teresting if we hadn't been treated to a
good deal of similar material. Needless to
say Miss Barrymore is delightful in the i
part of the heroine. Moreover, it will be
gratifying to her admirers that she has
somehow disposed of surplus adipose and
reduced her figure to a svelte condition .
once more, which makes her all the more
charming.

The cast is excellent. Donald Gallaher I
as Jack and Lola Fisher as Vieva, play with I
an attractive manner of thoughtless young- I

i sters. and Mr. St. James scores in a broad I
< omedy part of a traveling salesman, under J
the appropriate name of " Fat" Ed. j
Meyers. Mr. Callender gives a graphic por- I

i trayal of the insectiverous persistency of
: a certain determined class of Hebrews who
; never say die when it comes to business,

and as Fromkin demonstrated a firm grasp
on the character and the ability to put him
across the footlights. The cast is very
large, but each individual part is played

; with excellent judgment.
The play was well received, and Miss

J Barrymore had to answer to a dozen eur-
j tain calls. .

✓ *

aas
.

Born in Oak Park, a suburl
of Chicago, she had intended t
coming to New York to at-j.
tend a dramatic school; but
happening to receive an offer;
to play in stock in the op¬
posite direction — with Fredi

, Belasco's company at the
ij Alcazar Theater, San Fran-'

cisco—she accepted that in¬
stead. Then came a chance,
to create the ingenue inj
Francis Wilson's own sad:
effort at comedy, " The,
Spiritualist," and from thatT\
she went into the baseball J ■

play, " The Girl and the
Pennant," another failure.

J , But that Miss Fisher is no fea.
noodoo the abundant success
" Under Cover " * easily demon¬
strates.

She is an artist as well as an

actress, a fad of hers being charcoal
portraits. One, of her fellow player,
Wilfrid Draycott, published in Bos¬
ton, shows remarkable skill.

i.rsals are not in

atisfactory clause" & •

EMMA McCHESNEY (ETHEL BARRYMORE) REPROVES "BEAUTY" BI AIR ranni,DILLMAN) IN » OUR MRS. McCHESNEY « FOR FLIRTING WITH VIEvI
, , SIJEKWOOI) (LOLA FISIIER).

Ethel Barrymore s Trade-mark

of

ailed

Marie-Odile, the most ap

pealing role Miss Starr
Has laarl in some time

Mi: ■'

IS

Ruth Sheply, of " The Boomer¬
ang, revued at the Aator.

Of* .

DONALD GALLAHER,
Will Be Seen as Jack McChesney with Ethel Barrj

more in " Emma McChesney and Co."

\Vh<

The New Silhouette ^-"ceforth in " Publicity " is to Identify Ha

LYCEUM
West 45th Street,

LYCEUM THEATRE CO.

DANIEL FROHMAN

THEATRE
ABEL I. FROMKIN A. ROMAINE CALLENDER
MR. PERLMAN, a buyer from East Liverpool JACK KINGSBERRY
IDA WENZEL, cashier, The T. A. Buck Company. . . .CARREE CLARKE
ANNIE, a stock clerk with the firm SUE ANN WILSON
MYRTLE DOROTHY ALLEN

Near Broadway.

.PROPRIETOR

.PRESIDENT

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL, CONDITIONS, WITH EVERY
IEAT OCCUPIED, CAN HE EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AND IN CASE OP DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
DANGERS OP PANIC, WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

SAM, a messenger boy
) WILLIAM SPARKS, a traveling salesman....
. JOHN PARKER "| (
• WALTER HIGGINS I
J ROBERT DOWD . . }■
r HARRY SLOAN . . . j'

BERT DAVIS J (.
. GLADYS ... ) I
• MIRABEL . . [ models 1
I BARBARA

buyers from the
Fashion Show

MASTER R. SLATTERY
FRANK McCOY

. . CHARLES GIBSON
GORDON FOX

. . ROBERT W. DAVIS
. . ARTHUR WARWICK

. . WALTER SEYMOUR
LOUISE WORTHINGTON
• ELIZABETH VAN SELL

Evenings, 8:20. Matinees Thursday and Saturday, 2:20.
EXTRA MATINEE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, TUESDAY, FEB. 22.

CHARLES FROHMAN
PRESENTS

ETHEL BARRYMORE
IN A NEW AMERICAN COMEDY

OUR MRS. MCCHESNEY
(A Dramatization of Edna Ferber's McChesney Stories)

By GEORGE V. HOBART and EDNA FERBER
By arrangement with

JOSEPH BROOKS
THE CHARACTERS

(In the order in which they speak)
HEN CODY, the night clerk at the Sloane [louse. .GEORGE HARCOURT
MINNIE, the cigar girl MAY WOOD
SAM HARRISON, a theatrical manager ROY LA RUE
LOUIE MERCER ^ , JOHN WISE

BEAUTY" BLAIR .. / J HUGH DILLMAN
SID FRASER f traveling salesmen J R0BERXL MARSCHING
"FAT" ED. MEYERS > ( W. H. ST. JAMEa
HARRY SLIGHT, hotel clerk JAMES H. MORRISON
VIEVA SHERWOOD MILDRED BARRETT
PEARLIE SCHULTZ, slenuyruitlwr GWENDOLYN
BELL BOY C. A. WILLIAMS
JACK McCHESNEY DONALD GALLAHER
T. A. BUCK, JR WILLIAM BOYD
BEN GRIEBLER, a grouch THOMAS MURRAY
EMMA McCHESNEY ETHEL BARRYMORE
JESSIE, head waitress EMMA SALVATORE
HATTIE STITCH ANITA ROTHE
JOE GREENBAUM THOMAS REYNOLDS

rmTrnTi-rri-.-nrrm-miVi-iTmirnrfirnTriiTTriTimrrn

i

( EDITH WYCKOFF
HENRY, superintendent of the Dulcinea Apartment, . . .HARVEY DENTON
BILL 1 furniture movers i HARRY MERRITT
STEVE / 'urmture movers j VICTOR MASON
10LLEN McPHAIL, a cook DOROTHY WALTERS

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES.

ACT I.
THE OFFICE AND LOBBY OF THE SLOANE HOUSE,

SANDUSKY, OHIO.

ACT n.
SALESROOM OFFICE OF THE T. A. BUCK FEATHERLOOM

PETTICOAT COMPANY, WEST-28th STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

ACT III.
SCENE 1—THE PRIVATE OFFICE OF T. A. BUCK COMPANY.

(Intermission between 1st and 2nd Scenes One Minute Only)
SCENE 2—A ROOM IN THE DULCINEA APARTMENT, RIVER¬

SIDE DRIVE, NEW YORK CITY.

PRODUCED BY GEORGE V. HOBART.

Stage Manager Frank McCoy

The petticoats exhibited in Act II. are of
made by The Waters Company. HEAT! ^rlooh

taffeta

SCENERY BY HOMER EMENS.

LYCEUM
West 45th Street,

LYCEUM THEATRE CO.

DANIEL FROHMAN

THEATRE
Near Broadway.

. PROPRIETOR

. PRESIDENT

ETHEL BARRYMORE

CHARLES FROHMAN
PRESENTS

ETHEL BARRYMORE
IN A NEW AMERICAN COMEDY

OUR MRS. MCCHESNEY
(A Dramatization of Edna Ferber's McChesney Stories)

By GEORGE V. HOBART and EDNA FERBER

By arrangement with

JOSEPH BROOKS

THE CHARACTERS
(In the order in which they speak)
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2-3
SATURDAY MATINEE

KLAW & ERLANGER and GEORGE C. TYLER
Present

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES.

ACT I.
THE OFFICE AND LOBBY OF THE SLOANE HOUSE,

SANDUSKY, OHIO.

ACT n.

SALESROOM OFFICE OF THE T. A. BUCK FEATHERLOOM
PETTICOAT COMPANY, WEST 2 8th STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

ACT III.

SCENE 1—THE PRIVATE OFFICE OF T. A. BUCK COMPANY.
(Intermission between 1st and 2nd Scenes One Minute Only)

SCENE 2—A ROOM IN THE DULCINEA APARTMENT, RIVER¬
SIDE DRIVE, NEW YORK CITY.

PRODUCED BY GEORGE V. HOBART.
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A Comedy in Four Acts

By Catherine Chisholm Cushing
Based on the like-named Novel by Eleanor H. Porter,

(By arrangement with The Page Company)

ASSIGNMENT OF CHARACTERS
(In the order of first entrance)

Mrs. Carmody /
Miss Carroll ' of «The Ladies> Aid I " '
Mrs. Gregg ( '

Nancy, Miss Polly's servant
Miss Polly Harrington, her aunt
Pollyanna Whiittier

Sodom ^
Gommorah . . |

Jimmy Bean, an orphan
John Pendleton, Esq., called "The Hermit'

Bleecher, Pendleton's man

Doctor C'hilton, Pendleton's friend .......

Jimmy Bean (grown up)

• . Maude Granger
Helen Weathersby

. . . Maud Hosford

taffeta
The petticoats exhibited in Act II. are of

made by The Waters Company.

Selma Hall

Nanette Comstock
Patricia Collinge

. • By Themselves

SCENERY BY HOMER EMENS.

. Stephen Davis
. . Oswald Yorke

. Harry Barfoot

Joseph Jefferson

. . Henry Duffey

Ethel Barrymoie as Emma McChes-
ney, the indomitable saleswoman of
"Featherloom" petticoats in "Our
Mrs. McChesney," reaches San¬
dusky, O., in her travels. George
Harcourt is seen as the genial hotel

clerk. Hen Cody
Starting Monday Afternoon,

September 6, 1915
Nightly, Including Sunday, with Wednesday

and Saturday Matinees
SECOND WEEK

KLAW & ERLANGER and GEORGE C. TYLER
Present

Scerie-
ACT I—}

Martha Hedman, who expects
to tpend the summer with "The
Boomerang." Photo by Ira /.. IliU.

POLLYANNA
THE GLAD GIRL
A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS

by Catherine Chisholm Cushing
Based on the Novel by Eleanor H. Porter

[By arrangement with The Page Company]
ASSIGNMENT OF CHARACTERS:

[In the order of first entrance]
MRS. CARMODY, of "The Ladies' Aid" ••••••

.....MISS MAUDE GRANGER
MISS CARROLL, of "The LaditesJ Aid"....'nUU MTSS HELEN WEATHERSBY "l
MRS GREGG, of "The Ladies' Aid"

.. MISS MAUD HOSFORD fg-J
NANCY, Miss Polly's servant MISS JESSIE BUSLEY
MISS POLLY HARRINGTON, her aunt

MISS EFFIE SHANNON

POLLYANNA WHITTIER, "The Glad Girl"
MISS PATRICIA COLLINGE

SODOM.

GOMMORAH.

" MARIE-ODILE " IN LONDON

Edward Knoblauch's " Marie-Odile " was produced
by Sir Herbert Tree at His Majesty's Theater in
London on June 8. The critics were almost unan¬

imous in declaring that the theme of the drama was
too great a tax upon their credulity.

In its review of the play the London Chronicle
says: " When Sister Marie-Odile found a corporal in
the convent it was quite natural that she should take
him for St. Michael. For the corporal was Mr. Basil
Gill in a spotless uniform—just the sort of apparition
to please a novice who knew nothing of men beyond
what she was able to gather from the frescoes in the
chapel.

" We were given to understand that this corporal
was fresh from the battlefield; but that was one of
several things in Mr. Knoblauch's play which we im¬
mediately refused to believe.

" His arrival was lucky for Sister Marie-Odile. She
had had rather a bad morning at the convent, being
unable to do anything right or pleasing in the eyes
of the Mother Superior. There is, at all events, no
doubt at all that the corporal was a pleasanter com¬
panion than the Mother Superior. Indeed, the
soldiers were all as nice as could be, with sweethearts
at home and mothers to pray for their return.

" So soon the cues were falling rapidly for a seriesof sentimental encounters between innocence, which
knew nothing about men, and experience, which knew
too much about women.

" So far the play was altogether successful in Mr.
Knoblauch's solid way. But afterwards we ceased to
take it seriously, even as a story for the theater.
The soldiers go, but the corporal remains; and a year
later there is a baby at the convent. Sister Marie-
Odile is still, it seems, as innocent as in the days be¬
fore she had seen the corporal. But there, in full
view, is the baby. Mr. Knoblauch cannot have it both
ways. We can allow him the innocence; but we
cannot believe in the baby.

" It is to be feared that Mr. Knoblauch's play falls
into the common category of plays which take in¬
nocence for a theme. Innocence is the last thing to
be flippantly encountered when it is the real thing:
but beyond a certain point, which dramatic authors
usually overpass, our respect for innocence necessarily
tends to languish. Sister Marie-Odile strains out
credulity too far. It snaps irremediably at sight of
the baby. The play after that is just a tedious effort
to repress our smiling."

The Stage comments in part: " In the present form
of seeming compromise, adopted by Mr. Knoblauch,
the heroine's staggering innocence is difficult of ac¬
ceptance, and it would have been better if either a
purely romantic or an absolutely idyllic milieu had
been adopted, free from the commonplace banality and
essentially modern slanginess of much of the second
act, in which the soldiers are conspicuous.

" One cannot help feeling that the perpetually nag¬
ging Mother Superior, an ascetic of the worst type,
mortifying herself and everybody else, and a Pharisee
to boot, would not have treated Marie with such
harshness had she not been jealous of Mother
Veronica, her predecessor in the post, who had both
succoured the foundling and allowed her to become a
novice. Pure casuistry also is the line of argument
pursued both by her and by Father Benedict, come
to counsel immediate flight from the rapidly advancing
invaders, when Marie, hiding with her beloved pigeons
in the loft, refuses to answer when she is called."

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 1?
WEDNESDAY MATINEE

KLAW & ERLANGER and GEORGE C. TYLER,
PRESENT

POLLYANNA

JIMMY BEAN,, an orphan [aged 12.years].... .
"

MASTER BOBBY TOBIN

JOHN PENDLETON, ESQ., a bachelor—called "The Hermit"..
MR. PHILIP MERIVALE

BLEECKER, Pendleton's man." MR. HARRY BARFOOT
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PLACE AND TIME OF ACTION:

Scene—A New-England village. Period—Nowadays.
ACT I—Miss Polly Harrington's parlor. A Summer afternoon,

[Eight minutes' intermission.]
ACT II—John Pendleton's library. Some weeks later

[Five minutes' intermission.]
ACT III-—The library. An hour later than Act II.

[Eight minutes' intermission.]
ACT IV—The library. Five years later than Act III.
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THE PLAY STAGED BY MR. FREDERICK STANHOPE

FOR KLAW & ERLANGEF

Mr. Frederick Donaghey
Mr. Harry Barfoot

and GEORGE C. TYLER
FOR KLAW & ERLANGER AND GEORGE C. TYLER.

Manager in Advance D. W. Haynes
Manager with Company Bert St. John
Stage Director A. W. F. MacCollin

Acting-Manager
. Stage-Manager

>15, Charles Frohman, Inc,
nore, I'll talk Jem

Ethel Barrymore



White, y. Y.MABEL ELAINE,
Whose Eccentric Dancing is a Feature of " Town Topics.

Anna Howard, one ot the sputterers
in the live wire chorus of the new

Ziegfeld " Midnight Frolic," New Am¬
sterdam roof.

White. N. Y.
Wrapped securely in the cloak of romance, John CharlesThomas as Baron Franz and Marguerite Namara as DollyCloverdale in "Alone at Last" reacn the top of the Jungfrau

Yorke.—Letty Yorke has joined the cast of " Alone
at Last" at the Shubert Theater, replacing Jose|v;! Collins in the role of Tilly. Miss Yorke was last seen
in " The Peasant Girl" at the Forty-fourth Street

Mme. Valentine Kachouba, a new member ot tne
Impeiial Ballet Russe, which is to begin its nrst
American engagement in New York, January

\ | Theater.
iwi

Clara Joel, who |has _'been selected
to head a second company of

"The Eternal Magdalene."

Marjorie Bentley, whose piquant charm graces "Hip Hip Hooray" at theJHippo-
drome. Besides appearing as premiere danseuse of the Kat Kabaret, she also*con'

E tributes to the gayety of the dancing carnival in the Biltmore Cascades scene
***«» —-

Stage Manager Mr. John B. Wheeler

SHUBERT THEATRICAL. CO.,
Les sees and Managers.

This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times.'

BEGINNING TUESDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 19, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Operette in Three Acts,

By FRANZ LEHAR,
Entitled

ALONE AT LAST
Book by Dr. A. M. Willner and Robert Bodanzky.

Freely adapted from the German, "Endlich Allein,"
By EDGAR SMITH and JOSEPH HERBERT.

Additional Lyrics by Matthew Woodward.
Staged by BENRIMO.

Musical Numbers Staged by Allen K. Foster.

Cast.
(In Order of Appearance)

Morel, hotel manager Mr. S. Paul Veron
Hans Ketterer, a veteran Swiss guide Mr. Ed. Mulcahy
A Waiter Mr. James Georgi
A Guide Mr. Frank C. Sparling
Count Max Splenningen Mr. Harry Conor
Count Willigard Mr. Roy Atwell
Dolly Cloverdale, an American heiress Madam Namara

Mrs. Phoebe Cloverdale, a wealthy American widow, Miss Eliz. Goodall
Baron Franz von Hansen Mr. John Charles Thomas
Tilly Dachau, of the Hoff Theatre, Vienna Miss Jose Collins
Von Flamberg . t Mr. Herold Everts
Rudiman Mr. Walter Croft
Bondi Mr. Gene Hamilton
Yvonne Everett, an American girl Miss Barbara Schaefer
Mrs. Jeffry, an American tourist Miss Mildred Bronell
Von Mannheim, a German tourist Mr. George Vognef
Professor Dinglebender, geologist . Mr. Chas. Guidion
Head Porter, Grand Hotel Mr. S. Paul Veron
Hotel Porter Mr. Harold Wright
A Waiter Mr. Sol. Singlust

(Miss Beth Lydy, alternate of Madame Namara)
Guides, Tourists, Peasants, Hotel Guests,

Maids, Porters, Waiters, etc.

Late
Synopsis of Scenes.

ACT I.—Garden of the Hotel Victoria, Interlaken, Switzerland.
Afternoon.

ACT II.—-Scene 1—The Terrace of the Grand Hotel, Kurhaus, Murren.
Sunrise, the next Morning.
Scene 2—On the Trail of the Jungfrau. Afternoon.
Scene 3—The Summit of the Peak. Sunset.

ACT III.—Lounge of the Hotel Victoria, Interlaken. The following
Evening.
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Musical Numbers.
Orchestra under the direction of Mr. Gaetano Merola.

ACT I.

Opening Chorus Ensemble
"One in the Game of Love" Dolly and Entire Chorus
"Thy Heart My Prize" Franz
"Oh, My Darling Tilly" Tilly and Willy
"Nature Divine" Dolly and Franz
"Waltz Entrancing" Tilly and Men
Finale Dolly, Franz, Tilly, Willy and Chorus

ACT II.—Scene 1.
Opening Chorus.
"Bright Morning Star" Yvonne Everett and Chorus
"Pretty Edelweis" Dolly
"Not Now, But by the Moon" Tilly and Willy
Finaletto.

Scenery, Act II., by John Young Studio.
Scenery built by Mr. James Surridge.

Electrical Effects by Mr. John Whalen.
Properties built by James Caldwell and Jacob Flamm.Phonograph furnished by Rex Talking Machine Corporation.

Egyptian Deities used exclusively.Gowns and hats worn by Madame Namara, Miss Elizabeth Goodall andMiss Barbara Schaefer by Josephs.Gowns and hats worn by Miss Jose Collins by Frances.The gentlemen in "Alone at Last" are wearing R. B. Fashion Clothes,tailored at Fashion Park, Rochester, N. Y.All modern dresses by J. M. Gidding & Co., New York.

Week Beginning Monday Evening
March 20, 1916

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

SCENE 2.
13 "This Is My World" Dolly and Franz
14 "Some Little Bug Will Find You Some Day" (By Roy Atwell

and Benjamin Burt. Music by Silvio Hein) Willy
SCENE 3.

15 Scene: Duet—Finale Dolly and Franz
ACT III.

16 Opening Chorus—"Scandals in the Air"
17 "Return to Warm My Heart Again" Tilly and Chorus
18 "Reminiscence" Dolly and Franz
19 Finale.

Show Girls—Misses Olga Britton, Mildred Bronell, Miriam Folger,
Eleanor Dayne, Lillian Horne, Helene Glenmore, Helen Mesereau,
Eleanor Ryley, Gladys Siddons, Margaret Vingut.

Mediums—Misses Marie Blucher, Clara DeBeers, Ann Delmore,
Maud Florenz, Virginia Lee, Vivian Macdonell, Helen Ray, Mildred
Stokes, Alice Stratton, Constance Werner.

Dancers—Mabel Blake, Tracy Elbert, Blanche Georgi, Mazie
Gilmore, Mazie Lyon, Marie Mann, Lucy Maurelli, Lili Patay, Lillie
Simpson, Ethel Stuart, Vivian White, Adele Christy.

Men—Messrs. Ernest Brunniviora, Walter Croft, Eugene Elliot,
Harold Everts, Rudolph Fink, Maurice Gardener, Gene Hamilton,
Gursham Hall, Harry Rose, Henry Schiff, Julius Schwartz, Franz
Sheppard, Sol Singlust, Frank Sparling, Wm. Warren, George Wagner,
Robert Whlteliouse, Harold Wright.

:

THE MESSRS. SHUBERT Present
An Operetta in Three Acts

By FRANZ LEHAR
Entitled

"Alone
At Last"

BOOK BY

Dr. A. M. Willner and Robert Bodanzky
Freely adapted from the German

"Endlich Allein"
By Edgar Smith and Joseph Herbert

Additional Lyrics by

Matthew Woodward
Staged by

Benrimo

Musical Numbers Staged by
Allen K. Foster

Symphony orchestra under direction of
Mr. Gaetano Mq™1

White. K. Y.

Mile. Xenia Maclezowa and Leonide Massme in "L'Oiseau de*Feu,"
one of the most pretentious dance-dramas in the repertoire of the

Diaghiletf Ballet Russe

-g

Author of

Rochlitz Studio.
MISS ELEANOR GATES,

' The Poor Little Rich Girl " and " We Are
Seven."
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ILLINOIS THEATER
14. Scene: Duet—Finale CHICAGO

OPERATED BY

THE AMUSEMENT COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
DIRECTORS

A. L. ERLANGER, MARC KLAW, ALF HAYMAN,
WILLIAM HARRIS, WILL J. DAVIS,

HARRY J. POWERS, Resident Director. Rollo Timponi, Business Mgr. and Treas.

Week Beginning Sunday Evening, November
of the Hotel Vicfco:

Late afternoon.

Messers. Shubert Present an Operetta in Three Acts Entitled

John Charles Thomas, who at present is appearing 'at the Shubert
Theatre in "Alone at Last," realizing he had but one road to travel
to his destiny, chose it by the simple and primitive method of
tossing a coin. Thus it came about that from the precise moment that
the argent head of a half dollar landed downward, John Charles Thomas
began his career as a singer instead of a doctor of medicine. Previous to
this important and portentous moment, Mr. Thomas had sung and had
conned the pages of "Materia Medica," so that he was prepared to greet
either side of the coin. John Charles Thomas, who has been seen here
with DeWolf Hopper in the revival of the Gilbert and Sullivan operas, rose
to fame over night last season when he made a sensational hit in "The
Peasant Girl." Since then he has established himself as a New York
favorite by reason of his excellent work at the Winter Garden. In "Alone
at Last" Mr. Thomas has the principal male role.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I -Garden of the Hotel Victoria, Interlaken, Switzer¬

land. Late afternoon.

-Scene 1: The terrace of the Grand Hotel, Kurhaus.
Murren. Sunrise, the next morning.

Scene 2: On the trail of the Jungfrau. Afternoon.

Scene 3: The summit of the peak. Sunset.

-Lounge of the Hotel Victoria, Interlaken. The
following evening.

v»rdale

Act I—Garden of the Hotel Victoria, Interlaken, Switzerland. Late afternoon.
Act II—Scene 1—The Terrace of the Grand Hotel, Kurhaus, Murren. Sunrise, the

next morning.

Scene 2—On the trail of the Jungfrau. Afternoon.
Scene 3—The Summit of the Peak. Sunset.

Act III—Lounge of the Hotel Victoria, Interlaken The following evening.
MUSICAL NUMBERS

Orchestra under the direction of Mr. Gaetano Merola
ACT I

1. Opening Chorus, "The Peasant Wedding Party" Ensemble
2. "One in the Game of Love" Dolly and Entire Chorus
3. "Oh, My Darling Tilly" Tilly and Willy
4. "Nature Divine" Dolly and Franz
5. "Waltz Entrancing" Tilly and Men
6. Finale Dolly, Franz, Tilly, Willy and Chorus

MUSICAL NUMBERS

ACT II—SCENE 1

Opening Chorus.
"Bright Morning Star" Yvonne Everett and Chorus
"Pretty Edelweis" Dolly
"Not Now, but by the Moon" Tilly and Willy
Finaletto, "Picnic in the Sky". .Tilly, Willy, Count, Mrs. C., Ketterer and Chorus

SCENE 2

"Victory to the Bold" Dolly and Franz
"Some Little Bug Will Find You Some Day." (By Roy Atwell and Benjamin

Burt. Music by Silvio Hein) Willy

MARGUERITE NAMARA and JOHN CHARLES THOMAS

in "ALONE AT LAST" at SHUBERT THEATRE



Act II—Scene 1
8. Opening Chorus.
9. Solo—"Bright Morning Star"

Yvonne, Everett and Chorus
10. Solo—"Pretty Edeleweiss" Dolly
11. Duet—"Not Now But by the Moon"....Tillie and Willie
12. Finale-—-"Picnic in the Sky" Tillie, Willie, Count,

Mrs. Cloverdale, Ketterer and Chorus
Scerte II

13. Duet—-"Victory to the Bold" Dolly and Franz
14. Song Willigard

Scene III
15. Scene: Duet—Finale Dolly and Franz

ACT III
16. Opening Chorus—"Scandal in the Air"

Morrell and Chorus
17. Duet—"Reminiscences" Franz and Dolly
18. "But We Don't Know Why We Love"

Tillie, Willie and Chorus
19. Finale Entire Company

Stage Director, Mr. Charles Tingle
PERSONNEL OF THE CHORUS

Show Girls—Misses Archer-Burton, Love, Medley, Turner,
Lee, Dare, Brown and Jones.

Mediums—Misses Harrigan, Paul, Hall, Brown, Long,
Lampe and Gardner.

Dancers—Misses Delmar, Weston, Falk, Foss, Carter, Whit¬
ley, Earle and Hampton.

Men—Messrs. Bloom, Everts, Opler, Shinkman, Wooster,
Duane, Elliott, Shepard, Kristel, Warren. Miller and
Wagner.

Scenery—Act II, by John Young Studio
Scenery built by Mr. James Surridge

Electrical Effects by Mr. John Whalen
Properties built by James Caldwell and Jacob Flamm

All Modern Dresses by J. M. Gidding & Co., New York
Shoes by I. Miller

iller

Manager, Mr. E. R. Doyle
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ABELE RITCHIE
The Dresden China Prima Donna.
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" ALONE AT LAST "
Operetta in Three Acts by Franz Lehar.

Book by Dr. A. M. Willner and Kobert
Dodanzky. Freely Adapted from the
German " Bndlieh Alleln," by Edgar
Smith and Joseph Herbert. Additional
Lyrics by Matthew Woodward. Staged
by Benrimo. Musical Numbers Staged
by Allen K. Foster. Produced by the
Shuberts at the Shubert Theater,' Oct.
19.

Morel s. Paul Veron 1
Hans Ketterer Ed. Mulcahy
A Waiter James Georgi
A Guide Frank C. Sparling '
Count Max Splenningen Harry Conor l
Com* Willigard Roy Atwell ,

Dolly Cloverdale Madame Namara
Mrs. Phoebe Cloverdale Elizabeth Goodall
Baron Franz von Hansen . . John Charles Thomas •
Tilly Dachau Jose Collins -
Von Flamberg Hero Id Everts
Rudiman Walter Croft
Bondi Gene Hamilton .

Yvonne Everett Barbara Schaefer I
Mrs. Jeffry Mildred Bronell
Von Mannheim George Vogner
Professor Dinglebender Charles Guidion '

Act I.—Garden of the Hotel Victoria, Inter- 1
laken, Switzerland. Late afternoon. Act II.—
Scene 1.—The terrace of the Grand Hotel. Kur- ,

haus. Murren. Sunrise, the next morning:. Scene
2-—On the trail of the Jungfrau. Afternoon.
Scene 3.—The summit of the peak. Sunset. Act '
ill-—Lounge of the Hotel Victoria. Interlaken. '
The following evening.

Franz Lehar has triumphantly vindi¬
cated himself. Hereafter, he will be recog- ,

nized by discriminating music lovers as
the composer of "Alone at Last" rather
than as the man who wrote " The Merry
Widow." He has borne his cross of popu- 1.
larity bravely and patiently. lie attempted ,

to show in "Eva1' and "Gypsy Love"1
that his music contained qualities other
than merely those of charming languor
and tripping gaiety—that it possessed <
also an irresistible atmosphere of romance,,
an undeniable appeal to the imagination.,
But to no avail—the public went away
from those operas loud in its lamenta¬
tions over his failure to provide another
Merry Widow Waltz.

This time, however, the gifted Lehar. -

-equipped with a romantic setting which I
allows him greater scope for his imagina- J
tion, has won the heights of light opera. J
Never has the Viennese "school" turned 1•out a product so gracefully melodious, so 1
strikingly original, and so consistentlv > I
ambitious in its themes. Lehar has clearly - F
and convincingly demonstrated the syrupy «
insignificance of his old hymn-book strains I
that set Donald Brian waltzing to stardom.1

We wonder whether the gathering storms :
•of war influenced Lehar in his composition, j
His emotions seem to have quickened and
to have become more responsive. His soul
seems to have grown more restless—and yet '
strangely aloof from pessimism or melan¬
choly. However, there is the same Teutonic
-expansiveness about him—the same ten- '
dency to play the jester, the humorist of
the bierstube with his tongue in his cheek.
This latter characteristic is most apparent
in the low intermezzo which forms the
climax of the second act. The harmony,
which in its beginning is gay, impulsive,
flirtatious, changes into an expression filled
with passion and poetic feeling. Thinking
it to be a permanent, settled mood, we
listen with ecstatic approval to moments
suggestive of Wagner, and then, just as we
seem transported to the realms of grand
opera, he puts on his mask of caprice and
laughingly leads us down to earth. The
conceits of the orchestration help to convey
this impression. In the wood wind they
especially show a technician of humor and
originality.

Quite appropriately, the approach to a

grand opera altitudes is made by a young .

couple climbing tortuous Alpine passes.
The height of their romance is attained on
the very peak of the Jungfrau. The scene
is a beautiful one, made still more enchant¬
ing by the glow of youthful love. Unfor¬
tunately, it is robbed of much of its effect
by the lack of warmth and seductiveness
in the heroine.

John Charles Thomas as the hero realized
all the opportunities of his role. His fine '
voice, combined with his manly stage pres- * ;
ence and well defined personality, contrib¬
uted in making liis performance one of the
most notable in light opera in many a sea- . 1
son. He imparted at all times the right
touch of romantic fervor.

Madame Namara, while possessing a re- 1
freshingly clear and robust voice which she .
used with refined expression and graceful- !
ness, never suggested a maiden in search |_
of a thrill on a mountain-top. "But t*»en,
as one certain wise man once said. " You
never can tell." One must realize that
Madame Namara is fresh from the concert
stage and that she has hardly had time to
put herself into the sympathetic frame of
mind necessary for such an exacting role.

The locale of the opera is Switzerland.
Mrs. Cloverdale, a wealthy American widow,
and her daughter, Dolly have arrived at ,']
a hotel in Interlaken. Among the guests J
are Count Splenningen and his eccentric
son, Willigard. While the count pavs
court to the widow, the son bestows his
affections upon Dolly. Ho is not barmy in
his task since he is in love with Tillv, a

reigning soubrette of a Vienna music hall.
And quite naturally, Dolly prefers a young J
handsome baron, who disguised as a guide. 1
has interested her on former mountainous J
ascents.

The soubrette's arrival nt thA hntoi
leaVes a way clear for Willy to neglect
his amatory duties toward Dolly. And as ^he and otner members of the party pair fj
themselves off satisfactorily, Dolly per- "
suades her attractive guide to take her to
the top of the Jungfrau. They reach the
peak, but overcome by weariness and the
beauty of the scene, they are unmindful of
the approaching night. Realizing their
plight they prepare to make the best of an
unusual situation and as the curtain falls h
we see the guide, sentinel-like, gazing off
into the distance while his charge sleeps
peacefully at his feet. Hotel gossips are
busy in the meantime but matters are ade- ,
quately explained as the lovers return and
the play ends with a wholesale disregard I
for single bliss.

Jose Collins played the part of Tilly
with delightful vivacity and neatness.
Harry Conor contributed his gracious ro¬
tundity and unfailing good humor to the
role of Splenningen. Roy Atwell acted Wil¬
ligard with diverting solemnity. His best
moments came in a song—of his own manu¬
facture—elegizing certain gastronomical de- j I
lights. For instance, in Mr. Atwell's eyes. |,:|

every undertaker titters, when you eat
banana

# fritters" and " when you order .
sliced pineapple, the sexton begins to dust j |
the chapel." Ed. Mulcahy made an impos- j
ing picture as a veteran mountaineer.

Every song is a gem but the haunting 1
sweetness of the " Waltz Entrancing," the
lilt of " Oh, Mv Darling Tilly." the grace¬
ful coquetry of "Not Now But By the I

Hoy Atwell and Jose Collins in "Alone at Last"
the Viennese operetta at the Shubert Theatre
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-u-plenPVifen (Harry Conor) in "Alone at Last" counsels his
son Willigard (Roy Atwell) to take extra precaution in his ascent of

Alpine heights.

Marguerite Namara in "Alone at Last' bril¬
liantly sings the role of Dolly Cloverdale, an
American heiress, who finds romance on top of
the Jungfrau.

Moon," and the charm of " Edelweiss" ,

make these numbers stand out above the U
others.

An augmented orchestra is ably directed »
i\U "

—;;**v

White. N. V.
Mountain climbers in "Alone at Last" prepare to have lunch

. V;sj<! °n an Alpine plateau. From left to right: Jose Collins as Tilly
;',.v Dachau. Harry Conor as Count von Splenningen, Roy Atwell

'

j as his son Willy, Marguerite Namara as Dolly Cloverdale, and
John Charles Thomas as Baron Franz von Hansen.
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JOHN CHARLES THOMAS,
Who as Baron Franz in " Alone at Last" Gives One of

the Most Notable Performances in Light Opera in
Recent Years.



"THE MARK OF THE BEAST"
; A Play in Three Acts by Georgia Earle

and Fanny Cannon. Staged Under the
Direction of Frank McCormack. Pro¬
duced at the Princess Theater Wednes-

| day. Oct. 20.I Johnson John Gray
i Dorothy Ormsby Lenore Ulrich

1 Kate Schuyler Suzanne Jackson
James Ridgeway Carroll (Jim) . Reginald Mason

.i Arthur Browne Horace Braham
! Frank Conway Georsre Howard
J Robert Ormsby George Nash
, Florence Conway Alma Belwin |

The action of the play takes place in Robert
Ormsby's home at " Sound View," near Port
Chester. L. I. Act I.—An evening: in August.
Act II.—About eleven the next morning. Act
III.—The same day about two in the afternoon.

" The Mark of the Beast" is another
play which dares go a little further than
its predecessors in arguing the rights and
wrongs of the sexes. It does not offer the
usual triangle as a bait for sentimental in¬
terest, but a quartette composed of two
husbands and their wives. It might be
said that a double triangle would explain
the dramatic complications better than a
quartette, for in each of the two homes an
outsider figures to the dishonor of the fam¬
ily concerned.

The play begins with the old story of a
neglected wife and busy husband. The wife
still loves her husband, but he has refused
to listen to her plea for clemency and will
not forgive her indiscretion, first committed
in a moment of loneliness and weakness.
Judge Ormsby (George Nash), who believes
in the woman's innocence and her legal de¬
fense. learns from her own lips at the last

1 moment that she has really been guilty.
Tier recital of facts and conditions causes
him to realize that it would be folly for
him to endeavor to defend her, since her
husband has proof of her infidelity. The
judge tells her this and assures her that
he will hunt up her husband and try to
convince him that he should drop the suit
and. if possible, effect a reconciliation.

The judge leaves home to find Conway,
the injured husband. During his absence
his own wife, under the spell of the moon.

• music and flowers, becomes the victim of
her brother's friend, a man she has known
all her life. In the next act the judge has
an interview with Conway, and after bring¬
ing every argument to bear in behalf of
the erring wife, persuades him that he
should pardon her. He also takes away

m the pistol with which Conway would have
<•£ killed the woman's lover. Then at the
ja close of the act, when Conway has gone, his
j own 'wife confesses her sin of the night be-
( fore. Immediately the judge picks up Con-
j way's pistol and goes in search of the de¬

stroyer of his own happiness.
In the last act Conway returns to the

' judge's home, learns the conditions of
: affairs there, and uses the same arguments
• employed a few hours before to him by the
i judge, and finally makes him see that he,

too. should be charitable and abide by his
I own advice. „ ,

The play is interesting and well played,
j The big scene in the second act between

George Nash and George Howard was tense
I with dramatic interest and suspense, and
I Mr. Nash fairly swept the audience off its

! feet. Leonore Ulrich as Mrs. Ormsby and
! Alma Belwin as Mrs. Conway made their

White. N. T.

George Nash as Robert Ormsby in "The Mark of the Beast" enjoys the chivalrous affection
that Reginald Mason as James Ridgway Carroll bestows upon Lenore Ulrich who plays the neg-
lected wife, Dorothy Ormsby.

hoped to marry Boriska, but shrinks from anfi con.,,io ,-n .. * ^ , .
the ii)1bllhi?:y and p°litical ruin. whlch Mr. Waller has appeared in over loo^llvswould be his as a consequence. A young Amone his most notable performances wire
poet falls in love with Boriska and asks Falconbndge, in " King John "; D'Artagnan in
her to marry him. Thinking to begin her the " Three Musketeers"; Sir Robert Chiltern
life anew Boriska accepts his offer, but An_. Ideal Husband"; Captain Gerard, in
discovers that the entire family, with the B"gadier Gerard," and many others.
exception of the youngest sister, Sari, whO|

*--- -—is onnosed to her |

"ADELAIDE"
Play in One Act. Translated and Adapted

by David Bispham from the German of
Hugo Muller. Produced by David Bisp¬
ham at the Harris Theater, Thursday
Afternoon, Oct. 21.

Ludwig von Beethoven David Bispham
Herr Rudolphe Graham Harris
Clara Idelle Patterson ]
Franz Henri Barron
Frau Sepherl Kathleen Coman ■
Adelaide Marie Narelle ■

" Adelaide " is founded upon a romantic I
! episode in the life of Beethoven. The a
i scene is laid in his lodging house in Vienna. I

The great musician, irritable in his lonli- ■
• ness and approaching deafness, dreams of

his lost love, Adelaide. There is no one to ■
comfort him, no one able to understand him ■
save his landlord's daughter, Clara. He W
bestows his pent up love upon her though m
auite in a fatherly way. While musing^
upon the irony of fate that has brought H
the misfortune of deafness to a musician, m
the love of his youth enters. She is still
pretty but Beethoven, certain that disil-l I
lusionment will follow any renewal of their I

I romance bids her farewell and the play I I
ends with the composer playing his favorite! I
love song at the pianoforte.

Mr. Bispham gave a dignified and force¬
ful impersonation of Beethoven. However,
he should be given a medium more worthy

■ of his powers. His remarkable versatility 1
1

i and beautiful voice deserve something bet- ■
ter than trifles of the " Adelaide" order. 1

= Idelle Patterson was winsome and inter- ■
; esting as Clara. Marie Narelle played ■

Adelaide. Henri Barron was sufficiently ■
, ardent as Clara's lover.

" The Rehearsal " proved to be an orig- 1
inal musical entertainment in which sev- ■
oral solos and a concerted number from ■
" Die Meistersinger " were rendered. Miss ■

1 Patterson exhibited a soprano of delight-
- j ful clarity and sweetness in the aria from

: " Madame Butterfly." Henri Barron was
I heard in a couple of tenor solos. Graham

- j Harris played the violin with admirable1 technique. Kathleen Coman contributed a
piano solo and Mr. Bispham recited with

, feeling a " song poem " by Turgeniev.

I ssss®!*:

Mrs. lioitay
Boriska ^
Olga ... I
Manci . . I
Sari . .... \ .

"MRS. BOLTAY'S DAUGHTERS'*
A Play in Three-Acts by Marion Fairfax.

Founded on the Hungarian of Eugen Hei-
tal with Rita Jolinet. Directed by Har¬
rison Grey Fiske. Produced by Mr.
Fiske and George Mooser at the Comedy
Theater, Saturday evening, Oct. 23.

I Mrs. Boltay Annie Hughes
J Boriska ) ( .. .. Rita Jolivet

her daughters J • • Merle Maddernner aaugnters ; Beatrice Miller , nf th_ nlnv( Antoinette Walker j ® iSL
Aunt Malvina Adelyn Westley j comedy role
Rose Eva Le Gallienne L.
John Farraday G. Harrison Hunter KB
Willard Page Forrest Winant m
Professor Rudolph Ziegler .... France Bendtsen M
Ridders Cyril Raymond fcj

Act I.—Sitting room at Mrs. Boltay's. Late fejj
. afternoon in May. Act II.—The same. The day gffl

following. Act III.—Mr. Farraday's library. §9
. The next afternoon. The action of the play pi

takes place in the city of Washington.
"Mrs. Boltay's Daughters," which in its K

' original Hungarian was the sensation of Eg
Budapest, has been generously adapted for 9

jj the demands of this country in that its pi
m locale has been changed to Washington,
M D. C. and its characters allowed a little more
jg of the milk of human kindness than allottedH them by Mr. Heital. It is an unusually
ffl interesting play concerning an extremely
M unpleasant family—that is, the majority of
9 the family, or that portion which rotates
f| about a lovable, selr-sacrificing character,
'ft Boriska, is so consumed with selfishness
a that it guages every move from a personal

'■ viewpoint. The play is well constructed
5a and well written; and its characters, un-
P pleasant though some of them may be, keep
#1 one's attention for the question of a happy
'$<\ or unhappy end is held suspended until the

last.
Mrs. Boltay's Daughters is what one first1

"J nighter described as a strange play. It is
M strange in that it does not employ the eter-

nal triangle nor the other familiar com-,
pounds to which we are accustomed. In i

fgj the characters of the Boltay family it gives1 us a different picture of family life, and
1# one sometimes real, if the truth be admitted.
m Not all daughters sit on footstools at the

«|K| feet of their mothers and not all mothers
■ are forever petting their daughters, as the
j playwrights teach us to believe. To say

that the conditions pictured in the story
of the Boltays are impossible in this coun-

11 try is not true. Perhaps they are rarer
1 here than abroad, but they are quite pos¬

ing sible, although their presentation on the
„jj stage in a dignified, refined manner, suchA as is demonstrated by Harrison Grey Fiske

in his latest production is altogether new.
'<( Anything producted by Mr. Fiske may be

depended upon to be done in the most
artistic manner.

" Mrs. Boltay's Daughters" can be found
fault with only in regard to its subject.
In setting and cast it is admirable. Such a

, cast, a large one, too, for this type of
modern play, is a pleasure to watch.

The story of "Mrs. Boltay's Daughters"
shows us the home life of the widow
a Hungarian diplomat who has been
penniless with four young girls to

i port. Mrs. Boltay has never known
: and sinks beneath the burden. The

daughter, Boriska, played by the star,
Iiita Jolivet, offers herself

; for the fapiily good by
mistress of a wealthy government

j: in Washington, who, in return, supports i
; the entire family. Five years have passed

4jji before the opening of the play, and Boriska
is weary of her burden. Her lover is

Ik J John Farraday, a married man, living
l apart from his wife for years. He had

- 5 —ML ^ r

exception or uie « , ....
loves her unselfishly, is opposed to her

|g chance for happiness and respectibility. j
Her mother and other sisters need the fi
money she brings them, and make it so
unpleasant for her that the poor girl doesn't '
know which way to turn. Then Sari, re- , j
alizing the real state of Boriska's affair «
with Farraday, which has been kept from j
her until now, offers herself to her sister's »v
lover as a substitute, so that Boriska may v'!
marry and the family be supported just "I
the same.

This is a very pathetic scene and well1 -A
played by Antoinette Walker in innocent, /'
childlike fashion. Her intended sacrifice j
is not accepted by Farraday, but it opens; .;
his eyes, and he determines to marry I ■>
Boriska, who has always loved him, no ifi
matter how great the scandal.

Miss Rita Jolivet, as Boriska, gave a
beautiful interpretation of the elder sister. M
Gay and hopeful by nature, her character
showed its strength in vivid contrast to m/I
the others. Her scenes with Sari in the -1
last act brought t^ars to the eyes. Har- |
rison Hunter as F -riday was manly and -

r% won the sympathy of the audience despite
» the unpleasant role he played. Annie

[ Hughes as Mrs. Boltay gave a finished
j interpretation, and Merle Maddern, as
I Olga, one of the sisters, made her role

stand out vividly. Adelyn Westley as the
manicure aunt, Beatrice Miller as the

1 other sister Manci, Forrest Winant as the
. poet, were all excellent. One of the hits

of the play was France Bendtsen in the
comedy role of Professor Ziegler, the
physical culture instructor.

LEWIS WALLER DEAD
Lewis Wallbb, the English actor-manager,

died Nov. 1 in London, of pneumonia, after an
illness of a few days. Mr. Waller was to have
appeared here at Christmas time with Madge
Titheradge in " The Gamblers." Mr. Waller
was born in Bilbao. Spain, Nov. 3. 1860, and
was educated in King's College School and in
Germany. He made his first appearance on the
stage in 1883, at Poole's Theater, London, in
" Uncle Dick's Darling." He visited America
in September, 1911, and made his first appear¬
ance in New York Oct. 21, 1911, at the Cen¬
tury Theater in " The Garden of Allah." With
this engagement at an end he entered on the
management of Daly's, and on March 11, 1912,
played his old part in " Monsieur Beaucaire."
During this season he revived " The Explorer.
"Henry V," and produced "Discovering * —-

Louise Dresser and Barney Bernard in
"Abe and Mawruss," Lyric Theatre

Subsequently lie tonrei^he Pmtwl

lm'clb, !'I3 u;noviv.i«vv, -

Explorer," Ijold coins and a couple of press notices. es, anIng Amer- \ 44,0* nfenv succumb who are QUltCted States 1 am sorry t > *.i> that ni ny su<

FILMS CLOSE "TRILBY"
Play Unable to Compete With Motion Picture

Version—Brooks to Sue Brady
Joseph Brooks's production of " Trilby," ■

which has been on tour since Sept. 6 with I
a cast that included Phyllis Neilson-Terr.v, I.
Lyn Harding, Rose Coghlan, Charles Dal- I
ton, George MacFarlane and other well- |
known players, will close in Boston on Sat- I
urday night owing to its failure to com- I
pete with a motion picture presentation of I
Du Maurier's novel.

The strife of competition is said to have I
begun in Buffalo. There billboards and I
newspapers advertising the stage version of I
the play proved equally effective for the I
film version, but the picture people added I
the query, Why pay $2 when it can be I
seen for 25 cents? "

As a result of being compelled to bring I
his production to a close, Joseph Brooks I
has decided to bring suit for damages I
against William A. Brady, who holds the I
dramatic rights to the play and with whom I
Mr. Brooks arranged to revive it last I
Spring. In a statement issued Sunday I
night Mr. Brooks said:

" When 4 Trilby " was revived I entered
into an agreement with Mr. Brady that the
picture, which was then being filmed, would
not be shown on the screen anywhere until

* after we had finished our tour. This Fall.
I when the company had assembled and the
Sf tour was booked, Mr. Brady informed me I

that his partners in the motion picture I
venture would not agree to his arrangement I
with me, and that he could not control the I
situation. Since the Buffalo engagement I
not only has the picture been shown in the I
tame cities, but sometimes during the same I
week as the spoken play. My attorneys I
have in preparation papers in which I will I

iask the courts to award me damages against 9Mr. Brady. The amount asked for will bo I
at least $50,000, and may be more."

CarlyJk- Smith's farce, Stop
which had a long run some seasons
the Astor Theater, was produced r>
Hutchison at the. New Theater, Lor
October 21. Mr. Hutchison played
the leading roles.

JULIE OPP OUT OF CAST
Word comes from Chicago that owiiu

to illness . die Opp has been compelled t
withdraw from the cast of " The Hawk,"
in which she was playing Marina de D«
setta, the role created in Now York b
Gabrielle. Dorziat. Arleen Hackett has as

, PLA
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IRita Jolivet as Boriska in "Mrs. Boltay's Daughters" declares her independence in the family consultation of war. From left toMerle Maddern as Olga. Antoinette Walker as Sari. Beatrice Miller as Manci, Rita Jolivet and Annie Hughes as Mrs. Boltay.
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BEGINNING SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 2:5, 1915.
1 Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.
] SPECIAL ELECTION DAY MATINEE, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd.'
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HARRISON GREY FISKE and GEORGE MOOSER,
Present

MRS. BOLTAY'S DAUGHTERS
A PLAY IN THREE ACTS,

By MARION FAIRFAX.

(Founded on the Hungarian of Eugen Heltai.)
—WITH—

RITA JOLIVET
Characters in the Play:

MRS. BOLTAY ANNIE HUGHES

JVrli

BORISKA . . 1
OLGA
MANCI
SARI

> Mrs. Boltay's daughters

RITA JOLIVET
. . . MERLE MADDERN

! ... BEATRICE MILLER
( ANTOINETTE WALKER
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Synopsis.
ACT I.—Sitting Room at Mrs. Boltay's. Late afternoon in May.
ACT II.—The Same. The day following.
ACT III.—Mr. Farraday's Library. The next afternoon.
The Action of the Play takes place in the City of Washington.

THE PLAY DIRECTED BY MR. FISKE.
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"ABE AND MAWRUSS"
Comedy in Three-Acts by Montague Glass •

and Roi Cooper Megrue. Produced by v
A. H. Woods at the Republic Theater, j
Oct. 21.

Abe Potash Barney Bernard
Morris Perlmutter Julius Tannen
Marks Pasinsky Lee Kohlmar
Rosie Potash Madame Cottrelly
Irma Andrieff Claiborne Foster
Ruth Perlmutter Louise Dresser
A Waiter Robert Gibson
Katie Amy Sumers

i Mozart Rabiner Leo Donnelly
Boris Andrieff Fred H. Speare
Henry S. Wolf James Spottswood
Mrs. B. Gans Corinne Riely Barker
Mr. B. Gans Walter Horton
Sol Klinger Carl Hartberg
Mrs. Sol Klinger Katherine De Barry
Miss Klinger Mignon Hood
Leon Sammet Joseph Redman
Mrs. Sammet Ferike Boros
Mr. Kaye W. S. Ely
Mrs. Kaye Alice Endres
Miss Kaye Jeanette Marshall
Mr. Geigerman Dore Rogers
Mrs. Geigerman Mona Morgan
Dr. Eichendorfer Stanley Jessup
Mr. Fixberg Edwin Maxwell
Senator Murphy Robert E. Homans
Miss Cohen Grace Fielding
Sidney Jack Kennedy
A. J. Redmond Arthur Hurley i

Act I.—At the Perlmutters'. West 114th I
Street. Act II.—At the Potashs', Lexington
Avenue. Act III.—Scene 1.—The Cloak and

jl Suit Company of North America. Fifth Avenue.
Scene 2.—Potash and Perlmutter's. East Broad¬
way.

The lull that has existed for over a year
in the cloak and suit trade has given way
to a period of great strength and activity.
The vigor of the market became evident j
immediately after Potash and Perlmutter j
opened their new showrooms at the Lyric
Theater under the name of " Abe and MTaw-'
russ." Here is displayed such a wide as¬
sortment of laughs that the proprietors
guarantee to fit all forms of depression and
pessimism.

The second edition of this popular theat¬
rical serial, while not as spontaneous in its
gaiety as the first, is every bit as funny. It

| is essentially a character study and what
little plot the play possesses simply pro¬
vides a framework ror the characters.
Chief interest centers, in Potash, the senior
member of the firm. He has been drawn
with far greater humanness and whimsi¬
cality than his partner Perlmutter. And
as played by Barney Bernard he is a
figure worthy to be placed in the front |
rank of characterization. Humorous, wily, *
philosophical, mercenary, generous, loyal,
argumentative, by turns, he represents not
only a tpye of his race but also a class
—a class of the commercial world com¬
posed of all nationalities.

No actor that we can recall, with the pos¬
sible exception of David Warfield, could
have played the part with such subtlety
and delicate shade as Mr. Bernard. His
performance was a distinct achievement
and belongs in the most exclusive gallery
of character delineations.

The familiar slogan of the firm, 4 A
partner can roast his partner—that's what
partners are for—but no one else can roast
him" can be said to serve again as the
motto of the new instalment of the story.
" Don't treat me like a partner. Treat
me like a stranger—polite," cries Abe in
one of his numerous engagements with
Mawruss over their business policy. But
in all their wrangles and disputes on their
road to commercial prosperity they are
loyal to one another. And we have the
picture of Abe impoverishing himself to
rescue Mawruss from the financial plight
that follows his entry into Wall Street.

The play opens in the Perlmutter home
in Ilarlem where a "neighborhood party"
is in progress in celebration of Mawruss's
wedding anniversary. Excellent craftsman¬
ship is shown in the scene on which the
curtain rises. Mawruss and Abe's wife,
Rosie, are playing pinochle. Abe conducts
a policy of watchful waiting over his
wife's shoulder and as she plays her inex- jj
perienced hand her husband's disgust is w
expressed in the simple word, "Oy !" It is J
an irresistible moment and places the au¬
dience in a most responsive frame of mind.

The old firm has dissolved partnership '
when the third act begins. Since Abe is [:
unable to view his partner's ambitious
schemes of expansion with approval, he
sells out to Mawrus for $75,000 and the
latter becomes allied with B. Gans. a
shrewd Wall Street promoter, in the Suit
and Cloak company of North America, a
million dollar corporation. But Mawruss
soon flounders in a sea of watered stock.
The company goes to the wall, the sharper
decamps with the money and prison stares
Mawruss in the face. Here it is that the
loyalty of his old partner avails itself.
Abe turns over his private fortune. The
money is refunded to the stockholders and
the old firm of Potash and Perlmutter is
re-established in its original quarters m
East Broadway. „ ,

Most of the characters of the first play
reappear in the second. The redoubtable
Marks Pasinzky is of course present, ra¬
diating his usual geniality and good nature.
Lee Kohlmar played the part with dis¬
tinction. ,, ,

The part of Rosie is in the capable hands
of Mme. Cottrelly. She acted with her
customary nnish and tine intelligence.
Louise Dresser was pleasing in the role ot
Mrs. Perlmutter. Leo Donnelly scored a
hit as the irrepressible Rabiner. Julius
Tannen does not possess sufficient magnet¬
ism for the role of Perlmutter. However,
he gave a forceful and easy performance.
Walter Horton added a touch of realityto
the character of the villain, Cans. The
other parts were in the main, well handled.

Foster.—Invitations have been issued by Mrs.
« Eliner Foster-Comegys, of 209 Claremont Avenue, for

the wedding of her daughter, Claiborne Foster, who
plays the ingenue role in " Abe and Mawruss," and
Lieutenant James McDowell Cresap, U. S. N., now
attached to the destroyer Balch, on Nov. 9. The
ceremony will take place in the St. Saviour Chapel
of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine. Miss Fos¬
ter, who is nineteen years old, is a niece
of Benton McMillan, Minister to Peru
and formerly Governor of Tennessee.
She made her first appearance on the
stage in " The Blue Bird" six years
ago. Since then she has played in
"Romance," "Miss Daisy," "A Full
House," and in " Cousin Lucy," with
Julian Eltinge. When Mr. Eltinge's
road season began Miss Foster was

U transferred to " Abe and Mawruss."
■ Lieutenant Cresap is a son of the late

Lieutenant-Commander James C. Cre¬
sap, r. S. X.
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Potash and Perlmutter in "Abe and Mawruss" prove as successful husbands as they are
partners. In the picture are Louise Dresser as Mrs. Perlmutter, Julius Tannen as Mawruss
Perlmutter, Barney Bernard as Abe Potash and Mme. Cottrelly as Rosie Potash.~

Louise Dresser is now employed by "Potas
JBjlll III ■ II

tj011 is both unnecessary an l injurious.
When called to a i ase ot la wtppe, t

patient is usually seen w* »• . ih»j lev."t

Louise Dresser, the perl in Mrs. Perlmutter of "Abe and Mawruss.'
Hearts "—seen at this theater earlier m
season. Of course it is much easier to e
bluff when only a three or hearts la
than when someone stands p it with a
house which no doubt accounts for the un
ral deat i of the flrdt mentioned show.

Louise Dresser and Leo Donnelly making an assist in
"Abe and Mawruss." Photo by white.

HARRISON GREY FISKE and George Moosergave the town something to talk about last
week when they presented " Mrs. Boltay's

Daughters " at the Comedy Theater. The dear public
went so innocently to see something dreadfully boring
—so it expected—about the usual family. This time
it was to be a collection of daughters, and past ex¬
perience had taught that sisters, daughters and wives,
when presented in job lots were not half as interesting
as was one wife, one daughter or one sister who de¬
pended upon the men for plurality in the plot. Very
little had been printed in advance about the new play;
which was good judgment on the part of the manage¬
ment, for, really, when explained in print, " Mrs.
Boltay's Daughters " can not possibly be described in
all its intricacy of personalities, each so different,
which make this play so effective by dividing the in¬
terest of the audience and yet cleverly gathering to¬
gether the separate stories under the guidance of the
elder sister whose existence and that of the entire
family had been maintained by her most grievous sin
—a sin undertaken deliberately for the good of the
family.

The public has been clamoring for " something dif¬
ferent " in the everlasting sex problem. It claims
to know—and rightfully claims, too—that it knows
the exact moment when the other man or the other
woman is going to come in and go out the domestic
door. Certainly our advanced playwrights have edu¬
cated us thoroughly in every possible domestic com¬
bination that husband or wife could offer. During the
present season the far-seeing ones who have heeded
the voice of their supporters have answered the cry
as quickly as possible by giving us characters who did
not do what was expected of them at the last moment.

Take that third corner of the triangle, the Irishman
in Broadhurst's play, " Husband and Wife." Al¬
though eloping with another man's wife, the Irishman
was a gentleman. Then the new Sothern play, " The
two Virtues," now at the Booth—the historian (played
by Mr. Sothern) boldly declares to his family that he
doesn't care what has been the past of the woman he
loves, that he will marry her just the same—so
through other plays whose writers have struggled to
escape from a development that everybody knows by
heart.

The new play at the Princess, " The Mark of the
Beast," causes two husbands to forgive their wives
who have given as an excuse for their transgressions
that they were lonely and " in a moment of weakness,"
etc. Both possessed very busy husbands, and both
had plenty of time for the society of the ever-present
sympathizing admirer. Now, a great many heroines
have given similar excuses and have had the door shut
upon their sobs and unpardonable sin; but times have
changed, and the modern call seems to be in behalf of
clemency for wicked men and women. Our dramatists
are becoming most revolutionary in their methods in
trying to dim that indelible scarlet letter. Are we in
danger of no longer being pointed at with an accom¬
panying sneer in the word "Puritan"?

" Mrs. Boltay's Daughters " was not written by an
American but by a Hungarian ; but it has been adapted
for us by an American, Miss Marion Fairfax, and
one who should thoroughly understand the needs of
the public. Miss Fairfax has not smothered the thor¬
oughly modern—modern to us it would seem, but old
as the hills to Europeans—spirit which causes one
woman to offer herself as a sacrifice on the altar of
morality for the benefit of her helpless family.

As a young girl of sixteen or seventeen, Boriska
Boltay sees one opportunity by which her mother and
three little sisters may be comfortably, luxuriously
supported for some years. This one chance is to
accept the position of mistress to a married man liv¬
ing apart from his wife. Boriska is the only member
of this helpless family who is capable of thinking of
doing anything. She has succeeded to the respon¬
sibility left vacant by her father's death which left
the Boltays in a poverty-stricken position, after hav¬
ing had wealth and social power. The mother is glad
enough to have Boriska shoulder the trouble, and
Boriska, instead of endeavoring to support herself and
four others on tv,e salary of a housemaid, or type¬
writer, or seamstress, accepts the millionaire Farra-
day's offer. Of course, she shouldn't have done so,
and, of course, it would have been far more moral to
have chloroformed the entire Boltay family, or to
have jumped together into a river somewhere; but
Boriska wanted to live, and so did the other Boltays,
and she did the best she could, and her lazy family
accepted the sacrifice as a matter of course.

Selfishness, not gratitude, was the dominant note
prevailing five years later when the play opens.
Boriska has <jleci,ded to think of herself at last and to
be happy and respectable as the wife of a young news¬
paper man who is also a poet and makes twenty-five
dollars a week.

But when Boriska told of her prospective marriage
a general protest went forth at the idea of losing thefamily meal ticket and clothes provider. However,Boriska secures her happiness in the end when the
millionaire unexpectedly decides to weather the stormof domestic and political scandal for her sake bymarrying her.

The character of Boriska when analyzed is revealed
as a beautiful one—that is, provided the analysist candivest himself of all narrow notions and look deeplyinto the true character of the girl. And this is wherethe play is revolutionary, for Boriska commits her sinbecause of love for her mother and sisters—not forJove of clothes and jewels or any other luxuries. Itis self-sacrifice of the most terriule kind, but onewhich she makes without pangs of a guilty conscience. IThe real sensation of the play is provided in thescene where the youngest sister, a girl of sixteen, with Icurls hanging down her back, goes to Farraday and 'offers to take Boriska's place in his two women for
one man domestic arrangement so that Boriska may I
J?^rry and the family will continue to be supported.Ihis is a daring scene but beautifully done. I hearda number of men of the world exclaim against it.How could a modern girl of sixteen be as innocentas all that?" they asked. "Impossible, in these timeswhen school children in their classrooms discuss.nature in all its phases. Their mothers might not j

understand, but girls of sixteen f Impossififel""Ti ft "Xcouldn't happen in this country."
Now isn't that a sad commentary on the sophistica- / ition of our girls? " No European would say such a

thing.
,At any rate Antoinette Walker makes little Sari ! '

innocent, generous and very much in earnest when on
her dangerous mission, and Harrison Hunter, as the \millionaire who avoids a scandal as long as he can, eait sv,understands her and her motives and sends her away. ,, ,Miss Rita Jolivet, the beautiful and charmingFrench actress, is the Boriska of "Mrs. Boltay's ' 1
Daughters," and a most finished and sympathetic
interpretation she gives the role. This is the fifth asrole in which Miss Jolivet has appeared in New York , ,and in each she scored a personal success. Mr. Fiske
first introduced her to us in the leading role in"Kismet." Then came the Molnar play, "Where MAWtV-Hi
Ignorance is Bliss," followed by "A Thousand Years ' 1
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"ANOTHER MAN'S SHOES"
Northampton Pla>ers Start the Season Am-jbitiously with a New Play

Northampton, Mass. (Special).—Monday-evening, Oct. 18, The Northampton Playersopened a week's production of " AnotherMan's Shoes," a new play by Laura Hink-ley and Mabel Ferris that is later to be-produced in New York by Henry Miller.The Northampton company handled it cred¬itably and made it an offering of decidedinterest. The play is well constructed inplot and dialogue, and has human andpathological interest. Its situations growout of confusion of identity, following aman's injury in a railroad' accident. Sus¬pense is skillfully developed and the satis-j! factory solution is kept a mystery untilthe close of the last act. The dramaticvalues of its truly human qualities are notforced. Its love story, of considerable• strength, is not between the conventionalpair of young lovers whose course runs notsmooth, nor between the unconventionallovers of the domestic problem play, but1 between a very human man and womani who are victims of a pitiful case of con¬fused identity. Developments demonstrateto the man that he is not what he is sup¬posed to be, and the very depth of his love-for the woman makes him try to find herj true husband while everyone balks his1 effort, believing his conviction to be a de-| lusion remaining from the accident. This| complication interweaves consistentlythroughout the play, but condensation and'acceleration would heighten its actingvalue. The main action falls upon James.Rennie whose success in handling the com¬plexities of the part, especially in theshort time allowed for stock production,indicates the dramatic growth evident inhis continued work here. Adeline O'Connorsupplemented him excellently. Others doinggood work in the cast were, William Prin-gle, Sue Van Duser, Robert Ames, CharlesColeman, William Powell, Gertrude Work¬man, Prances Goodrich, Mary Coates andThomas Swem. The stage settings by-scenic artist Seymour Parker and stagemanager Thomas Swem were entirely ade¬quate. Among those witnessing the firstperformance were Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Mil¬ler, Mabel Ferris, Clayton Hamilton, Bert¬ram Harrison and Jessie Bonstelle. Thebill for the preceding week was, " Withinthe Law " in which Adeline O'Connor didsplendid work as Mary Turner.
Mary K. Brewster.
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RITA JOLIVET,

Who Is Giving a Distinguished Performance of
Boriska in " Mrs. Boltay's Daughters."

Ago " and " What It Means to a Woman," in all
of which she was called upon to play a wide range of
emotions from gay to tragic. Miss Jolivet is a typical
Parisienne in charm of personality and vivacity of
manner, but she speaks English without the trace of
an accent. She has homes both in London and in
Paris where she played continually prior to her intro¬
duction to this country. Her stage debut was made
at the age of thirteen as Beatrice.

" I am glad the audiences like me as Boriska,"
said Miss Jolivet; " and I am especially happy that
so great a woman and artist as Mrs. Minnie Maddern
Fiske should have written me such a beautiful ex¬
pression of her appreciation of my work. I am un¬

happy only because some of the critics seem not to
have liked my gowns. Do the names Callot and
Drecoll mean nothing to them? Callot Soeurs and
Drecoll have made my gowns for years and when I
decided to come to New York for ' Mrs. Boltay's
Daughters' I asked them to make me their most
beautiful, their latest, because American women are
so critical. They know Callot and Drecoll. So I
brought these creations to New York where I was
sure they would be appreciated. But some of the
critics didn't like them. That black velvet gown in
the first act is new in style. Certainly. Would theyhave a Parisian dressmaker send them somethingold?"

The gown to which Miss Jolivet refers is certainly
a novelty. It is cut almost to the knees in front
and back, then swoops down each side into points
which trail on the floor on the sides. With it she
wears black velvet, fur-trimmed anklets over the thin¬
nest of silk stockings. On the opening night it
created a sensation and they tell me its fame has
spread as rapidly as that of the play and the Comedyis now the mecca for those who are looking for the
undoubted latest from Paris. When she puts on a
floppy brimmed black velvet hat and announces that
she is going out for a walk, consternation reigns
supreme. Can she do it? Of course, we are not
shown a park scene, so we must imagine the solution.

I venture to ask Miss Jolivet if she had recovered
from her experience on the Lusitania, aud she repliedthat she could never do that. Although physically in
perfect health, at times remembrances of the scenes
of the disaster haunt her.

" Such big thoughts and such trivial ones came to
me when I found myself in the water," she said." I remember watching the ship go down, and just
as the four funnels sank, I thought of my camera.
'Why didn't I bring it with me?' I thought. I was
swept down with the ship by the suction of the water,
but, thanks to my life preserver, came up again and
managed to get hold of an upturned boat. Much to
my surprise and annoyance my buttoned shoes had

mtei

Barney Barnard as Abe Potash and Julius Tannen as Morris Perlmutter in "Abe and Maw-»^.russ" cannot refrain from wrangling even when celebrating wedding anniversaries.
rfwiasr woein i vouns; paueiii, v wsm-

# -m. i l: if been torn from my feet by the water and my stockings
were in rags. I wasn't at all afraid. I seemed to
be two different people. One clinging to the boat and
one taking part in all the events of the moment. I
remember idly watching a dead man foaming at the
mouth float by aud I wondered whether he were dead
or not. Then a mutton chop gaily passed on the
crest of another wave. Then a broken plank with a

jaggered end which instantly reminded me of my last
evening in New York when a party of us had motored
to a country inn which had just such a plank with
the inn's name as a sign over the driveway. A man
who was clinging to the boat asked me to catch a pair
of trousers floating by. I did so. Then, for the
first time we noticed that he was naked. A woman
whose two brothers were officers with the English
army asked me to tell them that she ' died game.'
Then a surgeon took his penknife and cut off the arm
of a man who was also clinging to the boat. It wasn't
a difficult operation as it was hanging by a shred.
I saw him throw the arm into the water and watched
it disappear. I saw all these things as if I were
dreaming and they occurred in most natural fashion.
It was only afterwards that the horror of it all came
over me. Such brave people. They were wonderful."

Makie B. Schrader.
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AST Tuesday evening a rather usual problem
confronted me—that of deciding which of two
new productions I should attend. Whether to

go to the Lyceum and welcome Ethel Barrymore in
" Our Mrs. McChesney," or to visit the Shubert,
where a new Lehar operetta, after having been post¬
poned several times, was at last to make its debut,
was the question which X answered in favor of the
Lyceum.

On my arrival at that theater X discovered that ail
the critics and regular civilians—so far as I could
count-—had chosen as I had, so I concluded that my
selection must be a happy one. It was not until the
next day, when I dropped in at the Shubert, that I
learned what we all had missed the night before, for
in " Alone at Last" the Shuberts
have brought to the American stage
a production which is the most beau¬
tiful thing done here in years.

Its story is appealing in senti¬
ment and its music exquisite, and
so far superior in its originality to
all the other operettas of the past
decade that it should be received
with gratitude by a public so wea¬
ried by solos and ensembles served
under mere masks of fresh titles but
readily recognizable as familiar
themes which, given the first two
bars, anyone with half an ear could
finish the composition—Q. E. D.

" Alone at Last" is light enough
at times to satisfy the most exact¬
ing popular ear, while in other mo¬
ments it is a rare treat to music
lovers. Its orchestration is for this
type of entertainment a revelation
and one admirably interpreted by
Gaetano Merola and a large orches¬
tra which was encored for its own

efforts several times as enthusiasti¬
cally as if it were playing grand
opera. There is an intermezzo be¬
tween the first and second acts,
which musically tells the story of
the climb up the Jungfrau, that is
as effective in its poetic fancy as
that of the " watchful waiting"
scene in " Madame Butterfly."

Can you picture a love story with
the snow-covered peaks of the Alps
as a setting? That is what "Alone
at Last" offers. The title of the
operetta reveals nothing of its at¬
tractions, and perhaps this is just
as well, for I would rather be sur¬

prised by a story than to feel that
the events before the last curtain
were fully explained by the title.
One might be alone at last almost
anywhere and, really, one would
think first of a silk-cushioned cosy
corner rather than a couch in the a

h z- j mBBMMM
snow on the tip-top of the Jungfrau,
now, wouldn't one?

Wait until you see "Alone at Last.

by its kind, no matter what popular comedian of the
highest salary interpreted the effort. The public sim¬
ply would have none of it. In choosing a theme of
gastronomic dangers brought about by that " Some
Little Bug," the lyrists were most fortunate in find¬
ing a subject next in interest to heart affections, and
Roy Atwell hasn't enough verses to supply the de¬
mand. I should suggest, however, that he dispense
with the lines he reads between verses, for they are
very much out of place and smack of the cheapest
sort of vaudeville turns and detract from the value
of his song, which is quite able to pass on its own
merit. Atwell is funny without being silly.

The cast of " Alone at Last" proves that the Shu¬
berts were correct in their valuation of their property,for they have provided principals with voices equal
to the demand. Of course the whole town knows

skinny little knot at the nape of
the neck, which is certainly out
of place in the localities men¬
tioned as scenes of the acts in
"Alone at Last?" Madame Na-
mara, too, is guilty of " doing " her
hair in a similar fashion. It is a

most unbecoming fashion which
f" broadens the face and flattens the
t top of the head into most unfasci-

1 nating contour. When these two
, principals wear hats they are pretty, UljjiJujjiliJjili1 Mi,but the moment they remove them

every feature which doesn't come
1 up to artistic measurement is re¬
vealed in all its short or longcomings.

Besides her duets with Mr. Thomas, Madame Na-
mara's song to the Edelweiss was beautifully done,and Miss Collins and Mr. Atwell were recalled anynumber of times for "Not Now, But by the Moon."
John Charles Thomas's first song, "Thy Heart MyPrize," won his audience completely, but he showed
them that that was nothing to what he had in store
for them. The duet, " Nature Divine," sung by Mr.Thomas and Madame Namara, which recurs repeat¬
edly through the operetta, was one of the hits of the
production. But then there are so many of them I
can't recall all of them.

The chorus girls do not quite come up to Broad¬
way standards as already set by Ziegfeld and the
Shuberts, but then they can sing. Once upon a time
we might not have been so particular in our beauty
standards, but we have been educated to this point
of view and these managers have only themselves to
blame if we seem exacting.

In the beginning of this article I intended to tell
you all about Ethel Barrymore in " Our Mrs. Mc¬
Chesney," but I got lost on the Jungfrau—and can
you blame me? Only there was no snow storm—
which makes me think of a remark a chocolate-eating
girl made on leaving the matinee at the Shubert last
Wednesday. She said to a friend: " Lucky girl—that
prima donna—to be lost on a mountain in a snow
storm with John Charles Thomas."

Now what do you think of that?
Makie B. Schbader.

No.
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CONRAD NAGEL.
roduct of Western Stock Who Is Attracting Wide Attention by His Cliaracterizatic

Playing at the
of the "Boy" in John Cort's Production of "The Natural Law,'

11

At the close
of the second scene, of the second act when BaronFranz, who has been mistaken for a guide by the girlwho loves mountain climbing and is yearning to bealone with him, conducts the young lady and herlit t party up the highest peak—and then finds that theyare separated from the rest by a cold but friendly
snow storm, which keeps them there all night—can't
you picture the love scene that follows?

Those two, alone at last, with only the snow andthe sky! No eye but the All Seeing One above, butshe is young and trusting and he is strong and manlyand wonderfully handsome—John Charles Thomas is
Baron Franz, you see. She falls asleep there and he
watches and waits for the storm to pass. He is
tempted several times to kiss her as she sleeps—forhe is very human—but he doesn't. They tell me thatthis scene, when the operetta was produced in Vienna,
was very risque, and has been toned down for ourPuritan demands. As it is, I must say it is exquis¬ite in its sentimental appeal. And when the curtain
falls on John Charles Thomas standing there in his
green velvet suit and bare knees scanning the snow-filled sky and singing as only he can sing, you havehad more than the price of your ticket already.But there is another act to come. One critic I hap¬pened to see at the matinee disappeared immediatelyafter this act. The next day I asked him why, andhe explained that he had enjoyed himself so im¬
mensely that he hadn't the heart to witness a third
act which, by reason of experience, he knew could
only bring forth an anti-climax. And that was where
he was mistaken.

For the third act, much to my astonishment, I con- 1
fess, maintains the interest to the final curtain. What
a joy this! From the sky we descend to a gold-deco¬
rated Lounge of the Hotel Victoria, Interlaken. The
Lounge was a brilliant place, more like a ballroom
than anything else, but it fascinated one, for all the
young women appeared in beautiful evening gowns
and John Charles Thomas easily demonstrated that
any Fifth Avenue tailor should be glad to furnish his
clothes gratis for the rest of his life just to have him
wear them.

But now, out of all this beauty of musical compo¬
sition, exquisitely staged under the direction of that
artist, Benrimo, comes the unexpected—a tribute to
the public, but one which is so cleverly done that it
cannot fail to bid for applause from the highbrows
as well. I speak of the one topical song which in the
past ten years has really been amusing and which
made a genuine hit without the assistance of a claque
provided by the music publishers. No one looked for
anything so Broadway in theme—for the entire cast
was placed at a hotel in Interlaken. Interlaken is
Interlaken, not Broadway. But in " Some Little
Bug Will Find You Some Day," written by Roy At-IKfllVl well and Benjamin Burt, music by Silvio Hein and

\ sung by Atwell himself, the topical song has revived
« 'itself. For some seasons past we have all been bored

what that twenty-seven-year-old wonder, John CharlesThomas, can do as to singing. But he has improvedso marvelously in his acting. Really he could have acareer bv reason of his acting alone. As soon as Thave a chance I am going to ask him how he hasacquired such art in the months intervening since welast saw him at the Winter Garden. The whole townis agog over it.
Then there is Madame Namara. She possesses asweet, pure voice of volume and range and one lovesto listen, but she has much to learn in acting. Shedoesn't in any way suggest the girl of the open air,the type that would enjoy mountain climbing withsuch a stalwart youth as John Thomas to lead her to

an

Excelsior. Instead, one would keep thinking what
a foolish thing it would be for so delicate a woman
to even try the Jungfrau. And when she appearedin her climbing costume I had to shut my eyes, for itsuggested anything but romance and picturesqueness,and no lover of nature such as Baron Franz could
ever have overlooked its shortcomings. The green-
gray, woolen stockings with black, diamond-shaped fig¬
ures on them and the high shiny patent leather boots
with bright, red, silk tassels and red French heels pro¬tested to a horrid shade of orange colored Cossack
coat which came to the knees, showing a pair of legs

o?^!?n8S^roportion. Madame Na-
mara's dressmaker must have con¬
ceived the creation during a state of
nightmare. One could hear those
shiny boots creak with newness as

-g they crunched in the snow. And I
am sure they must have hurt just

:cc>. st before she went to sleep in the snow.
" j I would have kicked them into some

lly si glacier and let them stay there—red
Ij French heels and all. Madame Na¬

mara sings beautifully, but she by
no means suggests a mountain maid
and the proper mate for Baron
Franz.

Jose Collins hasn't looked so well,
or acted and sung with such dash
in a long time as in the Lehar oper¬
etta. She has lost ever so many
pounds since her last appearance
here. Her costumes were delights
to all feminine eyes, and male ones,
too, with one reservation. I refer
to the hip-hoop. Why do dressmak¬
ers persist in placing them on stage
favorites? Miss Collins loses much
of her genuine slenderness by wear¬
ing such disfiguring things which
add to instead of lessening her
inches. Surely, she has too much
intelligence to be persuaded by the

I explanation "it's the mode." An¬
other thing, why does she part her
hair, plaster it down both back and
front and finish the torture by a

IF

THE PLAINT OF THE DRAMATIC CRITIC
If you boost a play you are favoring a friend in it.If you roast it you are peeved at some member ofeither company or the producer.
If you are lukewarm you don't understand it.
If you are pleased you forget you are a critic.
If you are bored you have an axe to grind.
If you commend it highly you are gushing.
If you are satirical you are aping G. B. S.
If caustic you are copying A. D.
If you laugh at it you are a cynic.
If you laugh with. it you are an unappreciative "*

cuss.

If you smile at a break you are supercilious.
If you don't mingle with theatrical people you are

a grouch.
If you do you are currying favor.
If you wear glasses you are a poseur.
If you refuse to give an opinion at the end of thefirst act you are waiting for someone else who is more

enlightened to inform you whether it is good or not.
If you make notes you are a novice.
If you do not you depend too much on memory.If you share your seats with someone you are notin a position to give an unbiased report of the play.If you don't you are stingy.
If you leave before the final curtain, to " make"

the first edition, you haven't given the play a fair op¬portunity to make good.
If you are quoted in the advertisements you arewriting for exploitation.
If you arrive at the theater early you are timid.
If you arrive late you are striving for effect.
If you haven't read a book of a book-play you are

stupid and behind the times.
If your critiques are lengthy you get the blue pencil.If the third act fails to register a thrill in you your

nerves have atrophied.
If you are impressed with a melodramatic situation

you are still in your childhood or have returned to it.
If you are particularly severe to any one manager's

productions you are refused admittance to his theaters.
And if you miss an edition—you are FIRED !

Louis W. Clime.
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" The Eternal Magdalene" is another example of
the modern trend. "Mrs. Warren's Profession,"
some years ago, was pronounced unspeakably immoral
because of this subject, and it was driven from the
stage after a few performances; yet to-day " The
Eternal Magdalene" is called an interesting, worthy
play, one that teaches a lesson in a serious manner.
It has been received with approval and dignified
consideration, yet the title itself explains. The char¬
acter appearing as the Woman, who is the Eternal
Magdalene, is of Mrs. Warren's profession. Never¬
theless she commands our sympathy and not our con¬
demnation. The play is a great plea for fallen women
and it was inspired by that verse from the Bible," Let him that is without sin cast the first stone."

By making the Woman a poetic, ideal type, the
playwright found the right theme. Had he called her
Mrs. Brown, or Mary Jones, or some commonplace
name, the atmosphere would have been all wrong.
But in making her a figure of infinite sorrow—a
woman who seems to embody the sins of the world—
our sympathies are appealed to in a powerful manner.
" The Eternal Magdalene " enters a home and by her
presence makes man charitable and benefits her fallen,
suffering sisters. " The Servant in the House " andi
" The Passing of the Third Floor Back" gave us
male characters who performed similar missions in
behalf of the world at largo, but this is the first time
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Bradshaw—Yes, yes, but who are you? What are
you doing here?

Woman—My name—what does that matter? I am
a woman.

Bradshaw—How did you get in here?
Woman—I thought perhaps you might help me to

get some sort of employment.
Bradshaw—Yes, but perhaps
this is not time or place to

apply for work. Go to
my store

if you can con-

gtmy super-intendent that
are willing

and honest
- W o m a it —

^K. That is it. I amafraid I can't.
Bradshaw—

What do you
mean?

Bradshaw (Emmet CorriganJ— Am I quite sure of what?
The H oman — Quite sure you have only two children?
That there is no one else who has the right to call you father?

Julia Arthur as the Eternal Mag¬
dalene, the role in which she has
returned to the stage after an ab¬

sence from it of fifteen years.
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Woman—I mean that I am too well known. It wouldn t
do. Now a place here—in your home—that would be
different.

Bradshaw—We are not taking unknown women in our
house. It strikes me you have considerable nerve to ask
for work and then dictate just what kind of work
you are going to do. Why do you come to me any- |
way? I want you to go now, before I call and have ,
you put out. . i

Woman—I came to you because you are responsible.
Bradshaw—Responsible? Responsible for what?
Woman—For me being on the streets tonight, homeless.
Bradshaw—I? What have I to do with it?
Woman—You have everything to do with it. Don t

you know that hundreds of women like me axe cursing
you at this very moment?

Bradshaw—Cursing me! What for?
Woman—For having them thrown out of their homes

into the gutters. Don't you suppose they read the papers?
Don't you suppose they know it is your money that's
paying for all this, that you are the one to blame?

Bradshaw—I see you mean the women of the district.
I see. Well, let them curse, my conscience is clear. But
why do you—and I believe that you—are—are

Woman—One of them, yes.
Bradshaw—(looks at her incredulously) You don't look

like a vicious woman—your face reminds me of someone
I once knew—a good woman she was—and your eyes—I'll
not believe it. (he passes his hands across his eyes as if to
wipe away a memory. He drops back in a chair. The
woman throws back her cloak revealing a gaudy red dress
cut extremely low)

Woman—Will you believe it now?
Bradshaw—(rising in rage) And you dare profane my

home, (he rings) contaminate this very room where
only a few moments ago my wife and children were?

Woman—Your children? A daughter?
Bradshaw—A daughter, yes, a virtdRls girl.
Woman—A son?
Bradshaw—A son who has not met such as you.
Woman—These two—your only children?
Bradshaw—Yes. (he rings again)
Woman—(approaches desk and leans over facing him and

looking into his eyes) Are you sure—quite sure? (Otto,
the servant, enters)

Bradshaw—(to Otto) Otto, how did this woman get in
here? Take her to the street where she belongs.

Otto—(bewildered) I didn't know the door was unlocked.
(the woman leans still further across the desk until the light
shines full in her face)

Woman—Are you sure,—quite sure?
Bradshaw—(startled, and looking her at fixedly) Sure

of what?
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flying in "Fair
and Warmer."
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" I am the Eternal Magdalene, made immortal by the touch of His hand, two
thousand years ago. Then they that would have stoned me turned sullenly
away. He raised me up saying, ' Woman, I appoint thee my messenger.
Go thou down the centuries and bear witness to this that thou hast seen.'"

As Judge Bascomb Harry Harwood
hands bis hat to the woman who is
acting as maid-servant, he, too, thinks
he has seen her somewhere before.

Miss Arthur's gowns by Simcox, Inc'Bert Mclaughlin



Woman—Sure that these are your only two children?
That there is no one else who has the right to call youfather? (he continues to gaze at her as one in a trance, then
a great fear comes over him) Send him away. (Brad-shaw mechanically waves Otto out of the room. He trembles
as one with ague) I see you understand.

Bradshaw—{laughs nervously) You are jesting. I will
not believe it. (reaches for bell)

Woman—Wait. A moment ago my eyes attracted you.Now look into them again. And you say you do not re¬member the woman whose
Bradshaw—Ruth! My Ruth! But she is dead these

twenty years.
Woman—Do you remember?
Bradshaw—Your mother. I will not believe it.
Woman—And yet you called her name.
Bradshaw—(again rising) Blackmailer! Some one else

is
Woman—I need no one to tell me. Do you recall when

you met her?
Bradshaw—(speaking as though in a dream) It was the

autumn. I was employed by a firm that sold her father
farming machinery. She attracted me—her innocence
and youth—I loved her and she me. And when finally

• I said come—she came with me to Montreal, and thereI deserted her like the coward I was. I came to the UnitedStates. Left my firm and changed my name. LaterI heard that she had died.
Woman—And did they tell you that she had left a child?
Bradshaw—No—no. I never knew. I will not believeit. It cannot be possible.
Woman—And yet my eyes.
Bradshaw—Your eyes! I must believe it now. You

are my daughter.
Woman—I have not said so.
Bradshaw—But I can feel it here. What am I to do?Tell me, what I am to do?
Woman—I want a home and a father's love.
Bradshaw—That is impossible—here, {he hands hermoney) I could not face it.
Woman—No. (she refuses the money) I shall remain,it is my right.
Bradshaw—I tell you—you must go.Woman—And I say I shall stay.
Bradshaw—(sinks back beaten) My punishment. God's

revenge. Well, what must I do?
Woman—You must let me remain here as a servant.Bradshaw—A servant! And my son and daughter.Woman—They shall not be harmed. They will notknow. Nobody will know.

Paul, his son, is cashier; Paul has stolen the money tosupport a strange woman secretly. Bradshaw makes goodthe shortage, gives Paul some money, and tells him to leave
town till the danger of scandal is over. But as Paul is
leaving his father's house he comes upon the Woman; heasks her to go away with him; she refuses. Then, in
comes a police-officer who identifies the woman as one ofthose who have been turned out of the segregated district.He warns her to leave the house, or report weekly tothe police station. When he is gone Paul turns uponthe woman believing he has her in his power now.

Paul—{crossing and scrutinizing the woman. There is
a pause, while a smile slowly overspreads his face) And
you wouldn't go with me? Too good for me, eh?

Woman—No.
Paul—Now will you go?
Woman—No.

Paul—(arrogantly) Oh, I guess you will. You'll
go or I'll tip you off to the old man. You know
what he thinks of girls in your line of business. Why,he's bossing this whole campaign

right now to put the tenderloin
out of commission. Lord, it's

a great joke on him to
have you here, {he

laughs uproar¬
iously) Come
on, how long
will it take
you to get
your things
together?

Woman — I
I told you I'm

not going.
Paul—O forget

that. Say, I get
you now. I see

where I'm in wrong.
I haven't offered to

split the bank-roll
with you. That's
the trouble, {he pro¬
duces the money his
father had given him)
Here. How much is
your time worth?

{she tries to leave
the room when

Hearst's rMagazine

Bradshaw—Not harmed with you—a——
Woman—But still by your own confession, your

own daughter.

The woman stays a servant in the
house. As Bradshaw's men visitors
come and go they are startled
with a queer mysterious sense that
they have seen her face before.
Even Bradshaw's son Paul has the
same experience. Then during the
second act, fate strikes back at
Bradshaw with all its might: his
daughter Bess runs away with
a drummer, Macy, who de¬
serts her in Montreal; a
shortage of five thou¬
sand dollars is
discovered in
the accounts
of the bank
for which

Julia Arthur as the
mysterious servant in
Bradshaw's house.

he intercepts her) No, you don't. What are you tryingto pull with, me anyway? {Bradshaw enters quietlyand stands in the doorway, unobserved) I'm not a
guy that takes "No" for an answer. Especially fromyour kind. Why, a minute ago you wouldn't even giveme a kiss, and I was afraid to take it for fear you wouldsquawk, but I guess you won't do any squawking now.{he takes her in his arms and forces his lips to hers)

Bradshaw—{purple with rage) Paul!
Paul—{springing away from woman) You here?Bradshaw—How dare you do a thing like this in my Ihouse? An hour ago I saved you {Continued on page 50) [

Bradshaw—Let him among you whois without sin first cast a stone at her.
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SELWYN & COMPANY Present

THE ETERNAL MAGDALENE
By ROBERT McLAUGHLIN

—WITH—

JULIA ARTHUR

"I hold that woman in her deepest degradationholds something sacred, something undefiled, somepledge and keepsake of her higher nature, and likea diamond in the dark, retains some quenchlessgleam of its immortal light."—Longfellow.
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ACT I.—LIBRARY OF ELIJAH BRADSHAW'S HOME.
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Play staged by Byron Ongley.
Miss Arthur's gowns by Simcox, Inc.
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"I hold that woman in her deepest degrada¬tion holds something sacred, something unde¬filed, some pledge and keepsake of her highernature, and like a diamond in the dark, retains
some quenchless gleam of its immortal light."

— Longfellow.
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(In the order of their appearance)

Paul Bradshaw
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SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Act I—Library of Elijah Bradshaw's Home.
Act II—The Same.

Act III—The Same.

Time-—The Present

Place—A City in the Middle West

Play staged by Byron Ongley

Miss Arthur's gowns by Simcox, Inc.



JULIA ARTHUR'S RETURN HEflTRE
BIFEMO

Miss Arthur comes to Boston direct from her sensational success at the
18th St. Theatre, New York, where "The Eternal Magdalene," a straightforward drama
by Robert H. McLaughlin, a young western author, has created more discussion and
general iiterest than any play produced during the past decade. When Miss Arthur,
at the height of her career as America's most successful dramatic star, suddenly left the
Stage some years ago and married Benjamin P. Cheney, Jr., of this city, she created arorld-wide sensation. Playgoers the country over clamored for her return, but she made

ood her intention of leaving the sta ;e for good and settled down to a round of quiet
ocial duties in Boston. Managers beset her for years and finally, convinced that the

actress was through with the footlights for all time, gave up their efforts. But last fall
Arch Selwyn of the new and highly successful firm of Selwya & Co. journeyed to Bos¬
ton one day with the script of "The Eternal Magdalene" and induced Miss Arthur to
read the play. And in half an hour all Miss Arthur's resolutions went for naught, for
in the title role of this play, she saw a character which it had been the dream of her life
to visualize, and when Mr. Selwyn returned to New York he carried with him a con¬
tract for her immediate appearance in the play at a Broadway Theatre. The result was
an overwhelming success, s everyone knows by this time. Miss Arthur stipulated that
her home city should be the first visited after the New York engagement, hence the early
>ooking at the Plymouth Theatre. "The Eternal Magdalene" is not a preachment nor

is it a flippant treatment of its problem for it deals with the oldest question of all his¬
tory—that of the Magdalene. Without any sordid half-world scenes the story of a great
revival in a western city is told and the attempt of a self-sufficient reformer and a bla¬
tant evangelist to drive the denizens of the tenderloin from their homes. By a clever
quirk in >laywriting the author brings home some remarkable truths to the smug,
wealthy citizen, who is heading the reform movement with results far different from his
original campaign. As the play is semi-symbolical the spirit of the Magdalene moves
through the action and is actually revealed by the role Miss Arthur has created. The
scenes are all laid in the home of the reformer and the play is conspicuous by the absence
of any sordidness or unpleasant lines or action, only one underworld character being in¬
troduced. Selwyn & Company have surrounded Miss Arthur with a super-excellent
acting company which includes Dodson Mitchell, Robert Hudson, Louise Randolph,
Claire Burke, Helen Tavernier, Frank Byrne, Arnold Lucy, Robert Middlemas, Harry
Harwood, Manuel Alexander, William David and E. M. Dresser. The usual Thursday
and Saturday matinees will be given.

P C.CORNELL
MANAGER

SELWYN & COMPANY
Present

Florence Roberts
In

By ROBERT McLAUGHLIN

Magdalene,'
at the 48th St.

Theatre.

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, October 6, 7, 8
H. H. FRAZEE Presents

"Sherman Was Right"
An Original Farce in Three Acts

By Frank Mandel
FOUNDED ON

"The capture by the converted cruiser, PRINZ EITEL FRIEDRICH,
of men and women passengers of eight neutral ships, including the
FRYE, PIERRE, LOTI, and an entire opera troupe on the FLORIDE.
* * * The Prinz Eitel interned at Newport News, Va., March 11, with
350 captured passengers, including 40 women and children."

—New York Morning World, March 11, 1915.
"A curious coincidence was that two of the Captains we captured

were brothers-in-law who had not met in 20 years, but met here on deck."
—New York Morning World, March 11, 1915.

BradshaWs

ACT III

CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

Miss Held, a stenographer Eileen Von Biene
Office Boy Frank Gerbrach
Spencer Craig, from Australia Ernest Cossart
John Smith, manager uptown branch of Sharp & Cald¬

well Hale Hamilton
Johann Schmitt, a former customer Martin L. Alsop
Otto Naegli, waiter from Hotel Waldorf grill... .Sam Sidman
Anita Ritter, from Pittsburg . .Regine Wallace
Augustine Ritter, Anita's aunt Jeffreys Lewis
Estelle Murphy, telephone girl from Macy's.. Georgie Laurence
Adrienne Von Rossky, a woman with a mission. . .Jean Shelby
Captain Hartwig, of the Prince Karl Ben Hendricks
First Officer Ben Hendricks, Jr.

Sailors from "Prince Karl," Steerage Prisoners, Etc.
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ACT I—Uptown Branch Office of Sharp & Caldwell, Stock
Brokers, in the Hotel Waldorf, New York, Septem¬
ber, 1914.

ACT II—Aboard the "Prince Karl," Somewhere in the Atlan¬
tic, March, 1915.

ACT III—Same as Act II. Next Morning.
STAGED BY EDWARD MAC GREGOR
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JULIA ARTHUR'S RETURN HEflTRE
BUFfALO

Miss Arthur comes to Boston direct from her sensational success at the
18th St. Theatre, New York, where "The Eternal Magdalene," a straightforward drama
by Robert H. McLaughlin, a young western author, has created more discussion and
general iiterest than any play produced during the past decade. When Miss Arthur,
at the height of her career as America's most successful dramatic star, suddenly left the
Stage some years ago and married Benjamin P. Cheney, Jr., of this city, she created arorld-wide sensation. Playgoers the country over clamored for her return, but she made

ood her intention of leaving the sta ;e for good and settled down to a round of quiet
ocial duties in Boston. Managers beset her for years and finally, convinced that the

actress was through with the footlights for all time, gave up their efforts. But last fall
Arch Selwyn of the new and highly successful firm of Selwyi & Co. journeyed to Bos-

• ton one day with the script of "The Eternal Magdalene" and induced Miss Arthur to
read the play. And in half an hour all Miss Arthur's resolutions went for naught, for
in the title role of this play, she saw a character which it had been the dream of her life
to visualize, and when Mr. Selwyn returned to New York he carried with him a con-

i tract for her immediate appearance in the play at a Broadway Theatre. The result was
an overwhelming success, s everyone knows by this time. Miss Arthur stipulated that

, her iiome city should be the first visited after the New York engagement, hence the early
, looking at the Plymouth Theatre. "The Eternal Magdalene" is not a preachment nor
\ is it a flippant treatment of its problem for it deals with the oldest question of all his-
I tory—that of the Magdalene. Without any sordid half-world scenes the story of a great
I revival in a western city is told and the attempt of a self-sufficient reformer and a bla-
'

tant evangelist to drive the denizens of the tenderloin from their homes. By a clever
quirk in ilaywriting the author brings home some remarkable truths to the smug,
wealthy citizen, who is heading the reform movement with results far different from his

j original campaign. As the play is semi-symbolical the spirit of the Magdalene moves
through the action and is actually revealed by the role Miss Arthur has created. The
scenes are all laid in the home of the reformer and the play is conspicuous by the absence
of any sordidness or unpleasant lines or action, only one underworld character being in¬
troduced. Selwyn & Company have surrounded Miss Arthur with a super-excellent
acting company which includes Dodson Mitchell, Robert Hudson, Louise Randolph,

I Claire Burke, Helen Tavernier, Frank Byrne, Arnold Lucy, Robert Middlemas, HarryHarwood, Manuel Alexander, William David and E. M. Dresser. The usual Thursday
and Saturday matinees will be given.

P C.CORNELL
MANAGER

SELWYN & COMPANY
Present

Florence Roberts
In

By ROBERT McLAUGHLIN

Magdalene,'
at the 48th St.

Theatre.
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jient.Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, October 6, 7, 8

H. H. FRAZEE Presents

' Sherman Was Right-'
An Original Farce in Three Acts

By Frank Mandel
FOUNDED ON

"The capture by the converted cruiser, PEINZ EITEL FRIEDRICH,
of men and women passengers of eight neutral ships, including the
FRYE, PIERRE, LOTI, and an entire opera troupe on the FLORIDE.
* * * The Prinz Eitel interned at Newport News, Va., March 11, with
350 captured passengers, including 40 women and children."

—New York Morning World, March 11, 1915.
"A curious coincidence was that two of the Captains we captured

were brothers-in-law who had not met in 20 years, but met here on deck."
—New York Morning World, March 11, 1915.

t appearance.)
George La Roe

• Perce Benton
Millard Vincent
• • • • June Janin
Frances Younge

SYNOPSIS OF

Bradshaw's

CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

Miss Held, a stenographer Eileen Von Biene
Office Boy Frank Gerbrach
Spencer Craig, from Australia Ernest Cossart
John Smith, manager uptown branch of Sharp & Cald¬

well Hale Hamilton
Johann Schmitt, a former customer . .Martin L. Alsop
Otto Naegli, waiter from Hotel Waldorf grill. . . .Sam Sidman
Anita Ritter, from Pittsburg .Regine Wallace
Augustine Ritter, Anita's aunt Jeffreys Lewis
Estelle Murphy, telephone girl from Macy's.. Georgie Laurence
Adrienne Von Rossky, a woman with a mission. . .Jean Shelby
Captain Hartwig, of the Prince Karl Ben Hendricks
First Officer Ben Hendricks, Jr.

Sailors from "Prince Karl," Steerage Prisoners, Etc.
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ACT I—Uptown Branch Office of Sharp & Caldwell, Stock
Brokers, in the Hotel Waldorf, New York, Septem¬
ber, 1914.

ACT II—Aboard the "Prince Karl," Somewhere in the Atlan¬
tic, March, 1915.

ACT III—Same as Act II. Next Morning.
STAGED BY EDWARD MAC GREGOR Page & Shaw Stores in
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 29, 1915.Usual Wednesday and Saturday Matinees.

AROUND THE MAPA MUSICAL GLOBE TROT IN THREE ACTS.Book and Lyrics by C. M. S. McLellan.Music by Herman Flnck.Musical Numbers Staged by Julian Mitchell.Dialogue Directed by Herbert Gresham.Scenery by Joseph Urban.
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Count de Gal

William Norrta

; hut. th«* change was decided ol,mnd Thornton are managers..<>f the features of this house -jit ^'.'^'iated.
Stock ourlesque at the- Em]*?urke as producer. Mutual p.-•i. >\cn. Business only fair,j l'he Charlie Chaplin crav.e i>Wt: see him on thenouses i-'joviner th' picture1 )r):e picture houses. A l« i ajlie near future, he v* ?»ie
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ACT I.
4Scene 1—The Roof of Count de Gai's House. •!

1 Opening Chorus
Chorus 1

2 Song—'"I'm the Boom, Boom, Boomer" Boun and Chorus f
3 Song—"I Don't Know Her Name Yet" Georgie and Chorus ^Scene 2—Rue Caumartin.

|j
4 Song—"I'm Madame Kapinski" Mme. Kapinski and Chorus ■!
5 Song—"Here Comes Tootsi,"

jjTootsi and Georgie, Pierre, Toto and Chorus •;
6 Duet—"Lazy Lulu"

Lulu and Georgie ■!Scene 3—Tootsi's Bedroom. |j7 Song—"Little Maud Isn't Meant For You" Tootsi and Others j-Scene 4—The Bar in the Club House of "The Discontented Lulus." i
8 Song—"There's One Thing a Coon Can Do". .Gladiola and Chorus J
9 Finale

Principals and Chorus j
ACT II.

?Scene 1—Unter Den Linden, Berlin. i10 Chorus of Nurses
Chorus J

11 Song—"When the Right Girl Comes Along".. Georgie and Chorus «l
12 Song—"Some Girl Has Got to Darn His Socks". .Tootsi and Others *
13 Song1-—"Take Me a Ride of Joy" Lulu and Chorus XScene 2—The Boundary Line Between Germany and Russia. J
14 Song—"Katie Clancy" Madame Kapinski and Chorus •
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Scene 3—Tootsi's Dream.Chorus of "Constant Lunchers, Constant Diners, ConstantDancers and Constant Kissers"
ChorusSeene 4—Reception Room in Impikoff's Petrograd Establishment.Duet-—"Goodness, Ain't You Glad?"

Impikoff, Madame Kapinski and ChorusScene 5—The Japanese Jockey Club at Port Arthur.Opening Chorus
ChorusSong—"It's a Very Fine World" Tootsi and ChorusFinale

Principals and Chorus
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ACT III.
Scene 1—At the San Francisco Exposition.20 Opening Chorus

Chorus
21 Song—"Let Us Stay Where the Crowd Is,"

Tootsi, Impikoff and OthersScene 2—Georgie's Sitting Room in a San Francisco Hotel.22 Song—"Dolly Dear"
TootslScene 3—Exterior of "The Red Hot Stove Cabaret," New York.23 Song—"Billy the Bubbler"

Implkoff and ChorusScene 4—Interior of "The Red Hot Stove Cabaret, New York.24 Song—"The Dear Old Fighting Boys" Georgie and Chorus
25 Waltz Song

Lulu, Tootsi and Chorus
26 Finale

Principals and ChorusThe music of the songs "There's One Thins a Coon Can Do"; "Constant
Lunchers, Constant Diners, Constant Dancers and Constant Kissers"; "Billy
the Bubbler"; "Katie Clancy," composed by Louis Hlrsh.
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WASHINGTON

Congress Enjoys a Musical Globe Trot " Around
the Map " With K. & E.

Washington, D. C. (.Special).—Klaw and Er-
lan^er presents a world of laughter, melody and
beauty at the National Theater in " Around the
Map," rightly termed " a three-act musical globe
trot," with book and lyrics by C. M. S. Mc-
Lellan and music by Herman Finck. The fifteen
scenes that portray many sections of the world
were painted by Joseph Urban, the famous
Viennese artist, and this is one of his best en¬
deavors. A notably elaborate production, com¬
plete in costume and detail, engages the services
of a very large and talented company of prin¬
cipals and chorus wrich strongly assisted in the
instantaneous success. Congressional prognosti-
cators say this is a hit that is going to make
all kinds of money when it starts the season's
engagement in New York next week. Else
Adler, from the Johan Strauss Theater, Vienna,
the leading singing soubrette, is a delightful sur¬
prise. Others of notable excellence are William
Norris, Georgia O'Ramey, Robert Pitkin, Hazel
Cox, Tyler Brooke, Marjorie Gateson, Freddy
Nice, Arthur Klein, Louise Groody, and Irving
Brooke. A quartette of New York managers at¬
tending the opening were George M. Cohan. Fred
Zimmerman, Alf. Hayman, and Bert Whitney.

Last week " Potash &nd Perlmutter " at the
National had an opening extraordinary, the oc¬
casion being " Booster Night," under the
auspices of the Business Woman's Section of the
Retail Merchants' Association. It was a floral
event, every lady in attendance being presented
with a bouquet of flowers.

At the Belasco Theater during the current
week is Taylor Holmes in a most amusing char¬
acter, that of Bunker Bean in Lee Wilson
Dodd's latest play. While the play is purely
comedy with a touch of pathos, it has an ad¬
ditional merit of possessing a moral. "As a
man thinketh " is the keynote of the rise of
the unsophisticated Bunker from an underpaid
private stenographer to a man of wealth. The
support includes Robert Kelly, Jack Devereaux,
Charles Abbe, Walter H. Sherwin, Horace
Mitchell. John Hogan, Belford Forrest. H. C.
Power, George C. Lyman, Florence Shirley. Lil¬
lian Lawrence. Marion Kirby, Jean Newcombe,
Clara Louise Moores, and Annette Westbay.

" Wildfire " is the very attractive current of¬
fering by the Poli Players at Poli's, with Flor¬
ence Rittenhouse scoring a success in the Lillian
Russell role, and the company, headed by A.
H. Van Buren, winning much praise.

Nora Bayes is the headline feature at Keith's,
with William Courtleigh in George Hobart's pad¬
dock comedy, "Peaches;" Craig Campbell.
Mile. Natalie and M. Ferrari in classic and
modern dances.

Selwyn and Company, in conjunction with
Mrs. Belle Armstrong Whitney, presented the
" Whitney Fashion Show " at the National The¬
ater Thursday and Friday afternoons, Oct. 21,
22.

Marcus Loew has in his acquisition of the
Columbia Theater in Washington a big addition
to his chain of .picture houses. Last week's
commencement was attended by large audiences.

The Gayety Theater attraction is Ben Welch
and company in the two-act musical burlesque
" A Lord for a Day " and " The Hero of Brigh¬
ton Beach." __

Commencing Monday. Oct. 25, there will be a
change of policy at the Casino. The opening
bill is the George Broadhurst play 44 To-Day,"
presented by a strong dramatic company.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

our seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 29, 1915,
Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

THE MESSRS. SHUBERT Present

HOBSON'S CHOICE
A Comedy of English Provincial Life

By HAROLD BRIGHOUSE

Staged by B. Iden Payne

Characters

(In the Order of their Appearance)
MISS VIOLA ROACH

MISS MOLLY PEARSON
MISS OLIVE WILMOT DAVIS

. .MR. HAROLD DE BECKER
MR. A. G. ANDREWS

MISS MARIE HUDSPETH

ALICE HOBSON
MAGGIE HOBSON
VICKEY HOBSON
ALBERT PROSSER

HENRY HORATIO HOBSON
MRS. HEPWORTH

Floyd. N. Y.

THE FARBER GIRLS.

Irene (Left) and Constance (Panel Portrait} Are Making a Successful Tour of the
Varieties. „

. . .MR. HARRY J. ASHFORD
MR. WHITFORD KANE

MR. WALTER FREDERICKS
MISS AGNES DORNTEE

MR. BARNETT PARKER
MR. ROBERT FORSYTH

TIMOTHY WADLOW (TUBBY)
WILLIAM MOSSOP
JIM HEELER

ADA FIGGINS
FRED BEENSTOCK
DR. MACFARLANE

Elsie Alder twirling her umbrella Around the Map
Photo by White,

Lotiij Hirach, • o nj*

of "Hello 'Frisco,

—Interior of Hobson's Shop in Chapel Street.
Interval of 3 minutes between Acts I. and II,

ACT II.—The Same. Three Weeks Later.

ACT III.—Will Mossop's Shop. The Same Evening.

ACT IV.—Living Room of Hobson's Shop. A Year Later,

MESSRS. SHUBERT PresentThe Scene is laid in Salford, Lancashire, in the years 1879-1880,

HOBSON'S CHOICE
Stage Manager—Lionel Bevans,

NOTE.—Salford, although technically a separate borough from
Manchester, is actually so close to, and encroaches so much upon
the latter that the two places merge into one city. It Is, however,
much less prosperous than its more celebrated neighbor, and its
inhabitants partake more of the typical Lancashire characteristics
of blunt self-assertion, rough colloquial speech, and pride in the
deliberate exercise of worldly wisdom.

Aider in "Around the Map," the musical piece
which is playing at the New amsterdam

tiieatre

Elsie Adler, the "Tootsie" of "Arou
the Map, ' at the New Amsterdam.

White, X
Else Alder as Jacqueline Bonheur in "Around the Map" exercises her charms upon Robert G. Pitkin
who appears as the Count de Gai. From left to right: Hazell Cox as Madame KLapinski, the dress¬
maker, Georgia O'Ramey as Lulu, Robert G. Pitkin, Else Alder, William Norris as the Maharajah

, of Gaboo, Edwin Wilson as Pierre, and Tyler Brooke as Pearly Rheinstein. /



u Shows, giving the choru3 circle the
ndian dance stepa.

Band8. N. Y.

MOLLY PEARSON,

Bunty" Success as ttoe Masterful Maggie Hobson in
" Hobson's Choice."

Viola Roach in "Hobson's Choice"
AT THE CoMEDV —

White. N. Y.
The wilful daughters of shoemaker Hobson in "Hobson's Choice" obtain generous marriage
dowries from their stern parent by threats of legal punishment. Admitting defeat, Hobson
bursts into wrathful eloquence upon the law in general and marriage in particular. From left
to right: A G. Andrews as Hobson, Molly Pearson as Maggie Hobson, Whitford Kane as Will
Mossop, Harold de Becker as Albert Prosser. Viola Roach as Alice Hobson, Barnett Parker as

Fred Beenstock and Olive Wilmot Davis as Vickey Hobson If you take "Hobaon's Choice" at the Comedy you get Oliver
Wilmot Davies.



" HOBSON'S CHOICE "
>medy in Four Acts by Harold Brigliouse.
Staged by B. Iden Payne. Produced by
the Shuberts at the Princess Theater,
Nov. 2.
ice Hobson Viola Roach
iggie Hobson Molly Pearson

. Olive Wilmot Davis
■ • ■ Harold de Becker

. A. G. Andrews
^arie Hudspeth

Kane
'°dericks

^rntee

'Hobson's Choice"
F.DV ''' —

photo by Wkilt'

White. N. T.
Pjgs ' obtain generous marriage

WjM. Admitting defeat, Hobson
**' .riage in particular. From left

• .obson, Whitford Kane as Will
gr ice Hobson, Barnett Parker as

sr<^ickey Hobson If you take "Hobson's Choice" at the Comedy you get Oliver
Wilmot Daviea.



COULD three plays be more widely different thanthose three which started their careers last week
with the word success stamped on each? I

speak ,of " Around the Map," programmatically de¬
scribed as " A Musical Trot in Three Acts," at the
New Amsterdam; " Hobson's Choice," the Lancashire
comedy at the Princess, and " The Eternal Mag¬
dalene " at the Forty-eighth Street Theater.

As those Americans who would like to be mistaken
for Londoners would say, " I ask you! "

Three successes in succession! How's that for
sibilant expression! Quite a record for a city accused
of being play-deaf, isn't it? I think we should feel
rather pleased since, though oppressed by overpro¬
duction in dramatic entertainment, we are still capable
of knowing " what we want" when it is offered us,
and for such things we are as enthusiastic as we were

before we had so many theaters we couldn't remember
them all.

There is something in the atmosphere of a first
night at the New Amsterdam that encourages success
—an atmosphere of gaiety and good-will. And when
a play is liked there it seems to be liked twice as
much as it would be in some other house. New
Amsterdam opening performances are noted, too, for
the elegance in attire of both men and women.
" Around the Map " brought forth some latest crea¬

tions, and the beautiful costumes on the stage made
the place one delightful collection of rainbow shades.

It does not often happen that a stranger takes her
place as a New York favorite by means of her first
song soon after her first entrance, but this is the novel
experience which fell to the fortunate lot of the
charming Austrian musical comedy artiste, Else
Alder, straight from the Johann Strauss Theater in
Vienna, who is now singing an English role for the
first time in her life and doing so with so faint an
accent that many persons were dubious concerning her
right to such a claim. Yet it is true that Miss Alder
is inexperienced in English. Not only does she use
it perfectly when singing, but also when speaking.
She upsets all the accepted notions concerning an un¬
avoidable accent and so takes her position ahead of
Nazimova and other actresses whose English was
pronounced marvellous, even though flavored by an
unmistakable accent. How Miss Adler achieved such
fluency and remarkable ease in pronounciation is
something I mean to discover just as soon as possible.
She was handicapped on her first appearance here
by both the language and an unattractive make-up as
a sock-darner, yet she triumphed over both difficulties.
As a Sis Hopkins character she developed under the
management of the dressmaker Impikoff, appearing
more lovely in each dress creation until the limit of
Impikoff's fabric imagination had been reached and
Tootsie, the lovely darner, won the hand as well as
heart of Count de Gai.

Miss Alder had a close rival for popularity in
Georgia O'Ramey as Lulu Cachou, a blasS young
woman whose inert daring fascinated the Count.
Everybody liked her first song, too, and her many
costumes, but when she apeared in Mephistophelean
tights and a Carmen costume, she danced her way
into undeniable popularity and stayed there. Hazel
Cox, the statuesque and beautiful, also made a hit,
and that versatile gentleman, William Norris, fur¬
nished one surprise after another in his costumes as
an Arab, a Japanese or anything else that as Impikoff,
he thought, would aid him in his dressmaking rivalry
with Madame Kapinski.

" Around the Map " is a sensation in costumes.
More beautiful clothes have not been seen in any
musical production. And this is something to think
about, since we are thoroughly educated to every pos¬
sible dress effect that Melville Ellis and others have
wrought. Often the colors are too brilliant, the con¬
trasts too glaring; but in Around the Map " there
is an artistic balance preserved which delights the
eye of the most exacting.

There is no doubt about the New Amsterdam's
latest attraction. It is bound to have a long run.
The first week has already launched the popularity of
" Here Comes Tootsie."

When some people I know learned that they were
expected to attend a Tuesday matinee at the Princess
Theater—first performance—of a play called " Hob-
son's Choice " there was considerable discontent mani¬
fest. Six nights a week and two matinees should be
enough for first performances. I recall that when
" Hobson's Choice" was described to me as a Lan¬
cashire comedy about which nothing was known, I
sincerely repented that I had decided to attend. And
when I discovered that Frank J. Wilstach had given
me seats in the very first row, from which there could
be no escape in case the play proved tiresome, as I
fully expected it to be, I began to wish that he were
not possessed of such a sense Qf humor.

But I take it all back now. I'm glad 1 had to sit
in the front row, for " Hobson's Choice" is quite
the most original and delightful comedy any of us
have seen for many moons. This, too, despite the'
fact that the rudiments of the play would suggest
anything but those which could be depended upon for
a popular appeal. We all dearly love Lords and
Ladies in our comedies, and when the opening act
of a new play is set in a poor little shoe shop with a
trap door leading to a cellar where two workmen
make and repair shoes, the prospect doesn't seem
alluring to romance.

But romance flourishes in the little shop. There
were three romances in this particular shop—all
engineered by the level-headed, resourceful Maggie,
played by Bunty—I man Molly Pearson—in her most
inimitable stye. Just as Bunty pulled the strings
that worked her household, so does Maggie, and Miss

fearson^ evidently, was born to manage any number I
of strings at once (on the stage of course). I must F
confess I never did enjoy " Bunty Pulls the Strings "
half as much as most people said they did. I much
teiei " Hobson's Choice." Every character in the
ay is interesting and excellently played. I can't
j that Maggie is exactlyl°vable^ind I don't think
Til

she would care to have us call her that, but she is
the brains of the family and the play is set in motion
because of this fact. "Take one set of brains and

i show them what it can do," figured the playwright—
| hence, Maggie.

In the second act the shoe shop has been succeeded
as a place of interest by Maggie's husband's shop in a

, cellar. Worse than the first. But wait. There are
developments. And such developments! Ten years
ago the moralists would have had the police out for
the curtain at the end of the act. To-day it is de-

; scribed as unique, different, natural and so on. As
; a matter of fact, the scene might be one of the most
j risque ever done in this country, but as a thorough¬bred New Yorker remarked, " It happened in Lan-
I cashire, you see. If it had been Broadway! Oh! Oh!

But it isn't. And simple country folk are permitted
so much more liberty than blasg city people."

1 can't go into detail regarding the end of the
second act, for it would sound decidedly shocking inplain print. As done by Maggie and her bridegroom,
however, the scene seems merely human and amusing.And it occurs so unexpectedly that before we have
time to feel shocked, we have laughed heartily, the
curtain descends, the orchestra plays, and it's too' late
for indignation. If Maggie were not such a matter-of-

fact young woman there is no doubt this part of the
play might prove offensive. But Maggie remained
practical to the last. 1 was sorry for that. It seemed
to me that during her father's illness she might have
permitted her calculating little heart to soften a bit.

The cast of " Hobson's Choice" is a delight col¬
lectively and individually. Each player seems the one
best choice for his particular role. What a pleasure
this! You will love them all, from the faithful old
Tubby (Harry J. Asbford) to the six-foot, frisky
Fred Beenstock (Barnett Parker), who considers
himself worldly-wise; the grouchy father, splendidly
played by A. G. Andrews; the uncouth young shoe¬
maker Will (Whitford Kane) whom Maggie decides
to marry whether he will or not. Fortunately he
consents.

" Hobson's Choice " is spoken in Lancashire dialect,
but after the first few sentences your ear will be¬
come accustomed to it and you will enjoy its quaint-
ness.

■ .'.i' : Ui County SHko. Ireland.

BLANCHE WALSH DEAD
Blanche Walsh, the actress, died Sunday

; night. Oct. 31, in the Lakeside Hospital,
Cleveland, after a short illness. Her death
was due to a nervous breakdown following

,-i' an operation.
" ' Miss Walsh was born in New York city

'•SjJjS ' Jan. 4, 1873, and was educated in the pub¬
lic schools and the Normal College. Her
father was the late Thomas P. Walsh, a

! sp< local politician, who at one time was War-
£»<';§ v' ,. den of the Tombs.
IqM , i Her first appearance on the stage was in' 1888 in "Siberia." Her next engagement

"> was with Marie Wainwright, with whom
c, ,m she remained three years. Her first New

York appearance was at Tomkins's Fifth
Sjsfes Avenue Theater, Dec. 13, 1889, as Olivia in
|&9| wiv< " Twelfth Night."

Miss Walsh has appeared in nearly a
: hundred plays during her career. In 1910

she entered the vaudeville field. Among her
•ie s v r t i most notable successes have been "The

Resurrection," " The Kreutzer Sonata." " A
Woman in the Case," " The Straight Road,"
and " Trilby." In 1890 she toured Austra- ,
lia with Nat Goodwin in a repertoire of the

i latter's Successes. The season of 1898-99
Well I she was a co_star with Melbourne MacDow- ;

,i. ell in "La Tosca" and "Fedora." She
made her London debut in 1897 with Wil¬
liam Gillette in " Secret Service." She was
married to Alfred Hickman in 1896. In the
fall of 1906 she was married to William II. 1
Travers, an actor in her company.

r

Tuesday, Washington's Birthday, Matinee and Night February 22
CHARLES FROHMAN Presents

William Gillette
IN HIS FOUR-ACT PLAY

Secret Service

'alright'
me: do
ing?"

"Do

LADA IN SPECIAL DANCES

mean-look
trustfully
different;
'Lovely' 1
and 'ami;

, ! J Lada, the American dancer who studied" 1 " ' *

n Eussia, and who represents the newest
inaki ; mt.'school of Moscow, will be seen in a varied

T ,tnd impressive programme at a matinee per-
i . t

. 'ormance on the afternoon of Tuesday, Nov.
_ , 16, at the Candler Theater. She made her

I don t marst appearance in New York something
iver a year ago, at the Princess Theater.
She had received little preliminary adver¬

sary m* isement. but was received with great ac-
ygfelaim, the critics speaking of her as one

i be remembered along with Pavlowa,
ladora Duncan, and Ruth St. Denis.
The programme to be presented will in-

ude an old Russian dance, in which Lada
ears a rare old Russian costume, and a

vonderfully beautiful, high Russian head¬
dress, embroidered with pearls and other
recious stones; a dance to the music of

__ Srahms, and to the Second Hungarian
'yjfi Rhapsody of Liszt, in which an authentic
*1 lungarian costume is shown. The ballerina
"vill also appear in several classic dances,

n which the costumes are filmy draperies.

JEANNE EAGELS,
Playing the Leading Role of Miriam in " Outcast." Miss

Eagels Bears a Striking Resemblance to Elsie Fergu¬
son, Who Originated the Part.

M.> ■ m wammggBtmssesrx--. i
Revelle.—Hamilton Revelle, the handsome and

popular young player who is the subject of this
week's cover of The Mirror, is the latest star of the
Metro Film Company. Judging from the enthusiastic
audiences that greet his every appearance, he is fast
duplicating on the screen his triumphs of the stage.
Mr. Revelle is an actor of marked versatility, having
played all kinds of parts during his career, from ro¬
mantic heroes to the deepest-dyed villains. After
playing with Sir John Hare, Sir Herbert Tree,
Sir Augustus Harris, Cyril Maude and other well
known English actor-managers, he became leading
man with Olga Nethersole, supporting her as Jean in
" Sapho," Don Jose in " Carmen," Aubrey Tanqueray
in " The Second Mrs. Tanqueray," and Dunstan Ren-
shaw in " The Profligate." His next engagement was
with David Belasco as leading man for Mrs. Leslie
Carter in "' Du Barry." As Cosse-Brissac in this play
he scored one of his greatest triumphs. Other famous
roles in which he has appeared are Don JosS in " The

If-if., " R„ '

WASHINGTON
Henry W. Savage Bids the Capital City " Be-'

hold Thy Wife " in a Powerful Play
Washington, D. C. (Special). — Henry W.Savage presents at the National Theater a new

play by William Harlowe Brigscs, entitled " Be- !
hold Thy Wife," which in several interesting: i
acts outlines an absorbing: story. The thesis |is the moral and spiritual superiority of wom-
en, when it comes to fairness, right living:, self- 1
sacrifice, and forgiveness; the plot develops a >
woman's nobility of character and her finer ■
influence in the redemption of her husband from . i.
dangerous pitfalls. An opening audience of dis- ,tinguished and fashionable character was unani- ?
mous in praise of the excellent character of £the play. Mr. Savage's fine stage production, *and his interpreting company of genuine merit, *
is headed by that talented artiste, Alexandra *
Carlisle, who scores a pronounced success in »
the leading feminine role. She is assisted by a icast that includes Edwin Holt, E. J. Kadcliffe,
Charles Lane, Helen Lackaye, Charles Stead- t
man. Rose Ludwig. Charles Brokate, George fClarke, Ethel West, and Frederick Carlton. ''
lhe presentation is under the stage direction of f":George Marion, which again speaks strongly >

favor; the scenic environment, pictorially per- I* is from the brush of Joseph Urban. i

i and popular - subscription■;
balance. The orchestra this
be practically the same as last

"SECRET SERVICE"
Play in Four Acts by William Gillette.

Revived by Charles Frohman at the Em¬
pire Theater Nov. 8.

General Nelson Randolph Joseph Brennan ,l
Mrs. General Varney Grace Reals
PJdith Varney Helen Freeman i
Wilfred "Varney Stuart Fox 1

.
. i Caroline Mitford Irene Haisman :

Lewis Dumont William Gillette .^ecl!
.-•< Henry Dumont Edward Fielding

Benton Arrelsford Edwin Mordant
Miss Kittridge Evangelyn Blasdale
Martha Marion Abbott :
Jonas h. G. Bates
Lieutenant Maxwell Wade Hampton. Jr.
Lieutenant Foray Stewart Bobbins ,

Lieutenant Allison Earl Redding (I
Lieutenant Tyree Marshall Vincent
Lieutenant Ensing Fulton Russell
Sergeant Wilson Louis Hendricks
Sergeant Ellington Arthur Wallace
Corporal Matson H. A. Morey
Cavalry Orderly William Brown Kk-
Artillery Orderly Sherman Howe BfrSHospital Messenger George Wells
First War Department Messenger,

, „T _ Richard Brock HBSecond War Department Messenger.
, David Rothschild v.Third War Department Messenger,

_

.. ,,T ^ Philip Sanford
Fourth War Department Messenger.
_ . _ Philip Wood
Telegraph Office Messenger A.
^ . Thomas CawleyTelegraph Office Messenger B,

John Lonergan
Eddmger Christopher O'Brien

After the mass of mediocrity that has i\'

A ROMANCE
OF THE SOUTHERN

CONFEDERACY
TAKING PLACE ON AN

EVENING IN RICHMOND
„TTTAXT

DURING THE WAR OF THE REBELLION

GENERAL NELSON RANDOLPH, Commanding in Richmond . -g^yjj-NAN
. mrs. 'general' varney,' Wife of a Confederate Officer of

reals
1

EDITH VARNEY,' her Daughter HELr•"4^nx
WILFRED VARNEY, her Youngest Son ■.- • -oTUAKT t ua
CAROLINE MITFORD, from Across the Street.... .IRENE HAISMAN
LEWIS DUMONT, United States Secret Service—Known in Richmond as

Captain Thorne WILLIAM GlLLiiiilii^
HENRY DUMONT; "united States Secret S^'^-^g^Rp^^LDING
MRBBENTON 'ARRELSFORD,'' Confederate Secret' Service^^.
MISS KITTRIDGE, Sewing for the Hospitals EVANGELYN BLASDALE
MARTHA, Negro House Servant ■ • •MARION ABBOTT
JONAS, Negro House Servant -HARRY LEWELLYN
LIEUT. MAXWELL, President's Detail WADE HAMPTON, JR.
LIEUT. FORAY, First Operator Military TeleSraPh Lig®s^ART ROBBINS
LIEUT. 'ALLISON,' Second Operator Military Teiegraph Lines...

EARL REDDING
LIEUT.' TYREE,' Arti'u'e'r'y'.'.' MARSHALL VINCENT >
LIEUT. ENSING, Artillery ;wFt t S
SERGEANT WILSON
SERGEANT ELLINGTON LOUIS HENDRICKS
CORPORAL MATSON • • -H. A. MOREY
CAVALRY ORDERLY I
ARTILLERY ORDERLY SHERMAN HOWE
HfiSPITAT, MESSENGER GEORGE WELLS
FIRST WAR DEPARTMENT MESSENGER RICHARD BROCK
SECOND WAR DEPARTMENT MESSENGER DAVID ROTHSCHII.D
THIRD WAR DEPARTMENT MESSENGER PHILIP SANFORD
FOURTH WAR DEPARTMENT MESSENGER
TELEGRAPH OFFICE MESSENGER A THOMAS CAWLET

I ™™PH OFFICE MESSENGER B........ . .. .
AN EVENING IN RICHMOND DURING THE WAR OF
THE REBELLION AT A TIME WHEN THE NORTHERN
FORCES WERE ENTRENCHED BEFORE THE CITY AND
ENDEAVORING BY ALL POSSIBLE MEANS TO BREAK
DOWN THE DEFENSES AND CAPTURE THE CONFED¬
ERATE CAPITAL.

Aht I Drawing Room at General Varney's House—EIGHT O'CLOCK.
ACT II—The Same Place—NINE O'CLOCK
ACT III—War Department Telegraph Oflice-TEN OCLOtK. O'CLOCK
APT IV Drawing Room at the Varney House Again—ELEVEN
Between the first and second acts the curtain will be down only four minute .

from the defenses by the car-load. Churches, libraries and public buildings
yo°uWsthJsfsCtaedCltayt MSSS/SS g
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Rose of the Rancho," Sandor Tatray in " The Devil,"
and the Wazir Mansur in "Kismet." Mr. Revelle
is now playing an important part in " Fair and
Warmer " gt the Eltinge Theater.

Vassak.—Queenie Vassal- is recovering from an
operation for appendicitis which she underwent in
Indianapolis. Miss Vassar, who was playing with
" The Girl from Utah " in which her husband, Joseph
Cawthorne has a stellar role, was stricken in Peoria,
111. She was removed to the Methodist Episcopal
Hospital, Indianapolis, where an operation was per¬
formed Oct. 31.

been submitted for the past year to a pa¬tient public under the guise of " war r
plays/' it is a pleasure to turn to a play fwhich, in appeal and dramatic intensity, is !
as effective as at its first presentation nine-1
teen years ago. Were it produced the other i
night for the first time we can imagine jblase critics declaring at the head of their
columns the next day, "At Last—A Real K
War Play." In spirit and detail " Secret
Service " is out-and-out melodrama, but the
materials employed are more effectively used
than in many plays which have seen the
light of production this season. Up to the
final curtain no relaxation of absorbed in¬
terest on t&e part of the audience was ap¬
parent.

The acting was excellent. Mr. Gillette
gave his usual magnetic performance. Ed¬
win Mordant gave a strikingly good por¬
trayal of Arrelford. Helen Freeman played
the part of the young Southern girl with
spirit and elrarm. Irene Haisman was an
impulsive Caroline Mitford. Joseph Bren¬
nan lent dignity and authority to the part
of General Varney. Marion Abbott was a
capital Martha, and Grace Reals contributed
sweetness and light to the part of Mrs. Var¬
ney.

NEXT WEEK

WILLIAM POSTANCE,
Stage Director

FOR CHARLES FROHMAN
Acting Manager. . . .

Business Manager. .

rSilll

a. l. Flynn
Francis E. Reid

FAREWELL APPEARANCE
of

WILLIAM GILLETTE
in

"SHERLOCK HOLMES"
and

"SECRET SERVICE"

William Gillette, on next Monday,
November 22nd, will begin an engage¬
ment of most interesting importance
to Brooklyn playgoers. The distin¬
guished playwright-actor is announced
for nine farewell performances in two
of his most famous successes, "Sher¬
lock Holmes" and "Secret Service."

Mr. Gillette's engagement at the
Montauk is to open with his remark¬
able impersonation of "Sherlock
Holmes," the role in which he is per¬
haps best known to the stage of to¬
day, and with which his name is des¬
tined to be ever associated in dramatic
history.

The mere allusion to William Gil¬
lette's delineation of "Sherlock
Holmes" conjures up, in the memories
of those who have witnessed the por¬
trayals, the thrilling delight of watch¬
ing the great detective's ensnaring of
rogues and vindications of virtue. The
detective's every move on the criminal
chess board has been followed with a
fixity of attention. Never baffled or
mentally disturbed by opposing issues,
the relentless sleuth slowly and surely
attains his end.

. .

The second production in which Mr.
Gillette will bid farewell to the stage
will be "Secret Service." "Secret Ser¬
vice" represents William Gillette at
his best as a playwright, as an actor
and as a producer. This piece, first
produced in 1896, became a dramatic
sensation the night it was revealed; its
popularity was so enormous that sev¬
eral seasons went by before Mr. Gil¬
lette could think of appearing in an¬
other play. It was "Secret Service,
with William Gillette as Lewis Du-

Food *va1 ue—aea..-d'
of the J
:fc
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mont, that captured London, winning
from the playgoers and critics of that
city the first unqualified praise the
English ever accorded any visiting
American actor up to that time.

In Mr. Gillette's original production
of "Secret Service" the chief roles
were played as follows: General Ran¬
dolph, Joseph Brennan; Mrs. Varney,
Ida Waterman; Edith Varney, Amy
Busby; Caroline Mitford, Odette Tyler;
Benton Arrelsford, Campbell Gollan;
and Martha, Alice Leigh. In Thursday
night's performance of the piece, Gen¬
eral Randolph will be again played by
Joseph Brennan; Mrs. Varney by Grace
Reals; Edith Varney by Helen Free¬
man; Caroline Mitford by Irene Hais¬
man; Benton Arrelsford by Edwin Mor¬
dant, and Martha by Marion Abbott.

Writing, not altogether playwriting,
but writing of the theatre and only
somewhat for the theatre, has again
taken such an insistent place among
Mr. Gillette's wishes, that he is far
more likely to be heard of hereafter
in that department of the theatre than
as an actor or as a producer. These
are accordingly more than likely the
last performances of "Sherlock
Holmes" and "Secret Service." William
Gillette, constant note-taker, is in
fact unpacking the barrels and boxes
stuffed with memoranda, sketches, and
data for the stage—the accumulation

of many years. That reticence which
is Mr. Gillette's most marked trait in
company with others is more than
made up for when he is in company
with himself. He is just as copious
with his notebook as he is laconic with
people, and the very few who have had
glimpses into the hitherto sealed Gil¬
lette stage material state that it will
be a spirited day for the American
theatre and American playwriting
when William Gillette, abandoning
"Sherlock Holmes" and "Secret Ser¬
vice," declares the "lid off" of every
packing case of notes in his possession.

! he tirstav{ iiispiass .•••e v-.*
the wedding, which at t.
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on iro uncrowded iioors with two splendid orchestrasand in excel , nt entertainment.
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i OULD three plays be more widely different than

those three which started their careers last week
with the word success stamped on each? I

speak ,of " Around the Map," programmatically de¬
scribed as " A Musical Trot in Three Acts," at the
New Amsterdam ; " Hobson's Choice," the Lancashire
comedy at the Princess, and " The Eternal Mag¬
dalene " at the Forty-eighth Street Theater.

As those Americans who would like to be mistaken
for Londoners would say, " I ask you! "

Three successes in succession! How's that for
sibilant expression! Quite a record for a city accused
of being play-deaf, isn't it? I think we should feel
rather pleased since, though oppressed by overpro¬
duction in dramatic entertainment, we are still capable
of knowing " what we want" when it is offered us,
and for such things we are as enthusiastic as we were
before we had so many theaters we couldn't remember
them all.

There is something in the atmosphere of a first
night at the New Amsterdam that encourages success
—an atmosphere of gaiety and good-will. And when
a play is liked there it seems to be liked twice as
much as it would be in some other house. New
Amsterdam opening performances are noted, too, for
the elegance in attire of both men and women.
" Around the Map" brought forth some latest crea¬

tions, and the beautiful costumes on the stage made
the place one delightful collection of rainbow shades.

It does not often happen that a stranger takes her
place as a New York favorite by means of her first
song soon after her first entrance, but this is the novel
experience which fell to the fortunate lot of the
charming Austrian musical comedy artiste, Else
Alder, straight from the Johann Strauss Theater in
Vienna, who is now singing an English role for the
first time in her life and doing so with so faint an
accent that many persons were dubious concerning her
right to such a claim. Yet it is true that Miss Alder
is inexperienced in English. Not only does she use
it perfectly when singing, but also when speaking.
She upsets all the accepted notions concerning an un¬
avoidable accent and so takes her position ahead of
Nazimova and other actresses whose English was
pronounced marvellous, even though flavored by an
unmistakable accent. How Miss Adler achieved such
fluency and remarkable ease in pronounciation is
something I mean to discover just as soon as possible.
She was handicapped on her first appearance here
by both the language and an unattractive make-up as
a sock-darner, yet she triumphed over both difficulties.
As a Sis Hopkins character she developed under the
management of the dressmaker Impikoff, appearing
more lovely in each dress creation until the limit of
ImpikofE's fabric imagination had been reached and
Tootsie, the lovely darner, won the hand as well as
heart of Count de Gai.

Miss Alder had a close rival for popularity in
Georgia O'Ramey as Lulu Cachou, a blase young
woman whose inert daring fascinated the Count.
Everybody liked her first song, too, and her many
costumes, but when she apeared in Mephistopholean
tights and a Carmen costume, she danced her way
into undeniable popularity and stayed there. Hazel
Cox, the statuesque and beautiful, also made a hit,
and that versatile gentleman, William Norris, fur¬
nished one surprise after another in his costumes as
an Arab, a Japanese or anything else that as Impikoff,
he thought, would aid him in his dressmaking rivalry
with Madame Kapinski.

" Around the Map " is a sensation in costumes.
More beautiful clothes have not been seen in any
musical production. And this is something to think
about, since we are thoroughly educated to every pos¬
sible dress effect that Melville Ellis and others have
wrought. Often the colors are too brilliant, the con¬
trasts too glaring; but in " Around the Map " there
is an artistic balance preserved which delights the
eye of the most exacting.

There is no doubt about the New Amsterdam's
latest attraction. It is bound to have a long run.
The first week has already launched the popularity of
" Here Comes Tootsie."

When some people I know learned that they were
expected to attend a Tuesday matinee at the Princess
Theater—first performance—of a play called " Hob-
son's Choice " there was considerable discontent mani¬
fest. Six nights a week and two matinees should be
enough for first performances. I recall that when
" Hobson's Choice" was described to me as a Lan¬
cashire comedy about which nothing was known, I
sincerely repented that I had decided to attend. And
when I discovered that Frank J. Wilstach had given
me seats in the very first row, from which there could
be no escape in case the play proved tiresome^ as I
fully expected it to be, I began to wish that he were
not possessed of such a sense of humor.

But I take it all back now. I'm glad I had to sit jin the front row, for " Hobson's Choice" is quite j
the most original and delightful comedy any of us
have seen for many moons. This, too, despite the'
fact that the rudiments of the play would suggest
anything but those which could be depended upon for
a popular appeal. We all dearly love Lords and
Ladies in our comedies, and when the opening act
of a new play is set in a poor little shoe shop with a
trap door leading to a cellar where two workmen
make and repair shoes, the prospect doesn't seem
alluring to romance.

But romance flourishes in the little shop. There
were three romances in this particular shop—all
engineered by the level-headed, resourceful Maggie,
played by Bunty—I man Molly Pearson—in her most
inimitable stye. Just as Bunty pulled the strings
that worked her household, so does Maggie, and Miss

^fearson, evidently, was born to manage any number |

of strings at once (on the stage of course). I must
confess I never did enjoy " Bunty Pulls the Strings "
half as much as most people said they did. I much

refer "Hobson's Choice." Every character in the
ay is interesting and excellently played. I can't |j|jg , |tV'' r that Maggie is exactly lovable, and I don't think

u w

Ishe would care to have us call her that, but she is
the brains of the family and the play is set in motion
because of this fact. " Take one set of brains and

, show them what it can do," figured the playwright—
: hence, Maggie.

In the second act the shoe shop has been succeededI as a place of interest by Maggie's husband's shop in a
, cellar. Worse than the first. But wait. There are

developments. And such developments! Ten years
i ago the moralists would have had the police out for

the curtain at the end of the act. To-day it is de-
| scribed as unique, different, natural and so on. As

| a matter of fact, the scene might be one of the most
j risque ever done in this country, but as a thorough¬bred New Yorker remarked, " It happened in Lan-

j cashire, you see. If it had been Broadway ! Oh ! Oh !
But it isn't. And simple country folk are permitted
so much more liberty than blasfi city people."

1 can't go into detail regarding the end of the
second a.ct, for it would sound decidedly shocking in
plain print. As done by Maggie and her bridegroom,however, the scene seems merely human and amusing.And it occurs so unexpectedly that before we have
time to feel shocked, we have laughed heartily, the
curtain descends, the orchestra plays, and it's too late
for indignation. If Maggie were not such a matter-of-

fact young woman there is no doubt this part of the
play might prove offensive. But Maggie remained
practical to the last. 1 was sorry for that. It seemed
to me that during her father's illness she might have
permitted her calculating little heart to soften a bit.

The cast of " Hobson's Choice" is a delight col¬
lectively and individually. Each player seems the one
best choice for his particular role. What a pleasure
this! You will love them all, from the faithful old
Tubby (Harry J. Ashford) to the six-foot, frisky
Fred Beenstock (Bamett Parker), who considers
himself worldly-wise; the grouchy father, splendidly
played by A. G. Andrews; the uncouth young shoe¬
maker Will (Whitford Kane) whom Maggie decides
to marry whether he will or not. Fortunately he
consents.

" Hobson's Choice " is spoken in Lancashire dialect,
but after the first few sentences your ear will be¬
come accustomed to it and you will enjoy its quaint-
ness.

■ lii Countv Slieo. Ireland.

BLANCHE WALSH DEAD
1 Blanche Walsh, the actress, died Sunday

j! night, Oct. 31, in the Lakeside Hospital,
■o Cleveland, after a short illness. Her death

was due to a nervous breakdown following'

'""j an operation.' ' Miss Walsh was born in New York city
' Jan. 4, 1873, and was educated in the pub¬

lic schools and the Normal College. Iler
> father was the late Thomas P. Walsh, a

spel] local politician, who at one time was War-
y den of the Tombs.

, Her first appearance on the stage was in: 1888 in " Siberia." Her next engagement
was with Marie Wainwright, with whom

,■ she remained three years. Her first New
York appearance was at Tomkins's Fifth
Avenue Theater, Dec. 13, 1889, as Olivia in

v : < " Twelfth Night."
Miss Walsh has appeared in nearly a

; hundred plays during her career. In 1910!
. . she entered the vaudeville field. Among her

i'it"-s writi most notable successes have been "The
\ilriirht Resurrection." "The Kreutzer Sonata." "A

, Woman in the Case," "The Straight Road."
and "Trilby." In 1890 she toured Austra- ,
lia with Nat Goodwin in a repertoire of the ,

"()<> \ ' latter's successes. The season of 1898-99
"Weil I slle was a co_star with Melbourne MacDow- j

ell in " La Tosca " and " Fedora." She
made her London debut in 189T with Wil¬
liam Gillette in " Secret Service." She was
married to Alfred Hickman in 1896. In the
fall of 1906 she was married to William II. ' 1
Travers, an actor in her company.

LADA IN SPECIAL DANCES

r

mean-lool
trustfully
different;
Lovely' 1

and 'ami;
'"

t" ;! Lada, the American dancer who studiedin tiic 'iin RUSSiai an(j who represents the newest
ii;ir meschool of Moscow, will be seen in a varied

] ,, , iind impressive programme at a matinee per-
. , 'ormance on the afternoon of Tuesday, Nov.1,11 16, at the Candler Theater. She made her

: 1 don't i Jfirst appearance in New York something
:>ver a year ago, at the Princess Theater.
She had received little preliminary adver-
isement, but was received with great ac-
laim, the critics speaking of her as one
o be remembered along with Pavlowa,
sadora Duncan, and Ruth St. Denis.

The programme to be presented will in-
jde an old Russian dance, in which Lada
ears a rare old Russian costume, and a
onderfully beautiful, high Russian head-
ress, embroidered with pearls and other
recious stones; a dance to the music of
rahms, and to the Second Hungarian
hapsody of Liszt, in which an authentic
ungarian costume is shown. The ballerina

.ill also appear in several classic dances,
n which the costumes are filmy draperies.

JEANNE EAGELS,
Playing the Leading Role of Miriam in " Outcast." Miss

Eagels Bears a Striking Resemblance to Elsie Fergu¬
son, Who Originated the Part.

iA..- M nmBBK I
Revelle.—Hamilton Kevelle, the handsome and

popular young player who is the subject of this
week's cover of The Mirkob, is the latest star of the
Metro Film Company. Judging from the enthusiastic
audiences that greet his every appearance, he is fast
duplicating on the screen his triumphs of the stage.
Mr. Revelle is an actor of marked versatility, having
played all kinds of parts during his career, from ro¬
mantic heroes to the deepest-dyed villains. After
playing with Sir John Hare, Sir Herbert Tree,
Sir Augustus Harris, Cyril Maude and other well
known English actor-managers, he became leading
man with Olga Nethersole, supporting her as Jean in
" Sapho," Don Jos6 in " Carmen," Aubrey Tanqueray
in " The Second Mrs. Tanqueray," and Dunstan Ren-
shaw in " The Profligate." His next engagement was
with David Belasco as leading man for Mrs. Leslie
Carter in *' Du Barry." As Cosse-Brissac in this play
he scored one of his greatest triumphs. Other famous
roles in which he has appeared are Don Jos6 in " The

Bout'
Miss

Rose of the Rancho," Sandor Tatray in " The Devil."
and the Wazir Mansur in " Kismet." Mr. Revelle
is now playing an important part in " Fair and

at the l^inge Theato^^^^^
Vassab.—Queenie Vassar is recovering from an

operation for appendicitis which she underwent in
Indianapolis. Miss Vassar, who was playing with
" The Girl from Utah " in which her husband, Joseph
Cawthorne has a stellar role, was stricken in Peoria,
111. She was removed to the Methodist Episcopal
Hospital, Indianapolis, where an operation was per¬
formed Oct. 31.

i ■ •
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WASHINGTON

I Henry W. Savage Bids the Capital City " Be-!
hold Thy Wife " in a Powerful Play

Washington. d. C. (Special). — Henry W.Savage presents at the National Theater a new
play by William Harlowe Brings, entitled " Be- .

hold Thy Wife," which in several interestingacts outlines an absorbing story. The thesis i tis the moral and spiritual superiority of worn- ]
en, when it comes to fairness, right living, self- 1
sacrifice, and forgiveness; the plot develops a • •

woman's nobility of character and her finer '
influence in the redemption of her husband from tdangerous pitfalls. An opening audience of dis¬
tinguished and fashionable character was unani¬
mous in praise of the excellent character of 'the play. Mr. Savage's fine stage production,and his interpreting company of genuine merit,
is headed by that talented artiste, Alexandra
Carlisle, who scores a pronounced success in
the leading feminine role. She is assisted by acast that includes Edwin Holt, E. J. Radcliffe,Charles Lane, Helen Lackaye, Charles Stead-
man, Rose Ludwig. Charles Brokate, GeorgeClarke, Ethel West, and Frederick Carlton.
The presentation is under the stage direction of
George Marion, which again speaks stronglyfavor; the scenic environment, pictorially per-*■ is from the brush of Joseph Urban.

s.nd popular • subscripfeo'n^fiiaC
balance. The orchestra this
be practically the same as last

" SECRET SERVICE "
Play in Four Acts by William Gillette.

Revived by Charles Frohman at the Em¬
pire Theater Nov. 8.

General Nelson Randolph Joseph Brennan h
Mrs. General Varney Grace Reals

- Edith Varney Helen Freeman r
Wilfred "Varney Stuart Fox I
Caroline Mitford Irene Haisman :
Lewis Dumont William Gillette i'

Dumont Edward Fielding
i Arrelsford Edwin Mordant
Kittridge Evangelyn Blasdale

tna Marion Abbott 1
is H. G. Bates
itenant Maxwell Wade Hampton, Jr.

I Lieutenant Foray Stewart Bobbins .

Lieutenant Allison Earl Redding (\
Lieutenant Tyree Marshall Vincent i
Lieutenant Ensing Fulton Russell '
Sergeant Wilson Louis Hendricks
Sergeant Ellington Arthur Wallace i.
Corporal Matson H. A. Morey
Cavalry Orderly William Brown i
Artillery Orderly Sherman Howe |Hospital Messenger George Wells C
First War Department Messenger,

Richard Brock
Second War Department Messenger. S

. David Rothschild ftThird War Department Messenger.
Philip Sanford

Fourth War Department Messenger.
_ , Philip Wood
Telegraph Office Messenger A. ;■
_ , Thomas Cawley &
Telegraph Office Messenger B,

John Lonergan I
Eddinger Christopher O'Brien d

After the mass of mediocrity that has v
been submitted for the past year to a pa-
tient public under the guise of " war I
plavs/' it is a pleasure to turn to a play fwhichT In appeal and dramatic intensity, is
as effective as at its first presentation nine-1
teen years ago. Were it produced the other i

night for the first time we can imagine ?
blase critics declaring at the head of tneir [columns the next day, " At Last—A RealWar Play." In spirit and detail " Secret 1
Service " is out-and-out melodrama, but the
materials employed are more effectively used
than in many plays which have seen the
light of production this season. Up to the
final curtain no relaxation of absorbed in¬
terest on tfice part of the audience was ap¬
parent.

The acting was excellent. Mr. Gillette
gave his usual magnetic performance. Ed¬
win Mordarut gave a strikingly good por¬
trayal of Arrelford. Helen Freeman played
the part of the young Southern girl with
spirit and ctrarm. Irene Haisman was an
impulsive Caroline Mitford. Joseph Bren¬
nan lent dignity and authority to the part
of General Varney. Marion Abbott was a
capital Martha, and Grace Reals contributed
sweetness and light to the part of Mrs. Var¬
ney.
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Tuesday, Washington's Birthday, Matinee and Night February 22 jI"

CHARLES FROHMAN Presents

William Gillette
IN HIS FOUR-ACT PLAY

Secret Service
A ROMANCE

OF THE SOUTHERN
CONFEDERACY „

TAKING PLACE ON AN
EVENING IN RICHMOND

DURING THE WAR OF THE REBELLION

GENERAL NELSON RANDOLPH, Commanding in RicJosEPH' BRENNAN I
. MRS. GENERAL VARNEY, Wife of a Confederate Officer of High Rank.. -4,,

i
# gkacjli krjalb **-■.

EDITH VARNEY,' her Daughter
WILFRED VARNEY, her Youngest Son... • • • •• STUART FOX

'

CAROLINE MITFORD, from Across the Street IRENE HAISMA N
LEWIS DUMONT, United States Secret Service—Known in Richmond as

Captain Thorn WILLIAM GILLhj 11
HENRY DUMONT, "United States Secret Service—Lewis Dumont's

Brother ur
MR. benton"ARRELSFORD, Confederate Secret Servic®—morDANT
MISS KITTRIDGE, Sewing for the Hospitals EVANGELYN BLASDALE
MARTHA, Negro House Servant MARION ABBOTT
JONAS, Negro House Servant HARRY LEWELLYN
LIEUT. MAXWELL, President's Detail WADE HAMPTON, JR.
LIEUT. FORAY, First Operator Military Telegraph Lines

STEWART ROBBINS
LIEUT. ALLISON, Second Operator Military Telegraph Lines

EARL REDDING
LIEUT. TYREE, Artillery MARSHALL VINCENT
LIEUT. ENSING, Artillery FULTON RUSSELL
SERGEANT WILSON ARTHUR WALLACE
SERGEANT ELLINGTON LOUIS HENDRICKS
CORPORAL MATSON H. A. MOREY
CAVALRY ORDERLY WILLIAM BROWN
ARTILLERY ORDERLY SHERMAN HOWE
HOSPITAL MESSENGER GEORGE WELLS
FIRST WAR DEPARTMENT MESSENGER RICHARD BROCK
SECOND WAR DEPARTMENT MESSENGER DAVID ROTHSCHILD
THIRD WAR DEPARTMENT MESSENGER PHILIP SANFORD
FOURTH WAR DEPARTMENT MESSENGER PHILIP WOOD
TELEGRAPH OFFICE MESSENGER A THOMAS CAWLEY
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AN EVENING IN RICHMOND DURING THE WAR OF
THE REBELLION AT A TIME WHEN THE NORTHERN ■

FORCES WERE ENTRENCHED BEFORE THE CITY A><D
ENDEAVORING BY ALL POSSIBLE MEANS TO BREAK
DOWN THE DEFENSES AND CAPTURE THE CONFED¬
ERATE CAPITAL.

ACT
ACT

I—Drawing Room at General Varney's House
II—The Same Place—-NINE O'CLOCK.

-EIGHT O'CLOCK.

SHERLOCK HOLMES
William Gillette was playing "Secret Service" on tour

in California when Charles Frohman wired him that he
had obtained Sir A. Conan Doyle's permission for him to
dramatize the famous "Sherlock Holmes" stories. Mr.
Gillette, the story goes, immediately engaged another actor
to play his part in "Secret Service" and disappeared.
When he returned to New York some time later, he handed
Mr. Frohman the completed play. It was produced at the
Garrick Theater, New York, in the autumn of 1899 and
at once took its place as "the greatest detective play,"
while the great detective himself, until then merely a crea¬
ture of the novelist's imagination, became—and has ever

since remained—a real person. Never in the history of the
stage has an actor and a character become so thoroly
identified as Mr. Gillette and Sherlock Holmes—not even

Joseph Jefferson and Rip van Winkle. For the basis of his
plot, the playwright did not employ one of the already
familiar cases, but a hitherto unpublished episode in
the career of the great detective and showing his connec¬
tion with the strange case of Miss Faulkner." It is a true
Sherlock Holmes story, full of mystery, thrills and hair¬
breadth escapes and the play is just as interesting today as
it was sixteen years ago. "I sat on the edge of my chair
all thru the first performance of the play at the Garrick
sixteen years ago," said a New York theatergoer recently,
"and I sat there again just the other night when I saw the
piece at the Empire and my fifteen year old son who was

me this last time was even more excited."

NEXT WEEK

FAREWELL APPEARANCE
of

WILLIAM GILLETTE
in

"SHERLOCK HOLMES"
and

"SECRET SERVICE"

William Gillette, on next Monday,
November 22nd, will begin an engage¬
ment of most interesting importance
to Brooklyn playgoers. The distin¬
guished playwright-actor is announced
for nine farewell performances in two
of his most famous successes, "Sher¬
lock Holmes" and "Secret Service."

Mr. Gillette's engagement at the
Montauk is to open with his remark¬
able impersonation of "Sherlock
Holmes," the role in which he is per¬
haps best known to the stage of to¬
day, and with which his name is des¬
tined to be ever associated in dramatic
history.

„•,

The mere allusion to William Gil¬
lette's delineation of "Sherlock
Holmes" conjures up, in the memories
of those who have witnessed the por¬
trayals, the thrilling delight of watch¬
ing the great detective's ensnaring of
rogues and vindications of virtue. The
detective's every move on the criminal
chess board has been followed with a
fixity of attention. Never baffled, or
mentally disturbed by opposing issues,
the relentless sleuth slowly and surely
attains his end.

The second production in which Mr.
Gillette will bid farewell to the stage
will be "Secret Service." "Secret Ser-
vice" represents William Gillette at
his best as a playwright, as an actor
and as a producer. This piece, first
produced in 1896, became a dramatic
sensation the night it was revealed; its
popularity was so enormous that sev¬
eral seasons went by before Mr. Gil¬
lette could think of appearing in an¬
other play. It was "Secret Service,
with William Gillette as Lewis Du-

■■■BfJn4f9kv>
mont, that captured London, winning
from the playgoers and critics of that
city the first unqualified praise the
English ever accorded any visiting
American actor up to that time.

In Mr. Gillette's original production
of "Secret Service" the chief roles
were played as follows: General Ran¬
dolph, Joseph Brennan; Mrs. Varney,
Ida Waterman; Edith Varney, Amy
Busby; Caroline Mitford, Odette Tyler;
Benton Arrelsford, Campbell Gollan;
and Martha, Alice Leigh. In Thursday
night's performance of the piece, Gen¬
eral Randolph will be again played by
Joseph Brennan; Mrs. Varney by Grace
Reals; Edith Varney by Helen Free¬
man; Caroline Mitford by Irene Hais¬
man; Benton Arrelsford by Edwin Mor¬
dant, and Martha by Marion Abbott.

Writing, not altogether playwriting,
but writing of the theatre and only
somewhat for the theatre, has again
taken such an insistent place among
Mr. Gillette's wishes, that he is far
more likely to be heard of hereafter
in that department of the theatre than
as an actor or as a producer. These
are accordingly more than likely the
last performances of "Sherlock
Holmes" and "Secret Service." William
Gillette, constant note-taker, is in
fact unpacking the barrels and boxes
stuffed with memoranda, sketches, and
data for the stage—the accumulation

of many years. That reticence which
is Mr. Gillette's most marked trait in
company with others is more than
made up for when he is in company
with himself. He is just as copious
with his notebook as he is laconic with
people, and the very few who have had
glimpses into the hitherto sealed Gil¬
lette stage material state that it will
be a spirited day for the American
theatre and American playwriting
when William Gillette, abandoning
"Sherlock Holmes" and "Secret Ser¬
vice," declares the "lid off" of every
packing case of notes in his possession.

/\A> i 111 W ar -l/C jjcli illlt-iil xcicgiaijii . . t-'T tti r XTi "nt n'fit
\CT IV—Drawing Room at the Varney House Again—ELEVEN O CLOCK.
Between the first and second acts the curtain will be down only four minutes.

While no special effort has been made in the direction of historical ac-
ruracy, the management takes the liberty of reminding the public that the city
of Richmond at the time set forth in "Secret Service" was a state of the
utmost excitement and confusion. Wounded and dying were being brought in

from the defenses by the car-load. Churches, libraries and public buildings
were converted into hospitals. Owing to the scarcity of surgeons and medical
attendants, women and even young girls assisted at the dressing of wounds
and nursed the sufferers days and night. Other worn «»w^e y.-.iS
coarse and heavy sand bags for the strengthening of/he^fortiflcaUons^ S^t
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DANCING DURING DINNER AND SUPPER
on wo uncrowded ;ioors with two splendid orchestrasana an excel . nt entertainment.

BROADWAY AT 48th STREET

SECRET SERVICE
William Gillette once wrote a "war play"—"Held by

the Enemy"—that Bronson Howard said would be the
model for all future "war plays." "Secret Service" is
not a "war play" in the same sense. It has the War of the
Rebellion for a background and it gives a picture of life
in war times—not, however, the life of the camp or the
battlefield. It is just what the playwright calls it—"a ro¬

mance of the Southern Confederacy." Its hero is a spy and
his heroism is treachery but the audience loves him for it.
Its villain is no villain but a patriot striving to do his duty
and the audience hates him and longs to see him fail. Mr.
Gillette's art—and he is at his best in this play as a play¬
wright, as an actor and as a producer—works that magic.
One prominent critic writing of the play the morning after
its first performance at the Garrick Theater, New York,
in 1 896, acknowledged that he had gone to see it expect¬
ing to be bored by another "war play." "I would call
it a masterpiece and a classic," he said, "if it were not

something very much better than either—a bit of real life."
The same critic saw it again at the Empire Theater, New
York, recently. "The life in it is just as real, just as
throbbing, just as intense now as it was nineteen years ago,"
he said, and it will always be. I suppose now I can call
it a masterpiece and a classic, too, for it has the qualities
that make masterpieces and classics and it has stood the
supreme test of time. It is a play for red blooded people—
a play that you MUST see."
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WILLIAM ULLETTE in "SECRET SERVICE"
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COR.T
THEATRE

Direction JOHN OORT.
Forty-eighth Street, Just East of Broadway.

Barnard Klawans Manager
Robert Stavenson Trtuurtr

Model Producing: Co.
Will p. Molitor . .

George R. Lynch ...

Proprietors
.. Manager

Designed and built by Edward B. Corey.

Telephone Bryant 46,

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT
WAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED- IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AMD IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID TH8
DANGERS OF PANIC, WAI.K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JUNE 12, 1916,
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Booth
Theatre

JOHN CORT Presents

An Operetta in Two Acts
Book and Lyrics by Harry B. and Robert B. Smith

(Founded on a story by Boccaccio)
Music by Carl Woess

Produced under the stage direction of George Marion

Cast

(In Order of First Appearance)
Mrs. Kean, who introduces the O'Malleys into society, Josephine Harris
Princess De Togueville Madge North
Prince De Togueville Count de Vassey
Hiram J. Kidder, Dan O'Malley's social guide George Lynch
Freddy Sands, a little brother of the rich John E. Young
Mrs. Prunella O'Malley, with social aspirations Josie Intropidi
Dan O'Malley, self-made and proud of the job George Trimble
Joset.te, a Viennese artist Grace Field
Hal Rutherford, in love with Josette Donald Macdonald
Count Walter Von Walden Thomas Conkey
Molly O'Malley Katherine Galloway

I I Elizabeth Hines
, | Estelle Francesca
I I Anita Francesca

bridesmaids Ray Lloyd
, Helen Hillarde
'

I I Marion Comfort
\' J i Hinda Hand

| flower girls j Florence Cassidy
Trixie Warren

'

Vivian Morrison
Joseph Miller

Anita Francesca
. James Whelan

Wedding Guests, Maskers, Students, etc.

IRENE FENWICK
Prudence Page
Sylvia Shaw . .

Helen Butler . .

Laura Putnam
Agnes Fielding
Louise Darling
Daisy
Rose
Willie Speed . .

Georgette
Victor
Mariette
Gaston

THE CO-RESPONDENT
By Alice Leal Pollock and Rita Weiman,

Staged by J. C. Huffman.

Persons of the
(In the Order of their

Servant in the Junction House....
Robert Gordon
James Morell
Anne Gray
Detective Mahoney
Detective Granger
Sweeney

Play.
Appearance)

. mi. xi. b. v on Weiser
■ •Mr. Harrison Hunter
Mr. William L. Gibson

Miss Fenwick
• • . Mr. Louis Hartman

• Mr. Edward Spalding
• • Mr. George Clarke

Mr. H. H. Sleight 4
• . . Miss Suzanne Willa j
... Mr. Norman Trevor <
• Miss Winifred Harris ♦;

. . Mr. J. W. Hartman i
• Miss Marie Chambers 1
. . Mr. Harry Hadfield i

Synopsis of Scenes
ACT I.—The O'Malley Villa, Newport. (H. Robert Law.)
ACT II.-—Students' Ball, Vienna. (Painted by John H. Young.)

The gowns worn by Miss Galloway, Miss Maple and Miss Field are by
Frances, Inc.

Fred Calvin, city editor of "The News"
Georgie Welsingham
John Manning, managing editor of "The NewsMrs. Spotswell
Heme
Mrs. Langdon Van Kreel
Craig Stephenson

MUSICAL NUMBERS
(Augmented Orchestra under direction of CLARENCE WEST)

ACT 1
t.Ensemble

Mr. Young
.Miss Field and Mr. Macdonald

Mr. Conkey and Chorus
.....Miss Galloway and Chorus

Mr. Young and Chorus
Miss Galloway

Mr. Conkey and Miss Galloway
Mr. Young, Mr. Macdonald and Miss Field

Ensemble

Opening Chorus
"Anna of Havana"
Duet—"Marry Me and See"
"The Right Girl"
"Love is an Art"
"The Girl That Wins My Heart'
"When Fortune Smiles" . ..

"The "Voice of Love"
Trio—"One Way of Doing It,
Finale

^ne prominent critic writing of the piay the rr>:
its first performance at the Garrick Theater,
m 1896, acknowledged that he had gone to se<
ing to be bored by another "war play." "I
it a masterpiece and a classic." he said, "if i
something very much better than ei'hrr a bit

' ,ie :~'!TTle critic saw" it again at the I \mnire Th<

" HOHEIT TANZT WALZER"
Operetta in Three Acts by Julius Brammei

and Alfred Gruenwald. Music by Le<
Ascher. Staged by Rudolf Christians
Victor Wagner, Conductor. Irving Plac<
Theater. Nov. 5.

Dominik Gaudenzdorf, librarian . .. Willy Fre]
Lisl, his daughter Emmy Nicklass
Plunderer Ernst Roberl
Peperl Gschwandner, music teacher,

Hans Unterkirchei
Aloisius Strampfl Angelo LippicI
Sali, housekeeper Flora Arndi
Knackerl, official Curt Mauthej
Prinzessin Marie Margarete Christians
Frau von Kalesch Lina Haensell
Didl. waiter Heinrich Falk
Maxl, waiter Iffl Engel
Stangelmeyer Eugen Keller
Rohrbeck Benn Busonl
Martha Selma Weber
Thea Helene Rothe
Bodyguard to Princess Hermann Korn
Count Bendl Otto Meyer
Prince Viktor Bogumil Arnold Jacobson
Princess Crescentia Luise Amy Anchell
Baptiste, chamberlain Ludwig Koppee

Act I.—Gaudenzdorf's home. Act II.—Summer
garden, " Silver Pretzel." Act III.—Chateau
near Vienna. Period 1850.

Director Christians varied his policy last
week by presenting his talented company in
a true-blue Viennese operetta full of melo¬
dious strains and the usual blending of
comedy and sentiment. The house was
packed from pit to dome, and at the end of
the second act the stage was one mass of
flowers showered upon the favorites by their
admirers. Mr. Christians has obviously
made a happy selection, and it is pretty
safe to predict that " Hoheit Tanzt
Walzer" — that is to say, Her Highness
Dances a Waltz—will hold the stage for
some time to come, as the comedy (it is
really a comedy with music) translates the
beholder into the pleasant atmosphere of
the old Vienna of Lanner's day—Lanner,
who bore the title of the Waltz King be¬
fore the original Johann Strauss had grad¬
uated from his orchestra.

Another magnetic attraction was the an¬
nouncement that Miss Margarete Christians
would appear as Iloheit, for ever since she
made her debut last season in the little
song-play, " Bruederlein Fein," the patrons
of the Irving Place have been keen to see
this charming young woman in something
equally worthy of her.

The. story deals with the Vienna of sixty
or seventy years ago. Lisi, the daughter
of the retired old librarian, Gaudenzdorf, is
in love with Aloisius Strmpfl, a poor young
man without prospects, but is wooed by the
rich vulgarian Plunderer. She can hardly
escape this objectionable marriage when the
lovers find a timely friend in the light-
hearted but ambitious music teacher, Pep¬
erl, who, in the confident expectation of
being appointed kapellmeister at court,
lends Aloisius money to lease the Silver
Pretzel restaurant and Summer garden, and
enables the lovers to marry. As he has no-
influence his application for the kapell¬
meister post is turned down, and he turns
waiter at the Silver Pretzel.

In order to attract customers, the re¬
sourceful Peperl inserts personals In the
papers of fictitious rich young men and'
wealthy young women appointing rendez¬
vous at the garden. The scheme works,
and among the miscellaneous visitors to the-
resort is the Princess Marie, who comes in¬
cognito, accompanied by a lady of the
court. The lively young thing is about to-
enter a loveless marriage, and before set¬
tling down is determined to see Vienna life
among the middle class and to dance a
Vienna waltz as danced by the people. She
orders goulash and a glass of beer, and
soon is on a familiar footing with the gal
lant Peperl. As there is no music, she M'
cretly sends for Lanner, and to one of Laa
ner's delightful waltzes she trips the ligl)
fantastic toe with Peperl and incidental!
learns the story of his ambition to be Id
pellmeister at court. After a splendid lar
with Peperl as the hero, Her Highness
identity is betrayed by her valet, and to tli
joyous shouts of the people she leaves tt
garden, not without a languishing gla»<
at Peperl.

We next find Peperl at court as ii
structor of dancing to a tiny princess an
a prince, and then the sentimental no
enters into this potpourri of light-heartf
gayety. The hour of Princess Marie's b
trothal is approaching. She loves Pepei
but there is no such happiness for a pri:
cess of the blood. As she passes throufl
the palace chamber with her bridal tral
on the way to the altar, Peperl kneels i
her feet and kisses her hand, and tl
princess sheds a silent tear. But befo:
she soes she hands him his commission i
kapellmeister, and though deprived of h
princess he has attained his life's ambitic
in another direction.

The versatile company was at its bes
and with sundry additions to the cast the
operetta went over the boards with spirit
that made the performance memorable.
Miss Christians was delightful as the Prin¬
cess Marie, and displayed a simple girlish
grace in her acting, dancing and singing
that was appealing. A hit was made by
Mr. Unterkircher as Peperl. One of the
youngest members of the company, his field
has been tragedy; he appeared very ac¬
ceptably as the younger Picolomini in
Schiller's tragedy and similar characters,
and his dashing abandon in the role of the
temperamental Peperl astonished even his
best friends. Emmy Nicklass shared equal
honors in the soubrette role of Lisi. She
is a perfect little whirlwind, and dances
and sings with great spirit. The two
children, Arnold Jacobson and Amy An¬
chell scored in a melodic gavotte. Another
admirably acted part was that of Plunderer
by Ernst Robert. The ensemble was ex¬
cellent, and the orchestra was well directed
by Mr. Wagner.
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E. S. R. BRANDT AS A HARLEQUIN

A mac nfimed liliaue is unnnnrxwi

" WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS "
Four One-Act Comedies: " Literature,"" Overtones," " The Honorable Lover,"

and " Whims." Produced at the Band¬
box Theater Nov. 8.
In their second programme of their new

season at the Bandbox Theater the Wash¬
ington Sauare Players approach nearest
the ideal to which they aspire—that of
presenting unconventionally and with origi¬
nality such plays as are not generally of¬
fered on the stage of the so-called com¬
mercial playhouse.

In the composition of their new bill they -

have wisely cast tragedy to the winds and
have selected four comedies from four dif- '
ferent languages. From the German, Ar- -

thur Schnitzler's " Literature" has been t
chosen; the Italian is represented by Ro¬
berto Bracco's " The Honorable Lover " ;
Alfred de Musset's " Whims " is the French -1
selection, while " Overtones," by Alice Ger- 9
stenberg, is the English offering. We knew
what to expect of the three foreign plays.
We have learned to depend upon three such
eminent sex psychologists as Schnitzler,
Bracco, and de Musset. We instinctively i
felt that we could sit under the spell of
their mastery of phrase and situation and
not become too disappointed by their in¬
ability to prove the fourth dimension of ■-
the eternal triangle. We entertained no
such blissful anticipations in regard to
Miss Gerstenberg. True, she had qualified
as an expert technician in clearing a dra- >
matic path out of the fantastic mazes of e
" Alice in Wonderland," and in writing a
comedy called " Captain Joe,"' but, frankly,
we never conceded the possibility of her \
participation in the honors of the evening. 1

With no effort at spread-eagleism, we .

can safely say that America is "uber ,

, alles" in this bill of " comparative com¬
edy." In her original conceit called " Over¬
tones," Miss Gerstenberg proved that in her 1
analyzation of human nature she is quite
as mercilessly ironical as her associates on
the programme.

Her playlet is ami original satire on the o
ceaseless struggle to maintain false ap-
pearances. It is written with imagination
and philosophical insight. Hetty, a rich
but discontented wife, is visited by her
friend Maggie, a poverty-stricken young
woman who has had the better of her in
a love match. In their conversation they
discuss the blessings that time has brought
them and they are assisted in " keeping up
appearances" by their other and true
selves. As Harriet tells Margaret of her
happy marriage, her true self, Hetty in-
forms us that it is a lie and that secretly
she longs for her old sweetheart, now Mar¬
garet's struggling husband. Margaret pre¬
tends her call is purely social but her
jother self, Maggie states that it was paid
[solely to enlist financial support for her

:usband. The curtain falls with the two .

omen exchanging compliments while their
iearts are filled with hate and envy. The
lay was given a colorful setting by Lee
imonson, Agnes McCarthy and Grace f
triswold were excellent as the two " over-

rones."
Schnitzler's " Literature " was the open- '

ng play of the programme. It proved a
►right and amusing episode concerning the ■

mccessful attempt of a woman to live down .

ter Bohemian past. Margaret, a novelist,
s engaged to Clement, a respectable and
rnimaginative individual who regards her ;
>ast associations as thoroughly disreputa- [
>le. Upon learning that she has had an-
»ther novel published he departs in anger,
thereupon Margaret is visited by her for-
ner lover, Gilbert, a writer, with whom
;he had known rags and riches in Munich.
Chey reveal to each other the fact that
*ich has a novel about to appear in which
he stories of their love are embodied,
lather than face the wrath of Clement,
Margaret consents to fly with Gilbert. Be-
ore they can carry out their plans, how¬
ever, Clement returns to inform his be-
rothed that every copy of her novel—ex-
rept one which he has brought with him—
las been suppressed. Fearful of a com-
>romise, Margaret throws this last copy
nto the fire, pretending that her action is
►rompted by respect for her husband's 1 '
wishes. Robert Strange appeared to ad-
rantage as Clement. Helen Westley's per-
ormance of Margaret was marred by an
•ver-elaboration of gesture.

" The Honorable Lover " was a sprightly
riviality concerning the desire of an en¬
gaging young Italian to uphold his creed of
lonesty in love in the face of .overwhelm¬
ing opposition on the part of his wife andiweetheart. Manina aims to be rid of her
Insignificant and excessively solicitous hus-
land in order that she may enjoy perfect
narmony of soul in an alliance with Alberto.
Uberto, however, does not view her plan

ji with approval, since he is more or less in
!| love with his wife. Summoned to a con-I sultation, he succeeds in patching up the
> differences of the quarrelsome counle by in-
I' forming Manina that if she insists upon a

separation she will never—well, hardly
j <iver—see him again. Florence Enright was
sufficiently temperamental as Manina, Ed¬
ward Ballantine was capital as Federico,

4 and Frank Conroy played Alberto with an
' excellent sense of comedy.

The Alfred de Musset piece concluded the
>1 programme, and. although it was evident

that the stage director had devoted most of
i his attention to this playlet, it proved

rather disappointing. That a woman may
possess whims as well as a man serves as
the theme. Comte de Chavigny, a young
libertine, bestows his affection upon what¬
ever courtesan his mood directs, until he

i is brought to his senses by the clever strat¬
egy of Madame de Lery. In his wife's ab¬
sence she succeeds in making him declare
his love only to ridicule him for his pains.
Convinced that he has no right to the fem-

' inine privilege of whims and that he has
been making a mess of his married life, he
becomes repentant and the curtain falls
with every promise of reconciliation be¬
tween him and his devoted wife. Lydia
Lopokova gave a spirited and charming
performance of the comtesse. Helen West-

1 ley was delightfully languorous as Madame
i de Lerv. Ralph Roeder was the comte.

Cyril Maude as the irascible but lova¬
ble "Grumpy," in the play of that
name, about to censure his servants for

their incompetency. It seems that he can t
get a decent cup of coffee in his own home
Nalinger Studio, Chicapo.
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FAIR AND WARMER
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A PLAY OF TEMPERATURE AND TEMPERAMENT

By AVERY HOPWOOD,
of "Seven Days," and "Nobody's Widow,

Author

BILLY BARTLETT
JOHN CUMBERLAND

A. H. WOODS, Otvner and Manager LAURA BARTLETT
JANET BEECHER(By arrangement with David Belasco)
RALPH MORGAN

JACK WHEELERFIRE NOTICELook around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toour seat. In case of fire walk 'not run) to THAT Exit.>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street.ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

BLANCHE ("BLANNY") WHEELER MADGE KENNEDY(By arrangement with Mr. Wm. A. Brady and Phillip Bartholomae)

. . . JEAN PAUREL
OLIVE MAY

. . . JOHN MORRIS
HARRY LORRAINK

PHILLIP EVANS
TESSIE

HARRIGAN
PETE MEALY . .

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 29, 1915.

GOULD BACKS GAIETY
American Capitalist Finane- Famous Lon i '

Theater
London, Eng. (Special) —It hascome known Here ibat Frank (JouUI •well-known American caj.'vallst, isInuncial saviour of the famous . v *. ■l'licater. When things were not golt svith the Gaiety, prior to 'lie pri-in \ •>f " To-Nlght's the Night," Mr. Gonld s uarinteed an issue of $l iG,000 worth of 1 ,sharing bonds.
In addition to being the larg'-s st< -loider of the Gaiety company, Mr. Govi:s one of the largest stockholders in '

■impimj which produces musical plu. • ,ie Adelphl. Ho is also interested rVictoria Palace and in the company f< 'V>y Alfred Butt to build a big music h.,:n Paris. Mr. Gould makes his home ,ihe French capital. Some years ago 'aarried Miss Edith Kelly, a former memif the Gaiety Theater company.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday,

Synopsis of Scenes.
Drawing-room of Billy Bartlett's Apartment. Eight P. M.What Happened First.
-The Same. Six Hours Later.

What Happened Then.
—The Bartlett's Bedroom. The Next Morning.

And Then—What Happened.
Place—New York City. Time—The Present.

SELWYN & COMPANY Present

FAIR AND WARMER
A PLAY OF TEMPERATURE AND TEMPERAMENT

By AVERY HOPWOOD,
Author of "Seven Days," and "Nobody's Widow."

Play staged by Robert Milton.

Scenery painted by Physioc Studios.The Piano used in this production made and especially decorated by theBrambach Piano Company.The Aeolian Company's new Vocalion used in this production-Miss Beecher's gowns made by Newport Costume Co., N. YMiss Kennedy's clothes by Madame Julie.

JOHN CUMBERLAND
BILLY BARTLETT

NARRAGANSETT CLUB MINSTREL
The Narrangansett Club gave a minstrerformance at the Palace Theater, Potlchmond, Staten Island, on Thursuiiy eve■jg, Oct. 28. An interesting entertainmer&t. given under the direction of Sain-

. Blan. Besides the usual black face -<'■Ircle, with soloists, end men and i> t>cutor, there were special feature;luding Hogan and Schaumberg. In c tned piano specialty, and a burles^u i iFeva Hay, the Sly Priestess of -vimism." The committee in charge • ...;red Lewis J. Wrighi, chairman .

. Blan, J. Walter Thompson. R. V. NInney, B. W. Verkruzen, Herbert C. ' r r>r, Leon C. Mandier, Gus Bailin, Fv: i
. Burger. Joseph Q. Letts, Samuel 1). Se1, Franklin V. Foggin, A. W. Dexlieitnilomas J. Keyes, and Charles A. Burke.

JANET BEECHER
(By arrangement with David Belasco)

RALPH MORGAN

LAURA BARTLETT

Knabe Piano used here exclusively

JACK WHEELER

FRANCINE LARRIMORE
BLANCHE ("BLANNY") WHEELER

HAMILTON REVELLE
PHILLIP EVANS

OLIVE MAY

ROBERT FISHER 1 CHICAGO 1%
%^ Dearborn Street, Near Randolph ^Replete in Every Detail with All Latest Improvements and ^w Most Modern Type of Steel and Concrete Construction %^ ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF ^

HARRIGAN

HARRY LORRAINE
PETE MEALY'•ROMEO AMD JULIET" AT 44th St.

The David Chanler Dramatic Company111 begin an engagement at the Fortyjrth Street Theater, Nov. 22, with a reival of "Romeo and Juliet." The organiza-ton is under the direction of Jacques Coini,ormerly artistic director of the Manhattan>pera company. Khyva St, Albans wili>iay the part of Juliet.
Ot)j< -s in the company are Fuller MelUsh, George Ilelph, Frederick Lewis, andFfoliot Paget.

JULIA ARTHUR S HUSBAND SUED
Benjamin IMerce Cheney of Boston wa-sued on a note when he came to New Yorkto witness the return of his wife, Julia Ar¬thur, to the stage in " The Eternal Magialene. The action against Mr. Cheneywas brought by the Royal Company, privatebankers of this city, to recover $2,900 al¬leged to be due on a promissory note, pay¬able at the National Shawmut Bank. Boston.F. S. Pusey and Daniel 11. Wili&rd an-:named as co-defendents.

BRAMHALL TO OPEN TO-NIGHT
The Bramhall Playhouse in East Twentyseventh Street will open its season to-nigh,with a double bill, a satire by Anna Wynne;ntltle:l, " Ttie Courtship of Then, Now anaTo-morrow," and a playlet by Butler Daven¬port called " The Depths of Purity." Inthe company are Anna Wynne. WiIliarRaymond, Doris Hardy, Frank Patton,Muriel Hope, Rutler Davenport, andCatherine Proctor.

TO REVIVE WALTER PLAY
Eugene Walter's play, "The Plain Woman, which was seen on tour last season

Synopsis of Scenes.

Drawing-room of Billy Bartlett's Apartment. Eight P. M
What Happened First.

—The Same. Six Hours Later.
What Happened Then.

—The Bartlett's Bedroom. The Next Morning.
And Then—What Happened.

Place—New York City. Time—The Present.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around now and choose the exit nearest to yourseat.
In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

SIXTH WEEK
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Play produced under the personal stage direction of
Edgar Selwyn.

Miss Larrimore's gowns by Lucile, New York.
Miss Winter's gowns by Schneider and Anderson, New York.

Lingerie by Oppenheim, Collins & Co., New York.
Miss May's Costumes by Nurses' Outfitting Association,

New York.

The Aeolian Company's new Vocalion used in this production.
Scenery painted by Physioc Studios.

Wardrobe Trunk furnished by Hartman Trunk Co.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
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" 5064 Gerrard," the new revue at the Alhambra, presents a number of old favourites
in a number of new Numbers. Not the least amusing feature is Mr. Robert Hale's
appearance as a wickedly burlesqued Gaby Deslys ; with Mr. Jack Morrison as a revue

,t cities

iudson

houses

ACT I—Drawing room of Billy Bartlett's apartment. Eight
P. M. What happened first.

ACT II—The Same. Six hours later. What happened then.
ACT III—The Bartlett's bedroom. The next morning. And

then—what happened.
PLACE: New York City. TIME: The Present.

FOR SELWYN & COMPANY

J. D. Leffingwell Business Manager
Manuel Alexander Stage Manager
S. Sydney Chon Assistant Stage Manager

iii *1 lioannnr
1. NOT IN "ROSY RAPTURE": MR ROBERT HALE AS ROSIE RAPTURE,

OTHERWISE THE ONLY GABY ; AND MR JACK MORRISON AS A
REVUE AUTHOR, OTHERWISE SIR JAMES BARRIE.

3. AS MRS. WHATNOT : MISS LEE WHITE.

2. AS GABY, THE HEAD-DRESSED AND PEARLED : MR ROBERT HALE

IN THE " ROSY RAPTURE " MOMENT OF THE MURRAY'S CLUE

SCENE OF " 5064 GERRARD."

4. AS A BOY SCOUT : MISS PHYLLIS MONKMAN.

"O'Brien.—Ueraldine O'Brien, who won many
friends last season by her performance of the in¬
genue role in " The Miracle Man," was married to
Charles Edward Morris in New York on October
21. Miss O'Brien is a native of Baltimore. She
went on the stage soon after her graduation from a
convent in Canada. For some time she appeared
with stock companies. Ijater she played a leading
role in Henry W. Savage's production of " Excuse
Me."

Naudain.—May Naudain, who retired from the
stage four years ago to become the bride of C. H.
George, a wealthy broker, will resume acting this Fall.
She has been engaged by Arthur Hammerstein for the
title role in " Ivatinka," a new operetta by Rudolf
FrimI and Otto Hauerbach. Miss Naudain will be re¬
called as a prominent member of the casts of " The
Girls of Gottenberg," " It Happened in Nordland,"
" The Little Cherub" and " The Girl Behind the
Counter."

White. N. Y.
LADY SAREL AND JOAN (HILDA SPONG AND LORRAINE FROST) IN" THE ANGEL IN THE HOUSE," LEARN FROM SIR RUPERT BIND-

LOSS (GEORGE GIDDENS) THAT THE nON. HYACINTH PETAVEL,AN "ANGEL IN THE HOUSE." IS ABOUT TO VISIT THEM.

Miura.—A unique feature ol the Boston Opera- to l|0>
I'avlowa season at the Manhattan Opera House is the 1 > ;iuent 1
introduction of the Japanese lyric soprano, Tamaki " ' to
Miura. in the title role of Puccini's opera, "Madame vm 1
Butterfly." Miss Miura is the first person of her race
to achieve success in the leading opera houses of
Kurope and America. She was born in Tokio, and
was educated in the high school of that city. She
received her vocal and music training at the Tokio
Academy of Music, studying the approved European . g-. »method of singing. After appearing 011 the concert
stage she was engaged for the Imperial Theater, the
first institution of its kind established on European ■>«
lines in Japan. She made her debut there as San- ~

tuzza in " Cavalleria Rusticana." Following a
number of other performances she went to Berlin to
continue her study. Later she visited London where I H
her success in the Russian season led to her engage-
ment with the Boston Opera company.ootn .:*» 1 j .'mhIk' _ <o-
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White. N. Y.MANUEL QUIROGA,
Spanish Violinist, Now Appearing at the

Palace.
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TRAIL OF AN "OMAR" TOUR
Memphis, Tenn. (Special).—Though the

" Omar, the Tentmaker," company has en¬
countered tornadoes, floods, washouts, railroad
wrecks and other happenings described as acts
of Providence " on theatrical contracts, since
starting on tour from San Francisco, the thorny
way has also been rose-lined. .

Advance sell-outs have taken place in many
stands where the production had not been seen,
and in Natchez. Miss., a packed house waited
patiently for a dilatory curtain. This was the
real 44 milkman's matinee" that the troupes
talk about. The company and scenery did not
arrive in the city until after 7 o clock in the
evening, and it was ten minutes to eleven when
the curtain rose on the prologue, the perform¬
ance concluding shortly before 2 o clock in tne
morning. While the audience waited they were
entertained by Maurice Nitka, the accomplished
violinist of the Post company; Gerald Pring, in
parlor magic; Augustus Post, in graphic relation
of his experiences as a birdman, and Eddie
Doyle, monologist. Stage-Manager Tilden of¬
ficiated as 44 special " announcer.

The company lost two performances at New
Orleans on the day when the hurricane assumed
a stellar place in that corner of the universe.
The day after the big blow a youthful fox
terrier was rescued from a wrecked building oy
members of the company, and he is the newest
trouper on the Post roster. Because of his con¬
stant thirst the name 44 Omar " was at nrst
suggested for him. but by general consent he
has become known as 44 Pep."

44 Omar, the Tentmaker," has an enviable
road record. With a lay-off of only six weeks
in two years, it resumed activities at the Oort
Theater, San Francisco, Aug. 15. This was a
return engagement, and after a run of four
weeks the enterprise opened the theater of tne
new $2,000,000 Civic Auditorium in Oakland.
The play has not yet been seen in Chicago or
Philadelphia. It will return to New York city
in December, opening at the Apollo Theater on
the 13th of that month.

44 Omar " has been the opening attraction of
the 1915-16 season in several of its stands, and
the indications are that theatergoers generally
are again eager to patronize worthy offerings.

C. Nick Stark.
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GIVE "SPANISH TRAGEDY"
I Thomas Kyd's Elizabethan drama, " The
1 Spanish Tragedy." was produced from thei original by the Philolexian Society of Co-l lumbia University on Nov. 19 in the Brin-
} kerhoff Theater of Barnard College. Mur-
I der ran rampant throughout the play. At
I one time seven victims were strewn about
t the stage. The climax came when the hero,
J rather than confess, bit off his tongue and
8 threw it among the corpses.
i It is said that Shakespeare based Ham-
| let" upon this play. The drama was writ-
II ten in the latter half of the sixteenth cen-
> turv and first produced in lo»f
* All the parts in the Columbia production

were assumed by men. Kenneth C. ^twell
? was excellent as the hero. E. R. Spitzer
? made a most bewitching Bellimpena. C. T.
r' Ivans gave a good account of himself as
'* Isabella. The play was staged according to
r Elizabethan standards.
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be WARD ENGAGES PLAYERS
V,a! - ■' Hale Hamilton and Myrtle Tannehill to Play

cc Under Williamson Direction in Australia
a: Hugh Ward, general manager of J. C.

• Williamson, Ltd., of Australia, wh« has
been in New York for several weeks, has

•; engaged Hale Hamilton and his wife, Myrtle
Tannehill, to appear in Australia under the

tmil direction of his firm. Among the plays in
which thev will be seen are " The Ilousfe of

. ..Glass" "On Trial," •• Ilit-the-Trail-HMli-
dav." and " Twin Beds."

'■* 1 ' Mr Ward has also engaged Donald
the ca Bowles, late stage director in Los Angeles

, , for Oliver Morosco, to direct the produc-
jerruled tions of the Williamson Company. Mr.

e beei: Bowles's contract is for a year.
by their fellows. — * — -

ART DRAMA PLAYERS' SEASON

ft

exan'if The Art Drama Players, an organization
offering^a^repertcw^f^epresentativ^ Plays

I iferine upon its secona

r?»,aiLISh?lironpJtnyrvarofWrepresentati^°iPlays
'terlng
tional

with addi-

players and an enlarged repertory.includes mai
T„ ■ pnmnanv which includes many

til • 'names well known on both sides of the wa¬
ter are: Madame Agathe Barsescu, the Rou ,

• -» ma'nian tragedienne; Lilliaa Brennard, Win
' K- ifrprt Latimer W. Perceval-Monger, Alfred; "

Shirlev Philib and Ashton Tonge of the •
¥B

: r3 BrTwliyveIpTyse IrTrliftfProduction or
-

, Jle in an advanced stage ofrehearsal Amongclose tup-» are •« Andromache, Meaea, a
.'vns Curious Mishap," a comedy by Carlo Col¬

li- <®' • u sJrirvni • " Thp Victorv," an allegory bv Ruth
HH W Ilelen Davis and Ella Wheeler Wilcox; |

"Ghosts" " Sweethearts." a comedy byKen play W S. Gilbert; and "Bride Roses, a play-
r •' T ,6V?iye Players ESStlyTonclided a success-is

ful outdoor season, marked by the produc•1 " ""der the auspices of
" The Victory.tion of "Medea," under

New York University, and

ACTOR, AUTHOR AND PRODUCER
Boston (Special).—-"A Place in the

Sun," by Cyril Harcourt, the author of
" A Pair of Silk Stockings," was seen for
the first time in America at the Toy The¬
ater, Boston, Nov. 3. This date was, quite
bv accident, the second anniversary of the'

. . , -1 . i ni.: AT.. T-Tn rr

author,

GAMUT CLUB GIVES PLAYS
The Gamut Club presented three one-act

plays last Sunday night at the Bramhall :
Playhouse as its first entertainment of the ['•
season. The programme comprised " Peg
Woffington's Pearls," bv Dennis Cleugh and
Cecil Duncan Jones; 'rManners," by Stew- ,
art Benson, and "The Woman Across the \,
Street, by Donald MacLaren.

" Peg Woffington's Pearls" proved a
charming little episode from the life of the
famous Irish actress. The pearls of the
title refer to the smiles which she gener- .

ously bestows upon all. The action re¬
volves about a visit which three pretty
Dublin belles have paid Peg in her dress- •
ing room at the theater. In lending them ^
some of her choice finery it develops that ,
her kindness is most appreciated by the t.
one to whom she devotes the least atten- h
tion. Amelia Gardner played the part of '<•
Peg. Tracy L'Engle, Margaret Field and
Bernice Golden were seen in the other

"Manners" was a satirical bit much
on the order of the plays presented by
the Washington Square Players. Its three
scenes show that in man's treatment of
his unfaithful wife human nature remains :
essentially the same throughout the ages.
In the stone period the husband kills his
faithless mate with a club, in the middle
ages with a dagger, and at the present time
allows her to kill herself with scientists'
latest and most subtle poisons. The play¬
let was vividly acted by Olive Oliver and
John O'Brien.

" The Woman Across the Street was an
amiable little observation concerning a
prim young wife, who resents the methods
by which a questionable woman across the
street lures men to her apartment. While
watching the bird attract her prey, she
drops her handkerchief and is promptly
visited by a young man who believes him¬
self the object of her fancy. After some
difficulty she convinces him that she is mar¬
ried and thus saves herself from the en¬
tanglements of a compromise. In the cast
were Minnie Dupree, Gertrude Dallas, Don¬
ald MacLare, William Raymond, and Fred-
erika Slemmons.

White. N. Y.

fhiSMadge Kennedy as Blanche Wheeler in "Fair and Warmer seeks physical as well as moral
support of Billy Bartlett (John Cumberland) in her efforts to be calm under stress.
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LADA DANCES AT THE CANDLER
Lada, the American interpretative dancer,

gave the first of three matinee performances
at the Candler, Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 16.
She was assisted by Madame Mieler-Narod-
ny, soprano, and Arnold Volpe's orchestra.
The dancer possesses an imagination and a
youthful and sprightly charm which were
most advantageously displayed in the
" Polovetzer Dance" from Borodine's
" Prince Igor." In the haunting " Blue
Danube " she exhibited a grace and coquetry I
that were, indeed, delightful. Other num- [,

. bers in which she appeared were an old J
Russian folk dance, a ballad dance called,
"Lada" with music by Gliere, and the
" Valse Triste," by Sibelius. In " Lada "
she represented the development of a child
of nature from the cradle to maidenhood.
She was somewhat too repressed in this i
dance, exhibiting none of the child's animal i
abandon or freedom of care. Her costumes,
selected with excellent judgment, ranged all r
the way from leopard's skins to brocaded
silks.

Between dances Volpe's Orchestra played ,

the " Giaconda" ballet music, Tschaikow- L
sky's " Andante Cantabile," and Grieg's
" Solveig's Song." Madame Mieler-Narodny

I sang two groups of songs.

rph.-.

the play is of rather sterner stuff than was
• i " Silk Stockings" but it is a thoroughly

,i;. 1 entertaining piece, with a tang like that
),of a potent wine. Mr. Harcourt proves

' himself a well-graced actor, and the rest or
f'• the company—especially Mr. Rendel—also

: * do this exceptional play full justice. After
thi disheartening delay, the Toy has at last

i^he plai borne out its promise. Forrest Izard.
>£
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"To walk gracefully," nys that charmliiK ex¬
ponent of attractiveness, Miss Mary Nash, "Is

JOSEPHINE EMERY,

Character woman with the Poli Stock
Company, Scranton, Pa., who was featured
last week as Little Buttercup in " Pina¬
fore." This week playing Alice Harrington
in " Under Cover."

LOS ANGELES
Los Angeles, Cal. (Special).—-The fifth big

week of Blanche Ring's success, " Nobody l^;-:
Home," started Oct. 17. Miss Ring has been |jf.\

Elaying to capacity houses for four weeks, and ros Angeles seems to feel of a mind to hold her
for four weeks more.

The Orpheum opened with a headliner, the
Four Marx Brothers in their original little play¬
let, entitled " Home Again," for one week, the
same as Valeska Suratt.

There were only three performances of " Snow
White." with Blanche Hall in the title-role,
and Mrs. Du Pont Joyce as the queen at the
Little Theater last week. Charles Rann Ken¬
nedy's " The Necessary Evil," and Herman
Sudermann's " Margot " succeed " Snow White "
at the Little Theater on Monday, Oct. 25. Both
plays are of a physiological nature. Miss Hall
continues as leading lady.

" Under Cover." with Frances Ring, met with
such success at the Burbank that the piece will
be continued for another week.

The Hippodrome had the Pollard Opera com¬
pany as their headliner last week, they are cer¬
tainly great entertainers.

The Republic Theater is featuring " The
Dances of the Orient." with Sarina de Storey,
and the Pantages Theater's headliner is the
Scovall Dancers.

44 Potash and Perlmutter " played to capacity
houses, and we know that this clean comedy will

| be enjoyed for many seasons to come.
4 The Mission Play " at San Gabriel, which is

always the same—instructive and true to his-
| tory. abundant in entertainment, and characters

_ „ id in a masterful way. is still showing
in their quaint theater in the Mission town.

J. Van Cabtmell.

THE admirers of Mr. Leo IJitrichstein—and thetown and country are full of them—are de¬
lighted because at last he seems to have found

a play which suits him as if made to order. Per¬
haps it was, for three people are responsible for its
being, Dietrichstein himself, Frederick and Fanny
Hatton. The Hattons will be remembered for their
beautiful comedy, " Years of Discretion," which
proved such a joy in the delicacy of treatment on its
modern theme and the clever dialogue. Some critic
wrote of " Years of Discretion" as though it had
been given here years ago. As a matter of record
its debut was made Dec. 25, 1912. But
theatrical history is manufactured so
rapidly in these strenuous times that most
of us can barely recall the new productions
we saw last week. A man of my acquaint¬
ance who is a regular first-nighter attended
the opening of " The Angel in the House,"
at the Fulton Theater last week, and, hear¬
ing a familiar musical composition played
by the orchestra, remarked, " Where have
I heard that before? It was recently, I
know." As the play progressed he remem¬
bered that it was in the same playhouse he
had heard the number, but when was it?
What was the attraction? In perplexity
he asked two critics in his immediate
vicinity if they could enlighten him as to
the production preceding " The Angel in
the House." Neither could recall it. The
next day the regular informed me that he
had at last discovered the solution of the
mystery. The attraction he couldn't re¬
member was " Sherman Was Right," and it
had been at the Fulton only the week be¬
fore. So there you are! That is a pretty
good illustration of flying theatrical events.

But to return to the Longacre and that
artist, Leo Ditrichstein. His opening night
was a great triumph. And he took his
honors so good naturedly. I say good
naturedly, because artists seldom take
public applause in this manner. They are
seldom natural. Too often they follow
their own stage direction of showing ap¬
preciation by being nervous, frightened,
speechless, overcome, timid, hysterical,
over-exuberant, effusive, wooden, too self-
assured, too up-stage, and so on. We first-
nighter knows all the possible ways.

But with Ditrichstein, he was in no way
overwhelmed by his reception, and though
he had just finished a very touching scene,

' there were no tears in his voice, no evident
restrained emotion. And it might have
been so easy to get away with such an
emotional effect with all but the discrim¬
inating. However, Ditrichstein had no
pose whatever. He was his simple self.

The name Mansfield ran around the
theater continually, but it was merely in
acting comparison. He has acted and
adapted for our entertainment for years
and we appreciate all he has done. And
the best of it is, he has accomplished re¬
sults without endeavoring to place himself
ahead at the expense of any other member

of the cast of the plays which he per¬
sonally prepared. And isn't this unusual? Oppor¬
tunity is so rich for an adapter who is an actor. The
one disappointment in " The Phantom Rival," the last
play which Ditrichstein gave us, was that he him¬
self was not on the stage half enough to please us.

In " The Great Lover," Mr. Ditrichstein is the
star, yet he is not obtrusively so. His interpreta¬
tion of Jean Paurel, the star baritone, will be placed
in our memory as the shining light of a play which
we can easily remember having seen.

New Yorkers naturally are much interested in the
atmosphere of grand opera, for they are fed by the
papers with stories of the ambitions, jealousies and
triumphs of singers at the big house on Broadway.
An opera singer, man or woman, is popularly sup¬
posed to possess a variable temperament—tempera¬
ment that transcends anything of which the dramatic
player boasts, and as Paurel, Mr. Ditrichstein mounts
to the popular understanding of a spoiled child of
such a world. Paurel is one of the most unreservedly
human types we have oeen given. It is all right in
farce only to refer to one's mistress, but Paurel
speaks of his mistresses as unconcernedly as he would
refer to last night's supper. And no one is shocked.
I suppose most people would say " the eccentricities
of genius," by way of excuse for the petted baritone
darling.

But, aside from his many loves—each one of which
has seemed real at the time—Paurel has survived
heart-shipwreck, still maintaining a sense of humor.
The end of the second act, when, after a fit of temper,
he discovers that he has lost his voice and his younger

understudy must sing, is touching; but the real mo¬
ment comes immediately after, when he is compelled
to stand idly by in his dressing-room and listen to
his successor's voice and then to witness the homage
paid the youth by the members of the company, who
until then had lavished their praise on him only.
" The king is dead, long live the king," is his fitting
comment, on which the curtain descends.

What a world of sorrow and bitter realization in
the words! Now, it would have been an easy thing
for Ditrichstein to have continued the play along sad
lines, but, both from an acting, playwriting and man¬
agerial viewpoint he was far too clever to do so. He
undergoes still another sacrifice when the latest ob¬
ject of his adoration flies to the arms of the success¬
ful young baritone, and the woman he deserted in his
youth, who proves to be the mother of his triumphant
rival in voice and love, scorns him for his infidelity.
Surely these things would be enough to plunge the
dagger of despair into any man's breast; but that
is where Paurel's sense of humor and his still burn¬
ing joy of life come in. He is a philosopher and the
final curtain finds him making an appointment with
a society woman, one of his adorers who directs him
over the telephone to go to New Rochelle, then walk

two blocks to the lett, turn to tne right, and so on=
one of those far-from-home, Toicn-Topics-proot meet¬
ings which fashionable women with lots of time for
detail love to arrange.

Two clever women vied for Paurel's affections.
One was the tempestuous Italian prima donna, Sa-
battini, splendidly played by Beverly Sitgreaves, with
a perfect accent and all the fire and looks natural
to the character, and the other, the well-bred, fair
American, Ethel Warren, lyric soprano, played by
Miss Virginia Fox Brooks, a gifted young woman,
one who sings with beautiful method, plays the piano
divinely, and acts well, although this is only her
second season on the stage. The two characters were

perfectly contrasted and this added much to the in-

plays Blanny no one couid possibly suspect
:1, aktj the wife of the Mystic Shriner of knowingk,I a champagne from plain water; and John

Cumberland, too, proved a wonderful selec¬
tion for Billy Bartlett. I am not surprised that the
management postponed the opening one week on ac¬
count of a severe case of laryngitis, for he is nec¬
essary to the part. His voice was still in bad shape
on the opening night, but no doubt by this time it is
normal.

Janet Beecher as Laura Bartlett was, as always,
lovely, refined and sincere. She and Hamilton Re-
velle had the two straight parts in the production.
Revelle as Philip Evans, Laura's former suitor, has
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THE HATHAWAY PLAYERS, BROCKTON, MASS.

Left to Right, Seated- Leah Javne, Marion Chester, Ruth Lechler (Leading Woman), Forrest Abbott (Stage Manager), William
H. Dimock (Director), Julian Noa (Leading Man).

Standing—Walter Bedell, Elmer Thompson, Warren O'Hara (Manager), John B. Whiteman, John Daly.
terest of the story. Among the men there were sev¬
eral who had been admirably chosen for their roles
and proved a constant joy to the audience by their
variety.

" Fair and Warmer," the new Selwyn farce at the
Eltinge, may be guaranteed to make you forget any¬
thing that is worrying you, for of all the so-described
screams it should take the prize. Farces come and
go and the public complain, " Where can the writers
find anything new in farce?" It is difficult, I admit,
and I would not say that the main theme of " Fair
and Warmer " is entirely new. It isn't, for it tells
of a husband and wife who enter into a conspiracy
to make their life partners jealous. But, oh, it is the
delightfully modern and original fashion in which
they do so. Of course, Billy Bartlett is devoted to his
wife and wouldn't deceive her for the world, and of
course, ' Blanny " Wheeler adores her husband, Jack.

very little to do, but again the Selwyns demonstrated
their judgment in selecting such an actor, for the role
is important to the plot and must be well played by
a man who can look and act as if he were accustomed
to wealth and the best society. Ralph Morgan ap¬
peared to excellent advantage, and Olive May, always
to be relied upon in whatever she attempts, made her
usual success. Robert Fisher as the mover from the
storage company, played a character part well.

"A Play of Temperature and Temperament," says
the programme, and that is a good description. The
title, "Fair and Warmer," is by no means an unim-

' portant part of the play.
Marie B. Schradeb.
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and wouldn't even look at another man.

Now, arouse the jealousy of two such peo¬
ple to the highest pitch and keep it going,
and any writer would have some sort of a

farce, but " Fair and Warmer" is not
"

some sort." It offers novelty, and that
novelty is given in the mixing of a cocktail
by Billy Bartlett, whose wife has gone to
the opera with Philip Evans, a former ad¬
mirer, and Blanny Wheeler, whose husband
has announced that he is due at the Mystic
Shrine, but who has confided to Bartlett
that there is no Mystic Shrine. If the
mixing of the " Fair and Warmer" cock¬
tail isn't responsible for a new drink at
the up-to-date cafes, then I am a poor
guesser. Only I shouldn't know whether
to call it a Fair and Warmer or a Sky¬
scraper.

Bartender, please decide the question for
me.

At any rate, the concoction as mixed by
Blanny and Billy can be guaranteed to
make the strongest man forget anything
under the roof except his immediate vicin¬
ity. And the best of it is, the two mix
it so innocently, although residents of our
town. They don't know one drink from
another, and so might be well recommended
for a Lancashire comedy; but New
Yorkers love to watch characters who
are not supposed to know anything about
the contents of bottles. Billy and Blanny,
in order to keep awake and have revenge
on their life partners, build the drink they
call a skyscraper, adding one story after
another by means of different liquids. They
finish the mixture with an attic and then
fancifully install a green elevator, which
is creme de menthe. After they finish
drinking this wondrous concoction they top
it off with several glasses of champagne.

The skyscraper scene occurs in the
second act, and you think that you have
about laughed yourself to death. But wait
for the third and final one, when Blanny
is discovered under Billy's bed—so in¬
nocently, too. In fact, Blanny is about the
most unworldlywise person I have ever
seen on our stage, and pretty, sweet, big-
eyed, clever, little Madge Kennedy would
be my first and last and all the time choice
for this particular role. As Miss Kennedy
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White, N. Y.
MR. PHILIP BARTIIOLOMAE.

Author of " Over Night," " Little Miss Brown,"
" When Dreams Come True," and other established
successes, whose latest musical play, " The Model fi
Maid," is now in rehearsal. Mr. Bartholomae will be
unusually active the coming season, directing the tour I
of Joseph Santley in "When Dreams Come True," ta
furnishing several novelties for the vaudeville stage, *
and exploiting a number of " finds " both in serious !,
and musical comedy offerings. As author-producer- C
manager, Mr. Bartholomae has become an important
figure in New York theatricals.
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"THE LIARS"

Comedy in Four Acts by Henry Arthur
Jones. Revived by Grace George at The
Playhouse, Nov. 9.

Colonel Sir Christopher Deerinj; . Ernest Lawford
Edward Falkner Conway Tearle
Gilbert Nepean Lumsden Hare
George Nepean Guthrie McClintic

, Freddie Tatton Albert Reed
I Archibald Coke John Cromwell
Waiter Alfred Hesse
Taplin Richard Clarke
Gadsby Paul Bliss
Footman Alexander Loftus

; Mrs. Crespin Josephine Lovett1 Beatrice Ebernoe Norah Lamison
I Dolly Coke Mary Worth

Ferris Eugenie Woodward
| Lady Rosamund Tatton Mary Nash

Lady Jessica Nepean Grace George
Once upon reading a review by the adroit

; and cynical H. L. Mencken we came upon
the phrase " as irritating as a well-made
play." That phrase seemed to us particu¬
larly apt as we witnessed " The Liars"
which Grace George revived last week, as
the second offering of her repertory sea¬
son, at the Playhouse. In spite of its
freshness—it is eighteen years since John
Drew appeared in it at the Empire—in
spite of its truthfulness of observation, its
technique is so perfect that the play as
a whole is annoying if not a trifle bore-

'
some. In the manipulation of his puppets
to obtain certain desired situations, in the
neatness of his characterization, in the ef-

: feet of his spontaneity of wit, Henry Ar-
| thur Jones proves as magnificent a calcu-
f lator, as expert a dovetailer, as the play-

writing world had produced. No flaws can
he found in his craftsmanship. He is as

, reliable a machine in his way as Hinden-
iburg or Earl Grey or Shevlin and, conse-

_ «quently, as Mr. Mencken might remark,
p "as irritating."

i Mr. Jones proves in " The Liars " he is
| essentially a man of the theater if only by

. a keen sense of dramatic appropriateness
^displayed. In the unfolding of the play we
■can almost see him in his workshop, now
writing in his comedy to relieve his tensely
dramatic moments, now introducing his
Contrasts of character, now adding his
moral that will send his eminently respect¬
able audiences to the street happy and
conten ted-

In his story of Lady Jessica Nepean's
fascinating flirtation with Edward Falk¬
ner, her subsequent compromise when dis¬
covered at a clandestine dinner, her an¬
xiety to find refuge from her husband's an¬
ger in a maze of lies, Mr. Jones has writ¬
ten charmingly and penetratingly if not
brilliantly or profoundly. In his insight
into the artificiality of the English upper
middle classes he doesn't permit his cyni¬
cism to overcome his sentiment and so, at
the last moment, he injects brains into
his empty-headed heroine and takes away
resolution from his forceful and vigorous
hero.

We wonder what changes Mr. Jones
would make in " The Liars" were he to
rewrite it to-day. Undoubtedly he would
find some instrument of conveying the du¬
plicity of Lady Jessica to her husband

, other than that of the obvious George. a,ui C J1
I, The character, the other night, was ridicu- Royalists" 'vnd

i lously melodramatic, particularly at that
. moment when he declared, "Gilbert shall tfoin met w;tr, on

II know of this." Undoubtedly, too, Mr. .
Jones would make the moment at the end

i of the play when Lady Jessica and Falk- fer thought ot lea
ner are saying farewell more dramatic by, | .. ,

having Falkner first respond to the call of .

Sir Christopher that her husband is wait- music publishers
^liss George's performance of the frivo- 'n ienna, and i

lous and shallow Lady Jessica Miss George considerably by
was quite as brilliant as that of her Cyn¬
thia Karslake in " The New York Idea."
Her delicate comedy methods brought out : r r

ingratiatingly the charm and vivacity of 1 ————
the character. Ernest Lawford's Sir Chris-

! topher was a singularly intelligent blend
[ of the amiable cynic and the sentimentalist
| —a sophisticated smile, but kind eyes.I Conway Tearle played the honorable lover,
1 Falkner with his usual finesse, rfsing in

the third act to splendid sincerity and
courage. Lumsden Hare seemed appro¬
priately important and domineering as Gil- '
bert Nepean. Mary Nash was inclined to !irce» i itmci r I;
exaggerate the affectations of Lady Rosa- fare. : v i s
mund. Alfred Hesse played well the part ,un.c dramatist'* in
of an excitable waiter and Albert Reed to a sn-;.; ion
was amusing as a henpecked husband. ;lt ]Ga,, Though t

The handsome settings of the production,
designed entirely by Miss George, deserve
a word of praise.T *
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41 BACK HOME"
Comedy in Three Acts by Bayard Veiller,Founded on Irving IS. Cobb's 44 Back

Home" Stories. Staged by Ira Ilnrds
and Produced by Selwyn and Company.
George M. Cohan's Theater, Nov. 15.

Benjamin Bisbee Barbee Wallace Owen
Mary Marion Lee
Jefferson Davis Pointdexter.

Willis P. SweatnamSally Priest Phoebe FosterJudge Priest John CopeJ. W. Wayne Charles B. Wells~ '

Nash Richards HaleFlorence Hardin .

Sheriff Suggs
Hank Smathers
Robert Carter
Mink Satterfield ....

Buddy
Minnie
A Circus Billposter .

Dr. Smith

Miriam Doyle
Kenneth Miner

Bert B. Melville
Sydney Booth

Robert M. Middlemas
Fred Goodrow
Violet Howard

George Andrews
- - Harry. MacFayden

16 at .>

■LAi
( In Plastomimic

Assisted by
SYMPHONY ORCHI

White. N. Y.
Front porch confidences be¬
tween Robert Carter (Sydney
Booth) and Sally Priest (Phoebe
Foster) form a pleasing part of

"Back Home"

Huntinoton, Ind. (Special)«
•Price Players appeared In the foil

• The Straight Road, " The Powers xu*i: iw,
" The Slave Girl." " The Sins of th" Mother,
» The Traffic," 44 Th* Sixth Pnmmnmlmor,*
capacity each nisrlit
tractions: 44 Powe
" September Morn -
Nov. 8. 44 Blue Ei

cities of Gerrr

Broadwav and 47th St. Mat.
i Daily at a, 'JS-SOT5C. Every |
L Night *5^'--75-1.-1.50.

Two Big Concerts Sunday.

1 RUSSELL
E WHITING & BURT

RAYMOND & CAVERLY
iRS
tRY—others
f wrr

COINCIDEI
Dramatic Mirror.
-The gossip that ha
jf late regarding t!

the central idea <

•THE UNBORN"
by Beulah Poynter.

"*

. Ansnlr*eS of the
Maxine Elliott's

original and strl
3ute bnrnor when

Produced 1A
Under "he Auspices Vf' the"'

nf Kvnipyws Maxine Elliott s The-view of Reviews,
ater, Nov. 5 2.

Mrs. Sarah Hartman Lucy Beaumont
Katherine Hartman Emily Ann Wellman
Dr^ William Freeman Howard Hall . w - : -

..John _Saintpolis Of attacking her.

fleece
low passeni

II other appea

i Everett Butterflejd
Alice Llndahl

Jefferson Hartman
Lennox Hartman
Ruth Freeman . .L.

This play, is, at best, a weak adumbra
tion of 44 Ghosts" by Ibsen, in which the
curse of hereditary drunkenness is ex¬
pressed in the person of an epileptic son,
and the whole problem is compounded with
pre-natal sex questions that stagger the
intellect. Such themes in the hands of a
master dramatist, a poet and profound
sociological student, such as Ibsen, Haupt-
mann and possibly Maeterlinck, works out
with profit to society, but as a tribute on
the altar of sensationalism presents rather ,

a weird and ghastly theatrical topic. It so „ ,, ,, . V.
happened that 44 Damaged Good " struck the

it deserved the popularity u

Intact, it furnishes
overtible alibi that
Scotch fugitive.
|\s This curious Inch
Ixrkle and bite whic
■Him. Without it. tl
v>> been ".orth a s
tumoMplace denouemo
j.'if- " wive " one's

i 'jem Into proximi
, r:o!ripared with tin!
id H.'ack for our you

Both the

artistic keynote; . L*
it enjoyed, for it was the work of a student 1 >
who had a mission. It is different with
44 The Unborn," which theorizes with means
of prevention by a woman knowing the
curse of drink that runs in the blood and
seeks to defeat nature. Baffled, she brings
forth a son, who at twenty is a drunkard '■
and epileptic. His betrothed realizes his i
hopeless condition, and reproaches ' 1
mother with not having loved the
when he was still unborn ; her uncle breaks
the engagement. In a sensational scene
with the girl, he tries to force her. In this
he is foiled by the family, whereupon he
shoots her and then kills himself. Good
acting on the part notably of Mr. Butter-
field as the boy, and Howard Hall as the
physician, failed to redeem the play from
falling completely within the compass of

I depressing gloom and rather witless crafts-
'

manship. The Review of Reviews should
be in better business than sponsoring such
plays.
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Shelby Johnson Donald HaroldJoe Johnson Patrick ShannonJim Satterfield Robert M. Middlemas
Edward West Wilson ReynoldsGideon Gill Theodore HamiltonSteve William J. GrossClerk of Court John HodgsonCourt Attendant Donald HaroldJudge Winston Charles P. MooreAct I.—Public square in Waynesville. ActII.—Living room in Judtre Priest's home. Aweek later. Act III.—The county court house.

; The next morning.
Mr. Irving Cobb's 44 Back Home " stories1 - have been merged and sundry of his char-•

v acters translated into life in a play which,
. . though it has a familiar atmosphere, is an

atmosphere of Southern rural life that ap-( v peals strongly to most Americans. How¬
ever, the atmosphere is not the only thing1 was in Mr. Veiller's latest that is familiar.There is something in the story and a greatdeal in the characters that suggest one ormerica two Plays, notably 14 Pudd'nhead Wilson,"even though the motive of the action is inplay no way related one to the other. Mr. Veil-

rewei ler bas written an interesting comedy-drama which deals sympathetically withi ! t bldi the abuses of child labor in cotton mills,and out of the experience of a young maga¬zine writer who has devoted himself to the!, t! exposure of these abuses he has evolved a
charming love story, a thrilling fight, and atrial for murder which holds the interest'

well to the end.
Iniudiciously he has subordinated the'' Or purely moral point of view to sundry hardand fast theatrical expedients, and what

might have been a consistently developed•

and well modeled play, after the manner ofIt■ 44 Pudd'nhead Wilson." with every detailJo ;; closely merged one into another, he pre-he Jc sumes at times too much upon poetic li¬
cense to be wholly convincing, notably inuiiesi: giving so much prominence to the sugges-

fJ.. tion that a conviction in a trial for murder
and a political convention both together
are a matter of a few hours. This, 1 take

.'•■vec:

; d th

, . it. is rather rushing things. If we pass1

this over, as well as several other slighttheatrical makeshifts, that Mr. Veiller has
s acquired from a too close study of the tech¬

nique of how to project his effects, we may
•

coin say that 44 Back Home " is an exceedingly
, ' interesting offering, though decidedly itstv'd ' strongest charm lies in the almost oerfect

1 ace.
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White. N. Y.
THE IMPETUOUS EDWARD FAULKNER (CON¬

WAY TEARLE), IN 44 THE LIARS," HAS A
MOMENT ALONE WITH THE DASHING LADY
JESSICA (GRACE GEORGE).

of the New York critics have been getting |
suspicious as to who the two " French"
Paul Herve and Jean Briquet, are, I feel it
to make a clear confession, and here it is:

I, Adolf Phillip, have been a playwrig
lomp > -1n ■ rrn fourteenth birthday. I|
play ! wr'.»t;- . is a Christmas pantomime,
produced time times—one evening ; tww
nees, and I must say it was quite a succes;*
tremendous triumph inspired me to writ
musical plays and also to try my luck at
Of course, I had to wait quite a while to ;
ducer. My chance came ' last,- arid at

strongest charm lies in the almost perfect
„ " for manner in which the parts are character-

ized—first and foremost that of JudgeAcroi Priest by John Cope, of the negro Jeff by
o _ Mr. Sweatnam, of the sheriff bv Mr. Miner,\j'- w of Buddy by little Fred Goodrow, and of

J L ] the corner groceryman by Mr. Owen. It
was a triumph for Mr. Cope in a role that

, s J t gives him a fine opportunity to display his
genius to the best advantage, and a tri- '...'

umph for Mr. Sweatnam in another such ablayw i role of a predatory country negro as that
in which he is so favorably remembered by
most playgoers in 44 The County Chairman."

Robert Carter comes to Waynesville to
expose the abuse of child labor in Wayne's
cotton mill in that place, and recognizes in
the daughter of Judge Priest, Sally, his
long-lost Lenore, whom he rescued from
death in New York and has never since been
able to discover the least trace of. Wayne
directs one of his strong-arm men in the
factory to make it so disagreeable for Car-li¬
ter that he will leave the neighborhood. A
circus comes to town, and because the

ing in 3N children are late in arriving for their work,
Wayne's hired bruiser brutally injures little

newspap Buddy. As Carter attempts to call the <:
.,r, f , scoundrel to account he is struck by him;,,.,

the two men have a fight and Carter kills'"ork pri the man by a blow on the heart. By this al
, i... • time he has established such close rela-Cl r tions with Sally and her father, to whom

several be has presented a letter from an old
friend, that the Judge furnishes his bond .producin an(j Carter is invited to make himself at "

llieater home in the Judge's house. Wayne deter- sc
, mines to convict Carter and forms a close 'Side. : union with Nash, the commonwealth at-

nrpepnter torney> who aspires to Judge Priest's place, ,and hopes to win the nomination by con-when victing Carter of murder. Another enemy
of Carter's is the brother of the man he

.nkilled, who organizes a mob to lynch the ;1
cestors i y°unS reformer. This plot is baffled by

Judge Priest. He reaches a quick under-Herve al standing with the sheriff, and as the mob
orlar, enters, Carter glides out by a side door1 and is taken in custody by the sheriff and

ic n conducted to safety in the county jail. The
third act brings on the trial. Nash gets

u< us sue a jury of old Confederates, hoping to bring 1
sectional feeling to bear on Carter's con¬
viction, succeeds in obtaining another Judge
and otherwise carries the day with a high
hand until Judge Priest is summoned by
the defense and so adroitly injects state¬
ments favorable to his prospective son-in-
law into his testimony and then makes so
insidious an appeal to the sectional pre¬
judice of the jury, revealing the fact that ^ \
Carter's grandfather was a Confederate
soldier and his grandson was commended
to him by their old commander, that the
defendant is summarily acquitted, after
which" the* crowd adjourns to the con yen-
tion hall and re-elects Judge Priest beiore
he has time to leave the court room.

The play is so well acted that a number
Irr-wz v/> of inconsistencies, only partly indicated IWE W YO here, are not permitted to become obtrusive, p( )f

so that on the whole the play furnishes
good entertainment. The young hero is .

acceptably played by Mr. Booth and the \
heroine is delightfully portrayed by Miss [

i Foster. Miriam Doyle is clever as a young |
! village coquette, and the commonwealth at- I
torney is energetically played by Mr. Hale.
Some appealing incidents to the main story
are provided by Judge Priest's tenderness
toward Buddy, his ordering the circus pa¬
rade to pass the house for the special edi¬
fication of the injured child, and a good
deal of wholesome humor is provided by
Sweatnam.
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the opening performance Mr Herbert conducted
orchef-rra. However, t us beautiful comic opera
- ot pi >ve a financial success; although the er
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pla,ijI}ouse
Forty-eighth Street, East of Broadway

Direction of GRACE GEORGE

Now Miss George makes her third production of the season,"Major Barbara," a play by Bernard Shaw never before given inAmerica. She presents it in association with and under the direc¬
tion of Mr. Louis Calvert, who created and played the important
part of Undershaft in the London production. Mr. Calvert has that
same part with The Playhouse Company. Charlotte Granville,Clarence Derwent, Arthur Eldred and Margaret Calvert have also
been specially engaged. But the personnel of the Company—Ernest Lawford, Conway Tearle, Mary Nash, Josephine Lovett and
the others—remains the same. Grace George and her Playhouse
Company have become a New York institution.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 29, 1915.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

NOTE:—During the run of "Major Barbara" announcement
will be made of future performances of "The Liars" and "The
New York Idea."

j. bxprrt Ldiijrmg
HI I If

FALL SUITS

GRACE GEORGE
AND HER PLAYHOUSE COMPANY

PRESENT
EVERY PERFORMANCE, EXCEI'T FRIDAY NIGHT, DECEMBER 3rd

THE LIARS
A COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS

By HENRY ARTHUR JONES

COLONEL SIR CHRISTOPHER DEERING ERNEST LAWFORDEDWARD FALKNER CONWAY TEARLEGILBERT NEPEAN
LUMSDEN HAREGEORGE NEPEAN GUTHRIE McCLINTICFREDDIE TATTON

ALBERT REEDARCHIBALD COKE JOHN CROMWELL
WAITER CLAUS BOGEL
TAPLIN RICHARD CLARKE
GADSBY PAUL BLISS
FOOTMAN ALEXANDER LOFTUS
MRS. CRESPIN JOSEPHINE LOVETT
BEATRICE EBERNOE NORAH LAMISON^DOLLY COKE MARY WORTH
FERRIS EUGENIE WOODWARD
LADY ROSAMUND TATTON MARY NASH
LADY JESSICA NEPEAN GRACE GEORGE

Broadway and 43d St. KLAW & ERLiANGER, Managers

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 15, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

IJ

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.—Scene: Tent on the lawn of Freddie Tatton's house in theThames Valley. After dinner, on a Summer evening.
ACT II.—Scene: Private sitting-room, number ten, at "The Star andGarter," at Shepperford, on the following Monday evening.
ACT III.—Scene: Lady Rosamund's drawing-room, Cadogan Gardens,Chelsea, on the Tuesday morning.
ACT IV.—Scene: Sir Christopher Deering's rooms in Victoria Street,on the Tuesday evening.

Time—The Present.

.TZ

Seenery and decorations designed by Miss George.Miss George's gowns by Elizabeth Ajtman.Scenery painted by H. Robert Law.

if «r it-' I'm-

THE PLAYHOUSE COMPANY

Under the direction of Miss Grace George The Playhouse has
become unique among New York theatres. She has established
here what New York has lacked since the days of Lester Wallack
and Augustin Daly—a company made up of fine actors who remain
through the season, presenting a series of plays.

In September, Miss George announced: "Ten plays will be pre¬
sented during the Fall and Winter, including a number that are
already famous and some new ones. These different plays will be
introduced from time to time, and those most in demand will be
revived for special performances. This undertaking is to provide a
variety of good drama. There is no pretense of uplift, merely a
desire to insure intelligent entertainment."

"The New York Idea," by Langdon Mitchell, was presented
first. In the company were, besides Miss George, Mary Nash,
Norah Lamison, Josephine Lovett, Eugenie Woodward, Ernest
Lawford, Conway Tearle, Albert Reed, Lumsden Hare, John Crom¬
well and others. The reviewers praised the production and the
company, and the public came in numbers.

Miss George could have settled down to a run in "The New
York Idea," but she remained constant to her purpose and intro¬
duced another play, "The Liars," by Henry Arthur Jones. This also
proved popular with press and public, and since the first of Novem¬
ber Miss George has been presenting the two plays, varying the
number of performances according to her repertory plan.
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SELWYN & CO. Present

BACK HOME
A COMEDY IN THREE ACTS

By BAYARD VEILLER,
Author of "Within the Law," etc.

Founded on Irvin S. Cobb's Famous "Back Home" Stories.

The Cast.
(In the Order in which thev First Appear)BENJAMIN BISBEE BARBEE WALLACE OWENMARY

MARION LEEJEFFERSON DAVIS POINTDEXTER WILLIS P. SWEATNAMSALLY PRIEST PHOEBE FOSTERJUDGE PRIEST JOHN COPEJ. W. WAYNE CHARLES B. WELLSCASSIUS NASH RICHARDS HALEFLORENCE HARDIN MIRIAM DOYLESHERIFF SUGGS KENNETH MINERHANK SMATHERS BERT. B. MELVILLEROBERT CARTER SYDNEY BOOTHMINK SATTERFIELD ROBT. M. MIDDLEMASBUDDY
FRED GOODROW

MINNIE VIOLET HOWARDA CIRCUS BILLPOSTER GEORGE ANDREWSDOCTOR SMITH HARRY MacFAYDENSHELBY JOHNSON DONALD HAROLDJOE JOHNSON PATRICK SHANNONJIM SATTERFIELD ROBT. M. MIDDLEMASEDWARD WEST WILSON REYNOLDSGIDEON GILL THEODORE HAMILTONSTEVE WILLIAM J. GROSSCLERK OF COURT JOHN HODGSON-COURT ATTENDANT DONALD HAROLDJUDGE WINSTON CHARLES P. MOORE

The Scenes.

ACT I.—Public Square in Waynesville.
ACT II.—Living Room in Judge Priest's Home. A Week Later.
ACT III.—The County Courthouse. The Next Morning.

The Play Staged by Ira Hards.
Scenery by Physioc Studios.

Gowns by Samuel Lorber, New York.

V

I V

MUSIC PROGRAM.
MR. HENRY CLIFTON'S Cohan Theatre Quintette will render1 Overture—"Southern Melodies"2 a Selection—"Chin-Chin"

b Reverie—"Rose Dreams"
a Waltz—"Mighty Lak'a Rose"
b Intermezzo—"Butterflies"
c Two-Step—"Thurston"
Selection—"Ziegfield Follies 1915"
a One-Step—"Little Gray Mother"b March—"Good Scout"

3

the following:
Catlin
Caryll
Hasny
Nevin

Heinke
Hasny
Hirsh

DeCosta
Kaufman
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CHARLES FROHMAN, KLAW & ERLANGER,
THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERY SKAT

OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED IK LESS THAN THREE MINUTES. LOOK
AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT, AND IN CASE
Or DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE DANGERS OF PANIC,
WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 20, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE DISTINGUISHED ENGLISH ACTRESS

MRS. PATRICK CAMBELL
AND HER COMPLETE LONDON COMPANY

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday Nights and
Wednesday and Saturday Matinees,

A ROMANTIC COMEDY, IN FIVE ACTS
By GEORGE BERNARD SHAW.

CHARLES FROHMAN, INC., MANAGERS

Cast of Characters.
THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT

BEAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED- IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTHS.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO VOUR SEAT,
AJTO IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
•ANGERS OF PANIC, WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

HENRY HIGGINS
COL. PICKERING
FREDDY EYNSFORD-HILI.
ALFRED DOOLITTLE
A BYSTANDER
ANOTHER ONE
ELIZA DOOLITTLE
MRS. EYNSFORD-HILL . .

MISS EYNSFORD-HILL . .

MRS. HIGGINS
MRS. PEARCE
FOOTMAN

J. W. AUSTIN
. . H. CONWAY WINGFiELD

R. P. DONALDSON
GEORGE FREDERICK

GEORGE WALTON
THOMAS ROBINSON

MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL
LILLIAN BRENNARD

ESTHER EVANS
. . MADELEINE MEREDITH

. . . BEATRICE IRWIN MAY
STEUART HALLIDAY

Evenings 8:20. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday 2:20, from

CHARLES FROHMAN
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Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.—The Portico of Inigo Jones' Church of St. Paul in Covent
en. 11:15 P. M.

ACTS II. and IV.—Professor Higgins' Phonetic Laboratory, Wimpole St.

JOHN DREW
revised by com
!:il Sketches in

Bromine
Addree,

FIRST TIME ON ANY STAGE OF THE
COMEDY IN THREE ACTS, ENTITLED

ACTS III. and V.-—The Drawing-room in Mrs. Higgins' Flat in Chelsea,
overlooking the river.

Act II. is on the morrow of Act I., and Act V. on the morrow of Act IV.
Some months elapse between Acts II. and III., and again between Acts III.
aim IV. Period—Present.

ETMlDgB, 8,15,

md St. Eve:
Maeinees, \

■n.d Satuiday
5- praeut

By HORACE ANNESLEY VACHELL
Scenery by Gates & Morange.

Sh Lover*
pwood,

Cast of Characters.

THE EARL OF YESTER, a widower JOHN DREW
LORD ARTHUR WREXHAM, son of the Duke of Drax. .ECHLIN GAYER
DEREK WARING, Lord Tester's secretary GEORGE GRAHAM
TRINDER, Lord Yester's butler WALTER SODERLING
THOMAS, Lord Tester's footman WILLIAM BARNES

CYNTHIA VANSITTART, a widow LAURA HOPE CREWS
DAPHNE KENYON, Lord Tester's ward CONSUELO BAILEY
MRS. BARGUS, Lord Tester's mother-in-law. . KATHERINE STEWART
EMILY BARGUS, Lord Tester's sister-in-law. and mistress of his house,

THAIS LAWTON

A continuation

u epilogue,

' W. 48th St. Ph.
23- Evgs., 8.

Wed & Sat., 2,
' '> Present

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES Astein
ftjmph

LOVERACT I.

LIBRARY IN CARLTON HOUSE TERRACE. MORNING,

ACT II.
DRAWING-ROOM AT HALLICOMBE-ON-THAMES. AFTERNOON.
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Madison Ave. g

e27tb St. Phon906 Greeley.

R, Director

fa, DECEMBER 14

ged) thereafter with
It presents

^.yu a iviystery," a comedy by LillianTrimble Bradley, founded on the novel " TheMystery of No. 47 Hyacinth Road," byJ. Stover Clauston. This will be followed
by Lee Wilson Dodd's drflmo«»n«— --
TT *•Thursday and Friday Nights,

Mrs. Campbell and Her Company Will Present
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THE SECOND MRS. TANQUERAY
By ARTHUR WING JINERO.

Cast of Characters.
AUBREY TANQUERAY J. W. AUSTIN
SIR GEORGE ORREYED GEORGE FREDERICK
CAPT. HUGH ARDALE F. GATENBY BELL
CAYLEY DRUMMLE J. H. CONWAY WINGFIELD
FRANK MISQUITH, K. C STEUART HALLIDAY
GORDON JAYNE, M. D R. P. DONALDSON
MORSE THOMAS ROBINSON
LADY ORREYED GWLADYS HOPETON
MRS. CORTELYON MADELEINE MEREDITH
ELLEAN ESTHER EVANS
MAN-SERVANT GEORGE WALTON
PAULA MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL

The scene of the first act is laid at Mr. Tanquerary's rooms.
No. 2X, "The Albany," in the month of November; the occurrences
of the succeeding acts take place in his house, "Highercombe," near
Wlllomere, Surrey, during the early part of the following year.

Produced under the stage direction of Gustav Von Seyffertitz

Scenery by Homer Emens.

Decorations by Herter Looms.

MANN,

» MUSIC PROGRAM.
Overture—-"The Mill on the Rock"

r Selection—"Ruddy-gore"
f Excerpts from "Don Juan"
f Waltz—"Promotionen"
f March—"National Guard"
F THOMAS HINDLEY, Musical Director,
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"MY HOME TOWN GIRL" PREMIER
Syracuse, N, Y, (Special).—The new musical

comedy of John Hyams and Leila Mclntyre,
" My Home Town Girl," was presented for the
first time Nov. 15. at the Empire, and is a
complete success. The music is tuneful and
catchy, the chorus is pretty, daintily dressed
and can sing, and the scenic embellishment is
elaborate. Miss Mclntyre has a personality sec¬
ond to none and she takes her part in the most
charming way imaginable. She is an embodi¬
ment of girlish sweetness. Mr. Hyams is pecu-

: liarly suited to his role. Alma Youlin with her
! rich voice pleases and Eda von Luke gave a
! good bit of comedy. The songs, " Hello, Doro- .

thy May." by Miss Mclntyre; "My Home
Town " and " Spooky Girl," by Miss Mclntyre
and Mr. Hyams, received many encores.

The play opens with the arrival of Dorothy
May (Miss Mclntyre) in New York to officiate
as bridesmaid to her cousin, at which wedding
Tony (Mr. Hyams). who has just left his wild

, ways, is to be best man. They fall in love :.
and from here on the story hangs on the efforts !

'

of Tony to conceal the discolored portion of his
past from the innocent Dorothy from Grand
Rapids, and to inherit $1,000,000 for being

. good.
Others in the cast include Donald Andrade.

Charles Horne, Maude Beatty. and Doris Ver¬
non. Percy J. Kelly is the producer.

Somewhere in the play " Dancing Around,"
which was presented by Al. Jolson at the
Wieting Nov. 15, Lawrence D'Orsay said to
Al, " Did you see the ruins of Rome? " Al.
replied, " Why. I ruined it." We wouldn't ex¬
actly say Al. ruined the play Monday night,
but he did so little that he made it a complete
failure. In fairness to Al., the large audience
greeted him with ecstasy whenever he ap¬
peared. Kitty Donor and Frank Carter carried
the play through. Frederick E. Norton.

l":C<i
— rulte in • enes or panxou:■ V

FRENCH THEATER OPENS
The Theatre Francaise began a season

of twelve weeks at the Berkeley in West '
Forty-Fourth Street on Nov. * 15, with
Pierre Wolff's " Les Marionettes." Andree '
Mery, an actress with a reputation at the
Odeon in Paris, played the part of the J

j neglected wife. Others in the cast were
Claude Benedict, MM. Seulieu, Faure and
Verley and Mmes. Ditsu, Guerande and t

i Diska. This week a bill of three plays is
i being played—"La Petite Peste " by Col-
| lus, "Georgette Lemeunier" by Donnay, vlr
I and Wolff's " Le Lys."

-{.i'.'ie to ■ ^ k i:a rs*

MRS. FRANCIS WILSON DEAD
Mrs. Myra Barrie Wilson, wife of Francis

Wilson, the actor, died Nov. 18, at her !i . V
home, 24 Gramercy Park, after a long ill-
ness, in her fifty-seventh year. She was
born in Two Rivers, Wis. Before her mar¬
riage to Mr. Wilson she was a well-known •
comic opera star, having appeared in the This will be Mr. Woodruff s secouu seuauu ^ v*.^
productions of the John McCaull Opera C George L Baker from a long list of past favorites to fill the position,
company, under the name of Myra JJarrie. beei

EDWARD C. WOODRUFF,
Leading Man ot tne BaKer flayers, Portland, Ore.

• it. „ j:rQTlli

x>aKer x laj , —.

Mr. Edward C. Woodruff, who holds a place in the foremost ranks of stock leading
; ; men, will again head the Baker Players at Portland, Ore., when the season opens Sept. 5.

This will be Mr. Woodruff's second season in Portland, having been chosen by Manager
— -

With her husband, she appeared in " Falka," rater?'1'1
and a number of other successes. In addi-i\l>be
tion to her husband, she is survived by two to b<-
daughters, Madame Charles Huard, of Paris, riisi
France, and Mrs. Russell Adams Bliss, of nan roi
this city. 1 aD<

j_ nuucllo l-j&l
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NEW BILL AT THE BRAMHALL
" The Courtship of Then, Now and To-mor¬

row, a One-Act Play in Three Scenes by
Anna Wynne, and " The Depths of Pur¬
ity," a Drama in One Act bv Butler Da- HtUi
venport. Produced at the Bramhall Play- . ,

house, Nov. 17. M,,—
After a six months' period of inactivity, ' **»'*

Butler Davenport has resumed operations
at his pretty little Bramhall Playhouse in
East Twenty-seventh Street. Though his ;!,£
latest contribution is not so hilariously
amusing in its seriousness as " The Impor¬
tance of Coming and Ooing." it proved en¬
tertaining dramatic fodder to those theater¬
goers who like "their Clyde Fitch and Eu- other'1
gene Brieux served up with a touch of Zola
and Rabelais. In "The Depths of Purity" rj\ ,v

Mr. Davenport displays again a gift for ob- j.atio:
serving manners, but he seems unable to le :'c
resist the temptation to submerge this tal- ('1
ent in an ocean of morbid characterization , os;(: "
and verbosity. oeate_nl

The play is an attempt to prove that sin :!,one.\
committed through ignorance is not blam- or
able. The story concerns an Italian girl Cecles:',
of the slums who endeavors to keep her un- )gder , -

savory past from her husband. She is pur- ;,o di v
sued into her home by her uncle, whose mis- uu J
tress she had previously been, and when he
attempts to force his attentions again upon piitiec
her she kills him. An amicable understand- rrmsi<« ■,
ing is reached between husband and wife w tit ^
after a long and tempestuous argument. a, tin "J

The piece has moments of genuine dra¬
matic force which were played to advantage r^rher;
by the cast. Chief honors went to Cather- l> Mr
ine Proctor, who in the part of the young p
wife acted with remarkable sincerity and 5 s\i<
naturalness. The other players were Butler n th.
Davenport as the husband, Frank Patton wer<
as the wicked uncle, and Doris Hardy, who,
as the aunt, gave an excellent piece of act¬
ing. r

" The Courtship of Then, Now and To- N
morrow" was presented at a Gamut Club
matinee last Spring. It is a satire on love :.—
making, showing the development of the
art of wooing from the gracious and courtly In
style to that in which eugenics play the to- ] v
dominant part. In "Then," John Ernest
and Matilda Ann exchange pretty compli- > c o
ments upon Bowling Green. Now " repre-
sents the attempt of a many times divorced . ;

oung sportsman to wed an old flame who f->n
also an individual of several divorces.

To-morrow " shows a young couple com¬
paring the defects of the twentieth century
with the eugenic comforts of their own time
—that of 2015. They learn that they are
true soul-mates by the blending of certain
rays which register emotions.

William Raymond and the author were
seen in the first episode. Mr. Raymond was
again the hero of the second with Doris
Hardy as the divorcee. Frank Patton and 1
Muriel Hope were the young eugenists of
the last scene.

"VERY GOOD—EDDIE" GIVEN
Musical Comedy Based oh " Over Night"

Produced in Schenectady
Schenectady (Special).—A new musical

comedy entitled " Very Good Eddie." with book
by Philip Bartholomae, lyrics by Schuyler
Greene and music by Jerome Kern, was pre-,
sen ted for the first time on any stage at the
Van Curler. Nov. 9. by the Marbury Comstock'
company. The performance has a number of ; >
those commendable features which make up the,
average successful musical offering, but theK'
fact that the basic idea of the play is taken th
in its entirety from Philip Bartholomae's
" Over-night," robs it of much of that newness '
and freshness which one naturally expects of av
brand new musical comedy. The most notable^,features of the production were the costumes of
the chorus for which Melville Ellis is re¬
sponsible. There is a total absence of singers
from the cast. It hardly seems creditable that
the management after spending so lavishly 011
costumes and scenery should have overlooked
such an important adjunct of any musical
comedy.

The cast is an unusually strong one. There" I
is Florence Nash and Ernest Truex. who con-i ,
stantly gets himself in and out of perplexing
situations. His song. " When You Wear a'
Thirteen Collar," is the hit of the show.

The comedy situations are plentiful and be¬
tween Ada Lewis and John Hazzard, the hotel'
clerk, the audience is kept in convulsions of
laughter. Other principals who scored were
Oscar Shaw, Eva Condon, Helen Raymond. Julia
Mills and Carl Gantvoort, although the last
is not given a role commensurate with his
abilities. Much credit is due Miss Mills, who

I4AN on a moments notice took the place of Anna*
Orr, who was taken suddenly ill.

"" ■■ - Some really tuneful and distinctive music has
been furnished by Jerome Kern, the most popular
numbers being Isn't It Great to Be Happily

ORM Married," " Babes in the Wood," " Hands Up "
and " An Ocean of Love." Nat Sahr.

|JE - 4. T was qisturmu.'-
CLEVELAND

First American Performance of " The Ware
Case" with Lou-Tellegen in the Lead

Cleveland, O. (Special).—This city enjoyed
the premiere of another play that is bound for
Broadway. Lou-Tellegen has a part that is not
going to endear him or make him an object of
worship at matinees. There is little noble and
nothing heroic about it at all. The first act re¬
veals him as a ruined baronet (Sir Herbert

— Ware), who has not even the decency left to
refuse to share the meager estate left his wife
when she offers to support him. He is shown
as dissolute, immoral, and wholly unlikable.
When Lady Ware's brother, the weakling who

i ] inherited the greater part of the estate, is found1 A
dead, suspicion, of course, ultimately rests
upon Sir Herbert—or there would not be any

_ort, Ware case. Lady Ware (Gladys Hanson) sticks
by him when he is accused, just after announc¬
ing to him that she will leave him. Her real
love for Michael Adye, an eminent lawyer who
defends her husband, is the one noble thing
about the play. Following is the cast of charac¬
ters :
Lady Ware Gladys Hanson
Celia Wilson Maude Hannaford
Sir Henry Edgerton Corlis Giles
Sir John Murless Albert Bruning :

v, Prison Doctor Dana Parker
<•1 Ahrit'll T'lME Ois AN\ Sir Richard Petworth Robert Ayrton

Sir Herbert Ware Lou-Tellegen
Tommy Bold A. P. Kaye
Michael Adye. Iv. C., M. P Montagu Love
Footman Henry von Weiser

For the third week of the stock season the
Duchess Players will be seen in the comedy.

Believe Me. Xantippe." which is entirely new .

Cleveland. |
- "Tir:- uLX

Rembrandt, N. Y.
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LUCILLE ROGERS,

Utah's Youngest and Most Versatile Actress.

SAN FRANCISCO

NNE Forty-Niners Turn Out to Meet Lotta — Billy
Roche in Double Harness

San Francisco (Special).—When Lotta ar¬
rived in San Francisco she was met at the depot
by a large committee, consisting of people in

f Chi all walks of life. She was then conveyed in a
carriage behind four white horses to Lotta's
Fountain, surrounded by the Call. Chronicle, and
Examiner buildings. Lotta gave this drinking

. , fountain to San Francisco many years ago. A
1 Of 11 platform was erected, from which the Mayor

made an address of welcome, Caroline White
'

sang, and Lotta made a few remarks. She was
the prime favorite here many years ago. and
she is still remembered; so much so that the
Exposition set aside Nov. 9 as a Lotta Day. '
which was well attended. The managers of all

. . the theaters here took a prominent part.
Pauline Lord, who is now here with the " On

1jf j, Trial " company is in a peck of trouble. She
claims that Billy Roche, the fight promoter, '

, married her in 1908 when she was but seven-
•s ' teen years of age, but another " Mrs. Billy

Roche " is suing her for alienating the affec- \
tion of her husband. Roche claims that he had
secured a divorce from his first wife. Now,
Miss Lord says that if Roche is not divorced
from his first wife, she is going to have him ar¬
rested for bigamy.

Houdini jumped into the bay handcuffed, gave i
an exhibition at the prison, and then opened ?
the same day at the Orplieum.

" On Trial " at the Columbia has made a hit.,
and is being talked about throughout the city. -
It is drawing capacity houses, and is now in
its second week. 1

The Alcazar offered "The Old Homestead,"
which was well presented, as are all the offer¬
ings of the Lytell-Vaughan aotors.

The Cort finally was able to make arrange¬
ments to have " So Long, Letty," run for a
fifth week. The house was sold out during the
entire engagement. " A Pair of Sixes " Nov.i
15, with Max Figman.

The Savoy is still running " The Clansman."
The Orpheum had a star bill, including Wil¬

lie Weston and Caroline White. Houdini is an-
' : other big card, followed by the Bison City Quar¬

tette.
The Empress has Frederick Perry in " The

Family Stain," " Young America " company.
Cassidy and Longton, Mack and Maybelle. Alice
Berry and company.

Pantages headlined a musical act. " Six
Peaches and a Pair." headed by Bob O'Neil and1
Cliff Dixon. Countess Von Dorman sang other
interesting numbers. A. T. Barnett.
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Lucille Rogers is product of Utah. She of which any actress might be proud. Utah
has recently made a distinctive hit in is in raptures over her success, and predic-
" Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," She was tions for a high place in the profession are
formerly with the circuit of Wilkes's Stock frequent. She wears her honors with becom-1 1 +nr» nipfnrps rpnresenl

SPOKANE

bo 1 company at Seattle. Wherever she has ap- ing" modesty. The top pictures represent i
peared she has created favorable comment Miss Rogers in characters she has played.

liHV'imik' nM-in n 1 j ;cenerv bv l l<

that fnw-bell shape. Two do!- | /„
e oTTFr"
cow-bell
far aw;:t' 'I ~ "Tessa Kosta has replaced Blossom Seeley

ill in "Stop! Look! Listen!" at the Globe
MRS. FISKE IN NEW PLAY n '^^special "Treasure Island " company

Syracuse, N. Y. (Special) —Mrs._ Fi_sUe |»ol wm close its tour in Baltimore Saturday, ■
'ivujsir M

?ave 'the"first "performance of her new com- s March 4.
edy, "Erstwhile Susan" at_ the^Empire ,, 1IS fjrptn
Theater, New Year's evening,^ undei^the ( ^

>p ;,.,, ' "management of Corey, Williams and Riter
The play, a dramatization by Marian De .1
Forest, of Helen R. Martin's novel Barna-

Mrs. Piske and her company were

DORIS KEANE MOVES TO THE LYRIC
London (Special). Nov. 16. — Miss Doris

Keane and her company, in " Romance " by
Edward Sheldon, moved last night from thepr<
Duke of York's Theater to the Lyric Theater .
where the play was most enthusiastically re¬
ceived. The demand for seats necessitated this Leigh. Mrs. Fiske and 1
change from the Duke of York's, which is a ■ enthusiastically received,
small house to the .Lyric, which is one of the In Mrs. Fiske's support there appeared
largest theaters in London. Owine: to the sue-p Tnhn W Cnne Madeline Delmar Wvlda Mil-
cess of the piece. Miss Keane will remain in John W. ^ope, ^aenne i^eimar, vvyma mn

i London for an indefinite run. Helen Arthur. f- lison, Rockliffe rellowes, John D. Murphy,1 Owen Meech, Robert Stowe Gill, and Hubert
i *5?"'' ' <•' Osborne. The comedy was staged under

Tuuku l New Tortfdtr Th~t the Per80nal direction of Harrison Grey
Hen! , < Fiske.
"' ' ''

j. , Capital, $1,000, Dl- '* Cot ['^"yJ\8Df Uv Willlaiu.N" immm

Nature Ve
NEW "TREASURE ISLAND" CO.

Spokane. Wash. (Special).—Ruth St. Denis,
Tod Shawn, and their pupils and Hindu as- na
sistants made their collective bow to three
Spokane audiences Oct. 26-28, in a pantomimic
spectacle, which for beauty and art has seldom
been equalled here. The houses were sold out
each time. Local talent presented " The Peace¬
maker " Oct. 29, 30. It is a morality play
of great power, written and produced by James
W. Evans, local playwright and producer. Mr.
Evans plans to take the play on the road later.

Sarah Truax (Mrs. C. S. Albert, of Spo¬
kane) , who makes her film debut in the screen
adaptation of Sir Gilbert Parker's " Jordan Is
a Hard Road," has been made a permanent
stock member of the Fine Arts Films California
Studio, according to word from Los Angeles.
Mrs. Albert will appear regularly in all the
Griffith productions for the Triangle^ pro¬
grammes.

W. S. McCbea.

c.,1 axuujjg w w
company which will present

« Island " in middle Western cities are George
Fawcett, Arthur Forrest, Geoffrey Stein,
Cecil Yapp, Milton Nobles, Harry Hadfield,
Herbert Ranson, Thomas Louden, P. C. Mc¬
Coy, Charles Rogers, Frank Ilowson, James
F. Ayres, Clarence Rockefeller, Robert
Thorne, Ruby Hallier, Ruth Vivian and
Viola Knott.

I'nxatord". That these resohitions be v ;■

BLANCHE WALSH LEFT $1,000
Blanche Walsh, the actress, who died in

Cleveland, Oct. 21, left an estate worth
only $1,000, according to papers filed re¬
cently in the Suffolk County Surrogate's
Court. Letters of administration have been
granted to her husband, William M. Trav-
ers, who owns a Summer home in Shore-

I ham, L. I,

]

j Three Nights Commencing Thursday Dec. 2. Matinee Saturday

ROBERT HILLIARD
Presents

The Powerful Four-Act Drama

"The Pride of Race"

Characters
DEEGAN FOLK ROBERT HILLIARD
WEYLAND FOLK, Deegan's father HARRY LEIGHTON
DR. BLAKE FRANK KEMBLE COOPER
FRANK POUNFORD
TOM, a judge ....

NED, a broker . . .

JIM, an editor
FRED, a professor
BOB, an engineer .

GILBERT
MRS. CALHOUN . .

Deegan Folk's
classmates

CHARLES P. HAMMOND

j .FRANK H. WESTERTON
PHILIP BISHOP
J. MAC NAMEE

> CHARLES FOSTER
[ RAYMOND KENNY
FOXHALL DAINGERFIELD

MINNA GALE HAYNES

[
1?By Michael L. Landman

Based on a Story by WALLACE IRWIN
Produced under the personal direction of Sam Forrest

CHARACTERS
DEEGAN FOLK MR. ROBERT HILLIARDWEYLAND FOLK, Deegan's Father

MR. DEWITT C. JENNINGSDR. BLAKE MR. FRANK KEMBLE COOPER '
FRANK POUNDFORD MR. CHARLES HAMMOND
TOM, a Judge ) Dee- /MR. FRANK H. WESTERTON

,NED, a Broker.... I gan \ MR. PHILIP BISHOP
JIM, an Editor.... Folk's / J. MAC NAMEE *—>FRED, a Professor 1 Class- ) MR. CHARLES FOSTER ve- £BOB, an Engineer. ' mates f MR. RAYMOND KENNY Yof

LOUISE, her daughter KATHLENE MACDONELL
MAMMY MARIE TAYLOR
MISS BOWERS, a nurse AGNES EVERETT
JENNY, a maid MARY SEYMOUR

Scene 1-

por ■:*
GILBERT MR. FOXHALL DANGERFIELD
MRS. CALHOUN, of "The Calhouns" of Alabama j „ . .

MISS MINNA GALE HAYNES , v J:LOUISE, her Daughter. . .MISS KATHLENE MAC DONELL , , t|-MAMMY MISS MARIE TAYLOR hs. .MISS BOWERS, a Nurse MISS AGNES EVERETT
JENNY, a Maid MISS HELEN CRANE n>ri

SYNOPSIS

ACT I
SCENE 1: The Midnight Supper, Yale Class of '85, New

Haven, Conn. Time about 1895.
SCENE 2: Two Weeks Later. Mrs. Calhoun's Summer Home,

Greenwich, Conn.

Synopsis
ACT I.

-The midnight supper, Yale Class of '85, New Haven, Conn.Tim©—1895.
Scene 2—Two weeks later. Mrs. Calhoun's summer home, Greenwich,Conn.

ACT II.
Four months later. Deegan Folk's town house, New York City.

ACT II).Scene 1—Six months later. Same as Act II.
(During this scene the curtain will be lowered to denote a lapse of two hours.)Scene 2—One day later. Louise's Bedroom.Scene 3—The entrance hall of Deegan Folk's town house.(The action of this scene begins a fen minutes BEFORE the ENDINC

of the PRECEDING SCENE.)
EPILOGUE.

Scene 1-—Same as Act I., Scene 1.
Scene 2—"The Greatest Gifts of God—Life and Work."

The entire production built by Mr. T. B. McDonald.
Scenes by Unltt and Wlckee.

Mrs. Frank Westerton, Harpist.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. HILLIARD.Publicity Charles Emerson Cook, Inc.Stage Manager
Prank H. WestertonAssistant Stage Manager Charles FosterMaster Carpenter

Sam ReidElectrician
C. F. FralllckProperties

James F. Kelly

Four Months Later.
York City.

ACT II

Deegan Folk's Town House, New

ACT III
SCENE 1: Six Months Later. Same as ACT II. (During this

scene the lights will be lowered to denote a lapse of j|
a few hours.)

SCENE 2: One Day Later. Louise's Bed Room. |
SCENE 3: The Entrance Hall, Deegan Folk's Town House.

(The action of this scene begins a few minutes
. - '

before the ending of the previous scene.)
EPILOGUE

SCENE 1: Same as ACT I, Scene 1.
SCENE 2: "The Greatest Gifts of God—Life and Work."
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This theatre does not advertise in the "New York Times.'

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 14, 1916.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

EXTRA MATINEE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, TUESDAY, FEB. 22.

WILLIAM M. GRAY

Presents

ROBERT HILLIARD
IN A NEW PLAY

"THE PRIDE OF RACE"
By MICHAEL L. LANDMAN.

Based on a Story by Wallace Irwin.
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Robert Hilliard in
'The Pride of Race"
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T5fye

Booth
Theatre

NOTICE—This Theatre can be emptied in less than three
minutes. Choose, now, the exit nearest to your seat. In
case of disturbance of any kind, to avoid the dangers of
panic, ivalk do not run) to that exit.—Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 29, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

MR. E. H. SOTHERN
AS

LORD DUNDREARY
—IN—

OUR AMERICAN COUSIN

A FOUR-ACT COMEDY, BY TOM TAYLOR.
AS PRESENTED AT THE THEATRE ROYAL,

HAYMARKET, LONDON, 1875.

r. ; - •
*
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SAD IK LOVE
By AVERY HOPWOOD.

—WITH—

MARJORIh KAMBEAU
Staged under the direction of Mr. Robert Milton.

The Participants.
SADIE LOVE (now Princess Pallavicini), MISS MARJORIE RAMBEAU
PRINCE LUIGI PALLAVICINI MR. PEDRO DE CORDOBA
COMTESSE DE MIRABOLD MISS BETTY CALLISH
JIM WAKELEY MR. PRANKLYN UNDERWOOD
LILIAN WAKELEY MISS IVY TROUTMAN
MRS. WARRINGTON MISS ETHEL WINTHROP

hanf MUMFORD CREWE MR. ALWYN LEWIS jI DETECTIVE MALONEY MR. WILLIAM MORRIS
| EDWARD, butler at Mrs. Warrington's

P 1
kj

\:->X
GIOVANNI, steward

. . . MR. JOHN LYONS >
MR. JOHN IVAN \

The character of Lord Dundreary was written and created
by Mr. Sothern's father, the late E. A. Sothern, and played by*
him for over twenty years in America and England. This
comedy has not been revived since the death of Mr. Sothern's
father in 1881, except by Mr. E. H. Sothern during the season
of 1908-09; and Mr. Sothern ventures to hope that a new
generation may, through his recollection of his father's work,
derive some entertainment from this repetition of the char¬
acter created by him.

This play was originally produced in 1858. The costumes
of this revival are of that period.

Cast of Characters.
LORD DUNDREARY MR. SOTHERN
ASA TRENCHARD MR. SYDNEY MATHER
SIR EDWARD TRENCHARD MR. WILLIAM HARRIS
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• ■*

y :
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N :
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Synopsis.
ACT I.-—Drawing-room at Mrs. Warrington's Country Home on

Long Island. Nine o'clock in the evening.
ACT II.—Sadie's Boudoir. Three minutes after Act I.

(Eight Minutes Intermission)

ACT III.-—Suite on the "Sant' Anna." Later the same night.

Time—The Present.

FOR MR. MOROSCO.

General Manager George Mooser
General Press Representative Jay D. Barnes
Gentral Stage Director T. Daniel Frawley
Company Manager M. A. Yack

'•J
•i

LIEUTENANT VERNON
CAPTAIN DE BOOTS
MR. RICHARD COYLE
ABEL MURCOTT
BINNEY
BUDDICOMBE
FLORENCE TRENCHARD
MARY MEREDITH •
MRS. MOUNTCHESSINGTON
GEORGINA \ „ „ t-._,/
AUGUSTA . } e DauShters \
SHARPE
SKILLET

MR. GUY CUNNINGHAM
MR. LOWDEN ADAMS

MR. LARK TAYLOR
MR. ORLANDO DALY

MR. CHARLES VERNER
MR. ALBERT HOWSON

MISS BLANCHE YURKA
MISS EMILY CALLAWAY
MRS. HELEN ORR DALY

..MISS ELIZABETH VALENTINE
MISS PAULINE WHITSON

MISS GRACE ADY
MISS FLORENCE PHELPS

tan

^ _ f
NOVEMBER 30, 1915.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Synopsis of Scenery.
ACT I.-—A drawing-room in Sir Edward Trenchard's country

home, England.
(Six Minutes Wait)

ACT II.—Sir Edward's study.
(Eight Minutes Wait)

ACT III.—The dairy.
(Six Minutes Wait)

ACT IV.—Sir Edward's drawing-room, same as Act I.
Scenery by Unitt & Wickes, and Robt. H. Law. Costumes by Maurice"RVeisin^er. Boots by I. Miller. Wigs by PluckerScenery by Unitt & wick.c», -

Herrman and Madame Freisinger. Boots by
& Ahrens

AIETtS/Hi

¥
THE GARRICK COMPANY

(JESSIE BONSTEDLE, Director)

PRESENTS

LOU-TELLEGEN
AND A NOTABLE CAST

—IN—

THE WARE CASE
By GEORGE PLEYDELL.

tnr

eu

Characters.

(In the Order of their
RATE
MARSTEN GURNEY
EUSTACE EDE

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAM SON Fire Commissioner.

LADY WARE
CELIA WILSON
SIR HENRY EDGERTON
SIR HUBERT WARE
TOMMY BOLD
MICHAEL ADYE, K. C. M. P
FOOTMAN
SIR JOHN MURLE3S, K. C. M. P
PRISON DOCTOR , .j*-.
THE HON. SIR RICHARD PETWORTH

: USHER

Appearance)
ROBERT VIVIAN
JOHN HALLIDAY

. . . CHARLES DERICKSON

GLADYS HANSON

MAUDE HANNAFORD
CORLISS GILES
LOU-TELLEGEN

A. P. KAYE
MONTAGU LOVE

HENRY VON WEISER
ALBERT BRUNING

DANA PARKER
ROBERT AYRTON

. . . HARRY CHESSMAN

\NY
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WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 29, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

bl

ACT I.-—Library at Wilhury, Middlesex. September.

ACT II.—Morning Room of Lady Ware's Flat, London. November.
ACT III.—Central Criminal Court, London. January.
ACT IV.—Same as Act II. The same evening.

OLIVER MOROSCO Presents
A ROMANTIC FARCE
T*n—|—\-J ( "J n

Staged under the direction of Bertram Harrison.
.

♦

»

Scenery—Acts I. and 1., by H. Robert Law. Act III., Sundquist.

White. N. Y.
The old. old story as presented at the Forty-fourth Street Theater. The ardent Romeo (George Relph)

vows undying love to the beautiful Juliet (Khyva St. Albans).

Tear*

--

Midsummer Night's Dream " (two weeks)" The Price."
"

Samson."
44

Alias Jimmy Valentine."44 Under Two Flags."44 The Nicerer."
" Little Miss Brown."
" The Man from Home."
44 Salvation Nell."
"

The Heir to the Hoorah."
44 Overnight."
44

Polly of the Circus."
44

Mary Jane's Pa."
" Charley's Aunt."
"

Smith."
"

The Misleading Lady.""

The Runaway."" Tess of the Storm Country.""

Inconstant George."44 The Deep Purple."44

Clothes."
44 A Man's World."
14 The Real Thing."" The Round Up.""

Zaza."
44

The Strength of the Weak."44 The Claim."
"Kismet" (two weeks').
" The Honor of the Family."44 Paid in Full."
44

Anti-Matrimony."
44 Sauce for the Goose."
" A Butterfly on the Wheel."44 Mid-Channel."
44 Prince Otto."
44 The Bisr Idea."
44 When Knifhthood Was in Flower."" Officer 066."

Total. 97 weeks; 30 extra matinees; total peformances, 1,000.
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IRVINE RECITAL
Pupils of Theodora Ursula Irvine were

heard in recital at Miss Irvine's studio in
Carnegie Hall Nov. 21. The guests ofhonor were Miss Vinnie Schirmer, a gifted
young violinist, and Mr. Anthony Euwer,
who recited some highly entertaining poems
from his own books. A promising young
pupil, Miss Caryl Cook, read the altar
scene from " Much Ado About Nothing
Miss Laura York gave Longfellow's " Hymnto the Night," while Miss Schirmer playedSchumanirs " Abendlied" on the violin.
One of the most attractive numbers was
given by Miss Ruth Vandewater, 44 TheWell of the Saints," by John M. Syng.
Browtaing's 44 The Last Ride Together"
was expressively interpreted by Miss Esther
Boardman, and an adaptation of the first
act of " Within the Law " was given with
real power by Miss Edith Van Cleve. The
recital was one of the best ever given byMiss Irvine's pupils. Several of the young
ladies who took part in the programme
expect to do professional work when theyhave finished the course of training. /
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44 LORD DUNDREARY "
Comedy in Four Acts by Tom Taylor. Re¬

vived by E. H. Sothern at the Booth
Theater, Nov. 29.

Lord Dundreary
Asa Trenchard
Sir Edward Trenchard .

Lieutenant Vernon
Captain De Boots
Mr. Richard Coyle . . .

Abel Murcott
Binney
Buddicombe
Florence Trenchard . . .

Mary Meredith
Mrs. Mountchessington

: Georgina
Augusta
Sharpe
Skillet

E. H. Sothern
Sydney Mather

.... William Harris

... Guy Cunningham
.... Lowden Adams

Lark Taylor
Orlando Daly

Charles Verner
.... Albert Howson

Blanche Yurka
. . . . Emily Callaway
Mrs. Helen Orr Daly
Elizabeth Valentine

... Pauline Whitson
Grace Ady

... Florence Phelps
; Having placed Alfred Sutro's modern con¬

ceit, " The Two Virtues," temporarily on
the shelf, E. H. Sothern has revived at the
Booth Theater his father's famous success," Lord Dundreary." The comedy has a par-

; ticularly favored position in American the¬
atrical history since, under the name of" Our American Cousin," it was the play

; which President Lincoln was attending in
; Ford's Theater, Washington, when he was
; assassinated.

Mr._ Sothern should experience no diffi¬
culty in attracting to the revival those who
regard the theater as an institution of
amusement rather than of education. The
older generation will naturally attend in
order to revive the memories and associa¬
tions of its youth while the theatrically
sophisticated younger order will visit it to
learn what manner of entertainment pleased
its fathers. Those who are not actuated by

! either sentiment or curiosity will look upon
( it as a vastly amusing specimen of dramatic
! antiquity.

As a play, " Lord Dundreary" cannot
bear critical analysis, but as a series of
monologues to set off advantageously the
original silly ass Englishman, it proves,indeed, hilarious fun.

We can offer no comparison of the
younger Sothern's performance of the title-
role with that of his father. But as pre¬
sented by the son, the character is an
amiable, tactless, foppish and stupid Brit¬
isher. He is, of course, exaggerated, but
this exaggeration is essential in order to
make him laughable. What little plot the
play possesses is lugged in forcibly as an
interlude between Dundreary's speeches.
And though the character is positively silly
he never becomes tiresome, and in the end
we regard him as the most likable English
ass we have ever beheld on the stage.

In his presentation of the title-role, Mr.
Sothern, we judge, copied the interpretation
of his father faithfully and accurately. Helost no opportunity to score a point by a
studied carelessness of gesture and grimace,
and his peculiarities of personality, as ex- • ■ !
pressed in his hop, his stammer and his
vacuous laugh, were displayed with justthe right attention to repression and re- I ---
straint.

In the role of Asa Trenchard, which Irji :
Joseph Jefferson played in the original pro¬
duction, Sydney Mather acted with the nec¬
essary quality of homely and rugged charm.
He was at all times the quaint and pic¬
turesque Yankee. Albert Howson was ad¬
mirable in the part of Buddicombe.
Charles Verner, who recently returned to 1
this country after a long sojourn in Aus-
tralia, contributed an unctuous humor to
the part of Binney. Blanche Yurka gave an
excellent performance of Florence Tren¬
chard. Emily Callaway was a particularly
comely Mary Meredith, and Lark Taylor was
sufficiently sinister in the part of Richard
Coyle. The other roles were in the main
well handled.
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% I IS After many misunderstandings. Marjorie Rambeau as Sadie and Pedro de Cordobaas Prince Luigi, the
i 1_ ••G-J:.. I " ftnd security and contentment aboard the oant Annahoneymoon couple in "Sadie Love,

14SADIE LOVE" A TRIFLE FOREIGN MI
Hartford, Conn. {Special).—" Sadie |

: Love," a new play from the pen of Avery
Hopwood and produced by Oliver Morosco,
was presented for the first time in the East
at Parson's Theater, Hartford. Nov. 4, 5, 6.

Marjorie Rambeau and Pedro De Cordoba t,. ,

play the leading parts and the remainder -
of the cast is of high standing. The plot ► $([
is a trifle " foreign in tone, and in the
hands of a less competent company might
have appeared to poor advantage. In all
there are three couples in one place, but
the matter is somewhat complicated as each
yearns for another partner in life. Finally H \
everything ends beautifully, and everybody
is well satisfied as the curtain rings down.

The comedy is very good and with one L w
or two brief intervals the play moves at a
very rapid rate. Mr. De Cordoba was par-• ooj
ticularly good in the romantic scenes. Miss
Rambeau is equally skillful. Betty Callish,
Franklyn Underwood, Marion Murray, and ; ,. ,
Marguerite St. John also added much to ^ti¬
the play. On the whole " Sadie Love " is
far above the average and deserving of

^ success. The scenery adds considerably to
the offering. Seymour Wemyss Smith.

x course i greatly admire
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We always read what Is most lnt«r.
about Mr. William Paversham, wh-
is touring in Canada, and away from
The latest is the report of an lntervl.
a Toronto dispatch to the New York i

, NOV under date of Nov. 25, in which he
id Sat Ilow the American correspondent, Jac

Archibald, came to be arrested in Eni
waters carrying private letters from
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McClure, N. Y.
MARJORIE RAMBEAU,

Broadway and < i Street

"TREASURE ISLAND' IS TRIED OUT t !;f
Albany, N. Y. (.Special).—" Treasure, sE*

Island," Robert Louis Stevenson s thrilling. ,
' romance, dramatized by Jules Eckert Good-!; g#
' man, was given its opening performance,®

at Harmanus Bleecker Hall, by Charles Hop- ( £wt!l
kins and his Punch and Judy theater com¬
pany. A brilliant future is predicted for
" Treasure Island" despite the fact that

! the first performances here were severely
criticised by the local press. The unfavora-
ble comment was to some extent justified by t: \
the fact that the producers erred in their
judgment in submitting the play at this

■■ time. The story of the plav is intensely in-
teresting and follows the Stevenson manu¬

al script closely. The first act could not be
improved upon and seldom has there ever
been staged here a play that opened with
such bright prospects for a successful
career. The cast provided was of unusual
capabilities and up to every requirement.
Tim Murphy scored a complete triumph and
his heavy work as " Bill Bones " was a re¬
velation. Frank Sylvester also won a dis¬
tinct hit. Others in the carefully selected
company were Mr. and Mrs, Charles Hop¬
kins, Oswold Yorke, Edward Emery, Wil¬
liam J. Ferguson, David Glassford, Agnes
Kemble, and Alice Belmore. The scenic
environments were sumptuous and remark¬
ably realistic. Geo. W. Herrick.
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Sarony, N. T.
MARJORIE RAMBEAU,

Who as the Honeymooning Sadie in " Sadie Love"

■ Duplicating Her Success of Last Season in " SoMuch For So Much."
,

Jeni| Jacob*

Marjorie Rambeau
.... Pedro De Cordoba

Betty Callish
. . Franklyn Underwood

Ivy Troutman
Ethel Winthrop

Alwyn Lewis
William Morris

Warrington's.
John Lyons
John Ivan

"SADIE LOVE"
Romantic Farce in Three Acts by Avery

Hopwood. Staged by Robert Milton and
Produced by Oliver Morosco at the Gaiety
Theater Nov. 29.

I Sadie Love
Prince Luijxi Pallavicini
Comtesse De Mirabold . .

Jim Wakeley
| Lillian WakeleyMrs. Warrington

Mumford Crewe
Detective Maloney
Edward, butler at Mrs.

I Giovanni, steward

Act I.—Drawingrroom at Mrs. Warrington's
country home on Long Island. Nine o'clock in
the evening. Act II.—Sadie's boudoir. Three
minutes after Act I. Act III.—Suite on the
" Sant' Anna." Later the same night. Time—
The Present.

Another rapid-fire farce from the fertile
pen of Avery Ilopwood, and featuring Mar¬
jorie Rambeau, was launched Monday eve¬
ning. We have learned to place a high

lappraisal on Mr. Hopwood's talent as a'

literary farceur, since the " Fair and
Warmer " proved such an excellent weather

I barometer, and we cherish a mighty high
opinion of Miss Rambeau, since she flashed

I so unexpectedly upon us last season in
' So Much for So Much" with a very

| charming personality and a capital acting
method. Neither the author nor the actress
in this case disappointed expectations.
Whether Mr. Hopwood quite touches the
iiigh water mark that he reached in " Fair
and Warmer " or not, his latest farce, while
it dallies with situations which avoid only by
a hair's breadth what in most hands would
probably shock the dignity of the purists,
is excruciatingly funny. But it is in know¬
ing how far to go without being betrayed
by a too exhuberant fancy into the im¬
proprieties that this author now has twice
shown a skill which would not have dis¬
graced Labiche himself, the happy faculty
of setting the nerves atingling in nervous
expectancy of something shocking that is
always just beyond reach.

When an author deals minutely with
events on a wedding night he is treading
on delicate ground. There is a certain free-

| dom in the method of treatment which goes
close to the verge of audacity; but when
an author is honest enough to take his audi¬
ence completely into his confidence, and I
leaving only his characters in doubt as to
the actual degree in which the moral law
has been overstepped, he should properly be
immune from carping reproaches.

Sadie finds herself in a sad predicament
on her wedding day to the romantic Prince
Pallavicini. Within an hour of starting on
her trans-Atlantic honeymoon she discovers
through the untimely arrival of the com- !
tesse de Mirabold that the prince has about ■

equally divided his affection between Sadie
and the comtesse; and, face to face with
the seductive French lady, he frankly con¬
fesses that he has married Sadie in " a fit

! of pique." A divorce is promptly arranged,
but to avoid scandal the trio agree to take
the honeymoon trip together. Just then
Jim Wakeley, an old flame of Sadie's, ar¬
rives on the scene; and as a retaliatory

I measure, Sadie proposes to take Jim along,
too. But Jim has indiscreetly married a
lady with whom he is not happy, and this
lady, Lillian, puts in an appearance with
her affinity, a shrimp of a man named
Mumford Crewe. As things reach this com¬
plicated stage, and as Mrs. Wakeley insists
on having her husband give her statutory
cause for a New York divorce, Sadie decides
to furnish the casus belli 'and runs off with
Jim to take possession of the upper floor of
her aunt's house, pursued by the whole di¬
vorce company.

The second act transpires in Sadie's pri¬
vate room upstairs, but the plot takes a
somewhat unexpected turn in that Sadie's
heart is still true to the prince, and the
prince, in turn, while still laboring under
the handicap of his romantic affection
which has led him to make rash promises
to the comtesse, has really discovered in
Sadie the true pole of his devo'tion. While
Jim is working heroically with a ladder
outside by way of reaching Sadie's room,
she and the prince arrive at an understand¬
ing to pass their honeymoon together, and
it is in the prince's efforts, persistently in¬
terrupted by the other characters, to be
alone with his wife, that the author fur¬
nishes not only a good deal of combustible
material, but sundry salient cues for laugh¬
ter. Again, however, the comtesse gains
the upper hand, and in a fit of jealousy
Sadie with Jim reaches the steamer as it is
about to sail. The twain undertake to pass
as the Prince and Princess of Pallavicini,
and are assigned to the stateroom reserved
under their name. As the steamer starts,
Sadie's heart fails, and she insists of Jim

, changing his quarters; a tug brings the
prince and the other characters aboard,
the steamer is halted in the bay, and after
various other complications the prince and

| Sadie are reconciled, Jim makes up with
his wife, and the comtesse takes a fancy
to Mumford Crewe.

The piece begins to lag in interest from
the moment that it becomes apparent that
Sadie inclines strongly toward the prince,
the natural expectation being that Jim will

I come out triumphantly in the contest; but
the decided charm of the acting makes up
in part for an inherent defect in the con¬
struction.

It would be difficult to overpraise the
manner in which Miss Rambeau, with vary¬
ing shades of expression, denotes both the
tenderness and the vivacity of the charac¬
ter of Sadie: and if she aroused expecta¬
tions when she was last seen on Broadway
in her first venture, she realized to the fuil
degree every expectation of her ability to
succeed both in emotional work and in pure
farce. She has personality, beauty, grace
and authority, and she is never lacking in
refinement. Mr. Cordoba we have seen in
Shakespeare's tragedies, but he surpassed
himself in the role of the prince in a roar¬
ing farce, excellent as he proved himself in
the society of Mr. R. D. McLean and Mr.
Faversham. With a serious face he pre-I sented a most amusing character in the
lighter vein of drama. Another admirably
portrayed part was that of the comtesse
by Miss Callish, delicate, dainty and de¬
lightful in manner and bearing. Mr. Under¬
wood was excellent as Jim ; Miss Troutman
was pleasing as Lillian, and Miss Winthrop
played the aunt most effectively, while Mr.
Lewis, as Crewe, made of a small part all

| that seemed proper.
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"FOLLIES" HOLDING OVER.
Chicago, Dec. 29.

Ziegfeld's "Follies" is not to with¬
draw from the Illinois at the end of the
first week of the new year, as previ¬
ously announced, but will remain there
until Jan. 29, the night before "Chin
Chin" opens at the same house. This
extension will give the "Follies" a "nine
weeks' run."

William Gillette opens a four weeks'
engagement at the Blackstone Jan. 10,

ever - J playing "Sherlock Holmes" the first
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JOLSON FAILS TO APPEAR
Leave " Dancing Around" Company Durin:

Performance in Baltimore
B^kTIM9RE (Special).—Al. Jolson, sta:Dancing Around," the attraction a

j the Academy of Music last week, failed t<
appear for the matinee performance Satur
day, Nov. 27. L. J. Rodriguez, manager othe company, received a note from hin
which stated that he was ill. Inquiry developed that the comedian had paid hiihotel bill and had boarded a train for parti
unknown.

Mr Rodriguez stated that Mr. Jolson ha.«had trouble with his throat for some time
Several weeks ago while in Toronto he wai
advised to stop singing, lest he lose hii
voice.

i T^e J' Dancing Around " company wil
reach New York, Dec. 5, and after restingfor a few weeks, will begin reharsals foi
£ Winter Garden production, irwhich Mr. Jolson is to be featured.

NEW FISKE-MOOSER PLAY
Sponsors of " Mrs. Boltay's Daughter " to Pro

duce Drama by Princess Troubetzkoy
Harrison Grey Fiske and George Mooser.who recently sponsored 44 Mrs. Boltay'sDaughters," a play from the Hungarian byMarion Fairfax, have accepted for produc¬tion a new drama by Amelie Rives, thePrincess Troubetzkoy. The company is be¬ing selected and rehearsals are to begin

the first of the week.
The Princess is the author of manynovels, but this is her first play ever to beproduced.

"THE WARE CASE"
Drama in Four Acts by George Pleydell.

Produced by the Garrick Company, Jes¬
sie Bonstelle, Director, at Maxine El¬
liott's Theater Nov. 30.

Kate
Marsten Gurney
Eustace Ede
Lady Ware
Celia Wilson

, Sir Henry Edgerton ....

Sir Hubert Ware
Tommy Bold
Michael Adye, K.C.. M.P
Footman
Sir John Murless. K.C.. M.P

. .. Robert "Vivian
. .. John Halliday
Charles Derickson

. . Gladys Hanson
Maude Hannaford

Corliss Giles
Lou-Tellegen
A. P. Kaye

. . . Montague Love
Henry Von Weiser

Albert Bruning

"TIT FOR TAT" BEGINS TOUR
" Tit for Tat," a new musical play, be¬

gan a tour last Monday night in Stamford,Conn. Tlie cast comprises Walter Jones,Leola Lucey, Nanette Flack, Alfred Latell,Rdna Whistler, Harry Stafford, Harry Mac-
Donough, Vincent Sullivan, and a large
chorus.

LADY WARE (GLADYS HANSON;, IN

Prison Doctor Dana Parker
The Hon. Sir Richard Petworth . Robert Ayrton
Usher Harry Chessman

Act I.—Library at Wilbury, Middlesex. Sep¬
tember. Act II.—Morning Room of Lady Ware's
Flat. London. November. Act III.—Central
Criminal Court. London. January. Act IV.—
Same as Act II. The same evening.

That popular racial composite, Lou-Telle¬
gen, son of a Dutch admiral, a Greek moth¬
er, born in Holland, and becoming Sarah
Bernhardt's leading man in Paris, made his 1
first appearance this season in a new play
by George Pleydell, entitled " The Ware
Case," with Gladys Hanson, former lead¬
ing woman for E. H. Sothern, in the lead¬
ing supporting role. This play was pro¬
duced in London, with Gerald Du Maurier
in the role of Sir Hubert Ware. Pleydell,
by the way, is the son of Squire Bancroft,
so well known in connection with the Lon¬
don stage.

A murder is committed; the suspected
man is tried for his life and acquitted, and
after acquittal declares that he is guilty.
The story, intrinsically interesting, is
rather slowly developed through four long
acts, but is made strongly impressive by a
final scene in which the guilty man com¬
mits suicide.

Sir Hubert has been married about four
years, when his affairs go wrong, and he
is confronted by bankruptcy. He lias lived
a fast life, and made Lady Ware very un-

' THE WARE CASE," TRIES TO REACH AN UNDER- happy. She once thought of marrying
STANDING WITH HER HUSBAND (LOU-TELLEGEN) CONCERNING HIS FINANCIAL

CONDITION.

[DORIS KEANE IN LONDON
London. Nov. 25 (Special).—Miss Doris

Keane appeared to-day at the great Russian
benefit given at the Alhambra. with Owen Nares.
She presented a new one-act comedy, entitled
44 Catherine the Great." and written by Miles
Mallinson. Miss Keane created the role of
the Empress. Queen Mary and Queen Alexandra
occupied the roval box. This is the second ap¬
pearance of Miss Keane before them. Earlier
in the season they were present at a perform¬
ance of 44 Romance."

" MY BONNIE KATE " PREMIER
Manito, III. (Special). — Robin Ernest

Dunbar's romantic comedy, " My Bonnie
Kate," was presented for the first time on
any stage by Raleigh M. Wilson's Garrick j
Theater company at Manito, 111., Nov. 26. j
The story concerns a long-lost orphan, lo¬
cated after years of search by the lawyers
who were appointed to handle the vast
estate of Kate's aunt, and which Kate is to
inherit providing she lives up to the speci¬
fications of her aunt's peculiar will. Kate
finds difficulty in doing this, however, much
to the amusement of the audience, and her
own little love affair with 41 her lawyer"
furnished material for a pretty little story.
The cast: Katherine Bowman, Blanche
Hazelton ; James Alwine, Harold Hopping;
Mr. Ubermann, W. N. Hammett; Mrs. Uber-
mann, Dorothy Searle Russell; Mary Uber¬
mann, Helen Forest Russell: George Uber¬
mann, Paul Beeler ; Knowles Vanberg, Louis
De Lane.

LIEBLER WITHOUT MEANS
Theodore A. Liebler. former head of the

theatrical firm of Liebler and Company, was
1 examined in supplementary proceedings

Nov. 22 on a judgment for $29 obtained by
: Frederick A. Richmond.

Mr. Liebler testified that he was utterly _

without means; that during the last year ts
he had lost everything, and is now unable

! even to pay the rent of his apartment in
! West Eighty-third Street near Columbus
Avenue. He said that his personal expenses

j were paid with borrowed money. He had
i no jewelry and no stocks nor bonds.

White. N. Y.
At this particular moment, Tim JMurphy as Bill Bones in

"Treasure Island" seems to have an advantage in his combat with
Oswald Yorke who plays the mean and {revengeful Black Dog.[

BLANCHE BATES WINS SUIT
Los Angeles (Special).-—A suit for $900 5

brought by Dr. J. B. Sloane against Blanche a
Bates, the actress, has been won by the lat- S
ter in Superior Judge Wellborn's court. I

, The case was won on the written testimony 1
(of Miss Bates, mailed to this city from New
York. Sloane alleged that he gave medical |

[treatment to the actress fourteen years ago'
in a Detroit hospital.

Miss Bates in her testimony declared she
had never employed Sloane.

'Mm* •' ;■ '

AUGUSTUS PITOU
DIES; ILL 2 HOURS

Noted Playwright-Actor Sud¬
denly Stricken at His

Florida Home.
August Pitou, conected with the

stage for almost half a century as an
actor, manager and playwright, died at
his home near Hobe Sound, Fla., yes¬

terday morning, from acute indiges¬
tion. He had been ill only two hours.

Mr. Pitou was born in New York,
February 26, 1843, and was educated in
the public schools. He made his first
appearance on the stage in Edwin
Booth's company at the old Winter
Garden Theatre, March 18, 1867, play¬
ing in "Hamlet."

During the following autumn he
went to Philadelphia and played at the
Walnut Street Theatre for two years.
He then returned to New York to be¬
come a member of Booth's company
and formed an association with that
actor which lasted many years. ^

Mr. Pitou supported Booth in "Riche¬
lieu," "The Apostate," "Brutus" and
other plays. On the opening night at
Booth's Theatre, February 3, 1869, he
played in "Romeo and Juliet." The
next year he supported John S. Clarke
in "Toodles," and then joined the trav¬
elling company of John E. Owen, ap¬
pearing subsequently on tour with
other famous companies of that day.

After twelve years as an actor, Mr.
Pitou became a manager, gaining his
first experience with "The Dani-
scheffs." He produced more than one
hundred plays, of which "Mme. Sans
Gene" was probably the most famous.
For years he managed the Pitou Stock
Company.

Among the stars who appeared under
his management were W. J. Scan Ion,
Robert Mantell, Joseph Murphy, Rosp

NEW PLAY IN SYRACUSE
44 The Unexpected," a new comedy of

matrimonial intrigue, is being given its first
performances this week at the Wieting The¬
ater in Syracuse. Miss Leonard, its author,

f has gained renown in the artistic worldf through her Greek theater at Mount Kisco,
where many modern and classic plays have
been performed during the Summer months.

■ ma

WALTER'S PLAY IN HARTFORD
Eugene Walter's play which was presented

j on tour last season under the titles, 44 A
) Plain Woman" and 44 The Better Way,"
will be offered in Hartford on Dec. 6 by paw
the Shuberts. Since the last performance HI

I considerable of the play has been rewrit¬
ten.

Josephine Victor will play the principal
role, originally acted by Charlotte Walker.
Walter Hampden will appear in the leading

I male part.

Michael Ayde, king's counsel and member
of Parliament, but Sir Hubert won her.

a Now that she is unhappy Michael is a de-
, 5 voted friend and still her slave. Lady

,; " Ware's father hated girls and died, leaving
his entire vast estate to her younger broth¬
er ; so there is nothing to hope for in the
way of financial succor from Lady Ware,
who faces bankruptcy with even more com¬
placency than Sir Hubert. Lady Ware's

oba brother goes bathing in a pond on the
<1 t! Ware estate, and is found drowned with

marks of violence on his person, and Sir
Hubert is arrested on suspicion of having
committed the crime. He is forced to trial,
broken down and haggard, and no one is
more zealous in his cause as a witness and ;
otherwise than Lady Ware and Michael,
who has undertaken his defense. The tes¬
timony of an old derelict, a former fighter,
named Tommy Bold, whom Sir Hubert be- ,
friended and financially aided on the day
of the murder, testifies so eloquently in be- j
half of his benefactor that the jury ac- j
quits the defendant. Sir Hubert returns j
to his home, a mere shadow of his former j
self, and is affectionately welcomed by Lady j
Ware, who has persuaded herself that, af¬
ter all, she may have had her share in 1
their domestic misery, and is now trying I
to make up for any default. By the death j
of her brother she has come into possession I
of her father's estate; she has paid Sir I
Hubert's debts, even such as wives do not I
usually pay out of their own estates, and I
holds out golden prospects of a new begin I
ning to her truant spouse now that the |
great ordeal is over.

Sir Hubert, however, has undergone
mental shock that has left him a wreck, |
and, in the midst of her most earnest ap
peal to his heart, he suddenly pushes Lady!
Ware from him, and cries out that he has I
deceived them all—that he has killed her |
brother and is guilty of murder.

Old Tommy Bold had some instincts oi l
>.'! manhood. He swore lustily in the witness!

box that he had seen the boy alone in hisl
punt, and on looking back had seen the punt I

i, empty, but supposed that the boy had gone!
Iinto the bathhouse, whereupon he had turned!

his feet London way, never thinking any"
more about it. But now that the trial is

BjlgN over he sends Sir Hubert a confidential mes$ sage with a little bottle of poison pills, and '
1 tells him to die like a gentleman ; and Sir i

tJfc Hubert will not be outdone by a poor old

P drunkard. Before any one can prevent, hehas swallowed the poison and in the pres
ence of Lady Ware and Michael he gives up
the ghost.

Mr. Tellegen is very effective in the role ]
of Sir Hubert, denoting a wide contrast J
between the irresponsible -character of the j
man in the first two acts, with his mental v

depression in the trial scene, and striking J
a big note in the final tragic moment of the s

: drama. The play affords not only Mr. Tel-
i legen every opportunity to denote his abil-

. ity as an interpreter of varied moods in
• '■ a character of peculiar attributes, but also -

i Miss Hanson to display a good deal more J' than an attractive personality, qualities I
of real dramatic intensity coupled with ■

i: grace and dignity, the whole going to make |
up a capitally played lady of English so- a

i ciet.v. A decidedly characteristic imperson- |
I ation was presented by A. P. Kaye in the 1
| part of Tommy Bold, and Montagu Love 1
| proved himself the capable actor that he is I
H in the sympathetic role of Michael. An- 8
! other well-played minor part is that of Rate, j
j the old servant, by Robert Vivian. A strong \
! climax was struck by Albert Bruning as the j
! prosecuting attorney in the court room i
j | scene, a scene in which he fairly divided' | honors with Mr. Tellegen.

White. N. r.

The blind beggar. Pew (Frank Sylvester) passes"the Black Spot to Bill Bones (Tim Murphy) in
"Treasure Island.

Cough fan, Chauncey Olcott and Katn
ryn Kidder. He was the manager a
different times of the Fifth Avenue,
Booth's and Fourteenth Street th-e.-.tre
and the Grand Opera House.

As a playwright Mr. Pitou w_a
chiefly known through "Sweet Innis-
cara, "A Romance of Athlone." "Ga1"
rett O'Magh," "The Irish Artist," "The
Adventureers," 'Old Limerick Town.
"The Power of the Press," "Across the
Potomac" and for the Fiske O'Hata
plays. He was a member of the
ers' and the Green Room clubs. Fo"
some years past Mr. Pitou has spent a
large part of his time in Florida.

Mrs. Pitou was to leave for New
York with her husband's body last
night. A son, Augustus Pitou, is man¬
ager of the Illinois Theatre, Chicago.

Madge Kennedy,
who finds the
weather " Fair

and Warmer," at
the Eltinge.

Photo by While.

White. N. T.
Madge Kennedy demonstrates in "Fair and Warmer" ihat.she is



Did You Ever Hear A Pirate Song?
Yo! Ho! Ho!

"Treasure Island'
After more than 300 times in New York

at the Punch and Judy Theatre
the Pirates will be at

Lyceum Theatre, Rochester

2 Beginning Washington's
Birthday Matinee, Feb. 22DAYS

Regular Matinee Saturday
In Robert Louis Stevenson's joyous play of youth and

adventure, dramatized by Jules Eckert GoodmanTHE/TTRE
WEST49—EAST OP tfWT

CHflRjiES HOPKINS DIRECTOR*) rirteen men on the dead man s chest—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;

Drink and the devil had done for the rest
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

The mate was fixed by the bosn's pike,
The Bosn'n brained with a marlinspike
And Cookey's throat was marked belike.

It had been gripped
By fingers ten;

And there they lay,
All good dead men,

Like break-o'-day in a boozin' ken—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

//AVI//AW^/\\\//n,//A\\ //ASS g mv

Third Season

PROGRAMME

Beginning Monday, January 22d
One of the most graphic characterizations on the New York stage
this season is that of Tim Murphy as Bill Bones in "Treasure

Island"

TREASURE
ISLAND

Fifteen men of a whole ship's list—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;

All of them down from the devil's own fist-
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

The skipper lay with his nob in gore
Where the scullion's axe his cheek had short
And the scullion he was stabbed times four.

And there they lay,
And the soggy skies

Dripped all day long
In up-staring eyes—

At murk sunset and at foul sunrise—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

She does not

want to be
a ""person¬
ality" star

STORY BY
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

PLAY BY

JULES ECKERT GOODMAN

lings at 8:30—Matinees Fridays and Saturdays at 2:30

NO FEES ALLOWED

Fifteen men of 'em stiff and stark—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;

Two of the crew had the Murder mark—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

'Twas a cutlass swipe, or an ounce of lead.
Or a yawning hole in a battered head—
And the scuppers glut with a rotting red.

And there they lay,
Aye, damn my eyes.

And lookouts clapped
On Paradise—

All souls bound just contrariwise—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

STANDARD THEATRE
Broadway and 00th Street.

Management of HARRY L. CORT.
Miss Collinge came from

Dublin six years ago FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

'our seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
Fifteen men of 'em good and true—

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;
Every man jack would ha' sailed with Old Pew-

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

There was chest on chest full of Spanish Gold,
With a ton of plate in the middle hold,
And the cabin's riot of stuff untold.

And they lay there,
Who had took the plum,

With sightless glare
And their lips struck dumb

While we shared all by the rule of thumb—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 5, 1017.
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

EXTRA MATINEES, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY

TREASURE ISLAND
STORY BY ROBERT LOTTTS STEVENSON
PLAY BY JULES ECKERT GOODMAN

By arrangement with Lloyd Osbourne, representative of the
Robert Louis Stevenson Estate

Staged under the personal direction of Charles Hopkins
Cast

JIM HAWKTNq / Every Evening—MRS. HOPKINS1JNe>
I At Matinees—RUTH VIVIAN

MRS. HAWKINS LUCIA CARNE
DR. LIVESEY LARK TAYLOR
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY EDMUND GURNEY
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT PERCY WARAM
REDRUTH JACK O'BRIEN
HUNTER STUART ROBSON
JOYCE EDWARD OHMER
GRAY LLOYD NEAL
TOM FRED BENNETT
JOB JAMES MACE
ALLAN J. L. STRONG
JOHN HARRY LANDFIELD
A FRUIT SELLER AGNES KEMBLE
BILL BONES, "THE CAPTAIN" JACK ROSELEIGH
BLACK DOG S. A. MEHARRY

More was seen through the sternlight screen,
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;

Chartings no doubt where a woman had been—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

A flimsy shift on a bunker cot,
With a slim dirk slit through the bosom spot,
And the lace stiff—drip in a purplish blot.

Or was she wench—
Or some shuddering maid '

That bared the knife
And took the blade.

By god, she was stuff for a pluckv- jade
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rurj.

Fifteen men on the dead m?An's chest
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle c{ rum;

Drink andjthe-dev.il Jdsns for-the rest'
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

We wrapped 'em all in a mains'l tight
With twice ten turns of the hawser's bight,
And we heaved 'em over and out of sight

With a yo-heave-ho
And a fare-you-well.

And a sudden plunge
In a sullen swell

Ten fathoms deep on the road to hell
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

The novice and the Prussian soldiers.
"Marie-Odile," Act II While.



CHARLES HOPKINS

presents

TREASURE
ISLAND

Story by Robert Louis Stevenson
Play by Jules Eckert Goodman

By arrangement with Lloyd Osbotirne,
representative of the Robert Louis

Stevenson Estate

Staged under the personal direction of
Charles Hopkins

CAST:
Every Evening—MRS. HOPKINS

At Matinees—RUTH VIVIAN
LUCIA CARNE
LARK TAYLOR

..EDMUND GURNEY
PERCY WARAM

JACK O'BRIEN
....STUART ROBSON
...EDWARD OHMER

LLOYD NEAL
FRED BENNETT

JAMES MACE
J. L. STRONG

.HARRY LANDFIELD
A. J. HIGCINS

AGNES KEMBLE
....JACK ROSELEIGH

S. A. MEHARRY
..CHARLES HOPKINS
...HERBERT ASHTON

BY HIMSELF
. GEORGE MANNING

>. .JACK HARRIS
lOt-IN ROGERS

JOHN M. KLINE
RUSSELL C. ARCHER
CHUJNCEY W. KEIM
.GEORGE THOMPSON

JEROME BRUNEI?
..CHARLES HOPKINS

THE SCENES OF THE PLAY

Robert Louis Stevenson's introduction will be spoken by Mr. Glassford
in the character of Dr. Lh esey, our play being the doctor's story in which
he himself plays an important part

ACT I, The Admiral Benbow Inn. ACT II, The quay at Bristol.
(The curtain will be lowered during Act II to denote the lapse

of a few days.)
ACT III, Scene 1- -Tlie Hispaitiola at anchor some weeks later off

Treasure Island.

ACT IV,

Scene 2—-Treasure Island at dawn, the following day.
Scene 3—The stockade.
Scene A—The Hispaitiola adrift, night of the same day.
Scene I—The pirates' camp.
Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's cave.

For the Punch and Judy Theatre Co., Inc.

Director Charles Hopkins
Manager George Vivian
Stage Director William Seymour
Publicity John Wilstach
Treasurer George B. Dunlevie
Secretary Florence Lehman
Stage Manager Chauncey W. Keim
Assistant Stage Manager Jack O'Brien
Musical Director Maurice C. Rumsev
Carpenter Charles Auburn
Electrician Henry Wiegele
Properties John Cronin _ .

Hispaniola built by Henry L. Gebhardt /
Wardrobe Martha Hoover jffijTLr\*'
Architects Murphy & Dana
Scenic Artists Gates £ Morange
Scenic Construction Vail Construction Co. g>s
Costume Designer Ruth Vivian
Wig Makers Coyle & Deutschmann

Did You Ever Hear A Pirate Song?
Yo! Ho! Ho!

I "Treasure Island"
After more than 300 times in New York

i at the Punch and Judy Theatre
the Pirates will be at

Lyceum Theatre, Rochester

2 Beginning Washington's
days Birthday Matinee, Feb. 22

Regular Matinee Saturday
In Robert Louis Stevenson's joyous play of youth and

adventure, dramatized by Jules Eckert Goodman

NO FEES ATJ.WVED

STANDARD THEATRE
Broadway and OOth Street.

Management of HARRY L. CORT.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT ExitDo not try to beat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 5, 1917.
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

EXTRA MATINEES, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY

CHARLES HOPKINS Presents

TREASURE ISLAND
STORY BY ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
PLAY BY JULES ECKERT GOODMAN

By arrangement with Lloyd Osbourne, representative of the
Robert Louis Stevenson Estate

Staged under the personal direction of Charles Hopkins
Cast

TtM uawtxtc I Every Evening—MRS. HOPKINSJIM HAWKINS ( At Matinees—RUTH VIVIANMRS. HAWKINS LUCIA CARNEDR. LIVESEY LARK TAYLORSQUIRE TRELAWNEY EDMUND GURNEYCAPTAIN SMOLLETT PERCY WARAMREDRUTH JACK O'BRIEN
HUNTER ... STUART ROBSONJOYCE . EDWARD OHMERGRAY LLOYD NEALTOM . . FRED BENNETTJOB . JAMES MACE
ALLAN J L. STRONGJOHN HARRY LANDFIELD
A FRUIT SELLER AGNES KEMBLE
BILL BONES, "THE CAPTAIN" JACK ROSELEIGH
BLACK DOG S. A. MEHARRY

Fifteen men on the dead man's chest—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;

Drink and the devil had done for the rest
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

The mate was fixed by the bosn's pike,
The Bosn'n brained with a marlinspike
And Cookey's throat was marked belike.

It had been gripped
By fingers ten;

And there they lay,
All gpod dead men,

Like break-o'-day in a boozin' ken—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

Fifteen men of a whole ship's list—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;

All of them down from the devil's own fist—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

The skipper lay with his nob in gore
Where the scullion's axe his cheek had shore—
And the scullion he was stabbed times four.

And there they lay,
And the soggy skies

Dripped all day long
In up-staring eyes—

At murk sunset and at foul sunrise—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

Fifteen men of 'em stiff and stark—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;

Two of the crew had the Murder mark—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

'Twas a cutlass swipe, or an ounce of lead,
Or a yawning hole in a battered head—
And the scuppers glut with a rotting red.

And there they lay,
Aye, damn my eyes.

And lookouts clapped
On Paradise—

AH souls bound just contrariwise—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

Fifteen men of 'em good and true—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;

Every man jack would ha' sailed with Old Pew—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

There was chest on chest full of Spanish Gold,With a ton of plate in the middle hold,And the cabin's riot of stuff untold.
And they lay there,

Who had took the plum,
With sightless glare

And their lips struck dumb
While we shared all by the rule of thumb—

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

More was seen through the sternlight screen,
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum;

Chartings no doubt where a woman had been—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

A flimsy shift on a bunker cot,
With a slim dirk slit through the bosom spot,And the lace stiff—drip in a purplish blot.

Or was she wench—
Or some shuddering maid

That bared the knife
And took the blade.

By god, she was stuff for a pluckv jade—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rur_i.

Fifteen men on the dead m?An's chest—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle c{ rum;

Drink and. -the-desiLhai' dans for -the rest—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.

We wrapped 'em all in a mains'l tight
With twice ten turns of the hawser's bight,And we heaved 'em over and out of sight—

With a yo-heave-ho
And a fare-you-well.

And a sudden plunge
In a sullen swell

Ten fathoms deep on the road to hell—
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.
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. . rCUSTOCES HOPKINS
. . . . HERBERT ASHTON

BY HIMSELF

1
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PEW
LONG JOHN SILVER
"CAPTAIN FLINT," HIS PARROT
MORGAN GEORGE MANNING
ANDERSON JACK HARRIS
GEORGE MERRY JOHN ROGERS
ISRAEL HANDS JOHN M. KLINE
DIRK RUSSELL C. ARCHER
O'BRIEN CHAUNCEY W. KEIM
ARROW GEORGE THOMPSON
DICK JEROME BRUNER
BEN GUNN, THE MAROON CHARLES HOPKINS

SAILORS, VILLAGERS, PIRATES, ETC.

THE SCENES OF THE PLAY
Robert Louis Stevenson's introduction will be spoken by Mr. Taylor

in the character ot Dr. Livesey, our play being the doctor's story in
which he himself plays an important part.
ACT I. The Admiral Benbow Inn.
ACT II. The quay at Bristol.

(The curtain will be lowered during Act II to denote the lapse
of a few days.)

ACT III. Scene 1—The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later off
Treasure Island. Scene 2—Treasure Island at dawn, the day
following. Scene 3—The stockade. Scene 4—The Hispaniola
adrift, night of the same day.

Scene 1—The pirates' camp. Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's cave.
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ACT IV.
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FOR THE PUNCH AND JUDY THEATER CO., INC.
Director Charles Hopkins
Manager George Vivian
Stage Director William Seymour
Publicity John Wilstach
Secretary Florence Lehman
Stage Manager Chauncey W. Keim
Assistant Stage Manager Jack O'Brien
Carpenter Charles Auburn
Electrician Henry Wiegele
Properties John Cronin
Hispaniola built by Henry L. Gebhardt
Wardrobe Martha Hoover
Scenic Artists Gates & Morange

Next Week BEN HUR, Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
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"TREASURE ISLAND"
I Dramatized from Robert Louis Stevenson's

Story of the Same Name by Jules Eckert
Goodman. Produced at tlie Punch and

! judy Theater by Charles Hopkins ; staged .

by Mr. Hopkins and Edward Emery
Dec. 1.

Jim Hawkins Mrs. Hopkins
Mrs Hawkins Alice Belmore
Dr Livesey David Glassford
Squire Trelawney Edmund Gurney
Captain Smollett Leonard Willey
Redruth Leonard Grey
Hunter Marshall Birmingham
Joyce Perry Hopper
Gray F. Cecil Butler
Alan Cecil Magnus
A Fruit Seller Agnes Kemble
Bill Bones, the " Captain " Tim Murphy
Black Dog Oswald Yorke
Pew Frank Sylvester
Lonjr John Silver Edward Emery
" nnntaiu Flint." His Parrot By Himself

J. H. Greene
. . Lynn Starling

ICaptam Flint.
fMorgan
Anderson

.

George Merry W. J. Ferguson
Israel Hands Herbert Ashton

| Dirk Adin Wilson
O'Brien Chauncey W. Keim
Arrow Charles MacDonald
Dick Benjamin Kauser
Beii Gunn. the Maroon Charles Hopkins

Act I. The Admiral Benbow Inn. Act II.
| Scene 1—The quay at Bristol. Act III. Scene
1—The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later
off Treasure Island. Scene 2—Treasure Island
at dawn, the following day. Scene 3—The
stockade. Scene 4—The Hispaniola adrift, night
of the same day. Act IV. Scene 1—The
Pirates' Camp. Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's Cave.

That toy of a playhouse, the Punch and
Judy, succeeded in making one of the most
attractively pictorial productions of a melo¬
drama of pirates and treasure islands that
|has ever been seen in New York, and which,
as a production, brings back memories of
"The World," "The Silver King," and" The Lights of London." Mr. Hopkins
and his artistic associates have apparently
grasped the true spirit of a melodramatic
performance. They have put true realism
of scene into a fanciful tale of buccaneers
in a graphic translation to the stage of Ste¬
venson's thrilling story of " Treasure Isl-

| and."
Even if there is little intrinsic dramatic

coherence in the tale, and even though Mr.
Goodman has done little more than trans¬
fer the scenes of the book literally to the
footlights-, the staging is so unique and the
acting so persuasive that only a hypochon¬driac will scorn to come under the spellof this romantic boy's tale of high seas ad¬
ventures and hidden gold. The most per¬fect act is the first, where we are intro¬
duced to the miscellaneous guests of the
Admiral Benbow Inn with " Capt." BillBones in one of his most roystering moods,the mysterious visit of " Admiral" Pew,the blind stumper, coming to deliver " theblack spot" to Pirate Captain Flint's for- Treasure Island" s»f f k - p|lr,„L « « J I Jmer navigator, and young Jim Hawkins, a the rUnch and J U devery moment getting deeper and deeper 'into the thick of the plot which finallymakes him the hero of the adventure Few '

probably that did not carefully inspect their \
programme before the lights went down
were aware that the old tyrant of the inn
witli his mischievous cutlass and his vil¬
lainous face and cavernous roar, "Ten dead
men on a dead man's chest, Yo-ho and a
bottle of rum," was none other than our
esteemed Tim Murphy, so complete was his
transformation as the roaring old buccan¬
eer.

Three or four settings stand out in the
elaborate scenic investiture. One is the -c 1
quay at Bristol, with the Hispaniola at •ati-'anchor, and the devious streets leadingto Long John Silver's Sailors' Inn, wherethe shrewd old fox recruits the pirate band i* nfor the expedition to Treasure Island under '
the very eyes of the owner of the ship. This tb'part of Long John Silver is exceedinglywell played bv Edward Emery. Another
remarkable achievement of stage craft goesto the credit of Henry L. Gebhardt, who
constructed the Hispaniola as she sails the ;
high seas and is tossed about by the bil¬lows. Nothing more realistic in the wav of
a heaving ship was ever seen on a local
stage. The climax is reached in a scene
showing the interior of Ben Gunn's cave,in which he has collected the pirate treas¬
ure, which here lies revealed to the daz¬
zled gaze of Jim and the true men of the
Hispaniola. In between these various
views is the ship off Treasure Island, the jisland itself, the stockade and the fight with :the pirates, and the pirates' camp.The production is noteworthy not only !as a marvel of scenic splendor, but the act-!
ing is unexceptionable. Jim is charmingly
P *I£? by Mrs. Hopkins, who is a real boy jin this play, and asks no odds on account
or her sex, while " Admiral " Pew, the blind |K!KHpirate, is played with distinct realism byFrank Sylvester. Oswald Yorke is excellentin the part of Black Dog, and Ben Gunn, the
nia*^on' a exponent in the personof Mr. Hopkins himself. Dr. Livesey andSquire Trelawney are two parts in good I-hands, David Glassford and Edmund Gur- i'
ney, respectively; Captain Smollet is well1 'played by Leonard Willey. as is the pirate, t •

I George Merry, by W. J. Ferguson. All the
other minor parts are likewise in goodhands. Those who stand out in the cast
are " Captain " Bill Bones, Long John Sil¬
ver, Jim Hawkins, Ben Gunn, Dr. Livesey,Pew, the Squire, and Black Dog.
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Mrs. Hopkins, the "Jim Hawkins" of
" Treasure Island." Photo by what.

Herbert Ashton as "Israel Hands" in
"Treasure Island." Photobywkue.
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PEW 77. 7. CHX^LBS HOPKINS
LONG JOHN SILVER HERBERT ASHTON
"CAPTAIN FLINT," HIS PARROT BY HIMSELF
MORGAN GEORGE MANNING
ANDERSON JACK HARRIS
GEORGE MERRY JOHN ROGERS
ISRAEL HANDS JOHN M. KLINE
DIRK RUSSELL C. ARCHER
O'BRIEN CHAUNCEY W. KEIM
ARROW GEORGE THOMPSON
DICK JEROME BRUNER
BEN GUNN, THE MAROON CHARLES HOPKINS

SAILORS, VILLAGERS, PIRATES, ETC.

THE SCENES OF THE PLAY

Robert Louis Stevenson's introduction will be spoken by Mr. Taylor
in the character of Dr. Livesey, our play being the doctor's story in
which he himself plays an important part.

ACT I. The Admiral Benbow Inn.

ACT II. The quay at Bristol.
(The curtain will be lowered during Act II to denote the lapse

of a few days.)
ACT III. Scene 1—The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later off

Treasure Island. Scene 2—Treasure Island at dawn, the day
following. Scene 3—The stockade. Scene 4—The Hispaniola
adrift, night of the same day.

ACT IV. Scene 1—The pirates' camp. Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's cave.

FOR THE PUNCH AND JUDY THEATER CO., INC.
Director Charles Hopkins
Manager George Vivian
Stage Director William Seymour
Publicity John Wilstach
Secretary Florence Lehman
Stage Manager Chauncey W. Keim
Assistant Stage Manager Jack O'Brien
Carpenter Charles Auburn
Electrician Henry Wiegele
Properties John Cronin
Hispaniola built by Henry L. Gebhardt
Wardrobe Martha Hoover
Scenic Artists Gates & Morange

Next Week BEN HUR, Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

I

Open 8:30
A. M.

Saturday, Close 6:00 P. M.

'THE BUSY CORNER"

Close 5:30 \
P. M.

i
i

SCattit §>m&(£a
8TH ST. AND FENNA. AVE.
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Buy Trunks and Bags
NOW! FROM OUR SALE OF THE

Bankrupt Stock of Headley & Farmer
(The Famous Newark N. J. Makers)

In anticipation of your Spring or Summer Trip.

Savings are One-Third to More Than One-Half
See daily papers for price particulars.

+
*
+

..»■ y •

ORGANIZED 1814

OVER A CENTURY OLD

National Metropolitan Bank
Opposite United States Treasury

Oldest National Bank in the District of Columbia

Capital $800,000.00 +
Surplus and Undivided Profits $608,133.61 +

OFFICERS

Geo. W. White President
O. H. P. Johnson Vice-President
George O. Walson Cashier
J. Gales Moore Auditor

Accounts of Firms, Corporation's, Banks and Individuals solicited.
Three percent interest paid in Savings Department.

Doubleday, Page & Co.

SPRING BOOK SEASON
BEGINS

New Kipling Essays on the War—New Book on Socialism, X
by John Macy—"The Hunted Woman "by James

Oliver Curwood.

JANUARY 15TH BOOKS

"Life and Gabriella," by Ellen Glascow
"Within the Tides," by Joseph Conrad

AT ALL GOOD BOOK STORES
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•TREASURE ISLAND"
H Dramatized from Robert Louis Stevenson's

Story of tlie Same .Name by Jules EckertI Goodman. Produced at tlie Punch and
Judy Theater by Charles Hopkins; staged .■ by 'Mr. Hopkins and Edward Emery
Dec. 1.

■ Tim Hawkins Mrs. Hopkins
■ urs Hawkins Alice Belmore

Dr Livesey David Glassford
ymiire Trelawney Edmund Gurney
(Wain Smollett Leonard Willey
Redruth Leonard Grey
Hunter Marshall Birmingham
j0vce Perry HopperJG7ay F. Cecil Butler
.yan Cecil Magnus ;
.v Fruit Seller Agnes Kemble
Bill Bones, the " Captain " Tim Murphy
Black Dog Oswald Yorke
pew Frank Sylvester :
Long John Silver Edward Emery
"Captain Flint." His Parrot By Himself
Morgan J. H. Greene i
Anderson Lynn Starling
George Merry W. J. Ferguson
Israel Hands Herbert Ashton !
Dirk Adin Wilson
O'Brien Chauncey W. Keim
Arrow Charles MacDonald
Hick Benjamin Kauser I
Ben Gunn. the Maroon Charles Hopkins JAct I. The Admiral Benbow Inn. Act II. A
Scene 1—The quay at Bristol. Act III. Scene m
I—The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later M
off Treasure Island. Scene 2—Treasure Island ■
at dawn, the following day. Scene 3—The
stockade. Scene 4—The Hispaniola adrift, night
of the same day. Act IV. Scene 1—The
Pirates' Camp. Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's Cave.

That toy of a playhouse, the Punch and
Judy, succeeded in making one of the most
attractively pictorial productions of a melo-
drama of pirates and treasure islands that I
has ever been seen in New York, and which,
as a production, brings back memories of
"The World," "The Silver King," and" The Lights of London." Mr. Hopkins H
and his artistic associates have apparently H
grasped the true spirit of a melodramatic H
performance. They have put true realism I
of scene into a fanciful tale of buccaneers H
in a graphic translation to the stage of Ste- H
venson's thrilling story of " Treasure Isl- H
and."

Even if there is little intrinsic dramatic
coherence in the tale, and even though Mr. H
Goodman has done little more than trans-
fer the scenes of the book literally to the Jfootlights, the staging is so unique and the
acting so persuasive that only a hypochon-
driac will scorn to come under the spell
of this romantic boy's tale of high seas ad-
ventures and hidden gold. The most per- •feet act is the first, where we are intro¬
duced to the miscellaneous guests of the
Admiral Benbow Inn with " Capt." Bill
Bones in one of his most roystering moods,
the mysterious visit of " Admiral" Pew,
the blind stumper, coming to deliver " the —,black spot" to Pirate Captain Flint's for- I r C
mer navigator, and young Jim Hawkins,

moment getting deeper and deeper | "into the thick of the plot which finally
makes him the hero of the adventure Few jprobably that did not carefully inspect their jprogramme before the lights went down 1
were aware that the old tyrant of the inn
with his mischievous cutlass and his vil¬
lainous face and cavernous roar, "Ten dead
men on a dead man's chest, Yo-ho and a
bottle of rum," was none other than our
esteemed Tim Murphy, so complete was his
transformation as the roaring old buccan¬
eer.

Three or four settings stand out in the
elaborate scenic investiture. One is the ,>c 1
quay at Bristol, with the Hispaniola at
anchor, and the devious streets leadingto Long John Silver's Sailors' Inn, where
the shrewd old fox recruits the pirate band js nfor the expedition to Treasure Island under ;'the very eyes of the owner of the ship. This tb'part of Long John Silver is exceedinglywell played bv Edward Emery. Another
remarkable achievement of stage craft goesto the credit of Henry L. Gebhardt, who
constructed the Hispaniola as she sails the
Ugh seas and is tossed about by the bil¬lows. Nothing more realistic in the wav of

a heaving ship was ever seen on a local
stage. The climax is reached in a scene
showing the interior of Ben Gunn's cave,'in which he has collected the pirate treas¬
ure, which here lies revealed to the daz¬
zled gaze of Jim and the true men of theflispaniola. In between these various
piews is the ship off Treasure Island, theIsland itself, the stockade and the fight withphe pirates, and the pirates' camp.The production is noteworthy not onlyas a marvel of scenic splendor, but the act¬
ing is unexceptionable. Jim is charminglyflayed by Mrs. Hopkins, who is a real boyfn this play, and asks no odds on account!>f her sex, while " Admiral " Pew, the blind Knag;pirate, is played with distinct realism by'rank Sylvester. Oswald Yorke is excellent

i the part of Black Dog, and Ben Gunn, the
laroon, finds a fine exponent in the personf Mr. Hopkins himself. Dr. Livesey andquire Trelawney are two parts in good [•ands, David Glassford and Edmund Gur-ll5<
ey, respectively; Captain Smollet is well''
layed by Leonard Willey. as is the pirate, '
oorge Merry, by W. J. Ferguson. All the
her minor parts are likewise in good ,inds. Those who stand out in the cast
*e " Captain " Bill Bones, Long John Sil-
ir, Jim Hawkins, Ben Gunn, Dr. Livesey, e\
ew, the Squire, and Black Dog.
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Herbert Ashton as "Israel Hands" in
"Treasure Island." pintobyivuit.

ins, the "Jim Hawkins" of
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PEW 777 CHARLES HOPKINS
LONG JOHN SILVER HERBERT ASHTON
"CAPTAIN FLINT," HIS PARROT BY HIMSELF
MORGAN GEORGE MANNING
ANDERSON JACK HARRIS
GEORGE MERRY JOHN ROGERS
ISRAEL HANDS JOHN M. KLINE
DIRK RUSSELL C. ARCHER
O'BRIEN CHAUNCEY W. KEIM
ARROW GEORGE THOMPSON
DICK JEROME BRUNER
BEN GUNN, THE MAROON CHARLES HOPKINS

SAILORS, VILLAGERS, PIRATES, ETC.

THE SCENES OF THE PLAY

Robert Louis Stevenson's introduction will be spoken by Mr. Taylor
in the character of Dr. Livesey, our play being the doctor's story in
which he himself plays an important part.

ACT I. The Admiral Benbow Inn.

ACT II. The quay at Bristol.
(The curtain will be lowered during Act II to denote the lapse

of a few days.)
ACT III. Scene 1—The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later off

Treasure Island. Scene 2—Treasure Island at dawn, the day
following. Scene 3—The stockade. Scene 4—The Hispaniola
adrift, night of the same day.

ACT IV. Scene 1—The pirates' camp. Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's cave.

FOR THE PUNCH AND JUDY THEATER CO., INC.
Director Charles Hopkins
Manager George Vivian
Stage Director William Seymour
Publicity John Wilstach
Secretary Florence Lehman
Stage Manager Chauncey W. Keim
Assistant Stage Manager Jack O'Brien
Carpenter Charles Auburn
Electrician Henry Wiegele
Properties John Cronin
Hispaniola built by Henry L. Gebhardt
Wardrobe Martha Hoover
Scenic Artists Gates & Morange

Next Week BEN HUR, Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
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The World's a Stage which God and
Nature do with Actors fill.

No. 24.

BUS of the Play

Belasco Theatre
WASHINGTON, D. C.

David Belasco and Sam S. and Lee Shubert
Proprietors and Managers

Direction of Sam S. and Lee Shubert (Inc.)
L. STODDARD TAYLOR, Resident Manager
THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDI-

TIONS, WITH EVERY SEAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE
EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST
EXIT TO YOUR SEAT, AND IN CASE OF DIS-
TURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
DANGERS OF PANIC, WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO
THAT EXIT.

WEEK OF MONDAY, FEB. 21, 1916
Matinees—Tuesday ( Washington's Birthday,)

Wednesday and Saturday.
CHARLES HOPKINS Presents

" TREASURE ISLAND "
Story by Robert Louis Stevenson—Play by Jules Eckert Goodman

By arrangement with Lloyd Osbourne, representative of Robert Louis Stevenson estate.

❖
*

CAST
Jim Hawkins
Mrs. Hawkins
Dr. Livesey
Squire Trelawney
Captain Smollett
Redruth
Hunter

Joyce
Grey
Alan

A Fruit Seller
Bill Bones, the "Captain"
Black Dog ,

Pew

Ruth Vivian

Ruby Hallier
Harry Hadfield

John Trevor
Harry Ingram

John Lovett
Clarence Rockefeller

Ernest Sprangle
Frank Howson

John Williams
...., Viola Knott

Harry Ingram
Geoffrey C. Stein
George Manning
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THE BRIGHT SPOT IN WASHINGTON

. . ''V r /'V'v AFTER THE THEATRE

THE MODE
Spring Suits are on display now.

The Mode's special models and patterns.

ELEVENTH AND F STREETS

Wedding gifts
IN

HAND-PAINTED CHINA
SHERRATT'S

Phone, Main 1730 608 13th St. N. W.

W. F.

PRINTING

ENGRAVING

STATIONERY

ROBERTS CO.

ODAKS

SPORTSMAN'S

SUPPLIES

1413 New York Avenue

ECKSTEIN'S BUFFET
1412 NEW YORK AVE.

Ladies' Dining Room now open. A pleas¬
ing place to stop for an after-the-theatre
supper. BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCH FROM 12 TO 3 P. M.

HOLDEN, THOMPSON
& ENWRIGHT

Investment Securities

Real Estate: City Properties in
the District of Columbia.

Estates throughout the South.
Cottages at every Summer Resort.

Insurance in all Branches.
We Respectfully invite your Inquiry.

Telephone Main 770

GDDE BROTHERS CO.

FLORISTS

1214 F Street Northwest

Geo. C. Shaffer
FLORIST

900 Fourteenth Street
PHONE, 2416 MAIN

Population of the District of Colum¬
bia, 357,449. We served 366,000 meals
last year.

Some one must have come back.

WALLIS'
12th bet. F and G

TOPHAM'S TRUNKS TRAVEL ;

TOPHAM'S,
• + ♦ + ■
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'TREASURE ISLAND"
I Dramatized from Robert Louis Stevenson's

Story of the Same Same by Jules Eckert
Goodman. Produced at tbe Punch and
judv Theater by Charles Hopkins ; staged
by 'Mr. Hopkins and Edward Emery
Dec. 1.

Jim Hawkins Mrs. Hopkins
jyfrs. Hawkins Alice Belmore
Dr. Livesey David Glassford
Squire Trelawney Edmund Gurney
Captain Smollett Leonard Willey
Kedruth Leonard Grey
Hunter Marshall Birmingham
Joyce Perry Hopper
Gray P. Cecil Butler
Alan Cecil Magnus
A Fruit Seller Agnes Kemble
Bill Bones. the 4 Captain " Tim Murphy
Black Dog Oswald Yorke
Pew Prank Sylvester
Long John Silver Edward Emery

• Captain Flint." His Parrot By Himself
Moriran J. H. Greene
Anderson Lynn Starling
George Merry W. J. Ferguson
Israel Hands Herbert Ashton
Dirk Adin Wilson
O'Brien Chauncey W. Kelm
Arrow Charles MacDonald
Dick Benjamin Kauser
Ben Gunn. the Maroon Charles Hopkins

Act 1. The Admiral Benbow Inn. Act II.
Scene 1—The quay at Bristol. Act III. Scene
1—The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later
off Treasure Island. Scene 2—Treasure Island
at (lawn, the following day. Scene 3—The
stockade. Scene 4—The Hispaniola adrift, night
of the same day. Act IV. Scene 1—The
Pirates' Camp. Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's Cave.

That toy of a playhouse, the Punch and
Judy, succeeded in making one of the most
attractively pictorial productions of a melo¬
drama of pirates and treasure islands that
has ever been seen in New York, and which,
as a production, brings back memories of
"The World," "The Silver King," and
"The Lights of London." Mr. Hopkins
and his artistic associates have apparently
grasped the true spirit of a melodramatic
performance. They have put true realism
of scene into a fanciful tale of buccaneers
in a graphic translation to the stage of Ste¬
venson's thrilling story of " Treasure Isl¬
and."

Even if there is little intrinsic dramatic
coherence in the tale, and even though Mr.
Goodman has done little more than trans¬
fer the scenes of the book literally to the
footlights, the staging is so unique and the
acting so persuasive that only a hypochon¬
dria* will scorn to come under the spellof this romantic boy's tale of high seas ad¬
ventures and hidden gold. The most per¬fect act is the first, where we are intro¬
duced to the miscellaneous guests of the
Admiral Benbow Inn with " Capt." Bill
Bones in one of his most roystering moods,the mysterious visit of " Admiral" Pew,
the blind stumper, coming to deliver " the ,

black spot" to Pirate Captain Flint's for- Treasure I * 1 a n rl " a f f D, L Jmer navigator, and young Jim Hawkins. sure island at the runch and
'
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''very moment getting deeper and deeper Jinto the thick of the plot which finally
makes him the hero of the adventure Few
probably that did not carefully inspect their
programme before the lights went down
wore aware that the old tyrant of the inn
with liis mischievous cutlass and his vil¬
lainous face and cavernous roar, "Ten dead
men on a dead man's chest, Yo-ho and a
bottle of rum," was none other than our
esteemed Tim Murphy, so complete was his
transformation as the roaring old buccan¬
eer.

Three or four settings stand out in the
elaborate scenic investiture. One is the <c 1
quay at Bristol, with the Hispaniola at ,ti ■
anchor, and the devious streets leading 'to Long John Silver's Sailors' Inn, where
the shrewd old fox recruits the pirate band ic .tor the expedition to Treasure Island under '
the very eyes of the owner of the ship. This tb'
part of Long John Silver is exceedinglvwell played bv Edward Emery. Another
remarkable achievement of stage craft goesto the credit of Henry L. Gebhardt, who
constructed the Hispamola as she sails the
nigh seas and is tossed about by the bil¬
lows. Nothing more realistic in the wav of
a heaving ship was ever seen on a local
stage. The climax is reached in a scene
showing the interior of Ben Gunn's cave,
in which he has collected the pirate treas¬
ure which here lies revealed to the daz¬
zled gaze of Jim and the true men of the
Hispaniola. In between these various 1
views is the ship off Treasure Island, the
island itself, the stockade and the fight with

miPira^es' an? *he pirates' camp.The production is noteworthy not only -as a marvel of scenic splendor, but the act-'
ing is unexceptionable. Jim is charmingly
P y Mrs- H°Pkias, who is a real boy iin this play, and asks no odds on account
of her sex, while " Admiral " Pew, the blind
pirate, is played with distinct realism byrrank Sylvester. Oswald Yorke is excellent
in the part of Black Dog, and Ben Gunn, the
maroon, finds a fine exponent in the person
or Mr. Hopkins himself. Dr. Livesey and
squire Trelawney are two parts in good rhands, David Glassford and Edmund Gur- '
n?y' respectively; Captain Smollet is well <

j Played by Leonard Wille.v. as is the pirate, 1
^George Merry, by W. .T. Ferguson. All the t'<

'ther minor parts are likewise in good
hands. Those who stand out in the cast ..

tre " Captain " Bill Bones, Long John Sil-
'er, Jim Hawkins, Ben Gunn, Dr. Livesey,
ew, the Squire, and Black Dog.
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Mrs. Hopkins, the " Jim Hawkins" of
"Treasure Island." Photo by what.

Herbert Ashton as " Israel Hands
"Treasure Island."
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pew TT7T7T. <5hArlbs hopkins
LONG JOHN SILVER HERBERT ASHTON
"CAPTAIN FLINT," HIS PARROT BY HIMSELF
MORGAN GEORGE MANNING
ANDERSON JACK HARRIS
GEORGE MERRY JOHN ROGERS
ISRAEL HANDS JOHN M. KLINE
DIRK RUSSELL C. ARCHER
O'BRIEN CHAUNCEY W. KEIM
ARROW GEORGE THOMPSON
DICK JEROME BRUNER
BEN GUNN, THE MAROON CHARLES HOPKINS

SAILORS, VILLAGERS, PIRATES, ETC.

THE SCENES OF THE PLAY

Robert Louis Stevenson's introduction will be spoken by Mr. Taylor
in the character of Dr. Livesey, our play being the doctor's story in
which he himself plays an important part.

ACT I. The Admiral Benbow Inn.

ACT II. The quay at Bristol.
(The curtain will be lowered during Act II to denote the lapse

of a few days.)
ACT III. Scene 1—The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later off

Treasure Island. Scene 2—Treasure Island at dawn, the day
following. Scene 3—The stockade. Scene 4—The Hispaniola
adrift, night of the same day.

ACT IV. Scene 1—The pirates' camp. Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's cave.

FOR THE PUNCH AND JUDY THEATER CO., INC.
Director Charles Hopkins
Manager George Vivian
Stage Director William Seymour
Publicity John Wilstach
Secretary Florence Lehman
Stage Manager . Chauncey W. Keim
Assistant Stage Manager Jack O'Brien
Carpenter Charles Auburn
Electrician Henry Wiegele
Properties John Cronin
Hispaniola built by Henry L. Gebhardt
Wardrobe Martha Hoover
Scenic Artists Gates & Morange

Next Week BEN HUR, Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
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/ho&HAM
H Street Northwest at Fifteenth

European Plan
Washington, D. C.

Fireproof
Washington's most exclusive hotel. Noted for its cuisine and perfection

of individual service
R. S. DOWNS, Manager

*
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PROGRAM—CONTINUED

Long John Silver
"Captain Flint," his parrot

Morgan
Anderson

George Merry
Israel Hands ... ...

Dirk
O'Brien
Arrow

Dick
Ben Gunn, the Maroon

George Fawcett
By Himself

George Manning
Louis J. Epstein

Edward See
Thomas F. Tracey

George Rolfe
Carl Rogers

..... Robert Thome

J. Homer Hunt
David Burton

THE SCENES OF THE PLAY

Robert Louis Stevenson's introduction will be spoken by Mr. Hadfield in the char¬
acter of Dr. Livesey, our play being the doctor's story in which he himself plays an

important part.

ACT I.
The Admiral Benbow Inn.

ACT II.
The quay at Bristol. (The curtain will be lowered during the act to denote the

lapse of a few days.)
ACT III.

Scene 1. The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later, off Treasure Island.
Scene 2. Treasure Island at dawn the following day.
Scene 3. The Stockade.
Scene 4. The Hispaniola adrift, night of the same day.

HOTEL BELLEVUE
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

Mcpherson square 15th and eye streets n. w.
Visit our Rathskeller before and after the Theatre. Superior

Music—Cuisine and Service the best, banquets given any number
up to one hundred.

peter taylor, jr., Manager.
- + « + -
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SPRING HATS

in tha

& LATEST MODELS
^ ^ ^ Are now ready for your inspection.

CANES LEATHER GOODS MEN'S WEAR
/20\ ^ ♦ ^D.0. UMBRELLAS
LEM TOWERS, Jr. President and

General Manager.
♦
♦

If you enjoy dancing you'll like
these Tuesday and Friday Supper
Dances in the

New Ebbitt Crystal Room
Always an agreeable company—

and special music.
Every evening—our famous Table d'Hote

Dinner—$1.00 per. plate.
JAMES RUNCIMAN, Mgr.

The Champagne
Incomparable!

Grand
Imperial
Sec

Fermented in the Bottle.

The bouquet of the best
imported at half the price.

Ask for it Everywhere

Germania Wine Cellars
Hammondsport, New York

Sole Distributer

CHRISTIAN XANDER
Phone, Main 274

+
♦
+

909 7th St. N. W
♦
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Herbert Ashton as "Israel Hands" in

"Treasure Island." Photobywhiu.

Mrs. Hopkins, the "Jim Hawkins" of
"Treasure Island." Photo by what.
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pew 777 7. CHARLES hopkins
LONG JOHN SILVER HERBERT ASHTON
"CAPTAIN FLINT," HIS PARROT BY HIMSELF
MORGAN GEORGE MANNING
ANDERSON JACK HARRIS
GEORGE MERRY JOHN ROGERS
ISRAEL HANDS JOHN M. KLINE
DIRK RUSSELL C. ARCHER
O'BRIEN CHAUNCEY W. KEIM
ARROW GEORGE THOMPSON
DICK JEROME BRUNER
BEN GUNN, THE MAROON CHARLES HOPKINS

SAILORS, VILLAGERS, PIRATES, ETC.

THE SCENES OF THE PLAY

Robert Louis Stevenson's introduction will be spoken by Mr. Taylor
in the character of Dr. Livesey, our play being the doctor's story in
which he himself plays an important part.

ACT I. The Admiral Benbow Inn.

ACT II. The quay at Bristol.
(The curtain will be lowered during Act II to denote the lapse

of a few days.)
ACT III. Scene 1—The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later off

Treasure Island. Scene 2—Treasure Island at dawn, the day
following. Scene 3—The stockade. Scene 4—The Hispaniola
adrift, night of the same day.

ACT IV. Scene 1—The pirates' camp. Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's cave.

FOR THE PUNCH AND JUDY THEATER CO., INC.
Director Charles Hopkins
Manager George Vivian
Stage Director William Seymour
Publicity John Wilstach
Secretary Florence Lehman
Stage Manager Chauncey W. Keim
Assistant Stage Manager Jack O'Brien
Carpenter Charles Auburn
Electrician Henry Wiegele
Properties John Cronin
Hispaniola built by Henry L. Gebhardt
Wardrobe Martha Hoover
Scenic Artists Gates & Morange

Next Week BEN HUR, Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

BUCK BROS.

COAL. WOOD AND ICE

Office, 800 Florida Ave. N. W.

Phone North 2181

New Oxford
European and American

Running Hot and Cold Water in Every Rocm
J. H. WEAVER, Manager

The Only Hotel Property in Washington Owned by the U. S. Goveram't
Penna. Avenue and 15th St. N. W.

LITTLEFIELD, ALVORD & CO.
STORAGE FOR EVERYTHING

Downtown Office, 1408 Pa. Ave. +

PHONE, WEST 737 ♦
And at All Freight Offices *

PROGRAM—CONTINUED

Scene 1.

Scene 2.

Scene 3.

ACT IV.
The Pirates' camp.

Spyglass Mountain.
Ben Gunn's Cave.

Play staged by Charles Hopkins and Edward Emery.

Scenery painted by Gates & Morange; built by Vail Construction Company. The
Hispaniola built by Henry L. Gerhardt. Contumes designed and executed under the
direction of Ruth Vivian. Wigs by Coyle & Deutchmann.

*
♦
♦

PASTERNAK
IMPORTER

1232 FOURTEENTH STREET

We beg to announce a comprehensive display of Paris
models which just arrived, also creations of our own design
which forecast the fashions of Spring and early Summer wear.

Tailored suits, sport clothes, coats and wraps. Orders
executed promptly and carefully.

Your inspection is invited.
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STIEFF PIANOS USED EXCLUSIVELY IN THIS THEATER
Established 1842

GRANDS

'

It Pays to Buy the Best."
UPRIGHTS PLAYERS

petite (Srani»
Length, 5 feet

Width, 4 feet, 8% inches.

Unequaled in tone, touch and evenness of scale.
Excel in tone and general finish.
Built to stand the test of time and hard use.

...SPECIAL PRICES...
On all pianos used. It will pay you to see our stock.

Tuning by factory experts.

WASHINGTON WAREROOMS, 1008-1010 F ST. N. W.

PROGRAM—CONTINUED

FOR THE PUNCH AND JUDY THEATRE COMPANY (Inc.)

Director
General Manager
General Press Agent
Business Manager
Acting Manager with Company.
Advance Agent
Stage Director
Stage Manager
Asst. Stage Manager
Asst. Stage Manager
Asst. Stage Manager
Carpenter
Electrician

Properties

EMERGENCY EXITS INDICATED BY RED LIGHTS

STIEFF PIANOS USED EXCLUSIVELY BY BELASCO THEATRE

? by my new electric method.

V. D. ROSEN, DERMATOLOGIST
ROOMS 205-6 KENOIS BLDG., 11th and G Sts.
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J. C. CONLIFF
Manager

Charles Hopkins
George Vivian

Ned Holmes
Authur J. Kellar

G. W. Clarke
... Rodney Richmond

Harry Hadfield
Patsy McCoy

Ernest Spangle
, Clarence Rockefeller

George Manning
A. W. Potter

R. F. Naramore
William J. Clayton

My fifteen years experience enables me to say that I absolutely guarantee to
remove superfluous hair, moles, freckles, liver spots, etc., permanently and safely

^
- -

-

44TREASURE ISLAND"
I Dramatized from Robert Louis Stevenson's

Story of the Same Name by Jules Eckert
Goodman. Produced at the Punch and
Judv Theater by Charles Hopkins ; staged .

by 'Mr. Hopkins and Edward Emery
Dec. 1.

jim Hawkins
hjrs. Hawkins
Dr. Livesey

I squire Trelawney
Captain Smollett .
Redruth
Hunter
Joyce
Gray
Alan ... • • •
A Fruit Seller
Bill Bones, the " Captain " . . .

Black Dog
Pew
Long John Silver
"Captain Flint." His Parrot.
Morgan
Anderson
George Merry
Israel Hands
Dirk ..,

O'Brien
Arrow .

Dick

Mrs. Hopkins
Alice Belmore

David Glassford
Edmund Gurney
Leonard Willey

Leonard Grey ■
Marshall Birmingham i

Perry Hopper :
F. Cecil Butler

Cecil Magnus ;
. . Agnes Kemble

. .. Tim Murphy
.. Oswald Yorke
Frank Sylvester '

. Edward Emery

.... By Himself
. . J. H. Greene

Lynn Starling
. . . W. J. Ferguson ,

. . . Herbert Ashton
Adin Wilson

Chauncey W. Kelm
Charles MacDonald :

. . Benjamin Kauser
Ben Gunn. the Maroon Charles Hopkins

Act I. The Admiral Benbow Inn. Act II.
Scene 1—The quay at Bristol. Act III. Scene
1—The Hispaniola at anchor some weeks later
off Treasure Island. Scene 2—Treasure Island
at dawn, the following day. Scene 3—The
stockade. Scene 4—The Hispaniola adrift, night
of the same day. Act IV. Scene 1—The
Pirates' Camp. Scene 2—Spyglass Mountain.
Scene 3—Ben Gunn's Cave.

That toy of a playhouse, the Punch and
Judy, succeeded in making one of the most
attractively pictorial productions of a melo¬
drama of pirates and treasure islands that
has ever been seen in New York, and which,
as a production, brings back memories of
"The World," "The Silver King," and
"The Lights of London." Mr. Hopkins
and his artistic associates have apparently
grasped the true spirit of a melodramatic
performance. They have put true realism
of scene into a fanciful tale of buccaneers
in a graphic translation to the stage of Ste¬
venson's thrilling story of 44 Treasure Isl¬
and."

Even if there is little intrinsic dramatic
coherence in the tale, and even though Mr.
Goodman has done little more than trans¬
fer the scenes of the book literally to the
footlights, the staging is so unique and the

! acting so persuasive that only a hypochon¬
driac will scorn to come under the spell
of this romantic boy's tale of high seas ad- "
ventures and hidden gold. The most per¬
fect act is the first, where we are intro¬
duced to the miscellaneous guests of the
Admiral Benbow Inn. with 44Capt." Bill
Bones in one of his most roystering moods,
the mysterious visit of " Admiral" Pew,
the blind stumper, coming to deliver 44 the —,

black spot " to Pirate Captain Flint's for- Treasure UUnrl
mer navigator, and young Jim Hawkins, a
every moment getting deeper and deeper jinto the thick of the plot which finallymakes him the hero of the adventure Few
probably that did not carefully inspect their |
programme before the lights went down 1
were aware that the old tyrant of the inn
with his mischievous cutlass and his vil¬
lainous face and cavernous roar, "Ten dead ' '
men on a dead man's chest, Yo-ho and a
bottle of rum," was none other than ourJ esteemed Tim Murphy, so complete was his
transformation as the roaring old buccan¬
eer.

Three or four settings stand out in the
elaborate scenic investiture. One is the •>c 1
quay at Bristol, with the Hispaniola at vitranchor, and the devious streets leadingto Long John Silver's Sailors' Inn, where
the shrewd old fox recruits the pirate band ic ,,for the expedition to Treasure Island under '
the very eyes of the owner of the ship. This tb<
part of Long John Silver is exceedinglywell played bv Edward Emery. Another
remarkable achievement of stage craft goesto the credit of Henry L. Gebhardt, who !■
constructed the Hispaniola as she sails the
nigh seas and is tossed about by the bil¬lows. Nothing more realistic in the wav of
a heaving ship was ever seen on a local
stage. The climax is reached in a scene
showing the interior of Ben Gunn's cave,
in which he has collected the pirate treas¬
ure, which here lies revealed to the daz¬
zled gaze of Jim and the true men of the
Hispaniola. In between these various
views is the ship off Treasure Island, the jisland itself, the stockade and the fight withthe pirates, and the pirates' camp.

The production is noteworthy not only -<
as a marvel of scenic splendor. 6ut the act¬
ing is unexceptionable. Jim is charminglyPIayed by Mrs. Hopkins, who is a real boy j

* i: Play, and asks no odds on account !of her sex, while " Admiral " Pew, the blind
pirate, is played with distinct realism by ~m 'Frank Sylvester. Oswald Yorke is excellentin the part of Black Dog, and Ben Gunn, the
maroon, finds a fine exponent in the person
of Mr. Hopkins himself. Dr. Livesey and
bquire Trelawney are two parts in good t :
hands, David Glassford and Edmund Gur-'•
ney, respectively: Captain Smollet is well 1
played by Leonard Wille.v. as is the pirate, I •

jGeorge Merry, by W. J. Ferguson. All the j °
Ipther minor parts are likewise in good ■! '
tiands. Those who stand out in the cast

re "Captain" Bill Bones, Long John Sil¬
ver, Jim Hawkins, Ben Gunn, Dr. Livesey, >e
- ew, the Squire, and Black Dog.
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Mrs. Hopkins, the "Jim Hawkins" of
Treasure Island. Photo by what.
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IRENE BORDONI WEDS

Broadway has just learned of the mar¬
riage about two weeks ago of Irene Bordoni
and Edgar Becman, of the Theater Fran-
caise company.

Miss Bordini was recently seen with El¬
sie Janis in " Miss Information." Previous
to that engagement she appeared at the
Winter Garden. She came to America from
the Theater Renaissance of Paris. Mr. Bec¬
man played with Polaire at Hammerstein s
Victoria Theater some years ago. He comes

j from the Theater Vaudeville in Paris.

JOHANNA, Landlady of the "Three Gulls'

A LITTLE BOY
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Our Foremost Playhouse"—Chicago Tribune
Harry J. Powers, Manager MASTER MAC MACOMBER

This Theatre under normal conditions, with every seat occupied, can be emptiedin Jess than three minutes. Look around now, choose the nearest exit to yourseat, and in case of disturbance of any kind, to avoid the dangers of panic, WALK(do not run) to that exit.

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
Week Beginning Monday Evening, February 21, 1916

Evenings: except Sundays at 8:20
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:20

Extra Matinee Washington's Birthday
Seats Now to March 4
LAST TWO WEEKS

Bbooklyn.—The Grand Opera House
Players are continuing along tneir present
lines of success at the Grand Opera House,
Brooklyn. During the holiday week, theyoffered a three act comedy by Lawrence
Eyre, entitled " The Things That Count," a
play very appropriate for the holiday sea¬
son. There are many humorous situations
in the piece, however, there are also pa¬
thetic scenes, and it is here that the
acting was most ingenious. Miss Enid
May Jackson played the role of the
cast-off daughter-in-law. Miss Jackson
deserves credit for the manner in which
she portrayed this difficult character. Her
partner Mr. Dudley Ayres as Dr. Marshall
also did splendidly, although not cast as
heavily as usual. Others worthy of men¬
tion are Miss Florence Roberts, as the
mother-in-law; Miss Martin, Mr. Charles
Schofleld, Miss Clara Mackin, and Mr. Wil¬
liam H. Evarts. The work of the balance of
the cast, including several children, was
highly commendable. The company willoffer as next week's attraction " The
Women," which Mr. David Belasco success¬
fully produced at the Republic Theater for
nine months. Merklinger.

The first two acts of the play are supposed to take place one hundred
years ago. The last act, nine years later.

ACT I—The "Three Gulls," on the wharves of a small northern sea

port town in Holland.
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DAVID BELASCO Presents

DAVID WARFIELD ACT II—Van der Decken's cabin on board the "Batavia.

IN

Van Der Decken"
A LEGENDARY PLAY OF THE SEA

By DAVID BELASCO

ACT III—Trintie's cottage on the outskirts of Amsterdam, towards
the close of a spring day.
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"I hold that when a person dies
His soul returns again to earth

Arrayed in some new flesh disguise
Another mother gives him birth,

With sturdier limbs and brighter brain,
The old soul takes the road again.

"Such is my own belief and trust,
This hand, this hand that holds the pen,

Has many a hundred times been dust."

A VIOLET
God does not send us strange flowers every year,When the spring winds blow in the pleasant places
The same dear things lift up the same fair faces.

The violet is here.
It all comes back—the odor, grace and hue;
Its sweet relation of its life repeated,
No blank is left, no looking for is cheated,

It is the thing we know.
So after the death winter it must be;
God will not let strange light in heavenly places;The old love will look out from the old faces.

Veilchen, I shall have thee.

FRAZEE'S NEW ONE.
H. H. Frazee's production of Samuel

Shipman and Clara Lipman's new play,
which up to the present bears two titles
(one "Settling Accounts" and the other
"Human Nature"), is to open Saturday
in Paterson, N. J. It is possible the
former title will be discarded. The
complete cast includes Bobby Marsh,
Sam Sidman, Dave Ferguson, Frank
Monroe, Jean Shelby, Jean Newcombe
(Miss), Sydney Shields, Ernest Milton,
Antoine Ashcher, Henry Vogel, Arthur
P. Hyman, Manna Zucca, Mrs. Rebecca
Weintrube.
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STAFF FOR MR. BELASCO

Manager
Business Manager. .Chester H. Rice

Stage Director. Louis Massen

. . . Wilson S. Ross

Stage Manager William Boag
Asst. Stage Mgr. .Arthur Fitzgerald
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the most recent being Shaw's
who, having assumed

MARGUERITE SYLVA WEDS
The wedding of Lieutenant Bernard L.

Smith, of Richmond, Va., Assistant Naval
Attache of the American Embassy in Paris,
and Marguerite Sylva, the well-known
opera singer, was celebrated Dec. 1 in
Paris. The civil ceremony was performed
on May 22, but the religious ceremony was
deferred until Dec. 1 owing to the serious
illness of the bride's mother.

The bride has been singing at the Opera
Comique, and expects to appear in opera
when it reopens. She met her husband on
her last trip to America, three years ago,
when she appeared in the operetta " Gypsy
Love."

BALTIMORE
Hilliard and "The Pride of Race"—Warfield

in Belasco's Play at Ford's
Baltimore (Special). — Before one of the

largest and most fashionable audiences seen at
any playhouse this season, Robert Hilliard on I
Monday night presented at the Academy a new
play entitled 44 The Pride of Race," by Michael i
L. Landman, a comparatively new playwright. I
Mr. Landman acknowledges his debt to Mr. j
Wallace Irwin, upon whose story the play has
been founded. It was a foregone conclusion that i
the play would be quite out of the ordinary
run of productions, as we have come to look
upon Mr. Hilliard not only as one of the most
finished and distinguished actors now before the
public, but one who has shown a surprising
knowledge of what constitutes an interesting
und popular play, having personally selected " A
Fool There Was " and " The Argyle Case,"
both sure successes. " The Pride of Race " is 1 ■

another Hilliard success. It is an interesting
• and unusual play based on racial prejudice, and I <2

incidentally one of the most powerful dramas
I seen on the stage in recent years. It can hardly
fail to achieve a tremendous success. Mr. Hil¬
liard scored a decided individual triumph in the
role of Deegan Folk. He has wisely surrounded

■ himself with one of the best casts seen in Balti-
,

more this year. His company numbers such ex-

»cellent players as Frank Kemble Cooper, DeWitt'Jennings, Charles Hammond, Frank H. Wester-
ton, Philip Bishop, Charles Foster, Raymond

1 Kenney, lvathlene MacDonnell, Minna Gale
1 Ilaines. Marie Taylor, and Agnes Everett. The
I production-is splendidly mounted and the scenic
I accessories above the average. The play was

. CAST

VAN DER DECKEN

NICHOLAS STAATS

MATE JACOB TE BECKEL

JANSOON KOLP, Boatswain 1
PETIE VIECK I
RAFF KLOOTS
RUDIE SCHIMMELPENNICK. . j

KRIS '
BRAM
HEIN Crew aboard
HANS the Flying
PRINS Dutchman's
KLASS ship,
JAN TANJES "Batavia"

• * 7 ' :: George u« Major

DAVID WARFIELD

ERNEST STALLARD

WILLIAM BOAG

FRITZ LEIBER
FREDERICK GRAHAM

. . .HAROLD RUSSELL
.HORACE BRAHAM

Sailors

ARTHUR FITZGERALD
HERBERT AYLING

WORTH IN GTON L. ROMAINE
J. J. WILLIAMS

LAWRENCE WOOD
EDWARD L. WALTON

JAMES TRUESDALE
_ SL IB!HI.I II

LORAYNE LESLIE
Cherry Bloom in "Chin-Chin

accessories above the average,
received most enthusiastically.

darling, l»*int«?/



Thursday, Friday and Saturday, December 9, 10 and 11
Saturday Matinee

Forty-eighth Street, East of Broadway
Direction of GRACE GEORGE A New Comic Opera

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

our seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit
>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
BEST WISt
FRIENDS.
MORE THA

Direction Maynard Waite

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 20, 1915
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Book and Lyrics by Alexander Baker and Edward St. John

Music by Oreste Vessella

Produced under the Stage Direction of W. H. Post

Orchestra Under the Direction of A. DeNovellis

GRACE GEORGE
Direction V( ■■

IN ASSOCIATION WITH MR. LOUIS CALVERT
PRESENTS WORLD

MAJOR BARBARA
A PLAY IN THREE ACTS

' 27 2i
reeu

By GEORGE BERNARD SHAW „, _ d iuaotciij maimer
by Ernest Lawford, or speak of the role
of Lady Britomart, a social brigadier gen¬
eral in the management of affairs—each
and all leave a distinct Impression of In¬
dividuality and artistic cleverness.

Cast:

(In the order of their first appearance)
. . . CLARENCE DERWENT
CHARLOTTE GRANVILLE
.G. GUTHRIE McCLINTIC

GRACE GEORGE
NORAH LAMISON

ERNEST LAWFORD
JOHN CROMWELL

LOUIS CALVERT
. . . MARGARET CALVERT

ARTHUR ELDRED
MARY NASH

RICHARD CLARKE
CONWAY TEARLE

JOSEPHINE LOVETT
PAUL BLISS

STEPHEN UNDERSHAFT .

LADY BRITOMART
MORRISON

BARBARA UNDERSHAFT
SARAH UNDERSHAFT . .

ADOLPHUS CUSINS
CHARLES LOMAX
ANDREW UNDERSHAFT
RUMMY MITCHENS ....

SNOBBY PRICE
JENNY HILL
PETER SHIRLEY
BILL WALKER
MRS. BAINES
BILTON

Wilson,
Adrian

pianist;
Master

tdvance.
Si Merry

company
will be

Synopsis of Scenes:
■Room in Lady Britomart's House in Wilton Crescent,
London. After dinner on a January night.
-The Yard of the West Ham Shelter of the Salvation

Army. The next morning.
—Scene 1—Same as Act I. The next day.

Scene 2—The Undershaft Munition Works at Perivale,
St. Andrews.

Time—The Present. Place—England.
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'THE SOUL MACHINE"

Stage Society Will Present Play at
ay, DeB Gaiety for Special Matinees.
tlatinet' The stage Society of New York will

make its first production of the season
at the Gaiety Theatre to-morrow after¬
noon, repeating the performance Tues-

i,» Operaday afternoon. The piece is "The Soul
Machine," a four act play, by Daniel
Garrctson, of Philadelphia. There will

^ I be a dress rehearsal of the play to-.Jr night for. members of the society.
% Augustus Thomas has staged the

i play, and the cast is entirely pro¬
fessional. The company includes
Ec(ith Luekett, Helen Robertson. Jane
Marbury, Doris Wooldridge, Vincent

iifd VVai Serrano, Eugene O'Brien, Frederick
Beane, Walter Connelly, Tom McGrath

[and J. K. Hutchinson.

I Wish The Whole World
a Safe, Sant Clmstmas
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BERT F1TZGIBBON

aruso, as tor Last ti]
Seasons, Charms on

Opening Night.

MATZENAUER SINGS
ROLE AS DALILA

Record Cast Included Amato
Schlegel, Rothier, Bloch, Au ■

diseo and Reschiglian.

By H. E. KREHBIEL.
Opening nights at the Metropolitan

Opera House are as alike in appear
ance as peas in a pod. They have been
so for years and are likely to remain
so as long as Signor Caruso is a mem¬
ber of the company.

All the things which go to make a
first night brilliant and triumphant and
auspicious and a harbinger of success
and all that sort of thing cluster
around the name of Caruso. Only once
since the great singer came to New
York has a manager ventured to begin
a. season without him. That was eleven
years ago, when Mr. Conried humored
a prima donna, wilful from the start,
who did not want to share the honors
of her debut with anybody likely to
net between her and the sunlight of
public favor. It was Geraldine Farrar.
She was fresh from Berlin, where dur¬
ing four years of an operatic novitiate
-he had acquired strange notions about
endowing Shakespeare's Juliet and
Goethe's Grctchen with attributes

■ hich would add to their sex appeal,
-he tried them on, but was speedi y
'lado to feel that the opera goers ot

cw York were quite content with the
,oral conceptions of Shakespeare and
oethe plus Heilhac, Helevy and
uunod as fixed by French tradition.
Miss Farrar returned to Berlin after

ho close of the season and vowed she
vou'd never come back to her native
land because of its lack of musical
culture and its devotion to money-get¬
ting She did come back, ot course,
and having established herself as a
favorite second only to Caruso in the
estimation of our public she is now
propagating the artistic culture '.n
which her countrymen are deficient
through the medium of moving pict¬
ures.

But having opened the season of
1906-'07 at the Metropolitan with Mr.
Rousseliere, a tenor, who threw no
shadow on her in "Romeo et Juliette,
Miss Farrar never again took part in a
first night. Not that she would not
have been welcome, but that Mr. Gon-
ried did not care to repeat the experi¬
ment of omitting Caruso from the cast
of a season's premiere, and Mr. Ciatti
seems never to have been tempted to
try it. So for eight years m succes¬
sion the sun of Caruso has shone
upon the Metropolitan season s open¬
ing as it had in the three years pre-
vious to Mr. Conried's venture with
Miss Farrar.

„ , _Twelve years has Mr. Caruso been
with us, and eleven times has he
opened the season as he did last night.
As a rule, it has not seemed to make
anv difference to the public what opera
was chosen for the opening. He made
his debut with Mme. Sembrich in 190,jin "Rigoletto"; in 1904 he appeared
with Mme. Eames in "Aida j in 1905with Nordica in "I.a Gioconda ; in 190'
with Cavalieri in "Adriana Lecouvreur ,

in 1908 with Destinn in "Aida ; in
1909 with Destinn in "La Gioconda ; in
1910 with Fremstad in "Armide ; in
1911 with Destinn in "Aida" again; in
1912 with Bort in "Manon Lescaut ; in
1913 again with Destinn in "La Gio¬
conda," and last season with Destinn in
"Un Ballo in Maschera." In this list
there were three novelties, Adriana j
Lecouvreur," "Armide" and Manon
Lescaut," and the second of them was
sung in French. That fact brought the
first night of the season of 1910-11 |into companionship with last nignt. j
performance, when the ope™ waa
Saint-Saen's "Samson et DalUa. |"Armide" was a novelty in New ,

York; "Samson et Dalila" was not, hav¬
ing had a single representation at the
Metropolitan twenty years ago, a num- ,
her of performances at the Manhattan
Opera House when Oscar Hammerstein
was making a strong effort to estab¬
lish that place as a rival to the Metro-,

moyne honored
Memorial Meeting in theFriends

THE "SAFETY FIRST" CO., a musical comedy,under direction of the Halton Powell Co., Inc.,,played Dec. 14 at Belmont Opera House, Bedford,Va., with a good, well balanced show and nicecostumes. Courtesies were extended to the residentsof the National Homo Elks by Bro. Jack Brow, ofthe Woonsocket, R. I., Lodge. The roster includes :Howard StiLlnian, A. J. Wiles, Charles Griener,Albert Fish, Jessie Huston. Miss E. Nelson. MarieGlenroy, Luella Curtis, Sadie Smith, Velva Trussell,Dollle Bernard, Edna Phillips, Vivian. Lyman,Louise Hilliard and Pauline Courtney.

GIOCONDA" OPENS
CHICAGO SEASON

PHILADELPHIA
Elsie Ferguson Rebukes a Fashion Audience at

the Broad — Holiday Attractions
Philadelphia (Special). — Announcements

have already been made of prospective Christmas
changes, which will mean more activity along
the local theatrical Rialto.

But at present the chief topic of conversation
is the very just rebuke Miss Elsie Ferguson gave
a too talkative audience last Saturday night.
Miss Ferguson is playing at the Broad, the
most stylish theater in town, in " The Out¬
casts." In the midst of the third act on the
night mentioned she suddenly walked off the
stage. The curtain went down, and the fash¬
ionable audience wondered what was wrong. In
a few minutes her manager appeared, and stated
that the star positively would not continue her
performance unless the audible comments made
in the orchestra seats were stopped. This is
the second time Miss Ferguson has done this,
the same thing occurring last year when she
appeared here. Evidently local audiences are
rude to this high strung star, who even refused
to be interviewed by a meek, unassuming Mir¬
ror correspondent!
: At the Lyric Ralph Herz has left in " Ruggles
of Red Gap." and Louis Mann makes his first
appearance here in two years, appearing in his
latest Broadway success, " The Bubble."
J Gaby and the rest of the stars of " Stop. Look,
find Listen! " leave the Forrest this week, and
r Watch Your Step " is the next attraction.

At the Broad " Her Price " will be the holi¬
day bill, while 44 A Full House " continues at
the Adelphi.

Free from pain and smiling with a touch of
her old-time happiness. Madame Dardenne died
in the Mary J. Drexel Home. 2100 Girard Ave¬
nue, Dec. 8. She was eighty-eight years old.
and had lived at the home for fifteen years. For
several years the once-famous actress, known
the world over, made a remarkable fight for
her life. Two weeks ago she began to weaken
rapidly, and death was expected at any mo¬
ment. but her remarkable constitution and un¬
shaken cheerfulness kept her alive until last
night. Madame Dardenne was noted in both
this country and Europe as one of the stage
beauties of her time. She came to this country
when forty-one years old. but the fame she
had gained across the Atlantic preceded her and
the German element received her with open
arms. J. Solis Cohen. Jr.

Julia Heinrich,
lyric soprano, born
in Philadelphia.

Giovanni Martinelli as Don Jose
in "Carmen"Margarete Matzenauer

sea.
W ft

3. Robert Law.
Elizabeth Axtmaii

icy, 1/ Green Su - t, Charing
Australia. The Trade supolii

pay million in taxes
Legitimate and Picture Houses Contribute Huge

Sum Under War Revenue Act
According to the annual report of Colonel

W. H. Osborn, United States Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, $1,063,825 has been
paid by proprietors of legitimate and motion
picture theaters and concert halls in special
taxes under the so-called war revenue act
of Oct. 22, 1914. This sum is about one-
seventh of the special taxes collected under
the act.

Though the war revenue law was sched¬
uled to expire at the end of the month, there
is no prospect of theater managers being
relieved. It is the plan of the Democratic
leaders in Congress, in response to Presi¬
dent Wilson's appeal for more revenue, to
adopt a joint resolution this week extend¬
ing the war revenue taxes for another year.

stage society active
To Produce " Soul Machine " by Daniel Garret-

son At Gaiety Theater Dec. 19
The Stage Society which last season acted

as sponsor for Granville Barker's season at
Wallack's Theater, will resume its activities
Sunday night, Dec. 19, when it will produce
" The Soul Machine," by Daniel Garretson,
an author hitherto unknown.

By an arrangement with the Charles
Frohman Company, Augustus Thomas will
stage the play. " The Soul Machine" is
described as a psycho-melodrama of modern
American life. The cast will include Edith
Luckett, Helen Robertson, Jane Marbury,
Doris Wooldridge, "Vincent Serrano, Eugene
O'Brien, Frederick Beane, Walter Connelley,
Tom McGrath, and J. K. Hutchinson.

Eleanor Painter and Joseph R. Lertora
"Princess Pat," Cort Theatre riora rerini

a new mezzo-

soprano, a

favorite in Milan,
Turin, Petrograd

jKV and Madrid.

Pasquale Amato as Di Luna in
"II Trovatore"
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Anna Fitziu and
her pet.

© Gtorgt Granlhan
Bain.

Louiae Homer
and her children.

© Gtorgt Grantham Bain

■ ii a mar* com¬
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then the inter*

pretfttion of &n

opera or &

painting, for it
derives its
theme from
lag end and
from myth j

Marie Rappold
© George Grantham Bain.

Marguerite Matzenauer.
© Musical America.
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Miss Ober in the
kitchen, operating

on a ham. ,

Emma Zajrska.
(g) Gturtc Grantham Bain.
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W! Lou-Tellegen and
Mm, Lou-Tellegen

(once and still Geraldini
Farrar) immediately af
ter their marriage.
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Mme. Barrien-
tos and the boy
that wants to

stay in New
York.

Maria Barrientas, colorature soprano, a new comer from Spain
Photos by Mishkin

Erma^M
Zarska/^M
former
prima donna
at the Prague

Upera,
Wfr a new^ Metropoli¬
tan acquisi¬

tion.American lyric sopranoEdith Mason



The Story of "Prince Igor"
and the History of Its Birth

Until half a dozen years ago Russian "The prologue takes place in the mar-
opera was unknown to the Western j ket place of Poultivle, the residence of
world. Thanks to the audacity—for it i Igor, Prince of Seversk. The prince
was nothing short of audacity—of Serge j and his army are about to start in pur-
DiaghilefF, along with his Russian bal- suit of the Polovsty, an Oriental tribe
let he brought two examples of jvorks I of Tartar origin. Igor wishes to meet
for the lyric stage by compatriots to his enemies in the plains of the Don,
Paris, where their presentation resulted j whither they have been driven by a
in a brilliant success. One of these rival Russian prince, Sviatoslav of Kiev.
Russian operas was Moussorgsky'a , He departs with his son, Vladimir Igo-
"Boris GodunofF," which has become an 1 rievich, commending his wife, Yaroslav-
established favorite in the repertoire ina- to the care of his brother-in-law,]
of- the Metropolitan Opera Company, i Prince Galitsky. The first scene depicts jThe other was "Prince Igor," composed ! the treachery of this nobleman, who |
by Alexander Porphyrievich Borodin. 1 tries to win over the populace with the jThis latter opera is now being re- ! assistance of two deserters from Igor's I

ij| army.
op<

! hearsed by the Metropolitan Opera
Company and will shortly be given its
first production on this side of the At¬
lantic.

Both Moussorgsky and Borodin were
musical amateurs. The composer of
"Boris" was an army officer; the com¬
poser of "Prince Igor" a professor of
chemistry at the Moscow Medical Col¬
lege. It was during his leisure hours
that Borodin devoted himself to music,
and he had the good fortune to marry
a woman of fine musical taste and ac¬

complishment. Although he composed
a goodly number of instrumental works,
"Prince Igor" is his only opera, and
even that was not finished when he
died in 1887, although he is said to
have begun it twenty years before. It
was written in piecemeal during such
time as he could spare from his workin his laboratory, in his lecture room
or on his examination boards.

"In winter," he wrote, "I can only
compose when I am too unwell to give
my lectures. So my friends never say . ,, „ ,

to me, 'I hope you are well,' but 'I do of the Polovsty return to
hope you are ill.' ■ ■ — • "■ J —!

"In the second scene some young girls j
complain to the Princess Yaroslavna of ,

the abduction of one of their compan¬
ions, and implore her protection from
Prince Galitsky. Yaroslavna discovers
the perfidy of her brother, and after a
violent scene drives him from her pres- j
eijce at the very moment when a mes- I
senger arrives with the news that Igor's !
army has been defeated on the banks of
the Kayala. Igor and Vladimir are
taken prisoners and the Polovsty are
marching on Poultivle.

"The second and third acts take place
in the enemy's camp. Khan Konchak
is a noble type of Eastern warrior. He
has one beautiful daughter, Konchakow-
na, with whom the young Prince Vlad¬
imir falls in love. Ovlour, one of the
Polovetz soldiers, who is a Christian
convert, offers to facilitate Igor's es¬
cape. But the prince feels bound by the
chivalrous conduct of Khan Konchak to
refuse his offer.

"In the third act the conquering army
camp, bring-

At Christmas" I had i j?K the prisoners and spoils taken from
-

- Poultivle. At this sight, Igor, filled
with pity for the sorrows of his wife
and people, consents to flee. While the
soldiers are dividing the spoil fromPoultivle, Ovlour plies them liberally

>pe you are
influenza; so I stayed home and wrote
the Thanksgiving chorus in the last act
of 'Igor.'"

It was Borodin's friends, Rimsky-
Korsakoff and Glazounoff, who com¬
pleted the opera, which had its
premiere at the St. Petersburg Imperial
Opera House, October 23, 1890. Rim-
sky-Korsakoff, writing of the circum¬
stances of its completion, says:

"In the early morning of February
16, 1887, I was visited by Mr. Stassow,

with koumiss and, after a wild orgy, the
whole camp falls into a drunken sleep."When the Khan's daughter discovers
their secret preparations for flight she
entreats Vladimir not to forsake her.
He is on the point of yielding, when
his father sternly recalls him to a

who entered with a strange expression sense °' duty. But Konchakowna s
on his face. 'Do you know,' he said, 0nenta! Passion is not to be
'that Borodin is dead?' The thought
of the unfinished 'Prince Igor' at once
flashed through my mind. After the
burial in the graveyard of Newsky
Monastery I took hold of the manu¬
script with Glazounoff and we decided
to complete it.^ Several parts, such as
the first chorus, the dance of Polov-
etsky, the final chorus, the part of iVladimira, the airs of Konchak, Kon¬
chakowna, etc., were already finished
and orchestrated. Other numbers were

merely in the form of a piano score,and many parts did not exist. For the
second and third acts there was not
even a libretto—-merely some unfinished
songs and sketches. But I knew well
the design of these acts, having dis¬
cussed it so often with the composer.
Least finished of all was the third act.
We decided that Glazounoff should fin¬
ish the third act and the overture, which
the aomposer had played so often, while
I did the rest."

The overture which Glazounoff had
reproduced entirely from memory will
be omitted from the Metropolitan pro¬
duction.

The book of "Prince Igor," which
Borodin planned with the aid of his

! friend, Vladimir Stassow, is based on

[ the "Epic of the Army of Prince Igor,"
attributed to the twelfth century, and

i regarded by some as one of the earli-
l est examples of Russian literature, but
whose antiquity is questioned by oth-

J ers who consider it a monkish invention
I of the eighteenth century.

balked. At the last moment, when
Ovlour gives the signal for escape, she
flings herself upon her lover and holds
him back until Igor has mounted and
galloped out of the camp, unconscious
that his son is left behind. Detained
against his will, Vladimir finds no great
difficulty in accommodating himself to
circumstances. The soldiers would like
to kill him in revenge for his father's
escape. But the Khan philosophically
remarks: 'Since the old falcon has
taken flight we must chain the young
falcon by giving him a mate. He must
be my daughter's husband.'

"In the fourth act Yaroslavna sings
her lament as she stands on the terrace
of her ruined palace. Even while she
bemoans the cruelty of fate two horse¬
men come in sight. They prove to be
Igor and the faithful Ovlour, returned
in safety from their perilous ride.

"The opera closes with a touch of
humor. Igor and Yaroslavna enter the
Kremlin at Poultivle at the same mo¬

ment as the two deserters Eroshka and
Skoula. The precious pair are shaking
in their shoes, for if Igor catches sight
of them they are lost. To get out of
their difficulty they set the bells a-ring-
ing and pretend to be the first bearers
of the glad tidings of Igor's escape."

"T'rince Igor" will receive its first fr'
American production at the Metropoli
tan Opera
next week.
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most as diligently as did Wagner him¬
self, so tho music of his ballets is for

I the most part from the hands of em-

New York to See the Ballet
Russe as Europe Knows It

Serge de Diaghileff's Ballet Russe,
which after many postponements is at
last to be seen in America on January
17, when it opens a two weeks' season
at the Century Opera House, has is¬
sued its formal prospectus. The com¬

pany is to be brought here intact and
will appear exactly as it did in Paris
and London. The prospectus bears im¬
print of an imaginative enthusiasm,
which, seeing that It Is to be sent not
only to New York, but to those portions
of the land where critical balance and
reticence of expression are probably
considered the marks of an effete
civilization, may perhaps be pardoned.
Stripped a little of this enthusiasm, it
says in part:

"For the first time, and after years
of anticipation, M. Serge de Diaghileff's
Ballet Russe is at last to be seen on
the American stage. From the rel¬
atively distant time when it first
journeyed westward from Petrograd
and conquered successively Paris, Lon¬
don, Berlin and Vienna by the beauty
of its dancing, the vividness of its
miming, the magnificence of its set-

Thursday night of j .1 inent composers, classic, modern and
A contemporary. 'Car-naval' and 'Papil-
j Ions move to the music of Schumann,| transcribed for orchestra. The music
for 'Le Spectre de la Rose' is Ber¬
lioz's arrangement of Weber's 'In¬
vitation & Fa Valse'; for 'Les Syl-phides, the dances of Chopin; forL'AprJs-Midi d'un Faune,' of Debus¬
sy's like-named composition; for
Sch£h6razdde.' Rimsky - Korsakov's

'Thamar,' Bala-
tings and thex vitality that swept
through all that it did, expectation has
run high that sooner or later it would
visit America.

"Report long ago made the names of
the two principal dancers—Nijinsky
and Karsavina—familar on this side of jthe Atlantic. The sketches of Bakst,
the eminent artist of the theatre, who
designs nearly all the settings and
costumes, have been seen and ad¬
mired in our picture exhibitions, whet¬
ting curiosity about the realization of
their sweep of line and opulence of
color on the actbal stage. By scores
and by hundreds, Americans returning
from summers in Europe have cele¬
brated the unique qualities, achieve¬
ments and illusion of the Ballet Russe.
Its like, they have said truly, the pres¬
ent world does not know.

"For this tour M. de Diaghilcff has
reassembled his company in full ranks
and, es the contract with him specifies,
he will bring to America fifty and more
dancers. At their head stand Nijin-
sky and the Karsavina. Arrayed
around them are Bolm, Cecchetti, Mas-
sin and Mmes. Tchernichowa, Soko-
lova and Pflanz.

"As M. de Diaghileff has sought a
union of many arts in the theatre, al-

whimsical tale of jealous puppets;
'Narcisse,' recounts the old legend of
the Greek youth who preferred his own
beauty to the love of women; 'Le Dieu
Bleu' is an exotic tale of Hindu gods,
monsters, miracle and devoted loves;
'Thamar' follows the Russian legend
of the queen who lured her lovers to
her tower and then slew them;
•L'Oiseau de Feu' is a fantastic tale of
sorcerers outwitted by human affection;
and 'Scheherazade' is savage Oriental
melodrama. Of the shorter pieces,
'Carnival' and 'Papillons' weave ro¬
mantic or fanciful episodes upon Schu¬
mann's music, and dress the personages
in the garb of the forties; 'Les Sylph-
ides' is poetized dancing; the episodes
from 'Prince Igor' are equallv dancing
for its own sake, but now wild and
barbaric; 'Le Spectre de la Rose' is a

young girl's dream of a nhantom-lover: !

ich6h6razfide,'
symphonic suite; for ,kirev's tone-poem; for the dances from
Prince Igor,' Borodin's opera.

The mimed scene in the watery pal¬
ace of the river god and the mimed
episode of the melting of the snow-
maiden are drawn integrally from

c °pe-ras,' 'Sadko'^nd 'Le Pavilion d'Armide' is pure;and imegourotchka. Stravinsky wrote dancing again."
j ,™}'31c ,f°r 'L'Oiseau de Feu'- J

?t t^ ' trouchk;!.7 The Indian ballet, JV/IjrTD/~lD/"M IT A 1VT O P K R \Le Di&u Bleu,' came from the Pari- j ^METROPOLITAN HOUSE
sian, Hahn, and the mythological 'Nar- Mon. >t 8:13. Rigoletto. B»rrlentos Perini-
cisse and the fanciful 'Pavilion d'Ar- f CarU!°' »" nothier. cond.. I'oiaeco.~,J-' * conductor-composer1 Tum- 'w"h *"•*> »"mide' from the
Tchgrepnine.

"Usually the Ballet Russe dances in
two or three 'numbers' at each per¬
formance—one or two longer mimo-
dramas, and one or two shorter 'cho¬
reographic episodes.' In all, M. de
Diaghileff proposes to bring to Ameri¬
ca eighteen or twenty different pieces.
Two are mimed scenes with incidental
dances from Rimsky - Korsakov's

operas—one from 'Sadko' in the abode
of the river gods beneath the waters,
and the other from 'Snegourotchka'
in the woodland where the sun-god
melts the snow-maiden in the warmth
of love and spring.

"Of these ballets, 'PStrouchka' pict¬
ures a Russian fair and unfolds a

Tum. (Wash. B'day) Mat. at 1. Parsifal. Kurt;
Urlua, Braun. WhIWiiill, Goritz. Cond., Bodanzky.

Wed. at 8:13. Butterfly. Farrar, Fornla; Botta,
De Luca, Bada. Conductor, Polacco.

Thurs. at 1:30. Goetterdaemmerung. Kurt, Ho¬
mer, Helnrich; TJrlus, Braun, Weil. Cond.,Bodanzky.

Thurs. at 8:15. Lucia. Barrientos; Martlnelli,
Amato, Rothier, Bada. Cond., Batagnoli.

Frl. at 8. Carmen. Farrar, Mason; Caruso,
Amato, Rothler. Cond., Polacco.

Sat. at 2. Lohengrin. Gadski, Homer;. Sembach,
Braun, Weil, Middleton. Cond., Bodanzky.

Sat at 8:15 (75c to $3). Cav. Rusticana. Zarska,
Perini; Botta, De Luca; fol'd by Goyescas. Fitziu,
Perini;. MarUnelli, De Luca. Cond., BaYagnoli.

PABLO CASALS
Violoncellist.

at 8:30— ] ANNA FITZIU50c. to $1.50; I » „

orchestra | LUCA BOTTA
concert. Cond. hageman.

HAHDMAN PIANO USED.
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full B U1U*C ue-"1I!a| Some of the Season's Happenings.
"Prince Igor," "Rigoletto" and "Car- 1 . Inei.dents which will linger for a
men." The presence in tWis list of the time in the memories were not numer-I last two works, which had no cle- i ous- The disappointments caused by
ment of novelty to commend them. the il,ne39 of singers, outside of the

, is explained by the obligations created case of Senorita Bori, were neither
lost

V „.- , -- -— obligations created 1 . ... •by Signor Caruso, Mme. Barrientos and n"?any nor Sreat- Mlss Farrar
, Miss Farrar. If a curious reader' who ^ree appearances by reason of having
may chance to be a disappointed' sub- contracted a cold and compelled a sub¬
scriber, feels that an invidious dis- institution of "Rigoletto" for "Carmen,"
tinction was made against his dates he the -withdrawal of a special represen-
may seek for an explanation in the tation of "Madama Butterfly" and the
following analysis of the list of per- postponement of the first performanceformances: Monday's subscribers were !of "Madame Sans-G6ne" from March
deprived of "Gotterdammerung," "II 16 to March 17. Caruso had to call in
Barbiere," "Manon." "Traviata," "Mada- Martlnelli as a substitute because of

i ma Butterfly," "Un Ballo," "Manon illness on one occasion, and at the
5 Lescaut," ^Siegfried," "Rheingold,"Sonnambula" and "Madame Sans-

Gene"; Wednesday's of "Gotterdam

performance immediately preceding,
January 13, TJrlus sang Lohengrin be¬

ll cause Sembach was ill. Mme. Gadski,
whose services were not at the dis¬
posal of the management until Jan¬
uary, was unable to sing in "Siegfried"

(when performed in the Nibelung cycle
and was replaced by Mme. Kurt.

1 The middle of February saw a con¬
siderable change in the personnel of

Helen Warrum, lyric soprano,
who hails from Indiana.

Lucrezia Bori, soprano
again delight her ad

who will
mirers.

merung," "Boheme," "II Barbiere
"Lohengrin," "Pagliacci," "A'ida," "Un
Ballo," "Die Meistersinger," "Sieg¬
fried," "Hansel und Gretel," "Sonnam-

.! bula" and "Madame Sans-GeneM; Thurs-
day's of "Rosenkavalier," "Tosca,"
"Trovatore," "Marta," "Manon," "Travi-1 - .

ata," "Madama Butterfly," "Un Ballo," I the company, Mesdames Hempel and
; "Die Meistersinger," "Rheingold,"! Matzenauer departing and Mesdames' "Widerspanstigen Zahmung" and ! 1 Farrar, Homer and Barrientos join-
"Madame Sans-Gene"; Friday's of | 1 Signor Gatti's forces. On Feb-
"Gotterdftmmerung," "Tosca," "Caval- ruary 5 there fell the hundredth anni
leria," "Trovatore," "AYda," "Manon,"' "Die Walkiire," "Traviata," "Manon

, Lescaut," "Siegfried," "Hansel und
Gretel" and "Widerspanstigen Zah¬
mung"; Saturday's of "Tristan und
Isolde," "Cavalleria," "Fagliacci,"

I "Trovatore," "Zauberflote," "Manon,""WalkCre." "Madama Butterfly," "Han¬
sel und Gretel," "Goyescas," "Lucia,"
"Rheingold," "Sonnambula" and
"Widerspanstigen Zahmung."^ Mon¬
day's subscribers lost ten operas,
Wednesday's eleven and the others
twelve.

versary of the first performance
Rossini's "II Barbiere di SivigllB", a?
the Teatro Argentina, Rome, in 1816.!
and the incident was celebrated by a
performance of the opera, as, part of
tho subscription. There vi\nothing1about the affair, however./' to distin¬
guish it from the other' representa¬
tions of the opera ejfcer/' a record on
the house bill and the exhibition of a
portrait of the composar. The direc¬
tors of the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany on February 23 J extended the
term of Signor Gattil-Caaazza's en¬
gagement as director of the opera for
two years after its -/piration, whichwould have taker 1 in 1919.



WAR

Drawing by Babette

thirsting pilgrims. On the right, at the top, (i) the Director's box,
empty—as usual, (2) a bud in a Persian Garden, (3) Father—at rest,
(4) the musical critics, discussing the war, and everything else—but
music, (5) the true music lovers at their evening exercises at Brown's.
In the upper center is shown (1) the Italian Barbers' Union, (2) a
group of hair ornaments, (3) the Society editors, with field glasses,
(4) the six dollar regulars, (5) the conductor, tenor and soprano.

horrors of the trenches.
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GERALDINE FARRAR

Farrar as an Unmasked
Marvel Throws "Carmen"

Being an Exposition of a Catch-as-Catch-Can Wrestling
Match Between a Prima Donna and an Opera

Without Benefit of Clergy.
HE MOVIES have their uses, and apparently one of these

is to show us how Carmen should not be played. This
contribution to our knowledge was furnished last Thurs¬

day night by Mme. Geraldine Farrar, who returned to us laden
with the lore of the films and evidently fully determined to impart
her learning to us. Now, all the world, be it of Paris, New York,
Omaha or Poison Gulch, loves a fight. Trebly does it love a
caterwauling, hair-pulling, scratch-as-scratch-can, I-kick-you-and-
vou-kick-me contest between two young women of the pavement
who have chosen the gutter as their place of argument. Humanity
is unregenerate, and whether it be in Hell's Kitchen or a cinema¬
tograph theatre, a crowd loves action, and the more brutal it is
the greater its enjoyment. Take it or leave it, Mr. Moralist; there
it is and always has been; the People, blatant, good-natured, vul¬
gar; Humanity, sinning, and proud of its sinning; Nature, if you
will, thX raw stuff for the artist to mould to his uses—but before
and above all things not Art!

Now, Mme. Farrar is presumably an artist. She has never
Neen accused of wanj of intelligence, of lack of theatric

ling. She came to u$, as every singer at the Metropolitan
-a House .comes, to bring us her offering of musical inter-

'

>n. She comes, one of a long line of singers who have
ie jewels in New York's operatic diadem. She comes to

*■ the mtjsic of great creative geniuses, to fulfil the wishes
3= she.ful^1 '' require-

"'ments she is worthy of our suffrage. Within these limits she
? can become a creative artist herself—but outside them she has
| no right to go; and if she is an artist, outside them she will not go.

The film version of "Carmen" witnessed Mme. Farrar
in a street fight of quite extraordinary realism, and the movie
lovers throughout the country rejoiced to see America's fairest
prima donna tear the clothes of her opponent and roll over her
and bite her as she lay upon the floor. Each humble member of
these audiences found his vanity tickled in its most sensitive spot.
Besides the love of a fight, he saw a famous figure, whose name
and picture fill weekly columns in the newspapers, bring herself
down most democratically to his level. It was the Colonel's
Lady and Julia O'Grady all over again. The Carmen of Mme.
Geraldine Farrar and John Smith and Mary Jones were of the
same clay, after all!' Happy, happy thought! It made the truck
the less monotonous the next morning and the washing less
wearisome. Mme. Farrar was a sort of movie philanthropist!

And so, fresh from these triumphs,let," but when Mme. Sarah Bernhardt
she brought her Carmen, fight and
all, upon the stage of the Metropolitan
Opera House. She pummelled and bit
and kicked the cigarette girl, slapped
Don Josh's face a resounding whack
which evidently hurt, lay first prone on
the table and then sat cross-legged like
a Turkish odalisque, and finally had
to be held by main force by the tenor
in the scene in the mountains. The au-

undertakes to give a sort of female
impersonation of a mad neurasthenic
we are justified in saying that she is
not playing the game. And just so in
hpr Carmen of last Thursday night
Mme. Geraldine Farrar did not play
the game.

Before this great opera, as perfect a;(
work of its genre as the world pos¬
sesses, some degree of reverence is
obligatory. We Americans have been

.. accused of a lack of reverence, and
dience, the part that goes to thei Mme. Farrar certainly gave reason for
movies laughed and giggled and ap- 1 that accusation. Yet the audience
plauded. And so perhaps Mme. Farrar , which heard her was composed largely

of Americans, and many of these werethought she was winning a success.
-but it was not in among the first to condemn her exagPerhaps she was

Bizet's "Carmen."
It would be useless to go into an an¬

alysis of the character of Carmen and1
the music of Bizet. They are fixed
quantities with certain well defined
limits. Within these limits imagina¬
tion has the right to play, but the
limits themselves are immovable.I
There are, for instance, many con¬
ceptions and ways of playing "Ham-

gerations. Her Carmen of the gutter
may become a nine days' scandal. It
may even be realistic. But it is not
art. Moreover, it will do Mme. Farrar
no lasting good. The public may at
times be Dete, and it may love sensa¬
tions, but even in the movies there is
probably a limit. Certainly there is a
limit among the cultured music lovers
of New York. Equally certain it was
passed on last Thursday night at the
Metropolitan Opera House.

A Retrospect of
The Operatic Season

A1 Paucity of Interesting Features—Cause of a Stale
Repertory—The New Works—A Profitable

Year Financially.

By H. E. KREHBIEL.
HERE is nothing of weighty moment to be chronicled

touching the season of grand opera which closed at the
1 Metropolitan Opera House last night. It was the thirty-

first season at the sumptuous theatre and the eighth which Signor
Gatti-Casazza has directed. It was three weeks shorter than its im-
Imediate predecessor, the term of twenty weeks having been
set last fall in order to permit the use of the Opera House by the
Diaghileff Russian Ballet, which is to occupy it during the month
of April, while the opera company gives a season of three weeks
in Boston and one week in Atlanta. It began on November 20,
since which time there have been subscription performances on
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings and Satur¬
day afternoons, 100 in all. There have also been special perform¬
ances to the number of twenty-eight, including the customary
benefits for local institutions that have for several years made
it a custom to purchase performances and manage them for their
own profit. Concerning the artistic features of the season all
that it- seems necessary to say will be found in the subjoined rec¬
ord with its tables arranged so as to make a survey of the season's
activities simple and easy. Leaving what is yet to come out of
consideration the season has been a profitable one to the com¬
pany; how profitable we do not know; neither do we feel any
desire to indulge in speculation on the subject. Opera-giving
on the scale practised at the Metropolitan Opera House is a vast
undertaking involving the turning over of over $1,500,000 a year.
Last year there was much apprehension that the war in Europe
would work financial harm to the enterprise. It did in a meas¬
ure, but not extensively. This season, with ample time and op¬
portunity to adjust matters on a new basis, enjoyed by manage¬
ment and public and the general prosperity which the last six
months have brought, the outcome was different. There was a
larger subscription to begin with and more liberal patronage out¬
side of the subscribers. . ,

The contemplation of what has been done from an artistic
point of view does not call for loud encomiums. It is one of the

j consequences of the rut into which the opera has fallen, in which,
indeed, it has wallowed for years, that there is no stability in

( the repertory except .in respect of the most hackneyed operas
and the Wagnerian list, which latter may be said to be essential

!• to the institution's existence. As for the others, represented most
I flagrantly by "Cavalleria Rusticana and Pagliacci, they are
| stable only because they are in the active lists of the popular1 favorites. So long as the public cares only for Caruso or Farrar
I and is indifferent touching the operas in which they appear it is
> not to be expected that the management will be able to convince
1 them of the necessity of increasing their efficiency by adding
I either new works or sterling operas of an earlier day to their
1 repertories. It must therefore be admitted that there has been

'

much to discourage a desire for novel productions on the part
of Mr. Gatti. He would no doubt be as willing as was Mr. Grau
to freshen his list if the subscribers were less insistent than they

'

are upon pursuing their fad of worshipping at the feet of the
o-ods and goddesses of their idolatry. The success of the Wag¬
nerian list and such works as "Boris Godounoff" and "L'Amore
dei tre Re." in which there was no exploitation of the favorites,
might have been pursued further than it was if it were not for
the fact that the system upon which the management is bent
(no doubt in response to the wishes of the subscribers) compels
the distribution of the services of singers like Caruso, Farrar,
and this season, for want of somebody better, Mme. Barrientos,
as extensively as possible over all the subscription dates of the
week.

The one addition to the season s repertory which met with
real warmth was Saint-Saens's "Samson et Dalila," which had
been heard only once before at the Metropolitan Opera House
many years ago (and then in a slipshod performance); but it was
in no sense a novelty. Its music was familiar from concert-room
performances, and it had been given in a fairly satisfactory manner
by Mr. Hammerstein's people at the Manhattan Opera House.
To the subscribers "Rheingold," which this year found itself in
the subscription list for the first time since the German regime,
was quite as much of a novelty. A long lapse of time between
its first English production in New York and its revival in the
original German version of Goetz's "Taming of the Shrew" pre¬
vents that opera from being put in the same category. The only
real novelties were the Russian opera "Prince Igor" and the
Spanish "Goyescas." The conditions of the latter production
were so unusual that they cannot form a precedent, nor is it likely
that the opera will be heard of again. With all the charm of its
Spanish dance rhythms it is too sadly lacking in dramatic quality
to have vitality. It was a singular conceit that a set of pianoforte
pieces might be transformed into an opera by orchestrating them
and imposing choruses upon them. Liszt made symphonic
poems out of some of his pianoforte studies, but Senor Granados's
effort went beyond that. "Prince Igor" was handicapped by the
success won by "Boris Godounoff," a much finer work also in¬
spired by the spirit of Slavic folksong. Nevertheless it was well
worth producing and would be well worth' preserving in the
standard list at the Metropolitan Opera House if conditions were
not those whfch have already been discussed. The loss of'

• -.L - ■ J,... ' L'MfiM'nwi W. WlMlr

"L'Amore dei tre Re" was deplorable, and equally deplorable
the circumstance which brought it about. This was the illness
of Mile. Bori, who had rightly been hailed as a valuable acquisi¬
tion to the Metropolitan forces by critics and public alike. She
represented the element upon which the betterment of our
operatic conditions largely depends. Goetz's opera, "Der
Widerspanstigen Zahmung," came too late in the season to re¬
ceive fair judgment from the public. As a contribution to the
Shakespearian Tercentenary it came too late to be of real conse¬
quence, and a more welcome tribute would have been a fine re¬
vival of either "Otello" or "Falstaff," works which seem to fright
the souls of the Metropolitan singers.

Details of the Metropolitan Company's Activities.
There are good reasons for keeping

a separate record of the subscription
performances and those which were
given outside of the subscription dates.
One of the reasons is that the second
list affords a better test of popular
appreciation than the first, which is
largely a matter of fad and fashion.
The subscription is made practically
without regard to the character of the
works to be given; the patronage on
the special occasions, especially the
Saturday night performances at re¬
duced prices of admission, depends
upon the interest aroused by the operas
which are given. The difference in
the taste of the patrons of the two sets
of performances is reflected to a large
extent in the fact.that whereas the rep¬
resentations in Italian and German,
brought into comparative relationship,
were as 58 to 33 in the subscription
season, they were as 28 to 28 in the
extra list. The relative popularity of
operas can also be studied by a com¬
parison of the two lists and the grand
summary which follows them.

The Subscription Season.
The following table shows the total

number of representations on the .

nights and afternoons of the subscrip¬
tion season, beginning on November
15 and ending April 1, the date of first
performances and the total represen- '
tations received by each opera:
Samson et Dalila Not. 15 5 1
Boris Godounoff Nov. 17 5
GotterdSmmerung Nov. 18 2
La Bohfeme Nov. 19 4
Dec Rosenkavalier Nov. 20 5
II Barbiere dl Siviglia Nov. '25 3
Lohengrin Nov. 26 4
Tosca Nov. 27 3
Tristan und Isolde Dec. 1 4
Cavalleria Rusticana Dec. 2 3
Pagliacci Dec.

Hansel und Gretel, March 1, special
matinee.

Pagliacci, March 1, special matinee.
A'ida, March 4, Saturday popular.
II Barbiere di Siviglia, March 11, Sat¬

urday popular.
Mixed bill, March 16, benefit of emer¬

gency fund.
Die Waikiire, March 18, Saturday

popular.
Aida, March 24, special matinee. ,
La Sonnambula, March 25, Saturday

popular.
Madama Butterfly, March 30, special

matinee.
Siegfried, April 1, Saturday popular.

Summary.

Operas by Italian composers J
Operas by German composers »
Opera by Russian composer *
Opera by Spanish composer *
Total operas fx
Performances in German
Performances in Italian a*
Performance in Spanish j
Mixed bill i
Double bills
Total evenings and afternoons
Total operatic representations ^

Finally, we have in the following list
a complete summary of all the doings
between November 15 and April 1, in¬
clusive, at the Metropolitan Opera
House, except the nineteen Sunday
night concerts, which do not concern us
at this time.

Grand Summary.

IL»i

II Trovatore
Die Zauberflote
Aid a

Marta
Manon
pie WalWlr# ..
La Traviata
Prince Igor
Madama Butterfly

3
2
2
4
4
5
5
2 (o 1

Dec. 4
Dee. 8
Dec. 9
Dec. 11
DSc. 15
Dec. 16

...«»%•« .Dec. 22
Deo. 30

, _ Dec. 31
Un Ball© in Maschera Jan. 1
Manon Lescaut Jan. 6
Die Meistersinger Jan. 7
Siegfried Jan. 15
Hansel und Gretel Jan. 19
Goyescas Jan. 28
Lucia di Lammermoor Jan. 31
Rigoletto Feb. 11
Carmen Feb. 17
Daa Rheingold Feb. 18
La Sonnambula Mar. 3
Der Widerspanstigen ZShmung Mar. 15 2
Mme. Sans-G6ne Mar. 17 2

Summary-.
Operas by Italian composers 15
Operas by German composers 12 ;
Operas by French composers 3
Operas by Russian composers 2 ,
Opera by Spanish composer 1
Performances in Italian 58
Performances in German S3
Performances in French 11
Performances in Spanish 4
Total nights and afternoons 100
Double bills 6
Total representations of operas 106

To a complete understanding of the
differences between the records con¬
cerned with the nationality of the com¬
posers it must be said that the operas
of the two Russian composers were per¬
formed in Italian, as was also that of
the German Flotow. It is a little diffi-

Opera. ) Composer.
Afda Verdi
Un Ballo in Maschera... Verdi
Barbiere di Siviglia Rossini
Bohfcme Puccini
Boris Godounoff Mousorgsky
Carmen Bizet
Cavalleria rusticana Mascagnl
Gotterd&mmerung Wagner
Goyescas Gran ados .........
Hansel und Gretel Uuraperdlnck
Lohengrin ^ag«ne5*«
Lucia di Lammermoor Donizetti
Madama Butterfly Puccini

Times.
7

Madame Sans-Gfine
Manon
Manon Lescaut
Marta
Meistersinger .

Mixed bill ....

Pagliacci
Parsifal
Prince Igor
Rheingold

. Giordano 2
.... Massenet

Puccini
.... Fiotow

Wagner

. .V ...

Rigoletto
Rose:

cult for most opera-goers to think of
"Martha" as a German work. The dif¬
ference between the number of sub¬
scription occasions and the number of
operatic representations is explained
by the performances in which two
operas were on the programme.

Leoncavallo
Wagner
Borodin ...

Wagner
Verdi

Rosenkavalier *
Samson et Da.UU Saint-Saras
Siegfried S'Wwr ...
Sonnambula Bellini ....
Tosca Puccini
Trartata Verdi
Tristan und Isolde \\agner
Trovatore Verdi
Waikiire Wagner ...
Widerspanstigen Zah-

mung Goetz
^'auberfldte Mozart

Recapitulation.
Italian composers represented
German composers represented
French composers represented
Russian composers represented
Spanish composer represented
Operas by Italian composers
Operas by German composers
Operas by French composers
Operas by Russian composers
Opera by Spanish composer
Performances in Italian
Performances in German
Performances in French
Performances in Spanish j»

| Double bills presented 8
< Mixed biU presented *

Total number of operas presented 34
1 Total number of evenings and afternoons 128
'

Total number of full operatic performances 136
To realize all the activities of the

j Metropolitan Opera forces one must
I add to the above record that of ten
! performances in the opera house in the
1 Borough of Brooklyn and fourteen per¬
formances at the Metropolitan Opera
House in Philadelphia. The operas
given in Brooklyn were "II Trovatore,"

Extra and Special Performances. jj fgoris ^odo^noff," ^DU
A'ida, November 20, Saturday popu- "Tristan und Isolde," "Manon," "Die

lar. -1 Meistersinger" and "Lucia di Lammer-
Parsifal, November 26, Thanksgiving ■ m0or."

n .V Wi nf tn ftADay matinee.
Madama Butterfly, December 11, ben¬

efit of Italian Hospital.
Hansel und Gretel, December 24,

Christmas Eve matinee.
Parsifal, December SI, New Year's

! Day matinee.
La Boheme, January 1, Saturday pop¬

ular.
II Trovatore, January 8, Saturday

popular.
Alda, January 15, benefit of French

I Hospital.
Die Meistersinger, January 02, bene¬

fit of German Press Club,
Lohengrin, January 29, Saturday pop¬

ular.
Das Rheingold, February 8, Nibelung

cycle matinee.
Un Ballo in Maschera, February 6,

Saturday popular.
Tie Waikiire, February 10, Nibelung

cycle matinee.
Tristan und Isolde, February 12, Sat¬

urday popular.
II Siegfried, February 17, Nibelung

cycle matinee.
Boris Godouncff, February 19, Satur-

$5 day popular.
if Parsifal, February 22, Washington's

Birthday matinee.
Gotterdammerung, February 24, Nibe¬

lung cycle matinee.
Cavalleria Rusticana, February 26,

Saturday popular.
Goyescas, February 26, Saturday pop-

I ular.
"ifil . . ..

.V

mm

Reflections on the Record.
A novel work or a new singer is gen¬

erally the reason if an opera is set
down for all the subscription perform¬
ances of a week. The season, however,
is not long enough to enable the man¬
agement to treat, all classes alike, and
the list generally shows a compromise,
the obvious aim of Mr. Gatti being to
be fair toward all in the matter of pop¬
ular works and to be absolutely impar¬
tial in the distribution of the popular
singers. Signor 'Caruso naturally ex¬
cites the greatest jealousy among the
various groups of subscribers, and it is
his .presence in the cast more than the
intrinsic interest felt in a novelty'
which determines the works which
must be heard through the week, which f
means five times. If a new feature io
the repertory fails to make the rounds :
it is generally because Signor Carusu
is not in it. This was the case this
year with "Goyescas," which was de¬
nied the Saturday afternoon audiences.
Had it been given in companionship
with "Pagliacci" on that day it would
have swelled the number of Signor Ca¬
ruso's appearances unduly. As it is,
while he sang six times in the course
of the season at the different evening
performances in the work, he sang
eight times on Saturday afternoons.

The operas which were heard by all
of the subscription audiences were
"Samson et Dalila," "Boris Godounoff."

summJ uesire in a manner tnat it would be

of t!
ill



this battle with the Indians and the charg¬
ing cavalrymen that brought forth the en¬
thusiasm of the audience and furnished a

spectacle that was well worth witnessing.
Taken as a whole it was a mighty good
picture worthy of the name of Griffith.

TRIANGLE DEBUT BRILLIANT SUCCESS
Offerings from Griffith, Ince and Sennett Studios Receive Enthusiastic Reception —

Many Notables at Initial Performance

ern cave-man to

«* ^that of civiliza"mf W - ation. "Chuck"
„ -*? JW J* . loses his heart at
y <40^ | jmBr Mm1%, sight, but the girl

\ jHHw: .■ T / 'H/ will have nothing to
n \ jHpE^R. IMfe k / . k do with him, calling
,hea- to| ippwr* him an uncouth barba-froad- ^ IPP JP y fuHHmW rian. In true cave-manfrom ^ W w > |^^HH/ fashion "Chuck" kidnapsntsana ^ jT ^is mate an(i carries her
'5° to("s-fv BSg ^ wf off to the distant^cabin of a

edy drama with a methods of hand's and fingernails in
ncn served to intro- VraH| j ipMB^ order to impress upon the other womanks to the screen, and ... £Z J y Mfl -W that she is to leave her man alone, is
1Cp5 at Jlerr1:ipLroarr strong and appealing, besides being in-of Raymond Hitchcock tensely dramatic. The return of the two

"A'FAVORITE FOOL"
A Two-Part Farce-Comedy Featuring Eddie 1

Foy and the Seven Little Foys. Pro- ,

duced by the Keystone Company Under
the Direction of Mack Sennett for Re- flease on the Triangle Programme Oct. 3. |

A Son of Rest Eddie Foy
A Trapeze Performer Polly Moran ,

Her Children The Seven Little Foys '
A Ringmaster Charles Arling f
A Farmer's Wife Mae Busch ;

Eddie Foy has become a regular moving :
picture actor, perfectly willing to risk life !
and limb in order to obtain a laugh. In \
this one comedy he is made to do more
stunts than a whole life on the legitimate ,

stage entailed. Whether it be on the stage
or in pictures, Eddie Foy is the same Eddie '
Foy, with the same peculiar brand of funny
mannerisms, expressions and gestures, and
in this production he uses all of them to
telling and amusing effect. He is most
ably assisted by the seven little Foys and a
strong competent company. Many unusual
and novel effects have been introduced in
this offering, which is more of a burlesque
melodrama than it is a farce-comedy, and
like all Sennett productions has a quickly
accentuated finale in which a circus is
struck by a tornado. Besides being ex¬
tremely realistic it is also very funny and
is a mighty unusual effect. It is ably
handled, the photography showing the
storm with the rain pouring down in tor¬
rents being particularly well done.

The story has little that is interesting
in itself, but automatically becomes inter¬
esting and amusing under the treatment ac¬
corded it by Eddie Foy and his able corps

of assistants. A trapeze performer, who I
has been defrauded of her interest in a [
circus marries a tramp, who thinks that he |
is being provided with a meal ticket for
the rest of his life, only to find that in
taking a wife he has also acquired seven
children. Several amusing complications [
result, and in the end the tramp by protean
feats of strength is able to circumvent the
villain and restore the circus to his loving 1
wife and her horde of progeny. E.

"THE IRON STRAIN"
A THve-Part Production of C. Gardner Sul¬

livan's Story of the Same Name. Featur¬
ing Pustin Farnum and Enid Markey.
Produced by the Triangle Film Corpora¬
tion Fnder the Supervision of Thomas H.
Ince, for Release on the Triangle Pro¬
gramme, Sept. 23.

Chuck Hemmimrway Dustin Fnrnum
Octavia Vnn Ness Enid Markey
Ezra Whitney Charles K. Fronch
Mrs. Courtney Van Ness Truly Shnttuck
Kitty Molloy Louise Glaum

"The Iron Strain" is a study in femi¬nine psychology, a modernized version of
Shakespeare's " Thq Taming of the Shrew,"set amid the scenic splendors of Alaska.
As such it forms a good picture with a
number of outstanding features that placewell above the ordinary. But the most
outstanding feature is the clear and beau¬
tiful photography and the great artistic
judgment shown in the selection of the
scenic grandeurs which the camera repro¬duces in a manner that calls for the high-est.commendation to both the camera man
and the director.

"STOLEN MAGIC"
A Two-Part Farce-Comedy Featuring Ray¬

mond Hitchcock and Mabel Normand.
Produced by the Keystone Company Un¬
der the Direction of Mack Sennett for
Release on the Triangle Programme Oct. 3.

A Learned Orphidologist . . . Raymond Hitchcock
His Old Friend Mack Sennett
The Friend's Wife Mabel Normand
The Mother-in-Law Alice Davenport
A Brahmin Frank Hayes

" Stolen Magic" is a typical Mack Sen¬
nett slap-stick farce-comedy with the added
feature of Raymond Hitchcock in the lead¬
ing role. With such a trio as Hitchcock.
Sennett, and Mabel Normand the result is
sure to be laughable, not so much the ma¬
terial itself as the manner in which it is
done. It must be said in justice, however,
that Hitchcock is not nearly as funny in

Mack Sennett in " My Valet." Frank Keenan in " The Coward."Douglas Fairbanks in " The Lamb.
THREE STARS WHO WILL BE SEEN IN EARLY TRIANGLE FILMS AT THE KNICKERBOCKER THEATER,

pictures as he is on the stage, and this is
largely because the peculiar Hitchcock
voice 'is missing. His mannerisms and ges-

l tures, his accentuated awkwardness, is the
I same, but the voice with its peculiar nasal

drawl that adds the finishing touch to his
other accomplishments is not there. And

■ because of it he does not make the impres¬
sion that one would naturally expect after

k seeing his work on the musical comedy
stage. It is the same Hitchcock and yet
it is not. The voice, the earmark of per-

\ sonality, is missing.
The offering has little or no plot and

'
concerns the amusing adventures of an
opbidologist, or student of snakes, at a

S country house party. Mack Sennett is his
n! usually funny self and he is aided and
I abetted by the pulchritudinous and well-
fi built Mabel Normand. Taken all in all, it

is a good, amusing offering of its class.
^

"OLD HEIDELBERG"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written and

Produced by John Emerson and Featuring
Dorothy Gish. Produced by the Fine
Arts Film Company Under the Direct
Supervision of D. W. Griffith, for Re¬
lease on the Triangle Programme, Oct. 3.

Prince Karl of Rutania Wallace Reid
Kathie Dorothy Gish
Dr. Juttner Karl Fornes. Jr.
Lutz Eric Von Stroheim
Karl Bilz Raymond Wells
Von Wendell J. W. McDermott
Kellerman James Gibson
Ruder Franklin Arbuckle
Frau Ruder Mrs. Madge Hunt
Prince Rudolf Erik von Titzau
Kathie's Mother Kate Toncray

To any one who has ever been so for
tunate as to spend any considerable amount
of time at Heidelberg this picture will serve
as a means of taking them back there. It
has been so realistically produced that for
a moment one almost imagines that Broad¬
way and its trench-like subway has been
left thousands of miles behind and in place
of it has appeared the century old " Stu-
dentten Strasse " in the peaceful old univer¬
sity town. Realism is the keynote of the
picture from start to finish and John Emer¬
son, the author and director, deserves the
utmost praise for the manner in which he

trayals of fear that we have ever wit¬
nessed. It was masterly in conception and
execution and so vivid and real that the
psychological workings of his brain were as
patent to the onlooker as though he could
actually see the process of thought. He
deserves the utmost credit for the able
manner in which he has handled this ex¬
ceedingly difficult part.

Although Thomas H. Ince has taken an
old theme and an old plot and one that has
previously been done in pictures, still he
has handled his subject in a manner that
makes it appear entirely new, and with the
incorporation of a few spectacular scenes,
extremely well done by the way, revivified
it so that it is entirely refreshing. The
picture teems with excitement, reaching a
climax when the coward, realizing the enor¬
mity of his conduct, obtains the plans of
the Union generals and escapes with them
to the Confederate lines. As he is escaping
on a galloping horse pursued by a band of
Federal cavalry, he attempts to cross a
narrow footbridge and is shot by his own
father. The shot throws the horse out of
balance and both horse and rider turn a
complete somersault in the air and land in
the water below. It was the best fall of
the multitudinous we have witnessed.

The story is a keen study in character,
with the addition of thrills and excitement.
At the outbreak of the Civil War the only
son of a proud old Southern colonel, a vet¬
eran of the Mexican War, cannot overcome
his fear of himself, the fear of being afraid.
He is forced to enlist by his father, who
marches him to the recruiting station at
the point of a pistol, but fear cannot be
conquered in this manner, and on his first
lonelv picket, driven frantic by the noises
of the night, he deserts. His old father
takes his place in the ranks, though en¬
titled to a general's commission, saying
that there is a Private Winslow on the
company roll and there must be somebody
there to answer to the name. The Federal
generals use the old family mansion as a
headquarters and the son overhears their
plans. A reaction sets in and in a spectac¬
ular manner he holds up the whole room
full of generals, steals their plans and

escapes to the Confederate lines, where his
information is able to set things in motion

has pictured the lighter side of student life. I so that the Union forces suffer an
The story is strong and intensely pa- minious defeat. The coward has touna

thetic. There are not many motion pictures himself and proved to be a nero. ±ne
that can move an audience to tears, yet as battle scenes have been particularly we
the pretty Dorothy Gish bids her Prince staged and the photography is of the kind
good-by for the last time there was
perceptible sound of sniffling throughout
the whole audience at the Knickerbocker
Theater, where the picture was first shown.

It would be most unfair to single any
one member from out of the cast for es-

special praise as they all were most con¬
sistently good. Dorothy Gish made a pret¬
ty and pathetic Kathie while Wallace Reid,
in the language of a young school girl,
made a perfectly charming Prince. Karl
Fornes, Jr., gave an able characterization

lj of Dr. Juttner, the wholly human tutor
« while Eric von Stroheim was good as the
1 dignified and loyal valet. The balance of
1 the cast were equally good in their res-
l pective parts.

The story is based on the strong and
j pathetic theme of the conflict between love
: and duty. Through the early life of Prince
! Karl, the heir to the throne of Rutania,
there appears at frequent intervals the

j person of Kathie, a beautiful young girl,
the daughter of a common soldier. When
he goes to Heidelberg to complete his stu¬
dies he again finds her there, the niece of
the landlord of the little hotel at which

j he stops. As they have both reached the| age of adolescence they fall in love and for

I a few happy mouths Karl is able to forgetthat he is a Prince and live the careless,
care-free life of a student. Then a crisis
arises in the affairs of his country and he
is called back to the palace, where he is
effectual in preventing his country from

that brings forth enthusiastic comment.
E.

as Santa Anna, Tom Wilson as Sam Hous¬
ton, A. D. Sears as David Crockett. Alfred
Paget as James Bowie. John Dillon as
Colonel Travis, Fred Burns as Captain
Dickinson, Ora Carew as Mrs. Dickinson,
and .Tuanita Hanson as an old soldier's
daughter. The photography throughout
was of the particular Griffith brand of ex¬
cellence.

The Ince contribution is an original ^drama written by C. Gardner Sullivan in *
collaboration with Thomas H. Ince and.1
staged under the direction of Scott Sid-;1
ney and the supervision of Mr. Ince. It is"
a society drama, dealing with married dife. t
and while it is not a preachment, still itj:
causes plenty of food for thought. Julia :
Dean in the leading role is pleasing at all P;
times, and shows with a delightfulness that V
is charming to witness her accomplished f
ability as an actress. She was ablv sup-1
ported by Howard Hickman as Weston •

Rossmore, the husband. Thelma Slater, is
the child part of Viola Rossmore, and Eliz¬
abeth Burbridge as Antoinette, the sister.
Louise Glaum was the other woman in the ,

cast, and whereas no fault can be found,
with her acting, for some unknown reason 1
or other she did not look as beautiful in
this picture as in some others that we have p
seen her in. and this was more or less of a J<
disappointment. There was something the \matter with the make-up on her lips that
seemed to change the whole expression of p
her face. As a seductive woman, she was 01
very alluring, however.

Scott Sidney, the director, has produced pj • *.• w
a thoroughly good picture from a technical 11 miner? the instigation of Doc Hardy,
and artistic standpoint. He has shown a ! nronriet.or of the Mmhiintr sninrm «nri
wealth of beautiful and elaborate interior [settings, and has staged some ensemble ef- ^
fects that were a marvel of beauty. The P
photography throughout was most excel¬
lent.

The story takes the old adage relative to , Tn „ „nrirT.
the sauce for the goose and the gander being 1 '
taken out of the same dish. After six years * • oeen

"THE DISCIPLE"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written

S. Barret McCormick and Thomas
Ince, Featuring William S. Hart. Pro¬
duced by the Kay-Bee under the Direct
Supervision of Thomas H. Ince for Re¬
lease on the Triangle Programme Oct. 17.

Jim Houston William S. Hart
Mary Houston Dorothy Dalton
Doc Hardy Robert McKim
Alice Houston Thelma Slater
Birdshot Bivens Charles K. French ;h-

Reminiscent of the days of which Brete ! '
Harte wrote " The Disciple" is a strong,
stirring, exposition of primitive human
emotions, and though it is only another
drama written along the lines of the eternal
triangle still this much used theme seems '
to acquire new strength when given the
rough setting of the great uncouth west !
in the days of its making.

The picture is replete with intensely -
dramatic situations, each one serving only to
as the forerunner of a stronger one to
follow. That they were so admirably '
handled by William S. Hart and Dorothy >n
Dalton is one of the reasons for the success
of the picture, although it may be said of > '
the former that he showed a slight in- h"
clination to pose. A little acceleration of
the action on his part would have made the
picture not only stronger but more enjoy¬
able. Dorothy Dalton scored, as the pretty
young wife of the missionary, whose wish- j^
bone was where her backbone ought to be.
In the early scenes where she was called
upon to depict the frailty of a woman in- :
herently lacking in will power, she was .

winsome, graceful, and pretty, and in the r
latter scenes where she is suddenly made ,
to realize by the near death of her child
that she is above all things a wife and >,
mother first, she sounded the emotional - t

depths in a manner that was delightful
to witness. Miss Dalton is a newcomer on
the Triangle programme but it is to be
hoped that her face will be seen soon
again. Robert Mc Kim as the educated man ,

of breeding turned gambler gave a thor- , ^
oughly able characterization, and Charles ,

K. French showed his thorough training as j*
an actor in the able manner in which he
handled the small role of Birdshot Bivens. L
Thelma Slater as the little child won the
hearts of the women in the audience the
minute her face showed on the screen and
continued to hold them throughout the '
length of the picture.

The picture has been ably directed, there
being a rain storm and tornado scene that
was a marvel of photographic excellence.
The locations were well selected and showed
to advantage the scenic beauties of the i

West, while the detail and realism were •

correct in every feature.
The story is intensely dramatic. Jim '

Houston, an itinerant preacher, with a
strong, dominant, nature, brings the gospel
to Barren Gulch, a rough western mining
camp, and meets with anything but a cor¬
dial reception. Undismayed he builds a_
church by the labor of his hands and the •
sweat of his brow. At the first service

igation of Doc Hardy,
the proprietor of the gambling saloon and
dance hall, try to break up the meeting, but
the preacher by sheer force of will power
causes them to depart like whipped dogs
with their tails between their legs. Later
he visits the dance hall and at the point
of a revolver compels the miners to listen
to a short sermon. During all the time

in the settlement Doc Hardy
of married life Diana Rossmore feels that ^ ¥Sa£}5§ lo55u!° £is ?retuy'
she is loosing the love of her husband. He
neglects her shamefully, and continually

iii weak young wife. While her husband is
o: away forcing the gospel on the miners she

runs about with other women. Af first she H bim. When he learns of ithis anger is so great that he renounces Godtries to win back his love by competing with
the other women, doing the things that thev H fi? W.XA ^1S httle daughter disappears in
do and acting with their mannerisms and - ®everal months later the
gestures. But this is a woeful failure and ' ^ "
furthermore it is an exceedingly bad example
for her five-year-old daughter. Then she

[ t runaway couple hear of his death and come
back to investigate. The gambler leaves
the woman several miles outside the camp

comes to the"conclusion that it is no more 1 , he goes in to
necessary for her to try and hold her hus- ^ a severe

" The Martyrs of the Alamo'
Julia Dean

The Triangle programme at the Knicker¬
bocker Theater for the week, commencing
Sunday, Oct. 24, is a well balanced and at¬
tractive performance with a typical Griffith
spectacle, called " The Martyrs of the
Alamo," showing in great detail this historic
struggle for the independence of Texas from
the grinding rule of that arch tyrant,
Santa Anna; an Ince feature present¬
ing Julia Dean in a comprehensive study
of married life called " Matrimony," and
two of the best Keystone comedies that we
have seen in a long while, one called " His
Father's Footsteps," featuring Ford Sterl¬
ing, and the other, " Fickle Fatty's Fall,"
with Roscoe Arbuckle in the leading role.

The Griffith picture was written by Theo-
dosia Harris and W. Christy Cabanne in
collaboration, and was staged under the di¬
rection of the latter. It deals in a com¬
prehensive and realistic fashion, with heroic
band of martyrs who, in 1835, fought and
bled and died that Texas might eventually
be free from the tyranical rule of Santa
Anna, the dictator of Mexico. The picture
is historically correct in every detail, with

one of the well-knownr - „ each and every
being plunged into the horrors, of war, ] characters who took part in this memorable

1 »"> /I Ai nn* C"A Vl n 1 C f f A TV1 O J'fTT ll A 1 4 14- V\ fn 1 TT nAl'tT'OTTfl/l I 1 \AT rin f-but in doing so he is forced to marry the
Princess of another country. He returns
to Heidelberg for one day for the purpose
of bidding Kathie good-by and then abrupt¬
ly turning away leaves to enter the lonely,

( loveless life of kings. E.
"THE COWARD"

A Five-Part Civil War Drama Featuring
Frank Keenan. Written and Produced
by Thomas H. Ince for Release on the
Triangle Programme Oct. 3.

Colonel Jefferson Beverly Winslow,
Frank Keenan

Frank Winslow Charles Ray
Mrs. Winslow Gertrude Claire
Amy Margaret Gibson
A Negro Servant Nick Cogley
A Confederate Commander .. Charles K. French

The most remarkable thing about this
spectacular feature is the sterling fine
quality of the acting of Frank Keenan.
It is so expressive that one can almost feel
the pain that is tearing the heart of this
proud old Southerner at the disgraceful
conduct of his son. And then follows a
great emotional struggle between paternal
love and pride with pride winning, and
that followed by- complete reaction when
he learns that his son is not a coward but
of the quality and caliber true to the in¬
stincts of race and breeding. It is a mar¬
velous piece of pantomimic acting.

In close pursuit of the featured star for
acting honors was Charles Ray as the son.
He gave one of the most convincing por-

event, faithfuly portraved.
roved hi!

band's love than it is for him to try and
hold hers. So she starts in and pursues his
own tactics, neglects him in every way, and
spends her time almost entirely* in the so¬
ciety of other men. Naturally she is a
beautiful woman and this latter course is »
particularly easy. Soon her husband begins ¥
to open his eves and realizes that his wife t
is gradually drifting away from him. This
causes him to reflect. First he remonstrates '•
strenuously with her, but she answers this %

by saying that she never interfered with
his life and she cannot see by what
right he seeks to interfere with hers. Things
go on in this manner for a while, but at
last the two are brought together at the
birthday dinner of the child, love resumes
its interrupted sway, and the hymeneal
course again pursues the even tenor of its
way along the rose bordered path of hap-

Mack Sennett's offering consists of
two two-reel comedies, both of which are
Very funny, constituting some of the best
and cleanest slapstick work that we have
ever seen this company produce. " His
Father's Footsteps " features Ford Sterling
in the leading role, and he was also res¬
ponsible for the direction, in conjunction
with Charles Parrot. Like all Keystone 1
comedies it starts slowly but ends up with 1

/. thunderstorm comes up, the cabin is struck
and the woman is forced out in the driving
rain. She seeks refuge in a cabin nearby

. only to find that it is that of her hus¬
band. The child is sick and dying with
mountain fever, and in it's delirium has
been calling for its mother. The father
has been on his knees praying in a direct
and fervent appeal to God to make the
mother appear and save the child's life. It
is at this tense moment, as if in direct
answer to his prayer, that she makes her
entrance. The gambler is the only doctor
in the county and the wife forces her
husband to ride into the camp and bring
him. The doctor comes and after working
all night saves the life of the child. In
the cold dawn of the morning the child t
now conscious pleads with her father to
allow her mother to remain and the wife
with the feeling of motherhood strong with¬
in her begs his forgiveness. After a short
scene dramatic in its tenseness the forgive¬
ness is given and a reconciliation follows.

E.

"THE SABLE LORCHA"

D. W. Grif
fith lias again'proved his mastery in the
staging of spectacular pictures. His bat¬
tle scenes were shown with a vast expanse
of country for a background, and then
where necessary close-up views of the ac¬
tual hand-to-hand fighting is seen. It was
wonderfully realistic and wonderfully excit-
ing-

The picture starts in at the very begin¬
ning of the trouble between the American
settlers in Texas and the Mexicans, and
shows in great detail the minor events lead¬
ing up to the revolution. Then the battle
of the Alamo is shown in all of its heroic
detail, with the settlers, men, women, and
children, fighting for their very lives. At
last a breach is made in the walls, and the
hordes of Mexicans pour through and bru¬
tally kill every one in sight with the excep¬
tion of a few of the women, one of whom
is allowed to depart, and the others taken
as toys for Santa Anna to play with. Then
follows scenes of the patriots signing the
Declaration of Independence, and the relief
expedition of General Sam Houston, cul¬
minating in the battle of San Jacinto, when
the Mexicans, caught off their guard, were
praeticallv obliterated. The capture of ,
Santa Anna is shown, and later the sign- L
ing of the treaty granting the independence
of t^e Lone Star State. | . u.

The acting throughout was exceedingly , ^
fine, with the utmost care and attention de- j., .
voted to historical realism. Sam De Grasse, t/

scored as Silent Smith, as did Walter Long

A Five-Part Melodrama Adapted from Hor¬
ace Hazeltine's Novel of the same Name 1

by Chester B. Clapp. Featuring Tully
laughable situations following each" other ti ^ed'^y the rTne^rts^ffm °Companv"with startling rapidity. The scene.showing , ~ Ke DirecUon of Lk'yd Ingham

for Release on the Triangle Programme
Oct. 17. Production supervised by D. W.
Griffith.

Ford Sterling suspended on the side of a
building, many stories above the street, was i)
one of the funniest that we have witnessed e
in a long while. It brought howls of laugh- I
ter from the Knickerbocker audience. The ' '< Tully
story is naturally slight, dealing with a
father, who, when preaching to his young

Marshall
.. Thomas Jefferson

t

Charles Lee

Robert Cameron
Donald Cameron . f

son is' a rigid disciplinarian, but when it c^e^ff Elmer Clifton
comes to practicing that which he preaches Evelyn Loretta Blake I' ' '

Murphy George Pearce
The Detective Hal Wilson
Central Office Man Raymond Wells

"The Sable Lorcha " forms a good melo- ,.

drama and as such it teems with excite- •

ment, sensation, and suspense. It thrills
even the most blas6 and when all is said
and done that is the purpose of an offering
of this kind. Although the final outcome is
never in doubt, for melodramas have a
habit of ending happily with the triumph
of virtue and the destruction of evil, ■
still the element of suspense has been !
handled in such an admirable manner that
for a few perilous moments it looks as.;;, \

..
. if the gentle old philanthropist was going

but just a series of very funny incidents, to pay the penalty for the dastardly crimes I -v

The supporting casts included : Alice Daven- of his blacksheep twin brother. A slight '
port. Bob Vernon, May Emory, Guy Wood- error was the utilization of a boat that;
ward, Minta Durfee, Phyllis Allen, Alfred looked more like an excursion steamer than '
St. John, and Glen Covender. B. the yacht of a millionaire. Otherwise the

picture was ably directed throughout and 1.

takes an entirely different stand. The pic
ture has more really laughable situations
than slapstick and forms a very ludicrous
farce comedy.

" Fickle Fatty's Fall" features Roscoe
Arbuckle and was also directed by him. It
is slapstick from start to finish, but very
funny slapstick, with Roscoe Arbuckle and
Ivy Crosthwaite doing some particularly
ludicrous stunts in a swimming pool. There
is one little vulgar scene that could easily
be eliminated without materially effecting
the fun making possibilities of the picture
and with this exception it was free from
anything that was in the least degree ques¬
tionable. There was no appreciable story

vi jl cv inranc o □c?v. i

now will be place
program

contained some very effective photography.
Tully Marshall carried away all of the

\ acting honors of the production, giving a
portrayal of the blood thirsty and revenge-'
ful oriental, who will allow nothing to
interfere with the achievement .of his con¬

suming desire in a manner that it would be



TmTViniecr andHgeuerallf si
[ difficult to better. His work showed a care-
I ful study of Chinese mannerisms and ges-

I tures and was thoroughly realistic. Thomas
Jefferson was pleasing as the aged philan-

! thropist and the balance of the cast handled

I a half-breed Chinaman, mistakes Robert
Cameron, a wealthy philanthropist, for a

1 man who wronged him several years
previous, and resolves to wreak vengence.
He kidnaps Cameron from his yacht and
concealing him in the underground laby¬
rinth of Chinatown plans his revenge, which

n is to be a duplicate of the crime which
J Cameron is supposed to have committed.
Cameron's twin brother Donald appears, and
Soy seeing him, thinks that Robert Cameron
has escaped, and stabs him. Dying, Don¬
ald confesses that several years previous
he had been engaged with Soy in the busi¬
ness of smuggling Chinese into the United
States. After taking on a particularly
large cargo of the human freight and re-

'

ceiving their passage money Donald had
locked them between decks and then blown
up the junk, called the Sable Lorcha, and
the Chinamen had died like rats in a trap.
With the aid of detectives the place of

;

concealment of Robert Cameron is dis¬
covered and the rescue party enters just
as he is about to experience the same
death which his brother made the China¬
men suffer in the sinking junk. E.

right ptort Weber and Fields afieric
an elaborate society function, where theyboth fall in love with the pretty young
daughter of the hostess. One is favored
and the other seeks to revenge himself. He
plots so that his rival is arrested and con¬
victed, charged with his murder. Then theminor parts in an able and pleasing manner. • wiin ms my1 Thp cfnrv it! etrnn? mill exoitine Sov ( Pretty £irl steps in and aids her lover toI 1WEJJX~ vJOSt I escape from prison ; the rival is caught and

xth Street Theater, Eighty-sixth Street
and Third Avenue, and the Hamilton The¬
ater, 146th Street and Broadway. News¬
papers in Cleveland, Chicago, Baltimore,
Nashville, Houston, Denver, Minneapolis
and other cities report crowds and big ap¬
plause for the plays and stars have marked J
the general inauguration of exhibitor's re¬
leases.

" HER PAINTED HERO "
A Two-Part Slap-Stick Comedy Featuring

Hale Hamilton and Polly Moran. Pro¬
duced by Keystone Under the Direction
of Dick Jones and the Supervision of
Mack Sennett. Released on the Triangle
Programme Oct. 17.

A Property Man Charles Murohy
A Billposter George Summerville
The Irate Father Harry Booker
The Star Hale Hamilton
The Stage Struck Girl Polly Moran

So absurdly foolish in every way that it
is hard to tell what it is all about, this
two-reel slap-stick comedy does anything
but please. Furthermore it had several fea¬
tures that were downright vulgar and were

i so disgusting that they left a bad taste in
the mouth. Vulgarity is never amusing.
The story has to do with a stage-struck girl
who suddenly inherits a fortune. She is
about to marry the property man of the
theater when the star appears, and calling
the wedding off she agrees to back the star
in his next production providing she is
given the part of the heroine. The result
is disastrous but far from funny. At last
the disgusted star throws her over to the L
property man to wed and disappears. E. j

i. about to be hung in his place when the
, lover who, after his escape has ta'-en

refuge in a load of hay, finds that the hay' is for the prison horses and that he is once

j more in durance vile. Naturally, it all
, ends happily and amusingly. The support- „ing cast included Mae Busch, .Toseoh Swick-L

ard, Billie Bennett, Chester Conklin. Mack
, Swain, Guy Woodward, and Frank Opper-

man.

Douglas Fairbanks makes his second ap¬
pearance on the Triangle programme in a
comedy drama called " Double Trouble."
adapted from the novel of Herbert Quick
and staged under the direction of W.
Christy Cabanne. Fairbanks is seen in a
dual role in which the contrast is very
sharply defined and handles it in his usu¬
ally delightful, pleasing manner. He is
ablv supported by Richard Cummings, Olga
Grey. Margery Wilson, Gladys Brockwell.
Monroe Salisbury, W. E. Lowery. Tom
Kennedy. Kate Toncray, and Lillian Lang-don. The picture has been most ably pre¬
sented in the usual Griffith style, with
great care devoted to realistic detail and
the quality of the photography. It is de¬
lightfully humorous from start to finish
and deals with the double life of a young
effeminate Sunday school teacher who as
the result of a blow on the head recovers
consciousness under an entirely different
personality. By the aid of a' hypnotist
either personality is brought to the surface
at will, and the humor results in the at¬
tempt to harmonize the two lives. In the
end the hypnotist is successful in merging
the two personalities into one person, com¬
prising the best characteristics of the two
individuals with all the bad features elim-

NEW TRIANGLE BILL „.LThomas IT. Ince has an absorbingly-in^
teresting picture on the Triangle bill at
the Knickerbocker Theater for the week
commencing Nov. 10 called " Aloha Oe,"
featuring Willard Mack and Enid Markey. -
It is reminiscent of " The Bird of Para- —

dise," in which Laurette Taylor created
such a well-deserved success on the legiti¬
mate stage several seasons ago, and is re¬
plete with the beautiful scenery and the
soft alluring atmosphere of the Southern t,
Pacific. Lillian Gish and Rozsika Dolly
are featured in the D. W. Griffith produc¬
tion, a beautifully-produced exposition of
the old familiar double triangle, while the
Mack Sennett contribution consists of one

very amusing comedy, featuring Raymond £

time his brain has been disordered as aresult of alcohol and when he suddenly
comes to his senses his old life calls tohim. He returns to civilization to findthat his best friend has just married hisfiancee and, remembering the delightful 'lotus-eating life of the South Seas, returnsto his native sweetheart. The pictureteems with a wealth of beautiful scenery Vand most excellent photography. I

" The Lily and the Rose," the name ofthe Griffith production, was produced underthe direction of Paul Powell, and though it
was beautifully staged and replete withthe superexcellent Griffith photography Istill when all is said and done it oniyserved as a vehicle for the sweet and peri- /sive beauty of Lillian Gish. The story hasto do with the old, old double triangle /and though we are free to admit it was V
the best offering of this kind that we have
ever witnessed, still the plot is so very
very old that, irrespective of the beautiful
manner in which it was produced and the
added attraction of the delightful littleGriffith touches, it was rather tiresome.
But as long as there is a stage and as long F
as there is a moving picture these domes-1
tic dramas will be produced, for the public
seems to enjoy them, and when all is saidA V U ' - ' ' - - ~ . ■ -v I

inated. E.

NEW TRIANGLE BILL
Comedy holds the ascendent in the new

Triangle bill at the Knickerbocker Theater .

for the week commencing Sunday. Oct. 31, < with so-called "service
and it is might good comedy at that. Mack
Sennett leads off with two Keystone come¬
dies produced under his supervision that

TRIANGLE SERVICE POPULAR
Over Two Hundred Theaters Already Signed

for Griffith-Ince-Sennett Features
With more theaters coming into line

every day, the Triangle Film Corporation
announces that up to the end of October,
over two hundred playhouses have made
contracts for the Triangle service, the first
programme of which is scheduled for release ,
on Nov. 7 and 8. The Triangle executives i
estimate that the opening of the New Year |
will find double the present number of
theaters using the Griffith-Ince-Sennett out¬
put.

One reason for this is a considerable num¬

ber of the contracts signed thus far are
theaters. Leading

exhibitors like W. H. Kemble of Brooklyn,
...... . F^u.

are excrutiatingly funny to say the least.
One is called " Saved by Wireless," fea¬
tures Mack Swain, aided and abetted by '
Chester Conklin, with Ora Carew to fur- 1
nish the necessary contrast of beauty, and 1
the other introduces that famous old team
of slapstick comedians. Weber and Fields. |
in an offering that fits with exactit^ de j*their peculiar and pleasing style of humor.
It is called "The Best of Enemies." D. W.
Griffith presents a five-reel comedy-drama
adapted from the novel of Herbert Quick,
and featuring Douglas Fairbanks, which
deals in a laughable manner with those
two subjects dear to the heart of the novel-

Jake Wells of Norfolk and Richmond, IIul
sey of Dallas and Houston, expect to wider
out the service from their own immediat<
houses to allied neighboring houses that ap
preciate the enormous prestige and grea
drawing powers of film attractions super
vised by Griffith, Ince, and Sennett.

Looking over the list of more than 20<
Triangle exhibitors, one notes the unusua
number of " big city " legitimate playhouse*
included therein. Thus the Kernan Estat<
interests in Baltimore, represented bj
Messrs. Renton and Schanberger, are re
modeling the Auditorium Theater there foi
the Triangle plays and will keep the hous<
up to the same high standard as their Mary
land Theater, the home of " big time *, j ,. , . . i -j i Id 11(1 J Ilcalcl, LUt 11UII1" Cllllc1st and dramatist dual personality and vaudeville. It is rumored that one of th<aphasia. The contribution of Thomas H. mn<.t ilnMrta„f downtown nlavhouses iiaphasia. ~ ... ,

Ince is a domestic drama based on the f-1
very, very old theme of marital incom- ::l
patibility in which Bessie Barriscale and
Frank Mills are featured.

" Saved by Wireless," the Keystone offer- >
i ing which opens the programme, is a de¬
lightful farce-comedy, with an intricate
and amusing plot. Directed by Walter
Wright, it has been most ably presented
with a wealth of beautiful settings, some
fine ocean scenery, and a well staged scene

'

of a yacht wrecked on a stern and rock-
bound coast. And. in addition, it is very
funny. Mack Swain scores in the leading
role of the chief spy of a foreign govern¬
ment, who is trying to steal the secret code
book of the Secretary of War, while Ches-

*

ter Conklin, as his aid and assistant, who
; later tries to rescue the loving young

couple upon whom the chief spy has cast
the blight of suspicion and planned to
wreck by blowing up their yacht, is his
usual laughable funny self. O-a Carew

was the pretty young girl and Harry Mc-
•i ICoy the young lover who is suspected ot

stealing the book. Others in the cast were
Andrew Anderson as the Butler, Nick Cog-

i ley as the Minister of War, and Walter
f, Klintberg in his long familiar role as Chief
L of the Keystone Police.

" The Golden Claw," the Ince contribu
I tion, is from the story of C. Gardner Sul-
| livan, and has the beautiful Bessie Barris-
} cale in the leading role. It constitutes a1 modern domestic drama old and time worn

most important downtown playhouses ir
Pittsburgh will have the service as soon as
a great attraction, now playing there, com
pletes its run. Poli's will have it in Nev*
Haven, the Mishler and Scherer houses ir
Johnstown and Altoona, the Liberty' ir

, I Cleveland, the Gaiety in Springfield, 111.
the New Isis in Denver, the Minneapolis
in Minneapolis, the Liberty Theaters ir
Seattle and Spokane, the Majestic at Des
Moines, the Proctor houses suburban tc
New York, the Trent in Trenton, the Jake
Wells Theaters in the Eastern South, th6
Crescent (now the Triangle) in Brooklyn,
the Powers in Grand Rapids, the Southern
in Columbus, and many others.

Among the picture magnates who have
taken the Triangle for their distinctively
picture-exhibition theaters may be named
B. S. Moss, A. L. Shakmann, Picker and
Bennett in Manhattan and the Bronx, Na¬
than Ascher, A. M. Andrews, A. Bartelson
in Chicago, Simpson and Gordon in Roches¬
ter, W. A. True in Hartford, C. J. Gross in
Dayton, S. M. Baxter in Denver, J. G. Evins
for Atlanta, T. S. Abernethy for Birming¬
ham, Wassman for Nashville, E. H. Hulsey
for Dallas, Houston, Galveston and Waco,
Jensen for Seattle, and Clune for Southern
California theaters. These are names of

,, exhibitors picked almost at random from
the list.

Small towns as well as medium-sized
ones, and all the large cities, are in the
list. The exhibitor at Plainfield or Water- 4

Glancing off the hypothenuse of the Triangle film we scent "The Lily and the Rose.

of nlot and theme extremely well done, !! town or Moline or Massillon or Gadsden k
withsomeremarkablyfine acting by Be*: »' will of course give only a sixty or ninety
sie Barriscale, Frank Mills, and Truly
Shattuck. The production has been most I
elaborately staged with some wonderfully
beautiful settings and locations. Bessie 1
Barriscale is pleasing at all times, and
besides being very beautiful, shows a depth
of emotionalism in the tenser scenes which |proclaims a good actress. Frank Mills, in
the leading male role, pleased greatly by probably in split programmes,
the very able interpretation he gave to a I Publicity aids to the exhibitor include
difficult and trying role. His facial expres- I The Triangle, a weekly illustrated magazine
sion was such that at all times one knew I packed with news ; weekly illustrated press I
just what he was thinking and feeling. sheets, containing notices of all the plays:
Other members of the cast who pleased J '4 electros showing the stars and stills of each ,
were Wedgewood Nowell. as Graham Hen- [ picture; programme copy, including the
derson the other man in the case ; Truly 1 model theater programmes furnished at cost
Shattuck, as Lucy Hillary, the mercenary if the exhibitors wish them; poster and
mother of the young wife, and Robert N. lobby display drawn and executed by Flagg, H
Dunbar, as Alec Warden. ; __ i ! , Sarg. Covey, Falls, Townsend and other

minute entertainment and the musical fea¬
tures will necessarily be les pretentious £
than such houses as the Auditorium of
Baltimore, can afford ; but the films will be
identical. The small-town patron will get (i
"The Lamb," "The Iron Strain," "My
Valet," and " A Game Old Knight," with
Fairbanks, Farnum, Hitchcock, and Murray, ^

Hitchcock and Roscoe Arbuckle, called" The Village Scandal," and another two-
part comedy called " A Janitor's Wife's
Temptation," in which Fred Mace has the
leading role.

By far the most interesting and absorb-
picture on the programme, however, is the
Ince offering. It contains all of the com-
ponent parts of a good moving-picture l
play, a good story, plenty of action, capa¬
ble acting, and the incidentals of beauti¬
ful scenery, clear, distinct, artistic photog¬
raphy and realistic staging. Perhaps it is
the staging and directing of the picture
that calls forth the most favorable and
enthusiastic comment, although the acting
of Willard Mack would run it a close sec- ]
ond for first honors. The scene showing
the storm at sea with the rain beating „
down in torrents, the schooner rolling so * ^JPP-V ending follows,
that her lee rail and her plunging bow • The Keystone comedy featuring Raymond
clipped the tops off the waves, the swing- Hitchcock is very funny called " The Vil-
ing main boom banging from port to star- la*?e Scandal " and staged under the direc-
board with every lurch of the doomed ves- ► tion of Roscoe Arbuckle. It contains prac-

and done they are tne ones for whom the¬
atrical entertainment is created. Lillian j
Gish in the leading role was pleasing at !
all times. She was most ably supported by
Wilfred Lucas, Rozsika Dolly, Lvola O'Con¬
nor, Cora Drew. Mary Aldcn. Elmer Clif- jton, and William Hinckley. The story tells \
of a wealthy man about town who falls in
love with and marries a sweet, unsophisti¬
cated little country girl. Soon tiring of !|her, he devotes all his time to a celebrated
dancer. The young wife leaves him and jreturns to her home. Later the dancer is g
untrue, and when the husband receives a
note from his wife saying that she has ap- .

plied for a divorce, he realizes the failure
that he has made of his life and commits '
suicide. After several years the young wife
marries her country sweetheart and the |

sel, the crew running up the ratlines to
get the sail off from her, was probably one
of the best bits of realism that was ever
shown on the screen. The scenes showing
the erupting volcano and the rescue of

ticaHy no plot or story, but is just a sue- '
cession of very amusing incidents. It is
also remarkable for the fact that it shows j
the vast contrast between what may be |
called moving picture humor and that of

the native princess from the path of the i the legitimate stage. Roscoe Arbuckle is
burning lava were also extremely well funny but he achieves his laughs with nn
handled, as were the scenes in the native awful effort, while Raymond Hitchcock ob-
village. Willard Mack in the leading role tains the same result with an ease and
gave one of the best characterizations that * " savoir-faire ;f thaj: is delightful to wit-
the screen has ever witnessed. In the

The story deals with the young girl who
marries for money only and drives her hus¬
band by her great extravagance until he
ceases to be a man and becomes only a
money making machine. Later she realizes I
that 'which she has lost in life, that love I
is greater than money. He gets caught in r
the stock market and she sees a chance to I
ruin him financially, and by so doing bring V
him to a realization of the futility of his I
money grubbing life. The plan is success- I'

ful and the picture closes with the young
couple beginning life anew, guided this

I time by love and not money.
" The Best of Enemies " is the name of

the vehicle introducing Weber and Fields
to the Triangle programme, and it is a
typical Weber and Fields offering in which
they incorporate many of the old laugh
producing stunts that made them so popu¬
lar on the legitimate stage. It is a regular
slap-stick farce-comedy, with the addition

poster artists of international note.

THEY GATHER THE MOSS
Triangle Theaters Now Number Over Three

Hundred Throughout the Country
The Triangle Film Corporation list of

theaters now reaches 300 and it is growing
every day. The Eighty-first Street in
Manhattan, the Spooner in the Bronx and
the Triangle in Brooklyn are all playing
to gratifying receipts. The B. S. Moss
chain of theaters in New York will take
up the service beginning Nov. 15. Particu¬
lar interest attaches to the experiment
at the Regent, Harlem's leading theater at
116th Street and Seventh Avenue. Other
Moss houses where the service will be
shown include the Jefferson Theater, Four-
teenth Street and Third Avenue; Eighty-

courtroom scenes he was immense, and
later, as the derelict beachcomber, handled
a difficult part in a most able and com¬
prehensive manner. Enid Markey, in the
leading feminine role, used her beautiful
eyes and attractive smile with telling effect,
and though only given one scene in which
she had a chance to act, seized that one
chance with avidity. Margaret Thompson
pleased in the minor role of a young so¬
ciety girl. Others in the cast were Frank
Borzage, J. Frank Burke and J. Barney
Sherry. The story is strong and has been
well handled. A young lawyer suffers a
nervous breakdown after successfully con¬
ducting a trying murder case and mysteri¬
ously disappears. Later he is shown aboard
a schooner bound for the South Pacific,
and when the vessel is wrecked becomes
a beachcomber on one of the small islands
of .the Polynesian group. There he is suc¬
cessful in rescuing the daughter of the
native chief, who has been offered as
sacrifice to the Fire God supposed to live
in a volcano, from her horrible fate, and
she, thinking that he is the son of the
God, keeps him in the village. All this

savoire faire '
ness. The other Keystone" comedy. " A
Janitor's Wife's Temptation," featuring
Fred Mace was produced under the direc¬
tion of Del Henderson and contains some
very amusing incidents. E.

NEW TRIANGLE BILL
Varied and Pleasing Programme at Knick¬

erbocker Syd Cnaplin Scores in Key¬
stone Comedy. Katharine Kaelred in

1 " The Winged Idol." Frank Campeau
and Dorothy Gish in Griffith Production.
The new programme at the Knickerbocker

Theater for the week commencing Sunday,
Nov. 14 consists of a rattling good Keystone
comedy in four parts featuring Syd Chap¬
lin, that is replete with not only amusing
but thrilling stunts; a Thomas H. Ince fea- r
ture called " The Winged Idol," starring I
Katharine Kaelred, that is exceedingly well J
produced and well acted, and a Griffith B
production entitled " Jordan Is a Hard |Road," featuring Frank Campeau and Dor- B
othy Gish, the story of which has been I
adapted from the novel of the same name p
by ^
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I " A Submarine Pirate''is' the"'hame ofth'el1 four-part Keystone comedy, staged underI the direction of Charles Avery and SydI Chaplin and supervised by Mack Sennett.
» It is not only laughably funnv but thrillingI containing a number of stunts following inI rapid sequence that are usually only seenI in large feature productions. Syd Chaplin■ is fully as funny as his famous brother,I knocks people down, kicks and breaks dishes
I with a nonchalant ease that is truly admi¬rable. Furthermore he takes all kinds and
j manner of risks, many of which are danger-j ous and at the same time excruciatinglyI funny. One of the most amusing things wej have ever seen was to see his terror when
] a submarine started to sink under him and1 he was forced to climb the periscope until
j that, too, disappeared beneath the waves.Another stunt that brought roars of laugh¬ter from the audience was to see him shot

through a torpedo tube hanging on to the
I rear of one of these monsters of destruc¬tion and being dragged through the water

for a considerable distance behind it. The
j story besides being funny is exciting andtells of a waiter who discovers the plans of
< a gang of pirates, who contemplate holding

up a treasure ship with a submarine. Thewaiter dressed in a grotesque admiral's uni¬
form gets command of the undersea craftand attempts to hold up the treasure shipt with many ludicrous results. The sub-

• marine is finally bombarded and sunk by a
f United States gunboat after it has tor-
i pedoed the treasure ship. The supporting I.

company included Glen Cavender. Weslev:Ruggles. and Phyllis Allen.
The Kay-Bee offering, staged under the11direction of Scott Sidney and the super¬vision of Thomas H. Ince, was called " The

; Winged Idol." The story was written by
y C. Gardner Sullivan. The picture as a

whole was exceedingly well put on with some
• very capable acting by Katharine Kaelred
, and House Peters, but when it was finished
it was mighty hard to tell what it was all
about. Mr. Sullivan has not written a clear

I story and it was difficult to determine justwhat his theme was based upon. As near
as we could discover it was a woman who
re-creates a man's soul only to find that inthe end she has built too well, and that theprinciples of rectitude and right living,which she has caused him to give birth too
react against her, and force him to follow
the path of duty. The acting of KatharineKaelred was superb. She gave a character¬
ization of the educated seeress type ofwoman that was exceptionally fine. She
was ably supported by House Peters, in the
role of the wealthy derelict trying to drinkhimself to death. His scenes of semi, fulland over intoxication were well rendered
bits of acting. The picture was staged inthe usual Ince manner, great attention
being devoted to realistic detail, correct andartistic settings, and beautiful photography.The story tells of a Russian seeress who be¬lieves that fate will apprise her of her matewhen he appears in her life. She believes
this soul mate to be Jack Leonard, a mil¬lionaire, who for some unknown reason istrying to drink himself to death. Sheliterally captures him and keeps him cap¬tive in her house until the effects of theliquor have worn off. and then starts to re¬build his soul. Though a seeress, she does
not know that he has a wife and child. Herwork is excellent, his regeneration is com-

plete. All this time she has been working (to make of him a man fit to be her mate tbut the principles of right living, which shehas instilled in him, force him to seek areconciliation with his wfe. The picturehas many dramatic moments that have beenextremely well handled. The supportingcast included Clara Williams, Jacob Sibertand Harry Keenan.
Frank Campeau and Dorothy Gish are I

seen to great advantage in " Jordan is aHard Road to Travel/' adapted from thenovel of Sir Gilbert Parker and staged un¬der the direction of Allan Dwan and the 'supervision of D. W. Griffith. It tells ina pleasing and convincing manner of the 1regeneration of a desperate Western bandit !through the love he hears his motherlessdaughter. It is a thoroughly good picturefrom start to finish with some exceptionallyfine acting on the part of the two stars.The story drags a little in the middle, butends up with a good strong climax in whichthe ex-bandit forced to resume his old
profession goes out in a blaze of glory withhis boots on. The facial expression of* rank Campeau throughout was particularlyable and the director has used closeupswherever possible. Dorothy Gish was her
psual pleasing self, while Owen Moore gavethe finished and well-rounded performancethat characterizes all of his work The
photography was up to the usual Griffithstandard with a wealth of scenic grandeur\to supply the backgrounds. The story tells"of a celebrated bandit who gives his babylaughter to another woman to bring up"hen it is left motherless. Twenty yearsiter with a fortune of $75,000 he decides

3 settle down, and drawn by the lodestone '
or uiofta picks out tB'e same town in North¬
west, where his daughter lives, to spend hisdeclining years in. The girl has made an
ideal of her father, who she believes to be
dead, and the bandit uses every means pos¬sible to keep his parenthood from her.
At a revival meeting he gets religion andhis reform is complete. The girl falls in
love with a young Englishman of noble I
family and it is just about this time that !
three desperados rob the local bank making
way with the ex-bandit's fortune. Think-1
ing that the only reason that the young 'nobleman does not propose to his daughter 1is her lack of wealth he listens to tempta-;tion, and once again donning the black'
mask, robs the express office. He is mor-1 i
tally wounded in the effort but lives long 'enough to see his daughter happy in the' |arms of the young nobleman. The sup-'I
porting cast included Sarah Truax, Ralph 1Lewis, Mabel Wiles, Fred Burns, Lester'
Perry, Jim Kid, Walter Long, and JosephSingleton. E. ;

1). \Y. Griffith has contributed a weird,
soul stirring, spectacle to the new Triangle
Programme at the Knickerbocker Theater
for the week commencing Sunday, Nov. 21,
which besides being a well staged picture,
sends shivers of horror running up and
down the spinal column. It is called "The
Penitentes," and deals with a fanatical
religious sect, which has great power and
popularity during the sixteenth century in
New Mexico. The Ince offering constitutes |
another variation of the old familiar I
triangle, but this time with the addition of I

_a slightly novel feature. It was called I

"The Edge of the Abyss," and contained" a
strong cast including Mary Boland, Robert
McKim, Frank Mills, and Willard Mack.
The Keystone comedy produced under the
supervision of Mack Sennett was ludicrously
funny with numerous original and amusingstunts. It was entitled " The Great Vacuum
Robbery," and featured Charles Murray audSlim Summerville.

" The Penitentes " was adapted from the
novel of It. Ellis Wales by Mary II. O'Con¬
nor, and was staged under the direction of
Jack Conway. Orrin Johnson and Seena
Owen handled the feature roles with great
effect. The picture was replete with the
usual features that go to mark a Griffith
production, realism, wonderful scenic back¬
grounds, clear, distinct and artistic photog¬raphy, correct and capable direction, and.
above ail. the effective grouping of manycharacters in such a manner that the ac¬
tion of the story was never interfered
wirh. Furthermore, the picture contains
a mighty interesting story both from a his¬
torical and dramatic standpoint. It is a
comprehensive exposition of this peculiar
religious sect very similar in its beliefs
and ceremonials to the well-known sect of
the Flagellantes in Italy. Its supreme act
was the crucifixion of one of its members
on Good Friday. The individual so hon¬
ored was nailed to the cross from sunrise
to sunset and the supreme penitence
usually resulted in death, few being strongenough to withstand the ordeal. Orrin
Johnson in the leading role gave a thor¬
oughly able interpretation of the youthfulreligious fanatic ready to bear any sacri¬fice called upon by his faith. He was ablysupported by Seena Owen in the attractive
role of his youthful sweetheart. Others inthe cast were Paul Gilmore as the Mexican
eommandante, Irene Hunt as a wealthyMexican senorita, Josephine Crowell a'sher mother, F. A. Turner as Father Rossi
Charles Clary as Father David, and A II
Sears as the chief brother of the religiousorder.

The story is largely historical and showsin great detail the peculiar ceremonial ofthe order including the annual crucifixion.
It is weird and uncanny and this is addedto by the especially arranged music that
accompanied it. By the strenuous work ofthe catholic priests the order is finallybroken up in a most spectacular manner, atroop of Mexican cavalry being used to res¬
cue the victim from his horrible sacrifice.Other spectacular features were the Indian
massacre and the pulling of the Mexican
eommandante from a galloping horse. A
slight love story has been added to increase '
tne interest.

" The Edge of the Abyss," the Thomas H.
Ince contribution to the week's offering
was written by C. Gardiner Sullivan and
staged under the direction of Walter Ed¬
wards. It constitutes an exposition of t' e
old familiar triangle of two men and a
woman but has been given a new and un¬
usual ending. It is needless to say that it
was elaborately staged, with some verybeautiful settings and the usual clear, dis¬tinct, and artistic photography that has
come to distinguish all of the Triangle pro¬ductions. The story comprises the largestpart of the picture it being of such a nature*

:at there was not much chance for anv
eat degree of acting. The several charac¬

ters in the leading roles handled their parts
in a pleasing and attractive manner, and g Xwhile there was nothing great calling for f Sunlimited praise, still there was nothing at 4 Bwhich the finger of censure could be pointed. a ■'Alma Clayton, a woman of the careless 0 .]butterfly type, breaks her engagement with ,,Neil Webster when she finds that she has > . f
a chance of marrying Wayne Burroughs, a '
brilliant and rising young criminal lawyer.
After the marriage her husband is so busycarving out a niche in the hall of fame for ^ ;himself that he neglects his pretty young'
wife. For diversion she takes up with her L,former sweetheart and is just about to run:,
away with him when a burglar, whom her "
husband had saved from jail for a former w icrime, steps in and preaches her a moral ?■
sermon on the groat wrong she is about to'.
do her husband. His moralizing is effective, < ISthe wife reconsiders, and a reconciliation i
follows.

The Keystone comedy, " The Great Vac-1 j
uum Robbery," staged' under the super-1 '■
vision of Mack Sennett and the direction of 1
Dick Jones, was one of the funniest that
this company has produced. Though there | ;
was plenty of falling and knocking about. ' S
there was a reason for it all, and therefore ! ;
it was amusing. And furthermore there
were a lot of clever and unusual stunts. | i1
especially those in which a vacuum cleaner

figured. Charles Murray and Slim Sum-
inerville never seemed so funny, and they
were most ably aided and abetted by Ed
Kennedy and Louise Fazenda. The story,
which is funny in itself, deals with two
dime novel detectives supposed to protect a
bank from robbery. Two crooks enter, and
by crawling down the ventilator shaft 1
enter the paying teller's cage in the bank *
below and extract the money by means of '
sucking it up through the hose of a vacuum
cleaner. They escape with their loot to a
country hotel, and a veritable comedy of
errors follows, in which crooks, detectives,] police and bank officials chase each other '

) over the entire place with many ludicrousJ results. At last the whole building seems ' ■
to cave in, and one after another the vari- 1

j ous characters fall through a hole in the1';
roof and go down through the building until '

t they land in the cellar. It was a mightyfunny picture. Others in the cast were
Harry Booker, Dixie Chene, and Whalen
Trasli. i ' ;

" Between Men "
Helen Ware makes her bow to Triangle

{)atrons in the new programme at theCnickerbocker Theater for the week com¬
mencing Nov. 28, in a picture that not
only gives her great emotional opportunity,
but has one sensational scene, showing a
fire at sea with the complete destruction
of a yacht, and, further, has some beauti¬
ful scenic effects on a supposedly uninhab¬
ited island. It is a Griffith picture called
" Cross Currents," and is the best screen
subject in which Helen Ware has been
seen. The Ince contribution is a strong
picture, showing a keen business struggle
between two men, and is called "Between
Men," with William S. Hart, House Peters,
and Enid Markey in the leading roles,
while the Keystone comedy, featuring Fred
Mace and called " Crooked to the End,"
was one of the best comedies that this com-

"w



n pany has shown on the Triangle pro-
bB gramme.

" Cross Currents," the Griffith picture,
M was written by Mary H. O'Connor and
| staged under the direction of Francis Gran-': don. It was based on the theme of a

woman's renunciation carried to the great-
est extreme, the voluntary sacrifice of her
life in order that the happiness of her

i younger sister may be assured. It was

H- ; I somewhat of a relief to see Helen WareH j in an offering in which she was not com-
[ I pelled to wade her way through an ocean

J of tears. It is quite the biggest thing that
i has been given .to Miss Ware in pictures,

J with an opportunity for not only her well-
I known emotional capabilities, but also a

ijj chance for a little light comedy, and to say
that she handled it well is being most nig-
gardly with the praise. It was mighty

1 good acting from start to finish, with some
j particularly delightful parts in the lighter

: moments. Teddy Sampson as the younger
J sister gave her usual pleasing performance,

and Courtenay Foote was acceptable as the
j man loved by the two women. Francis
: Grandon has staged the production in a
j thoroughly competent manner, the big sceneI i showing the fire at sea with the sinking

b of the yacht being especially well done.
| j His exterior locations on the supposedly
I i uninhabited island were well chosen and

ji' his interiors, with one exception, well built.| It might be mentioned that executive balls
i] at the White House do not use to any great

g] extent tissue-paper decorations. Such anW\ error was rather surprising in a Griffith pic-
Re ture. Sam De Grasse and Vera Lewis
M handled minor roles capably.
■1 The story is strong and well developed.

' Elizabeth Crane and Paul Beale are se-

left destitute, is forced to sell her bo<
order to obtain food to keep her children
alive. When the husband returns from jail
the wife confesses, and though it is an
awful shock he is big enough not to blame
her. He obtains a positon in the ware¬
house where Waltham is storing up all
kinds of food and late at night inveigles
the capitalist to meet him there, saying that
the police have discovered a dynamite plot.
He captures Waltham and concealing him
in the midst of his stored up food binds
and gags him and leaves him to starve to
death. The picture closes with cases of
food toppling over and smothering the mil¬
lionaire to death.

The Griffith's picture, " Let Katy Do It,"
is a combined light comedy and spectacular
feature of the particular type that only
Griffith can evolve. It was adapted from
Granville Warwick's novel by Bernard Mc-
Conville and was staged under the direction
of C. M. and S. A. Franklin, with Jane Grey
and Tully Marshall in the leading roles.
It might also be called a study in child
psychology, for one of the most delightful
and prominent features of the production
was the exceedingly clever acting of seven
little boys and girls. The spectacular fea¬
tures showing the attack of the Mexican
bandits on an American gold mine and the
rescue by the American guards was staged
in all the effectiveness of massive scenic
backgrounds and quick exciting acting. It
was capably acted by a strong competent
cast which included besides the two stars
Charles West, Ralph Lewis, Walter Long,
Charles Gorman, George Pearce, Lunay
Huntley and the seven children, including
Violet Radcliffe, George Stone, Carman De
Rue, Francis Carpenter, Ninon Fovieri,

cretly engaged, and things are progressing Lloyd Pearl, and Beulah Burns. There
Tflvnrnhlv nntll RH7Qhoth'o VAn t-» rrm* oi o+-/-»*• Troro olcn o la t-rrn tinmhfir nf ho Wnci tttTi non

I favorably until Elizabeth's younger sister,
Flavia, arrives home from school, when
the susceptible Paul loses his heart to her
fresh young beauty. Elizabeth considers
it her duty to renounce her love. Later,
on a cruise the yacht catches fire and sinks.
Elizabeth and Paul drift ashore on an un¬
inhabited island, while Flavia is picked up
by a freight steamer. Believing they will
never will be rescued, the two give full vent
to their love and are supremely happy.
Flavia gives birth to a baby, and later in
a dream sees Elizabeth on the island. She
forms a rescue party, but Elizabeth, seeing
them land and seeing the baby, tells Paul
that his duty is to his wife and child, and

y walks to her death into the sea.The Ince picture, " Between Men," was
1 written by C. Gardner Sullivan and staged
| under the direction of William S. Hart, who
1, also played the feature role. It was a
| strong, convincing battle, most graphically

told, between a crooked stockbroker and two
wealthy men for the possession of a girl,
but, as is the case in many modern battles

■i i of this kind, it was fought on the Stock
■ ; Exchange. Later the young hero from out

' of the West felt it incumbent upon himself
J to render physical chastisement to the
| crook, and a mighty good realistic scrap

resulted. The picture was most elaborately
staged, containing some of the best interior
photography that has been shown on the
screen. The massed effects were also ex¬

ceedingly well done, especially those show¬
ing the Stock Exchange in action on a day
verging on panic. One of the most pleasing
things about the acting of William S. Hart,
especially noticeable in this picture, is that

1 he is largely a study in quietness. He ob-
j- tains most of his effects by the varying ex-I pression of his eyes. This is not only dif-
I ficult, but it requires mighty good photog-
| raphy to make it effective. House Peters

as the conspiring villain trying to ruin
everybody in signt gave a most capable
performance, as did Enid Markey as the
beautiful young girl causing all the trouble.
Others in the cast were J. Barney Sherry,
Bert Wesner, and Robert McKim.

While the story is not new or original as
to theme or plot, it has been so well done
that this fact assumes minor importance.

i Gregg Livingstone, a wealthy stockbroker.
< makes little progress in his courtship of
) Lina Hampdon, the daughter of a wealthy
! dilletante. In order to force his suit he
i decides to ruin the father, and in this he
j is almost successful. Several years pre-
] vious the father had come to the aid of a
] wealthy western miner at a crucial period,
j and now, in his distress, he calls upon the
j Westerner to help him out. A big financial1 battle develops on the Stock Exchange, in
; which the Westerner, with the aid of a
'

dictograph, wins out. Then follows the
scene in which he feels it incumbent upon

were also a large number of babies, whose
names were not given in the cast.

The story is of the Cinderella type in [
which the younger sister on a Maine farm |
does all the work, while the rest of the [
family stand around and look on. Her
sweetheart becomes so disgusted, because ij
he can never have a moment alone with her, f
that he goes away to Mexico in company I
with her uncle, where they successfully
operate a gold mine. Soon the father and |
mother die and the older sister gets mar- j
ried. After accumulating a family of seven N
children she and her husband are killed at (■

is riotous method of life, dies of apoplexy
on his wedding night. His cremation is
shown in great detail and Janira is just
about to cast herself in the flames when
she is rescued by Dickson. The two escape,
Janira masquerading as Dickson's servant.
All the power of the Indian Government is
used to find the identity of the white man
who ran off with her, and at last just as
Dickson is about to be discovered, Janira
makes a funeral pyre for herself in the
middle of their bungalow and sets the place
on fire. When the soldiers arrive to bring
her into the presence of her father they
find nothing but a charred body. Dickson
is reprimanded and set off to another
station but the whole current of his life
has hPPn changed hv the tragedy.

Three remarkable and unusual pictures
constitute the new Triangle programme at
the Knickerbocker Theater for the week
commencing Sunday, Dec. 19, pictures that
call forth the greatest admiration. 44 The
Despoiler," an Ince offering, presents one
of the most horrible features of war in a
manner so intensely realistic that one is
appalled that such brutality and beastiality
can exist in the world. Frank Keenan has
the feature role, and gives a characteriza¬
tion that is superb, to say the least. De
Wolf Hopper appears in an adaptation of
Cervantes's 44 Don Quixote," which is com¬
plete in every detail; while the Keystone
comedy presents Ford Sterling in a new
role to Triangle patrons, that of a ludi¬
crously funny negro stable groom. Though
the picture is not as sensational by any
manner of means as some of the recent Key¬
stones, still this is compensated for in the
extra quantity of downright fun that has
been incorporated into it. Taken in its
entirety, it is a mighty attractive pro¬
gramme.

Without doubt the greatest impression
will be made by 44 The Despoiler," a hor¬
rible impression, it is true, but still one
that will bring the downright horror of war
home to every person who witnesses the
production. It is an original story written

y J. G. Hawks and Thomas H. Ince, and

!■■■
Plays 1De Wolf Hopper in 44 Don Quixote

a return engagement in the Triangle'Pro
gramme at the Knickerbocker Theater for
the week commencing Dec. 26 or perhaps
it had better be called a continued engage¬
ment as the picture was so popular that
it was held over for a second week. The
balance of the programme is made up of an
extremely funny two-part Keystone comedy
called 44 Dizzy Heights and Daring Hearts/'
with Chester Conklin in the leading role
and a society drama written by C. Gardner
Sullivan called 44 The Conquerer " featuring
Willard Mack and Enid Markey.

44 The Conquerer " was produced by Kay-
Bee under the direction or Reginald Barker
and the supervision of Thomas H. Ince,
and is a strong drama of its kind. Though
it offers no great opportunities for emotion¬
al acting for either of the two stars still
it has a story to tell and does it in a com¬
prehensive and convincing manner. The
picture was most admirably produced with
a wealth of beautiful and elaborate settings,
the ball room scenes, those of the stock
exchange in action being particularly well
handled and those with the conservatory
setting being particularly beautiful. The
acting throughout especially that of Willard
Mack was expressive. He handled the part
of a man of obscure surroundings who has
risen to a position of power and influence
in a manner that brought out the bulldog
tenacity of purpose of the character which
he was portraying. Enid Markey in the
leading feminine role gave her usual capable
performance, although there was not
the opportunity for her to use her ex¬
pressive eyes with any degree of effect.
One has become accustomed to her talking
eyes and their omission from a picture in
which she is featured is missed. Others in
the cast were J. Barney Sherry, Margaret
Thompson and Louise Brownell. It would
be well for the person who wrote the sub-
Htles to procure a copy of a book on eti-
quette and^ learn the proper manner of

staged underu the direct supervision of Mr. wording a formal invitation.
Ince. It depicts a condition of events that i Mark Horn is shown as a wolf of Wall
is liable to happen in any country engaged j Street, his power in such that he is slavish- rag
in war; events that have happened in most [ ly courted for fear that he may use this tad
wars since the beginning of history, and J power to ruin those who offend him. He
that will happen as long as this red curse g has risen from the bottom of the social $jf
of civilization lasts. It is nothing more or " ladder several scenes showing him as a boy
less than a visualization of the ravaging of in the slums of the city forced to accept p., , , . . . , 1COO Ui-icixi u. tiouunuukivii ks±. tuv, *.1*. , V*. ill cue SiUIJUb <JJ- LLlt; UilJ iUilCU LU

a railroad crossing, leaving the young girl WOmen by victorious soldiers' men who, by L charity in order to prevent starvation,burdened with the offspring. Her uncle the brutality of their craft, have degener- ; others show him working on the streets j*>
ated to beasts, and who take their pleasure 9 with a gang of laborers and still others as iwrites her to come to Mexico, not realizing

what he is letting himself in for. The house
is attacked by Mexican bandits when every
one is away except the children, but the
youngest of the seven manages to keep the
maurauders at bay until help arrives. It
is a thoroughly good offering.

The Keystone comedy called 44 Fatty and
the Broadway Stars " was staged under the
direction of Roscoe ■ Arbuckle, who also
plays the leading role. It is a succession
of foolishness lasting thirty minutes, .__w ..

it is mighty funny foolishness. The fire1, of the story, but served to lift it from the
scene was particularly well done, and it fl realms of the real to the imaginary, while
would seem as though the Keystone com- 4 it is a subject that is only too real,
pany were perfectly willing to burn down a f. Frank Keenan, in the leading role, gave

I when opportunity offers with the beastiality
of the uncouth brute.

The story has not only been told in a
strong, masterful manner, but one that is

| intensely dramatic as well. It is unfor¬
tunate, however, that the authors saw fit
to weaken their offering by making it all

I appear as a dream, after they had lead up
« to one of the strongest dramatic climaxes '

accession |.;! that could be conceived. This dream effect ['
utes, but p not only weakened the dramatic strength j
Thp firp 1 " " ' • ' "■ ' j i- _

one of the unfortunates in a bread line.
His early life with its poverty and hard- g
ship instills in him an intense hatred of f
the wealthy. When he himself acquires |
great wealth and the power that goes with |
it he insists upon being invited to the f
houses of those he hates and despises in i

up i order that he may insult them. In this

studio building in order to get a good and
sensational picture. Roscoe Arbuckle is a
cleaner around the - studio and the humor
consists of his breaking up the scenes in
which the various stars are working. But
the funniest incident is where he falls
asleep and dreams that the studio catches
fire and that he is the brave hero who
rescues all the beautiful girls and is re¬
warded by being made a star himself. He
awakes to find that he has set some rubbish
on fire with a discarded cigarette, but in¬
stead of being made a star loses his job for
smoking on the premises. It was a good
clean slap-stick comedy, with only the usual
amount of kicking and knocking down that
is to be expected in an offering of this
kind. E.

Missing Links "
Syd Chaplin and " A Submarine Pirate."

with all its fund of humor and sensation,
returns to the Knickerbocker Theater for the
week commencing Sunday, Dec. 12. This
return engagement was necessitated by the
large number of requests that came into the
management for another showing of this
excruciating comedy, which has as one of
its principal attractions, one of the sub¬
marines of the United States Navy. The
Kay-Bee contribution to the programme is
an intense drama of East Indian life staged
in the usual Ince manner, which is quite
remarkable for the sterling work done b;

a marvelous characterization, so complete
in every little detail that one is at loss for |£
words to describe its completeness. It was
the epitome of sensuous beastiality. Enid
Markey scored in the leading feminine role
as the girl who gives herself up in order
that the other women might be saved. She
was realistic in the extreme. Others in the
cast were Charles K. French as Colonel
Damien, Roy Laidlaw as the Mayor, Fanny _

Midgley as the Abbess, and J. Frank Burke'
as the Field Marshal.

Colonel Damien, in command of a wild
body of irregular cavalry, is sent to a
frontier village which has raised a large
sum of money for the enemy, to capture j
the village and confiscate the money. The
mayor refuses to disclose the hiding place,:
and the colonel gives him one hour to turn!
over the money or have the women of thff
vollage, who have taken refuge in tbgf
Abbey, ravaged by the troopers. The mayor

manner he is invited to dinner by Wayne i
Madison and falls in love with his daughter f
Viva. He proposes and is scornfully re- |
jected and in revenge starts to hammer j
her father on the stock exchange. When I
the father is on the verge of ruin the j
daughter consents to sacrifice herself and I
Horn is apprised of the fact. His second I
proposal is couched in such insulting lan- k
guage that the girl with great spirit orders I
him from the house. This so pleases him i
that he lets up on her father and his con¬
duct in turn so excites her admiration that
it would appear as though he would eventu¬
ally win her love.

The Keystone comedy 44 Dizzy Heights
and Daring Hearts " was staged under the
direction of Walter Wright. It is not only
laughably funny but is replete with sensa- r
tional incidents. Chester Conklin is his :

usual funny self and furthermore has
ceased to be vulgar. And wonder upon
wonders he was only knocked down once. |
Dave Anderson acted as his foil and with .

the contrast in the size between the two I
as an aide was responsible for some very
funny situations. Others in the cast were
Nick Coglev,
Mason. Th

Cora Anderson and William
e story has to do with two

refuses, and the troopers hasten to t^V'; representatives of rival foreign governments
Abbey. There the colonel's young daugli-\jr trying to control the output of an aeroplane
ter bargains with the captain of the band, picture is replete with all
provided the other women are spared. Af- kinds of amusing flights, drops from the
ter this has been accomplished the captain ' machine in mid-air, and a thrilling rescue
falls into a drunken sleep, and the girl *n which a young nian is literally lifted
shoots and kills <him. The colonel finds out>-,£rom the top ot a high factory chimney
u by a girl in an aeroplane. Jt was a mighty
that his officer has been killed and orders

„ - y a
An all-star bill, the first of its kind in j Japanese actress, Tsuru Aoki. Henry Wood-

moving pictures, makes up the new Triangle ruff iS featured in the leading male role. The
programme at the Knickerbocker Theater Griffith offering is somewhat of a hodge
for the week commencing Sundav Dec. 5. podge, being a combination of bucolic
The list of prominent players, all seen in comedy, a slight detective yarn, and ro-
the same programme, includes Willard mance. Norman Talmadge and Robert Iiar-
Mack George Fawcett, and Clara Williams ron have the leading roles and the prduction
in an Ince picture called 44 The Corner"; was staged under the direction of Lloyd
Roscoe Arbuckle, Joe Weber, Lew Fields,! Ingraham.
William Collier, Mack Sennett, Sam Ber-1
nard, Joe Jackson, Ford Sterling, Polly
Moran, and Mae Busch in a ridiculously
funny two-part Keystone comedy, called
44 Fatty and the Broadway Stars, ' and Jane
Grey and Tully Marshall in a Griffith s
offering, entitled 44 Let Katy Do It."

The programme is widely varied, the
three pictures being distinct types and each

' The Beckoning Flame " the Kay-Bee pro-

that his murderer be given up. His daugh¬
ter, heavily veiled, stands forth and her
father orders her shot on the spot. Ihe
Mother Superior then orders him to look on
the face of his victim and he discovers that
it is his daughter. In horror he calls off
his men and then wakes up. The whole
thing has been a dream. He countermands
his threat to the mayor, and sounding boots
and saddles leaves the village without ob¬
taining the money.

44 Don Quixote" serves the double pur¬
pose of being an interesting and entertain¬
ing picture and also of bringing a knowl¬
edge of this well-known Spanish classic to
the minds of millions who would never take
the trouble to read the original story of
Cervantes. De Wolf Hopper is at his hest
in the role of the eccentric Spanish noble¬
man, who sought to right the wrongs of the

. j_i- . j.: „ ™o r\f Irnicnr

sensational performance. The rescue came
just in the nick of time for an instant later
the chimney was blown up by little Chester
and the whole structure tumbles to earth
wrecking the factory building. Another ,

1 sensational feature was the blowing up of
a bridge and then having a speeding auto-

i mobile jump the gap. Taken all in all it
was a mighty sensational picture and one
that is well worth seeing. E.

duction staged under the supervision of
Thomas H. Ince was written by C. Gardner
Sullivan. It is a stirring drama of East
Indian life based on the practise of suttee,
common in India until about fifteen or yyklw OVW6Xii, ^ ~

twenty years ago, and one .that it was wor]'(j bv the antiquataed methods of knight
the most difficult for the British Govern- o errantry. it is a good picture throughout,

- ment to stamp out. When an East Indian although it seems unduly long with a slight
mighty good of its "kind. The Ince offering, [ prince died his body was placed on the [j monotony 0f action. It was most ably
which opens the programme, was written funeral pyre, and when the fire was hottest stage(j under the direction of Edward Dn-
bv C Gardner Sullivan and staged under it was the custom for his wife or wives lons with some extremely beautiful exterior
the direction of Walter Edwards. It is to walk in the raging flames and be burned . locationS- The Spanish atmosphere was
based on a strong virile theme and has been ' ^

« -j—Txrnii with nnp or two ex- L ...

efficient Ince manner with a wealth of thp ^suDDortini? cast" included Fay
beautiful settings where necessary to lend Dulcinea. Max Davidson —

startingly well acted with one or two ex_
ceptions. It is a strange fact that most

'

moving picture actors fail to realize that
noise can be seen on the screen even if it
can't be heard, with the result that many
incongruous situations arise. The big scene
between the husband and wife in this pic-

'

ture in which she tells him that she was'

forced to sell her body in order to prevent

as

44THE COQUETTE'S AWAKENING"
(A Two-Part Drama by William Hough,

Featuring Kathlyn Williams. Directed
by Frank Beal. Released by Selig,
Dec. 13.
Seldom has a more powerful, allegorical

short drama been produced. The lesson
that it brings home is one that is bound
to have its effect on a number of our
younger people. The allegory enhances the
Value of the play and its picturization is
vivid. Mr. Le Moyne's portrayal of Father
Time is exceptionally picturesque. The
plot of the story is good, and it has been

! well handled in picturizing. The scenes
are clear and effective, and Kathlyn Wil- i
liams is bewitching in her role.

The story is that of a flirt who gambles
for the hearts of men, one of whom falls

He threat- ir„-_. as Dulcinea, Max Davidson as jSancno desperately in love with her.
an effective background for the action. One panza Rhea Mitchell as Lucinda, Chester i ens to commit suicide. That night the ,
of the most delightful features ot the pro- withev as Don Fernando, Julia Faye as t flirt dreams that Father Time shows her
duction was that the English mannerisms porothea George Walsh as Cardino, Ed- f the error of her ways. Horrified, she t
ami customs; were not overdone as is so ■ ward Di]-, as a muleteer, Carl Stockdale I awakens, to find that her lover has re-
frequently the case. Ihe ^photograpny &g thg alcalde> an(j William Brown as the turned for his gloves, and thoroughly re- f

nentant she tells him that she returns his
The j love. S. p

throughout was clear and distinct and lip . "
+ ^ +-V,rv 11 oil a 1 otanrlnrH flf p-VCpllPTlCP mam- ! XV

her children from starving to death, loses to the .usual standard of excellence main- j Keystone comedy is called
much of its effectiveness because Willard tained m Triangle productions. [ Hunt" and is in two parts. It was stagedSack was doing little things that would Tsuru Aok, in> the, 1-d-g role of Jafxa, , th£ direction of Ford. Sterling, and
under ordinary conditons make noise, when ! the young Indian princess, who escapes im
the iction called for absolute silence, for molation in her husband s funeral pyre
ae wiR is not supposed to know that her" only to be forced in the end to burn her-the wife

TO0m. Willard Mack, can self to death to save her lover, gave a most
also be accused of over acting _ this scene [ effectivei characterization, Jncorp^

vi!
husband is in the room, Willard Mack, can j self to death to save her lover, gave :
nl«so bp accused of over acting this scene I effective characterization, incoipoiat _

to some extent. Clara Williams in the lead-1 her work a wealth of little Oriental man-
in0- feminine role gave an interesting per- nerisms that added greatly to the^value of
formance and George Fawcett scored as the the production as a whole. She ^asily
wealthy-capitalist trying to corner the food | walked awgy wWh^artin^honor^at^

male role gave his usual capable perform-The story is strong and unusual, with a
peculiar and entirely unexpected climax.
David Waltham, a wealthy speculator, uses
his enormous wealth in an endeavor to cor¬
ner the food supply of the country so that
he can raise the price and so accumulate
the greatest fortune in the world. Ihe

I effect of his scheme is shown on the family
of a prosperous working man who first loses
his position and later his savings through
a run on the bank. With his children starv¬
ing he breaks a bakeshop window and steals

I four loaves of bread, for which he is sent to
ljjTe_wmHchrmsefor thirty days. His wife,

Charies "parrott" and supervised by Mack I BLACK FEAR
Sennett From the very beginning it is A Five Part Modern Drama Written and
iauehablv funny and at the same time is a Produced under the Direction of John
mishtv artistic picture, with some very , W. Noble and Featuring Grace ElUston.
beautiful hunt scenes and some good ex- Produced by Rolfe Photoplays, Inc., for
amples of horsemanship. The action is fast Release on the Metro Programme, Dec. 27.
and furious, and amusing scenes follow Lillian Ellsmere Grace Elliston
ea^h other so ouiekly that one is not fin- Mary Ellsmere Grace Valentine '
ished laughing at one before it is necessary Judge Le Roy Edward Brennan ,
to commence^ laughing at ^the next. We Horace Bl^................ .^Paul Evertonnever saw ft ord Sterling in such a tnor Bill Ellsmere John Tansey
oughlv amusing role as that of the negro Mrg> Martindale Mrs. Allan Walker
groom. He is a veritable scream. He was Jake QUbert Edwin Polk
ablv supported bv Guy Woodward as a George Martindale Albert Hackett t
negro chef and Polly Moran as a negro Henry Gilbert Del Lewis ,
maid Others in the cast were Frank Op- John W. Noble read an editorial in one
nerm'an May Emory, Bob Vennon, and Fritz 0f the recent magazines showing the ad-

• " ' There is not space to detail the diction of district messenger bdys to the
ludicrous features of the cocaine habit, and was so impressed that

ance and J. Frank Burke and Lewis Mor
rison scored in their characterizations of
Indian Princes. Others in the cast were
Rhea Mitchell, J. Barney Sherry and Roy
Laidlaw.

The story tells in great detail of the
adventures of Henry Dickson lately arrived .

in India from England and his love affair I techade.
w^firs^invldesher^f^den and^nttiiPfew I ftory "furthermorerit is one of those farce- £e"~sat" down'and"wrote a moving picture? i hJ before he is in- comedy plots that it is necessary to see in play ab0ut the evil. The result is Blackhurried moments he has before he ciate No exhibitor can pos- Fear," and the least that can be said about
wfnUher love The next day sh^is mS?ried sibly make a mistake in booking this pic- it is that it is a mighty good picture of
f mII who on account of ture for it will send his audience away its kind. The subject has been presentedto Prince Chandra, who, on account or ture, i»r E. in a most comprehensive and convincing

Cervantes, to De Wolf Hopper, disguised as Don Q uixote, under the
. stir it the worse it will be." Bk. Ill, Ch. VIII.

i flVK 1 ARTS TBIJ iVasMirmJ *rrnTnr uT uuu. nm t-t* njn
Mastw' is so ,ig « picture, so »v, v Me the laTRIANGLE'S WAR PLAY

"The Flying Torpedo" Shipped East and is
Said to Be a Sensation

ir enti

" The Flying Torpedo,"
the year 1921, has been

a war story of
shipped East and
the Knickerbockerwill soon be disclosed at

Theatre. The Triangle-Fine Arts, in
making this war play, preferred to pack
the material in five reels instead of ex¬

tending it a la the familiar type of military
serial or of a long-reeler taking up an entire
evening.

The motif of an impending foreign in¬
vasion of the United States controls the
action of the piece. In response to an
appeal of the National Defence Board, an
old inventor (Spottiswoode Aitken) perfects
an aerial torpedo controllable by wireless
mechanism. A band of international out¬
laws who sell their booty to foreign govern¬
ments steal the plans and the torpedo itself
and murder the inventor. Prior to his
death he has made one duplicate of the
mechanism. Winthrop Clavering (John
Emerson), enters the action vigorously at
this point. Aided by a clever servant girl
(Bessie Love), his tracing of clues brings
him finally to the crooks's den, whither the
police are summoned and the robbers and
their spoil are taken. Clavering and Haver-
man (W. E. Lawrence) start the manufac¬
ture of the torpedo. An army of yellow
men from the Far East invade the West
Coast. The deadly swarm of novel mis¬
siles annihilates most of the enemy, and
those that are not killed are driven back
ignominiously to their ships, thus removing
forever the threat of foreign invasion of
these shores.

The exciting war scenes of "The Flying
Torpedo " were directed under D. W. Grif¬
fith's supervision by W. Christy Cabanne,
whilst the earlier scenes were staged by
Jack O'Brien. Besides Mr. Emerson, the
star, and those already mentioned, the cast
includes Ralph Lewis, Fred J. Butler, Ray¬
mond Wells, Viola Barry and Lucille
Younge. The working title of the story
was, " The Scarlet Band," changed to *' The
Flying Torpedo " recently.
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This doesn't suggest basel But

.. Roy Hauck
Henry Grady

Fan Bourke
. . . Doris Farrinuton

George Henry
Mabel Wright

Harry Six
Peter Conroy

story.)
By Himself
By Himself

. . . Claire Mersereau
. . Rita Ross Donlin

. . . . Charles Mather
Thornton Friel

. . . . George Sullivan
. Frank Frayne. Jr.

" RIGHT OFF THE BAT "
A Five-Part Comedy-Drama, Featuring MikeDonlin and Written by Albert S. LeVino.

Produced by the Arrow Film Corpor¬ation, Under the Direction of IlughReticker. To Be Released.
(Prologue.)

Young Mike Donlon
His Father
His Mother
Little Viola Bradley
Her Father
Her Mother
Archie. Mike's rival
Town Marshal

(In the main
Mike Donlin
John J. McGraw
Viola Bradley
Lucy, Viola's friend
Tom. Bradley's secretary .

Evans. McGraw's scout . . .

Jake Dunning, a gambler .

A Boy
A new venture in the film world and a

venture which in this case should prove tobe a great success for the) interest in thelives of ball players is great, and also be¬
cause the picture is worth while seeingfrom the point of photography and direc¬tion. It is exciting, humorous and welldone. The fact that it is the life, the actual
life, of a great ball player is enough initself to draw people to tne theaters to seeit.

Mike, or maybe it's Michael, to be alittle more dignified now that he has become
a screen artist, was from a child a " nut,"i so to speak on base ball and from the time
or about the time he gave up the bottle he
swung a bat. He developed into a naturalleader of the boys in Winsted, from whence!he came, and was the best ball player amongthem.

Mike's love came to light a short time af-jter his ability for base ball became knownfor he fell in love with Viola Bradley, as achild, and through many experiences heproved that he was of greater worth thanArchie, who was the favored suitor at thattime. After saving the little girl fromdeath, Mike gained the gratitude of herparent . To this point the story is acted

the town. Hel^rivea at Th^fiel^ana*was
put into the game, stopping what wouldhave been the winning run for the op¬ponents and with the score tied and two
down he stole home, bringing in the win- i

ning run. Fortunately for Mike, he washired on the spot by Manager McGraw andMrs. Bradley had nothing more to say.Mike Donlin as himself or himself asMike Donlin, whichever you choose, provedcapable on the screen. Perhaps the bestthing to say about the picture is that it
was good fun all the way through. B.

Mike Donlin in "Right Off the Bat

A CHILD IN JUDGMENT f

"THE PEARL OF THE ANTTLLES"
A Five-Part Adaptation of an English PlayKnown as "The Sword of Honor." Pro¬

duced by The Picture Play House Film
Company, Under the Direction of Tom
Terriss.

Pearl Richmond Tessie De CordovaColonel Henry Richmond R. HarveyPhilip Hudson Rodney FickokVivian Ethel MitchellMurray Carson Lionel PapeArchibald Boynton R. De CordovaBrutus Tom Terriss
Through its choice of most effective back¬

grounds, the southern seas, water falls,great sand doons, tropical foliage and the
rest, this screen production is worth whileseeing. For another reason also and thatis the admirable way in which it was done.Miss DeCordova, who plays the lead, issaid to be a native of " The Keys ofFlorida," and this production is the first
one Jn which she has ever acted. Her pre-sentation of this role is remarkable.

The plot offers no specially new situa¬
tions, but in all is done in such a way
that the interest is held through most of it.

Carson, an explorer, calls on Colonel
Richmond where he sees a photograph of
a girl which he admires. And later finds
that she is the daughter of Richmond, who
makes her live South in order that she
will not come into contact with the social
whirl of the North. By a plan Carson in-

South with him

.... Bessie Eyton B
'

.
. . Edward J. Peil I

. . . . Richard Morris P
Tom Bates

Edwin Wallock
...... Cash Darrell

DARWIN KARR,
Now with Essanay.

F __ r
— duces the Colonel to goby Roy Hauck as Mike. What an oppor- on his yacht to visit his daughter. Thetunity for a youngster and how the young daughter is loved by a man in the villagefans will envy that boy his part which is where she lives and is adored and watcheddone very well indeed, and there is alsoDoris Farrington, as the young Viola Brad¬ley, who as well does her part in goodstyle. Thus ends the prologue, and Mikeand Viola grow up.

Mike was thrown out upon the world tohelp keep the roof over the house andvictuals in the cupboard, so he was forcedto take a job as a mechanic in a shop inWinsted. The wages were not as high asMike's ambition would have them, so heapplied to Hiram Bradley, the owner of thefactory and the baseball club, for a posi¬tion on the team. On the Fourth of Julyhe played for them and played ball thatdefeated the opposing team, but on his
way home he was injured by coming tothe rescue of Viola and her father in a
runaway. Some little time after he recov¬ered from his injuries and is then given aposition on the team as a regular. Fromthis point in Mike's life the love affairwith Viola became more acute and was

Three-Part Original Drama, Written by E
Eleanor Lawson and Emelie Polini, Fea- [j
turing Mary Elizabeth Forbes. Produced |:;j
by the Edison Company Under the Di- prection of Carlton King for Release on U
the General Film Company Programme r

_ .... Oct. 22.
over by a half witted man who was picked II T , ~ ^ T»- ». , ,

up at sea. Carson makes violent love to the I m^v Desmond Un-V Vlizahpth FnrhM U
jrtrl and then by saying that her father is Se t™?r cihd':::::. y. mLu^ Stuart £ill. induces her to come aboard his yatch *Mary's Mother Helen Strickland i
where he starts for the North. Brutus, the . . .. ,

half witted man, regains his senses and re- , extr9me^y unusual situation charac- (|members that Carson and he were partners terizes this three-part feature that is U
together on an expedition to South America. ! and gripping, lurthermore, it was ?<
He tells the Colonel what sort of a man I extieinely well acted by Mary Elizabeth |L- -

rtot hi* 111 orbes. A young wife runs^ away troin her £1 <jhorus Girl

"THE JUNGLE LOVERS"
A Three-Part Jungle Zoo Picture, Written L

by James Oliver Curwood and Featur- 3'
ing Bessie Eyton. Produced by the Selig I*
Company, Under the Direction of Lloyd
B. Carleton, for Release on the General
Film Company Programme Sept. 16.

Naida
Jan
Van Cleeve
Herman Blaas
Starling
Wamba

In this three-part offering Bessie Eyton
. plays with the wild animals of the jungle
| .as though they were household pets, gently

caressing the spots of a leopard's back or
casually tickling an elephant's trunk. And,
furthermore, she looks very attractive
while she is doing it. Taken as a whole,
the picture is one of the best jungle of¬
ferings that we have seen. The story
teems with exciting, swift moving action,
and the picture is replete with some ex¬
ceedingly beautiful scenic effects. The
story is stronger than most seen in this
type of picture. A celebrated scientist set¬
tles in the jungle to experiment on a new
explosive. Previous to his advent the
'Zulus have made a raid, burning the home-

j stead of a settler, and Naida and Jan areleft homeless. They are found by the sci¬
entist and brought up by him. Eighteen
.years later Starling, a brutal ivory trader,

! desires Naida in marriage, threatening to
take her by force if he cannot obtain her
.-any other way. He attempts to capture
lier, but she is Tescued by Jan, who in

ig,

I

Five-Part Photodramatic Melange, Writ- '
ten, Acted and Directed by Elsie Janis. f
Produced by Bosworth, Inc., for Release
on the Paramount Programme Sept. 23. *

'TWAS EVER THUS"

Lithesome
I Prudence Aide
j Marian Gordon
J Hard Muscle
I Colonel Warren
I John Rogers
I Long Biceps
3 Frank Warren
| Jack Rogers5 Joysome

Betty Judkins

h
}-•

Elsie Janis J

Hobart Bosworth

Owen Moore

Myrtle Stedman

The girl escapes from
found by Brutus. The story winds up bythe Colonel taking down his old sword,
after he has gotten better, and killing Car¬
son and then dying. The daughter marries
her lover of the South.

A great many subtitles might be left out
and the duration of the picture might
be cut down by using less time for deliver-

n;;" . v;— . ing notes, etc. On the whole, however, theP5 ? u® ® brought] picture is so well staged that it is interest-
B.

Carson is. The father on finding that his I f ^ - .

daughter has gone with Carson and, think-■ husbaud'.and he ca!ls.,llP employer oning, that she has done so of *- ~ "
has a stroke and can not

Carson and, think-1 uust,ttJUU» ^ _
of her own accord, >i fhe telephone to tell him that he" will not ■ " 'T'was Ever Thus '
ot move or speak, fl JJ® down office just at the moment ■ puling romance brought down tnrough tl
the yacht and is j> 1 , ijls )V1 , enters the employer's rooms ages from the period of uncouth cave ma«m rue husband hears her say over the Ms to modern times. It endeavors to sno

^ that irrespective of civilization the met■ ods of a man with a maid and likewise
. maid with a man have remained unchanges Had the talented young actress-autlior-di-
rector been satisfied with making a series

•V of animated tableau the picture would
The first

to a halt by Mrs. Bradley, who would notiallow her daughter to marry a bush leaguer. [The season is about at a close with theWinsted team tied for first place andMike leading in the league. Viola forged

ing.

I wenty-seven teet trow a

and the husband hears her say
telephone that she has left him forever,

n It is a mighty strong situation and one
that brings forth a plethora of admiration

i for the able manner in which it is handled.
| The first reel of the picture is taken up

I with the introductory action and is some¬what slow, but after this is over and done
with the action is increased in tempo. A ,u.: tw° movements were >> Y»n <£th far he vond

i young wife becomes tired of her husband's |T. third stretched out to a e 6 _• .
inability to provide her with fine clothes n Jts value and P,?hntotrnnhv esneciallv thatand the luxuries of life, and listens to the [[■ , teresting. ihe Ph(^raphy, especially t atI— h„nKon<i'a rnnninvAr. of the first part,

^ was by iar the best part

have been an unqualified success ine nibtli two movements were well POrtjayea,

E IT. Calvert, one of Essanay's leadingher father's name to a telegram which she directors, has gone on a hunting and fish- 1sends to McGraw of the Giants, telling him jng trip to the Ozarks, in Southern Mis- |of Mike, and scouts are sent to witness SOuri after several months of strenuousthe last game of the Winsted team. work! Mr. Calvert is an expert with the jMike was, on the day of the final game, pun having been one of the best marksmenoffered a sum of money if he would throw jn the army. A West Point man, he retired ,
the game away, which he refuses to do as a captain after fourteen years' service,and was laid out and locked in his room, to go on the stage.The game went on without him, but before

, ;the game was over, with the score close,Mike was rescued from his room by Viola, ,|| and one of the young enthusiastic fans of

< I seductive talk of her husband's employer. " i-Ije moi. r—>
»^ While the husband is away on a business 'of the whole production. It was not a ve-

trip she goes out with the employer and hide suited by any manner of means to
K permits him to supply her with beautiful' J Elsie Janis. Hobart Bosworth gave an in-

gowns. Her mother telegraphs the husband . ! teresting interpretation of four widely di-
'—me only to learn by P'l vei*se characters, and Owen Moore and' Stedman were most acceptable.

■ and he hurries home only
1 means of the telephone what has happened. L
The employer hurries to her home to get |

i an incriminating letter that she has left, ;
s and her little boy playing with his father's [
\ revolver accidentally shoots and kills him.

I The husband and wife are reconciled and i
the usual happy ending follows. E. I

■

Myrtle Stedman were E.

ing pic

that

IK

MRS. FISKE IS SEEN FOR THE SECOND TIME ON THE SCREEN.
First Published Photograph from " Vanity Fair," Edison Feature, Released by Ivleine-

44VANITY FAIR"
A Seven-Part Adaptation of William Make- •

peace Thackeray's Celebrated Novel of the |
Same Name, Featuring Mrs. Fiske. Pro¬
duced by the Edison Company Under the I
Direction of Eugene Nowland, for Re-

I lease on the Kleine-Edison Feature Pro¬
gramme.

j Becky Sharp Mrs. Fiske
Becky as a Child Leonie Flugrath ,

| Rakedell Sharp Yale Benner ;
| Amelia Sedley Helen Fulton
j Joseph Sedley William Wadsworth

1 George Osborn Richard Tucker |
. Mr. Osborne Robert Brower '

Captain William Dobbin Frank McGlynn
] Rawdon Crawley Bigelow Cooper

Lord Steyne George A. Wright
i George Sedley Osborne ... Maurice Stewart. Jr.

. Lady Steyne Helene Strickland
The photo production of " Vanity Fair "

is an actual visualization of the novel. It j
J forms a comprehensive and convincing pic- i

ture of the times. In so much as Thackeray
— rt-p tho timps inI . 1 SU J-Ll UV-11 CIO „I painted a vivid pen picture of the times in

: which he lived, in just so much does the
picture turn that pen picture into reality.
To see the picture is like seeing the imagin-

~v.omotors of Thackeray's masterpiece
actualary characters of Thackeray's

step from the printed page into
living and breathing life. The Edison Com -

pany and each and every person responsible
for the production of this picture deserve
the highest commendation for the exceeding¬
ly able manner in which it has been
handled. It shows in every scene the ut¬
most care and study and every little detail
has beeA looked after and reproduced in a
manner that calls forth the greatest praise.
As a historical reproduction of times that
are past and gone it is a mighty fine
achievement and one that has a great his¬
torical value. It may be mildly criticised
on the score of its length and its rigid ad¬
herence to the original novel with all its

] multiplicity of plot and counter plot, but •
it is doubtful ir this could be obviated in

I order to maintain the continuity of the
. story. A slight note of unnaturalness is
I noted in the work of Mrs. Fiske in the

i title role. In an artistic sense and with
L the exceptions noted it is by far the best
fl production that the Edison Company has
g ever turned out and one that will live for1 many years to come.
I " Vanity Fair " should not be judged as
f a drama for it is not a drama in any sense
| of the word. It is a picturized novel andI when one takes into consideration the vast
'fc amount of material the director had to
% choose' from it is a marvel that he obtained
1 as thoroughly good a picture as was shown

H on the screen. It is interesting and enter-
^ taining, but above all it is an illuminating

j portrayal of the life, manners and cus-
•J toms of the people during the Augustean
<j| age of English literature. E.
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MARY MILES MINTER,
In Metro's Winning Car at the Exhibitors' Carnival.

EMMY OF STORK'S NEST"
_ . _ , , .

. 1 A Five-Part Adaptation of J. Breckenridgevv G V0 already ' juSI Ellis's Novel of the Same Name, Featuringtfg Mary Miles Minter. Produced by the
^ •. ^ Columbia-Metro, Under the Direction of1 ' William Nigh for Release.

Emmy Garrett Mary Miles MinterBenton Cabot Niles Welch
'Bije Stork Charles Prince
Si Stork William Cowper
Crisshy Stork Mrs. BrundageViij Jim Whitlicks Martin Faust

» j Hicky Price Mr. Cowles"■P We are free to admit that we alwaysenjoy watching a picture starring beautiful
Mary Miles Minter, for, in conjunction with
her beauty, she possesses a Eaive natural¬
ness of manner that is particularly charm-1

, ({ ing and delightful. In this offering she fhas a part that brings out all her youthful [beauty and gives her an opportunity to Jdo some good acting.
J. Breckenridge Ellis has written a good!|story, painting a vivid picture of life on a

'backwoods farm and it is a story that is
ij particularly adapted for motion picture
production. There is a wealth of beautiful
wild country scenery that has been ablyand excellently photographed and in addi¬
tion there is a plot that moves alongismoothly reaching a climax in a good scene,
in which the two villains are drowned in the
rapids of a swiftly moving river. This was
a very effective and realistic bit of action
and one that required more than average
nerve for it's execution. Charles Prince
and William Cowper handled it most effec¬
tively. The former also gave an exceedingly
good characterization of a brutal, cowardlybully.

Tne story has to do with the birth of the
,desire for culture and refinement in the
breast of a young, beautiful, and ignorant

. country girl, and her fight to lift herself
out of the slothful ways of ignorance and

iiincouthness. A young man from the city,
, whose father has died leaving him nothing•jbut an old abandoned farm, comes to claim
-his estate and finds the house uninhabitable

and the farm unworkable without large.capital. He meets Emmy Garrett, a beauti-
ful young child of nature, and they are at-Skrtjtracted towards each other. T^e young
man, in order to live, takes a position with
'Bije Stork, a brutal bully, as hired man. *
'Bije is in love with Emmy and by instilling
the germ of jealousy in her mind succeeds *

.
, . ..

. in obtaining her consent to their marriage.
'Bije is also a counterfeiter and his fraudu¬
lent operations at coining are discovered i;3. JBlbv the sheriff, who rides out to raid the1
place. 'Bije taking Emmy with him en-
deavors to escape. The young man pursues
ithem and in a hand to hand fight with the
bully, finally succeeds in rescuing EmmyI from his clutches. A mad chase follows'

sending with the death of 'Bije and hisXLMJiJti —i lire*.' "L uia-i. * brother in the rapids as they try to cross
r 11(.1 d wife cow to be the swollen ford. The young man sendsYoung

a young«. model.Emmy to his wealthy aunt in the city,tells her she la too old and seeks a >ou ^ wher£ in the courge twQ Qr three ^ears ;—— "

she is turned into a cultured young lady.. i . Tr.,«Tn i TUDt He» in the meantime, has stayed to work.SIX-A-WEEK* INCLLDINU A lrllvC her grandfather's farm. At the end of that
rnmwlv time, Emmy returns to the scenes of her"THE LURE OF A WI ■ V". -,, childhood and finds happiness in love and

>• to I marriage. • E.
B .~ ■ ■
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THE MUCH-TALKED-OF BALLROOM SCENE IN "VANITY FAIR."
The Edison Traduction in Which Mrs. Fiske Will He Presented on the Kleine-Kdison

Feature Service.
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FORBES-ROBERTSON MAKES HIS LONG-HERALDED SCREEN APPEARANCE
In "Hamlet," Knickerbocker Star Features Release on General Film Programme.
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"TILLIE'S TOMATO SURPRISE"

a Six-Part Original Farce-Comedy Written
by Acton Davies and Featuring Marie
Dressier. Produced by the Lubin Com¬
pany Under the Direction of Howell Han¬
sel, for Release on the V. L. S. E. Pro¬
gramme, Sept. 27.

'

The Bat, a flying Scotchman .... Colin Campbell
Amber Gris Eleanor Fairbanks

I Aunt Sally Sarah McVickar
Tillie's Mother Clara Lambert
44 Jim," the monkey By Himself
Percy Jitney Tom McNaughton

, Tillie Todd Marie Dressier
i After moving along the even tenor of
its way for five reels, 44 Tillie's Tomato
Surprise" takes a new lease of life and
in a sudden spurt lasting for the final thou¬
sand feet finishes in a ludicrous blaze of

1 glory. Had the whole production been as
funny as the last reel it could be called an
unqualified success and as it stands the
last reel is strong enough to carry a large
part of that which has gone before. Still
when all is said and done the production

i as a whole could be greatly improved if
; given a rigorous treatment with the pruning

shears. A great deal, yes a very greatdeal, could very easily be eliminated. There
is material enough for a good four-reel slapstick farce-comedy, but when that same
quantity of material is stretched out to
six reels the humorous elasticity has been
elongated almost to the breaking point.Irrespective of her fun making propen-

! si ties one is^ forced to admire the nerve of
Marie Dressier. For a woman as large
as she is and one who has lost the resi¬
liency of youth she takes some risks that
are thrilling and nerve wrecking to say the
least. Such little things as being thrown
head foremost from an automobile into a
thicket of underbrush, jumping from a
bridge^ on to a moving freight train and
then jumping off from the train into a
bin filled with goose feathers she executes
with the nonchalancy of an athletic young
school girl. These were only a few and the
most important of her exploits. All through
the production she jumps and falls about in
a manner that would seem impossible for
one so large. And in addition to this she
is funny, laughably funny especially in that
last thousand feet.

After a series of more or less amusing ad¬
ventures she is finally accused of the mur¬
der of her wealthy aunt in order to obtain
her fortune. She takes refuge from the
officers of the law in the storage cellar
of the house. There she is discovered by
her cousin, who is continually persecuting
her, and as she lays under the molasses
barrel he turns on the faucet and she is

covered from head to iooc wilu ine viscous
liquid. Flying from her refuge she is pur¬
sued by the officers who are soon augmented
by a large crowd. She jumps from a rail¬
road bridge to the top of a moving freight
train and for a while is safe, but the
officers obtain automobiles and overtake

( ™ 'V

The Girl
The Artist .........

The Physician Jame
The Artist's Wife . .

IT'S A TOUGH JOB STAGING " TILLIE'S TOMATO SURPRISE" AT TIIE LUBIN
STUDIO.

Director Hansell Is Directing the Herculean Task of Getting Marie Dressier Over a
Fence on the Betzwood Estate.

" THE FLASH OF AN EMERALD "
A Five-Part Photo Drama Picturized and

Produced by Albert Capellani for The
World Film Company. To Be Released
Oct. 3.

Lucius Waldeck Robert Warwick
Victoria Allison Dorothy Fairchild
Sonia Mercer, her chum Jean Stuart
Mrs. Watson Julia Stuart
Madeline, the granddaughter.

Georgia May Fursman
Marie, Mrs. Weston's maid . . Clarissa Selwynne
Phillipa Ford June Elvidge
Morton Conway Paul Gordon

Rather a novel way of commencing a

\ months. Mason, with the "clever use of a
cigarette case knows what Webb has in his
hand and accordingly deals himself an ace
or two more than Webb has. Of course
he wins the use of the title.

During this game of poker Kitty Killi-
grew is proudly displaying her new jewelry
at the ball, and Mason's assistant is work¬
ing out the plan. Shortly before the time
set for his meeting Mason at Fleet Street,
he rushes into the house and tells the

* the train. She is in danger of capture and
jumping from the train lands in a bin,
where two women are picking geese with

\ the result that she is covered with goose
feathers from head to foot only her eyes
being visible. It is a laughably amusing
situation. Then her aunt returns on the
pair of iflying bat like wings invented by
Tillie's lover and the cousin appears with
the tomato pin cushion which was Tillie's

! only legacy from her supposedly dead aunt.
The pin cushion contains the big surprise,
namely one million dollars in nice new ten
thousand dollar bills and the picture closes
with Tillie sticking these bright new bills
on top of her coating of feathers.

Colin Campbell made an amusing Scotch¬
man with an inventive turn of mind and
Tom McNaughton was as silly a« his part
called for. When will writers learn that
sillyness is the lowest and least amusing
form of humor. Tom McNaughton has
ability enough to deserve a much better
part than Acton Davies has given him. As

it was, he did the best that could be ex-
pected with the poor material at his dis-

i. posal. Jim, the monkey, also deserves com¬
mendation. He is a good actor. The pic¬
ture was given an elaborate production with
some beautiful settings and clear distinct

, photography. E.

"THE VOICE IN THE FOG"
Presented by Jesse L. Lasky and Featuring

Donald Brian. Directed by J. P. Mc-
Gowen and Released Sept. 16, in the
Paramount Programme.

Thomas Webb Donald Brian
,v 44 Kitty " Killigrew Adda Gleason

. Mason Frank A. Connor
Mason's Assistant George Gebhardt

. Mr. Killigrew Ernest Joy
Mrs. Killigrew Florence Smythe

A high-class crook play, well produced
and admirably acted. The production, i. e.,

: the setting, interiors and so on sets a high
,i standard. The detail is attended to with
.precision. No one could find fault with the

butlers, a point which is overlooked so
, many times and in some cases ruining a

; picture. The guest at balls, etc. are dressed
as though the minor members of the cast

j had worn dress suits the greater part of
their lives. Maybe they have, but at any
rate, what a treat! Subtitles were well

, , punctuated and none of the characters was
ever credited as having said, 44 He don't."

The story is well worked out and is both
amusing and exciting. It is not an old

, plot and yet one feels that there is nothing
. i strikingly original about it. However, it

keeps one watching the screen.
Thomas Webb, a clerk in a haberdasher's,

has an uncle in the peerage, but that is
j] of no use to him, for he struggles along
v on what he is able to earn. In the same

j house is Mason, a clever crook, but his
. occupation is unknown to any one in the

house, although Webb knows him well
| enough to borrow money from him.
; Webb, one day, is dressing a window of
the outfitters' shop, when Kitty Killigrew
passes with her father and mother. She

.steps in the doorway. of.. the. sh.on t.o fix.
her heel-torn dress. Tom sees Kitty and i
Kitty sees Tom, but she passes on.

A- copy of the famous Munston pendant
is offered for sale and Mason decides it
must be stolen. He and his assistant make
plans for acquiring it. They find that it
has been purchased by Mr. Killigrew for
his daughter and that it will be worn at
the embassy ball.

In the meantime, Webb's uncle dies and
Webb becomes Lord Munston, with an es¬
tate of two hundred pounds sterling and
the famous Munston pendant, which he is
never to let go out of the family. Upon
hearing the news of Webb's great fortune,
Mason suggests that a celebration be held
and a celebration it proves to be. Webb
loses his entire fortune to Mason, except
the pendant, of which Mason knows nothing.
Then Mason, realizing the advantage of a
title, offers to stake all that he has won

the use of his title for four

footman that Mrs. Killigrew has been taken
very sick and that he has been sent to
take Miss Killigrew home. The plan works
and Kitty gets into the taxi and is driven
to Fleet Street. Mason at that moment is
passing with Webb and is impressing the
value of keeping the using of the title to
himself. Webb answers, 44 On my word as a
gentleman." This is the voice in the fog
and is the only part of the conversation
that Kitty hears, but later in the story it is
brought in several times because it is the
only thing she can remember of that night,
for presently a hand is thrust through the
window of the cab and the jewel is taken
from her.

0 The next morning Mason decides to sail '
for America and as Webb passes the steam¬
ship office he finds that the Killigrews are

: going and an advertisement for a steward
v invites him to go also. So the Killi-
,i grews, Mason and his assistant as his valet,
i( together with Webb are all are on the same

, steamer bound for America. Mrs. Killi-
< grew takes a fancy to Webb and employs

• him as her secretary. Webb falls in love
y with Kitty and Mason does his best to
9 make Kitty fall in love with him.
y They arrive in America and entertaining
{ is begun at the Killigrew home, on Long

a Island. Mason, who is now passing as
Lord Munston, is a catch in the eyes of
Mrs. Killigrew, but Kitty does not think

[v so. Mason tells Kitty that Webb is a
notorious London crook and that he should
be watched. Many thefts at house parties

|H are committed on Long Island and at the
: final ball of the Summer season, which is
! held at the Killigrew home, Mason decides
; to do his last big job and then at mid¬
night give up the use of the title. Some

• i jewels are missing during the ball and the
j blame is laid on Webb. He is able to
. identify himself and Mason is put under
. arrest. Webb then becomes Lord Munston

and tells Kitty that he would like to give
1 her the pendant, but that it must not go
, out of the family. She gets it .but it re¬

mains in the family.
Donalcf Brian is boyish, good humored ,

and interprets the role very well indeed. [)
Frank Connor, as Mason, does very clever
work. Adda Gleason, as Kitty Killigrew, is
charming. She portrays the comedy scenes
and emotional scenes in equally good form.
Ernest Joy and Florence Smythe did very
well as Mr. and Mrs. Killigrew. B.

"THE PRICE"
A Five-Part Adaptation of George Broad-

Burst's Play of the Same Name, Featur- ,ipg Helen Ware. Produced by the Equi¬table Motion Picture Corporation, Under
the Direction of Joseph A. Golden for
Release on the World Film Programme
Oct. 3.

Helen Ware
. Wilmuth Merkyl
.... James Cooley
. Blanche Douglas

" The Price " is another one of those in¬
terminable expositions of the eternal trian¬
gle with a setting in an artist's studio and
given a thoroughly good emotional inter¬
pretation by Helen Ware. Without doubt
Miss Ware is one of the greatest emotional
actresses developed by the American stage
and her work in pictures is almost as ef¬
fective as that behind the footlights. How¬
ever, Miss Ware is possessed of a partic¬
ularly winning smile, which was not at all
evident .in the picture. Whether she forgot
it and left it behind in her dressing room
at the theater, or whether it was the fault
of the director for not giving enough close-
up views, it is hard to determine. Still the
lack of the smile is to be regretted and
missed. The play teems with tense emo¬
tional scenes and it is hardly necessary to
state that Helen Ware made the most of

J each and everyone of them. In pictures
much of the emotional tensity is lost and
for this reason the picture cannot be as
effective as was the spoken drama. It may
be remarked that In making adaptationsfrom the stage to the screen that the
author's individuality is practically lost,

i Plots are plots and themes are themes and
without the aid of the spoken word to give

< the individuality of thought and expression
the work of one man differs little from that

ij of another. This holds true of " The Price." :
$ It would take a keen student of the drama J

to tell after viewing the picture whether [
it was the work of George Broadhurst or
Tom Jones. Producers must learn that sub- t
titles have a far greater use than a mere

,v explanation of the action, and that in the
fe case of an adaptation from the stage the
y, original lines of the play can be used to I;'
't great effect. Had this been done with " The 1
1 Price " it would have been a much greater i

success than it is. As it stands with the
ijj exception of Miss Ware's acting it is im- ,

r

picture is the method used by Albert Capel¬
lani with this recent production of his. He
is sitting at his desk when Robert Warwick
comes in and asks what he has for him to
do. Director Capellani hands a scenario to
his leading man which he starts to read.
Then the story starts, or maybe it would be
more to the point to say that some action
starts in showing a robbery which has
nothing whatever to do with the emerald
except that it proves Waldeck a gentleman
crook, to be a better hand than he does in
the theft of the emerald, which follows. L

The emerald which the story tells about
is pinned at the throat of Mrs. Watson
when it first comes into the life of Lucius g
Waldeck. Mrs. Watson is taking her in- s
valid granddaughter to St. Ann de Beaupre *
to pray for the little girl's return to health
and they are both in the lobby of a hotel
when Waldeck sees the emerald and wants
it. As Mrs. Watson is desirous of having a
maid for the child she asks the clerk at the
hotel if he knows of one. The inquiry is
overheard by Waldeck and he sends for his
accomplice to apply for the position. Of
course she is given it and then begins im-

ep __

$ possible to class it better than tEe ordinary ;
Jg feature production. By this it is not meant i
ft that it falls short of being a good artistic ?
ji and technically well produced picture for

the settings are elaborately beautiful and J"
J the photography soft clear and clean cut.
■i In some cases the tinting could have been I
>1 greatly improved upon a light green effect, !11 being used for several scenes that was any-

thing but attractive.
Little need be said about the story. An

artist who in his poorer days marries his
landlady's daughter finds when he becomes }
prosperous and famous that she can never;/rise to a position higher than his house¬
keeper. He falls in love with his pretty '
secretary and she thinks she returns his
passion until she meets a wealthy physician. %
The artist has a weak heart and when he

. learns of her contemplated marriage, drops
dead. The girl marries the physician, but
the artist has foolishly left a diary behind
telling of his great love for the girl. The f.

t wife on reading this determines to revenge
herself, and taking a position in the physi¬
cian's household as housekeeper instills the
germ of jealousy in the young girl's mind.
The germ grows and prospers and at last

mediately to spy, for the thief. When they brings about a separation, but later it isarrive in Canada, where they are going for ' found that the jealous wife of the artistthis cure, Waldeck follows close behind and i had read more from the diary than wasby the aid of Marie, as she is known, he written there and finally there is a recon-
gets in the room where the emerald is ciliation. e.
kept and proceeds to chloroform Mrs. Wat- 1 wa&v
son, the child, and his accomplice. He slips

Cartoons in the Country (Edison. Oct.^0). An animated grouch chaser offering in¬terspersed with the usual light comedy that
characterizes these well-drawn liaoul Barre car¬toons. In this one the scene is laid at a coun¬try boarding-house, and shows the plotting oftne men boarders to get a beautiful woman ina room that is vacant. A somewhat startlingdenouement adds to the enjoyment of the picture.

. - in'l
on the roof as he is leaving and in that
way is discovered by two girls who give
the alarm. It is found that he has killed
the little girl and_ stolen all the jewelry
that Mrs. Watson had. The girl who was
posing as maid leaves with him and their
escape is successful.

Waldeck now starts a new way, on hisreturn to New York, to meet his present •:
needs and that is to pose as a Russian
nobleman who has been exiled. He suc¬
ceeds in making Phillipa Ford love him.
This he uses for his escape, but is betrayedby his old friend who helped him steal the
jewels. However, they all come to a bad
end and Mrs. Watson is revenged for her ,

granddaughter's murder by the suicide of '
Waldeck.

There is nothing new about the plot but
the end—ah! when Warwick finishes the
reading of the scenario he tosses it back
to his director saying that he would not •

do such a part. His work in the picture jwas very well done. However, it is a shame
that he couldn't do as good crook work in ;
the emerald case as he did in the prologue. '

Clarissa Selwyne does well as the ad¬
venturess and Julia Stuart as Mrs. Watson
was most sympathetic. The cast was good,
the direction good in most places and it is
too bad that the piece itself it not stronger,
finer and more original. "

BRYANT WASHBURN IN TIIE LEAD IN AN ESS ANAY FEATURE.
'4 The Sky-Hunters," Released in Three Parts, on General Film Programme, July 24.

"BLUE GRASS"
A Five-Part Drama Featuring Tom Wise.

Produced by the Equitable Motion Pic¬
ture Corporation under the Direction of
Charles Seay for Release on the World
Film Corporation Programme, Oct. 10.

Colonel Taylor Tom Wise
Virginia, his daughter Clara WhippleWilfred Warren George Soule Spencer
Morgan Taylor Ray Tuckerman
Kelley Frank Beamish

There is nothing to distinguish 44 Blue
Grass" from the hundreds of race track
stories and plays that have gone before
except laughing genial Tom Wise. He is
the saving grace of the whole production,
which has little that is original in the
matter of story. In these days of de luxe
photoplay production, able direction, elabor¬
ate settings, realistic truth as to details
and excellent photography are to be ex¬
pected, and it is only their absence that is
noticeably commented upon. Charles Seay,
the director, has turned out a remarkably
good picture and one that it is not pos¬
sible to criticize 'from an artistic and tech¬
nical standpoint. He has taken and de¬
veloped the material at his disposal in an
excellent and admirable manner and has
succeeded in obtaining some remarkably
realistic race track scenes. In fact, they
are so realistic that one is almost, thrilled
as the horses come galloping down the
back stretch and can almost hear the thun¬
der of their hoofs on the yielding track
and the madly excited shouts of the
thronged grandstand. Furthermore, he has !
depicted with great truth and detail the
manners and customs of an old-school
Southern gentleman and has incorporated
several little touches of local color that
shows that he was born south of Mason
and Dixon's line. Taken through and
through, the picture is a good example of
what a good director can do with poor or
mediocre material.

But when all is said and done it is
the magnetic geniality of Tom Wise that
holds the interest of the spectator.
Throughout the whole picture it is his de¬
lightfully-entertaining characterization that
keeps the picture from entering the sopor¬
ific class. Clara Whipple in the leading
feminine role was pleasing and properly
girlish, while George Soule Spencer gave
his usual capable performance. The sup¬
porting cast was good and the photography
and settings excellent.

The story deals with the trials and tribu¬
lations of a horse-racing Kentucky Colonel.
His first horse, My Lady, wins her race,
but is fouled and injured so that she can
never race again. The redoubtable Colonel
takes her back to the farm and breeds her.
In the course of two years her offspring
Blue Grass is ready for the track. The
plot and counterplot have so developed that
the Colonel is on the rocks of bankruptcy
with everything depending on the result
of the race. Needless to say, Blue Grass
wins even though he had been left flat-
footed at the post. The various complica- r
tions are speedily cleared away and the
picture closes with the marriage of the I
Colonel's daughter and her wealthy young j
lover. E.

# •• ZAZA "
A Five-Part Picturization of This Famous ?

Play, Starring Pauline Frederick. Pro¬
duced by the Famous Players in Asso- ,

ciation with Charles Frohman Company,
Under the direction of Hugh Ford and
Edwin S. Porter. For Release on the u<
Paramount Programme, Oct. 3.

Zaza Pauline Frederick
Dufrene Julian L'Estrange .

Madame Dufrene Ruth Sinclair
Cascart Mark Smith k

" ' Charles Butler mi

0 tne
felwyn

proo characterization
man

step, 1

Walter Craven . •
Maude Granger
Blanche Fisher
Helen Sinnott

Zaza " is a distinct

Due De Brissac
Dunois
Aunt Rosa
Louise
Nathalie

The picturization of
personal triumph for Pauline Frederick and
it is primarily due to her great ability
as an accomplished and finished actress j
that the picture as a whole is the un- '
qualified success that it is. It is evident
that the various persons responsible for
this production have worked in the closest
co-operation, and they have done their work
well, but when all is said and done the
fact still remains that it is the superb
acting, the magnetic personality of Pauline
Frederick that lifts the picture from the
class of the good into that of the great.

44 Zaza " as a play needed a great ac¬
tress to properly interpret it and the same
holds true of the picture. It would take
only the least little bit of mediocre acting
in the leading role to thoroughly spoil the
whole production, but Pauline Frederick
never fails, never falters. It is a great
big human part, a part that grips you and
holds you, and irrespective of your sense
of moral rectitude you love and admire the
mythical character, and especially so when
it is portrayed by a woman as beautiful,
as magnetic, as human as Pauline Fred¬
erick. Too much cannot be said in praise
of her work in this production. It sur¬
passes even her great triumph in 44 The
Eternal City."

A word of commendation is due the per¬
son . responsible for the adaptation. It
has been ably handled throughout and is
a masterpiece of photodramatic construc¬
tion. It is the one and only adaptation
that we have witnessed in which tne sub¬
titles have been used with anywhere near
the effect that can be gotten out of them.
They serve in many cases to emphasize the
emotional tensity of the action. This is
unusual and therefore all the
mendable.

The picture has been directed so well ,

by Messrs. Porter and Ford that there is ^
no occasion left for comment. This, in our
estimation» for a picture of this kind is
the highest praise that can be accorded. a
director. When a picture is so produced
that no one individual part is neither
greater nor less than any other part,
speaking from a technical viewpoint, and
all of a consistently high quality it be- J
comes a marvel of screen production and '3
direction.

The settings throughout showed an ar¬
tistic display of judgment. They were £elaborate without being too elaborate and
formed as they should a harmonious back-
ground and setting for the action. The
beauty was always there but at no time
was it so great that it distracted the at¬
tention from the action.

To speak of the photography is to go ;
into panegyrics of praise. Throughout it j
was clear and distinct yet soft and ar- jtistically beautiful. It was the epitome )
of photographic perfection and until there ?
is' some radical improvement in the possi- {hilities of the camera we doubt if it can
l)e improved upon.

The supporting cast was extremely strong \
and well selected. Julian L'Estrange made f
a good Dufrene; Mark Smith gave an able I
characterization as Cascart; Maude Gran¬
ger gave just the needed touch of humor

of pretty women, eautniiT costumes and
regal settings suffice to put such points in
the background.

It Is perhaps unnecessarv to retell the
story of 41 In the Palace of the King."Richard Travers presents his usual manlycharacterization as Don John of Austria,
whose love for Dolores, daughter of Men- •
doza, is opposed by King Philip, who fears \that John is the head of a conspiracy to
usurp the throne. Arleen Hackett makes
her screen debut in a role that offers her
an opportunity for the display of emotional
powers and which profits by her beautyand repressed acting. Miss Hackett is a '
welcome screen acquisition, and we might ;

'express a hope that she will step before .

the camera more often. As Inez, the blind Vsister of Dolores, who aids her romance - j
with John w'hich is so vigorously opposed, V
Nell Craig makes one of the most likable , ,'figures in the production. E. J. Ratcliffe m) 'has the rather difficult role of Philip, the '
weak-kneed ruler, in perpetual fear that v r1k his throne is tottering, and handles it well.
Lillian Drew was a capital selection for
the adventuress type of Princess Eboli, and . - B,
it is hard to say where the credit for her -

excellent portrayal shall be divided between s-
the gifts of nature and her histrionic abil- ,)m
ity. Ernest Maupain, Lewis Edoard, Syd- i
ney Ainsworth, and Thomas Commerford <•'in¬
complete a cast that is really without a rv
flaw. The direction is thoroughly up to s of
the standard. W. i -iar

TOM WISE RECEIVING INSTRUCTIONS FOR A SCENE IN 44 BLUE GRASS."
Charles Seay, Director of This Equitable Feature, Is Seen in the Center,

hands of

more com-

watching the unfolding in the
capable interpreters, especially Sally Crute.
She is a mighty attractive young lady ; but
never has she shown to such advantage as
in this picture. And, furthermore, her por¬
trayal of the part of Flora Margot was so
thoroughly good that were the mythical
characters given life one could hardly blame
the young hero for falling yictim to her
enchanting wiles.

Richard Ridgeley has produced the pic¬
ture in his usual capable manner, with care¬
ful attention devoted to realistic detail and
harmonious grandeur and beauty of set¬
tings. The photography deserves a special
word of praise. Besides being clear and
distinct, the production was replete with
some very beautiful and very difficult
double-exposure effects.

Everett Butterfield, in the leading male
role of Ralph Valentine, the impecunious
young musician in possession of the ^ magic

ception to the rule for it has a plot, ludi¬
crous it is true but also exceedingly com- !
plicated. .It*.carries the onlooker from the
West, the crudities of a western mining 1
camp to the palaces of Chicago's plutocrats, i> '
from the bohemian freedom of a burlesque »
company to the inner circles of society's '':
elect. And all of these flitting journeys are b-
accompanied by numerous amusing and lu- '
dicrous situations that bring laugh after <
laugh.

Otis Harlan in the leading role is par¬
ticularly delightful. His magnetic smile,
mischievous wink, and ludicrous walk do ffF
much to add to the humor of the situations
devised by the author. He is ably assisted
by Rita Gould as the burlesque queen, John
D. Murphy as Underdog and Fred Morley li
as the barkeeper. Grace Darmond pleases
as the conspiring fiancee and Jack Rollins >
is good as Percy Vere, the young society

I man.
Thomas N. Heffron, the director, hasskin, was convincing throughout, giving an j gtaged the picture in an excellent manner,

little ortnor- ' preserving to the utmost the distinctivedesired. Mable Trunnelle had little oppor
tunity to distinguish herself in the rather
small part of Pauline Gardin. The little
she had to do She did well. The balance of
the cast were consistently strong and able.

Balzac's story needs but the briefest

Hoyt style. His settings, especially the in¬
teriors, were well conceived and well built,
and his detail most excellent. The photog¬
raphy throughout was of a high standard.

Little need be said in explaining the
story. It deals with a western miner who

synopsis to recall it to :wins suddenly inherits a fortune of two millionone. An impecunious y°ung us c dollars provided he complies with the ab-
the love of a young girl .but is la ter i < gur(1 con(jitions of his aunt's will. He in-
ated with the Countess ri<°ra-

v<s«tin2 vites a stranded burlesque troupe and allpletely l°ses his perspective. On v t g hig mjning friends to go to Chicago with
an antique shop to buy_her an odd ( 4 him and collect the money. There he runsnecklace, he falls jjjjleep and dreap 8 t up against a plot to defraud him out ofsmall green skin that^ he^has seen with a h.g inheritance) but in tt,e en(1 is able to

—- - circumvent the conspirators and get the
E.

Sanskrit inscription painted on it has
powers, that of fulfilling every desire. W ith
each wish, however, the skin grows smaller •
and the span of the wisher's life grows less^
The dream is carried out to the bitter ena
when the voung musician, dying as a resulW
of gratifying too many wishes in order tot
appease Flora's insatiable desires, sees herf
in the arms of another lover gloating over
his death. The dream is then carried one
step further, showing the soul escaping

•• IN THE PALACE OF THE KING "
Six-Part Feature Based on F. Marion Craw¬

ford's Novel, Produced by the Essanay
Company Under the Direction of Fred
Wright. Released Through the V-L-S-E,
Inc., on Oct. 11.

to the part of Aunt Rosa and Ruth Sinclair hl^aktog it_to h
from the body and the devil claiming it and Don PhniP n, King of Spain .... R. J. Ratcliffehell.

was most likeable in the small part of
Madame Dufrene. Little Helen Sinnott
also deserves a word of praise in the child
part of Nathalie. She was a natural and
i>er(ectly human little girl. The balance of
the cast was equally strong and able.

Little need be said of the story of
' Zaza," for when all is said and done it

is not much'of a story in so far as com¬
plication of. plot is concerned. It is a
simple exposition of human emotions. It
isv the keen insight of its authors into the
workings of the human heart that gives
it jts title to greatness. Zaza, a child of
the1 Parisian slums with an innate ability
to.'dance, is found by Cascart, an actor,
and taught and developed until she be¬
comes the rage of the music halls. She
accidentally m£ets Dufrene, a wealthy
gentleman, who is forced to fight a duel in
her defence without knowing her identity.
After he comes out of the hospital the
acquaintance so romantically begun soon
ripens into love. Zaza without knowing
that he is married gives him her
and body. For a while they live in the
Elysian fields of love but at last she hears
a rumor that he is married. Her whole
desire is to smash and destroy and she
goes to Dufrene's house with the intention
of apprising his wife of her husband's
duplicity knowing that it will break up his
home. There she meets his little girl and
after an intensely human scene leaves with¬
out fulfilling the object of her visit. Du¬
frene goes to America with his family and
Zaza resumes her stage career. Later she
meets him again. His wife has died and
he begs her to marry him, but Zaza step¬
ping into her automobile bids him good¬
bye and says, 44 I have had one great love
that will last me the rest of my life, lo
me you are as one dead. Goodbye. E.

com
"THE MAGIC SKIN"

A Five-Part Adaptation of the Story of
Ilonore de Kalzac, Featuring Everett But¬
terfield and Mabel Trunnelle. Produced
and Adapted by Richard Kidgely for the
Edison Company, and Released on the
Kleine-Edison Feature Service, Oct. Id.

Everett Butterfield
. . Mabel Trunnelle
... Bigelow Cooper

.... Frank A. Lyon
William West

At this stage the young Don Jon of Austria Richard C. Travers
1 Dolores de Mendoza Arleen HackettT

. ,, uoiores ae mexiuoan
■ musician wakes up and, realizing the enor- AdouiS< the court Jester ....

f mitv of his past conduct. Hies lo the arms Dona Ana> princess of Eboli
^ L. Inez de Mendozaof Pauline for forgiveness.

• A BLAGK SHEEP"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Charles Hoyt's

Comedy of the Same Name by (Wilson
Willetts, Featuring Otis uarlan. I re¬
duced by the Selig Company Undei the
Direction of Thomas V Betlron foi Re¬
lease on the V-L-S-E Programme Oct. 19.

Goodrich.Mudd, a black sheep ....

. Grace DarmondLida, burlesque queen
1 Ada Steele
S Jarvis Smith
i Manager Burlesque Troupe
I Underdog
I Barkeeper
1 Percy Vere
I The Spider
1 Lady Smalltalk

Lewis Edgard . ;,
Lillian Drew . ,

Nell Craig
Mendoza - Ernest Maupain •
Don Ruy Gomez de Silva .. Thomas Commerford
Don Antonio Perez Sydney Ainsworth

Essanay has staged 44 In the Palace of
the King" on a lavish scale: indeed,
though it is hardly just to the efforts of
the players and directors, the spectator s
first thoughts cannot help but be those of
surprise at the outlay that must have been
necessary to produce so brilliant a picture
of the court of Philip of Spain. There is
a broad, extravagant sweep to the settings,
an artistic care for beauty, that is worthy |
of commendation. This is equally true of
the costuming and the size of the armies

TV7*Fred *Morle'y and court gatherings. There are few pic-
... Jack Rollins ture failures more tragic than that of the ee

.. Emma Glen wood man w^o sets out with penurious mind to i
Virginia Ainsworth stage a costume piece. Needless to say,Krli/t o -rtr

. . John Charles
James Bradbury

JOhn D. Murphy

MISS VANE CALVERT

Miss Vane Calvert has been a stock ■

leading woman for several years, having ,]
played in Tampa, Fla., Cincinnati, San ,

Antonio and Wichita, Kansas. For sev¬
eral seasons she had her own stock com¬

pany in Newport, Kentucky, where a the-,
ater was named for her. She is this sea- ,

son playing leads with the Majestic Stock (

company, at Moose Jaw, Sask., Canada.
Her versatility, exquisite wardrobe and
charming personality have made her
Moose Jaw's favorite.

"JOHN GLAYDE'S HONOR"
This five-part adaptation of Alfred

Sutro's play of the same name is the first
contribution of the Frohman Amusement
Corporation to the Pathe Gold Rooster
feature programme and it ably comes up ardon p.nf.

Those of the elder generation who saw Bssanav has not approached this fate,
the original comedy when it was produced p Marion Crawford's novel offersfo

. : 11 mr.tnrP nrildllC- ...

ade- ■

heart H on the stage will enjoy the picture produc- quate screen material for a successful pic-
tion fully as well, for it is fully as amusing ture. The . loveiii - " i- fnrtimfltp us to xi,

i

Liuu «= - The love interest is strong, and
and those who were not so fortunate as to there is sufficient court intrigue and rivalry .

see the stage production will now have the to keep the action moving at a steady
oDDortunity of enjoying the work of one pac(> picture audiences may smile at the iv
of the most popular playwrights of forty ability with which characters hide their
vears ago. In those days it was necessary identities from others by a m. «> change of
for a farce comedy to not only be excruciat- cloaks, or the naive manner in whUh the,
inelv funny but to also carry a well defined director handles the recovery of Hon .Tolin l
and comprehensible plot, something that is after t,e supposed to have been killed,
not so apparent in the modern efforts along j?ut, as we have said before, the tinge of
Sjose lines. " The Black Sheep " is no ex- romance, the spark of intrigue, the appeal

'27).-

Ilalph Valentine
Pauline Gardin
Ralph's Father .

The Family Solicitor ..

rSV Uncle'::::: 'Georee^ ArWrteMiiaipii s ulicit* Npllip Grant

Her1 Father Confessor' H s^lly LCru°te
The™Antique Deito 'iV.V.V ■'.' ■' •' Srior

Balzac's delightful story is fully as en-
ioyable on the screen as on the printed
page, and, while the delightful smooth-run¬
ning style of the master humanist is miss¬
ing, still the story is so well adapted to
screen portrayal and has been presented in
such an excellent manner that literary s^y^e
is forgotten in the delight 5
action unfold, and in the added delight of

to the standard of excellence that this
service demands. Like all of Sutro's plays - 'it is one that depends almost entirely onthe spoken word to supply the necessary . ' . ■strength and, when the dramatic tensity of ;the lines is taken away as automaticallyhappens when a play is given photodra- .

matic production, there is little left except :
a remarkably good character study. This
is one of those pictures that could be im-
measurably improved by the plenteous use
of sub-titles, utilizing the lines of the play 1 V"to piece out the weakness in the action.

It has been most excellently produced J
with a wealth of beautiful settings and ,clear photography. The direction is con¬
sistently good throughout.

C. Aubrey Smith, in the leading role, '
gave a good interpretation of a strong part. 1He was ably supported by Mary Lawton ' \ , , r ' Vas the wife, who, neglected by her money - 7 h-ooo. ex-making husband, turns to another man to Oourtotsatisfy the intense longing in her heart, m iie.r usual
The supporting cast was strong and capable v :ri:and included Richard Hatteras, Charley v - manButler, Ida Waterman and Ben Hendricks. 1 h'

The story is built around the theme of .; !i 7V;
a man's great pride in his honor, with the V ;dramatic scene hinging on one line. :
John Glayde, a master of millions and con- tbe
troller of men, loses himself in the gameof big business and the acquisition of ' ~~A, vefy
power to the neglect of his young and.'':.:"
beautiful wife. On a visit to Paris she < ,

meets and falls in love with a voung artistwho in turn becomes madly infatuated with
her. The artist's mother seeing the trend ;,Jof events cables John Glayde to come at •
once and though in the midst of a big deallie drops everything and hurries to Paris. .hi There he tries to break up his wife's love
affair, but is unsuccessful. With a woman's'

-it! duplicity she pulls the wool over his eyes sothat his suspicions are somewhat allayed
• | and then runs away with her lover. Hefollows and overtakes them and in a dra¬

matic scene pleads with her for the re- !
'! Jlir? Aer ,lost affection. It is then

i that the big dramatic line comes in when
M t 5 s^.s' *s not love, but pride inJohn Glayde's honor." At last, realizing1 that pleading is of no avail, he consents

i a- divorce and spends the rest of his
j life in lonely realization of the great treas-
| ure that he has lost. E.

ARLEEN HACKETT, NELL CRAIG AND ERNEST MAUPAIN
OF THE KING."

...... . irnTtiunrpii,T-u11 ^.'iuuuvtiJ

44 THE PALACE
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" THE FATAL CARD "
A Five-Part Adaptation of C. Haddon

Chambers's and B. C. Stephenson's Play
of the Same Name, Featuring John Mason
and Hazel Dawn. Produced by the
Famous Players in Association with the
Charles Frohman Company, Under the
Direction of James Kirkwood for Re¬
lease on the Paramount Programme, Oct.
3.

George Forrester John Mason
Margaret Marrable Hazel Dawn
A. K. Austen Russell Bassett
Cecille Helen Weir
Gerald Austen David Powell
Jim Dixon W. J. Ferguson

There are several minor faults to be
found with this picture, the most import¬
ant of which is that Hazel Dawn has such
a small ineffectual part. With a personal¬
ity as winsome and delightful as hers, it
seems unfortunate that she is not given
more to do than smile attractively and
look plaesant. The picture is not by any
manner of means up to the high standard
that one expects in a James Kirkwood pro¬
duction. Had some other director been re¬

sponsible for the production these minor
lapses might be excusable, but not in James
Kirkwood. The photography in the early
scenes was far below the quality usually
to be found in pictures produced by this
company and in the later scenes there was
much of what is termed chalky whites
with little or no detail in the faces. The
scene of the murder was also carelessly
handled. For supposedly clever thieves the
murderers were mighty careless in the
manner in which they left finger prints
scattered promiscuously about on highly
polished surfaces. The policemen and de¬
tectives were equally careless in not dis¬
covering them. Such lapses are inexcus¬
able. The newspaper insert of the crime
was also poorly handled although in jus¬
tice it must be said that the reporters were
the best that we have ever witnessed in
pictures. For once they did not carry note
books.

John Mason in the leading role of George
Forrester scored as did W. J. Ferguson as
Jim Dixon. The balance of the cast were
strong and capable.

" The Fatal Card" is a typical crime
story. While in a mining camp Gerald
Austen is able to save George Forrester
from a much deserved lynching. The lat¬
ter tears a playing card in half and giving
it to him says that if he is ever in trouble
the presentation of that half card will bring
to bear all the forces that Forrester may
possess. Later Forrester, under his real
name of Marrable, buys a country place
abutting that of Gerald's father, and Ger¬
ald, who has also returned from the West,
falls in love with Marrable's beautiful
daughter Margaret. Through the changes
wrought by years and civilization neither

perience. Let us hope
on the screen again. H. E. Herbert as the
husband does very well and makes one feel
that he means what he is doing. Lorraine
Huling gives a touch here and there to her
part, which does more than any big work
to show her capability. Theodore von Eltz,
as her husband, photographs very well in¬
deed, and even in the small part he takes
his personality is predominant. It is fine
to see how a small part, such as his, can
be made so much of. B.

i
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NANCY IS RESCUED BY BOB IN "THE WHITE PEARL."
missing pearl of Buddha around Nancy~s
neck and when she is discovered on the
shore she is mistaken for a Goddess. She

taken in by Setsu and his wife, a

"THE WHITE PEARL"
A ~F/ve;P*rt, Fanciful Romance of theOrient Written by Edith Barnard Delanoand Featuring Marie Doro. Produced bythe Famous Players, for Release on theParamount Programme, Oct. 10. Directedby Edwin S. Porter.
Nancy
Bob
Robert Alden

Marie Doro
Thomas Holding

Setsu
Setsu's Wife
Captain Fetherstone

Captain~Marveil 1'.!'.!.!.!!RobYrfBrXick
Cesare Gravina
Maude Granger

T) , Robert CainBeauty is the keynote of this production,and from start to finish everything has beendone to make a beautiful and harmonioussetting for the attractive and winsomebeauty of Marie Doro. To begin with EdithBarnard Delano has written a very beauti¬ful little story, fanciful, romantic, oriental,
S w£?i within the realms of probability,and with this as a foundation the producersnave gone ahead and made a very beautifulpicture The Japanese settings have beenparticularly well conceived and constructed,with all of the little details necessary forthe true atmosphere of old JaDan "AndMarrable or Gerald recognize each other, what is more commendable thev have notMarrable is trying to lead a straight and __ „ .Y .. e not

honest life but his old associates ferret him
been overdone as is so~ frequently "the" case

—----- --- ---

, ,. , . . . . when a foreign setting is required. Thereout and persuade him to enter into one is just enough of the oriental
more deal, the stealing of half a million to make it really seem as though ?h? fc-dollars' worth of bonds. The theft is ef- . tion really did take place in Japan There

was a sunrise effect showing the shore ofa Japanese fishing village that was a verybeautiful piece of artistic photography. ,1 here was one slight error in direction inwhich the crew of a three-masted schooner
were shown madly working the pumps withthe decks awash. All the pumping in theworld would not remove one pint of waterfrom a vessel in this condition. At anothertime when Nancy lets go the wheel and the

-- -

, . . - . vessel is coming up into the wind the can-his own by the explosion of a bomb. The, tain in order to correct her mistake grabsrest of the gang are captured by the police , the wheel and turns it the same way whichand Gerald and Margaret find happiness would only have the effect of throwing herarm* E. more into the wind instead of putting her
, back on her course. With these exceptionsthe direction was good, the Japanese partbeing particularly well handled.

Marie Doro in the leading part wasthoroughly delightful. Her fresh

fected, but in the struggle Jim Dixon mur¬
ders Gerald's father. Later Gerald over¬
hears the confession of the criminals but
is captured and they decide to do away
with him. At a drawing of lots, to see

^

who is to commit the murder, Marrable were shown madly working the pumps withdraws the unlucky number. On going +>.« v. * P-1 wl>"
through Gerald's cardcase he discovers the
half of the playing card and they recog¬
nize each other. Marrable is just in time
to save Gerald's life, but in doing so loses

in each other's arms.

"THE FAMILY CUPBOARD"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Owen Davis's

Play by the Same Name, Featuring Hol-
brook Blinn and Directed by Frank
Crane for
Plays, Inc. Released by the World Film
Corporation.

Charles Nelson Holbrook Blinn
His Son Clinton Preston
Kitty Claire Frances Nelson
Dick Le Roy John Hines

" The Family Cupboard," which scored
such a hit on Broadway a few seasons ago,
has been put into scenario form but does
not make as good a motion picture as it
did a dramatic production. It is good—it

■ couldn't help being good, but picturizing it
I has weakened it and made it loosely con-
I structed.

Charles Nelson, a hard-working and
^ money-making man, finds that he is getting
1 nothing in return for what he is giving his
1 family and therefore seeks pleasure and at-
I tention elsewhere. This he finds in Kitty
I Claire, a vaudevillian, who is a charming
little person and gives him attention which
has been lacking at home on account of his

I wife's social activities. All goes well withI him until his son has the facts of his
1 father's relations with Kitty Claire flung
in his face.

Under the influence of liquor at the time, '
he rushes home and tells his mother what
he has heard. His father tells his family
that it is true and the home is broken up. 1
His daughter realizes that it may be their

; fault and will not allow her father to live
j alone. She goes with him, and the son
| sides with his mother.

Nelson tells Kitty Claire that their re-
J lationship must be broken off and offers
her money. This she takes, but decides

•jthat she will revenge herself, and does so
by becoming intimate with his son, who

q falls in love with her and wants to marry
■| her. A great friend of Kitty's, Dick Le1 Roy, who is a fellow vaudevillian, is with

| them a great deal and manages to do young
; Nelson for all that he can get out of him.
Nelson finds soon that Kitty is the girl
with whom his father has been so friendly.
This is a great shock to him, but he says

j he is willing to marry her in any event, h
: Money is getting scarce with young Nel-I
I son and things are not as they were at|g
I first, so Le Roy asks Kitty to go with him
1 into vaudeville and they leave the house <
| to be married. Nelson returns and finds
j that Kitty has gone off, and is writing a
'

note to his mother to say good-by when
j his mother comes in and saves him from .

suicide. Thus the skeleton in the cupboard J
i has been shown and the family is again
united.

Holbrook Blinn has nothing big enough
J to do in the picture and has no chance to

show what he really can do, but of course R
what he does he does well. Clinton Pres- *
ton, as the son, misses a great many
chances. It is a strong part and there
are many scenes that are very worth while
which would afford a chance for fine work.
Frances Nelson is not tempting enough,
yet one is able to feel her sincere regard
for the boy toward the end of the piece.
John Hines, as Dick Le Roy, was certainly
breezy and good-humored.

young |
h she 1

William A. Brady Picture1 beauty photographs well and thoueiT) rtl rvn 1-. i' 4~ Vl n XXT /\**1 /I 1 TV", ' '' ■ ■ ' 1 ill *, . , .

is not called upon to do any great amount
of acting still the fact that she walks about
in her natural self is pleasing enough for
the most carping. The balance of the cast
handled minor parts in a thoroughly cap¬
able manner. The story though slight is
delightful. Nancy and Bob are not allowed ,
to marry because they are too young. Nancy
is sent on a sea voyage for her health |and Bob is sent to Yokohama by his father ;
to take charge of the Eastern end of the ,
business. Nancy is traveling by schooner
and Bob stows away on the same vessel.

wealthy Japanese and given every luxury.
Her privations have caused her to loose
her memory and she acts like a little child
Two Chinese pirates have heard of the
great value of the pearl of Buddha and
successfully kidnap Nancy and after selling
the pearl sell her as a Geisha girl in one
of the Yokohama tea houses. There she is
about to be sold to Captain Fetherstone for
immoral purposes when she is rescued by
Bob. The sight of her lover brings back
her memory and the usual happy ending
follows. E.

I "THE MAN WHO COULDN'T BEAT GOD'
A Five-Part Original Drama Written by HHarold Gilmore Calhoun. Produced by ? -the Vitagraph Company Under the Di- Z -,rection of Maurice Costello and Robert ( ;Gaillard, for Release as a Blue Ribbon t.

Feature on the V. L. S. E. Programme, ■

Martin Henchford Maurice Costello HElmer Bradlord Robert Gaillard I
Sfs ?. v ■ ■ Denton Vane tElizabeth Bradford Estelle Mardo :Lady Mary Bdwina Bobbins L:

This picture marks the first appearance Eof Maurice Costello in a Blue Ribbon fea- -
ture and serves as a most fitting vehicle for |such a well known screen artist. Harold U.Gilmore Calhoun, the author, has taken a !ii fstrong theme and worked it out in a most Ji . excellent manner with a number of effects
and settings that are not ordinarily seenin moving pictures. jThe direction throughout has been most

nc e5cellent- The scene showing the rescueof a sandhog in a caisson under the river
, . with the water rushing in, was particularlyrealistic as was the mob scene where a ■

crowd of half starved anarchists break in-1to a fashionable restaurant, and in a mad pL.,,scramble for food effectually wreck the ■

place. The photography throughout was
up to the usual Vitagraph standard with
some good double exposures and fades.

The acting was strong and vivid £._
thoroughly human, Maurice Costello scor¬
ing in a part that called for multiple char¬
acterizations. In a picture of this kind I

"HIS WIFE"
A Mutual Masterpiece in Five Parts. Pro-

was EHQ&
sWit" |and mM:
scor- u- . I
char- Hlgihtwi BflHfifli

consistently handled P,

May Geraldine O'Brien
Her Husband H. E. Herbert
Edith Lorraine Huling
May's Aunt Inda Palmer
Bill Theodore von Eltz

" His Wife " is the story of a great mis- 9

themselves. They
minor parts well.

The story is based on the theme of the -I;battle between a strong will power and «

conscience, with conscience winning in the f:■end as it is bound to do. Martin Hench-
ford, an English peasant of exceedinglystrong will power resents with every fibre & ■

riu. B"°f his being the arrogant treatment of the Ks$*r-
duced by the Thanhouser Studios and ; a?f0 emPloys bim as a gardener. [:
Featuring Geraldine O'Brien and H. E.

™ ®everal affronts in silence j ■Herbert. To be Released Oct. 28. Jb ® n°bleman m a ,i?nely woods |iwhere a quarrel ensues, resulting in Mar- ; •
tin murdering his employer. He hurries fi iback to the tavern to establish an alibi. ' ;
The body is discovered but as the noble- • ■ ■ .

man's horse is standing near the general ,
^ supposition is that he met his death in a •

understanding which causes many a tear clothes and emigrates , |
to be shed and almost wrecks the lives of : There he obtains a job as a | ;two people. The son of a very rich man ^andhog in a tunnel that is being con- | ■ n.returns home from India, where he has ^ under the river, but by a heroic j,
been in the British Army, to find that the S-PMrJJLiS rescues one of the otner •*
girl he has always loved loves his younger J JO**' i B •brother, Bill. In reality she has secretly '^rmgs him to the notice of the head of the I '' • «company and his advancement is rapid, ns '.V,

But he cannot rid himself of the vision of V-.
the murdered man. Every time he sees El '
a person in a prone position the vision of viJ '
his foul deed returns to him. With an r
enormous effort of the will he throws it iM.r
off resolving that his crime shall not in any Ll
way interfere with his success. He rapidly K
advances in his work and at the end of
several years has become a wealthy con-
tractor and successful politician. He runs
for governor on the reform ticket and is
•elected. By now, through constant fight-,- •/ing and strenuous work he has weakened
his body both mentally and physically. The ^vision recurs with greater frequency, andat last he suffers a complete mental break¬
down. While at the theater one night
sees a murder being enacted on the sta^
It is the last straw, his conscience can

in love making. Near the coast of Japan
the schooner springs a bad leak and sinks.
There is a panic, the crew seize the only
life boat and Bob in tying Nancy to a raft
is knocked unconscious by a belaying pin
thrown by a sailor. Nancy floats ashore,
and Bob finds a floating spar and is res¬
cued and taken to his destination. While
floating about on the raft in an uncon¬
scious condition the tide has floated the

When they are far at sea he discovers him- (j b and there finds her husband bemoaning her
self and the two spend the lengthy voyage d death at a stone he has erected in her

Near the coast of Japan

been married to his brother who to escape
his creditor has gone to Australia. The
man seeks out a small town near the sea
and here meets a pretty little fisher girl
whom he falls in love with and marries.
They go to his home to live and here his
wife, May, comes in contact with Edith.
Edith tells the man that she is married to
his brother and many secret meetings are
held to talk over what had best be done.
May does not understand what the relation¬
ship is between the two and one night sees
her husband take Edith in his arms and
comfort her. She decides that the only
way out of this is to kill herself and leave
her husband free to do what he wishes to
do. She goes to the sea and throws her¬
self into it, but is picked up by some smug¬
glers who take her to a convent. Here
she cannot remember what her name is and
not until she reads that one of Henry Den¬
ny's sons has married Edith does she know
who she is. Thinking that it is her hus¬
band who is married she determines to take
the veil. Five years pass and she volun¬
teers to go to a lepers' camp as a nurse.
On her way to London she goes to the sta¬
tion of the town where her husband lives,
and here she sees the brother, Bill, with
his wife, Edith and their children. She
sees her mistake then and goes out for a
walk, while waiting for the train to re¬
fresh herself. She wanders to the cemetery

stand no more and with a cry he collapses
in the arms of his wife. The doctor orders
a long rest and an ocean voyage and Martin
insists upon visiting his old home in Eng¬
land. There on the scene of his murder
he sees the accusing vision of the man he
has killed and with a last despairing cry
sinks to the ground and dies. E.

"MY MADONNA"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Robert W. Ser¬

vice's Poem of the Same Name, Featuring
Madame Petrova. Produced by Popular

Metro Programme.
Lucille ,

Robert ,

honor. They embrace and while they are
j In each" other's arms, the other sister who*
'

is going with her, finds them. Then she
| is told that she has never taken her final
j vows and that she can give up the veil. , „ rn.

The story is stretched about here and! Lj r£5e Baroness
there, but yet it seems to gain its point "
if it has a point. Geraldine O'Brien adds

kl
a great deal to the picture. Her only
fault seems to be in her emotional scenes,

Plays and Players Under the Direction
of Madame Blach£, " ~for Release on the

Madame Petrova
. . . . Guy Coombs

. . . Evelyn Dumo
. . Albert Howson

~ M but that seems only to be a lack of ex-

OUR OLD FRIENDS, " BLACKIE" DAW AND J. RUFUS WALLINGFORD, NOW
ON THE SCREEN.

Burr Mcintosh as Wallingford, Max Figman as " Blackie," in the Whartons' New Serial
Released by Pathe.

The Baron .

_

The Art Merchant James O'Neill
Madame Alice Blachg, who adapted the

Service poem for the screen, has d&ne a
thoroughly good piece of work and although
the theme is one that has been used count-
less times still by a plenteous use of the
lines of the poem for sub-titles she has
clothed it in a different garb and made it
seem like something altogether new. This
is good work and as such we take pleasure !

; in commending it.
We doubt if anyone could have been found

Ri better fitted to interpret the leading roleJ than Madame Petrova. With her winning
and magnetic personality, her originality of
expression and gesture, and the attractive
and at times rare beauty of her smile, made
it possible for her to give an ideal inter¬
pretation of the very difficult part of Lu¬
cille, the woman who through suffering
finds both heart and soul. And added to

Tall her other qualifications is the outstand- I
ing fact that she is an accomplished actress.
With these assets it is no wonder that she
inspires sympathy and that other mysterious
quality which the psychologists call the
power of getting " en rapport," with her
audience.

The picture has been given a wonderful
artistic production. From a photographic
standpoint it is artistically beautiful with
a vast number of wonderful effects achieved
by means of beautiful double exposure
photography and a copious use of fades
both out and in. The persons responsible

m for their conception and execution deserve
U the highest praise. It is mighty good work.

The supporting cast was strong and
capable. Guy Coombs did a very good piece
of acting in the leading male role of the
young artist who loses his perspective when
he achieves fame and prosperity; Albert
Howson made a finished and polished vil¬
lain, and Evelyn Dumo was a seductive so¬
ciety woman who lead the young artist
from the path of rectitude and virtue. The
others handled minor parts well. K|

The story deals with a young impecunious f;
artist who has a wonderful vision of a y

i!

"THE CLOSING NET"
A Five-tPart Adaptation of Henry C. Row¬land's Novel of the Same Name, Featur¬

ing Howard Estabrook. Produced byPathe Under the Direction of Edward
Jose, for Release on the Pathe Pro¬
gramme.

Frank Clamart Howard EstabrookLeontine Petrovsky Madeline Traverse
Bliss MilfordChu Chu Arthur AlbroIvan Leopold Eric Wayne

iSff-C. ■ • • • • Frederick MacklynMrs. Katherine Browne Decker
With the material at his disposal, Ed¬

ward Jose has made a beautiful picturefrom an artistic standpoint, with elaborate,beautiful settings and some most excellent
photography. The scene showing the au¬tomobile race and the final forcing of Chu-Chu over the embankment could be greatlyimproved by some judicious cutting. At
one part where the automobiles are sup¬posed to be locked together the speed of!the two cars could hardly exceed that of
the well-known snail, whereas in reality ithey were supposed to be going at racing '
speed.

In the leading role of Frank Clamart, IHoward Estabrook did one of the best
pieces of acting that we have ever seen
him put forth. He seems to have acquired
the character of the book and reproduced
it in a manner that conforms with all the
details which the author incorporated into
it. Madeline Travers made a most likable
Leontine, and Bliss Milford was a sympa¬thetic and effective Rosalie, while Arthur
Albro as Chu Chu, the killer, gave a mightygood characterization of a difficult role.
The balance of the cast handled minor
roles capably.

"A GIRL OF YESTERDAY"
■Y^'A Five-Reel Picture in Which Daniel Froh»•<' man Presents Mary Pickford. Released ik.

Oct. 11 by the Famous Players Company
j •' On the Paramount Programme.-iJane Stuart Mary Pickford ')Aunt Angela . . Gertrude Norman /

. . . Frances Marion t
. . .. Jack Pickford \

Donald Crisp i
. . Marshall Neilan X

encfl Rosanna Danford
rge John Stuart
bevi A. H. Manroe

fore Stanley Hudson
tj,iThe Aviator Gienn Martin

til The story is a simple little love tale of itu< an old fashioned girl who comes into a K
r, large fortune and breaks into the social lifeof the town. She meets Stanley Hudson and *

falls in love with him and her brother does . 1
likewise as soon as he has been among the

: , society people a short time. There is some f i* intrigue worked through the story, but itreally is of no special importance. There
;■ is a great contrast between the girl and her 1

1 brother who goes in for fine clothes and 1 «
becomes intoxicated by the money that has

IJ suddenly come to them. It all ends well, < 1 iH but not in a sickish sort of way, for the '' 1 1
ia| production is far too well handled. It 1

, is a very pretty picture throughout, and ll-'
the directing is done very well except for • '

>s a slight mistake here and there in social r' ,
etiquette. The one thing to say is that !

[i it is a delicate picture, delicately done, and 1'oi that is a great deal.
i The role which Miss Pickford is cast in '

is one which gives her chance for her own !
if a style of work and she does it very well. h

i She always makes a charming old fashioned 1 ' :
girl for she seems so simple in her way of 1 " 1going about what she has to do.

Jack Pickford should never be known as 5P<-'r
Mary Pickford's brother, for he is capable • '

, of work which speaks for itself. He shows
his ability in the part of John Stuart and 1

, it is done in a way, which few screen ac¬
tors, with years of experience to their

y credit, could accomplish.
The rest of the cast were all up to the IE

v mark that is set by the Famous Players ,.

and even Glenn Martin did his important L
Ki1 part—flying—well. b. ,

"THE LAUREL OF TEARS "
h| A Three-Part Original Drama Featuring ^'t. Vera Sisson. Produced by the Biograph.

Company for Release on the General
D Film Company Programme.

M Esther Browne Vera Sisson
Dora Thomas Madge Kirby
Mason Downs Raymond Nye

i h Richard Stewart Hosea Ruben *

Leonard Aimes Charles Mayo ii-

c<| This is a thoroughly human story ex-1
ceedingly well done. It is a little incident 1
taken right out of life and the fact that'

1 it is a perfect reflection of life is the rea-t.
• 1 son for its charm and delightfulness. Based'1
^ on the theme that fame comes through

suffering it tells the story of a young girl,» 1
a stenographer, with a great ambition to ;
become a writer. Her efforts are unsuc- '

i cessful, however, largely because she is too?i- •.

j young to know life. At last an event hap-1
i pens in her own life. She falls in love

i and as the love story develops she writes
it. Dora Thomas, another stenographer,

■ has been forced to fly from her position-nd owing to the unwelcome attentions of her '"

employer and in a starving condition is ati< :
last taken in by Esther Browne, the stenog- i

^ rapher, with literary yearnings. Later: '•
Esther meets, in the course of business, a t.
young mining engineer named Richard:;
Stewart and falls in love with him at sight. B

! In due course of time she invites him out
to her house for dinner and there he meetsLes
Dora Thomas and loses his heart to her.
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Madonna, and then when he recovers from
■van attempt at suicide by drowning, finds \
ri t her leaning over him in reality in the per- tjS son of Lucille, a beautiful woman of the <j
a demi-monde. She is strangely drawn to the -
I young artist and he easily persuades her 1
* to pose for him. The painting is a great

success and starts him on the road to fame g
: & and fortune. He marries Lucille and for .

a while lives happily, but in time her past ;
life acts as a drag and hinders his social ,

| advancement and popularity. Later she
e has a baby who dies, but the suffering of

motherhood, in conjunction with her great
love, has fanned the flame of her dvine

1 soul to life. Her husband has drifted
l farther and farther away from her, lead on

•fi by the wiles of a seductive society woman
7 divorced from the Baron, who in turn is in
•• love with Lucille. The Baron is murdered

S by a poor working man whom he has
: wronged, but circumstantial evidence con¬

victs the young artist of the crime and he
is sentenced to life imprisonment. Lucille,
in order to obtain surcease from her great
pain and suffering, has become a settlement

, worker and there she hears the deathbed
! confession of the real murderer. She is

] able to set her husband free but he, think-
; ing that she no longer loves him on account

of his outrageous conduct, is about to go
'

away when he strolls into the church where
his painting of the Madonna has been hung
over the altar and there meets Lucille. A

' reconciliation follows and the picture closes
with a beautiful reproduction of Madame
Petrova in the pose of the Madonna and

•j Child. E.
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"THE GREEN CLOAK"
A Five-Part Adaptation of the Novel of

the Same Name by Owen Davis and
Henry Kitchell Webster, featuring Irene
Fenwick. Produced by George Kleine
Under the Direction of Walter Edwin for
Release on the Kleine-Edison Feature -

Service Oct. 20.
Ruth McAllister Irene Fenwick
Kate McAllister Blanche Aimee 1
Ella Lenox Delia Connor
Mrs. Lenox Kathryn Brook,
Jane Anna Reader
John Gilbert Roland Bottomley
Paul Duncan John Davidson i

Sergeant Sims Frank Belcher |Wilkins Richie Ling:
The Professor William Anker I

"The Green Cloak" was an absorbingly
. interesting mystery story well conceived
and well developed from the start to the
finish, and the same can be truthfully said!
of the picture, for the suspense if anything
has been increased in the transmogrifica¬
tion of the printed word to the screen. It
is not until the very end that the huge pile
of accumulated mystery is effectually ex¬
plained away.

Irene Fenwick in the leading role was
thoroughly enjoyable, giving to her inter¬
pretation a freshness and brightness that
was charming to witness. She is called
upon to do more real acting in this produc-i
tion than any we have ever seen her in,
and she seized every opportunity with avid¬
ity. Her facial expression was good and
her handling of the situation in which she
is suddenly confronted with her dead hus¬
band was extremely well done. Roland
Bottomley as John Gilbert was convincing,
as was John Davidson as Paul Duncan.
Richie Ling as Wilkins gave an abl6 char¬
acterization of a high-class criminal.

The picture was beautifully staged and
photographed with proper attention devoted
to realistic detail. The few exterior loca¬
tions

.
were well selected and the studio

scenes well built and artistic. Walter Ed¬
win. the director, did a capable piece of
work.

Ruth McAllister while traveling with her
father in the Far West meets and is fasci¬
nated by an attractive stranger. After the
briefest of courtships they are secretly
married. As they are coming from the min¬
ister's house the newly made husband
glances down at the hired man who is hold¬
ing the horses. An expression of fear steals
over his face, and leaping on the horse he
gallops madly away, leaving his surprised
wife standing there. Nothing more is heard
rrom mm, and Ruth, rejoining her father,
returns to her home in the East. A short
time afterward the recreant husband ap¬
pears and asks for Ruth, telling her father J
that he is one of her Western friends. The
father takes him in and makes much of
him. He retires to the library to write
some letters, and later when they go to
call him for dinner find him murdered.
Clasped tightly in his hand is a tassel from II
the green cloak which Ruth wears. When 1
she returns home she is confronted by the II
police, who take her in to see the murdered
man, and she tells them of her marriage in
the West. As she cannot explain how the
tassel from her cloak came to be in his
hand she is arrested on the charge of mur¬
der. Later it develops that Wilkins, the
butler, is the same person as the minister's
hired man, and that the murdered man was
a member of a gang of crooks who had in¬
fringed some law of the gang and had been
sentenced by them to death. The murder
had been committed by Jane, the maid and
wife of the butler, who when she went to
the library for the purpose of getting the
green cloak for her mistress, garroted the

j victim with a violin string. E.
"

"THE BLUDGEON"
Five-Part Feature Production Based on

Paul Armstrong's Play of the Same Name
and Featuring Kathryn Osterman. Pro¬
duced for the Equitable Pictures Cor¬
poration under the Direction of Webster n
Cullison.
The person responsible for the adaptation I

of " The Bludgeon" must be commended ^
for a task well done. He has taken a sub-
ject with many disagreeable features and •
moulded a story, that, while it may have
many time-worn points, is at all times in- >
teresting and furnishes an excellent cast ,
with unusually good opportunities. As a
play " The Bludgeon " was not over success- '
ful; as a picture, after emerging from a '•
thorough overhauling at the hands of the '
adapter, it is a picture well up to the
standard of current feature releases.

While mentioning the adapter first, one j
must not forget the credit due to a director
with a remarkably fine sense of the dram- '
atic and a cast, headed by Kathryn Oster- i
man, of more than ordinary ability. Miss
Osterman, who has been seen to advantage \
in comedy roles on the screen, is a great :
deal more successful in the trying emotional ;
role provided her here.

The story is the rather worn one of the
poor man's wife who aspires to be rich,
then the cottage becomes a palace, and un-
happiness results. You can probably imagine :
the twists and turns of the plot yourself.
It is steadily mounting in intensity, there:
is a certain grip to the incidents which
reach a smashing climax. The settings are
at all times pretty, and the photography
excellent. Minor fault can be found with

are allowed to j
• it des-1

AN INTERESTING SCENE FROM " MY MADONNA."
In Which Olga Petrova Appears on the Metro Programme.

HOW " ELAINE " WAS INTRODUCED TO THE FILM FANS OF ENGLAND.
The London Office of Pathe Freres Gives an Idea of the Elaborate Campaign.

inventor. The T»icxures ai

LOUIS J. GASNIER,

General Manager of the Pathe American Interests.
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"THE RIGHT'S OF MAN; A STORY OF
WAR'S RED BLOTCH"

AV?irAglna! M?der.n Drama in Five Parts.
? "y^ouis Reeves Harrison and

Rnhw r> *sett2 Brlce and RichardBuhiei. Produced by the Lubin Mfg.
Pratt** for "n i6r the Direct'°n of JackPratt for Release on the V. L. S E
Programme November 22 *|

Brlncar?wismund -George Clark1
! Princes'? r nrVh'a Richard Buhler
i «

His'wife Amba8Saa°r ' ' '•' '•' W^t'e^Taw
Red Cross' Nurse Florence Williams
Wy orthe"c£urt ::::::::: ■: ITsS
Joha"" ^ °f the Court i'. V Clara Lambert
Karl Richard Wangemann

■ Frederich". BOT?fnf S!?eel
i Peasant £?*r

, * George Bliss'

)0 { i number of war dramas on the screen
i uleSl°n buL,it: remained for LouisReevesHarrison, with one fell stroke of his pento sweep aside the glamour, the pomp the

seeming glory of civilization's blot ' and-disclose lying underneath in all its hideou^-
ness, the brutal horror, the festerin^ sore

, Si??*1 w.blcb the whole fabric of war and the
« «^?i«etSrSx10n^ arms, is built. And yet his

; t, ^ expression has been such that' 5be horror of the whole thing has beendriven home in a manner that is appallingly
^onthD f jet without descending to the• ■depths - of the morbid or that which it
fiifgUStlngVu Tile awful horror of war is

, "r|,"lther seDsed' yet at no time hasiff u incorporated into the picture
i n1 .whi('h .w?l.lld offend even the most•delicate sensibilities. It was a masteriv

„ .of subtle suggestion. To Mr. Ilarri-
- son is due the highest praise for the able
« which The has handled this mostSUt)^e£ bas taken a big theme

r nH^irflrieSen ** in an entirely new and' manner. He preaches no sermon

,)ULJ\e lesson is there for all who can see.wmVMh such a foundation to work upon itwould be strange if the director and the1 actors under him failed in building their
Part the structure well. To see thatS £?ve «nf)t ** is onIy oecessary to wit-

^ S? k Picture- Jack Pratt, the directorllf h?«°7n ^are ^U(1&ment in the selection
fl hi« a 5s and in the building of

: Ufl gS* i^?ivery little detail is true toof every little touch that would lend'

?ha -a? be®n incorPorated, and
I P c£Vire ls replete wih admir-able features still one must stop and ad-jj jnire the care and study and attention thatthe director has devoted to lts profluc

. tion. When all is said and done directingis largely a matter of intricate and Httlf
t d®tail, and it is in this little detail that so

■ many directors fall down. That Jack Pratt
Hnrlt£? £ a"tonjatically places him in the

l ^jted ranks of the good directors,
i are • to admit that RosettaBrice was a distinct surprise to us in this
; production We have seen her in numerous

. Pictures and never would we have believed
for f,prWte leen it? that !t was possible. for her to so change her personalitv as to

That^she t ?frt 0f \he Princess Lorchau1 hat she did it in such a delightful ablecapable manner is one of the wonders of
stage- She is indeed a fineactress and we predict that from now on

fsfJnt?800-1?! k tlle ladder of moving picturefame will be rapid. She was dignifiedpleasing and human yet underneath the

al denth If Was Perceptible the emotion-
tion of necefary 'or the interpreta¬tion of any great part. Kichard Buhlerplaying opposite was pleasing at all timesbut his part was such that all of the act-

togMiQo°TjS • thiT ProtIuction naturally fell
„ J ,rK'e' , .IIe was I10t called upon toWhfi k S 1?g or startling but that

. which he did have to do he did well
„„Lranf Joyner, as Ilis Royal Highness

(°ne 0 ^est interpretations of tiledisastrous results of inbreeding that it has
P easure to witnesl in a lone

u S?rl?Si Brandt made a good sternd and dictatorial General Brun and the bil
jance of the cast handled minor parts welK^ j. impossible to do justice to the1 ™engih .2f the, story in a brief synopsisThough the action is limited to the short

, , space of twelve hours, still there is so

i' hiUC!? i .that many, many words would
I fendnl5 pr? lli fittingly describe it. AI £5. 2 J rince has devoted his life to the
?nUT',h the socialisticprinciplf s laid down™/^,omas,r:line's "Tfie Kishts of Man °

T*s e.?ucafe<1 bis daughter, the Prin-
i0rc 'rT,n a flrm belief in thesefoirnnn Sf % has accun"Jlated a vastH fortune for the purpose of financing a

n?Ctv,L 15^° ' an,i on the wedding dav
' n ess t0 • Carew. an American

'

v.,- ^SS s"rSeon, he discloses his plans
; daughter and her prospective hus-j band, saying that the time is ripe and tint L

!^medlately after the ceremony he will
"I '®aJ® to perform his great mission. The
1 ?,00ner completed than aI range finding shell of the enemy explodesfl in the chapel ki/lling everyone nrosont

including the Prince. His life lasts 1us£J long enough to tell his daughter and her
Thevanfi'LWhe,:e the treasureS is concealedI They find and romove it and the Princessleaves to deliver it to the revolutionarycommittee. Carbed entirely in white and
on a milk white steed she jounreys over

fniein°°fv!^tryside, the road causing hor tofollow the path .if war's red blotch. With.
out in themselves being horrible the scenes

| ] convincingly suggest the awful horrible-i ness of that which has caused them. It
■ is a mighty and an impressive lesson. She

f J is successful in not only delivering the
treasure but in influencing the course of
the revolutionary band to that of educa-

, tion and the dissemination of knowledge
rather than a repetition of the sanguinary

t conflict that is now disrupting the world.
I She is arrested by a company of cavalry
; and brought back to the palace at the
i, behest of His Royal Highness, who desires !

to possess her. After numerous adventures
botn she and her husband manage to es- >

i. cape and take refuge in the American em¬
bassy where they find the first happiness of

I their wedding dav under the protection of
fi the Stars and Stripes. E.

millionaire, who was born m" tne Milage, ?
to donate money enough for a hose reel f; f
for the fire company. The millionaire
promises to give naif the amount if the
villagers will raise the other half. Then
follows the activities of the villagers in
an attempt to raise the money. Constable
Plum sponsors a tax of one dollar on
whiskers but the next day the village
barber is rushed to death removing the
hirsute appendages of the male inhabitants,
later there is a lawn fete but this is equally
unsuccessful. At last the millionaire de- j
cides to give all of the necessary money and
the hose reel arrives. On the day of the |",
celebration, while the speeches are being
made, Chubby Green and the village practi-,
cal joker set off a smoke pot in the general■■ I
store. By the time the nozzle is found for n
the hose, however, the excitement is all r
over, then a fire is discovered in Melodeon
hall, but this also proves a false alarm. L
Then Constable Plum comes rushing up w

to the Chief and tells him that his own j
house is burning down but the Chief re-,
fuses to be fooled a third time and while
he continues his speech his house burns to

E.the ground.

"THE BETTER WOMAN"

ISl^i
RICHARD BUHLER AND ROSETTA BRICE.

HPr
now as a moving picture," and it '"is" an
open question whether its last successwill not be its greatest. The slangywittiness of the lines is not missed to any H| great extent for they have been freely! utilized in the sub-titles and besides beingamusing in themselves serve to emphasizethe humor of the situations. The personresponsible for their incorporation meritsgreat credit for knowing just how andwhere to use them with the greatest effect.The only criticism to be offered is thatthey were too few in number. In an ad¬aptation of this kind we believe that pictureshould serve the purpose of illustrating thesub-titles, provided they are the originallines of the play, and not the sub-titles toexplain the action of the picture. Thisis a radical innovation but one in ouropinion that would greatly increase the-alue of a stage comedy made into acture.

hCleo Itidgeley was an ideal person for the"e of " The Chorus Lady," the sophisti- *ed yet innocent young girl who wasling to sacrifice everything, love fame,LA the material emoluments of success, to ■J^ent her young, unsophisticated sister
stepping over the brink and becoming'^iBr own expressive language a " frail."1 N seductive beauty and independence ofJ'y t, which, irrespective of the role shef-' paying, she cannot keep from showing,f a particularly adapted for this part andpoitly enhanced the quality of her in-hvaretation. Marjory Daw, as the innocentobstinate young sister, not only pleasedH scored. Should she keep up the present

. tip of her improvement it is safe to prop--iijy a great future for her. Ability suchiL5she shows can only be inherited in onedTi youug. Wallace Reid. as the young:jkfer, not only has a face that photographsJJfcll but an ability as an actor that isL] iove the ordinary. Richard Grey as the/ealthy seducer of young girls handled
| J £s part with finesse and judgment at noJ Ame descending to grossness or vulgarity.* Frank Reicher has staged the production |in an admirable manner. His settings, Iespecially those showing the stage of a |theatre with a new musical comedy pro- Hduction in the making, were particularly |good and showed a knowledge of his subjectthat can only be gained in the school of ex¬perience. The photography throughout wasup to the standard maintained by this
company.

The plot of " The Chorus LaSy "' Is 'sfe^well known that a synopsis is hardly neces¬
sary. Suffice it to say that it tells of the
fight of a young chorus girl to keep herunsophisticated sister from wandering fromthe straight and narrow path. In order to
do it she is forced to sacrifice everything

44LANDING THE HOSE REEL"
The First of a Series of Three-Reel

Features to be Known as " The Chron¬
icles of Bloom Center." Written by Mai- -|belle Heikes Justice and William Lord JWright. Produced by the Selig Company
as a Diamond Special under the Direction
of Marshall Neilan for Release on the
General Film Company Programme, Oct.
21.

Margaret Tate Irene Wallace
Johnny West Sidney Smith
Chubby Green Ralph McComas
Constable Plum Willhun Hutchinson
Mrs. Plum Lyllian Brown Leighton
Selina Tubbs Miss Mattox
Phil Pickle Lee Morris
Ira Pash John Lancaster
Frederick Warren George Hernandez

Elsie Greeson

An Original Drama in Five-Parts Written
by Richard Campbell and Featuring
Lenore Ulrich. Produced by the Triumph
Film Corporation under the Direction of
Joseph A. Golden for Release by the Equi¬
table Motion Pictures Corporation.

Kate Tripler Lenore Ulrich
Aline Webster Edith Thornton :
Frank Barclay Lowell Sherman
Pop Tripler Ben Graham
Jim Travers Charles Hutchinson
Bill Carlin , Will Browning

" The Better Woman" contains many
admirable features the chief of which,
however, is Lenore Ulrich. Her wild \
natural beauty, her lithesome movements
and seductive smile inspire a pleasing feel¬
ing of sympathy for that which is to follow.
And that which follows is thoroughly inter¬
esting. Richard Campbell has written a

strong story and Joseph A. Golden, the ~ ggdirector, has given it a good interpretation.
A strenuous fight has been included which11
has, besides being pugilistically realistic,
that is thrilling. The picture also con¬
tains numerous locations that are sceni-1
cally beautiful and the director deserves
great praise for the careful manner in which
ne has gone about their selection. The in¬
terior settings were also well built and
where necessary elaborately beautiful.

But irrespective of the beauty of the
settings, the strength of the supporting i
cast or the technical ability of the director^1
the one outstanding feature of the picture: -

Lenore Ulrich. From the time she ^

Amy Warren
Judging from the first offering the Bloom

Center series is going to be one of the
best collection of comedies that have ever
been presented on the screen. The first one
was laughably amusing from start to finish
with a brand of humor that depended more
on the situations than the aggravated ac¬
robatic slap stick that is so prevalent in \) was Lenore L -

screen comedies. Every laugh was caused , first appeared on the screen she inspired
by a legitimate means resulting from some- sympathy, later admiration and still later 11
thing really funny that had happened. j' —il-- *■ —«...Every form of bucolic wit and humor was
included in this first episode and they were
things that actually do happen in small
country villages.

All of the old familiar village characters
have been included. There is the unpopu¬
lar constable with his bright and shining
badge of office, his militant wife who makes
him stand around and mind his P's and
Q's, the village loafer, the village fat boy,
the village practical joker, the village gos¬
sip, the philosophical druggist, and last but
not least the proprietor of the general
store. It is the greatest collection of true
to life types that we have ever seen in¬
corporated into one picture and types that
are readily found in almost any rural vil¬
lage of the United States.

The humor transpires naturally, it is
never forced and is the result of the ordin¬
ary trend of events in the life of the vil¬
lage. Just one little incident took us back

i.' to the days of our youth when we used to
I sit in wide eyed admiration of the village

solons settling the affairs of the nation
down at the general store. While one of
the greybeards is speaking against the

i palm of his' "hand for emphasis, the village a Jj1i fat boy slips a piece of sticky fly paper |}

enthusiasm. Naturally the part she was <
called upon to interpret aided her greatly i
in her work but when all is said and done 1
the logical conclusion must be drawn, that
she is a mighty clever actress. She is
admirably fitted by nature for the delinea¬
tion of this part, that of a young uncul->,
tured girl with an abnormal craving for
love. She sees the man that she wants for
her mate, goes out after him, and needless

; to say gets him. It is a story of primal In
passions with sex triumphant.

Frank Barclay, the young consulting en-
v gineer for a West Virginia coal mining a
u company, is engaged to Aline Webster, the

daughter of a wealthy man. He goes out
to the property to supervise some work
and Kate Tripler, the motherles daughter

1 of the little country hotel keeper falls in
: love with him. Jim Travers, the resident

engineer goes back east where he meets and
falls in love with Aline's sister Alicia. They [
are married but in the newspaper account of
the wedding the reporter made a mistake in f<
the names, and Aline's name appears as'
that of the bride. Aline sends the paper
to Frank along wth a letter explaining \\

rj the mistake. Kate intercepts the letterae;I and destroys it and Frank seeing only the
newspaper believes that his fiancee has.,

on the table edge and the next time the
hand comes down there is a situation not

xvhinh «hp vq1,,00 iifn x w , — only ludicrously funny but one which ef-
become a Jtflr^vtrn/^hf PiP fectually breaks up the meeting. The pic-,snpe^nfmoJ'i?ig5 ' + e and re7 ture teems with just such little bits of Ip ct of the man she hopes to marryand . clean, wholesome humor as this, the mass

latest° policy of the government and fre¬
quently slapping the table with the open §9 newspaper Deneves max ms uauwchoTi/j omnhnsis thp villasre II jilted him. In a fit of pique he marries

Kate. Later his wealthy father dies and
Frank takes Kate back east with him

the material success that" comes with fame.
She casts it all aside without the flicker of
an eyelash aind saves the young anderring sister in a highly dramatic manner.
Of course in the end everything rights it¬self by one of those simple explanationswhich if made at the proper time would
have saved, all the trouble but then there
would have been no play. E.

meeting in Melodeon hall is broken up by [the practical joker, who blows sneezing ;
powder all over the place, the constable's
automobile trap is made ineffective by the t
fat boy adding another cipher to the sign 1
saying that ten miles is the speed limit, |
the group of villagers down at the station |is bowled over by the vindictive mail clerk
of the express train who throws the mail .
bag in their midst and so on ad libitum. J

The story deals with the attempts of the |villagers to pursuade Frederick Warren, a I

41 THE CHORUS LADY"
A Five-Part Adaptation of the Successful

play of the Same Name Featuring Cleo
Ridgely. Produced by Jesse L. Lasky
un£er the Direction of Frank Reicher for
Release on the Paramount Programme
Oct. 17.

Patricia O'Brien Cleo Ridgely
Nora O'Brien Marjory Daw
Danny Mallory Wallace Reid
Dicky Crawford Richard Grey

The career of " The Chorus Lady " has
been just one success after another, first
as a vaudeville sketch, then as a play and

■' ' ■■ ' iUS( • He " f n

ii< —

where she soon accustoms herself to the, ,,
ways of the social elect. Frank is gradually
beginning to love her when he suddenly
discovers the manner in which she tricked 1
him. A quarrel follows and Kate leaves <,
for her home in the coal district but Frank
finds that he cannot live without her and a,'
reconciliation follows. E. >sr,

"THE YANKEE GIRL"
A Five-Part Comedy Presented by the ' ,

Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company, I h'/
Featuring Blanche Ring, and for Release <1
in the Paramount Programme.

. . . . Blanche Ring
. . Forrest Stanley ,

. Herbert Stnnding '
.. Howard Davie#
Harry Fisher. Jr. k!

. . . Robert Dunbar '

Joe Ray
. . . Bonita Darling .

.... Syd de Gray

is

THE CHORUS LADY.
LASKY STAGES ROSE STAHL'S FAMOUS SUCCESS,
Cleo Ridgely is Starred in the Faramount Production (of ^ames Forbe's Comedy.

id Jin

Jessie Gordon
Jack Lawrence
President Ambroce Castroba

I James Seavey
Willie Fitzmaurice
Philip Gordon
Morales

I Winnie Gordon
| Wiggs

There is no doubt that " The Yankee u
: Girl" is a thrilling comedy and there also1'

is no doubt but what those who see it will
enjoy it for there are some very trying^.,
scenes and some which are very funny.

Mr. Gordon • is immensely interested in ■ '
■ copper mines and his daughter, Jessie, is1,

greatly interested in the United States Con¬
sul, Jack Lawrence, to the country in which
the mines are. James Seavey is also in-'
terested in mines but not in the ones that
Gordon is interested in, and therefore he 161

* very anxious to stop Gordon from closing
an option which he has on a certain piece,.,
of property. So he bribes the president of
the Southern Republic to keep Gordon out '
until it is too late. Gordon is speeding
on his yacht, "The Yankee Girl," to close
the deal.

Seavey gets the president to agree to1'
quarentining the Gordons on their yacht, [esrobut Lawrence hears of the plan and sends;
a message to Gordon telling him to get off .

the yacht and come by land the remainder
of the way. Gordon leaves the yacht, but
tells his daughter what to do in case hef ': ,'
does not reach the city in time. Theyjv\ L

»: arrive and Jessie gets to the president by 'til!®
means of smiling sweetly at the health

ij officer.
j! The president offers her wine to drink - -

• and she takes some and then fools him ur&L
j. into believing that she is drinking also.•

He drinks until he is so overwhelmed by r
the girl that he lends her fifty dollars to [sjMjJ round out the sum for the first payment on th ■

j the option. She had been taxed by some .v ;
one for that amount after she arrived. ,-t,,.
She closes the deal and makes the presi- .

. ; dent break all his promises to Seavey. The "
'

large amount of money is on the boat and pd
1 Seavey has bribed every one on the dockn-;*

- » •.

to keepTtie^A mericans ashore. Lawrence I
buys the yacht in the name of the govern- j
ment and goes for the money himself, j
Seavey pursues him but is put off the boat, j
and Lawrence gets the money. In the mean¬
time Gordon has been captured by one of
Seavey's accomplices and is shut"^ up, but
while Lawrence is getting the money Jessie
goes, and with more smiles, sets her father
free. They all arrive in time at the Presi¬
dential mansion and the deal is put through
in good shape. Of course Jessie andr
Lawrence intend to marry, and it is evident
that every one expects them to.

Blanche Ring occupies the greater part £
of the scenes and is attractive, funny and
breezy. Forrest Stanley as Jack Lawrence
is hardly the type to play opposite Miss f

i"1' Ring, yet his work is done in good style. |
SI Howard Da vies as the villain is not lack-l

ing in " villainic" atmosphere. Harry y
Fisher, Jr., as Willie Fitzmaurice. a suitor *
to Jessie, would be a great deal funnier if
he did not try to be so funny. B.

9—■ R
"COMRADE JOHN"

A Five-Reel Feature Produced by the Bal- t J
boa Amusement Corporation for the
Pathe Company, and Taken from the .
Novel by the Same Title by Samuel I
Merwin and Henry K. Webster. For re¬
lease Oct. 29. f

John Chance William Elliott
•i Cynthia Ruth Roland

Comrade Ellen Madeline Pardee I
Prophet Stein Lewis J. Cody

(nSST^one^if^elFas fSe photography the »;
, j picture would 'have made a perfect score. P

The Blackbirds are a gang of thieves— »i

j respectable ballroom thieves—with Bechel,
a scheming and well-trained crook, at the |
head, and he has as his accomplice Leonie

i Sobatsky, alias Countess Leonie. The story |i
is based upon a rug which is bought in Al-

(li giers by the Crockers, who have a great y■A deal of newly attained wealth. Leonie is $
1 assigned to exchange the rug for an imita- •,!

tion after they arrive in America. While jj
I , in Algiers Leonie meets the Crockers, who,

of course, are fond of titled people, and is s
introduced to the Hon. Nevil Trask, an- |
other crook but not known as such to |

! Leonie. Hawk, Jr., an American Secret (
, Service man, is in Algiers also shadowing

the Blackbirds, but is instructed not to
1

make any arrest until the smugglers are
!

- safe in America. On the steamer Leonie
■ : falls desperately in love with Trask, and

when they arrive in New York they are in¬
vited to stay with the Crockers. Leonie
does not want to do this work, for she feels
that it is not a game like smuggling but
that it is just stealing, but Bachel forces
her into it and she agrees to get the rug.

' The preparations are made for the ex-
, I change, and when Leonie is about to play

the famous rug trick she suddenly changes
, ! her mind and does not take it, hoping that

Bachel will not notice it is the imitation
v that she will take to him until after she

i has gotten away from him. Hawks has se-
\ j cured a position as butler with the Crock¬

ers, and knowing that the rug is to be
taken that night sees that Leonie does notHere is something entirely new ! mii ■■ ■ *,

That really should be enough to attract
millions of people who go to moving pic- v/i take the genuine and exchanges it himself
tures and the millions will say the same CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG AND CHESTER BARNETT IN "THE HEART OF THE for the imitation. Leonie, as she is leavingia — •- imi+R+inn rug. as shetures and the miliums mu
thing of this production. The story is
taken from a novel written by Samuel j,
Merwin and Henry K. Webster. It is a
strongly told expose of how men and;
women are able to induce sane people to (

take up a belief which is organized merely r
to take their money.

In this case Herman Stein is the orig¬
inator of a new religious movement and he'
has induced people to give their money to
his cause. He employs John Chance to
build his " dream city." Chance is under
oath not to expose the plan for the mem¬
bers of the cult are supposed to build the
city themselves. Their motto being " beauty
through toil." Chance is in Paris when

; Stein comes to him and with him is his
wife Comrade Ellen. They are continu¬
ally studying their book and preaching
their belief to others.

Cythia, a yonng American girl, with,
whom Chance is very much in love, is sail-,,
ing for America and on the same ship
sails Herman Stein and Comrade Ellen.
Stein, on the trip over, makes friends with,
the girl and is able to get her very much.

I interested in his new ideas on religion

44THE HEART OF THE BLUE RIDGE"
The World Film Corporation Presents

Clara Kimball Young. Released Oct. 18
in Five Reels.

Plutina Clara Kimball Young
Zeke Chester Barnett
Dan Hughes Robert Cummings

Laid in the heart of the Blue Ridge the
picture lacks in no way a beautiful setting.

•] The great hills and the forests are enough
to take the eye of any scenario writer and |

vj director. It forms a background which |
abounds in opportunities for romantic ef¬
fects. Quick action in plot is sacrificed by
the director for the beauty of scenery, and
he is hardly to blame if he has any idea
of beauty. The story is very weak and
could have been done in one reel, but the
trip to the Blue Ridge would have been
great y curtailed and that would have been
a sacrifice.

Plutina, a young girl living with her

BLUE RIDGE," A WORLD FILM RELEASE. ' ,hou«e J° take the imitation rug, as she
- thinks, finds Trask going through the safe. ,

'Tlimprobable as that which forms the basis) They confess to each other that they are :
for this picture. The fact that it has thieves and resolve to go straight, but
been beautifully staged and delightfully Trask offers her the contents of the safe as 1
acted by Emmy Wehlen and a strong sup- . a wedding present. Leonie refuses this,
porting cast all goes for nil when the < and they go to give the rug to Bechel.
result of their hard and meritorious work Hawks, who is behind a curtain, hears the 1
is considered. The sequence of events love-making and then follows them with a
here depicted may be possible, there may , squad of men to Bechel. Trask waits in
be such people in the world, but it is the hall for her, and as he is there Hawks
highly improbable, and if there are they | comes with his squad of men. Trask is
torui n very., vexy. small number, . J about to put up a fight, but is told by <

Emmy Wehlen is thoroughly delightful in > Hawks that he does not want the girl but
the leading role, handling the lighter move- : Bechel. Bechel and his men are then taken
ments with a charm and naivete that is and Hawks presents Trask and Leonie with
pleasing to witness and rising, in the i their liberty as his wedding gift,
higher movements, to an emotional tensity The great fault with so many detective
that shows her great ability as an actress. dramas is that if the U. S. Secret Service •
She was one of the very few saving I men are such fools as they are pictured,
graces of the production. J. Frank Glen- » some well trained thief would run off with
don and Leslie Austin were strong in the : the State of Texas. However, this picture
supporting roles. ' what pictures ■

Charles Horan has given the picture a
most beautiful and elaborate production.
Considering that which he had to work
with he has accomplished marvels. His

I is entertaining, and that is what pictures
are made for.

Laura Hope Crews as Leonie is surpris-
I ingly good. There seems to have been some

difference of opinion about this, but the sin-
' t-ponos and then her

in teres leu 111 uis new mcao w -*■ —• j 0 0 0— —.—0 • — with ne nas accyuiynoucu v1 uiacicuw, ««. —
His wife see a strong feeling growing up be- grandfather in the moonshine district of ball room and restaurant scenes were , cerity of her emotional scenes and then her

I tween Stein and Cynthia and one day tears ( the Blue Ridge, loves and is beloved by mighty good ensembles, staged in a most J general technique is so far about the ever.v-
her book to pieces and throws it into the Zeke, a young farmer. She is also loved excellent manner. The photography i day picture artist's abilitv that it is a
Hea. j by Dan Hodge, a moonshiner, but as his throughout was clear and distinct. 1 great treat. Thomas Meighan as the Hon.

Later on one sees the building of the|i love is not requited he seeks to revenge A synopsis of the story seems like a I Nevil Trask does well, but he seems to be
" dream city" going on and the men at Zeke and threatens to take Plutina away, waste of valuable space. Richard Sher- i rnrdly dashing enough for the part. Ray-
work in the costumes Stein feels are sym- j One day when Zeke is called to town, lie brooke, while a senior at law school, be- 1 mond Hatton as Hawk, Jr., is a little too

! bolic of his faith. Even Chance, who has , goes to the station and gets there just in comes infatuated with Ethel Stratton, and 'J detective-like in
! become known as Comrade John, is forced ., time to see his train go out. He sits down | thnilfrh hp pqnnof mnrrv her as he is afraid ipood detective.

to wear this costume while at his work j to wait seven hours for the next train, it ^ll?nterSrewithhfs socSl pres *^e1.1 chosen.
I During the building of the _« dream city While he^.is waiting,_Pllutina ^J^ptured th£ herjjTxESi

his actions to make a
The others in the east^are

Cynthia comes to Stein and studies with
him. They make tours of the city and it
is on one of these that Chance meets her. I

Some time later on Cynthia is made High I
Priestess of the city and there is a great
blowing of trumpets and pomp on the day I
she takes her place. Stein's wife has been
cast off but she does not feel jealous for
she is too unhappy to see another go where

! she has gone for she, too, was High
Priestess once.

Chance sees more of Cynthia after she is
I made High Priestess and sees that Stein
in his very subtle way is getting a hold
on the girl and it is not very long before

[ by Hodges who takes her far back into I1111 uc - olv1 the mountains. Some one finds Zeke at the fore he arranges with his room mate to
station and tells him what has happened. Provide the necessary essentials for a mock E ,
lie gets a great crowd together and they marriage. But the room mate is also in
start to run down Hodges. Zeke finds loye with the girl and rather than see her

- —-*-1— o c.fr,,^]a wronged in this brutal fashion, provides aI start to run uuwn

i Hodges beating Plutina and in a struggle
' throws him over a cliff. So the story ends.

There is no mistake in that the plot is
slight and a trifled hackneyed, but it has
such a beautiful setting that it leaves a
v^ery pleasant impression on one. Clara

4 CARMEN "wronged in this orutai lasuvu,
real clergyman. Several months later, in '
order to repair the family fortunes, Sher- 1 A ^ ive-Part Adaptation of Prosper Meri-
brooke is forced to marry the daughter of mee's Story of the iSaine Name. Written-ool is Ibrooke is torcea to umnj 0

a millionaire. Though his real wife is !
enceinte he tries to dispose of her to one
of his friends. The elaborate church wed- i

syvs?SVrIbS;'with"the minister, who"performed the'first

by William B. DeMille and Featuring j
Geraldine Farrar. Produced by Jesse
L. Lasky Under the Direction of Cecil
DeMille and Wilfrid Buckland for Re¬
lease on the Paramount Programme Oct.
31.and shows the value ol tne iraxumg reremonv llie .-UU114 ^

has had. She is sincere, sympathetic and w^i1 the minister, who performed the first ox-
o— - - - . really human. Chester Barnett as Zeke ceremony, and Sherbrooke is shown to be Carmen Geraldine Farrar

Chance tells Stein that if he does not give iS a real country youth, with a sense of hieamist His newlv made father-in-law Von Jose Wallace Reid
up the girl he will expose him. Stein then honor^ which fortunately is^ not overdone. insists that he will send him to prison and ^ustlun'i Horace B.^ CarpenterChance tens oiciu — -- -

up the girl he will expose him. Stein then honor whicn ioriuLmtcij
orders his men to put Chance away but he Robert Cummings brings out the scheming,
escapes and exposes the whole system of brutal character of his part very well.
Stein's religion. . „ , The detail of the picture is carried out RthPl "marries the chum ana tue lwv ^

The men of the organization are infuri- extremely well, but the photography, in comDanv with the babv which has arrived *
ated when they learn thai they have been some places, is not as sharp as it might °to the Far West in a
so unmercifully swindled and threaten he. The picture, with its lack of plot, is — "
Stein with death but he, with the help of so weii handled in other respects that it
his wife, escapes to a sort of armor-plated is most entertaining. It is a beautiful pic-
Holy of Holies. He sends for Cynthia, tell- ture with, thank heaven, no harrowing de-
ing her that he wishes to explain some of tail. B.

rather than accept this disgrace Sherbrooke ,
The detail of the picture is "carried out s"ici<J®;, Several months: later r

well but the nhotoeranhv in Bthel marries the chum and the two in ■i. l,ut tne photography, in t.ompany wlth the baby) which has arrived '
in tne meantime, go to the Far West in a J

-i- -e-- Konninoijs E. ,

Pedro de Cordoba
I Morale" .'-'.'.'.'. William Elmer

delayed search for happiness.

day, but an«i
found out ta

44AN AFFAIR OF THREE NATIONS"
A Five-Part Gold Rooster Play Produced

by Arnold Daly and Ashley Miller with
Arnold Daly in the Leading Part. To
be Released Oct. 22 by the Pathe Ex¬
change.

Ashton-Kirk Arnold Daly
Dr. Morse Sheldon Lewis
Phillip Warwick William Harrigan
Pendleton Charles Laite
Drevenoff Charles Krausa
Okin Geoffrey Stein
Karowski 1 Martin Sabine
Humadi George Melville
Stella Morse Louise Rutter
Nanon Doris Mitchell

"HER RECKONING, OR TABLES
TURNED"

••BLACKBIRDS"
A Five-Part Feature Presented by the Jesse

Lasky Company on the Paramount Pro¬
gramme, Featuring Laura Hope Crews.
Released Oct. 18.

Leonie Sobatsky Laura Hope Crews
Hon. Nevil Trask Thomas Meighan_ _ won. inevu a rusK xuv„.ul,

A Five-Part Melodrama Featuring Emmy Bethel-.... ■■■■■■■■■■.■■■■■ "1
Wehlen. Produced by Rolre countess Maroff Jane Wolf
Under the Direction of Charles Horan 101 Miss Crocker Florence Dagmar «
Release on the Metro Programme rsov. 1. Mrs. Crocker Evelyn Desmond

Emmv Wehlen Mr- Crocker Edward Harley
j. Frank Glendon Abie Isaacs Frederick Wilson
.'... Leslie Austin Cupid is in again! That is what comes

. Walter Hitchcock to one shortly after the picture is flashed

. Jeannette Horton on the screen. It takes a few hundred
H. oooper feet to prove it, and when the proof comes ,,

Ethel Stratton
Howard Sherbrooke ....

Dick Leslie
Stanley Grant
Beatrice Ford n Swr riiffe ?n tne screen. it lanes *
To^n 'sherbrooke . . ... .'. Edgar L. Davenport feet to prove it, and when the proof comes

It is hard to conceive h?w a producing ^sto^y"s^ofnewhit dtStt
j company cani go ^^^Pft^^oun^tion0! ?rd,in.ai7 and from all points it is most en-J story that as weak, ^"entand iertaining. if the whole production had

An intricate story of a stolen treaty 1
which was drawn by the representatives .■

of three nations and kept a secret. The J
story starts with the mysterious threats '
to take the life of a well-known doctor, ,

who has in his possession the paper which
fell into his hands while he was caring
for the wounded during the Russo-Japanese
war. The doctor is murdered and Ashton- j
Kirk is called on the case. Ashton-Kirk .
is a wealthy young man who spends his |
time in the study of old documents and 11
treaties. He has a mind which is quick
to grasp situations and to imagine what •
might have happened. Just at the time fl
of this murder, the United States is in a ,

very trying position, and all depends upon . |
these papers which are stolen. The story >
is far too involved to go into every detail i
but it is a big one, and carries along with | |
it a love story which is most entertain- :
ing. In the detail of construction there
are many exciting scenes which hold the
attention and give one many a thrill.

Arnold Daly, as Ashton-Kirke, is dash¬
ing and sincere in his work, which consists
of some violent struggles and some deep
thinking. He makes love as well on the !1
screen as he does on the stage, which is ;«
saying a great deal. Next to him in the J
run for laurels comes Charles Laite as ; j
Pendleton, his friend and assistant.

The honors for the other sex in the piece [I
fo to Doris Mitchell as Nanon, the house-eeper for the doctor. Her work is ex- !
cellent, and although she has little to do,
there is no lack of quality in what she j
does. Opposite Arnold Daly is Louise Rut-, |
ter, but her part requires nothing more in I
addition to what she has already—charm. .

B. ' 1

Geraldine Farrar, in the picturization of ' in
Carmen, has breathed the breath of life '
into the mythical brain child created by pveral
Prosper Merimee, and has given us a Car- , :'inl :
men that is brutal and elemental, but very, T1 at
very human. It is a new Carmen, vastly ar
different from the Carmen of the opera > rod
whom we have learned to love and ad- '• : <

mire, yet we sense that the Carmen of r^um-
the picture is the real Carmen, the Car- same
men that Merimee dreamed of, the seduc-

| tive, alluring, feline Carmen, who, had
there been such a personage, would have
pursued her untrammeled way through life He
insistent upon her freedom to love much ,

in the same manner as she is made to on for-
the screen.

I Geraldine Farrar has put her heart and
soul and body into this picture, and with-
out the aid of the magic of her voice, has
proved herself one of the greatest actresses
of all times. Her picture, Carmen, will 1
live long after her operatic characteriza¬
tion has died in the limbus of forgotten
singers. Her acting in this production is
one of the marvels of the*stage and screen,
so natural, so realistic, that it is hard to \ ( ;

believe that it is acting. She is the acme , rao'^
j of passionate expression, every move, every
I gesture, every flicker of the eyelash, show-L ing the intense passion of the woman who . r

lived to love, and to love with freedom. :)!^( ,,'l~
She is the personification of lithesome V,V.
grace, of tigerish ferocity, of elemental >X(.eu.
love, and each and every detail of her act- ne^v
ing is carried out with a truth to these i:

t characteristics that is startling, yet won- j 11 •'
derful to witness. Merrimee's Carmen , f] \
lives and loves and dies in Geraldine Far-

l' rar.
Her support has been perfect. Wallace

Reid made a pleasing and forceful Don
, Jos6, and Pedro De Cordoba, with his

Spanish cast of features, made an ideal .V
Escamillo, while Horace B. Carpenter gave ', ',rs
a good characterization of Pastia. To

! speak of the manner in which the picture , ,
was produced would be to go into pane- ,

gyrics of praise. In our opinion it was ilu'?U(>0
| technically perfect. The story has been . ,

given a straight treatment, without the '
use of fades, cut backs, or double expos- , l0
ures. It has a story to tell and starts at ' ;
the beginning and tells it. There is never ;

CRAUFURD KENT IS THE LATEST OF THE KALEM 44 BROADWAY FAVORITES."
The Scene Is from 44 The Pretenders," In Four Parts, Released Oct. 4.

any doubt as to what is happening. It is ;pretty
ndsimple, complete, and comprehensive. At¬

tention should be called to the extremely
beautiful effects that have been achieved
by expert lighting and the able judgment . ,

shown in the selection of the locations. .. ij
The bull fight looked like a real bull fight. t -
and the settings of the street scenes of
old Seville were startling in their reality.
But all of these details assume minor im¬
portance in comparison to the marvelous
acting of Geraldine Farrar. She has made •
the mythical Carmen live and she will

oc, „ron E ^

* I IB

i lie mj iun.ni ~ —
iimake the picture live as well. E.



A TRIO OF PROMISING PRODUCTIONS TO BE RELEASED AS VITAGRAPH " BLUE RIBBON" FEATURES.
jHarry Morey in " The Woman in the Box." A Tale of Robert Edeson in •' The Cave Man." From the BurgessMexico.

"PENNINGTON'S CHOICE"
Five-Part Production by The Quality Pic- vtures Corporation. Directed bv William

Bowman and Released through the Metro
Corporation.

Robert Pennington . .

Jules Blondeau
Louis Blondeau
Roland Blondeau ..

Eugenia Blondeau . .

Marie
Mrs. Allison
Jean
Pierre
J. J. Jeffries

Francis X. Bushman:'
. Wellington Plavter*'

H. O'Dell
. . . . . William Farris

...... f Beverly Bayne
Helen Dunbar
Lester Cuneo

Morris Cytron
By Himself

Pennington s Choice " gives us a vieor-
1 °"s;. two*fisted Francis Bushman, exponentof the manly art when that becomes neces-

ffj; °^der t0 .win the beautiful heroine.Beverly Bayne, by the same token, is a

charming heroine, and as presented in thispicture, one well worth fighting for. The
production is one that should be immenselypopular with photoplay patrons, the plot isnot over-intricate, but there is never a mo¬ment of idleness, and there is the thrill of
red-blooded action and conflict.

The director has given us some beautiful i
settings in the course of the action, which icarries the characters to the Northwestwith its impressive mountains and ruggedcharacters. Frankly the actual theme of' I ennington's Choice " between the sup¬posed two girls is not brought home with
full force, but the stress on the physical

• combat overshadows this point. Penning¬ton. a wealthy New Yorker journeys to the
Northwest to secure the Consent of Jules
Blondeau to his marriage to Eugenia Blon¬deau. Ihere he meets Eugenia's supposed
step-sister Marie, an equally charming miss,and also meets the opposition of the woods¬
men. For a time it appears that he is a Jcoward and the desired consent is refused. '
but it develops that he is onlv off to the i
training camp of his friend. J. J. Jeffries,with the result that in a red-hot battle he t
vanquishes the bullies of the woods. Then
it is disclosed that Marie is really Eugenia,stripped of her city frills and laces, and '
the woodsmen her brothers, testing the •
courage of the suitor.

The production, aside from a tendency to
allow the players to pose a trifle, has been
well staged, careful cutting making the last
reel a really gripping fight scene. W.

" failed." At la;
________

44 THE SENTIMENTAL LADY "
A Five-Part Adaptation of Owen Davis'

Story of the Same Name Featuring Irene
Fenwick. Produced by George Kleine
Under the Direction of Walter Edwin for
Release on the Kleine Edison Feature
Service, Nov. 3.

: Amy Cary
1 Her Uncle

Norman Van Aulsten .

i His Father
Bob Nelson

j Johnson
His Daughter
Helen Nelson
Florence Russell
Tom Woodbury

Story,
S. Rankin Drew, Charles Kent, Louise Beaudet in " A

Price for Folly."

>■ I I I I I 1
"THE TURN OF THE ROAD"

A Five-Part Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature
for Release on the V-L-S-E Programme
Nov. 1.

John King Joseph Kilgour
Helen King Naomi Childers
Jack King Bobby Connelly
Marcia Wilbur "Virginia Pearson
Mrs. Jones Edwina Robbins
Dr. Bright Robert Gaillard
Maid Mabel Kelly

The excellent cast seen in this picture
far outshadows the story itself. The plot
runs in well worn pathways, but it has been
excellently produced and the acting is above
and beyond that usually seen on the screen.

The Kings, as a family, are very happy
until Marcia Wilbur comes to visit Mrs.
King with whom in her younger days
she went to school. Marcia is a great

: beauty and with all her charm she has a

.. Irene Fenwick
, . . Frank Belcher '
.. John Davidson !|
Thomas McGrath f j
. Jack Devereaux
.... Richie Ling

. . . Anna Reader
.... Lila Barclay

. . . Delia Connor
. Ben L. Taggart

Though slight in construction and plot ." The Sentimental Lady " is interesting and ,

entertaining with plenty of opportunities li
for the display of the many and diverse
charms of Irene Fenwick who handles the
leading role in a manner that is pleasing'

to witness. She is winsome and attractive
at all times and though the part calls for
little real acting the magnetic personality
of the young star manages to successfully
hold the interest.

Walter Edwin, the director, has shown
I great artistic judgment in the selection of

his exterior settings with the result that
; some very beautiful mountain and lake scen-
; ery is shown. If directors would only re-
alize the immense value of beautiful scen-

( ery to a picture they would take more
trouble and care in selecting their loca-

H tions instead of being satisfied with the
first fitting spot they came across. In
this instance Walter Edwin has proved him¬
self one of the few. His interiors were
well arranged and the whole picture pro- ?
duced in a manner that left little room for

, criticism from a technical standpoint.
The supporting cast was strong and well

balanced. The leading male role was a 1
small part which Jack Devereaux handled
as well as the material at his disposal per¬
mitted. Frank Belcher and John Davidson '
also pleased. Lila Barclay who has an en- •

viable reputation in England as a Shakes¬
pearian actress and is well known on the
stage in this country handled a small part
with that finished poise that marks the ,capable actress and Delia Connor was also
pleasing in another small part.

The story deals with love and business.
Amy Cary, though practical, is very much
given to sentimentality. She owns a con¬
trolling interest in the People's Gas Com¬
pany of which her uncle is the president and
general manager. She is engaged to young :
Van Aulsten, whose father has secretlybought control of a bankrupt gas company •
and plans to unload it on the other cor¬
poration at a high price depending on his
son's influence with Amy to put the deal
through. Bob Nelson, a young attorney,
has been engaged by a stockholder's com- !
mittee to protect their interests. Amy is 1
spending the Summer at a fashionable camp
in the mountains and there all the interested x
parties gather. Bob abducts her by a ruse
and they become marooned on a lonely
island. Later they are rescued, but Bob in
order to keep Amy, her uncle, and Van '
Aulsten from attending the annual meet¬
ing of the stockholder's casts the boat
loose. After holding the party up until
they have missed the last train for the

A Six-Part Original War Drama Written byH. C. Chatfield-Taylor and FeaturingBeverly Bayne and Ruth Stonehouse.
Produced by Essanay Under the Direction
?f to Calvert for Release on the
v. Li. b. E. Programme. |

Count Ludwig von Leun Walram ... E. H. CalvertMarcelle de Lembach Beverly BavneMarguerite Clairon Ruth Stonehousp 1
riothflrt»ntRVOfh ArDheim Bryant WashburnClothilde Berthon Bettv Scott
Pan] ^'Ariw»i7Valera Harry Du'nkinsonPaul D Arblay coSsar

It is to be doubted whether any personnot having had the actual battle experienceIn the grim strife that is now tearingEurope to pieces can have any conception ofthe appalling terribleness of the conflict.
lhat is why any picture trying to show theactual fighting of the present war mustfall far below a realistic depiction of eventsas they really are. And when an attemptis made to Infuse romance into scenes ofthis kind the result is an offense against
logic and human understanding.The author of this production has triedfor a sensation and failed. There wasmaterial enough in plenty to have made agood romantic picture with a war setting

"THE OUTER EDGE"
A Three-Part Adaptation of the Story of i ,the Same Name by Henry Oyen Featur¬

ing Henry B. Walthall and Warda How- r
'3 • 1 roduced by the Essanay Company .for Release on the General Film CompanyProgramme Oct. 19.

Dr. Rownlee
Grace Elbert
Cameron
Bartender
Ambulance Surgeon
Chief Physician . . .

. Henry B. Walthall

.... Warda Howard f» r
. Sydney Ainswortli \,i
. . . Charles J. Stine i ^

Jack Meredith *-• *•
Thomas Commerford

For some unknown reason this picture fal,vjust misses getting over. It has a bigtheme and is well handled by Henry B. * 00Walthall and Warda Howard and yet when J"
U lt: is .finished there is missing the big im- !' '

pression that a picture of this kind should '
make. And the why and wherefore of this "
is hard to determine especially when it is Is
realized that Warda Howard in the leading- 'feminine role was delightfully pleasing andthat Henry B. Walthall gave his usual 1-
finished and well rounded performance.
Possibly it is because the story lacks actionand that the big climax of the picture at ;
comes in the first reel. It would seem

i that a re-arrajigement of the scenario d I
: couid have been made in such a manner i t<that this could have been reversed and pap'

It tl

—

... c I* »» cii OCLHIIK,

™; j atTeast'1wou"rhave 1 had^tte PeffS* of

1 most stirring event of the story from -
am Afi A*^n 1 ,./I..: — i- ,-i j i .

African troops, he not only failed of a big
sensation but descended almost to the

„ ^- "O. uuc oiuij i-iujxi a.11 r>., ,

made is the slowness of the action in tbe
first three reels. Scene follows scene with
little reason for its incorporation exceptthe eloborate beauty of the settings. Near¬ly all of the first half of the picture isused for purposes of introduction and ex¬
plaining the relation of the various char¬
acters to each other and to the plot of the
story. This could easily have been greatlycondensed.

The acting throughout was good. E. H.
Calvert made a good realistic oflScer of the
German army in so far as bearing was
concerned. Beverly Bayne and Ruth Stone- '
house in the two leading feminine roles were
delightful and pleasing at all times. The i
balance of the cast handled minor parts
well. ^

The story opens before the present war,and tells of the love of two French girls,
one the daughter of a retired French Gen¬
eral and the other a favorite of the music
hall stage, for a German staff officer. The
officer in turn loves the General's daughter.
Ibe declaration of war serves to make all
three enemies. The German officer is sent
on a dangerous scouting expedition and the i i
General's daughter, not knowing that he is
in charge of the detachment, warns the
French troops. The detachment of Uhlans
is captured with the exception of the officer
whom the girl aids to escape. In making :
the escape, however, he is wounded and is '
found by the other woman, who has turned '''
Red Cross nurse, and who nurses him back 1
to health. When convalescent he is picked
up by another scouting party of Uhlans 1
and returns to his command. Later there '
is a battle in which the Germans, led by :the officer in question and a body of French
East African troops led by the heroine, have
a sanguinary conflict. The Germans winr anu wiui an ner cuarm sue nas a „i+,; ~ , ,r ucunauo win

tendency to flirt. While she is with S%Bf°nbr f ^
Allen Morristhem rhDeUSsr°thnelr^amiYynTocSC whTte I ! 'the ni^ nj Vail ;.a great friend and he becomes desperately *h® ? 7 m there and is then sent home under a flag

in love with her, but she will not have) th<?£e ,Io?e3 her heart t0 the of truce escorted by her lover. The picture
him. She carries on with tbe husband and: and' „+ tw y<?U,?g 7^1 ciose! a beautiful bit of photography "—t— + ^ +v>Aulsten s life and at the time finds that showing the German officer sitting beforeunworthy with the result that her , a camp fire dreaming of their life togetherengagement is broken off and she opens , after the war is ended. Ethe way for a proposal from Bob. E.

»' .J:.--ller, 124 East Twc-i! \.y third Street. Vnrk- the. rs!-T'1 .t""

-

, newspaper .story but it is not in the least successful
when applied to pictures.

A celebrated young specialist has dis- ,/!'covered a new and delicate operation which .' '
is the only relief for a rare disease and is
the only man in the city who dares perform .it. One day he looks too long on the /
wine while it is red and becomes badlyintoxicated. At the height of his debauch
he is called upon to perform an opera no 1 ' :He arrives too late and in such a con- ,f' '
dition that it would be impossible for Mm 1to operate anyway and the child dies,
r.ns effects him so strenuously that he 1 :
g9es entirely to the dogs trying to drown T 1his remorse in strong drink. He loses the ' t]
girl he loves and everything in life that
ls. while. While semi-intoxicated one l>! •
night he enters the room of a poor woman
try mistake and finds {ier little boy ill.He calls an ambulance and has them taken h. r
to the hospital where the physician saysthat Rownlee is the only man who could i
save the child's life and Rownlee has dis- .

appeared. This has a sobering effect he
realizes his awful degradation and weak- ■ V, '
ness and taking off his coat operates and
saves the child's life. With this first step r
on the road of regeneration Fate again "v V
smiles on him and he is eventually success- iful in marrying the girl he loves." E.

|- • tAi "WTOOa -IuxorjTI— '•

"THE MENACE OF THE MUTE" ; |,)Ct.
\ Five-Reel Picture Featuring Arnold Daly

and Produced for Release by Pathe by tosh j
Ashley Miller and Arnold Daly. Released m.-m
Nov. 5. |lito

i Ashton-Kirk ^ Arnold _Daly
r< David Hume

when the turn in the road comes they de-1 , ]inwnrfll_ ;h-
cide to go off and be happy together. They 1 unworthy with the result that her
are going off in the car and have gotten
some way along the road when the car goes
over an enbankment and they are thrown
out. They are taken to the house and it
is found that Marcia's mind has been af¬
fected and that King has a broken arm.
Helen, King's wife, wants very much to keep
the young woman with her in order that
she may take care of her which she does
and then Marcia undergoes an operation
which restores her mind. The first person
she calls for when she regains consciousness
is King. Then while she is begging Helen
to forgive her sbe tips over a lamp and the
house burns down. Helen is saved by her
husband and Marcia by the doctor. Then
the realization comes to both and they each
choose, Marcia the doctor, and King his
wife.

The story is one of very common plot as
may well be understood, but there are some
scenes but it affords opportunities for some
very dramatic scenes. The scene of the
accident is very realistic and the fire is
done very well indeed. There is a scene
between King and Marcia which is brim
full of emotion.

Virginia Pearson, as Marcia, gives a per¬
formance the quality of which is seen very[
rarely on the screen. Throughout the piece
she keeps up in every detail the spirit of
the character. Her love scene with King
is one of the most stirring pieces of acting
that has ever been seen and when she is
called upon to do the demented part she
is positively wonderful.

Naomi Childers, as the wife, gives a
mighty fine performance and conveys the
character of the sensible wife with great
natural force. Joseph Kilgour does some
very finished acting as the husband and
lover. A word must be said about Bobby
Connelly, as King's young son, for he is
a mighty fine little actor. B.

Sheldon Lewis "M
. . . Louise Rutter of
William Hartigan • t<

Pendleton Charles Laite
Another intricate story of the investiga- .mi

j, tions of Ashton-Kirk, the great scholar and old
distinguished detective. Morris, a young » of
man who is in love with Edyth Vail, seems i\-
to be in great trouble and goes many times i .

to see a man by the name of Hume. No lur
•ai one knows what he goes there for, and one hue.

■ co night after a trip there the girl, who has :m
isf determined to find out why he goes, fol- - :
1 lows. She gets to the room and finds Hume put:agra; lying dead on the floor. She of course
ts !;•' thinks that Morris is guilty and goes to jveu
sorsBwarn him. Ashton Kirk is called on the i < f'
1

; ha case, and through the clipping from a rail-thofi road conductor's punch he is able to find s
the murderer. In the investigation it is frith
obvious that it was not Hume that was
wanted but something behind one of the :i -r.

Eo pictures on the wall. Further investiga- of.
tj, , tion shows that Morris is an inventor and

that his father had invented a submarine, e;

; , V, , The plans are the things that are sought !r 'r
by the murderers, and it is behind one of :

rj 'these pictures that the plan is found by i*.
v lithe detective, and he puts in its place a
,. ' plain bit of paper, knowing that the men
7 .' are coming back for it on that night, -reel

-j They do so and are caught. In the mean- L'are.
'.j.;', time both the girl and the young man

l' 7 come to have one more look at what is go- ; ^
7 ' ing on. The mystery is solved and the tnies

' FLAMES OF PASSION "
the'

i re- •

F

This

BILL1E REEVES GOES A-SOARING IN SEARCH OF LAUGHS.
From " Billie's Heiress," Lubin Release for July 31.

vvijt—mrjjrijseTrr? captious Hub critics, tii." H'>i«rst-f^l-!'ti- News

i p to

Five-Part Feature Produced by Tom Ter- f,riss for the Terriss Film Company and
Booked Through the Picture Playhouse
Company.
Bermuda's beautiful scenery gives the

best that it has to "Flames of Passion." r00(1
The producer, Tom Terriss,- has shown an
eye for backgrounds that enhance the value i ».
of the action, and in this respect 44 Flames
of Passion " has much to offer.

The story of the feature is of the some-''7'J
what familiar "vampire" type, though it ,

has been handled with taste, and benefits 7
by the introduction of an atmosphere of [

44 THE COWARDLY WAY "
a Five-Part Original Drama Written by

Mark Edmund Jones and Featuring Flor¬
ence Reed. Produced by the Equitable
Motion Pictures Corporation, Under the
Direction of John Ince, for Release Nov.
15.

Eunice Fielding Florence Reed N
Marjorie Harcourt Isabel MacGregor ;
Jack Harcourt Bennett Southard ,

Bob Fisher Ferdinand Jidmarsch vl
Nance St. Germain Maud Hill ; i

The ideas concerning a state of existence
after life on this earth has ceased are so
numerous and so varied that an attempt :
to picture such a state must be limited to 1 1
the individual imagination of the author, M
and as there are no empiric facts upon
which he can base his conclusions, the , .

moral which he is endeavoring to point I
must irretrievably lose much of its value. •!
Furthermore, tnere is always an atmosphere ■!
of artificiality about an offering of this kind j
that further detracts from its value. Marc i

Edmund Jones has endeavored to point a
moral and teach a lesson against the fu- »
tility of self-destruction, but his sermon
is as useless as most sermons, because of <
the personal equation behind it.

Admiration must be expressed for the t
exceedingly capable manner in which the ii
picture has been produced. It contains
some of the best double exposure and super¬
imposed photography that the screen has r<
ever witnessed.. The immateriality and it

transparency of the disembodied spirit j
shapes was extremely well executed and a *
perfect illusion.

The action drags deplorably at times,
especially in the first three reels, which are
utilized almost wholly for introductory pur¬
poses and it is not until the latter part of
the third reel that the real theme of the
story is ascertained. It would seem as if
these introductory phases could have been
presented with greater brevity and with
greater interest. It is faulty construction
when an author finds it necessary to use !
more than half of his space to properly in- 1
troduce his characters and his theme. Flor¬
ence Reed in the leading role gave an able

i registers the sacrificing nature of the char-
i acter. b.

... Blanche Sweet

.. . . Hal Clements
.. Alice Knowland

. Sessu Hayakawa
. Thomas Meighan

a thrilling moment in edison's forthcoming three-reel feature,
" her vocation."

Sally Crute and Augustus Phillips Are Featured in This General Film July Release.
"^THE MASQUERADERS" ^ ^Uy 1?troauce- ^

interpretation of a part that was wholly U Dulci,
lacking in sympathy and did it in a manner ; David

A Five-Part Adaptation of Henry Arthur
Jones's Drama of the Same Name Fea¬
turing Hazel Dawn. Produced by the
Famous Players Under the Direction of
James Kirkwood for Release on the Para¬
mount Programme Oct. 31.

.- . - , ^uiv-h, Larondie .,

lacking in sympathy and did it in a manner 1 i)avid Remon
that left little to be desired. The support- I Sir Brice Skene .

ing cast was strong and capable. , » Monty Lushington
The spoiled daughter of a wealthy father :i Lady Gradover ...

marries a young society man of her set and 1 Clarice ..........
all goes well until he meets with business . - Helen Larondie ..

anri thA rpsnltnnt short.asre of ! Jiiddie liemon ....

; Landlord
The artistic euphemism of Hazel Dawn

difficulties and the resultant shortage of
money. Through the machinations of a
former partner he believes that he is ruined
and when he tells his wife of their changed f
conditions she commits suicide rather than
undergo poverty. The setting then jumps
to the spirit world and her spirit is shown
expiating its sin. She is first shown her
husband, made insane as a result of her act,
the love affair of her sister-in-law broken VJ
up, the spirit of her unborn child. Then
she is told how she can finally attain sal- '
vation. She first rights the love affair, the
spirit of her unborn child is transferred to |
the body of her sister-in-law's baby. Her
insane husband is clairaudient and can both
see and talk with her, and her final act of 1
expiation is to return his sanity to him, r
which renders her invisible to him and
forces her to wander in oblivion for a long

Hazel Dawn
. . Elliot Dexter
, . . Frank Losee
Norman Tharp

. . . Ida Darling
. Evelyn Farris

. Nina Lindsey
Charles Bryant
Russell Bassett

lorcea iier iu vyauuci iju wmivu j-wj. — —. - , — ., „.;11

period of years before she can again return ! made a picture whose beauty it will
j.v. x.~ 1—„ „~,,r aririari til hnH +n siimflss. The weakness of the play

is quite the saving grace of this production
for though it has been adapted from a
well known drama by a well known author
it does not contain the component parts
of a good picture. The story is extremely
slight and the action so slow at times that
it almost stops. The theme develops very
slowly and the picture has passed the half
way mark before one is really sure what
it is all about. It has been beautifully
and elaborately staged with some wonder¬
fully clear and distinct photography. James
Kirkwood has achieved some artistic and
extremely beautiful effects and has used
the remarkable beauty of his star with tel¬
ling effect. One scene showing her coming
from a dark room into the bright sunlight

be

to

ytnuu ui j -o : : , , ,

to earth to begin a new life with the added •' hard to surpass. - - .

handicap of the mistakes incurred in_the bj itself is co in p en s a tod ^ for in ^the^artistic
old one.

•SWEET ALYSSUM"

E. [1 symphony of Hazel Dawn. Beautiful of
.( feature, beautiful of form, beautiful of ex-
■'! pression, beautiful of movement and ges-
' ture, the personification of grace, she re-

II compenses for the lack of interest in theA Five-Part Adaptation of Charles Major s t lay itself. It was a pleasure to watch her
Novel of the Same Name featuring Kath- I toi., mnvmpiii a rvrivilesre to be
lyn Williams and Tyrone Power. Pro¬
duced by the^Selig^Company^ under the n of her sm{le

H slightest movement, a privilege to be
* leavened by the brightness and cheerfulness
!i of her smile.

uirecuon 01 <^oim ^aiuyucn m i.c.cooc ( Tije supporting cast was well selected.
on the V.-L.-S.-E. Programme, Nov. lo. » —i-S ?> .. 6 ■

Roanoke Brooks Tyrone Power ' ; Elliot Dexter in the supporting role was
Daisy Brooks Kathlyn Williams pleasing at all times and Frank Losee as
Sweet Alyssum Edith Jolinson Brice Skene again proved his ability
Wynne Garlan Wheeler Oakman as a capable actor. One of the best char-
Robert Garlan Frank Clark ) ac£erizations of the production was gjven

screen patrons. It is promised that the
last episode of the series will also be from
an original script which will in turn end
the series in a manner suitable for screen
production.

The initial installment tells of a young
Englishman who accidentally shoots a man
with whom he is known to have quarreled.
The unruly younger brother who was the
cause of the quarrel asserts that he will de¬
clare that the shooting was premeditated.
With various other circumstances against
him, the elder brother sees that he will
never be able to make any one believe that t
he did not shoot the man intentionally, so M
lie embarks for Australia. He is seen in J
his first hold-up, following which he leaves

k
a note which introduces him as " an enemy 'jto mankind." Events are now prepared for
the episodes told by the creator of
•' Raffles," which will be related in the fol¬
lowing installments.

The staging and direction of the picture,
handled by James W. Horne, is most excel¬
lently done. The cast, as has been said, is
capable. The initial episode is released f
Nov. 24. B. i

"THE ADVENTURES OF A MADCAP" {

" THE SECRET SIN "
H j A Five-Part Original Drama Written by' J Margaret Turnbull and Featuring Blanche

Sweet. Produced by Jesse L. Lasky Un¬
der the Direction of Frank Reicher for
Release on the Paramount Programme
Oct. 24.

, Edith and Grace Martin .

Dan Martin
| Mrs. Martin
I Lin Foo1 Jack Herron

Too much cannot be said in praise of the
exceedingly able acting of Blanche Sweet' in this picture in the dual role of Edith
and Alice Martin, twin sisters. Thoughshe played the part of both sisters she not1 only made them act different but look dif¬
ferent. How she managed to keep the two
characters so separate and distinct is be¬
yond our ability to fathom. The difference
was slight, yet readily perceptible and had
not the programme boldly asserted that it
was Blanche Sweet in the two roles one
would have been forced to the conclusion
that it was two separate persons, wonder¬
fully alike yet different enough to make
the difference noticeable. It was a mighty
fine piece of dual characterization.

With the material at their disposal, Frank
Reicher, the producing director, and Wilfred
Buckland, th,e art director, have staged a
good picture, the scenes showing the opium
dens of Chinatown being particularly well
executed. The picture lacked suspense and
the action was slow but this was largely
the fault of the author. It is doubtful
whether the fake doctor's prescription cal¬
ling for morphine would have ever passed
the scrutiny of a reputable druggist. Thomas
Meighan made a likable young lover and
Sessu Hayakawa was good as the keeper of
the opium den, while Hal Clements and
Alice Knowland handled the elderly parts
of the father and mother in an able and
convincing manner.

The story deals with the twin daughters
of a poor laboring man out of work. In
order to obtain food the girls are forced
to work in a sweat shop and the mother sew
at home. The father at last obtains a job
out of the city working for a prospector for
oil. Grace runs an errand for an opium
fiend and while in the den the Chinese
keeper persuades her to take a puff of the
pipe. With this as a start she soon becomes
a regular habitue. The father is made a
partner of the prospector and they soon
strike oil and become enormously wealthy.
In their new and elaborate home the wiles
of Grace to conceal her indulgence in the
drug are shown in great detail. At last
Edith discovers her sin, but Grace tells
Jack Herron, Edith's fiance, that Edith is
the drug fiend. Owing to all of the uptown
places being raided Edith is forced to ob¬
tain her supply from Chinatown and in
order to get there without raising sus¬
picion arranges a sightseeing party among

^ _ _ , , her wealthy friends. She slips'away to theA Four-Part Photo Drama Produced by j ^en an(j soon iost jn the wonderful un-
Balboa and Finished in Pathecolor Fea¬
turing Jackie Saunders. Released Nov.
2, 1915.

Jean, the waif Jackie Saunders v
Jack Aubrey, Jean's lover Frank Mayo ,c
Carmio, the gypsy Corenne Grant,
Carlos, Carmio's lover Philo McCollough 5

After seeing this picture it is hard to
understand why the.colored picture is not, at*p^ades"'him7o°go wfth hSfto

consciousness supplied by the juice of the
poppy. Edith follows her and at that
moment the place is raided by the police.The Chinese keeper has carried Grace awayto a place of concealment and Edith is
taken to the police station where she is
rescued by Jack. She cannot convince him
that Grace is the one who is in danger,

more often seen. Here is a four-reel pic- , fi£d Grace Thirtherare at last snccess— tW

\ P\nyhbrige1 <1 J? 1! ^2 Grace is wsnt away to a
an " o^r way. Tt fS^eTec^nc^ell.001111"3' a"d E<Jlth

Frank Clark p I
Harry Lonsdale

Gene Frazer
I Thurlow
, The Baby

Quite the most delightful feature of this
offering is the acting of Tyrone Power. He
has a mastery of characterization that is
only achieved by years of conscientious
study and hard work. He is the finished
capable actor who by the strength of his

[ personality and the mastery of his art
dominates any part in which he may be

\ cast. In this production he has been given
what under ordinary conditions would be

I called a minor part yet he has so handled
it, so presented it, that it automatically be-

I comes the leading part. His effects are
achieved with so little effort, the raising or
lowering of an eyebrow, the turning up or
down of a corner of the mouth, conveys a
world of meaning when handled by this
master of facial expression. It is unfor¬
tunate that he has not been given a vehicle
more worthy of his efforts and his art.

Kathlyn Williams in the supporting role
was her usual pleasing and delightful self
and gave an interpretation of a role that
called for much good acting in a thorough¬
ly capable manner. Edith Johnson was
sweet and charming in the juvenile role
and Wheeler Oakman pleased as the young
lover. Colin Campbell, the director, staged
the picture in an able and comprehensive
manner. His settings and locations were
well chosen and his stage effects well con-
ceived.

The story is very melodramatic, replete
with all that the moralists label evil, but
with virtue triumphant in the end. It
could better have been told In three reels
than in five. Roanoke Brooks, the night
watchman in a factory, hoards all his
earnings that his baby daughter may have

• all the advantages of life. His wife,
young, and pretty, and frivolous, is tempted
by his employer to enter upon the prim¬
rose path and her double life is shown in
great detail. At last Brooks learns the
truth and in a fit of murderous rage sets
out to kill. His wife shoots herself first
and her paramour falls out of a window
and breaks his neck. Brooks takes his
baby daughter and leaves town settling on
a farm in the West. Wynne Garlan, the
son of the man who ruined Brooks's life,
is forced to flee from the East on account
of a plot engineered by his wife and the
cashier of the bank where he is employed, ,
whereby it is made to appear that Garlan
has stolen large funds from the bank. He j
falls in love with Sweet Alyssum and mar¬
ries her. Later Thurlow, the crooked bank
cashier arrives in the town and accuses
Garlan of being a defaulter and a bigamist.
Brooks again sets out to kill but Sweet Ej.
Alyssum places her baby between her
father's rifle and her husband and he is
forced to shoot in the air. Then in order .

to save her husband from the charge of j,
bigamy she denies that they were ever mar¬
ried. A telegram to the district attorney
of New York soon straightens matters out
and while Brooks gathers his daughter and
her husband in his arms Thurlow 151 led
away to custody.

It seems to give a
that is not seen in any other way
makes one feel that there are real men,
real women and real nature in front of
you.

As for the picture itself, in this case it
is one that is full of life and color. Full
of real people and full of real sentiment.
It is merely the story of a girl who is so i
dominated by her inward happiness that
she fears nothing and seems to find nothing (
bad in anything she sees. Her old guardian
dies and she leaves the flower garden in
which she has lived all her life to go with
some rich people who fancy her. Tney are
troubled by her ways for she will insist
on playing marbles with the newsboys and
things that to her are natural but to them
out of place. They try to dress her up in
fine clothes and make her a social success

but all in vain for she runs off and joins
a band of gypsies.

Carmio, one of the girls in the camp,
takes quite a fancy to her and helps her in

" STINGAREE" many ways. She is faithful to her even
„ when her lover falls in love with the mad-

" An Enemy of Mankind, the imfaa cap and sayes her {rom being disgraced by
reel installment of Kalem s latest ® ■ hjm. The story ends with the little girl's
" Stingaree, was shown to the trade pap i jover coming back to her and she ac-
representatives last week. The series is i ceptjng hls i0¥e The plot of the story
be released in twelve weekly episodes, e .g nQt ong tha(. will cause any sensation
of two-reel lengths, and each a a . but there are so many little things that
story, though carrying the "ia'.°c. b ^ ( are worked in the scenario that the picture
E. W. Hornung s thrilling stories ■ ba.s an entertaining and charming appeal,
adapted for the screen by J,°sePfj incir)aj Jackie Saunders, as the madcap, certainlyTrue Boardm»nroi| |®epnp0r?ing c?st which gives a delightful performance. She ls

by Charles " Bryant in""'We fflriror" part^ov
Eddie Remon as a half witted boy. Ihe
balance of the cast handled minor parts
W6The story deals with a young gentle¬
woman in reduced circumstances who for¬
sakes love and marries a wealthy man only
to find that social position, money aiid fine
clothes have little weight in the balance
of life when placed against love. After
many bitter experiences she finally achieves
love and happiness.

role, with a strong supporting ca i £ull Qf llfg and putg an excepti0nal amount
includes William Brunton and Oil e . y. cllarm ;nt0 her work. The others in the

Kalem has trespassed precedent witn oast arg Mayo as the lover, Philo
good effect in the initial installment, in- i McCollough js weii chosen for this type and
stead of starting abruptly with one 01 ine does gome good work. Corenne Grant as
Hornung stories, it has been deemed wise the Qypsy is as well chosen as could be and
to write an original scenario which win ei- she aoeg some Worlc that rings true and
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JESSIE STEVENS IS FEATURED IN THIS EDISON FEATURE, "A SLAVEY
student."

LOUISE BEAUDET.

(Vitagraph.)
"

What's in a name? " a question fair:
It seems a foolish query.

For I have found, yea. ev'rywhere.
Some names that make one weary.

Now. take my own—my surname—please.
("Louise" veers not so sourly).

I find that surname (what a tease!)
Keeps changing almost hourly.

In our beloved U. S. States.
Some people e'en rude, they

Have often, during certain waits.
Exclaimed, " How do. Miss Budey? V

While walking studioward, day by day.
My surname, as some viewed it.

Came out in quite another way
As " Splendid day. Miss Bewditt? "

In tragic or in comic roles.
The merry or the moody.

Directors and call boys have in shoals.
Cried, "First scene, please. Miss Boody! "

But " hold: enough! " (Ah! best of bards.
He knew the Drama's code, eh?)

Dear movie fans, with kind regards.
Yours ever. LOUISE BEAUDET.



•BOUGHT"
4 Five-Reel Photoplay Produced by Barry

O'Neil for the Shubert Film Company
and Featuring Fredrick Lewis and Ethel
Grey Terry. For Release on the World
Film Company's Programme Nov. 1.

1 Horace Frambers Frederick Lewis
Iteelen Talbot Ethel Grey'Terry

J " Bought" owes the success it will prob¬
ably achieve as a motion picture to excel¬
lent acting by Frederick Lewis and Ethel
Grey Terry and a good cast and admirable

I staging by a master of screen craft, Barry1 O'Neil. The story offers nothing new to

I!i the screen, it has been done too often in! pictures of all lengths, but as presented
| here it provided thoroughly satisfactory en¬
tertainment.
... Horace Frambers, a struggling young au-
I thor, is in a state bordering on starvation,

when he is given work by a woman of
wealth, Mrs. Talbot. After the meeting of

f the young man and knowing his difficulty,
Mrs. Talbot is told by her daughter, Helen,

i of the trouble she is in. Immediately Mrs.
Talbot goes to Frambers and tells him that

jjfshe will give him $10,000 and get him a po¬sition in her husband's office if he will
narry her daughter and save the family

Jjrom disgrace. Reluctantly Frambers(agrees to this and the wedding takes place
jrery quietly. Frambers after he is mar¬ked begins to see a great deal in the girl
and becomes very much in love with her,
but the girl, because he has been bought,
hates him. A child is born to his wife, but
dies, and therefore is nothing for him to
hide from society. Frambers has made
good at the office and is almost indispens-
alle to Talbot. Then things begin to go
Aiiss at home and his wife has a great
Irtation with another man. One night,
Ihile this man comes to the house and goes

j to the girl's room against her wishes.
Iframbers finds him. It is then that he
gives up his position at the office and goes

I back to his old boarding house, where he
gets to work at his writing. Before leaving
his wife he returns the $10,000 and tells
•aer to get a divorce if she likes. A sud-
len drop in the stock of the Talbot busi¬
ness causes the calling on Frambers to
carry on the manipulation of the stock af-' ter Talbot has been made sick by the strug- •

- le he has gone through. He breaks up the '

commendable^
mi;

FELIX FEIST.

Arthur H. Spiegel and Felix F. Feist,
the two heads of the Equitable Film Cor¬
poration. are enthusiasts. Iiotli are young
and bubbling over with ambition. * Mr.
Spiegel, who is but thirty-three years old,
is president of the Spiegel, May Stern Com¬
pany, one of the largest mail order houses
in the world. The company's headquarters
are in Chicago, and it is said to do a busi¬
ness exceeding ten million dollars each
year. Though founded by Mr. Spiegel's

ARTHUR H. SPIEGEL.

father, this gigantic company is not an in¬
heritance, but is a business built up by
Arthur Spiegel through purely modern busi¬
ness methods.

Felix F. Feist, the active man in charge i
of Equitable, is perhaps better known to
fi4m men. His work with Kinemacolor and
later with the Celebrated Players' Film
Corporation in Chicago established him as
a factor to be reckoned with in the develop¬
ment of the feature field.

I pool that is working against the companyand then goes back to his boarding house
worn out. His wife goes to him with the
realization of what a fine man he is andthey are happily reunited.

"DESPAIR'
I Three-Part Drama Featuring Edna Mayo

[ and Bryant Washburn. Produced by1 Essanay for Release in Regular Service
I Nov. 2.

IBis Tanner Edna Mayo
il®bert Spurrier Bryant Washburn
l|s Wife Anna May Walthall ,

s as a child Mary McAllister I
Jtts Miller William H. Burns
■This three-part feature furnishes Edna

vf£yo an opportunity to display her ver-
ility as an actress to a remarkable de-

She assumes half a dozen different
racters and handles them in a manner

bat is thoroughly pleasing. The picture
aems with action and is a good entertain-

offering from start to finish. But
itanding above everything else is the
er consciencious and pleasing work of
a Mayo in the leading role. Bryant
hburn in the leading male role gave
usual finished and well-rounded per-| ■ -

>|biance and the balance of the cast was
bng and able,
the

me _ , „ _

Jrdian, is found by a clever thief andlught up by him in the ways of the
derworld. When robbing the house of a

per editor she is caught, and he
bws her the foolishness of her life and
Ips her to reform. He gets her a posi-

Icifn as reporter on his paper, she enters
I nto the new ilfe with zest and soon" dis-

imguishes herself. At the same time she
Jfalls madly in love with the editor,, but
I unfortunately he is in love with another
I girl. After his marriage she feels that
I she cannot work on the paper any longer
lnnd returns to her life of crime. With an

laCpomplice she unwittingly attempts to
i ob the editor's house, and in the struggle
hat follows is killed by his wife. E.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN GOES A-SAILING ON THE SPANISH MAIN.
The Scene Is from " Shangaied," the Latest Essanay Chaplin Release.

Taken afl'in all" it was a
ghty good picture from the start to the J:

finish.
We cannot speak too highly of the work ;

of pretty little Muriel Ostriche in this pic-
1 ture. It was undoubtedly the best thing

i . she has ever done in all her screen career. 1,1
In the early scenes, as the uncultured l
and uncouth fisher-girl, she was particular- f l>;
ly delightful, with a naivete of spirit
and manner that was most pleasing to jqwitness, and later, after she had been

' - educated, refined, and become familiar with
the ways of society, she still conveyed, 'v
under the polish, the naturalness of thought
and action which characterized her early :
life. She was most ably supported by
W. H. Tooker, as her father, and Clifford 0
Grey, as her lover. Clara Whipple and

£ Catherine Calhoun pleased in minor parts.
The balance of the cast was excellent.

Russell Smith has evolved a good scenario
from the story of Frances Marion. It tells
of a Block Island fisherman who marries
one of the society girls who visited the

■}!, island and who later pined away and died,
leaving him a baby daughter to care for.
The life of this girl is shown in great detail
and though she is uncouth, uneducated and

] unrefined still down deep within her being , •is the longing for a better station in life.
Her father rescues Mrs. Rutland and her
party of society friends from the wreckof tneir boat and, in gratitude, Mrs. Rut¬
land takes the young girl to her home to
educate her. There she falls in love with1 * .Tack Rutland, but the match is broken off

di by the mother, who feels that her son must
-x marry in his own station in life. It is then
^ that the fisherman father appears and tells
_ of his dead wife. In the meantime Margot2 has found out that Mrs. Rutland's daughterI"., has become involved in an affair with a »

married man and in trying to break it upcasts suspicion on her self. Things are
straightened out in the end however, and
the picture closes with the usual happyending. The photography throughout was

v.most excellent, many of the scenes show-
■« ing the sea breaking on the rocky coast

being of the utmost beauty. E.

jfc " CHILDREN OF EVE "
- A Five-Part Original Drama Written and oPDirected by John Collins and FeaturingViola Dana. Produced by the Edison

Company for Release on the Kleine-Edison
Feature Service Nov. 10.

Fifty Fifty Mamie Viola Dana
Henry Clay Madison Robert ConnessBennie the Gyp Thomas Blake
Flossy Wilson Nellie GrandBert Madison Robert Walker

With a strong theme as a basis, JohnCollins has evolved a good picture, whichbesides being pleasing and entertaining,
serves also as a preachment against childlabor and teaches a convincing lessonrelative to the disastrous effects infringingthe moral code. He deserves great credit
for the manner in which he has handled a
subject so difficult and has succeeded in
conveying the object lesson desired without
resorting to boresome and wearying sermoni¬zing. He could have further improved thepicture along these lines had he not seen
fit to make the character of the young hero; so pluperfect. A little human fallibility

v.; now and then tends to increase the realistic H% strength of a character of this kind and Vgx makes the story that is being told stronger,
^r, more convincing and of greater interest.

Perfection is seldom interesting in humancharacterizations.
Viola Dana is always delightfully pleas¬ing, but in this picture_ she seemed toN

please more than usual. In the first place
ii* hi + f o p rtie theme of the story is well worth regained his befter" self "ami says that he L 8he>SImndled1 UHin°agfhoromrhlv 'caDab 1 e°andstory tells the life history of a f while. After a short way into the story the wants to marry the girl. Such a twist in a jq charming manner with a natural eraep in

child who, neglected by her proper triangle is given up or at least becomes a? scenario is unusual and very pleasing. th ]i<rh^r scenes'and an emotional tensitv
„ "i—

mlnor part"in the story and a man, who,' Jackie Saunders, as Agnes Jefferson, is in the heavle? ones thtt DroclaiSw a eoodhas schemed to have the girl, has a struggle most alluring and does Tier part with a - - actress Robert Conness as the souflesswith his better self and wins. It is a relief great deal of restraint. She seems to have • empl0yer of little children in his canningto see something of this sort. ; the ability of living her parts or at least I f |fc?ory was a little too vi?IaiSous Just a!Agnes Jefferson is in love with a young i that is the impression she gives. Lewis Robert'Walker as the vounc hero 'was a
man who is a successful young lawyer and Cody, as Jack Brunslow, does very good vvalKer> a.l, tne y°J?.n? nero was ais engaged to him. While at a lunch party work. B.she is seen by Brunslow, a man about town, — — —
and he is very much struck by her and no «

, „ rriTr, CT? A „wonder for the part of the girl is taken by I 44 A DAUGHTER OF THE bLA

•THE TRUTH ABOUT HELEN"
Four-Part Original Drama, Written by
Tilliam Addison Lathrop and Featuring

race Williams. Produced by the Edi-
ion Company Under the Direction of
rrank McGlynn for Release in Regular

Service Nov. 12.
Helen Moore Grace Williams
Her Father Harry Linson
Huirh Graham Ribert Conness
Ilaoul Kent Augustus Phillips
Stove O'Neill Carlton King
Senator Foote Bigelow Cooper
Mrs. Foote Mrs. Wallace Erskine
The Boss Robert Brower
.Gregory Herbert Prior

Politics and love are well blended in
this four-part picture, in which Grace
Williams does some very pleasing work
ably supported by Ribert Conness and a
strong and capable cast. As a mere mat¬
ter of curiosity, however, we should like to
:now which church it was that Frank Mc-
;lynn used for his model. The altar dec¬
orations and the service conformed to no

[denomination that we know of. With this
exception the picture was well directed and
staged, with some well-built interior set¬
tings.

The story is one of those kind in which
a sensible explanation at the beginning
would have straightened matters out so
that there would have been no story. A
rising young lawyer and politician loses
the girl he is in love with because he re¬
fuses to listen to her explanation of a
compromising situation. She goes to Wash¬
ington where she becomes the companion
of the wife of a senator, and the young
lawyer, now running for congressman, sees
her at the theater beautifully gowned and
in company with the senator, and jumps
to an erroneous and unworthy conclusion.
Later matters are straightened out to the
satisfaction of everyone concerned, the elec¬
tion turns out favorable and the picture
closes with the congressman and his newly-
wedded wife searching for a house In
Washington. E.

m™ie Ka"nd,ers- He asks" a friend of his" " ~ "Florence Barker, to make her acquaintance. Five-Part Adaptation of Frances Marion'sStory of the Same Name by Russell
Smith and Featuring Muriel Ostriche.
Produced by the Equitable Motion Pic¬
tures Corporation Under the Direction of
Charles Seay, for Release Nov. 22.

Margot Muriel Ostriche
Her Father W. H. Tooker
Mrs. Rutland Catherine Calhoun
Her Daughter Cljra ' "

acquaintance.
This is done and soon Brunslow has made
friends with Gates, the girl's fiance. He
gets Gates in the club and not being used
to drink he soon becomes intoxicated. That
night he has a row in a cafe and the morn¬
ing papers are full of the story. The en¬
gagement is broken off between the two
and this leaves Brunslow free to do his
cunning work. He finally frets Dos^p<?s1nn I iier ^au#nter wum ot-nrv n-e o - . ,
of the girl's better feelinis «S nW ,2 Her Son Clifford Grey h E,Lsl°/\7tells «°f,a young girl of the
them in such a wav thn? up9.n Alexander Gibson Roy Applegate ; ^ide of New York, and her fight for
do as he sav* Srnncw * lPg to Mart's Mother Ethel Langtry , and decency. Her love is denied her
run away wfth him and have comTflP<-p0hotO Charles Seay, the director, has done a , , i-.mui auchu)
piness. She — veJSSSP1^? *!£?; J most ab!e piece of work in the production of ; she^ continues to fight on. She is at last

little too good. Thomas Blake, as Bennie
the Gyp, gave a wonderful characterization

: of a young tough of the underworld. Nel-
lie Grand also pleased in the minor part"J of Flossy Wilson.

The picture reaches a stirring climax inthe final reel with a fire in the canningfactory that has been particularly well
. done. The horror of the imprisoned girlsand their rescue by the firemen is most

realistically done. It was a mighty good
II fire.
. Based on the theme that the sins of theCalhoun 1 fathers shall be visited upon the children, fWhipple f ■ tjie story tells of a young girl of the East

love
but

ra jrnnts jpvu ctuoy vyi \.«a i

_ goes to his rooms to give this story dealing with the fisherfolk of ■ made a factory inspector and obtains aherself up to ^him, but a^sense of^wrong Block Island, and has obtained in a remark- position in a canning factory, which later

Uy
paired of. On her deathbed it develops that

able "degree the quaint atmosphere of both i catches fire. She is so badly" burned before
-*"|4r * rescued that ner life is des-she is finally

she is the illegitimate daughter of the
wealthy owner of the factory, and though
every means that money can devise is used

comes and he does not compromise her. , R|
Florence Barker is remorseful over the the island and its inhabitants. And fur-

part she has had to play in the work of i thermore he has turned out a most beauti-
arranging a meeting and goes to the minis- fUi and artistic picture. His exterior loca-ter telling him what has happened. They | tions in many cases were exceedingly beau-
go to the Brunslow's rooms and find the « tiful and his interiors were built with a ^girl there. Just as they enter Brunslow has I truth to realistic detail that was highly in an effort to save her life she finally ex-

~

inuuj pires in the arms of her lover, the nephew
jam 'teres Gf the factory owner. John Collins deserves 7

, 3Sf i f ' the utmost credit for having the couragei^L-f * to end the picture naturally and not stretch- *
I __ ing imagination to the breaking point in

• order to achieve the pulling sentimental
iB 1^* >' ending that most directors consider soI .jliBfiE _ necessary. E. OR

M0\
m Cenl

This picture is the one that was first
called School Bells and has been expected ; tV

Hi to appear for some time. Now that it is }.
here it is certain that it will please a great 1 Tiled 1C
many. There is a refreshing atmosphere
about the picture. It is not the usual sort ?

t~_- • jn which children grow up between reels and
do things that any grown up person might
do. Instead, it is a picture which deals
with children; deals with them as real
boys and girls. It shows their school day ,
pranks and various other little things that |
are most human and amusing. Of course,
the story has a moral, a big one and that
is that every man can be appealed to >

through his love for his own children. JOfil

"THE HEARTS OF MEN"
A Four-Part Feature Produced by Charles

K. Harris for Release on the World Film
^ Programme Nov. 19.

'Oil Fritz Wagner Arthur Donaldson
Hilda Beulah Poynter
Hans Frank Longacre
Amy .i Ethelmary Oakland

V Three-Part Feature Produced by Balboa f ^ ^ Rand Released Nov. 17 on the Pathe Pro-
gramme.

• BilfiAgnes Jefferson Jackie Saunders I HOBrM rumhmMnm •, &- m \Jack Brunslow Lewis J. Cody
Carlisle6 Gates8!^adpr?nk PMayo CHARLIE CHAPLIN UP TO HIS TRICKS AGAIN.

Thomas Brown Daniel GilfetherEdna Purviance at the Left—The Production Is "The Woman," Released in Two Reels,
By Essanay on July 12.

The story is woven cleverly about a stolen
formula. It starts in Germany where rf > iraa
Fritz Wagner is seen working on a formula
for perfume. His friend comes to pay him
some money and is shown the formula and
its result. That night the formula is
stolen and it is found that the friend has
taken it. Fritz and his wife decide after
some years that they will go to America
and seek their fortune. The first part of
the story is done by a cut back and they

are shown on the steamer aoout to lan<
Their son, Hans, is sent to school and it

is there that he meets Amy, and in their
childish way they become very fond of each
other. Hans has a rival who is forever •
playing pranks on him and he always gives
his rival the worst of the fight. Amy and
Hans grow to be great friends and one day
when Amy is in the house Hans's father
smells his perfume on her handkerchief.
Amy tells Wagner that her father is the
maker and he goes then to find him.

He finds that the manufacturer • of the
perfume is his old friend who has changed
his name and a struggle betwen the two en¬
sues. He is thrown out of the office and
then tells his son Hans never to speak to ,

the girl again. Hans is so fond of the lit¬
tle girl that when she is lost and a party
is formed to find her he goes secretly to
help. Hans' father will not go on the
searching party and is at home preparing
for bed when he finds that Hans has gone.
He is very much worried about Hans and
goes in search of him. After a whole night
of walking he finds Hans with Amy in the
woods fast asleep. Hans had found the
little girl with a band of gypsies and taken
her away. Fritz takes Amy to her home
and there he meets his old friend who had
cheated him of what was due him. It is
here that the " hearts of men " are shown
to be true when their children are in danger.
The two old friends shake hands and look
into the future which shows them that their
children shall be happy together.

It is with some doubt that the first reels
are considered, but before the story has
progressed very far the interest is held and
one wants to watch the whole picture. It
is so filled in with school spirit and little
incidents of child life that it does make a
big appeal.

As for the cast there is little to be said
except that it is well chosen and interprets
the parts very well. That is, the parts
taken by the older members. The children,
Frank Longacre, as Hans, and Ethelmary
Oakland, as Amy, and the rival, deserve a
great deal of credit. Their work is the
best child work that can be seen without a
great search. They, and the director, de-

| serve the credit of the picture. E.

"MADAME BUTTERFLY"
A Five-Part Adaptation of John Luther

Long's Classic of the Same Name Fea¬
turing Mary Pickford. Produced by the
Famous Players Company Under the Di¬
rection of Sidney Olcott, for Release on
the Paramount Programme Nov. 7.

Cho Oho San—Madame Butterfly . Mary Pickford
Suzuki Olive West
Adelaide Jane Hall
Cho Cho San's Father Lawrence Wood
Her Mother Caroline Harris
The Nakodo M. W. Rale
The American Consul W. T. Carleton
The Prince David Burton
Naval Officer Frank Dekum
Lieutenant Pinkerton Marshall Neilan
The Soothsayer Caesere Gravina

The picture version of 44 Madame Butter¬
fly " is a Butterfly with all of the tragedy
so softened that it is practically eliminated.
It is not dramatic but really a story told
in pictures with the dramatic intensity sug¬
gested and left to the imagination rather
than shown. Yet, withal, it is a mighty
pleasing picture, for it has been marvellous¬
ly well done. It is photographic and di¬
rectorial art from beginning to end, and
the lack of emotional tensity is compensated
for in the beauty of the photography, the
rare attractiveness of the Japanese setting
and the sweet winsome pensiveness of Mary
Pickford. Her Butterfly is an entirely
different person from the one seen on the
stage or in the opera ; a Butterfly with all
the emotions so rigorously suppressed that
it was hard to realize that tney existed.
The Japanese are known for their power
to suppress the emotions but in periods
of great heart anguish they are bound to
come to the surface. The big scene in the

•opera, where Butterfly looks out at the
United States warship through the long,
dreary hours of the night waiting for the
husband who does not come, was not nearly
so effective in the picture. The scene in
which she voluntarily gives up her baby to
the American wife of her husband also
lost much of its emotional intensity.

Photographically and technically the pic¬
ture was an artistic triumph and by far all
•of the honors of the production should go
to Sidney Olcott, the director, and Hal
Young, the photographer. Too much can¬
not be said in praise of their work. The
supporting cast was exceedingly strong.
Marshall Neilan made a most pleasing
Lieut. Pinkerton, and Olive W^st gave an
able interpretation to the part of Suzuki.
Caesere Gravina,and N. W. Rale handled
the minor parts of the soothsayer and the
marriage broker with great ability, but
Lawrence Wood was miscast as a Japanese,
neither his features nor action being in the
least convincing. The balance of the cast
handled minor parts well.

Little need be said in regard to the
story. It is too well known and requires
but the briefest synopsis. Lieut. Pinker¬
ton, a United States naval officer, goes
through the native form of marriage with4

a Japanese girl, thinking that it is only
a ceremony that is not in the least bind¬
ing. But he does not know that she is the
daughter of a Sammurai and after a wee
few weeks spent in an Elysian field of love
deserts her and rejoins his ship. Owing to
a great discourtesy on the part of her hus-

« band at the wedding feast Butterfly has
been abandoned by her relatives and is
forced to live alone with her baby and
maid. After a year the Lieutenant re¬
turns but he has forgotten Butterfly and
has brought an American wife with him.

!When the latter learns of the baby she per¬suades Butterfly to relinquish it to her
keeping. This the deserted wife consents
to, knowing that it is for the best interests
of the child, and going home kills herself
by walking into the lake. Those familiar
with the opera and the play will note
several changes in the story, and it is these
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FRANK LOSEE,
To Portray Denman Thompson's Role in

" The Old Homestead."

Pro- I
LOSEE WITH F. P.

Will Play Denman Thompson Role in
duction of " The Old Homestead"

Contracts have just been signed wherebythe Famous Players' Film Company obtains
-< 2?e .exclusive services of Frank Losee. thedistinguished character actor who has al-

ready appeared in numerous feature produc¬
tions of that concern. Mr. Losee's first role
since becoming a permanent member of
the Famous Players' staff will be that of
Josh Whitcomb, the beloved character in

The Old Homestead," which the late Den¬
man Thompson rendered unforgettable byhis quaint and charming impersonation.
Work on the screen production of this playhas already begun, the first scene beingtaken in the newly acquired studio at Fifty-sixth Street.

The first important role which Mr. Losee
played upon the screen for the Famous
Players was the villainous Baron Bonelli
in The Eternal City," in which he at¬
tained a great success in support of Pauline
Frederick. Mr. Losee has been seen in a
number of other big Famous Plavers' pro¬ductions, the last of which is "The Mas-
queraders," in which Hazel Dawn is

j starred.

editor in his stead,
out!

Fireworks and fade-
H.

SCENE FROM " THE NATION'S PERIL."
r

person who has been running "111s paper
"THE GENTLEMAN FROM INDIANA" H Land incidentally gotten him nominated for

, tt ^ , rmjivi 11NU1A1NA 1 Congress), "the Great Harkless" falls intoFive-Part Adaptation of Booth Tarking-1 the arms of the heroine, who has played rton's Novel of the Same Name, Featuring1 ™
Dustin Farnum. Produced by PallasPictures for Release Exclusively ThroughParamount Pictures Corporation.

John Harkless Dustin Farnum
Helen Sherwood Winifred Kingston
Joe Fisbee Herbert Standing
Lige Willets page Peters
Rodney McCune Howard Davies
Tom Meredith Juan de la Crux
^killett joe RaySkillett's Girl Elsie Cort

" Action " appears to have been the word
of the uncredited director of the first of
the Pallas features, from the time he
flashed " the Great Harkless" upon the
screen until, five reels later, that redoubt¬
able Hoosier hero of the fields of football,
politics and journalism, fades away into
the delectable land of " They Lived Hap¬
pily Ever After," holding in his manly arms

; the gritty girl whose heart he won with his
first game. The Goddess of Wisdom, who
presumably presides over the counsels of
this new producing company proved her
title when she selected Dustin Farnum for
the leading role. From " The Virginian "
to " The Littlest Rebel " he has created true
American types upon the stage, and he loses

i none of his youthful virility, whimsical
, humor and modest manliness upon the
screen. Moreover Miss Pallas proved her
wisdom—although we doubted it at first—
in selecting an English actress, Winifred
Kingston, for the Hoosier heroine. Still, her
screen father is played by Herbert Stand¬
ing, who makes a vivid characterization of
the broken-down old professor of " booze-

! ology," whom Harkless picks out of the
gutter and makes assistant editor of the

. . . Ernest Maupain
Eleanor Thompson
... Marion Skinner

. . Harry Dunkinson
. .. Grant Foreman

"THE RAVEN"
A Six-Part Adaptation of George C. Hazel-:

ton's Novel and Play of the Same Name
u Featuring Henry Walthall and Warda
£ i Howard. Produced by the Essanay Com-
sl

. pany Under the Direction of Charles J.
Brabin for Release on the V.-L.-S.-E.
Programme Nov. 8.

Edgar Allen Poe Henry B. Walthall
Virginia Clemm ^Helen Whitman L Warda Howard
The Lost Lenore (
A Spirit '
John Allen
Mrs. Allen
Mrs. Clemm
Tony

i George Graham ......| M
It is doubtful whether a more able char¬

acterization could be given of the weird
personality of Edgar Allan poe than that
of Henry B. Walthall in this picture. It
was so real, so correct in every detail of
the reminiscent memories of the great poet r
and writer's life that it ceased to be acting L
and became at times almost uncanny. To

„ a keen student of both Poe's life and works
Walthall's depiction will come as a surprise
and a delight and to the ordinary moving

t*
. picture patron it will reveal some of the
1 best acting that the screen has ever wit-

• nessed. Warda Howard scored in four
I different characters, but. her best work was

tf; ; done as the dying wife of the poet when he
' was struggling and suffering the greatest

MK3HHK-'OUl —-----
_ | M

lofli privations in the little cottage in Fordham. I
di n Ernest Maupin was a convincing John Al- [
ei p len and Harry Dunkinson pleased as Tony.
ii |. The balance of the cast handled minor parts
ci Rr well.

It must be said, however, that the other
|a! • elements of the production are not up to
|w i the standard set by the acting. At some
thai points carelessness has marred the offering. I
ri is We don't quite agree with the director's in- J
tfc I terpretation of " The Raven." fc
fli| The picture starts at an early stage in f
clip the poet's life showing his adoption as a |
iA'.rv small boy by John Allen. The time then 1
oi 1 jumps to his college days and a suggestion ■
laws is given of his wild and riotous life. Then I
h< his love affair with Virginia Clemm is shown I
ii in great detail, culminating in his being I
to j driven from home and his marriage. The
L:i' ■ time again jumps to his struggle against
sf { poverty in the little cottage at Fordham
1i * and the death of his wife, owing to his
J inability to make money enough to provide

l * \ proper food and clothing. Then follows the
attempt to interpret " The Red Raven," and

I the least said about this part of the produc¬
tion the better. Immediately after this the

1 death of Poe is shown and the flitting of
I his spirit to join his lost Lenore. E.

~

and )
grar

Agnes .

Jack ""
Flor

very " weakly" newspaper whi<?h he has
purchased in a one-horse Indiana town.
Here the real story of the play begins, and
the many who are familiar with Tarking-
ton's novel may see it super-illustrated
upon the screen—much better than it was
as a magazine serial or in book form. The
local color would have delighted Joseph
Arthur, the great granddaddy of Hoosier
drama; the college and campaign scenes
would do credit to George Ade, the retiring
dean of the Indiana school, while John T.
McCutcheon would delight in some of the
character types, notably the old man with
the " nut-cracker " nose and chin whiskers,
and his fat-headed son who falls for the
" three-shell game " when the circus comes
to town. It is breaking up this brace-game
that gets the plucky editor in the hospital.

44THE NATION'S PERIL"
: A Five-Part Drama Written by Harry

Chandlee and George Terwilliger, Featur¬
ing Earl Metcalfe and Ormi Hawley. Pro¬
duced by the Lubin Company Under the
Direction of George Terwilliger, for Re¬
lease on the V.-L.-S.-E. Programme Nov.
22.

I Ruth Lyons Ormi Hawley
Admiral Lyons William H. Turner ,

Lieutenant Sawyer .-. Earl Metcalfe ,

I Mrs. Sawyer Eleanor Barry
Oswald Dudley Arthur Matthews '

' Bertold Henchman Herbert Fortier

Though written primarily as a propa- [i ganda in favor of preparedness against war,
this picture is also an absorbingly interest- ;

! ing drama with a story that is not only en- ,

tertaining but replete with suspense and ,
human interest. As an argument in favor :

of adequate preparation it is both compre- [
I hensive and convincing, and will probably

have more effect than a thousand news-

) paper editorials on the same subject. The ,
j producers have been aided greatly by the '

United States Navy and have used in the

Eicture every part of its personnel from the ,igh Admirals down to the lowly sailor,
, with the whole North Atlantic fleet and the
facilities of the Naval War College at New- r

port to lend realism,
j] George Terwilliger, the director, has

achieved a great piece of work and has pro-
j duced a picture that will rank with the
j greatest that the screen has seen. He has
1 taken a big subject and handled it with the

; touch of a master, presented it in such a
manner that even the " peace at any price "
advocates must pause for a moment and

| reconstruct their Utopian dreams. Tech¬
nically the picture has been exceedingly well
done. Starting in with a rather slow move-

! ment it gradually increases the tension
until a stirring climax is reached with the
fomenting of open rebellion by a foreign
power, the attempt to capture Newport and
the arrival of the North Atlantic fleet at

the psychological moment to save the day.
This arrival of the fleet is one of the | ]

most spectacular features that the screen ' ;l
has ever witnessed. The ships steam into i
Newport harbor just at nightfall and,
locating the shore battery, which has been ■
bombarding the fortifications during the [
day, open up with their big guns. The re-

for he has previously flouted the threats of n suit is some of the most wonderful and
local colony of 44 Jackson Whites"; but
in the midst of a realistic rainstorm, when
his mind is full of the girl he has just been
" sparking," the " Hey Rubes" and the
" White-Caps" combine to beat him up,
throw him into a freight car and ship him
far, far away.

The screen story is a trifle obscure at
this point, through following the original
too closely in trying to preserve the mystery
until the end; but tnere is a thrilling
raid of the outraged townspeople upon the
White-Caps, which shows how the " Clans¬
man " idea worked out north of the Ohio;
and on his return from the hospital, with

beautiful night photography that has ever
been seen. And furthermore it is real night: 1
photography. There is the hazy outline of
the turrets, with just the muzzles of the
big fourteen-inch guns showing. The rest -s
is Stygian blackness. Suddenly the whole

! scene Is lighted by the flash of the guns. !
Clowds of smoke mushroom from the muz- - j
zles, and there is the flash of fire which for | I

| a moment outlines the whole ship. And
then the Stygian blackness descends again
until th$ next charge is sent off. Scenes
are then shown on land, with the bursting ,
shells hitting buildings and setting them on ,

iurning "buildings" and*'the "bursting sheiis
can be seen the two opposing forces fighting
in the streets, the enemy, hazy shapes in '
service khaki, and the defending forces, in
the white Summer uniforms of the sailors. 1
It is mighty fine work, and sends a patriotic
thrill along your spine.

Among other incidents that call for es¬
pecial mention were the sinking of a fast
yacht at sea by the guns of a torpedo boat
destroyer, the blowing up of ships in New¬
port harbor by means of mines, and the '

i mining of a building containing the sup- 1
posedly secret supply of ammunition of the 1
enemy. The working of a powerful wireless D
station was also shown.

The story is strong and absorbingly in-
I teresting. The young granddaughter of an f1
admiral in the United States Navy is a

: rabid advocate of peace at any price. She ;
has allied herself with the head of a society 1

I for this purpose, who is really the spy of a
I foreign government. The workings of the
conspirators are shown in great detail, with
the plot for the capture of the country by
means of a sudden uprising of thousands
of the enemy's soldiers which have been
sent here, disguised as immigrants. The
only thing preventing is a newly invented .'
aerial torpedo which the conspirators are;
trying to obtain the plans of. They are at'

last successful in persuading the girl to
steal them, convincing her that it is the ,greatest service that she can render her i
country. The moment they have left her"
possession, however, and have been sent '
out to sea on a fast yacht the head con-',
spirator, who has duped her, gloats over his
work. Taking a sword from the wall she
kills him, then hastens to her grandfather
and tells him of what she has learned. The.]
sinking of the yacht follows. Then comes
the uprising and the shelling and capture
of Newport. As darkness falls the enemy
is victorious, but the arrival of the North'
Atlantic fleet, which has been summoned by 1
wireless, saves the day and the rebellion is
stamped out before it got well started. ;

Earl Metcalfe and Ormi Hawley handled ■
the leading roles, well aided by a strong •'
supporting cast. It is a mignty strong'
picture and one that every citizen who
loves his country should see. E.

|

"THE UNDERTOW"
A Three-Part Drama by Charles Michelson,

Featuring Richard Travers and June
Keith. Produced by Essanay Under the
Direction of Charles Easton. Released,
Nov. 15.

44 Bull " Austin Richard C. Travers
Molly, his sister June Keith
Their Father Harry Dunkinson
John Post. Molly's husband John Lorenz
Weasel , William Burns

The fine acting of June Keith, Jerome

Travers, and John Lorenz, and the strict
attention to details make a good play from
an old plot, in " The Undertow." It is a
play dealing with crime, yet lacking that
sordidness which is often seen in such pic¬
tures. The master hand of Director Easton
can easily be seen in the way the minor
scenes carry the plot to a successful finish.
In the supporting cast, William Burns, as
Weasel, and Harry Dunkinson, as the father
of Molly and Bull, take their parts ex¬
ceptionally well.

The story is that Austin, the father of
" Bull" tries to get Molly, his daughter, to
assist him and his pal, Weasel, to rob her
employer's home. " Bull," released from
prison, determines to live straight. He
goes home and prevents his father from
using Molly as a tool. Without Molly's
assistance, Austin and Weasel break into
her employer's home. She discovers them,
but the baby crying gives them an oppor¬
tunity to escape. Molly is not suspected
until a street cleaner sees Weasel meet her.
He notifies the police and both of them are
arrested. Austin is then caught with the
goods in his possession. Although inno¬
cent, Molly is sent to the reformatory for
six months, and her father gets twenty
years in prison. After serving a few months
Molly is paroled and sent to a farm where
she is treated as a daughter. John Post, a
young banker, falls in love with her. Her
foster-parents do not tell him of her past
and he marries her. Weasel turns up after
a time and blackmails her with threats of
telling her husband of her past. Her bro¬
ther, " Bull," who is now a builder, finds
her and saves her from being disgraced by
taking her engamement ring, which she had

fiven to Weasel, when he is injured byost's automobile. Her conscience troubles
her so much that she confesses her past to
her husband, and because of his great love
he readily forgives her. S.

r . _ fire, until a whole town has been given over
the announced purpose of whipping thejjj to the flames. In the flickering light of the |

HENRY WALTHALL AND WARDA HOWARD.
In Essanay's Feature Production of " The Raven," on V-L-S-E Service.

"VICTORY OF VIRTUE"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written by

Penelope Knapp and Featuring Gerda
Holmes and Wilmuth Merkyl. Produced
by Exclusive Features, Inc., under the
Direction of Harry McRae Webster.

The Woman Gerda Holmes
The Man Wilmuth Merkyl
The Secretary Bert Howard
The Father J. H. Gilmour
The Friend Marie Yould
The Senator Rapley Holmes
The Valet Arthur Stengard
The Redeemer Cecil Owen

Using probably the old theme of the j.
triumph of virtue over evil, the author
of this five-part feature has presented it
in such a thoroughly capable manner, has
dressed it in such new and stylish clothes
that the old story appears like something
new. Of course authors have been doing
this very thing since man first learned to
express his thoughts, and the fact that it
can again be done and made interesting
is all the more commendable. The director
also deserves his modicum of praise for the
thoroughly capable manner in which the
production has been staged. The early
scenes comprise some elaborate interiors,
especially that showing the army and navy
ball at the executive mansion in Washing¬
ton, while the allegorical part of the pic¬
ture, with its multitudes of dancing girls
gamboling in the garden of love, was not1
only beautiful, but excediengly artistic as
well. Another point that calls forth praise
is the fact that at no time did the allegory
lose its illusion and descend to the ridicu¬
lous, as so frequently happens. Harry Mc¬
Rae Webster proves that he is not only a
director but a poet and artist as well, for ,
he has painted a beautiful picture with l
human characters as pigments.

Gerda Holmes, in the leading feminine
role, was pleasing at all times, but more
especially so in the later scenes when, as
the willful maiden seeking pleasure, she
scorns the protection of, Virtue and flees
to the arms of Love. Her final bit of act¬
ing as a disheveled, drunken hag, the burned
out husk of a once beautiful woman, was
extremely well done. Wilmuth Merkyl
pleased as the man in the case, handling
three widely differentiated roles in a highly
capable manner. The supporting cast was

J

consistently strong, and die photography
throughout was clear- and distinct.

Penelope Brantford, the spoiled daughter
of a wealthy man, is very unsophisticated
and when she goes out into society for the
first time is in no position to judge things,
especially men. She is enormously at¬
tracted to Langdon Grier, a wealthy man
of the world, and falls violently in love
with him. His ardent attentions soon turn
her head and she attends a bohemian sup¬
per in his apartments without the knowl¬
edge of her father. The next morning,
suffering the pangs of an unaccustomed
indulgence in wine, her brain is tortured
with strange pictures. She sees her soul
depart from her body, the fight over its
possession between an angel and the devil;
her casting aside of the angel, her descent
into the garden of love where all is hap¬
piness and pleasure. Then she sees her¬
self cast aside and her gradual descent
until in the end she dies a drunken, dirty
hag. But just before her death the angel
again appears, gives her a last chance to
repent, which she seizes with avidity and
is wafted away to the land of the blest.
On awaking from her dream she confesses
to her father and is forgiven. E.

"BELLA DONNA"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Robert Hichens's

and J. B. Fagan's Novel of the Same |
Name, Featuring Pauline Frederick. Pro- ,
duced by the Famous Players in Asso¬
ciation with the Charles Frohman Com¬
pany, Under the Direction of Edwin S.
Porter and Hugh Ford. Released on the
Paramount Programme Nov. 14.

Bella Donna Pauline Frederick
.Nigel Armine . f Thomas Holding
Baroudi Julian L'Estrange ;Dr. Isaacson Eugene Ormonde fIbraham George Majeroni
Hamza Edward Shalet
Maid Helen Sinnott

Though it deals with a delicate subject
44 Bella Donna " has been so capably staged
at the efficient hands of Edwin S. Porter
-and Hugh Ford, and so delightfully acted
by Pauline Frederick, that it is not in the
least offensive. Mothers may take their un-

. sophisticated young daughters to see it with
perfect impunity, for their sophistication
will not be added to by the picture. To one
familiar with the original story this is
somewhat of a remarkable achievement.
This picture gives Miss Frederick a most

v wonderful opportunity, but owing to the
rigors of censorship she has not been per¬
mitted to give full vent to either her
powers or ner emotions. Possibly it is
better that this is so, for a realistic de¬
piction of this modern Borgia would prob¬
ably be too morbidly horrible to be even
entertaining. It was a horrible character
that Hichens conceived, and then glossed
over with his wonderful diction and power
of painting word pictures. It is a horrible
character that Pauline Frederick suggests
in her acting, but again has it been glossed
over by her inimitable charm, her ravishing
beauty, and her sheer ability as an actress.
For one of Pauline Frederick's temperament
at was an artistic triumph in repression and
■marks the creation of a new school of pic¬
ture acting.

Miss Frederick was most ably supported.
"Thomas Holding made a pleasing Nigel Ar¬
mine, Julian L'Estrange scored as Baroudi,
and Eugene Ormonde gave a good charac¬
terization of the efficient Dr. Isaacson. The
balance of the cast was excellent. The
picture was characterized throughout by the
usual standard of photographic excellence
se£n in Famous Players productions.

Little need be said of the story, for it
achieved vast popularity in book form.
Dealing as it does with the actions of a
thoroughly unprincipled woman, it teaches
the old, old lesson relative to tne wages of
sin. Bella Donna, a beautiful young widow,
marries Nigel Armine thinking that he will
soon inherit a large fortune and a title,
but is soon disabused. She meets a wealthy
Egyptian and falls in love with him. While
her husband is away she lives with the
Egyptian, and later tries to murder her
husband by poisoning. Fie is rescued on
the brink of death by his old friend, Dr.
Isaacson, who tells him of his wife's action.
The husband refuses to believe, but the
woman in a fit of hate and loathing, tells
him that it is true; that she is tired of him
and is going to Baroudi, her lover. Baroudi,

- however, has tired of her and drives her
away. She returns to her husband's villa
but is met at the door by Dr. Isaacson, who

, also drives her away. Wandering out on
the desert she is lost in a sand storm and
dies'. The sand storm could have been
made much more realistic. With this ex¬

ception the picture was technically perfecl
and directed and staged in a manner thai
pleased both the eye and the sense of fit
ness of things. It is a mighty good pictur

i aihd ope that marks a milestone in the ar
• | of , moving picture acting. E.

'

. tfie famous Russian ballet dancer
) y}"1*' : new Triangle plays, have V:.en

; j.reduction at the Fine Arts Califo
j . De Wolf Hopper in a hljt ~

„ comedy, under the direction of Kdc

PAULINE FREDERICK IS SEEN ON
tB!

"THE GAMBLER OF THE WEST"
A Four-Part Biograph Western Drama,

Featuring Charles West and Gertrude
Robinson, Released Nov. 17.

Tom Grey w. J. Butler
Mrs. Grey Violet Reid
Lucky Jack Gordan Charles PerleyMike Clancy Robert Drouet
Richard Kent. Jr John Brammall
Dan Reardon, tavern keeper Charles West
Little Bear Master A. ShortKansas Joe A. Hollingswortb
Mabel Grey Linda Arvidson
Cactus Kate Gertrude Robinson

A typical Western picture, "The Gam¬
bler of the West," has some of the finest
panoramic and spectacular scenes that have

THE SCREEN ONCE MORE.

nd striki
r\ ii>! | -- a xve riot views. Edna Foster, asScollops, is worthy of the highest commend¬

ation. Thomas Jefferson in the role of Noah
\ ale, a poor mechanical engineer, well up¬holds his reputation and compares favorablywith its originator, the late Sol Smith Rus¬sell.

Stricken in the midst of her brave battlefor existence, Alice, the abandoned wife ofJames Sterrett, is compelled to leave herchildren in charge of her neighbor, Noah
^ale. a penniless engineer. With the aidot Scollops, an enterprising waif, the im¬
practical inventor manages to keep a roof
over their heads. A strike in the factoryin which Sterrett is the junior partner givesbeen shown in some time by the Biograph Vale a chance to dispose of his labor saving and she ends upCompany. The photography is excellent, invention. Through the efforts of Alice his it adventitiouslyespecially in the pictures of the battle be- Plans, which had been stolen are recovered; ?£ .tne..Perl:ormeJ ' " ' * "

"ow on the road to wealth he cares f °
Sterrett and the children. S.

KK CASE,"
tween Indians and cowboys which were aj
taken from a great distance, disclosing the ^entire battle-ground. The plot is some- fl Iwhat out of the ordinary and is full of (g |intensely dramatic situations. Action is
fast and continuous throughout. The char¬
acter portrayals are good, especially
of Little Bear.

Mrs. Grey, a widow with a daughter,Mabel, marries Richard Kent, a wealthy
widower. Kent disinherits his son in favor
of Mabel. Mabel hoping to secure infor¬
mation about her little brother, who had
been stolen by the Indians. Dick goes out
West for that purpose, but he falls in with
a gambler, Mike Clancy. He becomes in¬
debted to Clancy and when Mabel comes out
West he tries to put her in Clancy's charge;
but Lucky Jack had seen her picture and
fallen in love with it, and sends her to Mrs.
Farley's, where a real home awaits her. A
fight ensues between the sheriff and Mike's
gang. Jack finds Little Bear, but Dick
tries to do away with him as lie stands in
the way of his inheritance. Mike forciblytakes Mabel to his home, but Little Bear,who has been re-united with his sister,
gives warning, and Mabel is rescued byJack and his friends. In the ensuing up¬
roar Little Bear is kidnapped by an In¬
dian. Mike, Dick, and Sal bribe the In¬
dian chief and get possession of Little,
Bear again. Sal rides off with the boyjust as Jack and his friends come for him.
A terrific battle between the cowboys andIndians ensues, during which Mabel rescues
her brother from Sal. Mabel and the boy
are lost in a blazing prairie. Jack finds
tiem and takes them to Mrs. Farley's,where he wins the greatest stake of his
life, Mabel. s.

' A POOR RELATION "

. ' ' M Wl
Nesta Marguerite Clark
Joe Martin Robert Broderick
Dr. Ramsey Robert Vaughn
Ring Master Arthur Evers
Drassa La Rue Ottola Nesmith
Jed Perkins Philip Tonge
Mike the Kick Robert Coville
Bounding Bonnell Harry La Pearl

In 44 Still Waters " Edith Barnard Delano fhas written a thoroughly good story, pathe- f
tic 'tis true, but still highly interesting B
and entertaning. With a simplicity that
is almost naive she depicts the love story
of a young girl in most unusual settings,
and does it with a directness of manner
that is indeed a relief in these days of
complicated screen expositions.

It is hardly necessary to state that Mar- f

fuerite Clark was charming and delightful,or she is that in all of her screen pro¬
ductions, but her winsomeness and charm
seemed to be particularly emphasized in
this picture. And coupled with it there
was a pathetic sweetness that added greatly
to her natural charm of personality. Above
all she is a finished and accomplished
actress, and one who knows how to get the
most out of a part without in the least
overacting. It is always a pleasure to
watch her.

J. Searle Dawley, the director, also de¬
serves great commendation for the manner
in which he has staged this subject. With
an old picturesque canal boat to work with ,he has achieved some beautiful settings i

- that are not only pleasing to the eye but "¥ 5inspire a desire to wander and linger along 'watery pathways. The photograpliy through-
; out was particularly beautiful.

Though the story is simple as to theme
it has been developed in such a manner Ithat is it interesting and entertaining fromstart to finish. It tells in great detail ofthe love affair of a young girl whose grand- ,father is the captain of a canal boat. Thegirl s mother had run away from home and
married a circus performer for which her e V!father disinherited her. Later her babydaughter, while sleeping in a trunk, wascarried away on a circus baggage wagon ■ >and as the wagon passed alongside the 1*1canal the trunk fell overboard and was *•
picked up by the grandfather. Then Nesta,the girl, falls in love with a young doctor —but the grandfather refuses his consent out
of pure selflshness. Nesta finds her mother's
old circus clothes and dressing up in them
plays at the circus. A horse that they had f 1recently bought hears the screeching soundsof a steam calliope, runs away with her,and she ends up at a country circus where

"ltitiously happens her mother is one» " *
performers. The tangled skeins oftheir lives are soon straightened out and —- .

the necessary reconciliations follow. E ■—■■■

\\T »*
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2; MARGUERITE CLARK IN "STILL WATERS"

Picturization of the
Play of the Same
Biograph, Dec. 8.

Noah Vale-
John Faye
Dolly Faye •
Alice Sterrett
James Sterrett
Scollops

Klaw and Erlanger
Name. Released by

Thomas Jefferson
Frank Norcross

Mildred Manning
Millicent Evans

M. Faust
Edna Foster

The juvenile characterizations and the
realistic strike scenes are the most striking

pathetic drama.
A little quaint humor relieves the intensely

and con-
tinuous action are not lacking. The scenes MAnnrTrnTmn .

are excellent, especially the outdoor snow MAI{(jLERITE CLARK AS 44 THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER," FAMOUS PLA; F18); — - — - jm* -T T - - RELEASE OF NOV. 29.
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A TRIO OP DAINTY SCREEN STARS CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA AT ODD MOMENTS.
Ethel Clayton Starting for the West, Where Lu-

bin's " The Great Divide " Will De Staged.
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Series, at Long Beach, Cal., with Gypsy Abbott.
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•BODY AND SOUL'
A Five-Part Dramatic Feature, Written by

Wiliam Hurlbut. Produced by the Froh-
man Amusement Corporation and Re¬
leased Through the World Film Corpor¬
ation, Nov. 22.

Claire Martin Florence Rockwell
Howard Kent Kenneth Hunter
Scott Houghton Robert Whitworth
Charles Houghton Jack Sherrill
Mrs. Taylor Mrs. Cecil Raleigh
Dr. McDonald Frazer Coulter
The Rider George Irving

Aphasia, in a word, would describe the
principal point upon which this drama
turns. It is one of those stories of mental
lapse, which in this case is the affliction
of the heroine. She wanders away from
her home in the city and turns up in a tim¬
ber district, miles from her home. After
a series of adventures with rough char¬
acters whom she meets in the woods, she
comes upon a cabin occupied by a New York
hunter. He shelters her for about a week
and then begins to look for some return in
the way of affection.

While he is out one day an impetuous
stranger comes along and has no difficulty,
in her weakened mental state, in embracing
her. In the midst of this the huntsman
returns and has a terrible fit of anger.
He disfigures the girl on the breast with
his knife as a mark of proprietary interest
in her. Then he sets the cabin afire and
leaves, after which she crawls outside and
faints.

Later she comes upon a ruffian who, in
a struggle, throws her down an embank¬
ment. The shock of this fall terminates
her aphasia, and she finds her way back
to her city home by making inquiries. At
home her malady is understood, and she
is received gladly and once more takes up
with her regular lover. By this time the
huntsman has returned to town and has

; located her by acidentally seeing her pbo
tograph in a Fifth Avenue window. He at

! once begins to bother her with his atten-
0 tions, but she does not remember him, but
1 as he seems to know all about the scar
I on her neck, and as she knows nothing

ItJ. j about it, out of sheer curiosity she ac;
ir
if

1
MRS. THOMAS WHIFFEN AND MARY MILES MINTER IN "BARBARA

FBIETCHIE" (METRO).

play. Although gruesome the picture is not I a" country scholT'house'"wttiT one of thein the least objectionable. The cast is ex-1 pupils reciting Whittier's poem, and theceedingly capable and the beautiful scenes f spirits of Barbara and Captain Trumbullpresent a strong contrast to the tragic situ- circulating about the room with an expres-ati1°,n! ^bi£b e°c°mPass. The story is ' sion of approval on their faces. E.well told but the photography could have |>
been better in places.

14 BARBARA FRIETCHIE "
A Five-Part Adaptation of John Greenleaf

Whittier's Poem of the Same Name by
Clarence J. Harris, Featuring Mary Miles
Minter. Produced by Popular Plays and
Players Under the Direction of Herbert
Blach6 for Release on the Metro Pro¬
gramme, Nov. 29.

44AT BAY"
A Five-Part Pathe Gold Rooster Play. Re¬

leased Nov. 26. Adapted from the

44ARMSTRONG'S WIFE"
A Five-Part Original Drama, Written by

Margaret Turnbull and Featuring Edna
Goodrich. Produced by Jesse L. Lasky
Under the Direction of George H. Mel-
ford, for Release on the Paramount Pro¬
gramme Nov. 21.

May Fielding Edna Goodrich
David Armstrong Thomas Meighan
Harvey Arnold James Cruze
Jack Estabrook Hal Clements

This production marks the initial appear¬
ance of Edna Goodrich on the screen, and
it is rather unfortunate that a better
vehicle could not have been found for such
a capable actress. Not that there is any¬
thing radically wrong with the production,
for it has been well written and well
staged, but it offers Miss Goodrich so little
opportunity for any real acting. She is
worthy of something better than a melo¬
dramatic exemplification of the old, old
triangle, even though it has been given the
beautiful setting of the Canadian North- ■
west. Margaret Turnbull has written a j
good scenario of its kind, although there is t
nothing new or original in the treatment I
to distinguish it from the thousands of like f
melodramas that have gone before.

Miss Goodrich indicates throughout the I
picture her great ability, although there is I
little opportunity for her to do more than |
indicate it. It was pleasing to note that I

j-a unilke most people coming from the legiti- I
a mate to the picture stage she did not forget 1

how to act, neither did she address most of
her lines to the camera. In fact, had we
not known that this was her first picture,
we would never have believed that this was
her first appearance before the camera.
She was most ably supported by Thomas
Meighan, as the legitimate husband, and
James Cruze as the bold bad deceiver who
married her under false pretenses. The |

Drama of the Same Name bv George i ; v.~
Scarborough. Adapted and Cast bv Ouida B! ^ wfls J^pabIy staged and directed
Bergerre. Directed by George BHtzmau- ^..throughout, with some very capable photog-
rice. Featuring Florence Reed, Sup-

'

cepts an invitation to go on his "houseboat
in the East River and hear the explanation
of the scar. He explains the scar and
then makes violent love.

In the struggle that follows she kills him
1 with a dagger which is lying conveniently
by. Just at this moment her regular lover

2 is passing conveniently by in a rowboat,

I Barbara Frietchie Mrs. Thomas W. Whiffen
Barbara, her granddaughter .. Mary Miles Minter
Captain Trumball Guy Coombs
Jack Negly Fraunie Franholz
Judge Frietchie Louis Sealy
Colonel Negly Frederick Heck
Arthur Frietchie Wallace Scott
Sue Negly Anna Q. Nilsson
Mammy Lu Myra Brooks

- ported by an All-Star Cast.
District Attorney Graham Frank Sheridan
Aline Graham, his daughter .... Florence Reed

s Judson Flagge, a lawyer and gambler.
DeWitt Jennings

Joe Hunter, his aid Lyster Chambers
: An Irish Officer Charles Waldron

The striking expository picturization of
a timely theme insures the great popu¬
larity which " At Bay " will establish. It
Is, without doubt, one of the most power¬
ful motion pictures lately produced. Its

i » n yn ln„a roTpb0.av,t' I SncienJr N CtarfesHarUey i dramatic' intenSity"is ~ bound "to Center theland, hearing the commotion, comes to the Fred Gelwex William A. Morse .. .. - J —attention of every audience. There
plenty of action, and interest never lags
for a moment. The scenes are exceptional.
Every one of them is lavish in details. No
finer or more elaborate cabaret scene has

houseboat, where he finds that she has' Tom Green Jack Burns
once more gone back into her state of Any attempt to successfully picturize this
mental aberration. He gets her away celebrated poem of Whittier's must be de-
quickly, but her scarf is left behind. A ' pendent on the imagination of the person
nephew of the murdered man traces her' responsible for the adaptation, since there i ^ver been used in a motion picture. Theby this scarf, and is about to set the police is not enough material in the poem itself raids on the gambling joint are extremelyon the unfortunate heroine when some one !; to make a good picture. Clarence J. Harris, realistic Throughout the picture showsproduces some dangerous evidence on him . the author, has called upon his imagination v^e master hand of the director, Georgein another matter altogether. So he de- to good purpose, and has evolved a story ''itzmaurice Credit is also due to Ouidacides to keep quiet, and the heroine and replete with action from start to finish, and tjergerre for able casting Too much can-her lover seem matrimonially inclined. ! one that leads gracefully up to the cul- Qot be said about the excellent character-The story itself puts rather a severe minating event so vividly set forth in the
strain on the spectator's sense of proba- original poem. It made a good strong climax

and one that brought out in all its vivid¬
ness the idea which the poet was trying to
set forth. It would seem to us that the

j] bility, but if that element can be waived
; the picture might prove fairly interesting,
i Better photography also might have com¬
pensated for some of the shortcomings of

i, the story itself. The direction is not at all
times clear, and the actors are handicapped

i to a certain extent by the neglect of other
| departments. On the whole, the cast is

l!«ja capable one, but the oportunities to dis-S Play acting talents are limited. H.

44LIFE WITHOUT SOUL"
| A Five-Part Drama. Produced by the

Ocean Film Company. Featuring William
Cohill and Percy Darrell Standing. Re¬
leased Through State Rights.

CHARACTERS IN THE PROLOGUE t

, Victor Frawley William W. Cohill' William Frawley George De Carlton
| Elizabeth Lavenza Lucy Cottoni Claudia Frawley Pauline ~ "

CHARACTERS IN THE PLAY:
Victor Frawley William W. Cohill
His Creation Percy Darrell Standing
William Frawley George De Carlton
Richard Clerval Jack Hopkins
Elizabeth Lavenza Lucy Cotton
Claudia Frawley Pauline Curlev

< Victor Frawley David McCauley
Elizabeth Lavenza Violet De Biccari

Seldom has a more intensely absorbing pic-
l ture been produced. The impressive action

t| and tremendous power of the play seem to
cast a hypnotic spell over the audience, to

j such an extent that the entrance of a new

I character during a tense moment will have
a visible effect. The plot is a radical depart-

[ ure from the conventional motion picture
j themes. It is a picturization of the famous
I story, " Frankenstein," which loses none of
j its value through pictorial presentation.
The play is absolutely gruesome, even to

j the smallest details. There is not the least
' bit of light comedy to relieve the continu-

1
ous tragedy of the situations. The story
is very timely In this day of belief in the
mightiness of human power. It teaches a
lesson that, however powerful man may be-

j come, there is still a power that dwarfs
him. Man may some day be able to create

1 chemical life, but the soul is without his
I province.

As the story tells. Victor Frawley has-
| discovered this chemistry of life and he de¬ll termines to create a superman. He explains
j his discovery to his affianced wife and his

I conferees. Before retiring that night hereads the book 44 Frankenstein," and as he
proceeds he substitutes himself and his

I relatives as the leading characters. He im-
s agines himself a student taking up a course
4 in natural philosophy at the university. In
^ the course of his studies he discovers a life-
giving fluid and with it he succeeds in cre¬
ating a superman, tremendous of physique,
but possessing no conscience. Fearful of
his creation, Frawley escapes from the uni¬
versity. His creation attempts to find him,
and in his travels is shunned and stunned
by humanity, and finally stumbles upon
his master. Having become accustomed to
the ways of civilization, the monster de¬
mands that Frawley create him a mate.
Frawley refuses, and his creation murders
his sister to bring to him a realization of
his loneliness. Fearful of consequences in
the future, Frawley creates him a mate, but
when he realizes the blight that would be¬
fall the world from the offspring of these
two, he destroys the female of the species.
The monster vows vengeance and murders
Frawley's wife on her wedding night.
Either one or the other must die, so Fraw¬
ley determines to kill his creation, but he
dies first and the monster also passes in to
the great beyond.

Dr. Frawley finishes the book, and deter¬
mines by reason of the lesson taught not
to attempt to better the work of the Al¬
mighty. So he destroys the vital fluid and
joins his axganced wife.

The ending brings sighs of relief from the
who Yvayp been enthralled by the

izations.
Florence Reed, the woman who

duped into a marriage by a rogue, fairly
j radiates dramatic power. Charles Wal-
| dron, in the part of the Irish officer whoanti-climax which followed could just as • the end marries Aline, gives a fine char-

«ni0^way«iYl ' I acterization, and the quaint way he makesshow spirits walking around ]0ve js so different from the usual type of
readily have been done away with.
attempt to show spirits walking arouna love is 80 different from the usual typ<garbed in clothing always impresses us as / lover that it appeals to all. Lyster Cham-verging on the ludicrous. The picture also kbers as judson Flagge, the gambling-housebreaks an old rule of the playhouse which
says that if you must make the audience
weep do it in the beginning, but send them
away happy.

Mary Miles Minter. in the leading role,
was particularly delightful, her fresh young
beauty showing to great advantage. She

owner; De Witt Jennings as Joe Hunter,
the " stool pigeon," and Frank Sheridan as
the District Attorney handle the parts very
capably.

Photography and screening are excellent
in all particulars. Action starts right at

was called upon to do more acting in this ^he beginning of the picture, little time
picture than any we have seen her in and , being wasted in an introduction, the caba-
handled her various scenes with great

:v, especially for one so young. Guy
Coombs, playing opposite, gave his char¬
acteristic performance, and Fraunie Fran-

ret scene practically being the only one to
introduce the characters. It is here that
Graham secures evidence for his crusade
against gambling houses. Judson Flagge,

The story deals with a young unsophisti- i
cated country girl who discards the lover
of her youth and elopes with an attractive if,
young man from the city. Her first dis-
illusionment comes when she finds that he >|is a professional gambler and her second
when it is revealed that he has another | jwife living, from whom he has not seen fit
to obtain a divorce. Previous to this his figambling house has been raided by thefr>|police and he has shot and killed his part-1
ner, thus adding murder to the list of his |crimes. He flees to Canada and the de-j;:
serted girl is forced to support herself as I
best she can. David Armstrong, her former R j||lover, has taken up a homestead in the |dpjCanadian Northwest, and reading in the if:
newspaper of her supposed husband's crime, 11leaves to find her. They go through a mar-1 V
riage ceremony in which she assumes noli

j obligations and journey to his crude home |Mj
on the edge of the wilderness. There she tm

I is found by the gambler who tries to re-I'm| ; claim her. A fight follows in which Arm- ji i|iji, strong is wounded, and this act brings out I r
i i her love for him, which until this time , ifi

had been smothered beneath the weight of I £1 her misfortunes. The gambler is killed '8
while escaping from the Canadian police, [ )

|. and the usual happy ending follows. E.
"MARY'S LAMB"

A Five-Part Pathe Gold Rooster Comedy by' j
Richard Carle. Released Nov. 19. Pro-; i .

(luced by Donald Mackenzie, Featuring
Richard Carle, Jessie Ralph, and Marie ®
Wayne.

Leander Lamb Richard Carle 'jfjiMary, his wife Jessie Ralph ®
Phyllis, his niece Marie Wayne WfThe Widow Next Door Lillian Thatcher

The cleverest comedy of the season is a
legitimate characterization of " Marv's MBj

Lamb." Riotous is the one word that gives 1
an adequate impression of the play.

^ Not ■

Curley : 0 z,?s the disappointed lover also did some . a lawyer, owns a notorious joint and know<i only 1116 Picture but the characters them- j,
, excellent^work. The performance of Mrs. that nothing will stop Graham once he gets selT?s a.re hilarious. Richard Carle by this ; >~ ' '' ' " 1 his hand in. He enters the tight armed Production proves to be the male Marie 11

with every weapon an unscrupulous man Dressler- In this he makes his debut as a 4
can employ. Through Mrs. Hastings a screen actor and, judging from his instant S
a"niot" oTiToo y,*™ a o-amhiitia- success, he will soon be in the motion pic-j

Thomas W. Whiffen was so good that there
is no room left for comment, except praise.
The balance of the cast handled minor
parts well.

The story has been woven about Barbara,
the granddaughter of the Barbara Frietchie
of the poem, and shows in great detail her
love affair with Captain Trumbull, of the
Union army. The Captain is acidentally
shot by Barbara's brother, who as soon as
he discovers what he has done has him
conveyed to his home in Frederick. There
Barbara guards his bedside during the long

J night in an attempt to save his life. The
next morning the Confederate troops, with
Stonewall Jackson at their head, march
through the town and the aged Barbara
Frietchie, even in this hotbed of southern
sympathy, displays her loyalty and flies
the Stars and Stripes from the balcony.

debtetpiSai^^d?,clWfoeh^,ntrga^"„ng tureTalf of'"tkm7.""AS"an entomoTorist"he !|
complice to AHne Graham dauehte? of is Sood = as the husband afraid of h!s wife 1
the district attornev Hunter nolished and he is fine' and as tbe boss of the fami]y at 'I
handsome is seemingly devoted to \lfno the end he is simP1y a scream. Without a
and manages to marrv her secretlv Later' doubt this Picture win create a demand for 1
in th? nn nwf nnnLr more comedies featuring him, and it will be I
Graham and runs^to Uine with the p?el fn^hHeL'VtuerPhim ^ an°ther ph0t0play l:
infthat^he m^rVfaww^a'fake^'to "afd Jeslie Ualpfgives an excellent interpre- Ih^r father's pcdtticaf enemies. ^He leaves & and'dlservls —tntfe 15^ Flagge'sDeoffliaeCebegbgingS:Wm^oMesirt way'she ba^fedthe numerous0 phases'of |
her Th^ gambler lets the letter and ar character; first a lover, then a boss and gi
ranges an interview before a cunninrfv lastly' as a meek and gentle wife,
concealed camera wYth the hone ft? epttinff A number of the scenes are so ludicrous »
her fn a compromising position FlS if that they wiU send an audience into hys- M?™!? P°sri??u terics. The capable direction of Donald |j

l After the exciting incident of the poem has found dead, and the young Irish officer who Mackenzie is noticeable throughout the en-
k transpired Jack Negly, the discarded lover happens to call to render aid, is accused tire picture. Maria Wayne and Lillian

" " " —i-- x--- of murder. Aline confesses to stabbing Thatcner ably assisted in carrying the story[< of the younger Barbara, who has lost his
mind through disapointment, raises his rifle
and shoots Barbara as she is standing on proved that he died of heart failure, and
the balcony beside her aged grandmother, everything ends happily for all concerned.
She hurries inside only to fall dead across ~
the body of her dead lover. The picturecloses with an allegorical scene snowing ■

oi muraer. Aiine comesses 10 staooing i Thflt hl assvstpd in ^
Flagge to save her good name, but it is ^"fuccess7Ul conc!usion

The plot is unique and mental telepathy ; \
i plays an important part in the introduc- P.;,1'\
i tion, Lamb being forced to marry his wife
i as a result of that medium. Although he

does not appear to be in love with her, by ^ M
means of her stronger will, she draws him
to her, after which she frightens him into rtising
the bonds of matrimony. The rigid ties of
marriage are galling and Lamb's only solace
as " the widow next door." This leads to his h
undoing, Mary Miranda, his lawful wedded ? t'n
wife, assumes the role of chaser. In his1 11
efforts to outdistance her he lands in an in- 'j

• stitution for the mentally depressed, where
the foes of depression wish to disfigure his -

j none too beautiful skull. He escapes, and *>'
ji falls into the clutches of the beautiful lri'

" widow next door," who to aid her friend, Pf
Allen Townsend in marrying Phyllis At-

j wood, Leander's niece, wishes to compromise
!j him. The widow posing as " Charity giving

away her clothes" starts Leander on a 1
"butterfly" chase, which is interrupted by
the arrival of Mary. Leander arrayed in a
night-gown, candlestick in hand, proceeds '
to give the most realistic sleep-walker's es-
capade that Mary ever witnessed. A note
on. the dresser from the widow proves the
somnambulist's undoing, but he evens mat¬
ters up when his old chum, Blackwell, re- /
lates a story of Mary's maiden days. He | .
sentences her to the stocks, a fate that had , <
often been meted out to him for too ardent ,

"butterfly" chasing. Mary is very tract-!
able, and matters are straightened out for , ,
the best interests of all. S. r

rHERINE BROWNE-DECKER, CLAUDE FLEMING, AND EDWIN ARDEN
EDWARD JOSE'S PROI >!'( "I'M >\ OF "THE BELOVED VAGABOND," TO

IN

44 CHIMMIE FADDEN OUT WEST "
A Five-Part Adaptation of E. W. Townsend's

Stories by Cecil De Mille and Jennie Mc- ,
Pherson, Featuring Victor Moore. Pro- i
duced by Jesse L. Lasky Under the ;
Direction of Cecil De Mille and Wilfrid j
Buckland, for Release on the Paramount |
Programme Nov. 21.

Chimmie Fadden Victor Moore
The Duchess Camille Astor n |
Larry Raymond Hattori 1
Mother Fadden Mrs. Lewis McCord
Mr. Van Courtlandt Ernest Joy
Betty Van Courtlandt Florence Daermar
Preston Harry Hadfleld

Though he has been given very little to
work with Victor Moore makes a thoroughly
enjoyable comedy out of a picture that,
owing to his inimitable manner, has many
very amusing features. The Pullman car
scenes were excruciating, especially when : j
Chimmie attempts to solve the intricate ?
mystery of an upper berth for the first " .
time. The scenes laid in the desert were .
somewhat forced, and realism was stretched VI
quite to the breaking point with the in- f
troduction of two government officials in¬
sisting that he show them his mysterious <
mine. It is the first time to our knowledge
that a miner has been forced to disclose the * *
location of his golconda. With the wealth
of material in the Townsend stories it is H
not quite clear why the producers found it
necessary to adapt " Scotty " to the screen [ j
in the character of " Chimmie."

But irrespective of the material at his dis- J j
posal Victor Moore is funny. A natural I j
born comedian he seems to be able to take 1
the slightest imaginable incidents and make }
them funny. His experiences with the ,
highly trained mule, Ramona, were ludicrous j
In the extreme, and called forth roar after
roar of laughter from the Strand audience. .
He was most ably supported by a strong 5
cast, the work of Mrs. Lewis McCord as ;
Mother Fadden being particularly admir- :
able. Others deserving special mention
were Camille Astor as the Duchess and
Raymond Hatton as Larry, the brother of >

i Chimmie.
The story shows Chimmie as the modus J

; vivendi of a railroad publicity scheme. He
[ is sent out into Death Valley with a large
' bag of gold nuggets, the idea being that he -
J is to return to town and announce the dis- i
i covery of a new gold field and is to have the .

nuggets to prove his assertion. Then with ,l
the prodigiality of the newly made mil- *
lionaire he is to hire a special train to bring
him back east and this train is to break the t
transcontinental record, thus giving the rail- <
road the necessary publicity. Several minor 1
complications have been added to lengthen f
out the picture. With this slight material 3
Victor Moore has evolved a comedy that
will last long in screen annals as being i

!■ one of his funniest offerings. E. i

4 HEREDITY'
a A Three-Part Broadway Star Feature Re¬

leased by the Vitagraph Company, Nov. ;
20. Produced by William Humphrey, i!-
Featuring Carolyn Birch and Katherine ■
Lewis.

t Beatrice Van Dorn Carolyn Birch j.
$ Grace Whitfield Katherine Lewis I

Mrs. Burleson Rose Tapley t
I Dr. Burleson Thomas Mills l
5 Mrs. Van Dorn Anita Scott
1 Mr. Van Dorn Templer Saxe .

» Mrs. Whitfield Katherine Franek -1
6 Mr. Whitfield Jay Dwitrerins «

Jim Greenfield William Humphrey
i The Spider Denton Vane I

"As the father is the child" is the J
k theme of this powerful three-part drama.

; Although the plot is not unique, it is ,.
/ treated in such a finished manner that as r.
' a result a very strong picture has been r

produced. Action and interest are centered
1 entirely on the picture. It holds the audi- J!
J ence and several weak places are almost '
i unnoticeable. An able cast handles the .

I roles very successfully. The photography
ji and detailing are up to the usual standard

ESTELLE MARDO,

Playing Vitagraph Leads Opposite
Maurice Costello.

Little need be said of the plot, a wen-known writer with loose morals is a home
wrecker. Owing to the absorption of her
husband in his chemical experiments, LadyLumley compromises herself with the
writer. He inveigles her to his rooms
where she is discovered by Lord Lumleywho takes her home instilling fear in theheart of the writer by telling him that an
Italian whose wife he had ruined had de¬
clared a vendetta against him. Later the
writer is killed by the revengeful Italian.
The whole experience is such a lesson toLord Lumley that he takes particular care
in the future to see that his wife is not
neglected, and leaves her little time in
which to explore new and alluring pastures.

E.

" THE WHITE SCAR "
A Five-Part Romance of the North byRonald Bradbury, Produced by Hobart

Bosworth as a Broadway Universal Fea¬
ture, Released Dec. 6.

Na-Ta-Nan-Gan, trader Hobart BosworthWehnonah Anna Lehr
Mackintosh, the factor Norval McGregorJanet, his daughter Jane NovakRobert, her brother Frank NewburgHenri, a villain Ronald BradburyRed Pete, his accomplice Seymour Zelliff

An Indian nurse, importuned by her littleboy charge, relates the story of the white
scar upon her breast. It is really the
romance of the little boy's father—a mightyhunter—and how he won the fair daugh¬
ter of the grim old Hudson Bay factor;and through it is revealed naively theIndian maid's own hopeless love for the

JEAN DUMAR.
A New Edison Star.

" THE CAVE MAN "

of these .features and the picture Vers "a ' ^pting^rttfi h?r°own bodfa muriferous'knfferemarkable study for criminologists.
The story is that of a baby waif who is

mistaken for a child born of poor but re¬
spectable parents. Both of the children
are adopted, the waif by a wealthy family
and the other by a family in medium cir-

dy a murderous knife
Her language is inthrust aimed at him.

the meter and style of " Hiawatha," and,
while a long way after Longfellow, it is atleast a serious attempt to dignify the
screen with something more literary in tone

.

, , „ • A. , than the average catch titles. Projectedcumstances. As the children grow up the 0n tablets of birch bark, framed with sprucewaif shows criminal tendencies, which con- anfl pine cones, they form a harmonioustinue to develop. She marries a gangster y part of the scenes, entirely in "the at-and is recognized by her father, who. unable ; mosphere."
to reform her, kills her and then ends his ' Ronald Bradbury's " libretto," as it mightI own life. The other child has grown up > almost be called, has been 44 set to pictures"

I reliable and eminently respectable. In the > by Hobart Bosworth with all the care andj end her foster-parents prove to be her real • skill of a true cinema composer. Bosworth1 parents. S. has made the Northland his particular field,in i uav1 - < but he never excelled this feature for com-
K ki in xiv k\/ TUT? uim^/UMP pleteness of detail. Filmed amidst wonder-" THE MUMMY AND THE HUMMING < fui water and woodscapes, with almostninn» : 1— •BIRD feet photography, the series of scenes"would

charm the eye even without the story. For
the enactment of this—something like 44 The
Call of the North "—the star-director se-

.

lected perfect character types. The Scotch
are typical Scots; the French-Canadian,
played by the author, looks as well as acts rtthe character, while the Indians are real,
dyed-in-the-skin redskins—with the excep¬
tion of Wehnonah—for which role Anna
Lehr was cast, on acount of her acting
ability. But some of the Indians^who were 1

A Five-Part Adaptation of Isaac Hender¬
son's Play of the Same Name, Featuring 1
Charles Cherry and Lillian Tucker. Pro- 1
duced by the Famous Players in Associa- ,

tion with the Charles Frohman Company j
Under the Direction of James Durkin, for
Release on the Paramount Programme, .

Nov. 14.
Lord Lumley (The Mummy) .... Charles Cherry
Lady Lumley Lillian Tucker
Signor D'Orelli (The Humming Bird), li . , , , - ,

Arthur Hoops ill brought on here to the Travel Exposition,
Giuseppe William Sorelle 1 ma
Emma, his wife Claire Zobelle
Ronalds Charles Coleman
Ruth Nina Lindsey

44 The Mummy and the Humming Bird "
is a good picture, well produced, carefully
staged, and excellently acted, with some
very beautiful settings and photography.
But it is not as tense in the big scenes as
the original dramatic production. There
are some classes of dramatic production in
which the lines and the action are inter¬
dependent on each other, and this is one of
them. Without the lines the action loses
much of its force. A more judicious use of
conversational sub-titles, using the tense 5ij
lines of the play, would in a large measure •
obviate this fault. So few producers real- ;
ize the distinction between the explanatory
and the conversational sub-title. It is good
construction to incorporate as few of the
former as possible in a picture, but the in¬
sertion of the latter at the right moments ;

will frequently turn a dubious picture into
a good one. In adapting a stage success !
for the screen it is important to decide '
just what factor entered most in making !
the play a success, the lines, the action, t
or the close relation between the two. If
the action alone is strong enough to carry ,
the picture sub-titles are not necessary,
but it is always well to remember that the 1
right words add tensity to any situation :
and serve to emphasize and drive home i
with added force the meaning that the
author is trying to convey.

Charles Cherry in the leading role gave
j a thoroughly commendable performance, in¬
corporating dignity and repression into a :
character that could easily have -been over- t ,j
acted. Lillian Tucker was charming
throughout, with a control of facial ex- .

pression that was delightful to witness. 1
Arthur Hoops made a most pleasing vil- tid
lain, while William Sorelle gave a good
interpretation of the revengeful Italian.
The balance of the cast was strong and
capable. The picture was staged mag¬
nificently, with a wealth of beautiful set-

[ tings and clear, distinct photography.

A Five-Part Adaptation of Gellett Bur¬
gess's Story of the Same Name by Mar¬
garet Bertsch, Featuring Robert Edeson.
Produced by the Vitagraph CompanyUnder the Direction of Theodore Mar-
ston, for Release on the V.-L.-S.-E. Pro¬
gramme Nov. 29.

Haulick Smagg Robert Edeson
Madeleine Mischief Fay WallaceDolly Van Dream Lillian BurnsBrewster Bradford George de BeckMrs. Van Dream Frances ConnellyMr. Van Dream John T. KellyTheodore Glish Charles Eldridge

This comedy drama was so funny inparts that even the reviewers laughed asif they enjoyed it, and that is quite thebest comment on the merits of the picture,for reviewers seldom laugh at a comedy,not because they lack a sense of humor,but because the humor is more often lack¬
ing. And besides being mighty good comedyin parts the picture has many other most
laudable features.

To begin with there was a good enter¬
taining story, not new by any manner of
means;—the same idea has been used manytimes, but still it has not been used sooften that it has become worn out. Fur¬
thermore any theme dealing with a down¬
right real human emotion is always accept¬able, provided it is well handled. The
adaptation was particularly well done, a
straight line construction being used which
started at the beginning and told the storyright through to the end in a simple com¬
prehensive manner. At no time was therethe slightest doubt as to the meaning ofwhat was happening on the screen. The
acting throughout was polished, especiallythat of Robert Edeson and Fay Wallace inthe leading roles. Miss Wallace has a
naivete and charm of personality that ismost pleasing. And in addition she is a J
good actress. Robert Edeson always givesa good performance, and in this case he has t
handled an exceedingly difficult role in his
usual finished manner and gives one of themost amusing characterizations of his
screen career.

One of the most delightful features of a
picture produced under the direction of
Theodore Marston is that it is consistently;good from start to finish. His productions
run along smoothly, each and every little .detail is worked out in advance and the
result is that his pictures are consistently,good, with never the slightest inaccuracyof either action or setting to offend againstthe dictates of realism. Before shutting off
our flow of commendation a word must be
said in praise of the sub-titles. They werein many cases most humorous and were in-1serted at just the right places to add the
proper emphasis to the action. The sup¬porting cast was strong and consistently , 1good.

Though the literal minded may scoff at
the probability of the story, still it must
be admitted that it is quite possible of ex-1
ecution. When all is said and done breed- \
ing and culture are only a mere matter of

environment. Supply the environment and
the breeding and culture and all that they
stand for will automatically follow. Such
is the theme upon which this picture is
based. Madeleine Mischief, a wealthy young
society girl, tired of the mere apologies for ■
men which she meets day after day, wagers
that she can take a man from the street
and inside of a week make a social lion out,
of him. She selects the brawny driver of
a coal truck and wins out, society accept¬
ing him without the least question. Not
satisfied with her experiments in sociology'
she persuades a blue-blooded young author1
to take a position in a millionaire's family
as footman. Many very humorous situations
follow. In the end the man from the street,
whose changed condition has generated
within him the spark of ambition, realizes
that he is being played with. He casts
everything aside and goes forth seeking
work, which he finds in a steel mill. The
spark grows and the fire of ambition which
it has caused make his advancement rapid
Soon he is on the road to prosperity. He
again meets the young girl who was re¬
sponsible for his rise from one working
with his body to one working with his
brain, but this time on an equal socialplane. Like the cave men of old he boldly
takes her in his arms, and with the mastery
of one who has found himself, makes her
his mate. E.

••THE WARNING"
A Five-Part Spectacular Drama, Starring

Henry Kolkei* and Directed by Edmund
Lawrence. For Release by the Equitable
Film Corporation Dec. 6.

Robert Denman Henry Kolker
Anna Denman Lily Leslie
Bobbie Denman Master Frank Longacre
44 The Woman Who Smiles " Christine Mayo
Martha Edna Mayo
Camille Mayme Kelso

44 Triumph of Henry Kolker" should be
the sub-title of the latest selection for re¬
lease under the Equitable banner, which is
eminently eclectic. 44 The Warning " might
be described as a modern morality play, or
a spectacular sermon on sobriety. Except
for the fact that the sub-titles are in ex¬
cellent English—many of them apt poetic

| quotations instead of slang—one might al-
1 most suspect Billy Suncray of having com-1 piled the scenario. It is compounded of
about equal parts of T. S. Arthur, Zola and
Brown-Potter, with a dash of Dante's 44 In¬
ferno " at the bitters end, and the bright
particular cherry in this pictorial cocktail is
the child—as piayed by little Frank Long-
acre. The rest of the acting consists main-

/7iy of Kolker's absorbing study of progressivelydipsomania. Not since Zola's 44 L'Assomoir "ji!which Charles Warner made an EnglishEclassic under the title of 44 Drink," has there| ibeen seen such a vivid delineation of the
downfall of a man through love of liquor. tlBut instead of the sordid surroundings of
Coupeau, as described by the famous French
realist, the director staged Kolker's 4' de¬
scent to Avernus " amidst equally realisticbut far brighter scenes of modern New
York. The bits of Broadway night life,with the cabarets in full blast and the New
Year's celebration, are especially vivid andup-to-the-minute. Some of the lightingeffects are remarkable, and while the camera- Jman is inclined to work his diaphragm
over time, Kolker is one of the compara¬tively few film players who realy illumi¬
nates the story by the changing expressionof his eyes in the 44 clo&e-ups."

From the moment when, as the genial44 tank expert," amidst real scenes of a con¬
struction camp, he carelessly dodges a dyna¬
mite blast, and takes a drink on it, to the
time when he gives up the ghost in a gutter,the star is always in the character, neveroverplaying, but maintaining the sympathy ,of the spectators even while they shudder at ^his habits and their inevitable effects. There Jis, perhaps a little too much of the Devil in
the vision scenes where, as a dipsomaniac iDante, he wanders through the 44 dry belt," ,

but it is with genuine relief that we realize '
that Denman's damnation is only a tre¬
mendous delirium, and audiences will ap¬
plaud when he wakes up and swears off
for the New Year. They are likely to do !
likewise. H.

leased! It is A Boy at the Throttle." in

Hall's Studio.
ROSEMARY TIIEBY,

With the Lubin Stock Company.
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VIRGINIA PEARSON
White, N. Y.

MADAME OLGA PETROVA IN "THE
TIGRESS."
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Seldom has more perfect photographybeen seen in any picture. A number of thescenes were taken In semi-darkness, yet thedimness of the light does not affect theirclearness in the least. A searchlight, sixfeet in height is used in a number of theviews Jts rays and the people who arespotted by it, with the light on them, are
very distinctly pictured. The movementsof the beams as they flash through the skvare plainly visible.

The directing is good, but the plot is
none too strong. The introduction is en¬tirely too long, and when the action startsthe story itself is unravelled much toorapidly. The scenic work is above the ordi¬
nary, and some of the dimmed views areexceptional.

In the supporting cast Ina Hammer, asthe aunt who betrays her blood relationsto aid her husband, is very good. Sheldon
Lewis, as the hunted man, gives an ableinterpretation of his role. Of courseArnold Daly as the society detective, Ash-

44 THE PRIMROSE PATH"
A Five-Part Drama, Featuring Gladys Han¬

son and Hal Forde. Released by the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
Dec. 13.

Joan Templeton Gladys HansonNed Templeton Hal Forde
Joan's Father E. Cooper-Willis

' Helen Nina Blake
A remarkably well-staged drama of con¬

tinuous intensity with brilliant scenic
effects. Seldom have more elaborate
scenes been used. The cabaret is a mas¬
terpiece in picturization. All the other
views are in keeping with it, luxurious even
to the smallest details. The story is well
told and is replete with action. Hal Forde,
as the young artist, gives an excellent char¬
acterization to his role, and Gladys Han¬
son as Joan, his wife, is a sympathetic
character in the part of the woman who
strays into the " Primrose Path " in order
to save her husband.

The plot is very good and gives manyopportunities for intense dramatic situa¬
tions. The story, sociological in type, tell¬ing of a young model, Joan, who marries
an impecunious artist, Ned Templeton,against the wishes of her parents. The
young couple go to Paris, where Ned in-

. tends to continue the study of art. He is
> taken sick, and unable to secure financial

aid from her parents or friends, Joan sells
herself. He recovers and they return to
America that she may escape the effects
of bondage. He becomes famous throughthe efforts of a millionaire's ward, who is
in love with him. The fact that he has a
wife is not known and he gradually draws
away from Joan. Earning her living |by posing in the studio where Ned is a
director, the fact that she is his wife be- jcomes known to the heiress, Helen, and
how she sacrificed herself to save her hus¬
band is told. Ned, like a man, begs her for-1
giveness and they are reconciled.

44 DIVORCONS "
A Three-Part Picturization of the Famous

Play of the Same Name by Victorien
Sardou. Featuring Del Henderson and
Gertrude Bambrick. Released by theBiograph Company Dec. 15.

The Husband Dell Henderson
The Wife Gertrude Bambrick
Count Adhemar Dave Morris

A well acted and finely picturized play,the plot is delayed by the great length ofthe situations. Had the action been hur¬
ried to a greater extent the picture would
be considerably livelier than it is. The
plot in itself is interesting, and the humor¬
ous situations are numerous. Detailingand photography are very good. Dave
Morris as the effeminate dandy is excellent.1The entire cast handle their roles with

1 great merit.
The story is that of a wife who falls in

love with her cousin. The husband to
break the entanglement decides to give her
to the man she loves. The cousin, Ad¬
hemar, does not know what to make of the
situation, and in the end the wife and the

I count, having been forced on each other, .decide that their love is not everlasting, soI the wife turns back to her husband and
regains his love. s

A DRAMATIC INCIDENT FROM KALEM'S NEW SERIES. " STINGAREE."
44 A Voice in the Wilderness," Second Episode of the Series.

.... T"s. ( "BATTLES OF A NATION"
and now that it has been turned into a " ofPathVWpL^ftnr,S, Sh°wing the Activitiespicture, with Cyril Scott in the leading, Warsiw P™," Troops from Berlin torole, it is fully as gripping as in its orig- }j respondent mi n*1 y the American Cor-mal form. The story is a page out of life, 'i respondent Film Company.detailed exP°sition of a series of events „i„„„aKr,' "srim visaged war," in all its de-that have undoubtedly happened a thou-1" 5}°fable. horror, robbed of its pomp andsand times. It is intense, dramatic, and P ^lory, shown in all its ugly realism is thereplete with human interest. Based on outstanding feature of this picture 'Brutalthe ever popular theme of the miscarriage „2FZ b'e> repel1 ing war is shown in all itsof justice, the picture strikes a human t/i ruthlessness, with its trail of bloodnote that will add greatly to its popu- 1 * ed'h death, misery and suffering It islarity. u war brought to our very doors and as suchCyril Scott in the leading role is con- J;""*1,? °.,ne of the greatest arguments in

An_(!_^n.dJe! &£ va- t ^v°^«LP/epar_edne_ss that could possibly

ton Kirk, is the outstanding feature of the
*on* interest in the mystery ofIhe House of Fear," Cramp's home, wasawakened by his friend Pendleton, who as

guest of Cramp, communicates with Kirk,i1Df him of the strange sense of mysteryand fear surrounding the place. In the
household are Cramp; his sister, Grace; his
aunt, Miss Hohenlo : and Kretz, his servant.A group of Mexicans in the vicinity seemto be the cause of the fear, and Kirk learns
through his agent in Mexico that Camp'sfather had been an expert engraver in that
country. He also learns that in time oflinancial stress the father had forged some
currency plates for an unscrupulous Mex-
ican, Alva, but had failed to deliver themat the last moment. The presence of theMexicans and their prowlings are explained
by the fact that these plates are hidden inthe cellar of Camp's house. The mysteryof how the Mexicans get into the cellar is hssolved by Kirk, who discovers a confed¬
erate in the house. He intercepts a mes¬
sage, and that night Kirk and his friendstrap the Mexicans in a secret tunnel, asMiss Hohenio admits them. The plates aredestroyed, and thus Ashton Kirk solves the
mystery of the House of Fear. s.

*

THE SUPREME TEST"
A Five-Part Adaptation of L. V. Jeffer- [>

son's Story by Harvey Gates, Featuring r
Henrietta Crosman. Produced by Ed J.
LeSaint for Release on Broadway Fea- .
tures Programme Nov. 29.

Violet Logan Henrietta Crosman r
James Semple Wyndham Standing 0
Madge Semple Adele Farrington
Molly Phelan Stella Razetto
Maurice Jack Wilson '■
Bridget O'Malley Sylvia Ashton

The principal features of the latest ,,

Broadway Feature are Henrietta Crosman
and a grade crossing. The latter is an
accident, but the former is an artiste. Both
are high grade. Miss Crosman ipakes her
first appearance on the screen in this
picture, and it is to be feared that the
horse, which was the principal actor in
the grade crossing accident, scored his first
and last hit. Certainly the buggy was
smashed to smithereens, while the dummies
which must have been substituted for the
human occupants thereof (although no¬
body could tell when from watching the
film) were dashed to the railroad embank¬
ment, stone dead. This is the only scene
that shows the sleight-of-screen hand of
Director LeSaint, but coming as the start¬
ling denouement of a death-bed confession
which at once reveals the true parentage
of the " belle of. Poverty Row" and ties
the " true lovers' knot" of the story, it
provides the requisite 44 punch " to an oth¬
erwise meandering, old-style 44 comedy-
drama."

Just where " The Supreme Test" title
fits is not apparent—for, although Miss
Crosman passes her screen initiation with
flying colors, this is far from being " the
supreme test" of her powers as a photo¬
play actress. Her stage comedy always
was delightful, and on the screen she is
just as vivacious and convincing, only
she must avoid " close-ups," and also cor¬
rect her " cherry-lip" make-up to suit the
requirements of the camera. Miss Crosman
dresses the part of the 44 Lady Bountiful "
in exquisite taste, and exhibits enough of
her many talents to make picture fans long
to see her in a part worthy of her finished
art—" The Pilgrim's Progress," for in¬
stance.

Stella Razetto scores as the foundling,
who proves to be the best friend of the
philanthropic widow when she has lost her
fortune through the speculations of her
lawyer; while Wyndham Standing and
Adele Farrington are always "in the pic¬
ture " with Miss Crosman. Attempts to
inject comedy by means of crude contrasts
between " the upper ten " and tenement life
are not so happy. Picture connoisseurs will
enjoy seeing Henrietta put on her hat,
with typical feminine touches, better than
all the low comedy. H.

"NOT GUILTY"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Edgar James's

Play, " Justice," Featuring Cyril Scott.
Produced by the Triumph Film Corpora¬
tion Under the Direction of Joseph Gol¬
den for Release on the Equitable Pro¬
gramme Nov. 29.

Edward Andrews Cyril Scott
Dora Birch Catherine Proctor
Mrs. Andrews Ada Boshell
George Gardner Mark Ellison
Tom Matthews Charles Hutchinson

Julius Steger used this same vehicle on
the vaudeville stage with great success,

vincing at all times, and handles the va- ' ldvor or preparednes:
rious phases of his portrayal of a difficult 1 be gathered together,role in an able and pleasing manner. He ' ,e Picture departs in an exceedingis most ably seconded by Catherine Proctor novel manner from the average war nictnrea the leading feminine role. Ada Boshell, 1 th®£ has been shown in this country in thats the aged mother of the young man, also ' J. thread of story has been woven'throue-hid a competent and enjoyable bit of act- > cbe fabric of the scenes. It is nothingan in a nart that eniipd fn* m„nh ! more or less than an account of the nctnniadventures of Albert K. Dawson, the pho

Ft?maP,. °f the American CorrespondenceFilm company. He is shown first in Ber
a h°n a.i inspection, is received bvAmbassador Gerard at the American Embassy, and then follows his trip with the
savrmthatf0th„eStf,r0m BerI111 t0 Warsaw Tosay that the trip was eventful is a weak

th1n^°5t^expressing ,U' yet t0 attempt any¬thing stronger would be to rob the English
snIUasfar?linad3eCtiVe8.' The whole Picture

Often £ example of the much and
mu Qu°ted German efficiency.The scenes of actual fighting have been

forced11!?, H W!e11 photographed and one isforced to admire the daring bravery of thecamera expert in risking his life to obtain
« fi?d realistic views. For the if «e ? actual bombardment and ip,,™!™ ,f.h® Polish fortress, which

J in the leading1 as the aged m___ _
__

■ did a competent and enjoyable un, m,1 ing in a part that called for much emo
' tionalism. She was able to convince with-
; out resorting to overacting. Mark Ellison

and Charles Hutchison pleased in minor
roles. The picture was well staged and
the photography excellent.

Edward Andrews, a young business man,
arouses the enmity of Tom Andrews, the
political leader of the ward, because he is
successful in winning the love of Dora
Birch. On the day their baby is born An¬
drews goes out to the corner saloon with
George Gardner, a friend, to drink to the
health of the new arrival. There Gardner
becomes embroiled in a fight with Jim
Matthews, brother of Tom. Later, on the
street, the fight continues. Gardner in
self-defense knocks Tom down, and then
flees. Andrews is arrested and taken to
the police station, charged with disorderlyconduct. The next morning, just as he isconduct the next morning, just as he is 'dpuuiation of the Polish fortress, whichbeing discharged by the judge, Tom Mat-1 the Russians believed to be impregnable isthews enters and says that his brother ,t shown in all its horrible detail The stoneshas just died from concussion of the brain. I- of the fortress under the fire of the effecAndrews is held for murder, and later eon- tive Skoda batteries crumpled ud as thonehvicted on the false testimony of Tom Mat- , they were so much paper. The picture fromthews. As a result his wife dies, being start to finish is replete with other excitino-unable to bear up under the strain. His scenes too numerous to mention It is wellmother is successful in having his sentence worth while seeing. Tom Brett deservescommuted to life imprisonment, and for the utmost commendation for the exceedingtwenty years Andrews labors in Sing Sing 1 able manner in which he has taken theas a convict. Then, owing to good be- f< thousands of feet of film sent in bv thehavior, he is pardoned, and it is not until ,! Photographer, and cut and arranged it Inthen that he sees his daughter for the., spch o manner that it makes a continuoussecond time. Later, Andrews and his story. Taken all in all it is a wonderfuldaughter are picnicking on a small island, war picture. u<giuiwhen he sees a man capsize a small row- v

boat. Swimming out to his assistance, he i
brings the body ashore, only to find that,he has been too late, as the man has died1
frnm hAOrf fm'lnro T-T r» f >1 a.r, rnnnnn^nr. '

THE HOUSE OF FEAR '
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from heart failure. He then recognizes the
victim of the accident as Tom Matthews, r
his old enemy, and though he feels that ,

nothing can give him back the twenty years
of his life that have been wasted, at last a
higher power has stepped in and justice:
has been done. E.

A Five-Part Pathe Gold Rooster Play, Re¬leased Dec. 3. Produced by Arnold Daly,Injuring Arnold Daly, Supported byJeanne Eagels and Sheldon Lewis.Scenario by John T. Mclntyre.
Ashton Kirk t,-.
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"STRIFE ETERNAL"
A Five-Part Picturization of the HistoricalNovel, "Jane Shore." Released Nov 25

as a Mutual Masterpiece. An EnglishProduction, Featuring Roy Travers and
I Blanche Forsyth.' S«'WI«i,'„,KinK of En«land - • • • Roy TraversK n.lm Richard Purdie

I kord Hastings Tom Ma ("DonaldRichard. Duke of Gloucester Rolfe Leslie
j Jane, his daughter Blanche rorsvthMarsraret. Matthew's cousin .... Dora DeWinton
i ?D,d impressive is this picturethat without doubt it will be ranked as one
i clTa4.ssJlcs of the historical photodramas. It is one of the most elaboratepictures of its type ever produced. The

accuracy m regard to costumes and histor-| ical locations is remarkable. It is one of
ho™ T f'ictllres of English history that

i taken where the real eventshave occurred. The action occurs In thefifteenth century and everything in thepicture is in keeping with that period evento the extent of having a village built. The
and th/inhowt f pubHc street, the tavern;!"LP1, Jn,,f''tants are accurate In everyle'ai1' . Special attention has been paid toth.e. efstnmes. Instead of the small crowds
hrne t der®ct fr0?1 the value of thistype of picture, the mobs and the armies
favorohl and helmet, compare
NnHnn ™ those in the " Birth of aNa»on The beauty of the scenic work

y comment. The landing ofthe Normans on the English coast and thebattle scene are remarkable. The panoramicriiT 0t^l l?attle show excellent photography, which is the rule throughout The18 well articulated, but it would havemuch clearer if a few more captions
ThrSwl Pe acting is meritorious,

w 5? g,? ,' l0, picture a valuable insightinto English history may be secured. The
Hes'TivrSf+hat 9?. Jane Winstead, who mar¬ries Matthew Shore, a wealthy goldsmithwHrJ,n^the*pf/Io,Vhat England was rtven'with ttie strife of the War of the RosesKing Edward IV falls in love with thebeautiful and talented Jane, forgetting hislawful wife. When she will not accept hisattentions he has her husband imprisoned
« » treason. To save Matthew, Jane sacri-
hZZ <!hr ;on0r' At the death'of her hu"hand she becomes a great favorite at courtHer power she used for the benefit of alclasses. When Edward dies his brutal suc-cesor, Richard III, singles this unhappywoman out as the butt for his spite aSdmade to do penance througnout therealm. In this story are woven all the im-
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TEACHING GERALDINE FARRAR THE ART OF ACTING BEFORE THE CAMERA,
i, Cecil B. De Mille, Lasky's Director-General, Is Talking Over

Opera Star.
a Scene with the Noted

ANNA LUTHER.
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"A MAN'S MAKING""1'
A Five-Part Original Drama, Written and

Directed by Jack Pratt and Featuring
Rosetta Brice and Richard Buhler.
Adapted for the Screen by Anthony P.
Kelly. Produced by the Lubin Company
for Release on the V. L. S. E. Programme
Dec. 6.

I J. P. Graham Herbert Fortier
1 His Son Richard Buhler

Captain Lem Haskell Seor??
His Daughter R°s®,tta

i Rill Ross Nelson Hall
1 Donaldson'.'.'.'.' William H. Turner

Based on a mighty strong theme Jack
Pratt has written an interesting story, and

1 then produced it in a capable and efficient
manner. Anthony Kelly, who prepared it

( for the screen, also deserves his modicum
! of praise, for it was a hard story to pic-

turize from a technical standpoint. There
: are three distinct lines of action, and to
I cleverly weave them together so that the

result is one good, clear, comprehensive
story is, indeed, able work. The picture
teems with enjoyable features. The foot¬
ball game in the opening reel was a real
game to all intents and purposes, and Rich¬
ard Buhler acted like a regular gridiron

> hero. Then there was the fight on the gaff
and in the fore cross trees of a fishing

: schooner, with a fair sea running and a
'

fresh breeze blowing that was sensational
in the extreme. Buhler's fall from the mast

1 head was a mighty good illusion. There
: was another fight in the picture that it
•

would not be fair to slight, for it was as
•' good an example of rough-and-tumble hght-
I ing as the screen has witnessed. There was

no faking in this match ; it was an out-and-
out fight to the finish. There were many
other features to the picture good in them-

I selves, but too numerous to mention. It
u was unfortunate, however, that some of the

best scenes from a photographic _and artis-
f tic standpoint should have been so reck¬

lessly spoiled by execrable tinting. There
was one effect in a sort of a dirty greenish

i yellow that look like jaundice.
The acting throughout, especially that of

Richard Buhler and Rosetta Brice, was par¬
ticularly enjoyable, although the former at
times seemed to forget that, irrespective
of his down-and-out appearance, he had
been brought up in circles of breeding and
culture. He seemed to play the part that
his clothes called for, and not the real man
that was underneath the ragged garments.
Herbert Fortier gave an able characteriza¬
tion of a Wall Street magnate, and George
Clarke was good as the captain of a New
England fishing schooner. Jack Pratt i

. staged some good scenes showing the life \
in a New England fishing village, and as-

J sembled a characteristic group of extra
people. His exteriors were well selected, !
and the interiors, with the exception of the f

| Stock Exchange scene, well built.
The story is strong. It tells of the son j

. of a Wall Street millionaire, who is disin- '
herited and cast adrift because of his youth- f

! ful follies. He leaves college with only a (
J few dollars in his pocket, and goes out to
i battle his own way in the world. Soon he L
| is reduced to dire want and. ragged and 1
n forlorn, finally appears in a New England j

fishing village, where he obtains work as a |
^ hand on a small fishing schooner. Then

follows his regeneration and his gradual |
climb un the ladder of success. He falls f

J in love with the pretty daughter of the
| schooner's captain, and fights for her with j
j a former sweetheart. One of these fights

is held on the gaff of the foresail, and he is j
/] finally knocked from the masthead to the
•/ deck and suffers several broken bones. This

I accident serves to reconcile him with his
J father, but he refuses to return to the par-

■

ental rooftree until he has made good. The
fight between the independent fishermen
and the fishing trust gives him his oppor¬

tunity, and he soon becomes a power in the
community. About this time his father is
forced to fight for his financial existence,
and, seeing his duty, the son goes to his
aid, and successfully sends the financial
wolves scurrying to their lairs. Then he re¬
turns to the village, and claims the fisher
maiden as his bride. E.

"JANE"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Lestocq's Comedy

of the Same, Name, Featuring Charlotte
Greenwood and Sydney Grant. Produced
by the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co. for
Release on the Paramount Programme.

Jane Charlotte Greenwood
William Sydney Grant
Lucy Norton Myrtle Stedman
Charles Shackleton Forrest Stanley
Col. Norton Howard Davies
Andrew Kershaw Herbert Standing
Mrs. Chad wick Lydia Yeamans Titus
Henry Jardine Syd de Grey

" Jane " is a comparative novelty to the
present generation, and although the classic
comedy which helped 44 Charley's Aunt"
found the Frohman fortunes has been the
unacknowledged source of many photoplays,
Oliver Morosco's cast justifies its revival in
feature form. The original English atmos-

"THE DESTROYING ANGEL'
A Five-Part Adaptation of Louis Joseph ;Vance's Story of the Same Name Featur¬

ing Mabel Trunnelle and Marc McDer- ;
mott. Produced by the Edison Company :
Under the Direction of Richard Ridgely i
for Release on the Kleine-Edison Feature
Dec. 8.

Mary Ladislas . . .

Hugh Whittaker . .

Carter Drummond
Max
John Merton
Mary's Father . . .

A Clerk
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44THE LABYRINTH"
A Five-Part Original Drama Featuring Gail

Kane. Produced by the Equitable Mo¬
tion Pictures Corporation Under the
Direction of E. Mason Hopper, for Re¬
lease on the World Film Programme,
December 13.

Flo Burke Gail Kane
Ray Fox Dolly Larkin
Rev. Herbert Fenton Richard Neal
Oscar Morse Edward Rosemein
Frances Burgess Polly Champlain

There are two outstanding features in
this production—the efficient direction of E.
Mason Hopper and the strong acting of
Gail Kane. The former has staged a good
picture, the theater scenes showing a mod¬
ern musical comedy being quite the best
of their kind that we have seen. There
was a good chorus well directed, and the
dressing-room scenes were also well handled.
He further deserves commendation for the
able manner in which he evolved the rail¬
road wreck illusion and the night pho¬
tography that followed it. The acting of
Miss Kane calls forth highest praise from

| start to finish. She has handled a difficult
role with an artistic grace that is truly

| commendable. As the singer and dancer in
i the cheap cabaret, as the famous star of
a successful musical comedy production,

j and as the wife of a minister trying to
escape from the labyrinth of lies and deceit
with which she had burdened her life, she
was realistic, natural and convincing.

J Richard Neal scored as the clergyman;I Dolly Larkin handled a typical chorus girl
part in an admirable manner, and Edward
Roseman gave a realistic portrayal of a
theatrical magnate. Polly Champlain, as
the lame sister, had little to do but did
that little well.

We cannot express any great amount of
admiration for the story. It would almost

j seem as if it was putting a premium on ly¬
ing and deceit. Flo Burke, a singer in a
cheap cabaret, attracts the attention of
Oscar Morse, a theatrical magnate, who
decides to give her a small part in his
forthcoming musical comedy production, but
also makes demands that are not in accord
with the accepted moral code. These she
refuses, but losing her position in the
cabaret immediately afterwards, resolves to
trick him into a better contract. She man¬
ages to get him very drunk, and in this
condition he signs a contract giving her the
star part at a large salary for a term of
five years. On the production of the piece
she makes an instantaneous hit, but has to
bear the onerous burden of hearing her
name coupled with that of the producer in
a scandalous manner. At the close of the
run she goes to a quiet Summer resort for
a rest, and there meets and falls in love
with the Reverend Robert Fenton. She can¬
not quite get the courage to tell him her
real name so says that she is the sister of
Flo Burke, the notorious actress. Later
she resolves to give up the stage and marry
Fenton, but a clause in her contract calls
for a $20,000 forfeit if either party breaks
it. In taking her lame sister from a sani¬
tarium to the Coast resort the train is
wrecked and the sister killed. The iden¬
tities of the two sisters are mixed up and
the newspapers announce that Flo Burke
has died. Fenton happens to be on the
scene of the wreck and finds his lost sweet¬
heart. After her recovery she marries the
clergyman. All is happiness for a while

phere has been entirely eliminated, but the until her retreat is discovered by Morse,
plot transposes to American characters and who threatens to force her to pay the for-
California scenery handily enough. It is a f, —
pity that the rather 44 spotty " photography
is not up to the acting and scenery. Miss
Greenwood is probably the most grotesque
of the numerous Janes—beginning with
Johnstone Bennett—whom we have seen in
the character; but the elongated Charlotte
is always good for a laugh when it is
handy. In this picture she confines her
gymnastic eccentricities and facial grimaces
to the character of the maid, suddenly pro-

1 moted to be the mistress of the house, and
she makes Jane an amiable if amusing
female 44 boob." Sydney Grant, with his /i

j mustache trimmed a la Chaplin, plays the '| valet-husband with the serio-comic skill of
] a true farceur, and not only serves as an I

excellent foil for Miss Greenwood, but
1 scores his own points as well.

Some idea of the antiquity of the farce
may be found in the fact that Lydia Yea-
mans Titus, whose sister Jennie was the
second 44 Jane" in this country, is posing
as the old maid and making 44 faces like
mother used to make." Herbert Standing
upholds the English tradition of the old
uncle, while Forrest Stanley is excellent in
the light comedy lead. Myrtle Stedman and

,

Howard Davies get the utmost out of the
roles of the heroine and her explosive dad,'
and Syd de Grey is the only one who over¬
plays a bit.

The story of 44 Jane " has been rehearsed '
so often, under so many various aliases,
that it is useless to retell it in print; but
this picture—thanks to the excellent acting
of the entire cast— makes the old plot not
only plausible but entertaining throughout.
The 44 chicken farm " finish is a novelty—
and the Greenwood attired in overalls is a
final laugh. H.

RICHARD BUHLER IN " A MAN'S MAKING."
feit. She tries to piacate mm, out Morse
insists upon either the money or herself.
In a fight that follows Morse accidentally
shoots himself. The wife confesses to her
husband and it is his forgiveness that per¬
mits her to escape from the labyrinth.

E.

44THE ALSTER CASE"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Rufus Gilmore's

Story of the Same Name, Featuring
Bryant Washburn and Ruth Stonehouse.
Produced by Essanay Under the Direc¬
tion of J. Charles Haydon for Release
on the V. L. S. E. Programme Dec. 6.

George Swan Bryant Washburn
Trask, a detective John H. Cossar
Beatrice Ruth Stonehouse
May Walsh Anna LeighMiss Cornelia Alster Louise Crolius
Keith Arthur W. Bates
Allen Longstreet Roderick LaRoque

Detective stories as a rule are not con¬
sidered good screen material, for the simple
reason that it is extremely hard to make
them plausible; but the 44 The Alster Case "
is the exception that proves the rule. It is
one of the best productions of its kind that
the screen has ever seen, with baffling
mystery right up to the very end. The
denouement is startling, nay surprising, and
not for one moment is the real murderer
suspected. This is quite unusual, for in
most cases with pictures of this description
little mystery remains after the first or
second reel. Furthermore the director de¬
serves the utmost commendation for the
careful manner in which he has staged
this production. The action was realistic
and true to life, and with only one excep¬
tion was in conformity with the practices
of good detective work. One of the most
delightful features of the whole production
was that, whereas it abounds with mystery
and suspense, at no time was plausibility
sacrificed in order to accentuate the mys¬
tery features. The settings were in many
cases elaborate and well built, while the
photography throughout was clear and dis¬
tinct.

Bryant Washburn in the leading role
was pleasing at all times, effectively divert¬
ing suspicion from himself and in the end,
when he was forced to confess, achieved a
capable piece of acting. Ruth Stonehouse
scored in a role that called for quite a bit
of acting, but which had little bearing on
the main trend of the story. John H.
Cossar was convincing as the detective,
while Anna Leigh was pleasing in a minor
part. The balance of the cast was able and
did some thoroughly good work.

A detailed synopsis of the plot would
require much more space than can be de¬
voted to this review. Enough to say that
Miss Alster, an eccentric spinster, possessed
of a large fortune, is mysteriously mur¬
dered and the circumstances are such that
suspicion is cast on her two nieces, the
sweetheart of one of the girls, and the
butler. The executor of the estate engages
a celebrated private detective who, after
much work, runs down the four separate
clues and proves that it would have been
impossible for any one of the four to have
committed the crime. He is up against it,
when a seemingly little detail which every¬
one had overlooked is discovered and the
real murderer is forced to confess. He
described in great detail the exact manner
in which he committed the crime and his
motive for so doing. It is a mighty good
detective story, well produced. E.
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Mabel Trunnelle
Marc McDermott

George Wright
Walter Craven

Fred Jones
"wy r aiu«r John SturgeonA Clerk William West

The story of Louis Joseph Vance is the [strong outstanding feature of this produc¬tion, extremely melodramatic it is true, but
i teeming with action and excitement and

absorbingly interesting. It has been care¬
fully and conscienciously staged under the
able direction of Richard Ridgely and most
capably acted by Mabel Trunnelle, Marc !McDermott, and a strong capable cast. The
plot is weird and unusual, but when sub¬
mitted to analysis it is found that there is 1
no theme upon which it is based. It is |;! merely a succession of unusual incidents, aJ fictional biographical sketch, but so full of
material that one forgets the construction
and becomes lost in the mazes and intri¬
cacies of the unfolding plot. By this it is
not meant that the picture is not clear, forit is one of the surprises that so intricate
an offering could be made into such a clear
and comprehensive picture.

By a peculiar chain of coincidence Mary \Ladislas is forced to believe that some evil !
fate Is intimately associated with her life, !and that every man to whom she gives her |love Death immediately marks out for its Ivictim. As a young girl she runs away 'from home with her father's chauffeur, butbefore he can marry her he is killed in an
automobile accident. Hugh Whitaker has
been given his death sentence by his doctor, !who has said that he cannot possibly live
more than six months. Mary, unable to go ;home after having run away, is saved from I

suicide by Hugh. She t'cils'"him her story*
and he marries her in order to restore her
lost respectability. She goes to the city
and immediately succeeds as an actress. 1
The theatrical manager who engages her
falls madly in love, but she will have noth- v
ing to do with him. She in turn falls in e
love with one of the actors, but the theat¬
rical manager brings about his death. Later
a young millionaire succumbs to her charms, ,

but he also suddenly dies at the hands of u
the manager. By this time she has acquired
the sobriquet of 44 the destroying angel"
and when Hugh, who has been erroneously •
reported dead, returns and claims her as -

his wife she is afraid that the mysterious i

fate which hangs over her will also cause Jhis death. He however persuades her to
marry him. The theatrical manager, still
madly in love, kidnaps her, but she is res- »

cued by her husband. In a fight that fol- •
lows Max is killed, and it then transpires
that he had fostered in her the belief in the \
mysterious power.

Throughout the whole picture were numer¬
ous opportunities for strong acting which
Mabel Trunnelle seized with avidity. Marc
McDermott gave his usual well-polished and
finished performance, while Walter Craven
did some good work as Max, the theatrical
manager. The others handled minor parts
well. The photography throughout was
clear and distinct and the direction and '
staging excellent, with the exception of the
scenes showing the kidnapping in supposedly
fast speed boats, which could have been
greatly improved. Taken as a whole it was
a thoroughly interesting and entertaining
picture, well presented. E.

BRYANT WASHBURN. JOHN COSSAR, RUTH STONEHOUSE, AND BETTY SCOTT
IN 44 THE ALSTER CASE."

44 THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER "
A Five-Part Adaptation of Mark Twain's

Celebrated Story of the Same Name,
Featuring Marguerite Clark. Produced
by the Famous Players in Association
with Daniel Frohman, under the Direc¬
tion of Edwin Porter and Hugh Ford,
for Release on the Paramount Programme
Nov. 28.

The^ Prfnc^ of Wales } Marguerite Clark
! The King Robert Broderick j

Earl of Hertford William Barrows I
Miles Hendon William Sorelle b
Tom Canty's Father William Frederick I
Father Andrew Alfred Fisher 'J

Dainty, petite Marguerite Clark has.
1 scored another triumph, and one that will
; be remembered for a long time, for in this £picturization of a Mark Twain story she |1 has done a particularly admirable piece of |
i acting, playing two widely diverse parts i

and doing both in a manner that was thor¬
oughly enjoyable. The picture has been
given a most elaborate production with a
wealth of beautiful settings, those showing

| the apartments of the Prince of Wales and
the interiors of the royal palace being par-I ticularly elaborate. Commendation is de¬
served for the settings showing the London
street scenes and the interior of Westmin¬
ster Abbey. The picture has followed the
story very closely, although a lot more
could have been made of the light comedy
scenes in which Tom Canty is forced to

( masquerade as the Prince. Years ago when
we read the story we can remember many
a chuckle which these incidents afforded,
but which, for some reason, have been left
out of the picture entirely. Another slight

I discrepancy was to see sixteenth century
nobles appearing with twentieth century
haircuts. The barbers' union was not in j

j existence in those days of which Mark
Twain wrote so entertainingly.

Marguerite Clark in the dual role of the
Prince and the Pauper was delightful at
all times, although we believe she could
have made more of the masquerading Tom
Canty than was in evidence. Her depiction
of the Prince as the Pauper was much
more finished than that of her Pauper as
the Prince. The supporting cast was par¬
ticularly good, especially the work of Will¬
iam Sorelle as Miles Hendon. But when
all is said and done the honors of the pro¬
duction must go to the directors for the
exceedingly able manner in which the picture
was staged. The photography throughout
was up to the standard maintained by this 1
company.

For those who have forgotten their
childhood days a brief synopsis may be
necessary. By a curious streak of fate
Tom Canty, the son of a pauper in the
slums of London, and the Prince of Wales
are as like as two peas in a pod. By an¬
other curious streak of fate they change
costumes and the story then goes on to
show the adventures of the two, the Pauper
as the Prince and the Prince as the Pauper.
Neither can convince their associates of
their real identity, and the Pauper is just
about to be crowned King in Westminster
Abbey when the real Prince, in the clothes
of the Pauper, forces his way through the
guards and is given his rightful place. E.
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••A YELLOW STREAK"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written and

Directed by Will Nigh and FeaturingLionel Barrymore. Produced by the
Columbia Picture Corporation for Release
on the Metro Programme Dec. 6.

Barry Dale Lionel Barrymore
Mary Austin Irene HowleyVirginia Dale Dorothy GwynneRichard Marvin j. l. Goldworthylom Austin Niles WelchParke Austin r. a. Bresee

. William Cowper
William Davidson

Tobias Iiader
'

Jack Rader
Outlaw Martin J. Faust

rv John J. DonoughQuite the most impressive feature of this
production is the thoroughly capable act

« Ing of Lionel Barrymore. He has a stylethat is all his own, a style in which his
own personality forces its way to the sur¬face, and irrespective of the part he isplaying one always knows that it is Lionel
Barrymore. He is also possessed in amarked degree of a delightful streak ofthat whimsical humor which seems to be
the heritage of the Barrymore family. Inthe widely contrasted dual role which he
is forced to portray in this picture he has' been given ample opportunity to displayinheritance, and the artistic manner in
which he does it adds greatly to the valueof the production. As a masquerading

j minister, he is extremely amusing when sud¬
denly called upon to perform a marriage
ceremony. It would have been just as well
had the author been satisfied with this little
divertisement from the main trend of the
story and refrained from adding a bur¬lesque baptismal ceremony which, thoughamusing, left a rather unpleasant impres¬
sion. It is never a good policy to hold areligious ceremony up to ridicule.

Will Nigh, the author and director, has
not only evolved a good strong story, buthas given it a thorough production, clear, I
convincing, comprehensive, and at times
beautiful. It cannot be called a big story,but it is interesting and amusing. Fur¬
thermore, it is quite out of the usual run.

The supporting cast was strong. Irene
Howley pleased in the leading feminine role,and the others handled minor parts in a
pleasing and convincing manner. The set¬
tings were well built and the exterior loca¬
tions well selected. The photographythroughout was clear and distinct, with one
very good night effect which showed two
figures in silhouette with the smoky cityin the background, and was an artistic bit
of photographic reproduction.

The plot is an unusual treatment of the
double triangle. Barry Dale, a young stockbroker, has all of the misfortunes of his
life plied on him in one day. He is ruined
financially by his best friend who, not sat¬
isfied with this, takes his wife and drives
him from home in a thoroughly ignominious
manner. Vale sees nothing left in life, but
postpones suicide when he finds the river
horribly dirty. He decides to go out in
the country, where things are clean and
there " shuffle off this mortal coil." Event¬
ually he lands in a little town in the West,
and is again just about to do the deed when
he is interrupted by an outlaw. The two
strike up an acquaintance and are later
Joined by a minister. The sheriff is on the
trail of the bandit and in the melee that
follows the minister is killed and the out¬
law mortally wounded. After burying his
two friends, Dale decides to assume both
of their professions. In the meantime,
Irene Howley has been deterred from sui¬
cide, which she contemplated to escape the
unwelcome attentions of a gambler who h.ns
her father in his power. By a perfectly
natural trend of events she is made to ap¬
pear in the little Western town where Vale
is carrying out his dual role of bandit and
minister. Naturally, they fall in love.
Dale is able to extricate both her and her
brother from a serious predicament and
she is ready to give herself to him, but he
tells her that he first has a mission to
perform and, journeying back East, gives
the man who ruined him a dose of the same
ignominious treatment which he had been
made to suffer. A quick return to the West
closes the picture in the usual happy man¬
ner. This brief synopsis fails to do jus¬
tice to the exceedingly able manner in
which the story has been worked out and
tie innumerable little side lights that have
been incorporated into it. Mere sugges¬
tions in themselves they start a train of
•fought in the mind of the onlooker that

it would take double the length of film to |
show. It was mighty good moving picture
construction. E.

becomes a vagabond, careress; carefree andhappy. In company with a young bovwhom he has rescued from the Londonslums, and a young girl musician, the threewander through France living a life ofcare-free happiness. Later Gaston discoversthe horrible trick that Fate had played !him and tries to resume his old station inlife; to settle down in the staid bounds of IEnglish domesticity with his sweetheart!of twenty years before, but finds that his t
years of vagabondage cannot be thrown 1off, that the narrow bounds of conventioncannot be taken up, and on the eve of his I
marriage runs away to his two comrades 'in Paris. Later he is shown married toBlanquette, surrounded by his pigs andhis babies, enjoying again the happy care¬free life of bucolic bliss.

FRANK CLARK AND KATHLYN WILLIAMS IN THE SELIG RED SEAL FEATURE," SWEET ALYSSUM."—V-L-S-E PROGRAMME.
in New York he taKe^ ariotner name, arid
in a series of lucky speculations soon be¬
comes a power in Wall Street. Gail Colling-
wood, under the name of Alice Gail, has
become a successful newspaper special
writer and is sent to interview Thorns.
Their acquaintance thus begun soon ripen
into love and their marriage is announced
in the papers. In the meantime Thorns'

Mrs. Alice Collingwood \ . wife and the girl's mother has recovered
Gail Collingwood .... J i^miiy btevena s an(j come back to her old home. She sees
Robert Collingwood Henri Bergman the announcement of her daughter's mar-

"THE HOUSE OF TEARS"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written by !

Frank Dazey and Featuring Emily !
Stevens. Produced by Rolfe Photo Plays
Inc., under the Direction of Edwin
Carewe, for Release on the Metro Pro¬
gramme, Dec. 13.

Henry Thorns Walter Hitchcock
Anne Madge Tyrone
John George Brennan

Without doubt this is one of the strongest
, stories that .the screen has ever witnessed.
One strong situation follows the other with
startling rapidity, and the whole culminates
in a situation that is vivid, unusual and
gripping. The whole production was start-
lingly well acted and produced. One is
automatically forced into panegyrics of ««
praise over the work of Emily Stevens,
Henri Bergman and Walter Hitchcock.
This trio formed a combination that for
pure artistry of histrionic ability it would m

be hard to surpass. We do not know when
we have taken such unqualified pleasure in
witnessing a moving picture play.

Edwin Carewe, the director, has given it
a production well worthy of its merit as a
strong and unusual story and befitting the
ability of the artists depicting the various
roles. He has worked out an entirely new :
double exposure effect that was almost un¬
canny in its effectiveness. His settings
were particularly well devised and built.
His scene in a western gambling hall was 1
also well executed. Taken all in all it was j
a mighty able piece of direction, with not (
an error in so far as we could see to mar
its realistic exactitude.

Too much praise cannot be accorded
Emily Stevens for the exceedingly clever !
acting she does in this picture. She was
called upon to do some very difficult work
and acquitted herself with great merit.
First as the selfish young wife who has jlost the love of her husband and has gone
exploring passionate pastures outside ' the !
domestic hearthstone, then as the wife in
poor circumstances who is cast aside by
the man she gave up everything for, and

riage in the paper and the scenes which
follow in which she apprises her of Thorns'
real identity are extremely well handled.
As a climax Thorns is inveigled to the old
Collinwood mansion where he is confronted
with his wife, whom he thought he had
murdered. His nervous excitement and
horror is so intense that he drives his auto- i
mobile over the face of a cliff and is killed.

E.

"THE BELOVED VAGABOND"
A Six-Part Adaptation of William J. Locke's

Celebrated Novel of the Same Name, by
George Brackett Seitz, Featuring Edwin
Arden, Bliss Milford and Kathryn
Browne-Decker. Produced by Edward
Jos6 for Release by Pathe Dec. 5.

Gaston de Nerac Edwin Arden
Joanna Rushworth .... Kathryn Browne-Decker
Blanquette Bliss Milford

Edward Jos<5, with the co-operation of
George Brackett Seitz and an admirable
group of players, has achieved in this pro¬
duction the seemingly impossible. He has
been enabled to transfer to the screen the
peculiar and delightful whimsicality of
Locke, a whimsicality that to a large degree

has remained up to the present time in the
sole possession of the celebrated novelist, j
Other stories of Locke's have been pic-
turized, and though they have been beauti¬
ful productions they have only shown the ■

main essentials of the plot. It remained
for Jos6 to instill the breath of life into
Locke's characters, to make them live and
breathe and act, to visualize them so per¬
fectly that it was as if the mythical per¬
sons stepped bodily from the pages of the

, ,, - -. . . - , . • . , book to the screen. Lovers and admirerslastly as the young girl just budding into ^ 0f L0Cke not be disappointed with thewomanhood, she was convincingly realistic. . picture play of " The Beloved "Vagabond,"And above all she inspires and holds the for there on the screen struts in all his
sympathy of her audience. Henri Bergman. || careless freedom, in all his disregard for
as the husband gone money mad to the convention, in all his delightfulness of per-exclusion of everything else, gave a char- j sonality, the Parragot that Locke con¬

ceived, the beloved vagabond we all admire

"THE GRAY MASK"
A Five-Part Detective Drama, by Charles

W. Camp. Produced by the Shubert Film
Corporation Under the Direction of Frank
Crane. Featuring Edwin Arden. Released I
by the World Film Corporation, Dec. 6.

Jim Garth Edwin Arden
Nora Barbara Tennant I
Silas Howlett Frank Monroe |

Although of continued intensity and
plenty of action, the vital thrust which is
expected in a play as strong as this seems
to be lacking. The climax is good, but not
strong enough in comparison with the sub-
climaxes. The excellent picturization tells
a complex story in a very clear and intelli¬
gible way. The scenic effects are very good,
especially those of the auto going off the
ferry dock into the water. Strict and tech¬
nical attention has been paid to even the

, smallest details.
There are many characters in the cast

S and every role is handled most capably,
but Edwin Arden stands pre-eminent among
them all. As the master detective he tries |

; to get the members of the Hennion gang. I
j The crooks having killed his friend, Joe j'

Kridel, a detective, and fearing discovery,
accept the aid of Simmons, who wears a
gray mask that covers the wounds caused
by an explosion. Garth is in love with his
chief's danghter, Nora. Although he loves

. her deeply, she is cold to him. She has
! sworn to avenge her fiance's murder, so she
'

gains the confidence of the Hennion gang.
She is one of the plotters to secure a valu¬
able explosive in the protection of which

I Kridel lost his life. The gangsters penetrate
I the steel vault where the chemical is placed
1 and everything is ready for the supposed
j Simmons to carry the explosive away. Nora

| ascertains who the murderer is and Garth
I reveals himself, having taken the place of
I Simmons, who was kidnapped from a train.

J The police are called and the gangsters
\ arrested. Out of gratitude and a growing

love Nora accepts Garth. S.

acterization that was wonderful in the
attention devoted to expressive detail.
Walter Hitchcock also scored in the ex- |
tremely difficult role of Henry Thorns, first
as a seducer, then as an unsuccessful pros¬
pector and later as the successful Wall
Street plunger.

The story teems with strong features.
Robert Collingwood neglects his wife and
child, devoting all his time to the acquisi¬
tion of money. Mrs. Collingwood, with
time hanging heavy on her hands, plays
the dangerous game with Henry Thorns
until she becomes badly compromised. Her
husband obtains a divorce and the custody
of their little daughter, while the former
wife marries her lover and they leave for
the West. Collingwood in his mad pursuit
for a fabulous fortune finally loses all. His
mind becomes deranged and in an attempt
to kill his daughter, now grown to woman¬
hood, he falls and breaks his neck. In the
West, Thorns and his wife have not pros¬
pered but are living in the direst poverty.
At last by a lucky chance he wins a large
sum at faro. He has already become tired
of his wife and tells her that he is going
to desert her and go back east. She tries
to take his money away from him at the
point of a gun and in the fight that follows
is shot and badly wounded. Thorns, think-__ cily .. _ __

ing^he^has killed her, runs away. Arriving " JLlfljllt lfa&t tilled" I"

and whom we would all like to emulate
had we but the necessary courage. This
production opens up a vista of possibilities
for the silent drama that is amazing to
contemplate.

Edwin Arden in the leading character of
Parragot was superb, and once again proved
his great ability as an exponent of mimetic
art. He was most ably supported by Kath¬
ryn Browne-Decker as Joanna Rushworth,
and Bliss Milford as Blanquette. Harold
Crane as Asticot, the child of the London
slums whom Parragot adopts and makes
one of the trio of Vagabonds, gave a most1
pleasing interpretation of a difficult char- ,
acter. The supporting cast was consistently
strong and capable.

The picture has been most elaborately j,and artistically hand colored, and so care¬
fully has the work been done that it would
almost seem as if the days of real color
photography had arrived. It is one of the
most beautiful colored pictures that has
ever been projected on the screen.

Little need be said of Locke's delightful
story. Through a curious chain of circum¬
stances Gaston de Nerac, a promising young
architect, is sadly disappointed in love. He
loses faith in all women and in life and

"THE GREATER WILL"
A Five-Part Pathe Gold Rooster Drama IFeaturing Cyril Maude. Produced byHarley Knowles. Released Dec. 10. :
Professor Cornelius Sloane Cyril MaudePeggy Sloane, his daughter Lois Meredith 1
SS+t* Wson Montague LoveFather Malone h. J. CarvellEdward Carson, an artist. ^arveii

William T. Carleton
Seldom, have such excellent characteri¬

zations been seen in motion pictures as are
shown in this play. A more efficient cast
for the roles could not have been secured
Cyril Maude, as the old antique dealer, is
seen at his best. The eminent actor is a
revelation in motion pictures, and the verv!
intensity of his acting when he overcomes •
the millionaire and drives him to his death
by sheer force of will is so great that it
seems to cast a spell over the audience.
As a man with great hypnotic power,
Montague Love bids fair to share honors
with Cyril Maude. He handles his role j
with exceptional ability. Lois Meredith is
also deserving of great credit for her ex¬
cellent portrayal of Peggy.

The plot is unique in its way. It is of
| great intensity and its development calls.1 for numerous heavy dramatic situations

; which are all made the most of. The story,
although risque, is handled so well that it
is not in the least questionable. The

■ picturization is vivid and replete with
3 action. The only time that interest tends
1 to lag throughout the whole play is during j
jf the transition from the story of the past i®

to the action of the present. A master :
'J hand in direction is discernible throughout, j
& In many places the unexpected happens,
| and the departure from the conventional j
^ happy ending gives added strength rather ;
$ than detracting from the picture. TheI scenes tell the story in a clear logical way. |
$ Elaborate details give an air of luxuriant |
7, splendor to the scenes. The photography
' is excellent and seldom have better ap¬

parition scenes been taken.
B Years ago Peggy Sloane, the only

' daughter of Cornelius Sloane, familiarly
known as the Professor, an antique dealer,

i met a millionaire art dealer named Stuart
Watson, and was persuaded by his hypnotic
power to go through a marriage ceremony
with him. A week passed and she returned

; home, broken in spirit and body. ^ater
1

when her baby was born, she died. This
story is told by the Professor to one of his
old friends.

. ,

One night while playing chess the old
Professor learns of the return to America
of this man, Watson, and he resolves to
be revenged. Accordingly, it is arranged
to have Watson come to Sloane's house.
Watson, realizing that his perfidy is known,
tries to subject the old man to his hypnotic j
sway, but the latter, by superior will-power
overcomes Watson, bringing before his
mind the vision of the girl he wronged.
Coming out of the trance, Watson is told
that every night at a certain hour the

! same vision will appear to him. It so
, transpires, and later, driven to despair

by the awful apparition, he kills himself.
; Thus is the wronged daughter avenged.

S.

EMILY STEVENS, HENRY BERGMAN, AND MADGE TYRONE IN
OF TEARS."—METRO.

1 THE HOUSE

" ROSEMARY "
A Five-Part Adaptation of Louis N. Parker's

and Murray Carson's Play of the Same
Name, Featuring Marguerite Snow. Pro¬
duced by the Quality Pictures Corpora¬tion, under the Direction of William
Bowman and Fred J. Balshofer, forRelease on the Metro Programme, Dec.

Dorothy Cruickshank Marguerite SnowHer Mother Virginia CraftSir Jasper Thorndyke William Clifford
Captain William Westwood Paul Gilmore
Captain Cruickshank George P. Hernandez
Professor Jogram Frank Bacon
George Minifie Maurice Cytron

" Rosemary " is fully as attractive as a
picture as it was as a play, in fact it is
even more so, for the directors have been
able to incorporate a number of effects '
that would have been impossible of exe¬
cution on the legitimate stage. The rain
storm which brings all of the characters
together in the house of Sir Jasper Thorn-
dyke was one of the most effective that the
screen has ever witnessed. The fire scene
in which Dorothy accidentally sets fire to
the stable and is gallantly rescued by Sir 1Jasper was also exceedingly well executed.
Throughout,

^ the picture has been given a
most beautiful production, the garden
scenes being particularly well handled. The
scene in which the rival navigators wake
up to find that they have been put to bed
together was excruciatingly amusing. The 1
scenes showing the fight between the two
in the tavern was also well handled.

Marguerite Snow in the leading role of
Dorothy Cruickshank was winsome, at¬
tractive, and appealing, giving a character!- ;
zation of a young English girl of the period
of which the play was written in a most
admirable manner. William Clifford made
a delightful and polished Sir Jasper Thorn-
dyke, while Paul Gilmore was most ac¬
ceptable as the diffident young lover.
George P. Hernandez and Frank Bacon gave
most thoroughly amusing characterizations
of Captain Cruickshank and Professor
Jogram. The scenes in which these two
figured were particularly amusing. Virginia
Kraft handled the minor part of Mrs.
Cruickshank most capably. The photo¬
graphy throughout was extremely beautiful,
with many admirable night effects and a
really wonderful rainstorm.

Little need be said of the story. Dorothy
Cruickshank and Captain Westwood elope,
but on account of the storm are forced to
seek shelter in the mansion of Sir Jasper
Thorndyke. Her father and mother after
setting out in pursuit are forced by the
same storm to seek shelter in the same
house. The next morning all meet at the
breakfast table and Sir Jasper by his diplo¬
macy is able to reconcile the irate parents
and the lovers and all set out for London
for a hap wedding party. On the way

they stop at an Inn for refresnment and [
1 Dorothy manages to set the stable on fire. •
Sir Jasper rescues her and Dorothy in a
naive manner confesses her love for him.
Sir Jasper is about to propose, but is dis¬
suaded by Professor Jogram. He buys the
inn and goes away, leaving the lovers in
happiness. Several years later Dorothy and
Captain Westwood are shown surrounded
by their happy children and Sir Jasper is 1
seen in the old deserted inn looking at a
sprig of rosemary which Dorothy had given
him long years ago," for remembrance."

I "THE MAKING OVER OF GEOFFREY
MANNING"

I A Four-Part Vitagraph Broadway Star
Feature. Released Dec. 27. Scenario
by C. T. Dazey and W. A. Lathrop.
Produced by Ilarry Davenport, Featuring
Harry Morey, L. Rogers Lytton and Belle

jjd Bruce.
I Geoffrey Manning • • - Harry T*i?tnnB His Father L. L>"on4 Harmony iMn?pv^ TPnromnn Ned r inley

Hennesbv ..V............ Loean Paul
Maime. Harmony's friend .... Kate Davenport
Sprretarv Jack Brawnsecretary Marion Henry

Eulalie Jensen
. . . Tom Mills

name of Gray, foils her plans. When she
threatens to expose him as a jail bird he
confesses to his congregation before she
gets the chance, and not only they but
Katherine forgive him. At last Helen
Granger repents and tries to right the
wrongs she has has committed.

S.

Margaret, a wealthy girl . .

Mother
Hogarty

As a sociological drama this picture is
a masterpiece. Its didactic power is ex¬
ceptionally strong. The plot is good, and
the dramatic intensity is continuous.

... Action is replete and the story is developed
I logically by vivid picturization. The scenesJ are striking in places and the detailing has$ seldom been surpassed. While the thrilling
4 scenes catch the eye, the minor views, such

MARGUERITE SNOW AS " ROSEMARY,"
In Metro's Picturization of the Famous Old Play.

which his wife has an equal share.

'SEALED LIPS'
A Five-Part Adaptation of Maxwell Gray's

The Silence of Dean Maitland,"

as when the rats eat the matches and start is engaged in performing a' verv dencare
a fire which burns the insulation of the o operation. She borrows the money from
wires leading to the elevator motor, are her husband's best friend, and this act
bound to attract attention. The settings, causes him to suspect her fidelity. After

I while not elaborate, are substantial and 11 several other minor complications things
carrv the idea out most effectively. ' are satisfactorily straightened out, and the

Harry Morey gives flexibility to his!'picture closes with the husband changing
portrayal of the role of Geoffrey Manning; his bank account into a joint account in
first as an indolent son, then as a laborer * - - "- - ■
and lastly as a lover. Humaneness is the
outstanding feature in Belle Bruce s char-
acterization. L. Rogers Lytton also |

I handles his part with particular effective--
ness. He plays the part of the wealthy J
manufacturer " blessed ' with an indolent

:
son. A few jolts at the club and elsewhere ■
set the lazy Geoffrey thinking. The result '
is that he leaves home to make his own-
way without taking his folks into his con-^
fldence. With little money he quickly ex-'
periences a rude awakening. No training,j
no experience, he finds himself unable to;
get a job. At last he gets work as a street
laborer, but it does not last long as he getsI into a fight with the brutal foreman and' is fired. Almost down and out he then gets

I a job in his father's steel mill under the
I name of Hunter. He advances rapidly
I through sheer ability.

Becoming interested in labor, Manning
> becomes a popular leader among the men,
, who go to him for counsel in all their
> troubles. Meanwhile, he meets and falls

in love with Harmony Laurie, a pretty
I music teacher and a girl of sterling char-
I acter. He rescues the girl from a terrible
I fire at the mill, nearly losing his life. On
( his return to work he finds the men on the
I verge of striking, and as their old leader,
i takes up their grievances in person, with
I his father and " boss." His father, on
I learning his identity, is overjoyed and
5 makes him superintendent of the mills ; then

Geoffrey secures justice for the mill work-
I ers He marries Harmony, allowing her
1 to think him a poor man, until the very
1 day he brings her into their beautiful home.

Floyd, N.
JACK SHERRILL.

is intensely passionate and sensuous,
of pure deviltry she tempts the
until he falls victim to her wiles.
Everard, Cyril's great friend and —

to his sister, has just the opposite nature
to the minister. After Alma's baby is born
it has a sobering effect on her and she
realizes that she must keep silent or ruin
the career of the man she caused to fall. jack Sherrill is the name of this voung .,

Her father discovers that Cyril Is the comer in the pictures. After two years . 1
father of the child, however, and in a fit spent at the BerlUev School, this citv. one
of rage to prevent him from disclosing the year at Stanton Militarv Academy. Stan-
information, Cyril murders him. As he ton, Va. and one year at the McLean
is masquerading in a suit of Henry's School of Acting in Chicago, he made his
clothes the latter is accused of the crime screen debut in " The Fairy and the Waif,"
and convicted on circumstantial evidence, produced bv The Frohman Amusement

Story

diicedI'bv' the^EauSable°MotLon''^Pictures Alma testifying that he Is the father of her Corp. ITis next part was as Arnold Fnr-
CorDoration under the Direction of John child. He is sentenced to twenty years rangay in •• The Builder of Bridges"— ."
Ince for Release on the World Film 'n prison. Cyril keeps silence and becomes where he plnved with C. Aubrey Smith.Programme Dec IS the rector of a lar«e and wealthy parish. This part was played on the speaking stageprogramme, ua. 10.

rwtennv Eugene O'Brien and as a strange coin- kin
Cyril Mainland*.'.'.'.'.. .Arthu? Asble? I " THE SIREN'S SONG " cidenoe his next production was as Slivers
LmianLMaitiaiid.'.'.'.'.'ideSe'Rey j A Five-Part Drama by Herbert Hall Win- o/collego^" "a°further coincidence Is that
Marian Everard Marie Wells

This story makes a powerful melodrama
when turned into a picture under the
masterful hand of John Ince. And right

slow. Produced by George W. Lederer. tTap wheelock. who played " Just Out ofReleased by the World Film Corporation College." so long and successfullv under
Dec. 13. Chas. Frohman's management, on the legit-

Helen Granger, the Siren v Mile. Diane imate stage, is a cousin of .Tack Sherrill.
in the very beginning we would like to I John Wayne, the sinner . I In " John~Glayde's Honor," he again took .

■' * ■ —

1 John Gray, the minister J * Charles Troworige n r.nnminAr>+ n«■»•+■ on/i in " "Rnri-cr an/i Qnni " 'ng

"A PRICE FOR FOLLY"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written by

George Dillenback and Featuring Edith
Storey and Antonio Moreno. Produced
by the Vitagraph Company under the

| Direction of George D. Baker for Release
on the V. L. S. E. Programme Dec. 13.

i Mile. Dorothea Jardeau Edith Storey
| M. Jean de Seg:ni Antonio Moreno

M. Henri Lanerdon Harry MoreyDuke de Segni Charles Kent
Duchess de Sesmi Louise Beaudet
Mile. Blanche Mounier Ethel Corcoran
Maurice Arthur Cozlne

We should say casually and off-hand,
that should Edith Storey ever tire of
wording in the pictures and desire a new

I occupation, she can always get a position
as a member of the Metropolitan ballet.

" BONDWOMEN "
A Five-Part Original Drama Featuring

Maude Fealy. Produced by George
Kleine for Release on the Kleine-Edison
Feature Service Dec. 13.

Norma Ellis Maude Fealy
Belle Jordan Iva Shepard
Snowdrop Mildred Gregory
Dr. Hugh Ellis John Sainpolis
David Power David Landau
Professor Bowe Harry Knowles
Ned Ellis Harmon McGregor

J Mary Shirley De Me
This picture is based on a theme that is

of great interest to every woman, especial¬
ly in these days when women are waking a
up to their real value in the economic {
scheme of things. It is rather unfortunate 11
that it has been handled in such a trite
manner and that a number of more or less
disconnected incidents have been incor¬
porated to cloud the clear exposition of
the main theme. The action is slow
throughout and in many cases its tensity
has been lessened by the manner in which
it has been drawn out.

Maude Fealy, in the leading role, pleased
in an artistic way—not because of the
things she did, but because of the things
which she did not do. The script offered
practically no opportunity to do any real
acting, and she deserves commendation for

I not attempting to force an opportunity for
the display of histrionic talents. Iva

I Shepard gave a good characterization of a
young girl of the under-world suffering
from a continued use of cocaine. Others
in the cast handled their respective parts
capably. The photography throughout was
clear and distinct.

The story deals with the dependent posi¬
tion of the average American wife, and

, shows in great detail the humiliation that
i1 mav be caused by the lacn of an inde-
il pendent bank account. A secondary theme

has been introduced showing the effects of
cocaine, and much footage is used up in

M the exposition of a new cure for this soul-
'J destroying habit—which is very fine, except

that it has no basis of medical fact. Owing
to his insistence that he handle all the

j money the young husband is in danger of
] losing a fortune in copper stock, which he

has been buying on the installment plan.
He has neglected to make the last pay¬
ment and is in danger of losing every cent
he has put into the deal. His wife cannot
reach him in order to get the money, as he

H H — - "• •

say that it is one of the best produced
pictures that we have seen in a long
while. Not that there was anything partic¬
ularly unusual about the manner in which
It was staged, for there was not; but from
start to finish it was consistently good,
with some of the best selected settings
that could possibly be chosen. The scenes
showing the interior of an Episcopal
church were especially well executed, the
remarkable fact being that the director
was able to obtain the use of a church for
such a purpose as taking moving pictures,
and especially an Episcopal church. The
fact that he was able to procure the use
of a real church added greatly to the
realistic value of the whole production.

The acting throughout was exceedingly
well done, William Courtenay in the lead¬
ing role being impressive at all times and
displaying the requisite amount of re¬
pression that the part called for. Arthur

-
-

. a prominent part, and in " Body and Soul
Montgomery Blake, a promoter Albert Hart he took the part of Chas. Houghton, as-
M?s GS?do?°f0n.'.Mai11 Pteta sistlns. Mifs r0^"CwnvkCl^e"B^nderWn?John Gordon, banker Charles DicksOn starred. As to his work in Builder of
Myra Gordon, his first wife Maisie Gay "
The Village Minister Adolph Link
A Brutal Fisherman Roy Hogan

A good story and several thrilling scenes
interest of the audience. Ti

possibilities of the plot have not been
developed to the fullest, as interest tends
to lag in several places. Although thei
action is somewhat slow the story is logi¬
cally told. The scenic effects are good, and i
some of them are exceedingly picturesque..
Of the cast Mile Diane, in the role of the
siren, is the outstanding feature. Her
portrayal of that part is most commend¬
able. The photography is good and quota¬
tions on the scenes and fade-outs to close-
ups are used with particularly good effect.

The story is that of a young man, John~

Bridges," the reviews were most compli- „

mentary, and in all his picture work, young
Sherrill has won recognition and promotion ;
strictly on his achievements.

tlian, in the days of his youth,' resided n
.iv Ztvnesville and is known to thousands. The

townsman' idea was worked proii
anesville and the newspa.pe.rs pub-

Ashley, playing opposite, brought out the Wayne, who while new to the ways of thecontrasting character in a comprehensive
and convincing manner. Mary Charleson
as the passionate Alma Lee was sufficiently
sensuous in the early scenes, and later
when she was forced to bear the disgrace
of an illigitimate child gave a characteri¬
zation containing just the necessary
amount of pathos and dignity. In the
court scene in which she deliberately lies

city is used as a dupe in a fraudulent stock
transaction. The principal, Blake, ipakesi
his get away, while Wayne is sent to >
prison. Four years later he is released c
and on a steamer he confronts Blake. >
There is a fight and Wayne is thrown i
overboard. He is rescued the next day by
fishermen who take him to their village.

„ , He begins life anew here. In time he falls
relative to the fatherhood of her child in love with Katherine Gordon, a widow's
she was particularly effective. Adele Rey daughter. John Gordon, her late husband, Butler
and Marie Edith Wells handled minor parts ] had married a drug fiend and then lost
most acceptably, their fresh attractive track of her completely. In time he again i
young beauty adding greatly to the charm ; married. Helen Granger, Blake's confeder- '
of the picture. ate, meets the first wife and gets the marri-

Though Intensely melodramatic, the age certificate from her. She tries to getstory is powerful and gripping. Cyril u Mrs. Gordon's property away from her,Maitland, a young minister, has an im- claiming to be the first and legitimate wife
petuous, nature and an ungovernable of John Gordon. Wayne, now living a
temper. Alma Lee, a coachman's daughter, righteous life as a minister under the■■mm
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Sir Phillip Randall
James, his son
Vivienne
Her Maid
Merrion
William Rufford . . .

Sir Phillip's Wife .

TIIE WOMAN HATER," THREE-PART ESSANAY PRODUCTION.
Henry B. Walthall and Edna Mayo.

olumns of matter on the Selig "Red
v, ' A Black Sheep/ "
^elig Company informed the Com-
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"THE ATONEMENT"

A Four-Part Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Fea- ^
ture. Produced by Tefft Johnson, Featur-?
ing Joseph Kilgour, S. Rankin Drew and
Betty Gray. Scenario by Beatrice Heron-;
Maxwell.

Joseph Kilgour I
S. Rankin Drew,.

. .. Betty Gray |
. . . Mabel Kelly

. . Denton Vane £
Herbert Frank N

. . . Rose Tapley K
George Stevens ®

As a detective drama this picture is un-1
usual in that a long drawn out introduction
and a rapid pace to the climax are not
necessary in the development of this plot,
but there are so many anti-climaxes that
the details are lost sight of. There are
unexpected twists and turns throughout, f
which tend to add surprise to the intensity. .

At the beginning it would appear that the!
play is one of those old-fashioned delin- f
quent son affairs, but just as you are about,
to resign vourself to it there is an abrupt
change and the plot goes off on another;
tack. Every minute you expect to see a,
climax following the rapid succession of big ■
moments, but before you get a chance to
solve the mystery there is still another ■
twist which precedes an unusual and thrill¬
ing conclusion. The intensity of the numer¬
ous situations and the lack of detailing in
covering periods of time seem to cause an
apparent disconnectedness, which is not
overcome until after the second reel has
been shown.

Joseph Kilgour in the title role is dig¬
nity personified, and he presents an excep¬
tionally strong contrast to his weak and
lackadasical son, .Tames, which part is han¬
dled most effectively by S. Rankin Drew.
Betty Gray gives a most pleasing interpre¬
tation of the ward, Vivienne. The settings
are very elaborate, and the photography
clear and distinct. It is enough to say
that the able direction or Tefft Johnson is
discernable throughout.

The story is of the detective mystery
type, but without the usual melodramatic
embellishments. Sir Phillip Randall. turns
his son, .lames, out of the house. The boy
becomes a race track habitue. A book¬
maker, John Merrion, is found dead on a
train, and William Rufford is arrested as
the perpetrator of the crime. The jury, on
the recommendation of Sir Phillip, the pre¬
siding judge, bring in a verdict of guilty
on the grounds of circumstantial evidence, g
Exhibit A in the trial was a piece of a ;
photograph found in the dead man's hand.
James appeals for aid to his father. The
Judge gets his belongings out of pawn, and
among them is the remainder of the photo¬
graph, part of which was found in Merrion's
hand. Sir Phillip is killed by Rufford be¬
fore he can rectify the injustice, and in
remorse Rufford burns the evidence against
James, who escapes arrest to take care of
his father's ward, Vivienne. S.
:'11 f Li-aiAUJijins enroffyn tn^rrrnr.

evnee of a ; ung girl combines to ivces:
an unusually powerful storv.



f
E. D. Horkheimer.

" THE LIFE OF OUR SAVIOR "
A Seven-Part Pathe Gold Rooster Play,

in Colors. Produced by the French
Pathe Company. Released Dec. 24.« Apropos or the Yuletide season, the

Old, Old Story, is once again told, but in1 such a way that its beauty and pathos are5 enhanced to an extent almost unbelievable
! unless you see the film. The transmuta¬
tion of the story of the life of Jesus Christ
from the Bible to the screen has been done

' in such reverent manner in this picture
: that even the quotations from the Bible are
: used in their rightful order as subtitles.

• None of the intense dramatic value is lost
' in the picturization which, besides telling
the story as it really ocurred and enlighten"
ing the minds of an audience, is a master-

i piece of pictorial beauty. The settings are
! laid in the Holy Land, as near possible to

the exact places of the occurrences as his¬
tory is able to determine. The costumes

1 are all of the period depicted, and they
were the subject of much research work
so that their accuracy is vouchsafed. The
elaborateness of the scenic effects are great¬
ly enhanced by the gorgeous colorings,
true to nature in every essential. The
meritorious work of the cast is lost sight
of in the very vastness and impresslve-
ness of the views.

The story begins with the Annunciation,
the Star of Bethlehem leading the shep¬
herds of the Galilean hills to the place
where Christ is born. The visit of the
Wise Men and the massacre of the inno¬
cents by Herod precede the beginning of the
ministry of Jesus. The miracles and the
entry into Jerusalem form prominent parts
of the picture. The latter period of His
life, the Last Supper, His Betrayal, the
Crucifixion and the Resurrection and the
Ascension bring the story to a successful
conclusion.

A more ideal Christmas picture could
not be found and the moral qualities of the
play coupled with the grandeur of the
scenic effects, especially those of the entry
into Jerusalem and the Last Supper, have
aroused much favorable criticism from
prominent church people.

Louis Gasnier.

PRODUCERS OP PATHE'S GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS.
after *ancI7jStnding> his check on the floor,

"THE CHEAT"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written by

Hector Turnbull and Featuring Fannie
Ward. Produced by the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company, under the
Direction of Cecil B. DeMille, for Release
on the Paramount Programme, Dec. 12.

Edith Hardy Fannie Ward
Dick Hardy Jack Dean
Tori Sessue Hayakawa
Jones James Neill
Tori's Valet Utaka Abe
District Attorney Dana Ong
Mrs. Reynolds Hazel Childers

" The Cheat" is a mighty fine photoplay,
well conceived, well written, carefully pro¬
duced and extremely well acted; melodra¬
matic, it is true, but the kind of melo-

, drama that is reasonable, and possible, and
furthermore the kind that is forceful and
stirring. It contains one of the most
realistic mob scenes that has ever been
produced upon the screen, and it would be
interesting to know just what means the
director used to work his characters up to
such a convincing semblance of reality.
From a technical standpoint the story has
been exceptionally well constructed, the
action starting at reasonable tempo and
working up to an unusual and exciting
climax, which is immediately followed by
the mob scene already mentioned. We
agree with* Jesse L. Lasky, the executive
head of the company which produced the
picture that it is one of the best screen
productions that his company has ever
turned out.

Fannie Ward, as the featured lead, is a
j surprise and a delight. She has been given' a wonderful opportunity and has seized
upon it with avidity. Her tragical mo¬
ments were well handled and her emotion¬
alism served to emphasize and sharpen the
contrast of the excessively repressed por¬
trayal of Sessue Hayakawa, as Tori, the
Japanese villain. The latter, by the way,
deserves a line all to himself, for he has
displayed a new method of portraying vil-
lainly, a method that many of our Western

i actors would do well to emulate. It was

comprehensive, convincing and effective,
and throughout his whole characterization
there was not an unnecessary gesture or

, expression. It was a thoroughly enjoyable
piece of acting. The picture was staged
in the excellent DeMille fashion, and the
photography was consistently good.

The story is intensely interesting: Edith
Hardy, an irresponsible social butterfly,
though married, becomes enamored of
Tori, a wealthy Japanese. In order to pro¬
vide the necessary funds to buy beautiful
clothes she gambles in Wall Street with
the funds of a charitable society, of which
she is treasurer. The 44 sure thing" tip
proves a fizzle, and with the society call¬
ing on her for the money she does not
know which way to turn. At last she
goes to Tori and in exchange for ten thou¬
sand dollars agrees to pay the price. That
night her husband, wno, during the day
had made a large winning in the street,

fives her a check for ten thousand, andurrying to Tori's house she tries to get
him to take back his money. This he re-

1 fuses to do, and after calling her a cheat,
brands her bare shoulder with a Japanese

| symbol signifying that she is his property.1 A most realistic fight follows in which she
| picks up a revolver and shoots him. Her
■ husband appears on the scene immediately

knows that his wife is responsible for the
crime. As it looks as if Tori would die
he confesses to the police. At the trial
he is found guilty or assault with intent
to kill, and is about to be sentenced when
his wife fights her way to the judge's
desk and, baring her shoulder so that the
brand is visible to all, confesses. Her
story so works upon the emotions of the
audience that an attempt is made to get
the Japanese and tear him limb for limb.
He is protected by the aged judge, who at
last is able to obtain quiet by proclaiming
that the verdict is set aside. Midst the
cheers of the crowd the husband and wife
exit arm and arm down the center aisle of
the courtroom. E.

"THE GREAT DIVIDE"
A Five-Part Adaptation of William Vaughn

Moody's Plav of the Same Name by An¬
thony P. Kelly, and Featuring Ethel
Clayton and House Peters. Produced by
the Lubin Company under the Direction
of Edgar Lewis for Release on the
V-L-S-E Programme, Dec. 20.

Ruth Jordan Ethel Clayton
Stephen Ghent House Peters
Mrs. Jordan Marie Sterling
Phil Jordan Hayden Stevenson
His Wife Mary Moore
Dr. Newberry Warner P. Richmond
Pedro Ray Chamberlain
Dutch Ferdinand O'Beck

One of the most effective features of the
legitimate production of " The Great Di¬
vide," was the semblance of realism at¬
tained by the use of painted canvas, a:
few loads of sand, and artistic and ju-[
dicious lighting effects. Imagine, then, i
how much more attractive is the screen
production, with all the magnitude and
might of nature's scenic grandeur serving
as a background. The West in all its
glorious, uncouth beauty is shown in this
picture, and shown with a degree of ar¬
tistry that is highly commendable. Edgar
Lewis, the director, deserves the utmost
credit for the judgment he has shown in
the selection of his locations.

The picture production varies in a slight
degree from the original, but not enough
to make any material difference. The end¬
ing has been modified, but this was made
necessary by the addition of a sensational
feature when the heroine nearly loses her
life in a landslide, in which the whole side
of a bluff gradually disintegrates. Taken
as a whole, Anthony P. Kelly has evolved
a fine scenario from the original drama.

The acting, of House Peters in this pro¬
duction is undoubtedly the best character¬
ization that he has done for the screen.
It was a keen study in repression, the ob¬
taining of big effects by slight changes of
expression, and though the adapter has not
made his regeneration as obvious as did
William Vaughn Moody, still he has subtly
suggested it in such a manner that prac¬
tically the same effect is obtained, though
in a much milder degree. One can gather
that the real big man is there, even though
it is not superficially perceptible. This
to our mind, is mighty good acting. Ethel
Clayton as Ruth Jordan showed a slight
tendency to overact in the early scenes, but
otherwise gave a thoroughly enjoyable per¬
formance. The balance of the cast was
strong and capable. The photography
throughout was most excellent, clear, dis¬
tinct, and at the same time soft and ar¬
tistically pleasing.

Little need be said in explanation of
the story, except to indicate in what man¬
ner it differs from the original. Ruth
Jordan has spent all her life in a strictly
conservative New England town. Sud¬
denly the family, consisting of herself, her
brother and his wife, and an old friend,
Doctor Newberry, who is madly in love
with Ruth, is forced to move to Arizona.

it so happens that Ruth Is left alone "fn truly admirable. He was most ably sup-
the shack overnight. Stephen Ghent, a ported by Dorothy Davenport in the lead-
rough, uncouth product of the West, while ing feminine role, and Theodore Roberts
crazy drunk with two companions in like as" 44 Devil Destinn." Others in the cast >
condition, discovers Rutlrs unprotected handled minor parts well,
condition and plan to wrong her. Ruth Richard Farauhar, an English n'er do 1
appeals to Ghent for protection. He kills well of fine family, gambles away his al¬
one of his companions in a duel, and buys lowance in Tangier, and then receives a

; the interest of the other for a string of cablegram apprising him that his uncle has
nuggets . Then the two hurry away to a discontinued his allowance. Nancy Pres-
frontier preacher and are married, with the ton, an American girl, visits an Arabianunderstanding that Ruth is to be wife in dance hall and is just about to be kid-
name only. Several weeks latei% Ghent^JS^ts napped when she is rescued by IUchard.drunk again and violates his promise
This effectively crushes her budding love
and turns it into loathing. Day by day
she toils, making baskets in order to ob¬
tain money enough to buy back her free¬
dom. Pedro, the Mexican, one of the

< original three drunkards, appears and at-
, tacKs her. In a fight that follows she

throws him over the edge of a cliff. As
he falls her fingers become entangled in
the necklace of nuggets, the price Ghent
paid for her, and with thanks to God for
ner sudden deliverance she prepares to
leave. In walking down the face of the
cliff a landslide starts, and she is rescued

, from death by the heroic work of Ghent.
Her sister and brother appear immediately
afterwards, and the information they lm-

| part show Ruth that she has misjudged
her husband. It is also shownHRiaF stie"]
is soon to become a mother, and these fac
tors all coming together provide the " ral

Later he is forced to join the Foreign JT
Legion. Captain Destinn is in love with r.
Nancy, and noticing the clandestine meet¬
ings between her and one of his troopers,
becomes intensely jealous and vents his
spite on Richard. After receiving fifty .
lashes in punishment for some minor of¬
fense he is ordered out into the desert
to aid in the capture of a band of maraud- ...
ing Bedouins. He collapses from exhauus- (/
tion and Destinn is about to leave him to »»

his fate when some of his companions ap¬
pear and mutiny. Destinn is bound hand
and foot and is to be left to the mercies L
of the desert sun when they are attacked ft
by the Bedouins. Richard frees Destinn In
order that he may fight, and later when
they are rescued by another squad of the
Legion, Richard takes all the blame for the 1
mutiny. Back at the post he is court mar-
tialed and condemned to death. Aided by \0
his companions Nancy effects his escape, ,

son d'etre " for a reconciliation, and the and the two ride out into the desert where
usual happy ending. E. " — t*

"THE UNKNOWN"
A Five Part Adaptation of I. A. R. Wylie's

Novel, 44 The Red Mirage," Featuring
Lou Tellegen. Produced by the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company under the
Direction of George H. Melford for Re¬
lease on the Paramount Programme Dec
12.

Richard Farquhar Lou Tellegen
Captain Destinn Theodore Roberts
Nancy Preston Dorothy Davenport
Captain Arnaud Hal Clements
First Private Tom Forman
Second Private Raymond Hatton
Hotel Proprietor Horace B. Carpenter

To the majority of people adventurous
romance is quite the most entertaining
theme upon which a writer can seize, and

\ this applies to the • screen as well as to
other forms of writing. It is for this
reason that 44 The Unknown" is such a

thoroughly interesting picture, for it is un¬
adulterated romance, cleverly coupled with

I exciting adventure, and given the nictur-
II esque setting of French Morrocco. And in
it addition the theme is expounded by two

such clever exponents of romantic drama¬
turgy as Lou Tellegen and Dorothy Daven-

p port.
" Margaret Turnbull, who made the adap-r

tation. has succeeded in'faithfully visualiz¬
ing the many word pictures of the novel,
and has rigidly adherred to the narrative
rather than the dramatic form of construc¬
tion. For this reason the denoument loses
much of it's dramatic force as it has been
slightly suggested in the earlier parts of

1 the picture, but since this is quite in con¬
formity with narrative style it does not
detract in the slightest degree from the

, interesting and entertaining value of the
production. And when all is said and done
the main object of a moving picture is that
it be interesting and entertaining.

The picture has been exceedingly well
produced and staged. The hotel scenes in
Tangier were cleverly constructed and the
scenes on the desert well handled, especially
the battle with the marauding Bedouins,

s The photography throughout was excellent.
Lou-Tellegen in the leading role was

pleasing at all times, carrying off his
various scenes with an 44 eclat" that was

J-C |
they are later overtaken by Destinn. It F
then develops that Richard is Destinn's son,
the father having disgraced himself in Eng¬
land many years before. Without disclos-
ing his relationship he allows the two to
escape, and recalling the troopers returns
to the barracks to serve out his living
death. E. 0

WHAT HAPPENED TO FATHER
A Five-Part Comedy by Mary Roberts

Rhinehart. Released by the Vitagraph ,

Company as a Blue Ribbon Feature, Dec. -
27. Produced by C. Jay Williams and )!
Featuring Frank Daniels.

Father Frank Daniels J
Mother Bernice Berner ..
Fredericka Adele Kelly ,

Tommy Anna Laughlin •
Dawson Hale Billy Ouirk ~
Carlton Bayne William Sloan ,

The inimitable Frank Daniels in the hey-
day of his popularity was never better than i,
he is in this new Vitagraph comedy. He ;
is ~ uproariously funny, and in the numer- j,
ous ludicrous situations he is enough to j
send an audience into hysterics. Not slap- }.
stick comedy, but real humor is what holds
the interest throughout the five reels. A !
twitch of his famous eyebrows, a ruffling 1
of his hair, or the comic facial expressions
still has the same effect that it had when j
he was on the stage playing in comic opera. ,
His characteristic actions greatly add to
the value of the situations which Mrs.
Rhinehart has created. Nothing could be 1
more hilarious than when he walks out of j
jail after locking his captors in the cell, ,

lays the cell keys on the desk and crosses
his name off the 44 hotel " register.

Without doubt this is one of the best
comedies of the season and it will probably
enjoy a long run. It is a type different
from the average comedy, and Mrs. Rhine¬
hart proves in her first attempt that she
is as able a scenario writer as she is an au¬
thor. The story has a well constructed plot
which is intelligibly told by vivid picturiza¬
tion. Most of the views are at close range
and they are all clear and distinct.

As the Father Bradbury, Daniels is a
scream. Bernice Berner as the shrewish
wife adds to the hilarity, and the capabili¬
ties of the remainder of the cast add to the
value of the comedy.

In this feature the well maintained story
deals with the comic opera career of Wil¬
liam Bradbury, an eccentric gentleman who
finds himself harassed by the bills inciden¬
tal to the mariage of his oldest daughter,
Fredericka. He writes a musical comedy
which Carlton Bayne. a millionaire, backs
financially, in return for Bradbury's influ¬
ence with his youngest daughter, Tommy.
While attending Fredericka's wedding,
father receives word that Bayne is attempt¬
ing to oust the leading lady in favor of one
of his old flames. To the amazement of the
guests father cannot be fbund for the wed¬
ding as he has taken his daughter's auto¬
mobile, which he does not know how to
run, and gone to the show to see that his
favorite is not replaced. Bayne's friend is
fired and the leading man goes with her.
Father takes the lead so that the play can
go on that night. The audience do not
appreciate dramatic ability and the show is
ruined. The outcome is that father lands
in prison for assaulting Bayne. He escapes ■ <
and lands in the sanitarium of Dawson
Hale, whom Tommy really loves. In return
for protection from his hard hearted wife, I

. father consents" to Tommy's marriage with ;
j] Hale. S.

UA MAN'S SACRIFICE"
A Three-Part Drama. Released by the

Vitagraph Company, December, as a !
Broadway Star Feature. Scenario by
A. C. Lighty. Produced by G. D. Baker.

Mary
Andy

\ Bob
Yellow Jake .. .

Edith Story
. . . Evart Overton
Thomas R. Mills

Ned Finley

Mill ill mi I'iKiw 'ii MiriiwuiWiiim—T

Edith Story is seen at her best in this
strong drama. The plot of the story is ex¬
ceedingly good, although melodramatic.
The action is fast as a rule, but in several

Donald Mackensie.H. M. Horkheimer.George Fitzmaurice.

pTacesinteresi could be better held if the
scenes did not seem so drawn out. The
scenic effects are not elaborate, but are all
clear and distinct. An exceptionally able
cast supports Miss Story.

The story is of the didactic type showing
how drink will prove the ruination of a
man. Mary Aldin marries Bob Stevens i
thinking that he will stop drinking. She ,

believes that Andy, whose love she has re¬
jected, leads Bob to drink. Andy is so hurt ,,

at this unjust accusation that he goes West c
where he strikes it rich. Bob goes from
bad to worse and Andy, thinking to do him
a good turn, gives him employment. For a .

time he makes good, but in the end he ,

falls in with Yellow Jake, an indolent sot. .
Bob is killed while under the influence of
liquor, but Andy still keeps sending the
monthly pay checks to Mary. A prospector
tells Mary of the death of her husband and '
she goes West. At first Andy and she do .

not meet, but in the end he is called upon
to protect her from. Yellow Jake, and then

I she finds out his true heartedness. S. |
44OVER NIGHT"

j,] A Five-Part Comedy from the Play of the |
Same Name by Philip Bartholomae.'
Featuring Vivian Martin. Produced by j;
James Young. Released by the World F
Film Corporation, Dec.

I Elsie Darling Vivian Martin •
I Percy Darling, her husband Sam B. Hardy
■ Richard Kettle Herbert Yost J
jjfl (ieorgina Kettle, his wife .... Florence Morrison
1 Mr. Ribbers William Jefferson
Hr Caroline Jessie Lewis
g Miss Patchin, her aunt Kitty Baldwin

Troubles of the newlyweds on their J
3 honeymoon have formed the basis of the
i plots for innumerable plots for motion
1 pictures, but seldom has one as truly funny

and yet true to life as 44 Over Night" been s ;
produced. The comedy is based mainly on
contrast and mismating of the characters,
who are not made ridiculous by impossible
feats. The situations are all absolutely

I probable yet there is a certain risqueness

EVSTAGING A SCENE FOR PATHE'S NEW SERIAL, WITH THE UNTERMYER MAN¬
SION AS A BACKGROUND.

Arizona. Harding obtains it. Walton

, as refused the 1after's offer of ihar-riage, and the feudal baron in revenge suc¬cessfully plots to have Rudolph banished 9from his domain. The lover wanders aim- ilessly in strange lands, but his stepsgradually bring him back to the home ofhis loved one.
Rudolph peers through the cottage win-dow just in time to see Count Woltenstein Rsavagely attracting Amina, who has finally wrejected his overtures. A bitter struggleensues between Rudolph and the Count. ;>??.It is when Rudolph is on the verge of sue- pVcess that The Black Crook, shrewdlyscheming for a victim, calls the Count's •armed men and Rudolph is cast into a 1dungeon. Later Hertzog appear* beforehim and offers to free the lover. 44 Follow Amy drudge, Greppo," he says, 44 to thetreasure cave, while I go to bring Amina."They set off, though Rudolph does not > Iknown that the cave is really Zamiel's Urllabode.

On the way Rudolph saves a dove from -;Jja serpent and suddenly the dove appears in k'her real form—the fairy queen Stalacta.She banishes Greppo. Meanwhile Hertzog,after disclosing to Amina that he is her £ $father, and Count Wolfenstein the man
who wronged him, is brining her to the FJcave, for his bargain must be kept with jZamiei They are overtaken by Wolfen- -»
stein and a duel follows in which the Count A
is slain. Stalacta drives Hertzog from ;Amina and unites the lovers while The ■ i
Black Crook, having failed in his compact
with Zamiei, must himself pay the penalty
—perdition.

"THE IMMIGRANT"
A Five-Part Original Drama, Written by

Marlon Fairfax and Featuring Valeska
Suratt. Produced by the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company, under the Direc¬
tion of George' H. Melford, for Release
on the Paramount Programme Dec. 19.

about "them, but this is barely notica'ble be- JH Masha, the immigrant '. Valeska Suratt
rai]Sfl 0f tneir humor. , •J* J* Walton Theodore Roberts

The characters make the srtuations^ and |j .'.".7 7.'.'.".'" Th°majaneeiWolf
except for being a little overdrawn at the ft Muring
hnfinnintr. the nicture is exceptionally in- ^Walton's Partnbeginning, the picture is exceptionally in- fJ w^ton**"Partner' Raymond Hatton
is Scornedthere is a^uspe^se^roused a's Wa,1,°Dv's Housekeeper Gertrude "kella?
to whatis gohig'to happen'2 nex^T^ , Sura^wit^^n^ W63 Valeska• • • '

elabo ------ J ouratt with an opportunity to assume some> scenic effects, while not elaborate, are
and advantageously serve their purpose

Richard Kettle is a common type of
small, insignificant person, yet Herbert Yost
handles this role so effectively that the
humorous side of the character is pre¬
dominant. His wife, Georgina (Florence
Morrison), is just the' opposite. She Is ~

ine J Suratt with an opportunity to assunclear graceful and artistic poses for the

| 1UU1 L lOV/lJ J , is juui. ^ -r-i -
j big, bossy suffragette and Richard is likeputty in her hands. The other couple is

mismated in just the opposite fashion
The other couple is

Illiquid JV.-- —e opposite fashion;
Elsie Darling (Vivian Martin), is pretty,
petite and loving but not in the least back¬
ward, while her spouse is big, bashful and
strong. He is the strength of the combina¬
tion and his wife is lost without him. The
ludicrousness of the situations which these
people get into is enhanced by the comic
detailing. An automobile of the pre-pre-
historic past is used in one of the scenes,
and in another there is a horse that seems
to have been resurrected from the bone-
yard.

proper
I display of a collection of very wonderful'

ana beautiful gowns. It also furnishes
her with an opportunity to do some very
fine acting, but when Opportunity appeared
for the second time Miss Suratt was look¬
ing in the mirror to see if her hat was on
straight, and the alleged bald-headed gen¬
tleman with the lock of hair in front passed
bv without being noticed. The action of_the
•Is

grant in the steerage, garbed in a dress
that would not have been out of place on
Fifth Avenue. This artificiality was con-

| tinued throughout the whole production,
i the situations being unreal and unnatural.
A climax was reached when a large dam
was blown up, which was supposed to inun¬
date the valley below. The opening made

j by the explosion was large enough for aI good-sized trout brook, and when scenes
were shown later of a raging torrent sweep

filans to destroy it as soon as completed,n order to discredit Harding. He goes to
Arizona for this purpose, taking Masha

I with him. Harding has seen Masha several
times, and thinks that she is Walton's wife.
Walton has her in his power by means of
an alleged crime of her sister's. Masha is
forced to entice Harding away from the
dam, thus giving Walton a free hand to
carry out his nefarious plot. At the last
moment Masha receives word that her
sister has died under an operation, and
tells Harding of the plot. It is too late,
however; the dam has been blown up and
the valley inundated. Walton is killed and
Masha rescues Harding as he is floating
down the torrent on the roof of a house.
Then he learns for the first time that she
was never Walton's wife. Harding, still in
love with the girl, asks her to marry him.

"THE DRAGON"
Produced by Equitable Motion Picture Corp.Book by Perley Poore Sheehan. Scenario

by Russell E. Smith. Star, Margarita
Fischer; Director, Harry Pollard.

MessaUa1.Marearita Fischer
Mayme Katherine Calhoun
Moberly Trail Bennett Southard
Fred Carrollton Joseph Harris
A. Biskamy Harry Leighton
Tanner Thomas J. McGrane
Crashaw Sheridan Block

"THE BLACK CROOK'

The story, which has to do with the com¬
plications of these two couples, is very
well told. In the beginning the mismated
pairs are married and they start on their u
honeymoons on the Hudson River boat, go miracles of this "nature happen" Mis«?
Percy and Georgina leave the boat to get Suratt spoiled a perfectly good gown hv
several things that had been forgotten, jumping into the muddy water in an at
The boat goes without them, and Richard tempt to save the young hero's life but as
is compelled to pose as Elsie's husband, he was in no danger of death this' seemed
Complications follow in rapid succession I like a waste of good wearing apparel Th^-
and the story ends when Richard and Elsie odore Roberts, in the role of the
are found registered at the Birch Tree Inn i villain, did not give his usual finished nnrt

Georgina and Percy, who have " " — - - • - u

Broadway owes a debt of gratitude to
Ben Perley Poore Sheehan for transplanting
the traditional stigma which has rested so
long upon the 44 Big Shine Way "—or at
least, putting it 44 on the bias " for a few
blocks. According to the thesis of his sen¬
sational story, scenarized by Russell E.
Smith, 44 The Dragon" that devours un¬
sophisticated little 44 gels " is wicked Fifth
Avenue—with its head at Washington

A Five-Part Kalem Drama, Produced by Square, and its tail waggling somewhere up
Robert G. Vignola as an Adaptation of Central Park.—(N. B.—Anybody who
the Famous Play of the Same Title. has ridden on top of a Fifth Avenue bus
Released Jan. 11. will believe the "waggling" part),r ., , I _ Sure enough, on the film is Fafner— |play throughout was decidedly artificial. This Hertzog. the Black Crook E P Sullivan Teddy Siedle's pet monster from the Metro-was noticeable in the early scenes on ship- Rudolph Roland Bottomley nonton with hte head sticking throughboard, when the star appeared as_ an immi- , stalacta ttngton'lrch? gobbling*Thk^m "cafsGreppo',' his 'drudge .'.7.7.7 ."Charles De Forrest —Greenwich villagers, ancient aristocratsCount Wolfenstein Henry Hallam and other denizens of the district equallyPuffengruntz Frank Leonard prehistoric—but narrowly missing theDame Barbara Helen Lindroth heroine of this modern, metropolitan fairy-As a fantastically picturesque play this tale. True, he did gather in her mother—picture is excellent, but the plot in its discontented bride of a Greenwich villageentirety is rather drawn out. The spec- artist, who thereupon put baby Messalina—tacular scenes are particularly effective, (odd name for an innocent heroine to anyand with the picturesque settings used one who remembers Roman history)—intothroughout, they overshadow the intensity a convent, rrom which she emerges as the^tw'w^rthrkppn of the Plot- More attention seems to have screen story starts—in a state of unsophis-ing everything before it there was the een been paid tQ the fantastical side of the tication which can only be compared to Everealization that only in moving pictures proauction, with the result that a master- before the fall. But^ garrulous father tells

I

by Georgina ana rer^, wuv
compelled to register in like manner,

•'THE REFORM CANDIDATE"

"been ii polished performance.

piece of its tjype has been completed, her the story of 44 The Dragon," and likeThere are ballet dancers galore, and they Mother Eve she goes out looking for thetrip their way through several hundred reptile, whose 41 long claws of coincidencefeet of film on the light fantastic toe, stretch all over the city, and snatch at thewith charming effect. innocent che-ild with vicious persistenceA memorable cast portrays the roles in | only equalled by the Jabberwok of Lewisan exceptionally capable manner. The Carroll. Messaline s marvelous adventureselder " x jr

A Five-Part Drama Featuring Maclyn Ar-
buckle. Produced as a Pallas Picture
by Frank Lloyd and Released Dec. 20 on
the Paramount Programme. Scenario by
Edgar Guest and Maclyn Arbuckle.

Art Hoke, the Boss Maclyn Arbuckle
Richard Burton Forrest Stanley
Mary Grandell Myrtle Stedman
Frank Grandell Malcolm Blevins
" Looney Jim " Charles Ruggles
May Hoke Mary Ruby

j The Campaign Manager Howard DaviesJ An exceptionally good political drama
j has been woven around the identity of a

girl who, in the end, guides the political
fortunes of her own father and her fiance,
in this picture. From the beginning we
can see that destiny has selected this girl r
as the instrument for guiding the hands ]

1 of the political boss, Art Hoke, but what
j his fate will be we are unable to ascertain ;
» thus the suspense is so great that it dwarfs
I the intensity of the play. Throughout there
1 is an unusualness about the whole plot

that, while giving numerous opportunities
I for dramatic situations, also brings in

humor that will arouse the audience from
| its deep feeling of sympathy to one of

laughter. There are plenty of strongly
sympathetic situations which have been
well brought out by an exceptionally able
cast and a vivid picturization, elaborate
enough to be effective.

Of course, Maclyn Arbuckle as the boss
politician is the star. His interpretation
of the part is most realistic, yet it lacks
the brutality often seen in such roles. In<
stead, he is more like a father to men,

| always ready to help and sympathize with
them. In supporting roles Myrtle Stedman
and Mary Ruby give excellent character
izations. The characters tend to make the

j play, as the plot is not of any great in-
| tensity notwithstanding the fact that it

is very interesting. The play is well con-
j structed, and good picturization brings the

i story to a successful but unlooked for end-
; ing. Throughout there is a strong appeal

■> to human sympathies, and the usual 44 boss
' rule " gives way to one of paternal interest,
'j through which Hoke controls the votes.

The story deals with a political boss,
Art Hoke, who adopts a child, not know-

' ing that it had been stolen from his friend,
Mary Grandell, by one of his faithful ad-

i herents, a half-witted fellow called Jim.
1 Years later, when this girl has grown up,
I she is engaged to Hoke's candidate for
! mayor, Richard Burton. Her own father,
Grandell, is Burton's opponent, and through

: | the intercession of his wife, Mary, Hoke
prevents him from stealing a trust fund to

| , carry on his campaign. The identity of
May is ascertained in the end, but her 1
for her foster-father is hard to overcome.

I,J Grandell withdraws and leaves the race to
! his future son-in-law.

elder generation" without doubt remembers ™usf. be se®J1 }.° he hel^ve^ ^a,®Thomas Meighan -tti -p Qniiivin in the title role who night Pauline, and the rest of the perilousj as the youthful hero was pleasing and con-l after" night won the applause 'of the lar- sisterhood, beaten a full mile; and the
manner. j vincing at all times, giving a thoroughly gest aujfienceK that any one production ™°ral of it all would appear to> be—^ A

rnnable nerformance. jane Wolf was given p^er nlaved to He is again seen in fool for luck. Aside from the story andone little opportunity to act, which she the role that made famous and the some dwbi?tufgrasped, and Raymond Hatton handled a
reason for hig great popularity is plainly was- ful1 0 ®amnii nnrt cleverlv.

qopn Charles De Forrest gives a Fischer does some remarkable acting, vir-The story is a combination of illicit lov®* most pleasing interpretation to the part tua.1iy playing three roles—Messaline, herlegitimate love, crooked politics, and busi- ()f (5repp0, through which many comedians mother young, asd middle-aged. Besidesness. Masha, a young Russian immigrant, of fame ma(je their start. The remainder ^?er Jack Boone as a. banker, who sits at Illsis rescued from an embarrassing position ()f tlle cast is als0 composed of well known desk during a dozen scenes and finally com-on shipboard by David Harding, a young (jramatic people, and Mae Thompson has mits suicide, does the best acting,civil engineer. Walton, a millionaire con- wf<ri (inncidnmKin "*- ~ J

tractor, is attracted by her wonderful
beauty and obtains her address in New
York. Later he appears at her home on
the East Side and offers her a position as
maid in his house. That night he tries
to force his attentions on her and she flees.
Later he returns and offers to marry her,
but deceives her. Harding and Walton
enter into keen competition for the contract
for the construction of a large dam in

won considerable renown as a dancer.
Hertzog, also known as The BlackCrook, plunged into despair by wrongsinflicted on him, seeks comfort of Zamiei,the Prince of Darkness, and makes a com¬

pact by which he will deliver one soul to
perdition for each year of life granted him.

"A PRINCE OF YESTERDAY"

It portr
leaves the

Three-Part Rialto Star Feature Produced
by the Gaumont Company for Release onthe Mutual Programme, Dec. 29.
Fanciful as to theme and in the manner

0 im. l/fif handling, this story of love and romanceWhen the year nea*rs its close and Hertzog]'of a bygone age, when .mighty Princeshas but twenty-four hours in which to pay thought more of the ability to lightly strum. . rramip] htq Attention is drawn ] a guitar beneath the latticed bower of theirto pretty Amlna ind her ?ove? Rudolph, lady love, rather than en,n,o in the grim
audi*

has but twenty-four hours in which to pay thought more of "the ability• — '

, Zamiei, his attention is drawn ( a guitar beneath the latticea™!™ and her lover Rudolph, lady love, rather than engage U grim gi'mfniT "the nrettv ward of Count Wolfen- horrors of war, or find surcease for the gAmina, the pretty waru
, ,. ■ I exuberant spirits of youth amid the bright '

. . i lights and questionable associates of somecosmopolitan capital, is one of the mostpleasing and artistic screen offerings thathas been presented in a long time. It takesone back to the days when knights werebold, when rnmanrp woe lnrHn« ~when romance was lurking in everyrose embowered flower garden, when thetroubadours reigned supreme, and sang their
songs of love and adventure in the castle T>of every knight and lady, and with poetryand sweet toned harmony told of the mighty .events of the times, the strivings of hero ;and heroine and villain with all the con¬vincing comprehensiveness of a Robert W.Chambers, if not with his suggestiveness. |djIt was a time that we all love and longfor, and the picture takes us back to it,takes us back so completely that when itis finished and the delightful story comesto an end it is hard to realize that we, whohave just witnessed it, are living in thetwentieth century, in the midst of a cityundergoing the throes of subway construc¬tion, and on the outside edge of a world
war that is ripping things to pieces gen¬erally. It is a wonderfully beautiful pic¬ture. *

, Alexander McMonnies has the leadingIrole of the Prince, who is enamoured of
romance and refuses to be forced into amarriage of state. He is convincingthroughout and thoroughly delightful in arole that gives him plenty of opportunityfor an exhibition of sentimentality and that 1particular brand of love sickness that thepoets rave about. Others in the cast w«reimbued with the spirit of the production
and handled their parts in a thoroughly de¬lightful and pleasing manner.

The picture has been given one «f th«most beautiful settings that it has «verbeen our pleasure to witness. Without ex¬ception, every location is a thing of artand of beauty. Where the director ever dis-
Mflv is ascertained in the end, but her love 44 THE DRAGON," WILLIAM SHEER, INTRODUCING MARGARITA FISCHER INTO covered such a wonderful and beautifulMay,is asceriaiueu. i_ — THE FLOWERY PATHS OP FILM STARDOM. fairyland is a mystery. And, in addition,the picture has been hand colored in a man-

I ner that speaks well of the ability of the
, j artist handling the pigments. It is a beau-

ed a numb
to a colle

mii mmm and poetic theme, a picture that will pleasewherever and whenever it is shown. E.
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snowing the murder and the scene in court
is exceedingly dramatic, and it is here that
the real Pauline Frederick is again seen.
She handles this part of the production with
a force and ability that is highly com- ■
mendable. Her work is always character¬
ized by distinction, but in this scene she
rises to an emotional climax that is elec¬
trifying in its intensity.

The picture has been given a most elabor-
ate production. The directors were fortu- j
nate in discovering such a beautiful estate'
for the filming of the exteriors, and they«
have built the interiors in conformity with
the beauty of the outside locations. The
scenes in the sunken garden were espe-1
cially pleasing, both as examples of land- I
scape gardening and in the manner in which
they were presented.

The supporting cast was strong. Vincent I
Serrano, playing opposite the star, gave a
convincing performance with the exception
of a slight tendency to overact. This was
noticable throughout the whole production.
Thomas Holding scored as the disappointed
lover, and Helen Luttrell was pleasing as
the other woman in the case. Jack Curtis
did some exceedingly capable work in the
juvenile part of the young son. The photo¬
graphy was extremely good throughout,
some very beautiful effects being obtained,
especially the exteriors.

The story tells of a young girl forced to
give up her lover and marry a wealthy man
whom she does not care for. Several years
later he has tired of her and is having an
affair with a married woman. He makes
an assignation with her, which is discovered
by her husband, who when the gay Lothario
calls attempts to strangle him. In the fight
which follows Dr. Gilmore seizes a knife
and kills the husband. He is seen to leave
the house by the butler, and on this cir¬
cumstantial evidence is arrested. At the
trial his wife provides him with an alibi,
saying that he did not leave the house that
night, thus perjuring herself in order that
her son might not grow up burdened with
his father's crime. It looks very much as
though the murderer would be acquitted
when the young son is put on the stand
and rather than have her boy tell a lie, the
wife confesses. Dr. Gilmore dies of heart
failure just before he is to be executed, and
Lydia finds happiness with the lover of her
youth. E.

S. RANKIN DREW AND VIRGINIA PEARSON IN " THOU ART THE MAN

(VITAGRAPH).

than a drama, but what little chance there 1
was was seized upon by Mr. Gilmore. He
made the most of every little opportunity.
Becky Bruce, in the leading feminine role,
was delightfully pleasing throughout, and
the balance of the cast handled minor parts
well. The photography in the early scenes
appeared to be rather hazy, but this may
have been the result of poor printing rather
than inefficient camera work.

The story has to do with a minister who
is almost human. He goes out to Muldoon's
farm to engage an instructor who can build
up his run down physical condition and
mistakes Kid Garvey, the champion heavy¬
weight, for one of the instructors. The
pugilist is known under his own name,
Frank Sheldon, and as such is introduced
into the family of Henry Waterman, a
banker, where the minister is living. Cath¬
erine Fulton, a wealthy member of the so
cial elect, who is also visiting the Water j
man's, loses her heart to the pugilist though)
engaged to Reginald Lumley, a society butt
terfly. Lumley in turn is in love with
Myrtle Morrison, a dancer on the vaudeville
stage. There follows numerous complica¬
tions, almost as many as in a farce comedy.
Needless to say all the love affairs are
finally straightened out, after the pugilist
has eloped with the wrong girl and been
arrested for reckless driving, and the pic¬
ture closes with a trio of happy endings.
There was one night scene showing the
myriad lights of Broadway looking north
from Times Square that was particularly
beautiful and served to recompense for much
of the photography that had gone before.

'YOU HAVE SAVED MY LIFE"'

"GREEN STOCKINGS"
A Five-Part Comedy Adopted from the Play

of the Same Title by A. E. W. Mason.
Produced by Wilfrid North. Picturized
by Eugene Mullin. Featuring Lillian
Walker. Now Playing at the Vitagraph
Theater.

Celia Faraday, the eldest daughter,
Lillian Walker

Henry Faraday, her father Frank Currier
Ida Faraday, her aunt Louise Beaudet
Phyllis Faraday, the youngest daughter,

Adele de Garde
Madge Rockingham. Faraday's second daugh¬

ter Lillian Burns
Colonel Rockingham, her husband.

Charles Wellesley
Robert Traver. an aspiring politician,

Charles Brown

( Friends of the
Faraday's and
Political Con¬
stituents of

Traver
Colonel Smith, 41 The Mysterious, Stanley Dark

Although not a hilarious comedy, this
play is highly amusing and, moreover, it is
continuously funny, not only the situations,
but the plot itself. The comedy is of a
quality seldom used in long plots, and what
is more remarkable, the original qualities
of the story are carried out faithfully on
the screen. A more realistic comedy has
seldom been produced, and there is not the
least bit of artificiality. The characters are
exceptionally true to life and a more credit¬
able cast would be hard to pick. Lillian
Walker is seen in an unusual role during
the first part, that of an unmarriagable
girl; but her engagement changes every¬
thing, and we again see her as her own
vivacious self. Robert Travar is excellent
in his portrayal of the English politician,
and Adele de Garde shows marked talent in
her portrayal of the aunt. The settings are
very elaborate and the photography is ex¬
ceptionally clear and distinct.

The story is that of an eldest sister who
is more of a servant to the family. To
stop their ridicule, she announces that she
is engaged to Colonel Smith, and writes him
a letter which the sister mails. Some time
later she announces the death of her fiance,
but the real Colonel Smith, who had re¬
ceived the letter, turns up, and after many
explanation he takes the place of the sup¬
posedly departed suitor. S.

} viuvnixv

LYDIA GILMORE

A Five-Part Adaptation of Henry Arthur
Jones's Play of the Same Name, Featur¬
ing Pauline Frederick. Produced by the
Famous Players Under the Direction of
Edwin S. Porter and Hugh Ford for Re¬
lease on the Paramount Programme Dec.

John T. Kelly
Denton Vane

Admiral Grice
Jim Raleigh

"EXCUSE ME"

A Five-Part Comedy based on the Famous
Play by Rupert Hughes. Produced by
Henry W. Savage and Featuring George
Marion. Released by Pathe Dec. 31.

The Pullman Porter George F. Marion
Lieut. Harry Mallory Harrison Ford
Marjorie Geraldine O'Brian
Jimmy Wellington Robert Fischer
His Wife Vivian Blackburn

tmo 1
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"THE FOUNDLING"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written byb ranees Marion and Featuring Mary Pick-

ford. Produced by the Famous PlayersUnder the Direction of John B. O'Brien
tor Release on the Paramount Programme
Jan. 2.

n?vin w-inVJ ,v • Mary Pickford
Mrs rSJjffl Ldward Martindell
Tpnnio Maggie Weston
tS?£ew W, Mildred MorrisJulia Ember Marcia Harris jWe doubt if any other actress now ap- I
gearing on the screen could have taken

lhe Foundling and made of it the highly iinteresting and attractive picture that Mary iPickford has. When submitted to keen '
analysis, this production resolves itself into IMary Pickford and nothing else, and con¬
versely without this inimitable young star
in the leading role it would have been noth-
«5gVo£h^st«ory is t,he sliShtest of the slight,

i,- \ 1, u merely a light framework 011which has been hung the charming per- 1 wsonality of quite the most popular moving | ipicture actress. It is entirely lacking iu i
imagination that goes to make a story in- I ■teresting, although it has been constructed iwell from a technical standpoint. The 'whole Picture is a refutation of the often ! il
asserted fact that a good story is necessarv 1 'for a good picture. In most cases it is, j !iibut not where Mary Pickford has the stellar i
role. Her personality is so magnetic, so Icharming so winsome, and her work is so '
^?^U^hl?vC?^petent' so finished, and sopolished that irrespective of the dramatic jvalue of the story which she is acting the 'picture must please, because Mary Pickford 1 i
is delineating It. i

Miss Pickford has been given a strong ll i
L. supporting cast. Mildred Morris gave aS "'!!able interpretation of the catty and un-

fira*T ,Jenpie, the orphan, who usurps lit-tie Mary's place in the wealthy home of her ^lost ^ther. °ne of the best pieces of acting of Hmthe whole production, outside of that of the :
oEa^°f„c<iurse' J™s <iat of Marcia Harris f jas the matron of the foundling asylum. It
WajUhn T>roR?5Iy realistic characterization. JJohn B. O Brien, the director, deserves::
great commendation for the exceedingly able :
manner in which the picture has' been

SPi?!i »n(J most especially for the manner in !which he handled the scenes with the chil-
' Photography throughout was ' 'clear and distinct, and well up to the stand¬ard maintained by this company.

,iistory,, deal® wlth an artist whose Ja,
• • u4les w'ien, she gives birth to a baby :

J, h SO deeply grieved at the1 loss that ie-ias no love for the child, andn an readily consents to its adoption by a neigh-'n

fhe . ,.aJeaI; the neighbor dies andthe child is taken to a foundling asvlumwhere it remains until the age of twelve,Si " 's farmed out to a boarding-house
f-f Jfere ,she has to undergo the typ¬ical life of a slavey. In the meantime tierfather has regretted his course, and going ,to the asylum has another child foisted

upon him by the matron. Later, bv aReg curious set of circumstances, his own daugh-
■ Mains a position in his household asr >1 maid. His spurious daughter proves un-

r worthy and runs away with a burglar. ,leaving word before she goes that the maid■ ! is his real daughter. v) "w
•in.]
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I MARY PICKFORD IS A PARTNER
Combines with Famous Players in a Special Producing Company

Bearing Her Name
All rumors concerning the future ac¬

tivities of Mary Pickford are set at rest
by an official announcement from the Fa¬
mous Players Company last week in which
the details of her contract with that com¬

pany for the ensuing year are disclosed.
Miss Pickford has been re-engaged by the
Famous Players Company, the new ar¬
rangement calling for the organization of a

j separate company to be known as the Fa-
i inous Players-Mary Pickford Company in
! which the youthful star is to have a half

1 interest.
Last year Miss Pickford's salary

amounted to $2,000 per week or $104,000
I for the year. When her contract expired
at the end of the year she was in receipt
of offers from several of the largest pro¬
ducing companies, offering fabulous sums
for her services. The largest authenticated
offer which she received was for $G,000 per
week. The formation of the new organiza¬
tion by the Famous Players Company will
put a permanent quietus on all such ru¬
mors in the future as Miss Pickford is
now a member of the company and in¬

terested in the pictures themselves and. is
no longer only a salaried star.

In speaking of her new arrangement
Miss Pickford said, "I am afraid that there
will be a great many people who will never
understand my determination to reject such
a tremendous offer, but my only answer is
that money is not everything in this world.
I have my future reputation as an artiste
to consider, and it is to my best interests
to ally myself with an organization that
has already firmly established itself in the
eyes of the world as a producer of photo¬
plays of the highest order of merit. It is
not a matter of being starred in a few ex¬
cellent productions, but of appearing in
plays of a never-failing high standard of
excellence. I have been associated with the
Famous Players for three years, and I
realize that their productions have won
them a reputation for consistently artistic
work. That reputation and the privilege of
being a part of the forces that have built
and are maintaining that reputation is of
more value to me than any temporary
money consideration."

Ei' ill

MARY PICKFORD IN "THE FOUNDLING."

WELCOMING "LITTLE MARY" AT THE ASBURY PARK BABY PARADE.

From the Left, Mrs. Adolph Zultor, Mrs. Pickford, Mary Pickford, Adolph Zukor, and
Colonel Aymar.
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"THE KING'S GAME"
A Five-Part Gold Rooster Drama Adapted

from the Play of the Same Title by
George B. Seitz. Produced by Arnold
Daly, Featuring Pearl White and George
Probert. Released by Pathe, Jan. 7.

Philip 1 „ „ ,

Perciley. the Nihilist. j Georee Probert
/ fortherAne^Pnr-dinilis Pearl white■■ Lady Dardinilis Nora Moorp

] Ssyii4 Dardinilis.'Sheldon Lewis1 Chief Wolcott George Parks
] u^n exceptionally accomplished cast and
, able direction coupled with a good plot,
i giving numerous opportunities for drama-
^ 41C.J^ sensational effects, have resultedin the production of a most interesting and
j entertaining picture. The play was heavily

dramatic while the film adaptation verges
. toward comedy-drama, due to the work of
, -George Probert, who is seen at his best.

His interpretation of the dual roles is
marked by strong contrast. As the Nihilist

, he is^ a snarling, ill-tempered, brutal type
■ x>f criminal, while as the Grand Duke he

is a good natured young fellow, always
, looking at the funny side of life. The

, latter characterization is highly amusing
< and adds considerably to the interest in

,, the picture, as it is this portraval that
j really makes a number of the situations

: which would have ordinarily been neither
j comic nor tragic. This decided contrast

. in characters is strikingly brought out in
, several excellent double exposures. One
, of these, where the Duke meets his double

appears to be a triple exposure so well are
i the positions worked out. A vacation
j seems to have done Pearl White a world
, of good for she is better than ever in
, the role of the Nihilist daughter of
, Count Dardinilis. Her vivacious personality
j greatly enhances her interpretation of a
• part particularly well suited for her.
< Arnold Daly's selection of Nora Moore as
« his protege seems to be well justified, for

although we do not see a great deal of her
] in the picture that little leaves a most
i pleasing impression of her abilities.
, The picture has been elaborately staged

< and the settings most effective. The back-
j grounds are picturesque and there is no

E | lack of detailing. Several views are quite
! thrilling especially those of the dive from
;the house on the cliff into the water and
, the burning barn.

The plot is well constructed and logically
picturized and although the story is im¬
probable it. carries. The story tells of the
adventures of an unusual young Duke,
whose father, the old Grand Duke of Kiev,
coveted the wife of Count Dardinilis, his
Colonel of Hussars; of the old Grand
Duke's plot to get her for himself; of her
accidental death at the hands of his Cos¬
sacks, and of the Colonel's escape with his
little daughter to America.

The young Grand Duke, now an orphan,
comes to America to complete his educa¬
tion. The Nihilists send Perciley to kill
him, but he is apprehended by the Secret
Service who know the details of the plot.
They dress the man in the Grand Duke's
clothes and chain him to a carriage, and
thus he rides as the nobleman. The Grand
Duke, closely resembling Perciley, comes
upon their rendezvous, and goaded' on by
the Nihilists throws a box of bonbons at
his double, unwillingly riding in the car¬
riage. To make sure of their capture at

' the opportune time, the Grand Duke goes
with them into the country.

Perciley escapes from the carriage, and
his presence at the rendezvous makes it
necessary that the Grand Duke explain.
He escapes unharmed with the aid of
Dardinilis's daughter. When they are

v captured by the police the very lenient
• voung Duke calls it a draw and lets it go.

Count Dardinilis is reappointed Colonel
of Hussars and his daughter becomes the

>i Duchess of Kiev. S.

"THE TONGUES OF MEN"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written by

Edward Childs Carpenter and Featuring
Constance Collier. Produced by The Oli¬
ver Morosco Photoplay Company, under
the Direction of Frank Lloyd, for Re- n
lease on the Paramount Programme. ea>

. .. Constance Collier
.... Forrest Stanley

. . . Herbert Standing
Elizabeth Burbridge

Helen Eddy
Lamar Johnstone

Jane Bartlett

I Rev. Dr. Penfleld Sturgis .! Rev. Dr. Darigal
I Georgine
Winifred Leeds
Dr. Lyn Fanshawe

. Mrs. Kearsley Lydia Yeamans Titus
Madame Sternberg Reese .... Miss Marlborough
Mr. Goadby Charles Marriot
Mr. Loughran John McKinnon '■

" The Tongues of Men" has been built
upon a strong moral theme, that of charity,
but although it preaches a sermon it does
it in such an attractive and interesting
manner that one hardly realizes that a
sermon is being expounded in the enjoy¬
ment of watching the thoroughly delightful ;,
manner of its exposition. True the sermon
has been given an unusual setting, elabo¬
rate, picturesque, and beautiful; a setting
that, no matter how oratorical the preacher,
could never be given from the pulpit. This
in a large degree is responsible for the il¬
lusion, and it is not until after the picture

"THE KING'S GAME"—PATHE.
- - ——.the end and taken as a whole her cnar-

"THE CATSPAW " acterization is above the average, although
a tT5__4- k TT.in* TT , the same cannot be said of her starring

^ k William Hamilton vehicle. While the story is good and logi-^ Produced by the Edison Com- cal the picturization is unconvincing or in
a*3.? Vrins +4-Miriam Nesbitt and other words it lacks the final punch afterMacdermott. Released on the four reels of intense drama. The sumptu¬

ous backgrounds are a striking feature and
they are unspoiled by poor photography.
The outdoor night scenes are some of the
finest that have been taken and the camera-

pany
Marc
Kleine-Edison Programme, Jan. 12.

Roxane Bellairs Miriam Nesbitt
Kittredge St. John Marc Macdermott
His Double Marc Macdermott
Mr. Bonwit William Wadsworth
Archie Varnum Yale Benner
Mrs. Shackleton Mabel Dwight
Major Holbrook Harry Eytinge
Dorothy Paget Grace Morrissey
Detective Burke James Harris
Detective O'Connell Brad Sutton

The theatric and entertaining qualities
of this picture are unquestionable, and
although the story itself is somewhat fan¬
tastical it is nevertheless intense and pro¬
vides ample opportunity for vivid picturiza-
tion and good acting. The need for

n dramatic talent of high order to properly
bring out the many tense situations is
supplied by the two stars, Marc Mac¬
dermott and Miriam Nesbitt, supported by

is" finished and one starts to give it sober
consideration that the realization is driven
home that it was a sermon, a sermon which
in different guise has been delivered from
the pulpit countless thousands of times.

There are two outstanding features to
this picture—one the efficient manner in

1 which it has been staged, and the other
the acting of Constance Collier. In this
one picture alone Frank Lloyd proves him¬
self a master of screen craft, for the pic¬
ture shows the utmost care in the countless
little things which, taken in themselves,
are seemingly minor details; but which,
when totaled together, do so much toward
making an artistic and beautiful produc¬
tion. His settings were well built, well
designed, and well dressed, each and every°

... _ 1 ..1 ^ Krt nnH n hnTT/1
man is deserving of great credit in making little thing was as it should be, and above
them so clear and distinct. By his ef- all his characters were well grouped. This |
ficient work the beauty and picturesqueness I latter faeture is one that directors seldom I
of all the settings has been greatly en- pay any attention to; therefore it is the |
hanced. more noticeable when one is found who

The cast is worthy of favorable com- j places his characters in proper relation to , ,
ment. Gerda Holmes gives a most con- his backgrounds.

Constance Collier's acting throughout the, ,
whole picture was a distinct pleasure.
Given a role in which over acting would be

_ — —^ readily excusable she handled it with a
is excellent and the same can be repression, a naturalness and a spontaneity

if Richard Lvnn's internrptation of 0f manner in conformity with her well-
deserved reputation as an actress. Forrest
Stanley, playing opposite, was unfortunate

vincing portrayal of the flirtatious wife
who in the end comes to grief. P. J.
LeMae's impersonation of the weak Ralph
Barrett who makes love to other men's
wives
said of Richard Lynn's interpretation of
his role.

There is an uncertain twist to the plot
that arouses interest in the play which

irl who is
e is taken

- a strong cast. Marc Macdermott plays the deals with the life of a shop gi
dual role of St. John and his double, and wrongfully accused of crime. Shc ...
besides giving opportunity for several ex- into the house of the prosecutor as secre-
cellent double exposures it taxes the powers tary to his wife and through her the wife's
or Mr. Macdermott to their utmost to pre- escapades with another man are kept under
Jen?L . appearing artificial. Without a cover. However, the lover is killed whiledoubt he is seen at his best in this difficult visiting the wife and the girl is wrong-
Part- The remarkable talents of Miriam fully accused of murder but in the end the
JNesbitt show to their greatest advantage wife is proven guilty and she dies before
in her portrayal of Roxanne Bellairs, the she can disgrace her husband. With proof
confederate whose jealousy leads to the of innocence love becomes a factor with

"MY LADY'S SLIPPER"
Romantic Costume Photoplay (in Five

Parts) ; Author, Cyrus Townsend Brady ;
Director, Ralph Ince; Vitagraph Blue
Ribbon Feature Released on the V-L-S-E
Programme Jan. 17.

Francis Burnham Earle Williams
Countess Do Villars . Anita Stewart

1 Due De Rivau-Huet George O'Donnell
Bucknall Albert Roccardi
Marquis Du Treiningnan Harry Northrup
Espiau George Stevens

i Marie Antoinette Julia Swayne Gordon
, King Louis XVI . . Joseph Kilgour

Benjamin Franklin Charles Chapman
This patch and powder romance of the

i Revolutionary period is saved from classi¬
fication as a conventional, not to say passe,

i costume play by the excellent cast provided
by the Vitagraph stock company and the
careful direction of Ralph Ince. If as much
could be said for the photography it might
take rank among the best photoplays of its
genre produced recently. The rather stereo¬
typed story, from tlie prolific pen of the
Rev. Cyrus Townsend Brady, is one of those
pretty perversions of history which were
popular in print a decade or so ago, in
which the gallant young American hero

'
goes abroad, and after a series of amazing
adventures succeeds in winning the heart
and hand of the fairest aristocrat in France,

'

in this instance. Conviction is carried on
; the screen by a cast especially picked for
peruke and powder parts, who wear their

5 fancy dress costumes and play their stilted
,i scenes as " to the manor born." The knack

is becoming rare in these modern realistic
i days, and Vitagraph is to be congratulated

on the possesion of such a collection of per¬
fect costume players.

Earle Williams is the gallant young
.1 American who escapes from an English con-

vict ship or a French prison with equal
ease and holds up a marquis or burglarizes

'

milady's boudoir with like impunity—and
I pleasing impudence. He not only steals
'

" My Lady's Slipper," but her heart as well.
P However, " lucky in love, unlucky at cards,"

so be falls into the toils of the wicked
'

marquis. But even here it is a delightful
novelty to discover a villain who can " smile
and smile and play the villain still," like
Harry Northrup. Of course he is enamored (

., of the charming countess—played by Anita
; Stewart with her patrician profile and high¬

bred grace, befitting a maid-of-honor at the
!<•- court of Louis XVI. Joseph Kilgour dons

" the majesty that doth surround a king "
. for the role of that ill-fated monarch,

■ while the Marie Antoinette of Julia Swayne
Gordon might have materialized from one

ni of the famous paintings of the Louvre. Al-
i bert Riccordi realizes the " merry old sea-

dog " of Captain Marryatt, and. Benjamin
Franklin alone is a bit frowsy, not quite

>4 up to his pictorial reputation at the French
court. H.

£
_ downfall of her partner. Grace Morrissey
I gives an exceptionally pleasing characteriza-
t tion of the role of Dorothy Paget and her

winsome personality is especially effective.
There is an air of sumptuous splendor

in all the settings and excellent detailing
is discernable throughout. The interiors
are representative of their type, and the
exteriors are well located for their pur¬
poses. The photography, in both the double
exposure and dim light scenes, is above the
average.

The plot, although strong, is based on an
improbability; the assumption that a
woman would fail to recognize the double
of her lover from the man himself—but
due to its unusual handling this is not
especially noticeable. The plot bristles with
tense situations, involving the doings of a
daring adventurer and an equally venture¬
some adventuress happening to meet and re- .

new acquaintance in a rich manufacturing
city where money is plentiful, but the lines
of society are tightly drawn. The adven¬
turer employs a double who innocently rep¬
resents him in business and society, 'while
his employer robs banks and private strong¬
boxes. The adventuress knows nothing
about the employment of a double, which
accounts for her upsetting all plans of the
arch conspirator when her jealousy is ex¬
cited. The " double " of course, proves to
be the catspaw, and his affairs in love as
well as in other directions are punctuated
with misfortune until the finish. S.

the prosecutor and the girl S.
44MRS. DANE'S DANGER"

A Four-Part Drama Featuring Lillian
Walker. Produced by Wilfred North
from the Scenario by C. L. Gaskill and
Released Jan. 17, by the Vitagraph Com¬
pany.

Alice Dane Lillian Walker
David Dane Wilfrid North
Rex Gordon Donald Hall
Jasper Dicey William Dunn
Simon Corey L. Rogers Lytton

The most striking effect in this picture
is its didactic exposition of the old axiom
about avoiding the appearance of evil. An
excellent plot has been evolved which,
moreover, is developed by vivid picturiza¬
tion. The cast has been well chosen with
the possible exception of the Jew, who.
although he acts his part well, does not
look like a Hebrew despite his make-up.
Lillian Walker has a part well suited to
her exuberant personality, and a more
pleasing interpretation of the role would
be hard to secure. William Dunn gives a
most able personification of a dual char¬
acter, and Wilfrid North is typically the
business man and husband. His direction
is also to be commended, there being most
careful detailing discernible throughout.
The settings carry an air of splendor and
richness although there are none of ex¬
ceptional elaborateness and they are not
lacking in effectiveness. The photography
is very good, the highlights showing up
with particular clearness.

The story is somewhat unusual in form,
although its theme is not new. Alice Dane

A Five-Part Drama Starring Molly a is much younger and more frivolous than
Mclntyre. Produced by the Equitable n her husband, David, and makes the ac-
Motion Pictures Corporation under the l: quaintance of Rex Gordon, a man about
Direction of S. E. V. Taylor. h town very heavily in debt. She likes him

"HER GREAT HOUR"

in the' part" he was called upon to play.
The script makes of the Rev. Dr. Sturgis a
most awful prig. With such a character
to work with Mr. Stanley did the best that
could be imagined under the circumstances,
and accomplished some mighty good acting.
The supporting cast was capable, and tne
photography throughout was clear and dis-
tlrThe story deals with a priggish minister
one of these 44 holier than thou sort of
persons, who severely scores an opera
singer from his pulpit, confusing the part
she is called to play upon the stage with
her real character. The singer resolves to
make him eat his sermon, word for word.
The picture then goes on to show the
change in the minister's character from that
of an unconscious pharisee to a reasonable,
thinking, charitable man; one who, Instead
of casting the stone, lends the necessary
word of cheer and encouragement. In the
end he is made to see the enormity and in¬
justice of his course of conduct, and pub¬
licly apologizes to the singer. A pretty little
love story has been woven into the fabric
of the picture, which undergoes the usual
complications of love stories only to be
satisfactorily straightened out in the end.
Taken on the whole it is a mighty good
picture, well worked out, a picture just a
little better than the usual run of features.E.

44 THE SURPRISE OF AN EMPTY HOTEL'
A Four-Part Drama by A. C. Gunter. Re¬

leased by the Vitagraph Company as a
Blue Ribbon Feature, Jan. 10. Pro¬
duced by Theodore Marston, Featuring
Charles Richman and Arline Pretty.

Francis Marchmont Charles Richman
Charles Manders Leo Delaney
Thomas Cadwallader Charles Eldridge
Alfred, the Count William Dunn
Henry Barclay Robert Gaillard
Lucie Brent Arline Pretty
Birdie Jameson Ethel Corcoran

The story seems convincing, although it
is not a particularly heavy drama not¬
withstanding the fact that there are some
thrilling situations and scenes. The ex-

I plosion and sinking of the yacht presents
a most vivid and striking scene which af¬
fords a fitting climax to the numerous

Nan Perrine Molly Mclntyre
Violet Kirby Gerda Holmes
Robert Kirby Richard Lynn
James Irwin Martin Alsop
Ralph Barrett P. J. Le Mae

Another of the legitimate stars makes
her screen debut in this picture. Molly
Mclntyre makes an auspicious beginning
and in time she will without doubt be as
popular on the screen as she is on the
stage but she has not broken away from
the tendency of the stars of the spoken
drama to overdo their parts in their first

j motion picture. However she overcomes

( effective settings. The characters appear
i natural enough, especially Arline Pretty,

v . ,~ , . , . _ . . , who handles the role of the vivacious
to a certain extent, but repulses his ad- , young widow in a most winsome manner,

tl Trn »-> oi n nr, oho ln\7£»« n AT V) llOhfl T1 M In *" , . , a , , . , 'vances since she loves her husband. In while Charles Richman makes an ideal
The photography is up to the

~ " " *;uTa
__ , . , i • t . r itttgiayii okauuaiu auu p<u uii_uiaj aticu-

'V u 4. Si? 2 a « i ti011 has been paid to detailing, bringingher, but the husband, in- story to a successful conclusion in a
rmer broker whose enmity ' ciear logical wav " '

the clutches of an unscrupulous money- r, ]over>
lender Rex is forced to secure a pearl neck- Vitagraph standard" and" particular atten-
lace from Alice. TT" +T*,no ^ '' - • ■ - ■ - ■
making love to
formed by a former broker wnose enmity ' c]ear logical way.
he has incurred, comes home one night g The story is that of a young girl who
and finds Rex in his wife s room. Dicey. marries an old millionaire on his death-
the former broker, is also in the room. { adventuress also claims to be
Both he and Rex were bent on stealing kjs wife> an(j when the widow arrives in
the necklace while Alice was sleeping. • America she has a hard time getting out
Dane thinks his wife unfaithful and ciutches of the claimant's accom-
threatens to kill Rex, but Dicey intervenes ^ piiceSi gbe meets Marchmont, a mine

motion picture. nuwevei overcome in time to avert the tragedy by telling owner who was duped bv the old million-
this Jo j. s^eax extent asjhe picture nears y Dane that both were there only to steal the aire, and they fall in love. After an ex-

necklace, S- citing time, however, they find peace and
happiness. S.

THE SCREEN'S DESIRE FOR ACCURACY IS EVIDENCED IN LUBIN'S PRODUCTION OP "THE RIGHTS OF MAN."

SC.prl,ei. fr°™ Jv', T'le/UBht,S of Man'" Showing Soldiers' Graves. The Graves of Three Hundred French and German Soldiers,aken at tlie P.etzwood, Pa^, Estate of the Lubin Company. Mondemont, France. Photo Taken by Joe Farnham.

"THE OTHER SIDE OF THE DOOR"
A Mutual Masterpicture in Five Parts. Pro¬

duced by the American Film Company,
Inc. Released Jan. 5, 1916. Starring
Harold Lockwood. Directed by Thomas
Ricketts.

John -Montgomery Harold Lockwood
Eilie May Allison
Rood, political boss and gambler,

William Stowell
Dineley. district-attorney Harry Von Meter
Fenwick. Bllle's lather Dick La Reno
Carlotta Josephine Humphreys
Sheriff R°y Stewart

The one redeeming feature in this pic¬
ture is the natural acting of May Allison,
her whole personality, pleading and win¬
some, is put into the interpretation of a I
thoroughly good character. There is a
vague picturesqueness about the settings >>
which are supposed to represent the period
immediately following the Civil War, but
the introduction of police in modern uni¬
forms jars with accuracy of the other cos¬
tumes of that period. Although there are
numerous big situations, the story is un¬
convincing, due to the improbability of the
details and the artificiality of the charac¬
ters. Harold Lockwood's characterization
of a role in itself artificial, is to say the
least unnatural. Carlotta (Josephine
Humphreys) at times rises above her role,
but the remainder of the cast is not above
the ordinary.

The story is that of a wealthy young man
who dissipates his money in gambling and
speculation, and then falls in love with a
notorious woman, Carlotta Valencia, yet
Ellie Fenwick still holds her faith in him.
He becomes implicated in a murder and is
convicted of the act. Through Carlotta's
efforts he escapes and they plan to elope,
but Ellie intervenes in time to prevent it.
Through her efforts a confession is found
that frees Montgomery and places the crime
on the person who conftnitted it, Carlotta.
Pardoned, Montgomery sues for Elite's hand,
and her father tells him that when he
makes good he will receive his blessings.

S.

DOROTHY DONNELLY AS " MADAME X "—PATHE.

"THE WOMAN IN POLITICS"
A Five-Part Mutual Masterpiece, Featuring

Mignon Anderson. Released Jan. 13.
Dr. Mary Barlow Mignon Anderson
Mayor Arthur Bauer
Governor Ernest Howard
Secretary George Mario
Health Officer W. Eugene Moore

The intensity of the story and its strik¬
ing picturization far overshadow any of the
other commendatory points in the picture.
From the very beginning the plot arouses
interest, which it holds to the very end;
and, moreover, it is unique in its treatment.
Ample opportunities have been given for
heavy dramatic scenes, and they have been
utilized to the greatest advantage ; the fire

■ scenes are particularly well taken. The
settings throughout well serve their pur¬
pose. The cast as a whole is deserving of
credit, although there is no one in particu¬
lar who is better than the others. It is
well-balanced and the characterizations are
very realistic.

The story is that of a young woman doc¬
tor who is a citv health inspector. In the
course of her duties she condemns a build¬
ing owned by the mayor, for which she is
discharged. She writes to the governor and
charges are preferred against the mayor.
Further activities on her part threaten the
downfall of the whole political machine in
the city, and plans are made to kidnap her
so she' cannot appear against the mayor.
Through the efforts of the governor's sec¬
retary a frame-up to put her in jail is
foiled; but she is, however, lured to a sani¬
tarium, where she is kept a prisoner. The
young secretary while investigating the case
finds her, and she furnishes the evidence on
which the mayor is imprisoned. S.

"MADAME X"
A Six-Part Drama Adapted from the Play

of the Same Name, Produced by Henry W.
Savage, Under the Direction of George
Marion, Starring Dorothy Donnelly. Re¬
leased by Pathe Jan. 14.

jacauenn Floriot
Pnvmnnd Ralph Morgan
Hefene Gladys Coburn
1 promie' Edward Fosberg

! Perrissard ' Charles Bunnell\ Merival Robert Fischer
Sentimentality has absolutely no place

in this deeply tragic drama based on the
judgment of a woman, which part is inter¬
preted by Dorothy Donnelly, who created
the rOle in the original stage production.
The picturization enhances the emotional
and sympathetic qualities of the story,
while none of the melodramatic tendencies
are to any extent exaggerated, and it can

I be said that the play does not suffer in the
least by transmutation to the screen, al¬
though it is not as strong as the novel it¬
self There is not a shade of vulgarity or
anything objectionable throughout the en¬
tire six reels, yet it is unusually tense,
tense to such an extent that it sweeps the
emotions of an audience right along with
it so that at the end tears will not be an |
uncommon sight.

Dorothy Donnelly gives an excellent char¬
acterization of the titular rOle, which is one
of the most emotional parts yet portrayed
on the screen ; but at times her emotions
seem to get beyond her control, which tends
to create an air of overacting—a common
fault among legitimate stars working in
their first screen production. In the intro¬
duction she wears some magnificent gowns
with a queenly effect, but during the re¬
mainder of the play she is attired in rags

! for the most part. ,

One of the best interpretations in the
'

entire cast is given by Gladys Coburn as
Helene Raymond's fiance. The little that

: we see of her gives her opportunity to dis¬
play a charming personality which cannot
fail to appeal to the audience. The parts
of Perrissard (Charles Bunnell), and Meri¬
val (Edward Fosberg), although of minor
importance, become especially prominent
through their able portrayal.

Throughout the entire picture there is a
noticeable lack of close-ups, which would
probably clarify the original lines used as
sub-titles, as the characters could then be
easily seen speaking the words. The scenic
effects are unusual, especially the court¬
room scene, which would ordinarily be
weakened by being so sustained. The exte¬
rior settings seem almost perfect, so well
are they located and splendidly photo-
sr^ie6 plot which is laid in France is re¬
plete with tensely dramatic situations from
the time Jacqueline is cast aside by her
husband because she dares acknowledge her
love for another man. Set adrift she goes

j from bad to worse, and in time she_ becomes
£% / Cfl - Taijt), l/rt. all:! C .''''>Hr

a drug fiend and a moral wreck. In the
meantime, her son, Raymond, grows up not
knowing who his mother is, as she has ■
never been permitted to see him. He is a
rising young attorney and his father is a
chief justice. Jacqueline becomes the com- !
panion of a crook, Leroque, whom she
murders when he threatens to find her
husband and son and tell them of her dis¬
grace. His companions, however, do it, ana
also secure some of her dower money. She
is arrested and tried for the murder, with
her own son acting as her counsel. Un¬
wittingly he tells the story of his mother's
life, and through his plea she is acouitted.
Her husband was on the bench. The two
confederates of the murdered man are ar¬
rested, and through them and his father
Raymond learns that the woman he has
successfully defended is his mother. One
parting kiss and she dies happily in the
arms of her son. S.

"THE EVANGELIST"
A Four-Part Drama by Sir Henry Arthur

Jones. Adaptation by Clay
Produced by Lubin Under the Direction
of Barry O'Neil and Featuring Gladys
Hanson. Released on the Unit Pro¬
gramme Jan. 17. J

Philiipaher huTahndn '.F^dfnanfTitoS S
?/'vTllenRebbinR8 Ge0rKeja2k ''standi

MolMSaT.V
Deacon Shergold Arthur Matthews
lone Nuneham Rnitta BriS
Phoebe Ransford "°Bet.ta

Commonplace happenings of life in l^ng-
lish settings, interwoven with the principles
of Christianity, provide an unusually strong
plot, which has been developed into an ex- i
cellent picture under the able direction of !
Barry O^Neil. A vivid picturization, strong¬
ly didactic, and elaborate and well selected
backgrounds, all combine toward making a i
suitable vehicle for the excellent cast, and
the net result is a picture of the highest
quality, intense, entertaining, and interest-
ing.

A finer character for the leading role
than Gladys Hanson would be hard to
select, as the part fits her perfectly and
her interpretation would be hard to im¬
prove. The lesson that the Scriptures teach
is convyed to us by means of her role, that

. f 1.1 . .. ...V, A nnrl fVio loQot QrHfi-
is (juu. v,y eu uu uo uj mo v/*.
of the woman who errs, and the least artifi
ciality would have spoiled the effect. Fer¬
dinand Tidmarsh gives an able characteri¬
zation of the stern and unforgiving bus-
band, and Eleanor Dunn as the little daugh¬
ter, lone, is one of the outstanding features.
The supporting cast is also of the highest
caliber.

The settings are unusually elaborate and
the scenes were laid with rare judgment.
The photography is exceptionally good, as
there are numerous dim light and shadow
scenes, all of them clear and distinct.

The plot is strong and intense and read¬
ily lends itself to a vivid picturization:
moreover, it is logical and natural. There
is not a tinge of artificiality throughout the
picture, which tells the story in a very good
style. The wife falls in love with her hus¬
band's friend and her escapade is seen by
the Evangelist, who afterwards comes to
her home village. In time, however, her
husband's suspicions are aroused, but the
Evangelist, to save her, quiets them. In the
end, she confesses at the behest of the
teacher, who also converts her husband to
the principles of Christianity, and he read¬
ily forgives her. S.

"THE FOURTH ESTATE"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Joseph Medill

Patterson's Play of the Same Name Fea¬
turing Ruth Blair and Clifford Bruce.
Produced by Frank Powell for Release on
the Fox Programme Jan. 16.

Noland Clifford Bruce
Mrs. Noland Blair
Their Baby S. A. Van Petten. Jr.
Boss Duprey Samuel J. Ryan
Judge Berlemy Alfred^ Hickman
Brand, a reporter Victor Benoit
Ethel, an orphan Arline Bartlett

Frank Powell has evolved an interesting
and entertaining picture out of Joseph Me¬
dill Patterson's play of the same name,
which had a varying success on the speak¬
ing stage. It is a story of newspaper life,
showing in detailed form the enormous
power of the press and the manner in which
this power can be used for good or evil.
The theme has been most convincingly
worked out with a plenitude of realism, the
newspaper scenes being filmed in the plant
of the Chicago Herald. This part of the
picture was exceedingly interesting, espe¬
cially to the lay public, who know nothing
of the various stages through which a big
news story goes before it is delivered in its
printed form on the street.

mi n ■*!

The picture was well produced and well
acted. Mr. Powell has been forced to take
his characters through a story devious of
plot and teeming with action of an emo¬
tionally sensational nature. The story was
well worked out, continuity being main¬
tained without difficulty. Tne interior set¬
tings were well built and the locations well
selected, especially those showing parts of
Chicago's teeming business sections and the
views along Michigan Boulevard.

Clifford Bruce, in the leading role of
Noland, the labor leader, who is forced to
flee from Chicago on account of the mach¬
inations of a crooked boss, and who later
becomes a multi-millionaire and successfully
brings the boss and his accomplice, the
crooked judge, to justice by means of the
power of the press, was convincing through¬
out, especially in the later scenes as the
owner of a powerful newspaper. Ruth
Blair, in the leading feminine role, while
not called upon to do any great amount of
acting, did that little well. The supporting
cast was competent. The photography
throughout was clear and distinct.

Little need be said of the story. A
crooked political boss and his accomplice,
a judge with like tendencies, are first shown
in the days when Chicago had a reputation
as a lawless city, robbing and killing a man
in the dark purlieus under the elevated rail¬
road. Through crooked politics they rise
to a positon of power, and use that power
to entrap defenseless young girls. Noland's
wife, after he is forced to flee the city, is
one of these girls. She manages to escape,
however, and, changing her name, finds
work as a governess. Noland goes to Cobalt
and there becomes a silver king. Later he
accidentally finds his wife and, buying a
powerful Chicago paper, uses it to obtain
justice against the boss and the judge.

E.

Robert Lovell William Courtenay n
Godfrey Lovell Charles Kent .

Daniel Casselis Anders Randolf lb
Edwin Arden Charles Wellesley
Dr. Elver son Denton Vane tate
Dorothy Arden Eleanor Woodruff . „

Dorothy Casselis Zena Keefe ' '
^rs*. Lovell Julia Swayne Gordon orylacht Captain Logan Paul ; ,

One of the most picturesque productions
of the season is a justificable characteriza- : •

tion of this picture, replete with unusual ior
and original settings. The story, an adapt- » 1
ation of the magazine serial by Dr. Brady, < »
readily lends itself to a fantastical though '
striking picturization. The plot itself is '
so highly improbable as to be almost im¬
possible, yet it provides numerous amusing > •
and interesting situations. Although there Nm
is an element of tragedy in some jf them,
the lighter side is predominent and in- '
variably draws a laugh from the audience are
which will probably be one of the factors ai
for predicted success of the picture.

The cast is very well suited to the unique < ' •
character creations, and interpretations are < •

t most ably done. William Courtenay plays
his part with care-free abandon, and the 1
results are pleasing and natural. Eleanor -he
Woodruff gives a most original character- :
ization and Zena Keefe offers a most pleas- '
ing interpretation which readily discloses 1 "
her magnetic personality. The supporting ;
cast is also deserving of credit.

The story carries out the fictional orig¬
inal effectively. Robert Lovell falls in love
with his father's secretary, Dorothy Arden, 1 I
and they are secretly married. She leaves
him unexpectedly and they do not see each 1
other until they come face to face on his
father's yacht. He is caught making love
to Dorothy Casselis, according to the plans
of the parents. Jealousy is the main factor
in keeping Robert and Dorothy apart. He 1
and the two girls are left on a desert island
when the yacht is forced to go to sea by
a storm. A fall causes him to lose his
memory and exceptional situations result
before the party is finally rescued by a
destroyer. Robert had recovered his
memory during a battle with savages, and
he presents Dorothy as his wife. S.
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"THE ISLAND OF SURPRISE"
A Five-Part Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Fea¬

ture by Cyrus Townsend Brady. Pro¬
duced by Paul Scardon. Featuring Wil¬
liam Courtenay, Eleanor Woodruff and
Zena Keefe. Released Jan. 24 .

CARROL McCOMAS (EDISON).

Carrol McComas will make her first ap¬
pearance in motion pictures as the star of
the Kleine-Edison five-part feature, " At
the Rainbow's End," released Feb. 23. Miss
McComas has long been sought, both by
Edison and other leading companies, but
her busy life making successes on the stage
always prevented. Her vivacious person¬
ality, beautiful brown eyes, and a certain
captivating manner make her an ideal sub¬
ject for the camera, and should the lens
catch but one-half of her charming spright-
liness, her success will be pronounced. Be¬
sides her natural vivacity, her next most
marked characteristic is her remarkable
versatility, which has enabled her to suc¬
ceed equally well in dramatic roles as she
did in musical comedy, and in vaudeville
as a whistler and singer.

Four seasons were spent with Frohman,
and her recent work as the lead in the
stage play, " Inside the Lines," was a per¬
sonal triumph. Critics and public agreed
that she shared honors easily with John
Drew in " The Single Man," while her de¬
lightful work in " The Dollar Princess," and
" The Marriage Market" made some box-
office records. Miss McComas also appeared
with Billie Burke in " Mind the Paint
Girl," with Donald Brian in " The Siren,"
" Miss Dot." and in " The Salamander."

Charles Frohman thought so much of her
unusual ability as a whistler that he has ■
that specialty written into " The Marriage
Market." With that specialty, Miss Mc¬
Comas started on the stage at twelve years
of age and traveled this country over, and
visiting the capitals of Europe and South
Africa, later adding songs. Miss Mc¬
Comas is the tvpe of girl who never grows
up. She laughingly states that she has
done everything from concert work, both
ways, with the exception of circus, and
lives .in hopes of doing that yet. Miss Mc¬
Comas is the daughter of Judge C. C. Mc¬
Comas, of Los Angeles, the brilliant prose¬
cutor of the McNamara bomb plotters, while
her mother has made a name as a writer.'
Her uncle is Rear Admiral C. B. T. Moore, !
stationed at Hawaii, but just retired.

Miss McComas has also a varied stock
experience, having been one of the princi¬
pals in the all-star stock company at San
Francisco, with such members as Charles
Cherry, Charles Richmond. Rose Coughlin,
etc. She is also the original Edna Earl in
" St. Elmo." Richard Tucker will play the
principal male role in the Kleine-Edison
feature, " At the Rainbow's End."
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Director Barry O'Neill, having trans¬
posed "McTeague" into " Life's Whirl¬
pool" with Holbrook Blinn in the title role,
has gone South with his star and a large
company to film a Civil War drama, which
will require an army of several thousand
men. Montgomery, Ala., will be the field
headquarters.
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ANOTHER RED CIRCLE" AT WORK IN "FALSE COLORS"—CHAPTER
PATHE'S SERIAL.



CHARLES CHAPMAN, THE VITAGRAPH TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, VIEWING THE
MARVELOUS TROPICAL SCENE BUILT FOR "THE ISLAND OF SURPRISE."

One of the most elaborate and beautiful
scenes ever staged by the Vitagraph Com¬
pany has just been completed by Technical
Director Charles Chapman and a corps of
thirty workmen, for use in the picturiza-
tion of Cyrus Townsend Brady's " The
Island of Surprise," which is being pro¬
duced under the direction of Paul Scardon
and a cast including Eleanor Woodruff,
Julia Swayne Gordon, Zena Keefe, William
Courtenay, Charles Kent, and Anders Ran-
dolf.

This scene, which represents a cave with
three compartments and a rocky approach,
looks like a transplanted section of one of
the South Sea Islands. It is constructed
largely of plaster of paris to represent
huge boulders, and is forty feet high, one

hundred feet wide and over three hundred
feet long. Tropical plants, clinging vines,
grass, shrubbery and other floral effects were
brought from the nearby woods and from —
florists. Several boats were engaged to
make special trips for sea plants, and a ;

corps of automobile trucks were kept busy >
hauling sea sand. The construction »,
throughout had to be heavy enough to i
allow the staging of a fight in which the ;
three white men of the story keep,over two
hundred cannibals at bay. The entire
scene was first modeled in clay, then cast
in plaster of paris, put up in pieces and
joined together on wooden frames. It re- ]
quired two tons of clay to fashion the
original model. As shown, there is no dan- ,
ger of fans doubting its reality.

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN.

Now a Metro Star.
< vet Southard has been e
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ADELE LANE,
Now a Universal Star.
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Matzene Studio, Chicago.
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"THE UNWRITTEN LAW"

A. Five-Part Adaptation of Edwin Milton
Royle's Play of the Same Name by Cap¬
tain Leslie Peacocke and Featuring
Beatriz Michelena. Produced by the
California Motion Picture Corporation
under the Direction of Alexander E.
Beyfuss.

Kate Wilson Beatriz Michelena
|.Jolm Wiison William Pike
Larry McCarthy Andrew Robson
-Judge fenyder Matt Snyder
Fred Money Frank Honiud
Dr. Mauler Clarence Arper
Sue Wilsou Baby Felice l<ix
Estelle Irene outtriin

♦Sadie Nina Herbert
" The Unwritten Law " deals in a strong

and forceful manner with a somewhat
sordid subject. It can almost be called a
study in psychological effects, for it is
from this viewpoint that the picture is the

y -most interesting. It shows in great detail
the breaking clown of a man s moral char¬
acter through an over-indulgence in
whiskey, and the irretrievable effects that

1 .such a breaking down must have on those
in intimate association with him.

This theme has been well worked out in
the scenario, and most convincingly acted
by Beatriz Michelena, supported by William

1 Pike and Andrew Robson. Miss Michelena
i is called upon to go through a wide diver-

H.gence of emotions, and it is needless to say
l that she does it in a thoroughly capable

Ij manner. She was most pleasing, of course, HI as the young mother, a part that always
I calls forth the maximum amount of sym-
i pathy • but she did her best bit of acting
| toward the end of the picture, when she isL supposed to hove lost her memory. William
• Pike, as the young lawyer of great bril-'

liance, who gradually goes to pieces by the
whiskey route, gave a performance that it |

I would be difficult to surpass. His gradual
[-descent of the moral scale was a really fine| piece of acting. Andrew Robson, as the

subtle villian, gave a deft touch to a char¬
acterization that could easily have been
spoiled by over-acting.

Alexander E. Beyfuss has staged the pic¬
ture in a most effective manner, providing
rich, elaborate settings where necessary and

.incorporating, on every possible occasion,
|.the proper atmosphere. His scenes show¬
ing a beautiful Russian wolf hound care¬
fully guarding a young baby were not only
beautifully but exceedingly effective.

The story tells of a young brilliant and
wealthy lawyer who is double-crossed by a

I political boss, because the latter has be-
rcome infatuated with' his wife. The law-

' yer's deefat in the race for governor is
J such a shock that he takes to whiskey for
} the first time in his life. The effect of

the whiskey and the defeat of his ambitions
.,M coming at the same time cause him to be-"

come a hopeless dipsomaniac. His gradual
<j descent of the moral scale is then shown in

. great detail, and the manner in which he
is helped down the ladder by the political
boss desiring his wife. The latter ingrati¬
ates himself with the girl by making a great
fuss over her baby daughter. The hus¬
band's errors of omission and commission
finally reduce the family to the direst want,
and in order to keep from being turned out
-on the street they are forced to take the
political boss as a boarder. The husband
in one of his lucid moments decides to leave,
and his desertion is such a shock that the
.young wife suffers a breakdown. The polit¬
ical boss pays all the expenses, and even
sends the little daughter away to a sani-
torium in the country. Later he persuades
the young wife to divorce her husband,
which she finally consents to. While wait¬
ing for the divorce the boss, tiring of the
woman he had ruined, renews his infatua¬
tion for an old flame who had deserted him
for another man.

On the day the divorce decree arrives,
McCarthy, the boss, announces that he is
not going to marry her, but is going away
with the other woman. He goes into his
room and is followed by Kate. Later the
husband returns and goes into the room.
Kate comes out and in a half-dazed con¬
dition summons a policeman who enters and
finds McCarthy murdered. The husband is
arrested and found guilty. At the last
moment Kate, who has lost her memory
since the murder, is returned to a normal
■condition by the aid of hypnotism, and exon¬
erates her husband by confessing to the
crime. The husband is discharged and the
state refuses to bring a charge against
Kate, in the belief that it would be im¬
possible to convict her under the circum¬
stances. The shock of the murder has
cured the husband of drink, and the usual
reconciliation and happy ending follows. E.

"MICE-AND MEN"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Madeline Lu-

cette Rvle.v's Play of the Same Name,
Featuring Marguerite Clark, Produced by
the Famous Players under the Direction
of ,T. Searle Dawley, for Release on the
Paramount Programme Jan. 9.

Poecy Mareuerite Clark
Captain Lovell Marshall Neilan
Mark Embury Charles Waldron
Roger Goodlake Clarence Handvside
Mrs. Deborrah Macule Halloway Fisher
Joanna Helen Dahl
Minister Goodlake Robert Conville
Embury's Servant William McKey
Matron Ada Deaves
•Colored Mammy Francesca Warde

" Mice and Men " was a good play, and
with Marguerite Clark in the leading rOle
it is a mighty good picture. We cannot
remember when we have seen anything as
thoroughly ingenious and enjoyable as this
petite star sitting in front of an open fire
in a diaphanous nightgown and curling her
toes up with the heat. There were several
other scenes that were nearly as attractive, |
especially the one where dainty little Miss.
Clark, wearing her flaring hoop skirts,
went gamboling across the lawn, and an¬
other where she hung on a gate and
watched the soldiers leaving for the Mexl-

1 can war.
J. Searle Dawley, the director, seized

every possible opportunity to incorporate
| beauty and atmosphere into the production,

II with the result that he attained a picture
that is thoroughly delightful from begin¬
ning to end. Where It was not possible to
incorporate beauty he has added a touch
of light humor, with the result that the
picture never drags, or becomes the least
bit tiresome.

Aiiss (JiarK is one of those" very few
actresses who achieve their effects in a
seemingly inconsequential manner. She can
cause a ripple of amusement merely by the
way she wriggles her shoulder, or bring
tears merely by looking sad. She has a
most wonderful control of expression, and
knows just when and just how to use it
with the most telling effect. She Is, in¬
deed, one of the few fine screen actresses.
She was ably supported by Marshall Nellan
as Cjintnin Tinva.ll.. and Charles Waldron

n

BEATRIZ MICHELENA IN "THE UNWRITTEN LAW."
» ClOCk in tha • <U1 l>]fi i ■] a-Kowi" V a .

as Mark Embury, the elderly philosopherand scholar who adopts a young girl froman orphan asylum in order that he mayproperly train her to be his wife, only toloose her in the end to a man nearer her
own age. And that, by the way, forms asynopsis of the plot of the picture; forwith the exception of the introduction of *
another woman who complicates the prettylittle love story to a slight extent and ,keeps it from running too smoothly, that Is jthe entire story.

The supporting cast was exceedingly ]strong and the photography was well upto the usual Famous Players standard. ITaken all in all, it was one of the mostentertaining pictures that we have everwitnessed, and one that should add greatly ito the deserved popularity of its youthful iand winsome star. E.

"THE DEVIL-IN-CHIEF"
A Three-Part Drama by Lanier Bartlett.Produced by Selig Under the Direction iof Colin Campbell, Featuring TyronePower and Eugenie Besserer. Released

on the General Programme, Jan. 11.
Johann Szeckler Tyrone PowerThe Woman Eugenie BessererThe Naval Officer Wheeler OakmanThe Girl Edith Johnson

The very grimly intensive tragedy formsthe motive power of this picture, a powerthat will cause an audience to grip thearms of the chairs; and yet because of itsbrutality it fascinates. Were it handledby any director less capable than ColinCampbell, it would be repulsive because of "its grewsomeness, but due to the directionand the excellent interpretation of thevarious roles it has been developed intoone of the strongest pictures ever releasedby Selig. The principals all rise up to theopportunities afforded them, but to Mr.Power and Miss Besserer belong the honors.By its very brutality the part of JohannSzeckler seems to exert a fascinating In¬fluence over the audience, yet it is thisstriking interpretation by Tyrone Powerthat prevents the part from becoming arti¬ficial and objectionable. The plot itselfis unique, and the cold-bloodedness of it
fairly amazes one; but the finish, though
tragic, does much to dissipate the impres¬
sion of the brutality, for it is here that it
is shown that love may predominate even
in the most embittered soul. The picturiza-
tion is most vivid and the scenic effects
are at times striking, while they always
serve their purpose well.

The story is that of an anarchist, Szeck¬ler, who is betrayed by his mistress. He
escapes from prison and murders her, vow¬
ing vengeance on all womankind. Cast
on a lonely island by a shipwreck he dis¬
covers a girl lying on the shore. Time
after time he plans to kill her, but it
seems as if he cannot do it. She grows
to beautiful womanhood and he arranges to
kill her, but a naval officer prevents it and
in the struggle she is slightly wounded. Re¬
morse overcomes Szeckler and he commits
suicide. The girl, recovering, is taken to
the ship, but the soul of Johann Szeckler
returns from the sea, seeking the onlyother soul it had loved. S.

"THE RUSE"
A Three-Part Broadway Star Feature. Pro¬

duced by the Vitagraph Company Under
the Direction of Eugene Mullin. Scenario
by Eugene Milling. Released on the Gen¬
eral Programme Jan. 29.

\ John Cottrell Joseph Kilgour/Morgan Dallas Harry Morey
Edgar Langdon Denton Vane
I)r. Carlton Charles Kent
Emily Cottrell Naomi Childers
Mrs. Effingham Helen Pillsbury

An exceptionally strong plot based on a
live theme and constructed along modern
lines has been developed into an unusually

igood picture by a cast of unquestionable
lability. The picturization is very intense,{the action is continuous and logical, and
• with it all, absolutely convincing. The at-
imosphere of realism is greatly enhanced by
ithe reserved and natural portrayal of the
various roles. Joseph Kilgour is rapidly
confirming the opinion that he is a real
star, and in this picture he gives an excel¬
lent interpretation of the role of the hus¬
band who mistrusts his wife. As the wife,
Miss Childers is most effective. Harry

le Morey acts the part of the cynical, sneak¬
ing lover to perfection, and Denton Vane

• i also comes in for a share of the honors.
There are numerous dramatic situations
made the best of by the cast and the direc¬
tor, and they are particularly effective. The
settings throughout have an air of grandeur
land their selection shows rare judgment on

I-'the part of the director,
vi; The details have received most careful

attention, and the story is well told. It is
about a man who marries, and his wife

, j conceals from him the fact that her brother
has gone to the bad. Dallas discovers the

. secret, and under penalty of it being dis¬
closed the wife is forced to receive his at¬
tentions. Through the ruse of illness and
loss of memory the husband finds out every¬
thing, and in the scuffle with Dallas, the
latter is shot. The brother who has come

y to burglarize the house assumes the blame
. and makes his escape. The secret comes

• out about him and all is forgiven. S.

BEATRIZ MICHELENA IN " THE UNWRITTEN LAW.

"THE LAW'S INJUSTICE"
A Three-Part Drama by Julian Louis La-

mothe. Produced by Lubin Under the
Direction of Edward Sloman and Re¬
leased on the General Film Programme,
Jan. 20.

Nina Helen Wolcott
Ashton Morris George Routh
Stanley, his son L. C. Shumway
Rose, an actress Mercedes Diaz

A strong moral, one that should be
heeded by all, is more appealing than the
main theme itself. It is a preachment
against the inequality of the law, how the
petty thief receives the full penalty whilethe big crook is above maximum punish¬
ment. The predominent feature, the didac¬
tic force, brings home the loan shark evil
in a striking manner which adds greatly tothe interest and effectiveness of the picture,
and moreover the entire plot is strong and
logical, forming the basis of an excellent
picturization in which there are numerous
dramatic situations.

An able cast handles the various roles in
a most effective way. Helen Wolcott, "as
an example of the law's injustice, rises up
to the numerous opportunities afforded her,while L. C. Shumway gives his usual able
interpretation to his part. The settings areelaborate, strict attention has been paid to
detailing and there is a general impressionof good directing.

The story has to do with a girl who bor¬
rows from a loan shark to save her brother
from death. In order to meet payments she
defaults with a few dollars and is sen-
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tenced to three years at hard labor, while
the man who stole a large sum got off with
a fine. Years afterwards she enters the
employ of the loan shark's son, who is
running for governor. She gets the evi¬
dence that he has submitted an incorrect
statement of his campaign expenses and he
is arrested at her behest to prove to the
father the inequality of the law, although
he has committed no real crime. S.

"THE MISLEADING LADY"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Charles W.

Goddard's and Paul Dickey's Play of the
same Name by H. S. Sheldon, Featuring
Henry B. Walthall and Edna Mayo.
Produced by Essanay under the Direction
of A. Berthelet, for Release on the V. L.
S. E. Programme Jan. 3.

Jack Craigen Henry B. Walthall
Helen Steele Edna Mayo
Henry Tracey Sydney Ainswortn
Sidney Parker Edward Arnold
Boney Harry Dunkinson
Keen Fitznatrick John Junior
John W. Cannell John H. Cossar
Mrs. Cannell Frances Raymond

As a play, " The Misleading Lady " was a
farce comedy with a serious streak running
through it. As a moving picture it is a
serious drama with one or two light touches
of comedy. It is mighty good drama, but
the play has undergone such a metamor¬
phosis in becoming a picture that we doubt U
if the original authors would recognize the
creation of their brains in that which is
shown on the screen. Mr. Sheldon, in
making the adaptation has taken the
dramatic thread from out the original farce
and builded on that. He has used so little
of the delightfully original comedy that its
presence is almost negligible. The incor-

• poration of a little more of this humor
would have been a decided improvement,

i The picture has been given a most elaborate
and careful production, the interior scenes
taken of the Cannell house party being espe-

, cially well done, also the scenes showing
Craigen's hunting lodge.

We particularly liked Henry B. Walthall
in this picture. He acted with a repression
that was most admirable. He was strong
and forceful, yet at no time did he over¬
step the bounds of good breeding. Edna
Mayo, as the young lady, who toys with a
man's love in order to gratify a whim, and

'

who in the end is conquered by the dor-
. mant love which she aroused, was delight¬

fully dignified where dignity was demanded,
ana vehemently expressive in the part
where she is captured and hurried off to
a mountain fastness and there chained to
the wall. Harry Dunkinson was most
laughable in the few scenes that he was
given in the part of the harmless lunatic,
Boney. The balance of the cast was strong
and handled the supporting parts well. The
photography throughout was most excellent.

Helen Steele, a society girl, engaged to
Henry Tracey, wagers with Sidney Parker,
a theatrical producer, that she can per¬
suade Jack Craigen, a celebrated explorer
and woman hater, to propose in a limited
space of time. Her reward, if she wins, is
to be the leading part in Parker's next
theatrical production. She is successful,

but Craigen does not look on the matter as
a joke and is deeply offended. Helen in the
end is exceedingly remorseful over what
she has done, and in bidding Craigen fare¬
well, tells him that he knows little about
women ; that he should capture one and put
her under a glass bell and examine her.
Craigen takes her at her word and throwing
an overcoat over her head carries her off
to his bungalow in the midst of the moun¬
tains, where he proceeds to carry out the
process of examination. There, after several
interruptions, he is finally successful in
winning her love, and when her fiance ar¬
rives and wants to rescue her, she has come
to the conclusion that she does not want
to be rescued. It is a good picture, well
produced, and exceedingly well acted.

E.

"WHAT WILL PEOPLE SAY?"
A Photodrama of Modern Society from the

Novel of the Same Name by Rupert
Hughes, Produced by Popular Plays and
Players, for Release by the Metro Pict¬
ures Corporation, Jan. 3.

Persis Cabot Madame Petrova
Willie Enslee Fraunie Fraunholz
Harvey Forbes Fritz de Lint
Senator Tate Charles Dungan
James Cabot John Dudley
Mrs. Neff Zadee Burbank
Alice Neff Marilyn Reid
Murray Ten Eycke...,. William Morse
Michette Elenore Sutter
Zoe Potter Jean Thomas

" What people will say " about this am¬
bitious combination feature of Popular
Plays and Players depends largely upon
the personal viewpoint. Admirers of Mme.
Petrova, and their name is legion—will
exclaim with delight how charming she
looks as the New York society belle who
marries for money, and hides a fractured
heart (not to mention a puncture with a
paper knife in the hands of her jealous
husband)—under the latest Paris gown ;
how gracefully she dances, and how gal¬
lantly she rides horseback, as well as
cheerfully accepting the attentions of the
amorous young officer from the ardent
Philippines—and all the opportunities for
acting that come her way. But they will
also regret that these last are not more,
and greater. Her contemporaries who have
abandoned the footlights for the films will
envy her the discreet director who posed
her trim figure and cameo profile mainly
amidst beautiful scenes of Nature's own
setting, which make her look like the girl
she impersonates, rather than in the hard
glare of studio lamps. (Instead she permits
her husband's affinity to bask in the arti¬
ficial illumination—and is amply avenged
by the reflections cast on the screen).

At the same time cameramen and techni¬
cal experts will take their hats off to Mme.
Blache as past mistress of the art of
" light writing." All the tricks of photo¬
graphy—double and triple exposures,
visions, fade-outs, and even some flashes
full in the face of the rising sun (a film
feat which only kinemacolor successfully
achieved heretofore)—all are pulled with
the sure-fire skill of a practiced camera |
magician. Credit is also due to the prop- I
ertymen and players, who made the sur- I
roundings of " the younger set" as luxuri- I
ous—and their manners as atrocious, as |
Robert W. Chambers would lead us to I
believe they actually are in life. How- I
ever, Rupert Hughes is a humorist rather |
than an upholstered realist, and it seems
a shame to see his social satire bog down
into a rather conventional melodrama on
the films. Even the satire of the title,
which was the leitmotif of its literary

the F* ' "

"CAPTAIN JINKS"
A Five-Part Adaptation of Clyde Fitch's \

Play of the Same Name, Featuring Ann F
Murdock and Richard C. Travers. Pro- r-
duced by Essanay under the Direction of |
Fred E. Wright, for Release on the |
V. L. S. E. Programme, Jan. 17.

Madame Trentoni
Captain Jinks
Gussie Von Volkenburg ..

Charlie La Martine
Mrs. Greenborough

, Mrs. Jinks
Professor Belliarti
Pete the Bellboy
Band Leader

projected
the nroduc

pboroiTrama
comnanv at ,
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Ann Murdock
Richard C. Travers

John Junior
. . . Edmund F. Cobb
.... Camille D'Arcy

. Laura Frankenfield
.. . . Ernest Maupain

Bruce Kent
Charles Stine

WALTHALL AND EDNA MAYO IN " THE MISLEADING LADY
She backgrounds for the situations ,and they

IIENRY B.

Fell in Love with Her Hat,'' or
Threw Her Husband Down, to keep up-
to-date with the latest divorce case.

And. by the way, that much-abused
"boob" husband was played with such
skill by Fraunie Fraunholz as to al™£st
win the sympathy of the spectator. The

are all very elaborate and well detailed.
The plot is handled in an unusual man¬

ner and the eternal triangle assumes a
different aspect. A woman plays with fire
to gain the affections of her husband, but,
of course, she is burned when her hus¬
band discovers her with the other man,wiu wo. —~ h , Dana aiscovers ner wnu me ululci man,

only other opportunity for tiugnes He leaves the house with his son and a
humor to get across—where tne socety reconciiiati0n is effected when both he and
folk attempt to shift for JJL* the boy are seriously ill. Later, however,

. servantless country-house, was lost some ttirougll no fauit of her own, she almost
where between Fraunie s shaving scene ana becomeg the victim of fate, but the kindly
the kitchen, largely owing to the antiseptic jnterventi0n of burglars saves her and hap-

j comedy of Fritz de Lint. As an piness is complete. S.
and muscular leading man he is all to tne
mustard; but his bump of humor must be

He didn't even smile when the
"stage reporter" pulled out pencil and
pad, and began taking notes of an aside.
All of which superfluous criticism is
written in the hope that Mr. Hughes will
hereafter write §Pecial Phot2pl1?Zs rather
than trust to adaptations of his stories.
The author of " Celluloid Sarah should
know that wit of words will not photo¬
graph, and satire seldom " registers. H.

"AS A WOMAN SOWS"
\ Five-Part Mutual Masterpicture Produced

by Gaumont, Featuring Gertrude Robinson
and Alexander Gaden. Released Jan. 24.

.. Alexander Gaden
Gertrude Robinson

. Covington Barrett
. . .. John Reinhard

. Charles W. Travis
, . .. Matilda Baring
,. Yvonne Chappelle

Loren Hayward
Milly Hayward
Bobbie Hayward
Robert Chapman
Joseph Willoughby
Loren's Aunt Abbie . . .

Georgia, her niece
The Biblical text, "As ye sow, so shall

ye reap," forms the basic theme of this
interesting and well developed picture,
which would be unusually strong were it
not for a fifth reel that appears to be
tacked on, as it is irrelevant to the plot
and destroys the logical conclusion.
Throughout the first four reels the picture

" Captain Jinks" was .one of the first
of the successful Clyde Fitch comedies and
at the time of its production many years
ago served as the means of establishing his
already growing reputation. Now that
it has been revived in picture form it is
fully as attractive and fully as entertain¬
ing as when it was first interpreted on the
stage under the capable hands of Ethel
Barrymore.

Fred E. Wright deserves the greatest
commendation for the manner in which he
has staged the picture, for it forms one of

the best period productions that the Ess- [
anaj7 company has ever turned out. The
greatest admiration must be expressed for
the care and study that has been expended j
in having every little detail true to the
period in which the action transpired.
There were one or two little errors, such
as a rubber tires on a hack and cigar bands
on the cigars, but these were of such a
minor character that they can readily be1
overlooked when the wealth of other correct!
details is considered.

Ann Murdock in the leading role was
! truly admirable, bringing a spontaneous

vivacity to the part that was reminiscent1
I of the interpretation given by Miss Barry-
j more when the comedy was first produced.

We liked her work immensely. Richard
Travers as Captain Jinks gave an inter¬
pretation that was polished and finished .
throughout, while John Junior and Edmund 1

1 F. Cobb were capable as the other members
of the trio. Bruce Kent scored as Pete,

1 the bellboy, as did Charles Stine as the
] bandleader. Ernest Maupain was quite at& home in the role of Prof. Belliarti, the

operatic impresario. The balance of the ,
Q cast was strong and capable.
S It has been so long since the original ,

to comedy was produced that a brief synopsis j
2 of the plot may be necessary, though no

, synopsis can do justice to the inimitable j
humor of Clyde Fitch with which the pro¬

duction abounds. Robert Carrolton Jinks
and his two boon companions form a march¬
ing club to boom the campaign of General
Grant for president, and Jinks being made
captain is dubbed " Captain Jinks of the
Horse Marines." He sees a billposter past¬
ing up a three-sheet announcing the ap¬
pearance of a noted opera singer, and de¬
vises the scheme of the three going to meet !
her at the steamer dressed in their new
uniforms and accompanied by a brass band.
Jinks bets a thousand dollars that he will
make love to her on sight. The three ar¬
rive at the steamer landing where there
are several amusing incidents, and finally
meet Madame Trentoni, the singer. Jinks
falls in love with her at sight and regrets
the ungentlemanly wager that he has made.
Love progresses smoothly between the two
in an amusing manner until his companions

c,,

ARTHUR V. JOHNSON DEAD
Famous Lubin Actor Who Was Known to

Millions Passes Away
Arthur V. Johnson, for a number of years

leading man for the Lubin Company and
one of the greatest favorites the picture
screen has known, died at his home in
Philadelphia last Tuesday, aged thirty-nine.
He had been in bad health for some time,
and it has been known for several weeks
that the end was near.

Born in Davenport, la., he ran away from
home at the age of nineteen to join a trav¬
eling company, and for several years fol¬
lowed the legitimate stage, playing with feol
Smith Russell, Robert B. Mantell, and Marie
Wainwright. , , ... , , ^

About seven years ago he drifted into m (

motion pictures with the Biograph Com- , become jealous and tell Prof. Belliarti, her
pany, and in a few months became the impresario and foster father, of the wager,
popular leading man in pictures, in sp:ite o H(J lg highly indignant and .Tinks is refused
the fact that, in those da;ys the nimes of admission to the singer's apartments. After
the players were not published. About tw , ]10r successful appearance, however, he
years later hejoined the Lubin company. salns admigglon b„ bribing the bellboy be

Speaking of Mr. Johnson, Mr. Lubin saia . ^pim ..nc ^+-v>~
"Mr. Johnson unquestionably held

unique place as a producer and an actor.
He stamped the impress of his art on every

. , 4-u^ TnKin PAmnanv

fore she returns from the opera, the com¬
plications are explained away and all ends
happily. E.

is interesting and entertaining^ due ^the Jlndl^a delicate!Complex situa.fact that the plot is stron.
runs its natural course without the intro¬
duction of artificial climaxes. A striking
and able picturization and a well-balanced
cast tend to enchance the probabilities of
immediate success. ,

The director is deserving of great credit
both for the playing of the characters in
the various situations and the effective set-

; tings. Carefully planned movement of
characters gives unusual but perfect natural
effect, which is especially noticeable in
scene where the husband discovers his wife
with another man. The actors seem to
appreciate this fact, as they avoid the nat¬
ural tendencies toward overdoing their

< parts in such scenes. Gertrude Robinson
gives a particularly able interpretation of
the wife who plays with fire to gain her
husband's affection and her mother-love for
the son, Bobbie, is most realistic. Alexan¬
der Gaden, as the unbelieving husband, por¬
trays a role well suited to his abilities.
However, the outstanding feature is the
excellent characterization of Bobbie by
Master Covington Barrett. The support¬
ing cast has been picked with excellent
judgment, as the people are typical of their
Parts.

The settings form exceptionally good
Clu-o iu J. O'f/wnn jriXi'jtf- j I

r>r-. Of his novels, " Scars on ih« s<»nth- i I

•THE GOLDEN CHANCE"
A Five Part Original Drama Written by

Jennie Macpherson and Featuring Cleo
Ridgely and Wallace Reid. Produced by
Lasky under the Personal Direction of
Cecil B. De Mille for Release on the
Paramount Programme Jan. 16.

Mary Denby Cleo Ridgely
Roger Manning Wallace Reid
Mary's Husband Horace B. Carpenter
Mrs. Hillary . Edythe Chapman
Mr. Hillary . . . Ernest Joy

tion with surpassing skill, and the next in¬
stant attain a climax with almost terrifying
strength and passion. There was an ever-
present virility and certainty of expression
in a Johnson photoplay. There were never
any slurred moments nor did he ever sink-,
to the maudlin nor resort to the grossly seiuM
sational for his appeal; yet he projected,
his message unfailingly. This may explain
whv a woman, unable to read the captions
well, declared that it didn't make any dif-,
ference when the big man acted. ..

" Mr. Johnson was prodigal with his time/ Jimmy the Rat Raymond Hatton
and patience when working. It was not an rj,be <-;0irten Chance " has for its founda-
uncommon sight for him to devote thirty
minutes to continuous repetitions of a bit tion an absorbing story, replete with origi-
of business which an ' extra' could not nal and unusual situations, and because of
grasp rather than speak bluntly to the be- this will take its rank as one of the best
ginner It was this consideration of others screen plays that lias been produced in a

1

which endeared him to the rank and file of long wnile. Furthermore it has been ex-
Lubin workers. He had an inimitable sense
of humor, which was almost impossible to
record."

Interment was at Chicopee Falls, Mass.,
the home of his father, the Reverend M. A.
Johnson. Mr. Johnson was a charter mem¬
ber of the Screen Club and one of its first
officers.

Rilfpc

" WHAT WILL PEOPLE SAY."—(METRO.)
uui, auu ue ar,

traordinarily well produced, with numerous
deft little touches which, while seemingly
unimportant of themselves are, in fact, the
things that lift the picture far above the
average. The master hand of Cecil B. De
Mille is evident throughout the whole pro¬
duction. His is the bigness of vision that
can see and appreciate the value and im¬
portance of little things, and irrespective
of the dramatic tensity of the story it is
the attention to seemingly inconsequential
details that makes " The Golden Chance"
a big, gripping, human, picture. For even
this story, good as it is, could have been
irretrievably spoiled in the hands of a poor
director. As it is the original strength of
the story is increased and accentuated,
made more human and more appealing by
the delicate touch of the man responsible
for its production. " The Golden. Chance "
is a triumph of moving picture production,
for it contains every essential of a good
picture and can be favorably compared to ;
anything that either the stage or the screen j
has brought forth.

Too much praise cannot be given to the
entire cast for the manner in which they j
have handled their various roles. Cleo [
Ridgely again proves her great value, not |
only as a beautiful woman, but as an
actress of rare ability. She has been given
more opportunity to show what she can
do in this picture than any she has before !
appeared in, and she has not let opportunity ;
pass by. Given other vehicles of like
strength she has a wonderful future as an I
emotional actress. Wallace Reid in the
supporting role is not called upon to do i
more than support, except in the big fight
scene near the end of the picture, when
he effectively takes the lead and battles
for his love in the two-fisted manner of
virile manhood. Two of the best charac-

. terizations of the production were given by
| Horace B. Carpenter as Steve Denby, the
! drunken, dissolute thief, and Raymond Hat-
j ton, as Jimmy the Rat. The work of the

latter was especially well done. Edythe ;
1 Chapman and Ernest Joy scored as Mr.

and Mrs. Hillary and gave interest- i
; ing individuality to parts that otherwise I
j would have been buried when contrasted i
I with the strength of the other four parts.

HUGE TRACT OF GROUND IN UPPER NEW YORK PURCHASED BY THE FAMOUS PLAYERS' COMPANY FOR THE ERECTION OF ELABORATE STUDIOS,
LABORATORIES, ETC.

The Rock on the Apex of the Hill Upon Which the Studio Will Be Built Is to Be Converted Into a Natural Film Vault,
It was a mighty well acted picture.

Lack of space will not permit of more i::
than a brief review of the story. Mary fi-j
Denby, the beautiful daughter of a judge
in a small country town,
tion and refinement, has

girl of educa
run away and r j

ithe celebratethe girl is si
that she ca

city. The picture opens after they have
been married for several years, and they
are shown living in squalid surroundings
and in the direst poverty. The husband
has degenerated to a drunken brute, making
a precarious living as a burglar. Mary
obtains a position as seamstress in a
wealthy family, the head of which is try¬
ing to persuade Roger Manning, a young
millionaire and catch of the season, to
invest in one of his schemes. In order to
keep him in New York he holds out the
bait of a very pretty girl. Manning prom-

1 ises to come for dinner that night to meet
rated beauty. At the last moment
5 suddenly taken ill and telephones

cannot come. The Hillarys are
<1 in a quandary, which is finally solved by
'' j Mrs. Hillary, who impresses Mary into

1 service. Her beauty is such that, garbed
] in elegant clothes, she easily outshines anyI of the women present, and Manning loses

his heart on sight. The Hillary's proceed r
? to play the fish and invite him for the
< week-end, which Mary is hired to attend,

jl As she is leaving her husband she tells him
that she is going to work in a laundry

| over in Newark for three days. Two nights
j later Mary's husband breaks into the Hil-
M lary home and the room in which Mary is

:i sleeping. He finds her surrounded by beau-
• tiful clothes of the finest texture, and her
I dressing table covered with jewels. He
« flashes his electric torch all about the place,

. and turning to Mary, who is cowering in
j bed in fear and trembling, says, "Some?l laundry ! " He intimidates Mary into per-
. mitting him to rob the place, but in at-

y tempting to escape is caught by Manning.
: I Mary's identity is disclosed, and she is
.1 driven from the house in disgrace. After
J spending a night on the park bench she
!j seeks refuge with a neighbor, but is foundI by her husband and taken home. There
| he enters into a blackmailing scheme with
I Jimmy the Rat, and Mary is forced to ap-

• 1 peal to Manning for help. He arrives at
I the stipulated hour and, refusing to meet

|| the demands of the two thieves, is attacked
I by them. An exceedingly strenuous fight

follows, in which Manning is finally knocked
: out, but at this moment the police, sum-

'

moned by his valet, enter. Mary's hus¬
band, while escaping by the fire escape, is

!■ ' shot and killed by the police. His body is
I brought into the bedroom and Manning

! goes in to see if he is dead. He comes out
| and tells her, and the picture closes withB them standing at opposite sides of the room

f i just looking at each other. This synopsis
is merely an outline of the action, and does

. not do "justice to the bigness of the story
or the delightful way in which it has been
worked out. To appreciate that it is neces-

'
sary to see the picture. E.

"THE LOVE TRAIL"
j A Five-Part Drama Adapted from the

Famous Novel, " The Dop Doctor," by
Richard Dehan. Produced by the Samuel-
son Film Company, of Great Britain, Fea¬
turing Agnes Glynne. Released by Pathe
Jan. 22.

I Lynnette Mildare Agnes Glynne
j Ii'ough Booth Conway

Mother Superior Minna Gray
Lord Beauvayse Bertram Burleigh
Dr. Owen Saxham Fred Paul

A new actress, one of the most pleasin;
to be seen in motion pictures, is" introduce<
to the American public in this picturiza¬
tion of one of the most famous South
African stories ever written. Agnes Glynne,
although prominent in England, makes her

1 American debut in a blaze of glory, and it
J would take only a few pictures to guaran-
1 tee her popularity in this country. She has
! a marked ability, a magnetic personality
1 which she " puts across," and is very pleas-
1 ing in appearance. That she is not lacking
j in versitality is shown by her characteriza-

CLEO RIDGELY IN " THE GOLDEN CHANCE "—(LASKY).
tions'oY the ragamiifnn, tneri a convent gin, | colloquial expression for a „ ^
and lastly a society woman. These various ] poisonous kind of whiskey made in the veldt ter sense than Polly, for instead of marry-
infnrnrAfotlAno Q rft oil Ortllflllv wpll flOllA 1'OffIATl in (r +lia T"r» l niofnw oil rvio IrAo I^am

A^e, ^ginning is out "of the ordinary, mthat there are two deaths, the parents of
-bynnette, and the corresponding grave
scenes. The child is taken care of by the i
man Bough, who has robbed her dead
father. He treats her like a beast until
one day he notices her real beauty andthen his bestial nature becomes predomi-
kIg* However she escapes and is rescuedby bisters of Mercy. In time she falls in
love with a soldier, Lord Beauvayse, who isafterwards killed in battle. Hopeless, she
marries the reformed " Dop Doctor," and onher return to England she finds out that L
Beauvayse had a wife and she then offers 4her husband her entire love in time to save I
him from again turning to drink.

The photography is excellent and the '
print done in sepia tones is most restful tothe eyes. g

••A CIRCUS ROMANCE"
A Five-Part Feature Produced by Equitable,

t Author, Betty T. Fitzgerald. Star, Muriel
Ostriche. Director, Charles M. Seay.

• Babette Muriel Ostriche
Ezra Butterworth Edward Davis
Rev. Albert Martin Jack Hopkins

T Zaidees Catherine Calhoun
Petey George Larkin

This picture was originally projected as
" Babette of the Ballyhoo," but before it
arrived at actual projection its title was
transformed into something totally differ-

.

r ent. Of course, " a rose by any other name
L\ would smell as sweet," and Babette is sup¬

posed to be a genuine Georgia rose ; but, as
everybody down South knows, a " ballyhoo "

A is far from being a regular circus, and the
H change of title merely accentuates the sus¬

picious resemblance of the story to the cele¬
brated and already screened " Polly of the

particularly I Circus." In one^respect Babette shows bet-
interpretations are all equally well done
and they personify rare ability. The re¬
mainder of the cast is on a par with Miss
Glynne, and there are numerous situations
where the talents are put to severe tests.

Booth Conway gives an excellent charac¬
terization of the brutal Boer, and it is only
his efficient work that dissipates the feeling
of repulsiveness associated with the part.
Fred Paul offers an unusually strong por¬
trayal of the " Dop Doctor," the man bent
by the demon rum. The word '^Dop " is ~

le picture itself is unusual, in that the
le is

region.
The

locale is one very seldom used in pictures
in this country, that of the veldt regions
of South Africa. There is a very slight
resemblance of the scenes to our own West¬
ern views, and while they are not very
picturesque they are striking and effective.

The story is most tragic, but it is not of
exceptional dramatic intensity, although it
does readily lend itself to an interesting
picturization with many heavy situations.

ELEPHANT, AND MURIEL OSTRICHE IN CHARLES M. SEAY'S
CIRCUS ROMANCE"—EQUITABLE WORLD FILM RELEASE.

ing the minister, she makes him hitch her
to " Dare-devil Pete," and settles down to
a peaceful life raising chickens and chil¬
dren instead of the mad round of church
sociables, donation parties, and sewing bees.
Real bees would be pleasanter company than
the old hens who ran the minister's parish
and made Babette's life so miserable that
she was forced to go back to the " bally¬
hoo," after having found a long-lost father.

It appears that somewhere back in the
hair-cloth furniture period one Ezra Butter-
worth absent-mindedly married a lady who
afterwards became a fortune-teller with a
street carnival company. So Babette was
born and brought up in the " ballyhoo"
business, on friendly terms with acrobats,
elephants, and snake charmers; but not
with deacons. One of these comes
snooping around her dressing tent, and
Dare-devil Pete knocks him into a-hearn.
Pete packs a Mike-Gibbons punch that
makes even a camel kow-tow to him. Nat¬
urally, he adores Babette, but she delves
into mother's fortune-telling kit and dis¬
covers friend father, who has wedded a
wealthy invalid lady, and become ultra rich
and respectable. In fact, the stage door
deacon takes up the collection in the same
church, and when Butterworth accepts
Babette as an " adopted" daughter, she
finds a snake in the sanctuary. She charms
the minister, but cannot hypnotize the Dor¬
cas Society ; so Dad is about to be degraded
from his high office of sub-deacon unless he
banishes " that circus brat "—when—Dare¬
devil Pete to the rescue, and all ends hap¬
pily amidst a shower of rice and confetti
that looks like a snowstorm in Georgia.
This is one of the most novel and effective
scenes on the screen, and is alive with
genuine Southern street carnival atmos¬
phere.

In fact, Babette's romance is a triumph
of picturization over plot, for the detail and
direction are always superior to the drama.
Charles M. Seay's " foot was on his native
heath," and he reveled in real " loca¬
tions," which it is doubtful if any other

| director, excepting David Wark Griffith,could secure. They are clannish folk, those
Southerners; but when a kinsman comes
along he can have anything for the asking.
That is why the whole population of Al¬
bany, Ga., apparently turned out to help the

Eennefly Carnival Company make

MS
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Ethel Teare and Bud Duncan Feeding " Ham."
M"'Uh[,e ner : however, caught hist New York

eek, when tl alifornia
for rhe

Helen Gibson and Her Trained Terror, " Hazard.'

A. Kissel of the Keystone (Tri- I flPHi n £
winy <s here looking over condi- ! -• 'i "

• t > ('erring wit,).' a special com- i
J, %,



Babette's wedding the biggest affair of the I
kind, since Champ Clark's daughter was I
married before most of Missouri.

Muriel Ostriche made a delightful
Babette, but stellar honors were snatched i
away from her in the very last scene by
another baby, presumably named 44 Dare¬
devil Pete, Jr." This red-faced, bald- 1
headed mite of humanity, on being rudely
awakened before the camera, 44 registers"
a mighty yawn that is bound to bring a
whole-hearted laugh from any human audi¬
ence. But he didn't do any " ballyhooing,"
probably because he realized that the title
had been changed, and he was only the end
of 44 A Circus Romance." H.

J' THE [CALL OF THE CUMBERLANDS "
A Five-Part Drama Adapted from the Book

and Play by Charles Neville Buck. Pro¬
duced by the Pallas Pictures Corporation
Under the Direction of Julia Crawford
Ivers and Featuring Dustin Farnum.
Released on the Paramount Programme,
Jan. 30.

Samson South Dustin Farnum
Spicer South Herbert Standing
Wilfred Horton Page Peters
James Farbish Howard Davies
Tamarack Spicer Dick Le Strange
Aaron Hollis Joe Ray)...Sally Spicer Winifred Kingston I
Adrienne Lescott Myrtle Stedman I
Mrs. Lescott Virginia Foltz

Dustin Farnum achieves the greatest
triumph of his career as a screen artist, in
this awe inspiring picture, the theme of
which is based on a notorious feud in the
mountains of Kentucky. Of course there
is the usual bloodshed in the conflicts, but ,

it is not as crimes that they appear, but
more as the associations and traits of
character of the people, so we even seem
to expect such happenings. The double
shooting right before our eyes seems more
like a commonplace incident rather than
repulsive murder, and it is probable that '
the censors viewed it in the same light ;
when they passed the scene as it is di¬
rectly against all traditions.

More vivid and picturesque characters
have seldom been created and the cast
fully rises up to the numerous opportuni¬
ties afforded it. As Samson South, Dustin
Farnum has a role that suits him to the
fullness of his talents, and not once does I
he step out of his part. The actions and;mannerisms of the dreamy, young, fight- jing mountaineer are most natural and
realistic, and even the veneer of culture
and success cannot entirely eradicate them.
Winifred Kingston gives a most pleasing
and effective characterization of Sally
Spicer, the illiterate mountain girl, and
the same can be said of Myrtle Stedman
whose part, that of a society girl, is the
direct antithesis to that of Miss Kingston'

WINIFRED KINGSTON IN 44 THE CALL OF THE CUMBERLANDS"
(PALLAS-PARAMOUNT).

to capture the real thief and thus win tne j
reward that will lift the mortgage from her J
home. In doing so she wins the love of the jsuspected young society man who, in the '}end, turns out to be the holder of the \
bothersome mortgage. Needless to say the f
mortgage is discharged by Judge Cupid with
the bonds of holy matrimony. E. p

"FATTY AND MABEL ADRIFT"
A Two-Part Comedy Featuring Roscoe Ar-

buckle and Mabel Normand. Produced by
the Keystone Company Under the Direc-1
tion of Roscoe Arbuckle, for Release on IsJ
the Triangle Programme Jan. 26.

* A Farm Boy Roscoe Arbuckle P
His Sweetheart ... Mabel Normand*
Her Father Frank Hayes
Her Mother May Wells
Fatty's Hated Rival A1 St John

. Chief of the Robbers Wayland Trask
First Robber James Bryant

< Second Robber Joe Bordeau
• Real Estate Agent Glen Cavender

U This comedy starts rather slowly, but
soon increases its tempo and at the finish
is going so rapidly that it is hard to keep
up with the events as they unfold them¬
selves. The humor increases in the same

proportions, and as the picture nears its L,f conclusion every change or scene is greeted
i with roars of laughter. Fatty and his

sweetheart are married, and as a wedding
present receive from her father a small
house on the seashore. All goes well until
his hated rival discovers their abiding place.
He conspires with a band of robbers to
wreak vengeance, and during one of the

■- worst storms we have ever seen on the Qs screen the miscreants chop the pile founda- "
il tion from under the house and it floats
Q away to sea. When Fatty and Mabel awake

the next morning they are surrounded by W
- water. Several very amusing scenes trans- I

pire inside the flooded house. Fatty at last
ties an appealing note around their dog's
collar and he swims to land and runs madly

b to the home of her father. This starts in
motion one of those funny rescue scenes
which only the Keystone Company seem '
able to evolve. The laughable incidents

into it. It was mighty good acting, vain"THE INNOCENCE OF RUTH Valll, inK lea(3in^L 1 follow each other with startling rapidity, iiA Five-Part Original Drama Written by gre&tly nana^appea by tne cnaracter sne Needless to say the young honeymooners are
William Lathrop and Featuring Viola ^aS ,c. e(l ia in S of rescued in the nick of time, and all endsTT^orin hv ferocity of action is surprising In one of ,, | haDDily< E.mnTand"EdwTrdttEarle.C"prod5c^*"by ^rociTy.'Yn

Von«aeSeD,SenCtlre
— - — • ' ~ . mailed nnon to duplicate her action in this jKleine Edison Feature Service.

Mr. Carter Edward Earle
Ruth Travers Viola Dana
Mortimer Reynolds Augustus Phillips
Edna Morris . L. Davril
Toga

44 The Innocence of Ruth

called upon to duplicate her action in this
scene. It was strenuous, to say the least.
William Davidson in the part of the young v-
lawyer was convincing and pleasing

. .. xv. jL»a»ni throughout. The photography was clear [
T. Tamamoto and distinct with some very pleasing effects, j

is an interest- The story tells of a young girl whose
— -

- *»«>« riiod leaving her without in-
rue xuuocexice uj. xvulu ib on mieicai,- - - ,. - _ . . - , - ~ .

ing and entertaining picture. Though the father has died, leaving her without in-
storv is slight and handles a simple theme come- For a time a wealthy architect
in tne stereotyped manner, containing little sends her a remittance, which she believes
that is either unusual or original, still the 1 rightfully comes to her. On his death the

Herbert Standing gives his usual finished winsome attractiveness of the youthful star remittance stops, and she learns that she r
performance and Dick Le Strange offers a and the Polished acting of Edward Earle do 1 has been an object of charity. In order to •
most execellent interpretation of his Dart IT^uch to recompense for the simplicity of Pay ,her fancied debt of obligation she de- i
the outcast of the clan ' Plot an^ the lack of action. The picture is » termines to devote her energies to nursing i

- one of the few instances in which attract- ' the architects son, who is dying as a re-
iveness of personality, good acting, able su^ his dissipated and riotous life, back
direction, and excellent photography can to health. The son suddenly has a desire
counterbalance the effect of a time worn to see bis mother whom he has never seen, ^

hla father and mother having separated

Beautiful mountain settings, and radiant
touches of nature's gifts, the squirrel, the
songbird, and other denizens of the silent
aisles of majestic pines tend to greatly
enhance the heart interest in the story
and it is the pathetic side rather than the
grim that makes its strongest appeal to us.
The wholesome love of the illiterate moun¬
taineer, Samson South, a genius by birth,
for the pretty maiden, Sally Spicer, is
beautiful to behold and yet when there is
trouble this romantic man is the natural
leader of his clan. Through the efforts of
an artist, whom he befriended he goes to
the city and studies art and in time gains
the pinnacle of success. Just as he is
about to reap the fruits of his winning,
the call from the Cumberlands comes and
he returns to lead his clan to victory and
his own heart to the girl to whom it be¬
longs.

The story is absolutely natural and due
to excellent directing its effectiveness is
most impressive and the photography is
well nigh perfect. S.

44 LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS
AMERICA"

A Five-Part Mutual Masterpiece, Produced
by the American Film Co., from the
Novel by C. N. and A. M. Williamson, for
Release on January 27.

Lord Loveland Arthur Maude
Leslie Dearmer Constance Crawley

• Bill Willing William Carroll
Major Hunter Charles Newton
Tony Kidd William Frawley
Alex George Clancy

■ Izzy Nell Franzen
This is a beautiful picturization but the

novel itself was not one of the best for
adaptation, and although there is much
refined humor there is a marked lack of
continued intensity. The plot as trans¬
mitted to the screen appears to be a collec¬
tion of co-related incidents rather than
events strictly pertaining to its develop¬
ment. It is nothing more than pleasing

. as there is little to arouse or sustain any
great amount of interest other than a

Slot, handled in the same manner that itas been handled countless times before.
.It is always a pleasure to view a picture

in which pretty little Viola Dana appears
as the star. She is winsome, charming,
and petite, and these three qualities alone
are enough to call forth a plentitude of ad¬
miration. In addition, she is rapidly be¬
coming a good actress, and with proper
direction should travel far along the road
of cinematographic fame. She has a big
future ahead of her. Edward Earle, play

his father and mother having separated
when he was born. The locale then changes
to the Canadian wilds, where the mother is
living in an elaborate residence with a
tribe of savage looking Indians acting as
her servants. It then develops that the
dying young man is not her son at all, but
the sen of an Indian woman, whom his
father had wronged. Several similar compli- \
cations transpire; one of the young mans *
friends from New York tries to wrong the
young girl, the young man wrongs a younglULure aneau or ner. rjuwaru niarie, piay- u- e— ...—„ Q

ing opposite, gave one of the most pleasing [ Indian girl, and later tries to wrong nis fs ■
performances in which we have seen him nurse. In the fight that follows the latter I
in a long while. Augustus Phillips, as the J attempt he is shot by her lover and later r
heavy, was sufficiently villainous, and met shot and killed by the father of the young
the fate which all villains deserve. The i Indian girl whom he had wronged. TtIt
heavy, was sufficiently
the fate which all villains deserve. The ^Indian gin wnom ue uau
supporting cast was capable. ^also transpires that the girl did not owe >

John H. Collins cannot be too highly com- any debt of honor, and the usual happy
mended for the able and capable manner ending follows. E.
in which he has produced this picture. It ...

has been staged with an elaborateness and _ ir^.. TXT<~-^ T. r
beauty that are highly artistic. All of the ' 44MY LADY INCOG
interiors were especially well conceived and 'A Five-Part Detective Drama Featuring!
well built, and the picture also contained Hazel Dawn. Produced by the Famous I I-the necessary amount of realism and atmos- Players Under the Direction of Sidney J>le'e-. The photography was particularly _ 0lcott, for Release on the Paramount /Lgood, being clear and distinct throughout, , p,„™irmi» Tnn 1ft
with some soft sepia effects that accen- 4XT Programme, Jan. ±o.
tuated its original beauty. Sel1 Carroll

The story tells of a young girl left des- [ Teddv De Veauxtltnte hv her father whn has hpen nlonnod ' ** t-v~

JLUC OLUIJ tcno \j.L tt juuu& tiii

titute by her father, who has been cleaned 1 Mrs?yDe"Veaux"?.WW* Dora Mills* Adams
out on the stock market. On his death bed rChief of Police ._Franklyja Hanna
he persuades a wealthy young friend to 1.

LENORE ULRICH-PA LLAS.
— (PARAMOUNT.)

LENORE ULRICH STARTS WORK
Following a short rest in her home in

Milwaukee, Wis., Lenore Ulrich, the popular
H little star of the stage and screen has

.. Hazel Dawn q commenced work on her first motion pic-George Majeroiu tur(J subject for pallas Pictures, entitled
• - \ "Paula," a dramatic romance of modern

times presenting a tale of Mexican intrigue

ing results. E.

•HER DEBT OF HONOR'

: slight romance interwoven into the story ' comes to tne rescue or itutn ana vigorously
of the English Lord who comes to America defends her innate goodness and innocence.
to win an heiress. «— ^ j| T>~+1*One thing, however, that is afforded is
an excellent psychological study of Eng-

! lish character types. This character de-
! velopment is especially noticeable in the
titular role, ably portrayed by Arthur

< Maude. Lord Loveland has some fine
| traits but his lackadazical mode of living
i causes them to lie dormant and it is not
| until he is placed on his own resources

that we see them gradually evolved to
j predominance. Arthur Maude, native En¬

glishman, handles this part most effec¬
tively. His British mannerisms are quaint

! and accurate and even though his charac-'

ter is changed at the end, certain of them
are still retained. Constance Crawley does
some good acting in the part of Leslie
Dearmer, the wealthy young American
playwright, but she does not measure up

• to our ideal of the character as created
in the book. The supporting cast is quite
efficient in its interpretations.

The entire picture has been finished on
an elaborate scale; the settings are pic-

f turesque and effective and the detailingI is good, but as we said before, there is
little to the story which has to do with
an impecun^usHorcf wfTofarmed with TePj
ters of introduction, prepares to attach

j the heart of some American heiress. On! the steamer he meets a friend of his aunt,
| Leslie Dearmer, but on his arrival here he

unable to obtain funds owing to a mis-

1 U to I Bull1 R^°.11C.e 1'.'.'.. • •'F'rank*1Wunderlee ( and American ° progress!veness. Tbis en
adopt her. Her winsomeness "and charm L " My Lady Incog " is fcased on a very ^orosco^who1'lmsh lust Securedgradually change his character from care- flimsy foundation. The stT>ry does not seem F j ^A^ure to^'two-vear motion Dictureless Indifference to something more solid. real and appears to be very loosely con- two j ear motion p
Mortimer Reynolds, the man who ruined /structed. It teems with coincidences, and r contract,her father, sees her and becomes enamoured ' though supposed to be a detective drama, t,
of her innocent young beauty. He conspires r the detective ability displayed by the cbarm-
with his mistress to get her in his power. - ing young heroine is conspicuous by its v,.
The big scene of the production comes when absence. The little that is apparent is of
Carter finds his young ward in the apart- - the brand known as fortuitous,
ment of Reynolds in a disheveled condition ' The picture has been most ably produced .
and stupified from the effects of wine. He

^ under the capable direction of Sidney Olcott,thinks the worst and is about to leave in with a wealth of beautiful settings and .
disgust when Edna Morris, the mistress, * locations, especially those taken down 4

v1<y?STAWcllv South and showing the tropical verdure
— 0 r-^with a moonlight effect. All of the photo-

Carter is impressed and consents to Ruth graphy was good and much of it very r
returning to nis house, where he later falls beautiful. 1
in love with her, and the usual happy end- 7 \ye missed very much, however, Hazel

E. TDawn's charming and delightful smile. It (.
f" was only in evidence one or two times
p* throughout the whole production, and when ('■

one sees a Hazel Dawn picture, without
1- .11 1

Five-Part Original Drama Written by r one sees a Hazel Dawn picture, wiiuoui .

William Nigh and Featuring ValllI Valli. ; the Hazel Dawn.smile: in all of its lllumi-Produced by the Columbia Pictures Cor- i
poration Under the Direction of William I
Nigh for Release on the Metro Programme 1
Jan. 24.

Marian Delmar Valll Valli i
John Hartfield William Davidson
Olin Varcoe William Nigh
Crawford Granger J. H. Goldsworthy
Dr. Glade Frank Bacon
Mrs. Varcoe Mrs. M. Brundage I
Niatana Illean Hume
Kalatin Frank Montgomery
Pierre Leroux David H. Thompson
Old Wolf R. A. Breeze
Swiftwind Jack Murray

William Nigh has evolved an unusual
story for the plot of this picture, but in an
attempt to picturize the bizarre has de¬
scended to the morbid. Two of his principal

i characters are repulsive, and the heroine
of the story fails to inspire sympathy. The
story seems to be merely a piling on of in¬
cident after incident without motive.

In so far as direction and acting are con¬
cerned the picture is a personal triumph
for William Nigh, for he has given it a
production that transcends in many respects

' —! TI,'r, nAfflnrra

taken identity. Suffering various vicissi- ! ^reweTl^Studes he ends up by meeting Leslie again 7he™we0'i C??e elabo?at«T resldVnce the

tods6 t£itahegrI'" h.e wikls of Canada He has suc^eded in
heiress.

„ t-—* ~, --- — wnas or ^anaaa. tie nas succeeueu in
no longer has to look for an staging one of the best fights that It has

' nating sunshininess, there is the feeling ? ,
k! that the main feature of the picture is IL-

lacking. We consider that Miss Dawn has
been very much miscast in this production. '

' Above all things she is a comedienne, and
< a rare one at that; so to see her in a pro- 0
duction where she has practically no op-

'

portunity to do that which she does best
is disappointing, to say the least.

One of the best characterizations in the
; whole production was that of George Majer-
, oni as Rene Lidal, the thief. He assumed j
three entirely different characters and in Rj

■ each and every case lost his own person- |
pi ality in that of the part he was playing. R1 This is acting strongly reminiscent of the

j old school that is seldom seen on the
modern stage, and less often on the screen.

] Robert Cain made an acceptable leading
tJj man, and the supporting cast was capable,fti The story deals with a young girl sud-
U denly forced on her own resources by thefP death of her father. She accepts an offer
H from a southern chief of police to aid him

I in tracking down the author of a mysteriousseries of robberies, though why the chief
1 of police should call on a young girl with-
m out the least experience the picture does

not tell. A hotel detective in league with
the thief directs suspicion against one of
the wealthy young men of the Winterotttgins unc UJ. cue wwi "6"";0 tl'at T1.t LJl LUC —ever been our pleasure to witness. It was ki. coionv at a Florida resort, and the youngrealism carried to the extreme. Mr. Nigh f" . . J ■- —- -- •-<- - - -

I in the part of Olin Varcoe, the wealthy half- I
breed Indian, has given a characterization 10
that will long be remembered for the re- I

Ji pulsiveness he has been able to incorporate [

girl sets out on his trail. By a purely
fortuitous set of circumstances she is able - MIRIAM NESBIT,

!as She Is Seen in Edison's Three-Fart!
j ' . j " THrt "\-focfor Mummer.

NANCE O'NEIL,
Souls in Bondage" (Lubin).

"SOULS IN BONDAGE"
A Five-Part Original Drama. Written

Daniel Carson Goodman and Featuring j
.by

■ THE STRANGE CASE OF MARY PAGE "
A. New Serial Written by Frederick Lewis

and Featuring Edna Mayo and Henry
Walthall. Produced by Essanay Under
the Direction of J. Charles Hayden from
the Adaptation of H. S. Sheldon. To Be "
Released on the General Film Company
Programme.
The first episode, consisting of two parts
... «'The Trag-

r!' 'J ?c yOJr bi
ters are utterly dispensed with, and instfcaa*
the story starts with a vital punch and ,

plenty of action. Strong situations fol-" j
low in such rapid succession that all ideas;'
of it being a continued picture are put. s
aside until the very end. The cast, Pearl j,
White, Creighton Hale, and Sheldon Lewis%
are so well versed in this type of serial
that it is needless to say that it would bee:
a mighty hard proposition to find a more
competent personnel.

The plot and its ramifications as far as, ;
disclosed are exceedingly unique. The pic-t
ture takes its name from an iron claw used
by a man to take the place of his left.
hand, which had been destroyed by the' '
brutal husband of the woman to whom he u
had been paying marked attention. Re-k •
markable scenes of a mighty flood caused^
by this man to avenge the withering of his'
arm are shown, and the miniature is a most1
perfect reproduction of the natural set-i
tings. This man rescues the daughter of
his assailant and brings her up for the one
purpose of turning her over to a gang of .

brutes, but a mysterious masked person
rescues her in the nick of time from a life'
of shame and dishonor. The identity of heri
rescuer is unknown. The dramatic situa-.
tions are so gripping that the audience just
gasps, and the settings for them have been
well chosen and are elaborate and excep¬
tionally effective. The photography is well,,
nigh perfect and great care has been ob-'u
served in the detailing. The general effect1"
is excellent, due in great part to the able
direction of Edward Jose, and a marked
success is predicted for this serial.

eallymonth and rf_*

"THE WRITING ON THE WALL"
A Five-Part Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature

by William J. Hurlburt, Picturized byMargaret Bertsch. Produced by TefftJohnson for Release on the V-L-S-E Pro¬
gramme Feb. 14.

Irving Lawrence Joseph KilgourSchuyler Lawrence, his brother,
Robert GaillardBarbara, his wife

Muriel, Payne's wife
Payne
Harry Lawrence
Trainor
Meta Delatour, adventuress
Harry's Nurse

. Virginia Pearson
.. Naomi Childers 1
Charles Wellesley

. Bobby Connelly
.. George Stevens
.. Josephine Earle

Mabel Kelly

Nance O Neil. Produced by the Lubin t *,' ,, -3
Company under the direction of Edgar f " °J s °ew feature, is called " me xrag-
Lewis for release on the V. L. S. E Pro- e£y' an? serves the purpose of introducing
gramme Jan. 31 the two leading characters under exceeding-

Ros? Rronnor von„0 sw^ii dramatic circumstances. Should the
Kit:. Brenner .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' .*.".'.'ida Sta°tope k wb°le P,lctVfe equal,v?UaliitJ °t? the first
Julian Forbes William Corbet! ! ' tw0 reels> Jt can safely be said that it will

Mrs Stuart ,t- 1 be one of the best pictures of this kind H4-V.rt ni/.turDMrs. Forbes1VJ.1S. 1' Ui UCO ..

Mrs. Coombs Mrs. Carrf' ;
Mr. Brenner Bernard Seigel

The guiding incident in the story ons:
which this picture is based, the little inci¬
dent upon which all the main action de¬
pends, is so far outside the realms of possi-jtn
bility and probability that the balance of fa
the story is automatically rendered ineffec-,
tual from a standpoint of realism and t
natural human action. The picture would \ •
also have been greatly improved by the
elimination of the Edith Cavell incident,
the English nurse who was court martialed
and executed in Belgium. It did not add
anything to the picture from either a
dramatic or artistic standpoint, and was in
our opinion an offense against good taste.

With the exception of the one false note
already mentioned and the unnecessary end-
;«<v r*anioi Parson Goodman has evolvedui«, Daniel Carson Goodman has
storv out of which much could have been k
made. It has been startlingly well acted by hi
x'.»»-*sin rvMoii in tho leading role of Rosai<

that the screen has seen, for the picture j,
has been wonderfully well presented. Edna «
Mayo and Henry Walthall, in the leading . J
roles, are a guarantee that the acting will ,l ,
be above the average quality, and their work (
in the initial episode was such as to leave .
little doubts as to the future. Sidney Ains- :
worth plays an exceedingly important part
in the first two reels, but the episode closes
with his murder in an exceedingly myster¬
ious manner, although the case looks very
black for Mary Page, the young heroine.

The episode has been most capably di¬
rected and elaborately staged, especially the
theater scenes, which were extremely well
handled. The settings where necessary
were elaborate and beautiful. Attention
should also be called to the gowns worn
by Edna Mayo, as they were especially

oyi made for this production. They were beau-
I tiful and elaborate, to say the least.

Nance O'Neil in the leading role of Rosa (if
Brenner, the girl who carried self sacrifice i
to the extreme, giving up everything thati
she loved most in an attempt to maketd
others happy. As in most cases of thisN
kind the self sacrifice was more or less
needless and had only a pernicious effect.
The direction of Edgar Lewis was well de¬
vised and worked out. He succeeded in
bringing out every detail of characterization
in a manner consistent with good picture
production. The photography was good. B

The story tells of two sisters, the daugh-. rj
ters of a poor musician. Rita, the younger,
in her desire for pleasure oversteps the
bounds and suffers the inevitable result. In

| order to keep her father in ignorance of her
condition she goes to the city, ostensibly to |
find work. She makes no attempt in this {j
direction but travels the primrose path. v

Later, when her baby arrives she sends for
j Rosa, her older sister. As soon as she is
convalescent Rita suddenly runs away,.
leaving Rosa with the baby. She takes it
home, and still hoping to conceal facts from;
her father, places it with a neighbor, saying
that she has adopted it. She is discovered •
by her aunt, her father's housekeeper, fond-' '
ling the baby and is accused of being its,,

j mother. This is the false note, for up to
the time of the baby's birth Rosa has been
living at home. She is driven from home

.1 by her father and goes to the city. There! ,,
she obtains a position as companion to ai"»

I wealthy lady, and on her death marries her' '
j son. Soon after the marriage her husband''
j tires of her and seeks diversions among the
1 white lig' ' —1

love with

The story of the first episode tells of
Mary Page, who is about to make her debut
as a star. She believes that it is her ability
which has won her this recognition, but it
is shown that it is the desire of a dissipated
man about town, who is starring her in the
hope that in this manner he will be able to
make her his mistress. The aversion of
Mary for this man is plainly shown as well
as her pure innocent love for a young law¬
yer. At a banquet after the performance,
which has been a great success by the way,
Pollock, the dissipated man about town, in¬
veigles Mary to his rooms in the hotel. In
the struggle that follows Pollock is shot
and killed. Mary is found with the re¬
volver in her hand and is arrested, charged
with his murder. It is at this exciting
moment that the episode closes and 44 The
Trial" is left to be unfolded in the next
installment. E.

FRITZ

POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS
Fritz de Lindt, who has just finished pic¬

tures with Betty Nansen in " The Song of
Hate" and Olga Petrova in " What Will
People Say,'' has had a most interesting
career.

I' Born to the purple in Denmark, he early
developed a liking for the stage and, in
spite of parental opposition, changed his
name and joined a theatrical company.

During his theatrical career he has found
time to explore many unfrequented parts of
the world—at one time spending three years
in the heart of Africa.

He is an Oxford graduate.

" Mene, Mene, Tekel, upharsin," the writ¬ing appeared unto Belshazzar before he was
called to account, and so it happened withIrving Lawrence, who was tried and foundwanting in the better qualities, and justicewas meted out to him. The story as toldin this picture is one of the most intensethat we have seen and, moreover, it is con¬sistent, sustained and interesting. It is re¬plete with strong dramatic situations and,in spite of sordid tendencies through mostforceful presentation, the incidents thatmight verge on the questionable are lostsight of in the myriad of intensive quali¬ties. In great detail, the breaking down ofthe moral character of a man through lovefor women is shown. Affluence, wealth, aloving wife and son, cannot cure him of thisevil, which returns to haunt his happinessand has its irretrievable effects on those
surrounding him.

The entire theme has been well worked
out and is most convincingly acted by JosephKilgour and a strong supporting cast. Mr.Kilgour plays the role of the husband,whose former life of sin leads to the dis¬
ruption of his home, with great repres¬sion, yet his is a masterpiece of inter¬
pretation. The character itself is brutal,
yet it is portrayed in such an unusual and
convincing manner that we do not receive
any impression of brutality, but associate it
with the general nature of the man. Vir¬
ginia Pearson is very effective as the wife,and Naomi Childers gives a most dramatic .

characterization of the part of the woman
who had been ruined years before by the
man who is now her brother-in-law. BobbyConnelly, of course, gives his usual master¬
ful portrayal.

The settings are most elaborate and rare 1
judgment has been used in their selection.
Detailing is most accurate, and the storyis most effectively picturized, thanks to the
able direction of Tefft Johnson, who has in¬
corporated the proper atmosphere into every
situation. The story is that of a man
whose love for women leads to dissension
in the home, and only through the efforts '
of his brother is a break with his wife
averted. His wife's brother and his bride
come to visit the Lawrences on their honey¬
moon, and he finds that his sister-in-law is
a woman whom he had wronged. years be¬
fore. His attempt to get her into his

?ower again is the cause of her separationrom her husband. Lawrence also becomes
separated from his wife, and shortly after¬
wards he meets his death while looking for
his son, who is in a blazing tenement owned r
by him and from which there are no ade¬
quate fire escapes. Thus he is called to
account, and in the hours that follow his
wife finds that her love for his brother is
true, and her brother and his wife have
learned their lesson by Lawrence's death.

The fire scenes are thrilling, and the end-
| ing is intensely dramatic. The photography

is above the average. S.

"THE RAGAMUFFIN"
A Five-Part Original Drama Written and

Directed by William C. De Mille and Fea¬
turing Blanche Sweet. Produced by Jesse
L. Lasky Feature Play Company for Re¬
lease on the Paramount Programme Jan.
23.

Bob Van Dyke Tom Forman
Beth, his sister Minnette Barrett
Jenny Blanche Sweet
The Housekeeper Mrs. Lewis McCord
Jack Dexter Park Jones
A Broker James Neill
Kelly William Elmer

white
3 love witn itica. iuac ~ 0

tween the two women, but at last Rosa's'
J spirit of self-sacrifice again comes to theI surface, and she leaves ior Belgium to de-1'

1 vote her life to humanity. Then follows the 2'J
J Cavell incident in all its grewsome details, ,
1 ending with Rosa's execution before a Ger- tr
I man firing squad. It is so grewsomely re-
i alistic that one can almost hear the thud of :
I the falling body as it strikes the ground. 1E.

'The Amalgamated Vaudevill
... .. -n & - - : J • ' -

With a stronger and more plausible story
iiihUaUwhere" he'meets and~fafis in this w°uld have been a very good picture.
ith Rita There is a strong scene be- As [t is» the thoroughly competent mannerith Rita, inere is a strpng scene^De 1 in wMch Jt wftg directed and the very

capable manner in which the various mem¬
bers of the cast handled their respective
parts cause it to get over. Still, there was
a very perceptible lessening of tension on
the part of the audience at the Broadway
Theater, where the picture was first shown,
as soon as the big situation had passed.
The ending was extremely weak and, though
not impossible, was highly improbable. Had
the author been satisfied in merely showing
the regeneration of the young heroine and
her fight to obtain a respectable position in
life and not tried to achieve the conven¬
tional 44 happy ending," the picture would
have been much stronger from both an ar¬
tistic and dramatic standpoint.

Blanche Sweet, in the leading role of the
young girl who grew up an associate of
thieves and is regenerated, was appealing
throughout, inspiring sympathy and heart
interest. Her big scene, in which she saved
the wealthy young man from the same error
which he several years before saved her,
was well handled. Tom Forman, in the
leading male role, gave his usual polished
performance, while Mrs. Lewis McCord is a
human housekeeper, and comical withal.
The balance of the cast was strong and
capable. The photography was unusually
beautiful in parts, due largely to perfect
lighting effects and excellent toning and
tinting.

The story first shows two children born
at opposite ends of the social scale, and
then shows in detail the working of Fate.

E.

Moody, N. Y.

HOWARD ESTABROOK.

After his success in vaudeville and pic- f[
torially in 44 The Closing Net" with Pathe,
Howard Estabrook has been approached to
do feature films for a big London concern.
Estabrook is still under contract to Pathe
and receiving salary each week until a suit¬
able vehicle is found for his services.

"THE IRON CLAW"
The First Two-Part Episode in the Newi

Pathe Serial Featuring Pearl Wrhit.e, Shel-jjDNA MAYO
don Lewis, and Creighton Hale. Pro
duced by Edward Jose from an Adapta-ja-- --
tion of the Story by Arthur Stringer! *B?amev»USl'inReleased Feb. 21.
44 The Iron Claw" deals in a strong andjrs and Loiforceful manner with crime and mystery,J' T,and judging from the introductory episoth'J " ' .it should be one of the most intensivelToronto

serials ever produced. The usual longjintroducing the charac

m
A

|
|
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VALENTINE GRANT,
In Lubin's " Made-in-Ireland " Series.

- Valentine Grant, one of the few recruits
to pictures from the concert stage, is com¬
ing to her own in a series of pictures which
are being released by Lubin under the slo¬
gan. 44 Made in Ireland." The features are
built around historical incidents found in
Irish history and were produced in Ireland
last year by Sidney Olcott. Miss Grant is
being starred in the pictures.

Miss Grant came to New York primarilyto pursue her studies in music after a few
seasons of successful concert work in the
West. In her home city of Seattle, she
was a choir director, and with the foremost
among the musicians of that place was a
leader in things pertaining to her art. Her
arrival in New York was accompanied byan affection of the throat which stoppedher studies for a time. She met Mr. Olcott
and he made her an offer to appear in pic¬tures which he was making. The result
was that she was the star of the first pic¬ture in which she appeared, 44 A Mother ofMen." From that time on she appearedunder Mr. Olcott's direction until she was
engaged as leading woman for the series

MARY PAGE (ESSANAY) °f photodramas which he was to make inIreland. The war halted what was to havebeen a world tour and she returned toAmerica.
When John Cort began to pick his castfor the support of Walker W7hiteside in thefilm production of 44 The Melting Pot." MissGrant was chosen to play the part oppositeto Mr. Whiteside.

e

|1



in the end forgive!

"ACQUITTED
A !■'<' t'art Adaptation of v.

fauriiirt's Story of ;be N.. .

:.u, .sing Wildred Lucas, f in ■■■. j

ANNA HELD is still the ideal personification ofParis as it was painted in the naughty befo'
ze wah days. The Held eyes still just can't

behave and the Held shoulders still have the insinuat¬
ing way of undulating. Of course the whole thing is
mechanically seductive—and lacking in variety.
Anna Held and Those Eyes

We never saw Miss Held in her most lureful days,
we'll admit. But—as she returned to the Palace—
she seems to possess the old chic charm. She's been
singing for wounded soldiers in Paris, according to
announcements, but she reflects none of the tribula¬
tions of wartime.

Miss Held did four numbers, including her famous
" I Just Can't Make My Eyes Behave." One of the
new numbers is called " Oh, Oh, Oh," and it runs
along this scholarly plane—-

" Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh.
It's the simplest thing,
If you only sing,
Oh, oh, oh. oh, oh,"

White, N. Y.
MISS ANNA HELD,

thor, rhftin . ilioiBn
Miss Held sang it for the wounded soldiers, but

somehow we doubt its convalescent effectiveness. All
the songs, indeed, were futile.

Miss Held, too, laughed her way through a number
that didn't possess words but just ranged from a
gurgling chuckle to a soprano guffaw. Here Miss
Held's art seemed most machine made, we must admit.

But Anna Held is—Anna Held.

Sapirstein at the Piano
David Sapirstein, the pianist, made his vaudeville

debut at the Palace. Mr. Sapirstein played Liszt's
paraphrase of yerdi's " Rigoletto " and his Hungarian
Khapsodie, No. 2, as well as Bussoni's arrangement

MISS MARION WEEKS,

" The Blue Danube " was the encore.

Mr. Sapirstein's rendition of the Hungarian Rhap-
sodie was interesting and incisive. " The Blue
Danube" was least attractive—being too heavily
laden with melodic ornamentation. We've just glanced
through a little booklet of press notices issued by Mr.
Sapirstein. It's replete with the usual super-enthusi¬
astic musical superlatives, which hail him as a vir¬
tuoso and a master. We believe that W. J. Hender¬
son, the Sun music critic, concisely summed up
Sapirstein, who is technically able, when he remarked
that the pianist played " with clarity and balance,
as well as nice smoothness and variety of accent."
Amelia Stone and Armand Kalisz Return

Amelia Stone and Armand Kalisz came back in
Edgar Allan Woolf's " Mon Desir," after a long
absence abroad. It's laid in the Latin Quarter, the
corduroy trouser district of musical comedy. A
painter falls in love with an American girl living
across the area way. There's a comedy chaperone.
And comedy students. And they talk of the Mont-
marte and the conservatory ball. And everyone gets
money or fame within two minutes of the final curtain.

Mr. Kalisz, as the French painter, has all his old
distinction and style. Miss Stone seemed nervous and

J played the girl rather heavily, without her former
buoyancy and spontaneity. The chaperone is colorless
and badly made up.

Another Fox and Dolly Farewell
Harry Fox and Yansci Dolly played their monthly

j farewell at the Palace. There is the same flip side-:
walk chatter, inlaid with one or two new numbers.
One is a timely song of the wireless telephone, built
about the expensive troubles of having a sweetheart
in Honolulu. It's called "Hullo—How are you?—
Good-by."

Fox might brush up some of his repartee for the
next farewell trip. Much of the patter belongs to the
landsturm of humor.

Nana contributed some whirling dance evolutions,
assisted by one M. Alexis. Nana wears her hair
bobbed a la Polaire, who, to be historically accurate,
beat Mrs. Castle to it. And she contributes florid
gestures, accompanied by such graphic Parisian
phrases as "out, oui!" and "ma cherie." The turn
lacks interest.

"The Cherry Tree" Again
Harry Green came to the Palace in Aaron Hoff¬

man's comedy playlet, " The Cherry Tree." A second
l glimpse of the sketch clinches our belief in its un-
I, usual qualities. There's a certain elemental whimsi-
t cality, for instance, in the character of the Hebrew,

ij George Washington Cohen, who starts out to emulate1 his namesake in always telling the truth. Cohen lands
in the middle of a domestic triangle—and tries to
tell the truth to everyone. The idea is clumsily
handled. Sometimes the dialogue is downright coarse.
But " The Cherry Tree " has an idea.

The cast varies. Walter Allen is forceful as the
husband, but the wife and the other man aren't very
well done.

Ernest R. Ball, the composer-entertainer who has
a corner on <the Irish ballad, came back to the Palace
with several new songs.

Ball tried out a sequel to his " Mother Macree "—
" She's just like her mother,

I want for no other,
She's the daughter of Mother Macree."

But it lacks the qualities of being a satisfactory
follower of the older ballad. Ball tried out a new

patriotic effort, too, an answer to " I Didn't Raise
My Boy to Be a Soldier," the lyric that so annoys our
own Theodore Roosevelt. According to Ball's song,
if war comes, "You'll Be There—You'll Be There!"
We suspect the number has punch enough to last
a while in popularity.
Whiting and Burt's New Songs

GeOrge Whiting and Sadie Burt brought a new
repertoire of songs to the Colonial Theater, finishing,
of course, with " The Mosquito and the Bullfrog."

' The numbers do not stand put with particular vivid¬
ness. They're sentimental and, at least, they fit the
vigorous Mr. Whiting and the sugarly demure Miss
Burt. We didn't like Mr. Whiting's song of the bride
and the groom on their honeymoon, simply because it
was slow at arriving at nothing.

But Mr. Whiting and Miss Burt are likable—no
matter what they sing.
„ „ ! iwk ju& sfsk i i/i mimanv piut

Lillian russell, a prominent resident ofPittsburgh and well known in these parts as a
creator of cosmetics, returned to the stage at

the Palace. Many gentlemen with double chins and
other visible indications of profitable leisure were
present and the welcome back was hearty.
Lillian Russell and " My Evening Star"

Miss Russell sang four numbers, including " Chloe."
Once more she invited " My Evening Star" to come
down. These songs are of the Weber and Fields pre-
broiler period, when the chorus girls were required to
have—let us say—architectural stability.

It was, we'll confess, our first glimpse across the
footlights of Miss Russell. When she was at her
height we were oberving " Superba" and the second
company in " The Chinese Honeymoon " from a peril¬
ous and provincial gallery seat. So, of course, our
review is devoid of memories.

Watching Miss Russell, we couldn't help but think
that—say forty years from now—we'll be brushing
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The Pretty " Girlie " of Bankoff and Girlie.
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cigar asnes rrom our waistcoats and applauding— j
with elderly difficulty—the youthful Ina Claire and !
the girlish Elsie Janis.

Anyway, Miss Russell is promising.

Nora Bayes Sings
Nora Bayes has breadth of style. She's just as sure „ '

in comedy as in lyric pathos. Witness the bright- i
ness of her depiction of the noisy conductor in " How
Things Have Changed Since Mother Was a Girl "
and the depth she sounds in the tragic woodland idyl,
" The Robin and the Wild Rose."

At the Colonial Miss Bayes did a new Irving Ber- ,!
lin number, " I'm On My Way to Louisville." She .

said it had been " composed on Saturday; I heard
it on Sunday and, if it goes, we'll leave it live." It's i:
along the lines of the on-the-way-to-Dixie songs now ::
in vogue and runs—
" Altho my home's very small,
I'd invite you all,
Goodbye, everybody, I'm on my way to Louisville."

Personally, we doubt the advisability of leaving it <
live.

e
ti

The ever-writing Edgar Allan Woolf contributed
but one new playlet last week, " Hope," utilized by 1
Isabelle Lowe.

Miss Lowe plays a little waif^in red tatters, tam
o' shanter, and feet au naturel—who wanders into !■
a young millionaire's country estate just as that
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MISS MARYON TADIE,

gentleman is about to commit suicide. He even has
the revolver in his hand. You see, it's this way.
His money has worried him frightfully. A fearful
malady, indeed. And his estate is surrounded by an
army of angry strikers. He's in what George Ade
would call a Horrible State.

Isabelle Lowe in " Hope "
But—hold-—the waif, named Hope, is a philosopher.

Indeed, she must be to have such perfect curls and
such neatly-tinted eyelashes. And she remarks in¬
genuously: "Ain't it wonderful to be alive?" and
"Believe and ask and you'll receive." To all these
thoughts we subscribe. And she's a little tomboyish,
too, because she tells the comedy butler to " keep his
shirt on."

Of course, she works a reformation. It isn't all
mental, either, because when the young millionaire
asks—with arms upraised—a timely bolt of lightning
strikes the scenery in the left wings and dislodges
the off-stage murmur of angry strikers. Naturally,
the millionaire falls in love.

" Hope " is effective theatrically. It ought to be, be¬
cause it's a sort of combination of " Peg o' My Heart "
and " The Dawn of a To-morrow." Miss Lowe is
buoyant, anyway, and she held up the sketch very
well. However, we suspect that Hope caused a riot
in a real country district.

The millionaire is very well done by Vaughan
Trevor. And there is an excellent apple tree in
blossom.

Those Maryland Singers
There's nothing more effective than the twang of

the banjo "ncL.tl1^ flM Southern ballad done with a

HI
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sno enough Dixie accent. So Ralph Dunbar's Mary¬
land Singers get over—and then some.

The opening curtain discloses four young women
in the crinoline and ruffles associated with " The
Birth of a Nation " usherette period and the ro¬
mantic days of the '60's. One of the girls is seated
at a baby grand. A banjoist appears and the act
is on. " Old Black Joe" and " Git on Board the
Gospel Train" vie with each other. Once the red
velvet curtains are drawn aside to disclose a cotton
field and an electrical moon.

The soloists are effective enough to put over the
old songs vigorously. They look fresh and unthe-
atrical—and Dixey-ish. The banjoist, too, does very
well.

But why the curious Eva-going-to-Heaven scenic
drop for the encore?
Some Rural Comedy

Fred Whitfield and Marie Ireland have a rural
specialty, "The Belle of Bingville," author unknown.
We are first given a glimpse of that metropolis' main
street, with such entertaining signs on the build¬
ings as " Underwear and Ice Cream," " Eat Here
Once," " Candy and Corsets" and " Perfume and
Socks." A traveling man appears, to later encounter
a rural youth and an eccentric country maiden. But
the encounter doesn't take place until the street has
suddenly been effected by an eclipse and the drum¬
mer has vocally expressed—in the spotlight—a laud¬
able desire " To Go Back to My Schoolboy Days."
Subsequently, the country boy does a grotesque dance
and the eccentric village belle enters into airy per¬
siflage with the stranger—

" Oh, yes, I married Julia Bugg."
"Any little insects?"

And again—
" Have you a sister? "
" Yes, Anna-Lizer."
" What's your name? "
" Para-Lizer."

Neat, we say, but hardly prismatic,
not quite scintillating.

Tasteful but j

FRANK McINTYRE will probably go on playingbrash and hefty drummers, just as George Faw-
cett will always be the gruff police official,

Tully Marshall the hubby who steals for his butter¬
fly wife, Ernest Lawford the spurned lover and so
on along the list of players. It's a sad commentary
upon managerial perspicuity and discernment.
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Frank Mclntyre is Again a Drummer
But the present item of discussion is " The Hat

Salesman," a sketch written by George V. Hobart
and presented by Mr. Mclntyre at the Colonial. Evi¬
dently made to order—for it is as spontaneous as
the loan of money on Friday. Mr. Mclntyre wanted
to go into vaudeville, we suspect. He wanted to play
a traveling salesman. Presto! The sketch is ready.

The scene is laid in a hotel showroom in Ypsi-
lanti, Mich. There is a Spanish merchant wildly
jealous of his wife. The woman has received a busi¬
ness letter from the millinery firm. Hubby suspects
things. And the plot is on. The sketch, it must be
confessed, is very labored, both in writing and act¬
ing. There's this sort of dialogue:

" He wants your life."
" Hasn't he one of his own? "
And smart repartee like this :
" And now little gutter-pup, I mean buttercup."
" Sit down and take the weight off your feet."
" Hortense, contain yourself."
" I've got you, Armand."
Mr. Mclntyre is forced as the slangy drummer,

Doc Brewster, and the other roles are indifferently
played, one is even badly done. And at the Colonial
the sketch was fearfully staged with a house set¬
ting, to which were added several dozen weird look¬
ing hats strung upon a wire.
Another War Sketch

The world war has developed many deadly things
—but nothing more awe-inspiring than the pro-peace
sketch. It's a dull week that doesn't bring one along.

The latest addition to the cannon-fodder school of

None of your business.1
If. develops that most of the men of the town have

gone to the front. Bill has held back, persuaded byhis wife, until he had been branded as a coward.
Now he threatens to go anyway, despite his home,his wife and his children.

The woman pleads with him. "Why should you
fight," she demands, "for the men who fed you' to
the factory, who made you an underpaid slave?
You've some rights." And she talks—and talks.

The recruiting officer comes. Conscription laws
have been passed. Suddenly the wife produces a revol¬
ver and shoots her husband through the hand. So,
of course, they can't take him—just yet. And the
curtain falls upon a passionate outburst. " He's
mine—my man—my own ! "

At that, " The Coward " is effective. It needs re¬
vision in order to hold the interest, but it finished
with a theatrical crescendo. Once or twice Miss
Kingsbury has a tendency—unconscious undoubtedly
—to become Nazimova-ish. On the whole, however,her performance is substantial and vigorous. Leigh-
ton Stark looks the part of the mill worker, but is
less real. The bit of the recruiting officer is well
done by Lewis Summers, while another incidental
role, of a boy anxious to be off to the front, is played
by Chester Clute, who seems more of an acrobat than
an actor. He needs repression.

The Coward " will get along. Anyway, we rec¬
ommend its home-cooked dinner.

The Honey Boy Minstrels
Personally we liked the Seven Honey Boy Min¬

strels best of everything on the Colonial bill. ' We've
a soft spot in our heart for the burnt-cork semicircle,
with its vocalists, its interlocutor and its end-men.

They're all in this act, which is a sort of tabloid
minstrel first part. They sing of mother, The Girl,the moonlight and Dixie, the four essentials of song
construction. The end-men trip up the guileless in¬
terlocutor. A boyish vocalist yodels. The interlocu¬
tor himself, announced as Mr. William H. Thompson,
steps forward to sing—and he does it effectively.

Indeed, the whole thing is entertaining. And it
moves with the usual minstrel "pep."
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(Continued on page 18.)
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MISS VIOLET DALE,

This Week Presenting Her Vivid Imitations at the
Alhambra.

the drama is " The Coward," written by Ethel Clif¬
ton and Brenda Fowler, who furnished Claude Gil-
lingwater with " The Decision of Governor Locke."
Scene—the living-room of a mill worker in " any
country in the throes of war." Bugles and drums
sound now and then in the distance. Mrs. Mill
Worker is ironing and preparing the supper, which
simmers realistically upon a glowing stove. Enter
husband.

"You're late, Bill; what ja been doing?"

WELLINGTON CROSS AND MISS LOIS JOSEPHINE.
ItSti* -sss caught on . c s ell Amusements Mgttilfrt

If Bernard GranWie were only as discnmiriat'm'^
as he is dapper. His material, to be truthful, is
usually badly chosen.

Mr. Granville likes to indulge in the " I-wanted-
the-gold-and-I-sought-it-you're-a-better-man than I am.
Gunga Din" red blooded stuff. This year he is
telling of the hobo whose philosophy was " Take
things easy." This sentiment was heartily applauded
by the Sweet Young Things who go to the Colonial
on Monday afternoon.

And Mr. Granville did an anti-hyphen effusion,
absurd, of course.

" Lillian Fitzgerald, comedienne, and Henry I.
Marshall, composer," confided the Colonial pro¬
gramme.

Mr. Marshall presides at the piano, while Miss
Fitzgerald storms and captures a number of songs.
Miss Fitzgerald is—let us say—confident in her
methods. She does a " French soubrette," announced
as typical (whatever that is), and shows us just how
Fritzi Scheff trills " Kiss Me Again." She vocally
imitates a sound usually attributed to Cairo and
county fair midways, the while indulging in subdued
so-called Egyptian undulations. Finally, Miss Fitz¬
gerald and Mr. Marshall offer an imitation of a cat
fight for the uplift of the varieties.

Miss Fitzgerald is working entirely too aggres¬
sively. The soft pedal is needed, for her methods now
reek of burlesque.

Whiting and Burt's New Songs
George Whiting and Sadie Burt returned to the

Palace in their song specialty—considerably revised,
but still opening with a bright lyric, " Let's Go and
Get a Flat." Miss Burt is now singing " M-o-t-h-e-r,"
the usual thing in silver-threads-among-the-gold me¬
lodic sobs, and Mr. Whiting is doing " Hullo, Boys,
I'm Back Again," which torpedoes marriage for the
999tli time.

.
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I return. They cringe in each other's arms and" look•about for " little red devils." In fact, they have hitthe trail with a vengeance. Gradually, the two recoverfrom their " conversion." Slowly but surely, they slipback to their cigarettes, the late coffin nails, and theirbrandy and soda, yclept Satan's soothing syrup. Butthe incident has brought them together and they kissover their cigarettes, mutually conceding that they'vehad a " hell of an evening."
i-W J

MIMI"

Brimstone and Hellfire " was awkwardly written.At times it grew faint and wavering. And it missedthe necessary note of smart satire. But, laying asidetechnical criticism, we doubt if religion—even the BillySunday kind—can be made amusing for the averageperson.

Percy Haswell's Effective Playing
Miss Haswell played the blase wife admirably. Noone could have made more of the role, for Miss Has¬well is an excellent actress of resource and experience.Frank Stirling lacked the right touch as the husband.The part required distinction and a keen sense oflight comedy. Rather prominent roles of a maid anda valet were done without particular merit.
" Brimstone and Hellfire" was withdrawn afterthree days at the Colonial. Yet its authors have fur¬nished Broadwav with two successes. On the same bill

was a playlet written by a vaudevillian. It won outwhere the other failed. All of which goes to provethat things stand pretty much upon their merits inthe varieties.
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The playlet in question was " Discontent," HughHerbert's sketch which lifted Clarence Oliver and
Georgie Olp to the senior varieties. It has a whole¬
some and refreshing idea.
"Discontent" Arrives

In substance, " Discontent " advances the doctrinethat happiness is just a matter of right thinking.Which, of course, is true. There's a small suburbanrailroad station half hidden in the trees. It's Dis¬
content on the road to Unhappiness. The station
agent is a pretty little person who—when a young man
appears bearing a suitcase of Trouble—proves to be
something of a philosopher. The wayfarer wants to goto Content, but he is told a mileage book of smiles is
necessary and that he's on the wrong road. Of course,the wayfarer is impressed with the station agentessand he offers to take her to Cabaret. " That's the
longest way to Content," she responds, " because it'simitation sunshine." And he finally comes to believe
as she does.

Then he looks up at the station sign and—lo—Dis¬
content has become Content. Happiness, you see, is
just thinking right. So the sketch ends. It's sundown
and the shadows are gathering. The wayfarer asks
if he may walk home with the little station philosopher.
And she consents. That's all.

" Discontent," to use vaudeville parlance, " went
over" emphatically—as it should. Mr. Herbert's
sketch isn't always direct and it totally misses a whim¬
sical note—but it makes its point. And, be it noted,there's essentially no physical action.

" Discontent " is very well played by Clarence Oliver
and Georgie Olp, whom we recall seeing on the small
time in " The Wall Between." We might say it is
particularly well played by Miss Olp, who is fresh and
invigorating—a nice sort of philosopher, indeed.

Sidney McTatron Hirsch wrote a surprise playletwith a distinct kick in the impressively titled" Passion Play of Washington Square."
Van Hampton is a playwright. The dramatist and

a society girl love each other, but the young woman's
mother objects to the match. In fact, after the suc¬
cessful premiiere of one of Van Hampton's plays, themother comes to his apartments at midnight to de¬
mand that he give up her daughter. Van Hampton
finally promises never to marry the girl unless the
mother herself says she wishes it.

A Surprise Playlet With a Real Kick
How Van Hampton and his sweetheart trap themother into saying just these words forms the basis

of the sketch. They stage a make-believe murder—
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Gertrude Vanderbilt and George Moore presented
their brisk and swift moving song, dance and patter
turn at the Colonial. It is a likable specialty, grace¬
fully staged. Miss Vanderbilt has all her old agility
of the dance, plus new prettiness and improved voice.
And Mr. Moore is inoffensively amusing.
Ernest Evans and His "Society Circus"

Ernest Evans presented his " society circus," also
at the Colonial. It is a series of musical comedyish
specialties.

There is a huge canopy of striped canvas. The front
of the tent rolls up and we're given a view of eightchorus girls—as ponies and jockies—leaping over
miniature hurdles. Evans appears—and the " societycircus " is under way. One of the girls does a Blue
Bird waltz, a solo dance with property blue birds
affixed to her hands. Everyone does a gavotte in
colonial costume. Two of the choristers—in black
Kellermanns and pink skirts a la the Gold Dust Twins
—present a lively cake walk with Mr. Evans. And
the whole thing ends with an ensemble in which each
girl sartorially portrays a different country. Hardly
an original idea, you say. But the whole act is along
conventional lines, although it moves in lively fashion.
Just now it rather lacks that quality termed class.

Koenip.
MISS ETHEL CLIFTON,

Now Appearing in " The Saint and the Sinner," and the
Author of a Number of Playlets.

in which the dramatist is " killed "—and, when a
policeman breaks into the apartment, the mother, inorder to explain her presence in the rooms, pronouncesthe fatal words.

Then the corpse arises. The policeman takes off
his make-up and proves to be a servant. The mur¬
derer discards his mustache and is the valet.

However, all this isn't apparent to the audience
until the final moment. The climax is adroitly con¬cealed and comes as a genuine surprise. It deceived
us—and we've viewed an average of three sketches
each week for three seasons.

The programme aids the deception by giving namesto the characters of the hoax, who are really the peo¬ple of the sketch doubling. As a whole, the playletis pretty well done. Dorothy Shoemaker plays the
sweetheart nicely and also masquerades as a tempera¬
mental Spanish dancer, whose lover " kills" the
dramatist. Arthur Maitland is the " murdered " play¬
wright. James Jarvis is the valet who poses as the
revengeful Spaniard. And Ivathryn Staunton is the
mother.

When Ruth Roy Sings
Ruth Roye made another return to the Palace.

Her grimacing methods are as irrepressible as ever
and her songs are a little worse.

All of the numbers are vulgar—not necessarily bluebut elementally coarse. For instance, listen to this

MONTHS have passed since CalvS first sang inthe varieties at the Palace. But the fortunes
of vaudeville last week brought her back

again.
Calve returned in better voice. She still has

superb moments that thrill you and she can still make
you feel the coquetry of her Carmen.

And her personality has grown in the varieties—
where that quality counts so much. Now Calv^'s
personality has bigness and warmth and grip.
Beatrice Herford Returns

Beatrice Herford began her second season in vau¬
deville at the Palace with three new monologues. Her
humor, of course, is quite as keen and deftly pointed
as last year. What of the old cry that vaudeville de¬
mands the slapstick and "hokum"?

Miss Herford uses just a table and a chair. Yet
she paints a little mental picture with them and does
it vividly enough to touch your sense of humor via
your imagination.

First Miss Herford presents " The Country Seam¬
stress," a gossipy lady who tells, between fittings, of
a relative's tribulations with a gift statue of a
decollete goddess. " Sculpturing's a beautiful gift,"admitted the seamstress, " but kept in the garden."

MISS GEORGIE OLP,
Appearing with Clarence Oliver in an Agreeable Little

Playlet, " Discontent."* /'j- nn ,1MYIMJI HIT I n.yil —

The Hattons Try Vaudeville
We suspect vaudeville expected too much of Frederic

and Fannie Locke Hatton, who furnished Percy Has¬
well with their first vaudeville contribution, " Brim¬
stone and Hellfire."

Following along the sawdust trail of George M.
Cohan and his " Hit-the-Trail-Holliday," they evolved
one Cyclone Billy. Blasfi, bored and doubting each
other, the wealthy Stantons have drifted apart. With
no other way of spending an evening, they decided to
visit the temporary tabernacle of Cyclone Billy for a
few hours' entertainment. That's the first half of the
playlet. Disheveled and with clothes tattered, the two
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Another Dramatic Triangle
Florence Roberts is again doing J. Hartley Man-

ners's " The Woman Intervenes." The sketch plays
upon the good old triangle. In this case, the hus¬
band starts out to kill the other man. But the
bachelor has an old sweetheart who prevents a
tragedy by coming between the two and telling
the infuriated husband that she is to marry the other
man. That disarms his suspicions.

" The Woman Intervenes" is another of those
super-emotional sketches, although it has the merit
of good writing. Life to some playwrights seems to
be just one darned triangle after another. The acting
here is fairly effective.

■
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George Bancroft and Octavia Broske have an :, I
eugenic two-act. Mr. Bancroft is almost a giant and
Miss Broske is statuesque—and then some. Perhaps
you recall seeing her as the—er—picturesque Oriental
carpet lady in " Oh, Oh, Delphine."

u.-h*.n Iip nrnns at Keith's in Portland
Miss Broske starts the proceedings by

explaining—vocally, of course—that " It's
a long way to mother's knee." She does
"Annie Laurie" and an Irish ballad. Mr. J.'au.
Bancroft contributes one of those recita¬
tions—a cheery little thing about an Aus- on Dec
tralian settler who goes insane when a
snake kills his wife. Then they both do
a comedy monkey song, which isn't the
thing for the senior varieties, glide through
the Venus Waltz from " Oh, Oh, Delphine,"
and finish with a cakewalk.

Altogether, it's rather a rough hewed two-
act.
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MISS DOROTHY SHOEMAKER,
Now In Vaudeville in Sidney Hirsch's " The Passion

Play of Washington Square."
advice from a young woman to her bashful beau:

" Just as he'd reach the door,
She'd get up and roar,

I'm gettin' older each day;
Please stop my folks from pickin',
Please keep me from bein' a chicken,
Kiss me, dear, I invite you,
I have no teeth to bite you."

We respectfully nominate the author for the post
of Tin Pan Alley Laureate.

John Boyle and Walter Brazil do one of those
silk hat dancing specialties. However, they start off
by taking several curtain calls and making a speech.
All of which shows some novelty and considerable
foresight. Then they present their turn. In the
manner of Doyle and Dixon, they have tried to hinge
the dances together with patter. Only, in this in¬
stance, the repartee is pretty feeble.
Kathleen Clifford Again

Kathleen Clifford, who is the neatest and deftest
of our stage chappies, glided from crinolines to trou¬
sers and back again at the Royal. Miss Clifford is
again using her shadow screen, which reveals the cos¬
tume changes in silhouette. Miss Clifford's songs this
season aren't particularly distinctive. None of them
stands out. And " Araby " doesn't fit her personality.

While we're thinking about it, we want to hint—•
gently, of course, because we like Miss Clifford—
that she shouldn't use her quaint little laugh too much.
It's an asset—used with care. Besides, she doesn't
need to force things.

Ethel Clifton and Branda Fowler, who seem to
have a sketch on almost every vaudeville bill these
days, have written a playlet, " The Saint and the
Sinner," for themselves. They brought it to the
Royal.

Hubby—in the little drama—has turned from his
self-centered wife to another woman, who gives him
the love and companionship he craves. Wifey learns
of the affair and lays a trap for the other, who is
informed that the husband is dying. So the woman
hurries to the supposed dying man—and the wife con¬
fronts her. A dictograph is ready to record th? con¬
versation. ,

The Wife and the Other Woman
There is an emotional outbreak. The substance of

the woman's plea may be summed up in a single
question—which is the saint and which the sinner,
the wife who shirks and gives nothing or the woman
who takes her place? Anyway, the wife suddenly
doubts. She smashes the dictograph-phonograph rec¬
ord and informs the other woman that she is leaving
her husband. And, as the curtain falls, she exclaims:
" Saint or sinner, I wonder which? "

Hubby—about whom the hysterical cyclone whirls
—never appears in the playlet. There are just the

two women. " The Saint and the Sinner " is effective
enough and is satisfactorily done by its authors. Of
course, it belongs to the hysteria school of playlet
writing.

John B. Hymer is offering a little skit, " At Jim-
town Junction," with a scene in a small railroad
boarding house-lunch room. The place is presided
over by an old negro, played by Mr. Hymer. mo¬
tion-picture actress is deserted by her stranded com¬
pany so the old darkey loans her enough to get back
to New York and see her dying boy. You know the
story. Of course, it goes well. Virtue is always
warmly applauded. Otherwise the sketch varies in
quality. There are elemental moments, such as a
comic conversation about certain animals that fre¬
quent the lunch counter and others that inhabit the

' U^Aci

Comedy of the Old Variety School
Lulu McConnell and Grant Simpson have

a comedy skit, " At Home," written by Her¬
bert Hall Winslow. The sketch belongs to
the old in-and-out-doors period of comedy.

A married couple—vaudevillains—have
been laying off for weeks when they are
notified of some bookings. So they im- |
mediately begin rehearsals, hubby's brother J
being the " and company " of the team. The f
rest of " At Home " is a turn within a turn. ;V> ^
Scene—a sanitarium. The young woman j.
must successfully run the place for a year g#
in order to win a fortune left by an uncle,
There are no patients and—when a lawyer
comes to investigate whether or not the

I terms of the uncle's will have been carried
out—a friend masquerades as doctors and
patients in order to give the sanitarium an
air of prosperity.

It is rough and tumble stuff. Miss Mc¬
Connell doesn't hesitate to fall headlong
over the carpet in order to touch .the risi¬
bilities of her audience. The repartee is
vociferous plus.

Tony Hunting and Corinne Frances used
to do a comedy turn called " The Love
Lozenge," or something like that. Hunting
played a red-headed messenger boy, while
Miss Frances sang and acted as patter foil.

The scene of the new skit, The Love
Blossom," is laid in a florist shop. Hunt¬
ing, as a comedy youth, announces, " The
old fellow who owns this store went
out and left me in charge." So the skit
is under way. Miss Frances calls to pur¬
chase flowers for a hospital. Then comes
patter, with interpolated song and dance.

" I want to buy something for a victim
of drink," remarks Miss Frances.

" How about rum blossoms," repartees
Mr. Hunting.

And there you are.

"The Red Heads" with a New Cast
" The Red Heads " are back again with a

new cast. This year's company can hardly
be said to anywhere equal that of last sea¬
son except in two instances, James B. Car¬
son, who is still giving his brisk and hard
working characterization of a young Potash
—or is it a Perlmutter? He alone swings;
the act along briskly, despite handicaps.
Helen Du Bois, too, still does well as the
lengthy head designer.

Marie Fitzgibbon tells stories—dialect I
ones. She doesn't wear comedy make-up I
and her act isn't nearly as ominous as it
sounds in cold ink upon a programme. Of
course, it's about ten miles south of Bea¬
trice Ilerford but it is also about ten miles]
north of—say—Kate Elinore.
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Appearing In a Successful New Playlet,
" The Meanest Man iu the World."
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MISS KATHLEEN CLIFFORD,
Vaudeville's Most Charming Chappie is now at the Palace.

THAT English drive gained ground aloug Broad¬way last week. The Lady de Rathe charged upon H
the Colonial trenches, while Phyllis Neilson-

Terry, o' the Terrys, surrounded and captured the
Palace electric lights.

Phyllis Neilson-Terry's Debut
Miss Neilson-Terry elected to divide her time be- f

tween vocalism and two scenes from "Romeo and r .

Juliet." First—iu the Grecian-like robes of Trilby
and wearing a wreath of silver leaves—she sang the
Air du Mysoll and " Ben Bolt."

Next she slipped to Shakespeare, not, however, until
she outlined the tragedy for the less informed out
front. First came the scene in Friar Lawrence's cell '
and later the moment when the unhappy Juliet decides
to swallow the sleeping potion.

Here Miss Neilson-Terry makes a statuesque figure
of blue velvet despair. She is, of course, an amazonian
Juliet and twice she injects realistic stage falls. One
comes as the climax, when Juliet, losing conscious- !
ness, topples backward from the steps of the platform, ,

upon which the Capulet four-poster rests.
Miss Neilson-Terry, we must admit, did not impress

us. To be frank, her Juliet is thoroughly ladylike and i1
all that sort of thing, but it seems—to us—neither I '
poetically nor dramatically distinctive.

Cecil King makes a hazy sort of friar and Edith »
King appears for a moment as Lady Capulet.

41 The Forest Fire " Arrives
" The Forest Fire " has three scenes, two tableaux,

a huge locomotive and dozens of players. It's a " drama
of the timberland" and it belongs to the popular-
priced melodramatic school of the pre-photodraina 1;
period.

There's a good brother who goes to prison (soft oi,
music, professor) to save his bad brother, because he
thinks the girl of his heart loves the villainous chap.
But, of course, she doesn't. Anyway, the convict
escapes and is captured, just as a forest fire sweeps
the section. The heroine is a telephone girl and she '
remains at her post to " save the people in the valley."
The villain is chief of the 'phone company, but—
scoundrel that he is—runs away. But he confesses and
the hero is released just in time to run a locomotive
through the burning timberland in an effort to rescue
the fair heroine. To be exact, the official dispatch re¬

ceived by the tin-starred sheriff iu scene three reads: •
" Release convict No. 333 for railroad service."

Melodrama of the Old School
Next there's a scene in the forest with many trees,

some of them glowing with an electrical replica of fire
and others tumbling down. The engine rumbles I"
through with the hero at the throttle. And he finds ','Kl
the fearless 'phone girl in the nick of time and the
exact center of the stage.

We confess ourselves disappointed in the forest fire
effect. The motion pictures do these things so much
better. Yet the stage can be realistic. Witness the
trench in " Under Fire."

A fat little youngster named Brownie Burke plays
the youthful comic relief of the thriller and stands
out over the mediocre cast. But " The Forest Fire "
is a sort of old home week for persecuted heroines,
hard working villains and self-sacrificing heroes.

A hoy strolls across the stage paging " Miss Carus,"
when that lady bursts from the wings to a blare of
music. That starts the turn, in which Emma Carus
(.large type) appears, assisted by Noel Stuart (smaller
type). The specialty lacks spontaneity and speed. For
one thing, Miss Carus persists in singing numbers—
like " Mother "—for which she is not fitted. As to
patter, there's a comic misunderstanding over the name
of Ibsen, that gentleman being mistaken, we believe,
lor a ballplayer. A pleasant variation of the Wagner
joke.

Marshall Montgomery comes pretty near being our
most effective ventriloquist, lie " throws " his voice,
the while smoking a cigarette, drinking a glass of
mimic liquor and consuming some ice cream. But Mr.
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material. If he could only throw that.
Beatrice Herford Again

Beatrice Herford remained for her second Palaceweek, taking the place of Lew Dockstader.
Miss Herford did her last season's monologue of thetwo women and little Addie having luncheon upon ashopping tour. And she followed it with a new one ofa shop girl at the doily counter.
Personally, we liked Miss Herford best of allthe Palace programme.

"

Ashes," Mrs. Lily Langtry's vaudeville vehicle, byPercy Fendell, gave off considerable dramatic heat atthe Colonial Theater.
The story hinges upon the efforts of the unscrupulousand penniless James Fowler to obtain money fromLady Lambert in payment for a letter written yearsbefore. The note was penned in a moment when herladyship had fancied herself in love with the man.Finally she is forced to wheedle a hundred poundsfrom her husband on the plea that her sister needs animmediate loan. So Lady Lambert gives the check tothe former admirer and receives the letter in return.She burns the note just as her unsuspecting husbandreturns.

Then she slips into her cloak, being about to startalone to a reception. Suddenly she faces the black¬mailer triumphantly. " My sister did not need thecheck, after all," she tells her husband. " I gave it toMr. Fowler to give to you, because I didn't think I'dsee you again this evening." So the ex-admirer, lack¬ing all evidence, has to give up the check. Curtain!
"Ashes" and Mrs. Langtry

Of course, " Ashes " is just a theatrically effectivesituation—vintage of the '90s—worked out with anadroit dramatic hand. Indeed, it is an old-fashionedcurtain-raiser. It will, however, serve very well forits star's season in vaudeville. Besides, it fits thepresent-day Mrs. Langtry very well. Lionel Atwellplays the scoundrelly waster rather neatly and LeopoldStark fills out the role of the husband fairly satis¬factorily.

Clifton Webb, now dancing with Eileen Molyneauxand lately a Ned Wayburnite at the Century, returnedto the varieties. As during his previous vaudevilleappearances, a balalaiki orchestra hovers near theback drop.
Mr. Webb is singing in his new specialty. MissMolyneaux vocalizes, too. As the climax of the spe-

........ .. ... .... . i : .tu, ,
. ... -iy an- rhoo*~ Nov. Musi.

— . 9ft" or... Jnhn \. i. fm.trIt In . re l Nop. 2® i-rtrutable of the cafe and laboriously try to ask questionsof the waiter in weird German. Finally, of course,after it's all over, the waiter responds in English.He's from New York, too." Wards of the U. S. A." is just a slight patterspecialty with playlet tendencies, bright and in goodtaste. And it is pleasantly done by Miss Merrill andMr. Otto.

White. N. T.
MISS MARIE C'AHILL.

The Comedienne Recently Entered the Varieties,
cialty, the two do a sort of international trot with
a blending of anthems. Here Mr. Webb wears an
emotional waistcoat and spats, green hued to matchMiss Molyneaux's gown. Is this going to become the
style? Imagine calling Her up on the telephone earlyin the evening to get the proper color scheme.

But, all joking aside, Mr. Webb has an effective
and lively dancing turn.

The Busy Mr. Ruskay
Everett S. Ruskay had the distinction of having twosketches upon the Colonial bill. Lola Merrill andFrank Otto presented one of them, "Wards of theU. S. A.," described as a " pleasing episode of thegreat war." There is a rather colorful setting showingthe front of a cafe in Hamburg. Time—the period ofmobilization just after the opening of the war. A

young couple, on their honeymoon, are marooned inGermany, temporarily without gold or a chance toback to America. So they sit at a little sidewalk

A SONG WRITER, with an O. Henry sense ofhumanness and brevity, came to vaudevlle lastweek. An artiste who stands "quite alone in asplendidly sincere style of song characterization re¬turned to the varieties. And an entertainer, who al¬ways respects the theatergoer by working out newmaterial, reappeared in the two-a-day electric lights.All three are Irene Franklin.
Irene Franklin's New Repertoire

Miss Franklin brought four new numbers to thePalace—and we can't tell which, we like the more.There's the song of the slangy little cash girl inthe big department store—the youngest business wom¬an who gets " three bucks a week," and dreams of atime when she can have two pairs of shoes at a time.There's a new kid song, "Dirty Face," the lamentof a little girl with a decided antipathy to water.There's "The Tango Queen," from "Hands Up," adelicious dissertation to music—the triumphant storyof a country girl who invades the White Way as achorister and becomes a ballroom danseuse of fameand fortune. Being " long on angles if a bit short onart," she easily lifts the mortgage on the old farm.And there's the fourth new number, " Don't MarryNo Millionaire's Son," the plaint of a coryphee whoused to be the happy third from the end. With girl¬ish reserve—plus knockout drops—she lands her prey,but the youth proves to be a delusion and a snare.You can's blame the disillusioned young lady frommoralizing, " Should I have done as I have did? "Burton Green is, of course, at the piano. And hiswell-played rendition of Victor Herbert's "March ofthe Toys " makes an excellent interlude.
An Icy, Polar Siren

Alice Eis and Bert French introduced their newpantomime, "The Lure of the North," attributed toEsten Burleigh. The affair is supposed to be builtabout a legend, which the programme explains thisway:
" The people of the far North, through the longmonths of the Arctic Night, whisper to one anotherthis legend: ' At the top of the world, amid the moun- :tains of ice, dwells the spirit of the North Pole, abeautiful maiden whose magnetic charm attracts thewhite strangers from their Southland home.' Sheis ignorant of the fatal chill of her caress and eag¬erly welcomes the adventurous explorer with herfreezing kisses, and the third kiss is death. The snowbecomes his shroud and the Northern lights chanthis requiem."

Anyway, the mechanical method of producing hugebanks of soap-bubbles is again used this season bythe dancers. Last year it represented poisonous lava,into which the lureful Miss Eis lead the susceptibleMr. French. This year the soap-suds display versa¬tility by playing glacial snow.In the present pantomime, Mr. French, depicting
an exhausted explorer, staggers upon the stage. TheNorth Pole siren, played by Miss Eis in un-Arctic
negilgee, appears. There's a dance of temptation,and the polar lady and the white stranger disappearin the soapy foam. After which, we take it, the North¬
ern lights begin chanting the exploring gentleman'srequiem.
Frank North's Homely Little Playlet

Frank North has a little rural sketch, " Back to
Wellington," author not revealed. The scene is the
exterior of the village post office and department store.
Time—Summer, during the throes of a checker tour¬
nament. There's a slender story. Two young menhave loved the same girl. One of them has gone tothe city and become prosperous. The other has re¬mained behind—and married the girl. The other man
comes back. That's about all. Mr. North plays thevillager who captures the belle, and does him with amellow unexaggerated sort of humor. In fact the
sketch—with Mr. North's pleasant playing—is in¬gratiating, if innocuous.

Marie Nordstrom is a delightful entertainer. Sheis offering new and old " Bits of Acting," writtenby her sister, Frances Nordstrom. " Bits of Act¬ing " contrasts life on the stage and in the real worldwith decided humor and some flashes of keen satire.With a single drop showing a room interior, andcurtained windows, besides a rocking chair and a
table, Miss Nordstrom unobtrusively creates a home¬

like atmosphere. Then she shows us, by contrast,how a wife behind the footlights and in real life hears
that her husband is a defaulter, and again that he
has been killed. This sounds tragic—and Miss Nord¬
strom does sound a sincere note when it is necessary.
And a comic one at the right time, too.
Marie Nordstrom's Humor

And Miss Nordstrom does something we never saw
before. She sits in her rocking chair and, with a
property baby, shows how an old-fashioned mother
sings a lullaby. She does it sweetly, too. And a few

i moments later she gives a boisterous imitation of a
vaudeville filirtation team.

Ruby Norton and Sammy Lee have a two-act, such
as Marie Nordstrom satirizes. It's the usual stuff.
Miss Norton thrills a few high notes. Mr. Lee imi¬
tates A1 Jolson, but the imitation largely consists
of stamping upon the stage floor. Finally the two,
plus a green spot light, do one of those absurd ghost
songs, "Oh, Oh, That Hypnotizing Man," or some¬
thing like that.

Mr. Lee wears his hair in hammered and polished
style. That, we suspect, catalogues the turn.

Le Roy, Talma, and Bosco, " the triple allianceof wonders," according to the programme, offer a mag¬ical act. That is, they " produce " half dollars, ducks,rabbits, handerchiefs, eggs, and human assistants, andthen make them " disappear." They work fast andraggedly. In fact, it is quite easy to guess just howmost of the tricks are done. No one has ever suc¬ceeded the adroit Keller, who really baffled the eye.
Joan Sawyer Fox Trots Back

At the Colonial Joan Sawyer came back to re-enterthe dancing lists. She's been away many months—a perilous thing in these days of fickle memories,changing dances and eclipsed ballroom stars.Miss Sawyer came back with the blond Mr. GeorgeHarcourt and her brunette orchestra. The musicianscontribute banjo, drum, accordion, and other noisyinterludes, while Miss Sawyer slips from lilac togolden yellow and then to white.
For her ammunition, Miss Say Sawyer is using afox trot, the Zurmokxa, pronounced just like that, andreally a waltz named after a Pullman car, her oldaeroplane waltz and a lively one-step, modestlyyclept the Sawyer.
Now, no one waltzes with more grace than MissSawyer. Just now she looks fresh and rested. Sowe believe that she'll quickly find her old niche amongthe ballroom trot artists. The dancers still have theirplace, we suppose, even if Maurice is learning to skate.
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MISS MARIE NORDSTROM,
Her " Bits of Acting" Display a Charming Sense of

Humor.
^ K'li^naa" I 1.VATWTn'ran- — Situation.EACH season vaudeville marches on. This year thevarieties are making a steady advance and theearly season has been noteworthy in many ways.From a managerial standpoint, business has beeni " spotty," varying in different localities. But, all inall, vaudeville has weathered conditions splendidly—excellent proof of its substantial value.

The Early Season and Summer
Pre-eminent among the season's offerings stands"

Sumurun," Gertrude Hoffmann's production of MaxReinhardt's exotic Oriental fantasy of passion andfatalism. " Sumurun" was artistically revived forMiss Hoffman by Richard Ordynski and, at the start,was faithful in spirit and imagery. Later a bathingscene was introduced, of course, to the injury of thefantastic fabric. Miss Hoffman did some vivid workas the Slave of Fatal Enchantment and Mr.. Or¬dynski, who briefly played the hunchback, was ad¬mirable. Max Hoffman ably handled Victor IIol-iaender's moving music, so much a part of " Sumu¬run.''
The vaudeville playlet showed an advance in formand originality. Aaron Hoffman sounded a certainwhimsical note in " The Cherry Tree," played byHarry Green. " Hope," written for Isabelle Loweby Edgar Allan Woolf, had optimism for its key¬note. " Cranberries," Everett Ruskay's sketch, wasvivified by a fresh turn of dialogue. Hugh Her¬bert's " Discontent " presented the doctrine that rightthinking alone brings happiness. The trick playlet,with the surprise finish, had an interesting examplein Sidney McTatron Hirsch's " The Passion Play ofWashington Square." The war sketch manifesteditself once or twice but no successor to " War Brides "has yet appeared.

The Variety Playlets
Clllr Sttractod < si
gearancfH of the i-ewird of his

.

Calve sang again in the two-a-day. T young
Italian tenor, Guido Ciccolini, appeared in ballads
and operatic selections. Craig Campbell attracted un¬
usual attention through his pleasant voice and agree¬
able personality.

Evelyn Nesbit's sincere efforts to please in song and
dance, Gertrude Vanderbilt and George Moore's lively
two-act, and the popular piano turn of Ernest Ball
stood out of the sea of vaudeville.

Many big " names" came to the two-a-day. In
quick succession we had Weber and Fields, Anna
Held, Lillian Russell, Nat Goodwin, Mrs. Lily Lang¬
try and Phyllis Neilson-Terry. Reports at this mo¬
ment indicate tnat rav-

lowa, Marie Tempest
and Sir Herbert Beer-
bohm-Tree will shortly
be seen in vaudeville.

The Season's Events
In summing up the

early season let us name
the six big moments as :

The scene in the
hunchback's little thea¬
ter in " Sumurun,"

Nothing came, we regret to say, of Arthur Hop¬
kins's plan to establish a permanent stock company
at the Palace to produce the best playlets of the Con¬
tinent and this country. Let us hope that the
splendid idea will not be forgetten.

Almost around the corner from the Palace, at the
Lyceum, Yvette Guilbert has been giving a limited
series of song recitals to fair sized audiences. Had
this splendid artiste elected to appear in vaudeville,

the scope of her achievements
would be immeasurably greater.
The advancing varieties, where, it

of " Romeo and Juliet " ; Beatrice Her¬
ford, whose delightful humor gained in
depth and power by quitting the concert
and music rooms and being heard in
Keith vaudeville.

is true, Mine. Guilbert s bril¬
liancy wasn't appreciated some
six years ago, would now wel¬
come this woman who sings the
songs of all ages—from the Cru¬
sades to the modern day—with
a greatness bordering on genius.
Perhaps Mme. ijuilbert may yet
come to the newer vaudeville.

NO. 2 CO. OF "WHITE FEATHER"
William A. Brady's second company in

"The White Feather" opened In Montreal
on April 5. The company includes Albert
Brown, Dierdre Doyle, Grace Hampton,
Marjorie Day, Roy Corcoran, Wyndham
Standing, George Desmond, Mona Morgan,
Louise Muldener, Justine Cutting, Jules
Epially, and George Graham.

LONDON SEES MANNERS'S NEW PLAY
London (Special).—J. Hartlev Manners's

new play, " The Panorama of Youth," will
be produced to-night by Sir George Alex¬
ander at the St. James Theater. Mr. Man¬
ners's " Peg o' My Heart " still continues
to be the most successful play now run¬
ning here.
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who, with Lew Hearn, presented an amusing and attractive act at the New York Palace, week beginning June 7

following a long tngagement in the West.

Calve's " Habanera " from " Carmen." Irene Frank¬
lin singing " Dirty Face," Grace La Rue's graceful
" Where's the Boy For Me," Nora Bayes's woodland
idyll, " The Robin and the Wild Rose," and Beatrice
Herford's monologue of the country seamstress.

To this let us append Mr. A. Paul Keith and Mr.
E. F. Albee's official review of the season.

The Starsjof the Year
" The outstanding event of the year was the entry

into Keith vaudeville of a number of the greatest
stars of music and drama, who found their exquisite
art understood and appreciated by our patrons, who
gave them more cordial support than they had ever
received from their restricted followings on other
stages.

" The great hits of the year were made by such
supreme artists as Calve, the world-famous Carmen
of the Metropolitan Opera House; Nazimova, the
greatest tragedienne of the time; David Sapirstein,
the phenomenal concert pianist; Carolina White and
Carl Joern, the one prima donna soprano and the
other a leading tenor of the Metropolitan Grand
Opera Company; Phyllis Neilson-Terry, the most
brilliant of the younger stars of the English stage,

who brought Shakespeare to vaudeville
| and made a successful headline feature

Ebubne.—When Maud Eburne, on the opening
night of A Pair of Sixes, burst upon the admiring
gaze of New York theatergoers as one of the cleverest
character actresses, seen in recent years, it was sur¬
mised by a few of the more blase that she had been
placed in the cast more by accident than by any
foresight on the part of the management. The way
It really happened was that she was playing in the
stock house in Rochester, N. Y., where Edgar
MacGregor tried out A Pair of Sixes some time ago
under the title of The Party of the Second Part, when
Harry H. Frazee, as one of a number of invited man-

said about Miss Eburne being an English actress.
She is a Canadian, and has appeared in many native
productions. She played the Helen Lowell part in
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch, and was accorded
praise by The Mibbob for her work in a slavey
role with William Hawtrey in The Old Firm, when
that was produced in New York in February of last
year.
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Locke Glute. Detroit.
MRS. NORMAN PHILLIPS,

Bushnell. Seattle.

FRANK FOGARTY.

DOWN in Tin Pan Alley, where they ^turn out pro-peace, pro-war, pro-levee pj»
and pro-moon ballads every half hour,

mother is just now the all absorbing topic.
The Mother Songs

Sapient and saccharinic numbers, run¬
ning the matronly gamut from babies to I
gray hairs, are being song-plugged with a
vengeance in all the vaudeville houses. Yet I
we do not object to the commercialization
of sentiment as much as to the crudity of
expression.

For instance, Sidney Phillips, of Bernard
and Phillips, sang Irving Berlin's latest at
the Palace. It's called "My Mother's Ros¬
ary," we believe, said mother's rosary be¬
ing

"Ten baby fingers,
Ten baby toes,
She watched them by the setting sun,
And when the day was done,
She'd count them each and every one,

That was my mother's rosary."
All very touching—if you leave your

sense of humor home. And Henry Lewis,
also at the Palace, vocalized about mother,
too, in this way :
"I saw you playing with a child, you looked

so sweet to me,
It seemed as though that's all you ought

to do.
You kissed it and caressed it, and the whole

world seemed to be
A paradise for just that child and you;
You were so loving, sweetheart, so gentle

and so kind,
I couldn't help but frame this little picture

in my mind,
I can picture a baby on your knee,
While you're singing some sweet lullaby,
You're my sweetheart, that's true,
But when I look at you
What a wonderful mother you'd be."

Lyrics About Father, Too
After that little lyric glimpse into the

future, we offer a variation upon the theme,
a song about father, sung by Bessie Wynn
at the Colonial. Miss Wynn was neutral
and sang the rosary effusion, too. The
father number presents a picture of the
wolf being kept from the door by—
who—father, of course. And furthermore—
"Who fought for the freedom of this land

of liberty,
And gave his country everything he had,
And would go again to-morrow if his coun¬

try called,
Your dear old dad."

We sincerely wish we could enjoy this
sort of stuff as much as the enthusiastic
song-pluggers. Perhaps we lack their sym¬
pathetic imagination.

The noteworthy feature of the last week
was the return of Adelaide and J. J.
Hughes to vaudeville at the Palace.
Adelaide and Hughes Return

Before a new blue curtain, embroidered
with a golden peacock, they still start with
a little dancing song, this time, " My Lit¬
tle New Step Girl." After that they pre¬
sent an up-to-the-minute acrobatic interpre¬
tation of Nevin's " Narcissus." Then they
offer a pretty little romantic dance of the
rose. Here Adelaide is a fascinating figure
in fluffy purple. The dance study is of
charming movement, technical dexterity and
imaginative poses. Just now it is a bit em¬
bryonic and lacks a touch of certainty. But
it should develop into a charming creation.

POPULAR TEAM IN THE VARIETIES

the tables. •

The doctor coolly locks the boudoir door
and refuses to leave until the young wom¬
an promises to really marry him. Betty
tumbles hysterically under the pink cover¬
lets. Of course, the cave-man tactics win
in the end. Betty pouts and weeps and
storms—and finally smiles.

" Petticoats " is brisk and it has decided¬
ly amusing qualities. It needs trimming
and some of its roughness smoothed out. It
does skate out a bit from the shore of dis¬
cretion. But it is entertaining.

Miss Waldrop soubrettes pleasantly in
regulation style as the pajama heroine,
Ruth Hart and Carol Ralston play the
chums with powder puff cerebra, and Ed¬
ward Lang-ford is adequate enough as the
doctor.

Bessie Wynn Sings
Bessie Wynn looked pretty at the Colonial

and sang in better voice than when we
last heard her at the departed Victoria
Theater. Her repertoire, however, isn't any¬
thing in particular, save the aria from
" Madam Butterfly."

Dave Kramer and George Morton are
black face comedians who are still in the
blunderbuss period of comedy. Their pat¬
ter is so old that it should be spoken of
with respect and reverence. As to its men¬
tal plane, listen to this : One of the com¬
edians stamps loudly in the wings, at which
his partner remarks :

"Stop walking around in your bare feet."
"

That ain't barefeet," the other re¬

sponds, " them's callus."
"

That awful ca'luss," is the giddy re¬
joinder.

Bushnell. S. F.

JACK WILSON AND FRANKLYN BATIE.

LANG DON GILLI
Appearing at the Victoria

" Electrocution.'
Peek in

ROSHANARA,

At the Foot of Buddah in the Shive Dagone
Pagoda, Rangoon, Burma.

Lew Dockstader is still doing his bur- II lesque of our own Theodore Roosevelt. Last |'

week the act ran entirely too long. Mr. |Dockstader is amusing and entertaining in 1
his travesty but he should be careful to
avoid bitterness in his topical remarks. The
routine could be freshened up with good
effect.

J ! Henry Lewis still poems, operas and
; squigilims in his comic Dutch single turn,
i | At the Palace, Lewis worked with spon¬

taneity and his response was emphatic. He
i needs new material now and he should

( avoid vocal sentimentality, like the mother
I song already mentioned, even though he
> gives it a burlesque second verse. However,

1 Lewis always entertains us.

5 Mike Bernard played the piano while Sid¬
ney Phillips sang in a sort of nervous comic

j style. The principal number is an edify-
\ ing thing, " Take Me to Blinky, Winky.

Chinky Chinatown," in which Mr. Phillips
poses as a dope fiend in the green spotlight.

1 He crouches, trembling and grimacing. Then
;/ —in pantomime—he pours a powder upon

the back of his twitching hand and sniffs it.
We recommend this sort of thing as a spe-

I cial feature for matinees.
Petticoats and Pajamas

| At the Colonial—where Poincare, Joffre,
the King of Belgium and other busy Con¬
tinental gentlemen were shown in wartime

| motion pictures—Oza Waldrop came to
Sview in John R. Hymer's new sketch, "Pet¬
ticoats."

" Petticoats," despite its title, belongs to
(the pajama school of playwriting. Betty
l Hastings bets with two girl chums that
jshe can wring a proposal from a dashing
woman-hating doctor, Robert Wilson. So a

''phone message brings the young physician j
Sto attend the seemingly-ill Miss Betty. In i

jthe end, the doctor, being human, succumbs
jto Betty and her pink pajamas. He pro-

] poses, the young woman confesses about the
| wager, and the girl chums emerge from
| their hiding places. Dr. Robert Wilson is
a bit peeved by the deception and, as Bet-

Ity's two friends depart, he suddenly turns

Gould and Marsden. N. Y.
VALERIE BERGERE.

At the Palace Theater this Week in " His Japanese Wife."
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IRENE A3iD BOBBIE SMITH.
Two girls who have established themselves as on e of the big time vaudeville's favorite "sister'combinations. They are playing the Unit ed time at present, under the direction of

Ed. S. Keller.

The second, or

open, position in
the Tango. The
partners face in
the direction in
which their arms

are extended
L A D V1C

J he first, or closed, position in the Tango



T HE just-before-Christmas lull manifested itself
in the varieties last week.

More Vaudeville Nobility
The Princess Jue Quon Tai made her first NewYork vaudeville appearances. The princess, accord¬

ing to advance heralding, belongs to the deposed royalfamily of China, and is in America because she justwon't become a subject of the new emperor.That being the case, we suspect that the princess'shonorable ancestors crowded the Palace at the open¬ing and psychically plugged. And the multitudinous
H. A.'s must have been a bit puzzled by Miss JueQuon Tai's excellent English.

Par be it from us to doubt the Celestial antecedentsof the princess in these days of honest and hard^
working press agents, but Anyway, Miss JueQuon Tai, with a Chinese tea garden as a background,first sings " Chinatown" in what we believe isChinese. Then she gives, in English, " If You OnlyHad My Disposition, You'd Be Lovin' Me All of theTime," " Annie Laurie," and " America, I LoveYou."

The princess, save for her eyes, is quite Americanin appearance. She has some personality and a slightlittle voice. But let us hasten to add the programme'sglowing descriptive phrases: " A Pearl of Pekin,"" A Royal Manchu Princess," and " The FairestFlower of the Old Regime."
Alia Nazimova Returns

Alia Nazimova returned in Marion Craig Went-worth's idealistic but exceedingly effective "WarBrides," that pioneer of war playlets. The one-actdrama still stands alone in instant emotional appeal.It's written with some poetic beauty of expression,too, as when Joan says:
" You think we are left at home because we are

weak. Ah, no; we are strong. That is why, strongto keep the world going, to keep sacred the greatestthings in life—love and home and work."
Madame Nazimova's playing of the distraught Joanis as passionate and wringing as in the early days ofthe sketch. She hasn't allowed herself to grow stalein the exacting role. Nila Mac, a newcomer, does

very well as the sister, Amy. Clara Reynolds Smithis effective enough as the mother, but she does notequal Gertrude Berkeley, who created the part. Theremainder of the cast is unchanged.
Willard Simms's Paste Playlet

Willard Simms and " Flinder's Furnished Flat,"his skit of an amateur paperhanger who gets into the

for me,
I can't put a meter on my silly little heart;For when I start—I start!"
And there's the rollicking matrimonial philosophyof the old negro mammy, " Never Let the Same BeeSting You Twice."
Then Miss Bayes told about putting her little carin the garage for the Winter, with incidental playupon words in motoring phraseology.At the Palace, Miss Bayes, too, sang the imagina¬tive " Robin and the Wild Rose," which alwaystouches us, besides her effective mingling of old melo¬dies.
Her numbers are all done with a fine art of thesong—both comic and dramatic. Miss Bayes hasbreadth.

Violet Dale's Imitations
Violet Dale was added to the Palace bill at the last

moment. She was seriously handicapped in two ways
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MISS EDNA HIBBARD,
Appearing with Lynne Overman in " The Highest Bidder.'

ceptTKe" Broadway ^aTwayinTkes to hear. The incan¬
descent sobs are like this:

" There's a broken heart for every light on Broadway,
A million tears for every gleam they send;

Those lights above you,
Think nothing of you."

We think Miss Carus should drop her Irish number.
It has grown heavy and lacks spontaneity.
Adler and Arline in New Act

Harry Adler and Anna Arline have a new act. For
which they deserve commendation. A new offering
is to be treasured, indeed, these days. At present,
Adler, as a bewhiskered and hobbling centenarian,
pursues Miss Adler across the stage. He paused
midway, while the orchestra conductor remarks, " Aw,

—following so emphatic an artiste as Miss Bayes and 1 ! v ,

being unprogrammed, which somehow always preju- 'dices an audience. Yet she won a genuine hit of large 'proportions.
Miss Dale offered six widely varied imitations. Shedid best with a moment of Mrs. Leslie Carter in the

tabloid hysteric " Zaza," and of Nazimova in " War
,Brides." The last named is a remarkable bit of (

mimicry. Miss Dale has the ability to catch much of »
her subject's vocal intonation, mannerisms and pose, j

Henrietta Crosman, last season a footlight war jmother, has returned to the field of light comedy in her :
i new vehicle, " Cousin Eleanor," by Frances Nord-
e strom.

8 Miss Crosman Returns to Comedy
Allan and Pauline Hathway are happily marriedwhen a blond indiscretion, Blanche La Barron, achorus girl, appears on the horizon. Miss La Barron

has a bundle of old love letters and, like all stagechoristers, is heartless, mercenary and slangy. " I
never drink anything—in a cup," is the way she de¬clines an invitation to tea. Wifey doesn't know of
Blanche, of course, so the worldly and shrewd Cousin
Eleanor, visiting the newly married couple, volunteers
to save the husband. To the adventuress she poses
as the young man's wife and also as an ex-chorus girl, t
a kind of comrade at arms. Anyway, she bluffs the jletters from the lady in question and saves the day.

Personally, the playlet seemed heavy, artificial and
awkward. For instance, there is the moment when
the panic-stricken hubby expects the chorister to ap- u
pear. A knock is heard at the door.

" God! " exclaims the husband.
__ ■

MISS RUTH ROYE,
Now Appearing In the Southern Keith Theaters.

the noisy old varietywrong apartment. belongs to
nay a.

Simms tumbles over wet paper, vocalizes in a Weird
voice between splashes, and sprawls into the paste
bucket. The turn still stands as the messiest act in
vaudeville. It's as subtle as a Keystone comedy.

Adelaide and J. J. Hughes repeated their previous
week's routine of dances. These are, of course, gain¬
ing in smoothness through repetition.
Christeta Goni's Debut

Christeta Goni, a young Spanish violiniste, came
to vaudeville at the Palace. Miss Goni's programme
numbered Bazzini's " Rondo des Lutins," the Medita¬
tion from Massenet's '* Thais," a medley of Bohemian
airs, and, for an encore, a mingling of American rags.

Miss Goni's playing is marked by a pleasant tonal
quality and an interesting style. She is an excellent
addition to vaudeville. However, she should open
her programme with something other than the lengthy
staccato Bazzini composition.

Emma Carus had some new costumes and songs at
the Colonial. She talked and sang about that eternally
comic subject, marriage.

"Shall we go to the movies?" asks her assistant,
the lengthy Noel Stuart.

" No, the organ music makes me weep—it reminds
me of my wedding days."

And Miss Carus sings one of those lyrics about the
| cruel, heartless, and soulless White Way that sus-

take 'em off, we know you." Then off comes the
make-up, while Miss Adler comes back to do a little
French song. In fact, she is introducing several
songs this year. Interspersed among the new patter
and songs are the old and effective sound imitations,
of a bee, a board being sawed in a planing mill, and
so on.

New acts are in demand. The view long ago ad¬
vanced by The Mibeor—that vaudeville must have
new blood—is being echoed everywhere. And it is
bearing fruit.

Sam H. White and Lou Clayton work in blackface,
running through the business and mannerisms attrib¬
uted to the comic negro. They get little response
because they are not fitted for this sort of thing.
Their dancing—of the St. Vitus type—is at least
novel, although at times it is painful in appearance.

The Stage Reporters
Ethel Clifton and Brenda Fowler offered their

sketch, " The Saint and the Sinner," of the triangle:
wife, husband and other woman. Let's make one
suggestion. There's the off-stage noise of reporters

I trying to gain admittance to the house. It soundslike a William A. Brady mob in action. Real news-
l paper men don't try to break down a door. Why

must stage reporters always be bounders?

Let's say a holiday word about Julius Lenzberg, the
Colonial orchestra conductor, who makes the inter¬
mission, always a pleasant event, even pleasanter.
Mr. Lenzberg leads with a sense of humor. The
Colonial without him wouldn't be the Colonial.

Walter Brower Appears
At the Colonial, too, Walter Brower proved to be

a monologuist—genus street corner—who appears in
every-day attire, sans make-up. Brower looks like a
blending of a college sophomore and the young fellow
who jams into the subway car just behind you. His j
patter is anent marriage, wifey being what is termed
a cabaret artiste. He utilizes the incompleted sen¬
tence style, like this:

"The suit (the wedding garb) was a present from
my wi—she gave it to me just before—that was the
reason her brother didn't come—my wife looked
beautif—I'll say that much for that squa— that girl." i

tORA BAYES came back to town with a min-
gling of new and old songs.

I?

vl'i

In the same old p -scho

Jora Bayes' New Songs
There's an Irish melody, " She's One of the Good

31d Kind," the usual thing of a mother who waits in
in ivy-covered cottage in Ireland. There's a swinging
larky lyric, " Black-Eyed Susan for Mine," anent a
lertain colored gentleman's botanical taste. Anyway,
le reasoned it this way:

" You've got a broad smile,
I can see you a mile."

There's this syncopated protest against a certain
bve song:
" A little love, a little kiss, would never be enough

«! play

MISS EVELYN NESBIT.
A Strong Drawing Card in the Varieties.

"

No, it isn't," responds Cousin Eleanor.The sketch lacks comic substance. Miss Crosman,who of course plays Cousin Eleanor, is a comediennewho can use dialogue like a rapier. But " CousinEleanor " lacks the steel of wit.

Raymond Walburn does very well as the young hus¬band, and Grace Goodall make the adventuress veryobvious, while the remainder of the cast is passable.
Adelaide Revives Old Dances

For their third Palace week Adelaide and J. J.Hughes revived their dance creations of last season,The Pierrette fantasy and " The Cat and the Canary."We dropped around to see them just after watchingRuth St. Denis, whose dancing possesses so muchbeauty of imagery and movement. And little Adelaidecharmed us anew. Vaudeville has no artiste with hercharm and her eloquence of dancing pantomime. Let's
repeat a comment of months ago, Adelaide is aColumbine come true.

Conlin, Steel and Parks comprise a vaudeville trio,two-thirds masculine. The comedian wears such
mirth-provoking attire as highly colored socks and alurid blazer jacket. And, as a climax, he is hauledinto the air by a wire from the flies, while his asso¬ciates hold him perilously by the trousers.

We note several other humorous moments. The
comedian strikes a blue note on the piano and then
removes a large pipe from the interior of the instru¬
ment. Discussion turns to peas, always a funny gas¬tronomic subject.
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" They lie heavy on my stomach," chattily con¬

fides the lady of the trio.
" They roll off mine," chortles the comic third.

A Touch of Hokum
James J. Morton and Frank F.,Moore contributed

their interlude on the Palace bill. Morton and Moore
are specialists in " hokum," " jasbo " and " gravy,"
things that make us eternally marvel at a vaudeville
orchestra's endurance.

We present one of the incidents. A model ap¬
pears to be measured. Morton strikes her upon the
decollete shoulders. Then, fascinated, he begins to
beat a melody. A delicate touch of humor you'll
admit.

Ivan Bankoff and Girlie, still billed at the Colo¬
nial simply as Lola, are advancing right along.
Their dancing turn—with its mingling of the Rus¬
sian, ballet and cakewalk steps—now has finish and
smoothness. Miss Lola has an ingratiating but dis¬
tinct personality, while Bankoff—who must avoid af¬
fectation-—is an able dancer.

-
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" Petticoats," the pajama comedy of the girlwho starts out on a wager to win a proposalfrom a young woman-hating doctor, came to the Pal¬

ace with a revised cast. Grace Dunbar Nile is now
the young woman who tries blue pajama wiles uponthe physician—and she is a pleasant ingenue—whilethe doctor is now played—very well, too—by Paul
Stanton. The sketch has improved in smoothness and
speed. It races along and is now the best vaude¬
ville farce of the season.

A Miniature Recital

The Three Steindel Brothers—playing the piano,'cello and violin—present an agreeable little recital,their selections ranging from Liszt's Hungarian Rhap¬sody No. 2 to Saint-Saens's " The Swan " and Liszt's
paraphrase of Verdi's " Rigoletto." The brothers playwell enough to be interesting. These offerings all
help to advance vaudeville.

The Two Tom-Boys, the programme confides, are"the only ladies presenting a comedy bumsti-bumsti
act." That is, the two girls tumble about recklessly
from a table after the manner of bumping-the-bumps
clowns. They start badly with a school girl song. In
fact, the tumbling, difficult enough, should be handled
in a daintier and less boisterous way.

Ed Flannagan and Neely Edwards are still doing
their skit, " Off and On," which reveals the two—as
vaudevillians—asleep in a hotel room topsy-turvy with
bottles and other indications of an incoherent evening.
Finally they advance to the footlights and finish " in
one " with a dancing turn. The sketch is elemental
but it has originality and is amusingly done.

A1 Lydell and company offer one of those Monday
morning rehearsal skits, " A Native of Arkansas."
A young woman and her partner start to rehearse
when an old villager appears. The rest of the skit
is cross-fire repartee—rather dull stuff—with inter¬
polated songs. Lydell, as the white-whiskered villager,
goes out into the auditorium for part of the act.
His assistants give little aid.

Somehow Lydell, in makeup and method, suggests
the old veteran of Foster Ball. But, of course, Ly-
dell's characterization may antedate that of Mr. Ball.
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HOWARD ESTABROOK,
Opened his Vaudeville Season at the Colonial This Week

in " A Little Revue," Which Contains Everything from
Films to Drama

AMERICA'S Wonder Child," " Darling ofQueens" and " The Cleverest Girl in the
World " were among the superlatives herald¬

ing Elsie Janis's return to the field of her first suc¬
cess. All of which must have stirred Miss Janis's
very real sense of humor.

Miss Janis devoted her vaudeville specialty entirely
to impressions of stage folk. Always unaffected and
girlish, she came back perhaps just a little more
prim. But she has lost not a whit of her ability
to reach across. She gets her audience easily.

| Elsie Janis's Stage Impressions
Miss Janis's bits of mimicry are not photographic,

such as Violet Dale's imitation of Nazimova. Miss 1
' Janis is a mimic, not an ijnitator. Cecilia Loftus, the j
i greatest of all imitators, actually seems the person j

she impersonates. We'll always remember the haunt- '
, ing realism of her Maud Allan. For the moment she !
| was Maud Allan and not Cecilia Loftus.

Miss Janis offers little caricatures, vividly drawn
with a keen and intelligent sense of humor and deftly
exaggerating just a few of a player's peculiarities of
style and personality. Thus she gives us Ethel Barry-
more, as Emma McChesney at her throatyiest, talk¬
ing to her son over the phone to syncopated music.
She made Frank Tinney do a bit of " The Village '
Blacksmith," she did. Nazimova sang the Roose-
veltian lyric, "I Didn't Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier,"
with the hysteria valve wide open. Ethel Levey did I
" Some of these Days " in vibrant voice and danced 1
with her rounded style. The nasal George Cohan and \
the saliva-voice Eddie Foy presented a duet, " You're J
Here and I'm Here." Harry Lauder, as a canny 1
edition of Romeo, took the audience into his con- I
fidence about Juliet's balcony and the moon. But, :i
best of all, Miss Janis gave us Sarah Bernhardt sing¬
ing " Tipperary." And you caught a splendid sem¬
blance of the divine fire—enough to truly thrill you. '

Miss Janis made a neat little curtain speech in the ,

brogue of Laurette Taylor's Peg. There was no ques¬
tioning the warmth of her welcome. k
Gara Zora's Dances

Gara Zora is an exponent of the Oriental "dance" i
plus Loie Fuller fire trimmings. Miss Zora appears
upon a grated platform, from beneath which colored
lights and electric fans are worked. The draperies
sweep into the air and—with more colored lights from
the front—the appearance of fire is gained.

For one number, Miss Zora appeared in a tight-
fitting costume, writhing her arms and tying them
almost into knots to the frenzied music of the or-
chestra. . „ ,,

To tell the truth, Miss Zora's dances didn t
interest us. They are of the burlesque olio rather
than the East—shallow things, indeed, compared, for
instance, to Ruth St. Denis's creations, big in beauty
of thought and mystic meaning.

Riggs and Witchie Dance

Ralph Riggs and Katharine Witchie came over
from " The Princess Pat" to do a week at the Palace.
They are using their old repertoire, from the horn¬
pipe to the harlequin. Riggs is agile and Miss
Witchie is pretty. But they shouldn't sing. Still
we'll admit that Miss Witchie in ballet gown other¬
wise touches high C.

Gertrude Vanderbilt and George Moore presented
their lively two-act with its amusing fooling and
brisk dancing. Their turn comes pretty near being
the best of the season's two-acts.

Bonnie Glass came back to vaudeville at the
Colonial with a new golden cyclorama curtain and
a better repertoire of dances than we've observed
in some moons. Miss Glass, you must know, is an
effective dancer and one of the few survivors of that
invading host of two seasons ago. And Miss Glass
is always up-to-the-minute—with the smartest shrug,
the smartest smile and the smartest bodily slump
being done this season. We suspect she was the sub¬
ject of profound study by the Colonial matinee girls.1
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MISS ELSIE JANIS.i—■

Her costumes, we take it, are pretty devices of the ,ball room. We note with interest that backs arenot being worn in the— er— bodice portion of thefrocks this season.

Bonnie Glass Again in Varieties
The dances One was a minuet waltz, in romanticcostume, subdued tempo and all that sort of thing.Another was a Spanish evolution, with tilted hats,cigarettes and plentiful stamping of the dancingpumps. A third was Miss Glass's military gallop.The other two dances were faster ball room move¬ments.
Between numbers the orchestra played and played.But our interest in a tango orchestra these daysis somewhere around zero.

William B. Mack is again a stage crook in AliceLeal Pollock's " Around the Law," one of thosepolice-headquarters-third-degree sketches.There's the gruff, heartless police inspector, tryingto fix the crime of murder upon Johnny Creegan.Young Creegan really killed the man but it was tosave a poor little shopgirl, or for some equally honestand laudable reason. Creegan loves Mary Hill, apoor but almost honest young lady of the under¬world.

The Police and the Crook
In the end, Creegan neatly foils the inspector by•pleading guilty to a diamond robbery, committedat exactly the moment of the murder. Thereby wegain the pleasant supposition that he will get a lightsentence. Then it will be a little chicken farm infqhnny and Mary.

Mimodiatis appear. Then fo1'.\ SRRSSSMSSAnna Laughlin Returns
The stage crew places a bench in the center of thestage, a back drop of the seaside is unfurled andAnna Laughlin and William Gaxton's two-act is on.It's just " fly " patter of a Summer romance andit bears the title of " Between Dances." Author?Aaron Hoffman. His experienced vaudeville pen isinstantly apparent, because marriage is playfully re¬ferred to once more as warfare.
Miss Laughlin plays a vacationing cabaret singerwho poses as an heiress. Gaxton is the disinheritedson of a giddy millionaire. But, you see, susceptiblepapa has fallen in love with the cabarettiste. Sothe way is paved for a family reconciliation.The specialty, if conventional, isn't at all un¬pleasant. It is largely the way Miss Laughlin andMr. Gaxton do it. We doubt whether the Esqui¬mau number really helps the skit. Just nowit slows things up. But we can easily understandwhy it has been made a part of the specialty. MissLaughlin, you'll remember, was the ingenue who cre¬ated the role of the Esquimau girl in " The Top o'the World."
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MISS ISABELL
Mlna. Moore, Melbourne.

>\ARMOND.

Fred (Concertina) Haydn, Eddie (Nut) Bordenand Tommy (English) Haydn are still wearing sportshirts in what, if we may quote the Colonial pro¬gramme further, is " an extremely entertaining inter¬lude, brimful of action, class, smart songs and refinedclowning."
One of the boys plays the piano while the othertwo contribute the typical silly-ass-Englishman typeof comedy. For instance, one of them remarks: " Ihave a little Scotch in me."
And the other replied, " I noticed it when we came_in."
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tight Tanguay thing-ums. Everyone of them
is in the Tanguay spirit of never-growing-
up.

The star was in excellent form. The pranc¬
ing Tanguay spark flashed as of yore.

soms and gray pussy-willows both heightened and
softened the color tone. Into this semi-Bakst room

stepped Miss Tempest, in a charming gown of blue
velvet and gold embroidering. Her hair was worn
high and powdered. The comedienne-prima donna her¬
self might have stepped from a century-old medal¬
lion.

Miss Tempest first sang two chansons of Cham-
inade. Then came " The Nightingale"—and her
voice revealed itself at its best. The Goldfish song
from " The Geisha" followed and, for an encore,
Miss Tempest sang Nevin's " Mighty Lak' a Rose."

Melville Ellis was at the piano. He gave very sat¬
isfactory assistance. But why the mingling of " Prin¬
cess Pat " airs as an interlude between Miss Temp¬
est's songs? He played the medley with spirit, but
it didn't seem quite in the picture.

mp muter with you a;

Sophie Tucker Returns

Only a few moments separated Miss Tempest and
Sophie Tucker. Here, let us remark, was a vaude¬
ville extreme. Miss Tucker is an exponent of the
rag and the so-called popular syncopated song.

For weeks reports have drifted to Broadway of
Miss Tucker's change in method. We were told that
the once shouter of song was now repressed, and
But let us hasten to recount Miss Tucker's debut.

First glimpse revealed an avoirdupois—er—repres¬
sion quite Carus-like. Then Miss Tucker launched
into the subtle lyric, " You'd Never Know That Old
Home Town of Mine," and we noted that she stood
still, hardly shrugged her shoulders and snapped her
fingers only now and then. Miss Tucker, it seems,
is on her way from noise to poise.

Later on Miss Tucker vocalized about women's
rights after this gentle fashion :

" Close up your flats,
Make them take off their hats ;
Give us a chance,
And we'll put on the pants,

You sufferin' suffragettes."
Compare this, for a moment, with Gilbert's song of

the Goldfish. Or, passing on, let us consider Miss
Tucker's comic difficulty with the German musicians
in the orchestra when she sang an Irish song, " Molly
Dear, It's You I'm After." Finally, she did it with
the aid of the cornettist, that gentleman being yclept
Murphy. Here Miss Tucker actually had a curtain,
bearing the words and music, lowered into view.
Plugging de luxe, indeed.

Enter—The Pluggers
The rag singer did three or four more songs, and

finally ended with " Here's To You, Mr. Wilson,"
with lyric references to " your lovely bride " and " true
blue Yankee beauty."

Here—to be truthful—we must comment upon an
unpleasant incident that marked Miss Tucker's open¬
ing matinee. The theater was obviously planted with
song pluggers—noisy, numerous, and more obnoxious,
if possible, than usual. Indeed, in shouting for song
" hits," they made a terrific but crude din. There was

confliction, too, apparently among rival pluggers. The
audience must have realized the falseness of the whole
thing, for Miss Tucker's response wilted away.

The singer left the bill after Monday. This dis¬
graceful scene probably marks the end of song plug¬
ging at the Palace. Let's hope so. We've always at¬
tacked the evil, and now, apparently, plugging has
committed hari-kari.

In all fairness, we must add that Miss Tucker
claims to be an innocent victim—that the plugging
was done without her sanction or knowledge. Then,
indeed, she must realize the danger of the whole thing.
"Off and On" Revived

Ed. Flanagan and Neely Edwards, for their second
Palace week, presented their old turn, " Off and On,"
to follow " On and Off." They start as small time
blackface comedians, and follow with a scene in their
dressing-room, where they wash up, get involved in a
brief argument, and finally rehearse a new dance

Flanagan and Edwards are entertaining vaudeville
comedians. But " Off and On" doesn't equal the
hotel room successor, " On and Off."

MO INTYRE and Heath, who have delved into thepossibilities of burnt cork for some little time,
returned to the Palace with their old skit, "The

Georgia Minstrels."

"The Georgia Minstrels"
There's all the old humor in the tribulations of

the two hungry minstrels, stranded with a trunk
and a base drum far from home. There's the
old discussion of the ham tree and its kindred
phenomenon of the botanical world, the egg tree.
There's the old comic pathos of the darky who
resigned from a regular position in a livery stable
to become an actor man.

We honestly believe the specialty should be short¬
ened. But the slow tempo humor of the veteran
comedians does stir j'our laughter.

Henri de Vries's Protean Playing
Henri de Yries, the Continental protean actor last

seen over here some ten years ago, presented his
sketch, " A Case of Arson," in which he plays seven
roles. These characters are those of persons being
cross-examined, during the investigation of a mys¬
terious fire, by a police magistrate of a Holland
town. The interest is well maintained, each part is
very well done by Mr. De Vries and, on the whole,
the playlet is the best example of quick and thorough
protean playing we've ever observed. It has smooth¬
ness and the value of excellent playing.

Mr. de Vries is ably aided by W. Yerance, who
sustains the role of the magistrate with a touch
of vigor and poise.

Paul^Conchas's Juggling
Paul Conchas is still juggling cannon balls

and catching them on the back of his neck.
How Conchas does this sort of thing twice
each day, year after year, baffles conjecture.
If we were reviewing—and all that sort of
thing—for an English paper, we'd intimate
that Conchas hovers every day on the edge of
being Un-Conchas. He still has his comedy
assistant, Julius Neuman, a gentleman who
discovered the possibilities of loose boots be¬
fore the eminent Charlie Chaplin.

Conchas is using an illuminated back drop
to start his turn. It won the usual applause.
Why is it that a canvas curtain, with a light behind
it, always stirs an audience?
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Laddie Cliff, whose feet have a real sense of hu¬
mor, came back to vaudeville from musical comedy—
without his wife, Mabel Parker, however. Cliff
dances with all his old live-wire agility, and he is
advancing in his particular style of song delivery. MISS GRACE DUNBAR NILE,

The Pajama Girl Heroine of " Petticoats."
hers oT the cast do not measure up very wellFelyne Verbist Dances

Mile. Felyne Verbist, heralded with Kingsleyian
super-superlatives, appeared at the Palace.

Olga Seymour, the Palace's vocal discovery,
was heard in a repertoire ranging from sev¬
eral Liza Lelimann songs to " Comin Thro
the Rye." Miss Seymour is young, indeed,
very girlish. She was too nervous at her de¬
but to be accurately gauged. Her voice
sounds pleasantly fresh and seems to have
considerable range.

Florence Hardeman, who has been a violin soloist
with Sousa's band, entered vaudeville at the Palace.
Miss Hardeman plays interestingly. She offered Sar-
asate's Spanish Dance, Schubert's Serenade, played
with a measure of feeling, and " Dixie," with varia¬
tion trimmings.

Wilbur Mack and Nella Walker were among the
first of the flirtation two-acts. They used to meet
before a canvas drop indicating a street corner and I
indulge in " fly " patter. Now they use a complete
stage setting—a pretty one. too—revealing a hotel

drawing room. She enters "and seats "herself at a
writing table. (She is smartly cold and smartly con¬
sidering.) He sits down opposite. (He is one of those
young Americans who wears tight fitting Kuppen-
heimers, a brown derby, handkerchief just emerging
from pocket, a green necktie and gray topped shoes.)
"It's pleasant here isn't it?" he ventures. "It was,"

I she responds. And the brisk repartee is on. Ul¬
timately the brash young man slips into her good
graces, borrows two theater tickets from a friend who
thoughtlessly happens along and they depart for the
theater.

Jack Jarrott Returns to View

•Tack Jarrott, erstwhile dancing partner of
Joan Sawyer, came back from the dancers'
oblivion to top the Colonial bill. Mr. Jar¬
rott had Josephine Kernall, who used to be
with Joseph Santley, as his partner. The
usual negro orchestra tin-tin-nabulated.

The programme consisted of the one-step,
fox trot, congo-tongo, and turkey trot—
nothing new or worthy of interest these days.
Mr. Jarrott isn't big enough to "come back"
alone. Miss Kernall is a pleasant appearing
little person but a lack of sympathy was ap¬
parent in their dancing.

An interesting feature was the use of
pluggers. They thundered and whistled their
approbation from the gallery. And Mr. Jar¬
rott graciously responded with a little speech.

Covvripht Ira L. Hill's Studio, N. Y. C.
MISS BONNIE GLASS,

The Pretty Dancer Has Returned to the Varieties.

VAUDEVILLE won over Marie Tempest lastweek. Not, however, as a mistress of high
comedy, but in the vocal field of her first suc¬

cess. Consequently, our regret that Miss Tempest
could not bring Barrie's whimsy of middle age, " Ros¬
alind," to the varieties was tempered by the charm
of her singing.

For Miss Tempest's voice really surprised us by its
freshness. Agreeable in diction and phrasing, it was
handled with the same expertness that marks her
comedy. , j j
Marie Tempest Sings

No uncertainty marred Miss Tempest's methods.
Her surroundings were helpful and colorful. There
was a billowing cloth of gold interior with black
medallions embroidered with flowers. Crimson blos-

A New Style Flirtation Turn
There are incidental songs. One in particular—a
■ r number done at a desk by Miss Walker—is
I !ght moment of the specialty. Another—" At the
I itain of Youth," done by Mr. Mack—is too old,
I les being out of key with the little skit. Other-
I the turn is entertaining of its kind. It's patter
I lxe.

Tarr. N. Y
RALPH RIGGS AND MISS KATHARINE WITCIIIE,

Now Dancing In " The Princess Pat" and In Vaudeville.

ill Morrissey and the very blonde Dolly Hackett
ched their turn along the usual two-act lines.
' face each other close to the footlights. " Do
believe me when I tell you that I love you?"
sked. Repartee quite naturally follows.
iVere you popular in Paris? " she queries.
STo, I was decent," he responds,
ley sing about the " old stuff" in vaudeville and

a member of the stage crew appears with the
itable park bench. Mr. Morrissey then does a
imitations, of such difficult subjects as David

field, Chauncey Olcott, Sam Bernard, and George
Cohan. After that they travesty the movies,

bits of film and lantern slide announcements,
as " Maurice Costello in Two Parts."

EVA TANGUAY, that cyclonic lady whoseI's just won't behave, came back to
Broadway at the Palace. And she

brought along a new repertoire of bizarre and
intimate songs, as well as equally bizarre and
equally intimate costumes.

The Tanguay Songs
The numbers range from " Individuality is

My Spesh-ee-ality" to a queer little grass¬
hopper song—nothing at all chanted to the
melody of a hymn. Then she tells of her first
years on the stage, presenting the vocal threat,
" I'm Here to Stay."

" Stars may come and stars may go,
But in theaters I will play,
Until I'm very old and gray."

In another new lyric, the Irrepressible One
confides, " I Was Built for Speed, Not Com¬
fort." And she sings of the war, too, like
this

" If anybody wants to stop the war,
I'm the one they're looking for,
If I only had a regiment of Tanguays."

And the costumes! They run the rainbow
gamut from a creation resembling the ex¬
plosion of a tinselled rose bush to the usual
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MISSES CONSTANCE AND IRENE FARBER,

Presenting a Brisk and Diverting Vaudeville Specialty.

Mile. Verbisf used the complete stage, the setting
being changed between numbers. During these in¬
tervals, the dancer's musical director presented vio¬
lin interludes.

Mile. Verbist, who is more statuesque than the
vaudeville conception of a ballet dancer, presented
Delibe's " Valse Lente," Del Sar's " La Danse de la
Rose," the Saint Saens " La Mort du Cygne," and
Gounod's "Night of Valpurgis," "The Death of the
Swan " was Mile. Verbist's real test. All in all. the
dancer is of some technical skill, considerable ability
to hide her limitations beneath coquettish pirouetting
and a delicacy of expression.

e to
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>e Cook is doing his one-man vaudeville show,
onally depicting everything from the orchestra
er and the magician to the musical "artist" and
queen of the tight wire. It's all laughable and
sing. Cook is a comic supplement de Vries.

Maude Fe;

i Blanche Again
die Blanche is still trilling her top notes, imi-
ig—with considerable vocal vividness—Irene
iklin, Nora Bayes and other footlight notables
doing her baseball game bits of mimicry. At the
nial she added an imitation of Eleanor Painter
er gallery and again did Eva Tanguay.

We admire James and Bonnie Thornton for the
thirty-odd years they've given to vaudeville. It was

good to hear the heartiness of the applause accorded
them at the Palace. Vaudeville audiences don't for¬
get. Miss Thornton is interesting in the old songs,
interesting enough to make us almost forgive her hus¬
band's old-time variety humor, anent such standard
subjects as beer, matrimony, pickles, tombstones, and
cheese.

Elizabeth Murray in the Varieties
Steamboat whistles sounded from the Colonial or¬

chestra—and Elizabeth Murray was back in vaude¬
ville again.

Her songs were all colorless, save for the old com¬
muter number, " The 5 :15," which still goes best of
all. Miss Murray tried " She's Good Enough to Vote
With You," with sapient reasoning like this:

" She's good enough to love and adore you,
She's good enough to bear your troubles for you,

She's good enough to be your baby's mother.
She's good enough to vote with you."

All very lucid. But it isn't the kind of song for
Miss Murray. Indeed, the Murray, who does the negro
and Irish dialect song with infinite zest, seems unable
to find material.

oel Travers and Irene Douglas have Edgar Allat
lf's latest contribution to vaudeville, " Meadow-
k Lane."
lere's a bright little setting of a tiny rose covered
ige, surrounded by a little picket fence. Flowers
m on the window ledges and in the garden. It's
119 Meadowbrook Lane. The occupants are a
lg and, of course, pretty girl and her mother,
y're about to be dispossessed because they have
id to keep up all their payments on the place,
landlord is crusty and heartless. The plot is
simple. A nervy young linoleum salesman hap-

i along. His heart is touched in more ways thsa
So he out-bluffs the grouchy old land-owner,

s the house and, in the end, wins the lady of
We honestly liked Howard Estabrook's little spe¬

cialty best of all the Colonial bill. Mr. Estabrook
takes chances with his opening. He appears, pro¬
gramme in hand, to sing about the bill and then in¬
timately of himself, chanting in detail all about his
stage career, and even admitting he's a " nice chap."
At the same time he confides that advertising pays.

Howard Estabrook's Single
All this sounds conceited, but Mr. Estabrook does

it quite pleasantly. Then he shows brief bits of mo¬
tion picture dramas, in which he has appeared, the MISS SOPHIE TUCKER,IVAN BANKOFF AND LOLA GIRLIE,

■ring an Agreeable Dancing Specialty in Vaudeville.
Wflge artists 6u;

gw >iiur talent., lie Is remark*
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RUTH ST. DENIS brought her art and imagina¬tion to the varieties at the Palace. Miss St.
Denis' contribution to the dance has been

eminently noteworthy.
Ruth St. Denis' Dances

Vaudeville has its dancers who offer reproductionsof the evolutions of the East. Miss St. Denis inter¬
prets the Oriental spirit and makes it comprehensibleto Western eyes. She translates the dance.She is, of course, able technically. But her offer¬ings have more than terpsichorean art. They possessdepth of imagery and drama. And she blends the
movement, coloring and music with a fine theatric
sense.

She first appears, reclining upon the stage floo*half enveloped in long, filmy draperies. She is" The Spirit of the Sea." Then, rising to herfeet and in movements of varying tempo, she de¬picts the changing moods of the ocean.
Her second dance is " The Peacock," based

upon a legendary tale of India. Here Miss St.Denis depicts a noble princess condemned,for the sins of vanity, to inhabit the bodyof a peacock. So, as a lonely peacock,she haunts the courtyard of her palace.The third and last offering is a ballet
of the tamboura, a re-incarnation of the
angular dances of old Egypt. Ted Shawn,who appears briefly in "The Peacock,"is seen in the ballet with Miss St. Denis.
To the tamboura music of six dancinggirls, the dancers step from a frieze to
present a stately flirtation evolution.

Interludes are offered by Ada Forman,who does a Javanese dance, and Mile.
Datillo, who introduces a brief but spon¬
taneous interpretation of a melody, played
on a piano off stage. The last number
makes a particularly vivid impression.

Vaudeville has recently been at some¬
thing of a dead level. Miss St. Denis
engagement marked another distinct ad¬
vance.

George Nash's Surprise Sketch
George Nash invaded vaudeville in oneof those trick playlets, " The Unexpected,"by Aaron Hoffman.
The sketch starts with the usual River¬

side Drive interior, half revealed in the
fireplace glow. She enters, muffled in a
cloak, listens for a moment and slipsbehind a curtain. He enters, in eveningclothes, flashing a pocket searchlight. Theysuddenly face each other.

Then the author begins to pile on the sur¬
prises. At first we are lead to believe that sheis the mistress of the house and he a thief,then that she is a clever leader of a gang ofburglars and he the occupant of the residence. Fi¬nally they unmask—and they're rival crooks intent
upon getting a certain ruby. Just then they're dis¬covered and, while trying to escape by a window,she is shot. The woman falls lifeless into her com¬panion's arms.

Next comes the final surprise. The dead ladycrook rises to her feet. They laugh together."Where's the manuscript?" he asks. The wholething has been'a rehearsal and they discuss the sur¬prise ending.
" That's what they like in vaudeville," she says,turning to the audience. " Isn't it? "" Do you ? " he repeats.
Which, of course, stirs applause. " The Unex¬pected " doesn't stand close examination. It's justa fair example of the surprise playlet. Mr. Nash'simmobile style of playing fits the make-believe bur¬glar but Julia Hay isn't convincing as the woman,over acting in her emotional moments.

George MacFarlane Sings
George MacFarlane has a likeable way with him.Moreover, he sings pleasantly. Indeed, MacFarlane

■ has stood the test of a Gilbert and Sullivan reper-! toire—and stood it well.
He starts with a few Gilbertian excerpts and fol¬lows with such ballads as " Caroline " and " A LittleBit of Heaven." Between songs he tells a few Irish
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Here his ingratiatin;
Hur : Grtih,
personalityand Scotch stories,

asserts itself.
Finally MacFarlane does a bit of plugging for that

pro-grey-hair effusion, " Mother," introducing hispianist as one of the authors. This aside, MacFar-lane's singing specialty is to be commended.
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Those oldtimers, Sam and Kitty Morton, have re- j'ni
H
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Merrihew Studio, Seattle.

MISS RUTH ST. DENIS,
vised their patter and dancing turn. All the oldmaterial is there, plus a few additional quips. Mrs.Morton still refers to Husband Sam as " an over¬stocked saloon " and " a hole in, a doughnut " whenthey discuss their wedding day. Mr. Morton nowdons Sousa-Iike whiskers and leads the orchestrawhile doing a clog.

The Mortons' new material shows a trend towardsvulgarity. But vaudeville isn't going back to thatsort of thing. A blue pencil would help the turnconsiderably.

Ben Welch, plus the usual misfit clothing, over¬grown derby and comedy whiskers of the Hebrewcomedian, discusses matrimony, too. " Business was

bad, I had to do something," he remarks. The rest
of the material has the same humorous subtlety.

nee r/iDr,rsrr& r>Aor\
Maude Fealy in the Two-a-day

Maude Fealy came to vaudeville at the Colonial
with an odd little playlet, "The Turn of the Tide,"
by Hugh Hoffman.

The setting discloses a bit of seacoast, with a
fisherman's hut among the rocks. Most of the play¬
let is dialogue between a young woman and the old
fisherman. A lovers' quarrel has caused the girl to
half contemplate suicide. But the old man, whose
own life is empty because of a misunderstanding of
years before, reunites the couple.

"The Turn of the Tide" is extremely slender and
tenuous. Mr. Herbert has tried—in almost total lack

of physical action—to duplicate his "Discontent."
But his present sketch is 99 per cent talk and
one per cent drama. It brightens a bit in the

final moments but not enough to lift the play-
i let over.

Miss Fealy as the young woman and an un-
programmed actor, as the fisherman, are
adequate enough, but the sketch isn't the
thing for vaudeville.

Mignon was added to the Colonial bill
to fill a gap. Nearly two seasons have
passed since we last observed this young
woman. Now her imitations return on the
crest of the impersonation tidal wave.

Mignon is doing Emma Trentini, Eddie
Leonard, Julia Sanderson, Blossom Seeley,
Ruth Roye and Bernard Granville. She
has voice enough to trill after the manner
of Belle Blanche and her imitations have
considerable skill in catching gestures and
physical movements. Moreover, Mignon is
so sincere in her hardworking efforts that
she wins her audience.

"The Passion Play" Again
"The Passion Play of Washington

Square," Sidney McTatron Hirsch's rather
neat surprise playlet, came to the Co¬
lonial with Alma Tell playing the role
of the girl, created by Dorothy Shoemaker.
Miss Tell does not give as distinct or
strong a characterization as her pred¬
ecessor. The remainder of the cast is
passable.

The action of the sketch takes place
in a successful young dramatist's apart¬
ment. On the library table are a motion

picture magazine and a copy of IThe Parisienne.
Which, we take it, rather neatly sums up the
young American literary idea.

Paul Gorden performs on the tight wire in even¬
ing clothes. There's nothing hackneyed about the
turn, which has agility, speed and a measure
of daring.

The Mosconi Brothers are dancers, working along
eccentric lines. They are materially aided by canes.
A dancer without a cane? Perish the thought. A
cane stands for that quality termed class in the two-
a-day.

.
, .

Ralph Riggs and Katherine Witchie presented their
" dance divertissement" unchanged at the Colonial.
If Mr. Riggs and Miss Witchie could be persuaded
to eliminate their singing the specialty would advance
tremendously.
A Bit of Variety Comedy

Lloyd and Britt were added to the Colonial pro¬
gramme. One of the boys wears a collegiate hat with
a green band and has comedy tendencies, while the
other acts as comic foil and vocalist. And the patter:

" She has a beautiful face," eulogizes the
" straight," " wonderful arms—perfect shoulders "

" Shut your mouth! " commands the disturbed
comic.

And they sing " There's a Little Gray Mother Who
Waits All Alone." After that the comedian does
dancing imitations—of a Hebrew going to the bank
and so on. Ultimately they don Harry Lauder plaids
for a comic finale, flicking their kilts pleasantly at
the audience as they depart.
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. CRAIG CAMPBELL,
Now Presenting an Agreeable Vocal

Specialty.
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MISS NELLA WALKER,
Appearing with

WILBUR MACK,
Nella Walker

Pair ot

Hartsook.

an Elaborate Patter

RUTH ST.DENIS TURNS AWAY THOUSANDS
AT PALACE THEATER

Arrives at the Psychological Moment ith Her InterpretativeDancing—Betalo a St. Denis Discovery
Bi: Walteb J. Kingsley.

James Bushnell, Seattle.
ALICE LLOYD,

Otto Sarony Co., N. Y.
MISS HELEN GOFF,

Appearing with Miss Kitty Gordon in
" Alma's Return."

RUTH ST. DENIS is the dancing sensa¬tion of the year at the Palace, where
. the art has been sedulously fostered.A. I aul Keith and E. F. Albee have firmlybelieved that the American public wouldone day come to care greatly for classical, in¬terpretative and dramatic dancing, and theirfaith has been justified. The Russians camealong and scored at the Century Theaterand now, at the Palace, Ruth St. Denis andher company are drawing smart audiencesthat tax the capacity of the theater. It is

. estimated that not less than five thousandPne.ople ,were turned away last week.-That is why Ruth St. Denis hasI been held over for a run. The Keith peo¬ple have bought off her other engagements,and hereafter she will appear in Keith's; vaudeville exclusively with her husband,•

Ted Shawn, and a troupe of exquisite girlsfrom their school, " Denishawn." at LosAngeles. Miss St. Denis has been fighting■ the battle of a pioneer for a good manyyears now and dancing before all cliques,coteries and hand-picked audiences. Thelate Henry B. Harris, who believed in her,found her art an expensive luxury when he^ presented her in New York and sent her ontour. Now she has come into her owfi, andthe applause of the average citizen, the reg¬ular theatergoer, the middle-class man andwoman, is sweet to her ears. " It seemsalmost too good to be true that the greatpublic has come to care so much for mywork. I love the applause of these audi¬
ences, who, without pretense of piffling aes-theticism, accept my dancing as entertain¬ment and like it. I have found the rightangle of presentation at last, and I feellike one who has entered the promisedland."

The splendid stage settings helped MissSt. Denis's act to its popular hit. Designedby herself, they revealed a loveliness thatwas almost poignant in its artistic appeal,and into their beauty she melted like anapparition of a dancing nymph. The wholeact is magnificent and the Palace patronsare quite ecstatic in their praise. Manyhave said: " I have seen Miss St. Denis be¬fore and saw nothing to get excited about,and now she seems to me the most wonder¬ful thing that ever happened." The answeris that the psychological moment for greatdancing has arrived and that the public hasbeen educated to understand what it is allabout. There is nothing hit or miss or hazvabout Miss St. Denis and her work. It istremendously vital and significant.
Ruth St. Denis would have been a dis¬tinguished actress if she had not electedto take up dancing. As it is, she lives eachof her dancing roles, and, leaving her dress- 1ing room a demure woman, with no " side "and no staginess, she transforms as shesteps into the flood lights, and becomessuffused with the emotion she is to portray.Her art of getting out of herself into an¬other personality is uncanny in its swiftand precise achievement. Her dancing girlsare all from excellent families in California,and are looked after as though they wereher own daughters.

Ted Shawn, Miss St. Denis's eugenic hus¬band, is a fine figure of a man, who dancesas well as the best of the Russians, and,moreover, looks and acts like a regular hu¬man being. I must also give him the credit—rare in vaudeville or in the theater any¬where—of writing and speaking English asclear-cut as a newly minted gold coin. Bycovering himself with brown grease paintso as to appear a healthy tan, he gets awaywith more bare skin than Paul Swan everrisked exposing, and the Palace patrons askfor more of him in the dance numbers.Swan made the mistake of appearing innink and white, thereby inviting derision,which he got, while Shawn comes out likean athlete who has been training in thesun, rather than in a carnation-silk boudoir.It all comes down to showmanship, andMiss St. Denis and " Brother" St. Denisknow the show game.

of Mrs. E. R. Thomas and Mrs. LeonardJacob, she has taken up dancing, and is aremarkable artiste in dramatic work. Shedoes her own version of Salome in a fash¬ion that stings one like an electric shock.Born in Burgos, Spain, of a good family,she has been in this country long enough tospeak English well. This is a Spanish sea¬son in the modes, and some manager is go¬ing to take this nineteen-year-old Spanishgirl, who makes Samya's " Last Tango"seem tepid, and give her a few minutes toherself on the stage, and thereby uncovera sensation. In six minutes or less Betalois going to make a name for herself someday soon. How she would stand out on theNew Amsterdam roof In Ziegfeld's midnightshow, for she is that rare blend, a gorgeous¬ly shapely girl who is a genius-dancer.
With Miss St. Denis there was no roomfor her dramatic dancing because it con¬flicted with the regular programme, so shedid something of the Spring song order inwhich she was charming, but not great.Miss St. Denis believes in Betalo, and saysthat her phenomenal gift for expressing themoods of fire and flame, of desolating griefand consuming joy, of life's big dynamicmoments, will make her famous. Betalohas not learned everything there is to knowabout dancing, and she has a proper mod¬esty, but Ziegfeld is overlooking a wonder¬ful girl for his entertainment if he doesn'tmake her his best dancing and figure bet.

Hartsook, 8. F.
MISS FRANCES WHITE,

Dancing in Vaudeville with William Rock.
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Betalo is the name of a clever little Span¬ish girl to whom Miss St. Denis gave anumber last week. She is a famous model,with a figure that might have been carvedout of ivory and silver, wrapped in damaskand faintly blushed with rose. As a.protege :on : Wiambra, Bell P-oU.t
, —rr. xoyal, Belle Blanche, YlnH^ i t- r. X I r i> *v» -i ,x JB^allxr_- QmhP.Um. I .■Hi-':. !■

BERT CLARK.

ERT CLARK, of Clark and Hamilton,
won such a comedy hit at his return
to the Palace Theater that managers

are trying to have him remain through the
Summer.

Clark returns to American vaudeville
in September. During the past season he
has had a second company on tour on the
Continent in his skit, " A Wayward Con¬
ceit." Clark has received an offer from
tlie Pantages Circuit for a tour of the
second company.
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James and Bushnell, Seattle.
ALICE LLOYD,

Returning to Vaudeville at the Colonial on Monday.James and Bushnell, Seattle.
MISS ALICE LLOY_D,
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physical love- for Marie Temp» ' at

Bangs. N. Y.
CROSS AND JOSEPHINE,

In Their Little Romantic Duet.

From Kinemacolor Film.
ALICE LLOYD,

With Her 0\*n Company at Bronx Theater.
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Hebrew eomic. working without tlie usii.il make-up.
" To whom are you talking from, will you? " is one of
the bits of repartee and a quip runs: "Bill Sunday?
Is he any relation to Becky Tuesday?" There's a
comic "Ysaye—you say" misunderstanding over the
name of the violinist. The whole thing is concluded
with one of those operatic travesties.

Incidentally, we might note that the "clever comics"
are using the travesty of "A Fool There Was," done
for several years by Francis Dooley.
Charles Grapewin in " Poughkeepsie "

Charles Grapewin is playing a traveling salesman in
his latest skit, " Poughkeepsie." But let us hasten to
add that the action takes place in Yonkers and not
in the aforementioned town, and that Mr. Grapewin
plays the first non-fat drummer we ever saw behind
the footlights.

Suit case in hand, Jed Harvey, comes into his
Yonkers home just at the psychological moment of
house-cleaning. " Home sweet home," he sighs and
then discovers the havoc of cleaning, " What the !"
It develops that Jed's wife has suspected her hus¬
band's unusual interest in Poughkeepsie. Then, too.
Jed has taken home a wrong suit case by mistake. It
bears photos of ladies in negligee—and Jed almost
loses his Yonkers home. Of course, things are all
explained in the end.

Measured and weighed, " Poughkeepsie " proves to
be just a skit—quite of the old variety school. Char¬
acters, alone on the stage, talk for minutes at a time
to the audience.

ALLET

Bert Melrose is working without clown make-up.
He is now a sort of tumbling Bert Fitzgibbon. Mel¬
rose is still contributing to the uplift of vaudeville
by tumbling nonchalantly from four tables piled on
top of each other. He's amusing in his way.
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C Auqusta Olose Photo by Hall, N. Y.
MISS AUGUSTA GLOSE,

Presenting Her Pianologues at the Palace Theater.Billie Burke's " Tango Shoes," which is just an
amateur dancing tournament in which four " plants "
are invited from the audience, came back to the
Palace.

" Tango Shoes" has been playing steadily. So
possibly we're in the minority. But we have yet to get
a laugh out of old age or avoirdupois on the stage. The
climax of " Tango Shoes," for instance, comes when
one of the " plants," a lady of considerable weight,
sits upon a chair and goes crashing to the floor.

Piatov'sJDancing Turn
Sascha Piatov is now dancing with Mile. Vlasta

Novatna, a substantial toe dancer, and Mile. Florence,
who does modern evolutions with bonnieglass ten¬
dencies. Piatov is again introducing his dancing ver¬
sion of the temptation of Marguerite, with himself as
a nimble hesitating Satan. We respectfully nominatethis to a position beside Dave Genaro's Svengali evolu¬tion. They're guaranteed to find that sense of humor.

RAY SAMUELS,
i ^rr--

Mr. Cressy is, of course, seen in the role of Flitters
and Blanche Dayne is Miss Montmorency. Harrison Brockbank's revival of Victor Herbert'sbest known compositions, presented as a sort of me¬

lange of solos and concerted numbers, didn't come upto our expectations.
In the first place, an amateurish flavor was givenby the special setting, distinguished by a huge me-dalion of the composer over the curtained door and

having wreaths, with the titles of various Herbert
operas, painted on the walls.

Dainty Marie still swings from the flying rings in
midair, the while nonchalantly singing—more or less.
She opens her turn in one, now using a drop curtain
of her own and singing a little announcement of her
work. Miss Marie's—er—art is becoming more and
more substantial.
■ire si) populous." surplic es? All I know aboutI ask your honor jus! 4 A

Melville Ellis, lately with Marie Tempest, is now
playing the piano with Irene Bordoni. Or rather, to
judge from the programme gradation of type, Miss
Bordoni is appearing with Mr. Ellis. One must be
careful about these distinctions, you know.

NELLIE DONEGAN,
who once more appears before you in an attractive pose.
tiir TTTTXTXTTTTlT

It is the custom, when one of t
in a military hospital dies, to
with the honors of war, and t!
fired over the dead soldier's grahe be friend or foe. One da'
wounded Russian prisoner's boc
liorne to its last resting place ii
village graveyard, and the fur

Everett S. Ruskay wrote " Forty Winks " for Hilda
Spong's entry into the varieties. Mr. Ruskay, how¬
ever, missed his freshness of expression in his latest
vaudeville contribution. Moreover. "Forty Winks"
harks back to the dream idea and, all in all, lacks
substantial dramatic substance.

Hilda Spong in "Forty Winks"
We are first given a glimpse of Barbara and Jimmie

on the night of their fifth wedding anniversary.
They've finished their coffee and cigarettes and are
preparing for the theater. Hubby hurries away to
slip from smoking jacket to evening clothes. Barbara
sits in the arm-chair and falls asleep. Then the
dream: a nightmare of financial ruiu, visualized as
they do in the motion pictures. Wifey wakes up and.
of course, things are really all right. Hence a happy
ending.

Miss Spong reads her lines as she always reads
them—with intelligence and point. Regan Hughston
makes a very heroic looking husband and his playing,
too, is theatric.

Melville Ellis and Irene Bordoni

They are using the graceful gold and black setting
first introduced by Miss Tempest, with a slight re¬
arrangement of detail. In accordance with the black
type of the programme, the grand piano, presided over
by Mr. Ellis, has moved over to the center of the
stage. Mr. Ellis plays between Miss Bordoni's songs.
Miss Bordoni does three songs, each in a fetching and
colorful gown. One is a little chanson in French.
Another has to do with the love light that " lies and
lies and lies" in two big innocent eyes. And the
third is the Nora Bayes lyric, " A Le-e-tle Love, a
Le-e-tle Kee-e-ss, Would Never Be Enough for Me."

Miss Bordoni is a chic little person, of slender voice,
a delicious accent, and no particular personality. Just
now the turn has two points of, let us say, dramatic
interest—Mr. Ellis' piano playing and Miss Bor¬
doni's costumes. Mr. Ellis is a' pianist of no mean

otiilitv1,i,^Ie has a_ delightful touch.

of Merit

). Tim*

Fannie Brice, who seemed a season ago to have
slipped into a rut, has safely rehabilitated herself. She
is revealing originality of material, well devised to
hide limitations of comic method. And her programme

White. N. Y.
HARRISON BROCKBANK,The Actor and Producer of The Victor Herbert Festival

is varied. The numbers, by the way, are by Blanche
Merrill.

Fannie Brice is Amusing
Miss Brice's first song is of an operatic aspirant

named Priscilla and it utilizes the how's-her-execution-
I'm-in-favor-of-it joke.

" She think's she's as good as Patti,
She's enough to drive you batty."

Miss Brice next appears in comic bridal attire to
sing, in " I Don't Know Whether to Do It or Not,"
of the tribulations of a lady who wavered between
matrimony and single bliss :

" One's a curse,
The other's worse."

Miss Brice introduces some of her recent material," If We Could Believe the Things They Say," depict¬
ing an expedition into a millinery shop, and the tale
of Becky's experience in the ballet. Here Miss Brice
appears in brief ballet garb, making a far from
etherial butterfly of the dance.

Miss Brice is amusing in her new songs. They're
primitive in their humor, to be sure, but the come¬
dienne gives them real zest.

Victor Herbert's Melodies
At the opening, the singers—costumed as Herbert-ian characters—step through the velvet hangings ofthe rear door. And the familiar Herbert melodies re¬turn. There's the splendid " Sultana's Entrance"from " Algeria," with its sweep of melody: there's thetender charm of " The Gypsy's Love Song" from" The Fortune Teller " : there's the humor of " ThePerfect Man " from " The Enchantress " ; there's theswinging march, " The Mascot of the Troop," from" Mile. Modiste"; and there's that finely romantic" I'm Falling In Love With Someone," of " NaughtyMarietta."
All these numbers—and others—hold delightfulmemories. They're well worth hearing, even if sungby mediocre vocalists, as in the present offering. Theconcerted numbers, in particular, need attention.Mayme Gehrue, with her lively dancing, stands outof the cast, although she does little with her " Babesin Toyland " bit. The best voice apparent seems tobe that of Gilbert Wilson.

MIGNON,
Presenting Her Imitations at the Colonial Theater.

RUTH ST. DENIS varied her programme for hersecond Palace week. She first introduced herdelicate little Japanese pantomime of a coquettepreparing for a picnic excursion.
She gave her familiar cobra dance, in which hersinuous arms, with huge eye-like jewels upon herhands, are given the semblance of writhing serpents.

Ruth St. Denis Again
And she repeats her Egyptian ballet of the tam-boura. Each dance is atmospheric and imaginative—•

a sort of brief translation of a nation's personality.For Miss St. Denis adapts the choreography to herinterpretation of the spirit of the East.
Incidental dances were given. One was an Hawaiianinterlude, with its touch of the Hulu-Hulu and anadmirable suggestion of the languid distant isles ofthe South Seas.
We can't imagine any one failing to be touched bythe imagery and the frequent moments of sheer beauty.For Miss St. Denis is an artiste of vital significance.

TRICK

Searl Allen and Ed Howard are doing "A RealPal," one of those slender patter turns with playlettendencies. This sort of thing is becoming decidedlypopular.

Moore. Gardner and Rose are billed as " clever
comics." Two members of the team emerge from the
wings, wearing purple coats over their white suits.
1 Iigh white hats complete the sartorial effect. Then
the humorous element of the team appears. He is a

Victor Qeorp, Chicago.
MISS FANNIE BRICE,C Ira L. HiU, If. Y. City.

MISS IRENE BORDONI,
Appearing in the Varieties with Melville Ellis.
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LEON BAKST AND SERGE de DIAGHILEFF'S RUSSIAN BALLET
By HENRY T. FINCK

WITH BLACK AND WHITE SKETCHES DONE IN MINIATURE, AFTER M. BAKST'S ORIGINAL DESIGNS

PROBABLY some of the subscribers ofthe Metropolitan Opera Company were
surprised when they first read that the
season of 1915-16 would consist of twenty
weeks of opera in Italian, German, French,
and Spanish, followed by four weeks of
ballet without opera.

Why ballet without opera? Ever since
opera first began, some three centuries ago,
dances have been interpolated in one or
more of the acts—tip-toe dances, spectacu¬
lar dances, pantomimic or dramatic
dances. In Paris, particularly, the ballet
was for generations an all-important part
ot operatic performances, and countless
varieties were introduced. Roller-skating,
for a striking example, originated in a
dance introduced in Meyerbeer's "Le
Prophfete."

So much did the ballet become a matter
of course in an opera that Wagner's
"Tannhauser" was hissed and hooted be¬
cause he had refused to introduce one in
the second act. The Venusberg scene
which he substituted—a scene crowded with
nymphs, sirens, cupids, bacchants, dissolv¬
ing views of Jupiter and Leda, and so on,
all with appropriate music—was not ac¬
cepted as an equivalent, because it came
at the beginning of the first act, and mem¬

bers of the Jockey

\~\4SBS&3l hooting) never saw
^ the first act of an

opera because they

iPxl-ii HHF* operas! Wagner dis-
carded the ballet

fc'' 'Ud^sJEmT altogether, and his
example was fol-
lowed by other
composers in Italy

M and France as well

1/ VCs s as in G e r m a n y.u W Verdi, in "Aida,"
Narcisse and Bizet, in "Car¬

men," still em¬

ployed the ballet; but Puccini and the
other men of our time know it no more.

In all countries, moreover, there has been
a tendency to curtail the ballet divertisse¬
ments in those operas which do have them,
or even to omit them altogether. Hence
the younger generation of opera-goers is
not well served in this matter.

IT was natural that, under these con¬ditions, the ballet should have pro¬
claimed its independence of the inhospitable
opera. This separate development has
been particularly noticeable in Russia. Not
that the independent ballet is a new thing
altogether. As early as 1/581 France wit¬
nessed a "Ballet comique de la Royne," the
staging of which is said to have cost three
and a half millions of francs.

Louis XIV took such a delight in ballets
that he not only composed one in collabora¬
tion with Moli^re, but frequently danced
in them himself. He also had it proclaimed
that all gentlemen and ladies could appear
publicly on the stage without being con¬

sidered for that reason to derogate from
their titles of nobility. For generations the
Italians and the French vied with one an-

No organization from Russia ever aroused
more unbounded enthusiasm than Serge de
Diaghileff's Ballet Russe. The extraor¬

dinary excitement created by it in
Vienna. Berlin, Paris, and Lon¬
don induced the manager of the
Metropolitan Opera House more
than half a decade ago to try to
persuade the head of this com¬
pany to cross the Atlantic for a
series of performances in New
York and elsewhere. The at¬
tempt failed; for while business
was so good abroad, why go to
the expense of crossing the At¬
lantic?

The war changed all that, and
thanks to it we are to see this com¬

pany of dancers, which, headed
by Karsavina and Nijinsky, is
probably the most perfect organi¬
zation of its kind that this country
or, for that matter, the world has
ever seen. To cite the words of
the passionate press agent, "Never
before have such dancers in such
array come across the Atlantic.
Never before has such a diversity
of ballet, mimo-drama-, and choreo¬
graphic episode from such
eminent hands been outspread on

Thamab Karsavina ix "Narcisse"

other as cultivators of the ballet, with
opera or apart from it. In our time the
supremacy has, however, passed into the
hands of the Russians.

In Russia dancing is taken more
seriously as a fine art than it is in any
other country. Girls and boys are
caught young and trained in the terpsi-
chorean art as thoroughly and persist¬
ently as music students are at the con¬
servatories. The result is that not, only
do individual dancers rise to as great
fame as the operatic prima donnas and
tenors do, but there is an ensemble, a
cooperation, and dovetailing of the
parts not to be witnessed elsewhere.
Crawford Flitch in his beautifully illus¬
trated book, "Modern Dancers and
Dancing" (Lippincott), gives interest¬
ing details regarding the artistic im¬
portance which the Russians attach to
dancing.

FOR a time the leading Russian bal¬lets, being part of the Czar's per¬
quisites, were jealously kept at home;
but the tales of travellers returning
from St. Petersburg—now Petrograd—
aroused so much curiosity in other Euro¬
pean capitals that at last permission was
given the dancers to visit other countries,
as like permission was given also to the
Balalaika Band, which made Russian folk
tunes familiar in Europe and America.

A pilgrim, a nobi.eman, a slave, and others from "Saint Sehastien"

Seraphine Astafieva

our stage. Never before have so
many ballets moved to such music or
been clothed in such settings and
costumes. Never before have such
performances wrought an equal magic,
magnificence, and vitality of illusion.
In them the new arts of the dance
and many a new art of the theatre
touch their present climax.

"As the Metropolitan is to opera, so
is the Ballet Russe to the dance," we
are told, and, judging by foreign re¬
ports, there is good reason to believe
this is true.

THE Diaghileff Ballet Russe willfirst be seen in New York at the

Century Theatre, where it will per¬
form for a fortnight beginning Janu¬
ary 17. After this engagement, the
company will tour the principal cities
of the United States. To accompany
them Nahan Franko is assembling

a full symphony orchestra of seventy care¬
fully chosen members. Owing to the
exacting works of Rimski-Korsakoff and
other composers represented, only musi¬
cians of the best kind were selected. On
tour the ballet will make brief visits to
Boston, Albany, Detroit, Chicago, Mil¬
waukee, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Columbus,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Washing¬
ton, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Atlantic City,
returning to the Metropolitan Opera House
at the close of the opera season.

"M. de Diaghileff," the prospectus reads,
"will bring to America fifty and more prin¬
cipal dancers. At their head stand Ni¬
jinsky and Karsavina. Arrayed around
them are the graphic and virile Bolm, pro¬
ducer too; the expert and comic Cecchitti;
the rising Massin; Mmes. Lubov Tcherni-
chowa, Sokolova, and Pflanz—each a dancer
of distinction, trained in the ballet schools
of Russia and by Diaghileff. The eighteen
different ballets will be set in the scenery
and clothed in the costumes originally or
newly designed for them by L6on Bakst."

NIJINSKY is considered in Europe to bethe greatest dancer of his sex in the
present day, "distinguished by manly beauty

and strength, flawless technical skill,
exceeding grace and agility of mo¬
tion, rare imagination and inven¬
tion in the composition of his parts,
and an unusual and pervading per¬
sonality." In such ballets as "Les
Sylphides" and "Le Pavilion d'Ar-
mide" he clothes superlative feats
of skill in as remarkable a beauty;
in "Narcisse," "Le Spectre de la
Rose," and "L'Aprfes-Midi d'un
Faune" he adds poetic invention
and illusion to this beauty and this
skill; while in such mimo-dramas as

"Petrouchka" and "Scheherazade"
he rises high in vivid and exotic im¬
personation. "No dancer in the con¬

temporary theatre has such indi¬
viduality or ranges so widely as
does he."

Mme. Karsavina is credited with
no less signal qualities as a dancer
and a mime, "She is in the full
flush of youthful comeliness and
plastic charm that is neither too
simple nor too sophisticated. The
Russians, the most expert and ex¬
acting audiences that sit before

Sophie Pflanz
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_Lubov Tchernichova, the Cleopatra of the Ballet Russe.

Ida Rubinstein, as Saint Sebastian, and cix figures from "The Legend of Joseph"

N1J1NSKY
Vasilay Nljinsky has done, if not his bit. as much

of it as he cares to, in the Russian army. He has
been taken prisoner of war and through the efforts
of Ambassador Penfield released that he might join
the Diaghileff ballet in New York. All his adven¬
tures have been duly recounted in the press, always
with the comment that Nijinsky is the world's great¬
est dancer. Why then should his manager register
surprise when the Russian dancer demands a salary
that lines his art with Caruso's and Lauder's, asks
the Syracuse Post-Standard.

He observes, as the Sicilian day laborer does im¬
mediately upon his arrival in New York, that the
scale of prices is higher in America than abroad, and
that in the American theater the exotic artist thrives
better than the indigenous plant. Beerbohm Tree
outdraws superior native talent, Kreisler and Elman
get far higher prices than any American violinists,
and really we have some good ones. Paderewski
fixes his own figures. Mitzi Hajos and Gaby Deslys
show no desire to return home. Charlotte, the little
German skater, has usurped- the honors that were
Irene Castle's. The metropolitan bird cage is open
only to Americans who have won European approval.
The imported dancers from Pavlowa to the Dolly
Sisters prosper where Isadora Duncan, Maud Allan
and Loie Puller starved.

Nijinsky has another recommendation beside hrs
name. His war experiences have been helpful ad¬
vertisement. He is none the better as a dancer for
his short military service, but as Fritz Kreisler can
testify he has acquired an added value as a theatrical'
attraction. He knows it.

So the Russian is sure of a handsome salary in
New York, greater than any American could hope to
get if we had American men who could dance as the
Russians do, which we haven't.
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METROPOLITAN °HP0EUR8A(
BEGINNING TO-MORROW NIGHT

Evenings (except Tuesday) at 8:30.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

DIAGHILEFF'S

BALLET
RUSSE

Repertory for First Week
IIf|W "Les Syiphides," "Petrouchka," "Le Spec-lYiUlli trc de Ja Rose," "Prince Igor."
\A/FH MAT "Cleopatre," "Le Spectre de la Rose,"VV LUilYlM 11 "Soleil du Nuit," "Carnaral."

WPn FVF "L'Oiseau de Feu," "Les Syiphides,"
TVLUiLTL* "Scheherazade."
TUHDQ "Cleopatre," "Petrouchka," "Spectre deinUnO. ia Rose," "Soleil du Nuit."
rni "L'Oiseau dc Feu," "Carnayal,"
rni. "Scheherazade."
CAT MAT "Cleopatre," "Les Syiphides,On I ilrln 11 Midi d'un Faune," "Prince Igor.
CAT FVF "Scheherazade." "Petrouchka," "LeOn 11 L V Li Spectre de la Rose," "Soleil du Nuit."

Prices $1, $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3 & $5.
HARDMAN PIANO USED.

"L'Apres

METROPOLITAN |
Evenings (Except Tuesday) at 8:30 I

Matinees Wednesday & Saturday at 2':30 I

DIAGHILEFF'S

BALLET
RUSSE

MON "Les SylpMdes," "Le Spectre de la Rose."
| ivivTAi* "Thamar," "Carnaval," with M. Nijinskyj and Mmes. Lopokova, "Revalles. Tchemicheva, Wasil- II ewska: Mro. Massin, Bolm, Ceechetti.
WFD MAT "Les Syiphides," "L'Oiseau de :¥» LdW. lvl/W • Feu," "Scheherazade," with M

! Nijinsky and Lopokova. Revalles, Tchemicheva, Wa-
j silewska, Bewicke; Mm. Massin, Bolm, Cechetti.
WFD FVF "Petrouchka," "Carnaval." "Lei
t ,7! Spectre de la Rose." "PrinceIgor, with Mmes. Lopokova, Tchemicheva, Wasl¬
lewska; Mm. Massin, Bolm, Ceechetti, Gavrilov
THIJRS "Narcisse" (First Performance ' in*

, America), "Thamar." "La J'rincesseEachantee. Prince Igor," with M. Nijinsky and
j Mmes. Lopokova, Revalles, Tchemicheva; Mm. *Bolm,
FRI Spectre de la Rose."* ***• Soleil de Nuit." "Cleopatre." with Mmes.Lopokova, Revalles. Tchemicheva, Sokolova; MmMassin, Bolm. Gavrilov, Zverew.
SAT MAT "Thamar," 'L'Oiseau de Feu,"

t "Scheherazade," with Mmes. Lopo-
('ei-ciiettf 3' Tchernlcll0T«; Mm. Massin, Bolm,
SAT. EVE. rNaicl8?c,w "cl®pPatrc-" "Le Spec-
7 1, T \r* ,leJa ^ose," with M. Nljinskvand Mmes. Lopokova, Revalles, Tchemicheva, Soko¬lova; Mm. Bolm, Ceechetti.

Prices $1. $1.50. $2. $2.50, $3 & $5.
HARDMAN PIANO USED.

metropolitan 2pf*aKwnlngs (Eicept Tuesday) ,t «-3i> °®S®Matinees Tuesday 4 Syturtiy .t%LAST WEEK OF

DIAGHILEFF'S
BALLET
RUSSE

TUES. MAT. "Thamar." "T,1 priM
, * cesse Enchantee," "Prince Isrnr "

n !nmu N J,nsky. Bolm; Mmes. Lopokova r»valles, Tchemicheva. Sokolova.

WED. "s",eii <i« Knit.- -u sow
, J™ de la Rose, Cleopatre." with MmNijinsky; Massin. Bolm, GavrilofT, Zverew- Mmp-L<;pokova. Revalies. Tchemicheva. Sokolova'THIJRS "L'Oiseau de Feu," "Carnaval

lior n t "Scheherazade." with Mmes. iSpokovaRevalles rchernicheva, Sokolova. Wasllewska, Be¬wicke; Mm. Massin, Bolm, ldzikowski, Ceechettifri. ;;j>etroucllka " ' La Prinees.se Enchanie.'-"
r , rS k^Phides." "Prince Igor," with Mine'slopokova, Tchemicheva. Wasllewska. Sokolova - MmMassin, Bolm, GavrilofT.
SAT. MAT. ncl™.va!!T." "Tf.. Slp,"',re ,lr '»Hose. (arnaval, with Mm XIjlnsky, Massin. Bolra. GavrilofT, Idzlkoivski Cmrhetti; Mmes Lopokova, lievailes. TclienilchetaWasllewska. Sokolova.

SAT. EVE. Sylphldw." "La Prinn<s«
•Vt V . ,, "Soleil de N„l, ■Scheherazade, with Mm. Nljinskv, Massin Hatrlloff Zverew; Mmes. Lopokova. Hevalles. Tciiernirheva, Wasllewska, Sokolova, Bewicke
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ballets, have long applauded her artistry
in the subtlest and the most elusive
feats of the dance. For the Western
world of Ixjndon and Paris, she adds to
these technical perfections the graces of
imagination, the felicities of detail, and the

Adolf Bolm: and Lubov Tchernichova
in "Scheherazade"

fine ardor of impersonation of which
they are the instruments." She can
range from the timid and dreaming
girl of "Le Spectre de la Hose" to
the entrapping Oriental princess of
"Thamar," and, whatever her part, in¬
vest it with a sensuous beauty that is
half of herself and half of the char¬
acter. "Like a perfume is the delicate
and insinuating illusion that she works
upon the stage."

Another member of the company is
Leonide Massin, who achieved his big¬
gest success as Joseph in the Richard
Strauss-Bakst ballet "The Legend of
Joseph" in Paris. He and Adolf Bolm
are also choreographic directors.

IN Switzerland, at Lausanne, where themembers of this famous ballet have been
assembled some time, with Diaghileff,
Bakst, and the Russian revolutionary
composer, Stravinsky, several new ballets
are in the course of preparation, and seven
complete productions have been announced
for presentation in New York and in the
other cities that the company will visit.
Bakst has been recently executing scenery
and costumes for Stravinsy's "Firebird."
The artist is also superintending the paint¬
ing and making of new scenery and cos¬
tumes for "Scheherazade" and "Syiphides."
Novelties in rehearsal by the company in¬
clude Rimski-Korsakoff's under-the-sea bal¬
let, "Sadko," arranged by Bolm, and the
ballet, "Midnight Sun," from the opera
"Snowmaiden," also by Rimski-Korsakoff,
arranged by Massin. The scenery for the
"Midnight Sun" ballet is being executed
by Larionof.

The importance assigned to the artistic
side of the scenic background and to his¬
toric or local color in the spectacular
effects is, by the way, one of the great as¬
sets and distinguishing peculiarities of the
organization. In Russia it is customary for
artists of high rank to give their services
to the theatre, which provides them withthe vast spaces they love to revel in. The
director of the Academy at Petrograd, N.
Roerich, provided the costumes and scenic
effects for the "Danses Polovtsiennes," one

of the works to be produced at the Metro¬
politan Opera House. His specialty lies in
the dreary steppes, virgin forest, and bar¬
baric costumes of Russia. Alexandre
Benois, who painted the scenery for
"Petrouchka," "Les Syiphides," and "Les
Fiancailles d'Armide," which are also in the
Metropolitan list, is the author of a valu¬
able history of painting and a recognized
authority on French styles. Larionof has
been mentioned, and Boris Anisfeld is also
represented.

But chief of these scenic artists is Leon
Bakst, whose activity has opened up a new
epoch of theatrical art. As Martin Birn-
baum has remarked: "The composers orches¬
trated for the ears, Bakst for the eyes."

WHEN Bakst began his activity inPetrograd, his native city, he painted
in the fashion of the day, chiefly portraits

Slaves and cripples from "Saint Sebastien"

of her approval on the brilliant innova¬
tor."

His first great triumph was the ballet
"Ceopatre," performed in Paris in June,
1909. This work, with music by the famous
Russian composer, Arensky, was produced

with scenes painted on Bakst's
principle, in accordance with which
a stage setting is not to be re¬
garded primarily as a landscape
or as architecture, but "as though
it were a painting into which the
human figures had not yet been
painted."

This work made Bakst's name

famous. It was followed by others
which were a succession of sur¬

prises and triumphs, and, ex¬
claimed an enthusiast, "it became
difficult to remain a collected ob¬
server or critic before these daz¬
zling creations, which aroused
feverish emotions and overcame the
senses like a flask of attar of
roses. Bakst extended the poetry

of brilliant colors at a time when our

drab, Occidental culture sought appro¬
priate expression in flat subdued tones.
Bakst, however, was an exuberant Semitic
barbarian, and he wanted his colors, like
his characters, to sing and shout and dance
with joyous abandon. Fortunately, Paris
stood aghast long enough for her discern¬
ing arbiters of good taste to win the day
for the Russian artist, and a renaissance of
color set in. Emerald, indigo, and ge-
r a n i u m,
the leop-
ard's spots,
and the
scales o f
the set-

pent, black,
rose, ver-

hidden in every epoch,
the versatility to
adapt himself to
the exotic charms
of any country, be
it Greece, or

Egypt, or China,
or Persia, or any
other eastern or

western land.
His masterpiece

is probably "Sche¬
herazade," the
brilliant prelude
to the Arabian
Nights. In this,
writes Martin
Birnbaum. "Bakst

m l 1 l o n,
and tri-
u m p hant
orange,
were all

shrieking
He has I to be heard,

Bolm and Karsavina in

"Thamar"

and historical canvases.

His ventures into less
conventional fields were

not appreciated, where¬
fore he went to Paris in
search of freedom to do
as he pleased. His daring
innovations astonished
even the natives of that
city, but gradually he
won the recognition due
his originality and perse¬
verance. As Birnbaum
relates: "It was not until
1906, however, at the ad¬
mirable Russian exhibi¬
tion, which was then ar¬

ranged in Paris by Dia¬
ghileff, that Bakst and
other talented men won

more general recognition.
The distinguished rigis-
seur urged a group of the
exhibiting artists to work
for the Russian Imperial
theatres, and Bakst, who
is a devoted student of
Homer, was asked to
make designs for classi¬
cal plays with Greek
settings, like the (Kdipus.
His originality, however,
again aroused old enemies
at home, and their mut-
terings were not hushed
until Paris set the seal

Massin and Lydia Solokova rehearsing

the ballet in crude, not t0 say"

angular, state

Leonide Massin in "The
Legend of Joseph"

is his amazing
Oriental self.
T h e ancient
Persians them¬
selves could
not have found
fault with his
aiarvellous set-
t i n g. No
Frenchm an,
nor any artist
influenced b v

French ideas,
would have
dared to use

such a gamut

Thamar Karsavina in

"Scheherazade"

and shrieking in harmony.
"It was an orgy of color

to the last possible tensiqn.
Nature was sacrificed by
him, though not so violently
as by Van Gogh or the Post-
Impressionists in order to
arouse the emotions. The
effect of the colors was en¬

forced and exalted by the
voluptuous movements of the
dancers and the astonishing
music which Rimski-Kor¬
sakoff had written for his
miracle of joint creation.

Had the author of 'Les Fleurs du Mai'
been present, he would have hailed the
colorist as a great epic poet. Haughtysultans embraced their false sultanas; grin¬ning eunuchs, like gorgeous speckled birds,
dangled golden keys while their doom was
impending; powerful exultant lovers, black
as ebony, whirled the frenzied women
about, to the tunes of baleful Hindu
musicians."

REFERRING to Bakst's aquarelles,which have a value quite apart from
the stage, the same writer remarks:

"They are not mere fashion plates or
ordinary costume drawings, although the

nver.if# apm
ni.t nwfoe esti;
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Anisfeld; costumes by N. Gontcharova.
"Scheherazade." Choreographic drama

in one act. Music by N. Rimski-Korsakoff;
book by L. Bakst and M. Fokine; choreo¬
graphy by M. Fokine; scenery and cos¬
tumes by L6on Bakst.

"Les Sylphides." Romantic reverie in
one scene. Music by Chopin; choreography
by M. Fokine; scenery and costumes by
Alexandre Benois.

"Les Pavilions d'Armide." Choreo¬
graphic tableau; presented at the perform¬
ance in honor of the coronation of King
George V in London. Music by N.
Tcherepnine; book, scenery, and costumes
by Alexandre Benois; choreography by M.
Fokine.

"Thamar." Choreographic drama in
one scene after a poem by Lermontof.
Music by M. Balakiref; choreography by
M. Fokine; scenery and costumes by L6on
Bakst.

"La Princesse Enchantee." Pas de deux
by M. Petipa. Music by P. Tchaikovsky;
scenery and costumes by Leon Bakst.

"Danses Polovtsiennes." From the opera
"Prince Igor." Music by A. Borodine;
choreography by M. Fokine; scenery and
costumes by N. Roerich.

gave an impetus to decoration and infused
the theatre and our lives with new spirit."

THE reference to Rimski-Korsakoff asthe composer of "Scheherazade" calls
attention to another important feature of
the ballets to be presented by Serge
Diaghileff—the music that goes with them
is by some of the greatest masters.
Rimski-Korsakoff is, next to Tchaikovsky
(who is also represented) and Rubinstein,
the greatest of Russia's creative musicians.
Then there are Tcherepnine, Balakirev, and
Borodine, three other famous Russians, and
the latest celebrity in their country, the
audacious Stravinsky. "Les Sylphides" is
supplied with music by Chopin, the "Car-
naval" and the "Papillons" with Schumann's
melodies, "Le Spectre de la Rose" with the

THE beauty and importance of themusic associated with all these dances
makes it necessary to have it properly in¬
terpreted by a high-class orchestra of over
eighty men. On this subject Mr. Diaghileff
wrote to John Brown, of the Metropolitan
Opera House, last month:

"I must ask you to take at once the

Margarete Ober as Ortrud in

"Lohengrin"
Caruso as Enzo in "La Gioconda'

instrumentalists must be of the
first rank, otherwise we may not
be able to play. Certain execu¬
tions might be rendered ma¬
terially impossible by the medi¬
ocrity of the musicians.

"Another point which must he
settled is the question of the
rehearsals. Some of the works
require a great many. The
orchestra of the Opera in Paris
required fourteen rehearsals for
the 'Fire-Bird' ('L'Oiseui de
Feu'), by Stravinsky. It will
be necessary in any case that
M. Ansermet should have two
rehearsals a day with orchestra
as soon as he arrives."

vestments, which move with the natural
rhythm of brids' wings, seem to be the
living things. The figures, whose bodies
and very souls are enveloped by color, are
only lightly suggested, being subordinate
to the gestures and draperies, which ac¬
centuate and display to the greatest ad¬
vantage the beauty of the young supple
muscles, round bosoms, and powerful
thighs. Every drawing, whether in a tender
or a vigorous mood, is intensely alive and
singularly persuasive, and its aesthetic
value will eventually be heightened by its
historical importance. When the huge set¬
tings will crumble and the fashion for
opera and the ballet will change, we shall
still have these exciting designs to remind
us that we had in our midst a stimulating
artist, who delivered us forever from the
old-fashioned divertissement. Bakst's name

will then be linked not only with those of
the prominent contemporary painters, but
with modern innovators like William Morris
and Gordon Craig, who from time to time

THE reader will now beeager to learn something
about the man who has con-

Lucrezia Bori as Antonia in tiii
"Tai.es of Hoffmann"Rita Fornia as Rosette in "Manon:
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brought to fever point by a hiehlv ac-
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Illustrations by The Author

THE Russian ballet is the one uni¬versally accepted expression of
the new art impulse. What other
arts have attempted with the aid

of offense to the senses, the Russian
ballet has attained by means of con¬
sistent and undisputed beauty; and by
that right, it stands first among the in-
fluences upon the art-thought of the day.

The world is trying to guess the effects
of Russia's seemingly destined increase
of influence. Since dancing, perhaps
even more directly than other arts, re¬
flects an aspect of the public mind, the
ballet of Russia doubly justifies attention
at this time. In its creations are seen

aspirations for new territory for imagi¬
nation to explore—or rather, the terri¬
tory Russian imagination is exploring.
Among its achievements is a reconciliation between
unhampered individual freedom and an adequatecode of harmony-conserving laws. Finally, underkeen mental and bodily skill it gives evidence of
that enthusiasm that generates bravery of thought
and limitless energy of will. In the heaven-daring

and romantic

Mine. Pavlowa in
44 Amarilla "

>

y!
imagination of its
creators, in the
genius by which they
have assembled a new

medium of expression,
and in the virility
they bring into their execution, is seen something
of that which is making the new Russian mentality
a subject of equal interest to its admirers and its
enemies.

The school of dancing that permits expression to
rise to such a plane is the result of a revolution
against established forms; a revolution in which a

group of artists risked their credit for an untried
idea, and succeeded against the accumulated tra¬
dition of generations. The movement was one of
those uprisings of liberty-seeking romanticism
against classic restrictions, such as have periodi¬
cally stirred all the arts since the beginning of
history; though none, perhaps, have defined the
issues so clearly as this rebellion against an old
school of dancing, officially sanctioned by at least
three art-loving governments, including Russia.
The Imperial Ballet Academy, since its foundation
by Peter the Great, has prescribed a composite
French-Italian (classic) form. It was as pretty as
a Watteau miniature, as sound as mathematics, and
as unresponsive as either to changing manners of
public thought. In all essentials, the classic ballet
to-day is what it was in 1685, when Louis XIV
founded the French National Ballet Academy. The
spirit and the etiquette of the Bourbon Courts were
the influence that gave the early ballet its form and
its flavor; the academy embalmed the dignified but
dainty movements of seventeenth century court
dances in an inflexible code of form. Movements
and positions were crystallized into a scheme of
nothing less than geometrical decoration; a chas¬
tisement to formless dancing, but of endless good-
to the art. To rise above
the plane of a popular
amusement, it is impera¬
tive that dancing be
composed from the view¬
point of decoration, and
meet decorative require¬
ments. In performing
this service for its suc¬

cessors, the ballet did
not fail to achieve an

expression. Its success
was absolute in the
range of ethereal fan¬
tasy; beings like Pierrot
and Columbine. It is
the school of which j[, Nijinsld in
Genee is the high ex-

l'Apres-midi
d'uu Faune"

skh Ballet interpretation of the Bacchanal motive
amplifications of it

ponent—now playful, now pensive, always airy;
but as a medium for the expression of powerful
human passions, of doubtful depth.

That, very briefly, is the old school against which,
hardly ten years ago, Isadora Duncan inspired a
group of Russians to rebel. Until then, through
two centuries of changing thought and manners,
and revolutions in all other arts, the old ballet keptits form like a diamond. After the retirement of
the rival divinities, Taglioni and Ellsler, about the
middle of the past century, the ballet's first decline
in public interest drove dancers to a mistaken effort
toward feats of extreme skill, with accompanying
loss of expression. Our own generation, therefore,
has rarely seen a just representation of the classic
ballet's powers, even in its own comparatively lim¬
ited field.

Isadora Duncan, like many other people, held the
belief that the ballet stood for artificiality; but
while most people were quite passive about it, Miss
Duncan's opinion took the form of active resent¬
ment. The turned-out foot and the position " on
the point" she has denounced as outrages against
nature. She abhorred the hard-toe slipper as a

symbol. Grace is natural

movement^ natural move¬
ment is grace. To enter
into a consideration of the
soundness of this, her
agreeable premise, would
be an idle digression. Miss
Duncan was a single-
minded militant prophet,
intolerant of every creed
at variance from her own,
as is proper in the mis¬
sionary of an idea. With
logic she could have
plugged ratholes in the
temple. With vision she
created a new edifice.

For the materials of its
foundations Miss Duncan
sought nature. As it

finally crystallized, her purpose might be summed
up as the interpretation of natural abstractions.

member—whence " barefoot dancing."
Russia, during the early years of the

century, was dissatisfied with its ballet,
but could not tell why. The Imperial
Ballet Academy is, and long has been, a
cherished government institution. The
technique in use was a blend of the
French with the somewhat more suave

Italian; no more perfect school of the
dance existed. In methods of training,
selection and care of pupils, no improve¬
ment could be offered; yet patrons of the
ballet vaguely felt in it a lack of ex¬

pression. In the light of subsequent his¬
tory it is clear enough that the only
shortcoming was the inelasticity of the
classic range, which had never expanded
beyond the lyrical compass with which it
started; whereas the public mind was

straining against old ties, demanding a new art to
lead it into new adventures. The classic, however
exquisite, could not hold the command over epic
aspirations, ambitions for the perhaps tragic un¬
known. There are times when Pierrot
and Columbine cannot even amuse.

It was, then, before a gathering watch-

Mine. Pavlowa and M. XovikoflT, adagio ' Magic Flute

ful for a new expression that Miss Duncan made
her debut in St. Petersburg. That it was a popu¬
lar success; that the inevitable minority whined
about the unaccustomed revelation of• the figure;
Miss Duncan's request that those to whom the
human figure is immoral should stay away from
her following performances—these are details of
minor importance. The circumstance that links
the performance of art history is that Mikail
Fokine, director of the Imperial Ballet, was pres¬
ent. M. Fokine was the destined leader of the ro¬
mantic movement; and it was during that perform¬
ance of Miss Duncan that M. Fokine became a
rebel against classic restrictions. That Miss Dun¬
can was the prophet of a great idea he declared
then and, according to Miss Lopoukowa and M.
Volinine, frequently repeated during the ensuing
years of their association with him.

In the ballet organization, M. Fokine had a com¬

pany of young enthusiasts equipped with all that
training can give—skill, that is, to do credit to an

Olympian demigod. Besides technique, several had
the delicately measured combination of faculties
that we call genius. Opinions of the new idea wereShe proposed to translate into terms of dancing the widely opposed; both dancers and authorities of

M. Holm in 44 Prince Igor

<

sweep of eddying water, the play¬
fulness of wind-swept foliage, the
flash of flame. A brave concep¬
tion; a dream to be realized only
with the aid of miracles. Miracles
are sometimes worked by faith,
plus vision, a thousand horsepower
energy and self-consecration. Miss
Duncan set herself to a search of
extant records of the dancing of
the nature-loving Greeks of early
days. In ceramic decoration, Tan-
agra and Myrina statuettes and
sundry reliefs she found abundant
and excellent representations of
poses, drawn and modeled with
such understanding that they re¬
veal the character of the dances of
which each is a fragment. By
thoughtful inference Miss Duncan supplied the in¬
tervening movements needed to unite poses into
d&nces. In the matter of costume, she was pleasedwith the simple Greek tunic. The observation that
the Greeks danced barefoot was agreeable to her
belief that a shoe weakens the dancer's footing, be¬side marring the form of a naturally graceful
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the Opera and
the Academy ex¬
citedly took op¬
posite sides. But
the ablest lead¬
ing people, and
material for a

good supporting
corps, responded
to Fokine's call
for volunteers
for a ballet to be
performed on the
new lines of in¬
terpretation.

The first rep¬
resentation was

Les Sylphides.
Sheshinska, theetoile danseu&e of the Opera, danced the first wom¬an's part; the second, Anna Pavlowa, and Karsa-vina, the third. Nijinski was premier, and Fokinedirected. In the cast was little Lydia Lopoukowa,unconscious of honors that destiny was preparingfor her in Paris and America. Based, as it was,on an idea that lacked official sanction, the produc-
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Miss Lydia Lopoukowa
rhc attitude croisee of the classic ballet, and modifica

tions suggested by it

_

w.jLi ciiciiaxiLiiig prin-J cess in a dance of that name. She isbeautiful of face and figure and dances withI a verve and skill remarkable.
The Serge de Diaghileff Ballet Kusse, soon to ap]

at the Metropolitan, rehearsing Scene ties Papillon
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brought to fever point by a highly ac-
a celerated tempo.

M. Fokine, first impressed with line-
|j composition as a means, has allowed

■ / it almost to become an end. Nijinski,
3 starting under his influence, has car-
w ried to such an extreme the idea of
\ animating antique decorations that
| M. Colvocorressi, the French critic, is
| led to protest. He says, in effect, that
;j when Nijinski makes of himself a liv¬
id ing fresco, he enters into a field of art

«| to which choregraphy cannot con-
I tribute and in which it makes an un-

I due sacrifice of movement. For all
I that M. Nijinski is an idol of Paris
i and London. Madame Karsavina is
] another whom recent years have
| raised into a high place: one of

heaven's own dancers, an artist who
clothes her roles with fancies gathered
in mountain-heights of imagination
known only to herself. The dreaming
girl in le Spectre de la Rose; se¬
ductive, majestic Thamar, the mur-
dering sorceress; Salome, in Jeux, an

J awkward adolescent—all individual,
| surprising, convincing, and each with
j that something that makes it memora-
J ble. M. Adolf Bolm is another re-

| markable exponent of the liberated
dancing, reaching his highest pitch,

1 perhaps, in portrayals of savagery
I such as Prince Igor; M. Fokine, genius

in arrangements, is a dancer of abil¬
ity hardly less. Mme. Vera Fokine,
his wife, is one of the goddesses; to¬
gether they work marvels of interpre¬
tation. Mordkin's well-balanced ar¬

row dance was typical of the new
work.

With la Legende de Joseph and le
Coq d'Or, this year's vintage of sur¬
prises to Paris and London, we Amer¬
icans are not directly concerned; not
yet, at least. They are a far develop¬
ment of the new art previously de¬
scribed; a composition of drama, deco¬
ration, pantomime and orchestral
music; also, supplementing the mime
representing each principal character,
they employ a voice. Dancing, among
all these elements, becomes subor¬
dinated. The whole result is such a

profusion of beauty as probably never
was known before. But it is dancing,
after all, and not a complex art, that
Saint Basil declared to be the occupa¬
tion of the angels in heaven; dancing
it is that has revealed to us Ameri¬
cans a heaven of art. With satisfac¬
tion, therefore, we learn that Pav-
lowa, beginning another American
season, is not going to ask us to accept
any but the art we already know we f
lilfp
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she drops. On with the dance! She
tries to escape. Her brother, mindful
of beatings, catches her hand and
draws her back to finish the exhibi¬
tion of a soul in torment.

Other adagios develop their ara¬
besques like great flowers unfolding,
design a setting for flashing pirou¬
ettes. The slow tempo- invites the
artist to displays of balance, pushes
upon the eye her grace of body, arm
and leg. But against most adagio ar¬
rangements the objection must be felt
—and here one cannot help taking
sides against the classic—that they
are a vehicle for virtuosity for its
own sake. This of Amarilla, on the
contrary, provides Pavlowa with dra¬
matic justification for every turn,1
every movement, every pose. The
jerk her brother gives her hand when
she tries to escape the dance appears
sharp enough to bring her back spin¬
ning. That furnishes cause for a
double or triple pirouette: a jewel in
itself, and as Pavlowa executes it in
this situation, an expression of de¬
lirium. The finish of the pirouette
buries her face on her brother's
shoulder, in keeping with the mood.
To* appreciate it to the full, one must
recall a woman's assisted pirouette,
as finished according to the old-fash¬
ioned convention—the woman irrele¬
vantly leaning back on the man's arm j
in a beautiful but witless pose.

A nice instance of Pavlowa's modi¬
fication of old-school forms occurs on j
an occasion when Amarilla backs
away from the Count, trying mean¬
while to lure from him an expression ;
of remembrance. She moves away in
a series of steps known to dancers as !
releves en arabesque a derriere; j
minus Pavlowa's modifications, a not I
unfamiliar device of the classic. The |
releve is a sharp rise from the flat 1
foot to the point. The arabesque is
already familiar. With each releve j
the pose remains unchanged, but a new [
place is taken; in this case, a der-'c
riere, the travel is backward. Pav-S
Iowa transforms this dainty pastel [
into a picture of Gipsy madness, now, j;
in one flashing stroke. She has taken s
the tambourine and carries it in her|
outstretched right hand. On each!;
accented beat of the music she brings!
it back to meet with a crash the left!
hand's forward thrust, and with the;'
left hand, doubling as it advances, the [•
left knee plunges forward. The be-b
wilderment and shock produced by the f
wild alternation of extended and com-

pact schemes of lines is entirely be-1
yond description. The excitement i=> 1



One of Schumann's " Papillons " in the Serge
de Diaghileff Ballet Russe.

© firrlin Photographic Co.

were engaged, and then longer inter-
1 in which we heard no
■ t' Eleanor's death my

was wounded, and for
'ived in terror of worse

he finally recovered. I

Thamar Karsavina
as the "Fire Bird";
costume by Bakst.

6AKJT

ors in joyous Le IJieu Bleu.
© Berlin Photographic CoTamara Karsavina, premiere danseuse.

Le Pavilion d'Armide." © o. rroppc-

Here Karsavina and Bakst combine in "Daphnisl
and Chloe." © E. O. Hoppc. \

In the chorus of " Scheherazade.'

Adolph Bolm. in "Prince lgor
'Pi g

Just Karsavina.



Bolm and Karsavina in " Thamar," written, stagedand costumed by Bakst. © E. o. Hoppr.

Karsavina in a "Papillons' pose
© E. O. Hoppe
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Leonide Miassine in one ol his poses
"Joseph."



Mme. Thamar Karsavina in "Scheherazade

I Another
pose by

| Nijinsky, Spectre
de la Rose.

Photo by Rudolf Balot
of Buda Pesth.

M. Mikail Fokine and Mme. Fokina in "Scheherazade



Revalles
Cleopatra.

Flora
in a striking make-up as

Nijinsky
in a

Carnaval"
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FALSE WHISKERS
BRING ONLY $1.50

At Sothern and Marlowe
Sale in New York.

-♦

WARM CONTEST FOR DAGGER

Nijinsky
in his
undress

t| rehearsal togs vtvf Studio.

Two Women after Tiny Weapon with
Which Juliet Used to Stab Her¬
self — Salome Gown Brings $50,
and Shylock's Handsome Coat $20

New York Times.

It being matinee, day yesterday, the
Sothern and Marlpwe costume sale at
the Fifth Avenue Auction Rooms was

lacking in professionals, but prices
soared. That is, proportionately. 11 was
a Salome gown which Miss Marlowe
wore in "John the Baptist" which
brought the high price of the day, ij>50.
It was a lovely gown, Oriental, in soft
tan, embroidered iu gold with blue
stones. The blue cloth cloak, embroid¬
ered in silver, which went with it, also
brought a high price—comparatively—
$35.

The Riclieliou cloaks of brilliant scar¬
let silk, beautiful in themselves, but
useless except for professional use and
not in the nature of souvenirs, went for
little. The one trimmed with white fur
brought $13 and the second $29. There
were little exclamations of admiration
from the women when the long skirt of
brilliant red silk was pulled out its full
length. Three surplices of linvn, each
with broad bands of real lace, sold re¬
spectively for $17, $14, and $12. The
yellow brocade silk lounging gown ofRichelieu, trimmed with fur, brought
one of the high prices of the day, $11.A blue brocade lounging gown trimmedwith fur went for $19. The Cardinal'slarge gold seal ring brought out com¬petition and went to H. Brown for $25.

Young Man Gets Ophedia's Wig.
The greatest bargain of the day wanin the closing number, the wig ofOphelia. This is said to be on the onlywig worn by Miss Marlowe, as shemade a practice of appearing in allcharacters in her own beautiful brown

vMbl
__

...IB '0C^S- Ophelia she wore this lovely i,
, long, red blond hair, hanging loose and |'■

waving softly. It went to a young man j;for $10. A dark, wavy Romeo wig ft
went to Miss Sanger for $7. Another IJ;-Romeo wig brought $G.50. Two Charle- l

: magne wigs of wavy reddish hair wont jjt. ;! respectively for $(> and $5 and Shylock's JMPscraggl.v locks brought the next highest |j prices, $3 and $2.50. The most impor- |
taut part of the characterization of
Hundreary was his whiskers, but the
whiskers were nothing without the man.
A box of Dundreary whiskers brought
only $1.50 and a box of Dundreary mus¬
taches $.1.

The charming gowns of Beatrice went
for a song. One of gold cloth brought
$18, a blue and gold chiffon cloak,
trimmed with blue velvet, brought $31:
n green and silver brocade dress,
trimmed with gold and pearls, brought

j $25, and a white and gold brocade satin
dress, with gold cloth sleeves. $15, whileI an old rose satin coat brought $32.

Benedick's orange velvet packet with
brocade sleeves and jeweled trimmings

! ^ sold for $19, bis blue striped silk domino
for $1(5.50, balue velvet oxidized trimmed
cape $15, and his oxidized handle sword,

| with gray and silver hanger $15.50. A'

pair of his high tan suede boots brought
$12.50 and his long green brocade velvet

| coat $17.
To-day will be the last and perhaps

the most interesting of the sale.
Last Day of Sale.

The sale of the Sothern and Marlowe
costumes closed yesterday afternoon.
There was a rush for the last opportu¬
nity to get souvenirs of the two stage
favorites, and the best prices of the
sale were obtained. There were com-

"he Ballet Russe Reappears
at the Metropolitan This Week

Serge de Diaghilcff's Ballet Russe
rill return to New York to-morrow
vening, when it will begin an engage¬
ment of four weeks at the Metropoli¬
an Opera House. As this engage-
lent is included in the regular opera
eason, subscription performances will
e given on Monday, Wednesday, Thurs-
lay and Friday evenings and Satur¬
day afternoons. At the general re¬
quest there will be special perform¬
ances on Wednesday afternoons and
Saturday evenings. No performances
will be given on Tuesday evenings.

Since leaving the Century Theatre
the organization has appeared in Bos¬
ton, Albany, Detroit, Chicago, Milwau¬
kee, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
St. Louis, Indianapolis, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Washington,
Philadelphia and Atlantic City.

A number of new ballets will be pro¬
duced. The list of novelties will include
the ballet front "Sadko," by Rimsky-
Korsakoff. In the list of new works
will also be "Papillons," a romantic
poem in one scene based on the music
of the same name by Schumann; "Le
Dieu Bleu," a Hindoo tale in one act,
with music by Reynaldo Hahn; "Le
Spectre de la Rose," a romantic tableau,
which will be danced to the music of
Carl von Weber's "Invitation a la
Valse"; "Narcisse," a mythological
poem in one act, with music by
Tcherepnine; "Thamar," a drama in
one scene after a poem by LermontolT,
with music by Balakireff; "Daphnis et

* - 1 — -

is the symbol of her romance, and as
she dreams it comes to life in the shape
of a wondrous phantom, with whom she
dances. As the day dawns he imprints
a passionate kiss upon her forehead
and disappears. She awakens to find
only a few fragrant petals about her
dainty feet, where but an instant be¬
fore her dream-lover had been kneel¬
ing. Lydia Lopokova will dance the
role of the young girl, while Alexandre
Gavriloff will be the incarnation of the
rose. The scenery and the costumes of
"Le Spectre de la Rose" have been de¬
signed by Leon Bakst. The other bal¬
lets which will be given on Monday
evening will include "Les Sylphides,"
"Petrouchka" and the dances from
"Prince Igor."

"Cleopatre" will be performed for the
first time on Wednesday afternoon.
This ballet, which is founded on Gau-;
tier's tale, "Une Nuit do Cleopatre,"
was devised by Leon Bakst, who also
designed the scenery and costumes. It
is the first ballet which Mr. Diaghileff
produced when he invaded Paris
for the first time in 1909. The action of
"Cleopatre" takes place on the banks of
the Nile. An amorous Egyptian youth
has seen the queen of the sapphire Nile
and has defied her courtiers, renounced
his humble mistress Ta-or and has of¬
fered his life for a sign of Cleopatre's
favor. The queen is amazed by his de¬
votion, and while her slave girls dance
bacchanales with black servitors and
strew sweet scented rose leaves on her
gilded couch she succumbs to his pas¬
sion. But his triumph is short. Swift
death by some rare poison follows it.

Holm and Leonard Massm, two char¬
acter dancers of no mean order. Be¬
yond these artists the company is sus¬
ceptible of considerable improvement
before it attains the standard it set in
Paris and London. Much of the scen¬
ery and all of the costumes were a real
delight .though possibly Bakst and his
pupils may not wear as well as the
first splendour of their colors intimat¬
ed. After all futurism is sometimes,
largely for the present, the future will
take care of itself.

One thing is certain, the Russian
Ballet has stimulated imagination and
caused endless discussion. To those
gentlemen who made it possible we owe
endless gratitude. It may not be "the
art work of the future," but it is cer¬
tainly an art work of the present.

. j

WEEK'S PROGRAMME
OF RUSSIAN BALLET
AT THE CENTURY.

About Nothing," and $320 for another
ring, turquois, surrounded by dia¬
monds, worn in "Romeo and Juliet." >

Most of the people in the large audi¬
ence stayed) through to the end, and this
was not until 6 o'clock, for fifty odd
-pieces were resold. These had been
bought on previous days by bidders who
changed their minds* and never came for
their purchases. Lord Oundreary cos¬
tumes were not popular enough to bring
good prices when first put up and many
of them had not been called for.

Dundreary's Trousers Resold.
The woman who bought a pair of thefamous Lora Dundreary big, utac-K-aud-wtute piaid trousers lor her husband aud

tuoujjlu sue bud a bargain setilng tueiu
at •>- was afraid to present iiieiii io mui,and ttiey were one of the tlrst things tohe resold, gouig lor ?1.5o, So cents less
tlian the lirst price. A pair of llundreary
patent lealtier snoes. whicli broufciit $1 at
uue nrst selling went yesterday for oO

ivliiie felt hat

with music bv Balakirelt; "uapnnis ei aeatn uy oume
Chloe," a pastoral poem in three j The vast; hall, supported by massiveVjniuc, o ^oo»v4»» i-x.—. —

scenes, with music by Maurice Ravel,
and "Cleopatre," a choreographic drama
in one act, with music by Arensky. With
the exception of "Sadko" and "Le
Spectre de la Rose," the scenery and
costumes for all these works have been
designed by Leon Bakst. The scenery
for "Sadko" and "Le Spectre de la
Rose" was painted by B. Anisfeld, one
of Bakst's pupils.

The feature of the opening perform¬
ance on Monday evening will be the
first presentation of "Le Spectre de la
Rose." This choreographic tableau in
one act consists of a pas de deux, which
is danced to the familiar music of
Weber's "Invitation a la Valse," orches¬
trated by Berlioz. The dream of the
girl who falls asleep after her return
from the ball with a rose in her hand
has been charmingly told in a poem by
Thaojjhile Gautier. Th» delicate flower

a xie vaoi, ua*x, ou^^>v< «,,, __

columns, is deserted, and as the royal
galley carries its precious burden down
the sacred stream the faithful Ta-or
falls lifeless on the body of her faith¬
less lover.

The repertory for the balance of the
week will be as follows: Wednesday
evening, "L'Oiseau de Feu," "Les
Sylphides" and "Scheherazade"; Thurs¬
day evening, "Cleopatre," "Petrouch¬
ka," "Spectre de la Rose" and "Soleil
de Nuit"; Friday evening, "L'Oiseau de
Feu," "Carnaval" and "Scheherazade";
Saturday matinee, "Cleopatre," "Les
Sylphides," "L'Apres-Midi d'un Faune"
and "Prince Igor"; Saturday evening,
"Scheherazade," "Petrouchka," "Spec¬
tre de la Rose" and "Soleil de Nuit"

For the engagement of the Bf-llet
Russe at the Metropolitan Opera House
the orchestra will be increased to
ninety musciana.

i 1*

| John Brown, business controller of
j the Metropolitan Opera Company, an-

J i nounces the initial repertary of the
Serge de Diaghileff Ballet Russe, which

11 begins a two weeks' engagement at the
| i Century Theatre to-morrow evening.

The opening programme will be identi- j
cal with that given just before the sail- !

| ing of the company, at the Grand Opera '
House in Paris, for the benefit of the
Red Cross, under patronage of King
George V and President Poincare of

| the French Republic. It will include
! "L'Oiseau de Feu," a ballet in two
j scenes; "La Princess Enchantee," a
| classic pas de deux; "Soleil de Nuit,"
] games and Russian dances, and "Sche-
j herazade," a Persian tale, in one act.
All of these ballets will be given with
scenery and general stage decoration
by Leon Bakst, Golovine and Larinoff.

"L'Oiseau de Feu," or "The Fire
Bird," is a ballet in two scenes, by (

: Michel Fokino, with music by Igor
' Stravinsky. The ballet tells the story
j of an heir presumptive to the throne of
i Russia, who while hunting, captures a
! bird of flaming plumage so beautiful
that he is unable to restrain its liberty.
Tn gratitude the bird presents him with
one of its magical feathers, and
through this token, he immediately is
warned by a group of exquisite maiden-
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RUSSIAN BALLET
i SEASON AT END
Nijinsky, as Final Boon to

Admirers, Dances at
Two Performances.

HOUSE CROWDED AT
MATINEE AND NIGHT

Mile. Flora Ravelles Came Sec¬
ond in Artistic Honors .in

Diaghileff's Company.

| The season of the Diaghileff Russian j
: Ballet came to an end yesterday with !
j the two performances at the Metropoli-jl

i tan Opera House. Warslav Nijinsky,
, as a final boon to the New York public, j>
graciously consented to appear at both,:
dancing in "Le Spectre de la Rose" in I
the afternoon and in "La Princesse En-
chantS" and "Scheherazade" in the
evening. The other ballets were, for
the matinee, "Cleopatre" and "Thamar,"
and for the evening, "Les Sylphides"
and "Soleil de Nuit." Huge audiences
were attendant at both performances,
there was much applause and consid¬
erable real enthusiasm. If the first
three weeks of the Metropolitan en¬

gagement had roused little popular in¬
terest, the final week showed that the
public was at last interested. Proba¬
bly the advent of Mr. Nijinsky was not
unconnected with the phenomenon.

During the post-operatic weeks the
Metropolitan Opera House housed per¬
formances of twelve different ballets,
of which three, "Cleopatra," "Thamar"
and "Narcissi," were new to New York.
"Les Sylphides," "Le Spectre de la
Rose," "Soleil de Nuit" and "Schehere-
zade" received eleven performances;

"Petrouchka," "Cleopatre," "L'Oiseat^
de Feu," "Prince Igor" and "Carna
val," nine; "Thamor," six; "La Prin
cesse Enchante," five, and "Narcisse,"
two. Mr. Nijinsky during the two week
of his engagement appeared in "Les
Sylphides," "Petrouchka," "Le Spectr^

, de la Rose," "Carnaval," "Schehera
1 zade," "La Princess Enchante" and
"Narcisse," so that the public had an
opportunity of seeing him in a wide
variety of parts, even though much re¬
sentment was caused among the regu-\|
lar subscribers by the fact that many],
of his appearances were at non-sub-1
scription performances. However this II
may be, his arrival gave a final lustre
to the season and atoned partially for
many previous disappointments.

Nijinsky a Great Dancer.
Mr. Nijinsky yesterday proved him¬

self again the one really remarkable
dancer belonging to the Diaghileff or¬
ganization. He is not, perhaps, as
supple as he was seven years ago, when
he took Paris by storm, but he is still
a really wonderful artist, both as a
classic dancer pure and simple and as
an impersonator. He possesses, indeed,
remarkable legs, but he possesses even
more remarkable brains. His muscular
control is * marvel of perfection, his
agility is stupendous, but both are al¬
ways controlled by a keen intellect and
a sense of artistic fitness. Mr. Nijinsky,
neither in face nor in figure, is the
Adonis that was Mikael Mordkine, nor
has he Mordkine's virility and feeling
of jubulant youth, but as a pure dancer
and in most respects as an imperson¬
ator he passes beyond him.

Mardkine in the "Bachanali," and in
the Bow and Arrow Dance, was a Greek
god, returned to earth, and Mr. Nijin¬
sky did well not to attempt to rival him
here; but in "Petrouchelea," or "Le
Spectre de la Rose," it would be diffi¬
cult to ignore his rival as his equal.
So it would be a thankless task to at¬
tempt to determine which is the greater
artist. Let us be trankful that we have
seen both. Those wonderful nights
when Anna Pavlowa and Mikeal Mord¬
kine danced the "Bacchanale" were
Olymphian nights, indeed! How much
was the triumph of Pavlowa and how
much that of Mordkine we probably
never will be able to tell. Would that
Nijinsky had brought to us a Pavlowa
for his partner! ,

Second in Artistic Honors.
Of the other members of the Diagileff

company, Mile .Flora Ravelles made a
deep impression as a pantomimist in
"Schehwzode," in "Cleopatra" and in
"Thanar," and next to Mr. Nijinsky
carried off the artistic honors. Miss
Lydia Lopokova is a charming and
graceful little premiere. and Adolph
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that unless he flees the wood he will j
be turned to stone by the wicked ogre j

j who has enchanted the place. But. j
overpowered by the beauty and grace :

; of one of his new friends, the Czaro- '
i witch refuses to go, and resigns him-j
| self to his probable fate. At the last
moment, when the terrible ogre and j
his monstrous retinue have descended!
upon him, the Fire Bird intervenes,!
breaks the enchantment and enables ]/.
the lovers to live happily ever after. i'

The leading roles in "L'Oiseau de ;
Feu" will be taken by Mile. Xenia, j
Maklozowa, Leonide Massin, Enrico
Cecchetti and Mile. Tchernichowa.

"Scheherazade," the second ballet in |
the present programme is a choroeo-j
graphic drama in one act, by L. Bakst j
and M. Fokino. with music by Rimski- ;
Korsakoff, choreography by M. Fokino. j

! The story of this ballet has to do with j
: the introduction to the "Arabian
i Nights," and covers that episode where¬
in the Shah Zeman persuades his royal :

; brother to test the fidelity of his fa-
! vorite Zobeido. Her faithlessness, which

is shown In the wild scenes of sensu- !,
ous joy completed behind a veil of
blood, favorites, eunuchs and slaves j
falling in the general massacre, while j
Zobeido is slain by her vengeful hus- 1

; band.
The other ballets, "'La Princess En-

; chantee" and "Soleil de Nuit," to be
given in the course of the programme,

; are founded mainly on classical legends
I and afford the ensemble full opportuni-
| ty to display their marvellous talents.

| They are new to the repertory of de
; Diaghileff, and, it is said, represent the
highest type of his work thus far.

Specifically, "La Princess Enchantee"
I is a pas de deux classique, with music
: by Tschaikowskv. with decoration and
; costumes by Leon Bakst. The two prin-
i cipal parts will be taken by Xenia Ma-
I klezowa and Adolf Bolm. "Soleil de

jj Nuit" is by Leonide Massin, with musicI i by Rimski-Korsakoff. choreography by
IjM. Massine. decoration and costumes
| by M. Larionow, and costumes executed ■.
H by M. T. Nemonsky, costumier of the ]
i Moscow Imperial Theatre. The leading
* roles here will be assumed by Leonide
I! Massin and M. Zwcrow.

cents, Out a low-crowneu
1 brought $2 a second time. Tui.ee rufued

shirts went at oo per cent, loss, oringiug
5o ceuts lL-stead ot a dollar. The famous
Lord Duudreary pluui-coior procade die&s*
ing gown, which was very naudsome,
brougnt a donar more, going for $26, Out
Lord Dundreary s une purpie velvet smofc-
ing jacket brought only $'< instead of $ii>.

i!wo pairs oi Violas s piuk. &i1k tii,uts,
however, went up iu price irom $2 to $2.50
and $3.50. The buyer of Richelieu s won¬
der!ul red tatt'eta silK cloak also had a

change of heart and that sola a second i
time for $25 instead of *29. It was dis
carded with the cardinal's wig. which bold
again for $1.

The play of "Romeo and Juliet" is a
geueiai iu vorite was one reason for the
crowd yesterday. There was warm com¬
petition lor the dagger, a tiny thing with >.
which Juliet stabs herself when she finds :
Rom'eo dead. Two women, urged on by the

i auctioneer fought for it.
1 "I wouldn't lose it, Madam, really I

wouldn't," he cried to the one who showed
the most hesitancy in bidding. "Thirty-
two dollars! Thirty-two dollars! Make It
thirty-three, Madam." But the more pt:r

i ; istent bidder carried off the dagger for
i $32.

There were five simple yellow silk crepe
?owns worn by Juliet. After the first was
sold the other four were put up together
to be sold for so much each, the buyer to :

tribe one or all. The woman took them I
ail at $8 apiece, to the great dismay and
astonishment of another.

"Why. 1 wanted one of those,'' she cried
reproachfully to the auctioneer.

|i' i "Sorry, madam," he answered. "J told '
you that was the way X was selling then), i
These are very much belter " he added i

consolingly, as two white gowns were put
up. and she took one of those at $i).

$35 for Juliet's Bed.
An elaborate high post bedstead with

hangings, the one upon which Juliet
throws herself when she takes the sleep¬
ing potion provided by Friar Lawrence,
was one of the last numbers on the*sale.

"It has been on the road twenty-five
years." cried the auctioneer, "the only
one like it in the world. Twenty dollars
—twenty dollars—." tin .

There were not many bidders, and it,
sold for $35. A pair of .torchiers brought i
$45. a heavy settee $12, aud a prie-dieu ,

with a crucifix fixed in the center of the ,

top. and a pair of crystal vases, the ,
whole a massive affair, went for $13. 1

Another dagger, belonging to Juliet
went fof $10, and a handled feather fan

lA
cater

with a jeweled mirror for $18. Among the
lighter ornamental things which brought
good prices was a ligut blue satin, scarf,
silver eiubroideied, winch sold for $>32; two
charming litle blue plush Juliet caps em¬
broidered with pearls, brought, respective¬
ly. $14 aud $15; a turquoise and pearl
girdle, a stage ornameut, $17; a silvered
and pearl necklace, $21, and a silvered
wreath of roses, $6. Two women brought
tne latter for an absentee.

"We must taiie her horn's something,." |
I said one to the other, "or she will be :
terribly disappointed.

Of the Juiiet gowns a red and gold
procade embroidered chiffon sold for
$46; a gray silk gowh embroidered in
silver and with a gray crepe undergown

: brought only $25. A white satin gown
trimmed with rhinestones sold for $30.

A very beautiful blue silk embroidered
coat lined with pink brought only $35. :
A long rose satin coat with a deep col¬
lar of dark brown fur, worn by Miss
Marlowe as Portia, went for $43.

Another of the higher prices for
smaller things paid during the after¬
noon was $30 for a jeweled dagger with
a velvet scabbard, used by Sothern as
Francois Villon in "If I Were a King."
Romeo's black bead rosary brought $25.

, His green silk brocade doublet, bronze
trimmed, went to Miss Sanger for $20, and
his Persian silk cloak to the same b uyer
for $22.

Shylock's brown cloth coat, trimmed
! with fur, brought $20. and the Shylock
! scales made an interesting souvenir, and

sold for $17.
William M. Chase, the artist, was pres¬

ent and made a number of purchases, and
Mrs. Richard Mansfield, who been at
several of the sales, was a buyer.

paratively few of the stage people pres- i
ent to swell the big audience. The
"standing room only" sign was out from
the opening of the sale, and crowds stood
all the afternoon at the back of the
room.

The returns for the day were $0,103,
making a total for the sale of $10,757.
This included the real jewels worn by
Miss Marlowe in different plays. The
prices for these ranged from $10 for the
comb worn by Julia in "The Hunch¬
back" to $232 for a diamond and ruby
ring, worn as Beatrice in "Much Ado

ilL" AT LIBERTY
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An interesting scene in "The^Weavers" is the common-room of the tavern where the weavers

The troops are sent, we hear the rattle

of Peterswaldau gather to plan their revolt against oppressing living conditions

•THE WEAVERS'
Drama in Five Acts by Gerhart Haupt-mann. Translated by Mary Morrison.Produced by the Modern Stage Under thePersonal Supervision of Emanuel Reicher,and Stage Direction of Augustin Duncan.Garden Theater, Dec. 14.
Dreissiger, fustian manufacturer,

Mortimer MartiniPfeiffer, manager Frank BertrandNeumann, cashier Maurice CassApprentice Ogden ChildBecker Robert H. BarratOld Baumert Adolf LinkReimann John WrayHeiber John S. O'BrienFirst Weaver John B. HinesFirst Weaver's Wife Margaret FareleighAn Old Weaver Erskine SanfordA Boy Margaret SattlerA Woman Grace HarrisOld Baumert Adolph LinkMother Baumert. his wife Isabel MersonAugust, their son Jack HowardEmma .. \ +H_i_ ,i„„„ht0r0 J •• Edith SherwoodBertha . | thelr daughters, -j # L0lrise BerggreenFritz. Emma's son
. HenryQuinn

of musketry from within the wretched home
of the pious old Hilse and his blind wife,confident in their faith in Christ to the last.
A stray shot enters the window and kills
the old man at his loom. There is a hush
and a lull. The little grandchild enters,ignorant of the meaning of death. She

,touches the arm of her lifeless grandfather
with the blank curiosity of childhood, and pjonly by degrees the terrible truth dawns '
upon her. She leans her back against the
loom, her little hands go to her eyes; a ;
querrulous question from the blind grand¬
mother at her distaff and wheel, and the
curtain slowly descends on the tragedy.It is related that Hauptmann used the
material furnished him by his own father,whose father was part or that period, andhe used it in masterly fashion. If it were

a mere sop to sensationalism, or a case of
special pleading, it would have its littleday and pass with the falling leaves; butit is not. It is the work of a poet with adeep insight into the philosophy of life andsociety, but it is supplemented in this in¬
stance by the work of an artist who has 1Old Ansorge Emanuel "Reicher t instilled life and verity into its scenes.Moritz Jaeger Rupert Harvey Reicher himself plays the relatively minorA Traveling Salesman Arvid Paulson roie 0f Old Ansorge, but his personality isWelzel. publican .Kraft Walton* the inspiration of the whole production,

Helen Slay and his inarticulate, stuttering peasant is
, John E. Hines f

Mrs. Welzel, his wife ..

Anna, their daughter . . .

Wiegand
Hornig, rag dealer
Wittig, smith
Kutsche, policeman
Old Weaver
Pastor Kittelhaus . .

Mrs. Kittlehaus ....

Mrs. Dreissiger ....

Weinhold, tutor ..

Maurice Cass
Frank Peters

Ernest Rowan
John Wray

John S. O'Brien
Beatrice Harron

Bertha Mann
Harold CheshireHeide. police superintendent .. Charles WebsterKutsche. policeman Ernest RowanOld Hilse Augustine DuncanMother Hilse Katherine HerbertGottlieb, their son Boyd ClarkLouise. Gottlieb's wife Edith RandolphMielchen, their daughter Margaret SattlerSchmidt, surgeon Kraft Walton

The production of " The Weavers" onTuesday evening at the Garden Theater
proved one of the surprises of the season—the surprise. Everybody that is supposedto know anything about such matters shookhis head in dubious misgivings when heread that Reicher had selected this play aspart of his repertory, and few thought thatthe subject would appeal, for it is probablythe most graphic picture of human miseryever written. But the surprise came to re¬act with double force on the Drophets. Itproved a revelation of ensemme acting, ofachieving the effect of a powerful impres¬sion by a wonderful co-ordination of theelements that go into visualizing the story.The play is a play without a hero or aheroine. The conventionalities of the¬atrical construction are disregarded; thecharacters are many, but each enters as anintegral part into a mosaic that appallsand thrills and rivets the attention. Eventhe critics, the majority of whom havemaintained a reserved antagonism toReaicher's Modern Stage movement until
now, pretty generally surrendered, and it istypical to quote only the headlines of one,which said: " Hauptmann's realistic and

, sordid drama depicting the miserable lives1 of Silesian peasants, as acted at the GardenTheater, brings tardy credit to Reicher'sModern Stage."
The remarkable performance may be said! to have fairly established the famous Ger-j man director and actor in his chosen field,and " The Weavers " is very likely to givean impetus to the movement which willhave the same tendency to jar local play¬goers out of their compalcence regarding■ the merit of plays and productions that theTheater Antoine had in Paris and die Freie'

Buhne in Berlin.
There is no dramatic plot in the ordi-

nary sense. It is a series of moving pic-■]t tures depicting the misery of the Silesian; weavers early in the last century. Wesee them treated like dogs by the manu¬facturer growing wealthy on their starva¬tion ; we see them in their hovels, at looms,with their ragged, underfed and crippled oridiotic children, by their smoky hearths,amid foul and sordid surroundings withoutthe commonest comforts ; we see them seek¬ing consolation in drink, children faintingin the line at the pay desk, and the growingspirit of revolt infused in to their timidsouls by Jaeger, a young lusty fellow whohas served his time with the colors and
returns to his native heath from the army,full of the manliness and freedom which hehas imbibed away from these wretched en¬
vironments ; and then the insurrection, theJj pillaging of the manufacturer's home by ther: starving sans coulottes and their hollow-
eyed women—as graphic in its horrible de-

\ tails as a chapter from Carlisle's " FrenchRevolution."
noress

a true part of the picture. Two impersona¬tions stand out with vivid distinctness, therole of Old Hilse, who is seen only in the
last act, and that of Old Baumert. The
former is played by Mr. Duncan with touch- t
ing pathos. Hilse is one of the most op¬pressed, a one-armed veteran with a blind °
wife, both with a deep religious faith and
waiting for their reward in the other world,a poor slave of the loom, but a character h
of singular beauty, aloof from the passions fjand fury of the storm around him. As ;Baumert Mr. Link gave a decided touch of »individuality to the part of an old weaver 1
whom hardship has rendered callous with- fjjout robbing him of a certain comical at- 1
tribute which serves as a bit of relief to 'the dark background of wretchedness. A jifine vigorous performance was given by Mr.Harvey as Jaeger, the revolutionary spiritof the weavers, a heroic figure among thecowed peasants, not given to long har¬
angues, but action, full of personal mag- 1netism and a general devil-may-care nature !
which inspires confidence. Edith Randolph
was excellent in the part of a young weav¬er's wife who stirs up revolution in the ■Hilse household; a valiant blacksmith was f
well interpreted by Frank Peters, and asingularly pathetic characterization was
given by Katherin Herbert as Hilse'a blind
wife. A number of other roles are remark- jably well played. /

'
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REICHER TO PRODUCE
Actor-Manager who Left " Weavers " Cast to

Present " Rosmersholm "
Emanuel Reicher, the German actor-pro-1

ducer who left the cast and management
of " The Weavers" last week, has began
preparations for the next offering of theModern Stage, the society established by <
him last season for the presentation of
modern dramas. The next production will '
be Ibsen's " Rosmersholm'' and it will
follow the engagement of " The Weavers " i
at the Garden Theater.

Mr. Reicher resigned from the "Weavers ' 1
company, it is said, because he felt the '
salary he was receiving for his part was
too large for the production to carry.
Ernest Rowan has succeeded him as Old.
Ansorge.

The organization is now managed by an
executive board chosen from among the
players. Augustin Duncan who plays the,
part of Hilse Is the chairman. The Com- jmittee of Industrial Relations is backing j,the play and has subscribed $1,000 to
guarantee running expenses and carry out 1
a publicity campaign.

NeNext month under the auspices of the
committee the play will be sent on a tour,
of the leading industrial centers of the"
East.

ILROAD KOLTIP.\

White. N. T.
EMANUEL REICHER,

Founder of the Modern Stage, Which Opened Its Season
Last Tuesday Night at the Garden Theater with

"When the Young Vine Blooms."

Moffet, Ohicaao.
HEDWIG REICHER,

Well-known Actress, Who Is Playing Leading Roles hi
the Productions of the Modern Stage and the Amer¬

icanPeoplesJTheater.

will mee"

FIRE NOTICE.
Look around now and choose the exit near¬est to your seat.
In ease of Are, walk, not run, to that exit.Do not try to beat your neighbor to thestreet.

WEEK BEGINNING
SUNDAY EVENING, APRIL 9, 1916

The Weavers
A DRAMA IN FIVE ACTS

By Gerhart Hauptmann
(Translated by Mary Morrison'

As Produced By
MR. EMANUEL REICHER

And Stage Direction Of
MR. AUGUSTIN DUNCAN

CAST
(Characters named in the order of their introduction)

FIRST ACT
Scene—Peterswaldau, a village in Silesia, a province of

Prussia. Delivery room at Dreissiger's, the Fustian
Manufacturer. (Fustian is a coarse material used
for laborer's clothes, corresponding to corduroy and
moleskin.)

NEUMANN, Cashier

A WEAVER'S WIFE... .MARGARET FARELEIGH
FRANK BERTRANDPFEIFER, Manager

TELLERS
Shubert Theatre

Broadway and Howard Avenue.
THE MONROE INVESTING CO.
THE RELLET AMUSEMENT CO.

Owners
Lessees

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 6, 1916.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE WEAVERS
A Drama in Five Acts,

By GERHART HAUPTMAN.
(Translated by Mary Morison)

As Produced by MR. EMANUEL REICHER
And Stage Direction of MR. AUGUSTIN DUNCAN.

Scene—Peterswaldau, a village in Silesia, a province of Prussia. '
Delivery room at Dreissiger's, the fustian manufacturer.

(Fustian is a coarse material used for laborers' clothes corresponding to
corduroy and mnitisjiin}

Characters
(Named in the Order of their Introduction)

Characters introduced in First Act:
cashier MAURICE CASS

MARGARET FARELEIGH
FRANK BERTRAND

HARRY SMALL
JOHN WRAY

I JOHN E. HINES
eavers j ADOLPH LINK

GEORGE MacENTEE
GAGE BENNETT

manufacturer MORTIMER MARTINI

Neumann.
A Weaver's Wife .

Pfeifer. manager .

An Apprentice . . .

Becker
A Weaver . . .

Old Baumert . }
Reiman
Heiber 1
Dreissiger, fustian
An Old Weaver
Another Weaver
A Woman
A Boy

And < Number of Weavers,

ERSKINE SANFORD
DAVID BLAUFOX

GRACE HARRIS
MARGARET SATTLER

Men, Women and Girls.

cottage, in the village of

Characters introduced in Second Act:
Mother Baumert, old Baumert's wife ERNITA LASCELLES
Emma 1 , , v.. f MARGHERITA SARGENT
Bertha } her dauShters \ LOUISE BERGGREEN
Fritz, Emma's illegitimate son Little HENRY QUINN
Old Ansorge, cottage owner and weaver ERNEST ROWAN
August, Baumert's idiot son JACK HOWARD
Moritz Jaeger, ex-soldier, former weaver CHARLES WEBSTER,

..i

Scene—Common-room of Welzel's tavern at Peterswaldau. fj $'■)
Characters introduced in Third Act: '

Welzel, tavern keeper KRAFT WALTON
Wiegand, carpenter JOHN E. HINES
Welzel's Wife ISABEL MERSON
A Traveling Salesman ..JACK HOWARD
Anna, Welzel's daughter MARY PYNE
Hornig, pedlar and rag dealer MAURICE CASS
A Young Weaver BOYD CLARKE
A Servant Maid EDNA TRILLARD
Wittig, blacksmith AUGUSTIN DUNCAN
Kutsche, policeman . DAVID BLAUFOX

A Number of Weavers, Some Old Women.

Scene—Peterswaldau: Home of Dreissiger, the fustian manufacturer.
Characters introduced in Fourth Act:

Pastor Kittlehaus HENRY CROSLE^
Weinhold, tutor to Dreissiger's sons HARMON CHESHIRE
Mrs. Dreissiger ROSALIE MATHIEU
Mrs. Kittlehaus BEATRICE HARRON
Heide, police superintendent JACK HOWARE
Emilie, parlor maid ISABELLA BRANCH!

ERSKINE SANFORI
a Number of Weavers of Both Sexes.

the village of Langen-Bielau

John, coachman
S<"">ral Dyers and

6H IGAGO

courtesy of Jud^e©1912 BY LESLIE-JUDGE CO. JAMES MONTGOMERY TL AGG

The Princess Theatre
CH CAGO

Scene—Old Hilse's workroom in a house in
Characters introduced in Fifth Act:

Old Hilse weaver ANGUSTIN DUNCAI*
Mother Hilse, his blind wife KATHERINE HERBER1 ■
Gottlieb, their son BOYD CLARKI j

Louise his wife EDITH RANDOLPH

Miejchen, their daughter ..MARGARET SATTLER
A Singing Girl 7.7.'.'.'.".'.'.'.' ISABELLA BRANCHEIn Old Woman'.'.'." MAR^n^1 Tm^ARDA Younsr Woman EDNA TRILLARD
Dr Schmidt .7 KRAFT WALTON
A Wounded WeaVer77:: _• HARRY SMALL

and understand the revolt of the miners
of Colorado, West Virginia and Arizona.

SEE
'THE WEAVERS"

EXECUTIVE STAFF. Directorugustln Duncan
. M. Goodstadt Business Manager

Ci Faber Acting Manager
■raft Walton Stage Manager

- Assistant Stage Manager

Augustin Duncan
hi i — *■ *
A. ..

Kraft AValton
Jack Howard . ..

Ed. Collins
Robert E. Talbot
Harry Bentham
Edward "Wallace
Johanna Klir.ge

Assistant^™.^,- Mechanic
Property Master
Chief Electrician

Assistant Electrician
. Wardrobe Mistress

W'igs by Oscar Brunner. Scenery by Knight Studios.
Properties by Bradley Studios

MUSIC PROGRAM.
Overture—"Festival"
Selection—"Katinka"
Mazurka Russe—'"La Czarina"
Excerpts from the Opera "Carmen"
Two-Step—"Sweet Cider Time When You Were Mine"

F. J. PHILIPP, Musical Director.

Lentner
R. Frlml

Louis Ganne
Bizet

Percy Wenrich

AN APPRENTICE

BECKER
A WEAVER i
OLD BAUMERT
REIMAN
HEIBER

DREISSIGER. Eustian Manufacturer
AN OLD WEAVER
A WOMAN

A BOY

And a number of w

HARRY SMALL

JOHN WRAY
JOHN E. HINES

ADOLPH LINK
Weavers HARMON CHESHIRE

I GAGE BENNETT

MORTIMER MARTINI

ERSKINE SANFORD
GRACE HARRIS

MARGARET SATTLER
s, men. women and girls.



SECOND ACT.

Scene—Baumert's room in Ansorge's cottage, in the village of Kaschback,
in the Owl Mountains. (Eulengebirge.)

MOTHER BAUMERT, Old Baumert's Wife EDITH RANDOLPH
EMMA \ Hpr DaiifrhtPrs /...MARGHERITA SARGENT
BERTHA / l^augnters ^ LUISE BERGGREEN

FRITZ, Emma's Illegitimate Son LITTLE HENRY QUINN
OLD ANSORGE, Cottage Owner and Weaver ERNEST ROWAN

AUGUST, Baumert's Idiot Son JACK HOWARD
MORITZ JAEGER, Ex-Soldier, former Weaver CHARLES WEBSTER

THIRD ACT.

Scene—Common-room of Welzel's tavern at Peterswaldau.

WELZEL, Tavern Keeper KRAFT WALTON

WIEGAND, Carpenter JOHN E. HINES
WELZEL'S WIFE GRACE HARRIS

A TRAVELING SALESMAN JACK HOWARD
ANNA, Welzel's Daughter ISABELLE BRANCHE
HORNIG, Peddler and Rag Dealer MAURICE CASS
AN OLD WEAVER ERSKINE SANFORD

A YOUNG WEAVER. BOYD CLARK

A SERVANT MAID EDNA TRILLARD

WITTIG, Blacksmith AUGUSTIN DUNCAN
KUTSCHE, Policeman GAGE BENNETT

A number of Weavers, some old women.

FOURTH ACT.

Scene—Peterswaldau—Home of Dreissiger, the Fustian Manufacturer.
PASTOR KITTELHAUS HENRy CROSBY
WEINHOLD, Tutor to Dreissiger's Sons HARMON CHESHIRE
MRS. DREISSIGER MAE E.ANDERSON

MRS. KITTELHAUS BEATRICE HARRON

HEIDE, Police Superintendent JACK HOWARD

EMILIE, Parlor Maid ISABELLE BRANCHE

JOHN, Coachman ERSKINE SANFORD
Several dyers and a number of weavers of both sexes.

FIFTH ACT.

Scene—Old Hilse's workroom in a house in the village of Langen-Bielau.
OLD HILSE, Weaver AUGUSTIN DUNCAN

MOTHER HI LSE, Ilis Blind Wife KATHERINE HERBERT

GOTTLIEB. Their Son ERSKINE SANFORD
. LOUISE, His Wife EDITH RANDOLPH

MIELCHEN, Their Daughter MARGARET SATTLER

A GIRL ROSALIE MATHIEU
A SINGING GIRL ISABELLE BRANCHE

AN OLD WOMAN MARY CHIPPENDALE

A YOUNG WOMAN EDNA TRILLARD

DR. SCHMIDT KRAFT WALTON

A WOUNDED WEAVER HARRY SMALL

Executive Staff for the Go-operative Company of
"THE WEAVERS."

AUGUSTIN DUNCAN MANAGING DIRECTOR
HARRY L. DAVIDSON BUSINESS MANAGER
A. G. FABER ACTING MANAGER
KRAFT WALTON STAGE MANAGER

JACK HOWARD ASST. STAGE MANAGER

Scenery by H. P. Knight Scenic Studios. Properties from the Bradley Studio. Wigs by
Oscar Bermer. Electrical Equipment from the New York Calcium Light Co.

-*■& STRAUS* MAGAZINE THEATRIC PA U ;.AM

DR. JOHN CALVERT WILTON LACKAYE
DOLLY BENNETT HILDA SPONG

RICHARD BRANT
CYRIL SCOTT

HAROLD SPEARS
EFFINGHAM PINTO

Synopsis of Scenes
ACT I.—Apartment of the Brants. Evening.
AC T II. Same as Act 1. No time is supposed to have elapsed

between Acts I and II.

ACT III.-—Same as Act II. Few hours later.

iil ■~m

L."

Staged by Robert Milton.

Representing Mr. Frazee.

Manager

Stage Manager

D. G. Slattery
. R. E. Boland

eoniectionerylII ' Crea™ Soa.i and. Ice O,. ,'f
„0p},'lW 9hube^ Theatre. I*rre Doors from Broadzou(jy Theatre

Unrivalled

iR P1ANC
la L ""t>arrmem in the City
« 57 FLATBUSH AVCKlfE
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CORT THEATRE
CHICAGO

Dearborn Street, near Randolph
Replete in Every Detail with All Latest Improvements and
Most Modern Type of Steel and Concrete Construction

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
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THIRD WEEK

BEGINNING SUNDAY EVENING,
APRIL 9, 1916.

H. H. FRAZEE, Presents

Everyman's Castle
A Three Act Drama of Today

By WM. ANTHONY McGUIRE

CAST

In Order of Appearance
HILDA JONES, servant.. MAUDE EBURNE
RUTH BRANT ALMA BELWIN

EVELYN MARTIN

KATHLEEN CLIFFORD

J.•• ..V

The inarticulate Old Ansorge (Emanuel Reicher) in "The Weavers" is rousedjby the living condi¬tions of his comrades into hurling threats at the manulacturers. Sharing in his revolution are Oldtiaumert (Adolph Link) with.his fingers clenched, and Moritz Jaeger, the soldier (Rupert Harvey)who leans over the table
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A1 Shean, Eleanor Painter and the chorus, in a scene from "The Princejts Pat, at the Cor t.
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>ac- an(J saQsr in opera boufl'e wcame to this country,the Storgis.—Emma Sturjris. actress16. at the Woman's Relit* Corps B
Wilkes.—Den Wilkes, an actorplayed in, ° The Silver Ktn-i; ' and <old productions, was fOticd dead inni«ht, Feb. 20. in a room ins l</>useTwenty-ninth Street. He whm bovoand was sixty-four years old.Kilduff.—Sunny Kilduff died :r, 'Hospital in Chicago oa Feb. 22. ih<*of her first appearance on the atwas due to pneumonia. Sh« -vt.ri.<- vaudeville team of May and KKilduff made her stage debut at tt1born Theater n Chicago :»n Feb. :pearing in 44 The Lbirs " !nwhich numbered Emmett OorruanReals. She later appeared in stccomedy * and pictures. r;< r nrpearance was v. Hi her " >

was known as Kilduff and rhe A').-Miss KildnffV rni! .iat e wo A \Schwisthal.
« has GiLBBHT.--.Tohn I". Gilbert, ai ••Master appeared in "The Lion and the S. >ther productions here, died Feb 25iwiiiv'-r (em Hospital from gan poisoning in
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MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—Jan. 3, 4 and 5
WEDNESDAY MATINEE

OLIVER D. BAILEY Presents
A New Drama in Three Acts, Entitled

1Hudson Cabriolet
Combining Coupe and Roadster

her price
a prologue

uett.** The
Ban holiday

' .''8 Shakes-
i ides among
uibeth. Sir
Friar Tuck

prose but
vis dances.

By Lottie M. Meaney
With

Emma Dunn rHIS is the Hudson Super-Six as a 3-passengerCoupe. But the top drops back, and the windows
drop into the doors. Then you have a Roadster.

The price of this Cabriolet is $1775 at Detroit.
The motor is the Hudson Super-Six, which has broken all
>ck-car records. It delivers 76 horsepower—which is SO per
nt more than like-size motors heretofore delivered.
"Jo added size or cylinders. No extra fuel cor.Sump:" .-j.
i patented motor simply saves the power was i ; ■
vibration.

3 the smoothest-running motor in the world, tfc • nr. • i
ost competent. Also the most enduring. No

tent you when you know the Super-Six.
is take you for a ride.

Passenger Phaeton Cost;' $1475 a Detroit
Five Other Styles of Bodies

? GEYLER COMPANY
'■ Hudson Distributors"'

•" •* ■.'• i ■> ' Phor»e Calum«t 3226
JBi: Tillt rHIANGLE f. \ - r.\ I 1ATOR

acters
•eron a

The
Otto Saxony Co.. N. Y.

EDITH THAYER,
Who Has Replaced May Naudain in the Prima Donna

Role in 44 Katinka."

CHARACTERS IN THE PLAY
Kirk Brentwood
Doris Fenton. . .

Caine
Mrs. Fenton....
Dr. Grayson
Watkins
Isabelle
Ruth
1st Officer
2d Officer
3d Officer
4th Officer

. . . Earle Browne
Emma Dunn
John Stokes

. .Pauline Duffield
. . Henry Harmon

Burk Clarke
.Amelia Gardner
.Gertrude Dallas

.. .D. J. Hamilton
.William Bennett
Edward J. Hayes
.... William Hart

GUIDO MARBURG
Guido and Blanco Marburg have finished, amongother works, " The Love of Leonide and Vera," " AGlass of Water," " Lord Bolingbroke," " In the GoodOlden Times," " The Typewriter Girl," and " A Tripat Mutual Expense "; also Adolf Wilbrandt's " The

Master of Palmyra" ("Der Meister von Palmyra"),highly extolled by the late Mark Tjvain, who, in oneof his works, expresses his surprise that this master¬
piece, performed, times without number, at the Burg1Theater, Vienna, had not, long since, found its placein the English and American theaters of the world.
Marburg and Marburg are adapting several of his
other plays.

Mr. Marburg, who has served as player and busi¬
ness-manager, appeared last in the original cast of" The Prisoner of Zenda " at the Lyceum, after which!Richard Mansfield complimented him with an offer
to play leading juveniles with his Garrick Thea¬
ter company; however, he elected to go to Mexico City.Prior to this period he had appeared in the legitimate,!with A. M. Palmer's famous stock company, in " Ala¬
bama," " Jim the Penman," " Saints and Sinners,"" Mercedes," etc., and in the original casts of " LadyWindermere's Fan," " The Bauble Shop," " The Mas-
queraders," etc.

In Mexico City—where, by the way, he %yas the cor¬
respondent for The Mikbob for several .rears—heentered the cattle business and prospered. There, atthe Arbeu Theater, during a noted performance of" Tierra Baja," given for the benefit of the Galves¬
ton flood victims, he conceived the plan of bringingsome of the noted plays of Spain into the American
and English theaters, and associated himself with1Mr. Wallace Gillpatrick, whose articles, "The ManThat Likes Mexico," in the Mexican Herald, at¬tracted his attention. Together with Mr. Gillpatrick,he is primarily responsible for giving Angel Gui-mera's genius to the English-speaking world, through" Marta of the Lowlands," " Maria Rosa," " Dan-iela." etc. " Marta," produced by Mr. Harrison GreyFiske, and " Maria Rosa," produced by F. C. Whit¬
ney, are now part of the history of the American
stage. Marburg and Gillpatrick control " Juana of
Castile," " The Mystic," " The Golden Calf," etc.,and recently sold the moving picture rights of one oftheir plays, in which Geraldine Farrar is to appear.

! New Home
'■ H. Rogers,
Southampton,

l., Recently
ompleted.SYNOPSIS

TIME—The Present. PLACE—New York City.
ACT I

Scene 1.—Living Room of a New York Apartment.Scene 2.—Hall in Brentwood's Home.
Scene 3.—Room in Home of Isabelle.

ACT II
Room in Brentwood's Home. Two Years Later.

ACT III
Scene 1.—Dr. Grayson's Office. Six Years Later.
Scene 2.—Bedroom in the Brentwood Home.

(Curtain lowered a moment to denote the lapse of ten hours.)Scene 3.—Same as Scene 1 in First Act.

Judging ValuesPlay staged by John Stokes.
Scene by P. Dodd Ackerman.
Electrical effects by Harry Redmond

Fine Jewelry
FOR MR. BAILEY

Manager
Advance Representative

Stage Manager
Master Carpenter

Electrician
Master of Properties

Thursday Night January 6, Fiske O'Hara in "Kilkenny"

In the purchase of 5ewt
people are able to r eK .i

own judgment of we 1
knowledge of sty .

Gilbert Barry . .

E. P. Lyons
George Timmons
William Ayres. .

Harry Redmond
Frank Barry....

White
v jiilj Rose
GLYCERINE SOAP

"HER PRICE" CLOSES SUDDENLY
44 Her Price," in which Emma Dunn

played the leading role, closed suddenly in
Rochester, Jan. 5. It is said that the man¬
agement was two weeks in arrears in
salaries and the members of the company
declined to play unless they were paid.
The case has been referred to the Actors'
Equity Association. Street and Shi.

BASE BALL
Palace of the WoHtl

MR. GU1D0 MARBURG.

Av- -V ::



THE GARRICK THEATRE.
CHICAGO SAM S&LEE SHUBERT'nc

LESSEES &> MANAGERS
'REGINALD DE KOVEN

PROPRIETOR,
Week Beginning Sunday Evening, June 4,1916

Popular $1. Mat. Wed. Regular Mat. Sat.
TULLY & BUCKLAND, Inc., Present

GUY BATES POST

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERYSEAT OCTLPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THEDANGERS OF PANIC, WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 10, 1916
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

A Persian Play Based on the Life, Times and
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam

By RICHARD WALTON TULLY
Author of "The Bird of Paradise" and

"The Rose of the Rancho."
"Jew and Christian, Buddhist and Moslem, eachCries 'Brother, Hell for Thee because thy SpeechIs Alien !' Lo ! Though Babel's Curse remains
He hears each loving- pray'r—but still they

preach." —Teheran Manuscript.NOTE—The immortal "Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam" is best known to English readers
through the spirited version rendered from the
original Persian into English verse by EdwardFitzgerald. There have been many other ver¬
sions of the Rubaiyat in English, and several
of them are authentic. In writing his play,Mr. Tully utilized not only the Fitzgerald ver¬
sion, but also the longer and no less authentic
versions of Justin Huntley McCarthy, in prose,and of E. H. Whinfteld, in verse. If any or the
incidents in "Omar, the Tentmaker"—especiallythose that concern Omar's intemperance—seemout of keeping with the poet's nature.as set forth
in the familiar Fitzgerald version, the necessityfor their inclusion will be quickly grasped by aperusal of the other authentic versions.
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ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN Presents

THE MUSICAL PLAY

White. N. Y

BOOK AND LYRICS BY OTTO HAUERBACH
MUSIC BY RUDOLF FRIML

Staged by Frank Smithson.

tan in
ill, SCPI)

ADA MEADE,
Now Singing a Prominent Part Katinka.

Cast of Characters
(Jn the Order of their Appearance)VARENKA

PETROV
IVAN DIMITRI
DORIS STROGOFF . . .

KATINKA
TATIANA
THADDEUS HOPPER . .

RUSSIAN DANCERS . . .

HERR KNOPF
ABDUL .

ARIF BEY
HALIF
OLGA (NASHAN)
MRS. HELEN HOPPER
A SPY
PIERRE
BELL BOY

ROSALIE MALETTE
. ALBERT SACKETT

SAMUEL ASH
. . COUNT GRIMALDI

. . . EDITH THAYER
. NORMA MENDOZA

T. ROY BARNES
f . . MAY THOMPSON
\ EDMUND MAKALIF
. BERNARD GORCEY

NEIL MOORE
. F. STANTON HECK

A. ROBINS
RENEE NOEL
ADA MEADE

. . . HARRY CLINTON
. GUSTAV SCHULTZ

. . . HELEN KRONER

v.
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K1IHII CAST OF CHARACTERS 11)1 |jfKCpWjl.i THE PROI OGUE—
•jiSaSiTl IMAM MOWAFFAK, Teacher of the Holv Tf>

Mv Word of the Prophet. . SELMAR ROMAINE //
... ~V1 IIAKIM OMAR KHAYYAM 1 (.... flOY BATES POST ifr ,,HASAN BEN SABAII. .. /His Studentss ..WILLIAM B. RANDALL
I jM NIZAM i l GERALD PRING [T

•

V ™ V GEORGE FOSTERADLAM, an Eunuch Ferrash j a OSBORNEEMISSARY OF THE SHAH AUGUSTUS POSTMAHRUSS, little son of Zarah, a Bedouin Slave. .. .HERBERT A PRATTDaughter of Imam LOUISE GRASSLERZARAH, a Bedoum woman, slave in charge of Shireen
,T . _ ■■■■■ ■■■■ ■■■■■ CAROLYN MACKAYVALIDE SULTAN.. ETHEL STOCKTONMAJNUN

MAJNUN HIMSELF(A Muezzin, Eunuchs, Slaves, Musicians, etc.)THE PLAY—
NIZAM-UL-MULK, the new Vizier GERALD PRINGHASAN BEN SABAH, Governor of Naishapur, who leads the Assassinssecretly WILLIAM R. RANDALLOMAR KHAYYAM, "The Tentmaker"..' GUY BATES POSTMAHRUSS, Omar's Bedouin Ferrash JOHN GRIBNERLITTLE SHIREEN, daughter of Shireen of the Garden ..7.7.
THE EViL BANOU, a woman who ruies the desert band of the*AsS^sTns^°N
THE CHRISTIAN SLAVE, a captured Crusader P. ILANcfTFlDENTHE POTTER, a lookout for the Assassins PAUL WEBSTERTHE DECOY OF THE ASSASSINS, who pretends blindness

GEORGE SESSIONSA DRUNKEN VICTIM OF THE ASSASSINS CLARENCE BELLA1R
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Synopsis
ACT I.—Villa of Boris Strogoff at Yalta, Russia, on the BlackSea. Late Afternoon and Evening of a Summer Day. Time—JustBefore the War.

Intermission—Ten Minutes.
ACT II.—A Street in Old Stamboul, Turkey.

Intermission—Ten Minutes.
ACT III.—Herr Knopf's Cafe. Turkoise-in-Vienna, Austria.Three Weeks Later.
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MUSICAL NUMBERS.
Orchestra Conducted by John McGhie.

ACT I.
Opening Chorus
"In Vienna"

: Russian Wedding March . .

'L "One Who Will Understand'
"Katinka"

L "In a Hurry"
^ "Racketty Coo"
£ Russian Dance
L Finale

Varenka and Chorus
Ivan and Chorus

Boris, Katinka, Tatiana and Chorus
i Katinka and Chorus

Ivan and Male Chorus
Thaddeus Hopper and Chorus

Katinka and Ivan
May Thompson and Makalif

Company
"Stamboul"
"Your Photo"
"The Weekly Wedding" . ..

Circassian Dance
"The Walking Music Store'
Finale

/ Olga and Chorus
Mrs. Hopper and Boys

Mrs. Hopper and Thaddeus
May Thompson and Edmund Makalif

Halif
• •••••••••••••••■••••••••a* Company

ACT III.
.... Katinka and Chorus ♦

4

May Thompson «!
Mrs. Hopper and Makalif •

Ivan *—
Hopper and Knopf '

.. .Mrs. Hopper and Boys •
Company *

Divertissement
Waltz
"I Can Tell By the Way You Dance Dear"...
"I Want All the World to Know"
"Skidiskiscatch"
"I Want to Marry a Male Quartette"
Finale

Scenery Act I. and II. built by Theodore Reisig. Scenery Act III.
built by Hanna-Lennon. Scenery painted by Sundquist. Properties by „>
Gebhardt. Costumes by Paul Arlington Co., Inc. Men's Clothes by Brook's ,
Uniform Co. Shoes by Sinatra. iMogul Cigarettes used In Act III. «,

;



BISCUIT COMPANY

BROOKLYN'S PERFECT THEATRE
Owned and Operated by The Brooklyn Majestic Theatre Co.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 27, 1916.
Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

SPECIAL MATINEE THURSDAY (THANKSGIVING DAY).

ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN Presents

THE MUSICAL, PLAY

BOOK AND LYRICS BY OTTO HAUERBACH
MUSIC BY RUDOLPH FRIML

Authors of "High Jinks" and "The Firefly" White. X. Y.
Adele Rowland''as Mrs. Helen .1iopper in
"Katinka" and A. Robbins, a pedlar of
musical birds, holdjmerry conversion the

streets of Stamboul

3EORGE FOSTER
..J. A. OSBORNE
AUGUSTUS POST
t!.4ERT A. PRATT
UlSE GRASSLER White, A*. Y

and vivacity, as a
i pleasing part of

Cast of Characters
(In the Order of their Appearance)

May Thompson, whose grace
Russian dancing girl, form I

"Katinka

JANE CASTLE
DANIEL J. SULLIVAN

JOHN ROBERTS
S. PAUL VERON

. . MARGARET OWEN
MARQUITA DWIGHT

HOWARD LANGFORD
/ . ELINORE VINCENT
» . .NICHOLAS KOVAC

. CLIFFORD NELSON
KARLE NELSON

GUS COHAN
. ANNETTA BERGER

MAE PHELPS
DAN STEVENS

EDDIE ROGGIE

VARENKA
PETROV
IVAN DIMITRI
BORIS STROGOFF . . .

KATINKA
TATIANA
THADDEUS HOPPER .

RUSSIAN DANCERS. . .

HERR KNOPF
ABDUL
ARIF BEY
OLGA (NASHAN)
MRS. HELEN HOPPER
PORTER
A SPY

i'OLYN MA OKAY
rHKI. STOCKTON

JNUN HIMSELF

"GERALD PRING
—the Assassins

fl R. RANDALLV HATES POST
OHN GRIBNER

|tj3EL EMERSON
■J ■ ■.e Assassins
HtlSE GRASSLER
rtU.ANO TILDKNI >AUL WEB.s i'KR

Synopsis
ACT I.—Villa of Boris StrogofT at Yalta, Russia, on the BlackSea. Late Afternoon and Evening of a Summer Day. Time—JustBefore the War.

Intermission—Ten Minutes.

ACT II.—A Street in Old Stamboul, Turkey-
Intermission—Ten Minutes.

White. N. Y.
whose ingratiating comedy methods are largely responsible fcr the

popularity of "Katinka"

ACT III.—Herr Knopf's Cafe. Turkoise-in-Vienna, AustriaThree Weeks Later.

Adele Rowland

a itRir
EXIT

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN.Hugh A. Grady
Geo. A. Edes ..

Fred J. Dailey
Karle Nelson .

General Manager
ManagerBusiness Manager

. . Stage Manager

Marie Duchette tinkles
in "Katinka," at the
44th Street Theatre.

LAGERS AND SOLDIERS HEAR
ETTA OF THAT NAME,

cam



"VERY GOOD EDDIE"
Musical Comedy in Two Acts and ThreeScenes; Book by Philip Bartholomae andGuy Bolton. Lyrics by Schuyler Green.Music by Jerome Kern. Founded on theFarce, " Over Night." Produced by theMarbury-Comstock Company, PrincessTheater, Dec. 22.

Steward on The Catskill .. Benjamin F. WrightMonsieur De Rougement James LounsberyPurser on The Catskill Lew FullertonDick Rivers Oscar ShawMadame Matroppo Ada LewisElsie Lilly Anna OrrEddie Kettle Ernest TruexGeorgina Kettle, his wife Helen RaymondMagazine Girl Georgia SpelvinPercy Darling John WillardElsie ^Darling, his wife Alice DoveyWest Point Cadet Guy KendallAl. Cleveland, clerk at the Rip Van Win¬kle Inn John E. HazzardVictoria Lake
Julia MillsChrystal Poole Tess MayerLily Pond Bessie KellyBelle Fontaine Arline ChaseFlo Tide

Helen BondVirginia Spring Dorothy SilviaAlways Innit Helen O'DayCarrie Closewell Genevieve WillmentFunnie Rekkod Louise CookMunnie Duzzyt Mary Louise MorrisonGay Ann Giddy Dorothy NitaE. Z. Morrels Katherine RahnTayleurs Dummie Carl WadsworthFullern A. Goat Merton WoodDyer Thurst Herbert HoeyRollo Munn Sedgewick DraperWatt Pumkyns Stuart GillmoreDustin Stacks Harry McKennaAct I.—Deck of the Hudson River boat. TheCatskill. (One Summer afternoon.) Act. II.—The Rip Van Winkle Inn.

Those who enjoyed Mr. Bartholomae'sfarce, " Over Night," will not be sorry tosee it again in a musical form with theaccession of a number of pretty girls andseveral interesting dancers. It is a lightform of entertainment, musically as well asdramatically, but it is a joyous performancein rapid tempo and that " gig" which isthe life of a musical comedy of the ultramodern pattern. The plot deals with theadventures of two newly-married coupleswho take passage on a day-line steamer onthe Hudson for their honeymoon and areseparated so that Eddie Kettle, who is mar¬ried to Georgina, becomes mixed up withElsie, who has just married Percy Darling,and the two are forced temporarily to passas man and wife. Mrs. Kettle and Darling,in the meantime, are supposed to be
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VERY GOOD EDDIE
Book by Philip Bartholomae and Guy Bolton

Lyrics by Schuyler Greene Music by Jerome Kern
Founded on the Farce "Over-Night"

White. N. Y.
Anna Orr, in "Very Good, Eddie." proves a capa¬ble and charming comedienne in the part of

Elsie Lilley
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BROOKLYN'S PERFECT THEATRE
Owned and Operated by The Brooklyn Majestic Theatre Co.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest

>ur seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THA1 tJdt.
not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

RODERT ADAMSON. Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 13, 1916.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday Evenings
German Hospital Benefit.

THE MARBURY-COMSTOCK COMPANY Presents

VERY GOOD EDDIE
Book by Philip Bartholomae and Guy Bolton

Lyrics by Schuyler Greene Music by Jerome Kern
Founded on the Farce "Over-Night"

Entire production staged by David Bennett.

Cast of Characters

(In the Order of Appearance)
Steward on "The Catskill" Benjamin F. Wright
Monsieur de Rougement James Lounsbery
Purser on "The Catskill" Lew Fullerton
Dick Rivers Earl Benham
Mme. Matroppo .ewi»
Elsie Lilly Laura Hamilton
Eddie Kettle T\ ?eorIie 5
Georgina Kettle, his wife Helen Raymond
Magazine Girl Jennifer Sinclair
Percy Darling • • •
Elsie Darling, his wife ^f?011 . f ^
A1 Cleveland, clerk at the Rip Van Winkle Inn. . . .Arthur Aylsworth
Victoria Lake

Belle Fontaine Patricia Clai k
Miss Flo Tide Trlee
Miss Virginia Spring Evelyn Gn g
Miss Always Innit Trixie Bush
Miss Carrie Closewell Dea Crandall
Miss Funnie Rekkod Louise Cook
Miss Munnie Duzzyt Mary Louise Morrison
Miss Gay Ann Giddy Bessie Moore
Miss E. Z. Morrels Kathryn Rahn
Mr. Tayleurs Dummie Carl Wadsworth
Mr. Fullern A. Goat Ralph O'Brien
Mr. Dyer Thurst William Mack
Mr. Rollo Munn .Victor Radell
Mr. Watt Pumkyns Ainslee Lambert
Mr. Dustin Stacks Harry McKenna

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.—Deck of the Hudson River Boat, "The Catskill." (One

summer afternoon.)
Between Acts I. and II. there will be an Intermlaaicm of 15 minutes.
ACT II.—The Rip Van Winkle Inn. Scene 1—That evening.

Scene 2—The next morning.
Between Scenes 1 and 2 In Act II. no IntermlMlon» curtain drop* to

denote a few hours lapse of time.

iScene Act II. designed and executed under the direction of
Miss Elsie De Wolfe.

10

11
12
13
14

MUSICAL PROGRAM.

FRANK PARET, Musical Director.
ACT I.

Opening- Number—"We're On Our Way" Miss Davis and Ensemble
Song—"The Same Old Game" Mr. Benham and Girls
Duet—"Some Sort of Somebody" Mr. Benham and Miss Hamilton
Quartet—"Isn't It Great To Be Married?". .Mr. Mack, Miss McGibeny,

... ^ ,, _ Mr. Willard, Miss RaymondFinaletto—"Wedding Bells Are Calling Me."

ACT IL
Scene 1.

Opening Number—"On the Shore at Le Lei Wi" Miss Hamilton,
_ Mr. Benham and Ensemble
Song— If I Find the Girl" Mr. Benham and Ensemble
Song— When You Wear a 13-Collar" Mr. Mack

Boy Neutral".. .Miss Hamilton, Mr. Benham and Ensemble
Duettino—"Babes in the Wood" Mr. Mack and Miss McGibeny

Scene 2.
Song— The Fashion Show" Miss Morrison and Ensemble
Song— I^Yifh I had a Million" Mr. Aylsworth and GirlsDuet— Nodding Hoses" Miss Hamilton and Mr. Benham
Flnale Ensemble

IS

Gowns designed under the supervision of Mr. Melville Ellis,
and made by Hickson, Inc.

Men's clothes designed by Finchley and executed by Rosenberg & Company,
at Fashion Park, Rochester, N. Y.

Hats by Renard.
Note—Dance by Dorothy Sylvia and Elliott Taylor.

Lyceum Theatre
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, Jan 11-12-13

MATINEE SATURDAY

THE MARBURY-COMSTOCK COMPANY PRESENTS

t VERY GOOD EDDIE
Book by Philip Bartholomae and Guy Bolton.

Lyrics by Schuyler Greene. Music by Jerome Kern.

CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Stewart on the Catskill Sylvester L. Corrothers
Monsieur De Rougemont Jules Epailly
Purser on the Catskill James Ford
Dick Rivers Jack Squires
Mme. Matroppo Georgia Harvey
Elsie Lilly Mary Louise Morrison
Eddie Kettle Burford Hampden
Georgina Kettle, his wife Lotta Burnelle
Magazine Girl Evelyn Radcliffe
Percy Darling Madison Smith
Elsie Darling, his wife Vallie Belasco Martin
Al. Cleveland, clerk at the Rip Van Winkle Inn Dave Ferguson

~ Victoria Lake Hazel Flint
Chrystal Poole Elizabeth Grivich
Lily Pond ». . . . Evelyn Glifford
Belle Fontaine Marjorie Barnes
Flo Tide Hazel Lee

8 Virginia Spring Belle Irving
Miss Always Innit Corabella Lavine
Miss Carrie Closewell Pattie Rose
Miss Funny Rekkod Annabelle Nelson
Miss Munnie Duzzit Tina Biddekoff
Miss Gay Ann Giddy Dell Boulier
Miss E. Z. Morrels Alice Donnelly
Mr. Tayleures Dummy J. Robert Knight
Mr. Fullern A. Goat Raymond Mackaye
Mr. Dyer Thurst Ward Williams
Mr. Rollo Munn Frank Rowan
Mr. Watt Pumkyns Willard Hardie
Mr. Dustin Stacks Joseph Carbor

THE SCENES.
ACT I—Deck of the Hudson River Boat, "The Catskill. One Sunny

Afternoon.
Between Acts I and 11 there will be an intermission of 15 minutes.

ACT II—The Rip Van Winkle Inn.
Scene 1-—That Evening.
Scene 2—The Next Morning.

Between Scenes 1 and 2 in Act II, no intermission; curtain drops
to denote a few hours' lapse of time.

Act II designed and executed under the direction of Miss Elsie
de Wolf.

Gowns designed under the supervision of Mr. Melville Ellis, and
made by Hickson, Inc.

Men's clothes designed by Finchley and executed by Rosenberg &
Company, at Fashion Park, Rochester, New York.

The dance in Act I by Minnie Reed and Easton Younge.
The play is founded on the farce, "Over Night."

MUSICAL NUMBERS.
Under the Direction of Mr. John L. McManus.

ACT I.
1. Opening Number—"We're On Our Way".Miss Lavine and Ensemble
2. Song—"The Same Old Game" Mr. Squires and Girls
3. Duet—"Some Sort of Somebody" .... Mr. Squires and Miss Marks
4. Quartet—"Isn't is Great to be Married"

Mr. Hampden, Miss Martin. Mr. Smith and Miss Burnelle
5. Finaletto—"Wedding Bells Are Calling Me."

ACT II.
Scene 1.

6. Opening Number—"On the Shores at Le Lei Wei,"
• • • • Miss Marks, Mr. Squires and Ensemble

7. Song—"If I Find the Girl" Mr. Squires and Ensemble
8. Duet—"The Problem Play" Mr. Ferguson and Miss Harvey
9. When You Wear a 13 Collar" Mr. Hampden
10. Duet——"Old Boy Neutral". .Mr. Squires. Miss Marks and Ensemble
11. Duettino—"Babes in the Wood" . . Mr. Hampden and Miss Martin

Scene 2.
12. Song—"The Fashion Show" Miss Flint and Ensemble
13. Song—"I Wish I Had a Million" Mr. Ferguson and Girls
14. Duet—"Nodding Roses" Miss Marks and Mr. Squires
15. Finale Ensemble

Play Staged by Mr. David Bennett.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR THE MARBURY-COMSTOCK CO.
W ill F. Molitor Business Manager
Fred M. Mayer Acting Manager
S. Edward Manson Agent
Frank Ross Stage Manager
AI. Ohlendorf Mechanician
Arthur Brown Master of Properties
•Tnhn O'Brien Electrician
Mrs. Willis Mistress of the Wardrobe
3 Days Beginning Monday, January 15. Wednesday Matinee, The Right Little Girl
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" RUGGLES OF RED GAP "
Farce-Comedy by Harrison Rhodes from a

story of the Same Name by Harry Leon
Wilson. Produced by the Messrs. Shu-
bert at the Fulton Theater, Dec. 24.

Mrs. Floud (Mrs. Bfflel.... Louise Closser Hale
Mrs. Belknap-Jackson Lucile DalbertrMr. Belknap-Jackson Lynn PrattCousin Egbert Frederick BurtonWaiter John KellyHon. George Vane-Baseingwell .. George HassellSenator James Knox Floud .. James C. MalaidyManager Hotel Castiglione .. Frederick OsborneMrs. Kenner (Klondike Kate) .. Jobyna HowlandAlfred Euggles Ralph HerzThe Earl of Brinstead Arthur LacebyMessenger Irving JacksonA Girl Helper Ray Hartley

, A Messenger Dickie KendallA Messenger Alma Hawley
» Girl Helper Kittle Berg
, Barber Gus Verace

Proprietor of a Booth John HamiltonWaiter Adrian H. RoselyFlower Girl Marie VernonFirst French Soldier Billy GrovesSecond French Soldier Homer PottsA Cabman Francis Gaillard■Tea Tuttle Fred W. StrongPost Card Man Austin MillerA Street Singer Harriet KneitelGirl Selling Songs Minnie HartMrs. Judson Josephine Drake
Watterman Philip DunningMrs. Pettingill Jessie RalphMrs. Judne Ballard Adelaide CummingMiss Beryl Mae Watson Viola BowersMrs. Hartman Marion PullerMr. Hartman L^)uis ArnoEd. Perkins, society reporter James Boyle" Miss Frances Coolbrith Caroline OdenMrs. Elmer J. Brown Leslie MarionMrs. Dawson Grace NewtonHat Boy at the United States Grill.

Harold NelsonAct I.—Sitting room of Mrs. Floud's apart¬ment, Hotel Castiglione, Paris. Act II.—An
open place. Montmartre, Paris. Act III.—Li-'

brary in Senator Floud's house. Red Gap. Act
IV.—Lounge room at the United States Grill,Red Gap.

The latest comedy at the Fulton Is a
variation of Molifere's familiar theme, " The
Shopkeeper Turned Gentleman." In this
case it is a valet to an English gentleman
who by circumstances is translated into a
sphere to which he was not born, but who
accepts his apotheosis with the bland resig¬nation of a true philosopher and lives up to
expectations. He has, fortunately, the dem¬
ocratic social atmosphere of Red Gap to
thank for a great deal of his rapid transi¬tion, but no more than his own intelligenceand the supreme unconventionality of his
American patron, Egbert Floud. There is a
good comedy idea here, but evidently those
who read Mr. Wilson's novel on which theplay is founded have a certain advantageover those not so fortunate, in getting the
full value of Ituggles's portrait as drawn bythe novelist. As it is, the comedy, thoughlacking in brilliant high-lights, is fairlyamusing with Ralph Herz in the leadingrole, and is attractively staged under the
direction of Mr. Benrimo.

Ruggles is introduced to us as the " man "
of the Hon. George Vane-Baseingwell, a"

younger son" with improvident habits
and wholly dependant upon his valet for
the guidance of his daily life, from a super¬vision of his wardrobe to the management
of his depleted exchequer. In Paris the
lion. George falls in with a group of newly-rich Americans, the Floud family, from RedGap, and loses a considerable sum at a
friendly game of draw-poker. Mrs. Floud
takes an inordinate fancy to his valet,Ruggles, designing him to take Cousin Eg¬bert in hand and make a gentleman of him.To this end she proposes to play the Hon.
George for his valet. George loses andRuggles obediently assumes his new duties
attached to the person of Cousin Egbert.He succeeds in investing that untamed prod¬
uct of Red Gap with various outward signsof respectability, but not in changing hisaversion to the formalities of society ; and.invading the merry purlieus of Montmartre
where Egbert meets up with one of his owntribe from Red Gap, Jeff Tuttle, after fra¬
ternizing freely with a French hack-driver,
he informally puts the staid and respectfulRuggles on a social parity by getting himdrunk and making him sing a song on topof a table.

Ultimately Ruggles arrives at Red Gap,where the ambitious and climbing Mrs.Floud has prepared everything for a grandlevee. Through the zeal of a local reporter,who has found Ruggles in company withCousin Egbert at a popular dispensary ofred eye the night before, Ruggles is de¬
scribed as an English gentleman in the local
press, and soon is the lion of the occasionin the society world of Red Gap, mistakenfor an English army officer and petted ac¬cordingly. To save the situation and avoidbecoming ridiculous in the eyes of herfriends, Mrs. Floud is compelled to fall in
with the mistake, and Ruggles finds himselfsuddenly cutting a big figure in his newenvironments. But the frugal lackey knows
on which side his bread is buttered. Hestarts the United States grill, and preparesfor a big opening, which is to be attendedby the social world of Red Gap.

And about this time the Hon. Georgeturns up with a stub pipe, one spat andother marks of painful neglect. Now everysociety woman insists on his company attable, but when the elder brother, the Earlof Brinsted, too, puts in an appearance,the rivalry threatens to ruin the UnitedStates grill, until Ruggles brings order outof chaos by practical strategy and allaysall friction. He has meanwhile found hisfate in the maid servant and the play endsas he introduces his prospective wife to hisguests.
Mr. Herz is quietly amusing in the title-role and keeps well within the characterA distinct feature of the performance is theadmirable acting of George Hassall as theHon. George, a characterization of a sillv-ass Englishman that will make LawranceD Orsay look tojhis laurels. Frederick Bur-

ton is thoroughly at home in the part ofCousin Egbert and all but lives it. Mrs
s •£,cee?^a!>ly, P'ayed by Mrs. Hale,and Klondike Kate is picturesquely as welias statuesquely personified by Jobyna How-

4rt?ur Laceby is happy in the partof the Earl, and Jessie Ralph plays a goodhand as Mrs. Pettingill.
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HARRIET KNEITEL AS THE STREET SINGER IN

TO FASCINATE RALPH HERZ AS RUGGLES,
ERICK BURTON AS COUSIN EGBERT.
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RUGGLES OF RED GAP " FINDS IT EASY
FRED W. STRONG AS JEFF, AND FRED-

A FEW WAR PLAYS IN BERLIN
Berlin's second theatrical season since the war has

begun—and is notable for its lack of warlike offer
ings. In all the mass of plays and operas now pre¬
sented or to be presented in the immediate future,
there are but two of a military nature. And both of
these have been running for months, and are continu¬
ing because they have genuine dramatic value, rather
than because the public fancy clamors for anything
warlike.

Oldtimers call this beginning of Berlin's theatrical
season so nearly like the opening in peace times that
it is hard to distinguish the difference. They base
this opinion not alone on the attendance, which cer¬
tainly is good, but on the very character of the offer¬
ings and the absence of plays suggestive of the war.

The season in 1914 opened with a tidal wave of
" war " plays. Something of their general charade
and excellence may be gathered from the words of
one of Berlin's well-known dramatic critics, who
wrote, " This flood of well-meant and poorly rhymed,
hastily thrown together productions fortunately has
ebbed, and the temples of the joyful muse even, fol¬
lowing the example of the more serious stage, are turn¬
ing to other tasks."

Some idea of the serious character of many of the
plays now offered may be gathered from a glimpse at
the programmes of the leading Berlin theaters for the
beginning of the season. Lessing Theater—" Peer
Gynt," " His Only Wife," " An Enemy of the Peo¬
ple," "Architect Solness." German Theater—"Faust
part 1; " The Winter Fairy Tale," " The Piccolomini."
" Wallenstein's Camp," " Faust," part 2. Schiller
Theaters—" The Rape of the Sabines," " Old Heidel¬
berg," " Rosmersholm," " The Worm of Conscience,"
" The Benefactor of Mankind." Koeniggraetzerstrasse
Theater. " Queen Christine," " Beyond Our Strength."
Little Theater—" A Costly Life." Western Theater-—
" Anderson " (based on " Hans Christian Anderson ")•
People's Theater—" The Robbers." Trianon Theater
—" Hannemann's Successor." Weidendammer Bridge
Theater—" Young Must One Be." Thalia Theater—
" A Puzzling Ad." Princess Theater—" The Dark
Castle."

The two military plays still running are " Extra-
blaetter" at the Berlin Theater and " Immer Feste
Druff" at the Nollendorf Platz Theater. Both pieces
have been running for more than 300 performances.
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FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

Sour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exito not try to beat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON Fire Commissioner.

BEGINNING FRIDAY EVENING, PECEMBER 24, 1915.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE MESSRS. SHUBERT Present

RALPH HERZ
—IN—

RUGGLES OF RED GAP
By Harrison Rhodes.

From the "Saturday Evening Post" Story by Harry Leon Wilson.
Staged under the direction of Benrimo.
Incidental music by Sigmund Romberg.

Lyrics by Harold Atteridge.

Characters of the Play
(Tn the Order of their Appearance)

Mrs. Floud (Mrs. Effie) Louise Closser Hale
Mrs. Charles Belknap-Jackson Lucile Dalberg
Mr. Charles Belknap-Jackson Lynn Pratt
Mr. Egbert Floud (Cousin Egbert) Frederick Burton
Waiter at Hotel Castiglione John Kelly
The Honorable George Vane-Baseingwell George Hassell
Senator James Knox Floud James C. Malaidy
Manager of Hotel Castiglione Frederick Osborne
Mrs. Kenner (Klondike Kate) Jobyna Howland
ALFRED RUGGLES RALPH HERZ
The Earl of Brinstead Arthur Laceby
Messenger from High-Life Tailor Irving Jackson

* £

m

A Girl Helper
A Messenger from the Shirtmaker's
A Messenger from the Cravat Dealer's
A Girl Helper
A Barber
Proprietor of a Booth
W'aiter at "Au Rendezvous des Cochers Fideles". . .

Flower Girl
First French Soldier
Second French Soldier
A Cabman
Jeff Tuttle
Post Card Man
A Street Singer
Girl Selling Songs
Mrs. Judson
Watterman
Mrs. Pettingill (The Mixer)..
Mrs. Judge Ballard ■*
Miss Beryl Mae Watson
Mrs. Henry P. Hartman
Mr. Henry P. Hartman
Ed. Perkins, society reporter of Red Gap Recorder
Miss Francis Coolbrith
Mrs. Elmer J. Brown
Mrs, Dawson
Hat Boy at the United States Grill

. . . Ray Hartley
..Dickie Kendall

. . .Alma Hawley
Kittie Berg

.... Gus Verace

..John Hamilton
Adrian H. Rosley

. Marie Vernon
. . . Billy Groves

. . Homer Potts
Francis Gaillard
Fred W. Strong

. . Austin Miller
Harriet Kneitel

. . . Minnie Hart
Josephine Drake
Philip Dunning

. . . .Jessie Ralph
delaide Cumming

Viola Bowers
. . Marion Puller
.... Louis Arno
. . . .James Boyle

. Caroline Oden

. . Leslie Marion
... Grace Newton
.... Harold Nelson
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Synopsis.

ACT I.—Sitting Room of Mrs. Floud's Apartment, Hotel
Castiglione, Paris.

ACT II.—An Open Place, Montmarte, Paris.
ACT HI.-—Library in Senator Floud's House, Red Gap.
ACT IV.—Lounge Room at the United States Grill, Red Gap.

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR THE MESSRS. SHUBERT.
Manager Sydney H. Brodie
Stage Manager Philip Dunning

Costumes by the Shubert Costuming Company.
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JANUARY 10th—"THE LITTLE MINISTER"
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MAUDE ADAMS
In J. M. BARRIE'S

"PETER PAN"
Or, THE BOY WHO WOULDN'T GROW UP

By the Author of "The Little Minister."
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"WHO ARB TOU, PAN?"
"I'M YOUTH, ETERNAL YOUTH!
I'M THE SUN RISING, I'M POETS SINGING,
I'M THE NEW WORLD, I'M A LITTLE BIRD
THAT HAS BROKEN OUT OF THE EGG.
I'M JOY, JOY, JOY."
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maude adams
r. p. carter

. . . adelaide prince
gladys gillen

.donald McClelland
. . .dorothea camden

byron silvers
jane wren

margaret field
ruth gordon

william sheafe
elise clarens

katherine keppell
angela ogden

r. p. carter
fred tyler
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Cast of Characters.
PETER PAN
MR. DARLING
MRS. DARLING
WENDY MORIA ANGELA DARLING
JOHN NAPOLEON DARLING
MICHAEL NICHOLAS DARLING
NANA
TINKER BELL
TOOTLES ) ( ... .
NIBS ,

SLIGHTLY t Members of ...

CURLEY f Peter's Band
FIRST TWIN ... !
SECOND TWIN . . J 1
JAS. HOOK, THE PIRATE CAPTAIN.
SMEE '
STARKEY WALLACE JACKSON
CECCO JOHN McFARLANE
MULLINS MORTON SELTEN
NOODLER JAMES L. CARHART
JUKES DALLAS ANDERSON
COOKSON CHARLES GAY
BLACKMAN JOSEPH SIMPSON
FIRST PIR4.TE ; . . WILLARD BARTON
SECOND PIRATE GUSTAVE STROWIG
THIRD PIRATE STEPHAN WITTMAN
GREAT BIG LITTLE PANTHER DAVID TORRENCE
TIGER LILY MARGARET GORDON
LIZA, author of the play ELIZABETH KENNEDY

Redskins, Pirates, Crocodile, Ostrich, Lion. Pack of Wolves, etc.
•- mnnmitOPl .1 • ISBBBL.

■ -
- '

Synopsis.
ACT I.—Our Early Days Inside the House.
ACT II.—The Never, Never, Never Land.
ACT III.—Our Home Underground.
ACT IV.—The Pirate Ship.
ACT V.—Scene 1—Inside the House. We Return to Our Dis¬

tracted Mother. Scene 2—Outside the House. Scene 3—The Tree
Tops.

Scenery by J. M. Hewlett, A. T. Hewlett, Charles Basing.

FOR THE BENEFIT OF LATE COMERS THE FOLLOWING OUTLINE
OF THE STORY OF PETER PAN IS GIVEN.

Mr. Barrie says in his instructions to the actors in "Peter Pan":
"The actors in a fairy play should feel that it was written by a child
in all earnestness, and that they are children playing it in the same
spirit." And so when little Liza, the supposed author of the play,
appears before the curtain and tells the leader of the orchestra that
he may proceed, we are prepared for all the strange things that follow.

Peter Pan is a boy who did not want to grow up. When he was
a very little fellow he ran away from the human world and lived with
the fairies in Never, Never, Never Land. But he had a great fondness
for stories, and so, now and then, he would fly to earth at Story Time
and peep into nursery windows. One night, when Mrs. Darling was
telling stories to her children, he crept into the room to listen. Mrs.
Darling saw him and was frightened, and Peter tried to escape, but

LITTLE MINISTER
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Nana, the faithful dog, who had always been the Darling children's VOLnurse, closed the window so quickly that it cut off Peter's shadow
and he was forced to fly away without it.

ACT I.—In the first act we see Peter returning to the Darling 4EKThouse in search of his lost shadow. The children are asleep and the •-
nursery unguarded, and with the aid of Tinker Bell, the little fairy
whom mortals see only as a ball of light, he finds his shadow. But
he can't make it stick on. Fortunately Wendy wakes and sees the
trouble he is in, and being a motherly little soul, sews the shadow on
for him. Peter tells her about the fairy world he lives in and it seems
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very charming to Wendy. So she wakes the other children. Peter
teaches them all to fly, and away they go through the window to the
Never, Never, Never Land.

ACT II.—The second act is in the Never, Never, Never Land
where Peter and his band build a little house for Wendy. And here
we see the bloodthirsty pirates and their wicked leader, Captain Hook,
who is Peter's mortal enemy. ^

ACT III.—The third act shows the children's home underground, j_
guarded above by their faithful friends, the Red Skins. The Pirates Vj i )|■I-■/ / }< S ' ail
attack the Red Skins and drive them away, and Hook puts poison in 4 ~ ' J
Pan's medicine glass, but Tinker Bell saves him by drinking it him¬
self, and is about to die when she, in turn, is saved by the reassuring
message that all children believe in fairies.

ACT IV.—The fourth act shows how Hook captures the little
Darlings and the band of lost boys and carries them off to the Pirate
Ship. But in the darkest moment of terror, Peter comes to the rescue,
and the band throws the Pirates into the sea.

ACT V.—In the fifth act the children return to their mother, for
the heart of a child goes home when the day of adventure is done.

The last scene is a glimpse into Fairyland itself. There Peter,
in the little house high up in the tree tops, waves a friendly goodbye
to all who believe in fairies.
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" PETER PAN "
Fantasy in Five Acts by Sir James M.

Barrie. Revived by Charles Frohman
at the Empire Theater, Dec, 21.

Peter Pan Maude Adams
Mr. Darling R. P. Carter
Mrs. Darling Adeie Prince
Wendy Gladys Gillan
John Donald McClelland
Michael Dorothya Camden
Nana Byron Silvers
Tinker Bell Jane Wren
Tootles Margaret Field
Nibs Buth Gordon
Slightly Baymond Hackett
Curley Elise Clarens
First Twin Katherine Keppell
Second Twin Angela Ogden
James Hook B. P. Carter
Smee Fred Tyler
Starkey Wallace Jackson
Cecco
Mullins Byron Silvers
Noodler James L. Carhart
Jukes George Hubbard
Cookson Douglas McLane
Blackman Stafford Wilson
First Pirate Willard Barton
Second Pirate Gustave Strowig
Third Pirate Stephan Wittman
Great Big Little Panther George Hubbard
Tiger Lily Marion Abbott
Liza Elizabeth Kennedy

The Empire Theater is again faryland.
Peter Pan and his band have flown back
to their original home to extend good cheer
at Christmas time to all who believe in
them. Judging from the enthusiastic ap¬
plause which they received on the opening
night there are still a great many people
in town who appreciate the eternal spirit
of youth. _ „

It is just ten years ago that Peter Pan
was first performed in this country with
Maude Adams in the leading role. In
that period time has made no disillusioning
marks upon it. It remains as beautifully
sentimental and charmingly fantastic as
ever.

Miss Adams again gave her lovely per¬
formance of Peter but newcomers are seen
in the other roles. Gladys Gillan was
rather disappointing as Wendy. R. P.
Carter was a humorously-lugubrious Cap¬
tain Hook. Adelaide Prince played Mrs.
Darling, and the others were seen to ad¬
vantage.

CHARLES FROHMAN, INC., MANAGERS
RUTH ST. DENIS

■ tuth St. Denis began a series of matinee
H formances at the Hudson Theater on
■ inday, Dec. 27. Miss St. Denis is assisted
H Ted Shawn and a company of dancers.
H The initial programme was bizarre and
■/iteresting, a number of times revealing a
Ween imagery in conception and execution.

he programme was divided into nature
jr rhythms and exotic dances of Hawaii, Ja¬

pan. ancient Egypt and India, besides in¬
cluding modern ballroom evolutions and
fantastic dancing creations. Once Miss St.
Denis herself introduced a little burlesque
of the classic dance, thereby disclosing a
real sense of humor.

Of Miss St. Denis's own programme, a
quaint little Japanese dance, of a coquette
preparing for a picnic; her Indian legen¬
dary dance of the peacock; an ancient
Egyptian ballet of the tamboura; and
" Radha," the Brahmanese dance of the
five senses, stand out notably. Here is
dancing that is more than mere picturesque
posturing. There's depth, charm and vigor
of expression, as well as moving drama.

The lighting effects are handled with dis¬
crimination. It is worthy of note that
three eminent artistes are now giving a
series of holiday matinees : Yvette Guilbert,
Kitty Cheatham, and Miss St. Denis.

THIS THEATRE, UNDER IVORMAt, CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT
BEAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED IN I.ESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OP ANY KIN'P, TO AVOID TUK
DANGERS OF PANIC, WAI.K (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

Evenings 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:20.
EXTRA MATINEE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, TUESDAY, FEB. 22,

CHARLES FROHMAN

PRESENTS

IN THE COMEDY
White. N. Y.

Gavin Dishart (Dallas Anderson)in The Little Minister" findsLady Babbie (Maude Adams)
uncertain, coy and hard to please "

Tr'fc.i". Dannie , WebsterTHE LITTLE MINISTER (Ada Boshellj is within hei "EIN VOLKSFEIND"
Ibsen's drama, "An Enemy of the Peo-

: pie," was well presented at the Irving Place
Theater, Dec. 15, with Richard Peist as

; Doctor Stockmann. The play is little known
1

on the English stage, but practically every
l admirer of Ibsen has read it in his collected
j works, and has been impressed with the
) serious fate of the man who raises his voice
in behalf of the good of society. It has a

j deep biological interest and is rich in philo¬
sophic Conclusions.

Stockmann, who is the physician attached
to the city baths, discovers that the water
is polluted, and makes his discovery public.

' At once there is an outcry against him be¬
cause the draining of the baths will con¬
sume time and money, and possibly divert
patronage to another town. He is asked to

, recant, but refuses; he hires a public hall
j to fight his enemies, and he is howled down
as an enemy of society. But he forces
them to listen to some hard truths in spite

| of threats, in which his brother, the burgo-
master, is foremost; he is deprived of his
living, as are his friends, and, after seeing j
his house attacked, he decides, nevertheless,
to remain as educator of a new generation
which will not be governed by sordid greed.
His conclusion is that the strongest man is
he who stands alone.

Mr. Feist, save for a uniform, high pitch,
which prevents him from scoring an ef¬
fective climax, gave a masterly performance
or the role of Doctor Stockmann, and Ernest
Holznagel was capital as Stockmann's
brother. The subsidiary characters, impor¬
tant as part of the whole, were excellently
played by Ernest Robert, Grete Meyer, Lud- ]
wig Koppee and Willy Frey.

;aring.

J. M. BARRIE,

Cast of Characters,

GAVIN DISHART
LORD RINTOUL
CAPTAIN HALLIWELL
LADY BABBIE, Lord Rintoul's Daughter....
FELICE, Her Maid
TWAITS, Butler
THOMAS WHAMMOND, Chief Elder
BOB DOW
MICAH DOW

SNECKY HOBART ) f . . .
ANDREW MEALMAKER V Elders ■<
SILVA TOSH . ) (
SERGEANT DAVIDSON
JOE CRUIKSHANK, Atheist
NANNIE WEBSTER
JEAN, Manse Servant

DALLAS ANDERSON
MARTIN SANDS

.. MORTON SELTEN
MAUDE ADAMS

. . . ELISE CLARENS
J. L. CARHART

. DAVID TORRENCE
, . J. M. McFARLANE

. . . GLADYS GILLEN
WALLACE JACKSON

R. PEYTON CARTER
CHARLES GAY

. WILLARD BARTON
C. GAY

ADA BOSHELL
ANGELA OGDEN

~ntu 1,1 riltTnTTTm IT mi

MAUDE ADAMS

ajifdiS (Run

Synopsis of Scenes,

X.—Caddam Wood on a Moonlight Evening in April.

IT.—Scene 1—Nannie's Cottage. Scene 2—The Manse Garden
IIL—Inner Hall at Rintoul Castle.

IV.—The Manse Garden.
Between Acts I. and II. one week elapses.

III. and IV. record incidents of one afternoon and evening.Acts

Musical Program.
Furst iOverture, Prelude

German
German
. Furst

Morris Dance . . .

Shepherd's Dance
Gavotte

—

_ . ■ -

After Act II.
. .. . Nevin
Chaminade

... Furst

Oh! That We Two Were Maying
Pierrette

Entr'acte THE ONLY MARIE
in Any CountryAfter Act III

Chaminade

. Grainger
Chaminade

Valse Caprice
Mock Morris
Serenade . . .

Maude Adams is again presenting New York'with her de¬
lightful impersonation of Lady Babbie in "The Little

Minister "*
MISS MAUDE ADAMS,

who has come to the Empire Theatre, New York, to play her annual engagement.



i IN NBW YORK CITY"COCK 0' THE WALK"
Comedy in Four Acts by Henry ArthurJones. Produced By Charles Frobman atthe Cohan Theater, Dec. 27.Antony Bellchamber Otis SkinnerSir AuRustus Conyers

WaUer F f«*tSir Roger Winch Waiter F.Sir Fisher Staynes ......-Walter mdds<3ir Tnhn Dnrrell Frederick M. OonKiinBishop of Barum 7.7. Kenyon Mns^veBishop of Sherbourne
Dodd

Bishop of Malmesbury Harry Doaa

«ri0aLSilch!8te^v.v;::::/Reeiniid%|pPiVhhPtts
Ernest A. Eltonfibb

Harry ScarboroughBurchain 7.7.7.7 R^ard WebsterJohanna Bridle
DunbarClara Fleckner ^nid ^ennextPamela Gady

•; t?i%e?keleyAct I—The managerial room of the lierKeieyTheater London. Act II.—The Rlver*fTn,J^!;?rtel Sunbury. Act III.—The managerial roomof the Berkeley Theater.
The new play in which Mr. Otis Skinneris appearing at the Cohan^ Theater is noone of Henry Arthur Jones s strongest pro-ductions. It has more than two acts ofrather weary business before it- gets wellunder way, and then depends for its impressiou on an inquisition scene by a P»»Pof high churchmen which is apt to be bet-ter understood in London, but is ratherunique because it takes place in an actor-manager's private office—for Mr. J°°estakes us back into the field of the P>ayer,of " David Garrick," The Crushed Trage¬dian," " Masks and Faces," " Frederic La-maitre" and other plays in which thereis a greenroom atmosphere, the trust™1girl tempted by curiosity, and the chival¬rous, devil-may-care, gooa-for-"°^ing act°rwho rescues her from an embarrassing situation and waives all thanks.Save that such a role comes rather Jate,Mr. Skinner possesses ideal qualifications toimpersonate the roystering cock-a-whoop,careless player. Anthony Bellchamber, inMr. Jones's "comedy; and though the sub¬ject may lack novelty, Mr. Jones does notlack the ability to make his theme as inter¬esting as one' is justified to expect ^jess,perhaps, by the dramatic treatment than |the fidelity of his portraiture.

every character is drawn with remarkableclearness, and as he seems to have takenseveral from London church as well as the¬atrical circles, his success is all the morea credit to him. There is a lack of con¬centration of interest in the central char¬acter who is rich in promise rather thanin performance, and does not quite make■ upa full-length portrait, and though Mr. Skin¬ner throws a good deal of
SI?>p?iwell as individuality into his work, Bell¬chamber is hardly one of his happiestparts, merely because it is inconclusive.Bellchamber is a drunken actor. Sir Au-gustus Convers, now a London manager,lias his first chance under him, but soonoutgrew his provincial manager and rose tofame and fortune. Johanna Bridle is afoolish young matinee girl who worshipsSir Augustus and importunes him for an in¬terview. Bellchamber annoys Sir Augustusby his bland impertinence; and the greatactor-manager dislikes to be reminded ofhis humble artistic origin, though all thatBellchamber wants is a chance to plW »part in his former friend s company. Hetears up a thousand pound check, withwhich Sir Augustus tries to buy him oft,with the grandiose air of a duke.Sir Augustus resolves to cure Johannaby invitini her to dinner at a wayside inn,to which he also invites her parents with¬out apprising her of this fact. But theparents never get the letter, and the younggirl appears at the rendezvous alone. SirAugustus becomes interested in the inno¬cent girl, and gives her a fatherly kiss, andthis is seen by Clara Fleckner and PamelaGadv, the former a rival of Johanna, thelatter a waitress at the inn. It >s alsowitnessed by Bellchamber. The harmlesslittle incident creates a scandal, ana thebishop-patrons threaten to withdraw theirnames from the committee in charge of theforthcoming Shakespearean festival atwhich Sir Augustus is to appear. He sum¬mons the bishops and "s brother-managersto a session to inquire into his guilt or in¬nocence, and as Bellchamber keeps MissBridle in concealment, he has to agree tolet Bellchamber play Othello to his Iago inorder to induce him to produce Johanna atthe trial. Miss Fleckner and Pamela tes-' tifv against Sir Augustus, but Bellchamber'

and Johanna make out so strong a case forf the defense that Sir Augustus is acquitted.E The last act takes us to the dressing-j room of Bellchamber on the night of the■' performance. Already made up for Othello,he creates a veritable panic behind the1 scenes by appearing in a state of hopelessintoxication; but no sooner is Miss Bridleannounced than he throws off his drunkentorpor and shows that he has only beenacting. Johanna is cured of her infatua¬tion : she comes to greet her old friend andprotector and to wish him success. Bell¬chamber gives her some solemn advice anddismisses her, and the next moment rushesout to prepare to strangle Desdemona.Miss Dunbar is extremely interesting in+he part of Johanna Bridle, sweet, daintyI and tender, and Miss Otway scores in asnlendid performance of the waiter girl withhpr cockney dialect. The characters of theI bishops arid knighted actor-managers areexceptionally well played, especially theBishop of Sherbourne by John Rogers. Wal-| ter Gibbs appears in a startling mask of9 j.v»£k lntp TTpnrv Irving, and Walter ocoii.I capital in the ^ole of Sir Roger Winch, man-'<1 S of the Piccadilly Theater. The role3 of Sir Augustus is well played by Vernon3 Steel and Mr. Elton is excellent as theH business-manager of the Berkeley Theater,1 whose time is largely taken up with throwg[ ing Bellchamber out of the manager s office.

1born & So
penna. E»tabUak<* .Pcbeatrical Sostumee

Stocft Ctempanics an& productions ®ur

In their visit to the actor-manager's office, Clara Fleckner(Enid Bennett) and Johanna Bridle (Janet Dunbar) in"Cock O' The Walk," unexpectedly come upon the swag¬gering and tipsy Anthony Bellchamber (Otis Skinner)

DALLAS ANDERSON
HAS HAD SOME

BUSY YEARS.

Otis Skinnet
in "Cock o'
the Walk,"
at the Cohan

Theatre.

Geraldine O'Brien who has scored a
notable success by her vivid and haunt'
ing performance of Norah in "The

Devil's Garden"
ppmm*T v* '

White. N. Y.

the fascination of
Isive Nora

Lyn Harding as '
Geraldine

FRENCH SEASON IN REVIEW

theatre.
West 62rt St.
Tel. 8800 Col.
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" STOPI LOOK! LISTEN!"
*! A Musical Comedy in Three Acts. Music
J and Lyrics by Irving Berlin. Book by

Harry B. Smith. Staged by R. H. Burn-
side. Produced by Charles 'Dillingham at
the Globe Theater, Dec. 27.

J Owen Coyne Walter Wills
a Iona Carr Olga Olonova

Nora Marks Tot Qualters
• 3 Gladys Canby Renee Smythe

l Helen Winter Julia Beaubien
r: May Knott Flo Hart

Carrie Waite Ethel Sykes
H Gideon Gay Frank Lalor
.] Page Boy Helen EllsworthJ Mary Singer . Justine Johnstone
j Mrs. Singer Florence Morrison
9 Rob Ayers James Doyle
| Frank Steele Harland Dixon
;| Gaby Gaby Deslys
1 Abel Conner Harry Fox
3 Lotta Nichols . Helen Barnes

I Van Cortland Parke Joseph SantleyWillie Chase Florence Tempest
Vera Gay Marion Sunshine
Anthony St. Anthony Harry Pilcer
Lilla Kiliana Blossom Seeley

j Steward
. James Curran

J Violinist Charles Tucker
Speaking in a charlesdarntonesque man¬

ner, " Stop ! Look ! Listen ! " might be
i termed a revel in the Deslysian Fields.
But it is distinctly the American idea of
revel rather than the Roman—or even the
French. There is no glowing, sensuous, ex¬
travagant appeal about it. It is wholly rag¬
time, noisy, overdone ragtime, from the
opening chorus to the final number, which
describes our only passion as " a fashion
of snapping fingers."

Mr. Dillingham has unmistakably demon¬
strated his neutrality with his latest pro¬
duction. He has balanced the German ice
ballet in his Hippodrome spectacle with tbe
presentation of the French artiste, Gaby
Deslys. For her return to the American
stage from a triumphant engagement in
England, Mr. Dillingham has called in three
or four master mechanics in the theatrical
industry in which we excel, the musical
comedy. For music there is Irving Berlin,
Professor Meritus in syncopation; for a" book." there is Harry B. Smith, dispenser
of one of the choicest assortments of reli- jable jokes in this country ; for a producer,
there is R. H. Burnside, who can contrive
effects that daze the most sophisticated;
and for a designer, there is Robert Mc-
Quinn. who, studying at the feet of Urban,
can turn out as beautiful stage pictures as
his master. The last two deserve the chief
credit for the success of the production.
Mr. Burnside has never exercised his in¬
genuity to better effect, and Mr. McQuinn's I
scenes are, indeed, charming in their kopeal
to the imagination. His picture. " At tbe
Farm." is a masterpiece' of scenic art,
with its quaint house basking in the after¬
noon sun. its picturesque touches of nature, i
and its banks of fleecy clouds.

Mr. Berlin has not fared as well as in s
" Watch Your Step." In fact, the whole
production falls below the standard of last
Winter's revue in the caliber of its cast, I
and in the excellence of its fun, as well as
in the catchiness of its tunes. Tbe music |in " Stop ! Look ! Listen ! " becomes indis-

play was pro

©1913
Whit! 5tuoio

useci to write? And t
>ped up a fragile. thin
IV Mr. Vachell is bus;
[ever allows hilt work to

k O' The Walk."
ing and tipsy Anthi

tinguishable after the first scene, and one
reaches the street with a musical recollec¬
tion most clear of a travesty on melodrama,
which is obviously copied after the humor¬
ous burlesque of " Rlgoletto" in "Watch
Your Step.'1 ^ a

Gaby has gained in assurw^^iMpP'^since her last appearance
the same indiscriminate atten^l^mmillinery as before, however. ^
she off the stage than she is ba
time in some new headgear of Wool^i^P
height. She is as industrious as ^^9
whether singing with her delightful acflMj
or dancing with Joseph Santley and HlH
Pilcer. Mr. Santley provided an excelrSW
foil for her, with his easy grace and pleas¬
ing manner.

Some one has wisely restrained Mr. Pil¬
cer from overexerting himself, so that his
efforts were practically confined to demon¬
strating a versatility in tumbling down¬
stairs. The dancing honors went to Doyle
and Dixon for their laughable representa¬
tion of the liveliest constables this side
of the Staten Island ambushes. Tempest
and Sunshine, reunited after many years,
scored in a flirtatious singing and dancing
number. Harry Fox contributed most of
the fun with 'the antics familiar to his
vaudeville audiences. Harry Lalor worked
hard as a tired business man, and Blossom
Seeley sang in her best ragtime manner a
song describing the fascination of the Ha¬
waiian " Hula Hula."

The chorus was selected with an eye to
comeliness. For once, the legs were not by
Steinway.

"STOP! LOOK! LISTEN1" CLOSES
The career of " Stop! Look! Listen !", in

which Gaby Deslys made her reappearance
in this country, was brought to a close in
Boston last Saturday night. It is reported
that the French artists will return to Lon¬
don to play an important music hall en-
gagement

The piece when produced at the Globe
Theater was expected to prove another
" Watch Your Step," but after a few weeks
the New York engagement was brought to
an end, owing, it is said, to a lack of patron¬
age.

GOSSIP
Nora Bayes gave a farewell party to Gaby

Deslys at her home in West End Avenue on
April 28, the night before Miss Deslys de¬
parted for London. The party began at mid¬
night and was unique in that every brand
of theatricals was presented, save one.
Among the seventy-five present were:

Frank Reynolds, stage doorman; Mary
Maloney, usher; Sam Bernard, German
comedian; Beatrice Herford, monologist;
Bill Clark, stage manager; Harry Fox, hus¬
band of a Dolly ; Florence Nash, slangster ;
Helen Ware, heavy dramatic; Edward V.
Darling, booking agent; Jennie Jacobs,theatrical business woman; Jasper, the
canine marvel; Craig Campbell, tenor ; Ed¬
mund Golding, barytone; Harry Pilcer,friend of Gaby; Buster Keaton, slapstick
funster; Kate Elinore, woman comedian;
Donald Graniard, pianist; Reid A. Albee,
magnate; Walter Kingsley, press regent;
Evelyn Bloom, theatrical secretary; Kate
Rolla, vocal teacher; " Lamps " Geoghegan,
electrician ; " Ground Cloth " Parker, scene
shifter; " Smasher " Sweeney, transfer man,
and " Props " Nadelbaum, property man.

Miss Bayes barred critics. Also Miss
Deslys was not allowed to sing.

Gaby Des-
lys and Joseph

r Santley when the
bell rings in "Stop!
Look! Listen," at

the Globe.

Stop! Look! and Listen! at
and to the Gaby Deslys
Fashion Show. It Em¬

braces the Globe.

Dancing frock of white
satin and chiffo'n. On the
bodice is a bird of pearl
sequins. Hat of cloth of
silver, with pearls and

white feathers.
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Gownoforangebrocadedsatinandchiffon,borderedwithermine.Wrapofblack velvet,borderedwithermine.Hatofblackvelvetandgoldlace,withblack curledaigrettes.
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Jj/ortcfuoy £? 46 — St.
NewYork City

BEGINNING SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 25, 1915,
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

CHARLES DILLINGHAM Presents

Music and Lyrics by Irving Berlin,
Book by Harry B. Smith.
Staged by R. H. Burnside.

WILLIE CHASE Florence TempestVERA GAY Marion Sunshine
ANTHONY ST. ANTHONY, a leading man Harry PilcerLTLLA KTLIANA, a Hula Hula girl Blossom Seeley
STEWARD James Curran
VIOLINIST Charles Tucker

Hawaiian Octette—E. K. Miller, Henry N. Clark, R. Kuaha, Dan C.Makaena, Robert Kaawa, James K. Ahloy, James I. Kamakani, James Ii,A1 Kalani.
Soubrettes—Kathleen Cullen, Rose Leslie, Trixie Wilson, Neil Ber-trand, Dorothy Clifford, May Clark, Fifi Hansworth, Julie Newell.
Lucile Girls—Katherine Mack, Carolyn Heinz, Kitty Mahoney, GraceWilliams, Elsie Lewis, Effie Wheeler, Bobbie Reed, Phyllis Munday.Dancing Girls—Grace Beaumont. Anna Stone, Cecil Markles, MadelineDare, Evelyn Le Roy, Flo Lawlor, Lola Curtis, Lillian Rice.
Fages—Rose Bruns, Eileen Percy, Helen Ellsworth, Dorothy Davenport.Bathing Girls—Claire Bertrand, Iva Sherer, Tot Qualters, Flo Hart,Olga Olonova, May Clark, Dorothy Clifford, Neil Bertrand. Kathryn Wilson,Kathleen Cullen.
Pianists—Cliff Hess, James Curran, Henry Santley, Jack Stanley,William Noll, Sam Fineberg.
Designers—William Mack, Leo Howe, Franz Kellar, Harry McMasters,Dan Bryant, Keen Griffin, Frank Gillespie, William Dunn.
"Johnnies"—James Curran, Clyde Miller, Harry Vale, Roy Hoyer, D.Heilbrunn, Charles Hartman, Herbert Goff, W. R. Gault.Dress of brown duve-

tyn and velvet, with
bodice of ecru lace
and collar of skunk.
Hat of ecru lace, with
border of seed and
bunch of green and

gold flowers.

Synopsis of Scenes.
Costumes and Scenery Designed by Robert McQulnn.

ACT I.
SCENE 1—At the Costumer's. (Dodge & Castle.)SCENE 2—At the Railroad Station. (Mark Lawson.)SCENE 3—At the Big Shop, Musical Department. (Dodge & Castle.)

ACT II.
SCKNE 1-) At Honolulu. { (Ernest Albert )SCENE 2 J I (Unitt & Wickes.)SCENE 3—On the Beach of Waiki-ki. (Mark Lawson.)SCENE 4—At the Farm. (Homer Emens.)

ACT III.
SCENE 1—The Deck of a Steamship. (Mark Lawson.)SCENE 2-—Gold Room of the "All Night" Club. (Homer Emens.)

MUSICAIi PROGRAM.
Orchestra under the direction of Frank E. Tours.

ACT I.—Scene 1.
Overture.
Opening Chorus Ensemble
"Blow Your Horn" Coyne and Girls"Give Us a Chance" Gaby and Girls"I Love to Dance" Gaby, St. Anthony and Chorus

Scene 2.
"And Father Wanted Me to Learn a Trade" Abel Connor
"The Girl on the Magazine" Parke and "Four Seasons"

Scene 3.
"I Love a Piano" Abel Connor and Ensemble
Finale Principals and Ensemble

ACT II.—Scene 1.
Opening Chorus Tourists and Natives
"The Hula Hula" Lilla and Ensemble
"A Pair of Ordinary Coons' Ayers and Steele"When I'm Out With You" Gaby, Parke and Ensemble
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Seen* 'A."On the Beach at Waiki-ki"
Hawaiian Band

Scene 3.
"Take Oft a Little Bit"

Gaby and Girls
Scene 4."Teach Me How to Love" Willie, Vera and Ensemble"The Law Must Be Obeyed"....! Ayers and SteeleFinale—"Ragtime Melodrama" Principals and Ensemble

ACT III Scene 1."When I Get Back to the U. S. A." Parke and Ensemble
Scene 2.

Dancing Specialty
Les GloriasSextette—"Stop! Look! Listen!" Coyne, Gideon, Ayers, Steele,

Connor and Parke"I'll Be Coming Home With a Skate On" St. AnthonyViolin Specialty
Charles Tucker"Everything in America is Ragtime"

GabyFinale
Entire CompanyOrchestrations by Frank Sadler.

Mile. Deslys' gowns by Callot, Paris; her white dancing dress byPhelps, London; and hats by Lewis, and Adrlenne, Paris.
Miss Johnstone's gowns by Lichtenstein; Miss Seeley's gowns byFrances; last act modern gowns and those in piano number by Giddings;all other gowns and costumes by Mme. Zeibarth. *— ~

Dazian Shoes by Miller. Wigs by Hepner."tion built by George H. Williams.

v;"- 'f

-IONAL
fcUIT

vNY
Miss Johnstone's gowns by Lichtenstein; Miss Seeley's

lumber bjj it v." ,, — -,~:r .: "•» "ciu<uiu. Hats by Tappe, Du Barryand Fisher. Men's clothes^by Brooks Uniform Co. Mon'o ~ir.Men's uniforms" byProperties by Seidl. Produc-

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

your seat. In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

anytime' should you grow di5
satisfied. " i

Some Specialties:—Sui
Cloth." "Scotch Mist"
proofed: Motor Wear

Rogers Peet Company
Broadway Broadway

U'uy '"'u c"
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jSfclXTH AVE. and 28th STREET
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PHOPLE, MOSTLY GIRLS
L n it; :o.* personal direction of Mr. FRAMK WALLACE

Featuring
TOMMY S'JTRAM, Comedian, HUDLER.
STEIN and PHILIPS WARREN JAXON

and MISS li > T * > . Soprano

Oriental and W nencan Dishes Server All Hourj at Moderate Prices
RESERVE YOUR TABLES H>!? NEW YEAR'S EVE
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Pranks and Serious SophistriesHawaiian Band

and Ensemble

Gloria:toyne, Gideon,

Portrait by
Claude Harris

Stop, Look, Listen!
frfc Vq fa*Gaby Deslys is on

Dre38 of cloth of gold,
embroidered with crimson
flowers and bordered with
skunk. Bodice and under¬
skirt of flesh colored chiffon
and gold lace. Jeweled belt.

Photographs
by Pach
Brothers,
Net? York

Veola Harty,
in tkree poses.

Photograph bv
White, New York

No. 26—HARRY FOX,
flwho is playing a short season in vaudeville with his wife, the handsome HI

talented Yansci Dolly.
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THE WAY OF THE WORLD

MARGARET ILLINGTON, the
oa-hv-oo, U1 joiau uv.iuiiaiui o

last repertory engagement in America.
Madame was giving performances
every evening and matinees every day
but Friday, which afternoon she re¬
served for rest. A company in Phila¬
delphia was playing "Madame X" at
the same time that Bernhardt was play¬
ing it, and the manager desired his
players to see the Divine Sarah in it.
They could get away only on one day—
Friday. So the Philadelphia manager
went to Bernhardt's manager and asked
him if it would be possible for Bern¬
hardt to give a Friday matinee. Her
manager, eager to please the Philadel-
phian, but dubious, finally agreed to ask
she readily agreed to give up her after¬
noon of rest. Her manager went back
to the lobby in a daze.

"Bernhardt is more than mortal; she
is capable of the work of ten men," he
told the Philadelphian. "She is going
to give that extra matinee Friday."

Suddenly the ticket seller poked his
head out of his cage. "Extra matinee
Friday?" he yelled. "H—! What does
that woman think I'm made of?"

^5*

2

O. Mclntyre, Broadway's literary
plutocrat and wit, repeats this:

A junk dealer in Joliet shipped a con¬
signment of tin cans and scrap iron to a
Chicago handler. The shipping bills got
mixed, and the shipment was sent to the
Flivver Automobile factory. A week
later, the junk dealer got this letter
from the famous Flivver President:

We are shipping you a new Flivver to¬
day. Yours was the worst wreck in our
experience.

Frock of turquoise
blue taffeta, embroid¬
ered with pale
flowers; puffed
sleeves. Apron _ of
silver lace, with trim¬
ming of turquoise
ruching. Headdress
of diamonds and

olatinum.

PRESENTS

JULIA SANDERSON
DONALD BRIAN
IOSEPH CAWTHORN

in the musical comedy

SYBIL
by harry graham and h. b. smith.
adapted prom the original by
max brody and frank martos.

music by victor jacobi.

SYBIL EDNADD, Opera S?5«r°' S4N™R,nN

OTTO ^SPRECKLES^ ,C°NSTANTINE ■ . DONAS™ MA!;
the governorcof bomska pavl0vna"' *osepmne^hitoell
captain DOLOGOw"R°W' ^Guard'.'. stewart bajrdLtEU^NrK^NDER-. } ai^S i lUtZgR SS

:
■:

COUNT MILOWSKI, Court Courier
LIEUTENANT ZELENOY
MARGOT, Spreckles' Wife
BORTSCHAKOW, Hotel Manager. . .

A SCHOOLMASTER
COSSACK OFFICER
PAGE BOY
FIRST WAITER
SECOND WAITER
MR. CRIGHTON 1

^ . . (
MRS. CRIGHTON . . . / 10unsts \
WAITERS. .Messrs. Edward Yeager, William Hobart, George Wharton,Lester Ostrander, Joseph Tullar, Frank Snyder.
WAITRESSES. .Misses Eleanor Scott, Eunice MacKay, Millie Murray,Kathleen Lindley, Goldie Redding, Lillian Lavone.
HOTEL GUESTS Misses Cynthia Latham, Clara Eckstrom, Emily ♦;

Monte, Kathleen Edwards, Lenora Greenwood, Dorothy Banks, <
Prudence O'Shea, Mama Blanchard, Merryl Babbitt, Anita Wood, *:
Yetla Nicholl, Louise Ward. Messrs. Frank Markham, George •:
Ross, Russell Griswold, Charles Kamp, William Doyle, Clarence '
Lutz, Arthur Kugler, A. Von Bereghy, Owen Jones, Frank Kenny.

JACKSON HINES
. . . CHARLES LESTER

MAISIE GAY
. CHARLES HAMPDEN

. . CLYDE CRAWFORD

. . FRANK MARKHAM
. .. MASTER STATZES
EDWARD C. TEAGER

. GEORGE WHARTON
ROBERT MARKWELL

CYNTHIA LATHAM

V

ORPHANS. .Misses Gene Cole, Marie Francis, Helen Rintelen, Edith •>
Allen, Helen Trainor, Dorice Wingrove, Alice Carrington, £
Frances Ceratt, Katherine Rodgers, Leona Francis. •:<

HUSSARS.. Messrs. Frank Markham, Edward Yeager, William Ho- X
bart, Joseph Fuller, Owen Jones, William Kenny.

■■

>

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES.

ACT I.

SCENE THE OFFICE OF THE GRAND HOTEL, BOMSK, RUSSIA. *:
ACT n.

SCENE—ROOM IN THE GOVERNOR'S PALACE.
ACT III.

SCENE—ENTRESOL OF THE GRAND HOTEL.

MUSICAL SYNOPSIS.
ACT I.

1 Opening Chorus Bortschakow
la Chorus of Orphans.
2 Duet—"At a Grand Hotel" Margot and Spreckles
3 Duet—"Letter Duet" Sybil and Petrow
4 Duet—"Good Advice" Sybil and Spreckles
5 Song—"The Colonel of the Crimson Hussars".. Sybil and Chorus

ACT n.
7 Opening Chorus.
S "A Cup of Tea" Margot
9 Duet—"Lift Your Eyes to Mine," Sybil and Grand Duke and Chorus

10 Song—"Following the Drum" Margot and Chorus
11 Duet—"Love May Be a Mystery" Sybil and Grand Duke
12 Song—"I Can Dance With Everybody But My Wife"... Spreckles

(By Joseph Cawthorn and John L. Golden)
13 Song—"I Like the Boys" Sybil and Male Chorus
14 Finale.

ACT m.
15 Opening Chorus.
16 Quartette—"Two Can Play That Game,"

Sybil, Anna, Duke and Petrow
17 Song—"Girls, You Are Such Wonderful Things,"

Grand Duke and Ladies
17a Dance Donald Brian and Frances Pritchard
18 Trio—"When Cupid Calls" Sybil, Grand Duke and Spreckles
19 Finale.

Produced under the stage direction of Fred G. Latham.
Musical numbers staged by Julian Mitchell and Jack Mason.

Orchestra under the direction of Harold Vicars.
Scenery by Homer F. Emens.

Ladies' gowns and costumes by Schneider-Anderson Company.
Miss Sanderson's gowns by Bendal.

Men's uniforms by Dazlan.
Shoes by Capezio.

Stage Director, James Darling.

To be Julia Sanderson and own an automobile and a prize bull
terrier and to be signed up for a second season in "Sybil" ought to he
enough for one young woman, but Julia must go to Deal Beach, too.

e cann

LIBERTY
THEATREEXTRA MATINEE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, TUESDAY, FEB

CHARLES FROHMAN
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MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—Dec. 27, 28, 29
WEDNESDAY MATINEE

William Harris, Jr., Presents

1 rom seven to one.

uen course lunch'
n 12 to 2.30 P. M

A New Comedy in Three Acts by Austin Strong
with

Lewis S. Stone
Characters in the order of their first appearance

Mr. McComas Jack McGraw
Jennie Eva Le Gallienne
Charles Nathaniel Disney Lewis S. Stone
The Bishop of Headington George Kay
Richard de Crespigney Claude Beerbohm
MacDonald Dicey Henry Stephenson
The Bailiff Harold Hubert
Kate Kavanaugh Hilda Spong
Sylvia de Crespigney Nona O'Brien
Polly Olive Murray
Wilson Kenneth Lee
Lord Fromer William H. Sams
Lady Stewart Kate Wingfield

—also we meet—
A Milkman A. Shubb
A Postman F. Hale
A Policeman H. Wilcox
A Woman Jeanette Lewis
A Cabby A. Kli"g
A Cat's Meat Man Bove Souther

.nderson

NOVELTY

THE scene is laid in an old fashioned book shop on the corner
of Cardinal Cap Lane and Grub Street in a small town
near London.

I [«ir-Six seven-passenger
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can drive it while seated
bides can be dropped in
ring ear with the sides
brace in the way. IT?.
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efficient.
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TIME:—A June Morning of the Year 1847
ACT I—Morning.
ACT II—A Few Minutes Later.
ACT III—A Few Seconds Later.
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"BUNNY'
A Comedy in Three Acts by Austin Strong.

Staged by the Author and Produced by
William Harris, Jr., at the Hudson The¬
ater, January 4.

Mr. McComas Jock McGraw
Jennie Eva Le Gallienne
Charles Nathaniel Disney, M. A., Lewis S. Stone
The Bishop of Headington George Kay
Lieutenant Richard de Crespigney,Claude JBeerbohm
Lord MacDonald Dicey
The Bailiff
Kate CavanauRh
Sylvia de Crespigney . .
Polly —-—- ,
Wilson Kenneth Lee
Colonel Lord Fromer William H. Sams
Lady Stewart Kate Wingfield

Also We Meet
A Milkman A. Shrubb
A Postman F. Hale
A Policeman H. Wilcox
A Woman Jeanette Lewis
A Cabby A. Klinjj
A Cat's Meat Man Bouve Souther

The scene is laid in a second-hand book shop
on the corner of Cardinal Cap Lane and Grub
Street in a small town near London.

Time.—A June day of the Year 1847.
Act. I.—Morning. Act II.—A few minutes

later. Act III.—A few seconds later.
Mr. Austin Strong is out with a new

romantic comedy, 44 Bunny," in which Lewis
S. Stone is featured as a fantastic cross
between the keeper of a second-hand book¬
store and the gallant lover of Sylvia de
Crespigney—one of those impossibly for¬
getful, unselfish, generous beings who peri¬
odically appear in literature to reproach
us with our own grasping and selfish dis¬
positions. Mr. Strong breathed in his ro¬
mance in the environment of Robert Louis
Stevenson and loves the lavender and bro¬
cade of old romance, in which he has found
his special field. But the reverse side of this
picture is that it is exceptional for one of
these quaint paintings to find the right set¬
ting in the niche of our humdrum temples
of amusement, dedicated as they are to
the drab hues of realism.

The three acts take place in an old
bookshop, the most poetic sort of place im¬
aginable, with books on the sides, over¬
head, on balconies and in shelves in the
show window looking on the street. And
here Bunny lives with his coltish young,
slavey, Jennie, indulging in dreams of
Sylvia and pouring out his soul in the pages
of a manuscript romance, on which his life's I
ambition is staken. He has sacrificed every- ■
thing for his adored Sylvia without her 1 2
knowing it, until her worthless brother
Richard extorts the last thirty or forty
guineas from him to fit her out for her
marriage to Col. Lord Fromer, never telling
Bunny the true object of his extortion.

While the bum bailiff is in the house to
close down on his shop, Sylvia on the morn¬
ing of her wedding day cannot resist the
temptation of calling on her old friend
and child companion. Through the rich
blarney of Kate Cavanagh, the sweetheart
of his true friend, Lord Dicey, Bunny dis¬
covers how he has been misused by Sylvia's
rascally brother, and that she is to be
married that day to that rake, Lord
Fromer; and when he ascertains from
Sylvia's own lips that she isn't at all in
love with the man, he locks her up in an
adjacent room and defies Fromer, her mo¬
ther, brother and a street mob to take her
to church for the wedding.

But, alas! he must yield to superioi
forces, and after emptying an old derringe
at his beastly rival and being almost tori
to pieces, he is forced to see Sylvia carried
off to her fate. No one remains to con¬
sole him but Lord Dicey and Kate Cava-
naugh, and when they are gone to attend
the wedding, he is left alone to contemplate
all kinds or desperate steps, like Hamlet.

But romance doesn't stop at minor obsta¬
cles. In the dreariest hour of the forloin
life of this unhappy bookworm he is told
that his novel has made a phenomenal hit
with the reading world, and that he is
rich. And at the eleventh hour Sylvia
rushes in in her bridals, and tossing her
bridal bouquet to the winds, falls around
Bunny's neck, and the two escape by a
carriage to become man and wife at the
nearest magistrate's.

The scene of this quaint and curious ro¬
mance is a suburb of London in the year
1847, and the story is worked out with I1 mn nfmna

HILDA SPONG,

Who Plays Delightfully a Dashing Irish Wldo
" Bunny."

GYPSY O'BRIEN

LEWIS S. STONE AS BUNNY

White. N. Y.
AS SYLVIA DE CRESPIGNEY IN "BUNNY" READS

BUNNY'S DECLARATION OP LOVE.
LOOKS ON HOPEFULLY.
~

ai"
LEAVES FROHMAN COMPANY

John D. Williams to Devote Entire Attention to New Firm—Several;;
Frohman Stars to Appear Hereafter Under His Direction, it is Said

as advance representative and later as busi¬
ness manager and general press representa¬
tive. He was intimately associated with the
late Charles Frohman, acting as confidential
adviser and playreader. He has recently
published a biography of Mr. Frohman.

With Madison Corey, formerly business
manager for Henry W. Savage, and Joseph
Riter, a prominent Pittsburgh capitalist and
theatrical manager, he formed early last
Summer the theatrical firm of .Corey, Wil¬
liams and Riter. The new firm began its
activities in October with the presentation
of Mrs. Fiske in " Erstwhile Susan." En¬
couraged by the success of this production
a presentation in New York of Galsworthy's,
"Justice" was undertaken. The play was|!
produced three weeks ago, and has proved®
a sensational success. The firm is planning W.
more extensive activities next season.

John D. Williams will sever all connec¬
tions with the Charles Frohman Company
on May 1 and will devote his entire atten¬
tion to his producing firm of Corey, Wil¬
liams and Riter. Several Frohman stars,
including Maude Adams, it is said, will ac¬
company him to his new enterprises and
will appear hereafter under his direction.

When Mr. Williams's firm was organized
last Summer it was freely predicted that it
would prove but a question of time before
he would retire from the Frohman staff.
The company has been eminently successful
with the productions of its first season, and
the change, therefore, has been made sooner
than expected. A complete reorganization
of the Frohman staff will be made by Alf.
Hayman, general manager of the company.
It is not definitely known as yet who will
succeed Mr. Williams. At the time of the
formation of Corey, Williams and Riter. it 'Among the plays already announced for pro-H
was reported that Frank Reed, a member of
the Frohman staff of advance representa¬
tives, was being considered for the position.

Mr. Williams, who is a brother of Ilattie
Williams, has been associated with the
Charles Frohman Company since his gradu¬
ation from Harvard several years ago, first

duction is Louis N. Parker's 44 Mavour-
neen " in which Peggy O'Neil will be fea-
tured. John Barrymore, who plays the a
leading role in " Justice," has been engaged H
for a term of five years and will be seenKj
in a new comedy at the close of his season a
in the Galsworthy play.

White. N. 7.
Joseph Cawthorn in "Sybil" shatters all traditions asso¬ciated with Russian Cossacks. He is amiable, awkward

and for peace at any price

FRANKLYN ARDELL, SAM'L
ASH and NORMA MENDOZA

In a Scene from "Katinka" at
the Forty-fourth St. Theatre.

-t. JS6.

White. A. 1

*1 ] Townspeople invade the picturesque book shop of Bunny in the play of that name to ask why he has locked up another man s fiancee
! at the hour of her wedding. Lewis S. Stone as Bunny is at the extreme right, while timorous behind him stands Gypsy O'Brien as thewouldn't-be-bride

u*«*'the c^S

1847, and the story is wornea out witn ■
every detail calculated to make it atmos-1
pherically impressive and real. It is also L

| well acted, not only by Mr. Stone as the H
curious lover, but by Hilda Spong as the H
rosy-cheeked, bantering Kate Cavanaugh, H
Gypsy O'Brien, as Sylvia, and Henry Steph- H
enson as Lord Dicey. Also some quaint |§|
characters suggestive of Dickens are intro- ™
duced in the persons of the bailiff and the
slavey. There are touches of James M.
Barrie in the work, and a little of the guugj
poetic charm of 44 Quality Streetbut I
there is also a good deal that is mechanical
and almost childish, and the final union
of the lovers is certainly • bit far-fetched,
Of course you are not expected to take it H
seriously; fantasies are mere figments of I
imaginative brains; but they must convey H
the impression of probability and there I

, must be no self contradiction. Underneath ■
j all fancy must lie the principles of eternal I

truth. 44 Bunny " would be more charming
if the author did not presume too far I

I that all men are children. ^^5
,.v Mr. Stone is lacking in a certain ripe- I

ness of method to be wholly persuasive. |
1 J although he is very acecptable: the real joy

of the° performance was Hilda Spong "in
1

the fullness of her brogue and a personal
I* charm that improves with time. Miss Le
Lj Gallienne made a distinct hit as the slavey,ffl though in her impetuousity she becomes

sometimes a little too coltish. Miss O'Brien
is very pleasing as Sylvia and Lord Dicey P

. is excellently acted by Henry Stephenson. J
No fault can be found with any member of

}the cast, even the smaller roles being
played with care and ability.

* ■ «•"
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Sanderson.—Announcement has been made of the
engagement of Julia .Sanderson, the actress, and
Lieutenant Bradford Barnette, head of the New
York branch of the United States Hydrographic
Bureau. The wedding will take place Tuesday,
June 6, the week following the close of the engage¬
ment of "Sybil," in which the actress is appearing
at the Liberty. Miss Sanderson was married to Tod
Sloan, the jockey, in 1907, and in 1913 she obtained
a divorce. She will riot give up the stage. Lieu¬
tenant Barnette is a graduate of the United States
Naval Academy at Annapolis, of the class of 1904.
For a number of years he has been engaged in coast
surveywork_ for the navy.

JULIA SANDERSON
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WASHINGTON

"Sybil's " First American Production by People
Who Made "The Merry Widow" Famous

Washington. D. C.. Jan. 3 (Special).—A
noted event of the week Dec. 27 was the first
American production of the musical comedy

: " Sybil." at the National, that proved an in¬
stantaneous success, with Julian Sanderson. Don¬
ald Brian, and Joseph Cawthorn as the tri¬
umphant starring trio, surrounded by a talented
company of principals and a chorus of extreme
numbers. Max Brody and Franz Martos. authors
of " The Merry Widow." wrote the book, with
music by Victor Jacobi. composer of " The Mar¬
riage Market." The English adaptation was
made by Harry Grahame and H. B. Smith.
Jacobi's score is crammed full of entransing mel¬
ody and songs to the number of twenty-two.
Miss Sanderson again achieved a distinct per¬
sonal success as Sybil Renaud, a young Pari-
sienne prima donna, to whom all masculine hearts
succumb not alone to her artistic musical tal¬
ents. but to her beauty, which has become re¬
nowned. Donald Brian is a prince again, as
in " The Merry Widow." an engaging and dash¬
ing figure in military uniform, and Joseph Caw¬
thorn. without question, having this season one
of the best and amusing of German character
roles in his vast album of past successes, that
of Otto Spreckells, a vagrant comic opera im¬
presario. at times pusillanimous or extremely
pugnacious. The scenes are laid in Russia dur¬
ing the three acts, and they were elaborate and
beautiful stage pictures, presented under the '
competent stage direction of Fred G. Latham.
Musical numbers, marches, and ensembles were
staged by Julian Mitchell and Jack Mason. Carl
Keifert, for twenty years musical director for
George Edwardes at the Gayety and Daly's In
London, assisted by Harry Vicars, has charge
of the musical direction. During this engage¬
ment Mr. Keifert. for the first time in his mu¬
sical career, has had the honor of directing an
American orchestra.

MAG

BISCUIT C

it Sane

STEWART BAIRD,
e Part of Captain Paul Petrow, Helps to Make

' Sybil " a Popular Entertainment.
"SYBIL"

Musical Comedy in Three Acts by Max
Brody and Frank Martos. Adapted by ,
Harry Graham and H. B. Smith. Music
by Victor Jacobi. Presented by Charles
Frohman at the Liberty Theater, Jan. 10.

Sybil Renaud Julia Sanderson
Grand Duke Constantine Donald Brian

v Otto Spreckles Joseph Cawthorne ?
, Grand Duchess Pavlovna . . . Josephine Whittell

Governor of Bomsk George E. Mack .■
1 Captain Paul Petrow Stewart Baird
V Captain Dologow Walter Gilbert I;

Lieutenant Koyander William Francis
f Count Milowski Jackson Hines
.ji Lieutenant Zelenoy Charles Lester 'r,

Margot, Spreckles' wife Maisie Gay
jj Bortschakow Charles Hampden
i A Schoolmaster Clyde Crawford ;

Cossack Officer Frank Markham
£ Page Boy Master Statzes ;
ft First Waiter Edward C. Yeager
I Second Waiter George Wharton ,i Mr. Crighton Robert Markwell
* Mrs. Crighton Cynthia Latham . .

Act I.—The office of the Grand Hotel, Bomsk,
Russia. Act II.—Room in the Governor's pal- "
ace. Act III.—Entresol of the Grand Hotel.

The large personal following of Julia
Sanderson, Donald Brian, and Joseph Caw-

| thorn which used to greet this triple al¬
liance at the Knickerbocker with faithful
acclaim, gave it a rousing welcome at the >

Liberty, Monday evening, in a new musical |j
piece which provides three good parts for B
the stars, and then has a few to spare fk
incident to a very large company and en- ra
semble. Miss Sanderson exercised the spell fa
of her smile and grace with her usual sue- w
cess. She plays the part ot a famous prima gdonna, who is by circumstances compelled
to assume the identity of the Grand Duch- »
ess Pavlovna. The scene is laid in Russia, ~,J
which provides opportunity for much bril- &
liant costuming and the suggestion of a pic- §'
turesque snowstorm seen through palace I
windows. Soldiers mingle with pretty
duchesses and court ladies, and an inter- 1
esting story is carried through three ani- ^
mated acts well acted, fairly well sung and ,• (
beautifully staged. Cawthorn, in the sec- "
ond act, brings down the house with a song ,

of his own make (in collaboration with ,<■»
John L. Golden), entitled "I can Dance £?
with Everybody But My Wife." Mr. Brian
has ample opportunity to display his abil-
ity as a singer and dancer in the stunning n
trappings of a youthful Grand Duke. Nat-
urally, the sentimental interest centers in j
him and Miss Sanderson in the two opposite
roles ; but Cawthorn alone does not domi¬
nate the comic scenes in his comic creation .
of Otto Spreckles, Sybil's impressario, but •
he generously allows Maisie Gay to shine I
in the character part of his flirtatious wife, gand George E. Mack to win favor as the fl
grotesque Governor of Bomsk. Josephine i
Whittell gives an excellent account of her- U
self in the part of the real Duchess, and ^furnishes the only real voice among the n
principals, except Miss Gay

The plot is rather better than the aver- m
age. It has the mertt of consistency and a [definite aim, and is not merely hung to- jgether by strands of fitful interest. Forced I
to impersonate the Duchess in order to [Jgain time for escape for herself, her im- J ipressario and the man she loves, Captain Kfc

l Petrow, she attends a grand ball. The real J
, Buchess is expected at Bomsk, where the *3
I scene is laid, but is delayed. But the young 1
1 Grand Duke arrives unexpectedly, and hear- 1

'

ing that his wife has unaccountably pre- fl
ceded him, he suspects that some fraud is SI
being committed, and resolves to attend the if]
ball in person to trap the imposter. But l
instead of growing indignant, he is so in¬
fatuated with the beauty and charm of 11
Sybil, that he enters into the spirit of the I -J
masquerade and pursues the prima donna
with his attentions.

Sybil casts herself upon his mercy, but Ijwithout relieving her anxiety as to her ri
fate, he dances with her and has a merry [,:!jtime until Sybil is announced, and the fc-.l
young Duchess enters in the assumed char- H
acter of her rival and discomfits the gal- ''5
lant Duke as well as the real Sybil by fore- I <
ing Captain Petrow to be her escort and jdancing partner. In the last act every- i
thing is explained and matters are satis¬
factorily adjusted, and the comedy ends as I
all good comedies should end, in the hap- |
piness of all concerned.

The score, from the pen of Victor Jacobi, aa
introduces a new composer, who alone re- ^sponded to the persistent calls for " au- Jithor" at the end of the second act. He M
has some bright inspirations, and several %
of his numbers, especially a stirring march fVl
song, " The Colonel of the Crimson Hus-
sars," in the second act shows decided tal- I I
ent. In the main, he keeps commendably [aloof from stereotyped forms, threadbare r
themes and hackneyed melodies. Here and I
there he evidences real musicianly qualities I.
with suggestions of considerable melodic
wealth. On the whole, his work is of the ,

better order.
The performance gave general satisfac- tatft

tion, and " Sybil " appears to be good for Epi
a stay.

are brown and

big, and her hair

Peasant
Girl"
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Joseph Caw¬
thorn anc

Maisie Gay
c o n suiting
the "Sybil"
at the " Lib¬
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Photo by White. I

When Frances Pritchard appeared in New York last
winter, she was promptly hailed as a "discovery"

jrrancisco

RISTIAN MART
COMP^a
LYMAN O. F

Secretary

White. N. Y.
Donald Brian and Frances Pritchard form
an exceptionally pleasing dancing combi¬

nation in "Sybil.'
White, N. Y.

JOSEPH CAWTHORN AND DONALD BRIAN,
Discovered in a Particularly Amiable Mood in " Sybil.

;\,v .. .
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Theatre

NOTICE—This Theatre can be emptied in less than threeminutes. Choose, now, the exit nearest to your seat. Incase of disturbance of any% kind, to avoid the dangers ofpanic, zvalfc do not run) to that exit.—Fire Commissioner
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 17, 1916.Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

WITH MISS ALEXANDRA CARLISLE

DAVID GARRICK
A COMEDY IN THREE ACTS

By T. W. ROBERTSON
By arrangement with SIR CHARLES WYNDHAM,

DAVID GARRICK
SIMON INGOT
SQUIRE CHIVY
MR. SMITH
MR. BROWNE
MR. JONES
THOMAS, Ingot's servant. .

GEORGE • - • ) Garrick's (
SERVANT . . f servants j
ADA INGOT
MRS. SMITH
MISS ARAMINTA BROWN

MR. SOTHERN
MR. CHARLES VERNER

MR. ORLANDO DALY
...MR. ROBERT LEE ALLEN

MR. EZRA C. WALCK
MR. ALBERT HOWSON

MR. E. F. NAGLE
MR. LOWDEN ADAMS

MR. A. BORNEHAM
MISS ALEXANDRA CARLISLE
.MRS. FANNY ADDISON PITT
...MISS KATHARINE BROOK

THE PERIOD OF THE PLAY IS LONDON, 1742

ACT I.—APARTMENT IN MR. INGOT'S HOUSE

(Six Minutes Wait)

sey Girls 1
at the Ei

ACT II.—THE SAME AS ACT I.

(Ten Minutes Wait)ACT III.—LIBRARY IN DAVID GARRICK'S HOUSE,
STAGE MANAGER

FREDERICK KAUFMAN
Scenery by Robt. H. Law. Boots by I. Miller. Wigs by Pluckerj|. and Ahrens. Costumes by the Orange Mfg. Co. Costumes of Mr.

.♦ Sothern and Miss Carlisle specially designed and executed by Maurice£ Hen-man.
> The furniture exhibited in this play is specially loaned by Frankt£ Bowles, of 422 Madison Avenue, New York, 'phone Murray Hill, 7570,g. and may be purchased from him.

manager and
1 suppressing
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"DAVID GARRICK"
A Comedy in Three Acts by T. W. Robert¬

son. Revived by E. H. Sothern by Ar¬
rangement with Sir Charles Wyndham at
the Booth Theater, Jan. 10.

David Garrick E. H. SothernSimon In«ot Charles Verner
I Squire Chivy Orlando Daly\ Mr. Smith Robert Lee AllenI Mr. Browne Ezra C. Walck

i Mr. Jones Albert Howsonj Thomas E. F. Nagle
, George Lowden AdamsServant A. BornehamAda Ingot Alexander CarlisleMrs. Smith Mrs. Fanny Addison PittMiss Araminta Brown Katharine Brook

Despite the vitalizing influence of Mr.Sothern, despite the accuracy of detail inthe mounting, 44 David Garrick," which was |

revived last Monday night at the Booth
Theater, unfortunately, does not retam^tne

" The Pros and Cons" was a trivialityof youthful domesticity in England. Brenda
i and her husband, Freddie, have had a quar¬

rel, which seems destined to separate them,but by the proper administration of coquetry
on both sides, a peace which seems per¬
manent is established. No opportunity
was given the young players for more than! casual performances.

" The Waldies," the piece de resistance
of the afternoon, concerned a modern Eng¬lish family. While attending a revival
meeting, one of the Waldie girls, in a mo-

| ment of intense enthusiasm, tosses herjewels into the contribution box. Aleck,her brother, who had accompanied her to
the meeting, takes advantage of her sacri¬
fice by appropriating one of the rings. Sus¬picion of the theft falls upon the revivalist,but, in the end, matters are satisfactorilyadjusted.

Charles Stanton gave a forceful per-

Waldie Sisters, and Norval Keedwell
well as Aleck.

did

freshness, the sympathetic appeal that it I °l7t5e Preacher. May McNamara
had for playgoers of a generation ago. As I ^ ,Underwood jere pleasing as the
a theatrical curio, it is interesting and not Q 1 ~ "
without charm, but as dramatic entertain¬
ment, it is inane and frequently intolerably
stupid.

The indomitable pessimists who continue
to lament the good old days of the theater
should look into the Booth. If afterwards
their dramatic astigmatism is not cured
they can be recorded as " deliberately un¬
friendly " to present day standards of play-
writing. Notwithstanding, however, the
general creakiness of its mechanism and the
uniformity of its characterization, 44 David
Garrick" possesses interest, in the fact
that it is said to be the first play to use
the theme of disillusionment in love. This
theme still serves as excellent dramatic fod¬
der. Was it not only last season that Mr.
Sheldon utilized it in "The Song of Songs"
to cure an impressionable youth of his in¬
fatuation for a disreputable female?

The role of Garrick, the great actor, who
sacrificed himself upon the altar of ribald
intoxication to disillusion the woman he
truly loves, is not an easy part to enact.
In his gallantry of bearing, in the fine in¬
telligence displayed in his reading, in the
brilliant play of facial expression, Mr.
Sothern added another artistic triumph to

ACADEMY MATINEE
Third Performance, Season 1915-16, by the

American Academy of Dramatic Arts and
Empire Theater Dramatic School. At the
Lyceum Theater, Jan. 28.
If for no other reason than that they

presented for the first time in America a
play by John Galsworthy, the pupils of the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts are to
be congratulated. A Galsworthy play is
always worth while. Its characterization
is so clear cut, its dialogue so incisive, its
plot development so firmly built up that it

bill was composed of four one-act piays,
two of which, " Acid Drops," by Gertrude
Jennings, and 44 Nocturne," by Anthony P.
Wharton, were given in America for the
first time. The other two were " Forest
Flower," by William C. De Mille, and " Rid-

. ers to the Seas," by J. M. Synge.
8 " Acid Drops " was a drab little picture
1 of an almshouse in which an old woman lay
| dying. A cynical touch is given at the endI when a young clergyman whom she had be-
] friended deserts her. Eleanor Brady, as
| the old woman, captured the acting honors
| of the playlet. Others in the cast wereB Doris Underwood, May McNamara, Lorette
3 Donlin, Marie Louise Pecheur, Clementine
9 Walter, and Joseph S. Bell.

" Forest Flower " was an ineffective epi-
j sode of an Indian maiden and her love for

a white man. Reaching his cabin, which
, she believes to be the nest he had promised,

she learns that another has taken her place
j in his affections. She proceeds to exact re-
! venge by the aid of a poisoned arrowhead.

9 And though the dainty young bride fromI England knows of the hate in the heart of
J the maiden, she allows her hand to be
[ii kissed, and, of course, receives a scratchI from the poisonous instrument. The man
a who had 44 done no physical wrong" bogs
I] forgiveness, but the maiden's heart is

adamant. In the end, Forest Flower re¬
lents, gives Miles the life-root which will
restore his wife to health and seeks solace
herself in the death-dealing arrowhead.

r» Thoda Cocroft was an appealing Forest
| Flower. Elna Magnuson was attractive as

the wife. C. Walton Vail failed to make
I Miles convincing.
I " Nocturne," an interesting little charac-I ter study, concerned the life of Martha
* Blackburn, a lonely school teacher, whose

aly romance was a momentary flirtation in
railway station. Going asleep over her

offers exceptional opportunities for students j only romance was a momentary flirtation inof dramatic art. " The Eldest Son is no j a railway station. Going asleep over herexception tQ-thg rule, and as presented last J| lessons sne dreams of the Man in the Grey

MR. NORMAN HACKETT.

Friday afternoon, it proved the most inter- Tweeds, who, since that memorable day,
esting matinee of the present series. [T had been the object of her fancy. WhileThe play, which is in three acts, deals Bj listening to his love, she is awakened bywith a group of people at an English coun- ^ her companion, and goes to bed convinced
try house. Dunning, a young gamekeeper that life holds but little for her. Clemen-
on the estate of Sir William Cheshire, has tine Walter played the part of Martha with
compromised one of the young women on g| sympathy and naturalness. Olga Newtonthe reserve, and the squire insists upon an 5 was a pretty Cecilia and Patterson McNutt : Hackett nnrmon ttonl , , . —immediate marriage. In the meantime, Bill, J was dignified as the Man in the Tweeds. ; • of__i / u xiacKett, who has been play- 1his already long list. [ ^he eldest of Sir William's sons, has become r.. Others in the cast were Philip Loeb and stock star engagements in California has hppnCharles Verner, in the part of the stern | similarly involved with Freda Studdenhani. Dorothy Dooley.

, „ j cured for the Western "Kick-In" company H * t IHo foofnnn/1 1*X i-1 1 r /~.. . y' ^ IS to J
notable

old father who subsequently relented, played
with the proper touch of sentimental pom-

a servant in his household. In order to be

pousness. He might have been a trifle more
convincing in the scenes with his daughter.
Alexander Carlisle acted the devoted wor¬
shipper of the famous histrion with charm
and nice discrimination. Orlando Daly was
capital as the well meaning Chivy. The
players who impersonated the boorish din¬
ner guests did all that was possible with
their impossible roles.

_

—

cuuipany.The "students gave a splendid perform be featured in the role of Chick Hewes, made
, i hp moted out i ance of " Riders to the Sea." playing it A" in the Eastern cities by Jack Barrymore and Richard

~

—

c v iaige unies we;t of the clothes that tell of the death at sea the Mississippi. Mr. Hackett has stnrrpd in •convincing Bill.', of the last but one of the five sons of Typhoon " " 01fl<a«mnfp<j " " Qofo a i ,,
mxwtJI IH .ounger son with * Maurya, and of the death on the very shore '

, <-lassmates, Satan Sanderson."id naturalness. Mona Kingley was g itself of Bartley, the last son, is written in otner well-known successes, and as he hassympathetic sweetheart of the erring j one note, the note of the dirge, and the large following throughout the countrv hp
thore whn i-Anlf imnnrtflnt nn rts WPrA r. />QiiorV«f nnte iszi.tb tino in toll 1

gj^Hi

ACADEMY MATINEE
i First Performance, Season 1915-1916, by the

American Academy of Dramatic Arts and
the Empire Dramatic School. At the Ly¬
ceum Theater, Jan. 7.
"Between the Soup and the Savoury"

A Play in one act, by Gertrude Jennings.
The Cook (Marie) Lila Eccles
The Parlormaid (Ada) Elna Magnuson
The Kitchenmaid (Emily) Ethel Remey

"A Great Experiment"
A Comedy in three acts, by George Paston.
Dr. Lomax John B. Litel
Jim Bradley Patterson McNutt
Claude Goring: Francis Littleton
Colonel Brereton Clifford Bennett
Fred Henslowe C. Walton Vail
Robina Fleming: Jane Warrington
Mrs. Desmond Juliet Singleton
Ethel Warrender Marie Louise Pecheur
Mrs. Henslowe Thoda Cocroft
tylrs. Pershore Ethel Remey
Muriel Tatham Madalynne D. Conner

I Maid Olga Newton
The pupils of the American Academy of

i Dramatic Arts were afforded splendid scope
| for clever characterization in the doublei bill which opened the thirty-second season

i of the institution last Friday afternoon,
j Acting honors went to the feminine mem-! bers who, in most cases played with easy

grace and naturalness. Self-consciousness
| marred the impersonations of the male per¬

formers.
" Between the Soup and the Savoury"

■ proved an. interesting little episode of a
I scullery in the home of a wealthy Briton.
! The action, which took place during the
I serving of the evening meal concerned an
j imaginary romance of the kitchen maid.

Long deprived of the bliss of young love,
she has borrowed " the love letters of her

| mistr#3s in order to experience the ecstasy
I of reading amorous admiration. Her col-

leagues, the cook and the parlor maid, hear¬
ing the letters read, are skeptical of her

[ " secret lover's reality " and, finally under I
| effective persuasion, she confesses to the

cook that she innocently purloined the let¬
ters. Ethel Remey gave an excellent per-

; formance of the kitchen maid though she
; lacked the spontaneity essential to its best

interpretation. Lila Eccles was admirable
I as the cook, and Elna Magnuson brought

assurance and comeliness to the part of the
: parlor maid.

" A Great Experiment" was an amusing1
comedy of the triumph of art over nature.
Robina Fleming, a bachelor literary woman
who affected plainness of appearance as a
necessary quality of bohemianism, is per¬
suaded by her friend Mrs. Desmond to take
advantage of cosmetics and fashionable
clothes as the first aids in winning the
elusive male. From a woman of dowdy ap¬
parel she is transformed into a stylish
beauty with the result that she is never
wanting the attention of man. The ob¬
vious humor and situations were relieved
by the convincing performance of Jane
Warrington as Robina Fleming. Her acting,
in its delightful ease and naturalness would
have done credit to a professional of many
years standing. Juliet Singleton was cap¬
ital as Mrs. Desmond. Marie Louise Pecheur
was a winsome Ethel Warrender and Ethel
Remey made a particularly gracious Mrs.
Pershore.

tion.
Clifford Bennett was a

Guy Douglass played the younger
ease and
a most
son. Others who took important parts were J players caught this note with fine intelliPatterson McNutt, Stanley Stanton, Leon- gence. Ethel Remey was excellent as old
ard B. Elms, Lila Eccles, Thoda Cocroft, |j Maurya. C. Walton Vail played BartleyClementine Walter, and Loretta Donlin. | with vigor and naturalness. Elna MagnusonThe play was preceded by 44 The Rest - and Dorothy Dooley made the daughters,Cure," a one-act play by Gertrude Jennings, n Cathleen and Nora, seem the imaginative,In the cast were Robert Cook, Ethel Remey, 11 wistful characters that Synge intended.Marie Louise Pecheur, Madalynne D. Cor
nor, and Violet Egan.

ACADEMY MATINEE
Fourth Performance, Season 1915-16, by

the Pupils of the American Academy of
Dramatic Arts and Empire Theater Dra¬
matic School. At the Lyceum Theater,
Feb. 11.
At the fourth matinee of their season the

pupils of the American Academy of Dra¬
matic Arts presented another double bill,
consisting of 44 The Little Shepherdess," a

ACADEMY MATINEE
For the eighth performance of their sea-

u son the students of the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts presented in the Lyceum
Theater. Friday afternoon, March 24, a
double bill: a comedy in one act by Zona
Gale, entitled 44 The Neighbors " and " Play¬
ing With Love," a drama in three acts by
Arthur Schnitzler, translated by P. Morton
Shand.

The students played for the most part
with conviction and naturalness. In "The
Neighbors." a satirical study of gossipy life
in a Middle Western town, the honors were

west of
The

Sanderson," and
i he has a very

_ throughout the country, he is con¬sidered an excellent selection to head the Western" Kick-In " organization, which is meeting with thesame sensational success the play enjoyed in NewYork, in the East, and in London.

one-act comedy by Andre Rivoire, and Emily
Symonds's three-act comedy, 44 The Inside won Lorette Donlin in the role of the
Gentleman." > romantic girl. Others who did exceptionally

44 The Little Shepherdess" proved an in- ; well were Lila Eccles as Mis' Abel, Ges-
teresting episode of a little wood outside ■ m9nda Willanoir as Mis' Ellsworth and *
the King's garden in the eighteenth cen- ' Elna Magnuson as Mis' Moran. m

- - • - • • - Mnno R'in.rln,, an/1 A1<ro + ™ n c« Mtury, and the action concerned a shepherd, Mona Kingley and Olga Newton as Mizi ,v
a shepherdess, and a princess. Marie Louise >1 hristine in the Schnitzler drama ^Pecheur was charming in the title-role - pJa^e(* £ a reP°s.e discrimination

, Mona Kingsley made a dainty princess, and JJ** ,usua]ly comes from long experience.Francis Littleton appeared to advantage ■ Mizi is a typical Schnitzler character, vaii-
] as the shepherd.

" The Inside Gentleman," which was
.

• given its first performance in this country, many mooas. urners wno acserve a snare ^by permission of Galbraith Welch con- r T',tPi Dorothv Doolev
cerns a young farmer who, when he in¬
herits a rich estate, decides he will con-
tinue to live as a gentleman "inside" DRAMATIC STUDENTS GRADUATED
suDerflealfv ^Hif ^obWsh^cop^'T- 1116 graduating exercises of the thirty- '
sent hfs ho'meiv Dhiiosonhv but Fn the end second year of the American Academy of
he convincra^ them thaf kindliness, cou^ '%

^Mizi is a typical Schnitzler character, vari- 'N,
gable, fitful, fiery, and Miss Kingsley made ^"the role her own. expressing splendidly the jg
"many moods. Others who deserve a share
:of praise are John B. Litel, Dorothy Dooley v
and Patterson McNutt.

noon, March 20, in the Lyceum Theater. r<fDiplomas were presented to thirty-one
young men and women, of whom thirteen
were from New York City and three from
the Pacific Coast. Franklin H. Sargent,
president of the Academy, presided. In¬
teresting addresses were delivered by Dr.
Felix Adler, Winchell Smith and Emily
Wakeman Hartley.

Dr. Adler confined his remarks chiefly
to the ethical side of dramatic art. " We <
shall never have great actors," he said," until we have men and women in the pro¬
fession to whom their art is sacred. Strive ;
for self-development and for self-knowledge ? k
remember also the mighty duty of service '
to society and the means which the theater <
offers for its discharge."

ACADEMY MATINEE . Dr- •v,;,ler touched briefly upon the mis-i ,, _ , . A. r . „ , i sion of dramatic art. "I think this art IThe Colonel and the Lady, a comedy 0f yours at its fullest and best is more capa (in one act by Dawson Milward and Holman ble of shaping destiny of man than anv 'Clark, and "The Benefit of the Doubt," a1 other art," he said. He adjured the grad- 'three-act comedy by Arthur W. Pinero, were uates to have greater faith in the publicpresented by the pupils of the American and never out of respect for it and duty IAcademy of Dramatic Arts and Empire The- 0f respect for themselves to offer less thanater Dramatic School at the fifth matinee1 ----- k™*. —v,.• ,.u 4.1— — m.

I of their season, Friday afternoon, Feb. IS.

ACADEMY MATINEE

age, and loyalty are essential to the advan¬
tageous display of clothes and manners.

Donald Call gave an excellent perform-
. ance of the farmer, playing with a rugged-

ness and wholesome flavor that reminded
us of William Hodge. Anna Laughney
did good work as the scheming Mrs.
Ripley and Elna Magnuson brought

; a quaint charm to the part of Susan.
The other parts were in the main

J well handled by the following players:
« Leonard Brooke, Joseph S. Bell, Philip

Loeb, Stanley Stanton, Charles Stanton.
Guy Douglass, Robert Cook, Dorothy
Dooley, Doris Underwood, Thoda Cocroft,
Mona Kingsley, and Marie Louise Pecheur.

NORMAN HACKETT.

ACADEMY MATINEE
Second Performance of Season, 1915-16. by

I the American Academy of Dramatic Arts
and Empire Theater Dramatic School. At
the Lyceum Theater. Jan. 21.

" THE PROS AND CONS."
j A Comedy, in One Act, by Gertrude Jennings.
I Brenda Gesmonda Willanoir
! Mrs. Christie Anna Laughney
[ Evangeline Violet Egan.
Freddie Donald Call

" THE WALDIES."
I A Comedy, in Four Acts, by George J. Hamlin.

By Arrangement with Samuel French.
Norval Keedwell
William Crowell

Philip Loeb
Joseph S. Bell

Charles Stanton
vaiuie ....... Clementine Walter

I Euphemia Waldie May McNamaraWaldie Doris Underwood
Elna Magnuson

Aleck Waldie . . .

, John Waldie . .

I James Pritchard
Leslie Fyfe
Allan Ross
Mrs. Waldie

Hannah
1 11 i<* ■ ■

For their sixth programme this season,
the students of the American Academy of
Dramatic Arts and Empire Theater Dra¬
matic School presented Oscar Wilde's "An
Ideal Husband." at the Lyceum Theater,
Friday afternoon, March 10.

The comedy offered many opportunites for
I deft and skillful characterization, and these

in the main were grasped by the players.
Juliet Singleton appeared to advantage

in the nart of Lady Markby. playing with
ease and a fine sense of comedy, jane War¬
rington gave an excellent portrayal of the
Countess of Basildon.

In addition to Miss Singleton and Miss
Warrington, the cast included Gesmonda
Willanoir. Ethel Remev, Mona Kingsley.
Lorette Donlin, Robert Cook. John B. Litel.
Stanlev Stanton. Francis Littleton, C. Wal¬
ton Vail. Philip Loeb, William Crowell,
Donald Call, and Patterson McNutt.

ACADEMY MATINEE
For their seventh performance held on

Friday afternoon, March 17, in the Lyceum
Theater, the students of the American Acad¬
emy of Dramatic Arts gave one of the most
interesting programmes of their season. The

the very best of which they are capable.Winchell Smith discussed the practical
features of the beginnings of a stage career. ,

He related some of the dismal and humor¬
ous incidents of his own apprenticeship, his
days as a " super," his nerve-wrecking tours
of one-night stands, his constant fight for ^
recognition. He advised the graduates |
against making " the wrong start." He ™
urged them to prefer minor parts in high-
class original companies rather than to H
seek seemingly-important engagements in
cheap productions on tour. He also advised
them against wasting too much time in
stock companies and receiving training un¬
der incompetent directors.

Emily Wakeman Hartley, formerly a
widely-known actress, and now manager of
a successful theater in Stamford, Conn.,
spoke of her experiences on the stage. She
said that when she realized that she had
reached her artistic limitations as an ac¬

tress, she was yet ambitious to do some¬
thing worthy for the theater. Accordingly
she raised the funds to build the playhouse
of which she is proudly the sole director.

Those receiving diplomas were: Joseph
S. Bell, Oakland, Cal. ; Eleanor Brady, New
York ; Leonard Brooke, East Orange, N. J. ;
Donald Call, New York; Thoda Cocroft,
Oakland, Cal.; Madalynne D. Conner, Fes-
senden, N. D. ; Robert Cook, Oyster Bay,
N. Y.; William Crowell, Franklin,_ Ind.

Moffett. Cl»
MR. OLIVER MOROSCO.

MME. YVETTE GUILBERT
Mme. Yvette Guilbert is making her I

. sixth visit to America. Years have passed I
since her last appearance. She has matured I

j in the interim. The voice of the boulevards I
has ripened into an art vibrant with 1m- I

I agination and dramatic suggestion.Some one has said that Mme. Guilbert is f
I a_, Palntpr, by tone and gesture, of moods II which are miniature dramas. Her opening i

, recital demonstrated anew her skill and 3
i resource, her flexible personality, her elo- j
; quent pantomine and perfect diction The j
: repertoire ran the gamut of expression: ?
j ga.vety, drollery, tenderness, pathos and j
'

tragedy. It tested and oroved the breath I
of her art. Mme. Guilbert is one of the
great artists of our day.

Mme. Guilbert's first programme at the
Lyceum theater numbered religious carols,I " The Golden Legends," of the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, two tragic marri¬
age episodes of the middle ages, four popu-

' lar refrains of the seventeenth century,
i and four chansons of the period of Marie
j Antoinette, the final one, " Colinette," being
' done in delicious English. One of the
: seventeenth century refrains, " Le Lien I

Serrfi," in which the perils of matrimony
are wittily told, stands out in the memory.

Mme. Guilbert wore costumes of each
< period, reproduced from old prints by

■- Paquin, in presenting her songs. She had
' the co-operation of the Trio de Lutfece. Mr.
( Ward-Stephens gave admirable and sym¬

pathetic assistance at the piano,
j Other recitals will follow at the Lyceum
I theater.

hey ! by gum !
Over thirty representatives of the

Wrigley Spearmint Company attended the
performance of " A World of Pleasure " at
the Winter Garden last night.

I

IN "THE OHIO LADY" ~ i
Rehearsals have begun of " The Ohio m

Lady," the new play by Booth Tarkington J
and Julian Street, which Klaw and Erlanger ft

f and George C. Tyler will produce. In the m
I cast are Mary Nash, Howard Kyle, Eugene Jgi
,• O'Brien, John Flood, Grace Filkins, Nellie H

McHenry, Evelyn Pyle, Everett Butterfield, hffl
Ethel Intropodi, George Abbott, Menifee

i Johnson and Leslie Ryecroft. Hg

CHICAGO
All the Theatrical News of the Second Me- H

tropolis — Current and Future
Chicago (Special).—The Chicago branch of

the International Circuit will be known as the
National Circuit. It will be incorporated shortly
and Edwin Clifford is ant to be elected presi- H
dent. George Nicolai and Gus Hill will be di- 1.
rectors. The National circuit will have houses '•
in various cities in the Middle West.

" The Smart Set " did $3,790 on the week
at the Grand, a vaudeville House, so big that
it has a return date. Lew Cantor, booking rep¬
resentative of the theater, jumped to New York
last week to see if there were any more colored
companies available. The Grand is located in
the dark belt and plays vaudeville with two
or three colored acts on every bill.

Blackstone: William Gillette opened this week
in " Sherlock Holmes " and after a fortnight
of that play will offer " Secret Service " for
the same length of time.

Garrick: "Experience" Is turning people
away. It was a clever idea to have an in¬
vitation performance for ministers before the
regular run began for the clergymen are boost¬
ing the show in every instance.

Grand: Last week of the long run of "It
Pays to Advertise." " Young America " comes
next.

Olympic: Third week of the return engage¬
ment of "Twin Beds," which has Zania Cur-
son and Leo Carillo to head the cast.

Illinois: "The Follies" is in its seventh
week of tremendous success.

Powers: Third week of "The Song of Songs."
which is voted novel and interesting by crowds
of average size.

National: "The Dummy" opened Sunday and
a specially organized company will play several
weeks of International time.

Imperial: "Bringing Up Father" is the cur¬
rent attraction; " Under Cover " appeared last

i Victoria: " The Law of the Land " is the
1 current attraction; "Polly and Her Pals" did)
fair business last week. !

Crown: "Me. Him and I" is this week's >
attraction; "The Girl Without a Chance" did
big business last week. !

Chicago Theater: The old American Music
Hall remodelled, has a chance of success.
" Within the Loop " is rather an interesting
show with the changes made. Local cabaret
features are sought, with the promise of a
possible Wintergarden engagement for the Shu-
be rts. Patricola and Gene Greene opened it.
It is a double date for Patricola. who works
at both the North American and the Chicago
theaters. Mr. and Mrs. Varl Heisen are being
sought for a four weeks' engagement.
"It Pays to Advertise " ended its long run

at the Cohan Grand Jan. 15 and moved to the
Wilbur at Boston.

Frank H. Buck, formerly manager of the
American Music Hall, is seeking a divorce from
Amy Leslie, dramatic critic of the News. They
were married fourteen years ago.

Local producers are dickering with Cohan and
Harris for the rights of " Seven Keys to Bald-
pate " for International houses.

.Tack Rafferty plans to produce " The Woman
Who Dared." written by J. C. Nugent and elab¬
orated by Jack Lait.

e. e. Meredith.

LoretTe uonTiri," J"l_»oroihy~uoofeyTlNew York ; Guy Douglass, Salisbury, Conn.;Lila Eccles, Ogden, Utah; Mona Kingsley,New York : Anna Laughney, St. Louis, Mo. ; IFrancis Littleton, New York ; John B. Litel,Albany, Wis.; Philip Loeb. Philadelphia, |Pa. ; May McNamara, New York ; Patterson
McNutt, Valparaiso, Ind. ; Elna Magnuson,
Tacoma. Wash. ; Olga Newton, Athol, Mass. ; jMarie Louise Pecheur. Milwaukee, Wis.;Ethel Remey, New York; Juliet Singleton,New York; Charles Stanton, Hightstown,N. J. ; Stanley Stanton, New York : Doris I
Underwood. Hartford City, Ind. ; C. Walton |Vail. Brooklyn, N. Y.; Clementine Walter, ,Baltimore, Md.; Jane Warrington. New |York, and Gesmonda Willanoir, New York. \

BELASCO GETS NEW PLAY
To Produce "The Wanderer," a Poetic Biblical '

Drama by Maurice V. Samuels
David Belasco has accepted- for early

production a new play by Maurice V. Sam- i
uels, entitled " The Wanderers." It is a
poetic Biblical drama in three acts.

Mr. Samuels is a native of San Francisco.
He was graduated from the University of
California as an attorney-at-law but gave
up legal practice a few years ago to devote
his attention to playwriting.

Jeanne Eagels, in Hubert Henry Daire's play,
" Outcast," new to Broadway

NEW WOODS PLAY
To Produce 44 Fools," a Drama by William

Anthony McGuire
A. H. Woods will produce shortly a new

drama by William Anthony McGuire, en¬
titled " Fools." Mr. McGuire is the author
of 44 The Heights," a play in which Frank
Keenan appeared some years ago, and " The
Man Without a Country," a dramatization
of Edward Everett Hale's story, which is
being presented in vaudeville.

CARLE IN COHAN REVUE
Richard Carle has been engaged for a

leading role in George M. Cohan's new
revue which Cohan and Harris will pro¬
duce early in March at the Astor Theater.

KITTY CHEATHAM
Kitty Cheatham gave her second holiday

recital at the Lyceum Theater, on Monday,
Jan. 3. Her programme ranged from little
episodes of child life in song and excerpts
from Lewis Carroll's 44 Alice in Wonder¬
land," to old negro songs and stories, in¬
cluding, of course, Joel Chandler Harris's
tale of Br'er Rabbit and the wonderful tar
baby, and Paul Lawrence Dunbar's, " When i
Malinda Sings." All these were done with '
tender sympathy and understanding.

Miss Cheatham spoke of the comparatively I
recent entrance of art into literature for I
children and particularly of Kipling and |Stevenson. She gave two leaves from Ste¬
venson's imaginative 44 Child's Garden of .
Verses" 44 The Friendly Cow," and 44 The '
Marching Song," set to music by Graham
Pell and Edward Falck.

Something of the depth of Miss Cheat¬
ham's art was revealed in her adaptation
of Tolstoi's 44 Where Love Is, There Christ
Is," the story of how the Christ Spirit came
to an embittered and lonely old cobbler.
Then there was the elfish charm of Maurice
Besly's 44 Canterbury Bells," and the comic
whimsy of Liza Lehman's 44 Matilda," who
called out the fire department just to see jthe horses run.

Miss Cheatham's recitals are now an in¬
stitution. Christmas in the theater wouldn't
be Christmas without them.

POLI'S HARTFORD
Hartford, Conn. (Special).—44 Charley's IAunt" was presented by the Poli Playersweek of Jan. 17 before very large audi¬ences. Incidentally, those present apparent¬ly enjoyed themselves immensely, judgingby the frequent applause. Forrest Seaburytook the most important role, that of the

young college man ; Robert P. Gleckler andEugene Desmond took the parts of Jack jand Charley, the two chums. Florine Farr jand Mae Maxon, who in everyday life isMrs. Neal Harper, wife of our popular
manager, did very well as the two girls. !The house was sold out at nearly every |performance. Next week, 44 The Yellow tTicket." Seymour Wemyss Smith. J

MUSICAL PLAY REOPENS
1 "The Road to Mandalay," a musical
play by William H. Post, formerly known
as 44 Tit for Tat," reopened in Lexington, j
!Ky., this week. The piece has been re-
written since its original presentation.

BURGH

DEATH OF 'AL' RINGLING
Albert Ringling, eldest of the five Ring-

j ling Brothers, circus owners, died Jan. 1
f at his home in Baraboo, Wis., of Bright's
J disease. He was sixty-six years old.

The Ringling Brothers started in the
f amusement business in the early eighties
I with a brass band and concert company. !
1 This soon developed into a small ring showa A + n o roil, |

FANNY WARD WEDS J. W. DEAN
Word has reached New York from Loj

' Angeles of the marriage there on Dec. 2$
; of Fanny Ward, the actress, and John W
; Dean, who played leading roles in her com-,
' pany. The wedding took place at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Meighan of Holly-:i wood.

j Miss Ward's first husband was Josephj ,' Lewis, a South African diamond merchant,!
from whom she obtained a divorce in London
on Jan. 13, 1913. Mrs. Dean received a

j final decree of divorce a few months ago.
, Miss Ward and Mr. Dean are now playing
[ a motion picture engagement. Their last! appearance on the legitimate stage was inI "Madam President" two seasons ago atj.| the Garrick Theater.

^fchTa^slsyasttan^ormed^nto^araUrnnrt show. The showmen prospered anaJ a 5Grand, Brooklyn (Special).—The Grand fj cus, the Forepaugn-tsens ouuw m j.„,
Opera House Players gave a superb rendi- II finally the Barnum and Bailey St

, tion of George Broadhurst's success, " The 1 Qn7 Mr. Ringling is survived by a
Price," at the Grand Opera House week ofat the Grand Ope.„ —- .

Dec. 13. Miss Enid May Jackson ^was_ at

1907." Mr. Ringling
and four brothers.

Show in
widow

KNOBLAUCH'S NEW PLAY
London (Special).—Edward Knoblauch's

new play, 44 Mouse/' was produced recently
at the Royalty Theater. It did not meet
with enthusiastic approval. The Referee
said of it: 41 The story was one of those
artificially elaborated domestic calamities
which . . . need a very great deal of
proof before we can accept them.
Not even Mr. Knoblauch's cleverness can i
produce anything psychologically satisfac- i
tory and dish it all up into a lively
44 showy" little play as well.

UlSB XUJJiVi -i-jLCkj

her best as Miss Toscani and her fine act¬
ing time and again won rounds of applause
from the audiences. Mr. Dudley Ayers, as

J the doctor, was up to his usual high stand-
! ard, acting with great spirit. The part of
! the artist's wife was entrusted to Miss

Florence Roberts, and although difficult.
Miss Roberts gave a fine exhibition of real
life in a woman of her circumstances. The
balance of the cast, comprising Misses Clara" tt7 tt tci.balance of the cast, comprising JUIOOCO vuxu,
Mackin, Isador Martin, Messrs. W. H. El¬
liot, William Evarts, and M. J. Briggs, also
did splendidly. Next week they will ap¬
pear in another of Broadhurst's successes,
44 What Money Can't Buy."

Robert J. Merklinger.

MISS RING IN NEW COMEDY
To be Presented by B. H. Woods in Willard

Mack's "Broadway and Buttermilk"
A. H. Woods has made arrangements with |r

Frederic McKay to present Blanche Ring in
Willard Mack's new comedy, 44 Broadway
and Buttermilk." The new piece will go
into rehearsal immediately and will be pro¬
duced early in February.

Miss Ring's last appearance in New York 1
was in 44 When Claudia Smiles," two sea¬
sons ago. Since then she has been appear¬
ing in vaudeville and motion pictures in
California.

HAZELE BURGESS PLAYERS
Jacksonville. Fla.—Bert Leigh offered!"Within The Law," Dec. 12-21, through!his stock company, the Hazele Burgess iPlayers, and the presentation was mostsatisfactory. Although played here byseveral road companies during the pastseveral years, attendance has been goodand patrons pleased. The cast follows:Sarah Shirley Mayberry; Richard Gilder,Bert Leigh ; Edward Gilder, Billy Scheller;George Demerest, C. Russell Sage; HelenMorris, Mary Kennedy ; Detective Cas- »sidy, Edwin Vail; Mary Turner, Ha¬zele Burgess; Agnes Lynch, Maude Hol-lingsworth; Joe Garson, Vernon Wallace;Fannie, Bessie Bower; William Irwin, E. J.Lasserre; Eddie Griggs, Norman Acker:Inspector Burke, Joseph Remington; and \Chicago, Gus Beal. Mr. Wallace, who is jagain in the cast after an absence of sev¬eral weeks, was given an ovation at each |performance.

E. O. Uedemann.

canniia



THE "SADIE LOVE" BUG BITE. DRAWN BY LAMBERT GUENTHER

liLMWL

\T THE LONGACRE THEATRE
"THE LITTLE MINISTER"

Comedy in Four Acts by Sir James M. Bar-
rie. Revived by Maude Adams, Under the
Direction of the Charles Frohman Com¬
pany, at the Empire Theater Jan. 11.

Gavin Dishart Dallas Anderson
Lord Rintoul Martin Sands
Captain Halliwell Morton Selten
Lady Babbie Maude Adams
Felice Elise Clarens
Twaits J. L. Carhart
Thomas Whammond David Torrence
Bob Dow J. M. McFarlane
Micah Dow Gladys Gillen
Sriecky Hobart Wallace Jackson
Andrew Mealmaker R. Peyton Carter
Silva Tosh Charles Gay
Sergeant Davidson Willard Barton
Joe Cruikshank C. Gay
Nannie Webster Ada -Boshell
Jean Angela Ogden

Practically a new generation has grown
up since Maude Adams established herself
securely in the hearts of playgoers -by her
bewitching performance of Lady Bab¬
bie in " The Little Minister." Her present
characterization of the roguish Scotch lass
who would a-wooing go,, is even more red¬
olent with pretty witcnery and the spirit of
youth than the original one, since in the
lapse of eighteen years her art has broad¬
ened and become distinct through the
radiant charm of her personality. A more
delightful moment in the theater is diffi¬
cult to imagine than that in which Miss
Adams as the beguiling " Egyptian" tri¬
umphantly romps into the moonlit stretch
of Caddam Wood with a laugh on her lips
and a twinkle in her eye. We fell a victim
to her spell and waited and watched, en¬
chanted, as she undertook to subjugate the
unruly Gavin Dishart.

The whimsical touches of Barrie still
remain in the play, and at the end four
elders bob up over the garden wall to show
the young lovers that they, too, were once
young and possessed great secrets.

Dallas Anderson played the title-role with
a nice authority, and J. M. McFarlane gave
a strikingly human performance of Rob
Dow, the roysterer, who worshipped an un¬
approachable pedstal of the little minister.
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Drawn by Lambert Guenther,

One of the interesting moments at the Hippodrome Circus is when
Mine. Spellman's bears pay their respective tributes to Bacchus

"eludmg the can^KilT



Scenic designs for the Prelude and Act II by Princess
Troubetzkoy.

Furniture decorations by Louisa M. Pleasants.
Decorative accessories by Karl Freund.
Scenery painted by Edward Sandquist.
Gowns by Mrs. Gilman.
Costumes by Orange.

Week Beginning Monday, Jan. 3, 1916 ^—

i ;

Harrison Grey Fiske and |George Mooser

LAMBERT GUENTHER GOES "BARGAIN" HUNTING

Booth
Theatre

A Play in a Prelude and
Four Actspsfl

mm NOTICE—This Theatre can be emptied in less than threeminutes. Choose, now, the exit nearest to your seat. Incase of disturbance of any kind, to avoid the dangers ofpanic, zvalu do not run) to that exit.—Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 14, 1916.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.EXTRA MATINEE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, TUESDAY, FEB. 22,

AMELIE RIVES
(Princess Pierre Troubetzkoy)
CAST OF CHARACTERS

(In the Order of Their Appearance)

HARRISON GREY FISKE and GEORGE MOOSER
Present

THE FEAR MARKET. . . .Juan Villasana
. . .Merle Maddern

. . .Regine Wallace
. . . Kenneth Hunter

. . . .Albert Bruning
. . . Richard Quilter
DeWitt C. Jennings

. . .Eleanor Gordon
. .France Bendtsen

Charles Laite

The Padrone
Clelia A PLAY IN A PRELUDE AND THREE ACTS

By AMELIE RIVES
(Princess Pierre Troubetzkoy)Ettore Forni

Major Stone
Sam

Judge Adam Torridge
Mrs. Reynolds
Dicky Wilkes
Tedby Carson

Cast of Characters.
(In the Order of their Appearance)

. . . JUAN VILLASANA
. . MERLE MADDERN
. . SYDNEY SHIELDS
. KENNETH HUNTER

. . . EDMUND BREESE
. RICHARD QUILTER
DEWITT C. JENNINGS

. . ELEANOR GORDON
. FRANCE BENDTSEN

CHARLES LAITE
PHILIP PERRY

. . HERBERT RANSON
. HARRISON HUNTER

LUCILE WATSON
. . EDWIN NICANDER

. CHARLES LOTHIAN
H. RANSON

TRACY L'ENGLE
CHESTER HUNT

THE PADRONE
CLELIA
SYLVIA
ETTORE FORNI
MAJOR STONE
SAM
JUDGE ADAM TORRIDGE
MRS. REYNOLDS
DICKY WILKES
JEDBY CARSON
WALTER GALE
ROBERT HILL
OLIVER ELLIS
MILLY SAYRE
BERTIE SAYRE
CHARLES
COUNT BARONI
MISS NEIL
JOE

He Finds Josephine Victor In a Stellar Role at the Comedy Theatre.

Philip Perry
Herbert Ranson

. Harrison Hunter
...Lucile Watson
.Edwin Nicander
Charles Lothian

George Ten Eyck
. . .Tracy L'Engle

. Howard Barbour
. . . .Chester Hart

Walter Gale. .

Robert Hill. .

Oliver Ellis. . .

Milly Sayre. .

Bertie Sayre.
Charles
Count Baroni
Miss Neil....

James Foster.
Joe

PRELUDE.—A night on Maggiore.
ACT I.—Major Stone's library. A Sunday morning in December,two years later.

ACT II.—Scene 1—The Sayres' drawing-room. Half-past ninein the evening. Two days later.
(An interval of five minutes between the first and

second scenes.)

Scene 2—The Same. Half-past five the next afternoon.ACT III.—Major Stone's sanctum in "The Society Mentor" offices,About six the same day.
The play directed and staged by Harrison Grey Fiske.

Prelude. A Night on Maggiore

FOR MESSRS. FISKE A1YD MOOSER.Charles Emerson Cook, IncPhilip Perry
Oscar Craik I PublicityStage ManagerAssistant Stage ManagerThe Scenes for the Prelude and Act II. designed by Princess Troubetzkoy.Furniture decorations by Louisa M. Pleasants.Decorative accessories by Karl Freund.Scenery painted by Edward Sandquist.Gowns by Lucile, Josephs, and Mrs. Gilman.Costumes by Orange.

The play staged under the direction of Mr. Fiske

For Messrs. Fiske and Mooser
E FfiAR M

"eluding the cannibals.



WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MAY I, 1016.
Matinees Tuesday and Saturday.

JEDBY CARSON
ROBERT STEVENSWALTER GALE

PHILIP PERRYROBERT HILL
LOWDEN ADAMSOLIVER ELLIS

HERBERT RANSONMILLY SAYRE
MERLE MADDERNBERTIE SAYRE

HARMON MacGREGORCHARLES
CLAY CODYCOT!NT BARONI

OWEN MEECHMISS NEIL
ALICE TREVORJOE

FRANK LESLIE

HARRISON GREY FISKE and GEORGE MOOSER

Present

THE FEAR MARKET
A PLAY IN A PRELUDE AND THREE ACTS

By AMELIE RIVES
(Princess Pierre Troubetzkoy)

Cast of Characters.
(In the Order of their Appearance)

THE PADRONE ANTHONY ANDRE
CLELIA TRACY L'ENGLE
SYLVIA RUTH FIELDING
ETTORE FORNI KENNETH HUNTER
MAJOR STONE EDMUND BREESE
SAM RICHARD QUILTER
JUDGE ADAM TORRIDGE DEWITT C. JENNINGS
MRS. REYNOLDS ELEANOR GORDON
DICKY WILKES FRANCE BENDTSEN
JEDBY CARSON CHARLES LAITE

PRELUDE—A Night on Maggoire.
ACT I.—Major Stone's Library. ATv o years later.

ACT II.—Scene 1—The Sayres
evening. Two clays later.

(An interval of 5 minutes between the 1st and 2nd Scenes)
Half past five the next afternoon.

ACT III.—Major Stone's Sanctum in "The Society Arbiter

Sunday Morning in December.

Drawing-room. Half past nine in the

Scene 2—The Same.
—Major St

About six the same day. Offices.

I n

WALTER GALE PHILIP PERRY
ROBERT HILL RICHARD PITMAN
OLIVER ELLIS HERBERT RANSON
MILLY SAYRE MERLE MADDERN
BERTIE SAYRE EDWIN NICANDER
CHARLES OSCAR CRAIK
COUNT BARONI RICHARD PITMAN
MISS NEIL '. TRACY L'ENGLE
JOE CHESTER HUNT

N' \
sr

The play directed and staged by Harrison Grey Fiske.

The Scenes for the Prelude and Act II. designed by Princess Troubetzkoy.Furniture decorations by Louisa M. Pleasants.Decorative accessories by Kale Preund.Scenery painted by Edward Sundquist.Gowns by Lucile, Josephs and Mrs. Gilman.Costumes by Orange.

executive staff.Manager
Allan AttwaterStage Manager

Philip PerryAssistant Stage Manager
Clay Cody

FORTYEIGHTH
STREET THEATRE

•1

PRELUDE.—A night on Maggiore.
ACT I.—Major Stone's library. A Sunday morning in December,

two years later.

ACT II.—Scene 1—The Sayres' drawing-room. Half-past nine
id the evening. Two days later.

(An interval of five minutes between the first and
second scenes.)

Scene 2—The Same; Half-past five the next afternoon.
ACT III.—Major Stone's sanctum

six the same day.

E

in The Arbiter offices. About 1

ic£
5

The play directed and staged by Harrison Grey Fiske.

Philip Perry
Oscar Cralk .

FOR MESSRS. FISKE AND MOOSER.
> Stage Manager

Assistant Stage Manager

u
The Scenes for the Prelude and Act II. designed by Princess TroubetzkoyFurniture decorations by Louisa M. Pleasants.

Decorative accessories by Karl Freund.
Scenery painted by Edward Sandqulst.Gowns by Lucile, Josephs, "'lAWAAV?, wvocpuo. and Mrs. Oilman.

Costumes by Orange.

jcoat:

H

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 14, 1916.■ Matinees Thursday and Saturday.f BXTKA MATINEE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, TUESDAY, FEB. 22.
THE MESSRS. SHUBBRT Present

J!UST A WOMANJ A NEW PLAY BY EUGENE WALTER.PRODUCED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF J. C. HUFFMAN.
Characters in the Plar.

ACT I.THE WOMAN
JOSEPHINE VICTORTHE MAN
WALTER HAMPDENTHE BOY

GEORGE STUART CHRISTIETHE HIRED GIRL
BELLE MITCHELLWorkers from the Steel Mills.Scene—A workingman's boarding-house on the hills near Pittsburgh.ACT II.—SCENE 1.THE WOMAN

JOSEPHINE VICTORTHE MAN
WALTER HAMPDENTHE LAWYER (LASCELLE) H. E. HERBERT

.MARGARET McWADE

.v

IV

IRONX OPERA HOUSE
14S)tli Street, near Third Avenue

.IESSRS. COHAN & HARRIS and A. H. WOODS Managers

THE FRENCH MAID (MIMI)THE BUTLER (SANFORD) DAVID HOWELL LINDLEYTHE DETECTIVE (EMERSON) FRANK MONROETHE BOY
THE BOHEMIAN COACHMAN
NED

MKE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to/■our seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit>o not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 9, 1910.Regular Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.SPECIAL MATINEE COLUMBUS DAY (THURSDAY) OCTOBER 12th.

HARRISON GREY FISKE and GEORGE MOOSER
Present

The Fear Market
A PLAY IN A PRELUDE AND THREE ACTS

BY AMELIE RIVES
(Princess Pierre Troubetzkoy)

_ MONROE
GEORGE STUART CHRISTIE

(ARAM) JOHN ARTHUR
JAMES EAGLEScene—Library of the Man's home in Pittsburgh.(Six years later)

SCENE 2.
The curtain drops for one minute between Scenes 1 and 2,to indicate that eight months have elapsed.THE WOMAN

JOSEPHINE VICTORTHE MAN
WALTER HAMPDENTHE BOY

GEORGE STUART CHRISTIETHE LAWYER (LASCELLE) H. E. HERBERTTHE LADY
MADELINE HOWARDTHE BUTLER (SANFORD)

Scene
.... DAVID HOWELL LINDLEY

-Same as Scene I. J tor
ACT III.THE WOMAN

JOSEPHINE VICTORTHE MAN
WALTER HAMPDENTHE BOY

GEORGE STUART CHRISTIETHE JUDGE
WALTER WILSONTHE CLERK OF THE COURT CECIL MAGNUS j .

THE ATTORNEY OF RECORD GEORGE WILLIAMSTHE JUNIOR COUNSEL
ROBERT GAFFNEY ? '

' *

THE PADRONE
CLELIA

SYLVIA
ETTORE FORNI
1AJOR STONE ....

AM

UDGE ADAM TORRIDGE
^IRS. REYNOLDS

'CKEY, WILKES

Cast of Characters
(In the order of their appearance)

OWEN MEECH
LESLIE LOWE

THEODORA D'COMBE
V. L. GRANVILLE

THE WOMAN . .

THE MAN
THE SON (NED)
THE BOY

Scene-

EPILOGUE.
JOSEPHINE VICTOR
WALTER HAMPDEN

EDWARD QUINN
GEORGE STUART CHRISTIE

-Ten years later. The house on the hill.

trtiuuf:

v.
x:

. EDWIN MORDANT
RICHARD QUILTER
. ROBERT HOMANS

. . JUNE CONGREVE
. JEROME RENNER

NOl E The author does not claim historical accuracy for themanner and date of the invention of the open hearth furnaces.

♦

:

Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager

Cecil Magnus
Frank Torpey
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White. N. Y.
The Woman (Josephine Victor) and Walter Hampden (The Man) in "Just a Woman see in a friend

drawings the means of escaping forever the monotonous environment of the steel mills

AVERY few years ago, Maijorie Bentley, now a fluff
bit of a ballet dancer in " Chin-
Chin," was fourteen years old
and addicted to the interna¬
tional repertoire any grace¬
fully active young woman of
fourteen acquires

rchsrg- x#€SjflS
Spanish jgm

nen<

I desire ro couuuut
I prosecution presents its side, hatched in a
I nest of conspirators. Three witnesses,
I under skillful questioning by an unscrupu-x- 1 *- tho rlr»_

York. Before
the end of the
second year,
Miss Bentley

' I had become a

Bt P regular mem-
Hi ber of the'

■ M e t r opolitan
■ ballet. >LL

"Toward ting
the end of"'

Hl this year,"
■ she says, "I hwm

mm ■ I danced at a
■ benefit, and ;
■ the mana-

■ ger of 'The
H Wfcyr ■ Silver Slip-■ per' com- ("t

Ifeaf V pany saw
Wr me. He of¬

fered me a position. I explained '
about my contract, but he arranged
for my release. So I was with ' The »!■
Silver Slipper' all last season, and ,
I've been with 'Chin-Chin' all this
season. Haven't I been lucky? "PHOTOGRAPHS

A fluffy bit of a ballet dancer in



"THE CINDERELLA MAN"

C°Carpenter ^sT^ed'h „Edwar<i Childs .
Produced hv oh8 d b,? Robert Mllton and
son Theater, Jan 17 0r°SC° at the IIud" I

d"'Joseph0Thayer ^er'0D Churchill gUlodeett I,layer Theodore Babcoek |:
Albert Sewel'l Peroral T. Moore |D. liomney Evais %bei;t ^llke 1Marjorie Caner - Charles Lane ■:
Celeste .. Phoebe Foster a
Walter Nieo'lls A Hazel Turner
Anthony Qulnta'rd Rexinald Mason I
Jerry Primrose Pr/A u11 'The Groat She-Sear .V.7.7/.7 LuciHeTa Verne 1
attic" °f fvo^iS^'da^^-Aettf!^^
room* at planer's. Ten days'lator'"6 drllwiaE-

There has been a radical clianee in thefashion plates of plays. Only a vea?everything on the boards was photographic •the year before that it was crimes" a£d theyear before that the police had 'to standvigilance over our play morals. To-dav wp

tht ^ear ol(* romances. Though :

sg vriir «f|S2"ly0{„*r,r™„""C """■ th" «
a thfniflnfPtehfnt' Pllot°graphic realism isthe past. The managers aro

o'Vfe8 WalkJ^S I"andere!lad
as, wssyra riisame old school, save that the storv is

co^p.^^fn^romTonToV^el fr°m»£M tale'l
-y mtte8 wfrth STffiS ??
seen' tn thi^ daughter whom he luffi^ thirteen years and whose arrival
wifl r. u?on the death of his divorced

expression at the piano and wrought ud theinnermost emotions of her lS HtHeSB pstt£»2?t %£ dL-j?the"first S'MS. 5W
r,!^ut™thls somewhat conventional heein-
w/th s?hf?i 0rjies,1 'laPP^'.v disposed of, and
son nf ti/ JUl1 -ori the scene in the per-iz ^ytt^r1Theyrr!d-rseas,ibn^9kingdom?* .?Vayl,ng : mlndtomea ,teStteHHol' tw p ay beRan to take on po- 1f x aJ soon Put one in a com¬fortable state of mind. The next three ict^were really interesting, partly because of 1structural novelty, partly because of a ' 'f™pie,Poetic charm, and largely because of ;the delightful work of the flayersthrouKh a benevolent elderl'v go-he-

mirati'on oAl?.1 "/"Vdivided bctWee! ad-miration or the sterling qualities of tho
poor poet, Tony, and a dlep interest in andunderstanding of the nature of the million?Jrf's "onely daughter, Marjorie the latter" I8 ? 5? ?er Interest in the writer of the Bwords that so moved her heart to find ac

SSSt^JPfgfE? bJ the r?of which con- !nects ner father s house with this Olvm :J
{lie?nr ft prond and sPirite'd young |literary pot-boiler. Before she can make <

benefits8 unon th stowing her substantial 1Denehts upon the unknown object of her R
to™idae behind thbarit t' -She ls p°mpelled $S i?d the curtains of his clothes t
Hwoiw' aI1(2 eJe,anon Is discovered by the 1lively poet and literally caught in a trnn IIt is love at first sight, of course : but the ?playwright discreetly manipulates his themekeep the issue well in suspense IFor, knowing how proud and averse he is ito millionaires s daughters, she pretends tobe Marjory Caner's companion, and soon is

¥*2*5? '""pound With the poet.He is bending his best efforts toward canturing the .$10,000 prize for the best opera
book in a literary competition, and sheoffers to transcribe his work on the type¬writer, and meanwhile keeps him from slowstarvation and freezing to death by ingeni-ous devices that can give no offense. Andso she visits him every day by the eonven-:ilent way of the snow-covered roof: thegarret takes on a new feminine atmos¬phere of comfort, and the enchanted couple
t'h.Ien ,t.ea together and are as snug as ithe proverbial bugs in the rug, until theGreat She-Bear, otherwise the hard-spoken *and meddlesome landlady, surprises themin their little Elysium, and harshly sus¬pecting scandal, serves notice of instantevietion upon the offending poet.

I h„c^ ?r"lfs UP t0 the fourth and -final'
tnr' Iv, i1! m'IIlonaire's house. Lucky

I ,°y, tlSti,he hus influential friends atI rii ; e distinguished composer who set8 ^art-touching wor(jSj and now lg tQ
' H16 kate of his opera book, and theaforesaid benevolent go-between, Romnev?vans. For when Tony is announced, con-formable to an appointment, to hear the de¬cision of the high literary court sitting in\ Judgment on his work, the millionaire fatherI h?™ conceived a rather favorable opinion of' inCi -v <lne to the fact that Tonv: has made love to Marjorie believing her to bea poor girl. And when Tony arrives andhears that he has won, and Marjorie enters
wm, Vh ?S? confesses her fraud, together

i 1,1 , 5, f,a<? that she has asked her fa-th( tj,t° disinherit her in order to make herI wifith'o J? *Wia J h!s objections to her
t ,p[ - and takes her to his heart,
f n„i?i.s,,decid?dLy P'easant little story is de-
I JJSV I y*i,act?d' flrst by Mr- Hull in thepart of the temperamental poet, a llvelvperformance distinguished by a fine spirit
■ S?m?dy,; second, by Miss Phoebe Fosteras Marjorie, played with persuasive tender-

, ness and unaffected simplicity; by FrankIiacon in a pleasant character part of n !■
i d^rellct who befriends Tony in the II rt^P i y t° a devoted chamberlain,'and bvr
i, Charles Lane as the benevolent lntermedi-

ar,v Of the two lovers. Around these theI interest of the story principally centers •,J but several parts of subsidia^ interest a?e! of"'! Interpreted—a small ptrtI S>„ 1 but amusing suitor, plaved bvi 1'eginaM Mason ; the role of the composer1 by Hubert Wilke, elaborated by a kittle II th,at arP"sed applause; that of the'I 5lther by Berton Churchill: {h®!I Great She-Bear, amusingly portrayed bvLucille La Verne, as well as that of DrThayer by an old favorite who has been:among those not present on Broadway fo?j some time, Theodore Babcock.
i The comedy obviously made a favorable
1 inPJ?S8J0n on.the aud'ence and seems asj sured of a good season.
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SHELLEY HULL AS ANTHONY QUINTARD, THE POOR LIBRETTIST, IN44 THE CINDERELLA MAN," SWEEPS A PATH FOR PHOEBE FOSTER,
WHO PLAYS HIS RICH LITTLE FRIEND. MARJORIE CANER.

HODGE IN NEW COIN
Opens in Wilmington in " Fixing

Lawrence Whitman
Having brought his season inlo Happiness " to an end in Hiyu

THE PERSONS OF THE PLAY
In order of their appearance

Manefee Johnston
Theodore Babcock
..William Yerance

Hubert Wilke
Charles Lane

Phoebe Foster
Helen Turney

.Reginald Mason
Shelley Hull
Frank Bacon

Lillian Dix

Morris T. Caner
Dr. Joseph Thayer..
Blodgett
Albert Sewell
D. Romney Evans
Marjorie Caner
Celeste
Walter Nicolls
Anthony Quintard...
Jerry Primrose
The Great She-Bear

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
MATINEE WEDNESDAY
November 27, 28 and 29

THE MESSRS. SHUBERT Present

JUST A WOMAN
HEW PLAY BY EUGENE WALTER. THE FIRST ACT

A drawing-room in Morris T. Caner's house, New York. Six-thirty o'clock
" So let my voice ring out for one
Who has no fame for great deeds done!"

THE SECOND ACT

The attic of the house next door. Late in the afternoon of the following day,
" He rules no realm—he's more than King! "

THE THIRD ACT
The attic.

A woman's joy his harvesting,

THE FOURTH ACT

The drawing-room at Caner's. Ten days later.
"He spins no song, he rears no dome
Out of his heart he builds a home! "

TIME—The Present
Between Acts 2 and 3 the orchestra will render the selections fromLetty," Oliver Morosco's Musical Sensation, by Earl Carroll

MUSIC PROGRAMME

Humperdinck
McDowell

Nevin
Victor Herbert

German
... Humperdinck

Hansel and Graetel
(a) "To a Water Lily"
(b) "Mighty Like a Rose" ....

(c) "Cinderella Man"
(d) "Nell Gwynn's Dances" ..

"Konig's Kinder"

FINALE Cinderella Man.

FOR MR. MOROSCO
General Manager
General Press Representative
Business Manager
Manager

George Mooser
...J. D. Barnes
...Nat. Royster
....John Sheehy

The World's a Stage which God and
Nature do with Actors fill.

Belasco Theatre
WASHINGTON, D. C.

David Belasco and Sam S. and Lee Shnbert
Proprietors and Managers

Direction of Sam S. and Lee Shnbert (Inc.)
L. STODDARD TAYLOR, Resident Manager

I WEEK OF MONDAY, DECEMBER 20thFour Performances December 23, 24, 25
Matinee Saturday, (Christmas) 1915

OLIVER MOROSCO
Presents

A Comedy

"The Cinderella Man
by

EDWARD CHILDS CARPENTER SHELLEY HULL and PHOEBE FOSTER
—IN—

" THE CINDERELLA MAN "Play Staged by ROBERT MILTON

of elujina; the cannTjals.





, 1.7T rr"'
"ERSTWHILE SUSAN"

I R

Jour

I Comedy in Three Acts by Marian de For-
[ est. Founded on Helen R. Martin's Novel,| r, " Barnabetta."' Presented by Corey-Wil-
[ liains-Riter, Inc., with Mrs. Fiske by

Arrangement with Harrison Grey Fiske,I
^ at the Gaiety Theater, Jan. IS.

J Barnaby Dreary John CopeI u; Jacob Dreary Robert Stowe Gill
Emanuel Dreary Owen Meech

I i r Abel Buchter. the hotel keeper's son.
John Daly Murphy

Pi David Jordan, lawyer from Reading.
Edward Robins .

%|, • Robert Marsh. Governor of Pennsylvania.
Hugh Chilvers

Absalom Puntz, attorney and undertaker. . <:J
Harry Cowley™

Juliet Miller Mrs. Fiske
li Barnabetta Dreary Madeline Delmar f-

Ramah Schwenkfelders, fiancee of Jacob,
Wylda Millison

• Mrs. Winthrop Anite Clarendon
pj Alice Meredith Anne Paystone
pi Helen Meredith Julia Chippendale

, Joseph Yoder ^ ( Samuel Aidenfelder
j, Em. Wackernagel Inon- < Henry B. Fogler■ Abraham Wackernagel [ J Maude Longnecker

Jennie Getz ) Marie Sas6e
! Mrs. Fiske's latest characterization prom-

•'j ises to carry a play of intrinsically limitedpossibilities to a triumphant conclusion';l greater than any success she has had in
aJ many years, from a strictly popular pointof view. Erstwhile Susan had not been
^vj on the stage ten minutes before one fairly 1sensed the ardent response of the audience,and when the climax was reached wherev she wrests the horsewhip out of the handsof Barnaby Dreary as he is about to lav it

i on his shrinking daughter, Barnabetta, and
I the curtain falls on her explosive anathema,
j with a substantial " damn," the house was
. roused to the highest enthusiasm. It car¬

ried the victorious " punch " so dear to the
convention-loving New York first-nighter,

i
_ The scene of the play is the living roomin the home of Barnaby Dreary at Rein-

*, hartz Station, in the old Dutch region ofPennsylvania, at the present time, and theplay is a dramatization of Helen R. Mar-
tin's novel, " Barnabetta," by Marian de

Nfe| Forest. Its bucolic characters and atmos-;J phere are not materially different from
those of other rural dramas and comedies~

dealing with New England and Down South
conditions: the same type of old skin-

| flints, bigots and boors. Nor is it a play| of action and movement with tense mom-
l ents or overpowering pathos. A similar
mJ theme was exploited some years ago in" The Shulamite," with the scene laid

among the Boers, that of women ruled byword of command enforced with the whip.It is none of these that exercise anystrong sympathy, but the unique character 1
of Juliet Miller, " an elocutionist from
Iowa," a bizarre conception made vivid byw» Mrs. Fiske's penetrating sense of satire and
humor, and rendered rational in spite ofits inherent irrational nature by her com¬prehensive grasp of its quaint facets. We

^ can't conceive .how Juliet comes, in answer jto a matrimonial advertisement, to marry
• I this portentous caricature of a Pennsyl-• ' vania Dutchman, Barnaby Dreary, just j• from a maternal impulse to befriend that |poor domestic drudge, Barnabetta : but Mrs.Fiske so glosses over apparent paradoxesand obvious self-contradictions by her skill |of characterization that Juliet Miller at |
an once takes her place among her most dis- '
co] tinct, as well as one of her most enjoyable,portraitures. This gaudy vision in the scrap
hi remnants of her theatrical wardrobe in the

: s midst of this knife-swallowing and semi-
]/, barbarous yet bigoted Mennonite family, inwhich the only pearl is the frail and over-

, burdened Barbaretta, in the end consti-
» , tutes one of those fascinating creations that

none other on our stage, or on the English
, stage, but Mrs. Fiske, can make plausible
,j with the subtle logic of convincing art.

u Aside from the old tinsmith, BarnabyDreary, whose other name is skinflint, por-
. trayed in his usual finished manner by Mr.

I Cope, and aside from the appealing per*Yisonality of Barnabetta, most sympathet- !aQically portrayed by Madeline Delmar, the
, play has a vital character in Barnaby's son, ,Jacob, the village stage driver, who. after IJuliet has wrested the power of paternaldespotism from the hands of Barnaby, andthe vile old bully has gone to his last ac- [count, digs up Juliet's romantic past at f

Cedarville, la., to estop her from inheriting Ihis father's money. This character is
' played with exceptional ability, worthy torank with Mr. Cope's broadly drawn out- I• lines of Barnaby, by Robert Stowe Gill.

,i Here Juliet is revealed as Erstwhile Susan ii Miller, who eloped from Cedarville with a
) local druggist. In one of the most amusing 1
\ scenes of the comedy, Juliet turns the tables? by relating how the druggist diverted his
; affection to the ingenue or prima donna of
j her rural play company, and in order to
\ Cover up her own discomfiture, she pro-l ceeded on the planned honeymoon tour allJ by herself without enlightening the dear
I public how the philandering druggist had
| sidetracked her.

Mr. Daly was quaintly amusing as Abel,
£ the hotel keeper's son, who wants to " set vJ up " with Barnabetta. who, however, loves

• the fine young lawyer from Reading, DavidJordan, and gets him in the end after Juliethas bestowed the transmuting magic of her
* dress reform genius upon the little victim
; and made a new girl of her mentally. The
| part is well played by Edward Robins.
A Owen Meech is fantastic as Jacob's younger
| brother and Wylda Millison presents a true-
| to-life image of a blushing country bride of
1 the Pennsylvania Hinterland. The play is jwell rehearsed and well staged, the one

scene being highly attractive.
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MRS. FISKE AS JULIET MILLER IN
.orxT. a iL .in, , II ■■ ■

ERSTWHILE SUSAN '

WEV

Copyright Underwood and Underwood.
HENRY C. MORTIMER,

Playing the Part Of the Lawyer in " Erstwhile Si Relatives and friends of the late Barnaby Dreary in "Erstwhile Susan" are assembled to hear a reading of his will. Seated

y. x.

Em^lDrwry WyWa Millison as Ramah Schwenkfelders, Robert Stowe Gill as Jacob Dreary, Mrs. Fiske as Juliet Miller, Edward Robbins as David Jand Madeline Delmar as Barnabetta Dreary. Standing: Four members of the Mennonite colony, Sol Aitken as Absolom Puntz and John Daly MurP "Abel Buchter
_

"
•" I •••Mi"" 4

hmmm

White, N. Y.Their abnormal appetites temporarily appeased, the male members of the Dreary household in "Erstwhile Susan" con*template a pleasant evening in abusing Barnabetta and Juliet Miller Dreary. From left to right: John Cope as BarnabyDreary, Robert Stowe Gill as Jacob Dreary, George E. Ricketts as Emanuel Dreary, Madeline Delmar as Barnabetta,and Mrs. Fiske as Juliet Miller

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 14, 1916.
Evenings 8:15 P. M. Matinees Wednesdays and Saturdays at 2:15 P.M.
EXTRA MATINEE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, TUESDAY, FEB. 22.
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COREY-WILLIAMS-RITER, INC.
PRESENT

MRS. FISKE
(By arrangement with Harrison Grey Fiske)

—IN—

ERSTWHILE SUSAN
A New American Comedy, in Three Acts,

By Marian de Forest.

(Founded on Helen R. Martin's Novel, "Barnabetta.")

Cast of Characters.
Barnaby Dreary, the tinsmith
Jacob Dreary, the stage driver, Barnaby's son
Emanuel Dreary, the tinsmith's helper, Barnaby's son. .

Abel Buchter, the hotel keeper's son
David Jordan, the lawyer from Reading
Robert Marsh, the Governor of Pennsylvania
Absalom Puntz, the attorney and undertaker
Juliet Miller (Erstwhile Susan) an elocutionist from

John Cope
.Robert Stowe Gill

Owen Meech
John Daly Murphy

..Edward Robins
.... Hugh Chilvers

Sol Aitken
Iowa.. . Mrs. Fiske
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Barnabetta Dreary, the household drudge
Ramah Schwenkfelders, the fiancee of Jacob. . .

Mrs. Winthrop, the sister of Jordan
Alice Meredith, the cousin of Jordan
Helen Meredith, the other cousin of Jordan
Joseph Yoder
Abraham Wackernagel
Em. Wackernagel . . .

Jennie Getz

The Mennonite.<

Madeline Delmar
Wylda Millison

Anite Clarendon
Anne Faystone

Julia Chippendale
.. Samuel Aidenfelder

Henry B. Fogler
. . Maude Longnecker

Marie Sas6e

THE SCENE IS THE LIVING ROOM IN THE HOME OF
BARNABY DREARY AT REINHARTZ STATION IN THE
OLD DUTCH REGION OF PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE
PRESENT TIME.

Synopsis of Scenes.
ACT I.—A SATURDAY AFTERNOON IN JUNE.

ACT II.—A NIGHT IN THE FOLLOWING DECEMBER.
ACT III.—ANOTHER SATURDAY AFTERNOON IN JUNE.

SIX MONTHS LATER.

Staged under the personal direction of Harrison Grey Fiske.

MUSIC PROGRAM.
1 Overture—"Erstwhile Susan"
2 a "Nell Gwyn"

b "Country Dance"
3 Excerpts—"Madam Butterfly"

Musical Director, Henry Klein.

Vicai
... German
Schmettler
... Puccini

.... . . . ■ . .
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Lyceum Theatre
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, NOV. 16-17-18

MATINEE SATURDAY

MADISON COREY & JOSEPH RITER

Present

MRS. FISKE
(By Arrangement with Harrison Grey Fiske)

In "The Comedy with the Message of Gaiety and Kindness"

"ERSTWHILE SUSAN"
By Marian de Forest.

(Founded on Helen R. Martin's No^vel, "Barnabetta")
It's All About the Dutch in the Funny Little Town of

Reinhartz, Pa.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Barnaby Dreary, the tinsmith Walter Wilson
Jacob Dreary, the stage driver, Barnby's son Robert Stowe Gill
Emanuel Dreary, the tinsmith's helper, Barnby's son Rikel Kent
Abel Butcher, the hotel keeper's son John Daly Murphy• David Jordan, the lawyer from Reading Henry Mortimer
Robert Marsh, the Governor of Pennsylvania Hugh Chilvers
Absalom Puntz, the attorney and undertaker Sol Aiken
Juliet Miller (Erstwhile Susan) the elocutionist from Iowa. .Mrs. Fiske
Barnabetta Dreary, the household drudge Madeline Delmar
Ramah Schwenkfelders, the fiancee of Jacob Wylda Millison
Mrs. Winthrop, the sister of Jordan Anita Clarendon
Alice Winthrop, the cousin of Jordan Frances Stirling Clarke
Helen Meredith, the other cousin of Jordan Ethel Craven
Joseph Yoder -> ( • • ■ Samuel Aikenfelder
Abraham Wachernagel I I Henry B. Folge-rEm. Wackernagel > The Mennonites <j ... Virginia ChauvenetJennie Getz I i Anna Reader
Sheba Yoder ' v

. . . Eleanor McMurtrie

The scene is the Living Room in the Home of Barnby Dreary at
Reinhartz, Station in the Old Dutch Region of Pennsylvania, at the
Present Time.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
ACT I.—A Saturday Afternoon in June.
ACT II.—A Night in the Following December.
ACT III.—Another Saturday Afternoon in June. Six Months Later.
Staged under the Personal Direction of Harrison Grey Fiske.

MUSIC PROGRAM
1.—Overture—"At Reinhartz Station, Pa." Vicars
2.—-(a) Dances—"Henry the Eighth" German

(b) Waltz—"Erstwhile Susan" L. Maurice
(c) "Whispering Willows" Herbert

3.—Excerpts—"La Boheme" Puccini

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Acting Manager Harry Elmer
Business Manager Randolph Hartley
Stage Manager Johnson Briscoe
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••THE FEAR MARKET"
Play in a Prelude and Three Acts, by AmelieHives. Produced at the Booth Theater,Jan. 26, by Harrison Grey Fiske andGeorge Moser.
The Padrone Juan Villasana jClelia Merle Maddern iSylvia Sydney Shields ;Ettore Forni Kenneth HunterMajor Stone Edmund BreeseSam

Richard QuilterJudge Adam Torridge Dewitt C. JenningsMrs. Reynold^ Eleanor GordonDicky Wilkes France Bendtsen \Jedby Carson Charles LaiteWalter Gale Philip PerryRobert Hill Herbert RansonOliver Ellis Harrison HunterMilly Sayre Lucile WatsonBertie Sayre Edwin NicanderCharles Charles LothianCount Baroni H. RansonMiss Neil
Tracy L'EngleJoe
Chester Hunt

An intensely interesting subject has beentreated in a more or less conventional way,and the final impression we get of MissRives's play is that in spite of sundrypowerful scenes and some excellent charac¬terizations it is inconclusive, though at notime deficient in interest. And it has themerit of keeping the most impressive episodefor the last, the conflict of two irreconcila¬ble enemies for the possession of a girl,the one presenting his claim as the father,the other as the suitor for her hand.The plot deals with the inner workings,the comedy and tragedy, of a notoriousblackmailing society journal. The editor ofthe sheet is "Major" Stone; his legal ad¬viser is "Judge" Torridge. Both are gen¬tlemanly blacklegs growing rich out of thetributes levied upon victims of indiscretionin high places. Stone has one vulnerableside. He is dotingly fond of his daughter
| Sylvia, and his whole striving is to keep herin ignorance of his profession. She hasbeen brought up in Italy under her mother'sname. The girl comes to the United States| unexpectedly, full of love for her father,! and is taken to the heart of New York so-j ciety by friends who know her only under] her mother's name, and receives the atten-! tions of Oliver Ellis, who is Stone's most! bitter antagonist. The editor has alreadyj stretched out his tentacles in the directionof Sylvia's social friends, the Sayres. But: she herself is the innocent victim. An old| love affair with an Italian is dug up by anagent of Stone, and used as a pretext to ex¬tort money from the Sayres. All the partiesto the scheme are still in ignorance of each

, other's identity. Sylvia at last hears herown father denounced as a blackmailer andscoundrel by Ellis, and in heart-broken an-I guish hastens to the editorial rooms of theMentor. Here Ellis also comes to denounceStone to his face, and here Sylvia discovers: the true character of her father and why shehas been living abroad under her mother'sname. Here, too, Ellis, who has asked, Sylvia to marry liim. discovers her relation-. ship to the man he has been pursuing. Thefather makes a pathetic appeal to her love ;but unable to suppress her loathing for hisj dishonest profession, she gives her hand tothe man she loves and leaves her father.The first act shows the method of work[of the two scoundrels, and is a lively expo¬sition of the ways and means employed toextort money from rich individuals whohave reason to dread domestic revelations.; The second is a brilliant society act, made, doubly enjoyable by the extremely goodcomedy work of Lucile Watson and EdwinNicander as the good-natured Sayres, andPrance Bendtsen as the friend of the familyand the secret agent and spy of Stone. Thethird act is laid in the business office of theMentor and develops into the tense situa¬tion described between Ellis, Stone, andSylvia. The prelude is a gratuity whichtends to weaken rather than strengthen thewhole, because superfluous.Edmund Breese as Stone is at his best.
'

It is just the sort of part that brings hisrather hard artistic method into the bestpossible light. Harrison Hunter is excellentas Ellis, though a slightly more romantictouch 'n his general manner as the suitor ofa girl as young as Sylvia would add interestto his otherwise impeccable performance.Miss Sydney Shields is highly interestingand persuasive as Sylvia, and Dewitt Jen¬nings gives a vigorous impersonation of theunscrupulous and callous wit, Judge Tor¬ridge, Stone's confederate. A very excellentimpersonation of a raw product of sudden;f wealth is presented by Eleanor Gordon, oneof Stone's victims, and Kenneth Hunterj gives a good account of himself as the! Italian gallant, Forni. who overwhelmsSylvia with his professions of love in theprelude. The stage settings are among themost refined and tasteful of 'the season.

Fielding.—Ruth Fielding has replaced Sydney
Shields in the leading feminine role in " The Fear
Market " at the Comedy Theater. Miss Shields will
play a stock engagement in Providence this spring
and summer.

White. NOliver EJlis (Harrison Hunter) in "The Fear Market" denouiMajor Stone to Sylvia (Sydney Shields) without knowing thatold blackmailer is her father. Bertie Sayre (Edwin Nicander)Milly Sayre (Lucile Watson) are interested in the proceedings.

White. N. Y.
luan Villasana as
he Padrone in
'The Feai Market
onverses spiritedly
vrith Merle Mad-
lern who;plays the

part of Clelia.
MISS SYDNEY SHIELDS,

Who Graces the Part of Sylvia in " The Fear Market.

Covvrifjht by Ira L. Hill.
LUCILE WATSON,

Who Gives a Brilliant Performance as Milly Sayre in" The Fear Market."
_DUier saruruaj Aiienruon WKM

Sj/lces. Chicago.
FRANCE BENDTSEN,

Admirable Performance of Dicky Wilkes in
" The Fear Market."

NEW ICE BALLET STAGED
A new skating ballet was staged Jan. 24at the Ice Palace, connected with Castlesin the Air, atop the Forty-fourth StreetTheater. Gladys Lamb, Isabel Butler andNorval Baptle were the principal skaters.They were assisted by a group of eightgirls, dressed in attractive skating modes.The most interesting feature of the balletwas an exhibition of fast skating by Mr.Baptle. Though Ms space was confined to

an area smaller than the auditorium he ex¬ecuted Intricate figures with break neckspeed. Miss Lamb and Miss Butler alsopleased with their graceful evolutions.

Bendtsen.—France Bendtsen has had the uniqueexperience of having scored two big hits in New Yorkin new pla.vs during the present season by reason ofhis distinctive work as the German Professor ofKultur in '* Mrs. Boltay's Daughters " and as DickieWilkes in " The Fear Market." Mr. Bendtsen hashad an interesting career for so young a man. He isDanish by birth, having been brought to this countrywhen a child and settled in Chicago, where he wastrained for the stage by Hart Conway at the ChicagoMusical College. He spent three years with him,after which Mr. Mantell engaged him for his companywith which he made his debut as Louis XIII. in"

Richelieu." Among other parts he played Launcelot<!abbo, First Grave-Digger, Rodrigo in "Othello" andllie Dauphin in "Louis XI." After leaving Mr. Man-tell, Mr. Bendtsen was engaged by Mr. Faversham tocreate Soupel in Edward Childs Carpenter's " Barberof New Orleans." From that engagement he joinedMr. Sothern and Miss Marlowe, playing Touchstonelo Miss Marlowe's Rosalind, Osric in '"Hamlet,"Feste in "Twelfth Night" and Arragon in "TheMerchant." Then he went into musical comedy ap¬pearing as the Japanese spy in "The Girl at the• late" at the La Salle in Chicago. Last season heacted a French man with Lydia Lopokova in "JustHerself," and the Dion Titlieradge part in " Life"during the run of that piece at the Chicago Audi¬torium. Mr. Bendtsen has also played Ibsen inDanish and Molifire in French, Oswald in " Ghosts "and Argon in " Le Malade Imaginaire."

Marguerite Gale in "How Molly Made
Good" in moving pictures

Sansof eluding the cannibals.
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KCAUJ & ERCANGE
riAINAQERS „

THIS THBATRB, UJTDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT
SEAT OCCUPIED, CAN BE EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THE
DANGERS OF PANIC, WAIK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT F.XIT.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 14, 1916.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

EXTRA MATINEE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY, TUESDAY, FEB. 22.

CHARLES FROHMAN, KLAW & ERLANGER Present
Hartsook. 8. F.

WILLIAM ROCK,
An Able Dancer and Dance Creator, Who Is

Now Appearing in the " Zlegfeld Follies."

hopd^^KrtMl^^
ELSIE FERGUSON

IN HALL CAINE'S NEW PLAY

MARGARET SCHILLER
Characters.

SIR ROBERT TEMPLE, Prime Minister, First Lord of the Treasury
and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. . . .NORMAN TREVOR

LORD BURNLEY, Secretary of State for War,
FREDERICK ESMELTON

MR. DUNDAS, First Lord of the Admiralty LESLIE PALMER
SIR RICHARD CARFAX ) Other Members of the DAVID KIMBALL
MR. HALLAM > Cabinet . LEWIS SEALY
SIR MALCOLM CLARK, Chief Commissioner of the Metropolitan

Police , WARBURTON GAMBLE
INSPECTOR OF POLICE . DOUGLAS PATERSON
LADY DOROTHY NUGENT, Sir Robert Temple's Sister-in-Law,

GRACE CARLYLE

PEGGY, His Infant Daughter, Six Years of Age RUNA HODGES
GALLOWAY, his Manservant HORTON COOPER
DOCTOR GOTTFRIED SCHILLER, Professor at the London College

of Music . JOSEPH ADELMAN

Anna
Howard,

front row

left, in the
Hoopskirt

Dance

traternity is face to face
st momentous problem that
:ed it since it has arrived at

MRS. SCHILLER, His Wife MARIE REICHARDT .j
FRIEDRICH SCHILLER, Their Son, One of the Editors of the lj

International Telegraphic Agency PAUL DOUCBT
OTTO SCHILLER, Their Nephew GARETH HUGHES H
MARGARET SCHILLER, Their Niece ELSIE FERGUSON ij
GRETCHEN, Maid at the Schillers ELEANOR SEYBOLDT |j
FREDA MICHEL, a Swiss Governess from St. Moritz, jj

EILEEN VAN BIENE I
HOFFMANN f W. H. BARWALD/
HEGEL I Friends and Compatriots of J GRIFFITH LUSIy ■
LANDAU .... the Schiller Family ; . HERMAN BERNHARy
WEBER .... J t M. F. WILSO'

TIME—THE FUTURE.

ldine; but, one by one,
ed, and one day last Fel
Lou. Which proves th

lorizon ultimately, if o

gran-
auies have til

inned to the
■antalettes."

of their
followed
U'tle girl

Scenes.

PROLOGUE—The Official Residence of the Prime Minister,
(Three months elapse)

ACT I.—The House of Dr. Schiller in Soho Square.
(No interval of time)

ACT II.—The Official Residence of the Prime Minister.
(A month elapses)

No. 9—LOU TELLEGEN,
who is appearing in "Secret Strings," at the L.ongacre Theatre, New York.
He first attracted attention in America when he played the leading male role

with Sarah Bernhardt during her last American farewell tour.

ELSIE FERGUSON
In Hall Caine's New Play

MARGARET SCHILLER'

graph Blue Rib¬
bon feature.

© V itiwrrtph Co. of
t mrr ten.

FxJna May, "The Belle of New
York of Yore." returns to the
stage via the movies in a Vita-Sunday schi

>es this afflu-

leans i • " . o- - 'iui
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Dr.Scene

FULTON
THEATRE
46th Street, Just West of Broadway.

THE HENRY B. HARRIS ESTATE, Sole Lessee and Manager

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit toyour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exit-Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street

ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 7, 1916.Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

ESTATE OF HENRY B. HARRIS
PRESENTS

ROSE STAHL
—IN—

MOONLIGHT MARY
A COMEDY IN THREE ACTS,

By GEORGE V. H0BART.

TURN
i
'/e always do a star turn
tomers if by chance some^.="
uld go wrong.
Ve give them their money
hat's how we insure satiiliU'iK-'

Wear
t-erything boy# wear,

Rogers Pee? Com-an-
Cast.

(In the Order of their First Appearance)PETE BURKE
HARRY LILLFORDKATIE

ELIZABETH ARIAANSHELEN VINCENT
LORRAINE FROST; LAFE STUBBINS
WALLACE OWEN 1LAURA VINCENT

ROSE STAHL "C BETTY ROBERTS
KATHLEEN HITCHENS SCOTCH WHISKY!

'

j JOHN STODDARD DAVID HARBLIN i ——

. . . AGNES MARC J
ISABEL GOODWIN «j

I BESSIE NELSON
> NETTIE MASON

UUUL< W UN \GUY WILSON
BILLY MEEHAN ?I AUNT JESSIE TEMPLE MRS. KATE JEPSON; OLIVER TREE ECHLIN GAYERRICHARD MADISON

J. D. WALSHJ MADELINE FORRESTER FRANCESCA ROTOLI «; HELEN BRITTON MIRIAM DOYLE <• IVY STILSON
MABEL CARRUTHERSBURTON GRAYLING

ROBERT TABER 'i

Phone "ryant 45
Theatre, go to

IRAY'S
Synopsis of Scenes.

ACT I.—The living room in the Vincent home in Millenburg, N. Y.Early morning in October.
ACT II.—The office of the Stoddard Theatrical Agency, N. Y.October, one year later.
ACT III.—A room in Grayling's apartment.

The same night.

%
>

i*

*♦
''

•>*

»♦ ■

a*:
> Manager
> Agent

..

Stage Manager
.♦ Carpenter

|> Properties
> Electrician ....

Staged by George V. Hobart.

FOR MISS STAHL.
Ollie Alger
E. B. Jack

• Harry Lillford
. . Eugene Piard
Albert Goldberg
Frank W. Hand

»■

graph Blue R*
bon fe»»ure

-«r—,. tn
v i i • ■■ ■ 'i JL

few.w IIIS|+»i
■

•:
■

■

i >

•' MOONLIGHT MARY "
Comedy in Three Acts by George V. Hobart.

Presented by the Henry B. Harris Estate
at the Fulton Theater. Jan. 27.

Pete Burke Harry Lillford
Katie Elizabeth Ariaans
Helen Vincent Francine Larrimore
Lafe Stubbins Wallace Owen
Laura Vincent Rose Stahl
Betty Roberts Kathleen Hitchens
John Stoddard David Harblin
Bessie Nelson Agnes Marc
Nettie Mason Isabel Goodwin
Guy Wilson Billy Meehan
Aunt Jessie Temple Mrs. Kate Jepson
Oliver Tree
Richard Madison J. D. Walsh
Madeline Forrester Francesca Rotoli
Helen Britton Miriam Doyle
Ivy Stilson Mabel Carruthers
Burton Grayling Robert Taber

Act I.—The living room in the Vincent home
in Millenburg. N. Y. Act II.—The office of the
Stoddard Theatrical Agency. New York. Act III.
—A room in Grayling's apartment. The same

i tj night.'' j The return of Rose Stahl in a new play
J was greeted by a large audience, as every
1 first-nighter is primarily interested in dis-

' covering how the Chorus Lady would suc-
1 ceed in ringing the changes on a type of

■J character over which she has established a
] firm monopoly. The comedy abounds in that

J slang and local patois with which she has
'] been so successfully identified, but the play-

'1 wright has made her a distinguished novel-
I ist and has brought her only indirectly into

■ 1 contact with her specialty. The whole play
is a composite of unique character studies
under which the rather conventional plot is

Echlin Gayer

White, N. x. nnpThe notorious Blanche Dumond (Lucile Watson) in "The Eternal Magdalene," submits the Rev. James Gleason (Alphonse
Ethier) to an unpleasant quarter of an hour by her unbiased history of antiquity. Interested onlookers are Judge Bascomb

(Harry Harwood) and Martha Bradshaw (Louise Randolph)

i V i

CHAPINE SUES ORESTE VESSELLA 1
Cincinnati, o. {Special).—Helene Bene-J

dek, whose stage name is Chapine, and until -j
1 recently prima donna of the comic opera, J
; "On the Road to Mandalay," has filed suit!

against Oreste Vessella, manager of the pro- h
duction, in the Common Pleas Court for§
damages of $9,750, because of alleged breach I

t of his contract to employ her as the prima ♦,
donna for the season.

In her petition Chapine claims that on ■,
Dec. 27 Vessella entered into a written con- I

i tract with her to act as prima donna of i
the company at $250 a week for the first f
three weeks and $300 a week until the run ®

i 3 of the opera had ended, but on Jan. 4 he
i refused to employ her further and, because

I i of the lateness of the season, she does not
expect to secure another engagement; there-

. S fore she is asking judgment against Ves-
-I sella for $9,750 damages.

/
_

■ If the exposition, eJiiv.iw

Pauijne
Frederick
in "Bella
Donna" in
the movies

FUNERAL OF LLOYD BINGHAM
The funeral services of Lloyd Bingham,

! who died Dec. 22, shortly after the Ford
1 peace party reached Norway, were held
j Monday night, Jan. 24, at Masonic Hall,
j Twenty-fourth Street and Sixth Avenue.
The services were largely attended, and

I there were many theatrical people in the as-
J semblage.

The services were in charge of the Ma¬
sons and Elks, and rituals of each were
read. In a letter written shortly before he
sailed as a member of the Ford peace party,
Mr. Bingham expressed the wish for a
Knight Templar funeral. In the letter to
Commander Stanley of the Palestine Com-
mandery, Mr. Bingham said:

411 shall keep a record of my journey
to relate to my comrades of the Red Cross,
and whether we succeed or not in bringing
peace to the world, it's a big game and
well worth fighting for. I don't want to go
for the pleasure of the trip. I think it my
duty to go. The last time we were together
we buried poor Charlie Greber. Who knows
whose turn is next, and lost opportunity
never returns. If anything happens to me,
which I do not anticipate, I want a Templar
funeral."

The pall bearers were: Congressman
Ufurry Hulbert, Judge Bartow S. Weeks,
Capt. Alva Nickerson, Joseph Brooks, Fred-

I eric Schrader, Harry Nuwin, Dr. S. E.
H. S<Furry, and Wm.

Nuwin,
§chubert.

ACTORS' FUND BENEFIT
For the annual benefit of the Actors'Fund held last Friday afternoon in theForty-fourth Street Theater, Daniel Froh-man led into action one of the greatest as¬semblages of stage stars that has ever re¬sponded to the call of charity. All differ¬ences between the stage and screen weretemporarily patched up, and such promi¬nent film personalities as Mary Pickford andHugh Ford hobnobbed freely with Blanche |i Bates and other legitimate players, whohave as yet successfully resisted the lure of :the camera.

The programme opened with the chorus ifrom "Katinka," after which Mr. Zieg-feld's midnight frolikers appeared in fullregalia in the " Girls from New YorkTown." While the stage was being set forJohn L. Golden's Oriental tragedy, " TheRiver of Souls," the Dolly Sisters dancedand White and Abrahams sang their ownsongs. Then the little drama, originallywritten for a Lambs Gambol, was pre- i
jented. It proved an interesting bit, con¬
cerning a romance between Madge Kennedy
is a lily flower, and Vincent Serrano as a
svood carver. Lewis S. Stone was a des-
Derate mandarin, whose machinations near¬
ly succeeded in winning the lily for his \
jride. Frank Westerton was his assistant.

Blanche Bates, Eugene Ormonde, Rex Mc-
Dougall, and Harriet Sterling were seen in ja one-act comedy, " The Interrupted Hon¬
eymoon." It was a diverting little episode,
in which Miss Bates as a bride resented the
intrusion of her husband's male friends

, during her honeymoon.
Molly Pearson recited Bobby Burns's " A

Man's a Man for a' That" in an exquisite
Scotch brogue. Julius Tannen chatted of
this and that and the other, and Henry
B. Stanford and Laura Burt appeared in
an amusing ten-minute travesty on Ibsen
by William C. De Mille, called " The Right
to Live."

The final feature, " Dame Fashion's De¬
mands," was a musical comedy by Alexan¬
der Leftwich and Robert Hood Bowers, in
which thirty-five or more of Broadway's
leading players appeared. The book was
equally divided between Lambs Club jokes
and satiric thrusts at fashions. The ac¬
tion took place in a men's clothing shop,
operated by Louise Dresser with Olive Tell
and Virginia Fox Brooks as assistants.
Into the shop came at various intervals and
in various modes of dress, Donald Brian,W. L. Abingdon, Montagu Love, Frank La-
lor, James J. Corbett, Dorothy Donnelly,Maisie Gay, Edward Robins, Claude Flem¬
ing, Roy Atwell, Effingham Pinto, MorganComan, Edith Decker, Vincent Serrano,John E. Hazzard, Taylor Granville, George jE. Mack, John Arthur, Antoinette Walker,Mary Blackburn, Frank Monroe, AntonioMoreno, Rudolph Cameron, StanhopeWheatcroft, William Harrigan, and BarneyBernard. The play ended with a scene in
which Jack Barrymore as a hero, and Mary jPickford as a heroine acted for the cam¬
era, under the direction of Hugh Ford.

largely disguised.
It is the old story of the elder sister, the

J guardian of the younger. The latter goes
I to New York alone and is taken up by a
J rich patron of the stage who becomes the
| " angel" for a theatrical production in
) which the young girl is to be featured. Co-
j incidence wills it that Laura, the elder sis-
I ter, has written the play under a nom deI plume. She discovers that Sister Helen is
I wearing fine feathers and that her play is

destined for her artistic debut; and, pre-
• 1 pared for the worst, she enters the apart¬

ment of Helen's friend, Burton Grayling.
; " the angel," at night with a burglar's

flashlight. Heree she surprises Helen in
| lingerie coming out of another room, and is1 prostrated by the shock. But everything
1 turns out well. Helen is secretly married
| to the rich voung fellow, and nothing more

, J is to be said or done.
The slight story is richly embellished

. with a series of character portraits, some
l:.j of them sharp, clear and novel, others

1 strongly reminiscent of the golden age of
the bucolic drama. Rose Stahl needs no
slang, nor grotesquerie to make her accept¬
able and her sure method and insidious
sense of humor were never shown to better
advantage than in the part of Laura Vin¬
cent. It is nearly the only straight part,
save that of Helen, of John Stoddard—

I Laura's sweetheart—and of Burton Gray-
j ling, in the large cast.

Wallace Owen led off with a quaint and
'J amusing characterization of a rural hack
I driver; Elizabeth Ariaans scored in an
'•j exaggerated role of Laura's housekeeper:
I Echlin Gayer played one of the drollest
J silly-ass Englishmen ever seen on Broad-
j way ; Billy Meehan and Miriam Doyle moreI than made good as a fantastic song-and-
] dance team : Agnes Marc was excellent as a

stenographer in a theatrical office; and
Isabel Goodwin. Kate Jepson, and J. D.
Walsh won distinction as types that turn

J up in a manager's lair when a company
is being organized. Mrs. Jepson, as Laura's
aunt, an old-fashioned old lady, formed a

i pathetic contrast in the shallow theatrical
>: I atmosphere created by the slangy " talent "

i in waiting in the ante-room of the man who
is bringing out a new play. David Harblin.
as John Stoddard, who loves Laura, and
proposes to stage her "Moonlight Mary,"
made the part dignified and appealing, and
Miss Larrimore proved her mettle in the

I part of Helen. Francesco Rotoli also came
i ! in for approval by her interesting work as

I a young woman who divides her affection
] between her profession and a pet dog, and1 Mr. Taber played Grayling like a veteran.

The whole performance has the peculiar
. I stamp of Hobart's humor and is directed
l i to make a popular appeal rather than tri-

§ umph on standard artistic principles.

"TOWN TOPICS"
, J Musical Comedy in Two Acts Revived byl the Shuberts at the Winter Garden
1 Jan. 21.

,J "Town Topics," originally produced by l
1 Ned Wayburn at the Century Theater, has [
I come back to Broadway as a Shubert pro- i jI duction. It is playing a limited engagement j
I at the Winter Garden.

Most of the important scenes of the ear-
| lier production have been retained, includ-I ing the baseball game at the Polo Grounds,

'] the display of gowns at a fashionable mo-
1 (liste's shop, and the ship launching. Tak-
• ing advantage of Mr. Ford's recent ex¬

pedition, the producers now call the ship
the Oscar II., and the launching is a scene
of gay confusion, in which representations ,

: of Bryan, Roosevelt, and Ford vie for first
honors. A number of new songs and jokes I

I have been introduced, and the performance,
| as a whole, moves at a smoother and more;] spirited pace than before.

A new and amusing feature of the en- !
'

' tertainment is a scene upon a levee, in
which a picturesque negro band plays dis¬
cordant syncopated music while Mabel
Elains performs a clog dance.

With the exception of Will Rogers, Adel-
, aide and Hughes, and Flanagan and Ed-

wards, most of the entertainers of the
; original production remain in the cast.

'

Among those who appear are Trixie Frig-
anza, Bert Leslie, Peter Page, Lew Hearn,

£ Marie Lavarre, Wellington Cross and Lois
v| Josephine. Newcomers are Bonitaz, whofd has a duet with Lew Hearn, Lillian Her-
}\j lein, who performs the prima donna's func-"

tions, and Artie Mehlinger, who sings and
id dances.
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Elsie
Ferguson

and Norman
Trevor in "Mar-

^ garet Schiller," at
the New Amsterdam.

Miss Elsie Ferguson, who is to appear in Hall Caine's "Margaret Schiller
at the New Amsterdam on January 31.
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Dorothy Koffe, who gambols in a whoop skirt in the
Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic, New Amsterdam roof.

Photo by Whit*.

White. N. 7,
A pleasing feature of "The Cohan Revue 1916" is an imnersonati™by Alice Harris of a Parisienne violinist, who formerly entertainedrevelers at the Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic.

White. N. Y.
: Oscar Shaw in his enviable position of singing to Olive Thomas in the "Ziegfeld

Midnight Frolic."

White. N. Y.
A colorful and picturesque ensemble in the "Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic" in which Oscar Shaw, the Dolly Sisters and the chorus sing of the

fascination of Hawaii.

"mm

White. N. Y.
Elsie Ferguson as Margaret Schiller in the play of that name accuses Norman Trevor as Sir Robert Temple,

the prime minister, with the destruction of her people.
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the "Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic" in which Oscar Shaw, the Dolly Sisters and the chorus sin]
fascination of Hawaii.

A colorful and picturesque ensemble

Uhroat Gase
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'Perfume

''Preparedness, Does It
Mean You?"

"Iara prepared for any occasion," said
the woman who always looks her best.

"Yes, I have a corset cut specially S
for evening wear; I have a corset ll
for sports, and I have a corset for //
the street. Every well-dressed JJ
woman does.

"Made to order? Never. fcf/T|»Jj|
Not when I can wallc into any I
store and buy a C/B alaSpirite. \ \ i

"I can get more style, better w
materials and more comfort in a VcWiJ;
C/B than any corset I ever wore,

"Price? Why, you can suit yWUt
yourself; they sell for $1 to / |F
410 a pair." / 1
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aud without str<
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THE wise adver¬tiser is always on

\ the lookout to place
I his advertisement

/ where it will meet
the eye of the wide¬
awake buyer. Don't

overlook an opportunity to
reach this class. This is the
opportunity and the place.
Telephone or write

one

Elsie Ferguson as Margaret Schiller in the
the prime minis

she lias ii(
before her
by the Ch
her fata 6
Kobert is i

FRANK V. STRAUSS & CO.,
Rhone 3303 Spring. 108-14 Wooster Si.

Dorothy Koffe, who gambols
Ziegfeld " Midnight Frolic,"

in a whoop skirt in the
New Amsterdam roof.

Pholo by Whit*.

Whit« N. Y.
Oscar Shaw in his enviable position of singing to Olive Thomas in the "Ziegfeld

Midnight Frolic."



Scene 3—Dr. Booiierang s omrv .

ZIEGFELD DANSB DE FOLLIES

ZIEGFELD DANSE oe FOLLIES ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT FROLIC
ATOP NEW AMSTERDAM

THE MEETING PLACE OF THE WORIiD
ATOP NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE

The costumes and hats worn in this production were
specially designed and made by the

THIS THEATRE, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVERT
SKAT OCCUPIED, CAN Bi; EMPTIED IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOSE THE NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SEAT,
AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THH
DANGERS OF PANIC, WM K (DO NOT HUN) T.O THAT EXIT.

Whi

the "Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic" in which Oscar Shaw, the Dolly Sisters and the chorus sinj
fascination of Hawaii. SCHNEIDER-ANDERSON CO

16-18 WEST 46th STREET

A colorful and picturesque ensemble in
WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY, APRIL, 10, 1916

F. ZIEGFELD, Jr.,
Presents Near Fifth Avenue Telephone Bryant 8449

THE NEW

ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT FROLIC
Michel

PROGRAM CONTINUED

(THIRD OF THE SERIES)
STAGED BY NED WAYBURN.

SONGS BY GENE BUCK AND DAVE STAMPER.
SCENERY BY JOSEPH URBAN.

COSTUMES SELECTED BY MR. ZIEGFELD FROM SKETCHES BY
CORA McGEACHY, AVON, O'KANE CONWELL AND

LADY DUFF GORDON.
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PART II.

Cast—The Patrons.

Scene—Dancing Floor of Danse de Follies.
IF ANYONE SHOULD HAPPEN TO FALL BLAME IT ON

THE SLIPPERY FLOOR.

PART IH.

"I WANT SOME ONE TO MAKE A FUSS OVER ME,"
Sybil Carmen and Balloon Girls

Misses Morris, Leslie, Cassidy, Thomas, M. St. Clair, Harting,
D. St. Clair and Wallace.

PAUL GORDON Up Off the Floor
"A GIRL'S TROUSSEAU" Oscar Shaw, Paul Frawley and
Misses Thomas, Koffe, Whitney, Beverley and Wallace.
W. HORELIK and His Original Gypsy Troupe, including

Mile. Rachell

"INDIAN FOX TROT BALL" \llyn King and Indian Maidens
ARNAUT BROTHERS French Grotesques
FTNALE a Nurses and Boy Scouts

b Entire Company
DABNEY'S SYNCOPATED ORCHESTRA.

NOTE—DANCING BEFORE AND AFTER THE PERFORMANCE
AND DURING THE INTERMISSION.

PART I.

"THE GIRLS OF NEW YORK TOWN". Oscar Shaw
(Mr. Shaw appears here by arrangement with Elisabeth Marbury

and P. Ray Comstock)
Riverside Drive. ... Miss Slater Bowery Miss Lewis
Wall Street Miss Morris Park Row Miss Leslie
Mott Street Miss Mooney Fifth Avenue . . . .Miss Cassidy
Washington Square, Miss Koffe Broadway ,Miss St. Clair

Central Park . . i . Miss Thomas

1 "IN GRANDMA'S DAY THEY NEVER DTD THE FOX TROT,"
Allyn King and Hoop Skirt Girls

! EVAN Burrows Fontaine Dance
"WILL Q' THE AVISP". . Paul Frawley and Will o' the Wisp Girls
Patrons are kindly requested to refrain from lighting matches

during this number.
1 WILL ROGERS Assisted by Sybil Carmen
1 "LUANA LOU". .Oscar Shaw, Evan Burrows Fontaine and Chorus

Elsie Ferguson as Margaret Schiller in th«
the prime minii

Costumes executed by The Schneider-Anderson Company and I,ucile, Ltd
Scenery constructed by the Joseph Brook's Studios.

Shoes bv Miller.
Stockings from Peck and Peck.

Piano furnished by Sohmer & Company.
PROGRAM CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

John Henry Mears
John Brunton ....

Arthur R. Evans . .

George A. Nichols

Manager
Technical Director
.. . Stage Manager

. Musical Director

The Utmost in Cigarettes

E^yptianDE ITIE S ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
ON TOUR

ROGRAM CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Dorothy Koffe, who gambols
Ziegfeld " Midnight Frolic,"

in a whoop skirt in the
New Amsterdam roof.

Photo by White.

White. N. Y.
Oscar Shaw in his enviable position of singing to Olive Thomas in the "Ziegfeld

Midnight Frolic."
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A colorful and picturesque ensemble in the "Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic- in which Oscar Shaw, the Dolly Sisters and the chorus sin:
fascination of Hawaii.
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Dorothy Koffe, who gambols in a whoop skirt in the
Ziegfeld " Midnight Frolic," New Amsterdftm roof.
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PROGRAM CONTINUED

PROGRAM OF DANCE MUSIC.

DABNEY'S SYNCOPATED ORCHESTRA.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
!1

ONE-STEPS
Babes in the Wood.
Floating Down the Old Green River
Ladder of Roses.
Minstrel Parade.
The Flirting" Whistler.
Alabama Jubilee.
Home in Tennessee.
Molly Dear, It's You I'm After.
My Fox Trot Wedding Day.
Sweetest Girl in Monterey.
When It's Tulip Time in Holland.
Rocky Road to Dublin.
Everybody Dance.
Memphis Blues.
Castles by the Sea.
Manyama.
If You Only Had My Disposition.
Wedding of the Sunshine and Rose.
I Love to be Loved.
Tn Grandma's Days.
Here Comes Tootsie.

TANGOS.
Marigny.
Vlad.
Hippodrome Tango.
Seduccion.
Enticement.

WALTZES.
1 Alone at Last.
2 Princess Pat.
3 Auf Wiedersehn. ,

4 Waltz of the Season.
5 Castle Valse Classique.
6 Sweet Memories.
7 La Rose Noir.
3 Last Waltz.
9 Valse Pathetique.

10 Miniture.
11 Elaine.
12 Wilma.
13 Valse Noble.
14 Mighty Like a Rose.

FOX-TROTS.
1 Honey Bunch.
2 Come On Along.
3 Hill and Dale.
4 I Love a Piano.
5 Dancing the Jelly Roll.
6 The Girl on the Magazine.
7 The Witching Hour.
8 That Hula Hula. .
9 Chin-Chin.

10 Underneath the Stars.
11 Same Sort of Somebody.
12 Chinese Blues.
13 Ragging the Scale.
I t I'm Just Crazy Over You.
15 Hello, 'Frisco!
16 Hold Me in Your Loving Arms.
17 Georgia Grind.
18 When the Right Girl Comes Along.
19 Scaddle-de-Mooch.
20 Kangeroo Hop.
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• Oscar Shaw in his enviable position of singing to Olive Thomas in the "Ziegfeld

Midnight Frolic."
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Staged by NED WAYBURN
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Mile. D'Herlys,
noted French dancer and model, called the moat beautifully
formed woman in Europe. She come* from the Moulin Rouge.

Paris, to the Ziegfeld " Midnight Frolic." New York.
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Will Rogers, on and off the stage, is one of the wits
of New York. He ropes them into the Ziegfeld Mid-

oht Frolic." where the wiles and smiles of Sybil
^

r. hold them fast

Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., who is said to lieawake in the daytime to think up ways andmeans of entertaining midnight sons, shouldbe awarded the Nobel peace prize for 1916without further delay. He deserves it un¬
questionably, and were it not too presump¬tuous on our part, we would call the factto the attention of those discriminatingNorwegian gentlemen who allot the prizes^Luring us last Tuesday night to his lat¬est revel atop the New Amsterdam Theater,?!n.Zieg!el(1 showed us convincingly thefutility of war, the utter uselessness of gen¬eral staffs, white papers, treaties, and allthe other property of Mars. We defy themost bellicosely-inclined to resist the pacifi¬catory influences of Olive Thomas's super¬lative beauty, of William Randolph Hearst'sgraceful execution of the fox-trot, and ofchicken a-la-king, when it is served upwith chicken a-la-Ziegfeld. If these are notsufficient to curb the warlike spirit we willadd the inimitable drollery of Will Rogers.Should the subject then insist upon war at

any price, he should straightway be sen¬tenced to six years at " Moloch," as there isno hope for him.
The opening number of the new frolicbrought forth several girls in costumescharacteristic of New York districts. Of

, the types shown we prefer Central Park as
represented by Miss Thomas, though out of

I fairness we must mention that Wall Streethad a fascinating emissary named Morris.1 The Dolly Sisters then danced with tueir
i accustomed grace and skill, after whichMarion Harris shouted a number of rag
i songs in a manner that suggested Blossom
< Seeley. Paul Frawley, assisted by a yama-
| yama chorus, next performed a novel dance, f
! called " Will o' the Wisp," in which the! costumes were made luminous in the dark-

i ened auditorium by the aid of some phos-
i phorescent substance.

The most amusing incident in the enter¬
tainment came after the intermission in
an illustrated song concerning a girl's trous-

J seau. Oscar Shaw, as a singing salesman,was showing a series of sketches which re¬vealed various states of undress. As he
sang girls jumped through the drawingsdressed in duplicate of the pictures. Whenhe reached the last sketch there was a gen-j eral shifting of positions to better the viewof what was indicated would be a nudeBut, alas ! when the paper was broken WillRogers was observed in the accoutrementsof the cowboy, grinning derisively.Genevieve Warner gave selections on a
harp. Paul Gordon demonstrated unusual
agility on a slack wire, even going to theextent of climbing a ladder. Odette Myrtilromped about with a violin and a naughty

! air, and Mr. Rogers performed tricks with
| his lariat.

Joseph Urban designed a gorgeous set-| ting of blue skies and white porticos, andNed Wayburn staged the musical numbers.The best of the latter was a Hawaiian dittv,called " Luana Lou."

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYERS
The Neighborhood Players in " The Sub- i

jection of Kezia," a Comedy in One Act,
by Mrs. Havelock Ellis, and " The Wal- !
dies," a Comedy in Three Acts, by George
J. Hamlen. Presented at the Neighbor¬
hood Playhouse, Feb. 5 and 0.
" The Subjection of Kezia" proved a jdiverting little episode of domesticity. Joe ^

Pengilley sits in his little cottage brooding
over a quarrel which he has had with his
wife, Kezia. During her absence from the
house his old friend, Matthew, happens in
and gives him stern advice upon the govern- I
ment of wives. " Take a rod to 'em ; eive i
'em a beating once in a while, that's what,
they need." Joe follows his instructions ,

and gets a rod, but when his wife spies it '
she robs it of its original purpose by in- <
quiring if he is so soon preparing for their
expected little one. William Alstadt playod jthe part of Joe. Bella Nodell was seen as
Kezia, and Alexander Geis appeared as Mat¬
thew.

" The Waldies," recently presented by the
pupils of the American Academy of'Dra¬
matic Art, will be recalled as a play of fam¬
ily life in England. While attending church
one of the Waldie girls is so overcome by
religious emotion that she throws all her
jewels into the contribution box. Her j
young brother, not so scrupulous, gently ipurloins one of the rings, and the minister i.
is accused of the theft. Matters are'
straightened in the end and the youngWaldie is forgiven his indiscretion.

The players were Mark M. Kaplan, Fran¬
ces Goodman, Agnes B. Morgan, Rose Bea¬
trice SchifT, Jack Pollard, Ida Schiff, Sol
Friedman, S. P. Zalmanovic, and David
Solomon.

CINCINNATI
Cincinnati (Special).—At present there are

more activities in the amusement world here
than there has been for sometime. George Ar-
liss and his company came to the Grand week

1 Jan. 17. in his new production of 44 Paganini,"
which has had a long run in Chicago. Mr. Ar- .

liss is a ereat favorite here, and drew frood
business. In his cast were Mrs. Arliss. Mar.iorie
Maude. Paul Gordon. Dudley Dices, and Charles
Harbury. " On Trial " follows.

Another new musical play came to the Lyric 1
week Jan. 17. 44 The Road to Mandalay." score
by Creste Vesella. the noted bandmaster, and
book by W. H/ Post, lyrics by William Mc-
Kenna. It proved to be one of the best of its
kind from a musical viewpoint seen here in sev¬
eral seasons, and the press was very loud in
praise of the score. In the company were John
E. Henshaw. Leola Lucey. Vernon Dalhart. and
Terese Battaggi. who scored heavily. The com¬
poser lead the orchestra throughouut the engage¬
ment. He is well known here as being the
erstwhile husband of one of Cincinnati's so¬
ciety belles. The road production of " Treasure
Island " follows.

„ ,The Coburn Players were at the Emery Audi¬
torium for the week, presenting 44 The Yellow
Jacket " with a very good company and pro¬
duction. Mr. and Mrs. Coburn were the re-
cinients of much social attention throughout the

i week and society was out en masse for the per-
1 formances.
} An exceptional bill was seen at Keith's for the'

week, headed by Mrs. Leslie Carter, in whose
1 support was Ward Thornton, a Cincinnati boy.
I At the beginning of the week the papers an¬

nounced that this was Mrs. Carter's initial
vaudeville tour, but by the end of the week they
stated that the week would be her last ap¬
pearance before any public. She presented a
tab old version of " Zaza." Julian Rose, the
Misses Campbell, and Imhoff. Conn and Coreene
were the big hits of the same bill.

Four performances will be given at Music Hall
by the Boston Grand Opera company and the
Pavlowa Ballet Russe Jan. 31-Feb. 2. 44 The

j Love of the Three Kings." " Madame Butterfly."
" Pagliacci." and " La Boheme " will be pre¬
sented, with several of the Pavlowa ballets.

The Little Playhouse company (Karl Dietz.
director) presented 44 Little Eyolf '* at the Lit¬
tle Playhouse Jan. 25-27.

John McCormack appeared in concert before aI packed house at Music Hall Jan. 21.
_
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Mile. D'Herlys,
noted French dancer and model, called the moat beautifully
formed woman in Europe. She comes from the Moulin Rouge,

Paris, to the Ziegfeld " Midnight Frolic," New York.
NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYERS

The Neighborhood Players in " The Sub¬
jection of Kezia," a Comedv in One Act,
by Mrs. Havelock Ellis, and " The Wal-
dies," a Comedy in Three Acts, by George
J. Hamlen. Presented at the Neighbor¬
hood Playhouse, Feb. 5 and 0.
" The Subjection of Kezia" proved a

diverting little episode of domesticity. .Toe
Pengilley sits in his little cottage brooding
over a quarrel which he has had with his
wife, Kezia. During her absence from the
house his old friend, Matthew, happens in
and gives him stern advice upon the govern¬
ment of wives. " Take a rod to 'em ; L'ivo
'em a beating once in a while, that's what,
they need." Joe follows his instructions
and gets a rod, but when his wife spies it
she robs it of its original purpose by in¬
quiring if he is so soon preparing for their
expected little one. William Alstadt played
the part of Joe. Bella Nodell was seen as
Kezia, and Alexander Geis appeared as Mat¬
thew.

" The Waldies," recently presented by the
pupils of the American Academy of 'Dra¬
matic Art, will be recalled as a play of fam¬
ily life in England. While attending church
one of the Waldie girls is so overcome by
religious emotion that she throws all her
jewels into the contribution box. Her
young brother, not so scrupulous, gently
purloins one of the rings, and t'>e minister
is accused of the theft. Matters are
straightened in the end and the young
Waldie is forgiven his indiscretion.

The players were Mark M. Kaplan, Fran¬
ces Goodman, Agnes B. Morgan, Rose Bea¬
trice Schiff, Jack Pollard, Ida Schiff, Sol
Friedman, S. P. Zalmanovic, and David
Solomon.
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A Model For

Every Figure
At All Prices

THE new C/B models give you the newest lines—the delicate in¬curve at the waist; the flat back; the slightly higher bust, etc.—
yet do so without the least suspicion of uncomfortable tightness.

True art of corsetry—the fruits of 40 years' supremacy in style
creation—makes this celebrated corset popular with all women. For
among the 240 different C/B models, every woman can find one she
knows was made especially for her.

See the newest C/B models at your favorite shop today.

CINCINNATI
Cincinnati (Special).—At present there are

more activities in the amusement world here
than there has been for sometime. George Ar-
liss and his company came to the Grand week
Jan. 17, in his new production of 44 Paganini,"
which has had a long: run in Chicago. Mr. Ar-
liss is a great favorite here, and drew <?ood
business. In his cast were Mrs. Arliss, Marjorie
Maude, Paul Gordon. Dudley Diggs. and Charles
Harbury. 44 On Trial " follows.

Another new musical play came to the Lyric
week Jan. 17. 44 The Road to Mandalay." score
by Creste Yesella. the noted bandmaster, and
book by W. H/ Post, lyrics by William Mc-
Kenna. It proved to be one of the best of its
kind from a musical viewpoint seen here in sev¬
eral seasons, and the press was very loud In
praise of the score. In the company were John
E. Henshaw. Leola Lucey. Yernon Dalhart, and
Terese Battaggi, who scored heavily. The com¬
poser lead the orchestra throughouut the engage¬
ment. He is well known here as being the
erstwhile husband of one of Cincinnati's so¬
ciety belles. The road production of 44 Treasure-
Island " follows.

The Coburn Players were at the Emery Audi¬
torium for the week, presenting 44 The Yellow
Jacket " with a very good company and pro¬
duction. Mr. and Mrs. Goburn were the re-
cinients of much social attention throughout the
week and society was out en masse for the per¬
formances.

An exceptional bill was seen at Keith's for the
week, headed by Mrs. Leslie Carter, in whose
support was Ward Thornton, a Cincinnati boy.
At the beginning of the week the papers an¬
nounced that this was Mrs. Carter's initial
vaudeville tour, but by the end of the week they
stated that the week would be her last ap¬
pearance before any public. She presented a
tab old version of 44 Zaza." Julian Rose, the
Misses Campbell, and Imhoff. Conn and Coreene
were the big hits of the same bill.

Four performances will be given at Music Hall
by the Boston Grand Opera company and the
Pavlowa Ballet Russe Jan. 31-Feb. 2. 44 The
Love of the Three Kings," 44 Madame Butterfly,"
44 Pagliacci," and 44 La Boheme " will be pre¬
sented, with several of the Pavlowa ballets.

The Little Playhouse company (Karl Dietz.
director) presented 44 Little Eyolf " at the Lit¬
tle Playhouse Jan. 25-27.

John McCormack appeared in concert before a
packed house at Music Hall Jan. 21.
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ZIEGFELD DANSE OK FOLLIES
ZIEGFELD MIDNIGHT FROLIC

ATOP NEW AMSTERDAM

THE MEETING PLACE OF THE WORLD
ATOP NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE, NEW YORK

w an impersonati™
formerly entertain*!

THIS THBATRK, UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WITH EVBRT
|EAT OCCDPIKD, CAN DE B^CT'^D IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTKS.
LOOK AROUND NOW, CHOOVS THK NEAREST EXIT TO YOUR SKAT,
AND IN CASE OF DISTURBANCE OF ANY KIND, TO AVOID THI
DANGERS OF PANIC, WALK (DO NOT RUN) TO THAT EXIT.

risienne vioii
the Ziegfeld

The costumes and hats worn in this production were
specially designed and made by the

SCHNEIDER-ANDERSON CO.
16-18 WEST 46th STREET

Near Fifth Avenue Telephone Bryant 8449
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(THIRD OF THE SERIES)
STAGED BY NED WAYBURN.

SONGS BY GENE BUCK AND DAVE STAMPER
SCENERY BY JOSEPH URBAN.

COSTUMES SELECTED BY MR. ZIEGFELD FROM SKETCHES BYCORA McGEACHY, AVON, O'KANE CONWELL AND
LADY DUFF GORDON.

NOTE—DANCING BEFORE AND AFTER THE PERFORMANCE
AND DURING THE INTERMISSION.

DOLLY SISTERS Dance
Last engagement prior to their appearance in the new comedy,
"His Bridal Night," under the management of A. H. Woods.
"LUANA LOU". . Paul Frawley and Chorus

ROYAL HAWAIIAN PLAYERS
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PART II.
Cast—The Patrons.

Scene—Dancing Floor of Danse de Follies.
IF ANYONE SHOULD HAPPEN TO FALL BLAME IT ON

THE SLIPPERY FLOOR.

Mile. D'Herlys,
noted French dancer and model, called the moat beautifully
formed woman in Europe. She comes from the Moulin Rouge.

Paris, to the Ziegfeld "Midnight Frolic," New York.
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NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYERS
The Neighborhood Players in " The Sub¬

jection of Kezia," a Comedy in One Act,
by Mrs. Havelock Ellis, and " The Wal-
dies," a Comedy in Three Acts, by George
J. Hamlen. Presented at the Neighbor¬
hood Playhouse, Feb. 5 and 6.
" The Subjection of Kezia" proved a

diverting little episode of domesticity. .Toe
Pengilley sits in his little cottage brooding
over a quarrel which he has had with his
wife, Kezia. During her absence from the
house his old friend, Matthew, happens in
and gives him stern advice upon the govern¬
ment of wives. " Take a rod to 'em ; give
'em a beating once in a while, that's what
they need." Joe follows his instructions
and gets a rod, but when his wife spies it
she robs it of its original purpose by in¬
quiring if he is so soon preparing for 'their
expected little one. William Alstadt played
the part of Joe. Bella Nodell was seen' as
Kezia, and Alexander Geis appeared as Mat¬
thew.

" The Waldies." recently presented by the
pupils of the American Academy of Dra¬
matic Art, will be recalled as a play of fam¬
ily life in England. While attending church
one of the Waldie girls is so overcome by
religious emotion that she throws all her
jewels into the contribution box. Her
young brother, not so scrupulous, gently
purloins one of the rings, and the minister
is accused of the theft. Matters are
straightened in the end and the young
Waldie is forgiven his indiscretion.

The players were Mark M. Kaplan, Fran¬
ces Goodman, Agnes B. Morgan, Rose Bea¬
trice Schiff, Jack Pollard, Ida Schiff. Sol
Friedman, S. P. Zalmanovic, and David
Solomon.

PART I.
1 "THE GIRLS OF NEW YORK TOWN"

Riverside Drive. ... Miss Slater Bowery ....

Wall Street Miss Morris Park Row ..

Mott Street Miss Mooney Fifth Avenue
Washington Square, Miss Koffe Broadway . .

Central Park .... Miss Thomas
2 "IN GRANDMA'S DAY THEY NEVER DID THE FOX TROT," t
„ „„„„ Allyn King and Hoop Skirt Girls *3 FRED NICE and ADA MAY WEEKS, f
. The Tangled-Footed Monkey-Wrench Dance *4 WILL O THE WISP". .Paul Frawley and Will o' the Wisp Girls *Patrons are kindly requested to refrain from lighting matches *

during this number. 2
5 WILLIAM ROCK and FRANCES WHITE 83 and Sweet 16 *6 WILL ROGERS With His Ropes SAssisted by Sybil Carmen if.

BROWN QUITS AMER1C
Chamberlain Brown, p!a
f;. baa severed hi> i-nj

• ..'.lean Play Company

PART TIT.
"I WANT SOME ONE TO MAKE A FUSS OVER ME,"

Sybil Carmen and Balloon Girls
Misses Morris, Leslie, Cassidy, Beverly, M. St. Glair, Lewis,

D. St. Clair and Wallace.
BIRD MILLMAN Up Off the Floor
FRED NTCE and ADA MAY WEEKS,

Ragging the French La La La
"A GIRL'S TROUSSEAU" William Rock, Paul Frawley and
Misses Thomas, Koffe, Whitney, Beverley and Wallace.
DOLLY SISTERS Dance
"INDIAN FOX TROT BALL". . . .Allyn King and Indian Maidens
ARNAUT BROTHERS French Grotesques
FINALE a Nurses and Boy Scouts

b Entire Company
DABNEY'S SYNCOPATED ORCHESTRA.

. . Paul Frawley
. . Miss Lewis

. . . Miss Leslie
. Miss Cassidy

Miss St. Clair

!,LAV-.K-
bflt . ■

PROGRAM CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
Costumes executed by The Schneider-Anderson Company and Lucile, Ltd.

Scenery constructed by the Joseph Brook's Studios.
Shoes by Miller.

Stocking's from Peck and Peck.
Piano furnished by Sohmer & Company.

* If The blending of the rarest tobaccos makes EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR MR. ZIEGFELD,
Manager

Technical Director
... Stage Manager
. Musical Director

John Henry Mears
John Brunton ....

Arthur R. Evans . ,

George A. Nichols

TENTH ANMVERSARY PRODUCTION

Ziegfeld Follies
CINCINNATI

Cincinnati (Special).—At present there are
more activities in the amusement world here
than there has been for sometime. George Ar-
liss and his company came to the Grand week
Jan. 17, in his new production of 44 Paganini,"
which has had a loner run in Chicago. Mr. Ar-
liss is a great favorite here, and drew good
business. In his cast were Mrs. Arliss, Marjorie
Maude. Paul Gordon. Dudley Diggs. and Charles
Harbury. 44 On Trial " follows.

Another new musical play came to the Lyric
week Jan. 17. 44 The Road to Mandalay," score
by Creste Ves.ella. the noted bandmaster, and
book by W. H* Post, lyrics by William Mc-
Kenna. It proved to be one of the best of its
kind from a musical viewpoint seen here in sev¬
eral seasons, and the press was very loud In
praise of the score. In the company were John
E. Henshaw, Leola Lucey. Yernon Dalhart, and
Terese Battaggi, who scored heavily. The com¬
poser lead the orchestra throughouut the engage¬
ment. He is well known here as being the
erstwhile husband of one of Cincinnati's so¬
ciety belles. The road production of 44 Treasure
Island " follows.

The Coburn Players were at the Emery Audi¬
torium for the week, presenting 44 The Yellow-
Jacket " with a very good company and pro¬
duction. Mr. and Mrs. Coburn were the re-
cinients of much social attention throughout the
week and society was out en masse for the per¬
formances.

An exceptional bill was seen at Keith's for the
week, headed by Mrs. Leslie Carter, in whose
support was Ward Thornton, a Cincinnati boy.
At the beginning of the week the papers an¬
nounced that this was Mrs. Carter's initial
vaudeville tour, but by the end of the week they
stated that the week would be her last ap¬
pearance before any public. She presented a
tab old version of 44 Zaza." Julian Rose, the
Misses Campbell, and Imhoff. Conn and Coreene
were the big hits of the same bill.

Four performances will be given at Music Hall
by the Boston Grand Opera company and the
Pavlowa Ballet Russe Jan. 31-Feb. 2. 44 The
Love of the Three Kings," 44 Madame Butterfly,"
44 Pagliacci," and 44 La Boheme " will be pre¬
sented, with several of the Pavlowa ballets.

The Little Playhouse company (Karl Dietz.
director) presented 44 Little Eyolf " at the Lit¬
tle Playhouse Jan. 25-27.

John McCormack appeared in concert before a
packed house at Music Hall Jan. 21. _
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ZIEGFELD DANSE DE FOLLIES

ZIEGFELD DANSE DE FOLLIES

VACATIONS WANTED 0V6R 'fflfc
If you could rescue one little child or one overworked

mother from the city's hot, glaring walls and pavements and
stuffy rooms and give them a beach outing with bountiful
food, rest, coolness, fresh air and a daily dip in the surf, would
you not regard such a gift as well worth giving? Ten thou¬
sand of these mothers and children are waiting for invi¬
tations to our Sea Breeze Home. You can send as many
as you will for a day, a week or a fortnight. Allow 50 cents
a day or $3 a week for each person, and direct your gift to
George Blagden, Treasurer.
The New York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor

CORNELIUS N. BLISS, Jr., President
105 East 22nd Street Room 200 New York City
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IF YOUR EYE Is attracted to this space it followsthat others will also be, so naturally it should be
a good place to put your announcement.

Let us show you how attractively we can display
your advertisement!

Our artist and staff of copy-writers are at your
service at all times.

FRANK V. STRAUSS & CO.,
Phone .1303 Spring. 108-14 Wooster St,
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Mile. D'Herlys,
noted French dancer and model, called the mo»t beautifully
formed woman in Europe. She comes from the Moulin Rouge.

Paris, to the Ziegfeld "Midnight Frolic." New York.

Court Leaping To 41-Street Fire Escape n -
..

- ■*- "Tifw-nr-of A t

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYERS
The Neighborhood Players in " The Sub¬

jection of Kezia," a Comedy in One Act,
by Mrs. Havelock Ellis, and " The Wal-
dies," a Comedy in Three Acts, by George
J. Hamlen. Presented at the Neighbor¬
hood Playhouse, Feb. 5 and 6.
" The Subjection of Kezia " proved a

diverting little episode of domesticity. .Toe
Pengilley sits in his little cottage brooding
over a quarrel which he has had with his
wife, Kezia. During her absence from the
house his old friend, Matthew, happens in

i and gives him stern advice upon the govern¬
ment of wives. 44 Take a rod to 'em ; eive
'em a beating once in a while, that's what
they need." .Toe follows his instructions
and gets a rod, but when his wife spies it
she robs it of its original purpose by in¬
quiring if he is so soon preparing for their
expected little one. William Alstadt played
the part of Joe. Bella Nodell was seen as
Kezia, and Alexander Geis appeared as Mat¬
thew.

" The Waldies." recently presented by the
pupils of the American Academy of'Dra¬
matic Art, will be recalled as a play of fam¬
ily life in England. While attending church
one of the Waldie girls is so overcome by
religious emotion that she throws all her
jewels into the contribution box. Her
young brother, not so scrupulous, gently
purloins one of the rings, and the minister
is accused of the theft. Matters are
straightened in the end and the young
Waldie is forgiven his indiscretion.

The players were Mark M. Kaplan, Fran¬
ces Goodman, Agnes B. Morgan. Rose Bea¬
trice Schiff, Jack Pollard, Ida Schiff, Sol
Friedman, S. P. Zalmanovic, and David
Solomon.
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White. N. Y.
VIOLA ALLEN,

In the Character of Lady Macbeth.

We experienced quite a delightful shock this
week when, owing to a sudden change in book¬
ings. we fell heir to a " real " Wniter Garden
revue in all its glory—that is. one which does
not drag itself wearily into town with battered
scenery, fire sale costumes and principals much
the worse for travel. For this week at the
Academy Baltimore is settling down to enjoy
41 A World of Pleasure," and it is one of the
best things sent us from the famous institution
on upper Broadway; but better still, the produc¬
tion comes to us with the original cast almost
intact. True, we miss statuesque Kitty Gordon
and Jack Murray, but all the others are there,
including the muchly discussed Rosie Quinn.
Clifton Crawford, Yenita Fitzhugh. Conroy and
LeMaire. Claire Rochester. Collins and Hart and
the rest. A capacity house attended the open¬
ing. Julian Eltinge Feb. 7.

TO PRESENT "HENRY IV, PART II"
As its contribution to the Shakespearean

Tercentenary celebration the Harvard Chap¬
ter of the Delta Upsilon fraternity will pre¬
sent " Henry IV., Part II.," at the Century
Lyceum on the afternoon and evening of
March 18. It will be the first performance
of the play in America in ninety-four years.
Its last presentation in this country oc¬
curred in 1822.

The present production is under the di¬
rection of Richard Ordynski, who recently
came to this country after many years' as¬
sociation with Max Reinhardt. The parts
will be entirely taken by men.

CARNEGIE TECH'S ONE-ACT PLAYS
Pittsbdegh (Special).—The Department ofDramatic Arts of the Carnegie Institute of

Technology has begun rehearsals on a series of
one-act war plays which are to be given Feb. 2o
in the Schenley Theater for the benefit of war
sufferers. The plays are " The Two Lamps.'" The Hand of Shiva," and " The Death
Watch," and were written in collaboration by
Kenneth Sawyer Goodman and Ben Hecht. The
productions are under the direction of the De¬
partment faculty.

Several performances have been given of " The
Liars," by Henry Arthur Jones, under the direc¬
tion of Mr. B. Iden Payne. Two separate casts
have alternated in performance. Two perform¬
ances have also been given recently of " The
Hippolytus " of Euripides under the direction jof Mr. Thomas Wood Stevens.

Students of the evening class last week pre- ,
sented two plays, " The Tents of the Arabs.

^by Lord Dunsany, and " Spreading the News,
by Lady Gregory.

An exhibition of English country dances, under
the direction of Miss Elizabeth R. Stoner. was
given in connection with a performance or
Fletcher's " The Elder Brother."

Frederic McConnell.

LOUISZITA VALENTINE.
Louiszita Valentine, the new leadingwoman of the Empire Stock company.Pittsburgh, has all the qualifications ofthe thorough stock leading woman—youth,ability, appearance, and last but not least,personality. Miss Valentine has lately beendoing stock work in Troy, New York, andopened in Pittsburgh at the Empire in" East Lynne," and made a very favorableimpression with the audiences in the roleof Lady Isobel. She was featured with" The Sleeping City " previous to her Troyengagement, has also played in stock atStaten Island, and has been successful inseveral road companies before appearing instock. Miss Valentine is very fond ofstock work, and judging from her recep¬tion at the Empire, it is predicted that shewill be one of the most popular leadingwomen ever seen at this house. The pres¬ent company is one of strength and ability,and good results will be looked forward tobv the large clientele.

I). Jay Fackiner.

REHEARSE ••HEART 0' HEATHER"
Rehearsals have begun of " Heart o' the

Heather," the new Scotch play by Glen
MacDonough, which Joseph Brooks will
produce. George MacFarlane will play the
principal role, and during the course of
the play will sing several Scotch songs
written by Raymond Hubbell around folk
songs. The piece is being staged by B.
Iden Payne.

Boomerang's onirt,

UBI
TO PRODUCE ON THE COAST

' Joseph E. Howard to Stage Musical Comedies „

in San Francisco and Los Angeles
Joseph E. Howard, popular song writer J

and composer of musical comedies, will soon 3j
leave vaudeville and devote his time to the j
production of musical comedy in San Fran- 11
cisco and Los Angeles. He has completed d
arrangements with the Fox Film Company
whereby he is to lease the American Thea- -1
ter in San Francisco, beginning May 1. ■
1916. At the same time he will lease the
Burbank Theater in Los Angeles.

The Fox Film Company has been re¬
modeling the American Theater, at a cost 11
of approximately $50,000, and it was
thought that pictures were to be the attrac-
tion at the new house.

" I am tired of bucking the moving pic- |
tures in the East," asserted Mr. Howard !
recently, " and I think the Pacific Coast J
provides the most fruitful field for the sort
of attractions I will have to offer. The !
East has seen enough of musical comedies I
and as so few of the good ones visit the
Coast I will endeavor to give my patrons |
the best in the line of musical comedy." J

The stock companies that Mr. Howard !
will direct at the two California cities will
alternate every new piece produced. lie
will open at both places with " Love and
Politics." The highest priced seats will j
not exceed 75 cents.

The productions that Mr. Howard will I
stage include many from his own pen. In
this list is " The Flower of the Ranch."

GRACE VALENTINE TO' WED
Actress Seen Here in "Yosemite" to Marry

Jay Barnes, Press Representative
Grace Valentine, actress, who was seen |

in " Yosemite" at Daly's- Theater last j
Spring, is shortly to wed Jay Barnes, press '
representative for Oliver Morosco. The
marriage will be the culmination of a ro¬
mance said to have begun when Miss Valen- I
tine appeared under Mr. Morosco's manage- l
men in the Chicago production of " Help '
Wanted " two seasons ago. The actress is !
at present playing an engagement in motion i
pictures.

ENGAGEMENT BROKEN I
Marjorie Maude and Paul Gordon are Not

to Wed
Pittsburgh, Pa. (Special).—It is an- '

nounced here that the engagement of Mar¬
gery Maude, daughter of Cyril Maude, and
Thomas Ahelis, who is known on the stage
as Paul Gordon, has been broken. The two
were appearing in support of George Arliss
in " Paganini." No explanation is forth¬
coming as to why the engagement was ter¬
minated.

THE " TRIBUNE " CRITICS.

William Winter left the Tribune scarcely
seven years ago—

(A critic's life is very short—and very,
very gay).

The publishers have filled his place, oh,
seven times or so,

I wonder why none ever seem to stay?
Remember, Arthur Warren? He was there

a year or two ;
His graceful criticisms made a hit;

He was getting on so well when he decided
he was " through,"

And Arthur Ruhl was hired to do his bit.

Mr. Ruhl was conscientious, and he had a
fluent pen—

(Most critics must be fluent if they're
ever to succeed).

Then came the strife in Mexico—'twas after
1910,

And Ruhl he quickly left the staff of
Mr. Reid.

In selecting his successor they had a diff-
rent plan ;

No sooner was it hit upon than done,
To engage as play reviewer a wide-reputed

man—

The chatty Acton Davies, of the Sun.

After some brief weeks of service, Mr.
Davies left the post—

(A critic seldom branches out into an¬
other field) ;

Didn't Turnbull, his successor, join the I
movies on the Coast?

His writings, I believe, are being "reeled."
Granville Vernon was then chosen to bol¬

ster up the stage,
He's skilled in passing judgment on a

tune,
And next they tried a writer from the

breezy sporting page,
A bright and witty chap named Heywood

Broun.

Who will follow Mr. Broun, now that he's
gone back to sport?

(A critic's oft been known to win an
actress for a bride),

While reviewing stage productions Mr.
Broun paid ardent court;

He can well afford to put the stage aside.
Broadway's busy guessing who will get the

critic's pay,
But no one really seems as yet to know

(A critic's life is very short—and very,
very gay),

Mr. Winter left but seven years ago.
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WASHINGTON
uThe Masked Model" Plot and Players—

" In Walked Jimmy" a Real First Timer
Washington, D. C. (Special).—After several

performances at Atlantic City during the pastweek the Gloria Opera Company, Inc.. presentedtheir new comic opera production, " The Masked
Model," at the New National as the current
week's offering, scoring, on the commencement
night, a most flattering success with a house¬
ful of interested admirers that were enthusiastic.
It is a presentation of downright artistic merit,brilliant with real music, scintillating with en¬
joyable clean-cut comedy, and conspicuous forelaborate beauty of production and perfectionof detail, and can be classed as among the most
pretentious musical productions of the season.
Harry B. Smith and Robert B. Smith in the
book and lyrics have the credit of having com- 1
pleted one of their best joint endeavors, and the .

musical composition by Carl Woess, who di¬
rected the orchestra Monday night, won strong
praise and approval for the high artistic stand¬
ard, always exceptionally good, melodious, grace¬
ful, and catchy with a variety of waltz numbers
that charms the ear. The interpreting companyis of the best class, and an individual strong
success was immediately scored by Katherine
Galloway, a musical comedy find, who brings a
charming new voice and strong personality tothe musical stage, appearing in the name part,with others of prime prominence in Frank Doane,Texas Guinan, Mary Robson, Eva Condon. Ethel
Dufre Houston. John E. Young, Donald Mac- ,

donald, Arthur Stanford. Eugene Revere, andThomas Conkey.
" The Masked Model " is based on a story of

Boccaccio, and concerns the loves and tribula¬
tions of an interesting coterie. The action takes
place in Newport, and at the Students' Ball in
Vienna. T. Daniel Frawley and Julian Alfred
are deserving of honors for the matchless di¬
rectorship and stage-management. Week Feb.
14, Cohan and Harris present the Elmer L. Rei-
zenstein's successful play. " On Trial," which
sports a record of a solid year at the Candler
Theater. New York.

The Winter Garden production, " A World of ' :
Pleasure." a welcomed newcomer from the Shu- :bert house, is the present week's gloriously at¬
tractive card that crowded the Belasco Monday
night. In the cast Clifton Crawford. Claire !
Rochester. Franklyn Ardell. Conroy and Le Maire.Venita Fitzhugh. Collins and Hart, McMahon
Diamond, and Chaplow and Rosie Quinn. thelatter a " ten spot." E. M. Newman continueshis Sunday night and Monday afternoon double
course of illustrated travel talk at the Belascoto crowded attendance.

-*•- TG?***i«ah ttiaizar. in " Tht J > Ik'iTvno.
" ROAD TO MANDALAY" AT PARK
"The Road to Mandalay," a comic ope . v,j with music by Oreste Vassela and libret '

by W. H. Post, which recently closed - 1j road season, will be presented at the Pa
I Theater, Monday night, Feb. 28.

WALTER P. RICHARDSON,
Copyright, Floyd, 'N. Y.

Leading Man with B. F. Keith's Bronx Theater Stock Company.
Walter P. Richardson, the capable leading man of the B. F. Keith Bronx Theater

Stock company, is in his twenty-ninth year, but he has already accomplished as much as
some who are older and who had more opportunities. He was a distinct success in the
Robert Hilliard role in " A Fool There Was." Since his debut eighteen years ago he has
acted in practically all branches of the profession. He is considered one of the most
versatile leading men on the stage, portraying with equal facility and fidelity to nature" old men characters " or " juvenile lovers." In addition to his ability as an actor, Mr.
Richardson is an accomplished violinist, a fluent linguist and an all-round athlete. Dur¬
ing his boyhood he was a professional acrobat.

Department

UNION HILL'S NEW THEATER
House

, Will Run Stock with an All-Star
Company — Opens To-day

Arrangements have been completed for
the opening of the Lincoln Theater, Union
Hill, N. J., on Feb. 12 with an excellent
combany, including Selmer Jackson, Henry
Stafford, Baker Moore, Henry Duggan, j
James H. Doyle, Tom Morrison, John Gor¬
don, Russell Senior, Alice Butler, Mary
Frye, Jean Houston, Adrienne Bonnelle, 1
Jeannette Miller, and Gertrude de Mont. :
Selmer Jackson, the leading man, recently
closed in Scranton ; Baker Moore has been ,

associated with the Wadsworth Theater |
company, New York city, and Alice Butler
lately appeared with " The Devil's Garden "
company at the Harris Theater, New York
;ity. Miss Butler has a great following in
Union Hill because of her previous appear-

riMIPn ^inces here. The new home will open withFISHER PLAYERS, ST. PAUL 4 Potash and Perlmutter " as the opening
St. I'aul, Minn. (Special).—The Ernest'*ttrac.tion; ^Ith " On Trial " for the firstFisher Players presented " The Lost Para- in?? , n stock, j;° follow. John R. Starck,

dise" at the Shubert. Dec. 19, 25 wlth ?ell known in theatrical circles, will beat
decided success. Duncan Penwarden was

he helm of the venture.
Andrew Knowlton ; Minor Watson, Reuben
Warner; Frederick Van Renssalaer, Ralph
Standish, Robert Russell, Bob Appleton,Pete Raymond, Schwartz, Ernest Fisher,Old Bensel, Earl Lee, Billy Hopkins, May
Buckley, Margaret Knowlton, Agatha/
Brown, Polly Fletcher, Alice Le Lane, Nell.v
Molly Fisher, Cinders; and Carleton West
the role of the foreman.

The Ernest Fisher Players will revive
many of the old thrillers. " Blue Jeans,"
Dec. 26-Jan. 1.

Joseph J. Pfister.

Had Paul Ew
showmanship a

too, might have

Underwood and Underwood, tfl
Grace Valentine has scored an unusual success on the screei
Rolfe-Metro films. She will shortly return to the stage in a
Broadwi

mm BP

GEORGIA MAIS FURSMAN.
Little Georgia Mais Fursman, the tal-

jnted child actress, has just closed playingin " The Dummy," and " Law of the Land "
in the Keith's and Poli's Circuit. The little
lady is only ten years old. Last season she
was with the Keith Orpheum Circuit with'
Charlotte Walker. Three years ago she:
had a part in Belasco's " Good Little
Devil " company.

WASHINGTON
The Masked Model" New Operetta, Feb. 7—
Plot and Productions of "The Co-respondent"
Washingion. D. C. (Special).—Conspicuous

among the mauy beautiful musical productions
of tlie present season is " The Masked Model."
a new operetta, which will be seen at The
National, week of Feb. 7. The production is
under the management of Magnard Walte. The
book and lyrics by Henry B. and Robert B.
Smith, with the music composed by Carl Woess.
A notable cast will include Prank Doane. John
E. Young. Thomas Conkey. Donald Macdonald,
Arthur Stanford. Eugene Revere. Julian Winters.
Katherine Galloway. Texas Guinan, Mary
Robinson, Ethel Du Fre Houston. Lillian Charles
and Daisy Rudd. with a chorus of forty and a
largely augmented orchestra.

" The Co-respondent " a new four-act play of
present day life by Alice Leal Pollock and
Rita Weiman is a current week's production,
under the direction of E. A. Weil at the Belasco
Theater, witnessed by a large opening audience
that receives the offering with extended favor.
The play depicts in a new way the character
of a young woman of the Middle West, whose
innermost mature rebels against spending the
remainder of her life in a rural district. She
meets by accident a good looking, well mannered
man of the world and promptly falls in love
with him. They plan an elopement but before
the hastily arranged wedding can be accom¬
plished. the story develops a surprisingly tense
situation. The girl hurriedly departs for New
York, and after accomplishing satisfactory
results in her work under a handicap of over¬
whelming episodes that involve her innocently,
she shows grit and nerve, and begins to then
feel the first emotion of a genuine affection for
the real man. She divulges nothing concerning
whence she came, nor why. until by force of cir-
cumstanial evidence, she is innocently placed in
a fashionable divorce case. The ingenious
manner in lhich she fights against overwhelmini;
odds—and wins out. comprise the theme of the
play. A notably splendid cast include Emily
Ann Wellman and Rockcliffe Fellowes in the
leading roles with others of significant im¬
portance, including Morgan Coman, Marie Cham¬
bers, Winnifred Harris. Suzanne Willa, Ilallett
Thompson. Eleanor Redmund and Joseph Gillow.

" The Greatest Nation " a picturesquely
beautiful and romantically interesting play byWilliam Elliott and Margaret Crighton the past
week at the Belasco. atracted capacity audi-
ences.

OLIVER E. IIINSDELL,
Experience Company.

Oliver E. Hinsdell, who plays Style in"Experience" this week at the Snubert
Theater, Brooklyn, is a young man who1 will bear watching. After graduating fromthe Northwestern "University, where he was

greatly interested in amateur dramatics, hejoined Catherine Countiss and Norman
Ilackett, playing a joint stock engagementin Grand Rapids, Mich. From that time onhis career has been an interesting one. Hehas been with Ben Greet in Shakespeareanrepertoire; the Little Theater, of Philadel¬phia ; the Modern Drama Players, of Bos-j ton, and for a season played Eddie Griggs

I in " Within the Law." During the run of"

Experience " in Boston, Mr. Hinsdell wasinvited to address the Drama League ofthat city. Besides playing the part of Style,Mr. Hinsdell has been engaged by Elliott,Comstock and Gest as the understudy for" Youth."

1 wading \h^w;a°rton)



the part of Hobson. Percy Ames saunteredamiably about as the detective. LilaRhodes was a pretty and graceful MajorBarbara and Alice Harris made a most win¬
some picture as Odette, the violinist of theroof.

The decorations were not of the new art
so much ifi evidence this season. But who
cares for pictorial beatuy when one's eyesare nearly shut from excessive laughing.

RICHARD CARLE. AS DR. BOOBERANG IN " THE COHAN REVUE 1916,ATTEMPTS TO CURE VALLI VALLI, WHO PLAYS JANE CLAY (NOTOF THE COMMON CLAYS) OF HER WEEPING TENDENCIES.

the Cohan Revue, at the Alitor
d Joe."' 6* whitt ~—gS

'alii Valli (center), and Charles Winninger, in
Theatre—"And Donald. "And Julia. An

Richard Carle (left)

lasm<

The first fitting of the piece de resistance of the selection—the afternoon gown

Jasper" (Alfred Latell) and " Little Billy " in"The Cohan Revue, 1916." at the Astor.
Photo by Whilf. Defeat," does a spectacular and vivid bit of dancing inCohan Revue, 1916/'

Anita Elson, who, impersonating
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. • ««• orn ton)means oT eluding the canni jals.
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COHAN « HARRIS'

ASTOR.
Broadway and

45th Street

THEATRE

Scene 3—
"scewf4-

Scene 5—
Scene 6—
Scene 7—

Scene 8—
Scene 9—
Scene 10
Scene 11
Scene 12-
Scene 13
Scene 14

-In Front of the Harvard Club.
-Abe and Mawruss's Costume Establishment.
-In Front of the Punch and Judy Theatre.
-Overdraft's Cannon Plant.

ACT II.
-Interior of the Vanderbilt Hotel.
-In Front of the Metropolitan Opera House.
—Jean Paurel's Dressing Room.

—In Front of the Republic Theatre.
—The Common Clay Court Room.
—Riverside Drive.
—Roof Garden.

•r* -

4
■i

-i

New York Cuy

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 14, 1»16.

Evenings at 8. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2.

A

COHAN and HARRIS

Presents

THE COHAN REVUE 1916
A Musical Crazy-Quilt, Patched Together, Threaded

with Words and Music and Staged
By GEO. M. COHAN,

Cast.
The Jester John HendricksCaptain Jones, of the Salvation Army Walter BrazilColonel Smith, also of the Salvation Army John BoyleAndrew Overdraft, cannon maker Harry BulgerH. H. Hobson, boot maker James C. MarloweMrs. Andrew Overdraft, Andrew's wife Elizabeth MurrayR. J. Carroll, detective Percy AmesMajor Barbara, Overdraft's daughter Lila RhodesStephen Overdraft, the son Frederic SantleyBilly Holliday, the bartender Harry DelfDr. Booberang, the love cure man Richard CarleEd. Dundreary, his valet John HendricksJane Clay, the crying servant Valli Valli
Emily Stevenson, the unchased woman Miss JulietJean Paurel, the great lover Charles Winninger
Young America, a vagabond Little Billy
Jasper, his dog Alfred Latell
Emma McChesney, saleswoman Miss Juliet
Sadie Love, another saleswoman Alice Harris
Gabby de Lys, actress Miss Juliet
Bill Bones, a pirate John Hendricks
A Dancing Pirate John BoyleAnother Dancing Pirate Walter Brazil
Flanigan, an Irish guardsman James C. Marlowe
Manager of the Opera House James C. Marlowe
Potter, Paurel's dresser Harry Delf
Basso, of the Metropolitan John Hendricks
Madam Sabattini, also of the Metropolitan Little Billy
Judge Kinkead Richard Carle
B. P. O. E. Mason James C. Marlowe
Mrs. Clay Elizabeth Murray
Owen Klldare Frederic Santley
Joe Silver, a copper Harry Bulger
Victory Dorothy Jane Londoner
Defeat Anita Elson
Soldier Harry Delf
The God of War George Fredericks

Augmented Orchestra under the Direction of Charles J. Gebest.
The Stage under the Direction of James Gorman.
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Musical Numbers.
ACT I.

Opening Chorus. .Jester, Major Barbara, Capt. Jones, Colonel
Smith, Andrew Overdraft and Chorus

"Won't You Let Me Be Your Little Edna May?" Chorus
"He Can Cure You of Love" Dr. Booberang and Chorus
"Crying Jane" Jane and Chorus
"The Fair and Warmer Cocktail" Holliday and Chorus
"From Broadway to Edinboro Town" Hobson and Chorus
"Alone at Last" Jane and Paurel
"The Harvard Playwrights" Boys of the Chorus
"You Can Tell That I'm Irish" Mrs. Overdraft and Chorus
"Busy, Busy, Busy" Sadie, McChesney and Chorus
"My Musical Comedy Maiden" Barbara and Booberang
"Gaby" Gaby and Chorus
"Running Around with the Chorus Girls" Steve and Chorus
"The Dancing Pirates" Boyle and Brazil

The "Under Fire" Dance
March
Boy Scouts' Drill
"Young America"

ACT II.

Opening Chorus
"Julia and Donald and Joe"
"Sousa Melodies"
A Harry Bulger Song
Dance Reminiscent
Imitations
"The Ziegfeld Rag"
"The 'Frisco Melody"
"The Balloon Girls"
Finale

.Mr. Delf, Victory and Defeat
Chorus

Boy Scouts
..Young America and Chorus

Jester and Chorus
. Booberang, Jane and Paurel

Boys of the Chorus
Harry Bulger

Boyle and Brazil
Miss Juliet

Steve and Chorus
Sadie and Chorus

Chorus
Entire Company

Miss Valli Valli's gowns and head-dresses by LucileMiss Murray's gowns by Lichtenstein Millinery Co.
Hats by Weiss.

Members of the Chorus.
Thelma Pinder, Kitty de Vere, Clara Whitford, Connie Magnet,Reba Kent, Marion Carroll, Hilda Smith, Lillian Johnson, Emily Mor¬rison, Pearl Gabrielle, Florence Sandford, Catherine Grant, GraceNolan, Goldie Foley, Grace Russell, Mathield Rodriguez, DorothyWhitford, Gladdie McDonald, Gladys Siddons, Jeannie Dare, VirginiaAllen, Hazel Frisbie, Martha Dean, Jean Murray, Josephine Rhodes,Billy Wilkins, Marjory Grace, Hazel Coulter, Dazie Burton, VirginiaSteinhardt, Hazel Ellsworth, Florence Moore, Catherine Brady, BobbyBertrand, Gertrude Harrison, Mabel Allen, Helen Learning.John Rowe, Edward Geer, Charles Hessong, Arthur Engel, WalterBaker, Frank Duball, James O'Brien, Jack Brusch, Willard Barger,John Silbe, John Blue, Harry Rose, Bernard Druce, Burrell Rhodes,Frank Goldie, Murray Evans.

Boy Scouts.
George Lydiate, Daniel Hickey, John Kearney, John Lawless, BertRoberts, Eugene Armento, Charles Impartore, Frank Griffiths, ThomasDeeby, Francis Armento, Richard Backman, George Bastedl, WilliamSample, John Kelly, Gardner James, Joseph Lycett.

Scenery built by T. B. McDonald. Scenery painted by Unitt and Wicks.Costumes, gowns and hats designed by Cora McGeachy and Avon, and madeby Schneider-Anderson Co. Men's modern clothes by Max Marx. Men'shats by Kauffman. Men's military uniforms by Brooks Uniform Co. Wigsby Hepner. Shoes by Cammeyer.

COHAN 8 HARRIS. Managers HARRY J. RIDINGS, Business Manadd

FIRE NOTICE

Look around now and choose the exit nearest
to your seat.

In case of fire, walk, not run, to that exit.
Do not try to beat your neighbor to the street.

FIFTH WEEK

Beginning Sunday Evening,
September 10, 1916

COHAN and HARRIS
Present

THE COHAN REVUE
■ 1916

A Musical Crazy-Quilt, Patched Together,
Threaded with Words and Music

and Staged
By GEO. M. COHAN

CAST
The Jester John Hendricks
Captain Jones, of the Salvation Army

Walter Brazil
Colonel Smith, also of the Salvation Army...

John Boyle
Andrew Overdraft, cannon maker... .Harry Bulger
H. H. Hobson, boot maker James C. Marlowe
Mrs. Andrew Overdraft, Andrew's wife

Elizabeth M. Murray
R. J. Carroll, detective Jerry Grady
Major Barbara, Overdraft's daughter. .Llla Rhodes

Synopsis.
The Action of the play is laid somewhere in Rhode Island.

Time—8 o'clock.
ACT I.

Scene 1—The Salvation Army Barracks.
Scene 2—Hobspn's Boot Store.

Stephen Overdraft, the son
Billy Holliday, the bartender
Dr. Booberang, the love cure man
Ed Dundreary, his valet
Jane Clay, the crying servant
Emily Stevenson, the unchased woman....
Jean Paurel, the great lover
Young America, a vagabond
Jasper, his dog
Emma McChesney, a saleswoman
Sadie Love, another saleswoman
Gabby de Lys, actress

Si Bill Bones, a pirate
* A Dancing Pirate

Another Dancing Pirate
Flanigan, an Irish guardsman
Manager of the Op«ra House
Potter, Paurel's dresser
Basso, of the Metropolitan
Madam Sabattini, also of the Metropolitan.Judge Kinkead

„

B. P. O. E. Mason
Mrs. Clay
Owen Kildara
Joe Silver, a copper
Victory
Defeat
Soldier
The God of War

Frederic Santley
......Harry Delf

Richard Carle
John Hendricks

Valli Valli
Miss Juliet

Charles Winninger
Little Billy

Alfred Latell
Miss Juliet

Grace Nolan
Miss Juliet

John Hendricks
John Boyle

Walter Brazil
James C. Marlowe
.James C. Marlowe

Harry Delf
John Hendricks

Little Billy
Richard Carle

James C. Marlowe
Elizabeth M. Murray

Frederic Santley
Harry Bulger

Florence Curtis
Anita Elson
Harry Delf

Charles Hessing
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Augmented Orchestra under the Direction of Charles J. Gebest.

The Stage under the Direction of James Gorman.

Opening Chorus
"Julia and Donald and Joe'
"Sousa Melodies"
A Harry Bulger Song
Dance Reminiscent
Imitations
"The Ziegfeld Rag"
"The 'Frisco Melody"
"The Balloon Girls"
Finale

Jester and Chorus
Booberang, Jane and Paurel

Boys of the Chorus
Harry Bulger

,..Boyi« and Brazil
Miss Juliet

Steve and Chorus
Sadie and Chorus

• •• Chorus
Entire Company

ACT II

Scene 8—Interior of the Vanderbilt Hotel.
(Touching on "Sanderson, Brian and Cawthorne" and the Hippodrome.)
Scene 9—In Front of the Metropolitan Opera House.
(Touching on Current Topics.)
Scene 10—Jean Faurel's Dressing Room.
(Touching on "The Great Lover.")
Scene 11—In Front of the Republic Theatre.
(Touching on Cohan Melodies.)
Scene 12—The Common Clay Court Room.
(Touching on "Common Clay.")
Scene 13—Riverside Drive.
(Touching on Personalities.)
Scene 14—Roof Garden.
(Touching on Ziegfeld's Roof.)

Unusi
Miss Valli Valli's gowns and head-dresses by Lucile.
Miss Murray's gowns by Lichtensteln Millinery Co.

Hats by Bruck-Weiss Millinery Co.
eon

Members of the Chorus
The Misses: Evilyn DeRoches, Billie Wilkins, Clara Whltford, GoldieFoley, Grace Russell, Ada Fuld, Mathilde Redriguez, Hazel Frisbie, Signa

Pierce, Betty Chandler, Jeanne Dare, Betty Evans, Gladdie McDonald, Alice
Gordon, Mae Clarke, Reba Kent, Virginia Steinhard, Daisy Burton, Florence
Sanford, Virginia Lancier, Martha Dean, Shiela Goff, Betty Clarke Helen
Hillarde, Helene Kent, Thelma Pinder, Florence Moore, Marlon Carroll, Nina
Yorke, Genevieve Markham, Laurette Grant, Maybelle Trantman, Ivy Paget,Jean Rhodes, Phoebie Crossley, Kathrine Grant.

The Messrs: Rowe, Rose, Eagan, Geer, Abirwald, Druce, Hcssong,
Barger, Rhodes, Felner, Blue, Bliss, McCrossin, DuBall, Silbe, Evans.

Mitzi Hajos as the Lady of^Destihy or
the littlest "little Napoleon" in Pom-
Pom" finds it easy to capture men s

hearts

Scenery built by T. B. McDonald. Scenery painted by Unitt and Wicks.
Costumes, gowns and hats designed by Cora McGeachy and Avon, and
made by Schneider-Anderson Co. Men's modern clothes by Max Marx.
Men's hats by Kauffman. Men's military uniforms by Brooks Uniform Co.
Wigs by Hepner. Shoes by Cammeyer. The Vlctrolas in this Revue fur¬
nished by Landay Brothers.

'/IX>re than a TRestaurant- -H IBroaO

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR COHAN & HARRIS.
J. V. Hope ..Manager James Santry Electrician
Wallace Munro Business Manager Harry Pfluger Asst. Electrician
Charles Gebest Musical Director Jim Doyle Property Man
James Gorman Stage Manager Julius Hall Flyman
John Klendon. .Asst. Stage Manager Jennie F"uld Wardrobe Mistress
Odo Shod Carpenter Julia Carlyle '
Tom Blanchard Asst. Carpenter Asst. Wardrobe Mistress
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White. V. 7.
George M. Cohans preparedness battalions—prepared to give you a continuous laugh—in the spirited finale of the first act. Little Billy, mounted on Jasper (Alfred Latell). is the

commanding officer
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Revue. 1916," at the
A 9 t O r . Phnln hy White

Lila Rhodes
in "The Cohan

(Richard Carle and Valli Valli, confirmed and habitual fun mak
ers in "The Cohan Revue, 1916." At the Astor Theatre.

lermai

Selecting material
from an assort¬

ment of elaborate
French tissues.

The spirited finale of "The Cohan Revue 1916"
showing the Ziegfeld Midnight Roof Garden.
The first line of defense includes from left to
right: Walter Brazil, Harry Delf, Balloon
Girl, James C. Marlowe, Alfred Latell as Jasper,
the dog; Little Billy, Alice Harris, John Hen¬
dricks, Richard Carle, Valli Valli, Charles Win-
ninger as Leo Ditrichstein, Miss
Juliet, Harry Bulger, Elizabeth

White. N. Y. Jme
Most of the dancing honors in the Cohan Revue vn
are won by Lila Rhodes, who plays the part of

the vivacious Major Barbara the
*rn 0|a * A,^l\ the
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The most sweetly winsome face, with a hint of longing in it and a touch of wistfulness, to be seen today on the New York
stage. It is the personal property of Valli Valli of "The Cohan Revue, 1916." ® Aim,

The triumvirate of "Sybil" stars, "Julia and Donald and Joe," as represented in the Cohan Revue. Richard Carle
as Donald Brian, Valli Valli as Julia Sanderson and Charles Winninger as Joseph Cawthorn

—_— . PHI

© Underwood Underwood.
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"KILKENNY"
A Comedy in Three Acts by Augustus Pitou,

Sr., Produced at the Standard Theater,
Feb. 14.

Richard Desmond Fiske O'Hara
Lady Catherine Desmond Adelaide Matthews
Dr. Martin O'Toole J. P. Sullivan
Mrs. O'Toole Lisle Bloodgood
Kitty O'Toole Lottie Williams
David Conway Daniel Lawlor
Mrs. Conway Anna Nichols
Moina Carroll Marie Quinn
Maurice Levine Wm. T. Morgan
Murphy Kale J. E. Miller
Judy Kale Eliza Mason
Monsieur Hoyne Wm. T. Sheehan
Lieutenant Donnell Henry Duffy

Fiske O'Hara, the actor-singer, made his
first New York appearance this season at
the Standard Theater last Monday night
in " Kilkenny," a comedy of Irish life in
the early nineteenth century. The play
had a certain sentimental interest exclu¬
sive of its story, as it was the last prod¬
uct of the late Augustus Pitou.

For many years Mr. Pitou was the most
reliable dispenser of Irish comedies, and
most of them gained widespread favor by
virtue of their romantic charm, their spark¬
ling wit and their picturesque atmosphere
of the Emerald Isle which they contained.
" Kilkenny" proved no exception to the
rule. Analytically, the play bears a ma¬
chine-made stamp; the characters are
moved about too arbitrarily to make them
seem always natural, much of the action
takes place off stage, and the long arm of
coincidence is ever within reach. But what
matters it so long as Mr. O'Hara is given
an opportunity to rescue" distressed colleens
from villainous clutches, and sing in a
sweet voice of Ireland's charm.

The story concerns the romance of Rich¬
ard Desmond, a dashing young Irish paint¬
er, and Moina Carroll, his model. But as
Irish love, like that of other races, is not
without its rough sailing, we see Maurice
Levine, a scoundrel of the neighborhood,
laying plans to capture the fair Moina for
his bride. He is aided in his activities by
her guardian, David Conway, who hopes
through her marriage to retrieve her for¬
tune, which he has squandered in worthless
bonds. They seem certain of success when
the gallant young Richard arrives and
carries the girl to the safety of his mother's
home. The desperate Levine, having become
respectful of Richard's fighting prowess,
apologizes, and the play ends with peace
and harmony restored to Kilkenny.

Mr. O'Hara's ingratiating personality put
the mark of success upon the play at his
first entrance. His winning smile, his readi¬
ness to take the audience into his confi¬
dence, and his gay assurance have placed
him in the same rank with those other pop¬
ular Irish actor-singers, Chauncey Olcott
and Andrew Mack, and he should have no
trouble in making his progress throughout
the country as triumphant as theirs.

Marie Quinn was a winsome Moina. J. P.
Sullivan contributed a splendid picture of
a hale and hearty physician. William T.
Sheehan was excellent in the character of
an Irish hairdresser who posed as a French¬
man. Lottie Williams gave a spirited per¬
formance of the affectionate Kitty O'Toole.
and the others in the main acted their roles
creditably. " Ireland Is Ireland to Me" was
the best of Mr. O'Hara's five songs.

Valli, as Jane Clay,, it the
star Cohan revuer.
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BOSTON
First Time of " Between the Lines," Harvard-

Radcliffe Prize Play
Boston (Special).—The John Craig-Harvard-

Radcliffe prize play of the year, " Between the
Lines," by Mrs. Charlotte Chorpenning. has just
been produced at the Castle Square. Despite
the title, the piece has nothing to do with the
war. It is written in the form of a prologue,
epilogue, and three intervening episodes. In
the prologue an elderly couple in a New England
village, on the thirty-fifth anniversary of their
wedding, lament the absence of their three chil¬
dren, and voice their regret that the three have
seemingly passed out of their lives. In each j
of the three one-act plays that follow we see i
one of the three children proving in one way !
or another that the parental influence still (
counts. Bob. at college in California, by put- !
ting into force his father's ideas of will-power, i
saves his friend, who inherits the drinking j
habit from a relapse; Rachel, who is leading a 1
free-lance existence in New York, is about to
engage in an affair with an already married
actor, when memories of home deter her; and
Tom, manager of a fruit-ranch in Mexico, is
almost drawn into a land swindle, when his bet¬
ter self comes to his rescue. In the epilogue,
which is continuous in action with the pro¬
logue. the old people receive letters from the
three children.

It is " between the lines " of these letters
that the audience has been reading: in the three
acts: the letters themselves give the old couple
but little idea of how their supposedly dead in¬
fluence has been manifesting itself.

By its very structure the play is denied the
effectiveness that is attained by a more homo¬
geneous piece, and the three one-act episodes
are of uneven quality. But the play is pleas¬
ant and moderately interesting, and is given
an excellent production by the Craig Players.
Mary Young is excellent as Rachel, and Mr.
Craig, returning histrionically to the scene of
his own boyhood, is his usual graceful and
pleasing self as Tom. Most of the rest of the

i company double. Donald Meek as a Mexican.
and Betty Barnicoat as an innocent, grumpish

i spinster from New Hampshire, contribute some
I really good character acting. The piece is down
I for a run of at least three weeks.

This week's openings were Will Hodge in
" Fixing Sister," his own new play, at the
Majestic, and " The Passing Show " at the
Shubert. The other bills: Hollis, "Daddy Long-
Legs " ; Colonial. Mizzie in " Pom-Pom " : Wil¬
bur, " It Pays to Advertise " : Plymouth, Ju¬
lia Arthur in " The Eternal Magdalene " ; Park
Square. " Rolling Stones."



" ANY HOUSE "
A Play in Three Acts by Owen Davis and

Robert H. Davis. Staged by Robert Mil¬
ton. Produced by Sargent Aborn at the
Cort Theater, Feb. 14.

Sardus Summerfleld Edwin Arden I
Doctor Bassett Frank Gillmore
David Bradford Milton Sills

| John Wakefield Hayward Ginn
Denham Rodgers James Seeley
Charlie Pope Jay Wilson
Ben Klotz Ralph J. Herbert
Howard Wayne Junius Matthews i
A Newsboy. Jack Davis I
Esther Katherine Emmet I
Amy Edith Luckett !
Mrs. Gilbert Louise Galloway |
Alice Wayne Hunter Arden
Martha Annie Buckley | <

The good and the evil in man, the duality
of soul, the Jekyll and Hyde in human na¬
ture, is the theme of the new play at the r
Cort Theater, and the theme finds a strong
exponent in Mr. Edwin Arden in his imper¬
sonation of Sardus Summerfleld. " Any \
House" has the principles of very power- -
ful drama without quite reaching the de¬
cisive stage, and largely the interest which
it inspires is due to Mr. Arden's acting of
a man who has under a phenomenal phase
of melancholy developed the acerbity of
character to estrange those who love him
and abandoned principles to ambition.

In Summerfleld the authors have attempt¬
ed to draw a character of strange and con-
flicting attributes, but they have only partly 4<
succeeded. They have attempted to con¬
struct a problem play with a touch of sym¬
bolism and something of the supernatural.
But the character is lacking in color and
contrasting values, and the play is deficient
in action and dramatic spontaneity. The
second act is substantially a repetition of
the first, in which the same characters arc
introduced and the same subjects are gone
over to the extent of painful reiteration.
Beneath all there is an impressive moral
force that only needed a few virile dramatic
touches to make it a dominant factor of in¬
terest and suspense.

It is the good fortune of the play to have
the role of Summerfleld played in a manner
that compelled attention to details, which,
however promising, failed to lead to a ful¬
fillment of well conceived hopes of a power¬
ful climax.

A nice device of novelty is effected by
omitting the use of the curtain. The stage
is set to represent the exterior of the house
in which the action takes place, and by an
expert manipulation of the lights we arc
transposed from the exterior to the interior
and back to the exterior, according to the
will of the authors. The duality of Sum-
merfield's soul is actually visualized. His
Better Self is a distinct character who visits
him as a vision and with whom he actually
holds converse, as Hamlet does with the
ghost of his father.

Summerfleld is a prominent elderly lawyer
with a crusty exterior. Since the death of
his beloved wife, some three years before,
he has become embittered, and seeks in dis¬
sipation, in work, and ambitious schemes to
obtain power. He has banished his elder
daughter, Esther, for marrying John Wake¬
field, and he is finally about to banish his
younger daughter, Amv, from his presence
for daring to love his private secretary,
David Bradford, who, in his honest, out¬
spoken manliness protests against Summer- |field's scheme to betray a trust that will
compromise his honor but elevate him to

the proud estate of a United States Senator,
the tool of a corrupt railroad ring.

In the critical stages of his mental ex-1
citement over the false stfep he is about to
take he beholds the vision of his Better Self,
always admonishing him to do what is right
and honorable. Time and time again Sum¬
merfleld repulses his supernatural mentor,
but finally yields to his plea to unlock the I
door of the room in which his wife spent
her last months and inhale the sunshine of
her lingering spirit. His short presence
amid the dusty surroundings of the past
melt the ice of his nature, and he re-enters
upon the scene a moral regenerate, who for¬
gives Esther and blesses Amy's love for
Bradford.

The play is admirably staged and mounted
and most delightfully played. Mr. William
B. Mack, though not mentioned in the pro¬
gramme, is highly impressive as Summer-
field's Better Self, and Mr. Milton Sills
plays the manly young secretary with an
abundance of natural force. Miss Emmet's
emotional scenes as Esther when she pleads
with her father are well rendered, and Miss
Luckett is charming as Amy. Frank Gill-
more plays a physician with languid dig¬
nity that wins favor, and Miss Arden won
a good round of applause by her bright com¬
edy work as a young newly-wed. Louise
Galloway proved highly interesting as Sum-
merfield's sister, and a bit of bright char-

t acter work goes to the credit of Jay Wilson.
Howard Ginn as Esther's husband made his

; one short scene stand out distinctly as
r< moment of dramatic energy.

Count Cod si dine, a famous Irisl^duellis?
De Veux, a French spy
Orderly

UlLH.-.' A:.-,

Mr. John Hickey
Mr. William Parke, Jr.

FULTON
THEATRE
46th Street, Just West of Broadway.

THE HENRY B. HARRIS ESTATE, Sole Lessee and Manager.

Lucy Dashwood, the Colonel's daughter Miss Gilda LearyLady Ida Blake, the General's wife Miss Mabel MortimerDora Power, the Captain's sister Miss Josephine StevensJudy McCann Miss Julla HoyA Maid Miss Emily Thompson
Guests, Soldiers, Servants, Etc.

FIRE NOTICE
Look around NOW and choose the nearest Exit to

Sour seat In case of fire walk (not run) to THAT Exito not try to beat your neighbor to the street
ROBERT ADAMSON, Fire Commissioner.

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 27, 1016.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE CRUSTY SARDUS SUMMERFIELD (EDWIN ARDEN). IN "ANY HOUSE," REJECTS HIS DAUGH¬
TER'S PLEA FOR FORGIVENESS.

From Left to Right: Edwin Arden, Katherine Emmet as His Eldest Daughter, Esther; Edith Luckett as AmyMilton Sills as David Bradford, and Hayward Ginn as John Wakefield.
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THE LITTLE PLAYHOUSE, CINCINNATI.
(Owned and Managed by a Woman.)

The Little Playhouse in Cincinnati is the only house of its kind in the United Statesthat is owned and managed exclusively by a woman. Mrs. Shuster-Martin, whose picturewas in last week's Mirror, has the distinction.

The fifth series of performances for the
season were given by the stock company,
at the Little Playhouse (on the bill Feb.
15, 16 and matinee 17), when " Monna
Vanna " (Maeterlinck) was presented in a
thoroughly artistic manner. The produc¬
tion was creditable from point of equip¬
ment and acting. The four leading parts
were well handled. Guido, by Harold
Heaton : Marco, by Mr. Drury ; Prinzivalle,
by Karl Dietz, the director of the com¬
pany, and Monna Vanna, by Miss Cran-
rlall. One of the hits was made by John
Alexander, a local boy, in the minor part
of Trivulzio. This was the first perform¬
ance of this play in this city. The com¬
pany is under the management of Helen
Schuster-Martin, and the success of the
enterprise is due to her high artistic stand-

Tr. Charles ofleld

Martin, as manager, and to Mr. Dietz
as director. Cincinnati is obligated. Min¬
nie Stewart, the popular character wom¬
an of the company, had no role in" Monna Vanna," but her appearance in
next month's production is anxiously
awaited.

The productions are monthly, at which
time three performances are given. Mrs.
Martin's recent appearances with the com¬
pany have been Bright Romer in " Love and
Geography " by Bjornson and Catherine in" A Man Who Married a Dumb Wife," byAnatol France. The present season of The
Little Playhouse has been an experimental
one but successful. The next season, the
productions will occur more frequently,dates with other Little Theaters through¬out the country will be exchanged. The
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HACKETT & TYLER Present

THE MELODY OF YOUTH
A ROMANTIC IRISH COMEDY,

By BRANDON TYNAN.

The Players.
(In the Order of their Entrance)

CATHLBEN LINNETT LILY CAHILL
MARY POWERS EVA LE GALLIENNE
ALICE MARY LESLIE MAYO
SARA ANN POWERS MAGGIE HOLLOWAY FISHER

• HENRY SLY CHARLES MCCARTHY
• PHIL O'GRADY WILLIAM HARRIOAN

LORD KILTARTAN WM. J. KELLY
MRS. ELIZABETH HILPERTY FLORINE ARNOLD
PASTOR PAUL KNOX GEORGE GIDDEN8

; ANTHONY BERESPORD BRANDON TYNAN
; BLIND MAN THOMAS J. McGRANE

ACT I.
The House of Colonel Sir George Dashwood, Dublin.

Charles O'Malley Goes to a Ball.

ACT n.
The Country House of General Sir Terence Blake, in Galway.

Captain O'Malley Fights a Duel.

ACT III.
The Headquarters of General Sir Terence Blake, near Barcelona, Spain.

Charles O'Malley in Disgrace.

ACT IV.
A Room in the House of General Sir Terence Blake.

Captain O'Malley Wins a Wife.

Between Acts I. and II. a month is supposed to elapse.
Between Acts II. and III., four months.
Between Acts III. and IV., four days.

Time of Play—During the Napoleonic Wars.
Place—Ireland and Spain.

THURSDAY NIGHT—January 6, 1916

. Fiske O'Hara
In His Charming Comedy

Kilkenny"
By Augustus Pitou, Sr.

Synopsis of Scenes.

ACT J The Living Room in Mrs. Powers' Home in Dublin. Winter.
ACT II. The Garden of "The Little House on the Top of the Hill.

ACT III.

Spring.

-Anthony's Study in "The Little House on the Top of the
Hill." The next day.

The action of the play takes place in Ireland in 1880.

Produced under the Personal Direction of the Author.

QUALITY CO., ROCHESTER
Rochester, N. Y.— (Special). — The

Broadway Quality Stock compaay, for-t&eil'
fourth week gave at the Baker, an ade¬
quate production of "A Fool There Was."
Vampires and fools can always be depended
on to draw crowds. .Tustina Wayne, the
leading lady of the company, was absent
from the cast, her place being taken for
the week by Beatrice Parker, who gave a
creditable performance of the Vampire.
John Warner gave his usual commendable
characterization of Robert Hilliard's old
role. Mabelle Estelle had the small role of
the wife. Others in the cast were Clar¬
ence H. Doty, Amy La Vigne, and Edwin
Bailey. " The Lure " in rehearsal.

B. Henry Leffingwell.

ards. The company will "close its season committee of sponsors of this weiPmanagedin March. Helen Schuster-Martin has prov- and attractive little house is composed ofed th° U „ ^_JJ XI 1 * , „ " . . _

thing _

community order, when run on
vative as well as an artistic plan,

ed that in Cincinnati there can be such a apme of the exclusive set of Cincinnati Thesful Little Theater, of the house is planned after the art theaters of
Europe. The director is Karl L. Dietz.

John Redhead Froome, Jr.
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QUALITY PLAYERS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
« i, Rochester, N. Y. (Special).—The Broad-

, way Quality Players presented •• The Con-
. fession " at the Baker, week of Jan. 31, to

large and extremely interested audiences.
• John Warner played the long role of Father
, Bartlett. Maude Richmond was seen to

advantage as Rose Creighton. Walter Ryder
n scored the hit of the performance as" the
( Canadian. This young actor is deserving

of much credit. Emma Campbell, Adrian
, . English, Edwin Bailey, Clarence Doty, Al-

* vah Simms and a newcomer, Paul Burke,
I all gave creditable readings of their roles
( in ten performances in one week. Rochester

,x should prove fertile ground for a capable
:J stock company as there is only one house

i " which presents road productions. And cer-

ej tainly the city is large enough to support a
i ■] permanent company which would give only
fd established stock successes and not resort

to the lurid or sensational plays.
B. Henry Leffingwell.

HELEN SCHUSTER-MARTIN,
Owner and Manager The Little Playhouse,jj

Cincinnati.

Mrs. Schuster-Martin is a notable profes-Fpsional in Cincinnati. She owns and man- I
ages the Little Playhouse and is also a mem¬
ber of the company of the name of the,
house. As a dramatic reader and inter¬
preter of the classics, she is known as any-
artist in the best sense of the word. En- M
dowed with a brilliant intellect, her fine |
judgment and forceful, nature enable her to j |give a master interpretation. Possessed of ^marked versatility, she is equally at home
with the classics, the society drama, the
character sketch, or monologue, perfect jfidelity to nature being a noticeable charac¬
teristic. Her art is marked with reposeful ;
strength gained through long study and
large experience. Mrs. Martin is an active
member of the Cincinnati Womans' Club, the
McDowell Society, the Drama League and
the Civic League.

The Little Theater is the. only theater
actually owned and managed by a woman.
The productions are monthly, at which time
three performances are given. Mrs. Mar¬
tin's recent appearances with the company
have been Brigit Romer in "Love and Geo¬
graphy" by Bjornson and Catherine in "A
Man Who Married a Dumb Wife," by Anatol
France. The present season of The Little
Theater has been an experimental one but
successful. The next season, the produc¬
tions will occur more frequently, dates with
other Little Theaters throughout the coun¬
try will be exchanged. The committee of
sponsors of this well managed and attrac¬
tive little house is composed of some of the ,
exclusive set of Cincinnati. The house is
planned after the art theaters of Europe.
The director is Karl L. Dietz.

EXECUTIVE STAFF
FOR JAMES K. HACKETT AND GEORGE C. TYLER.

„ . Acting ManagerWalton Bradford Press RepresentativeJohn P. Toohey.... Stage ManagerThomas J. McGrane

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
Richard Desmond Mr. Fiske O'Hara
Lady Catherine Desmond Adelade Matthews
Dr. Martin O'Toole J. p. Sullivan
Mrs. O'Toole Lisle Bloodgood
Kitty O'Toole Marie Quinn
David Conway Daniei LawlorMr.s Conway Anna NicholsMoina Carroll Ann Hamilton
Maurice Levine William T. MorganMurphy Kale, the blind piper J. E. Miller

rt- by
nr pb

THE MONTAUK THEATRE
CHARLES FROHMAN, KLAW & ERLANGER, LESSKSfl

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 8, 19X5.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

Chicago thinks Jane O Day
from Broadway" a most ap¬
propriate vehicle for the P°P"
ular and effervescent Blanche

Ring

m--mH- ,v.: m•>, >**••

EDWARD E. PIDGEON Presents
The Favorite Singing Comedian

ANDREW MACK
—in—

THE IRISH DRAGOON
A Thrilling, Romantic Comedy Drama, in Pour Acts.

Founded on Charles Lever's Celebrated Military Novel.
Stage Version by Theodore Burt Sayre.

A New Play with New Songs and New York Cast.

Characters.

General Sir Terence Blake, a distinguished commander in the English army,
Mr. Gavin Harris

Colonel Sir George Dashwood, commanding the 10th Cavalry,
Mr. Eric Campbell

. Mr. George RiddellMajor Monsoon
Officers of

Dashwood's Regiment
B Captain Hammersley

Captain Power
'

Lieutenant Sparks .... >
rharles O'Malley, Captain of the Irish Dragoons

. Mr. Mario Marjaroni
.... Mr. Walter Grey
... Mr. Nicholas Joy

. . . . Mr. Andrew Mack

Judy Kale his wife. Eiiza MasonMonsieur Hoyne William T. SheehanLieutenant Donnell Henry Duffy| Maid Blye Power
The action of the play takes place at Kilkenny, Ireland, Octo¬

ber, 1810, during the "Kilkenny Carnival."
ACT I.—Artist's reception room in the home of Lady

Catherine Desmond. Morning.
ACT II.—Glen Scene on the Desmond Estate. Afternoon

if the same day.

ACT III.—Same as ACT I. The following morning.
During the performance Mr. O'Hara will sing the follow¬

ing songs, specially written for this play:
"Ireland Is Ireland to Me"
"Contrary Mary Clary"
"Girl 0' My Heart"
"Dear Mother Mine"

w-Hii the zeal oi jouui,

EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR AUGUSTUS PITOU, Jr. (INC.)
Manager Walter F. Harmon
Business Manager John Dunne
Secretary Sam MoyedMusical Director Frank E. Hersom
Stage Manager William T. Sheahan
Assistant Stage Manager James E. Miller
Carpenter Frank Pecchia
Property Man Eugene Morris
Electrician Ed. Meyers

Staged under the personal supervision of August Pitou, Sr.
Week
Seen
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Y^OULDX'T you hike out of
your little gray home in the

West if you could be a star and
choose your own plays, and have
a manager for a husband ? 44Pretty
Peggy * netted Grace George $27,-
000. And now, when she isn't
telling Bernard Shaw how his
plays ought to be acted, she is
hauling some $1500 a night into
the box-office.
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"THE EARTH"
i Modern Play in Four Acts by James Ber-
I nard Fagan. Produced by Grace George

and Her Playhouse Company, Feb. 15, at
the Playhouse.

The Earl of Ivillone Clarence Derwent
Sir Felix Janioii ;,Lo«ls ^alvert
The Right Hon. Denzil Trevena, M. F..Conway Tearle
Michael Dickson Ernest Lawford
Roger Morrish • John Cromwell

J James Bent
j Rev. Malcolm Mackenzie
| Hector Stronge
[ Henry RobinsonI Tupper
I Parker
I The Countess of Ivillone .

i Lady Susan Sturrage . ..

I Mitss Janion . .

Act I.—The
I Court. Whit

G. Guthrie McClintic
. . . Richard Clarke

Arthur Eldred
. Rexford Kendrick

George Bangs
Daniel Eames
Grace George

Charlotte Granville
Norah Lamison

Elizabethan Garden. Arrowleigh
Sunday morning. Act II.—AVUUH. vv ill L ouuu«,r iuv<.u>un,

room. Arrowleigh Court. Afternoon. Act III.
—Trevena's study. Queen Anne's Gate. Thurs¬
day night. Act IV.—The chief's office, Janion
Buildings, E. C. Friday morning. Time.—To- •
day. Place.—England.

Grace George continues to give our mana- '
gers object lessons in the art of how to be
successful with a repertory company in \
little old New York. Now whenever she pro¬
duces a new play expectation runs as
high as regards any other first-class event
in town. The best class of theatergoers at- *
tended the opening night of James Bernard
Fagan's drama, " The Earth," at the Play¬
house, and the new production treads close ;
at the heels of " Major Barbara" in the i
matter of success. It was given a remark¬
ably cordial reception. To New York it was
entirely new. On tour it was presented a '
short time by Edmund Breese, but never was
brought here, for some unaccountable rea¬
son. In London it created a small sensa¬
tion, for in the character of Sir Felix
Janion every one quickly recognized a force¬
ful portrait of Lord Northcliffe, the direct¬
ing mind of the Harmsworth Press, which
practically controls the destiny of England
and her policies. The author has the ex¬
traordinary good luck to have the character
played here by so consummate an actor as
Louis Calvert, for it is in him that the
interest of the play centers. Fagan has
gone behind the scenes of the newspaper
world of London, to gather his material for ,
his bright, breezy, absorbing little drama,
and has most cleverly fused interest in the !
methods of a scheming publisher to defeat
an offensive measure of legislation in Par¬
liament with a romance in high life.

The contest which inspires the action is I
over a beneficial labor bill between Hon.
Denzil Trevena. a rising young member of
Parliament, and Sir Felix, who desires its
defeat. For a time it is one man's wit
against another. Both men remain on
friendly ground. Sir Felix, through his
press, and notably his paper, The Earth,
assumes to control public opinion. His
word is law. He is rough, rugged and un¬
scrupulous. It is not until the young Coun¬
tess of Killone is drawn into the plot that
the two men begin the struggle for mas¬
tery. It is as Countess of Killone that
Miss George appears.

The Countess is married to the worthless
Earl of Killone, and between her and Tre¬
vena a serious sentiment has developed
with all the attributes of " an irresistible

■fl| passion " pushed to the last extreme. Whenm the conflict between the two men is at its
most critical stage. Trevena defending and
Sir Felix threatening the annihilation of
the bill and the political ruin of its spon¬
sor, Janion gets an inkling of the intimacy
between his adversary and the Countess.
The great machinery of his secret service

_j is at once put into operation, and Trevena
finds himself confronted with the alterna-
tive of withdrawing his bill or having him¬
self and the Countess exposed. Under the
force of the proof presented to him. Tre¬
vena, in order to protect the reputation of

» r the Countess, agrees to Sir Felix's terms
without stating his reason to the Countess

• of Killone. The latter, however, forces the
r■ i* truth out of him, and, actuated by sincere
r affection and a wholesouled desire to pro¬

mote his political prospects, she goes to the
office of The Earth and has an interview
with the publisher. She calmly informs
him that she is determined to face the
scandal rather than see Trevena defeated,
but appeals to his chivalry to spare her
reputation. Janion is not moved by this
appeal, but when the Countess at last per¬
suades Treverm to defy the great publisher
and Janion finds that he is confronted bv
two immovable objects, he owns himself
defeated and surrenders the incriminating -
affidavits to his adversary. It has been a 1
pretty fight from start to finish, and though .
the play ends in an interrogation mark, we
infer that the devoted pair will find a wav
to remove the legal obstacles to their ulti¬
mate union. They surely deserve happi- i!

H ness.

KThe charm of Miss George's performances» at the Playhouse consists in great part of
the finished work of the cast, and this is
point of vantage that is again emphasized
in this instance. Mr. Calvert gives us a
very vivid impression of a man of power in
a position to do good or evil, who delights
in the environment of coarse friends and
aids, and who relieves the monotony of an
unscrupulous conscience with occasional ;
laoses into benefices to his underlings who 1
faithfully serve him. The other two leading
characters are likewise presented in a highly
efficient manner. Miss George lends just the ,

right color to the personality of the young j
Irish countess to make her thoroughly sym¬
pathetic and to relieve the character of any
odium on account of her relations with Tre¬
vena. She is pretty and lively, and withal,
her acting is marked by the exact modicum
of discretion that enables her to command
her audience. Trevena is admirably played
by Mr. Tearle, and Mr. Lawford is distinct¬
ively characteristic in the role of Sir Felix's
rough and ready factotum, general confiden¬
tial agent and unconscionable emissary in
Janion's dirty journalism. Another excel¬
lent impersonation is that of the wiley Lady

orrige by Charlotte Granville.
........ , > v:"•

THE RIGHT HON DENZIL TREVENA (CONWAY TEARLE) AND LADY KILLONE (GRACE GEORGE), IN
"THE EARTH/' REACH AN UNDERSTANDING WITH THEIR POWERFUL OPPONENT. SIR FELIX

JANION (LOUIS CALVERT).

Yurka.—Blanche Yurka, late leading woman with
E. H. Sothern in " Lord Dundreary," has made un¬
usually rapid strides in the four short seasons she
has been on the stage. Miss Yurka is a Bohemian
girl. She was one of the fortunate few who won
a scholarship in the days of Heinrich Conreid's
training school for singers at the Metropolitan Opera
House. After two years' study she was given the
role of the Grail Bearer in " Parsifal," and sang in
the chorus of several other operas. It was Mr. Con-
reid himself who encouraged Miss Yurka to become
a dramatic actress after witnessing her performance
in " Parsifal." He gave her a letter of introduction
to David Belasco, and she was immediately made
understudy for Charlotte Walker in " The Warrens
of Virginia." After a short season or two of stock,
she gave a notable performance on Broadway of the
character of Vice in " Everywoman." Miss Yurka
is now contemplating an engagement in motion pic¬
tures during the Summer. She will return to the
stage early in the Fall in a new play under the Shu-
bert management.
KtMHBH fiT "V."liter -wsti ani K*. MCUOl

linvi ..CO riutajreft for principal parts
Koi'.bes-Kobertson.—Sir Johnston Forbes-Robert-

son closed his farewell American tour at the Academy
of Music, Northampton, Mass., the only municipal
theater in this country, on Monday night, May 24,

J in " Hamlet." He will sail on the Philadelphia for
| London next Saturday. This is the longest tour

( Forbes-Robertson has ever played in America, extend¬
ing over thirty-five weeks and covering some thirty-
five thousand miles. It has been one of the most suc¬

cessful seasons he has had in America, which, in view
of prevailing conditions, speaks highly of the hold he
has upon the affection and admiration of the American
public. His box-office returns have broken even his

BLANCHE YURKA, White. N. T. j jjHB? 1 own Prev'ous records ana the gross receipts of his
Who is Playing with E. H. Sothern. [ " tour amount to over $500,000.

u n. r «».■ ••noi..ii'!: . rmr
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Doucet.—Theodore A. Doucet has been selected to
play the leading role of David, created by W ^'ker
Whiteside, in " The Melting Pot" on its tour of the
Redpath Lyceum Bureau circuit. " The Melting
Pot" will open about May 15 and is routed for thirty
weeks. Mr. Doucet played the role of David in the
road production of " The Melting Pot," presented on
*

bv the Mittenthals.

WARFIELD AND SHYLOCK
Coupled with the news that Belasco has decided

to shelve David Warfield's present play, " Van der
Decken," and not to present him in it at a New
York theater, as originally intended, is another bit
of even more important information that will in¬
terest a host of Warfield's admirers. It is that
next season Warfield will get his long wished for
desire to appear as Shylock in " The Merchant of
Venice." The report seems to be based upon some¬
what more substantial ground than previous rumors
of the same character. Warfield has cherished the
wish to play "the Jew that Shakespeare drew"
ever since he began to be recognized as a player of
more than commonplace abilitv.

In his intimate talks with friends in his dressing
room the thought of playing Shylock formed the
staple topic of his conversation eight or nine years
ago. He had some original ideas of how the char¬
acter should be portrayed, and he was fond even
then of discussing the details of the part as he con¬
ceived it. Belasco's ingenious press agent was not
slow in exploiting this fad of Warfield and send¬
ing out vague hints that surely Shylock would be
in Belasco's next year's plan of action. But next
year was always a year off, and in all probability
Belasco treated the whole scheme with one of his
benevolent smiles that has mystified so many people.
But now it seems that he is taking the matter se¬
riously. So far as any one can know, his plan is
to present Warfield on tour in the nart of Shylock
as part of a repertoire. If the public accepts him
in the role, Warfield will be brought to New York

SIR JOHNSTON FORBES-ROBERTSON,
Playing His Farewell New York Appearance This Week

at the Majestic Theater, Brooklyn. Here He Is Seen
in the Character of the Stranger in " The Passing of
the Third Floor Back."

M i ns

i lsci/ss (George "f)i

To Appear iD

HAL FORDE, ™*ta. N. Y.
Vaudeville After Success In " Adele."



"THE MELODY OF YOUTH"
Romantic Irish Comedy by Brandin Tynan.

Produced by Hackett and Tyler at the
Fulton Theater, Feb. 16.

• Cathleen Linnett Lily Cahill
Mary Powers Eva Le Galliene
Alice Mary Leslie MayoI Sara Ann Powers Maggie Holloway Fisher! Henry Sly Charles McCarthyPhil O'Grady William HarriganLord Kiltartan William J. Kelly'• Mrs. Elizabeth Hilperty Plorine Arnold

I Pastor Paul Knox George Giddens
Anthony Beresford Brandon TynanBlind Man (for the first week only).

James O'Neill
Act I.—The living room in Mrs. Powers's homein Dublin. Winter. Act II.—The garden of" The Little House on the Top of the Hill."

Spring. Act III.—Anthony's study in " TheLittle House on the Top of the Hill." The next
day. The action of the play takes place in Ire-

; land in 1830.
Mr. Brandon Tynan brings us a romantic

j episode of the Ireland of 1830 in his latest
comedy, " The Melody of Youth." It is a
thoroughly optimistic picture of Irish life,with Winter masquerades, thatched cottages1 shaded by flowering cherry trees, merrymaidens, chivalrous men, and only a briefsuggestion of tragedy in the remoter back¬
ground, a full explosion of Irish wit minn-
glig with the crack of a duelling pistol,and a happy ending.

As the young student of divinity who
i returns from Rome to find bis ward, Cath¬leen, grown ud into a beautiful girl and sofull of pranks and divilrnay-care manners
that all her staid relations are shocked,Mr. Tynan plays with all the ease and re¬
finement that we have learned to associate
with his work in the past. He has shown

• splendid discretion, too, in making the role
of Anthony Beresford a component element

■ of the story without attempting to displace
the center of gravity of the plot,

i The comedy is supplied in part by thehoydenish spirit of Cathleen, who, in the
absence of her guardian, has formed an at¬
tachment for young Lord Kiltarton, igno¬rant that he has a wife in an insane asylum,from whom he is trying to get a divorce,and in part by the simplicity of mind of
young Anthony, who decides that in order
to cure Cathleen of her roguish ways shemust live under his censorious eye in tJ,e
country, away from all contact with her
associations of the past.

The joke is on Anthony, for without
knowing it, the young divinity student is in
love with his ward from the moment he
claps eyes on her in her stunning mas¬
querade of Rosalind soon after his arrival
from abroad. With a setting of an Irish
garden surrounding a thatched cottage and
beneath the falling blossoms of a cherrytree rich in bloom and redolent of poeticinspiration, this love develops with leapsand bounds under the coquettish teasing of
the incorrigible Kate, who has the true
spirit of conquest and gives no mercy. LordKiltartan comes there, after everybody atthe cottage has been struck dumb by therevelations of the scandal of his suit for
divorce, in which Cathleen is indirectly men¬tioned, and is slapped in the face by An¬thony. And this abode of poetry and loveis suddenly brought to the brink of a catas¬
trophe when Kate's guardian finds himself
challenged and the fire-eating Phil O'Gradybrings the pistols and arranges the details
of the duel with Sly as though it were a
mere pleasure party. Anthony has no likingfor the duel, but he faces nis adversary,receives a slight flesh wound and refuses
to fire in return ; and then, thinking he is
cured and Kate is incurable, he is about to
leave. But it is now Kate's turn, and with
womanly finesse she soon has matters run¬
ning her own way, so that Anthony must
understand, and does understand, and then
and there realizes that she loves nobodybut him. And so the story reaches its log¬ical conclusion in that the guardian aban¬
dons his clerical career and marries his
ward to complete his task of subduing themischief in her.

Making due allowance for natural ner¬
vousness on an opening night which maywell beset a young actress called upon toplay a role of such unbounded spirits as
that of Cathleen, Miss Cahill was tne livelyIrish maiden to the life, and with a slightly
more restrained manner in the more serious
moments, she gives an unexceptional per¬formance. George Giddens lends marked
strength to the cast by one of his remark¬
ably fine performances in the part of the
good old pastor with his quaint awe of the
sex. William Harrigan and Charles Mc¬
Carthy furnish two thoroughly enjoyable
comedy creations in their respective parts,and William J. Kelly covered himself with
glory by an exceptionally good performance
in the part of Lord Kiltartan. The cast
shows the process of careful selection
throughout, and a special treat was afforded
the audience in the appearance for one

week only of Mr. James O'Neill in the small
part of a blind piper, led on the scene by
his dog. The famous old actor came in for
a perfect ovation, and became the subject
of a beautiful filial tribute from Mr.
Tynan in a speech after the third act.

"The Melody of Youth"—prescribed for those who have lost it. On
the Fulton.

ROP OF SCANDAL
)OUT B. TYNAN.

|7" OUT^ear, pray! There is a bit of
I- scj—jdal to be told. Undoubtedly
|u ha,— read all about Brandon
f'nan's i—Dmmitting himself to "plays
I the n\ irt"—all about his dislike of
loblem plays and such things. Of
lurse 'you read it, because it was
■ nted in The Tribune. Why, he's
Ing to put up a theatre, just to pre-
lit those simple, heartlike, little plays
I his!
to! You wouldn't imagine that his
fc't was just packed with Ibsen and
lh thirds, would you? Well, the,
Its are that he has played more Ibsen,
"n any other actor in the l?nd. With(
liry Shaw, he played the boy in "The
lister Builder." Then, serving for.
l ee years as Mme. Nazimova's leading I
[in, he played six roles in five IbsenJ
Jys. These were Oswald, in "Ghosts";)
[ivberg', in "Hedda Gabler"; Aylmers,
"Little Eyolf"; Solnesa in "The Mas-

r Builder," and Helmar and Dr. Rank
| "A Doll's House."[it may be. of course, that it is BE-
AUSE Mr. Tynan has been through all
lis that he now renounces problem
!ays. Why, of course! Undoubtedly
[at is it.
[And probably it should be added, by
|e way, that the present play of thelirt in which Mr. Tynan is interestedI 'The Melody of Youth," at the Cri-
lion. Matinees Wednesdays and
lurdays.

"THE MOUNTAINEER"
A comic opera by Kenneth and Roy Webbcir "The Mountaineer," was presentedat the Century Lyceum, Monday evening,r eb. 14. Hoy Webb is the composer of themusic and conducted the orchestra, whilehis brother wrote the book and lyrics andacted a leading role. They are also the co¬authors of " The Dream Girl," " The Rain¬bow Cocktail," and "Leap Year Land," thelast produced at Wallack's Theater lastyear.
The story concerned the adventures of anAmerican motion picture troupe in an imag¬inary kingdom on the shores of the Mediter¬ranean Sea. In the midst of the excite¬ment Kenneth Webb, as Cortlandt Stuyve-

V, a young New Yorker, arrived withthe heroine, and events took place rapidlyuntil the finale.
The principals were young men andwomen who have started professionalcareers or are about to. Joseph Mathieusang the tenor role well, and James {Stanley,of the Stanley Quartette, was a picturesqueand forceful mountaineer. Alice Randolphmade a particularly winsome picture as afilm heroine. Winifred Adele Marshall con¬tributed an agreeable light coloratura voice

™iPart of the fashionable Miss Schuy¬ler. The chorus, composed of amateurs, wascomely and vivacious.

As they go on the stage of "The Melody of Youth," in the dress
William Harrigan, Charles McCarthy and William J. Kelly



Dorothy Jane Londoner, one
of the Cohan Revuer«.

Pholo by Ira L. Hill
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In "The Cohan Revue of 1916," Valli
Valli does more than sit in a chair.
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BETH I.YDY, JOHN CHARLES THOMAS, LAURA HAMILTON, AND

CHARLES JUDELS HELP TO MAKE " STEP THIS WAY "
A POPULAR SUMMER ATTRACTION.
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"The Princess is so small that one

practically holds the performance in
one's lap. At 'Very Good,
Eddie,' I sat in a box, with my
feet on the stage, and felt as
though I had
busted into a

lady's bou¬
doir."

CARTOONS BY
HEKB K OTH

The Right Laugh
"WITH PLAYS, AS WITH PEOPLE," SAYS MR.
POLLOCK, IN THE OPENING OF THIS HIS
CRITIQUE OF THE MONTH'S NEW PLAYS,
"SO OFTEN THE GOOD DIE YOUNG." FOR
THE PUBLIC DEMAND THE RIGHT TO LAUGH,
AND GOOD PLAYS ARE NOT ALWAYS FUNNY

By Channing Pollock
Thfc Foremost Dramatic Critic in America

C' RITICISM," says an originalwight of my acquaintance, "is
llnne man's opinion. You are

not always right. Remember, you pre¬
ferred 'Moloch,' which lasted a few
weeks, to 'Under Fire,' which ran half
a season."

Which leaves me, like Undershaft in
"Major Barbara-," "unashamed!"

What an appalling thing—to be al¬
ways right! Fortunately, only the dull¬
est and most ignorant among us need
feel the prospect imminent, especially
since we should have to live a thousand
years, at least, to be sure whether we

437

had been right or wrong. There could
be no more fallible method of testing
judgment of a play than by matching itwith that play's success!

With plays, as with people, so often
the good die young! So very often, the
bad survive! To praise the plays that
prosper, and slight the others, were to
follow the mob in its every error, to
laud the banal, the obvious and the com¬

monplace, and to ignore what is too fine
or too lofty for general comprehension.
It is a reporter's duty to say what
pleases the public, a critic's duty to saywhat should please the public. The
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THE GREEN BOOK MAGAZINE
THE RIGHT TO LAUGHreviewer does best when he does

both.
Treating of performances that, forthe most part, are a month old when

one takes his typewriter in hand, itwould seem simple to be "always right"in prophesying success or failure."Moloch" was on the verge of closingwhen I "preferred" it; I knew it was on
the verge of closing, and said so. That
didn't keep "Moloch" from being themost serious work, and the most
worthy of consideration, in its month.

begun." Edith Ellis' adaptation of the
story by William B. Maxwell died of
being branded "a somber drama," "an
extremely unpleasant play" and "a pain¬ful and depressing performance."

Whether or not it was any or all ofthese things, of course, is a question ofviewpoint, a matter of "one man's opin¬ion." What is right? What is truth?
What is unpleasant? To me, nothingis as somber as triviality, nothing assaddening as meaningless fun. There
can be no surer mistake than the ac-

cleverness or ingenuity. The unpleas¬ant play is the play at which I learn
nothing, the play of so little importancethat its very story is recalled with diffi¬
culty when one comes to write of it.
The painful evenings of my month
were the evenings in which I waded
through the slush of "Bunny," wal¬lowed in the sentimentality of "Cock o'the Walk" and suffered the silly non¬
sense of "Katinka."

The somberness of "The Devil's Gar¬den" is the somberness of "The Thun¬
derbolt" and "The Good Hope" and"The Silver Box." If it was bannedfor that quality, we must ban "Magda"and "Iris" and "The Second Mrs. Tan-
queray." "Ghosts" is not precisely arollicking entertainment, and one could
pick jollier diversion than "L'Aiglon"
or "Mid-Channel" or "El Gran Ga-
leoto." To condemn a play because itis not bright and cheerful is to brush
aside most of the great drama of the
world. And when it comes to painful-
ness, permit me to repeat that relentlessfate punishing the evil-doer isn't one-
two-three in comparison with thehumor of "I'm as welcome here as Wil¬
liam Jennings Bryan would be at a
brewers' picnic!"

exposition of a strong soul in torment,the agonizing struggle with remorse
employed effectively in "The Bells" andin "Eugene Aram," but the poignantpointing-out that we are—as Mr. Kin-kead so graphically and originally putsit—"common clay," and that, this be¬ing true, no man can be quite secure injudging his fellow man. Dale, gratefulto Barradine for saving his position inthe post office at Rodchurch, soonstumbles upon the discovery that thisinterposition was brought about by hiswife, Mavis. Thankfulness turned to

suspicion, close questioning elicits fromMavis the reason of her influence withBarradine. Tortured by jealousy, Wil¬liam leaves Mavis, and when he returns,twelve days later, it is to be told of the
"accident," and to send the woman outof the room while he takes from hisvalise and burns a blood-stained shirt.Dale justifies his act before his con¬science by the plea that he is not a

murderer, but an executioner—that hehas stopped the beating of a black heart.His sin remains unsuspected; he beginsa new life, and gets on in it, and his ex¬piation is a career of kindness, courageand nobility. But almost from the mo¬
ment of the murder, inevitably andirresistibly, as in "Therese Raquin,"punishments begin piling up. Barra¬dine has bequeathed two thousand
pounds to Mavis, and Dale does notdare forbid her taking this money,which becomes the foundation of his
prosperity. Most of the remainder ofthe estate goes into the building of anorphanage, whose bells, a constant re¬minder of his crime, ring out their con¬demnation when Dale gathers into his
arms the young girl, Norah, he has
reared, and who has just confessed herpassion for him. Horrified, the "execu¬tioner" puts temptation away, but allthrough the night the voice of con¬science, or of the murdered Barradine,goes on demanding, "Whose is the blackheart now?" In a single instant theassassin's sole extenuation has been

swept away, and at the dawn, he rushesto give his life in an attempt to rescuethe inmates of the burning orphanage.There is sweep and power andgrandeur in the driving-home of the

Dorothy J»n« Londoner, one
of tHe Cohan Revuer.,
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HA&X.D HUPOZT
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PROPERTY AVsN f LEWIS

STONE.

THE DEVIL'S GARDEN

jWIR. MAXWELL'S book owes much
of its interest to the question,"Who killed Cock Robin?" Cock

Robin, in this case, is a wealthy oldlecher, Barradine, who, when she wasfifteen years old, had seduced the girlwho later became the wife of William
Dale; Barradine is found dead in the
road, supposedly victim of a fall fromhis horse, soon after the seduction be¬
comes known to Dale. Miss Ellis,probably realizing that she could notkeep the secret from persons acquaintedwith the story, and aspiring to greater
suspense than that of appeal to the com¬
mon detective instinct, disdains mys¬tery, and confides Dale's guilt to heraudience a few moments after disclos¬
ing the death of the Honorable Evarard
Barradine.

What remains to her is not only the

The property-man is the real hero of "Bunny." We^er before were so many chairs to break on cue,objects to fall to pieces at a pistol-shot.

Just so, at the present moment, the onlynew offering worth discussion is a piece,roundly condemned, that will not hold
the boards until the appearance of thisGreen Book.

"The Devil's Garden" was the victim
of popular desire to emulate the intelli¬
gent Cheshire cat. Of all the "rights"novelized and dramatized,—"The Rightto Love," "The Right to Live" and"The Right to Happiness,"—none is so
jealously demanded by audiences asThe Right to Laugh. Nothing is worthwhile that is worth thought. To our
theater-goers, as to Yum-Yum and
Pitti-Sing, "Everything is a source of
fun," and "Life is a joke that's just

ceptance of ready-made terms. Thea¬
ter-going, we find much "comedy," like"The Pigeon" and "The Three Daugh¬ters of Monsieur Dupont," that is
tragic; much tragedy, like "HelpWanted" and "A Fool There Was,"that is comic; and common, if unrecog¬nized, examples of farce-drama and
musical tragedy. The depressing play,to me, is the untruthful play, the playof oblique view and false ethics, the
play of life-as-it-never-was-or-will-be,the play afraid-to-face-fact, the play ofmaudlin sentiment, of physical humor,of brute force; the melodrama that
glorifies crime, the farce that gilds guilt,the musical comedy without wit or
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and I would take an afternoon off, and
devote the time to being Barrie!

Unfortunately for us, it aint!
You can't write poetic comedy by fol¬

lowing a formula, or making the mo¬
tions. There is more to it than creating
a gentle incompetent and a female fool,
and marrying them off for a happy
ending. Whimsy isn't to be achieved
merely by the subtraction of common
sense, and a foolish and preposterous
play doesn't become a delicate romance
by being pushed back seventy years in
the calendar. It isn't enough, or even
essential, that your heroine should be
named Sylvia, and that your hero
should have failed in a toy-shop or a
second-hand-book-store. Zangwill dis¬
covered charm in a lady named Mary
Ann, and Rostand romance in a barn¬
yard and a pastry kitchen. One of the
things that should be found in every
poetic comedy is poetry.

Apparently, Austin Strong isn't
strong on poetry. So much was proved
by "A Good Little Devil" and by "The
Toymaker of Nuremberg," and is
proved again by "Bunny," in which
Lewis S. Stone is appearing at the
Hudson. Mr. Strong knows the form
of fantasy, and has a fine collection of
its stock incidents, but what he fash¬
ions is maudlin, incredible and absurd.
"The same words," some satirist said
of a book, "used differently, have made
literature." The best that may be set
down of "Bunny" is that the same ideas,
plus a little real feeling and perception,
have made poetic comedy.

Bunny, otherwise Charles Nathaniel
Disney, graduated from Oxford and
the proprietor of a second-hand-book¬
shop near London, is the type of ab¬
sent-minded beggar who, from time im¬
memorial, has inspired laughter in the
theater by putting his boots in the wine-
chest and searching for an umbrella
tucked under his arm. At the begin¬
ning of this play, behold him with a
knot tied in his handkerchief to remind
him of having rescued a wronged girl
and brought her baby home. Bunny
has ruined himself to give his inherit¬
ance to the lady he loves, but who
doesn't suspect either the love or the
inheritance, since he has omitted to

moral of this gripping and ineluctable
play. Only in "Louis XI," where
Henry irving's lips closed upon an or¬
der for murder, to move in prayer at
the ringing of the angelus, is there a
more cogent moment than that, in "The
Devil's Garden," when the bells of the
orphanage break upon the silence of
Dale's yielding to Norah. The specta¬
cle of the strong man in torment is con¬
vincing and terrifying. Arthur Hop¬
kins, producer of this piece and of "The
Ppor Little Rich Girl," in both success¬
fully suggested delirium and the writh-
ings of an unbalanced mind. Super¬
natural voices are not easily managed
in the modern theater. They are likely
to revive recollections of "The Three
Bears," and that deep bass catechism
beginning, "Who's been sleeping in my
bed?" Since the battlefield of Wagram,
in "L'Aiglon," they have not been as
impressive as in "The Devil's Garden."

Lyn Harding, whose achievements in
this country have ranged from Bill
Sikes to the gentle artist in "The Great
Adventure," put imagination and char¬
acter into his visualization of the tor¬
tured, inarticulate animal, William
Dale. Lillian Albertson, who was in
"Paid in Full" and in "Moloch," and
whose worst fault is that when she is
good she is so very good, indeed, that
one feels she must be difficult to live
with, played Mavis sincerely and nat¬
urally. However, the memorable per¬
formance at the Harris, where Miss
Ellis' tragedy held the stage three
weeks, was the Norah of Geraldine
O'Brien, heretofore associated with
sweet young things in "The Country
Boy" and "The Miracle Man." This
impersonation was less portraiture than
a psychopathological study, eerie,
haunting and intensely dramatic. The
piece was beautifully staged, with scen¬
ery designed by that Robert E. Jones
who planned the setting of "The Man
Who Married a Dumb Wife."

mention the one and has entrusted the
other to the lady's brother without tak¬
ing a receipt. In the hands of the bail¬
iffs, Charles quite forgets that he has a
hundred and ten golden guineas locked
up in a waste-basket near the front
door of his shop. When he finds these
guineas, something tells you they will
not be employed in anything so simple
and commonplace and honest as paying
their owner's debts. They will be sac¬
rificed.

Your instinct has not played you
false. Enter the bad brother, Lieu¬
tenant Richard de Crespigney, unde¬
terred by the knowledge that his sister
is to be married that morning, and sug¬
gests that Sylvia would enjoy spending
another hundred guineas. Providen¬
tially, Bunny has just that sum, and is
pathetically eager to give it up—pro¬
vided, of course, that Sylvia shall never

know. Having cheated his creditors
for the benefit of his beauty, this im-
molatory idiot learns that brother, who
might have been more original, has in¬
tercepted his letters, while sister, squan¬
dering his money upon a London sea¬
son, has met and is about to wed a
certain military libertine named Lord
Fromer.

This much having been established,
Sylvia leaves her wedding party long
enough to drop into the book-shop and
say "Boo!" Artlessly climbing a lad¬
der, directly into the spot-light, she in¬
quires of Disney: "What shall I do,
Bunny ?"

Bunny decides she shall not marry
Lord Fromer, and locks her in the next
room, where, having

> nothing on her
mind, she drops off to sleep. Lord
Fromer calls to inquire after his bride,
and Bunny drives him away with an old

pistol that goes off
^ and destroys a/ painting, a lamp-

JFh chimney and the
ff\\ cuckoo clock. A
I ll \ crowd °f people,

~ 1 w 1 who evidently do
0 \ '// S not 'ove a 'over> m0'3
/> v Ik | Bunny Cceur de

% J L^on> and take away
Sylvia, who comes

. J|f / back to hear a re-
IW/\ c i t a 1 of the fifty-

M4ll( seven varieties of/V'\ JpliTjfe; love that will bew ^^£±2 hern if she marries
1 B Charles Nathaniel
/ Jf Disney. By what
/ jr means Charles Nathan-
fj f iel hopes to keep the

SV i lady alive the while, with
S bailiffs lurking in the
§ background and the 1 o w-
i comedy slavey unpaid,

X » does not appear; and for-
tunately, the question need
not worry you, since, in

Otis $Kilmer tJhe very "icl5 of tim*> k Isdiscovered that our hero s

book has made him rich
and famous, without h i s
best friends' suspecting it,
and that the way is paved
for the usual happy ending.

Dorothy Jane Londoner, one
of the Cohan Revuers.
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Henry
Yrtliv/r
Jones

"BUNNY"

IF only poetic comedy, quaintly whim¬
sical, were written as easily as certain

of our dramatists seem to suppose, you

Henry Artkur Jones fitting a play to
Otis Skinner, who, according to

Channing Pollock, has acquired a florid style, an elocutionary diction
and a profuseness of gesture that refuse to accord with a sack suit.
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sympathizing with Mr. Jones' unfortu¬
nate villain, Sir Augustus Conyers,
actor-manager of the Berkeley Theater,
London, whom Bellchamber persist¬
ently pesters, on the ground that they
began together, until the weary wight
draws a check-book and professes
eagerness to be rid of his old friend on
any terms. Mr. Jones may be shocked
to learn that few of us would have hesi¬
tated to do likewise.

Mr. Bellchamber's ambition in life is
to play Othello. He has tried Shake¬
speare in the provinces, losing "seven
pounds in weight and sixty-four in
money." Meanwhile, his old dressing-
room-mate has acquired a theater in
London, been nicely knighted, and be¬
come the god of the matinee girls. "I
can't clear these girls out of the thea¬
ter," he says boastfully to Antony, who
replies with habitual contempt: "Give
'em a good play, Gus. That'll clear 'em
out." One of the idolaters, Johanna
Bridle, pursues Sir Augustus until that
worthy conceives the plan of asking her
—and her father—to dine with him, so
that he may suggest a little parental dis¬
cipline. The father does not come, but
the daughter does, and the result is a
scandal that threatens to deprive Con¬
yers of his share in the tercentennial
celebration. Sir Augustus volunteers
to be tried by the bishops serving on
various committees for this celebration,
and by that means fills an amusing but
utterly preposterous third act with the
kind of fun Mr. Jones delights to poke
at the Established Church. The actor-

manager is saved by Bellchamber,
whose price is the role of Othello.

The only thing remarkable about this
ambling and conventional story is that
the dramatist contrives to get four acts
out of it. To be sure, his third act, the
trial, might be described in ten lines of
dialogue, and his fourth cut altogether,
without affecting the narrative, but still
the entertainment does last from eight-
thirty o'clock until ten-forty-five. The
play has little semblance to life, and the
principal character, breezy and occa¬
sionally amusing as it is, no more of real
human nature than a Billiken or a Kew-
pie, having been devised for the same
purpose. However, it is not fair to be

Incidentally, by the queerest coin¬
cidence, it has developed that Bunny's
prospective brother-in-law is the father
of that forgotten baby.

In all this, there is very little of the
sweetness of character that Martha
Morton got into "A Bachelor's Ro¬
mance," or of the charm of environ¬
ment that permeates the book-shop in
E. V. Lucas' "Mr. Ingleside." It is
quite impossible to sympathize with
Bunny, or to feel that one could stand
much contact with him in real life. The
performance is very good. Mr. Stone,
one of our best actors, who scored a

pronounced hit in "The Misleading
Lady," is much too virile for the name-
part, opposing skill against tempera¬
mental unfitness, for a role that would
better have suited George Arliss. Eva
Le Gallienne, daughter of the poet, is
remarkably real and humorous as the
slavey, and Gypsy O'Brien pretty and
pleasant as Sylvia. However, it is the
property-man who is the real hero of
"Bunny." Never before were so many
chairs to break on cue, and so many
objects to fall to pieces at a pistol-shot.
What is more, they all do it. In spite
of this, and of Mr. Stone, and an at¬
tractive setting, and moments of fancy,
and boundless good intentions, Mr.
Strong's new play, "after Barrie,"
proves to be a long way after Barrie.

the outrageous behavior of her unwel¬
come guests, only praying that they
may go, so that she can "get some
sleep" and do her work to-morrow.
However, even a clod may be driven
too far; and too far, in the case of
Mary Trask, does not mean the loss of
thirty thousand lives, or of a cause, but
the destruction of her only cup and
saucer. When one of the invaders de¬
liberately smashes these, this woman,
who couldn't bear the squealing of pigs
being slaughtered, seizes a duck-gun
and in a spasm of uncontrollable rage
kills both. The spy, who can think of
nothing but his cause, declares: "The
whole country will hear of this!" But
Mary Trask, very quiet again, picks up
a bit of shattered china and complains:
"I've got to drink out of the tin cup
now."

This play, which never descends from
high tension, is worth the full price of
admission. It might have been con¬
ceived by Zola.

The three other pieces suggest that,
materially, things are looking up with
the Washington Square Players, and
that, otherwise, they are looking down.
Philip Moeller's "The Roadhouse in
Arden," "a whimsicality for the Shake¬
spearean Tercentenary," is a dramatiza¬
tion of the "Scrambled Plays" that used
to be drawn for Life by Warren Rock¬
well. There is neither whimsy nor
cleverness in marrying Hamlet to Cleo¬
patra and naming their offspring Robin
Goodfellcrw; one could go on with this
sort of thing as long as there were char¬
acters in Shakespeare. The humor of
alluding to Hamlet as "Ham" is as
doubtful as the wisdom of challenging
comparison with Shaw by making fun
of Cleopatra. Mr. Moeller's one real
idea is having Immortality won by Puck
rather than by Bacon or Shakespeare.
"I am Youth," says Puck, "and my faith
is laughter. Who are you ?"

"I," replies Immortality, "am Im¬
mortality, and my faith is Youth!"

"The Tenor," translated by Andre
Tridon from Frank Wedekind, is not a
drama but a diary. It relates incidents
jn the day of a temperamental singer,
no one of these incidents having any
bearing upon the others. For a really

too hard upon Mr. Jones, who was con¬
fronted with the difficulty of fitting a
play to Otis Skinner.

Mr. Skinner, whose good acting has
become a critical tradition, has acquired
a florid style, an elocutionary diction
and a profuseness of gesture that re¬
fuse to accord with a sack suit. Alex¬
ander Woollcott, of The Times, aptly
describes his "misplaced grandeur" as
that of one who would say "Sirrah!" in
Times Square. Proof of this will not
be asked by persons who remember
"The Silent Voice." To confine a part
within this actor's limitations is no sim¬
ple task, and this has been accomplished
by Mr. Jones. The supporting com¬
pany is entirely creditable. "Cock o'
the Walk" is neither exciting nor con¬
sistently entertaining, but it serves to
"present" Otis Skinner.

Dorothy J»ne Londoner, one
of the Cohan Revuer».
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THE WASHINGTON SQUARE PLAYERS

"TWENTY minutes of vivid emotion
is so much more than one gets out

of an ordinary evening at the play that
nobody has the right to complain be¬
cause only the first of four new sketches
offered at the Bandbox can be con¬

sidered compensation for journeying to
a theater located "somewhere east of
Suez."

"The Clod," by Lewis Beach, practi¬
cally ignored by a group of newspaper
reviewers whose lack of understanding
sometimes seems superhuman, has so
big a dramatic idea, and is so graphic
and lifelike a study of character, as
fairly to deserve the anathema "pain¬
ful." A woman of the "poor white
trash" in the South, dulled, brutalized
and rendered sodden and insensate by
drudgery, with but one thought, to "get
some sleep" that she may work the
harder to-morrow, is awakened in the
dead of night by two soldiers in search
of a spy. The fugitive, who has taken
refuge in this shack, reveals himself,
and begs Mary Trask to get him away,
since saving him may save thirty thou¬
sand lives and the Union. The Clod is
incapable of comprehension or of sacri¬
fice. What are thirty thousand lives
to her? What is the Union?

Numbly and dumbly she submits to

"COCK O' THE WALK"

"E1 DNA," a well-known comedian
once said to me of his divorced

wife, "is delightful on the stage, but
hell in a flat."

This must have been true of
Bunny, and it is equally true of An¬
tony Bellchamber, counterpart of Gar-
rick, in "David Garrick;" of Ernest in
"The Crushed Tragedian;" of Clarence
in "The Royal Box;" and of Lafayette
Towers in "Your Humble Servant,"
which serves to introduce Otis Skinner
in "Cock o' the Walk," by Henry Ar¬
thur Jones, at the Cohan.

Bellchamber has a full measure of
those qualities—impudence, bumptious¬
ness and intemperance—which are so
highly esteemed on the stage and so
very trying off it. One cannot help
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amusing study of an opera tenor, Mr.
Tridon would have found better stuff
in Henry Cuyler Bunner. "The Red
Cloak," "a sort of marionet panto¬
mime," by Josephine Meyer and Law¬
rence Langer, who, under the name of
Basil Lawrence, provided the Washing¬
ton Squarers with another remarkable
little drama, "Licensed," is a miniature
"Sumurun."

Acting improves at the Bandbox.
Miss Meyer and John King are exceed-
ingly good as the Trasks in "The Clod,"
and capable work in the other plays is
done by Edward J. Ballantine, Noel
Haddon, Frank Conroy, Roland Young,
Margaret Mower, Helen Westley and
Florence Enright. The setting of "The
Clod," belonging to the realistic school,
is—along with that of two impression¬
istic scenes, that of "The Tenor" yi
Chinese blue and orange, and that of
"The Roadhouse," in green, black, blue,
terra-cotta and wine-color—the most
elaborate yet attempted at the Bandbox.
"The Red Cloak," given upon a smaller
stage within a false proscenium, has
the special advantage of grotesque in¬
vestiture.

But most of what is worth while at
the Bandbox takes place around nine
o'clock.

"VERY GOOD, EDDIE"

A S you may have inferred from the
beginning of this article, I have an

unexplained and incurable weakness
for plot in musical comedy. No one
knows better the shame of this confes¬
sion in a season when the modish man¬

ager would as soon dress his chorus in
bouffant sleeves as fit his vaudeville
into a story; yet, being shameless, I
dare go so far as to admit an additional
predilection for wit and character and
situation, and lyrics at least distantly
related to the subject in hand. To me,
riotous costumes and expensive scen¬
ery are poor substitutes for these things,
and I had rather hear "The Mikado"
sung in kimonos from Woolworth's
than "A World of Pleasure" in tights
from Tiffany's.

The powers that be at the little Prin¬
cess are establishing an enviable reputa¬
tion for good taste and good sense, with

a liberal admixture of good fun, in their
light and bright entertainments. "No¬
body Home" proved the possibility of
pleasing an audience without attempt¬
ing to outstrip Phryne or outdo Yel¬
lowstone Park, and the current offer¬
ing, Guy Bolton's adaptation of Philip
Bartholomae's farce "Overnight," with
music by Jerome Kern, is not less agree¬
able because the whole production can't
have cost as much as a single set of
.frocks in "Around the Map." The
Princess is so small that one practically
holds the performance in one's lap. At
"Very Good, Eddie," I sat in a box,
with my feet on the stage, and felt as
though I had busted into a lady's
boudoir.

"Overnight," with a story surpris¬
ingly suggestive of "Fair and Warmer,"
always was funny. Familiarity has
dulled the edge of certain situations, but
there remains plenty of laugh material
in a mix-up of two bridal couples that
pairs the helpless partners of both, and
gets them registered as man and wife
at an hotel in Poughkeepsie. Schuyler
Green, who supplied clever lyrics, and
Mr. Kern have synopsized their plight
in a very dainty number, yclept "Babes
in the Wood," and the comedy-tragedy
of the little man is put into a song,
"When You Wear a Thirteen Collar,"
most artistically sung by Ernest Truex.
Mr. Kern revives "Some Sort of Some¬
body," which was too good to die with
"Miss Information," and deserves
credit for "The Same Old Game," "If
I Find the Girl," and a charming
Hawaiian melody, "On the Shore at Le
Lei We." Pantomime between verse

and chorus is so stale a device that one

marvels at the humor Ada Lewis and
John E. Hazzard get into a burlesque
of a problem play. Finally, Mr. Bolton
has written some very amusing lines, in¬
cluding one of mine from "The Beauty
Shop."

The cast is well-nigh perfect. Mr.
Truex, whose activities have ranged
from "Girlies" to the messenger-boy de¬
tective in "The Dummy," is capital as
the little gentleman originally acted by
Herbert Yost, and no one man could be
funnier than Mr. Hazzard, in the role
of the brash hotel-clerk. Miss Lewis, as?rt!" Everybody's doing it, even
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the chorus looks best in Turkey because
of the Oriental predilection for veils.

However, there is Adele Rowland,
who is life; and while there's life
there's hope!

KATINKA
witty lyrics—one, called "A Cup of
Tea," especially fine—and genuine ideas
in this absorbing account of a prima
donna, Sybil, who, momentarily assum¬
ing to be a grand duchess in order to
save her sweetheart, finds herself com¬
mitted to the role, and at the mercy of
a dashing grand duke who, instead of
betraying her when he happens along,
accepts her as his wife and demands the
prerogatives of husband. The triangle
becomes a quadrangle with the arrival
of The Duchess, who, jealously taking
in the situation, poses as Sybil and
adopts as her lover the real lover of
Sybil.

This ingenious structure falls to
pieces a bit in the third act, but not be¬
fore the spectators have been greatly
entertained for two hours without the
assistance of vaudeville or of pianos
that turn into chariots in which the
chorus drives away. Throughout is evi¬
dent the expertness of Harry B. Smith,
who, with Harry Graham, adapted the
libretto from Max Brody and Frank
Martos. Victor Jacobi, composer of
"The Marriage Market," has provided
a musicianly score, not commonplace,
but without much color or invention,
that nevertheless proves a pleasant ad¬
junct to the book. Its best tune is
"When Cupid Calls," and there are two
good waltzes, "Love May Be a Mys¬
tery" and "Lift Your Eyes to Mine,"
and two spirited marches, "Following
the Drum" and "The Colonel of the
Crimson Hussars."

In musical comedy, usually we
know when the scene is in Russia be¬
cause the chorus wears Russian boots,
but here the costumes are beautiful and
full of character. Miss Sanderson, as
Sybil, and Mr. Brian, as The Grand
Duke, never have been better fitted,
while too much praise cannot be ac¬
corded George E. Mack for his legiti¬
mate comedy performance of a Russian
governor, nor Stewart Baird and
Maisie Gay for their portrayals of the
lover of Sybil and the wife of the im¬
presario represented by Mr. Caw-
thorne.

A few more offerings like "Sybil"
would do much to revive the habit of
theater-going.

always, is grotesquely comic as a music
teacher with a memory system, and ex¬
cellent work is done by Oscar Shaw,
Anna Orr, Helen Raymond and Alice
Dovey. Julia Mills, who sings two
songs, is a pretty girl with a wee, sma'
voice, like that of Conscience.

Nothing is flawless, and the worst
flaw in this production is its staging.
Only one number, "If I Find the Girl,"
is put on with full realization of its pos¬
sibilities. So small a chorus should be
particularly pulchritudinous, and this
one apparently was picked the year the
peach crop failed. It cannot sing,
dance or look. Nevertheless one spends
a really delightful evening at the
Princess.

"Very Good, Eddie," is very good.

""THE funniest things in Arthur Ham-
merstein's production of "Katinka"

at the Forty-fourth Street are the act¬
ing, the scenery, the costumes and
Adele Rowland. Miss Rowland is al¬
ways funny,—she was exhilaratingly
so in "The Only Girl" and "Nobody
Home,"—but good taste is so much the
rule nowadays in the theater that there
is something bizarre about frocks that
look as though they had been made by
the chorus.

"Katinka" was written by Otto
Hauerbach, author of "Madame
Sherry," and Rudolf Friml, composer
of "High Jinks." I say "written,"
though both book and score bear evi¬
dence of having come from a mold.
Mr. Hauerbach's story—there is a
story in "Katinka"—is one of those
things laid in a Europe made better by
the presence of a comedy American.
Mislaid suitor returns to the wedding
of woman he loves. She declares:
"We have been duped, tricked, cheat¬
ed." To which, with all the passion of
his ardent tenor nature, he replies:
"Don't worry, little girl, don't worry;
there's nothing to say but good-by."
Song.

Besides this, and the witticism al¬
ready quoted about Bryan and the
brewers' picnic, "Katinka" abounds in
such gems of thought as, "No wedding-
bell rings but that it sounds the knell
of some poor old also-ran." You get
the flavor of the play's humor from
the fact that the comedian's opening
speech, when he arrives at Stamboul,
is: "Well, here we are in the home of
Mecca cigarettes!" The librettist
doesn't save that one up, but squan¬
ders it at the very beginning of the act.
"Laugh and the world laughs with
you," is another jewel; "snore and
they wont let you sleep."

"Hopper," some one says to the
comedian, "you're a wonder!"

"No," replies Hopper modestly,
"only an American. There's lots of
'em over there just like me!"

God forbid!
Mr. Friml's music is of the sort one

finishes ahead of the orchestra. And

"STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!"

CHERLOCK HOLMES couldn't find
a plot in "Stop! Look! Listen!"

the new Irving Berlin revue at the
Globe. In comparison, "Watch Your
Step" was a novel by Alexandre
Dumas. This libretto merely pieces to¬
gether some lively vaudeville, with
tunes and ideas from Berlin, each
scene being but preamble to a song,
and each song preface to the particular
"stunt" it introduces. To me, with the
weakness already confessed, the piece
suffers from general absence of des¬
tination, and from a considerable super¬
fluity of articulate chorus girls. But
I am a minority, and worse than that,
I have lost my enthusiasm for legs.

Certainly there is no gainsaying the
liveliness—the appropriate term, I be¬
lieve, is "pep"—of "Stop! Look!
Listen!" or the number of clever peo¬
ple and things in the performance.
Foremost among the former are Harry
Fox, who never appeared to better ad¬
vantage, and a very interesting dance-
team, known to the varieties as Doyle
& Dixon. Then there are Tempest &
Sunshine; Blossom Seeley; Joseph
Santley, also at his best; Helen Barnes,
giving promise in her first part; and
Justine Johnstone, who represents the
farina-pudding school of art. Finally,
to obey the implied injunction that the
first shall be last, there is Gaby Deslys.
Mr. Fox tells The Lady of the Lilies,
"I think you're clever," and Mr. Fox
is entitled to his opinion, but it isn't
ours. To us, Mile. Deslys always has
seemed quite an ordinary French sou-
brette, full of gurgles, gasps and aspira¬
tions. Here, however, she does two
rather remarkable dances—one with
Mr. Santley and one with Harry Pilcer
—and wears some astounding costumes,
including a hat that looks as though its
plumage had been lifted from a pink
hearse.

Mr. Berlin's lyrics are characteristic.

Dorothy J«ne Londoner, one
of the Coh«n Revuers.

Photo by Ira I. fftll

"SYBIL"

"CYBIL," in which Julia Sanderson,^ Donald Brian and Joseph Caw-
thorne are crowding the Liberty, not
only has story, but a story of great sus¬
pensive interest, productive of comedy
incident and of actual dramatic situa¬
tion. Indeed, it would be difficult to
recall a play in which unforeseeable
complications lead into a more cleverly
contrived climax. As usual, we enjoy
the irresistible foolery of Mr. Caw-
thorne, who complains of a conversa¬
tion that "is erysipelas to all my ideas,"
boasts of having been "one of the draw¬
backs" on a football team and, having
asserted that Mr. Brian's are "funny-
looking clothes for a regular soldier,"
and got the answer, "Hussar," unhesi¬
tatingly replies: "Yours are!"

Here, however, even Mr. Cawthorne
figures as something more than a dealer
in broken English, winning laughter
through his part in a plot that compels
him to assist another man's wooing of
his spouse. He has a song, too, "I Can
Dance with Everybody but My Wife,"
even funnier than his famous "You
Can't Play Every Instrument in the
Orchestra," and a scene with Mr. Brian,
in the second act, that is a conspicuous
example of the kind of comedy that en¬
ables an audience to lose its gravity
without losing its self-respect. There
are neatly turned phrases, delicately
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There is real humor in a chorus of
men dressmakers, who are rtglad you
left it all to Percy! Oh, mercy!" One's
nerves weren't prepared, however, for
"Don't be nervous. I'm here at your
service!" The Berlin music shows the
effect of overproduction, lacking fresh¬
ness and inspiration, but this doesn't
keep successive audiences from suc¬

cumbing to the syncopation. Every¬
body's doing it at "Stop! Look!
Listen!" even though the composer may
be overdoing it! Mr. Berlin's "stunts"
are as ingenious and entertaining as
ever. There is a song, "I Love a
Piano," strikingly reminiscent of
"Alexander's Rag-time Band," accom¬
panied by eight men at as many pianos,
the effect of which is not less striking
because the thing was done at a Friars'
Frolic. A Vogue cover opens and
closes to show six beautiful girls in six

beautiful gowns; there is a cleverly
contrived policeman's dance, pro¬
grammed "The Law Must Be Obeyed
and to take the place of the rag-time
grand opera in "Watch Your Step,"
there is a rag-time melodrama.

R. H. Burnside's contribution to all
this is some exceptionally interesting
"business" and some attractive group¬
ing. Ernest Albert and Homer Emens
painted the two most wonderful of
nine wonderful scenes, and the dresses,
particularly those worn by the chorus
in a song called "The Hula Hula," beg¬
gar description. Altogether, here is a
quick and diverting entertainment, none
the less sure of success because its
words and music are not 'way above
par.

At the Globe you must stop and look,
but it isn't at all important that you
listen!
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The Best-Known People in the World
Write for The Green Book Magazine

In the April issue (on sale at all news-stands March 12th), for in¬
stance, William A. Brady, one of the theater's most prominent figures,and Irving Berlin, the world's greatest writer of rag-time, have articles
on their work.

Mr. Brady discusses "Plays—the Greatest of All Gambles." Mr.
Berlin writes on the making of a popular song.

There will also be the usual keen and authoritative critical articles by
Channing Pollock, Louis V. De Foe and Alan Dale.

Every time you miss an issue of THE GREEN BOOK MAG¬
AZINE, you miss thirty opportunities to entertain and
educate yourself. There are thirty articles, fiction stories and
pictorial features in each number of THE GREEN BOOK.
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BEGINNING THURSDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 17, 1916.
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

THE WINTER GARDEN CO. Offers
An Original Musical Extravaganza, Entitled

ROBINSON CRUSOE. JR.
—WITH—

AL JOLSON
Entire production staged by J. C. HUFFMAN.

Book and lyrics by Harold Atteridge and Edgar Smith.
Music by Sigmund Romberg and James Hanley.

Musical numbers staged by Allan K. Foster.
Orchestra directed by Oscar Radin.

The Scenes, in Sequence, and the Characters as They Enter.
ACT I.

Summer Home, Westbury Towers, Weat-

:

Scene 1—Hiram Westbury's
bury Road, i>. I.

Poindexter
Prank Speed
Bob Van Astor
Jack Jitney
Gladys Brookville
Dorothy Hempstead . . .

Hiram Westbury
Captain Chichester
Diana Westbury
Suzie Westbury
Mazie Underwood ....

Howell Louder, Director

■ Lee Phelp*
Frank Holmes

Johnnie Berkes
Frank Grace

. Wanda Lyon
Louisa Conti

Claude Flemming
Lawrance D'Orsay

Helen Shipman
. Kitty Doner

Rae Bowdin
of The Shameless Players' Film Co.,

Barry Lupino
The Leading Lady of The Shameless Players' Film Co., Jean Forbes
The Soubrette of The Shameless Players' Film Co., Eleanor Brown
Miss Reel, of The Shameless Players' Film Co Lois Whitney
The Leading Man of The Shameless' Players' Film Co.,

Harry Wilcox
The Star Feature of The Shameless Players' Film Co., Mme. Comont
The Camera Man of The Shameless Players' Film Co., Bert Dunlap
A Movie Actor of The Shameless Players' Film Co.,

George Lavender
Dick Hunter, "a speed bug"
Gus. Jackson, his chauffeur
First Constable
Second Constable
Third Constable

Scene 2—The Arbor on Westbury's Grounds.
Poindexter
Captain Chichester
Gus
Diana
Hiram Westbury

Scene 3—Robinson Crusoe's Island.
Robinson Crusoe
Good Friday
Happy
Hotten
Tot

4-»

II
• :*

. . . Frank Carter
Al. Jolson

. Edward Bowers
. . Alfred Crocker
. . Frank Walters

Lee Phelps
Lawrance D'Orsay

Al. Jolson
. Helen Shipman
Claude Flemming

Claude Flemming
Al. Jolson

. . Johnnie Berkes
.... Frank Grace

. . . Geo. Lavender

A Cannibal Edward Bowers
Chief Boola Alfred Crocker
Zoola Frank Walters
A Goat George Thornton
Sailor Jim Kitty Doner
Lady Diana Helen Shipman
The Spaniard Lawrance D'Orsay
Captain Dick, the pirate Frank Carter
The Spirit of Captain Kidd Frank Holmes

Scene 4—The Haunted Forest.
The Voodoo Lady Ada Androva

Scene 5—Another Part of the Island.
Flip Frank Grace
Trip Johnnie Berkes
Robinson Crusoe ,....; Claude Flemming

Good Friday Al. Jolson
A Pirate James Conneri

Scene 0—Cabin of the Pirate Ship "Skull and Bones"
Sailor Jim Kitty Doner
Sailor Frank Frank Grac«
Sailor Johnnie Johnnie Berkes
Liverpool Jake Edward Bower<
Boozey Bill Alfred Crockoi
Shanghai Joe Frank Walter*
Maizie Rae Bowdin
Captain Dick Frank Carter
Robinson Crusoe Claude Flemming
Good Friday Al. Jolson

Scene 7—The Deck of the Pirate Ship Entire Company
ACT II.

Scene 1—The Silver City, Ragmachottschie.
jose Frank Carter
Manuel Kitty Doner
Vanilla Helen Shipman

/ Wanda Lyons
_. , I . . Louisa ContiSlave Girls \ Eleanor Brown

( .. Lois Whitney
Tuffghi Barry Lupino
Coco Cola Rae Bowdin
Sailor Lee Phelpa
Bamboozla Lawrance D'Orsay

•3>

•f

1

i
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Bacnumber
Robinson Crusoe
Fatima

Scene 2—The Arbor on Westbury's Grounds.
Lillian
Louisa
Dorothy '
Gus
Hiram Westbury
Suzie

Scene 3—The Ballroom nt Westbury Towers.
Rosita, a Spanish dancer
Papita
Carlo
Gladys
Dick
Captain Chichester
Diana
Mazie
Helen De Hazzard
Suzie
Hiram Westbury
Howell Louder ., . . .

Gus

Mme. Comont
Claude Flemming

Al. Jolson
Same as Act I.

. Eleanor Brown
Lois Whitney
Louisa Conti

Al. Jolson
Claude Flemming

Kitty Doner

Mile. Rodriguez
Dot Rozelle

Barry Lupino
Wanda Lyons
Frank Carter

Lawrance D'Orsay
Helen Shipman

Rae Bowdin
Mme. Comont

Kitty Doner"
Claude Flemming

Barry Lupino
Al. Jolson

if

Personelle of the Chorus.
Misses Helen Hudson, Eliz. Drew, Helen Carrington, Helen

Neat, Sue Nally, Peggy Loris, Florence Nelson, Phyllis Grey, Alice
Humphries, Ruth Christie, Gladys Benjamin, Florence Elmore, Carroll
Beerd, Marie Wiereman, Evelyn Carberrv, Vivian Darville, Mat Poth,
Dorothy Barnet, Kathryn Perry, Martha Ehrlich, Betty Randolph, Jean
White, Rae Hartley, Mildred Stokes; Cecele Arno, Kathryn Perry, Mabel
Hill, Marion Mooney, Pearl Weber, Fay Arthur, Kathryn Johnson,
Mabel Booth, Peggy Smith, Marie Leonard, Elino Wallace, Laura
McLure, Margaret Carmen, Marjorie Dayton, Irene Mitchell, Mae Ches-
terly, Ethel Kinlev, Caroline Maywood, Faye Atkins, Peggy Ripley,
Pearl Eaton, Edna Eaton, Agnes Hall, Grace Hall, Ona Hamilton, Viola
Watson, Mabel Grete, Viola Quinn, Jean Hackett, Dot Rozelle, Gladys
Turner, Mildred Simon, Babe Dakin, Agnes Richter, Mabel Winters,
Ruth Maybee.

Messrs. Peter O'Neill, Harry Nelson, Al. Walton, Harry Davis,
Bert Dunlap, Clint Russell, Leon Shack, Harry Cohen, Harry Wilcox,
William Morris, Homer Potts, James Conners.

Musical Synopsis.
ACT I.—scene 1.

Opening Number Entire Chorus
"Simple Life" Claude Flemming and Chorus
"Gallop Some" Kitty Doner and Chorui
"When You're Starring in the Movies". .Barry Lupino, Jean Forbes

and Chorus
"Dance a Little More". . Frank Carter, Kitty Doner, Barry Lupino,

Johnnie Berkes, Frank Grace and Chorus
Scene 2.

(a) "Way Down Upon the Suwanee River" Al. Jolson
(b) "Now He's Got a Girl" Al. Jolson
"Mayflower Girl" Frank Carter and Helen Shipman

♦j f
♦j
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"Happy Hottentots"
Song

"My Voodoo Lady"

Fast Steppers ......

"Don't Be a Sailor"

"Sailor's Fling" . . .

"Pirate Lady"

lit* Finale

Opening Number .

"Robinson Crusoe'

Scene 3.
Frank Grace, Johnnie Berkes and Chorus
:i Al. Jolson

Scene 4.
Ada Androva and Chorus

Scene 5.
Frank Grace and Johnnie Berkes

Scene 6.
. .Kitty Doner, Frank Grace, Johnnie Berkes

and Chorus
. . Edward Bowers, Alfred Crocker, Frank Walters

Frank Carter and Chorus
Scene 7.

Entire Company
ACT II.—Scene 1.

Entire Chorus
Claude Flemming

Scene 2.
Wanda Lyons and Chorus

Al. Jolson

"Spinning a Yarn"
(a) "Yacki Hicki Doola". . . . \
(b) "Tillie Titwillow" J

Scene 3.
"The Spanish Ballet".... Mile. Rodriguez, Barry Lupino and Ensemble
"Hunter' Fox-Trot Ball" Frank Carter and Girls
"A Dance" Barry Lupino
"Minstrel Days" Kitty Doner
Finale Entire Ensemble

Modern dresses by Faibisy.
Costumes designed by Aloys Bohnen and executed by Mahieu.

Hunting Coats by Ford Costume Co.
Scenery by Robt. Law, John Young and Dodd P. Ackerman.

Orchestrations by Prank Saddler and Oscar Radin.
Electrical effects by the Winter Garden Electrical Department.

Properties by th« Winter Garden Property Company.

Stage Manager Zeke Colzan
Assistant Stage Manager Toby Lyons

White. N. Y.

The prettiest Ipirate crew that ever
jailed the theatrical seas. With the

jWinter Garden as their port they'set out each night on the bad ship
jj Skull and Bones." Frank Carter

is their dashing captain.
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Robinson Crusoe (Claude Fleming), Friday (Al Jolson) and the Goat (George Thornton)in "Robinson Crusoe, Jr.," discuss ways and means of eluding the cannibals.
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HIPPODROME ARMY .* •

The New York Hippodrome
eleventh birthday on April 12 <VvMthrough the theater district
force, from the managers to'
from Charlotte to the hum}-
man. John Philip Sousa a/
headed the procession, the
march king and his org;
marched in New York's stf' ?
Dewey parade. Behind t.L2 ex
treasurers, auditors, cashiers* : +<v
office men, ticket takers, stenvj ' i*
bookkeepers, ushers, porters, and
Next were several automobiles wt |
down with principals, including Ch&%
Nat Wills, Belle Storey, Katie SchV
Charles Aldrich, Arthur Deagon, Huu,
Ruckerts. and others. Behind them marcheo
the elephants, bedecked in new red and t
white blankets, and a host of stage car-Jjpenters, engineers, scenic artists, property
men, and electricians. Hundreds of cnorixijflgirls, some of whom were dressed In Bdityfl
Scout costumes, brought up the rear. T
parade numbered in all 1.275 persons.

Prances Hooper, an attractive and popular dancer in vaudeville. (Copyright by Moffett Studio, Chic;

" LILAC DOMINO " CLOSES V
Andreas Dippel's " Lilac Domino"

ended its tour in Easton, Pa., last Satur¬
day night, after a season of thirty-four
weeks. Mr. Dippel's other production,
" Princess Tra-la-la," closed its season in
Albany last week. It will be presented in J
New York next season with a revised jlibretto and a different cast.

FIRST TIME PLAYS
Evan-Barrows Fontaine, a descendant of Patrick Henry, whose dancing at the Waldorf is attractingadmiration. She danced for the Schoolchildren's Penny Lunch Fund at the Hotel Majestic last Tuesday

Lou-Tellegen's "A King from Nowhere," Paul Ker's "Pietro's
Song," Albany, N. Y.

Albany, n. Y. (Special).—Lou-Tellegen ap- work of Arba Blodget, has been written for the
peared at Harmanus Bleecker Hall Feb. 11. 12 purpose of giving: Mr. Ker an opportunity to
in the premiere performances of "A King: from display his ability as a comedian and a singer.
Nowhere." a romantic comedy-drama by J. and He was favorably received, especially in his song
L. Du Rocher McPherson. Mr. Lou-Tellegen numbers. The scenes of 44 Pietro's Song " are
as the star made an imposing hero, and won laid in an old-fashioned barber shop in a side
considerable success, the leading role being ad- street near the Metropolitan Opera House, and
mirably adapted to his manly personality. in the flat of a manicure in the Bronx. The lead-

The action of the play takes place in the time ing character is Pietro Fortunato. a new-madeof Henry VIII. of England. Mr. Tellegen inter- citizen of Italian birth, who harbors the dream
prets the character of Godred. a Celtic knight, that he needs but the public hearing of his
who. by his reputation for wit. not only be- voice to prove to the world that it has erred in
comes imprisoned in the tower, by order of the giving its highest vocal honors to Caruso. Pietro
irate king, but also establishes himself in the secures employment in the barber shop, so as
affections of Lady Margaret, the most beautiful to be near the Metropolitan, hoping that he
woman in the English court, whom King Henry may come in contact with those whose duty it
VIII. had been unfailingly attempting to cap- is to pass upon the merits of ambitious singers,
ture for himself. The drama is a satire on In the end Pietro. after undergoing hardships,
kings, and on the pompous but meaningless court develops fine qualities, and realizes that there
life. Sidney Greenstreet as the king won a are bigger, and more desirable things than
distinct hit, and shared honors with the star, dreams. The cast supporting the star provedMiss Olive Tell as Lady Margaret also won fa- efficient, and included Beatrice Prentice. Edouard
vor. Durand. George Henry Trader. Antonio Asher,

At Harmanus Bleecker Hall Paul Ker ap- Sidney Riggs. Leslie Hunt, and Mary Sullivan,
peared in the opening performances of 44 Pietro's Joe Weber's musical comedy. 44 The Only Girl "
Song " Feb. 14-16. The play, which is the Feb. 17-19. George W. Herrick.

PITTSBURG —- ,
Pittsburgh (Special).—Lou to <*.

Bubble." played a return e1 •$;,
Alvin week March 27. and drt v
44 The Only Girl." return engagement

The Stuyvesant company presented
Bohemia " at the Nixon March 27-April
and lyrics by George S. Chappell, and musicVV
Kenneth M. Murchison. Much can be ») >
pected from the principals in the cast, but tn*S3
all seemed to have be&n more or less handi¬
capped. Fred J. Nice and Ada May Weeks, a
pair of dancers, brought here from 44 Around the
Map " company, practically carried off thf
honors of the piece—that is. if applause count*
for anything. They were probably put in at
the last minute, as they were not named on. tfte
programme. Prominent in the cast were: wai¬
ter Percival, Fritz Williams, Daisie Irving.
Alice Hegeman. Denman Maley. Frank McCor-
mack. and Muriel Hudson. Tne audiences mir¬
ing the week were hardly even fair. Laurette
Taylor appears in her new comedy. 44 The woo¬
ing of Eve " week April 3.
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